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ACTS OF
PE FORTY-S=11
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
ACTS
OF T
THE
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS OF
STATUTE
STATUTE I.-1879.
I.-1879.
Refrigeratingship. An act to authorize
Refrigerating
authorize the
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury to
contract for the purchase
Secretary of
to contract
purchase
or construction
for the
cargoes, and
and for
for
construction of aa refrigerating
refrigerating ship
ship for
the disinfectioii
disinfection of vessels
vessels and
and cargoes,
other purposes. April 18,1879
18, 1879 .
............................
..............
National
Commerce of Cincinnati.
Cincinnati. An act changing
National Bank of Commerce
changing the name of the National
National Bank
Bank of ComComCincinnati, Ohio, to the National
merce of Cincinnati,
National Lafayette
and Bank
Bank of
Cincim,aii,
Lafayette and
of Commerce
Commerce of Chicininati,
April29,
Ohio. April
29, 1879
1879.....------................
..----. ...
--....-......--.....Congressional expenses appropriations.
appropriations. An act
act to
expenses of
the present
present session
session
Congressional
to provide
provide for
for certain
certain expenses
of the
of Congress, and for other
other purposes. May
May 10, 1879
1879 .
......-------------------........
United States
States ship Alarm. An act
United
act providing
providing for a
a new
new propeller
propeller for the United
United States ship Alarm.
May 12,
May
12, 1879
1879 .........
..................
....... . .. .. ..
................
... .........
Navy enlistments. An act to amend sections
sections fourteen hundred
and seveten
seventeen, fo
fourteen
hundred and
hundred and
foteen,
een hundred
eighteen, fourteen
hundred and
eighteen,
fourteen hundred
and nineteen,
nineteen, fourteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty,
twenty, and
sixteen hundred
hundred
and sixteen
twenty-four of the Revised
and twenty-four
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United States, relating
May
relating to the Navy. May
12,1879 .- - -----. .-12,1879
-..................-........
.. ...
-. ... ....
Pass jetties.
making appropriations
appropriations for
jetties and
and other
other works
works at
at South
South
South Pass
jetties. An
An act
act making
for constructing
constructing jetties
Pass, Mississippi
River. May 13, 1879 ..
Mississippi River.
....................--.
............ .
..- ---..
Lirary of
Congress. An act to authorize
Library
of Congress.
authorize the employment
employment of three additional
additional assistants
assistants in the Library
Library
of Congress.
Congress. May 14, 1879
1879 .
............
.............. ....-... ...--.... ---.........
Conspiracies
the United
United States. An act to amend
fifty-four hundred
Conspiracies to defraud
defraud the
amend section
section fifty-four
hundred and forty
forty of the
Revised Statutes. May
17, 1879
1879 .......................
Revised
May 17,
....... ...... ..................
Steamboat
change of
the
name
of
the
steamboat
Alexis.
May
Steamboat Alexis.
Alexis. An act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the change
of the name of the steamboat Alexis. May
29, 1879 .
.
..-------------------------------....... ...-...--....-....
-Contagious diseases.
diseases. An act to prevent
contagious or
Contagious
prevent the introduction
introduction of contagious
or infectious
infectious diseases
diseases into the
United States. June 2, 1879
1879 ---......................
..---------... .
...
..-...
.-- .
Subsidiary
Subsidiary coins. An act to provide for
for the exchange
exchange of
subsidiary coins
lawful money
of the
the
of subsidiary
coins for
for lawful
money of
United States under certain
certain circumstances,
circumstances, and to make such coins
coins a
alegal tender in
in all
all sums
sums
not exceeding
exceeding ten dollars, and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. June 9, 1879
1879 ...-.......-...............
Entomological
Commission. An act
Entomological Commission.
act in relation
relation to the accounts
United States Entomological
accounts of the United
Entomological
Commission. June
1879
June 9, 1879.---...............-.
................-...-....--..-....----Colonel Robert L. McCook.
McCook. An act to authorize
the Secretary
War to
to furnish
furnish condemned
authorize the
Secretary of War
condemned ordnance for the monument of Colonel Robert
McCook, Ninth Ohio Volunteers, in
in Washington
Washington
Robert L. McCook,
Park,
in
the
city
of
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
June
9,
1879
Park, in the city of Cincinnati, Ohio. June 9,1879 ---.---------...- .................---Great
Kanawha and Kentucky Rivers. An act to amend
Great Kanawha
amend an act entitled
entitled "
An
act
making
appropria"An act making appropriaconstruction, repair, preservation,
completion of certain
certain works
rivers and
tions for the construction,
preservation, and completion
works on rivers
harbors,
harbors ' and for other purposes ", approved
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine.
approved March third, eighteen
seventy-nine.
1879
..
June 10,
10, 1879.--.........-....---..............
.............
........... ....... .
Districtof Columbia
Columbia water
water service. An act to confer
District
confer upon the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Cocertain powers, duties,
duties, and limitations
limitations contained
in chapter
of
lumbia certain
contained in
chapter eight
eight (Water
(Water Service)
Service) of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for
for other
other
the Revised
Revised Statutes of
of the United
United States relating
relating to
to the
the District
District of
purposes.
purposes. June 10, 1879_
1879 ..................
..............................
...............
Districtof Columbia
bonds. An act authorizing
District
Columbia five per cent. bonds.
authorizing the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the District
District of Columbia to issue twenty
twenty year
year five per cent,
bonds of the District of Columbia to redeem
redeem cercent. bonds
tain funded indebtedness
indebtedness of said District. June
June 10, 1879.
1879 .........................------Texas judicial
judicial districts.
districts. An act to amend
an
act
approved
February
twenty-fourth,
eighteen
hundred
amend
approved February twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine, entitled "An
"An act to
northern judicial
judicial district
district of
of
to create
create the
the northern
of the
the State
State of
districts of
lix the
Texas, and to change the eastern
eastern and western
western judicial
judicial districts
of said
said State, and
and to fix
the
time and places of holding
holding courts in said districts."
districts." June
June 11, 1879
1879 ...............-.......
..
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(iii)
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LIST OF
OF PUBLIC
RESOLUTIONS.
LIST
PUBLIC ACTS
ACTS AND
AND RESOLUTIONS.
nage
rage

Public
Lands, Minnesota
Dakota. An
An act
to extend
extend the
the time
time for
the payment
of pre-emptors
pre-emptors on
Public Lands,
Minnesota and
and Dakota.
act to
for the
payment of
on
certain
public lands
Minnesota and
and Territory
Territory of
Dakota. Jun
1879 -----11
certain public
lands in
in the.
the. State
State of
of Minnesota
of Dakota.
Junee 12,
12, 1879
....
11
Mail contracts.
contracts. An
An act
act to
to extend
the time
postal service
service until
can be
be obtained
obtained by
by
Mail
extend the
time of
of special
special postal
until service
service can
advertisement.
June 12,
1879 .......................................
•
11
advertisement. June
12, 1879
.........
.
....
11
Post-routes.
post-routes. Juno
June 12
Post-routes. An
An act
act to establish
establish post-routes.
12,,1879 11...-.....-..............---.--------.
11
Choctawhatchee
River. An
to correct
an error
error in
"An act
making appropriations
appropriations for
ChoctawhatcheeRicer.
An act
act to
correct an
in "An
act making
for the
the construcconstruction,
repair, preservation,
preservation, and
works on
on rivers
rivers and
and harbors,
harbors, and
for
tion, repair,
and completion
completion of
of certain
certain works
and for
other
approved March
hundred and
and seventy-nine.
seventy -nine. June
14, 1879,
other purposes"
purposes" approved
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
June 14,
1879. 20 20
Vinegar factories.
An act
act relating
to vinegar
vinegar factories
established and
and operated
to March
March first,
Vinegar
factories. An
relating to
factories established
operated prior
prior to
first,
20
eighteen
seventy-nine. June
June 14,
14, 1879,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine.
1879 ---.....-.
............
...- --- Baltimore
post-office.
An
act
to
authorize
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
to
negotiate
for
the
purBaltimorepost-office. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to negotiate for the pur
chase at
at private
private sale,
or, if
if necessary,
procure by
by condemnation,
site for
post-office in
in the
the
chase
sale, or,
necessary, procure
condemnation, a
a site
for aapost-office
city
87921
city of
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, State of Maryland.
Maryland. June
June 18,
18, 1
1879.----.................---------------.
21
Post-routes.
supplemental to
act to
establish post-routes."
June 18
1879
21
Post-routes. An act supplemental
to "An
"An act
to establish
post-routes." June
18,,1879..--.
.----21
Chippewa Diver.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
use certain
certain moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated by
by
Chippewa
River. An
An act
act to
to authorize
authorize the
War to
to use
act of
Congress approved
third, eighteen
hundred and
seventy-nine, "for
protecact
of Congress
approved March
March third,
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine,
"for the
the protection of
the high
high sand-banks
on the
the Chippewa
and protection
of imimtion
of the
sand-banks on
Chippewa River",
River ", in
in the
the completion
completion and
protection of
provements in and near
near the mouth
1879...............
23
23
June 19, 1879
mouth of said
said Chippewa
Chippewa River. June
provements
District
of
Columbia,
church
property.
An
act
to
relieve
the
churches
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
Districtof Columbia, church property. An act to relieve the churches of the District of Columbia,
property. June
23
June 21,
21, 1879 .....................
the trustees
trustees of such property.
clear the
the title
title of the
and to clear
Legislative,
and judicial
appropriations. An
appropriations for
the legislegisLegislative, executive,
executive, and
judicial expenses
expenses appropriations.
An act
act making
making appropriations
for the
lative, executive,
executive, and
judicial
expenses
of
the
government
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
thirlative,
and judicial expenses of the government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
hundred and
purposes. June
June 21,
21, 1879
1879 .................
-----------------23
23
for other
other purposes.
and eighty,
eighty, and
and for
eighteen hundred
tieth, eighteen
Military
service appropriations.
making appropriations
for the
support of
of .the
the Army
Army for
for the
the
Military service
appropriations. An
An act
act making
appropriations for
the support
June thirtieth,
eighty, and
other purposes.
June
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty,
and for
for other
purposes. June
23, 1879 .................
.
._
30
.....
...............
.........
............
..............
30
District
authorizing the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
extend
Districtof Columbia. An act
act authorizing
of the
to extend
the
for the
up and
and impounding
impounding of
of domestic
domestic animals
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
the area
area for
the taking
taking up
animals in
in the
Juno
27, 1879
1879 .........................
35
June 27,
.
5.
Public
Binding. An act providing for the binding
binding of the Internal Revenue
Manual. June
Public Binding.
Revenue Laws
Laws and Manual.
27, 1879 ............................
..
..
.
35
.... ...........
.........
- ......
. ...........
. 35
Territorial assemblies.
assemblies. An act concerning
concerning the
the legislative
legislative assemblies
assemblies of
of the
of the
the
Territorial
the several
several Territories
Territories of
June 27,
United States. June
27, 1879
1879 . ..........................................................
35
District of Columbia, taxes. An act fixing the rate of interest
District
interest upon arrearages
an-enrages of
of general
general taxes
taxes and
and
assessments
assessments for special improvements
improvements now
now due to the -District of
of Columbia, and for
revision
for aa revision
assessments for special improvements,
improvements, and for other purposes.
purposes. June 27,
of assessments
27, 1879
1879 36.................
Conway National
NationalBank.
Bank. An act authorizing
authorizing the Conway
Conway National
Conway, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
National Bank of Conway,
and name. Junoe
Juno 27,
36
to change its location and
7, 1879 ...................................
.....
36
Msississippi River Commission. An act to provide
Mississippi
provide for the appointment
appointment of a
a "Mississippi
"Mississippi River CoinCommission"
mission" for the improvement
improvement of said
said river from the Head of
of the
the Passes near its mouth to its
headwaters.
headwaters. June 28, 1879
1879_
37
....------..
.....----..-..--...----......----- ----..- .....-.
37
Post-routes.
Post-routes. An act to establish post-roads
post-roads in certain
certain States
States therein
therein named.
named. June 28, 1879_
___ _. _
1879 ----.
3:18
Postal
service
appropriations.
An
act
making
additional
appropriations
Postal service appropriations.
making
appropriations for the service
service of the Post
Post
Office
Office Department for the fiscal years ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventynine, and
and June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, and for other purposes. June
Juno 28, 1879.
1879.
40
40
IFrry-boat
Ferry-boat. James Fisk, jr. An act to change
change the name of the ferry-boat
Passaic.
ferry-boat James Fisk, jr., to Passaic.
June 30, 1879 ........
41
.....................
....... .....................
.......
41
Iropeller
Nuhpa. An act to change
Propeller Nuhpa.
change the name
name of the steam-propeller
Nupha to Metropolitan.
Metropolitan.
steam-propeller Nupha
June 30, 1879 .....................................................................
41
4
Courts
changing the
November term
term of
of the
the United
United States
Courts in
in Connecticut.
Connecticut. An act changing
the time
time of
of holding the
the November
States
district
district court in the district of Connecticut.
Connecticut. June
June 30, 1879
1879 ....
41
...
............
4............
Bridge across
across Wabash Diver.
An act
to authorize
authorize the
the construction
of a
across the
WaRiver. An
act to
construction of
a railroad
railroad bridge
bridge across
the Wa42
bash River. June 30, 1879 .....
.
.
.......
...................
42
Steamer B. P.
P. Cheney. An act to amend section one, page two hundred and thirty-four,
thirty-four, volume
twenty, of the United States Statutes
at
Large,
Forty-fifth
Congress.
June
30,
1879
.......
4
Statutes
Forty-fifth
30, 1879....
Judicial
appropriations for certain
Judicial expenses appropriations.
appropriations. An act making
making appropriations
certain judicial expenses
expenses for the
government
hundred and eighty, and for
for
government for the fiscal year
year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
June 30, 1879 .......................
other purposes. June
43
. .....
-..........
........-----43
William
Nelphew King. An act for
for the
the relief of William
44
William Nephew
William Nephew
Nephew King, junior. June 30, 1879
1879 ...
44
lat-boats and
and barges.
relating to
to vessels
internal motive power of
of
Flat-boats
barges. An
An act relating
vessels not propelled by sail or internal
other purposes. June
June 30,
30, 1879
1879 ...................................
44
their own, and for other
....
44
Plattsburg,New York. An act to authorize
authorize the Secretary
certain lands
Plattsburg,
Secretary of War
War to
to release
release certain
lauds of the
United
States
to
the
people
of
the
State
of
New
York.
June
44
United States
people
June 30, 1879 ....................
44
Storehouse at Omaha. An act to amend the act entitled "
" An act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the support of the Army for the fiscal
year
ending
June
thirtieth,
eighteen
hundred
and
eighty,
and
fiscal year
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
for othe
June twenty-third,
hundred and seventy-nine,
other purposes", approved
approved June
twenty-third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine, by
by
correcting two clerical
clerical errors
errors therein.
correcting
therein. June
June 30,
30, 1879
1879
.
..
4
45
Engineer
Engineer Corps,
Corps, Army.
or filling
filling vacanc
i
es i
n the
the Off
i ce of
of Chief of Engineers,
Army. An act providing
providing f
for
vacancies
in
Office
United
States Army.
Army. June
June 30,
UnitedStates
30, 1879 ...
...................................
Courts in Kentucky. An act to
prescribe
thee times
off the
to p
rescrib e th
times for holding
holding the
the circuit and district courts
co ur t
so
45
United
States in
in the
the district
of K
ent
ucky . J
ul
y 1
79................................
United States
district of
Kentucky.
July
1,, 18
1879
Publio
Lands.
An
act
to
grant
additional
rights
to
homestead
settlers
Public)
grantadditi onalri
g hts to homestead settlers' .
on public lands
lands within
within rail45
road limits
limits in the States of Missouri
road
Missouri and
and Arkansas.
Arkansas. July
July 1,
1, 1879 ...
.
46
National Board
n ac
id e office-rooms
o ffi ce-rooms for
National Board
Health, and
and for
for
National
Board of Health. A
An
acttt
too prov
provide
for the
the National
Board of
of Health,

the publication
its reports
reports and
1, 1879
1879............
the
publication of
of its
and papers,
papers, and for other purposes. July 1
..... of
D trti ofColumbia.
District
of Columbia. A
An actt t
prov id e f
or th
low grounds
the city
city
of Washtoo provide
for
thee conveyance
conveyance of
of the
the low
grounds in
in the
Was
ington, under
under the
the provisions
ongress, chapter
chapter ninety-six,
ninety-six, approved
approved May
May sevsevington,
provisions ooffth
thee ac
antt ooff C
Congress,
enth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
July 1,
•
enth,
hundred and
and twenty-two.
twenty-two.
July
1, 1879
1879 .....................................
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47
47

LIST OF PUBLIC ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS.
LIST
RESOLUTIONS.
Grasshoppers. An
the relief
settlers on
the public
public lands
Grasshoppers.
An act
act for
for the
relief of
of settlers
on the
lands in
in districts subject
subject to
to grasshopper
grasshopper
incursions. July 1,
1, 1879--...............--------..-----------------------------. .
:........... ........
Quinine.
An
act
to
put
salts
of
quinine
and
sulphate
of
quinine
on
the
free
list.
July
Quinine. An act to put salts of quinine
....
1, 1879..
1879 ......

V
V
Page.
48
48
48
48

RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
ProfessorJoseph
Joint resolution
authorizing the printing
Professor
Joseph Henry.
Henry. Joint
resolution authorizing
printing of a
a portrait of the late
Joseph
late Joseph
accompany the memorial volume
Henry, to accompany
volume heretofore
heretofore ordered.
April 18,
1879.............
ordered. April
18 1879
48
National
of Health.
Health. Joint resolution relating to the organization
National Board
Board of
organization of the National
of
National Board of
Health. April 18, 1879
1879.............................----------------------------------------------------------- 49
49
Public Binding.
Binding. Joint
Public Printer to bind in
Public
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing the Public
in cloth two voluinei;
volumes of
of
Sailing Directions
Directions for the United States
States Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office.
Office. June
June 9,
9, 1879
1879 ................
--------------- 49
49
Sidney and
and Melbourne
Melbourne Expositions.
Expositions. Joint resolution
resolution in relation
Sidney
relation to the
the international
to be
be
international exhibitions
exhibitions to
held at Sydney
hundred and
held
Sydney and Melbourne,
Melbourne, Australia, in eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and
and eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and eighty. June
49
June 10,
10, 1879
1879 ....................................--....------....------------------------49
ft.ashington's
birth-place. Joint resolution
directing a
a monument to be erected
Washington's birth-place.
resolution directing
erected to mark the birthplace of George Washington.
Washington. June
June 14, 1879
50
1879 ...................................
........
50
...
,
Qu()rantine Hulks.
Hulks. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing the
Quarantine
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to place
place vessels
vessels and
and hulks
hulks
at the
disposal of
commissioners of quarantine
persons at the ports of
at
the disposal
of commissioners
quarantine or other proper
proper persons
the
of the
14, 1879 ....................................................----------------------------.......----------------------..
United States. June 14,
50
50
I'roJessorEdward
Edward Fontaine.
Fontaine. Joint resolution
resolution accepting
Professor
accepting from
from Professor
Professor Edward
LouEdward Fontaine,
Fontaine, of
of Louisiana, certain
certain maps, drawings,
drawings, and
x pl anations of
ofth
same.
June 19,
......
50
and e
explanations
thee same.
June
19, 1879....
1879 ...............
50
I'lbli
Public Printing
Printing and Binding. .Joint
Joint resolution to print five thousand copies
of the
the Final
Final Reports
Reports of
of the
the
copies of
United States Centennial Commission
Commission upon
upon the International
International Exhibition
Exhibition and
and Centennial
Centennial CeleCelebration
seventy-six. June
bration of eighteen hundred and seventy-six.
June 20,
1879
50
20, 1879-----------50
Detroit
Rirer
bridge.
resolution relating
a bridge
Detroit River bridge. Joint
Joint resolution
relating to a
bridge across the Detroit River
River at or near DeDetroit, Michigan.
Michigan. June20,
June 20, 1879 .....
51
.....
............................
.....
.
.51
Sn,,dryr civil appropriations,
appropriations,amendments.
amendments. Joint
resolution to repeal
Sundry
Joint resolution
repeal certain
certain clauses
clauses in
in the
the sundry
sundry
civil appropriation
act,
approved
eighteen hundred
appropriation
approved March
March third, eighteen
seventy-nine, and
and for
for
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
other purposes. June 20, 1879 .........................
51
.................................
.
1
I'a/
House employe.
Pay of House
employes. Joint resolution fixing the
the date
date on which
which the
the pay
pay of
of committee
committee clerks,
pages,
clerks, pages,
and laborers
House of Representatives,
Representatives, who
laborers of the House
are paid
during
the
session
only,
shall
who are
paid during the session only, shall
session, and for
begin for this session,
for other
purposes. June
24, 1879...............................
1879
53
other purposes.
June 24,
53
I'o.l-Office, Washington,
Washington, D. C. Joint resolution
Post-Office,
resolution authorizing the appointment
appointment of a
commission to
to lease
lease
a commission
abuilding for a city post-office in the city of Washington, District of Columbia
June 27,
-----------..-----1879 ----53
............
....
...........
......
53
United
Coiled States Centennial
Centennial Commission. Joint resolution
resolution to provide
provide for the purchase
of the
the stereotype
stereotype
purchase of
plates of the final reports of the
Commission upon
plates
the Centennial
Centennial Commission
upon the Centennial
Centennial Exhibition
Exhibition of
of
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-six.
seventy-six. June
June 27,
53
27, 1879_
1879 .............
...
....----...............-- 53
II
slington
on
oument. Joint resolution
Washington Monument.
resolution authorizing
authorizing the completion
completion of
of the
Washof the
the foundation
foundation of
the Washington Monument. June 27, 1879
64
1879 ........................................................
Vidarrrie-Gutlindodrafts.
Vidtturrie-Gulindo
drafts. Joint resolution
resolution relative
relative to certain
and other
other papers
papers in
certain accepted
accepted drafts
drafts and
in
the Department
Department of State. June
June 28,
1879
54
28, 1879 ...................................................
54
Aolowvr
resolution donating
donating granite blocks
3;ower Post Grand
Grand Army
Army of the Republic. Joint resolution
blocks to Mower
Mower Post
Post
Grand Army of the Republic
Republic of New Orleans,
Orleans, Louisiana.
Louisiana. June
28,
1879
....
.
.....
54
June 28, 1879 ....................
54
Misrissippi River. Joint resolution
a survey
survey of the
Mississippi
resolution authorizing
authorizing a
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River near
near Lake
Lake ConConcorlia, Louisiana,
cordia,
Louisiana, and Cowpen
Cowpen Bend,
Bend, Mississippi.
Mississippi. June
54
June 28,
28, 1879
1879 ......................
..
54
HIIo,'
and Senate
Senate cmplo'y6.
House and
employes. Joint resolution
resolution in relation
relation to committee
committee clerks,
pages, and
and other
other ememclerks, pages,
ployees of the Senate and House
Representatives, and for other purposes. July
ployees
House of
of Representatives,
July 1,
1, 1879..
1879..
55
55
lHolse employe,s.
employes. Joint resolution
employees of the
House
resolution to pay the
the employees
the House
Representatives borne
borne on
House of
of Representatives
on
the annual roll one month's extra
1, 1879 .......--- ..-extra pay. July 1,
56
..........-.............
56
letl'.'s United States Import Duti
Duties.
Joint
resolution to supply
Heyl's
es.
Joi n t resolution
supply Congress
Congress with
with Fleyl's
United States
States
Heyl's United
Import
Import Duties. July 1,
1879
56
1, 1879.....................
.......................................
5
STATUTE II.-1879-'80.
STATUTE
IL-1879-'80.
Distilledspirits.
spirits. An act authorizing
allowance for loss by leakage
Distilled
authorizing an allowance
leakage or casualty of
of spirits
spirits withwithdrawn from distillery
distillery warehouses
warehouses for
for exportation.
exportation. December
December 20, 1879
1879.....................
Portraits
vignettes. An act relating
printing impressions
impressions from portraits and vignettes. DePortraits and vignettes.
relating to printing
De...........................
cember 22,1879
22, 1879 _
...................
. ................. ...... .-.
Pension appropriations.
appropriations. An act making appropriations
Pension
the payment
payment of
invalid and
and other
other pensions
appropriations for
for the
of invalid
pensions
of the United States for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
eightyhundred and
and eighty1880
one. January
January 13,
13,1880
...--------------...........--------------.
Block Island,
Island, telegraph.
An
act
to
authorize
telegraph.
authorize the laying of aatelegraphic
telegraphic cable
the main
main land
land
cable from
from the
in Rhode Island to Block Island.
January 14,
14, 1880
1880 .....................................
Island. January
Land district
district in Dakota.
Dakota. An act to establish aaland
land district
district in the Territory
Territory of Dakota,
and
locating
Dakota, and locating
the office at Grand
Grand Forks.
January 21,1880
21, 1880................................................
Forks. January
amend sections twenty-three
twenty-three hundred and
Revised Statutes. An act to amend
and twenty-four
twenty-four and
twentyand twentythree hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the
States concerning
minthe United States
concerning mineral lands. January
January 22,
22, 1880
1880 ..............
..............................................
Harbor at
at Delaware
Delaware Breakwater.
Breakwater. An act directing
removal of obstructions
Harbor
directing the
the removal
obstructions from
from the
at
the harbor
harbor at
Delaware
Delaware Breakwater. January
23, 1880 ...........
January 23,1880
.....
........................
.
Right of way across
across Water
Water Shops Pond. An act
act granting
granting a
way across
across Water
Water Shops
a right
right of
of way
Shops Pond
Pond in
in
Springfield,
Springfield and New London Railroad
Springfield, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, to the Springfield
Railroad Company. January
January
24,1880
24,
1880 ....................
........
...................
.. ...................
..
........

59
59
59
59
59
959
60
60
60
60
61
61

61
e6a
61
61
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Deputy
collector at
at Seaford.
authorizing the
Secretary of
Treasury to
to appoint
appoint a
a deputy
deputy
Deputy collector
yeaford. An
An act
act authorizing
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
collector
at Seaford,
County, Delaware,
Delaware, and
for other
purposes. January
January 24
,1880_ __.
24,1880....
Seabord, Sussex
Sussex County,
and for
other purposes.
collector at
Millers'
Exhibition. An
act to
the importation
importation of
for exhibition
at
Millers' International
InternationalExhibition.
An act
to authorize
authorize the
of articles
articles for
exhibition at
the
International Exhibition
to beheld
at Cincinnati
eighteen hundred
hundred and.eighty,
the Millers'
Millers' Intornational
Exhibition to
beheld at
Cincinnati in
in eighteen
andeighty,
-January 24, 1880 _
__
free of duty. January
.--..............--------------------------- --------Independent Order
Order of
of Odd
Fellows. An
act amending
of the
the Grand
Grand Lodge
Lodge of
of the
the IndeIndependent
Odd Fellowls.
An act
amending the
the charter
charter of
Independent Order of
Odd Fellows
January 28, 1880..............
1880.62
pendent
of Odd
Fellows of the
the District
District of Columbia. January
United
circuit and
courts at Macon, Ga. An
Au act
to provide
for circuit
and district
district courts
United States circuit
and district
district courts
act to
provide for
circuit and
courts
United States
Macon, Georgia,
and to
certain counties
the northern
northern to
to
of the United
States at
at Macou,
Georgia, and
to transfer
transfer certain
counties from
from the
southern district in said State. January
1880
the southern
January 29,
29, 1880................
.......................
United
circuit and district
provide for
circuit and
and district
district
United States
States circuit
district courts
courts at Columbus,
Coluhmbus, Ohio. An
An act to provide
for circuit
courts
certain counties
from the
the
courts of the
the United
United States at
at Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio, and transferring
transferring certain
counties from
northern
the southern
southern district
district in
in said
State. February
February 4,
4, 1880
northern to
to the
said State.
1880 ..........................
Site for Naval Observatory.
purchase a
a new site
site for the United
United States
Naval
Observatory. Au act to locate
locate and purchase
States Naval
Observatory.
February 4, 1880.
1880. ......................
Observatory. February
........
....
.............-...
Public
building, Danville,
Danville, Va. An act for
at Danville,
Danville, Virginia.
Virginia.
Public building,
for the
the erection
erection of
of a
a public
public building
building at
February
----------February 11, 1880 ..........................
.................................
...... ...
Deficiencies, Senate and
Deficiencies,
and House of Representatives.
Representatives. In
to provide for deficiencies
deficiencies in
An act to
in the
the appropriappropriations
expenses of
Senate and House
February 11,
11,
ations for contingent
contingent expenses
of the Senate
House of Representatives.
Representatives. February
.
....
1880
....
.............
............
.. ................
...................
Nationalgold banks.
banks. An act authorizing
National
of national
national gold
banks. February
14, 1880..
1880..
authorizing the conversion
conversion of
gold banks.
February 14,
Ieputl
collector at Lake Charles,
Deputy collector
Charles, La. An act authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury to appoint aa
authorizing the
deputy
deputy collector at Lake
Lake Charles,
Charles Louisiana.
Louisiana: February
February 24,
24, 1880
1880 ...........................
Colored
emigrants. An act for the relief of colored
Colored emigrants.
colored emigrants.
emigrants. March 5,
5, 1880 •
........
.....
buildings, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.
provide for the purchase
Site for public buildings,
Md. An act
act to provide
purchase of aasite for
for a
a post-office
post-ofice
and oiher
other government
government buildings
in
the
city
of
Baltimore,
Maryland.
March
5,
1880
buildligs
the
Maryland. March
1880--------..
Appropriation for
An act
making additional
appropriations for
for the
the support
Appropriation
for Indian
Indian tribes.
tribes. An
act making
additional appropriations
support of
of certain
certain
Indian
ending June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
March 10,
10,
Indian tribes,
tribes, for the year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
and eighty.
eighty. March
1880. ............1880
.... ... ..
......
. .. .....
..................................
..........
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, section 3020.
three thousand
thousand and twenty
twenty of
of the
the Revised
Rerised
:3020. An act
act to
to amend
amend section
section three
Revised
Statutes. March 10, 1880 . .................
.........
..........................
.......
Additional
Interior and Wlar
War Departments.
act authorizing
authorizing the
Additional clerks, Interior
Dcpartments. An act
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior
and Secretary
Secretary of War
War to employ additional clerks
for the balance
balance of this
year to
clerks for
this fiscal year
to expedite the setthlloent
sett le met it of pension
pension applications,
applications, and
1880 .....
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. March
March 16,
16, 1880.........
P'ublic
lands in
inl Kansas.
Kansas. An act
Public lands
act for the relief
relief of certain actual
actual settlers
settlers on the Kansas trust and diminished reserve lands in
in the
the State of
1880 ......
of Kansas.
Kansas. March
March 16,
16, 1880
........................
Public
lands, Port
to restore
to the
public domain
the military
military reservareservaPublic lands,
Fort Ripley,
Ripley, Minnesota.
Minnesota. An
An abt
act to
restore to
the public
domain the
tion known as the Fort Ripley
Ripley Reservation,
Reservation, in the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and for
other purposes.
for other
April
April 1,
1, 1880.
1880 ..........
...........
..............
................
............Secretary of Interior,
Secretary
Interior, deposit
&posit of funds. An act
act to authorize
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to deposit
deposit
authorize the
the Secretary
certain funds
funds in the United
United States
Treasury in
of investment.
investment. April
April 1,
1, 1880
States Treasury
in lieu
lieu of
1880 ............
Sheep and
and wool show at
Au act
authorize and
direct the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Agriat Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,Pa.
Pa. An
act to
to authorize
and direct
of Agriattend, in person
culture to attend,
person or by deputy, the
the international
international sheep
and wool
wool show,
show, to
to be
be held
sheep and
held
in the Centennial buildings, Fairmount
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, in
Domini
in September,
September, anno
anno Domini
eighteen hundred
a full and complete report
hundred and eighty, and to make a
report of the same, and for
for
other purposes. April 1,
1880. ...... .............
1, 1880.
............ ...................
Appropriation,
printing. An act appropriating
Appropriation, public printing.
appropriating money
money to provide for the public
public printing.
printing.
April 1, 1880 .
.............
. ......................
... ..... ........... ........
Potomac
fisheries. An act for protection
protection of the Potomac
fisheries in the District
Potomac fisheries.
Potomac fisheries
District of
of Columbia, and
for the preservation
preservation of shad and herring
the Potomac
Potomac River.
River. April
6, 1880
1880 .............. .
herring in
in the
April 6,
star routes.
Deficiency appropriations,
appropriations, star
routes. An
An act to
to provide for
for a
appropriations for
for
a deficiency
deficiency in the appropriations
fiscal year ending June
the transportation
transportation of the mails on star routes
routes for
for the
the fiscal
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, and for other purposes.
April 7,
7, 1880
1880.------------purposes. April
Boundary
line between States
States of New
Newr York
Boundary line
York and
net giving
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
an
and Vermont. An act
giving the
to an
agreement
or
compact
entered
into
between the States
respecting
agreement
entered
between
States of New
New York and
and Vermont respecting
boundary between said States. April 7, 1880 ----..............
the boundary
Public building, Charleston,
provide for a
a building
Public
Charleston, W. Va. An act to provide
building suitable
suitable for a
post-office, for
for
a post-office,
the accommodation
United States
the
accommodation of the revenue officers, and the United
States courts
courts and their
their officers,
officers, in
the city of Charleston, West Virginia. April
April 9, 1880
1880 .....................................
Public
Paducah Ky.
An act
act to provide
Public building
building, Paducah,
Ky. An
provide for the construction
construction of a
a public
public building
building at the
city of Paducah,
Paducah, State of Kentucky.
Kentucky. April 14, 1880 ...........-.............
........
Rio Grande
frontier, protection
protectionof. An act making
making appropriations
appropriations for acquiring
Grande frontier,
acquiring sites and theerection
theerection
of suitable
posts
for
suitable
the protection of the Rio Grande
Grande frontier. April
April 16;
--------------16, 1880 ....
.
. ..
Grand
Grand Army Republic, Post
Post No. 66, Muncy,
Muncy, Pa.
Pa. An act donating
donating six condemned
condenmed cannon
cannon and cannonballs
to
Post
Number
Sixty-six,
Grand
Army
of
the
Republic,
balls
Sixty-six,
Republic, of Muncy,
Money, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, for
for
monumental purposes.
purposes. April
April 16,
16, 1880
monumental
1880.............................
.............
Blair
Monument
Association.
An
act
to
donate
twelve
condemned
bronze
cannon
to
the
Blair
MonBlair Monument
donate twelve
bronze
the
ument Association
of Saint
Saint Louis, Missouri.
April 16, 1880
ument
Association of
Missouri. -April
1880 --------------------------.
- .._.
Steamer "John Thorn." An act to change
"John Thorn."
Thorn";
Steamer
change the name
name of the steamer
steamer "J.
"J. H. Kelly"
Kelly" to "John
April 16,
16, 1880
1880 ....................................-------April
Justices
of the
the Peace
the Territories.
Territories. An
Justices of
Peace in the
An act relating
relating to justices
justices of the peace
peace in
in the Territories.
Territories.
April
April 16,
16, 1880 .......................................... ............
.
.....
Censuses,
taking
of.
An
act
to
amend
an
act
entitled
"An
act
to
provide
for
taking
the
Censuses, taking of. An act to amen d an act. entitled .
to provide for taking the tenth
tenth 'an
and
--subsequent censuses,"
rove d March
M arc h third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventynine
seventy-nine. April
20,
subsequent
censuses," app
approved
April 20
1880 ..
i8 . O
. . . . . ..
. ..............
.
. ....
-..

....

-

-

--------...................
----...........................

62
62

62
62
62
63
63

64
65
65
65
65
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
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70
70
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United
States
courts
in Colorado.
Colorado.
An act
povide for
establishing of
of court
the di
disUnited trict
Statesofcourts
Colorado.
en
April 20,
An
act to
to povide
for the
the establishing
of terms
terms of
court in
in the
s76
trict of Colorado. April 20, 1880 ...................................................
76
and American Independence.
One hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversaryof the treaty
treaty of peace and
Independence. An act to provide for celeAmerican
hundredth anniversary of the treaty of peace
peace and the recognition
recognition of American
brating the one hundredth
Independence by holding
holding an international
international exhibition of arts, manufactures,
manufactures, and the products
products
Independence
eighteen
York, in the year
of the soil and mine, in the city of New York, in the State
State of New York
ear eihteen
hundred and
23, 1880
1880 .................................
----- .
----..
- ----77
hundred
and eighty-three.
eighty-three. April
April 23,
................
77
in
Indians, New Mexico. An act to amend
Indians,
amend an act entitled
entitled "An act for the removal of certain Indians
Indians in
23,1880.
New Mexico,"
Mexico," approved
approved June
June twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight.
seventy-eight. April 23,
1880.
81
authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to repair and
building at Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio. An act to authorize
Public
Public building
extend the public
public building owned by the government at Cleveland, Ohio. April
April 24, 1880...
1880...
81
81
a land-office
Montana
Montana Territory land-office. An act for the establishment
establishment of a
land-office in the Territory
Territory of Montana. April 30, 1880 .
81
. ..................
........
......
....
........................
81
Seas expedition.
expedition. An act to authorize
zArctic
authorize and equip an expedition to the Arctic Seas. May 1,
Arctic Seas
1,
1880
1880.....................................
....................
..............
appropriations for the naval service for the fiscal
Appropriations for naval service.
82
Appropriations
service. An act making appropriations
year
ending June
and eighty-one,
for other
other purposes.
purposes. May
May
82
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty-one, and
and for
82
3,
1880
.....................................................
3, 1880................
.....
Post-routes.
An
act
to
establish
1880
to
establish
post-routes.
May
3,
1880
.....................................
90
Post-routes. An act
pleasure-yacht W. J.
Steam-yacht
J. Gordon
Gordon
Steam-yacht "W.
"W. J.
J. Gordon." An act to change the name of the steam pleasure-yacht
to
108
108
....-- .....--.......-.................................-.....
to Salmo. May
May 3, 1880
1880
Minnie B.
R. Child.
Child. An act to authorize
authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to change the name
name of the
steamboat
"Minnie R. Child,"
Child," of New York. May
May 3, 1880 ..................................
...... ....... . 108
108
steamboat "Minnie
Marine hospital
hospital at
construction of a
in
for the
the construction
a marine hospital in
to provide
provide for
Marine
at Memphis, Tenn. An act to
the city
city of
of Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee.
Tennessee. May
May 3,
3, 1880
109
1880 ..--...-...- ..---......-..-...------..........
the
William
An act
act to
William Gaines, late ordnance
sergeant United States Army,
Army, on
on
ordnance sergeant
to place
place William
'Villiam Gaines.
Gaines. An
.......-.....-...----.
retired list. May 3,
109
3, 1880 ...............................
the retired
Appropriations for
for fortifications
and defenses.
An act
making appropriations
fortifications and
for fortifications
appropriations for
act making
defenses. An
fortificationsand
Appropriations
other
armament thereof, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
defense, and
and for the armament
works of
of defense,
other works
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, and
and for other
4, 1880 ..--....------.....
109
other purposes.
purposes. May 4,
eighteen
appropriations for the support of the Army for the fiscal
Appropriations
for Army.
Army. An act making appropriations
Appropriationsfor
May
purposes.
year ending
ending June
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-one, and for other
June thirtieth, eighteen
year
......
................ 110
.......
4,
.............
..........
...................
1880 .
.....
4, 1880
Appropriation
for
public
printing,
deficiency.
act
appropriating money to provide for the public
An
act appropriating
Appropriationforpublicprinting,deficiency.
----------------....-------.
printing.
114
--1880 .........-----...............
May 7, 1880
printing. May
Fort
authorize the sale of Fort Logan, Montana
Montana Territory, and to estabestabof. An act to authorize
Fort Logan, sale of.
114
--.
..--lish a
.
.
114
May 8, 1880
1880 .......................................
frontier. May
post on
on the
the frontier.
lish
a new
new post
Indian
An act
act making
making appropriations
for the
contingent expenses
of
expenses of
and contingent
the current
current and
appropriations for
appropriations. An
Indian appropriations.
for
the Indian
Indian Department,
Department, and
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
treaty stipulations
stipulations with various Indian tribes, for
and for
the
the year
June thirtieth,
eighty-one, and for other purposes.
eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
thirtieth, eighteen
ending June
the
year ending
May
11, 1880
1880 .
114
---------------........
............ .....
..................................
May 11,
Consular and
and diplomatic
diplomatic appropriations.
appropriations for the consular and diplomaking appropriations
An act making
appropriations. An
Consular
matic
of the
the government
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
thirtieth, eighteen
the year
for the
government for
matic service
service of
--------- --eighty-one,
and for
purposes. May 14, 1880 .........--. ............. 133
for other
other purposes.
eighty-one, and
Settlers
on
public
lands.
An
act
for
the
relief
of
settlers
on
public
lands.
May
14,
1880
.
140
140
Settlers on public lands. An act for the relief of settlers on public lands. May 14, 1880 ...............
Wyoming,
Montana
and
Pacific
Railroad
Company.
An
act
to
authorize
the
Wyoming,
Montana
and
Wyoming, Montana and Pacific Railroad Company. An act to authorize the Wyoming, Montana
Pacific
Railroad Company
Company to
to build
across the
the Fort
Russell and
Laramie military
and Fort
Fort Laramie
Fort Russell
its road
road across
build its
Pacific Railroad
--reservations.
17, 1880
141
1880 .....................................................-----May 17,
reservations. May
Louisville and
Canal. An
tolls at
Louisville and
Portland Canal
Canal.
and Portland
at the
the Louisville
all tolls
act to
to abolish
abolish all
An act
PortlandCanal.
Louisville
and Portland
May 18,
18, 1880
1880 .........................
141
..........-----.---..---------------------------May
Land district,
district, Kansas.
Kansas. An
An act
act to
create an
additional land
land district
in the
the State
Kansas. May
May
of Kansas.
State of
district in
an additional
to create
Land
.141141
--........................
....
...
.
....-..
............
24, 1880
1880
Public building,
building, Pittsburgh,
An act
to provide
building for
for the
the use
States cirthe United
United States
use of the
a building
act to
provide a
Pa. An
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Public
cuit
and district
courts, custom-house,
custom-house, and
post-office at
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. May 24,
at Pittsburgh,
and post-office
district courts,
cuit and
1880
.
.
142
- ---------. ------.--.------.---.----1880 ...................................---------.
Public building,
building, Montgomery,
Ala. An
An act
the erection
erection of
of a
a public
public building
building at
Montgomery,
at Montgomery,
for the
act for
Montgomery, Ala.
Public
142
Alabama. May
May 26,
1880 ..
142
.......-.-----------.---------- -------.-----.
.........
26, 1880.-.....-Alabama.
Schooner
Rebecca D.
An act
act authorizing
authorizing the
May
Rebecca D.
D. May
the schooner
schooner Rebecca
name of
of the
changing the
the name
the changing
D. An
Schooner Rebecca
26,
1880
•
.....
•
..
...
..142
--- ----..----..---26, 1880 .-.......-...-.........--.----.-------.----.----..Public
lands, Ohio.
Ohio. An
act to
construe and
define "An
act to
to cede
cede to
State of
of Ohio
the unsold
Ohio the
the State
to the
"An act
and define
to construe
An act
Public lands,
lands
in
the
Virginia
military
district
in
said
State,"
approved
February
eighteenth,
eighteen
eighteen
eighteenth,
lands in the Virginia military district in said State," approved February
hundred and
and seventy-one,
and for
other purposes.
purposes. May
May 27,
27, 1880
142
14
1880 ........................
for other
seventy-one, and
hundred
Revised Statutes,
sections 2552
2553 amended.
amended. An
act to
re-enact sections
sections twenty-five
twenty-five
and re-enact
An act
to amend
amend and
2552 and
and 2553
Statutes, sections
Revised
hundred and
and fifty-two
and twenty-five
twenty-five hundred
hundred and
the Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes. May
May
of the
and fifty-three
fifty-three of
fifty-two and
hundred
. . ...
143
27, 1880
1880....
....
.....
. .
143
.-----......-----------.
------------.................-----------------..----------...............-........---------....
27,
Settlers, Osage
act for
the relief
settlers upon
the Osage
Osage trust
and dimindimintrust and
of settlers
upon the
relief of
An act
for the
Kansas. An
Osage trust
trust lands,
lands, Kansas.
Settlers,
ished-reserve lands
and for
for other
purposes. May
May 28,
'28, 1880
143
143
.............
1880 ......
other purposes.
in Kansas,
Kansas, and
lands in
ished-reserve
145
Internal revenue.
revenue. An
An act
relation to
May 28, 1880 ---....
145
internal revenue.
revenue. May
in relation
to internal
the laws in
act to
to amend
amend the
Internal
Deficiency, pension
appropriations. An
An act
act making
appropriations for
appropriain the
the appropriaa deficiency
deficiency in
for a
making appropriations
pension appropriations.
Deficiency,
tions for
the payment
pensions for
the fiscal
fiscal year
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
ending June
June thirtieth,
year ending
for the
payment of
of pensions
tions
for the
and eighty,
eighty, and
and for.other
for.other purposes.
May 31,
31, 1880.........................
1880
150
150
...........
purposes. May
and
Military
Academy,
appropriations.
An
act
making
appropriations
for
the
support
Military
the
Military
of
the
support
Military Academy, appropriations. An act making appropriations for
Academy
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
thirtieth,
eighteen
hundred
and
eighty-one,
and
for
Academy for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, and for
--------.......
other purposes.
purposes. June
151
...-..............
----..
1, 1880
1880 ....-- ..........
June 1,
other
Joseph
for the
the erection
of a
late
Henry, late
of Joseph
Joseph Henry,
statue of
a bronze
bronze statue
erection of
An act
act for
of. Au
bronze statue
statue of.
Henry, bronze
Joseph Henry,
Secretary
of the
the Smithsonian
Jane 1,
1, 1880
1880
154
..... ... 151..
.........
........
Institution. June
Smithsonian Institution.
Secretary of
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Montana,
Wyoming legislatures.
legislatures. An
for the
of the
the members
members
An act
act providing
providing for
the reapportionment
reapportionment of
Montana, Idaho,
dalho, Wyoming
of the
legislatures in
in the
Montana, Idaho,
Idaho, and
and Wyoming.
W,yoming. June
June 3
3,.1880.
1880 ...
of Montana,
Territories of
the Territories
the legislatures
of
United
courts, lowa.
Iowa. An
act providing
providing the
the times
times and
and places
places of
holding the
the circuit
court
circuit court
of holding
An act
oircuit courts,
States circuit
United States

1

154
54

155
4, 1880
1880
tc.. ______ _
June
purposes.
the district
district of Iowa, and
and for. other p
urposes.
June 4,
155
of the United States in the
District of
appropriations. An
act snaking
appropriations to
for the
the expenses
of
expenses o
to provide
provide for
making appropriations
An act
appropriations.
(;oluruia
of Columbia
District
the
government
of
the
District
of
Columbia
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
thirtieth,
eighteen
the government of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and eighty-one,
eighty-ono, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes. June
. ........... .
15
June 4,
4, 1880 --------155
...............
and for
hundred
Monumental
Au act
act to
to carry
effect the
resolution of
of Congress,
Congress, adopted
adopted
the resolution
into effect
carry into
Va. An
Yorktown, Va.
column, Yorktown,
Moumeental column,
on
the
twenty-ninth
day
of
October,
seventeen
hundred
and
eighty-one,
in
regard
to
a
monto
a
regard
in
and
eighty-one,
on the twenty-ninth day of October, seventeen hundred
163
...........
1880163
umental column
column at
at Yorktown,
and for
for other
other purposes. June
Jun e 7,
7, 1880
Yorktown, Virginia, and
umcutal
Brigadier-General lerkimer,
Herkimer, monument
An act
act to
to consummate
resolution of
of the
Continental
the Continental
the resolution
consummate the
to. An
monument to.
Brigadier-General
Congress of
October fourth,
hundred and
seventy-seven, and
and erect
erect aamonument
monument to
to
and seventy-seven,
seventeen hundred
fourth, seventeen
of October
Congress
the memory
memory of
therein directed.
directed. June
June 8,
8, 1880---------163
163
1880..............
as therein
Herkimer, as
Brigadier-General Herkimer,
of Brigadier-General
the
Major-General
George Gordon
act to
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War to transfer to
to
of Warto
to authorize
An act
to. An
statue to.
Meade, statue
Gordon Meade,
Major-GeneralGeorge
the Fairmount
Art Association
Association thirty
thirty condemned
condemned bronze
cannon, to
used in
in the
the erecbe used
to be
bronze cannon,
Park Art
the
F'airmount Park
tion of
of an
to the
Gordon Meade.
June 8,
8, 1880164
1G4
1880-.
Meade. June
George Gordon
late Major-General
Major-General George
the late
statue to
an equestrian
equestrian statue
tion
Solicitor
and
Judge-Advocate-General
of
the
Navy.
An
act
to
authorize
the
President
to
appoint
an
Solicitor and Judge-Advocate-General of the Navy. An act to authorize the President to appoint an
officer
of
the
Navy
or
the
Marine
Corps
to
perform
the
duties
of
Solicitor
and
Judge-AdvoJudge-Advoand
Solicitor
of
officer of the Navy or the Marine Corps to perform the duties
cate-General, and
and so
so forth,
forth, and
and to
to fix
fix the
the rank
rank and
and pay
of such
such officer.
officer. Jume
June 8,
8, 1880
1880 .......
-------164
164
pay of
cate-General,
Soldiers'
monument, Marietta,
act to
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
furnish four
four pieces
of War
War to furnish
to authorize
An act
Ohio. An
Marietta, Ohio.
Soldiers' monument,
of cast
cast iron
iron condemned
ordnance for
for the
soldiers' monument
Marietta, Ohio. June
1880.
164
164
June 8, 1880.
monument at Marietta,
the soldiers'
condemned ordnance
of
Condemned
artillery. An
An act
authorize the Secretary
of War
War to turn over to the
Secretary of
to authorize
act to
Marion artillery.
cannon, Marion.
Conde7nned cannon,
governor of South
South Carolina four
four pieces of condemned cannon for the
the use of the Marion Argovernor
14
.....................----1880 .........................................
tillery. June 8, 1880.
164
donating conCondemned cannon,
cannon, William
William L.
Curry Post,
Post, No.
18, Grand
of the
An act
act donating
Republic.
the Republic.
Army of
Grand Army
No. 18,
L. Curry
Condemned
demned
cannon-balls or
field pieces
Grand Army
Army
Curry Post No. 18, Grand
William L. Curry
pieces to William
or field
and cannon-balls
cannon and
demned cannon
166
......................
Republic, for their place
place of burial. June
June 8, 1880
1880 .............
..
165
of the Republic,
Library
of Congress.
the Library
Library of Congress.
Congress.
accommodations for the
additional accommodations
to provide
provide additional
An act
act to
Congress. An
Library of
165
. .
.............
June
June 8,
8, 1880 ........................................
District of
of Columbia
Columbia bonds.
to amend
amend an
act entitled
authorizing the Commissioners
Commissioners
"An act
act authorizing
entitled "An
an act
act to
An act
bonds. An
District
of
Columbia to
to issue
issue twenty-year
twenty-year five
centum bonds
bonds of the
the District of
of
per centum
five per
District of
of Columbia
of the
the District
Columbia to
redeem certain
funded indebtedness
approved June
June tenth,
tenth,
indebtedness of said District," approved
certain funded
to redeem
Columbia,
and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine. June
June 8, 1880 --...--.---.-----.--- --.------.-------.
165
eighteen hundred amid
Mullan
Mullen wagon-road.
wagon-road. Au
improve and repair
repair the Malian
Secretary of War to improve
the Secretary
act to authorize
authorize the
An act
Mullan
.........
wagon-road between
between Forts Missoula
Missoula and Cccur
Co3ur . d'Alene. June 8, 1880 ............
166
wagon-road
pre-emption
Public lands.
provide for
for issuing
issuing patents
for public lands claimed
°Wined uDder
ueder the pre-emption
patents for
act to
to provide
An act
Public
lands. An
166
become insane.
laws in cases where the claimants
claimants have
have become
insane. June
June 8, 1880
1880 .......
166
and homestead
homestead laws
"An act to reorganize
Courts
Columbia. An act
act to further
further amend
amend the act
act entitled "Au
reorganize the
Districtof Columbia.
Courts of District
approved March
purposes," approved
for other
other purposes,"
March third, eighteen
eighteen
courts of the District of Columbia, and for
hundred and sixty-three,
and to amend
amend section
eight hundred
and sixty-one
chapter
sixty-one of chapter
section eight
hundred and
sixty-three, and
hundred
166
Columbia. June
twenty-four of the Revised Statutes of the District of
of Columbia.
June 8, 1880 ..--.......--...
166
twenty-four
Revised
amend sections thirty-three
thirty-three hundred
hundred and
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, Sections
sections 3357,
3357, 3385 amended. An act to amend
eighty-five and thirty-three
thirty-three hundred
hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven of the Revised
Revised Statutes of the United
United
eighty-five
167
.....................
June 9, 1880 .........................
...................
States. June
Bridge, Lake
Croix, post-road
authorize the
the Saint Paul
Paul and Chicago
Chicago Short
Short Line
Bridge
Lake Saint Croix,
post-road. An act to authorize
Railway
construct aa bridge
Lake Saint Croix,
it as
Railway Company
Company to construct
bridge across
across Lake
Croix, and to establish
establish it
as a
a
post-road. June
June 9, 1880
post-road.
.................................
...........
..............--......
168
Baker County, Oregon, public
public lauds.
lauds. An act confirming
confirming the title to block numbered
numbered fourteen, in
Baker
.......-..................
169
Baker City, Oregon, to Baker County. June 9, 1880 .............
_Revised Statutes,
2301 amended, settlers
amend sections
twenty-two
settlers on public lands.
lands. An act to amend
sections twenty-two
Revised
Statutes, 2262,
226(2, 2:301
hundred
twenty-three hundred
Revised Statutes
hundred and sixty-two and twenty-three
hundred and one of the
the Revised
Statutes of the
•
United States, in relation
settler's affidavit
affidavit in
pre-emption and
homestead
relation to the
the settler's
in pre-emption
and commuted
commuted homestead
entries. June
1880 ..............................
.
169
entries.
June 9,
9, 1880
....................................
169
Gettysburg battle-field. An act to complete
Gettysburg
complete the survey of the Gettysburg
Gettysburg battle-field,
battle-field, and to provide
for the compilation
compilation and preservation
preservation of data showing the various
various positions
positions and movements
movements
that battle,
battle, illustrated
June 9,
1880...170
of troops at
at that
illustrated by
by diagrams.
diagrams. June
9, le80
-.......................
170
.Pensions.
.Pensions. An act to restore
restore pensions in certain cases.
cases. June
June 9, 1880 ..........-....
...............
170
Transportationof mails.
providing for
transportation of
Transportation
mails. An act providing
for the transportation
of the mails
mails between
between East Saint
Saint
Louis,
Louis, in the State of Illinois,
Illinois, and
and Saint Louis
in the State of Missouri.
June 9,
1880 _...
170
Louis, in
Missouri. June
9, 1880
170
Bark
Annie
Joknson.
An
act
authorizing
the
SecretarY,
of
the
Treasur
Bark Annie Johnson. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to issue an American register
to the
the bark
bark Annie
9, 1880
y
to
issue
an
American
register
to
Annie Johnson.
Johnson. June
June 9,
1880 ...........
...............................
....
170
170
City of Council
grant of lake. An act to grant to the corporate
Council Bluffs, grant
corporate authorities
authorities of the city of
of
Council
public uses, aa certain
certain lake or bayou
Council Bluffs, in the State of Iowa, for public
bayou situated near
171
said city. June 9, 1880.
1880 ...............................
..........................
......
Joseph
uill of. An act to authorize
authorize aa compromise
under
Joseph L. Lewis,
LeiVi8, will
compromise of the claims of the United States under
Lewis. June
June 9, 1880 ...............................................
171
the will of Joseph L. Lewis.
171
Public
lands, Florida.
d warran
l
ocati ons in
i
n the
the f
ormer
Public lands,
Florida. An act to confirm
confirm certain
certain entries
entries an
and
warrantt locations
former
Palatka
reservation in Florida.
Palatlsa military
military reservation
Florida. June
June 9, 1880 ...................................
171
71
Cotton cordage,
naval service.
service. An act authorizing
authorizing the
cordage, naval
the Secretary
Secretary- of
of the Navy to introduce
introduce cotton
cordage
into
the
naval
service
of
the
United
States.
June
10,
.172172
cordage
the United
1880 .----.-................
lands, Dakota.
Dakota. An act abolishing
abolishing the
reservations of Fort
Survey of lands,
the military reservations
Fort Abercrombie, Fort
Fort
Seward, and Fort Ransom,
all
in
the
Territory
of
Dakota,
and
authorizing
the
Secretary
of
Ransom, all
Territory
Dakota,
authorizing
Secretary of
the Interior to have the lands embraced
made subject to homestead
embraced therein
therein surveyed
surveyed and made
homestead and
and
pre-emption
...........
17
pre-emption entry and
and sale, the same as other public lands. June
June 10, 1880 .....
.
Schooner "J.
"J. II.. Dusenberry."
the name
n ame of
ofth
hooner "
"J
Dus-e
n
-berr
- y
172
Schooner'
Dusenberry." An
An act
act to change
change the
thee sc
schooner
J. .H.
H. Dusenberry."
June
10, 1880...............
1880
10,
............. ......
......
......................
.. _
...
10,
1----------------------------------------172
Night inspectors
customs. An act to regulate
inspectors of customs.
regulate the compensation
compensation of night inspectors of customs.
custo-ru
-s
.
. 172
173
........----........
..........
June 10, 1880 .------......-....
.........................................
- 173
173
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Transportation of
amend the
the statutes in relation to immediate transportadutiable goods. An act to amend
of dutiable
Transportation
173
1880-.......----..... .............
tion
of dutiable
dutiable goods,
and for
other purposes. June
June 10, 1880
173
for other
goods, and
tion of
Chattanooga,
United States
Tennessee. An
An act
act to
to establish
and circuit court at
at Chattanooga,
a district and
establish a
courts, Tennessee.
States courts,
United
Tennessee. June 11,
eastern district
Tennessee, and
and to
district of Tennessee.
Grundy to the eastern
county of Grundy
the county
add the
to add
Tennessee,
.. ..............................
1880
175
. ..........
........ ............. .............
.
1880 .
National Bank, of Manchester,
City National
N. H.
H. An
An act
act authorizing
authorizing the City National
Manchester, N.
Bank, Manchester,
National Bank,
City
176
.....
New
Hampshire, to change its name. June
June 11, 1880................................
1880
176
New Hampshire,
Th
mutts Owens,
Owens, William
An act
act authorizing
authorizing the President of the United States to nominate
nominate
Martin. An
William Martin.
Thlouas
surgeons United
Doctors
Thomas Owens
Owens and
and William
assistant surgeons
United States Navy. June
Martin, assistant
William Martin,
Doctors Thomas
176
---------------------11, 1880
1880 ............-.......-..
176
..-..............................-11,
PostPost-Office Department,
Department, appropriations.
appropriations. An
An act
act making
for the service
service of the Post.
appropriations for
making appropriations
Post-Office
Office
the fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
and eightyeighteen hundred and
year ending
fiscal year
for the
Department for
Office Department
177
.......................
..............
.
one, and
11, 1880
purposes. June 11,
other purposes.
for other
and for
one,
Sut"Kate
of Buffalo,
Buffalo, steam-yacht.
m-yacht "Kate
"Kate Sutto change
change the name of the ste, m-yacht
act. to
An act.
steam-yacht. An
Sutlon," of
"K ate Sutton,"
179
.-.................
1880 ....
14, 1880_
ton,"
"Loraine," of
June 14,
179
Orchard." June
"Oak Orchard."
of "Oak
of "Loraine,"
that of
to that
Buffalo, to
of Buffalo,
ton," of
"E.
An act
act to
to change
steam-yacht "E.
"E. R. Bryant,"
Bryant," of
the name of the steam-yacht
change the
steam-yacht. An
Bryant," steam-yacht.
R. Bryant,"
"E. R.
........................--------- 179
.
Rochester, to
Summerland." June
14, 1880 ...........
June 14,
"Summerland."
to "
Rochester,
yacht "Mariah,"
"Mariah,"
An act
change the
sloop-yacht
"Mariah," of Rochester,
Rochester,
name of the sloop
the name
to change
act to
sloop-yacht. An
"Mariah," sloop-yacht.
180
.....--.-------...-..----......
New
"Tourist." June
June 14,
14, 1880 .........
180
of "Tourist."
to that
that of
York, to
New York,
June
America.
Sloop-yacht
America.
An
act
authorizing
the
changing
the
name
the
sloop-yacht
America.
of
name
the
Sloop-yacht America. An act authorizing the changing
180
........................
...
....
.---.
14, 1880
180
.. .---.- . .....
1880 ......... ....-- -. .- ...
14,
Rivers and
and harbors
harbors appropriations.
appropriations
Au act
act making
appropriations for
for the
the construction, repair, concommaking appropriations
An
Rivers
pletion,
and preservation
certain works
and harbors,
harbors, and for
for other
otker purposes.
rivers and
on rivers
works on
of certain
preservation of
pletion, and
180
---------------------- 180
June 14,
1880 .....................................................
14, 1880.
June
197
Niantic, yacht.
An act
change the
of yacht
yacht Niantic
Hildegarde. June
June 14,
14, 1880.
1880
Niantic to that of Hildegarde.
name of
the name
to change
act to
yacht. An
Niantic,
northern
Texas, United
courts. An
act to
to amend
entitled "An
"An act to create
create the northern
act entitled
an act
amend an
An act
districtcourts.
States district
United States
Texas,
judicial
the State
of Texas,
Texas, and
change the eastern
eastern and
and western
western judicial
judicial disand to change
State of
of the
dis.tict of
judicial district
districts," aptricts
said State,
State, and
and to
fix the
time and
and places
holding courts
courts in said districts,"
of holding
places of
the time
to fix
of said
tricts of
L98
1880........
proved
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine.
June 14, 1880
L98
seventy-nine. June
hundred and
February twenty-fourth,
proved February
"An act to amend the statutes
Transportation of
dutiable goods.
An act
amend an
act entitled
entitled "An
statutes in
an act
to amend
act to
goods. An
of dutiable
Transportation
relation
to immediate
transportation of
goods, and
purposes." June 14,
other purposes."
for other
and for
dutiable goods,
of -dutiable
immediate transportation
relation to
198
.
------ ------------.-.----.---.-------..
.---..
1880
198
..... -.......
...........
1880 . .
disposal of the Fort Harker military
Fort
military reservation.
reservation. An
An act
to provide
provide for the disposal
act to
Harker military
Fort Harker
198
..-....-.-..............
....
reservation. June
15, 1880
'
198
1880 .-.....................-..----June 15,
reservation.
a lightWichford
light-house and
fog-bell. An
An act
making an
an appropriation
appropriation for the erection
erection of a
act making
andfog-bell.
Harbor light-house
Wickford Harbor
house and
on Old
Rock at
entrance of
Wickford Harbor, Narragansett
Narragansett Bay.
of Wickford
the entrance
at the
Gay Rock
Old Gay
fog-bell on
and fog-bell
house
199
--..--... 199
June 15,
.....---------------.....-------------------1880 ..............
15, 1880
June
Ute
in Colorado,
Colorado, sale
sale of
of reservation.
to accept
ratify the agreement
submitted by
agreement submitted
and ratify
accept and
act 1o
An act
reservation. An
Indians in
Ute Indians
the
bands of
of Ute
Ute Indians
Indians in
Colorado for
the sale
sale of their reservation
reservation in said
said
for the
in Colorado
confederated bands
the confederated
State,
for other
other purposes,
purposes, and
and to
to make
the necessary
appropriations for carrying out the
necessary appropriations
make the
and for
State, and
199
--------.......-------------same.
15, 1880
1880 .---..
199
...---....--------------------June 15,
same. June
205
--post-roads. June 15,
Post-roads.
15, 1880
1880 .......................................
205
to establish post-roads.
Post-roads. An act to
Legislative, executive,
executive, and
and judicial
act making
making appropriations
legislative,
appropriations for the legislative,
An act
appropriations. An
judicial appropriations.
Legislalivs,
thirtieth,
executive, and
judicial expenses
expenses of
of the
the government
for the
ending June
June thirtieth,
year ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
government for
and judicial
executive,
210
June 15, 1880 .................
eighteen
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, and
and for other purposes. June
hundred and
eighteen hundred
"River
to
Steamboat ""L.
L. Boardman."
Boardman." An
An act
act to
to change
change the
the name
name of
of the
the steamboat
"L. Boardman"
"
River
Boardman"
steamboat "L.
Steamboat
Belle." June
June 15,
15, 1880
237
-----------.......................................
.....................-----. ...
1880
Belle."
Public lands.
lands. An
An act
relating to
public lands
of the
the United
States. June
June 15, 1880
1880 ...........
......
237
United States.
lands of
the public
to the
act relating
Public
Deficiency
appropriations.
An
act
making
appropriations
to
supply
deficiencies
in
appropriathe
in
deficiencies
supply
Deficiency appropriations. An act making appropriations to
tions for
for the
fiscal year
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty,
and for prior
prior
eighty, and
thirtieth, eighteen
year ending
the fiscal
tions
accordance
years, and
and for
for those
those certified
due by
accounting officers
officers of
of the Treasury
Treasury in accordance
the accounting
by the
as due
certified as
years,
with
four of
the act
act of
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-eight, heretoheretohundred and seventy-eight,
June fourteenth,
of June
of the
section four
with section
238
fore paid
paid from
from permanent
permanent appropriations,
appropriations, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
June 16,
238,
16, 1880 .- ...--- .
purposes. June
fore
Sundry civil
appropriations. Au
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
sundry civil expenses
expenses of the govgovthe sundry
act making
An act
civil appropriations.
Sundry
hundred and eighty-one, and for
ernment for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
eighteen hundred
for
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
ernment
25
..
....
other purposes
purposes
Juno
1880.
259
...........- ..........-............-----...----.--.
16, 1880
June 16,
other
Pensions. An
An act
to increase
the pensions
pensions of
pensioned soldiers
soldiers and sailors who
who are
are utterly
utterly
certain pensioned
of certain
increase the
act to
Pensions.
service.
helpless
received or
or disease
contracted while
while in
in the United
United States
disease contracted
injuries received
from injuries
helpless from
...... ......... .............
June 16,
1880 ........................................
281
16, 1880
June
a building
Public
building, Toledo,
Ohio. An
construction of a
building for the use of
of the United
United
the construction
for the
act for
An act
Toledo, Ohio.
Public building,
States
at Toledo,
Toledo, Ohio.
Ohio. June
June 16,
1880 ...-----.....--------....------------------------- 282
16, 1880
States at
Mississippi
Company, sheer-booms.
sheer-booms. An
An act
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
Logging
River Logging
authorize the
to authorize
act to
Logging Company,
River Logging
Mississippi River
Company to construct and
and operate
operate sheer-booms
sheer-booms at
at or
or near
near Straight
Slough. - June
June 16,
16, 1880
282
282
1880
Straight Slough.
Company to construct
Portsmouth,
of delivery.
to constitute
constitute the
the city
of Portsmouth,
State of Ohio,
Ohio,
in the State
Portsmouth, in
city of
act to
An act
delivery. An
port of
Ohio, port
Portsmouth, Ohio,
a
port of
delivery. June
1880_ .............-..........------.----------------..........
283,
16, 1880
June 16,
of delivery.
a port
Fifteenth
Cavalry Volunteers,
Volunteers, relief
An act
for the
the relief of the Fifteenth
Fifteenth
act for
of. An
relief of.
Missouri Cavalry
Sixteenth Missouri
and Sixteenth
Fifteenth and
283
........
---and
Sixteenth Missouri
Missouri Cavalry
June 16,
16, 1880 .-.............----Volunteers. June
Cavalry Volunteers.
and Sixteenth
Key
act making
making an
an appropriation
for the
the erection
naval wharf at
at
a naval
of a
erection of
appropriation for
An act
wharf. An
naval wharf.
Fla., naval
West, Fla.,
Key West,
....... 283
Key
in the
the State
..-..................
1880...........-..
16, 1880
June 16,
Florida. June
of Florida.
State of
West, in
Key West,
Yakima
land district,
An act
Yakima land district
district in Washington
Washington
creating Yakima
act creating
Territory. An
Washington Territory.
district, Washington
Yakima land
283
Territory.
16, 1880
1880 .............
283
..-------------------------------.
June 16,
Territory. June
Claims against
the District
District of
Columbia to
to Court
Court of
of Claims.
act to
provicle -for
for the settlement
settlement of
to provide
An act
Claims. An
of Columbia,
against the
Claims
the
on
jurisdiction
all
Columbia, and conferring
conferring
the
District of Columbia,
the District
against the
claims against
outstanding claims
all outstanding
Court
Claims to
hear the
the same,
same, and
other purposes.
purposes. June
June 16,
16, 1880......
1880
...----.....---- 284
for other
and for
to hear
of Claims
Court of
and
Settlers
on
public
lands,
void
entries.
An
act
for
the
relief
of
certain
settlers
the
lands,
public
the
on
settlers
certain
Settlers on public lands, void entries. An act for the relief of
to
certain fees,
fees, purchase
money and
commissions paid on void
void
and commissions
purchase money
of certain
287
repayment of
the repayment
for the
provide for
to provide
287
entries
nubile lands.
June 16,
1880 -----------------------16, 1880----------------lands. June
of public
entries of
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Nevada,
grant. An
of Nevada
lands in
in lieu
of the
the sixteenth
sixteenth and
and thirtythirtySevada, land
land grant.
An act
act to
to grant
grant the
the State
State of
Nevada lands
lieu of
si xth sections
said State.
State. June
1880 ................................................--------.--•-------- ---sixth
sections in
in said
June 16,
16, 1880
------------------------Hot
land titles.
titles. An
act for
Hot Springs,
Springs, and
and for
for other
other purpurestablishment of
of titles
titles in
in Hot
nlot Springs,
Springs, land
An act
forl the
the establishment
poses. June
--poses.
June 16,
16, 1880
1880 ..........----.------------.----....----.....
--..----.
--..----..Colorado,inileage
of
jurors.
An
act
in
relation
to
the
mileage
of
jurors
and
witnesses
in
the
State
of
witnesses
in
the
State
of
Colorado,msileage of jurors. An act in relation to the mileage of jurors and
.. ____
Colorado.
16, 1880
1880 .....................
Colorado. June
June 16,
....----- -.. ------.--...---.---.-------......
Dakota liwitory,
land grant.
grant. Au
to the
Territory of
Dakota section
section thirty-six,
thirty-six, in
townthe Territory
of Dakota
in townDakota
'erritory, land
An act
act granting
granting to
ship number
fifty-six north,
north, of
of range
range number
number ninety-four
ninety-four west,
west, in
of Yankton,
Yankton, in
ship
number fifty-six
in the
the county
county of
in
said Territory,
Territory, for
the purposes
of an
an asylum
asylum for
to said
said Territory
Territory
said
for the
purposes of
for the
the insane,
insane, and
and granting
granting to
one section
of land,
in lieu
lieu of
of said
said thirty-sixth
for school
school purposes.
purposes. June
June 16,
16, 1880..
1880..
one
section of
land, in
thirty-sixth section,
section, for
Machinists iin
in the
An act
relating to
Navy. June
June 16,
16, 1880
1880. --act relating
to machinists
machinists in
in the
the Navy.
-- -----Machinists
the Navy.
Nary. An
Revised
Statutes,
3244
amended,
dealers
in
leaf-tobacco.
An
act
to
amend
the.
sixth
subdivision
of
section
l'erise( Sltaltuts, 3244 amended, dealers in leaf-tobacco. An act to amend the sixth subdivision of section
thirty-two bhundred
hundred and
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the United
United States.
States. June
June 16,
1880_
thirty-two
and forty-four
forty-fbur of
ot the
16, 1880.
Great
Osage Indians,
treaty of
of 1867.
1867. An
An act
act to
carry into
into effect
second and
and sixteenth
sixteenth
effect the
the second
to carry
at Little
Little Osage
Indians, treaty
Great and
articles
of the
between the
the United
the Great
Little Osage
Indians,
artieles of
the treaty
treaty between
United States
States and
and the
Great and
and Little
Osage Indians,
proclaimed
sixty-seven. June
16, 1880........
1880 .... ___ _
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven.
June 16,
proclaimed January
January twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
Agricultural Departnent,
appropriations. An
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the Agricultural
Agricultural DepartAn net
act making
IDepartnlmet, appropriations.
.tgricultlra
ment
of the
the government
for the
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
thirtieth, eighteen
llent of
goverlnmeut for
the fiscal
ending June
eighty-ono,
purposes. Juno
1880 ........................................-cighty-one, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
June 16
16, 1880
Joint
between the
the United
United States
Stales and
and _French
An act'to
act to constitute
constitute a
French Republic.
Republic. An
a
Joint Commission,
t(ononission, Conee»tion
Convention between
Joint
Commission
for
carrying
into
effect
the
Convention
between
the
United
States
and
the
Joint Commission for carrying into effect the Convention between the United States and the
French
Republic
for
the
settlement
of
certain
claims
of
the
citizens
of•either
country
against
French Republic for the settlement of certain claims of the citizens of.either country against
the other,
at Washington
Washington on
day of
of January,
hundred and
and
the
other, signed
signed at
on the
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
....----..--..---------eighty.
Juno 16,
........--..
16, 1880 ..................................
eighty. June

287
288
290

290
290
290
290
291
291
291
291
292
292
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RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
holy Commuunion
Como/Mon Church
to transfer
transfer the
the arsenal
of
Ioly
Church Institute. Joint resolution
resolution to
arsenal property
property in the,city.
the.city of
Charleston, South
the trustees
trustees of
of the Holy
Institute for
for the
South Carolina,
Carolina, to
to the
Ioly Communion
Communnion Church
Church Institute
Charleston,
.
......
use and
accommodation of said
10, 1879 .................-...
December 19,
s'aid school. December
aid(accommlodation
Smithsonian Institution,
Board of
vacancies in
in the
the Board
of Regents
Regents of
of the
Institution. joint
Joint resolution
resolution filling existing
existing vacancies
Smithsonian
Sufi
nisei)
i
an
Institution.
December
19,
1879
.
Smlithsonial Institution. December 19, 1879--...--. ....---...--.. -----.--.------------.
Employers
EIlllploy6s of Congress.
(:ogrcss. joint
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing payment
payment of the salaries
salaries of the employes
employs of ConDecember 19,
gress
the nineteenth
seventy-nine. December
10,
grss on
ol thell
nineteenth of December,
D)ecember, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine.
............................................
...................
1879 .. ...................
••
•
Iot Spings
Spriings Reservation.
lteseration. Joint
Joint resolution
Reservation in the State of
Hot
resolution touching
touching the Hot Springs Reservation
of
Arkansas.
January 14,
14, 1680
1880 .....
.
. . ..
Arkansas. January
.................................
....................
Retained
percentages on certain
Retained percentages
certain contracts.
contracts. Joint resolution
resolution to correct an error in
in the act "
c' making
making
appropriations for sundry civil expenses
expenses of the
government for the
year ending
June thirtithe year
ending June
thirtithe government
appropriations
eth , eighteen
eth,
purposes." January
1880 ...............
....... .....
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, and
and for other purposes."
January 23, 1880
Public
Public Land Commission.
certain printing
printing for the Land
Land Commission.
Commission.•
Conmission. Joint resolution authorizing
authorizing certain
January 28, 1880 ........................................................................
.
.
Filling
*np
Filling
vp grouneds
grounds south of Capitol.
Capitol. Joint resolution making
making an appropriation
for
filling
up, drainappropriation for filling up,
ing, and placing in good sanitary condition the grounds
grounds south of the Capitol,
Capitol, along the line
of the
the old canal,
canal, and
an(l for other purposes. February
1880
. .
---..
February 4, 1880_
---.....
.Storehouse
Nebr. Joint resolution
Storehouse and depot at Omaha,
Omaha Nebr.
resolution authorizing.the Secretary
Secretary of War
War to expend
expend
aa sum
sumn of money hereto
heretofore
appropriated for the erection
a storehouse
building
'fore appropriated
erection of a
storehouse and depot building
Omaha, in the
5, 1880
1880 .-......---at the city
city of
of Omnaha,
the State of
of Nebraska.
Nebraska. February
February 5,
..--.........
resolution for printing
American Fphoneris
Ephemeris and
and Nautical
Nautical Almanac.
Almanac. Joint resolution
printing the
the American
American Ephemeris
Ephemeris

and
Almanac. February
11, 1880
1880 .................................
and Nautical
Nautical Almanac.
February 11,
Fishery
resolution concerning
concerning an
international fishery
exhibition to
to be
be held
held in
Fishery .Exhibition.
Ixhibition. Joint
Joint resolulion
an international
fishery exhibition
in
Berlin,
Berlin, Germany, in April, eighteen
hundred
Feb ruary 16,
1880 ...............
.
301
eighteen hundred and
and eighty.
eighty. February
16, 1880
Zachariah
Chandler,
deceased,
eulogies.
Joint
resolution
to
print
the
eulogies
delivered in
Zachariah Chandler, deceased,
the eulogies delivered
iu the two
houses of Congress upon the late
Zachariah Chandler.
February 17, 1880_
1880 ....-.......--.....
Into Zachariah
Chandler. February
Rush Clark,
Clark, deceased,
deceased, eulogies. Joint resolution
resolution for printing the eulogies
eulogies delivered
delivered in the Senate and
Ilonse of Representatives
House
Representatives upon honorable
Clark, deceased.
honorable Rush Clark,
deceased. February
February 25, 1880.
1880 ........
Appropriation for Reform
Reforni School,
chool, District
Columbia. Joint resolution
resolution making appropriations
Appropriation
District of Columbia.
appropriations for
for
February 25, 1880
........
the Reform School
School of the District of Columbia. February
1880 ................
M.
11. Herr
lerr and messengers
messengers of Senate, appropriation
for. Joint
Al. Al.
appropriation for.
Joint resolution
resolution for the relief of M. M.
M.
Herr, and to pay three messengers of the Senate. February
February 25, 1880 ..............
......
Poor
Ireland. Joint resolution
contributions
Poor of Ireland.
resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy to transport
transport contributions
for the relief of the suffering poor of Ireland. February 25,1880..-.........-......
25, 1880
Report on
on Sheep Husbandry.
Husbandry. Joint resolution
resolution to authorize
Report
authorize the
the printing
printing of thirteen
thirteen thousand copies
copies
of the.
the Report
Report on Sheep Husbandry.
Husbandry. April 1,
1, 1880 ...................................
pJouble-turreted monitors.
Joint resolution
Secretary of
,Double-turreted
monitors. Joint
resolution directing
directing the Secretary
of the Navy
Navy to organize
organize a
aboa3d
board
to inquire into the present
condition of the double-turreted
present condition
and the
propriety and
double-turreted monitors, and
the propriety
and
cost of completing
completing said vessels. April 2,
1880
2,1880-..............................
....
Legal holidays, employes
entployes of Government Printing
Printing Office.
Office. Joint
Joint resolution providing
providing for payment
payment of
wages to employ&
employ6s in the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office for
holidays. April
April 16,
16, 1880....
1880_
for legal
legal holidays.
Annual Report
Report of
resolution authorizing
of
of Chief Signal Officer. Joint resolution
authorizing the printing
printing and
and binding
binding of
additional
Chief
Signal
offt
the
additional copies of the Report of the
the Chi
efSi
gnalOfficer
Offi cer o
he Army. April 22, 1880.-- - Health
ordinances,
District
of
Columbia.
Joint
resolution
legalizing
the
health
ordinances and
Health ordinances ' District of Columbia.
resolution
health ordinances
an d regnregu lations for the District of Columbia.
------------------------Columbia. April 24,
24, 1880 ...........
.......
Thomas Jefferson's
Jefferson
Thomas
Jefferson's desk. Joint resolution
resolution accepting
accepting the
the gift of the desk used
used by Thomas Jefferson
Independence. April 28, 1880
.
........ . ..
in writing
writing the Declaration
Declaration of Independence.
1880 .......
George S.
S. Houston,
Houston, deceased,
deceased, eulogies.
eulogies. Joint
George
Joint resolution
resolution to print
print the eulogies
eulogies delivered
delivered in the Senate
Senate
and
Representatives upon the late George
the State
and. House of Representatives
George S. Houston,
Houston, a
a Senator from the.
State
of
29, 1880
of Alabama.
Alabama. April
April 29,
1880 ...................----------------------------
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299

299
299
299
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300
300
301
301
301
301

301
302
302
302
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303
303
303
303
304
304
304
304
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305
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Cyclone, Macon, Miss. Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War to send rations to the
sufferers
Macon, Mississippi. May 4, 1880 ........-.............
sufferers from the recent
recent cyclone at Macon,
3306
Public documents.
documents. Joint resolution
Public
resolution authorizing
authorizing the Public Printer to print additional
additional copies of bills
and other public
public documents.
documents. May
May 8, 1880 ...............................................
306
30
Senate contingent
contingent fund.
appropriation for the contingent fund of the
fund. Joint resolution making appropriation
Senate. May 14, 1880 ....................................................
306
...............
• --••
-- • 306
International
sanitary conference.
conference. Joint resolution
authorizing the President of the United States
International sanitary
resolution authorizing
to call an international
conference to meet at Washington, District of Columbia.
international sanitary
sanitary conference
May 14, 1880
188 0 ................................
306
....................
......
..........
. 306
General Daniel
a bronze
General
Daniel Morgan, bronze statue.
statue. Joint resolution to furnish a
bronze statue of General
General Daniel
Daniel
Cowpens centennial
Morgan to the Cowpens
centennial committee of Spartanburg,
Spartanburg, South Carolina. May
May 26, 1880
1880.
.106
.406
Pay of Government employes at
at Washington,
Washington, D. C. Joint resolution
Pay
resolution touching the pay of employ&
of
employes of
government in the city of Washington. May
the government
May 31,
1880_
31,1880..................................
307
Report of Commissioner
Commissioner of Fish
Fish and
and Fisheries.
Fisheries. Joint resolution to print extra copies of the Report of
of
the Commissioner
of
Fish
and
Fisheries
for
Commissioner
Fisheries
the year eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.
1, 1880 ---. ..........--....-...-..
June 1,
307
-307
.-..........-..........-.......-..........
supplement to. Joint resolution
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, supplement
resolution to provide
provide for the publication and distribution of
of
a supplement
a
supplement to the Revised Statutes. June 7, 1880 ......................................
308
08
Taxes, District
Districtof
Columbia, payment of. Joint resolution extending
Taxes,
of Columbia,
extending the provisions of
of the first
first section of an act entitled
entitled "An
"An act fixing
fixing the rate of interest
interest upon arrearages
arrearages of
of general
general taxes
taxes
and assessments for special
special improvements
improvements now due to the District
for a
District of
of Columbia, and for
a
revision
revision of assessments
assessments for special
special improvements,
improvements, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June
June
twenty-seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine. June 7, 180
1880 ........................
308
30
Tobacco, exportation
exportation of:
of. .Joint
ion r(illcestiln
requesting the
open negotiations
negotiations with
with certain
oint resol tit
utillo
the President
l'residenlt to olp
certain
governments relative
Ioo the importation
foreign governments
relative t
importation of tobacco
tobacco into their dominions. June
308
9, 1880 .....
. ............................
........................
.....
.... .........
308
Reports of
Conmmissioner of Education,
of Commissioner
the
Education, printing
printing of. Joint resolution
resolution providing
providing for
for the printing
printing of
of the
Reports of the Conmissionor
Commissioner of Education for the years eighteen
seventy-eight
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight
and eighteen
seventy-nine. June 11, 1880 .......................
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine.
309
.......
:....
309
Hoops, cut, punched,t-c.,
duties
on.
Joint
4-c.,
Joint resolution
resolution for the
the relief of certain
persons in respect of
certain persons
of
dulties
duties demanded
demanded of them upon
upon the import of certain articles
articles named
named therein. June
June 15,
15, 1880.
309
1880.
309
Committee-clerks, <j-c.,
Senate and
and Hotse.
Comntittee-clerks,
4.c., of Senate
House. Joint resolution
resolution in relation to
committee-clerks, pages,
pages,
to committee-clerks,
and other employees of the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives.
Representatives. June 16, 1880 ...........
310
310
Port Huron
Port
Huron and
and Northwestern
Northwestern Railway Company.
authorize the
Company. Joint resolution to authorize
the Secretary of War
War
Huron and Northwestern
to sell or lease
lease to the Port Huron
Northwestern Railway
Railway Company all of the Fort
ort Gratiot military reserve,
reserve, and to authorize
railway comcomauthorize the
the city of Port Huron
Huron to
to grant
grant to
to said
said railway
pany the right of way through Pine Grove Park.
Park. June 16, 1880 .................
310
........
310
School lands,
lands, Kansas.
Kansas. Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to
certify school
to certify
Kansas. June 16, 1880 ............................................
lands to the State of Kansas.
.
.
310
310
STATUTE
III.-1880—'81.
STATUTE III.-1880-'81.

Fort
Fort Dodge Military Reservation.
Reservation. An act authorizing
authorizing sale of portion of the Fort Dodge Military
Reservation. December
December 15,
15, 1880
1880 .---.....--Reservation.
..--.----....---..
-...-..
...........-...
311
Revised Statutes,
Statutes. section
section 2238, amended. An act to amend section twenty-two
twenty-two hundred and thirtydonation cases.
Deeight of the Revised Statutes concerning
concerning fees
fees for
for final
final certificates
certificates in
in donation
cases. December
comber 17, 1880 .. ................
311
...: ......................................
..............
311
"
Stephen D.
change the
of the
Stephen D.
D. Barnes,"
"Stephen
D. Barnes,"
Barnes," yacht
yacht. An
An act to
to change
the name of
the yacht
yacht "" Stephen
Barnes," of
of
Philadelphia. December
December 23, 1880 .......................................................
311
311
pedestalfor
Admiral Farragut,
Farragut, pedestal
for monument to. An act to provide
provide a
asuitable pedestal
pedestal to the monument
monument
to Admiral Farragut, in the city of Washington.
Washington. December
December 23, 1880.
._.
...... .. -.....312
1880 .....
.-.....................
312
""Nettie,"
schooner-yacht. An
Nettie," schooner-yacht.
Au act to change the name
name of the schooner-yacht
Nettie"
to "Nokomis."
"Nokomis."
schooner-yacht""Nettie
" to
December
December 23, 1880-.....- ..................---------------312
........-----........
312
section 1852.
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, section
1852. An act amending section
section eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and fifty-two
fifty-two of the Revised Statutes of the United States. December 23, 1880 ..................................
312
National
vised
Fair
Statutes
GroundsofAssociation.
Association.
the United States.
An
act to
to
December
amend
an
1880
entitled "An act to incorporate the
National
Fair
Grounds
An act
amend 23,
an net
act entitled
"An act to incorporate the M.2
National
National Fair Ground Association."
312
Association." December 23, 1880
1880 ---....-----. ......-...--...----.
1
George Washington,
Washington, statue
statue to. An act granting permission
permission to the Chamber
Chamber of Commerce,
Commerce, of New
York, to erect aastatue on the Sub-Treasury
Sub-Treasury building in the city of New YorkYork. December
December
23, 1880
313
1880......................................................... ..............
.............
313
Saint Mary's
Saint
Mary's River bridge. An act to authorize
authorize the construction
construction of a
a fixed bridge over the Saint
Saint
Mary's River, and for other purposes. December 23, 1880.
Mary's
1880.........
........................
..
313
San Antonio Arsenal. An
San
An act to enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of War to purchase land to enlarge
enlarge and
and to
to
protect the
San Antonio
Antonio Arsenal.
1881 ......................................
.
313
protect
the San
Arsenal. January
January 7,
7, 1881
314
314
and Vicksburg
Memphis and
Vicksburg Railroad
Railroad Company, right
right of
of way. An act granting
granting the right of way to the
the
county
Warren, in the State
county of Warren,
State of Mississippi
Mississippi, and to the Vicksburg Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
through the
the United
States cemetery
cemeteryMississippi,
tract
of land near Vicksburg,
through
United States
tract of
Vicksburg, Mississippi.
Mississippi. January
January
13,
1881
314
13,
..........-............. ..-.............
.-....-...-....................
.........
314
Blue Hill
Hill National
authorizing the Blue
National Bank.
Bank. An act authorizing
Blue Hill National
National Bank,
Bank, of Dorchester,
Dorchester, MassaMassachusetts,
January 13, 1881 ........................
chusetts, to change its location
location and name. January
314
-----------...
314
Settlers on
on restored
restored railroad
railroad lands.
lands. An act for the relief of certain
restored railroad lands.
certain settlers on restored
lands.
January 13, 1881 .........................................................................
315
315
Winnebago Indians.
Indians. An
An act for relief of Winnebago Indians in Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, to aid them
them to subsubsistence
and to promote their civilization.
January 18,1881
182 1881. .......-315-317
sistence,
civilization. January
................-----sub315-317
Professors
of
sistence,
Navy. An
An act
act relating
relating to
to the
the appointment
appointment of
of mathematics
Professors
of
Mathematics, Navy.
of professors
professors of
mathematics
...........................................................
in the Navy. January 20, 1881
1881..
317
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Public
Public advertising,
advertising, District
District of
of Columbia.
regula ,e the
compensation for
for
317
Columbia. An
An act
act to
to regula.e
the award
award of
of and
and compensation
public advertising
advertising iu
in the
the District
of Colunmia.
Columbia. January
January 21,
21, 1
881
public
District of
1881............--........:17
Inspector of
Plumbing, District
of Columbia.
of an
of
Inspector
of Plumbinqg,
District of
Cotluabia. An
An act
act authorizingthe'employment
authorizing the employment of
an inspector
inspector of
plumbing
in and
and for
for the
District of
and for
er ?turposes.
1881 ...
.......
plumbing in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
for oth
other
purposes. January
January 25,
25, 1881
31H •
Military Academy
appropriations. An
An act
act making
or the
the support
support
v. of the
Military
Military
Academy appropriations.
making appropriations
appropriations for
the Military
Academy for the fiscal
year ending
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
eighty-tw o, and
and for
for
Academy
liscal year
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and eighty-two,
other purposes. January27,
January 27, 1881
_ ..........
..... I -:1'.1
1881 .........
....
........
........
Revised Statutes, section
C., amended.
An act
act to
to amend
amend section
section five
five hundred
hundred and
fifty-three
section 553,
.'r5:, D.
1). C.,
amended. -An
and fifty-three
Revised Statutes relating to
to the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia. January
January 28,
1881 ...........
3
of Ihe Revised
District of
28, 1881
321
:2
Brevet
al Edward
of Brigadier-General
and Brevet
Bretwt Major-Geno
.lajor-GOnceial
Edward 0. C.
C. Ord. An
Au act
act. for
for the
the relief
relief of
Brigadier-General and
Brevet
1
Major-Genlral Edward 0. C. Ord, United States Army. January 28, 1881 --------- --..-:211
Deficiency
Major-General
appropriation,
Edward
District
0. of
C. Columbia.
Out, United
AnStates
toArmy.
provideJanuary
for adeficiency
28, 18 81 in the appropria:12
Defiicincy
appropriation,
District
of
Columbia.
An act
act to
provide tbr
a deficiency
in the approprialor interest
three-sixty-live loan of the District of
tion for
interest on the three-sixty-live
fiscal year
of Columbia,
Columlbia, for
for the
the fiscal
year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and for
for other
other purposes.
ending
eighteen llundred
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, and
purposes. January
January
31, 1881 .....................
322
.............
....................................
.
..Assayl-oflice,
Assay-office, Saint Louis.
the city
of Saint
Saint Louis,
Missouri.
Louis. An act to establish an assay-office
assay-office in
in the
city of
Louis, Missouri.
February
1, 1881 .......
February 1,
----------------------------------------------322
........................................
22
IRvis(d
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, Title 34, atlended.
amended. An
amend the law relative
seizure and
forfeiture
Al act to amend
relative to the seizure
and forfeiture
:1
of vessels
vessels for breach
breach of the revenue
revenue laws. February 8, 1881....
....... .
.........22
1881 ...............................
3:22
Soldiers'
Hlomes, public
publiv documents.
docutents. An act to provide for the
Soldiers' Homes,
furnishing of certain
.
t
.
s
the furnishing
certain public
public documen
documents
to Soldiers'
So(liers' HIomes.
February 8, 1881
Homes. February
1881....
322
..................................................
. :322
Bentington,
battle-field. An act relative
Bennington, battlefield.
of Bennington.
Bennington. Februrelative to the Revolutionary
Revolutionary battle-field
battle-field of
Februt881 ........................................................................
ary 8, 1881
323
..23
City of Counlcil
grant of lake to. An act to grant to the corporate
Council Bluffi,
lihtfils, grant
corporate authorities
authorities of the
of
the city of
Council Bluffs, in the
State of
certain lake
known as
sitthi State
of Iowa, for
for public
public uses,
uses, aacertain
lake known
as Carr
Carr Lake,
Lake, sitnated
tutted near said city. February
February 9, 18S1
1881 ............................
323
....................
323
Cratwford
sutrvc,I'of
tlanlds
in.. A
Crawford County, Wisconsin, survey
lands i
authorizing the survey
survey of
parts of
Annact authorizing
of parts
of certain
certain townships in
inlCrawibr
Crawford
Cot
Int•y, Wiscoiisin,
W iscotisi If, and making
therefor. February
, 1881
323
C
or
onty,
mlilking an
an appropriation
appropriation therefor.
February ',1
1881
:23
Right of
RIicthmond County, Ne'v
of way thronuqh
through. Richmond
New York.
York. An act to grant
grant the right
right of way for railroad
railroad
iertain lands of the United States
purposes through eortalit
County, New
York. FebFebStates in
in Richmond
Richmond County,
New York.
Irutly 9, 1881 ....................
ruary
324
.
.........................
............
......
324
National Museum,
flooring. An act making
appropriation for the
National
Museum, flooring.
making an appropriation
the flooring
of
the
National
Muflooring of the National Musum.
Februaryr 9,, 1881 ......
seum. February
324
.......................................................
324
Danville
Virg/iia, courts.
Danrille Virginia,
courts. An act to change
change the time for holding
holding circuit and district
district courts
courts of
of the
the
United States for the western district
Virginia, held
held at
at Danville,
Virginia. February
February 14,
district of Virginia,
Danville, Virginia.
14,
1881-----..
.---..
1881
324
... ...
......
324
Somcrrille Nicholson.
Nicholson. An act for the relief ,of Somerville
Somerville
Somerville Nicholson. February 15,
15, 1881 .--.....
325
.
:325
'obrt Reading and
'ort Cook
militant reservation.
Fort
and Fort
Cock military
reservation. An act .to
restore Ithe
Fort .
to restore
le lands included in
in the
the Fort
.
Reading and
and Fort Crook nilitary
military reservations,
reservations, in the State of California,
California, to the public doumai,
and
for other
othr purposes.
plurposes. February
February 1.5,
main
1881. .....................................
325
15,1881.
325
Rerined Statutes, sections
sections 2517 and
and 2518, amended.
amended. An act to amend
Revised
amend and re-enact
re-enact sections twenty-five
twenty-five
Ihundred
and
seventeen
and
twenty-five
hundred
and
eighteen of the Revised
hundred
seventeen
twenty-five
eighteen
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, and
and
clhanging
a customs
changing the boundaries
boundaries of a
customs district
district in the State of
of Maine.
Maine. February
February 17, 1881
325
1881.
325
Territorialland
land grants
grants for
/or university
university purpfses.
Territorial
purposes. An act to grant land to Dakota,
Dakota, Montana, Arizona,
Arizona,
es.
F
ebruar y 18,
326
Idaho, and
anl Wyoming
Wyoming for university
university purpos
purposes.
February
18, 1881
1881 ......................
32
T'eas, western
teestern district,
district, courts.
courts. An act to fix
Texas,
lix the times for holding
holding the district
district and circuit courts
courts of
of
the United States for the Western district of Texas. February
February 18, 1881.
1881
326
........
....
326
flreedman.'s
Company. An act amending
Freedman's bavinq/s
avings and Trust Company.
amending the charter of the Freedmanl's
Freedman's Savings
Savings
and Trust Company,
Comlpany, and(
February 21, 1881._
and for other purposes. February
_
326-328
1881-- ......
--- .
............ _
3-..328
Veteran Union Association of Leadville,
Leadville, Colorado,
land to. An act donating
Veteran
Colorado, donation
donation of land
donating certain
certain lands
lands
in Lake County,
County, State of Colorado,
to
the
Veteran
Colorado,
Veteran Union Association
Association of Leadville,
hosLeadville, for hospital anuj
and burial purposes. February
February 23, 1881
328
18818 .................
.......
328
Bridge, Potomac
I'olonao River, Georgetowtn,
D. C. An act to authorize
authorize the construction
construction of a
Bridge,
Georgetown, D.
bridge across
across -a bridge
the
near Georgetown
the 1'otomuac
Potomac River
River at or near
Georgetown in the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other purFebruary 23,
23, 1881........................................
1881--------------------------------32-3
poses. February
February
1881
...........
.....
............328-330
328-33
CUnio railroad
railroad depot,
depot, citl
Union
city of Washiington.
Washington. An act to authorize
authorize lhe
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of
of the
the District
District of
Colnmlbia
recommend aa proper
proper site for
for a
a Union
Union railroad
depot il
Washington,
Columbia to
to recommend
railroad depot
in the
the ci
et y
y of Washington,
:
•30
andl
.
and for other purposes. February 23, 1881 ...
.
................-------------Ulited
States
courts,
New
Hampshire.
An
act
to
provide
for
tho
removal of the tcrms
United
United States courts, New Hampshire. An
provide
the removal
terms of the United
States circuit
now held at Exeter, for and
andl within,
within the district
States
circuit and district courts
courts now
district of,
of New
New
Hampshire, to the city of Concord. February 23, 1881 --------------------------:4,1131
..-..-........ --------.10
City Hall,
Hiall, Iistrict
Columbia. An act f
District of
of Columbia.
or en
l
arg i
ng th
City, Hall
the accommodation
e
for
enlarging
thee City
Hall for
for the
accommodation of
of th
the
courts
courts and records
records of the Di
st
ri
ctof
of Columbia.
Col
um bi a.
F
ebruary 23,
District
February
23, 1881 .-....
.:31
Apperopriationsfor
for naval
naval service.
appropriations for the naval service
Appropriations
service. An act making appropriations
service for the -fiscal
fiscal
year
endilng Jutl
year ending
Juno thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-two, and for other
other purposes. February
1881
ruary 23,
3l, 1881---------------331-39
331-339
CoLustla,
and
diplomatic
appropriations.
An
act
appropriations for the consular
'olinsiar and diploconsular and diplomatic appropriations.
act making appropriations
diplomatic service of the government
government for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred •and
eighty-two, and
and for
other purposes. February 24, 1881 ..................
33eighty-two,
for other
339-,345
Appropriations
Army. An
appropriations for the support,
support of the Army for the fiscal
Appropriations/or
for Army.
Au act making
making
c appropriations
year
ending
Junmo
thirtieth,
eight
en
hundred
and
eighty-two,
and
for
oiher
lpurposes.
year ending June
eighteen hundred
other purposes. Feb- •
ruary
24, 1881
ruary 24,
1881- .........-.....................................
....
I......
346-350
Pension
An act
tlaking appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the payment
paymelnt of invalid
Pension appropriations.
appropriations. An
act making
invalid and other pen- •
sions
of the
the United
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
sions of
United States
States for
fiscal year
eighteen hundred
eighty-two,
FbruaryS26,
eighty-two, and for deticieneies,
deficiencies, and for other
other purposes.
purposes. Feltruary
26, 1881 --------....
-•- 350-951
51
B2oundary
lines between
tew Yorkc
and Connecticut.
Connecticut. An act concernin
concerning settlement
settlment of boundary
Boundary lines
between New
York and
boury lines50
ines
between New
Nc w York and Co
Connecticut.
February
26,
1881
..........
nnec ti cu t.
February
------------------------------351
.... . ... .
......... :-351
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Returns of national
banks. An act defining the verification
national banks.
verification of returns of national banks. February
1881 ...........................................................
352
ary 26,
2ti, 1881
.....
........
352
Post-routes. An act to establish post-routes. February
Post-routes.
Febr u ary28,
352-373
28, 1881
1881 ...----.........
............. 352-373
._Chattanoogaa
a port
Chattanooga
port of delivery. An act making
making the city of Chattanooga, in the State of Tennessee,
Tennessee,
a
February 28,
28, 1881
....
373
a port
port of
of delivery.
delivery. February
1881 ...............................................
....
373
Atlanta
nt
a,G
eorgi
a,
portof
ofdelivery.
February
Atlanta a
a port
port of
of delivery. An
An act
act to
to constitute
constitute Atla
Atlanta,
Georgia,
a port
delivery. February
28,
1881 .......
......
373
28 1881
-....................
...................................
373
First National
National Bank, West Meriden,
Meriden, Conn. An act changing
First
changing the name of the First National
National Bank, of
West
Meriden, in
in the
county of
of New
Connecticut. March
1881.....
373
West Meriden,
the county
New Haven,
Haven, and
and State
State of
of Connecticut.
March 1,
1, 1881
....
373
Additional policemen, District
Districtof Columbia.
Columbia. An act to authorize
Commissioners of the District of
authorize the Commissioners
Columbia to appoint
appoint additional policemen
policemen for temporary service
service in the District, and for
March 1,
..
374
other purposes. March
1, 1881 .......
...................
........ ..................
374
Revised
Statutes,
section
3524,
amended.
An
act
to
amend
section
thirty-five
and twenty-four
twenty-four
Revised Statutes, section 3524, amended. An act to amend section thirty-five hundred
hundred and
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
so as
as to
to authorize
authorize a
charge
for
melting
or
refining
bullion
when
at
of
Statutes, so
a charge for melting or refining bullion when at
or
above standard.
March 1,
1881 .......
_ . ..........-..................................
...... ................ ..............
374
or above
standard. March
1, 1881
Post-Office
Department appropriations.
making appropriations
appropriations for
the PostPost-Office Department
appropriations. An
An act
act making
for the
the service
service of
of the
PostOffice Department
the fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eightyOffice
Department for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth, eighteen
and eightytwo and
and for
other purposes.
1, 1881_
purposes. March
March 1,
1881 .........
....................-..........-..
.
374-377
two,
for other
Absentee
lands in
act for
for the
the relief
of settlers
Shawnee
upon the absentee
absentee Shawnee
An act
relief of
settlers upon
Absentet Shawnee
Shawnee lands
in Kansas.
Kansas. An
lands in
1, 1881
377
377
and for other purposes.
purposes. March
March 1,
1881 ......................-............
lands
in Kansas,
Kansas, and
Vessels, change
An act
to authorize
the Secretary
of the
to change
name
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury to
change the
the name
Vessels,
change of
of name
name of.
of. An
act to
authorize the
377
circumstances. March 2,
2, 1881
1881 ...................................
of vessels
vessels under certain
certain circumstances.
Penitentiary,
erection of
penitentiary in the Terrimoney for the
the erection
of aapenitentiary
Dakota. An act
act appropriating
appropriating money
Penitentiary, Dakota.
378
tory of
of Dakota.
March 2,
1881 ....................................................
.
378
.
2, 1881
tory
Dakota. March
Sale
of property
of United
United States
An act.
act to provide
provide for the
sale of
of certain
certain
the sale
of Columbia.
Columbia. An
States in
in District
Districtof
Sale of
property of
property owned
the United
United States
nthe
the District
District of
Columbia. March
378
378
March 2, 1881
1881 ..........
of Columbia.
States i
in
by the
property
owned by
Battle
Groton Heights.
money toward
the cententhe expense
expense incurred
incurred in
in the
appropriating money
toward the
on Groton
Heights. An
An act
act appropriating
Battle on
nial
celebration
of
the
battle
on
Groton
Heights,
and
for
other
purposes.
March
378
2,
1881....
March
nial celebration of the battle on Groton Heights, and for other purposes.
Life-saving
establishing a
a life-saving
life-saving station at Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky.
Kentucky. An
An act establishing
Life-saving station,
station, Louisville,
.--Kentucky.
379
..-----------.......----..-----..--......--------.--March 2,
2, 1881 ...................---Kentucky. March
Public
to provide
provide for
the construction
public building
at
a public
buildingat
construction of
of a
An act
act to
for the
Jackson, Mississippi.
Mississippi. Au
Public building,
building, Jackson,
....-...........
Jackson,
Mississippi. March 2, 1881
379
1881......................
Jackson, in the State of Mississippi.
Otoe
and Missouria
2fissouria Indian
An act
act to
sale of
of the
the remainder
the reserreserof the
for the
the sale
remainder of
to provide
provide for
Indian Reservation.
Reservation. An
Otoe and
vation of
of the
Otoe and
Missouria tribes
tribes of
of Indians,
Indians, in
in the
Nebraska
the States
States of
of Nebraska
and Missouria
the confederated
confederated Otoe
vation
and Kansas,
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. March
March 3,
380
3, 1881 _.......................................
Kansas, and
and
An act making appropriations
Department appropriations.
Agricultural
Agricultural Department
appropriations. An
appropriations for the Agricultural
Agricultural Department
the government
government for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
for the
the fiscal
June thirtieth,
partment of
of the
...................... 381-385
..
...
eighty-two,
March 3, 1881.......
1881.
381-385
purposes. March
and for other purposes.
eighty-two, and
Legislative, executive,
executive, and
and judicial
making appropriations
appropriations for the legislative,
An act
act making
appropriations. An
judicial appropriations.
Legislative,
executive,
of the
the government
government for
ending June thirtieth,
fiscal year ending
for the fiscal
and judicial
judicial expenses
expenses of
executive, and
385-413
eighteen
and eighty-two,
eighty-two, and
and for
385-413
March 3,
3, 1881 .................
other purposes.
purposes. March
for other
hundred and
eighteen hundred
Capitol,
North
0
Street
and
South
Washington
Railway
Company.
An
act
to
amend
incorpoact incorpothe act
Capitol, North 0 Street and South Iashington Railway Company. An act to amend the
3,
1881.
rating
the
Capitol,
North
0
Street
and
South
Washington
Railway
March
1881.
414
Company.
Railway
Washington
Street
and
South
rating the Capitol, North O
Deficiency appropriations.
An act
appropriations to
supply deficiencies
in the
the appropriadeficiencies in
appropriato supply
appropriations. An
act making
making appropriations
Deficiency
tions for
the fiscal
June thirtieth,
eighty-one, and
and for
for
hundred and
and eighty-one,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
tions
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
prior years,
years, and
and for
for those
certified as
due by
by the
accounting officers
Treasury in acacofficers of
of the
the Treasury
as due
the accounting
those certified
prior
cordance
section four
the act
act of
of June
June fourteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventyfourteenth, eighteen
of the
four of
cordance with
with section
eight, heretofore
id from
permanent appropriations, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes. March
3, 1881 A14-434
March3,1881.414-434
and for
paid
from permanentappropriations,
eight,
heretotore pa
Sundry
civil appropriations.
act making
appropriations for
for sundry
sundry civil
expenses of
governof the
the governcivil expenses
An act
making appropriations
Sundny civil
appropriations. An
ment for
fiscal year
eighty-two, and
and for
for
hundred and
and eighty-two,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ending June
June thirtieth,
the fiscal
year ending
ment
for the
.........
other purposes.
purposes. March
March 3,
435-458
3, 1881
1881 .............................................
other
District
of Columbia
act making
to provide
provide for
for the
the expenses
expenses of
of
An act
making appropriations
appropriations to
Columbia appropriations.
appropriations. An
Districtof
the government
of the
Columbia for
the fiscal
thirtieth, eighteightthe District
District of
of Columbia
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
the
government of
een
and eighty-two,
and for
purposes. March
March 3,
3, 1881
1881 ..........
458-468
458-468
.....--.............
eighty-two, and
for other
other purposes.
een hundred
hundred and
Appropriations
defenses. An
act making
for fortifications
and
fortifications and.
making appropriations
appropriations for
An act
and defenses.
fortifications and
for fortifications
Appropriationsfor
other
works
of
defense,
and
for
the
armament
thereof,
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
thirother works of defense, and for the armament thereof, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
other purposes.
1881
468
468
3, 1881.----.......
purposes. March
March 3,
eighty-two, and
and for
for other
and eighty-two,
tieth, eighteen
River
and
appropriations. An
An act
making appropriations
completion,
construction, completion,
for the
the construction,
appropriations for
act making
harbor appropriations.
River and harbor
repair,
repair, and preservation of certain works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes.
468485
March
..
468-485
...--.. .................-.............----------...........-.....1881
March 3, 1881
Indian
An act
act making
appropriations for
the current
and contingent
expenses of
of
contingent expenses
for the
current and
making appropriations
appropriations. An
Indian appropriations.
the
Department, and
and for
with various
various Indian
tribes, for
for
Indian tribes,
treaty stipitlations
stipulations with
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
the Indian
Indian Department,
the
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
and eighty-two,
eighty-two, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for
eighteen hundred
hundred and
the year
year ending
March 3,
1881 -..--.....----..---...............---..--------.------------------.-- 485-502
485-502
March
3, 1881
Trade-marks. An
to authorize
authorize the
the registration
of trade-marks,
trade-marks, and
and protect
March
the same.
same. March
protect the
registration of
An act
act to
Trade-marks.
3,
1881 ..-. .........502-504
---502-504
*----------.-- ........-........
--..- -..----3, 1881
Choctaw
Nation. An
An act
for the
the amount
the Choctaw
Choctaw Nation.
Nation. March
March 3,
3,
due the
amount due
of the
the ascertainment
ascertainment of
act for
Choctaw Nation.
1881
504
------ ---------------------------.......-..--..--.------- -------------------------------1881 ----------..-..-...---.--Revised
section '2326,
amended. An
amend section
section twenty-three
ntytwenty-three hundred and twentyact to
to amend
An act
2;:26, amended.
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, section
six
of
the
Revised
Statutes,
relating
to
suits
at
law
affecting
the
title
to
mining
claims.
claims.
to
mining
six of the Revised Statutes, relating to suits at law affecting the title
March
1881 ...----.............. .
505
505
.-.-- ---..----.-----..----.---------------March 3,
3, 1881
Public marine
An act
to amend
the act
act entitled
entitled "
of
establishment of
to encourage
encourage the establishment
" An act
act to
amend the
act to
marine schools.
schools. An
Public
public
marine schools,"
approved June
June twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
hundred and
so as
as
and seventy-four,
seventy-four, so
eighteen hundred
public marine
schools," approved
to
it to
to the
Wilmington, Charleston,
Charleston, Savannah,
Mobile, New
Baton
New Orleans,
Orleans, Baton
Savannah, Mobile,
ports of
of Wilmington,
extend it
the ports
to extend
Rouge, Galveston,
Narragansett Bay.
Bay. March
March 3,
----------- ---- - 505
3, 1881 ---....---..
in Narragansett
Rouge,
Galveston, and
and in
Sete
United States
real estate,
Secretary of the TreasTres:s5°5
Indiana. An act to authorize the Secretary
estate, Vincennes,
Vincennes, Indiana.
States real
,nl of United
ury
to sell
sell certain
certain real
real estate
estate belonging
to the
the United
States, and
and vesting
vesting the
the title
title to
to certain
certain
United States,
belonging to
ury to
other
in the
the city
Vincennes, in
the State
Indiana, and
for other
March
other purposes.
purposes. March
and for
State of
of Indiana,
in the
city of
of Vincennes,
other lands
lands in
3, 1881........................................................-.........-.....--1881
. ..........
.........
505
3,
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Fort Ridgely
Ridgely military
military reservation,
reservation, Minnesota.
An act
amend chapter
hundred and
Fort
Minnesota. An
act to
to amend
chapter one
one hundred
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight,
volume sixteen,
Large. March
March 3,
3, 1881
506
volume
sixteen, of
of the
the Statutes
Statutes at
at Large.
1881 ..........................
.......
506
Judioial
districts, Louisiana.
act to
to divide
State of
Louisiana into
two judicial
districts.
Judicialdistricts,
Louisiana. An
An act
divide the
the State
of Louisiana
into two
judicial districts.
March
507
March 3, 1881 ..........
....
......
........................
....................
507
But
ton lowa,
Iowa, title
to land
land in.
An act
and vesting
title to
tract of
iutling
linqgtou,
title to
in. An
act confirming
confirming and
vesting the
the title
to a
a certain
certain tract
of land
land
school district
district of
of said
city. March
March 3,
3, 1881
508
in Burlington,
Burlington, Iowa, in
in the
the independent
independent school
said city.
1881 ......... 508
Land
district, Kansas.
Kansas. An
An net
land district
State of
March
Laid district,
act to
to establish
establish an
an additional
additional land
district in
in the
the State
of Kansas.
Kansas. March
3,
508
3, 1881....
1881....----- ..........-.....----.....-...
......---.-.
..
.--.------.---.-----------.508
Tobacco for United
purchase of.
of. An
An act
act to
to regulate
the mode
mode of
tobacco
United States .Navy,
Navy, purchase
regulate the
of purchasing
purchasing tobacco
for the United
United States Navy.
Navy. March 3, 1881
509
1881 ..............................................
509
Letters patent
patent of United States. An act to
Letters
to provide for the preparation
of
preparation of
of classified
classified abridgments
abridgments of
all letters patent of the United States. March
509
March 3,
3, 1881 ....................................
509
Sale of Osage
Osage trust
Sale
trust and diminished-reserve
diminished-reserve lands,
lands, Kansas.
Kansas. An
to graduate
price and
of
An act
act to
graduate the
the price
and dispose
dispose of
the
residue of
of the
Indian trust
and diminished-reserve
diminished-reserve lands
lying
east
of
the
sixth
the residue
the Osage
Osage Indian
trust and
lands lying east of the sixth
principal
in Kansas.
3, 1881
1881 ...........................................
509
principal meridian,
meridian, in
Kansas. March
March 3,
509
Engineer
United States
States Navy,
of. An
to amend
amend section
hundred and
eightyEngineer officers,
officers, United
Navy, rank
rank of.
An act
act to
section fourteen
fourteen hundred
and eightysix of the Revised Statutes in order to preserve
preserve the
the meaning
meaning of
original law
which
of the
the original
law from
from which
it was taken, with reference to the rank of engineer officers,
Acadofficers, graduates of
of the Naval
Naval AcadMarch 3,
•
510
emy. March
3, 1881
1881 .........
.......
...............................................
.
510
Rlcdnond Tully.
iTlly. An act for the relief of Redmond
Redmond
Redmond Tully. March
510
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881 ........................
510
Indian
war bonds,
bonds, California.
California. An act for the payment
Indian war
payment of certain Indian war
bonds of
of the
State of
war bonds
the State
of
California.
California. March
March 3, 1881....
510
1881 .................................
........................--.
510
Revised Statutes
Statutes, section 2297, amended. An act
amend section
twenty-two hundred
hundred and
and n
i
ne tyact to
to amend
section twenty-two
ninetyof title thirty-two,
seven, of
thirty-two, of the Revised Statutes, relating
relating to homestead
homestead settlers.
March 3,
3,
settlers. March
1881 ..................
5l
......... ......................
......................
........
51
Districtand circuit
courts, PFort
amendatory of and supplementary
District
circuit courts,
Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Indiana. An act amendatory
supplementary to ""An
An
act to provide for the holding of terms of the district and circuit courts of the United States
Indiana," approved
at Fort Wayne,
Wayne, Indiana,"
approved June
June eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-eight.
seventy-eight.
March
March 3, 1881 ..............................................
511
Title to lands
lands in
in Ohio confirmed. An act to confirm the title to certain lands
lands in the State of Ohio.
March
March 3, 1881
51.1
1881..................................................................
.5 l
Indianapolis,
port of delivery. An act to establish a
a port of delivery at Indianapolis,
Indianapolis
' Indiana,
Indiana, a
aport
Indianapolis, in
in
1881 ................................................
512
the State
State of
of Indiana.
Indiana. March
March 3,
3, 1881
..
512
Battle of Saratoga
Saratogamonument, Solvuylerville,
Schuylerville, New York. An act to provide for the erection
erection of a
a monuBattle
ment at Schuylerville,
Schuylerville, New
commemorative of the battle of Saratoga, and for other
New York, commemorative
other
purposes. March 3, 1881...........................................512
1881 .....
........ .
.......
... ...
512
War indemnity, Kentucky. An act to declare
declare the true intent
meanin g of
of "
Actto
t
o reimburse
rei
m burse the
the
intent and meaning
" Act
State of Kentucky
Kentucky for moneys expended for the United States in enrolling, subsisting, clothing, supplying, arming, equipping, paying
transporting militia forces
paying, and transporting
forces to aid in supseventy-two. March
pressing the rebellion,
rebellion," approved June eighth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two.
March
3,
1881
.
513
3, 1881
.
.
........
.
..........
...........
.
51..
Alley, Square
Square 504, Washington, D. C.
C. An act to vacate
an alley
five hundred
hundred and
vacate and close
close an
alley in
in square
square five
and
four in Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia. March 3, 1881 .513
513
Churches and
and orphan
orphan asylums,
asylums, District
Districtof Columbia.
Churches
Columbia. An act to construe
construe an act entitled "An
"An act to
to
title
relieve the churches
churches and orphan
orphan asylums
asylums of the District of Columbia, and to clear
clear the title
relieve
of the trustees
......................................
trustees of such property."
property." March 3, 1881 .
513
513
RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
Congressional
Rcord. Joint resolution directing
directing one copy of Congressional Record to be sent to
to
Congressional Record.
each of
of our
legations abroad.
abroad. December
December 18,
each
our legations
18, 1880
1880 .................................
.-...
International
Sanitary
Conference.
Joint
resolution
appropriating
two
International Sanitary Conference.
appropriating
thousand five hundred dollars
to meet the expenses of the International Sanitary Conference
Conference invited to meet in Washington
to
Washington
on the first
eighteen hundred
January 21,
first of
of January,
January, eighteen
hundred and eighty-one.
eighty-one. January
21, 1881....------of
Cort U.S.,
Congressional
U. S., etc. Joint resolution
resolution in reference to the distribution
distribution of
Reord to Supreme Court
CongressionalRecord
January 27, 1881 ................----------------------------......
the Congressional
Congressional Record.
Record. January
Grounds south
of Capitol.
Grounds
south of
Capitol. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution making an appropriation
appropriation for filling up, draining, and
old
line of
of the old
placing in good sanitary condition the ground south of the Capitol, along the line
canal,
and
for
other
pu
r
p
oses
-----.......
canal, and for other purposes .........................-----Report
of
the
copies
to print six thousand copies of the Report of
1eport of. Joint resolution to
Health, Report
Board of Health,
National Board
National
of
the
National Board
Board of
1, 1881
1881 ....-- ..----------------..---------...
Health. February
February 1,
of Health.
the National
Baltimore and
and Ohio
RailroadComipany.
Baltimore
Ohio Railroad
Company. Joint resolution
resolution ratifying settlement
of taxes
de b
y the
settlement of
taxes ma
made
by
the
February 1,
Company. February
Railroad Company.
the Baltimore
District Commissioners with the
Baltimore and
and Ohio
Ohio Railroad
1, 1881..
1881_
American
of an
inspection and
authorizing the inspection
Egyptian Steamship
Egyptian
Steamship Dessoug.
Damao. Joint resolution authorizing
and issue
issue of
an American
February 8, 1881...........................-----------------register to the Egyptian
Egyptian steamship
steamship Dessoug. February
index
the index
distributing the
CongressionalRecord.
Ind
Index of Congressional
Record. Joint resolution to provide
provide for printing and distributing
.
8, 1881 ........-..
of
semi-monthly. February 8,
Congressional Record semi-monthly.
of the Congressional
of Hayden's
for publishing
Hayden's
Colorado. Joint resolution
resolution to provide for
publishing an edition of
Hayden's Atlas
of Colorado.
Atlas of
Hafden's Atlas
of
Colorado. February
.ofColorado.
February 9,
9, 1881
1881
..........
o
...
Diseases f Swine. Joint resolution to authorize the printing of fifty thousand coies of special
Diseases
report
of
Swine.
of
the
Joi
Commissioner
n t reso l
u ti onof
toAgriculture
authorize the
relative
printing
to
diseases
of fiftyof
thousand
swine
and
copies
infectious
of special
and
report of the Commissioner of Ariculture relative to diseases of swine ad infectious and
contagious diseases incident to other domestic animals. February 14, 1881 .......-.........
Fish and
contagious
Fisheries, diseases
Report on.
incident
Joi
nt
to
reso
other
l
ut i
on
domestic
authorizing
animals.
the Public
February
Printer
14, to
1881
print reports
. _ of
. the
Fish and
Fisheries,
Report on.
Joint resolution authorizing the Public Printer to print reports of the
United
States
Fish
Commission
pon
new
discoveries
in
regard
to
fish-cult
...
FabruarT
United States Fish Commissioner upon new discoveries in regard to fish-culture. February
14, 1881
....
14,vr
P. Norton. Joint
resolution granting
granting condemned
condemned cannon
to the
the Morton
o-- AssociaOliver P. Morton.
Joint resolution
cannon to
Morton Monumental
Monumental
tion. February
February 14,
1881
tion.
14, 1881 .............................
--M--
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PUBLIO ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
LIST OF PUBLIC
Surrenderof Lord Cornwallis
authorizing and requesting the PresiSurrender
Cornwallis at Yorktown. Joint resolution authorizing
President
to extend to the Government
Government and people of France
dent to
France and the family of General Lafayette
an invitation
invitation to join the Government and people
people of the
observance of
the United
United States
States in the
the observance
of
the centennial anniversary
anniversary of the surrender
surrender of Lord Cornwallis
Cornwallis at Yorktown, Virginia.
February 18, 1881
February
1881 ..---....----...--..--...........----------- ....... ............Report of Commissioner
Commissionerof Education.
Report
Education. Joint resolution providing for the printing and distribution
distribution
of the Report
Report of the Commissioner
Commissioner of Education
Education for the year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty.
February
23 2 1881
February 23,
1881 .......................
..................
........
Report of
Life-Saving Service. Joint resolution
of Life-Saving
resolution for printing report of the Life-Saving
Life-Saving Service.
February 23,
1881 .........................................................
February
23, 1881
...........
National Lincoln Monument
Mfonument Association.
Association. Joint resolution authorizing
National
authorizing certain
mementoes
certain books
books and mementoes
in the possession
government to be placed in Memorial Hall of the National Lincoln
possession of the government
Monument
Monument at Springfield,
Springfield, Illinois. February
February 23,
23, 1881
1881 ........ -............................
George
Washington, monument to. Joint resolution amending
George Washington,
amending and
r-solution
and re-enacting
re-enacting joint
joint r'solution
approved
June
fourteenth,
eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-nine, directing a
approved
eighteen
seventy-nine,
a monument to
mark
mark the birthplace
birthplace of George Washington.
Washington. February
February 26, 1881
1881 ...........................
Report of Entomological
Report
Entomological Commission.
Commission. Joint resolution authorizing
authorizing the printing
thousand
printing of thirty
thirty thousand
copies of the third Report
Report of the United
United States Entomological
Entomological Commission. February
February 26,
26,
1881 .....
..... ... ...
.....
.... ....... .... ...... .
.....------------------------ International Exhibition
International
Exhibition of 1883. Joint resolution in
relation to
of
in relation
to the international
international exhibition
exhibition of
eighteen hundred and eighty-three. March
March 1, 1881 .....-................................
Barge
Spicer. Joint resolution
Barge W. J. Spicer.
resolution in relation
relation to the barge W. J.
J. Spicer. March 1,
1, 1881
1881.........
Agicultural Report,
Report, 1880. Joint resolution relative
Agrieultural
relative to printing the Agricultural
Agricultural Report
Report for the
the
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty. March 2, 1881 ........................................
Florida,
Indian Hostilities.
Hostilities. Joint
Secretary of War to investigate the claim
Florida, Indian
Joint resolution directing
directing the Secretary
of the State of Florida
Florida against the United States for expenditures
expenditures made in suppressing
suppressing Indian
Indian
hostilities in said State between
between the years eighteen hundred and fifty-five
fifty-five and eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty, and to report the result of such investigation to Congress. March
March 3, 1881
1881 ..
Standard
and Measures
Measures to Agricultural
Agricultural Colleges.
Standard Weights and
Colleges. Joint resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
of the Treasury to furnish States, for the use of agricultural colleges, one set of
standard
of standard
weights
weights and measures and for other
other purposes. March 3, 1881
1881 ..................-.........
...
Evarts W. _Farr.
Farr. Joint resolution to provide for the publication of the memorial addresses on Evarts
Evarts
W.
W. Farr.
Farr. March
March 3, 1881 .--------------- .......................................
...-.
Director
Mint, report
Director of the Mint,
report of. Joint resolution
resolution to print fifteen thousand
thousand copies of the report of the
Director of the Mint on the statistics of the annual
the
annual production
production of
of gold
gold and silver
silver in
in the
United States. March
March 3, 1881
1881'
.......................................................
Monument at
at Yorktown,
Yorktown, Centennial
Centennial Celebration
create a
a commission for
the
Celebrationof.
of. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution to
to create
for the
performance
performance of certain
certain duties under the act of Congress providing
providing for the
the erection of a
a monumonument at Yorktown
Yorktown and the proposed centennial
centennial celebration. March
March 3, 1881
1881 ................
Employees,
Employees ' District
District of Columbia.
Columbia. Joint resolution
resolution relating to salaries of
government employees in
of government
in
the
District
of
Columbia.
March
3,
1881
the District of Columbia. March 3, 1881 ...........................
....... ..............
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LIST
OF
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THE PRIVATE ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS
OF CONGRESS
CONTAINED
VOLUME.
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME.

ACTS OF
ACTS
OF THE
FORTY-SIXTH CONGREESS
CONGRESS OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES.
THE FORTY-SIXTH
UNITED S
STATES.

I.-1879.
STATUTE I.-1879.
Page
Page
8. Saunders.
removal of the
disabilities of John
John S.
Saunders. An
An act for
for the removal
the political
political disabilities
John S.
S. Saunders, of BaltiBaltimore,
May 20,
20, 1879
1879 ............
, ..........
more, Maryland.
Maryland. May
525
............................
525
J. C. Pemberton.
Pemberton. An act
political disabilities
disabilities of J.
Pemberton, of
of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
J.
act to remove the
the political
J. C.
C. Pemberton,
Pennsylvania.
June 14,
14, 1879
1879 ................................
525
Pennsylvania. June
.....
525
James
remove'the
CulpeperCounty,
James H.
H. North. An act to remove
'the political disabilities
disabilities of James H. North, of Culpeper
County,
Virginia. June
525
June 17,
17, 1879
1879 .............
...........................................
525
James F.
Harrison. An act
remove the
of James
James F.
Harrison, of
Virginia
James
F. Harrison.
act to remove
the political
political disabilities
disabilities of
F. Harrison,
of Virginia.
June 18, 1879
525
June
1879 ......-...--------..-----....
----..----..----.----------..---.---...
525
Arthur P. Bagby.
Bagby. An act to remove
remove the political disabilities of Arthur P. Bagby,
Bagby, of Texas. June
June
18,
1879.
526
18, 1879
. ...............................................------------.................
526
R. Beall.
Beall. An
act to
political disabilities
N. R.
Beall, of
William N.
N. R.
An act
to remove
remove the
the political
disabilities of
of William
William N.
R. Beall,
of Missouri
Missouri.
June
1879
526
June 18,
18, 1879...............
..........
..........................................
526
Blisha
compensation to
E. Rice
property transferred
transferred by
Elisha B.
-E. Rice.
Rice. An
An act providing compensation
to E. E.
Rice for
for property
by him to the
Government
Government of
of the United States
States for
for the
the use
use of the
the diplomatic
diplomatic and consular
consular representatives
representatives
at
June 18,
1879
.
526
at Hakodadi,
Hakodadi, in
in Japan.
Japan. June
18,1879...........
........
......
....................
526
Farmers
Farmersand Merchants'
Merchants' Bank, Paris,
Paris, Tex. An act for the relief of the Farmers and Merchants'
Merchants' Bank,
Paris,
1879
526
Paris, Tex. June 24, 1879..........................
..--- .
...---..........---.
526
Young Men's
Men's Christian
Association of Washington. An act to authorize the renewal
Christian Association
renewal of a
a loan therein
named by the joint-stock company of the Young
Young Men's Christian Association of Washington.
Washington.
June 24,
24, 1879
527
June
1879.........................................................-...........
527
General James
widow. An
the benefit
of the
widow and
General James
benefit of
the widow
and children
children of
of General
James
General
James Shields'
Shields' widow.
An act
act for
for the
Shield; and
to increase
the pension
pension of
of Caroline
Caroline S.
S. Webster.
June 28,1879
28, 1879 ................
527
527
Webster. June
Shields,
and to
increase the
John
Frank Brown. An act to allow John Merryman
Metryman and Frank Brown, of Maryland,
John Merryman
Merrynman and
and Frank
to import
and land
cattle for
for breeding
breeding purposes.
30, 1879
to
import and
land cattle
purposes. June
June 30,
1879 ........................
.... 527
527
Henry Conareis
estate. An act for the relief of the estate
Conarth estate.
estate of Henry Conard. July 1,
1, 1879..........
1879
528
RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
Patrick
Patrick Doran for services
services as messenger, House of ReprePatrickDoran.
Doran. Joint resolution to pay Patrick
sentatives.
..
....
....... .5...
1879 ................................
sentatives. June
June 18, 1879
Dr.
C.
W.
Brink.
Joint
resolution
for
the
relief
of
Dr.
C.
W.
bearer of
of dispatches
dispatches from
Brink, bearer
from the
the
Dr. C. W. Brink. Joint resolution for the relief of Dr. C. W. Brink,
United
States
minister
at
Mexico
in
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-nine.
June
18,
1879....
Mexico
in
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-nine.
June
18,1879........
United States minister at
Professor Peter
pay Professor
Professor Peter
Peter Collier
for services
services as
as chemist
chemist in
Professor
Peter Collier.
Collier. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution to
to pay
Collier for
in
prosecutions of the
1879.
....-...-..........
the prosecutions
the evasions
evasions of
of the duties on sugar. July 1, 1879..
L.
H. Fitzhugh.
Fitzhugh. Joint
pay L. H. Fitzhugh for services
services during the
the Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth ConL. H.
Joint resolution
resolution to
to pay
gress.
July 1,
1879.
.......-...
...............
.................
gress. July
1, 1879........
...

528
528
528
52S

528
529

STATUTE II.-1879-'80.
11.-1879-'80.
STATUTE
Herman
Haman and
and Crawford
Herman Hillman
An act
act for
for the
the relief
relief of
of Herman
Hulman and Crawford
Crawford
Herman Hulman
Crawford Fairbanks.
Fairbanks. An
.....
Fairbanks
1879
Fairbanks of the
the city of Terre Haute, Indiana. December 24, 1879..................
Receiver
of the
the State
of Charleston,
Charleston, S. C.
receiver,
Samuel Lord,
Lord, junior,
junior, receiver,
C. An
An act
act for the
the delivery to Samuel
State Bank
Bank of
Beciver of
of
certain
bonds
now
in
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States.
January
16,
1880
of certain bonds now in the Treasury of the United States. January 16, 1880 --...----.----- Doddridge
act for
the relief
Doddridge and Davis. January
January 16, 1880 ...........
of Doddridge
Davis. An
An act
for the
relief of
Doddridge and
and Davis.
Langton
Thomas. An
An act
act for
for the
Thomas Langton,
Langton, of Dundee,
Dundee, Michigan.
Michigan. January
the relief
relief of
of Thomas
Langton, Thomas.

23 1880.....................................................................-XXI-II
XXI
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531
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PRIVATE ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
LIST OF PRIVATE

Pge
Page.
Masonic Bank
of Pittsburgh.
An act
to authorize
authorize the
the assistant
assistant treasurer
of the
the United
United States
States at
at New
New
Masonic
Bank of
Pittsburgh. An
act to
treasurer of
York
of section
section thirty-four
hundred and
of the
the Revised
Revised
York to
to waive
waive enforcement
enforcement of
thirty-four hundred
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven of
Statutes so
so far
far as
same affects
certain drafts
drafts upon
upon him
him now
now held
held by
by the
the Masonic
Masonic Bank
Bank of
of
Statutes
as the
the same
affects certain
Pittsburgh,
24, 1880
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. January
January 24,
1880 ..............
...........
..................... 533
533
Thomas Kearney. An act for the relief of Thomas
Thomas
Thomas Kearney.
February 7,
533
Kearney. February
7, 1880
1880....................
533
Granary, Wax, and Lange.
for the
the relief
relief of
of Michael
Michael Granery,
Granery,
Lange. An
An act for
Granery, Nicholas
Nicholas Wax,
Wax, and
and Moliere
Moliere
Lange. February
....
534
February 11,
11, 1880
1880 ....................-.........
......-...
...
..---.......--....
534
J.
for the
the relief
of Captain
B. Campbell.
February 11,
11, 1880
1880 ..............
531
J. B. Campbell.
Campbell. An
An act
act for
relief of
Captain J.
J. B.
Campbell. February
531
Samuel
Davis. An act
of pension
to Samna
Davis. February
February 16,
1880.
534
Samu6l B.
B. Davis.
act granting
granting an increase
increase of
pension to
Samual B.
B. Davis.
16 1880.
634
Major-General
removal of
of remains.
remains. An
An act
act making
making appropriation
for the
Major-GeneralGeorge
George Sykes,
Sykes, removal
appropriation for
the removal
removal of
of the
the
remains of the
George Sykes,
States Army,
remains
the late
late Major-General
Major-General George
Sykes, United
United States
Army, from
from Fort
Fort Brown,
Brown,
Texas, to
to West
New York.
York. February
1880 .
534
Texas,
West Point,
Point, New
February 17,
17, 1880.........-......-...--..
-....
.......534
Page. An act for the relief of Henry
Henry Page.
535
Henry Page.
Page. February
February 18,
18, 1880_
1880 .---..--..--.....--.. ------.
535
Gibbes
Gibbes and
and Company. An act for the
of Charleston,
Charleston, South
South Carolina.
Carolina
the relief
relief of Gibbes
Gibbes and
and Company, of
February
February 20, 1880 ..................................
535
.............
....
. ....
...............
535
J.
and H.
H. P.
-. An
An act
act for
the relief
J. P.
and H.
H. P.
P. Snow,
of ClinClinJ. P. Zimmerman
Zimmerman and
P. Snail
Snow.h
for the
relief of
of J.
P. Zimmerman
Zimmerman and
Snow, of
ton County, Kentucky.
February 24,1880
535
Kentucky. February
24,1880 ................................................
535
Saint John's
Ind. An act authorizing
John's Cathedral,
Cathedral, Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Ind.
remission or refunding
refunding of
of duty
duty
authorizing the
the remission
on an altar from Rome,
for the
the Saint John's
of Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Indiana.
Rome, Italy,
Italy, for
John's Cathedral
Cathedral of
M arch 1, 1880 ....
.....................................
March
...
535
.............................
....
535
John D.
D. McGill.
McGill. An act for
John
theY relief
administrator of
John
D. McGill.
McGill. March
5, 1880....
1880
536
for the
relief of the
the administrator
of I
John D.
March 5,
536
William McGovern. An act for the relief
relief of William
1, 1880
1880 ............--....
.......
536
William McGovern.
McGovern. April
April 1,
-536
and Jeremiah
JeremiahS.
S. James.
Nelson Lyon and
James. An act
act for
Nelson
Lyon
and
Jeremiah
S.
James.
for the
the relief
relief of
of Nelson Lyon and Jeremiah S. James.
April
1880 .........................................................--------------536
April 1,
1, 1880
536
E.HershJfield
L. EL
_Hershfield and
An act
act for
for the
the relief
of L.
L. H.
H. Hershfeld
Hershfield and
and Brother.
Brother. April
April 1,
1880
536
and Brother.
Brother. An
relief of
1, 1880.
536
Roger A.
Pryor. An act to remove the political disabilities
Roger
A. Pryor.
disabilities of Roger
Roger A. Pryor, of New York.
April
York. April
22, 1880
--------537
22,
1880 .... ...-...
........ ......... ............ .-.... ..
. ....... . ... -- ..--------........537
An act
act granting
granting a
apension
to Melissa
Melissa Wagner.
23, 1880
1880 ...-...............
537
Melissa Wagner. An
pension to
Wagner. April
April 23,
537
C. Scheyer.
Schoyer. An act to increase
Samuel C.
increase the
the pension
C. Schoyer.
Schoyer. April
April 23,
23, 1880..
1880
537
pension of
of Captain
Captain Samuel
Samuel C.
537
James M. Boreland.
increase of pension
James
Boreland. An act granting an
an increase
pension to James M.
23, 1880.
1880
537
M. Borelancl.
Boreland. April
April 23,
537
Patsy Davenport.
Davenport. An act
Patsy
Davenport. April
April 23,
23 1880.................
1880
538
act granting
granting a
a pension
pension to
to Patsy
Patsy Davenport.
538
Abram F. _Farrar.
Farrar. An act granting
F. Farrar.
April 23,
23, 1880
1880 ..............
538
granting aapension
pension to
to Abram
Abram F.
Farrar. April
538
Owner bark
Grapeshot. An act for the relief
Owner
bark Grapeshot.
relief of the
the owner
owner of the bark Grapeshot.
Grapeshot. April
24, 1880
538
April 24,
1880..
538
Esther
pens i
on t
sth er E.
E. Li
eurance
.
A
pr
il
29
,
1880_
538
Esther E.
E. Lieuranee.
Lieurance. An
An act
act granting
granting a
a pension
too E
Esther
Lieurance. April 29, 1880 ..........
538
Ellen W. P.
Carter. An act granting aapension
P. Carter.
pension to Ellen W.
W. P. Carter. April 29, 1880............
1880.
538
538
for the
relief of
of Cyrus
Cyrus B.
B. Ingham,
Ingham, of
of the
the
Ingham, Bryant,
Bryant, Wood,
Wood, Parker,
Parker, Pinkerton,
Pinkerton, Wright.
Wright. An
An act
act for
the relief
Territory of Dakota;
Dakota; Harvey Bryant
Bryant and
Guilford A.
Wood, of
of Kansas,
Richard Parker,
and Guillord
A. Wood,
Kansas, and
and Richard
Parker,
H. Pinkerton, of Colorado,
of Minnesota, James
James H.
Colorado, and
of Kansas.
Kansas. May
May 3,
and Ed. G. Wright,
Wright, of
3,
1880 ..--------.....-.. . ----. ---------...--539
.
----.-- -------..........
. .....
539
Charles
Charles Olivier
to confirm
confirm the
the title
of Charles
Charles Olivier
to certain
certain lands
OlivierDuclozel.
Duclozel. An act to
title of
Olivier Duclozel
Duclozel to
lands in
in
the State
State of Louisiana.
Louisiana. May 5, 1880 --........----..........---....................
539
.---539
Mrs.
An act
act granting
pension to
May 12,
12, 1880
1880 .....
539
Mrrs. Mary Allison,
Allison, pension.
pension. An
granting aapension
to Mrs.
Mrs. Mary
Mary Allison.
Allison. May
......
53)
Relief of Solomon Morris.
Solomon Morris. May 12, 1880
Morris. An act for the relief of Solomon
1880 ................
539
Elizabeth
D. Thomas,
Thomas, duplicate
duplicate check. An act directing the issue
Elizabeth D.
issue of a
aduplicate
duplicate check to
to Elizabeth
Elizabeth
D. Thomas, aapensioner of
United States.
May 14,
14, 1880.............................
1880
540
of the United
States. May
540
George V. Hebb,
Bebb, relief of. An act for the relief of
-..
540
George
of George
George V. Hebb. May 14, 1880
1880 -----540
Peter
Peter Meagher,
Meagher, relief of. An act for the relief
relief of Peter
Peter Meagher.
Meagher. May
May 14,
1880_ ...................
540
14, 1880
540
Peter
pension. An act granting a
a pension
Peter
Peter K.
K. Morgan
Morgan, pension.
pensio n to
to P
et
er K. Morgan,
Morgan, private
of
private in
in the
the war of
eighteen
and twelve.
twelve. May
May 14,
14, 1880
540
eighteen hundred
hundred and
1880 .............................................
540
George Heard,
fleard, relief of.
of. An act for
George
relief of
of George
George Heard.
May 19,
19, 1880.
541
for the
the relief
Heard. May
1880....................
541
Thomas L.
L. Harrison,
politicaldisabilities.
Thomas
Harrison, political
disabilities. An act to remove
remove the political
political disabilities
Thomas L.
L
disabilities of
of Thomas
Harrison,
May 22,
22, 1880
541
Harrison, of Mobile, Alabama. May
1880 -------..-----....--------....... --...
541
William
B. Taliaferro,
Taliaferro, political
political disabilities.
An act
to remove
the political
disabilities of
of William
William B
William B.
disabilities. An
act to
remove the
political disabilities
B.
Taliaferro,
Taliaferro, of Virginia. May 22, 1880 .-..............-----------------------------.
542
54
FrancisL. Galt,
political disabilities of Francis L.
Francis
Galt, political
political disabilities.
disabilities. An act to remove the
the political
L. Galt.
Gait.
May 22,
22, 1880
1880 ...........
..................... ........... '. '.542...........
542
John D.
An act
to relieve
John D.
Public Printer.
Printer. May
May 26,
26, 1880
1880 ... .
542
John
D. Defre,es,
Iefrees, relief
relief of.
of. An
act to
relieve John
D. Defrees,
Defrees, Public
542
Martha
Martha J.
J. Bobinson,pension.
RobinsoNpension. An act granting a
apension
Martha J.
J. Robinson.
Robinson. May
May 28,
28, 1880....
1880
54'z
pension to
to Martha
542
Mary Meigh,an,
Meighan, pension.
pension. An act granting
a pension
pension to Mary
granting a
Mary Meighan.
Meighau. May
542
May 28, 1880
1880..542
Edward
pension. An act granting a
a pension to Edward
Edward U. Leib.
542
Edward U.
U. Leib, pension.
Leib. May
May 28, 1880 ............
James P. Sayer, pension.
James
pension. An act granting
an increase of pension
to James
James P.
P. Sayer.
May 28
28, 1880.
1880
543
granting aninerease
pension to
Sayer. May
543
Judith Brown
Brown, payment to. An act to authorize
Judith
authorize the
the payment
payment of
of sixty-six
sixty-six dollars
dollars and
and nine
to
nine cents
cents to
one-seventh of the pension
Judith Brown, one-seventh
pension of Margaret
Duncan. May
May 31, 1880
1880.---........-.....
543
Margaret Duncan.
543
Edward Braden
J. W. Angus, relief
relief of. An act for the relief
Edward
Braden and J.
relief of Edward
Edward Braden
Braden and
and J.
J. W.
W.
Angus.
June
1,
1880_
AnH.Jue1i18n-------rleofErnst
-----------------------------------------54
Angus.
June 1880
..................
1,
•--. 543
Etst Hein,
of. An act for the
Ernst
Hein, relief of.
the relief of Ernst Hein."
Hein. June
543
June 1,
1 1880_
880 --------------------......
-43
Settlers
_Kansas
and
Nebraska,
relief
of.
An
act
for
the
relief
ofcertain
homestead
and
pre-emption
Settlers in
in Kansas and ebraska, relief of. An act for the relief ofeertain homestead and pre-emption
in Kansas and Nebraska. June 4, 1880
settlers in
1880
..
- ......
543
Elias C.. Boudinot,
Boudin, relief of.
of. An act to permit
5
Elias
permit Elias
Elias C. Boudinot,
Boucliiaot, of the Cherokee
Cherokee Nation,
Nation, to sue in
in
the
Claims. J
une 4,1880
4, 1880 ....
the Court
Court of
of Claims.
June
.544
544
Johnathan
Carter,political
political disabilities.
disabilities. An act to remove
Johnathan H.
H. Carter,
remove the
disabilities of
Johnathan
the political
political disabilities
of Johnathan
H.
South Carolina.
Caroli n a. June
June 7,
1880. .---------.
H. Carter,
Carter, of
of South
7, 1880
-....
54
'
Sophia
amend an
entitled "An
grantin g a
a pension
pensi
on to
545
ophia Brooke
Brooke Taylor,
Taylor, pension.
pension. An
An act
act to
to amend
an act
act entitled
"An act
act granting
to
Sophia
Brooke Taylor,
widow of
of the
the late
Major Francis
Francis Taylor."
1880.............
545
7, 1880
Taylor." June 7,
late Major
Sophia Brooke
Taylor, widow
Lynchburg,
Va., refitnd
refund of
of
act for the
the relief of certain citizens
citizens of
of tobacco
tobacco tax
tax to
to certain
certain citizens
citizens of.
of. An act
Lychburg, Va.,
to them taxes improperly collected from
Lynchburg,
refunding to
from them on mannmanuand refunding
Lynchburg, Virginia, and
factured tobac.o.
tobacco. June
faotured
June 8,
8, 1880
188
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Isaiah
W. Bunker,
pension. An
an increase
increase of
pension to
Isaiah W.
Isaiah W.
Bunker, pension.
An act
act granting
granting an
of pension
to Isaiah
W. Bunke
Bunker.
r. June
June 8, Page.
1880
1880--- ---- .... . ..... ................................... ....
545
.... ....
increase the pension
offThomas
8,1880. ......
Thomas Riley, pension. An act to increase
pensi
on o
Thomas Riley.
Riley. June 8,-1880
545
546
Enoch Davis
the charge
of desertio
n against
agai
ns t Enoch
Enoch Davis.
Davi
s.
June
546
Enoch
Davis, relief
relief of.
of. An
An act
act to
to remove
remove the
charge of
desertion
June
8,
8, 1880
1880..-.....----....
..-...-.......- .
...-....-..---... .... -..................-....
.
546
William Turman,
guardian, relief of. An act
granting relief to William Turman,
guardian of
William
546
Turman, guardian,
act granting
Turman, guardian
of William
W.
Brewer.
June
8,
1880
W. Brewer. June 8, 1880 .......-...-..........---...
- ---.....--------------46
Rachael
J.
Reber,
pension.
An
act
granting
a
pension
to
liac
ii
a"e
1
J.
Reber.
June
8,
1880
546
Rachael J. Reber, pension. An act granting a pension to Rachael J. Reber. June 8, 1880 .......
546
546
Thomas H. Vaughan, pension.
pension. An act granting
a
pension
to
Thomas
H.
Vaughan.
June
8,
1880.
_
.
granting a
to Thomas H. Vaughan. June 8,1880...
547
547
Elizabeth
Dougherty, pension.
pension. An act granting aapension
Elizabeth Dougherty. June 8, 1880
Elizabeth Dougherty,
pension to Elizabeth
1880....
547
547
Abner Hoopes,
Hoopes, pension.
pension. An act granting
granting a
pension
to
Abner
Hoopes.
June
8,
1880.
547
a pension to Abner Hoopes. June 8, 1880.................
547
Elizabeth
pension. An act granting
Elizabeth Aults,
Anita, pension.
granting a
apension to Elizabeth
June
8,
1880
547
Elizabeth Anita.
Aults. June 8, 1880..........
.
547
Michael Lingenfelter
Lingenfelter,tpension.
pension. An act granting
granting a
Lingenfelter. June
8, 1880...
1880...
547
a pension to
to Michael
Michael Lingenfelter.
June 8,
547
Jacob
J. Smith,
Smith, pension.
pension. An act granting
pension to
Jacob J.
J. Smith.
Smith. June
8, 1880.............
1880
548
Jacob J.
granting aa pension
to Jacob
June 8,
548
Herman Baldwin, pension.
pension. An act granting
Herman
granting an increase of pension
pension to Herman
Herman Baldwin.
Baldwin. June
june 8,
1880
548
1880 ...............................
.-..
...................................
........
548
P. Powell,
Powell, disabilities.
disabilities. An net
P. P.
act to remove
remove the
the disabilities
disabilities of Sergeant P. P.
P. Powell,
Powell, Sixth RegiStates Cavalry.
ment United
United States
1880 ................................................
548
Cavalry. June
June 8, 1880
548
John N. Reed, relief of. An act for the relief of John N. Reed. June 8, 1880
548
1880....................
548
Heirs of Charles
Charles B. Smith, relief of. An act for the relief of the heirs of
of Charles
Charles B. Smith, deceased.
deceased.
................
.............
June 8, 1880 .
_-......................
......
.
.......
......
548
1880 .
549
Somerville and Davis, relief
relief of. An
An act for
for the relief
relief of Somerville
Somerville and
and Davis.
Davis. June
June 8,
8, 1880.......
549
John
Tatnall, political
political disabilities.
John R. F. Tatnall,
disabilities. An act to remove the political
political disabilities
F
disabilities of John
John R.
R. F.
Tatnall,
June 8,
.....
549
Tatnall, of
of Georgia.
Georgia. June
8, 1880
1880...................................................
549
Estate of
he relief
Boyden. June
549
Estate
of N.
V. Boyden,
Boyden, relief
relief of. An
An act
act for
for 1
the
relief of
of the
the estate
estate of
of N. Boyden.
June 8, 1880.
1880....
549
Donolzo, relief
549
Monroe Donoho,
relief of. An
An act
act for the relief of Monroe
Monroe Donoho.
Donoho. June 8, 1880
1880 ..................
549
Henry Warren,
relief of. An act for the relief of Henry Warren.
1880..................
549
Warren, relief
Warren. June
Jane 8, 1880
Heirs of Constantino
Constantino Brumidi,
Heirs
Brumidi, payment to. An act for the payment
payment of certain moneys to the heirs
hefts
of
Constantino Brumlidi,
Brumidi, deceased. June 8, 1880 ...............
550
......................
550
of Constantino
W.
relief of W. J.
J. Morris.
Morris June 8, 1880 .
550
of An act for the relief
.......................
W. J.
J. Morris
Morris, relief of.
Herman
Nett;rfield,pension.
pension. An act
granting a
Herman Netterfield.
June 9,
550
Netterfield. June
9, 1880
1880......
550
Herman Netterfield,
act granting
a pension
pension to Herman
H.
estate. An act for the relief of Emma
W. F. Nelson,
Nelson, deceased,
deceased, estate.
Emma G. Nelson, executrix, and Aaron H
Nelson, executor,
executor, of the
Nelson deceased. June
June 9,1880......-..
9,1880
551
.........-.
of W. F.
F. Nelson,
Nelson,
the estate
estate of
Priscilla Watson.
Watson. An
act for
for the
the relief
..... ---.
551
Priscilla Watson.
Watson. June
June 9.
9. 18801880-.- .......
--.--......-----Priscilla
An act
relief of Priscilla
C. Manigault
Morris,political disabilities.
act to
remove the political
political disabilities
Manigault
disabilities of
of C.
C. Manigault
An act
to remove
disabilities. An
C.
ManigaultMorris,political
.
Morris,
551
................................
-.......-....
........
of Georgia.
Georgia. June 9, 1880
1880
Morris, of
..........
pension to Eli Cooprider.
Eli
Cooprider. An act granting
granting aapension
Cooprider. June 9, 1880 ............
551
Eli Cooprider.
Rear-Admiral
H. Foote,
of. An
act authorizing
closing of
of the
accounts of
the late
late
of the
the accounts
authorizing the
the closing
accounts of.
An act
A. H.
Foote, accounts
Rear-Admiral A.
Rear-Admiral
1880 ..
.................................
............ ...._
551
9,1880
A. H.
H. Foote,
Foote, United
United States
States Navy. June 9,
Rear-Admiral A.
Settlers Fort
Fort Kearney
military reservation,
Nebraska, relief
of. An
for the
the relief
of certain
settlers
relief of.
An act
act for
relief of
certain settlers
Kearney military
reservation,Nebraska,
Settlers
within
within the late Fort Kearney
Kearney military reservation
reservation in Nebraska. June 9, 1880 ..............
552
authorize the Roman
Roman
Roman Catholic bishops
California, church lands. An act to authorize
Roman Catholic
Catholicbishops, California,
......
...........
...-..........
552
California to sell certain church lands. June 9, 1880 .
552
in California
Horace Boughton.
pension. An act granting
granting an increase
Boughton, increase
Horace Boughton,
Horace
increase of pension.
increase of pension to Horace
Boughton
June
1880........-...........-.......--...--...553
553
June 9,
9, 1880
................--.--...--.--------Charles
Dougherty, reimbursement.
reimbursement. An
An act
to reimburse
reimburse Charles
Dougherty for
for his
his expenses
expenses to the
act to
Charles Dougherty
Charles Dougherty,
consulate of
y. June
June 9,
.... ... ... .....................---.
553
....-------........-------553
of Londoncleii
Londonderry.
9, 1880.
1880...........
consulate
George
Eyster, relief
An act
for the
relief of
of George
Eyster. June
1880..-..
553
53
9, 1880
...----------George Eyster.
June 9,
act for
the relief
relief of.
of. An
George Eyster,
John
increase of
of pension.
pension to
to John
John H.
H. Black.
Black.
an increase
increase of
of pension
pension. An
An act
act granting
granting an
H. Black,
Black, increase
John H.
June 9, 1880
---------553
..-..-----------.- June
--....-.....-----------------------firs. Paul
E. Gillen,
Gillen, relief
June 9,
9, 1880.
1880.........
553
for the
the relief
relief of
of Rev. Paul
Paul E.
E. Gillen. June
Rev.
PaulE.
relief of.
of. An act for
Jerry
Foley, relief
of. An
An act
act to
to remove
the charge
charge of
from the
military record
of Jerry
Jerry
the military
record of
remove the
of desertion
desertion from
Jerry Foley.
relief of.
.
..........................------ -554
.........
Foley. June 9, 1880
1880 ...............
54.
......
Thomas
Thomas Lucas, relief of. An act for the relief of Thomas Lucas.
Lucas. June 10, 1880......
1880
L. C. Cantwell, relief of. An act for the relief of L. C. Cantwell. June 10 ,1880 .
... ..... ..
55
55
5544
4

L. C. Cantwell, relief of.

An act for the relief of L. C. Cantwell. June 10, 1880 ..................

54

Harrietta
pension. An
granting an
an increase
Harrietta M.
M. Davis.
Davis.
pension to
to Harrietta
An act
act granting
increase of
of pension
M. Davis,
Davis, increase
increase of
of pension.
arietta M.
554
June 10,
554
...........--..---....-----..................
10, 1880
1880............................----June
Peter M. Clacsgens,
pension to Peter Claesgens.
PeterM.
Claesgens,pension. An act granting
granting a
a pension
Claesgens. June 10
10,,1880 555
.........
555
Aaron Hatcher,
Hatcher, pension.
pension. An act granting
1880 .... .....
Aaron
granting a
apension to Aaron Hatcher. June 10,
10 ,1880
555
Jackson
An act
refund to
Jackson Grubb
legal representative
internal revenue
representative internal
revenue
to Jackson
Grubb or
or his
his legal
Jackson Grubb.
Grubb. An
act to
to refund
June 10,
188 0............-..
555
tax wrongfully
wrongfully collected.
collected. June
10, 1880
...........
....--..---- .....-555
University
of Notre
Notre Dame
Dame du
Lac, Saint
Saint Joseph,
Joseph, Ind.
An act
to the
the University
University of
Notre
of Notre
refunding to
act refunding
Ind. An
du Lac,
University of
Dame du
of Saint
Saint Joseph
State of
Indiana, the
two thousand
of two
thousand
the sum
sum of
in the
the State
of Indiana,
Joseph County,
County, in
Dame
du Lac,
Lac, of
three hundred
hundred and
seven cents,
being the
amount paid
on certain
paid on
certain
cents, that
that being
the amount
dollars and
and seven
and thirty-four
thirty four dollars
three
....................-imported articles, and so forth. June
June 10, 1880 .................
_.555
William D.
act for
the relief
William D.
10, 1880
556
.-----56
June 10,
1880-........-- .
for the
relief of
of William
D. Oyler
Oyler. June
William
D. Oyler.
Oyler. An
An act
William Sharp.
Sharp. An
remove the
the political
of William
Sharp, of
of Virginia.
Virginia. June
William
An act
act to
to remove
political disabilities
disabilities of
William Sharp,
June
-- -* -- --*- ·---- "-- *""*""*""-- 556
...-. -- . "*
...............................................
10,
10 188
10, 1880.
1880 ...........................
Abner
act to
to remove
remove the
the political
disabilities of
of Abner
Abner Smead,
Smead, of
Oregon. June
10,
of Oregon.
Jane 10,
political disabilities
Abner Smead.
Smead. An
An act
1880
556
1880......................................................................--------------John M.
IL Brooke.
act to
to remove
remove the
the political
disabilities of
of John
Virginia. June
Brooke, of
of Virginia.
June
John M.
M. Brooke,
An act
political disabilities
John
Brooke. An
10, 1880
1880 ...................
,. ---------.....
557
---.----...........-----------10,
Walter
R. Butt.
Butt. An
An act
remove the
disabilities of
of Walter.
R. Butt,
Butt, of
of California.
June
California. June
political disabilities
Walter R.
act to
to remove
the political
Walter R.
10, 1880
1880 .....................
..
557
.
.............
.................................
10,
W.
B. Farrar.
Farrar. An
An act
act authorizing
the Treasurer
of the
the United
United States
to refund
refund to
W. B.
Farrar, of
to W.
B. Farrar,
of
States to
authorizing the
Treasurer of
W. B.
Whitfield
County,
Georgia,
illegal
taxes
collected
from
him
in
the
year
eighteen
hundred
and
and
557
hundred
Whitfield County, Georgia, illegal taxes collected from him in the year eighteen
557
..
...............................--------seventy-seven. June 14, 1880 .................
...
seventy-seven.
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557
I.
act to
to remove
remove disabilities
disabilities of
I. Wilkinson.
June 14,
1880 .....................
I. Wilkinson.
Wilkinson. An
An act
of I.
Wilkinson. June
14, 1880
557
John
An act
act to
to remove
remove the
the political
political disabilities
disabilities of
of John
John Owins,
Owins, of
Portsmouth, Virginia
Virginia,
John °wins.
Owins. An
of Portsmouth,
557
June 14,
1880 .............................................................._...........
..... ......
June
14, 1880
557
Joseph
remove the
of Joseph
Seawell, of
of Virginia.
Virginia.
Joseph A.
A. Seawell.
Seauell. An
An act
act to
to remove
the political
political disabilities
disabilities of
Joseph A.
A. Seawell,
557
June 14,
1880 ......
.
..
June
14, 1880
......................................................................
557
Charles
Simms. An
act to
to remove
remove the
political ilies:bilities
of Charles
Charles Carroll
Carroll Simms,
Simms, of
Charles Carroll
CarrollSimmns.
An act
the -political
disabilities of
of VirVir558
14, 1880
1880....
.....
ginia. June
June 14,
........................................................----------558
Appropriations,
claims allowed
Commissioners of
of Claims.
Claim!. An
An act
act making
making appropriations
the paypayAppropriations,claims
allowed by
by Commissioners
appropriations for
for the
ment of
reported allowed
allowed by
Commissioners of
of Claims
Claims under
the act
ment
of claims
claims reported
by the
the Commissioners
under the
act of
of Congress
Congress
seventy-one, and
and acts
amendatory thereof.
thereof. June
June 14,
of March
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-one,
acts amendatory
14,
1880
.....---------------.-------------------.----------------------. 558
1880...................---..558
Israel
deceased. An
An act
act for
for the
relief
of
the
heirs
and
legal
representative;
;;
.
1
Israel
Dodge,
Israel Dodge,
Dodge, deceased.
the relief of the heirs and legal representatives of Israel Dodge,
deceased.
deceased. June 15, 1880 ..................................................................
570
.... .... ....
..
---- -------- ---570
Clement
C. Clay.
Clay. An
An act
act for
relief of
of Clement
Clement C.
Alabama. June
15, 1880
1880.. _
.........
571
Clement C.
for the
the relief
C. Clay,
Clay, of
of Alabama.
June 15,
...........
571
Appropriations for
claims reported
Department. An
An act
for the
Appropriations
for claims
reported by
by offi,cers
offcers of
of Treasury
Treasury Department.
act for
the allowance
allowance of
of cerceraccounting officers
officers of
of the
United States
States Treasury
tain claims reported
reported by the accounting
the United
Treasury Department.
Department.
June 15, 1880 .................................................
571
...... ...
........-.=
571
William Dakins,
Dakins, pension to minor heirs of.
to John
John Fisher,
of the
of. An act granting
granting a
a pension
pension to
Fisher, guardian
guardian of
the
infant heirs
William Dakin,
deceased. June
June 15,
15, 1880
1880
586
heirs of William
Dakin, deceased.
.........
....
........................
586
William Wheeler Hubbel.
Habbel. An act to pay for expert services relating
relating to
the metric
metric system
rendered
to the
system rendered
the Forty-fifth Congress. June 15, 1880
. 586
586
..........
....................................
John
Hohstadt. An
An act
act for
relief of
John Hohstadt.
Hohstadt. June
June 15,
1880 ..........................
586
John Hohstadt.
for the
the relief
of John
15, 1880
..
586
Benjamin Babb
Babb and others,
Benjamin
others, payment to. An act
actforthe
for the relief
and
others.
June
16,
relief of Benjamin
Benjamin Babb
Babb and others. June 16,
1880 .........................................................................-------------------------------------........--------------------------------------...
1880
... ..
587
7
.587
Harvey Burk, pension.
pension. An act granting a
apension to
Harvey Burk.
June 16,
....... .......
587
to Harvey
Burk. June
16, 1880..
1880................-58
Thomas J.
Jackson pension.
J. Jaclmon,
pension. An act granting a
apension
J. Jackson.
Jackson. June
587
pension to Thomas J.
June 16,
16, 1880
1880..... .87
Eliz K.
IK.Ashby, relief of. An act for the relief of Eliza K. Ashby. June
Eliza
. ..
588
June 16,1880
16,1880 ................
88
John H. Standish,
Standish, relief of. An
John
relief of
of John
John H.
June 16,
588
An act
act for
for the
the relief
H. Standish.
Standish. June
16, 1880
1880 .............
588
Anmanda M.
M. Cook, relief
of. An act for the relief of Amanda M.
Amanda
relMf of.
16, 1880
1880 ..............
588
M. Cook. June
June 16,
588
James .N.
N. Ruby,
of. An act for the relief of James N. Ruby.
Ruby, relief of.
June 16,
588
Ruby. June
16, 1880
1880..................... 588
Belinda
Curtis
pension.
Belinda Curtis, pension. An act granting
granting a
apension
pension to
Curtis. Ju
ne 16,
16, 1880
589
to Belinda
Belinda Curtis.
June
1880...........
589
E.
K.
Snead,
deceased,
and
sureties,
relief
E.
Snead, deceased,
sureties,
of. An act for the
relief of
E. K.
K. Snead,
Snead, deceased,
deceased, and
his
the relief
of E.
and his
sureties, for the loss of certain
certain books of special
special stamps and
and coupons.
June 16,1880.16, 1880 .......
589
coupons. June
589
Masaeh Finn,
Finn, pension.
Masaelt
pension. An act to place upon the pension-roll
pension-roll the
name of
Masach
Finn.
June
the name
of Masach Finn. June 16,
16,
......
589
1880 .........
. . ........................................................
...........
589
Itachael
Martin, relief of. An act for the relief
Rachael ,Ilartin,
of Raehael
Martin. Juno
589
relief of
Rachael Martin.
June 16,
16, 1880
1880.-----------------.....
.......
589
Franois W.
Francis
IV. Maxwell
Maxwell, relief of. An act for the relief of Francis
Francis W.
Maxwell. June
590
W. Maxwell.
June 16,1880
16,1880 .......
590
Lieutenant
Hiram H.
R. Benner,
Benner, widow of, pension.
pension. An net
act authorizing
Lieutenant Hiram
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the
to
the Interior
Interior to
place upon the pension-roll
pension-roll the name of Della Benner, widow
widow of
the late
late Lieutenant
H.
of the
Lieutenant Hiram
Hiram H.
Bonner, of Company "C",
Benner,
"C", Eighteenth
16, 1880 ....----....
590
Eighteenth Infantry. June
June 16,1880
..
.....--.
590
John S.
S. Maury,
Maury, political
disabilities. An
John
political disabilities.
Au act to remove
remove the political disabilities
disabilities of John S. Maury.
Maury.
June
16,1880
...........................................
June 16, 1880 June16, 880------------------------------ ----- ·------------------------- 59
590
590
Byron Roseerans,
record
Roseerans, military
military record.
record. An act to correct
correct the military r
ecor d of Byron Rosecrans.
Rosecrans.
- June
.....................................
16, 1880 .
...........................
.. 590
B. W.
W. Barkley,
B.
Barkley, cadet-midshipman.
cadet-midshipman. An act to reinstate
reinstate R. W. Barkley
Barkley as cadet-midshipman
cadet-midshipman in the
United
United States Naval Academy
Academy at Annapolis.
Annapolis. June
June 16,1880
16,1880 .
591
................................
591
John Hepting and
and others,
others, title
title to lands.
lands. An act to confirm
and others
others title
title to
certain
oonfirm to John
John Hepting
Hepting and
to certain
lands. June
June 16,
16, 1880
1880_.................................................
591
591
John
P. Hal
and sureties,
sureties, relief.
relief. An act f
for
John P.
Hall, deceased
deceased, estate and
or the relief of the estate
sureties of
of
estate and
and sureties
John P.
1. Hall, deceased.
aeceased. June 16, 1880
1880. ........................................
„,..,.,
591
.....
591
RESOLUTIONS.

D.
M. Hamlin
Hamlin and
and Andrew P.
F. Blade.
Slad. Joint resolution for the relief
Hamlin and Andrew
D. M.
relief of D. M. Hamlin
Andrew F.
F.
Slade.
Slade. January
14,1880
January 14,1880
...........................................
Centennial Commissioners,
Nashville, Tenn. Joint resolution
Centennial
Commissioners, Nashville,
resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary of War
War to
lend United
States flags
flags to
Centennial Commissioners
Tennessee. April 7, 1880.
lend
United States
to Centennial
Commissioners at Nashville, Tennessee.
Knights Templar
Templar at
at Chicago,
Chicago, Ill. Joint
Knights
Joint resolution
authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
resolution authorizing
War to
to loan
loan certain
certain
tents, flags, and so forth, to the triennial
tents
triennial committee
com m itt ee of Knights
Knights Templar
Templar at
Chicago. April
April
at Chicago.

593

593

16, le380
593
Soldiers' Reunion at Central Oily, Nebr. Joint resolution granting the use of artillery, tents, and so
forth,
Central City,
forth, at the soldiers'
soldiers' reunion
reunion to be held at Central
City !iebra
Nebraska.. April 16,
16, 1880
1880 ..---593
593
Solders'
Renion at
at Milwaukee, Wis. J
Joint
Soldiers' Reunion
oi
n t resolution
resol
u ti on authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
to loan
of War
War to
loan cercer
tain tents,
flags2
and
camp
equipage
for
the
use
of
the
soldiers'
reunion
tents, flags,
th e soldiers' reunion to be held
held at
at MilMilwaukee, in the State of Wisconsin, in June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty. April 22,
22, 1880._
594
1880....
594
Sferers
authorizing tents to be loaned t
too the
Sufferers by tornado
tornado in Missouri.
Missouri. Joint resolution authorizing
the governor
governor of
Missouri
for
the
use
of
sufferers
by
the
recent
tornado
in
that
State.
April
28,
1880
.......
Missouri
recent torna do
State.
..... ... _. 594
Soldiere' Orphans
Orphans Home
of State
Illinois. Joint
the Secretary of War
Soldiers'
Home of
State of
of Illinois.
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing the
War to
to
furnish
two
tents to
Orphans Home
Home of
of the
State of
Illinois. May
May 1:
furnish
1880
two hospital
hospital tents
to the
the Soldiers'
Soldiers' Orphans
the State
of Illinois.
1,
1880- ...............................----------------594
..... .
594
C
R.
..
e
594
auner,paym
pament
Fiaulkner
thirty-two
doll-ars and fifty
C. C.B.. Faulkner,
en tto.
t
o. Joint resolution
resolution to pay C. R.. Faulk
ner thi
rty-two dollars
fty
in
i
for
services
as
messenger
in the Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Congress,
purposas.
cents in full for services as
Congress, and forother
for other p
urposes.
May 14, 1880

~cents

Grand
14,of10e-Re
-----------------------------------------------I---------randm
District
flags. Joint
Grand
Army of the Rpubli,
Republic, Di
st
ri
ctof
of Colmbia,
Columbia, loan
loan of flags.
Joint resolution
resolution to
to authorize
authorize
e-ihe
the
Secretary
Navy to
flags to
to the
the Grand
Grand Army
of the
of
the District
of
ecretary of
of the
th Navy
to loan
loan flags
Army of
the Republic
Republic
of
the
District
of
Columbia. May
1880
Columbia.
May 27,
27, 1880...............................
Soldiers'
and Sailors' Reunion at Columbus,
Ohio, ne
of artillery,
4'. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution authoriz:ing
Soldiers' and Sailors' Reunion at
Columbus, Ohio,
use of
artillery, 4.c.
authorizing the
the
Secretary of
of War
to furnish
furnish for use at the
hio
Secretary
War to
the Soldiers' and
and Sailors'
Sailors' Reunion at Columbus, Ohio,
to be
be held
held in
August, eighteen
certain artillery
and muskets.
m et.
to
in August,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty,
eighty, certain
artillery, tents,
tents, and
May 28,
1880
ay 1.28,
.............................
.................................
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the
authorizing the settlement
settlement of account.
Worthington, settlement
account. Joint resolution authorizing
settlement of the
Thomas Worthington,
account of
Worthington, late colonel Forty-sixth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry.
of Thomas
Thomas Worthington,
account
...............................
June
1880 ..............
....
......................
June 1,
1, 1880
-c. Joint resolution authorizing the SecreSoldiers'
at Muscatine,
Muscatine, Iowa,
of tents, flags, 4-c.
Iowa, loan of
Reunion at
Soldiers' Reunion
equipage for the use of the Soldiers'
tary of
of War
Soldiers'
loan certain tents, flags, and camp equipage
War to
to loan
tary
Reunion at
Muscatine in
September or October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
in the State of Iowa in September
at Muscatine
Reunion
eighty. June
1880
.....................
................
June 1,
1, 1880.----................----------eighty.
arms, &c.
Soldiers' Reunion
4-c. Joint resolution authorizing
authorizing and emloan of arms,
of Northwest,
3Northwest, loan
Reunion Committee of
Soldiers'
ammunition, and tents
powering the Secretary
deliver arms, and accoutrements,
accoutrements, ammunition,
Secretary of War to deliver
powering
to the
committee of
the Northwest.
Northwest. June 4, 1880 ........................
of the
Reunion committee
the Soldiers'
Soldiers' Reunion
to
4c. Joint resolution
Soldiers'
Northeast Missouri, loan of
of artillery,
artillery, 4-c.
resolution granting the use of
in Northeast
Reunion in
Soldiers' Reunion
artillery,
at the
Reunion in Northeast
1880..
Missouri. June 4, 1880
Northeast Missouri.
the Soldiers'
Soldiers' Reunion
tents at
and tents
muskets, and
artillery, muskets,
State Guards
of North
North, Carolina,
Carolina, loan
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War
4c. Joint
of tents, 4.c.
loan of
Guardsof
State
to loan
the governor
governor of
of North
forty-five tents for the use of the
hundred and forty-five
Carolina one hundred
North Carolina
loan to
to the
to
State Guards
to enable
enable them
them to
participate in
King's Mountain
Mountain
at King's
celebration at
centennial celebration
in the
the centennial
to participate
State
Guards to
...........................................................
in
June 7, 1880 .
October next. June
in October
of
certain
loaning
Reunion
of
Union
Veteran
Corps,
Wichita,
Kans.
Joint
resolution
to
authorize
loaning
certain
the
to
authorize
Reunion of Union Veteran Corps, Wichita, Kans. Joint resolution
tents and
and artillery
to the
the Union
Union Veteran
Corps, composed
composed of ex-Union
ex-Union soldiers, for the purVeteran Corps,
artillery to
tents
poses of
eighteen hundred
at Wichita,
Wichita, Kansas, in the month of October, eighteen
be held
held at
to be
of aareunion
reunion to
poses
.....
and
9, 1880
1880 --....-----......-----------............- . ......
... .
June 9,
eighty. June
and eighty.
All
Saints' Church,
Church., Talbot
authorizing the reof duty. Joint resolution authorizing
Maryland, refund of
County, Maryland,
Talbot County,
All-Saints'
Munich, Germany, for All Saints'
mission
refunding of
duty on a
astained-glass
stained-glass window
window from Munich,
of duty
or refunding
mission or
Church in
in Saint
Saint Michael's
Michael's Parish,
Maryland. June 10, 1880 .............
in Talbot
Talbot County, Maryland.
Parish, in
Church
1880..............
Robert
Martin. Joint
Joint resolution
for the
the relief
relief of
L. Martin. June 10, 1880
of Robert
Robert L.
resolution for
L. Martin.
Robert L.
Soldiers'
at Decatur,
Decatur, Ill.
Joint resolution
resolution granting
granting the use of artillery, muskets, and tents
ll. Joint
Reunion at
Soldiers' Reunion
...
..
at the
soldiers' reunion
at Decatur,
Decatur, Illinois.
Illinois. June
1880 .--.............-.........-14, 1880
June 14,
reunion at
the soldiers'
at
Secretary of the Navy to loan
City of
Boston loan
4-c. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution to authorize
authorize the Secretary
flags, 4-c.
loan of
of flags,
City
of Boston,
....--... ..----....
1880..................
flags
and bunting
city of Boston. June 14, 1880
to the city
bunting to
flags and
"Gate City
City Guard,"
Guard," loan
loan of
tents. Joint
resolution authorizing
the Secretary
to the
War to lend to
of War
Secretary of
authorizing the
Joint resolution
of tents.
"Gate
"
Gate
City
Guard,'
a
military
company
of
Atlanta,
Georgia,
four
hundred
tents
government tents
"Gate City Guard," a military company of Atlanta, Georgia, four hundred government
...-- -------------under certain
certain circumstances.
June 16,
1880...--..-...--..
.........---16, 1880
circumstances. June
under
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STATUTE III.-1880-'81.
III. - 1880281.
STATUTE
Thomas
Pettijoh,n. An
act granting
granting a
to Thomas
Thomas Pettijohn.
December 17,1880
601
17,1880 ............
Pettijohn. December
pension to
a pension
An act
Ihomas Petlijohn.
J.
Jackson Purman.
Furman. An
An act
an increase
increase of
to J.
December 23,1880-.
23, 1880_
601
Purman. December
J. Furman.
J. J.
of pension
pension to
granting an
act granting
J. Jackson
a pay-director,
Charles
W. Abbott
and W.
act for
for the
of Charles W. Abbott, a
relief of
the relief
An act
Barry. An
W. W.
W. Barry.
Abbott and
Charles W.
December 23,
and W.
Barry, a
passed assistant
assistant paymaster,
United States Navy. December
paymaster, in the United
a passed
W. Barry,
and
W. W.
601
1880
....-- ...----------------------------------------------------------------1880 ..
Mrs. Julia
Julia Gardner
Gardner Tyler.
Tyler. An
An act
an increase
of pension
to Mrs.
Mrs. Julia Gardner
Gardner Tyler,
pension to
increase of
granting an
act granting
Mrs.
602
--widow of
Tyler. December
23, 1880 .........................................
December 230880
ex-President Tyler.
of ex-President
widow
Margaret S.
act granting
pension to
to Margaret
Margaret S. Heintzelman.
Heintzelman. December
December 23,
a pension
granting a
An act
S. Heintzelman.
Heintzelman. An
Margaret
602
.----- 602
1880 ...
, .............................
... ................................
1880
Samuel
act for
relief of
1881. ..................
602
of Samuel
Samuel I. Gustin. January 12, 1881
the relief
for the
An act
I. Gustin.
Gustin. An
Samuel I.
Henry
M. Shreve.
Shreve. An
An act
act for
for the
of the
the legal
representatives of
Henry M. Shreve. January
of Henry
legal representatives
relief of
the relief
Henry M.
602
---.........................
...
------------.
13, 1881
602
.....--............--13,
1881 .......
"N. and
G. Taylor
Taylor Company."
for the
"N. and G. Taylor Company."
Company." January
relief of "N.
the relief
act for
An act
Company." An
and G.
"N.
602
......................................................
.. . .. . ..........
15,
602
1881
15, 1881
John
jr. An
for the
the relief
relief of
Gault, jr.,
jr., late
RegiTwenty-eighth Regiof the Twenty-eighth
a major of
late a
John Gault,
of John
act for
An act
Gault,jr.
John Gault,
603
-------------------1881 ............-ment
of Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry.
Infantry. January
January 15, 1881.
603
ment of
--...- -603 603
January 21, 1881..------....
James D.
act for
James D. Grant. January
1881
for the relief of James
An act
Grant. An
D. Grant.
James
Decorations
and presents
act authorizing
authorizing the
named to
the persons therein named
An act
governments. An
foreign governments.
from foreign
presents from
Decorationsand
accept of
of certain
certain decorations
therein named
named from
foreign governments,
governments, and for
from foreign
presents therein
and presents
decorations and
accept
603
---other
January 31, 1881 ---.........................
603
purposes. January
other purposes.
Cunningham. February 8, 1881 ........
John S.
S. Cunningham.
Cunningham. An
An act
act for
for the
the relief
John Scott Cunningham.
........
605
of John
relief of
John
Michael
pension to
to Michael
Michael Ilayne.
605
Hayne. February 8, 1881 .................
act granting
granting aapension
An act
Hayne. An
Michael Hayne.
..-- . 605
-----..
A.
B. Rotvden.
Rowden. An
An act
act for
for the
February 9, 1881 -.............
B. Rowden. February
A. B.
of A.
relief of
the relief
A. B.
05
Dr. John
John Blankenship.
An act
act for
for the
the relief
Dr. John
9, 1881..
.......
605
........
February 9,1881
Blankenship. February
John Blankenship.
of Dr.
relief of
Blankenship. An
Dr.
605
15,1881.
increase of pension to Crafts J.
Crafts J.
Wright. An
J. Wright. February
February 15,
1881.
605
An act granting an increase
J. Wright.
Crafts
Baltimore City, MaryHeiskell, of Baltimore
James Monroe
Monroe Fleiskell,
act for the relief of James Monroe
An act
Heisell. An
Monroe Heiecell.
James
land. February
15, 1881
1881 ......--........-- ----.------------- ------ ---------..-----------606
February 15,
land.
.-- -- 606
Milton
Sparr. An
An act
granting a
Milton L.
February 15, 1881
1881_--...-Sparr. February
L. Sparr.
to Milton
a pension
pension to
act granting
L. Sparr.
Milton L.
Richard
Taylor. An
act granting
granting a
pension to
to Richard
Richard P.
P. Taylor.
February 15,
606
15, 1881 ....---Taylor. February
a pension
An act
P. Taylor.
Richard P.
William H.
Scribner. An
An act
act granting
pension to
to William
H. Scribner.
February 15,
1881
606
15, 1881......
Scribner. February
William H.
granting aapension
H. Scribner.
William
1881.- 606
Mrs.
February 15, 1881
granting aapension to Mrs. Elizabeth Upright. February
An act granting
Upright. An
Elizabeth Upright.
Mrs. Elizabeth
Dalton
Hinchman.
An
act
granting
a
pension
to
Dalton
Hinchman.
February
15,
1881
_
607
Dalton Hinchman. An act granting a pension to Dalton Hinchman. February 15, 1881..........
607
Henry
C. Groomes.
An act for
the relief
of Henry
Henry C.
C. Groomes.
Groomes. February 15, 1881...............
1 1
relief of
for the
Groomes. An
Henry C.
Martha
An act
act granting
to Martha
Martha J.
Porter. February
1881 ...........
607
15, 1881
February 15,
J. Porter.
a pension
pension to
granting a
J. Porter.
Porter. An
Martha J.
607
Martha
act granting
pension to Martha Neil. February 15, 1881 ............---- ---a pension
granting a
An act
Neil. An
Martha Neil.
Jacob
Ginder. An
An act
granting a
apension
February 15,
....---........ 607
...
1881 .
15, 1881
Ginder. February
Jacob Ginder.
to Jacob
pension to
act granting
Jacob Ginder.
608
James Forsyth
Forsyth Harrison.
Harrison. An
An act
granting aapension
pension to
Forsyth Harrison.
February 15, 1881
608
1881.
Harrison. February
James Forsyth
to James
act granting
James
Thomas Worthington.
Worthington. February
1881 - 608
608
18,1881...
February 18,
Thomas Worthington.
to Thomas
pension to
granting aapension
An act
act granting
Worthington. An
Thomas
Professor
F. Baird
act to
the duties
duties on
awarded
object of art awarded
the object
on the
remitting the
for remitting
provide for
to provide
An act
Baird An
Spencer F.
ProfessorSpencer
by the
the Berlin
International Fishery
Fishery Commission
Professor Spencer F. Baird. February
Commission to Professor
Berlin International
by
21, 1881.
6
----------------------------------------- 608
1881... ...................-----------21,
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LIST OF PRIVATE

21,,1881.
Jacob HI.
H. Epplcr.
An act
act granting
pension to Jacob
Jacob H. Eppler. February
February 21
1881608 ............
a pension
granting a
EIpplr. An
Jacob
Ann
M. Paulding.
An act
granting a
pension to
to Ann
Ann M.
Paulding. February
February 21,
1881 _
608
21, 1881............
M. Paulding.
a pension
act granting
'aulding. An
Ann Ml.
William
Wilmer. An
An act
Wilmer. February
February 23, 1881........--.-1881
of William
William R. Wilmer.
for the
the relief
relief of
act for
lI. [Vilnier.
Filliam ie.
of
granting pensions
Emma SIeenan,
Meenan and
children. An act
act granting
pensions to the widow and
and minor children
children of
and minor children.
Ermma
Michaei
Meenan, deceased.
deceased. February
23, 188
---------..---------------------.
18811.........
February 23,
Michael Mconmn,
1881
Norvell. An
An act for
relief of the sureties of Henry L. Norvell.
Norvell. February
February 23,
23 ,
1881_ .
for the
the relief
L. horrell.
Henry L.
Airs. Lelia
Lelia E.
An act.
granting a
pension to
Lelia E.
McCauley. February
February 23
,1881_
23,1881.
E. McCauley.
to Mrs.
Mrs. Lelia
a pension
act granting
MfCauleyi. An
Mrs.
E. IfoCau/ey.
Joseph
W. Curtis.
Curtis. An
to admit
free of
duty two
watches presented
to Joseph
UpJoseph Uppresented to
two watches
of duty
act to
admit free
An act
and G.
G. W.
Upton and
Joseph Upton
ton
G. W.
Curtis tbr
for rescuing
and passengers
of the
steamship American.
American.
the steamship
crew and
passengers of
rescuing the
the crew
and G.
W. Curtis
ton and
-----------------------February 26,
__ .
....
-------..--..
1881---------..----..------...............--26, 1881
February
.........
26,,1881
pension to Hulda
Hulda L. Barnard.
Barnard. An act granting aapension
Hulda L. Barnard.
Barnard. February 26
1881610
Bulda
26,,1881..--......
Robert S. Goodall.
pension to Robert
Robert S. Goodall. February
February 26
1881610
a pension
An act granting a
Goodall. An
Robert
1881
................
February 26, 1
Albert N.
N. Jack. February
88
1610
granting a
a pension
pension to Albert N.
N. Jack.
Jack. An
An act
act granting
Albert
Bowman. February
William
granting a
apension to William
William Bowman.
February 26, 1881
1881 .-........
An act
act granting
I;owmman. An
William Powman.
Samuel
Hutchison. An
granting.relief
Samuel B. Hutchison.
February 26,1881.........
26, 1881 ..... - .
Hutchison. February
to Samuel
relief to
An act
act granting
B. Hutchison.
Samuel B.
Rosalie Louis.
act granting
granting a
pension to
Louis. February
February 26,
26, 1881
1881 ...................
to Rosalie
Rosalie Louis.
a pension
Louis. An
An act
Rosalie
Clark. March 1, 1881 ..........................
M. F. Clark.
M. F.
IF. Clark.
Clark. An act for the relief of M.
March 1, 1881 ........................
Henry F.
Henry F. Lines. March
..
act for
for the relief of Ienry
Henry
F. Lines. An act
......
Isabel L.
Evans. An
Isabel L. Evans. March 1, 1881 .......
pension to
to Isabel
increase of
of pension
an increase
An act
act granting
granting an
L. Evans.
Isabel
W. 4.
An act
act for
for the
relief of
of W.
W. A.
A. Reid.
Reid. March 1, 1881 .............--..........---------------......
the relief
W.
A. Reid.
Reid. An
1,1881-Edward
B.
Clark,
heirs
of.
An
net
for
the
relief
of
the
heirs
of
Edward
B.
Clark.
March
1,
1881..
Edward B. Clark, heirs of. An aet for the relief of the heirs of Edward B. Clark. March
William Hamill.
granting an
an increase
pension to William Hamill. March
March 1,
1, 1881......
1881
..
increase of pension
An act
act granting
Hamill. An
William
1,1881.
Micou, deceased.
deceased. An act for the relief of the estate
J. M. Micou,
estate of J.
J. M. Micou,
Micon ' deceased.
deceased. March
March 1,
1881.
Cornelius Boyle,
March 1, 1881..-.
1881
Cornelius Boyle. March
the heirs
heirs of
of Cornelius
the relief
relief of
of the
An act
act for
for the
Boyle heirs
heirs of.
of. An
Cornelius
Claims allowed
allowed by
by accounting
accounting officers
officers of
of Treasury.
An act
act for
allowance of certain
reported
certain claims
claims reported
for the
the allowance
Treasury. An
Claims
March 1, 1881.......
Department. March
States Treasury
officers of the
the United
United States
Treasury Department.
1881.
by the accounting
accounting officers
Hawkins. March
Philemon B. Hawkins.
Philemon B. Hawkins. An act for the relief of Philemon
March 2, 1881.............
1881
Absalom
Kirby. An
Passed Assistant
Engineer Absalom
Absalom Kirby,
Kirby, of the Navy.
Assistant Engineer
Absalom Kirby.
An act
act for the relief of Passed
March
..........................................
March 2,
2, 1881
1881 ........................
1881.....................
James
relief of James
James E. Montell.
Montell. March
March 2, 1881
Janme E.
E. Month.
Montell. An act for the relief
1881 ....--.........-.
Texas. March 2, 1881.
Clyier, of Texas.
Jostph
./o*sph Clymer.
Clyner. An act for the relief of Joseph Clymer,
1881........ ..
William H. Thompson.
Thompson. March
I. Thompson. An act for the relief of William
William H.
March 2,
'2, 1881
William
and others. An act for the relief
William S. Burgess
Burgess and others.
William S. Burgess and
relief of William
others. March
March 2,
......................................................
1881
1881 .................... .
Louis I'.
late consul,
consul, etc. An act
1'. Di Cesnola,
C'esnola, late
act for the relief of Louis P. Di Cesnola, late consul at
at
Cyprus.
March 2,
2, 1881
..............................
..................
1881 ..............
Cyprus. March
Charles Clinton.
relief of Charles
Charles Clinton,
Clinton, of New Orleans, late assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer
Charles
Clinton. An act for the relief
at
March 2,
at New Orleans.
Orleans. March
2, 1881 ...........................................................
John
Ii. W. Riley.
Riley. An act
act.for
of John
John H. W. Riley, of California.
California. March
March 2, 1881 ......
John H.
for the relief of
relief of George
George W. Brower.
March 2, 1881
1881 ................
George W. Brower.
Brower. An act for the relief
Brewer. March
J. Scott Payne. An act for the relief
relief of J. Scott Payne.
Pa e. March 2,
2 1881
1881. ..........................
HIery 13.
B. Eastman.
Eastnman. An act for the relief
Henry
relief of Henry
Henry B. Eastman.
Eastman. March 2, 1881 .................
Mrs. Martha
Martha Bridges. An act for the relief of Mrs. Martha
Martha Bridges, at Bartow County,
County, Georgia.
Georgia.
March
1881..........................................................
March 2, 1881
Saint Michael's
Michaels chimes, Charleston,
Charleston, S. C.
act to admit free of duty
duty one of the bells
bells of Saint
C. An act
Saint
Michael's
Michael's chimes, Charleston, South Carolina, which
has been
sent to England
be recast.
which has
been sent
England to
to be
March 2,
.
March
2, 1881
1881..........................................................................
Samuel Harper.
Barper. An act for the relief of Samuel
Samuel Harper. March
March 2, 1881
1881 ........................
Dodd, Brown and
and Company. An act for the relief of Docld,
Dodd, Brown
Brown and Company, of Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis,
Missouri. March
March 3, 1881
1881 .........
... ..........................................
.......
Nez Perces
war volunteers
Perth war,
volunteers in. An act
act for the relief of
of citizens
of
Montana,
who
served
with
the
citizens of Montana, who served with the
in the war with the Nez PerkaSs,
Perces, and for the relief
United States troops in
relief of the heirs of such
such
as were
in such
service. March
March 3,
3, 1881
as
were killed
killed in
such service.
1881 .........................................
Jacob Gelwielca.
Gelwicks. An act granting aapension to Jacob
Jacob
Gelwicks. March
March 3,
3, 1881
Jacob Gelwicks.
1881 ....................
Wyatt Botts. An act granting
a pension
-March
granting a
pension to Wyatt
Wyatt Botts. •
March 3, 1881 ........................
James B. Furman.
Furman. An act for the relief of James B.
James
March 3, 1881 ....................
B. Furman.
Furman. March
Mary Ann McCarroll.
McCarron. An act granting a
apension to
3, 1881
1881 .........
to Mary
Mary Ann
Ann McCarron.
McCarroll. March
March 3,
.
Calvin Broneon.
Bronson. An act for the relief
relief of Calvin
Calvin Bronson. March 3, 1881
_ -----.....
.....
__
1881 ........----------....
Steamers Champion,
numbers three
three and
and five,
five, crews of. An act for
relief of several
'Steamers
Champion, numbers
for the relief
several persons
persons impressed
_
pressed into
into the
the United
United States Naval
Naval service.
service. March
March 3,
3, 1881
1881 ....................
.........
Henry Mills.
to Henry
March 3,
1881 ............
Mills. An act
act granting
granting aapension
pension to
Henry Mills.
Mills. March
3, 1881
......
......
EdwardH.
Edward
H. Mitchell. An act granting a
apension
pension to
H. Mitchell.
Mitchell. March
March 3,1881
to Edward
Edward H.
3,1881...........
James P.
P. Hunter.
Hunter. An act granting
pension to
to James
James P.
P. Hunter.
March 3,
3, 1881
1881 ...............
.
granting a
a pension
Hunter. March
Jonn T.
T. Neale. An act
Jelin
March 3,
3, 1881
1881 ..........................
act for
for the relief
relief of
of John
John T. Neale.
Neale. March
Lewis
An act
act for
relief of
of Lewis
A. Kent.
rc h 3,
3, 1881
Lewis A.
A. Kent.
Kent. An
for the
the relief
Lewis A.
Kent. Ma
March
1881.........................-.
Homer
Fellows. An
An act
the relief
Homer Fellows.
Fellows. March
M arch 3,
1881
.
Bomer 1Fellows.
act for
for the
relief of
of Homor
3, 1881.-......-..................
Claims allowed
allowed by Commissioners
appropriations for the payment
Commissioners of Claims. An act
act making
making appropriations
payment of claims
claims
Commissioners of Claims
under the act of Congress
reported allowed by the Commissioners
Claims tinder
Congress of March
March third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-one,
seventy-one, and
and acts
acts amendatory
March 3,
1881 .........
amendatory thereof.
thereof. March
3, 1881
Court
of
Claims
created
by
Major-General
George
H.
Thomas,
awards
of.
An
act
directing
Court
Claims created
Major-General
H.
awards
directing the
the paycertain awards
awards in
favor of
of parties
parties therein
therein named.
3, 1881
..
._ _
ment of certain
in favor
named. March
March 3,
1881
................
relief of David
Dad W. Bell.
Bell. An act for the relief
David
David W. Bell. March
March 3, 1881
1881 _........................
Ihomas
Snell. An act for the relief
March 3,1881
Thomas Snell.
relief of Thomas Snell. March
3, 1881 ........................
James
Reeve. An
act granting
increase of pension to James
James H.
H. Reeve.
Reeve. March
3, 1881 ......
James H.
H. Reeve.
An act
granting an increase
March 3,

Page.
60.
608
609
609
609
609
610
610
610
610
610
611
611
611
611
611
611
611
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
613
613
613
613
636
636
636
637
637
6:17
637
637
638
638
638
639
639
639
639
640
640
640
640
640
640
641
641
641
641
641
641
641
642
64
642
642
642
642
64e
64'2
642
643
643
64.;
64:;
66
61
-1;
64.;
;
64::
64::
647
647
64
64r
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64.
649
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Levi
An act
Levi Price.
March 3,
3, 1881
1 1 ............................-.....
of Levi
Price. March
Price.' An
act for
for the
the relief
relief of
Levi Price.
Mary
An act
act granting
granting a
apension
pension to Mary
18811..............
Mary A.
A. Shemelia.
Shemelia. March 3, 1
Shemelia. An
Mary A.
A. Shemelia.
.
-.....Hardie Hogan
Hogan Helper.
3, 1881 ..-Hogan Helper. March 3,1881
Hardie Hogan
act for the
the relief
relief of Hardie
An act
Helper. An
Hardie
1881...........
George
Smith. An
act granting
increase of pension
pension to George Smith. March 3, 1881
an increase
granting an
An act
George Smith.
Mrs.
Anna I.
I. Guest.
Guest. An
granting a
apension
L Guest.
Guest. March
3, 1881
1881 .............
March 3,
Anna I.
to Mrs.
Mrs. Anna
pension to
An act
act granting
Mrs. Anna
Divan Case.
An act
March 3,
3; 1881 .........-- ..-...........
Luman Case.
Case. March
a pension
pension to Luman
granting a
act granting
Case. An
Lunman
Franklin
Travis, sureties
sureties of. An act
sureties of Franklin Travis. March 3,1881.
3, 1881
for the relief of the sureties
act for
Franklin Travis,
March 3, 1881 .......................
Caroline
Stief. An
granting a
apension
Caroline Stief. March
pension to Caroline
An act
act granting
Coroline Stief.
John
Corlett. An
An act
granting a
to John
1881
March 3, 1881.....................
S. Corlett. March
John S.
a pension
pension to
act granting
S. Corlett.
John S.
.....
3, 1881 ...........
James
B. Gordon.
An act
act for
the relief
of James R. Gordon. March 3,
relief of
for the
Gordon. An
James R.
William
W. Church.
William W. Church. March 3, 1881
1861 ...........
granting aapension to William
An act granting
Church. An
William W.
.......
1881.......
Edward
of Edward
Edward T. Brownell. March 3, 1881
relief of
the relief
act for
for the
An act
Brownell. An
T. Brownell.
Edward T.
.
Peter
pension to
to Peter
Grattan. March
.
March 3, 1881 .....-...........Peter Grattan.
granting aapension
An act
act granting
Grattan. An
Peter Grattan.
Johanna
Meehan
and
minor
children.
An
act
granting
a
pension
to
Johanna
minor
and minor
Meehan and
Johanna Meehan and minor children. An act granting a pension to Johanna Meehan
children. March
3, 1881
.....-----------------1881 .................-------....-----March 3,
children.
Sally
Buchanan. An
granting a
apension
Sally M.
Buchanan, widow
of General
General Robert C.
widow of
M. Buchanan,
to Sally
pension to
An act
act granting
M. Buchanan.
Sally M.
...-..---..
Buchanan,
United
States
Army.
March
3,
1881
..........--.......
..........
3,
1881
March
Buchanan, United States Army.
1881 .............
William
An act
act granting
pension to William C. Parker. March 3, 11
a pension
granting a
Parker. An
C. Parker.
William C.
........
.............
William
BMus. An
An act
act for
the relief
Match 3, 1881
relief of William Redus. March
for the
William Redus.
Betsey
Betsy Elwell.
Elwell. March
March 3, 1881 .....................
to Betsy
a pension
pension to
granting a
act granting
An act
Elwell. An
Betsey Elwell.
Stsphen
An act
pension to
to Stephen
3, 1881
1881 .--........
March 3,
Benton. March
P. Benton.
Stephen P.
a pension
granting a
act granting
Benton. An
P. Benton.
Stephen P.
George
deceased. An
An act
for the
the relief
the personal
personal representative
George W.
W
representative of George
of the
relief of
act for
W. Henderlite,
Henderlite, deceased.
George W.
..........................
Henderlite, deceased.
deceased. March
March 3,
1881 .....................
3, 1881
Henderlite,
William
H. Davis.
An act
for the
of William
3, 1881
..
1881 .................
March 3,
H. Davis.
Davis. March
William H.
relief of
the relief
act for
Davis. An
William H.
Andrew
An act
name of
of Andrew
Andrew J.
J. Pennell
pension-roll. March
March
the pension-roll.
to the
Pennel to
the name
act restoring
restoring the
Pennell. An
J. Pennell.
Andrew J.
3,
-------------.............................................
-.....--1881.........
3, 1881
John
H. Templeton.
An act
act for
the relief
relief of
of John
John H.
H. Templeton.
March 3,
3, 1881-...--..-..----.
1881.
Templeton. March
for the
Templeton. An
John H.
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Page.
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649
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650
650
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650
651
651
651
651
651
652

652
652
652
652
652
653
653
653
653
653
654
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RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
Committee on
Ceremonies. Joint
loan of
of certain
certain flags
and
flags and
the loan
authorizing the
resolution authorizing
Joint resolution
Inaugural Ceremonies.
on Inaugural
Committee
bunting
to the
the Committee
Committee on
on Inaugural
Ceremonies. January
January 28,1881
28, 1881 .................
Inaugural Ceremonies.
bunting to
Loan of
of artillery,
Joint resolution
granting the
the use
artillery, tents,
and so
so forth,
forth, to
to be
be
tents, and
of artillery,
use of
resolution granting
Joint
fc.
tents, 4e.
artillery, tents,
Loan
used
at the
the soldiers'
soldiers' reunion
reunion to
to be
in the
month of
of September,
September,
the month
Nebraska, in
Lincoln, Nebraska,
at Lincoln
held at
be held
used at
..................
eighteen hundred
eighty-one. February
February 21
,1881 ...
.
21,1881
and eighty-one.
hundred and
eighteen
Loan
of artillery,
Joint resolution
resolution to
to grant
use of
of artillery,
tents, and
so forth,
forth, to
be
to be
and so
artillery tents,
the use
grant the
gc. Joint
tents, 4v.
artillery, tents,
Loan of
used
at
the
soldiers'
reunion
to
be
held
in
Maine
in
eighteen
hundred and
eighty-one.
and eighty-one
used at the soldiers' reunion to be held in Maine in eighteen hundred
February
21,
I
1
....
.....
.,—.•
•
...
....
..............................-...........
February 21, 1881 ......-......-
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Brazil. Agreement
Agreement between
between the United States and Brazil, for the protection of trade-marks.
Brazil.
trade-marks. Concluded September
ratification advised by Senate
cluded.
September 24, 1878; ratification
Senate January
January 29, 1879; ratified
ratified by President February
proclaimed June
17, 1879
1879 ......................
dent
February 5, 1879; proclaimed
June 17,
............
.....
Dominionof Canada.
Dominion
Canada. Modification
Modification of Article
Article I.
Department of
of
I. of the "
" Convention between
between the
the Postal Department
the United States of America and the Postal Department
Department of the Dominion of Canada,
Canada, signed
signed
on
the
8th
and
23d
of
June,
1875,
•
and approved by the President of the United States on the
7th of Jul:,
1875." Signed at Washington
21, 1878,
31, 1878
.
Junl, 1875."
Washington May 21,
1878, and at
at Ottawa May
May 31.
1878......
LVetherlands.
Consular
Convention
between
LN.Tetherlands. Consular
between the United States and the Netherlands. Concluded
23, 1878;
1878; ratification
ratification advised
by the
the Senate
62 1878;
1878; ratified
ratified by
res identJ
une
May 23,
advised by
Senate June
June 6,
by th
thee P
President
June
21, 1878; ratifications
31, 1879;
proclaimed August 31, 1879
ratifications exchanged
exchanged July 31,
1879; proclaimed
1879 ................
France.
Convention between
and the
French Republic.
Republic. ConFrance. Claims Convention
between the
the United
United States of
of America
America and
the French
Concluded January
January 15, 1880; ratification
ratified by the
ratification advised by the Senate
Senate March
March 29, 1880;
1880; ratified
the
President
President of the United States April 3, 1880; ratified
ratified by the President of the French
French Republic
ratifications exchanged June 23, 1880; proclaimed
June 9, 1880; ratifications
proclaimed June 25, 1880 _.............
German
Empire. Convention
German Empire.
Convention between the Post-Office Department of the United States
States of America
America
and the Post-Office
German Empire, concerning
exchange of
Post-Office Department
Department of
of the
the German
concerning the
the exchange
of post-office
post-office
money-orders. Concluded
9, 1879
1879 ................................................
money-orders.
Concluded October 9,
United
Britain and
and Ireland.
Ireland. Amended
United Kingdom Great
Great Britain
Amended convention between
between the Post-Office DepartDepartment of the United States of America
America and
General Post Office
Kingdom of
of
and the
the General
Office of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
system of exchange
exchange of money-orders.
Great Britain and Ireland, for modifying the system
money-orders. Concluded
Concluded
December
2-18,
1879
December
1879 .......................
................
......
..........
France.
between the United States and
and France,
France, for
for the
the exchange
of postal
France. Convention
Convention between
exchange of
postal moneymoneyorders.
orders. Concluded
Concluded December
December 29, 1879
................................
....
......... 7 .
Canada.
Amended convention
between the
States of
Canada. Amended
convention between
the Post-Office
Post-Office Department
Department of the
the United States
of America
America
and the Post-Office
system of
of exPost-Office Department of
of the Dominion
Dominion of Canada, for amending
amending the
the system
exchange
money-orders. Concluded
Concluded June
June 4
and May
May 29,
29, 1880
change of
of money-orders.
4 and
1880 ..............................
Great Britain
Agreement to
increase the
United Kingdom of Great
Britain and
and Ireland.
Ireland. Agreement
to increase
the limit of
of weight
weight and
and dimendimensions of packets of patterns
patterns of merchandise
exchanged through
through the
between the
merchandise exchanged
the mails
mails between
the United
United
States
1880..............................
States and Great
Great Britain
Britain and Ireland.
Ireland. Executed
Executed June 18, 1880
Yetherlands. Convention
Yetherlands.
Convention between
between the United States and the Netherlands, for the extradition
extradition of
of
criminals. Concluded
May 22,
22, 1880; ratification
ratification advised by
the Senate
15, 1880;
1880; ratified
criminals.
Concluded May
by the
Senate June
June 15,
ratified
by
ratified by
of the
the Netherlands
June 20,
1880; ratifiratifiby the
the President June
June 25,
25, 1880;
1880; ratified
by the
the King
King of
Netherlands June
20, 1880;
cations exchanged June 29, 1880;
proclaimed July
cations
1880; proclaimed
July 30, 1880
1880... .............................
Belgium.
Convention between the
privileges,
Belgium. Convention
the United
United States and Belgium, concerning
concerning the
the rights,
rights, privileges,
and immunities of consular
consular officers. Concluded
Concluded March 9, 1880; ratification
ratification advised by the
Senate, with an
June 25,
an amendment,
amendment, June
June 15,
15, 1880; ratified
ratified by the
the President
President June
25, 1880;
1880; ratiratified by the King of
exchange of
of the
the Belgians
Belgians September
September 8, 1880; time for
for exchange
of ratifications
ratifications exextended January 5,
5, 1881;
1881; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
exchanged February
25,
1881;
proclaimed
March
February 25, 1881; proclaimed March 1,
1,
1881
....
.. ................
...
..............---- ..
1881 .............................
Canada. Additional
articles of agreement
between the United States
and the
Canada.
Additional articles
agreement between
States of
of America
America and
the DominDominOttawa April 2a,
in, 1881, and at Washington
Washington May 3, 1881 .........
Signed at
at Ottawa
ion of
of Canada.
Canada. Signed
France. Agreement
France.
Agreement between
between the United States of America
America and the Republic
Republic of France
France, for increasing the limits of weights
weights and the
packets of
creasing
the dimensions
dimensions of
of packets
of patterns
patterns of merchandise
exchanged
exchanged through the post between the two countries. Signed at Washington November
November
13,
............................
.. ..............
. ----.---.
13, 1880
1880 ..........
Italy.
of the
31st of
and the
Italy. Additional
Additional convention
convention to
to the
the convention
convention of
the 31st
of March
March and
the 20th
20th of
of April,
April, 1877,
1877,
between the Post
Department of
America and the Post
between
Post Office Department
of the
the United States of
of America
Post Office
Office
Department of the
Kingdom of Italy. Signed
Signed at Rome
Departmdnt
the Kingdom
Rome August
August 9, 1880,
1880, and
and at
at WashingWashington August 24, 1880 -...--...--...-..-........------------.........-------(xxv)
(xxv)
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Indian Territory.
Indian
Territory. Warning all persons
persons from
the Indian
from removing
removing into,
into, or
or settling
settling upon
upon lands
lands in,
in, the
Indian
Territory
Terri tory ....................
.
...
..
.
...........
................
Thanksgiving Day. Appointing Thursday,
November 27,
27, 1879,
as a
day of
of National
National Thanksgiving
Thursday, November
1879, as
a day
Thanksgiving
and Prayer. November
November 3, 1879.....
1879
.........
............................
Indian
Territory. Warning all persons
Indian Territory.
persons from removing
upon lands
lands in,
the Indian
Indian
removing into,
into, or settling upon
in, the
........................................................
Territory ............
Thanksgiving Day. Appointirg
Appointitg Thursday, November
November 25, 1880, as a
a day of national thanksgiving
thanksgiving
and prayer. November 1, 1880......
1880
.................................
..........
Chilia.
Proclaiming that discriminating
discriminating duties heretofore
China. Proclaiming
heretofore levied
levied upon certain merchandise
merchandise imported in Chinese
Chinese vessels are discontinued.
discontinued. November
1880
November 23,
23, 1880..........................
Special session
session of the Senate. Appointing
Appointing March 4, 1881, for aa special session
Special
session of the Senate. February 28, 1881
-.......--------------------..........-....-----....................
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PUBLIC LAWS
or
THB
OF T-u

DITED
AMERICA,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
PASSED BY
PASSMD

FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS,
THE FORTY-SIXTH

1879-'81.
1879-'81.

(nti)

.

r.

.

FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
PUBLIC ACTS OF THE FORTY-SIXTH
OF
THE
OF THE

TTNITUI) STATES,
STATES,
UTNITED
at the city of Washington,
Passed
at the
the first
which was
Washington, in the
and held at
was begun and
session, which
first session,
Passed at

and was adjourned
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, on Tuesday, the eighteenth
eighteenth day of March, 1879, and
adjourned
Districtof
without
first day of July, 1879.
Tuesday, the first
on Tuesday,
day on
without day

RUTHERFORD B.
B. HAYES,
W ILLIAM A.
A.W
HEELER, Vice-President,
and
Vice-President, and
WIIEELER,
President: WILLIAM
HAYES, President:
RUTHERFORD
President
the Senate.
Senate. ALLEN
G.THURMAN
elected President
the Senate
President of the
was elected
THUR]MAN was
ALLEN G.
of the
President of
pro
tempore on
on the
fifteenth of
of April,
April, 1879. S
AMUEL J.
J.RANDALL
RANDALL was elected
elected Speaker
Speaker
SAMUEL
the fifteenth
pro tempore
of the
of Representatives
Representatives on
on the
eighteenth day of March, 1879,
1879, and continued
continued
the eighteenth
House of
the House
of
to act as such until the close of the session.

pur
CHAP. 1.-An
1.—An act
act to
to authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of
contract for the par
Treasury to contract
the Treasury
of the
authorize the
CHAP.
chase
construction of a
a refrigerating
refrigerating ship for the disinfection of vessels
vessels and
or construction
chase or
cargoes,
and for other purposes.
cargoes, and

April 18, 1879.
1879.

Be
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Secretary of the Treas- Refrigerating
Refrigerating
the Secretary
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
States of
ury
hereby is,
authorized to
to contract
contract for the purchase
purchase or con- ship.
is, authorized
and hereby
be, and
ury be,
arstruction
of such
such steam
steam vessel,
vessel, and refrigerating
refrigerating machinery, or to arstruction of
range
with the Navy
vessel as may be
Department for the use of such vessel
Navy Department
range with
recommended
by the
Board. of
disinfect vessels and
Health, to disinfect
of Health,
National Board
the National
recommended by
concargoes
of infection
infection with yellow fever or other consuspected of
ports suspected
from ports
cargoes from
tagious
construction of
of the
same, if
construction shall
shall
if such construction
the same,
the construction
disease; the
tagious disease;
,be
recommended by
said Board
Health, to be
be under
inspection of
of
under the inspection
of Health,
Board of
by said
be recommended
an officer
officer of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Steam
Steam Engineering
who may,
Engineering of the Navy, who
an
at the
the request
request of
of the
the Secretary
the
Secretary of the Treasury, be detailed by the
at
Appropriation.
Secretary of
Navy for
for that
that purpose;
purpose of such Appropriation.
for the purpose
and for
purpose; and
the Navy
of the
Secretary
purchase or construction,
hundred thousand
thousand dollars, or
construction, the sum of two hundred
purchase
immediately available,
so much
as may
available, is
necessary, to be immediately
be necessary,
may be
thereof as
much thereof
so
hereby appropriated
appropriated out
out of
any moneys
moneys in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
of any
hereby
appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved, April
April 18, 1879.
Approved,
CHAP
2 —An act
changing the
Bank of
of Commerce
Commerce of CincinNational Bank
the National
of the
name of
the name
act changing
CHAP. 2.-An
nati, Ohio,
National Lafayette
Lafayette and
Bank of
Commerce of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
of Commerce
and Bank
the National
to the
Ohio, to
nati,

April
April 29, 1879.

Be
by the
the Senate
and
Representatives of the United
ouse of Representatives
l House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
National Bank of
States
of America
Congress assembled,
the National
National NationalBankof
of the
name of
the name
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
Commerce of
Cin.
of Ci13.
Commerce
Cincinnati,
Bank
of
Commerce
of
Cincinnati,
Ohio,
located
Cincinnati,
of
city
the
in
located
Ohio,
Cincinnati,
of
Bank of Commerce
cinnati, 0.
0.
cinnati,
the
to
in the
county of
Hamilton and
and State
Ohio, shall
changed
shall be changed
of Ohio,
State of
of Hamilton
the county
in
Change of name.
National Lafayette
of Commerce
Commerce of
of Cincinnati, Ohio, when- Change
Bank of
and Bank
Lafayette and
National
by
name
ever
the
board
of
directors
of
said
bank
shall
accept
the
new
name
accept
ever the board of directors of said bank shall
resolution of
the board,
board, and
copy of
resolution, duly authensaid resolution,
of said
cause aacopy
and cause
of the
resolution
ticated, to
to be
filed with
with the
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
the Currency:
That Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That
Currency: Provided,
of the
be filed
ticated,
such
acceptance be
within nine
nine months
passage of this
the passage
after the
months after
made within
be made
such acceptance
act,
and that
including engraving,
engraving,
incident to such change, including
expenses incident
all expenses
that all
act, and
shall
be borne
and paid by said bank.
borne and
shall be
Liabilities, etc.,
eto .,
S
EC. 2.
2. That
debts, demands,
liabilities rights,
rights, privileges,
privileges, and toLiabilitie,
demands, liabilities,
the debts,
all the
That all
SEC.
follow change.
powers
of the
the National
Bank of
of Commerce
Commerce of
of 'Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio, shall to follow change.
National Bank
powers of
devolve upon
inure to
to the
the National
National Lafayette
Lafayette and
and Bank
Bank of Comand inure
upon and
devolve
merce of
such change
change of
effected.
of name is effected.
whenever such
Ohio, whenever
Cincinnati, Ohio,
of Cincinnati,
merce
Approved,
Approved, April 29, 1879.
lc TT
1
XXT----1

2
May
10, 1879.
1879.
May 10,

Appropriations.
Appropriations.

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I
3.
I.. Cs.
CH. 3.
SESS.
CONGRESS. S
FORTY-SIXTH

1879.
1879.

CHAP. 3.—An act
to provido
expenses of
the present
of Congress
Congress
session of
present session
of the
for certain
certain expenses
provide for
CHAP. 3.-An act to
and for
for other
purposes.
and
other purposes.
-

Be it
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be
States
America in
That the
the following
following sums
sums of
of
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
money be
and the
the same
same are
are hereby
appropriated out
out of
of any
any money
in
money in
hereby appropriated
be and
money
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, namely:
namely:
the

SENATE:
To meet
current fiscal
year,
fiscal year,
the current
during the
Senate during
of the
the Senate
expenses of
certain expenses
To
meet certain
as follows, namely:
namely:
For the
payment of
of Lycurgus
Sergeant-at-Arms
to the Sergeant-at-Arms
Dalton, as clerk to
Lycurgus Dalton,
Lyourgus D
D althe payment
For
Lycurgus
ton.
of
Senate, from
from the
the first
day of
April to
of June,
thirtieth day of
to the thirtieth
of April
first day
of the
the Senate,
inclusive, at
rate of
of two
two thousand
hundred dollars per annum,
annum,
two hundred
thousand two
at the
the rate
inclusive,
three hundred
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight dollars and
seventy cents.
and seventy
hundred and
three
For horses
horses and
mail-wagons for
mail and
and document
document purposes,
one
purposes, one
for mail
and mail-wagons
For
Horses.
thousand
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand two hundred
For furniture
and repairs
repairs of
three thousand dollars.
Furniture,
of furniture,
furniture, three
Furniture.
For
furniture and
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
exclusive of labor,
thousand dollars. .
labor, five thousand
items, exclusive
Miscellaneous.
las. For
Miscollale
That the
employees of
who have
served during the
present
the present
have served
the Senate
Senate who
Payment
of the
the employees
ojf SenSme- That
Payment of
ate employee.
enploygs.
ato
session
Congress shall be paid their respective salaries out of the fund
of Congress
session of
already
entered upon
such service from the time they entered
for such
appropriated for
already appropriated
their
duties until the
took the oath required by law.
the time they took
their duties
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE

miscellaneous expenses of the House of Representatives
To meet the miscellaneous
Representatives
during the current
current fiscal year,
year, to be disbursed
disbursed by the Clerk of the House,
twenty
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
Watson B
Boyle,
oy le, To pay Watson
Watson Boyle, II.
IT. A. Olcott, and W. H. Smith, employed under
under
H.
A. Olcott,
W. H.
of
resolutions
of' the House, at three
three dollars and sixty cents per day each
W.
H
resolutions
H.
A.
Olcott,
Smith.
Smith.
from and
and including
incltuding March first, to June
eighteen hundred and
June thirtieth, eighteen
seventy-nine, one
one thousand
thousand three
seventeen dollars and
and seventeen
three hundred
hundred and
seventy-nine,
sixty cents.
Wm.
Douglass.
Win.Douglas.
To pay William Douglass
Douglass in charge of water closet from and including
including
March first to June
seventy-nine, two
March
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
eighty-two dollars and thirty cents.
hundred and eighty-two
inch,x to
preparing general index to journals
General indx
To pay person employed in preparing
journals of
journals.
journals.
Congress
under resolution of the House of June eighteenth,
Congress eighteenth, eighteen
seventy-eight, at the rate of twenty-five
twenty-five hundred dollars,
hundred and seventy-eight,
March first,
per annum,
annum, from
from and
and including
including March
first, to June
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and seventy-nine, eight hundred and forty dollars and thirty
thirty.
cents.
Messengers.
To pay eight messengers in the post office of the House two of them
them
remaining six from and including
from and including
including April first and the remaining
including
April fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, until the conclusion
conclusion of
the present session of Congress during the present
present fiscal year at the rate
of eight hundred
hundred dollars each for seven months.

Miscellaneous exMiscellaneousexpenses.
penses.

MINTS AND ASSAY-OFFICES.
ASSAY-OFFICES.
MINTS

Philadelphia.
Denver.

Charlotte.
Boise
Boise City.

To provide for deficiencies in the appropriations
appropriations for mints and assayoffices for the current fiscal year, as follows, namely:
namely:
Mint at
at Philadelphia:
Philadelphia: For contingent
Mint
contingent expenses, ten thousand dollars.
Mint at Denver,
Denver, Colorado:
Colorado: For wages of workmen, eight hundred
dollars.
contingent expenses,
For contingent
expenses, seven hundred
hundred dollars.
Assay-office at Charlotte,
North Carolina: For wages and contingent
contingent
Assay-office
Charlotte, North
expenses, three hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Assay-office at Boise City, Idaho
contingent
Assay-office
Idaho Territory: For wages
wages and contingent
expenses, two thousand
thousand dollars.
expenses,
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Assay-office
wages of workmen,
workmen,
Territory: For wages
Montana Territory:
at Helena, Montana
Assay-office at
two
two thousand dollars.
thousand dollars.
For
contingent expenses, three
three thousand
For contingent
Approved,
Approved, May 10, 1879. ,

Helena
Helena.

CHAP. 4.
—An act
act providing
providing for
anew
propeller for
the United
ship "Alarm".
"Alarm".
States ship
United States
for the
for a
new propeller
4.-An
CHAP.

May
May 12,
12, 1879.

Be
enacted by
th,c United
Senate and House of Representatives of the
by the Senate
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
order to enable the Torpedo-boat
Torpedo boat
Congress assembled, That in order
in Congress
America in
States of
a new propeller
Secretary of
propeller to the United
United States torpedotorpedo- "Alaxm."
"Alarm."
of the Navy to fit a
Secretary
boat
"Alarm", and to conduct
experiments as to the best mode of proconduct experiments
boat "Alarm",
pelling
steering said
much
said vessel, twenty thousand dollars, or so much
and steering
pelling and
thereof
may be
necessary, is hereby
appropriated out of any money
money
hereby appropriated
be necessary,
as may
thereof as
appropriated; the same to be available
in
Treasury not otherwise appropriated;
available
the Treasury
in the
immediately
immediately on the passage hereof.
Approved,
May 12, 1879.
Approved, May
hunCHAP.
5.—An act
to amend
amend sections
sections fourteen
fourteen hunand seventeen, fourteen
hundred and
fourteen hundred
act to
CHAP. 5.-An
hundred and twenty,
dyed and
and eighteen,
fourteen hundred
and nineteen,
nineteen, fourteen
fourteen hundred
hundred and
eighteen, fourteen
dred
Revised Statutes of the
and
twenty-four of the
the Revised
the United
United States,
States,
hundred and twenty-four
sixteen hundred
and sixteen
relating to the Navy.
relating

May 12, 1879.

United
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
Be
fourteen hundred
section fourteen
States
of America
Congress assembled,
hundred Naval service.
assembled, That section
in Congress
America in
States of
and seventeen
seventeen of
Statutes of
United States
amended R.
R. S.
S. 1417,
1417,
be amended
States be
the United
of the
Revised Statutes
the Revised
of the
and
so as
follows:
Amended.
as follows:
read as
to read
as to
so
l SEC. 1417. The
"
persons who
may at one
enlisted Number of entime be enlisted
one time
who may
of persons
number of
SEC. 1417. The number
into
the United
States, including
ordinary seamen,
seamen, listed men in the
seamen, ordinary
including seamen,
United States,
of the
Navy of
the Navy
into the
Navy.
landsmen
mechanics , firemen
and coal-heavers,
including seven Navy.
coal-heavers, and including
firemen,, and
landsmen,; mechanics,
hereby authorized
hundred and
apprentices and boys, hereby
authorized to be enlisted
enlisted
fifty apprentices
and fifty
hundred
hundred and fifty:
annually, shall
fifty: ProProeight thousand two hundred
exceed eight
not exceed
shall not
annually,
as
vided,
That in
in the
the appointment
service Apprentices
Apprentices as
warrant-officers in the naval service
of warrant-officers
appointment of
vided, That
warrant-officers.
of
United States,
States, preference
preference shall
be given
given to
tp men
been warrant
officers.
who have been
men who
shall be
the United
of the
enlistment as an apprenhonorably
discharged upon
upon the expiration
expiration of an enlistment
honorably discharged
tice
or boy,
boy, to
re-enlisted within three months
months
and re-enlisted
minority, and
during minority,
serve during
to serve
tice or
Proviso.
after
more years: ProPro- Proviso.
discharge, to serve during aaterm of three or more
after such discharge,
the
abrogate
held
be
vided
further,
That
nothing
in
this
shall
to
abrogate
act
this
in
vided further, That nothing
R. S.
provisions of
section fourteen
hundred and seven
seven of the Revised StatS. 1407.
fourteen hundred
of section
provisions
utes
of
the
United
States."
utes of the United
That section
hundred and
amended so
as to
to read
R. S.. 1418,
1418,
read R.
so as
be amended
eighteen be
and eighteen
fourteen hundred
section fourteen
That
as
follows:
Amended.
Amended.
as follows:
"
SEC. 1418.
1418. Boys
between the
the ages
of fifteen
fifteen and
and eighteen
eighteen years
years may
Terms of enlistages of
Boys between
" SEC.
be enlisted
enlisted to
serve in
in the
the Navy
shall arrive
ment•
arrive at the age of ment.
they shall
until they
Navy until
to serve
be
twenty-one years;
persons may
may be
be enlisted
for a
a period
period
for
serve •
enlisted to serve
other persons
years; other
twenty-one
not exceeding
unless sooner
sooner discharged
direction of the
by direction
discharged by
years, unless
five years,
exceeding five
not
President."
President."
S. 1419,
R. S.
That section
section fourteen
hundred and
1419,
amended so as to read Amended.
nineteen be amended
and nineteen
fourteen hundred
That
as follows:
Amended.
follows:
as
"S
Ec. 1419.
Minors between
ages of
of fifteen
fifteen and
years Enlistment
Enlist meat of
of
eighteen years
and eighteen
the ages
between the
1419. Minors
SEC.
shall not
not be
be enlisted
enlisted for
without the
minors.
consent of their minors.
the consent
service without
naval service
the naval
for the
shall
parents
or guardians."
guardians."
_
parents or
That
section fourteen
and twenty
amended so as to read
read R.. S.
S. 1420,
be amended
twenty be
hundred and
fourteen hundred
That section
as follows:
Amended.
Amended.
follows:
as "
EC. 1420.
1420. No
under the
age of
years, no
or inin- Prohibite
Prohibited en
eninsane or
no insane
fifteen years,
of fifteen
the age
minor under
No minor
" S
SE.
toxicated
person, and
from the
naval or
service of
of listments.
Betmente.
military service
or military
the naval
deserter from
no deserter
and no
toxicated person,
the
United States,
States, shall
be enlisted
enlisted in
in the
service."
naval service."
the naval
shall be
the United
That
nineteen of
hundred and
be R.S.1624,Art.
S.1624A. 19,
twenty-four be
and twenty-four
sixteen hundred
section sixteen
of section
article nineteen
That article
amended
so as
to read
read as
Amended.
Amended.
follows;
as follows;
as to
amended so
"
SEC. 1624.
ARTICLE 19.
19. Any
Any othicer
officer who
who knowingly
enlists into
into
Penalty
iienalty ,for imknowingly enlists
1624. ARTICLE
" SEC.
the
naval service
service any
any deserter
deserter from
the naval
or military
military service
service of
of the
the properenlistmenta
proper enlistments.
naval or
from the
the naval
United
any insane
or intoxicated
intoxicated person,
person, or any
any minor
insane or
or any
States, or
United States,
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between
between the ages of fifteen
fifteen and
years, without
without the
the consent
consent of
of
and eighteen
eighteen years,
his parents or guardian, or any
any minor
fifteen years,
minor under
under the
the age
age of
of fifteen
years,
shall be punished
may direct."
direct."
punished as
as a
a court-martial
court-martial may
Approved, May
1879.
Approved,
May 12,
12, 1879.

May 13, 1879.

CHAP.
CHAP. 6.-An
6.—An act making
making appropriations
appropriations for constructing
constructing jetties
other works
works
jetties and
and other
at
at South Pass, Mississippi
Mississippi River.
River.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
of the
the United
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States
States of America in Congress assembled, That
That the
the requisite
requisite amount
is
amount is
hereby appropriated
appropriated out of any money in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise apapTreasury not
not otherwise
propriated,
propriated, to enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of War to cause
cause to
money
to be
be paid
paid all
all money
that may become
Eads
Ends jetties.
become due and owing to James
James 13.
his associates,
associates,
B. Eads and his
or that may become
become payable
his assigns
or legal
representpayable to
to said
said Eads, his
assigns or
legal represent1875,
ch. 134,
134,
atives, in accordance
1875, ch.
provisions of
the act
act approved
March
accordance with the
the provisions
of the
approved March
18
Stat.,
463.
third, eighteen
18 Stat., 463.
third,
and the
the acts
acts amendatory
amendatory
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five,
seventy-five, and
thereof, and to continue
continue the monthly payments
in the
the manner
manner and
and to
to
payments in
1878,
oh. 313,
1878 ,oh. 313 ,
the full extent of the amount specified
act approved
June nineninespecified in the
the act
approved June
20
Stat.,
1(8.
teenth,
20 Stat., 168.
teenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
chapter three
three hundred
hundred and
and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, chapter
and
Proviso.
thirteen, Statutes at Large: Provided,
Proviso.
Provided, That nothing
nothing herein
contained
herein contained
shall be held or construed
construed as waiving
any right
right which
which the
the
waiving or
or impairing
impairing any
United States may have under the original act
referred to
to
act hereinbefore
hereinbefore referred
Proviso.
amendatory thereof:
Proviso,
or the several
several acts amendatory
thereof: And provided
That
provided further,
further, That
Reserve not
not approReserve
appro -nothing in this act shall be construed
as making
making an
an appropriation
appropriation for
construed as
for
priated.
the payment
priated.
payment of the one million of
dollars which
which by
by the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
of dollars
act
of March
eighteen hundred
act of
March third, eighteen
hundred and seventy-five are to
remain as
as
to remain
security in the possession
possession of the United
United States and
and only
only to
payato become
become payable, one
one half
ble,
half at the end of ten years and the residue at the
end of
twenty
the end
of twenty
completion of the work
years after
after the completion
for in
said acts
acts as
as ascerascerwork provided
provided for
in said
tained
determined by the Secretary
tained and determined
Secretary of
of War.
War.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 13, 1879.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

May 14,
14, 1879.
1879.
May

CHAP. 7.—An
7.-An act to authorize
authorize the
the employment
three additional
additional assistants
assistants in
in the
the
employment of
of three
Library of Congress.
Library

Be
by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
the United
Con- States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Librarian
Librarian of
of Congress
Congress
gress.
be
authorized to employ three
gress.
be authorized
three additional
additional assistants, at a
yearly compena
compendditional
of twelve hundred
Addi
s.
ti onal aas- sation
sation of
hundred dollars each;
each; and the
the sum necessary is hereby
hereby
sistants.
sistant
hereby
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury
appropriated
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise approappropriated.
Approved, May
14, 1879.
1879.
May 14,
Library of
Library

May
17, 1879.
1879.
May 17,

CHAP.
amend section
CHAP. 8.-An
8.—An act
act to amend
section fifty-four
fifty-four hundred
hundred and forty
forty of
of the
the Revised
Revised
Statutes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That section
fifty-four hunhunsection fifty-four
dred
forty of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
dred and
and forty
of the United
United States
States of America
be amended
amended so as to read as follows:
follows:
C o n s ir a cc y
y If
If two
two or
more
persons conspire either
Conspira
or
more
persons
either to commit any offense
offense against
against
against J. S.
the
United States or
to defraud
defraud the
United States
against U. S.
the United States
or to
the United
States in any manner
manner or for
any purpose,
and one
one or
any
purpose, and
or more
more of such parties
parties do any act to effect
effect the
object of
of the
the conspiracy
parties to such
conspiracy shall
object
conspiracy all
all the parties
such conspiracy
shall be liable to
a penalty
of not
not more
more than
ble
to a
penalty of
than ten thousand
thousand dollars, or to imprisonment
for not
not more
more than
ment for
than two
two years
years or to both fine and
and imprisonment
imprisonment in
the discretion
discretion of the court.
court.
Approved, May 17,
1879.
17, 1879.
R. S. 5440,
5440,
R.
Amended.
Amended.
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"Alexis".
CHAP. 10.-An
10.—An act
act to
change of
the steamboat "Alexis".
of the
name of
of name
the change
for the
provide for
to provide
CHAP.

May 29, 1879.

Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
o at
t e a m bboat
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary of the Treas- SSteam
That the
assembled, That
America in
States
Alexis."
of
directed
and
ury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
allow
the
owner
Al
'
s.
"
ury be, and he is hereby,
the
and owned
"Alexis" of New York, to
owned steamboat "Alexis"
built and
American built
the American
"Riverchange
name, so
hereafter be known as the "Rivermay hereafter
she may
that she
so that
her name,
change her
dale".
Approved, May 29, 1879.
diseases
CHAP.
11.—An act
prevent the
the introduction
introduction of
of contagious or infectious diseases
to prevent
act to
CHAP. 11.-An
into
United States.
into the United

2, 1879.
June 2,

United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
the Senate
Be
States
dieshall be unlawful for Contagious disit shall
That it
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
eases.
any merchant
or vessel
where any contagious ease&
any foreign port where
from any
vessel from
ship or
merchant ship
any
or infectious
disease exists,
to enter
enter any
port of
of the
the United
United States
States except
Vessels from ininfVessels
except fected
any port
exists, to
infectious disease
or
ports.
regula-- ted ports
in accordance
provisions of this act, and all rules and regula
accordance with the provisions
in
tions
of State
State boards
boards of
health and all rules and regulations made in
of health
tions of
pursuance
of
this
act
;
and
attempt
such vessel which shall enter, or attempt
any such
and
act;
this
of
pursuance
to
port of
of the
in violation
thereof, shall forfeit to Penlty.
violation thereof,
States, in
United States,
the United
enter, aaport
to enter,
the
United States
sum, to
to be
the discretion
discretion of
of the court,
in the
awarded in
be awarded
a sum,
States a
the United
a lien upon said
not
one thousand
which shall be a
dollars, which
thousand dollars,
exceeding one
not exceeding
the
vessel,
proceedings in the proper district court of the
by proceedings
recovered by
be recovered
to be
vessel, to
United
all such
the United States district Proceedings.
proceedings the
such proceedings
in all
And in
States. And
United States.
attorney
shall appear
appear on
on behalf of the United States,
district shall
such district
for such
attorney for
and
accordance with the rules
in accordance
conducted in
be conducted
shall be
proceedings shall
such proceedings
all such
and all
and laws
cases of
of vessels
vessels for
violation of the revenue
for violation
seizure of
of seizure
governing cases
laws governing
and
laws of the United States.
S
EC. 2.
All such
such vessels
vesSels shall
shall be
from the
the consul, Bill of health.
obtain from
to obtain
required to
be required
2. All
SEC.
vice-consul,
or other
consular officer
officer of
the United States at the port of
of the
other consular
vice-consul, or
departure, or
where such officer has been detailed
detailed
officer, where
medical officer,
the medical
from the
or from
departure,
by
the President
certificate in
duplicate setting forth
in duplicate
a certificate
purpose, a
that purpose,
for that
President for
by the
the sanitary
sanitary history
said vessel,
that it
has in
respects complied
in all respects
it has
and that
vessel, and
of said
history of
the
with the
the rules
and regulations
regulations in
in such
such cases
prescribed for
securing the
for securing
cases prescribed
rules and
with
and crew;
best
sanitary
condition
of
the
said
vessel,
its
passengers,
cargo,
its
vessel,
said
the
best sanitary condition of
and said
before granting
granting such
required, before
is required,
officer is
medical officer
or medical
consular or
said consular
and
certificate, to
the matters
matters and things therein stated are true;
satisfied the
be satisfied
to be
certificate,
and for
in that
that behalf
behalf he
he shall
be entitled
entitled to demand and Fees.
shall be
services in
his services
for his
and
receive such
such fees
fees as
as shall
by lawful
regulation be
allowed, to
be accounted
accounted
to be
be allowed,
lawful regulation
shall by
receive
for as
as is
is required
required in
in other
other cases.
cases.
for
inspectThat upon
request of
of the
Health the
the President
President Medical
Medical inspect.
of Health
Board of
National Board
the National
the request
upon the
That
is authorized to detail a
medical
officer
to
serve
in
the
office
of
the
consul
ors
at
consulates.
consulates.
at
ors
consul
the
of
office
the
in
serve
to
officer
mnedical
is authorized to detail a
at any
foreign port
for the
inspection and giving
the inspection
making the
of making
purpose of
the purpose
port for
any foreign
at
the certificates
hereinbefore
mentioned:
Provided,
That the
the number
Number.
of Number.
number of
That
Provided,
mentioned:
hereinbefore
the certificates
furtlher
officers so
so detailed
detailed shall
shall not
one time six: Provided
Providedfurther,
any one
at any
exceed at
not exceed
officers
That any
vessel sailing
such port
such certificate
Penalty.
of Penalty.
certificate of
without such
port without
any such
from any
sailing from
any vessel
That
said
medical
officer
,
entering
any
port
of
the
United
shall
forfe
it
forfeit
States,
United
the
of
port
any
said medical officer, entering
to the
the sum
of five
five hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, which
shall be
be aa
which shall
sum of
States the
United States
the United
to
lien
on
the
same
to
be
recovered
by
proceedings
in
the
proper
district
district
proper
the
in
proceedings
by
recovered
be
to
same
the
lien on
court
of the
United States.
all such
such proceedings
proceedings the
Proceedings.
United Proceedings.
the United
in all
And in
States. And
the United
court of
States
district attorney
attorney for
such district
district shall
appear on behalf of the
shall appear
for such
States district
United
States, and
and all
proceedings shall
accordance
in accordance
conducted in
be conducted
shall be
such proceedings
all such
United States,
with the
the rules
laws governing
for violaviolavessels for
of vessels
seizure of
of seizure
cases of
governing cases
and laws
rules and
with
tion
of
the
revenue
laws
of
the
United
States.
States.
of the United
laws
revenue
of
the
tion
SEC. 3.
the National
National Board
co-operate with
Board
National Board
and, National
with and,
shall co-operate
Health shall
of Health
Board of
That the
3. That
SEC.
so far
as it
lawfully may,
may, aid
State and
municipal boards
boards of
in of Health.
ealth.
health in
of health
and municipal
aid State
it lawfully
far as
so
the execution
and enforcement
rules and regulations
boards
regulations of such boards
the rules
of the
enforcement of
execution and
the
to prevent
the introduction
of contagious
contagious or
diseases into the
infectious diseases
or infectious
introduction of
prevent the
to
United States
from foreign
countries, and
State from
another;
from another;
one State
into one
and into
foreign countries,
States from
United
and at such
ports and
and places
places within
the United
have no
no
as have
States as
United States
within the
such ports
and at
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regulations
Board quarantine
regulations under State authority where such regulations
quarantine regulations
Board

prevent
are, in the opinion of the National
National Board of Health, necessary to prevent
the introduction
introduction of
of contagious
or infectious
diseases into
into the
the
contagious or
infectious diseases
the United
United
States
from foreign
foreign countries,
or into
State from
from another;
and at
at
States from
countries, or
into one
one State
another; and
such
within the
the United
United States
where quarantine
regulasuch ports
ports and
and places
places within
States where
quarantine regulations
exist under
authority of
the State,
State, which,
the opinion
opinion of
of the
tions exist
under the
the authority
of the
which, in
in the
the
National Board
of Health,
not sufficient
sufficient to
to prevent
prevent the
National
Board of
Health, are
are not
the introduction
introduction
of
diseases into
into the
States, or
from another,
another,
into one
one State
State from
of such
such diseases
the United
United States,
or into
the National Board of Health shall report
of
report the
the facts to the President of
the United
United States,
if, in
in his
his judgment,
judgment, it
it is
necessary and
and
the
States, whO
who shall,
shall, if,
is necessary
proper, order
order said
Board of
of Health
Health to
to make
make such
such additional
and
proper,
said Board
additional rules
rules and
regulations as are necessary
necessary to prevent
prevent the introduction
introduction of
of such
diseases
regulations
such diseases
United States
countries, or into
State from
into the United
States from
from foreign
foreign countries,
into one State
another, which,
which, when
when so
so made
made and
approved by
the President,
President, shall
be
another,
and approved
by the
shall be
promulgated
by the National Board
enforced by
promulgated by
Board of Health
Health and
and enforced
by the
the sanitary
the States,
States, where
State authorities
will undertake
tary authorities
authorities of
of the
where the
the State
authorities will
undertake
to execute
execute and enforce them; but if the State authorities shall fail or
or
refuse to enforce said
regulations the
may detail
detail an
an
said rules
rules and regulations
the President
President may
officer or appoint a
a proper person for that
that purpose.
purpose.
Rules and regu- The Board of Health shall make such rules and regulations
regulations as are
lations.
authorized by the laws of the United
United States and necessary
necessary to be observed
by vessels at the port of departure
departure and on the voyage where such
such vessels
sail from any foreign port or place
contagious or
place at which
which contagious
or infectious
infectious
disease exists, to any port or place
place in the
the United States, to secure the
the
best sanitary condition
condition of such vessel, her cargo,
cargo, passengers,
passengers, and crew,
crew,
and when said
said rules and regulations
approved by the Presiregulations have been
been approved
President they shall be published and
communicated to, and
enforced by,
and communicated
and enforced
by, the
the
Proviso.
consular
consular officers
officers of the United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, That none of the
the penalties herein imposed
imposed shall attach to any vessel or any owner or officer
officer
thereof, till the act and the rules
rules and regulations
in pursuance
regulations made in
pursuance
thereof
at least
ten days
days in
thereof shall have been
been officially
officially promulgated
promulgated for
for at
least ten
in the
the
port from which said vessel sailed.
Sanitary reports.
Sauitaryreports.
SEC.
It shall be the duty of the National Board of Health to obtain
S
EC. 4. It
obtain
information of the sanitary condition of foreign ports
from
ports and
and places
places from
which contagious
contagious and
and infectious diseases are or may be imported into
into
of Health.

offi- the United States
By consular
consular oflStates, and to this end the
the consular officers
officers of the
th e United
Un ited
States at
at such
such ports
ports and places
States
places as shall be designated by the National
Board
Board of Health shall make to said Board of Health
Health weekly reports of
of
the sanitary condition of the ports and places at which they are respectively stationed, according
according to such forms as said Board of
of Health may
may
From o
other
t h e r prescribe;
prescribe; and the Board of Health shall also obtain, through all sources
sources.
sources.
accessible,
authorities throughaccessible, including State and municipal sanitary authorities
out the United
TJnited States, weekly reports of the sanitary condition
condition of ports
Publication and
Publication
and and places within
within the United States; and shall prepare, publish, and
distribution.
distribution,
transmit to
the medical
medical officers
transmit
to the
officers of
of the
the Marine
Marine Hospital
Hospital Service,
Service, to collectors of
of customs, and to State and municipal
lectors
municipal health officers and authorilies,
ties, weekly abstracts of the consular
consular sanitary reports and other pertiOther informainforma- nent information
information received
received by said board; and shall also, as far as it
tion.
tion.
may be able,
able, by means
means of the voluntary co-operation
may
co-operation of State and municipal authorities, of public associations
associations and private persons,
persons, procure
procure
information relating to the climatic
climatic and other conditions
conditions affecting the
Report of opera- public health; and shall make to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury an annual
annual
tions.
report of its operations, for transmission
transmission to Congress,
Congress, with such recommendations as it
it may deem important
mendations
important to the public interests; and said
report, if ordered
ordered to be printed by Congress, shall be done under the
direction
direction of
of the
the board.
SE
Distribution of
of
Distribution
O. 5.
5. That
the
time to
to time
Sue.
That
the National
National Board
Board of
of Health
Health shall
shall from
from time
time
regulations.
regulations.
issue
to the consular
of the
the United
medical
issue to the
consular officers
officers of
United States
States and
and to
to the
the medical
officers
officers serving at any foreign port, and otherwise make publicly known,
approved by the President,
the rules and regulations
regulations made by it and approved
to
President, to
be used and complied
complied with by vessels in foreign
foreign ports for securing the
best
sanitary condition
condition of such vessels, their cargoes, passengers,
best sanitary
passengers, and

eers.
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United States, and in
crews, before
departure for any port in the before their departure
crews,
the course
the voyage;
and all such other rules and regulations as
voyage; and
of the
course of
the
shall be
be observed
inspection of the same on the arrival thereof at
in the inspection
observed in
shall
any
quarantine station
station at
destination, and for the disinfecport of destination,
at the
the port
any quarantine
tion and
and isolation
treatment of cargo and persons
persons
same, and the treatment
of the same,
isolation of
tion
on board,
so as
prevent the introduction
introduction of cholera, yellow fever, or
as to prevent
on
board, so
er's
other contagious
ofth er's
diseases; and it shall not be lawful for Health ofi(
infectious diseases;
or infectious
contagious or
other
passen- certificate.
any vessel
to enter
enter said port to discharge its cargo or land its passen_
vessel to
any
gers except
except upon
quarantine
certificate of the health officer at such quarantine
upon aacertificate
gers
station,
said rules
rules and regulations have in all respects
that said
certifying that
station, certifying
been
been observed and complied with, as well on his part as on the part of
the
its master, in respect to the same and to its cargo,
said vessel and its
the said
passengers mid
crew; and
and the
such vessel
vessel shall proDuty of master
master
pro- D1lty
of every
every such
master of
the master
and crew;
passengers
duce
deliver to
collector of customs at said port of entry, to- of vessel.
the collector
to the
and deliver
duce and
gether with
other papers
papers of
of the
the vessel, the said certificates
required
certificates required
the other
with the
gether
to be
obtained at
at the
of departure, and the certificate herein required
port of
the port
be obtained
to
to
obtained from the health
health officer at the port of entry.
be obtained
to be
SEC. 6.
6. That
That to
the necessary
of placing
placing vessels
vessels in
proper Fees.
Fees.
in proper
expenses of
necessary expenses
to pay
pay the
SEC.
sanitary condition
incurred under the provisions
provisions of this act, the
condition, to be incurred
sanitary
required
Secretary of
the Treasury
he hereby is, authorized and required
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
of the
Secretary
to make
make the
the necessary
to
amount of fees to
the amount
fixing the
regulations fixing
and regulations
rules and
necessary rules
to
be
vessels for
such service,
service, and
and the
the manner of
collecting the
of collecting
for such
by vessels
paid by
be paid
same.
ofofficers.
SEC. 7.
That the
the President
requested by the Detail of
officers.
authorized, when requested
is authorized,
President is
7. That
SEc.
prejuNation-al
of Health,
Health, and
same can be done without prejuwhen the same
and when
Board of
National Board
dice
service, to
from the
departments
several departments
the several
officers from
detail officers
to detail
public service,
the public
to the
dice to
of
the government,
for temporary
the direction
direction of said
under the
to act
act under
duty, to
temporary duty,
government, for
of the
board,
to carry
the provisions
provisions of
such officers
officers shall
shall
and such
act; and
this act;
of this
out the
carry out
board, to
receive
no additional
necessary
actual and necessary
for actual
except for
compensation except
additional compensation
receive no
expenses
in the
such duties.
duties.
of such
performance of
the performance
incurred in
expenses incurred
S
EC. 8.
to meet
the expenses
be incurred
in carrying
carrying out the Appropriation.
incurred in
to be
expenses to
meet the
That to
8. That
SEc.
provisions of
of this
act, the
of five
five hundred
hundred thousand dollars, or so
sum of
the sum
this act,
provisions
much thereof
thereof as
as may
is hereby
disbe disto be
appropriated, to
hereby appropriated,
necessary, is
be necessary,
may be
much
bursed
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury on estimates
of the
the direction
under the
bursed under
to
by the
Board of
Health, and
and to
to be
be approved by him.
of Health,
National Board
the National
made by
be made
to be
Said
National Board
Board of
of Health
Health shall
shall as
as often
often as
quarterly make
full Report
expend
ofexpend
Report of
make aa full
as quarterly
Said National
statement
of
its
operations
and
expenditures
under
this
act
to
the
Secitures.
itures.
Secthe
to
act
this
under
expenditures
and
operations
its
of
statement
retary of
of the
who shall
shall report
report the
the same
Congress.
to Congress.
same to
Treasury, who
the Treasury,
retary
Repeals.
intro- Repeals.
the introto prevent
"An act
SE'.
S
EC. 9. That so much of the act entitled "An
act to
prevent the
States",
United
duction
of
contagious
or
infectious
into
the
States",
diseases
duction of contagious or infectious
approved April
twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-eight,
as
seventy-eight, as
April twenty-ninth,
approved
requires
consular
officers
or
other
representatives
of
the
United States
States
United
the
of
representatives
other
or
officers
requires consular
at
to report
report the
sanitary condition
condition of
of and
and the
departure of
of
the departure
the sanitary
ports to
foreign ports
at foreign
vessels
from
such
ports
to
the
Supervising
Surgeon-General
of
the
the
of
Surgeon-General
Supervising
the
to
ports
such
vessels from
Marine Hospital
Hospital Service;
and so
of said
said act
act as
requires the
Surthe Suras requires
much of
so much
Service; and
Marine
geon-General of
of the
the Marine
Service to
frame rules
regulaand regularules and
to frame
Hospital Service
Marine Hospital
geon-General
tions, and
and to
execute said
and to
to give
notice to
Federal and
and State
State
to Federal
give notice
act, and
said act,
to execute
tions,
officers of
approach of
of infected
infected vessels,
said officers
with
officers with
furnish said
and furnish
vessels, and
the approach
of the
officers
weekly
abstracts
of
consular
sanitary
reports,
and
all
other
acts
and
and
acts
other
all
and
reports,
sanitary
weekly abstracts of consular
parts of acts inconsistent with the
provisions of
of this
this act
be, and
same
the same
and the
act be,
parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions
repealed.
are hereby,
hereby, repealed.
Duration.
a lon
longer
for a
force
SEC. 10.
10. This
shall not continue
orce for
ger period
period than
Duration.
continue in f
act shall
This act
SEC.
four
its approval.
approval.
of its
date of
the date
from the
years from
four years
Approved,
June 2, 1879.
Approved, June
CHAP. 12.—An act
to provide
provide for
for the
exchange of
of subsidiary
subsidiary coins
coins for
money
for lawful
lawful money
the exchange
12.-An act to
CHAP.
of the United States under certain
circumstances, and
make such
such coins
coins a
legal
a legal
to make
and to
States under certain circumstances,
United
the
of
tender in all sums not exceeding ten dollars, and for other purposes.

June 9,
9, 1879.
1879.
Jnne

tender in all sums not exceeding ten dollars, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United Subsidiary coins.
of the
House of
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
States of America in
That the
any of
of the
the Subsidiarycoin
of any
holder of
the holder
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America in Congress
States
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silver coins
of the
the United
of smaller
denominations than
silver
coins of
United States
States of
smaller denominations
than one
one doldollar,
same in
in sums
sums of
lar, may,
may, on
on presentation
presentation of
of the
the same
of twenty
twenty dollars,
dollars, or
or any
any
multiple
at the
the office
office of
of the
the Treasurer
Treasurer or
or any
multiple thereof,
thereof, at
any assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer
of
the United
receive therefor
therefor lawful
lawful money
the United
United States.
States.
of the
United States,
States, receive
money of
of the
S
EC. 2.
or any
of the
United States
SEC.
2. The
The Treasurer
Treasurer or
any assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer of
the United
States
who
may receive
any coins
the provision
provision of
of this
shall exchange
who may
receive any
coins under
under the
this act
act shall
exchange
the
same in
sums of
dollars, or
lawful
the same
in sums
of twenty
twenty dollars,
or any
any multiple
multiple thereof,
thereof, for
for lawful
money
the United
United States,
on demand
any holder
money of
of the
States, on
demand of
of any
holder thereof.
thereof.
S
EC. 3.
That the
the present
present silver
silver coins
United States
States of
smaller
SEC.
3. That
coins of
of the
the United
of smaller
denominations
one dollar
shall hereafter
be a
alegal
legal tender
tender in
in all
all
denominations than
than one
dollar shall
hereafter be
sums
not exceeding
in full
full payment
all dues
dues public
sums not
exceeding ten
ten dollars
dollars in
payment of
of all
public and
and
private.
SEC. 4.
4. That
That all
all laws
laws or
laws in
in conflict
act be,
and
SEC.
or parts
parts of
of laws
conflict with
with this
this act
be, and
are hereby,
hereby, repealed.
the same
same are
repealed.
Approved,
Approved, June 9, 1879.

June 9, 1879.

CHAP. 13.—An
to the
the accounts
accounts of
of the
Entomological
the United
United States
States Entomological
in relation
relation to
CHAP.
13.-An act
act in
Commission.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Entomolo gi
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the accounts
the salaries
Entomolo
g i cal
oal States
States of
of America
Congressassembled,
That the
accounts of
of the
salaries
Commission
ao--and disbursements
disbursements of the United States Entomological
Commission may
C
ommission am
Entomological Commission
counts.
counts.
be settled and allowed in the same manner and with the same effect as
if the members and officers
officers thereof had taken the oath required by law
law at
at
Proviso.
the time they entered
entered upon the performance
duties: Provided,
Provided,
Pro.iso.
performance of their
their duties:
taken said oaths before the first day of July anno
anno Domini
They shall have taken
one thousand eight hundred
hundred and seventy-nine.
Approved,
Approved, June 9, 1879.

June
June 9, 1879.

CRAP.
14.—An act
authorize the Secretary
CHAP. 14.-An
act to authorize
Secretary of War
War to
to furnish
furnish condemned
condemned ordnance
ordnance
for the monument
monument of
Robert L. McCook,
Ohio Volunteers,
Volunteers, in
in WashingWashingof Colonel
Colonel Robert
McCook, Ninth
Ninth Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio.
ton Park,
Park, in the
the city
city of
of Cincinnati,

Be it enacted
United
enacted by
b1 the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary of
War be
States of America
America in
of War
be
authorized to furnish to the proper parties, out of ordnance and ordnance
ordnance
stores, belonging
belonging to the United States, of patterns not now
now in
in use, the
the
For monument to following
following to be used in the railing around the public
public monument
monument erected
erected
Col. R. L. McCook. to the memory
memory of Colonel Robert L. McCook,
McCook, of the Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteers,
Washington Park,
city of
of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, to
Volunteers, in Washington
Park, in
in the
the city
to wit:
wit:
One hundred and forty muskets and bayonets;
twelve inch smooth
bayonets; four twelve
bore siege guns,
guns 2 or rifles of like size; four ten inch spherical
spherical shot or
or
shell; twelve thirty-two
thirty-two pound shot or
or shell.
shell.
Approved, June 9, 1879.

Condemned
Condemned ordordnance.
nance.

Juno 10, 1879.

CHAP. 15.-An
"An act making appropriations
15.—An act to amend an act entitled "Au
appropriations for the
construction,
repair preservation,
preservation, and completion of certain works
rivers
and
construction, repair,
wo rks on r
i
vers an
d
1879,
181,
1879, ch. 181
harbors and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
eighteen hundred
hundred and
approved March
March third,
third, eighteen
and
20
364, 370.
370.
20 Stat., 364,
seventy-nine.

enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Be it
it enacted
River improveRiver
improve- States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That such parts of the monies
Congress assembled,
ments.
ments.
heretofore
appropriated by the
the act
act of which this is amendatory
amendatory for the
heretofore appropriated
Groat
Great Kanawha improvement
Kanawha River in West Virginia
improvement of the Great Kanawha
Virginia and the
River.
River.
Kentucky
River
in
the
State
of
Kentucky
as
be
necessary in the
Kentucky
River
the
Kentucky
may
necessary
Kentucky River.
Kentucky Rivr. prosecution
prosecution of said improvements
improvements as undertaken
undertaken may be expended
expended in
'Purchase
of land.
Purchaseofland.
Proviso.
Proiso.

the purchase, voluntary or by condemnation
condemnation as the case
case may
such
may be,
be, of
of such

sites as are necessary
improvements: Provided,
Provided
necessary in the prosecution of said improvements:
That
such expenditure
expenditure shall
shall be
Demetarey of
That such
be under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
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War:
provided further,
further, That if
if the owners of
of such lands or sites
War: And provided
shall refuse to sell the same at reasonable
reasonable prices, then the prices
prices to be
p:aid
paid shall be determined
determined and the title and jurisdiction procured in the
prescribed by the laws of the State in which such lands or sites
manner prescribed
are situated.
Approved, June 10, 1879.
Approved,

upon the Commissioners of the District of Columbia
confer upon
act
act to confer
Columbia
(Water Service)
contained in chapter eight (Water
limitations contained
certain powers,
duties, and
and limitations
powers, duties,
certain
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
United States relating to the District of Columbia,
of the
the United
Statutes of
of
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and

CHAP. 16.-An
16.—An

Condemnation.

June 10, 1879.

United
Be
enacted by
Representatives of the United
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
of CoStates
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the Commissioners of the District of
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
lumbia.
District of Columbia shall have all the powers and be subject to all the lumbia.
R.S.D.C.,chap.8.
Revised Statutes R.S.D.C.,chap.8.
provided in chapter eight of the Revised
duties and limitations provided
Water service.
relating to the District of Columbia,
Columbia, excepting such
of the United States relating
water
Uniform water
Provided, That Uniform
belong to the Chief of Engineers: Provided,
duties as belong
powers and duties
rates.
water-main taxes and water rents shall be uniform in said District: And rates.
Interest.
hun- Interest.
provided
further, That the rate of interest specified in section
section two hunprovidedfurther,
dred and two of said Revised Statutes
Statutes shall be increased
increased to ten per
annum froni
from and after the passage of this act.
centum per annum
for imAdvancesfor
SEC. 2. That
That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he hereby is, Advances
SEC.
provements.
twenty-five thou- provements.
directed to advance to said Commissioners the sum of twenty-five
sand dollars,
payment into the Treasury of the
dollars, to be reimbursed by payment
sand
collections of water
water
United States, until said sum is paid in full, of all collections
main
taxes now
due said District;
District; and the money so advanced
advanced shall be
now due
main taxes
expended
to improve
improve the water
water supply
supply on Capitol Hill.
expended to
10,
1879.
Approved,
June
Approved,
CHAP. 17.-An
17.—An act
Commissioners of
of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia to
to
District of
the Commissioners
act authorizing
authorizing the
CHAP.
issue
twenty year
five per
per cent
cent bonds
bonds of
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
certain
to redeem
redeem certain
of the
year five
issue twenty
funded
indebtedness of
said District.
District.
of said
funded indebtedness

June 10,
1879.
10, 1879.
June

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
United
Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District of
Coof CoCongress assembled,
America in
States of
District
of Columbia
Columbia be,
are hereby,
lumbia.
authorized to prepare, hunbia•
hereby, authorized
they are
and they
be, and
District of
execute,
deposit with
with the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
the United
Issue
Ise
o off bonds.
United bonds.
of the
Treasury of
Secretary of
and deposit
execute, and
exceeding
States
bonds of
the District
interest not exceeding
bearing interest
District of Columbia, bearing
of the
States bonds
five per
per centum
years after
after date, to the
payable twenty years
annum, and payable
per annum,
centum per
five
amount of
of not
not more
than one
one million
thousand dollars, the
hundred thousand
two hundred
million two
more than
amount
proceeds to
to be
for the
the redemption
indebtedness of
of
funded indebtedness
of funded
redemption of
only for
be used
used only
proceeds
said District
District or
late municipal
municipal corporations
corporations of Washington
Washington and
of the
the late
or of
said
Georgetown which
which became
became due
March first, eighteen
eighteen
and March
first and
January first
due January
Georgetown
hundred and
existin 0
.and payable at pleasure,
those now existing
or those
seventy-nine, or
and seventy-nine,
hundred
for
the redemption
redemption of
of which
which the
sinking fund
not
District may not
said District
of said
fund of
the sinking
for the
Form, etc.
etc.
provide.
centum bonds
bonds shall be
be in such form and denomi- Form,
per centum
five per
Said five
provide. Said
nations
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall approve, and shall be
of the
Secretary of
as the
nations as
numbered
consecutively and
and registered
registered in
in the
the office
office of
of the
of
auditor of
the auditor
numbered consecutively
said District,
District, and
and also
also in
of the
the Register
of the
Treasury of
of
the Treasury
Register of
office of
the office
in the
said
the
United States,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
may
as the
manner as
such manner
in such
States, in
the United
Proviso.
direct, and
and shall
the seal
seal of
of the
the District
Columbia: Provided,
Provided,
Proviso.
of Columbia:
District of
bear the
shall bear
direct,
That
shall not
be construed
construed to
the government
of the
government of
make the
to make
not be
act shall
this act
That this
United States
for either
either the
bonds, or
or
said bonds,
of said
or interest
interest of
principal or
the principal
liable for
States liable
United
any part
part thereof.
thereof.
any
Said
sold by
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
isSale
Sale of
bonds and
ofbondsand
the highhigh c
of the
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
be sold
shall be
bonds shall
Said bonds
d
eep
do
ss
est bidder
but for
for not
not less
less than
than their
their par
par value,
value, after
ition of
of pr o
afterpro.dispsiton
tender, but
public tender,
upon public
bidder upon
est
being advertised
advertised for
for one
one week
week in
in two
two daily
daily newspapers
newspapers in
of
city of
in the
the city
being
Washington and
and two
in the
city of
The bids
bids shall
shall be
be opened
opened
York. The
of New
New York.
the city
two in
Washington
by the
the Secretary
the Treasury
and the
the awards
awards approved
approved by
by him.
him. The
The
Treasury and
of the
Secretary of
by

1.0

Repeals.
Roponls.

Juno
June 11, 1879.
1879,
ell. 97,
1879, oh.
97,
20 Stat., 318.
:118.
2(0
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money realized from
from the
the sale
sale of
of said
bonds shall
shall be
by the
said bonds
be paid
paid out
out by
the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury only for
for the
act.
Secretary
the purposes
purposes named
named in
in this
this act.
S
EC. 2.
all acts
acts conflicting
conflicting herewith,
herewith cand
and the
the
SEC.
2. That
That the provisions of
of all
acts or parts of acts authorizing
Commissioners of
District of
authorizing said
said Commissioners
of the
the District
of
Columbia to issue bonds to redeem certain
bonds of
of said
District fallcertain bonds
said District
fallJanuary first and March
ing due January
March first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventyseventynine, no bonds haTing
having been
been issued
are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
issued thereunder,
thereunder, are
Approved, June
Juno 10,
10, 1879.
1879.

18.-An act to amend
approved February
CHAP. 18.—An
amend an act approved
February twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen
hundredd and seventy-nine
hundred
seventy-nine entitled
entitled "An act to create
create the northern
northern judicial
Judicial district
of
district of
the Stato
Texas and to
change the eastern
eastern and western
the
State of Texas,
to change
western judicial
said
judicial districts of said
State, and
and to fixthe
fix the time
State,
time and places
places of holding
holding courts in said districts."

Be it
it enacted by the
the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That so much of the
Congress assembled,
the act to which
which
Transferof .ack- this is amendatory
Jackson County shall
TralisferofJackamendatory as provides that Jackson
shall be embraced
embraced
SOIn COMIty.
CounIt1y.
il the
of Texas,
Texas, be,
son
in
the western
western judicial district of
be, and
and the
is hereby,
hereby, rethe same
same is
repealed, and the said county
county of Jackson
Jackson is hereby
in the
the eastern
hereby placed in
eastern
judicial district
district of said State; and all process issued
issued against defendants
defendants
residing therein
therein shall be returned
returned to Galveston; and all
of
all civil
civil causes
causes of
action which have accrued
action
accrued in said county, of which the courts
of the
courts of
the
United States have jurisdiction, shall be
court at
at Galbe cognizable
cognizable in
in the
the court
Galveston, but all offenses
oflenses committed in said county against the
of
the laws
laws of
the United States before
before the passage of this act shall be
be cognizable
cognizable in
in
the court cf the western
western district,
district, as provided
provided in
act of
of the
tke twentyin said
said act
twentyfourth of February,
February, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine.
Return of
pro- Saga.
Return
of ProSE°. 2. That so much of the act to which this is
is an amendment
amendment as
as
Cess.
makes
all process
against defendants
cess.
makes all
process against
defendants residing in the counties of Aransas,
Aransas, Duval, Nueces, La Salle,
Duval,
Salle, Zapata,
Zap ata, San Patricio,
Refugio, Dimmit,
Patricio, Refugio,
Dimmit, Webb,
Webb,
Encinal, and Maverick
Maverick returnable
returnable to Brownsville is
is hereby
hereby repealed,
repealed,
and such process is hereby made returnable
returnable to San Antonio;
and all
all
Antonio; and
causes of civil action which have accrued
causes
or either
of
accrued in
in said
said counties, or
either of
them, since the passage
them
passage of the act to which
is an
amendment, or
or
which :this
this is
an amendment,
which shall hereafter
hereafter accrue, shall be cognizable
cognizable in
the court
in the
court at
at San
San
Antonio.
Antonio.
Courts in
in Texas.
Texas.
Courts

Traiisftr'
Tramiel. of civil

nctilon.
actions,

FifthjudicialcirFifthinalcial eh-

cult.
cult,

Jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction.

Tenns.
Terms,

SEC.
or proceedings
SEC. 3. Civil actions or
proceedings now
now pending
against parties
parties
pending against
residing
in the
residing in either of said counties
counties in
the courts
courts named
the first
first and
named in
in the
and

second
sections hereof,
this is an amendamendsecond sections
hereof, as provided
provided in the act to which this
ment, may,
may, on the application
application of either party, be transferred
transferred to
to the
the
proper court of said district under this ac
t; an
ncase
case of
of such
such transfer,
act;
andd in
i
transfer,
all
)papersand
journal-entries, shall be
all papers
and files
files therein, with copies of all journal-entries,
transferred
transferred to the office
office of the cleik
clerk of such court;
same shall
court; and
and the
the same
shall
proceed
respects as though originally
proceed in all respects
originally commenced
commenced in
in said
said court;
court;
and
actions or
now pending
and civil
civil actions
or proceedings
proceedings now
pending in the circuit
circuit courts at
Brownsville,
Brownsville, Austin, Galveston or Tyler which
which under
under this act
be
act would be
cognizable
cognizable in some other district, may on the
party
the application
application of
of either
either party
be transferred
transferred to the proper court of said district, and in
of such
such
in case
case of
transfer
transfer all
all papers and files therein with copies of all journal-entries,
shall
transferred to the office of the clerk of such court, and the same
shall be transferred
same
shall proceed
originally commenced
proceed in all respects as though originally
said
commenced in said
court.
SEC.
The several districts
act to
SEC. 4.
4. The
districts as established in the
the act
to which
which this
this is
is
an amendment
are hereby
a part of the fifth
an
amendment are
hereby declared to be a
fifth judicial circircuit; and the courts of the said
said, northern
northern district
district shall
shall have
have the
the same
same
jurisdiction
eastern and .
jurisdiction as
as is
is conferred
conferred by law upon the courts of the
the eastern
western districts of said State;
State; and the
the circuit
court for
for said
northern
circuit court
said northern
district shall be held twice a
a year at Waco
first Mondays
district
Waco on the first
Mondays in April
and October,
June and
and
October, at Dallas on the first Mondays
Mondays in June
and December,
December,
and at
and
at Graham
Graham on
on the first Mondays in February
February and August,
August, and.
and the
the
circuit courts
circuit
courts shall be held at Jefferson
Jefferson in the eastern
eastern district on the
the
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second Mondays
September, and at San Antonio in
February and September,
Mondays in February
second
November.
Mondays in May and November.
the western district on the first Mondays
SEC. 5.
hereby
SEC.
5. All
All laws and parts of laws in conflict with this act are hereby
repealed.
Approved,
Approved, June 11, 1879.

Repeals.
Repeals.

certain
CHAP. 19.—An
act to
for the
of pre-emptors
pre-emptors on
on certain
payment of
the payment
the time
time for
to extend
extend the
19.-An act
CHAP.
of Dakota.
Dakota.
and Territory
Minnesota and
of Minnesota
public lands
in the
State of
Territory of
the State
lands in
public

June
12, 1879.
June 12,
1879.

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United
and House
Be it
lands.
Public lands.
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the time at which pre-empt- Public
America in
States
time
Prc-einptors'time
Minnesota, including
ors on
public lands
including the lands Pre-emptors'
lands in the State of Minnesota,
on the public
ors
extended in certain
extended in cert
reservations, and the old Sioux cases.
within the
the Fort
and Sioux
Sioux Indian
Indian reservations,
Fort Ridgely and
within
Grant, Territory of Dakota, are now
reservation in the county of Grant,
Indian reservation
required
to make final proof and payment, be, and the same is hereby,
required to
extended two
hundred and seventyeighteen hundred
October first, eighteen
years from October
two years
extended
eight, in
in all
all cases
cases when the pre-emptor
pre-emptor shall make due proof before the
eight,
register
and receiver
receiver of
local land office
in the district in which their
office in
of the
the local
register and
inlands
that their crops
crops have been destroyed or seriously insituated that
are situated
lands are
jured by
by grasshoppers
grasshoppers within two years prior to October first, eighteen
eighteen
jured
seventy-eight.
hundred and seventy-eight.
Approved,
Approved, June 12, 1879.
can be
until service
CHAP.
extend the
time of
special postal
postal service
service until
service can
be
of special
the time
to extend
act to
20.-An act
CHAP. 20.—An
obtained by
by advertisement.
advertisement.
obtained

1879.
June 12,
June
12, 1879.

United
Be
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House•of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Postal service.
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in cases where
where special serv- Postal
America in
of America
States of
ice
already been placed on new routes, the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General may,
has already
ice has
in
discretion, extend
such service
service until the time when service can be
extend such
his discretion,
in his
obtained
advertisement, not
any case
case one
year. And
Duration of
of spe.
speAnd Duration
one year.
in any
exceeding in
not exceeding
by advertisement,
obtained by
whenever
bidder shall
shall fail
enter into contract, or a
a con- cial service.
service.
fail to enter
accepted bidder
an accepted
whenever an
tractor on
on any
any mail-route
shall fail
fail or
service on
the service
perform the
to perform
refuse to
or refuse
mail-route shall
tractor
said route
route according
according to
to his
contract, or
a new route shall be estabor when a
his contract,
said
lished
or new
new service
service required,
shall
when, from any other cause, there shall
or when,
required, or
lished or
not
bound or
required to perform
perform such service,
or required
legally bound
contractor legally
be aa contractor
not be
the
Postmaster-General may
contract for carrying the
temporary contract
make aatemporary
may make
the Postmaster-General
mail
on such
route, without
advertisement, for
for such
such period as may be
without advertisement,
such route,
mail on
necessary,
service shall
shall
exceeding one year, until the service
case exceeding
any case
in any
not in
necessary, not
have commenced
commenced under
made according
according to law. And any Repeals.
contract made
a contract
under a
have
provision of
of statute
in conflict
provision is hereby repealed.
this provision
with this
conflict with
statute in
provision
Approved,
12, 1879.
Approved, June 12,1879.
routes.
CHAP.
post routes.
to establish
establish post
act to
21.-An act
CHAP. 21.—An

June
June 12,
12, 1879.
1879.

United
Be it
it enacted
-House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and -House
Senate and
by the Senate
enacted by
Be
States of
of America
That the
following post-routes
post-routes Post-routes.
Post-routes.
the following
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
be, and
and the
are hereby established.
same are
the same
be,
ALABAMA.
ALABAMA.
From
to Cowpens.
Blake's Ferry, to
From Blake's
From
From Victoria, to Clintonville.
From
Hardwicksburg to Smithville.
via Hardwicksburg
Abbeville, via
From Abbeville,
From
to Carrollton.
Tuscaloosa, to
From Tuscaloosa,
From Gainseville,
Gainseville, Alabama,
to Scooba, Mississippi.
Alabama, to
From
From Talladega,
Maxwells' Mills,
Mills, and
Kelley's
Grishams Ferry, to Kelley's
and Grishams
via Maxwells'
Talladega, via
From
Creek Post
Office.
Post Office.
Creek
Hatchett Creek, to Sylacauga.
From Hatchett

Alabama.
Alabama.
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Butler, to Cooper's Mill.
Springville,
to Branchville.
Branchville.
Springville, to
Boyds
to Belmont
Mines.
Boyds Switch,
Switch, to
Belmont Coal
Coal Mines.
Center
Center Star,
Star, to
to Bellevue.
Bellevue.
Rodgersville,
to Bellevue.
Bellevue.
Rodgersville, to
ARKANSAS.
ARKANSAS.

Arkansas.

From
Monticello, to
From Monticello,
to Rock
Rock Springs,
Springs, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
From Mineral Springs, via Brownstown,
Brownstown, to
to Ultima
Ultima Thule,
Thule, Arkansm,
Arkansa&
From Harrison,
Harrison, to Summit
Summit Springs.
Springs.
From
Jones' Mill,
to Franklin.
From Jones'
Mill, to
Franklin.
Salem, via Trace
to Bakersville,
Bakersville, Missouri.
Missouri.
From Salem
Trace Creek, to
From Ash that,
Flat, to Salem.
Salem.
to Mountainsburg
Mountainsburg
From Ozark,
Ozark, to
Mountain.
From Paris,
Paris, to
to Rich
Ifich Mountain.
From Conway to El Paso.
From Hot Springs, to Mountain
Mountain Valley.
From Danville,
Danville, on south side of Petit Jean,
Sugar Grove.
Jean, to
to Sugar
Grove.
From Danville,
Danville, to
to Sulphur Springs.
Springs.
From Benton,
Benton, to Red
Red Bluff.
Bluff.
From Benton, via Martin Hickman's
Hickman's and J.
J. W. Coles' to J.
J. D.
D. Henslees
farm.
From Hamburg, to Lin
Lin Grove.
Grove.
From
Slemons, to
to Durmott.
Durmott.
From Slemons,
From Hamburg,
Hamburg, to Chatham
Chatham School
Arkansas.
School House, Arkansas.
Limestone Valley, via Boston Mountain, to Mount
From Limestone
Mount Parthenon.
Parthenan.
to Genoa.
Genoa.
From Curtis to
From Jonesborough,
Jonesborough, to Old Town on the Saint Francis River.
River.
From Gainesville, via Mount Carmel and New
New Bethel,
Bethel, to
to Greens
Greens
borough.
Walcott, to Herndon.
From Crowley,
Crowley, via Walcott,
From Salem to Batesville.
Batesville.
From Hamburg, via
via Petersburg, to
to Morehouse
Morehouse Point.
Point.
From West Fork, to Lee's Creek.
Creek.
From Harrison to Lead
Hill.
Lead Hill.
Colorado.

COLORADO.
COLORADO.
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Dakota.

Breckinridge,
Breckinridge, via the Blue River, to Hot Sulphur
Sulphur Springs.
Springs.
Lake City, to Crested
Rocks.
Crested Rocks.
Leadville,
Leadville, to Crested Rocks.
Hot Sulphur Springs to
River.
to Eagle
Eagle River.
Alpine, via Hillerton and Chalk Creek,
Creek, to
Crested Buttes.
Bu ttes.
to Crested
Leadville,
Leadville, to Adelaide.
Adelaide.
Zapata, to 1VIedano
Medano Springs.
Springs.
River Bend, to Kuhn
Kuhn's
's Crossing.
Hot Sulphur Springs, to Breckinridge.
Steam Boat Springs, to Hahn's
Hahn's Peak.
Gunnison, to Crested Buttes.
Buttes.
Gunnison, to Hillerton.
DAKOTA
DAKOTA TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.

From Oakwood,
Oakwood, via Estelline, to Goodwin.
Goodwin.
From Julian, to
to Watertown.
Watertown.
From Dahl, to Grand
Grand Forks.
Forks.
From Forest River, to Walshville.
Walshville.
From Allentown,
All entown, to
to Ramsey.
Ramsey.
Watertown, via Grant Center,
From Watertown,
Center, to
nkp a Cit
y.
to I
Inkpa
City.
Herman to Forestburg.
From Herman
From Lost Lake,
Lake via Cameron,
Cameron, Herman,
Herman, and
an d Baders
to Oakwood.
Oakwood.
Baders, to
From Bonnersville, to Lisbon.
Lisbon.
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Floria
Florida.

From Molino, Florida, via Walnut Hill, Florida, to Williams' Station,
Alabama.
Alabama.
From
Madison, via
Mosley's Mill,
Mill, Long Pond and
Creek, Mosley's
Norton's Creek,
via Norton's
From Madison,
Midway, to New Troy.
From
via Stevison's Bridge, to Tampa.
Anclote, via
From Anclote,
to
From Tampa, down Hillsborough
Hillsborough Bay, and across Tampa
Tampa Bay, to
thence up Boca Ceiga Bay, to I. J. Adair's
Post-Office, thence
Point Pinallis Post-Office,
Store, on Boca Ceiga Bay.
From
Enterprise, to Titusville.
From Enterprise,
From
Railway, via
G. and W. I. T. Company's Railway,
the A.
A. G.
Road, on the
From Hart's
Hart's Road,
Mary's
John
John Owens', and Mrs. Hutlo Braddocks, to Stokes' Ferry, on Saint Mary's
River.
River.
Suwannee River, to Clear Water Harbor.
From Troy, on the Suwannee
From
From Keysville, to Pine Level.
From
Ewcheeanna via Cerro Gordo.
Campbellton, to Ewcheeanna
From Campbellton,
Anclote, via Stevenson's Bridge, to Tampa.
From Anclote,
Mosley's Mill, Long
From Madison,
Troy via Norton's Creek, Mosley's
New Troy
to New
Maclison, to
From
Pond and Midway.
From Sumpterville, to Barton.
From
Ewcheeanna, to Oak Grove.
From Ewcheeanna,
GEORGIA.
GEORGIA.

Georgia.
Geoa.

From Dirt
Dirt Town,
Town, to
to Chattoogaville,
Mountain Home
Home and Holland
via Mountain
Chattoogaville, via
From
Store.
From Forsythe, to Cornucopia.
From Mount
Mount Vernon, to Seward.
From
From Long
South Carolina,
Clayton, Georgia.
to Clayton,
Carolina, to
Creek, South
Long Creek,
From
From Cartecay,
Cartecay, to
Stock
to Blairsville, via Smith's Store, Rock Hill, Stock
From
Hill,
Hill, Neyor Hill, and Young Cane.
From Albany,
Albany,. to Seaverston.
Seaverston.
From
From Talbotville,
Chalybeate Springs.
via Bellview, to Chalybeate
Talbotville, via
From
From Dawson,
Dawson, via
Weston to Preston.
via Weston
From
From McRae, to Dublin.
From Cool
Jeffersonville.
Cool Springs, via Burke's Store, to Jeffersonville.
From
Jeffersonville.'
From Macon,
Macon, to Jeffersonville:
From
Arcola, via Sink Hill, to Red Branon.
From Arcola,
R. via Bryan
From Number
half-way Station. A. & G. R. R.
Bryan
One, and half-way
Number One,
From
to
Court
and Maulden
Branch Post-Office,
and Caney Branch, to
Post-Office, and
Maulden Branch
House, and
Court House,
Branch Post-Office.
Pot-Office.
Red Branch
From
Swainsborough, via Bay Branch.
Statesborough, to Swainsborough,via
From Statesborough,
Alemaha, to Reedsville.
Reedsville.
Backsley, via Alemaha,
From Backsley,
From
From Blackshear, to Douglass.
From Way
Cross ? via
Centre Village,
Village, to Trader's Hill.
via Centre
Way Cross,
From
From Calhoun,
to Fairmount.
Sonora, to
Calhoun, via Sonora,
From
From
Athens, via
Gum Springs, to Clarksboro.
via Gum
From Athens,
From Belton, to Homer.
From Watkinsville,
ShoalsScull Shoals—
Salem Scull
via Salem
Watkinsville, via
From
Nicholson, to Jefferson.
From Nicholson,
From Na-coo-chee,
Na-coo-chee, via Simpson's Gap, to Clayton.
From
Rockbridge.
Lawrenceville, to Rockbridge.
From Lawrenceville,
From Lawrenceville,
Dillards' Cross Roads.
to Dillards'
McClurg's, to
Sewell McClurg's,
via Sewell
Lawrenceville, via
From
From Lawrenceville,
Teagle's Store.
to Teagle's
Lawrenceville, to
From
ILLINOIS.
ILLINOIS.
From Dahlgreen,
Dahlgreen, via
via Palo
Palo Alto,
Bladesville, to
via Bladesville,
Hill, via
Taylor Hill,
via Taylor
Alto, via
From
Benton.
From Dahlgreen,
Dahlgreen, via
via Palo
Palo Alto,
Damell's to
to ThompThomp.
Prairie, Damell's
Knight's Prairie,
Alto, Knight's
From
sonville.

Illinois.
Illinoi.
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via Aid,
Aid, to
Johnsonville.
From Keenville,
Keenville, via
to Johnsonville.
From Carmi
Carmi to School.
School.
to Urbana
Urbana
From Champaign
Champaign to
From Omaha,
Omaha, to
to Elba.
Elba.
From Farm
Farm Ridge,
Ridge, to
to Grand
Grand Ridge.
Ridge.
to Waltham.
Waltham.
From Utica,
Utica, to
INDIANA.
INDIANA.

Indiana.
From
From
From
From
From
From

Kansaa.
Kansas.
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Dana, to
Dana,
to Quaker
Quaker Hill.
Hill.
Round Grove, to Remington.
Remington.
Shielville, to
Shiclvillc,
to Ekin.
Ekin. •
Centre Valley, via
to Hall.
Hall.
via La
La Clair, to
Corydon, to
Leavenworth.
Corydon,
to Leavenworth.
KANSAS.
KANSAS.

From Kinsley,
Kinsley to Brown's Grove.
From Dodge City, to Hill Grove.
Grove.
to Cimmarron.
From Grinnell,
Grinnell, to
Cimmarron.
Creek, to
to Hunton.
From Bow Creek,
Hunton.
From Arastelta, to
to Aurora.
Aurora.
From Bacon,
Bacon, to Vesper.
Vesper.
Durham Park,
to Abiline.
From Durham
Park, to
Abiline.
From Herald
Herald to
Haven.
to Haven.
From Wellington,
Wellington, to Levy.
From London,
London, to
Water.
to Clear
Clear Water.
From Pride,
Pride, to Maherville.
Maherville.
From Keimfield,
Keimfield, to Ellis.
Ellis.
From Hogeman,
Hogeman, to Colorado
Colorado Line.
Line.
From Ness,
Ness, to Vernon.
Vernon.
From Brown's
Brown's Grove, to Kinsley.
From Brown's
Brown's Grove, to
Bend.
to Great
Great Bend.
From Gourocks,
Gourocks to Anthony.
Anthony.
to County seat of Greeley
Greeley County.
From Ashland,
AshlandAo
From Ashland
Ashland, to Nearby.
From Scullyville,
Scullyville, to Eufala, Indian Territory.
From Lacross, via West Point, Hampton, Elm Valley, Bright
Bright and
and
Spring Creek, to
Wakeeny.
to Wakeeny.
From London,
Clearwater.
London, to Clearwater.
From Sidney,
Sidney, to Vernon.
From Wellington, to Glen
Glen Valley.
Valley.
From Lenora, to Sheridan.
Sheridan.
From Rosetta, to
to Pottersburg.
From Junction City, via Lodi, Tully and I3uggs
to Alma.
Buggs to
Alma.
From Nickerson,
Nickerson, to Stone Corral.
Corral.
From Nickerson,
McPherson Center.
Nickerson, to McPherson
Center.
Kentuoky.
Kentucky.

KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.
From Maysville,
Maysville, via Rectorville,
Rectorville, to Burtonville.
From Willer
Willer Grove, via Mouth of Wolf, and via Isaac
Smith's TenTenIsaac Smith's,
nessee, to Albany, Kentucky. •
From Black Jack, Tennessee,
Kentucky.
From
Tennessee, to Franklin, Kentucky.
From Woodville,
via Bridgewater Shop, Hazlewood
Hazlcwood Post-Office,
Post-Office, and
From
Woodville, via
Barlow City, to Hinkleville.
Hinkleville.
From Shelbyville,
From
Shelbyville, via Finchville, and Elk Creek,
Creek, to Taylorsville.
Taylorsville.
From Wilsonville, via Lancaster
From
Lancaster Precinct and Finchville,
Finchville, to Shelbyville.

From
Station, via Peach
From Butler
Butler Station,
Peach Grove, Public
Public Cross Roads,
Roads, Lennoxville and Berlin, to Brooksville.
Brooksville.
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From Newport, to Camp Springs.
Kentucky, oonKentucky,
tinued.
Alexandria to Camp Springs.
From Alexandria
tinned.
From Newport, to John's Hill.
Hill.
From Maysville via the Maysvifie
Maysville and Bracken, and the Maysville
and Dover, and the Minerva and Beasley Creek Turnpikes, to Minerva.
From Tye's Ferry, to
Camp Post-Office.
to Lin
Lin Camp
Post-Office.
T. J. Ingrahams, Poplar Creek, Mahan's Gap, Ben
From Flat Lick, via T.
Bennetts, Big Poplar Creek, and Trace Fork, to Mud Creek, thence
Bennettls,
via Merritt Lawsons,
Lawsons, to Boston.
Boston.
LOUISIANA.
LOUISIANA.

Louisiana.

From Palestine, Washington
Washington Parish, Louisiana, to Courley's, Pike
Mississippi.
County, Mississippi.
From Saint
Saint Joseph,
Joseph, via Winnsborough,
Winnsborough, to
to Columbia.
Columbia.
From Columbia,
Columbia, via
Castor Springs,
Springs, Hood's
From
via Castor
Hood's Mills,
Mills, to
to Vernon.
Vernon.
From
Providence, via Floyd, Bastrop,
Ouachita City, FarmerFrom Lake
Lake Providence,
Bastrop, Ouachita
Farmeryule, to Vienna.
Vienna.
ville,
From
Tullulah, and via
Saint Joseph,
Joseph, to
to Vidalia.
Vidalia.
via Saint
From Omega,
Omega, via Tullulah,
From
to Poplar
Poplar Bluff, Arkansas.
From Caledonia,
Caledonia, Louisiana,
Louisiana, to
Grangeville, to Stony Point.
From Pine Grove, via Grangeville,
Bluff Creek, to Grangeville.
Grangeville.
From Bluff
From Riverside, via Dutch Town, to Port Vincent.
Bayou Chicot.
From Babb's Bridge, to Bayou
From Fabacker,
Fabacker, to
to Hickory
Hickory Flat.
From
From Baton
Griffith's Store and
Jones Creek, to
to Hope
and Jones
Baton Rouge,
Rouge, via
via Griffith's
From
Villa.
James Pierce's,
Pierces, to
Straightman's and James
From Covington,
Covington, via Charles Straightman's
Pearl River.
Liberty, Mississippi.
From Greensburg, Louisiana, to Liberty,
From Palestine, Louisiana, to Conerly's, Mississippi.
MARYLAND.
MARYLAND.

Maryland.
Maryland.

From
Kingsville.
via Gardensville, to Kingsville.
From Baltimore,
Baltimore, via
MAINE.
From
Waldoboro, to
to Round
Round Point.
From Waldoboro,
From
Portland, to Strandwater.
From Portland,
Jefferson, via South Jefferson,
Jefferson, to Bunker
Bunker Hill.
From Jefferson,
From Carmel,
Carmel, via
Levant, and
Levant, to Kenand Levant,
South Levant,
Carmel, South
via North
North Carmel,
From
duskeag.
duskeag.
MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN
From Bensonia
Bensonia to Wexford.
Wexford.
From Big Rapids, via Grant Center, Knapp School House, Emerald
Emerald
Lake,
Post-Office and Fork, to Sherman
Sherman City.
Lake, Chippewa
Chippewa Post-Office
From Cheshire
Cheshire Center,
Bloomingdale Center.
to Bloomingdale
Center, to
From
From Detroit
Detroit to Del Ray.
From Little
Center Bliss,
Bliss , Carp
Carp Lake to
View,, Center,
via Pleasant
Pleasant View
Traverse, via
From
Little Traverse
Mackinaw City.
Mackinaw
From Detroit,
West End.
End.
Detroit, to
to West
From
From Mount
Mount Pleasant, via Rolland, to Blanchard.
From
From
Dall, to Winn.
via Dull,
Pleasant, via
Mount Pleasant,
From Mount
From
via Elsie,
to Saint Charles.
Brant, to
Chapin, and Brant,
Elsie, Chapin,
Ovid, via
From Ovid,
From
Kensington.
Green Oak, to Kensington.
From Green
From
via New
Layton Corners,
Corners, to
to ChesanChesanand Layton
Elk and
New Lothrop,
Lothrop, Elk
Haselton via
From Raselton
nig.
nig.
MONTANA.
MONTANA.

Maine.
Maine.

Michigan.
Michigan.

7

via Onondaga, to Unity.
Logan, via
From Fort Logan,
From Virginia
via Pullers
Pullers Springs,
Springs, to Home Park.
City, via
Virginia City,
From

Montana.
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From
to Fort
Fort Benton.
From Fort
Fort Logan,
Logan, to
Benton.
From
Belknap, to
to Fort
Fort Buford.
Buford.
From Fort
Fort Belknap,
From
City, to
From Boulder
Boulder City,
to Gallatin.
Gallatin.
MINNE SOTA.
MINNESOTA.

Minnesota,
Minnesota.

From
From Herman,
Herman, via
via Toqua,
Toqua, to
to Orlonville.
Orlonville.
From
Breckinridge, Minnesota,
to Fort
Fort Pierre,
Pierre, Dakota
From Breckinridge,
Minnesota, to
Dakota Territory.
Territory.
From
Kasson, to
to Dexter.
From Kasson,
Dexter.
From
Warner, via
via Colfax
Colfax to
From Warner,
to Burbank.
Burbank.
From
to Saint
Saint James.
From Good
Good Thunder,
Thunder, to
James.
From
Laverne, to
to Rockville.
Rockville.
From Luverne,
From
Ma,zeppa, via
Bear Valley,
Thoten Belvidere
Mills
From Mazeppa,
via Bear
Valley, Belle
Belle Chester,
Chester, Thoten
Belvidere Mills
and
Red Wing.
and Hay
Hay Creek
Creek to
to Red
Wing.
From
Mountville, via
via Transit,
Transit, Bismarck,
Bismarck, Moltke,
From Mountville,
Moltke, and
and Grafton,
Grafton, to
to
Stewart.
MISSISSIPPI.
MISSISSIPPI.

Mississippi.

Goodman, via
via Richland,
Richland, Ebeneezer,
Eulogy, and
and Oak
Oak Grove
From Goodman,
Ebeneezer, Eulogy,
Grove
Grove, Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Church, to
to Gum
Gum Grove
to Bright
Bright Corner.
From Carrollton, to
Corner.
From Winowa,
Winowa, via Kilmichael, to
to Mayfield.
Oxford, to
to Pittsboro.
Pittsboro.
From Oxford,
Poplar Corner, to
From Poplar
to Wild-Wood.
Wild-Wood.
From Shannon, via
via Troy, to Red Land.
Land.
From Blue Mountain, to
to Guyton's Store.
Store.
From Moscow, Alabama,
Alabama, via
via Wolf's
Wolf's Road, to
to Columbus, Mississippi.
Mississippi.
From Waverly, to
Columbus.
to Columbus.
From Columbus,
Store.
Columbus, to
to McClanahan's
McClanahan's Store.
From McClanahan's
1VIeClanahan's Store, to Deerbrook.
Deerbrook.
From Tyro, via Murphy's
Looxahonia.
Murphy's Store, to
to Looxahoma.
From Osyka, Mississippi, to
to Ginsburg,
Gillsburg, Louisiana.
Louisiana.
From Holly Springs, Mississippi, via Bainesville,
Grove, to
Bainesville, and Oak
Oak Grove,
to
Colliersville, Tennessee.
Tennessee.
From Fairmount, via May and
James.
and North
North Star,
Star, to
to Saint James.
Missouri.
Missonri.

MISSOURI.

From Ironton, via Arcadia, and Silver Mountain, to Fredericktown.
Fredericktown.
From Darlington,
Darlington, to Grant City.
.
From Van Buren, to
to Pike Creek.
Creek.
NEW YORE.
YORK.

New
New York.
From
From
From
From
ville.
From
From

New Mexico.

Arietta, to Pine Lake.
Casenovia, via Nelson, and Morrisville, to Morrisville
Casenovia,
Morrisville Station.
Ashford Station,
Ashford
Station, via West Valley and East Ashford, to SpringOlean, to Barnum.
Homer to Spafford, via East Scott and South Spafford.

NEW
MEXICO.
NEW MEXICO.

From Fort Wingate,
ValWingate, New Mexico,
Mexico, via Zania Saint Johns Round Valley
Camp Apache Ponto Basin, to Camp Verde, Arizona.
ley Camp
Nebraska.
Nebraska.

NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.
From Eagle, to Palmyra.
From Hayes to Blair.
From Grand Island, to New Helena.
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Nebraska,
From Dannebroy, to Ord.
contd.
Nebraska, mad.
Loup City, to North Loup.
From Loup
Georgetown to Cedarville.
From Georgetown
Giles' Creek, to Oakdale.
Madison, via Clarion, Emerick, and Giles'
From Madison,
From O'Neill
MeDonough's Ranche, Pleasant Valley, Hynes,
Hynes,
O'Neill City, via MIcDonough's
From
and
lox.
and Blackmore, to Keya Pa Hox.
Curran, Eagle Creek, to Lavinia.
O'Neill City, via Curran,
From O'Neill
Verdigris Bridge and Middle Branch, to O'Neill
O'Neill
Mills, via Verdigris
From Basill Mills,
City.
Point, to Gencoe.
West Point,
From West
Chapman to Aurora.
From Chapman
From O'Neill City to Chelsea.
From Red Willow,
Willow, via Box Elder, Osborn, and Rola, to Carrico.
From
From
Vermillion, Dakota Territory, to Daily Branch,
Branch, Nebraska.
From Vermillion,

NORTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.
NORTH

Carolina.
North Carolina.

From
Franklinsville, via Heart Ford, to Moffitt Mills.
From Franklinsville,
From Beaufort, via North River, to Reed Forest.
From
From Scotland Neck, to Kill creek.
Shelby, to James Meads' on Crooked Run.
From Shelby,
From Sunsburg,
Gatesville to Mintonsville.
Sunsburg, via Gatesville,
From
Nixonton, via New-begun
Elizabeth City, to Nixonion,
New-begun Creek.
From Elizabeth
From
Windsor, to Cedar Landing.
From Windsor,
From Henderson,
Williamsboro, to Saint Joseph.
Henderson, via Williamsboro,
From
From Saint Joseph,
Joseph, via Midway to Henderson.
Henderson.
From
From
Rock, via
via Lakey's
Head of North Fork of
Gap, to Head
Lakey's Gap,
Chimney Rock,
From Chimney
Swannawnoa.
Swannawnoa.
From
From Thomasville, to Beaver Dam.
and
From
Charlotte, via
Monteith's Mills, Rock Grove, Oaklawn, and
via Monteith's
From Charlotte,
Starne's to Davidson
Davidson College.
Stare's
From
via Beatta's Ford, to Davidson College.
Leincolaton, via
From Leincolaton
From
From Old Fort, to Bear Wallow.
From Townesville,
Williamsboro.
Townesville, to Williamsboro.
From

OREGON.

Oregon.

From Springfield,
via Hills
Hills Mill,
Fall Creek,
Creek, Middle Fork Pass of the
Mill, Fall
Springfield, via
From
Mountains, Silver
Summer Lake,
Lake, Chewaucan,
Chewauean, Goose
Goose Lake, and
Lake, Summer
Silver Lake,
Mountains,
Surprise Valley,
Winnemacca, Nevada.
to Winnemacca,
California, to
Valley, California,
Surprise
From Union,
Union, Oregon,
Oregon, via
via Summerville
and Weston,
to Walla-Walla,
Walla-Walla,
Weston, to
Summerville and
From
Washington
Washington Territory.
PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania

From Ryerson
Ryerson Station,
Station, via
Sugar Grove,
to Aleppa.
Aleppa.
Grove to
via Sugar
From
From Lindleys'
Lindley& Mill,
Mill, via
Station, Hope,
Hope, Ruffscreek,
Ruffscreek, Lippeucott,
Lippencott,
Dunn's Station,
via Dunn's
From
Carlisle, to Zollersville.
From
Dent, via
Well's Mills,
to Wadestown,
West Virginia.
Virginia.
Wadestown, West
Mills, to
via Well's
From Dent,
From
Markle, to
Merwin.
to Merwin.
From Markle,
From
Sardis to
Drennan.
to Drennan.
From Sardis
From
Roads, to
to Point Maniou.
ManionCross Roads,
Morris Cross
From Morris
From
Somerfield.
to Somerfield.
National-Road, to
via National-Road,
Farmington, via
From Farmington,
From
Glade and
and Barron's
Mill, to
Bakerville.
to Bakerville.
Barron's Mill,
via Glade
Rockwood, via
From Rockwood,
From
Pecks Corner,
Ellick
to Elktiek
Corner, to
Silbaugh's, Pecks
Harnedsville, Silbaugh's,
via Harnedsville,
Ursina, via
From Ursina,
Post-Office.
Post-Office.
From Stoystown,
Hooversville.
Stoystown, to Hooversville.
From
From Everett
Everett to Five Roads.
From
South Carolina
Carolina.
South
SOUTH
CAROLINA.
SOUTH CAROLINA.
From Bonneau's,
Bonneau's z via
Cross Mills,
Mills, to
to Eutawville.
Eutawville.
via, Cross
From
From Hope
Wilson and
MountLittle Mountand Little
Store a,nd
Fulmer's Store
and Fulmer's
via Wilson
Station, via
Hope Station,
From
ain,
Store.
Efird's
to
ain,
xxi
xxi-2 2
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South Carolina,
Carolina,

ontinued.
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From
McClellanville via
via J.
J. C.
Butler's Store, to
Palmerville.
to Palmerville.
C. Butler's
From McClellanville,
From Gallivant's
Road, to Fort Harrelson.
Gallivant's Ferry, via Pee Dee Road,
From Conwayboro,
Conwayboro, via
Road, to
to the
the Pee
Pee Dee
Road.
From
via Potatoe-fed-Ferry
Potatoe-fed-Ferry Road,
Dee Road.
From Barnwell
Barnwell Court
Court House,
via Fiddle
Fiddle Pond,
Ulna's Store,
Store, BeauBeauFrom
House, via
Pond, Ulma's
ford's Bridge,
Ray's Harkness'
to Barnwell
Barnwell Court
Court House.
House.
ford's
Bridge, J.
J. NI.
M. Ray's
Harkness' Creek,
Creek, to
From Grahamville,
Grahamville, via
via Robertsville,
Robertsville, to
to Hampton
Hampton Court-House.
Court-House.
From
From Lawtonville,
via Homer
Homer Peeple's
Store, and
Mar's Store,
to
From
Lawtonville, via
Peeple's Store,
and Mar's
Store, to
Brunson.
From
Swamp, via
L. Gleaton's
Store, Wilkes
Wilkes Sawyer's
Sawyer's
From Willow
Willow Swamp,
via M.
M. L.
Gleaton's Store,
Store, and
and I.
Durham's Store,
Store,
I. D.
D. Durhaml's
Store, to
to Rishe's
Rishe's Store.
Store.
From
Reeseville, via
I. 0.
A. Connor's,
Connor's, to
to Snell's
Store.
From Reeseville,
via 1.
0. A.
Snell's Store.
From
Singletarysville, to
Lake on
on the
the North
North Eastern
Eastern RailRailFrom Singletarysville,
to Lynches
Lynches Lake
way.
From
New Zion,
via Sandygrove,
M OUZ011'S to
to Kingstree.
From New
Zion, via
Sandygrove, and
and Mouzon's
Kingstree.
From Potato
Potato Ferry,
Anderson's Precinct
Captain Camlins
From
Ferry, via
via Anderson's
Precinct near
near Captain
Camlins
and Sutton's
Sutton's to
to Gourdin's
Gourdin's Depot.
and
Depot.
OHIO.
OHIO.
From
Bucyrus, via
via Sulphur
to New
New Washington.
Washington.
Sulphur Springs,
Springs, to
From Bucyrus,
From
I3ucyrus, to Sulphur
Sulphur Springs.
From Bucyrus,

Ter-nessee.
Tenneasee.

TENNESSEE.
TENNESSEE.
•From Tona, to Linden.
From
Well's Mills,
From Brick
Brick Mills, via Well's
Mills, to
to Ball Play, via Ferry over little
Tennessee.
Tennessee.
Fork of Powell, Clinch River,
and Hatmaker's,
Hatinaker's,
From Coal Creek, via Fork
River, and
to
to New Prospect.
Prospect.
From Boyd's Creek,
Creek, via
Henry's Cross Roads,
Grove, Stoney
via Henry's
Roads, Shady Grove,
Stoney
Bluff', to Dandridge.
Dandridge.
Bluff,
From Alexander
Alexander Whites
Whites on Sevierville
Sevierville Road, via Wrinkle's
Wrinkle's Store,
and Keener's
Keener's Store, to Boyd's Creek.
From Strawberry
Strawberry Plain, via Thorn
Thorn Grove,
Grove, to Henry's Cross Roads.
Roads.
From New Prospect, via Long Hollow, and Powells River, to Jacksborough.
From Post Oak
Kingston.
Oak Springs,
Springs, to Kingston.
From Wartburg, to Rockwood.
From Lodi, via Butler's Landing,
Landing, to Hilham.
From Fairview, through
through Frost's Bottom, via New River
River Settlement,
down New
to Huntsville.
Huntsville.
New River,
River, via
via Smoky
Smoky Settlement,
Settlement, to
From Marysville, via Wright's
Wright's Ferry, and Lyon's
Lyon's View, to Ebeneezer.
Ebeneezer.
From River Hill, via Dodson, Big Bottom and Seals, to Pikeville.
From Rockford,
Rockford, via
via Roddy's
Roddy's Branch, and
and David Godlen's, to
to Alex
White's.
From Morganton,
Unitia and Friendsville, to Brick
Morganton, via Unitia
Brick Mills.
Raccoon Valley, and Warwick's
From Hall's Cross Roads, via Raccoon
Warwick's Cross
Roads, to Maynardsville.
From Knoxville, via Doyle's Springs, to Miller's
Miller's Cove.
From Rutlege, via Rose Hill,
Turnley's Mills.
Hill, to
to Turnley's
Mills.
From Fullen's via Horse
Horse Creek,
Creek, Camp Creek, Woolsey
Woolsey College, and
Limestone Springs, to
Creek.
to Cedar
Cedar Creek.

. l'sxas.
Texas.

TEX
AS.
TEXAS.

From Dayton, to Cedar
Cedar Bayou.
Territory.
From Saint Jo, to Fort Sill, Indian
Indian Territory.
From Livingston, to Shepherd.
From Canton, to Prairieville.
Prairieville.
From Will's Point, to Emory.
Emory.
From Camp Stockton, to Presidio.
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Lampasas, Brady, Menardsville,
Heame, via Belton, Lampasas,
From Hearne,
Menardsville Fort
McKavitt, to Camp Stockton.
From
From San Antonio,
Antonio, via
via Waresville,
Waresville, Rio Frio, to Camp Stockton.
Presidio del Norte.
From Eagle
Eagle Pass,
Pass, to Presidio
From Blanco, via Boerne, to Bandera.
Columbus, to Victoria.
From Columbus,
From San Antonio, to Mouth of Pecos.
From Will's Point to Goshen.
Phantom Hill.
From Albany, to Fort Phantom
From Graham to Fort Griffin.
Farmer's Creek, to Montague.
From Spanish Fort, via Cottonwood, and Farmer's
From Millwood,
Millwood, via Van Sickle's to Greenville.
Shepherd, via Cold Springs, to Livingston.
From Shepherd,
Monterey, to Cleburne.
From Monterey,
From
Giddings, to Taylorsville.
From Giddings,
From Dangerfield,
Wheatville.
Dangerfield, to Wheatville.
From
Weimar, to Victoria.
From Weimar,
From Spring Creek, via
via Oregon
Oregon City, the Narrows, Rockford on Big
From
Wichita River, and Clarendon, to Fort Elliott.
Wrichita
From
Monkstown, via Honey Grove and Milltown, to Ben Franklin.
From Monkstown,
From
Overton, via
ings, and Starrville to Winowa.
Brownings,
Jamestown, Brown
via Jamestown,
From Overton,
Glasgow, and Grafton, to Jacksborough.
Jacksborough.
From Rosston, via Pella, Glasgow,
From Paris,
via Biardston,
Birdston, and Charleston,
Charleston, to Sulphur Springs.
Paris, via
From
From Fredericksburg,
Fredericksburg, via Spring Creek, Devil's River, and Johnson's
From
Fork, to Junction
Junction City.
Fork,
From
Collinsville and Whitesborough,
Whitesborough, to Pilot Point.
via Collinsville
Dexter, via
From Dexter,
From
via Red
Red River
River Station,
to Fort Sill, Indian
Station, to
Texas, via
Gainesville, Texas,
From Gainesville,
Territory.
VERMONT.

Texas, cont'd.

Vermont.
Vermont.

From
Hartford, to Jericho.
From Hartford,
VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.

Virginia.

From
via Cunningham's Store, McGee's Mill,
Virginia, via
Ferry, Virginia,
News Ferry,
From News
Olive Hill
Hill and
and Winstead,
Winstead, to Leasburg,
Leasburg, North Carolina.
Olive
From Hale's
Flale's Ford,
Ford, via Gill's Creek, to Union Hall.
From
From
Madison Court
Dulinsville,
Carmel, Dulinsville,
via Carmel,
County, via
Madison County,
House, Madison
Court House,
From Madison
Madison Factory,
Madison Court House, the
the starting
to Madison
back to
thence back
Factory, thence
Madison
point.
From
Motley and Son's Store, to Mount Airy.
John W. Motley
Chatham's via John
From Chatham's
From
Run, Kenmore
Langley.
Lewinsville, to Langley.
Kenmore and Lewinsville,
Colvin Run,
via Colvin
Herndon, via
From Herndon,
From
via Waidsboro, to Rocky Mount.
Pernello, via
From Pernello,
From Washington,
Columbia, via
Arlington, Bayliss Cross
via Arlington,
of Columbia,
District of
Washington, District
From
Roads,
Annandale, Fairfax County, Virginia,
to Annandale,
Roads, to
From
Blue Spring
Spring Run, to Sweet Chalybeate
Chalybeate Springs.
From Blue
From
Post-Office.
Covington, to Potts Creek Post-Office.
From Covington,
Roads,,
From
Columbia, via
Store, Locust
Level Bell's Cross Roads
Locust Level,
Kent's Store,
via Kent's
From Columbia,
and Poindexter's
Poindexter's Store,
Store, to
to Trevillian's
Store.
Trevillian's Store.
and
From
to Sturgis.
Pongoteague, to
From Pongotea,gue,
From Bristol,
via Benham's
to Mendota,
Mendota, Virginia.
Mills, to
Benham's Mills,
Tennessee, via
Bristol, Tennessee,
From
From
Davenport's Store.
Store.
to Davenport's
IIeathsville, to
From Heathsville,
From
Mount Holly,
Holly, to
to Templeman's
Cross Roads.
Templeman's Cross
From Mount
From
Mathias Point,
via Friendshipville,
to Edge Hill.
Friendshipville, to
Point, via
From Mathias
From
Dragonsville, to
Ashland
to Ashland
Store, Dragonsville,
via Canton's
Carlton's Store,
Stevensville, via
From Stevensville,
Mill.
From
Davis Mills,
via Kasey's
Kasey's and
Gills Creek,
to Union
Hall.
Union Hall.
Creek, to
and Gills
Mills, via
From Davis
WASHINGTON
TERRITORY.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
From
Port Discovery,
via Sequim
Sequim Prairie,
Prairie, New
Dunginess, to
Port
to Port
New Dunginess,
Discovery, via
From Port
Angelos.

Washington
Washington

20
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Washington, continued.

From
Gray's Harbor.
From Knappton,
Knappton, to
to Gray's
Harbor.
View, to
Muck.
From Lake
Lake View,
to Muck.
From Washougal,
Washougal, to
to Fern
Fern Prairie.
Prairie.
From
New Lebanon.
Lebanon.
From Elickitat,
Klickitat, to
to New
From Walla-Walla,
Creek, Russell
Russell Creek,
Creek, Upper
From
Walla-Walla, via
via Cottonwood
Cottonwood Creek,
Upper
Mill Creek,
Coppei Creek,
Whiskey Creek,
Mill
Creek, Upper
Upper Dry
Dry Creek,
Creek, Upper
Upper Coppei
Creek, Whiskey
Creek,
Dayton.
and Hogeye, to
to Dayton.
From Walla-Walla
Walla-Walla via
via Mullen's
Midlen's Bridge,
Bridge, to
to WaitsbLugh.
From
Waitsburgh.
From Fort
Fort Colville
Colville to
to the
the Okonagan.
Okonagan.
From

West
Virginia.
West Virginia.

WEST
WEST VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.
via Wadesville,
Wadesville, to
From Lubeck, via
to Limestone.
Limestone.
England to Limestone.
Limestone.
From New England
Coldwater, Think's
Think's Creek,
Creek, and
and
From West Union,
Union, via
via Coldwater,
Weston.
From Troy, to Glenville.
New Salem,
Run, to
From New
Salem, via Flint Run,
to Middlebourne.
Middlebourne.
John-town, Romine's
Romine's Mills.
From John-town,
Mills.
Ridgeville, via
Knobby Ridge
road, to
to Martin's
From Ridgeville,
via Knobby
Ridge road,
Martin's

Wisconsin.

Saint Clara,
Clara, to
to
Saint

Mill.
Mill.

WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.
Black Greek
From Black
Creek Station,
Station, via Appleton's
Appleton's Roads,
Roads, via
via Cicero,
Cicero, via
via
Leisor, via Heartland,
Heartland, to Bondwel
Bondwel Post-Office,
Post-Office, and
and Shawano
Shawano Mail Route,
Route,
thence
northeasterly to
Post-Office, on the Oconto
thence north and northeasterly
to Puleifer
Pulcifer Post-Office,
following the
road known
known as
the Ocouto
road.
River, following
the road
as the
Oconto road.
From Namure, Dove County, via Rosiere and
and Forestville,
Forestville, to
to Ahnapee.
Ahnapee.
Bashaw, to Trout Brook.
From Bashaw,
Brook.
From Naugurt, to Hamburg.
Hamburg.
From Warsaw, to Antigo.
From Centralia, via Seneca
Seneca and
to Pittsville.
an(l Company Farm,
Farm, to
Pittsville.
DELAWARE
DELAWARE

Delaware.

From Magnolia
Magnolia to Reedville
Reedville or Bowers
Bowers Beach.
Approved, June 12, 1879.
1879.
June 14, 1879.
1879, ch.
ch. 181,
1879,
181,
20 Stat.,
Stat., 374.
374.

Improvemont of
Improvement
Choctawhatenee
Choetawhat
clee
Ri ver.

June 14, 1879.
1879.
June

Vinegar
Vriegar
ries.

facto-facto

CHAP. 22.—Au
22.-An act to correct an error
"An act making
appropriations for
error in "An
making appropriations
for the conpreservation, and completion
completion of certain
certain works on rivers and
and barharstruction, repair, preservation,
bors, and for other purposes"
purposes" approved
approved March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventyseventy.ine
nine

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the ,Senate
Senate and House
Rouse of Reqresentatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That so much of the act entitled
Congress assembled,
“An act
act making
"An
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the construction,
construction, repair, lreservation,
preservation,

and completion
certain
completion of certain works
works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes", approved March
March third, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine, as,
' Chattahooclee" River, between
provides for the
the survey
survey of "Chattahoochee"
between Geneva
Geneva and
Newton,
hereby, corrected
Newton, in Alabama, be, and the same is hereby,
corrected so as to read,
"Choctawhatchee"
"Choctawhatchee" River,
River, Alabama,
Alabama, from
from Geneva
Geneva to
to Newton.
Newton.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 14,
14, 1879.
1879.
28.-An act relating
relating to
vinegar factories
CHAP. 28.—An
to vinegar
factories established and operated
operated prior
prior to
March first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
March
hundred and
and seventy-nine.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and _Rouse
ouwSe of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the United
States of America in
bled, That any vinegar factory
States
in, Congress
Congress asse.
assembled,
factory for the
the
manufacture of vinegar, established
manufacture
established and operated as a
a. vinegar factory
prior to March first, eighteen
hundred and seventy-nine, may be operated
eighteen-hundred
operated
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manufacture of vinegar by the use of alcoholic vapor within such
for the manufacture
rectifying-house
distance less than six hundred
hundred feet of any distillery or rectifying-house
under such regulations as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue may
prescribe
prescribe with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
Approved, June 14,
1879.
14,1879.
26.-An act to authorize
Treasury to negotiate
CHAP. 26.—An
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
negotiate for the
purchase
a site for a
a postpurchase at private
private sale, or, if
if necessary, procure
procure by condemnation,
condemnation, a
post office in the city of Baltimore,
Maryland.
office
Baltimore, State of Maryland.

Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
States
assembled, That the Secretary
States of
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the TreasTreasury be,
be, and
and he
negotiate ,and
and conhe is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to negotiate
nry
purchase, at
necessary, protract for the conditional
conditional purchase,
at private sale,
sale, or,
or, if
if necessary,
procure by condemnation,
condemnation, in pursuance
pursuance of the statutes of the State of Maryland now in force, or any statute of said State which may hereafter be
passed by its legislature for that purpose, a
ground or
a suitable piece of ground
site in the city of Baltimore
Baltimore in the State of Maryland for the erection
erection
post-office, court-house,
court-house, and other public
of a
a building to be used for aa post-office,
offices, the cost of the same not to exceed the sum of five hundred
thousand dollars;
dollars; and the sum of four thousand dollars
dollars is hereby approthousand
necessary therefor, out of any money in
priated, or so much as may be necessary
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the costs and expenses of
condemnation of said
condemnation
if proceedings
proceedings of condemnation
said ground or site, if
condemnation
judgment of the Secretary
Treasury, required to proSecretary of the Treasury,
are, in the judgment
Provided, That no money except the sum hereinbefore
hereinbefore
cure the same: Provided,
appropriated
condemnation be expended for purchase
expenses of condemnation
appropriated for expenses
of said site until the purchase
purchase and contract for the same shall have
been
a valid title to such ground or site
Congress nor
nor until a
been approved
approved by Congress
Maryland shall have
United States, and the State of Maryland
is vested in the United
exempted
released and relinquished jurisdiction
jurisdiction over the same, and exempted
released
from
such site
and such
such buildings
buildings as
as may
be erected
erected
may hereafter
hereafter be
site and
from taxation
taxation such
thereon, so
long as
as the
property of
of the
the United States.
States.
the property
the same
same are
are the
thereon,
so long

June 18, 1879.

in
Post-office site in
Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore,
Md.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Approved, June
June 18, 1879.
Approved,

CHAP.
27.—An act
supplemental to
to "An
"An act
act to establish post-routes.
CHAP. 27.-An
act supplemental

Be it
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
of Representatives
and House
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Be
it enacted
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
post-routes
following post-routes
That the following
States
of America
be, and the same are hereby established.
ALABAMA.
ALABAMA.

June 18, 1879.

Post-routes.

Alabama.

From Clinton to Ozark.
From Clinton to Newton.
From Moscow, Alabama, to Caledonia, Mississippi.
Arkansas.
Arkansas.

ARKANSAS.
ARKANSAS.
Calhoun.
From El Dorado to Calhoun.
GEORGIA.
GEORGIA.
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

2

Georgia.

Clarksville, via
Batesville, and
and Burton's
to Hiassee.
Hiassee.
Burton's to
via Soquee,
Soquee, Batesville,
Clarksville,
Watkinsville to Liberty.
Watkinsville
Clarksville,
store to King's store.
via Wilbank's
Wilbank's store
Clarksville, via
Hahira, via Well's Mills to Ava.
IDAHO
IDAHO

From
Oneida to Oxford.
From Oneida
From Swan Lake Station to Oxford.

Idabha
Idata.

22
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From Franklin
to Weston.
Weston.
Franklin to
From Weston
Weston to Oxford.
From
Creek to
From Rock
Rock Creek
to Reynold's
Reynold's Creek.
Creek.
ILLINOIS.
ILLINOIS.

Illinois.
nlinois.

From Fayetteville
Fayetteville to
to Mascontah.
Mascontah.
From
From Venice to
to Six-mile.
Six-mile.
From
Girard to
to Morrisonville.
From Girard
Morrisonville.
IOWA.
IOWA.

Iowa.

From
Elkport to
to Edgewood.
Edgewood.
From East
East Elkport
From Vinton to Watkins.
Watkins.
KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.

Kentucky.
Kentncky.

From Manchester,
via Month
of Laurel,
Clarke's Salt
Works, and
and
From
Manchester, via
Mouth of
Laurel, Clarke's
Salt Works,
mouth of Sexton to South
South Fork Post-Office.
Post-Office.
LOUISIANA.
LOUISIANA.

Louisiana.

Wildwood to Lamarque
Lamarque Store.
From Wildwood
Columbia via Davis
Rhinehart's Ferry
Ferry to
to
From Columbia
Davis Funny
Funny Louis Jena Rhinehart's
Troy.
From Floyd via
via Bastrop Ouachita,
Onachita City
City Downsville
Downsville to Vienna.
MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.

Minnesota.
Minnesota.

From Willmar, via Fahlen.,
Fahlen, to Lake Lillian.
Lillian.
MISSOURI
MISSOURI

Missouri.
Missouri.

From
From
From
From
From
Misissippi.

Farmington to Goodfellow.
Goodfellow.
Fredericktown
Fredericktown to Einstein Silver
Silver Mines
Post Office.
Office.
Mines Post
Brush College, Missouri
Missouri to Fort Scott, Kansas.
Kansas.
Billings to Laurenceburg.
Laurenceburg.
Pierce City to Flat Creek.
MISSISSIPPI
MISSISSIPPI

Greenwood via Sidon and Roebuck
From Greenwood
Roebuck to Sheppardtown.
Sheppardtown.
South Carolina.

SOUTH
SOUTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.

From Brighton via Greenfield
Greenfield to Lawtonville.
Wright's Bluff, Panola,
From Manning C. H. via Jordan, Wright/s
ranola, Fulton and
Packsville back to Manning
Manning C. H.
From Manning
Sumpter
Manning C. H. via Oakland
Oakland to Sumpter
From Manning
Manning C. H. via Midway
Midway New
New Zion,
Zion, Bethlehem and Sardinia
Sardinia
back to Manning
Maiming C. H.
Texas.

TEXAS.
TEXAS.

From Caledonia
Caledonia to Buena,
Buena Vista.
From Weatherford
Weatherford via Millsap
Millsap and Cokelan
Graham.
Cokelan to
to Graham.
From Uvalde
Uvalde via Follet Monte11
Montell and
and Camp Wood
Wood to Bull Head.
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.

WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.

Brushville to Tustin.
From Poysippa via Brookville
Approved,
Approved, June
June 18, 1879.
1879.
•
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act to
the Secretary
Secretary of
War to
to use
appromoneys approuse certain
certain moneys
of War
to authorize
authorize the
act
and seventy-nine,
priated by
by act
act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-nine,
priated
complein
the
River",
Chippewa
the
on
for
the
protection
of
the
high
sand-banks
on
the
Chippewa
River",
in
the
complesand-banks
'tor the protection of the high
River.
said Chippewa
of said
and near
tion and
protection of
of improvements
near the
the mouth
mouth of
Chippewa River.
in and
improvements in
and protection
tion

CHAP.
32.—An
CHAP. 32.-An

23
June
19, 1879.
June 19,
1879.

1879, ch.
ch. 181,
181,
1879,
20
372.
20 Stat.,
Stat., 372.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
ChippewaRiver,
Secretary of War be, ChippewaRiver,
AS'tates
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Wis.
Wis.
the
to
discretion,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized,
in
his
discretion,
apply
and
use
for
and he
completion and
and protection
wing-dams, jetties, and other improvethe wing-dams,
of the
protection of
completion
ments
Wisconsin, located at and
in the State of Wisconsin,
River in
Chippewa River
of the
the Chippewa
ments of
near
the mouth
mouth of
appropriated by
said river, so much of the moneys appropriated
of said
near the
an
Congress approved
approved March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventyof Congress
an act
act of
Use
of approapproUse of
nine,
entitled "An
"An act
construction, repair,
appropriations for the construction,
act making appropriations
nine, entitled
preservation,
and completion
of certain
rivers and harbors, and priation.
priation.
works on rivers
certain works
completion of
preservation, and
high
for other
other purposes",
were appropriated
"for the protection
protection of the high
appropriated "for
purposes", as were
for
sand
required
sand banks on the Chippewa River", and so forth, as may be required
Proviso:
Proviso.
I
or such
such purpose
Provided, That such use or applicapurpose herein provided: Provided,
lor
tion
of the
the moneys
herein authorized shall be made under the same limitamoneys herein
tion of
tions and
and conditions
as provided
in the act
hereinbefore named, and subact hereinbefore
provided in
conditions as
tions
ject to
to the
and conditions of the proviso attached
attached to said appropriterms and
the terms
ject
ation for
approved, March third, eightsaid act approved,
in said
River in
Chippewa River
said Chippewa
for said
ation
een hundred
and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.
hundred and
een
Approved,
Approved, June 19, 1879.

CHAP.
33.—Au
CHAP. 33.-An

Columbia, and to clear
act to
churches of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
clear
District of
the churches
to relieve
relieve the
act
the title
title of
of the
the trustees
property.
of such
such property.
trustees of
the

June
1879.
21, 1879.
June 21,

Be
by the
House of
United
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
District
of CoCoDistrict of
States
of America
Congress assembled,
much of an act of Con- lumbia.
so much
That so
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
gress entitled
entitled "An
"An act for
government of the District of Columbia, lumbia.
for the government
gress
Church
property.
Churchproperty.
and for
for other
other purposes
", approved
approved June
twentieth, eighteen
337,
ch. 337,
hundred 1874, ch.
eighteen hundred
June twentieth,
purposes",
and
Stat., 117.
117.
18 Stat.,
and seventy-four,
seventy-four, as
Commissioners of 18
construed to authorize the Commissioners
as was
was construed
and
the District
to set
former exemptions
exemptions from taxation of church propaside former
set aside
District to
the
erty which
held and
used for
for the
the purpose
worship,
of divine worship,
purpose of
and uised
actually held
was actually
which was
erty
and to
to enforce
such property,
and is
is hereby,
repealed;
hereby, repealed;
be, and
property, be,
upon such
tax upon
a tax
enforce a
and
and the
declared to
to vest
vest in
Title.
trustees, Title.
in the
the trustees,
hereby declared
is hereby
property is
to such
such property
title to
the title
and
or such
such other
other persons
persons as
held the title to the same at the time of the
as held
or
passage of
of the
the act
eighteen hundred
seventy-four, or their sucand seventy-four,
hundred and
of eighteen
act of
passage
cessors in
the sale
of such property
property for nonsale of
notwithstanding the
interest, notwithstanding
in interest,
cessors
payment
of taxes.
payment of
Taxes to
to be
reSEC. 2.
That the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
of Columbia
Columbia be, and Taxes
be re.
District of
the District
2. That
SEc.
funded.
they
hereby are,
are, authorized
refund to the trustees or funded.
to refund
required to
and required
authorized and
they hereby
other proper
or churches
taxes
churches as have paid the taxes
church or
such church
of such
officers of
proper officers
other
assessed against
them under
under the
of June
eighteen hundred
hundred
twentieth, eighteen
June twentieth,
act of
the act
against them
assessed
and
such sums
respectively as
as were paid by each upon
sums respectively
seventy-four, such
and seventy-four,
property
actually held
held and
used for
of divine worship.
purpose of
the purpose
for the
and used
property actually
Approved, June 21, 1879.
Approved,
net making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
judicial
and judicial
executive, and
legislative, executive,
the legislative,
act
expenses of
the government
government for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
him
eighteen hunending June
year ending
of the
expenses
dred and
and eighty,
eighty, and
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
dred

CHAP.
34.—An
CHAP. 34.-An

June 21,
1879.
21,1879.
June

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
Appropriations.
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That for
for the purpose
purpose of providAppropriations.
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
Legislative, ex
ing
for
the
legislative,
executive,
and
judicial
expenses
of
the
governxs
Legislative,
of
the
governexpenses
judicial
and
executive,
ing for the legislative,
ecutive, and judi.
ment
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
thirtieth,
eighteen
hundred
and
expenses.
ecilexpenses.
ment for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and cial
eighty, there
there is
is hereby
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
any money
out of
appropriated, out
hereby appropriated,
eighty,
not
otherwise appropriated,
the same
of money
money and
the like
like
for the
and for
sums of
same sums
appropriated, the
not otherwise
purposes
(and continuing
the same
provisions relating
relating thereto),
thereto), as
as were
were
same provisions
continuing the
purposes (and
1878, ch. 329,
appropriated
the service
the fiscal
ending June
ch. 329,
1878,
thirtieth, 20
June thirtieth,
year ending
fiscal year
of the
service of
for the
appropriated for
Stat.,
178.
eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-nine,
by
the
act
entitled
"
An
act
making
Stat. 178.
Re-enacted,except
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, by the act entitled "An act making 20
appropriations for
legislative, executive,
executive, and
and judicial
judicial expenses
of the
the Re-cnactcdexcpt
expenses of
the legislative,
for the
appropriations
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government for the
ending June
hundred
government
the fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine,
and for other
purposes",
approved June
June nineteenth,
nineteenth,
seventy-nine, and
other purposes
", approved
eighteen hundred
seventy-eight, (except
as hereinafter
hereinafter declared),
declared),
hundred and seventy-eight,
(excepts as
subject to all the limitations
conditions in
in respect
respect to
the disbursedisburselimitations and conditions
to the
ment of the appropriations
imposed by
by said
said act
appropriations hereby
hereby made
ma(le that
that were
were imposed
act
and the other laws of the United States
respect to the
appro.
States upon or in respect
the approExceptions.
priations
made by
Provided, That
That nothing
is appropriated
appropriated by
Exceptiona.
priations made
by said
said act: Provided,
nothing is
by
this section for "the
"the purchase
to the
Referpurchase of the
the copyright
copyright and plates
plates to
the Rleference Index to the Revised Statutes of the United States";
States"; for a
atelegraph
telegraph
operator
operator at the Executive
Office; for more
eighty clerks
of the
the class
class
Executive Office;
more than
than eighty
clerks of
paid nine hundred
hundred dollars per annum
annum each,
each, in the office
office of the
Treasurer
the Treasurer
of the United States.
than twenty-nine
for
States; for more than
twenty-nine clerks of
of class one;
one; for
more than eighteen
eighteen clerks
clerks of the class
class of nine
hundred dollars
dollars under
under the
the
nine lundred
same officer, "employed
national currency,"
(and seven
seven of
of
"employed in redeeming
redeeming national
currency," (and
the clerks of class one
onl so employed
employed are hereby
hereby transferred
transferred to the
the office
office
of the said Treasurer);
Treasurer); "for
temporary clerks for
Treasury DepartDepart"for temporary
for the Treasury
ment";
replacing boilers and enlarging and rebuilding
ment"; "for
"for replacing
boiler
rebuilding the boiler
house of the mint at Carson,
Carson, Nevada"; -"for
"for repairs
repairs and
and machinery
at
machinery at
the mint at New
New Orleans, Louisiana";
Louisiana"; "for
"for purchase
library for the
the
purchase of library
Office"; "for
use of the General
General Land Office";
"for legislative
legislative expenses"
expenses" of
of the
the Territories of Arizona, of Dakota, of Idaho, or of Montana,
Montana, (but the usual
annual amount of two thousand
thousand dollars
dollars to each of said Territories
for
Territories for
secretary's office is hereby
the expenses of the secretary's
hereby appropriated)
for rent
rent
appropriated);;nor
nor for
of the "Towson
"Towson House", or to repairs of the roof or flooring
flooring of the Army
Medical Museum; "for
Medical
"for the special purpose
investigating the
the history
history
purpose of investigating
injurious to the cotton plant", other
and habits of insects
insects injurious
other than
than that
that
exp)ended by the Entomological
appropriated by this act to be expended
Entomological Commission, or for the Southern
Southern Claims Commission.
Commission.
Limitation of And no more
Limitation
more than
than the sums herein stated
stated respectively
are approapprorespectively are
amounts.
priated under this section for the following
following purposes,
purposes, to wit: For
amounts.
For the
"For fuel", three thousand dollars
State Department:
Department: "For
light", two
two
dollars;'•"for
"for light",
thousand dollars. For the Treasury
Treasury Department
"For carpets,
carpets, oiloilDepartment:: "For
cloth, and matting, and repairs, cleaning,
laying the
seven
cleaning, and laying
the same",
same", seven
thousand
thousand dollars; "for
"for the additional
additional duties
duties imposed
imposed upon
upon the
the Bureau
Bureau
of Statistics by the
the legislation of the second session of
of the Forty-third
Congress", eight
eight thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars; "for
"for purchase of
of new
new
pllants and seeds for greenhouse,
greenhouse, Agricultural
plants
Agricultural Department",
Department", six hunhundred dollars.
Amendments.
Ainudmnents.
And certain
June nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen hundred
And
certain clauses
clauses in said act of June
hundred
and seventy-eight,
amended, for the purposes
seventy-eight, are amended,
purposes of the appropriations
appropriations
for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty,
eighty,
as follows:
follows:

Under heading
"Senate", the clause commencing
heading of "Senate",
commencing "For
"For eight
eight
skilled laborers"
laborers" is amended by striking out therefrom
skilled
therefrom the name "Kate
"Kate
Dodson", and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof female
female attendant.
attendant.
Under the head of contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Senate, the following
following
clauses,
" For twenty-seven
twenty-seven clerks to
clauses, namely:
namely: The clause commencing "
committees"
committees" is amended
amended so as to read for twenty-five
twenty-five clerks to committees, and the sum of the clause shall read
read thirty-one thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars; the clause commencing "
"For
For fourteen
the Senfourteen pages for the
Chamber" is amended by striking out the words "one
ate Chamber"
"one page for
for the
Vice-President's room",
room ", and the sum of the clause shall read ten thouVice-President's
sand two hundred and sixty-five
sixty-five dollars;
dollars; the clause
sand
clause commencing
commencing ""For
For
fuel and oil for the heating
heating apparatus"
apparatus" is amended
amended by striking out the
the
words "
"and
amount not exceeding
and of this amount
exceeding four hundred
hundred dollars may
may, be
used for the purchase
purchase of platform-scales
platform-scales for weighing
coal".
weighing coal".
Under the
"House of Representatives",
Representatives", the
the clause
clause comcomUnder
the heading
heading "House
mencing "For
"For eight messengers"
hereby amended
amended by striking out
out
messengers" is hereby
therefrom the
the name "Henry
therefrom
"Henry Douglas";
Douglas"; the clause among the contingent expenses for the House
House of Representatives,
Representatives, commencing
commencing ""For
For
twenty-one
twenty-one clerks to committees", is amended
amended so as to read, for thirtythirtyfive
clerks, and the
forty-four thousand
five clerks,
the sum of the clause
clause shall
shall read forty-four
thousand one
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hundred dollars;
dollars; the
the clause
clause commencing
commencing "
twenty-eight pages"
pages" is
is
"twenty-eight
hundred

Amendni.ont.
Antendinentd,

con-

tin ue d.
amended to
read twenty-nine,
fif- tinned.
twenty-nine, and the sum of the clause shall read fifto read
amended
teen thousand
thousand eight
clause "For
"For
dollars; the clause
sixty-five dollars;
and sixty-five
hundred and
eight hundred
teen
fuel and
oil for
heating apparatus"
apparatus" is amended
amended to include, also, and
the heating
for the
and oil
fuel
"For
for steam-pump
and condenser
For miscellacondenser for same; and the clause "
steam-pump and
for
neous
items" is
is amended
amended to read, seventy thousand dollars.
neous items"
And
the last clause under
heading "Department
amended
"Department of State" is amended
underheading
And the
to read
For expenses
expenses of editing and distributing
distributing the laws
laws
follows: For
as follows:
to
read as
editing
enacted at
at the
the third
session of the Forty-fifth Congress, and for editing
third session
enacted
and
distributing the Statutes at Large, five thousand dollars.
and distributing
And
the clause
clause under
heading "Library
"Library of
Congress", in said act, is
of Congress",
under heading
And the
amended
as follows:
of the number named it shall read twentylieu of
In lieu
follows: In
amended as
one
assistant librarians,
in lieu
of "two"
"two" there
there shall be five assistassistlieu of
and in
librarians, and
one assistant
ants
one thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars
and the total sum of the
each; and
dollars each;
two hundred
at one
ants at
clause shall
thirty-three thousand two hundred and forty dollars.
read, thirty-three
shall read,
clause
And
"Independent Treasury"
Treasury" heading, the last two clauses
clauses
the "Independent
under the
And under
are
amended as
lieu of
the sum
" checks and
sum stated for "
of the
In lieu
follows: In
as follows:
are amended
check-books
", it
thousand dollars; and in lieu of the
it shall read ten thousand
check-books",
sum stated
stated "for
"for contingent
expenses", it
it shall read forty thousand
thousand
contingent expenses",
sum
dollars.
And
the clause
for contingent
contingent expenses" in the office of the Adjutant" for
clause "
And the
General is
amended so that the sum named therein
therein shall read eight thouis amended
General
sand
dollars;
and
the
clause
"
for
a
foreman
and laborers"
laborers" under the
foreman
a
"for
clause
the
and
dollars;
sand
heading of
Buildings and
Grounds", is amended so that the
and Grounds",
Public Buildings
of ""Public
heading
sum named
will read
read twenty-four
thousand dollars; and the
twenty-four thousand
therein will
named therein
sum
contingent
clause
stationery, books,
postage and other contingent
fuel, labor, postage
books, fuel,
" for
for stationery,
clause "
Claims" is
and
expenses" under
under the heading
Court of Claims"
"Court
heading "
miscellaneous expenses"
and miscellaneous
amended
so that
sum therein
will read, two thousand five hundred
therein will
the sum
that the
amended so
dollars.
And the
the clause
clause "for
"for contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
expenses of the
miscellaneous expenses
And
Patent Office"
is amended
amended so
that the
sum named
therein shall read
named therein
the sum
so that
Office" is
Patent
thirty-five
thousand dollars.
thirty-five thousand
For
for the
Patent Office,
Office, five thousand dollars.
the Patent
library for
scientific library
For aascientific
And
the clause
clause "for
"for photo-lithographing
producing
otherwise producing
or otherwise
photo-lithographing or
And the
plates
for the
amended so that the sum
forth, is amended
and so forth,
Gazette", and
Official Gazette",
the Official
plates for
named therein
therein shall
twenty-four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
read twenty-four
shall read
named
And
the clause
clause comnmencing
commencing "-General
", General Land
Laud Office: For the CommisAnd the
sioner", and
the number
number
of the
lieu of
In lieu
follows: In
as follows:
amended as
is amended
forth, is
so forth,
and so
sioner",
named, it
it shall
read, six
six clerks
of class
four; in lieu
number
of the number
lieu of
class four;
clerks of
shall read,
named,
number
named, it
it shall
one; in lieu of the number
of class one;
clerks of
eighty clerks
read, eighty
shall read,
named,
named, it
shall read,
read, thirty
clerks of
of class
and
thousand dollars, and
one thousand
class one
thirty clerks
it shall
named,
nine copyists
copyists at
at nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars
number
the number
in lieu of the
each; in
dollars each;
nine
named, it
shall read,
read, nine
messengers; in
number
lieu of the number
in lieu
assistant messengers;
nine assistant
it shall
named,
named,
it shall
of the
the number named,
in lieu of
and in
laborers; and
twelve laborers;
read, twelve
shall read,
named, it
it
packers; and
total sum
sum of
of the clause shall correthe total
and the
six packers;
read six
shall read
it shall
to
spond in
change; and the sums of money necessary to
the change;
to the
amount to
in amount
spond
carry
out the
amendments are
any
appropriated out of any
hereby appropriated
are hereby
foregoing amendments
the foregoing
carry out
money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
not otherwise
money in
S
EC. 2.
offices created
created by
by acts
acts of
Appropriations,
eighteen Appropriations,
of eighteen
certain offices
of certain
salaries of
For salaries
2. Fr
SEC.
hundred
and for
certain expenses
expenses rendered
rendered necessary
for certain
seventy-nine, and
and seventy-nine,
hundred and
by
of the
of the
the War
Department and
the Navy
and of the
War Department
offices of
the offices
removal of
the removal
by the
Department, and
and for
for matters
matters heretofore
heretofore provided
for in
in other
acts, and
other acts,
provided for
Department,
for
mints and
assay-offices, and
for other
following addiaddithe following
purposes, the
other purposes,
and for
and assay-offices,
the mints
for the
tional
the Treasury
Treasury
in the
money in
any money
of any
out of
appropriated out
hereby appropriated
are hereby
sums are
tional sums
not
appropriated: :
otherwise appropriated
not otherwise
HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE
For two
two messengers
messengers in
the House
at three
three dollars
dollars and
and sixty
sixty
library, at
House library,
in the
For
cents
two thousand
thousand six
thirty-five dollars
and
dollars and
and thirty-five
hundred and
six hundred
day, two
per day,
cents per
twenty
cents; and
one thousand
hundred
two hundred
thousand two
engineer, one
additional engineer,
one additional
and one
twenty cents;
dollars.

Employs.
Employ6s.
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For messenger
two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
messenger to the Speaker, one
one thousand
thousand two
For laborer in the
hundred and
the office
office of
of the
the Sergeamt-at-Arms,
Sergeant-at-Arms, six
six hundred
and
sixty dollars.
For the person
index to
to the
the journals
journals of
of ConConperson preparing
preparing the
the general
general index
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seven
tygress under resolution of June
June eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
seventyhundred dollars.
eight, two thousand
thousand five hundred
dollars.
For the journal clerk for preparing
preparing Digest of
the Rules,
Rules, one
one thousand
thousand
of the
dollars.
For five folders in the folding-room,
thousand six
six hundred
hundred doldolfolding-room, three
three thousand
lars.
For two additional
additional watchmen
watchmen on the
the Capitol
Capitol police
police force,
force, at
nine
at nine
hundred dollars each, eighteen
hundred dollars.
eighteen hundred
SENATE.
Employes.
Employes.

For clerk to Committee
Committee on Military
Military Affairs
Affairs and for clerk to
to CommitCommittee on Post-Offices
Post-Offices and Post-Roads,
Post-Roads, at two
thousand two hundred
and
two thousand
hundred and
twenty dollars each.
each.
For assistant
Committee on Appropriations,
assistant clerk to Committee
Appropriations, o'ie
me thousand
thousand
two hundred dollars.
For clerk to the Sergeant-at-Arms,
Sergeant-at-Arms, two thousand dollars.
dollars.
Vice-President's room,
For messenger
messenger to the Vice-President's
room, to be appointed
appointed by the
the
Vice-President, one thousand
Vice-President,
thousand four hundred and
and forty
dollars.
forty dollars.
miscellaneous items,
For miscellaneous
items, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
LIBRARY

Works of art.

To enable
enable the Joint
Joint Committee
Library to
to purchase
purchase works
works of
of
Committee on
on the
the Library
thousand dollars.
art, five thousand
STATE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

That the sum offour thousand
thousand dollars be, and is hereby,
hereby, appropriated, out
out
of
Treasury not otherwise
of any moneys in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated, for
for the
the purpurpose of printing fifteen thousand
thousand copies of the letter of the Secretary
Secretary of
of
State, with consular reports showing the rates of
wages, hours of
of labor,
of wages,
labor,
prices of food,
food, the general
condition of the working
general condition
working classes
classes in the sevseveral countries
countries of Europe;
Europe; to be available
available immediately.
immediately.
Imollietizat.iion
iI
governments with aaview
Reitiwietizat
For negotiation
negotiation with foreign
foreign governments
view to the internainterimo'f H
tional
remonetization of
of silver, to be expended
expended in the discretion of the
of
siilve,..
I
yen
tional remonetization
the
President,
President, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars; and an account of the expenditure
expenditure
thereof shall be submitted
submitted to the Congress
Congress that
that meets December,
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty.
eighty.
Third Assita:int
For Third Assistant Secretary
Secretary of State,
Assistant
State, three
three thousand
hundred
thousand five hundred
Report on wages,

etc.

seeintary.
s r.<',,,,'yv.

dollars.
dollars.

JUDICIAL.
Salaries.
satl iri.a.

For associate
For
associate judge
judge of
of the
the supreme court in the District of Columbia,
four thousand
thousand dollars.
For aadistrict judge for the northern
northern district in Texas, three
three thousand
five hundred dollars.
TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Salaries.
Salnries.

SECRETARY7S
SECRETARY'S OFFICE.-For
OFFI0E.—For five female
female clerks, at nine hundred
hundred doldollars, four thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.

FIRST
TREASURY.-For one clerk
FIRST COMPTROLLER
COMPTROLLER OF
OF THE
THE TREASURY.—For
clerk of class
four, one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
FIRST AUDITOR.-For
FIRST
AUDITOR.—For one clerk of class four, one
one thousand eight
eight
hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.

For one
For
one skilled laborer in the office of the
the Auditor
Auditor of the
the Treasury
Treasury
for
thousand dollars.
for the Post-Office
Post-Office Department,
Department, one
one thousand
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Saving
Office of
Saving Service:
Superintendent of the Life Saving
Service: For General Superintendent
Life Saving
of Life
Office
Service.
general superin- Service.
Saving Service, four thousand dollars; assistant general
Life Saving
tendent of
hundred dollars;
Life Saving
Saving Service, two thousand five hundred
of the Life
tendent
one
principal clerk
clerk and
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
one thousand
accountant, one
and accountant,
one principal
two clerks
two; one clerk of class one;
clerk of class two
three ; one clerk
of class three;
two
clerks of
one
one thousand
four clerks,
hundred dollars
at nine hundred
clerks, at
dollars; four
thousand dollars;
clerk, one
one clerk,
one assistant messenger, seven hundred and twenty dollars; in
each; one
all,
nineteen thousand
hundred and twenty dollars.
thousand four hundred
all, nineteen
REVENUE.
INTERNAL REVENUE.

To
expenses of
To meet aadeficiency in the appropriation for salaries and expenses
storeagents and
and surveyors'
surveyors' fees
salaries of storeexpenses of gaugers, salaries
fees and expenses
agents
keepers, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, being for the
the present fiscal year,
keepers,
one
and fifty
thousand dollars:
Provided, That hereafter storedollars: Provided,
fifty thousand
hundred and
one hundred
keepers
that mash
mash less than
bushels of grain per day
than sixty bushels
distilleries that
at distilleries
keepers at
shall
be allowed
allowed not
exceeding fifty dollars per month. But when one
not exceeding
shall be
person acts
as storekeeper
storekeeper and gauger, his salary shall not exceed four
acts as
person
dollars per day for the time actually
actually employed.

Salaries and fees.
Salariesandfees.

Storekeepers'
pay.
Storekccpers' pay.

HINTS AND ASSAY-OFFICES.
THE MINTS
FOR THE
Denver.
Denver.
Mint at
at Denver, Colorado: For assistant assayer, one thousand four
Mint
for
dollars;
hundred
four
hundred dollars;
thousand
hundred
dollars; one clerk, one thousand
hundred
wages of
workmen, two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars; for fuel, lights,
of workmen,
wages
and other
three thousand
thousand dollars.
necessaries, three
other necessaries,
and
New Orleans.
Orleans.
Mint
at New
New Orleans,
Louisiana: For wages of workmen and adjust- New
Orleans, Louisiana:
Mint at
ers,
eighteen thousand
thousand dollars;
for repairs
and machinery,
thousand
machinery, five thousand
repairs and
dollars; for
ers, eighteen
dollars.
Assay-office at
Helena, Montana:
For wages
of workmen,
workmen, seven
seven thou- Helena.
Helena.
wages of
Montana: For
at Helena,
Assay-office
nine
necessaries,
sand
dollars;
for
fuel,
crucibles,
chemicals,
other
and
chemicals,
sand dollars; for fuel, crucibles,
thousand
four hundred
hundred and
eighty-five dollars.
and eighty-five
thousand four
Boise City.
Boise City.
crAssay-office
wages of workmen, fuel, cruIdaho: For wages
at Boise City, Idaho:
Assay-office at
cibles,
and
other
incidental
expenses,
four
thousand
dollars.
•
cibles, and other incidental expenses, four thousand dollars.
Charlotte.
Charlotte.
Assay-office
Charlotte, North Carolina: For labor and other exat Charlotte,
Assay-office at
penses,
two
hundred
and
fifty
dollars.
penses, two hundred and fifty dollars.
DireFor the
the office
office of
of the
the Director
Mint, for
for purchasing
purchasing books, peripen- Library of Di
recthe Mint,
of the
Director of
For
odicals, and
pamphlets containing
containing information
information relative to
monetary tor.
to monetary
and pamphlets
odicals,
questions,
hundred dollars.
two hundred
questions, two

GOVERNMENT IN
IN THE
TERRITORIES.
THE TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENT
For
an associate
judge in
in the
of Dakota,
Dakota, two thouTerritory of
the Territory
associate judge
of an
salary of
For salary
sand
dollars.
hundred dollars.
six hundred
sand six
"For
legislative expenses",
for the
the biennial
biennial year,
year, in
in the
following
the following
expenses", for
"For legislative
named
respectively:
named Territories
Territories respectively:
For the
the Territory
Territory of
of New
New Mexico, eighteen
eighteen thousand six hundred
hundred and
For
eighty-three
ninety cents.
and ninety
dollars and
eighty-three dollars
For the
the Territory
Territory of
fifteen thousand
six hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand six
of Utah,
Utah, fifteen
For
For
Washington, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
dolhundred dolof Washington,
Territory of
the Territory
For the
lars.
lars.
For
of Wyoming,
Wyoming, fifteen
fifteen thousand
four hundred
hundred and
and
thousand four
Territory of
the Territory
For the
sixty dollars.
dollars.
sixty
OFFICE
AT TUCSON,
TUCSON, ARIZONA.-For
ARIZONA.—For depositary,
depositary, in
in
DEPOSITARY AT
OF DEPOSITARY
OFPICE OF
addition to
to his
his pay
pay as
as postmaster,
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
postmaster, eight
addition

Salaries.
Salaries.
Legislative
Legislative
pen ses.

Tucson
Tucson
tary.

try.

WAR
DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
For eight
be employed
in the
office of
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
of the
the office
employed in
to be
charwomen, to
eight charwomen,
For
War,
in the
the new
State, War,
and Navy
Navy Department
Department building,
at one
one
building, at
War, and
new State,
War, in
hundred
and eighty
dollars per
per annum
annum each,
hundred
four hundred
thousand four
one thousand
each, one
eighty dollars
hundred and
and
dollars.
and forty dollars.

Salaries.

Salaries.

ex.
ex.

deposi-

deposi-
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For four watchmen,
watchmen, two firemen,
and one
laborer in the part
part of
of the
the
firemen, and
one laborer
Adjutant-General's Office
floors of
of
Adjutant-General's
Office to be
be located
located on the first
first and
and second
second floors
Navy Department
building; in
in all,
four thousand
thousand nine
hundred
the old Navy
Department building;
all, four
nine hundred
dollars.
and eighty
eighty dollars.
contingent expenses
the old
old
For contingent
expenses of the Adjutant-General's
Adjutant-General's Office,
Office, in the
Navy Department
Department building, including fuel, light, heating
heating apparatus,
apparatus,
matting,
matting, cleaning, labor, and incidental
incidental items of care of two floors of
of
building to be occupied
occupied by Adjutant-General's
Office,
Navy Department
I)epartlment building
Adjutant-General's Office,
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
NAVY
DEPARTMENT.

Salaries.

Fiuel, etc.
etc.
Fhel,
Salaries.

force of
of watchmen
and laborers
laborers to
to protect
protect and
and to
to atatTo maintain aaforce
watchmen and
tend to the old building occupied by the Navy Department, namely,
namely, for
for
four
watchllen and two laborers, to be
four watchmen
be put on
on duty when the building
building
vacated,. four thousand
two hundred
hundred dollars.
is vacate(,
thousand two
dollars.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For fuel
fuel,2 lights, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, two
two thousand
To provide
provide for an
additional force
for the
proper care
care of
and for
for servservan additional
force for
the proper
of and
ice in the new building, namely, one engineer, one thousand two hunhundred dollars; one assistant engineer, one thousand dollars; one conductor for the elevator, seven hundred
hundred and twenty dollars;
dollars; three
three firemen,
firemen,
at seven lmndred
each, and
charwomen, at one
hundred and twenty dollars each,
and eight charwomen,
hundred and eighty
hundred
eighty dollars
dollars each,
each, to be employed
employed when the new building shall be taken1
of, aa sufficient
sufficient sum
taken possession
possession of,
sum is hereby
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
INTERIOR
Salaries.
Salaries.

Repairs.
Stationery.
Salaries.

OFFICE
OF THE
THE SECRETARY
TIE INTERIOR.-For
OFFICE or
SECRETARY OF
or TICE
1NTERIOR.—For one stenogstenog-

rapher, eighteen hundred dollars;
dollars; two clerks of class four; two clerks
of class one; and one assistant messenger;
messenger; eight thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
and twenty dollars.
For casual
dollars.
casual repairs of the building, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
For stationery, live
five thousand
thousand dollars.
OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
ATTORNEY-GENERAL.-For three
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY-GENERAL.—For
three clerks,
clerks, at
at

two thoisand
thousand dollars
dollars each; and one clerk, at one thousand
thousand two hundred
thousand two hundred
dollars; in all, seven thousand
hundred dollars.
INDIAN
OFFICE.-For four clerks,
I
NDIAN OFFICE.—For
clerks, at one thousand dollars
dollars each; two
copyists, at nine hundred
laborer; in all, six
copyists,
hundred dollars each; and one laborer;
six
hundred and sixty dollars.
thousand four hundred
PATENT-OFFICE.-For seven
PATENT-OFFICE.—For
seven copyists; five assistant messengers;
messengers;
an(d one folder
folder and paster,
hundred and eighty dollars;
and
pastor, at four hundred
dollars; in all,
ten thousand three hundred and, eighty dollars.
13UREAIU OF
Or EDUCATION.
Rtill,F,Au

collecting statistics
For collecting
statistics and writing
writing and
and

compiling
reports,' and editing
compiling matter for annual
annual and special
special reports
editing and publishing circulars .of information, seven
seven thousand dollars.
IPENSION-OFFICE.-For compensation
PENSION-OFFICE.—For
compensation

Commissioner of Pensions,
of the Commissioner
Pelsions,

three thousand six hundred
hundred dollars; deputy
deputy commissioner, two thousand
thousand
four hundred
office to continue
continue for one year only; chief
four
hundred dollars, said office
chief
thousand dollars;
dollars; medical
clerk, two thousand
medical referee, two thousand two hundred
hundred
and fifty dollars; twenty-six
twenty-six clerks of class four; fifty-two clerks
clerks of
of
class three; eighty-four
eighty-four clerks
clerks of class two;
two; one hundred
forty-seven
hundred and forty-seven
clerks of class one; ten clerks, at one thousand
thousand dollars each;
each; one skilled
mechanic,
mechanic, at one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars; thirty copyists, at nine
nine
hundred
hundred dollars each; one engineer, at one thousand
thousand two hundred
dollars; one assistant engineer,
engineer, at one thousand
thousand dollars; one messenger
messenger
and
assistant messengers;
messengers; and
an d f
or e
i
ght la
borers and
two watchwatch and twelve
twelve assistant
for
eight
laborers
and two
men; in all, four hundred
hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and
fifty dollars; this being in lieu of the paragraph
paragraph of the same nature in
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight, which
the act of eighteen
which is not continued
Building8for
rendered available. And
Building
for CnCen- and rendered
And the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby
sus office.
ofice.
authorized
necessary from time to time
eus
authorized to rent such buildings as may
may be necessary
for the purpose of the census, the total expenditure
expenditure not to exceed twentyfive thousand dollars, to be paid from the amount authorized
authorized to be expended
expended
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March third, eighteen
hundred and seventyseventyby section
section twenty
twenty of act
act of
of March
eighteen hundred
nine,
offices for the Geological
Geological
census act;
act; also to enable him to provide offices
nine, census
Survey,
for additional
additional accommodation
accommodation of pension clerks, three
Survey, and offices
offices for
thousand dollars.
heating
UNDER THE
THE ARCHITECT
CAPITOL.—For person
person in
in charge Capitol
Capitol heating
TIIE CAPITOL.-For
OF THE
ARCHITECT OF
UNDER
etc.
of heating
apparatus of the Congressional
apparatus, etc.
Supreme Court, apparatus,
Library and Supreme
Congressional Library
heating apparatus
of
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four
sixty-four dollars;
laborer in charge of water
for one
one laborer
dollars; for
eight
central portion
dollars;
portion of
of the Capitol, six hundred and sixty dollars;
closet in
in central
for three
three laborers
six hunhunfor cleaning rotunda, corridors, and dome, at six
for
laborers for
dred
watchmen employed on
the pay of six watchmen
each; for the
dollars each;
and sixty dollars
dred and
hundred and twenty dollars each; in all,
grounds, at
at seven hundred
the Capitol grounds,
seven thousand
hundred and twenty-four dollars.
thousand eight hundred
seven
of RailOFFICE OF
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR OF
OF RAILROAD
RAILROAD ACCOUNTS.—For
ACCOUNTS.-For Auditor, three Auditor
Auditor of
RailOFFICE
road Accounts.
Accounts.
thousand
hundred dollars;
book-keeper, two thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred road
dollars; book-keeper,
six hundred
thousand six
dollars;
book-keeper, two thousand
thousand dollars; railroad
railroad engineer,
dollars; assistant book-keeper,
two
thousand four
four hundred dollars;
one thousand
one clerk, one
two thousand
thousand dollars; one
one
expenses, one
traveling and other expenses,
hundred dollars; traveling
one copyist,
copyist, nine hundred
thousand
incidental expenses,
expenses, two hundred and
dollars; incidental
hundred dollars;
five hundred
thousand five
fifty
fourteen thousand
and fifty dollars.
thousand and
all, fourteen
in all,
dollars; in
fifty dollars;
SOUTHERN
SOUTHERN CLAIMS COMMISSION.
For
eighteen Salaries.
commissioners to the tenth day of March, eighteen
three commissioners
pay of three
For pay
hundred and eighty, at the rate of five thousand dollars per annum each;
hundred
one clerk,
clerk, at the rate of two thousand five hundred dollars; one stenoghundred dollars; one messentwo thousand
thousand five hundred
rate of
of two
at the rate
rapher, at
thousand two hundred dollars; three additional
of one
one thousand
rate of
ger at the rate
the rate of one thousand two hundred dollars each; in all,
clerks, at the
seventeen thousand two hundred
hundred and twenty-two dollars and twenty-one
seventeen
cents.
For
of three
at five
Investigating
per Investigating
five dollars per
agents, at
investigating agents,
three investigating
For compensation
compensation of
day
employed; also
agents.
of agents, fees agents.
traveling expenses of
also traveling
actually employed;
when actually
day when
•
and
mileage to
to government
government witnesses,
government
summoning government
costs of summoning
witnesses, costs
and mileage
witnesses,
commissioners for taking
testimony, fees for abstracts
taking testimony,
fees to commissioners
witnesses, fees
and
exemplifications of
of public
public records
records relating to
and claimants,
to claims
claims and
and exemplifications
six
thousand dollars:
agents shall
to claimclaimshall give notice to Notice to
said agents
Provided, That said
dollars: Provided,
six thousand
claimants
proposed to investigate
investigate of the time and ants.
it is proposed
claims it
claimants whose claims
place
of taking
testimony, who shall have
examine
have the right to cross examine
taking testimony,
place of
every
witness who
who may
testify in
government; and said Testimony.
the government;
in behalf of the
may testify
every witness
of any and all
agents
also take at the same time the testimony of
agents shall also
witnesses who
may be
presented by the claimant, on his paying the exbe presented
who may
witnesses
penses
and all
all such
claimant
of the claimant
on behalf of
both on
such testimony, both
thereof; and
penses thereof;
and the
the government,
government, shall
be taken
which usurules which
law and
and rules
the law
under the
taken under
shall be
and
ally govern
govern the
the taking
taking of
and the
judges of
of the
Southern
the Southern
the judges
testimony; and
of testimony;
ally
Claims Commission
prescribe and
and publish
of
for the taking of
publish rules for
shall prescribe
Commission shall
Claims
the testimony,
and shall
provide in
all cases
cases for
for full
full and
to
fair notice
notice to
and fair
in all
shall provide
testimony, and
the
be given
the time
time and
and place
two, three, four,
Repeals.
Repeals.
sections two,
thereof; and sections
place thereof;
of the
be
given of
five, and
and six
act of
third, eighteen
and seventyseventyhundred and
eighteen hundred
of March
March third,
the act
six of
of the
five,
one authorizing
Claims Commission,
Commission, are
hereby repealed,
repealed,
are hereby
the Southern
Southern Claims
authorizing the
one,
to
take effect
on and after
hundred
tenth day of March, eighteen hundred
after the tenth
effect on
to take
and eighty.
For
expenses, namely,
namely, office
office rent,
fuel, stationstation- Contingent.
contingent.
furniture, fuel,
rent, furniture,
For contingent
contingent expenses,
ery,
binding, postage
expressage, labor,
and assistance
assistance
labor, and
and expressage,
postage and
and binding,
printing and
ery, printing
to shorthand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
four thousand
needed, four
when needed,
reporter when
to
shorthand reporter
7

UNITED STATES
STATES ENTOIVIOLOGICAL
provide for
the
for the
COMMISSION.-Tooprovide
ENTOMOLOGICAL COMMISSION.—T
UNITED
investigation
the habits
of the
cotton-worm and
and other
insects ininother insects
the cotton-worm
habits of
into the
investigation into
jurious
to the
the cotton-plant
to agriculture,
agriculture, with
with a
preventing
a view
view of preventing
and to
cotton-plant and
jurious to
their injuries,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
their
injuries, five

Cotton-worm.
Cotton-worm.

POST-OFFICE
DEPARTMENT.
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
THIRD ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER-GENERAL.—In the
of the
the Third
Third
office of
the office
ASSISTANT POST3MASTER-GENERAL.-In
THIRD
Assistant Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General the
over that
that
force over
of force
increase of
the following
following increase
Assistant

Increase of force
Increaseofforer
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hereby authorized
for, namely:
namely:
of the
the current
current year
year is
is hereby
authorized and
and appropriated
appropriated for,
One
of class
class four;
two clerks
clerks of
three; three
three clerks
clerks of
of class
One clerk
clerk of
four; two
of class
class three;
class
two;
clerk of
of class
class one;
three female
nine hundred
two; one
one clerk
one; and
and three
female clerks,
clerks, at
at nine
hundred
thirteen thousand one hundred dollars.
dollars.
dollars per annum
annum each;
each; in all,
all. thirteen
AGMOULTIJRAL DEPARTMENT.
AGRICULTURAL
DEPARTMENT.

For the
the continuance
of the
of the
the diseases
diseases of
of swine,
swine, and
and
Diseases
Diseases of do- For
continuance of
the investigation
investigation of
mestic animals.
mestio
infectious and contagious
contagious diseases to which all other
other classes
classes of domestidomesticated animals
annuals are
are subject, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
S
EC. 3.
That sections
sections forty-seven
hundred and
forty-seven
S. 4771,
4771,
SEc.
3. That
forty-seven hundred
R. S.
and seventy-one,
seventy-one, forty-seven
hundred and
seventy-two, and
seventy-three of
of
R.
R. S.
S. 4772,
4772,
hundred
and seventy-two,
and forty-seven
forty-seven hundred
hundred and
and seventy-three
R. S.
R.
S. 4773.
the Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United States,
States, providing
providing for biennial
biennial exRepealed.
Repealed.
aminations
aminations of pensioners, are hereby repealed:
repealed: Provided,
Provided, That the
the

Examination
Examination
penvioners.

of
of

Commissioner
to
Commissioner of Pensions
Pensions shall
shall have
have the same power
power as heretofore
heretofore to
order special
whenever, in
in his
his judgment,
judgment, the
the same
same may
special examinations,
examinations, whenever,
may
be necessary,
necessary, and to increase or
reduce the
according to
to right
right
or reduce
the pension
pension according
and justice; but in no case shall a
apension
pension be withdrawn or reduced
reduced
except upon
upon notice to the pensioner
pensioner and
mid aa hearing upon sworn
sworn testitestiFractional
ur -mony, except
Fractional c
curcertificate of the examining
examining surgeon.
except as to the certificate
In order
order
surgeon. In
rency mauve.
recy
reserve.
to provide
provide for the speedy payment
payment of
arrearages of pensions,
to
of arrearag,es
pensions, the SecSecretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized
directed to issue immeauthorized and directed
payment thereof, as they may be adjusted,
diately in payment
adjusted, the legal-tender
legal-tender
currency, now in the United States
States Treasury, held as a
a special fund for
for
fractional currency
the redemption
redemption of fractional
currency under section
section one of joint resoresoseventeen of the Congress of the United
lution number
number seventeen
United States, aptwenty-second, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-six;
proved July twenty-second,
seventy-six; and
and
currency presented
redemption shall be redeemed
fractional currency
presented for redemption
redeemed in any
moneys in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
Pay
Pay of
of watchmen
watlchmen
SEC.
SEC. 4. That the pay of assistant
assistant messengers,
messengers, firemen, watchmen,
watchmen,
and
°Mont.
and others.
and laborers provided
and
provided for in this act, unless otherwise
otherwise specially
specially stated
in particular cases in the act of June
nineteenth, eighteen
June nineteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-eight, which it continues and makes
available (except
as dcdemakes available
(except as
clared
clared in the first section
section of this act),
act), shall be as follows: For assistant
assistant
messengers, firemen,
firemen, and watchmen,
watchmen, seven
dollars
messengers,
seven hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars
per annum each;
each; for laborers, six hundred and sixty dollars per annum
each; and aa sufficient amount to meet the provisions of this section
section is
hereby appropriated.
Pw8io7.

21, 1879.
Approved, June 21,

June 23, 1879.
1879.

CHAP. 35.—An
35.-An act making
appropriations for the
making appropriations
the support
support of the Army for the fiscal
fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, ana
anu for other
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Appropriations. States
Congress assembled,
Appropriations.
States of America in .Congress
assembled, That
That the following sums be, and
Military service.
Military
service. the
the same
are hereby,
any money
in the
same are
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated,
for
the
support
of
the
Army
otherwise appropriated,
Army for the year
year
ending
ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty, as follows:
follows:
Comniand'g
gencommanding general's office,
Comrmand'ggenFor expenses
expenses of the commanding
office, two thousand
thousand five
five
eral's office.
office.
hundred dollars.
eral's
Recruiting.
Recruiting.
expenses of recruiting
recruiting and transportation
transportation of recruits
For expenses
recruits from
from rendezseventy-five thousand
thousand dollars. And no money approprivous to depot, seventy-five
Number
of reNumber of
re- ated by this act shall be paid for recruiting the Army beyond
beyond the number
number
cruits.
cruit.
of twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand enlisted
Indian scouts and hospital
of
enlisted men, including
including Indian
hospital
twenty-five thoustewards; and thereafter
thereafter there shall be no more than twenty-five
sand enlisted men in the Army
Army at any one
one time, unless otherwise
otherwise authorEnhj8trnent8 in
shall be construed
construed to prevent
in ized by law. Nothing
Enlistments
Nothing however,
however, in this act shall
prevent
Signal Service.
Signal See.
enlistments for
for the Signal
enlistments
Signal Service, which shall hereafter
hereafter be maintained,
maintained,
as now organized
provided by law, with a
a force of enlisted men
men
organized and as provided
exceeding four hundred
not exceeding
hundred and
and fifty, after present terms of enlistment
enlistment
have expired.
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For
contingent expenses of the
Adjutant-General's Department at the
the Adjutant-General's
For contingent
headquarters
divisions and departments,
departments, three thousand
thousand
headquarters of military divisions
dollars.
For expenses
Service of the Army,
purchase, equipment,
Army, purchase,
of the
the Signal Service
expenses of
For
equipments,/ten thouand
electric field-telegraphs
field-telegraphs and
arid signal equipments
of electric
and repair of
sand
sand five hundred dollars.
commissioned and non-commisDEPARTIMENT.-For pay of the commissioned
PAY DEPARTMENT.—For
sioned
officers, privates
(including those employed
employed as Indian scouts),
privates (including
sioned officers,
veterinary surgeons, artificers, farriers,
storekeepers,
storekeepers, musicians, and veterinary
and
saddlers, except
hereinafter enumerated, nine million eight hunhimexcept as hereinafter
and saddlers,
dred
thousand dollars.
and eighty thousand
dred and
MISCELLANEOUS.—For the
of contract surgeons, one hundred and
pay of
the pay
MISCELLANEOUS.-For
sixty-five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
sixty-five thousand
For the
of fifty-four
fifty-four paymasters'
paymasters' clerks, sixty-four
sixty-four thousand eight
pay of
the pay
For
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred
For the
hospital-stewards, sixty-six
eighty-six hospital-stewards,
and eighty-six
hundred and
of one hundred
pay of
the pay
For
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
twenty-four thousand
For
the pay
pay of
hundred hospital-matrons,
hospital-matrons, twenty-four
two hundred
of two
For the
dollars.
dollars.
For one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-seven
forty-seven commissary-sergeants,
commissary-sergeants, fifty-nine
For
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For messengers
messengers to paymasters,
paymasters, fifteen thousand dollars.
For

31
31
Adjutant-GenerAdj
utant-General's Department.

Service
Signal service
Pay of Army.

sunrContract
Contract s
rgeons.
Paymasters'
Paymasters'
clerks.
Hospital-s t o Hospital-stew
ards.
it al- maHosp
Hospital-matrons.

Commissary-sorcommiesary-ecrgeants.
o
rs t
to
Messenge
Messengers
paymasters.
paymasters.
p:ly.
Extra-duty
For extra-duty
extra-duty pay
pay to
enlisted men,
thousand dollars.
lixtra-duty pay.
thirty thousand
men, thirty
to enlisted
For
discharged soldiers, Travel-pay.
subsistence to discharged
For travel-pay
travel-pay and
commutation of subsistence
and commutation
For
three hundred and seventy thousand dollars.
For
discharged men, three hundred and forty thousand Retained pay.
to discharged
retained pay to
For retained
dollars.
Officers'quarters.
there are no Officers'
where there
For commutation
commutation of
of officers'
officers' quarters
at placet
quarters.
places where
quarters at
For
Provided, No allovwance
public quarters,
and fifty-six
thousand dollars: Provided,
allowance for
fifty-six thousand
hundred and
one hundred
quarters, one
public

for quarters for servants Ser"ants.
claims
madethefor
shall be
no allowance
That
heretofore
That no
allowance
or hereafter;
shall and
be that
made
for
rate
claims
of commutation
for quartersshall
for hereafter
servants
Bate of commutaheretofore or hereafter; and that the rate of commutation shall hereafter Rate of commutaio
in
lieu
quarters,
officers'
for
he
twelve
dollars
per
room
of
ten
ties.
month
per
be twelve dollars per room
dollars,
dollars, as now provided by law.
For pay
clothing not
not drawn,
Clothing not
hundred and fifty Clothing
four hundred
drawn, four
for clothing
soldiers for
to soldiers
pay to
For

drawn.
thousand
dollars.
drawn.
thousand dollars.
For additional
additional pay
pay to
enlisted men, four
hundred and forty thousand
thousand Additional pay
four hundred
to enlisted
For
men.
dollars.
to enlisted
enlisted men.
to
dollars.
For mileage
mileage of
of the
traveling under orders, one Mileage.
when traveling
Army when
the Army
officers of
of officers
For
hundred
and seventy thousand dollars.
hundred and
For cost
cost of
of telegrams;
and telegrams
authorized to be transmitted Telegrams.
are authorized
telegrams are
telegrams; and
For
byy.
Tl'ansmitted 1b
by
railroad
companies
which
may
have
telegraph
lines,
shall
Transmitted
which shall
and which
lines, and
telegraph
have
may
which
companies
by railroad
file
their written
written acceptance
acceptance of
of the
the restrictions
imposed railroad
compaies.
railroadcomPailles•
obligations imposed
and obligations
restrictions and
file their
on
title sixty-five
sixty-five of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
G5.
Title 65.
R. S.,
S., Title
for R.
Statutes, for
by title
companies by
telegraph companies
on telegraph
the
government and
for the
public, at
rates to
fixed by
by the
be fixed
to be
at rates
general public,
the general
and for
the government
government,
according to
to the provisions of title sixty-five of the Regovernment, according
Witnesses.
vised
Statutes; and also for compensation
compensation of citizen witnesses
witnesses attendvised Statutes;
ing upon
upon courts-martial,
courts of inquiry; travelcommissions, courts
military commissions,
courts-martial, military
ing
ing expenses
expenses of
paymasters' clerks,
seventy thousand
Provided,
Proviso.
IProviso.
dollars: Provided,
thousand dollars:
clerks, seventy
of paymasters'
ing
That the
the head
iii this
this Appropriation-aoAppropriation-aoDepartment" in
"Pay Department"
of "Pay
head of
under the
appropriations under
the appropriations
That
act, amounting
twelve million
ninety-nine thousand eount.
count.
and ninety-nine
hundred and
two hundred
million two
to twelve
amounting to
act,
eight
hundred dollars,
dollars, shall
shall be
for by
disbursing officers
officers under
under
by disbursing
accounted for
be accounted
eight hundred
the
of "Pay,
"Pay, and
and so
of the
the Army,
Army, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
forth, of
so forth,
title of
the title
eighty".
•
SUBSISTENCE DEPARTWIFINT.—For subsistence
of twenty-five
Subsistence.
thousand Subsistence.
twenty-five thousand
subsistence of
SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.-For

enlisted
men, one
one hundred
twenty additional
additional half-rations
serhalf-rations for serand twenty
hundred and
enlisted men,
geants
and corporals
corporals of
ordnance, women
women to
to companies
companies (laundresses),
(laundresses),
of ordnance,
geants and
one
thousand eight
eight hundred
seventy-five civilian
civilian employees,
employees, one
and seventy-five
hundred and
one thousand
hundred
and twenty-five
hundred hospital-matwo hundred
contract-surgeons, two
twenty-five contract-surgeons,
hundred and
trons,
hundred and
military convicts,
convicts, and five hundred prisoners
ten military
and ten
one hundred
trons, one
of
(Indians), in
in all
all ten
ten million
hundred and
and one
one thousand
thousand four
four
nine hundred
million nine
of war
war (Indians),
hundred
rations, at
cents each;
each; for
bedifference befor difference
twenty cents
at twenty
fifty-five rations,
and fifty-five
hundred and
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twe,en
rations and
and commutation
commutation thereof
thereof for
for detailed
men, and
and for
tween cost of rations
detailed men,
for
enlisted
of hot
hot coffee
coffee
enlisted men and recruits
recruits at recruiting
recruiting stations,
stations, and for
for cost
cost of
and cooked rations
rations for troops
on cars;
cars; for
stores
troops traveling
traveling on
for subsistence
subsistence stores
for
military posts, and
and Indians
employed without
without pay
for Indians
Indians visiting
visiting military
Indians employed
as scouts, awl
guides, two
hundred thousand
of
and guides,
two million
million three
three hundred
thousand dollars; of
amount three
which amount
three hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars shall be available
available from
and after the passage
passage of this net,
for the
purchase of stores
act, for
the purchase
stores necessary
necessary to
be transl)ortcd
transported to distant
advance of the thirtieth
thirtieth of June, anno
distant posts in advance
Stor8s sold
sold to ofiDominii eighteen
hundred and
Stores
offi- Domini
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine: Provided,
to the
cost
and seventy-nine:
Provided, That
That to
the cost
c r8 o
s, etc.
et.
Cer8,
of all stores and other articles
articles sold to officers
officers and men, except
except tobacco,
tobacco,
as provided for in section one thousand one hundred
and forty-nine
of
R. S., 1149.
hundred and
forty-nine of
the Revised Statutes, ten per
per centum
wastage,
centum shall be
be added
added to
to cover wastage,
transportation,
incidental charges.
transportation, and other
other incidental
Regular supplies,
QUARTERMASTER'S
Regular
supplies,
Q
UARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.-For
DEPARTMENT.—Iror the
the regular
regular supplies
supplies of
of the
the
Quarterm
aster's Quartermaster's Department,
Quartermaster's
Department, consisting of stoves for heating
heating and cook
cook
Department.
ing;
men, guards, hospitals, storehouses,
Department.
nig; of fuel for officers,
officers, enlisted men,
and offices; of forage
the horses,
horses, mules, and oxen of the
forage in kind
kind for the
Quartermaster's
Department at the several
several posts and stations, and with
Quartermaster's Department
the armies
armies in the field; for the horses
horses of the
the several
several regiments
regiments of cavalry,
the batteries of artillery, mounted
mounted men of the Signal Service, and such
such
companies
companies of infantry and scouts as may be mounted, and for the authorized
officers' horses, including
including beddi
ng for
izedl itn umber
umber offf officers'
bedding
for the animals; of straw
straw
bedding; and of stationery,
for soldiers' bedding;
stationery, including
including blank books for the
Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department, certificates
discharged soldiers,
soldiers blank
blank
certificates for discharged
l)epartments, and for printing
forms for the Pay and
and Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Departments,
printing of
of
department orders
division and department
orders and reports, three million six hundred
hundred
thousand dollars.
Iucident
i oxincidental expenses,
expenses, to wit: For postage
hidden tal
exFor incidental
and telegrams
telegrams or
or dispostage and
dispenses, Qarteorpatches; extra
extra pay
pay to soldiers
penses,
Quarter- patches;
soldiers employed
employed under
under the direction
direction of the
the
master's
barracks, quarters, storemiestr's De part
pl a r t--Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department
Department in the erection of barracks,
houses, and hospitals,
constant
hospitals, in the construction
construction of roads,
roads, and other constant
labor, for periods of not less than ten days, including
as
including those employed as
clerks at division
and department
headquarters and signal-service
division and
department headquarters
signal-service sergeants; expenses
expenses of
expresses to
to and
the frontier
and armies
armies
geants;
of expresses
and from
fiom the
frontier posts
posts and
in the field; of escorts
paymasters and
escorts to paymasters
and other
other disbursing officers, and
to trains where military escorts
escorts cannot
cannot be furnished;
furnished; expenses
expenses of the
interment of officers killed in action,
interment
action, or who
who die when on duty
duty in the
field, or at posts on the frontiers,
frontiers or when
when traveling
traveling on orders, and of
non-colmmissioned officers
non-commissioned
officers and soldiers;
soldiers •authorized office furniture;
furniture; hire
Department, including the hire of
of laborers in the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
interpreters, spies,
spies and guides for the Army;
Army; compensation
compensati on of
of c
l
erks
clerks
Quartermaster's Department;
to officers of the Quartermaster's
Department; compensation
compensation of forage
6
1838, ch.
1 2, and wagon masters
masters authorized
authorized by the
eh. 162,
the act of July fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
5 Stat.,
and thirty-eight;
delivering of de5
Stat., 157.
157.
thirty-eight; for the apprehension,
apprehension, securing,
securing, and
and delivering
serters, and the expenses incident
incident to their pursuit; and for the following expenditures,
expenditures, required
several regiments
cavalry, the
batrequired for the
the several
regiments of
of cavalry,
the batteries of light artillery, and such companies of infantry and
and scouts as
may be mounted, and fer
for the trains,
trains, to wit: hire of veterinary
veterinary surgeons,
surgeons,
medicine for horses and
picket-ropes, and for shoeing
medicine
and mules, picket-ropes,
shoeing the horses
and mules;
generally, the proper
mules; also,
also, generally,
proper and authorized
authorized expenses for the
movement and operations
expressly assigned to any
operations of the Army
Army not expressly
department, one million
other department,
million dollars.
Horses.
For purchase of horses for the cavalry and artillery, and
Horses.
and for the
mounted, two hundred
Indian scouts, and for such infantry
infantry as may be mounted,
hundred
thousand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
Transportation.
For transportation
Transportation.
transportation of the Army, including
including baggage
baggage of the troops,
when
when moving either
either by land or water; of clothing and camp and garrison equipage.
equipage from the depots of Philadelphia
Philadelphia and Jeffersonville
Jeffersonville to the
the
several posts and Army depots, and
and from those depots to the troops
troops in
in
thefield;
equipments and of subsistence
the
field; of horse equipments
subsistence stores
stores from the places of
of
purchase and from the places of delivery,
delivery,. under contract, to such places
places
as the circumstances
circumstances, of the service may require
require them to be sent; of ord-
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founderies and armories
nance, ordnance
ordnance stores, and small-arms
small-arms from the founderies
armories
to the arsenals, fortifications,
fortifications, frontier posts, and Army depots; freights,
wharfage, tolls and ferriages;
ferriages; the purchase
purchase and hire of horses, mules,
wagons, carts, and
oxen, and harness, and the purchase
purchase and repair of wagons,
drays,
sea-going vessels
drays, and of
of ships and
and other
other sea-going
vessels and
and boas
boats required
required for
for
transportation of supplies, and for garrison purposes; for drayage
the transportation
and cartage
cartage at the several posts; hire of teamsters; transportation
transportation of
of
disbursing departments
expenses of
of
funds for the
the pay
pay and other disbursing
departments;•the
the expenses
sailing public transports on the various rivers, the Gulf of Mexico, and
the Atlantic and Pacific;
procuring water
their
Pacific; for procuring
water at such posts as, from their
situation, require
a -distance; and for clearing
require it to be brought
brought from a
clearing
roads and for removing
obstructions from roads, harbors,
removing obstructions
harbors, and rivers, to
to
the extent
extent which
which may
may be required for the actual operations
operations of the troops
in the field, four million two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For hire of quarters
quarters for troops, of storehouses
safe keeping
keeping of Quarters.
Quarters.
storehouses for the safe
military stores, of offices,
offices, and of grounds for
summer cantonfor camp and summer
cantonments, and
ments,
and for temporary
temporary frontier
frontier stations, for the
the construction
construction of temrepairing public buildings
buildings at estabporary huts and stables; and for repairing
Proviso.
Provided,That Proviso.
lished posts, eight hundred and eighty thousand dollars: Provided,
Buildings at
of said sum thirty thousand dollars, or so much thereof as shall be necesneces- Buildings
at
War, be expended in the Omaha.
of the
discretion of
sary, in
the discretion
the Secretary
Secretary of War,
sary,
in the
necessary storehouse and depot building
of
building at the city of
a necessary
construction of a
Omaha, in the State of Nebraska: And provided
further, That no part of Proviso.
Proviso.
providedfurther,
purchase of the ground required for such
said sum shall be used in the purchase
War is
by Donation of
of lots.
Secretary of
of War
is hereby authorized to receive, by
purchase. The Secretary
donation of citizens
citizens or others, the title for any lots or tracts of land
necessary to the proper location
hereinbefore
location of the building or buildings hereinbefore
necessary
provided
provided for. Niobrara River in
a military post near the Niobrara
For the construction of a
Northern Nebraska
Nebraska or Dakota, at a
apoint to be selected
selected by the General
General
Northern
with the approval
thousand
the Secretary
Secretary of War, fifty thousand
Army, with
approval of the
of the
the Army,
thereof as may be necessary.
necessary.
dollars, or so much thereof
For construction and repair of hospitals,
hospitals as reported
reported by the Surgeon- Hospitals
Hospitals.
General of the Army, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars.
dollars.
General
garrison Clothing.
manufacture of clothing and camp and garrison
purchase and
and manufacture
For purchase
clothing and
preserving and repacking
repacking the stock of clothing
and for preserving
equipage, and
Philadelphia,
garrison equipage and materials on hand at the Philadelphia,
camp and garrison
Jeffersonville, and other depots of the Quartermaster's
Department, nine
Quartermaster's Department,
Jeffersonville,
hundred thousand dollars.
hundred
For maintaining
maintaining and improving national cemeteries, one hundred Cemeteries.
thousand dollars.
dollars. And
And the
Board of
Managers of the National
National Home
of Managers
the Board
thousand
be
for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers may charge the regulation stone to be
Branch at a
exceeding one dollar and fifty
a cost not exceeding
Central Branch
in the Central
used in
cents additional for each
each one.
cents
fifty-nine thouFor
seventy-one superintendents
same, fifty-nine
superintendents of the same,
pay of
of seventy-one
For pay
sand dollars.
For
all contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
not provided
provided for by
Contingent.
by other
other Contingent.
Army not
the Army
For all
estimates,
and embracing
be exex- Army.
to be
service, to
military service,
of the
the military
all branches
branches of
embracing all
estimates, and
thoupended
immediate orders
orders of the Secretary of War, forty thoupended under the immediate
sand dollars.
MEDICAL DEPARTIENT.-For
DEPARTIIIENT.—For purchase
of medical
medical and
Medical and
and hoshospital supsup- Medical
and hospital
purchase of
MEDICAL
plies,
care and
and treatment
of officers
and soldiers
soldiers on
detached pital supplies.
supplies.
on detached
officers and
treatment of
plies, medical
medical care
duty,
of purveying-depots,
advertising, and other
miscellaneous
other miscellaneous
purveying-depots, advertising,
expenses of
duty, expenses
expenses
of the
Medical Department,
Department, two
thousand dollars.
dollars.
two hundred
hundred thousand
the Medical
expenses of
For
Medical Museum,
and for
museum.
works for
for Museum.
medical and other works
for medical
Museum, and
the Army
Army Medical
For the
the
the Surgeon-General's
ten thousand dollars.
Office, ten
Surgeon-General's Office,
of the
library of
the library
ENGINEER, DEPARTIVIENT.—For
depot at
Willets Point,
Point, New
New Engineer depot.
at Willets
engineer depot
DEPARTMENT.--For engineer
ENGINEER
York, namely:
namely: For purchase
purchase of engineering
engineering materials
materials to continue the
present
of the
field engineerengineerin field
battalion in
engineer battalion
the engineer
instruction of
of instruction
course of
present course
thousand dollars.
ing, one thousand
For
incidental expenses
remodeling ponton-trains,
ponton-trains, reexpenses of the depot, remodeling
For incidental
chemicals, extrapairing
purchasing fuel, forage, stationery, chemicals,
pairing instruments, purchasing
xxI-3
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duty pay to soldiers engaged
engaged in special skilled
labor, and
and .ordinary
skilled labor,
ordinary
repairs, four thousand dollars.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.—For
the ordnance
ordnance service,
service, required
required to
to dedeOrdnance
ORDNANCE
DEPARTMEINT.--For the
Ordnan
ce service.
fray
arsenals; of
of receiving
receiving stores
stores and
and
vice.
fray the
the current
current expenses
expenses at
at the
the arsenals;
ordnance supplies;
supplies; of police and
and office
office duties;
duties;
issuing arms and other ordnance
of rents, tolls, fuel, and
and lights; of stationery
stationery and office
office furniture;
furniture; of
of tools
tools
and instruments
instruments for use; of public
public animals,
animals, forage, and vehicles; incidental expenses
expenses of the ordnance
ordnance service, including
including conmpensation
compensation of
of
workmen
workmen in the armory and museum
building connected
connected with the
the
museum building
Ordnance
Office and those attending
Ordnance Office
attending practical
practical trials and tests
tests of ordnance,
small-arms, and other ordnance
ordnance supplies,
nance, small-arms,
supplies, one hundred
hundred and ten
ten
Proviso.
Proviso.
thousand dollars:
That none of the money hereby
hereby appropridollars: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriof use.
ated
shall be
expended, directly
indirectly, for
for any use
use.
Limit of
ated shall
be expended,
directly or indirectly,
use not
not strictly
directly connected
necessary for, and
and directly
connected with, the military service of the
the
government; and this restriction
government;
restriction shall apply to the use of public anianimals, forage, and vehicles.
Metallic ammuamlnu- For manufacture
manufacture of metallic ammunition
ammunition for small-arms,
small-arms, seventy
seventy, five
five
nition.
nition.
thousand dollars.
Pro
o
Preserving
r v i ng
For overhauling, cleaning,
cleaning, and preserving
preserving new
stores on
on
new ordnance
ordnance stores
stores.
hand at the arsenals, twenty-five
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
Removing
Removing armaFor dismounting
dismounting guns and removing
removing the armament
armament from
from forts being
being
on
ments.
me ts.
repaired, including heavy
modified or repaired,
heavy carriages
carriages returned to arsenals
arsenals for
for
alteration and repairs,
necessary expenses
alteration
repairs, and
and other necessary
expenses of the same charcharRepairing or
Repairing
d-acter, and for
ordrepairing ordnance
ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores
for repairing
in the
the hands of
of
stores in
nance.
troops and for issue at the arsenals
arsenals and depots, and
and for extra duty for
for
enlisted men detailed
detailed for ordnance
ordnance service, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
Ordnanuc stores.
Ordnance
For purchase
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of orldnance
ordnance stores,
stores, to
to fill
fill requisitions
requisitions
of troops, one hundred
thousand dollars;
hundred and fifteen thousand
dollars;
Equipments.
• For infantry, cavalry,
Equipments.
cavalry, and artillery equipments,
equipments, consisting
consisting of clothingbags,
canteens, and great-coat
bags, haversacks,
haversacks, canteens,
great-coat straps, and repairing
repairing horse
equipments
seventy-five thousand
equipments for cavalry
cavalry troops, seventy-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
powderSite for powderFor purchase
purchase of site for powder-depot,
powder-depot, and commencing
commencing the erection
depot.
depot.
of suitable
suitable buildings,
buildings, fifty thousand dollars.
Manufacture
Manufacture of For manufacture
manufacture of arms at national
national armories,
hundred and fiftyarmories, two hundred
arms.
arms.
thousand dollars.
Smooth-bore
Smooth-bore
For conversion
conversion of smooth-bore
smooth-bore guns,
guns, fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
guns.
guns.
Range ground at
Range
clearing, and grading
range ground at Sandy Hook comFor leveling, clearing,
grading range
Sandy
Sandy Hook.
Hook.
mon, building
plank roads,
roads, targets,
targets, cranes,
mon,
building plank
cranes, and similar necessaries,
necessaries, and
and
for telegraph
poles and
for
telegraph poles
and wires
wires for ballistic
ballistic instruments,
instruments, five thousand
thousand
dollars.
Quarters
Quarters at
at SanSan- For quarters
ground at Sandy Hook,
Hook,
quarters for superintendent
superintendent of the proving ground
dy
Hook.
dy Hook.
two thousand
thousand five
five. hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Regulations
and
Regulations
and S
SEC.
EC. 2. That
That the Secretary
Secretary of War is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to cause
cause
general orders.
orders.
general
all
the regulations
regulations of
all the
of the Army
Army and general orders now in force
force to be
be
codified
published to the Army,
Army, and to defray
codified and published
defray the expenses
expenses thereof
thereof
out of the contingent
contingent fund of the Army.
.Examiner of
of State
Examiner
State SEC.
3. And
the examiner
State claims
claims in
in the office of the
the Secretary
SEC. 3.
And the
examiner of
of State
Secretary
claims.
cait.
of War shall have, while
while on such
duty, the
pay, emoluments,
emoluments, and
and allowallowsuch duty,
the pay,
that held by him in his
ances of mounted
mounted officers
officers one grade
grade hilgher
higher than that
his
regiment
regiment or corps.
Military
Military Academy
Academy
SEC.
in the
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That when
when a
avacancy
vacancy occurs
occurs in
the office
office of
of professol
professm of
of the
the
professorships.
profesorships.
French
language or
or in
in the
the office
language -in
inl
French language
office of professor
professor of the Spanish language
the
the Military
Military Academy,
Academy, both these offices shall cease,
cease, and the
the remaining
remaining
one of
of the two professors shall be professor
and
professor of modern languages;
languages; and
thereafter there shall be in the Military
Military Academy
Academy one, and only one, prothereafter
proIt.
R. S. 1336,
1336,
lessor of modern languages;
fessor
languages; and that section
section thirteen
and thirtythirtythirteen hundred
hundred and
Amended.
six of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
six
Statutes be, and is hereby, amended
amended by inserting,
after the
the word
word "service"
"service" in the first line, the words ""as professor".
after
professor".
Military Academy
Military
Academy
SEC.
S
EC. 5. That each member of the graduating
graduating classes
classes of the
the Military
graduates.
graduates.
Academy,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine,
Academy, of
of eighteen
seventy-nine, and eighteen hundred
hundred
and eighty, after graduation,
and
graduation, may elect, with the assent of the Secretary
Secretary
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hundred and fifty dollars and
receive the gross sum of seven hundred
of War, to receive
residence; and the acceptance
place of residence;
acceptance of this gross sum
mileage to his place
shall render
ineligible to appointment in the Army, except
except in the
render him ineligible
shall
amount
event of
until two years after his graduation; and the amount
war, until
of war,
event
required to
herein provided for shall be paid out
expenditure herein
defray the expenditure
to defray
required
of any
any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
of
or
appropriated or
SEC. 6. That no money appropriated
appropriated in this act is appropriated
SEC.
shall be paid
paid for the subsistence, equipment, transportation, or compenshall
a
sation of
of any portion
portion of the Army of the United States to be used as a
sation
police force
force to
to keep the peace
peace at the polls at any election held within
police
any State.
SEC. 7.
7. That the Secretary of War shall be authorized to detail
SEC.
an officer
officer of
the Army,
Army, not above the rank of captain, for special duty
of the
an
with reference
reference to Indian education.
approved June eighteenth,
SEC. 8.
section six of the act approved
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen
That section
8. That
SEC.
appropriations for the support of
hundred and
of
seventy-eight, making appropriations
and seventy-eight,
hundred
the Army,
be, and
hereby, repealed:
repealed: Provided,
Provided, That when the economy
is hereby,
and is
Army, be,
the
of
the service
service requires,
requires, the
the Secretary
Secretary of War shall direct the establishof the
ment of
military headquarters
headquarters at points where
where suitable buildings are
of military
ment
owned by
government.
by the government.
owned
Approved,
Approved, June 23, 1879.
CHAP. 38.-An
38.—An act
act authorizing
authorizing the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia to
CHAP.
extend
area for
for the
the taking
animals in the Distaking up and impounding of domestic animals
the area
extend the
trict
trict of Columbia.

35
35

Troops
at pol/a.
polls.
Troops at

Indian
Indian education.

1878,
1878, ch. 263,
20 Stat.,
Star., 150,
Repealed.
Proviso.
Proviso.

June 27, 1879.

Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House of
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
b
isi
t
a
o-Distriet
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
Commissioners of the Dn
et of
of C
Co
the Commissioners
That
assembled,
Congress
in
States of America
hini
Impounding
rules
District of
Columbia be, and are hereby, authorized
authorized to prescribe
prescribe
ImpoUnding dodoof Columbia
District
for taking
up and
domestic animals
animals found
found running
running at mestic animals.
of domestic
impounding of
and impounding
taking up
for
large in the District of Columbia.
large

Approved, June 27, 1879.
CHAP. 39.—An act
Revenue Laws
Laws and
Internal Revenue
the Internal
of the
binding of
the binding
for the
providing for
CHAP. 39.-An act providing
Manual.

June 27, 1879.

Be it
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Public
Internal RoveRovePrinter is Internal
Public Printer
assembled, That
States
hereby authorized
to bind
in cloth
thousand copies
copies of
of the
nueLawsandManthe Corn- nueLawsandManthree thousand
cloth three
bind in
authorized to
hereby
pilation of
Internal Revenue
Revenue Laws
Laws and three thousand five hundred
hundred copies ul.
.
"1*
of Internal
pilation
of the
Revenue Manual
Revenue
Internal Revenue
use of the Internal
the use
for the
Manual for
Internal Revenue
the Internal
of
Bureau.
Approved,
Approved, June 27, 1879.
CHAP. 40.—An at
legislative assemblies
of the
the several
of
Territories of
several Territories
assemblies of
the legislative
concerning the
CHAP. 40.--An act concerning
the United States
the

June 27,
1879.
27, 1879.
June

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of
United
the United
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
States of America in
Congress assembled,
the provisions
act Territorial
Territorial legislegisan act
of an
provisions of
That the
assembled, That
States of America in Congress
entitled "An act making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
legislative, executive,
executive, blares.
latures.
legislative,
the
entitled "An act making
and
judicial expenses
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
June
ending June
year ending
government for
the government
of the
expenses of
and judicial
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-nine,
and
for
other
purposes",
purposes",
other
for
and
seventy-nine,
and
eighteen
thirtieth,
approved June nineteenth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-eight, per- 1878, ch. 329,
approved June nineteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, per- 1878, oh. 329,
taming to
to government
in the
the several
rritories of
of the
20 Stat., 193.
the United States, 193.20Stat,
Territories
several Te
government in
taining
shall not be so construed as
impair or
or shorten
tenure of
of office
Limitation of
of
office Limitation
the tenure
shorten the
to impair
shall not be so construed as to
of any member of
assemblies until
effect.
and effect.
redistricting and
the redistricting
until the
legislative assemblies
such legislative
of any member of such
reapportionment of
nor until
at
until at
provided, nor
therein provided,
is therein
as is
Territories as
such Territories
reapportionment of such
the next regular election thereafter
the twelve
of the
council
the council
members of
twelve members
the next regular election thereafter the
and twenty-four members
of the
house of
of representatives
of such
such TerriTerrirepresentatives of
the house
and twenty-four members of
tories
shall
have
been
elected
and
their
term
of
office
begun.
begun.
office
of
term
their
and
tories shall have been elected
Approved,
June 27, 1879.
Approved, June
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CHAP. 41.-An
41.—An act
rate of
upon arrearages
arrearages of
of general
taxes and
and
general taxes
interest upon
the rate
of interest
act fixing
fixing the
CHAP.
assessments for
for special
to the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
for aa
Columbia, and
and for
now due
due to
special improvements
improvements now
-assessments
revision of
assessments for
special improvements,
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
improvements, and
for special
revision
of assessments

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
House of
of Representatives
the United
Be it
the Senate

District of
Co- States
,States of
in, Congress
assembled, That
That the
rate of
of interest
interest to
be
District
of Coof America
America in
Congress assembled,
the rate
to be

lumbia.
lunmbia.

Interest on ar-

collected of any person
assessments
person owing arrearages
arrearages of general
general taxes
taxes or assessments

held
improvements now
due to
and the
liens for
for which
which are
are held
the liens
to and
now due
for special
special improvements
reargoaxes
rearages of o
taxes. for

Columbia shall be
be six per centum
centum per annum
annum in lieu
by the District of Columbia
of the rate and penalties
penalties now fixed
fixed by law: Provided,
Provided, This provision
provision
apply only to taxes
taxes and assessments
before the first day
paid on or before
assessments paid
shall apply
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine.
of October, eighteen
S
EC. 2.
property has
sold under
sales and
and bought
bought in
in
Interest on
taxWhere property
has been
been sold
under tax
tax sales
Interest
on taxSEC.
2. Where
hen certificates.
lien
certificates.
by any
any other
other party
party than the District
District of Columbia, or where
where any
any third
third
person
acquired tax-lien
tax-lien certificates
special assessment
assessment certificates,
person has acquired
certificates or
or special
certificates,
the parties owning
owning the property
certificates
property thus .sold or on which such certificates
may have been
been acquired,
acquired, may tender to the purchaser
purchaser or holder of said
certificates, on or before
day of October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
certificates,
before the first day
seventy-nine, the amount
amount due and
and six per centum
when
seventy-nine,
centum interest, which when
received,
penalties attached
attached
received, shall be in full of principal, interest, and penalties
thereto by law.
Revision of speRevision
SEC.
Commissioners of the
Columbia are hereby
SEC. 3. That
That the Commissioners
the District of Columbia
hereby
cial-iniprovem entauthorized
cial-improvement
directed, upon written
authorized and
and directed,
written complaint
complaint being made
made to them
taxes.
axes.
within
passage of this act, by any person or persons
persons
within sixty days from
from the
the passage
eighteen hundred
hundred and
who had, prior to June nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen
and seventy-eight,
paid their special improvement
improvement taxes prepared
prepared under an act of the legislative assembly
assembly of said
said District, of August
August tenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-one, that their
erroneous
seventy-one,
their said assessment
assessment or assessments
assessments were erroneous
correct such assessments
or excessive, to revise and correct
assessments so complained
complained of;
assessment is found to be erroneous
and in case the amount
amount of any
any such assessment
erroneous
Commissioners shall issue to the person
or excessive, the Commissioners
person entitled to the
a drawback
amount of such
same a
drawback certificate
certificate for the amount
such excessive or erroneous eh
urge ' which
received in payment
payment of all special
special
charge,
which certificate
certificate shall
shall be received
assessments,
general taxes
assessments, and for all general
taxes due
due before
before the
the first
first day
of July,
July,
day of
Proviso.
Proviso.
eighteen
seventy-sevenl:: Provided,
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven
Provided, That complaints
complaints filed
filed
under the act of June nineteenth,
hundred and seventy-eight,
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-eight,
holder his agent
agent or attorney
attorney need
(paid or unpaid) by a
a property holder
need not be
be
refiled under
under this act.
Publication
Publication of S
SEC.
hereafter the date of publication
EC. 4. That hereafter
sale for
publication of notice of sale
for
delinquent tax delinquent
delinquent
delinquent taxes provided
provided for in section
section five of "An
"Au act for the support
support
sales.
sales.
government of the Iistrict
of the government
District of Columbia for the fiscal year
year ending
ending
1877, eh.
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
seventy-eight, and for other pur1877,
ch. 117,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and seventy-cight,
pur19 Stat.,
Stat., 396.
19
396.
poses", approved
March third,
approved March
eighteen hundred
seventy-seven,
third, eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-seven,
shall be as follows:
follows:
For the tax year
seventyyear ending
ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventynine, said notice of sale shall be published
published on the
the first Tuesday of
of
November, eighteen
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and for each
each subsequent
subsequent
eighteen hundred
year on the first Tuesday
September of each such year.
Tuesday in September
Proviso.
Proviso.

- Approved,
Approved, June
June 27,
27, 1879.
1879.

June
2'7, 1879.
1879.
June 27,

CHAP. 42.-An
42.—An

act
Conway National
National Bank
Bank of
Massachuact authorizing
authorizing the Conway
of Conway,
Conway, Massachusetts, to
change its
location and
setts,
to change
its location
and name.
name.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the United
Conwa
yNational States of America in Congress
CouwayNational
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Conway National
Bank.
located in
State of MassaBChange
anke off lloca- Bank
Bank of Conway, now
now located
in the
the town of Conway and State
authorized to change its location to the city
oa- chusetts, is hereby
tionge
hereby authorized
city of
of
tion.
Holyoke, in said State. Whenever
Whenever the stockholders
stockholders representing
representing twothirds of the capital
capital of said
said bank, at a
a meeting called
called for that purpose,
purpose,
determine to make such change, the president
president and cashier shall
shall execute
a certificate,
corporate seal of the bank, specifying
a
certificate, under the corporate
specifying such determination, and shall cause
cause the same
same to be recorded
recorded in the office of the
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location
Comptroller of
the Currency,
change of location
thereupon such change
Currency, and thereupon
of the
Comptroller
operations of discount and deposit of said bank
be effected and the operations
shall be
be carried on in the city of Holyoke.
shall be

in any
any Liabilities
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That nothing
in this
this act
shall be
be so
so construed
as in
Liabilities not
no t
construed as
act contained
contained shall
nothing in
SEC.
manner
release the said bank from any liability or affect any action or affected.
to release
manner to
proceeding
in law
in which
which the
interested;
a party or interested;
bank may be a
the said bank
law in
proceeding in
and when
change shall have been determined
determined upon as aforesaid,
such change
when such
and
weekly
notice thereof,
published in two weekly
and of such change, shall be published
thereof, and
notice
papers, one
and one in Springfield, in the State of Massain Greenfield
Greenfield and
one in
papers,
not less
less than four weeks.
chusetts, not
shall have been Changeof
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That whenever
the location
location of
of said
bank shall
Change of name
said bank
whenever the
SEC.
changed from
from the
accordance
the town of Conway to the city of Holyoke, in accordance
changed
with the first
section of this act, its name shall be changed to the City
first section
with
National Bank
Holyoke, if the board of directors of said bank shall
Bank of Holyoke,
National
accept the
name by
by resolution
of the board, and cause aacopy of
resolution of
new name
the new
accept
such resolution,
resolution, duly
of
authenticated, to be filed with the Comptroller of
duly authenticated,
such
the Currency.
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That all
all the
the debts,
liabilities, rights,
rights, privileges,
privileges, and Rig
It ights,
lit 8, etc.,
demands, liabilities,
debts, demands,
SEc.
powers
of the
the Conway
Conway National
National Bank of Conway shall devolve
devolve upon the saved.
powers of
City
Bank of
of Holyoke
whenever such change
change of name is effected.
Holyoke whenever
National Bank
City National
S
EC. 5.
5. That
this act
act shall
take effect
effect and
be in force from and after Effect.
and be
shall take
That this
SEC.
its passage.
Approved, June
June 27, 1879.
Approved,
River CommisCHAP.
provide for
for the
the appointment
Commis"Mississippi River
a "Mississippi
appointment of a
to provide
act to
43.-An act
CHAP. 43.—An
sion" for
the improvement
improvement of
said river
from the Head of the Passes
Passes near its mouth
mouth
river from
of said
for the
sion"
to its
headwaters.
its headwaters.
to

Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
the Sencute
it enacted
Be
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
commission is hereby
hereby
a commission
That a
America in
of America
States of
created,
be called
"The Mississippi
Mississippi River
River Commission",
to consist
consist of
of
Commission ", to
called "The
to be
created, to
seven
seven members.
SEC. 2.
the United
United States
States shall, by and with the
of the
President of
The President
2. The
SEc.
advice
and consent
consent of
of the
commissioners, three
seven commissioners,
appoint seven
Senate, appoint
the Senate,
advice and
of whom
shall be
be selected
the Engineer
Corps of the Army, one
Engineer Corps
from the
selected from
whom shall
of
from the
Coast and
and Geodetic
three from civil life, two of
of
and three
Survey, and
Geodetic Survey,
the Coast
from
whom shall
be civil
civil engineers.
which may occur in
vacancy which
any vacancy
And any
engineers. And
shall be
whom
President, of the
the commission
in like
be filled by the President
manner be
like manner
shall in
commission shall
the
United
States; and
designate one
of the
the commissioners
commissioners appointed
appointed
one of
shall designate
he shall
and he
United States;
from
the Engineer
Engineer Corps
Corps of
of the
Army to
president of
the commission.
commission.
of the
be president
to be
the Army
from the
The
appointed from
Engineer Corps of the Army and
the Engineer
from the
commissioners appointed
The commissioners
the
Coast and
and Geodetic
Survey shall
shall receive
other pay
pay or
or compensacompensano other
receive no
Geodetic Survey
the Coast
tion
than is
now allowed
allowed them
them by
law, and
and the
three commissioners
commissioners
other three
the other
by law,
is now
tion than
shall receive
receive as
compensation for
their services
sum of
of
the sum
each the
services each
for their
and compensation
as pay
pay and
shall
three
per annum;
annum; and
appointed
commissioners appointed
the commissioners
and the
dollars per
thousand dollars
three thousand
under this
act shall
to removal
by the
President
the President
removal by
subject to
office subject
in office
remain in
shall remain
this act
under
the United States.
of the
SEC. 3.
3. It
It shall
of said
commission to
to direct
direct and
complete
and complete
said commission
duty of
the duty
be the
shall be
SEc.
such surveys
surveys of
river, between
Head of
of the
Passes near
mouth
its mouth
near its
the Passes
the Head
between the
of said
said river,
such
to its
its headwaters
as may
may now
in progress,
to make
make such
such addiand to
progress, and
be in
now be
headwaters as
to
tional
topographical, hydrohydroinvestigations, topographical,
and investigations,
examinations, and
surveys, examinations,
tional surveys,
graphical,
hydrometrical, of
said river
tributaries, as may be
river and its tributaries,
of said
and hydrometrical,
graphical, and
deemed
commission to
out the
objects of
of this
this
the objects
carry out
to carry
said commission
by said
necessary by
deemed necessary
act.
to enable
enable said
such surveys,
surveys, examiexamito complete
complete such
commission to
said commission
And to
act. And
nations,
and investigations,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War shall,
shall, when
requested
when requested
investigations, the
nations, and
by
said commission,
from the
Engineer Corps
of the
Army such
such
the Army
Corps of
the Engineer
detail from
commission, detail
by said
officers and
and men
men as
may be
and shall
shall place
place in
the charge
charge and
and
in the
necessary, and
be necessary,
as may
officers
for the
the use
of said
said commission
commission such
such vessel
or vessels
vessels and such machinery
machinery
vessel or
use of
for
and instruments
instruments as
may be
be under
under his
his control
control and
and may
may be
necesdeemed necesbe deemed
as may
and
sary.
And
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
shall,
when
requested
by said
said
by
requested
when
shall,
And the Secretary of the Treasury
sary.
commission in
in like
Geodetic Survey
Survey
and Geodetic
Coast and
the Coast
from the
detail from
manner detail
like manlier
commission

Tune
1879.
28, 1879.
June 28,

miss; ssi pp iRiver
River
MissisRippi
Commission.
Commission.
Number.

Selection.
Selection.
Vacancies.
Vacancies.
President.
Compensation.
Compensation.

Tenure of office.
office.

Duties.
Duties.

Detail of assist.
ants,
ants, etc.
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such
officers and
and men
men as
may be
be necessary,
charge
such officers
as may
necessary, and
and shall
shall place
place in
in the
the charge
and for the use of said commission
commission such
or vessels
vessels and
and such
such
such vessel
vessel or
machinery
be under
control and
and may
may be
machinery and instruments
instruments as
as may
may be
under his
his control
be
Additional
deemed necessary.
Additional forco.
force. deemed
necessary. And
the said
may, with
with the
approval
And the
said commission
commission may,
the approval
of
Secretary of
of War,
War, employ
such additional
additional force
force and
and assistants,
of the
the Secretary
employ such
assistants,
and provide, by
purchase or
or otherwise,
vessels or
such
by purchase
otherwise, such
such vessels
or boats
boats and
and such
instruments and
and means
means as
may be
be deemed
deemed necessary.
instruments
as may
necessary.
SEC.
It shall be the duty of said commission
Duties.
SEC. 4. It
commission to take
take into
into consideraconsideration and mature
mature such plan or
and estimates
estimates as
will correct,
correct, perperor plans
plans and
as will
manently
manently locate,
locate, and
and protect
the banks
banks of
of the
and deepen
deepen the channel
channel and
protect the
the
Mississippi River;
and give
give safety
ease to
the navigation
navigation
Mississippi
River; improve and
safety and
and ease
to the
thereof; prevent
prevent destructive
destructive floods;
promote and
facilitate commerce,
floods; promote
and facilitate
commerce,
trade,
trade, and the postal
postal service;
service; and when
so prepared
prepared and
when so
and matured,
matured, to
to
Report.
submit to the Secretary
Seeretary of War a
a full and detailed report
report of
of their
their proceedings
ceedings and actions, and of such plans, with estimates
estimates of
of the
cost thereof,
the cost
thereof,
Provi8o,
purposes aforesaid,
be by
transmitted to
Congress: ProProviso,
for the purposes
aforesaid, to be
by him
him'transmitted
to Congress:
Provided, That the commission shall report in full upon the practicability,
practicability,
feasibility, and probable cost of the various
various plans
known as
as the
plans known
the jetty
jetty
system, the levee system,
system, and the outlet system,
system, as
as upon
as well
well as
upon such
such
others as they deem
deem necessary.
Immodiateworks.
SEC.
5. The
The said
immeatateworks.
SEC. 5.
said commission
commission may,
to the
the completion
of all
the
may, prior
prior to
completion of
all the
surveys and examinations
examinations contemplated
contemplated by this
this act,
act, prepare, and
and submit
submit
to the Secretary
Secretary of War plans, specifications,
specifications, and estimates
estimates of costs for
for
such immediate
immediate works as, in the judgment of said
commission, may
may consaid commission,
constitute a
a part of the general system of works herein
to be
herein contemplated,
contemplated, to
be
by him transmitted
transmitted to Congress.
Con g ress.
SEC.
Secretary
Secretary.
SEC. 6. The S
ecre t
ar yof
of War may detail
the Engineer
Engineer Corps
Corps of'
detail from
from the
of
the Army of the United States an officer
officer to act as secretary
secretary of
of' said
comsaid commission.
Appropriation.
SEC.
The Secretary
Appropriation.
SEC. 7.
7. The
Secretary of
of War
authorized to
to expend
expend the
sum
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
the sum
of one hundred
hundred and seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars,
much thereof
thereof
dollars, or
or so
so much
as may be necessary,
payment of the salaries herein provided
necessary, for the paymentfor, and of the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in the completion of
of such
such
surveys
surveys as may now be in progress, and of such additional
additional surveys,
examinations, and investigations
investigations as may be
deemed necessary,
necessary, reporting
reporting'
be deemed
the plans and estimates, and the plans,
specifications, and
plans, specifications
estimates
and estimates
contemplated by this act, as herein provided for;
f
or; an
d said sum
and
sum is hereby
hereby
appropriated for said purposes
appropriated
purposes out of any money in the Treasury
not
Treasury not
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 28,
28, 1879.
1879.

June 28,1879.
28, 1879.
June
Post-routes.
Post-routes.

CHAP. 44.—An
44.-An act
certain States
CHAP.
act to establish
establish post-roads in certain
States therein
therein named.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of tine
the United
United
'tates of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the following post-routes
states
post-routes
be and the
the same
same are
are hereby
hereby established
established

Alabama.

ALABAMA.
ALABAMA.

From Victoria to Clintonville.
Clintonville.
From Town Creek to Bellevue.
California.
California.

CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA.
From Burnt Ranch
Ranch to Forks New River.

Delaware.
Delaware.

DELAWARE.
DELAWARE.
From Laurel to Lewisville.

FORTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

SESS.
S
ESS. I.
I. CH.
C .44.

FLORIDA.
FLORIDA.
From
From
From
From
From
From
and W.
W.
and
From
From
From
From
From
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Florida.

McDavids Store to Ocala.
Bronson via
via Willis Mills, Fants Store MeDavids
Bronson
Bronson to Levyville.
Bronson
Sum
terville via
via Frank Hayes', David Knights', John Harris',
Sumterville
A. Duells' to Bartow.
Brooksville,
Brooksville, via Apopka Lake and New Hope to Dampiers'.
Myers
Myers to Eau Gallie.
Bartow to Eau Gallie.
Grallie.
GEORGIA
GEORGIA

Georgia.

From Hahird
Hahird P.
via Wills' Mills to Avon P. O.
0. via
P. O.
From
INDIANA.
INDIANA.

Indiana.

From Amboy
Amboy via
Red-bridge and
Pucker-brush to Wabash.
and Pucker-brush
via Red-bridge
From
From Memphis
via Blue Lick to Chestnut Hill.
Memphis via
From
KANSAS.
KANSAS.

Kansas.

From
Lacrosse via
West Point, Hampton, Elm Valley, Bright Spring
via West
From Lacrosse
Creek
Wakeeney.
Creek to Wakeeney.
ILLINOIS.
ILLINOIS.

Illinois.

From
Green Garden
Garden to Chelsea.
From Green
From
Raleigh via
Long Branch and Walpole to Broughton.
via Long
From Raleigh
KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.

Kentucky.

From
Princeton to Lamasco.
Lamasco.
From Princeton
From
Combling Falls
Falls to
Cumberland Falls.
to Cumberland
From Combling
Tennessee, via
From
Springfield via
via Hubbardsville,
Black Jack, Tennessee,
and Black
Hubbardsville, and
From Springfield
Millikens
Store
to
Franklin,
Kentucky.
Kentucky.
Franklin,
to
Store
Millikens
LOUISIANA
LOUISIANA

Louisiana.
Louisiana.

From Houma
to St Martins.
Houma to
From
From Donaldsonville
Fort Vincent,
New River, Lane, Hope Villa
Villa
Vincent, New
via Fort
Donaldsonville via
From
and Bayou
Vicknair to Amite City.
Bayou Vicknair
and
MARYLAND.
MARYLAND.

Maryland.

From Prices
Ruttlesburg.
Station to Ruttlesburg.
Prices Station
From
From Oakland to Fort Pendleton.
MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.

Minnesota.
Minnesota.

From
Mountville via
Transit Bismark,
Bismark, Moltke,
and Grafton
Grafton to
Stewart.
to Stewart.
Moltke, and
via Transit
From Mountville
From
Richland.
to Richland.
Kenyon to
From Kenyon
NORTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.
NORTH
From Ridgeway,
Mills, Brodie
Brodie Place,
Sledge's Store,
Place, Sledge's
Shocco Mills,
Clifton, Shocco
via Clifton,
Ridgeway, via
From
to
Williams'
Store.
Store.
to Williams'
TENNESSEE.
TENNESSEE.
From Beaver Hill,
down the
the West
Nettle
to Nettle
River, to
Obhdi River,
of Obedi
Fork of
West Fork
Beaver Hill, down
From
Carrier.
Carrier.
From
Eaton's Cross
Cross Roads,
via Letinsgee,
Letinsgee, Lfuckney's
Mill, Beaver
Beaver
Huckney's Mill,
Roads, via
From Eaton's
Ridge
to Powells
Powells Station.
Station.
Ridge to

North Carolina.
Carolina.
North

Tennessee.
Tennessee.
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From Andersonville
Andersonville via
via Direct
Direct Public
Public Road,
Lays Cross
Cross Roads.
Roads.
From
Road, to
to Lays
From Middle
Middle Creek,
Creek, via
via Public
Road to
to Wear's
From
Public Road
Wear's Valley.
Valley.
From Kingston,
Kingston, via
via Jake
Jake Commichaels
Commiehaels and
Bunn's Mill
Winters
From
and Bunn's
Mill to
to Winters
Gap.
Gap.
From Wear's
Wear's Valley
Valley to
Cove.
From
to Millers
Millers Cove.
From Campbells
Campbells Station
Station via
Bull Camp,
Camp, Beaver
John
From
via Bull
Beaver Ridge,
Ridge, and
and John
Chiles'
Chiles' to Clinton.
Clinton.
. From Waverly
Waverly to Erin.
Erin.
Prom Solon
Grafey Coor.
Coor.
Prom
Solon to
to Grafey
From
Grafey Coor,
C. G.
Robbsville.
From Grafey
Coor, via
via C.
G. Gibson's
Gibson's to
to Robbsville.
From Erin
Erin via
via Wm
Wm Edwards'
on White
White Oak
Oak Creek
to McEwen.
From
Edwards' on
Creek to
MeEwen.

Texas.

TEXAS.
TEXAS.

From Seguin to San Marcos.
From Weatherford
Dry Creek,
Creek, A_mita
and Black
Black Springs
to ChrisChrisFrom
Weatherford via
via Dry
Amita and
Springs to
thence via Bellew Springs back to Weatherford.
tian and thence
Weatherford.
Virginia.

VIRGINIA.
VIERGINIA.
From Kinsale,
Kinsale, via
Roads to
From
via Oldhams
Oldhams Cross
Cross Roads
to Warsaw.
Warsaw.
From
H. via
Etna Mills,
Mills, Mangum,
H.,
From Hanover
Hanover C. II.
via Etna
Mangum, King
King William
William C.
C. H.,
King
Harmony Village,
and Freeshade
Freeshade to
King and Queen C. II.,
I., Saluda,
Saluda, Iarmony
Village, and
to
Fishing Bay.
Bay.
Gloucester C. H.,
H., via Freeport
Freeport Conrad's
From Gloucester
Conrad's Mills and
and Cobbs
Cobbs Creek
Creek
Cricket Hill.
to Cricket
Hill.
to Sandy
Sandy
From West Point,
Point, via
via Plain View,
View, Glenns, Harmony
Harmony Village
Village to
Bottom.
From Miltons Wharf via Ivanhoe,
Store to
to Sampsons
Wharf.
Ivanhoe, Brown's Store
Sampsons Wharf.
From Lancaster
Heathsville to Coan Wharf.
Lancaster C. H. via Heathsville
Wharf.
From White House, via Lanesville, King
DragonsKing and
and Queen C. 11.
H. Dragonsville Jamaica
vile
Jamaica to Bay Port.
From Hague
Hague via Machodoe
Maehodoe to Mount Holly.

Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.

WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.
From De Forrest
Forrest to East Bristol.
Bristol.
From Morrisville
via Leeds
Keyser.
Morrisville via
Leeds to
to Keyser.
From Newville
Newville to Viroqua.
Approved, June
1879.
Approved,
June 28,
28,1879.

June
28,1879.
June 28,1879.

CHAP.
CRAP. 45.—An
making additional
appropriations for
for the
the service
service of
Post
45.-An act making
additional appropriations
of the
the Post
Department for the fiscal years
years ending
Office Department
ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen -hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-nine, aand
June
thirtieth,
eighteen
hundred
and
eighteen hundred and eighty, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of RepresentativeS
Representatives of the United
Appropriations. States of America
Appropriations.
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled That in addition to the amounts
Postal
service.
Postal service, heretofore
heretofore appropriated,
appropriated, the following sums be, and the same are hereby,
appropriated, out of any money
otherwise appropriappropriated,
mo ney in
i
n the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
approprinamely t
ated, namely:
Letter-carriers.
Letter-carriers.
For
payment to letter-carriers for the
year ending
ending June
For payment to letter-carriers for
the fiscal
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and eighty, and to extend the service of such carriers
eighteen
carriers
twentyfor said year under the provisions of the act approved February twenty1879, ch.
95,
1879,
ch. 9,
first, eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-nine,
pay
first,
eighteen
seventy-nine,
entitled
"An
act
to
fix
the
20 Stat.; 317.
20 Stat. 317.
of letter carriers",
in addition
addition to the sum heretofore appropriated,
of
carriers", in
appropriated, four
hundred and fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
For
of increased
salary to letter
For payment
payment of
increased salary
letter carriers under the provisions
of existing
existing law for for the fiscal year
ye:rm ending
thirtieth, eighteen
of
ending June thirtieth,
hundred and seventy-nine, seventy-one
seventy-one thousand
thousand dollars.
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To
Swamp land inCommissioner of the General Land Office to adjust and Swamp
To enable the Commissioner
demnity.
ap- demnity.
settle
claims of the several States, under the act of Congress apsettle the claims
proved September
September twenty-eighth,
eighteen hundred and fifty, and the 950,tt
ratellch584
'
518j,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
proved
act
supplemental thereto
thereto and
and amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof, for
for swamp
lands, in,
55, ch. 14
.
7,
147,
1iL5,
swamp lands,
in- 1E
act supplemental
eluding
claims for
for swampland
indemnity under
under the
Stat., 634.
10 Stat.,
March to
the acts of March
swamp-land indemnity
all claims
eluding all
1857, ch.
ch. 117,
117,
second
hundred and fifty-five, and March third, eighteen hun- 1857,
eighteen hundred
second eighteen
11 Stat., i.51.
51.
L
11
Stat.,
thousand
dred
and
fifty-seven,
acts,
fifteen
dollars.
other
and
fifty-seven,
dred and
of
Judgments of
For
judgments of the Court of Claims, one hundred thou- Judgments
payment of judgments
For payment
sand
dollars, or
so much thereof as may be necessary:
necessary: Provided,
Provided, That no Court of Claims.
or so
sand dollars,
o.
judgment shall
paid until
the right
Proviso.
appeal has expired.
of appeal
right of
until the
be paid
shall be
judgment
Osage Indians.
Indians.
For
diminished reserved lands in Kan- Osage
due Osages on avails of diminished
For interest due
sas,
for the
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
June thirtieth,
the fiscal
fiscal year
sas, for
eighty.
amount to
expended for the Osage Indians, in accordbe expended
to be
This amount
eighty. This
hundred
ance
with section
of July fifteenth, eighteen hundred
the act of
of the
twelve of
section twelve
ance with
ch. 296,
296,
1870, ch.
and
interest at five
eentum per annum from March 1870,
five per e,entum
being interest
seventy, being
and seventy,
362.
Stat., :62.
1(; Stat.,
hun- hi
first,
and seventy-nine, to March first, eighteen hunhundred and
eighteen hundred
first, eighteen
dred
one million
million two
two hundred
hundred and
thousand two hunand six thousand
on one
eighty, on
and eighty,
dred and
dred
and fifty-seven
dollars and twenty-nine
aggregate of net avails
twenty-nine cents, aggregate
fifty-seven dollars
dred and
of
Osage trust
trust and
and diminished
reserve lands
lands sold
sold prior to March
March first,
diminished reserve
of Osage
eighteen
hundred and
seventy-nine, as provided
provided for by section two of
and seventy-nine,
eighteen hundred
149,
ch. 149,
1872, ch.
the
act approved
approved May
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-two, sixty
sixty 1872,
and seventy-two,
ninth, eighteen
May ninth,
the act
17
90.
Stat., 90.
17 Stat.,
thousand
three hundred
hundred and
twelve dollars and eighty-six cents.
and twelve
thousand three
Additional ijsjusAdditional
justice of the supreme court of tice
For
associate justice
additional associate
of the additional
salary of
For salary
supreme court
court
tDceCspremo
the
District of
of Columbia,
under the
the act
approved D.
Congress approved
of Congress
act of
appointed under
Columbia, appointed
the District
C.
February
twenty-fifth, eighteen
hundred and
seventy-nine, from the date
and seventy-nine,
eighteen hundred
February twenty-fifth,
ch. 99,
of
his appointment
appointment to
and including
hundred 1879, ch.
including June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
to and
of his
Stat., 320.
320.
20 Stat.,
and
thousand one
hundred and
twenty-two dollars and 20
and twenty-two
one hundred
one thousand
seventy-nine, one
and seventy-nine,
twenty-two
or so
so much
necessary ;• and the
may be necessary;'
as may
thereof as
much thereof
cents, or
twenty-two cents,
School.
Reforn Soi.ool.
paragraph
relating to
to Reform
in section three of an act entitled Reform
School, in
Reform School,
paragraph relating
"An
act
making
appropriations
for
smithy
civil
expenses
governthe
of
expenses
civil
suudry
for
"An act making appropriations
1879,
ch. 182,
182,
1879, ch.
ment
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
year ending
ment for
20
Stat., 404.
eighty,
and
for
other
purposes",
is
hereby
amended
by
inserting
after
404.
20
Stat.,
after
by
inserting,
amended
hereby
is
eighty, and for other purposes",
the word
improvements", in
in said
said paragraph,
words "and
"and support
support
the words
paragraph, the
"improvements",
word "
the
of
boys sent
school".
sent to said school".
of boys
Approved,
Approved, June 28, 1879.
act to
change the
name of
of the
the ferry-boat
ferry-boat James
James Fisk
Passaic
to Passaic
Jr. to
Fisk Jr.
the name
to change
CHAP. 47.-An act

CHAP. 47.—An

June
1879.
30, 1879.
June 30,

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
United
the United
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States
in Congress
That the
the name
name of
of the
the ferry-boat
ferry-boat Ferry-boat
F rr - b o a t
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
James
Fisk Jr.
Jr. of
York, be,
and is
changed to
to Passaic,
Passaic, by
Fisk, jr.
J
r.
James 1isl,
by James
hereby, changed
is hereby,
be, and
New York,
of New
James Fisk
which
name said
ferry-boat shall
licensed and known.
hereafter licensed
be hereafter
shall be
said ferry-boat
which name
Approved,
30, 1879.
June 30,
Approved, June

CHAP. 48.-An
48.—An act
change the
the name
name of
of the
the steam-propeller
steam-propeller "Nuhpa"
to "Metro"Metro"Nuhpa" to
to change
act to
CHAP.
politan".
politan".

Be it enacted by
and House
of the
the United
United
presentatiesof
ouse of
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
Be it enacted by the
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
name
of
the
steamsteamofthe
name
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
States of America
propeller
"Nuhpa" of
York, be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, changed
to "Metro"Metrochanged to
and is
of New
New York,
propeller "Nuhpa"
politan", by
by which
name said
said steam-propeller
shall be
hereafter licensed
licensed
be hereafter
steam-propeller shall
which name

June 30, 1879.

June 30, 1879.

eeruhpa
PrpleN

politan",

and known.
Approved, June
30, 1879.
June 30,1879.
Approved,

CHAP. 49.—An act changing the time
of holding
holding the
November term
term of
the United
United
of the
the Novomber
49.-An act changing the time of
CHAP.
States
district court
court in
in the
the district
of Connecticut.
Connecticut.
district of
States district

June
30, 1879.
1879.
June30,

U. S. district
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of the
S district
United U
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the term
of the
co urt fordistrictof
for district of
United court
the United
term of
That the
of Antmerica in Congress
States
States district court for the district of Connecticut, at
Hartford, now Connecticut.
States district court for the district of Connecticut, at Hartford, now Connectiicut.
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held
on the
the fourth
Tuesday in
in November,
November, shall
be held
held on
on the
the
shall hereafter
hereafter be
fourth Tuesday
held on
first Tuesday of December.
June 30, 1879.
Approved, June

Juno 30,
30, 1879.
1879.
Junlo

CRAP.
50.—An act
authorize the
the construction
construction of
a railroad
bridge across
across the
the
railroad bridge
of a
act to
to authorize
CHAP. 50.-An
Wabash River.
Wabash

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Railway bridge
a te s of America
Railway
bridge St
States
America in
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Bloomfield
Bloomfield Railroad
Railroad
tcross Waba811
Walbash (Company,
organized under the laws of the State
acros8
Company, organized
State of Indiana, and
and the
the
River.
Rer
Railroad Company,
a corporation
corporation
Quincy, Payson
Payson and Southeastern
Southeastern Railroad
Company, a
organized under the laws of the State of Illinois,
organized
Illinois, or
or either of
of them,
them, is
hereby granted
wooden bridge,
for
hereby
granted the
the right
right to construct
construct an
an iron or
or wooden
bridge, for
railroad purposes,
railroad and
and highway
highway purposes,
and as
as a
railroad
purposes, or
or for
for railroad
purposes, and
a pubpublic highway,
or continuous
span, as
as it
it may
may determine,
lic
highway, either
either with
with aa draw
draw or
continuous span,
determine,
across the Wabash River,
River, at any point
said corporation
corporation may
across
point said
may select, at
at
town of Merom,
of
or within six miles of the town
Merom, in Sullivan County, State of
Navigation pro- Indiana: Provided,
constructed
under
the
auProvided, That the bridge
bridge to be constructed.
l( l
ted t ed
thority
with the
tettlieil.
thority hereby granted shall not interfere with
navigation of
of
the free navigation
said stream beyond
beyond what
what is necessary
necessary in order to carry into full effect
effect
right
the rights and privileges hereby granted, and shall be built at right
angles with the current of the stream where said bridge may be erected,
and that a
hundred and seventy feet over the main
main
and(
a span of at least one hundred
channlel
channel of said stream
stream shall be left between the piers of said structure:
structure:
Draw.
And
provided further,
Draw.
And provided
further, That if said bridge shall be built with aadraw
draw of
of
not less than
than one hundred feet in width, and said draw
draw is kept in repair.
repair
for the passage of boats at all times, the detention of passing said bridge
shall not be construed
construed as interfering
interfering with the navigation
navigation of the stream:
stream:
IPost-road.
firther provided,
l'ost-road.
And it is further
provided, That said bridge shall be, and be considered,
considered,
a legal structure, and shall be a
a post-road
transmission of the
a
post-road for the transmission
Hlvight.
United States
height.
United
States mails: And
bridge is
And provided further,
further, That in
in case
case said
said bridge
is
built
a continuous
continuous span, the bridge
built with a
bridge shall be built at such height
height
as not to interfere
interfere with the navigation
navigation of said river by steamboats.
steamboats.
Sl11ilivision
SEC.
authorized to be constructed
suptir vision of
S
EC. 2. That
That any
any bridge authorized
constructed under this act
act
collnstriltieon,
etc. shall
regulations for the
enlist
ruction, etc.
shall be built and located
located under and subject to such regulations
the
security
security of navigation
navigation of said river as the Secretary
Secretary of War shall prescribe;
secure that object the said company
company dr companies,
companies, corscribe; and to secure
poration
poration or corporations,
corporations, or either of them, shall submit to the Secretary
Secretary
examination and approval, aa design and drawing
of War, for his examination
drawing of the
bridge, and aa map of the location, giving for the space
space of one mile above
and one mile below the proposed location, the topography
of
topography of the banks of
the river, the shore-lines
shore-lines at high and low water, the direction and strength
strength
of the currents at all stages, and the soundings, accurately
accurately showing
showing the
bed of the stream,
stream, the location of any other bridge or bridges, and shall
turnish such other information as may be required
required for aa full and satisfurnish
factory understanding
understanding of the subject; and until the said plan and location of the bridge are approved
tion
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of War, the bridge .
shall not
not be
be built.
built. And
And the
shall
the Secretary
Secretary of War shall determine
determine the proper
length of the spans of said bridge, and the height thereof above highwater
water mark, and as to the plan of the bridge in all respects; and if it
shall be found at any time that such bridge unnecessarily
unnecessarily or materially
materially
obstructs navigation,
navigation, he shall require the
th e necessary
hanges to
be made
necessary cchanges
to be
made
therein, i
inn the interest of such navigation,
connavigation, at the expense
expense of said cornLights ,and
sig- pany or companies; and said company
or companies
shall
maintain,
Lights
and gigcompany or
compan i
es s
hal
l ma
i
nta i
n, at
at
nals.
its or their own expense, from sunset
til sunrise,
sunr i
se, such
i
ghts or
other
sunset un
until
such llights
or other
signals on said bridge as the Light-House
Light-House Board shall prescribe.
Approved, June 30, 1879.
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CHAP. 51.—An
51.-An act
to amend
amend section
two hundred
and thirty-four,
volume
act to
section one,
one, page
page two
hundred and
thirty-four, volume
Statutes at
States Statutes
United States
twenty
twenty of
of the
the United
at Large, Forty-fifth Congress.
Congress.

43
43
June 30,
1879.
June
30, 1879.

United
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
States of America
assembled, That so much of section one, Steamer B. P.
page
hundred and thirty-four of the twentieth volume of the United Cheney.
page two hundred
States
Forty-fifth Congress and approved
Statutes-at-Large, passed at the Forty-fifth
States Statutes-at-Large,
June
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight,
1878, ch.
ch. 359,
seventy-eight, as relates to the 1878,
June twentieth,
20 Stat.,
Stat., 234.
234.
20
steamer
"B. P. Cheney"
Cheney" be and the same is hereby repealed.
steamler "B.
Approved,
1879.
Approved, June 30, 1879.
for the
making appropriations
appropriations f'or
judicial expenses
the govovexpenses for
for certain
certain judicial
act making
52.-An act
CHAP. 52.--An
eminent for
for the
the fiscal
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
and eig
•fity,
eighty,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
eminent
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and

June 30 1879.

June 30, 1879.

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Be
Senate and
by the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Appropriations.
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That for
for the
ations.
provid- Appropri
purpose of providthe purpose
America in
States of
xJ dicila I exfor the fiscal year Judicial
ing for
for certain
of the
government for
the government
expenses of
judicial expenses
certain judicial
ing
pe"ses.
eliding June
eighteen hundred and eighty, the following sums p
auses '
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
ending
are
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
hereby appropriated
are hereby
appropriated:
appropriated:
attorFor
of district
district attorneys
attorneys and their assistants, three hundred District attorpayment of
For payment
ey
neys.
s.
n
thousand
dollars;
thousand dollars;
Clerks.
Clerks.
For fees
clerks, one
dollars;
one hundred and sixty thousand dollars;
of clerks,
fees of
For
Commissioners.
For
of United
hundred and forty thou- Commissioners.
commissioners, one hundred
United States commissioners,
fees of
For fees
dollars;
sand dollars;
Jurors.
Jurors.
For
hundred thousand dollars;
jurors, four hundred
of jurors,
fees of
For fees
Witnesses.
Witnesses.
For
fees
of
witnesses,
five
hundred
fifty
thousand
dollars;
and
hundred
For fees of witnesses, five
Prisoners.
For
support of
ninety-three Prisoners.
States prisoners, one hundred and ninety-three
of United States
For support
thousand dollars;
dollars;
thousand
For
rent of
of United
thousand dollars;
dollars;
Rent.
sixty-seven thousand
court-rooms, sixty-seven
States court-rooms,
United States
For rent
and misFor
expenses
of
bailiffs,
criers,
stationery,
watchBailiffs
furniture,
lights,
fuel,
stationery,
criers,
of
bailiffs,
For expenses
men and
and janitors,
janitors, cleaners
and sweepers,
sweepers, extra
extra meals
eellane"s•
impaneled cellaneous.
for impaneled
meals for
cleaners and
men
officers
jurors,
of prisoners,
of records, salaried officers
moving of
prisoners, moving
transportation of
jurors, transportation
of the
summoned as
witnesses, travel
travel in
collecting evidence
evidence
in collecting
as witnesses,
government summoned
the government
of
in United
United States
cases, for
for holding
seizures, for
fees of
of justices
of the
the
justices of
for fees
holding seizures,
States cases,
in
peace acting
United States
States commissioners,
commissioners, for
for stenographers, for
as United
acting as
peace
post-mortem examinations,
examinations, for
of judges
terms
extra terms
holding extra
judges holding
expenses of
for expenses
post-mortem
of
court outside
officers
township officers
fees to township
interpreters, fees
of interpreters,
districts, of
their districts,
outside their
of court
in
pay to
experts as witnesses,
witnesses, for storage for
to experts
extra pay
jurors, extra
summoning jurors,
in summoning
surveys
required
as
evidence,
and
for
all
other
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous
necessary
other
all
for
and
evidence,
as
required
surveys
expenditures,
two hundred
eighty thousand
dollars; making
making in all,
thousand dollars;
and eighty
hundred and
expenditures, two
th
dollars.
thousand dollars.
ninety thousand
and ninety
million and
SUM 0
offtwo
two million
the sum
Per diem to jurors.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the per
pay of
each juror,
juror, grand
or petit,
in any
any Perdioatojuors.
petit, in
grand or
of each
diem pay
per diem
SEc.
court
of
the
United
States,
shall
be
two
dollars;
and
that
the
last
clause
court of the United States, shall be two dollars; and that the last clause R. S. 800,
of
section eight
eight hundred
hundred of
Revised Statutes
of the
the United
States, R.
United States,
Statutes of
the Revised
of the
of section
R.S.
S. 800,
801,
which
refers to
State of
and sections
sections eight
S.820,
R. S.
820,
hundred R.
eight hundred
Pennsylvania, and
of Pennsylvania,
to the
the State
which refers
R. S. 82,
821,
and
one, eight
eight hundred
and twenty,
and eight
twenty-one R.S.
and twenty-one
hundred and
eight hundred
twenty, and
hundred and
and one,
Repealed.
of
the Revised
the United
United States,
States, are
are hereby
repealed; and Repealed.
hereby repealed;
of the
Statutes of
Revised Statutes
of the
that
jurors, grand
and petit,
petit, including
including those
those summoned
during Dra wing of
summoned during
grand and
such jurors,
all such
that all
the
the court,
shall be
be publicly
publicly drawn
drawn from
from a
abox
containing, ram
D r a w i n g of
box containing,
court, shall
of the
session of
the session
at the
the time
time of
of each
drawing, the
the names
than three
hundredJ1ror'j"
three hundred
less than
not less
of not
names of
each drawing,
at
R. S. 800.
persons,
prescribed in
in section
section eight
hunR. S.800.
eight hunqualifications prescribed
the qualifications
possessing the
persons, possessing
dred
of
the
Revised
Statutes,
which
names
shall
have
been
placed
therein
dred of the Revised Statutes, which names shall have been placed therein
by the
the clerk
commissioner, to
to be
by the
the
appointed by
be appointed
and aa commissioner,
court and
such court
of such
clerk of
by
judge
which commissioner
standing,
of good standing,
citizen of
bee aacitizen
shall b
commissioner shall
thereof, which
judge thereof,
residing
in the
the district
in which
which such
such court
court is
is held,
held, and
and a
awell-known
well-known
district in
residing in
member
of
the
principal
political
party
in
the
district
in
which
the court
court
the
which
in
district
the
in
party
member of the principal political
is
opposing that
to which
belong, the
and said
said
clerk and
the clerk
may belong,
clerk may
the clerk
which the
that to
held opposing
is held
commissioner
each
to
place
one
name
in
said
box
alternately,
without
without
alternately,
box
said
in
name
one
place
to
each
commissioner
reference
affiliations, until
until the
the whole
number required
be
shall be
required shall
whole number
party affiliations,
to party
reference to
placed therein.
therein. But
nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall
be construed
to prepreconstrued to
shall be
But nothing
placed
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vent
any judge
judge from
the names
of jurors
to be
be drawn
drawn from
vent any
from ordering
ordering the
names of
jurors to
from the
the
boxes
used by
by the
State authorities
selecting jurors
the highest
highest
boxes used
the State
authorities in
in selecting
jurors in
in the
courts
State; and
and no
person shall
petit juror
courts of
of the
the State;
no person
shall serve
serve as
as a
a petit
juror more
more than
than
one
term in
one year,
year, and
and all
all juries
juries to
courts after
after the
one term
in any
any one
to serve
serve in
in courts
the
Proviao.
passage
act shall
be drawn
Provided,
herewith: Provided,
Proviso.
passage of
of this
this act
shall be
drawn in
in conformity
conformity herewith:
That
citizen possessing
possessing all
which are
may be
be
That no
no citizen
all other
other qualifications
qualifications which
are or
or may
prescribed by
by law
law shall
shall be
be disqualified
service as
grand or
petit juror
prescribed
disqualified for
for service
as grand
or petit
juror
in any
any court
of the
United States
States on
on account
account of
previous
in
court of
the United
of race,
race, color,
color, or.
or previous
of servitude.
condition of
Report of
of ex
SEC. 3.
That the
in his
his annual
Report
ex-- SEC.
3. That
the Attorney-General
Attorney-General shall
shall include
include in
annual report
report
a statement
penditures.
a
statement of all payments
payments or expenditures
expenditures during any fiscal year out
out
of
any appropriation
appropriation fund
fund subject
subject to
requisitions by
him.
of any
to requisitions
by him.
Approved, June
1879.
Approved,
June 30,
30, 1879.
June
30, 1879.
Juno 30,
1879.

CHAP.
53. — An act for the relief
relief of William Nephew King, junior.
junior.
CHAP. 53.-An

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
States
America in
the President
President of
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the
the United
United
empowered to
allow William
States be,
be, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and empowered
to allow
William
Restored
R Bt,or d to
to Nephew King, junior, to withdraw
withdraw his resignation,
resignation, and to restore him to
Naval
Academy.
Na:ivl Academty.
the
Academy at
cadet-midshipman in
the Naval Academy
at Annapolis
Annapolis as aacadet-midshipman
in the Navy of
of
the
United States.
the United
Class
Class and
:Ild posiposiSm.
SEC. 2. That upon the withdrawal
withdrawal of the said resignation
resignation and the
tion.
lion.
restoration of the said William Nephew
Nephew King, junior to the Naval
restoration
Naval Academy
delmy of
of the
the United
United States,
States, he
he shall
shall be placed
placed in such
such class
class as
as the SecSecretary of the Navy may
expedient and designate;
designate; and
may deem
deem expedient
and that
that the
position and place of said
said William Nephew
King, junior,
shall forever
Nephew King,
junior, shall
forever
thereafter be as if no such resignation
thereafter
resignation had ever been
been accepted.
accepted.
Repeals.
Repeals.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That all laws or parts of laws conflicting with this act be. and
for this particular
particular case the same are hereby, repealed.
repealed.
Approved, June 30, 1879.
Approved,
N. King,
King, jr.
W. N.
jr.

W.

June
30, 1879.
1879.
Juuo 30,

Enrollment
Enrollment, and
and
license
vessels.
license of
of V.ssels.
Exceptions.
Exceptions.

June
1879.
June 30,
30, 1879.

CHAP.
54. — An act
act relating
propelled by sail
CHAP. 54.-An
relating to vessels not propelled
sail or internal
internal motive
motive
power of their own and for other
other purposes.
purposes.
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
Htouse of
of the
the United
United
States of America in
assembled, That the provisions
fifty
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
provisions of title .fifty
of
Statutes of the
the United
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
United States shall not be so construed
construed
as to require
require the payment of any fee or charge
charge for the enrolling or
licensing
licensing of vessels, built in the United States and owned by citizens
citizens
thereof,
thereof, not propelled
propelled by sail or by internal
internal motive power of
of their
their own.
own.
ian( not in any case carrying
and
carrying passengers,
passengers, whether navigating the innavigable waters
United States,
ternal waters
waters of aa state
state or
or the navigable
waters of
of the
the United
States,
and not engaged in trade
trade with contiguous foreign territory,
territory, nor shall .
this or any existing
existing law be construed
construed to require the enrolling, registering
registering
or licensing of
or like
of any fiat
flat boat,
boat, barge
barge or
like craft
craft for
for the
the carriage
carriage of
of freight,
fieight,
not propelled
propelled by sail or by internal motive power of its own, on the
rivers or lakes of the United States.
Approved, June 30, 1879.
Approved,
CHAP. 55.—An
55.-An act
act to
to authorize
authorize the
Secretary of
of War
to release
release certain
lands of
CHAP.
the Secretary
War to
certain lands
of
the United
United States
States to
people of
the State
the
to the
the people
of the
State of Now
New York.
York.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
United
Representatives of the United
Plattsburgh, N.
Plattsburgh,
States of America in Congress
N. States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of War be
Y.
his discretion,
to release
to the
the people
of
people of
release to
in his
discretion, to
and empowered,
empowered, in
of cerce authorized
authorized and
YR
Release of
Relyland
ease in
a right of way,
not
way, not
tain
in,Co to
tain
land
in,
to the State of New York, their successors and assigns, a
State
State of
of New
York. exceeding
six rods
in width,
and across
owned and
possessed
New York.
exceeding six
rods in
width, upon
upon and
across the
the land
land owned
and possessed
by the United States, in the town of Plattsburgh,
Plattsburgh, Clinton County, New
New
York, for railroad
railroad purposes, and also aalot or piece
piece of land in the northeast
northeast
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corner
corner of said land, owned by the United States, at said Plattsburgh,
Plattsburgh,
for depot and other railroad
railroad purposes, not to exceed,
exceed, however,
however, two acres,
together with the right to occupy the shore of Lake Champlain
Champlain opposite
said premises for the purpose of discharging, receiving, and storing ore
and other freights, subject
subject to such restrictions as the Secretary
Secretary of War
may think necessary
necessary to protect the interests of the United
United States; the Purpose
Purpose and use.
exclusively for the purpose of
said right of way and premises to be used exclusively
said
act
constructing
operating the railroad
railroad authorized
authorized to be built by an act
constructing and operating
legislature of the State of New York, entitled "An act authorizof the
the legislature
Chama railroad from Lake Chaming the construction
construction and management
management of a
", passed April nineteenth,
prison",
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
Dannemora prison
plain to Dannemora
seventy-eight.
and seventy-eight.
highway,
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of War be authorized
authorized and empowered.
empowered, in Public highway.
SEC.
continue Hamilton
his discretion,
discretion, to lay out and continue
Hamilton street, in the said town
the said
said lands of the United States, to the lot or
of Plattsburgh,
Plattsburgh, across the
land which the Secretary of War may release to the people of
piece of land
the
the State of New York by the first section of this act, and to dedicate
a public highway;
highway; and to grant, sell, and Sale of part of
the same to the public use as a
reservation.
convey the
the small
tract and
and parcel
said reservation,
reservation, situate north of reservation.
of said
parcel of
small tract
convey
extended, for such price and sum as may be fair
said Hamilton
Hamilton street extended,
and reasonable.
Approved, June 30, 1879.
appropriations for the June 30, 1879.
Act making
CHAP. 56.-1n
amend the
the act
act entitled
"An Act
making appropriations
entitled "An
to amend
act to
56.-An act
CHAP.
eighteen hundred June thirtieth,
support
of .the Army
the fiscal
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
year ending
fiscal year
for the
Army for
support of.the
1879, ch.
ch. 35,
35,
June twenty-third,
approved June
and
eighty, and
and for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
twenty-third, eighteen hundred
hundred 1879,
for other
and eighty,
Ante,
30.
Ante, 30.
therein.
and
by correcting
correcting two
clerical errors
errors therein.
two clerical
seventy-nine, by
and seventy-nine,
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House of
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
States of
of America
Army appropri aentitled "An Act ArmyappropriaThat the act entitled
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
corrected.
making
appropriations for
the support
support of
the Army
Army for
the fiscal year
year tion
tion act
act corrected.
for the
of the
for the
making appropriations
ending June
eighteen hundred
and eighty,
eighty, and
for other
other
and for
hundred and
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
ending
purposes",
approved June twenty-third, eighteen hundred and seventypurposes", approved
nine,
and the
as follows:
follows: strike out the
amended as
is hereby
hereby amended
the same
same is
be and
nine, be
word "purchase"
"purchase" where it last occurs
occurs in the last proviso relating to
word
the
sum appropriated
appropriated for
storehouse and depot
construction of aa storehouse
for the
the construction
the sum
"purpose" in lieu
building
building at Omaha, Nebraska, and insert the word "purpose"
thereof;
and strike
the word
charge ' where
it occurs
clause
the clause
occurs in the
where it
word "charge"
out the
strike out
thereof; and
relating
to the
regulation stone
to be
be used
used by
of Managers
Managers
Board of
the Board
by the
stone to
the regulation
relating to
of
Soldiers, and insert the word
Disabled Soldiers,
Home for Disabled
National Home
of the
the National
"change" in lieu thereof.
"change"
Approved,
Approved, June 30, 1879.
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CHAP. 57.—An
act providing
providing for
vacancies in
in the
the Office
of Chief
Chief of
of EngiEngiOffice of
filling vacancies
for filling
57.-An act
CHAP.
neers, United
United States
States Army.
Army.
neers,

June 30,
30, 1879.
1879.
June

Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be
service.
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That so
Military service.
act of June Military
of the
the act
much of
so much
Congress assembled,
States
tenth,
eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-two,
chapter
four
and
and
hundred
four
chapter
seventy-two,
and
tenth, eighteen hundred
twenty-six,
page three
three hundred
eighty-two, Stathundred and eighty-two,
seventeen, page
volume seventeen,
twenty-six, volume
Promotions
in
utes
Large, as
promotion in
the Corps
Corps of
of Engineers
in
Promotions
Engineers above Engineer
in the
as prohibits
prohibits promotion
at Large,
utes at
Corps.
the
rank
of
colonel,
and
all
other
acts
prohibiting
said
Corps.
Engineer
be,
promotion,
said
the rank of colonel, and all other acts prohibiting
and
same are
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
are hereby,
the same
and the
Approved,
June 30, 1879.
1879.
Approved, June
CHAP.
59.—An
CHAP. 59-An

act topreseribe
to prescribe the
the times
times for
for holding
the circuit
courts of
district courtsof
and district
circuit and
holding the
act
the United
of Kentucky.
Kentucky.
the district
district of
in the
States in
United States
the

July 1,
July
1, 1879.

Be it
enacted by
by the
and Souse
Representatives of the United
United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the regular
of the
U. S.
S. courts
in
courts in
the u.
terms of
regular terms
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States
circuit and
district courts
of the
United States
in the
Kentucky.
Ken- Kentucky.
of Kendistrict of
the district
States in
the United
courts of
and district
circuit
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Terms at Coving-

ton.
tOll.

At Louisville.
Louisville.
At Frankfort.
Frankfort.
At Paducah.
Al,
'Palucah.

I lntor foring
Interfering
terms.
toerls.

1879.
1879.

tucky
tacky shall be held
held at the times and places following, to wit: At Covington. on the second Monday in May and the first Monday
Monday in December;
December;
at Louisville,
Louisville, on
on the
the third
third Monday
Monday in
in February
February and
first Monday
Monday in
in
and the
the first
at
October; at
at Frankfort,
Frankfort, on
the first
first Monday
Monday in
in January
January and
second
October;
on the
and the
the second

Monday in
in June;
June; and
and at
at Paducah,
Paducah, on
on the
the first
Monday in
the
first Monday
in April
April and
and the
Monday
Monday in
third Monday
in November.
November.

SEC. 2.
The terms
courts shall
shall not
not be
be limited
limited to
particuSEc.
2. The
terms of
of said
said courts
to any
any particu-

number of days, nor
necessary to adjourn
lar number
nor shall it be necessary
adjourn by
by reason of the
intervention of term elsewhere;
elsewhere; but the court
court intervening
intervening may be adadjourned
court in session is
is concluded.
journed until the business of the court
concluded.

S
EC. 3. Nothing herein
herein contained
shall be
construed to
repeal section
SEC.
contained shall
R. S. 578 not rorebe construed
to repeal
section
pealed.
seventy-eight of the
Statutes.
five hundred
hundred and seventy-eight
the Revised
Revised Statutes.
Approved,
Approved, July 1, 1879.

,July 1,
July
1, 1879.

- --

CHAP. 60.-An
60.—An act
additional rights
rights to
on public
public lands
lands
CHAP.
act to
to grant
grant additional
to homestead
homestead settlers
settlers on
within
within railroad limits in the States of Missouri
Missouri and Arkansas
Arkansas

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the United

States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
and after
after the
passage
States
assembled, That
That from
from and
the passage
of this act the
Odd sections
sections in of
sections within
within the
the limits
of any
of public
public lands
the odd sections
limits of
any grant
grant of
lands
railway
railway grants
grants in
il to any railroad company
to
company in
in the States of Missouri
Missouri and
and Arkansas,
Arkansas, or to
Missouri and Arsections
even
such
States
respectively,
where
the
sections
any
railroad
in
aid
of
respectively,
1sucll
iandArMissori
kansas opened to
have been
granted to
to and
and received
received by
railroad company
company or
by such
holnesteadsettlers. have
been granted
by any
any railroad
hontesteadsettlers.
or by
such
Public
lands.
Public lanlds.

No foes.
fees.
Residence,
Residence.

Proviso.
Promio.

]

July 1,1879.
,1879.
July

states respectively
respectively in aid of any railroad
railroad shall be open
open to settlers
settlers under
under
the homestead
homestead laws to the extent
extent of one hundred and sixty acres to each
settler; and any
any person who has under existing laws taken a
a homestead
homestead
section within
on any section
within the limits of any railroad
railroad grant
grant in said States,
and who by existing laws shall have been restricted
restricted to eighty acres,
acres,
may enter under
under the homestead
homestead laws an additional eighty
eighty acres adjoining
adjoining
the land embraced
embraced in his original
original entry, if such additional
additional land be subsurrender his entry to
ject to entry; or if such person so elect, he may surrender
the United
cancellation, and thereupon
United States for cancellation,
thereupon be entitled to enter
enter
lands under the homestead
homestead laws the same as if the surrendered
surrendered entry
had not been made. And any person
person so making additional entry of
eighty acres, or new entry afterthe
after the cancellation
cancellation of his original entry, shall
be permitted
permitted to do so without payment of fees or commissions; and the
residence of such person upon and cultivation
of the land embraced
cultivation Of
embraced in
in
his original
original entry shall be considered residence and cultivation for the
same length of time upon and of the land embraced
embraced in his additional
additional or
new entry, and shall be deducted
deducted from the five year's residence
residence and
cultivation required
law: Provided,
cultivation
required by law:
Provided, That in no case shall patent issue
upon an
homestead entry under this act until the peran additional or new homestead
son lhas
homestead laws, occupied,
has actually, and in conformity with the homestead
resided upon,
upon, and cultivated the land embraced
embraced therein at least one
year.
Approved, July
July 1,
1879.
Approved,
1, 1879.

CHAP.
61.-An act
to provide
provide office-rooms
office-rooms for the
the National
for
CHAP. 61.—An
act to
National Board of Health,
Health, and for
the publication
of its
its reports
reports and
and papers,
papers, and
and for
purposes.
the
publication of
for other
other purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives

National Board States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the National
of
National
National Board of
ofMay
Health.
Health is
authorized and,
empowered to
to procure
suitable and
and
ret
officealt
is hereby
hereby authorized
and empowered
rent offices
procure suitable
ll the city of Washington for the transaction of its busD. sufficient
tietint oflices
iuMi
Washington,
offices in
Washiengtonl D.
c.
iness,
a rental
C.
Mess, at a
rental not to exceed
exceed the sum of one thousand eight hundred

oMay

dollars per annum. And said board
board is also authorized to pay the sum
of
two hundred
and twenty-five
dollars for
rent of
building numof two
hundred and
twenty-five dollars
for the
the rent
of building
ber fourteen hundred and five G street, northwest, in the city of Washmgnton,
by the
National Board
ington, used by
the National
Board of Health for offices, from the third
day of April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine, to the third day of
of
July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine.
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SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the necessary
National Board of Health
Health be Printing.
necessary printing of the National
done at the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office, upon the requisition of the Secretary of the board, in the same manner
manner and subject
subject to the same provisions as other public printing for the several
several departments of the govern1Poviso.
ment: Provided,
Provided, That the cost of said printing shall not exceed the sum Proviso.
thousand dollars per annum.
of ten thousand
S
EC. 3. That the National Board of Health is hereby
hereby authorized and Report of MedSEC.
ical Experts.
tohave
empowered to
empowered
have printed and bound ten thousand copies of the report of ical
the
Medical Experts
Experts created by former act of Congress, which
which
the Board of Medical
Engireport
report shall include the report of Doctors Bemiss and Cochran and Engineer
Hardee, upon
upon the
the yellow-fever
and
epidemic of
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
neer Hardee,
yellow-fever epidemic
seventy-eight;
thousand copies of the same to be furnished the
seventy-eight; six thousand
House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, two
two thousand copies
copies to the Senate,
Senate, and
and the
the
Proiso.
residue
Health: Provided,
Provided, That the cost of Proviso.
the National Board of Health:
residue to the
publication and binding said report shall not exceed
exceed the sum of seven
Pay for
preparfor preparauthor- Pay
thousand five hundred dollars. And the said board is hereby
hereby authori'"g report.
report.
dol- in
Hardee ten dolized to pay Doctors Bemiss and Cochran and Engineer
Engineer Hardee
lars per day, for the preparation
preparation of their said report, for the period of
Proviso.
two
months:: Provided,
Provided, That the same shall be completed
completed and submitted Proviso.
two months
to the board within that time.
81 ()nogS
EC. 4. That the National
National Board of Health is hereby authorized and Pay of stcuogSEC.
raphe,r.
directed to
stenographer to the rapher.
for services
services as stenographer
to Frank
Frank J.
J. Taylor,
Taylor, for
directed
to pay to
Board
reporting evidence
evidence of medical men and
Medical Experts
Experts in reporting
Board of
of Medical
introduction, and
spread of epidemic diseases
and spread
causes, introduction,
others touching the causes,
within
the United
States, and
preparing the same for publication,
and for preparing
within the
United States,
the
amount
being the
the amount
dollars, said sum being
and forty dollars,
five hundred
hundred and
the sum of five
allowed him by the Committee
Committee on Epidemic Diseases.
allowed
act Disbursing
D i s b u r sing
of Health
Health shall act
S
EC. 5.
That the
the chief
chief clerk
of the
National Board
Board of
the National
clerk of
SEC.
5. That
agent.
as disbursing
disbursing agent
agent for
conformably to agen"t
shall give bond, conformably
board, and shall
for the board,
as
R. S.
176.
S.17;.
section
seventy-six of the Revised Statutes,
Statutes, for the I.
hundred and seventy-six
one hundred
section one
faithful performance
performance of
of that
duty, and
and for such
receive
such service
service he shall receive
that duty,
faithful
three hundred
annum, in addition to his salary as chief clerk,
hundred dollars per annum,
three
Board of
Secretary of the
the approval of the Secretary
may, with the
of Health may,
and the Board
Treasury, pay
to its secretary
Secretary.
secretary such sum, in addition to his pay as aa mem- Secretary.
pay to
Treasury,

ber
of the
the board,
deem proper,
not exceeding
one hundred
hundred doldolexceeding one
proper, not
it may
may deem
board, as
as it
ber of
lars per
per month.
month.
lars
202,
179, dch.h. 202,
S
EC. 6.
approved June second, eighteen
eighteen 1879,
6. That section three of the act approved
SEC.
20 Stat., 484.
hundred and
seventy-nine, entitled
entitled "An
"An act
to prevent
the introduction
introduction 20 Stat., 484
act to
prevent the
and seventy-nine,
hundred
of contagious
infectious diseases
within the
the United
United States",
be
States", be
diseases within
or infectious
of
contagious or
Quarantine staamended as
as follows:
follows: At
At the
staQuarantine
"And the Board of tions.
insert: "And
thereof insert:
the end
end thereof
amended
Health
shall
have
power,
when
they
may
deem
it
necessary
with
the
Health shall have power, when they may deem it necessary with the tions.
consent and
and approval
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury as
means of
of
as aameans
of the
Secretary of
of the
approval of
consent
preventing the
the importation
of contagious
infectious diseases
into the
diseases into
or infectious
contagious or
importation of
preventing
United States,
into one
State from
to erect
erect temporary
quartemporary quarfrom another,
another, to
one State
or into
United
States, or
antine buildings
buildings and
and to
acquire on
behalf of
to
States titles
titles to
of the
the -United States
on behalf
to acquire
antine
real estate
estate for
purpose, or
to rent
rent houses,
if there
any suitable,
suitable,
there be
be any
houses, if
or to
that purpose,
for that
real
at such
points and
as are
such section".
section".
in such
are named in
places as
and places
at
such points
S
EC. 7.
all the
money hereinbefore
hereinbefore authorized
authorized to
to be
expended
be expended
That all
the money
SEC.
7. That

and all
all contracts
contracts made
made and
National Board of
by the National
liabilities incurred by
and liabilities
and
Health
shall be
of the
the appropriation
thousand
hundred thousand
of five hundred
appropriation of
be paid
paid out
out of
Health shall
made in the act of Congress
Congress entitled "An
"An act to prevent
prev ent the indollars made
troduction of
or infectious
infectious diseases
into the
United States",
States",
the United
diseases into
of contagious
contagious or
troduction
approved June
second, eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.
eighteen hundred
June second,
approved
Approved,
July 1, 1879.
Approved, July
CHAP. 62.-An
62.—An act
act to
provide for
for the
conveyance of
the low
grounds in
city of
of
in the
the city
low grounds
of the
the conveyance
to provide
CHAP.
Washington,
the provisions
the act
act of
Congress, chapter
ninety-six, approved
approved
chapterninety-six,
of the
of Congress,
provisions of
under the
Washington, under
May
hundred and
and twenty-two.
twenty-two.
eighteen hundred
seventh, eighteen
May seventh,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
tle Senate
Senate and
Be it
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
powers and
and duties
duties
the powers
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
heretofore in
and by
by the
the third
section of
the act
act of
approved
of Congress,
Congress, approved
of the
third section
in and
heretofore

Expenditures.
Expenditures.

1879, ch. 202,
1879, cl. 202,
20
Stat., 484.
0 Stat. 484-

July 1,1879.
July 1,1879.

1822, ch. 96,
h.691.
96,

1822,
3
Stat.,

3 t.

691.

48
48

Deedsfourcortain
Deeds
for certain
land in Washinglandi
Washington, D. C.
Proviso.
Proviso.

.July 1,
1879.
July
1, 1879.

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 62,
63, 64.
1. 1879.
1879.
FORTY-SIXTH
62, 63,
64. RES.
RES. 1.
May seventh,
seventh, eighteen
and twenty-two,
twenty-two, to
to wit,
wit, chapter
chapter ninetyeighteen hundred and
ninetysix, of the first session of the
seventeenth congress,
congress, devolved
devolved upon
upon and
and
the seventeenth
vested in "the
of Washington
Washington for
for the
the time
time being",
be,
vested
"the mayor
mayor of
of the city
city of
being", be,
in and
devolved upon
Secretary of
and the same hereby
hereby are,
are, vested
vested in
and devolved
upon the
the Secretary
of the
the
Interior, who shall execute
execute the deeds thereby required, under his hand
that the
applying
and official seal,
seal, when it
it shall
shall appear
appear to
to him
him that
the persons
persons applying
T such deeds are duly entitled to have the same: Provided, neverthefor
for
such leeds are duly entitled to have the same: Provided, neverthe.
less, this act shall not be so construed
construed as to create
any right
right
create or
or revive
revive any
lost by lapse of time.
time.
Approved, July 1, 1879.

CHAP.
CHAP. 63.-An
63.—An act
act for
for the
the relief
settlers on
public lands
in districts
districts subject
to
relief of
of settlers
on the
the public
lands in
subject to
grasshopper incursions.
grasshopper

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
Representatives of
of the
United
and House of Representatives
the United
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That it shall be lawful for home.
States
Congress assembled,
homeAbsence of setsol- stead and pre-emption
pre-emption settlers on the public lands, and in all cases where
tlers because of pre-emptions
pre-emptions are authorized
authorized by law, where
where crops
crops have
tiers
have been
may be
be
been or
or may
grasshoppers.
destroyed or seriously injured by grasshoppers,
grasshoppers, to
grasshoppers.
destroyed
to leave
be absent
leave and
and be
absent
from said lands, under such rules and regulations,
regulations, as to
proof' of the
to proof
the
same, as the Commissioner
Commissioner of the General
General Land Office shall prescribe;
prescribe;
but in no case shall such absence extend
extend beyond one year continuously;
continuously;
and during such absence
absence no adverse
adverse rights shall attach to
to said lands,
lands,
such settlers being allowed
allowed to resume
resume. and perfect their
settlement as
their settlement
as
though no such absence had occurred.
Final proof.
SEC
Final
SEC 2. That the time for making final proof and payment
payment by prepreemptors
emptors whose crops shall have been destroyed or injured as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
rmay
may, in the discretion of the Commissionerof
Commissionerof the
the General
General Land
Office,
Land Office,
be extended
extended for one year after the expiration of the term of absence proSettlers
settlers un der vided for in the first section
act; and
and all
and privileges
privileges
section of this
this act;
all the
the rights
rights and
timber culture act, extended
extended by
act to
pre emption settlers
timber culture act.
by this
this act
to homestead
homestead and preemption
settlers shall apply
1873, oh.
eh. 277,
"An act
to and include the settlers
settlers under an act entitled "An
encourage
act to
to encourage
17
605.
17 Stat.,
Stat., 605.
the growth
on Western
approved March
eightthe
growth of
of timber
timber on
Western prairies"
prairies" approved
March third, eighteen hundred and seventy three,
three, and the
amendatory thereof.
thereof
the acts
acts amendatory
1, 1879.
1879.
Approved, July
July 1,
'ublic lands.
Public

July
1, 1879.
July 1,1879.

CHAP. 64.-An
act to
to put
put salts of quinine
CHAP.
64.—An act
quinine and sulphate of quinine on the free list.
list.

Be it
House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the United
United
Quinine
Quinine on
on free
free States
States of
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That from and after the paslist.
st.
sage
sage of this act the importation
importation of salts of quinine and sulphate
sulphate of quinine shall be exempt from customs duties; and all laws inconsistent
inconsistent
herewith are hereby
hereby repealed.
Approved, July
July 1,
1, 1879.
1879.

RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
April
April 18,1879.
18, 1879.

Joseph Henry.
Joseph
Henry.

Portrait.
Portrait.

Appropriation.
Appropriation,

[No.
Joint resolution
authorizing the
the printing
printing of
portrait of
late Joseph
[No. 1.]
1.] Joint
resolution authorizing
of a
a portrait
of the
the late
Joseph
Henry, to accompany
memorial volume
accompany the memorial
volume heretofore ordered.

Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of the United
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Seeretary
Secretary of the Treasury have printed the portrait
portrait of Professor
Professor Joseph
accompany
Joseph Henry,
Henry, to
to accompany
the memorial
memorial volume already
already ordered by Congress; and the sum of five
five
hundred
appropriated, to defray
hundred dollars is hereby appropriated,
defray the cost thereof,
thereof; out
of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved,
18, 1879.
Approved, April 18,
1879.

FORTY-SIXTH
FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
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Joint resolution
resolution relating
[No. 2.] Joint
[No.
relating to the organization
organization of the National
National Board of
Health
Health

April 18,1879.
18, 1879.

Whereas the
Tues- Preamble.
the National
National Board of Health met in Washington on TuesWhereas
proceeded
seventy-nine and proceeded
hundred and seventy-nine
day the first of April eighteen hundred
immediately
immediately to organize
organize and act under
under the law establishing
establishing such Board
Board
and
continued from day to day until Saturday
Saturday the fifth of said month;
and so continued
and
and
attendance who had been appointed upon
Whereas the members in attendance
Whereas
inadvertence failed to take the
such Board by the President, through inadvertence
prescribed by law whereby the validity
validity of the previous
oath of office prescribed
question:
action of such Board has been brought in question:
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Therefore,
the
Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
Therefore, Resolved
organization Board
United
National Board
assembled, That such organization
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United States
members ofHealth.
and action
action be,
be, and
and the
of Health.
hereby ratified, and that the members
is hereby
same is
the same
and
such Board shall be entitled
entitled to compensation
compensation just as if they had been
such
previously to entering
entering upon their duties.
duly qualified previously
Approved,
Approved, April 18, 1879.
[No. 3.]
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
Public Printer
Printer to
to bind
bind in
volumes
two volumes
in cloth
cloth two
the Public
authorizing the
[No.
3.] Joint
Office.
of Sailing
the United
United States
Hydrographic Office.
States Hydrographic
for the
Directions for
of
Sailing Directions

June
9, 1879.
June 9,1879.

a book entitled the "Coasts
Whereas the first
second volumes of a
"Coasts Preamble.
first and second
Whereas
and
of the
the Mediterranean
published by the United States
Sea", published
Mediterranean Sea",
Islands of
and Islands
Hydrographic
and the third and fourth
in cloth, and
bound in
been bound
have been
Office, have
Hydrographic Office,
volumes
now in
Therefore,
preparation: Therefore,
in course
course of preparation:
are now
volumes are
States
Resolved by the
Representatives of the United
United States
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Public Printer
Dimehereby Sailing Direcand hereby
Printer be, and
the Public
in Congress
America in
of America
tions.
Office, tions.
is,
Hydrographic Office,
the United States Hydrographic
cloth, for the
in cloth,
to bind
bind in
authorized to
is, authorized
the
third and
volumes of
of the
the edition
of the
the book of Sailing Direcedition of
fourth volumes
and fourth
the third
tions
Mediterranean Sea", published
and Islands of the Mediterranean
Coasts and
entitled ""Coasts
tions entitled
Proviso.
by the
the United
States Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office:
Office: Provided,
Provided, That the difference
difference Proviso.
United States
by
in cost
of the paper
covers and
and cloth binding shall not exceed two hunpaper covers
in
cost of
dred dollars.
dollars.
Approved,
9, 1879.
Approved, June 9,1879.
[No.
Joint resolution
international exhibitions
to be
be held
held at
at
exhibitions to
the international
to the
in relation
relation to
resolution in
4.] Joint
[No. 4.]
Sydney and
Australia, in
and seventy-nine,
and
seventy-nine, and
hundred and
in eighteen
eighteen hundred
and Melbourne,
Melbourne, Australia,
Sydney
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and eighty.
eighty.
eighteen

June 10,
1879.
10, 1879.
June

Whereas,
Government have
to the
the GovernGovern- Preamble.
Preamble.
communicated to
have communicated
British Government
the British
Whereas, the
ment of
of the
the United
States an
an invitation
behalf of the colony of New
invitation on behalf
United States
ment
South
Wales to
part in
in a
products, manuexhibition of products,
universal exhibition
a universal
to take
take part
South Wales
factures and
and arts,
to be
Sydney in
month of
next;
August next;
of August
the month
in the
in Sydney
held in
be held
arts, to
factures
and
Whereas,
of Victoria
Victoria has
on foot
similar exhibition,
exhibition, to
foot aasimilar
set on
has set
colony of
the colony
Whereas, the
be held
held at
the coming
coming year,
and in
in the
the organization
organization
year, and
during the
Melbourne during
at Melbourne
be
and
conduct
of
which
the
commissioners
and
exhibitors
of
the
United
the United
of
exhibitors
and
commissioners
the
which
and conduct of
participate;
States
States are desired to participate;
Resolved
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
States
the United
United States
of the
House of
the Senate
Resolved by
of America
in Congress
provide for
for the
Sydney and
and MelMel'
of Sydney
acceptance of
the acceptance
That to
to provide
assembled, That
America in
Congress assembled,
of
said
invitation and
the representation
representation of
of the
the United
United States
States in
exhi- ,b.°
11 rIle Exposi.
ExP "
tourne
in said
said exhiand the
said invitation
Appropriation.
the
in
money
any
out
of
is,
appropriated,
bitions,
there
be,
hereby
appropriated,
a
n
y
mone
y
in
the
ul
Tp
s.
propriation.
and
bitions,
Treasury of
the United
States not
the sum
sum of
of
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
United States
of the
Treasury
twenty
thousand
dollars,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary
to
to
necessary
be
may
as
thereof
much
so
or
dollars,
twenty thousand
effect
the purpose
to be
be expended
in the
of
discretion of
the discretion
expended in
resolution, to
this resolution,
of this
purpose of
effect the
the
Secretary of
of State,
for the
purpose of
effecting such
such representation
representation
of effecting
the purpose
State, for
the Secretary
at
both or
or either
either of
of the
the said exhibitions.
at both
SEC. 2.
2. That
it shall
duty of
Secretary of
transmit Report.
Report.
to transmit
of State
State to
of the
the Secretary
the duty
be the
shall be
That it
SEC.
to
Congress
a
detailed
statement
of
the
expenditures
which
may
have
have
may
which
expenditures
the
to Congress a detailed statement of
been
incurred under
the provisions
provisions of
together with
all
with all
resolution, together
of this
this resolution,
under the
been incurred
reports
which
may
be
submitted
by
the
person
or
persons
delegated
to
to
delegated
or
persons
person
the
by
submitted
be
may
which
reports
xxi-T--4
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1879.

carry
out the
the purposes
purposes hereof,
hereof, as
as commissioners
commissioners or
or otherwise,
which rerecarry out
otherwise, which
ports
arranged with
with a
view to
to concise
concise statement
ports shall
shall be
be prepared
prepared and
and arranged
a view
statement
and
reference.
convenient reference.
and convenient
Approved,
June
1879.
10, 1879.
Approved, June 10,
June
June 14,
14, 1879.
1879.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.
Monument to
to
Molnument
George Washington.

June
June 14,
14, 1879.
1879.

[No. 5.
5.]] Joint
Joint resolution
directing a
amonument
to be
to mark
mark the
tho birth-place
birth-place
[No.
resolution directing
monument to
be erected
erected to
of
of George
George Washington.
Washington.

Be
Senate and
of the
the United
United
and Rouse
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate
States of
assembled, That
That the
the sum
of three
three thousand
thousand
sum of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
dollars
and is
is hereby
of' any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
out of
any money
appropriated out
dollars be
be and
hereby appropriated
not otherwise
appropriated for
for the
of erecting
monument at,
erecting aamonument
the purpose
purpose of
not
otherwise appropriated
and to
to mark,
the birth-place
birth-place of
George Washington,
Washington, which
which said
said sum
sum
of George
and
mark, the
shall be
expended under
under the
the direction
Secretary of
of State,
State, who
who
of the
the Secretary
direction of
shall
be expended
shall
have the
the management
management and
of the
the erection
erection of
of said
said nionument.
nonument.
and control
control of
shall have
Approved, June 14, 1879.
Approved,
6.]] Joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to place vessels and
[No. 6.
persons at the
quarantine or other proper persons
commissioners of quarantine
hulks at the disposal of commissioners
ports of the United States.

it resolved
Representatives of
of the United
House of
of Representatives
Be it
resolved by
by the
the Senate and House

Vessels
guar -States
States of
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
for quarin Congress
assembled, That the
of America
America in
Vessels for
antine.
antine.
be,
authorized, in his
his discretion, at the request
request of the
hereby, authorized,
be, and he
he is
is hereby,

National Board of Health, to place gratuitously,
National
gratuitously, at the disposal of the
quarantine, or
proper authorities
authorities at any of the
or the proper
commissioners of quarantine,
ports of the United States, to be used by them temporarily
temporarily for quarantine purposes,
purposes, such
vessels or
or hulks
hulks belonging
the United
United States
such vessels
belonging to
to the
States as
tine
government, subject to
for other uses of the national government
to
are not
not required
required for
regulations as the said Secretary may deem
deem necessuch restrictions and regulations
preservation thereof.
sary to
to impose
impose for the
the preservation
Approved,
14, 1879.
1879.
June 14,
Approved, June

June 19, 1879.

--

[No.
9.]
[No. 9.]

Joint resolution
resoluiion accepting
accepting from
Professor Edward
of Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Fontaine, of
from Professor
Edward Fontaine,
Joint
certain
explanations of
of the
certain maps,
maps, drawings, and
and explanations
the same.
same.

Whereas Professor
Edward Fontaine
exhibited certain
and
Whereas
Professor Edward
Fontaine has
has exhibited
certain maps
maps and
drawings
explanations of
same, of
of his
his improved
improved methods
drawings, with
with full
full explanations
of the
the same,
methods
of hydraulic
hydraulic engineering
engineering and
and controlling
of
becontrolling water-currents,
water-currents, which
which are
are believed to
be valuable,
which he
he proposes
to the
lieved
to be
valuable, which
proposes to
to present
present to
the Government
Government
of the
of
the United
United States,
States, on
they be
be printed:
printed: Therefore,
on condition
condition that
that they
Therefore,
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
States
Resolved
by the
Representatives of
of the
the United
United States
Fontaine's
hy--of
of America
America in
Fontaine's hY
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the
assembled, That
the maps
maps and
and drawings,
drawings, with
with the
dra,ulie engineer
thereof, of
of Professor
Edward Fontaine's
Fontaine's improved
improved methods
draulio
engineer--explanations
explanations thereof,
Professor Edward
methods
ingplansacepted.
ing
plans accepted. of
hydraulic engineering
water-currents, which
which Professor
Professor
of hydraulic
engineering and
and controlling
controlling water-currents,
Edward Fontaine
Fontaine proposes
proposes to
to give
the Government
of the
the United
United
give to
to the
Government of
States on
on condition
condition that
they-be
be, and
the same
States,
that they
be printed,
printed, be,
and the
same hereby
hereby are,
are,
accepted.
accepted.
Printing.
Printing.
SEC.
these maps
S
EC. 2. That
That the regular number of these
maps and
and drawings,
with
drawings, with
printed in
in quarto
quarto form; and
and that
that one
one hundred
the explanations
explanations be printed
hundred addiadditional copies
tional
copies be
be printed
for the
of Professor
Fontaine.
printed for
the use
use of
Professor Fontaine.
Approved,
June 19,
19, 1879.
1879.
Approved, June
Preamble.

June 20,
20, 1879.
1879.
June

Centennial
ComCentennialCommission
mission Reports.
Reports.

[No. 10.] Joint resolution
the
resolution to print five thousand
thousand copies of the Final Reports
Reports of the
International Exhibition
Exhibition and CenUnited States Centennial
Centennial Commission
Commission upon the International
tennial Celebration of eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-six.
eighteen

Resolved
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United States
States
of America
America in
in Congress
of
Congress assembled, That there be printed and bound, under
the
direction of
of the
the Joint
Committee on
on Printing,
Printing, five
thousand copies
the direction
Joint Committee
five thousand
copies
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of the Final Reports of the United
United States Centennial
Centennial Commission upon
the International
International Exhibition and Celebration
Celebration of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
thousand copies thereof for the use of the Senate, three
seventy-six; one thousand
Representatives, five hunthousand copies for the use of the House of Representatives,
Department, and five hundred copies
dred copies
copies for the use of the State Department,
Commission.
for the use of the Centennial Commission.
Approved, June 20, 1879.
relating to a
bridge across the Detroit River
River at or near
a bridge
[No. 11.] Joint resolution relating
Detroit, Michigan.

June 20, 1879.

Whereas recent progress in the art has shown the practicability
practicability of
Whereas
constructing
constructing bridges having spans of five hundred feet, or possibly
more: Therefore
Therefore
States
the United
Resolved by
Representatives of the
United States
House of Representatives
by the Senate and House
Resolved
of
in Congress
Secretary of War is hereby
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
authorized
required to convene
convene a
aboard of officers of the Corps of
and required
authorized and
Engineers
Engineers of the Army, whose duty it shall be to inquire into and
report
bridged
railroad purposes, the river Detroit can be bridged
report whether,
whether, for railroad
Detroit, or within one mile above or below
or tunnelled, at the city of Detroit,
manner as to accommodate
accommodate the large trade and comsaid city, in such manner
material or undue
merce crossing the river at that point, and without material
sufficient tug being
a good and sufficient
the navigation
navigation of said river; a
injury to the
always kept by the bridge owners to assist any craft when required.
Approved, June 20, 1879.

Preamble.

[No.
Joint resolution,
clauses in the sundry civil approapproresolution, to repeal certain clauses
12.] Joint
[No. 12.]
priation
seventy-nine, and for other
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
March third, eighteen
approved March
priation act approved
purposes.
purposes.

Bridge or tunnel

Detroit.
at Detroit.
Board of Engineers:

June
20, 1879.
1879.
June 20,

United States
Representatives of the United
States
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
ch
1879, ch.. 182,
of America
Congress assembled,
the clause in the "Act making182,20
assembled, That the
in Congress
America in
of
Stat., 377,
appropriations for
government for
Amended.
fiscal 2Amended.
of the government
for the fiscal
sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses of
appropriations
for sundry
year
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighty and for other
eighteen hundred and eighty,
year ending
purposes", approved
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine,
March third, eighteen
approved March
purposes",
making appropriation
appropriation to pay
J. Coffee the balances B. R. Lewis.
R. Lewis
Lewis and J. J.
pay B.
B. R.
making
due them
them respectively
at the
consulate-general at
at J. J. Coffee.
the consulate-general
clerk at
and clerk
as marshal
marshal and
respectively as
due
Shanghai,
Shanghai, China, be amended by striking out the words: "And said
Lewis
and Coffee
Coffee shall
receive no
no allowance
allowance for
witness fees and travelfor witness
shall receive
Lewis and
ing
And that
the following
SurGeological burto Geological
relation to
act, in
in relation
in said act,
clause in
following clause
that the
ing expenses."
expenses." And
vey.
the
publications of
Geological Survey, namely, the words "under
"under Vey.
the Geological
of the
the publications
the
hundred thousand
of the Interior, one hundred
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the direction
direction of
dollars," be,
hereby, repealed.
and the same are hereby,
be, and
dollars,"
That
paragraph in
in said
relating to
to the
the extension
the military
military teletele.
military Military
of the
extension of
act relating
said act
the paragraph
That the
telegraph
lines from
from Fort
to Helena,
Territory, be graph.
grsph.
Dakota Territory,
Helena, Dakota
Buford to
Fort Buford
telegraph lines
amended
so as
as to
to read
read as
as follows,
namely: "For
"For the
of the
extension of
the extension
follows, namely:
amended so
military
and the new post
Territory, and
Montana Territory,
to Helena,
Helena, Montana
lines to
telegraph lines
military telegraph
on
the Milk
River, and
such other
points as
may be
twenty
necessary, twenty
be necessary,
as may
other points
and such
Milk River,
on the
thousand dollars."
thousand
That the
the paragraph
paragraph in
relating to
extension of
of the military
to the
the extension
act relating
said act
in said
That
telegraph lines
lines from
from Fort
be amended
amended so
so as
as to
to
westward, be
Texas, westward,
Elliott, Texas,
Fort Elliott,
telegraph
read
as follows,
the extension
extension of the
military telegraph
the military
"For the
namely: "For
follows, namely:
read as
lines to
to Fort
Fort Elliott,
Texas, and
and westward,
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, twenty
twenty
westward, as
Elliott, Texas,
lines
thousand
thousand dollars."
That the
the following
paragraph in
in said
namely: "
That the
the SecreSecre- Moline
Moline Water
"That
said act,
act, namely:
following paragraph
That
Power.
tary
of War
is hereby
hereby authorized
empowered to lease the water Power.
and empowered
authorized and
War is
tary of
power at
portion as
may be
be agreed
agreed upon,
Moline
to the
the 'Violin°
upon, to
as may
or such
such portion
at Moline,
Moline, or
power
Water
upon such
terms and
and conditions,
and for
for such
such
conditions, and
such terms
Company, upon
Power Company,
Water Power
term of
may be
be agreed
agreed upon,
upon, if
same can
be done
consistdone consistcan be
if the
the same
as may
of years,
years, as
term
ently with
with the
interests of
United States;
States; said
the United
of the
Government of
of the
the Government
the interests
ently
lease
be made
made upon
condition that
that the
said Moline
Moline Water
Power
Water Power
the said
the condition
upon the
to be
lease to
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RES.
12.

1879.
1879.

Company
shall go
on and
and complete
of the
the water
power
Company shall
go on
complete the
the development
development of
water power
and
maintain it
it at
cost and
and expense,"
be, and
the same
is hereby,
and maintain
at its
its own cost
expense," be,
and the
same is
hereby,
repealed.
repealed.
H. C. De Ahua.
Ahna.
That
in the
the final
of the
accounts of
Henry C.
De Ahna,
Ahna, late
That in
final settlement
settlement of
the accounts
of Henry
C. De
late
collector
customs at
at Sitka,
the proper
proper accounting
collector of customs
Sitka, Alaska,
Alaska, the
accounting officers
officers
of
are hereby
authorized and
directed to
of the
the Treasury
Treasury are
hereby authorized
and directed
to allow
allow and
and pay
pay
to
the said
Alma the
the further
further sum
of two
two thousand
in full
to the
said De
De Ahna
sum of
thousand dollars,
dollars, in
full
compensation and final
discharge for all
all expenses
incurred and
and losses
final discharge
expenses incurred
losses
sustained
Ahna in
in traveling
Alaska, and
in
sustained by
by said
said De
De Ahna
traveling to
to and
and from
from Alaska,
and in
obtaining
with reports
reports conconobtaining and furnishing
furnishing the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department with
cerning
the condition
And said
sum
cerning the
condition of
of public
public affairs
affairs in
in said
said Territory.
Territory. And
said sum
thousand dollars is for
for that
purpose hereby
appropriated out
of two thousand
that purpose
hereby appropriated
out of
of
Treasury not
any money in the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Appropriations.
and the
appropriated,
Appropriations.
That the
the following
following sums
sums be,
be, and
the same
same are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
Treasury not
appropriated, for
out of any money
money in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
for the
the
purposes
purposes namely:
namely:
HOUSE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
To pay the widow and heirs
Clark, deceased,
deceased, to
heirs of Honorable
Honorable Rush
Rush Clark,
to
be distributed
distributed in the proportion
proportion prescribed by
by the
law of
of the
the law
of descent
descent of
the
State of Iowa, six thousand dollars.
To pay the widow
Honorable Gustave
Gustave Schleicher,
Schleicher, deceased,
deceased, six
Gustave
Gustave Schleiwidow of
of Honorable
six
cher.
•
cher.
thousand dollars, which sum
sum is hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
J.
Kondrup.
To pay Johan
Johan C. Kondrup,
Kondrup, messenger of reporters of debates,
House
J. C. Kondrup.
debates, House
of Representatives,
present session,
at the
the rate
eighty-three
Representatives, for the
the present
session, at
rate of
of eighty-three
dollars and thirty-three
apthirty-three cents per month, a
a sufficient
sufficient sum
sum is
is hereby
hereby appropriated.
Associatejustice,
For salary of an additional associate
associate justice of the supreme court
of
court of
Dakota.
appointed under act of Congress approved
the Territory of Dakota, appointed
approved
1879, ch. 194,
March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine from the date
date of
of his
his
20 Stat.,
Stat., 473.
appointment to the thirtieth day of June, eighteen hundred
appointment
hundred and seventynine, the sum of six hundred and
as
and eighty
eighty dollars, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
may be necessary.
necessary.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
WAR
Rush
Rush Clark.

7

Military
Aeade-Military Aeade
my.
my.

For deficiency
appropriation for pay of cadets at
deficiency in the appropriation
at the
the Military
Military
Academy,
Academy, for the current fiscal year, seven thousand five hundred
hundred
dollars.
INTERIOR
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.

Census,
Eighth Census.

Ninth
Ninth Census.
Census.

Semmes and BarSemmes
bour.
bour.

That the sum of nine thousand dollars, or so much thereof
thereof as may be
necessary,
necessary, is hereby appropriated
appropriated to pay adjusted accounts
accounts for service
service
eighth census.
census.
or expenses incurred
incurred in completing
completing the eighth
That the sum of four thousand and ninety dollars and sixty-nine cents
cents
is hereby appropriated
appropriated to pay adjusted accounts for service or expenses
expenses
ninth census.
incurred in
in completing
completing the
the ninth
census.
To pay Semmes
Semmes and Barbour, or their
representatives, as
as recomtheir legal representatives,
recommended by the Secretary of the Interior, this amount in full satisfaction
for their claim for rent of buildings for the use of the Pension Office, on
Louisiana
Louisiana avenue and C
C street, northwest, known as
Seaton House,
as the Seaton
and the building adjoining it
it on the west,
Lown as
numbers six
west, k
k-_own
as numbers
six hunhundred and twenty-four, six hundred and twenty-six, and six hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-eight, Louisiana
twenty-eight,
Louisiana avenue, and numbers six kundred
hundred and nineteen,
nineteen,
six hundred and twenty-one, and six hundred and twenty-three
twenty-three C
C street,
and for damage
sustained while occupied by the
damage to the said buildings sustainod
government, and also in full satisfaction
satisfaction for rent for and damages to
said buildings subsequent to September fifteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-six, nine thousand three hundred and sixteen dollars and ninetyfour cents, to be paid out of the unexpended
unexpended balance of the appropriacontingent fund
tion for the contingent
hind of the Pension Office
Office for the fiscal year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven.
seventy-seven.
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That the second clause under the heading "
"4Geological Survey"
Survey" in the
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Geological

Sur-

entitled "An
vey-.
act of March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, entitled
"An "Y
act making appropriations
expenses of the government 1879, ch. 182,
appropriations for sundry civil expenses
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty, 20 Stat., 394.
and for other purposes", is hereby amended by adding at the end of the
immediately available".
clause the words "to be immediately
available".
said clause
Approved, June

20, 1879.

committee clerks,
[No. 13.] Joint resolution fixing the date on which
which the pay of the committee
pages, and
and laborers
laborers of
of the
Representatives, who are paid during the session
session
the House
House of Representatives,
pages,
only,
shall
begin
this
session,
and
for
ether
bther
purposes.
for
only, shall

June 24,
24, 1879.
1879.

United States
States
Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of the United
of America in
Congress assembled, That the pay of the thirty-five clerks
in Congress

House of Repreauthorized by sentatives.
to committees of the House of Representatives
heretofore authorized
Representatives heretofore
ofclerks,etc.
Payofclerks,etc.
pages,
twenty-nine pag
es, and of the labor- Pay
resolutions of the House, and of the twenty-nine
authorized by law or by resolution
resolution of the
heretofore authorized
ers of the House, heretofore
during the session only, shall begin for this session
session
House, who are paid during
organization of the House, the eighteenth
eighteenth day of
on the day of the organization
March, eighteen hundred
seventy-nine; and the Clerk of the House
hundred and seventy-nine;
March,
is hereby authorized
directed to pay them from that date without
authorized and directed
regard to the date of their respective
respective oaths of office.
employees of the ExtrapaytodisS
EC. 2. That the officers, clerks
clerks to committees,
committees, and employees
Extra pay to disSEC.
Senate,
previous to the charged
charged employ6s,
employes.
the Capitol police, who were employed previous
including the
Senate, including

fourth day of March, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, and who conincluding the fourth day of April,
employment to and including
tinued in said employment
who have
have since
since ceased
ceased to be so employed, or who may cease to be
be so
who
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine,
December first, eighteen
to December
employed prior to
a sum equal to one month's pay at the rate per annum
shall be paid a
sufficient sum for
a sufficient
employment ceased; and a
they were paid when their employment
this purpose is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated.
not otherwise
Senate to pay Lord Harleston
S
EC. 3. To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate
SEC.
as special
assisting on the floor of the Senate, from
from April
April
messenger assisting
special messenger
as
fourth
hundred and seventy-nine
eighteen
seventy-nine to June thirtieth eighteen
eighteen hundred
fourth eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
at the
the usual
usual salary
salary of
of messenger,
messenger,
inclusive, at
seventy-nine, inclusive,
hundred
Pennybaker as a
a page for the same period
period to the Senate; such
and S. B. Pennybaker
sums
appropriated but they shall not be
necessary are hereby appropriated
as may
may be necessary
sums as
paid
under section two of this joint resolution.
moneys under
any moneys
paid any
24,1879.
1879.
Approved, June 24,

[No.
14.] Joint
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
of a
acommission
commission to
to lease
lease aa
the appointment
appointment of
authorizing the
[No. 14.]
building
post-office in
in the
the city
city of
of Washington,
District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
Washington, District
for a
a city
city post-office
building for

Lord Harleston.

S.B.Pennybaker.
S.B.Pennybaker.

June 27,
1879.
June
27, 1879.

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
United States
States
the United
House of Representatives
by the
Resolved by
of
assembled, That the Postmaster-General,
Postmaster General, the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America

District
of CoCoDistrict of
lumbia.
chairman
Committees on Public Buildings lumbia.
chairman of the Senate and House Committees
Commission
and
constituted a
authority to
to
Commission to
a commission with authority
hereby constituted
are hereby
Grounds are
and Grounds
select post-office
lease
such
building
in
the
city
of
Washington,
District
of
Columbia
for
select post-odfice
Columbia
lease such building in the city of Washington, District
building.
the
city post-office, as in their
judgment the good
.
good of the bul
their judgment
a city
of a
purpose of
the purpose
public
service may
require: Provided,
That said
be for
for aa
shall be
lease shall
said lease
Provided, That
may require:
public service
term
less than
than three
three nor
nor exceeding
an annual
at an
years and at
exceeding five years
of not
not less
term of
rental
not to
to exceed
exceed five thousand dollars per annum.
annum.
rental not
Approved,
June
Approved, June

27, 1879.
27,

[No. 15.
15. ] Joint
Joint resolution
to provide
provide for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
the stereotype
of the
the
plates of
stereotype plates
of the
resolution to
[No.
final reports
Centennial Commission
the Centennial
of
Exhibition of
Centennial Exhibition
upon the
Commission upon
of the
the Centennial
reports of
final
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-six.
eighteen

Resolved
by the
and House
of Representatives
the United
United States
States
of the
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved by
of America
Congress assembled,
to purchase
stereotype plates
plates
purchase the stereotype
That to
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of

June 27, 1879.
June
27, 1879.

Appropriation.

Appropriation.
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I. RES.
16, 17, 18, 19.
15,16,17,18,19.
ES. 15,
SESS.

1879.
1879.

Stereotype
of the
the final
Centennial Commission
Centennial ExhiExhi
Commission upon
upon Centennial
final reports
reports of
of the
the Centennial
S t o r e o t y p e of
bition of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
as transmitted
by the
bition
of eighteen
and seventy-six
seventy-six as
transmitted by
the United
United
Centennial Commission
Commission said
now in
the hands
Centennial Com- States
States Centennial
said plates
plates being
being now
in the
hands of
of the
the
Centennial
Board of
the sum
of eight
thousand six
Centennial Board
of Finance,
Finance, the
sum of
eight thousand
six hundred
hundred
dollars is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
out of
of any
any moneys
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not
moneys in
dollars
appropriated out
otherwise appropriated
and the
said plates
plates with
with the
copyright duly
duly
the copyright
the said
appropriated and
otherwise
assigned,
shall be
be delivered
to the
Public Printer.
Printer.
the Public
delivered to
assigned, shall
Approved
1879.
27, 1879.
June 27,
Approved,7 June

plates of
ort of
of Rop
Report
Centennial Commission.

June 27,
1879.
June
27, 1879.

[No.
[No. 16.]
16.]

Joint
resolution authorizing.
authorizing ,the
completion of
of the
the
of the
the foundation
foundation of
the completion
Joint resolution
Washington
Washington Monument.
Monument.

Resolved
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
House of
by the
Senate and
Resolved by
Washington States
Washington
of America
America in
in Congress
the joint
joint commission
commission for
for
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
Monument.
Monument.
the
construction of
of the
the Washington
Washington Monument,
Monument, created
by the
act of
the act
of
created by
the construction
1876,
August
be, and
is hereby,
hereby,
250,
1876, ch. 250,
and is
and seventy-six,
seventy-six, be,
hundred and
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
August second,
19
19 Stat., 123.
authorized to
for the
completion of
foundation of
monof the
the monof the
the foundation
the completion
to expend,
expend, for
authorized
Completion
of ument now in progress, so much of the appropriation made by the said
Completion of
ument now in progress, so much of the appropriation made by the said
foundation.
foundation.
act as
as may
purpose, not
not exceeding
sixty-four
exceeding sixty-four
for that
that purpose,
be necessary
necessary for
may be
act
thousand dollars
dollars above
sum now
authorized.
the sum
now authorized.
above the
thousand
Approved, June
27, 1879.
1879.
June 27,
Approved,

June 28,
28, 1879.
1879.
June

[No.
17.]
[No. 17.]

Joint
to certain
accepted drafts
other papers
the
papers in
in the
drafts and other
relative to
certain accepted
Joint resolution
resolution relative
Department
of State.
State.
Department of

Resolved
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
by the
the Senate
Resolved by

Department of States of America in
Department
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State be,
be,
State.
and he hereby
justly entitled
hereby is, directed
directed to deliver to the person justly
entitled to
the
to the
three several
for the
the sum
sum of
of five thousand doldolSurrender of cercer-possession thereof
thereof three
several drafts for
lars each,
each, dated
dated New
New York,
York, August
August second,
eighteen hundred
tain drafts.
second, eighteen
fiftyhundred and
and fiftynine, and
and drawn
Vidaurrie, governor
governor of
of Nuevo
Nuevo Leon
Leon and
and
drawn by
by Santiago
Santiago Vidaurrie,
nine,
Cohuahuila by
Ignatius Gulindo,
Galindo, Agent,
Agent, on
on J.
J. M.
Mata, Mexican
Mexican minM. Mata,
minby Ignatius
Cohuahuila,
ister, Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and accepted
accepted by
by said
said J.
J. M.
M.
District of
ister,
Washington, District
Mata, and
made payable
at the
Bank of
of the
Republic, New
York, and
Mata,
and made
payable at
the Bank
the Republic,
New York,
and
all
papers relating
relating to
to said
said drafts,
same having
deposited
all other
other papers
drafts, the
the same
having been
been deposited
in
in the
the Department
of State
State by
Department of
by error.
error.
Approved, June
June 28,
28, 1879.
Approved,
1879.

June 28,
June
28, 1879.
1879.

Mower Post G.
Mower
A. R.
R. at New
Orleans.
Granite
Granite blocks
for monument.

June 28, 1879.

Exa mination
Examination
and
of MisMisand survey
survey of
sissippi River
sissippi
River at
at
Lake
Lake Concordia,
etc.

[No.
[No. 18.]
18.]

to Mower
Grand Army
of the
the
Joint resolution donating
donating granite
granite blocks
blocks to
Mower Post
Post Grand
Army of
Republic
Republic of New
New Orleans Louisiana.

Resolved
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War be
be and
and he
of
America in
of War
he
is hereby
Mower Post Grand
is
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to donate to Mower
Grand Army
Array
of the
the Republic
Republic at
at New
Orleans certain
certain blocks
blocks of
of granite
granite now
now lying
at
lying at
New Orleans
of
Fort Livingston
Livingston Louisiana,
and which
which are
are of
of no
no use
to the
the government,
use to
government,
Fort
Louisiana, and
for the
the purpose
purpose of
for
of completing
completing aa monument
monument to
to the
the union
union dead
dead at
at the
the
Chalihette
National Cemetery
Chalinette National
Cemetery near
near New
New Orleans.
Orleans.
Approved,
1879.
Approved, June
June 28,
28, 1879.
[No. 19.] Joint resolution authorizing
a survey of the Mississippi
authorizing a
Mississippi River near
near Lake
Concordia, Louisiana and Cowpen Bend, Mississippi.

Resolved by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of War be
be
a survey
survey and
recomand
he is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
to order
order a
and he
and directed
directed to
and recommendations
the Mississippi
River near
near Lake
Concordia, LouisLouismendations thereon
thereon of
of the
Mississippi River
Lake Concordia,
Mississippi, looking to the protection
iana, and of Cowpen Bend, Mississippi,
protection of the
harbors of Natchez
Natchez and Vidalia by restraining the river from cutting
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into
Lake Concordia, and of the Charenton Canal in St Mary's Parish,
into Lake
appropriated for surveys and exLouisiana, out of moneys
moneys already appropriated
aminations
eighteen hundred and
aminations by act of Congress of March third, eighteen
seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.
Approved, June
June 28,
28, 1879.
Approved,
[No.
20.] Joint
in relation to
committee clerks, pages,
other employees
employees
pages, and
and other
to committeeclerks,
Joint resolution
resolutioninrelation
[No. 20.]
and for other purposes.
of Representatives,
of the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives, and
of

July 1,
1, 1879.
1879.
July

States
United States
Representatives of the United
Resolved
and House
House of .Representatives
Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
of
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate and Appropriations.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
a y to
pay
Clerk
authorized and directed Extra p
Representatives are hereby authorized
House of Representatives
of the House
Clerk of
House
and House
Senate and
employees of Senate
to
pay all
committee clerks,
clerks, pages, messengers, and other employees
all committee
to pay
employs.
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives who do not receive
receive annual employ4s.
Senate and
the Senate
salaries,
in such employ at the passage of this resolution,
who are in
and who
salaries, and
their
present rate
rate of
of compensation
compensation respectively
respectively for fifteen days from the
their present
date
of the adjournment
adjournment of
Congress; and the money
money rethis session
session of Congress;
of this
date of
quired to
appropriated out of any money in the
hereby appropriated
is hereby
the same is
to pay the
quired
appropriated, and shall be immediately available.
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
SEC. 2.
and the
the same are hereby, approfollowing sums be, and
That the
the following
SEC.
2. That
priated,
out of
of any
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
in the
money in
any money
priated, out
namely:
namely:
J. E. Kelley.
Representatives to pay John E. J.
To
To enable the Clerk of the House of Representatives
Kelley,
services as
Committee of Ways and Means,
as messenger
messenger to the Committee
for services
Kelley, for
dolduring
thousand dolpresent session of Congress, at the rate of one thousand
during the present
lars per annum.
Stationery.
To supply
supply a
appropriation for stationery
stationery and news- Stationery.
a deficiency in the appropriation
To
papers
for
the
House
of
Representatives,
for
the
fiscal
eighteen
year
the
fiscal
for
Representatives,
of
House
papers for the
hundred, and seventy-nine, eight hundred dollars.
hundred
Pay of folders.
To supply
deficiency in the
appropriation for pay of folders for the Pay
the appropriation
supply aadeficiency
To
Senate,
fiscal year
one hunseventy-nine, one
and seventy-nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
the fiscal
for the
Senate, for
dred dollars
H. Prescott.
Prescott.
w. H.
To
enable the
the Clerk
of the House
a sum equal to one months W.
House to pay a
Clerk of
To enable
E.
MeSweeny.
E. MeSweeny.
pay
discharge from the "disabled
"disabled soldiers' roll"
date of their discharge
the date
pay from the
E. Hedian.
Hedian.
R. E.
of
House of
of Representatives,
respectively, to William H. Prescott, R.
Representatives, respectively,
the House
of the
Proviso.
Eugene
and Robert
Provided Such pay has not Proviso.
Hedian: Provided
E. Hedian:
Robert E.
McSweeny and
Eugene MeSweeny
already
provided for by law.
been provided
already been
Engineer's deTo
engineers department
department of the Engineer's
in the engineers
laborer in
additional laborer
one additional
pay one
To pay
House
of Representatives,
fiscal year
partment.
hundred and partment.
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
the fiscal
for the
Representatives, for
House of
eighty, eight
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
eight hundred
eighty,
H.
T. Burrows.
Burrows.
H. T.
To
Burrows for his
special messenger of the
services as aaspecial
his services
T. Burrows
H. T.
pay ft
To pay
Senate, during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ended
ended June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
Senate,
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, the
hundred and
and eleven
eleven dollars
dollars and
and thirty
five hundred
of five
the sum
sum of
and
cents; the
the same
same being
being the
the salary
already
amount already
less the
the amount
a messenger
messenger less
of a
salary of
cents;
received
by him
him on
on account
account of
of said service.
received by
W. F.
P. McDaniel.
McDaniel.
To enable the Secretary of the
the Senate
Wilbur F.
F. McDaniel
McDaniel for W.
pay Wilbur
to pay
Senate to
To enable the Secretary of
services as
to Senate
resolution of the
document room, under resolution
Senate document
messenger to
as messenger
services
Senate of
of May
May twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
the
for the
seventy-nine, for
and seventy-nine,
Senate
fiscal year
year eighteen
eighty dollars,
dollars, and
for
and for
seventy-nine, eighty
and seventy-nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
fiscal
the fiscal
fiscal year
year eighteen
hundred and
and eighty,
eighty, seven
seven nunared
an twenty
twenty
nundred and
eighteen hundred
the
A. II. Potts.
dollars; in
all, eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars3
and to
to pay
R. Potts
C. F.
F. A.
R. Potts.
Potts and
and C.
A. R.
pay A.
dollars iand
in all,
dollars;
cC. F. Rainey.
Rainey
for
services
in
the
office
of
the
Sergeant-at-Arms,
House
of
Rep- Raineyof
RepHouse
Sergeant-at-Arms,
of
the
office
the
Rainey for services in
resentatives, five
day each
for the
the first
first session
of the
Forty
the Forty
session of
each for
per day
dollars per
five dollars
resentatives,
sixth Congress,
sufficient sum
sum is
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
is hereby
Congress, aasufficient
sixth
For suitable
suitable and
necessary rooms
and accommodation
Rooms for
Court
for Court
of Rooms
accommodation of
use and
the use
for the
rooms for
and necessary
For
the Court
Claims, which
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior is
Claims.
of Claims.
au- of
hereby auis hereby
of the
Secretary of
which the
of Claims,
the
Court of
thorized and
and directed
directed to
to procure,
procure, five
five thousand
thousand dollars,
or so
much
so much
dollars, or
thorized
thereof as
as may
necessary.
may be
be necessary.
thereof
For arranging
arranging and
use of
of the
the Co
Committee
mmittee
the use
for the
as Committee-rooms
Committee-rooms for
furnishing as
and furnishing
For
Senate
House to
to be
be allotted
equally as
as nearly
as practicable,
practicable, the
the rooms.
rooms.
nearly as
allotted equally
and House
Senate and
rooms in
in the
the Capitol
Capitol now
now occupied
Court of
of
sum of
the sum
Claims, the
of Claims,
the Court
by the
occupied by
rooms
two thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
two
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1879.

Extra pay to dis
dis-- S
SEC.
EC. 3. That the Secretary of the Senate be, and he is hereby directed
directed
to pay, out of the appropriation
appropriation for the miscellaneous
miscellaneous items of the contingent
fund of
the Senate,
Senate, to
to the
of
tingent fund
of the
the following
following officers
officers and
and employees
employees of
the Senate whose services have ceased since
the beginning
of the
the present
since the
beginning of
present
session, and who are not now in the employ of the Senate, and
were
session
and who
who were
not
embraced in
provisions of
of the
resolution fixing
fixing the
date
not embraced
in the
the provisions
the "joint
"joint resolution
the date
on
and laborers
laborers of
of the
on which
which the
the pay
pay of committee
committee clerks, pages,
pages, and
the louse
House
of Representatives
Representatives who are
only, shall
begin for
are paid during
during the session
session only,
shall begin
for
this
for other
purposes", namely,
namely, the
the ExecuExe,cuthis session,
session, and
and for
other purposes",
the Chief
Chief Clerk,
Clerk, the
live
Clerk, the Chaplain,
to the
the ComComtive Clerk
Chaplain, the assistant post-master,
post-master, the
the clerk
clerk to
mittee to Audit and
Contingent Expenses
and Control the Contingent
Expenses of
of the
the Senate, and
the clerks to committees
committees receiving
receiving annual
one
annual salaries,
salaries, aa sum equal to one
month's pay at
annum they were paid
paid respectively
at the rate
rate per annum
respectively when
when
their employment
ceased; and to
former clerk
employment ceased;
to pay Ben.
Ben. Perley Poore,
Poore, former
clerk
of Printing Records,
Records, one month's pay at the rate per annum
received
annum received
by him at the time he ceased
ceased to be such clerk, to pay
pay John Fletcher
Fletcher for
for
extra services as one of the attendants at one of the doors of the Senate
Chamber,
dollars.
Chamber, sixty dollars.
dis-- S
SEO.
Extra pay to dis
EC. 4. That there be paid out of any moneys
moneys in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not

charged and
Senate
officers
charged
Senate
ploys.
ploy6s.

charged Treasury
Treasury
employes.
employes.

otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, one month's pay to each of the persons
persons dis-

charged
charged from the Treasury Department by reason of reduction
reduction in
in the
the
force under
under the act entitled
entitled "An
act making
appropriations for
the legisforce
"An act
making appropriations
for the
legislative, executive, and judicial
judicial expenses
expenses of the government
fiscal
government for
for the
the fiscal
1879,
ch. 34,
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, and for other
year ending June
other
1879, oh.
Ante,
Ante, 23.
purposes", but this payment
payment shall not apply in any case
where leave
leave of
of
case where
preliminary to
said discharge.
absence for thirty days
days has been granted as preliminary
to said
discharge.
SEC. 5.
5. That
of the
and Clerk
of the
the House
House of
of
Advance pay to SEC.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Senate
Senate and
Clerk of
Senate and
and House Representatives
authorized and directed immediSenate
Representatives be and they are hereby
hereby authorized
emwtoys.
ately after the adjournment
cmvcorfe.
adjournment of the present session to issue to the officers
and employees
employees of the Senate and House borne on
annual rolls,
on the
the annual
rolls, their
their
respective salaries for the month of July, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventynine, which shall be in anticipation of their pay for
the month
month of
for the
of July.
July.
oh. 288,
SEC.
1879, ch.
S
EC. 6. That so much of the act "making
appropriations for
"making appropriations
for the pay20 Stat., 651.
651.
ment of claims
by the
of Claims
claims reported
reported allowed by
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
Claims under
under
the act of Congress
Congress of March third, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one
and acts amendatory
amendatory thereof"
thereof" approved
approved March third, eighteen hundred
hundred
and seventy-nine
seventy-nine as appropriates
appropriates as follows:
follows:
Robert Otis's
Otis' olaim
To Robert
Robert
claim
Robert Otis,
Otis administrator
administrator de bonis non of Roger A. Mem
Hiern, de8u8pended.
ceased,
Hiern and Charles
suspended.
ceased, for the use and benefit of Emma Eliza hem
Charles Hiern,
Hiern,
six thousand
thousand six hundred and sixty-six dollars be and the same is hereby
suspended
suspended until the further action of Congress.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 1, 1879.
7

July 1,1879.
1, 1879.

[No. 21.]

Joint resolution to pay the employees
employees of the House of Representatives
Representatives borne
on the annual roll one month's extra
extra pay.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
United
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Clerk of
of the
States of
of America
America in
That the
the Clerk
the House
House
employees of
uxtra
empay
sto be and he is hereby authorized and directed to pay to the employees
Extraayto
of
House
employes.
the House
House borne on the annual roll, one month's extra pay at the same
compensation as now paid them by law, and an amount
to
compensation
amount sufficient to
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury
pay the same is hereby appropriated
not otherwise appropriated.
Approved, July 1, 1879.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

July 1,1879.
1, 1879.

LNo. 22.1
[No.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Resolved by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
the United
Resolved
House of .Representatives
United States
States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
of America
Secretary of the Senate and
Clerk of the House of Representatives
Representatives be, and they are hereby, directed

Joint resolution to supply Congress
Congress with Heyl's United States Import
Duties.
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practicable for the use of Congress,
to purchase
purchase and procure, as early as practicable,
U. S.
Heyl's
"Heyl's United States Duties on Imports", ediHo y 8 U.
S.
copies of "Heyl's
five hundred
hundred copies
tion of
of eighteen
hundred and
to wit,
one copy for each Duties on Imports.
wit, one
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, to
eighteen hundred
tion
Senator, Representative,
Representative, and Delegate, and the residue
residue for the use of the
Senator,
committees of
of the
the price to
of Representatives;
Representatives; the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
committees
be the
the same
same as
as was
paid for
for a
purchased for the
copies purchased
number of copies
a like
like number
was paid
be
Forty-fourth
Congress, namely,
and fifty cents per copy.
two dollars and
namely, two
Forty-fourth Congress,
And the
sum of
hundred and fifty dollars is hereby
hereby
of one
one thousand two hundred
And
the sum
appropriated for
the same,
to be
be paid out of any money in the Treasury
same, to
for the
appropriated
not
available immediately.
immediately.
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, and to be available
Approved, July 1, 1879.
Approved,

,

PUBLIC ACTS OF THE FORTY-SIXTH
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS
OP TER
THE

UNITED
UNITED
STATES,
STATES,
Passed at the second session,
session, which was begun
begun and held at
at the city of Washington,
Washington, in the
Passed
District
of
Columbia.
on
Monday,
the
first
day of December, 1879, and was adjourned
District
Columbia,
adjourned
without
without day on Wednesday, the sixteenth day of June,
June, 1880.
1880.
RuTHERFORD B.
B. HAYES,
President: WILLIAM
WILLIAM A.
A. WHEELER,
WHEELER, Vice-President,
Vice-President, and
and
RUTHERFORD
HAYES, President:
ALLEN G. THURMAN
THURMAN was elected
President of the Senate. ALLEN
elected President of the Senate
Senate
pro
the sixth
sixth day
day of
pro tempore on the seventh of
of April,
April, 1880. He was again
again chosen on
on the
of
May, 1880.
1880. SAMUEL J.
J. RANDALL
May,
RANDALL was
elected Speaker
of the
the House
louse of
Representwas elected
Speaker of
of Representatives on the eighteenth
eighteenth day of March,
March, 1880, and acted
acted as
as such
such until the
the twenty-first
twenty-first
day of
day
March, 1880,
when he
he authorized
his
of March,
1880, when
authorized JOSEPH C.
C. S.
S. BLACKBURN
BLACKBURN to act
act in
in his
stead as Speaker pro tempore
twenty-sixth day of April,
tempore for one day. On the twenty-sixth
April, 1880,
1880,
Mr. BLACKBURN
BLACKBURN was appointed
appointed Speaker
tempore, to
three days;
Speaker pro tempore,
to act
act as
as such for
for three
days;
and on the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day of
BLACKBURN was
again appointed
of May,
May, 1880,
1880, Mr.
Mr. BLACKBURN
was again
appointed
Speaker pro
pro tempore,
tempore, to act as such until the return of the
the. Speaker.
Speaker.

CHAP.
loss by
or casualty
casualty of
CHAP. 1.—An
1.-An act
act authorizing
authorizing an allowance
allowance for loss
by leakage
leakage or
of spirits
spirits
withdrawn from
exportation.
withdrawn
from distillery
distillery warehouses
warehouses for exportation.

Dec. 20,1879.
20,1879.

enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Distilled spirits.
States
of America
assembled, That
are withspirits.
That where
where spirits
spirits are
with- Distilled
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
exportation according to law, it
drawn from distillery warehouses
warehouses for
for exportation
shall
regulations and
limitation as
as shall
shall
rules and regulations
and limitation
shall be
be lawful,
lawful, under such rules
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with the apCommissioner of Internal
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the Commissioner
Allowance for
allowance to be made for Allowance
proval of the Secretary of the Treasury, for an allowance
proval
c
loss, leakage,
or casleakage
or loss
loss by
unavoidable accident,
accident, and
or loss,
or
asany fraud
fraud or
and without
without any
an unavoidable
leakage or
by an
ualty
when withualtyleakage,
uegligence of the distiller, owner, exporter, carrier, or their agents or drawn for
negligence
exportafor exporta.
,
,mployees, occurring
occurring during
from a
adistillery
distillery warehouse
'mplloyees,
during transportation
transportation from
warehouse tion.
to the port of export; nor shall any assessment be collected
collected for such
such
leakage where
where the
been paid on distilled spirits exthe same
same has
has not been
loss or
or leakage
ported since the first day of May, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight.
SEC. 2.
where the
the spirits
spirits provided
provided for
the preceding
section
2. That
That where
for in
in the
preceding section
Tax not to be reof
are
covered by
of insurance
insurance in
the market
market value
extent of
value mitted
mited to
to extent
of the
in excess
excess of
valid claim
claim of
are covered
by aavalid
insurance.
thereof,
exclusive of
the tax,
the tax
tax upon
upon such
such spirits
spirits shall
shall not
not be
re- excessive
be reexcessite insurance.
tax, the
of the
thereof, exclusive
mitted
insurance
of such excessive
excessive insurance
mitted to the
the extent
extent of
Approved, December
December 20, 1879.
Approved,
CHAP. 2.—An
relating to
to printing
impressions from
portraits and
vignettes.
and vignettes.
from portraits
printing impressions
act relating
CHAP.
2.-An act

Dec.
22,1879.
Dec. 22,1879.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
Impressions of
of
States
Impressions
assembled, That the Secretary of the Treas- portraits
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
and vigury at
at the
request of
or Delegate
Congress, nettes
ury
the request
of aaSenator,
Senator, Representative,
Representative, or
Delegate in
in Congress,
ntrtes may
naybe
be furthe head
or bureau,
bureau, art
Sae.
association, or library, be, and nished, &c.
the
head of
of aa department
department or
art association,
he
is hereby
hereby authorized
any portrait
portrait or
or vigfrom any
impressions from
to furnish
furnish impressions
authorized to
he is
nette
which is
is now,
hereafter be,
part of
engraved stock
stock
of the
the engraved
may hereafter
be, aa part
now, or
or may
nette which
of
Engraving and
rates and
and under such
such
and Printing,
Printing, at such rates
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Engraving
conditions
necessary to protect the
public interests.
the public
as he may
may deem necessary
conditions as
Approved, December 22, 1879.
Approved,
CHAP. 4.-An
4.—An act
making appropriations
appropriations for the
penthe payment of invalid and other penact making
CHAP.
sions
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
States for the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
sions of the United
United States
and
and eighty-one.
eighty-one.

Jan.
13, 1880.
Jan. 13,1880.

United
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
and House
Be
States of
in Congress
That the
following sums
Pensions, 1881.
sums be, and Pensions,1881.
the following
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States
of America
America in
Appropriations.
the
are hereby
hereby appropriated
out of
of any
any money
the Treasury
not Appropriations.
in the
Treasury not
money in
appropriated out
the same
same are
59

60

Army
pensions.
Army pensions.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Pension
Pension agents.

Navy
pensions.
Navy pensions.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Accounts.
Accounts.

Proviso.
Proviso.
oxaminFees
Foes of examining-surgeons.
Proviso.
Frovi8o.
Rate
fees.
Rate of
of fees.

Jan.
14, 1880.
Jan. 14,
1880.

Appropriation.
Telegraphic
T oe1e gr a p 11i
cable
Islcable to
to Block
lock Is]and,
RI.
II.
and, R.

Jan. 21,
21, 1880.
1880.
Jan.
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4, 5, 8.
FORTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.. SESS.
II. CH.
CH. 4,5,8.

1880.
1880.

otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
of pensions
for the
fiscal yeai
yea'
otherwise
the payment
payment of
pensions for
the fiscal
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, and
for other
other
ending
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and for
purposes:
purposes:
For
for Army
Army invalids,
widows, minors,
relaminors, and
and dependent
dependent relainvalids, widows,
For pensions
pensions for
tives, survivors
survivors of
of the
eighteen hundred
twelve, and
and widows
widows
war of
of eighteen
hundred and
and twelve,
tives,
the war
of the
of eighteen
hundred and
and twelve,
million four
four hunthirty-one million
hunwar of
eighteen hundred
twelve, thirty-one
of
the war
dred and
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
the amount
exProvided, That
That the
amount exdred
and seventy-five
pended for
for each
the above
above items
items shall
shall be
be accounted
separately.
pended
each of
of the
accounted for
for separately.
For pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances for
preparing vouchers,
vouchers, rent,
rent,
fees for
for preparing
for salary,
salary, fees
For
fuel, light,
and postage
postage on
official matter
directed to
the departments
matter directed
to the
departments
light, and
on official
fuel,
and
bureaus at
at Washington,
hundred and
and fifty-three
fifty-three thousand
thousand doldoland bureaus
Washington, two
two hundred
lars.
For Navy
to invalids,
widows, minors,
and dependent
dependent relarelaNavy pensions
pensions to
invalids, widows,
minors, and
For
tives,
five hundred
thousand dollars:
Provided, That
That
dollars: Provided,
tives, five
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
the
appropriations aforesaid
Navy pensions
pensions shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
from the
the appropriations
aforesaid for Navy
income
pension fund,
sufficient
fund, so
so far
far as the
the same may
may be
be sufficient
income of
of the
the Navy pension
providedfurther,
for that purpose: And provided
further, That the amount
amount expended
expended for
each of the above items shall be accounted
accounted for separately.
examining-surgeons, as provided by the several acts of
For fees of examining-surgeons,
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That aafee
fee
Congress, one hundred and one thousand
thousand dollars:
of
of one
one dollar,
dollar, and no more,
more, shall be
be paid
paid to
to the
the examining-surgeon
examining-surgeon for
for
each
provided by
by law, except
except when the
each examination
examination of a
a pensioner, as
as provided
examination
examination is made by aaboard of surgeons, in which case the fees now
allowed by law shall be paid.
Approved, January
January 13,1880.
13, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP. 5.—An
act to
the laying
of a
telegraphic cable
cable from
main land
laying of
a telegraphic
from the
the main
CHAP.
5.-An act
to authorize
authorize the
in Rhode Island to Block Island.

Be it
Representatives of the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Congress assembled,
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the sum of fifteen thousand.
thousand
dollars be, and is hereby appropriated
appropriated for the purpose of laying a
a teletelegraphic cable,
direction of
the Chief
Officer of
of the
the
Chief Signal
Signal Officer
of the
under the
the direction
graphic
cable, under
Army,
Army, from the main land of Rhode Island to Block Island, Rhode
Island.
Approved, January
January 14, 1880.

8.-An act to establish
a land-district
CHAP. 8.—An
establish a
land-district in the Territory of Dakota, and locating the
the office
office at
at Grand
Forks.
ing
Grand Forks.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all that portion of the
Territory of
of Dakota
and being
of the
twelfth standard
standard parparTerritory
Dakota lying
lying and
being north
north of
the twelfth
a new landlandallel and east of the tenth guide meridian shall constitute a
district, to be known as the Grand Forks district.
Register
Register and
and rere- SEC.
manner
SEC. 2. The President is hereby authorized
authorized to appoint, in the manner
ceiver.
ceiver.
provided
a register
a receiver for said district, who shall
provided by law, a
register and a
be required to reside in Grand
Grand Forks, in the county of Grand Forks,
may, in
until such time as the President may
in his discretion, remove
remove the site
site
of said land-office
land-office from said Grand Forks; and said register and said
receiver shall be subject to the same laws and entitled to the same
same compensation as is or may be provided by law in relation to existing land
offices and officers
officers in said Territory.
Approved, January
January 21, 1880.
Approved,

Land district
district in
in
Dakota Territory.

FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
FORTY-SIXTH

SESS. II.
SEss.

OH.
Cu.

9,10,12.
9, 10, 12. 1880.

CHAP.
9.—An act to amend sections twenty-three
twenty-three hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four and
CHAP. 9.-An
twenty-three
twenty-three hundred and twenty-five of the Revised Statutes of the United States
concernii g
mineral lands.
g mineral
lands.
conccrnil

61
61
Jan. 22,1880.
Jan.
22, 1880.

United
House of Representatives
and House
enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
Mineral lands.
assembled, That section twenty-three
Congress assembled,
States
twenty-three hun- Mineral
States of America in Congress
R.
235,
R. S. '2325,
dred and twenty-five
twenty-five of the Revised
Revised Statutes of the United States be AS.
Amended.
Proviso.
"Provided, That where Proviso.
amended
adding thereto the following
following words: "Provided,
by.adding
amended by
a patent is not aaresident
the claimant
resident of or within the land district
claimant for a
wherein
lode, ledge, or deposit sought to be patented is located,
the vein, lode,
wherein the
the
ion for
for patent
patent and the affidavits required to be made in this Application
Application for
application
the applicat
patent and
and affidaaffidapatent
section
by the claimant for such patent may be made by his, her, or its vits.
section by
Agent
authorized agent, where said agent is conversant
conversant with the facts sought
Agent.
provided, That this section shall Proviso.
to
established by said affidavits: And provided,
to be
be established
Proviso.
apply
all applications
pending for patents to mineral lands."
applications now pending
to all
apply to
R. S.
S.2324,
Re- R.
SEC. 2.
twenty-three hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four of the Re2. That
That section twenty-three
SEc.
Amended.
vised Statutes of the United States be amended by adding the following Amended.
Proviso.
words:
period within which the work required to be Proviso.
the period
"Provided, That the
words: "Provided,
done
annually on all unpatented
unpatented mineral claims shall commence on the
done annually
first
succeeding the date of location of such claim, and
January succeeding
first day of January
this
section shall
shall apply
located since the tenth day of May,
claims located
to all
all claims
apply to
this section
seventy-two."
anno Domini
eighteen hundred and seventy-two."
Domini eighteen
anno
Approved,
January 22, 1880.
Approved, January

CHAP. 10.—An
act directing
the removal
from the
the harbor
harbor at the Delaobstructions from
of obstructions
removal of
directing the
10.-An act
CHAP.
ware
Breakwater.
ware Breakwater.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
United
the United
of the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
Be
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of War be,
in Congress
America in
States

Jan. 23, 1880.

obof obRemoval of

harin harstructions in
harbor at structions
and
to be
be removed
from the harbor
removed from
cause to
to cause
directed to
is hereby,
hereby, directed
he is
and he
bor at Delaware
Delaware
at
bor
main
the
Delaware
Breakwater
and
the
thereto
and
the
in
thereto
entrance
the
and
the Delaware Breakwater
Breakwater.
ship
of the
Bay and River
were
River several vessels which werereawa
Delaware Bay
the Delaware
channel of
ship channel
sunk
in the
hundred and
forming
seventy-seven, and now forming
and seventy-seven,
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
the year
sunk in
obstructions
endangering the
safety of
entering said harbor after
vessels entering
of vessels
the safety
obstructions endangering
Notice.
reasonable
notice to
the owners
owners of such
vessels to remove the same, and Notice.
such vessels
to the
reasonable notice
Appropriation.
the
sum of
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
or so much thereof as may be Appropriation.
twenty-five thousand
of twenty-five
the sum
necessary,
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
that purpose,
money
of any money
out of
purpose, out
for that
is hereby
necessary, is
in
otherwise approlniated.
appropriated.
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the

23,1880.
Approved, January 23,
1880.
Approved,

CHAP. 12.—An
granting a
aright
across Water
in Springfield,
Springfield,
Pond in
Shops Pond
Water Shops
of way
way across
right of
act granting
12.-An act
CHAP.
Massachusetts, to
to the
the Springfield
New London
Railroad Company.
Company.
London Railroad
and New
Springfield and
Massachusetts,

Jan.
1880.
24, 1880.
Jan. 24,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
it enacted
Be it
Springfield and
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
of way
way by
means
Springfield and
by means
right of
the right
assembled, That
of America
America in
States of
New
Pond,
of a
bridge over
over and
across the Water Shops Po
nd, so-called,
so -called, belonging road
London
Railand across
road London
Comp Raila bridge
of
Company.
to
the
United
States
in
Springfield,
Massachusetts,
is
hereby
granted
to
of way.any.
ight
to
granted
is
hereby
Massachusetts,
to the United States, in Springfield,
purthe Springfield
Springfield and New London
London Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, for
for railroad
railroad p
urthe
poses;
be used
used and
and enjoyed
enjoyed by
said company
company at
same
the same
at the
by said
to be
same to
the same
poses; the
point
and in
same location
way is
by
used by
now used
is now
a way
that a
extent that
and extent
location and
the same
in the
point and
said company
bridge heretofore
with the
apthe apconstructed with
heretofore constructed
of the
the bridge
means of
by means
company by
said
Proviso.
proval
Secretary of
War: Provided,
That whenever
whenever said
said right
of Proviso.
right of
Provided, That
of War:
the Secretary
of the
proval of
way
shall
cease
to
be
used
for
the
purposes
aforesaid
the
same
shall
reway shall cease to be used for the purposes aforesaid the same shall re- Proviso.
vert
United States:
States: And
further, That
That the
the right
re- Provo.
to reright to
providedfurther,
And provided
the -United
to the
vert to
peal,
alter, or
amend this
this act
Congress.
to Congress.
reserved to
is reserved
act is
or amend
peal, alter,
Approved, January
24, 1880.
January 24,
Approved,
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CHAP.
authorizing the
Secretary of
Treasury to
deputyof the
the Treasury
to appoint
appoint aadepnty13.-An act
act authorizing
the Secretary
CHAP. 13.—An
collector at
at Seaford,
Seaford, Sussex
Sussex County,
County, Delaware,
for other
other purposes.
collector
Delaware, and
and for
purposes.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives

Deputy collector
collector States
States of
of America
That the
Secretary of
the TreasTreasDeputy
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
at Seaford,
a deputy-collector
Seaford, Del. ury be and is hereby authorized
authorized to appoint a
deputy-collector or other
other

suitable
suitable officer
officer at Seaford,
Seaford, Sussex
Delaware, who shall have
have
Sussex County, Delaware,
to
enter and
to that
port; and
salary
that port;
and the
the salary
all vessels
vessels coming
coming to
to enter
and clear
clear all
five hundred
per annum.
of such
such officer
officer shall not
not exceed the
the sum of five
hundred dollars
dollars per
annum.
Approved, January
January 24,
24, 1880.
Approved,

Salary.
Salary.

power
power

Jan. 24, 1880
1880.

CHAP. 14.-An
14.—An act
act to
importation of
articles for
CHAP.
to authorize
authorize the
the importation
of articles
for exhibition
exhibition at
at the
the
Millers' International
International Exhibition
Exhibition to be held at Cincinnati in eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
eighty,
free of
of duty.
eighty, free
duty.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United

Millers' Interna- States of America in Congress
Millers'
Congress assembled, That all articles which shall be

tional Exhibition,
Exhibition, imported
imported for the sole purpose of exhibition
exhibition at the Millers'
Millers' International
International
tional
E
1880.
to be
city of
Cincinnati in
in the
the year
year eighteen
hundred
Articles for exhiExhibition to
be held
held in
in the
the city
of Cincinnati
Articles
exhi- Exhibition
eighteen hundred
and eighty
eighty shall
the payment
payment of
of duty
of custom
custom
bilion
shall be
bit ion to be admit- and
be admitted
admitted without
without the
duty or
or of
ted free.
free.
ted
fees or charges,
charges, under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
Secretary of shall prescribe: Provided,
articles as shall be sold in the
Secretary preof shall prescribe: Provided, That all such articles
Treasury
Treasury to preUnited States
States or
or withdrawn
consumption therein
at any
time after
after
scribe regulationps
withdrawn for
for consumption
therein at
any time
regulations. United
Proviso.
such importation,
importation, shall
subject to
to the
any, imposed
like
1'roviso.
such
shall be
be subject
the duties,
duties, if
if any,
imposed on
on like
articles
articles by the revenue
revenue laws in force at the date of importation:
importation: And
I'roviso.
Proviso.
proridedfurther,
further, That in case any article imported
provided
imported under
provisions
under the
the provisions
of this act
shall be
be withdrawn
for consumption
consumption or
sold without
without
act shall
withdrawn for
or shall
shall be
be sold
payment of duty as required by law, all the penalties prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the
revenue laws shall be applied and enforced against such articles and
against the person who may be guilty of such withdrawal or sale.
Approved,
Approved, January 24, 1880.
1880.

Jan. 28, 1880.

amending, the charter
charter of the Grand Lodge
Lodge of
Independent
CHAP. 16.—An
16.-An act amending
of the Independent
Order of Odd Fellows of the District of Columbia.

it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United

Grand Lodge of
of States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Grand Lodge of the
the Independent
the
Independent Independent
Independent Order of Odd Fellows
Fellows of the District of Columbia, be and
Order of Odd FelOrler
Oddtt off- they
they are
are hereby authorized
authorized to
to negotiate a
a loan
loan or loans not
not to
to exceed
exceed the
lows,
District
lows, of
District
sum
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
at a
arate
of interest
exceeding six
six per
Columbia.
sum of
of fifty
fifty thousand
rate of
interest not
not exceeding
per

centum per annum,
mortgage or
annum, and to secure the payment
payment thereof by aamortgage
or
deed of trust on certain grounds in the city of Washington, designated on
on
the plat
plat of said
said city as lot number eleven,
the
eleven, and part of lot number
number ten,
in square number four hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, together with the buildof ings thereon, known
proceeds to be applied to
known as Odd Fellows' Hall, the proceeds
the liquidation
liquidation of an existing debt on said property, in accordance
accordance with
regulations heretofore
regulations
heretofore prescribed
prescribed by the said grand lodge, for the manageProvided, That the mortgagee or beneficiary
ment thereof: Provided,
beneficiary under the mortgage or deed of trust authorized
authorized by this act shall not be held accountable
accountable
for the due application or non-application
non-application of the proceeds
proceeds of said loan.
Approval, January 28,
1880.
Approved,
28,1880.

Authorized
to
to
negotiate
negotiate aaloan.
loan.
Application
proceeds.
proceeds.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Jan.
Jan. 29, 1880.

S circuit
iit and
ad
U. S.
district courts of
Georgia.

17.-An act to provide for circuit and district courts of the United States
CHAP. 17.—An
at Macon, Georgia,
Georgia, and to transfer certain counties from the northern to the southern
district in said State.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That the counties of Pike, Butts,
Butts,
and Jasper, heretofore
heretofore composing
composing a
a part of the northern district of
of
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henceforth form aapart of, the southern
Georgia, be transferred
transferred to, and henceforth
Georgia,
district
Georgia.
of Georgia.
district of
S
EC. 2. Said southern
southern district shall be and hereby is, divided
divided into two Southern dis
dia
SEC.
t ri
ct.
western divisions of the trict•
divisions, to be known as the eastern and the western
Eastern di
vision.
divis-i
forty- Eastern
southern district of Georgia. The western division shall consist of fortyWestern
divission.
three counties,
counties to wit: Bibb,
Bibb 7 Monroe,
Monroe 2Jones, Twiggs,
Twiggs Houston,
Houston Crawford, Edon.
Taylor, Upson,
Macon, Talor
Dooly, Macon,y
Baldwin
Wiliinson Laurens,
Laurens, Pulaski, Dooly,
Upson
Baldwin, Wilkinson,
Pike,
Warren, Dodge, Wilcox, TelPutnam, Hancock, Warren,
Jasper, Putnam,
Butts, Jasper,
Pike, Butts,
fair,
Sumter, Schley,
Harris, Muscogee, Chattahoochee,
Marion, Talbot, Harris,
Schley, Marion,
fair, Sumter,
Stewart, Webster,
Webster, Lee,
Quitman, Clay, Calhoun,
Lee, Terrell, Randolph, Quitman,
Stewart,
Dougherty,
Dougherty, Baker, Early, Miller, and Mitchell. The eastern division
shall
consist of
additional Clerk and mar
remaining counties in said district. No additional
the remaining
of the
shall consist
clerk
shall be
be appointed
shal.
appointed in said district.
or marshal
marshal shall
clerk or
S
EC. 3.
3. A
A term
term of the circuit
circuit court and of the district court for the Terms at Macon,
Macon,
SEC.
southern
district of Georgia shall be held at Macon in said State on the Ga.
southern district
October in each year.
Mondays of May and October
first Mondays
S
EC. 4. All suits
a local nature in the circuit and district courts Suits brought
not of a
suits not
SEC.
defendant
where defendant
inhabitant of said State, must be brought in where
a single defendant, inhabitant
against a
resides.
the
district where
resides; but if there are two or resides.
he resides;
where he
the district
of the
the division
division of
Two or more demore defendants
defendants residing
divisions of the district, such suits fendants.
in different divisions
residing in
more
of fact.
Issues of
may be
brought in
in either
either division.
division. All issues
of fact in said suits shall Issues
issues of
be brought
may
be tried at aaterm of the court held in the division where the suit is so
brought.
S
EC. 5.
Prosecutions for crimes or offenses
offenses hereafter
hereafter committed
committed in
5. Prosecutions
SEC.
either
sub-divisions shall
shall be cognizable
and
cognizable within such division; and
the sub-divisions
of the
either of
Prosecutions
for
Prosecutions for
all
prosecutions for crimes or offenses
offenses heretofore
heretofore committed
committed within either crimes
all prosecutions
and offenses
district, or cornof
said counties,
counties / taken as aforesaid
northern district
com- heretoforecommitaforesaid from the northern
of said
heretofore commitmitted
in the
district as
hitherto constituted,
constituted, shall be com- ted.
as hitherto
southern district
the southern
mitted in
menced
with as
this act
act had not been passed.
if this
as if
proceeded with
and proceeded
menced and
Civil actions
actions
S
EC. 6.
6. Civil
Civil actions
or proceedings
pending at Savannah
Savannah in Civil
proceedings now pending
actions or
SEC.
pending at Savansaid
southern
district,
which
would
under
this
act
be
brought
in
the
said southern district, which would under this act be brought in the fendnag
nah, trSan
transfer of,anb
by
western
of said
be transferred,
transferred, by
by the
the consent
consent.
consent of consent.
may be
district, may
said district,
division of
western division
and
files, and
Papers, files,
all
parties to
said western
western division;
and in case of such transfer, Papers,
division; and
to said
the parties,
all the
entries.
journal entries.
all
papers and
therein, with
with copies of all journal entries, shall be journal
files therein,
and files
all papers
transferred
to the
the deputy
office at Macon,
Macon, and the same shall be
clerk's office
deputy clerk's
transferred to
proceeded
with in
all respects
respects as
as though
commenced
originally commenced
it was
was originally
though it
in all
proceeded with
in the western
division.
western division.
in
Removal of suits
S
EC. 7.
all cases
of suits
suits
of from
Removal
State of
of the
the State
courts of
from the
the courts
suits from
of removal
removal of
cases of
7. In
In all
SEC.
State of
courts.
Goorgia
the courts
of the
in the
the southern
southern district
district of from State
States in
United States
the United
courts of
to the
Georgia to
Georgia
removal shall
to the
States courts
courts in
divisin the divisUnited States
the United
be to
shall be
such removal
Georgia such
ion
is situated
situated from
which the
the removal
removal is
is made;
made;
from which
county is
the county
in which
which the
ion in
and
time within
within which
which the
shall be
be perfected,
perfected, in
in so far as
removal shall
the removal
the time
and the
it
to, or
or is
is regulated
by, the
the terms
of the
United States
States courts,
the United
terms of
regulated by,
it refers
refers to,
shall
deemed to
to refer
the terms
terms of
United States
courts in
in such
States courts
the United
of the
to the
refer to
be deemed
shall be
division.
S
EC. 8.
grand and
summoned for
for service
service in each divis- Juror'sresidence.
Juror'sresidence.
jurors summoned
petit jurors
and petit
All grand
8. All
SEc.
Process, service
service
Process,
ion
shall
be
residents
of
such
division.
All
mesne
and final process, and
mesne
All
division.
such
ion shall be residents of
execution.
subject
to
the
provisions
hereinbefore
contained,
issued
in
either
of
said
subject to the provisions hereinbefore contained, issued in either of said and execution.
divisions
may be
be served
served and
and executed
executed in
either or
both of
of the divisions.
or both
in either
divisions may
Act takes
takes effect
S
EC. 9.
act shall
force from
and after
after the
July Act
effect
of July
day of
first day
the first
from and
in force
be in
shall be
This act
9. This
SEC.
Repeals
provisarm°
hundred and
eighty. All
All acts
acts and
and parts
parts of acts
Repeals provisacts ions.
and eighty.
eighteen hundred
Domini, eighteen
anno Domini,
inconsistent
herewith are hereby repealed.
inconsistent herewith
Approved, January 29, 1880.
Approved,
act to
to provide
provide for
and district
district courts
of the
United
the United
courts of
circuit and
for circuit
act
CHAP.
at Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio,
and transferring
certain counties
counties from
from the
the northern
northern
transferring certain
Ohio, and
at
State.
southern
in said
said State.
district in
southern district

CHAP. 18.—An
18.-An

States
States
to
the
to the

Feb.
1880.
4, 1880.
Feb. 4,

Be it
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United U. S.
and
ircuit and
S. circuit
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it enacted
States of America in
in Congress
assembled,
That
the
counties
of
Union,
district
of
courts of
district courts
Union,
of
counties
the
That
Congress assembled,
States of America
Delaware, Morrow
Coshocton, Harrison,
and Jefferson,
Jefferson, heretoOhio.
hereto- Ohio.
Harrison, and
Knox, Coshocton,
Morrow,, Knox
Delaware,
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1880.
1880.

Counties transferred to southern
to southern
isrr
district.
Term to be held
at Columbus.
at
Columbus.

fore composing aa part
northern district of Ohio, be transferred
past of the northern
transferred
to, and
form a
of, the
the southern
of Ohio.
Ohio.
to,
and henceforth
henceforth form
a part
part of,
southern district
district of
SEC.
SEC. 2. A term of the circuit court and of the district court for the
the
southern district
southern
district of
of Ohio shall be held at Columbus
Columbus in said State on the
first Tuesday of the months of June and December in
year.
in each
each year.
Southern disdis- S
SEC.
EC. 3. Said southern district shall be, and hereby is, divided into
into
trict divided into
trict
divided
into two divisions, to be known as the eastern
eastern and
western division
of
and the western
division of
eastern
eastern
and westwestand
ern divisions.
the southern
southern district of Ohio. The
The eastern
eastern division
shall consist
division shall
consist of
of
Eastern divis- twenty-nine counties,
counties, to wit: Union, Delaware, Morrow, Knox,
Knox, CoshocCoshocion.
ton, Harrison,
HarrisonJefferson,
Jefferson Madison,
Madison, Fayette, Franklin,
Ross,
Franklin, Pickaway,
Pickaway, Ross,
Pike, Gallia
Jefferson,
Pike,
Gallia, Jackson,
Jackson,
Meigs, Vinton, Athens,
Hocking, Fairfield,
Fairfield, LickLickAthens, Hocking,
ing, Perry, Muskingum,
Muskingum, Morgan, Washington,
Washington, Noble,
Noble, Monroe,
Monroe, Belmont,
Belmont,
Western
divisWestern di
v s- and Guernsey;
Guernsey; and the western division
shall consist
consist of
the remaining
division shall
of the
remaining
ion.
counties in said district. But no additional
additional clerk or marshal shall
shall be
be
appointed in said
appointed
said district.
district.
Suits.
SEC.
4. All suits not of a
S
EC. 4.
circuit and
a local nature in
in the
the circuit
and district
district courts
courts
against a
a single defendant, inhabitant
inhabitant of
be brought
in
of said
said State, must
must be
brought in
the division of the district where he resides;
resides; but if there
there are two
two or more
defendants residing
residing in different divisions of the district, such suits
suits may
may
Issues of
fact.
of fact.
be brought in either division. All issues of fact in said
shall be
be
said suits
suits shall
a term of the court held in the
tried at a
division where
where the
the suit
so
the division
suit is
is so
brought.
brought.
Crimes and of.
of- SEC.
SEC. 5. All prosecutions for crimes or offenses hereafter
hereafter committed
committed
ses—
fensesin either of the sub-divisions shall be cognizable
cognizable within such division;
division;
Where cognizalhere
.
heretofore committed
ogniza- and all prosecutions
prosecutions for
for crimes
crimes or
or offenses
offenses heretofore
ble.
committed within
within
Heretofore
Heretofore com- either of said counties taken as
as aforesaid
aforesaid from
from the
or
the northern
northern district,
district, or
mitted.
committed in the southern
southern district as hitherto constituted, shall
comshall be
be commenced and proceeded
proceeded with
with as
if this
not been
been passed.
as if
this act
act had
had not
passed.
Actions and proSEC.
S
EC. 6. Actions or proceedings
proceedings now
pending at
Cincinnati, in
in said
said
now pending
at Cincinnati,
ceedings
now district, which
ce
act be
in the
dings now
which would under
under this
this act
be brought
brought in
the eastern
eastern division
division
pending
at
Cincinpending at Cincin- of
district, may be transferred,
of said
said district,
transferred, by the consent of all the parties, to
to
nati.
said
said eastern
eastern division; and in case of such transfer, all papers and files
therein,
therein, with copies of all journal-entries,
journal-entries, shall
shall be
to the
the
be transferred
transferred to
deputy clerk's office at Columbus, and
proceeded with
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
be proceeded
with
in all
all respects as though it
in
it originally
originally commenced
commenced in the eastern
eastern division.
division.
Jurors.
SEc.
S
EC. 7.
7. All grand
grand and petit jurors summoned
summoned for
for service
service in
each divisin each
divisProcess.
ion shall be residents of such division. All
mesne and
final process
All mesne
and final
process
Service and exeexe- subject
subject to the provisions hereinbefore
hereinbefore contained
contained issued in either
either of
of said
cution.
cution.
divisions
may be
be served
served and executed in either or both of the divisions.
divisions may
Removal of
suits
Removal
of suits
SEC.
SEC. 8. In all cases of removal of suits from the
of the
the State
the courts of
State
from State courts,
courts. of Ohio to the courts of the United States in
the southern district of
of Ohio to the courts of the United States in the
of
Ohio,
Ohio,. such removal
removal shall be to the United States courts
courts in
in the
the division
division
in which the county is situated from which the removal is
made •and
and the
is made;
the
removal
time within
within which the remo
va lshall
shall be
be perfected
perf
ecte d i
n so
it refers
refers to
in
so far
far as
as it
to
or is regulated by the terms of the United States
courts, shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed
States courts,
toorefer to the terms of the United States courts in such division.
effect
Takes effect
SEC.
9. This
This act
act shall
shall be
be in
in force
force from
from and
and after
after the first day of March,
March
SEC. 9.
March 1, 1880.
Repeal 18
and eighty;
eighty; and
and all
all acts
and parts
of
of conn- anno Domini
Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
of
hundred and
acts and
parts of
flicting acts.
aets.
acts inconsistent
are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
inconsistent herewith
herewith are
Approved, February 4,
4, 1880.
1880.

Feb. 4,
4, 1880.

CHAP.
CRAP. 19.-An
19.—An act to locate and purchase
States Naval
purchase aa new site for the United
United States
Naval
Observatory.
Observatory.

Commission to
Commission
to
select a site for
select
a site for
Naval 0 bse rvstory.
Qualifications
Qualifications of
of
site.
site.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Bepresentatives of
of the
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That aa commission be appointed
Congress assembled,

to select
select a
site for
Naval Observatory
the said site if
to
a site
for aanew
new Naval
Observatory, the
if practicable
to be upon an even degree of longitude west
to possess
possess
west of
of Greenwich,
Greenwich, and
and to
the relative advantages
advantages of facility of access from the city of
of Washington,
Washington
healthfulness, clearness
clearness of
of atmosphere,
obstruction for the
the
healthfulness,
atmosphere, freedom
freedom from obstruction
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SEss. II.. On.. 19, 21, 22. 1880.
SESS.II.

horizon,
freedom from objectionable
vibrations from traffic or other
objectionable vibrations
and freedom
horizon, and
causes,
with ability
ability to
water supply.
sufficient water
have sufficient
to have
causes, -with
The
shall consist of one member of the Senate Naval
commission shall
The commission
Committee,
chosen by the President of the Senate, one member of
be chosen
Committee, to be
the
Committee, to be chosen by the Speaker of the House,
Naval Committee,
House Naval
the House
and
the Superintendent
Superintendent of the Naval Observatory.
and the
SEC. 2.
the sum
sum of seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars, or as much
That the
2. That
SEc.
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, is
hereby appropriated, out of any money
is hereby
thereof
site; but
said site;
in
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to purchase
purchase said
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
in the
the Treasury
five
dollars of said sum
reserved for incidental expenses of
sum is reserved
thousand dollars
five thousand
selecting said
said site,
site, and
detailed drawings, plans, and estimates for
for detailed
and for
selecting
said new
new observatory.
observatory. But no
no money shall be paid for said site until the
said
Attorney-General
shall
have
favorable opinion as to the suffigiven aafavorable
have
shall
Attorney-General
ciency of
the title of said selected site.
of the
ciency
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That upon
of a
for said
observatory by said
said observatory
site for
a site
selection of
upon selection
SEC.
commission, they
report their
their action
action to the President, who shall
shall report
they shall
commission,
direct the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to make the purchase of such site, taking
direct
title thereto
thereto in
in the
United States.
name of the United
the name
title
Approved,
February
4,
1880.
Approved, February

CHAP.
—An act
public building
building at
at Danville,
Danville, Virginia.
a public
of a
erection of
the erection
for the
act for
21.-An
CHAP. 21.

.Commissioners,
.
Commissioners
how
designated.
how designated.
Appropriation
Appropriation
for
purchase of
for purchase

site, &bi.

Title.
Commission
to
Commission to
report.
report.

Feb. 11,
11, 1880.
1880.
Feb.

Be
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United Danville, Va.
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Va.
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary of
the Treas- Danvillo,
of the
the Secretary
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
States of
Public building.
buildingury
he is
is hereby,
and directed
to cause
conPublic
to be con
cause to
directed to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
ury be,
U. S. courts.
structed, at
Virginia, a
abuilding
accommodation of
of the
the Post-office.
Post-office.
the accommodation
for the
building for
Danville, Virginia,
at Danville,
structed,
tern al ReveReveinter- IInnternal
circuit
United States,
post-office, and interthe post-office,
States, the
the United
of the
courts of
district courts
and district
circuit and
nue officers.
officers.
nal-revenue officers,
officers, at
not exceeding
exceeding seventy thousand dollars, to nue
cost not
a cost
at a
nal-revenue
Appropriation.
be expended
expended under
under the
Secretary of
of the
who shall Appropriation.
Treasury, who
the Treasury,
the Secretary
of the
direction of
the direction
be
procure
cause proper
and estimates
to be
wade so that
be made
estimates to
plans and
proper plans
and cause
site and
the site
procure the
no expenditure
be made
or authorized
for the full
completion of
full completion
authorized for
made or
shall be
expenditure shall
no
said
beyond the
sum hereby
appropriated, and the building Proviso.
hereby appropriated,
the sum
building beyond
said building
shall
at least
least forty
forty feet
feet removed
any other
building: Provided,
Provided, Proso.
other building:
from any
removed from
be at
shall be
That no
no money
money shall
shall be
be used
the purpose
purpose mentioned
mentioned until
until
for the
applied for
or applied
used or
That
a
valid title
title for
for the
the site
site shall
shall be
States, and
until
and until
United States,
the United
in the
vested in
be vested
a valid
the State
State of
of Virginia
Virginia shall
to the
the general
jurisdiction
government jurisdiction
general government
cede to
shall cede
the
over
the property,
property, and
and exempt
the same
same from
from taxation.
exempt the
over the
Approved, February
February 11,
11, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP. 22.-An
22.—An act
act to
deficiencies in
the appropriations
appropriations for
contingent
for contingent
in the
for deficiencies
provide for
to provide
CHAP.
expenses
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives
of Representatives
House of
and House
of the
expenses of

Feb.
1880.
11, 1880.
Feb. 11,

Be
enacted by
Senate and
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
States of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
sum
of
four
thousand
thousand
four
of
sum
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
States of
dollars is hereby
any money
not Deficiency apTreasury not
the Treasury
in the
money in
of any
out of
appropriated, out
is hereby appropriated,
dollars
otherwise appropriated, to meet
the
deficiency
in the
appropriation
for Deficiency ap for
appropriation
the
in
deficiency
the
meet
to
appropriated,
ri ation for
otherwise
furniture and repairs of the same for the House
House of
Representatives
for prop
for
r o p r iofation
pHouse
for
Representatives
of
Reprethe
for
and repairs of the same
furniture
the fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
outseti of Repreeighty. sentatives.
and eighty.
the fiscal year ending
efi ciency apapThat the
the following
appropriated, out
D eficieny
out D
hereby, appropriated,
are hereby,
same are
the same
and the
be, and
sums be,
following sums
That
propriations for
of any money in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
to
meet
ceriations for
propr
cermeet
to
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Senate.
Senate.
tain contingent
expenses of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, namely:
Items, 1880.
namely:
contingent expenses
tain
For miscellaneous items, exclusive of
for the
fiscal year
eighteen Items, 1880.
year eighteen
the fiscal
labor, for
of labor,

For miscellaneous items, exclusive
hundred and
eighty, twenty
dollars.
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
and eighty,
hundred
For furniture, and repairs
year eighteen
eighteen
fisal year
the fiscal
for the
same, for
the same,
of the
furniture, and repairs of
For
hundred
and
seventy-nine,
twelve
dollars.
hundred and seventy-nine, twelve dollars.
Approved,
February 11,
111 1880.
Approved, February
xrx--

Items, 1879.

t1em
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CHAP. 25.
—An act
authorizing the
conversion of
national gold
gold banks.
banks.
CHAP.
25.-An
act authorizing
the conversion
of national

Feb.14,
1880.
Feb.
14,1880.

National go rd
'd
National
banks. rs •
banks.
on.
Conve
Conversin.1
R.
S. 5154.

R. 8.
S. 5133.

Proviso.
Proviso,

Feb. 24, 1880.

Lake Charles/
Charles,
Lake
La.
Depty collectDeputy
or.

March 6,
5, 1880.
1880.
Macoh

1880.
1880.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and Rouse
Representatives of
of the
Be
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Statcs
in Congress
States of America in
national gold
gold bank
bank
Congress assembled, That any
any national
organized under the provisions
provisions of the
the laws
laws of
United States
in
of the
the United
States,'may,
may, in
the manner and subject
subject to the provisions
provisions prescribed
prescribed by
section fifty-one
fifty-one
by section
hundred
hundred and fifty-four of the
Revised Statutes
of the
United States,
the Revised
Statutes of
the United
States, for
for
the conversion
conversion of banks incorporated
under the
laws of
of any
any State,
cease
incorporated under
the laws
State, cease
to be aagold bank, and become
become such an association
association as
is authorized
authorized by
by
as is
fifty-one hundred
thirty-three, for
for carrying
section fifty-one
hundred and
and thirty-three,
carrying on
on the
the business
business
of banking, and shall have the same powers
powers and privileges,
privileges, and
and shall
shall be
be
subject to the same duties, responsibilities,
rules, in
in all
responsibilities, and
and rules,
all respects,
respects, as
as
are by law
prescribed for such
associations: Provided,
Provided, That
certifilaw prescribed
such associations:
That all
all certificates of organization
organization which shall be
this act
bear the
the
be issued under
under this
act shall
shall bear
date of the original organization
organization of each bank respectively
respectively as
as a
agold
bank.
gold bank.
Approved, February
February 14,
14, 1880.
1880.

30.-An act authorizing
CHAP. 30.—An
to appoint
deputyauthorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
appoint aadeputycollector at
Louisiana.
at Lake
Lake Charles,
Charles, Louisiana.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
of Representatives
of the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States of America in Congress
Secretary of
the Treasof the
Treasury
he is
thorized to
to appoint
at
ury be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, zifi
iuthorized
appoint a
a deputy-collector
deputy-collector at
Charles ; Calcasieu
Calcasieu Parish
State of
Louisiana, who
have
Lake Charles,
Parish, State
of Louisiana,
who shall
shall have
power to enter
enter and clear
clear all
all vessels
vessels coming
coming to
to that
that port.
port.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 24,
24, 1880.

CHAP. 33.-An
33.—An act for the relief of
of colored
colored emigrants.
emigrants.

by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representativesof
United

Charitable conCharitable
States of America in Congress
clothing and
other
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all clothing
and other
tributions
coltributions
for conored persons, emicharitable conconcharitable contributions or the avails of
emi- articles, being charitable
of charitable
grants, free of im- tributions, imported in good faith for the
the relief
relief or
of colored
colored persons
persons
or aid
aid of
port
duty.
port duty.
who may have emigrated from their homes
hoines to
States, and
for
to other States,
and not
not for
Regulations.
Regulations.
sale, and all such articles imported and
Proviso.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Takes effect.
effect.

March 5,
March
5, 1880.
1880.

sale, and all such articles imported and now in bond, shall be admitted
free of duty under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
of the
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That such articles shall be delivered only to
State or municipal corporations,
corporations, or to some society or institution estabestablished
for charitable
purposes. And provided
providedfurther,
further, That the importers
lished for
charitable purposes.
or consignees of such articles shall give such security
as the
the Secretary
security as
Secretary
of the Treasury may prescribe
prescribe for the payment
payment of lawful duties on such
of
articles, should any of them be sold, or used contrary
contrary to the provisions
provisions
and
of this
and intent
intent of
this act.
act. This
This act
act shall take effect from its passage
passage and
remain in force until February first, eighteen hundred and eighty-one.
Approved,
1880.
Approved, March
March 5,
5, 1880.

CHAP. 34.—An
34.-An act
to provide
provide for
for the
CHAP.
act to
the purchase of a
asite for a
a Post Office and other
government
government buildings in the
Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland.
the city of
of Baltimore,

Be
it enacted
by the
House of
Representatives of
the United
tUnited
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
Site for
for post ofStates of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the Treasof-States
flee
ury b
bee and
and he
he is ]lereby
floe in Baltimore, ury
tereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
purchase at
pri
va t
e
topurchase
at private
Md.
the
sale, in the city
city of
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland, the
the site
site selected
selected by him in
in the
square designated by him in his letter of December sixth, eighteen
square
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, bounded by Monument
Monument Square, Fayette, Lexington and
Streets, for
Post-Office and other government buildings
ton
and North
North Streets,
for a
a Post-Office
and for this purpose there is hereby appropriated out of any money in
in
Appropriation.
Appropriatio.. the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated the sum of five hundred and
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Proviso.
appropriated Proviso.
fifty thousand
Provided, that no money hereby appropriated
dollars: Provided,
thousand dollars:
fifty
to
mentioned, until aavalid title to
shall
used or applied for the purpose
purpose mentioned,
be used
shall be
the
the said
be vested in the United States, nor until
site shall be
said site
for the
land for
the land
the
State of
of Maryland
Maryland shall duly release and relinquish to the United
the State
States all
ground, also all
jurisdiction over the said land or piece of ground,
all jurisdiction
States
said
rights
to
tax
in
any
assess
land
or
the
property of the
way
in
or
rights to tax
United
that may be thereon, during the time that the United
States that
United States
States shall
shall be or remain the owner thereof.
States
Approved, March
March 5, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP. 36.-An
36.—An act
act making
additional appropriations
for the support of certain Inappropriations for
making additional
CHAP.
dian tribes,
tribes, for
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty.
the year ending
for the
dian

March 10, 1880.

House of Representatives
and House
Be
Representatives of the United
United
Senate and
by the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
That
States
of
America
in
Congress
the following
following sums be, Indian tribes.
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
Additional apand
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury Additional
they are
and they
ropriations.
propriations.
necesurgent
not
otherwise
appropriated,
the
purpose
of
paying
the
urgent
P
purpose
the
for
appropriated,
otherwise
not
namely:
sail,- additional
Indian tribes, namely:
certain Indian
of certain
expenses of
additional expenses
sarv
Pawnees;
For care
and support
Pawnee Indians, in the Indian Territory, Pawnees;
the Pawnee
of the
support of
care and
For
fifteen
dollars;
thousand dollars;
fifteen thousand
Shoshones;
For care
and support
support of
of the
the Shoshone
Shoshone Indians, in Wyoming Territory, Shoshones;
care and
For
fifteen
thousand
dollars;
dollars;
fifteen thousand
Arapahoes,
a o e s,
For subsistence
and civilization
of the
Cheyennes, Apaches, Aap
Arapahoes, Cheyennes,
the Arapahoes,
civilization of
subsistence and
For
p ApaCheyennes, A
Kiowas, Comanches,
Comanches, and
collected upon the Cheyennes,
Wichitas who have been collected
and Wichitas
Kiowas,
ches, Kiowas, CoCoKiowas,
ches,
thousand
eighty
occupation,
and
reservation set
use
occupation, eighty
set apart for their
reservation
man dies, and
and
lmanchsS,
Wiehitas;
dollars;
Wichitas;
dollars;
Nez Perces
of
of
Perces
Nez
For subsistence
of Nez
Nez Perces
of Joseph's
Band, in Joseph's
Joseph's Band,
Perces of
civilization of
and civilization
subsistence and
For
Band.
Band.
Joseph's
the
Indian
Territory,
ten
thousand
dollars;
the Indian Territory, ten thousand
and
Advertising and
For
at rates
not exceeding
commercial rates, Advertising
regular commercial
exceeding regular
rates not
advertising, at
For advertising,
incidental expenpene
incidental,
with
connected
telegraphing,
inspection,
and
all
other
expenses
connected
conexpenses
all
and
inspection,
telegraphing,
ses of service.
tracts
and purchases
purchases for
the Indian
service, fifteen
thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand
Indian service,
for the
tracts and
Approved,
March 10, 1880.
Approved, March

CHAP. 37.-An
37.—An act
amend section three
three thousand and twenty of the Revised
to amend
act to
CHAP.

Statutes.

March 10, 1880.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and Rouse
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
R. S., 3020,
S., 3020
R.
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section three
three thousand and amended.
That section
in Congress
America in
of America
States
amended.
as
to
as
twenty
of
the
Revised
Statutes
be
so
amended
read
follows:
amended
so
be
Statutes
Revised
twenty of the
SEC. 3020.
3020. Where
scales, balances,
shovels, spades, axes,
balances, shovels,
fire-arms, scales,
Where fire-arms,
SEC.
and reapers,
hatchets,
hammers,
plows,
cultivators,
mowing-machines,
mowing-machines,
cultivators,
plows,
hammers,
hatchets,
manufactured
with stock
stock or
or handles
handles made
made of
wood grown in the United
of wood
manufactured with
States,
exported for
for benefit
benefit of
of drawback
under the preceding
preceding section,
drawback under
are exported
States, are
such
articles shall
be entitled
drawback in
cases where the
in all cases
such drawback
to such
entitled to
shall be
such articles
imported
of the
value of
of the
the material used.
the value
one-half of
exceeds one-half
material exceeds
imported material
And
cans, manufactured
in whole
whole or
part of
of imported
material,
imported material,
in part
or in
manufactured in
where cans,
And where
filled
the United
exported
are exported
States, are
United States,
in the
produced in
or produced
grown or
products grown
with products
filled with
for
benefit of
such drawback,
drawback, the
shall, in
in all
all cases,
cases, be entitled to
to
same shall,
the same
of such
for benefit
the drawback
for in
in the
the preceding
section where
imported
where the imported
preceding section
provided for
drawback provided
the
material
used in
such cans shall equal seventy per
of such
manufacture of
the manufacture
in the
material used
centum of
the
value
of
all
the
material
used in
in the
the manufacture
thereof.
manufacture thereof.
used
material
the
all
of
centum of the value
Approved, March 10, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP. 38.—An act authorizing the
Secretary of the Interior and Secretary of War to
CHAP. 38.-An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior and Secretary of War to
employ
additional clerks
clerks for
for the
the balance
balance of this fiscal year to expedite the settleemploy additional
ment
of pension
pension applications,
applications, and
for other purposes.
and for
ment of

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
t
he United
of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
Be
America in Congress assembled, That there
be,
and.
is hereby,
hereby,
is
and
be,
there
States
of
Am
es
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
appropriated, out
out of
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriapproprinot otherwise
in the
money in
of any

appropriated,

March
16, 1880.
March 16,

Appropriation

forAppropriation
Pension Office,
Office,
Pension
for
clerks,
additional clerks,
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38, 39.
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ated, to
to be
be available
during the
forty-eight
the current fiscal year, the sum of forty-eight
available during
rent, contingent
contingent ated,
rent,
dollars for the employment
employment of additional clerks in the Pension
thousand dollars
expenses.
Office, but
but the
the salaries
salaries of
shall not
exceed the
sum of
one
of one
the sum
not exceed
clerks shall
said clerks
of said
Office,
hundred dollars
dollars per
month; also
for rent
rent of
of additional
for
room for
office room
additional office
also for
per month;
hundred
the Pension
Office, the
the sum
sum of
of four
four thousand
dollars, and
and
hundred dollars,
nine hundred
thousand nine
Pension Office,
the
for contingent
contingent expenses
office, nine
thousand dollars,
dollars, making
in
making in
nine thousand
the office,
of the
expenses of
for
all, sixty-one
sixty-one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
all
That the
of War
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
to appoint
appoint
authorized to
is hereby,
he is
War be,
Secretary of
the Secretary
Surgeon-Gen- That
at
additional clerks,
Surgeon-General, at
office of the Surgeon-General,
oral's Office,
Office, addi- seventy
clerks, forty for the office
seventy additional
tional
clerks.
a salary of eighty-three
tional clerks,
a
eighty-three and one-third
one-third dollars per month each,
each ;and thirty.
thirty.
Office
office of the Adjutant-General,
Adjutant-General, at a
a salary of one hundred
for the
the office
clerks for
Adj - clerks
Office of Adjutant-General,
addi- dollars
purchase furniture for the use of said clerks
tault-General,addidollars per month each; and purchase
tional clerks.
in the office of the Surgeon-General at acost not exceeding one thousand
Furniture
in Sur- in the office of the Surgeon-General at a cost not exceeding one thousand
FurnitureinSurdollars; and
said clerks
clerks shall
shall be
be exclusively
engaged in preparing
preparing
exclusively engaged
that said
and that
Of- dollars;
geon-General's
geon-General's Ofapplications
expedite the settlement
and making reports to expedite
settlement of pension applications
fice.
the Commissioner
Pensions, and
and the
thirty-two
sum of thirty-two
the sum
of Pensions,
Commissioner of
Appropriation.
for by
by the
called for
Appropriation. called
thousand
dollars, or
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
be necessary,
is hereby
hereby apnecessary, is
may be
thereof as
thousand dollars,
propriated,
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriapproprinot otherwise
out of
propriated, out
ated,
the use
use of
of the
the War
Department for
purposes, which
which shall
said purposes,
for said
War Department
for the
ated, for
be
fiscal year.
for the purposes of the current fiscal
immediately for
available immediately
be available
That
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
appropriated, out
in the
of any money in
out of
is, appropriated,
there be,
That there
Treasury
eight
sum of four thousand eight
the sum
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
additional clerks in the
dollars for
employment of twelve additional
for the
the employment
Additional
hundred dollars
Add
i t i o n a l hundred
clerks for office
exceeding
salary not exceeding
Auditor of the Treasury,
office of office of the Second
clerks
Second Auditor
Treasury, at a
a salary
Second
remainder of this current
month, for the remainder
dollars per month,
current fiscal
Auditor. one hundred dollars
Second Auditor.
year,
to be
be available
clerks shall
shall be employed eximmediately, which clerks
available immediately,
year, to
clusively in matters relating to pensions.
pensions.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 16, 1880.

Kansas trust and
March 16, 1880.
1880. CRAP.
39. — An act
act for the relief of certain actual settlers on the Kansae
CHAP. 39.-An
March
diminished reserve lands in the State of Kansas.
Be it
it enacted
by the Senate
the United
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
Be
enacted by
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
States
assembled, That the persons included in the
hunprovisions of section one of the act approved
approved July five, eighteen
eighteen hundred
entitled, "An
act providing
providing for
the sale
sale of
the
of the
for the
"An act
seventy-six entitled,
and seventy-six
dred and
Kansas Indian
Kansas to
to actual
settlers, and
the disposiand for the
actual settlers,
in Kansas
lands in
Indian lands
Kansas
tion of the proceeds of the sale", or the heirs, legal representatives
representatives and
for
persons shall be permitted to complete the payment for
assigns of said persons,
appraised the lauds
lands to which they are entitled under said act, at the nuwly
Newly appraised
newly apvalue,
of pay- praised value as ascertained
of the
by the Secretary
approved by
value, terms
termsof
ascertained and
and approved
Secretary of
the
ment,
interest.
men, interest.
Interior,
Interior, under section three
three of said act, and in completing such payment credit shall be given for all sums heretofore
heretofore paid as principal
principal and
instalment
interest, which sums shall be considered as constituting one instalment
payment
appraised value at the date when the last payment
upon the present appraised
thereof was made; and the balance
balance shall be paid in three equal instalments, the
eighteen
the first to
to be paid on or before the first day of January eighteen
ments,
hundred and eighty-one, and the remaining instalments shall be payhundred
inannually from the date of the first; each instalment to draw inable annually
centum per annum, from the date
terest at the rate of six per centuin
date when the
Proviso.
Proviso.
last payment heretofore
heretofore made, was received by the district office:
office: ProProPaymentsinarrears.
if any of said persons have
Paymentsinlarears.vided, That if
have failed
failed to make
make payment
payment heretofor
1874, ch. 471.
fore of
any portion
portion of
the purchase
money, as
under the
the act
act
as required
required under
purchase money,
of the
of any
fore
272
18 Stat
Stat., 272.
aforesaid, or the act of June twenty-third,
seventytwenty-third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventyfour, relating
relating to these lands, such persons, their heirs, legal representarepresentatives or assigns, being in possession
possession thereof
thereof shall be required, prior to
enthe first day of January eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty-one, to make entry and pay for their respective claims in three
three equal instalments,
instalments, the
first on the day of entry and the remaining
remaining instalments annually from
drawing interest
interest at
at the
the rate of six
centum per annum
per centum
six per
and drawing
date and
that date
Bondstoprevent
I3onds
to prevent that
waste.
until paid; bond being required in case of timbered lands to.prevent
prevent
Settlers on Kansas
trust and
diand disas trust
minished reserve
reserve
ls
lands.
1876, ch. 168.
19 Stat., 74.
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heirs When
When not in poswaste
as in
said act; and where such persons their heirs
of said
one of
section one
in section
waste as
u
session.
then session
legal representatives
representatives or assigns
assigns are not in possession of said lands
lands then
legal
the same
be entered
as others of the said Kansas Indian lands, by
entered as
may be
same may
the
actual
actual settlers only.
ch. 471,
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That all
all persons
persons who
who have made entries under section two 1874, oh.
SEC.
18 Stat.,
Stat., 272.
272.
of
act of
June twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
seventy-four, re- 18
eighteen hundred and seventy-four,
of June
the act
of the
Eltries.
entries Entries.
such entries
lating to
to these
these lands,
complete their payments
payments upon
upon such
lands, may complete
lating
at the
the newly
newly appraised
thereof in the same manner and upon the
value thereof
appraised value
at
same terms,
provided in section one of
of
limitations as are provided
and limitations
credits, and
terms, credits,
same
this
act.
this
1876, ch.
ch. 168,
SEC. 3.
terms of the proviso of section two of the act of July 1876,
the terms
That the
3. That
SEC.
19 Stat.,
74.
74
Stat.,
19
forand
default
fifth,
eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-six,
relating
to
default
forand
hundred
Default and forfifth, eighteen
feiture.
provisthe
under
felture
shall extend
extend to
to all
entries and
requirements
and requirements
all entries
feiture shall
ions of this act.
SEC. 4.
settlement on
on any
said lands shall be regarded as Actual settlement
of said
any of
Actual settlement
4. Actual
SEc.
contiguous land.
on contiguous
claimant actually resides on
the claimant
sufficient in
all cases
cases where
contiguous on contiguous land.
where the
in all
snfficient
and
cultivated
heretofore
has
land
to
which
he
holds
the
legal
title,
and
heretofore
cultivated
title,
legal
the
land to which he holds
claim, in good faith, for
made valuable
on his adjoining
adjoining claim
improvements on
valuable improvements
made
all -Proviso.
the
purpose
of
a
home
for
himself:
Provided,
Said
claimant shall in all
Pr0-80.
Provided,
himself:
for
home
a
of
the purpose
thereOther respects
tegulations issued therecomply with the law and the regulations
respects comply
other
under
by the General Land Office.
under by
Approved,
March 16, 1880.
Approved, March
known
act
to restore
restore to
public domain
the military
military reservation
reservation known
domain the
the public
to the
act to
CHAP.
and for
as the
Reservation, in
in the
the State
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
for other purposes.
purposes.
State of
Riploy Reservation,
Fort Ripley
the Fort
as

CHAP. 40.—An
40.-An

Be
enaeted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
be,
War be,
of War
Secretary of
in Congress

1880.
1, 1880.
April
April 1,

Fort
Ripley resFort Ripley
ervation
of land
States of
the
to
restored
Departthe
to
over
turn
to
pu
ett
i
i
d
e
oc
i
l
nat
i
o
n.
the
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
required
tu
rn
over
to
the
De
p
artauthorized
hereby,
is
he
and
domlain.
public
Fort
the
as
known
reservation
merit of
Interior all of the military reservation known as the Fort r
the Interior
of the
ment
Ripley reservation,
in the
the State
State of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, except a
a strip or tract of
reservation, in
Ripley
track on each
railroad
of
land
fifty
feet
in
width
from
the
centre
the
railroad
centre
the
from
width
in
land fifty feet
side of
track of
the Western
Western Railroad
Railroad Company
of Minnesota, as Western RailCompany of
of the
said track
side of said
road Company of
the said
is located
constructed, being
being a
distance of about road.
of
a distance
and constructed,
located and
track is
said track
the
Minnesota.
Mississippi
the
of
side
east
fifteen
miles
across
said
reservation
o
f
the
Mississippi
Minnesota.
the
on
fifteen miles across said reservation
River;
with aa tract
fifteen hundred
hundred feet in length and
land fifteen
of land
tract of
together with
River; together
purposes at the presthree
hundred
feet
in
width
for
depot
and
station
and
depot
for
three hundred feet in width
of way.
Right of
ent
of the
the Fort
Fort Ripley
side track,
the same being for right of Right
track, the
Ripley side
location of
ent location
187, ch. 99,
way
for
said
railroad
as
heretofore
granted
by
acts
of
Congress
in
the
ch.
l187,
the
in
Congress
of
acts
by
granted
Stat., 11, 99,
195.
way for said railroad as heretofore
1 105
years
eighteen hundred
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, and
and eighteen
sixty- s1865,
and sixty1865, ch.
105,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
years eighteen
Stat.,
13,
526.
Stat., 13,
five and
and which
is hereby
purpose.
that purpose.
for that
granted for
hereby granted
which is
five
Subjected to
ento enSEC. 2.
All the
the lands
lands embraced
embraced in
Ripley reservation
reservation hereby
hereby Subjected
Fort Ripley
said Fort
in said
SEC. 2. All
try.
try.
subbe
required to
to be
turned over
over to
the Secretary
of the Interior shall
Secretary of
to the
be turned
required
ject
to entry
by actual
actual settlers
settlers under
under the
pre-emption and homestead
homestead
the pre-emption
entry by
to
ject
laws as minimum lands,
of the
the rate
of one
one dollar
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents
dollar and
rate of
minimum lands, of
as
laws
per acre, from and
after the
of this act.
actual Rights
Rights of actual
of all actual
rights of
The rights
act. The
passage ofthis
the passage
acre, from and after
per
settlers entitled to the benefits of
the
pre-emption
or
homestead
laws
who
settlers
preserved.
preserved.
settlers
who
laws
homestead
or
settlers entitled to the benefits of the pre-emption
now occupy
occupy said
said lands
lands shall
date from
the day
day of
their actual
actual settlement
of their
from the
shall date
now
perfected.
Titles perfected.
thereon; and in perfecting their titles thereto under the homestead or Titles
thereon; and in perfecting tLeir titles thereto under the homestead
improved
pre-emption laws
laws the
time
such
settlers
have
occupied
and
improved
occupied
the time such settlers have
pre-emption
Proviso.
their said lands
shall be
That all persons who pur- Proviso.
Provided, That
allowed: Provided,
be allowed:
said lands shall
their
War
the
chased
and
paid
for
any
of
said
lands
at
the
by
War
authorized
sale
the
at
chased and paid for any of said lands
Department in
in the
the year
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-seven
Domini eighteen
anno Domini
year anno
Department
and paid therefor the
minimum
price
of
one
dollar
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents
and
dollar
one
of
price
the minimum
and paid therefor entitled
per acre shall be
to patents
same without
without further
further paythe same
for the
patents for
acre shall be entitled to
per
Provso.
ment: And provided
further,
That the
the Secretary
of the
Interior
shall, Proviso.
Interior
the
of
Secretary
That
further,
provided
ment: And
section,
prior
to
offering
any
quarter
section,
half
quarter
or
quarter
quarter
half
section,
prior to offering any quarter
quarter
whereon are
are situate
public buildings or improveany public
situate any
section whereon
quarter section
ments, erected
or
made
by
the
government,
cause
the said
said tracts with
cause the
government,
the
by
ments, erected or made
the improvements thereon
appraised by
three disinterested
disinterested persons,
persons,
by three
be appraised
to be
thereon to

the improvements
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and
his approval
approval of
shall dispose
dispose of
of said
said tracts
tracts
and upon
upon his
of such
such appraisement
appraisement shall
at
less than
than the
value.
at not
not less
the appraised
appraised value.
provisS
EC. 3.
All acts
and parts
provisions of
of
provisSEC.
3. All
acts and
parts of
of acts
acts inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the
the provisions
this
hereby repealed,
repealed, and
and this
this act
take effect
this act
act are
are hereby
act shall
shall take
effect and
and be
be in
in
force from and after its
its passage.
passage.
Approved, April
April 1,
1, 1880.
Approved,

April
I, 1880.
April 1,
1880.

Indian
In

1880.
1880.

41.—An act
authorize the
of the
Interior to
deposit certain
certain funds
funds
CHAP. 41.-An
act to
to authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
to deposit
in
the United
Treasury in
in lien
of investment.
in the
United States
States Treasury
lieu of
investment.

Be it enacted
and House
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
of the United
trust States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the InCongress assembled,

i
und to be deposited ion
in Treasury.
hereby, authorized
authorized to deposit, in the Treasury
Treasury of the
fund
be depos- terior be, and he is hereby,

United States,
may hereStates, any and all sums
sums now
now held by
by him,
him, or
or which
which may
hereafter
by him,
him, as
the Interior
and trustee
of variafter be
be received
received by
as Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior and
trustee of
various
tribes, on
on account
account of
of the
redemption of
ous Indian
Indian tribes,
the redemption
of United
United States
States bonds,
bonds,
or other stocks and securities belonging
belonging to
and
to the Indian trust-fund,
trust-fund, and
all sums received on account
account of sales
sales of
of Indian
Indian trust lands, and
and the
the sales
sales
of stocks lately
temporary investment,
investment, whenever
of
lately purchased
purchased for
for temporary
whenever he
he is
is of
the opinion that the best interests of the Indians
Indians will be promoted
promoted by
Interest
payable such deposits, in
in lieu
Interest payable
investments; and
the United States
States shall
shall pay
pay
lieu of
of investments;
and the
United
semi-annually.
semi-annually,, from the date of deposit of any and all such
Ben"-"ll '" Iall Y• interest semi-annivilly
Rate. mamier.
Manner.
sums in the United States Treasury,
Treasury, at the rate
rate per
per annum
annum stipulated
by treaties or prescribed
prescribed by law, and such payments
payments shall be made in
Permanent
Permanent apup- the usual manner, as each may become due, without further appropriaappropriap opriation.
Congress.
p7opriation.
tion by Congress.

Approved, April 1, 1880.
April 1,
1, 1880.

CHAP. 42.-An
42.—Au act to authorize
and direct
Commissioner of
Agriculture TO
CHAP.
authorize and
direct the
the Commissioner
of Agriculture
;o atatsheep and
held in
tend, in person
person or by deputy, the
the international
international sheep
and wool
wool show,
show, to
to be
be held.in
Centennial buildings, Fairmount
the Centennial
in September,
September, auno
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, in
anno Domini
Domini
eighteen hundred
eighteen
hundred and eighty, and to make a
afull and complete
complete report of
of the same,
and
and for other purposes.
pnrlposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the United

International
Intern
ational States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Commissioner of Ag-

c
sheep
and wool
sheep and
wool ri
lture be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
riculture
directed to attend in person
show.
show.
deputy, the international
international sheep and
and wool
show to
held in
Commissioner to
to or by deputy,
wool show
to be
be held
in the
the
Commissioner
Centennial buildings, Fairmount
Philadelphia, in September,
September,
attend inpersonor
in person or Centennial
Fairmount Park,
Park, Philadelphia,
by
Reby deputy.
Re- anno
a full and comalum Domini eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, and to make a
port.
port.
plete report of the same.
Sheep and wool
SEC.
SEC. 2. All sheep
sheep and wool which shall be imported for the sole purimported
for exhiimported
fbr
exhipose
exhibition
at the international
of
exhibition
international show hereinbefore
hereinbefore mentioned,
bition free of duty.
bition ree of duty shall be admitted without the payment of duty or customs
customs fees or
charges, under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may
ProviRo.
Proviso.
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That all sheep and wool which shall be sold in the
Sales after
after itnSales
ir- United States,
States, or withdrawn for consumption
consumption therein at any time after
after
portation.
poraon.
such importation,
any, imposed
importation, shall be subject to the duties, if any;
imposed on like
imports by the revenue
revenue laws in force at the date of importation: And
Proviso.
Proviso
provided further,
further, That in case any sheep or wool imported
provided
imported under the
withdrawn for consumption,
consumption, or shall be
provisions of this act shall be withdrawn
Penalties.
sold without payment of the duty required
required by law, all the penalties
penalties
prescribed by the revenue
revenue laws shall be applied and enforced
enforced against
against
such imports and against the person
person who may be guilty of such withdrawal or sale.
drawal

Approved,
1, 1880.
Approved, April 1,

April
April I,
1, 1880.

CHAP. 43.-An
printing
43.—An act appropriating
appropriating money to provide for the public printing

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
United
Public printing.
States of America in Congress
Appropriation States
Congress ass
embl ed, Th
a t the
th e sum
of one
hun dre d
assembled,
That
sum of
one hundred
Appropriation
thousand dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated,
for deficiency.
appropriated, out of any
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money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated to continue the public
money
appropriated to supply
printing: Provided,
supply the defi- Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That the entire sum appropriated
printing:
ciency
binding, and for
appropriations for the public printing and binding,
in the appropriations
ciency in
paper
for the
the public printing,
debates
printing, including the cost of printing the debates
paper for
and
proceedings of
Congressional Record, and for the Deof Congress in the Congressional
and proceedings
limited
partments
lithographing mapping and engraving, for the present Amount limited
and for lithographing
partments and
fiscal year.
for fiscal
fiscal
year shall
exceed the sum of four hundred thousand dollars. for
not exceed
shall not
fiscal year
Approved,
Approved, April 1, 1880.

Potomac fisheries in the District of Columbia
protection of the Potomac
47.-An act for protection
CHAP. 47.—An
herring in the Potomac River.
and for the preservation
preservation of shad and honing

April
April 6,
6, 1880.
1880.

Be
enacted by
Representatives of
of the United
and House of Representatives
by the Senate and
it enacted
Be it
Potomac fisherStates
assembled, That it shall not be lawful to fish Potomac
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
esith fyke-net,
fyke-net, pound-net, stake-net, weir, float-net,
float-net, gill-net, haul-seine, ies—
\\ith
T Ii e preservapoeservaon
or any
any other
other contrivance
stationary or floating,
boating, in the waters
waters of the ti
contrivance stationary
or
tion
of.
fi s h Prohibits fishday
thirtieth
the
after
Potomac
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
District of
within the
River within
Potomac River
ing after May
May 30.
ing
of May
May in
year.
any year.
in any
of
season
Fishing season
SEC. 2.
2. That
That during
fishing season,
season, namely, from the first day of Fishing
the fishing
during the
SEC.
January
to the
the thirtieth
of May
in every
year, there shall be observed
observed specified
every year,
May in
day of
thirtieth day
January to
in
week, a
sundown on Saturday
Saturday evenseason, beginning at sundown
closed season,
a closed
each week,
in each
Sunday.
ing,
ending at
Sunday night during which time it shall Sunday.
midnight on Sunday
at midnight
and ending
ing, and
be unlawful
to lay
out any
any haul
haul seine or
or float net or to fish the same,
lay out
unlawful to
be
and all
all stake-nets,
stake-nets, and
and the
the leaders
leaders of all hedges or pounds, fyke-nets
and
and weirs
shall be
lifted clear
clear of the water so as to allow unobstructed
be lifted
weirs shall
and
Proviso.
passage to
the fish:
Provided, That in the. case of weirs it will be suffi- Proviso.
fish: Provided,
to the
passage
cient to
to remove
next the pound or pen, not less
hedging next
the hedging
of the
section of
a section
remove a
cient
than twelve
twelve feet in length.
than
Prohibition conconother Prohibition
any other
S
EC. 3.
shall be
be unlawful
to take,
in any
take, in
person to
any person
for any
unlawful for
it shall
That it
3. That
SEC.
cerning black bass
bck
cerning
manner
than
by
angling,
or
with
the
out
line,
any
fish
of
the
species
species
of
the
fish
any
line,
out
the
with
or
angling,
by
than
manner
and salmon. bass
known as
bass" or "salmon".
"salmon".
as ""black bass"
known
Prohibits sale or
to have in possession Prohibits
S
Ec. 4.
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
person to
any person
shall be
it shall
That it
4. That
SEc.
possession
after
after
possession
of
or
expose
for,
sale
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
after
tenth
day
the
after
Columbia,
of
or expose for. sale in the District
10th of
June—penJune-penof
10th
pena
under
(fresh)
species
(fresh) under apen- alty.
June in any year, fish of the shad or herring
alty
so exposed or found in possession.
every fish so
for every
dollars for
five dollars
of five
alty of
Offense
a misdeOffense a
S
EC. 5.
person who
offend against
any of
the provisof the
against any
shall offend
who shall
any person
That any
5. That
SEC.
meanor.
meanor.
sufupon
ions
of
this
act,
shall
be
deemed
a
and
a
misdemeanor,
of
guilty
deemed
be
shall
act,
ions of this
ficient
or other
other court
District
of the District
court of
Court or
Police Court
the Police
in the
thereof in
proof thereof
ficient proof
Penalty.
shall
be fined
fined not
more than
one hundred dollars for Penalty.
than one
nor more
ten nor
than ten
less than
not less
shall be
each
offense and
and shall
shall forfeit
forfeit to
to the
his nets,
nets, boats
boats and other
District his
the District
each offense
Disposition
of
of
apparatus,
shall be
be sold
sold and
the proceeds
proceeds of
of such
such sales
sales and all
Disposition
all fines.
and the
which shall
apparatus, which
s
fines
accruing
under
this
act
shall
be
paid
into
the
Treasury,
and
therefine
thereand
Treasury,
the
into
paid
be
shall
act
fines accruing under this

be
convictionn ensues,
from
the informer,
ensues, shall
shall be
in each case where convictio
informer, in
to the
from, to
paid
dollars: Provided,
nothing in this act shall be
That nothing
Provided, That
ten dollars:
of ten
sum of
the sum
paid the
construed
to prohibit
angling or
fishing with
with the
the out
or to
to prevent
prevent
line, or
out line,
or fishing
prohibit angling
construed to
the
his agents,
agents, from
from taking from
or his
Fisheries, or
and Fisheries,
Fish and
of Fish
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
the
named, in
manner desired,
desired, fish
fish of any kind for scientific
any manner
in any
waters named,
the waters
purposes
propagation.
of propagation.
purposes of
the purposes
for the
or for
purposes or

Proviso. ExcepExcepProviso.
tions.
tio-s.

Approved,
6, 1880.
April 6,
Approved, April
CHAP. 48.—An act to provide for
in the
the appropriations
appropriations for
the transtransfor the
deficiency in
for aa deficiency
48.-An act to provide
CHAP.
portation of the mails on
Star routes
routes fol
for the
the fiscal
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eight
eightending June
year ending
fiscal year
portation of the mails on Star
purposes.
een hundred and eighty, and for other purposes.
een

April
1880.
7, 1880.
April 7,

Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
sum
of
eleven
hundred
hundred Appropriation
eleven
of
sum
the
That
assembled,
Congress
States of America in
thousand
dollars or
thereof as
as may
may be necessary, be, and the forAppropriation
much thereof
so much
or so
deficiency.
thousand dollars
same
is hereby,
hereby, appropriated
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not Transportation
Transportation
of any
out of
appropriated out
same is
on star
otherwise
appropriated, to
to meet
mail transportatransporta- of
star
mails on
of mails
inland mail
of inland
expenses of
the expenses
meet the
otherwise apropriated,
routes.
tion
star routes
routes for
the remainder
current fiscal
fiscal year. During routes.
the current
of the
remainder of
for the
on star
tion on
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1880.
1880.

the
current fiscal
year no
no further
expediting of
service on
on
the remainder
remainder of
of the
the current
fiscal year
further expediting
of service
any postal star route
be made.
route shall
shall be
made.
Additional
p- SEl.
Sim 2.
That the
sum of
thousand dollars
be and
Additional aap2. That
the further
further sum
of one
one hundred
hundred thousand
dollars be
and
foi
appropriated as aforesaid
propriation
f
oIthe same is hereby appropriated
aforesaid to enable the Postmaster
Postmaster
new service.
service.
new
General
to place
new service
service as
authorized by
That the
law: Provided,
Provided, That
the
as authorized
by law:
General to
place new
nPrvico.
Proviso.
General shall
expedite the
Postmaster General
shall not hereafter
hereafter have
have the power
power to
to expedite
the
service under any
either now
or hereafter
to a
service
any contract
contract either
now existing
existing or
hereafter given
given to
a
exceeding fifty
centum upon the
contract as
originally
rate of pay exceeding
fifty per
per centum
the contract
as originally
let.
Public printing.
printing.
S
EC. 3. That the sum
thousand dollars
be, and
and the
Public
SEC.
sum of fifty thousand
dollars be,
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby.
Deficiencyfor
Deficiency for ConCon- appropriated
the public
cost of
appropriated as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, for
for the
public printing
printing including
including the
the cost
of
gressional
gressional Record.
Record, printing the Congressional
Congressional Record, it being a
for
a part of the
the deficiency
deficiency for
current fiscal year.
the current
Reservation.
S
EC. 4.
contained shall
this act
act contained
shall be
be deemed
deemed or
or construed
construed to
Reservation.
SEC.
4. Nothing
Nothing in
in this
affect the
the validity
legality of
the acts
or omission
omission of
of any
any officer
the
affect
validity or
or legality
of the
acts or
officer of
of the
United
any proceeding
United States, or to affect
affect any
proceeding therefor.
therefor.
Approved, April
April 7,
7, 1880.

April
7, 1880.
1880
April 7,

_*

Preamble.

CHAP. 49.—An
giving the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
to an
agreement or
or compact
CHAP.
49.-An act
act giving
Congress to
an agreement
compact
entered
the States
States of
entered into
into between
between the
of New
York and
respecting the
New York
and Vermont
Vermont respecting
the boundboundary
ary between
between said
said States.
States.

Whereas,
Whereas, the general
general assembly
assembly of
of the
the State of
of Vermont
Vermont at
at its
its October
October
session, anno Domini eighteen hundred and seventy-six, passed
passed an act
act
which was approved
approved on the
twenty-seventh day
November of
of the
the twenty-seventh
day of
of November
the
same year, declaring
declaring that "
all that portion of the
"all
the town of
of Fair Haven,
in the county of Rutland,
Rutland, and State of Vermont,
Vermont, lying
lying westerly
westerly from
from
the middle of
of Poultney
Poultney River
it now
now runs,
runs,
of the deepest
deepest channel
channel of
River as
as it
and between the middle of the deepest
deepest channel of said river
river and
and the
west line of the State of Vermont as at present established,
established, is
is hereby
ceded
ceded and relinquished
relinquished to the State of
of New
York in
in full
New York
full and
and absolute
absolute
right and jurisdiction." And also
declaring that
act shall
shall not
also declaring
that "this
"this act
not
take effect until the State of New York
have assented
to the
the same,
same,
York shall
shall have
assented to
nor until the same shall have been approved by an act of the Congress
of
the United
United States";
States"; and
and
of the
"the people of the State of New York
Whereas "the
York represented
represented in
in sensenate and assembly"
assembly" did by
approved March
March twentieth,
twentieth, anno
anno Domini
Domini
by act
act approved
Boundary
Boundary line
line eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, enact
enact that "sovereignty
"sovereignty and
and jurisjurisbetween
between the States diction over all that portion of the town of Fair Haven, in the county
of New
and of,Rutland and
York and
of
New York
oi Rutland and State of Vermont, lying westerly from the middle of the
Vermont.
Vermon.
deepest
deepest channel of Poultney River, as it now runs, and between
between the
middle of the deepest channel of said river and the west line of the State
of Vermont, as at present
present established",
established", ""and the same is described
described in
in
an act of the legislature of the State of Vermont entitled 'An
'An act annexannexing that portion of the town of Fair Haven, lying west of Poultney River,
River,
to the State of New York
York', and approved by the governor of the
the said
said
State of Vermont November twenty-seventh,
huntwenty-seventh, anno Domini eighteen hundred
dred and seventy six, and the cession of the same to the State of New
York is hereby accepted
accepted by the State of New York";
York"; and also enacting
that "this
"this act shall take effect
effect when the Congress of the United States
shall consent to such cession and annexation": Therefore,
Therefore,
Conseni of Con- Be it
enacted by
Senate and House
Couseni
it enacted
by the Senate
House of'
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
gress.
States of
of America
Ameriea in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent of the Congress
gress.
States
Congress
of the United States is hereby given to the said agreement, compact,
compact,
and cession, and every part and
article thereof.
and article
thereof.
Approved, April
7, 1880.
Approved,
April 7,
1880.
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acthe aca post-office
a building suitable
CHAP. 50.-An
50.—An act to provide
provide for a
suitable for a
post-office, for the
commodation
revenue officers,
officers, and the United
United States courts and their officers,
commodation of the revenue
in
Charleston, West
West Virginia.
the city of Charleston,
in the

73
73
1880.
April
April 9,
9, 1880.

United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary of the Treas- Public building
America in Congress
States of
t Charleston,
ury be,
authorized and directed to procure a
a proper site at
a Cha'res ton,
hereby is, authorized
and hereby
be, and
ury
W. Va.
a
fire-proof
a
with
building,
a
for
and
cause
constructed
a
suitable
a
fire-proof
constructed
be
to
for and cause
West
extending to each story, in the city of Charleston, West
brick vault extending
accommodation of United States
Virginia, for
post-office, and for the accommodation
a post-office,
for a
Virginia,
revenue officers,
and the United States courts and their officers; and the Appropriation,
Appropriation,
officers, and
reveinie
ite, plans, and
an d
site,
slim of
seventy-five thousand dollars is hereby appropriated
appropriated for the 8
of seventy-five
sum
oropletion.
purpose aforesaid
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro- completion.
aforesaid out
purpose
prial ed;
ed; and
Secretary of the Treasury shall cause proper plans and
the Secretary
and the
prial
estimates
expenditures shall be made or authormade, so that no expenditures
to be made,
estimates to
a site and the full completion
ized, for the
completion of said building,
purchase of a
the purchase
ized,
beyond
herein appropriated,
appropriated, upon plans to be previously
sum herein
the sum
beyond the
Proviso.
Provided, That no money Proviso.
approved
Secretary of the Treasury:
Treasury Provided,
the Secretary
by the
approved by
of
Qualifications of
hereby
expended until the valid title to the Qualifications
used or expended
shall be used
appropriated shall
hereby appropriated
site, title.
unexposed to danger
land
for a
which site
leave the building unexposed
danger site, title.
shall leave
site shall
site, which
a site,
land for
from
fire in
adjacent buildings by an open space of at least fifty feet,
in adjacent
from fire
Jurisdiction ot
ot
including
and alleys,
alleys, shall
shall be
be vested
vested in the United States, nor Jurisdiction
streets and
including streets
Ullited. States.
until
State of
of West
West Virginia
Virginia shall
jurisdiction over the same, United
shall cede its jurisdiction
the State
until the
and
also duly
duly release
relinquish to the United States the right to tax
release and relinquish
and also
or
in any
any way
way assess
said site,
site, or
or the
the property
that
of the United States that
property of
assess said
or in
may
be
thereon,
during
the
United
States shall be or
that
time
the
during
thereon,
be
may
remain the owner thereof.
Approved, April 9, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP. 51.—An
act to
provide for
for the
construction of aa public building at the city
the construction
to provide
51.-An act
CHAP.
of
Kentdcky.
Paducah, State of Kentucky.
of Paducah,

April 14,
14, 1880.
1880.
April

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
United
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be
Public building
building
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of the atPublic
Congress assembled,
States of
Paducah
; Ky.
Ky.
Paducah,
at
a
site
Treasury
be,
and
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
purchase
a
purchase
directed
and
authorized
Treasury be, and is hereby,
stone,
or
for, and
and cause
cause to
constructed, a
stone,
a suitable building, of bricks
be constructed,
to be
for.
post-office, United
with fire-proof
vaults, for the accommodation
United
accommodation of post-office,
fire-proof vaults,
with
States
district court,
and other
other government
government offices,
internal-revenue and
and internal-revenue
court, and
States district
at
of Paducah,
Paducah, State
State of Kentucky;
purpose
Kentucky; and that for this purpose
city of
the city
at the
A ppropriation,
there
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
any money
in the
the Treasury
not A
p p ropriation,
Treasury not
money in
of any
out of
is hereby
there is
site, plans, an d
otherwise
the sum
sum of
of one
one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
be full
plais, a n d
site,completion.
to be
dollars, to
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
tio.
expended
the direction
direction of
of the
Secretary of the
whoflco
Treasury, who
the Treasury,
the Secretary
under the
expended under
shall,
upon the
the passage
passage of
the proper
proper plans
specificaand specificaplans and
cause the
act, cause
this act,
of this
shall, upon
tions to
to be
no expenditures
expenditures shall
be made
made or
authorized,
or authorized,
shall be
that no
so that
made so
be made
tions
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of a
a site
site and
and the
the full
full completion
of said building,
completion of
for
beyond the
sum herein
herein appropriated
appropriated upon
upon plans
previously Ole-half
be previously
to be
plans to
One-half availavailthe sum
beyond
,luilg presapproved
by the
Secretary of
Treasury; only
half of
sum to able during
of said sum
one half
only one
the Treasury;
of the
the Secretary
approved by
fiscal year.
be expended
expended during
during present
present fiscal
fiscal year:
year: Provided,
That no
part of
vear.
fiscal
entProviso.
the ent
of the
no part
Provided, That
be
Proviso.
to
money
herein
appropriated
shall
be
expended
until
a
valid
title
the
a
until
expended
be
shall
money herein appropriated
Title of sit e,
Title of site,
site
said building
building which
site shall
leave the building unexposed
unexposed to qualifications.
shall leave
which site
of said
site of
danger from
from fire
fire in
adjacent
buildings by
by an
open space
space of
at least
least fifty
of
isdiction of
JuJurisdiction
fifty
at
of
open
an
buildings
adjacent
in
danger
United States.
feet,
and alleys
shall be
be vested
vested in
United States,
States, United
States.
the United
in the
alleys shall
streets and
including streets
feet, including
and
State of
of Kentucky
and release
release its
its
relinquish and
duly relinquish
shall duly
Kentucky shall
the State
until the
and until
jurisdiction
same, and
its right
right to
to tax said
said site and the propand its
the same,
over the
jurisdiction over
erty
thereon belonging
belonging to
to the
the United
United States.
States.
erty thereon
Approved,
April 14,
14, 1880.
Approved, April

CHAP. 52.—An act
making
52.-An act making
CHAP.
suitable posts
for
suitable posts for

appropriations
for acquiring
sites and
and the
erection of
the erection
acquiring sites
appropriations for
the
protection of
Rio Grande
Grande frontier.
frontier.
the Rio
of the
the protection

April
April 16, 1880.

tection of
Protection
Be
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Pro
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Congress
assembled, That
That the
sum of
two hundred
hundred Rio
frontGrande frontRio Grande
of two
the sum
Congress assembled,
and the
the same
is hereby,
out of
of any
any ier.
appropriated, out
hereby, appropriated,
same is
and

States of America
in
of America in
States
thousand
be,
dollars be,
thousand dollars
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money in
in the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, for the purpose of
Appropriation. money
the Treasury
Appropriation.
acquiring sites
erecting thereon such military posts on or near the
Military posts.
posts. acquiring
and erecting
sites and
Military
Rio Grande
Grande frontier
as may
may be
deemed necessary
necessary by
Secretary of
by the Secretary
be deemed
frontier as
Rio
War for
adequate protection
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That none of said
protection thereof:
for the
the adequate
Proviso.
War
Proviso.
Title of
of sites,
sites.
a valid title
appropriation
for the
purposes aforesaid
aforesaid until a
the purposes
be used
used for
shall be
appropriation shall
Title
provided further,
further, That
Proviso.
to said sites be vested in the United States: And provided
Proviso.
States
Jurisdiction
of the State of Texas shall duly release
Jurisdiction of
release and relinquish
relinquish to the United States
United States.
States.
the right
United
right to assess or tax said sites, or any of them,
them, or any improvements placed
for military
as the
the United States
long as
so long
purposes, so
military purposes,
thereon for
placed thereon
ments
shall remain the owner thereof.
Approved,
Approved, April 16, 1880.
April
1H80.
16, 1580.
April 16,

CHAP.
53.—An act
donating six
six condemned
cannon and
cannon-balls to
Post NumNumto Post
and cannon-balls
condemned cannon
act donating
CHAP. 53.-An
for monuber
Grand Army
Muncy, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, for
of Muncy,
Republic, of
the Republic,
of the
Army of
ber Sixty-six,
Sixty-six, Grand
purposes.
mental
mental purposes.

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
enacted bj
Be
it enacted
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of War
War be,
be,
Secretary of
Post No.
66,States
in Congress
America in
No. 66,
Post
without
and he
hereby is, authorized
authorized to deliver, if the same can be done without
Grand
rmy of
the and
he hereby
of the
Army
Grand A
Republic,
Mmi- detriment
Army
detriment to the government, to Post Number
Number Sixty-six, Grand Army
Republic, of
of Mun1-

cy, Pa.
and
the Republic,
Muncy, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, six
condemned cannon
cannon and
six condemned
of Muncy,
Republic, of
of the
e(, of
Condll .lled canCondemned
to be
be used
in ornamenting
monument erected
of
in honor of
erected in
ornamenting aamonument
used in
cannon-balls, to
foriaacannon-balls,
balls for
non and
and(l 101115
monument.
the deceased soldiers of said Muncy, Pennsylvania.
iiioiment.
Approved,
Approved, April 16, 1880.

April 16,
16, 1880.
1880.
April

Blair
Monument
Blair Monument
Association, of
of St.
St.
Association,
Mo.
Louis,
Lonis, Mo.
Condemned cancalnColldemnlld
non
for
1101111n11011
fr ' a monument.
IIn Ilt.

April 16,
1880.
16, 1880.
April

CHAP. 54.-An
54.—An act
not to
to donate
donate twelve
twelve condemned
condemned bronze
cannon to
MonuBlair Monuto the
the Blair
bronze cannon
CHAP.
ment Association
Association of
Louis, Missouri.
Missouri.
Saint Louis,
of Saint
ment
Be it
Senate and
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States
America in
assembled, That
Secretary of War Ie,
be,
the Secretary
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
Monument
and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to deliver to the Blair Monument
authorized and directed
and is
Association,
Missouri, or its proper officers, twelve
twelve conAssociation, of Saint Louis, Missouri,
demned bronze
spared without
without injury to the
if the
the same can be spared
bronze cannon, if
demned
a monument
public
the purpose
of aiding
aiding in the erection
erection of
of' a
monument
purpose of
for the
service, for
public service,
Saint
to
Francis P. Blair, junior, at the city of Saint
Major-General Francis
late Major-General
to the late
Louis,
Louis, Missouri.
Approved,
16, 1880.
April 16,
Approved, April
CHAP. 55.—An
act to
to change
change the
name of
of the
"J. H.
H. Kelly"
Kelly" to
to "John
"John
steamer "J.
the steamer
the name
55.-An act
CHAP.
Thom"
Thorn"

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
enacted by
by the Senate and
Be it
Join) States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Treasassembled, That the Secretary
of America
America in Congress
States of
Stem
ner "
"John
Stealmer
Thorn."
ury is hereby
Thorn."
authorized to change
"J. H.
hereby authorized
change the name of the steamer "J.
Kelly", of Clayton,
"John Thorn", by which name
name said
said
Clayton, New York, to "John
Kelly",
steamer may be licensed and known.
steamer
Approved,
Approved, April 16, 1880.
April 16,
16, 1880.
1880.
April

CHAP.
to justices
the peace
in the
the Terxitories.
Ternitories.
peace in
of the
justices of
relating to
act relating
56.-An act
CHAP. 56.-1n

Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
it enacted
United
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
Be it
assembled, That when from any cause there
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
America in
States of America
justices of
of the
a vacancy in the office of justice of the peace in any of the
shall be a
the shall
Justices
peace in the Terri- Territories of the United States, it shall be lawful to fill such vacancy
tones.
by
appointment or election
manner as has been or may be proelection,'in such manner
by appointment
tories.
Filling
g
assembly of such Territory:
vided
governor
and
legislative
Territory: ProProlegislative
governor
by
the
vided
vacan.isllin
cies.
vided,
That such
such appointee,
or person
vacancy, shall
elected to fill such vacancy,
person elected
appointee, or
Proviso.
vided, That
Proviso.
"hold
regularly elected
elected and qualionly until
until his
his successor
successor shall be regularly
hold office only
fied as provided
provided by law.
law.
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provisprovisions. Repeal
S
EC. 2.
Repeal
2. That all laws and parts of laws in conflict with the provisions
SEC.
ions.
of this
act be,
hereby, repealed
repealed
the same are hereby,
and the
be, and
this act
of
Approved, April 16, 1880.
Approved,
20, 1880.
Apri 20,
act
to amend
amend an
an act
"An act
act to
to provide
tenth1880.
April
the tenth
taking the
for taking
provide for
entitled "An
act entitled
act to
seventyand seventyand
subsequent censuses",
approved March
March third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
third, eighteen
censuses", approved
and subsequent
nine.
nine.

CHAP.
57.-An
CHAP. 57.—An

Be
the Senate
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
what- Tenth and subStates
of America
sub.
That all mail matter of whatassembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
censuses.
Office, to sequent
ever
1879, ch.
195.
relative to the census and addressed to the Census Office
ever class, relative
the Superintendent,
chief clerk,
clerk, supervisors
supervisors or
or enumerators,
enumerators, and
censuses.
20 Stat.,
Stat.,
and in- sequent
473.
his chief
the Superintendent, his
relating
Matter
dorsed,
"Official
business,
Department
of
Census
Office",
Census
Interior,
the
of
dorsed, "Official business, Department
shall make use of to, free -of postage
person shall
shall be
free of
and if
postage
any person
if any
postage; and
of postage;
transported free
be transported
shall
any
such
indorsement
to
avoid
the
payment
of
postage
on
private through
the
mails.
the mails.
through
his private
on his
postage
of
payment
the
any such indorsement to avoid
Indorsemen
t to
letter,
the mail, the person
payment of
person so offending shall avoid payment
in the
matter in
other matter
or other
package, or
letter, package,
a misdehun- postage a
be
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
and subject
fine of three buna tine
subject to a
misdemeanor, and
a misdemeanor,
be deemed
dred
to be
prosecuted in
in any
court of
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction,
meanor,
meanor, penalty
of competent
any court
be prosecuted
dollars, to
dred dollars,
SEC. 2.
2. That
the seventeenth
seventeenth section
of an
an act
entitled "An
"An act
pro- for.
act to proact entitled
section of
That the
SEC.
1879, ch.
195.
ch. 195.
1879,
vide
for the
of the
the tenth
20 Stat.,
stat., 473.
amended 20
censuses" be amended
subsequent censuses"
and subsequent
tenth and
taking of
the taking
vide for
by striking
so much
thereof as
as provides
provides that
Schedules on
oue
e
schedule one contain Schedules
that schedule
much thereof
out so
striking out
by
an inquiry
naturalization of
amended.
foreign-born persons, and that and four amended.
of foreign-born
the naturalization
to the
as to
inquiry as
an
schedule four
four contain
contain an
to the
public
the ownership of the public
relating to
inquiry relating
an inquiry
schedule
debt of
by whom
whom owned, and the respective
respective amounts:
amounts:
States, by
United States,
the United
of the
debt
Provided,
That the
the Superintendent
of the
the Census
shall collect
and collate, Proviso.
Proviso.
collect and
Census shall
Superintendent of
Provided, That
as
far
as
possible,
by
experts
and
agents
and
from
officers
of
the
govOwnership
o w n ership of
govthe
of
officers
from
and
agents
and
experts
by
possible,
as
far
as
ernment, information
in relation
relation to
to the
ownership of
of the public debt ofdebt.
public debt.
the ownership
information in
ernment,
the
States.
United States.
the United
SEC. 3.
3. That
That section
section seventeen
of the
the act
act aforesaid
Sec. 17,
amended as Sec.
be so amended
aforesaid be
seventeen of
SEC.
to allow
which the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of the
the Census
Census is
is required
required Amended.
Amended.
report which
the report
allow the
to
to obtain
obtain from
from railroad
railroad corporations,
corporations, incorporated
express companies,
Fiscal year of
companies, corporations.
incorporated express
to
telegraph companies,
companies, and
insurance companies
for the fiscalcorporations.
to be made for
companies to
and insurance
telegraph
year
of the
the incorporation
incorporation or
or company
company having
its termination
to
nearest to
termination nearest
having its
year of
the first
eighty.
and eighty.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
of June,
first of
the
SEC. 4
4 That
section nineteen
of the
aforesaid act
act shall
be amended
19,
Sec. 19,
amended See.
shall be
the .aforesaid
nineteen of
That section
SEc.
so as
as to
require
the
enumeration
to
commence
upon
the
first
day
of
June,
Amended.
to require the enumeration to commence upon the first day of June, Amenlded
so
itiees
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and further
as to
req uire that
Enumeration
that theofcities.
to require
so as
further so
eighty, and
and eighty,
eighteen
enumeration of
population in
inhabitants
thousand inhabitants
ten thousand
over ten
having over
cities having
in cities
of population
enumeration
shall be
be taken
within two
from the
the first
first day
of June,
eighteen
June, eighteen
day of
weeks from
two weeks
taken within
shall
of

hundred and
eighty.
and eighty.
hundred
SEC. 5.
That section
five of
act aforesaid
shall be
Sea. a,
D,
as se-.
so as
amended so
be amended
aforesaid shall
the act
of the
section five
5. That
SEC.
Amended.
that noAmended.
to allow
shall occur
in any e
numeration district that
enumeration
occur in
it shall
case it
in case
that in
allow that
to
person qualified
qualified to
to perform
perform and
and willing
to undertake
und ertake the
of
duties of
the duties
willing to
person

enumerator resides
in that
district, the
supervisor may
may appoint
appoint any
any fit
fit
the supervisor
that district,
resides in
enumerator
person,
county, to
to be
enumerator of
of that
that district.
district.
the enumerator
be the
the county,
in the
resident in
person, resident
SEC. 6.
That section
section nine
nine of
the act
aforesaid be,
the same
hereby
same hereby
and the
be, and
act aforesaid
of the
6. That
SEC.

E
il a
in eer
ators,
appointment
of.
rtatrs,
t'ii
En'

see. 9,
9,
See.
is, so amended as
as to
require
each
enumerator, immediately
after comcorn- List
il;,11of
(i
(-)
1'd
Ip j)op ilaafter
immediately
enumerator,
each
require
to
is, so amended
to
pleting
the enumeration
of the
population of
before tion
don of districtl to
and before
of his
his district and
the population
enumeration of
the
pleting
forwarding the same to the supervisor, to make
and file
office of
of be
be filed
clerk
with clerk
filed with
in the
the office
file in
to make and
supervisor,
the
to
same
the
forwarding
the clerk of the county court or in the office of the
the court
board of
payment,
court, p:ynmelnt
of court,
or board
court or
the clerk of the county court or in the office of
administering the
the county
to which
his district
district belongs
for.
a for.
belongs a
which his
county to
of the
affairs of
administering the affairs
list
color, of
of all
persons enumerated
enumerated by
by
all persons
and color,
sex, and
age, sex,
with age,
names, with
the names,
of the
list of
him,
which he
shall
certify
to
and for
paid at
at
be paid
he shall
shall be
which he
for which
be true,
true, and
to be
certify
he
shall
which
him,
the rate of ten cents for each
one hundred
hundred names.
names. Heshall
He shall give
give notice
notice.and
Notice
of
filingof
of filing
Notice
correction
the rate of ten cents for each one
lists.
his
in
by
written
advertisement
at
three
or
more
p
ublic
p
laces
in
district
lists.
places
public
by written advertisement at three or more
that he will be
at the
of said
said county
on the
day
fifth day
the fifth
county on
house of
court house
the court
that he will be at
after filing said list, not
including
Sunday,
from
nine
o'clock
ante
ante
after filing said list, ot including Sunday, from nine o'clock
meridian to
the following
following day
day for
the purpurfor the
and the
meridian and
post meridian
o'clock post
six o'clock
meridian to six
pose of correcting his enumeration by
by striking
out
or adding
the
designadesignathe
adding
or
out
striking
enumeration
pose of correcting his
tion of persons improperly enumerated
or omitted;
and on
on the
so
days so
the days
omitted; and
tion of persons improperly enumerated or
designated
he
shall,
in
accordance
with
said
notice,
proceed
to
correct,
on
on
correct,
to
proceed
notice,
said
with
in
accordance
shall,
he
designated
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such reliable
reliable information
information as
obtain, all
all omissions
omissions and mistakes in
may obtain,
as he
he may
such
examine witnesses,
such enumeration,
and to
to that
that end he may swear and examine
Examination
enumeration, and
Examination of such
-witnesses.
penalties of perjury. The
witnesses.
who shall testify subject to the pains and penalties
Corrections
t oo
Corrections t
inquiry for
correction and
and the
the whole
whole number
number of
of persons
by
persons by
for correction
of such
such inquiry
result of
known to result
be, ,radre
made known
him
shall make
to the
the
And the
if any.
any. And
bystanders, if
the bystanders,
known to
make known
he shall
enumerated, he
him enumerated,
bystanders.
bystanders.
1' iin
imee to
to make
given enumerators
supervisors is
enumerators by said act to make return to supervisors
tinlc given
nmake time
T
for
paid for
returns
extended hereby extended
be paid
shall be
enumerator shall
extended fifteen days. And each enumerator
returns extended
Ii fite
fteen
tn days.
his services in correcting
tlays.
correcting his schedule
schedule of inhabitants
inhabitants as required
required by this
act a
to be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
Census, in no case to
of Census,
Superintendent of
the Superintendent
a sum
sum to
act
and fifty
day. And
And that
that the
the oath
oath of office
office
per day.
fifty cents
cents per
dollars and
two dollars
exceed two
Oath
office exceed
O a t h of office
prescribed by
sec. prescribed
seven of said act be so amended as to authorize
section seven
prescribed by
by section
by sec.
prescribed
to concon- and require the making and filing the list of inhabitants as required by
7
7 amended
amended to
and require the making and filing the list of inhabitants as required
lornim
form.
this act.
additional services
SEC. 7.
pay the
for the
the additional
services reenumerators for
the enumerators
Appropriation
to pay
That to
7. That
SEC.
Appro priation
for
additional serthousand
scr- quired
ior additional
quired by this act, the sum of one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
vices of enumera- dollars, or so much
the
be,
as
may
be
necessary,
and
same
herenecessary,
may
thereof
Iuch
so
or
dollars,
rell
of
toes
tors.
by is,
is, appropriated
appropriated out
Treasury not otherwise
in the Treasury
money in
any money
of any
out of
by
appropriated.
appropriated.
SEC. 8. The Superintendent
Superintendent of Census •
shall collect and publish the
SEC.
Alaska.
statistics
population, industries resources
resources of the district of Alaska,
Alaska,
the population,
of the
statistics of
with such
such fillness
fullness as
may deem
shall find pracexpedient, and as he shall
deem expedient,
he may
as he
with
ticable
under the
appropriations made, or to be made, for the expenses
the appropriations
ticable under
of the tenth census.
Approved,
Approved, April 20, 1880.

April
20, 1880.
1880.
April 20,

CHAP. 58.-An
58.—An act
act to
to provide
for the
district
the district
court in the
of court
terms of
of terms
establishing of
the establishing
provide for
CHAP.
of Colorado.

United
Be
it enacted
by the
/Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That terms of the circuit
circuit and
and
in Congress
of America
States of
of the
district courts
courts of
the United States for the district of Colorado shall be
district
held at
at the
the times
places hereinafter
hereinafter designated,
designated, namely
namely f
At Denver,
: At
and places
times and
held
on the
the first
first Tuesday
Tuesday in
May and
and the
the first
first Tuesday
Tuesday in
in October
October in each
in May
on
Torins.
-Ternms.
Whore held.
hold.
year
Whlere
year; i at Pueblo, on the first Tuesday
Tuesday in March
March in each year; at Del
Norte,
September in each year.
the first Tuesday in September
Norte, on the
Jurors.
terms of the said circuit and district courts
SEC.
Whenever the
SEC. 2.
2. Whenever
the terms
courts
Jlrors.
sumshall
shall be held at the same time and place, grand and petit jurors summoned
said
in either
either of said courts may serve in the other of said
attend in
to attend
moned to
on
courts,
jury shall be summoned to attend on
petit jury
but one
one grand or petit
and but
courts, and
said
one and
the same
this provision shall not prebut this
time; but
same time;
and the
at one
courts at
said courts
vent either
either of said
from procuring
procuring the attendance
attendance of several
said courts
courts from
vent
panels
of jurors
jurors successively,
business of the courts may require.
as the business
successively, as
panels of
1879,
82,
l879, ell.
cli. 82,
SEC.
records of the district court in the several
S
EC. 3. The records
several divisions of the
l
20 St
kitat.,
292.
district
of
Colorado,
as declared
declared by the act approved February fifteenth,
fifteenth,
district
of
Colorado,
t-.
2'2
20
Heemils.
ecors,
eighteen
"An act to provide
provide for
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, entitled
entitled "An
for
holding
district of Coloof the circuit and district courts in the district
holding terms of
district court
rado",
court
in the clerk's office of the district
retained in
and retained
kept and
shall be
be kept
Wliere
rado", shall
Whlel kept.
in
of Colorado;
Colorado; and
and the district court sitting at the places
places mentioned ill
this act respectively, shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of actions, civil and criminal,
and now
pending at any such place. Actions,
now pending
brought and
heretofore brought
nal, heretofore
Actions.
undetermined in the
suits, and proceedings
proceedings pending and undetermined
the district court
court
for the southern and western divisions, as declared
declared by said act,
act, of which
exclusive of
a
of' the district court, may be
jurisdiction exclusive
a circuit court has jurisdiction
proFinal hearing
certified into the circuit court sitting at the same place, for further prohearing or certified
trial.
ceedings therein
therein and for final hearing or trial thereof.
ceedings
but. such
is repealed,.
repealed, but
S
EC. 4.
in the
the last
last section
section is
mentioned in
SEC.
4. The
The act
act mentioned
1879, oh.
ch. 82,
'20 Stat., 292,
292,
2o
according to
repeal shall not affect
affect the power of the courts to proceed according
Repealed.
•
therein
the terms thereof in any action, suit, or proceeding
proceeding now pending therein
Rnetaloreal
Effect of repeal
or according
according to
terms of
this act.
act.
of this
the terms
to the
undetermined, or
and undetermined,
provisions limited. and
Approved, April 20, 1880.
Approved,

Un
ii iited States
U
district :nd
and circirdistrict
cuit courts for dis8
'Colordo.i
otf
ricl of
trict
Colorado.
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anniversary of
CHAP. 60.-An
60.—An act to
of
to provide for celebrating the one hundredth anniversary
CHAP.
the treaty
of peace
recognition of American Independence
Independence by holding an
an
peace and the recognition
treaty of
the
mine
and
soil
the
of
international exhibition of arts, manufactures, and the products
and mine,
international
in the
the city
of New
York, in the State of New York, in the year eighteen hundred
New York,
city of
in
and eighty-three.
eighty-three.
and

House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
celebration of the one
States of
of America
assembled, That in celebration
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States

77
77
April 23,
April
23, 1880.
1880.

0 nneehundredth
0
hundredth
recognition of anniversary
peace and the recognition
of peace
hundredth
anniversary of
the treaty
anniversary of the
treaty of
of the
hundredth anniversary
y
ofpeacenid
treat(
American
Independence, an
of peace and
of arts, manufac- treaty
exhibition of
international exhibition
an international
American Independence,
ni
tures,
and
products
of
the
soil
and
mine,
be
held
under
the
direction
of
Aenice(i)dg
a
t
I
Iionnnd oeofAmerican
of
direction
the
under
tures, and products of the soil and mine, be held
corporation to be created pendence.
the United
United States
States Internation
Internation Commission,
Commission, aacorporation
pendeitte(n.
the
by this
act, in
in the
city of
New York,
United States
Stat OS
York, in the State of New York, in the InUnited
of New
the city
this act,
by
n e r ai t io
year eighteen
hundred and
continued so long as shall ternational
eighty-three, to be continued
and eighty-three,
eighteen hundred
year
att
Exhibitioln
hereinafter
be
in
its
judgment
advantageous,
subject
the
provisions
hereinafter
Co
E
nx i
•
b
s
s
i
i
t,on.
to
be in its judgment advantageous, subject
188:.
in 1883.
contained and
supervision and under the auspices New York in
and subject always to the supervision
contained
of the
Government of the United States.
the Government
of
mnlisc o ounisw o co
S
EC. 2.
2. That
commission, to
commissioners from each T
•
rwo
to consist of two commissioners
That aacommission,
SEC.
from each
sioners from
State
from each Territory
Territory of the United States, and one from sioners
each
one from
and one
State and
,0i
a (o
the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, together
with the
members of
8tate an
(1 o"''
committee Statc
the committee
.c the
the members
together with
the District
Dis-theTeg
of
provided in section ten, and the following named persons, tory
t
f
r
o
o
r
m
yand
„IlciLe
as provided
finance, as
of finance,
Columbia.
of
trict
G.
Henry
Morgan,
D.
to
wit,
Hugh
J.
Jewett,
Edwin
D.
Morgan,
William
Hoyt,
Henry
G
.
triet
of
Columbia
.
to wit, Hugh J. Jewett, Edwin
Incorporators.
Stebbins,
0. Roberts,
Wenman,Incorporators.
Roberts, Hugh McCulloch, James F. Wenman,
Marshall O.
Stebbins, Marshall
William H. Guion, George J.
William
J. ForCole, Thomas Barbour, William
William A. Cole,
rest,
Thurlow Weed,
Weed, Samuel
Samuel A. Haines,
Haines, Thomas McAgnew, Thurlow
T. Agnew,
John T.
rest, John
Newman, J. Pierpont MorElrath,
Barnard, John P. Newman,
P. Barnard.
Frederick A. P.
Elrath, Frederick
gan, John
Alfred M. Hoyt, Lewis A. Sayre, Charles Lanier,
Townsend, Alfred
P. Townsend,
John P.
gan,
William H.
C. Price,
Price, William
Garrison, Frederick
Frederick L. Talcott, WinWilliam R. Garrison,
H. C.
William
field S.
W. Field,
Sullivan, Samuel Sloan, Cyrus WT.
S. Sullivan,
Algernon S.
Hancock, Algernon
S. Hancock,
field
Rosewell G.
G. Rolston,
Rolston Edward
Auchincloss, George W. Debevoise, James
James
Edward Auchincloss,
Rosewell
K. GraHow, Benjamin
Benjamin A.
Willis, Albert
Tilt, Jordan L. Mott, Charles K.
Albert Tilt,
A. Willis,
How,
ham, George
R. Blanchard,
Charles H.
Baldwin, Mortimer C. Addoms,
H. Baldwin,
Blanchard, Charles
George R.
ham,
Samuel
L.
M.
Barlow,
Charles
Schlesinger,
Edward N. Dickerson,
Dickerson,
Edward
Schlesinger,
Charles
Barlow,
M.
L.
Samuel
Thomas Butter,
Rutter, J.
J. Trumbull
A. Potts, James
James Talcott,
Frederick A.
Smith, Frederick
Trumbull Smith,
Thomas
Edwards
Pierrepont, Uriah
Uriah Welch,
Welch, Asahel
Asahel N. Brockway,
Brockway, Rufus Hatch,
Edwards Pierrepont,
William
Strong, Henry
Vail, Charles
Charles Wager
Hull, Lewis May,
Wager Hull,
F. Vail,
Henry F.
L. Strong,
William L.
John
Cornelius H.
H. Delamater,
Franklin Edson, George T.
Delamater, Franklin
Cornell, Cornelius
M. Cornell,
John M.
Hope,
O'Donohne, Charles
Charles Place,
Hardenbergh,
A. Harclenbergh,
John A:
Place, John
J. O'Donohue,
Joseph J.
Hope, Joseph
Douglass
Hoe, Edward
Edward Cooper, Oswald
Stephen Hoe,
Bowe, Stephen
Peter Bowe,
Taylor, Peter
Douglass Taylor,
Ottendortler,
L. Carey,
Carey, John
0. Reilly, CalBigelow, Patrick O.
John Bigelow,
Edward L.
Ottendorffer, Edward
Carleton,
vert
Vaux Gustave
let on, FredFredH. Schwab, John Riley, Thomas J. Car
Gustave H.
vert Vaux,
erick
W.
VVhittemore,
Charles
L.
Tiffany,
John
A.
Stewart,
Abram
Abram S.
Stewart,
A.
John
Tiffany,
L.
Charles
Whittemore,
W.
erick
Cleveland, Horace
Hewitt
Daniel F.
F. Appleton,
Orestes Cleveland,
Dows, Orestes
David Dows,
Appleton, David
Hewitt Daniel
Porter,
M. Alexander,
Charles G. Francklyn,
Francklyn,
Harper, Charles
Fletcher Harper,
Alexander, Fletcher
Henry M.
Porter, Henry
Jackson S. Schultz,
Thomas
C. Acton
Schultz, Edward Clark,
Clark,
Acton, Richard M. Hoe, Jackson
Thomas C.
Norvin
B. Dinsmore,
Dinsmore, Dennis
C. Wilcox, Benjamin
enjamin B.
Dennis C.
William B.
Green, William
Norvin Green,
Sherman, Samuel
Samuel B.
H. Vance,
Vance, Samuel
Samuel D.
D. Babcock,
Babcock,
Wilco x,
nenry Hilton,
Hilton,
Henry
B. H.
Sherman,
Andrew
H. Green,
Gordon, Allen
Campbell, Samuel
B. Parsons,
Samuel B.
Allen Campbell,
Robert Gordon,
Green, Robert
Andrew H.
Francis A.
Stout, J.
e, John
Voorhies, Leighton
Leighton
R. Voorhies,
John R.
Wetmole,
Peabody Wetmot
J. Peabody
A. Stout,
Francis
Williams,
George
G.
Haven,
Stephen
O'Brien,
Charles
Henry
Solomons, Henry
Charles
O'Brien,
Stephen
Williams, George G. Haven,
Draper, Philip
Philip Collins,
Collins, is
hereby constituted,
constituted, to
be designated
designated as
as the
esign aLion,
Designlatiol,
the D
to be
is hereby
Draper,
United States International Commission,
whose
functions
shall
continue
functions,
and
c t i ons, and
n
fu
continue
shall
functions
whose
United States International Commission,
until the
the close
close of
the exhibition,
duty it
it shall
shall be,
other duty
dut y.
among other
be, among
whose duty
exhibition, whose
of the
until
things, to
fix the
and to
superintend
to superintend
for and
prepare for
to prepare
and to
of, and
date of,
precise date
the precise
to fix
things,
the holding
of, the
the exhibition
exhibition upon
site within
within the
the corporate
corporate limits
limits of
upon aasite
holding of,
the
the said
city of
York.
of New York.'
said city
the
Incorporation,
Commission is
is p 0Incorporation,
S
EC. 3.
That the
the said
said United
United States
International Commission
States International
3. That
SEC.
ers
hereby created a
body
corporate
and
by
that
name
shall
have
a
corpo r7a t
a
enine,
ii an
-l
and by that name shall have a cor- coporate
hereby created a body corporate,for
porate existence, until the object '
which
it
is
formed
shall
have
been
thority.
c
0
d
thoritys,
been
have
shall
formed
is
it
which
for
object
the
until
porate existence,
accomplished,
and as
as such
such it
it shall
be competent
competent for
for it to
to sue and be
shall be
accomplished, and
sued, plead and be
impleaded,
defend and
and be
defended,
in all
of
courts of
all courts
in
defended,
be
defend
impleaded,
be
and
plead
sued,
law
and
equity
in
the
United
States,
and
may
make
have
a
corpoa
have
and
make
may
and
States,
law and equity in the United
rate seal,
seal, and
and may
take, have,
have, and
hold, and
and may
may grant,
grant, sell,
and hold,
purchase, take,
may purchase,
rate
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and at
pleasure dispose
dispose of
of all
all such
real and
and personal
estate as
as may
and
at pleasure
such real
personal estate
may be
be
required in
in order
to carry
carry into
into effect
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
act.
required
order to
this act.
SEC. 4.
commissioners, two
two for
each State
one from
from
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
SEC.
4. That
That said
said commissioners,
for each
State and
and one
each Territory
and the
within
Appointment.
each
Territory and
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed within
sixty
passage of
of this
President of
United
act, by
by the
the President
of the
the -United
sixty days
days from
from the
the passage
this act,
States,
on the
of the
the governors
governors of
Territories
States, on
the nomination
nomination of
of the
the States
States and
and Territories
respectively,
by the
the President
from the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; and
and
respectively, and
and by
President froum
in
in the same
same manner and
and within the same time there
there shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed
alternate commissioners
commissioners from each
two alternate
each State
State and one
one from each
each TerTercorn- two
Alternate commissioners.
ritory of the United States and the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as provided
in
shall assume
assume and
and perform
perform the
the duties
of such
comDuties
Duties of.
of.
in section
section two,
two, who
who shall
duties of
such commissioner or
may be
be unable
unable to
attend the
meetings of
the meetings
of
as may
to attend
or commissioners
commissioners as
missioner
the said commlission.
commission.
Place
of meetmeetPlace of
S1iC.
Sic. 5. That the said United
United States International
International Commission shall
ing.
ing.
hold its meetings in the city of New York, and that aamajority
majority of mempresent at the first meetings provided for in section nine shall be
bers present
Quorum.
Quorum,
competent
competent for the transaction
transaction of business, and the commission shall indicate by
by by-law
number requisite
requisite thereafter
quorum. The
The
thereafter for
for a
a quorum.
dicate
by-law the
the number
commission shall
have full
to make
all needful
needful rules
rules for
govRules and ofioffi- commission
for its
its govfull power
power to
make all
shall have
cers.
ernment., and to appoint such officers
judgment shall be adcors.
ernment,
officers as in its judgment
visable.

Submission
to
Submission to
aa date
(lte
for opening and
id
pinTng
el(isibr
osi I
t
g,
and schedule
of ceremoniCti,
corelronies,
lilo of
Congress
Congress

&C.
&c.

Provision for
for
Provision

buildings.
buildings.

President to
Prosident
to
in
proclamam aak
k oe proclamation and communicatioadodimaticate
to diplomatic
of
rlprcsoentatives of
representatives
all nations
nations and
and
commend
the exexcommend the
hibition.
hibition.
Capital
stock.
Capital stock.
Amount.
Amount.

Shares.
Payment of
Payment
of subsubscription.
scription.
Certificates.
Certificates.
Transferable.
Transferablo.
Votes.
Votes.
Proceeds
Proceeds
stock.
stok.

of
of

Minutes of
of proproMiuntes
ceedings.
ceedings.
Accounts
and
Accohunts
and
vou
chers.
vouchers.
Open to inspection.

SEC.
said commission
commission shall
SEC. 6. That the said
shall submit to
to Congress for
for their.
their

consideration
con sideration at the first session after the appointment of commissioners,
as herein
herein provided,
date for
for opening and
and closing
closing the exhibisuitable date
provided, aa suitable
as
tion;
for opening
opening and
ceremonies for
and dedicating
dedicating
a schedule
of appropriate
tioji; a
schedule of
appropriate ceremonies
the same; the requisite custom-house
regulations for the introduction
custom-house regulations
into this country
country of any articles
articles from foreign countries intended for
exhibition, and such other matters as in their judgment
judgment may
may be
imexhibition,
be important.

SEC.
S
EC. 7. That whenever
whenever the President
President of the United
United States shall be
be

informed by the governor
that provision has
governor of the State of New York .that
been
buildings for the
been made
made for the
the erection
erection of suitable
suitable buildings
the purpose,
purpose, and
for the exclusive
exclusive control of the grounds and buildings
buildings by the •corpora-

tion
herein provided
provided for,
President, if
if alter
alter due
due examination
examination he
he shall
shall
tion herein
for, the
the President,
deem the preparations
preparations adequate, shall, through the Department
Department of State,
make
proclamation of
the same,
setting forth
forth the
the time
at which
which the
the
time at
same, setting
of the
make proclamation
exhibition
will open
and close,
close, and
and the
the place
place at
at which
which it
it will
will be
be held;
held;
exhibition will
open and
and
shall comnmunticate
coin municate to
and he
le shall
to the
the diplomatic
diplomatic representatives
representatives of
of all
all nations,
nations,
copies of the same, together with such regulations as may be adopted by
the commission, for publication in their respective
respective countries, and shall
in behalf of the government
government and people commend
exhibition to all
commend the exhibition
foreign nations who may choose to
to take
take part
part therein.
SEC.
S
EC. 8. That the said commission
commission shall have authority
authority and is hereby
hereby
empowered to receive
empowered
receive subscriptions
subscriptions of capital stock to an amount not
not
exceeding twelve
twelve millions of dollars, to be divided into shares of ten
dollars each, and each
each subscriber
subscriber shall pay not less than ten per cent
cent
of his subscription at the time he subscribes; and said commission shall
issue to the subscribers
subscribers of the stock certificates
certificates therefor, under
under its
its corporate seal, which certificates shall bear the signature'
signature of
of its president,
president,
secretary, and treasurer, and be transferable
transferable under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed for the purpose. All holders of said stock
stock
shall be entitled to one vote on each share in the election
election of a
afinance
finance committee, to
to he
be elected
provided. The proceeds of said
committee,
elected as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
stock, together with the receipts from any and all other sources, shall
be used by said corporation
corporation for the erection
erection of suitable buildings, with
their appropriate
appropriate and necessary
necessary fixtures
fixtures and appurtenances, and for all
other expenditures
expenditures required in carrying
carrying out the
objects of
of this
the objects
this act.
act.
And the said corporation
corporation shall keep regular minutes''
minutes of its proceedings
proceedings
and full accounts with the vouchers
vouchers thereof, and the same shall always
shareholder in the corpora.
corpora
be open to the inspection
inspection of any member or shareholder
tion, or
to any
committee appointed
by such
such members
or shareholder's
shareholders
tion,
or to
any committee
appointed by
members Or
authorized to examine the same.
same.
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International Commission shall be First
S
EC. 9.
First meeting
meet ing
That the United States International
9. That
SEc.
called by Secretary
called together
together by
Secretary of State of the United States in theSecretary
by the Secretary
called
State.'
of State
the of
convenient after the appointment
city of New
appointment of the
New York as soon as convenient
city
to
commissioners as herein directed, and it shall then be their duty to
commissioners
Subscription to
open books
books for
for subscription
provided, Subscription
to the capital stock, as herein provided,
subscription to
open
giving
public notice of the time and place, and the terms upon which stock.
giving public
subscriptions
during
made, and such books shall be kept open during
subscriptions may be made,
sixty
end of which time the members of said commission
commission
the end
at the
days, at
sixty days,
shall
called together
together by
notiee by the president and secretary
secretary
by public notice
be called
shall be
perof perElection of
pro tempore
officers of said
same, for the election of permanent officers
of the same,
tempore of
pro
commission,
to consist
of a
a president,
president, secretary, treasurer, and such manent officers.
consist of
commission, to
other
officers as
said commission
commission may designate, from among the memas said
other officers
bers
said election
after
officers to take place immediately after
of officers
election of
thereof; said
bers thereof;
finance herein provided
the
election of
provided
members of the committee. of finance
the members
of the
the election
for.
Shareholders'
S
EC. 10.
first meeting
shareholders shall be called at the Shareholders'
of the shareholders
meeting of
The first
10. The
SEC.
meeting.
same
time
and
in
the
manner
as
provided
provided for in the last section, meeting.
manner
same
the
in
same time and
and shall
shall proceed
proceed to
to the
twenty-five from their number, or
election of twenty-five
the election
and
from
the members
shall, if not
commission, who, when elected, shall,
the commission,
of the
members of
from the
already
appointed, be
members of said commission,
commission, and who,
officio members
be ex officio
so appointed,
already so
together
with the
executive officers
officers of
commission, shall constitute
of said commission,
the executive
together with
of
Co mittee of
committee of
this election
election each subscriber
subscriber shall be entitled Committee
In this
finance. in
of finance.
aacommittee
finl:ace.
to a
a vote
each share
subscribed for, on which at least ten per centum finance.
share subscribed
for each
vote for
to
in
cash shall
have been
regulations as may
previously paid, under such regulations
been previously
shall have
in cash
be prescribed
said commission.
commission.
by said
prescribed by
be

Upon
the organization
organization of said corncomUpon the
mittee of
said commission
stock-books
commission shall transfer to it the stock-books
finance, said
of finance,
mittee
and moneys
moneys collected,
papers and business pertaining
with all papers
together with
collected, together
and
to the
receiving and
collecting of
subscriptions of stock, and shall furnish
of subscriptions
and collecting
the receiving
to
to
transactions up to
to said
financial transactions
all its financial
of all
statement of
a full
full statement
committee a
said committee
to
that date
date;i and
and the
commission may
may require good and sufficient security
the commission
that
from all
all its
disbursing agents, including those of the
and disbursing
collecting and
its collecting
from
finance
finance committee.
S
EC. 11.
It shall
be the
the duty
duty of
finance so elected to
committee of finance
the committee
of the
shall be
11. It
SEC.
select suitable
depositories for
the deposit
all moneys
moneys received
received for said
of all
deposit of
for the
suitable depositories
select
commission;
to devise
devise methods
commission with
raising funds for the commission
for raising
methods for
commission; to
which
to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
and advise with
confer and
to confer
act i to
this act;
of this
which to
the
commission as
to all
contracts to
to be
be made
made involving the expenditure
all contracts
as to
the commission
of moneys;
to carefully
carefully audit
audit all
recommend aa system of
all accounts; to recommend
moneys; to
of
checks
safeguards, with
economy and efficiency
efficiency
enforcing economy
of enforcing
view of
with aaview
and safeguards,
checks and
full
make
in
the
financial
administration
of
the
said
commission,
and
to
commission,
said
the
of
administration
in the financial
It shall
reports
to the
the commission
at least
least once
once every
every three months. It
commission at
reports to
also
be the
duty of
of said
committee of
of finance,
finance, from
from time to time, as occasaid committee
the duty
also be
the
sion
may require,
open the
further subscriptions
to the
subscriptions to
for further
books for
the books
to open
require, to
sion may
capital
stock, and
and take
all measures
measures that
that are
to secure
colleca collecsecure a
needful to
are needful
take all
capital stock,
tion
the same,
if necessary,
necessary, the
the name
name of
of the
commission for the
the commission
using, if
same, using,
of the
tion of
purpose,
but the
the moneys
so collected
at all
subject to conbe subject
times be
all times
shall at
collected shall
moneys so
purpose, but
trol
of the commission.
commission.
trol of
SEC. 12.
of said
of said
said
members of
the members
and the
commission and
said commission
officers of
the officers
That the
12. That
SEC.
committee
positions for
for the term of
respective positions
their respective
hold their
shall hold
finance shall
of finance
committee of
one
year from
day of
the expiration
expiration of which
before the
election, before
their election,
of their
the day
from the
one year
time
each year
year during
during which
which the
the commission
commission shall
shall exist
exist aanew
for each
and for
time and
election
shall
be
held
at
such
time
and
place
as
said
commission
shall
commission
said
as
place
and
time
such
at
held
election shall be
the
designate by
due public
public notice,
mode following,
to wit: the
following, to
the mode
in the
and in
notice, and
by due
designate
members of
of the
the committee
committee of
first be
elected by the sharebe elected
shall first
finance shall
of finance
members
holders, immediately
shall proceed
proceed to the
commission shall
the commission
which the
after which
immediately after
holders,
election of
Any person
person elected
elected as
said commitmember of said
as aamember
officers. Any
its officers.
of its
election
tee of
of finance
an officer
of said
commission shall
be eligible
eligible to re-elecshall be
said commission
officer of
or an
finance or
tee
tion. Said
have power
any time
any vacancy
vacancy
fill any
to fill
time to
at any
power at
shall have
commission shall
Said commission
tion.
occurring
among
the
officers,
and
said
shareholders
shall
have
power
like power
have
shall
shareholders
said
and
officers,
the
among
occurring
to fill
fill any
in the
committee of finance,
members of said committee
the members
occurring in
vacancy occurring
any vacancy
to
officer
and said
said commission
also have
the power
.
officer
of removing any
power of
have the
shall also
commission shall
and
mansame
in
filled
be
for
cause.
Vacancies
in
the
commission
may
b
e
filled
in
the
mancommission
the
in
for cause. Vacancies

Organization
of
Organization of
committee.
committee.

Committee
of
Commlit tee of
finance.

itie .
finDepositories.
funds.
Raising
Rpsing funds.

Accounts.
Accounts.
Checks
and safeafoChecks antd
guards.

guards.
Reports.
Reports.

Further
1iti subFri r
scriptimis tostock.
to stock.
scriptions

Terms of
office.
of office.
Terms
Election.
Election.

Vacancies.
Vacancies.
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ner
for the
original aIpointment,
and vacancies
occurvacancies occuralpointment, and
the original
herein for
provided herein
ner as
as provided
ring
in the
this act
shall be
be filled
filled
act shall
in this
named in
the commissioners
commissioners named
place of
of the
the place
ring in
by
commission.
said commission.
by the said
SEC. 13.
That the
the United
shall prepreCommission shall
International Commission
United States
States International
Classification of
13. That
SEC.
exhibits.
.
pare a
a complete
complete classification
Cxhibitls. .
classification of exhibits,
exhibits and shall appoint
appoint all judges
Judges, examioxami- and examiners,
Judges,
examiners, guards
guards and other subordinate
subordinate officers
officers of the exhibition,
ners, and subordiand
award
all
premiums,
and
generally
have
charge
all intercourse
intercourse
of all
nate officers; in- and award all premiums, and generally have charge of
any regular
regular
at any
It may,
with the
the representatives
representatives of
may, at
of -foreign
nations. It
foreign nations.
le re
rse with for- with
tc(rcourse
eigii nations.
eigi
meeting, elect an executive
executive couunittee,
committee, which, in the absence of the commeeting,
mission,
full power
power to
in its
its stead
stead until its next meeting.
to act
act in
have full
shall have
mission, shall
SEC. 14.
That the corporation
authority to
hereby created shall have authority
Rondo.
corporation hereby
14. That
SEC.
Bonds.
issue
not in
in excess
actually paid in
in upon its capital
amount actually
excess of the amount
issue bonds
bonds not
stock,
and secure
secure the
of the
the same,
same, principal
by
and interest,
interest, by
principal and
payment of
the payment
stock, and
mortgage upon
prospective.
upon itsproperty,
itsproperty, and income, present and prospective.
mortgage
SEC. 15.
duty of
of the
Treasury of
of
of the
the Treasury
the Secretary
Secretary of
the duty
Preparation o
of
f
it shall
shall be
be the
SEC.
15. That
That it
Preparation
stock
certificates. the United States, as soon as practicable, after the passage of this act, to
stock certificates.
cause
commission, in accordance
accordance
prepared, at the cost of the said commission,
cause to be prepared,
with a
design approved
approved by
the United
States International
Commission
International Commission
by the
United States
with
a design
and
the Secretary
Treasury, a
certificates of
of
a sufficient number of certificates
Secretary of the Treasury,
and the
stock
requirements of this
this act;
act; and any person found guilty
the requirements
stock to meet the
Counterfeits.
of counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, or attempting
attempting to counterfeit
counterfeit or knowingly circulating
false certificates
certificates of stock,
authorized, shall be subject to the same
stock, herein authorized,
counterfeiting
pains and penalties
penalties as are or may be provided
provided by law for counterfeiting
United
to
United States notes
notes;'• but nothing in this act shall be so construed as to
liability of
the United
United States,
States, direct
direct or
or indirect,
indirect, for
debt
any debt
for any
of the
any liability
create any
United States create
United
or -obligation
obligation incurred, nor for any claim by the -United States Internanot liable.
tional
pecuniary assistance from Congress or the
tional Commission for aid or pecuniary
debts, or
or
Treasury of the United States in support or liquidation of any debts
obligations created by said commission: And provided, That nothing in
PrOVi80.
Proviso,
State laws.
this act shall be so construed
construed as to override
override or interfere with the laws
contracts made
made in any State
State for the purposes of the
of any State; and all contracts
international exhibition
exhibition shall
the laws
proAnd prothereof: And
laws thereof:
to the
subject to
be subject
shall be
international
Proviso.
Proviso.
110 member
member of
shareholder,
whether shareholder
of said corporation,
corporation, whether
Personal liability.
liability. vided further,
further, That no
Personal
otherwise, shall be personally
liable for any debt or obligation
obligation which
or otherwise,
personally liable
created or incurred
may be created
incurred by the United States
States International
International Commission.
Close of exhibiSEC.
exhibition shall
SEC. 16.
1.6. That as soon as practicable
practicable after the said exhibition
tion.
its
have been closed, it shall be the duty of said corporation
corporation to convert its
property into cash, and, after the payment of all its liabilities, to divide
property
its remaining
remaining assets among its stockholders, pro rata, in full satisfaction
capital stock. And it
shall be
the duty
of the
the
and discharge
discharge of its capital
it shall
be the
duty then
then of
Report.
&port.
United States International
International Commission to submit, in a
a report to the
the
financial results
of the
international
President of the United States, the
the financial
results of
the international
exhibition.
Final report.
SEC.
International
S
EC. 17. That it shall be the duty of the United
United States International
of the
Commission to make report, from time to time, to the President of.
present
United States of
of the progress
progress of
of the work,
work, and, in a
a final
final report,
report, present
a
results of
International Exhibition.
a .full
full exhibit of the
the results
of the United States International
Exhibition.
Corporate term.
SEC.
authorized shall exist no longer
SEC. 18. The corporation
corporation hereby
hereby authorized
longer than
until the first
first day of January
January eighteen hundred and eighty-five.
United States
SEC.
19. That the United
not in any manner
SEC-19.
United States shall net
manner or under
under
not
not liable.
liable.
any circumstances
circumstances be liable for any of the acts, doings, proceedings,
proceedings, or
representations
representations of the said commission, its officers,
servants, or
officers, agents, servants,
employees,
employees, or any of them, or for the services, salaries, labors, or
or wages
servants, or employees,
employees, or any of them,of said officers, agents, servants,
for
them, or for
any subscriptions
subscriptions to the capital stock, or for any certificates
certificates of of stock,
bonds, mortgages, or obligations of any kind
kind issued
issued by said commission,
attending
or for any debts, liabilities, or expenses
expenses of any kind whatever
whatever attending
such commission or exhibition, or accruing by reason of the same.
Reserved rights
Reserved
SEC.
rights
S
EC. 20. Congress may at any time alter, amend or repeal this
this. act,
act, as
by Congress.
byPongress.
judgment the public good shall require: Provided,
in
its
judgment
Provided, That nothing
Proviso.
in this act contained
contained shall be construed
construed to require the governor of any
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state
commissioners provided
provided for in section two, nor shall
state to appoint the commissioners
said
commissioners or any of them incur any liability for their failure or
said commissioners
perform the duties thereof
refusal
accept such position or perform
thereof
refusal to accept
S
EC. 21. Not less than one million of dollars shall be subscribed
subscribed and Capital
SEC.
Capital stock.
stock.
Subscription,
thereof shall be paid in before said cor- Subscription,
not less than ten per centum thereof
payment,
and
poration
necessary to its payment, and
poration shall do any corporate act other than the acts necessary
withdrawal.
withdrawal.
corsaid
of
assets
or
organization.
organization. And no part of the capital stock
poration
withdrawn by, refunded to, or divided among the
shall be withdrawn
poration shall
stockholders or any of them, until all the debts and liabilities
liabilities of said
stockholders
corporation shall be fully discharged.
corporation
Approved, April
April 23, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP. 61.-An
61.—An act
act to
to amend
act entitled
act for
of certain
certain InInremoval of
for the
the removal
"An act
entitled "An
an act
amend an
CHAP.
seventyhundred and
twentieth, eighteen
diams
New Mexico",
approved June
June twentieth,
eighteen hundred
and seventyMexico", approved
in New
dians in
ei ght.
eight.

April 23,
23, 1880.
1880.
April

Representatives of the United
Be it
enacted by
House of Representatives
and House
by the Senate and
it enacted
Be
1878, ch.
ch. 359,
States
of America
America in
That the proviso to the act ap- 1878,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
t 232.
Stat.,
-. 232.
20 Sta
eight, making an 20
proved June
June twentieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy
seventy-eight,
twentieth, eighteen
proved
Removal
of
In
of In
Removal
Cimarron,
Apaches
appropriation
for
the
removal
the
of
Apaches
at
Cimarron,
New
band
the
of
appropriation for the removal
dians in
MexNewMexin New
at Fort Stanton, New dians
Mexico, to
the Mescalero
Apache Reservation
Reservation at
Mescalero Apache
to the
Mexico,
ico.
Mexico, requiring
Indians within
within thirty days after c
requiring the removal of said Indians
Mexico,
annuities
and
the passage
of the
the act,
forbidding the issue of rations
and forbidding
act, and
passage of
the
to said
said Indians,
Indians, except at
at the Mescalero Apache Agency, New Mexico,
to
be, and
the same
same is hereby,
hereby, repealed, and the Secretary of the Interior
Interior
and the
be,
Supplies to
to issue
issue
is authorized
and directed
directed to
to said
said Indians their supplies and Supplies
issue to
to issue
authorized and
is
at Abiquiu agency,
atAbiquiuagency,
Mexico.
New
Agency,
annuities at
at the
the Abiquiu Agency,
annuities
N. Mex.
Mex.
N.
Approved,
Approved, April 23, 1880.
and extend
act
to authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Treasury to
repair and
extend
to repair
of the
the Treasury
Secretary of
act to
the
building owned
owned by
the government
at Cleveland
Ohio.
Cleveland Ohio.
government at
by the
public building
the public

CHAP.
67.-An
CHAP. 67.-1n

April 24,
1880.
24, 1880.
April

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Public building
States
America in
building
the Treas- atPublic
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
Cleveland,
Ohio.
ury
be,
and
he
hereby
is,
authorized
and
directed
to
repair
and
extend,
EatClevensdion.
extend,
and
repair
to
Extension.
ury be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed
for
the use
use of
government offices
accordance
Cleveland, Ohio, in accordance
at Cleveland,
offices at
the government
of the
for the
with plans
plans and
and specifications
submitted by
by the
the Supervising
Supervising Architect of
specifications submitted
with
the Treasury,
Treasury, the
the government
government building
Ohio: Provided,
Provided, Cost, limited.
Cleveland Ohio:
at Cleveland
building at
the
Cost, limited.
The
cost
of
the
same
shall
not
exceed
one
hundred
and
fifty thousand Appropriation.
hundred
one
exceed
not
shall
same
the
of
cost
The
dollars, and
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as is
is necessary
hereby appro- Appopriation.
necessary is hereby
or so
sum or
this sum
and this
dollars,
priated
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Treasury not
in the
out of
priated out
Approved,
April 24, 1880.
Approved, April
act for
establishment of
land-office in
Montana.
of Montana.
Territory of
in the
the Territory
of aaland-office
the establishment
for the
CHAP. 7l.-An act

CHAP. 71.—An

April 30,
1880.
30, 1880.
April

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United Land district in
of the United
House of
it enacted
Be
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
portion of
of the
Land district in
Ter- Montana.
the Terthat portion
all that
That all
assembled, That
States of
ritory of
of Montana
Montana which
which lies
east of
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh range
east of Montana.
range east
of the
lies east
ritory
the principal
is not
not now
hereafter may be included
in District of the
included in
or hereafter
now or
which is
meridian which
principal meridian
the
any
reservation, be,
the same
same is
is hereby,
District of the
the Yellowstone.
designated as the
hereby, designated
and the
be, and
Indian reservation,
any Indian
at
district of
of the
the Yellowstone,
Yellowstone, and
district, Yelnd-office
Land- office at
land district,
separate land
constituted aa separate
and constituted
district
Miles
with
United States
States land-office
land-office at
at Miles
district.
City.
Miles City.
said district.
within said
City, within
Miles City,
a United
with a
Register and
and reSEC. 2.
President shall
receiver for
for said
said Register
re
and aareceiver
register and
appoint aaregister
shall appoint
The President
SEC. 2. The
ceiver.
office,
who
shall
be
entitled
to
such
compensation
as
is
now
provided
by
eeiver.
by
provided
now
is
as
office, who shall be entitled to such compensation
law, which
which compensation
from the
for
appropriated for
fund appropriated
the fund
paid from
be paid
shall be
compensation shall
law,
such
such purposes.
Approved, April 30,1880.
30, 1880.
Approved,
XX..1—.•-••••6
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CHAP. 72.-An
72.--An act
to authorize
authorize and
an expedition
to the
Seas.
Arctic Seas.
the Arctic
expedition to
equip an
and equip
act to
CHAP.

Be
it enacted
enacted
Be it

Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
and House
*jythe
the Senate

America in Congress assembled, That the President of the United
Expedition tto
o States
of America
States of
Expedition

the
seas.
the Arctic seas.
Temporary stascientifc
tion for
for scientific
observation.

States
States be, and he hereby is, authorized
authorized to establish
establish a
atemporary
temporary station
at
some
point
north
of
the
eighty-first
degree
of
north
latitude, on
on or
or
latitude,
north
of
degree
eighty-first
the
of
north
at some point
near the
shore of
of Lady
Bay, for
for purposes
purposes of
of scientific
observascientific observaFranklin Bay,
Lady Franklin
the shore
near
tion and
exploration, and
to develop
discover new whaling-grounds;
whaling-grounds;
or discover
develop or
and to
and exploration,
tion
to
detail such
such officers
officers or
or other
other persons
persons of
the public
public service
to take
part
take part
service to
of the
to detail
in the
same as
may be necessary
necessary,-,and who are willing to enlist for such
as may
the same
in
purpose,
fifty in
in number,
number, and
use any public vessel or
to use
and to
exceeding fifty
not exceeding
purpose, not
vessels
for the
purpose of
transporting the members
of transporting
the purpose
suitable for
be suitable
may be
that may
vessels that
of
said station
their necessary
for such
duty in
other duty
such other
and for
supplies, and
necessary supplies,
and their
station and
of said
time:
connection with
station as
required from time to tine:
may be required
as may
said station
with said
connection
Provided, That
President of
the United
accept
authorized to accept
is authorized
States is
United States
of the
the President
That the
Provided,
Provin.
Proviso.
expedition, the
Acceptance
Howgate, and fit out for the purposes
H. W. Howgate,
Acceptance from from
from El.
purposes of this expedition,
H. W. Howgate, steamship Guluare, which vessel
be returned to its owner when the
shall
vessel
which
Gulnare,
steamship
Howgato,
H
W.
of steamship
p objects of
the expedition
expedition shall
been accomplished
the
in the
when, in
or when
accomplished, t or
have been
shall have
objects of the
Guinan.
Gulnare.
Provided
opinion
the President,
President, its
longer required:
when,
required:
its services
services are no longer
of the
Pro ?i80.
opinion of
Proviso.
further,
United States
States shall-not
liable to
to any claim for combe liable
shallnot be
the United
That the
further, That
pensation in
deterioration of said vessel from
damage, or deterioration
in case of loss, damage,
pensation
for
any
whatever, nor be liable to any demand
demand .
for
manner whatever,
any cause, or in any manner
the
use or
or risk
risk of said vessel.
the use
Approved, May 1, 1880.
Approved,
May 3, 1880.
May

CHAP.
appropriations for
for the
service for
for the fiscal year
the naval service
making appropriations
act making
73.-An act
CHAP. 73.—An
ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, and for other purposes.
eighteen hundred
ending June

Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Appropriations. States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the following sums be, and
it Congress
America in
States of
Appropriations.
appropriated, to be paid out of any money in the
hereby, appropriated,
are hereby,
they are
the naval service of the govNaval service.
service.
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the
Treasury
Naval
ernment, for
for the
year ending
eighteen hundred and
thirtieth, eighteen
ending June thirtieth,
the year
ernment,
eighty-one,
other purposes:
purposes:
eighty-one, and for other
Navy active list.
For the pay of the Navy, for the active list, namely: One admiral,
Officers,
one
rear-admirals, eight
eight chiefs of bureau (comvice-admiral, twelve rear-admirals,
one vice-admiral,
Officers.
captains, ninety
modores), twenty-five
commodores, fifty captains,
ninety commanders,
twenty-five commodores,
modores),
eighty lieutenant-commanders,
lieutenants, one
lieutenant-commanders, two hundred and eighty lieutenants,
ensigns, forty-five
hundred masters,
masters, one hundred
hundred ensigns,
forty-five midshipmen,
midshipmen, fifteen
hundred
sixty-four
medical inspectors, fifty surgeons, sixty-four
medical directors,
directors, fourteen
fourteen medical
medical
twenty-seven assistant surgeons, twelve paypassed assistant surgeons, twenty-seven
thirteen pay-inspectors,
pay-inspectors, fifty paymasters, thirty passed assistdirectors, thirteen
ant
paymasters, twenty assistant paymasters,
paymasters, sixty-nine
sixty-nine chief engineers,
ant paymasters,
engineers,
ninety-six passed assistant
assistant engineers, forty-three assistant .engineers,
ninety-six
twenty-four chaplains,
chaplains, twelve professors
professors of mathematics,
mathematics, ten naval contwenty-four
assistant naval constructors, ten civil engineers, two
structors, five assistant
and
hundred
five warrant-officers,
warrant-officers, forty-two mates, two hundred and
hundred and
and five
fifty-four
additional for seventy-eight
seventy-eight cadet-midshipcadet-midshipmen, additional
fifty-four cadet-midshipmen,
additional for forty cadet-engicadet-engineers, additional
men at sea, ninety-eight
ninety-eight cadet-engineers,
hundred and thirteen thouiii all, three million nine hundred
neers when at sea; in
sand six hundred
hundred dollars.
Retired list
rear-admirals, twentynamely: For forty rear-admirals,
For pay of the retired list, namely:
Retired
Officers.
one
commodores, sixteen
lieufourteen lieucaptains, eleven
eleven commanders,
commanders, fourteen
one commodores,
sixteen captains,
ensigns,
tenant-commanders, seven lieutenants, thirteen masters, five ensigns,
tenant-commanders,
surgeon-generals, nineteen medical directors,
two midshipmen,
midshipmen, three surgeon-generals,
directors, one
medical inspector, two surgeons,
surgeons, four passed assistant surgeons,
surgeons, eight
eight
directors, one payassistant surgeons, two paymaster-generals,
paymaster-generals, five pay directors,
paymasters, two asinspector, three paymasters,
paymasters, two passed assistant paymasters,
sistant paymasters,
paymasters, seven chief engineers,
engineers, eighteen passed assistant
engineers, twenty-five assistant engineers,
engineers, seven
seven chaplains,
chaplains, six profesengineers,
sors of mathematics,
mathematics, three naval constructors,
constructors, nine boatswains,
boatswains, five gun-
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On. 73.
'73. 1880.
CH.

ners, thirteen carpenters,
carpenters, and
hundred and sixty
sailmakers, six hundred
eleven sailmakers,
and eleven
ners,
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
one thousand
officers
For pay
petty-officers, seamen,
seamen, ordinary
ordinary seamen,
seamen, landsmen,
landsmen, and
and Petty officers
to petty-officers,
pay to
For
and men.
men.
boys,
the Coast Survey and
engineers' force, and for the
in the engineers'
men in
including men
boys, including
service,
thousand two hundred and fifty; in all, two
eight thousand
not exceeding
exceeding eight
service, not
million
thousand dollars.
hundred and ninety thousand
three hundred
million three
Secretaries,
S
e c r e t a r i e s,
clerks to fleet-payVice-Admiral, clerks
the Admiral
Admiral and Vice-Admiral,
to the
For secretaries
secretaries to
paymasa y ma s clerks, p
sta- clerks,
masters, paymasters
inspections, navy-yards, and stapaymasters of vessels, clerks at inspections,
masters,
ters, extra pay, extions,
and extra
men enlisted
enlisted under
paye eters etra mileage,
ex- change,
honorable discharge; exunder honorable
pay to
to men
extra pay
tions, and
excess not
change
mileage, and
and for the
the payment
payment of any such officers
officers as may be excess
not, providchange and
and mileage,
for, andincrease
and increase
edfor,
in service,
active or retired list, during
during the year ending ed
either upon the active
service, either
in
pay.
of pay.
June
eighteen hundred and eighty-one, in excess of the nun- of
June thirtieth, eighteen
bers
provided for
increase of pay
for in this act, and for any increase
each class provided
bers for
for each
require.
arising
different duty,
the needs
may require,
service may
needs of the service
as the
duty, as
from different
arising from
four
thousand dollars;
dollars; and
Deficiency1 in
should the sums Deficiency
and should
seventy-five thousand
and seventy-five
hundred and
four hundred
pay from
e xu .e
from u
hereinbefore appropriated
appropriated for
officers on the active and pay
the pay of the officers
for the
hereinbefore
pended balances of
retired
lists
of
the
Navy
be
insufficient,
then
and
pendedbalancesof
the
Secin
that
case,
then,
and
be
insufficient,
retired lists of the Navy
other bureaus.
retary of
of the
Navy is
is hereby
a use
any and all balances
balances other bureaus.
use any
authorized to
hereby authorized
the Navy
retary
which may
other
Navy " from the other
of the Navy"
become due, to ""Pay of
or become
be due,
due, or
may be
which
bureaus
the department,
department, for that purpose.
bureaus of the
For
contingent expenses
expenses of
namely: For
For rent and furniture Contingent exthe Navy,
Navy, namely:
of the
For contingent
penses.
courts-martial penses.
of buildings
buildings and
and offices
expenses of courts-martial
navy-yards; expenses
not in navy-yards;
offices not
of
Sundries.
and
inquiry, boards
boards of
examining boards
boards, with Sundries.
investigation, examining
of investigation,
of inquiry,
courts of
and courts
clerks'
witnesses' fees, and traveling
expenses and costs; stationery
traveling expenses
and witnesses'
clerks' and
and recording;
of purchasing-paymasters
purchasing-paymasters' offices at the various
expenses of
recording; expenses
and
cities, including
clerks, furniture,
fuel, stationery,
incidental exand incidental
stationery, and
furniture, fuel,
including clerks,
cities,
penses;
newspapers and
and advertising;
advertising; foreign
foreign postage; telegraphing,
telegraphing,
penses; newspapers
foreign
and domestic;
domestic; copying;
copying; mail
and express
express wagons and livery and
mail and
foreign and
express
commissions, warrants, diplomas, and
of suits;
suits; commissions,
costs of
and costs
fees and
express fees
discharges;
relief of
vessels in
distress and
pilotage; recovery of valuand pilotage;
in distress
of vessels
discharges; relief
ables from
expenses; care
and transportation
transportation
care and
quarantine expenses;
shipwrecks; quarantine
from shipwrecks;
ables
of the
the dead;
dead; reports,
reports, professional
information from
and information
investigation and
professional investigation
of
Extraordinary
abroad;
and all
and extraordinary
expenses arising
arising Extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
emergencies, and
other emergencies,
all other
abroad; and
expenses.
at
home or
abroad, but
be anticipated
anticipated or
classified, one expenses.
or classified,
to be
impossible to
but impossible
or abroad,
at home
hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION.
BUREAU
For
foreign and
and local
pilotage and
towage of
or war,
forty-five
war, forty-five
ships of
of ships
and towage
local pilotage
For foreign
thousand dollars.
For
correcting compasses
compasses on board
board ship, and
in correcting
materials in
and materials
services and
For services
for
and testing
compasses on
on shore,
shore, three
thousand dollars.
dollars.
three thousand
testing compasses
adjusting and
for adjusting
For
and astronomical
nautical books,
books, maps,
maps,
instruments, nautical
astronomical instruments,
nautical and
For nautical
charts,
and sailing
directions, and
and repairs
of nautical
instruments for
for
nautical instruments
repairs of
sailing directions,
charts, and
ships of
war, nine
dollars.
thousand dollars.
nine thousand
of war,
ships
For
books for
for ships
war, two thousand
thousand dollars.
of war,
ships of
libraries for
for libraries
For books
For
signals and
and apparatus,
apparatus, namely,
signal-lights, lanterns,
lanterns, rockrocknamely, signal-lights,
Navy signals
For Navy
ets,
drawings, and
and engravings
engravings for
for signal-books,
signal-books, six
six thouthourunning-lights, drawings,
ets, running-lights,
sand
sand dollars.
dollars.
For
binnacles, tripods,
tripods, and
and other
appendother appendincluding binnacles,
compass-fittings, including
For compass-fittings,
ages of
ships' compasses,
compasses, three
thousand dollars.
dollars.
three thousand
of ships'
ages
For logs
and other
for measuring
the ship's
ship's way,
leads
and leads
way, and
measuring the
appliances for
other appliances
logs and
For
and
other appliances
appliances for
for sounding,
sounding, three
thousand dollars.
dollars.
three thousand
and other
For lanterns
lanterns and
lamps, and
and their
use on
general use
for general
appendages, for
their appendages,
and lamps,
For
board ship,
including those
the cabin,
and steerage,
steerage, for
for
wardroom, and
cabin, wardroom,
for the
those for
ship, including
board
the holds
for decks
decks and
use, five
five thouthouquartermasters' use,
and quartermasters'
spirit-room, for
and spirit-room,
holds and
the
sand dollars.
For bunting
and other
other materials
repairing
and repairing
making and
and making
flags, and
for flags,
materials for
bunting and
For
flags of
all kinds,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
four thousand
kinds, four
flags
of all
For
for ships
war other
than that
that used
the engineer
departengineer departfor the
used for
other than
of war
ships of
oil for
For oil
ment, candles
candles when
when used
substitute for
in binnacles
binnacles and
and runningrunningoil in
for oil
a substitute
as a
used as
ment,
lights, for
for chimneys
chimneys and
wicks, and
and soap,
soap, used
in navigation
department,
navigation department,
used in
and wicks,
lights,
twenty
thousand
dollars.
twenty thousand

Navigation and
and
Navigation
supplies.

pplies.
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commanders and
navigators of
war, and
and
For stationery for commanders
and navigators
of vessels
vessels of
of war,
dollars.
for use
use of courts-martial,
courts-martial, one
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
For musical instruments
instruments and
vessels of
of war,
war, one
one thousand
and music
music for
for vessels
thousand
dollars.
For steering-signals
steering-signals and indicators, and
gongs,
and for
for speaking-tubes
speaking-tubes and gongs,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
for signal communication
communication on board
board vessels
vessels of
of war, two
two thousand
Contingent
Contingent exes•
For contingent expenses of the Bureau
Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, namely:
namely: For
For
penses,
transportation of navigation
navigation materials;
penses.
freight and transportation
materials; postage and
and telegraphing on public business; advertising for
graphing
packing-boxes
for proposals;
proposals; packing-boxes
and materials;
materials; and all other contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Civil establishestablish - For the civil establishment, ten thousand four
four hundred
and seventeen
seventeen
hundred and
ment.
dollars
dollars and
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
cents.
Hydrographic.
For drawing,
drawing, engraving, and printing and
charts,
and photolithogTaphing
photolithographing charts,
purchase
purchase of chart
chart paper,
paper, correcting
correcting old plates, preparing
preparing and publishing
publishing
sailing
directions, and other hydrographic
hydrographic information,
information, forty thousand
sailing directions,
dollars.
office furniture; care of building and
For fuel and office
purand other labor;
labor; purchase of books for library, drawing materials, and other stationery;
stationery; postpostage, freight, and other contingent
contingent expenses, four
four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Survey of AmaAma - For preparing
preparing and publishing
publishing the survey of the Amazon and Madeira
zon
and Madeira
Rivers and
and approaches,
approaches eleven
eleven thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
in ,end
Madeira Rivers
Rivers.
Mexican
coast.
For
publishing the surveys of the Mexican
Mexican
preparing and publishing
Mexican coast in the
Pacific Ocean,
dollars.
Pacific
Ocean, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
Naval
Observa-- For expenses of Naval
Naval Observa
Naval Observatory,
Observatory, namely:
namely:
tory.
For pay of three assistant astronomers, at one thousand seven himhunProvio.
Proviso.
dred dollars each, five thousand one hundred dollars:
dollars: Provided,
That said
Provided, That
said
astronomers shall have each served
assistant astronomers
served four years continuously.
continuously.
For one clerk, at one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For wages
wages of one instrument-maker,
instrument-maker, three watchmen,
watchmen, one
one messenger,
messenger,
and one porter; for keeping grounds in order and repairs to buildings
and inclosures;
inclosures; for fuel, light, and office
office furniture;
furniture; chemicals
chemicals for battebatteries, and for stationery, freight, and all other contingent expenses, twelve
thousand dollars.
meteorological obserFor reducing and transcribing
transcribing astronomical and meteorological
vations for publication,
publication, two thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
dollars.
For professional books and periodicals
periodicals for library, one thousand del
dol
lars.
For solar and stellar photography, one thousand dollars.
Distribution.
Distribution.
For payment to the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution
Institution for freight on Observatory
publications for eighteen
publications
eighteen hundred and eighty, to be shipped in eighteen
eighteen
hundred and eighty, two hundred and thirty-six dollars and twenty-five
twenty-five
cents.
For payment
payment to the Smithsonian Institution for freight on Observatory
Observatory
publications for eighteen hundred and eighty-one, to be shipped to
to
foreign
foreign countries in eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty-one, two
two hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-six dollars and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
cents.
For one micrometer for the twenty-six
twenty-six inch telescope, three hundred
hundred
and fifty dollars.
For engravings
photographic observations
engravings to illustrate
illustrate report on photographic
observations of
of
the transit of Mercury, three hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
dollars.
For photographic
photographic apparatus,
apparatus, five hundred dollars.
Nautical AlmaAlmaNautical
For expenses
expenses of Nautical
Almanac:
Nautical
Almanac:
nac.
For pay of computers
computers and clerks for preparing for publication
the
publication the
American
American Ephemeris
Ephemeris and Nautical
Nautical Almanac,
Almanac, nineteen
nineteen thousand
thousand dollars.
Contingent
CX
Contingent ex
For rent, fuel, labor, stationery, boxes, expresses,
expresses, books, and miscelperuses.
ponses.
laneous
laneous items, one thousand five hundred dollars.
For improving the tables of the planets, two thousand
thousand dollars.
BUREAU. OF ORDNANCE.
ORDNANCE.

Ordnance and
Ordnance
ordnance
stores.
ordnance stores.

necessary in carrying on
fuel, tools, and materials
materials of all kinds necessary
theFor
current daily work of the mechanical branches of
the ordnance
the current daily work of the mechanical branches
of the
ordnance
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department
at the
the several
several navy-yards, magazines, and stations, fifty
department at
thousand dollars.
navy-yards, magazines, and stations in fitting
labor at all the navy-yards,
For labor
ships
for sea
preserving ordnance
ordnance material, one hundred and
in preserving
sea and in
ships for
twenty-five thousand dollars.
magazines, gun-parks,
For
necessary repairs
to ordnance
buildings, magazines,
gun-parks,
ordnance buildings,
repairs to
For necessary
boats,
lighters, wharves,
machinery, and other necessaries
necessaries of the like
wharves, machinery,
boats, lighters,
character, fifty thousand dollars.
character,
For
items, namely, for freight to foreign and home stamiscellaneous items,
For miscellaneous
cartage and
tions, advertising
advertising and
auctioneers' fees, cartage
and express
express charges,
and auctioneersa
tions,
repairs to
and water pipes, gas and water tax at magfire-engines; gas and
to fire-engines;
repairs
azines, toll,
toll, ferriage,
ferriage, foreign
thousand
foreign postage, and telegrams, three thousand
azines,
dollars.
For the
establishment, eleven
eleven thousand
eight hundred
hundred and Civil establishestablishthousand eight
civil establishment,
the civil
For
ment.
eighty-six
dollars
and
twenty-five
cents.
cents.
twenty-five
and
eighty-six dollars
thousand dollars; Torpedo
For the
Torpedo Corps,
Corps, namely:
namely: For
Torpedo Corps.
labor, fifteen thousand
For labor,
the Torpedo
For
material, ten
freight and express
express charges,
charges, five hunthousand dollars; freight
ten thousand
material,
dred
dollars; general
repairs to
to grounds,
buildings, wharves,
wharves, and
and boats,
grounds, buildings,
general repairs
dred dollars;
five
general torpedo experiments,
experiments,
instruction and general
thousand dollars; and instruction
five thousand
sixty-four thousand
thousand five
five hundred
all, ninety-five
ninety-five thousand
hundred dollars; in all,
sixty-four
dollars.
on
'
For the
the completion
completion of
of the
experiments on the Alarm,
Alarm, Experiments
Experiments on
torpedo-boat experiments
the torpedo-boat
- For
Alarm.
twenty
thousand dollars,
same to
the Alarm.
immediately available.
to be immediately
the same
dollars, the
twenty thousand

RECRUITING
BUREAU OF EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT AND RECRUITING
BUREAU
For
of vessels:
for steamers'
ships use, Equipment
Equipment and
steamers' and ships'
coal for
For coal
vessels: For
equipment of
For equipment
recruiting.
hemp,
including
expenses
of
transportation;
storage,
and
handling;
recruiting.
handling;
and
storage,
transportation;
of
expenses
including
wire, and
and other
other materials
materials for
the manufacture
manufacture of
cordage,
rope i hides, cordage,
of rope;
for the
wire,
canvas, leather;
leather; iron
for manufacture
cables, anchors, galleys, and
manufacture of cables,
iron for
canvas,
cooking-stoves; boatchains; furniture,
furniture, wood,
wood, hose, bake-ovens, and cooking-stoves;
chains;
apparatus for
detaching apparatus;
heating apparatus
for
life-rafts for monitors; heating
apparatus; life-rafts
detaching
equipping vessels and
receiving-ships; and
and for
for the
payment of labor in equipping
the payment
receiving-ships;
manufacture
of equipment
equipment articles
articles in
several navy-yards, eight hunthe several
in the
manufacture of
dred
thousand dollars.
dred thousand
exContingent exFor
contingent expenses
Bureau of
Recruiting, Contingent
Equipment and Recruiting,
of Equipment
the Bureau
of the
expenses of
For contingent
receiving-ships; penses.
namely:
of recruiting
recruiting and fitting up receiving-ships;
Penses•
expenses of
For expenses
namely: For
transportation of equipextra
training-ships; freight
freight and transportation
of training-ships;
expenses of
extra expenses
ment stores;
stores; transportation
of enlisted
enlisted men
adverboys; printing, adverand boys
men and
transportation of
ment
charges;
express
tising,
telegraphing;
books
models;
stationery;
express charges;
stationery;
models;
and
books
tising, telegraphing;
internal-alterations,
equipment buildings
buildings at
at
in equipment
appliances in
and appliances
fixtures, and
internal-alterations, fixtures,
the several
several navy-yards;
foreign postage;
ferriage, ice;
ice;
tickets, ferriage,
car tickets,
postage; car
navy-yards; foreign
the
apprehension of
deserters; assistance
distress; continuouscontinuousto vessels in distress;
assistance to
of deserters;
apprehension
including
service certificates
certificates and
badges for enlisted men, including
conduct badges
good conduct
and good
service
purchase of
of school-books
school-books for
training-ships and
and extra medals
medals for boys,
for training-ships
purchase
fifty-five
thousand dollars.
fifty-five thousand
For the
civil establishment,
two hundred
hundred and fiftyC ivil establishfifty- Civil
thousand two
eighteen thousand
establishment, eighteen
the civil
For
ment.
one dollars
seventy-five cents.
and seventy-five
dollars and
one
men t .

BUREAU OF
DOCKS.
AND DOCKS.
YARDS AND
OF YARDS
BUREAU

d
For general
maintenance of
of yards
and docks,
freight D
Docks
o k s aanad
For freight
namely: For
docks, namely:
yards and
general maintenance
For
and transportation
stores; books,
books, models,
models, maps, and
and yards.
and stores;
materials and
of materials
transportation of
and
drawings; purchase
purchase and
Bre-engines; machinery,
and patent
patent
machinery, and
of fire-engines;
repair of
and repair
drawings;
rights
the same;
same; repairs
repairs on
on steam
steam fire-engines,
fire-engines, and
and attendance
attendance
use the
to use
rights to
on
the same;
and maintenance
of oxen
and horses,
driving
and driving
horses, and
oxen and
maintenance of
purchase and
same; purchase
on the
teams,
carts,
and
timber
wheels
for
use
in
the
navy-yards,
and
tools and
and
tools
and
navy-yards,
the
in
use
for
wheels
teams, carts, and timber
repairs
of the
dredging; postage;
postage; and
telegrams; furniture
furniture for
for
and telegrams;
same;5dredging;
the same
repairs of
government
and offices
offices in
in the
navy-yards; coal
coal and
other fuel;
fuel;
and other
the navy-yards;
houses and
government houses
candles,
and gas;
gas; cleaning
clearing up
and care of public
public
yards, and
up yards,
and clearing
cleaning and
oil, and
candles, oil,
buildings; attendance
for
apparatus; for
and apparatus;
fire-engines and
lights; fire-engines
fires: lights;
on fires;
attendance on
buildings;
clerical
and
incidental
labor
at
navy-yards;
water-tax,
and
for
toll
and
and
toll
for
and
water-tax,
navy-yards;
clerical and incidental labor at
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ferriages; pay
pay of
of the
in the
awnings and
for awnings
and
ferriages;
the watchmen
watchmen in
the navy-yards;
navy-yards; and for
packing-boxes, four
hundred and
packing-boxes,
four hundred
and forty
forty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Contingent exFor contingent expenses
expenses that may arise
arise at navy-yards
navy-yards and stations;
stations,
penses.
penses.
twenty thousand dollars.
Ciyil establishestablishFor the civil establishment,
hundred and
establishment, thirty-seven
thirty-seven thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
ment.
men .t
six dollars and twenty-five cents.
At
Naval Asylum,
For superintendsuperintendNaval Asylum
Asylum at
Naval
At the
the Naval
Asylum, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: For
Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.
ent, six hundred
hundred dollars; steward, four hundred and eighty dollars;
dollars;
matron,
hundred and
two hundred
huP.dred and
forty
matron, three
three hundred
and sixty
sixty dollars;
dollars; cook,
cook, two
and forty
dollars; two
one hundred
each;
dollars;
two assistant
assistant cooks,
cooks, one
hundred and
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight dollars
dollars each;
chief laundress,
one hundred
and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars;
dollars; four
four laundresses,
laundresses,
chief
laundress, one
hundred and
at
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight dollars
dollars each;
scrubbers and waiters,
waiters,
each; eight scrubbers
at one
at
hundred and
sixty-eight dollars
hundred
each; six
six laborers, at two
two hundred
at one
one hundred
and sixty-eight
dollars each;
three hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars each;
each; stable-keeper
stable-keeper and driver,
driver, three
and
dollars; master-at-arms,
sixtydollars;
master-at-arms, four hundred
hundred and eighty dollars; corporal,
dollars; barber,
dollars; carthree hundred dollars;
barber, three hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars;
carpenter,
hundred and
forty-five dollars;
water-rent and
and gas,
gas, two
penter, eight
eight hundred
and forty-five
dollars; water-rent
two
thousand dollars;
car-tickets, two hundred
thousand
dollars; ice,
ice, two hundred
hundred dollars; car-tickets,
and
cemetery and
headstones, and
expenses, headstones,
and digging
fifty dollars;
dollars; cemetery
and burial
burial expenses,
and fifty
graves,
hundred and
and fifty dollars; improvement
improvement of grounds, five
five
graves, three
three hundred
hundred dollars; repairs and preservation
painting, and
hundred
preservation of all kinds, painting,
for grates, furnaces,
repairs of furniture, four
furnaces, ranges,
ranges, furniture, and repairs
four
thousand five hundred
beneficiaries, fortythousand
hundred dollars;
dollars; and
and for
for support of
of beneficiaries,
three thousand five hundred
dollars; in all, fifty-nine thousand
thousand three
hundred dollars;
three
Paid from inin- hundred
income
hundred and nine dollars; which sum shall be paid out of the income

come of
naval pencome
ofnaval
pension fund.

from the
the naval-pension
naval-pension fund
from
fund

BUREAU
MEDICINE AND SURGERY.
BUREAU OF MEDICINE
For support of the medical department,
department, for surgeons' necessaries
necessaries for
for
commission, navy-yards,
vessels in commission,
navy-yards, naval stations, Marine
Marine Corps, and
and
Survey, forty-five
forty-five thousand
Coast Survey,
thousand dollars.
Maintenance
Maintenance of For the naval-hospital
naval-hospital fund, namely: For maintenance
maintenance of the naval
certain naval hoscertain naval hos-hospitals
hospitals at Portsmouth, New Hampshire;
Hampshire; Chelsea, Massachusetts;
Massachusetts;
pitals.
pitas
Brooklyn, New York;
Pennsylvania; Annapolis,
Annapolis, MaryBrooklyn,
York; Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Maryland; Washington, District of Columbia; Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia
Virginia ;
- Pensacola,
Florida; Mare
Mare Island, California; and Yokohama, Japan, fifty thousand
thousand
dollars.
Contingent exContingent
contingent expenses of the bureau: For freight on medical stores;
For contingent
stores;
penses.
penses.
transportation of
of insane
government hospital;
transportation
insane patients
patients to the government
hospital; advertising; telegraphing;
expenses attending
telegraphing; purchase of books;
books; expenses
attending the
the medical
medical
board of examiners; purchase
purchase and repair of wagons, harness;
harness 5purchase
garden-tools, and seeds, fifteen thouand feed of horses and cows; trees, garden-tools,
sand dollars.
Repairs.
Repairs.
For necessary
necessary repairs of naval laboratory,
laboratory, naval hospitals, and appendages, including roads, wharves,
wharves, out-houses, sidewalks,
sidewalks, fences, gardens,
farms, and cemeteries,
cemeteries, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
Civil establishestablish- For the civil establishment at the several naval
naval hospitals, navy-yards,
navy-yards,
ments.
ments.
naval laboratory,
laboratory, and
and Naval
Naval Academy:
Academy: For
the maintenance
maintenance of the
naval
For the
several naval hospitals and naval
naval laboratory, navy-yards,
navy-yards, and
and Naval
Naval
Academy, forty thousand dollars.
Academy,
dollars.
Medicine and
Medicine
surgery.
surgery.

BUREAU OF PROVISIONS
BTTREAU
PROVISIONS AND
AND CLOTHING.
Provisions
Provisions

and
and

For provisions for the seamen and marines; commuted rations for
for
officers,
officers, seamen,
seamen, and marines; expenses
expenses of the handling
handling and transportation of provisions;
provisions; of inspections
inspections and storehouses; and for purchase
Commutation
Commutation of
of of water for ships, and for provisions and commutation of rations for
rations for boys.
thousand dolhundred and fifty boys, one million two hundred thousand
rations for boy.
seven hundred
Proviso.
Proviso.
lars: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy may substitute
substitute for the
ration of "two
desiccated potatoes"
"two ounces of desiccated
potatoes" six ounces of desiccated
desiccated
tomatoes
conducive to the
tomatoes if he shall believe
believe such substitution
substitution to be conducive

clothing.
clothing.
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health and
of the
the Navy,
Navy, and not to be more expensive
expensive to the
comfort of
and comfort
health
government
than the
present ration, provided the same shall be acceptthe present
government than
able
to the
In the event the Secretary
such
Secretary of the Navy orders such
men. In
the men.
able to
desicsubstitution
he is
is authorized
have sold at public auction any desicto have
authorized to
substitution he
cated potatoes
potatoes on
on hand,
proceeds of which sale shall be used in the
the proceeds
hand, the
cated
purchase
of desiccated
tomatoes for the use of the Navy.
desiccated tomatoes
purchase of
exFor contingent
For freight
freight on
shipments, except provisions, Contingent ox.
on shipments,
expenses: For
contingent expenses:
For
penses.
candles, fuel;
fuel; books
blanks; stationery;
stationery; advertising and commis- penses.
and blanks;
books and
candles,
sions
on sales;
sales; foreign
foreign postage,
postage, telegrams, and express charges; toll,
sions on
ferriages, and
and car-tickets;
car-tickets; and
and yeomen's
yeomen's stores, iron safes, ice, newsferriages,
papers, and
incidental expenses
expenses absolutely
absolutely necessary, sixty thousand
and incidental
papers,
dollars.
For
civil establishment,
four hundred
hundred and eleven Civil establishthousand four
twelve thousand
establishment, twelve
For civil
dollars
and
fifty
cents.
ment.
cents.nt.
fifty
and
dollars
BUREAU- OF
OF CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR.
BUREAU
Construction
For preservation
preservation of
stocks and
purchase of Construction
and in ordinary, purchase
the stocks
on the
vessels on
of vessels
For
and repair.
repair.
and
foreign
on
materials
labor in
navy-yards and
in navy-yards
kinds; labor
all kinds;
of all
stores of
and stores
materials and
and
tear,
tools;
stations;
preservation
of
materials;
purchase
of
wear,
and
purchase
materials;
of
preservation
stations;
protection of the Navy
repair of
of vessels
vessels afloat,
afloat, and
and for
for general
general care and protection
repair
in
the
line
of
construction
and
repair;
and
incidental
expenses, namely,
incidental
and
repair;
and
construction
of
line
the
in
advertising and
and foreign
postage, one
thousand
million five hundred thousand
one million
foreign postage,
advertising
dollars.
dollars.
Civil establish.
Civil establish.
dol- ment.
For the
civil establishment,
forty thousand
thousand one
hundred and five dolone hundred
establishment, forty
the civil
For
lars and
cents.
seventy-five cents.ent.
and seventy-five
lars

BUREAU OF
STEAM-ENGINEERING.
OF STEAM-ENGINEERING.
BUREAU
For repairs and preservation
in vessels
the
Steam-engineerSteai-engineeron the
vessels on
boilers in
and boilers
machinery and
of machinery
For repairs and preservation of
111g.
stocks
and
in
ordinary;
purchase
and
preservation
of
materials
ni
g
.
and
materials
all
of
preservation
and
purchase
ordinary;
in
stocks and
stores;
and repair
repair of
of machinery
machinery and tools in the navyfitting, and
purchase, fitting,
stores; purchase,
yards
and stations;
stations; wear,
tear, and
repair of
of machinery
machinery and
boilers of
and boilers
and repair
wear, tear.
yards and
naval vessels;
incidental
expenses,
such
as
foreign
postages,
telegrams,
telegrams,
postages,
foreign
as
such
naval vessels; incidental expenses,
advertising, freight,
thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
eight hundred
freight, eight
advertising,
03 For contingencies, such
instruments and
and materials
for draftingdrafting- penses.
Contingent
Contingent exmaterials for
as instruments
contingencies, such as
For
room,
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
one
room,
For the
civil establishment,
twenty thousand
thousand and
thirty-eight dollars.
dollars. ment.
Civil
civil establishand thirty-eight
establishment, twenty
the civil
For
NAVAL
ACADEMY.
NAVAL ACADEMY.
Naval Academy.

For pay of professors and others: For
two professors
professors (heads
depart- Naval
Academy.
of departProfessors,
as(heads of
For two
pay of professors and others:
For
ments), namely: one of drawing
and
one
of
modern
languages,
at
two sistants,
asofficials,
Professors,
at two
languages,
modern
of
namely: one of drawing and one
ments)
messengers,
thousand five
hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; four
namely: one
one of
oessengers,
clseris,
of clerics,
professors, namely:
four professors,.
thousand five hundred
laborers, and muphysics
(
assistant), one
laborers, and mu(assist- sicians.
Spanish (assistof Spanish
one of
chemistry (assistant),
of chemistry
one of
(assistant), one
physics (assistant),
ant), and one of English studies,
studies, history,
and
law
(assistant),
at
two
history, and law (assistant), at two sicians.
English
of
one
and
ant),
thousand two hundred dollars
each; six assistant professors, namely:
thousand two hundred dollars each; six assistant professors, namely:
four of French,
one
of
English
and laws,
laws, and
of
one of
and one
history, and
studies, history,
four of French, one of English studies,
drawing,
at one
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred dollars
each; swordmaster,
swordmaster, at
dollars each;
thousand eight
at
drawing,
one thousand five hundred
dollars, and two assistants, at
one thousand
thousand
at one
one thousand five hundred dollars, and twoatassistants,
dollars each; boxing-master and gymnast, at
hundred
two hundred
thousand two
one thousand
and gymnast, one
boxing-master
each;
dollars
dollars; •
and assistant librarian, at one thousand four hundred dollars;
dollars;
four hundred
onethousand
thousandeight
atone
and assistant librarian,
dollars;
secretary of the Naval Academy,
hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
thousand eight
of the Naval Academy, one
secretary
three clerks to superintendent, at
at one
one thousand
two
hundred
dollars,
dollars,
hundred
two
thousand
clerks to superintendent,
three
one thousand dollars, and
eight
hundred
dollars
respectively;
one
clerk
clerk
one
;
respectively
one thousand dollars, and eight hundred dollars
to commandant of
cadets,
one
paymaster,
to paymaster,
clerk to
one clerk
dollars; one
thousand dollars;
one thousand
cadets,
of
commandant
to
one thousand dollars; one dentist, one thousand six
hundred dollars;
dollars;
six hundred
dollars; one dentist, one thousand
one
one thousand
baker, six hundred dollars; one mechanic in
in department
physics
of physics
department of
baker, six hundred dollars; one mechanic
one
and chemistry, six hundred dollars;
and
hundred and
two hundred
messman, two
one messman,
six hundred dollars; one
chemistry,
and
eighty-eight dollars; one
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
dollars
hundred and
three hundred
cook, three
eighty-eight dollars; one cooki
and fifty cents; one messenger to
six hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
six
superintendent,
one messenger to superintendent,
fifty cents;
and armorer,
one
five hundred and twenty-nine dollars
dollars and
fifty
one
cents; one
fifty cents;
and
and twenty-nine
hundred
five
armorer,
one
gunner's mate, four hundred and sixty-nine dollars and fifty cents, and
gunner's mate, four hundred and sixty-nine dollars and fifty cents, and
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one
quarter-gunner, four
four hundred
and nine
nine dollars
dollars and
and. fifty
fifty cents;
one quarter-gunner,
hundred and
cents;
one
cockswain, four
four hundred
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents;
cents; one
one cockswain,
hundred and
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine dollars
one
seaman
the department
of seamanship,
one seaman
seaman in
the department
seaman in
in the
department of
seamanship, one
in the
department
of
astronomy, and
seaman in
in the
the department
of physics
chemof astronomy,
and one
one seaman
department of
physics and
and chemistry, at
hundred and
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents
cents each;
istry,
at three
three hundred
and forty-nine
forty-nine dollars
each; one
one
bandmaster,
hundred and
twenty-eight dollars;
twenty-one firstfirstand twenty-eight
dollars; twenty-one
bandmaster, five
five hundred
class
at three
three hundred
forty-eight dollars
dollars each;
each; seven
seven
hundred and
and forty-eight
class musicians,
musicians, at
second-class
each; in
in all,
all, fifty-four
fifty-four
musicians, at
at three
three hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
second-class musicians,
thousand
three hundred
seventy-six dollars.
dollars.
thousand three
hundred and
and seventy-six
Captain
watchmen and
Captain of
of the
the watch
watch and
and weigher, at
at
C
a p t a i n or
o r Pay
Pay of watchmen
and others: Captain
watel,
w$atchmel, two dollars and fifty cents per day; four watchmen,
watel, watchinet,
watchmen, at two dollars per
per
and ri..echanies.
mechanics.
day; foreman
foreman of
of the
and steam-heating
steam-heating works,
five dollars
per
and
.echaie
the gas
gas and
works, at
at five
dollars per
diem;
ten attendants
at gas
gas mid
steam-heating works
of academy,
academy, one
one
works of
attendants at
and steam-heating
diem; ten
at
one at
two dollars
and fifty
fifty cents,
cents, and
and eight
at two
two doldoleight at
at two
dollars and
at three
three dollars
dollars,; one
lars
per day
one steam-pipe
steam-pipe fitter,
hundred and
and thirty
dolthirty dolfitter, seven
seven hundred
day each;
each; one
lars per
lars;
foreman of
joiners, one foreman
foreman of painters, and one foreman
foreman
of joiners,
lars; one
one foreman
of masons, at three dollars and fifty cents per day each; two joiners,
one
and one
mason, at
and fifty
fifty cents
cents per
day each;
per day
each;
one painter,
painter, and
one mason,
at two
two dollars
dollars and
one
dollars and
and fifty
and one
one backsmith,
backsmith, at
at two dollars
one tinner,
tinner, one gas-fitter, and
cents
twenty-four thousand
thousand four hundred and fiftycents per
per day
day each;
each; in all, twenty-four
five dollars.
Mechanics at
Mechanics
ardd Pay of mechanics
mechanics and others:
two
others: One mechanic at workshop, at two
laborers.
laborers.
twenty-five cents per diem; one master-laborer,
master-laborer, to keep pubpubdollars and twenty-five
grounds in order,
twenty-eight cents per diem;
at two dollars
dollars and twenty-eight
lic grounds
order, at
fourteen
fourteen laborers, to
to assist
assist in same, three at two dollars per diem each
and
laborer to
to
and eleven at one
one dollar and fifty cents
cents per
per diem each;
each; one laborer
superintend quarters of cadet-midshipmen
cadet-midshipmen and public
superintend
public grounds, at
at two
two
dollars
attendants at recitation-rooms,
recitation-rooms, library, paymaster's
paymaster's
dollars per diem; six
six attendants
office, chapel and offices,
offices, and store, at twenty dollars per month each;
each;
attend to
to quarters
quarters of cadet-'midcadet-midtwenty servants,
servants, to keep
keep in
in order and attend
--shipmen
shipmen and public buildings,
each; in all,
all,
buildings, at twenty dollars per month each;
hundred and
ninety-five
sixteen thousand eight hundred
and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars
dollars and ninety-five
cents.
Employ6s
deEmployes in de.
For pay of employees
steam-enginery: For masemployees in the department
department of steam-enginery:
partment
steam- ter-machinist,
partnment of
ofsteampattern-maker, at three dollars and fifty
ter-machinist, boiler-maker,
boiler-maker, and pattern-maker,
enginery.
enginery.
cents per day each; two machinists, one blacksmith,
blacksmith, and one moulder,
at two dollars and fifty cents per diem each;
each; and two laborers, at one
thousand five
dollar and fifty
fifty cents per
per diem each;
each; in all, eight
eight thousand
five hunhunseventy-seven dollars and fifty
dred and
and seventy-seven
fifty cents.
cents.
Repairs, buildFor necessary
necessary repairs of public buildings, pavements, wharves, and
ings,
grounds. walls inclosing the grounds of the Naval Academy, and for improvements
ings, and,
and grounds.
improvements
thousand dollars.
and furniture and fixtures, twenty-one
twenty-one thousand
dollars.
For fuel, and for heating and lighting the academy
academy and school-ships,
seventeen
seventeen thousand
thousand dollars.
Contingent exFor contingent expenses,
expenses, Naval Academy:
Academy: For purchase
purchase of books
penses.
penses.
for the library, two thousand dollars.
For stationery,
stationery, blank books, models, maps, and so forth, and for textbooks for use of instructors, two thousand dollars.
Board of Visitors.
BoardofVisitors.
For expenses
expenses of
the Board
of the
Board of
the Naval
Naval Academy, two
of Visitors
Visitors to
to the
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand
Physics and
and
Physics
chemicals, apparatus,
For purchase
purchase of cheinicals,
apparatus, and instruments,
instruments, in the dechemistry.
chemistry.
partment of physics and chemistry, and for repairs of the same, two
thousand five hundred dollars.
Machinery and
Machinery
For purchase
purchase of gas and steam machinery;
machinery; steam-pipe
steam-pipe and fittings;
fittings;
curreut
curreot expenses.
expenses. rent of building for the use of the academy;
academy; freight; cartage; water;
water;
music; musical and astronomical
astronomical instruments;
uniforms for the bandsinstruments; uniforms
bandsmaintenance of teams;
men; telegraphing;
telegraphing and for feed and maintenance
teams; and for
for
the current
current expenses and repairs of all kinds; and for incidental
incidental labor
labor
and expenses
appropriation, thirty-four
expenses not applicable to any other appropriation,
thirty-four
thousand
thousand six
six hundred
hundred dollars.
For stores in the department
department of steam-enginery, eight hundred
hundred dollars.
For materials
steam-machinery, one
dollars.
materials for repairs
repairs in
in steam-machinery,
one thousand dollars.
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MARINE CORPS.
MARINE

For pay of officers
officers on the active
active list, as follows: One colonel corn
corn- Marine Corps.
Officerson
thou- lisO
mandant, four thousand
colonel, four thouc fficers on active
five hundred dollars; one colonel,
thousand five
mandant,
sand five
lieutenant-colonels, eight thousand
thousand dol- list.
five hundred dollars; two lieutenant-colonels,
sand
lars; one adjutant and inspector and one quartermaster, at three thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars each, and one paymaster, at three thousand dollars
per
annum, ten thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; four majors, fourteen thousand dolper annum,
lars; two assistant
assistant quartermasters, one at two thousand four hundred
dollars and one at two thousand
thousand six hundred dollars per annum, five
thousand dollars; three captains,
captains, at two thousand five hundred and
thousand three hundred
twenty dollars each, and seventeen at two thousand
hundred and
forty
forty-seven thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred and
dollars each per annum, forty-seven
forty dollars
forty dollars; thirty first-lieutenants,
fourteen at one thousand nine
first-lieutenants, fourteen
hundred and fifty dollars, twelve
twelve at one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
hundred
and four at one thousand
thousand six hundred and fifty dollars each per annum,
second-lieutenants,
fifty-five
dollars;• fifteen second-lieutenants,
five hundred dollars
thousand five
fifty-five thousand
thousand five hundred and forty dollars and three at one
at one thousand
twelve at
annum, twenty-two thousand
thousand four
four hundred dollars each per annum
thousand
seventy-one
six hundred and eighty dollars; in all, one hundred and seventy-one
thousand five hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
thousand
list.
Pay of
of officers
brigadier-general, four Retired
Retired list.
For one brigadier-general,
list: For
retired list:
the retired
on the
officers on
Pay
thousand one
twenty-five dollars; one colonel, three
and twenty-five
one hundred
hundred and
thousand
thousand
three hundred
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars; one lieutenantthousand three
thousand dollars; three majors, two at two thousand
thousand
three thousand
colonel, three
twenty-five dollars each and one at two thousand
thousand
hundred and twenty-five
six hundred
hundred
and fifty dollars per annum, seven thousand five hundred
hundred and
two hundred
dollars; one
hundred dollars;
thousand one hundred
quartermaster, two thousand
assistant quartermaster,
one assistant
dollars;
two
one at
at one
hundred and twenty dollars, and
six hundred
thousand six
one thousand
captains, one
two captains,
one
at one
one thousand
thousand three
hundred and fifty dollars per annum, two
three hundred
one at
first-lieutenants, two
thousand
hundred and seventy dollars; two first-lieutenants,
nine hundred
thousand nine
thousand
hundred dollars; three second-lieutenants,
second-lieutenants, one at one
seven hundred
thousand seven
thousand
one hundred
hundred and fifty-five
thousand
fifty-five dollars and two at one thousand
thousand one
and
dollars per
each, three
hundred and fiftythousand two hundred
three thousand
annum each,
per annum
fifty dollars
and fifty
twenty-five dollars.
five
dollars; in
all, twenty-nine
twenty-nine thousand and twenty-five
in all,
five dollars;
Non-commisPay
of non-commissioned
officers, musicians,
musicians, and
and privates: For one Non-commisnon-commissioned officers,
Pay of
mumusergeant-major, siond officers,
leader of
the band,
band, one thousand
thousand and eighty dollars; one sergeant-major,
of the
leader
and

one quartermaster-sergeant, and
one drum
major, one
and sictans,
sioned
sicians,officers, pri one thousand
thousand and
drum-major,
quartermaster-sergeant, and one
one
vates. a:d 1 i-

eighty dollars:
dollars ;fifty
hundred vats.
two hundred
thousand two
sixteen thousand
first-sergeants, sixteen
fifty first-sergeants,
eighty
seventeen dollars
dollars; one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty sergeants,
sergeants, ninety at seventeen
dollars;
and fifty
at twenty-two
month each, thirty-one thousand
per month
dollars per
twenty-two dollars
fifty at
and
five
hundred and
sixty dollars;
dollars; one
hundred and
one
eighty corporals, one
and eighty
one hundred
and sixty
five hundred
hundred
and thirty
at fifteen
fifteen dollars
and fifty
fifty at twenty dollars per
dollars and
thirty at
hundred and
month each,
thirty-five thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars; thirty musicians,
thousand four
each, thirty-five
month
seven at
at forty
dollars, eight
at twenty-six
twenty-six dollars,
and fifteen at
at twentydollars, and
eight at
forty dollars,
seven
three
dollars per
month each,
each, nine
nine thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and ninetyninetyhundred and
per month
three dollars
six dollars;
dollars; ninety-six
and fifers, seventeen
seventeen thousand seven
drummers and
ninety-six drummers
six
hundred
dollars; one thousand
thousand five hundred privates,
thirty-six dollars;
and thirty-six
hundred and
six
hundred at
thirteen dollars,
dollars, five
hundred at
and four
dollars, and
sixteen dollars,
at sixteen
five hundred
at thirteen
six hundred
hundred at
eighteen dollars
per month
month each,
each, two hundred and
and seventyhundred
dollars per
at eighteen
hundred
six
thousand dollars;
three hundred
thousand
eighty-nine thousand
and eighty-nine
hundred and
all, three
in all,
dollars; in
six thousand
and fifty-two
dollars.
fifty-two dollars.
and
For ten
clerks and
messengers, fifteen
seven hundred
Cl erks, messeumessenand Clerls,
hundred and
thousand seven
fifteen thousand
two messengers,
and two
ten clerks
For
fifteen dollars;
dollars; payments
payments to
to discharged
discharged soldiers
soldiers for
for clothing
undrawn,, gers,
discharged
lischarge
gers
clothing undrawn
fifteen
twenty thousand
thousand dollars;
traveling under
soldiers, &.
solders
orders&c.
under orders
of officers
officers traveling
transportation of
dollars; transportation
twenty
without
troops, eight
thousand dollars;
commutation of quarters
quarters for
dollars; commutation
eight thousand
without troops,
officers where
are no
public buildings,
dollars; in
in
thousand dollars;
ten thousand
buildings, ten
no public
there are
where there
officers
all,
fifty-three thousand
seven hundred
fifteen dollars.
and fifteen
hundred and
thousand seven
all, fifty-three
For provisions,
provisions, sixty-seven
eighty doldo!- 'Provisions.
Provisions.
and eighty
hundred and
seven hundred
thousand seven
sixty-seven thousand
For
lars
cents.
lars and fifty cents.
Cotaing.
For clothing,
clothing, sixty-nine
sixty-nine thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine
seventy-nine doldol- Cothing.
For
tars
and
fifty
cents.
lars and fifty cents.
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For fuel, eighteen
eighteen thousand four hundred and ninety-six
ninety-six dollars and
and
fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
Military
hundred
Military stores.
For military stores, namely:
namely: For
For pay
pay of
of one chief
chief armorer, nine
ninehundred
and
thirty-nine dollars;
two dollars
dollars and
fifty cents
and thirty-nine
dollars; three
three mechanics,
mechanics, at
at two
and fifty
cents
per day
day each
each ;purchase
purchase of
such as
as cartridge-boxes,
cartridge-boxes,
per
of military
military equipments,
equipments, such
bayonet-scabbards,
haversacks, canteens,
canteens, musket-slings,
swords, flags,
bayonet-scablards, haversacks,
musket-slings, swords,
flags,
drums, fifes,
fifes, bugles,
bugles, and
five thousand
for
drums,
and other
other instruments,
instruments, five
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
purchase of
of one
one thousand
thousand five
hundred
purchase
one hundred
hundred Springfield
Springfield •rifles,
rifles, one
five hundred
dollars;
of ammunition,
one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; purchase
dollars; purchase
purchase of
ammunition, one
purchase and
and
repair
of instruments
instruments for
of music
five hundred
hundred
repair of
for the
the band,
band, and
and purchase
purchase of
music, five
dollars;
in all,
all, eleven
eleven thousand
thousand two
and eighty-six
dollars and
and
dollars; in
two hundred
hundred and
eighty-six dollars
fifty cents.
For
troops and
expenses of
of recruiting,
seven
Transportation
sportio
Transportation
nsportation of
Forr transportation
of troops
and for
for expenses
recruiting, seven
of troops.
thousand dollars.
For repairs
repairs of
and rent
of offices
there are
Repairs
Re
P ai rs and
an d For
of barracks,
barracks, and
rent of
offices where
where there
are no
no public
public
rent.
buildings, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
messenger to
to commandant
commandant
Forage a.tt Wash- For forage
forage for
for three public horses, one for messenger
I). C., and and staff;
ington, D.
staff, Washington, District of Columbia, and two for general
general use
use at
at
Mare Island, Cal
Mare Island,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Mare Island, Cal marine barracks, Mare
Island, California,
California, five
five hundred
For
contingencies, namely:
namely: Freight;
toll; cartage;
cartage; per
per
ferriage; toll;
Freight; ferriage;
For contingencies,
Contingencies.
diem for constant
constant labor; burial of deceased marines;
marines; stationery;
stationery; teletelegraphing; apprehension
deserters; oil,
oil, candles,
gas; repairs
repairs of
apprehension of deserters;
candles, gas;
of gas
gas
and water fixtures;
barrack furniture;
furniture; furniture
fixtures; water rent; barrack
furniture for
for officers'
officers'
quarters; bedsacks;
wrapping-paper; oil-cloth; crash;
quarters;
bedsacks i packing-boxes,
packing-boxes, wrapping-paper;
crash;
repairs
rope; twine;
twine; spades;
spades; shovels;
shovels; axes;
axes; picks;
picks; carpenters'
carpenters' tools;
tools; repairs
repair of
of
to fire-engines;
fire-engines; purchase
purchase of
of fire-extinguishers;
fire-extinguishers; purchase
purchase and repair
engine-hose;
engine-hose; repairs to public carryall;
benches 4
carryall; purchase
purchase of
of lumber for benches4
mess-tables, bunks; purchase
purchase and repair of harness; purchase
purchase and
repair of handcarts
handcarts and wheelbarrows;
wheelbarrows; purchase
purchase and repair of galleys,
repair
galleys,
cooking-stoves, ranges, stoves where there are
grates; gravel for
for
cooking-stoves,
are no
no grates
parade-grounds;
parade-grounds; repair of pumps; brushes; brooms; buckets;
paving;
buckets; paving;
and for other
other purposes,
purposes, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 3, 1880.
1880.

Fuel.

May 3,1880.

CHAP. 74.—An
74.-An act to establish post-routes.
CHAP.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United

Post routes
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the following
routes inin— States
Congress assembled,
following post-routes
post-routes
the same
same are
are hereby,
established.
be, and the
hereby, established.

Alabama;
Alabama;

ALABAMA.
ALABAMA.
From Frankfort, via Rock Creek,
Creek, to
to Pleasant
Site.
Pleasant Site.
From Clement's Station to Marion.
Marion.
From Brownsboro'
Brownsboro' to Maysville.
Hill to
to Pleasant
Pleasant Site.
From Chubb Hill
Site.
From Alexander
Alexander City, via New Site and Davidston, to Vaughan and
Wright's Mills.
Vaughan and Wright's
From Dadeville,
Dadeville, via Dudleyville, to Vaughan
Wright's Mills.
From Garland, via
Herbert, to Brooklyn.
via Herbert,
From China Grove to Linwood.
Linwood.
From Stevenson,
Stevenson, via Gibsonville,
Gibsonville, Hogner, to Newton,
Newton, Georgia.
Georgia.
From Pinekard's
Pinckard's Store, via Howle's
Howle's Store, Robinson's
lobinson's Ferry, Dade.
Dade
ville,
vine, to Vaughan and Wright's Mills.
From Uniontown, via Cahaba
Cahaba (upper) Road, Griffith's Shop, and Lex
ington Road, to
to Liberty Hill.
From Dadeville, via Porcher's Mill, Howle's Store, and
and Pinckard's
Pinckard's
Store, to Wetumpka.
From Silver Run
Marthadell and Clough's Hill, to Alexandria.
Run, via Marthadell
Alexandria.
From Martin's Mill to Cedar
Cedar Ridge.
Ridge.
From Fort Payne,
Payne, to
to Grove Oak.
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From Fayetteville
Fayetteville to
to Talledega
Springs.
Talledega Springs.
From
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Alabama-Coninned
Alabama
—Con.
tinned.
Mill and Hooper
From
Hooper's 1VIill
Hooper and Bennell's Mill,
Mill, t.
Edwardsville, via Hooper's
From Edwardsville,
to
Tallapoosa, Georgia.
to Tallapoosa,
From
Saville via
Helicon.
via J. H. Lewis's to Helicon.
From Saville,
Frankfort to Barton.
From Frankfort
From Central
Central Institute,
via Pinekard's Store, Howle's Store, Porcher's
Institute, via
From
Mills to Dadeville.
From
Roanoke, via
ArnelPs Mills, Bacon Level, Thurman,
Thurman, Wehadka,
via Arnell's
From Roanoke,
Antioch, Georgia.
to Antioch,
From
Branch to Dorman's Cross Roads.
IndianaBranch
From India
From Saville to Helicon.
From
Patterson to Pine Level.
From Patterson
From
BevilPs Store, and Naheola, to Tomkinsville.
via Bevill's
Gaston, via
From Gaston,
From
to Good Water.
Cowpens to
From CowpEns
From
Goodwater, via Gamble's,
Hackneyville, Cowpens, and Taylor's
Gamble's, Hackneyville,
From Goodwater,
Store, to Buffalo.
Alexander City.
From
Goldville ' via
via Taylor's Store and Cowpens, to Alexander
From Goldville,
From Linwood
Linwood to China Grove.
From
From
Bay Minette,
via Henry
Watson's Store,
Holman's Ferry, or the
Store, Holman's
Henry Watson's
Minette, via
From Bay
Powellton, Florida.
Perdido, and
and Muscogee
Iuscogee Mills, to Powellton,
Perdido,
From Gasque
Gasque to Meresa.
From
ARKANSAS.
Arkansas;
Arkansas;
ARKANSAS.
From Ozark,
Eureka Springs.
Huntsville to Eureka
Ozark, via Huntsville
From
From Pine
Pine Bluff,
via McAlmont's
Station, Basswell,
Olin, EwingsBasswell, Olin,
McAlmont's Station,
Bluff, via
From
vine, and Jonestown, to Benton.
ville,
Suttamayer's Ferry,
From Van
Ferry, to Massard.
1VIassard.
Buren,'via Suttamayer's
Van Buren
From
From
Texarkana to J. R. Fenley's Place.
From Texarkana
From
South Bend,
Bend, to Jacksonville.
Jacksonville.
via South
Lonoke, via
From Lonoke,
From
Dixon, via
via Sulphur
Southwest City, Misto Southwest
Arkansas, to
Springs, Arkansas,
Sulphur Springs,
From Dixon,
souri.
From
Russelville ' to Harrison.
From Russelville,
From
Green Hill, to Oak
Oak
Arkansas, via Lone Oak and Green
Hartford, Arkansas,
From Hartford,
Lodge, Indian Territory.
Tahlequah, Indian
From
Maysville, Arkansas,
Arkansas, via
via German
German Town, to Tahlequah,
From Maysville,
Territory.
Territory.
From
Chocoville to Dickson's Mill.
From Chocoville
From
Dardanelle, via
via Batie's
Mill, Rose Creek, and Storts, to MorBatie's Mill,
From Dardanelle,
Hilton.
rillton.
From
Dobeyville to Holly Springs.
From Dobeyville
From Star
Tyro, to Selma.
via Tyro,
City, via
Star City,
From
From Washington
to Nashville.
Nashville.
Washington to
From
From
Charleston to Chismville.
From Charleston
From Monticello
Monticello to Tyro.
From
From Cincinnati,
John Crista, to Talequah.
Foreman's, John
Ellis Foreman's,
via Ellis
Cincinnati, via
From
From Monticello
Florence.
to Florence.
Monticello to
From
From Lonoke,
Lonoke, via
via R.
B. Simmond's,
Simmond's, George
George T.
T. Rose's, and
James
and James
R. B.
From
Nelon's, to
to• Plum Bayou.
Nelon's,
From Centre
Point, via
via Vinitia
Grove, to Dallas.
Vinitia Grove,
Centre Point,
From
From Saint
Charles to
to Indian Bay.
Saint Charles
From
From Watson
Watson to Dumas.
From
From Witsburg
to Brushey
Lake.
Brushey Lake.
Witsburg to
From
From Sulphur
Sulphur Rock,
Old Military
Road, Branchville
and GoldsBranchville and
Military Road,
via Old
Rock, via
From
burg,
Hazel Grove.
burg, to Hazel
From Elm
to Wager's
Wager's Mill.
Spring to
Elm Spring
From
From Centre
Centre Point
Baker's Springs.
Point to Baker's
From
From Washington,
via Goodlett
and Cummings,
to Nashville.
Cummings, to
Goodlett and
Washington, via
From
From Planterville
Planterville to Connerville.
From
From Maysville,
Doyle's Mill,
Mill, to
Talequah, I. T.
to Talequah,
via Doyle's
Maysville, via
From
From Newport
Mallory's Store.
to Mallory's
Newport to
From
From Locksburg
Locksburg via
via Norwoodsville
and Little
Little River
to Rocky
Rocky ComRiver to
Norwoodsville and
From
fort.
tbrt.
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Arizona Territory;
tory;

Tombstone.
From Tuscon,
Tuscon, via
via Onensorgis,
Onensorgis, to
to Tombstone.
From Empire
Ranche, via
via Fort
Harshaw, PataFrom
Empire Ranche,
Fort Crittenden,
Crittenden, Sonoita,
Sonoita, Harshaw,
Patagonia,
to Luttrell's.
LuttrelPs.
gonia, and Washington,
Washington, to
From Junction to Tubee.
Tubec.
From
Jackson, via
via Canon
Oro, Camp
Jose, El
El Capitan,
From Jackson,
Canon de
de Oro,
Camp Grant,
Grant, San
San Jose,
Capitan,
to Globe
Globe City.
City.
From Saint
via Berodoes,
Berodoes Woodruff,
Woodruff, Bacas
Rancho, Saint
Saint
From
Saint Joseph,
Joseph via
Bacas Ranche,
John's, Springerville,
Springerville, Nutron,
Bush Valley,
Palley, Sanfrisco,
Sanfrisco, to
Clifton.
John's,
Nutron, Bush
to Clifton.
Cottonwood via Lynx Creek.
From Prescott
Prescott to
to Cottonwood
Mountain to
From Chino Valley via
via Bill
Bill Williams Mountain
to Brigham.
Brigham.
River and Oak
From Chino Valley via Verde
Verde River
Oak Creek
Creek to
to Camp
Camp Verde.
Tucson via
Washington Camp
line of
Sonora.
From Tucson
via Harshaw
Harshaw and
and Washington
Camp to
to the
the line
of Sonora.
CALIFORNIA.
OALIFORNIA.

California;

From Bieber to Clear Lake.
From Merced,
Merced, via
Ferry, to
to Central
Central Point.
Point.
via Dickinson's
Dickinson's Ferry,
From
Crainhagen's, Hot
Springs, to
to Pacheco.
Pacheco.
From Huron,
Huron, via
via Crainhagen's,
Hot Springs,
From Chico to Poweltown.
Poweltown.
From Sutter Creek, via Dempsey's, Foster's, Hosley,
Hosley, Rattenberg's,
Rattenberg's,
Wiley's,
Wiley's, Ham's, Silver Lake
Kirkwood's to Woodford.
Woodford.
Lake, and Kirkwood's
From Bald Hill to Camp Anderson.
From China Flat to Forks of New River.
From Dark Canyon to Garbeville.
From Gridly, via North Butte, to West Butte.
Butte.
1From Eureka, via Kneeland Prairie and Zagerville,
From
Zagerville, to
to Bridgeville.
Bridgeville.

Anderson.

COLORADO.
COLORADO.

Colorado;

From Leadville,
Leadville, via Soda Springs, to Twin Lakes.
From Leadville,
Leadville via
Creek, Frying
Pan Creek,
via Red
Red Cliff,
Cliff, Zalsda,
Zalsda, Brush
Brush Creek,
Frying Pan
Creek,
Roaring Creek, Maroon
Maroon Creek, and Copper Creek, to Gothen City. ,
From Gunnison
Gunnison City to Irwin Post-Office.
Post-Office.
Beaver Creek,
Creek, to
to Deer
Deer Trail.
From Kuhn's
Kuhn's Crossing, via
via Beaver
Trail.
From Walsenburg,
Walsenburg, via Apishipa, to the Apodoca
Apodoca Playa.
From Fort Collins to Crescent
Crescent City.
City.
Pulkin and
Tomichi, to
to Gunnison.
From Alp'ne,
Alpine, via Pulkin
and Tomichi,
Gunnison.
From Gunnison
Gnliiison to Los Pinos Agency.
From Ho'
Hof Sulphur Springs, via Grande River an Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre
River, to Los
Lous illnos
Pinos Agency.
Agency.
From White
Agency to Uintah
Agency, Utah.
White River Agency
TJintah Agency,
From Eagle River, via Tennessee
Tennessee Park, Eagle City, and Red
Red Cliffs,
Cliffs,
to Leadville.
Leadville.
From Silver Cliff, via Mosco
Mosco Gap, Mosco
Mosco City, and Laporte, to Alamosa.
From Alamosa, via Laporte and Mosco City, to Del Norte.
From Sprague's Ranche
Ranche via Lulu City, to Hot Sulphur Springs.
From Fort Collins, via Estes
Lake.
Estes Park, to
to Grand
Grand Lake.
Connecticut;
Connecticut;

CONNECTICUT.
CONNECTICUT.

From Huntsville to Cornwall
Cornwall Hollow.
Florida;
Florida;

FLORIDA.
FLORIDA.
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Pendeville, via
Sorento, to
Pendeville,
via Sorento,
to Sanford.
Sanford.
Cedar
Cedar Keys, via Horse-Shoe
Horse-Shoe Bay, to Deadman's
Deadman's Bay.
Orlando,
Orlando, via Whitesburg, Lake Marion, to Fort
Port Drum.
Drum.
Crawfordville to Rio Canabelle.
Crawfordville
Canabelle.
Euchee Anna to Red
Euchee
Red Bay.
Bay.
New Berlin to Callahan.
Callahan.
Jamestown
Jamestown to Palatka
Palatka via Mrs
Mrs MeNabbs.
McNabbs.
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DAKOTA
TERRITORY.
DAKOTA TERRITORY.

Terri.
Dakota Torn.
tory;
tory;

From
Fort Totten,
Totten, via
via Tower
Tower City, Glendale,
Glendale, Bonnersville,
Bonnersville, and HarFrom Fort
ris,
to Wahpeton.
ris, to
Gale.
From Dell Rapids,
Rapids, via Enterprise, to Gale.
From
From Brookings to Bainbridge.
From
From Olivet,
via Sharon, to Oak Hollow.
Olivet, via
From
From Marion,
Herman, Spring Lake, and JesCameron, Ramsey, Herman,
via Cameron,
Marion, via
From
see,
Thompson.
Lake Thompson.
to Lake
see, to
From
From Denton to Forestburg.
From
Oakwood, via
Togstad and Duel Centre, to Gary.
via Togstad
From Oakwood,
City.
From
From Buffalo Gap to Custer City.
Kilborn, and
From
City, via
Hartford, Parnell, Osceola, Kilborn,
via Hartford,
Stone City,
Big Stone
From Big
Twin Brooks,
Brooks, to
to Grant Center.
Twin
From
From Armenia to Casselton.
From Brookings to Oakwood.
From Enterprise to Brookfield.
From
to Estelline.
Gary to
From Gary
From Newbury
Newbury to Durham.
From
From Valley
via Holland's,
Hoiland's, to Lisbon.
City, via
Valley City,
From
From Deadwood
Belle Fourche.
to Belle
Deadwood to
From
From Cavalier,
Cavalier, via
via county
counties of Cavalier, Rolette,
seats of the counties
county seats
From
Botineau, Renville,
Renville, Mountraille,
Wallette County.
County.
the county seat of Wallette
Mountraille, to the
Botineau,
Jenny's Stockade.
Stockade.
From Custer City to Jenny's
From Big
Valley.
Stone City to Brown's Valley.
Big Stone
From
From
via Preston
Preston and De Smet, to Huron.
Volga, via
From Volga,
From
Sweeden to Hallie.
From Sweeden
GEORGIA.
GEORBGIA.
From
Blakely, via
Bluffton 'to Cuthbert.
via Bluffton,
From Blakely,
From
Cleveland to
to Smith's
Smith's Store, on Shoal Creek.
From Cleveland
From
Bowman's, via
and Webster
Webster,'to Hartwell.
Amandaville and
via Amandaville
From Bowman's,
From
Harmony Grove
Thomas's Bridge,
Ward's
Mayes's and Ward's
Bridge, Mayes's
via Thomas's
Grove, via
From Harmony
Store,
to Wilmot's Old Store.
Store, to
From Amicolola,
Amicolola, via
via Juno,
Juno, Bethel
Camp-ground, to Dawsonville.
Dawsonville.
Bethel Camp-ground,
From
From Gainseville
Gainseville to Argo.
From
From Carrollton
to Douglassville.
Douglassville.
Carrollton to
From
From Waresboro'
to Haslehurst,
Haslehurst, via
Lott's.
Daniel Lott's.
and Daniel
Mills and
Dentons Mills
via Denton's
Waresboro' to
From
From
Flowery
Branch,
via
Brown's
Bridge
Morgans
Store,
Bell's
Morgan's
Bridge,
Brown's
via
Branch,
Flowery
From
Store,
Barrettsville.
New Prospect, Jay's Store, to Barrettsville.
Store, New
From Lawrenceville,
via Chester,
Chester, to Conyer's.
Lawrenceville, via
From
From
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
to Chattanooga,
Georgia, to
Dillon, Georgia,
From Dillon,
From
Pleasant Holt.
Holt.
to Pleasant
Winterville to
From Winterville
From Bainbridge,viaBelcher's
Bainbridge,via Belcher's House,
Union School-house,
School-house, and
BranchandBranehHouse, Union
From
ville,
to Camella.
ville, to
From Teloga
Head, (Alabama).
Valley Head,
to Valley
Springs to
Teloga Springs
From
From
Shaw's and
Kinnamon's Mills.
and Kinnamon's
to Shaw's
Ringold to
From Ringold
From
Blff.
Towns to Clark's Bluff.
From Towns
From
Arnis' Mills, to Lexington.
From Arnis'
From
Rock Springs,
Springs, to Camp Hill.
via Rock
Loochapoka, via
From Loochapoka,
From
Opelika
via
Marvyn,
and
Uchee
Hurtville,
to Hurtville,
Uchee to
and
Marvyn,
via
Opelika
From
From
Sunsetview, and Neary's, to Sparta.
Liberty, Sunsetview,
via Liberty,
Greensboro, via
From Greensboro,
From
Opelika, via
via Wacoochee,
Wacoochee, Mechanicsville,
Mechanicsville, and
Buelah, to Opelika.
and Buelah,
From Opelika
From
House Creek,
Creek, via
via Bishop's to Ocilla.
From House
From Maxey's
Maxey's to
to PowelPs
Mills.
Powell's Mills.
From
From Vienna,
Whitsell's Mills
Brown's to Pateville
and Brown's
Mills and
via Whitsell's
Vienna, via
From
From Dahlmyn,
Dablmyn, via
via Porter's
Porter's Springs, to Choestoe.
From
From Bowman,
Bowman, via
Amandaville, Webster
Webster Place,
Rio, to
Hart
to Hartand Rio,
Place, and
via Amandaville,

From
well.
From
Summertown,via
Ifixon's, to Dillon.
via Hixon's,
From Summertown,
From Gainesville,
Gainesville, via
and Argo,
Argo, to Cleveland.
Tessentee, and
via Tessentee,
From

Georgia;
Georgia;
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From Taylor's
Taylor's Store to Mauldin's
Mauldin's Mills.
From Statenville,
Valdosta.
From
Statenville, via W. G.
G-. Dukes, to Valdosta.
From Bailey's
Bailey's Mills
Ferry.
Mills to Owen's
Owen's Ferry.
From Swainsboro'
Swainsboro' to Perry's
Perry's Mills.
From Screven, via Middleton's
Middleton's Mills, to Waynesville.
From Rome to Cedar Town.
Town.
From Z.
Z. C. Grice's
Grice's to Hampton.
Homorville, via Morgan's
From Homerville,
Morgan's Mill and Mobley's
Mobley's Ferry, to BlountE
Blount/E
Ferry.
From Barnett
Barnett to
Powellton.
to Powellton.
From Bolingbroke
Bolingbroke to Riverside.
From Maynard's
Maynard's Post Office
Office to
to Forsythe.
Forsythe.
From Buford via Duncan's Creek, W. A. Cain's Store, Kemp's
Kemp's Mills
Mills
and Pentecost
Pentecost Store to Jug Tavern.
F-m? Harlem,
F-fle
Harlem, via Reedy Creek and Stellaville to Louisville.
Louisville.
IDAHO
IDAHO TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.

From the point where the mail-route between Blackfoot
Blackfoot and
and Challis
Challis
to Bonanza City leaves the emigrant
emigrant road at
on the
the north
north
at Lost
Lost River,
River, on
side of Snake River, thence
thence via Little Wood River
River and Main
River,
Main Wood
Wood River,
Glencoe, Spencer's
(amas Prairie, Soldier's Creek, Meadow
Spencer's Ranch
Ranch on Camas
Meadow
Creek, and Chimney
Chimney Creek; also on Camas
Camas Prairie to Little Camas
Camas
Prairie, and thence to Mountain
Mountain Home Post-Office,
the Kelton
Kelton and
Post-Office, on the
and
Tbe
Danes mail-route.
mail-route.
Tbp Dallea.
From Salmon
Sallno Falls, via Little Wood River
and Main
Wood River,
to
River and
Main Wood
River, to
Challis.
From Challis,
Challis via Galena,
Galena, Little and Main Wood
River, to
to Salmon
Salmon Falls.
Falls.
Wood River,
From Rock Creek, via Payne's Ferry
to Challis.
Ferry and.
and Galena,
Galena, to
Challis.
From (Goose
Goose Creek to Oakley.
tocky Bar to Galena.
From Rocky
From
From Bonanza City to Estes Mountain.
Mountain.
From Challis to Bay Horse District.
From Blackfoot,
Eastern Rock Creek and Black Pine Sublet,
Blackfoot, via Eastern
Sublet, to
to
Kelton, Utah Territory.
From Raft River Bridge to Sublet.
From Oxford
Oxford to
to Naiad
Malad City.
City.
From Eagle
Eagle Rock to Mount
Mount Pleasant.
Pleasant.
Ellinois;
Hlinois;

ILLINOIS.
ILLINOIS.

From Fox Lake to residence
residence of John L.
L. Tweed.
From Hillsboro
Hillsboro via East Fork Bost Hill, Fillmore, Wright/a,
Huth
Wright's, Hur
cane, Woburn, to Greenville.
Greenville.
From Scottville to Palmyra.
From Scottville to Barre Store.
Store.
From Smithton to Paderborn.
Paderborn.
From Merrimac
Merrimac Point, Illinois, to Kingswich,
Hingswich, Missouri.
Missolut
From Palmyra
Palmyra to Vancirs
Vancil's Point.
From Pittsfield, via Independence,
Independence, to Nebo.
Nebo.
From Noble to Mount
Mount Erie.
Erie.
From Vandalia
Vandalia, to Seminary.
From Metropolis
Metropolis to Golightley's
Golightley's Mill.
Mill.
From Golightley's
Golightley's Mill, to Bay
Bay City.
City.
From Bay City to
Jeffordsville.
to Jeffordsville.
From Jeftbrdsville
Jeffordsville to
to Unionville.
Unionville.
From Unionville to
Metropolis.
to Metropolis.
From
From Six Mile Post Office, via Keenville and Aid, to Xenia.
From Hurricane
Hurricane to Mulberry 61-rove.
Grove.
From Beardstown to Hickory.
Hickory.
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INDIANA.
INDIANA.

Indiana;

From
Hartford City.
Dillman, and Dundee to Hartford
via Dillman,
Warren, via
From Warren,
From
Salem, via West Point Church to Little York.
From Salem,
From Elkhart,
Indiana 'to Adamsville, Michigan.
Elkhart, Indiana,
From
Brookston via Badge Grove, to Round Grove.
From Brookston,
Chestnut Hill to Blue River.
From Chestnut
Michigan.
From New Carlisle,
Indiana, to Three Oaks, Michigan.
Carlisle, Indiana,
From
From Nashville,
Nashville, via
1VIill, to Bloomington.
via Kent's Mill,
From
From Goodland to Julian.
From
Stone's Crossing and Bugersville, to Union
Indianapolis, via Stone's
From Indianapolis,
Village.
Village.
From
Goodland to Julian.
From Goodland
From
Round Grove, via Jordan's Grove, to Wolcott.
From Round
to
From
Dayton, Shedville and Fair View to
New Dayton,
via New
Winchester, via
From Winchester,
Albany.
From
Harrison.
to Harrison.
Carmel to
Mount Carmel
From Mount
IOWA.
IOWA.

Iowa;

From Sumner
Sumner to Buck Creek.
From
Eagle Grove to Humboldt.
From Eagle
Jessup to Enterprise.
From Jessup
From Holland
Holland to Steamboat Rock.
From
From
via Seaman, West Fork, and South Line, to CorreeMars via
Le Mars
From Le
tionville.
tionville.
From
to Jessup.
Porte City to
La Porte
From La
From
Ridgedale, Towner Lake, Lincoln
Lincoln. to Moingona.
Moingoua.
via Ridgedale,
Moines, via
Des Moines,
From Des
From
Center, via
via Prairie
Prairie Home, to Fairland.
Dallas Center,
From Dallas
From
Swan Lake
Minnesota.
to Fairmount, Minnesota
City, to
Lake City,
via Swan
Emmettsburg, via
From Emmettsburg,
Estherville, to Spirit Lake.
From
Swan Lake
Lake City, via Estherville
From Swan
Moorhead.
From Mount
Mount Pisgah,
Pisgah, via Hull Creek, to Moorhead.
From
From St.
Charles to Prairie Grove.
St. Charles
From
From St.
Charles to Osceola.
St. Charles
From
From New
Saint Mary's, to Lothrop.
via Saint
Virginia, via
New Virginia,
From
KANSAS.
KANSAS.
From Cimarron,
Buffalo Center,
Center, and
Dighton to
to Grinnell.
Grinnell.
and Dighton
via Buffalo
Cimarron, via
From
From Cimarron,
via Dighton
Grinnell.
to Grinnell.
Dighton to
Cimarron, via
From
From
Hutchinson, via
Rural Springs, and
Ocoee, Rural
Sego, Ocoee,
Emblem, Sego,
via Emblem,
From Hutchinson,
Norwalk,
Saratoga.
to Saratoga.
Norwalk, to
From
Valley to Stafford.
From Zion Valley
From
via Moline, to Sedan.
Howard, via
From Howard,
From
Saint John to Stafford.
From Saint
From
Downs to Grand Center.
From Downs
From
Big Timber
Attwood.
to Attwood.
Timber to
From Big
From
Grinnell to
to Attwood.
From Grinnell
From Uniontown,
Uniontown, via
via Xenia, to Oakwood.
From
From
Hampton to
to Williamsburg.
Williamsburg.
From Hampton
From Rush
Rush Center,
Center, via
Point, Hampton,
Hampton, Elm
Valley, Timber
Elm Valley,
West Point,
via West
From
Creek,
Bluffs, and
and Smoky
Smoky River
to Wakeeny.
River to
Cedar Bluffs,
Creek, Cedar
From Zion
Our Carter.
to Our
Valley to
Zion Valley
From
From Kingsley,
Plattsburg.
to Plattsburg.
Fellsburg to
via Fellsburg
Kingsley, via
From
on to Wildwood.
Lyon
Wildwood.
From Ly
From Mason,
via Paltonsville,
Schofield, and
Durham to
Garden City.
to Garden
and Durham
Paltonsville, Schofield,
Mason, via
From
From
via Saint
Saint John,
to Marksville.
Marksville.
Carter to
Our Carter
and Our
John, and
Stafford, via
From Stafford,
From
Oberlin to Lenora.
From Oberlin
From
Buffalo Park,
via Saint
Saint Sophia,
Sophia, Utica,
Cold Spring,
Spring, and KanUtica, Cold
Park, via
From Buffalo
sada, to
Ashland.
to Ashland.
sada,
From
Center to Oberlin.
Norton Center
From Norton

Kansas ;
Kanas;
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Ka n saas-ConKansa
s
—Con- From Russell,
Russell, via Parnia, West Paradise,
Paradise, Tapley, Motor, Twin Mound
Mound
tined.
tinned.
Stockton.
to Stockton.
From La Crosse
Hampton, Elm
Valley, Bright
Crosse, via West
West Point,
Point, Hampton,
Elm Valley,
Bright
Spring
Creek,Crosse,
to
Spring Creek,
to Wakeeny.
From Keepler, via Rockford.
Rockford. to
to Paint
Paint Creek.
Creek.
west line
of the
the State.
State.
From Prag,
Prag, via
via Atkinson, to
to west
line of
From
to Osage
Frolm Independence
Independence to
Osage Agency.
Agency.
From Attwood to Waco.
Waco.
From
Manhattan, via
via Rocky
From Manhattan,
Rocky Ford
Ford Cedar
Cedar Creek,
Creek, Butterworth,
Butterworth, and
and
Olensburg.
Oak Grove, to Olensburg.
From Russell,
via Bluff
Point, Church's
Church's Crossing,
Eussell, via
Bluff Point,
Crossing, East
East Woolf,
Woolf, and
and
Vesper, to Lincoln
Centre.
Lincoln Centre.
From Russell,
Brady, Tema,
Tema,
Russell, via Lemond, Fairport,
Fairport, North East,
East, Motor,
Motor, Brady,
Cresson,
Springs, Millbrook to
to Gettysburg.
Cresson, Morlan
Morlan Springs,
Gettysburg.
From Kirwin
Kirwin, via
Rockport, Adamson,
Willydenis, WhitWhitvia Bow
Bow Creek,
Creek, Rockport,
Adamson, Willydenis,
field, Houston,
Houston, Valdor,
Kenneth.
Valdor, Star, Bertie
Bertie,'Lucerne,
Lucerne, Alcyone,
Alcyone, to
to Kenneth.
Nebraska.
From Kirwin to
to Neponee,
Neponee, Nebraska.
to Kenneth.
Kenneth.
From Gettysburg,
Gettysburg via Beech
Beech Grove,
Grove, to
Oberlin to Big Timber.
From Oberlin
From Wallace to Big Timber.
•
From Kenneth
Kenneth to Sherman
Sherman Centre.
From Abilene,
Abilene, via Lyona and Woodbine,
Woodbine, to
to Aroma.
Aroma.
From Osborne
Osborne City to Corinth.
Corinth.
From Minneapolis
Minneapolis to Georgetown.
Georgetown.
From Mason, via New Buffalo,
Buffalo, Pottersville, Schofield,
Durham, to
to
Schofield, Durham,
Garden City.
From Belle Plain to Kingman.
From Waco to El Paso.
From Ellsworth to Monroe.
From Lincoln to Ellsworth.
Ellsworth.
From Sulphur
Springs to Meredith.
Meredith.
Sulphur Springs
From Kinsley
Kinsley to Iuka.
From Collyer to Saint Sophia.
From Plympton to Newberne.
From Castleton to Marshall.
From Savonburgh
Savonburgh to Elsinore.
From Castleton to Sego.
From Plainville, by MecHale,
McHale, Chandler,
Chandler, Cresson, and Zurich, to Plainville.
Wakeeny to Logan.
From Wakeeny
City.
From Mason to Garden City.
From Attwood
Attwood to Culbertson,
Culbertson, Nebraska.
From Wagner to Silver Lake.
Lake.
From La Crosse to
to Roland.
Roland.
From Sidney to Bright.
From Georgetown,
Roberta, Bills
Georgetown, via Coal Creek Ackley
Ackley Roberts,
Bills and Yale
Yale to
Mellville.
From Day to Collinsville, Nebraska.
From Lamar to Minneapolis.
Kentucky;
Kentucky;

KENTUCKY.
KENTUOKY.

From Birdsville,
Hampton, to Salem.
Birdsville, via Hampton
Salem.
to Rochester.
From Beaver Dam
Dam to
Rochester.
From Livingston
Livingston to Goochland.
Goochland.
From Sassafras
Sassafras to Tunnel's Mills.
Mills.
From Cumberland
Cumberland Falls Station to Cumberland
Cumberland Falls.
From Powell's
Powell's Mill, up Russell's
Russell's Fork and Ferrell's Creek, to Card.
From Cloverport to Harversville.
Knottsville, via Yelvington,
From Knottsville
Yelvington, to Rockport,
na .
Rockport, India
Indiana.
From north of Hunting Creek, up Quicksand, via mouth of Laurel
From
Fork and Salt Lake,
Lake, to
to Hueysville.
Hueysville.
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Chinquapin Roughs.
From Livingston
Kentucky—ConKentucky-ConLivingston Station to Chinquapin
Roughs.
inued.
ttinned.
From Concordia to Rhodelia.
Bradford to Berlin.
From Bradford
From Forkner's
Store.
From
Forkner's to
to Hall's
Halls Store.
From Hustonville
Hustonville to Liberty.
Tompkinsville to Martinsburg.
From Tompkinsville
From Fish Point to Chinquapin.
From King's Creek to Rock House Post-Office.
Post-Office.
From Manchester,
Manchester, via Jarvis's Store and Dutton Jones's,
Jones's, to Barbeville.
From West Liberty, via Middle
Middle Fork of Licking, to Relief.
From Salyerville,
Salyerville, up the State Fork of Licking River, via Mine
Branch to Relief.
Relief.
Branch
From
to
From Elliottville, up Main Quicksand, via mouth of Middle Fork, to
Griggsby.
From Glasgow, via Bruce, to Scottville.
Scottville.
From Pine Top, via Smith's Mills, mouth of Betty's Fork of Troublemouth Ambrose
Ambrose Creek, to Carr's Fork.
some, and mouth
Russell's Fork of Big Sandy River, to Sand Lick.
From Pikesville, via Russell's
McPherson's.
From Hueysville,
Hueysville, via Pine Top, to McPherson's.
Meadow's
From
Pleasant View, via left-hand Fork of Wolf Creek, Meadow's
From Pleasant
Store,
Chamber's Mill, and Buffalo, to
Angell's Mill, Chamber's
Trammell's Mill, Angel's
Store, Trammell's
Huntsville,
Huntsville, Tennessee.
From Lot,
Lot, via
via Wolf
Creek, Wild Cat,
Cat, Holly Hill, and Davis's Store,
Wolf Creek,
From
to Commercial
Commercial Summit.
Grayson, via Sinkings Little Sandy and the Canies, to Elliottville.
Blliottville.
From Grayson,
From Tye's Ferry to Lynn Camp.
McKenney's Station, via Middleburg, to Dunnville.
From McKenney's
From Covington to Florence.
Cynthiana to Roultsburg.
From Cynthiana
From
Tollsborough.
Rectorville to Tollsborough.
From Rectorville
From
Hopkinsville, via
via Hinsleytown,
Hinsleytown, to
to Ringgold,
Tennessee.
Ringgold, Tennessee.
From Hopkinsville,
From
Barbourville, via Fighting Creek, Little Richland,
Richland, Road
Road Fork,
From Barbourville,
Stinking Creek,
Creek, Middle
Middle Fork,
and Roaring
Fork, to
Slusher's Mill.
to Slusher's
Roaring Fork,
Fork, and
Stinking
From
From Grand Swith to Powar's Store.
From
Owensboro via Spice Knob to Knottsville.
From Owensboro
From Scottsville, by
Puncheon to Red Boiling Springs Tenby way of Puncheon
From
nessee.
From
Elm Tree.
Dukedom to Elm
From Dukedom
From Blandville to Lowe's.
LOUISIANA.
LOUISIANA.

Louisiana;
Louisiana;

From
Sim's Port,
Port, via
Big Bend,
the Bayou
De Maise
to
Glaise,lto
Bayou De
around the
Bend, around
via Big
From Sim's
Morreauville.
Morreauville.
From
to Kellogg.
Carthage to
New Carthage
From New
From
Landing to Newellton.
Newellton.
Times Landing
Hard Times
From Hard
From
to New
Carthage.
New Carthage.
Landing to
Kellogg's Landing
From Kellogg's
From
Musson.
to Musson.
Alabama to
Bayou Alabama
via Bayou
Churchville, via
From Churchville,
From Tallulah,
Tallulah, via
Omega, to
to Lake
Lake Providence.
via Omega,
From
From Saint
Saint Joseph,
Joseph, via
Waterproof, Ravenswood,
Vidalia.
Ravenswood, to Vidalia.
via Waterproof,
From
From Sim's
Sim's Port,
Port, via
Woodside Bayou
Bayou Current,
Big
and Big
Churchville and
Current, Churchville
via Woodside
From

Washington.
Cane to Washington.
From
via Lamarque,
to Wild
Wild Wood.
Lamarque, to
Frogmoor, via
From Frogmoor,
From
From Troyville to Jena.
From
Barre.
to Port Barre.
Washington to
From Washington
From Babb's
Hatche's Mill,
Mill, to Sugar Town.
Town.
via Hatche's
Bridge, via
Babb's Bridge,
From
MAINE.
MAINE.

From
Howard to
Village.
Abbot Village.
to Abbot
From Howard
From
via Blanchard's
Blanchard's Corner,
Corner, to Eustis.
Eustis.
Village, via
Kingfielks Village,
From Kingfield's
From West
Harpswell, to
to South
Harpswell.
South Harpswell.
West Harpswell,
From
7
xxi-7
xx-

Maine;
Maine;
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From West Eden,
to Pretty
Eden, via
via Northwest Cove, to
Pretty Marsh.
Marsh.
From Greeley's
Greeley's Falls, via Welch's Mills, to Monson.
Monson.
Rock to
Upper Dam,
County.
From Indian
Indian Rock
to Upper
Dam, Franklin
Franklin County.
MARYLAND.
MARYLAND.

Maryland;
From
From
burg.
From
From
From
Michigan;

1880.
1880.

Easton
Mathewstown.
Easton to
to Mathewstown.
Price's Station,
via Roesville,
Colgan's Cross
Cross Roads,
Roads, to
Station, via
Roesville, Colgan's
to RuthsRuthsShambares Mills
Parkton, via Rayville and
and Shambargi's
Mills to
to Beckleysville.
Beckleysville.
Tobacco to
Port Tobacco
to Ivy
Ivy Cottage.
Cottage.
Rising Sun to Cecil Paper
Paper Mills.
MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.

From Sault de Ste. Marie, via Crawford,
or Sand
Sand Hill,
Pickford to
to
Crawford, or
Hill, and
and Pickford
Detour.
From
From Paradise to Badlett.
Volinia' to
From Decatur, via Volinia,
to Little Prairie.
Prairie.
From Smith's Crossing to Alverson.
From Argyle
Argyle to
to Bad
Bad Axe.
From Buckway
Buckway Centre to Kingsley's
Kingsley's Corners.
From Grand Rapids to East
East Paris.
From Ortonville
Ortonville to Holly.
Auburn.
From Pontiac to Auburn.
From Glen Arbor, via South Manitou
Manitou Post-Office,
Post-Office, to
Buss Post-Office.
to Buss
Post-Office.
From Little Traverse, via Pleasant
and Carp
Carp Lake.
Pleasant View,
View, Ely,
Ely, Bliss,
Bliss, and
Lake.
to Mackinaw
Mackinaw City.
From Adrian to Tipton.
From Swart's
Swart's Creek to Lennon's
Lennon's Corners.
From Vicksburg
Vicksburg to Athens.
From Adamsville
Adamsville to
Elkhart, Indiana.
to Elkhart,
Indiana.
From Sangatuck
Saugatuck to Gibson.
Gibson.
From Saugatuck, via Douglas, to New Richmond.
From Amity to Grayling.
From Richland,
Richland, via head of Gull Lake, to
to Hickory
Hickory Corners.
Corners.
Watertown to Lebanon.
From Watertown
Lebanon.
From Spencer Creek to
Lake.
to Clam Lake.
From Pentwater
Pentwater to Woodburn.
Woodburn.
From Hersey
Penasa.
Hersey to
to Penasa.
From Life Lake to
to West Hill.
Hill.
From Petosky to Glencove.
Glencove.
From Mount Pleasant
Pleasant to
Nottawa.
to Nottawa.
Minnesota;
Minnesota;

MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.

From De Graff, via Buffalo Lake and
Montevideo.'
and Oak
Oak Lake, to
to Montevideo.'
From Fairmont to Saint James.
James.
From Tyler to Lake Shoakatan.
From Vendale to Long Prairie.
From Royalton,
Royalton, via North Prairie and Two Rivers, to Elmdale.
From Atwater
Atwater to Bird's Island.
From Bird's Island, via Norfolk and Beaver Falls, to Red Wood Falls.
From Bird Island, via Eddsville and Bandon
Bandon to Fort Ridgeley.
Elizabeth, to Atwater.
From Bird Island, via Lake Lillian and Lake Elizabeth,
From Bird Island to Cosmos.
From Elgin, via Pottsdam, Farm Hill,
Hll, and South
South Ferry, to Zumbro
Falls.
From De Graff
Graff via Touriston to
to Granite
Granite Falls.
Falls.
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MISSISSIPPI.
MISSISSIPPI.

MisAiRsippi;
Mississippi;

From Smithville,
Gilmore's and Smith's, to Fulton.
via Gilmore's
Smithville, via
From
From Yazoo
Yazoo City,
City, via Yazoo
Prairie, and Home Park, and
Point, Belle Prairie,
Yazoo Point,
From
Palmetto
Palmetto Home, to Belzona.
From Quitman,
Alabama,
Nicholson's Store, Alabama,
Springs and Nicholson's
Pierce's Springs
via Pierce's
Quitman, via
From
to
Bladen Springs, Alabama.
to Bladen
From Austin,
Austin, via Blue Lake, to Green Store.
From
From
0. K. to Bradleyville.
From Austin, via 0.
From
Malone's to Indian Village.
From Malone's
From Vicksburg, via Oak Ridge to Benton.
From
Holmes' Lake, Mound Bayou, Jones' Bayou,
via Holmes'
Concordia, via
From Concordia,
Horse Shoe
Shoe Bayou, to Lehiton.
Horse
Leverett's Mills,
From Hardy
J. W. Thomas's, Leverett's
via Ross's Mills, J.
Station, via
Hardy Station,
From
and R.
J. Ward's, to Graball.
R. J.
and
From Graball,
Jennings's Store, Station Mound, to Trenton.
Graball, via Jennings's
From
From Kosciusko,
Bridge, to Plattsburg.
Air's Bridge,
via Air's
Kosciusko, via
From
From Barksdale,
via Bloomington,
Bloomington, to
New Prospect.
to New
Barksdale, via
From
Powellville, to Fasonia.
From Concordia,
via Holmes's Lake,
Lake, Jonesville, Powellville,
Concordia, via
From
From Quitman,
via Drury Bynumi's, to Paulding.
Quitman, via
From
From Sucarnoochee
Sucarnoochee to
to Oak Grove Institute.
From
Morton, via Beech Creek, to Tuscola.
From Morton
From Duck
Caffey's Store.
Duck Hill to Cairey's
From
From Lodi to Redding.
From
From West Point to Waverly.
From
via Moscow,
Moscow, Meridian
Meridian and
and Louisville
road, to LouisLouisville road,
Meridian, via
From Meridian,
ville.
From
Blythe's, Milligans,
Moores to Bay Springs.
and Moores
Milligans, and
via Blythe's,
Booneville, via
From Booneville,
From
Jacinto to Old Cairo.
From Jacinto
From Fort
Fort Stephens
Stephens via Spinksville to Moscow.
From
MISSOURI.
MISSOURI.

Misouri;
Missouri;

Alsace.
New Alsace.
From
Saint Louis,
Louis, via
via Mount
Mount Olive
and Price, to New
Olive and
From Saint
From
Miami Station to Baum's Mill.
From Miami
From
Duncan's Bridge to Clarence.
From Duncan's
From
Saint Louis,
Louis via Mount
Mount Olive and Price, to New Alsace.
From Saint
From Ash
Ash Hill,
Hill, Butler
Missouri, to Boydville, Arkansas.
County, Missouri,
Butler County,
From
From Luray
Luray to
to Mount
Mount Sterling, Iowa.
From
From Linn
to Chamois,
Grange Store.
Store.
Chamois, via Grange
Linn to
From
From Metz
Metz via
M. Bells
Duncan's to Barnesville,
Barnesville, Kansas.
and Peter Duncan's
Bells and
J. M.
via J.
From
From Brevator
Brevator via
Moscow to Troy.
via Moscow
From
MONTANA.
MONTANA.

Montana;
Montana;

From
to Gallatin City.
Creek to
Fish Creek
From Fish
From
to Gallatin
Gallatin City.
Boulder to
From Boulder
From
Timber Creek.
Big Timber
Springs to Big
Sulphur Springs
White Sulphur
From White
From Benton
Benton vice
vice Yogo
Yogo to
1VIartinsdale.
to Martinsdale.
From
From Martinsdale
Martinsdale to Fort Keogh.
From
From
Philipsburgh to
Hasmark.
to Hasmark.
From Philipsburgh
From
Walkerville.
From Butte to Walkerville.
From
Bozeman to Salesville.
From Bozeman
From Bozeman
Bozeman to Clark's Fork Mines.
From
From Fort
Logan via
via Beltane
Beltane to Fort Benton.
Fort Logan
From
From Red
Red Rock
via Henny's
Lake and
and the
National Park
Bozeman.
Park to Bozeman.
the National
Henny's Lake
Rock via
From
From Virginia
Virginia City
Park to
Bozeman.
to Bozeman.
National Park
via National
City via
From
From Butte
Butte via
Hot Springs
Whitehall.
Springs to Whitehall.
Pipestone Hot
via Pipestone
From
NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.
From
to Keya Paha.
O'Neill City to
From O'Neill
From
Forks to Lena.
the Forks
From the

Nebraska;
Nebraska;
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Nebraska
—Con- From Ord to New Helena.
Nebraska-Continned.
From Minden to Vaughan.
Loup City.
From Saint Paul to
to Loup
Black Bird,
Bird, to
to Saratoga.
Saratoga.
From Apple Creek via
via Leonie,
Leonie, and Black
From Neligh
to Brewer.
From
Neligh to
Brewer.
to Doniphan.
Doniphan.
From Hastings, via
via Hanson,
Hanson, to
Lone Tree.
Tree.
From Central City, via Menser,
Menser, to
to Lone
Watson.
From Highland,
Highland, via
via Integrity,
Integrity, to
to Watson.
From Minden,
Minden, via Mirage,
Clarence, Oscar,
and Whitewater,
Whitewater,
Mirage, Clarence,
Oscar, Phelps,
Phelps, and
to
to Vaughan.
Vaughan.
From Paddock,
Paddock, via
to Clifton
Clifton Grove.
Grove.
via Blackbird
Blackbird and
and Saratoga,
Saratoga, to
From Loup City, via Huxley, to
to Custer.
Custer.
From Kelso, via Wilhelm's Hohe,
Hobe, to
to Loup
Loup City.
City.
From Ord, via Geranium, Longwood,
Union, to
to
Longwood, Sargent,
Sargent, and
and West
West Union,
New Helena.
From the Forks, via Kent and Munson,
Munson, to Lena.
Lena.
From Sweetwater,
Sweetwater, via Huxley and Lee Park, to
to Douglas
Douglas Grove.
Grove.
From Platte Centre to
to Saint Edward.
From Kearney,
Kearney, via Sweet Water, to
to Douglas Grove.
Grove.
From Mentzer to Central City.
City.
From Wolf Creek to Tipps Branch.
Branch.
From Pierce to
to Willowdale.
Willowdale.
From Georgetown
Georgetown to Cedarvale.
From Macon
Macon to Amazon.
Amazon.
From Madison
Madison to Oakdale.
Oakdale.
From Pholps
Phelps to Axelson.
Axelson.

NEVADA.
NEVADA.

Nevada;
Nevada;

From Dayton to
to Coma.
From St Thomas to
to El Dorado.
NEW MEXICO.
MEXICO.

New
Mexico;
New Mexico;

From
From
From
From

New Jereey;
Jersey;

La Glorieta to Pecos.
Pecos.
Albuquerque, via Ignacio
Nacimento.
Albuquerque,
Ignacio, to Nacimento.
Bernalillo, via Tejon, to Puerto.
Fuerto.
Socorro to Fort Stanton.
Stanton.
NEW
NEW JERSEY.
JERSEY.

From Dover to Sheurugunk.
Sheurugunk.

North Carolina;
Carolina;

NORTH CAROLINA.
NORTH
CAROLINA.

From Cranberry
Cranberry Fords to Beech Creek.
From Greenville to Swift Creek Village.
From Denver
Denver to Iron Station.
Station.
From Rock Creek, via Kimrers
Kimers Store and J.
J. W. Bowmans, to Shaw's
Mills.
From Dalton to Germantown.
Germantown.
From Whiteville
Whitey ille Depot, via Maple Gully Bridge, to
to Shallottee.
Shallottee.
From Beatty's Bridge, via Colley Bridge, to Kelly's
Kelly's Cove.
Cove.
From Hayesville,
Hayesville, via Hunt's Store and Ivy Log Creek, to Edge's
Store.
From
From Webster
Webster to
to Cannon's
Cannon's Mills.
Mills.
From Smithfield
Smithfield to Elevation.
Elevation.
From Rockingham,
Rockingham, via Grassy Islands
Islands and J.
J. M. Hines, to Covington.
Covington.
From Milton
Milton to Moore's Store.
Store.
From Dutchvillc,
Dutehville, via Wood Lane, to Knap of Reeds.
Reeds.
From Mill's River, via J. W. Walker's,
Walker's, to Hatche's
Hatche's Mill.
From Patterson
Patterson to Globe.
Globe.
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NorthCarolinaFrom
Weldon, via
via Aurelean
Aurelean Springs
Springs and
and Brinkleyville,
Brinkleyville, to Ringwood. North
Carolina—
From Weldon,
From
Beaufort, via
via North
River, to Reed's
Reed's Forrest.
Forrest.
Continued.
North River,
From Beaufort,
From
Garysburg, via Thomas' Store,
Store, Bradley's Store, Chestnut Hill,
From Garysburg,
Robertson's Ferry, to Hendrick's
Hendrick's Store, (Virginia).
Prospect, Robertson's
From Poplar
Poplar Branch,
Branch, via Jarvisburg,
Jarvisburg, California,
California, Kitty Hawk, Nag's
From
Head, to Manteau.
From Micaville,
via B. S. Youngs, Double Island, and Deyton's, to
Micaville, via
From
Green Mountain.
From
From Collettsville, via Mulberry Valley, to Globe.
From
Fairview, via Arden, by T. Hunter's,
Hunter's, Avery's Creek, to Lee
From Fairview,
Brittian's.
Brittian's.
From
via Beaversdam
Riceville.
and Haw Creek, to Riceville.
Beaversdam and
Asheville, via
From Asheville,
From Dalton,
Dalton, via
via Centerville,
Stale's Factory,
Factory, and Kiser's Forge, to
Centerville, Stale's
From
Union Hill.
From Flat
Flat River to Hampton.
From
From Henderson,
Midway, Sassafras
Sassafras Fork, Saint Joseph's to
via Midway,
Henderson, via
From
Townesville.
From
Briartown.
Aquone to Briartown.
From Aquone
From
Uwharre.
Hill's Store to Uwharre.
From Hill's
From
Makelyville, to Sladesville.
Sladesville.
From Makelyville,
From
via Neill
Thompson's, J.
E. Lee's, to Cotton Valley.
J. E.
Neill Thompson's,
Lumberton, via
From Lumberton,
From
Owensville.
to Owensville.
From Huntley to
From
Elizabethtown, via
Bladenboro, to Big Swamp.
via Bladenboro
From Elizabethtown,
From England's
England's Point,
the Pack
Pack Cap,
Gap, to
Ducktown, Tennessee.
to Ducktown,
via the
Point, via
From
From Lenoir, via
via Hazle Dell, to King's Creek.
From
From Charleston
Charleston to Forney's
Forney's Creek.
From
From Pine
Pine Level
Richardson's Store and Beulah to Barnes
Barnes Store.
via Richardson's
Level via
From
From Plum Tree to Shulls
Shuns Mills.
From
NEW YORK.
YORK.
NEW

New York;
York;
New

Morristown to Edwardsville.
From Morristown
From Conquest to Spring Lake.
From
Lyon's to Wayne Center.
Center.
From Lyon's
From Mosherville,
Mosherville, via
via East
Galway, to
to Middle
Middle Grove.
East Galway,
From
From
Spa, via
Middle Grove, East Galway,
Rock City Falls, Middle
via Rock
Ballston Spa,
From Ballston
to
Mosher vine.
to Mosherville.
From Staatsburg,
Staatsburg, via
Plains, to Clinton Hollow.
Pleasant Plains,
via Pleasant
From
From Central Bridge, via Sloansville, to Oak Ridge.
From
From Risingville,
Goodhue Lake, to Addison.
via Goodhue
Risingville, via
From
Schroon Lake to Hoffman.
From Schroon
Macedon to Lincoln.
Lincoln.
From Macedon
From
Covington to Fort Covington Centre.
From Fort Covington
From
via Malcom,
1VIagee's Corners to Waterloo.
Malcom, Tyre, and Magee's
Clyde, via
From Clyde,
From
Olmsteadville to Hoffman.
From Olmsteadville
OHIO.
OHIO.
From Otsego,
via Sago, to New Concord.
Otsego, via
From
From Laramies
via Wynant,
Wynant, Oran,
Oran, to
Sidney.
to Sidney.
Laramies,zvia
From
From
Jefferson, to Tileton.
Port Jefferson,
Sidney, via Port
From Sidney,
From
via Rina,
to Dunsmore.
Dunsmore.
Rina, to
Monta, via
From Monta,
From Meigs's
Young, Hickory,
Zeno)
Coal Hill, Zeno,
Hickory, Coal
Rowland, Young,
via Rowland,
Creek, via
Meigs's Creek,
From
High Hill,
Freeland, to
Chancellorsville.
to Chancellorsville.
Hill, Freeland,
High
From Archer's
Lawrence to Gray's.
via Lawrence,
Fork, via
Archer's Fork,
From
From New
New Matamoras, via Flint's Mills, to Masterton.
Masterton.
From
From Pleasanton,
Woodyard.
to Woodyard.
via Chase to
Pleasanton, via
From
From Ada
to Dempster.
Dempster.
Ada to
From
From Chandlerville,
via High
Hill, Zeno,
Zeno, and
Young Hickory,
Hickory, to
to
and Young
High Hill,
Chandlerville, via
From
Rowland.
Rowland.
From
Plymouth, via
via Tiro,
Tiro, De
De Kalb,
and West
West Liberty,
Liberty, to
to Leesville.
Leesville.
Kalb, and
From Plymouth,
From
Gilbert's Mills
Mills to
Pleasant Point.
Point.
to Pleasant
From Gilbert's

Ohio
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From
Plymouth, via
via Wellersville,
Washington, Sulphur
Sulphur Springs,
Springs,
From Plymouth,
Wellersville, New
New Washington,
Leesville Cross
Camp Run, to
to Leesville
Cross Roads.
Roads.
From Rio
Grande, via
Cora, Sprinkle's
McDaniel, to
From
Rio Grande,
via Cora,
Sprinkle's Mill,
Mill, McDaniel,
to Etna
Etna Furnace.
Furnace.
From Portsmouth
Portsmouth to
to Bear Creek.
Creek.
Salipolis, Clipper
Clipper Mills,
From Pomeroy, via
via Middleport, Cheshire,
Cheshire, Salipolis,
Mills,
Burke's Mills,
Chapman's Mills,
Mills, Scott
Eureka, Burke's
Mills, Swan
Swan Creek,
Creek, Chapman's
Scott Town,
Town,
Athalie,
Labelle Quaker
Quaker Bottom,
Huntingdon, West
West VirVirAthalie, Labelle
Bottom, Bradick,
Bradick, to
to Huntingdon,
ginia.
From Athens,
Athens, via
Calvary, to Chestnut
Hill.
via Amesville,
Amesville, Calvary,
Chestnut Hill.
From
Plymouth, via
via Swan,
Eagles Mills,
Mills, Gillespieville,
From New Plymouth,
Swan, Slyerly,
Siverly, Eagles
Gillespieville,
to Vigo.
From Beaver to Byers Station.
Station.
From Liberty Corners, via Romer's
Korner's Mills and
and Leesville Cross
Cross Roads
Roads
to Crestlino.
From Gallipolis to Kern's Mill.
From Addison
Addison via Kerns to Pine Grove,
Grove.
- From Frankfort
Frankfort to Greenland.
Greenland.
OREGON.
OREGON.
From Salem,
Liberty School-house,
Waldo Farm,
Farm, Rock
Rock Point,
Point,
Salem via Liberty
School-house, Waldo
Beaver Glen,
School-house, to
Silver Creek.
Beaver
Glen, Union
Union School-house,
to Silver
Creek.
From Linkville
Linkville, via Tub
Tulee Lake, Scorpion Point, Dry
Dry Lake,
Lake, and Burgat's Rancho,
Fall River
Mills California.
California.
Ranche, to Fiall
River Mills,
From Linkville, via Plevna, Klamath
Klamath Ferry, Miller's
Miller's Rancho,
Ranche, Dorris
Dorris
Ranche, Fairchild's Ranche,
Rancho,
Rancho, and Ball's Rancho,
CaliRanche, to
to Mount Shasta,
Shasta, California.
From Rockville, via Olex, Lone Rock,
Rock, Spring Valley
Valley Monument,
Monument, Long
Creek,
Creek, and Susanville
Susanville to
to Canyon City.
City.
From Rockville, via The Basin,
Basin, Willows, to
to Alder
Alder Creek
Creek Washington
Washington
Territory.
From Drew's Valley,
Valley via Barnes Valley,
Valley.
Valley, to
to Langers
Langel's Valley.
From Linkville to 1VIount
Mount Shasta.
Shasta.
From Linkville to Fort Klamath.
Klamath.
From Camp Harney, via T. W. Curry's to Silver Creek.
From The Danes
Dalles via Calilo to Wallulu, Washington
Territory.
Washington Territory.
From Baker
Baker City, Oregon, via Eldorado
Eldorado to Boise City, Idaho Territory.

Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania;

PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Harbeysville to G-eahman's
From Harbeysville
Geahman's Store.
Store.
From Dalton, via Wallsville, Fleetville, East Benton, Tompkinsville,
Scott, and Green Grove,
Grove, to Olyphant.
Olyphant.
From Sanderton
Sanderton to Geahman's
Geahman's Store.
From Uwchlan to West Vincent.
From Claysburg
Claysburg to Louisville.
From Confluence,
Confluence, via Green
Green B. King's Pletoher's
Pletcher's Mill, Barkersville,
Barkersville,
Rhoad's Tannery, to Jonner
Jenner Cross Roads
From Somerset
Somerset to Shooksville.
Shooksville.
South Carolina;

SOUTH
SOUTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.

From Newbury Court House to Milton,
Milton via Belfast and
and Belmont.
Belmont.
From Anderson
Nea's Creek and Graytonville,
Anderson Court House, via Neal's
Craytonville, to
to
Honea Path.
via Newman's,
to Sugar-Loaf.
Sugar-Loaf.
From Tiller's Ferry,
Ferry, via
Newman's, to
Indiantown Church.
From Kennedy's Store to Indiantown
Church.
From Bennettsville
Laurinburg, North Carolina.
Bennettsville to Laurinburg,
FromBlackMingo,
From Black Mingo, via Rome,
Rome, Choppee, and Pringle's
Pringle7s Ferry,
Ferry, to GeorgeGeorgetown.
Knightsville.
From Summerville, to Knightsville.
From Beaufort
Beaufort to Fripp's Cross Roads.
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From Hardeeville,
Hardeeville, to
Levy's Cross
Roads.
Cross Roads.
to Levy's
From

SouthCarolinaSouthCarolins—

From Adam's
Adam's Run,
Run, via
via Enterprise,
Edisto Island, and back to Continued.
Continued.
and Edisto
Enterprise, and
From
Adam's
Adam's Run.
From Sunny
Hart's Store.
Mountain Hotel, to Hart's
Table Mountain
via Table
Dale, via
Sunny Dale
From
Anderson Court House to Liberty.
From Anderson
From Mountville,
Beaver Dam Church and Lisbon, to Laurens
Mountville, via Beaver
From
Court House.
From Pickens Court House, via Six Mile, to High Falls.
From
From Honea
Efonea Path
Path to
to Laurens
Laurens Court House.
From
From Scranton,
Friendfield, to Hymansville.
Scranton, via Friendfield,
From
From
Court House,
House, via
via Baton Rouge, Carmel Hill, Wood's
Chester Court
From Chester
Ferry,
Meadow, and Crosley's Store, to Union Court House.
Ferry, Meadow,
From Honea Path to Line Creek.
From
Pickens Court House.
Central to Pickens
From Central
From
\Tulle, via Butler's Store, to Palmerville.
McClellanville
From McClellan
From
Bluffton to Hilton Head.
From Bluffton
From
Pickens Court House.
From Liberty to Pickens
From
Smithville, via
Rem bert's Mill, to Camden.
via Rembert's
From Smithville,
From
Sumter Court
Court House,
House, via
Old Ford,
Ford, to Fulton.
via Old
From Sumter
From Fulton
Fulton to
Bluff.
to Wright's
Wright's Bluff.
From
From
Bluff, via
Packsville and Privateer, to Sumter Court
via Packsville
Wright's Bluff,
From Wright's
House.
From Georgetown,
Lane's Depot.
Georgetown, via Harper's, to Lane's
From
Creek and
and Sampit,
Sampit, to Georgetown.
Cedar Creek
via Cedar
Harper's, via
From Harpers,
From Sampit to Gourdin's Depot.
From
via Horse Gall to Silver Hill.
Gillisonville, via
From Gillisonville,
From
Allendale, via
via Smyrna,
Smyrna, and
and King's Creek, to Sam's Store.
From Allendale,
From
Bamberg to River's Bridge.
From Bamberg
Hollow.
Merritt's Bridge to Long Hollow.
From Merritt's
HarFrom
Kingstree, via
River Road and Potatoe Ferry, to HatBlack River
via Black
From Kingstree,
pei's Store.
From Harper's
Harpers Store,
Store, via
Camlin's.
W. S. Camlin's.
to W.
Gapway Road, to
via Gapway
From
From W.
W. S.
Camlin's, via Neighborhood
Eatman's Store.
Neighborhood Road, to Eatman's
S. Camlin's,
From
From Eatman's
Santee Road, to Sutton's Church.
Store, via Santee
Eatman's Store,
From
From Sutton's
Church, via
Kingstree Road, to Kingstree.
Kingstree.
via Kingstree
Sutton's Church,
From
From Kingstree,
Kennedy's Store, Indiantown
Indiantown Church, Union
Union
via Kennedy's
Kingstree, via
From
Church,
Pringle's Ferry,
Georgetown.
Ferry, to Georgetown.
and Pringle's
Choppee, and
Church, Choppee,
From
Creek, to Brook Green.
and Collin's Creek,
Socastee and
via Socastee
Bucksville, via
From Bucksville,
From
From Smith's Mills to Lennd's Ferry.
From
Bishopville to Kelly's Mills.
From Bishopville
From
Rembert's, to Camden.
Providence, via Rembert's,
From Providence,
From
Bullock's Creek to Sandy Level.
From Bullock's
From
via Clio
Clio and Smyena,
Smyena, to Little Rock Point.
Judson, via
From Judson,
From
Singletaryville, via
via Barr's
Store to Rome.
Rollin's Store
and Rollin's
Store, and
Barr's Store,
From Singletaryville,
From
Columbia, via
WitVs
Congaree, Macedonia, and Oak Villa, to Witts
via Congaree,
From Columbia,
Mills.
From
Dale to Hart's Store.
Sunny Dale
From Sunny
From
H., via
Martin's.
Thomas M. Martin's.
to Thomas
Craytonville, to
via Craytonville,
C. H.,
Anderson C.
From Anderson
From
Harpers.
to Harper's.
Lane's to
From Lane's
From Sampit
Sampit via
Cedar Creek, to Harpers.
via Cedar
From
From John's
John's Island
Ferry Station
Station on S. & C. Railway to Stevens'
Island Ferry
From
Place
on John's
John's Island.
Island.
Place on
TENNESSEE.
TENNESSEE.
From Covington,
Covington, via
Hatte Cock,
Auger's Store,
Store, and
Randolph, to
to
and Randolph,
Cock, Auger's
via Hatte
From

Poplar Grove.
Poplar
From
via Mount
Mount Zion,
Poplar Grove.
to Poplar
Zion, to
Atoka, via
From Atoka,
From
via Wellstown
Pine Grove,
Grove, to
to Montrale.
Montrale.
and Pine
Wellstown and
Maryville, via
From Maryville,
From
via Charleston,
Tabernacle, to Covington.
Charleston Tabernacle,
Depot, via
Stanton Depot,
From Stanton
From Covington,
Covington, via
via Henning's,
Henning's, to Ripley.
From
From Tony
Tony to
Newberg.
to Newberg.
From

Tennessee;
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Crossville,
Tatesville, to
Jamestown.
Crossville, via
via Tatesville,
to Jamestown.
Bloomington, down
down Martin's
Martin's Creek,
to Granville.
Bloomington,
Creek, to
Granville.
Furnace, via
Ridge between
From Dover, via Petonia Furnace,
via Ridge
between Standing
Standing Rock
Rock
and Louse Creek, and
and Old
to Pan's
Pan's Landing.
Old Brightwell
Brightwell Ferry,
Ferry, to
Landing.
Standing Rock
and La
La Grange
Grange Furnace,
Furnace, to
From Dover, via
via Standing
Rock and
to Danville.
Danville.
From Knoxville,
Knoxville, via
Ferry Road,
Road, Cobb's
Cobb's Ferry,
via Ball
Ball Camp, Cobb's Ferry
Ferry,
Winter's Gap.
to Winter's
Hancock, to
From Liberty,
Liberty, via
via Hancock,
to Woodbury.
Woodbury.
Kiggin's Tunnel.
From Kingston to Kiggin's
Tunnel.
From Knoxville,
Knoxville, via Brownlow French's
Academy, to
to
French's and Porter's
Porter's Academy,
Gamble's Store.
Gamble's
From Bayless
Bayless to Raccoon Valley.
Valley.
From Brick Church to Trigg's.
Trigg's.
From Altamont, via Burrow's
Burrow's Cove,
Cove, to
to Pelham.
Pelham.
From Ironton to Johnson and Winston's
Winston's Store.
From Pulaski to Brick
Brick Church.
Church.
From Oak Hill to Triplet's
Hill.
Triplet's Hill.
From Jamestown
Jamestown to
to Glen
Glen Mary.
Mary.
From Liberty to Short Mountain.
From Hollow Springs to Manchester.
Manchester.
From Chattanooga
Chattanooga to Dillon
Dillon, Georgia.
From Chattanooga
Chattanooga to top of
of Lookout Mountain.
Mountain.
From Sumniertown
Summertown to Dillon, Georgia.
From Tutor's to Smithsville.
From Knoxville,
Knoxville, via Direct
Direct Public
Public Road,
to Beaver
Beaver Ridge.
Road, to
Ridge.
From Saint Clair
Clair to
to Whitesburg.
From Brownsboro', via Fain's and Nola Chuckey's, to Chuckey
Chuckey Valley.
Valley.
From Greeneville,
Greeneville, via Cross Anchor
Anchor and Locust
Locust Spring,
Spring, to
to NewmansNewmansvilla.
ville.
From Blountville
Blountville to Yonkley's.
From Rutledge
Rutledge to May Spring.
From Sneedville, via Howard's Quarter
Quarter and Briar Creek, to Spring
Dale.
Dale.
From Mooresburg
Mooresburg to
Flat Gap.
Gap.
to Seal's
Seal's Ferry,
Ferry, via
via Flat
From Jonesville, Virginia, to Mulberry
Mulberry Gap, Tennessee.
Tennessee.
From Knoxville, via
via John
Ridge, Ball's
Ball's Camp,
Camp,
From
John Chumley's,
Chumleys, Beaver
Beaver Ridge,
Cobb's Ferry, Olivers,
°livers, to Wartburg.
Wartburg.
From Robbin's,
Jamestown, Roberts's,
Bobbin's, via Platan City, Jamestown,
Roberts's, to
to Livingston.
Livingston.
From Covington
Covington to Mason.
From
From Russellville, via Mill's Gap, War Creek, Morrisburg to Sneedvile.
ville.
From Concord,
Concord via Shady
to Friendsville.
Friends v ille.
Shady Grove,
Grove, to
From
Mouse
Concord,
From Mouse
Creek, via Foster's Valley to Gallant's
Gallantfs Mills.
From Huntsville to Hellenwood.
From Ironton
Ironton to Half Moon Island.
Island.
From McKenzie,
McKenzie, via Young's Store, to Pillowville.
McKenzie, via Macedonia
Macedonia, to Manlyville.
From McKenzie,
From Lexington, via Spain to Milan.
From Red Boiling Spring, via Salt Lick, White Hill, Kentucky,
Kentucky,
Puncheon Camp,
Camp, Kentucky,
Kentucky, White Hall, Kentucky, to Scottsville,
Puncheon
Scottsville, Kentacky.
tucky.
From
From Covington, via Garland, Hatchcock's
Hatchcock's Store, Angus's Store, and
Randolph, to Poplar Grove.
Randolph,
Grove.
From Mocheson to Lexington,
Lexington, Alabama.
Alabama.
From Coytee, via Griffith's Mill and Thompson's
Thompson's Store, to
Mill.
to Brick
Brick Mill.
From Newburg
Newburg to Voorhie's Store.
Store.
From
Lexington, via Stegall's Store and Miffiein
Mifflein to Henderson.
Henderson
From Lexington,
From Mouth of Wolff, via Three Forks, Ashburne's
Ashburne's Farm, F. StewStewart's, John Bowman's James
James Melton's to John
art's,
John White's, on Cincinnati
Southern Railway.
From McAllister's
Cross Roads, via
via Stokes' Store to Cumberland
From
McAllister's Cross
Cumberland Furnace.
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Herring's Store to Clarksville.
From Port Royal via Herring's
Clarksvile.
From Savannah,
Savannah, via Grisham's Mill to Byburn's Bluff.
Bluff.
TEXAS
TEXAS
From Burnet,
Burnet, via Hoover's Valley and Bluffton,
Bluffton, to Llano.
Withing's House, to Sweet Home.
From Flatonia, via Withing's
From Cedar Valley, via Hammett's
Hammett's Crossing, and
and Cypress Mills, to
to
Round Mountain.
From Rockdale to Lexington.
From Davilla, via Sunshine, to Belton.
From Marshall.
Marshall, via Cave Spring and Carter's Ferry, to Harmony
Harmony Hill.
From Phantom Hill to Webbville.
From Whitney via
Yaterville to Cleburne.
via Yaterville
Cleburne.
From Haught's, via
loch's Farm,
Farm, and Lafayette
Murphy's to Kaufvia Hoch's
Lafayette Murphy's
Kaufman.
From Palo Pinto to Graham.
Graham.
From
From Brenham, via Shelby,
Shelby, to Columbus.
Columbus.
From
From Strickling, via Sage, Dobeyville, and Naruma,
Naruma, to
to Lynche's
Lynche's
Creek.
From Hardeman, via Pledgevi.le, to Waterford.
From Caney,
Caney, via Harderman
Hardman and Pledgeville,
Pledgeville, to Wharton.
Wharton.
From Mount Blanco to Fort Sumner, New Mexico.
From Phantom
Phantom Hill to Snyder's Store.
From Grand View to Bluffdale.
From Walthall to Oak Creek.
Creek.
From Fayetteville
Fayetteville to
to Ledbetter.
Ledbetter.
From Cameron to Yarellton.
Uvalde to Rio Frio.
From Uvalde
From Winchester, via Shippa Nickles's Farm, to Smithville.
Smithville.
WebAerville to Red Bluff.
From Webbterville
From Hughes's
Springs to Dalton.
Hughes's Springs
Pidcocke Ranche.
From Belton, via Little's Mills, and Sugar Loaf, to Pidcocke
Ranche. on Dove Creek, to Shearwood.
From Ben
Ben Ficklin via Baser Ranche,
Carter's Ferry to Harmony
Harmony Hill.
From Marshall, via Carter's
From Rossville, via Lagune,
Lagune, Howard Lake, Wagh's
Wagh's Ranch, to Fort
Ewell.
From
From San
San Diego to Tilden.
From San Diego to Fort' Ewell.
From Homer, via Blark's
l3lark's Ferry, to Moscow.
From West Bevilport to Chester.
From
From Hardin
Hardin to Town Bluff.
From Bleakwood,
Magnolia Springs.
Bleakwood, via Lee's Mills, to Magnolia
From Belgrade
to Caney
Caney Creek.
Creek.
From
Belgrade to
From Henrietta, via Doonis's Store, to Pea River.
From Throckmorton
Throckmorton to Spring Creek.
Valley to Lake Mills.
From Pleasant
Pleasant Valley
to Whitney.
Whitney.
Farmersboro, to
via Farmersboro,
From Cleburne, via
From Ladonia to Ashland.
Ashland.
From
Clarksville to Walnut Grove.
From Clarksville
From Cleburne, via Caddo Grove to Forth Worth.
Cornudas, Crow
From Yoleta,
Yoleta, via Hueco Tanks, Alamo Springs, Cornudas,
Springs,
and Mouth
Mouth of Delaware, to
Springs, Sulphur
Sulphur Springs, and
Pine Springs,
Springs, Pine
Pope's
Well's.
Pope's Wells.
From Terrell, via Blackland,
Blackland, Nevada, Farmersville,
Farmersville, Delba, and Valley Creek
Creek to Bonham.
ley
From Burton
to Greenwine.
Greenwine.
Burton to
From
From Burton
via Wiredale,
Wiredale, Shelby,
to
Rock House
House to
Creek. and Rock
Shelby, Haw
Haw Creek.
Burton via
From
Fayetteville.
Fayetteville.
From
to Seely.
Seely.
via San Felipe,
Felipe, to
Patterson Station, via
From Patterson
From Dennison
Dennison to Little Mineral.
From Jewett,
Beargrass Mills
Mills and
and Pottersville
Pottersville to
to Thornton.
Thornton.
via Beargrass
Jewett, via
From
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Fairchild to
From Fairchild
Wortham.
to Wortham.

From Cotton Gin to Buffalo.
Henderson, via
and Buena
Vista to
Centre.
From Henderson,
via Caledonia
Caledonia and
Buena Vista
to Centre.
Crystal Falls
Falls to
Breckinridge.
From Belknap, via
via Donnell's
Donnell's Mill
Mill and
and Crystal
to Breckinridge.
From Spanish 'Camp
tl'mp to
to New Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.
From Castroville, via Benton, Somerset,
Somerset, Ross
Ross Valley,
Valley, and
and Gatesville
Gatesville
to Pleasanton.
From Trinity Mills to Frankfort.
From Montgomery
Montgomery to Longstreet.
Longstreet.
From Boren's Mills to Louis' Ferry.
From Pond Spring via Buttercup to Running
Running Brushey.
From Valley Mills via Patton, Crawford,
Coke to
Crawford, Coke
to Howard.
Howard.
From Terrell via Rockwell
Rockwell to
to Bonham.
Bonham.
From Dallas via Reynolds
Frankfort.
Reynolds to Frankfort.
From Burkeville via
SnelPs Store
Fairmount.
via Snell's
Store to
to Fairmount.
From Henrietta
Henrietta via Archer City to Seymour.
From Terrell via Blackland,
Blackland, Harris Grove and
and Farmersville
Farmersville to
to
Bonham.
Bonham.
From Gainesville
Gainesville via Era, Clear
Fork, and
Greenwood to
to Decatur.
Clear Fork,
and Greenwood
Decatur.
From Paige to Alum Creek.
Creek.
From Fort Griffen to Mesilla.
From Albany to Seven Rivers.
From Pope's Crossing to El Paso.
From Sweet Water to Pope's Crossing.
UTAH.
UTAH.
From Ferron City via Castle Dale, to Huntingdon;
and thence
Huntingdon; and
thence to
to
the point where mail-route number thirty-eight
thirty-eight thousand one
one hundred
and sixty-four
sixty-four crosses Green
Green River.

Virginia;
Virginia;

VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
From Columbia
Columbia to Trevillian's Depot.
From Waidsboro'
Waidsboro' to
to Oak Level.
Level.
From Pineview, via Thompson's
Thompson's Mill, to Hartwood.
Hartwood.
From Chatham, via Bearskin, Strawberry, and Whitmell, to
to Brosville.
Brosville.
From Honakersville, via Ferrell's, Harrisburg,
Harrisburg, Burnett's
Sand
Burnetts Mills,
Mills, Sand
Lick, and Noah Count's, to McClure.
From Traylorsville,
Traylorsville, via Gunville, to Angelic
Falls. Angelic Falls.
From A
Assamoosic,
ssamoosie, via
to Barham's.
via Farmer's
Farmer's Grove,
Grove, to
Barham's.
From West Point, via Barham's
Barham's Hollywood,
Hollywood, Slaughter's Store, and
and
Spear's Store, to
to Williamsburg.
From Princess Anne Court House to
Bridge.
to Sand
Sand Bridge.
From Louisa Court House to Hadensville.
From New's Ferry, via Cunningham's
From
Cunningham's Store, North Carolina, to Williamsville, North Carolina.
From White Top, via Love's Mills, to
to Town
Town House.
House.
From Lambsburg
Lambsburg to Mount Airy.
From Buckingham Court House, via Spencer's Mills,
Bower.
Mills, to Rose
Rose Bower.
From Buckingham
Buckingham Court House, via State River Mills, Well
Well Water,
Water,
and Centenary, to Scottsville.
From Lambsburgh, via McCraw's
From
McCraw's Store, Gwyne's
Gwyne's Factory, to Mount
Mount
Airy, North Carolina.
From New Castle to Forks of John's
John's Creek.
Creek.
From Shawver's
Shawver's Mill to Hicksville.
From Mill Creek to Paynesville.
Paynesville.
From Winchester
Winchester to Martinsburg,
Martinsburg, West
Virginia.
West Virginia.
From Mulberry
Mulberry Gap, Tennessee, via
via Bishop's
Store, White
White Sh
oal
s,
Bishop's Store,
Shoals,
and Silver Leaf, to
Virginia.
to Boon's
Boon's Path,
Path, Virginia.
From Martin's
Martin's Station, via Alum Springs,
to Poplar
Poplar Hill.
Springs, to
Hill.
Pennington's Furnace, Kelly's Store,
From Jonesville, via Pennington's
Store/ PenningPenning-
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ton's Gap, William Smith's
to
tinued.
Gap.
Big Stone
Stone Gap.
to Big
Mulberry Gap, Tennessee, via Whitehead's
Whitehead's Mills, Hunter's Gap,
From Mulberry
Stickleyville, and Thomas Duff's, to Ward's
Ward's Mills.
Stickleyville,
From Burk's Fork to Princeton.
Bollsville, via Clinton to Oak Forrest.
From Bollsville,
1VIaurertown to Paddy Mills.
From Maurertown
From Singer's Glen to Long's Mill.
From Stanton to New Hope.
From Grundy to Pats Store.
From "The
"The Hollow" via Vincent Lewis,
Lewis, John Jessup and S. Edwards
Nicholas Dalton's North Carolina.
to Nicholas
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
WASHINGTON

WashingtonTerritory;
ritory;

From San Juan to Lime Kiln.
From
From Neah Bay to Quilent.
From ColfaN,
Walden, Springfield,
Springfield, Fossil, Rockford,
Rockford, and Moran
Moran
Colfax, via Walden,
Prairie, to Spokane Falls.
From Steilacoom to Artendale.
From
Milian Bridge,
Bridge, Palouse
Palouse Ferry, Upper Cow
From Walla Walla, via Mullan
Creek,
Spokane Bridge, to Walker's Prairie.
Creek, Crab Creek, and Lower Spokane
From Wallula to Ainsworth.
Ainsworth.
Cottage Glen.
From Yakima City to Cottage
From Renton to Maple
Maple Valley.
Laurel Shade, Lake Washington,
Wagon-Road, Laurel
From Seattle, via Wagon-Road,
Sainamish
Lake, Squak Prairie, to Fall City.
Samamish Lake,
Samamisl River, Samamish
Columbia Center.
From Pomeroy to Columbia
From Battle Ground to North Fork.
From Hayes to North Fork.
Vernon to Sterling.
From Skagit via Mount Vernon
From New Dungeness to Sequin.
From. Goldendale,
Goldendale, via New Lebanon
Lebanon and Oak Flat to Bickelton.
From
Almota, via Territorial Road, to Palouse
Palouse City.
From Almota,
From Sterling to Ruby.
From Ainsworth
Ainsworth to Chelan.
Pataha Prairie, Columbia Center, and
Galloway, Pataha
From Dayton via Galloway,
Anatone, to Lewiston Idaho Territory.
Territory.
Anatone,
From
River.
From Skokomish to Union River.
From Spangle via Agusta to Medical Lake.
From Colfax
Timber to Crab Creek.
and Timber
Valley and
Pleasant Valley
via Pleasant
From
Colfax via
WEST
VIRGINIA.
WEST VIRGINIA.
From
Hopeville.
Hill to Hopeville.
From Gold
Gold Hill
From
Long Reach to Shiloh.
From Long
From Romney,
Romney, via
South Branch
River. to
to Moorefield.
Moorefield.
Branch River,
via South
From
From
Road, to Bridgeport.
via Turnpike
Turnpike Road,
Boothsville, via
From Boothsville,
From Fellowsville,
via Sinclair's
Sinclair's Mills,
Danville.
to Danville.
Mills, to
From
Fellowsville, via
From Higginsville
Hainesville.
Higginsville to Hainesville.
From
From
Bartholomew's Fork, Head
Run, Bartholomew's
Dent's Run,
mouth Dent's
Mannington, via mouth
From Mannington,
Buffalo
Creek, to
King's Mills.
to King's
Buffalo Creek,
From Boothsville to Bridgeport.
From
via Sang
Run, to Johnstown.
Johnstown.
Sang Run,
Cranesville, via
From Cranesville,
From Clarksburg,
Brusley, Fork
to
Hackensville, to
Fork of Elk, and Hackensville,
via Brusley,
Clarksburg, via
From
Clem's Store.
Clom's
From
via Mill Run, to Selby's Port.
Brandonville, via
From Brandonville,
From
Hebron 'via
to Ripley's.
Sancho Creeks, to
via McKim's
McKim's and Sancho
From Hebron,
From
Willow Island,
Island, via
via Sharp's
Run and
and Northwestern
Turnpike
Northwestern Turnpike
Sharp's Run
From Willow
Valcano.
Road, to Valcano.
From
to German.
German.
Town to
Norman Town
From Norman
From
Summit to
to Big
Isaac.
Big Isaac.
Wolf Summit
From Wolf

West
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From Arnoldsburg,
Arnoldsburg, via
Big Run,
Run, to
to Sutton.
Sutton.
via Big
Indian Creek
From Croway's, via Indian
Creek, to
Moore's.
to Moore's.
From Last Creek via Lost and Duck Creeks, to
mouth of
to Station
Station mouth
of
Isaac's Creek.
Creek.
From Arnoldsburg
to Tate
Tate Creek.
Creek.
Arnoldsburg to
From station at Lower Bowman to Rosby's Rock.
Rock.
From Wirt Court House,
Walker's Station.
House, to Walker's
Station.
From Glennville,
Glennville, via Leading
Leading Creek, to
to Troy.
Troy.
From Valley Furnace, via the
Roads, to
to Phillipi.
Phillipi.
the Cross Roads,
From Hurricane
Hurricane Station on C. and 0.
R. via
Willowdale, Garrett's
0. R. R.
via Willowdale,
Garrett's
Bend and Peytonia to Madison.
Madison.
From Alderson
Alderson to Asberry.
Asberry.
WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.

Wisconsin;

From Depere
Depere to Rosecrans.
Roseerans.
Langsdale, via Muller's
From Langsdale,
Muller's Lake,
Lake, to Antigo.
Antigo.
From Wausau to Antigo.
From Stoneville, via Hutchins, to
Rose.
to Rose.
From Bear Creek Station to Union Bridge.
Bridge.
From Cedarburg
Cedarburg to
Kirchain.
to Kirchain.
From Fort Atkinson
Busseyville.
Atkinson to Busseyville.
From Ahnapee, via Euren, Thiry Daems,
to Dykeville.
Dykeville.
Daems, to
From Appleton to Darboy.
Darboy.
From Heresy
Heresy via Fleming's,
Fleming's, Emerald and Willow River
River Crossing
Crossing to
to
Clear Lake.
From West Salem to
1VIindora.
to Mindora.

Wyoming Terri
Terri-Wyoming
tory.
tory.

WYOMING
TERRITORY.
WYOMING TERRITORY.

From Powder
Powder River to Deadwood,
Deadwood, Dakota.
Dakota.
From Laramie to Tyner, Colorado.
From Tyner, Colorado, to Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Wyoming.
From Rock Creek Station to
to Rock
Rock Dale.
Dale.
From Granite Canyon to Boyce Ranche
Ranche Box
Box Elder.
Elder.
From Percy
Percy Station
Station to Fort Halleck.
From Laramie
Laramie City, via Fort Fetterman,
Fetterman, and
McKinney to
to Fort
and Fort
Fort UIcKinney
Fort
Custer.
From Fort Washakie
Washakie to Frank's
Frank's Rancho,
Bull River.
Ranche on
on Grey
Grey Bull
River.
From Laramie
Laramie City, via North Park,
Leadville Colorado.
From
Park to Leadville,
Colorado.
From Laramie
Laramie City, through North Park, into the
rande River,
the 4G-rande
River, White
White
River, and Gunnison county to Kokomo, Colorado.
Colorado.
From Fort
Fort Washakie,
Washakie, via Owl Creek,
From
Creek, Grey Bull, and Three
Three Forks ot
ot
Stinkingwater, to Stillwater, Montana.
Stinkingwater,
Montana.
Approved, May 3,1880.
Approved,
3, 1880.
May 3,
3, 1880.
1880.
May

Name of yacht
Name
G or d on
W. J. Gordon
changed to Salmo.

May
3, 1980.
1880.
May 3,

CHAP.
act to change the name of the steam pleasure-yacht
CHAP. 75.-An
75.—An act
pleasure-yacht W.
W. J.
J. Gordon
Gordon
to Salmo.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
the name
steam
That the
name of
of the
the steam
pleasure-yacl W.
pleasure-yacht
W. J.
J. Gordon,
of Marquette,
Michigan, be,
be, and
hereby,
Gordon, of
Marquette, Michigan,
and is
is hereby
changed to Salmo,
Salmo, by which name
said steam
pleasure-yacht shall
be
name said
steam pleasure-yacht
shall be
hereafter documented
documented and known.
Approved, May
May 3,
1880.
3, 1880.
CHAP. 76-An
76—An act to authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury to
the name
the Treasury
to change
change the
name
of
steamboat "Minnie
"Minnie R. Child
of the steamboat
Child",
", of New
Now York.
York.

Be it enacted by the Senate and
House qf
of the
the United
United
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of

Name of
steam--States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Name
of steam
assembled, That the Secretary of
Treasof the Treasbot "Mi
"Mnnie
boat
nnie R. ury be, and hereby is, authorized
authorized to change
name of
steamboat
change the
the name
of the
the steamboat
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"Minnie R. Child", of New York, owned by James
"Minnie
James W. Fellows, of the
city of New York, to "Saint
", and
and to grant
grant said steamboat
steamboat
"Saint Nicholas
Nicholas",
proper
proper marine papers in that name. This act to take effect immediately.
Approved, May 3, 1880.

Child"
to
Child" changed to
"Saint
Nicholas."
"Saint Nicholas."

CHAP. 77.—An
provide for the construction
77.-An act to provide
construction of aamarine hospital in the city
of
Memphis, Tennessee.
Tennessee.
of Memphis,

May
3, 1880.
1880.
May 3,

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the United
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Surgeon-General
Surgeon-General of Marine hospital
hospital
Service be, and he is hereby, authorized
Tenm.
the Marine
Marine Hospital Service
authorized and em- at Memphis, Tenn.
powered to procure
a proper site in or near the city of Memphis, Tenprocure a
nessee, and cause
cause to be erected
erected thereon a
a building suitable for aamarine Building
Building to
to be
be
specifications which shall be furnished
hospital, after plans and specifications
furnished under erected.
his direction by the Supervising
Supervising Architect
Architect of the Treasury Department.
Appropriation.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the sum of thirty thousand dollars, or so much thereof Appropriation.
as may be necessary
necessary be, and the same is hereby, appropriated
appropriated out of
of
any money now in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to be exexpended by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, in the purchase
purchase of said
said site,
site,
and the erection of the aforesaid
aforesaid building thereon;
thereon; and the
the cost of
of the Cost
Cost of site
site and
site and the erection of the building shall in no event exceed
exceed the sum building limited to
sum
appropriated.
sum appropriated.
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved, May 3
Approved,
3,2 1880.
1880.
sergeant United States
CHAP. 78.—An
78.-An act to place William Gaines
Gaines late
late ordnance
ordnance sergeant
States
retired list.
Army on the retired

May
May 3, 1880.

it enacted
Representatives of the United
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the President of
of the
the United
United William Gaines,
Gaines,
ordnance sergeant,
sergeant,
States be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to place William Gaines, late ordnance
F
ilsateefdor
on51 reire
retired
ear
ordnance
States Army,
Army, on
the retired
list of
of the
the Army,
ordnance sergeant, United
United States
on the
retired list
Army, placeid
on
seventy-five per centum
with seventy-five
centum of the full pay and allowances
allowances of an ord- honorable
honorable service.
service.
nance sergeant for and during his natural life, he
he having served faithfaithfully and honorably
honorably in the Army of the United
United States for more
more than fiftyfiftyone years, having been an ordnance
ordnance sergeant
sergeant for
thirty-three confor over thirty-three
consecutive years of said service, and
participated in
in the
the siege
siege of
of
and having
having participated
Fort Meigs, the defense
defense of Fort
Fort Stephenson and the battle of
of the Thames
Thames
in the war of eighteen hundred and
and twelve.
Approved, May 3, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP.
80.—An act
fortifications and
and other
of deCHAP. 80.-An
act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for fortifications
other works
works of
deending June
June thirtieth,
the armament
armament thereof,
thereof, for
for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
thirtieth,
fense, and for the
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one,
and for
purposes.
eighteen
eighty-one, and
for other
other purposes.

May 4, 1880.

it enacted
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Fortifications
States
of America
That the
the sum
sum of one
one hundred
hundred Fortifications
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of
America in
thousand
dollars be,
same is
is hereby,
appropriated, out
any and works of dethousand dollars
be, and
and the
the same
hereby, appropriated,
out of
of any
fense.
money in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
the protection,
protection, Appropriation
Appropriation
preservation,
and repair
of fortifications
other works
works of
for for 1881.
and other
of defense,
defense, for
preservation, and
repair of
fortifications and
the
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and eighty-one,
eighty-one,
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
the same
to be
be expended
under the
the direction
Secretary of
War;
expended under
direction of
of the
the Secretary
of War;
the
same to
also,
the following
for the
of fortifications,
fortifications, namely:
namely:
armament of
also, the
following for
the armament
For the
the armament
armament of
including heavy
and Distribution.
heavy guns
guns and
sea-coast fortifications,
fortifications, including
For
of sea-coast
howitzers for
for flank
flank defense,
defense, carriages,
carriages, projectiles,
projectiles, fuses,
fuses, powder,
powder, and
and
howitzers
implements,
their trial
all necessary
expenses incident
incident
trial and
and proof;
proof, and
and all
necessary expenses
implements, their

thereto,
and
for machine
guns,
including the
thefour
conversion
of smooth-bore
smooth-bore
thereto,
cannoninto
and rifles
for machine
and the
guns,
manufacture
including of
conversion
improved
of breech-load
cannon into rifles, and the manufacture of four improved breech-load
guns four hundred thousand dollars.
ing twelve
twelve inch rifled guns
For torpedoes
and the
the same,
preservation of
of the
same,
torpedoes for
for harbor
harbor defenses,
defenses, and
the preservation
For
and for
in their
application to
to harbor
harbor and
and land
land
experiments in
their application
and
for torpedo
torpedo experiments
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defense, and
and for
for instruction
in their
defense,
instruction of
of engineer
engineer battalion
battalion in
their preparation
preparation
and application,
application, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
and
the money
money herein
herein
appropriated
for torpedoes
shall only
only be
in the
appropriated for
torpedoes shall
be used
used in
the establishment
establishment and
and
maintenance
of torpedoes
torpedoes to
operated from
shore-stations for
the
maintenance of
to be
be operated
from shore-stations
for the
destruction
of an
enemy's vessel
approaching the
the shore
or entering
the
destruction of
an enemy's
vessel approaching
shore or
entering the
channels
and fairways
of harbors.
harbors.
channels and
fairways of
Approved, May
May 4,
4, 1880.

CHAP.
—An
CHAP. 81.
81.-An

act making
making appropriations
for the
the support
support of
of the
the Army
Army for
fiscal
act
appropriations for
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and for
puryear
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, and
for other
other purposes.
poses.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and "rouse
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be it
by the
House of
of the
the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled, That the following sums be, and
States
and
out of
the Treasury
Treasury
the same are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
any money
money in
in the
appropriated, for the support of the Army
for the
the year
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Army for
year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
and eighty-one,
follows:
hundred and
eighty-one, as
as follows:
For expenses
commanding generals
office, two
thousand five
five
Co
mm a di ng
Commanding
For
expenses of
of the
the commanding
general's office,
two thousand
general's office.
hundred dollars.
For expenses
recruiting and
and transportation
transportation of
from renRecruiting.
Recruiting.
For
expenses of
of recruiting
of recruits
recruits from
rendezvous to depot, seventy-five thousand
appro.
thousand dollars. And no
no money appropriated by this act shall be paid for
the
for recruiting
recruiting the Army beyond
beyond the
number of twenty-five
twenty-five thousand enlisted men, including
Indian scouts
including Indian
scouts
and hospital-stewards;
thereafter there
more than
than
hospital-stewards; and thereafter
there shall be
be no
no more
twenty-five thousand
twenty-five
thousand enlisted
enlisted men in the Army at any one
one time, unless
unless
otherwise authorized
shall be
authorized by law. Nothing,
Nothing, however,
however, in
in this
this act
act shall
be
construed to prevent
prevent enlistments
enlistments for the Signal Service, which shall
shall
hereafter
hereafter be maintained,
maintained, as now organized
provide.
d by law,
with
organized and as provided
law, with
a force of enlisted men not exceeding
a
exceeding four hundred
hundred and fifty.
fifty.
Adjutant-GenAdjutant-Gonexpenses of the Adjutant-GeneraPs
Adjutant-General's Department
For contingent
contingent expenses
Department at
oral's
eral's Department.
Department. the
of military
military divisions
and departments,
departments, three thousand
thousand
the headquarters
headquarters of
divisions and
dollars.
Signal Service.
For expenses of the Signal Service of the Army, purchase, equipment,
equipment,
and repair of electric
electric field-telegraphs
field-telegraphs and signal equipments
equipments and stores
stores,
ten thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Support of the
thle
Army, 1881.
AnroM
-iatio
Appropriation.

DEPARTMENT.
PAY DEPARTMENT.
Pay
Pay of
of the
the Army.
Army.
FOR
Fon PAY OF
OF Tab.
ARMY: One general,
three
THE ARMY:
general, one lieutenant-general,
lieutenant-general, three
Officers.
Officers.
major-generals, fifteen brigadier-generals,
major-generals,
brigadier-generals, seventy colonels, eighty-five
eighty-five
lieutenant-colonels, two hundred and forty-three majors, three
lieutenant-colonels,
hundred
three hundred
and twelve captains, mounted,
mounted, three hundred and
and six
six captains, not
not
mounted, thirty-four chaplains, twenty-one
mounted,
twenty-one storekeepers,
storekeepers, forty
forty adjutants,
adjutants,
quartermasters, two hundred and two first lieutenants,
forty regimental
regimental quartermasters,
mounted, three hundred
hundred and sixty first lieutenants, not mounted, one
hundred
hundred and forty-six second lieutenants, mounted, three hundred
hundred and
and
five second lieutenants, not mounted; including the additional
additional pay to
to
aides-de-camp, to the adjutant and quartermaster
thirty-five aides-de-camp,
quartermaster of
of the
the
Engineer
Engineer Battalion, to one hundred and eighty acting assistant commissaries
missaries of subsistence,
subsistence, in addition to pay in line, to officers
officers of foot
foot
regiments while on duty which requires them
them to
to be
mounted, to
to the
be mounted,
the
officer
officer in charge
charge of public buildings and grounds
Washington and
grounds in
in Washington,
and
to
of State
in the
offi ce of
ofth
Washington,
ecre t
ary of
of War;
to the
the examiner
examiner of
State claims
claims in
the office
thee S
Secretary
Mon.
Men.
four hundred retired
retired officers;
officers. enlisted men of
all grades
grades not
of all
not exceeding
exceeding
twenty-five
twenty-five thousand men; four hundred and fifty enlisted men of
of the
the
Signal Corps; the allowances
allowances for travel, retained pay, and clothing not
drawn,
drawn, payable
payable to enlisted men on discharge; and one
ordnance
one retired
retired ordnance
sergeant, eleven
eleven million five
hundred a
nd forty-eight
sergeant,
five hundred
and
forty-eight thousand
thousand six
six hunhundred and one dollars and fifty-five cents.
cents.
Mileage.
Mileage.
For mileage of officers
officers of the Army for travel on duty under orders,
hundred thousand
two hundred
thousand dollars.
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For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, to wit: Hire of one hundred and twentytwenty.
five contract
contract surgeons and two hundred
hundred hospital-matrons;
hospital-matrons; extra-duty
pay to enlisted men for service in hospitals; pay of fifty-four
fifty-four paymasters'
paymasters'
clerks
paymasters' messenclerks and fourteen
fourteen veterinary
veterinary surgeons;
surgeons; hire of paymasters'
gers, not to exceed fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars; cost of telegrams on official
official
business received
officers of the Army; compensation
of
received and sent by officers
compensation of
attending upon
upon military
military courts and commiscitizen clerks and witnesses attending
Ii
r •travel expenses
commissions
sions;
expenses of paymasters'
paymasters' clerks; commutation
commutation of quarters
sions;
on duty
where there
there are
public
at places
places where
are no
no public
tor
officers on
duty without
without troops
troops at
q
service,
q uarters; and for
for the payment
payment of
of any such officers
officers as may be
be in
in service,
either
or retired
ending June
June thirthireither upon the active or
retired list,
list, during
during the
the year
year ending
tieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-one,
for
eighty-one, in excess of the numbers
numbers for
each class provided for in this act, five hundred and fifty-one
fifty-one thousand
thousand
one hundred and ninety-eight
ninety-eight dollars
dollars and forty-five
forty-five cents.
SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT. For subsistence
subsistence of twenty-five
SUBSISTENCE
twenty-five thousand
enlisted men, one hundred and twenty additional half-rations
half- rations for serenlisted
geants and corporals
corporals of ordnance, enlisted men of the Signal Service,
women to companies
companies (laundresses), one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
thousand eight
seventy-five civilian employees, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five contractseventy-five
hospital-matrons, one hundred and ten military
surgeons, two hundred hospital-matrons,
prisoners of war (Indians), in all ten million
million
convicts, and five hundred prisoners
seven hundred and fifty-five thousand
thousand eight hundred and twenty
twenty rations,
between cost of rations and comat twenty cents each; for difference
difference between
mutation thereof
enlisted men and recruits at
at
thereof for detailed men, and for enlisted
recruiting stations, and for cost of hot coffee and cooked
cooked rations for
for
traveling on cars; for subsistence stores for Indians
Indians visiting militroops traveling
tary posts, and Indians employed without pay as scouts, and guides,
two
amount
two hundred and fifty
fifty thousand dollars; of which amount
two million two
three hundred thousand dollars shall be available from and after the
passage of this act for the purchase
purchase of stores necessary
necessary to be transported
ported to distant posts in advance of the thirtieth of June, eighteen
Provided, That to the cost of all stores and other
hundred and eighty: Provided,
secarticles sold to officers and men,
men, except tobacco, as provided
provided for in section one thousand one hundred
hundred and forty-nine
forty-nine of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes,)
ten per centum shall be added to cover wastage, transportation,
transportation, and
other incidental charges, save that subsistence supplies may be sold to
cost
companies, detachments,
detachments, and hospitals at cost prices, not including cost
a comof
transportation, upon the certificate
certificate of an officer commanding a
of transportation,
pany
detachment, or in charge
charge of a
a hospital,
hospital, that the supplies are
pany or
or detachment,
necessary for the exclusive use of such company, detachment, or hospital.
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Subsistence.
Subsistence.

Rations.
Rations.

Proviso.
Proviso.

S. 1149,
R. S.
1149,

Amended.

QUARTERMASTER'S
supplies of
Quartermaster's
of the
the Quartermaster's
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTNEENT.—For
DEPARTMENT.-For the
the regular
regular supplies
Quartermaster's
Department, consisting
for heating
heating and
and cook.
supplies.
cook- regular
regular supplies.
of stoves
stoves for
consisting of
Quartermaster's Department,
nig;
officers, enlisted men, guards, hospitals, storehouses,
storehouses, and Items.
ing; of fuel for officers,
offices;
in kind for the horses, mules, and oxen of the Quarterforage in
offices; of forage
master's Department
Department at the several posts and stations, and with the
armies
in the field;
regiments of cavalry,
several regiments
the horses of the several
field; for the
armies in
the
batteries of
of artillery,
mounted men of the Signal Service, and such
artillery, mounted
the batteries
companies
infantry and scouts as may be mounted, and for the authorcompanies of infantry
ized
officers' horses,
of
horses, including bedding for the animals; of
of officers'
ized number of
straw
bedding; and of
books
including blank books
of stationery,
stationery, including
soldiers' bedding;
straw for
for soldiers'
for the Quartermaster's
certificates for discharged soldiers,
Quartermaster's Department, certificates
blank forms
for the
the Pay
Pay and
Departments, and
and for
for printprintand Quartermaster's
Qnartermaster's Departments,
forms for
blank
ing
division and
orders and
million six
reports, three million
and reports,
and department
department orders
ing of
of division
hundred thousand dollars.
e For incidental
wit: For
For postage
dis- Incidental
Incidental expostage and telegrams or disexpenses, to
to wit:
For
incidental expenses,
penses.
patches; extra
extra pay
pay to
direction of the
Quarter- penses.
the Quarterthe direction
under the
employed under
to soldiers
soldiers employed
patches;
Items.
master's Department
storehouses, Items
barracks, quarters, storehouses,
erection of barracks,
the erection
Department in the
master's
and
in the
construction of roads, and other constant labor,
the construction
hospitals, in
and hospitals,
for
of not
less than
than ten
ten days,
days, including those employed
as clerks
employed as
not less
for periods
periods of
division and
department headquarters
headquarters and Signal Service
sergeants;
Service sergeants;
and department
at division
expenses of
of expresses
to and
and from
from the frontier posts and armies in the
expresses to
expenses
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field; of
escorts to
other disbursing
disbursing officers,
officers, and
to trains
trains
to paymasters
paymasters and
and other
and to
field;
of escorts
where military
military escorts
escorts cannot
cannot be
furnished; expenses
expenses of
of the
the interment
be furnished;
interment
where
of officers
officers killed
in action,
action, or
who die
on duty
duty in
in the
field, or
or at
the field,
at
of
killed in
or who
die when
when on
posts on
when traveling
on orders,
of non-commisnon-commistraveling on
orders, and
and of
posts
on the
the frontiers,
frontiers, or
or when
sioned
soldiers; authorized
of laborers
and soldiers;
authorized office
office furniture;
furniture; hire
hire of
laborers
sioned officers
officers and
Quartermaster's Department, including
including the hire of interpreters,
in the Quartermaster's
spies, and
and guides
for the
the Army;
Army; compensation
compensation of
clerks to officers;
of the
officers of
of clerks
guides for
spies,
Quartermaster's Department;
Department; compensation
compensation of
forage and
wagon masQuartermaster's
of forage
and wagon
masters
authorized by
act of
of July fifth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirtythirtyfifth, eighteen
by the
the act
ters authorized
eight;;for the apprehension,
apprehension, securing,
securing, and delivering of deserters, and
eight
and
the expenses
expenses incident
and for
following expendiexpendipursuit; and
for the
the following
the
incident to
to their
their pursuit;
tures,
the several
several regiments
cavalry, the
the batteries
of light
tures, required
required for
for the
regiments of
of cavalry,
batteries of
light
artillery, and
and such
of infantry
infantry and
be mounted,
such companies
companies of
and scouts
scouts as
as may
may be
mounted,
artillery,
and for the trains,
veterinary surgeons, medicine for
for
and
trains, to wit: hire of veterinary
horses and
and mules,
mules, picket-ropes,
picket-ropes, and
for shoeing
shoeing the
horses and
and mules;
mules;
horses
and for
the horses
expenses for the movement
also, generally,
generally, the
the proper
proper and
and authorized
authorized expenses
movement
operations of the Army
expressly assigned to any other departand operations
Army not
not expressly
departmillion dollars.
ment, one
one million
purchase of horses
For purchase
horses for the cavalry
cavalry and artillery, and for the Indian

scouts, and for such infantry as may be mounted, two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Transportation.
For transportation
transportation of the Army, including baggage
baggage of the troops,
whlen
when moving either by land or water; of clothing and camp and garriequipage from the depots
Philadelphia and
Jeffersonville to the
son equipage
depots of
of Philadelphia
and Jeffersonville
the
several
several posts
posts and Army
Army depots, and from those,
those depots to the troops
horse equipments
equipments and of subsistence
subsistence stores
in the field; of horse
stores from the
the
places of purchase and from the places of delivery, under contract, to
to
such places as the circumstances
circumstances of the service may require
require them to be
sent; of ordnance,
ordnance, ordnance
ordnance stores, and small-arms from the founderies
founderies
armories to the arsenals, fortifications,
and armories
Army
fortifications, frontier posts, and
and Army
depots;
freights, wharfage,
purchase and hire
depots; freights,
wharfage, tolls, and
and ferriages;
ferriages; the
the purchase
oxen, and harness, and the purchase
of horses, mules, oxen,
purchase and repair
of
repair of
wagons, carts, and drays,
sea-going vessels and
and
drays, and of ships and other sea-going
transportation of supplies, and for garrison
boats required for the transportation
garrison purdrayage and cartage
poses; for drayage
cartage at the several posts; hire of teamsters;
teamsters;
transportation of funds for the pay and other disbursing departments;
departments;
transportation
the expenses
expenses of sailing public
public transports on the various rivers, the Gulf
Gulf
of Mexico, and the Atlantic and Pacific;
Pacific; for procuring water at such
posts as, from
from their situation, require
require it to be brought from a
a distance;
distance;
clearing roads and for removing obstructions
obstructions from roads, harand for clearing
bors, and rivers, to the extent which may be required for the actual
operations of the troops in the field,.
field, four million dollars.
operations
Rent and repairs.
Rentandropairs.
For hire of quarters
storehouses for the safe-keeping
safe-keeping of
of
quarters for troops, of storehouses
military
ofoffices,
grounds for camp and summer cantonmilitary stores,
stores, of
offices, and of grounds
ments, and for temporary frontier
frontier stations; for the construction of temtemporary
porary huts and stables; and for repairing
repairing public buildings
buildings at established
established
posts, eight hundred and eighty thousand dollars.
dollars.
Hospitals.
Hospitals.
For construction
construction and repair of hospitals, as reported by the SurgeonSurgeonGeneral of the Army, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars.
Clothing.
Clothing.
For purchase
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of clothing and camp and garrison
equipage, and for preserving
preserving and repacking the stock of clothing and
and
camp and garrison
garrison equipage
equipage and materials on hand at the Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Quartermaster's Department
Department,,one
Jeffersonville, and other depots of the Quartermaster's
one
million dollars.
Contingent
Contingent ox
xFor all contingent expenses of the Army not provided for by other
other
penses not otherexto
be
service,
branches
othernot
penses
estimates,
and
embracing
all
branches
of
the
military
exwise provided for.
ppended
Secretary of War
War,, forty
pended under the immediate orders of the Secretary
thousand dollars.
and hospurchase of medical and hospital supMedical and
hosMEDICAL IDEPARTMENT.-P]or
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT.---For purchase of medical and hospital suppital supplies.
pitalsupples.
plies, medical care and treatment
detached
treatment of officers
officers and soldiers on detached
duty, expenses of purveying-depots,
purveying-depots, advertising, and other miscellaneous expenses
expenses of the Medical Department, two hundred thousand dollars.
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Medical
For the
the Army
medical and other works
works for Army Medical
Museum, and for medical
Medical Museum,
Army Medical
For
Office, ten thousand dollars.
Museum.
Surgeon-General's Office,
the library of the Surgeon-General's

engineer depot at Willets Point, Engineer
ENGINEER DEPARTIVIENT.—For
Engineer DeDEPARTIMENT.-For engineer
ENGINEER
partment.
New York, namely: For purchase
purchase of engineering
engineering materials
materials to continuepartment.
instruction of the engineer battalion in field enginpresent course of instruction
the present

eering, one thousand dollars.

eering
For
one
ncidental
thousand
expenses
dollars.
of
the depot,
reponton-trains, reremodeling ponton-trains,
depot, remodeling
of the
expenses
For li
incidental

pairing
chemicals,
purchasing fuel, forage, stationery, chemicals,
instruments, purchasing
pairing instruments,
extra-duty
skilled labor, such as wheelengaged.in special skilled
extra-duty pay to soldiers engaged.in
wright
lithographing engineer
engineer docuphotographing and lithographing
wright work, printing, photographing
ments, and ordinary repairs, four thousand
thousand dollars.
ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT.—For the ordnance
ordnance service, required to deORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.-For
receiving stores and issucurrent expenses at the arsenals; of receiving
fray the current
ing
ordnance supplies; of police and office duties; of
ing arms and other ordnance
fuel
and lights;
lights; of stationery
stationery and office
office furniture;
furniture; of tools and instrufuel and
ments for use; of public animals, forage, and vehicles;
vehicles; incidental expenses
compensation of workmen in
ordnance service, including compensation
penses of the ordnance
the armory and museum building
building connected with the Ordnance Office
small-arms,
ordnance, small-arms,
practical trials and tests of ordnance,
attending practical
those attending
and those
ordnance supplies, one hundred
hundred and ten thousand dollars.
and other
other ordnance
For
manufacture of metallic
metallic ammunition
small-arms, eighty thouammunition for small-arms,
For manufacture
sand dollars.
dollars.
sand
For
hauling, cleaning,
cleaning, and preserving
ordnance stores on
preserving new ordnance
oveihauling,
For oven
hand
arsenals, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
at the arsenals,
hand at
armament from
For
from
and dismounting guns and removing the armament
mounting and
For mounting
forts
being modified
modified or
repaired, including heavy
heavy carriages returned to
or repaired,
forts being
arsenals for alteration and repairs,
repairs, and other necessary expenses
expenses of the
arsenals
same character,
ordnance stores in the
ordnance and ordnance
repairing ordnance
character, and for repairing
same
hands of
arsenals and depots,
depots, and for extratroops and for issue at the arsenals
of troops
hands
duty
detailed for ordnance
ordnance service, thirty thousand
thousand
enlisted men detailed
pay for enlisted
duty pay
dollars.
For
purchase and
manufacture of ordnance
requisitions
ordnance stores, to fill requisitions
and manufacture
For purchase
of troops,
dollars.
fitteen thousand dollars.
and fifteen
hundred and
one hundred
of
troops, one

Ordnance
Ordnance servser ice.
ice.;
Items.
items '

Metallic armmuMetallic
animunition.
ition.
Preserving new
stores.
and
Mounting
Mounting and
dismounting
guns.
dismounting guns.
Repairsofstores,
Repairs of stores,

&c.
&c.

Purchase and
Purchase
manufacture
of
stores.
stores.
Cavalry equipinfantry, cavalry, and artillery equipments, consisting of clothing- Cavalry
For infantry,
bags, haversacks,
canteens, and
great-coat straps
repairing horse
straps, and repairing
and great-coat
haversacks, canteens,
bags,
thousand dollars.
cavalry troops siYty-five
sixty-five thousanddollars.
equipments for cavalry
For
For grading
grading grounds,
magazines, and
Powder
de pot,
aPowdlrdepot,
and agaz
erecting magazines,
grounds, erecting
depot: For
powder depot:
For powder
ies.
thou necessary buildings, and all expenses incident thereto, fifty thouother necessary
sand dollars:
Secretary of
War may,
may, in
Proviso.
P1'hs
his discrediscre- Purchase
in his
of War
the Secretary
That the
Provided, That
dollars: Provided,
sand
off adadPurchase of
tion, expend
thousand five
hundred doldol- ditional
ditional land
land for
for
five hundred
eighteen thousand
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding eighteen
expend aa sum
tion,
lars of
of this amount
additional land adjoining the site.
purchase of additional
amount in the purchase
lars
present site.
For
of arms
at national
three hundred
hundred thouManufacture
Manufacture ofof
armories, three
national armories,
arms at
manufacture of
For manufacture
arms
sand dollars.
at national
armories.
dollars.
sand
armories.

m
That
upon the
the application
of any
or institution
institution of ficers
Retired
Army
ofdofiRetir'detArl
university, or
college, university,
any college,
application of
That upon
detailed
as
learning
incorporated
under
the
laws
o?
any
State
within
the
United
o
ffi
c
i
a
l
s
upon
ap-learning incorporated under the laws of any State within the United officials upon ap
by corpoStates, having
same time
to educate
not less
less than
pli cation by
one plication
than one
educate not
time to
the same
at the
capacity at
having capacity
States,
hundred
and fifty
fifty male
President may
officer of
of rations
of learning.
learning.
rationsof
an officer
detail an
may detail
the President
students, the
male students,
hundred and
retired list to act as president,
president, superintendent,
superintendent, or proArmy on the retired
the Army
fessor thereof;
thereof; and
officer may receive
institution to which Addit.onal
Addit. onal pay
pay
receive from the institution
such officer
and such
fessor
services.
he may
may be
be detailed
difference between
his retired and full pay, and l
b' ""
ic
es
.
for
between his
the difference
detailed the
he
shall not
allowance from the United
United States.
any additional pay or allowance
receive any
not receive
shall
UNITED S
TATES TESTING.MACHINE.-For
TESTING•IVIACHINE.—For caring
for, preserving,
preserving, Testing-maTest in g-macaring for,
STATES
UNITED
using,
thine'
testing-machine at the Water- chine.
operating the United States testing-machine
and operating
using, and
arsenal, five thousand dollars.
town arsenal,
General restricS
EC. 2.
2. That
That no
money appropriated
appropriated in
act is
is appropriated
restr icor General
appropriated or
this act
in this
no money
SEC.
tion of use of Army
sof ny
tioelof
shall
equipment, transportation, or compen- at
subsistence, equipment,
for the subsistence,
be paid
paid for
shall be
elections.
sation of
any portion
the Army
the United
United States to be used as aa
of the
Army of
of the
portion of
of any
sation
police
keep the
any election held within any
at any
the polls at
the peace
peace at the
to keep
force to
police force
State: Provided,
That nothing
in this
construed to
Proviso.
Proso.
shall be construed
provision shall
this provision
nothing in
Provided, That
State:
prevent the
of troops
to protect
protect against domestic violence
violence in each
each
troops to
use of
the use
prevent

xxi-8
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of the States on
the executive
on application
application of the
the legislature
legislature thereof
thereof or of
of the
executive
when
when the legislature
legislature cannot be
be convened
convened
Approved, May 4,
1880.
4,1880.

.
May 7,
May
7, 1880.
1680.

CHAP. 83.-An
83.—Au act
money to
printing.
CHAP.
act appropriating
appropriating money
to provide
provide for
for the
the public
public printing.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
Doficiency
apl- - States ql
of America in
Congress assembled,
the sum
Deficiency al)
in Congress
assembled, That the
two hunched
sum of
of two
hundred
propriation. . fHui
an(d flity
propriation.
fifty thousand dollars be, and the samte
same is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out
Public printing,
Ptblic pr
of any money ill
of
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to continue
continue

the public printing,
binding, and for
for public
public printing,
printing, the
the public
public binding,
for paper
paper for
printing,
including the cost of printing
debates and proceedings
proceedings of
Congress
printing the debates
of Congress
gressional Record and for the departments
departments and
in the Con
(Congressional
and for
for lithographlithographengraving being a
a deficiency
deficiency for
for the
present fiscal
fiscal
ing, mapping and engraving
the present
year.
year.
Approved, May 7,
1880.
Approved,
7,1880.

May
May 8, 1880.

CHAP. 84.—An
authorize the
sale of
Logan, Montana
and to
to
the sale
of Fort
Fort Logan,
Montana Territory,
Territory, and
CHAP.
84.-An act
act to
to authorize
frontier.
establish aanew post
post on the
the frontier.

Be it
by the
and House
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
War be
be
States of America in
Congress assembled,
That the
of War
anll hee is
empowered to establish aanew military
and
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and empowered
military
post
Mussel Shell
Shell River
in the
Montana, as
1
ot near
Ipos
tat or
or
near the
the Mussel
River in
the Territory
Territory of
of Montana,
as
lie
protection of the
he may deem best for the protection
the frontier
frontier from
from Indian
Indian incurincurProviso.
J'roviso.
sions:
Provided, The
The total
cost of
of the
the same
same shall
shall not
not exceed
sions: Provided,
total cost
exceed the
the sum
sum of.
of
cost.
Limit of cost.
fifty thousand
thousalnd dollars.
Sale of Fort
'o rt
SE.c.
SEC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
and directed,
directed, after
after
of War
authorized and
Logan,
L
ogan, Montana.
Montina. due
due notice,
to sell
sell at
at p1ublic
in parcels or
notice, to
public auction
auction or otherwise
otherwise dispose of in
Proceeds of sale.
otherwise,
deem most
most advantageous
advantageous to
to the
the government,
government, the
Proeeds
oa
otherwise, as
as he
he may
Ymay deem
the
site, reservation and buildings of Fort Logan, Montana
Territory, and
and
Montana Territory,
re-invest
proceeds of
of such
sale in
the erection
erection of
the post
re-invest the
the proceeds
such sale
in the
of the
post authorized
authorized •
Proviso.
Proviso.
by the first sectiomi
section of this act:
act: Provided,
Provided, That such portion
portion of
of said
said buildbuildings, or
or of
of the materials
materials thereof,
thereof, as
as can
can be
be profitably
removed to
said
profitably removed
to said
new post, may be reserved from sale and so removed.
removed.
Approved,
May 8,
1880.
Approved, May
8, 1880.
Mussel Slell1
Shell
Mussel
River—establishivor-cstablishR
ment
new miliOf neW
inrant of
miDiposts
tary
tairy posts.

May 11, 1880.
-.-

CHAP. 85.—An
making appropriations
85.-An act making
appropriations for the current and contingent expenses
expenses
of the Indian Department,
Department, and for
fbr fulfilling treaty stipulations with
with various Indian
tribes, for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
eighty-one, and for
for
other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
Be it
the Senate
House of
qf Representatives
Representatives of
United
Indian appropriAmerica in
assembled, That the following
following sums
appropri- States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
be, and
sums le,
and
attions,
they
ations.
they are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
net
otherwise appropriated,
the current and
otherwise
appropriated, for the purpose of paying the
conand contingent expenses of
of the
tingent
Department, and
and fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
the Indian
Indian Department,
treaty stipustipulations with
lations
the various
Indian tribes,
tribes, namely:
with the
various Indian
namely:
Agents.
Agents.
For pay
pay of sixty-eight,
sixty-eight agents
following-named
agents of Indian affairs at the following-named
agencies, at
agencies,
at the
rates respectively
respectively indicated,
indicated, namely:
namely:
the rates
At
Springs agency,
at one
thousand dollars.
dollars.
At the Warm
Warm Springs
agency, at
one thousand
At the Klamath agency,
thousand one hundred
agency, at one thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars;
At the Grand
Grand Ronde
agency, at
at one
.
Ronde agency,
one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars
At the
thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars.;
the Siletz
Siletz agency,
agency, at
at one
one thousand
dollars;
Urmatilla agency, at
At the Umatilla
two hundred
dollars;
at one
one thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars;
At
agency, at
at one
one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; . •'
At the
the Malheur
Malheur agency,
one hundred dollars;
At the Neah
Neah Bay agency,
agency, at one thousand one
dollars;
At the Yakama agency, at two
dollars;
two thousand
thousand dollars;
At the Colville
Colville agency,
one thonsalld
thousand five
agency, at one
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
agency, at
At the Nisqually
Nisqually agency,
thousand two
hundred dollars;
at one
one thousand
two hundred
dollars,
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Agents—ConAgents-ConS'Kokomish agency, at one thousand one hundred dollars;
the S'Kokomish
At the
tinued.
tined.
agency, at one thousand five hundred dollars;
At the Tulalip agency,
the Quinaielt
Quinaielt agency, at one thousand dollars;
At the
dollars;
Valley agency, at one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
At the Round Valley
thousand dollars;
At the Hoopa Valley agency, at one thousand
dollars;
Tale River
River agency, at one thousand dollars;
At the Tule
dollars;
At the Mission agency, at one thousand three hundred dollars;
thousand eight hundred dollars;
dollars;
Nevada agency, at one thousand
At the Nevada
At the
the Western
agency, at one thousand eight hundred
Shoshone agency,
Western Shoshone
At
dollars
•
dollars;'
dollars;
Nez Perces
Perces agency, at one thousand six hundred dollars;
At the Nez
dollars;
hundred dollars;
At the Lemhi agency, at one thousand one hundred
dollars;
At the Fort Hall agency, at one thousand five hundred dollars;
At the
the Flathead
dollars;
Flathead agency, at one thousand five hundred dollars;
At
thousand eight hundred dollars;
dollars;
Blackfeet agency, at one thousand
At the
the Blackfeet
thousand dollars;
At the
the Crow agency, at two thousand
At the Fort Peck agency, at two thousand dollars;
Belknap agency, at one thousand dollars;
the Fort Belknap
At the
At the
the Yankton
agency, at
at one thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
Yankton agency,
At
dollars;
At the
thousand four hundred dollars;
agency, at one thousand
Creek agency,
Crow Creek
At
the Crow
At the
Standing Rock agency, at one thousand seven hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
At
the Standing
At the
the Cheyenne
thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars;
at one thousand
agency, at
River agency,
Cheyenne River
At
Fort Berthold agency, at one thousand five hundred dollars;
the Fort
At the
At the
the Sisseton
agency, at
at one
one thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars;
Sisseton agency,
At
agency, at one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars;
dollars;
At the Devil's Lake agency,
dollars;
At
agency, at one thousand two hundred dollars;
Brule agency,
the Lower
Lower Brule
At the
At
the Pine
dollars;
at two thousand two hundred dollars;
Ridge agency, at
Pine Ridge
At the
At
the Rosebud
thousand two hundred dollars;
dollars;
agency, at two thousand
Rosebud agency,
At the
At the
Shoshone agency,
agency, at
at one
one thousand
dollars;
hundred dollars;
five hundred
thousand five
the Shoshone
At
At the
the Uintab
ITintah agency, at
at one thousand dollars;
At
At the Pueblo agency, at two thousand dollars;
At the
the Navajo
Navajo agency,
agency, at
dollars;;
thousand dollars
at two thousand
At
At the
dollars;
thousand five hundred dollars;
at one thousand
agency, at
Mescalero agency,
the Mescalero
At
At the
the Los
Los Pinos
dollars;
at one
one thousand five hundred dollars;
agency, at
Pinos agency,
At
dollars;
At the
River agency,
agency, at one thousand
thousand four hundred dollars;
White River
the White
At
At the
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars;
agency, at one thousand
Ute agency,
Southern Ute
the Southern
At
At the
Great Nemaha
Nemaha agency,
thousand dollars;
dollars;
agency, at one thousand
the Great
At
At the
Winnebago agency,
hundred
agency, at one thousand six hundred
and Winnebago
Omaha and
At
the Omaha
dollars;
dollars;
dollars;;
At the
thousand dollars
at one thousand
agency, at
Otoe agency,
the Otoe
At
dollars;
At the
Santee agency,
thousand two hundred
undred dollars;
at one thousand
agency, at
At
the Santee
At the
the Pottamatomie
dollars;
thousand dollars;
one thousand
at one
agency, at
Pottawatomie agency,
At
At the
at one thousand five hundred dollars;
agency, at
Ponca agency,
At
the Ponca
At the
the Pawnee
Pawnee agency,
at one
one thousand
dollars;
five hundred
hundred dollars;
thousand five
agency, at
At
two
thousand two
Sac and Fox agency, Indian Territory, at one thousand
At the
the Sae
hundred dollars;
dollars;
At the
Quapaw agency,
thousand two
two hundred dollars;
at one
one thousand
agency, at
At
the Quapaw
At the
Osage agency,
agency, at
one thousand
six hundred
hundred dollars;
thousand six
at one
At
the Osage
At the
the Cheyenne
Cheyenne and
and Arapaho
Arapaho agency,
agency, at
at two thousand two hundred
At
dollars;
dollars;
At the
at two thousand
thousand dolagency, at
Wichita agency,
and Wichita
Comanche, and
Kiowa, Comanche,
the Kiowa,
At
lars;
At the
thousand dollars;
two thousand
at two
agency, at
Union agency,
the Union
At
At the
White Earth
Earth agency,
dollars;
hundred dollars;
thousand six hundred
one thousand
at one
agency, at
At
the White
At the
and Fox
agency, Iowa,
Iowa, at
dollars;
at one thousand dollars;
Fox agency,
Sac and
the Sac
At
At the
Bay agenvy,
at one
thousand five
five hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
one thousand
agenc y, at
Green Bay
the Green
At
At the
Pointe agency, at
dollars;
two thousand dollars;
at two
La Pointe
the La
At
At the
agency, at
at one
one thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars;
two hundred
thousand two
Mackinac agency,
the Mackinac
At
At the
York agency,
agency, at
at one
one thousand
thousand two
dollars;
hundred dollars;
two hundred
New York
the New
At
At
Colorado River
River agency,
one thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars,
thousand five
at one
agency, at
At the
the Colorado
At
and Maricopa
Maricopa agency,
at one
hundred.
one thousand eight hundred
agency, at
Pima and
At the
the Pima
dollars 5
dollars;
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At
agency, at two thousand dollars;
dollars;
the San
San Carlos
Carlos agency,
At the
hundred dol
dol
Pueblo agency,
agency, at one thousand three hundred
Moquis Pueblo
At the Moquis
lars; in all, ninety-nine
hundred dollars.
thousand two hundred
ninety-nine thousand
seventy-six
namely:
Interpreters.
follows, namely:
six interpreters,
interpreters, as follows,
For pay
pay of seventy
Interpreters.
Seven
the tribes in Oregon,
the Klamath,
Klamath, and
Oregon, namely:
namely: two for the
Seven for
for the
one
and MalUmatilla, Warm Springs, and
one each for Grand Ronde, Siletz, Umatilla,
three hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per annum
annum each,
each, two thousand
thousand
heur agencies,
agencies, at three
dollars;
one hundred
hundred dollars;
Territory, to be assigned
assigned to such
Washington Territory,
Six for
for the tribes in Washington
a,genCies as
hundred
may direct, at three hundred
Secretary of the Interior may
agencies
as the
the Secretary
thousand eight hundred
dollars per annum
hundred dollars;
dollars;
annumt each,
each, one thousand
dollars
Three
the tribes
tribes in Idaho,
namely: at
at Nez
Lenmhi, and Fort
Nez Perces, Lemhi,
Idaho, namely:
Three for the
Hall agencies,
at three
annum each,
each, nine hundred
agencies, at
three hundred
hundred dollars per annum
Hall
dollars;
dollars;
Four
namely: for Pi-Ute, Walker River,
tribes in Nevada.,
Nevada, namely:
Four for
for the tribes
Western
reservations, at three
three hundred
Pyramid Lake reservations,
and Pyramid
Western Shoshone, and
dollars
each, twelve
twelve hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
annum each,
dollars per annum
Six for the tribes in Montana,
Montana, namely:
namely: one each at Flathead,
Flathead, Black
Black
agencies, at three
three hunhunPeck agencies,
and two
two at Fort Peck
Crow, and
Belknap, and Crow,
feet, Belknap,
dollars;
dred dollars
dollars per ainnli
annum ealh,
each, one
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars;
tribes in
in Dakota,
namely: two each
each at Fort Berthold
Berthold
D)akota, namely:
Twelve for the tribes
and Pine.
one each
each at Yankton,
Rock,
alnd one
Yankton, Crow Creek, Standing Rock,
Pine Ridge, and
Cheyenne River,
Lower Brule
Brule
Iosebud, and Lower
Sisseton, Devil's Lake, Rosebud,
Cheyenne
River, Sisseton,
agencies, at three hundred dollars per
per annum
annum each, three thousand six
agencies,
hundred dollars;
dollars;
at the ShoShoue
agency, three
three hunhun.
Shoshone agency.
One for the tribes in Wyoming, at
dollars;;
dred dollars
in Utah,
three hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
Utah, three
One for
for the tribes in
tribes in New Mexico,
Four for the tribes
Mexico, namely:
namely: two for the Navajo, and
Apache and
and Pueblo
three hunone each for the Mescalero
Mescalero Apache
Pueblo agencies, at three
each, one thousand
dred
dred dollars per annum each,
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
namely: Los
Three for the tribes
tribes in Colorado,
Colorado, namely:
Los Pinos,
Pinos, Southern
Southern Ute,
Ute,
and White River
River agencies,
agencies, at three
three hundred dollars
dollars each per annum.
annum,
dollars;;
nine hundred dollars
Six for the tribes in Nebraska,
Nebraska, to be assigned
assigned to such
such agencies as the
Secretary of tlhe
the Interior
Interior may direct,
hundred dollars per annum
annum
Secretary
direct, at three
three hundred
each, one thousand
thousand eight
hundred dollars;
each,
eight hundred
dollars;
Indian Territory, to be assigned
assigned as the SecNine for the tribes in the IndiLan
retary of the Interior may
mlay direct,
direct, at three
hundred dollars
retary
three hundred
dollars per annum
each,
thousand seven
seven hundred
dollars;
each, two thousand
hundred dollars;
Three for the
the tribes in Wisconsin, namely: one
Green Bay and
Three
one for the Green
and
two for the,
agencies, at three
three hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum
the La Pointe agencies,
annum each,
each,
dollars;
nine hundred dollars;
in Minnesota,
Four for the tribes in
Minnesota, namely:
namely: Boise Forte
Forte and
and White
Earth agencies
Earth
agencies and Red
and Leech
reservations, at three
I:ed Lake and
Leech Lake
Lake reservations,
annum each,
hundred dollars per annum
each, one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
Two for the tribes
AMichigan, namely:
namely: Mackinac
Mackinac agency, at three
tribes in Michigan,
eacl, six hundred
hundred dollars per ianlnim
annum each,
hundred dollars;
dollars;
Five for the tribes in Arizona, namely:
namely: one each for the Colorado
River, Pima and Alaricopa,
Maricopa, and Mloquis
Moquis Pueblo,
Pueblo, and two for San Carlos
Carlos
five
agencies, at three
three hundred dollars per annum each, one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars;
dollars;
Additional p
ay
Additional
pay
additional payment
For additional
in
payment of the said
said interpreters, to be distributed in
for interpreters.
the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, four thousand
thousand dollars
dollars ;in
in
all, twenty-six
thousand eight hundred
twenty-six thousand
dollars.
hundred dollars.
Inspectors'
dollars per annum
Inspectors' pay. For pay of five Indian inspectors,
inspectors, at three thousand dollars
each, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
Traveling o
x - For necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of five Indian
Indian inspectors, five thouoxTraveling
penses of inspect. sand dollars.
penses
Ors.
ors.
For buildings
agencies, and
repairs of
the same,
fifteen thousand
of the
same, fifteen
thousand
For
buildings at
at agencies,
and repairs
Bsuildings
Buildings and
all
dollars.
dollars.
repairs.
Vaccination.
For vaccine
vaccination of Indians,
Indians, five hundred dollars.
vaccine, matter and
and vaccination
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inciFor contingencies
contingencies of the Indian service, including traveling
traveling and inciiental expenses
lental
expenses of Indian agents and of their offices, and for pay of employees, and for pay of two special agents, at two thousand dollars per
annum each, thirty-two
thirty-two thousand five hundred dollars.
FULFILLING
INMAN TRIBES.
FULFILLING TREATIES
TREATIES WITH INDIAN
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117
Contingencies.
Contingencies.

Treaties.

APACHES,
COWIANCHES.
APACHES, KIOWAS,
KIOWAS, AND
AND COMANCHES.

Apaches, Kiowas
Kiowas
and Comanches.
Comanches.
and
For thirteenth of thirty installments, as provided to be expended 15 Stat., 584.
584.
under the tenth article of treaty
treaty of October twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hinthun- 15 Stat., 590.
,
lred and sixty-seven
concluded at Medicine
Medicine Lodge Creek,
Creek, in Kansas,
,Ired
sixty-seven, concluded
Kansas,
Comanches, and under the third article of treaty of
with the Kiowas and domanches,
of
Apaches, thirty thousand dollars;
the same date with the Apaches,
dollars;
fifteen
For purchase
purchase of
of clothing,
clothing, as
as provided
provided in
in the
the same
same treaties,
treaties, fifteen
thousand dollars;
thousand
dollars;
For pay of carpenter,
carpenter, farmer, blacksmith, miller, and engineer, five
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
teacher, two
five hundred
hundred doldolFor the pay of physician and
and teacher,
two thousand
thousand five
lars; in all, fifty-two thousand seven hundre4
hundred dollars.
dollars.
CHEYENNES AND ARAPAHOES.
CHEYENNES
ARAPAHOES.

For thirteenth
installments provided
provided to be expended
expended under
thirteenth of thirty installments
eighteen hundred
the tenth article of treaty of October twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
and sixty-seven,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
sixty-seven, twenty
fourteen thousand
thousand dolFor purchase of clothing, as per same article, fourteen
dollars
lars;;
For pay of physician and teacher, as per thirteenth
thirteenth article
article of
of same
treaty, two thousand one hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
blacksmith, miller, and
and engineer,
engineer, as
as per
per
For pay of carpenter, farmer, blacksmith,
same article, four thousand
thousand five hundred dollars; in all, forty thousand
six hundred dollars.
CHICKASAWS.
CHICKASAWS.

goods, three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
annuity, in
in goods,
For permanent
permanent annuity,
BOISE FORTE BAND OF CHIPPEWAS.

Cheyennes
Cheyennes an
andd
Arapahoes.

15 Stat., 596.

15 Stat., 596.

Chickasaws.
Chickasaws.
14 Stat., 774.
Permanent an -Permanent
nuity.
nuity.
Boise Forte
Forte band
band
Boise
of Chippewas.

For fifteenth of twenty installments, for the support of one black
black.
smith and assistant, and for tools, iron, and steel, and other articles
necessary
April
necessary for the
the blacksmith-shop, as
as per
per third
third article of
of treaty
treaty of April
sixty-six, one
hundred
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
one thousand
thousand five hundred
dollars;
installments, for the support
support of one schoolFor fifteenth of twenty installments,
teacher,
same article
teacher, and
and for
for the
the necessary
necessary books
books and
and stationary,
stationary, as per same
of same
same treaty,
treaty, eight
hundred dollars;
of
eight hundred
dollars;
fifteenth of twenty installments, for the instruction of Indians
Indians in
For fifteenth
purchase of seeds, tocls,
tols, and similar necessaries,
necessaries, as per
farming, and purchase
same
of same
same treaty,
eight hundred
dollars;
treaty, eight
hundred dollars;
same article
article of
to be paid
paid
For fifteenth of
of twenty installments
installments of annuity, in money, to
same article
per capita, as per same
article of same
same treaty,
treaty, three thousand five hunhundred dollars;
dollars;
installments of annuity, in provisions, ammuFor fifteenth of
of twenty installments
nition, and tobacco, as per same article of same treaty, one thousand
dollars;
dollars;
fifteenth of twenty installments
installments of
of annuity,
annuity, in goods
goods and other
other
For fifteenth
articles, as per same article of same treaty, six thousand five hundred
articles,
dollars.
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars; in
in all, fourteen
fourteen thousand one

14 Stat.,
14
Stat., 766.
766.

CHIPPEWAS
MISSISSIPPI.
CHIPPEWAS OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

Chippewas
of
Chippewas of
the
the Mississippi.

For thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth of forty-six installments, to be paid to the Chippewas
of the
Mississippi, per
per third
article of
of treaty
treaty of
pewas of
the Mississippi,
third article
of August
August second,
second,

99 Stat., 904.
16
720.
16 Stat.,
Stat.,720.

118
10
Stat., 1167.
10 Stat.,
13
694.
Stat. 694.
13 Stat.

Chippewas, PilPilChippewas,
lagers, and Lake
Winnebagoshisb
bWinnel agoh s '
bands.
(is.
10 Stat., 1168.

Stat., 694.
694.
13 Stat.,

Choctaw&
Chootaws.

Permanent annuity.
7 Stat., 99.
7Sta.,
9.
11
11 Stat.,
Stat., 614.
614.
7
7 Stat., 213.
11 Stat., 614,
614.

77 Stat., 212.
7'7 Stat., 236.
11
614.
11 Stat.,
Stat., 614.
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eighteen hundred
and forty-seven,
and fifth
fifth article
article of
of treaty
of March
March
treaty of
forty-seven, and
hundred and
eighteen
nineteenth,
hundred and
and sixty-seven
one thousand
dollars;
thousand dollars;
sixty-seven,7 one
eighteen hundred
nineteenth, eighteen
For
sixth of
of ten
ten installments
installments of
annuity, in
in money,
money, last
last series,
series, per
per
of annuity,
For sixth
third article
treaty of
of February
twenty-second, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
February twenty-second,
of treaty
article of
third
fifty-five,
third article
of treaty
treaty of
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four,
article of
and third
fifty-five, and
twenty thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
twenty
For
the support
support of
of a
aschool
school or
said reservation,
reservation, during
during
upon said
or schools
schools upon
For the
the pleasure
the President,
with third
article of
of treaty
treaty •
third article
accordance with
in accordance
President, in
of the
pleasure of
the
of March
March nineteenth,
sixty-seven, four
four thousand
thousand
and sixty-seven,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
nineteenth, eighteen
of
dollars;
dollars;
For gilling-twine
nets, three
hundred dollars; in all, twenty-five
twenty-five
three hundred
for nets
gilling-twine for
For
thousand three
hundred dollars.
dollars.
three hundred
thousand
OHIPPEWAS,
PILLAGERS, AND
AND LAKE
LAKE WINNEBAGOSHISH
WINNEBAGOSHISH BANDS.
BANDS.
CHIPPEWAS, PILLAGERS,
For twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth of
of forty
forty installments
money, per third
installments of annuity, in money,
For
article
of February
twenty-second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftyFebruary twenty-second,
of treaty
treaty of
article of
five,
third article
treaty of May
seventh, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
May seventh,
of treaty
article of
and third
five, and
sixty-four,
ten thousand
thousand six
and sixty-six
dollars and
and sixty-six
sixty-six •
sixty-six dollars
six hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, ten
cents;
cents;
For
twenty-sixth of
of forty
annuity, in goods, per same
installments of annuity,
forty installments
For twenty-sixth
articles of
same treaties,
treaties, eight
eight thousand
thousand dollars;
•
dollars;
of same
articles
For
twenty-sixth of
of forty
installments, for
utility, per
per s'ame
same
of utility,
purposes of
for purposes
forty installments,
For twenty-sixth
articles
four thousand dollars;
dollars;
treaties. four
same treaties,
of same
articles of
For
sixth of
of ten
ten installments,
last series,
education,
series, for purposes of education,
installments, last
For sixth
per
same articles
same treaties,
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars .;
two thousand
thousand five
treaties, two
of same
articles of
per same
For
for nets, three
three hundred
dollars; in all, twenty-five
twenty-five
hundred dollars;
For gilling-twine
gilling-twine for
thousand
hundred and
and sixty-six
cents..
sixty-six cents.
sixty-six dollars and sixty-six
four hundred
thousand four
OHOOTAWS.
CHOOTAWS.
For permanent
permanent annuity,
annuity, per
second article
article of
of treaty
November sixtreaty of November
per second
For
teenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and five,
live, and thirteenth
thirteenth article
article of treaty
treaty of
teenth,
June twenty-second,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
twenty-second, eighteen
fifty-five, three
three thousand

dollars;
dollars;
For permanent
permanent annuity,
annuity, for
for support
of light
light horsemen,
horsemen, per
per thirteenth
thirteenth
support of
For
article of treaty of October eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twenty,
and
thirteenth article
eighteen hundred
hundred
twenty-second, eighteen
of June
June twenty-second,
article of
of treaty of
and thirteenth
and
hundred dollars;
dollars;
fifty-five, six hundred
and fifty-five,
For permanent
permanent annuity,
annuity, for
for support
support of blacksmith,
blacksmith, per
per sixth article of
For
treaty of October
October eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twenty, ninth article of treaty of January twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five,
and
article of
twenty-second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
treaty of June twenty-second,
of treaty
and thirteenth
thirteenth article
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, six hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
and
annuity, for
thirteenth artifor education, per second and thirteenth
permanent annuity,
For permanent
treaties named above, six thousand dollars;
dollars;
cles of last two treaties
permanent annuity,
iron and steel,
article of treaty
steel, per ninth article
annuity, for iron
For permanent
twentieth, eighteen
twenty-five, and thirteenth
hundred and twenty-five,
eighteen hundred
of January
January twentieth,
article of treaty of June twenty-second,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
twenty-second, eighteen
article
three hundred
dollars;
hundred and twenty dollars;
three
hundred and ninety thousand two hundred and
interest on three
For interest
three hundred
annum,
centum per annum,
fifty-seven dollars and ninety-two
ninety-two cents, at five per centum
fifty-seven
education, support
support of the government,
government, and other
other beneficial
beneficial purposes,
purposes,
for education,
general council
council of the Choctaws,
Choctaws, in conformunder the direction of the general
provisions contained
contained in
in the ninth and thirteenth
thirteenth articles
articles of
of
ity with the provisions
treaty of January twentieth, eighteen hundred and twenty-five, and treaty
treaty
twenty-second, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, nineteen
nineteen thouof June twenty-second,
sand five hundred
hundred and
and twelve dollars and
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine cents; in all, thirty
thousand
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine cents.
thirty-two dollars
dollars and
thousand and
and thirty-two
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CREEKS.
CREEKS.

Creeks.
Creeks.

Permanent anAu- Permanent
annuity, in money, per fourth article of treaty of Aupermanent annuity,
For permanent
gust
seventeen hundred and ninety, and fifth article of treaty nuity.
nuitY •
gust seventh, seventeen
7Stat., 36.
of August seventh, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, one thousand five 7 Stat.
Stat 36
700
hundred
dollars;
•,
•
hundred dollars;
7 Stat., 69.
For
money, per second article of treaty of June 7
For permanent annuity, in money,
Au- 11 Stat., 700.
sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen hundred and two, and fifth article of treaty of August
seventh, eighteen
thousand dollars;
fifty-six, three thousand
hundred and fifty-six,
eighteen hundred
gust seventh,
For
287.
7 Stat.,
Stat.,287.
fourth article of treaty of Jan- 7
money, per fourth
annuity, in money,
permanent annuity,
For permanent
11 Stat.,700.
nary
twenty-six, and fifth article 11
Stat., 700.
hundred and twenty-six,
twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred
uary twenty-fourth,
seventh, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, twenty
of treaty
treaty of August seventh,
thousand dollars;
dollars;
•
7 Stat.,
Stat.,2S7
For
permanent annuity
annuity for
for blacksmith
257
blacksmith and assistant, and for shop 7
For permanent
1 Stat., 700.
and
eighth article of treaty
twenty-fourth, eighteen
11
treaty of January twenty-fourth,
per eighth
tools, per
and tools,
hundred
article of treaty of August seventh,
and fifth article
twenty-six, and
hundred and twenty-six,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
hundred and
dollars;
and forty dollars;
eight hundred
fifty-six, eight
and fifty-six,
eighteen
For permanent
permanent annuity for iron and steel for shop, per same articles
and
treaties, two
hundred and seventy dollars;
dollars;
two hundred
and treaties,
For permanent
annuity for
for the
pay of
of a
articles
wheelwright, per same articles
a wheelwright,
the pay
permanent annuity
For
of same
hundred dollars;
dollars;
same treaties,
treaties, six hundred
of
For five
centum interest
hundred thousand dollars, for 11 Stat., 701.
two hundred
on two
interest on
per centum
five per
For
Purposes of
seventh,
education, per sixth article of treaty of August seventh,
of education,
purposes
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thousand dollars;
dollars;
ten thousand
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, ten
eighteen
For interest
on six
hundred and
and seventy-five
Stat., 786
786.
14 Stat.,
hundred 14
thousand one hundred
seventy-five thousand
six hundred
interest on
For
and sixty
sixty eight
eight dollars,
at the
the rate of five per centum per annum, to be
dollars, at
and
expended under
Secretary of the Interior, under
the Secretary
of the
direction of
the direction
under the
expended
provisions of
fourteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred
of third
third article of treaty of June fourteenth,
provisions
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, thirty-three
thousand seven
hundred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight dolseven hundred
thirty-three thousand
and
sixtylars
and forty
cents; in all, sixty-nine thousand nine hundred and sixtyforty cents
lars and
eight dollars and forty cents.
CROWS.
CROWS.
For twelfth
thirty installments,
supply male persons, six hundred
installments, to supply
of thirty
twelfth of
For
in
number, over
of age,
age, with aa suit of good substantial
years of
fourteen years
over fourteen
in number,
woolen
consisting of
of a
pantaloons, flannel shirt, and
and
hat, pantaloons,
coat, hat,
a coat,
clothing, consisting
woolen clothing,
woolen
socks, as
ninth article
May seventh, eighteen
of May
of treaty of
article of
per ninth
as per
woolen socks,
hundred
thousand dollars;
dollars;
hundred and sixty-eight, eight thousand
For
thirty installments, to
seven hundred
to supply
supply each female, seven
of thirty
twelfth of
For twelfth
in
number, over
over twelve
twelve years
years of
of age,
flannel skirt,
or the goods
skirt, or
with aa flannel
age, with
in number,
necessary
to make
the same,
pair of
woolen hose, twelve
twelve yards of
of woolen
a pair
same, a
make the
necessary to
calico,
twelve yards
yards of
of cotton
per same
same article, six
as per
domestic, as
cotton domestic,
and twelve
calico, and
thousand
dollars;'•
thousand dollars
For
twelfth of thirty
three hundred and fifty
fifty
thirty installments, to supply three
For twelfth
boys
and three
three hundred
and fifty
girls, under
under the
ages named, such
the ages
fifty girls,
hundred and
boys and
flannel and
and cotton
cotton goods
goods as
to make
make each
as
a suit
suit as
each a
needed to
be needed
may be
as may
flannel
aforesaid,
with aapair
woolen hose
for each,
each, per
article,
per same
same article,
hose for
of woolen
pair of
together with
aforesaid, together
five
dollars;
five thousand dollars;
For
of a
article of
of same treaty, one thousand
physician, per tenth article
a physician,
pay of
For pay
two
hundred dollars;
two hundred
dollars;
furnishing
For
installments, for pay of teacher and furnishing
twenty installments,
of twenty
eleventh of
For eleventh
necessary
stationery, under
under seventh
of same treaty,
seventh article of
and stationery,
books and
necessary books
one
thousand five
dollars;
five hundred
hundred dollars;
one thousand
For
pay of
farmer, and blacksmith,
under
blacksmith, under
engineer, farmer,
miller, engineer,
carpenter, miller,
of carpenter,
For pay
tenth
article of
of same
thousand three
three hundred
hundred dollars;
three thousand
treaty, three
same treaty,
tenth article
For
pay of
second blacksmith,
and iron and steel, as per eighth article
blacksmith, and
of second
For pay
of same
two thousand
thousand dollars;
of
same treaty,
treaty, two
dollars;
For
this amount,
amount, or
or so
so much
may be
be necessary,
to furnish
furnish
necessary, to
as may
thereof as
much thereof
For this
flour and
such articles
as from
from time
time to
to time
time the
the condition
condition and
and
articles as
and such
meat, and
and meat,
flour
necessities of
of the
may require,
sixty-five thousand
dollars; in
thousand dollars;
require, sixty-five
Indians may
the Indians
necessities
all, ninety-two
ninety-two thousand
thousand dollars.
all,

Crows.
15 Stat.,
651.
15
Stat., 651.

15 Stat., 652.
Stat., 652.
15
15 Stat.,
Stat., 651.
651.
15
15 Stat.,
Stat., 652.
652.
15
15 Stat.,
Stat., 65L
651
15
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Flatheads
Flatheads and
and
confederated
other confederated
tribes.
12 Stat.,
975.
Stat.,975.

FLATHEADS AND
AND OTHER
OTHER CONFEDERATED
TRIBES.
FLATHEADS
CONFEDERATED TRIBES.
For
first of
of four
four installments,
second series,
series, for
objects not
not
For first
installments, second
for beneficial
beneficial objects
heretofore appropriated,
appropriated, per
fourth article
article of
of treaty
treaty of
of July
sixteenth,
heretofore
per fourth
July sixteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
dollars.
eighteen
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, six
six thousand
thousand dollars.
10 WAS.
IOWAS.

Iowas.
10 Stat..,
Stat., 1071.

For interest,
interest, in
in lieu
of investment
fifty-seven thousand
five hunFor
lieu of
investment on
on fifty-seven
thousand five
hundred
dollars, balance
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-seven
fifty-seven thousand
thousand five
dred dollars,
balance of
of one
five
hundred dollars,
to July
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty,
at five
five perperhundred
dollars, to
July first,
eighty, at
centaur
annum, for
for education
other beneficial
under
centurn per
per annum,
education or
or other
beneficial purposes,
purposes, under
the
of the
the President,
President, per
article of
of treaty
May sevenseventhe direction
direction of
per ninth
ninth article
treaty of
of May
teenth,
hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, two
two •thousand
eight hundred
hundred
teenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
thousand eight
and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
KANSAS.
KANSAS.

Kansas.
9
9 Stat., 842.

For interest
interest in
in lieu
investment on
two hundred
hundred thousand
dollars, at
For
lieu of
of investment
on two
thousand dollars,
at
live per centaur
January fourcenturn per annum,
annum, per
per second
second article of
of treaty of
of January
teenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six,
thousand dollars.
forty-six, ten
ten thousand
dollars.

Kickapoos.

KIOKAPOOS.
KIO)KAPOOS.

Stat., 1079.
10 Stat.,

Klamath
Klainathe
Modocs.

nd
aan

16 Stat., 708.

16 Stat., 708.

16
Stat., 709.
16Stat.,709.

Menomonees.
Menomonees.

10 Stat., 1065.

interest on ninety-three
ninety-three thousand five hundred and eighty-one
For interest
eighty-one
dollars
centurn per
annum, for
for educational
educational
dollars and
and nine cents, at five per
per centurn
per annum,
and
beneficial purposes,
eighteen
and other
other beneficial
purposes, per
per treaty of May
May eighteenth, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, four
seventy-nine
hundred
four thousand six
six hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine
dollars and five cents;
cents;
For settlement, support, and civilization
civilization of Kickapoo
Kickapoo Indians in the
the
Indian Territory, lately removed from
and such
as may
from Mexico,
Mexico, and
such as
may remove,
remove,
five thousand
thousand dollars; in all, nine thousand
thousand six hundred and seventynine dollars
dollars and five cents.
IKLAMATHS AND
AND MODOCS.
If_LAMATHS
MODOOS.

For last of five installments, last series, to be applied under the direction
of treaty
treaty of
of October
tion of the
the President, as
as per
per second
second article
article of
October fourfourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, three thousand dollars;
dollars;
For fourteenth
fourteenth of twenty installments, for keeping in
repair one sawin repair
mill, one flouring-mill,
flouring-mill, buildings for the blacksmith, carpenter, wagon
wagon
and plow maker, the manual-labor
manual-labor school,
school, a
n d hospital,
hospital, as
and
as per
per fourth
fourth
article of same treaty, one thousand dollars;
dollars;
purchase of tools and
For fifteenth of twenty installments, for the purchase
material for saw and flour mills, carpenter, blacksmith, wagon and plow.
maker shops, and books and stationery for the manual-labor school, per
same article of same treaty, one thousand
dollars; thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
For fifteenth
installments, for pay and subsistence
fifteenth of fifteen installments,
subsistence of one
superintendent
superintendent of farming, one farmer, one blacksmith, one sawyer, one
carpenter, and one wagon and plow maker, as per fifth article of same
same
treaty, five thousand six hundred dollars;
dollars;
For fifteenth
fifteenth of twenty installments,
installments, to pay salary and subsistence
subsistence of
of
one physician, one miller, and
school-teachers, as
per same
article
and two school-teachers,
as per
same article
and treaty, three thousand
thousand six hundred dollars; in all, fourteen
fourteen thousand
hundred dollars.
seven hundred
dollars.
MENOMONEES. •
MENOMONEES.

For
For last of fifteen installments of annuity upon two hundred and fortytwo thousand six hundred
hundred and eighty-six
eighty-six dollars, for cession of lands,
lands,
per fourth article of treaty of May twelfth, eighteen hundred
fifty
hundred and fifty.
hundred and
four, and Senate
Senate amendment
amendment thereto, sixteen thousand
thousand one hundred
seventy-nine dollars and six cents.
seventy-nine
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Miamies of Kansas.
7
For permanent
blacksmith and assistant, and iron and
7 Stat., 191.
191.
prov ision for blacksmith
permanent pros
For
1095.
steel for
for shop,
per fifth article
October sixth, eighteen hun- 10 Stat., 1095.
article of treaty of October
shop, per
steel
treaty of June fifth, eighteen
dred and eighteen, and fourth article of treaty
forty-three
hundred and
and fifty-four, four hundred
hundred and eleven
eleven dollars and forty-three
hundred
cents;
cents;
in lieu of gunsmith, per same ar- 77 Stat.,
For permanent
provision for
191.
for miller, in
permanent provision
For
t
., 464.
464.
tides and
and treaties,
October twenty-third,
twenty-third, 7
7 Sta
Stat.,
per fifth article of treaty of October
treaties, and per
tides
tat.,1094.
eighteen
and thirty-four,
thirty-four, two
dollars1094.
10 Stat.,
hundred and sixty-two dollars
two hundred
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two cents;
twenty-one thousand eight hundred and eighty-four
interest on twenty-one
For interest
pureducational purdollars
centum, for educational
eighty-one cents, at five per centum,
and eighty-one
dollars and
poses,
article of treaty
treaty of June fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fiftythird article
per third
poses, per
four,
one thousand
thousand and ninety-four
ninety-four dollars and twenty-four cents; in all,
four, one
twenty-nine
one
thousand seven hundred
hundred and sixty-eight dollars and twenty-nine
one thousand
cents.
Miamies
MIAMIES OF EEL RIVER.
Miamies ,f Eel
RIVER.
River.
MIAMIES
MIAMIIES OF KANSAS.

For
annuity, in goods or otherwise,
otherwise, per fourth article
article of
permanent annuity,
For permanent
treaty
of August
August third,
hundred and ninety-five, five hundred
hundred
seventeen hundred
third, seventeen
treaty of
dollars;
dollars;
For
permanent annuity,
articles of treaty of
goods or otherwise, per articles
in goods
annuity, in
For permanent
August
twenty-first, eighteen
hundred and five, two hundred and fifty
eighteen hundred
August twenty-first,
dollars;
dollars;
For
otherwise, per third and separate
separate
or otherwise,
annuity, in goods or
permanent annuity,
For permanent
hundred and nine,
articles of
of treaty
treaty of
of September
September thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
articles
three hundred
hundred and
and fifty
thousand one hundred dollars.
fifty dollars; in all, one thousand
three

51.
77 Stat., 51.
7 Stat., 91.

7 Stat., 91.

7 Stat., 114.

7 Stat., 114.

MIAMIES
INDIANA.
MIASMIES OF INDIANA.

]l
Miamies of lc
cliana.
diana.

For interest
on two
hundred and twenty-one
twenty-one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred
two hundred
interest on
For
and
fifty-seven dollars
uninvested, at five per
eighty-six cents, uninvested,
and eighty-six
dollars and
and fifty-seven
centum,
per Senate
fourth article of treaty of June fifth,
to fourth
amendment to
Senate amendment
centum, per
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, eleven
eleven thousand and sixty-two dollars
eighteen
and
eighty-nine cents.
and eighty-nine
MODELS.
MOLELS.

Stat., 1099.
10 Stat.,

For
pay of
teachers and
manual-labor schools, and for all necesfor manual-labor
and for
of teachers
For pay
sary
materials
therefor,
and
subsistence of the pupils, per fourth
the subsistence
for
and
therefor,
materials
sary
article
treaty of
December twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen hundred and fiftyof December
of treaty
article of
five, three thousand
thousand dollars.

12 Stat.,
Stat., 981.
981.
12

NAVAJOES.
NAVAJOES.

For
hundred and sixtyeleven thousand eight hundred
and subsisting eleven
clothing and
For clothing
eight Navajo
twenty-six thousand dollars.
Navajo Indians, twenty-six
eight
For last
last of
pay of two teachers, per sixth article
installments, for pay
ten installments,
of ten
For
of
of June
first, eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight, two thousand
eighteen hundred
June first,
treaty of
of treaty
dollars;
all, twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand dollars.
in all,
dollars in

Molels.

Navajoes.

Stat., 669.

15 Stat., 669.

NEZ PERCES.
PERCES.
NEZ

Forces.
Nez Perces.

For
sixteen installments,
of second
second series,
for boarding
boarding and
series, for
installments, of
of sixteen
fifteenth of
For fifteenth
clothing the
children who
shall attend
attend the
providing the schools
schools
schools, providing
the schools,
who shall
the children
clothing
and boarding-houses
boarding-houses with
with necessary
furniture, the
purchase of
necessary
of necessary
the purchase
necessary furniture,
and
wagons,
teams, agricultural
tools, and
such
and for fencing of such
implements, tools,
agricultural implements,
wagons, teams,
lands
may be
gardening and
farming purposes
purposes for the
the
and farming
for gardening
needed for
be needed
as may
lands as
schools, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
schools,
For salaries
salaries of
two matrons
matrons to
to take
take charge
boarding-schools,
the boarding-schools,
charge of the
of two
For
two
assistant teachers,
millers, three
two millers,
and two
carpenter, and
one carpenter,
farmer, one
one farmer,
teachers, one
two assistant
thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars;
thousand five hundred

Stat., 649
14 Stat.,

14

Stat.,650
Stat., 650
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For repairs
of houses,
houses, mills,
tools, and
one .
For
repairs of
mills, and
and tools,
and necessary
necessary materials,
materials, one
thousand
dollars; in
in all,
six thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand dollars;
all, six
thousand five
five hundred
Northern CheyNorthern
Cheymineis inr Arana-

enues and 655.
Arapahoes.
hloes. Stat.
15
,

15 Stat.,
Stat., 657.
657.
15
15
Stat., 658.
15 Stat.,
i58.

Omahas.
Omabnha.
St at., 1044.
10 Stat.,

()sages.
Osages.

NORTHERN
ARAPAHOES.
NORTHERN CHEYENNES AND
AIND ARAPAHOES.

Second
Second of ten installments,
installments, to be expended
expended by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interiorfor
each Indian
engaged in
in agriculture
in the
the purchase
teriorfor each
Indian roaming
roaming and
and engaged
agriculture in
purchase
of snch
such articles
the condition
condition and
and necessities
of the
necessities of
the
of
articles as
as from
from time
time to
to time
time the
Indians
may indicate
indicate to
be proper,
article of
May
to be
proper, as
as per
per sixth
sixth article
of treaty
treaty of
of May
Indians may
tenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
dollars.
tenth,
hundred and
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
For
twelfth of
thirty installments,
as per
installments, for
for purchase
purchase of
of clothing,
clothing, as
per
For twelfth
of thirty
sixth artiele
article of
of treaty
May tenth,
tenth, eighteen
and sixty-eight,
sixth
treaty of
of May
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-eight,
dollars;
twelve thousand dollars;
For)pay
pay of physician,
blacksmith,
physician, teacher, carpenter, miller, farmer, blacksmith,
and engineer,
engineer, per
per seventh
of same
same treaty,
treaty, six
thousand dollars;
and
seventh article
article of
six thousand
dollars;
in all, fifty-three
fifty-three thousand
thousand dollars.
OMAHAS.

For thirteenth
thirteenth of fifteen installments of this amount, being third series,
in
treaty of
March sixteenth,
article of treaty
of March
sixteenth,
in money
money or otherwise, per fourth
fourth article
eighteen hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, twenty
twenty thousand
OSAGES.
OSAGES.

For interest on
twenty dollars;
dollars,
hundred and
and twenty
thousand one hundred
on sixty-nine
sixty-nine thousand
For
at
land
per annum,
annumn, being
being value of fifty-four sections of land
at five
five per
per centum
centlm per
set apart
apart by treaty of June second, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twenty-five,
for educational
educational purposes, per Senate resolution of January ninth, eighteighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-eight, three thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and fifty-six
dollars;
14 Stat.,6d7.
Stat., 687.
For interest on three hundred thousand dollars, at five per centum
per
semi-annually, in
articles as the
per annum,
annumn, to
to be paid semi-annually,
in money
money or
or such articles
Secretary of the Interior may direct, as per first article
article of treaty of Septeinber twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
tember
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, fifteen thousand
thousand
dollars; in all,
all, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand four hundred and fifty-six dollars. . .
1870 Cl.
ch. 296
For this
this amount
be expended
expended for
the Osage
Indians in
accordance
in accordance
Osage Indians
for the
to be
amount to
FIor
290,,
1870,
,
16
Stat., :(,2.
:162.
with section
section twelve
twelve of
fifteenth eighteen hundred
hundred
act approved
approved July fifteenth,
of the
the act
with
1(; stt..,(
and
being interest
interest at
five per
per centum
centum
fifteenth,
from
and seventy,
seventy, being
at five
from March first, eighteen
hundred and eighty, to March first, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, as
187'2, ch. 149,
provided for
for by
section two
act approved
approved May
eighteen
May ninth,
ninth, .eighteen
of the
the act
two of
by section
provided
17 St
s,.,at., 190
17
90.
hulndred
hundred and seventy-two,
seventy-two on one million five hundred and ninety-four
ninety-four
hundred and seventy-nine
twenty-four cents,
thousand four hundred
seventy-nine dollars and twenty-four
being the net avails of Osage
Osage trust and diminished-reserve
diminished-reserve lands
lands sold
by the United States prior to March first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty,
eighty,'
seventy-nine thousand seven hundred
seventy-nine
hundred and twenty-three
twenty-three dollars and
and
ninety-six cents, and the second provision
provision of the second section
section of the
1872,ch.290,
1872,
ch. 296,
act of May ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-two, an act entitled
l relief of settlers on the Osage lands in the State of
17
Stat., 91,
"A ll act
91,
17 Stat.,
"An
act for
for tthe
e relief of settlers on the Osage lands in the State of
Kansas",
amended as to read July •first,
first, instead of March
March
Amended.
Kansas", is hereby so amended
first, as the day of each year up to which interest
interest •
upon sales shall be
calculated.
OTOES AND MISSOURIA.S.
MISSOURIAS.
Otoes and
and MissourIias.
For thirteenth
thirteenth of fifteen installments,
installments, being the third series,
series, in money
10 Stat., 1039.
or otherwise, per fourth article of treaty of March fifteenth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, nine thousand dollars.
7
242.
7 Sta., 242.

Slat;.,

Pawnees.

11

11 Stat., 729.

P.AWNEES.
PAWNEES.

For perpetual
perpetual annuity, at least one-half of which is to be paid in goods
and such
deemed necessary
such articles as may be deemed
necessary for them, per second
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eighteen hundred and fiftyarticle
of treaty
treaty of
of September
twenty-fourth, eighteen
September twenty-fourth,
article of
seven,
dollars ;
seven, thirty thousand dollars;
For support
support of
two manual-labor
manual-abor schools, per third article of same
of two
For
treaty, ten
thousand dollars;
dollars;
ten thousand
treaty,
apprentices, one
blacksmiths and
For pay
pay of
and two apprentices,
of two farmers, two blacksmiths
For
miller
teachers (and for one shoemaker
shoemaker and one
one
two teachers
apprentice, and two
and apprentice,
miller and
carpenter,
hundred dollars),
dollars;
dollars), seven thousand dollars;
thousand six hundred
one thousand
carpenter, one
medicines, one thousand two
purchase of
a medicines,
For pay of physician and purchase
dollars;
hundred dollars;
For purchase
of iron
iron and
and steel and other necessaries
necessaries for the shops, as
purchase of
For
twenty-fourth, eighteen
per fourth
fourth article
article of treaty
eighteen hunSeptember twenty-fourth,
treaty of September
per
hundred dollars;
dollars;
fifty-seven, five hundred
and fifty-seven,
dred and
For purchase
article and
and
utensils and stock, per same article
farming utensils
of farming
purchase of
For
dollars;
treaty, one thousand dollars;
For repairs
of grist
and saw
saw mills,
hundred dollars;
dollars; in all, fifty
three hundred
mills, three
grist and
repairs of
For
thousand
thousand dollars.
PONCAS.
PONCAS.
For
installments, last series,
series, to be paid to them or
fifteen installments,
of fifteen
seventh of
For seventh
expended
their benefit,
per second
article of treaty
treaty of March
March twelfth,
second article
benefit, per
for their
expended for
eighteen
hundred and
fifty-eight, eight thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
and fifty-eight,
eighteen hundred
necessary, to be used
For this
amount, or
or so
so much
much thereof as may be necessary,
used
this amount,
For
at
discretion of
aiding and
and
President, to carry on the work of aiding
the President,
of the
the discretion
at the
instructing the
the Poncas
Poneas in
the arts of civilization, with aa view to their
in the
instructing
self-support,
pay of employees,
employees, ten thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
clothing, and for pay
for 'clothing,
self-support, for
For this
amount, to
to be
be expended
expended under
under the
the direction of the Secretary
Secretary
this amount,
For
Poncas, thirty-five thousand dolof
the Interior,
Interior, for
for subsistence
subsistence of the Ponca's,
of the
lars;
lars; in all, fifty-three thousand dollars.
POPP
AWA TODILES.
POTTAWATOMIES.

•For
permanent annuity,
in silver,
silver, per
fourth article
of treaty
treaty of August
article of
per fourth
annuity, in
For permanent
fifty-seven
third,
seventeen
hundred
and
ninety-five,
three
hundred
hundred
and fifty-seven
three
ninety-five,
and
hundred
third, seventeen
cents;
dollars and eighty cents;
For
permanent annuity,
annuity, in
per third
third article
of treaty
treaty of Separticle of
silver, per
in silver,
For permanent
seventyand seventytember
thirtieth,
eighteen
hundred
one
hundred
hundred
nine,
and
hundred
tember thirtieth, eighteen
eight dollars and
ninety cents;
cents;
and ninety
eight
For
permanent annuity,
in silver,
silver, per
per third
treaty of October
October
article of treaty
third article
annuity, in
For permanent
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen, eight
ninety-four
hundred and ninety-four
eight hundred
hundred and
second,
dollars
dollars and fifty cents;
For permanent
annuity, in
money, per
article of treaty of Sepsecond article
per second
in money,
permanent annuity,
For
tember
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, seven hundred and
tember twentieth,
fifteen dollars and sixty cents;
For permanent
in specie,
specie, per
article of treaty of July
July
second article
per second
annuity, in
permanent annuity,
For
twenty-ninth,
eighteen hundred
and twenty-nitie,
article of
second article
and second
twenty-niue, and
hundred and
twenty-ninth, eighteen
treaty of
September twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
twenty-eight, five
hundred and twenty-eight,
of September
treaty
thousand
and twenty-four
twenty-four dollars
dollars and
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven
hundred and
seven hundred
thousand seven

cents;
For permanent provision
for payment
payment of
of money,
lieu of
of tobacco,
tobacco,
in lieu
money, in
For permanent provision for
iron, and
steel, per
per second
of treaty
twentieth, eightSeptember twentieth,
of September
treaty of
article of
second article
and steel,
iron,
een hundred
hundred and
twenty-eight, and
tenth article
article of treaties of June
June fifth
and tenth
and twenty-eight,
een
and
hundred and
and forty-six,
forty-six, one hundred
hundred and
and seven
eighteen hundred
seventeenth, eighteen
and seventeenth,
dollars
and
thirty-four cents;
and thirty-four
dollars
For permanent provision for
three blacksmiths
blacksmiths and
and for
for
assistants, and
and assistants,
permanent provision for three
For
iron and
per third
article of
October sixteenth,
sixteenth,
of October
treaty of
of treaty
third article
shops, per
for shops,
steel for
iron and steel
eighteen hundred
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, second
September
article of treaty of September
second article
hundred and
eighteen
twentieth, eighteen
hundred and
article of
twenty-eight, and second article
and twenty-eight,
eighteen hundred
twentieth,
one
treaty
of
July
twenty-ninth,
eighteen
hundred
mid
twenty-nine,
twenty-nine,
and
hundred
eighteen
treaty of July twenty-ninth,
thousand
and
eight dollars
and ninety-nine
ninety-nine cents;
cents;
dollars and
and eight
thousand
For permanent provision
for fifty
fifty barrels
barrels of
of salt,
of
article of
second article
per second
salt, per
For permanent provision for
one
treaty
of
July
twenty-ninth,
eighteen
hundred
twenty-nine,
twenty-nine,
and
hundred
treaty of July twenty-ninth, eighteen
hundred
and fifty-six
fifty-six dollars
dollars and fifty-four
cents;
fifty-four cents;
hundred and

11 Stat,
Stat. 730.

Poncas.

Stat., 997.
12 Stat.,
12

Pottawatomieas
Pottawatomies.

77Stat., 51.
51.
7 Stat., 114.
7
77Stat.,
Stat., 185.
185.
77Stat.,
Stat., 317.
Stat., 320.
77 Stat.,
7
7 Stat., 317.

Stat., 317.
317
77Stat,
99 Stat., 855.

7 Stat.,
Stat., 3186
296.
7
Stat.,
320,
Stat., 318.
320.
77Stat.,

7
Stat., 320.
7 Stat.,

124
9 Stat.,
9
Stat., 854.

Pottawato m
mie
ie s
a
Pottawato
of Huron.

77 Stat.,
Stat., 106.
106.

Quapaws.
Qnapaws.

Stat., 425.
425.
77 Stat.,

Poxes
Sacs awl
alnd Foxes
of
the Mississippi.
of the
Mississippi.
Stat., 85.
77 Stat.,85.

7 Stat.,
Stat., 540.
7

7Stat., 59(.
596.
78tat.,
Proviso.
Proviso.

Sacs and Foxes
of the Missouri.
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For interest
and thirty
and sixty-four
sixty-four dolthousand and
dolFor
interest on
on two
two hundred
hundred and
thirty thousand
lars and
five per
per centum,
conformity with
with provisions
in conformity
provisions
lars
and twenty
twenty cents,
cents, at
at five
centum, in
of article
article seventh
seventh of
of treaties
treaties of
fifth and
and seventeenth,
eighteen
seventeenth, eighteen
of June
June fifth
of
hundred and
forty-six, eleven
five hundred
three dollars
dollars
hundred and
and three
and forty-six,
eleven thousand
thousand five
hundred
and
cents; in
twenty thousand
thousand six
hundred and
and fortyfortysix hundred
in all,
all, twenty
and twenty-one
twenty-one cents;
seven dollars
dollars and
sixty-five cents.
cents.
and sixty-five
seven
HURON.
POTTAWATOMIES OF
OF HURON.
POTTAWATOMIES

For permanent
annuity, in
or otherwise,
otherwise, per
article of
second article
of
in money
money or
per second
For
permanent annuity,
treaty
of November
November seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seven,
seven, four
four
treaty of
hundred dollars.
QUAPAWS.
QUAPAWS.
For
during the
the pleasure
pleasure of
the President,
article.
of the
President, per third article
For education,
education, during
of
of May
thirteenth, eighteen
hundred and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, one
one
May thirteenth,
eighteen hundred
of treaty
treaty of
thousand
dollars;
thousand dollars;
For blacksmith
and assistants,
assistants, an
iron, and
blacktools, iron,
and steel
steel for blackan IItools,
For
blacksmith and
smith-shop, per
article and
thousand and
and sixty
sixty dollars;
dollars;
and treaty,
treaty, one
one thousand
smith-shop,
per same
same article
in
thousand and sixty
in all,
all, two thousand
sixty dollars.
dollars.
SACS AND
AND FOXES
FOXES OF
OF THE
MISSISSIPPI.
THE MISSISSIPPI.
SACS
For permanent
annuity, in
or otherwise,
otherwise, per
per third
article of
of
third article
goods or
in goods
permanent annuity,
For
November third, eighteen
hundred and four,
treaty of November
eighteen hundred
four, one
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars ;
For
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
at five
per centum,
centum, per
per
five per
two hundred
on two
For interest
interest on
October twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and
second article of treaty of October
thirty-seven,
dollars;
thirty-seven, ten thousand dollars;
For
on eight
hundred thousand
per centum,
dollars, at
at five
five per
thousand dollars,
interest on
eight hundred
For interest
per second article
article of treaty
treaty of October eleventh,
eleventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and,
and
forty-two, forty
That the
sum of
one thou:thotrthe sum
of one
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
forty-two,
forty thousand
sand five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars of this amount shall
shall be used
used for the pay of aa
physician and for purchase of medicine;
&Ram
medicine; in all,
all, fifty-one
fifty-one thousand
thousand dollars.
SACS AND FOXES
FOXES OF THE MISSOURI.
MISSOURI.

543.
77 Stat.,
Stat.,543.

For interest on one hundred
hundred and fifty-seven thousand four hundred
hundred
dollars,
dollars, at five per centum,
centum, under the
the direction
direction of the President,
President, per
per
October twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and
second article of treaty of October
thirty-seven, seven
seven thousand eight hundred
dollars;
thirty-seven,
hundred and
and seventy
seventy dollars;
For support of aa school,
school, per fifth article
article of treaty of March sixth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, two hundred
hundred dollars; in all, eight
eight
thousand and seventy
seventy dollars.

Seminoles.
Seminoles.

SEMINOLES.
SEMINOLES.

Stat., 702.
11 Stat.,702.

14 Stat.,
756.
8tat.,756.

For five per centum interest on two hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars, to be paid as annuity, per eighth article
article of treaty
treaty of August
August seventh,
eighteen hundred and fifty-six, twelve thousand
dollars;
thousand five hundred dollars;
For five per centum
centum interest on two hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars, to be paid as annuity (they having joined their brethren
brethren west),
west), per
eighth article of treaty
treaty of August seventh, eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
twelve thousand five hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
For interest on fifty thousand
centurn
thousand dollars, at the rate of five per centum
per annum,
annum ' to be paid annually for the support
asper
per thi
rd
support of schools,
schools, as
third
article of treaty
treaty of March twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
dollars;
two thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
centurm
For interest on twenty thousand
thousand dollars, at the rate of five per centum
per annum, to be paid annually,
annually, for the support
support of the Seminole government, as per same article of same treaty, one thousand dollars; in
twenty-eight thousand
thousand five hundred
all, twenty-eight
hundred dollars.
dollaxs.
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SENECAS.

For
permanent annuity,
annuity, in specie, per fourth article of treaty of SepFor permanent
tember twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
seventeen, five hundred
hundred and seventeen,
eighteen hundred
tember
dollars;
dollars;
For
permanent annuity,
article of treaty of Sepin specie, per fourth article
annuity, in
For permanent
tember
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
eighteen, five hundred
hundred and eighteen,
tember seventeenth,
dollars;
dollars;
For permanent
annuity for
blacksmith and miller, per fourth article
for blacksmith
permanent annuity
For
of treaty
eighteen hundred and thirty-one,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
February twenty-eighth,
of February
treaty of
of
to be
be annually
annually paid
paid to
as aanational fund, to be expended by them
to them as
to
for such
such articles
and wants
improvements in agriculture as their
and improvements
wants and
articles and
for
chiefs
consent of
their agent)
agent) may
may designate, as stipulated in
of their
the consent
(with the
chiefs (with
the seventh
of treaty
treaty of
eighteen hundred
hundred
twenty third, eighteen
February twenty-third,
of February
article of
seventh article
the
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one
thousand six
dollars;
hundred and sixty dollars
six hundred
one thousand
and
For permanent
permanent annuity,
annuity, in
article of treaty of Sepspecie, per fourth article
in specie,
For
tember seventeenth,
hundred and eighte n, and fifth article
article of
eighteen hundred
seventeenth, eighteen
tember
treaty of
twenty-third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-seven, five
hundred and sixty-seven,
February twenty-third,
of February
treaty
hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
For
and assistant,
assistant, shops and tools, iron and steel, per
blacksmith and
For blacksmith
fourth article
article of
treaty of
of July
July twentieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirtytwentieth, eighteen
of treaty
fourth
eighteen hunone, and
article of
February twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
treaty of February
of treaty
fifth article
and fifth
one,
dred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, five
thirty dollars;
dollars; in all, three
and thirty
hundred and
five hundred
dred
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and
and ninety dollars.
thousand
SENECAS OF
NEW YORK.
YORK.
OF NEW
SENECAS

Senecas.
161.
77 Stat.,
Stat.,161.

7
7 Stat., 179.

349.
Stat.,349.
77Stat.,

15
515.
Stat.,515.
15 Stat.,

Stat., 179.
77Stat.,
514.
Stat.,514.
15 Stat.,

352.
77 Stat.,
Stat.,352.
15 Stat.,
514.
Stat.,514.

Now
Senecas of New
York.

For
annuity, in
in lieu
on stock,
stock, per
act of
February
of February
per act
of interest
interest on
lieu of
permanent annuity,
For permanent
nineteenth,
hundred and
and thirty-one,
thirty-one, six thousand
thousand dollars;
eighteen hundred
nineteenth, eighteen
For
of investment,
on seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars,
investment, on
lieu of
in lieu
interest, in
For interest,
at five
per act
of June
twenty-seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
June twenty-seventh,
act of
centum, per
per centum,
five per
at
and
forty-six, three
thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars;
three thousand
and forty-six,
For
interest, at
at five
five per
per centuin,
centum, on forty-three
forty-three thousand and fifry
fifty dolFor interest,
lars, transferred
transferred from
The Ontario Bank to the United
United States Treasury,
Treasury,
from the
lars,
per
of June
hundred and forty-six, two
eighteen hundred
twenty-seventh, eighteen
June -twenty-seventh,
act of
per act
thousand
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two
eleven
fifty-two dollars and fifty cents; in all, eleven
thousand one
thousand
two dollars and fifty cents.
and two
hundred and
nine hundred
thousand nine

oh. 26,
1831, eh.
Stat., 442.
44Stat,
1846, ch.
oh. 34,
Stat., 35.
99Stat.,35.

SHAWNEES.
SHAWNEES.

Shawnees.
Shiawnees.

For
permanent annuity,
for educational
educational purposes, per fourth article
annuity, for
For permanent
of
treaty
of
August
third,
seventeen
hundred and
and ninety-five, and third
hundred
seventeen
of treaty of August third,
article of
of treaty
treaty of
May tenth,
hundred and fifty-four, one thoueighteen hundred
tenth, eighteen
of May
article
dollars 3
sand dollars;
For
permanent annuity,
purposes, per fourth
educational purposes,
for educational
specie, for
in specie,
annuity, in
For permanent
article
of September
eighteen hundred
hundred and sevtwenty-ninth, eighteen
September twenty-ninth,
treaty of
of treaty
article of
enteen, and
and third
of treaty
eighteen hundred and
tenth, eighteen
May tenth,
of May
treaty of
article of
third article
enteen,
fifty-four, two
thousand dollars;
two thousand
fifty-four,
For interest,
interest, at
dollars, for educathousand dollars,
forty thousand
on forty
centum, on
per centum,
five per
at five
For
tional
purposes, per
per third
article of
thousand
treaty, two thousand
last-named treaty,
of last-named
third article
tional purposes,
dollars;
in all, five thousand dollars.
dollars; in
EASTERN
SHAWNEES.
EASTERN SHAWNEES.

For permanent
article of
treaty of
Sep
of Sep•
of treaty
fourth article
per fourth
specie, per
in specie,
annuity, in
For permanent annuity,
tember
seventeenth,
eighteen
hundred
and
eighteen,
and
fifth
article
of
article
fifth
and
eighteen,
and
hundred
eighteen
tember seventeenth,
five
treaty
of February
February twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, five
eighteen hundred
treaty of
hundred dollars
dollars;;
hundred
For
shops and
and tools,
iron and steel, per
tools, iron
assistant, shops
and assistant,
blacksmith and
For blacksmith
fourth article
article of
hundred and thirtyeighteen hundred
twentieth, eighteen
July twentieth,
of July
treaty of
of treaty
fourth
one
treaty of
February twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
of February
of treaty
article of
fifth article
and fifth
one, and
and
sixty-seven, five
five hundred
hundred and
thirty dollars;
in all,
all, one
one thousand
thousand
dollars; in
and thirty
and sixty-seven,
and
thirty dollars.
dollars.
and thirty

1846, ch. 34,
9
35.
Stat.,35.
9 Stat.,

77 Stat., 51.
10 Stat., 1056.
10 Stat., 1056
Stat.,
161.
tat.,161.
77
10 Stat., 1056.
10 Stat. 1056.

10
Stat., 1056.
1056.
10 Sta.,

h a w -Eastern SShaw
aces.
nees.
Stat., 179.
77 Stat.,
15 Stat., 514
15 Stat.,514

Stat., 352.
Stat, 352.
77
15 Stat., 514.
15 Stat., 514.
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Shoshone 8,
Shoshones,
Western, Nor
No rt
t hwestern, and Gow
sh
ship
bands.
lit)
bands.
ii13 Stat.,
690.

SEsS. II.
SEss.
II.

Cn. 85.
CI.

1880.
1880.

SHOSIONES,
SHOSHONES, WESTERN,
NORTIMESTERN, AND GOSIIIP
GOSHIP BANDS.
BANDS.
WESTERN, NORTHWESTERN,

ettern, and (Go-Western
seventeenth of twenty
Western bands: For seventeenth
twenty installments,
installments, to be exexsbat.dsO.
pen(ed, under
pended,
under the direction
direction of the President, in the purchase
purchase of such
such
articles as he
hl may deem suitable
either as
as hunters
hunters or
or
snitalle to their wants, either
herdsinel, per sevenl
herdsmen,
seventh
a treaty
October first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hunhuntl article of
treaty of October
dmd
sixty-three, five
five thousand
dollars;
dred and
andl sixtv-t1r(,e,
thousandl dollars;
13 Stat.,66i3.
Stat., 663.

13 Stat.,

13 Stat., 682.

Nmiliwestern
hands: For
For seventeenth
seventeenth of
of twenty
twenty installments,
installments, to
be
Norlhtwestern blndls:
to be
he direction
directiol of the President,
expended, under Ithe
the purchase
such
President, in the
purchase of such
artlicles as he
articles
deem suitable
suitable to their wants, either
either as hunters
hunters or
lie may deem
or
herdsmene, per
thirdl article
article of treaty of July thirtieth,
herdsmen,
per third
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
-three, five thousand
thousaind dollars;
and sixt
sixty-three,
dollars;
Go(slhii
band(l: For seventeenth
seventeenth of twenty
(-los]] ip band:
twenty installments,
installments, to be expended,
expended,
direction of the President.,
under the direction
purchase of such
such articles,
articles,
President, in the purchase
includingl cattle
including
cattle for herding
and other purposes,
he shall
herding andlo
purposes, as lie
shall deem suitasuitaable to their
their wants and
land condition as hunters
hunters and herdsmen
per third
herdsmen,:per
third
October twelfth,
article of treaty
treaty of October
twelfth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three,
one thousand dollars; in all,
all, eleven
thousand dollars.
eleven thousand
dollars.
SHOSHONES
SHOSHONES AND BANNOOKS.
BANNOCKS.

Shoshones.
15

Shoshones,
15 Stat.,
Stat., 676.
676.

15 Stat., 676.
676.

15 Stat., 676.
15 Stat.,

15 Stat., 675.

Bannoeks.
Bannocks.
15
Stat., 676.
15 Stat.,676.

Shoshones:
eleventh of thirty installments,
Shoshones: For eleventh
purchase suits of
installments, to purchase
of
clothing
nmales over
clothing for males
over fourteen years of age,
age, flannel, hose, calico,
and
calico, and
domestics
feluales over
domestics for
for females
over the age of twelve
twelve years,
years, and such goods as
may be needed
inee(ded to make
mnake snits
suits for
Iand girls under the ages named,
Thr boys
boys and
eleven thousalnd
eleven
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
installmentits, for the purchase
For last of tenl
ten installments,
purchase of such articles as
may
as may
lie
Secretary of the Interior, for Indians roambe considered
considered proper by the Secretary
ing and for those
engaged in agriculture,
those engaged
of treaty
treaty of
agriculture, as per ninth
ninth article
article of
of
eighlteen hundred
July third, eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight, twenty thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
For pay of physician,
carpenter, miller,
miller, engineer,
engineer, farmer,
farmer, and
plhysician, teacher,
teacher, carpenter,
and
blachsmlith, as per tenth
tenth article
blacksuath,
article of treaty
treaty of July
July third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
dollars;
and sixty-eight, five
five thousand
thousand dollars
For pay of
such iron
of second
second blacksmith, and such
iron and steel
steel and other
other materials as may be required, per eighth article
article of the same treaty,
one thoutreaty, one
thousand dollars;
dollars
BanmLoclks:
Bannocks: For eleventh
eleventh of
of thirty installnents,
installments, to purchase
purchase suits of
of
clothing for
fbr Ilales
fourteen years
clothing
males over fourteen
years of age, flannel, hose, calico, and
and

domestics flr
for fenales
females over
over twelve
twelve years
years of age, and
and such
such flannel
flannel and
and

Stat., 676.
15 Stat.,

of
Six Nations of

New York.

7
46.
7 Stat.,
Stat.,46.

cotton goodlss
goods ass may he
be needed
needed to make suits for boys and girls
girls under
under
the ages
hundred and thirty-seven
ages named,
named, six thousand
thousand nine hundred
thirty-seven dollars;
dollars;
For pay of plhysician,
physician, teacher, carpenter,
carpenter, miller, engineer,
engineer, farmer,
farmer, and
and
blacksmith,
blacksmith, as per tenth article
article of treaty of July third, eighteen
eighteen hunhunsixty-eight, five thousand
dred and sixty-eight,
thousand dollars;
all, forty-nine
thousand
dollars; in all,
forty-nine thousand
four hundred
hundred and thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars.
SIX NATIONS
NATIONS OF NEW
NEW YORK.
YORK.

For permanent
permanient annuity,
annuity, in clothing and other useful articles,
articles, per sixth
article
seventeen hundred
article of
of' treaty
treaty of November
November seventeenth,
seventeenth, seventeen
hundred and
and ninetyninetyfour, four thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.

Sioux of differDIFFERP
;NT TRIBES,
TRIBES, INCLUDING
INCLUDING SANTEE
SANTEE SIOUX
Sioux
differ- SIOUX OF
OP DIFFERKNT
SIOUX OF NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.
elt tribes, Santee
ent
Sioux of Nebraska.
Siouxtoft.Nbska.
For eleventh
leventll of thirty
installments, to
15 Stat., 638.
thirty installments
clothing for
males
to purchase
purchase clothing
for males

15
15 Stat.,640.
Stat., 640.

over ionrteen
fourteen years of age, for flannel,
flannel, hose, and calico, and
and domestics
domestics
required for females
females over twelve
required
twelve years of age, and for such flannel
flannel and
and
cotton goods as may be needed to make suits for boys
boys and girls, per
per
tenth article
article of treaty
twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixtytenth
treaty of April twenty-ninth,
thousand dollars;
dollars;
eight, one hundred and thirty thousand
For eleventh
eleventh of thirty installments,
articles as may
installments, to purchase
purchase such articles
be considered
be
considered proper
proper by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, for persons
persons roainroaming, one hundred and eighty-five
eighty five thousand dollars;
dollars;
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For eleventh
eleventh of
thirty installments,
to purchase
purchase such articles
articles as may
installments, to
of thirty
For
be
considered proper
proper by
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
persons enfor persons
Interior, for
the Secretary
by the
be considered
gaged in
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
twenty-eight thousand
agriculture, twenty-eight
in agriculture,
gaged
For
physician, five
teachers, one
one carpenter,
carpenter, one
one
one miller, one
five teachers,
of physician,
pay of
For pay
engineer,
one farmer,
farmer, and
and one
one blacksmith,
thirteenth article of same
same
per thirteenth
blacksmith, per
engineer, one
treaty,
thousand four
hundred dollars;
dollars;
four hundred
ten thousand
treaty, ten
For
additional employees
employees at the several
several agencies
agencies for the Sioux
of additional
pay of
For pay
in
Nebraska and
Dakota, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars ;
and Dakota,
in Nebraska
6
For industrial
schools at
the Santee
Creek agencies,
row Creek
and Crow
Sioux and
Santee Sioux
at the
industrial schools
For
three
thousand
dollars
each,
six
dollars;
dollars;
thousand
three thousand dollars each, six
For
of the
Sioux, and
civilization, as
for purposes of their civilization,
and for
the Sioux,
subsistence of
For subsistence
per
agreement ratified
ratified by
by act
act of
of -Congress
approved February twentyCongress approved
per agreement
eighth,
hundred and
including the cost of transseventy-seven, including
and seventy,seven,
eighteen hundred
eighth, eighteen
porting
for the
and Spotted Tail Sioux Indians from
Red Cloud and
the Red
supplies for
porting supplies
the
Missouri River,
Niobrara, and
Nebraska, or CheySidney, Nebraska,
and Sidney,
Oakdale, Niobrara,
River, Oakdale,
the Missouri
enne,
dollars;
Wyoming, one million dollars;
enne, Wyoming,
Pay
Santee agency,
agency, five
hundred dollars;
five hundred
at Santee
matron at
of matron
Pay of
Pay
blacksmith, and
and furnishing
steel, and other mateiron, steel,
furnishing iron,
of second
second blacksmith,
Pay of
rial,
eighth article of same treaty, two thousand dollars; in all, one
rial, per eighth
million
hundred and
eighty-two thousand
thousand three hundred dollars.
and eighty-two
three hundred
million three
SIOUX,
SISSETON, AND
AND WAHPETON,
WAIIPETON, AND
AND SANTEE
SANTEE
SIOUX, SISSETON,
TRAVERSE AND
AND DEVIL'S
DEVIL'S LAKE.
LAKE.
TRAVERSE

SIOUX OF
OF
SIOUX

LAKE
LAKE

For
of ten
installments of
of eight hundred
hundred thousand
sum of
the sum
of the
ten installments
eighth of
For eighth
dollars,
named in
in a
a certain
June
approved June
act approved
by act
confirmed by
agreement confirmed
certain agreement
dollars, named
twenty-second,
eighteen hundred
and seventy-four,
seventy-four, made
by the
conthe commade by
hundred and
twenty-second, eighteen
provismissioners
Secretary of the Interior, under the provisthe Secretary
by the
appointed by
missioners appointed
ions
the act
act of
of June
June seventh,
seventh, eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-two,
seventy-two,
eighteen hundred
of the
ions of
with
Sisseton and
Wahpeton bands of Sioux Indians, for the relinand Wahpeton
the Sisseton
with the
quishment by
by said
their claim
interest in, the lands
claim to, or interest
of their
Indians of
said Indians
quishmcnt
described in
the second
of the treaty
treaty made with them February
article of
second article
in the
described
nineteenth,
eighteen hundred
sixty-seven, the same to be expended,
expended,
and sixty-seven,
hundred and
nineteenth, eighteen
under
direction of
of the
President, for
benefit of
Indians,
of said Indians,
the benefit
for the
the President,
the direction
under the
in the
eighteen hundred and sixtyof eighteen
treaty of
said treaty
in said
prescribed in
manner prescribed
the manlier
in
seven as
by the
Senate, said
said amendment
amendment as amended
amended having
having
the Senate,
amended by
as amended
seven
been
the Indians,
as provided
February fourteenth,
foUrteenth,
of February
act of
provided by act
Indians, as
by the
ratified by
been ratified
eighteen .hundred
seventy-three, eighty
eighty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and seventy-three,
hundred and
eighteen
moux, YANKTON TRIBE.
TRIBE.
YANKTON
SIOUX,
For second
second of
third series, to be paid to them or
ten installments, third
of ten
For
expended for
for their
their benefit,
benefit, per
per fourth
article of
of treaty
of April
April nineteenth,
nineteenth,
treaty of
fourth article
expended
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-eight, twenty-five
dollars;
thousand dollars;
twenty-five thousand
and fifty-eight,
eighteen
For subsistence
and civilization
civilization of
thousand Yankton Sioux,
of two thousand
subsistence and
For
heretofore provided
Fulfilling treaty
treaty with
under ""Fulfilling
appropriations under
in appropriations
for in
provided for
heretofore
Sioux
of different
forty-five thousand dollars; in all, seventy
tribes", forty-five
different tribes",
Sioux of
thousand dollars.
thousand
SNAKES,
WAL-PAII-PEE TRIBE.
TRIBE.
SNAKES, WAL-PAII-PEE

For ninth
installments, to
to be
be expended
under the direction of
expended under
ten installments,
of ten
ninth of
For
the
President, as
as per
article of
of treaty
August twelfth,
eighteen
twelfth, eighteen
of August
treaty of
seventh article
per seventh
the President,
hundred
one thousand
two hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand two
sixty-five, one
and sixty-five,
hundred and
UTAHS,
QUACHE BAND.
BAND.
TABEQUACHE
UTAHS, TABE
For
per tenth
of treaty
treaty of
of October
October seventh,
article of
tenth article
as per
blacksmith, as
of blacksmith,
pay of
For pay
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three,
seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
sixty-three, seven
eighteen hundred

Employs
Nein NcEmployes in
braska and
Dabraska and Dakota.
a

kot

1877,
ch. 72,
1877, eh.
19 Stat.,
Stat., 254.
254.
19

Matron at SanMatron

tee
tee

agency.
agency.

Sisseton
and
Sissoton and
Wahpeton
bands
Wahpeton bands
of Sioux.
1874, ch.
oh. 389,
18
167.
18 Stat.,
Stat., 167.
1872,
ch. 325,
1872, ch.
17 _Stat.,
281.
Stat.,281.
17

15 Stat.,505.
Stat., 505.
15

Sioux,
Yankton Sioux, Yanktontribe.
11 Stt.,
Stat., 744.

287.
19 Stat., '287.
Snakes, WalWalSnakes,
pah-pee tribe.
tribe.
pah-pee
14
Stat., 684.
684.
14 Stat.,
Utah, TabeUtahs,Tabequache
band.
quache band.
13 Stat.,
Stat., 67r5.
675.
13

Tabequ ac he,
TABEQ
UACHE, MUACHE,
CAPOTE, WEEMINUCHE,
WEEMINUCHE, YAMPA,
YAMPA, GRAND
RIVER,
ehc,
Tab eq Il'l
GRAND RIVER,
MUACHE, CAPOTE,
TABEQUACHE,
Muache,
Capote,
AND UINTAH
BANDS OF
UTES.
WMuache,
Coe,
AND
UINTAIH BANDS
OF UTES.
Weeminuche,
We e in n che,
lr_a,inpa, Grand
For
two carpenters,
carpenters, two
millers, two
and one
one blackblack- Y
d
N
btrx
s
,n Grant
t
I
e
b
snt
.
ith
a nanla,
two farmers,
farmers, and
two millers,
of two
pay of
For pay
smith, as
as per
per fifteenth
fifteenth article
article of
of treaty
treaty of
second, eighteen
hun- bands of Utes.
eighteen hunMarch second,
of March
smith,
15 Stat.,
Stat., 622.
622.
15
dred and
six thousand
dollars;
thousand dollars;
sixty-eight, six
and sixty-eight,
dred
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15 Stat.,
Stat., 621.

16 Stat.,
15
Stat., 622.

Employ& at
at Ute
ITte
Employds
agencies.
agencies.
Winnebagoes.
Winnebagocs. •
7
7 Stat.,
Stat., 545.

1862,
18i6, Res.
Res. 69,
69,
12
Stat., 628.
12 Stat.,628.

1870,
'296,
1870, ch.
h.296,
16 Stat., 355.

16
Stat. 3

Removal,
subRemoval, sub"
siBistonce,
steno°, &c.
&c.

Flatheads.
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same article
article of
For pay
pay of
of two
two teachers,
teachers, as
as per
per same
of same
same treaty,
treaty, one
one thou
thou
sand eight
eight hundred
sand
hundred dollars;
dollars;
For purchase
purchase of
iron and
steel, and
necessary tools
tools for
for blackblackFor
of iron
and steel,
and the
the necessary
per ninth
article of
of same
same treaty,
twenty
smith-shop, per
ninth article
treaty, two
two hundred
hundred and
and twenty
dollars;
dollars;
For twelfth of thirty installments, to be expended
expended under
under the direction
direction
of the Secretary of
blankets, and
and such
such other
other
of the
the Interior,
Interior, for
for clothing, blankets,
articles as he may deem proper and
and necessary,
necessary, under
under eleventh
eleventh article
article of
of
same
thousand dollars;
same treaty,
treaty, thirty
thirty thousand
dollars;
For
amount, for the
of beef,
For annual
annual amnount,
the purchase
purchase of
beef, mutton,
mutton, wheat,
wheat, flour,
flour,
as per
per twelfth
thirty thoubeans, and
and potatoes,
potatoes, as
twelfth article
article of
of same
same treaty,
treaty, thirty
thoudollars;
sand dollars;
For pay of employees
employees at the several lite
agencies, five thousand
Ute agencies,
thousand dol.
dol.
lars;
lars ;in all, seventy-three thousand and twenty dollars.
WINNEBAGOES.
WINNEBAGOES.

For interest on eight hundred
hundred and four thousand nine hundred and
nine dollars and seventeen
seventeen cents, at five
centura per
annum, per
per
five per centum
per annum,
fourth article of treaty of November
November first, eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-

seven,
seven, and joint resolution of July seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-two, and the Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
directed to
to exexhereby directed

education, and
pend said interest for
for the
the support, education,
and civilization
civilization of
of said
said
Indians,
Indians, forty thousand
thousand two hundred and forty-five
forty-five dollars and
and fortyfive cents
cents;
For interest
seventy-eight thousand three hundred and forty dolinterest on seventy-eight
lars and forty-one
forty-one cents, at five per centum per annum, to
expended,
to be
be expended,
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, for the erection
erection of
of
improvement of their
houses, improvement
allotments of
of stock,
stock,
their allotments
of land,
land, purchase
purchase of
agricultural implements,
agricultural
implements, seeds, and
thou- .
and other
other beneficial
beneficial objects,
objects, three
three thousand nine hundred
hundred and seventeen
seventeen dollars and two
forty- ,
two cents;
cents; in all,
all, fortyfour thousand one hundred
hundred and sixty-two dollars and
and forty-seven
forty-seven cents.
cents.

REMOVAL,
SUPPORT OF
REMOVAL, SETTLEMENT,
SETTLEMENT SUBSISTENCE,
SUBSISTENCE, AND SUPPORT
OF
INDIANS.
INDIANS. •

Payment to Flatheads
Payment
Flatheads removed to Jocko
Jocko reservation,
reservation, Montana:
Montana: For
eighth of ten installments
installments of fifty thousand dollars, to be expended
expended undirection of the President, for the Flathead
der the direction
Flathead Indians
Indians removed
removed
from Bitter Root Valley
Valley to the Jocko reservation
reservation in the Territory
Territory of
of
Montana ' five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Montana,
five thousand
Apaches.
Collecting
Collecting and subsisting
subsisting Apaches
Apaches and other Indians
Indians of Arizona
Arizona and
New Mexico: For this amount, to subsist and properly
properly care
care for the
Apache
Apache and other Indians
Indians in Arizona and New Mexico
Mexico who have been
or may be collected on reservations
reservations in New Mexico or Arizona,
Arizona, three
hundred and twenty thousand dollars.
Arapahoes,
A r a p a h o s, For subsistence
civilization oftheArapahoes,
Apaches,
subsistence and civilization
of the Arapahoes, Cheyennes,
Cheyennes, Apaches,
Cheyennes, A p acheyennes,
Kiowas, Comanches,
have been
been collected
collected upon
the
ApCoacoKiowas,
Comanclles, and
and Wiehitas
Wichitas who
who have
upon the
ches,
Kiowas,
for their
use and
hundred and
manches, and Wa- reservations
reservations set
set apart
apart for
their use
and occupation,
occupation, three
threehundred
and
chitas.
five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Arickarees,
Arickaroes, Gros
Subsistence and
and civilization
civilization of
of Arickarees,
Arickarees, Gros
Gros Ventres,
Ventres, and
ManSubsistence
and ManVentres, and
and Man- dans:
dans: For
For this
this amount,
amount, to be expended in such goods, provisions, and
and
dans.
dans.
other articles as the President
other
President may, from time to time, determine, in
in
agricultural and mechanical
instructing in agricultural
mechanical pursuits, in providing employees,
medicine and medical attendance,
ployees, educating children,
children, procuring Medicine
attendance,
care for and support
support of the aged, sick, and infirm,
infirm, for the
orphans
the helpless orphans
of said
said Indians, and in any
their civilization,
civilization,
any other
other respect
respect to
to promote
promote their
comfort, and improvement, fifty thousand
-•
thousand dollars.
Assinaboines
Assinaboines in For subsistence and civilization
of the
the Assinaboines
in. Montana,
Montana,
civilization of
Assinaboines in
Montana.
icluding
employees,: twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
including pay of employees
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Cbippewas
Chipp ow as of
For support
civilization of Chippewas of -Red Lake
support and civilization
Lake- and Pembina
Pembina
Red
Lake tand
and tribe
Red Lake
Chippewas
of Chippewas
and for pay of employees,
employees, twenty
twenty thousand -dollars.
dollars.
Pembina tribe of
hippewmbin
of
Chippowas.
Chippewas.
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Support of Chippewas
Chippewas on White
White Earth reservation:
Otter Tail, Pillareservation: For this amount, OtterTail,
Support
or
ger, Pombina,
Pembina, and
necessary, to
to be expended,
expended, under the and
be necessary,
thereof as
as may
may be
or so
so much
much thereof
direction
direction of the Secretary of the Interior, in the care and support of the Mipeas ipi lahipi
it;
Chippewa Indians, ou
on EE arth
Otter Tail, Pillager, Pembina, and Mississippi Chippewa
art h Reservathe White Earth reservation
reservation in Minnesota, and to assist them in their tion.
agricultural
agricultural operations, five thousand dollars.
civilization of the confederated
confederated tribes and bands
For subsistence
subsistence and civilization
in Middle Oregon,
Oregon, and for pay of employees, eight
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
other allied
D'Wamish and
and
For subsistence and civilization of the D'Wamish and other
tribes in
in
other tribes
tribes in
of employees,
eleven other
Washington TerriTerri
including pay
pay of
employees, eleven
tribes
in Washington
Washington Territory,
Territory, including
Washington
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
tory.
For
Flatheads; emcivilization of the
the Flatheads and
and other
other confedera- Flatheads;
For subsistence
subsistence and civilization
ployes.
employees and of Indian chiefs, thirteen
thirteen thousand five Plc'Yes•
ted tribes, pay of employees
hundred dollars.
For subsistence and civilization of the Gros Ventres in Montana,
Gros Ventres in
twenty-five thousand
Montana.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
twenty-five
For
support and
civilization of
agrieul- Kansas Indians.
of the
the Kansas
Kansas Indians,
Indians, including agriculand civilization
For support
tural assistance
assistance and pay of employees, eight thousand dollars.
For
civilization of
of
including pay of Makahs; pay of
of the
the Makahs,
Makahs, including
subsistence and
and civilization
For subsistence
employes.
employees, seven
seven thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
employs.
employees,
For
support andcivilization
and civilization of
In-Modoos in In
now residing
residing within Modocs
of the Modoc Indians
Indians now
For support
the
Territory, five
dian
dian Territory.
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
the Indian
Indian Territory,
For
the support
the Tonkawa
at Fort
Texas, four
four Tonkawa
In diGriffin, Texas,
Tonkawa IndiFor the
support of
of the
Tonkawa Indians
Indians at
Fort Griffin,
thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
ans at Fort Griffin.
eight hundred
thousand eight
Ne
e zz
For support and civilization
civilization of Joseph's
Joseph's band of Nez Perces Indians
Indians Joseph's
N
in
Indian Territory,
Territory, fifteen
fifteen thousand
Peres.
Perces.
thousand dollars.
in the
the Indian
For
support, civilization,
civilization, and
education of
of the
Bloods, and
Blackfeet,
1 a c k f e e t,
and B
the Blackfeet,
Blackfeet, Bloods,
and education
For support,
Piegans,
of employees,
Bloods, & Piegans.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
forty thousand
employees, forty
pay of
including pay
Piegans, including
Support
Chippewas of
of Lake
Lake Superior:
Superior: For
and civilization
Chippewas
of
Chippew as of
support and
For support
of Chippewas
Support of
of
the Chippewas
of Lake
Superior, to
to be
be expended
expended for
Lake Superior.
and Lake
for agricultural
agricultural and
Lake Superior,
Chippewas of
of the
educational
employees, purchase
purchase of
of
and necessary
necessary employees,
pay of
of clerk and
purposes, pay
educational purposes,
for
goods and provisions, and for such other purposes as may be deemed for
the
Indians, fifteen
thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand
of said Indians,
interests of
the best
best interests
For support
support of smith and shop, during the pleasure of the President,
as
article treaty
treaty of
September thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
of September
as per
per twelfth
twelfth article
treaty of April seventh, eighteen hunarticle treaty
seventh article
fifty-four, and seventh
and fifty-four,
dred
sixty-six, six hundred dollars.
dred and sixty-six,
For support
of two
two farmers,
farmers, during
President, as
as
of the
the President,
during the
the pleasure
pleasure of
For
support of
treaties, one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars; in all,
and treaties,
same articles and
per same
sixteen thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
sixteen
For support,
education, and
civilization of
of the
Ban- M
Mixed
S h o-i x e d Sho
Shoshones, Banthe Mixed
Mixed Shoshones,
and civilization
For
support, education,
nooks,
and Sheepeaters,
Sheepeaters, including
pay of
thou- shones,
shones, Bannocks,
Bannocks,
nocks, and
including pay
of employees,
employees, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
and Sheepeaters.
dollars.
M
p

e .N
sys a
is
s sip
oti

sand

For
subsistence and
civilization of
of the
the Qui-nai-elts
Qui-nai-elts and
Qui-nai-elts and
Quil-leh-utes, Qui-nai-elts
and Quil-leh-utes,
and civilization
For subsistence
including
pay of
of employees,
six thousand
Quil-leh-utes.
Quil-leh-utes.
dollars.
employees, six
thousand dollars.
including pay
For
industrial schools
and for
for other
other educational
educational purposes
eduSchools and edupurposes Schools
schools and
support of
of industrial
For support
for
the Indian
cation
ation for Indian
dollars.
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Indian tribes,
tribes, seventy-five
for the
tribes.

For
and civilization
civilization of
including S'Klallam
In S'Klallam InIndians, including
S'Klallam Indians,
of the
the S'Klallam
For subsistence
subsistence and
pay of
employees, eight
di
ans.
dians.
dollars.
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
pay
of employees,
For
and civilization
of the
the Walla-Walla,
Cayuse, and
and UmaIrma- Wal
Wall a
a Walla,
Walla,
Walla-Walla, Cayuse,
civilization of
For subsistence
subsistence and
tilla
pay of
of employees,
employees, fourteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Cayuse, and
and Unia
UmaCaye,
fourteen thousand
tilla tribes,
tribes, including
including pay
tilla tribes.
For
support
and
civilization
of
the
Wichitas
and
affiliated
bands,
inWichita
bands.
For support and civilization of the Wichitas and affiliated bands, in- Wichita bands.
eluding pay
pay of
of employees,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
employees, twenty
eluding
For subsistence
of Yakamas.
Yakamas.
pay of
including pay
of the
the Yakamas,
Yakamas, including
and civilization
civilization of
subsistence and
For
employees,
twenty-two thousand dollars.
employees, twenty-two
For education
civilization of
of the
within the
limits of
the C e
ntral SuperSuperentral
of the
the limits
Indians within
the Indians
and civilization
education and
For
late Central
Central Superintendency,
food, and
and lodging
lodging for
for intelldclleY•
intendcncy.
clothing, food,
including clothing,
Superintendency, including
late
the children
dollars.
thousand dollars.
eighteen thousand
school, eighteen
attending school,
the
children attending
Support of
of Indians
Indians at
at Fort
Peck agency:
agency: For
to be
ex- F
Port
o r t PPeek
e ck
be exFor this
this amount,
amount, to
Fort Peck
Support
pended in
and other
useful articles
as the
the PresiPresi- Agency.
Agency.
articles as
other useful
goods, provisions,
provisions, and
in such
such goods,
pended
dent may,
may, from
from time
time to
to time,
determine, in
instructing in
agricultural
in agricultural
in instructing
time, determine,
dent
xxi-9
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and mechanical
mechanical pursuits,
in providing
providing employees,
employees, educating
children,
and
pursuits, in
educating children,
procuring
medicine and
medical attendance,
care for
for and
and support
support of
of the
the
procuring medicine
and medical
attendance, care
aged, sick, and infirm,
orphans of
of said
said Indians,
Indians, and
and in
in
infirm, for
for the
the helpless
helpless orphans
any respect
respect to promote their
their civilization,
civilization, comfort, and
and improvement,
one
improvement, one
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
hundred
Shoshones
nd
Shoshones aand
Settlement,
subsistence, and support
Settlement, subsistence,
support of Shoshones and Bannocks
Bannocks and
and
Bannocks in Idaho
other
bands
in
Idaho
and
Southeastern
Oregon:
For
this
amount,
to
be
and Southeastern
other
bands
in
Idaho
and
Southeastern Oregon: For this amount, to be
Southeastern
expended by
by the
the direction
direction of
the President,
in assisting
assisting the
the roving
Oregon.
expended
of the
President, in
roving bands
bands
of Indians in Southeastern
Southeastern Idaho to move and locate on the Fort Hall
Hall
reservation in Idaho Territory, and to assist them in
reservation
educational and
and
in educational
agricultural pursuits on said
agricultural
said reservation,
reservation, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Malheur reser- For support
Malheur
support and civilization
civilization of the Indians
Indians collected
collected on the
the Malheur
Malheur
vation.
reservation, Oregon,
Oregon, including
reservation,
including pay of employees,
employees, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
lars.
u the
So uth
he a stern
For this amount, to be expended
expended by direction
direction of the President,
President, in
in asOregon.
sisting the roving
Indians in Southeastern
Southeastern Oregon to move
roving bands of Indians
move and
and
locate on some proper
proper reservation
reservation in Oregon and to assist thema
them in agriagricultural
cultural pursuits thereon, five
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
T
r a nsportation
Transportation
Transportation of Indian supplies: For this amount, for necessary
Transportation
necessary exof supplies.
penses of transportation
provisions, and
penses
transportation of such goods, provisions,
and other
other articles, for
for
the various tribes of Indians provided
provided for by this
act, two
two hundred
hundred and
and
this act,
twenty-five thousand dollars.
twenty-five
dollars.

GENEiRAL
GENERAL

INCIDENTAL
INCIDENTAL

EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SERVICE.
SERVICE.

OF

THE

INDIAN
INDIAN

Incidental
Incidental expenses
expenses of Indian service
service in Arizona:
Arizona: For general
general inciincidental expenses
expenses of the Indian
Indian service,
service, support
support and civilization
of Indians
Indians
civilization of
at the Colorado River,
River Pima and Mancopa,
_Moguls Pueblo agencies,
agencies,
Maricopa, and Moquis
twenty thousand dollars, and
and pay of employees
employees at same agencies, sixsixteen thousand dollars;
thirty-six thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars; in all, thirty-six
dollars.
California;
Incidental expenses
expenses of Indian service in California:
California;
Incidental
California: For general inciinciexpenses of the Indian service, support
dental expenses
and civilization
support and
civilization of
of Indians
Indians
Valley, Tule River, and
at the Round Valley, Ioopa
Hoopa Valley,
and Mission
Mission agencies,
twenty-three thousand
twenty-three
thousand dollars, and pay of employees
employees at
at same
same agencies,
agencies,
nine thousand dollars;
dollars in all, thirty-two thousand dollars.
Colorado;
Incidental
expenses of Indian service
Incidental expenses
service in Colorado:
Colorado: For general
general incidental expenses
service and pay of employees,
expenses of the Indian service
employees, four thouthousand dollars.
Dakota;
Dakota;
Incidental
Incidental expenses
expenses of Indian service
service in Dakota:
Dakota: For general incidental expenses of the Indian
Indian service and pay of employees
employees at eight
eight
agencies for the Sioux, twelve thousand
agencies
thousand dollars.
Idaho;
Idaho;
Incidental expenses
expenses of Indian service in Idaho: For general
Incidental
general incidental expenses of the Indian service, one thousand dollars, and
and pay of
of
, employees at Lemhi
agency, and
additional employees
employees at
at Fort
Fort Hall,
Lemhi agency,
and additional
Hall,
Idaho, three thousand
Idaho
thousand dollars;
dollars; in all,
four thousand
thousand two
hun dre ddollars.
doll ars .
all, four
two hundred
Incidental
Montano;
expenses of Indian
Incidental expenses
Indian service
general inciservice in Montana:
Montana: For
For general
incidental expenses
expenses of the Indian service,
service, including pay and expenses of
of
detectives, six thousand
thousand dollars.
detectives,
dollars.
Nevada;
Incidental expenses
expenses of Indian service
Nevada;
Incidental
service in Nevada:
Nevada: For general
general incidental expenses
expenses of the Indian service, support and civilization
civilization of
of Indians
Indians
located on the Pi-Ute, Walker
Walker River, Western
Western Shoshone,
Shoshone, and Pyramid
Pyramid
reservations, seven thousand
Lake reservations,
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, and pay
pay of
of em
ployees, same
thirteen thousand
same agencies,
agencies, six thousand
thousand dollars; in all,
all, thirteen
thousand
five hundred dollars.
New Mexico;
Incidental expenses
expenses of Indian
Incidental
Indian service in New Mexico:
Mexico: For
For general
general
incidental expenses
expenses of the Indian service, support and civilization
civilization of
of
Indians at Abiquiu,
Abiguiu, Pueblo, and Mescalero
Mescalero agencies, ten thousand
thousand doldollars, and
lars,
and pay of employees
employees at same agencies,
agencies, eight thousand dollars;
dollars; in
in
all, eighteen
eighteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
Oregon;
Oregon;
Incidental
expenses
service in
in Oregon: For general inciIncidental expenses of
of Indian
Indian service
dental expenses
expenses of the Indian service,
service, support
support and civilization
civilization of Indians

Indian service
service in
in
Indian
rizona;;
Arizona
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at
Ronde and
Siletz agencies,
thousand dollars,
dollars and pay
agencies, sixteen thousand
and Siletz
Grand Ronde
at Grand
of
employees at
agencies, eight thousand dollars; in all, twentysame agencies,
the same
at the
of employees
four
thousand dollars.
four thousand
Incidental
of Indian
service in Utah: For general incidental
incidental
Indian service
expenses of
Incidental expenses
expenses of
of the
civilization of Indians at
the Indian service, support and civilization
expenses
employees at
Uintah Valley
Valley agency,
eight thousand dollars, and pay of employees
agency, eight
Uintah
said agency,
three thousand
thousand dollars; in all, eleven thousand
thousand dollars.
agency, three
said
Incidental expenses
Washington: For general
expenses of Indian service in Washington:
Incidental
incidental expenses
agencies and pay of
Indian service at seven agencies
the Indian
expenses of the
incidental
employees
and the
civilization of Indians at Colville and
the support and civilization
emplloyees and
Nisqually agencies, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Nisqually
Incidental
expenses of
of Indian
Wyoming: For general inciIndian service in Wyoming:
Incidental expenses
dental
expenses
of
pay
of employees,
employees, two thousand
thousand
and
service
Indian
the
of
dental expenses
dollars.

Utah;
Utah;

Washington;
Washington;

Wyoming.
Wyoming.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Telegraphing
supplies: To contract
contract for the
and purchase of Indian supplies:
Telegraphing and
exceeding regular commercial
Indian service,
advertising at rates not exceeding
commercial
service, advertising
Indian
rates, inspection,
inspection, and
all other
expenses connected
including
connected therewith, including
other expenses
and all
rates,
telegraphing, thirty
Provided, That
Secretary of
That the Secretary
dollars: Provided,
thousand dollars:
thirty thousand
telegraphing,
the
Interior be,
be, and
hereby, authorized,
authorized, whenever
whenever it can be done
is hereby,
he is
and he
the Interior
advantageously,
to purchase
purchase for
service, from Indian
use in the Indian service,
for use
advantageously, to
individuals
manual and
and training
training schools,
schools, in the manner customary
customary among individuals
manual
such
articles as
manufactured at such schools, and which are
may be manufactured
as may
such articles
kept
transactions shall be kept
used in
Indian service. Accounts
Accounts of such transactions
the Indian
in the
used
thereof
in the
Indian Bureau
the training
training schools, and reports thereof
in the
and in
Bureau and
the Indian
in
made from
from time to time.
made
Salary
head chief
Lite Nation: For seventh installof the Ute
chief of
Ouray, head
of Ouray,
Salary of
ment
to be
be paid
to Ouray
Ouray so long as he shall be chief of the
paid to
annuity, to
of annuity,
ment of
Ute Indians,
thousand dollars.
Indians, one thousand
Ute
No
part of
of the
appropriated by
by this
this act
shall be paid, or in any
act shall
money appropriated
the money
No part
of the Indian
expenses
or
way
used,
for
the
payment
salaries
expenses
the
of
payment
the
for
used,
way
Commissioners provided
for by
thirty-nine of
by section two thousand and thirty-nine
provided for
Commissioners
the Revised
Statutes of the United States.
Revised Statutes
the
hunPay
of Indian
For the
the services
services of not exceeding
exceeding eight hunpolice: For
Indian police:
Pay of
dred privates
per month
month each,
each, and
exceeding one
and not exceeding
dollars per
five dollars
at five
privates at
dred
hundred officers
officers at
at eight
eight dollars per month each, of Indian
Indian police, and
hundred
for equipments
equipments and
and rations,
employed in maintaining
maintaining order and
and
be employed
to be
rations, to
for
reservations,
prohibiting illegal
illegal traffic
traffic in
in liquor
liquor on
several Indian reservations,
the several
on the
prohibiting
seventy
teachers and Indians
Indians emProvided, That teachers
dollars: Provided,
thousand dollars:
seventy thousand
ployed at
at agencies
in any
any capacity
capacity shall
shall not
not be
be construed as part of
agencies in
ployed
agency
employees named
named in
in section
section five
five of
of the
the act
making appropriations
appropriations
act making
agency employees
eighteen
for the
the fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
fiscal year
for the
service for
Indian service
the Indian
for
hundred and
approved March
March third,
third, eighteen hundred and
seventy-six, approved
and seventy-six,
hundred
seventy-five.
seventy-five.
For additional
appropriated for under the
specifically appropriated
not specifically
clothing not
additional clothing
For
Secretary of
treaties
with
the
various
tribes,
to
distributed
by the Secretary
distributed
be
to
tribes,
various
the
with
treaties
the Interior
Interior in
cases where
where necessary,
forty-five thousand dollars;
dollars; and
necessary, forty-five
in cases
the
he
shall cause
cause report
report to
be made
Congress at its next session thereto Congress
made to
to be
he shall
after of
his action
action under
under this provision.
of his
after
To
refund to
to the
the appropriation
appropriation for
Sioux of
tribes, including
different tribes,
of different
for Sioux
To refund
Santee
Sioux
of
Nebraska,
the
proceeds
of
the
sale
of
sheep
sheep and wool
of
sale
the
of
proceeds
the
Nebraska,
of
Sioux
Santee
made in
last and
covered into
the Treasury,
Treasury, being two thousand
into the
and covered
June last
in June
made
five hundred
and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars
dollars and
ninety cents,
cents, are hereby reand ninety
hundred and
five
appropriated,
be expended
Yankton Sioux.
the Yankton
for the
expended for
to be
appropriated, to
For
to pay
pay the
persons the sums anfollowing-named persons
the following-named
amount to
this amount
For this
nexed
nexed to their names:
To
D. Abbott,
of Cherokee
County, North Carolina,
Carolina, one hundred
Cherokee County,
Abbott, of
J. D.
To J.
and seventy-five
dollars.
seventy-five dollars.
and
To M.
C. King,
of Cherokee
Cherokee County,
County, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, two
two hundred
hundred
King, of
M. C.
To
and twelve
twelve dollars and three cents.
and

Supplies
Supplies
Proviso.
Proviso.

Ouray.
Indian Commis
Commis
Indian
sioners.
sionors.
R. S.,
2039.
S., 2039.
R.

Indian police.
police.
Indian

Proviso.
Proviso.

1875,
ch. 132,
132,
1875, ch.
18
Stat., 449.
449.
18 Stat.,
Additional
di t i o n a l
Ad
clothing.
clothing.

Yankton Sioux
Sioux
Yankton
and Santee Sioux,
Sioux,
Santee
and
reappropriation.
reappopriation.

J.
Abbott.
D. Abbott.
J. D.
M.
C. Bing.
King.
M. c.

132
132
M. L.
M.
L. Brittam.
Seroop
Enloc.
Seroop Enloe.
Proviso.
Provio.
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To M.
Brittam, of
of Cherokee
County, North
Carolina, two
two hundred
hundred
North Carolina,
Cherokee County,
L. Brittam,
To
M. L.
and thirty-two
thirty-two dollars.
To
County, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, one hundred and
and
Jackson County,
Enloe, Jackson
To Scroop
Scroop Enloe,
twenty-five
cents; total,
fortyand fortyhundred and
seven hundred
total, seven
thirty-five cents;
and thirty-five
dollars and
twenty-five dollars
four
and thirty-eight
cents: Provided,
Provided, That the amounts
due as
amounts due
thirty-eight cents:
dollars and
four dollars
above set
charged to
in trust
trust by
by the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
held in
fund held
to the
the fund
be charged
forth be
set forth
above
the Interior
Interior for
for the
the North
North Carolina
Cherokees; and
and the
the proper
accounting
proper accounting
Carolina Cherokees;
the
officer of
of the
hereby directed
to pay
the said
the
to the
sums to
said sums
pay the
directed to
is hereby
Treasury is
the Treasury
officer
above-named persons.
above-named
INTEREST ON
TRUST-FUND STOCKS.
ON TRUST-FUND
INTEREST

Interest on trustInterostontrustfund stocks.
Ifundstcks.
Items.

Purchase of sup-

plies.

For supplies and
and
transportation to

ben
be imediateit
immediately
available.
available.

Surplus used for
deficiency in sub-

in subdefiiency
sistence.
Proviso.
Proiso.
Proviso.
Proriso.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Army offi cers
prohibited from
prohibited

non-paying
2. Payment
Payment of interest on certain
SEC.
SEC. 2.
certain abstracted and non-paying
State
-stocks, belonging
various Indian
tribes, and
and held
held in
in trust
trust
Indian tribes,
to the
the various
belonging to
State'stocks,
the Secretary of the Interior, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
by the
eighteen
hundred and
namely:
eighty-one, namely:
and eighty-one,
eighteen hundred
For trust-fund
interest due
Cherokee national
national fund,
twenty-six thoufund, twenty:six
due Cherokee
For
trust-fund interest
sand
dollars;
sand and sixty dollars;
For trust-fund
due Cherokee
Cherokee school
fund, two
two thousand four
school fund,
interest due
trust-fund interest
For
hundred
dollars;
hundred and ten dollars;
For trust-fund
due Chickasaw
Chickasaw national
thounational fund, nineteen thouinterest due
For
trust-fund interest
sand
eight hundred
hundred and
dollars;
and twenty
twenty dollars;
sand eight
thouFor trust-fund
twenty-seven thougeneral fund, twenty-seven
Choctaw general
interest due Choctaw
trust-fund interest
For
sand
dollars;
sand dollars:
For trust-fund
trust-fund interest
Creek orphans, four thousand
thousand and fortydue Creek
interest duo
For
eight
dollars
eight dollars:
For trust-fund
general-fund, eight thousand
thousand
interest due Delaware general-fund,
trust-fund interest
For
nine
dollars;
h:mdred and thirty dollars;
nine handred
For
interest due Iowas, three thousand five hundred
hundred and
trust-fund interest
For trust-fund
twenty dollars;
dollars;
For
Peorias, Weas, and PiankeKaskaskias, Peorias,
due Kaskaskias,
interest due
trust-fund interest
For trust-fund
shaws, four
dollars;
four thousand
thousand eight hundred and one dollars;
shaws,
For
trust-fund interest
interest due Kaskaskia,
Wea, Peoria,
'Peoria,and Piankeshaw
Kaskaslki, VTea,
For trust-fund
dollars;
sehool•fund,
forty-nine dollars;
thousand four hundred and forty-nine
fund, one thousand
school
For trust-fund
interest due
nine hundred and fifty dollars;
due Menomonees,
Menomonees, nine
For
trust-fund interest
trust-fund interest
interest due
Ottawas and Chippewas,
Chippewas, two hundred and
due Ottawas
For trust-fund
thousand two hundred
hundred and eighteen
eighteen
in all, ninety-nine
ninety-nine thousand
dollars; in
thirty dollars;
•
dollars.
appropriations are herein
purchase of supplies for which
SEC.
SEC. 3. No purchase
which appropriations
herein
made exceeding
exceeding in the aggregate five hundred dollars in value at any
weeks' public
one time shall be made without
without first giving at least three weeks'
exigency, when, in the disnotice by advertisement,
advertisement, except in cases of exigency,
notice
cretion
official record
cretion of the Secretary of the Interior, who shall make official
constituting the contingency,
contingency, he may direct that purchases
of the facts constituting
thousand
three thousand
may be made in open market in amount not exceeding three
dollars.
may be
be
SEC.
so much
much of
of the
the appropriations
herein made as
as may
S
EC. 4. That so
appropriations herein
required to
pay for
for goods
and supplies,
and for transportation
transportation of the
supplies, and
goods and
to pay
required
same,
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eightyJune thirtieth,
year ending
for the
the year
same, for
one,
available; but no such goods or supplies
supplies shall
be immediately
immediately available;
one, shall be
distributed or delivered
Indians prior to July first,
delivered to any of said Indians
be distributed
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, under
eighteen
may remain in
use any surplus
surplus that may
the direction
direction of the President,
President, may use
of subsistpurchase of
said appropriations
appropriations herein
herein made
for the
the purchase
made for
any of
of the said
exceeding fifty
ence for the several Indian tribes, to an amount not exceeding
deficiency
aggregate, to supply any subsistence
thousand dollars in the aggregate,
subsistence deficiency
that may occur: Provided,
Provided, however, That funds appropriated
appropriated to fulfill
treaty obligations
obligations shall not be so used: And provided
provided further,
further, That any
any
diversions which shall be made under
under authority of this section shall be
reported in detail, and the reasons therefor, to Congress, at the session
session
reported
of
such diversion:
And provided
further, That
That
of Congress
Congress next
next succeeding
succeeding such
diversion: And
providedffurther,
all officers
officers and
and agents
of the
Army and
are prohibited,
prohibited,
Bureaus are
Indian Bureaus
and Indian
the Army
agents of
all
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permission
except
in a
acase
case specially
specially directed
granting per- giving permission
directed by the President, from granting
except in
Indians to
go
to go
too Indans
mission
writing or
otherwise to any Indian or Indians on any reser- t
or otherwise
in writing
mission in
of
State of
the
into
Texas.
whatever;
vation
to
go
into
the
State
of
Texas
under
any
whatever;
and
pretext
vation to go into the State of Texas under
Texas.
any
officer or
agent of the Army
Army or Indian Bureau who shall violate
or agent
any officer
this
shall be dismissed from the public service. And the Secprovision shall
this provision
retary
Interior is hereby directed and required to take at once
of the Interior
retary of
such other
other reasonable
reasonable measures as may be necessary in connection with
such
said prohibition
prohibition to
to prevent said Indians from entering said State.
said
employs
Svc. 5.
That when
required for
for the
purpose for which appropri- Pay of employ6s
the purpose
not required
when not
5. That
SF-c.
specified agenat specified
ated, the
funds herein
provided for the pay of specified employees at any at
herein provided
the funds
ated,
cies.
agency may
Secretary of the Interior for the pay of the cdes.
the Secretary
used by the
be used
may be
agency
and
thereby
be
employees
at
such
agency,
no
deficiency
shall
created;
deficiency
no
but
agency,
such
employees at
when necessary,
employees may be detailed
detailed for other service
specified employees
necessary, specified
when
when not
not required
that
engaged; and that
which they were engaged;
for which
duty for
the duty
for the
required for
when
the several
for millers,
engineers,
blacksmiths, engineers,
millers, blacksmiths,
made for
herein made
appropriations herein
several appropriations
the
carpenters, physicians,
articles proand other persons, and for various articles
physicians, and
carpenters,
vided for
stipulation for
for the several Indian tribes, may be
treaty stipulation
by treaty
for by
vided
diverted to
to other
uses for the benefit of the said tribes respectively,
other uses
diverted
within the
the President,
said
President, and with the consent of said
of the
discretion of
the discretion
within
tribes, expressed
in the
and that he cause report to be
manner; and
usual manner;
the usual
expressed in
tribes,
under
made to
to Congress,
its next
next session
session thereafter, of his action under
at its
Congress, at
made
this provision.
provision.
this
L'Anse and
and
SEC 6.
That the
the Secretary
of the
be, and he is hereby, L'Anse
Treasury be,
the Treasury
Secretary of
6. That
SEC
Vieux de
Sort
Sert
de
Vieux
the
the
to
place
authorized
and
directed,
semi-annually,
place
credit
cf
to
semi-annually,
directed,
and
authorized
bands of CkippeL7Anse and
and Vieux
Chippewas, of Lake Superior, under was. of C
de Sert bands of Chippewas,
Vieux de
L'Anse
Secretary of
the provisions
of
authorize the Secretary
entitled "An act to authorize
act entitled
the act
of the
provisions of
the
the Interior
deposit certain
in the United States Treasury in
certain funds in
to deposit
Interior to
the
41,
1880, ch. 41,
lieu of
approved April
eighteen hundred and eighty,
first, eighteen
April first,
investment", approved
of investment",
lieu
Ante, 7070.
Ante,
interest
upon
twenty
thousand
dollars,
being
the
unexpended
balance
of
unexpended
the
being
dollars,
thousand
twenty
upon
interest
money belonging
belonging to
to the
the said
appropriated under
under the provisions
provisions
said Indians appropriated
money
deficiencies
of the
act entitled
"An act making
appropriations to supply deficiencies
making appropriations
entitled "An
the act
of
1874, ch.
ch. 388,
in
appropriations for
for the
the service of the government for the fiscal
the appropriations
in the
140.
Stat., 140.
18 Stat.,
seventy-three and 18
years ending
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-three
thirtieth, eighteen
ending June
years
approved
eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-four,
and
other
purposes",
approved
for
and
seventy-four,
and
eighteen hundred
June
twenty-second, eighteen
hundred and
seventy-four, and now to
and seventy-four,
eighteen hundred
June twenty-second,
their
the Treasury,
Treasury, said unexpended
unexpended balance
balance and
of the
books of
the books
on the
credit on
their credit
interest
thereon to
to be
applied" as provided in said act.
be applied'
interest thereon

Approved, May 11, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP.
act making
appropriations for
for the
the consular
and diplomatic
diplomatic service
service
consular and
making appropriations
88.-An act
CHAP. 88.—An
of the
for the
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and eightyeighteen hundred
June thirtieth,
the year
government for
the government
of
one, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for
one,

May
May 14, 1880.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
Appropriations.
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the following sums be, and Appropriations.
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
Consular and
aervnd
dConsular
endyear
fiscal
the
same
are
hereby
z
appropriated
for
the
service
of
the
the same are hereby, appropriated
diplomatic service.
ing
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
of any
any money
money
out of
eighty-one, out
and eighty-one,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ing June
in
Treasury not
appropriated, for
for the
hereinafter
objects hereinafter
the objects
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
expressed, namely:
namely:
expressed,
Envoys; pleniFor
of envoys
envoys extraordinary
ministers plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to Envoys;
and ministers
extraordinary and
salaries of
For salaries
potentiaries.
Great Britain,
and Russia,
Russia, at
at seventeen
seventeen thousand potentiaries.
Germany, and
France, Germany,
Britain, France,
Great
five hundred
hundred dollars
each, seven
thousand dollars.
cy thousand
seven ty
dollars each,
five
For salaries
extraordinary and
and ministers
to
plenipotentiary to
ministers plenipotentiary
envoys extraordinary
of envoys
salaries of
For
Spain,
Austria, Italy,
Italy, Brazil,
Brazil, Mexico,
Mexico, Japan,
twelve thouat twelve
and China, at
Japan, and
Spain, Austria,
sand
dollars each,
eighty-four thousand dollars.
each, eighty-four
sand dollars
a year each,
For the
the compensation,
compensation, at
at the
rate of
thousand dollars a
ten thousand
of ten
the rate
For
Comminionere.
and
the
necessary
expenses,
of
the
commissioners
appointed
to act with Comaniationers.
appointed
commissioners
the
of
expenses,
necessary
the
and
the
envoy
extraordinary
and
minister
plenipotentiary
the
United
the
of
plenipotentiary
the envoy extraordinary and minister
States to
to China
China to
to negotiate
negotiate and
and conclude
by treaty
settlement of
of such
such
treaty aasettlement
conclude by
States
matters
of
interest
to
the
two
governments,
now
pending
between
the
the
between
pending
now
matters of interest to the two governments,
same, as
as may
may be
to said
said envoy
envoy and
twenty- Appropriatim.
oAprspriM.
commissioners, twentysaid commissioners,
and said
confided to
be confided
same,
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four
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, to
four thousand
or so
to be
be
available immediately.
available
For
one secretary
to the
the commission
commission four
four thousand
dollars; for
one
Secretary, pay
pay of.
Secretary,
For one
secretary to
thousand dollars;
for one
Interpreter,
contingent exthousand dollars; and for additional
additional contingent
pay interpreter, three thousand
Interpreter, pay
of.
penses
six thousand
dollars; in
all, thirteen
thousand dollars
dollars to
thirteen thousand
to be
be
six
thousand dollars;
in all,
°f.
peuses
·
Contingent
(Jontingent expenimmediately available.
available.
inmmediately
s
SO?.Cnnn.
For
salaries of
of envoys
envoys extraordinary
extraordinary and
and ministers
plenipotentiary to
to
Envoys extraorFor salaries
ministers plenipotentiary
dinary.
Chili and Peru, at ten thousand dollars each,
each, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
resiFor
ministers resident
at Belgium,
Belgium, Netherlands,
Argentine Republic,
Ministers resiFor ministers
resident at
Netherlands, Argentine
Republic,
dent.
Sweden and
and Norway,
Hawaiian Islands,
and the
dent.
Sweden
Norway, Turkey,
Turkey, Venezuela,
Venezuela, Hawaiian
Islands, and
the
United States
States of
of Colombia,
at seven
five hundred
each,
United
Colombia, at
seven thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars
dollars each,
thousand dollars.
sixty thousand
For minister
minister resident
resident and
and consul-general
Bolivia, five
five thousand
dolMinisters rresiat Bolivia,
thousand dolconsul-general at
e si - For
dent
and consulsdent and
consuls- lars.
lars.
general.
general.
For minister
minister resident
accredited to Guatemala, Costa Rica, Honduras,
resident accredited
Salvador,
and Nicaragua,
that the
the President
may
to reside
reside at
at the
the place
place that
President may
Salvador, and
Nicaragua, to
select
named, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
select in either
either of the
the states
states named,
For minister
consul-general to Hayti, seven
thousand
seven thousand
resident and consul-general
For
minister resident
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
For
consul-general to
to .Liberia,
Liberia, four
four thousand
thousand
For minister resident
resident and
and consul-general
dollars.
For charges
charges d'affaires
interim and
diplomatic officers
officers abroad,
Charges d
f- For
abroad,
and diplomatic
ad interim
d'affaires ad
Charges
d' ' ffaires ad interim. twenty
fairos
twenty thlousan(d
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For salaries
salaries of
of charges
d'affaires to
to Portugal,
Portugal, Denmark,
Denmark, Paraguay
Paraguay and
Charges d
f- For
and
charges d'affaires
Charges
d' 'aaffaires.
Urlguay, and Switzerland,
Switzerland, at five
thousand dollars
dollars each,
Uruguay,
five thousand
each, twenty
twenty thouthousand dollars.
For salaries
of the
secretaries to
at London,
London, Paris,
BerSecretaries of
to the
the legations
legations at
Paris, BerSeerotaries
For
salaries of
the secretaries
legation.
logation.
lin, and Saint Petersburg, at two thousand six hundred
hundred an
and twenty-five
dollars
hundred dollars.
dollars.
dollars each,
each, ten
ten thousand five
five hundred
For salary of the secretary
secretary of legation
thousand five
legation at Japan, two
two thousand
hundred
hundred dollars.
legations at Austria, Italy,
For salaries of the secretaries
secretaries to the legations
Italy, MexMexico, Brazil, and Spain, at one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars each, nine
thousand dollars.
Second
se,oretaries
For salaries
salaries of the
second secretaries
to the
the legations
legations at
at Great
Great Britain,
Second secretaries
the second
secretaries to
Britain,
pay of. France, and Germany,
legations, pay
to legations,
Germany, at two thousand
dolthousand dollars each, six thousand dollars.
Clerk to legation
legation For
salary of
of a
aclerk
clerk to
at Spain,
two hunhunFor salary
to the
the legation
legation at
Spain, one
one thousand
thousand two
at
Spain, pay
at Spain,
pay of.
dred dollars.
Interpreters.
For the salary of the secretary
secretary to the legation (when acting also as
interpreter) at China, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the salary of the interpreter
interpreter to the legation in Turkey, three
thousand dollars.
For the interpreter to the legation at Japan, two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
Contingent eex
contingent expenses
and of
of all
all the
x-- For contingent
expenses of
of foreign intercourse
intercourse proper, and
the
penses.
penses.
missions abroad, eighty
eighty thousand dollars.
SCHEDULE B.
B.
SCHEDULE
Consulates.

consul-general at Cairo, four
thousand dollars.
For the agent
agent and
and consul-general
four thousand
For a
a diplomatic agent
agent and consul-general
Bucharest, four thouconsul-general at Bucharest,
sand dollars.
For the consuls-general at London, Paris, Havana, and Rio de Janeiro,
Janeiro,
each six thousand dollars, twenty-four
twenty-four thousand
thousand dollars.
For the consuls-general
consuls-general at Calcutta and Shanghai,
Shanghai, each five thousand
dollars, ten thousand dollars.
For the consul-general at Melbourne, four thousand five hundred dollars.
For the consuls-general
consuls-general at Kanagawa
Kanagawa and Montreal, each four thousand
sand dollars, eight
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the consul-general
consul-general at Berlin,
Berlin, four
four thousand
thousand dollars.
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For
consuls-general at
at Vienna,
Vienna, Frankfort,
For the
the consuls-general
Frankfort, Rome,
Rome, and
and ConstantiConstantinople, each three thousand dollars, twelve thousand dollars.
Mexico, each two thouconsuls-general at Saint Petersburg
Petersburg and Mexico,
For the consuls-general
dollars, four thousand dollars.
sand dollars,
For
at Liverpool,
Liverpool, six thousand
thousand dollars.
For the
the consul
consul at
vice-consuls, commercial
commercial agents, and thirteen
For salaries of consuls, vice-consuls,
consular clerks,
hundred dollars,
clerks, three hundred and four thousand six hundred
consular
namely:
namely:
C
LASS I. At
four thousand dollars per annum.
At four
CLASS

Class one.
Claa

GREAT BRITAIN.
Hong-Kong.
Hong-Kong.
HAW
ATT AN ISLANDS.
HAWAIIAN
Honolulu.
Honolulu.
CLASS IL—At
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars per annum.
three thousand
II.-At three
CLASS
CHINA.
Foochow; Hankow;
Hankow; Canton;
Canton; Amoy;
Ningpo.
Chin-Kiang; Ningpo.
Tien-Tsin; Chin-Kiang;
Amoy; Tien-Tsin;
Foochow;
PERU.
PERU.

Callao.
C
LASS III.—At
thousand dollars per annum.
three thousand
III.-At three
CLASS
GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.
GREAT
Manchester; Glasgow;
Bradford; Demerara.
Demerara.
Glasgow; Bradford;
Manchester;
FRENCH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
FRENCH

Havre.
SPANISH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
SPANISH
Matanzas.
Matanzas.
MEXICO.
MEXICO.

Vera Cruz.
Cruz.
UNITED
COLOMBIA.
OF COLOMBIA.
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
Panama; Colon
Colon (Aspinwall).
(Aspinwall).
Panama;
ARGENTINE REPUBLIO.
REP17BLIO.
ARGENTINE
Buenos
Ayres.
Buenos Ayres.
BARBARY STATES.
BARBARY
Tripoli;
Tunis; Tangier.
Tripoli; Tunis;
JAPAN.
JAPAN.
Nagasaki;
and Hiogo.
Hiogo.
Osaka and
Nagasaki; Osaka

SIAM.
Bangkok.
Bangkok.
CHILL

Valparaiso.
Valparaiso.

CVaprso.

l a three.
Class
C
s th re e.
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CLASS
CLASS IV.-At
IV.—At two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum.
annum.
GREAT BRITAIN.
Singapore; Tunstall;
Belfast.
Singapore;
Tunstall; Birmingham;
Birmingham; Sheffield;
Sheffield; Belfast.
FRENCH DOMINIONS.
FRENCH
DOMINIONS.
Marseilles; Bordeaux;
Bordeaux; Lyons.
Marseilles;
Lyons.
SPANISH DOMINIONS.
SPANISH
DOMINIONS.
Cienfuegos; Santiago de
Oienfuegos;
de Cuba.

BELGIUM.
Antwerp;
Antwerp; Brussels.
DANISH DOMINIONS
DOMINIONS,
Saint Thomas.
GERMANY.
Hamburg; Bremen; Dresden.
Dresden.
Class
lass five.

CLASS V.—At
V.-At two
two thousand
thousand dollars
dollars per
per annum.
annua.
GREAT BRITAIN.

Cork; Dublin; Leeds; Dundee; Leith; Toronto; Hamilton;
Hamilton; Halifax;
Halifax;
Saint John (New Brunswick); Kingston
Kingston (Jamaica);
(Jamaica); Coaticook;
Nassau
Coaticook; Nassau
Cardiff; Port Louis
(New Providence);
Providence); Cardiff;
Louis (Mauritius).
SPANISH DOMINIONS.
SPANISH
San Juan (Porto
(Porto Rico).
Rico).
PORTUGAL.

Lisbon.
DOMINIONS
DOMINIONS OF THE NETHERLANDS.
Rotterdam.
RUSSIA.

Odessa
Odessa.
GERMANY.
GERMANY.

Sonneberg; Nuremberg;
Nuremberg; Barmen; Cologne; Chemnitz;
Leip,sic.
Chemnitz; Leipsie.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Trieste;
Trieste; Prague.

SWITZERLAND.
SWITZERLAND.
Basle; Zurich.
MEXICO.
Acapulco; Matamoras.
Acapulco;
Pernambuco.

BRAZIL.
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MADAGASCAR.
Tamatave.
Tamatave.
URUGUAY.
URUGUAY.
Montevideo.
Montevideo.
TURKISH
DOMINIONS.
TURKISH DOMINIONS.

Smyrna.
Beirut; Smyrna.
CLASS VI.-At
VI.—At one
one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars per annum.
five hundred
CLASS
GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.
GREAT
Bristol; Newcastle;
Newcastle; Auckland;
Cape Town; SaintHelena;
Saint Helena;
Gibraltar; CapeTown;
Auckland; Gibraltar;
Bristol;
Charlottetown
Edward Island); Port Stanley; Clifton; Pictou;
(Prince Edward
Charlottetown (Prince
Quebec;
Winnipeg;
Kingston (Canada)_;
Prescott; Port Sarnia; Quebec;
(Canada); Prescott;
Mahe; Kingston
Winnipeg; Mabe;
Saint John's
John's (Canada);
(Canada); Barbadoes;
Bermuda; Fort Erie; Goderich
Barbadoes; Bermuda;
Saint
(Canada West)
West).
Windsor (Canada West).
West);;Windsor
(Canada
FRENCH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
FRENCH
Nice;
Martinique.
Nice; Martinique.
SPANISH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
SPANISH
Cadiz;
Malaga; Barcelona.
Barcelona.
Cadiz; Malaga;
PORTUGUESE
DOMINIONS.
PORTUGUESE DOMINIONS.
Fayal
(Azores) ;Funchal.
Fayal (Azores);

BELGIUM.
Verviers and
and Liege.
Liege.
Verviers
GERMANY.
GERMANY.
Munich; Stuttgart;
Stuttgart; Mannheim.
Mannheim.
Munich;
DOMINIONS
NETHERLANDS.
THE NETHERLANDS.
OF THE
DOMINIONS OF
Amsterdam.
Amsterdam.
DANISH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
DANISH
Copenhagen.
Copenhagen.
SWITZERLAND.
SWITZERLAND.
Geneva.
Geneva.
ITALY.
ITALY.
Genoa; Naples;
Leghorn; Florence;
Florence; Palermo;
Messina.
Palermo; Messina.
Naples; Leghorn;
Genoa;
TURKISH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
TURKISH
Jerusalem.
Jerusalem.
MEXICO.
MEXICO.
Tampico.
Tampico.

Class six.
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VENEZUELA.
VENEZUELA.
Laguayra.
Laguayra.
BRAZIL
BRAZIL.
Bahia.

SAN DOMINGO.
San
San Domingo.
Domingo.
SCHEDULE C.
SCHEDULE
C.
C
LASS VII.—At
thousand dollars
per annum.
annum.
one thousand
dollars per
CLASS
VII.-At one

Claes seven.
even.
Class

GREAT
BRITAIN.
GREAT BRITAIN.
Ceylon;
Gaspe Basin;
Basin; Southampton;
Southampton; Windsor (Nova
(Nova Scotia).
Ceylon; Gaspe
GERMANY.
GERMANY.

Stettin
FRENCH DOMINIONS.
FRENCH
Nantes.
ITALY.
ITALY.
Venice.

HAYTI.
Cape Haytian.
Haytian.
UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA.
COLOMBIA.
Sabanilla.

ECUADOR.
ECUADOR.
Guayaquil.
Guayaquil.
NETHERLANDS.
Batavia.
Batavia.

BRAZIL.
Para;
Grande del
Para; Rio
Rio Grande
del Sul.

HONDURAS.
HONDURAS.
Ruatan and Truxillo (to reside
Ruatan
reside at
at Utila).
Utila).
MEXICO.
Guaymas.
Guaymas.
MUSCAT.
MUSCAT.
Zanzibar.
Zanzibar.
PORTUGUESE
PORTUGUESE DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.

Santiago
Santiago (Cape Verde Islands).
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SOCIETY ISLANDS.
ISLANDS.

Tahiti.
OHILI.
OHILI.
Talcahuano.
FRIENDLY AND NAVIGATOPRS
NAVIGATOR'S ISLANDS.
FRIENDLY

Apia.
COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
AGENCIES.
COMMERCIAL

Commero
ia1
ommeroial
agencies.
agenoies.

0.
S
CHEDULE C.
SCHEDULE
Saint Paul de Loando; Levuka.
SCHEDULE B.
B.
SOHEDUL-E

San Juan del Norte.
Clerks at
at consuconsnsixhundred
For
allowance for
hundred Clerks
clerks at consulates, fifty-six thousand six
for clerks
For allowance
lates.
late s.
follows:
dollars, as follows:
For the consul at Liverpool,
exceeding the rate of two thouLiverpool, aasum not exceeding
consuls-general
dollars for any one year; and for the consuls-general
five hundred
hundred dollars
sand five
a sum
at London
Janeiro, each a
at
London, Paris, Havana, Shanghai, and Rio de Janeiro,
thousand dollars for any one year; for the
exceeding the rate of two thousand-dollars
not exceeding
consuls-general
consuls-general at Berlin, Frankfort, Vienna, and Kanagawa, and for
the consuls
Hong-Kong,
Manchester, Lyons, Hong-Kong,
Hamburg, Bremen, Manchester,
at Hamburg,
consuls at
the
Havre, and
each a
a sum not
exceeding the rate of one thounot exceeding
Chemnitz, each
and Chemnitz,
Havre,
sand
hundred dollars
dollars for
year; for the consul-general
consul-general at
for any one year;
five hundred
sand five
Montreal,
consuls at Bradford and Birmingham, each aa sum
the consuls
Montreal, and the
hundred dollars for any one
not exceeding
exceeding the rate of one thousand two hundred
consuls-general at Calcutta and Melbourn, and for the conyear; for the consuls-general
suls
Leipsic, Sheffield;
Sheffield; Sonneberg,
Dresden, Marseilles, Nuremberg,
Sonneberg, Dresden,
at Leipsic,
suls at
Glasgow, and SingaTunstall, Antwerp,
Antwerp, Bordeaux
(Aspinwall), Glasgow,
Bordeaux, Colon (Aspinwall),
Tunstall,
pore,
exceedhig the rate of one thousand dollars for any
a sum
sum not
not exceeding
each a
pore, each
one year;
consuls at Belfast, Barmen,
Barmen, Leith, Dundee, and Mata1VIatayear; for the consuls
one
moras,
each a
hundred dollars for
for
the rate of eight hundred
exceeding the
sum not exceeding
a sum
moras, each
any
consul-general at Mexico,
Mexico, and for the consuls at
any one year; for the consul-general
Beirut,
Mannheim, Prague, Zurich, Panama,
Naples, Stuttgart, Florence, Mannheim,
Beirut, Naples,
and
Demerara, each
hundred dolrate of six hundred
exceeding the rate
a sum
sum not exceeding
each a
and Demerara,
Proviso.
lars
for any one
Provided, That the total sum expended in any Provso.
one year: Provided,
lars for
one
amount herein
herein appropriated.
appropriated.
shall not exceed the amount
one year shall
Interpreters.
consulates: At Shang- Interpreters.
For salaries
interpreters to the following
following consulates:
the interpreters
salaries of the
For
hai,
two
thousand
dollars,
and
at
Tien-Tsin,
Foochow,
Kanagawa,
and Kanagawa,
hai, two thousand dollars, and at Tien-Tsin, Foochow, and
at
thousand five
thousand five hundred
six thousand
dollars each, six
hundred dollars
five hundred
at one
one thousand
dollars.
For
consulates at Hankow, Amoy,
interpreters to the consulates
the interpreters
of the
salaries of
For salaries
Canton, and
and Hong
Hong Kong,
at seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty
dollars each,
each,
fifty dollars
Kong, at
Canton,
three thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
three
For salaries
interpreters to twelve other consulates
consulates in China,
salaries of the interpreters
For
Japan, and
and Siam,
at five
five hundred
hundred dollars each, six thousand dollars.
Siam, at
Japan,
Consular officers
officers
consular officers
officers not citizens
citizens of the United States, three thousand Consular
For consular
not citizens.
not
citizens.
dollars.
dollars.
Marshals.
For salaries
salaries of
the marshals
marshals for
the consular
consular courts in Japan and Marshals.
for the
of the
For
China, Siam
Turkey, including
exchange, seven thousand
thousand
by exchange,
loss by
including loss
and Turkey,
Siam and
China,
dollars.
dollars.
Interpreters,
Interpreters,
For interpreters,
interpreters, guards
consulates at Con- &c.,
other expenses at the consulates
guards,.,and other
For
Turkey.
stantinople,
Smyrna,
Cairo,
Jerusalem,
and
Beirut,
the
Turkey.
&c.,
Turkish
the
in
Beirut,
and
Jerusalem,
stantinople, Smyrna, Cairo,
dominions,
dominions, three thousand dollars.
Lossby exchange.
For loss
exchange on
on consular
thousand dollars.
Lossbyexchanga.
dollars.
eight thousand
service, eight
consular service,
by exchange
loss by
For
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For contingent
contingent expenses of United States consulates, such
such as
as stationstationery,
of the
United States,
States, seals,
and flags,
flags,
ery, bookcases,
bookcases, arms
arms of
the United
seals, presses,
presses, and
necessary miscellaneous
rent, freight,
freight, postage, and
and other
other necessary
miscellaneous matters,
matters,
including loss by exchange,
exchange, one hundred
including
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand
dollars.
Spanish Claims
Spanish
For salaries
expenses of
Claims
salaries and expenses
of the
the United
United States
States and
and Spanish
Spanish Claims
Commission.
Commission.
Commission, .namely:
thousand dollars;
namely: For commissioner,
commissioner, three thousand
dollars; for
for
for secretary,
secretary, nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
counsel, three
three thousand dollars;
dollars; for
messenger, three hundred dollars;
for messenger,
translation, stationery,
and
dollars; for
for translation,
stationery, and
other contingent
contingent expenses,
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars;
in
expenses, seven
seven hundred
dollars; making
making in
all the sum of seven thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
Rent of prisons.
American convicts
For rent of prisons for American
convicts in Siam and Turkey, and
and
for wages of keepers of the same, including
including loss by exchange,
exchange, two thouthousand dollars.
convicts in
China, one
one thousand
five
For rent of prison for American
American convicts
in China,
thousand five
hundred dollars.
For wages of keepers, care of offenders,
thousand
offenders, and
and expenses,
expenses, nine
nine thousand
five hundred dollars.
For rent of prison for American
American convicts in Japan, seven hundred
hundred
and fifty dollars.
For wages of keepers, care of offenders,
offenders, and expenses,
five thousand
thousand
expenses, five
dollars.
Rent of court- For rent of court-house and jail, with grounds appurtenant, at Yeddo,
house, &e.,
&c., Yeddo.
Yeddo. or such other place as
house,
shall be designated, three thousand eight hundred
hundred
and fifty dollars.
Ron
RIn t
t of build- For rent of buildings for legation
legation and other purposes
purposes at Peking, or
ings, Pekin.
such other
other place as shall be designated, three thousand
hundred
such
thousand one hundred
dollars.
Bringing home
For bringing home from foreign countries
charged with
crimes,
countries persons
persons charged
with crimes,
persons charged
perso^
c harged and expenses incidental thereto, including loss by exchange, five thouthouwith crimes.
sand dollars.
dollars.
with crinmes,
sand
Relief of AmeriFor relief and protection
protection of American
American seamen
seamen in foreign countries,
can
can seamen.
seamen.
sixty thousand dollars.
Rescue from
For expenses of acknowledging
acknowledging the services of masters and crews of
shipwreck.
shipwreck.
foreign vessels in rescuing
rescuing American
American citizens from shipwreck, four thousand
sand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Shipping a
Shipping
a nndd For expenses of shipping and discharging
discharging seamen at Liverpool,
Liverpool, LonLondischarging
discharging sea
sea --don, Cardiff, Belfast, and Hamburg, six thousand dollars.
men.
men.
Neutrality act.
Neutrality
To meet the necessary expenses attendant upon the execution
execution of the
neutrality act, to be expended under the direction
neutrality
direction of the President, purR.S., 291,
R.
291.
hundred and ninety-one
of the
the
suant to the requirement
requirement of section two hundred
ninety-one of
Revised
Revised Statutes, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
American cemeAmerican
ceme- To provide the American
Smyrna with
wall, gates,
gates, and
American cemetery
cemetery at
at Smyrna
with a
a wall,
and
tery at
at Smyrna.
other improvements,
other
improvements, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For annual
annual proportion
of the
of Cape
Cape Spartel
on the
Cape Spartel
For
proportion of
the expenses
expenses of
Spartel light,
light, on
the
light.
Morocco, two hundred and eighty-five
coast of Morocco,
eighty-five dollars.
dollars.
For allowance
allowance to widows or heirs
consular
Widows and
heirs of deceased
deceased diplomatic
diplomatic and
and consular
heirs
diplomatic officers
heirs of diplomatic
necessarily occupied
occupied in making
the
officers for the time that would be necessarily
making the
and consular
offi- transit from the post of duty of the deceased
and
consular offideceased to his residence
residence in the
cers.
cers.
United States, five thousand dollars.
Approved, May
14, 1880.
1880.
Approved,
May 14,
Contingencies.

May 14, 1880.

CHAP.
CRAP. 89.-An
89.—An act for the relief
relief of settlers on public
public lands.

it enacted
and House
Rouse of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
Relinquishment
St
ates of
of America
America in
in Congress
Th atw
hen a
a pre
empt i
on, h
ome Rfelinqihment
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
when
pre-emption,
homeof claims
to lands. —
sstead,
shall file
a written
stead, or timber-culture
timber-culture claimant shall
file a
written relinquishment
relinquishment of
of

land-office ' the
by such
su ch claim
cl
ai
m shall
shall
his claim in the local
local land-office,
the land covered
covered by
be held as open to settlement
settlement and
further action
action on
on the
and entry
entry without
without further
the
part of the Commissioner
Commissioner of the General Land
Land Office.
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by
Notification by
SEC. 2.
cases where any person has contested, paid the land- Notification
2. In
In all cases
SEC.
cancellation of any pre-emption,
office fees, and procured
procured the cancellation
pre-emption, homestead,
homestead, r'regiSter
etti 8t er•
timber-culture entry, he shall be notified by the register of the landor timber-culture
cancellation,
of the
the district in which such land is situated of such cancellation
office of
and
days for entry.
allowed thirty days from date of such notice to enter said 30 day
shall be allowed
and shall
Proviso.
a fee of one Proviso.
lands:
Provided, That said register shall be entitled to a
lands: Provided,
contestant, and
dollar for
for the
giving of such notice, to be paid by the contestant,
the giving
dollar
not to be reported.
S
EC. 3.
any settler who has settled, or who shall hereafter settle, Rights of settlers
3. That
That any
SEC.
on
any of
of the
the public
the United
States, whether
public lands.
whether surveyed or on publi
United States,
of the
lands of
public lands
on any
unsurveyed,
intention of claiming the same under the homewith the intention
unsurveyed, with
homestead applicastead
laws, shall
be allowed
allowed the same
same time to file his homestead
shall be
stead laws,
tion
and perfect
perfect his original
land-office as is
original entry in the United States land-office
tionl and
now
pre-emption laws to put their claims
under the pre-emption
allowed to settlers under
now allowed
on
relate back to the date of settlement, the
on record, and his right shall relate
same as if he settled under the pre-emption laws.
May 14,
1880.
14,1880.
Approved, May
CorCHAP.
94.—An act
act to
authorize the
Wyoming, Montana
Montana and
Pacific Railroad Cornand Pacific
the Wyoming,
to authorize
CHAP. 94.-An
pany
Russell and Fort Laramie
Laramie military reservato build
build its road across the Fort Russell
pany to
tions.

May 17, 1880.

Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted by the
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate and
Be it
MonMontana aWyoming,
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Wyoming, Montana
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Wuy
a7a3,ii
i
n
dg P!ITC
a ilro ad Comand
Railroad Company,
Company, a
organized under
under the
laws Railroad
the laws
a corporation
corporation organized
Pacific Railroad
and Pacific
Comof
the Territory
Wyoming, is
authorized to
to build its road pany.
is hereby
hereby authorized
of Wyoming,
Territory of
of the
across
Laramie military reservations, upon
Russell and Fort Laramie
the Fort Russell
across the
Proviso.
such
Secretary of War: Provided,
Provided, Such Proviso.
as may be approved by the Secretary
line as
such line
right
hundred feet in width.
shall not exceed one hundred
way shall
right of way
Approved, May 17, 1880.
CHAP.
act to
to abolish
all tolls
at the
the Louisville
Portland Canal.
and Portland
Louisville and
tolls at
abolish all
95.-An act
CHAP. 95.—An

May
May 18, 1880.

United
Be
it enacted
by the
Rouse of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
States of
America in
assembled, That
That after
first day of July,
LouisJuly, Tolls at Louisthe first
after the
Congressassembled,
in Congress
of America
States
eighteen
hundred and
eighty, no
no tolls
shall be
charged or
or collected
ville
Portland
Portland
anad
vne and
collected at Canal
be charged
tolls shall
and eighty,
eighteen hundred
abolished.
Secretary of War shall be Cnal abolished.
the
Louisville and Portland Canal, but the Secretary
the Louisville
authorized
to draw
draw his
his warrant
from time
upon the Secretary
to time
time upon
time to
warrant from
authorized to
of
the Treasury
Treasury to
pay the
actual expenses
keeping
operating and keeping
of operating
expenses of
the actual
to pay
of the
said canal in repair.
said
Approved,
Approved, May 18, 1880.
CHAP.
act to
create an
district in
in the
of Kansas.
Kansas.
State of
the State
land district
additional land
an additional
to create
100.-An act
CHAP. 100.—An

May
1880.
24, 1880.
May 24,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
Be it
Northern land
land
States
of America
in Congress
That all
all that
the Northern
of the
portion of
that portion
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
district, Kansas.
northwestern
Kansas, lying and being sit- district, Kansas.
the State of Kansas,
in the
district in
land district
northwestern land
uated
the third
third guide
guide meridian
principal meridmeridian west of the sixth principal
of the
west of
uated west
ian, be,
hereby is,
is, constituted
new land
land district,
to be
called the
be called
district, to
constituted aanew
and hereby
be, and
ian,
northern land
district.
land district.
northern
Register and
SEC. 2.
and with
with the
consent of
of Register
reand reand consent
advice and
the advice
by and
President, by
the President,
That the
2. That
SEC.
ceiver, pay of.
the Senate,
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to appoint
for ceiver, pay of.
receiver for
a receiver
and a
a register
register and
appoint a
Senate, is
the
said district,
who shall
discharge like
like and
and similar
receive
similar duties, and receive
shall discharge
district, who
said
the same
same amount
compensation allowed
allowed to
other officers
officers discharging
discharging
to other
of compensation
amount of
the
like duties
other land-offices
land-offices of said State.
the other
in the
duties in
like
Approved,
May 24, 1880.
Approved, May
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May 24,
24, 1880.
1880.
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CHAP. 101.—An
abuilding
building for
for the
of the
United States
States circuit
circuit
CHAP.
101.-An act
act to
to provide
provide a
the use
use of
the United
and district
district courts,
and post-office
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
and
courts, custom-house,
custom-house, and
post-office at
at Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Be it
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Public
building, States
States of
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
of the
the TreasPublic building,
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
TreasPittsburgh.
ury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
condirected to cause
cause to
to be
be constructed a
at Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, for
the accom
accom.
a suitable
suitable building
building at
for the
modation of
of the
the circuit
district courts
courts of
United States,
modation
circuit and
and district
of the
the United
States, the
the
customs officers,
officers, internal-revenue
officers, the
post-office, and
any other
customs
internal-revenue officers,
the post-office,
and any
other
offices of
of the
the general
general government
government in
at a
acost
cost not
not exceeding
offices
in said
said city,
city, at
exceeding
seven hundred and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Approved, May
May 24, 1880.
May
May 26,
26, 1880.
1880.

CHAP. 102.—An
act for
for the
erection of
at Montgomery,
Montgomery, Alabama.
Alabama.
CHAP.
102.-An act
the erection
of aapublic
public building
building at

it enacted
and House
of the
the United
United
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Public building,
building, States of America
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasAmerica in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
TreasMontgomery,
Ala.
Montgomery, Al
a. ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to purchase a
asite for,
for,
and cause to
building, with
proper fire-proof
to be erected, a
a suitable building,
with proper
fire-proof vaults
therein, for
tor the accommodation
accommodation of the courts of the United States
States, postpostland-office, internal-revenue
internal-revenue offices,
offices, and
other government
offices at
office, land-office,
and other
government offices
at
the city of Montgomery,
Montgomery, Alabama. The
thereon wlien
when
The site
site and
and buildings
buildings thereon
completed,
previously made
made and(
and apcompleted, upon plans and
and specifications
specifications to be previously
ap
proved by the Secretary
Secretary of the
not exceed
exceed the
of
the Treasury, shall not
the cost
cost of
Provi8o,
thousand dollars: Provided,
That no
money
Proviso.
one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
Provided,That
no money
to be appropriated for this purpose shall be available
valid title
available until aavalid
title
to the site of said building shall be vested
States, and
and
vested in
in the United States,
until the State of Alabama
Alabama shall have ceded to
to the
the United
United States
States excluexclusive jurisdiction over the same during the time the United
United States shall
be or remain the owner thereof, for all purposes except
except the
administrathe adminiistration of the criminal
criminal laws of said State and the service of any civil
civil proProviso.
Proviso.
cess therein: And provided
further, That the lot
of land
so purchased
purchased
provided further,
lot of
land so
a site shall be such as to afford an open
for a
space between
building
open space
between the
the building
hereby authorized,
authorized, and any other building, of not less than forty feet.
Appropriation.
SEC. 2. That
of forty
forty thousand
same is
Appropriation.
SEC.
That the
the sum
sum of
thousand dollars
dollars be,
be, and
and the
the same
is
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
hereby, appropriated,
Treasury of the
the United
United
States not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to be used and expended in the purpurchase of said site and towards the construction
construction of said
said building.
building.
1880.
Approved, May 26,
26, 1880.
May 26, 1880.

CHAP. 103.-An
103.—An

act authorizing the changing the name of the schooner Rebecca
Rebecca D.
D.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it enacted
the United
United
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Name of schoon- States of America in Congress
Secretary of the TreasCongress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
er
D ury
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
allow the
the owner
of
er Rebecca
Rebecca D
ury be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to allow
owner of
change&
cnged.
the schooner Rebecca
Rebecca D, aa vessel of American ownership and license, to
to
change
change her name, and that said vessel be hereafter known as the Wm.
H. Barnes.
1880.
Approved, May
May 26,
26, 1880.
May
27, 1880.
1880.
May 27,

105.—An act to construe
construe and define "An
to the
Ohio the
the
CHAP. 105.-An
"An act
act to
to cede
cede to
the State
State of
of Ohio
unsold lands in the Virginia military district
district in said State", approved February

eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-one, and for other
other purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
Title
Congressassembled,
This to land in States of America in Congress
assembled, That the act ceding to the State
Virginia
Virginiainmilitary
military
"unsurveyed. and
unsold" in the
the Virginia
and unsold"
Virginia
district,
Ohio. of Ohio the lands remaining "unsurveyed
military district, in the State of Ohio, had no reference
reference to lands which
were included
included in any survey or entry within said district founded upon
military warrant or warrants
warrants upon Continental establishment;
establishment; and the
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true
said act was to cede
to the State of Ohio only
cede to
of said
and meaning
meaning of
intent and
true intent
such lands
lands as
as were
unappropriated, and not included
included in any survey or
were unappropriated,
such
entry within
which survey or entry was founded upon miliwithin said district, which
entry
tary warrant
or warrants
warrants upon
Continental establishment.
establishment.
upon Continental
warrant or
tary
S
EC. 2.
That all
legal surveys
returned to
to
office on or before Legal surveys to
to the land office
surveys returned
all legal
2. That
SEC.
3, 1857,
March third,
fifty-seven, on entries made on or March 3,
hundred and fifty-seven,
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
March
valid.
before January
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two, and founded on valid.
January first,
before
unsatisfied
Virginia
military
Continental
are
declared
declared
hereby
are
warrants,
Continental
military
Virginia
unsatisfied
valid.
to
years to
Three years
Conti- Three
S
EC. 3.
3. That
the officers and
Virginia line on Contiand soldiers of the Virginia
That the
SEC.
perfect land title
nental
establishment,
their
heirs
or
assigns
entitled
to
bounty-lands,
title
land
perfect
nental establishment, their heirs or assigns, entitled to bounty-lands, allowed.
we
which
on or
before January
January first,
hundred and fifty-two,
first, eighteen hundred
or before
have, on
which have,
been entered
entered within
within the
the tract
between the Little
Virginia, between
reserved by Virginia,
tract reserved
been
Miami and
and Sciota
satisfying the legal bounties
bounties to her officers
for satisfying
Rivers, for
Sciota Rivers,
Miami
and soldiers
allowed three years
establishment, shall be allowed
Continental establishment,
upon Continental
soldiers upon
and
from and
and after
the passage
passage of
surveys
act to make and return their surveys
of this
this act
after the
from
for record
the office
of the
the principal
principal surveyor of said district, and
office of
to the
record to
'for
isto be
be isPatents to
may file
file their
plats and
certified copies of war- Patents
certificates, warrants, or certified
and certificates,
their plats
may
rants, at
at the
General Land
Office, and
and receive
sued.
suedsame.
for the same.
patents for
receive patents
Land Office,
the General
rants,
Exemptions.
S
EC. 4.
shall not
not in
way affect
interfere with the title Exemptions.
or interfere
affect or
any way
in any
act shall
This act
4. This
SEC.
to
any
lands
sold
for
a
valuable
consideration
by
the
Ohio
Agricultural
to any lands sold for a valuable consideration by the Ohio Agricultural
ch. 56,
56,
1871, ch.
eighteenth, 1871,
and Mechanical
Mechanical College,
grantee, under
under the act of February eighteenth,
College, grantee,
and
Stat., 16, 415.
415.
16,
Stat.,
eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-one.
eighteen hundred and seventy-one.
Approved,
May
27,
1880.
Approved, May 27, 1880.

CHAP.
and re-enact
twenty-five hundred and fiftysections twenty-five
re-enact sections
amend and
to amend
act to
106.-An act
CHAP. 106.—An
two
twenty-five hundred
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
fifty-three of
and fifty-three
hundred and
and twenty-five
two and

Be it
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
States
four of
of section
section
paragraph four
That paragraph
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
twenty-five
hundred
and
fifty-two
of
the
Revised
Statutes
be,
and
the
the
and
be,
Statutes
Revised
of
the
twenty-five hundred and fifty-two
same is
so that
that it
shall read:
read: The
The district
of Yorktown:
Yorktown:
district of
it shall
amended so
is hereby,
hereby, amended
same
To comprise
comprise all
and shores
point forming the south
from the point
shores from
waters and
the waters
all the
To
shore of
of the
River, and
of
mouth of
the mouth
from the
and from
Rappahannock River,
the Rappahannock
of the
mouth of
the mouth
shore
York River
River to
shall be
the port
port of
enof enbe the
Yorktown shall
which Yorktown
in which
Cappahoosic, in
to Cappahoosic,
York
try, and
and East
deliver."
of delivery."
ports of
Cumberland ports
and Cumberland
River and
East River
try,
SEC. 2.
2. And
And that
seventh of
twenty-five hundred
hundred
section twenty-five
of section
paragraph seventh
that paragraph
SEC.
and
fifty-two
of
the
Revised
Statutes
be,
and
the
same
is hereby,
hereby,
same is
and
the
be,
Statutes
Revised
the
of
fifty-two
and
amended
The district
district of
To comprise
comprise
Richmond: To
of Richmond:
"The
read: "
shall read:
it shall
that it
so that
amended so
all
of the
the James
its junction
with the
the
junction with
from its
River, from
James River,
shores of
and shores
waters and
the waters
all the
Appomattox River
the highest
the James
James River,
River, and
and
of the
tide-waters of
highest tide-waters
to the
River to
Appomattox
all the
and shores
the York
York River
River from
its
to its
Cappahoosic to
from Cappahoosic
of the
shores of
waters and
the waters
all
head,
and
the
waters
and
shores
of
the
Pamunkey
and
Mattaponi
Rivers,
Rivers,
Mattaponi
and
Pamunkey
the
of
shores
and
waters
the
and
head,
to the
highest tide-waters
in said
the port
port of
of entry
shall
entry shall
which the
in which
rivers, in
said rivers,
tide-waters in
the highest
to
extend from
from Richmond
to Bermuda
and to
to
Hundreds, and
Bermuda Hundreds,
Manchester to
and Manchester
Richmond and
extend
West Point,
Point, at
head of
of York
York River."
West
at the
the head
River."
S
EC. 3.
And that
hundred
section twenty-five hundred
of section
seventh of
paragraph seventh
that paragraph
3. And
SEC.
and
fifty-three
of
the
Revised
Statutes
be,
and
the
same
is
hereby,
hereby,
is
same
the
be,
and
Statutes
Revised
of
the
and fifty-three
a collector
amended,
read: "In
the district
district of Richmond, a
"In the
shall read:
it shall
that it
so that
amended, so
and a
a surveyor,
surveyor, who
who shall
shall reside
at Richmond;
who shall
surveyor, who
Richmond; aasurveyor,
reside at
and
reside at
at Bermuda
and a
deputy-collector, who
who shall
shall reside
reside
a deputy-collector,
Hundred; and
Bermuda Hundred;
reside
at
West Point."
Point."
at West
Approved,
May 27, 1880.
Approved, May
CHAP. 107.—An act
for the
the relief
relief of
upon the
the Osage
Osage trust
trust and
diminishedand diminishedsettlers upon
of settlers
CHAP. 107.-An act for
reserve
lands in
in Kansas,
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for
Kansas, and
reserve lands

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
all
actual
settlers
under
under
settlers
actual
all
That
assembled,
Congress
States of America in
existing
upon the
the Osage
Indian trust
and diminushed
dimilf_shed reserve
lands
reserve lands
trust and
Osage Indian
laws upon
existing laws

May 27,
1880.
27, 1880.
May

R. s.
S. 2552,
2552,
R.
Amended.
Amended.

Yorktown
Yorktown
of entry.

port
of entry.
East River and
and
Cumberland
Cumberland ports
of delivery.
of delivery.
Richmond port
port
Richmond
of entry to include

of entry toinclude
Manchester,
Bermuda
mu d a Hundreds,
West
Point.
West Point.

R. S. 2553,

S. 2553
R
Amended.

Collector
or and
Collect
surveyor
reside
surveyor to reside
at
Richmond,
sursurRichmond,
at
veyor at Bermuda
Benmuda
at
veor
Hundred, and a
deputy
at
collector at
deputy collector
West Point.

May
28, 1880.
May 28,1880.

on

ond
oS eeterst8 and

Osage
Settlers
trust
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comply with such existing laws notwithstanding)
failure to comply
(any failure
in Kansas
Kansas (any
a day to be fixed by public notice by
allowed sixty days after a
shall be allowed
advertisement in
in two
each of
land districts,
districts,
the proper
proper land
of the
in each
two newspapers
newspapers in
advertisement
clays after the passage of this
later than ninety days
not be
be later
day shall not
which day
act, within
which to
make proof
proof of
of their
to pay
pay one
fourth the
the
one fourth
and to
claims, and
their claims,
to make
within which
act,
purchase price
price thereof,
thereof, and
the said
parties shall
shall pay
pay the
the balance
balance of
said
of said
said parties
and the
purchase
purchase
price in
in three
annual installments
thereafter: Provided,
Provided,
installments thereafter:
equal annual
three equal
purchase price
Proviso.
Proviso.
That nothing
nothing herein
be construed
construed to
to prevent
prevent an
an earlier
earlier
shall be
contained shall
herein contained
That
payment of
whole or
or any
of said
said purchase
money as
as
purchase money
installment of
any installment
the whole
of the
payment
aforesaid.
And
if default
payment of any portion
in the
the payment
settler in
be made
made by any settler
default be
Default in payAnd if
ment a
provisions,
a forfeiture. or installment at the time it
it becomes
becomes due under the foregoing provisions,
his
entire claim, and any money he may have paid thereon, shall be
his entire
forfeited,
and the
shall, after
proper notice,
notice, be offered
sale acoffered for sale
after proper
land shall,
the land
Laud
resold.
forfeited, and
Land resold.
cording
to the
terms hereinafter
prescribed, unless before the day fixed
fixed
hereinafter prescribed
the terms
cording to
for
purchase money shall be paid by
offering, the whole amount of purchase
for such offering,
tract'
said
claimant, so as to entitle him to receive
receive his patent for the tract
said claimant,
embracing
his claim.
claim.
embracing his
S
EC. 2.
said Indian
remaining unsold and unappropriunapproprilands remainingunsold
Indian lands
all the
the said
2. That
That all
SEC.
Pre-emption.
embraced in the claims provided
provided for in section one of this act,
ated and not embraced
shall be
be subject
to disposal
to actual
actual settlers
settlers only,
having the qualificaonly, having
disposal to
subject to
shall
tions of pre-emptors on the public lands. Such settlers shall make due
application to the register
register with
proof of settlement and qualifications
qualifications as
with proof
application
aforesaid; and,
one-fourth the purchasepayment of not less than one-fourth
and, upon payment
aloresaid;
quarter section
permitted to enter
enter not exceeding
exceeding one quarter
section each,
price shall be permitted
the balance
be paid
paid in three equal
equal installments, with like penalties, liato be
the
balance to
provided in section
section
forfeiture as
as provided
default and
and forfeiture
restrictions as to default
bilities and restrictions
ODO of this act.
one
SEC. 3.
3. All
All lands
such default
default has
has continued
continued for ninety
which such
upon which
lands upon
Sales
I
D default
default
SEC.
Sales In
of payment.
a list, and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall
days shall be placed upon a
cause the same to be duly proclaimed
proclaimed for sale in the manner
manner prescribed
cause
quarter section
section
exceeding one quarter
for the offering of the public lands, but not exceeding
a price not less than the price
shall be sold to any one purchaser, at a
fixed by
by law, but such
such lands, upon which such default
default shall be made,
fixed
for sale by
by advertisement
advertisement of not less than thirty days
shall be
be offered
offered for
respectively and unless
unless
in two newspapers
newspapers in the proper land districts respectively
the purchase
purchase price be fully paid before the day named in the notice, shall
be sold for cash
cash to the highest bidder at not less than the price fixed by
overdue installments, shall
law. And all such lands, subject to unpaid overdue
be so offered
offered once every year. And if any of said lands shall remain
remain
unsold after the offering as aforesaid,
aforesaid i they shall be subject to private
entry, for cash in tracts not exceeding one quarter section by one
purchaser.
purchaser.
Taxation.
Sue. 4. After the payment of the first installment as hereinafter
hereinafter proTaxation.
SEC.
vided for, such lands shall be subject
subject to taxation according to the laws
of the State of Kansas, as other lands
lands are
are or may
may be in
in said State:
State:
Provided, That
no sale
any such
such lands
lands for
for taxes
taxes shall
shall operate
operate to deprive
deprive
Proviso.
sale of
of any
Proviso.
Provided,
That no
United States, of said lands, or any
purchase-price thereof,
the United
any part of the purchase-price
purchase-price as aforebut if default
default be made in any installment of the purchase-price
said, such tax sale purchaser, or his or her legal representatives,
representatives, may,
may,
upon the day fixed for the public sale, and after
after such default
default has become
become
final, under the foregoing
purchase-price
foregoing provisions, pay so much of said purchase-price
patent
as may remain unpaid, and shall thereupon be entitled to receive
receive a
apatent
for
settlement thereon:
proProviso.
Proviso.
for the same
same as
as though he
he had made due settlement
thereon: And provided further,
deprive
further, That nothing in this act shall
shall be
be so
so construed
construed as to deprive
or impair the right of the settler, of the right of redemption
redemption under the
the
revenue laws of the State of Kansas.
Kansas.
Fees to
Fees
to register
register
SEC.
S
EC. 5. That the register
register and
and the receiver shall be allowed the same
and receiver_
and
receiver
fees and commissions as are allowed
allowed by law for the disposal
disposal of the public
lands, and the net proceeds
proceeds of the sales and disposals after deducting
deducting
Secretary of InIn- the expenses
expenses of such disposals, shall be deposited
deposited to the credit of the
make proper Indian fund, as provided by existing
terior to make
existing laws; and the Secretary of

diminished reserve
lands,
lands, Kansas,
Kansas, 60
days
1 to establish
s
cay
claims. establish
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the Interior shall make all rules and
necessary to carry into rules
rules and regulaand regulations necessary
effect the provisions of this act.
tons.
tions.
SEC.
S
EC. 6. That nothing in this act shall be construed
construed to interfere in any
operation of the town-site
applicable to these
manner with the operation
town-site laws as applicable
lands: Provided,
Provided, That all claims for entry und
er sa
id statutes
st
at
ut
es shall
shall be
under
said
Proviso.
beProviso.
proved up and fully paid for, before
before the day fixed
fixed for the commencement
commencement
of the public sales provided for in section three of this act.
SEC.
7. In all cases arising under.this
under.this act interest
SEC. 7.
interest at the rate of
Interest.
of five
five Interest.
per cent per annum shall be computed
computed and paid upon all that part of
of
the purchase
purchase money in respect to which time is given for the payment of
of
the same.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 28, 1880.
1880.

CHAP. 108.-An
CHAP.
108.—An

act to
act
to amend
amend the
the laws
relation to internal
internal revenue
revenue
laws in
in relation

May 28,
28, 1880.
May
1880.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section thirty-two
States of
R. S.3260,
S. 3260,
That section
thirty-two hunhun- R.
amended Amended.
Amended.
dred and sixty of the Revised
Revised Statutes of the United States be amended
by striking out the word "double",
"double", in the fourteenth
fourteenth line of said
said sec.
sec
tion, and inserting after the word "days",
"days", in the
line of
the fifteenth
fifteenth line
of said
said
section, the following:
following: "But
"But in no case shall
shall the bond exceed
the sum
exceed the
sum Bond limited.
of one hundred thousand
thousand dollars".
dollars".
SE,.
SEC. 2. That section thirty-two hundred and sixty-two of the Revised
Revised R. S.
S.3262
3262,
Statutes of the United States
adding to the end the
States be amended by adding
Amended.
the Amended.
words following: And provided
provided also,
also, That the collector may at any time,
time,
at the discretion
discretion of the Commissioner, accept such bond as is authorized
Distiller's
Distiller's bond,
bond,
to be given
given by the distiller in lieu of the written
written consent of the owner increase of.
of the fee in the case of a
a distillery erected prior,
prior to July twentieth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, notwithstanding
notwithstanding such distillery
distillery has
since then been increased by the addition of land or buildings
buildings adjacent
adjacent
or contiguous thereto, not owned by the distiller himself in fee;
fee; such
bond to be for and in respect of such addition only, if the distillery be
one which the distiller owns in fee or in respect to which
which he has procured the written consent of the owner of the fee or other incumbrance,
otherwise to be for and in respect of the entire distillery as increased
increased
by such addition."
S. 385,
3285,
S
EC. 3, That section thirty-two hundred
hundred and eighty-five
Revised R. S.
SEC.
eighty-five of the Revised
Statutes of the United States be amended
amended by striking out all after said Amended.
Amended.
number
number and substituting therefor the following: "Evry
"Evry fermentingfermenting- Fermenting
peFermenting period limited.
limited.
fermenting period;
period; no riod
tub shall be emptied at or before the end of the fermenting
fermenting-tub in a
shall be
than
fermenting-tub
a sweet-mash
sweet-mash distillery shall
be filled
filled oftener
oftener than
once in seventy-two
a sour-mash
sour-mash distillery oftener than
seventy-two hours, nor in a
hours, nor in a
a rum distillery
distillery oftener
oftener than once in
once in ninety-six hours,
one hundred
hundred and forty-four
forty-four hours."
Res. 16,
SEC. 4. That
That the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution approved
March twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, 1878, Res.
SEC.
approved March
Stat.,
249,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-eight,
same hereby
is, repealed;
eighteen
seventy-eight, be
be and
and the
the same
hereby is,
repealed; Repealed.
Stat., 20,
0, 249,
and that
that section thirty-two
ninety-three of
thirty-two hundred
hundred and
and ninety-three
of the
the Revised
Revised Repe
3293
R. S. 3293,
Statutes
Statutes of the United States, as amended by an act entitled
entitled "An act Amended by act
not
March
to amend
relating to
to internal
revenue", approved
to
amend the
the laws
laws relating
internal revenue",
approved March
March first,
first, March 1,
1, 1679,
1879,
amended.
eighteen
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, be amended by striking out all after amended.
eighteen hundred
the said number,
number, and substituting therefor
therefor the following:
following:
"
distiller or owner of all spirits removed
removed as aforesaid
" The distiller
aforesaid to
to the disdistillery
shall, on
the first
month, or
or within
five
tillery warehouse
warehouse shall,
on the
first day
day of
of each
each month,
within five
days
thereafter, enter
deposit in
days thereafter,
enter the
the same
same for
for deposit
in such
such warehouse,
warehouse, under
under
such
regulations as the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
such regulations
the Commissioner
Revenue may
may preprescribe.
entry shall
in triplicate,
and shall
contain the
the name
scribe. Said
Said entry
shall be
be in
triplicate, and
shall contain
name of
of
the person
the designation
which
in which
the
person making
making the
the entry,
entry, the
designation of
of the
the warehouse
warehouse in
made, and
following
the deposit
deposit is made,
and the
the date
date thereof, and
and shall be
be in
in the following
form:
form:
xxi-
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"ENTRY FOR
FOR DEPOSIT
DEPOSIT IN
IN DISTILLERY
DISTILLERY WAREHOUSE.
WAREHOUSE.
"ENTRY

"Entry of distilled spirits deposited bydistillery-warehouse ,
district,
warehouse
, in the
district, State
State of
of -month ending
ending on
day
anno Domini
on the
the day of
of
,,anno
Domini

,,in distillery
,
, during
during the
the

And the entry shall specify the kind of
number of
of
of spirits, the whole number
packages, the marks and serial numbers
numbers thereon, the number
number of
of gauge
gauge
or wine gallons, proof-gallons,
proof-gallons, and taxable gallons,
gallons, and
and the
the amount of
tax on the spirits contained in them; all of which
which shall be
verified by
by
be verified
the oath of the distiller or owner of the same attached
attached to the entry.
entry
Bond in dupli- The said distiller or owner shall at the time of making said entry give
give
cate.
oate.
his bond in duplicate, with one or more sureties, satisfactory
satisfactory to the collector of the district, conditioned
conditioned that the principal
principal named in said bond
Tax to be paid shall pay the tax on the spirits as specified in the entry, or
cause the
the
or cause
within three
within
throe years. same to be paid, before removal from said distillery
distillery warehouse,
warehouse, and
and
Penal sum
of within three years
years from the date of said entry; and the
of
the penal
penal sum
sum of
bond not less than such bond shall not be less than
than the amount of the tax on such distilled
tax.
spirits. One
said entries
spirits.
One of
of said
entries shall be retained
retained in the office of the collector of the district, one sent to the storekeeper
storekeeper in charge of the
the wareEntries, w
i
Entries,
with
house, to be retained
retained and filed
filed in the warehouse,
warehouse, and one sent with dufiled.
whom filed.
plicate
of the
the bond to the Commissioner
filed
plicate of
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue, to be filed
in his office.
New bond, when
"A
"A new bond shall be required
required in case of the death, insolvency, or
or
required.
required.
removal
removal of either of the sureties, and may be required in any other contingency affecting
affecting its validity or impairing
impairing its efficiency,
efficiency, at the discretion
discretion
of the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Revenue. And in case the distiller or
or
owner fails or refuses
reinses to give the bond hereinbefore
hereinbefore required,
required, or to renew
the same, or neglects
neglects to immediately
immediately withdraw
the
withdraw the spirits
spirits and pay
pay the
tax thereon, or if he neglects
neglects to withdraw any bonded
bonded spirits and pay
the tax thereon before the expiration
expiration of the time limited
limited in
the bond,
in the
bond,
Collect tax by the collector shall proceed to collect the tax by distraint, issuing his
distraint.
warrant of distraint for the amount
amount of tax found to be due, as ascertained by him from the report
report of the gauger if no bond was given, or
from the terms of the bond if abondo
bond was given. But this
provision shall
shall
this provision
not exclude any other remedy or proceeding
proceeding provided
provided by
by law.
Loss of spirits.
" If it shall appear at any time that there has been aa loss of distilled
"If
spirits from any cask or other package hereafter
hereafter deposited
deposited in
in aadistillery
distillery
warehouse, other than the loss provided
warehouse,
provided for in section
section thirty-two
thirty-two hunhundred and twenty-one
twenty-one of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, as
as
United States,
amended,
amended, which,
which, in the opinion of the Commissioner
Internal Revenue,
Reven ue,
Commissioner of Internal
is excessive,
excessive, he may instruct
instruct the collector
collector of the district in which the
the
loss has occurred
occurred to require
withdrawal from warehouse
require the withdrawal
warehouse of such disTax, how colTax,
col- tilled spirits, and to collect the tax accrued upon
upon the
quantity
the original
original quantity
lected.
looted.
of
of distilled
distilled spirits entered into the warehouse in such cask or package,
notwithstanding
notwithstanding that the time specified
specified in any bond given
given for the withwarehouse in such cask or package
drawal of the spirits entered into warehouse
package
has not expired. If the said tax is not
n d
eman d, the
th e collector
collector
not paid o
on
demand,
shall report the amount due upon his next monthly list, and it shall .
be assessed
assessed and collected as other taxes are assessed and collected.
collected.
Distillery
Distillery ware"That the tax on all distilled spirits hereafter
hereafter entered for deposit in
"That
house
tax
payable
house
payable distillery
distillery warehouses
warehouses shall be due and payable before and at the time
time
within three years
rothiatehree yetar the same are withdrawn
therefrom and
from the
date
withdrawn therefrom
and within
within three
three years
years fron
the date
from date of entry.
warehousing bonds
bonds hereafter
taken
Ware ho using of the entry for deposit therein; and warehousing
Warehousing
hereafter taken
bonds.
under the provisions of section thirty two-hundred
ninety-three of
two-hundred and ninety-three
of
the Revised
United States shall be conditioned for the
Revised Statutes of the the
payment of the tax on the spirits as specified
specified in the entry before removal
removal
from the distillery warehouse,
warehouse, and within three years
years from the date of
said bonds."
R.. 8.
. 3294,
3294,
SEC.
S
EC. 5. That section thirty-two
thirty-two hundred
hundred and ninety-four
ninety-four of
of the
the ReAmended
vised
vised Statutes of the United States, as amended
amended by an act entitled "An
"An .
act to amend the laws relating to internal revenue",
revenue", approved
approved March
March
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first,
first, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, be amended by inserting after
the
word "casks,"
"casks," in the tenth line thereof, the words "or
"or packages,"
the word
and
them," in the thirteenth
thirteenth line thereof,
"them,"
inserting after the word "
and by inserting
at the time they were deposited in the distillery warehouse;
warehouse;
"at
the words
words "
specify the number
number of gauge or wine gallons, and Entry.
also specify
and said entry shall also
contained in said casks or packages
proof-gallons and taxable gallons
gallons contained
of proof-gallons
thereof".
at the
the time application
withdrawal thereof".
application shall be made for the withdrawal
at
Re- R. S. 3287,
S
EC. 6. That
eighty-seven of the Resection thirty-two hundred and eighty-seven
That section
SEC.
Amended.
vised
entitled "An
"An Amended.
Statutes of the United States as amended by an act entitled
vised Statutes
ch. 125,
1879, ch.
act
relating to internal
internal revenue",
revenue", approved March
March 1879,
amend the laws relating
act to amend
Stat., 20,
336.
20,336.
seventy-nine, be amended by striking out Stat.,
first,
first, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
the
following:
all
following:
said number,
number, and substituting therefor
all after said
Distilled spirits
"All
distilled spirits shall be drawn from the receiving cisterns into Distilled
"All distilled
drawn into packoran
Ointo pack
wine-measure,
casks
packages,
of
not
capacity
ten
gallons
wine-measure,
than
not
less
each
of
or
packages,
casks
ages not less than
and
be gauged, proved, and marked by an internal- ten gallons winethereupon be
and shall thereupon
revenue
gauger, who
who shall
shall cut on
package containing
containing such measure.
cask or package
on the cask
revenue gauger,
gauged,
HIow gauged,
spirits,
prescribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal How
be prescribed
a manner
manner to be
in a
spirits, in
d, and
an d
r
proof-gallons of the con- proved,
Revenue,
wine-gallons and in proof-gallons
Revenue, the quantity in wine-gallons
marked.
of
Commissioner
tents
of
such
casks
or
packages,
and
particular
name
of
such
distilled
the
and
Commissioner of
tents of such casks or packages,
Revenue
Internal Revenue
spirits
as known
known to
to the
trade, that
high-wines, alcohol, or spirits, Internal
that is to say, high-wines,
the trade,
spirits as
prescribe marks
marks
to prescribe
marked or branded
branded on the head of such cask to
the case may be, shall be marked
as the
and brands.
brands.
and
or package
package in letters
length; and the spirits
letters of not less than one inch in length;
or
warehouse, and the
shall be
be immediately
immediately removed into the distillery warehouse,
shall
E n gr a v e d
gauger shall,
shall, in
presence of
the storekeeper
warehouse, place Engraved
storekeeper of the warehouse,
of the
the presence
in the
gauger
upon the
the head
head of
cask or
stamp, which shall stamp.
engraved stamp,
or package
package an engraved
of the
the cask
upon
gauger;
be signed
storekeeper and gauger;
the collector
collector of the district and the storekeeper
signed by the
be
written thereon the number of proof-gallons contained
shall have written
and shall
therein, the name
name of the distiller, the date of the receipt in the waretherein,
house,
and the
serial number
number of each cask or package, in progressive
the serial
house, and
order, as
received from the distillery. Such serial number
same are received
as the
the same
order,
for
shall be
number
in' regular sequence of the serial number
be in
distillery shall
evry distillery
for evry
thereof,
number one (No. 1)
1) with the first cask or pack-beginning with number
thereof, beginning
age
deposited therein after July twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixtyage deposited
eight, and
two or
or more
casks or packages
warehoused at the same
packages warehoused
more casks
no two
and no
eight,
distillery shall
the same number.
number. The said stamp shall
with the
be marked
marked with
shall be
distillery
be as
as follows:

"Distillery-warehouse stamp No. -.
—. Issued by
"Distillery-warehouse
warehouse of
,,distillery warehouse
lector, --- district,
district, State of
lector,
,
18—, Cask
contents proof-spirits
gallons proof-spirits
-; contents
No. —;
Cask No.
, 18-,

, col-

GC

United States Storekeeper
Storekeeper
“Attest:
"Attest:
United States
States Gail
ger."
Gauger."
United
'

R. S.
3310,
S. 3310,
S
EC. 7.
section thirty-three
thirty-three hundred
Revised R.
and ten of the Revised
hundred and
That section
7. That
SEC.
Amended.
Statutes of
the United
United States
amended by
by striking
words Amended.
the words
out the
striking out
be amended
States be
of the
Statutes
"evry distiller
at the
the hour
hour of
of twelve
meridian on
third day
day after
after
the third
on the
twelve meridian
distiller at
"evry
that
on which
which his
bond is
is approved,"
approved," occurring
second
first and second
the first
on the
occurring on
hi? bond
that on
lines
thereof, and by
thereof the words:
by inserting in lieu thereof
lines thereof,
Fermenting
peFermenting
"
first fermenting
of evry
evry distiller shall be taken to begin on nod.
period of
fermenting period
The first
" The
the
day the
is approved;
approved; and
and evry
evry distiller
distiller at
hour riod
at the
the hour
bond is
distiller's bond
the distiller's
the day
of
meridian on
last day
day of
of such
first fermenting
at
period, or at
fermenting period,
such first
the last
on the
twelve meridian
of twelve
the
same hour
hour on
previous day
of such
period on
on which
which
fermenting period
such fermenting
day of
any previous
on any
the same
spirits are
distilled".
are distilled".
spirits
1879, ch. 125,

SEC. 8.
six of
of an
"An act
act to
amend the
laws Stat.,
h. 125,
1879, 20,
the laws
to amend
entitled "An
act entitled
an act
section six
That section
8. That
SEC.
340.
Stat., 20 4
relating
internal revenue",
revenue", approved
approved March
March first,
eighteen hundred
first, eighteen
to internal
relating to
Commissioner of
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, be
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
premises", Commissioner of
word ""premises".
the word
after the
be amended
and
Internal Revenue
on the
the twenty-first
twenty-first line
thereof, the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Revenue
nternal
of not
And the
following: And
the following:
line thereof,
on
to assess
for deInternal Revenue
upon the
to him
him of
of satisfactory
the ficiency
iiency of spirits
spirits
of the
proof of
satisfactory proof
the production
production to
Revenue upon
Internal
in case
of fire
fire or
actual destruction,
by accidental
accidental fire
fire or
and without
without any
or
ease of
any in
casualty, and
other casualty,.
or other
destruction, by
actual
other casualty.
casualty.
fraud, collusion,
collusion, or
negligence of
of the
distiller of any spirits in process of other
the distiller
or negligence
fraud,
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manufacture or
distillation, or
before removal
distillery warehouse,
warehouse,
or before
removal to the distillery
manufacture
or distillation,
eighty per
shall not assess the distiller for
for a
a deficiency
deficiency in not
not producing
producing eighty
per
centum of
capacity of
distillery as
as established
law:
centurn
of the
the producing
producing capacity
of his
his distillery
established by
by law
when
occasioned by
such destruction, nor
nor shall he, in
when the
the deficiency
deficiency is
is occasioned
by such
ease, assess the tax on the spirits
spirits so destroyed.
such case,
1879. ch. 125,
Src,.
section seven of an act entitled
S
EC. 9. That
That section
entitled "An act to amend
amend the
tile
S
tat., 20,
Stat.,
20, 341.
341.
laws relating to internal
March first,
first, eighteen
eighteen huninternal revenue", approved
approved March
dred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, be repealed.
repealed.
R. S.
R.
S. 3329,
SEC.
3329,
S
E°. 10. That section thirty-three
thirty-three hundred
hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine of the
Amended.
Amended.
Revised
Revised Statutes of the United States be amended by striking out after
after
the
"exported," in
in the
the fifty-sixth
fifty-sixth line,
the words
the rate
of
the word
word "exported,"
line, the
words "at
"at the
rate of
seventy cents per proof gallon,"
gallon," and
and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the word,
word
"ninety "; and
and by striking out the words "
quantities of not less than
"ninety";
" in quantities
one thousand gallons," in the third line thereof; and by inserting the.
the
word "packages",
"packages", after the word "
casks", in the fifth
fifth line thereof.
"casks",
thereof.
S. 3330,
Sue ,11.
41. That section
section thirty-three
thirty-three hundred
hundred and thirty of the Revised
Revised
SE1
R. S.
3330,
Amended.
Statutes 6f
of the United States be amended
amended by striking out the words "in
"in
quantities of not less than one thousand
thousand gallons,"
gallons," in the third line, and
inserting in lieu thereof the words "or
"or packages".
packages".
1879, ch.
125,
1879,
ch. 125,
SEC.
12. That section twelve of an
SEC. 12.
an act entitled "An act to amend the
S
tat.,
20,
342.
Stat., 20, 342. laws relating
approved March first,
eighteen hunrelating to internal
internal revenue", _approved
first, eighteen
hunseventy-nine, be amended
amended by striking out after the word
dred and seventy-nine,
"liquors", in the sixth line thereof, the words "and
"and no cask or other
other
package,
package, such as is hereinbefore
hereinbefore mentioned,
mentioned, in which distilled spirits,
wines, or malt liquors
liquors have been imported, shall be used to contain
domestic distilled spirits, under
under penalty of the forfeiture of such reused
reused
domestic
package and the contents thereof."
cask or package
thereof."
1879, ch. 125,
1879,
125,
SEC.
thirteen of an act entitled
S
EC. 13. That section
section thirteen
entitled "An act to amend the
S
tat., 20,
20, 343.
Stat.,
343.
laws relating
to internal
eighteen hunhunlaws
relating to
internal revenue", approved
approved March first, eighteen
dred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, be amended
amended by striking out after the word
"sale",
"sale", in the eighth line thereof,
thereof; the following: "Or shall, for such
purpose, manufacture,
manufacture, use, or
or have in possession
possession any cask or package
package
made in imitation
imitation of, or intended to be in the similitude
imported
similitude of such imported
witlh any imitation of such marks or brands thereon,"
casks or packages,
packages, with
thereon,"
and by striking out after the word "
" sold," in the fifteenth
fifteenth line
line thereof,
thereof,
the word ''mbanufactured
"manufactured"..
1879,
1879, ch.
ch. 125,
125,
SEC.
SEC. 14. That section twenty of an act entitled "An act to amend the
Stat., 20,
20, 351.
351.
Stat.,
laws relating
approved Mairch
relating to internal revenue",
revenue", approved
March first, eighteen hundred and seventy-line,
seventy-nine, be amended
amended by striking out all after the number
number
of said section and substituting
following:
substituting therefor the following:
Withdrawal for That under such regulations and requirements
requirements as to stamps, bonds,
export without
export
w i tho t and other security as shall be prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal
payment of tax.
payent of tax.
evenue, any manufacturer
manufacturer of medicines,
Revenue,
medicines, preparations,
preparations, compositions,
compositions,
perfumeries, cosmetics, cordials, and other
manufactother liquors,
liquors, for export,
export, manufacturing the same in a
aduly constituted
constituted manufacturing
manufacturing warehouse, shall be
authorized to withdraw,
withdraw, in original packages, from any distillery wareauthorized
house, so mnuch
much idistilled spirits as he may require for the said purpose,
without the payment
payment of the internal-revenue
internal-revenue tax thereon."
Leakage.
Leakage.
SEC.
withdrawn from
SEC. 15. That where spirits are withdrawn
from, distillery warehouses
warehouses
for transfer
transfer to manufacturing
manufacturing warehouses,
warehouses, under the
the provisions of this
act, it shall be lawful, under such rules and regulations
limitations
regulations and limitations
as shall be prescribed
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with
prescribed by the Commissioner
the approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, for an allowance
be
allowance to
to be
unavoidable accident, and without any
made for leakage
leakage or loss by any unavoidable
any
fraud or negligence
negligence of the distiller, owner, exporter, carrier, or their
their
agents or employees, occurring
occurring during transportation,
transportation from aa distillery
warehouse to a
a manufacturing
warehouse
manufacturing warehouse.
B.
S.
3314,
R. S.3314,
Amended.
Amended.

SEC.
S
EC. 16. That section thirty-three
thirty-three hundred and fourteen
fourteen be amended
amended
by striking
striking out
out all after the said number, and substituting the following:
following:
by
" The books of tax-paid stamps issued to any collector
"
collector shall be charged
charred
to his account
account at the full value of the tax on the number
number of gallons
gallons
represented on the stamps and coupons
coupons contained
contained in said books; and
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evry collector
collector shall
shall make
make a
a monthly return to the Commissioner of Monthly return.
evry
Internal Revenue
affixed to
of all tax paid stamps issued by him to be affixed
Revenue of
Internal
any cask
cask or
or package
containing distilled spirits on which the tax has
package containing
any
been
and account
the amount
amount of the tax collected;
collected; and when
for the
account for
paid, and
been paid,
Revenue any
Internal Revenue
the
collector returns
to the Commissioner of Internal
returns to
said collector
the said
book of
stubs, which it shall be his duty to do as soon as all
marginal stubs,
of marginal
book
the
contained in
the book
to him have been used, and
issued to
when issued
book when
in the
stamps contained
the stamps
accounts for
on the number of gallons represented on the stamps
the tax on
for the
accounts
and
coupons that
that were
there shall
shall be
allowed to Commission of
be allowed
book, there
in said
said book,
contained in
were contained
and coupons

a half per
the
collector a
a commission
one-half of
of one
one per
the amount one and a
on the
centum on
per cent=
of one-half
commission of
the collector
of
tax, in
to any
any other
other commission
commission by
by law
eentum.
Pro- centum.
law allowed: Proaddition to
in addition
such tax,
of such
vided,
the total
total net
net compensation
compensation of
fixed by
by this
this Proviso.
Pro
as fixed
collectors as
of collectors
That the
vided, That
title
shall
not
be
thereby
increased.
relating
to
distilled
stamps
All
increased.
thereby
be
not
shall
title
collectors;
spirits
tax-paid stamps, shall be charged to collectors;
the tax-paid
other than the
spirits, other
collector
and
the books
containing such stamps may be intrusted by any collector
books containing
and the
col- Daily report.
to the
gauger of
of the
the district,,
a daily report to the colshall make a
who shall
district, who
the gauger
to
lector
stamps used
by him
him and
and for whom used; and when
used by
such stamps
all such
of all
lector of
all
the stamps
contained in
in any
such book
book have
gauger
issued, the gauger
been issued,
have been
any such
stamps contained
all the
of
district shall
shall return
collector, with all the marthe collector,
book to the
the book
return the
the district
of the
Proviso.
ginal
stubs therein":
therein": Provided,
Provided, That all export stamps issued to col- Proviso.
ginal stubs
lectors
shall be
charged to
them as
representing the value of ten cents Export stamp.
as representing
to them
be charged
lectors shall
for
each stamp,
stamp, and
and they
shall collect
collect the amount due for such stamps
they shall
for each
at
of ten
ten cents for each
manner and at such
each stamp issued in such manner
rate of
the rate
at the
time
as the
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue
may prescribe, and the
Revenue may
the Commissioner
time as
Commissioner
discretion, make assessment therefor.
Commissioner may, in his discretion,
S
EC. 17.
17. Whenever
the owner
owner of
of any
any distilled
distilled spirits
spirits shall
shall desire
to Spirits withdesire to
Whenever the
SEC.
withdraw
from the
the distillery
from a
a special
warefrom waredrawn from
special drawn
or from
warehouse, or
distillery warehouse,
same from
the same
withdraw the
bonded warehouse,
warehouse, he
file with
collector a
house, rogauged.
a notice giving aaregauged.
the collector
with the
may file
he may
bonded
description
of the
packages to
to be
be withdrawn,
withdrawn, and
and request that the
the packages
description of
distilled
spirits
be
regauged;
and
thereupon
the
collector shall
direct
shall direct
collector
the
thereupon
and
regauged;
be
spirits
distilled
the gauger
gauger to
the same,
same, and
and mark
each package
package so
reso reupon each
mark upon
regauge the
to regauge
the
gauged the
the number
number of
gauge or
wine gallons
gallons and
and proof-gallons
therein
proof-gallons therein
or wine
of gauge
gauged
contained. It'
Ii upon
it shall
shall appear
has been
there has
appear that there
regauging it
such regauging
upon such
contained.
loss of
of distilled
spirits from
from any
cask or package, without the fault or
any cask
distilled spirits
aaloss
collected only
negligence
distiller or
or owner
owner thereof, taxes shall be collected
the distiller
of the
negligence of
on
the quantity
quantity of
of distilled
spirts contained
cask or package
package at the
such cask
in such
contained in
distilled spirts
on the
time
of the
the distillery
warehouse, or special
distillery warehouse,
from the
thereof from
withdrawal thereof
the withdrawal
time of
Proviso.
bonded
warehouse: Provided,
however, That
allowance which shall beProviso.
the allowance
That the
Provided,however,
bonded warehouse:
made
of spirits
as aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shall not
not exceed
proof gallon Allowance
Allowance for
one proof.gallon
exceed one
spirits as
loss of
such loss
for such
made for
for
two
months,
or
part
thereof,
one
and
one-half
gallons
for
four
leaka
ge.
leakage.
and
three
for
gallons
one-half
and
one
thereof,
or
part
for two months,
months,
two gallons
gallons for
five and
two and
and one-half
gallons for
one-half gallons
months, two
six months,
and six
for five
months, two
seven
gallons for
ten months,
months, three
three and
and ten
nine and
for nine
three gallons
months, three
eight months,
and eight
seven and
one-half
gallons for
for eleven
eleven and
for thirteen,
gallons for
four gallons
months, four
twelve months,
and twelve
one-half gallons
fourteen,
and one-half
sixteen, sevensevenfor sixteen,
gallons for
one-half gallons
four and
months, four
fifteen months,
and fifteen
fourteen, and
teen,
and
eighteen
months,
five
gallons
for
nineteen,
twentyand
twenty,
nineteen,
for
gallons
five
months,
teen, and eighteen
one
months, five
five and
one-half gallons
gallons for
for twenty-two,
twenty-two, twenty-three, and
and one-half
one months,
twenty-four
gallons for
twenty-five, twenty-six,
twenty-six, and
and twentyfor twenty-five,
six gallons
months, six
twenty-four months,
seven months,
six and
and one-half
one-half gallons
gallons for
twenty-eight, twenty-nine,
twenty-nine,
for twenty-eight,
months, six
seven
and thirty
gallons for
thirty-two, and
thirtyand thirtythirty-one, thirty-two,
for thirty-one,
seven gallons
months, seven
thirty months,
and
three
months, and
and seven
seven and
for thirty-four,
thirty-four, thirty-five,
thirty-five,
gallons for
one-half gallons
and one-half
three months,
Promo.
and thirty-six
thirty-six months:
also, That
That the foregoing
foregoing allo
wance ofProviso.
allowance
Provided, also,
months: Provided,
and
loss shall
shall apply
only to
casks or
or packages
packages of
capacity of
more
of forty or more
of aacapacity
to casks
apply only
loss
wine-gallons,
and that
for loss
loss on
packages of
or packages
casks or
on casks
allowance for
the allowance
that the
wine-gallons, and
less capacity
forty gallons
amount
the amount
one-half the
exceed one-half
not exceed
shall not
gallons shall
than forty
capacity than
less
allowed
on
said
forty-gallon
cask
or
package;
no
allowance
shall be
allowance
no
but
package;
or
cask
forty-gallon
allowed on said
made
on casks
casks or
packages of
capacity than
gallons: And
Proviso.
And Proviso.
twenty gallons:
than twenty
less capacity
of less
or packages
made on
provided
of such
Proof
in any Proof.
not in
shall not
spirits shall
distilled spirits
such distilled
proof of
the proof
That the
further, That
providedfurther,
case
be computed
hundred
at less than one hundred
withdrawal at
of withdrawal
time of
the time
at the
computed at
case be
per
cent.
per cent.
S
EC. 18.
18. That
section thirty-two
and Amended
R.
S.3244,
344,
R.S.
hundred and
thirty-two hundred
of section
second of
subsection second
That subsection
SEC.
mened
who
distilleries
forty-four shall
shall not
ri es who
distillers in registered distille
to distillers
apply to
not apply
forty-four
manufacture
their own
wooden stills,
but each
distillers
said distillers
of said
each of
stills, but
use wooden
own use
for their
manufacture for
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shall
give notice
notice to
the collector
of the
the district
in which
which his
shall give
to the
collector of
district in
his distillery
distillery is
is
before the same
located of each
each still
still manufactured
manufactured before
same is used.
used.

Repeal provisSEC. 19.
19. That
That all acts
parts of
pro visacts and
and parts
of acts
acts inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
herewith are
are
ions.
hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
Approved, May 28, 1880.
1880.
May 31,1880.
31, 1880.
May

CTTAP. 113.
—An act
act making
appropriations for
in the
CHAP.
113.-An
making appropriations
for a
a deficiency
deficiency in
the appropriations
appropriations
for
payment of
pensions for
fiscal year
thirtieth eighteen
eighteen hunhunfor the
the payment
of pensions
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth
dred and
and eighty,
eighty, and
and for
purposes.
dred
for other
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives'of
Representatives of the
the United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
United

Deficiency apDeficiency
ap- States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
the following
following sums
Congress assembled,
sums be,
be, and
and

propriation.
propriatiou.

the same
same are
are hereby,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
the
hereby, appropriated,
not
appropriated, for
the payment
payment of
the fiscal
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
for the
of pensions
pensions for
for the
fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty,
eighty, being a
a dedeficiency
for said
said year,
other purposes:
purposes:
ficiency appropriation
appropriation for
year, and
and for
for other
Army
pensions.
PENSION OFFICE.—For
for Army
Army pensions.
PENSION
OFFICE.-For pensions
pensions for
Army invalids,
invalids, widows,
widows, minors,
minors,
and
survivors of
of the
war of
hundred and
and dependent
dependent relatives, survivors
the war
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
twelve, and widows of the
eighteen hundred
eight
the war of eighteen
hundred and twelve, eight
million five hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Navy pensions.
Navy
pensions.
For Navy
For
Navy pensions, to invalids, widows, minors, and dependent
dependent relaand twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
tives, two hundred and
dollars.
Arrears of penArrears
For the arrears
arrears of pensions due on claims in which the pensions
pensions were
si Ons.
sions.
allowed prior to January twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventyseventyhundred thousand dollars, the amounts paid
respectively
nine, five hundred
paid out
out respectively
pensions to
accounted for
for Army and Navy pensions
to be
be accounted
for separately
separately by the
the
proper accounting-officers
accounting-officers of the Treasury
Treasury Department.
Department.
Salaries, fees,
fees,
Salaries,
For pay and allowances
allowances for salary,
vouchers, rent,
salary, fees,
fees, for preparing
preparing vouchers,
rent,
postage, &c.,
postage,
&c., for
for fiel
light, and postage
postage on official
fuel light,
official matter directed to the departments
deparl meni s& btand bureaus
bureaus at
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
depalmenis blin
&
and
at Washington,
Washington, fifteen
dollars.
rcaus,Washington.
PATENT
OFFICE.—For payment
payment for
illustrations of
of the
Patent Office
I'Patent
at c n t Office
PATENT OFFICE.-For
for illustrations
the Patent
Office
I'
Official Gazette.
Gazette.
Oficial
Official
Official Gazette, three thousand two hundred and ninety-nine dollars
Approprial
ion. and twenty-two
Appropriation,
twenty-two cents.
Claims of the
continuing the work of adjusting and settling the claims of the
For continuing
several States.
States.
several
several States, under the act of Congress approved
twentyapproved September
September twenty1850, ch. 24,
eighth,
eighteen hundred and fifty, and the acts
eighth, eighteen
acts supplemental
supplemental thereto
thereto
Stat., 9,
519.
Stat.,
9, 519.
amendatory thereof, for swamp lands, including all claims for
and amendatory
for
Swamp lands. swamp-land indemnity, under the acts of March
March second, eighteen hun1855, ch.
147,
1855,
ch. 147,
dred and fifty-five, and March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven,
Stat.,
634.
Stat., 10,
10 6'34
and
five thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
1857,'
and other
other acts,
acts, five
1857, ch
ch. '11
117,
MISCELLANEOUS.—That
Secretary of
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
Stat.,
11, 251.
MISCELLANEOUS.-That the
Stat., 11,
251.
the Secretary
the Treasury
and he
he is
is
Appropriation. hereby, authorized
authorized to employ one of the steamers
steamers of the Revenue
Revenue Marine,
Whaling
WIhaling barks
harks now on the Pacific coast, for the relief of the officers and crews of the
"Mount
Wallas"
Mount Wallaswhaling barks
Mount Wallaston"
Wallaston" and
and "
now imprisoned
toln"
" "Vig ' whaling
barks "
"Mount
" Vigilant",
Vigilant", now
imprisoned in
in
ton" and
lant."
the Arctic
Arctic Ocean; and such sum of money not exceeding
exceeding six thousand
Appropriation.
Appropriation. dollars, as may be necessary to properly
properly strengthen
strengthen and equip such
steam-cutter, and to carry out the object of this provision, is hereby
hereby appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
propriated
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
SENATE.
George
G
e o r g e A.
A.
Clarke,
of.
Clarke, pay
pay of.

To pay George
messenger in charge of the
George A. Clarke for services as messenger
official
eighteen hundred
official reporters'
reporters room of the Senate from July first, eighteen
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, to June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and eighty, ininclusive,
clusive, one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
Senate,miscellaSenate,miscellaFor miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars,
neous items.
neous
items.
for
eighteen hundred and eighty.
for fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
UNITED STATES FISH COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
Food-fishes.
Food-fishes.

PROPAGATION OF
OF FOOD-FISHES.—For
FOOD-FISHES.-For continuing the work connected
PROPAGATION
connected

with the propagation of food-fishes,
food-fishes, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars,
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steamer
FISH-HATCHING STEAIYLER.—For
fish- hatching steamer
STEAMER.-For supplying the fish-hatching
FISH-IHTTCHING
oh. 182,
authorized
by and
constructed under
under the act of March third, eighteen 1879, 011.182,
and constructed
authorized by
Stat., 20,
383.
20,383.
fish-hatching machinery
hundred and
machinery Stat.,
seventy-nine, with the necessary fish-hatching
and seventy-nine,
hundred
much
so
dollars,
hundred
five
and
other
furniture,
twelve
thousand
or
twelve
and other furniture,
thereof
may be necessary;
necessary; and the Secretary of the Navy is hereby Vessels of Fish
as may
thereof as
Commission.
directed
place the vessels of the United States Fish Commission on Commission.
to place
directed to
the
same footing
footing with
Department as those of the United
Navy Department
with the Navy
the same
Survey.
Coast and Geodetic Survey.
States Coast
Survey,
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.—For
maintenance Coast Survey,
SURVEY.-For the repairs and maintenance
COAST
of vessels.
Survey, ten thousand
of
the vessels
vessels used
used in
and Geodetic
thousand repairs of
Geodetic Survey,
Coast and
the Coast
in the
of the
dollars.
AtSurvey of AtFor the
continuation of the Coast and Geodetic Survey in the eastern
the continuation
For
coast.
lantie coast.
division
Atlantic and Gulf coast division) seven thousand five hun- lantic
(or Atlantic
division (or
dred dollars.
For the
continuation of the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey in the western Survey of Pathe continuation
For
cific coast.
coast.
division
(or the
Pacific coast
division), seven thousand five hundred cifoi
coast division),
the Pacific
division (or
dollars.
Approved,
Approved, May 31, 1880.
CHAP.
act making
the support
Academy
support of the Military Academy
for the
appropriations for
making appropriations
115.-An act
CHAP. 115.—An
and
for
the fiscal
eighteen hundred and eighty-one, and
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
year ending
fiscal year
for the
for other
other purposes.
for

June 1, 1880.
June

Be it
by the
United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Appropriations.
States of
in Congress
assembled, That the following sums be,
Appropriations.
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
of MillMiliSupport
and the
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury tary
of
hereby, appropriated,
are hereby,
same are
the same
and
Academy.
Academy, ary Academy.
not
otherwise appropriated,
support of the Military Academy,
for the support
appropriated, for
not otherwise
for
fiscal year
ending June
eighteen hundred
hundred and eightyJune thirtieth, eighteen
year ending
the fiscal
for the

one:
one:
Payofprofessors
three hundred and Pay
For pay
pay of
of professors,
professors, twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand
of professors
thousand three
For
fifteen
and twenty-eight
cents.others.
and others.
twenty-eight cents.
dollars and
fifteen dollars
For pay
of one
one instructor
military engineering, in addition
practical military
of practical
instructor of
pay of
For
to
lieutenant, nine
hundred dollars.
nine hundred
first lieutenant,
as first
pay as
to pay
For
one instructor
instructor of
of ordnance and
science of gunnery, in
and science
of one
pay of
For pay
addition to
pay as
first lieutenant,
nine hundred
hundred dollars.
lieutenant, nine
as first
to pay
addition
For
eight assistant
addition to pay as first lieuprofessors, in addition
assistant professors,
of eight
pay of
For pay
tenants, four
thousand dollars.
four thousand
tenants,
For
commandant of
of cadets,
captain in the
as captain
to pay as
addition to
in addition
cadets, in
one commandant
For one
line, two
hundred dollars.
two hundred
thousand two
two thousand
line,
For
three instructors
cavalry, artillery,
artillery, and infantry
infantry tactics,
of cavalry,
instructors of
of three
pay of
For pay
in addition
addition to
to pay
first lieutenants,
thousand five hundred
lieutenants, one thousand
as first
pay as
in
dollars.
comFor pay
pay of
of four
four assistant
assistant instructors
instructors of
of tactics,
tactics, commanding
commanding comFor
panies,
to pay
pay as
thousand four
four
lieutenants, two thousand
second lieutenants,
as second
addition to
in addition
panies, in
hundred
hundred dollars.
hunFor pay
pay of
in addition
as first lieutenant, three hunpay as
to pay
addition to
adjutant, in
of adjutant,
For
dred
dollars: Provided,
the sum
sum paid
to said
said officer
officer shall
Proviso.
not Proviao.
shall not
paid to
That the
Provided, That
dred dollars:
exceed
one thousand
dollars per
annum.
per annum.
hundred dollars
eight hundred
thousand eight
exceed one
For
of one
one master
thousand five
hundred
five hundred
one thousand
sword, one
the sword,
of the
master of
pay of
For pay

dollars.
For
of cadets,
one hundred
thousand dollars;
dollars; and no
sixty thousand
and sixty
hundred and
cadets, one
pay of
For pay
cadet shall
shall receive
receive more
than at
the rate
five hundred
and forty
hundred and
of five
rate of
at the
more than
cadet
dollars
year.
a year.
dollars a
For
music, one thousand
thousand and eighty dollars.
of music,
teacher of
the teacher
of the
pay of
For pay
For pay
pay of
Academy band,
band, eight
hundred
nine hundred
thousand nine
eight thousand
Military Academy
the Military
of the
For
and
ninety-nine
dollars;
which
shall
be
in
full
for
the
pay
of
the
said
band
band
said
the
of
pay
the
for
full
in
be
shall
which
dollars;
and ninety-nine
for
year ending
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty-one,
and eighty-one,
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
the year
for the
any
law
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
the contrary
law to
any
For additional
of professors
length of
of service,
thousand
seven thousand
service, seven
for length
professors for
pay of
additional pay
For
five hundred dollars.
five hundred dollars.
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements,timber,
improvements, timber, plank,
plank, boards,
boards, joists,
wall-strips,
joists, wall-strips
For

Professors, additional pay of.

Repairs and
and iim.
Repairs
provements.'
laths,
slate, tin,
sheet -lead, zinc,
zinc, nails,
nails , s
crews, locks, hinges,
hinges,ovements.
pz
screws,
tin, sheet-lead,
shingles, slate,
laths, shingles,
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glass, paint, turpentine, oils, bricks, flag, varnish, stone, lime, cement,
cement,
plaster, hair, sewer and drain
dram pipe, blasting-powder,
blasting-powder, fuse,
iron, steel,
steel,
fuse, iron,
tools,
tools, mantels,
mantels, and other similar materials, and for pay
pay of
of citizen mechanics
mechanics
and labor employed
employed upon repairs and improvements
that cannot
improvements that
cannot be
be done
done
by enlisted men, eleven thousand dollars.
Fuel, &o.
&o.
For fuel and apparatus, coal, wood, stoves, grates, furnaces, ranges
ranges,
fire-bricks,
fire-bricks, and repairs of steam-heating
steam-heating apparatus,.
apparatus, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand
dollars.
Gas-pipes,
&c.
Gas-pipes, &c.
For gas-pipes,
gas-pipes, fixtures, lamp-posts, gas-lamps, gasometers, and retorts,
For
retorts ,
and annual repairs of the same, six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Fuel.
Fnel.
For fuel
fuel for
mess-hall, shops, and laundry, three thousand dolFor
for cadets'
cadets' mess-hall,
dollars.
Postage, &c.
&c.
For postage
postage and telegrams, three hundred dollars.
dollars.
Stationery.
For stationery, blank books, paper, envelopes
pens, rubenvelopes, quills,
quills, steel
steel pens,
rubbers, erasers, pencils, mucilage, wax, wafers, folders, fasteners,
hers,
and
fasteners, files,
files, and
ink, six hundred
hundred dollars.
Transportation.
Transportation.
materials, discharged cadets,
For transportation of materials,
and ferriages,
ferriages, one
one
cadets, and
thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Printing, &e.
&o.
For printing; type, materials for office, diplomas
diplomas for
regfor graduates, registers, and blanks, one thousand dollars.
dollars.
Clerks.
For clerk to the disbursing officer and quartermaster, one thousand
thousand
two hundred
hundred dollars.
For clerk to adjutant, in charge of cadet
cadet records, one
two
one thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars.
hundred
For clerk to treasurer,
treasurer, nine hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Department o
of
f For department
department of instruction in mathematics, namely:
For repairs
repairs
namely: For
mathematics.
of models and instruments,
of
instruments, twenty-five
twenty-five dollars; text-books,
books of
text-books, books
of refreference, and stationery for instructors, one hundred
hundred and
seventy-five doldoland seventy-five
lars; in all, two hundred dollars.
Department
Department o
of
f For department
department of artillery, cavalry, and infantry tactics, namely:
namely: For
For
artillery.
artillery.
tan-bark for
for riding-hall
riding-hall and gymnasium, three hundred dollars; repairing
tan-bark
repairing
camp-stools and camp-Curniture,
camp-lurniture, fifty dollars
camp-stools
dollars; furniture for
offices and
for offices
and
reception-room
reception-room for visitors.
visitors, one hundred
hundred and fifty dollars; stationery for
for
use of instructor and assistants, one hundred
dollars •books
books and
maps,
hundred dollars;
and maps,
fifty dollars; repairing gymnasium,
gymnasi um ,one
in all,
all, seven
one hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; in
seven
hundred and fifty dollars.
Department
o
f
Department o f For department
department of civil and military engineering:
engineering: For models, maps,
maps,
engineering.
engineering.
purchase and
repairs of instruments, text-books, books of reference,
purchase
and repairs
reference, and
and
stationery for the use of instructors, and contingencies,
contingencies, five
dolfive hundred dollars
for continuing preparation of text
books for special instruction
lars;i for
textbooks
instruction of
of
cadets, five hundred dollars; in all, one thousand dollars.
Department
Department oof
f
department of chemistry, mineralogy, and
For department
For chemicals,
and geology:
geology: For
chemicals,
chemistry.
chemistry.
chemical
apparatus, glass
glass and
porcelain ware,
chemical apparatus,
and porcelain
ware, paper, wire, sheet-metal,
sheet-metal,
ores
five hundred
hun dre d d
oll ar
s; roug h spec i
mens,
ores, photographic
photographic materials,
materials, five
dollars;
rough specimens,
fossils, files, alcohol, lamps,
lamps, blowpipes,
pencils, and
for
practical
blowpipes, pencils,
and paper
paper for practical
instruction in mineralogy
mineralogy and geology, and
gradual increase
the
and for gradual
increase of
of the
cabinet, five hundred
hundred dollars; repairs and additions
additions to
to electric,
galelectric, galvanic, magnetic, pneumatic,
pneumatic, and thermic .apparatus, and
and apparatus
apparatus
illustrating optical properties of substances,
substances, six
six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; addiadditions to apparatus
apparatus for illustrating
illustrating science of electricity
electricity as
as applied
applied to
to the
the
useful arts, five hundred dollars; in all, two thousand
one hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand one
dollars.
For pay of
of mechanic
mechanic employed in chemical and geological
geological seetion
section rooms
rooms
and in lecture-room,
thousand dollars; models and diagrams, books
and
lecture-room, one thousand
books
of reference, text-books, and stationery for
use of
instructors, seventy
for the
the use
of instructors,
seventy
dollars; in all, one
on thousand and seventy
dollars.
seventy dollars.
Department o
of
f For department
practical military
department of practical
military engineering:
engineering: For mining
mining matematepractical
engineerpracticalengineer- rials and for profiling, telegraphing and signaling materials; stationery
ials and for profiling, telegraphing and signaling materials;
ing.
ing.
and
textbooks, books
and textbooks,
and repairs
repairs .of
books of
of reference,
reference, and
of instruments, one hundred and fifty dollars.
Department o
o ff For department
department of French
French and English studies: For
text-books and
and
For text-books
French
Eng- stationery
s
French and
and Engfor the
the use
of instructors,
instructors, books of reference, and for printing
tationery for
use of
printing
lish.
examination-papers,
xamination-papers, two hundred
dollars,
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars.
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department of drawing: For reflooring
For department
reflooring the drawing academy,
academy, three Department
Department o
off
hundred and fifty dollars;
desks,' racks, tables, models drawing.
drawing.
dollars; for repairs of desks
throughout;
throughout; construction of chest of drawers for sheets of maps and
and
drawings; brushes, tacks, and similar necessaries,
necessaries, one hundred and
drawings;
fifty dollars; for various articles most necessary for the course of topomechanical, and constructive drawing,
graphical, mechanical,
drawing, two hundred and fifty
dollars; in all, seven hundred and fifty dollars.
For
department of law: For text-books
For department
text-books and stationery
stationery and books of Department o
off
law.
reference for the use of instructors,
instructors one hundred dollars: Provided,
Provided, law
Proviso.
Secretary of War may, in his discretion,
That the Secretary
discretion, assign any officer of Proviso.
the Army as professor of law.
Department of
of
ordnance and gunnery: Addition to models and Department
For department of ordnance
ordnance, &c.
drawings
&c .
drawings illustrating course of instruction; for additions to, and repairs ordnance,
of, electric ballistic machines and electric
electric batteries,
batteries, and for
for keeping
keeping in
repair instruments and firing-houses; for books of reference
reference and textbooks for instructors,
instructors, two hundred dollars.

feet long by
by twenty-four
for field batShedfor
feet wide, with Shed
batFor open shed, one hundred
hundred feet
twenty-four feet
roof, for protection of field batteries when not required for instrucinstruc- teries.
terTstin roof,
tion of cadets, one thousand two hundred dollars.
off
For department
department of natural and experimental
experimental philosophy:
philosophy: For appara- Department o
philosonatural philosotus to illustrate the laws in mechanics,
mechanics, optics, and acoustics,
acoustics, one thou- natural
phy.
sand dollars; books of reference, text-books, repairs, and materials, four phy.
hundred dollars; for pay of mechanic,
mechanic, one thousand
thousand dollars; in all, two
thousand
thousand four hundred dollars.
dollars.
department of Spanish: Text-books and stationery for use of in- Department
For department
Department ooff
Spanish.
Spanish.
structors, thirty
thirty dollars.
of Visit ors.
For
expenses of
the Board
Board of
of Visitors,
including mileage,
BoardofVisitors.
For expenses
of the
Visitors, including
mileage, three
three thouthou- Board
sand dollars.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and contingent expenses: For gas-coal, oil, cancan- Contingent exexpenses.
dles,
academy, cadetcadet- penses.
dies, lanterns, matches, and wicking for lighting the academy,
barracks, mess-hall,
mess-hall, shops, hospital, offices,
offices, stable, and sidewalks, three
thousand five hundred dollars; water-pipes,
water-pipes, plumbing, and repairs, one
thousand
thousand five hundred dollars; cleaning
cleaning public
public buildings (not quarters),
five
five hundred
hundred dollars; brooms,
brooms, brushes, pails,
pails, tubs, soap, and cloths,
cloths,
two hundred dollars; chalk, crayon, sponge, slate, and rubbers for
recitation
dollars; compensation
compensation of chapelhundred and fifty dollars;
recitation rooms,
rooms, one hundred
organist,
two hundred
compensation of
librarian, one hundred
dollars; compensation
of librarian,
organist, two
hundred dollars;
engineer of heating and ventilating
ventilating apparaand twenty dollars; pay of engineer
tus
academic building,
and office
office building,
building, the
the cadet-barracks,
cadet-barracks, and
the academic
tus for the
including the library, one thousand
chapel, and
and philosophical
philosophical building, including
two
assistant of same,
same, seven hundred
hundred and
two hundred
hundred dollars; pay of assistant
twenty
thousand two hundred dollars;
dollars;
twenty dollars;
dollars; pay of five firemen,
firemen, two thousand
increase
magazines, and binding,
the library,
library, books
books, magazines,
expense of the
increase and expense
one
dollars; in all,
and ninety
thousand two hundred
hundred and
all, eleven
eleven thousand
one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars.
Librarian's as For
Librarian's a sone thousand dollars.
For pay
pay of
of librarian's
librarian's assistant,
assistant, one
sistant.
Cadet hospital.
For
furniture
for
cadet-hospital,
and
repairs
of
the
same,
one
hunCadet
For furniture for cadet-hospital, and repairs of the same, one
dred dollars.
&c.
Bedding, &c.
For
necessary articles for the use of candi- Bedding,
bedding and necessary
of bedding
For purchase
purchase of
dates
previous to
admission into
hundred dolinto the
the academy, five hundred
to their
their admission
dates previous
lars.
Buildings and
Buildings
For repairing
roads and
five hundred
hundred Buildings
and
paths, five
repairing roads
and paths,
Buildings and
and grounds:
grounds: For
grounds.
grounds.
dollars.
For continuing
continuing breast-height
from Plain
Plain to
South Wharf,
five
to South
Wharf, five
breast-height wall
wall from
For
hundred dollars.
Cadet hospital.
For completion
completion of
building and
the new
new hospital
hospital Cadet
hospital.
for the
and one
one wing
wing for
of main
main building
For
ten thousand dollars.
for cadets,
cadets, ten
Cadet barracks
For addition
twenty-five thousand
Cadet
barracks
dollars.
thousand dollars.
to cadet-barracks,
cadet-barracks, twenty-five
For
addition to
For
repairing
roof
of
cadet-barracks,
one
thousand
dollars.
For repairing roof of cadet-barracks, one thousand dollars.
Approved, June 1, 1880.
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Joseph Henry,
CHAP. 3.16.—An
116.-An act
act for the
the erection
erection of
of aa bronze
bronze statue
statue of
of Joseph
Henry, late
late SecSecretary
of the
retary of
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution.
Institution.

of' Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
ot the
the United
United

Joseph Henry.
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Regents
Congress assembled,
Regents of the SmithStatnelinbronze.
Statue
in bronze. sonian Institution
Institution be, and are hereby, authorized
authorized to contract with W.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Juno
June 3,
3, 1880.
1880.

ReapportionReapportionmem; of
of miembers
members
illnt
of legistatures
of
efrrlls l fTesMofnr MonTerritories
of
tana,
and
talima, Idaho
Ilaho mil(d
'Wyoming, on basis
'Wyoilinhg,
of c(nsnIs
census of
1880.
of
of 188(.

W. Story, sculptor, for
of Joseph
for aa statue
statue in
in bronze
bronze of
Joseph Henry,
Henry, late
late SecreSecretary of the Smithsonian Institution, to be
erected upon
be erected
upon the
the grounds of
of
said Institution;
Institution; and for this purpose,
expense of
purpose, and for the
the entire expense
of the
the
foundation
foundation and pedestal
pedestal of the monument, the sum of fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand
dollars is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any moneys in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
otherwise
Approved, June 1, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP. 119.-An
119.—An act
providing for
for the
the reapportionment
the members
members of
CHAP.
act providing
reapportionment of
of the
of the
the legislegislatures in the Territories of Montana, Idaho,
Idaho, and
and Wyoming.
Wyoming.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United

States of America in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
governor, and the
That the
the governor,
the
speaker of the house of representatives
speaker
representatives and the president
president of the council
during
the last
session of
legislatures, in
in the
the Territories
Territories of
Monlast session
durling the
of the
the legislatures,
of Montana,
Idaho, and
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
taia, Idalo,
and Wyoming,
Wyoming, be,
be, and
authorized and
and emem-

powered to act as a
apportionment in theirrespective
their respective Territories;
Territories;
a board of'
of apportionment
and when assembled at the capitals of their respective
respective Territories, they,
or aamajority
reapportion the members
majority of them, shall reapportion
council and
members of the council
and
house of representatives
representatives in their respective Territories
Territories upon the basis
basis of
of
the population
population asshown
as shown by the returns of the census for the year eighteen
eighteen
hundrled and eighty, excluding
hundred
excluding Indians,
Indians, and
apportionand shall
shall make
make such
such apportionment strictly in accordance
accordance with said census returns, allotting
members
allotting members
of each house
house of the legislative assembly
assembly to the different
different sections of their
their
respective
respective Territories,
Territories, pro rata, as
as nearly
nearly as
according to
to the
the
as practicable,
practicable, according
population,
population, and to that end may apportion, when necessary, in joint
joint
council districts.
Election.
Election.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Thatthereapportionmentsomade
That the reapportionment so made by said boards shall be forthwith certified to by the members, or a
a majority thereof, making the same,
and filed in the office of the secretary
secretary of the Territory; and
and within
wif hin ten
ten
thereafter the governor shall issue his proclamation
proclamation for an election
days thereafter
election
of such members of the legislature
apportioned as aforesaid,
of'
legislature so apportioned
aforesaid, specifying in such proclamation
proclamation the apportionment
apportionment so made to the different
different
sections, and which election shall be held at the time and places
places as
as proprocanvassed as provided
vided by law, and the returns to be canvassed
provided by the laws
laws
of said Territories
Territories respectively.
respectively.
LOgitilittiVe
Lcgiihlitivo a:LB -- SEI.
SEC. 3. That the persons elected under such apportionment
apportionment shall, when
middy.
s,11,b'.
assembled at
assembled
at their
their respective
respective capitals, at the time provided by law,
law, and
and
qualified and organized, constitute the next legislative assemwhen duly qualified
bly in each of said Territories,
Territories, and shall be empowered
empowered to alter or amend
the reapportionment
reapportionment for members of the legislature
legislature so made, and at any
time thereafter
thereafter reapportion
reapportion their respective
respective Territorics
Territories in accordance
accordance
population as the same may vary and change.
with the population
Appropriation.
Appropriation.
SEC. 4. That the members constituting such boards
Sue.
boards of apportionment
apportionment
shall assemble at the capitals
capitals of their respective
respective Territories and coin
corn
plete their work on or before the first Monday in September,
September, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and eighty, and they shall be allowed
allowed the same compensation
hundred
compensation
per diem and mileage as are allowed to the presiding officers of
of' the legislatures in such Territories; which allowance
certified by
by th(
thc
allowance shall be certified
secretary of the Territory to the proper officers
secretary
the United
States
officers of the
United States
Treasury Department,
Department, and the same shall be paid out of any moneys in
in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
SEC.
SEC. 5. That this act shall take effect
effect and be in force
force from and after
its passage.
Approved, Jane
Approved,
June 3,
3, 1880.
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the circuit
court
120.-An act
act providing
places of
of holding
CHAP. 120.—An
providing the
the times
times and
and places
holding the
circuit court
CHAP.
Iowa, and
and for
the district
of Iowa,
States in
of
the United
of the
United States
in the
district of
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
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United
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the United
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
States
S. Circuit
assembled, That the circuit court of the u.. S.
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
hereafter be held at court.
United States in and for the district of Iowa shall hereafter
Iowa.
of Iowa.
District of
the times and places provided
provided by law for holding the United States dis- District
removed from any court of
trict court in and for said district. Causes removed
rethe State of Iowa
Iowa into said circuit court within said district shall be rethe
moved to the circuit court in the division in which such State court is
thereto shall otherwise agree, or the court, for
the parties
parties thereto
held, unless the
good cause, shall otherwise order.
Sc. 2. That
civil suits.
here- Civil
a local nature which shall be hereThat all civil
civil suits not of a
SEc.
after brought in the circuit or district court of the United States in said
after
division of the district where the defenddistrict must be brought in the division
defendants residdefendants reside; but if there are two or more defendants
ant or defendants
ing
different divisions the
plaintiff may sue in either one of the divisions
the plaintiff
ing in
in different
a defendant
defendant resides. All issues of fact triable in either of said
in which
which a
defendant or one of the
where the defendant
the division
division where
be tried in the
courts shall be
defendants resides, unless by consent
consent of both parties the case shall be
defendants
non-resident
a non-resident
Where the defendant is a
removed to some other division. Where
of the
the district
district suit
suit may be
property or
any division
division where property
be brought
brought in any
of
defendant is found.
the defendant
the Northern
S
EC. 3.
That the
the northern
of said
said district
shall contain
contain the
Northern divisdivisdistrict shall
division of
3. That
northern division
SEC.
following
Alamakee, Winneshiek,
Winneshiek, Howard,
Mitchell, Floyd, ion.
Howard, Mitchell,
counties: Alamakee,
following counties:
Chickasaw, Fayette,
Fayette, Clayton,
Blackhawk,
Grundy, Blackhawk,
Bremer, Grundy,
Clayton, Butler, Bremer,
Chickasaw,
Buchanan,
Jackson, and
Buchanan, Delaware, Dubuque, Benton, Linn, Jones, Jackson,
Clinton.
southern division
contain the counties of Cedar, Southern
di visSouthern divisThe southern
division shall
shall contain
Clinton. The
Muscatine, Louisa, Washington, Keokuk, Mahaska, Monroe, ion.
Scott, Muscatine,
Jefferson, Henry, Des Moines, Lee, Van Buren, Davis, and
Wapello, Jefferson,
Appanoose.
Western divisMonona, Western
western division shall contain the counties of Monona,
Appanoose. The western
on
Crawford,
Harrison, Pottawattamie,
Pottawattamie, iion.
Guthrie, Audubon, Shelby, Harrison,
Carroll, Guthrie,
Crawford, Carroll,
Cass,
Union, Adams
Montgomery, Mills, Fremont, Page, Taylor,
Adams,'Montgomery,
Cass, Adair,
Adair, Union,
and
central division shall contain
contain the remaining coun- Centraldivision.
Central division.
Ringgold. The central
and Ringgold.
ties of the State.
SEC. 4.
4. That
clerk of
of the
Clerk.
be the
the clerk of the Clerk.
shall be
the district
district court shall
the clerk
That the
SEC.
circuit court
at all
all the
exdistrict exsame is held in said district
where the same
the places
places where
court at
circuit
cept at Des Moines.
S
EC. 5.
That all
all acts
and parts
parts of
of acts
with this
this act
Repeal provisact are
are Repeal
acts inconsistent
inconsistent with
acts and
5. That
SEC.
hereby repealed.
iion s.
hereby
repealed. ons.
Approved, June 4, 1880.
the govCHAP.
121. — An act
act making
making appropriations
appropriations to
provide for the expenses of thegovto provide
CHAP. 121.-An
ernment of the District
District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighternment
een hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for
een

June 4, 1880.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
by the
Be
States
of America
America in
That the
of the
the following
. ic of Cofollowing lu District
the half
half of
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
sums named,
respectively, is
appropriated, out
of any
in Appropriations.
Appropriations.
money in
any money
out of
hereby appropriated,
is hereby
named, respectively,
sums
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
other half
half out
of the
the
out of
the other
and the
appropriated, and
not otherwise
Treasury not
the
revenues of
of the
District of
Columbia, for
being
following, being
the purposes
purposes following,
for the
of Columbia,
the District
revenues
the estimated
estimated expenses
the government
government of
of Columbia
Columbia
District of
of the
the District
expenses of
of the
the
for the
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
hundred and
and eightyeightyeighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
ending June
the fiscal
for
namely:
one, namely:
FOR
IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS.
REPAIRS.
FOR IMPROVEMENTS
For
repairs to
to concrete
concrete pavemeits,
pavements, seventy-five
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
for Repairs
Repairs of
of pave.
pave.
seventy-five thousand
For repairs
work
on New
York avenue
intercepting sewer,
sewer, twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand
meu ts.
thousand merits.
avenue intercepting
New York
work on
dollars, to
be immediately
available; for
Boundary street
auxiliary
street aUxiliary
for Boundary
to be
immediately available;
dollars,
sewer, one
one hundred
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
lateral sewers,
sewers, fifteen
fifteen thouthou- Sewers.
Sewers.
for lateral
hundred thousand
sewer,
sand
for work
work on
on sundry
sundry avenues
avenues and
and streets,
and replacement
replacement
streets, and
sand dollars;
dollars; for
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of
pavements on
on streets
named in
P numbered
ten and
and eleven,
eleven,
numbered ten
in appendix
appendix P
streets named
of pavements
annexed to
to the
the Report
of the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
eighteen
District for
for eighteen
the District
Report of
annexed
hundred
and seven
y-nine (being
schedules of
immeof streets
streets requiring
requiring imme(being schedules
sevent y-nine
hundred and
diate attention),
attention), three
hundred thousand
materials for
perfor perfor materials
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
three hundred
diate
mit
twenty thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
to deep
deep water
water on
for work
work on canal to
mit work,
work, twenty
river
eighteen thousand
thousand six
six hundred
dollars; for
for repairing
and
repairing and
hundred dollars;
river front,
front, eighteen
macadamizing Seventh
road, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; for surstreet road,
Seventh street
macadamizing
reference to the future
future extension
extension
veys of the District of Columbia with reference
of
the District
District line,
thousand dollars;
dollars; in
in all,
all, five
five
five thousand
line, five
to the
of various
various avenues
avenues to
hundred
and seventy-six
seventy-six thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and

Materials.

Surveys.

FOR
FOR

CONSTRUCTING,
CONSTRUCTING,

REPAIRING,
REPAIRING,
BRIDGES.

AND

MAINTAINING
MAINTAINING

For ordinary care of Benning/s
Anacostia, and Chain bridges, one
Benning's Anaeostia,
thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars;
Anacostia
painting Anacostia
for replanking
replanking and painting
dollars; for
thousand five
bridge, four
four thousand
dollars; for
for repairs
repairs to
M street
bridge, six
thousix thoustreet bridge,
to M
thousand dollars;
bridge,
sand dollars;
dollars.
thousand five hundred dollars.
sand
dollars; in all, eleven thousand

Bridges.

FOR MAINTAINING
MAINTAINING INSTITUTIONS
INSTITUTIONS OF
REFORMCHARITY, REFORMOF CHARITY,
FOR
ATORIES, AND PRISONS.

Asylum: For one commissioner
For Washington Asylum:
commissioner and intendant,
intendant, one
thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars ;one matron,
matron, six hundred dollars; one visiting physifour
cian, one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars; one resident physician,
physician, four
cilan,
hundred and eighty
overseer, eight
dollars; one
one
hundred dollars;
eight luindred
eighty dollars;
dollars: one overseer,
hundred
clerk, four
eighty dollars
hundred and
and
dollars;;one baker, four hundred
hundred and eighty
clerk,
four hundred
overseers, at six hundred dollars
dollars each;
each ;one watchdollars;;five overseers,
twenty dollars
man,
hundred dollars
watchmen, at one hundred and
and
dollars;; three watchmen,
maln, three
three hundred
eighty dollars each
each;;one driver, one hundred and twenty dollars; one
hostler, sixty dollars; one cook, one hundred and twenty dollars; two
each;;and for
cooks, at sixty dollars each; five nurses, at sixty dollars each
for
contingent
forage, lumber,
lumber,
contingent expenses, including repairs, provisions, fuel, forage,
shoes, clothing,
dry-goods, medicines,
medicines, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
hardware, dry-goods,
clothing, hardware,
twenty-eight
thirty-eight thousand
twenty-eight thousand five hundred dollars; in all, thirty.eight
and
a:nd forty dollars.
Workhouse.
For the completion
completion of the south wing of the new
new workhouse
workhouse at the
Washington
grounds about it, ten
improvement of the grounds
Washington Asylum, and improvement
thousand dollars..
dollars.
wn
( oorget
o r g e toow
n For the Georgetown
Georgetown Almshouse:
Almshouse: Support of'
of inmates, one thousand
thousand
Almshouse.
Alimslonlso.
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
Transport at
ion
For
prisoners to the
conveying prisoners
the worktransportation of paupers
paupers and conveying
atiou
Tnansportt
For transportation
of
oft' paupors.
paill)rs.
house, three thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Insane o
indigent insane
insane of the District of'
of Columbia in the
tll ee For support of the indigent
Of'f th
hIIsmaIn
Dist
icl.
zis tlHet.
Government
Government Hospital for the Insane in said District, as provided in
S., 4843, 4844,
hundred and
forty eight hundred
hundred and forty-three, forty.eight
forty-eight hundred
sections forty-eight
4816. s., 4H4:, 4844, sections
4850.
otrty-eight hundred and fifty of the Revised Statutes,
forty-four, and Mrty-eight
thirty-seven thousand
thousand dollars. And hereafter
hereafter the Superintendent
Superintendent of
thirty-seven
a report to Conthe Government
Government Hospital for the Insane shall
shall make a
annually at the beginning
beginning of each regular
regular session, which shall
gress annually
connected
show in detail the receipts and expenditures
expenditures for all purposes connected
preceding such session.
session.
with the hospital for the fiscal year preceding
Reform School.
School.
Reform
For Reform School: For salaries, fuel, and incidentals
incidentals and repairs,
and payment by the District of Columbia for support of the boys sent
sent
1870;
eh. 90,
to the school,
school, under act of May third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy187;,'ch.
19
Stat., 49.
19Stat.,49.
six, twenty
five thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That one of the Commi:
twenty-five
Commis.
Proviso.
Proviso.
sioners
sipners of the District of Columbia, to be selected by the Board
Board of ComTrustees.
missioners, shall
shall be
be a
a trustee,
trustee, with all the powers, privileges, and duties
trustees of said Reform School.
of other trustees
Sclool. The
The trustees of
of said Reform
Reform
of' the money due them from the trustees
School are authorized to use of
of Jay Cooke and Company
Company the sum of eight thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred
dollars, or so much as may be necessary, to purchase
purchase the remainder of
wa

on

Washingt
shi n g on
Asylum.
Asyluli.
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the
Peter farm
farm for
the use
use of said school: Provided,
Provided, That no part of Proviso.
Proviso.
for the
the Peter
a title satisfactory
said money
satisfactory to said trustees
trustees is
money shall be paid until a
said
made
for said
aforesaid.
said farm at aaprice not exceeding the sum aforesaid.
made for
For
namely:
Charities.
For the following charities, namely:
For
support and maintenance
maintenance of the Columbia Hospital for Women
the support
For the
and Lying-in
Lying-in Asylum,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
Asylum, fifteen
and
For
two isolated cottages on the grounds of the Coerection of two
the erection
For the
treatment
lumbia Hospital
for Women and Lying-in
Lying-in Asylum, for use in treatment
Hospital for
lumbia
of puerperal,
other offensive
diseases, three thousand
thousand
offensive diseases,
and other
infectious, and
puerperal, infectious,
of
dollars: Provided,
the commissioners of the District of Co- Proviso
of the
one of
That one
Provided, That
dollars:
a trustee
lumbia to
Commissioners, shall be a
be selected by the Board of Commissioners,
to be
lumbia,
of
and Lying-in
Lying-in Asylum,
Asylum, with all the powers,
powers, privileges,
Hospital and
said Hospital
of said
and
duties of
other trustees
trustees of the same.
of other
and duties
For the
Children's Hospital, five thousand dollars.
the Children's
For
For Saint
Saint Ann's
thousand dollars.
five thousand
Asylum, five
Infant Asylum,
Ann's Infant
For
Industrial Home School, ten thousand dollars.
the Industrial
For the
and. Children, six
For the
National Association
for Colored Women and.
Association for
the National
For
thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
For the
Association, five thousand dollars.
Christian Association,
Women's Christian
the Women's
For
For the
Sisters of the Poor to defray the expenses of construcLittle Sisters
the Little
For
tion
of their
their building,
building, five thousand dollars.
tion of
For the
building for the German
German Orphan
Orphan Asylum,
Asylum, ten
a building
of a
erection of
the erection
For
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
authorized to visit,
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
the District
District of
Columbia are authorized
of Columbia
of the
The
a report of the receipts and
investigate the
the management
management of,
of, and have a
investigate
expenditures
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned private
private charitable
charitable institutions, so
of the
expenditures of
Congress for
long
they respectively
respectively accept money appropriated
appropriated by Congress
as they
long as
their
their aid.
Relief
Relief of the
For relief
relief of
poor, ten thousand dollars.the
of
the poor,
of the
For
poor.
poor.
Washington
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.
Washington
AQUEDUCT.
WASHINGTON
Aqueduct.
Aqueduct.
For engineering,
engineering, maintenance,
general repairs, twenty thousand
maintenance, and general
For
dollars.
GENERAL
EXPENSES.
GENERAL EXPENSES.
FOR
SALARIES AND
AND CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
FOR SALARIES
For executive
at five
five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars Commissioners.
Commissioners, at
two Commissioners,
For two
office: For
executive office:
For
each;
one
secretary,
two
thousand
one
hundred
and
dollars;
one Secretary.
Secretary.
dollars;
sixty
and
each; one secretary, two thousand one hundred
clerk,
five hundred
clerk, one thousand four Clerks.
Clerks.
dollars; one clerk,
hundred dollars;
thousand five
one thousand
clerk, one
hundred
messenger clerk,
clerk, nine hundred dollars; one mesone messenger
dollars; one
hundred dollars;
dollars
senger,
dollars; one
one driver,
hundred and eighty dollars;
four hundred
driver, four
hundred dollars;
six hundred
senger, six
for
contingent
expenses,
including
printing,
books,
stationery,
misoxmis- Contingent oxand
stationery,
books,
printing,
including
expenses,
for contingent
cellaneous
thousand dollars;
dollars; in
in all,
twenty thousand
thousand and penses.
Penses•
all, twenty
three thousand
items, three
cellaneons items,
forty
forty dollars.
d
o r an
For auditor
auditor and
comptroller's office:
office: For
one auditor
and comptroller,
comptroller, Audit
Auditor
and
auditor and
For one
and comptroller's
For
three thousand
one bookkeeper,
one thousand
eight hundred comptroller.
thousand eight
bookkeeper, one
dollars; one
thousand dollars;
three
dollars;
one clerk,
thousand six
hundred dollars;
dollars; three clerks, at
at
six hundred
one thousand
clerk, one
dollars; one
one
four hundred
each; one
clerk, one
thousand two
one thousand
one clerk,
dollars each;
hundred dollars
thousand four
one thousand
hundred
dollars; one
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
contingent
for contingent
six hundred
messenger, six
one messenger,
hundred dollars;
items, six
expenses,
including
books,
stationery,
and
miscellaneous
miscellaneous
and
stationery,
books,
expenses, including
hundred
thirteen thousand dollars.
dollars; in all, thirteen
hundred dollars;
For old records
For one
clerki one
records diOld-records
hundred Old
two hundred
thousand two
one thousand
one clerks
division: For
old records division:
For
dollars ;one clerk, nine
hundred
dollars;
in
all,
two
thousand
one
hunvision.
vision
hunone
thousand
two
all,
in
nine hundred dollars;

dollars; one clerk,

dred
dred dollars.
For special-assessment division:
one clerk,
one. thousand eight
eight Special-assess
Special assessclerk, one.thousand
For one
special-assessment division: For
For
hundred
one clerk,
clerk, one
four hundred
dollars; f
or ment
meat division.
division.
for
hundred dollars;
thousand four
one thousand
for one
dollars; for
hundred dollars;
one
clerk, one
one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
contingent expenses,
including
expenses, including
for contingent
one clerk,
stationery and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
four
all, four
in all,
dollars; in
hundred dollars;
one hundred
items, one

stationery
thousand three
three hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand
For treasurer
treasurer and
office: For
treasurer and
and assessor,
assessor, Treasurer
one treasurer
For one
assessor's office:
and assessor's
For
three thousand dollars;
one assistant
assistant assessor,
eight hunhun- assessor.
thousand eight
one thousand
assessor, one
thousand dollars; one
three

a
nd
and
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dred dollars; .one
clerk, one
six hundred
hundred dollars;
two clerks,
one clerk,
one thousand
thousand six
dollars; two
clerks
at
hundred dollars
six clerks,
clerks, at
at one
at one
one thousand
thousand four
four hundred
dollars each;
each; six
one thousand
thousand
two hundred dollars
dollars each;
one clerk,
nine hundred
hundred dollars;
meseach; one
clerk, nine
dollars; one
one messenger, six hundred
hundred dollars;
to prepare
proper map
dollars; to
prepare aaproper
map showing
showing accurately
accurately
the sub-divisions
estate in
of the
District outside
outside of
of
sub-divisions of
of real
real estate
in that
that portion
portion of
the District
the cities, three thousand dollars,
thereof as
may be
necesdollars, or
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
be necesincluding printing,
books, stationery,
stationery, carsary; contingent
contingent expenses, including
printing, books,
carfare, and miscellaneous
in all,
all, twenty-two
miscellaneous items, two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; in
twenty-two
thousand nine hundred dollars.
Collector.
For collector's
collector's office: For one collector, four thousand
dollars; one
thousand dollars;
one
clerk, one thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars; one
one thousand
one clerk,
clerk, one
thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars; one clerk, one thousand two
dollars;
two hundred dollars;
lmessenger, six hundred dollars;
one messenger,
dollars; for contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including
printing, books, stationery, car-fare, and miscellaneous
printing,
miscellaneous items, two
two thouthousand(five hundred dollars; in all, eleven
sand
eleven thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
Sinking-fund
For sinking-fund
sinking-fund office: For two
Sinking fund
one thousand
two hunhuntwo clerks,
clerks, at
at one
thousand two
Offico.
office.
dred dollars; for contingent expenses, including books, stationery, printprinting,
miscellaneous items, three hundred dollars; in
i»g, and miscellaneous
all, two
two thouthouin all,
sand seven
hundred dollars.
dollars.
seven hundred
Coroner, jurors,
jurors,
For coroner's office: For one coroner, one thousand
thousand eight
Coroner,
eight hundred
hundred doldollars;
&C.
lars; to pay jurors,
;jurors, six hundred dollars; for contingent expenses,
expenses, inincluding stationery and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, fifty dollars;
all, two
dollars; in
in all,
two
thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
Attorney
For attorney's
Attor
ne y and
attorney's office:
office: For one attorney, four
thousand dollars;
dollars; one
one
four thousand
others,
assistant attorney, one thousand nine hundred
others,
assistant
hundred dollars; one special asassistant attorney,
attorney, nine hundred and sixty dollars; one
nine hunhunone clerk,
clerk, nine
dred and sixty dollarsdollars; one messenger, one hundred
hundred and ninety-two
ninety-two
dollars; for rent of
office, three
for contingent
contingent exof ofce,
three hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
expenses, including
including books,
books, stationery, printing, and
miscellaneous items,
and miscellaneous
items,
six hundred and eighty-eight dollars; in all, nine thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
of For inspector of buildings
buildings' office: For one inspector, two thousand
b Inspector
In
thousand
uildings and
dollars; one
inspector and
thousand
bthriings
and four
four hundred
hundred dollars;
one inspector
and draughtsman
draughtsman, one
one thousand
others.
seven hundred
hundred dollars; one assistant inspector, one thousand dollars;
dollars;
one messenger, four hundred
hundred and eighty dollars; for
exfor contingent
contingent expenses, including books,
stationery, and
miscellaneous items,
items, three
books, stationery,
and miscellaneous
three hunhundred dollars; in all, five thousand
dred
thousand eight
hundred and
eight hundred
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
Property office.
For division of property
property office: For one
one superintendent
superintendent of
of property,
property,
Superintendent one thousand eight hundred dollars; one clerk, one thousand two
two hunhunand others.
dred dollars; one issuing clerk, nine
dollars; one
nine hundred and
and Sixty
sixty dollars;
one
inspector
inspector of fuel, at two dollars per day, six hundred and
twenty-six
and twenty-six
dollars;
dollars; one watchman, seven hundred and
watchand twenty dollars;
dollars; two
two watchmen,
men, at one dollar and fifty cents per
one thousand
per day
day each, one
thousand and
and ninetyninetyfive dollars; one messenger,
messenger, six hundred dollars;
dollars; one messenger,
messenger, four
four
hundred and eighty dollars;
dollars; four laborers, at four hundred
eighty
hundred and eighty
dollars each; one janitor, seven hundred and twenty dollars; two
watchtwo watchmen,
men, at six hundred dollars each; for rent of property yards,
three hunyards, three
hundred dollars; in all, eleven thousand
thousand six hundred and twenty-one
twenty-one doldollars.
Streets, alleys,
For division of streets, alleys, and county-roads
alley s,
county-roads office:
office: One
One superinsuperinand county
county roads. tendent, two thousand dollars; one clerk, nine hundred dollars; three
three
supervisors
supervisors of roads, at nine hundred
hundred dollars each:
each; in
thousand
in all,
all, five thousand
six hundred dollars.
Inspector
Inspector of gas
For inspector
inspector of gas and meters' office: For
inspector, two thouFor one inspector,
and meters.
meters.
sand dollars; one assistant
and
assistant inspector, one thousand dollars;
dollars; in all, three
thousand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
Harbor-master.
Harbor master.
For
eighty dollars.
For harbor-master,
harbor-master, eighty
dollars.
Sealer of weights
For
sealer of
of weights
weights and
measures,
eighty
Sealerof
weights
For
sealer
measures,
and
eighty dollars.
dollars.
and
and measures.
measures.
Engineers'office.
one thousand
Engineerwoffice.
For engineers' office: For one chief
chief clerk, one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred
dollars; one clerk, one thousand
thousand six hundred dollars; one clerk, one
one
thousand four hundred dollars; one clerk, one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred
dollars; two clerks, at nine hundred dollars each;
each; one
one computing
computing engiengi-
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neer,
two thousand
thousand four hundred dollars; one leveler, one thousand six
neer, two
hundred
hundred dollars; one
hundred dollars; one leveler, one thousand five hundred
leveler, one thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars; one draughtsman,
draughtsman, one thouleveler,
sand dollars;
dollars; three
each;
seven hundred and eighty dollars each;
rodmen, at seven
three rodmen,
sand
three ax-men,
six hundred
hundred and fifty dollars each; one inspector
inspector of
at six
ax-men, at•
three
asphalt, two
two thousand
thousand
hundred dollars; one inspector, one thousand
thousand four hundred
asphalt,
five hundred
two inspectors, at one thousand two hundred dolhundred dollars; two
five
each;
lars
each; two messengers, at four hundred and eighty dollars each;
lars each;
dolfor
temporary writers
draughtsmen, one thousand five hundred dolwriters and draughtsmen,
for temporary
lars;
for contingent
stationery, five thousand
contingent expenses, books, and stationery,
and for
lars; and
dollars;
thirty-three thousand
hundred and fifty dollars.
thousand eight hundred
all, thirty-three
dollars; in all,
street
Sewer or street
connection with Sewer
That overseers
temporarily required in connection
or inspectors
inspectors temporarily
overseers or
That
erseers
appropriations work ov
by appropriations
sewer
street work
done under
overseers
authorized bY
under contracts authorized
work done
or street
sewer or
shall
paid out
out of the sum
appropriated for the work, and for paid from approsum specially appropriated
be paid
shall be
l
ation.
pr
the
time actually
engaged thereon.
priation.
thereon.
actually engaged
the time
For
ice, gas,
general miscellaneous
ex- Contingent.
and general
miscellaneous exgas, repairs,
repairs, insurance,
insurance, and
For fuel,
fuel, ice,
penses
of District
District offices,
offices, three
thousand five hundred dollars.
three thousand
penses of
FOR
STREETS.
FOR STREETS.
Fos
removal of
garbage, ten
ten thousand
thousand three
three hundred
sixty-five
hundred and sixty-five
of garbage,
Foi removal
dollars;
sweeping, cleaning,
and sprinkling
streets and
and avenues,
thirtyavenues, thirtysprinkling streets
cleaning, and
dollars; sweeping,
five
one hundred
cleaning alleys, eight thousand five
five
dollars; cleaning
hundred dollars;
thousand one
five thousand
hundred dollars;
work of
of repairs of streets, alleys, and
current work
for current
dollars; for
hundred
county
roads, including
including labor,
materials, inspection, and miscart-hire, materials,
labor, cart-hire,
county roads,
cellaneous items,
severity thousand
hundred and
dollars; in all, one hundred
thousand dollars;
items, seventy
cellaneous
twenty-three thousand
thousand nine hundred
sixty-five dollars.
hundred and sixty-five
twenty-three
For
commission: For
For one
one superintendent,
superintendent, one
one thousand
two
thousand two
parking commission:
For parking
hundred dollars;
one assistant
superintendent, seven hundred
hundred and
assistant superintendent,
dollars; one
hundred
twenty
dollars; contingent
contingent expenses,
laborers, cart-hire, trees,
including laborers,
expenses, including
twenty dollars;
whitewashtree-boxes, tree-stakes,
planting and
and care of trees, whitewashtree-straps, planting
tree-stakes, tree-straps,
tree-boxes,
ing, care
care of
miscellaneous items, thirteen
thirteen thousand
thousand four hunand miscellaneous
parks, and
of parks,
ing,
dred dollars;
in all,
all, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand three hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars; in
dred
For street-lamps:
illuminating material, and lighting and extinFor illuminating
street-lamps: For
For
guishing,
one hundred
hundred and
thousand dollars; repairs to streeteighteen thousand
and eighteen
guishing, one
lamps,
one thousand
erection of street lamps, one thousand five
dollars; erection
thousand dollars;
lamps, one
erection
hundred
one superintendent,
hundred dollars; for erection
nine hundred
superintendent, nine
dollars; one
hundred dollars;
of
in alleys
and lighting
thousand dollars;
dollars; in all, one
two thousand
same, two
the same,
lighting the
alleys and
lamps in
of lamps
hundred
twenty-three thousand four hundred dollars.
and twenty-three
hundred and
For repairs
repairs to
to pumps,
pumps, three thousand
thousand dollars.
For
For cleaning
sewers, three
thousand dollars.
dollars.
three thousand
tidal sewers,
cleaning tidal
For
PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
SCHOOLS, DISTRICT
COLUMBIA.
OF COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT OF
PUBLIC

For
salaries of
of superintendents,
superintendents, teachers,
teachers 'and
and janitors,
secretary of
of
janitors, secretary
For salaries

Garbaga
Garbage.
Sweeping.

Parking.

Lamps.

Pumps.
Tidal sewers.
Public schools.

Superintendent.
Superintendent.

and
Teachers and
the board
and clerks,
teachers and increase of Teachers
additional teachers
including additional
clerks, including
board and
the
others.
teachers' pay
pay by
by continuous
service, three
three hundred
twenty-seven others.
hundred and twenty-seven
continuous service,
teachers'
thousand
eight hundred
thirty-four dollars
cents, as
folas foleighty cents,
and eighty
dollars and
and thirty-four
hundred and
thousand eight
lows, namely:
namely:
lows,
For
one superintendent
superintendent at
per
dollars per
hundred dollars
seven hundred
thousand seven
two thousand
at two
For one
annum;
and
one
at
two
thousand
two
hundred
dollars;
one
fifty
and
hundred
two
thousand
two
at
one
and
annum;
to
secretary
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars;
dollars; one clerk to
one hundred
at one
board at
the board
of the
secretary of
the committee
of accounts,
dollars; one
one clerk
clerk to
superinto superinhundred dollars;
three hundred
accounts, three
committee of
the
tendent,
seven hundred
hundred dollars;
one clerk
eight hunhunsuperintendent, eight
to superintendent,
clerk to
dollars; one
tendent, seven
dred
dollars; six
one thousand
thousand six
hundred and
and fifty
dollars
fifty dollars
six hundred
at one
teachers at
six teachers
dred dollars;
per
each; two
two teachers
teachers at
at one
one thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and fifty
annum each;
per annum
dollars each;
one teacher
teacher at
at one
three hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
thousand three
one thousand
each; one
dollars
at one
one thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
one at
at one
thorn and
and one
hundred
one hundred
one thoua
two hundred
thousand two
at
dollars; seventeen
at one
one thousand
dollars each;
each; one
one at
at nine
hundred
nine hundred
thousand dollars
seventeen at
dollars;
and
dollars; one
one at
nine hundred
hundred and
and fifty
dollars; sixteen
nine
at nine
sixteen at
fifty dollars;
at nine
sixty dollars;
and sixty
hundred
dollars
each;
ten
at
eight
hundred
and
fifty
dollars
each;
each;
dollars
fifty
and
hundred
eight
at
ten
each;
dollars
hundred
twenty
each; thirty-seven
thirty-seven at
seven hunhunat seven
dollars each;
hundred dollars
eight hundred
at eight
four at
twenty -four
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each; fifty-three
seven hundred
each;
dred and
and fifty
fifty dollars
dollars each;
fifty-three at
at seven
hundred dollars
dollars each;
fifty-four at
at six
hundred and
eighty at
at six
hundred
fifty-four
six hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars
dollars each;
each eighty
six hundred
dollars
each; thirty-three
thirty-three at
and fifty
dollars each;
each; eleven
eleven
dollars each;
at five
five hundred
hundred and
fifty dollars
at
each; eight
eight at
at four
four hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars
at five
five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
dollars
each;
thirty-four at
at four
twenty-five dollars
two at
at
each; thirty-four
four hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
dollars each;
each; two
four hundred
.five dollars each;
at four
four hunhunfour
hundred and seventy
seventy five
each; twenty-nine
twenty-nine at
dred dollars
at three
three hundred
dollars; seven
seven at
dred
dollars each;
each; one
one at
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars;
at two
two
of salaries
hundred and fifty dollars each; and
and for
for increase
increase of
salaries of
of teachers
teachers
continuous service, increase
of schools
schools in
by continuous
increase of
of the
the number
number of
in the
the several
several
grades, and additional
additional teachers
teachers required,
required, fifteen
grades,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Janitors.
For janitors and care of the several
several school-buildings,
one
school-buildings, namely: For
For one
janitor, at one thousand
per annum,
annum,
thousand two hundred
hundred and
and seventy
seventy dollars
dollars per
one at one thousand two hundred
at one
hundred and
and forty-five
forty-five dollars,
dollars, one
one at
one thouthouhundred and twenty-two
one
sand and fifty dollars, one at nine hundred
twenty-two dollars,
dollars, one
at nine hundred dollars, one
dollars, one
one at
at
one at eight hundred
hundred and
and eighty dollars,
eight hundred and
hundred and
and fifty-six
doland fifty
fifty dollars,
dollars, one at
at seven hundred
fifty-six dollars, one at seven hundred and thirty-two
thirty-two dollars, one at six hundred
and
eighty-two dollars,
hundred and
and twenty-two
twenty-two dollars,
and eighty-two
dollars, one
one at
at six
six hundred
dollars, one
one
at six hundred
hundred and two dollars, one at five
five hundred
hundred and
and eighty-four
eighty-four
dollars, one at five hundred
hundred and eighty-two dollars, one at
hundred
at five hundred
and forty dollars, two at three hundred and
and eighty-four
eighty-four dollars
dollars each,
each,
one at two hundred and ninety-one dollars and
at two
two
and sixty
sixty cents,
cents, two
two at
hundred and eighty dollars each, one at two hundred and
and seventy
seventy doldollars, one at two hundred
hundred and forty-eight dollars
dollars and
and forty cents, one
one at
at
two hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars,
dollars, one
one at
at two
two hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty
three dollars and twenty cents, one at two hundred and sixteen dollars,
one at two hundred dollars, eight at one hundred
hundred and
seventy-two doldoland seventy-two
lars and eighty cents each.
each. one at one hundred
hundred and sixty-two dollars,
one at one hundred and fifty-one
fifty-one dollars and twenty
twenty cents, two
two at one
hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine dollars and sixty cents each, twenty-two at
eighty-six dollars and
and. forty cents each, one at sixty-four dollars and
and
eighty cents, twenty-one
twenty-one at fifty-four dollars each, two at forty-three
dollars and twenty cents each, two at thirty-two dollars and forty cents
each, and for additional
additional service that may
by
changing and
may be required
required •
by changing
and
Proviso.
increasing the number
school-rooms, four thousand dollars: Provided,
Proviso.
increasing
number of school-rooms,
Provtided,
That the janitors
janitors of the principal school-buildings, in addition
addition to their
their
other duties, shall do all minor repairs to buildings and furniture, glaz
ing, fixing seats and desks, and shall be selected with reference
reference to
to their
their
qualificae ions to perform this
qualifical
this work.
work.
Rents.
For rent of school-buildings, thirty thousand dollars, out of which
which
amount the sum of two thousand
thousand four hundred dollars, being interest
interest
fuel, twelve
on the Lintiicum
Linthicum Institute loan, shall be paid; for fuel,
twelve thousand
thousand
dollars; repairs
for
repairs to school-buildings, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars; and for
contingeent
contingent expenses, including
including furniture, books, stationery,
stationery, printing,
. insurance, and miscellaneous items, twenty
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
dollars.
Sites and
and erecFor the purcliase
purchase of sites (when necessary) and the erection
Sites
ereeerection and comcornschool-buildings, one hundred thousand dollars: Protion three school pletiol
pletion of three school-buildings,
Probuildings.
vided, That they shall
buildings.
shall be contracted for before
before the first of next September
September
Proviso.
Pand
and finished before the first of August, eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
eighty-one,
to be appropriated
appropriated as follows, namely: For the second school division,
forty-five thousand dollars; for the sixth school division (county), ten
thousand
thousand dollars; for the seventh
seventh school division,
division forty-five thousand
purposes, to five hundred and five
dollars; amounting in all, for school purposes,
five
Proviso.
thousand six hundred and thirty-four
Proviso.
thirty-four dollars
tollars and eighty cents: ProProappropriated
vided, That in the sixth (county)
(county) school division the sum appropriated
may be used for one .
or more school buildings and sites when necessary.
sary.

Police.
P
olice.

FOR
FOR METROPOLITAN
METROPOLITAN POLICE.
POLICE.

For one major and superintendent,
superintendent, two thousand six hundred and ten
dollars; one captain,
captain, one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars; one propertyclerk, one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one clerk, one thousand five
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hundred dollars; three
hundred
three surgeons, at four hundred and fifty dollars each;
six detectives,
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and twenty dollars each;
each;
detectives, at one thousand
ten lieutenants, at one thousand two hundred dollars each; twenty sergeants, at one thousand
thousand one hundred and forty dollars each; seven actseventy-three
ing sergeants, at one thousand and eighty dollars each; seventy-three
privates, class one, at nine hundred dollars each; one hundred and
twenty
thousand and eighty dollars each;
each;
class two, at one thousand
twenty privates, class
sixteen
hundred and sixteen dollars each, eight
station-keepers, at five hundred
sixteen station-keepers,
telephone oplaborers, at four hundred
hundred and twenty dollars each, three telephone
seven hundred
hundred and eighty dollars each; one messenger, nine
erators, at seven
hundred dollars; one messenger, three hundred and sixty dollars; one
hundred
superintendent, mounted, three hundred
hundred and sixty dollars;
major and superintendent,
one captain,
two hundred
and forty dollars; fifty lieutenants,
hundred and
mounted, two
one
captain, mounted,
sergeants, and privates,
hundred and forty dollars
mounted, at two hundred
privates, mounted,
sergeants,
each;
inspector of licenses,
dollars;
ninety-five dollars;
thousand and ninety-five
one thousand
licenses, one
one inspector
each; one
two drivers, at three hundred dollars each; one ambulance driver,
six hundred
police-station houses and police headquarof police-station
rent of
dollars; rent
six
hundred dollars;
ters, five
nine hundred
and sixty
dollars; for fuel, one thousixty dollars;
hundred and
five thousand
thousand nine
ters,
hundred dollars; repairs to station-houses,
station-houses, one thousand
thousand five
sand five hundred
including
hundred
contingent expenses, including
miscellaneous and contingent
hundred dollars; miscellaneous
for
stationery,
books, telegraphing,
telegraphing, printing, gas, ice, washing, meals for
stationery, books,
prisoners, and
detection of crime, and repairs to van, six thousand four
four
and detection
prisoners,
hundred and
sixty-nine dollars;
hundred thousand
thousand one hunthree hundred
in all,
all, three
dollars; in
and sixty-nine
hundred
dred and
dollars.
and twenty
twenty dollars.
dred
FOR THE
THE FIRE
FIRE DEPART3EENT
AND FIRE-ALARM.
FIRE-ALARMI.
DEPARTMENT AND
FOR

Laborers.
Messengers.
Messengers.
Mounted police.
Mounted

Rents.
Fuel.
Fuel.
Contingent.
Contingent.

Fire department.

commissioner
hundred dollars
dollars each; one commissioner
commissioners, at two hundred
For two commissioners,
and
hundred dollars; one chief
thousand
chief engineer, one thousand
four hundred
and secretary,
secretary, four
hundred
eight
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
engineer, one thousand
thousand four hundred
assistant engineer,
one assistant
eight hundred
dollars;
telegraph, one thousand
thousand five
fire-alarm telegraph,
of fire-alarm
superintendent of
one superintendent
dollars; one
hundred dollars; two telegraph
telegraph operators, at one thousand two hundred
hundred
hundred
dollars
each; eight
eight foremen,
foremen, at
thousand dollars each; six engineers,
at,one
one thousand
dollars each;
at
hundred dollars
thousand dollars each; six firemen, at eight hundred
at one thousand
each;
two tillermen,
at eight
each; eight hostlers, at
at
dollars each;
hundred dollars
eight hundred
tillermen, at
each; two
and.
eight
hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; fifty-four
hundred and
privates, at seven hundred
fifty-four privates,
eight hundred
twenty dollars
dollars each;
twenty
at seven hundred and twenty
watchmen, at
each; three watchmen,
twenty
dollars
repairs to
thousand dollars; for fuel,
engine-houses, one thousand
to engine-houses,
each; repairs
dollars each;
one thousand
repairs
purchase of horses, two thousand dollars; repairs
dollars; purchase
thousand dollars;
one
to apparatus,
apparatus, three
five hundred
and repairs
teleto telerepairs to
dollars; and
hundred dollars;
thousand five
three thousand
to
graph line,
one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; contingent
including hose,
expenses, including
contingent expenses,
line, one
graph
forage, stationery,
stationery.
, horseshoeing,
horseshoeing, washing,
washing, and
miscellaneous items,
and miscellaneous
forage,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; in
all, one
and four thousand two
hundred and
one hundred
in all,
twenty
hundred and forty dollars.
COURTS.
COURTS.

For
police court,
court, as
as follows:
follows: One
dollars;
thousand dollars;
three thousand
judge, three
One judge,
the police
For the
one
clerk, two
two thousand
dollars; one
one deputy
dolthousand dolone thousand
clerk, one
deputy clerk,
thousand dollars;
one clerk,
lars; two
two bailiffs,
each, one thousand eight hunper day each,
dollars per
three dollars
at three
bailiffs, at
lars;
dred
seventy-eight dollars;
messenger, nine hundred dollars;
dollars;
one messenger,
dollars; one
and seventy-eight
dred and
one
door-keeper, five
and forty
forty dollars;
dollars; United States
marshal's
States marshal's
five hundred
hundred and
one door-keeper,
fees,
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including
dollars; contingent
hundred dollars;
five hundred
thousand five
two thousand
fees, two
books, statonery,
ice, gas,
fees, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
witness fees,
gas, witness
fuel, ice,
stationery, fuel,
books,
two thousand
thousand five
dollars; in
in all,
thousand three
three hunhunfourteen thousand
all, fourteen
hundred dollars;
five hundred
two
dred and.
eighteen dollars.
dollars.
dred
and eighteen
For judicial
expenses, two
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
two thousand
judicial expenses,
For
MARKETS.
MARKETS.

For
one market-master,
market-master, one
one thousand
thousand six
and fifty
dollars;
fifty dollars;
hundred and
six hundred
For one
one
market-master,
one
thousand
five
hundred
dollars;
two
marketmarkettwo
dollars;
hundred
five
thousand
one market-master, one
masters,
nine hundred
hundred dollars
each; contingent
including
expenses, including
contingent expenses,
dollars each;
at nine
masters, at

xx--11

Police court.

Judioal
erpenJndioal even-

Mes.
sea.

Markets, etc
Markets,
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s, repairs,
gas,
repairs, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, four
thousand five
hundred and
four thousand
five hundred
and
fifty
Northeastern Market,
Market, now
now used
used for
fty dollars; rent of
of market-site, Northeastern
for
school purposes,
purposes, eight hundred
dollars; in
all, ten
ten
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars;
in all,
hundred and seventy-five
thousand three hundred
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Misoellaneo
U
Miscellaneous
expenses.
expenses

MISCELLANEOTJS
EXPENSES.
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
For hay-scales,
hay-scales, two hundred dollars; for rent
three
rent of District offices,
offices, three
thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; for general advertising,
advertising, seven
thousand
seven thousand
dollars;
dollars; for purchase of police-court
building, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars;
police-court building,
dollars;
for removal
removal of bodies from Holmead's
requested by
Holmead's cemetery
cemetery (when
(when requested
by the
the
relatives), two thousand dollars; to pay judgments
relatives),
District
judgments against
against the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, two thousand seven hundred
hundred and
dollars and
and twenty
twenty
and four
four dollars
cents; for amounts
amounts due property-owners
property-owners for
condemned and
for ground
ground condemned
and
used for alleys, streets, roads, and sewers, twenty-seven
twenty-seven thousand
thousand four
four
ninety-seven dollars and seventy-three
hundred and ninety-seven
seventy-three cents;
for books
books
cents; for
for register of wills, printing checks,
checks, damages,
damages, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items
not otherwise provided for, six thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight
dollars and seven
seven cents; in all, sixty-nine thousand eight
hundred
eight hundred
dollars.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
HEALTH
DEPARTMENT.

Health
Health officer.
officer.

health-officer, three thousand dollars;
For one health-officer,
dollars; six
six sanitary
sanitary inspectors,
inspectors,
at one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars each; two
food-inspectors, at
at one
one
two food-inspectors,
thousand two hundred dollars
thousand
dollars each; for
for clerks,
clerks, seven
seven thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
one messenger,
messenger, five hundred and forty dollars;
dollars; one poundmaster,
one
poundmaster, one
thousand
thousand two hundred dollars; and for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including
books, stationery, fuel, rent, laborers under poundmaster
to
poundmaster,' repairs
repairs to
pound, and wagon and horse for
n dmas t
er ,mea
for pou
poundmaster,
meatt for
for dogs,
dogs, disindisinfectants,
fectants, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, three thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and
sixty dollars; in all, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
two hundred
dollars.
thousand two
hundred dollars.

Interest aand
nd
Interest
sinking fund.
sinking
fund.

INTEREST AND
AND SINKING
SINKING FUND.
INTEREST
FUND.

For the sinking-fund
sinking-fund and interest on
debt, exclusive
exclusive of
of
on the funded
funded debt,
water-bonds,
water-bonds, one million one hundred
fifty-five thousand
hundred and
and fifty-five
thousand five
five hunhundred and eighty-three
eighty-three dollars and fifty-five
fifty-five cents.
cents.
For general
general contingent expenses of the District of Columbia
not otherotherColumbia not
wise sufficiently provided for (including
(including not exceeding seven
seven thousand
thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars for pay of temporary employees),
employees), twenty
thousand
twenty thousand
dollars.
SEU.
S
EU. 2. That all moneys appropriated
appropriated by this act, together
together with
with all
all
revenues of the District of Columbia from
revenues
or otherwise,
from taxes
taxes or
otherwise, shall
shall be
be
deposited
deposited in the Treasury of the United
United States as required by
the proproby the
visions
of section four of an act approved
visions of
approved June eleventh,
eleventh, eighteen
eighteen hunhun1878, oh.
dred and seventy-eight,
1878,
ch. 180,
seventy-eight, and shall be drawn therefrom only
on requisition
requisition
only on
Stat.,
20, 180,
105.
of the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
Stat., 20, 105.
District of
(except that
that the
the
of Columbia
Columbia (except
Requisitions
Requisitions for moneys appropriated for interest and the sinking
fund shall
be drawn
sinking fund
shall be
drawn
sinking
fund.
therefrom
sinking fund,
therefrom only on the requisition
requisition of
Treasurer of
of the
the Treasurer
of the
the United
United States),
States),
appropriation upon
such requisition specit:ing
specifying the appropriation
same is
is
upon which
which the
the same
drawn;
appropriation be exceeded
drawn; and in no case shall such appropriation
in
exceeded either
either in
requisition
Accounts.
Accounts,
requisition or expenditure, and the accounts for
all disbursements
disbursements of
of the
for all
the
Commissioners
Commissioners of said District shall be made monthly to the accounting
accounting
officers
the Treasury
Treasury by the auditor of the District of Columbia,
officers of
of the
Columbia, on
on
Provieo.
vouchers certified
Provieo,
vouchers
certified by the Commissioners
Commissioners as now required by law: ProProvided, That
That said Commissioners
Commissioners shall not make requisitions upon the
vided,
the
appropriations from the Treasury
appropriations
Treasury of the United States
States for a
a larger
amount during said fiscal year than they make on the appropriations
appropriations
Proveo.
revenues of said
Proviso,
arising from the revenues
And provided
That
said District: And
providedfurther,
further, That
they shall submit their annual estimates
to the
Secretary of
of the
estimates to
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury
by the first day of October
October of each
each year.
Approved, June
4, 1880.
June 4,1880.
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CHAP. 124.-An
CHAP.
124.—An act
act to
to carry
carry into
resolution of
of Congress,
adopted on
the June
7, MO.
into effect
effect the
the resolution
Congress, adopted
on the
June 7,
1880.
to a
a in regard
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, in
seventeen hundred
twenty-ninth day
day of
October, seventeen
hundred and
regard to
of October,
twenty-ninth
monumental
column, at
at Yorktown,
Yorktown, Virginia,
and for
purposes
monumental column,
Virginia, and
for other
other purposes

seventeen Preamble.
Whereas, on Monday the twenty-ninth day of October, seventeen
hundred and eighty-one, it was resolved, That the United States in Congress assembled, will cause to be erected
erected at York, in Virginia, a
a marble
column, adorned
adorned with
between the United States
column,
with emblems
emblems of the alliance
alliance between
States
and
and His Most Christian Majesty; and inscribed with a succinct narrasurrender of Earl Cornwallis to His Excellency,
General
Excellency, General
tive of the surrender
Washington, Commander-in-Chief,
Commander-in-Chief, of the combined
combined Forces of America
America
France; to His Excellency
commanding the
Excellency Count De Rochambeau,
Rochambeau, commanding
and France;
Auxiliary troops, of
Majesty in
in America; and
and His
Auxiliary
of his
his Most Christian Majesty
Excellency Count De Grasse, commanding-in-chief
commanding-in-chief the Naval Army of
France
Chesapeake; and
France in Chesapeake;
Whereas, the said resolution
resolution of Congress has not yet been carried
carried
Whereas,
elapsed since it was
into effect, although nearly one hundred years have elapsed
Therefore,
adopted; Therefore,
Be
Representatives of the United
and House
House of
of Representatives
it ena,eted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
Be it
Appropriation.
hundred Appropriation.
assembled, That the sum of one hundred
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
States of America
thousand
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, be, and the
thousand dollars, or so much thereof
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not ti
same, is, hereby appropriated,
en_ town,
colMonumen
Yorktal
tal
otherwise
appropriated, to be expended,
of the
the SecSec- Monumentalcolunder the
the direction
direction of
expended, under
otherwise appropriated,
monument reretary
Virginia, the monument
re. va. n 'Yorktown
Yorktown, in Virginia,
retary of War, in erecting at Yorktown,
ferred
aforesaid resolution
resolution of
Proviso.
of Congress: Provided, however, Proviso.
in the
the.aforesaid
ferred to
to in
That
Secretary of War may deem
That the material used may be such as the Secretary
desirable.
most suitable
suitable and desirable.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That a
acommission
commission of three
be appointed by the Commission to
shall be
three persons
persons shall
SEC.
recommend
Secretary
of War, whose
mend dede a suitable de- reeem
recommend a
be, to recommend
duty it shall be,
whose duty
Secretary of
gn
sign
prepare a
n.'
a sketch of emblems of the alliance sisig
to prepare
monument; to
sign for said monument;
between His
His Most
Christian Majesty,
Majesty, and
and the
the United
United States; and a
a sucMost Christian
between
cinct narrative
narrative of
inscribed on
Cornwallis, to be inscribed
of Earl Cornwallis,
the surrender
surrender of
of the
cinct
the same;
adoption of the select
select committee Joint select coicowthe approval
approval and adoption
to the
subject to
the
same; subject
of thirteen
thirteen appointed
appointed by
Representatives, mittee.
of Representatives
the House
House of
Speaker of the
by the
the Speaker
of
seventy-nine and
on the nineteenth of December, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
Senof
appointed by the presiding officer
officer of the
the'Senof thirteen Senators to be appointed
ate, to
a suitable sum to
appropriating a
expediency of appropriating
the expediency
to enquire
enquire into the
ate,
be expended
expended in
in erecting
monument reVirginia, the monument
in Virginia,
at Yorktown
Yorktown in
erecting at
be
ferred to.
S
EC. 3.
committee to select the
the duty
duty of said joint committee
be the
it shall
shall be
3. That
That it
SEC.
site
for the
location of
said monument,
monument, to
to obtain
cession of
the same
same
of the
the cession
obtain the
of said
the location
site for
from
necessary arrangements
arrangements for
make all
all necessary
to make
State of Virginia, and to
from the State
such
celebration by
of the
centennial anniveranniver- Centennial
=Ili
Centennialanni
the centennial
people, of
American people,
by the
the American
such aacelebration
versa_ry_of_the
eof
bat
Versy
of Yorktown.
orthoebat
sary of the battle of Yorktown, on the nineteenth of October, eighteen
eighteen ti
hundred
historical significance
significance of that
the historical
befit the
as shall
shall befit
and eighty-one
eighty-one as
hundred and
event,
and the
the present
present greatness
of the
the Nation.
Nation.
greatness of
event, and
S
EC. 4.
That the
the sum
of twenty
twenty thousand
dollars, or
Appropriation.
thereof Appropriation.
so much thereof
or so
thousand dollars,
sum of
4. That
SEc.
as
may be
necessary, is
is hereby
out of
of any
money in
the
in the
any money
appropriated, out
hereby appropriated,
be necessary,
as may
Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the
defraying the
purpose of defraying
the purpose
Treasury not
expenses
incurred in
in the
the said
centennial celebration,
celebration, and
to be
be disbursed,
disbursed, Centennial
Centennial celeand to
said centennial
expenses incurred
under
the direction
direction of
said joint
joint committee.
committee.
bration.
of the
the said
under the
Approved, June
June 7, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP. 127.-An
127.—An act
the resolution
resolution of
of the
Congress, of
Continental Congress,
the Continental
to consummate
consummate the
act to
CHAP.
October
fourth, seventeen
seventeen hundred
and seventy-seven,
and erect
erect aamonument
to
monument to
seventy-seven, and
hundred and
October fourth,
the memory
memory of
of Brigadier
General Herkimer,
Herkimer, as
therein directed.
directed.
as therein
Brigadier General
the

June 8,
8, 1880.
1880.
June

Be it
it enacted
by the
Brigadier- GenUnited Brigadier-Genof the
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
States of
of America
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasHerkimer.
eral Herkimer.
Treas- eral
That the
Congressassembled,
in Congress
America in
States
ury
be authorized,
and he
he is
is hereby
hereby directed,
to pay
to the
Oneida HisMonument.
His- Monument.
the Oneida
pay to
directed, to
authorized, and
ury be
torical
New York,
York, out
of the
Treasury, from
moneys
any moneys
from any
the Treasury,
out of
Utica, New
of Utica,
Society, of
torical Society,
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of four
thousand one
one hundred
hundred
four thousand
not otherwise
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Continental Concon- dollars, for the purpose,
purpose, and to be used by said society in carrying
carrying out
Continental
out
gres, 1777, res.
res.
and consummating
resolution of the Continental
Continental Congress
gress,1777,
and
consummating the resolution
Congress of the
United States
America, passed
passed October
seventeen hundred
United
States of
of America,
October fourth,
fourth, seventeen
hundred
erection of
monument to
and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, providing
providing for the
the erection
of a
a monument
to the
the memmernory of Brigadier-General
Herkimer, who
who commanded
of
Brigadier-General Herkimer,
commanded at
at the
the battle
battle of
gallantly in defence
defence of the
Oriskany, and was there "killed
"killed fighting
fighting gallantly
liberties of these States".
States".
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1880.

June
8,1880.
June 8,1880.

Major-General
Major-General
George Gordon
Meade.
Meade.
Equestrian
1
n
statueo
statue. e t r

June 8, 1880.
June

CHAP.
act to
to transfer
of War
War to
transfer to
to the
the
to authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
CHAP. 128.—An
128.-An act
Association thirty condemned
condemned bronze
cannon, to
be used
used in
Park Art Association
bronze cannon,
to be
in the
the
an equestrian
the late
Major-General George
George Gordon
Gordon Meade.
Meade.
an
equestrian statue
statue to
to the
late Major-General

Fairmount
Fairmount
erection of
erection
of

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of the
United
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Bipresetatives of
the United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
States of America in
in Congress
the Secretary of War be,
directed to transfer
Fairmount
and he is hereby, authorized and directed
transfer to the Fairmount
Park Art Association
Association (a corporation
created by the laws of Pennsylvania)
Pennsylvania)
corporation created
thirty
bronze cannon,
cannon, to
for
thirty condemned
condemned bronze
to be used
used by
by the said
said association for
the erection of aa bronze equestrian
equestrian statue of the late Major-General
Major-General
Meade within the limits of the 'city
city of Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.
George Gordon Meade
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1880.
CHAP. 129.—An
act to
to authorize
authorize the
President to
to appoint
appoint an
officer of
CHAP.
129.-An act
the President
an officer
of the
the Navy
Navy
or the Marine Corps to perform the duties
duties of solicitor
solicitor and judge-advocate-general,
judge-advocate-general,
forth, and
rank and
of such
officer.
and so
so forth,
and to
to fix the
the rank
and pay
pay of
such officer.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United

Judge-AdvocateStates of America in 'Congress
assembled, That the President
Judge Advocate -States
Congress assembled,
President of the
the
General of the United States be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized to appoint,
appoint, for the term
term

Navy
Navy,

of four years, by and with the advice and consent
of

a the Senate, from
of
from

the officers
judge-advocate-general
officers of the Navy or the Marine Corps, aajudge-advocate-general
of the Navy, with the rank, pay, and allowances
allowances of a
captain in the
a captain
a colonel in the Marine Corps, as the case
Navy or a
case may be. And the
office of the said judge-advocate-general
judge-advocate-general shall be in the Navy DepartDepartment, where he shall, under the direction
Secretary of the Navy,
direction of the Secretary
receive,
receive, revise, and have recorded
recorded the proceedings
proceedings of all courts-martial,
courts-martial,
courts of inquiry, and boards for the 'examination
Officers for retireconrts
examination of officers

a

ment and promotion
promotion in the naval service, and perform
perform such other duties
as have heretofore
heretofore been performed by the solicitor
soliCitor and naval judgeadvocate-general.
advocate-general.
Approved, June 8, 1880.
Approved,
June
June 8,
8, 1880.
1880.

CHAP.
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War to furnish four pieces of
CHAP. 130.-An
130.—An act to authorize
of
ordnance for the soldiers monument
cast iron condemned ordnance
monumenhtatat Marietta,
Marietta, Ohio.
Ohio.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
United

Soldiers' and
and States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of War
War be
Sailors'
Monument authorized to furnish to the Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument A"sociatian,
Sailors' Monument
Monument Association,
Association.of Ma- authorized to furnish to the Soldiers'
Assoeiation.of
condemned ordnance of the
rietta,Washington of Washington
Washington County, Ohio, from the condemned
rietta,Washington
*
County, o.
0.
United States, four pieces
monument
pieces of cast iron cannon
cannon for the soldiers
soldiers' monument
erected in the public park in the city otf
Was'hngton
recently erected
of Marietta,
Marietta, Washington
County, Ohio.
Approved, June
June 8, 1880.

June 8, 1880.

CHAP. 131.—An
131.-An act to authorize the Secretary of War to'toturn
over to
Btuntover
to the
the govcondemned cannon for the use of the
ernor of South Carolina four pieces of condemned
the Marion
Marion
Artillery.
Artillery.

Be it
by the
and House
of Representatives
the United
Marion Artille
Artillery Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
Marion
States
ofAmerica
Congress assembled,
assembled 7 That
the Secretary
of War
Company Song
Stt of
Company,
South States
America i
inn Congress
qThat the
Secretary of
War be,
be,

Carolina. ,

and he is hereby, directed
directed to deliver to the governor
governor of the
the State
State of
of

II. OH.
SESS. II.
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SEss.
On. 131,132,133,134.
131 132, 133,134. 1880.
PFO'I'Y-SIXTH
South Carolina four Napoleon guns, or other condemned
condemned cannon now in
State:
Marion Artillery
Artillery Company in said State:
said State, for the use of the Marion
Provided,
before said delivery shall be made the Secretary of War
Provided, That before
governor as will insure the return of
•
will take such obligation
obligation from the governor
said guns
guns to
to the
whenever they may be demanded.
the United States whenever
said
Approved, June 8, 1880.
Approved,

132.—An act
act donating condemned cannon and cannon-balls
cannon-balls or field pieces
CHAP. IA;a.-An

to
William L.
L. Curry Pest
Eighteen, Grand Army of the Republic, for
for
Post Number Eighteen,
to William
their place of burial.

165
165

Proviso.
Proviso.

June 8, 1880.

Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
Be it
i 11 i a m L.
States
assembled, That the Secretary of War be, William
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
of America
States of
No.
18,
ofi 18e
and he
he hereby
is, authorized
authorized to
deliver, if
the same
same can
gu
ra
r
n
ryd Post
P
A ost IsTo
P
Curry
done with- Curry
be done
can be
if the
to deliver,
hereby is,
and
Republic.
L.
out
detriment
to
the
government,
to
William
Curry
Post
Number
Y°
°
out detriment to the government,
condemned cannon
Eighteen,
cannon and
Eighteen, Grand Army of the Republic, six condemned
cannon-balls,
or six
field-pieces, to be
be placed in their place of burial in
six field-pieces,
cannon-balls, or
the
of Philadelphia.
city of
the city
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1880.
of
CHAP. 133.-An
133.—An act
to provide
additional accommodations
accommodations for
for the
the Library
Library of
provide additional
act to
CHAP.
Congress.
Congress.

June 8, 1880.
1880.

United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
by the Senate and House
Be it
c.oselect comStates of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That a
committee, Joint select
a joint select committee,
in Congress
America in
States
mittee to
to provide
provide
Rep-- mittee
consisting
of three
three senators
Members of the House of RPli
three Members
Senators and three
consisting of
additional
arn
ccoLniresentatives,
have power
to employ,
employ, as
as may
the additional accorbe, at the
may be,
soon as
as soon
power to
shall have
resentatives, shall
of
Congress.
t
no
rary
o
o
f
6
for
brary
attainexpense
of
the
United
States,
three
persons
of
suitable
skill
and
expense of the United States, three persons
ments,
of whom, shall, with the approval of said
a majority of
or a
who, or
ments, who,
committee,
beneexainne and consider what practicable and benecarefully examine
committee, carefully
District
ficial
changes can
building in the District
made in and of the Capitol building
can be made
ficial changes
of
accommodation of the Houses of Congress
Congress
the better accommodation
Columbia, for the
of Columbia,
and
of the
Congressional Library, having in view especially the need of
the Congressional
and of
better ventilation,
ventilation, light,
legislative
light, and exposure to the open air of the legislative
better
between them, and between
halls, and
cenvenienee of
of communication
communication between
between
the convenience
and the
halls,
them and
and the
arrangeneed of greater space and better arrangethe need
and the
Library, and
the Library,
them
ment thereof
the Library. They shall, if they find any mode or
for the
thereof for
ment
modes of
of accomplishing
accomplishing the
practicable and beneficial,
beneficial,
aforesaid practicable
ends aforesaid
the ends
modes
thereof,
cause
designs, and
estimates of cost to be made thereof,
and estimates
plans, designs,
proper plans,
cause proper
and submit
to said
shall report the same Report.
which shall
committee, which
said committee,
same to
the same
submit the
and
to Congress
at the
the earliest
practicable tinie.
committee shall
time. And said committee
earliest practicable
Congress at
to
whether
in any
make a
a full
report on the subject, and especially whether
full report
case make
any case
in
such mode
of providing
for the
the Library
Library is preferable
erection of
preferable to the erection
providing for
mode of
such
building for that purpose.
aa separate
separate building
Site.
SEC. 2,
2, That
said joint
select committee
committee is
also authorized
authorized and directdirect- Site.
is also
joint select
That saia
SEC.
ed at
the same
same time
time to
to examine
examine the
the question
outside the Capitol
Capitol
a site
site outside
of a
question of
at the
ed
for the
Library of
Congress, and
report to
to Congress
Congress what locations
locations would
and report
of Congress,
the Library
for
be most
afford the
advantages for
highest advantages
the highest
and afford
Library and
the Library
for the
suitable for
most suitable
be
its future
permanent accommodation,
accommodation, and
also in
case of
of
the case
in the
and also
and permanent
growth and
future growth
its
each site
site the
the probable
probable cost
same and
and of
the building.
building
of the
the same
of the
cost of
each
Appropriation.
SEC. 3.
3. The
of five
five thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
or so
so much thereof as shall Appropriation.
sum of
The sum
SEC.
be
necessary,
is
hereby
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
be necessary, is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
not
the purposes
in this
which
act, which
this act,
named in
purposes named
for the
apppriated, for
otherwise aPKeprfated,
not otherwise
shall be
be paid
paid on
vouchers approved
approved by
said committee.
committee.
by said
on vouchers
shall
Approved,
June 8, 1880.
Approved, June
cELA.1, 2.1.04,.
— An act
an act
"An act
act authorizing
Commisthe Commisauthorizing the
entitled "An
act entitled
amend an
to amend
act to
.4.--An
CLAP.
sioners
of the
District
of Columbia
Columbia to
issue twenty-year
twenty-year five
per centum
centum bonds
bonds of
five per
to issue
of
fi)itrct
the
sionersof
the District of
ColnjOia,
to
redeem
certain
funded
indebtedness
of
said
District",
Dietrict",
the District of Coln-mia, to redeem certain funded indebtedness of said
approved
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.
tenth, eighteen
June tenth,
approved June
Be
it enaated
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United
the U17ted
of the
of Representatiz'es
House of
by the
Be it
States of
in, Congress
assembled, That
That the
the act
act
entitled "An act
act entitled
Congress assembled.
America in
of America
States

June 8,1880.
8,1880.
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Issue of twentyIssue
year
five per
per cent.
year five
cent.
bonds of Distlict
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.

17
,
1879, ch. 17,
Stat. I,
e. I.
I sees.

SEss. II.
SESS.
II.

On. 134,135,136,137.
1341135, 136, 137.
OH.

1880.
1880.

authorizing the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
District of
of Columbia
to issue
issue
authorizing
the District
Columbia to
twenty-year
redeem
twenty-year five per centum bonds of the District of Columbia
Columbia to redeem
certain funded
of said
said District",
June tenth,
tenth,
certain
funded indebtedness
indebtedness of
District", approved
approved June

eighteen hundred
hundred and
and the
eighteen
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, be,
be, and
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, so
so
amended as
authorize the
Commissioners of
of said
to issue
issue regregamended
as to
to authorize
the Commissioners
said District
District to
istered
bonds upon
and conditions
istered bonds as well
well as coupon
coupon bonds
upon the
the terms
terms and
conditions
and
in the
manner provided
in said
said act;
and the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasand in
the manner
provided in
act; and
Secretary of
Treasury
bonds for
couury be,
be, and hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
to exchange
exchange registered
registered bonds
for couissued under
authority of.
of. the
pon bonds
bonds already
already issued
under the
the authority
the act
act approved
approved June
June
tenth, eighteen hundred
and to
either the
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and
to sell
sell either
the regisregistered or coupon bonds, as may be most to the
the benefit
benefit of the
the said District,
par value,
in the
redemption of
said
trict, at ncit
not less than
than their par
value, in
the redemption
of the
the said
funded indebtedness
indebtedness of said District: Provided,
Provided, That the amount of both

Proviso.
Limit to issue of the registered
exchanged, with
with those
registered and coupon
coupon bonds so issued or exchanged,
those alal-

bonds.
bonds.

ready issued under said act, shall not exceed the amount of one million
hundred thousand
in said
act of
of June
two hundred
thousand dollars,
dollars, as provided
provided in
said act
June tenth,
tenth,
eighteen hundred and
eighteen
and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.
Approved, June 8, 1880.
Approved,
1880.

June 8, 1880.

CHAP. 135.—An
135.-An act to authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War to improve and repair the
Mullan
Mullau wagon-road
wagon-road between
between Ports
Cteur d'Alene.
Forts Missoula and Cceur

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Mullan
States of America
America in
Milian wagonwagon- States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
of War
War is
That the
the Secretary
is
road,
hereby authorized
road, Idaho.
authorized and empowered
empowered to have
have improved
improved and
and repaired
the
repaired the
known as
as the
the Mullan
Malian wagon-road,
bemilitary wagon-road,
wagon-road, commonly
commonly known
wagon-road, beMissoula, in
Montana Territory,
Territory, and
Fort Coeur
Cceur d'Alene,
tween Fort
Fort Missoula,
in Montana
and Fort
d'Alene, in
in
Idaho Territory, and, for the purpose of defraying
defraying the
of the
the expenses
expenses of
the
Appropriation.
Appropriation,
same, the sum of twenty thousand dollars,
dollars, or
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
same,
or so
may
be necessary, is hereby appropriated
appropriated out of any
any moneys in the
the Treasury
Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
June 8,
Approved, June
8, 1880.
1880.
June 8,
S, 1880.

-

Patents for publie
lic lands in cases
of
of insanity.
insanity,

CHAP. 136.-An
136.—An act
claimed under the
nat to provide for issuing patents for public lands claimed
pre-emption and homestead
pre-emption
homestead laws in cases where the claimants
claimants have become insane.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
and House
the United
United
House of Rqresentatives
Representatives of
of the
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in all cases
cases in
in which
which parparties who regularly initiated
initiated claims
claims to public lands as settlers
settlers thereon
thereon
according
according to the provisions of the pre-emption
pre-emption or homestead laws, have
have
become
become insane or shall hereafter
hereafter become
become insane
insane before the expiration of
of
the time !luring
cultivation, or
or improvement
improvement of
of
during which their
their residence,
residence, cultivation,
the land claimed
claimed by them is required
required by law to be
continued in
be continued
in order
order to
to
entitle them to make the proper proof and perfect their
their claims,
claims, it shall
shall
be lawful for the required
required proof and payment
payment to be made
made for
for their
their benbenefit by any person who may be legally authorized
authorized to act for them during
during
disability and thereupon their claims shall be confirmed and pattheir disability,
ented, provided it shall be shown by proof satisfactory to the
the CommisCommissioner of the General
General Land Office that the parties complied in good faith
faith
with the legal requirements up to the time of their becoming
becoming insane,
and the requirement
requirement in homestead
homestead entries of an affidavit
affidavit of allegiance
allegiance
applicant in certain cases as a
by the applicant
a prerequisite
prerequisite to
to the
the issuing of
of the
the
patents
patents shall be dispensed
dispensed with so far as regards such insane parties.
parties.
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1880.

June 8, 1880.

CHAP. 137.-An
137.—An act to further amend the act entitled
entitled "An
"Au act to reorganize
reorganize the
courts of the District
District of Columbia, and for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved March third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three
un dre d an
si
xt
ysixty-three,' and to amend section eight h
hundred
andd sixtytwenty-four of the Revised Statutes of the District of Columbia.
one of chapter
chapter twenty-four

Courts, District
District

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
esen t
ati ves o
f th
ni
te d
Be it
by the
and House
of Repr
Representatives
of
thee U
United
States of
in Congress
States
Of America in
Congress assembled,
justice of
assembled, That any
any justice
of the supreme
supreme

of Columbia.

FORTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
SESS. II.

OH. 137,161.
On.
137, 161.
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1880.

court of
Columbia holding a
a term of the circuit court
District of Columbia
the District
of the
court
circuit
for said
said District
District (whenever
(whenever the condition of the business in such circuit
for
court and
the criminal
criminal court, in the opinion of the general term of
in the
and in
court
said
proper and expedient so to do), may
render it proper
court, may render
supreme court,
said supreme
hold sittings
for the
depending in the criminal
of such criminal cases depending
trial of
the trial
sittings for
hold
court
justice presiding
presiding therein may assign for that purpose, and
the justice
as the
court as
may
trials; .
employ the petit juries drawn for such circuit court for such trials;
may employ

tl e criminal
and
may be
the regular
regular sessions
sessions of tl.e
during the
held during
be held
sittings may
such sittings
and such
court,
in the
during the term of such circuit court;
recess thereof, during
the recess
or, in
court, or,
and
recorded in the minutes
business done at such sittings shall be recorded
the business
and the
of
of the criminal court.
S
EC. 2.
eight hundred
sixty-one of chapter
chapter twentyhundred and sixty-one
section eight
That section
2. That
SEc.
four
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the District of Columbia be, and the
the Revised
of the
four of
follows:
amended so as to read as follows:
same is hereby, amended
challenge to any person
SEC. 861.
861. It
shall be
be good
of principal challenge
good cause of
It shall
""SEC.
called to
serve as a
talesman on a
apetit jury at any term of the criminal
a talesman
to serve
called
or circuit
the District of Columbia, that he has served as such
of the
courts of
circuit courts
or
juror in
in the
the trial
trial of
cause in either of said courts at any time within
a cause
of a
juror
whenever
challenged. And whenever
one year
next before
his being so called
called and challenged.
before his
year next
one
a
paper, on
on which
which is
is written
person, shall be drawn
name of any person,
the name
written the
a paper,
from
the jury-box,
jury-box, and
and such
challenged, or for
person by reason of being challenged,
such person
from the
for or at which
the
at
a
any
other
reason,
serve
as
a
juror
term
not
shall
reason,
other
any
District
he shall
have been so drawn,
drawn, the clerk of the supreme court of the District
shall have
he
of
ordered by the justice presiding in the
otherwise ordered
(unless otherwise
Columbia (unless
of Columbia
court
which such
name was
was drawn)
shall_ replace the said paper
paper in
drawn) shall
such name
for which
court for
prescribed by section
the
folded or rolled up in the manner prescribed
jury-box, folded
the jury-box
eight
fifty-three of
of said
said chapter, subject to be drawn again
and fifty-three
hundred and
eight hundred
therein."
from said
jury-box with the other papers therein."
said jury-box
from
SEC. 3.
laws and
and parts
herewith
inconsistent herewith are herewith
laws inconsistent
of laws
parts of
All laws
3. All
SEC.
repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1880.

and
eighty-five and
CHAP. 161--An
3.61..d—An act
amend sections
and eighty-five
hundred and
thirty-three hundred
sections thirty-three
to amend
act to
CHAP.
States.
United States.
the United
thirty-three
hundred and
Revised Statutes
of the
Statutes of
the Revised
of the
fifty-seven of
and fifty-seven
thirty-three hundred

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
section
himthirty-three hunsection thirty-three
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
dred and
the Revised
of the United States be
Statutes of
Revised Statutes
of the
eighty-five of
and eighty-five
dred
amended by
striking out
out all
all of
after the word ""shipment"
section after
said section
of said
by striking
amended
where
it
occurs
in
the
twenty-seventh
insert in lieu of the part
and
line,
twenty-seventh
the
in
where it occurs
stricken out the following:
following:
stricken
a de"Upon
the presentation
presentation to
revenue of a
internal revenue
of internal
collector of
the collector
to the
"Upon the
tailed report
from the
inspector of
customs, and
certificate from the
a certificate
and a
of customs,
the inspector
report from
tailed
collector of
customs at
which the
the goods
goods are
to be
exported,
be exported,
are to
from which
port from
the port
at the
collector of customs
that
the
goods
removed
from
the
manufactory
bond,
and deunder
manufactory
the
that the goods removed from
scribed
the permit
permit of
of the
internal revenue, have been reof internal
collector of
the collector
in the
scribed in
ceived
by the
and that
said goods
goods were duly
that said
customs, and
of customs,
collector of
said collector
the said
ceived by
laden
board of
foreign-bound vessel,
naming the
the vessel, and the
vessel, naming
a foreign-bound
of a
on board
laden on
said merchandise
the outward-manifest
outward-manifest of
of said
said vessel,
vessel,
on the
entered on
was entered
merchandise was
said
and that
said vessel
vessel and
were duly
duly cleared
cleared from
from said port, and on
cargo were
and cargo
that said
and
the payment
payment of
of the
tax on
if any,
any, the
the bonds
bonds which
which have
have been,
deficiency, if
on deficiency,
the tax
the
or
shall
hereafter
be,
required
to
be
given
under
the
provisions
of this
provisions
the
under
given
be
to
required
be,
or shall hereafter

R.
861.
C., 861.
S. D.
D. C.,
R. S.

Repeals.
Repeals.

June 9,
1880.
9, 1880.
June

R.. S.
S. 3385,
3385,
Amended
Amended.

canceled.
shall be
section,
section, shall
be canceled.
Pdarioonchgoiz
bx
i
3-!torr
te
e
d
the I
the revenue
Every person
person who,
to defraud the
revenue laws
laws of
of the
NProhibits rewho, with the intent todefraud
Every
expo
toblaog
jurisdiction
the
within
United States,
relanded , within the j
urisdiction
relands or causes to be relanded,
States, relands
United
of the
any manufactured
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
which
cigars which
or cigars
manufactured tobacco,
States, any
United States,
the United
of
have been
the provisions
provisions of this
this act, withunder the
exportation under
for exportation
shipped for
been shipped
have
out properly
such tobacco,
or cigars
at a
custom-house,
a custom-house,
cigars at
snuff, or
tobacco, snuff,
entering such
properly entering
out
and
paying
the
proper
customs
and
internal-revenue
taxes
thereqn, or
taxes
internal-revenue
and
customs
proper
the
paying
and
who receives
receives such
relanded tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
cigars, and every
every person
or cigars,
such relanded
who
who aids or
abets in
in such
such relanding
relanding or
or receiving
of such
such tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff,
receiving of
aids or abets
who
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161, 162.
162.
CH. 161,

1880.
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or cigars, shall, on conviction, be fined not exceeding
exceeding five
thousand dolfive thousand
dollars or imprisoned
imprisoned not more than
tobaccb, snuff,
than three years;
years; and
and all
all tobacco,
snuff, or
or
cigars
cigars so relanded
relanded shall be forfeited
to the
the United
United States."
forfeited to
States."
R. S.
s. 3357.
SEC.
3357.
SEC. 2. That section thirty-three
thirty-three hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven of the
the ReReAmended
andreAmended
and
re- vised Statutes of the United
United States be amended
amended and
and re-enacted
re-enacted so
so as
as to
to
enacted.
read as follows:
follows:
""Every collector
collector shall keep aarecord
record in a
abook or
or books
books provided
for
provided for
the purpose,
purpose, to be open to the inspection of any
person, of
of the
name and
any person,
the name
and
residence
residence of every
every person engaged
engaged in
of tobacco
or snuff
snuff
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
tobacco or
in his district, the place where
where such manufacture
manufacture is carried
and the
the
carried on, and
number of the manufactory.
manufactory. And
said record,
record, tinder
And he
he shall
shall enter
enter in
in said
under
the name of each manufacturer,
manufacturer , a
acopy of
inventory required
required by
of every inventory
by
manufacturer, and an abstract of his monthly
law to be made by such mamifacturer,
monthly
Manufactories
relurns.
ho shall cause the several
manufactories of
Manufactories of rot
urns. And he
several manufactories
of tobacco
tobacco or
or
Penalty.

tobacco,numbered
tobacco, numbered 8suff
snuff in his district to
to be
be numbered
numbers shall
numbered consecutively,
consecutively, which
which numbers
shall
consecutively.
not be thereafter
consecutively,
thereafter changed,
changed, except
except for reasons satisfactory
and
satisfactory to
to himself
himself and
approved by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue."
Revenue."
Approved, June 9,1880.
9, 1880.

June
June 9,1880.

CHIAP.
Ct/AP. 162.-An
162.—An act to authorize the Saint Paul
and Chicago
Short Line
Paul and
Chicago Short
Line Railway
Railway
Company
a bridge
Company to construct a
bridge across
across Lake
Lake Saint Croix,
Croix, and
to establish
it as
and to
establish it
as aa
post-road.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
UAited

St. Paul
Pan l and States
assembled, That it shall be lawful for the
States of America in Congoress
Congress assembled,
Chicago Short
Cliclealgo
Slwho S a i n t Paul and
Railway Company, aa corporation
corporation
Line Railway Saint Paul and Chicago Short Line Railway Company,
Company
to con1
the laws
of the
of the
Company to
con- created and existing under and by virtue of
laws of
the State
State of
of
st rr ct
bridge Wisconsin,
ct bridge
a bridge across the Lake Saint Croix from such
Wisconsin, to build a
across Lake St.
S t. point
in township
point in
township number twenty-six north, of range twenty
twenty west of the
Croix.
Croix.
fourth principal meridian,

Croix

Proviso.
Proviso.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Proviso.
Proviso.

such

Wisconsin,
fourth principal meridian, in the county of Pierce and State of Wisconsin,
as may be hereafter
hereafter selected by said railway
railway company, to
to such
such point
point in
in
the county of Washington,
Washington, in the State of Minnesota, as may hereafter
hereafter
be selected
selected by said railway company,
company, and to
to lay
lay on
on or
or over
over said
said bridge,
bridge,
railway tracks for the more perfect
perfect connection of its railway
railway tracks
tracks as
as
hereafter be built to the points
they may hereafter
either side
of said
points aforesaid
aforesaid on
on either
side of
said
lake under the limitations and
conditions herein:
That said
and conditions
herein: Provided,
Provided, That
said
bridge shall not interfere
interfere with the free navigation
navigation of said lake beyond
beyond
necessary in order to carry into effect
what is necessary
rights and
privileges
effect the
the rights
and privileges
hereby granted, and in case of any litigation
arising from
from any
obstruclitigation arising
any obstruction or alleged
obstruction to the free navigation
alleged obstruction
navigation of said lake,
lake, the cause
cause
shall be tried before the district court of the United States
States for
for the
the disdistrict of Minnesota or the western district of
of' Wisconsin.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That any bridge built under the provisions of this act
ant may,
may,
at the option of said railway company,
company, be
draw-bridge with
be built
built as
as aa draw-bridge
with
aapivot or other form of draw, or with unbroken
unbroken or
or continuous
continuous spans:
spans:
Provided,
Provided, That if the said bridge shall be made with unbroken
and conconunbroken and
tinuous spans, it shall not be of less elevation in any case than fifty
fifty feet
feet
above extreme
extreme high-water
high-water mark as understood at
location
at the
the point
point of
of location
to the bottom chord of the bridge;
bridge; nor shall the
said bridge
the span of
of said
bridge be
be
less than two hundred feet in length, and the piers
of said
said bridge
shall
piers of
bridge shall
be parallel with the current of the lake, and the main span shall be over
over
the main channel of the lake and not less than
in
than two
two hundred
hundred feet
feet in
provided also, That if any bridge built
length: And provided
built under
under this
act shall
this act
shall
constructed as aadraw-bridge, the same
be constructed
be constructed
constructed as
as a
a
same shall
shall be
a draw over the main channel
pivot draw-bridge with a
channel of
lake at
of the
the lake
at an
an
accessible
accessible and navigable
navigable point, and with spans of not less than one
hundred
hundred and sixty feet in the clear at low-water surface on each side of
the central or pivot pier of the draw; and the next adjoining spans to
to
the draw shall be not less than one hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty feet,
said
feet, and
and said
spans shall not be less than ten feet above
mark,
above extreme
extreme high-water
high-water mark,
and not less than thirty feet above low-water
low-water mark, measuring to the
bottom chord of the bridge; and the piers of said bridge shall
shall be
be parallel
parallel
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Proviso.
also, That said draw shall Provieo.
with the
the current
provided also,
lake: And provided
the lake:
of the
current of
with
of
passage
be
opened
promptly,
upon
reasonable
signal,
the
passage
boats,
for
signal,
reasonable
upon
be opened promptly,
and in
in no
case shall
unnecessary delay occur in opening said draw-bridge
shall unnecessary
no case
and
during or after
after the passage of trains.
during
Bridge to be
SEC. 3.
any bridge
bridge constructed
constructed under the provisions of this act Bridge
That any
3. That
SEC.
recognized as a
a
and according
according to
to its limitations shall be aalawful structure, and shall be recognized
and
post-route.
post-route.
higher
no
known
and
recognized
as
a
upon
which
also
charge
post-route,
a
as
recognized
known and
shall
be made
the transmission
mails the troops,
over the same of the mails,
transmission over
for the
made for
shall be
per mile paid
than
States
and
the
munitions
of
war
of
the
United
the
rate
the
of
war
of
munitions
the
and
for
their transportation
transportation over the railroads
railroads or public highways leading
for their
to
States shall have the right of way
United States
the United
and the
bridge, and
said bridge,
the said
to the
for
postal telegraph
telegraph purposes
purposes across said bridge.
for postal
S
EC. 4.
4. That
all railway
railway companies
companies desiring to use said bridge shall Railway compaThat all
SEC.
entitled to
titled to
nies en
have
and
be
entitled
to
equal
rights and
privileges in the passage of the nies
and privileges
have and be entitled to equal rights
rights and priviprivia
gs
thereof, and of all the leges.
same
machinery and fixtures thereof,
of the machinery
the use of
and in the
same and
conditions
approaches
thereto, under and
as as shall
and upon such terms and conditie
approaches thereto,
be
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War upon
upon hearing the allegations
allegations and
be prescribed
proofs
parties in case they shall not agree.
proofs of the parties
SEC. 5.
5. That
That the
plan and
specifications with the necessary drawings of Plans and speciand specifications
the plan
SEC.
fications.
said bridge
shall be
to the
Secretary of War for his approval,
approval, flcations.
the Secretary
submitted to
be submitted
bridge shall
said
not
and
until
he
approve
the
plan
bridge
it
shall
be
said
of
location
and
plan
the
and until he approve
built or
commenced, and
and should any change be made in the plan of said
or commenced,
built
bridge
during
the
progress
of the work thereon such changes shall be
progress
the
during
bridge
subject
to the
the approval
approval of
Secretary of War; and all changes in the
the Secretary
of the
subject to
construction
of said
bridge that may be directed by Congress
Congress shall be
said bridge
construction of
made
cost and expense of the owners thereof.
the cost
at the
made at
Reservations.
S
EC. 6.
That the
to alter,
alter, amend or repeal this act as in the Reservations.
right to
the right
6. That
SEC.
the
to
and
require
judgment
of
Congress
the
public
good
may
require
compel
the
Congress
judgment of
removal
of any
any obstructions
to navigation
navigation caused
caused by said bridge at the
obstructions to
removal of
expense
of
the
persons
or
corporations
taking
benefit of this act, is
the benefit
taking
corporations
or
persons
the
of
expense
hereby reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 9, 1880.
June
Baker City,
block numbered
CHAP. 163.-An
163.—An act
confirming the title to block
numbered fourteen,
fourteen, in Baker
City,1880.
June 9,
9, 1880.
act confirming
CHAP.
Oregon, to
County.
Baker County.
to Baker
Oregon,

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
SHouse of
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
America in
assembled, That
the title
title to
so much
much of Title to block
to so
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
block
fourteen,
in
Baker
City,
Oregon,
as
the
United
States
has
title to,
fourteen, B
Baker
ak r
to, fourteen,
title
has
States
United
the
as
Oregon,
City,
Baker
in
block fourteen,
aCit
kegr.,
Baker, O
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
the county
county of Baker, Oregon,
Oregon,
°troPgli'a
conto the
confirmed to
hereby, confirmed
be,
County, Oregon.
and that
that a
patent be
be issued
issued to
to the
the said
county therefor, without preju- county,
said county
a patent
and
dice to
the right
right of
adverse claimant to any part thereof.
any adverse
of any
to the
dice

21d

Approved, June
June 9, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP. 164.—An act
to amend
twenty-two hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two and
sections twenty-two
amend sections
CHAP. 164.-An act to
twenty-three hundred
and one
the Revised
Revised Statutes
of the
the United
United States, in relaStatutes of
of the
one of
hundred and
twenty-three
tion
settler's affidavit
affidavit in
commuted homestead
homestead entries.
and commuted
pre-emption and
in pre-emption
the settler's
to the
tion to

June 9, 1880.

Be
it enacted
of Representatives
the United
United R S. 2262,
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
affidavit required
required to
to Amended.
the affidavit
in Congress
States
R.
S. 2301,
2301,
be
made
by
sections
twenty-two
hundred
and
sixty-two
and
twenty-three
R. S.
twenty-three
and
sixty-two
and
hundred
twenty-two
sections
by
made
be
Amended.
Amended.
be
may
States,
hundred
and
one
of
the
Revised
Statutes
of
the
United
of
Statutes
Revised
the
hundred and one of
made before
before the
clerk of
of the
court or
of any
court of record, of
any court
or of
county court
the county
the clerk
made
the
county
and
State
or
district
and
Territory
in
which
the
are
lands ate
the lands
which
in
Territory
and
district
or
State
the county and
situated; mid
situated in
any unorganized
unorganized county, such
in any
are situated
lands are
said lands
if said
and if
situated;
affidavit may
be made
similar manner
adjacent county in said
any adjacent
in any
manner in
in aasimilar
made in
may be
affidavit
State
or Territory,
Territory, and
and the
so made
made and
duly subscribed
shall
subscribed shall
and duly
affidavit so
the affidavit
State or
have
same force
effect as
as if
if made
before the
receiver
register or receiver
the register
made before
and effect
force and
the same
have the
of the
land district;
district; and
the same
same shall
shall be
be transmitted
such
by such
transmitted by
and the
proper land
the proper
of
clerk of the
to the
and receiver
with the
fee and
charges
and charges
the fee
receiver with
register and
the register
court to
of the court
clerk
allowed by law.
allowed
June 9, 1880.
Approved, Awe
Approved,
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Survey and diagrams.
gramstl.
ld
f
Battle-field of
Gettysburg,
Gettysbur*,
Appropriations.
Appropriations.

Provi80.
Pros8o.

Proviao.
Proviso.

9, 1880.
June 9,
1866, ch. 235,
235,
1866,
Stat., 14,
230.
Stat.,
14,230.

18(68,
1868, ch. 264,
Stat., 15, 235.
235.
Stat.,

R. S.4712.
rtain reduced
Certain

pensions
restored,
pensions restored.

Juno
June 9, 1880.
1880.

S
ESS. It.
SESS..
Il.

CH.165,
166, 167, 168.
. 165,166,167,168.

1880.
1880.

CHAP.
165.—An act
to complete
complete the
the survey
and to
to
CHAP. 165.-An
act to
survey of
of the
the Gettysburg
Gettysburg battle-field,
battle-field, and
provide for the compilation
compilation and preservation of
of data
data showing
positions
showing the
the various
various positions
and movements of troops at that battle,
illustrated by
battle, illustrated
by diagrams.
diagrams.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the sum of
States
Congress assembled,
thousand
of fifty thousand
dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby
appropriated,
hereby appropriated,
out
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to corncomout of
of any
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
battle-field; also,
also, to
provide for
for the
the
plete the
the survey of
of the
the Gettysburg
Gettysburg battle-field;
to provide
available data used in locating troops
compilation of all available
engineer
troops on the
the engineer
maps of that battle; also, to provide diagrams showing the changing
changing
movements and positions during the
the engagement;
engagement; the
the whole
whole to
to be
done
be done
by or under
under the direction of
Bachelder, author
posiof Mr.
Mr. John B. Bachelder,
author of
of the
the position plates of the government
government maps of
the direction
of that
that battle,
battle, under
under the
direction
of the Secretary of War: Provided,
Provided, That no part of said sum
sum shall be
disbursed by the Secretary
Secretary of War except for work actually
actually performed
performed
or for materials furnished
furnished for the objects heretofore named;
named; and
and that
that
all the maps, data, and materials
materials prepared
for, the
the work
prepared for, or
or used for,
work
contemplated
contemplated by this act shall be the property of the government,
government, to
to be
be
deposited
deposited in the Department
Department of War: And provided
provided further,
further, That
That the
sum hereby appropriated
appropriated shall be in full satisfaction
satisfaction for all work done
done
and all material collected
collected by the said John
John B.
B. Bachelder.
Bachelder.
Approved,
Approved, June 9, 1880.
1880.
166.-An
CHAP. 166.
—An act to restore pensions in certain cases.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
United
Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section three of an act
entitled "An
"An act increasing
increasing the pensions
pensions of widows
widows and orphans, and
for other purposes,
purposes", approved
approved July twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
sixty-six, and section thirteen of an act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
act relating to
to
pensions", approved July twenty-seventh,
hundred and
sixtytwenty-seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixtyeight,
forty-seven hundred and twelve
eigh
t, and section forty-seven
twelve of
of the
the Revised
Revised StatStatutes,
reduce the
the rate
rate of
any
pension
utes, shall
shall not
not operate
operate to
to reduce
of any pension which
which had
had
actually
been allowed
to the
actually been
allowed to
the commissioned,
commissioned, non-commissioned,
non-commissioned, or
or petty
petty
officers of the Navy or their widows or minor children,
children, prior to
to the
the
twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of July, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six;
sixty-six; and
and the
the
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby directed
directed to restore all such pensions
pensions as
as
have already been so reduced to the rate originally granted and
and allowed,
allowed,
to take effect from the
such reduction.
reduction.
the date of
of such
Approved, June
Approved,
June 9, 1880.
1880.
CHAP. 167.—An
167.-An act providing for the
transportation of
of the
mails between
between East
East
the transportation
the mails
Saint Louis,
Saint
Louis, in the State of Illinois,
Illinois, and Saint Louis,
Louis, in the State
Missouri.
State of
of Missouri.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United

Ma:ils
America in Congress
Mails
between States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
l

Eas
East Saint
Saint
Ill., and
L.,
aMnd
Louis,
Mo.

be, and he hereby
transportation of
hereby is, authorized to treat the transportation
of mails
mails
Saint between East Saint Louis and
oti
n S
ai
n tLouis,
Loui
s, Missouri,
Mi ssouri
,
and the Union
Union Dep
Depot
in
Saint
as other
as
other than railroad service,
service, and to pay for the same to the lowest
bidder therefor,
efficiency of the service, out
therefor, having due regard to the efficiency
out
available for the purpose.
of any appropriation
appropriation available
Approved, June 9, 1880.

Louis,
Louis,
Saint

June 9, 1880.

authorizing the
CHAP. 168.-An
168.—An act authorizing
Secretary of
to issue
issue an
an AmeriAmerithe Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
can register
register to the bark Annie
Annie Johnson.

Be it enacted
Senate and House
House of Representatives
enacted by
by the Senate
Representatives of the United
Register
in Congress
Register to bark States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreasAnnie
ury
directed to issue an American register
Anme Johnson.
Johnson.
ury is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
register to
to
the bark Annie Johnson,
Johnson, formerly known as the British ship Ada
Ada,

168,169,170,171.
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171
171

Francisco, CaliIrcdale, said
said vessel
Ban Francisco
now owned by aacitizen of San
vessel being now
Iredale,
fornia.
Approved,
9, 1880.
Approved, June 9,1880.
CHAP.
169.—An act
act to
to grant
grant to the corporate
corporate authorities of the city of Council
CHAP. 169.-An
near
Bluffs, in the State of Iowa, for public uses, aacertain lake
lake or bayou situated near
said city.

9, 1880.
June 9,
June
1880.

House of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the United
it enacted
Be it
or
Title to lake
States
Congress assembled, That there
there shall be, and is hereby, Title
lake or
America in Congress
of America
States of
to
granted
bayou
in
Bluffs,
Council
conveyed
to
the
corporate
authorities
city
of
Council
Bluffs
bayou
granted
to
the
of
authorities
conveyed to the corporate
onuti acil
cityof
the State
State of
Iowa, and
and their
their successors
in office,
the title
title of
of the
the United
Unfted g
irs
of Io
Cwo
cil
office, the
successors in
of Iowa,
the
B
foureleven,
in
States
to
the
meandered
situated
sections
eleven,
thirteen,
lake,
meandered
States to the
seventy-five
teen,
fifteen twenty-two,
twenty-three, in township
township seventy-five
twenty-two, and twenty-three,
teen, fifteen,
north,
range forty-four
forty-four west
meridian of Iowa, upon
of the fifth principal meridian
west of
north, range
the
express conditions
conditions that
premises shall be held for public use,
the premises
that the
the express
resort,
inalienable for all time; but leases not
not
shall be inalienable
recreation; shall
and recreation;
resort, and
exceeding
years may
may be granted for portions of said premises, all
ten years
exceeding ten
incomes
derived from leases of privileges
privileges to be expended in the preserincomes derived
thereto;
vation and
improvement of the property, or the roads leading thereto;
and improvement
vation
the premises
premises to
to be
be managed
corporate authorities,
authorities, or such
managed by the said corporate
the
commissioners as
as they
compensation
may elect, and who shall receive no compensation
they may
commissioners
for their services.
Approved,
June 9, 1880.
Approved, June
CHAP.
170.—An act
a compromise of the claims of the United States
act to authorize a
CHAP. 170.-An
under the will of Joseph L. Lewis.

June
9, 1880.
June9,

Preamble.
formerly of the city of Hoboken,
Whereas, Joseph
Joseph L.
L. Lewis,
Hoboken, Preamble.
Lewis, deceased, formerly
Whereas,
Joseph L.
Lewis,
L. Lewis,
Joseph
hundred
eighteen
October,
first
dated
State of
New Jersey,
by his will
Jersey, by
of New
State
deceased.
deceased.
and
thereto, dated
June, eighteen hunfifth June,
dated fifth
codicil thereto,
and aacodicil
seventy-three, and
and seventy-three,
dred
seventy-five, bequeathed
bequeathed certain
certain legacies, amounting in all to
and seventy-five,
dred and
about
dollars, and
bequeathed the residue
and bequeathed
devised and
and devised
thousand dollars,
forty thousand
about forty
to
of
his
estate,
real
and
personal,
now
be of the value of one
estimated
now
personal,
and
real
of his estate,
million
unto his
therein named, in
executors therein
his executors
upwards, unto
and upwards,
dollars and
of dollars
million of
trust,
the same
according to their discretion
discretion in reducing
reducing part
part
same according
apply the
to apply
trust, to
of the
debt of
of the
United States,
superintendStates, they personally superintendthe United
national debt
the national
of
ing such
such application
application in
order to
prevent waste
waste by
by dishonest
dishonest officials; and
to prevent
in order
ing
contestation
Whereas
the
said
will
and
codicil
are
now
the
of contestation
subject
the
now
are
codicil
and
will
said
the
Whereas
in the
the courts
courts of
the State
State of
New Jersey
Grace and CathJersey by Frances Grace
of Now
of the
in
arine G.
G. Ward
Ward claiming
as the
the surviving
surviving sisters
sisters and
Cathcart
John S. Cathcart
and John
claiming as
arine
as the
the nephew
nephew of
L. Lewis,
in which
government of
of the
the government
which the
Lewis, in
Joseph L.
of Joseph
as
United
States has
been and
is represented
legal counsel; and it is
represented by legal
and is
has been
United States
further claimed
bequest is
is void,
void, and
and that
that the
the testator
testator had no
said bequest
that said
claimed that
further
power to
dispose of
his said
said property
his said
will in
a
of a
derogation of
in derogation
said will
by his
property by
of his
to dispose
power
oof
r
C
prior
deed
of
trust:
Therefore,
prior deed of trust: Therefore,
Compromise
of
Compromisenited_
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
Representatives of the United claims
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
tes o
under
J
de
nited
od
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Attorney-General, and claims
the Attorney-General,
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States
bequest.
or bequest.
Secretary of
of the
authorized, if
if they
they see
fit, to adjust vise or
see fit,
hereby authorized,
are hereby
Treasury are
the Treasury
Secretary
or
compromise the
the United
United States
under the
the said devise or
States under
of the
claims of
the claims
or compromise
bequest
such terms
terms and
and conditions
as shall
shall be
by them
deemed by
be deemed
conditions as
upon such
bequest upon
fair and reasonable.
Approved, June 9, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP. 171.—An act to confirm certain entries and
warrant locations
in the
the former
former
locations in
entries and warrant
certain reservation
confirmmilitary
CHAP. 171.-An act toPalatka
Florida.
in Florida.
reservation in
Palatka military

June 9,1880.
9, 1880.
June
Confirmation of

Be it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
Confirmation
United titles
Representatives of
House of
to lands. of
and House
by the
it enacted by
Be
to lands.
cases in which lands titles
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
all cases
in all
That in
miliPalatka
miliin
Palatka
America ein
States
reservation,
tar y reservation,
ll tary_
lying
within the
the former
reservation in
military reservation
Palatka military
former Palatka
of the
limits of
the limits
lying within
Florida.
Florida
have been
settlers under the homestead laws, and Florida.
by settlers
entered by
been entered
Florida have

172

1850, ch.
1850,
cll. 84,
9, 519.
Stat., 9,
519.
1857, ch. 117,
117,
1857,
Stat., 11, 21.
251.
Stat.,

June
1880.
June 10, 1880,

Cotton cordage,
u. S.. Navy.
v.
vy.
U.

Proiseo.
Proviso.

June 10,
1880.
June
10, 1880.

Abolishing military rcservations.
reservations.
tary
Fort Abercromli, Fort
bie,
Port Seward,
and Fort Ransom,
Dakota.
I'roriso.
Proriso.

Proviso.
Proviso.

June 10, 1880.
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their entries are found to conflict with selections by the State
Florida
State of
of Florida
under the grant of swamp lands by act of Congress of
September twentytwentyof September
eighth, eighteen
the act
eighth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty, which are
are confirmed
confirmed by
by the
act of
of
March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, and
setand in which
which said settlers have
have in good faith complied with
with the requirements
requirements of the homestead
homestead
laws,
confirmed, on
laws, their entries be,
be, and
and the
the same are
are hereby,
hereby, confirmed,
on the
the State
State
filing with
Commissioner of the General Land Office its relinquishwith the Commissioner
ment of all claim thereto; and the State shall thereupon
entitled to
to
thereupon be entitled
select in lieu thereof an equal
quantity of land
equal quantity
land from
from any
any of
of the
the vacant
vacant
unappropriated public lands of the United States in Florida,
and unappropriated
Florida, and
and
patents shall be issued to the
in lieu
the State for
for the lands so
so selected
selected in
lieu of
of
the tracts taken by the settlers.
SEic.
S
EC. 2. That in all cases in which lands lying within
within said reservation
reservation
have been entered at private
private entry
entry or
or located
located by
military land-warrants,
land-warrants,
by military
and which conflict
same are
are also
hereby conconflict with said selections,
selections, the
the same
also hereby
confirmed on the State relinquishing
relinquishing all claim thereto, and
shall
and the State
State shall
thereupon
thereupon be entitled to indemnity
as indicated
indicated in
indemnity in the
the same
same manner
manner as
in
the first section of
of this act.
Approved, June 9,
Approved,
9, 1880.
1880.
CHAP.
186.-An act authorizing
CHAP. 186.—An
authorizing the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
introduce cotton
the Secretary
Navy to
to introduce
cotton
cordage into the naval
cordage
naval service of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy

be authorized
authorized and directed
directed to introduce into
into the
the naval
rope and
and
naval service
service rope

cordage
cordage manufactured
manufactured of cotton according
according to the recent methods to
such
to such
an extent as will furnish a
a fair test of the value and efficiency thereof
thereof as
compared with the kinds now in
hineever, That
no person
person
compared
in use:
use: Provided
Provided however,
That no
shall have
have any claim whatever against the United States or any department thereof or receive
receive any compensation
compensation therefor.
Approved, June 10,
10, 1880.
Approved,
1880.
187.-An act abolishing the military reservations
reservations of Fort Abercrombie,
Abercrombie, Fort
CHAP. 187.—An
Fort
Seward,
and Fort Ransom, all in the Territory
Seward, and
Territory of Dakota, and authorizing the SecInterior to have the lands embraced
retary of the interior
embraced therein
therein surveyed and
made suband made
subject to homestead
homestead and pre-emption entry and sale, the same as other public lands.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the military reservations
States
reservations
of Fort
Ransom, all
in the
the Terriof
Fort Abercrombie,
Abercrombie, Fort
Fort Seward,
Seward, and
and Fort
Fort Ransom,
all in
Territory
be, and
same are
hereby, abolished,
abolished, and
and the
the Secretory of
of Dakota,
Dakota, be,
and the
the same
are hereby,
Secretary of the Interior
tary
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to have
have the lands
lands embraced
embraced
therein surveyed
surveyed and made subject to homestead and pre-emption entry
and sale,
sale, the
the same
as other
lands: Provided,
The rights
rights of
all act
act
and
same as
other public
public lands:
Provided, The
of all
ual settlers, entitled
entitled to the benefits of the homestead
homestead and pre-emption
pre-eniption
laws of the United States, who now occupy in good faith any portion of
the ladl
reservations, shall date from the
laud embraced
embraced within any of said reservations,
(ay of their actual
(lay
actual settlement
settlement thereon;
thereon; and in perfecting their titles
homestead or pre-emption laws, the time such settlers
thereto under the homestead
have occupied
occupied and improved their said lands shall be allowed: Provided
Provided
have
further, That when the lands embraced in said reservations,
further,
reservations, shall be
surveyed, the claims of all such actual settlers shall be made to conform
to the lines of the government survey.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 10, 1880.
1880.
CHAP. 188.—An
188.-An act to change the name of the
the schooner
schooner "J.
"J. H.
H. Dusenberry.
Dusenberry.

Be it enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Nameofschooner
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the name
Name of schooner States
in Congress
name of
of the schooner
schooner
6

"J. H. Dusenber
Dusenber-' "J.
J.
"J.
ry"
ry" changed.
changed.,

H. Dusenberry"
Dusenberry" be changed
the "
" Cordorus".
Cordorus".
changed to that of the
June 10,1880.
Approved,
June 107
10, 1880.
Approved, June
1880.
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compensation of night inspectors of customs.
CHAP.
189.—An act
act to regulate
regulate the compensation
CHAP. 189.-An

173
173
June110, 1880.
Jun'
1880.

United
Representatives of the United
Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
Be
States of
of America
America in
hereafter the compensation
compensation Night inspectors
assembled, That hereafter
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
customs.
of custoras.
to
inspectors of customs employed under existing law for service at of
to inspectors
night
may be increased
Secretary of the Treasury at such ports
increased by the Secretary
night may
a sum not exceeding
as
he may
may think it advisable
advisable so to do to a
exceeding three dolas he
lars
service.
for each night's service.
lars for
SEC. 2. That
inconsistent with the above Repeal.
That all acts or part of acts being inconsistent
SEC.
repealed.
act
act are hereby repealed.
Approved,
June 10, 1880.
Approved, June
transportsimmediate transportaCHAP. 190.-An
190.—An act
relation to immediate
Statutes in relation
the Statutes
to amend
amend the
act to
CHAP.
tion of
goods, and for other purposes.
dutiable goods,
of dutiable
tion

June 10, 1880.

United
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the Senate
enacted by
Be it
a nsportation
merchandise, Tr a
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That when any merchandise,
nsportation
in Congress
America in
of America
States
other
than explosive
explosive articles,
articles, and
dutiable goods.
not provided for in of dutiable
bulk not
articles in bulk
and articles
other than
section four
imported at the ports of New York, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
act, imported
this act,
four of this
section
Boston,
Baltimore, Portland
Portland and Bath, in Maine, Chicago, Port Huron,
Boston, Baltimore,
Savannah, Mobile,
Detroit,
New Orleans,
Mobile, GalvesNorfolk, Charleston Savannah,
Orleans, Norfolk,
Detroit, New
ton, Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida,
Florida, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Toledo, and
Francisco, shall
and San Francisco,
ton,
appear
by the
inanitest of the importing
importing
lading and manitest
bill of lading
or bill
invoice or
the invoice
appear by
vessel
to be
to and
destined for
specified in
either of the ports specified
for either
and destined
consigned to
be consigned
vessel to
the seventh
section of
this act,
act, the
the collector at the port of arrival
arrival shall
of this
seventh section
the
allow the
the said
shipped immediately
immediately after the entry
be shipped
merchandise to be
said merchandise
allow
prescribed in section two of this act has been made.
prescribed
S
EC. 2.
the collector
collector at
arrival shall retain in his Invoice and enat the port of first arrival
2. That
That the
SEc.
forwarded to the try.
office a
such merchandise
merchandise so to be forwarded
of such
record of
a permanent
permanent record
office
a copy of the invoice
port of
destination, and
and such
record shall
shall consist
consist of a
such record
of destination,
port
and an
an entry
entry whereon
whereon the
the duties
estimated as closely
closely as possible
shall be estimated
duties shall
and
on the
the merchandise
merchandise so
but no
shall be
required on the
be required
oaths shall
no oaths
shipped, but
so shipped,
on
said
entry. Such
merchandise shall
shall not
not be
be subject
subject to
appraisement and
toappraisement
Such merchandise
said entry.
liquidation of
of duties
duties at
at the
the port
port of
first airival, but shall undergo such
of first
liquidation
examination
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
shall deem necessary to
Treasury shall
of the
examination as
verify
the invoice;
appraisement thereof
thereof
examination and appraisement
same examination
the same
and the
invoice; and
verify the
shall
required and
and had
the port
port of
destination as would
have been
would have
of destination
at the
had at
be required
shall be
required at
port of
of first
first arrival
arrival if
if such
such merchandise
merchandise had been
the port
at the
required
entered for
consumption or
such port.
warehouse at such
or warehouse
for consumption
entered
S
EC. 3.
shall be
delivered to
to and
and transported
Common cartransported Common
be delivered
merchandise shall
such merchandise
That such
3. That
SEC.
riers.
Secretary
by
by
common
carriers,
to
be
designated
for
this
purpose
the
Secretary
Tiers.
this
for
designated
be
to
carriers,
common
by
of
Treasury, and
and by
by none
none others;
others; and
and such carriers shall be
to and
and to
the Treasury,
of the
responsible to
to the
the United
States as
as common
for the safe delivery
carriers for
common carriers
United States
responsible
destination; and
of
to the
the collector
collector at the port of its destination;
merchandise to
such merchandise
of such
before any
any such
permitted to receive and transport any
be permitted
shall be
carriers shall
such carriers
before
such
merchandise, they
they shall
shall become
become bound to the United States in Bond.
such merchandise,
bonds
of such
such form
form and
and with
with such
conditions, not inconsistsuch conditions,
amount, and
and amount,
bonds of
ent
with
law,
and
such
security
as
the
Secretary
Treasury shall
of the Treasury
Secretary
the
as
security
such
and
law,
with
ent
require.
SEC. 4.
4. That
That sections
twenty-eight hundred
and fifty-three
fifty-three and
2853,
twenty- R.. S..2853,
and twentyhundred and
sections twenty-eight
SEC.
eight
hundred
and
fifty-five
of
the
Revised
Statutes
of
the
United
States
Amended.
Amsended
States
United
the
of
Statutes
Revised
the
eight hundred and fifty-five of
Amended.
Amended.
be,
the same
same are
ll invoices
invoices of R
S. 2855,
all
to require that a
as to
so amended
amended as
hereby, so
are hereby,
and the
be, and
merchandise
imported from
from any
any foreign
intended to be transforeign country and intended
merchandise imported
ported without
to any
any of
of the
the ports
ports mentioned
mentioned in the seventh
appraisement to
without appraisement
ported
section
shall be
be made
made in
in quadruplicate;
quadruplicate; and that
that the consul,
act, shall
this act,
of this
section of
vice-consul,
to whom
the same
same shall
produced,
shall be produced,
whom the
agent, to
commercial agent,
or commercial
vice-consul, or
shall
his hand
official seal in
and official
hand and
under his
quadruplicates under
said quadruplicates
of said
each of
certify each
shall certify
the manner
manner required
required by
section twenty-eight
hundred and fifty-five
fifty-five of
twenty-eight hundred
by section
the
the Revised
Statutes, and shall then deliver to the person producing the
Revised Statutes
the
same two
of the
be used
making entry at the
in making
used in
to be
one to
quadruplicates, one
the quadruplicates,
two of
same
to
port of
of first
arrival of
the merchandise
merchandise in the
United States, and one to
the United
of the
first arrival
port
be used
used in
in making
entry at
at the
of destiration,
file another in his
destiration, file
port of
the port
making entry
be
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office, there to be carefully preserved and
transand as
as soon
soon as
as practicable
practicable transmit the remaining
remaining one to the collector or surveyor of
of the port of final
final
Promvio.
destination
Proti80.
destination of the merchandise:
merchandise: Provided,
That no
no additional
additional
Provided, however, That
fee shall be collected on account of any'service
any 'service performed
performed under
the
under the
requirements of
of this
this section.
requirements
section.
Transportation
SEC.
Transportation
S
EC. 5.
5. That merchandise
merchandise transported
under the
the provisions
of this
this
transported under
provisions of
ofmerchandiseunbe conveyed
of
merchandise un -act shall be
conveyed in cars, vessels, or vehicles securely
securely fastened
fastened with
derloks
der
locks andseals.
and seals. locks or seals, under the exclusive control of
of the
officers of
the customs;
customs;
the officers
of the
merchandise may also be transported
and merchandise
transported under the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
act by express companies,
companies, on passenger
passenger trains, in
and trunks,
trunks,
in safes
safes and
which shall be of such size, character,
and secured
secured in
character, and
and description,
description, and
in
such manner as shall be from time to time prescribed
Secretary,
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary,
and in cases where merchandise
merchandise shall be imported in boxes or packages
packages
too large to be included within the safes or trunks so prescribed,
prescribed, such
such
merchandise may be transported, under the provisions
merchandise
provisions of
of this
this act,
act, by
by
such express companies, in a
of the
the car,
secured
a separate
separate compartment
compartment of
car, secured
in such manner as shall from time to time be prescribed by
by the Secretary
Secretary
Pig-iron,
of the Treasury;
Pig-iron) &o.
eze.
Treasury; and merchandise
merchandise such as pig-iron, spiegel-iron,
spiegel-iron, scrapscraprailroad-iron, and similar articles
iron, iron ore, railroad-iron,
articles commonly
commonly transported
transported
upon platform or flat cars, may be transported,
transported, under
the provisions
of
under the
provisions of
this act, upon such platform
platform or flat cars, and the
merthe weight of
of such merchandise so transported
transported shall be ascertained
ascertained in all cases
cases before
before shipment,
shipment,
and ordinaryrailroad-scales
ordinary railroad-scales may be used for such purpose; and
inspectors
and inspectors
shall be stationed at proper points along the
designated routes,
routes, or
upon
the designated
or upon
any car, vessel, vehicle, or train at the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
Treasury,
Treasury, and at the expense of the
the companies,
companies, respectively.
respectively. Such mermerchandise
chandise shall not be unladen or transshipped between the
of first
first
the ports of
arrival and final destination, unless authorized
authorized by
by the
the regulations
regulations of
of the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury in cases
from a
difference in
in
cases which
which may
may arise
arise from
a difference
the gauge of railroads, or from accidents,
accidents, or from legal intervention
intervention,'or
or
when by reason of the
u einspection
the length of the
the route
route the
the cars,
cars, 'after
after d
due
inspection
by customs officers, shall be considered
proceed
considered unsafe
unsafe or
or unsuitable
unsuitable to
to proceed
further, or from low water, ice, or other unavoidable obstruction
to navinaviobstruction to
gation;
gation. and in no case shall
shall there be permitted any breaking
breaking of
the
of the
original packages of such merchandise.
merchandise.
SEC.
merchandise so destined
Ports of entry.
SEC. 6. That merchandise
destined for
for immediate
transportation
immediate transportation
shall be transferred, under proper
proper supervision,
importsupervision, directly
directly from
from the
the importing vessel to the car, vessel, or vehicle
vehicle in which the same is to be
transbe transported to its final destination.
Privilege
im-- S
Privilege of ira
EC. 7. That the privilege of
transportation shall
shall extend
extend
SEC.
of immediate
immediate transportation
mediate
tation.
the ports
York and
and Buffalo,
Buffalo in
New York
Burlington, in.
taeoe transpor
transpor--to
to the
ports of
of New
New York
in New
York;•Burlington,
in
Massachusetts; Providence
Vermont; Boston, in Massachusetts;
Providence and Newport
Newport in Rhode
Rhode
Island;
Island; New Haven,
and Hartford
PhilaHaven, Middletown,
Middletown, and
Hartford in
in Connecticut;
Connecticut; Philadelphia and Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; Baltimore, Crisfield
Pittsburgh, in Pennsylvania;
Crisfield and
Annapolis
Annapolis in Maryland;
Maryland; Wilmington, and Seaford, in Delaware;
Delaware; Salem,
Salem,
Massachusetts
Massachusetts; Georgetown
Georgetown in the District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; Norfolk,
Norfolk
Richmond and Petersburgh,
Wilmington and
in
i'etersburgh, in
in Virginia;
Virginia; Wilmington
and Newberne,
Newberne, in
Carolina ;Charleston
Charleston and
Port Royal,
in South
Carolina; SavanNorth Carolina;
and Port
Royal, in
South Carolina;
Savannah and Brunswick, in Georgia; New Orleans, in Louisiana;
Louisiana; Portland.
Portland
and Bath, in Maine; Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, in New Hampshire;
Hampshire; Chicago,
Chicago, Cairo,
Cairo,
Alton, and Quincy, in Illinois; Detroit, Port Huron,
and Grand
Grand Haven
Huron, and
Haven
in Michigan; Saint Louis, Kansas City, and Saint Joseph
Joseph in Missouri;
Missouri;
Saint Paul, in Minnesota;
Minnesota; Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Cleveland, and
in Ohio;
Ohio;
and Toledo, in
Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, and La Crosse, in Wisconsin; Louisville, in Kentucky;
Kentucky;
San Francisco, San Diego and Wilmington in California;
California; Portland,
Portland, in
Oregon;
Oregon; Memphis, Nashville
Nashville and Knoxville, in
Tennessee; Mobile,
in
in Temnessee;
Mobile, in
Alabama; and Evansville,
Evansville, in Indiana; and Galveston,
Galveston, Houston,
Houston, Brownsville, Corpus Christi, and Indianola, in Texas; Omaha..
Omaha, in Nebraska;
Nebraska;
Dubuque, Burlington and Keokuk, in Iowa;
Iowa; Leavenworth,
in Kansas;
Leavenworth, in
Kansas;
Tampa Bay, Fernandina, Jacksonville, Cedar
Keys, Key
Key West,
Cedalr Keys,
West, and
and
Proviso.
Apalachicola, in Florida: Provided,
Provided,That the privilege
Proviso.
Apalachicola,
transportation
privilege of transportation
herein conferred shall not extend to any place
place at which
which there are not
not the
2
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necessary officers for the appraisement
appraisement of merchandise
merchandise and the collection
collection
of duties.
twenty-nine R. S.. 2990, 2991,
S
EC. 8. That sections twenty-nine
twenty-nine hundred
hundred and ninety, twenty-nine
on
SEC.
2994,
2992, 2993, 2094,
hundred
hundred and ninety-one, twenty-nine hundred
hundred and ninety-two, twenty- 2992,
2996, 299
2997,
ninety-four, 2995,
2995 ) 2996,
;
nine hundred and ninety-three, twenty-nine hundred and ninety-four,
twenty-nine hundred
repealed.
twenty-nine hundred and ninety- repealed.
and ninety-five,
ninety-five, twenty-nine
hundred and
twenty-nine
twenty-nine hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven of the Revised Statutes
six, and twenty-nine
be, and the same are hereby, repealed.
S
EC. 9. That no merchandise shall be shipped under the provisions
SEC.
merchandise shall have
been landed ten days from
havebeen
of this
this act after such merchandise
merchandise not entered
entered within such time
the importing vessel, and merchandise
warehouse by the collector as unclaimed, and
shall be sent to aa bonded warehouse
held until regularly
regularly entered and appraised.
SEC. 10.
eighty-one of
the ReSEC.
10. That section twenty-nine
twenty-nine hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one
of the
Re- R. S.
S.2981.
Amended.
whenever the Amended.
vised Statutes be amended so as to read as follows: That whenever
proper officer of the customs shall be duly notified in writing of the ex
istence
merchandise
istence of
of a
a lien for freight upon imported goods, wares or merchandise
in his custody, he shall, before delivering such goods, wares, or merchandise to the importer, owner, or consignee
consignee thereof, give seasonable
seasonable notice
Lieu for
to
the party
freight
for freight
the possession
possession by the offi- Lien
lien; and the
claiming the lien;
or parties
parties claiming
to the
party or
imported goods.
goods.
on imported
cers of customs shall not affect
affect the discharge of such lien, under such on
regulations
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe; and such offimerchandise from any public or
cer may refuse
refuse the delivery
delivery of such merchandise
bonded
warehouse or
or other
which the
same shall
shall be
be deposited,
deposited,
the same
other place
place in
in which
bonded warehouse
until
proof to his satisfaction
produced that the freight thereon
shall be
be produced
satisfaction shall
until proof
has
or secure
secured;;but the rights of the United States shall not
has been paid or
be
nor shall the United States or its officers be in
thereby, nor
be prejudiced
prejudiced thereby,
any
consequent upon such refusal to deliver.
liable for losses consequent
any manner
manner liable
If
a lien regarding which notice has been
If merchandise
merchandise so subject to a
tiled,
United States
States and sold, the freight due
the United
be forfeited
forfeited to the
filed, shall be
thereon
proceeds of such sale in the same manfrom the proceeds
shall be paid from
thereon shall
ner as
as other
other charges
charges and
law to
to be
be paid thereby law
authorized by
expenses authorized
and expenses
ner
from are paid.
from
a a
T
To take effect
S
EC. 11.
That this
this act
act shall
shall take
take effect
effect and
be. in
after
tke effect
To
after from
in force
force ffrom androm
and be
11. That
SEC.
and after let
the first
first day
day of
Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty.
the
of July,
July, anno
anno Domini
eighty.
July, 1880.
June 10, 1880.
Approved, June

CHAP.
to establish
and circuit
circuit court
court at
Tenat Chattanooga
Chattanooga Tena district
district and
establish a
act to
203.-An act
CHAP. 203.—An
nessee, and
and to
to add
county of
of Grundy
district of
Tennessee.
of Tennessee.
eastern district
to the
the eastern
Grundy to
the county
add the
nessee,

June 11,
11, 1880.
1880.
June

Be it
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Ti. S. courts, Tenand House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be
it enacted
States
of America
assembled, That
That the
the county
county of
of Grundy
Grundy here. s. courts, Tonhere- nessee.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
tofore
composing a
the middle
of Tennessee
Tennessee be
be transtrans- nesseemiddle district
district of
of the
a part
part of
tofore composing
ferred to,
form a
a part
of, the
the eastern
eastern district
district of
of TenTenpart of,
henceforth form
to, and
and henceforth
ferred
nessee.
Term at ChatSEC. 2.
2. A
term of
of the
court and
and of
of the
the district
the Term
for the
court for
district court
circuit court
the circuit
A term
SEC.
tanooga. at Chateastern
of Tennessee
Tennessee shall
shall be
be held
held at
at Chattanooga
said state
state tanooga.
in said
Chattanooga in
district of
eastern district
in each
year on
on the
first Mondays
of April
April and
the paspasafter the
October, after
and October,
Mondays of
the first
in
each year
sage of this act.
Northern
and
SEC. 3.
Said eastern
eastern district
shall be
is divided
divided into
two southern
and
Northerndivisions
into two
and hereby
hereby is
be and
district shall
3. Said
SEC.
divisions,
to
be
known
as
the
Northern
and
Southern
divisions
of
the
eastern
disdivisions, to be known as the Northern and Southern divisions of the of
so thern
divisions
eastern
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, the
southern division
division shall
shall consist
of the
the tricts.
tricts.
consist of
the southern
district of
eastern district
following
counties, to
wit, Hamilton,
Hamilton, James,
James, Polk,
Bradley,
McMinn, Bradley,
Polk, McMinn,
to wit,
following counties,
Meigs,
Marion, Sequatchie,
Bledsoe, Grundy,
Grundy, and
and Cumberland,
Cumberland,
Sequatchie, Bledsoe,
Rhea, Marion,
Meigs, Rhea,
and the
division shall
the remaining
remaining counties
said
in said
counties in
of the
consist of
shall consist
the northern
northern division
and
district.
But no
clerk or
shall be appointed
appointed in said
marshal shall
or marshal
additional clerk
no additional
district. But
district.
Clerks, marshal,
district.
marshal,
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That the
the clerks
of the
the district
district and
and circuit
circuit courts
courts for
the easteast- and
attord districtarstt-h
for the
clerks of
SEC.
ern
district
of
Tennessee,
and
the
marshal
and
district
attorney
for
said
ney.
ern district of Tennessee, and the marshal and district attorney for said
Duties, office,
district,
perform the
the duties
duties appertaining
to their
their offices
respectively Duties,
office,
offices respectively
appertaining to
shall perform
district, shall
&c.
for
said
courts.
And
the
said
clerks
and
marshals
shall
each
appoint
a
a
&c.
appoint
each
for said courts. And the said clerks and marshals shall
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keep their
in the
the city
of Chattanooga,
deputy to reside and
and keep
their offices
offices in
city of
Chattanooga, and
and
absence of
principals, do
do and
and perform
perform all
duwho shall,
shall, in the absence
of their principals,
all the
the duappertaining to their
ties appertaining
their offices
offices respectively.
respectively.
Suits.
SEC.
5. All suits not of a
S
EC. 15.
a local nature in the
the circuit and district
district courts
defendant, inhabitant
inhabitant of
of said
state, must
must be
be brought
in
against aasingle defendant,
said state,
brought in
the division of the district where he resides; but
two or
or more
but if there
there are
are two
more
defendants residing in
different divisions
district, such
may
in different
divisions of
of the
the district,
such suits
suits may
be brought in either division. All
shall be
be
All issues
issues of fact
fact in said.
said suits
suits shall
tried at a
a term of the court held in the division
division where
the suit
so
where the
suit is
is so
brought.
of- SEC.
Crimes and ofprosecutions for crimes
SEC. 6. All prosecutions
crimes or offences hereafter
hereafter committed in
in
fenses.
either of the sub-divisions shall be cognizable
cognizable within such division;
division; and
and
all prosecutions
prosecutions for crimes, or offences
offences heretofore
heretofore committed within
within said
said
county taken
taken as aforesaid from the middle district or committed in
the
in the
eastern district as hitherto constituted,
commenced and proconstituted, shall be
be commenced
proceeded
ceeded with as if this act had not been passed.
Jurors.
Jurors.
SEC.
S
EC. 7.
7. All grand
grand and petit jurors summoned for service in each divisProcess.
Process.
ion shall be residents of such division. All megne
mesne and final process subject to the provisions
provisions hereinbefore
hereinbefore contained,
in either
said
contained, issued
issued in
either of
of said
divisions may be served and executed in either or both of the divisions.
Removal of suits.
sui ts.
Removalof
SEC.
S
EC. 8. In all cases of removal of suits from the courts of the State of
Tennessee to the courts of the United
United States in the
the eastern
district of
eastern district
of
Tennessee such removal shall be to the United States courts in
diin the division in which the county
county is situated from
removal is
is made;
made;
from which the
the removal
and the time
time within which the removal
removal shall be perfected
perfected in so far as it
it
refers to or is regulated by the terms of the United States
States courts, shall
shall
be deemed to refer to the terms of the United
States courts
in such
such didiUnited States
courts in
vision.
vision.
Building
to be
Building to
be
SEC.
S
EC. 9. That each of said courts shall be held in a
abuilding
building to be proprovided by
by State
provided
State vidcd
for
that
purpose
by
the
municipal
vided
State
or
municipal
authorities
and without
without
or municipal auexpense to
to the
United States.
States.
thorities.
expense
the United
Rep
iR
e p cal
eal provisprovis- S
SEC.
This act shall be in force from and after the first day of July
EC. 10. This
ions.
anno Domini eighteen hundred
amino
hundred and eighty; and all acts and parts of
of
acts inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
herewith are
are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
Approved, June 11, 1880.
Juno 11, 1880.
June
1880.

CHAP. 204.-An
204.—Au

the City
City National
act authorizing
authorizing the
National Bank,
Bank, of
Manchester, New
New HampHampof Manchester,
shire, to
to change
change its
its name.
name.

Proviso.
Proviso.

enacted by the
the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of the
the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the name of the City
National
in Manchester,
in the
the county
Hillsborough,
iollal
t
Bank, located
located in
Manchester, in
county of
of Hillsborough,
l
and
of New Hampshire,
and,State
8tate of'
Hampshire, shall be
Merchants' NationNationbe changed
changed to the Merchants'
al Bank,
Banlk, of Manchester,
Manchester, whenever
whenever the board of directors of said bank shall
accept the new name by resolution of the board, and cause aacopy of said
said
resolution,
authenticated, to be filed with the Comptroller
resolution, duly authenticated,
Comptroller of the
the
Currency: Provided,
Provided, That such acceptance
acceptance be
made within
six months
months
Currency:
be made
within six
after the passage of this act; and that all expense
expense incident to
to such
such
change, including
including engraving, shall be borne and paid by said bank.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That all debts, demands, liabilities,
liabilities, rights, privileges, and
and
powers of the City National Bank, of Manchester,
shall
Manchester, New Hampshire,
Hampshire, shall
devolve upon and inure to the Merchants'
Merchants' National
Bank, of
Manchester,
National Bank,
of Manchester,
New Hampshire,
Hampshire, whenever
whenever such change of name
name is
is effected.
Approved, June 11, 1880.
Approved,

June 11, 1880.
1880.
June

act authorizing
authorizing the
the President
of the
nominate DocCHAP. 205.—An
205.-An act
President of
the United
United States
States to
to nominate
Doctors Thomas Owens and William Martin, assistant
assistant surgeons
surgeons United
United States
Navy.
States Navy.

Ci
ty Aational
Diational
Ci ty
Bank of ManchestnnkN
of
Mauhe8ster, N. II.
change of its
Change
name.

Be it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the Unit(
Unitedd
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the President be and he is
States
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*VORTYhereby authorized
authorized to nominate to the Senate Doctors Thomas
Thomas Owens
hereby
United States Navy,
William Martin, late acting assistant surgeons and William
for appointment
appointment as assistant surgeons on the active list, not in the line
accordance with
recommendation of the medical
medical
with the
the recommendation
of promotion,
promotion, in
in accordance
Provided, That
examining board
Department: Provided,
board now on file in the Navy Department:
examining
they shall pass the customary examinationinto
examination into their mental, professional
professional
appointment.
physical fitness for the appointment.
and physical
Approved,
Approved, June 11, 1880.
CHAP. 206.-An
206. — An act making appropriations
appropriations for the service of the Post-Office
Post-Office DepartCHAP.
ment for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
and for other purposes.

Thomas
Doctors Thomas
Doctors
and WiliWillOwens and

Owens
i

am Martin,
late
Martin, late
iam
acting assistant
8nrrgecos
su
geons in the

Navy.
Promotions.
Proviao,
Proiso.

1, 1880
June 11,
June
1880.

United
Be
Senate and House of Bepresentatives
_Representatives of the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Appropriations
assembled, That the following sums be,
in Congress
States of America in
Congress assembled,
be and Appropriations
the
same are
hereby, appropriated
appropriated for
service of the Post-Office De- for service Postfor the service
are hereby,
the same
partment
Office Department.
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and OfficeDepartment.
June thirtieth,
year ending June
the year
for the
partment for
eighty-one,
Treasury arising from the revenues
of any money in the Treasury
out of
eighty-one, out
eighteen 1836, ch. 270,
of said
said department,
department, in
conformity to the act of July second, eighteen
in conformity
of
Stat.,
5, 81.
Stat., 5,
hundred and
and thirty-six,
thirty-six, as follows:
follows:
hundred
OFFICE OF
THE POSTMASTER-GENERIL.—For
depredations and Items.
POSTMASTER-GrENEIAL.-For mail depredations
OF THE
OFFICE
post-office inspectors,
necessary for fees to United
inspectors, including amounts necessary
post-office
thousand dollars.
States
attorneys one hundred
hundred and fifty thousand
and attorneys,
marshals and
States marshals
expended
And not
exceeding five
five thousand dollars of this amount may be expended
not exceeding
And
marshals, clerks of courts, and counfees to United States attorneys, marshals,
for fees
Post-Office Desel necessarily
employed by post office inspectors of the Post-Office
necessarily employed
sel
Attorney-General; and the superpartment, subject
subject to approval by the Attorney-General;
partment,
railway mail service and the chief of post-office inspectors
inspectors
intendent of railway
shall be
be paid their actual
expenses while traveling on the business of the
actual expenses
shall
R. S., 4017,
department;
seventeen of the Revised
Revised R.S.,
thousand and seventeen
section four thousand
and section
department; and
Amended.
"special Amended.
Statutes is
amended as
as to insert in lieu of the words "special
so amended
hereby so
is hereby
Statutes
agents"
"agents", wherever
wherever they occur in said section,
the word "agents",
and the
agents" and
"post-office inspectors".
the words "post-office
Proviso.
For
advertising, thirty-five
Provided, That the Post- Proviso.
dollars: Provided,
thousand dollars:
thirty-five thousand
For advertising,
Ad v
vertisement
ertisement
master-General
cause advertisements
advertisements of all general
mail-lettings Ad
general mail-lettings
shall cause
master-General shall
mail-lettings.
of mail-lettings.
of each
State and
Territory to
be conspicuously
conspicuously posted up in each post- of
to be
and Territory
of
each State
office
and Territory
Territory embraced
advertisements for at
embraced in said advertisements
State and
the State
in the
office in
least
days before
of such
such general
letting; and no other
general letting;
time of
the time
before the
sixty days
least sixty
advertisement
such letting
letting shall
shall be
required; but
but this provision shall
be required;
of such
advertisement of
not
apply to any other
other than general mail-lettings.
not apply
maps.
For
preparation and
publication of
maps, including
including revision
revision Post-route
Post-route maps.
of post-route
post-route maps,
and publication
For preparation
of
former editions,
maps, diagrams,
diagrams, and other information,
information, forty-two
and maps,
editions, and
of former
thousand
dollars; and
and the
may authorize
authorize the pubpubPostmaster-General may
the Postmaster-General
thousand dollars;
lication
sale of
of said
said maps
individuals at
at the
the cost
cost thereof,
thereof, the
to individuals
maps to
and sale
lication and
proceeds of
said sales
to be
further appropriation
appropriation for said
a further
as a
applied as
be applied
sales to
of said
proceeds
purpose.
purpose.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
For
items in
in the
office of
Postmaster-General, one items.
of the
the Postmaster-General,
the office
miscellaneous items
For miscellaneous
istems
thousand
five
hundred
dollars.
thousand five hundred dollars.
Postmasters.
OFFICE OF
THE FIST
FIRST ASSISTANT
GENERAL.—FOr
POSTMASTER GENEAL.-For
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OF THE
OFFICE

compensation to
to postmasters,
postmasters, seven
seven million
million five hundred
thousand dolhundred thousand
compensation
lars.
For compensation
compensation to
to clerks
post-offices, three
million six
six hundred
hundred
three million
in post-offices,
clerks in
For
and fifty
thousand dollars.
and
fifty thousand
dollars.
For payment
payment to
to letter-carriers,
hundred thousand
thousand
five hundred
million five
two million
letter-carriers, two
For
dollars.
dollars.

Postmasters.

Clerks.
Cler

Letter-rie
Letter-carriers.
etteraer
Wrapping-paper.

r
For wrapping-paper,
wrapping-paper, twenty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty thousand
For
Twine.
For wrapping-twine,
fifty-five thousand
dollars, of
of which
which sum five Twine.
thousand dollars,
wrapping-twine, fifty-five
For
thousand dollars
dollars shall
available on the passage of this act.
be available
shall be
thousand
Stamps.
For marking
marking and
stamps, thirteen
five hundred
dol- Stamps.
hundred dolthousand five
thirteen thousand
rating stamps,
and rating
For
lars.
Canceling and
For the
of card-canceling
and post-marking
machines, six
and
Canceling
six marking
post-marking machines,
card-canceling and
purchase of
the purchase
For
machines.
thousand
dollars; and
the proper
the Post-Office
Post-Office Department
Department markingmahi
of the
officers of
proper officers
and the
thousand dollars;
xx--12
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purchase such machines as in their
their judgment
judgment may
the
may purchase
may best
best answer
answer the
purpose. But
machine shall
But no patented
patented machine
shall be
be so
so purchased
purchased until
until the
the
proper officers
officers shall have fully secured and
and protected
protected the
government
the government
and its officers
officers against the payment
payment of
than
of royalty
royalty thereon
thereon otherwise
otherwise than
in the contract
contract for its use, and against
of any
against all
all suits
suits for infringement
infringement of
any
alleged
patent for
for similar
machines.
alleged
patent
similar
machines.
Balances,
For letter-balances,
letter-balances, test
test weights,
weights, and
scales, eight
eight thousand
dollars.
B
eiht1 Onand
an
For
and scales,
thousand dollars.
weights,
hundred and
and twenty-five
cales.
For rent, light, and
and fuel, four hundred
twenty-five thousand
thousand dol.
cicalas.
dol
Rent.
Rent.
lars.
Office
furniture.
Office furniture.
For office
office furniture, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Stationery.
For stationery,
stationery, fifty thousand dollars.
dollars.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and incidental
incidental items,
items 'eighty-five
eighty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Second Assistant
Assistant
Second
OF THE
THE SECOND
OFFICE OF
SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL.-For
POSTMASTER-GENERAL—For
P.
M. General.
General.
P. M.
inland mail transportation, namely:
transportation on railroad
namely: For transportation
railroad
Tr ansportatiou
8
routes,
million six
thousand dollars,
dollars, of
which
of mlrails
pota
routes, nine
nine million
six hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five
sixty-five thousand
of which
mails.
sum three hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars may
may be
the PostPostbe used
used by
by the
master-General
master-General to maintain and secure
secure from railroads necessary
necessary and
and
special facilities for the postal service for the fiscal year ending June
June
Pvoviso.
Pvoviso.
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-one: Provided,
thirtieth,
Provided, That in
in case any
any
company fail or refise
railroad company
refuse to provide railway
railway post-office cars when
when
required by the Post Office Department
Department said company
its pay
pay
company shall have its
8., 4002.
R. S.,
4002.
reduced ten per centum
centum on the rates fixed in section four thousand and
two of the Revised Statutes as amended
amended by act
act of July twelfth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and seventy-six
seventy-six, entitled "An
"An act making appropriations
appropriations for
for
Post-Office Department
the service
service of the Post-Office
Department for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
1876,
1876, ch.
179,
ch. 179,
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, and for other purposes",
thirtieth,
purposes",
Stat., 19,
19, 78.
Stat.,
78.
and
as
further
amended
by
the
act
of
June
seventeenth,
seventeenth,
eighteen
hun1878,
1878, ch.
'259,
ch. 259,
dred
seventy-eight, entitled
entitled "An
"An act
act making
appropriations for
for the
Stat.' 20'140'
dred and
and seventy-eight,
making appropriations
the
Stat.,
20, 140.
1879,
ch. 45,
45,
Post.Office Department
Department for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June
1879, ch.
service of the
the PostOffice
1st sees.
1st
sess. acts,
acts, 40.
40. thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and
purposes";
and for
for other
other purposes";
and section five of the act entitled
entitled "An act making appropriations
appropriations for
for
the service of the Post-Office
Post-Office Department for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June
1879, eh.
1879,
ch.20, 180,
180,
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, and for other purposes", apapStat., 20,
Stat.,
358.
358.
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, be,
the
So.t 5repealed
proved March
March third,
be, and
and the
Sec.
repealed. proved
repealed.
same is
is hereby, repealed.
Items.
Items.
For inland transportation
transportation by steamboat
steamboat routes, nine hundred
hundred thousand
dollars.
For inland transportation
transportation by star routes, seven
seven million three hundred
hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars.
For transportation
transportation by postal cars, one million three hundred and
and
sixty-six thousand dollars.
For compensation
compensation to railway post-office
post-office clerks, one million four hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
For route-agents,
route-agents, one million two hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand
dollars.
For mail-route messengers, two hundred thousand dollars.
For local agents, one hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five thousand dollars.
For mail-messengers,
mail-messengers, seven hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Proviso.
Provo.
For mail locks and keys, one hundred thousand
thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided,
Proposals for
Proposals
for That the proposals for contracts for furnishing said mail-locks and keys
keys
mail-locks
mail-locks and
and shall
re-advertised for.
shall be
be re-advertised
keys.
y.
For mail-bags
mail-bags and mail-bag catchers,
catchers one hundred and eighty-five
eighty-five
thousand dollars.
Third
Assistant
Third Assistant
OFFICE
OF THE
OFFICE OF
THE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL.-For
POSTMASTER-GENERAL.—For
P. M. General.
P.M.
General.
manufacture of adhesive
manufacture
adhesive postage-stamps,
postage-stamps, of official stamps, and of newsItems.
paper
paper and periodical
periodical stamps,
ninety-seven thousand
thousand dollars.
stamps, ninety-seven
dollars.
payoof agent and assistants
For pay4of
assistants to distribute stamps, and expenses
expenses of
of
the agency, eight thousand one hundred dollars.
manufacture of stamped envelopes and newspaper-wrappers,
For manufacture
newspaper-wrappers, four
hundred
hundred and forty-four
forty-four thousand
thousand and twenty dollars.
dollars.
For pay of agent and assistants to distribute stamped envelopes and
newspaper-wrappers,
newspaper-wrappers, and expenses
expenses of agency,
agency, sixteen thousand dollars.
dollars,
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For manufacture
manufacture of postal cards, two hundred and thirty-seven thouFor
to
sand
hereafter authorized to
Postmaster-General is hereafter
dollars. And the Postmaster-General
sand dollars.
furnish
postage-stamps imto the public, postal cards with postage-stamps
and issue to
furnish and
exchanged with foreign
pressed
upon them,
circulation in the mails exchanged
for circulation
them, for
pressed upon
Convention
countries
under theprovisions
the provisions of
Universal Postal Union Convention
of the Universal
countries under
charge 1878. Convenof
June first,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, at a
apostage charge
first, eighteen
of June
tion.
of
two cents
cents each,
manufacture.
cost of their manufacture.
including the cost
each, including
of two
Stat., 20, 734.
For
assistants to distribute postal cards, and ex- Stat., 20 734.
agent and assistants
of agent
For pay of
penses
of agency,
seven thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
agency, seven
penses of
For
registered-package envelopes,
envelopes, locks and seals, and for office enFor registered-package
velopes,
and for
envelopes, one hundred and twenty thousand
thousand
dead-letter envelopes,
for dead-letter
velopes, and
dollars.
dolFor
way letters, four thousand five hundred dolsteamboat, and way
ship, steamboat,
For ship,
lars.
For
warrants, one thouprinting, and binding drafts and warrants,
engraving, printing,
For engraving,
five hundred dollars.
sand five
OFFICE OF
SUPERINTENDENT OF
MAILS. — For transportasuuperintendent
perintendent
FOREIGN MAILS.-For
OF FOREIGN
OF SUPERINTENDENT
OFFICE
tion of
of foreign
foreign mails,
mails two
two hundred
and twenty
twenty five
foreign mails.
five thousand dollars: of foreign
hundred and
tion
Provided, That
Postmaster-General be authorized to remit in favor
favor
the Postmaster-General
That the
Provided,
of the
the colonies
colonies a
New Zealand and New South Wales so much of the
of New
of
he
cost of
the overland
Australian closed mails as he
the Australian
transportation of the
overland transportation
of the
cost
just.
may deem just.
Items.
For balances
balances due
forty-five thousand dollars, includ- Rome.
countries, forty-five
foreign countries,
due foreign
For
ing the
of the expenses of the International
portion of
States' portion
United States'
the United
ing
Bureau at
Berne, Switzerland,
Switzerland, under
under the provisions of the Universal
at Berne,
Bureau
Postal Union
Union Convention,
Convention concluded
concluded at
at Paris
France, June first,
first eight- t18.
t.
1878 ' ConvenCmvenParis, France,
Postal
on.
een hundred
Stat., 20, 734.
and seventy-eight.
seventy-eight.
een
hundred and
For ordinary
ordinary postage-stamps
postage-stamps to
to prepay postage on matter addressed to
For
Postal Union
Union countries
countries under article
article eight of the Universal Postal Union
Postal
Convention
thousand dollars.
one thousand
Convention, one
S
EC. 2.
if the
the revenue
revenue of
Post-Office Department shall be Revenues and
of the
the Post-Office
That if
2. That
SEC.
insufficient
to meet
meet the
the appropriations
appropriations made
by this act, then the sum deficiency.
made by
insufficient to
of
hundred and
and eighty-three
eighty-three thousand
thousand four
hundred
four hundred
eight hundred
million eight
three million
of three
and
dollars, or
or so
thereof as may be necessary, be and the
much thereof
so much
twenty dollars,
and twenty
same
is hereby,
paid out of any money in the Treasbe paid
to be
appropriated, to
hereby, appropriated,
same is
ury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in the revenue of
ury not
the
the year
year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
for the
Department for
Post-Office Department
the Post-Office
hundred
hundred and eighty-one.
Approved,
Approved, June 11, 1880.
7
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CHAP. 207.-An
207. — An act
name of
of the
of BufBufSutton, of
"Kate Sutton,
steam-yacht "Kate
the steam-yacht
the name
change the
to change
act to
CHAP.
falo",
"Loraine, of
Orchard".
Oak Orchard".
of Oak
of "Loraine,
that of
to that
fa]o ", to

1880.
14, 1880.
June 14,

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
•
United
of the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
by the
enacted by
Be
States of
assembled, That
name of
the steamsteam- Steam-yacht
steam-yacht
of the
the name
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
n of
yacht "Kate
"Kate Sutton
of Buffalo",
Buffalo", be
to that
"Loraine, of
of "Kate
Sutton
of
,Ie
Sutto
u
of "Loraine,
that of
changed to
be changed
Sutton of
yacht
Oak Orchard".
Buffalo."
Oak Orchard".
Approved,
14, 1880.
June 14,
Approved, June
CHAP. 208.—An
change the
the name
name of
the steam-yacht
steam-yacht "E.
R. Bryant",
Bryant", of
of
"E. R.
of the
to change
act to
208.-An act
CHAP.
Rochester
to "qummerland"
'Summerland"
Rochester to

June
14, 1880.
1880.
June 14,

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United
Representatives of the United
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be
States
of
in Congress
the name
of the
Steam yacht
steam- Steam-yacht
the steamname of
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
yacht "E. R. Bryant", of
county of
of Monroe,
Monroe, and
and State
State of
of "E.
R. Bryant."
Bryant.
E. R.
Rochester county
"E. R. Bryant", of Rochester,
yacht
New York,
York, be
be changed
changed to
of 'Summerland",
"Summerland", of
of Rochester,
Rochester, and
that of
to that
New
State of New York.
14,1880.
Approved,
1880.
Approved, June 14,
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CHAP. 209.-An
209.—An ad
"Mariath", of Rochester,
Rochester,
sloop-yacht "Mariah",
to change the name of the sloop-yacht
act to
CRAP.
New York,
to that
that of "Tourist".
"Toirist".
York, to
New
Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
of the
of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it

Sloop yaeht &Wes
of America
America in
assembled, That
the name
of the
the sloopsloQpname of
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
Sloop-yaocht

"Mariah."
"Mariah."

June
June

14,
1880.
14, 1880.

Sloop
-yacht
a ht
Sloop-y
America
America.

June

14, 1880.
1880.
14,

yacht
"Mariah", of Rochester, county of Monroe,
Monroe, and State of New
yacht "Mariah",
York,
of Rochester,
Rochester, and State of New
"Tourist", of
of "Tourist",
to that
that of
be changed
changed to
York, be
York.
Approved,
1880.
14, 1880.
June 14,
Approved, June
CHAP. 210.-An
210. —An act
authorizing the
the changing
changing the
yacht America.
America.
the sloop
sloop-yacht
the name of the
act authorizing
CHAP.
Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
Secretary of the Treas
Treas
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
of America
States of
owner of
authorized and directed
ury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to allow the Owner
the sloop-yacht
sloop-yacht America,
of American
license,
and license,
ownership and
American ownership
vessel of
America, aavessel
the
to change
and that
said vessel
vessel be
be hereafter
hereafter known as
4,s the
the
that said
name; and
her name;
change her
to
Kelpie.
Approved, June
1880.
14, 1880.
June 14,
Approved,

completion,
cgpstruction, repir,
appropriations for the construction,
CHAP. 211.-An
211.—Au act making appropriations
repair, completion,
for other purposes.
and
preservation of certain works on rivers and harbors, and 'for
and preservation
Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted

in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the following sums of
assembled, That
of America
America in
States of
Public works on States

paid-out of any money
money
money be, and are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, to be paid
money in
appropriated, to be expended,
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
expended, under the
Secretary of
of War,
War, for
repair, compleconstruction, repair,
for the
the construction,
the Secretary
of the
direction of
a direction
Harbors
Harbors inStates
tion, and
and preservation
preservation of
the public
public works
named:
hereinafter named:
works hereinafter
of the
ta tion,
ofrbor
of:
Improving
the gut
Bath, Maine:
Continuing improvement,
improvement,
Maine: Continuing
opposite Bath,
gut opposite
Maine.
Improving the
seven thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
seven
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Belfast,
Belfast, Maine:
operations, three
Maine: Continuing operations,
Improving
thousand dollars.
thousand
Improving Richmond
Richmond Island
Island Harbor,
Harbor, Maine:
operations,
Continuing operations,
Maine: Continuing
Improving
thousand dollars.
three thousand
For the
the completion
a Lubec
Lubec Channel,
Maine,)
Channel, Maine
improvement of
the improvement
of the
completion of
For
twenty thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty
imHamtppshie: Contining
New Hampshire.
Improving harbor at Portsmouth, New Hampshire:
Continuing imImproving
provement,
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
provement, twenty-five
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Burlington,
Continuing improvement,
Vermont: Continuing
Burlington, Vermont:
Vermont.
Improving
ten thousand dollars.
Continuing improvement,
Improving harbor at Swanton,
Vermont: Confirming
Swanton, Vermont:
Improving
two thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
CQjtinuing operaMassachusetts.
Massachusetts: Continuing
Improving
Massachusetts.
Improving harbor at Plymouth, Massachusetts:
tions,
dollars.
ten thousand dollars.
tions, ten
Massahusotts.: Maintenance
Improving harbor
harbor at Provincetown,
Maintenance and
Provincetown, Massachusetts:
Improving
annual repairs, five hundred dollars.
annual
Connecticut.
Continuing inproveImproving harbor at Bridgeport, Connecticut:
Connectient: Continning
improveConnecticut.
ment, ten
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
ment,
Improving
Harbor, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, fifty thousand dollars.
Nantucket Harbor,
Improving Nantucket
Improving
improvement 7
Connecticut: Continuing improvement,
Improving harbor at Milford, Connecticut:
five
dollars.,
five thousand dollars..
Improving
harbor at New
Connecticut: Continuing improveimpreveNew Haven, Connecticut:
Improving harbor
ment,
thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand
ment, fifteen
Improving
Norwalk, Connecticut:
Connecticut: Continuing
Centirming impFoyenent,
improvement,
harbor at Norwalk,
Improving harbor
five
appropriation as shall be
be
thousand dollars; and so much of said appropriation
five thousand
chanel six feet
t.e,channel
expended as to have the
necessary tlherefor
therefor shall be so expended
f'eet
deep
steamboat landing in said
attionodrwlk
INTpriNk and
4,nd
between the steamboat
low water between
deep at low
.
Long
Sound.
Island Sound.
Long Island
Connecticut: Continuing improveImproving harbor at Southport, Connecticut:
hundred dollars.
ment, two thousand five hundred

rivers and harbors.
Appropriations.
Appropriations.
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Harbors-Con.
Improving
Harbors
— Conat Buffalo, New York: Continuing improvement, tinued.
habor at
Improving harbor
tinued.
ninety
thousand
dollars.
ninety thousand
NewYorl
ImproVing
five N
OW 31°Ilr
at Charlotte, New York: Repair of piers, five
harbor at
Improving harbor
thousand
dollars.
thousand
improvement,
Improving
New York: Continuing improvement
Dunkirk, New
at Dunkirk,
harbor at
Improving harbor
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
Improving Echo
New Rochelle,
Rochelle, New
New York: Continuing
Continuing imiinHarbor, New
Echo Harbor,
Improving
provement, three
three thousand dollars.
provement,
Continuing
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Great
Great Sodus Bay, New York: Continuing
Improving
operations, three
three thousand dollars.
operations,
Continuing
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Little
Little Sodus Bay, New York: Continuing
Improving
operations, twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
operations,
Improving harbor
harbor at
aOak
Oak Orchard,
Orchard, New
New York: Continuing operations,
Improving
five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
River f
Cathance
Improving Catharine
ma
Cin
ateh
.ance River,
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
Maine, ten
River, Maine,
CathanCe River,
Improving
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Oswego, New York: Continuing improvement,
Improving
ninety
thousand
dollars.
ninety thousand
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Plattsburg,
dredging, one
New York: For dredging,
Plattsburg, New
Improving
dollars.
thousand
thousand
Improving harbor
York:
Jefferson, Long Island Sound, New York:
Port Jefferson,
at Port
harbor at
Improving
Continuing operations,
three thousand dollars.
operations, three
Continuing
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Pultneyville,
Pultneyville, New
York: Continuing
Continuing operations,
New York:
Improving

York.
New
New York.

three thousand dollars.
Erie
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Erie,
Erie Harbor,
Pennsylvania: Continuing improvement, Harbor,
Erie, Pennsylvania:
Improving
twenty-five thousand
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
twenty-five
Continu- Delaware
Constructing pier
in Delaware
Lewes, Delaware:
Delaware: ContinnDelaware pier.
pier.
Bay, near Lewes,
Delaware Bay,
pier in
Constructing
ing operations,
operations, ten thousand dollars.
ing
Piers of
of ice-harbor
ice-harbor at
at New
New Castle,
Castle, Delaware:
Delaware: Continuing operations,
Piers
three
dollars.
three thousand dollars.
a
ri s t i a a
C
Improving harbor
Wilmington, Delaware:
To dredge
veh
h
r. ristia
dredge the bar and Ri0
Delaware: To
at Wilmington,
harbor at
Improving
River.
as
survey
such
make
and
River,
Christiana
the
of
chann
el at the mouth
Christiana
and make such survey as
channel
may
necessary to
to determine
site of such works as may be necesthe site
determine the
be necessary
may be
sary
the permanent
permanent improvement
Continuing operasaid river: Continuing
of said
improvement of
for the
sary for
tions, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
tions,
Improving harbor
at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland:
Maryland: Continuing
operations, Maryland.
Maryland.
Continuing operations,
Improving harbor at
one
hundred thousand dollars.
one hundred
Improving Breton
Bay, Leonardtown,
Leonardtown, Maryland:
Maryland: Continuing improveBreton Bay
Improving
dollars.
ment,
three
dollars.
thousand
ment, three
CoImproving the
harbors and
and channels
at Washington
and Georgetown,
Georgetown, District
District of c
0Washington and
channels at
Improving the harbors
lumbia.
the
including
District
of
Columbia:
Continuing
the
improvements,
including
lumbia•
improvements,
the
Continuing
Columbia:
District of
removal
of rocks,
roeks, forty
forty thousand
thousand dollars.
removal of
Virginia.
Improving harbor
harbor , at
at Norfolk,
approaches: Continu- Virginia.
Norfolk, Virginia, and its approaches:
Improving
ing
improvement, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
ing improvement,
improvement,
Improving
harbor at Onancock,
Continuing improvement,
Onancock, Virginia: Continuing
Improving harbor
S
five
thousand dollars.
thousand
five
Improving
harbor at Charleston, South Carolina: Continuing improve- South
Carolina.
South Carolina
Improving harbor at Charleston, South Carolina: Continuing improvement,
one
hundred
and
seventy
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
thousand
seventy
and
hundred
one
ment,
Improving harbor at
Savannah and Savannah River, Georgia: Con- Georgia.
Improving harbor at Savannah and Savannah River, Georgia: Continning
dollars.
sixty-five thousand dollars.
improvement, sixty-five
tinuing improvement,
Improving harbor
Continuing improvement,
improvement,
Georgia: Continuing
Brunswick, Georgia:
at Brunswick,
Improving harbor at
. . .
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Florida.
dollars.
ten
Im proving harborat
Keys, Florida:
improvement, Florida.
Continuing improvement,
Florida: Continuing
Cedar Keys,
Improving harbor, at Cedar
fifteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
fifteen thousand
Improving harbor
Pensacola, Florida:
Continuing improvement,
improvement,
Florida: Continuing
at Pensacola,
Improving harbor at
forty
thousand
dollars.
Alabama.
thousand
forty
Im proving harbor at
Mobile, Alabama: Conti nuing improvement, Alabama.
Improving harbor at Mobile, Alabama: Continuing improvement,
sissippiive
one
hundred and
dollars.
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
and twenty-five
one hundred
Improving Mississippi
River
at and
near Vicksburg7
Vicksb urg,and
and protection
protection missPPiRiver
isskissbiiRiverg
and near
River at
Mississippi
Improving
of harbor at Vicksburg, Mississippi:
Mississippi: Continuing
twenty at Vicksburg.
improvement, twenty
Continuing improvement,

of harbor at Vicksburg,
thousand dollars.
thousand
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Improving harbor
harbor at
at New
Orleans, Louisiana:
improveContinuing improveLouisiana: Continuing
New Orleans,
Harbors—Con'd.
Improving
Harbors-Con'd.
Louisiana.
Lonisiana.
ment, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving outer
outer bar,
Galveston Harbor,
Continuing operaoperaTexas: Continuing
Harbor, Texas:
bar, Galveston
Texas.
Improving
Texas.
tions,
one hundred
hundred and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
seventy-five thousand
and seventy-five
tions, one
Improving
twenty
operations, twenty
Continuing operations,
Ohio: Continuing
at Ashtabula,
Ashtabula, Ohio:
Ohio.
harbor at
Improving harbor
Ohio.
thousand dollars.
Improving
at Black
Black River,
River, Ohio:
Continuing operations,
operations, one
one
Ohio: Continuing
harbor at
Improving harbor
thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
harbor at
Cleveland, Ohio:
one
improvement, one
Continuing improvement,
Ohio: Continuing
at Cleveland,
Improving harbor
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
hundred
Improving
Ohio: Continuing
Continuing operations,
thousix thouoperations, six
at Conneaut,
Conneaut, Ohio:
harbor at
Improving harbor
sand dollars.
Improving
harbor at
at Fairport,
Fairport, Ohio:
Continuhrg operations, three
Ohio: Continuing
Improving harbor
thousand dollars.
Improving harbor at Huron, Ohio: Continuing
Continuing operations, three thouImproving
sand
sand dollars.
Ice-harbor at
mouth of
of Muskingum
Muskingum River,
Ohio: Continuing
Continuing operaoperaRiver, Ohio:
at mouth
Ice-harbor
Ice-harbor,
MusIce-harbor, Muskingum River.
kingam
River.
thousand dollars.
tions fifty thousand
Improving harbor
harbor at
Clinton, Ohio: Continuing operations
operations five
five
Port Clinton,
at Port
Improving
thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
Continuing
Sandusky City, Ohio: Continuing
at Sandusky
harbor at
surveying harbor
and surveying
Improving and
operations,
hundred dollars.
operations, twelve thousand five hundred
Improving harbor
sixteen feet at Toledo, Ohio: Conof sixteen
depth of
to the depth
harbor to
Improving
tinuing operations,
operations, thirty
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
tinuing
Improving
Vermillion, Ohio: Continuing
Continuing operations,
operations, two
at Vermillion,
harbor at
Improving harbor
thousand dollars.
Improving
harbor at
at Michigan
Michigan City,
City, Indiana:
Indiana: Continuing
Continuing
outside harbor
Improving outside
Indiana.
expended in improvoperations, forty thousand dollars; to be used and expended
operations,
additional sum of fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
inner harbor, the additional
ing the inner
Improving
harbor
at
Calumet,
Illinois:
Continuing
improvement,
improvement,
Continuing
Illinois:
Calumet,
at
harbor
Improving
Illinois.
twenty
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
Improving outside harbor
harbor at Chicago, Illinois: Continuing
Continuing improveimproveImproving
breakwater,
ment,
commencement of construction of exterior
exterior breakwater,
including commencement
ment, including
forty-five thousand dollars.
one hundred and forty-five
Improving
River and
Harbor, Illinois:
Illinois: Continuing
Continuing improveimproveand Harbor,
Galena River
Improving Galena
Galena
River.
Galena Rivor.
ment, twelve thousand dollars.
Improving
Mississippi River
River at
Tennessee:
at Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee:
the Mississippi
and the
harbor and
MississippiRivei
Improving harbor
MississippiRivel
at
Continuing improvement,
thousand dollars.
improvement, fifteen thousand
at Memphis.
Memphis.
Continuing
Improving
and river
at Au
Au Sable,
Michigan: Continuing
Continuing
Sable, Michigan:
river at
harbor and
Improving harbor
Michigan.
Michigan.
operations, seven thousand dollars.
Improving
Improving harbor at Black Lake, Michigan: Continuing operations,
six thousand dollars.
Improving
Michigan: Continuing improvement,
Improving harbor at Charlevoix, Michigan:
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
Improving
harbor at
Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, seventy-five
thousand
seventy-five thousand
at Boston,
Improving harbor
Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
expended in the
dollars; of which sum thirty thousand dollars shall be expended
said
twenty-two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars at the mouth of
said harbor; twenty-two
Charles River
River in said harbor and up to Watertown;
Watertown seventeen
seventeen thousand
thousand
dollars in said harbor at mouth of Mystic River, and five
five hundred dollars
Nantasket Beach.
thousand dollars from said harbor
harbor to Nantasket
thousand
Improving
at Cheboygan,
Cheboygan, Michigan:
Michigan: Continuing
Continuing operations,
operations,
harbor at
Improving harbor
Michigan.
Michigan.
thousand dollars.
six thousand
Improving harbor at Grand Haven,
Haven, Michigan:
Michigan: Continuing operations,
thousand dollars.
fifty thousand
Harbor of refuge at Lake Huron: Continuing operations, seventythousand dollars.
five thousand
Michigan: Continuing operations,
harbor at
at Ludington,
Ludington, Michigan:
Improving harbor
eight
thousand dollars.
eight thousand
Improving
Manistee, Michigan: Continuing improvement,
Improving harbor at Manistee,
ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving harbor at Marquette, Michigan:
existing
Michigan: For repairs of existing
Improving
work, one thousand dollars.
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Improving
harbor at
at Monroe,
Monroe, Michigan:
Michigan: Continuing
Continuing operations
—ConHarbors-Con.
operations, two Harbors
Improving harbor
tinued.
thousand
dollars.tinned.
thousand dollars.
Michigan, five thousand dollars.
Improving 1VIanistique
Manistique Harbor, Michigan,
Improving
Improving
harbor at
Michigan: Continuing operations,
Muskegon, Michigan:
at Muskegon,
Improving harbor
hundred dollars.
seven thousand five hundred
Improving
Ontonagon, Michigan:
Michigan: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
at Ontonagon,
harbor at
Improving harbor
tifteen
dollars; of which sum two thousand dollars shall be
thousand dollars;
rifteen thousand
expended
dredging.
expended in dredging.
Improving
harbor at Pentwater, Michigan:
Michigan: Continuing
Continuing operations,
operations
Improving harbor
four
thousand dollars.
four thousand
Harbor
Portage Lake, Lake Michigan:
Michigan: Continuing operaHarbor of refuge at Portage
tions, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
tions,
including
Michigan, including
Improving
river and
and harbor at Saint Joseph, Michigan,
Improving river
channel leading
leading up
up to Benton
operations eight
Harbor: Continuing operations
Benton Harbor:
channel
thousand dollars.
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Saugatuck,
Saugatuck, Michigan:
improvement/
Continuing improvement,
Michigan: Continuing
Improving
thousand dollars.
dollars.
five thousand
Improving
at South
South Haven, Michigan:
Continuing improveMichigan: Continuing
harbor at
Improving harbor
ment, five thousand dollars.
ment,
Continuing operations,
Improving
Michigan: Continuing
White River, Michigan:
harbor at White
Improving harbor
five thousand dollars.
Improving
harbor at
Wisconsin: Continuing improvement,
improvement, Wisconsin.
Ahnapee, Wisconsin:
at Ahnapee,
Improving harbor
seven thousand dollars.
seven
Improving
harbor at
at Green
Green Bay,
Bay, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Continuing improveImproving harbor
ment, six
thousand dollars.
six thousand
ment,
Improving harbor
at Kenosha,
Kenosha, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
harbor at
Improving
five thousand
thousand dollars.
five
Improving harbor
harbor at
Manitowoc, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Continuing operations,
at Manitowoc,
Improving
.even thousand
thousand dollars.
,.even
Improving harbor
harbor a
a Menomonee,
Wisconsin: Continuing improveMenomonee, Wisconsin:
Improving
ment,
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
ment, ten
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Continuing
Continuing operations,
Improving
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
Improving harbor
Port Washington,
Wisconsin: Continuing imWashington, Wisconsin:
at Port
harbor at
Improving
provement,
thousand dollars.
provement, twenty thousand
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Racine
operations, six
Continuing operations,
Wisconsin: Continuing
Racine,) Wisconsin:
Improving
thousand dollars.
thousand
Improving harbor
at Sheboygan,
dredging,
and dredging,
Repairs and
Wisconsin: Repairs
Sheboygan, Wisconsin:
harbor at
Improving
seven
thousand dollars.
seven thousand
Improving Superior
Bay, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Dredging
Dredging for improvement of
Superior Bay,
Improving
natural
entrance,
and
for
repairing
existing
works, five thousand dollars.
existing
repairing
for
and
entrance,
natural
Harbor of
Wisconsin:
Sturgeon Bay Canal, Wisconsin:
of Sturgeon
entrance of
at entrance
refuge at
of refuge
Harbor
Continuing
improvement, ten thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That said
Continuing improvement,
which
sum
shall
not
be
expended
until
any
private
corporate
right
which
corporate
or
private
any
until
sum shall not be expended
may
to impose
impose charges
of said harbor
harbor shall have been
been
use of
the use
for the
charges for
exist to
may exist
War.
of
relinquished
in
manner
satisfactory
the
Secretary
Secretary
to
satisfactory
manner
in
relinquished
Improving
harbor at
Wisconsin: Continuing
improveContinuing improveRivers, Wisconsin:
Two Rivers,
at Two
Improving harbor
ment, twenty thousand dollars.
ment,
Improving Rush
Chute and
Burlington, Iowa:
Continuing
Iowa: Continuing
of Burlington,
harbor of
and harbor
Rush Chute
Improving
operations,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five thousand
operations, five
Improving harbor
Muscatine, Iowa:
the improvement,
improvement,
Continuing the
Iowa: Continuing
at Muscatine,
harbor at
Improving
seven
thousand five hundred dollars.
seven thousand
Minnesota: Continuing the
Improving harbor
harbor at Duluth, Minnesota:
the improveimproveImproving
ment,
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
ment, twenty-five
Improving harbor
at Grand
Grand Marais,
Continuing the imMinnesota: Continuing
Marais, Minnesota:
harbor at
Improving
provement,
ten
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
thousand
ten
provement,
Improving Kennebunk
Kennebunk River,
Maine: Continuing
operations, two
Continuing operations,
River, Maine:
Improving
I
housand
i housand

dollars.
dollars.
For improving
improving Exeter
River, in
in the
the State
State of
New Hampshire,
Hampshire, twenty
of New
Exeter River,
For
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Improving Otter Creek,
thoutwo thouimprovement, two
Continuing improvement,
Vermont: Continuing
Improving Otter Creek, Vermont:
sand
sand dollars.

ProvsO.
Proviso.

Ioa.
Iowa.

Minnesota.

Met

Rivers:
Rivers:
Kennebunk.
Kennebunk.
Exton

Exter.

Otter Creek.
O
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Rivers—Cont'd.
Rivers-Oont'd.
Merrimac.
Providence.

Connecticut.
Connecticut.
Housatonic.

Thaames.
Thames.

East River
East
River and
Hell Gate.
nell
East Chester
East
C lI e s t e r
Creek.
Hludson.
ituason.
Cohansey
Cohansey Creek.
Creek.
Elizabeth.
Manisquan.

Passaic.
Rahway.
Rahway.
Salem.
Shrewsbury.
Shrewsbury.
Wood b r i g e
Woodbridge
Creek.
South.

Allegheny.
Allegheny.
Schuylkill.

Delaware.
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Improving
Newburyport, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, fifty
Improving harbor at
at Newburyport,
fifty thousand-dolthousand dollars.
Improving Merrimac River, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: Continuing
Operations,
Continuing operations,
twelve thousand dollars.
twelve
Improving
Providence River
Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island:
Island:
Improving Providence
River and
and Narragansett
Continuing improvement
sixty thousand
dollars.
Continuing
improvement sixty
thousand dollars.
Improving
Bay, Rhode
Rhode Island:
Improving Little
Little Narragansett
Narragansett Bay,
Island: Continuing
Continuing imimprovement, five
provement,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Connecticut River, below Hartford, Connecticut: Continu
Improving Connecticut
Continu.
lug improvement, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
ing
Improvinc
Improving, Housatonic
Housatonic River,
River, Connecticut:
Connecticut: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
improvement,
two thousand dollars.
Constructing
breakwater at
Connecticut: Continuing opConstructing breakwater
at New
New Haven,
Haven, Connecticut:
thousand dollars.
erations, thirty thousand
Improving
Connecticut: Continuing improvement,
Improving Thames River, Connecticut:
improvement,
twenty-five thousand
dollars; of
which sum,
sum, two
five hundred
twenty-five
thousand dollars;
of which
two thousand
thousand five
hundred
dollars shall
expended in the
removal of rocks and
New
dollars
shall be
be expended
the removal
and sand
sand from
from New
London Harbor.
London
York: ConRemoving obstructions in East River
River and Hell Gate,
Gate, New
New York:
Conhundred thousand
tinning improvement, two hundred
thousand dollars.
Improving East
East Chester
Chester Creek,
York: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
Improving
Creek, New
New York:
improvement,
three thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Improving
Improving Hudson River, New York: Continuing operations, twenty
thousand dollars.
Improving Cohansey
Cohansey Creek,
New Jersey:
Jersey: Continuing
improvement,
Improving
Creek, New
Continuing improvement,
hundred dollars.
four thousand five hundred
Improving
Improving Elizabeth River
River, New Jersey: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
improvement,
seven thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
Improving Manisquan
Continuing improvement,
Manisquan River, New Jersey:
Jersey: Continuing
improvement,
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
dollars.
Improving Passaic
Improving
Passaic River above Newark, New Jersey: Continuing
Continuing improvement, two
provement,
two thousand
thousand dollars
Improving Rahway River, New Jersey:
Improving
Jersey: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
improvement, ten
thousand dollars.
Improving Salem River, New Jersey: Continuing
Continuing improvement, three
thousand dollars.
Improving Shrewsbury
Shrewsbury River,
River, New Jersey:
Jersey: Continuing improvement,
improvement,
thirty thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving
Continuing improvement,
Improving Woodbridge
Woodbridge Creek,
Creek, New
New Jersey:
Jersey: Continuing
improvement,
five thousand dollars.
dollars.
Middlesex County,
thousand
Improving South River, Middlesex
Connty, New Jersey, forty thousand
dollars.
Improving harbor at Frankfort, Michigan,
thousand dollars,
Michigan, five thousand
dollars, to
to
be expended in extending
extending piers or dredging, at discretion of Secretary
of War.
Improving navigation
navigation of Allegheney
Improving
Allegheney River from mouth of French
French
Creek
Creek to
to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: Continuing
Continuing operations,
operations, twenty
twenty thouthousand dollars.
Improving Schuylkill River, Pennsylvania:
improvement,
Improving
Pennsylvania: Continuing improvement,
forty thousand dollars.
Improving Delaware
Delaware River, below Bridesburg,
Pennsylvania: ConBridesburg, Pennsylvania:
Continuing improvement, eighty-five
which sam forty
eighty-five thousand dollars; of
of which
forty
thousand dollars shall be expended at or near Petty's
Petty's Island, between
said island and Philadelphia, and ten thousand dollars at or near Smith's
Philadelphia and Camden,
Camden, through
Island, between Philadelphia
through the sand-spit.
Improving
Improving Delaware
Delaware River, between
between Trenton,
Trenton, New Jersey,
Jersey, and Bridesburg, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: Continuing operations, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
Improving Delaware River at Schooner Ledge: Continuing improvement, forty
forty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving
Improving Delaware
Delaware River, near Cherry Island Flats: Continuing
improvement one hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars,
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Improving Mispillion
Mispillion Creek,
Creek, Delaware:
Delaware: Continuing
four
Continuing improvement
improvement,,four
Improving
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Improving Wicomico
Wicomico River,
River, Maryland,
Continuing
Salisbury: Continuing
below Salisbury:
Maryland, below
Improving
operations, five thousand dollars.
Improving
thousand dollars.
Maryland, five thousand
harbor at Annapolis, Maryland,
Improving harbor

flats in front
Dredging
channel in the Potomac River, through the liati8
Dredging aachannel
of
Virginia: Continuing
dolthousand dolthree thousand
Continuing operations, three
Vernon, Virginia:
Mount Vernon,
of Mount
lars.
Improving Appomattox
Appomattox River,
River, Virginia: Continuing improvement,
improvement,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
Blackwater River,
Continuing operations,
three
Improving Blackwater
River, Virginia:
Virginia: Continuing
operations, three
thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
Improving
Continuing operations,
operations,
Improving Chickahominy
Chickahominy River,
River, Virginia:
Virginia: Continuing
thousand dollars.
two thousand
Improving
Virginia: Continuing
seventyContinuing improvement, seventyRiver, Virginia:
James River,
Improving James
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
from mouth of Wilson, in Grayson County,
New River,
River, from
Improving New
Virginia,
to mouth
twenty-four thousand
thousand dollars;
of Greenbrier River, twenty-four
mouth of
Virginia, to
of which
sum twelve
expended in the continube expended
dollars shall be
thousand dollars
twelve thousand
of
which sum
thousand
of the work from the mouth of Greenbrier, up; seven thousand
ation of
dollars in the
prosecuted on the river
river
the continuation
continuation of the work formerly prosecuted
dollars
in
Wythe County,
thousand dollars between the lead mines in
and five thousand
County, and
in Wythe
Wythe County
County and
mouth of
of Wilson,
Wilson, in
Grayson County.
in Grayson
the mouth
and the
Wythe
Improving
Nev Jersey,
hundred thousand dolJersey, one hundred
River, New
Raritan River,
Improving Raritan
lars;
of which
expended in the
thousand dollars shall be expended
seventy thousand
sum seventy
which sum
lars; of
removal
of rocks
rocks at
sand-dock, and thirty thousand dollars
at Whitehead's
Whitehead's sand-dock,
removal of
for
shoals at the Middle Ground.
dredging the shoals
for dredging
Improving
mouth of
Virginia: Continuing operations,
Creek, Virginia:
of Nornoni
Nomoni Creek,
Improving mouth
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
North Landing
Virginia and
and North
North Carolina:
Carolina: ConRiver, Virginia
Landing River,
Improving North
tinuing
improvement, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
tinuing improvement,
Improving
improvement,
Continuing improvement,
Virginia: Continuing
River, Virginia:
Rappahannock River,
Improving Rappahannock
twenty-five thousand dollars.
twenty-five
Improving
Staunton River,
Continuing improvement,
improvement, seven
Virginia: Continuing
River, Virginia:
Improving Staunton
thousand five hundred dollars.
Improving Urbana
Urbana Creek,
Creek, Virginia:
Continuing improvement, two
Virginia: Continuing
Improving
thousand
five hundred dollars.
thousand five
Improving Great
Great Kanawha
River and
and operation
works, West Virof works,
operation of
Kanawha River
Improving
ginia: Continuing
thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred thousand
improvement, two hundred
Continuing improvement,
ginia:
Improving
Guyandotte River,
River, West
West Virginia:
improveContinuing improveVirginia: Continuing
Improving Guyandotte
ment,
ment, two thousand dollars.
Improving Cape
Cape Fear
River, North
improveContinuing improveCarolina: Continuing
North Carolina:
Fear River,
Improving
ment,
thousand dollars.
ment, seventy thousand
Continuing
Sound, Coanjok
Coanjok Bay,
Bay, and
Currituck Sound,
of Currituck
improvement of
Continuing improvement
North
twentyContinuing improvement, twentyNorth Carolina:
Carolina: Continuing
Bar, North
River Bar,
North River
five
thousand dollars.
five thousand
Improving French
River, North
Carolina: Continuing
Continuing improveimproveNorth Carolina:
Broad River,
French Broad
Improving
ment,
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ment, three
Improving Neuse
River, North
North Carolina,
Carolina from
mouth to the head
from its mouth
Neuse River,
Improving
of
navigation: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
forty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
improvement, forty-five
of navigation:
Improving
Pamlico and
and Tar
Rivers, North
Continuing operaCarolina: Continuing
North Carolina:
Tar Rivers,
ImprovingPamlico
tions,
thousand dollars.
tions, nine thousand
Improving
North Carolina:
Carolina: Continuing
improveContinuing improveRiver, North
Scuppernong River,
Improving Scuppernong
ment,
ment, one thousand dollars.
Improving Trent
Trent River,
Continuing improvement,
improvement, ten
ten
Carolina: Continuing
North Carolina:
River, North
Improving
thousand dollars.
thousand
Improving Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River,
River, Georgia:
improvement,
Continuing improvement,
Georgia: Continuing
Improving
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
Improving Coosa
Coosa River,
River, Georgia
and Alabama:
Alabama: Continuing
Continuing improveimproveGeorgia and
Improving
ment, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
ment,

Rivers—Cont'd.
Rivers-Cont'd.
MispillionCreek,
MispillionCreek,
Wicomico.
Annapolis --HarHarbor.
bor.
Potomac.
Potomac.

Appomattox.

Blackwater.
Chickahominy.

James.
New.

Raritan.
Raritan.

Nomoni Creek.
Creek.
Nomoni
North Landing.
Landing.
North
Rappahannock.
Rappahaunock.
Staunton.
Staunton.
Urbana Creek.
Creek.
Urbana
Great Ka ,m,wha.
Kanawha.
Great
Guyandotte.

Guyandotte.

Cape Fear.

Cape Fear.

Currit tick
k
Cu r r i t
Sound.
Sound.
North River Bar.
French Broad
Broad
French
River.

River.

Neuse.
Neuse.

Pamlico and
Tar
pamlico and Tar
Rivers.

Rivers.
Scuppernong.
scapperuong.
Trent.

Trent.

Chattahoochee.

Chattahoochee.

Coosa.

Coosa.
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Improving Flint
Flint River,
Georgia: Continuing
improvement, twenty
Continuing improvement,
River, Georgia:
Improving
thousand
thousand dollars; of which sum ten thousand dollars shall be expended
expended
Montezuma.
below Albany,
Albany, and
dollars between Albany and
and Montezuma.
thousand dollars
and ten thousand
below
Improving
River, Georgia:
Georgia: Continuing
seven
operations, seven
Continuing operations,
Oemulgee River,
Improving Ocmulgee
Ocmulgee.
thousand dollars.
thousand
Improving Oconee
Georgia: Continuing
Continuing operations,
operations, one
thouone thouRiver, Georgia:
Oconee River,
Oconee.
Improving
sand five hundred dollars.
Improving Oostenaula
Oostenaula and
and Coosawattee
Coosawattee Rivers, Georgia: Continuing
Continuing
Oostenaula and
Improving
Coosawattee.
operations,
operations, two thousand dollars.
Improving Apalachicola
Apalachicola River,
Florida: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
improvement,
River, Florida:
Improving
Apalachicola.
Apalachicola.
dollars.
two thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving Apalachicola
Apalachicola Bay, Florida, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving
Newton:
Improving Choctawhatchee
River, Florida
Florida and Alabamaup
Alabam anp to Newton:
ChoctawhatChoctawhatchee River,
Cho cta wh a t - Improving
elhoe.
Continuing operations,
operations, seven thousand dollars.
dollars.
Rivers—Cent'd.
Rivers-Cont'd.
Flint.
Flint.

Fernandina and Saint John's,
Improving
between Fernandina
passage between
inside passage
Improving inside
improvement, at
Continuing improvement,
Florida: Continuing
at such point as may be selected
selected by
the chief
chief engineer,
engineer, and approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of War, seven thousand dollars.
Improving Alabama
River, Alabama:
Continuing improvement,
improvement,
Alabama: Continuing
Alabama.
Alabama River,
Improving
twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Improving
Tombigbee Rivers, Alabama
Mississippi,
Alabama and Mississippi,
and Tombigbee
Warrior
Warrior and
Improving Warrior
rior and
War
Tombigbee.
forty-seven thousand
Tombigboe.
forty-seven
thousand dollars;
dollars; of which sum twenty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars
Warrior, twelve thousand dollars on the Tomexpended on the Warrior,
be expended
shall be
bigbee between
between Columbus
Columbus and
and Vienna,
on
Vienna, and fifteen thousand dollars on
bigbee
Vienna.
the Tombigbee
Tombigbee below Vienna.
Improving Tombigbee
Tombigbee River above Columbus, Mississippi: ContinuImproving
ing improvement, four thousand dollars.
Improving Big Sunflower
Sunflower River Mississippi: Continuing improvement,
improvement,
Improving
Big Sunflower.
eight thousand dollars.
Improving Coldwater
Mississippi: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
improvement,
Coldwater.
Coldwater River, Mississippi:
Improving
four thousand
thousand dollars.
improvement.
Improving Pascagoula
Pascagoula River, Mississippi: Continuing improvement.
Improving
Pascagoula.
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving Pearl
Pearl River,
Mississippi, from Jackson
Con
Carthage: Con
Jackson to Carthage:
River, Mississippi,
Improving
Pearl.
tinning
five hundred
hundred dollars.
tinuing improvement, seven thousand five
Improving Yazoo
Mississippi: Continuing
twelve
Continuing improvement, twelve
River, Mississippi:
Yazoo River,
Improving
Yazoo.
thousand
thousand dollars.
Bayou La
improvement,
Louisiana: Continuing improvement,
La Fourche, Louisiana:
Improving Bayou
Bayou
La
a Improving
Ba y o u L
Fourche.
Fourclhe.
five thousand dollars.
Removing
Louisiana: Continuing
Continuing operaRiver, Louisiana:
Red River,
from Red
obstructions from
Removing obstructions
Red River.
construction of snag-boat, sixty thousand dollars.
tions, including
including construction
Removing raft
raft in
River and
closing Tone's Bayou,
Louisiana:
Bayou, Louisiana:
and closing
Red River
in Red
Tone's
Removing
Bayou.
rone's Bayou.
Continuing operations,
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousanel
operations, twenty-five
Continuing
Improving
Tallahatehee River,
River, Mississippi:
Mississippi: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
improvement,
Tallaba tchec.
Improving Tallahatchee
c
Tallhijtlhe.
thousand dollars shall be
nine thousand dollars, of which sum four thousand
expended below Coldwater and five thousand dollars between the mouth
expended
of Coldwater
Coldwater and Batesville.
Improving Aransas
Rockport and Corpus Christi,
Aransas Pass
Pass and Bay, up to Rockport
Aransas
s s Improving
Arausas P
P aass
and Bay.
Texas:
thousand dollars.
Texas: Continuing improvement,
improvement, sixty-five
sixty-five thousand
thousand
Improving
Neches River,
Texas: Continuing operations,
operations, five thousand
River, Texas:
Improving Neches
Neches.
Nelches.
dollars.
Improving Pass Cavallo
Cavallo Inlet into
Texas: ContinuContinuMatagorda Bay, Texas:
into Matagorda
Pass Cavallo InImproving
let.
ing improvement, fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
improvement,
Improving ship-channel,
ship-channel, Galveston
Galveston Bay: Continuing improvement,
Improving
Galveston
Galveston Bay.
fifty thousand dollars.
Sheepsbead
Bay.
SheepsheadBay.
Improving
Improving Sheepshead Bay, New York, three thousand dollars.
Canarsie Bay.
Improving
Improving Canarsie Bay, New York, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Nottoway
Nottoway River. Improving
Improving Nottoway River, Virginia, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Rockland
Ha r- Improving
Rockland HarImproving Rockland Harbor, Maine, twenty thousand dollars.

Passage
between
Pasoagobetwoeen
Fernandina
a n d(d
Fernandiin a
John's.
Saint Joh's.

bor, Maine.
Flushing Bay.
Proviao.
Proiso.

Improving
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars: Pro.
ProImproving Flushing Bay, New
New York, fifteen
vided,
videcl, That in the judgment
judgment of the engineer
engineer in charge this expenditure
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Rivers-Cont'd.
can
be made
made without
property interests
interests on the
Rivers—Cont'd.
detriment to property
serious detriment
without serious
can be
Newtown side.
Improving Narrows
Narrows of
of Sabine
above Orange, Texas, and to Sabine River.
River, above
Sabine River,
Improving
deepen channel
at its
mouth: Continuing
Continuing improvement, five thousand
its mouth:
channel at
deepen
dollars.
Improving
Sabine Pass
Pass and
Buck Bar, Texas: Continuing im- Sabine Pass.
and Blue Buck
Improving Sabine
provement, fifty thousand dollars.
Improving Trinity
Trinity River,
Continuing operations, four thousand
thousand Trinity.
Trinity.
River, Texas: Continuing
Improving
dollars.
Arkansas.
IMproving Arkansas
Arkansas River
River between
Arkansas, and Wichita, Arkansas.
Fort Smith, Arkansas,
between Fort
Improving
Kansas: Continuing
Continuing the
thousand dollars.
the improvement, fifteen thousand
Kansas:
Le
F o u r ch e Le
Improving Fourche
Le Fevre
Fevre River,
Arkansas: Continuing improve- Fourche
River, Arkansas:
Fourche Le
Improving
Fvr
met ., four
four thousand
dollars.
Fevre.
thousand dollars.
met
improvement, L'Anguille.
Improving L'Anguille
L'Anguille River,
Continuing improvement,
Arkansas: Continuing
River, Arkansas:
Improving
two
thousand dollars.
two thousand
Louisiana: Continuing
Improving Ouachita
River Arkansas and Louisiana:
Continuing imim- Ouachita.
Ouachita.
Ouachita River,
Improving
provement,
provement, eight thousand dollars.
and Saint
White and
Improving
White and
Continuing White
Saint
Arkansas: Continuing
Francis Rivers, Arkansas:
Saint Francis
and Saint
Improving White
Francis.
improvement,
thousand dollars.
Francis.
twelve thousand
improvement, twelve
Improving
Tennessee, as follows: Cumberland.
Cumberland.
Nashville, Tennessee,
River, above Nashville,
Cumberland River,
Improving Cumberland
KenFrom
Nashville to
line, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars; from KenKentucky line,
to Kentucky
From Nahville
tucky line
line to
Shoals, ten thousand dollars; at Smith's Shoals,
Smith's Shoals,
to Smith's
tucky
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
twenty
Tennessee: ContinuImpro
ving Cumberland
Cumberland River, below Nashville, Tennessee:
Improving
ing improvement,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
improvement, twenty
ing
Improving
Hiawassee River,
Hiawassee.
Continuing operations, three Hiawassee.
Tennessee: Continuing
River, Tennessee:
Improving Hiawassee
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Tennessee.
Improving Tennessee
River, above
above Chattanooga:
Continuing the imChattanooga: Continuing
Tennessee River,
Improving
proveraent, ten
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
provement,
Improving
Chattanooga, including Muscle
River, below Chattanooga,
Tennessee River,
Improving Tennessee
Shoals,
Duck River
Shoal, and
and shoal at
Reynoldsburg: Continuing operaat Reynoldsburg:
River Shoal,
Shoals, Duck
tions,
hundred thousand dollars.
three hundred
tions, three
Improving Big
Big Sandy
Sandy River,
River, from
from Catlettsburg,
Catlettsburg, Kentucky, to head of Big Sandy.
Improving
navigation, fifty-five
thousanddollars
of which
sum fifty thousand dolwhich sum
dollars;;of
fifty-five thousand
navigation,
lars shall
shall be
be expended
in the
construction of works at Louisa, according
according
the construction
expended in
lars
to
of William
William E.
E. Merrill,
Merrill, major of Engineers, in his
recommendation of
the recommendation
to the
seventy-nine,
annual
report, dated
dai ed August
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
twelfth, eighteen
August twelfth,
annual report,
arid
five thousand
in the
upper river.
further improvement of the upper
the further
dollars in
thousand dollars
anid five
Improving Kentucky
Kentucky River
River from
its mouth
to Three
Three Forks:
KentuokyForks: Continu- Kentucky.
mouth to
from its
Improving
ing
operations, one
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
one hundred
ing operations,
Ohio.
Improving
the improvement,
improvement, two hundred
Continuing the
River: Continuing
Ohio River:
Improving Ohio
and
fifty
thousand
dollars;
of
which
sum
one
hundred
thousand
dollars
hundred
one
sum
which
of
and fifty thousand dollars;
shall be
expended on
on Davis
Davis Island
Island Dam,
Dam, and one hundred and fifty thoube expended
shall
ro0so.
sand
dollars
on
the
river
from
its
mouth
to its
Proviso.
Provided, That ten P'
head: Provided,
its head:
to
mouth
its
from
river
the
sand dollars on
thousand dollars
dollars of
of the
sum may,
discretion of the
in the discretion
may, in
last-named sum
the last-named
thousand
engineers, be
be expended
expended on
And provided
provided further,
further, That
Proviso.
That Provio.
Chute: And
Indiana Chute:
on Indiana
engineers,
of
twenty-five
thousand
dollars
of
the
sum
for
the
improvement
the
for
sum
the
of
twenty-five thousand dollars
Ohio
River shall
shall be
continuing the
improvement at Grand
the improvement
to continuing
applied to
be applied
Ohio River
Wabash
Chain
on
said
River.
Chain on said River.
Improving
Wabash River,
River, Indiana:
Indiana: Continuing
aa
improvement, twenty- Wabash.
Continuing improvement,
Improving Wabash
five
dollars.
five thousand dollars.
Improving
ten thouthouimprovement, ten
Continuing improvement,
Ohio: Continuing
River, Ohio:
Sandusky River,
Improving Sandusky

Sandusky.
Sandusky.

,and dollars.
band
Improving
White River,
Wabash River to Portersville, White.
from Wabash
Indiana, from
River, Indiana,
Improving White
and to
the falls
falls on
Continuing operations,
operations, twenty thousand
Fork: Continuing
West Fork:
on West
to the
aind
dollars.
Improving Illinois
improvement, one
hundred and Illinois.
one hundred
Continuing improvement,
River: Continuing
Illinois River:
Improving
ten
sum one
one hundred
dollars shall
shall
thousand dollars
hundred thousand
which sum
of which
dollars, of
thousand dollars,
ten thousand
be
expended
on
locks
and
dams
and
ten
thousand
dollars
dredging.
for
dollars
thousand
ten
and
dams
and
locks
on
be expended
Improving
Mississippi, Missouri,
Missouri, and
a
trt2ni
3
:
MisissdlAknRemoving Ivii,ssi
Rivers: Removing
Arkansas Rivers:
and Arkansas
Improving Mississippi,
thousand dollars; sas
snags wrecks,
hundred thousand
:ua,;1"
obstructions, two hundred
other obstructions,
and other
wrecks, and
snags,
of
one hundred
thousand dollars
dollars shall
shall be
on the
expended on
be expended
hundred thousand
sum one
which sum
of which
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River, sixty-five
thirtydollars on
on the
the Missouri, and thirtythousand dollars
Rivers—Cont'd. Mississippi
sixty-five thousand
Mississippi River,
Rivers-Cont'd.
five
dollars on
the Arkansas.
Arkansas.
on the
thousand dollars
five thousand
Improving
Mississippi River,
River, between
the mouths
mouths of
and
the Illinois
Illinois and
of the
Mississippi.
between the
Improving Mississippi
Mississippi.
Ohio Rivers:
hundred and
thoufifty thouand fifty
two hundred
improvement, two
Continuing improvement,
Rivers: Continuing
Ohio
sand dollars;
of which
twenty thousand
shall be
expended
be expended
dollars shall
thousand dollars
sum twenty
which sum
sand
dollars; of
at Kaskaskia
Kaskaskia Bend,
dollars may
may be
On
expended on
be expended
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars
and fifteen
Bend, and
at

Harbor
at Alton.
Alton. the harbor
Harbor at
harbor at Alton.
Cu
lyre.
Improving
Improving Cuivre
Cuivre River, from mouth to Chain of Rocks, and removCuivre.
ing
snags and
and obstructions,
two thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
obstructions, two
ing snags
Mississippi.
Improving
Mississippi.
Improving Mississippi River, above the Falls of Saint Anthony: Continuing
improvement, fifteen
thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand
tinuing improvement,
Improving
Saint Paul
to Des
Des Moines
Moines Rapids:
Rapids:
Paul to
from Saint
River, from
Mississippi River,
Improving Mississippi
ProProviso.
Continuing0.improvement,
Provo.
Continnin
improvement, one hundred and fifty thousand dollars: Provided,
That three
three thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars
dollars of
sum may,
in the
may, in
of said
said sum
five hundred
vided, That
discretion
of the
the Chief
Engineers, be
be expended
expended in closing
slough at
the slough
closing the
of Engineers,
Chief of
discretion of
furProviso.
Providedfurthe confluence
Proviso.
confluence of the Minnesota
Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers: Provided
ther, That
three thousand
thousand dollars
dollars of
used in
shall be used
foregoing sum shall
of the
the foregoing
ther,
That three
dredging
western channel at
Guttenberg, Iowa.
at or
or near
near Guttenberg,
the western
dredging the
Improving
Moines Rapids to mouth of
Des Moines
from Des
Mississippi River, from
Improving Mississippi
Illinois
River: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
improvement, one hundred thousand dollars.
Illinois River:
Improving
at Quincy,
Quincy, Illinois: Continuing improveRiver at
Mississippi River
Improving Mississippi
ment, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Removing
bar in
in the
River, opposite Dubuque, Iowa:
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
Removing bar
Continuing operations
thousand dollars.
seven thousand
operations seven
Continuing
Improving Rock
Rock Island
Mississippi River: Continuing imIsland Rapids, Mississippi
Improving
provement,
provement, eight thousand dollars.
twenty
improvement, twenty
Improving
Moines Rapids: Continuing improvement,
Improving Des Moines
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Opomting
Rapids: Continuing
Continuing operations
operations of
canal at
at Des
Des Moines
Moines Rapids:
Operating the canal
Opo;ating t
th
i ee Operating
canal atDesMoin es
canalatDesMoines
thousand dollars.
the canal,
canal, thirty thousand
Rapids.
Annual
expense
Annlal expense
Annual
expense of gauging the waters of the Mississippi River and
Annual expense
of
gauging the
the
of gauging
fall of the river
Continuing observations
observations of the rise and fall
tributaries: Continuing
its tributaries:
M
ississippi.
Mississippi.
Febliuary
and its
chief tributaries,
a Februm-y
tributaries, as required by joint resolution of
its chief
and
1871, Res.
Res. 40,
40,
1871,
Stat.,
598.
twenty-first,
eighteen hundred
seventy-one, five thousand dollars.
16, 598.
Stlt., 16,
and seventy-one,
hundred and
twenty-first, eighteen
Improving Upper
Upper Mississippi River: Operating
Operating snag-boat, eight thouImproving
Upper MississipMississipUpper
pi
operating sand dollars.
tInd operating
pi and
snag-boat.
sna:g-loat.
Improving the Osage River, Kansas and Missouri:
Missou _-: Continuing the
Improving
Osage
River.
Osage River.
improvement, thirty
thirty thousand dollars.
improvement,
Missouri.
Missouri.
Improving Missouri
Missouri River at Atchison,
Atchison, Kansas: Continuing opera
Improving
tions, twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
improvement,
Improving Missouri River at Cedar City: Continuing improvement,
Improving
fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
Improving Missouri River at Council Bluffs, Iowa, and at Omaha,
Improving
Nebraska: Continuing
thousand dollars.
Continuing operations, twenty thousand
Nebraska:
Improving Missouri River at Eastport, Iowa, and at Nebraska
Nebraska City,
Improving
Nebraska: Continuing
operations, fourteen thousand dollars.
Continuing operations,
Improving the Missouri River
River at Brownville, ten thousand dollars.
Improving
Improving the Missouri River at Plattsmouth, ten thousand dollars.
Improving
Improving
Continuing
Leavenworth: Continuing
Missouri River at or near Fort Leavenworth:
Improving Missouri
improvement,
thousand dollars.
improvement, eight thousand
Improving Missouri
Missouri River
River at and near Glasgow:
Glasgow: Continuing improveImproving
ment,
ment, twenty thousand dollars.
Improving Missouri River at and near Kansas
Kansas City: Continuing imImproving
provement,
provement, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars; which sum may be expended
expended
on either
either side of the river, in the discretion
discretion of the engineer.
Improving
Improving Missouri River at and near Saint Joseph:
Joseph: Continuing operations, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
Continuing operations,
Improving Missouri
Missouri River at Sioux City, Iowa: Continuing
eight
eight thousand dollars.
Improving Missouri River
River at Vermillion,
Vermillion, Dakota: Continuing the
improvement, ten thousand dollars.
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Rivers—Cont'd.
Rivers-Cont'd.
Improving
Yellowstone River:
Missouri River, above mouth of the Yellowstone
Improving Missouri
Continuing the improvement, twenty-five thousand dollars.
Improving
Michigan: Continuing operations,
operations, fifty thou- Detroit.
Improving Detroit River, Michigan:
sand dollars.
Saginaw.
Improving Saginaw
Saginaw River, Michigan: Continuing operations,
operations, fifteen
Improving
thousand dollars; of which sum ten thousand dollars shall be expended
thousand
for removal
lower end of the river and in deepening
deepening the
removal of bars at the lower
for
channel
mouth of
of the river out into the bay.
the mouth
from the
channel from
C lair
a i n t Clair
Improving Saint
Saint
Clair Flats, Michigan: Repairs of canal, two thou- S
Saint Clair
Improving
Fats.
sand
five
hundred
dollars.
Plats.
dollars.
hundred
sand five
Rive/
ChippewaRivec
Continuing the improveImproving
the Chippewa
Chippewa River, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Continuing
improve- Chippewa
Improving the
ment,
slim is appropriated subject to the
ment, ten thousand dollars; but this sum
same conditions
conditions and limitations imposed by section one of the act apsamne
181,
ch. 181,
1b79, ch.
proved
eighteen hundred
hundred and
awl seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, for the im- 1b79,
third, eighteen
March third,
proved March
Stat., '20, 372.
20,372.
Stat.,
Iiver.
Chippewa
provement
of
rivers
and
harbors,
to
said
Chippewa
River.
relating
harbors,
and
provement of rivers

imImproving
Fox and
Wisconsin Rivers, Wisconsin: Continuing
Continuing imand Wisconsin
Improving Fox

Pox and
Wisconand WisconFox

sin
provement, one hundred
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars; of which s
i
n Rivers.
ndvers '
hundred and twenty-five
provement,
sum fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars
shall be
continuing the improvein continuing
be expended
expended in
dollars shall
sum
continuing
seventy-five thousand dollars for continuing
ment of the Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, and seventy-five
ment
the improvement
of the
River; of which last sum three thousand
thousand
Fox River;
the Fox
improvement of
the
dollars
discretion of
engineers, be expended
expended at the mouth
of the engineers,
the discretion
in the
may, in
dollars may,
of Fond du Lac.
Red River of the
Improving
River of
the North,
North, Minnesota
Minnesota and Dakota: Continu- Red
of the
Red River
Improving Red
orth.
ing
thousand dollars. North.
twenty thousand
improvement, twenty
ing improvement,
Repairs and
and contingencies
public works
Anthony's
Anthony's Falls, Saint Anthony'
Saint Anthony's
works at Saint
of public
contingencies of
Repairs
Falls
Minnesota:
meet repairs
necessary, present and prospective,
prospective, ten Fa
ll s
.
repairs necessary,
To meet'
Minnesota: To
thousand dollars.
thousand
R e0
u P p o r Re
Improving
Upper Red
Red River,
Fulton to the head of Upper
from Fulton
Arkansas, from
River, Arkansas,
Improving Upper
ve
Ri r.
the raft:
River.
improvement, ten thousand dollars.
Continuing improvement,
raft: Continuing
the
Improving
Taylor's Falls: Continuing im- Saint Croix.
below Taylor's
River, below
Croix River,
Saint Croix
Improving Saint
provement, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars, of which sum three hundred dollars,
provement,
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
in the
engineers in charge may be
the engineers
opinion of the
the opinion
as in
or
necessary,
shall be
expended in
improvement of the slough
slough on the
the improvement
in the
be expended
necessary, shall
east side
side of
of said
said river,
known as the
the canal between Four-Mile Island
river, known
east
Boom
foot of the Saint Croix Boom.
an
d the foot
and
Lower
ClearLower ClearContinuing operations,
Improving
Clearwater River, Idaho:
operations, water.
Idaho: Continuing
Lower Clearwater
Improving Lower
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
five

Cascades of
of CoCoConstructing
around Cascades
Cascades of
River: Continuing Cascades
of Columbia River:
canal around
Constructing canal
lumbia.
luia.
operations,
one
hundred
thousand
dollars.
thousand
hundred
one
operations,
Upper Columbia
Columbia
Upper
Improving
Columbia River,
including Snake
Snake River: ContinuRiver, including
Upper Columbia
Improving Upper
and Snake.
an Sake.
ing improvement,
thousand dollars.
improvement, fifteen thousand
ing
Upper Willa•
Willa.
Upper
Improving
and Yanthill
Rivers: Continuing im- mette,
Yamhill Rivers:
Willamette and
Upper Willamette
Improving Upper
and Yamhill.
mttanYami.
provement, twelve
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twelve thousand
provement,
Lower WillaWill Lower
Improving Lower
Columbia Rivers, from
Portland, mette
from Portland,
and Columbia
Willamette and
Lower Willamette
Improving
and Columette
Columbia
the
of
mouth
the
at
Oregon,
to the
Columbia bia. and Columsea, including the bar
the sea,
Oregon, to
River:
improvement forty-five thousand dollars.
Continuing improvement
River: Continuing
Sacramento.
Improving
Sacramento River,
California: Continuing
Continuing improvement, Sacramento.
River, California:
Improving Sacramento
forty-five
thousand dollars.
forty-five thousand
Improving
harbor at
California: Continuing
Continuing improveimprove- Wil mington,
Wilmington, California:
at Wilmington,
Improving harbor
Ca, harbor.
ment, thirty-five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
thirty-five thousand
ment,
Examinations
and surveys
surveys of
of South
South Pass
River: To as- Surveys South
Mississippi River:
of Mississippi
Pass of
Examinations and
certain the
depth of
and width
of channel
channel secured
secured and
and maintained
maintained Pass, Mississippi.
width of
water and
of water
the depth
certain
from time
time to
to time
by James
James B.
the South
of the
Mississippi
the Mississippi
Pass of
South Pass
at the
Eads at
B. Eads
time by
from
River, and
and to
the Secretary
Secretary of
during the mainof War to report during
enable the
to enable
River,
tenance of
of the
the work,
work, twenty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty thousand
tenance
Improving
the channel
of Susquehanna
River above
and below
below Havre
Havre Susquehanna.
above and
Susquehanna River
channel of
Improving the
de
Grace, and
to complete
at the
Fishing Battery
Battery light-station
light-station
the Fishing
work at
the work
complete the
and to
de Grace,
near
Spesutia Island,
twenty-eight thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Island, twenty-eight
near Spesutia
Improving and
operating Saint
River and
Mary's l•Ii alls
alls Saint Mary's
Saint Mary's
and Saint
Mary's River
Saint Mary's
and operating
Improving
and Canal.of
Canal, two
two hundred
Secretary of River
and fifty thousand dollars. And the Secretary
hundred and
Canal,
Acceptance
War is
is hereby
of the
United States
States from public works anthe United
behalf of
on behalf
accept on
to accept
authorized to
hereby authorized
War
the State
of Michigan
the Saint
Mary's Canal
and the
the public works thorized.
Canal and
Saint Mary's
Michigan the
State of
the
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thereon:
Provided, Such transfer
thereon: Provided,
transfer shall
so made
leave the
shall be
be so
made as
as to
to leave
the United
United
States free from any and all
any character
character
all debts,
debts, claims,
claims, or
or liability
liability of
of any
whatsoever,
whatsoever, and said canal after such transfer
shall be
be free
free for
transfer shall
for public
public
Proviso.
Proviso.
use: And
And provided
farther, That
That after
such transfer
transfer the
the Secretary
Secretary of
provided further,
after such
of
War be, and hereby is,
draw from
from time
time to
is, authorized
authorized to
to draw
to time
time his
his warwarrant on the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
to pay
the actual
of opopTreasury to
pay the
actual expenses
expenses of
erating and keeping said canal
in repair.
canal in
repair.
Buttermilk
3itt ermi 1 k
Improving
Improving Buttermilk
Buttermilk Channel,
Channel, New
New York,
York, sixty
sixty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Cuannel.
tllannel.
Ashley
Ashley River.
Improving Ashley
Improving
Ashley River, South Carolina,
Carolina, one
thousand dollars.
dollars.
one thousand
Elk.
Elk.
Improveiment
Improvement of Elk River, Maryland,
Maryland, ten
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
dollars.
Cheese quak
e's
q u a k e's
Imlproving
Improving Cheesequake's
Creek, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, twenty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Cheesequake's Creek,
twenty thousand
Creek.
Creek.
Vermillion.
Vermillion.
Imnproving
Vermillion River Louisiana,
Improving Vermillion
five thousand
Louisiana, five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Bayou TerreBayou
TerreInp)rov
ing Bayou Terrebonne,
Improving
Terrebonne, Louisiana, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
bonne.
Bayou
Teche.
Bayou Teche.
Improving Bayou Teche,
Martinsville to
Port Barre,
LouiImproving
Teche, from
from Saint Martinsville
to Port
Barre, Louisiana six thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Bayou
aBayou Court
Court aImproving
Improving Bayou.
Bayou.Courtableau,
Barre to
LouiCourtableau, from Port
Port Barre
to Atchefalaya,
Atchefalaya, Louibleau.
siana, seven thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
Susquehanna.
Susquohanna.
Improving Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania,
Richards' Island
Pennsylvania, from Richards'
Island
up, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Grand Marais
Marais
Construction of harbor of refuge
refuge at
Michigan, ten
thouat Grand
Grand Marais,
Marais, Michigan,
ten thouHarbor.
Harbor.
sand dollars.
Pearl River.
IImproving
Irproving Pearl
Pearl River below Jackson,
Jackson, Mississippi,
Mississippi, thirty
thirty thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Yadkin.
Improving
1
inproving Yadkin River, North
twenty thousand
North Carolina,
Carolina, twenty
thousand dollars;
dollars;
six thousand dollars of which may be expended
expended for the
of dams.
dams.
the removal
removal of
White.
Improving White River above
Arkansas, twenty
above Buffalo
Buffalo Shoals,
Shoals, Arkansas,
twenty thouthousand dollars.
Saint Francis.
IImproving
mproving Saint Francis River
Wilkesburg and Lester LandRiver between
between Wilkesburg
Arkansas five thousand
ing, Arkansas,
thousand dollars.
White.
Improving White River between Jacksonport
Jacksonport and Buffalo Shoals,
Improving
Shoals,
Arkansas, five thousand dollars.
•
Passaic.
Inproving
Jersey, from Pennsylvania
Improving Passaic
Passaic River, New jersey,
Railroad ,
Pennsylvania Railroad
bridge
bridge to its mouth, thirty thousand dollars.
dollars.
Arkansas.
Improving
Improving Arkansas River at Pine Bluff, Arkansas,
Arkansas, twenty-five
twenty-five thouthousand dollars.
Mississippi.
Improving
Improving Mississippi River at Natchez
Natchez and
thousand
and Vidalia,
Vidalia, forty
forty thousand
dollars.
Skagit.
Improving Skagit
Skagit River,
Washington Territory,
Improving
River, Washington
Territory, two thousand five
hundred dollars.
Amite.
Improving
Louisiana, eight
eight thousand
Improving Arite
Amite River,
River, Louisiana,
thousand dollars.
Rivers—ConVd.
Riverbi-Cont'd.

P, vitso.

Newtown
Newtown Creek.
Pagan Creek.
Seituaterlarbor.
ScituatoHarbor.

Taunton River.
Taunton
River.
Block Island
Block

Harbor.
Hlarbor.
Stonington HarStonington
bor.

Improving Newtown
Improving
Newtown Creek,
Creek, New
New York, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving Pagan
Pagan Creek,
Virginia, five thousand dollars.
Improving
Creek, Virginia,
Improving Scituate
Massachusetts, seven thousand five hunImproving
Scituate Harbor, Massachusetts,
hundred dollars.
Improving
Taunton River,
thousand five
Improving Taunton
River, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, seventeen
seventeen thousand
hundred dollars.
Improving
Improving Block Island Harbor, Rhode
Rhode Island, six thousand dollars.
dollars.

Improving Stonington
Stonington Harbor, Connecticut
Connecticut twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dol
Improving
dol•

hr.
lars.
lars.
Broadkiln River.
River.
Improving
thousand dollars.
Improving Broadkiln
Broadkiln River,
River, Delaware,
Delaware, five thousand
dollars.
Duck
Dnck Creek.
Broad Creek.

Improving the
the mouth
mouth of
of Duck Creek,
Creek, lelaware,
Delaware, five thousand dollars.
Improving
Improving
Broad
Creek
Improving Broad Creek from
from its mouth
mouth to Laurel,
Laurel, Delaware,
Delaware, five
five
thousand
thousand dollars.
Northeast River.
Northeast
River.
Improving Northeast River, Maryland,
Improving
Maryland, five
thousand five
five hundred
five thousand
hundred
dollars.
Treadhaven
Treadhaven
Improv^ing
Treadhaven Creek,
Improving Treadhaven
Creek, Maryland,
Maryland, for
three miles
Eas.
for three
miles below
below Eas.
Creek.
ton, three thousand
thousand dollars.
ChoptankRiver.
Choptank River.
Improving Choptank River, between
between Denton and Greensboro,
Greensboro, Mary
Mary
land, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
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Improving Secretary
Maryland, three thousand dollars.
Creek, Maryland,
Secretary Creek,
Improving

-Cont'd.
Rivers —Cont'd.

Secretary Creek.
Virginia, and Madison,
Improving
Dan River,
Danville , Virginia,
Madison
between Danville,
River, between
Improving Dan
Rver.
an River.
North
Carolina,
ten
thousand
dollars.
Dan
dollars.
thousand
North Carolina, ten
Improving
Elk.
River, West Virginia, five thousand dollars.
Elk River,
Improving Elk
Improving
Escambia River,
Florida and Alabama, eight thousand
thousand Escambia.
River, Florida
Improving Escambia
dollars.
Sawannee.
Improving Suwannee
Suwannee.
Florida, five thousand dollars.
River, Florida,
Suwannee River,
Improving
channel from Tampa Bay.
Improving Tampa
Tampa Bay,
deepening the bar and channel
Florida, deepening
Bay, Florida,
Improving
the
the town
of Tampa, ten thousand dollars.
town of
to the
bar to
the bar
Improving
Tangipahoa River,
Tangipahoa.
five thousand dollars.
Louisiana, five
River, Louisiana,
Improving Tangipahoa
Improving
over bar
Brazos River, Texas, includ- Brazos.
at mouth of Brazos
bar at
channel over
Improving channel
ing
report upon
upon the
capacity of the harbor at the mouth of the Brazos
the capacity
a report
ing a
and its
its adaptability
harbor of refuge
refuge and naval station, forty
a harbor
as a
adaptability as
and
thousand dollars.
River.
Saline River.
Improving
Arkansas, seven thousand
thousand five hundred Saline
River, Arkansas,
Saline River,
Improving Saline
dollars.
Iowa, thirty Missouri River,
Survey
of Missouri
Missouri River,
River, from
its mouth to Sioux City, lowa,
from its
Survey of
surveyauthorized.
thousand dollars,
five thousand dollars may be used, inauthorized.
survey
sum five
which sum
of which
dollars, of
thousand
the discretion
discretion of
of the Secretary
protecting the work done on
Secretary of War, in protecting
the
said
at or
or near
near Sioux City, Iowa.
river at
said river
Improving Missouri
Saint Charles, Missouri, twenty-five
at Saint
River at
Missouri River
Improving
thousand
thousand dollars.
S
i si PP i
Alexandria, MMiss
Improving
Mississippi River
River at
at and
8"
above the city of Alexandria,
and above
Improving Mississippi
Missouri,
ten
thousand
dollars.
River.
dollars.
thousand
Missouri, ten
Cancy Fork.
Improving
Caney Fork
Fork River,
Caney
Tennessee, six thousand dollars.
Itiver, Tennessee,
Improving Caney
Obed's
Improving
,
sRiver,
River, Tennessee,
Tennessee, four
0
bed's River.
River.
four thousand dollars.
Obed's
Improving Obed
Monongahela.
Run,
Laurel
near
or
at
Improving
Monongahela
RIM,
Monongahela.
Virginia,
West
River,
Monongahela
Improving
according
to plan
recommended by
by engineer
twenty-five
engineer in charge, twenty-five
plan recommended
according to
thousand dollars.
Little
Improving
Kanawha River, West Virginia, building additional
additionalKanawha.
Little Kanawha.
Little Kanawha
Improving Little
lock
dam fifteen thousand dollars.
and dam,
lock and
Wilson
Improving
Wilson Harbor,
Wilson Harbor.
Harbor,
York, ten thousand dollars.
New York,
Harbor, New
Improving Wilson
d d1i n g t o j
Wa
Improving Waddington
Waddington Harbor,
Waddington
three thousand dollars. Tir
York, three
New York,
Harbor, New
Improving
rhor/
Harbor.
Joaquin
San Joaquin
Improving San
Joaquin River,
River, California,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
San
California, twenty
San Joaquin
Improving
River.
River.
Mattaponi.
Improving Mattaponi River, Virginia, two thousand five hundred
hundred Mattaponi.
i

Si

Improving Mattaponi River, Virginia, two thousand

A-l1r.

dollars.
Improving Petalumas
Creek, California,
California, eight
eight thousand
ollars.
dollars.
thousand d
Petalumas Creek,
Improving

Improving
Improving
dollars.
Improving
Improving

Cowlitz
Washington
River, Washington
Cowlitz River,

Territory,
Territory,

two thousand

Big
Hatchie River,
thousand dollars.
thousand
Tennessee, ten Girardeau
River, Tennessee
Big Hatchie
Improving Mississippi
River at
atTennessee,
or
Minton's
and 1VIinton's
near Cape Girardeau and
or near
Mississippi River
Improving
thousand
Point,
Missouri,
dollars.
twenty
Point, Missouri,
Improving Gasconade
Missouri, removing
removing snags,
snags, five
five thousand
thousand
River Missouri,
Gasconade River

Improving

dollars.
dollars.
Improving
Improving
Improving
Improving
Improving
Improving
sand dollars.
Improving
Improving

and
surveying Winnipiseogee
Lake, New
Hampshire, five
five
New Hampshire,
Winnipiseogee Lake,
and surveying

Improving

Improving
dollars.
Improving
Improving
Improving
Improving
dollars.

Cowlitz.
Big Hatchie.

Big Hatchi.
Mississippi.
Mississilpi.
Gasconade.
Gasconade.

Black
River, Arkansas
Black River.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand
Arkansas fifteen
Black River,
dollars.Noxitbee.Noxubee.
Noxubee
River, Mississippi,
thou sand dollars.
Mississippi, twelve thousand
Noxubee River,
Mississippi.
thou- Mississippi.
Mississippi
Hannibal, Missouri, twenty-five
twenty-five thouat Hannibal,
Mississippi River at

thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Improving
Duck River,
Tennessee, seven
dollars.
thousand dollars.
seven thousand
River, Tennessee,
Improving Duck
Improving Waccemaw River,
South
Carolina,
from
the mouth
to
up to
mouth up
the
from
Carolina,
South
Improving Waccemaw River,
Waccamaw
Lake,
Carolina, fifteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
fifteen thousand
North Carolina,
Lake, North
Waccamaw
Improving Great
River, South
Carolina, seven
seven thousand
thousand
South Carolina,
Pedee River,
Great Pedee
dollars.
Improving

eCr a u m a s
Petaluma
Creek.

Totusky
five
thousand five
two thousand
Virginia, two
River, Virginia,
Totusky River,

hundred
hundred

York
West Point,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Virginia, ten
Point, Virginia,
at West
River at
York River
Pamunkey
River,
Virginia,
two
thousand
five
hundred
hundred
five
thousand
two
Virginia,
River,
Pamunkey

Winnipi seo gee
Winnipiseogco
Lake.

akie.

Duck River.

Waccemaw
a cc em w
W
River.
Great
Pedee.
Great Pedee.
Totusky River,
River.

York.
Pamunkey.
Pamunkey.
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Rivers-Cont'd.
Rivers—Cont'd.
Improving French Broad River, Tennessee, between
between Knoxville and
French Broad.
the mouth of Big
Big Creek, ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
Repairs
Repairs of
of pier,
For repair of pier in Rocky River, Ohio, four thousand
thousand dollars.
Rocky River.
Ice-harbor,Saint
Ice-harbor,Saint
For ice-harbor
ice-harbor at Saint Louis, Missouri, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars: ProProLouis.
Louis.
vided, That no part of this sum shall be expended
expended until a
a board
board of
of
Proviso.
engineers shall have been convened and determined
engineers.
determined upon
upon a
a plan for the
construction of the work.
construction
Rock Island
Island
Improving harbor
harbor at Rock Island, Illinois, six thousand dollars.
Improving
dollars.
Harbor.
Harbor.
Marcus Hook,
Hook,
For
ice-harbor at Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania, commencing
For ice-harbor
commencing enlargeenlargeice-harbor.
ice-llarbor.
nment
ment of
of' piers.and
piers and dredging,
dredgin •thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Shenandoah.
Shenandoah.
Improving Shenandoah
Shenandoah River, West Virginia, fifteen
ifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Connecticut.
Improving Connecticut
Connecticut.
Connecticut River, between
between Hartford
Hartford and
and Holyoke,
Holyoke, fifteen
fifteen
thousand
thousand dollars.
Rock Island
I s a nd For protecting
protecting Rock
Rock Island bridge by means of sheer-booms,
sheer-booms, one
one thouthoubridge.
bridge.
sand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, Said sum shall not be expended until the Rock
Rock
Proriso.
'roriso.
Island
Railroad
Company
shall have
have contributed
contributed aa like sum
Island Railroad Company shall
slim for said
purpose.
Waukegan HarFor harbor at Waukegan,
Waukegan, Illinois, fifteen thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided,
bor.
bor.
That this sum shall not be expended until a
a board of three engineers
That
engineers
Proriso.
'rri8o.
shall have been convened and selected
selected the site, and until the same
same and
and
a free right of way to all points of the harbor
a
harbor shall have been
been transferred
transferred
relinquished, free of cost to the United States.
or relinquished,
Clinch River.
River.
Improving Clinch River, Tennessee, ten thousand
thousand dollars; of
which
of which
,sum six thousand
811111
thousand dollars shall be expended above
above Haynes,
Haynes, in
in Clayburn
Clayborn
County, and four thousand
thousand dollars below said point.
Oakland
Oakland HarH ar- Improving Oakland Harbor, California, sixty thousand
thousand dollars; and
and
bor.
bor.
the sums
sums of money heretofore appropriated
appropriated for this improvement
improvement and unonReapp r o p ri iaexpended are hereby
hereby reappropriated,
Reappropri
a- expended
reappropriated, but the sums so appropriated
appropriated and
and
tion.
reapprolriated
available until the right of
reappropriated shall
shall not be available
of the United States
to the bed of the estuary
estuary and training-walls
training-walls of this work is secured,
secured, free
free
of expense to the government,
a manner satisfactOry
government, in a
satisfactory to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
of War.
War.
s n 1 iivan's
v an's Improving Sullivan's Island for protection
81111
protection of Charleston Harbor,
Harbor, South
South
Island.
Carolina, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Channelbetween
Improving channel
Channel
between
channel between
between Staten
Improving
Staten Island and New Jersey,
Jersey, at ElizaStaten
bethport,
twenty nine
Staten Island and betbport,
thousand dollars.
twenty
nine thousand
dollars.

New.
New. Jersey.
Jersey.
Missouri River.

Improving
Improving Missouri River at Lexington, Missouri,
Missouri, fifteen thousand
thousand
dollars.
Kewaunee
The
Secretary of
Kewaunee Harof War
War is hereby authorized
authorized to assign an engineer from
The Secretary
bor.
the
Corps of
of Engineers
of the
the United
United States
States to prepare
a plan and
the Corps
Engineers of
prepare a
and. advise
expenditure of such sum
vise with the local engineer in the expenditure
sum as
as may
may be
be
appropriated
authorities for the improvement
appropriated by the
the local authorities
of the
harbor
improvement of
the harbor
at Kewaunee,
Wisconsin.
Kewaunee ' Wisconsin.
Volusia
Volusia Bar.
Improving
Improving Volusia Bar, Florida, five thousand dollars;
dollars; and the SecSecretary
of War
is hereby authorized to make such special
special contract
retary of
War is
centract for the
the
prosecution
this work
prosecution of
of this
work as may, in his judgment, best promote
promote thethe interests
of the government.
government.
terests of'
Louisville
a nndd The
The balance
Louisville a
balance in hand, after
after payment of any existing liability, colected
collected
Portland Canal, heretofore
Portland
heretofore as
as tolls
on the
Louisville
which may
tolls
on
the
Louisville and Portland Canal, or whieh
mav
tolls.tos
hereafter
be so collected prior to the passage of an act to make
hereafter be
'polio said canal
free to
the public, is hereby authorized to be expended
expended for its improvefree
to the
improveProviso.
Proviso.
Provided, Such expenditure
expenditure shall not exceed sixty thousand
ment: Provided,
thousand dollars.
rs.
Yellowstone.
Improving
Improving Yellowstone
Yellowstone River, Montana
Montana and Dakota,,
Dakota, fifteen thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Brazos
Santiago
Improving harbor
Brazos Santiago
at Brazos
Brazos Santiago,
Texas, twenty-five
Improving
harbor at
$antiago, Texas,
twentyfive, thousand
Harbor.
dollars.
dollars.
•
Sebewaing HarFor continuing
continuing the
the improvement of Sebewaing
For
Sebewaing Harbor, Michigan,
Michigan,
bor.
seven
thousand dollars.
dollars.improvement
seven thousand

in
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Yaquiva Bay.
Oregon, forty thou- Yaquina
Bay,7Oregon
entrance to Yaquina Bay
For
improvement of the entrance
For improvement
sand dollars.
For
of the
mouth of Coquille
Coquille River,
River, Oregon, ten thou- Coquille River.
the mouth
improvement of
For improvement
sand dollars.
Improving Savannah
Savannah River,
above Augusta,
Georgia, sixteen thou- Savannah.
Savannah.
Augusta, Georgia,
River, above
Improving
sand dollars.
Cumberland
Cumberland Sound, between
Improving
entrance to Cumberland
between Amelia
Amelia and Cumberland
the entrance
Improving the
ound.
Sound.
according
Georgia,
and
Cumberland
Islands,
States
of
Florida
according
to
8
the
in
Islands,
Cumberland
reported
Gillmore, the chief
the plans
plans and estimates
estimates of General
General Gillmore,
chief engineer,
engineer, reported
the
to
thousand dollars.
to this Congress, thirty thousand
Saint John's
Improving Saint
deepening the bar at the
John's
Saint John's River, Florida, by deepening
Improving
mouth
thereof, according
according to the report of the Chief of Engineers made River.
mouth thereof,
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
Congress, one hundred and
reported to this Congress,
and reported
War and
to
thousand dollars.
twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
Head-waters of
Headwaters
For
headwaters of the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, to be
reservoirs at the headwaters
the reservoirs
For the
Mississippi.
Winnibigoshish, seventy-five
used in
in the
seventy-five Mississippi.
a dam
dam at Lake Winnibigoshish,
of a
construction of
the construction
used
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
That all injuries occasioned
occasioned to individuals
individuals Pvoaoio.
Pvoviso.
Provided, That
thousand
by overflow
of their
lands shall
ascertained and determined
determined by agreeshall be ascertained
their lands
overflow of
by
ment
in accordance
the laws
laws of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and shall not exceed
exceed
with the
accordance with
or in
ment or
in
the aggregate
aggregate five thousand dollars.
in the
General provisSuch
parts of
the money
appropriated by this act
act for any particular
particular General
money appropriated
of the
Such parts
ons.
ions.
necessary in the i
improvement requiring
and dams, as may be necessary
locks and
requiring locks
improvement
prosecution of
such improvement,
expended in the
the purchase,
may be expended
improvement, may
of such
prosecution
voluntary
or by
by condemnation,
necessary sites:
the case may be, of necessary
as the
condemnation, as
voluntary or
Proviso.
Provided, That
That such
expenditure shall be under
under the direction of the
the Proviso.
such expenditure
Provided,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Secretary
of War:
War: And
And provided
provided further,
owners of such
the owners
if the
That if
further, That
Secretary of
prices, then the prices
lands shall
shall refuse
prices to
to
reasonable prices,
at reasonable
them at
sell them
to sell
refuse to
lands
procured in
be paid
shall be
be determined
determined and
and the
the title
jurisdiction procured
and jurisdiction
title and
paid shall
be
the
which such lands or
or
the State in which
the laws of the
by the
prescribed by
manner prescribed
the manner
situated.
are situated.
sites are
herein
It shall
shall be
be the
the duty
the Secretary
Secretary of War
War to apply the money herein
of the
duty of
It
appropriated for
for improvements
improvements other
surveys, and estimates
estimates in
other than surveys,
appropriated
carrying on
the various
various works
works as
as can
detriment to
be, without detriment
can be,
far as
as far
on the
carrying
Contracts.
the interest
of the
Where such
such works cannot
cannot Contracts.
contract. Where
by contract.
government, by
the government,
interest of
the
may
they
be
done
by
contract,
without
injury
to
the
public
interest,
be
to
be done by contract, without injury
Hired labor.
labor.
prosecuted by
by hired
hired labor.
said works are done
done by contract,
contract,
Where said
labor. Where
prosecuted
Advertisement.
for
advertisement
public
such
contract
shall
be
made
after
sufficient
advertisement
sufficient
after
made
be
such contract shall
proposals,
in such
and form
as the
War shall preSecretary of War
the Secretary
form as
manner and
such manner
proposals, in
Performance and
scribe;
and
such
contracts
shall
be
made
with
the
lowest
responsible Performanceand
responsible
lowest
the
with
made
be
shall
contracts
such
scribe; and
payment for all
bidders,
accompanied
by
such
securities
as
the
Secretary
of
War
for a l
payment
shall
bidders, accompanied by such securities as the Secretary of War
material and labor
require,
for the
faithful prosecution
prosecution of
the work
according to
ad
labo •r
atoeial
work according
of the
the faithful
be secured.
conditioned for
require, conditioned
to such
such contract,
contract, and
and for
liabilities incurred
incurred
payment of all liabilities
proper payment
the proper
for the
to
Work on
on Great
Great
Work
in the
the prosecution
for labor
labor and material;
material; but this clause shall
thereof for
prosecution thereof
in
Kanawha exe xi,
w
a
Kan
Great
on
of
not
be
so
construed
as
to
prevent
the
continuance
work
the
continuance
the
prevent
to
as
construed
so
not be
cepted from parafrom paraKanawha by
hired labor,
the Secretary
Secretary of War
War is satisfied
satisfied that cepted
unless the
labor, unless
by hired
graph.
Kanawha
gr
the public
public interest
interest requires
requires such
change.
such change.
the
Surveys, exatniexaniSEC. 2.
2. That
of War
War is
is hereby
discretion, nations,
Surveys,
his discretion,
directed, at his
hereby directed,
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
SEC.
and estiestiand
nations,
imof
cost
of
estimates
and
to
examinations or surveys, or both,svsmates
cause examinations
to cause
mates of cost of
of
7

provements proper,
to be
be made
at the
the following
following points,
points, namely:
namely:
made at
proper, to
provements

improvements
r o v m nts
imp
proper to be made.

Tallapoosa River,
River, from
junction of
up to
Alabama. proper to be made.
Tallassee, Alabama.
to Tallassee,
Coosa up
of Coosa
the junction
from the
Tallapoosa
New Rochelle
County, New
New York,
York, from City
Westchester County,
Harbor, Westchester
Rochelle Harbor,
New
Island to
the town
town of
of New
Rochelle.
New Rochelle.
to the
Island
Bronx
River, or
creek, from
from its
mouth in
in the
the
its mouth
tide-water creek,
Farms tide-water
West Farms
or West
Bronx River,
city
city of New York.
Mattawan Creek,
from Raritan
Raritan Bay
Bay channel
to Central
Railroad bridge,
Central Railroad
channel to
Creek, from
Mattawan
head
of
navigation.
navigation.
of
head
Malden River,
Massachusetts.
River, Massachusetts.
Malden
For improving
Richmond Harbor
Maine.
Iiver, Maine.
Kennebec River,
the Kennebec
on the
Harbor on
improving Richmond
For
Clinch River,
in the
the counties
of Hancock,
Hawkins, and
and Claiborne,
Claiborne,
Hancock, Hawkins,
counties of
River, in
Clinch
Tennessee,
Scott and
and Russell
Russell Counties, Virginia.
and Scott
Tennessee, and
Powell River,
in the
of Hancock
Hancock and
and Claiborne,
Tennessee,
Claiborne, Tennessee,
counties of
the counties
River, in
Powell
and
Lee County, Virginia.
and Lee
13
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xxi-
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Surveys and
and exex - Holston
Holston River,
the counties
Sullivan, Hawkins,
Hawkins, Grainger
and
Survoys
River, in
in the
counties of
of Sullivan,
Grainger,.,and
aminations-C on- -Hamblen,
Hamblen, Tennessee,
Tennessee, and
and Washington
Washington and
and Scott
Counties,
Virginia.
Scott
Counties,
Virginia.
tinued.
tinned.
Ticonderoga River,
River New
New York.
York.
Ticonderoga
Edistoe
South Carolina.
Edistoe and
and Salkiehatehie
Salkiehatchie Rivers
Rivers,?in
in South
Carolina.
Georgetown
Georgetown Harbor,
Harbor, South
South Carolina.
Lynch's
Lynch's River, South Carolina.
Carolina.
Wateree River,
Carolina, to
Wateree
River, from
from Camden,
Camden, South
South Carolina,
to its
its mouth.
mouth.
Kingstree, South
Black River
River,? from Kingstree,
South Carolina,
Carolina, to its
its mouth.
mouth.
Rancocas River,
from the
the Delaware
River to
to Pemberton,
Burlington
Rancocas
River, from
Delaware River
Pemberton, Burlington
County, New
New Jersey.
Jersey.
Absecom Inlet, Atlantic
Atlantic County, New Jersey.
Absecom
Bayou Macon,
Macon, Louisiana.
Bayou Bartholomew, Tensas River, and Bayou
Sandusky River,
Sandusky
River, near Freemont, Ohio.
Chagrin
Chagrin River,
River, Ohio.
Ice-harbor, Bellaire,
Bellaire, Belmont
Belmont County,
County, Ohio.
Toledo Harbor, Ohio, for
for depth
depth of sixteen
sixteen feet.
Tallapoosa
city of
Montgomery to
Tallassee.
Tallapoosa River, from
from the
the city
of Montgomery
to Tallassee.
Neabseo
tributary of
Neabsco Creek, a
a tributary
of the Potomac.
Potomac.
Maumee River, Ohio, from Perrysburg
Maumee
Perrysburg to the city
city of
of Toledo.
Toledo.
Mississippi River, at Saint Genevieve,
Genevieve ?Missouri.
Missouri.
Mississippi
Missouri River, at Boonville,
Missouri
Boonville, Missouri.
Saint Francis River,
River, from
from Greenville.
Greenville.
Youghiogheny
Youghiogheny River, to begin at its mouth at McKeesport,
McKeesport, Allegheny
Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
Pennand end at
at Connellsville,
Connellsville, Fayette
Fayette County,
County, Pennsylvania.
Cape Fear River, North Carolina, between
between Wilmington
Wilmington and
and Fayetteville, with the view of ascertaining
ascertaining cost and
of clearing
clearing
and practicability
practicability of
away logs and overgrowing
overgrowing trees and of
dredging out such shoals as
of dredging
as
now interfere with commerce,
commerce, itemizing cost of each separately.
separately.
cost of
of taking
Town Creek, North Carolina: To
To ascertain
ascertain cost
taking out
out such
such
interfere with ordinary
ordinary river
shoals as interfere
river steamboat
steamboat traffic.
For the reopening of the Santee Canal.
For the improvement
improvement of Wappoo
Wappoo Cut,
Carolina.
Cut, South
South Carolina.
Calcasieu River, Bayous Plaquemine,
Caillont Little
Calcasieu
Plaquemine, Black, Grand Caillon,
Little
Caillon, Andre, Fusilier, Grand Lake, Little Lake, and
and Barataria Bay,
Bay,
from New Orleans
Orleans to Grand
Grand Pass.
Pass.
For Snake River in Minnesota.
Minnesota.
The headwaters
headwaters of the Savannah River, in connection
connection with the headwaters of the Hiwassee
Hiwassee and Tennessee
ascertainTennessee Rivers, with
with aaview of ascertaining if a
a summit level can be secur(
waters of
secur dd of the waters
of these respective
respective
streams, so as to unite them by a
acanal;
canal; that is to say, to ascertain
ascertain if
if
the waters
Hiwassee and Tennessee Rivers
waters of the Hiwassee
Rivers can be united
united with the
the
waters of the Savannah
Savannah River by means of a
a canal.
The Savannah
Savannah River, from
Savannah to
Georgia.
from Savannah
to Augusta,
Augusta, Georgia.
The Altamaha
Altamaha River, Georgia.
Georgia.
The Canoochee
River, Georgia.
Georgia.
Canoochee River,
Romney
Romney Marsh, near Doboy,
Doboy, and the mouth of Jekyl Creek.
Niagara River, at the mouth of'
of the Tonawanda
Tonawanda Creek, New
New York.
York.
At Port Day, above
York.
above the
the Falls of Niagara, New
New York.
Shark River, New Jersey.
Perth and South Amboy to main ship-channel
ship-channel off
off Great
Great Kills,
Kills, Raritan
Raritan
Bay.
Improving the bayou south of Milwaukee Harbor
Harbor for additional pura harbor of refuge at Milwaukee;
Milwaukee; also, Milwaukee
poses of a
Milwaukee Bay.
Finhollaway
Finhollaway River, Florida.
Aucilla and Wacissa, Florida.
Chipola River, Florida.
Ocolockonnee
Ocolockonnee River ? Florida.
Holmes Creek, Florida.
Florida.
Potomac River at the mouth of Pohick
Pohick Creek.
The bars at the entrance of Annapolis
ascerAnnapolis Harbor,
Harbor, with
with a
a view to
to asceraminations— C on "
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tainnthe character
tam
character of jetties necessary
necessary to render the proposed improveimprove- Surveys and exment permanent.
permanent.
aminations—Conaminations-Onment
For
For Hempstead
Hempstead Harbor
Harbor in the State of New York.tinned.
ti u e d.
Sumpawaums Inlet, Long Island, New York.
Sumpawaums
For water-way
connecting Jamaica
Jamaica Bay with CornelPs
Landing in
water-way connecting
Cornell's Landing
the State of New York.
Saint Francis River, from Greenville,
Greenville, Missouri,
Missouri, to the
the Cairo, Arkansas
Arkansas
and Texas Railroad.
Currant River, from Van Buren, Missouri, to its mouth in Arkansas.
Chicago River, from
junction of
of the
North and
South
from its mouth
mouth to
to the
the junction
the North
and South
Branches.
Grand River below Grand Rapids,
Rapids, Michigan.
Michigan.
Grand
Swan
Swan Creek,
Creek, Lake Saint
Saint Clair, Michigan.
Michigan.
South Fork of the Cumberland
Cumberland River, Kentucky.
Red River, from Port Royal, Montgomery
Montgomery County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, to its
mouth.
Mouth of Narraguagus
River at Milbridge,
Milbridge, Maine.
Narraguagus River
Cahaba River,
Alabama, from
from its
its mouth,
to the
the
Cahaba
River, Alabama,
mouth, in
in Dallas
Dallas County,
County, to
northern line of Bibb County.
Empire Bay, Lelanawau
Lelanawau County, Michigan.
Mississippi River, at Andalusia, Illinois.
Illinois.
Missouri River, at Yankton, Dakota.
Upper Red River of the North, between
between Fargo, Dakota,
Dakota, and Breckinridge, Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Atchafalaya
mouth of
Atchafalaya River, Louisiana, from Berwick's Bay to
to mouth
of Red
River.
Delaware Bay, near Morris
Ice-harbor at the head of Delaware
Morris Liston's, on
Reedy's
Reedy's Island.
Delaware River, survey of.
Tradewater
Kentucky.
Tradewater River, Kentucky.
Harbor at Grand Gulf, Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Ogdensburg
Ogdensburg Harbor,
Harbor, New York.
York.
Maramec River
Missouri, from the
opposite ManiRiver,'Missouri,
the mouth to
to the point
point opposite
Maramee Iron Works,
Works, Missouri.
Missouri.
mec
Mississippi River,
River, at Louisiana, Missouri.
Missouri.
Obion River, Tennessee.
Tennessee.
South Forked
Forked Deer River,
River, Tennessee.
Tennessee.
North
North Forked
Forked Deer
Deer River,
River Tennessee.
Tennessee.
That part of the North Branch of the Chicago River lying in the
town of Lake View.
Bogue Chitto River,
River, Louisiana, from its mouth to Franklinton.
Bogue Falia, Louisiana, from its mouth to twenty-five
twenty-five miles above
Covington.
West Pearl River.
Pass
Mancha° and
and Bayou
Bayou Mancha°,
month to
to the
Manchae, Louisiana,
Louisiana, from
from its
its mouth
Pass Manchac
Mississippi
River.
Mississippi River.
Mississippi
Rapids, near
near the city of Saint Cloud, MinSauk Rapids,
Mississippi River, at Sauk
nesota.
Grand River, below Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Grand
Gowanus
Bay, New
New York.
York.
Gowanus Bay,
Grass River,
River, at
at 1VIassena,
Saint Lawrence
County, New
New York.
York.
Massena, Saint
Lawrence County,
Grass
Missouri River,
Creek to
west of
to one
one mile
mile west
of Charette Creek,
from Tuque
Tuque Creek
Missouri
River, from
Warren County,
Warren
County, Missouri.
Cache
tributary of
of White
White River.
River.
River, Arkansas,
Arkansas, aatributary
Cache River,
The
Bay, a
tributary of
of Saint
River, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Francis River,
Saint Francis
a tributary
The Bay,
Mouth
and Missouri
at Brunswick,
Brunswick, with referRiver, at
Missouri River,
of Grand
Grand River
River and
Mouth of
boat-landing at
Missouri.
at Brunswick, Missouri.
ence to
to boat-landing
Buffalo
Texas, from
from Simm's
Simm's Bayou
the mouth
White
of White
to the
mouth of
Bayou to
Bayou, Texas,
Buffalo Bayou
Oak Bayou
at Houston.
of the
of a
a channel
channel
the cost
cost of
Return estimates
estimates of
Bayou at
Houston. Return
Oak
twelve feet
deep and
feet wide,
wide, also
also a
achannel
feet
channel twelve
twelve feet
and one
one hundred
hundred feet
feet deep
twelve
deep
and one
one hundred
hundred and fifty feet wide.
deep and
Mouth
of Currioman
Currioman Bay,
Virginia.
Bay, Virginia.
Mouth of
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East Bay and Blackwater
Blackwater River,
River Florida.
Florida.
The Ohio River, at the head
head of Hurricane
Hurricane Island
and Elizabethtown,
Island and
Elizabethtown,
n
Illinois.
Chester and Ridley Creeks, near their
into the
the Delaware
their outlets
outlets into
Delaware
River, Pennsylvania.
Saint Mary's River, from the town of Saint Mary's to
to its
its mouth,
mouth,
Ohio.
Minnesota
Minnesota River, near the village of Belle Plain, with
view to
prewith a
a view
to prevent the breaking away of the banks of the narrow
narrow neck of
opposite
of land opposite
said village and injury to the navigation of said
river, in
in Minnesota.
Minnesota.
said river,
The Nomoni River,
River, from the ferry across the
same to
to the
head of
the same
the head
of
tide-water.
The Appoquininiink
Appoquinimink Creek, Delaware.
Delaware.
Patchogue River, New York.
Patchogue
York.
For opening
opening channel
channel between
Harbor and
and Cold
Spring Bay,
Bay,
between Lloyd's
Lloyd's Harbor
Cold Spring
New York.
Stillaquamish
Nooksack River, and Snohomish River, in WashStillaquamish River, Nooksack
Washington Territory.
Wareham
Harbor, Massachusetts.
Wareham Harbor,
Massachusetts.
Pennsylvania, from its mouth on
Red Bank Creek, Pennsylvania,
Allegheny
on the
the Allegheny
River, to Brookville.
Saint Jones Creek, in Kent County, Delaware, and Little
Creek, in
in
Little Creek,
Kent County, Delaware.
Delaware.
Clinton River and Lake Saint Clair, at the mouth of Clinton
Clinton River,
Michigan.
Michigan.
For the construction of two
ice-breakers in
River, near
near the
the
two ice-breakers
in the
the Ohio
Ohio River,
West Virginia shore, and below
river
below the
the railroad
railroad bridge
bridge crossing
crossing said
said river
Parkersburg.
at Parkersburg.
Ice-harbor at Point Pleasant, West Virginia.
Virginia.
Christiana River, Delaware,
Delaware, from the Delaware
Railroad bridge,
bridge, to
to
Delaware Railroad
the mouth
mouth of the river, with an estimate of the cost of procuring
procuring a
the
a
mean
mean depth of fifteen feet in
thereof.
in the channel
channel thereof.
a ship-canal across the Charleston
For the opening of a
South
Charleston Neck,
Neck, South
Carolina.
Chester River, between Kirby's Landing and Spry's
MarySpry's Landing,
Landing, Maryland.
Water-passage
between Deal's Island and Little
Water-passage between
Little Deal's
Deal's Island,
Island, MaryMaryland.
Boeuf
Bceuf River, North Louisiana.
Louisiana.
Potowomut River, Rhode Island.
Island.
a harbor on Lake Michigan,
For a
Wisconsin.
Michigan, at Kewaunee,
Kewaunee, Wisconsin.
For the opening of steamboat
steamboat communication
communication from
the Saint
Saint John's
from the
John's
River, Florida, by way of Topokalija
Topokalija Lake, to
Charlotte Harbor
Harbor or
Pease
to Charlotte
or Pease
Creek.
The Missouri River at Niobrara,
Niobrara, Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Pocosson and Lillington
Lillington Rivers, and Beaufort Harbor,
Harbor, North
Carolina.
North Carolina.
Debris from The Secretary of War is hereby
Debris
hereby directed
be made
made such
directed to
to cause
cause to
to
be
such
mines.
examination
and surveys as may be necessary
mines.
examination and
necessary to devise a
a system of
works to
to prevent
prevent the further injury to the navigable waters of
works
of CaliforCalifornia from the debris from the mines, and the estimates of
of such
such
of the
the cost
cost of
works,
works, and report
report the result of
examinations, surveys,
surveys, and
of such examinations,
and estiestimates of cost of proposed
proposed works made in pursuance hereof to
Congress
to Congress
at its next session.
Humboldt
Bay, The
The Secretary
Secretary of War
War is hereby directed
examination to
Humboldt Bay,
directed to cause an examination
to
Cal.
be made
the work
necessary to be done, and the cost of the
Cal.
be
made to
to determine
determine the
work necessary
same, to improve the channels inside the bar of Humboldt
Bay, CaliCaliHumboldt Bay,
fornia.
fornia.
Ship-eanals.
That for
for the purpose
a survey to ascertain
Ship
canals.
purpose of making a
ascertain the practicability
practicability
and
ship-canal from Lake Erie, by the Maumee
and cost of construction of a
a ship-canal
Maumee
and
Wabash Valleys,
and Wabash
Valleys, in the bed of the old Wabash and Erie Canal, or
with any variation therefrom
therefrom that may prove feasible, to the
the navigable
navigable
waters of the Wabash River; also for a
a survey and estimate
estimate of
cost of
of
of cost
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Surveys and excanal from
from Junction
Wabash and Erie Canal, to Surveys
Junction City, on the Wabash
similar canal
aasimilar
minations—C onaminations-Convariation
the
Ohio
River,
by
way
of
the
Miami
Erie
Canal,
or
any
t
and
Miami
the
the Ohio River, by way of
inued.
in route
most practical
ship-canal ted
practical and least expensive ship-canal
the most
produce the
to produce
route to
in
from Lake
Erie to
to the
the navigable
navigable waters
River by the above
waters of the Ohio River
Lake Erie
from
routes, the
the estimates
water channel
channel and locks of
in each case to be for aawater
estimates in
routes,
the same
size and
and capacity
enlarged Erie Canal
Canal
as those of the present enlarged
capacity as
same size
the
in New York.
Sinslaw
Bay, Oregon.
Sinslaw Bay,
Of the
thousand dollars
dollars herein approfifty thousand
and fifty
hundred and
one hundred
of one
sum of
the sum
Of
priated for
for surveys
examinations, the sum of fifteen thousand doland examinations,
surveys and
priated
lars
expended in
reservoir
completion of the survey of the reservoir
the completion
in the
be expended
may be
lars may
system
on the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River, including Rock River,
of the
headwaters of
the headwaters
system on
in
in Wisconsin and Illinois.
Appropriation
SEC. 3.
the examinations
examinations and surveys herein provided for, Appropriation
for the
That for
3. That
SEC.
or surveys, dz,o.
surveys, &c.
for
and
for
incidental
repairs
for which there is no special appro- f
harbors, for
of harbors,
and for incidental repairs of
priation,
the sum
sum of
thousand dollars is hereby
hereby
one hundred and fifty thousand
of one
priation, the
otherwise appropriappropriated out
out of
any money
Treasury not otherwise
the Treasury
money in the
of any
appropriated
ated; and
and in
every case
where examinations
examinations or surveys are made, the
case where
in every
ated;
commercial
concerning the commercial
report thereon
thereon shall
shall embrace such information concerning
report
importance, present
contemplated
prospective, of the improvement contemplated
and prospective,
present and
importance,
thereby, and
and such
such general
Secretary of War
War
the Secretary
as the
statistics, as
commercial statistics,
general commercial
thereby,
may be able to procure.
may
ohNavigation obSEC. 4.
hereafter the
the navigation
navigation of
of any
river lake, harbor, or Navigation
any river,
Whenever hereafter
4. Whenever
SEC.
true ted by sunken
bay, or
or other
navigable water
water of
obstructed vessels
structed bysunke
be obstructed
shall be
States, shall
United States,
of the
the United
other navigable
bay,
or water8

or endangered
any sunken
vessel or
shall be
be the
duty craft.
the duty
it shall
water-craft, it
or water-craft,
sunken vessel
by any
endangered by
or
of the
Secretary of
of War,
upon satisfactory
satisfactory information
information thereof, to cause
War, upon
the Secretary
of
to
personally Notice given to
reasonable
notice, of
not less
than thirty days, to be given,
given, personally
less than
of not
reasonable notice,
persons interested
interested
or by
by publication,
at least
least once
in the
newspaper published near- persons
the newspaper
week in
once aaweek
publication, at
or
oremove same.
interested to remove same.
est
the locality
locality of
of such
vessel or craft, to all persons interested
sunken vessel
such sunken
est the
thereof, of the purpose of said
in
such vessel
vessel or
or in
in the cargo thereof,
craft, or
or craft,
in such
Secretary,
unless such
thereafter
vessel or craft shall be removed as soon thereafter
such vessel
Secretary, unless
as practicable
practicable by
by the
the parties
parties interested
interested therein,
therein, to cause the same to be
as
removed. If
If such
sunken vessel
vessel or
craft and cargo shall not be removed
or craft
such sunken
removed.
by the
the parties
parties interested
interested therein
practicable after the date of
therein as soon as practicable
by
the giving
giving of
by publication,
or after such
personal service
such personal
publication, or
notice by
such notice
of such
the
of notice,
notice, as
the case
case may
may be,
craft shall be treated
or craft
vessel or
sunken vessel
such sunken,
be, such
as the
of
Removal.
as abandoned
abandoned and
and derelict,
of War
War shall proceed to re- Removal.
Secretary of
the Secretary
and the
derelict, and
as
Sunken
vessels,
Sunken vessels,
move
the
same.
Such
sunken
vessel
or
craft
and
cargo
and
all
property
move the same. Such sunken vessel or craft
cargoes, and all
a 1
and
cargoes,
therein
so removed
removed shall,
after reasonable
notice of the time and property
reasonable notice
shall, after
when so
therein when
removed
property removed
place of
of sale,
be sold
sold to
bidders for
for cash, and
the by the governand the
or bidders
bidder or
highest bidder
the highest
to the
sale, be
place
sold
proceeds of
of such
such sales
sales shall
shall be
be deposited
deposited in the Treasury of the United ment to be sold
proceeds
and proceeds
proceeds dedeand
to
obstructions
States
to
the
credit
of
a
fund
for
removal
of
such
the
fund
a
of
credit
States to the
posited in the
the
i t e dto incredit
paid PTreasury
and to be SraTreasury
navigation,
under the
the direction
of the
the Secretary
War, and
of War,
Secretary of
direction of
credit
navigation, under
out
that purpose
on his
his requisition
requisition therefor.
The provisions
provisions ,of
a fund for reof this of a
therefor. The
purpose on
for that
out for
moval of obstrucact
to all
whether removed
under this act moval of obstrucremoved under
wrecks whether
such wrecks
all such
apply to
shall apply
act shall
tions.
or
act of
Such sum of money as may be tions.
Congress. Such
of Congress.
other act
any other
under any
or under
Appropriation.
Appropriation.
necessary
to
execute
this
section
of
this
act
is
hereby
appropriated,
out
appropriated,
hereby
is
act
this
of
section
this
necessary to execute
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States
not
otherwise
approapprootherwise
not
of any money in the Treasury of the United States
priated,
to be
out on
requisition of the Secretary of War.
the requisition
on the
paid out
be paid
priated, to
Approved, June
14, 1880.
June 14,
Approved,

CHAP. 212.-An
212. —An act
act to
change the
name of
of yacht
Nia,ntie to
to that
that of
of Hildegard°.
Hildegarde.
yacht Niantic
the name
to change
CHAP.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
authority is hereby
That authority
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
Congress
in
States of America
given
the owner
owner of
of the
the yacht
now known
Niantic of New York
the Niantie
as the
known as
yacht now
to the
given to
to
the name
name of
of said
that of Hildegarde.
yacht to that
said yacht
change the
to change
Approved, June 14, 1880.
Approved,

June 14,
1880.
14, 1880.
June

Yacht Niantio.
Niantio.
Yacht
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198
14, 1880.
1880.
June 14,
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CHAP. 213.—An
to amend
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
create the
northern judicial
judicial
the northern
to create
act to
an act
amend an
act to
213.-An act
CHAP.
district
of the
of Texas,
to change
and western
western judicial
judicial disdiseastern and
the eastern
change the
and to
Texas, and
State of
the State
district of
tricts
said State,
State, and
and to
to fix
fix the
time and
and places
places of
holding courts
courts in
said districts
districts ",
",
in said
of holding
the time
of said
tricts of
approved
February
twenty-fourth,
eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-nine.
and
seventy-nine.
approved February twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred

Be it
it enacted
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
act be
recited act
States of
in Congress
above recited
be
the above
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
U. S.
S. courts, dis- States
amended
trict of Texas.
Texas.
amended by adding to and at the end of the fifth section thereof the fol1879, ch. 97,
lowing
words, to
wit:
to wit:
lowing words,
Stat'j,
Stat., 20, 318.

Secs.
5,
Sees. 33and 5,
Amended.
Amended.
Prosecutions
Prose cutions
now
now pending
pending not
not
affected.

June 14, 1880.

And all
prosecutions in
in either
said districts
districts for
offenses against
against the
the
for offenses
of said
either of
all prosecutions
And
laws
of the
the United
United States
be tried
of the district
tried in that division of
shall be
States shall
laws of
to
process for
for the
committed is
offenses are committed
said offenses
in which
which said
county in
the county
which process
to which
by
section required
returned. And all writs and recognirequired to be returned.
said section
by said
zances
in said
prosecutions shall
returned to that division in which
shall be returned
said prosecutions
zances in
prosecutions by this act are to be tried.
said prosecutions
SEC. 2.
That said
said act
act be
adding to
to and
the end
end.
at the
and at
by adding
amended by
be further
further amended
2. That
SEC.
"and
of section
section third thereof the words "
and Aransas."
SEC. 3.
act shall
shall not
prosecutions now pending.
pending.
to prosecutions
not apply
apply to
This act
3. This
SElc.
Approved, June 14, 1880.

CHAP. 214.—An
act to
act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to amend
the Statutes
rein reStatutes in
amend the
Act to
an act
amend an
to amend
214.-An act
CHAP.
immediate transportation
transportation of dutiable goods, and for other purposes."
purposes."
to immediate
lation to

the United
enacted by
Representatives of the
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
"An
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the act entitled "An
in Congress
America in
States of America
Act to amend the Statutes in relation to immediate transportation
transportation of
of
dutiable goods, and for other purposes", approved
June tenth, eighteen
eighteen
approved June
dutiable
the words
words "
section four"
four" where
where they
they occur
occur in
in the
the
"section
eighty, the
and eighty,
Ante, chap. 190, hundred
hundred and
p, 173.
173.
first section
section of the act, be changed
changed to "
section five
five".
"section
".
Approved,
14, 1880.
Approved, June 14,1880.
T
ransportation
Transportation
of dutiable
of
dutiable goods.

June
15, 1880.
June 15,

221.—An act
act to provide
provide for the disposal of the Fort Harker military reservaCHAP. 221.-An
tion.

United
it enacted
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
by the Senate
enacted by
Be it

Harker mil- States of America in
in Congress
Fort HarkermilCongress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of War is

itary
itary reservation
reservation
in Kansas.
Offered for sale.
Offered
Appraisal.
Appraisal.

Secretary of the Interior the Fort
hereby authorized
hereby
authorized to turn over to the Secretary
Harker
in Kansas
Kansas for
for sale,
sale, as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided.
reservation in
military reservation
Harker military
S
EC. 2.
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall
cause said reservation
reservation to
shall cause
of the
SECi.
2. The
be
appraised as
exceeding one hundred
as early as practicable, in tracts not exceeding
be appraised
three competent
competent disinterested
disinterested persons,
persons, who shall
and sixty acres each, by three
be
Secretary of the Interior, and who shall make said
said
by the
the Secretary
appointed by
be appointed
appraisement
oath, and upon the approval
approval of such appraisement
appraisement
appraisement under oath
by the Secretary, he shall offer said reservation
reservation for sale by giving such
Settlers' rights notice as is now required
required for the sale of public lands. The persons who
who
preserved.
may have
have at the date of the passage of this act settled upon and imSale
to settlers. proved said lands, shall have the prior right to purchase
purchase the lands so
Saleto
hundred
appraised value thereof, not to exceed one hundred
at the appraised
settled upon at
fractional quarter-section
acres, except in the case of a
afractional
quarter-section to each
each
and sixty acres,
reasonable time in which to make payment
payment
person, and shall have such reasonable
Rules and iegaprescribe. Such portion
portion
lega- therefor
therefor as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe.
lations.
of said reservation
reservation as shall not have been settled upon and improved at
Secretary of the
the date of the passage of this act shall be sold by the Secretary
prescribe:
actual settlers, under such regulations as he may prescribe:
Interior to actual
PrO17i80.
Proviso.
Provided, That no land shall be sold under the provisions
provisions of this act for
Provided,
Price limited
Price
limited to
to less than one dollar and a
a quarter per acre nor at aaless price than the
appraised value
provided for
made
shall be
be made
for shall
land herein
herein provided
All sales
sales of
of land
thereof. All
appraisal thereof.
and $5
$1.25 per acre. appraisal
as
nnder the rules and regulations
regulations now existing
existing
practicable under
as nearly
nearly as practicable
for disposing
disposing of the public lands of the United
United States.
Approved
Approved, June 15, 1880.
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CHAP. 222.—An
appropriation for
for the
of aa light-house and
erection of
the erection
an appropriation
act making
making an
222.-An act
CHAP.
fog-bell on
on Old
Rock at
Wickford Harbor, Narragansett
Narragansett Bay.
entrance of Wickford
at the entrance
Gay Rock
Old Gay
fog-bell

199
June
15, 1880.
1880.
June 15,

Be it
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be
it enacted
arHarWickford H
States
Congress assembled,
appropriated, Wickford
be appropriated,
assembled, That there be
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
bor.
out
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
forty-five bor.
appropriated, forty-five
otherwise appropriated,
any money
out of
Erection of
thousand
dollars, for
erecting a
alight-house
light-house and fog-bell ligrt-house
purpose of erecting
for the purpose
thousand dollars,
light-house and
and
on
Old Gay
Gay Rock
the entrance
entrance of
Harbor, Narragansett
Narragansett fog-bell
fog-bell at enof Wickford
Wickford Harbor,
at the
Rock at
on Old
Bay, under
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, and that the trance.
of the
the direction
under the
Bay,
Appropriation.
old
discontinued upon the completion
completion of the new Appropriation.
harbor be discontinued
said harbor
light in said
old light
one.
one.
Approved,
June 15, 1880.
Approved, June

CHAP.
act to accept and
agreement submitted by the confedand ratify
ratify the agreement
223.-An act
CHAP. 223.—An
crated bands
Indians in
Colorado, for the
reservation in said
their reservation
sale of
of their
the sale
in Colorado,
Ute Indians
of Ute
erated
bands of
State, and
and for
for other
other purposes,
make the
the necessary
necessary appropriations
appropriations for
for carrying
carrying
to make
and to
purposes, and
State,
out the
the same.

June
June 15, 1880.

confederated bands Preamble.
Whereas
chiefs and headmen of the confederated
of the
the chiefs
certain of
Whereas certain
of the
tribe of
Indians, now
now present
present in the city of Washington,
Washington, have
of Indians,
Ute tribe
of
the Ute
agreed
submitted to
to the
Secretary of the Interior an
an agreethe Secretary
and submitted
upon and
agreed upon
ment for
present reservation
reservation in
sale to the United States of their present
for the
the sale
ment
the
of Colorado,
Colorado, their settlement upon
upon lands in severalty, and
State of
the State
for
for other purposes; and
Whereas the
the President
President of the United
United States has submitted said agreeWhereas
ment,
approval of
of the
the Congress
Congress of the -United
the same, to the
his approval
with his
ment. with
States for
for acceptance
acceptance and
and ratification,
ratification, and
and for
necessary legislation
legislation
the necessary
for the
States
to
into effect: Therefore
the same
same into
carry the
to carry
in
Ute Indians in
Be
enacted by
by the
of the United Ute
Representatives of
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Colorado.
States
of America
in Congress
agreement be, and Colorado.
assembled, That said agreement
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
Proviso.
Provided, That Proviso.
the same is hereby,
accepted, ratified, and confirmed:
confirmed: Provided,
hereby, accepted,
the
for
the said
agreement shall
shall be
be amended
amended by adding
there- Agreement for
to the first clause thereadding to
said agreement
the
of lands.
lands.
of,
the words
words "
parties", the
words following,
following, to
wit: "Until
of
sale
"Until sale
to wit:
the words
" guilty
guilty parties",
of, after
after the
Amended an d
such
until the
the President
President shall
shall be
satisfied ratified.
Amended and
be satisfied
or until
or apprehension,
apprehension, or
surrender or
such surrender
ratified.
limits
fled
have
or
that
the
guilty
parties
are
longer
living
beyond
the
no
that the guilty parties are
of
States, the proportion
money, hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
proportion of the money,
United States,
of the
the United
coming to that portion of the Ute
Ute Indians known
known as the White River
Utes,
and settlement,
not be paid"; and by
shall not
settlement, shall
removal and
for removal
except for
Utes, except
adding
the third
express condition
condition of
said agreement
agreement after the word
of said
third express
to the
adding to
Proviso.
"forever", the
the words
following, to wit: "Provided, That the President Proviso.
words following,
"forever",
of
States may,
appropriate an amount theretherehis discretion,
discretion, appropriate
may, in
in his
the United
United States
of the
of,
not exceeding
ton thousand
education in schools es- Schools.
the education
for the
dollars, for
thousand dollars,
exceeding ten
of, not
tablished
within or
or beyond the limits of the lands selected, of such
tablisbed within
youths
qualified to make
sexes as in his judgment may be best qualified
of both sexes
youths of
proficiency
necessary for
selffor their selfpursuits necessary
and pursuits
industries and
practical industries
in practical
proficiency in
support, and
and out
of the
portion of
of said
coming to
to the
the White
annuPayment annuWhite Payment
moneys coming
said moneys
the portion
out of
support,
twenty
twenty
11 y for
for
aally
following-named years
River Utes,
U-tes, the
pay annually
annually to the following-named
shall pay
States shall
the United
United States
River
to certain
persons, during
during the
the period
of twenty
twenty years,
years, if
if they
shall live
live so
so long,
years to certain
long, persons.
they shall
period of
persons,
the following
Mrs. Arivella
Arivella D. Meeker,
Meeker, five hun- person
To Mrs.
respectively: To
sums respectively:
following sums
the
dred dollars;
hundred dollars; to Mrs.
Josephine Meeker five hundred
Miss Josephine
dollars; to Miss
dred
Sophronia
hundred dollars;
dollars; to
Gordon, five
Maggie Gordon,
to Mrs. Maggie
five hundred
Price, five
Sophronia Price,
htu
aired dollars
George Dresser,
two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; to Mrs. Sarah
Dresser, two
to George
dollars;;to
hundred
M.
five hundred
to Mrs
Mrs Eaton,
mother of
George Eaton,
Eaton,
of George
Eaton, mother
dollars; to
hundred dollars;
M. Post,
Post, five
two
hundred dollars;
dollars; to
to the
the parents
parents of
Arthur L.
hundred
two hundred
L. Thompson
Thompson two
of Arthur
two hundred
dollars;
to the
father of
two hundred
to the
the parpardollars; to
hundred dollars;
Shepard, two
of Fred
Fred Shepard,
the father
dollars to
ents
of Wilmer Eskridge,
two hundred
hundred dollars";
dollars ";and
and by
by adding
adding tothefifth
to the fifth
Eskridge,two
entsofWVilmer
express
of said
said agreement
agreement after
after word
"reaffirmed", the words
word "reaffirmed",
condition of
express condition
Agreement furfollowing
to wit:
wit: "This
"This sum,
together with
with the
of fifty
fifty thousand
Agreement
thousand ther
the annuity
annuity of
sum, together
following to
amended. faldollars
hereinbefore provided,
provided, may,
the discretion
discretion of
at the ther amended.
of Congress,
Congress, at
in the
may, in
dollars hereinbefore
end
be capitalized,
capitalized, and the principal sum be paid to Proviso.
years, be
twenty-five years,
end of
of twenty-five
said
And provided
provided also,
also, That Prowo.
annuities": And
said annuities":
of said
in lieu
lieu of
capita in
per capita
Indians per
said Indians
three-fourths
of the
the adult
adult male
members of
confederated bands shall
said confederated
of said
male members
three-fourths of
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Agreement.
Agreement.

Allotment
Allotment

Conditions
C,onditions
agreement.
agreement.
First.
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agree
to and
agreement, upon presentation
them,
presentation of
of the same to them,
and sign said
said agreement,
agree to
in open council, in the manner hereinafter
provided: Provided
further,
hereinafter provided:
Provided further,
That
this act
contained, or in
agreement herein set
set forth,
in the
the agreement
in this
act contained,
That nothing
nothing in
or
in the
the amendments
to said
said agreement,
agreement, shall
shall be
or in
amendments herein
herein proposed
proposed to
be so
so
construed
to remove
any lands
that
construed as to
to compel
compel any
any Ute Indian
Indian to
remove from
from any
lands that
he or she claims in severalty. Said agreement is in words and figures
figures as
follows, namely:
namely:
The
confederate bands
The chiefs and
and headmen
headmen of the confederate
bands of the Utes
Utes now
now prespresent
in Washington,
Washington, hereby
promise and
agree to
to procure
the surrender,
surrender,
and agree
procure the
ent in
hereby promise
to the
the United
United States,
trial and
and punishment,
guilty, of
of those
those
to
States, for
for trial
punishment, if
if found
found guilty,
members
of the
the United States,
yet in
in the
the custody of
of their
their nation
nation, not yet
members of
who were
were implicated
in the
murder of
United States
N. C.
who
implicated in
the murder
of United
States Indian
Indian Agent
Agent N.
C.
Meeker and
the murder
murder of and outrages
outrages upon the employees
employees at
at the
Meeker
and the
River Agency
Agency on the twenty-ninth
eighteen
twenty- inth day of September, eighteen
White River
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and
succeed in
in
and in case
case they
they do not themselves succeed
hundred
apprehending the
above-mentioned
apprehending
the said parties,
parties, presumably
presumably guilty
guilty of
of the above-mentioned
crime, that
that they
not in
manner obstruct,
obstruct, but
aid,
they will
will not
in any
any manner
but faithfully
faithfully aid,
officers of the United States, directed
directed by the proper authorities, to
any officers
apprehend such presumably guilty parties.
apprehend
The said chiefs and headmen
headmen of the confederated
confederated bands of Utes also
promise to use their best endeavors
endeavors with their people to proagree and promise
proUnited States all the territory of the
cure their consent
consent to cede to the United
Reservation in Colorado, except as hereinafter
present Ute Reservation
hereinafter provided for
for
settlement.
their settlement.
The Southern Utes agree to remove
remove to and settle upon the unoccupied
unoccupied
agricultural lands
agricultural
lands on the
the La
La Plata
Plata River,
River, in
in Colorado;
Colorado; and
and if there
there
should not be a
asufficiency
sufficiency of such lands on the La Plata River
River and in its
vicinity
vicinity in Colorado, then
then upon such other unoccupied
unoccupied agricultural
agricultural
lands as may be found on the La Plata River
River or
New
or in
in its vicinity in New
Mexico.
The Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre Utes agree to remove to and settle upon agricultural
River, near the mouth of the Gunnison
tural lands on Grand River,
Gunnison River, in
in
a sufficient
sufficient quantity
Colorado, if a
quantity of agricultural land shall be found
found
agricultural lands
lands as
as may
there, if
if not
not then upon such other
other unoccupied
unoccupied agricultural
may
be found in that vicinity and in the Territory
Territory of Utah.
The White River Utes agree to remove to and settle upon agricultural
agricultural
Reservation in Utah.
lands on the Uintah Reservation
Allotments in severalty of said lands shall be made as follows:
Allotments
To each head of a
a family one-quarter
one-quarter of aasection, with an additional
additional
quantity of grazing
quarter of aasection.
grazing land not exceeding
exceeding one
one-quarter
To each single person over eighteen
eighteen years of age one-eighth
one-eighth of
of a
asection, with an additional
additional quantity of grazing land not exceeding
exceeding oneeighth of a
a section.
To each orphan child under eighteen
eighteen years
years of age one-eighth
one-eighth of a
asecexceeding one-eighth
tion, with an additional quantity of
of grazing
grazing land
land not exceeding
one-eighth
of a
asection;
section; and to each other person,
under eighteen years, now
person, under
now living,
or who may be born prior to said allotments, one-eighth
one-eighth of
of a
a section, with
a
grazing land.
a like
like quantity of
of grazing
land.
All allotments to be made with the advice of the commission hereinafter provided, upon the selection
selection of the Indians, heads
heads of families
selecting for their minor children, and the agents making the allotment
selecting
allotment
for each orphan child.
the confederated
of Utes
further
The said chiefs and headmen
headmen of
of the
confederated bands
bands of
Utes further
promise that they will not obstruct or in anywise
anywise interfere
interfere with travel
travel
opened by lawful
upon any of the highways now open or hereafter to be opened
lawful
authority in or upon any of the lands to be set apart for their use by
virtue of this agreement.
o
f The said chiefs and headmen of the confederated
of
confederated bands of Utes promise
to obtain the consent
consent of their people to the cession
cession of the territory of
reservation as above on the following express conditions:
conditions:
their reservation
First. That the Government of the United States cause the lands so
First.
set apart to be properly
properly surveyed
surveyed and to be divided among the said
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hereinbefore mentioned,
Indians
in severalty
mentioned, and to Conditions-ConConditions—Conseveralty in the proportion hereinbefore
Indians in
respectively therefor, so soon as the
issue
patents in
ChB tinued.
aimed '
in fee simple to them respectively
issue patents
necessary laws are
passed by Congress. The title to be acquired by the
are passed
necessary
Indians
alienation, lease, or incumbrance, either
Indians shall not be subject to alienation,
by
voluntary conveyance
conveyance of
grantee or by the judgment, order, or
of the grantee
by voluntary
decree
subject to taxation of any character, but shall be
court, or subject
any court,
of any
decree of
and
remain inalienable
inalienable and not subject
subject to taxation for the period of
and remain
twenty-five
years, and
thereafter as the President of the
and until such time thereafter
twenty-five years,
United States
States may see
remove the restriction,
restriction, which shall be incorsee fit to remove
United
porated in
the patents
patents when
contract made prior to the
when issued, and any contract
in the
porated
removal
restriction shall be void.
removal of such restriction
Second.
Ute Second.
Second. That
That so soon as the consent of the several tribes of the Tito
Second.
thib agreement, the
Nation shall
have been obtained to the provisions
provisions of this
shall have
Nation
President of
United States
shall cause to be distributed among them
States shall
the United
of the
President
proin cash
the sum
sum of sixty
sixty thousand dollars of annuities now due and procash the
in
purappropriate for that purvided for,
Congress may appropriate
more as Congress
much more
so much
and so
for, and
vided
superintend the removal
pose; and
removal
shall be sent to superintend
commission shall
that aa commission
and that
pose;
provided with
and
settlement of
the Utes, and to see that they are well provided
of the
and settlement
agricultural
pastoral lands
lands sufficient
future support, and
sufficient for their future
and pastoral
agricultural and
upon such
such settlement
settlement being
effected, that they are furnished with
being duly effected,
upon
houses, wagons,
agricultural implements,
implements, and stock cattle sufficient for
wagons, agricultural
houses,
their
wants, and also such saw and grist mills as may be
reasonable wants,
their reasonable
necessary
to enable
commence farming operations,
operations, and that the
enable them to commence
necessary to
appormoney
be appropriated
appropriated by Congress
Congress for that purpose
purpose shall be apporto be
money to
tioned
among the
the different
of Utes in the following manner: Onedifferent bands of
tioned among
third
those who
who settle
River and vicinity, one-half to
the La Plata River
on the
settle on
to those
third to
setthose
on Grand
Grand River and vicinity, and one-sixth to those setsettling on
those settling
tling
on the Uintah Reservation.
tling on
Third.
Third. That
consideration of
cession of territory to be made by Third.
of the cession
in consideration
That in
Third.
the
confederated bands
Nation, the United States, in
Ute Nation,
of the Ute
bands of
said confederated
the said
addition
to the
and sums
provisions and clothing stipulated
for provisions
sums for
annuities and
the annuities
addition to
and
provided for
for in
agrees to set apart
apart and
laws, agrees
and laws,
treaties and
existing treaties
in existing
and provided
a sum of money, or
bold,
perpetual trust
the said Ute Indians, a
for the
trust for
a perpetual
as a
hold, as
to
its
equivalent in
in bonds
United States, which shall be sufficient to
the United
of the
bonds of
its equivalent
produce the
the sum
sum of
annum, which sum of fifty
fifty thousand dollars per annum,
of fifty
produce
thousand
distributed per
to them annually forever.
capita to
per capita
be distributed
shall be
dollars shall
thousand dollars
Fourth.
Fourth. That
That as
soon as
the President
President of the United States may deem Fourth.
as the
as soon
Fourth.
Uncompahgres and Southit
expedient, the
agencies for the Uncompahgres
the agencies
or expedient,
necessary or
it necessary
ern Utes
Utes be
be removed
removed to
and established
established at
at suitable points, to be hereto and
ern
after selected,
selected, upon
upon the
the lands
to be
support
apart, and to aid in the support
set apart,
be set
lands to
after
of the
said Utes
until such time as they shall be able to support themUtes until
the said
of
Government will
selves,
and that
in the
the mean
mean time
time the
the United
United States Government
that in
selves, and
establish
and maintain
maintain schools
schools in
the Utes,
Utes, and make
of the
settlements of
the settlements
in the
establish and
education of their children.
all
provision for the education
necessary provision
all necessary
eighteen hundred Fifth.
Fifth. All
provisions of
the treaty
March second, eighteen
of March
treaty of
of the
All provisions
Fifth.
and
sixty-eight,
and
the
act
of
Congress
approved
April
twenty-ninth,
1868, treaty
treaty of
1868,
twenty-ninth, March
April
approved
of
Congress
act
the
and
sixty-eight,
and
2, Indians.
135,
agreement,,shall
eighteen hundred
shall 1874, ch. 135,
seventy-four, not altered by this agreement
and seventy-fur,
hundred and
eighteen
18, 35. '
Stat., 34
continue in
force, and
the following
article three of said act,
stat.,
words from article
following words
and the
in force,
continue
Reaffirmed.
namely, "The
United States
States agrees
agrees to
to set
and hold, as a
perpetual Reaffirmed.
a perpetual
apart and
set apart
"The United
namely,
trust for
for the
the Ute
money or its equivalent in bonds,
of money
a sum
sum of
Indians, a
Ute Indians,
trust
which
be sufficient
sufficient to
produce the
of twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand
sum of
the sum
to produce
shall be
which shall
dollars
annum, which
which sum
twenty-five thousand
dollars per anthousand dollars
of twenty-five
sum of
per annum,
dollars per
num
shall be
be disbursed
disbursed or invested at the discretion of the President, or
num shall
as
be may
the use
use and
benefit of the Ute Indians forever", are
and benefit
for the
direct, for
may direct,
as lie
hereby
reaffirmed.
expressly reaffirmed.
hereby expressly
Sixth. That
That the
above mentioned
mentioned shall
what Sixth.
ascertain what
shall ascertain
commissioners above
the commissioners
Sixth.
improvements have
made by
member or
members of the Ute
or members
any member
by any
been made
have been
improvements
Nation upon
upon any
any part
part of
the reservation
reservation in
Colorado to be ceded
ceded to the
in Colorado
of the
Nation
United
as above,
above, and
and that
that payment
payment in
in cash
cash shall
shall be made
made to the
States as
United States
a fair
individuals having
made and
such improvements, upon a
fair
owning such
and owning
having made
individuals
into
and liberal
valuation of
the same
commission, taking into
said commission,
the said
by the
same by
of the
liberal valuation
and
cousideratim the
bestowed upon the land.
labor bestowed
the labor
consideration
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Done at the city of Washington
Washington this sixth day
Domini
day of March,
March, anno
anno Domini
eighteen hundred and eighty.
eighty.
Signed
Signed
his
his

CHAVANAUX
OHAVANAUX X
X

Signatures.

IGNATIO
ALHANDRA
AALHANDRA
VERATZITZ
VERATZITZ
GALOTA
GALOTA
JOCKNICK
JOCKNICK

WASS
SAWA
WICK
SAWAWICK

Witnesses.

Witnesses:
Witnesses:
WILL
F.
BURNS
Interpreter.
W.
W ILL
H. F.
BERRY,
BURNS
I,
nterpreter
Interpreter.

OURAY
OURAY

mark
mark
his

X
X

mark
his

X
X

mark
mark
his

X
X

mark
mark
his

X
X

mark
his
his.

X
X
mark
his

X
X

mark
his

X

mark

W. H. BERRY, Interpreter
OTTO
Interpreter
OTTO MEARS,
MEARS, Interpreter
HENRY
States Indian
Indian Agent,
Southern Utes.
ITtes.
HENRY PAGE,
PAGE, United
United States
Agent, Southern
CHARLES
CHARLES ADAMS,
Special Agent.
Agent.
ADAMS, Special

Comm issioners SEc.
Commissioners
SEC. 2. That the President of the United States be, and he is hereby,
appointed,
como -authorized
authorized
and
empowered to
appoint, by
conappointed,
and empowered
to appoint,
by and
and with
with the
the advice
advice and
and conpeusation,
pensation, oxexpenses.
shall receive
compensation
sent of the Senate, five commissioners,
commissioners, who shall
receive compensation

theirservices
for their
services at the rate often
of ten dollars
engaged,
dollars per diem
diem while actually
actually engaged,
in addition to their actual
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses;
expenses; and
actual traveling
traveling and
and
said commissioners
commissioners shall, under such instructions as the
Secretary of
the
the Secretary
of the
Interior may give
them ,
present said
to the
givethem,present
said agreement
agreement to
the confederated
confederated bands
bands
Ute Indians in open
of the lite
open council
council for ratification,
ratification, as
as provided
provided in
in the
the
Clerk's salary, first section
section of this act;
act; and
and said
shall have
have a
said commissioners
commissioners shall
a clerk,
clerk, at
at aa
salary
dollars per
bond, duties.
duties,
salary of two hundred
hundred dollars
month, in
in addition
addition to
to his
his actual
per month,
actual travtraveling and other
necessary expenses, and who shall give
other necessary
an
give bond
bond in
in an
amount
amount to be fixed by the Secretary
act also
Secretary of the
the Interior,
Interior, and
and shall
shall act
also
as disbursing-officer
disbursing-officer for said commissioners.
commissioners. And upon the ratification
ratification
of said agreement
said tribe
tribe as
herein provided,
provided, said
agreement by said
as herein
said commissioners
commissioners
shall, under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, appraise
appraise the
the
improvements
improvements belonging
belonging to said
lands surrendered
said Ute
Ute Indians
Indians upon
upon the
the lands
surrendered
To report.
by them as provided
provided in said agreement, and report
same to
report the same
to the
the SecSecretary of the Interior for settlement.
settlement. It
It shall be their duty to take
take a
a
Census of In- careful
careful census of said Indians,
Indians, separating
said census
as
separating them under
under said
census as
dians.
follows:
(Bans.
follows:
First. Those known in the agreement
agreement above referred to as Southern
Utes.
Uncompahgre Utes.
Second. Those known as Uncompahgre
TJtes.
Third. Those known as White River
River Tiles.
Utes.
Particulars 0
off Said census shall also show separately
separately the name of each head of
of a
a
census.
family,
census,
family; and the number
number of persons in such family,
family, distinguishing
distinguishing those
those
over eighteen years of age from those under eighteen
eighteen years of age, and
separately; also, said census shall show sepa
giving the names of each separately;
sepa
rately the orphan
orphan children in each of said classes of Utes described in the
foregoing
foregoing agreement, and they shall make an accurate
accurate register
register of
of the
names, ages, occupations,
occupations, and general condition of each of the above
above
classes
classes as aforesaid,
aforesaid, specifying particularly the number and names
names of
of
said Indians incapable by reason of orphanage,
orphanage, minority, or other dis
dis•
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ability of managing their own affairs, and they shall also select lands Lands allotted
severalty to said Indians, as herein provided, and in severalty.
severaltY•
in severalty
and allot them in
superintend the
superintend
the removal, location,
location, and settlement of the Indians thereon,
and do and perform such other services
services as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
necessary for them to do in the execution of the provisions
may consider necessary
of this act.
commissioners shall have performed
performed the duties Commissioners
And after the said commissioners
specifically
assigned to them by this act, and such other duties as the to make full respecifically assigned
Secretary of
of the
Interior may
shall make
make a
full port.
they shall
a full
port.
the Interior
may require
require of
of them,
them, they
Secretary
report of their proceedings
Secretary of the Interior, which shall
proceedings to the Secretary
set
forth, among
other things,
the name
each person
to whom
whom they
they
set forth,
among other
things, the
name of
of each
person to
may
allotted lands as
as herein provided for, with
may have apportioned
apportioned and allotted
the
the name and condition of such person, showing who, upon proofs, are
considered
incompetent to take charge
charge of
of their property, either as orphans,
considered incompetent
minors,
causes •and
land
or for
for other
other causes;
and shall also exhibit the quantity of land
minors, or
assigned
to each
with the
bounds of such allotments.
each person,
person, with
the metes and bounds
assigned to
commissioners shall make an accurate
accurate map of the whole survey Map and survey.
And said commissioners
and
showing the
division aforesaid, aacopy of
of
and proceeding,
proceeding, showing
the partition
partition and division
Inand the Secretary
Secretary of the Inwith said report;
report; and
shall be filed with
which map
map shall
General Land Office, and
a copy to be filed in the General
cause a
terior shall
shall cause
surveyors-general of Utah,
copies shall also
also be filed in the office of the surveyors-general
Colorado and
and New
Mexico, and
register and reoffice of the register
the office
and also in the
New Mexico,
Colorado
ceiver
the land
land district in which such lands or any portion of them
ceiver of the
commissioners shall further report the total num- Further report
may be situate. Said commissioners
her
set apart
apart as
provided by
agree.allotted.
of
of acres allotted.
foregoing agreeby the foregoing
as provided
and set
acres allotted
allotted and
ber of
of acres
men
t, the
the amount
amount of
of such
land tillable
tillable without
without irrigation, the amount of
such land
ment,
irrigation
Agencies located.
irrigation required, and the probable cost thereof. They shall also locate Agencieslocated.
the
the Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre Utes, shall furSouthern Utes and the
the Southern
agencies for the
the agencies
nish
required, the cost of each, the
the number
number of houses required,
estimate of the
nish an estimate
ate of
number
of school-houses
school-houses required
number of teachers,
teachers, and the of Estim
Estimate
and the number
required and
number of
number
of children
children of
of school
school age,
and such
other data
data as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary school-houses
and
school-houses
and
age, and
such other
number of
c
of
the Interior
Interior may
may require
expenditurehildren.
school
ldren
judicious expenditurehool
to make
make judicious
him to
to enable
enable him
require to
of the
To
supervise
and
and
Tosupervise
of
money appropriated
appropriated in section nine of this act; and said commis- t
of the money
e
u
oioi
s
tra
e
nde
i
xr
p
e
e ;
sioners
r
n
ti
expenditures tures
and render
all expenditures
shall exercise direct supervision and control of all
sioners shall
under
ITte country, under
under accounts
a c e o u n t s and
act during the time they remain
remain in the Ute
under this act
the general
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior;
Interior; and they shall vouchers.
vouchers.
of the
of the
direction of
the
general direction
render a
afull
and detailed
account of such
such expenditure, with the vouchers
detailed account
full and
render
therefor,
as now
now provided by law.
therefor, as
SEC. 3.
the Secretary
of the
Interior be,
and he is hereby, authorauthorbe, and
the Interior
Secretary of
That the
SEC.
3. That
ized to
to cause
to be
be surveyed,
surveyed, under
commissioners,
of said
said commissioners,
under the direction of
cause to
ized
sufficient quantity
quantity of
of land
land in
vicinities named
in said
said agreement,
agreement,
named in
in the
the vicinities
aasufficient
to
secure the
the settlement
settlement in
in severalty
as therein
in
S e t t lement in
provided. Settlement
therein provided.
Indians as
of said
said Indians
severalty of
to secure
And upon
upon the
completion of
said survey
survey and
enumeration herein
severalty.
herein severalty.
and cnumeration
of said
the completion
And
required,
the said
commissioners shall
cause allotments
allotments of
of lands
lands to
be Allotment
Allotment of
of
to be
shall cause
said commissioners
required, the
made
to each
each and
of the
the said
said Indians,
Indians, in
in quantity
land in
severalty.
in severalty.
as set
set land
character as
and character
quantity and
and all
all of
made to
forth
in the
the agreement
agreement abov:
and whenever
whenever the
the report
report and
and propromentioned, and
above mentioned,
forth in
ceedings
said commissioners,
commissioners, as
as required
are approved by
by this act, are
required by
of said
ceedings of
the
President of
of the
States, he
he shall
each Patents
issued to
to
Patents issued
issue to
to each
to issue
ca se patents
patents to
shall cause
United States,
the United
the President
allottees.
and every allottee for the lands so allotted, with the same conditions, rere - allottees.
Lands not allotstrictions
and limitations
mentioned therein
therein as
as are
in said
agree - t
ed,
Lands
released,
not allotand
said agreeted,
released,
and
are provided
provided in
limitations mentioned
strictions and
melt;
allotted, the
the title
title to
to which
which is, by the said conveyedtoUnited
conveyedtoUnited
so allotted,
not so
the lands
lands not
and all
all the
ment; and
agreement
the Ute
and this
this acac- States.
States.
Ute Indians,
Indians, and
of the
bands of
confederated bands
of the
the confederated
agreement of
ceptance
released and
and conveyed
United
conveyed to the United
States, released
United States,
the United
by the
ceptance by
States
shall be
be held
held and
deemed to
to be
of the
To be
held and
and
be held
States To
United States
the United
public lands
lands of
be public
and deemed
States, shall
and subject
subject to
the laws
laws providing
the disposal
of the
usric
sei
d
ao
nf
aas
s. other
the _di
disposedofasother
providing for
for the
disposal of
and
to disposal
disposal under
under the
public lands,
price and
and on
on the
lands of public lands.
as other
other lands
terms as
same terms
the same
same price
at the
the same
lands, at
public
like character,
except as
as provided
in this
act: Provided,
That none
Proviso.
none Proviso.
Provided, That
this act:
provided in
like
character, except
of said
lands, whether
whether mineral
mineral or
shall be
and
to entry
entry and
liable to
be liable
or otherwise,
otherwise, shall
of
said lands,
settlement under
under the
the provisions
of the homestead
homestead law; but shall be subprovisions of
settlement
ject
to cash
only in
in accordance
existing law;
law; and
Proceedsofsales,
sold .Proceedsofsales,
and when
when sold
with existing
accordance with
cash entry
entry only
ject to
the
of said
said sale
sale shall
shall be
be first
first sacredly
sacredly applied
to reimbursing
reimbursing distribution
aistnbation of.
of.
applied to
the proceeds
proceeds of
the
United States
for all
paid out
out or
or set
under this
this act
act by
by
apart under
set apart
sums paid
all sums
States for
the United
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the government for the benefit
benefit of said
then to
to be
be applied
said Indians,
Indians, and
and then
applied
in payment for the lands at one dollar
twenty-five cents
per acre
dollar and
and twenty-five
cents per
acre
which may be ceded to them by
by the
United States
outside of
reserthe United
States outside
of their
their reserRemainder deRemainder
de- vation, in pursuance of this agreement. And the remainder,
remainder, if any, shall
posited in TreasTreas- be deposited
deposited in the Treasury
Treasury as now provided by law for the benefit
benefit of
of
ury in trust for
Indian trust or the said Indians,
proportion hereinbefore
Indians, in
in the
the proportion
stated, and
the interest
hereinbefore stated,
and the
interest
Indians.
thereon shall be distributed
distributed annually
annually to them in the same
same manner as the
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided,further,
further, That the subdivisions
funds provided for in this act: Provided
subdivisions
upon which are located improvements
improvements to be
appraised, as
provided for
be appraised,
as provided
for
in section two of this act, shall be offered
offered to the highest
pubhighest bidder
bidder at
at public sale, after published notice of at least thirty
lie
by the
thirty days
days by
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior, and the same shall be absolutely reserved
reserved from occupaoccupation or claim until so sold.
It.
S.1977.
R. S.
1977.
SEC.
allotments and the patenting
S
EC. 4. That upon the completion of said allotments
patenting
Indians
Indians subjectsubject- of the lands to said allottees, each and every of the said
said indians
Indians shall
Indians
shall
shall
ed
ed to
of.
to provisions
provlslionsof.
,
l
and
every
of
thetsaid
provionsofbe
d t
be subject to the provisions
provisions of section nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventyseventyseven of the Revised Statutes and to the laws, both
both civil
civil and
and criminal,
criminal,
of the State or Territory in which they may reside, with
with the
to sue
sue
the right
right to
Proviso.
and be sued in the courts thereof: Provided,
Provided, That their
pertheir lands and
and personal property
property shall not be subject
subject to
taxation or
execution upon
the
to taxation
or execution
upon the
judgment, order, or decree of any court obtained on
cause of
on any cause
of action
action
which may arise during the period named in the above recited agreement.
Perpetual
trustPerpetual trustSEC.
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury shall, out of
of any
SEC. 5.
5. That
any moneys
moneys
fund,
f 1 (1, interest
interest
in
the
Treasury
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
set
apart,
and
hold
as aa
not
otherwise
appropriated,
set
apart,
and
hold
as
$50,000,
$50,000, paid
paid per
per
capita
annually. perpetual
rperptull
said Ute
trust-fund for said
Ute Indians,
Indians, an
money sufficient
sufficient
an amount
amount of
of money
capita annually.
at four per centum to produce annually fifty thousand dollars, which interest shall be paid to them per capita in cash,
cash, annually,
annually, as
in
as provided
provided in
said agreement.
agreement.
Salaries to
to Utes
Salaries
Utes
SEC.
member or
SEC. 6. That all salaries
salaries paid to any member
or members
of the
TJte
members of
the Ute
continued ten
ton tribe under
continued
tribe
existing
treaty stipulations
stipulations shall be continued for the term
years
years longer
ionger than
than
stipuilatedin
treat- of
of ten
ten years
years beyond
beyond the
the time
time fixed
treaties. And
sum of
of four
fixed in
in said
said treaties.
stipulated
in treatAnd the
the sum
four
ies.
thousand
thousand dollars per annum
annum for the term
be distribterm of ten
ten years shall
shall be
distribperannum uted by the President
$4,000 perannum
President at his discretion to such of said
said Indians
Indians as
as distindistinto be distributed
tb te
Presribted guish
guish themselves
themselves by
by good
good sense,
energy, and
perseverance in
in the
the purpursense, energy,
and perseverance
by
the President.
suits of civilized
civilized life, and in the
good understanding
understanding bebethe promotion of
of aagood
tween the Indians and the Government
Government and people
the United
States,
people of
of the
United States,
appropriated, out of any moneys in
and there is hereby
hereby appropriated,
in the Treasury
Treasury not
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, four thousand dollars as
installment
as the
the first
first installment
for such purpose.
R.
S., Title
Title 28,
28,
R. S.,
SEC.
7. That
That the provisions
twenty-eight of the Revised
S
EC. 7.
provisions of title twenty-eight
Revised Statextended to
lands utes shall extend over and be applicable to every allotment of
extended
to lands
utes
shall
extend over and be applicable to every allotment
land proallotted to Indians.
aotte
toInan vided
vided for in the foregoing agreement,
agreement, and
to the
the administration
of the
and to
administration of
the
affairs
affairs of said Indians, so far as said provisions
provisions can be made applicable
applicable
thereto.
Hot Springs
in
Hot
Springs in
SEC.
8. That
That the
the hot
springs located
located in
in what
what is
SEC. 8.
hot springs
is known
known as "The
"The UnUncompahgre
Park
and
far
compahgre
in
the
compahgre
Park",
in
the
Uncompahgre
Valley,
four square
square miles
Uncompahgre
Valley, and
and four
miles
Park and four
square miles rere- of land surrounding said
square
said springs
springs and
and within
within said
said valley,
valley, are
are hereby
hereby rereserved
sale,
served from
from sale, served, and withdrawn
withdrawn from settlement, occupancy,
occupancy, or
the
or sale,
sale, under
under the
&e.
&e.
laws
of the
the United States, and dedicated and set apart for the benefit
laws of
benefit
and enjoyment
enjoyment of the people;
people; and, so far as practicable,
practicable, the provisions
provisions
and of sections twenty-four hundred
R. S. 2474 and
hundred and seventy-four and twenty-four
twenty-four hunhun2475 made
made appli2475
appli- dred
and seventy-five,
seventy-five, of the Revised Statutes, are hereby
dred and
hereby made applicacable
thereto.
cable thereto.
ble to said tract.
tract.
Appropriations.
SEC.
9. That for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this act into
S
EC. 9.
into
effect, the following sums, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, be,
be,
and they are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any moneys in
Treasury
in the Treasury
not otherwise
expended under the direction
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to be expended
direction of the
Secretary of the Interior as follows, namely:
namely:
Expenses
of
comExpensesofcomFor the payment of
commissioners herein
of the expenses of the commissioners
herein provided,
provided,
missioners.
missioners.
the
sum of
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
the sum
of twenty-five
dollars.
Removal, &
Removal,
& c.,
e.,
For
cost of removal and settlement of the Utes, surveying
For the cost
surveying their
their
Meg.
Utes.
lands,
building houses,
houses, establishing
lands, building
establishing schools, building mills and agency
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agricultural implements, and
buildings, purchasing
purchasing stock,
stock, agricultural
and so forth,
forth, as
as
provided
agreement and in this act, the sum of three hundred
provided in said agreement
and fifty thousand dollars.
ad.
Me Indians, per capita, in addition
addition to Per capita in ad.
For the sum to be paid to said Ute
dition to
to Utes.
Utes.
the
provided for, the sum of fifteen dition
thousand dollars now due and provided
the sixty thousand
thousand dollars.
mimprovements Individual i1mFor the payment of the appraised
appraised value of individual improvements
provements.
provements.
provided herein, the sum of twenty thousand dollars.
as provided
For the care and support of the Ute Indians in Colorado
Colorado for the bal- Support of Utes
cur Pro- in
in Colorado
Colorado curance of the current fiscal year, the sum of twelve thousand dollars: Profiscal year.
year.
fiscal
rent
vided,
appropriation for expenses of the rent
vided, That with the exception of the appropriation
Proviao.
commissioners, the above appropriations shall become available only
commissioners,
three-fourths of the male
ratification of said agreement by three-fourths
upon the ratification
lite Indians as provided in this act, and the cermembers of the Ute
adult members
tification of
of such
tification
such fact to the Secretary of the Treasury by the Secretary
Interior.
of the interior.
S
EC. 10. If
Time limited
limited for
SEc.
If the agreement
agreement as amended in this act is not ratified by Time
of
ratification of
three-fourths of the adult male Indians of the Ute tribes within four ratification
three-fourths
amended agreeg
r
a
e
of this act the same shall cease
cease to be of effect
effect amended
months from the approval
ment by
by threethree-ment
d
et
after that
after
that day.
day.

fourths
male
fourths of
of male
adult
adult Utes.
Utes.

Approved June 15, 1880.
Approved
—An act
Post Roads.
Roads.
act to
to establish
establish Post
CHAP. 224.
224.-An

June
1880.
June 15,
15, 1880.

Be it
the United
Representatives of the
and House of _Representatives
by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted by
Be
s•
esStates of
of America
Post-roads e
assembled, That the following post roads Post-roads
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
States
be, and
the same
same are
are hereby
hereby established.
tablished.
tablished.
established.
and the
be,
FLORIDA.

Florida.

Hawthorne Post-office,
Post-office, via Mrs McNabb's,
McNabb's, to Palatka.
From Hawthorne
From
Newnansville, to
Fort White.
White.
to Fort
From Newnansville,

LOUISIANA.
LOUISIANA.
From
via Point
an Loup
to Germantown.
Springs, to
Loup Springs,
Point au
From Jennings,
Jennings, via
Hickory Flat, to the Bay.
via Hickory
From Welsh's, via
Raynes, via
Prudhomme City.
Plaquemines Brusle, to Prudhomme
via Plaquemines
From Raynes,
From Brownssardsville,
Rayville and
and Liddons
Liddons Ferry, to AbbeBrownssardsville, via Rayville
From
ville.
INDIAN TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
INDIAN
Mineral,
Timber Hill and R. S. Bell's, to Little Mineral,
Fishomingo, via Timber
From Fishomingo,
Texas.
MISSOURI
MISSOURI

Louisiana.
Louisiana

TerriIndian TerriIndian
tory.
tory.

Missouri.

Dixon Springs.
to Dixon
From West Plains, to
TEXAS.

Texas.

Clarksville, to Albion.
From Olarksville,

ALABAMA.
ALABAMA.
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Green, to Toll Gate.
Bell Green,
Toadvine, to Hayes.
W Orin's, to Patterson.
Patterson.
J W
Ramer, via J
Bayou
to Bayou
Bayou Caden.
Bayou La Batre, to
Brewton
Brewton,'to Brooklyn.
Gasque,
Theresa.
to Theresa.
Gasque, to

Jilabama.
Alabama
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Arkansas.
Arkansas.

Dakota
Dakota
tory.
tory.

S
ESS. IL
SESS.
II.

From Van
From
Van Buren, via Arkloe, to Dennybary's store in Flint District,
Cherokee Nation.
Cherokee
From Newport, to
to Mallory's
Mallory's store.
store.
From Crawfordsville,
Crawfordsville, to
mouth of
Creek.
From
to mouth
of Big
Big Creek.
From Osceola,
Osceola, via
Dickinson's, Dead
via Carson's Lake, Red
Red Bird, Dickinson's,
Dead TimTimber
Gilmore, and
and Bartons,
ber Lake,
Lake, Gilmore,
Bartons, to
to Marion.
Marion.
From Quitman,
Quitman, via
and Middle
Settlement to
Blue MountFrom
via Eglantine,
Eglantine, and
Middle Settlement
to Blue
Mountain.
From Bentonville,
Bentonville, via
via Cross
Cross Hollows,
Hollows, and
and Van
to Eureka
Eureka
From
Van Winkles
Winkles Mill,
Mill, to
Springs.
Terri
DAKOTA
TERRITORY.
Terri-DAKOTA TERRITORY.
From Running Water,
Water, to
to Choteau
Choteau Creek.
From Running
Running Water,
Water, to Plankington.
From Wahpeton, to New
New Trier.
From
Ranch,. Knife
From Mandan,
Mandan, via
via Blackfords
Blackfords Ranche,
Ranche, Nordstrons
Nordstrons Ranch,
Knife
River, to mouth of the Little Missouri River.
From Columbia, via Julian, to Watertown.
Watertown.
FLORIDA.
FLORIDA.

Florida.
Florida.

From
From
Froml
From
Froml
From
Fromn

Manatee, via Mitchellville, to Fort Meade.
Myer', to Eau
Mycr's,
E.au Gallic.

Bronson, to
Bronson,
to Levyville.
Levyville.
Crawfordsville,
Crawfordsville, to Rio Carrabelle.
Carrabelle.

Georgia.

GEORGIA
GEORGIA

From Jenkinsville,
Fullerton's Store, to Thomastown.
Thomastown.
Jenkinsville, via Fullerton's
From Henderson,
Henderson, to Perry.
From l)nluth,
Duluth, via Warsaw, to New
New York.
York.
From
Williamsburg, to Flat Shoals.
Froml Concord, via Williamsburg,
Front Warren Springs, to
Froml
to Belmont.
From Mulberry Grove, to Dow.
From Newton, to
Leadbetter Store.
to Leadbetter
From Ogeechee, to Blitch&s
Blitche's Store.
FromI
Splring Place, to Conasauga,
Front Sluing
Conasauga, (Tennessee.)
(Tennessee.)
From Reedsville, to Walthourville.
Walthourville.
From Shiloh,
Shiloh, to Oak
Oak Mountain
Mountain Springs.
Springs.
From Hepzabah,
Hepzabah, to Bath.
INDIANA.

Indiana
From Kokomo, to Ptevna.

IDAHO TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
IDAHO

Idaho Territory.
Territory.

From
From
From
From
From
Illinois.
Illinois

Lava, to Mammoth Hot Springs Wyoming
Wyoming Territory.
Rocky
to Bonaparte.
Bonaparte.
Rocky B
B rto, to
Bonaparte, via Junction
Junction Bar, to Ethell's.
EthelPs.
Ketcham's va San Tooth Mines to Bonanza.
Leesburg, to Yellow Jacket.

ILLINOIS.
From Mount Sterling, via Buckhorn, White Oak Springs
Springs and BenBenvine to Perry
ville
From Salisburg, to Springfield
Springfield
From Salisbui
Salisbnig
Petersburg.
g to Petersburg.
From Anawan, via Hooppole,
Hooppole, Leon,
Leon, and Yorktown,
Yorktown, to Tampico.
Tampico.
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From Savanna,
Savanna, via
via Gion's
Gion's Grove,
Devinda Centre.
to Devinda
Grove, to
From
From
via Miller's
Miller's Grove to Hanover.
Savanna, via
From Savanna,
From
Alton to Fosterburg.
Upper Alton
From Upper
From
Dorsey Station to Fosterburg.
From Dorsey

Post-roads—ConPost-roads-Continned.
tined.

IOWA.
IOWA.

Iowa

From
Hardin City
City to Eagle City.
From Hardin
From Viola
Audubon,
Centre to Audubon,
Viola Centre
From
From Newlon's
Newlon's Grove
Grove to
to Griswold,
From
KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.

Kentucky.
Kentnaky.

Tarner'
From
via Kansas,
Kansas, Lowe's to Turner's.
Viola, via
From Viola,
From Doublin,
Doublin, to Austin.
Austin.
From
From Austin,
Austin, to
Fancy Farm
to Fancy
From
From Milburn,
Milburn, to Turner.
From
From
to Viola.
Pottsville, to
From Pottsville,
From
Pottsville, to Boaz.
From Pottsville,
From
City to
to Wickliff.
Wickliff.
Barlow, City
From Barlow,
From
Lovelaceville.
to Lovelaceville.
Lowes, to
From Lowes,
From
to Calladonia
Calladonia (Illinois)
Oscar, to
From Oscar,
From
to Mound
Mound City, (Illinois)
(Illinois)
Haslewood, to
From Haslewood,
From Carrsville,
Carrsville, to Hampton.
Hampton.
From
From Carrsville,
Gardnersville to Salem.
via Gardnersville
Carrsville, via
From
Beadyville.
From
Store and Martin Durbin's to Readyville.
Grange Store
via Grange
Litohfield, via
From Litchfield,
From Hawesville,
via Monument
Yelvington.
Monument Chapel to Yelvington.
Hawesville, via
From
KANSAS.
KANSAS.

Kansas.
Kana.

From Coffeyville,
via Musgrove
Broken
Crossing on Caney, and Broken
Musgrove Crossing
Coffeyville, via
From
Arrow, to
Okmulgee, (Indian Territory).
to Okmulgee,
Arrow,
From
View to
(Indian Territory)
Okmulgee. (Indian
to Okmulgee.
Fair View
via Fair
Coffeyville, via
From Coffeyville,
From
Grinnell, to
to Atwood.
From Grinnell,
From
to Eureka, via Quincy.
Roy to
Le Roy
From Le
From
Mary's, via
Avoca and
and. Buck's
Buck's Grove
Grove to HavensClare, Avoca
St. Clare,
via St.
St Mary's,
From St
vine.
ville.
From
Dorrance to
Blue Stone.
to Blue
From Dorrance
From Fontana
Fontana via
via Bishops
Mound Creek to Greely.
and Mound
Nursery and
Bishops Nursery
From
PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Pennsylvania.

From Blackhawk,
Blackhawk, via
Warren Ohio.
and Palestine to Warren
Achor and
via Achor
From

MAINE.
MAINE.

Maine.

From
Byron, to
Bemis stream
stream outlet.
to Bemis
From Byron,
From
Pem, to West Pem.
From Pem,
MARYLAND.
MARYLAND.
From
From
From
From
From
From

Maryland.
Maryland

Port
Republic to
Hellen's.
to Helen's.
Port Republic
Queenstown to
to Callahan's
Callahan's Store.
Queenstown
Chrome Hill
Hill to
to Rock's
Rock's Deer Creek.
Chrome
MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.

Michigan.
Michigan.

From
Kelley's Corners.
to Kelley's
Rome to
From Rome
MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.
From
From
From
From
From
From

De
Graff, via
via Fouriston
Fouriston to Granite Falls.
De Graff,
Donnelly.
Appleton, via
via Fairfield
Fairfield and Higbert to Donnelly.
Appleton,
Crookston to
to Red Lake Falls.
Crookston

Mhnneota.
Minnesota.
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Princeton
Spencer, Brook,
Brook, and
and Springvale
Springvale to
to Cambridge.
Princeton via
via Spencer,
Cambridge.
Herman to Fagio's Falls via Western.
Fairmount
Esttiarville, Iowa.
Fairmount to
to Esttiarville,
Iowa.
Fairmount via
via May
Star to
to St.
Fairmount
May and
and North
North Star
St. James.
James.
MISSOURI
MISSOURI

Missouri.

From
to Mineral
Spring.
From Cassville to
Mineral Spring.
From
Springfield to
Dug Spring,
Spring, Curran,
Pleasant
From Springfield
to Harringtonville,
Harringtonville, Dug
Curran, Pleasant
Ridge, Dowell's
Dowell's Mineral
Springs, Johnson's
Johnson's Mill
Latherwood to
to
Ridge,
Mineral Springs,
Mill and
and Latherwood
Eureka Springs.
Springs.
From
From Danville
Danville to Bethlehem.
Bethlehem.

MISSISSIPPI.
MISSISSIPPI.

Mississippi.
From
From
From
From
Kalb.
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Goodman,
and Ebenezer
Ebenezer to
Goodman, via Richland, and
to Eulogy.
Eulogy.
Durant, via
via Bowling
Bowling Green
Acona.
Durant,
Green to
to Acona.
Lexington to
to Eulogy.
Lexington
Eulogy.
Grenada,
Ross Mills
Mills to
Grenada, via
via Ross
to Tuseahoma.
Tuscahoma.
LOUISIANA.
LOUISIANA.

Louisiana.
From
From
From
From
From
From
Nebraska.

Sheppardtown,
via Idle
Volento, to
to Belzona.
13elzona.
Sheppardtown, via
Idle Wild,
Wild, and
and Deo
Deo Volente,
Culvert's
via Lynwood,
Lynwood, Liberty,
Hill, Brownsville
Brownsville to
Calvert's Store,
Store, via
Liberty, Hill,
to De
De

Jackson to
Robert's Station.
Jackson
to Robert's
Station.
Laul
Laul P. 0.
O. to
to Dutch Town.
Pauppeville
to Church
Church Point.
Pauppeville to
Point.
Hermitage to Lake
Lake Land.
NEBRASKA..
NEBRASKA.

From Williamsburg, via Whitewater,
Whitewater, Stockton, and
and Trackyville
Traceyville to
to
Arapahoe.
Arapahoe.
From Wheatland,
Wheatland, via Amazon
Amazon and Atlee to Macon.
From Clarksville
Clarksville to St. Paul.
Paul.
From Plum Creek,
Creek, via White Rabbit, and
a,nd Cottonwood Springs to
to
North
North Platte
Indianola to
(Kansas.)
From Indianola
to Oberlin,
Oberlin, (Kansas.)
O'Connor.
From St.
St. Paul to
to O'Connor.
New Mexico.

NEW MEXICO.
NEW
MEXICO.
From
City, via
to Eureka.
From Silver City,
via Soldiers'
Soldiers' Farewell
Farewell to
Eureka.
From
via Lidendorff
Stonewall Mining
Mining Camp.
From Shakespeare, via
Lidendorff Wells
Wells to
to Stonewall
Camp.
From Socorro, via Alamaza,
Alamaza, Brackmagee,
Brackmagee, Hillsboro
Apachee Spring,
Hillsboro Apachee
Spring,
Hudson's Hot
Hot Springs,
Springs, and
and Soldiers
Soldiers Farewell
Farewell to
to Shakespeare.
Hudson's
Shakespeare.
From Fort Stanton, via White
Mines, Socorro,
Socorro, Puebla
Puebla Mines
White Oak Mines,
Mines
Magdelana
Magdelana Mines, Horse Springs, and
and Hot
Springs to
Pinos Alto.
Hot Springs
to Pinos
Alto.

New York.

NA/
NEY

1
0111c
YOEK

From New Lisbon, via
Welcome to
to Garrettsville.
via Welcome
Garrettsville.
From
to North
North Hudson.
From Fort
Fort Henry
Henry to
Hudson.
From Saugnoyt to Norwich
Norwich Corners.
From Clayton to Grand Stone Island.
From
Bergen to
to North
From Bergen
North Bergen.
Bergen.
Lockport via Rapides
to Clarence
Centre.
From Lockport
Rapides and
and Walcottsburg
Walcottsburg to
Clarence Centre.
From Reedsville
Reedsville to South
Berne.
South Berne.
From Katonah
Katonah to Lake
Lake Waccabec.
Waccabec.
From Centerville
Centerville to
to Glen
Glen Wild.
Wild.
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NORTH
CA.ROLINA
NORTH CAROLINA

Leggettville.
From Whitaker's, via Mount Prospect to Leggettville.
From
From
Vanceboro to Edwards'
Edwards' Mill.
From Vanceboro
Uamvar.
Demdarroek to From Demdarrock
Caravan
From
Grant (Virginia)
Grove to
to Grant
From Apple
Apple Grove
Fpom
Marion. (Virginia)
(Virginia)
via Mouth of Wilson, to Marion.
From Ore
Ore Knob, via
From Lexington
Lexington to Conrad Hill Mine.
From Burnt
Burnt Chimney, via Buck
Gaffney City.
Buck Shoals to Gaffney
From
From River View Rocklet, via Mayhew's Store, Higle Plains and
Troutman's Mills.
Troutman's
From
Creek to Holly Bush.
Bush.
From Camp Creek
From Randleman
Cedar Fall's and Franklinsville, to CoRandleman Mills via Cedar
lumbia Factory.
Factory.
From Burmington
Burmington to White Oak Creek.
Aquone to Burmington.
Burmington.
From Aquone
Jeremiah Reeces.
Recces.
From Forks
Forks of Pigeon to Jeremiah
FrankFrom High
High Count, via Randle's-Man
Randle's-Man Mills, Cedar Falls and FrankFrom
linsville to Columbia.
From Beaufort, via Key on North River, to Adam Creek.
From Swift Creek Bridge, via Friendship, to Edward's Mills.
From Speight Bridge to Carr's Store.
From Tilleton, via Sunny Side, and Oakland to Bruckleyville.
Bruckleyville.
From
Adams-Cross Roads.
Korneay's Mill to Adams—Cross
From Mount
Mount Olin, via Daniel Korneay's
OHIO
OHIO

Post-roads—ConPost-roads-Continned.
tinued.
North Carolina,

North Carolina

Ohio.
Ohio.

and
From Marietta,
Marietta, via
Twine11, Flemming,
Layman, Wesley,
Wesley ;and
Flemming, Barlow, Layman,
via Tunnell,
From
Bartlett
Amesville.
Bartlett to Amesville.
SOUTH CAROLINA
CAROLINA
SOUTH

Carolina
South Carolina

Jackson Station.
From
Aiken, via Clackley,
Clackley, Hankinson, and Steed to Jackson
From Aiken,
From
to Tripp's
Tripp's Cross Roads.
From Beaufort to
TENNESSEE.

Tennessee.

From Elkton,
to Gutline.
Gutline.
Oakdale, to
via Oakdale,
From
Elkton, via
From Hopewell
Lindsey's Store to Ball Play.
Hopewell Springs, via Lindsey's
From
Pleasant Hill.
via Robinson's
Robinson's Gap, Buch Creek, to Pleasant
From Dug Hill, via
From Dug Hill to Brown's Store in Shingle Valley.
Knoxville, via
Main Public Road to Emory Gap.
via Main
From Knoxville,
From Russellville,
Russellville, via
via Dotson's
Dotson's Ferry, Mooresburg,
1VIooresburg, Mill's Gap and
From
War Creek to Sneedville.
Spring to Mounts Cross Roads.
via Sinking
Sinking Spring
Cross Roads, via
From Cates
Cates Cross
From Lesters to Manifold.
Lodthar.
From Sante Fe to Lodabar.
LowelPs Mill, Lasea and Kedron to Spring Hill.
From Columbia, via Lowell's
From
BinklQ s
s Store, and Cooper Town to Springvia Binkle3
From Pleasant View, via
field
field
Turnersville to Holmansville
Hill, via Turnersville
From Cedar
Cedar Hill,
TEXAS.
TEXAS.
From
Richardsville.
Winsboro to Richardsville.
From Winsboro
From
Leesville (Louisiana)
Rainbow to Leesville
Newton, via Rainbow
From Newton,
From
Wachita Falls to Mannetta.
From Wachita
From
From St. Jo. to Friendship.
From
From Cedar Creek to Albade.
From
Granburg to
to Bluffdale.
Bluffdale.
From Granburg
From Richmond
Matagorda.
Richmond to Matagorda.
From
From
San Diego,
to Rio
Rio Grande
City.
Grande City.
Roma to
via Roma
Diego, via
From San
xxi--14
X

Texas.
Texas.
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From Fort
Fort Stockton
Pena Colorado.
Colorado.
From
Stockton to
to Pena
From Springers
Springer's Rancho
Ranche to Wheeler.
Wheeler.
Henderson, via Gourdneck
From Henderson,
Springs to
to Lyn
Lyn Flat.
Gourdneck and
and Rush
Rush Springs
Flat.
UTAH.
UTAH.

Utah.

Creek to
Forrest City.
City.
From American Fork via
via Deer
Deer Creek
to Forrest
Virginia.

VIRGINIA.
From Republican
Republican Grove to
Chatham.
to Chatham.
From Estillville, via Ally's Store and
Mills to
to Rye
Rye Cove.
Cove.
and Ervin's
Ervin's Mills
Republican Grove
Store.
From Republican
Grove to
to Collin's Store.

Washington TerWashingtonTerritory.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY
WASHINGTON
TERRITORY

From Spokane
Spokane Falls', via Deep Creek Falls to Cottonwood Springs.
Springs.
From Spangle, via Augusta to Four Lakes.
Lakes.
From Almota, via Irene and
Clinton to
Moscow, (Idaho
(Idaho Territory)
Territory)
and Clinton
to Moscow,
From Wilkeson to Corbonado.
Corbonado.
West Virginia.

WEST VIRGINIA.

From Arnoldsburg,
Arnoldsburg, via left hand fork of Little Kanawha
Kanawha and
and Tate
Tate
Creek to Braxton
Braxton C.
C. H.
H.
From Willow Island, via Mouth Cow Creek to White Oak.
Oak.
Richardsonville to Laurel Junction,
From Burning Springs, via Richardsonville
B. &.
Junction, B.
&.
O. R. R.
O.
Fro m Lost Creek, via
From
Creek to
to Mouth
Mouth of
of Isaac's
Creek.
via Duck
Duck Creek
Isaac's Creek.
Fr om Conaway's,
Conaway's, via Joseph Tenants, Indian Creek, to
P. 0.
to IVIoore's
Moore's P.
O.
From Sandyville, via Turkey Fork of Sandy, and
Right Fork
of Reedy
and Right
Fork of
Reedy
to Lockville.
Lockville.
From Wolf Summit, via Jarvis Mill, mid
Big Buffalo
Buffalo to
Isaac's Camp.
and Big
to Isaac's
Camp.
From Jacksonville
Jacksonville via Walkersville,
Walkersville, Wild Cat, and Hacker's
Valley to
Hacker's Valley
to
Webster, C. H.
H.
Wisconsin.

WISCONSIN.

From Winchester to Zoar.
Zoar.
Approved, June 15, 1880.
1880.
June 15, 1880.

CHAP. 225.-An
appropriations for the legislative, executive, and judi225.—An act making appropriations
cial
expenses of the government for the fiscal year ending Juneexecutive,
cial expenses
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and eighty-one, and for other purposes.

Be it
Senate and
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United

Appropriations,
States of
America in Congress
assembled, That the following
following sums be, and
Appropriations, States
of America
Congress assembled,
Legislative,

ective
atnduedju" -the same are
ri
at
ed out
of any
in the
u ry
are hereby,
hereby, approp
appropriated,
out of
any money
money in
the Treas
Treasury
ecutive and
cial
di
cial,,year 1881.
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, in full
full compensation
compensation for
for the
the service
of the
service of
the
fiscal year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-one, for
fiscal
year ending
for
the objects hereinafter
hereinafter expressed, namely:
namely:

Legislative.
Legislative.

LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.
SENATE.
SENATE.

Senators' c
om - For compensation
Senators'
comcompensation of Senators, three hundred and eighty thousand
thousand
ponsation.
pensation.
dollars.
Mileage.
FIr
Fir mileage
mileage of Senators, thirty-three
thirty-three thousand dollars.

Clerks, messoumessougels, and
and others,
others,
annual
annual salary.
salary.

For compensation
compensation of the officers, clerks, messengers,
messengers, and
others
and others
receiving an annual salary i
receiving
n th
i
ce o
he S
enate, one
in
thee serv
service
off tthe
Senate,
one hundred
hundred
and
and ninety-nine
ninety-nine thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and thirty-seven dollars and
sixty-eight cents, namely: For Secretary of the Senate, four thousand
sixty-eight
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the
five
hundred dollars, including compensation
disbursing officer of the
compensation as disbursing
five hundred
disbursingcontingent
compensation as disbursingcontingent fund of the Senate, and for compensation
officer of
Senators three hundred
hundred and ninety-six
ninety-six dollars;
dollars;
of Senators,
salaries of
of salaries
officer
hire
horse and wagon for the
die Secretary's
Secretary's office, twelve
twelve hundred
hundred dolof horse
hire of
dollars; principal clerk, principal
lars; chief clerk, three thousand dollars;
executive
financial clerk and enrollingjournal clerk, financial
and journal
minute and
clerk, minute
executive clerk,
librarian,
clerk,
two thousand
thousand five
ninety-two dollars each; librarian,
and ninety-two
hundred and
five hundred
clerk, two
thouand
clerks in
Secretary of the Senate, at two thouoffice of the Secretary
in the office
six clerks
and six
sand
twenty dollars
dollars each; five clerks in the office of
and twenty
hundred and
two hundred
sand two
the Secretary
of the
Senate, at two
thousand one hundred dollars each.
two thousand
the Senate,
Secretary of
the
For keeper
keeper of
hundred and two
of the stationery, two thousand one hundred
For
forty cents; assistant keeper of stationery, one thousand
and forty
dollars and
and
eight
messengers, one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and
hundred dollars; two messengers,
eight hundred
ninety-six dollars
dollars each;
each; four laborers
laborers in the office
office of the Secretary of the
ninety-six
Senate,
each.
hundred and twenty dollars each.
Senate, seven hundred
Chaplain.
Chaplain.
For
hundred dollars.
nine hundred
chaplain, nine
For chaplain,
Secretary
Secre t a r y to
For
to the
thousand one hundred and
Vice-President, two thousand
the Vice-President,
secretary to
For secretary
Vice-President.
Vice-President.
dollars and forty cents.
two dollars
Messenger
Messenger to
the
For
messenger
to
the
Vice-President's
to
appointed
by
appointed
be
room,
Vice-President's
the
to
For messenger
Vico- President's
President's
ViceVice-President,
thousand four hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
one thousand
Vice-President, one
MOM..
room.
Committee
o m m i t t oe
hun- C
For
to the
the Committee on
thousand five hunAppropriations, two thousand
on Appropriations,
clerk to
For clerk
clerks.
clerks.
dred dollars.
For assistant
assistant clerk
Committee on
on Appropriations,
one thousand six
Appropriations, one
to Committee
clerk to
For
hundred dollars.
hundred
For
of printing records, two thousand two hundred and twenty
clerk of
For clerk
dollars.
For clerk
clerk to
Committee on Finance, clerk to the Committee on
to the Committee
For
Claims,
clerk to
Committee on Commerce,
Commerce, clerk to the Committee
Committee
the Committee
to the
Claims, clerk
on
clerk to the
clerk
Land-Claims, clerk
Committee on Private Land-Claims,
the Committee
Judiciary, clerk
the Judiciary,
on the
to the
clerk to
Committee on Military
Military Affairs,
to Committee
Pensions, clerk
on Pensions,
Committee on
the Committee
to
clerk
Committee on
on Post-Offices
Roads, for clerk to the
and Post Roads,
Post-Offices and
to Committee
clerk to
Committee on
on the
District of
Columbia, for cleri
clerk of Joint Committee
Committee on
of Columbia,
the District
Committee
the Library,
Library, and
and for
for clerk of the
Committee on the Census, at two thouthe Committee
the
sand
hundred and
twenty dollars each.
and twenty
two hundred
sand two
Sergeant-atFor
and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, four
four thousand three hundred
Sergoant-atSergeant-at-Arms and
For Sergeant-at•Arms
Arius, Doorkeeper,
I)"orleeper,
and twenty
assistant doorkeeper,
doorkeeper, two
thousand five hundred
hundred Arl3s,
two thousand
dollars; assistant
twenty dollars;
and
and assistants, &c.
and ninety-two
doorkeeper, two thousand five and assistants &c.
assistant doorkeeper,
acting assistant
dollars; acting
ninety-two dollars;
and
assistant
hundred and
ninety-two dollars; three
messengers, acting as assistant
three messengers,
and ninety-two
hundred
doorkeepers, one
one thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars each.
doorkeepers,
Cleric to the SerClerk
dollars.
For
to the
the Sergeant-at-Arms,
Sergeant-at-Arms, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
clerk to
For clerk
geant-at-Armns.
geant-at-Arms.

Postmaster.
Postmaster.
For
Postmaster to
thousand two hundred and fifty
two thousand
to the Senate, two
For Postmaster
dollars; assistant
postmaster and mail-carrier,
mail-carrier, two thousand and eightyassistant postmaster
dollars;
eight dollars;
thousand two hundred dollars
at one thousand
mail-carriers, at
four mail-carriers,
dollars; four
eight
each.
For
of the
the document-room,
document-room, two
two thousand
Superintendent
hundred of Superintendent
thousand one hundred
superintendent of
For superintendent
docu.nentthe documentof the
thousand room.
and sixty
dollars; two
two assistants
document-room, at one thousand
in document-room,
assistants in
sixty dollars;
and
room
document-room,
page
dollars
four
hundred
and
forty
each;
one
in
the
document-room,
four hundred
seven hundred
and twenty
twenty dollars;
dollars; superintendent
folding-room,
the folding-room,
of the
superintendent of
hundred and
seven
two thousand
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars;
dollars; one
iii the foldingone assistant in
one hundred
thousand one
two
thousand two hundred dollars.
room, one thousand
Messengers.
For
twenty-four messengers,
messengers, at one thousand four hundred and forty Messengers.
For twenty-four
apbe
dollars
each;
messenger
to
the
Committee
on
Appropriations,
to
Committee
the
to
messenger
each;
dollars
pointed by
committee, at
thousand four hundred and forty dolone thousand
at one
the committee,
by the
pointed
lars; messenger
in charge
charge of storeroom,
storeroom, one thousand two hundred
hundred
messenger in
lars;
dollars; messenger
messenger to
thousand two hunroom, one thousand
reporters' room,
official reporters'
the official
to the
dollars;
dred dollars.
Chief
engineer.
Chief engineer.
For
chief engineer,
thousand one hundred
hundred and sixty dollars; three
three
two thousand
engineer, two
For chief
dollars
forty
and
hundred
assistant engineers, at one thousand four
assistant
each; conductor
conductor of
thousand two hundred dollars; two
one thousand
elevator, one
of elevator,
each;
firemen, at one thousand and ninety-five dollars each; three laborers
laborers in
firemen,
the engineer's
engineer's department,
department, at
at seven
seven hundred
hundred and
twenty dollars
dollars each.
and twenty
the
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Eight skilled
laEight
skilled la-

For eight skilled laborers,
at one
laborers, at
one thousand
thousand dollars
annum
dollars each
each per
per annum
twelve laborers, at seven hunired
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars each;
each; and one laborer
laborer
in charge of the private passage
and forty
forty dollars;
dollars; twelve
passage,'eight
eight hundred
hundred and
twelve
laborers, during the session, at the rate
rate of
twenty
of seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty
dollars each per annum; female attendant in
ladies'
in charge
charge of the
the ladies'
retiring-room,
retiring-room, seven hundred and twenty
twenty dollars;
dollars; telegraph-operator,
telegraph-operator,
per annum..
twelve hundred dollars
dollars per
annum.
Contingent
Contingent e
x- For contingent
e xof the
the Senate,
contingent expenses
expenses of
Senate, namely:
namely:
penses.
penses.
For stationery
stationery and newspapers
newspapers (including five thousand
thousand dollars for
for
stationery for committees and officers of the Senate and
one hundred
hundred
and one
dollars for postage-stamps
postage-stamps for the Secretary
Secretary of
Senate, and
and one
hunof the
the Senate,
one hundred and fifty dollars for postage-stamps
postage-stamps for
the Sergeant-at-Arms),
for the
Sergeant-at-Arms), fourfourthousand seven hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
teen thousand
Per diem,
diem, clerks
Per
clerks
For twenty-two
twenty-two clerks to committees, at six dollars per day, during
during
to
committees.
to committees,
the session,
the
session, fifteen thousand eight hundred and forty dollars.
Pages.
For fourteen
fourteen pages for the Senate chamber
and
chamber,, three riding-pages, and
one page for the office of the Secretary
Secretary of the
Senate, at
at the
the rate
two
the Senate,
rate of
of two
dollars and fifty cents per day each while
actually employed,
employed, five
thouwhile actually
five thouhundred dollars.
sand four hundred
Horses
Horses and
and mailmailFor expenses of maintaining and equipping horses and mail-wagons
mail-wagons
wagons.
wagons.
for carrying
carrying the
the mails, three thousand five hundred dollars.
for
Materials for
for
Mdaterials
For materials for folding four thousand dollars.
folding.
folding.
Folding docuFolding
d o e uFor folding documents, ten thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, however, That
That
ments.
any
portion of
of said
said sum
the discretion
discretion of
the SergeantPonso.
any portion
sum may
may be
be used,
used, at
at the
of the
SergeantProviao.
at-Arms, for piece-work.
piece-work.
And the following prices may,
may be paid for folding
pamphlets,
folding books, pamphlets,
speeches, and the Daily Record,
Record, namely:
For quarto
quarto volumes,
volumes, not
not exnamely: For
exceeding one cent per volume; for octavo volumes,
volumes, not exceeding
exceeding one-half
one-half
cent each per volume; for the Daily Record, not exceeding
two dollars
dollars
exceeding two
per thousand; and for speeches not exceeding
exceeding one dollar per thousand.
Fuel,
oil, &e.
Fuel, oil,
&c.
For fuel and oil and cotton-waste
cotton-waste for the heating
heating apparatus, five
thousand
thousand dollars; for furniture
furniture and repairs
repairs of furniture, ten
ten thousand
thousand
dollars;
dollars; for packing boxes, six hundred dollars; for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items,
exclusive of labor, forty-five thousand dollars; in all, sixty thousand
thousand
six hundred dollars.
Reporting deReporting
deFor reporting the debates and proceedings of the Senate, twentybates.
bates.
five thousand
thousand dollars, payable in equal monthly installments.
Congressional
Congressional
For expenses of compiling
compiling and preparing
preparing the Congressional
Congressional DirectDirectDirectory.
Directory.
ory, to be expended under the direction of the Joint Committee on PubPublic Printing, one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
borers, &c.
borers,
&c.

Capitol
police.
Capitol police.

CAPITOL
POLICE
CAPITOL POLICE

For one captain, one thousand six hundred dollars; three
three lieutenlieutenants, at one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars each;
each; twenty-one
twenty-one privates,
privates,
at one thousand one hundred
hundred dollars
eight watchmen,
watchmen, at
at
dollars each;
each; and
and eight
nine hundred dollars each; in
thousand and
and five
hunin all, thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
five hundred dollars, one half to be paid into the contingent
contingent fund of the
the Senate,
Senate,
and the other half to be paid into the
the contingent
contingent fund
of the
of
fund of
the House
House of
Representatives.
Contingentfund.
Contingent fund.
For contingent
one hundred
contingent fund,
fund, one
hundred dollars.
dollars.
House of
RepreHouse
of Repre-

sentatives.
sentatives.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.

Members
off
M e m b rs o
For compensation
compensation of Members
Members of the House of Representatives
and
Representatives and
House of RepreHouse
of R e pcomre- Delegates
Delegates from Territories,
Territories, one million
five hundred
thirty thousand
million five
hundred and
and thirty
thousand
sentatives
sentatives,
comdollars.
dollars.
pensation.
pensation.
Mileage.
Mlileage.
For mileage, one
dollars.
one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Officers,
Officers, clerks,
clerks
For
compensation
of
the
officers,
messengers, and others rerecompensation
officers,
clerks,
and others, annu al
and others, annual ceiving
ceiving an
an annual
annual salary, in the service of the House of Representatives,
Representatives,
salary.
two hundred
two
hundred and
and six thousand six hundred and ninety-eight dollars,
namely: For Clerk of the House
House of Representatives,
Representatives, including compencompen-
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disbursing-officer of the contingent fund, four thousand five
sation as disbursing-officer
hundred dollars, and for hire of horses and wagons for the use of the
hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; for chief clerk, journal-clerk,
journal-clerk, two
Clerk's office, six hundred
reading-clerks, and tally-clerk,
tally-clerk, five in all, at three thousand
thousand dollars
reading-clerks,
each; for printing and bill clerk, at two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars;
eachdisbursing-clerk, file clerk, and enrolling clerk, three in all, at two
for disbursing-clerk,
thousand two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars each; for assistant disbursingdisbursingthousand
enrolling-clerk, resolution and petition clerk,
clerk, newspapernewspaperclerk, assistant enrolling-clerk,
clerk, superintendent
superintendent of document-room,
document-room, index-clerk,
index-clerk, and librarian,
distributing-clerk and
seven in all, at two thousand dollars each; for distributing-clerk
documentstationery-clerk, one thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars each;
each; documentstationery-clerk,
clerk,
locksmith, and two assistant librarians, four in
upholsterer, and locksmith,
clerk, upholsterer,
all,
at one
thousand four hundred
hundred and forty dollars
dollars each; and one page,
all, at
one thousand
at
sixty dollars
dollars per month.
at sixty
hundred dollars
For bookkeeper
bookkeeper and four clerks, one thousand six hundred
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and
Bookkeeper and
Bookkeeper
clerks.
each.
each.
For one
one laborer
laborer in
in the
the bath-room,
bath-room, seven
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars;
dollars; Laborers.
seven hundred
Laborers.
For
Telegraph operaoperafour
at seven
seven hundred and twenty dollars each; one telegraph- Telegraph
laborers, at
four laborers,
tor.
tor.
operator
operator,, seven hundred and twenty dollars.
For
Committee on
Ways and Means,
Means, two thousand five Clerks to concomon Ways
the Committee
For clerk to the
mittees.
hundred
hundred dollars; mittees.
dollars; assistant clerk, one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars;
messenger,
messenger, one thousand dollars.
For clerk
clerk to the Committee
thousand five
Appropriations,l two thousand
on Appropriations
Committee on
For
hundred dollars; assistant clerk, one thousand six hundred dollars;
dollars;
hundred
messenger, one thousand dollars.
Committee on
Committee on
on the Judiciary, clerk to the Committee
clerk to Committee
For clerk
Claims, clerk
to the
the Committee
on the
Lands, clerk to the ComComPublic Lands,
the Public
Committee on
clerk to
Claims,
on War-Claims, clerk to the Committee on Invalid Pensions, clerk
mittee on
to Committee
Committee on the
Committee
District of Columbia, and clerk to the Committee
the District
to
on Commerce,
thousand dollars each.
on
Commerce, at two thousand
For
War-Claims, one thousand
thousand
assistant clerk to the Committee on War-Claims,
For assistant
six hundred
hundred dollars.
seoreFor
private Secretary
Secretary to
hundred Private secreto the Speaker, one thousand eight hundred
For private
tary
to Speaker.
Speaker.
tary to
dollars.
dollars.
Clerks.
For
hundred dollars.
Speaker, one thousand six hundred
clerk to the Speaker,
For clerk
For
Speaker's table, one thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
clerk to the Speaker's
For clerk
Sergeant-atFor
Sergeant-at-Arms of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, four thousand
thousand Sergeant-atFor Sergeant-at-Arms
&c.
Arms, &e.
dollars; for
wagon, for his use, five hundred
hundred dollars; Arms,
and wagon,
one horse and
for one
dollars;
dollars;
Sergeant-at-Arms, two thousand one hundred dollars;
clerk to the Sergeant-at-Arms
paying-teller for the Sergeant-atarms,
messenger
Sergeant-at-Arms, two thousand dollars; messenger
paying-teller
to the
the Sergeant-at-Arms,
Sergeant-at-Arms, one
one thousand two hundred dollars; and one
to
page,
dollars per month; and for laborer in the office of the
sixty dollars
at sixty
page, at
Sergeant-at-Arms, six
and sixty dollars.
six hundred and
Sergeant-at-Arms,
For
Doorkeeper, two
assistant doorDoorkeeper and
Doorkeeper
dollars; assistant
five hundred
hundred dollars;
two thousand
thousand five
For Doorkeeiper,
keeper,
thousand dollars;
clerk for
for Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, one thousand
thousand two assistants.
dollars; clerk
two thousand
keeper, two
hundred
thousand two hundred dollars.
dollars; janitor, one thousand
hundred dollars;
Engineer
hundred dollars; two as- Chief Engineer
For one chief engineer, one thousand seven hundred
and assistants.
assistants.
sistant
each; and one and
thou: and two hundred dollars each;
one thou:
engineers, one
sistant engineers,
Laborer.
laborer,
hundred and
Laborer.
dollars each; five firemen at nine Firemen.
and twenty
eight hundred
laborer, eight
twenty
dtwenty dollars
hundred
dollars
each.
For
one
eleetrician,
hundred
Electrician.
one
one
thousand
hundred dollars each. For one electrician,
and
fifty dollars,
dollars, and
laborer, eight
hundred dollars. And the eleceight hundred
one laborer,
and one
and fifty
trician,
together with
everything pertaining
electrical machinery
machinery
to the electrical
pertaining to
with everything
trician, together
and
apparatus, and
and all
connected with the lighting,
and others connected
laborers and
all laborers
and apparatus,
heating,
ventilating the House, shall be subject exclusively to the
heating, and ventilating
Under direction
direction
orders
all respects
Architect of the Under
respects under the direction of the Architect
in all
and in
orders and
of Architect, and
Capitol,
to the
the control
control of
of the
the Speaker;
no removal
removal or
or appointof
Architect, and
appoint- subject
and no
Speaker; and
subject to
Capitol. subject
to control
ment shall
shall be
be made
made except
his approval.
approval. And
And all
engineers and
osbetto
and of
all engineers
with his
except with
ment
Speaker. control
be
shall
House
the
ventilating
others
heating and ventilating
who are engaged in heating
others who
subject
to the
direction, of the Arorders, and in all respects under the direction,
the orders,
subject to
Speaker; and no
chitect of
subject to the control of the Speaker.
Capitol, subject
of the Capitol,
chitect
removal or
or appointment
appointment shall
except with his approval.
be made except
shall be
removal
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Messengers in
Messengers
in
library, at
For two messengers
messengers in the House library,
three dollars
dollars and
and sixty
at three
House
House library.
library.
cents per
per day, two thousand
cents
thousand six hundred and twenty-eight
twenty-eight dollars.
dollars'.
Folding-room.
Folding-room.
superintendent of the folding-room,
folding-room, two thousand dollars; three
For superintendent
clerks in the folding-room,
folding-room, one at one thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars,
Document-room. and two at one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars each; superintendent
superintendent of
of
thousand dollars;
assistant in
the document-room,
document-room, two thousand
dollars; chief
chief assistant
in the
the docudocument room, at two thousand
thousand dollars;
clerk, one
thousand
dollars; document
document file
file clerk,
one thousand
four hundred dollars.
Messengers
on
Messengors on
For fourteen
fourteen messengers
messengers on the soldiers' roll, at one thousand two
two
the
soldiers' roll.
the soldiers'
roll. hundred
hundred dollars
each.
dollars each.
Messengers and
For eight messengers,
messengers, at one thousand
hundred dollars each; ten
thousand two hundred
laborers.
lnessengers,
messengers, at one thousand dollars each; seven laborers, at seven hundred and twenty dollars each; ten laborers, during the session, at
at the
the
rate of seven hundred and twenty dollars each per annum;
annum; two
two laborers,
laborers,
at six hundred dollars each; one laborer, at eight hundred
hundred and forty
dollars;
dollars; eight laborers
laborers in charge of cleaning
cleaning the
the Hall of the House,
House.
known as ""cloak-room
cloak-room men", at fifty dollars per month during
during the sessession; and for one female attendant
attendant in ladies' retiring-room,
hundred
retiring-room, six hundred
dollars.
Postmaster and
For Postmaster, two thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; first assistant
assistant
others.
others.
postmaster, two
dollars; eight
eight messengers, at one thousand
postmaster,
two thousand
thousand dollars;
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each; four messengers,
messengers, during the session, at
at eight
eight
hundred
hundred dollars each; and one laborer, at seven hundred
hundred and twenty
dollars.
Chaplain.
Chaplain.
For Chaplain of the House, nine hundred
hundred dollars.
Contingent o
x- For contingent expenses of
Contingent
o xRepresentatives, namely:
contingent expenses
the House of Representatives,
namely:
penses.
penses.
Stenographers
Stenographers
For two stenographers
for
committees,
five
thousand
stenographers
dollars each; and
to
committees.
to committees.
this shall be in lieu of all other compensation
compensation for such services in
reportin reporting and transcribing
transcribing the proceedings of each and all of said committees.
Official reportOfficial
For five official reporters
reporters of the proceedings
proceedings and debates
debates of the House,
ers.
at
twenty-five thousand dollars.
at five thousand
thousand dollars each, twenty-five
Index to Jour- For the person preparing
preparing the general
general index to the journals of
of ConConnals
of Congress.
nals of
Congress. gress
gress under resolution of June eighteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventyeight,
eight, two thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
Journal
clerk for
for
Journal clerk
preparing Digest
Digest
preparing
of
the Rules.
of the
Rules.
Per
to
Per diem
di e
to
clerks to
commitclerks
to committees.
tees.
1877, resolution
resolution
1877,
of House,
House, Nov.
Nov. 6.
of
6.

For the journal-clerk for preparing
preparing Digest of the
Rules, one
one thousand
the Rules,
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
committees, at six dollars each
For thirty-two clerks to committees,
day dureach per
per day
during the session,
session, twenty-three
twenty-three thousand and
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.

For
employee under
under the Doorkeeper,
For one
one employee
Doorkeeper, by resolution
resolution of the House
of November sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, one
one thousand
thousand
three hundred and fourteen
fourteen dollars.
Materials
Materials for
for Por
materials for folding, sixteen thousand
For materials
thousand dollars.
folding.
folding.
Employ6s
Employs in
in
For labor in folding books, speeches, and pamphlets, the following
following
folding-room.
folding-room.
employees
appointed by the Doorkeeper,
employees are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appointed
Doorkeeper,
namely: One foreman,
one thousand
messennamely:
foreman, one
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
one messenger, one thousand
hundred dollars;
thousand two hundred
dollars; one folder
folder in the sealing room,
room,
one thousand
hundred dollars;
thousand two hundred
dollars '
•one page, five hundred
hundred dollars;
one
dollars; one
laborer, four hundred dollars; ten folders at nine hundred dollars each;
each;
five folders at eight hundred
hundred and forty dollars
dollars each; and fifteen folders
at seven
seven hundred
hundred and twenty dollars each;
each; in
in all,
twenty-eight thouthouall, twenty-eight
sand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
Fuel,
oil, &c.
Fuel, oil,
For fuel and oil for the heating-apparatus,
heating-apparatus, seven thousand dollars.
Horses and mail- For hire of horses and mail-wagons
mail-wagons for carrying the mails, five
thoufive thou
wagons.
wagons.
sand dollars.
Furniture and
For furniture, and repairs of the same, ten thousand dollars.
repairs.
repairs.
Boxes.
For packing-boxes,two
packing-boxes, two thousand seven hundred dollars.
Cartage.
Cartage.
For cartage,
cartage, six hundred dollars.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
thirty-five thousand
miscellaneous items, thirty-five
thousand dollars.
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Postage-stamps.
Representatives, Postage-stamps.
For postage-stamps
for the
the officers of the House of Representatives,
postage-stamps for
For
namely:
Sergeant-at-Arms, three hundred
hundred dollars; the Clerk,
For the Sergeant-at-Arms,
namely: For
one
and
fifty dollars; and the Postmaster, one hundred and
hundred and fifty
one hundred
fifty dollars.
For
stationery for members
members of the House of Repre- Newspapers
Newspapers and
newspapers and stationery
For newspapers
sentatives, officers
of the
committees of the House, including stationery.
stationery.
House, and committees
the House,
officers of
sentatives,
committees and
Six thousand
thousand dollars
dollars for stationery
stationery for the use of the committees
six
officers of
the House,
House, forty-three
forty-three thousand seven hundred
hundred and fifty
of the
officers
dollars.
dollars.
Pages,
hire of
of
Pages, hire
For twenty-nine
twenty-nine pages,
pages, while actually employed (including one riding- OTSOB.
For
page
and one telegraph-page),
telegraph-page), at two dollars and fifty cents per day horses.
11
page and
thousand two
each,
hire of
horses (five
hundred dollars), nine thousand
(five hundred
of horses
for hire
and for
each, and
occur
session" occur
"during the session"
hundred dollars;
dollars; and wherever the words "during
hundred
in
foregoing they shall be construed to mean four months.
in the foregoing
PUBLIC PRINTING.
PRINTING.

For
compensation of
Public Printer,
Printer, three
three thousand
thousand six
Public Printer
Printer
hundred Publio
six hundred
the Public
of the
For compensation
dollars;
for chief
chief clerk,
dollars; three
three clerks
lerks
four,, aand clerks.
class four
of class
clerks of
thousand dollars;
two thousand
clerk, two
dollars; for
one clerk
thousand
two; one clerk of class one; in all, thirteen thousand
class two;
clerk of class
one
six hundred dollars.
six
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
Contingent expostage, Contingentxstationery, postage,
For stationery,
namely: For
office, namely:
his office,
of his
For
ponses.*
advertising, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, horses
miscellaneous Mmises
horses and wagons, and miscellaneous
advertising,
items, two thousand
thousand dollars.
items,
LIBRARY OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

LIBRARY

grLibrary
L
esi
s
brary of
of ConCongress.

For compensation
of the
the Librarian,
four thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; and
for Librari an and
and for
Librarian, four
compensation of
For
others.
twenty-four
librarians, two at
hundred and other
s.
at two thousand two hundred
assistant librarians,
twenty-four assistant
fifty
dollars each,
each, one
at two
thousand six
thousand dollars, four at one thousand
two thousand
one at
fifty dollars
hundred dollars
dollars each,
hundred and forty dollars
each, two at one thousand four hundred
hundred
each,
two at
at one
thousand two
hundred and fifty dollars each,
each, eight at
two hundred
one thousand
each, two
one
thousand two
hundred dollars
four at
one thousand dollars
at one
each, four
dollars each,
two hundred
one thousand
each, and
at nine
hundred and sixty
sixty dollars per annum; in all,
nine hundred
one at
and one
each,
thirty-six thousand
hundred and forty dollars.
eight hundred
thousand eight
thirty-six
Purchaseooff
For
books for
for the
thousand dollars; for pur- Purchase
Library, five thousand
the Library,
of books
purchase of
For purchase
&c.
books,
for
chase
of
law-books
for
the
Library,
two
thousand
purchase
books
, drm.
dollars;
thousand
two
Library,
the
for
law-books
chase of
of files
periodicals and
and newspapers,
two thousand
hundred dollars;
thousand five hundred
newspapers, two
of periodicals
files of
of
for expenses
expenses of
publications of forthe publications
documents for the
public documents
exchanging public
of exchanging
for
eign governments,
one thousand
thousand dollars; in all, ten thousand five hungovernments, one
eign
dred dollars.
Books of
referof referreference Books
For purchase,
purchase, by
Librarian of
of Congress,
Congress, of new books of reference
the Librarian
by the
For
ence for Supreme
Supreme
for
once
purand
Congress,
of
for the
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court, to
to be
Library
of the Library
a part of
be a
for
Court.
hun- Court.
chased under
under the
direction of
of the
Chief Justice,
thousand five hunJustice, two thousand
the Chief
the direction
chased
dred
dred dollars. Contingent eexxContingent
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of said
Library, one
thousand dollars.
dollars.
one thousand
said Library,
For
penses.
For expenses
expenses of
of the
the copyright
business, five hundred dollars.
.
copyright business,
For
For Botanic
Botanic Garden:
For pay
of superintendent,
thousand six
superintendent, one thousand
pay of
Garden: For
For
hundred
dollars; for
for assistants
assistants in
Botanic Garden
greenhouses;
Garden and greenhouses;
in Botanic
hundred dollars;
and
laborers, under
of the Library
Committee of Congress,
Library Committee
direction of
the direction
under the
and laborers,
nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; in all, eleven thousand five hundred
thousand nine
nine thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For improving
garden, procuring
procuring manure,
tools, fuel, and repairs,
manure, tools,
the garden,
improving the
For
and purchasing
purchasing trees
trees and
shrubs, under
under the
direction of
of the
Library
the Library
the direction
and shrubs,
and
Committee
of
Congress,
dollars.
thousand
five
Congress,
of
Committee
EXECUTIVE.
EXECUTIVE.

Botanic Garden.
Garden.
Botanic
Suoptehreinrst.end ent
anSperintendent

Improving the
th e
Improving
garden.

garden.

Executive.
Executive.

Compensation
For compensation
the President
the United
United States,
States, fifty
fifty thouthou- fCompensation
of the
President of
of the
compensation of
For
for the
President.
the President.
dollars.for
snd
sand dollars.
sand
Vice-President.
Vice-President.
eight
For.
compensation
of
the
Vice-President
the
United
States,
United
of
For compensation of the Vice-President
thousand
thousand dollars.

16
Officials in the
Officials
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For
compensation to
to the
following in
in the
office of
the President
of the
the
of the
President of
the office
the following
For compensation

office of the PrcsiPresi- United States:
office
States: Private
Private Secretary,
Secretary, three thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and
dent.
dent.

fifty dollars; assistant
assistant secretary,
secretary, two thousand two hundred
hundred and fifty
dollars; two
executive clerks,
two thousand
thousand dollars
each; stenogdollars each;
at two
clerks, at
two executive
dollars;
rapher, one
thousand eight
clerk class
class four; one
dollars; one clerk
hundred dollars;
eight hundred
one thousand
rapher,
clerk class
two; one
one clerk
clerk class
one; steward,
at one
eight
thousand eight
one thousand
steward, at
class one;
class two;
clerk
hundred dollars;
day-usher, at one thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars;
thousand four hundred
dollars; one day-usher,
hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; five messengers,
messengers, at
two hundred
thousand two
one thousand
one day-usher, one
one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars
dollars each; two doorkeepers, at one thousand two
two hundred
dollars each;
one night-usher,
thousand two
night-usher, one thousand
each; one
hundred dollars
sand
hundred dollars; one watchman,
nine hundred
hundred dollars; and one firewatchman, nine
hundred
man, eight
thirty-one thousand
sixty-four dollars; in all, thirty-one
and .sixty-four
eight hundred and
manl,
four hundred
hundred and sixty-four
sixty-four dollars.

For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the Executive
Office, including
including stationery
stationery
Executive Office,
Contingent e
x - For
exContingent
penses of the ExEx- therefor,
penses
therefor, eight thousand dollars.
ecutive Office.
ecutivo

Department
Department of

State.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

dollars;
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of State,
thousand dollars;
State, eight thousand
Compensation
For compensation
compensation of
Compensation of For
the Secretary,
Secretary, AsAs- three Assistant
five hundred
the
Assistant Secretaries of State, at three thousand
thousand five

sistant Secretaries,
Secretaries,
sistant
dollars each;
each; for
hundred dollars; eleven
five hundred
thousand five
for chief clerk, two thousand
clerk, and dollars
chief clerk,
clerks
clerks of
class three;
three; two clerks of
two;
of class two;
of class
four; four
four clerks
of class
class four;
clerks of
others.
ten clerks of class one; two clerks, at one thousand
dollars each; and ten
thousand dollars
clerks, at nine hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; one messenger; one assistant
assistant messenger;
superintendent of
thousand dollars; one
at one thousand
of the watch,
watch, at
one superintendent
senger; one
assistant, eight hundred dollars; six watchmen;
watchmen; twelve laborers; chief
chief
engineer,
machinist, one thousand
thousand two hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
who shall
shall be
be aamachinist,
engineer, who
one assistant engineer, one thousand dollars; six firemen,
firemen, at seven hunand
charwomen, at
dred and twenty dollars each; ten charwomen,
at one hundred and
eighty dollars each; and a
a conductor for the elevator, at seven hundred
ninety-seven thousand six hundred
and twenty dollars; in all, ninety-seven
hundred and forty
dollars.
Chiefs of bureau
For four chiefs of bureau and one translator, at two thousand
thousand one
and translator.
hundred dollars each, ten thousand five hundred dollars.
documents for the various
For proof-reading,
proof-reading, and packing
packing the laws and documents
Proof-rea din g,
&c.
&c.
consulates, including boxes and transportation
transportation of the
legations and consulates,
same,
same, two thousand dollars; for stationery, furniture and fixtures,
fixtures, five
five
thousand dollars; for books and maps, three thousand
thousand dollars; in all,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Extra
clerk-hire
Extra clerk-hire
For extra clerk-hire
clerk-hire and copying, six thousand dollars.
and copying.
Contingent e
x- For contingent
excontingent expenses, namely: For fuel, three
three thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
penses.
penses.
for lights, two thousand dollars;
for
dollars; for repairs, two thousand
thousand dollars; for
Miscellaneous.
iscellaneous. care
repairs of wagons and harness, one
one
care and
and subsistence
subsistence of horses and repairs
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars; and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, not included
thousand dollars; for rent of stable and wagonin the foregoing, two thousand
shed for the new State Department
Department building, six hundred dollars; for
for
care of grounds, clock, telegraphic
telegraphic and electric apparatus, and repairs
to the same,
same, one thousand dollars; in all, eleven thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars.
Lithographer
Lithogra ph e r For services
lithographer, and necessary
necessary materials
services of lithographer,
materials for the lithoand materials.
materials.
and
graphic
one thousand
graphic press,
press, one
thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Editing and disFor
distributing the
laws enacted
enacted by
the
For expenses
expenses of editing and
and distributing
the laws
by the
tributing laws
laws and Forty-sixth
tributing
Forty-sixth Congress,
Congress, and
and for the expenses
expenses of editing and distributing
distributing
Statutes at Large
thousand five
Forty-sixth Congress, three thousand
Large of the Forty-sixth
at Large the Statutes at Large
Statutes
five
of the Forty-sixth
of
Forty-sixth
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred
Congress.
Treasury
Treasury De-

partment.

Compensation
Compensation of
the Secretary,
Secretary, two
two
the
Assistant SecreAssistant
S c r etaries, chief clerk,

and others.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
SECRETARY'S
SECRETARY'S OFFIcE.-For
OFFICE.—For compensation of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
the
Secretaries of
Assistant Secretaries
dollars; two
two Assistant
of the
five
hundred
dollars
each;
chief
clerk
and
clerk
and
each;
chief
five hundred dollars

Treasury, eight thousand
thousand
Treasury,
thousand
four thousand
Treasury, at
at four
ex-officio superintendent
superintendent of

the Treasury
Treasury building, two thousand seven
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hundred
stenographer to the Secretary, two thousand dollars;
dollars; stenographer
hundred dollars;
one
and. appropriations, and one
one chief
chief of division of warrants, estimates, and
thousand seven hundred and fifty
of customs, at two thousand
chief of division of
dollars
dollars each; one assistant chief of division of warrants, estimates, and
appropriations,
thousand four
dollars; six chiefs of divishundred dollars;
four hundred
two thousand
appropriations, two
ion,
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
each; two assistant
assistant chiefs of
hundred dollars each;
at two
ion, at
division,
hundred dollars each; six assistant chiefs
at two
two thousand one hundred
division, at
disbursing-clerks, at two
of
thousand dollars each; two disbursing-clerks,
two thousand
of division,
division, at two
thousand
additional
hundred dollars each; forty clerks of class four; additional
thousand five hundred
to three
three fourth-class
clerks, namely,
receiving-clerk of bonds, and two
namely, receiving-clerk
fourth-class clerks,
to
bookkeepers,
hundred dollars each; twenty-five
twenty-five clerks of class
bookkeepers, one hundred
three;
twenty-one clerksof
clerks of class two;
two; fifteen clerks of class one; eleven
three; twenty-one
clerks,
one thousand dollars each; fifty female clerks, at nine hunat one
clerks, at
messengers; and
messengers, seven assistant messengers;
dred dollars each; seven messengers,
forty-three laborers;
laborers; superintendent
superintendent of the Treasury building, three
forty-three
hundred dollars; one
captain of the watch, one thousand two hundred
one captain
hundred
assistant
dollars; one
engineer, one thousand four hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one assistant
one engineer,
dollars;
gas-fitter, one thouengineer, one
one thousand
thousand dollars; one machinist
machinist and gas-fitter,
engineer,
sand two
storekeeper, one thousand two hundred
one storekeeper,
dollars; one
two hundred
hundred dollars;
sand
actwatchmen, and additional to two of said watchmen
watchmen actdollars; sixty watchmen,
ing as
lieutenants of
hundred and eighty dollars each;
each;
watchmen, one hundred
of watchmen,
as lieutenants
ing
seventy-five
firemen, at seven hundred
hundred and twenty dollars each; seventy-five
six firemen,
charwomen, at
at one
one hundred
hundred and eighty dollars each; two conductors
conductors at
charwomen,
elevators, at
seven hundred
hundred and
dollars each; in all, three huntwenty dollars
and twenty
at seven
elevators,
dred and
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine thousand
thousand nine hundred and twenty dollars.
dred
Supervising Arof the
the Treas- Supervising
branch of
SUPERVISING
the construction
construction branch
ARCHITECT.-In the
SUPERVISING ARCHITECT.—In
others
ury:
Supervising Architect,
Architect, four
four thousand
dollars; chitect and
and others
hundred dollars;
five hundred
thousand five
For Supervising
ury: For
n
onstructi
o
assistant and
clerk, two
the construction
hundred and fifty dollars; inin
two hundred
thousand two
two thousand
chief clerk,
and chief
assistant
branch.
photographer, two thousand
thousand two hundred and fifty dollars; one principhotographer,
pal clerk, at two thousand dollars; two clerks of class three; three
clerks of
of class
class one;
one clerk,
clerk, at
dollars; and one assistnine hundred dollars;
at nine
one; one
clerks
ant messenger;
nineteen thousand
thousand four hundred and twenty dolin all, nineteen
messenger; in
ant
lars.
Comp-First Comp
-For First Comptroller of First
FIRST
OF THE
THE TREASURY.
TREASURY. —For
COMPTROLLER OF
FIRST COMPTROLLER
the
dollars; deputy
deputy comptroller,
comptroller, two
two thousand
thousand troller,
troller, Deputy,
thousand dollars;
five thousand
Treasury, five
the Treasury,
and clerks, &c,
hun-- and clerks, &c,
seven hundred
division, at two thousand one hun
hundred dollars; four chiefs of division,
seven
dred dollars
dollars each;
clerks of class three;
three;
clerks of class four; ten clerks
five clerks
each; five
dred
ten
of class
seven clerks of class one; four clerks, at one
two; seven
class two;
clerks of
ten clerks
thousand
each; and
seven clerks, at nine hundred
hundred dollars each;
each;
and seven
dollars each;
thousand dollars
one assistant
assistant messenger;
seventy-six thoumessenger; and three laborers; in all, seventy-six
one
hundred dollars.
sand five hundred
CompSECOND COMPTROLLER
COMPTROLLER OF
THE TREASURY.-For
TREASURY.—For Second
Second CompSecond Comptrol- Second
OF THE
SECOND
Deputy,)
ler
the Treasury,
thousand dollars;
deputy comptroller,
troller, Deputy
comptroller, two troller
dollars; deputy
five thousand
Treasury, five
of the
ler of
thousand
seven hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; five
five chiefs
chiefs of
division, at two thousand
and clerks,
clerks, &c.
and
thousand &c.
of division,
thousand seven
twelve clerks
one
clerks of
each; eight clerks of class four; twelve
hundred dollars each;
one hundred
class
thirteen clerks
clerks of
class two;
two; twelve
clerks of
of class
class one;
one; three
twelve clerks
of class
three; thirteen
class three;
clerks,
hundred
nine clerks, at nine hundred
each; nine
dollars each;
thousand dollars
one thousand
at one
clerks, at
dollars
each; one
one messenger;
messenger; and
and three
three laborers;
laborers; in all, ninety-eight
ninety-eight
dollars each;
thousand three hundred and twenty dollars.
thousand
COMMISSIONER OF
OF CUSTOMS.-For
CUSTOMS.—For Commissioner
four Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
Customs, four
of Customs,
Commissioner of
COMMISSIONER
thousand dollars;
deputy commissioner,
thousand two
hundred and
and Customs,
Customs, Deputy,
two hundred
two thousand
commissioner, two
dollars; deputy
thousand
&c.
clerks
fifty
of division,
hundred dollars c
le
rks )
&c.
thousand one hundred
two thousand
division, at two
chiefs of
two chiefs
dollars; two
fiftv dollars;
each; two
clerks of
of class
clerks of class three;
three; ten clerks of
class four; four clerks
two clerks
each;
class two;
nine clerks
clerks of
of class
class one; three clerks at one thousand dollars
two; nine
class
each;
and one
forty-nine
one laborer; in all, forty-nine
messenger; and
assistant messenger;
one assistant
each; one
thousand six
hundred and
thirty dollars.
and thirty
six hundred
thousand
FIRST AuniToR.—For
the First
the Treasury,
three First
First Auditor,
Auditor,
Treasury, three
of the
Auditor of
Fist Auditor
AUDITOR.-For the
FIRST
thousand
dollars; deputy
deputy auditor,
two thousand
thousand two
hundred Deputy, clerks,
two hundred
auditor, two
six hundred
hundred dollars;
thousand six
and others.
and fifty
four chiefs
chiefs of
of division,
thousand dollars each; and
at two thousand
division, at
dollars; four
fifty dollars;
and
seven clerks
clerks of
class four;
four; nine clerks
class three; ten clerks of class
of class
clerks of
of class
seven
two ;sixteen
clerks of
of class
one; three
three clerks, at one thousand dollars
class one;
sixteen clerks
two;
each; three
and two
two counters,
counters, at
at nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars
each;
dollars each;
copyists and
three copyists
each;
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messengers; and two
two laborers;
laborers; in
in all,
all, eighty-four
thousand
two assistant messengers;
eighty-four thousand
three hundred and ten dollars.
Second Auditor,
SECOND
Second Auditor,
Auditor, three
hundred
SECOND AUDITOR.—For
AUDITOR.-For Second
three thousand
thousand six
six hundred
Deputy,
clerks dollars; deputy auditor, two thousand
hundred and
dollars;
clerks
thousand two
two hundred
and fifty dollars;
and others,
others.
five chiefs of division, at two thousand dollars each; nine clerks of
of class
four; twenty-nine clerks
additional to
to one
one clerk
clerk of
of class'
clerks of
of class three; additional
class
three as disbursing-clerk,
disbursing-clerk, two hundred
clerks of
of class
hundred dollars;
dollars; sixty clerks
class
two; twenty-three
twenty-three clerks of class one; eight
eight clerks, at
at one thousand
thousand
laborers; in
all, two
two
dollars each; two assistant messengers;
messengers; and
and eight
eight laborers;
in all,
hundred and four thousand
hundred and
and seventy
seventy dollars.
hundred
thousand nine
nine hundred
dollars.
For twelve additional
additional clerks
clerks of class one, to be employed exclusively
exclusively
on matters relating to pensions and bounties,
bounties, fourteen
fourteen thousand
thousand four
four
hundred
hundred dollars.
Auditor,
THII.D
Third Auditor,
THIRD AUDITOR.-For
AUDITOR.—For Third Auditor,
Auditor, three thousand
thousand six
six hundred
clerks dollars; deputy auditorj
Deputy,
auditor s two thousand two hundred and
and fifty
dollars;
fifty dollars;
and
five chiefs of division, at two thousand
and others.
others,
thousand dollars each; six clerks of class
four; sixteen
sixteen clerks of class three; fifty-seven clerks of
of class two;
two; fortyfortythree clerks of class one; seven clerks, at one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each;
each;
hundred dollars each; one
assistant messenger;
messenger;
nine clerks, at nine hundred
one assistant
and seven laborers; and one female
female laborer;
laborer; at four hundred and eighty
eighty
dollars; in all, two hundred
hundred and four thousand
hundred and seventy
thousand five hundred
dollars.
Fourth Auditor,
FOURTH AUDITOR.-For
AUDITOR.—For the
the Fourth
Auditor, three
thousand six
six hunFourth Auditor,
three thousand
hunclerks dred dollars; deputy auditor, two thousand
Deputy,
thousand two hundred
hundred and fifty
dollars;
fifty dollars;
and others.
others,
three chiefs
chiefs of division,
division, at two thousand
thousand dollars each; two
two clerks
clerks of
of class
fur;
clerks
four; fourteen clerks of class three
three;•' eight
eight clerks
clerks of
of class
class two;
two; nine
nine clerks
of class one;
oue; three clerks, at one thousand dollars each; five clerks,
clerks, at
at
nine hundred
hundred dollars each; one assistant messenger; and two laborers;
laborers;
in all, sixty-nine thousand
thousand three hundred and ninety dollars.
Fifth Auditor,
FIFTH AUDITOR.—For
Fifth Auditor,
three thousand
thousand six
hundred
AUDITOR.-For the
the Fifth
Auditor, three
six hundred
Deputy, clerks dollars; deputy auditor, two thousand
hundred and
thousand two hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars;
dollars;
and
others,
two chiefs of division,
and others,
division, at two thousand dollars each; two clerks
clerks of class
class
four; five clerks of class three;
three •four
four clerks
clerks of
of class
class two;
six clerks
two; six
clerks of
of
class one; two clerks, at one thousand dollars
three clerks,
clerks, at
dollars each; three
at
hundred dollars each; one messenger;
nine hundred
messenger; and one laborer;
laborer; in all, forty
thousand four hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
•
Auditor of the
AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY
DEPARTTREASURY FOR THE POST-OFFICE
POST-OFFICE DEPARTTreasury for
fo r the MENT.-For
MENT.—For compensation
of the
the Auditor
Auditor of
Treasury for
for the
compensation of
of the
the Treasury
the PostPostPostPost- 0
ffic e DeOffice
partment,
Office Department,
three thousand
thousand six
hundred dollars
dep u ty a
u dito r,
partment,
Office
Department, three
six hundred
dollars;; deputy
auditor,
hundred and
division, at
at
Deputy, clerks two thousand two hundred
and fifty dollars;
dollars; eight
eight chiefs
chiefs of
of division,
and
two thousand dollars each;
of class four, and additional
and others.
others,
each; thirteen
thirteen clerks of'
to one clerk as disbursing-clerk,
disbursing-clerk, two hundred dollars; fifty-eight
fifty-eight clerks
three- sixty-nine clerks of class two;
of class three;
of class
two; forty-five
forty-five clerks
clerks of
class
one; twenty-fve
thousand dollars each; one assistant
twenty-five clerks, at one thousand
assistant
messenger; one skilled laborer, one thousand
thousanddollars;
dollars; nineteenlaborers;
nineteen laborers;
eighteen
eighteen female
female assorters of money-orders,
money-orders, at nine hundred
hundred dollars each;
each;
ten charwomen,
charwomen, at one hundred and eighty dollars each; in all, three
hundred and forty-six thousand one hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
Treasurer,
TREASURER.-For compensation
Treasurer,
TREASURER.—For
compensation of
of the
the Treasurer
States,
Treasurer of
of the
the United
United States,
Assistant,
six
Assistant,
six thousand dollars; assistant treasurer, three thousand six hundred
hundred
Cashier,
Cashier,
dollars; cashier, three thousand six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars •' assistant
assistant cashier,
Chief clerk and three thousand two hundred
hundred dollars; chief clerk, two thousand
thousand five hunnunothers.
dred dollars; five chiefs of division, at two thousand five hundred
others.
hundred dollars
each; one principal bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, at two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
one assistant
assistant bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, at two thousand four hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; two
thousand five hundred dollars each; two assistant tellers,
tellers, at two thousand
at two thousand two hundred and fifty dollars each; twenty-six clerks
clerks
of class four; seventeen
seventeen clerks of class three;
three; fifteen clerks
clerks of class
class two;
two;
twenty-three
twenty-three clerks of class one; five clerks, at one thousand dollars
each;
dollars each;
eighty clerks, at nine hundred
hundred dollars each; six messengers;
messengers; six assist
assist
ant messengers;
messengers; twenty-six laborers;
laborers; and seven laborers, at two hundred
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and
seventy-three thousand
and seventy-three
thousand
and forty dollars
dollars each;
each; in
in all, two hundred
hundred and
six
six hundred dollars.
For
currency, namely:
For the force employed
employed in redeeming
redeeming the national
national currency,
Superintend en
t
en t
the force e
em[Tor superintendent,
superintendent, three
thousand five
dollars; one
one principal
mprincipal of the
five hundred
hundred dollars;
For
three thousand
ployed in
in redeemteller
bookkeeper, at
hundred dol- ploycd
r (leemat two thousand
thousand five hundred
teller and
and one principal bookkeeper,
ing the national
bookkeeper, two
dollars; currency,
cnrrency, teller,
te ear
two thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred dollars;
lars each;
each; one
one assistant
assistant bookkeeper,
dollars; two clerks of
and one
one assistant
assistant teller, at two thousand dollars;
bookkeeper, clerics,
of class
class bookkeeper,clerks,
and others.
others.
four
three; four clerks of class two; twenty clerks and
four;•three clerks of class three;
clerks, at
each;5ten clerks,
of class
class one;
one; ten
ten clerks, at
at one thousand dollars each
messengers,
nine hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; one
one messenger;
messenger; four
four assistant messengers,
dollars; in all, seventyand one
one employee,
employee, at four hundred and thirty-two dollars;
four thousand
thousand and fifty-two dollars.
Register of
REGISTER
THE TREASURY.—For
compensation of
Register of
of Register
of the
the
of the
the Register
TREASURY.-For compensation
REGISTER OF
OF THE
the
four thousand
dollars; assistant
Treasury,
two thousand
thousand Treasury,
assistant register, two
thousand dollars;
the Treasury,
Treasury, four
Assistant, clerks
hundred and fifty
anoth
ler.k
fifty dollars;
dollars; five chiefs of
of division, at two thousand and
two hundred
others.
receive Disbursing
dollars each;
each; eighteen clerks of class
class four,
four, one of whom shall
shall receive
Disbursing
clerk, bond
retwo
bond redisbursing-clerk, and clerk,
services as disbursing-clerk,
dollars additional
additional for services
two hundred
hundred dollars
quired.
shall
Secretary of the Treasury may quired.
amount as the Secretary
bond in
in such amount
shall give
give bond
determine, seventeen
seventeen clerks
fifteen clerks
two;
clerks of class
class two;
of class
class three; fifteen
clerks of
determine,
each;
at one
one thousand dollars each;
class one;
one; four clerks, at
twenty clerks of class
sixty copyists,
copyists, at
dollars each;
messenger; five
five assisteach; one messenger;
hundred dollars
at nine
nine hundred
sixty
ant
laborers; in all, one hundred and eightyand seven laborers;
ant messengers;
messengers; and
eight thousand
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
eight
COMPTROLLER OF
THE CURRENCY.-For
CURRENCY.—For Comptroller
Comptroller of
the CurCur- Comptroller
of
Comptroller of
of the
OF THE
COMPTROLLER
the Currency.
Currency.
thousand eight theDeputy.
rency, five thousand dollars; deputy comptroller, two thousand
Deputy.
hundred dollars;
dollars; four
four chiefs
chiefs of
at two
two thousand
two hundred
hundred Clerks
and
of division,
division, at
thousand two
cl e r ks and
hundred
dollars each;
stenographer, at one thousand
one stenographer,
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; others.
dollars
each; one
eight clerks
clerks of
bond-clerk, two
doltwo hundred doladditional to
to bond-clerk,
class four; additional
of class
eight
lars; eleven
clerks
eight clerks
eight clerks of class two; eight
of class three;
three; eight
lars;
eleven clerks
clerks of
of class
class one;
two clerks,
clerks, at
at one
one thousand
thousand dollars
each; twenty-five
twenty-five
dollars each;
one; two
of
clerks, at
dollars each;
each; one
messenger, two
two assistant
assistant
one messenger,
at nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars
clerks,
messengers, and
laborers; and two night-watchmen;
night-watchmen; in all, one
three laborers;
and three
messengers,
hundred and one thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
hundred
Special
Special examinaexaminaFor expenses of special examinations
examinations of national banks and bank plates,
tions of national
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
two
banks.
Superintendent
national currency, namely: One superintendent,
superintendent, of Superintendent
For expenses of the national
the national
bookkeeper, at two
thou- currency.
urhrency.na
two thou-o
one teller and one
one bookkeeper,
at two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; one
sand
dollars
each;
and
one
assistant
bookkeeper,
thousand
dolTeller,
bookTeller,
b o okdolbookkeeper,
at
two
thousand
sand dollars each; and one assistant
keeper, and
and others,
others.
messen- keeper,
hundred dollars each; and one assistant messenlars; nine clerks,
clerks, at nine hundred
ger;
in all,
all, sixteen
thousand eight
twenty dollars.
eight hundred and twenty
sixteen thousand
ger; in

of
Chief clerk
elerk of
Board, Chief
the Light
Light House
LIGHT-HOUSE
BOARD.—For chief
chief clerk
clerk of
of the
House Board,
LIGHT-HOUSE BOARD.-For
Light-House
two
h
e
Light-House
of class four; two clerks tthe
two clerks
clerks of
hundred dollars; two
four hundred
two thousand
thousand four
Board and clerks.
of class
class two;
clerk of
of class
one '
•one clerk, Board and clerks
class one;
one clerk
of class
two; one
one clerk
clerk of
of
class three;
three; one
hundred dollars; one
messenger; and one
onelaborer
in
laborer;;in
assistant messenger;
one assistant
at nine hundred
all,
fourteen thousand
thousand and
eighty dollars.
and eighty
all, fourteen
BUREAU OF
STATISTICS.—For the
in charge
charge of
Bureau of
of Officer
in charge
charge
Officer in
of the
the Bureau
officer in
the officer
OF STATISTICS.-For
BUREAU
of Bureau of StaStatistics,
three thousand
chief clerk,
clerk, two
of
Staof Bureau
thousand dollars;
dollars; tistics
dollars; chief
two thousand
thousand dollars;
Statistics, three
and clerks,
four
of class
class four;
four; Eve
clerks of
of class
'ler
class &e.
&cts an
five clerks
clerks of
of class
class three;
three; five
five clerks
four clerks
clerks of
two;
clerks of
of class
at one
one thousand
dollars each;
each;
thousand dollars
three clerks,
clerks, at
class one;
one; three
two; six
six clerks
five
at nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars
one assistant
messenger;
assistant messenger;
each; one
dollars each;
five copyists,
copyists, at
one laborer;
and one female
dollars;
laborer, at four hundred and eighty dollars;
female laborer,
one
laborer; and
in all,
all forty-three
forty-three thousand
hundred and
sixty dollars.
dollars.
and sixty
seven hundred
thousand seven
in
Experts, &e.
&c.
For payment
payment of
of experts,
experts, and
for other
other necessary
ex- Experts,
necessary exand for
of the
the services
services of
For
penditures
connected
with
the
collection
of
facts
relative
to
the
internal
penditures connected with the collection of facts relative to the internal
and
foreign commerce
the United
United States,
eight hunthousand eight
eight thousand
States, eight
of the
commerce of
and foreign
dred dollars.
Chief of
BUREAU OF
OF ENGRAVING
AND PRINTING.-For
PRINTING.—For chief
chief of
of bureau,
Bureau
of Bureau
four Chief
bureau, four
ENGRAVING AND
BUREAU
E
n ingraying and
and
thousand five
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
assistant, at two thousand two hun- g
of iEngraving
one assistant,
five hundred
thousand
dred
fifty dollars;
dollars; accountant,
accountant, to
dred and
and fifty
two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; one
one stenogstenog- Assistant.
n
sf .
&c.
rapher,
thousand six
six hundred dollars; one clerk of class three; one Clerks, &c.
rapher, one thousand
clerk
thousand
clerk, at one
one thousand
one clerk,
clerks of class one; one
two; four
four clerks
clerk of
of class
class two;
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General SuperinGeneral
Superintendent
tendent of
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Service.
Saving Service.
'Assistant.'
Assistant.
Cle
rk s and
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dollars;
dollars; three copyists, at
dollars each;
each; two
assistant
at nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars
two assistant
twenty-five thousand
thousand nine
nine hunhunmessengers; and four laborers; in
in all,
all, twenty-five
dred and thirty dollars.
dollars.
LIFE-SAVING SERVICE.-For
OFFICE OF LIFE-SAVING
SERVICE.—For General
General Superintendent
Superintendent of
of

the Life-Saving
Life-Saving Service, four thousand dollars; assistant general
general supersuperintendent of
of the
thousand five
hundred dollars;
intendent
the Life-Saving
Life-Saving Service,
Service, two
two thousand
five hundred
dollars;
one
clerk and
and accountant,
hundred dollars;
dollars;
one principal
principal clerk
accountant, one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
two clerks of class three; one clerk
clerk of class two;
clerks of
of class
class
two; three
three clerks
thousand dollars;
clerks, at
nine hundred
hundred dolone; one clerk, one
one thousand
dollars; four
four clerks,
at nine
dollars each; one assistant messenger, seven
and twenty
dollars;
seven hundred
hundred and
twenty dollars;
twenty-one thousand eight hundred
in all, twenty-one
dollars.
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.

COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER. OF INTERNAL
INTERNAL REVENUE.-For
REVENITE.—For Commissioner
of InInCommissioner of
ternal Revenue, six thousand dollars; one deputy commissioner, three
three
thousand
two hundred
heads of
two thousand
of division,
division, at
at two
thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars; two
two heads
thousand two
five
dollars each;
five heads
division, at
at two
two thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars
each; five
heads of
of division,
thousand two
two
stenographer, one thousand
hundred and fifty dollars each; one stenographer,
thousand eight
eight
hundred dollars; twenty-three
clerks
twenty-three clerks of class four;
four; twenty-six
twenty-six clerks
three; thirty-six clerks of class two; twenty-one
of class three;
twenty-one clerks of
class
of class
one; thirteen clerks, at one thousand dollars
dollars each; fifty
fifty clerks,
clerks, at
at nine
hundred
hundred dollars each; four assistant
and ten
laborers; in
assistant messengers;
messengers; and
ten laborers;
in
all, two hundred and fifty-three thousand three
three hundred and thirty
thirty
dollars.
Collectors, salaFor salaries and expenses of collectors, one million nine hundred
hundred thouries
ries and
and expenses.
expenses. sand dollars.
Agcnts.
Ag(nts.
For salaries and expenses of agents and surveyors, for fees and
exand exSurveyors.
Surveyors.
penses of gaugers, for salaries of storekeepers,
storekeepers, and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
Gaugers.
Gangers.
expenses, one million seven hundred thousand dollars.
Dies, paper,
Dies,
paper,
For dies, paper, and stamps, three hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five thoustamps.
stamps.
sand dollars; said engraving and printing to be done in the Bureau of
of
Engraving
Engraving and Printing of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, to
to be expended
expended
Proviso.
Proviso.
under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury:
Treasury: Provided
Provided the
in- cost does not exceed the price paid under existing
Payment for
for inexisting contracts.
formation and deformation of
do For detecting, and bringing to trial and punishment, persons
persons guilty
guilty
tection
violatection
offand
violaof violating
the internal-revenue
or accessory
accessory to
including
tions
tions of internal- of
violating the
internal-revenue laws,
laws, or
to the
the same,
same, including
revenue laws.
payments for information and detection, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars;
Commissioner
COMMissi
oner to and the Commissioner of'
Internal Revenue
stateof Internal
Revenue shall make
make a
a detailed statemake
statement ment to Congress once in each year as to how he has expended
make aastatement
expended this
to Congress of the
Congress of
to
adetailed statement of all
miscellaneous expenditures
expenditures in
all miscellaneous
in
expenditure
expenditure
of the
all
of
all sum; and also a
Revenue for
which appropriation
appropriation is
made in
in
miscellaneous
of Internal
Internal Revenue
miscellaneous ap- the Division of
for which
is made
propriations.
this
propriations.
this act.
act.
Contingent
exContingent exof the
For contingent expenses
expenses of
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
namely:
Department, namely:
penses of
of Treasury
penses
Treasury
For stationery for the Treasury Department
Department and its several bureaus,
Department.
thousand dollars.
forty thousand
Deprtment.
Items.
For postage required to prepay
prepay matter addressed to
to Postal Union
Union
thousand dollars.
dollars.
countries, two
two thousand
For postage, one thousand five
dollars.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
For arranging
arranging and binding canceled
canceled marine papers, requisitions,
requisitions, and
sealing ships'
newspapers, books,
books,
other important records;
records; sealing
ships' registers;
registers; newspapers,
hand-stamps, and repairs of the same, ten thousand
thousand dollars; and of this
this
amount not more than five hundred dollars may be used in the purchase
purchase
of current publications.
For investigations of accounts
accounts and records,
records, including the necessary
and. for other traveling
traveling expenses, and.
traveling expenses,
expenses, two
five
two thousand five
hundred dollars.
hundred
'telegrams, and car-tickets, four thousand
For freight, expressage,
expressage, 'telegrams,
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For rent of buildings, seven thousand eight hundred dollars.
mail-wagons, including
For care and subsistence of horses for office and mail-wagons,
including
feeding and shoeing, and for wagons, harness, and repairs
repairs of the same,
thousand dollars.
six thousand
For ice, buckets, file-holders, book-rests,
book-rests, labor, clocks,
and repairs
repairs of
of
clocks, and
the same, and for care of grounds, seven thousand five
dollars.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
Internal
Deputy.
C
r
k
d
Clerkss an
and
others.
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For coal,
coal, wood,
grates, grate-baskets
grate-baskets and fixtures, stoves and fixtures,
wood, grates,
For
blowers, coal
pokers, matches, and matchtongs, pokers,
shovels, tongs,
hearths, shovels,
hods, hearths,
coal hods,
blowers,
safes,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
safes, nine
nine thousand
For gas
gas drop-lights
and tubing, gas-burners,
gas-burners, brackets, and globes,
drop-lights and
For
candles,
lanterns, and
and wicks,
thousand dollars.
seventeen thousand
wicks, seventeen
candles, lanterns,
For carpets,
carpets, oil-cloth,
and matting,
cleaning and laying of
matting, and repairs, cleaning
oil-cloth, and
For
the
same, eight
thousand dollars.
eight thousand
the same,
For
tables, and
chairs, and
and shelving
shelving for
for file-rooms
file-rooms, and cases,
and chairs,
desks, tables,
For desks,
repairs of
of furniture, boxes, rugs, chair-covers
chair-covers and caning,
caning, cushions, cloth
repairs
for covering
covering desks,
locks, screws,
handsaws, turpentine, and varnish,
screws, handsaws,
desks, locks,
for
thousand dollars.
thirty thousand
For washing
towels, brooms,
brooms, brushes,
brushes, crash,
cane,
cotton, cloth, cane,
crash, cotton,
washing towels,
For
chamois-skins,
keys, lye, matches, nails, oil, powders,
flour, keys,
dusters, flour,
chamois-skins, dusters,
sponge,
soap, tacks,
tacks, wall-paper,
wall-paper, and
repairs of machinery, baskets,
for repairs
and for
sponge, soap,
spittoons,
water-coolers, tumblers,
tumblers, ice-picks,
ice-picks, bowls and pitchers,
files, water-coolers,
spittoons, files,
traps,
towels, awnings
and fixtures,
alcohol,
fixtures, alcohol,
awnings and
ventilators, towels,
thermometers, ventilators,
traps, thermometers,
window-shades
fixtures, wire
hemming towels, axes, bellows,
screens, hemming
wire screens,
and fixtures,
window-shades and
chisels,
and window
fasteners, bells
bells and
and bellwindow fasteners,
door and
candlesticks, door
canvas, candlesticks,
chisels, canvas,
pulls,
leather, gum
gum and
and other belting, stencil-plates,
mallets, leather,
hammers, mallets,
pulls, hammers,
necessary expenses,
tools, whetstones,
and zinc, and other absolutely necessary
wire and
whetstones, wire
tools,
twenty
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
Independent
Independent
Treasury.
Treasury.
treasAssistant treasas- Assistant
NEW YORK.-For
OFFICE
OF THE
TREASURER AT
AT NEW
YORK.—For asASSISTANT TREASURER
THE ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF
urer at New York.
sistant
treasurer,s eight
chief clerk, four urer
at New York.
and chief
eight
thousand dollars; cashier and
sistant treasurer,
Clerks
and
and
eClerksthousand
thousand
deputy assistant
assistant treasurer,
treasurer, three
thousand six
six hundred
hundred others.
three thousand
dollars; deputy
lhousand dollars;
dollars; chief
division, three
thousand six
chief
dollars; chief
hundred dollars;
six hundred
three thousand
of coin
coin division,
chief of
dollars;
of note-paying
thousand dollars;
chief of
note receiving
receiving
of note
dollars; chief
three thousand
division, three
note-paying division,
of
division, two
two thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
check-paying
chief of check-paying
dollars; chief
hundred dollars;
division,
division, two
two thousand
thousand eight
hundred dollars;
of registered-interest
registered-interest
chief of
dollars; chief
eight hundred
division,
division, two
dollars; chief
chief of
of coupon-interest
coupon-interest
hundred dollars;
six hundred
thousand six
two thousand
division,
division,
two thousand
hundred dollars;
of minor.
division,
minor coin division,
chief of
dollars; chief
four hundred
thousand four
division, two
two
four hundred
bond division,
two thousand
thousand
division, two
of bond
chief of
dollars; chief
hundred dollars;
thousand four
two thousand
two hundred
hundred and
dollars; chief
chief of
of canceled-check
canceled-check and record division,
fifty dollars;
and fifty
two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; two
clerks, at
at two
two thousand two hundred
hundred and fifty
two clerks,
two
dollars each;
thousand one hundred
dollars each; ten
hundred dollars
at two
two thousand
clerks, at
six clerks,
each; six
dollars
clerks, at
at two
two thousand
each; eleven
eleven clerks, at
eight
at one thousand eight
dollars each;
thousand dollars
clerks,
hundred
each; four
clerks, at
at one
thousand seven hundred
hundred dollars
one thousand
four clerks,
dollars each;
hundred dollars
each; seven
one thousand
thousand six
six hundred
each; four clerks,
hundred dollars each;
at one
clerks, at
seven clerks,
each;
at
one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars
each; twelve
thousand
twelve clerks, at one thousand
dollars each;
five hundred
at one
four
three clerks,
at one
two hundred
hundred
thousand two
one thousand
clerks, at
each; three
dollars each;
hundred dollars
four hundred
dollars
each; five
five messengers,
hundred dollars
thousand three hundred
one thousand
at one
messengers, at
dollars each;
each;
messenger, one
one thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars;
dollars; keeper
keeper of
two hundred
one messenger,
each; one
building,
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
chief detective,
detective, one thoudollars; chief
one thousand
building, one
sand eight
hundred dollars;
dollars; two
one thousand
detectives, at one
assistant detectives,
two assistant
eight hundred
sand
four hundred
each, three
three hallmen,
hallmen, at
at one
each;
dollars each;
thousand dollars
one thousand
dollars each,
hundred dollars
four
six watchmen,
and twenty
each; one engineer,
dollars each;
twenty dollars
hundred and
seven hundred
at seven
watchmen, at
six
one thousand
two porters,
porters, nine
hundred dollars
each ;in
in all,
all,
dollars eachnine hundred
dollars; two
thousand dollars;
one
one hundred
hundred and
sixty-four thousand
hundred and
and seventy
dollars.
seventy dollars.
six hundred
thousand six
and sixty-four
one
Assistant treasOFFICE OF
OF THE
TREASURER AT
assistant urer
treasAssistant
AT BOSTON.—For
BOSTON.-For assistant
ASSISTANT TREASURER
THE ASSISTANT
OFFICE
at Boston.
a nd
treasurer,
five hundred
hundred dollars; for chief clerk, two thou- urerks
thousand five
four thousand
Clerks and
treasurer, four
others.
sand
five hundred
hundred dollars;
paying-teller, two
two thousand
hundred others.
five hundred
thousand five
dollars; paying-teller,
sand five
dollars;
assistant paying-teller,
two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; chief
chief interestpaying-teller, two
dollars; assistant
thousand
clerk,
five hundred
receiving-teller, one thousand
hundred dollars; receiving-teller,
thousand five
two thousand
clerk, two
hundred
eight
hundred dollars;
bookkeeper, one thousand seven hundred
first bookkeeper,
dollars; first
eight hundred
dollars; 'second
depositor's accounts, one thousand five
bookkeeper, depositor's
second bookkeeper,
dollars;
hundred dollars;
hundred dollars; specieeight hundred
thousand eight
one thousand
clerk, one
dollars; clerk,
hundred
clerk, one
thousand five
five hundred
dollars; assistant
specie-clerk, one
assistant specie-clerk,
hundred dollars;
one thousand
clerk,
thousand four
hundred dollars;
dollars; second
second assistant
assistant specie-clerk,
specie-clerk, one thoufour hundred
thousand
sand dollars;
two coupon-clerks,
coupon-clerks, at
one thousand four hundred dollars
at one
dollars; two
sand
each; two
two clerks,
clerks, one
thousand two
hundred dollars
assistant
each; assistant
dollars each;
two hundred
one thousand
each;
INDEPENDENT
TREASURY.
INDEPENDENT TREASURY.
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at San
San
uror at
cisco.
C
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bookkeeper, eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; money-clerk,
money-clerk, one
thousand doldolbookkeeper,
one thousand
lars; assistant currency-redemption
currency-redemption clerk, one thousand
hundred
thousand one
one hundred
dollars;;messenger and chief watchman,
dollars
watchman, one
thousand and
and sixty
one thousand
sixty dollars;
dollars;
two watchmen,
watchmen, at eight hundred
hundred and
dollars each;
each; in
all, thirty-five
and fifty
fifty dollars
in all,
thirty-five
thousand five hundred and
dollars.
and sixty
sixty dollars.

treas- OFFICE OF ASSISTANT TREASURER
TREASURER AT
SAN FRANCISCO.-For
FRANCISCO.—For assist.
AT SAN
FranFran- ant treasurer, five thousand
thousand five hundred dollars; for
for cashier,
cashier, three
three
for bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, two
two thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars;
aand
n d thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
thousand five
five hundred
one chief
clerk, two
thousand four
dollars; for
for assistant
one
chief clerk,
two thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars;
assistant cashcashier, two thousand
thousand dollars; for assistant
bookkeeper, two
two thousand
thousand doldolassistant bookkeeper,
lars; for one clerk, one thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars; for
for four
watchfour watchmen, at seven hundred
hundred and twenty dollars each;
men,
all, twenty-two
each; liT
it all,
twenty-two
thousand and eighty
eighty dollars.
Assistant
Assistant treastreasOFFICE OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER
TREASURER AT
AT PHIL
OFFICE
AUELPHIA.--FOr assistPHILADELPHIA.-For
assisturer aat Philadelpphia.
t Philadl- ant treasurer, four thousand
thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars; for
for cashier
cashier and
and chief
chief
phia.
thousand five
five hundred
assistant cashier,
C 1 erks and
a nd clerk,
clerk, two
two thousand
Clerks
hundred dollars;
dollars; assistant
cashier, one
one thouthouothers.
sand four hundred dollars;
dollars; bookkeeper, two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred doldollars; chief interest-clerk,
hundred dollars;
dollars; chief
chief
interest-clerk, one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
registered-interest clerk,
registered-interest
clerk, one thousand nine hundred
hundred dollars; assistant
assistant
bookkeeper, one thousand eight hundred
bookkeeper,
hundred dollars;
dollars; coin-teller, one
thouone thousand seven hundred dollars; assistant
coupon-clerk, one
one thousand
thousa nd s
i
x
assistant coupon-clerk,
six
hundred dollars; redemption-clerk,
one thousand
thousand six
hundred doll
ars;
redemption-clerk, one
six hundred
dollars;
assistant registered-interest
registered-interest clerk, one
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars
one thousand
dollars;;
assistant coin-teller,
coin-teller, one thousand four
dollars; receivingfour hundred
hundred dollars;
receivingteller, one thousand three hundred dollars;
dollars; assistant
receiving-teller,
assistant receiving-teller,
one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars;
superintendent of
of b
uildi ng ,one
one
dollars; superintendent
building,
thousand
thousand one hundred dollars; four female
counter s,at
at nine
ni n e h
un dre d
female counters,
hundred
at seven
seven h
un dre d an
dt
wen t
y d
oll ars eac h;
dollars each; five
five watchmen,
watchmen, at
hundred
and
twenty
dollars
each;
in all, thirty-five thousand one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Assistant
treasAssistant treasOFFI'CE
OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER
TREASURER AT
AT BALTIMORE.-For
BALTIMORE.—F or assistant
ass i
st
an t
urer at Baltimore.
Cr at
four thousand
thousand five
dollars ; f
or c
as hi er ,t
wo th
ousan d
altimore
treasurer, four
five hundred
hundred dollars;
for
cashier,
two
thousand
Clerks
and treasurer,
others.
five hundred dollars; for
clerks, at
ousan d e
i
g ht hundred
hun dre d
for three clerks,
at one
one th
thousand
eight
dollars each; for two clerks, at
one tho
usan dfour
f
our h
un dre d dollars
doll ars each;
eac h;
at one
thousand
hundred
for two clerks, at one thousand two
two hundred
one messenhundred dollars
dollars each;
each; one
messenger, eight hundred and forty dollars;
doll ars; three
th ree vault-watchmen,
two thouthouvault-watchmen, two
sand one hundred and sixty doll
ars; i
n all,
all, t
wen t
y thousand
thousand six
dollars;
in
twenty
six hundred
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
Assistant treasAssistant
treasOFFICE
LouIS.-For
assistant
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER
TREASURER AT
AT SAINT
SA IN T L
OITIS. —F or ass
i
stan t
urer
at
Saint
Louis.
ureratSaintLoudi treasurer, four thousand five
re d dollars;
doll ars; c
hie f c
l
erk and
an d teller,
t
ell er,
five hund
hundred
chief
clerk
Clerks and
five hundred
dollars; assistant
ass i
st
an tteller,
tell er, one
one thousan d ei
g ht
others.
two thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars;
thousand eight
dollars; bookkeeper,
bookkeep er ,one
ousan d fi
ve h
undred dollars;
dollars; assi
sthundred dollars;
one th
thousand
five
hundred
assistant bookkeeper, one thousand
thousand t
wo hundred
hun dre d dollars;
doll ars; messenger,
one
two
messenger, one
thousand dollars; four watchmen
wat
chmen at
atseven
hun dred and
seven hundred
and twenty
twenty dollars
dollars
each; in all, fifteen thousand three
ei
g hty d
oll ars.
three hundred and
and eighty
dollars.
Assistant treasAssistant
troasOFFICE
OF ASSISTANT
TREASURER
assistant
OFFICE OF
ASSISTANT TREA
SURER AT CHICAGO.-For
CIIICAG-0.—For assistant
urer at
at Chicago.
Chicago. treasurer
t
uror
thousand five
hund re d d
oll ars; for
f
or cashier,
cas hi er, two
thousan d
five hundred
dollars;
two thousand
Clerks
Clerks and
and reasurer, four thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars
payi ng -t ell er, one
thousand ei
ght hundred dolothers,
others.
five
dollars;; for
for paying-teller,
one thousand
eight
hundred dol1
lars;
for bookkeeper
bookkeeper and receiving-teller,
ars; for
receiving-teller, at one thousand
thousand five hundred
dollars each; for two clerks, at one thousand
dollars
thousand two hundred dollars each;
each;
for
one messenger,
for one
messenger, eight hundred and forty dollars; and one watchman,
watchman,
seven hundred
seven
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars; in all, fifteen
fifteen thousand seven hundred and sixty dollars.
Assistant treastreasOFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER
TREASURER AT CINCINNATI.—For
CINCINNATI.-For assistant
assistant
OFFICE
urer at
at Cincinnati.
Cincinnati. treasurer,
t
arer
four thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; for cashier, two thousand
Clerks and reasurer l four thousand
Clers
and dollars;
others.
lollars; for bookkeeper, one thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars; for assista
ant
nt cashier,
cashier, one thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars; check-clerk
check-clerk and interestclerk,
thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars; fractional
clerk, each
each one
one thousand
fractional currency and
and
minor-coin
minor-coin clerk, one thousand dollars; night watchman,
watchman, seven hundred
hundred
and twenty dollars; messenger, six hundred
hundred dollars; two
watchmen,
two watchmen,
at one
one hundred
hundred and twenty dollars each;
each •in all
fourteen thousand
all, fourteen
thousand seven
seven
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
7
dollars.
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ORLEANS.-For assistOFFICE OF
AT NEW
assistNEW ORLEANS.—For
TREASURER AT
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER
OFFICE

223
223
treasAssistant
Assistant treas-

eans. at
01 •
at Now
Now O0J
urcr
hundred l
ant treasurer,
treasurer, four
four thousand
thousand dollars; cashier, two thousand
thousand two hundred
"rcr
ant
receiving-teller, two thousand
thousand dollars; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, Clerks
Clerks and
and
and fifty dollars; receiving-teller,
one thousand
hundred dollars; one clerk, one thousand dollars; others.
five hundred
one
thousand five
porter,
nine hundred
dollars; one watchman, at seven hundred and
hundred dollars;
porter, nine
twenty
twenty
night-watchman, at seven hundred and twenty
dollars; one night-watchman,
twenty dollars;
dollars;
all, thirteen thousand and ninety dollars.
dollars; in all,
at
Depository at
OFFICE
OF DEPOSITARY
DEPOSITARY AT
AT TUCSON,
TUCSON, ARIZONA.-For
ARIZONA.—For depositary,
depositary, in Depository
OFFICE OF

Tucson, Ariz.
addition
to his
pay as
as postmaster,
postmaster, one
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Tucson,
thousand five
one thousand
his pay
addition to
For
compensation to
accounts, Special
Special agents.
agents.
special agents to examine the books, accounts,
to special
For compensation
8
46, eh.
ch.90'
and
at the
the several
several sub-treasuries
sub-treasuries and
and depositories,90, 11846,
hand at
on hand
money on
and money
9, 62
Stat., 9,
including
acting as depositories under the act of the 62. Stat.,
banks acting
national banks
including national
sixth
eighteen hundred and forty-six, four thousand dollars.
sixth of August, eighteen
hec ks and
For checks
checks and check-books
disbursing-officers and others, and C
Checks
and
check-books for disbursing-officers
For
check-books.
certificates
for offices
of the
and assistant treas- check-books.
Treasurer and
the Treasurer
offices of
of deposit
deposit for
certificates of
urers
depositaries, thirteen thousand
thousand dollars.
and designated depositaries,
urers and
exFor contingent
under the
xAugust, eight- Contingent e
sixth of August,
the sixth
of the
act of
the act
expenses under
contingent expenses
For
peOses.
een
and forty
-six, for
safe-keeping, transfer,euCollection,
31 ??
collection, safe-keeping,
for the collection,
forty-six,
hundred and
een hundred
safePUtiCetion,
safeand
disbursement of the public money; and for transportation
keeping, transfer,
transportation of notes, keeping,
and disbursement
disbursement
and disbursement
bonds,
other securities
United States, one hundred thousand
thousand and
of the United
securities of
and other
bonds, and
public money.
public
money.
dollars.
dollars.
1846, ch.
90,
cll. 90,
1846,
Stat.,
UNITED STATES
STATES MINTS
Stat., 9,63.
9, 63.
ASSAY-OFFICES.
AND ASSAY-OFFICES.
MINTS AND
UNITED
Mints
assayand assayMints and
offices.
For Director,
OFFICE
Director, four thousand o
ffices. t r,Offit,
DIRECTOR.-Salaries: For
THE DIRECTOR.—Salaries:
OF THE
OFFICE OF
Director,officers,
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; examiner,
examiner, two
two thousand
three hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars. clerks,
thousand three
five
clerks,cand others.
otheet
r
.
ss:
computer,
two
thousand
two
hundred
assayer,
two
thousand
dollars;
computer, two thousand two hundred
two hundred
dollars; assay-clerk,
thousand eight hundred dollars;
one thousand
assay-clerk, one
hundred dollars;
two
one clerk
clerk of
three; one clerk of class two; one translator, one
of class three;
one
thousand two
thousand dollars; one
two hundred dollars; one clerk, at one thousand
thousand
copyist,
of
making, in all, the sum of
laborer; making,
one laborer;
dollars; one
hundred dollars;
nine hundred
copyist, nine
nineteen
seven hundred and sixty dollars.
thousand seven
nineteen thousand
Contingent expenses
expenses of
Bureau of
under Contingent exthe Mint, to be expended under
of the
the Bureau
of the
Contingent
of
enses Bureau
the direction
Director, namely:
Bureau of
assay-laboratory, chemicals, penses
namely: For assay-laboratory,
of the
the Director,
direction of
the
the Mint.
exam- the Mt.
fuel, materials, and other necessaries, five hundred dollars; for examassay-offices
ination of
of mints,
offices for the
expenses in visiting the mints and assay
mints, expenses
ination
purpose of
superintending the annual settlements
settlements and for special examof superintending
purpose
inations, two thousand five hundred dollars; for books, pamphlets,
periodicals, specimens
weights, and inciores, balances, weights,
and ores,
coins and
of coins
specimens of
periodicals,
thoudentals,
seven hundred
hundred dollars;
in all, the sum of three thoumaking, in
dollars; making,
dentals, seven
sand
hundred dollars.
seven hundred
sand seven
bullon bullFreight on
and coin Freight
FREIGHT ON
BULLION AND
AND COIN.—For
freight on
on bullion
bullion and
CoIN.-For freight
ON BULLION
FREIGHT
between the
the mints
assay offices,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
ion and
coin.
and coin.
ion
dollars.
offices, twenty
and assay
mints and
between
rePARTING AND
BULLION.—That the
and reParting and
from Parting
arising from
moneys arising
the moneys
REFINING BULLION.-That
AND REFINING
PARTING
charges collected
depositors for
refining and parting bullion at the fining
fining b'llion.
bullion.
for refining
from depositors
collected from
charges
mints of
assay-office at New York shall be
United States and the assay-office
of the
the United
mints
incidentals,
applied to
to defraying
defraying the expenses,
expenses, including
including labor, materials, incidentals,
applied
operations, but no part of the moneys otherwise
and wastage, of those operations,
assay-office at New
appropriated for
for the
the support of the mints and the assay-office
appropriated
York shall
to defray
refining and parting bullion.
expenses of refining
the expenses
defray the
used to
be used
shall be
York
Philaat PhilaMINT
AT PHILADELPHIA.-For
PHILADELPHIA.—For salaries
salaries of
four Mint
Mint at
superintendent, four
the superintendent,
of the
MINT AT
thousand five
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
the assayer,
melter and
refiner, dcilibla•
del bial.
and refiner,
assayer, melter
for the
five hundred
thousand
coiner,
engraver, four
four in
in all,
three thousand
each; the
fsiincpeeztocteknst:
c e r, clerks,
the offi
dollars each;
thousand dollars
at three
all, at
and engraver,
coiner, and
assistant assayer,
the assistant
refiner, and
and others.
the assistant and
and the
and refiner,
melter and
assistant melter
assayer, the
assistant
coiner, at
at two
two thousand
thousand dollars
thousand five hundred
hundred
dollars each; cashier, two thousand
coiner,
dollars; chief
chief clerk,
two hundred and fifty dollars; bookthousand two
two thousand
clerk, two
dollars;
keeper, deposit-clerk,
weigh-clerk, at two thousand dollars each;
and weigh-clerk,
deposit-clerk, and
keeper,
and one
thousand six
six hundred
thirty-four
dollars; in all, thirty-four
hundred dollars;
at one
one thousand
clerk at
one clerk
and
thousand eight hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For wages
hundred and ninety-five
ninety-five
workmen and adjusters, two hundred
wages of workmen
For
thousand dollars.
For incidental
incidental and
expenses, eighty-two
eighty-two thousand
hun. Contingent
Contingent oxexthousand five hun.
contingent expenses,
and contingent
For
died dollars.
dollars.
penses.
pen
dred
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M INT AT SAN FRANCISCO,
superintendMINT
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.—For
CALIFORNIA.-For salaries
salaries of
of superintenddollars; assayer, melter .and
ent, four thousand five hundred dollars.
and refiner,
and coiner, at three
three thousand dollars
dollars each;
each; chief clerk,
clerk, two
two thousand
thousand
five
hundred dollars;
dollars; cashier,
cashier, two
two thousand
thousand five
four
five hundred
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; four
clerks,
thousand six
six hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
in all,
all, twenty-four
clerks, at
at one
one thousand
each; in
twenty-four
thousand nine hundred dollars.
sixty-five
For wages of workmen
workmen and adjusters, two
two hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five
thousand dollars.
thousand
exFor incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses, eighty thousand dollars.

M i nt at San
S an
Mint
Francisco.
Superintendent,
Superintendent,
o
fficers, clerks,
officrs,
clerks,
and others.

Contingent
Contingent
penses.
penses.
Mint at Carson.
Superintendent,
Superintendent,
officers, clerks,
officers,
anil
otheris.
and others.

MINT
NEVADA.-For salary of superintendent,
superintendent, three
MINT AT CARSON,
CARSON, NEVADA.—For
three
thousand dollars; for assayer, melter and refiner, and coiner, at two
thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars
at two
thousand
five hundred
dollars each;
each; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, at
two thousand
thousand two
two
and weigh-clerk,
two
hundred and fifty dollars;
dollars; cashier,
cashier, bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, and
weigh-clerk, at
at two
thousand dollars each;
voucher-clerk and
and computing-clerk,
one thouthou.
thousand
each; voucher-clerk
computing-clerk, at
at one
sand eight hundred dollars each;
each; assayer's
assayer's clerk, at one
thousand two
one thousand
hundred dollars; in all, twenty-three
twenty-three thousand five hundred
and fifty
hundred and
fifty
dollars.
For wages
wages of workmen
workmen and adjusters,
adjusters, seventy-two
seventy-two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Contingent
incidental and contingent expenses, thirty thousand
Contingent exexthousand dollars.
For incidental
penses.
penses.
MINT AT NEW
salary of
of the
superinM int at New
NEW ORLEANS,
ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.—For
Mint
LOUISIANA.-For salary
the superinOrleans.
tenident,
tendent, three thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars 5for
the assayer,
assayer, inciter
for the
melter
S
uperintendent, and refiner,
Superintendent,
refiner, and coiner, three in all, at two thousand
thousand five
hundred dolfive hundred
dolofficers, clerks,
larss each;
'each ;cashier,
two thousand
thousand dollars;
clerk, two
two thousand
thousand doldoland others.
cashier, two
dollars; chief
chief clerk,
- 'lairks,
lars;;
weigh clerk,
deposit-clerk, bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, and assayer's clerk, at one
lars; %weigh
clerk, deposit-clerk,
one
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; in all, twenty-one
twenty-one thousand four
hiludrled dollars.
hundred
For wages of workmen and adjusters,
adjusters, eighty thousand
thousand dollars.
Contingent exexFor incidental
expenses, thirty
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
dollars.
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
ses.
perscs.
Repairs
Repairs and mamnFor repairs and machinery,
five
machinery,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
chinery.
elino ry.
Mint at Denver,
MINT
AT
DENVER,
COLORADO.-For
salaries
M INT
DENVER, CoLoRADo.—For salaries of the assayer in
in charge,
charge,
Colo.
Co
lo
e
r
i. two thousand five hundred dollars; for melter, two thousand two hunhulnAssater
in
Assiter
in
Iarge,
ci
aand fifty dollars;
dollars; assistant
assayer, one
one thousand
thousand four
hundred
assistant assayer,
eh
arge, officers, dred and
four hundred
clerks, and others. dollars; chief clerk, one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars;
clerk at
dollars; one
one clerk
at
one thousand six hundred dollars; and one clerk at one
thousand four
one thousand
four
hundled
hunch ed dollars;
dollars; making, in all, ten thousand nine hundred and fifty
dollars.
For wages of workmen,
workmen, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Contingent e
xContingent
exFor incidental
incidental and
For
and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, six thousand dollars.
penses.
penses.
Assay-office
at
A
s s ay-offe at
ASSAY-OFFICE
AT
NEW
YORK.-For
ASSAY-OFFICE AT NEW YORK.—For salary of superintendent,
superintendent, four
four
w Yrrh.
N Superintendent,
Yperinten ent thousand five hundred dollars; for assayer, three thousand dollars; for
for
assayer,
limiter and refiner, three
three thousand
clerk, two
thousand dollars;
dollars; chief
chief clerk,
two thousand,
assayer, clerks,
clerks, lnelter
thousand
and others.
weighing-clerk, two thousand
five hundred dollars; weighing-clerk,
thousand two hundred
hundred and
and
fifty dollars; paying-clerk,
paying-clerk, two thousand dollars; bar-clerk,
bar-clerk, one thousand eight hundred dollars; warrant-clerk,
warrant-clerk, two thousand two hundred
hundred
calculating-clerks, at one
and fifty dollars; two calculating-clerks,
th ousan d eight
ei
g ht h
un dre d
one thousand
hundred
dollars each; assistant
assistant weigh-clerk, one thousand six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
for
assistant, two thousand
thousand two hundred and fifty dollars;
for assayer's
assayer's first assistant,
for assayer's
assayer's second
second assistant, two thousand
thousand one hundred and fifty dollars;
lars '
•for assayer's
assayer's third assistant,
two th
ousand dollars;
doll ars; i
all, thirtyth i
rtyassistant, two
thousand
inn all,
two thousand
thousand nine hundred dollars.
Wages.
For wages of workmen,
workmen, twenty-two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
Contingent exContingent
oxFor
For incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses, nine thousand dollars.
penses.
Assay-office at
ASSAY-OFFICE,
ASSAY-OFFICE AT
AT HELENA,
HELENA, MONTANA.-For
MONTANA:—FOr salaries of assayer
assayer in
in
Helena.
Heena.
ir
Assayer in
charge and others.

Contingent
Contingent
penses.

charge, two
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; and
charge,
and of melter, two thousand two hundred and fifty dollars; and one clerk of class one; in all,
five thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
For wages
workmen, twelve
wages of workmen,
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
exexFor incidental
expenses, twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
incidental and contingent expenses,
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ASSAY-OFFICE A'T
AT BOISE
CITY, I
DAHO TERRITORY.—For
of
IDAHO
TERRITORY.-For salary
salary of
ASSAY-OFFICE
BOISE CITY,

Assay-office
Assay-office

at
at

Boise City.
City.
assayer, who shall also perform the duties of melter, two thousand
thousand dol- Boise
assayer.
Say
of asSalary of
aslars
one clerk,
dollars; in
in all,
thousand dollars.
salar
sayer
and melter
lars;;one
clerk, one
one thousand
thousand dollars;
all, three thousand
yer and
molter
For incidental and contingent expenses, including labor, six thousand
dollars.
dollars.
AS
SAY-OFFICE AT
AT CHARLOTTE,
CAROLINA.—For salary
salary of
of
CHARLOTTE, NORTH
NORTH CAROLINA.-For
ASSAY-OFFICE
assayer
thousand five hundred dollars; and of assistant
assayer and melter, one thousand
assayer,
one thousand
thousand two hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars; in all, two thouhundred and
assayer, one
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars.
sand seven hundred
For incidental
incidental and
and. contingent
contingent expenses,
labor, one
one thousand
thousand
expenses, including
including labor,
For
dollars.
dollars.
GOVERNMENT
TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES.

and
clerk.
and clerk.
Contingent
excoltingent expenses.
penses.
Assay -office
Assayoffice at
at
Charlo
Charlotte.
tt e.
Ass
ay
0
r
and
Assdyer and
.
an
molter,
c.r
L

Contingent
Contingent eex
x-penses.
penses.
Territorial
Territorial gov-

ernments.
ernments.

TERRITORY
of governor
thousand
governor,i two
two thousand
salary of
OF ARIZONA.—For
ARtIZONA.-For salary
TERRITORY OF

Arizona.
Arizona.

For
legislative expenses,
for compensation
compensation and
and mileage
mileage of
of
namely, for
expenses, namely,
For legislative

Legislative
exLegislative ex-

six hundred
dollars; chief
associate judges,
three Saary
Salary of
gosohiffgovsix
hundred dollars;
chief justice,
justice, and
and two
two associate
judges, at
at three
ernor, chief
each ;secretary, one thousand eight hundred dollars; tic°,
and others.
thousand dollars each;
tice, and
interpreter and translator in the executive office,
office, five hundred
hundred dollars;
in all, thirteen
thirteen thousand nine hundred dollars.

the members
legislative assembly, officers
officers and clerks, and contin- pen1 es.
of the legislative
members of
the
gent expenses,
expenses, thereof,
and for
rent, light,
light, fuel,
in- penses.
printing, stationery,
stationery, infuel, printing,
for rent,
thereof, and
gent
cidentals, and porter or messenger
messenger for the secretary's office,
office, nineteen
nineteen
cidentals,
thousand
thousand seven hundred and eighty dollars.
For contingent expenses
expenses of the Territory, to be expended
expended by the gov- Contingent exernor, five
penses.
penses.
ernor,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
TERRITORY
of governor,
governor, two
thousand six Dakota.
Dakota.
two thousand
DArOTA.-For salary
salary of
TERRITORY OF
OF DAICOTA.—For
hundred dollars;
dollars; chief
three associate
judges, at
Governor an
and
d
at three
three thouthou- Governor
associate judges,
and three
chief justice,
justice, and
hundred

sand
each; and
and secretary
thousand eight
eight hundred
dollars,&c.
chief
justice, &c.
chief justice,
one thousand
hundred dollars,
secretary at
at one
sand dollars
dollars each;
sixteen -thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand four hundred
For
expenses, namely,
for compensation
Legislative
ex of the
the penses.
Legislative e
and mileage
mileage of
compensation and
namely, for
For legislative
legislative expenses,
members
officers and clerks, and contingent penses.
members of the legislative assembly, officers
expenses thereof,
thereof, and
rent, light, fuel,
incidentprinting, stationery,
stationery, incidentfuel, printing,
and for
for rent,
expenses
messenger for
office, nineteen thoufor the secretary's
secretary's office,
als, and porter or messenger
sand nine
nine hundred
forty-eight dollars
and fifty
cents.
fifty cents.
dollars and
and forty-eight
hundred and
sand
For
expenses, to
be expended
expended by
five hunContingent.
hun- Contingent.
the governor,
governor, five
by the
to be
For contingent
contingent expenses,
dred dollars.
TERRITORY
IDAH0.—For salary
Idaho.
two thousand six Idaho.
governor, two
salary of
of governor,
OF IDAHO.-For
TERRITORY OF
hundred dollars;
dollars; chief
three thouchief
hundred
chief justice,
justice, and
and two
two associate
associate judges
judges, at
at three
thou- uGovernor,
Governo, chief
hundred dollars,
dollars,others.
stice, and
sand
each 5and
secretary at one thousand
thousand eight hundred
li
justi
andother
and secretary
sand dollars each;
hundred dollars.
thousand four hundred
thirteen thousand
For
namely, for
mileage of
Legislative eexxthe Legislative
of the
and mileage
for compensation
compensation and
expenses, namely,
legislative expenses,
For legislative
members
of he
contingent Pemes•
penses.
officers and
and clerks,
clerks, and contingent
legislative assembly,
assembly officers
members of
he legislative
expenses
stationery, incidentals,
incidentals
fuel, printing, stationery,
rent, light,
light, fuel,
thereof, and
and for
for rent,
expenses thereof,
And porter
messenger for
office, eighteen
thousand
eighteen thousand
for the
the secretary's
secretary's office,
porter or
or messenger
and
three
and five
and forty-one
forty-one cents.
cents.
five dollars
dollars and
hundred and
three hundred
For
expended by the governor, five hun- Contingent.
expenses, to be expended
contingent expenses,
For contingent
dred dollars.
dollars.
two thousand Montana.
TERRITORY
MONTANA .—For salary
of governor,
governor, two
salary of
OF MONTANA.-For
TERRITORY OF
so
tv
ie
c
rn
eo
sr
,
,chief
chief
Governor,
six
hundred dollars; chief justice, and two associate judges, at three juG
six hundred
t iherses and
thousand dollars each; and secretary
secretary at one thousand eight hundred
hundred others.
thousand four hundred dollars.
dollars, thirteen thousand

of Legislative
Legislative exand
mileage
for 7compensation
namely,
expenses,
legislative
For
the
For
members
legislative
of the
expenses,
legislative
namely,
assembly
for
compensation
officers, and clerks,
and mileage
and conof penses.
e
the members of the legislative assembly, officers, and clerks, and con- penses.
tingent expenses
expenses thereof,
thereof, and
for rent,
rent, light,
stationery,
fuel, printing,
printing, stationery,
light, fuel,
and for
tingent
incidentals, and
and porter
porter or
for the
office, nineteen
nineteen
the secretary's
secretary's office,
messenger for
or messenger
incidentals,
thousand
hundred and ten dollars.
thousand seven hundred
For contingent
of the
the Territory,
to be
expended by the
Contingent.
the govgov- contingent.
be expended
Territory, to
expenses of
For
contingent expenses
ernor,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
ernor, five

T
ERRITORY OF
OF NEW
NEW MExIco.-For
1Vigx-rco.—For salary
salary of
of governor,
governor, two
New Mexico.
Mexico.
two thouthou- New
TERRITORY
sand
dollars; chief
and two
two associate
G?vernob tehief
sand six
six hundred
hundred dollars;
chief justice,
justice, and
associate judges
judges at
at .Governor,
chief
three thousand
dollars each;
at one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
.1
cm, =do
here.
andother
hundred justice,
each; secretary
secretary at
three
thousand dollars

xxi-15
xxi-15
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and translator
translator in
five
dollars; and interpreter
interpreter and
in the
the executive
executive office
office at
at five
hundred dollars,
dollars, thirteen
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars.
hundred
thirteen thousand
dollars.
Legislative ex
exLegislative
- For legislative expenses, namely,
rent, fuel,
fuel, light,
light, stationery,
stationery, postage,
namely, rent,
postage,
penses.
penses.
pay of messenger, and incidentals,
incidentals, one thousand four hundred dollars.
Contingent. ,
Contingent.
For contingent
Territory, to
to be
by the
the govgovcontingent expenses
expenses of the
the Territory,
be expended
expended by
ernor,
hundred dollars.
ernor, five
five hundred
dollars.
Utah.
TERRITORY OF
UTAH.—For salary
governor, two
thousand six
six
TERRITORY
OF UTAH.-For
salary of
of governor,
two thousand
Governor,
Governor, chief
chief hundred dollars; chief justice, and two associate
judges, at three thouassociatejudges
justice,
others.
justice, and
and others. sand
sand dollars
each; and secretary
atone
dollars each;
secretary at
one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars,
thirteen thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.

expenses, namely,
for current
current and
and contingent
Legislative
Legislative eex
x -- For
For legislative
legislative expenses,
namely, for
contingent expenses
expenses
secretary's office, two thousand
of the secretary's
thousand dollars.
expenses of
the Territory,
Territory, to
be expended
expended by
by the
Contingent.
For contingent
contingent expenses
of the
to be
the govgovSecretary of
the Treasury
Secretary of the ernor, five hundred
hundred dollars. And
And the
the Secretary
of the
Treasury shall
shall
Treasury
Treasury to make make to Congress
Congress each year a
detailed statement
statement showing how
seva detailed
how the
the sevreport to Congress
rIeort to Congress eral sums herein appropriated
appropriated for contingent and miscellaneous purposes
purposes
of the expenditure
have been
been expended,
expended, and
also a
statement giving
of contingent
coentinent arnd
and also
a statement
giving the
the amount
amount received
received
of
and have
miscellaneous; also under section thirty-six hundred
naseellaneous;
eighty-seven of
of the
Revised StatStathundred and
and eighty-seven
the Revised
receipts under
under It.
R. S.
S. utes, and also a
a statement
statement showing in detail how the money appropri
T
appropri;
3687.
.
ated under
under said section has been expended.
Washington
W a s h i n gt o n
TERRITORY OF WASHINGTON.-For
of governor,
TERRITORY
WASHINGTON.—For salary of
governor, two
two thousand
thousand
Territory.
Territory.
six hundred dollars; chief justice, and two associate
at three
three
associate judges,
judges, at
Governor, chief
thousand dollars
one thousand
hundred
justice,
dollars each
each;;and
and secretary
secretary at
at one
justice, and'others.
and others. thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
dollars, thirteen
thirteen thousand
thousand four hundred dollars.
dollars.
Legislative e
Legislative
e xxFor legislative
legislative expenses, namely, for rent of secretary's office, hire of
penses.
penses.
messenger, light,
light, fuel, stationery, postage, office
messenger,
office furniture, repairs, and
thousand two
hundred dollars.
other incidentals
incidentals,' one
one thousand
two hundred
dollars.
Contingent.
For contingent
contingent expenses of the Territory, to be expended
by the
the govgovexpended by
ernor, five hundred dollars.
dollars.
Wyoming.
Wyoming.
TERRITORY
WYOMING.-For salary
TERRITORY OF WYOMING.—For
salary of
of governor,
six
governor, two
two thousand
thousand six
Governor, chief
chief
Governor,
dollars chief justice, and two associate judges, at three
hundred
dollars;
three thoujustice, and others.
ice an oters. sand dollars each; and secretary at one
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
thousand eight
thirteen thousand four hundred dollars.
Legislative
Legislative 0Xexlegislative expenses,
expenses, namely, for rent, messenger,
For legislative
printing, fuel,
messenger, printing,
fuel,
penses.
penses.
light, stationery, postage, and incidentals, two thousand five hundred
light,
hundred
dollars
dollars
Contingent.
Contingent.
For contingent expenses of the Territory, to be expended by the govgovernor,
ernor , five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.

penses.

War
DepartWar DepartWAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
WAR
ment.
mont.
Compensation
C
o mp nsation For compensation of the Secretary of War,
War eight thousand dollars;
dollars;
of
the
Secretary,
of
the
Secretary
chief
at
two
thousand
one
chief
clerk,
at
two
tho
us
an d fi
ve hundred
dollars; one
five
hundred
dollars;
one disbursingdisbursingchief
clerk, and
chief clerk,
and
others.
clerk, at two thousand dollars; one
one thousand
eight
one stenographer,
stenographer, at
at one
thousand eight
hundred dollars; two chiefs of division, at two thousand
dollars each
each 3'
thousand dollars
five clerks of class four;
four-3 four clerks of class three;
three; four clerks
clerks of class
class,
two; twelve clerks of class one; one clerk, at one thousand dollars;
dollars;
eight assistant messengers;
messengers; seven laborers; and six watchmen
watchmen for
for the
the
Department
Department building; in all, sixty-nine thousand four hundred dollars.
archives.
Rebel archives.
For the purpose of examining the rebel archives, and
copies
and having copies
furnished for the government, six thousand six hundred dollars; but
furnished
but
no part of this sum shall be used to increase
increase the salary or compensation
compensation
of any officer or
or employee
the government.
government.
employee of
of the
Contingent
xContingent eexoronticngent
expenses of his office,
For
contingent
expenses
office, eight thousand dollars.
penses.
penses.
I
Office
AdjuOffice of
of AdjuIN
THE
OFF
CE
OF
IN THE OFFICE OF THE
THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL.-One
ADJUTANT-GENERAL.-- One chief
clerk, at
chief clerk,
at
tant-General.
we thousand
dollars; eleven
clerks of
clerks of
of
tant-General.
thousand dollars;
eleven clerks
of class
class four
four;•seventeen
seventeen clerks
Chief clerk and two
e
e
thersf cerk nd class
thre ; thirty-five clerks
lass three;
class two
hundred and
clerks of
of class
two;; one
one hundred
others.
and fifty-one
fifty-one
clerks
lerks of class one; six clerks, at one thousand dollars each; eight asassistant
messengers; in
in all,
all, two
two hundred and ninety
hunsistant messengers;
ninety thousand
thousand nine hunred and
dollars.
and sixty
sixty dollars.
Thirty clerks to dred
F o
exp
ite
lsettleof class
Forr thirty additional clerks of
class one,
to be
exclusively engaged
engaged in
one, to
be exclusively
expedite
settlein
of pensions.
pensions. I
ments of
preparing
to expedite
expedite the
weparing and making reports to
the settlement
settlement of
of pension
pension apap-
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plications
Commissioner of Pensions, thirty-six thoufor by
by the Commissioner
called for
plications called
sand dollars.
For
watchmen, two
firemen, and
one laborer
in the part of the Watchmen
Watchmen and
laborer in
and one
two firemen,
four watchmen,
For four
Adjutant-General's Office to be located
located on the first and second floors of firemen.
Adjutant-General's
the old
old Navy
Navy Department
Department building;
thousand nine hundred
hundred
in all, four thousand
building; in
the
exdollars.
and eighty dollars.
and
Contingent oxpenses.
contingent expenses,
expenses, ten thousand dollars.
For contingent
exFor contingent
contingent expenses
of the
Contingent
x.
Contingent e
Adjutant-General's Office, in the old enses
the Adjutant-General's
expenses of
For
Navy
building, and
in the
on F
F street
street above
Sev- P
Navy
in
old
in
old
Navy
penes
above SevDepartment building,
and in
the building
building on
Navy Department
Deppaarrttmmeenntt buildDepartment
enteenth
apparatus, matting, clean- mg.
enteenth street,
street, including fuel, light, heating apparatus,
g
Departjug,
incidental items of care of two floors of Navy
and incidental
labor, and
ing, labor,
ment
dollars.
Office of Inment building,
building, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
spec
tercc enoefratil IN
INSPECTOR-GENERAL.—One clerk
of class
0th
class spector-General.
clerk of
OF THE
THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL.-One
IN THE
THE OFFICE
OFFICE OF

Clerk
and senger.
five hundred
hundred and
thousand five
all, two
two thousand
in all,
assistant
four; one
twenty
four;
dollars.
assistant messenger;
messenger; in
Clerk and
and
twenty dollars.

senger.

mes-

BUREAU
OF MILITARY
1VIILITARY JUSTICE.—One
chief clerk,
one thousand
Milithousand Bureau
B
y
nrJe
ua
s
u
ticof
o
ef
. IVIiliat one
clerk, at
JUSTICE.-One chief
BUREAU OF
eight
hundred dollars;
one clerk
•tar
t0ry Justie.
class one
one;/
clerk of
of class
three; one
one clerk
of class three;
clerk of
dollars; one
eight hundred
one
in all,
all, five
thousand three
three hundred
and twenty
twenty Clerks.
hundred and
five thousand
messenger; in
one assistant
assistant messenger;
dollars.
For contingent
expenses, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Contingent
exx-Contingent e
For
contingent expenses,
penses.
penses.
IN
THE
SIGNAL
OFFICE.TWO
clerks
of
class
four;
one
assistant
Signal
Office.
IN THE SIGNAL OFFICE.- -Two clerks of class four; one assistant Signal Office.
messenger; in
in all,
all, four
three hundred
twenty dollars.
ses
Coleei
r
lis and
and mesmesseCr
dollars.
and twenty
hundred and
thousand three
four thousand
messenger;
I
N THE
THE OFFICE
OF THE
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.—One chief
chief Office
of QuarQuarOffice of
THE QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.-One
OFFICE OF
IN
termaster-General
eie
termaster-Ceneral
clerk,
thousand dollars;
dollars; seven clerks of class four; one draughts- Clerast mer-enclerk, at
at two
two thousand
man,
thousand eight
others.
hundred dollars; nine clerks of class three; gers, and others.
eight hundred
at one
one thousand
man, at
twenty-four
clerks of
twenty
two; forty-eight clerks of class one; twenty
of class
class two;
twenty-four clerks
copyists
at nine hundred dollars each; one female messenger, at forty
copyists at
dollars per
per month;
two assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; six
six
messenger; two
ore messenger;
month; ore
dollars
laborers;
one engineer,
hundred dollars
dollars; one firetwo hundred
at one thousand two
engineer, at
laborers; one
man;
and five
five watchmen;
in all,
hundred and
and fifty-two
thousand
fifty-two thousand
all, one
one hundred
watchmen; in
man; and
two
two hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
exContingent e
For
contingent expenses,
eight thousand
Contingent
xdollars.
thousand dollars.
expenses, eight
For contingent
peruses.
penses.
IN
THE
OFFICE
OF
THE
COMMISSARY-GENERAL.—One
chief
clerk,
at
C
o
m
m
i
s
sa
ryi
s
saryComm
at
clerk,
chief
IN THE OFFICE OF THE COMMISSARY-GENERAL.-One
two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; one
one clerk
clerk of
four; three
three clerks of class General.
of class
class four;
two
ees&
ad
e
n mesthree;
four clerks
clerks of
class two;
two; ten
of class
class one;
clerks, at
Clerks
of class
ten clerks
clerks of
one; two
two clerks,
at sClerks
, and e
three; four
one thousand
messenger; two laborers;
laborers; and ng r
one
thousand dollars each; one assistant messenger;
two watchmen
in all,
all, thirty-one
dol.
six hundred
hundred and eighty dol
thousand six
thirty-one thousand
two
watchmen 5in
lars.
For
expenses, namely:
namely: Rent
of building,
building, repairs,
repairs, and
and mis.
Contingent eexxmis- Contingent
Rent of
For contingent
contingent expenses,
cellaneous
items, five
five thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
&c.
penses, rent, &c.
cellaneous items,
ce of SurIN
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE SURGEON-GENERAL.—One
0ffi cc
Surat offi
clerk, at
chief clerk,
SURGEON-GENERAL.-One chief
IN THE
THE OFFICE
two thousand
clerks
of
class four;
six clerks
clerks of
class three;
veyor-General.
three;
veyor-General.
six
of
class
class
four;
eight
clerks
of
dollars; eight
two
thousand dollars;
clerk and
n
Me clerks
of class
class two;
two /
•one hundred
clerks of class one; four- Chief
Chief clerk and
and six
six clerks
hundred and
clerks of
nine
teen
clerks, at
at one
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each;
anatomist, one
one thousand
thousand others '
each; one
one anatomist,
teen clerks,
six hundred
hundred dollars;
one engineer
in division
and museum,
records and
of records
division of
engineer in
dollars; one
six
at
messengers; and
and
assistant messengers;
eleven assistant
dollars; eleven
four hundred
hundred dollars;
thousand four
at one
one thousand
four watchmen
and eight
eight laborers;
ninety-eight
in all, one hundred and ninety-eight
laborers; in
watchmen and
four
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
Proviso.
the SecreSecre- Proviso.
That the
Provided, That
dollars: Provided,
eighty dollars:
and eighty
thousand
tary of
public necessity
necessity so
so require,
require, may
detail not
Detail
of
tary
of War,
War, if
if the
the public
may detail
not exceeding
exceeding eenlisted
tal men.
of twenty
twent
twenty enlisted
for clerical
clerical service
service in this
this bureau.
men for
enlisted men
twenty
For
forty clerks,
at one
dollars each,
to be
be exclusively
exclusively enen- pension
cases. for
Forty clerks
each, to
one thousand
thousand dollars
clerks, at
For forty
pension
o
siers
]: for
gaged in
and making
making reports
reports to
settlement of enn
e.
the settlement
expedite the
to expedite
preparing and
in preparing
gaged
pension applications
called for
by the
the Commissioner
Pensions, forty
of Pensions,
Commissioner of
for by
applications called
pension
thousand dollars.
thousand
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, namely:
stationery, rent,
rent, fuel,
fuel, Contingent
contingent exexbooks, stationery,
Blank books,
namely: Blank
For
gas,
furniture, repairs,
and incidentals,
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
penses.
penses.
dollars.
incidentals, eight
repairs, and
gas, furniture,
IN
TIIF, OFFICE
OF THE
THE CHIEF
clerk, at
Office of
Chief of
of
of Chief
at Office
chief clerk,
ORDNANCE.-One chief
OF ORDNANCE.—One
CHIEF OF
OFFICE OF
IN THE
n •
two
dollars; one
one clerk
clerk of
class four;
clerks of
of class
class three;
Ordnance.
three; Ordnance
four; two
two clerks
of class
two thousand
thousand dollars;
Chi e
f clerk and
two
six clerks
clerks of
of class
one; two
two clerks,
clerks, at
at one
one thouthou- others.
others.
class two;
two; six
class one;
two clerks
clerks of
of class
sand
dollars each;
each; one
assistant messenger;
laborer; in all, twenty
messenger; one laborer;
one assistant
sand dollars
Proow.
Seere- Previa*.
thousand
and. eighty
eighty dollars: Provided,
Provided, That the Scorehundred and
three hundred
thousand three
8
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tary
tary- of War, if the public necessity so require, may detail not exceeing
weeding
twenty
bureau.
twenty enlisted
enlisted men
men for
for clerical
clerical service
service in this bureau.
Contingent exFor contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, namely:
namely: Stationery,
Stationery, envelopes,
envelopes, wrappingrappingContingent
expenses.
paper
penses.
paper for sending
sending blanks to the arsenals, forts, permanent
batteries
permanent baWties,
and troops in the field; telegrams,
telegrams, express
express charges, and iniimitals
of
incidentals of
aasimilar nature;
nature; furniture matting, carpets,
carpets, oil cloth, professional
professional boks
books
Ordnance Department
Department library, pamphlets, and
for Ordnance
one thouthouand newspapers,
newspapers, one
hundred dollars.
sand five hundred
dollars.
Office
of PayIN
PAYMASTER GENEBEAL.-One
Office of
PayI
N THE OFFICE OF THE
THE PAYMASTER
GENERAL...4)11e etliel
chief clerk,
clerk,
master-General, at two thousand dollars;
master-General,
dollars; six clerks of class four;
clerks of
class
four; six
six clerks
of class
chief
clerk,
and
othiefler
k, and three; twelve clerks of class two; nine clerks of class one; three
three clerks,
clerks,
others.
ait
at one thousand dollars
dollars each; one assistant messenger;
two watchtuen;
messenger; two
watchmen;
and three
three laborers;
laborers; in all, fifty-seven thousand one
one hundred
and forty
hundred and
forty
dollars.
Contingent exFor
exFor contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, two thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Detail
De tail twenty
twenty
enlisted men.
enlisted
men.

penses.
Office of Chief of
Engineers, ch
chief
i ef
clerk,c, and
and oters
others.

IN
THE OFFICE
OFFICE ()OF
OF ENGINEERS.-One
I
N THE
OF THE CHIEF
CHIEF OF
ENGINEERS.—One chief
chief clerk,
clerk /
at
two thousand
thousand dollars; four clerks of class four; two clerks
at two
clerks of
of class
class

three; three clerks
clerks of class
class two; three
three clerks of
of class
class one;
one; one
one clerk,
at
clerk, at
one thousand dollars
dollars;'•one assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; and two
laborers; in
all
two laborers;
in all,
twenty-three thousand
twenty-three
thousand two hundred and
and forty dollars.
dollars.
Thirty enlisted
That the Secretary of War, if the public necessity
Thirty
necessity so
so requires,
requires, is
is
men detailed.
hereby
hereby anutlorized
authorized to detail not exceeding thirty enlisted men
men fo
forr clerclerdepartment in addition to
ical service in this department
to the
force above
above provided.
the force
provided.
Contingent ox
ex-- For contingent expenses,
Contingent
expenses, namely: For stationery,
stationery, office
office furniture,
furniture,
penses.
1
805.
miscellaneous
expenses, including
miscellaneous and incidental
incidental expenses,
purchase of
of profesprofesincluding purchase
sional books and maps, two thousand
thousand five hundred
hund red dollars.
dollars .
11

WairDepartnent
WarDepartment

Building.
One
One engineer,
enginele r,
one conductor for
for
elevator,
and othothelevator, and
ers.
ers.

WAR
W AR D)EPARTMIENT
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS.-For
I3IJILDINGS.—For compensation
compensation of
engineer
of one
one engineer

in
in the War Department building,
building, one thousand
thousand two hundred.doliars;
hundred dollars;
one assistant engineer, one thousa
thousand
n dd
ollars; conductor
con duc t
or o
th e elevator,
el
eva t
or,
dollars;
offthe
seven hundred
watch m en; two
two l
aborers; one
hundred and twenty dollars;
dollars; four
four watchmen;
laborers;
one
firelan;
ireman; and twelve charwomen,
charwomen, at
on e h
un dre d and
an d eighty
dollars
at one
hundred
eighty dollars
each;
•,ach; in all, ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For labor, fuel,
fuel. light, and miscellaneous
miscella ne ous it
ems for
f
or th
said building,
bu ildi ng,
items
thee said
seven thousand dollars.
Rent
Rent of building
building
For rent of the building occupied as the Quartermaster-General's Ofdee,
iccupied
neupied as Quar- 4_ For rent of the building occ upie das th e Quartermaster-GeneraPs Ofce,
s use
thousand dollars.
dollars. And
And whe
re buildings
buildi ngs are
rented for
pnblie
termaster-General's
term
aster-General's ten
'en thousand
where
are now
now rented
for public
use
Office.
inn the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, the executive
execu ti ve d
epar t
ments are
,t4horize4
ktauthorize,
departments
are
ExecutiveDApartExecutive
Dtpart- whenever it shall be advantageous to the public interest, to rent
others
vhenever it shall be advantageous t
o
interest,
*tents
IeIls authorized to
to illit their stead: Provided,
That
Provid ed. Th
at no increase
i
ncrease in
i
n t
he number
num ber of
of b
ui
ld i
ngs
the
buildings
rent buildings
rent
buildingsin
in DisDistriet of
of Columbia.
Columbia. 1now
trict
low in use, nor in the amounts paid
paid for
f
or rents,
rents, shall
result
therefrom
shall result therefrom.
Proviso.
Watcmen
and
For five watchmen
watchmen and
two laborers
laborers in
i
n th
u ildi ng occup
i
ed b
and two
thee b
building
occupied
byy
Watchmen and
laborers
he Paymaster-General,
Paymaster-General, four
thousa n d nine
ni
ne h
un dre d an
d twenty
twenty dolfour thousand
laborers in
in buildbuild- the
"
hundred
and
doling occupied
mg
occupied by lars.
I
ars.
Faylaster-Gen'l.
Faymaster-Gen'l.
For
rent
of
the
building,
thousand
hundred dollars.
For rent of the building, fur
f
our th
ousan d five
five hundred
dollars.
Rent.
Fluel
miscel- For fuel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous it
ems, three
th ree th
ousan d fi ve hundred dolFuel and miscelitems,
thousand
five hundred dol;aueous
;aneous items.
items.
1
lars.
ars.
Building corner
For four watchmen
watchmen and t
two
wo laborers
l
a borers i
in
n t
he b
ui
ld i
ng at the
the
building
the corner
corner of
of
of Seventeenth and s
F streets
anSeventeenth
streets, four thousand
eventeenth and F
F streets,
th ousan d two
t
wo h
un dre d dollars;
dollars •and
and for
streets.
hundred
for
uel for
enti re building,
buildi ng, i
nc l
u di ng the Ordnance
dollars;
fuel
for warming
warming the
the entire
including
the Ordnance
Office, and
and
for
'or operating
operating the ventilating-fan
ventilat ing f
an in
i
n summer,
warming
summer, repairs
repairs of
of steam
steam-warming
anti
ventilating
apparatus,
andd pay
pay ooff gas, purchase
nd ventilating
an
purchase of
of oil-cloth
oil-cloth and
and
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
w atting .for
matting
for halls,
halls, and for general repairs
repairs and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, six
six
thousand
housand dollars;
dollars; in all, ten
ten thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
Superintendents
fSuperintlendents
For compensation of the superintendents
occupied
buildings occupied
of six buildings oc -b For compensation of the superintendents of the six buildings
eupied by
byWagDey the War Department,
Department, at two hundred
hundred and
cupied
War De- by
and fifty
fifty dollars
dollars each,
each, one
one
partment.
housand five hundred
thousand
hundred dollars.
Postage-stamps.
Postage-stamps.
For postage-stamps for the
Department and its bureaus,
For Postage-stamps for
the War
War Department
bureaus, as required
under the
Postal Union,
Union, to prepay postage
uired under
the Postal
postage on matter addressed
to
Postal Union countries,
to Postal
countries, two thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars.
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A )ND
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS.
PUBLIC
For eltrk
of Public Buildings
and Grounds, one thousand Office of Public
Buildings and
the Office
office of
lerk in
in the
For
Buildings
and
and
Buildings
four hunded
hundred dollars;
and for
hun- Grounds,
office, eight hunthe same office,
in the
messenger in
for messenger
dollaes; and
four
messengerclerk and
dred
and forty
fndoty dollars.
dred and
messenger.
Public gardener.
For the
the public
hundred dollars.
thousand six hundred
gardener, one thousand
public gardener,
For
laForeman and laFor a
and laborers
laborers employed
in the
the public grounds, twenty- Foreman
employed in
a foreman
foreman and
For

borers.
borers.
four
dollars.
thousand dollars.
four thousand
Navy-Yard and
For
and Upper
Upper bridges, one thou- Navy-Yard
Yard and
for Navy
Navy Yard
two draw-keepers
draw-keepers for
For two
bridges,
Upper bridges,
sand
hundred and forty dollars.
four hundred
sand four
draw-keepers.
draw-keepers.
Franklin
F r a n k 1i "
For watchain
watcliMan in
inPranklin
Pranklin Square, six hundred and sixty dollars.
For
Square, watch muan
man
Square,watch
Lafayette
La f a y et t e
dollars.
and
six
For
watchman
in
Lafayette
Square,
hundred
sixty
For watchman in
Square, watchman.
watchman.
Watc
men
a
atc h
h mn
For two
tWo day-watchmen
day-Watchmen in Smithsonian
Smithsonian grounds, at six hundred and w
For
S in itlisonian
an
i
s
o'
S
I"
i
'
t
hundred and twenty dollars.
one thousand three hundred
each, one
sixty dollars each,
grounds.
to night-watchmen
hundred Smithsonian
night-watchmen in Smithsonian grounds, at seven hundred
For two
and
twenty
dollars
each,
one
thousand
four
hundred
and
forty
dollars.
grounds, night
night
and twenty dollars each, one thousand four hundred and forty dollars. grounds,
watchman.
watchman.
Judiciary
and
and
Judiciary
For
one
watthman
for
Judiciary
Square,
and
one
for
Lincoln
Square
Square
For one watchman for Judiciary Square,
Squares.
and
adjacent reservations,
reservations, at
at six
six hundred
and sixty
dollars each,
each, one
Lincoln Squares.
one Lincoln
sixty dollars
hundred and
and adjacent
thousand
hundred and twenty dollars.
thire, hundred
thousand thre,e,
Circle,
For
for Iowa
Iowa Circle,
Circle, one
one watchman
watchman for
for FourteenthFourteenth- Iowa
Iowa Circle,
one watchman
watchman for
For one
Fourteenth-strec t
street Circle
and neighboring
neighboring reservations,
one for
for Rawlins,
McPherson, Fou'teenth-str
Rawlins, McPherson,
reservations, one
Circle and
street
Circle,
&c., fen
foect
urr
Circle, &c.,
and
Farragtit Squares;
and Washington
Washington Circle,
one for
watclhmen.
Circle, and
and one
for Stanton
Stanton watchmen.
Squaes;, and
and Farratga
Plate
and neighbMoing
neighboring reservations,
four in
hundred and
at six
six hundred
in all, at
reservations, four
Place and
sixty
dollars each,
two thousand
Proviso.
Pro- Proviao.
dollars: Prohundred and forty dollars:
six hundred
thousand six
each, two
sixtv dollars
vided,
That each
each of
the watchmen
herein provided
for shall
shall have the
provided for
watchmen herein
of the
vided, That
Metropolitan police.
powers of the Metropolitan
and poverS
duties and
same duties
Bridge-keeper at
For
bridge, six
hundred and sixty dol- Bridge-keeperat
six hundred
at Chain
Chain bridge,
bridge-keeper at
one bridge-keeper
For one
Chain
bridge.
Chain bridge.
lars.
lars.
Contingent e
xFor contingent
and incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, five hundred dollars.
exdollars.
contingent and
For

NAVY DEPARTMENT
NAVY
DEPARTMENT
For compensation
thousand dolNavy, eight thousand
of the
the Navy,
the Secretary of
of the
For
compensation of
lars; for
compensation of
of the
clerk of the Navy Department, two
chief clerk
the chief
for compensation
lars;
thousand five
hundred dollars;
thousand doldisbursing-clerk, two thousand
one disbursing-clerk,
dollars; one
five hundred
thousand
lars '
•four clerks of class four; three
three clerks of class three; one stenoglars;
rapher, at
at one
one thousand
dollars; four clerks of class one;
hundred dollars;
six hundred
thousand six
rapher,
three clerks
one thousand
each; two
and two
two messengers;
messengers; and
dollars each;
thousand dollars
at one
clerks at
three
laborers; in
all, thirty-six
hundred dollars.
tlousand nine hundred
thirty-six thousand
in all,
laborers;
For
furniture, newspapers,
newspapers, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, two
two
stationery, furniture,
For stationery,
thousand five hundred dollars.
thousand
EintEA.u,
YARDS AND DOCKS.—For
one thousand
DoCKs.-For one chief clerk, one
oiP YARDS
BUREAU sov
eight
hundred dollars;
draughtsman, one
thousand eight hundred
hundred
one thousand
one draughtsman,
dolars; one
eight hundred
dollars
clerk of class
class four; one clerk of class three; one clerk of
dollars;;one clerk
class
class one;
one; one
one clerk,
at one
dollars;
thousand dollars;
one thousand
clerk, at
clerk of
of class
two; one
one clerk
class two;
one
messenger; and
laborer; in
thousand nine
eleven thousand
in all,
all, eleven
one laborer;
and one
assistant messenger;
one assistant
hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
For
miscellaneous
and miscellaneous
drawings, labor, and
plans, drawings,
books, plans,
stationery, books,
For stationery,
items,
dollars.
hundred dollars.
items, six
six hundred
BUREAU
EQUIPMENT AND
OF EQUIPMENT
BUREAU OP

RECRUITING.—For chief
clerk, one
one
chief clerk,
RECRUITING.-For

penses.
Navy DepartDepart-

ment.
Compensation of
of
Compensation
the
Secretary,
the Secretary,
chief clerk, an d
chief clerk, a ld
others.
otherd.

Stationery, &c.
&c.
Stationery,

Bureau of Yards
and
and Docks.
Docks.
Chief clerk and
clerk and
Chief
others.

Stationery and
and
Stationery
miscellaneous.
miscellaneous.

Barean of EquipBareantofEquiip-

Recruitthousand eight
hundred' dollars;
dollars; one
and Recruitment and
of ment
one clerk
clerk of
four; one
of class
class four;
clerk of
one clerk
eight hundred
thousand
ing.
class three;
three; two
of class
class two;
two; two
class one;
one; one
assist- 'hief
class
two clerks
clerks of
two clerks
clerks of
of class
one assistk and
and.
Chief clerk
ant messenger;
one laborer;
laborer; in
in all,
all, eleven
eleven thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred others.
and one
ant
messenger; and
and,
eighty dollars.
and eighty
Miscellaneous.
For
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, five
five hundred dollars. Miscellaneous.
books, and
For stationery,
stationery, books,
BUREAU
NAVIGATION.—For chief
chief clerk, one thousand eight hun- Bureau of NaviOF NAVIrATION.-For
BLREAU OF
dred dollars;
one clerk
class three;
one clerk
of class
class two; one
gation.
one gation.
clerk of
three; one
of class
clerk of
dollars one
dred
Chief clerk and
Chief clerk and
assistant messenger;
laborer; in
hundred others.
in all, six thousand one hundred
one laborer;
and one
mess'enger and
assistant
and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
Miscellaneous.
For stationery,
siationery, books,
books, and
miscellaneous items, six hundred
hundred dollars. Miscellaneous.
and miscellaneous
Focr
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Bureau of
BUREAU OF
ORDNANCE.—For chief
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred
Bureau
of OrdOrdBUREAU
OF ORDNANCE.-For
chief clerk, one
thousand eight
nance.
dollars; draughtsman,
one clerk
clerk
hief clerk
lerk and
and dollars;
draughtsman, one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
Chief
of class
class three;
three; one
clerk of
of class
class two;
two; one
assistant messenger;
messenger; and
and one
OW
one assistant
one clerk
of
others.
laborer; in
in all,
all, seven
seven thousand
damn.
laborer;
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
For
stationery, books, and miscellaneous
items, four
four hundred
Stationery and
For stationery,
Stationery
and
miscellaneous items,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
miscellaneous.
miscellaneous.
Bureau of
Bureau
of ConConBUREAU
CONSTRUCTION AND
thouBUREAU OF
OF CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR.-For
REPAIR.—For chief
chief clerk, one
one thoustruction
struction and
and ReRe- sand eight hundred
hundred dollars; draughtsman,
draughtsman, one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
pairs.
pail.
of
dollars; one clerk of class four;
four; one clerk of class three;
three; one clerk of
class two;
class one;
messenger; and one
clerk of
of class
one; one
one assistant
assistant messenger;
class
two; one
one clerk
laborer; in
in all,
all, ten
eighty dollars.
nine hundred
hundred and eighty
ten thousand
thousand nine
laborer;
For
stationery and
miscellaneous items,
four hundred
Stationery, etc.
etc.
Stationery,
For stationery
and miscellaneous
items, four
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Bureau
BUREAU
OF STEAM-ENGINEERING.-For
STEAM-ENGINEERING.—For chief
chief clerk,
one thousand
B u r e a u ooff
BUREAU OF
clerk, one
thousand
Steam-Engin
e
e
r
Steam-Engin eer- eight hundred
hundred dollars; one chief draughtsman,
draughtsman, at two thousand
two
thousand two
jug.
ing.
hundred and
and fifty dollars;
hundred
dollars; one assistant draughtsman,
draughtsman, at one thousand
six
hundred dollars;
one clerk
of class
class two; one clerk of
one; one
of class one;
one
six hundred
dollars; one
clerk of
clerk
one thousand dollars; one assistant
messenger; and two laborers;
clerk at
atone
assistant messenger;
laborers;
in all, eleven
eleven thousand
thousand two hundred and ninety dollars.
Stationery,
etc.
Stationery, etc.
For stationery
stationery and
miscellaneous items,
For
and miscellaneous
items, one
one thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Bureau
of ProBureau of
ProBUREAU OF
OF PROVISIONS
BUREAU
PROVISIONS AND
AND CLOTHING.—For
CLOTHING.-For chief clerk, one thouthouvisions and
and Clothvisions
Cloth- sand eight hundred dollars;
dollars; one clerk of class four; two clerks
clerks of class
ing.
l
three; two clerks of class two; three clerks of class one; one assistant
ng.
three;
assistant
messenger; and one laborer; in all, fourteen thousand
thousand five
messenger;
five hundred
hundred and
eighty dollars.
dollars.
Stationery,
Stationery, etc.
etc.
miscellaneous items, four hundred
For stationery and miscellaneous
hundred dollars.
Bureau
Bureau of
of MediMediBUREAU
OF MEDICINE
BUREAU OF
MEDICINE AND
AND SURGERY.-For
SURGERY.—For chief
chief clerk,
clerk, one
one thoucine and
Surgery. sand eight
cine
and Slrgery.
hundred dollars; one clerk of class three;
three; one clerk of class
two;
two; one
one clerk of
of class
class one;
one; one
one clerk,
clerk, at one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; one
one asassistant messenger; and one laborer;
laborer; in all, eight thousand
thousand three
three hundred
and eighty dollars.
Stationery, etc.
etc.
Stationery,
one hundred dollars.
dollars.
For stationery and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, one
Superintendent
Superintendent
For one superintendent
superintendent of the building occupied
occupied by the Navy Departof rilding
of
building occuoccu- ment,
mnent, two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars; one engineer, one thousand two
hundred dollars; one assistant engineer, one thousand dollars; one conpiet
by
Navy al
Der! (
rt
b
in Navy
I
e
dhundred
others.
ductor of elevator, seven hundred and twenty dollars; three firemen,
firemen,
others.
ductor
nine watchmen,
charwomen, at
one hundred
hundred and
and
watchmen, four
four laborers;
laborers; for
for twelve
twelve charwomen,
at one
eighty dollars each; in all, sixteen thousand
thousand six hundred and ten dollars.
Incidental
Incidental and
and For incidental labor, fuel, lights, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items for said
miscellaneous.
miscellaneous.
building, ten thousand dollars.
Dep
De
artment of
p artment
of
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT
the
Interior.
the Interior.
Compensation of
Compensation
of
For compensation of the Secretary of the Interior, eight thousand dolthe Secretary, Aslars;
Assistant Secretary,
three thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars;
chief
dollars; chief
ars;
Assistant
Secretary, three
A
the
Setreta
sistant Secretary,
thousand five
dollars; and
and two
hundred and
fifty
chief clerk,
d clerk,
clerk, two
two thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars;
two hundred
and fifty
clerk, an
and
others.
additional as superintendent
superintendent of the Patent Office
dollars additional
Office building; six
six
clerks, chiefs of division, at two thousand dollars each,
each, one
one of whom
disbursing-clerk; one
chief of
division, at
shall be disbursing-clerk;
one clerk,
clerk, chief
of division,
at two
two thousand
thousand
dollars; for one stenographer,
stenographer, one thousand eight hundred dollars
dollars;;six
clerks of class four; four clerks of class three; four clerks
two;
clerks of
of class
class two;
seven clerks of class one, one of whom shall be the telegraph-operator
telegraph-operator
of the department;
department; six copyists; five assistant messengers;
messengers; four laborers; for one captain of the watch, one thousand
thousand dollars; and forty
forty watchInmen, to be allotted to day or night service, as the Secretary of the Interior may direct; in all, one hundred and
hundred
and two
two thousand
thousand six
six hundred.
and ninety
ninety dollars.
Temporary
T e m p or a ry
For temporary clerks for the Department of the Interior, seven thouclerks.
clerks.
sand dollars.
Office
of AssistAssistOffice of
OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
law-clerk, two
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY-GENERAL.-For
ATTORNEY-GENERA_L.--FOr one law-clerk,
ant Attorney-GenAttorney-Genhundred
ant
thousand
two
hundred and fifty dollars; three clerks, at two thousand
eral,
and
eral, law
law clerk
clerk and
dollars
dollars each; and
and one clerk, at
at one thousand
thousand two
two hundred dollars;
dollars; in
in
others.
all, nine thousand four hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
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Items.
For furniture,
furniture, advertising,
miscellaneous items
items,, Items.
ice, and miscellaneous
telegraphing, ice,
advertising, telegraphing,
For
including new
and books to complete broken sets, seven thousand
books and
new books
including
dollars.
For expenses
expenses of
of storing,
packing, and distributing official documents,
storing, packing,
For
dollars.
including the
purchase of boxes, five
live thousand
thousand dollars.
the purchase
including
Fitting up
department file of official
official
for the
the department
cases for
providing cases
and providing
rooms and
up rooms
Fitting
documents, and
supplying deficiencies
file, two thousand dollars.
said file,
in gaid
deficiencies in
and supplying
documents,
For rent
rent of
of the
Pension Office,
Office, twenty
twenty thousand
Rent
of
building
of building
Rentfor
thousand used
the Pension
for use
use of
of building
building for
For
Pensiop
Pensior
Office.
dollars.
G Bureau of EduFor rent
rent of
the building
building on
on the
the northeast
northeast corner of Eighth and G
of the
For
streets,
use of
seven thousand
thousand two hundred
'
cation.
hundred eati
Education, seven
of Education,
Bureau of
of Bureau
for use
streets, for
dollars.
reFor
and repairs
repairs of
of the
heating apparatus,
Fuel, light,
light,
reeight thousand Fuel,
apparatus, eight
the heating
light, and
For fuel,
fuel, light,
bentittg
dollars ;for
for one
one engineer,
engineer, one
dollars; assistant pairs of eaLting
hundred dollars;
two hundred
one thousand
thousand two
dollars;
neer an
Engi neer
engineer, one
hundred and qngi
and
six firemen, at seven hundred
dollars; and six
thousand dollars;
one thousand
engineer,
twenty dollars
dollars each;
each; in
in all,
thousand five
twenty assistant.
hundred and twenty
five hundred
fourteen thousand
all, fourteen
twenty
dollars.
For stationery
for the
Department of
Interior and its
several bubu- Stationery.
its several
of the
the Interior
the Department
stationery for
For
forty-four thousand dollars.
reaus and offices, forty-four
UNDER THE
THE ARCHITECT
TnE CAPITOL.—For
in charge
charge of
of Watchmen
Watchmen and
and
person in
CAPITOL.-For person
OF THE
ARCHITECT OF
UNDER
heating apparatus
of the
the Congressional
Congressional Library and Supreme
Supreme Court,
?
t
t
o;
;,1
d
ate
lieCaptt
t,itte,r
Court others,o
apparatus of
heating
itol, umder the Suvi
ising
, iug Archior v
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-four dollars;
dollars; for
in charge of water- pper
laborer in
one laborer
for one
and sixty-four
eight
closet
central portion
portion of
of the
six hundred and sixty dollars; tect.
Capitol, six
the Capitol,
in central
closet in
for
three laborers
laborers for
for cleaning
cleaning rotunda,
rotunda, corridors,
and dome,
dome, at
six hunat six
corridors, and
for three
dred
and sixty
for the
watchmen employed
employed on
on
of six watchmen
pay of
the pay
each; for
dollars each;
sixty dollars
dred and
the
Capitol grounds,
hundred and
and twenty dollars each; in all,
seven hundred
at seven
grounds, at
the Capitol
seven
eight hundred
hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four dollars.
thousand eight
seven thousand
Postage-eta mps
For
for the
the Interior
Department and its bureaus, as forPostage-stamps
Interior Department
postage-stamps for
For postage-stamps
matter toPostal
8
required
Postal Union,
to prepay
postage on matter addressed
addressed fornmatt;ertoPost
prepay postage
Union to
the Postal
under the
required under
Union countries.a
to Postal
Union countries,
countries, five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
five thousand
Postal Union
to

U

n

Commissioner of
of
GENERAL LAND
LAND OFFICE.—For
Commissioner of the General
General theCoLmissioner
OFFICE.-For the Commissioner
GENERAL
Land
the General
General Land
Land Office,
thousand dollars;
clerk, two
two thousand
dollars; Offic,
clerlk, and
thousand dollars;
chief clerk,
dollars; chief
Office, clerks,
Office, four
four thousand
Land
law-clerk )two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
two thousand
thousand dollars;
others.
three others.
dollars; three
recorder, two
dollars; recorder,
law-clerk,
principal clerks,
thousand eight
hundred dollars
each; six clerks
dollars each;
eight hundred
one thousand
at one
clerks, at
principal
of
class four;
four; twenty-two
class three;
two;
clerks of class two;
three; forty clerks
of class
clerks of
twenty-two clerks
of class
eighty clerks
class one;
one •, thirty
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each;
each;
at one
clerks, at
thirty clerks,
of class
clerks of
eighty
and nine
nine copyists,
copyists, at
hundred dollars each; one draughtsman, one
at nine hundred
and
thousand
six hundred
dollars; one
thousand
draughtsman, one thousand
assistant draughtsman,
one assistant
hundred dollars;
thousand six
four
dollars; nine
nine .assistant
messengers; twelve
twelve laborers;
and
laborers; and
assistant messengers;
hundred dollars;
four hundred
hunsix
packers; in
in all,
all, two
seventy-three thousand two hunhundred and seventy-three
two hundred
six packers;
Proviso.
dred and
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, Proviso.
of the
twenty dollars:
and twenty
dred
in his
to use any porauthorized to
hereby, authorized
he is
is hereby,
and he
be, and
shall be,
discretion, shall
his discretion.,
in
Piece-work.
tion of
said appropriation
appropriation for
piece-work, or
or by
the day, month, or year, Piece-work.
by the
for piece-work,
of said
tion
a salary
exceeding a
at such
such rate
rate or
or rates
rates as
he may
just and fair, not exceeding
may deem just
as he
at
of
nine hundred
hundred dollars per annum.
of nine
For diagrams,
diagrams, parchment
parchment paper
paper for
for land-patents,
land-patents, furniture
repairs Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
and repairs
furniture and
For
of
the same,
same, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, for
the actual
expenses of
of clerks
clerks deactual expenses
for the
of the
tailed
trespasses on
public
on the public
land-entries, trespasses
fraudulent land-entries,
investigate fraudulent
to investigate
tailed to
lands,
and cases
cases of
of official
official misconduct;
misconduct; and for advertising
advertising and telelands, and
graphing, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
graphing,
For connected
and separate
separate United
States and
and other
prepared Maps.
Maps.
maps prepared
other maps
United States
connected and
For
thousand dollars.
in the
the General Land Office, six thousand
Commissioner of

of
Commissioner
INDIAN
of the
Commissioner of Indian
Indian Indian
the Commissioner
compensation of
OFFICE.-For compensation
INDIAN OFFICE.—For
Affairs,

Affairs, three
thousand five
hundred dollars;
dollars; chief clerk, two thousand
thousand Icn
d iaclerk,
n Affairs
five hundred
Affairs,
three thousand
chief
clerk,
and
an
chief
financial clerk,
at two
two thousand
thousand dollars
dollars ;5four
clerks of
of class
class others.
others.
four clerks
clerk, at
one financial
dolla;s;;one
four; seven
clerks of
class three;
onlih, stenographer,
stenographer, at
one thousand
thousand
at one
three; oi,
of class
seven clerks
four;
six
hundred dollars;
dollars; eleven
eleven clerks
clerks of
ten clerks
of class
class one
one;
clerks of
two; ten
class two;
of class
six hundred
thirteen
at one
one thousand
thousand dollars
eight copyists, at nine
each; eight
dollars each;
clerks, at
thirteen clerks,
hundred
each; one
one messenger;
and
messenger; and
assistant messenger;
one assistant
messenger; one
dollars each;
hundred dollars
two
laborers; in
in all,
all ; seventy-seven
nine hundred
eighty
and eighty
hundred and
thousand nine
seventy-seven thousand
two laborers;
dollars.
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For blank books, binding, fuel, light, and
miscellaneous itels,
iteniis
and other miscellaneous
including price-lists and two city newspapers,
bound, and
newspapers, to
to be
be filed
filed and
and bound,
and
preserved for the use of
thousand dollars.
of the
the office,
office, three
three thousand
dollars.
Commissioner of
Commissioner
PENSION
OFFICE.-For compensation
PENSION OPEicE.—For
compensation of the
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
of Pen
Pen
Pensions,
deputy, Mons
Pensions, deputy,
sions, four thousand dollars;
dollars; deputy
deputy commissioner,
two
thousand
fb
ar
commissioner,
two
thoUsand
fMr
chief clerk, an d
othlers.
ad hundred
hundred dollars; chief
clerk, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; medical
referee,
chief clerk,
others.
medical refe'ee,
two thousand
thousand two hundred and fifty dollars; twenty-six
of class
twenty-six clerks
clerks of
class
four; fifty-two clerks of class three; eighty-four clerks of
class two;
of class
two;
forty-seven clerks of class one;
one hundred and forty-seven
clerks, at
at one
one
one; ten
ten clerks,
thousand dollars each; one skilled mechanic,
two hun
hue
mechanic, at
at one
one thousand
thousand two
dred dollars; thirty copyists, at nine hundred dollars
each; one
one engidollars each;
engineer, at one thousand two hundred dollars; one
assistant engineer„
one assistant
engineern at
at
one thousand dollars;
messenger and twelve assistant messengers;
dollars; one messenger
messengers;
laborers and two watchmen;
and for eight laborers
watchmen; in
in all,
all, four
four hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-one thousand two hundred
fifty dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
and
fifty
A d d i t i on 1
For
the
Additional
employment
of
additional clrks
ninety
For the employment of additional
clerks in the Pension Office, ninety
clerks.
clerks.
thousand dollars;
salaries of said clerks shall not exceed the
thousand
dollars; but
but the
the salaries
the
Proviso.
sum of one hundred dollars per month: Provided,
Provided, That
That a
adetailed
detailed statestatement of the expenditure
expenditure of this sum shall
shall be
Congress.
be made to
to Congress.
Frauds.
For actual and necessary
necessary expenses of clerks detailed to investigate
investigate
suspected
suspected frauds and attempts at fraud, as
by law,
thouas provided
provided by
law, forty
forty thousand dollars.
Contingent exex- For contingent expenses
Contingent
of the office, namely:
expenses of
namely:
penses.
For
carpets, maps,
For carpets,
maps furniture, awnings, and repairs of the same;
same for
for
fuel, gas, and repairing
repairing heaters
heaters and elevators;
elevators; engraving
and retouchteauchengraving and
ing plates; for bounty-land
bounty land warrants, and printing and
binding the
the
and binding
same; engraving and printing pension-certificates;
pension-certificates; and
and for
for other
necesother necessary expenses of the office
newspapers, a
n dcost
co
sto
office, including two
two daily
daily newspapers,
and
off
telegraphing,
telegraphing, seventeen thousand dollars.
Commissioner of
of
STATES
PATENT OFFICE.-For
UNITED S
TATES PATENT
OFFICE.—For compensation
compensation of
the Comof the
Comthe Potent
thle
Patent Office,
Offce, missioner
of the
the Patent Office, four thousand
five
hundred
missioner
of
thousand
five
hundred
dollars;
for
dollars;
for
assiotan t, chief
clers,
examiner,
commissioner, three thousand dollars;
for chief
clerk, two
dollars; for
chief clerk,
clerk, examiners, assistant commissioner,
two
and others.
others,
thousand two hundred
thousand
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars;
three examiners-in-chief,
examiners-in-chief, at
at
dollars; three
three thousand dollars each; examiner
examiner in
in charge
charge of
of interferences,
two
interferences, two
thousand five hundred
trade-mark
thousand
hundred dollars; trade
mark examiner, two
thousand four
two thousand
four
hundred dollars;
dollars; examiner
examiner of designs,
designs, two thousand fem.
hundred dol&lfour hundred
lars; twenty-two
iars;
twenty-two principal
principal examiners,
examiners, at two thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred
dollars each; twenty-three
dollars
twenty-three first assistant examiners, at
one thousand
thousand
at one
eight hundred dollars each;
each; twenty-three
twenty-three second
assistant examiners,
second assistant
examiners,
at one thousand
at
thousand six hundred dollars each; twenty-three
assistant
twenty-three third
third assistant
examiners,
at one
one thousand
one-financial
examiners, at
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each; one
financial
clerk,
two thousand
clerk, two
thousand dollars,
dollars, who shall give bond in such athount
amount as the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may determine;
determine; one
librarian, two
thousand
one librarian,
two thousand
dollars; one machinist, one thousand six hundred
clerts
hundred dollars;
dollars; four
four clerks
of class four; five clerks of class three (one of whom
whom shall
be translator
translator
shall be
of
languages); nineteen clerks of class two; and thirty clerks of
of languages);
of class
class
one; forty-two
forty-two permanent clerks, at one thousand dollars each;
one;
each; for
for
eighty-five copyists,
dollars each; for four skilled
eighty-five
copyists, at nine hundred dollars
draughtsmen, at one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars each; fot
draughtsmen,
for one mesmessenger and
and purchasing-clerk,
purchasing-clerk, one
one thousand
senger
thousand dollars; six assistant messengers; for one skilled laborer, one thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; tor
for
ten
ten attendants
attendants in modelmodel room, at eight hundred dollars each;
each; for
for twentytwentyfive
at six
hundred and sixty dollars each; and fourteen
five laborers,
laborers, at
six hundred
laborers, at
dollars'each;
laborers, at four hundred
laborers,
at six
six hundred
hundred dollars
each; twenty
twenty laborers,
and
eighty dollars
and eighty
dollars each; in all, four hundred and forty-four
forty-four thousand
thousand
nine hundred and seventy
seventy dollars.
Contingent and
Contingent
and
For contingent and miscellaneous
For
miscellatiCous expenses of
of the
the Patent
Patent Office,
miscellaneous ex- namely:
miscellaneous
For construction
and repair of model-cases,
stationery,Office,
portnamely: For construction and repair of model cases stationery, portpenses.
Pf.
folios for drawings, furniture
folios
furniture and labor connected
connected therewith,
therewith, repairing,
repairing,
papering,
painting, plumbing, gas
gas-fitting,
papering, painting,
fitting, carpets, ice, advertising, moneys
moneys
refunded, printing engraved
refunded,
engraved patent-heads, paper for the
the sande
internashame,'international
exchanges,
contingencies,s,t
tional exchanges, and other contingencie
wen t
y thousand
twenty
thousand dollars;
dollars;
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
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and
money appropriated
paragraph shall be expended
expended for
appropriated by this paragraph
no money
and no
Office
P a tent Office
Washington other Patent
advertising
published in the city of Washington
newspapers published
advertising in newspapers
Official Gazette.
Gazette.
Official
than
the Patent
Gazette.
Official Gazette.
Office Official
Patent Office
than the
Books.
Office, Books.
For
library for the Patent Office,
a scientific library
purchase of books for a
For purchase
five
thousand dollars.
five thousand
producing plates for the Official
For
otherwise producing
Official Photolithophotolithographing, or otherwise
For photolithographing,
graphing.
graphing.
dollars.
Gazette, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Gazette,
For
otherwise producing
producing copies of the weekly Trade-marks.
photolithographing, or otherwise
For photolithographing,
issues
of drawings
of patents,
designs and trade marks, thirty-five
thirty-five thoupatents, designs
drawings of
issues of
sand dollars.
Drawings
deDraw in g s deFor
reproducing copies of drawings
photolithographing, or otherwise reproducing
For photolithographing,
tlre.
t'o'ye"d byy lire.
exhausted, including
destroyed or
or damaged
damaged by
by fire
fire or
or otherwise
including pay of stroyed
otherwise exhausted,
destroyed
temporary draughtsmen,
draughtsmen, thirty thousand
thousand dollars; the work of said photemporary
tographing,
or otherwise
otherwise producing
producing plates and copies, referred
referred to in this
tographing, or
paragraphs, to be done under the supervision
preceding paragraphs,
and the two preceding
of the Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents, and in the city of Washington, if it can
of
be
there done
rates; and the Commissioner of Patents,
reasonable rates;
at reasonable
done at
be there
under
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, is authorized
authorized to
the direction
under the
make contracts
contracts therefor.
make
of
Commissioner of
BUREAU
OF EDUCATION.-For
EDUCATION.—For the
Commissioner of
Education, three
three Commissioner
of Education,
the Commissioner
BUREAU OF
Education, chief
c iof
dollars; one Education,
thousand dollars;
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
one thousand
clerk, one
chief clerk,
dollars; chief
thousand
clerk.
clerk of class
hundred dollars;
class four; one statistician, one thousand eight hundred
clerk
one clerk
clerk of
of class
class three;
translator, one thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred dolthree; one translator,
one
at
clerk of class two; two clerks of class one; six copyists, at
lars; one clerk
nine hundred
assistant messenger;
messenger; one laborer;
laborer; in all,
dollars each; one assistant
hundred dollars
nine
twenty-two thousand one hundred
hundred and eighty
eighty dollars.
twenty-two
xContingent eexfor library, five hundred dol- Contingent
Cases for
For contingent
namely: Cases
expenses, namely:
For
contingent expenses,
pulses.
educational periodicals, two penses.
lars; library, one thousand dollars; current educational
hundred and
other current
current publications, two hundred and
and fifty dollars; other
hundred
publicatwenty-five dollars; completing
completing valuable sets of periodicals and public:a
twenty-five
tions
library, two hundred
hundred dollars; telegraphing
telegraphing and expressage,
the library,
in the
tions in
two
dollars; collecting
collecting statistics
statistics and writing and compiling
compiling
hundred dollars;
two hundred
matter
for annual and
and special reports, and editing and publishing cirmatter for
culars of information, fifteen thousand dollars; fuel and lights, two hundred
office furniture,
furniture, two hundred and fifty
dollars; office
seventy-five dollars;
and seventy-five
dred and
dollars;
contingencies, five hundred dollars; in all, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand
dollars; contingencies,
four hundred
hundred dollars.
of RailRailAuditor of
OFFICE
OF AUDITOR
OF RAILROAD
RAILROAD ACCOUNTS.-For
ACCOUNTS.—For Auditor, three Auditor
AUDITOR OF
OFFICE OF
,
A
c c
onu
i
s'
road
oo l
o
opet
Acconllts,
road
bookkeeper,, two thousand four hundred
thousand
six hundred
hundred t
hundred dollars; bookkeeper,
thousand six
o obookkeeper,
dollars;
assistant
bookkeeper,
two
thousand
dollars;
railroad
engineer,
otlhers
and
clerks,
dollars; assistant bookkeeper, two thousand dollars; railroad engineer, clerks,
others
two
thousand dollars;
hundred dollars;
thousand four hundred
one thousand
one clerk, one
dollars; one
two thousand
one copyist,
copyist, nine
dollars ;one
one messenger, six hundred dollars;
hundred dollars;
nine hundred
one
traveling
and other
two thousand five hundred dollars; inciexpenses, two
other expenses,
traveling and
dental expenses,
expenses, three
hundred dollars; in all, fifteen thousand
thousand seven
three hundred
dental
hundred
hundred dollars.
Surveyor
-goennslrveyor-g
SURVEYORS-GENERAL
AND THEIR
compensation of oral
CLRKIIS.-For compensation
THEIR CLERKS.—For
SUVYEYORS-GENERAL AND
and f7]crks
clerks and
and
oral and
'
others.
surveyor-general of Louisiana,
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars; and others.
Louisiana, one thousand
surveyor-general
for
the
clerks
in
his
office,
including
clerks
to
prepare
duplicate
patentLonisi:nul:.
Louisi ana.
for the clerks in his office, including clerks to prepare duplicate
transcribe field-notes of
plats of
confirmed private land-claims, also to transcribe
of confirmed
plats
surveys in arrears, eight thousand dollars.
surveys
Florida.
Florida.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
hundred dollars;
of Florida, one thousand eight hundred
For
the clerks in his office, four thousand dollars.
for the
and for
Minnesot a
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general in
Minnesota, two thousand
thousand dollars; and for the Minnesota
in Minnesota,
For
clerks
in his
thousand dollars.
five thousand
his office,
office, five
clerks in
Dakota Ter
ri
i -Tor r
Dakota
For
the Territory
Territory of Dakota,
Dakota, two thousand dol- tory.
of the
surveyor-general of
For surveyor-general
tory.
lars; and
for the
clerks in his office,
office, six thousand dollars.
the clerks
and for
lars;
Colorado.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the
the State of Colorado, two thousand five hun- Colorado.
For
dred
dollars;
and
for
the
clerks
in
his
office
r
three
five
hunfive
thousand
three
office,
his
in
clerks
the
for
dred dollars; and
dred dollars.
New Mexico
Me x i o
For surveyor-general
of the
Territory of New Mexico, two thousand New
the Territory
surveyor-general of
For
Territory,
Territory.
thousand
five
hundred
dollars
;
and
for
the
clerks
office,
six
thousand
dolin
his
five hundred dollars; and
lars.
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California.

Idaho Territory.
Nevada.
Oregon.

WashingtonTorWashington Territory.
Nebraska and
Nebraska

Iowa.
lowa.

Montana
tory.
tory.

Terri-

Thal l''erritory.
Territory.
Utah
Wyoming
Wyoming TerriTerritory.
tory.
Ariz
Ar
i zona TerriTeritory.
tory.

1880.
1880.

For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of California, two thousand seven hundred
hundred and
and
fifty dollars; and for the clerks
in his
office, including
completing,
clerks in
his office,
including those
those completing,
translating, copying, and
original Spanish
Spanish archives,
preand indexing original
archives, and
and preserving from destruction
destruction originals greatly defaced
of the
defaced in
in the
the office
office of
the
surveyor-general of California,
surveyor-general
California, twenty-seven
two hundred
hundred and
twenty-seven thousand
thousand two
and
fifty dollars.
surveyor-general of the Territory of
For surveyor-general
of Idaho,
Idaho, two
two thousand
thousand five
five
hundred dollars; and for the clerks in his office,
office, two
huntwo thousand five
five hundred dollars.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Nevada, two thousand five
hundred dollars;
five hundred
dollars;
and for the clerks in his office,
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
office, three
Oregon, two
two thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars;
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
of Oregon,
thousand five
dollars;
and for the clerks in his office,
office, four thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the Territory of Washington, two thousand
thousand
five
dollars; and for the clerks in his office, four thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars;
thousand
dollars.
Nebraska and Iowa, two thousand dollars;
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Nebraska
dollars;
and for the clerks in his office, three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the Territory of Montana, two thousand five
five
hundred
and for
for the clerks in his office, three thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars; and
thousand dollars.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
of' the Territory
Territory of
of Utah,
Utah, two
two thousand
thousand five
five
hundred dollars; and for the clerks in his office
office three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
lor surveyor
For
surveyor general of the Territory
Territory of Wyoming,
Wyoming, two thousand
thousand five
five
hundred dollars; and for the clerks in his office,
office, three thousand five
five
hundred dollars
For surveyor-general
the Territory
Territory of Arizona,
five
For
surveyor general of
of the
Arizona, two
Iwo thousand five
hundred dollars;
hundred
dollars; and for the clerks in his office, three thousand
thousand dollars.

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
POST-OFFICE
DEPARTMENT.
Compensation of
Compensation
th e PostmasterGeeral, stenograstenograGeneral,
pher, and others.

For compensation
compensation of the Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General, eight
dollars;
eight thousand
thousand dollars;
chief clerk
clerk to the
thousand two
hundred dollars;
the Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General, two
two thousand
two hundred
dollars;
stenographer,
one thousand
eight hundred
stenographer, one
thousand eight
hundred dollars;
dollars; appointment-clerk,
appointment-clerk,
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars; law-clerk,
law-clerk, at two thousand two
hundred
hundred and fifty dollars (office
(office of Assistant
Assistant Attorney-General
for Post
Post
Attorney-General for
Office Department);
Department) ;three clerks of class one; one
one messenger
messenger (clerk
(clerk of
of'
class one), one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars; one assistant
messenger;
assistant messenger;
topographer,
topographer, two thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; temporary
temporary employees,
employees,
fourteen
fourteen thousand
thousand dollars; in all, thirty-eight thousand
thousand and seventy
seventy
dollars.
rst Assistant
Fiirsi
For First Assistant
Postmaster-General, three
For
Assistant Postmaster-General,
three thousand
five lmndred
thousand five
hundred
P
o8 t
In aster-Gen- dollars; chief
Pos
tlnaster-Genclerk, two thousand dollars; three
clerks of
of class
class four;
three clerks
four;
eral, chief clerk, dollars;
ald oth'rs.
'letwelve clerks of class
class three;
three; six
clerks of
clerks of
six clerks
of class
class two;
and
others.
two; twelve
twelve clerks
of
class one; four clerks, at one thousand dollars each; three assistant
assistant
messengers;
superintendent of blank agency, one thousand eight hunmessengers; superintendent
dred dollars; assistant superintendent
dred
superintendent of blank agency, one thousand
thousand
six hundred dollars; four assistants
assistants to superintendent
superintendent of
of blank
blank agency,
agency,
at one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars each; two assistants
assistants to
to superinsuperintendent
tendent of blank agency, at nine hundred dollars each; one clerk, at
at
one thousand dollars; one assistant messenger; two laborers
laborers (for
blank
(for blank
agency);
delivery, two thousand
agency); superintendent
superintendent of free delivery,
thousand one
one hundred
hundred
dollars; one clerk of class two (office of superintendent
delivery) ;
superintendent of free
free delivery);
inn all, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Second Assistant
SecondAssistant
For Second
For
Second Assistant Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General, three thousand
thousand five hun-,
hunPostmaster-GenPo
st master-Gen- dred dollars; chief clerk, two thousand dolla;
dollars; chief of
division of
of
of division
eral, chief clerk, dred dollars; chief
alnd others.
others
k, inspection,
inspection, two thousand dollars;
dollars; superintendent
superintendent of
railway adjustment,
adjustment,
and
of railway
two thousand dollars; eight clerks of class four; twenty-eight
twenty-eight clerks of
of
class three; fourteen
fourteen clerks of class two; thirteen
thirteen clerks
of class
clerks of
class one;
one;
five clerks,
clerks, at one thousand dollars each; two assistant
assistant messengers;,
messengers;
in all, one hundred
hundred and ten thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred and
and forty
dollars.
forty
dollars.
Third Assistant
Assistant For
Third Assistant
Assistant Postmaster-General,
For Third
Postmaster-General, three thousand
thousand five hunPo
8tmaster-Gen- dred
Postmaster-Oendollars;
clief clerk, two thousand
thousand dollars;
chief of
of division
division of
dred dollars; chief clerk, two
dollars; chief
of
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red, chief
chief clerk,
dead letters,
two thousand
thousand two
two hundred
dollars; chief of divis- eral,
e
hundred and fifty dollars
letters, two
dead
and others.
ion
postage-stamps, two thousand two hundred and fifty dollars; six and others.
of postage-stamps,
ion of
clerks of
of class
class four;
twenty-five clerks of
sixteen clerks of class three; twenty-five
four; sixteen
clerks
class two;
two; thirty-four
thousand
thirty-four clerks of class one; six clerks, at one thousand
class
dollars each;
each; fifty-seven
hundred dollars each;
female clerks, at nine hundred
fifty seven female
dollars
three assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; seven
female laborers,
laborers, at four
laborers, four female
seven laborers,
three
hundred and
and eighty dollars each; in all, one hundred and eighty-eight
eighty-eight
hundred
thousand
hundred dollars.
two hundred
thousand two
perintendent
For superintendent
of foreign
foreign mails,
three thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; chief s8uuperintendent
mails, three
superintendent of
For
of foreign
mails
loreigIn mails
clerls,
thousand dollars;
one clerk of class four; three clerks of of
dollars; one
two thousand
clerk, two
and others.
others.
anl
one
at
class
three;
one
clerk
of
class
two
clerks,
thousand
dollars
two;
class three; one clerk of class
each; one
one assistant
messenger; in
all, fifteen
hundred
thousand seven hundred
fifteen thousand
in all,
assistant messenger;
each;
and
twenty dollars.
and 'twenty
periultendent
For superintendent
the money-order
dollars; sSun periutendent
money-order system, three thousand dollars;
of the
superintendent of
For
of the ma:ley-order
money-order
the
chief
clerk, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
clerks of class four; seven clerks of
four clerks
dollars; four
chief clerk,
system and others.
class one; one system nlll otlrs.
of class
of
class three;
class two;
clerks of
nine clerks
two; nine
of class
clerks of
five clerks
three; five
of class
clerk
one thousand
clerks 1 at nine hundred dollars each;
each;
thousand dollars; five clerks,
at one
clerk at
forty-nine thousand four
three laborers;
laborers; one
assistant messenger;
messenger; in
m all, forty-nine
one assistant
three
hundred dollars.
hundred
vision
division
of di
Chief of
For
of division
division of
of mail
depredations, two thousand two hundred of Chief
mail depredations,
chief of
For chief
mail depredadicprclsda
il
m,,
of
three
and
fifty
dollars;
one
clerk
of
class
three;
one
clerk
of
class
two;
three
one
three;
class
of
clerk
and fifty dollars; one
tions and clerks.
clerks
one; one
one clerk
thousand dollars; in all, nine thouclerk at one thousand
class one;
of class
clerks of
sand
hundred and fifty dollars.
sand eight hundred
Disbursing
r "s i g
b Isuperini sand
D
Dis- clerk
Building: Disof Building:
For Office
Office of
of Disbursing
Clerk and
Superintendent of
and Superintendent
Disbursing Clerk
For
butiltendent of'
dollars; tendent,
bursing-clerk and
two thousand
thousand one
one hundred
hundred dollars;
superintendent, two
of buildand superintendent,
bursing-clerk
fig, clerks, an
d
ani d
one
clerk of
(storekeeper); ing,
clerk of class one (storekeeper);
one clerk
(accountant) one
two (accountant);
class two
of class
one clerk
°tilers.
engineer, others.
engineer,
thousand four hundred dollars; one assistant engineer,
one thousand
engineer, one
one
thousand dollars; one fireman, who shall be a
ablacksmith,
blacksmith, nine hunone thousand
dred
one fireman,
a steam-fitter, nine hundred dolshall be a
fireman, who shall
dollars; one
dred dollars;
lars;
fireman, seven
twenty dollars;
dollars; one carpenter,
carpenter,
hundred and twenty
seven hundred
one fireman,
lars; one
one
two hundred
one assistant carpenter, one thouhundred dollars; one
thousand two
one thousand
sand
thousand dollars; for sixteen
captain of the watch, one thousand
dollars; captain
sand dollars;
hunwatchmen
and twenty-six
laborers; in all, forty-one
forty-one thousand five huntwenty-six laborers;
watchmen and
dred dollars.
Contingent ox
ex For
expenses of
the Post-Office
Department: For
station- Contingent
For stationPost-Office Department:
of the
contingent expenses
For contingent
s p PostPostof
ery,
nine
thousand
dollars;
fuel,
and
for
repairs
to
engine,
and
nqss
o
P
boilers,
engine,
to
repairs
for
and
fuel,
i
(
ITe
O
a
i
rt
dollars;
thousand
nine
ery,
heating
apparatus, for
the General
General Post-Office
Post-Office building, including the
for the
heating apparatus,
Auditor's
Office, four
hundred dollars; for gas, five thoufour hundred
thousand four
four thousand
Auditor's Office,
sand dollars;
plumbing and
thousand dollars; telegas-fixtures, four thousand
and gas-fixtures,
dollars; plumbing
sand
graphing, four
four thousand
dollars; painting, four thousand dollars; carthousand dollars;
graphing,
pets, five
five thousand
thousand dollars;
thousand dollars; keeping of
furniture, five thousand
dollars; furniture,
pets,
horses and
repair of
of wagons
hundred
wagons and harness, one thousand two hundred
and repair
horses
Rent
house,
of house,
Rent of
dollars;
hardware, one
thousand five hundred dollars; and for rent of E 'street.
one thousand
dollars; hardware,
e
tr
((t.
E'
northwest,
E
house
numbered
nine
hundred
and
fifteen,
E
street,
northwest,
one
fifteen,
hundred
nine
numbered
house
dolthousand
five hundred
hundred dollars;
miscellaneous items, eight thousand doldollars; miscellaneous
thousand five
ial Postal
Postal
c ial
ol ffioi c
lars;
publication of
of copies
of the
Postal Guide, twenty thousand
thousand 0
Official Postal
the Official
copies of
lars; publication
Guido.
id
G
the
dollars;
for
directories
of
principal
cities
of
United
States,
two
the
of
dollars; for directories
hundred dollars;
dollars; in
all, seventy-two
seventy-two thousand eight hundred dollars.
in all,
hundred

JUDICIAL.
JUDICIAL.
UNITED

TATES COURTS.-For
COURTS.—For the
Supreme
the Supreme
of the
Justice of
Chief Justice
the Chief
STATES
UNITED S
Court
of
the
United
States,
ten
thousand
five
hundred
dollars,
and
for
and for
dollars,
hundred
five
thousand
ten
States,
United
the
of
Court

eight associate
associate justices,
thousand dollars
dollars each;
each; in
in all,
all, ninety
thouninety thouten thousand
justices, ten
eight
sand five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
sand

United States
Ucojit " States
courts.
Chief
Atm( ice of
of
.lJustice
Chicf
the
Supreme
upr e
S
the
Court, and Associand AssociCourt,
ate justices.
justices.
ate
n ted States
0 t'tates
Un i te
judges
retired
unn
udges
der
R.ret'ired
S. 714.

To pay
the salaries
of the
the United
United States
States judges
judges retired
under section
section
retired under
salaries of
pay the
To
as may
much
seven
hundred
and
fourteen
of
the
Revised
Statutes,
so
much
as
so
Statutes,
Revised
the
of
fourteen
and
hundred
seven
be necessary
the fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
fiscal year
for the
necessary for
be
and
eighty-one, is
is hereby
hereby appropriated.
and eighty-one,
Marshal U.
U.
Marshal
For
of the
United States, three thou- Supremo
of the United
Supreme Court of
the Supreme
marshal of
For marshal
Court.
Supreme Court.
dollars.
sand
sand dollars.

S.
S.
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For nine circuit judges,
judges, to reside in circuit,
thousand dollars
dollars
circuit, at
at six
six thousand
thousand dollars.
each, fifty-four thousand
dollars.
Reporter
For salary of the reporter of the decisions of the Supreme Court of
Reporter of deof the
cisions.
cisions.
United States, two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
District judges.
For salaries of the fifty-three
of the
the United
fifty-three district
district judges of
United States,
States, one
one
hundred and ninety-three
ninety-three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Chief justice of
For salaries
salaries of the chief justice
justice of the supreme court of the District
District
supreme court of
and the
judges, twenty-folr
twenty-four thousand
Dst. of
Colurmbiat of
of Columbia,
Colmbia, and
the five
five associate
associate judges,
thousand five
five
Dist.
of Columbia.
Circuit judges.

hundred dollars.
hundred
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the district attorneys of the United States, ninenineteen
thousand five hundred
teen thousand
hundred dollars.
District m aarr- For compensation
compensation of the district marshals of the United States, twelve
twelve
shals.
shal.
thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
Warden of jail.
Warden
For salary
salary of the warden of the jail in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, one
one
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
p ensation
C oo 111
n pesation
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL.—For
ATTORNEY-GENERBAL.-For compensation
OFFICE
compensation of the
Attorney- Attorney-General,
ooff the
the Attorneyeight
thousand
Attorney-General,
thousand
dollars;
solicitor
general, seven
seven thouthousolicitor-general,
General
and
others.
dollars;5- three assistant
sand dollars
assistant attorneys-general,
at five
five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars
attorneys-general, at
others.
each; one assistant attorney-general
attorney-general of the Post-Office
Post-Office Department,
Department,
four thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; solicitor
solicitor of the internal revenue,
thousand
revenue, four thousand
five hundred dollars; examiner
examiner of claims, three thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
dollars; law-clerk
examiner of titles, two thousand
law-clerk and examiner
thousand seven hundred
hundred
dollars;
dollars; chief clerk, two thousand two hundred
dollars; stenographic
hundred dollars;
stenographic
clerk, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one law-clerk,
two thousand
law-clerk, two
thousand
dollars;
dollars; five clerks of class four; additional for
for disbursing-clerk,
disbursing-clerk, and
and
clerk in charge of pardons, two
two hundred
each; one
of class
class
hundred dollars
dollars each;
one clerk
clerk of
two; two clerks of class one; five copyists; one
one telegraph-operator,
telegraph-operator, at
at
one thousand dollars; two assistant messengers;
messengers; two
two
two laborers; and
and two
watchmen; in all, seventy-three thousand
watchmen;
six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand six
Contingent e
xoxFor contingent
contingent expenses of the department, namely: For furniture
furniture
penises.
penses.
and repairs,
repairs, one thousand
and
thousand dollars; for law and miscellaneous
miscellaneous books for
for
library
thousand five hundred
library of the department,
department, one thousand
hundred dollars;;
dollars; for
stafor stationery, one thousand five
dollars; for
five hundred
hundred dollars;
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expendiexpenditures, such as telegraphing,
telegraphing, fuel, lights, labor, and other necessaries,
necessaries, six:
six:
thousand dollars; in
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
thousand
in all,
all, ten
dollars.
Digest
of
OpinDigest of OpinTo
the Attorney-General
Attorney-General to employ a
a competent
To enable
enable the
competent person to preions of the Attori oe- Ge i o ra pare
pare for
for publication
superintend the
and complete
complete
publication and
and superintend
the printing
printing of
of aa full
full and
neys-General
,printed.
pri
fed.
digest of the Opinions
Attorneys-General contained
contained in
digest
Opinions of the Attorneys-General
in volunies
volumes
one to sixteen,
sixteen, inclusive, one thousand dollars,
dollars which sum
be exsum shall
shall be
exAttorney-General, and
pended under the direction of the Attorney-General,
an edition
of
and an
edition of
authorized to be printed at the
one thousand
thousand copies is authorized
the Government
Government
Printing Office;
Office; and the Attorney-General
Attorney-General is hereby authorized
to exauthorized to
expend the one thousand
thousand dollars appropriated
appropriated by section one of the
the act
act of
of
eh. 182,
1879, oh.
March
March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, chapter one
hundred
one
hundred
Stat.,
20, 398.
Stat.,20,
398.
and
eighty-two, "to pay for the editing and preparing
and eighty-two,
preparing for publication:
publication
Expenditure
au- and the superintending of the
lrxpenditnre ansuperintending
printing of the fifteenth
fifteenth volume
volume of the
thorized.
tlorizcd.
Opinions
of the
the Attorneys-General,"
Attorneys-General," in such manner, notwithstanding
notwithstan:ding
Opinions of
R. S. 1765.
R.S.
section seventeen
seventeen hundred and sixty-five, Revised
Revised Statutes, as will enelable him to meet the expense of editing and preparing
preparing for
for publication
publication
the fifteenth and sixteenth
sixteenth volumes
volumes of the Opinions of
of the
the AttorneysAttorneysGeneral, and superintending
printing thereof.
superintending the
the printing
thereof.
Horses,
Horses, wagons,
For
and¢ repairs of wagons
For care
care and
and subsistence
subsistence of horses and
wagons and harness,
harness,
and harness.
one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
one
Rent.
For rent of the four floors of the building
building occupied
by the
Departoccupied by
the Department of Justice, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Compensation
Compensation of
of OFFICE
TREASURY.-For compensation
compensation
OFFICE OF
OF THE SOLICITOR
SOLICITOR OF THE TREASURY.—For
the Solicitor of the
tTreasury,
e aSolsutory
aost
of the
the Treasury,
thousand five
five hundred
Treasury, four
four thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars;
assist- of the Solicitor of
ant, chief
hie clek,
ant,
clerk, assistant
assistant solicitor, three
three thousand
thonsand dollars; chief
chief clerk,
two thousand
clerk, two
thousand
and others.
dollars; four clerks
cs off clerks
ass three;
three two
clerks of class four; three clerks
class
tWo cerks
clerks
of
of class two; two clerks of class one; one assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; and one
laborer; in all, twenty-eight
laborer;
twenty-eight thousand and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
Associate judges.
1)1
) i strict
s trict attorneys.
neys.
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Mi s c llaneous
For law
law and
miscellaneous books
of the Solicitor of the Treas- Miscellaneous
for office
office of
books for
and miscellaneous
For
books.
books.
ury,
hundred dollars.
five hundred
ury. five
of
Sal a r i es of
of five
five judges
salaries of
COURT
OF CLAIMS.-For
CLAIMS.—For salaries
judges of the Court of Salaries
COURT OF
of the Court
ofthecourt.
judges
three judges
clerk, three
chief clerk,
Claims,
at four
four thousand
five hundred
each; chief
dollars each;
hundred dollars
thousand five
Claims, at
i
i
of
Claims,
ch
i
eff
r
cl
CInims,
of
oe
lars
o
a
thus
others
thousand dollars;
dollars; one
one assistant
dollars; bailiff,
one clerk,
clerkia,
bailiff, one
two thousand
thousand dollars;
clerk, two
assistant clerk,
thousand
and others
thousand five
and messenger
messenger thereof;
in all,
all, twentythereof; in
dollars; and
five hundred
hundred dollars;
thousand
nine
nine thousand eight hundred and forty dollars.
x
Contingent exFor stationery,
fuel, labor,
labor, postage,
other contingent
and Contingent
contingent and
and other
postage, and
books, fuel,
For
stationery, books,
report penses.
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, two
thousand five hundred dollars; for reporttwo thousand
miscellaneous
ing the
decisions of
of the
clerical hire,
hire, labor
preparing and supersuperin preparing
labor in
court, clerical
the court,
the decisions
ing
of
Court of
Reports Court
intending the
the printing
fifteenth volume of the Reports of the Reports
the fifteenth
printing of the
intending
Claims.
Court of Claims,
Claims, to
to be
be paid
on the
the court, one thousand dol- Claims.
of the
the order of
paid on
Court of
lars; in
all, three
thousand five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
three thousand
in all,
lars;

of State,
State, of
S
EC. 2.
the Secretaries
respectively of
of the
the Departments
Departments of
Secretaries respectively
That the
SEc.
-. That
the
War, Navy,
and of
Interior, and
the Attorney-General,
Attorney-General,
and the
of the
the Interior,
Navy, and
Treasury, War,
the Treasury,
are
authorized to
for
Postmaster-General for
the Postmaster-General
upon the
requisitions upon
to make
make requisitions
are authorized
the
for the use of their
postage-stamps for
official postage-stamps
of official
amount of
necessary amount
the necessary
departments,
not exceeding
exceeding the
the amount
amount stated
submitestimates submitin the
the estimates
stated in
departments, not
ted
Congress; and
proper vouchers
vouchers therefor at
of proper
presentation of
upon presentation
and upon
to Congress;
ted to
appropriation
the
Treasury, the amount thereof shall be credited to the appropriation
the Treasury,
for
service of
for the
same fiscal year.
the same
Department for
Post-Office Department
of the
the Post-Office
for the
the service
So.
assistant messengers, firemen,
firemen, watchmen,
watchmen, and
3. That
That the pay of assistant
SEc.3.
laborer's
provided for
in this
this act,
act, unless
specially stated, shall
otherwise specially
unless otherwise
for in
laborers provided
be
as t011ows:
For assistant
seven
and watchmen,
watchmen, seven
be as
follows: For
assistant messengers,
messengers, firemen,
firemen, and
hundred
each; for laborers, six hundred
twenty dollars per annum each;
and twenty
hundred and
and
sixty dollars
annum each.
dollars per annum
and sixty
S
EC. 4.
acts or parts of acts inconsistent or in conflict with
all acts
4. That all
SEC.
the provisions
this act
are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
act are
of this
provisions of
the

Secretaries
f
Secretaries oof
departments a
u-au
departments
thorized to make
thoriszdl
requisitiontofor akofie
official stamps.

Pay of
of assist:lt
assistant
Pay

messengers a
nd
ain
mIessengers
others not otherots provided
,rovidcd torwise
for,
stated.

Repeal provisions.
ions.

Approved, June 15, 1880.
CHAP.
226.—An act
change the
the name
of the
the steamboat
Boardman" to
to "River
"River
"L. Boardman"
steamboat "L.
name of
act to
to change
CHAP. 226.-An

Belle".
Belle".

June
15, 1880.
1880.
June 15,

Representatives of the United
Be
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
Be it
it enacted
"L.
States
of America
assembled, That
Steamboat "L.
Secretary of the Treas- Steamboat
That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
ury be,
and hereby
is, authorized
authorized to
change the
the name
name of
the steamboat
steamboat Boardman."
Boardman."
of the
to change
hereby is,
ury
be, and
"L.
Boardman", of
New York,
to "River
"River Belle", and grant said steamYork, to
of New
"L. Boardman",
boat proper
proper marine
marine papers
in that
name. This
take effect immeThis act to take
that name.
papers in
boat
diately.
Approved, June 15, 1880.
Approved,
034.P.
227. —An act
act relating
the public
the United
United States.
States.
of the
lands of
to the
public lands
relating to
CHA4P. 227.-An

June 15,
15, 1880.
1880.
June

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be
Public lands.
States of
when any lands
lands.
lands of the Public
That when
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
Entry and
payand payUnited States
States shall
shall have
Government price
price paid Entry
the Government
and the
been entered and
have been
United
ment of price to
to
therefor in
in full
of price
ment suit
or in
in the name of the estop
or proceeding
proceeding by or
criminal suit or
full no
no criminal
therefor
for tresUnited States
States shall
shall thereafter
be had
had or
further maintained
for any
any pass.
maintained for
or further
thereafter be
United
trespasses upon
or on
said
taken from said
material taken
any material
of any
account of
on account
for or
or for
upon or
trespasses
maintained
lands and
proceeding shall be had or further maintained
suit or proceeding
civil suit
no civil
and no
lands
for or
said
any trespasses upon or material taken from the said
account of any
or on
on account
for
lands of
of the
the United
ordinary clearing
clearing of
of' land, in working
working
the ordinary
in the
States in
United States
lands
or for
for agricultural
agricultural or domestic purposes or for maintainclaim or
mining claim
aamining
Bona fide
fide set
s e t-ing improvements
land of
of any
bona fide settler or
Bona
for or on ac- tlers
or for
any bona
the land
upon the
improvements upon
ing
protected
count of
or material
material taken
1for ssuit.protected
person without tfrom
by any person
taken or used by
timber or
of any
any timber
count
u
fault or
or knowledge
timber
knowledge of the trespass or for or on account of any timberom
fault
taken
without fraud or collusion by any person who in good
or used
used without
taken or
faith
paid the officers or agents of the United States for the same
faith paid
or
for or
on account
account of
any alleged
conspiracy in relation
thereto:
relation thereto:
alleged conspiracy
of any
or on
or for
Provided, That
of this
this section
Proviso.
tres- Proviso.
shall apply only to tressection shall
provisions of
the provisions
That the
Provided,
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passes
into prior
prior
passes and
and acts done or
or committed
committed and conspiracies
conspiracies entered
entered into
to March
March first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine:
And provided
provided further,
further,
hundred and
seventy-nine: And
That defendants
defendants in
to the
proper
in such suits
suits or
or proceedings
proceedings shall
shall exhibit
exhibit to
the proper
courts or officer the evidence
evidence of
of such
such entry
entry and
and payment
payment and
and shall
shall pay
pay
all costs accrued
accrued up
of such
entry.
up to
to the time
time of
such entry.
Homestead eenn- SEC. 2. That persons
persons who
who have
have heretofore
heretofore under
of the
the homestead
homestead
under any
any of
tries,
of.
tries, sale
sale of.
laws entered lands properly subject to such entry, or
or persons
whom
persons to
to whom
the right of
entered for
for homesteads,
homesteads, may
may have
atof those having
having so
so entered
have been
been attempted to be transferred
instrument in
in writing,
writing, may
may entitle
tempted
transferred by bona fide instrument
entitle
themselves
themselves to said lands by
government price
therefor, and
by paying the
the government
price therefor,
and
per acre,
and the
in no
no case less than
than one dollar
dollar and
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents
cents per
acre, and
the
amount heretofore
heretofore paid the government
upon said
lands shall
shall be
taken
government upon
said lands
be taken
as
part payment
of said
said price:
price: Provided,
Provided, This
This shall
shall in
interfere
Proviso.
Proviso.
as part
payment of
in no
no wise
wise interfere
with the rights or claims of others who
subsequently entered
entered
who may have subsequently
such lands under the homestead laws.
Price of
lands
SEC.
Price
of lands
SEC. 3.
the price
lands now
entry which
raised
3. That
That the
price of
of lands
now subject
subject to
to entry
which were
were raised
in
alternate secill alternate
sec- to two dollars
dollars and fifty cents per acre, and put in market prior to JanuJanutions
granted railary, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty
one, by
by reason
reason of
of the
grant of
of alternate
alternate
Iiouscompanies
railary,
grantel
hundred and
sixty one,
the grant
road
reroad companies
repurposes is
is hereby
reduced to
to one
d(loed to $1.25
$1.25 per
sections for
duced
per sections
for railroad
railroad purposes
hereby reduced
one dollar
dollar and
and twentytwentyfive
cents per
per acre.
acre.
acre.
five cents
acre.
Mineral
a nds
Mineral lands
SEC. 4.
act shall
shall not
to any
any of
of the
mineral lands
lands of
of the
the
SEC.
4. This
This act
not apply
apply to
the mineral
excepted
from pro- United States; and no person who shall
exceptedfromproshall be
or proceeded
proceeded
be prosecuted
prosecuted for
for or
visions
act.
visions of
of act.
against on account of any trespass committed
committed or material
material taken from
from
any of the public lands after March
seventyMarch first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventynine shall be entitled
entitled to the
the benefit thereof.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 15, 1880.
1880.
Proviso.
Proviso.

June
16, 1880.
1880.
June 16,

CHAP. 234.-An
making appropriations
234. —An act
act making
appropriations to
to supply
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
in the
the appropriappropriations for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
ations
ending June
eighteen hundred
and eighty,
hundred and
eighty, and
and
for prior
prior years,
and for
those certified
certified as
due by
for
years, and
for those
as due
by the
the
the accounting-officers
accounting-officers of
of the
in accordance
with section
Treasury in
accordance with
section four
four of
of the
the act
act of
June fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
of June
eighteen
hundred
heretofore paid
paid from
appropriations, and
hundred and seventy-eight, heretofore
from permanent
permanent appropriations,
and for
for
other purposes.
other
purposes.

Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
Deficiency
Deficiency aap
p --States of
America in
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the following
following sums
be, and
and
assembled, That
sums be,
propriations,
1880 the same are hereby, appropriated,
propriations, 1880
money
appropriated,
out
of
any
in
the
Treasury
and prior
and
prior years.
years. not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, for the objects hereinafter stated, namely:
namely:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE.
OFFICE.
EXECUTIVE
Contingent exexContingent
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the executive
executive office, including stationery
penses of
penses
of ExecuExecu- therefor, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.

ti
ve, Office.
Office.
ti'e
Mrs. Bettie
Mrs.
Bettie TayTayD a n dridge,
o r Dandridge,
lor
Miss
Sarah
Knox
Miss Sarah Knox
Wood,
W o o d, daughter
daughter
a
atern
nd
d granddaughgranddaughof the
late
ter
of
the late
President, General
President,
Zachary
Taylor.
Zachary Taylor.
Proviso.
Proviso.

That the
of the
the Treasury
out of any money in the
That
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury pay, out
Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Mrs.
Mrs. Bettie
Bettie Taylor
Dandridge
Treasury not
not otherwise
Taylor Dandridge
and Miss
Miss Sarah
Wood, daughter
an(l
Sarah Knox
Knox Wood,
daughter and
and granddaughter
granddaughter of
of General
General
Zachary
sum of
of twentyZachary Taylor, late President of the United States, the sum
twentyfive thousand
thousand dollars: Provided
five
Provided always, That any sum of money which
which
shall have
been paid
Taylor or
to the
reprehave been
paid to
President Taylor
to President
or to
the personal
personal repredeath, on
sentatives of the said Zachary Taylor since his death,
account of
of
on account
his salary
March
his
salary as President of the United States for the year from March
fifty, to March fourth, eighteen
fourth, eighteen hundred and fifty,
eighteen hundred
hundred
and fifty-one, shall be deducted from the said sum of
twenty-five thouof twenty-five
thousand dollars.
LIBRARY
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.

Botanic
Botanic Garden.
Garden.
BOTANIC GARDEN.-For
GARDEN.—For extra labor on the grounds, putting up seeds,
Putting
up seeds, and printing labels, eight
Puttingupseeds,
dollars.
fifty dollars.
eight hundred and fifty
labor,
labels.
labor, and
and labels.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
SMITHSONIAN
Report
Report of
of Doctor
Doctor
Emil Bessels,
Bessels, on
Emil
on
the preparation,
For completing
completing the
preparation, with
necessary illustrations,
illustrations, of
with the
the necessary
of
Arctic expedition.
Arctic
expedition. t
the
the scientific
lie report of Doctor Emil Bessels, of the
scientific results
results of
of the
the Arctic
Arctic

FORTY-SIXTH
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expedition under
the late
expended under the
F. Hall, to be expended
Captain C. F.
late Captain
under the
expedition
control of the Smithsonian
thousand dollars.
Smithsonian Institution, eight thousand
control
STATE
DEPARTMENT.
STATE DEPARTMENT.

St ate DepartState
ment.

To
the Secretary
provide for the expenses
expenses of the
Secretary of State to provide
To enable
enable the
Government
International Exhibition
Exhibition on the part of the United
United States Government
International
already appropriated
at Melbourne,
Melbourne, Australia,
appropriated
Australia, in addition to the sum a:ready
at
for
for said
said purpose, eight thousand dollars.
For
For extra clerk hire and copying, two thousand dollars.
To
enable the
the Secretary
State to
purchase the
manuscript of the
the manuscript
to purchase
of State
Secretary of
To enable
revised
Consular Regulations
Regulations prepared
prepared by A. B. Wood, Chief of the
revised Consular
SecConsular
of State, and approved by the SecDepartment of
in the
the Department
Bureau in
Consular Bureau
retary of
for such
three thousand dollars, as
not exceeding
exceeding three
such sum, not
of State,
State, for
retary
payment
shall seem
price for the work; and to use for the payment
a fair
fair price
him a
seem to him
shall
of
the appropriation
by the
of ConConthe act of
made by
already made
appropriation already
purchase the
such purchase
of such
gress
January twenty-seventh,
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
twenty-seventh, eighteen
of January
gress of
Regulations.
for
of editing
editing and
revising the Consular Regulations.
and revising
expenses of
the expenses
for the
To pay
disbursing-clerk, Department
of State,
Department of
C. Morgan,
Morgan, disbursing-clerk,
B. C.
Colonel R.
pay Colonel
To
for postage
postage paid
paid by
by him
on Congressional
fiscal
during the fiscal
Records during
Congressional Records
him on
for

year eighteen
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight
dollars and
nine dollars
seventy-seven, nine
and seventy-seven,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
year

cents.

Int ornatioual
E h i t i o at
Melboutrne, Aut-

Int ern ational
Exhibition
i at
i
Melbourne, A us trail a.

Extra clerk hire
Revised colullax regulations by
A. B. Wood.

Extra clerk hire
and
copyilng.
ani copying.
Revised coL 81tlar regulations by
A. B. Wood.

cli. 28,
274.
Colonel
C.
colonel R. C.
Morgan.
Morgan.
Reimbursement.
1879,
1879, ch. 28,
Stat.,
20, 274.
Stat., 20,

Rei"rlmrse""lnit.

FOREIGN
E.
INTERCOURSE.
FOREIGN INTERCOURS

To
adjust accounts
under the
the appropriations
appropriations for
salaries, consular
for salaries,
accounts under
To adjust

service, as
as follows:
follows:
service,

For
the fiscal
year eighteen
eighteen hundred and
seventy-nine, eleven thouand seventy-nine,
fiscal year
For the
sand three
ninety-one dollars and thirty-four cents.
hundred and ninety-one
three hundred
sand
For
the fiscal
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, seven hundred
fiscal year
For the
and twenty-nine
ninety-one cents.
and ninety-one
twenty-nine dollars and
and

Salaries for con-

Salaries for conservice.
sular service.

Year 1879.

Year 1879.

To
accounts under
the appropriations
appropriations for
contingent expenses
expenses
for contingent
under the
To adjust
adjust accounts
of
consulates, as
as follows:
follows:
of consulates,

Contingent
ex
x-Conti"gent e
penses
of coma-of
Year
lates
o 1879.

cons.
lntes
For the fiscal
ear eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, twenty-one
twenty-one Y ar 1879.
year
fiscal 3
For
thousand eight
hundred and
twenty-eight cents.
and twenty-eight
dollars and
forty-nine dollars
and forty-nine
eight hundred
thousand
For the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-eight, fourteen
For
thousand
dollars and ninety-one cents.
seventy six dollars
and seventy-six
thousand and
To
pay drafts
drawn on
on the
Secretary of
Drafts.
on Drafts.
by consular
consular officers on
of State
State by
the Secretary
drafts drawn
To pay
account of
of contingent
contingent expenses
consulates, being a
adeficiency
deficiency for the
expenses of consulates,
account
fiscal
hundred and
and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, three
thousand six
three thousand
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
fiscal year
hundred and forty dollars and seventy-eight
seventy-eight cents.
hundred
To
refund to
W. M.
M. Patterson,
Patterson, managing
managing owner
of the
Patterson,
W. M.
M.Patterson,
American W.
the American
owner of
to W.
To refund
schooner Jefferson
Jefferson Borden,
Borden, the
wages and
and extra
extra wages
wages error
eer,d
te r
wag(s
of wag"
erro- refred
of wages
amount of
the amount
schooner
neously
from said vessel by
' •
by the collector of customs at Boston,
collected from
neously collected
October eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventy-eight,
covered
seventy-eight, and covered
hundred and
October
into the
Treasury April
April sixteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine,
sixteenth, eighteen
the Treasury
into
sixty-seven cents.
three
ninety-seven dollars and sixty-seven
hundred and ninety-seven
three hundred
e(

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY
INDEPENDENT
TREASURY.
INDEPENDENT TREASURY.

Independent
Ind epe ndent
Treasury.
Treasury.

Checks, checkFor
and check-books
disbursing-officers and
and others,
chcckChecks,
and books,
others, and
for disbursing-officers
check-books for
checks and
For checks
&c.
certificates
deposit for
the Treasurer
Treasurer and
assistant treasurer
treasurer ooks, &c.
and assistant
of the
offices of
for offices
of deposit
certificates of
and designated
dollars.
thousand dollars.
six thousand
depositaries, six
designated depositaries,
and
San
To
the Treasurer
the United
recoinage Treasurer
atCal.,
San
Treasurer at
on recoinage
loss on
for loss
States for
United States
of the
Treasurer of
To reimburse
reimburse the
Francisco,
of silver
coin at
at San
San Francisco,
being on
bursmentCfo
on account
account reim
California, being
Francisco, California,
reimbursement
I
'M
mint at
at the
the mint
silver coin
of
of the
service of
the fiscal
seventy-six, ninety
ninety 1876.
and seventy-six,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
fiscal year
of the
of
the service
dollars and
and ninety-four
ninety-four cents.
Trsnr
cents.
dollars
Treasurer
at
To reimburse
Treasurer of
of the
the United
hlraelphia, rr
for loss on worn and Philadelphia,
States for
United States
the Treasurer
reimburse the
To
ra
f
o
imbursenient
f
imbursemieiit
uncurrent coins
recoined at
at the
the mint of the United States at Philadelphia
coins recoined
uncurrent
in July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine
88so0.
deficiency for the 1880.
a deficiency
seventy-nine, being a
in
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fiscal year
and eighty,
four hundred
hundred and
ninety-nine
fiscal
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty, four
and ninety-nine
dollars
and forty-nine
cents.
dollars and
forty-nine cents.
To
the account
the Bureau
Bureau of
Engraving and
and Printing
Bureau of EnTo adjust
adjust the
account of
of the
of Engraving
Printing for
for

graving and Print- printing
printing disbursing-officers'
disbursing-officers' checks on -account
account of the appropriation
for
appropriation for

ing.

aus- checks and certificates of deposit for the fiscal year eighteen hundred
djust- and seventy-nine, two hundred and forty-eight dollars and ffteen eents.

checks and certificates of deposit for the fiscal year eighteen hundred
i.
Account adjustand seventy-nine, two hundred and forty-eight dollars and fifteen cents.
ed for 1879.

edAfOrl

MINTS AND
AND ASSAY-OFFICES.
ASSAY-OFFICES.

A
s s a y- laboraA ssaylaboraFor fitting up an assay-laboratory
assay-laboratory in the office
office of the Director of the
tory in office of Mint,
balance
the
appropriation made
for
of
act of
object by
by the
the act
made
for this object
appropriation
the
balance
of
the
ofice
Mint,
of
tory
in
Director of Mint.
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, being four hundred
Di87°ctrhof02t
1877, ch. 102,
and eighty
eighty dollars
hereby reappropriated.
Stat.,
reappropriated.
cents, is
is hereby
and fifty
fifty cents,
and
dollars and
Stat., 19, 306.
306.
Reappropriation.
Rcappropriation.

Philadelphia
Phila d l p h i a
UNITED STATES MINT, PHILADELPHIA.—FOr
PHILADELPHIA.-For wages
wages of workmen
workmen and
and
Mint.
adjusters, being a deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen hundred and
alint.
Wages, 1880.
eighty, fifteen thousand dollars.
Contingent e
xexFor incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, being a
a deficiency for the
penses.
fiscal year eighteen hundred and eighty, fifteen thousand dollars.

adjusters, being a deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen hundred and
eighty, fifteen thousand dollars.
deficiency
fiscal year eighteen hundred and eighty, fifteen thousand dollars.

Wages, 1880.

penses.

New Orleans
Orlean s

Mint.
Wages, 1880.
Wages,
1880.

Charlotte, N. C.,
assay-office.
Labor and inciand enst dabor expenses,
dental
dental
expenses,
1880.
Helena, Mont.,
Mout.,
assay-office.
T ransportation
ofstasrtation
878
of
stationery, 1878.
South Farallon
Island, Cal., fogsi gnal.
signal.

UNITED

STATES
ORLEANS.-For wages
STATES MINT, NEW
NEW ORLEA.Ns.—For
wages of workmen
workmen and

adjusters, being a deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen hundred and
eighty, five
dollars.
eighty,
five thousand
thousand dollars.

adjusters, being a deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen hundred and

ASSAY-OFFICE,
ASSAY-OFFICE, CHARLOTTE,
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA.—For
inCAROLINA.-For labor and in-

assay-office.

cidental expenses, being a deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen hundred
and eighty,
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
eighty, five
dred and

assay-office.

cry,
being aa deficiency
fiscal year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
ery, being
deficiency for the fiscal
hundred and seventy-

cidental expenses, being a deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen hunASSAY-OFFICE,
HELENA, MONTANA.-For
ASSAY-OFFICE ? HELENA,
MONTANA.—For transportation
transportation of station-

dollars and ninety-three
eight, ten dollars
ninety-three cents.
LIGHT-HOUSES,
BEACONS, AND FOG-SIGNALS.—For
completion of the
LIGHT-HOUSES, BEACONS,
FOG-SIGNALS.-For completion
the
first-class
fog-signal at the light-station
first-class fog-signal
light-station on South Farallon
Farallon Island, CaliCali-

fornia, before the beginning of the foggy season, seven thousand dollars.
for
for For
For the completion
completion of
of the steamer for
for light-house service on the Mis-

S

fornia, before the beginning of the foggy season, seven thousand dollars.

Steamer
t amer
light-house service
light-houseservice
sissippi and Ohio Rivers, authorized
authorized by act of March third, eighteen
eighteen
on Ohio and Mishundred and seventy-nine fifteen thousand dollars.
sissippi Rivers.
Post-office buildPUBLIC BUILDINGS.-For
BUILDINGrS.—ior the completion
completion of the custom-house,
custom-house, courtcourtPost-office
PUBLIC
ing
at Chicago, Ill. house, and post-office
ingatChicago,
approaches, at Chicago, Illinois,
post-office building, and approaches,

sissippi Rivers

hundred and seventy-nine, fifteen thousand dollars.

including steps, grading, sidewalks, and paving, one hundred and twentyfive thousand dollars.

including steps, grading, sidewalks, and paving, one hundred and twentyfive thousand dollars.

TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENTS.
GOVERNMENTS.

ofTer-

Montana: For legislative expenses for extraordinary session eleventh

Expenses of TerMontana: For legislative expenses for extraordinary session eleventh
rit orial governrments.
i t rial govern- legislative
F. Potts,
legislative assembly, convened
convened by Governor
Governor B.
E. F.
Potts.
,in proclamation
procl W ation
Montana.
Montana.

New Mexico.

New Mexico.
Utah.
Utah.

Washington.
Washington.
Wyoming.
Wyoming.

dated
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine, with
with approval
approval
dated June
June fourth,
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
of the President
President of the United States, as follows: For salaries, mileage,
incidental
incidental expenses, and printing, being for the fiscal year
year eighteen
eighteen
hundred
and eighty,
eight thousand six hundred and forty dollars and
and
hundred and
eighty, eight
thirty-one cents.
cents.
For legislative
legislative expenses, namely: For the compensation
compensation and
and mileage
mileage
of the members
members of the legislative
legislative assembly,
being
assembly, offiPers
officers and clerks,
clerks, being
deficiencies for
for the fiscal year eighteen hundred and eighty, for the foldeficiencies
lowing Territories
Territories, namely:
For New
New Mexico,
four thousand
thousand eight
lowing
namely: For
Mexico, four
eight
hundred dollars; for Utah,
Utah four
four thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars; for
hundred
Washington, four
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; and
and for Wyoming,
Wyoming,
Washington,
four thousand
thousand eight
a balance
balance of
of compensation
compensation due
due the
the members
of the
the sixth
aSa
members of
sixth legislative
legislative assembly,
sembly, three
three thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
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INTERNAL REVENUE.
INTERNAL
REVENUE.
For additional
salaries and expenses
expenses of collectors
collectors of
amount to pay salaries
additional amount

Salaries
Salaries and ex-

penses of
of collectors
collectors
internal revenue,
being a
adeficiency for the fiscal year eighteen hundred penses
revenue, being
internal
of internal revere
inen
dollars.
thousand
and eighty,
twenty-five thousand
eighty, twenty-five
and
nue.
Other
officers
of
For
pay salaries
expenses of agents and Other officers of
salaries and expenses
to pay
amount to
additional amount
For additional
internal revenue.

storekeepers, internal revenue.
for salaries
gaugers, hir
s'irveyors,
salaries of storekeepers,
surveyors, for fees and expenses of gaugers,
and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, being a
a deficiency
deficiency for the fiscal year
thousand doleighteen
twenty thousand
eighteen hundred and eighty, three hundred and twenty
lars.
paper, and
year • Dies, paper,
a deficiency
deficiency for the fiscal year
For dies, paper, and stamps, being a
stamps.
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty,
eighty, fifty-one
fifty-one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and eighty- stamps.
eighteen
three dollars and ten cents.
three
LIFE SAVING
SERVICE.
SAVING SERVICE.
LIFE

.For
refuge; Life-savingservLife-saving servfuel for life-saving and life-boat stations, and houses of refuge;
For fuel
ico .
repairs and outfits for the same; supplies
supplies and provisions
provisions 'for
for houses of icerepairs
refuge
for shipwrecked
traveling exsuccored at stations; traveling
shipwrecked persons succored
and for
refuge and
penses
Treasury Department;
Department; and
and
from the Treasury
under orders from
officers under
of officers
penses of
apparatus,
repairs to apparatus,
expenses, including freight, storage, repairs
contingent expenses,
miscellaneous expenses that
medals, labor, stationery, advertising, and miscellaneous
life-saving stations on the
included under any other head of life-saving
cannot be included
coasts of
the United
United States,
being a
adeficiency
fiscal year eighteen
deficiency for the fiscal
States, being
of the
coasts
hundred
hundred and eighty, two thousand dollars.
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
under control of the Treasgeneral repairs of all public buildings under
For general
a deficiency
ury Department,
Department, and for alterations,
being a
deficiency for the fiscal
fiscal
alterations, being
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
year
and eighty,

Alterations
and
Alterations and
general repairs of
general repairs of
buildings under
Trcasury Departn]partTreasury
ment.
P
a s s enger
Pass
eager oleeleY. postN.Y.
vators, N.
o
offi co.

For
two new
new passenger-elevators
passenger-elevators and
for repairs
to the
the old elevators
elevators
repairs to
and for
For two
post-office, New York
court-house and post-office,
in
United States court-house
in the building for -United
offce
City,
City, fifteen thousand dollars.
To pay the
set- E.T. Fox.
E. T.
T. Fox, late collector of customs, on setbalance due to E.
the balance
To
tlement
repairs and preservaappropriation for repairs
account under the appropriation
his account
of his
tlement of
tion
deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen
public buildings, being aa deficiency
tion of public
hundred
seventy-eight, three dollars and sixty-nine
sixty-nine cents.
hundred and seventy-eight,
Pothoff for labor and material Ulrich Pothoff.
the amount found due Ulrich Potholf
pay the
To pay
furnished
United States marine hospital at Saint Louis, Missouri, in
furnished the United
May,
eighteen hundred
seventy eight, being a
deficiency for the
a deficiency
and seventy
hundred and
May, eighteen
year
and seventy
seventy-eight,
dollars.
twenty-four dollars.
eight, twenty-four
hundred and
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
Heating. hoistFor repairs of heating, hoisting, and ventilating
ventilating apparatus
apparatus for all Heating,
ing, and
and ventilatventilata ing,
public
buildings under
under control of the Treasury
Treasury Department, being a
public buildings
ing apparatus.
deficiency for the fiscal
hundred and eighty, five thousand '"g apparatus.
fiscal year eighteen hundred
deficiency
dollars.
Repairs vaults,
vaults,
repairs of vaults, safes, and locks for all public buildings under Repairs
For repairs
and locks.
locks.
safes, and
control
of the
the Treasury
Department, being a
a deficiency
deficiency for the fiscal safes,
Treasury Department,
control of
year
hundred and eighty, one thousand
thousand dollars.
year eighteen hundred
Miscellaneous
c elaneous
Mis
For
fuel, light,
miscellaneous items required by the janiwater, and miscellaneous
light, water,
For fuel,
items for build ings
tors
and
firemen
in
the
proper
care
of
the
buildings,
furniture,
heatfor blildings
heatitems
and
furniture,
the
buildings,
tors and firemen in the proper care of
un der Treasury
Denpd e Teasnry
ing apparatus,
such as
mops, brushes,
wheelbarrows, Department.
buckets, wheelbarrows,
brushes, buckets,
as brooms,
brooms, nmops,
apparatus, such
ing
hatchets 'and hammers,
hammers, for all public buildings under the
shovels, saws, hatchets,
control
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department, being aadeficiency
deficiency for the fiscal year
control of
dollars.
eighteen hundred
and eighty, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
hundred and
eighteen
Furniture a
an
ndd
Furniture
For
furniture and
furniture, and carpets for all public build- repairs,
repairs of furniture,
and repairs
For furniture
carpets,
)
carpets,
airs,
re
deficiency
a
ings
under
the
control
of
the
Treasury
Department,
being
a
deficiency
ings under the control of the Treasury Department, being
&c.
for
thousand five
five
eighteen hundred and eighty, eleven thousand
year eighteen
for the
the fiscal year
hundred dollars.
hundred
Detection
of
of
De
teotion
For
of detecting
to trial
trial and
and punishment
per- counterfeit
punishment perbringing to
and bringing
detecting and
expenses of
For expenses
notes,
notes,
national-bank counterfeit
sons
counterfeiting Treasury
Treasury notes, bonds, national-bank
in counterfeiting
engaged in
sons engaged
&c.
XXT
16
xXI-16
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notes, and
and other
other securities
securities of
the United
United States,
States, as
well as
as the
coins of
of
notes,
of the
as well
the coins
the United
other crimes
crimes against
government, and
for no
no
the
United States,
States, and
and other
against the
the government,
and for
other
being a
adeficiency
deficiency for
year eighteen
eighteen
other purpose
purpose whatever,
whatever, being
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
hundred and
five thousand
hundred
and eighty,
eighty, five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Arranging and
Arranging
For arranging
arranging and binding canceled marine papers, requisitions, and
binding canceled other important records, sealing ships registers, for foreign postage,
other
important
records, sealing ships' registers, for foreign postage,
binding
canceled
marine papers,
newspapers, books,
hand stamps,
and repairs
repairs of
of the
same, being
being a
a
the same,
stamps, and
books and
and hand
aper, newspapers,
&cie
&c.
deficiency for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty,
eighty, two
deficiency
two thousand
thousand
dollars.
Coal, wood, &c.
&c.
For coal, wood, grates, grate
grate baskets and fixtures,
fixtures, stoves and fixtures,
blowers, coal-hods,
coal-hods, hearths,
pokers, matches
blowers,
hearths, shovels,
shovels, tongs,
tongs, pokers,
matches and matchmatchsafes for
thousand two
hundred and
and fifty
safes
for the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, one
one thousand
two hundred
fifty
dollars.
Ice, &c.
ice-buckets, file-holders,
For ice, ice-buckets,
file-holders, book-rests,
book-rests, labor,
labor, clocks
clocks and
and repairs
Treasury Department,
of the same for
for the Treasury
Department, one
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred
dollars.
For printing
binding for
for the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department for
the current
current
Printing
P r i n ting and
For
printing and
and binding
for the
binding.
fiscal year, seven thousand
thousand dollars.
drop-lights and
gas-burners, brackets,
brackets, and
and globes,
globes,
Gas, drop-lights,
For gas, drop-lights
and tubing, gas-burners,
&c.
&e.
candles, lanterns, and wicks, being aa deficiency
deficiency for the fiscal year
eighty, five thousand
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Desks,
Desks, tables,
For desks,
desks, tables,
tables, and chairs, and
and shelving
shelving for file
file rooms and cases,
&c.
&c.
repairs of furniture, boxes, rugs, chair covers and caning, cushions, cloth
for covering
covering desks, locks, screws, handsaws, turpentine, and varnish,
being a
deficiency for
a deficiency
for the fiscal
fiscal year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty,
eighty, five
thousand dollars.
Washing towels,
For washing
washing towels, brooms, brushes, crash, cotton, cloth,
cloth, cane, chamois&o.
&o.
skins, dusters, flour, keys, lye, matches,
matches, nails, oil, powders, sponge, soap,
soap,
tacks, wall-paper,
wall-paper, and the other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
for
expenses required for
the current
current and ordinary
of
ordinary business
business of
of the department, and for
for repairs
repairs of
machinery, baskets, spittoons, files, water-coolers,
water-coolers, tumblers, ice-picks,
bowls and pitchers, traps, thermometers,
thermometers, ventilators, towels, awnings
and fixtures, alcohol, window-shades
window-shades and fixtures, wire
wire screens, hemhembellows, chisels,
candlesticks, door
ming towels, axes, bellows,
chisels, canvas,
canvas, candlesticks,
door and
and
window fasteners, bells and bell-pulls, hammers,
hammers, mallets, leather,
leather, gum
and other belting, stencil-plates, tools, whetstones,
whetstones, wire, and zinc, and
other absolutely necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses being a
deficiency for the fisCal
a deficiency
fiscal
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, five thousand dollars.
Repayment
to
Repayment to
repayment to importers
importers the excess
For the repayment
excess of deposits for unascerin
importers excess of
imporiters
xcess of ta
ed duties, or duties or other moneys
tallied
moneys paid under
under protest, including
deposits, &c.

interest and costs in judgment cases, three hundred thousand dollars,
which sum is hereby made available for the payment
payment of
to
of all
all claims to
which the appropriation
applicable which are not payable from the
appropriation is applicable
S. 3689.
R. S.
permanent
permanent annual
annual appropriation
section thirty
appropriation provided
provided for in section
thirty six
six hunProviso.
Proviso.
dred and eighty-nine, Revised Statutes:
Statutes: Provided,
Provided, That no portion of
of
this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
expended for the payment
payment of claims known
known
as "charges
"charges and commissions cases".
cases".
Treasury to provide more secure and
Vault room for To enable the Secretary of the Treasury
and
coin and bullion,
bullion.
if need be additional
additional vault room for coin and bullion,
bullion, twenty thousand
thousand

dollars.
dollars.
JJudgments
u d g ments in To enable the Secretary of
of the Treasury, in
in his
his discretion,
to pay
judgdiscretion, to
pay judg"charges and com- ments in "charges
"chargesandcom"charges and commissions
commissions cases", obtained since January,
missions cases."
eighteen
hundred and
and which
which may
obmissions cases.
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and
may be
be hereafter
hereafter obtained, or
tained,
or to
to settle
settle any
of said
said cases,
cases, in
his discretion,
discretion, by
compromise,
any of
in his
by compromise,
seventy-five
or so
so much
much thereof
seventy-five thousand dollars, or
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
Unexpended balUnexpendedbalThat the unexpended
appropriation of thirty thousand
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
ance
anct"for
"fbr the
the paypay- dollars
"for the payment of debentures
dollars "for
debentures or drawbacks,
drawbacks,- bounties, and
ment of debenallowances which
which are
are or
or may
be authorized
authorized and
and payable
to
allowances
tures," &c.
&c
payable according
may be
according to
tures,"
laws
authorizing them",
them" made
the act
June fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
1878, ch. 191,
laws authorizing
made in
in the
act of
of June
eighteen
Stat. 20, 128, re- hundred and
volume twenty,
twenty, page
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight (Statutes, volume
page one
one hundred
hundred
appropriated.
appropriated.
and twenty-eight),
hereby reappropriated
for the
the
and
twenty-eight), is hereby
reappropriated and made available for

payment of all claims to which the appropriation
appropriation is applicable, which
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are
appropriation provided for
permanent annual appropriation
payable from the permanent
are not payable
3689.
R. S.
eighty-nine of the Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
R.
S. 3689.
thirty-six hundred and eighty-nine
section thirty-six
in section
Sonato-Ros. 1877
To
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to carry out the resolutions
resolutions Senate-Res.
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
of
of October
October sixteenth,
and
hundred and seventy- Oct. 16, and
eighteen hundred
sixteenth, eighteen
Senate of
the Senate
of the
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seven, and
and January
January sixteenth,
seventy-nine, in
hi 1879,
1879 'Ja.
jail '16.
16 '
sixteenth, eighteen
seven,
appropriations Statement
preparing for
statements of the appropriations
Statement of apconsolidated statements
publication consolidated
for publication
preparing
and expenditures
expenditures of
the War
War Department
Department from March fourth, seventeen
seventeen propriations
propriations and
of the
and
expenditures.
hundred andexpenditures.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty-nine, to
to June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
and eighty-nine,
hundred
seventy-six, and of the
Department from July sixteenth, seventeen
seventeen
the Indian Department
seventy-six,
hundled and seventyhundred and ninety, to June thirtieth, eighteen hundied
hundred
eight, and
Secretary of the Treasury,
office of the Secretary
the office
the work, in the
for the
and for
eight,
pertaining generally
preparation for publication of the receipts
generally to the preparation
pertaining
and
appropriations of the government, for the use of
expenditures and appropriations
and expenditures
Congress
and the
several departments,
departments, to be
available, five
be immediately
immediately available,
the several
Congress and
thousand
thousand dollars.
n t ih installTo enable
enable the
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury to
Tenth
installment mtenth installment
the tenth
to pay
pay the
of the
the Secretary
To
mont of the State
of Conlocticut.
due the State of Connecticut for expenses incurred during the late war, of
Conh,(tidut.
21,
under
of July
hundred and sixty-one,
1861, ch. 21,
eighteen hundred
twenty-seventh, eighteen
July twenty-seventh,
act of
the act
under the
duly
confirmed by
the accounting-officers
accounting-officers of the
government, eight thou- Stat., 12, 276.
the government,
by the
duly confirmed
sand five hundred
hundred and thirteen
thirteen dollars and six cents.
o
Bruin,
ter Bruin,
To
assistant keeper
keeper of
of the
the South Fox Island light- P
Peter
Bruin, assistant
Peter Bruin,
pay Peter
To pay

wages.'
eighteen hundred and seventy- wages
Michigan, wages from July first, eighteen
station, Michigan
two, to
to May
eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
seventy-three, three
seventh, eighteen
twenty seventh,
May twenty
two,
hundred and sixty-two
sixty-two dollars and twenty-two cents.
hundred
To
Andrew D,
Jared It.
R. Cook, of 1VIeriden,
Andrew D. and
Meriden, Connecticut, for Jared
and Jared
D, and
pay Andrew
To pay
0k,
R. Co
duo.
balance due
due for
balance due.
on Bullock Point light-station in eighteen hundred balaine
for work on
balance
and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-six dollars and forty cents.
and
R;i vr,gli ts
Ohio River,
To
enable the
Secretary of
for maintaining
maintaining lights
pay for.
of the
the Treasury to pay
the Secretary
To enable
and buoys
River from
from the
eighteen hunhmu- maltbuysiniglgllt
of July, eighteen
day of
the first
first day
the Ohio
Ohio River
on the
nd buoys.
and
buoys on
Cul.359,
178, cli.
tired and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, to
to the
the eleventh
November, eighteen
eighteen hundred
11578,
of November,
day of
eleventh day
dred
20, 214.
and seventy-four,
of seven
seven thousand
thousand eight hundred and two Stat.,
Stat., 20,
sum of
the sum
seventy-four, the
and
dollars and
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight cents;
balance of
of
unexpended balance
the same being unexpended
cents; the
dollars
act
appropriation
made for
sundry civil appropriation
appropriation act
purpose in sundry
same purpose
for same
appropriation made
approved June twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight.
approved
To pay
the sums
sums due
of customs
customs for
for commissions,
one•
commissions, at two Two and one.
collectors of
to collectors
due to
pay the
To
Jared

and
one-half per
per centum
centum on
on disbursements
made by
by them
in their
their
them in
disbursements made
and one-half
eighteen
capacity
as superintendents
during the
the fiscal
years eighteen
fiscal years
lights during
of lights
superintendents of
capacity as
hundred
and seventy-five,
seventy-five, eighteen
seventy-six, eighteen
hundred and seventy-six,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-eight,
hundred
seventy-seven, and eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight,
hundred and seventy-seven,
thirty-one
thousand five hundred and seventy-four
seventy-four dollars and ninetythirty one thousand
six cents.
To adjust
the accounts
accounts of
of certain
certain disbursing-officers
disbursing-officers of the governadjust the
To
ment,
follows: .
as follows:
ment, as
That the
the proper
proper accounting-officers
Department are
Treasury Department
the Treasury
of the
accounting-officers of
That
payment of any money
hereby
without involving
involving the payment
money from the
directed, without
hereby directed,
Treasury,
to credit
disbursing-clerk, with the
the sum of one
Birch, disbursing-clerk,
Bushrod Birch,
credit Bushrod
Treasury, to
hundred
and six
and sixteen
expenditures
account for expenditures
in his account
cents in
sixteen cents
dollars and
six dollars
hundred and
under
the appropriation
for "life-saving
"life-saving service,
contingent expenses",
expenses",
service, contingent
appropriation for
under the
for the
fiscal year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-eight;
seventy-eight; Lieutenantthe fiscal
for
Colonel R.
Williamson, light-house
light-house engineer,
engineer, with
with the sum of seven
S. Williamson,
R. S.
Colonel
thousand one
sixty one dollars and fifty-five cents in his
hundred and sixty
one hundred
thousand
account for
under the
"repairs of lightappropriation for "repairs
the appropriation
expenditures under
for expenditures
account
houses",
for the
the fiscal
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-eight; S.
D.
S. D.
and seventy-eight;
hundred and
fiscal year
", for
houses
Ames, light-house
light-house inspector,
of four
four hundred
and thirteen
thirteen
hundred and
sum of
the sum
with the
inspector, with
Ames,
dollars and
cents in
in his
expenditures under the
account for expenditures
his account
sixty-one cents
and sixty-one
dollars
eighteen
appropriation for
for "
expenses of light vessels", for
tor the fiscal year eighteen
"expenses
appropriation
hundred and
and seventy-eight;
seventy-eight; and
C. A.
of customs,
customs,
collector of
late collector
A. Arthur,
Arthur, late
and C.
hundred
with the
the sum
sum of
of two
cents,
thirty-four cents,
and thirty-four
dollars and
fifty-five dollars
and fifty-five
hundred and
two hundred
with
"repairs
in
his account
account for
for expenditures
repairs and
appropriation for "
expenditures under the appropriation
in his
preservation
of public
public buildings",
the fiscal year eighteen hundred
buildings", for the
preservation of
and
seventy-eight; being
being the
filed by them,
vouchers filed
certain vouchers
of certain
amounts of
the amounts
and seventy-eight;
but
because said
said appropriations
appropriations are exhausted.
unadjusted because
remaining unadjusted
but remaining

R.

Cook,

half
per
centmn
orllsto
co,,ll
COIflhtliSSlOilS
to col-t
collectors
ketets of customs.

Accounts of dis-

Accounts of dis-

bursing-oflicers.
bursing-officers.
bursing-ofics

Bushrod Birch.

Bushrod Birch.

Lient. Col. R. S.
Lieut.
Williamson.
Williamson.
S.

P.. A
Ain
ni

c08,
8,

house i
i-nig V
ht-house
llig
;

spect.
8P
ee
'
C. A.
Arthur,
A. Arthur
C.

I
collector o
of
f
tle collector
la
customs.

customs.
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hull
To pay James
James G. Blunt for Army supplies
supplies furnished
furnished in
in eighteen hun
dred
sixty-two and
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, two
dred and sixty-two
and eighteen
hundred and
two hundred
hundred
and
dollars and
being claim
claim number
and fifty-three
fifty-three dollars
and ninety-five
ninety-five cents,
cents, being
number fortyfortyfour thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and sixty
sixty two,
in House
Docufour
hundred and
two, in
House Executive
Executive Document number
number thirty,
Forty-fifth Congress,
third session.
session.
ment
thirty, Forty-fifth
Congress, third
To
Caroline OrayGray To pay Caroline
Caroline Grayson for wood furnished
furnished in eighteen hundred and
and
son.
sixty
one hundred
and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars,
dollars, being
claim number
sixty four,
four, one
hundred and
being claim
number
thirty-eight thousand
and eighty-three,
eighty-three, in
in House
House Executive
Executive
thirty-eight
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and
Document number
number thirty,
thirty, Forty-fifth
session.
Forty-fifth Congress,
Congress, third
third session.
Document
William L. SerTo pay William L. Sergeant for wood
wood furnished in eighteen hundred
hundred
geant.
geant.
and sixty-five,
six hundred
hundred and
and eleven
dollars, being
being claim
claim number
fortyand
sixty-five, six
eleven dollars,
number fortyfive
and fifty-nine,
fifty-nine, in
in House
Executive DocuDocufive thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
House Executive
ment
Forty-fifth Congress
Congress third
third session.
session.
ment number
number thirty,
thirty, Forty-fifth
That
the sum
twenty-four dollars
be reappropriated
reappropriated
dollars and
and sixty
sixty cents
cents be
That the
sum of
of twenty-four
from
the lapsed
"for compensation
compensation and
and expenses
from the
lapsed appropriations
appropriations "tfr
expenses of
of
agents of the Southern Claims Commission", prior to .uly
July first, eighteen
seventy-nine, to
to settle
settle the
the account
account of
of Isaac
Isaac P.
Baldwin, of
Isaac P. Bald- hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
P. Baldwin,
of
win.
Manassas,
Manassas, Virginia.
James G. Blunt,
Army
Army supplies.
supp lies.

War Department.
mont.

WAR DEPARTMENT.
WAR
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER'S OFFICE.
ENGINEER'S
OFFICE.

Maps and illustrations
trations surveys
surveys
west of one hunof one hundwest
dredth meridian.

Proviao.
Proviso.

Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's
Department.
Department.

direction of
For the preparation
preparation and completion under the
the direction
of the SecreSecretary of War, of reports
reports and maps and such other illustrations as may
be necessary
necessary in completing the work of the geographical
geographical and topographical survey of the territory of the United States west of the
the one
hundredth
hundredth meridian, including
including cost of engraving and printing, thirty
thirty
thousand dollars:
That the
above sum
be so
so applied
applied as
thousand
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
the above
sum shall
shall be
as
to close the work.
QUARTERMASTER'S
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

payment of
accounts certified
Certified ac- For payment
of accounts
certified to be
be due
due by the
the accountingaccountingcounts,
Department for incidental
counts, Army
Army oxx officers
officers of the Treasury
Treasury Department
incidental expenses of the Army,
penses.
being for the service of the fiscal
fiscal year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventytwenty-one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and ninety-eight
and
eight, twenty-one
ninety-eight dollars
dollars and
ninety-two cents.
Contingent exexFor contingent expenses of the portion of
of the
the State,
State, War,
War, and
and Navy
Navy

pen
se sof the State, Departments
thousand dollars,
dollars, for
fiscal
pcnscsoftleState,
Departments building
building two
two thousand
for the
the current
current fiscal
War,
and Navy
War, and
Navy year.
year.
Dept. building.
For the
the payment
payment of
of Alonzo
Alonzo A.
A. Noon
for improvements
embraced in
Alonzo A. Noon.
For
Noon for
improvements embraced
in
reservation at
Cameron, Utah
Utah Territory, as
the military reservation
at Fort Cameron,
as awarded
awarded
a board of military officers, one thousand one hundred and twenty
by a
dollars.
For detecting
to trial
trial and
punishment persons
persons guilty
guilty of
Violations of the
Violationsofthe
For
detecting and
and bringing
bringing to
and punishment
of
internal-rev
internal-rev °nue
n u violating
internal-revenue laws, or
or conniving
conniving in such crime,
crime, includviolating the internal-revenue
includlaws.
ing
payments for
deficiency for the
ing payments
for information
information and
and detection, being a
a deficiency
fiscal year eighteen hundred
seventy-eight, seven thousand five hunhundred and seventy-eight,
dred and forty-seven
forty-seven dollars and thirty-five cents.
mTLITARY ACADEMY.
ACADEMY.
MILITARY
Acton
nts certiAccounts
fied due
fled
due for
for pay
payofof
professors
professors of tth
he
Military Academy
year 1878.

For payment
certified to be due by the accounting-officers
accounting-officers
payment of accounts certified

of
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department for pay of professors
of the
professors of the Military AcadAcademy,
the service
service of
of the
the fiscal
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sevent3
being for
emy, being
for the
fiscal year
hundred and
seventy --

eight,
eight, five hundred and sixty-two dollars and fifty cents.
For payment of accounts
accounts certified
certified to be due by the accounting-officers
accounting-officers
of the Treasury
Treasury Department for the pay of a
a professor of the Military
Military
Academy,
eighteen hundred
Academy, being for the service of the fiscal
fiscal year
year eighteen
hundred and
seventy-nine,
seventy-nine
seventy-nine, four hundred
hundred and seventy-seven
seventy-seven dollars and seventy-nine
cents.
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commandant of cadets (lieutenant-colonel),
(lieutenant-colonel), in addition to
pay of commandant
For pay
pay
as captain
captain in the line, being a
adeficiency
deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen
pay as
dollars.
hundred and
and eighty,
eighty, five hundred
hundred dollars.

Commandant of
of
Commandant
cadets (lieutenantlieutenantcadets
colonel), in additione.
add
tion.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

T. L.
Col. T.
Lieut. Col.
That
the proper
proper accounting-officers
accounting-officers of the Treasury Department
Department are Lieut.
That the
Casey, Corps of EnCaseyCorpsofEnhereby
payment of any money from the gineers.
the payment
directed, without involving the
hereby directed,
Treasury, to
credit Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel T. L. Casey, Corps of Engineers, gi"cers.
to credit
Treasury,
in
expenditures under the appropriations
appropriations for improveaccounts for expenditures
in his
his accounts
ment
grounds, and ""repairs, fuel, Executive
Executive Manpublic grounds",
of public
care of
and care
ment and
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, with the
fiscal year eighteen
for the
the fiscal
sion", for
sum of
hundred and twenty dollars and five cents,
eight hundred
thousand eight
one thousand
of one
sum
being the
the amount
amount of
certain vouchers
remaining unadvouchers filed by him, but remaining
of certain
being
justed
appropriations are exhausted.
because said appropriations
justed because
Office of the AdFor
contingent expenses
expenses of the
Adjutant-General in the Office
t .ee Adjutant-General
the office of t
For contingent
jutant-General in
old
Department building,
building, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
in
jutant-General
dollars.
Navy Department
old Navy
the
Deold Navy
Navy Dethe old
partment b
uildbuildpartmont
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
ing.
NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
Colossal statue
statue
Colossal
To enable
payment under contract
of the Navy to make payment
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable the
To
of Admiral Far of Admiral F a r for
the final
final installment
colossal statue of ragut.
installment due for the execution of the colossal
for the
ragut.
Admiral
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Farragut, ten
Admiral Farragut,
dol- Items.
For transportation
transportation of officers
officers of the
the Marine
Marine Corps, two thousand dolFor
lars.
To enable
the Secretary
the Navy
Navy to
pay for
water furnished
furnished the
for water
to pay
of the
Secretary of
enable the
To
Marine Barracks
York, for
for six months
ending June
months ending
New York,
Brooklyn, New
at Brooklyn,
Barracks at
Marine
thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, two hundred and seven
seven
thirtieth, eighteen
dollars and thirty-one cents.
For the
contingent expenses
portion of the
State, War, and
the State,
of the
the portion
expenses of
the contingent
For
Navy Departments
building occupied by the Navy Department, for the
Departments building
Navy
remainder of
of the
current year, two
thousand dollars.
two thousand
the current
remainder
That the
the sum
sum of
of twenty-two
twenty-two thousand
and ninety-two
hundred and.
thousand six hundred
That
dollars, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
be necessary,
necessary, is
appropriated
hereby appropriated
is hereby
may be
dollars,
T. C.
C. Basshor.
Basshor.
for
purchase from
from T.
Company of such of their ship T.
C. Basshor
Basshor and Company
T. C.
the purchase
for the
knees
now
in
the
navy-yard
at
New
York
as
would
have
passed
the
passed
would
as
York
knees now in the navy-yard at New
usual inspection
at the
the time
time of
of their
ship-knees to be paid
said ship-knees
delivery; said
their delivery;
inspection at
usual
for
at the
the schedule
by the Bureau of Construction and Refixed by
schedule prices fixed
for at
pair
September first,
first, eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-six.
seventy-six.
eighteen hundred
pair September

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
INTERIOR
OFFICE
OF THE
THE AUDITOR
OF RAILROAD
ACCOUNTS.--For traveling
traveling
RAILROAD ACCOUNTS.-For
AUDITOR OF
OFFICE OF

Interior Department.
ment.
Traveling

and
and

and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
of the
the office,
office, seven
inIi ci
dental exi dental
dollars, penses.
fifty dollars.
and fifty
hundred and
seven hundred
and
penses.
STATIONERY.—For
stationery
for
the
Interior
Department
and
its
Stationery.
Stationery.
its
and
Department
Interior
the
for
STATIONERY.-For stationery

several bureaus,
bureaus, five
for the
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
the year
dollars, for
thousand dollars,
five thousand
several
and eighty.
eighty.
and
For
Biennial Register,
two thousand
dollars; five
Regishun- Biennial Regisfive hunthousand dollars;
Register, two
the Biennial
publishing the
For publishing
dred dollars
dollars of
of which
te r.
pay to the compiler of said teradditional pay
be additional
shall be
which shall
dred
Register.
Register.
Commission on
on
For the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
on the codification
codification of existing codification
Commission
commission on
the commission
For
of
laws relating
relating to
to the
the survey
and disposition
the public
and laws
of
colifilatign
domain, and
public domain,
of the
disposition of
survey and
laws
relating to
for
the
completion
of
such
codification,
the
sum
of
fifteen
thousand
dolthe
domain.
public
dolfor the completion of such codification, the sum of fifteen thousand
lars, or
or so
so much
much thereof
necessary for
Provided, Proviso.
Proviso.
purpose: Provided,
for that
that purpose:
be necessary
may be
as may
thereof as
lars,
Report to be
That
said
commission
shall
complete
the
same
and
make
their
final
to be
Report
final completed
their
make
and
same
the
complete
shall
That said commission
.an. 1,
an
report on
all the
in the
Janual y
y cmpleted
before Januai
on or before
States on
the United
United States
lands in
public lands
the public
on all
report
1881.
first,
eighteen hundred
eighty-one.
and eighty-one.
hundred and
first, eighteen
Clarence King,
For the
the salary
salary of
Clarence King,
King, Director
of Geological
Geological Survey,
from salary.
King,
Clarence
Survey, from
Director of
of Clarence
For
May
twenty-fourth, eighteen
hundred and
his salary.
seventy-nine, the date of his
and seventy-nine,
eighteen hundred
May twenty-fourth,
appointment
as Director,
March third, eighteen
eighteen hunof March
act of
the act
under the
Director, under
appointment as
dr€
d and
seventy-nine, creating
creating the
office, to
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
to June
the office,
and seventy-nine,
dred
hundred
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, being
deficiency for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year eighteen
eighteen
for the
being aadeficiency
iundred and
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hundred and
and seventy-nine,
six hundred
hundred and
dollars and
and
twenty-six dollars
and twenty-six
seventy-nine, six
hundred
thirty-seven cents.
thirty-seven
cents.
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
of the
to pay
pay Mrs.
E. HarringHarringMary E.
Mrs. Mary
Interior to
the Interior
Secretary of
To
Mrs. Mary
Mary E.
Mrs.
ton, executrix
executrix of
of the
the late
late George
the
as the
his services
services as
for his
Harrington, for
D. Harrington,
George D.
Harrington,
Harrington, exec- ton,
utrix
chief clerk of the Census Bureau from June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ate chief
n t r i x ooff late
George D.
ar-and seventy-seven, to March
HarD. 11
George
March fifteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventyrington.
thousand three hundred
two thousand dollars per annum, three thousand
nine, at two
gton.
and three
and fourteen
fourteen cents.
cents.
dollars and
three dollars
and
deTo
Office to continue
Commissioner of the General Land Office
enable the
the Commissioner
To enable
Worn and defaced
official plats
plats the reproduction
a
surveys, being a
official plats of surveys,
faced official
reproduction of worn and defaced
defaced official
of
of surveys
snrveys in Gendeficiency
for
the
fiscal
year
eighteen
hundred
and
eighty,
twelve
thouthoutwelve
eighty,
and
hundred
eighteen
year
fiscal
the
eral Land
Land Office. deficiency for
oral
sand dollars.
For
balance due
due for
and grounds
grounds
Capitol and
lighting the Capitol
for lighting
for gas
gas service for
Gas and lighting
For balance
Capitol
Capitol grounds.
grounds. for the months of May and June, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
being
deficiency for
the fiscal
hundred and
seventy-nine,
and seventy-nine,
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
fiscal year
for the
being aadeficiency
two thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
twenty-four
dollars and twenty-four
ninety-eight dollars
and ninety-eight
thousand eight
two
cents.
For
the work
work of
Entomological Commission in the
of the United States Entomological
For the
Entomological
Entomological
Commission.
special investigation
investigation of the cotton-worm,
cotton-worm, being a
adeficiency
deficiency for the fiscal
Cotton-worm.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine and eighteen
eighteen hundred
years eighteen
Cotton-worm.
eighty, four
dollars and forty-six cents.
and twelve dollars
four hundred
hundred and
eighty,
work of
States Entomological
Entomological Commission in the
of the
the United States
F rrthe
the work
special investigation
investigation of
the
Rocky Mountain
Mountain locust
and grasshopper,
locust and
grasshopper,
of
the
Rocky
special
d
L
oust
a
Locust and
being a
for the
the fiscal
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine,
hundred and
year eighteen
fiscal year
deficiency for
a deficiency
grasshopper.
being
grasshopper.
six hundred dollars.
To adjust
the accounts
accounts of
of Cyrus
Thomas, disbursing-agent
disbursing-agent of
of the
the
Cyrus Thomas,
Cyrus Thomas,
Thomas,
adjust the
To
Mountain loaccounts
commission to report upon the depredations
accounts credited. commission
depredations of the Rocky Mountain
custs in the Western States and Territories, the accounting-officers
accounting-officers of the
disbursingTreasury Department
authorized to credit the disbursingDepartment are hereby authorized
Treasury
three-dollars and
thousand six hundred and three-dollars
agent with the sum of four thousand
provisions
seventy-five cents, the
under the provisions
the amount
amount expended by him under
seventy-five
(Statseventy-seven (Stat1877, ch. 1
05,
105,
of the act of March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-seven
Stmt.
357.
utes
hundred and fifty-seven),
Stat. 19,
19, 357.
fifty-seven),
utes at Large, volume nineteen,
nineteen, page three hundred
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, the date when
prior to July first, eighteen
the appropriation
appropriation made
made by
for expenditure.
expenditure.
available for
became available
by said act became
the
Government
deficiency in the appropriations
appropriations for the Government HosTo meet a
a deficiency
Governmenth
Hospital for the
Hospital
pital for
the Insane
Insane for
fiscal year
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty,
and eighty,
year eighteen
the fiscal
for the
for the
pital
Insane.
eighty-eight cents, of
of
seventy-five dollars and eight-eight
thirteen thousand and seventy-five
One-fourth paid thirteen
One-fourth
from revenues
revenues of which one-fourth part shall be paid from the revenues
revenues of the District of
of
the District of CoColumbia.
American
American

Pho-

Columbia.
Columbia.

American Photolithographic
Photolithographic Company, the sum of two
To pay the American

appropriated, or so much thereof as may be
o i t h o graphic thousand
thousand dollars is hereby
ttolithographic
hereby appropriated,

Compry reimbursean
burse foractual
for actual
expenses.
expenses.

necessary,
to enable
Commissioner of
of Patents
Patents to
said
to reimburse
reimburse said
the Commissioner
enable the
necessary, to
reproducing copies of
company
of
incurred in reproducing
the actual expenses it incurred
company for the
drawings
sixty-nine and eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
drawings in eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-nine
seventy, which shall be in full for the actual expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in proPvotriso.
ducing
Pvoviso.
ducing certain
certain copies
copies of drawings
drawings in
in those years: Provided,
Provided, The Commissioner of Patents shall find the amount
amount due for said actual expenses
so incurred to amount to that sum after deducting the amount paid on
on
account thereof.
C.
C. O'Keeffe.
O'Keeffe.
C. C.
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to pay the claim of C. C.
O'Keeffe
O'Keeffe for value of threshing-machine
threshing-machine, 'eight hundred d011ars.
dollars.
To
for
To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to pay the balance due for
Rent of Freedman's
man's building oc- rent of that part of the Freedman's
Freedman's Bank building occupied
occupied by the Court
cupied
by
Court
of
and twenty
hundred and
of Claims, one hundred
cupted by Court of of
twenty dollars.
dollars.
Claims.
Public lands.
1878,
915,
1878, ch. 152,
Stat.,
Stat., 20,
20, 91,
91,
Accounts of
Accounts
a receivers.
ceivers.

PUBLIC-LANDS SERVICE.
SERVICE.
PUBLIC-LANDS

moneys for

of public
public moneys for
of the
accounts of
settlement of
For the
For
the settlement
the accounts
of receivers
receivers of
act
expenses incurred in examination
examination of timber depredations,
expenses
depredations, under the act
of June third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, and for expenses
expenses of
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suppression
special agents
agents employed
employed by
by the
General Land Office for the suppression
the General
special
of depredations
depredations upon
upon timber
public lands, fifteen thousand five
the public
on the
timber on
of
hundred dollars,
dollars, or so much
thereof as may be necessary.
much thereof
hundred
For
as follows:
follows:
lands, as
public lands,
the public
surveying the
For surveying

247
247

pubSurveys of pubic lands.
lic

For
the State
State of
seventy-three dollars Colorado and
eight hundred and seventy-three
of Colorado
Colorado, eight
For the
Louisiana.
and
seventy-three cents,
and for
for the State of Louisiana, four thousand Louisiana.
cents, and
and seventy-three
eight
hundred and
and three
and five
deficiencies for
being deficiencies
cents, being
five cents,
dollars and
three dollars
eight hundred
the
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine in appropriations
appropriations for
and seventy-nine
hundred and
year eighteen
fiscal year
the fiscal
surveying
surveying for public and private lands.
For A
rizona, three
hundred and fifty-eight
and .thirty-nine Arizona.
fifty-eight dollars and'thirty-nine
three hundred
Arizona,
For
cents.
Nevada.
For
thirty-six dollars
dollars and ninety-six cents.
Nevada, thirty-six
For Nevada,
Oregon.
Oregon.
For
twenty-one dollars and ten cents.
Oregon, twenty-one
For Oregon,
Utah.
Utah.
cents.
seventy
and
twenty-one
For
Utah,
one
hundred
and
twenty-one
dollars
seventy
hundred
one
For Utah,
Being
year eighteen hundred and seventythe fiscal year
for the
deficiencies for
Being deficiencies
nine.
For
thousand three
ninety dollars and Colorado.
and ninety
hundred and
three hundred
two thousand
Colorado, two
For Colorado,
sixty
cents, being
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
for the fiscal year eighteen
deficiency for
being deficiency
sixty cents,
seventy-nine
seventy-nine
Now Mexico.
For New
New Mexico,
Mexico, two
seventy-five dollars and eighty-five Now
hundred and seventy-five
two hundred
For
cents,
deficiency for
for the
fiscal year eighteen hundred and seventythe fiscal
being deficiency
cents, being
nine.
Ari zona.
For Arizona,
Arizona, one
one hundred
thirty-four dollars and eighty-one Arizona.
and thirty-four
hundred and
For
cents.
Nevada.
For Nevada,
one hundred
nineteen dollars and fifty cents.
hundred and nineteen
Nevada, one
For
For New
Mexico, one
and four dollars and eighty-two cents. New Mexico.
hundred and
one hundred
New Mexico,
For
cents,1 being aadefi- Utah.
For
Utah, seventy-seven
seventy-seven dollars and sixty-five
sixty-five cents
For Utah,
ciency
for the
fiscal year
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight.
year eighteen
the fiscal
ciency for
Oregon, timber
For Oregon,
thirty-two dollars and eighty-four
eighty-four Oregon,
and thirty-two
hundred and
three hundred
Oregon, three
For
lands.
lands.
cents, for
for surveying
timber lands.
surveying timber
cents,
urvoyor-geners urveyor-gener.
For surveyor-general's
surveyor-general's office,
office, Arizona:
Arizona: To pay
pay balance due chief clerk S
For
al's office,
Arizona.
office, Arizona.
the quarter ending al's
in the
office of
of surveyor-general
during the
Arizona during
of Arizona
surveyor-general of
the office
in
a deficiency
deficiency
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, being a
eighteen hundred
June
seventy-eight,
for the
eighteen hundred and seventy
eight, four hundred
hundred
year eighteen
fiscal year
the fiscal
for
seventeen cents.
and
dollars and seventeen
seventy-eight dollars
and seventy-eight
California.
California: For
draughtsmen in the office of the California.
and draughtsmen
clerks and
of clerks
salaries of
For salaries
California:
and
dollars
surveyor-general
of
California,
four
thousand
six
sixtyand
thousand
four
California,
of
surveyor-general
nine
the fiscal year eighteen hundred and seventy-eight.
for the
all for
cents; all
nine cents;
Colorado,
rent
Colorado, rent
For
thr rent of premises
premises occuand Company for
Fargo and
Wells, Fargo
due Wells,
balance due
For balance
to Wells,
Wells, Fargo
Fargo &
&
to
pied
as
office
of
surveyor-general
of
Colorado
during
ending
ending
quarter
the
during
pied as office of surveyor-general of Colorado
Co.
Co.
June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, forty-two dollars
June thirtieth,
and
cents, being
being a
a deficiency
deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen
seventy-one cents,
and seventy-one
hundred
and seventy-eight.
hundred and
California.
surveyor-general of Cali- California.
For
of contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of surveyor-general
due of
balance due
For balance
seventy-four cents,
fornia,
four
hundred
and
ninety-seven
and seventy-four
dollars
ninety-seven
and
fornia, four hundred
being
deficiency for
for the
hundred and seventy-eight.
seventy-eight.
eighteen hundred
fiscal year eighteen
the fiscal
a deficiency
being a
Nevada.
For pay
pay of
in surveyor-general's
surveyor-general's office, Nevada, for June, Nevada.
messenger in
of messenger
For
eighteen hundred
and seventy-eight,
stationery and
merchandise,
and merchandise,
and stationery
seventy-eight, and
hundred and
eighteen
being deficiencies
deficiencies for
for the
the fiscal
year eighteen
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight,
eighteen hundred
fiscal year
being
three hundred
hundred and
dollars and ten cents; and for balance
ninety-two dollars
and ninety-two
three
due for
for rent,
being a
adeficiency
eighteen hundred and
the fiscal year eighteen
deficiency for the
rent, being
due
seventy-nine,
one hundred
and fifty-two
fifty-two dollars
thirty-one cents.
and thirty-one
dollars and
hundred and
seventy-nine, one
Mesioa
New Mexico.
For
due messenger
messenger in
office, New Mexico, New
surveyor-general's office,
in surveyor-general's
balance due
For balance
(luring
quarter ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
seventyand seventyeighteen hundred
(luring quarter
seveight,
eighteen hundred and sevfiscal year eighteen
for the fiscal
deficiency for
being aadeficiency
eight, being
enty-eight,
ninety-seven cents;
cents; and for balance
and ninety-seven
dollars and
sixty-one dollars
enty-eight, sixty-one
due messenger
quarter ending
ending
surveyor-general's office during the quarter
in surveyor-general's
messenger in
due
a deficiency
Juno thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
deficiency
and seventy-nine, being a
eighteen hundred and
June
for
the fiscal
year eighteen
twenty-two dolseventy-nine, twenty-two
and seventy-nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
fiscal year
for the
ninety-five cents.
lars and ninety-five
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For
due Central
Central Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company
Company for transportation
transportation
For amount
amount due
Central Pacific
Railroad
C
Land Office
General Laud
Co
0 m -- fiurished
Railroad
furnished special agents General
Office engaged
engaged in making inves-

puny,
pany, transportatransi)ortao f special
special
ttion
i o Tof
agents
of General
agents of
Land Office.

tigations of
public timber,
being for
for the
the service
service of
of the
the
timber, being
on public
of depredations
depredations on
tigations
fiscal year
year eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, one
one hundred
hundred and six
six
eighteen hundred
fiscal

dollars.

For amount
due Central
Central Pacific
Company for transportation
transportation
Railroad Company
Pacific Railroad
For
amount due
furnished special
special agents
agents General
General Land
while engaged
engaged making
making ininOffice while
Land Office
furnished
vestigations of
timber, being
being for
for the
the service
service of
of
public timber,
on public
depredations on
of depredations
vestigations
the
year eighteen
hundred and
seventy-nine, thirty-one
thirty-one dollars.
dollars.
and seventy-nine,
eighteen hundred
the fiscal
fiscal year
The preceding
items under
under surveying
surveying public
public lands
lands are fully set forth
Reference
preceding items
The
Reference to
House Ex. Doe.
Doc. in House Executive
Executive Document number
number twenty-four,
twenty-four, Forty-sixth ConNo. 24, 46th ConrNss. 46t
gress.
Registers a
an
n dd
Registcrs
receivers,
salaries
receivers, salaries
and
and commissions.

gress, second
gress,
second session.
session.

For salaries
salaries and
commissions of
of registers
of land-offices
land-offices and
and receivers
receivers
registers of
and commissions
For
of
deficiency for the fiscal
fiscal year eighteen
eighteen huna deficiency
moneys, being a
public moneys,
of public
thousand nine hundred
dred and eighty,
eighty, fifty-seven thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
receivers
For
commissions of registers of land-offices
land-offices and
and receivers
and commissions
For salaries
salaries and
of
public moneys,
year eighteen
eighteen hundeficiency for the fiscal year
moneys, being aa deficiency
of public
dred
seventy-eight, eight
two hundred
and nineteen
nineteen dolhundred and
thousand two
eight thousand
and seventy-eight,
dred and
lars and nine cents.
eighteen hunFor
depredations on
fiscal year eighteen
on public
public timber for the fiscal
Joseph O.
For depredations
G. HesHester.
dred and seventy-eight:
seventy-eight: To pay Joseph
Joseph G. Hester
Hester for advertising,
twenty-one dollars.
twenty-one
expenses of local land-offices
land-offices for the fiscal year
year eighteen
eighteen
For contingent
contingent expenses
Contingent oexx-- For
pens
en sees
p
s of local hundred
lhundred and seventy-eight:
seventy-eight: To pay the Daily Post Company, of Detroit,
land-offices.
for advertising,
advertising, seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
cents.
Michigan, for
t ComCo-, Michigan,
landyoffl
Daily Post

advertising.
pany, advertising.
Washsurveyor-general of Washoffice of the surveyor-general
furniture in the office
For replacing furniture
Washington Tertory, furniture.
furniture.
ington Territory, destroyed
destroyed by the falling of the building in which the

office
deficiency for the fiscal
fiscal year eighteen
eighteen hunoffice was located, being aa deficiency
dred
eighty, three
dollars.
three hundred
hundred dollars.
dred and
and eighty,
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

J. Volney SweetSweating,
S. R.
R. Rood,
Rood, J.
ing, S.
J.
C. Thompson, Eli
.ti
es.
homson,
Stilson, James
James H.
H.
M.
Foster, David M.
Green, Miles T.
T.
Green,
Alversou.
Alverson.
1875, ch. 166,
156,
ch.
t1875,
Stat.,
18, 506,
Commissioners.
R cp
courtR
p airs courthouse building,
house
building,
Dist. of Columbia.

For payment
Volney Sweeting,
R. Rood, and
and J.
J. C. Thompson,
Thompson,
S. R.
of J.
J. Volney
Sweeting, S.
For
payment of
eight hundred
hundred and ten
ten dollars each, Eli Stilson, James
James H. Foster, and
and
David
and ten
ten dollars each,
each, and Miles T.
hundred and
Green, seven
seven hundred
David M. Green,
Alverson,
four hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars;
dollars; in
in all,
and ten
ten
five thousand
thousand and
all, five
Alverson, four
purdollars, for services
services rendered
rendered by them
them as commissioners
commissioners appointed purCongress approved
approved March third, eighteen hundred
suant to an act of Congress
and seventy-five,
appraise damages to lands in the State of WisconWisconseventy-five, to appraise
sin,
caused by
by the
improvement of the
Wisconsin Rivers.
and Wisconsin
the Fox and
the improvement
sin, caused
Washington,
court-house building in the city of Washington,
For repairs
repairs to the court-house
District of Columbia, five
five hundred
hundred dollars, or so much thereof as may
be
necessary.
be necessary.

Indian Bureau.

INDIAN BUREAU.
BUREAU.
INDIAN

That the sum of three
thousand dollars is hereby approthree hundred
hundred thousand
priated, to be paid into the treasury of the Cherokee
Cherokee Nation,
Nation, out of the
Lands in Indian
funds
due said
said nation,
for its
its lands
Territory west of the
Indian Territory
in the Indian
lands in
nation, for
funds due
Territory.
River, as
per estimates
of the
and
Secretary of the Interior, and
the Secretary
estimates of
as per
Arkansas River,
Choro- Arkansas
Destitute Cherokees.
which sum shall be expended, as the acts of the Cherokee
Cherokee legislature
legislature
relieve the destitution
Cherokee people,
caused by the
direct, to relieve
destitution of the Cherokee
people, caused
failure of the crops during the past season
season by reason
reason of the drought;
drought;
failure
immediately available.
this amount
amount to
to be
be immediately
available.
Alfred
N. Marion.
AlfredN.
Marion.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
be, and
to
That
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
and hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized to
Alfred N. Marion,
Marion, in charge
charge of the Tulalip
Tulalip Indian
Indian
cause to be paid to Alfred
Agency, Washington
Washington Territory,
from the
the appropriation
rate
Agency,
Territory, from
appropriation and at the rate
provided for the salary
salary of agent at said agency,
agency, for services
services from
from July
first, eighteen
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, to the date when
eighteen hundred
when he shall
shall be
relieved of his duties by his successor in office.
office.
Cherokee
tion.
tion.

N
aNa-
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POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
POST-OFFICE

Post-Office
eDoPost-Office D

partment.
For the
the payment
payment of
of balances
transporting the
the mails on Star routes.
for transporting
accrued for
balances accrued
For

star
deficiency in
postal revenues
fiscal year
year
revenues for the fiscal
the postal
in the
a deficiency
being a
routes, being
star routes,
eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
thousand four hundred
hundred and
twenty thousand
seventy-nine, twenty
eighteen hundred
seventy-four cents.
sixty-seven
sixty-seven dollars and seventy-four
For the
payment of
of balances
accrued for transporting
transporting the mails on
balances accrued
the payment
For
railroads,
in the
the postal
postal revenues
fiscal year
year
revenues for the fiscal
deficiency in
a deficiency
being a
railroads, being
thousand seven
eighteen
hundred and
seventy-five thousand
seven hunand seventy-eight, seventy-five
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine cents.
dred
dred dollars and seventy-nine
For
ordinary postage-stamps
postage on matter addressed
addressed
postage-stamps to prepay postage
For ordinary
to
Union countries,
countries, under
eight of the
the Universal
Universal Postal
article eight
under article
Postal Union
to Postal
Union
Convention, concluded
at Paris,
France, June
first, eighteen
eighteen hunhunJune first,
Paris, France,
concluded at
Union Convention,
dred
seventy-eight, being a
deficiency for the fiscal years eighteen
a deficiency
and seventy-eight,
dred and
hundred and
hundred
eighteen hundred
and eighty,
eighty, one thouand eighteen
seventy-nine and
and seventy-nine
hundred and
sand
dollars.
sal:d dollars.
MONEY-ORDER OFFICE.-For
OFFICE.—For seven
seven additional
additional clerks, for service
service in
MONEY-ORDER
the
Office, namely,
one of class three,
two of class four, one
namely, two
Money-Order Office,
the Money-Order
one
of class
class two,
at nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars per annum, from
three at
and three
two, and
one of
April first,
eighteen hundred
eighty, until June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and eighty,
first, eighteen
April
hundred
and eighty,
thousand three hundred
hundred and twentytwentytwo thousand
inclusive, two
eighty, inclusive,
hundred and
five dollars.
dollars.
OFFICE
OF THE
POSTMASTER-GENERAL.—For the preparation
preparation and
THE POSTMASTEI-GENEEAL.-For
OFFICE OF
thousand dollars.
publication
dollars.
publication of post-route maps, five thousand
OFFICE
OF FIRST
POSTIIASTER-GENERAL.—For purASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL.-For
FIRST ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF
chase
of letter
letter balances
balances and
and scales,
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
two thousand
scales, two
chase of
OFFICE
SECOND ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER-GENEBAL.-For mailASSISTANT POSTRIASTER-GENERAL.—For
OF SECOND
OFFICE OF
route
messengers, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
route messengers,
For
car clerks,
twenty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
clerks, twenty
postal car
For postal

Railroads.

Postage to Postal U
Un
ion
counn counn io
al

tries.
tri"s.
Convention,

1878.

Stat.,

20, 734.
20,

Money
Order
y --Order
Mone
Office.
Office.
Additional
Additiona
clerks.

cler

Post-route maps.
Post-routemaps.
Balances and
and
Balances

scales.
scales.

Mail-route mesMail-route

sengers.
sengers.

Postal-car
Postal-car

clerks.
clerks.

e
Stamped on

nveStampedl
That
the sum
sum of
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, or so much thereof as may
of thirty-five
That the
and wrapwrappers lopes
be necessary,
necessary, of
of the
stamped envelopes and wrappers
for stamped
appropriation for
the appropriation
pers. and wrapbe
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, pe
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
the fiscal
for
required for use
may be
for the
the purchase
post-office envelopes
envelopes required
of post-office
purchase of
used for
be used
may
during the said fiscal year.
(luring
Postal Guide.
Guide.
Postal
For the
the publication
publication of
additional numbers
numbers of the
the Official Postal Guide,
of additional
For
deficiency for
for eighteen
eighteen hundred
and eighty,
one thousand eight hundred
eighty, one
hundred and
deficiency
dollars.
Miscellaneous
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, contingent
present fiscal Miscellaneous
contingent expenses, for the present
For
items.
items.
year for
Post-Office Department,
Department, four thousand dollars.
the Post-Office
for the
year
Keeping horses,
horses,
hundred dollars. Keeping
For keeping
keeping of
of horses
and repairs
of wagons, three hundred
repairs of
horses and
For
&c.

Assistant en
g
engiTo
engineer of
the Post-Office
Department, addi- Assistant
Post-Office Department,
of the
assistant engineer
the assistant
pay the
To pay
neer P.
P. 0.. DepartDepartneer
tional
to
his
compensation
for
the
fiscal
year
eighteen
hundred
and
hundred
eighteen
year
fiscal
the
for
tional to his compensation
ment, additional.
met, additional.
eighty
hundred dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
eighty,, one
That the
the sum
sum of
two hundred
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand two hundred
hundred and
of two
That
and
eleven dollars
dollars and
and ninety-two
ninety-two cents
unexpended balances of
cents of the unexpended
and eleven
the
appropriations for
for the
Post-Office Department
for the
year
fiscal year
the fiscal
Department for
the Post-Office
the appropriations
and made 1878, ch. 259, reeighteen
hundred
and
seventy-nine
is
hereby
reappropriated
reappropriated
hereby
is
seventy-nine
and
hundred
eighteen
1878, oh. 259, reavailable
for the
following purposes,
namely: For
transportation on appropriated.
For transportation
purposes, namely:
the following
available for
dollars ar.,Stat., 20,
star
ninety-nine thousand
thousand ninety-four
ninety-four dollars
and ninety-nine
2 0, 140.
hundred and
one hundred
routes, one
star routes,
and
five cents;
cents; for
for letter-carriers,
thousand seven hundred and six
one thousand
letter-carriers, one
and five
dollars
and sixty-one
cents; for
letter-carriers during
during the month of June,
for letter-carriers
sixty-one cents;
dollars and
eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-nine,
twenty-two
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
for
thousand
twenty-two
seventy-nine,
and
hundred
eighteen
twine,
three hundred
hundred and
dollars and
eighty-nine cents; for
and eighty-nine
seventy-five dollars
and seventy-five
twine, three
letter-balances, one
one dollar and twenty-five
twenty-five cents;
cents; for mail-route
mail-route mesletter-balances,
cents; for
and
dollars
sengers,
two
hundred
forty-one
dollars
and
thirty-two
for
forty-one
and
hundred
sengers, two
hundred and
official
and dead-letter
seven hundred
and
four thousand seven
envelopes, four
dead-letter envelopes,
official and
ninety-two
eighty cents;
deficiencies for said year.
cents; to meet deficiencies
and eighty
dollars and
ninety-two dollars

JUDICIAL.
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS.-For
COURTS.—For defraying
expenses of the Su.
defraying the expenses
UNITED
United States
prenae Court,
and of
the circuit
district courts of the United
and district
circuit and
of the
Court, and
preme

United States
States
United
courts.
courts.

250
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Items.
Items.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Books.

Marshals.
Marshals.

Proviso.
Proviso.

James Flynn, at-

torney for Benjatorney
Benja-

min N. Disbrow,
ad litem
literm
guardi'
guardian
heirs of Charles J.
Fox.
Fox.
M.
M. Sparks,
Sparks on
on
estate of F. J.
Neuber.
Neuber.

Utah
expenses
Utah,' expenses
terri torial courts.
territorial
Texas, attorney.
attorney.

Marshal.
Marshal.

Idaho, marshal.

Heirs of William
Heirsof
Selden.
Selden.
Proviso.
Proviso.

James F. Fagan.

A. G.
G. Sharp.
A.

Senate.
Lewis Winters.
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deficiencies, as follows:
for the deficiencies,
follows: For eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight,
twenty-six
dollars; for
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
twenty-six thousand
thousand dollars;
for eighteen
seventy-nine,
for fees
clerks, United
United States
attorneys, United
United States
States commissioners,
commissioners,
for
fees of
of clerks,
States attorneys,
accounts, requisirent of court-rooms,
court-rooms, support
support of convicts,
convicts, miscellaneous
miscellaneous accounts,
requisitions of
and balances
due ou
marshals' accounts,
accounts, three
three hunhuntions
of marshals,
marshals, and
balances due
ou marshals'
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars;
eighteen hundred
hundred and
dred and seventy-five
dollars; and
and for eighteen
and
jurors, support of
miscellaneous expenses
expenses
eighty, for fees of jurors,
of prisoners,
prisoners, miscellaneous
of United States courts, and
and for fees
fees of
of witnesses,
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty
witnesses, two
thousand dollars:
Provided, That
be
thousand
dollars: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
marshals for services
services
used in the payment
payment of general
general or special
special deputy
deputy marshals
rendered at any election.
election.
To enable the Attorney-General
Attorney-General of the -United States to pay for certain books purchased
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventy-eight,
for
purchased October,
hundred and
seventy-eight, for
use of the circuit
circuit and district
district courts held at Frankfort,
Kentucky, five
Frankfort, Kentucky,
hundred and five dollars and fifty
fifty cents.
For the payment
payment of the fees and expenses of United
United States marshals
marshals
and their general
general deputies,
deputies, earned
during the fiscal year ending
ending June
June
earned during
thirtieth, anno Domini
Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty,
eighty, six hundred
hundred thouthouProvided, That
appropriation shall be used
sand dollars: Provided,
That no part of this appropriation
used
payment of general or special
special deputy marshals
marshals for services
services renin the payment
dered at any election.
To pay
pay James
To
attorney for
Disbrow, being
being amount
amount
James Flynn, attorney
for Benjamin
Benjamin N.
N. Disbrow,
of judgments
judgments awarded
awarded said Disbrow
Disbrow for costs as guardian ad literm
litein in a
a
suit of
the United
United States
versus heirs
heirs of
two
Fox, four thousand two
of Charles
Charles Fox,
States versus
suit
of the
hundred and
and fifty-three
dollars and
three cents.
cents.
hundred
fifty-three dollars
and sixty
sixty three
To pay M. Sparks,
administrator on the estate
Sparks, administrator
estate of F. J.
J. Neuber, of
of
chambers for the United States disFort Smith, Arkansas,
Arkansas, for rent of chambers
trict
judge from
hundred and
and seventy-two,
seventy-two, to
to
trictjudge
from November
November first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-four,
and
April thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-four, four
four hundred and
fifty dollars.
defraying the expenses of the Territorial
For defraying
Territorial courts
courts in Utah for the
current year,
year, six thousand
thousand dollars.
To pay the salary of the United
United States
States attorney
attorney for the northern
northern district of Texas, for the fiscal year
year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty, two hundred
hundred dollars.
To pay the salary of the United States marshal for the northern
district of Texas for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and eighty,
eighty, two hundred
hundred dollars.
To pay the United States marshal of Idaho
Idaho for salary
salary due him from
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, beJune eighth to June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ing aadeficiency
deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight,
twelve dollars and sixty-three
sixty-three cents.
For payment
payment to
of William
William Selden,
Selden, late
late United
United States
to the
the heirs
heirs of
States marmarshal for the District of Columbia,
Columbia, the sum of one thousand one hundred
hundred
and twenty-three
twenty-three dollars
twenty eight cents: Provided,
dollars and twenty-eight
Provided, That the
same shall be found due
due on adjustment
of said
said William Selden's accounts
accounts
adjustment of
by the accounting-officers
accounting-officers of the Treasury,
Treasury, which is hereby authorized,
authorized,
include his full official
official term.
term.
so as to include
To pay James
James F. Fagan, late
late marshal
marshal of the western
western district of Arkansas, two thousand
hundred and sixteen dollars and twenty-seven
thousand nine hundred
twenty-seven
due him as such
such marshal
marshal at
trial had
in
cents, the amount found to be due
at aatrial
had in
the United
United States district court, western
western district of Arkansas,
Arkansas, at the
July term thereof, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, in a
asuit by the
United States on his
his official
official bond as such
such marshal.
Fayette County,
County, Kentucky,
To pay A. G. Sharp,
Sharp, late
late jailer of Fayette
Kentucky, for supsupport of United States prisoners
prisoners from November
November thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-five,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-six,
seventy-five, to May sixth, eighteen
seventy-six,
ninety-two
eighty-five cents.
ninety-two dollars and eighty-five
SENATE.
SENATE.
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate to pay
pay Lewis
Lewis Winters
Winters the per
per
diem of a
a folder
folding-room of the Senate for the
folder in the
the folding-room
the month of April,
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eighteen
hundred and seventy-nine, so as to include him in the proviseighteen hundred
1879,
1879, Res. 13,
ions
the joint
joint resolution,
approved June twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen hunresolution, approved
of the
ions of
3.
Se ss. 1,1, r53.
dred and
and seventy-nine,
"fixing the date on which the pay of committee Sess.
seventy-nine, "fixing
dred
of Representatives,
Representatives, who are
clerks, pages,
pages, and
laborers of the House of'
and laborers
clerks,
paid during
during the session only, shall begin for this session, and for other
paid
purposes", ninety dollars.
C. Gautier.
To
the Secretary
of the Senate to pay C. Gautier for services C.
Secretary of
enable the
To enable
rendered before
twenty-eighth to May
before taking the oath, from April twenty-eighth
rendered
twelfth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine, at the rate of one thousand
twelfth,
two
dollars per annum,'forty-nine
annum, forty-nine dollars and forty-five
forty-five cents.
hundred dollars
two hundred
libraAssistant libra. Assistant
Secretary of the Senate to pay the salary of the assist- r ian.
To enable the Secretary
ant
of the
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen r an.
June tenth to June
from June
Senate from
the Senate
librarian of
ant librarian
hundred
and eighty,
inclusive, at one thousand four hundred and forty
eighty, inclusive,
hundred and
dollars
per annum,
annum, eighty-three
eighty-three dollars and eight cents.
dollars per
To enable
Secretary of the Senate to pay John P. Ringgold for John P. Ringthe Secretary
enable the
To
gold.
hundred and gold.
services as
in folding-room
eighteen hundred
folding-room from July first, eighteen
clerk in
as clerk
services
seventy-nine, to
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and eighty, four hunthirtieth, eighteen
to June
seventy-nine,
dred and
eighty dollars
difference between the
the difference
being the
amount being
this amount
dollars,2this
and eighty
dred
pay of
laborer received
received by him.
clerk and that of laborer
of clerk
pay
C.QuanThomasC.QuanTo
Secretary of
Quantrell, Thomas
of the Senate to pay Thomas C. Quantrell,
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
troll.
troll.
twentyJune
approved
under
the
provisions
of
joint
resolution,
approved
twenty
resolution,
joint
the
of
under the provisions
lies. 13,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine, providing one month's extra 1879, Res.
and seventy-nine,
hundred and
fourth,
Sess. 1,
53.
1,53.
twenty Sess.
discharged employees of the Senate, one hundred and twenty
to discharged
pay to
to
messenger
as
services
dollars, and
fourteen days'
dollars for fourteen
fifty-six dollars
and fifty-six
dollars,
the
the Senate from March sixth, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, to
March
March nineteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine.
Messenger in the
To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate to pay to the messenger in his Messongerinthe
To enable
of Secretary.
Secretary.
office of
that of aamessenger
and that
office the
difference between
between his
his present
pay and
messenger of office
present pay
the difference
office
hundred
the
Senate
of
the
United
States
from
July
hundred
and
eighteen
first,
the Senate of the United States from July
one hunseventy-nine,
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty, ,one
to June
seventy-nine, to
dred and forty-four
dollars.
forty-four dollars.
dred
N ee11i -Thomas N
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Neligan the sum Thomas
of the
the Senate to pay Thomas Neligan
To
gan.
of
three hundred
services rendered gan.
thirty-six dollars, due him for services
hundred and thirty-six
of three
the
Senate in
hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine and eighteen
eighteen hundred
in eighteen
eighteen hundred
the Senate
and eighty, to June thirtieth.
S. B.
Pen n eB. PennePennebaker for S.
To enable
enable the
of the
the Senate to pay S. B. Pennebaker
Secretary of
the Secretary
To
baker.
services as
Senate from December second, eighteen hundred baker.
in the Senate
page in
as page
services
and seventy-eight,
to April
April fourth,
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine,
hundred and seventy-nine,
fourth, eighteen
seventy-eight, to
and
inclusive, one
hundred and
and thirty-three
thirty-three dollars
dollars and thirty cents, it being
one hundred
inclusive,
the difference
regular
received by him and that received by the regular
of pay received
difference of
the
pages of the Senate.
pages
FitzN. FitzJames N.
To
enable the
Secretary of the Senate to pay James
James N. Fitzpatrick
the Secretary
To enable
patrick.
and Frank
provisions of the joint resolution ap- patrick.
the provisions
under the
Harris, under
C. Harris,
Frank C.
and
13,
Res. 13,
1879, Roe.
seventy-nine, provid- 1879,
proved June
June twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
proved
Sess.
e8 1, 53.
ing one
month's extra
to discharged
discharged employees
employees of the S s. 1,53.
compensation to
extra compensation
one month's
ing
Senate,
and seventy-five
hundred and
andIone hundred
dollars am
seventy-five dollars
hundred and
one hundred
Senate, one
twenty dollars
respectively.
dollars respectively.
twenty
Maurice F.
PilF. PilMaurice
To enable
of the
the Senate
Maurice F.
F. Pilgrim for grim.
to pay Maurice
Senate to
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable the
To
grim.
services
as
messenger
of
the
Senate
from
December
to
Desixteenth
December
from
Senate
the
of
services as messenger
cember twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine, inclusive, being
hundred and
cember
for the
the time
time between
appointment and the date of his taking the
between his appointment
for
'oath, twenty
twenty dollars.
'oath,
J. J.
Noah.
J. Noah.
To pay
J. J.
J. Noah
Noah for
for thirty-one
thirty-one days'
clerical services rendered
rendered the J.
days' clerical
pay J.
To
Senate
Committee
on
Military
Affairs,
first
Forty-sixth
Congress,
Forty-sixth
session
first
Affairs,
Military
on
Senate Committee
being
from March
to April
eighteen hundred and
eighteenth, eighteen
April eighteenth,
eighteenth to
March eighteenth
being from
seventy-nine,
six dollars per day, one hundred and eightyat six
inclusive, at
seventy-nine, inclusive,
six dollars.
Chester
R.
C
h e s t e r R.
To pay
Chester R.
Faulkner for
as messenger
messenger from the first Faulkner.
services as
for services
R. Faulkner
pay Chester
To
Faulkner.
day
of
April,
eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-nine,
second
day
of
the
to
seventy-nine,
and
hundred
eighteen
April,
day of
July,
of same
same year, three hundred and sixty dollars.
July, of
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HOUSE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.

For furniture
furniture and repairs of same, one
hundred dollars.
one thousand
thousand five hundred
For
materials for folding, three
dollars.
For materials
three thousand
thousand dollars.
James M. Hall.
Hall.
To pay James M. Hall, laborer
House water-closet, from
laborer in House
from November
November,
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy
seventy seven,
until April
April fourth,
fourth, eighteightsecond,
seven, until
hundred and
seventy-eight, at
at sixty
sixty dollars
dollars p
p rrmonth,
three hunhuneen hundred
and seventy-eight,
month, three
dred dollars.
John D. O'Conreporting and transcribing
testimony
To pay John
John D. O'Connor
O'Connor for reporting
transcribing testimony
nor.
nor.
taken before the Committee on Foreign Affairs
Affairs in the matter
matter of the
charges
J. H.
Acklen, referred
referred to
to said
said committee
for investigainvestigacharges against
against J.
H. Acklen,
committee for
tion
eighty dollars.
tion by the House,
House, eighty
dollars.
To pay
pay James
James Reily,
administrator upon
upon the
the estate
estate of
J. M.
James Roily,
James
Reily,
To
Reily, administrator
of J.
M. Tomeny,
Tomeny,
administrator
administrator of
of amount due said Tomeny
Tomeny as witness
witness before
before the Committee on Expendiestate of J. M.
Department, in April and
and May,
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
e st ate of J. M- tures in the Treasury Department,
Tomeny.
and seventy-eight, ninety dollars.
Stationery.
For stationery for members
Senate and
members of the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
session of the Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Congress,
Congress, forty-seven
tives for
for the
the first
first session
forty-seven thouthousand two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
J. B. Holloway.
Holloway.
To pay J.
J. B. Holloway, clerk to Committee
Committee on Reform in the Civil
s.x dollars per
Service, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Congress, for sixty-eight
sixty-eight days,
days, at sx
per
day, four hundred
hundred and eight dollars. ''
To enable the Clerk of the House
House of Representatives
Representatives to pay the claims
claims
hereinafter
named:
hereinafter named:
John N.
N. Reed.
To pay John N. Reed, one
one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and
and fifteen dollars
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven cents.
A.
A. D.
D. Anderson.
Anderson.
To pay A. D. Anderson,
Anderson, five hundred
hundred and
and thirty-four
dollars.
thirty-four dollars.
John
Dugan.
John A. Dugan.
To pay
John A
To
pay John
A Dugan,
Dugan, seven
seven hundred
and fifty-six
dollars.
hundred and
fifty-six dollars.
E. T. Keightloy.
Keightley.
To pay E. T. Keightle5
Keightle3 one hundred
hundred and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars
dollars and sixtysix cents.
George
T.
G e o r g e T.
To
T. Rogers,
Rogers, one
one hundred
eighty dollars.
dollars.
To pay_
pay George
George T.
hundred and
and eighty
Furniture.

Rogers.

Benjamin P.
Benjamin
P.
Gaines.
Charles Ford.
Charles
G. V. Hebb.

To
pay Benjamin
P. Gaines,
To pay
Benjamin P.
Gaines, ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.
To pay
pay Charles
Ford, eighty-seven
dollars.
To
Charles Ford,
eighty-seven dollars.

Hebb, fifty-five dollars; the aforesaid
for
To pay G. V. Hebb,
aforesaid sums being foi
services rendered
rendered during the Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Congress.
Isaac R. Hill.
telegraph operator
of the
the
To enable the
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the House to pay
pay the telegraph
operator of
hundred dollars;
dollars; and
and to
to pay
House for the current
current fiscal
fiscal year, one
one hundred
pay Isaac
Isaac
R. Hill, for services
services as a
a messenger
R.
messenger to the House of Representatives
Representatives
during the first
first session
session of
one hundred
hundred and
and
of the Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Congress,
Congress, one
fifty dollars.
dollars.
Telephone, GovTelephone,
For rental of'
of telephone
telephone and telephonic
telephonic connections
connections in Government
Government
ernment
Printing Printing Office
ernment Printing
Office for fiscal year
year ending
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
Office.
Office.
thirty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
and seventy-nine, thirty-seven
COURT OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS
Judgments in
in
For payment
payment of judgments
judgments of the United States
Judgments
States Court
Court of Claims, one
one
Court of Claims,
Claims. hundred
hundred and eighty-five
eighty-five thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and three
dollars and
and
three dollars
Proviso.
fifty-four
thereof as may be necessary:
Proviso,
fifty-four cents, or so much thereof
necessary: Provided,
Provided, That
That
no judgment shall be paid until the right of appeal
appeal has expired.
a judgment
For the payment
payment of a
judgment of the United States circuit
circuit court for
for
the district of Connecticut in favor
favor of William H. and George
George W.
Against
Against Col. Miller and against
against Colonel James G. Benton, United
United States Army, comcornJames G.
G. Benton.
Benton. manding the Springfield
James
Springfield arsenal,
arsenal, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-two dollars
dollars and
and fifty-two
fifty-two cents, for the use of the said Millers'
Millers'
Proviso.
Prov ded, That the said Millers, upon the
Proviso.
patent cartridge
cartridge extractor: Prov
payment of said judgment,
judgment, deliver in exchange
exchange a
a license
license to use said
said
patent hereafter, as has been agreed
agreed upon between
between the parties.
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1880.
1880.

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA.
OF COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT

deficiencies on account of the government of the
For the following
following deficiencies
Columbia: For the health office, two thousand
thousand and eightyDistrict of Columbia:
thirty-four cents; for the removal
removal of garbage, two
four dollars and thirty-four
two
hundred
hundred and nineteen
nineteen dollars and thirty cents; for salary of sealer
sealer of
weights and measures, six dollars and sixty-seven cents;
interest
cents: for interest
and sinking fund, outstanding
outstanding coupons upon the city of Washington
ten-year six per centum
centum loan under act of Congress
Congress approved
approved July
ten-year
twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, ninety dollars; for
twenty-seventh,
coroner's
coroner's juries, seven
seven hundred and forty-eight dollars; to complete the
erection
erection of the school building near Staunton square, seven thousand
judgments against the District
District
five hundred
hundred dollars; for the payment of judgments
Columbia, forty thousand
thousand dollars; for fire-alarm telegraph
telegraph operators,
of Columbia,
two,
hundred dollars each, four hundred
hundred dollars; for judicial exat two
two hundred
two, at
penses, extraordinary
extraordinary expenses on account of Strong versus the District of Columbia,
Columbia, three thousand
thousand five hundred dollars, one-half
one-half to be
be
paid from the revenues
revenues of the District.

District
Coof CoDistrict of
lumbia.
lumbia.

Interest.
oh. 253,
1868, oh.
Stat., 15,
15, 226.
Stat.,
226.

Judgments.

SOUTHERN CLAIMS
CLAIMS COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
SOUTHERN
That
thereof as may be Southern Claims
hundred dollars, or so much thereof
of eight hundred
That the sum of
appropriation Commission.
necessary, is hereby authorized
authorized to be transferred
transferred from the appropriation
Commission.
necessary,
for contingent
contingent expenses of the Southern
Southern Claims Commission, made
1879, ch.
329,
ch. 329,
under
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, to 1879,
act of June twenty-first,
under act
Stat.,
205.
20, 205.
Stat., 20,
be available
salaries and traveling
traveling expenses of the agents
available for paying the salaries
of said commission. And the sum of twelve hundred dollars, or so
appropriated for the paymuch thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, is hereby
hereby appropriated
ment of a
aclerk, who may be appointed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, at the rate of one hundred dollars per month, to complete the
records
commission and
and care for the same under the supersaid commission
of the
the said
records of
vision of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
S
EC. 2.
the payment
payment of
of claims
certified to
Claims certified
certified
due by the several Claims
to be
be due
claims certified
For the
SEc.
2. For
to be.due by ac
due
ac
unbeino
appropriations to
Department under appropriations
accounting-officers of the Treasury
accounting-officers
Treasury Department
counting-officers.

or carried
the
balances of
carried to the surplus
exhausted or
been exhausted
which have
have been
of which
the balances
fund
under the
the provisions of
of the act of June twentieth,
of section five of
fund under
eighteen hundred
hundred and
appropriations heretofore
heretofore
seventy-four, and under appropriations
and seventy-four,
eighteen
treated
as permanent,
for the
the service of the fiscal year eighteen
being for
permanent, being
treated as
hundred and
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and prior years, and which have been certihundred
fied to Congress under section four of the act of June fourteenth, eighteen
and seventy-eight,
forth in
in House
House Executive
Executive
set forth
as fully
fully set
een hundred
hundred and
seventy-eight, as
Document
Forty-sixth Congress,
Congress, second session,
twenty-nine, Forty-sixth
number twenty-nine,
Document number
and for other items, as follows:
follows:

1874, ch. 328,
1874,
Stat.,
18, 110 .
Stat., 18,110.

1878, ch. 191,
Stat., 20, 130.

State
DepartSt
a t Department.
ment.
exFor contingent
expenses of
States consuls
consuls for
hun- Contingent
Contingent exfor eighteen
eighteen hunof United
United States
For
contingent expenses
consuls.
dred
and seventy-six
and eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-seven,
penses, consuls.
seventy-seven, one penses,
seventy-six and
dred and
thousand
six hundred
dollars and eighty-six cents.
cents.
and nineteen
nineteen dollars
hundred and
thousand six
Lewis.
R.Lewis.
To compensate
compensate B. R.
Lewis, appointed
appointed consular agent in China in B. R.
R. Lewis,
To
eighteen
hundred and
seventy-two, and
expenses
him for
for expenses
and to reimburse him
and seventy-two,
eighteen hundred
incurred
proceeding to
to and
awaiting the
opening of the
the opening
and awaiting
while proceeding
by him
him while
incurred by
port
the instructions
of the
the Department
Department of State, five hundred
instructions of
under the
port under
fifty dollars.
and fifty
For
American seamen for eighteen hundred American
American seasea protection of American
and protection
For relief
relief and
men.
men.
and seventy-seven
one hundred and fifty dollars.
seventy-seven and prior years, one
and
STATE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
STATE

TERRITORIAL
GOVERNMENTS.
TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENTS.

Territorial GovGovTerritorial
ernments.
ernments.

TerriFor
Territory for eighteen
Montana Terrieighteen hundred Montana
Montana Territory
of Montana
expenses of
legislative expenses
For legislative
tory.
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and
and prior years, three thousand six hundred and tory.
and
seventy-six dollars
and ninety-four
cents.
ninety-four cents.
dollars and
seventy-six
For
expenses of Idaho Territory for eighteen hundred and Idaho Territory
contingent expenses
For contingent
sixty-six,
sixty-dollars.
sixty-six, sixty-dollars.
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INTERNAL REVENUE.
REVEN17E.
INTERNAL

For the
the redemption
redemption of
of stamps
seventy-seven
and seventy-seven
hundred and
Miscellaneous
for eighteen
eighteen hundred
stamps for
Mis ce l laneous For
items.
and prior
prior years,
years, three
four hundred
hundred and
three dollars and
and three
thousand four
three thousand
and
items,
thirty-one
cents.
thirty-one cents.
For allowances
and drawbacks
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-six
seventy-six
for eighteen
drawbacks for
allowances and
For
and
hundred and
and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, three
three hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtyand eighteen
eighteen hundred
seven
cents.
and eighty-six
eighty-six cents.
dollars and
seven dollars
For refunding
refunding moneys
covered into
into the
the
and covered
received and
erroneously received
moneys erroneously
For
Treasury, eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five and
and eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
Treasury,
seventy-seven, one
hundred and
dollars and
and sixty-three
sixty-three cents.
cents.
thirty-nine dollars
and thirty-nine
one hundred
seventy-seven,
For
refunding taxes
taxes illegally
illegally collected
and sevsevhundred and
eighteen hundred
for eighteen
collected for
For refunding
enty-seven and
and prior
prior years,
years, three
and twenty-nine
twenty-nine dollars
dollars and
and
thousand and
three thousand
enty-seven
twenty-seven cents.
cents.
twenty-seven
For
of assessing
for eighteen
eighteen
revenue for
internal revenue
collecting internal
and collecting
assessing and
For expenses
expenses of
hundred and
and seventy-five
and prior
two thousand
thousand one
hundred
one hundred
years, two
prior years,
seventy-five and
hundred
and eighty-six
eighty-six dollars
dollars and seventy
seventy three
three cents.
cents.
and
For
revenue for the
supervisors of internal revenue
and expenses
expenses of supervisors
salaries and
For salaries
year
seventy-six, seven
hundred and
and sixty-three
sixty-three
seven hundred
and seventy-six,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
dollars and
and ninety-four
ninety-four cents.
dollars
For
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of collectors
internal revenue
revenue for the
collectors of internal
For salaries
year
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thousand and nineteen
nineteen
one thousand
seventy-seven, one
and seventy-seven,
year eighteen
eighty-eight cents.
dollars and eighty-eight
For
the violation
violation of the
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws for eightof the
punishment of
For punishment
een
and prior
prior years, nine
nine thousand four
four
seventy-seven and
and seventy-seven
hundred and
een hundred
dollars and
and fifty-eight
fifty-eight cents.
eighty-one dollars
and eighty-one
hundred and
T ransportation
For transportation
transportation of United States securities
securities for the year eighteen
Transportation
of
U. S.
S. securities.
of U.
securities. hundred and seventy-six,
seventy-six, six dollars.
Salaries
the year eighteen hundred
hundred
For salaries, office of the Third Auditor, for the
Salaries in the
office
office of
of Third AuAu- and seventy-four,
hundred and ten dollars.
seventy-four, two hundred
ditor.
eighteen hunFor the expenses of the national
ditor.
national currency
currency for the year eighteen
dred
five dollars and ninety cents.
seventy-six, one hundred and five
dred and seventy-six,
buildings for the year
safes, and locks for public
public buildings
year eighteen
eighteen
For vaults,
vaults, safes,
hundred and
and seventy-four,
seventy-four, thirty-five
thirty-five dollars and
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
hundred
service for the year eighteen
For steamboat-inspection
eighteen hundred
hundred and
steamboat-inspection service
seventy-one, seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and. nineteen
nineteen dollars and
and fifty-nine
fifty-nine cents.
cents.
seventy-one,
For
expenses, mint
mint at
at Carson
the year
City, Nevada, for the
Carson City,
contingent expenses,
For contingent
Mint at Carson
fifteen dollars and forty-two
forty-two cents.
eighteen
seven, fifteen
City, Nov.
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy seven,
For
for the
the year
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sevyear eighteen
food-fishes for
of food-fishes
For propagation
propagation of
Food-fishes.
forty-five dollars.
enty seven, forty-five
Freight,
tel e- For
For freight, telegrams, and so forth, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, for the
Freight, telegrams,
grams, &c.
&c.
year eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-four, one hundred and one dollars
and
and forty cents.
cents.
thousand five hundred
hundred and
For excess of duty paid on deposits, one thousand
eighteen dollars and ninety-two
ninety-two cents.
Interior DepartInterior
ment.

INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT.
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.

Public-Lands
Public
- Lands
service.

PUBLIC-LANDS
PUBLIC-LANDS SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

items.
items.

Surveying.

Salaries.

For repayments
repayments for lands erroneously
erroneously sold during eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and prior years, four
four thousand
thousand seven hundred and
and
forty-nine dollars and eight cents.
forty-nine
For surveying
surveying the public
public lands in Idaho, New Mexico,
Mexico, Nevada, FlorArizona, California,
year eighteen
Louisiana, for the year
California, and Louisiana,
ida, Oregon, Arizona,
hundred and seventy-seven
and. prior years,
years, six thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred
seventy-seven and
hundred
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight dollars and two cents.
land-claims in New Mexico,
For surveying
surveying private land-claims
Mexico, for the year eighthundred and
and seventy-six,
seventy-six, four hundred and seventy-two
seventy-two dollars and
and
een hundred
eighty-three cents.
eighty-three
office surveyor-general
For salaries, office
surveyor-general of Nevada.,
Nevada, for the year eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, four hundred
and eighty
eighty dollars.
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exFor
contingent expenses,
surveyor-general of Nevada, sixty- Contingent exoffice surveyor-general
expenses, office
For contingent
penses.
penses.
eight dollars and
seventy-five cents.
and seventy-five
eight
kor contingent
contingent expenses,
General Land Office, for the year eighteen
expenses, General
-or
hundred and
seventy-seven dollars
dollars and fifty cents.
seventy-five, seventy-seven
and seventy-five,
hundred
contingent expenses
expenses local land-offices,
land-offices, for the year eighteen
eighteen hunFor contingent
dred
seventy-seven, one hundred and six dollars.
and seventy-seven,
dred and
receivers for the year Salaries and
commissions of registers and receivers
salaries and commissions
For salaries
commissions.
eighteen
hundred and
seventy-seven and for prior years, two thousand commissions.
and seventy-seven
eighteen hundred
seven
eighty-six dollars and forty-six cents.
hundred and eighty-six
seven hundred
DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE.
OF JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT OF

Department of
Department
Justice.

JUDICIAL.

For
of United States courts for the year eighteen hundred
expenses of
For expenses
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and prior years, six thousand one hundred and sevand
enty-two dollars and eighty-seven
eighty-seven cents.
enty-two
For expenses
expenses of
Territorial courts in Utah for the year eighteen hunof Territorial
For
forty-nine doldred and
and seventy-seven,
thousand three
three hundred and forty-nine
one thousand
seventy-seven, one
dred
lars
ninety-five cents.
lars and ninety-five
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY

U. S.
S.courts.
U.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Treasury

partment.
partment.

De-

Collecting
h ee
Collecting tth
certified to by customs
For
expenses of
revenue from customs as certified
the revenue
collecting the
of collecting
For expenses
revenu es.
rovenles.
customs
fourteenth,
June
of
act
the
Commissioner of
fourteenth,
of Customs under section four,
the Commissioner
1878, ch.
191,
oh. 191,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy- 1878,
seventy-eight, for eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight,
Stat., 20, 130.
seven
years, forty-seven
forty-seven thousand
thousand three hundred and sixty- Stat., 20, 130.
prior years,
and prior
seven and
nine
seventy-nine cents.
and seventy-nine
nine dollars and
For
repayment to
to importers,
importers, excess
excess of
of deposits
eighteen
for the year eighteen
deposits for
For repayment
hundred and
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and
for prior years, nineteen thousand five
and for
hundred
hundred and
and twenty-one
twenty-one dollars and sixty-one cents.
hundred
M arine-hospital
arine-hospital
seven- M
For marine-hospital
marine-hospital service
eighteen hundred
hundred and sevenservice for the year eighteen
For
service.
service.
twenty-seven
and
ty-seven
and
for
prior
years,
five
hundred
dollars
twenty-seven
ty-seven and for prior years, five hundred
cents.
venue-cutter
R eevenue-cutter
For
expenses of
of revenue-cutter
eighteen hundred
and seventy- R
hundred and
service, eighteen
revenue-cutter service,
For expenses
service.
seventy-nine dollars and service.
six and
hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, seventy-nine
eighteen hundred
and eighteen
six
seventy-eight cents.
seventy-eight
For repairs
and preservation
preservation of
hundred
eighteen hundred
public buildings, eighteen
of public
repairs and
For
ninety-nine
and
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven, ninety-nine
and eighteen
seventy-five and
and seventy-five
dollars and sixty-four cents.
dollars
For
of custom-house
and post-office
post-office, Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
custom-house and
construction of
For construction
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven, ten dollars and twenty-five cents.
and seventy-seven,
eighteen
For
service, contingent
expenses, eighteen hundred and
contingent expenses,
life-saving service,
For life-saving
seventy-four, five dollars.
seventy-four,
For heating
for public
eighteen hundred and
public buildings, eighteen
apparatus for
heating apparatus
For
seventy-five,
sixty-one dollars and sixty cents.
seventy-five, sixty-one
EsLight-HouseEsFor
Light-House Establishment,
Establishment, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-six,
seventy-six, Light-House
For Light-House
tablishment.
tablishment.
cents.
twenty-seven
dollars
and
fifty-four
cents.
twenty-seven dollars and fifty-four
For repairs
light-houses, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, eightof light-houses,
repairs of
For
een hundred
and seventy-five,
and eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-six,
seventy-five, and
hundred and
een
four dollars
twenty-two cents.
dollars and twenty-two
four
For
supplies of
light-houses, for eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-six,
seventy-six,
of light-houses,
For supplies
fifteen cents.
four dollars and fifteen
For
amount due
on erection
erection of custom-house,
custom-house, Norfolk, Virginia, five
due on
For amount
dollars
seventy-two cents.
dollars and seventy-two
For furniture
furniture and
same for
public buildings,
buildings, eighteen
eighteen hunfor public
of same
repairs of
and repairs
For
dred
and seventy-six,
hundred and
eighty-five dollars
dollars and seventyand eighty-five
one hundred
seventy-six, one
dred and
five cents.
seventy-four
For proceeds
proceeds of
seizure, eighteen
sixty-five, seventy-four
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
of seizure,
For
dollars
sixty-two cents.
dollars and sixty-two
and
Debentures and
For debentures
and drawbacks,
drawbacks, eighteen
seventy-six, Debentures
eighteen hundred and seventy-six,
debentures and
For
drawbacks.
seventy-four cents.
forty-nine
forty-nine dollars and seventy-four
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WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
WAR

DepartDepart-

For payment
payment of
of bounty
heirs, as
as certified
For
bounty to
to volunteers
volunteers and
and their
their legal
legal heirs,
certified
by the Second Auditor and the Second
Second Comptroller,
Comptroller, under
under section
four,
section four,
act of June fourteenth, eighteen
seventy-eight, for
for the
the
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-eight,
year
for prior
years, ninety-three
ninety-three
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred anti
ano seventy-one
seventy-one and
and for
prior years,
thousand one hundred
ninety-one dollars
dollars and
cents.
thousand
hundred and ninety-one
and seventeen
seventeen cents.
For pay of two and three
three year
Second
year volunteers,
volunteers, as
as certified
certified by
by Second
Auditor
Auditor and Second Comptroller, under
same section
section and
and act,
under same
act, for
for the
the
year eighteen hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one and
and for
for prior
prior years,
years, forty-eight
forty-eight
thousand five hundred and sixty-three
sixty-three dollars and
and fifty-one
fifty-one cents.
cents.
For
pay of
of the
the Army
eighteen hundred
seventy-seven and
and
Pay of Army.
For pay
Army for
for eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-seven
prior years, nine thousand six hundred and forty-two dollars
dollars and
eightyand eightyfive cents.
For
expenses of
for eighteen
Items.
For expenses
of recruiting
recruiting for
Items.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven
and prior years, one hundred and eighteen dollars and
and seventy-four
seventy-four
cents.
For collecting, drilling, and organizing
volunteers for
hun
organizing volunteers
for eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one and prior years, seventy-nine
twenty
seventy-nine dollars and twentynine cents.
For the draft and substitute fund for eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy
seventyone and prior years, eight hundred and sixteen dollars
dollars and
eighty-six
and eighty-six
cents.
For ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores for eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy
seventy
seven and prior years,
dollars.
years, sixty-six
sixty-six dollars.
Wages under For allowance
allowance for reduction
reduction of wages
wages under
eighteen
under eight-hour
eight-hour law,
law, eighteen
eight-hour
eight-hour law.
hundred and
ald seventy-seven
prior years, one hundred and nineteen
hundred
seventy-seven and prior
nineteen
dollars and forty-one
forty-one cents.
For providing
providing for the comfort of
and discharged
discharged soldieLi
for
of sick and
soldiers fir
eighteen hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one and prior years,
years, five
five dollars
dollars and
and
ninety-five
ninety-five cents.
cents.
For the medical and hospital
hospital department
department for eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-seven and prior years, one thousand and
seventy-seven
dollarl
and twenty-nine
twenty-nine dollars
and forty-six cents.
cents.
P
ayment of
Payment
bounty to volunra
teers.
tee s.
1878, ch. 191,
Stat'
Stat., -20,
20, 130.
130.

Interior DepartINTERIOR
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ment.
I
ndian service
service
In
For pay of Indian agents for eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven
and seventy-seven
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous and for prior years, four thousand two hundred
eighty-three dollars
and eighty-three
dollars
items.
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine cents.
cents.
For incidental expenses of the Indian service in Arizona,
Arizona, Colorado,
Colorado,
California, Dakota, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, and
and Utah
Utah
for the year eighteen hundred and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and
years,
and for
for prior
prior years,
nine hundred
hundred and eighty-eight
eighty-eight dollars and eighteen
eighteen cents.
cents.
For contingencies
contingencies of the Indian
Indian Department for eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and prior years, one hundred and fifty-six dollars
and
and two cents.
fulfilling treaty
For fulfilling
treaty with Nisqually, Puyallup, and other tribes
and
tribes and
bands for eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and prior
years, ninetyprior years,
ninetyseven dollars and thirteen cents.
For relief
relief of persons for damages
For
damages sustained by certain bands of
Sioux
of Sioux
Indians
for eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-three and prior years, one
Indians for
hundred and seventy-three
hundred
hundred and twenty-eight
twenty-eight dollars.
War DepartDepartment.
Army miscellamiscellaneous
neous items.
items.

WAR DEPARTMENT.
WAR
DEPARTMENT.

For transportation of the Army during the year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and
and for prior years, sixty thousand
and
thousand eight hundred
hundred
sixty-seven dollars and twenty-three
twenty-three cents.
and sixty-seven
For
Quartermaster's Department
For regular supplies
supplies furnished
furnished the Quartermaster's
Department durduring the year eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and
prior years,
and for prior
years,
eight thousand
thousand and sixty-five dollars
dollars and eleven cents.
cents.
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For incidental
Quartermaster's Department for the
incidental expenses
expenses of the Quartermaster's
hundred and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and prior years, seven thouthouyear eighteen
eighteen hundred
sand and twenty
twenty dollars
dollars and seventeen cents.
For
quarters during
year eighteen hundred
For barracks
barracks and quarters
during the
the year
hundred and
seventy-seven
eleven thousand two hundred
seventy-seven and for prior years,
years, eleven
hundred and
and six
dollars and sixty-eight cents.
For
during the year eighteen hunand artillery
artillery during
For horses
horses for the
the cavalry
cavalry and
dred
seventy-seven and for prior years, five thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred
dred and
and seventy-seven
and
fifty-eight dollars.
and fifty-eight
For subsistence
subsistence of the Army during the year eighteen
and
eighteen hundred and
seventy-seven, and for prior years, three thousand three hundred and
sixty-eight dollars and ninety-five cents.
Oregon
and
d
o rego n an
For pay, transportation,
transportation, services,
services and supplies of Oregon and WashVolington Volunteers
eighteen hun- Washington
Washington Volin eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five and eighteen
Volunteers in
ington
unteers.
dred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, eight thousand two hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars unteors.
and fifty-six cents.
For refunding
refunding to
raising volunteers
volunteers in
in the
the
incurred in
in raising
States expenses
expenses incurred
to States
For

Refunding
Refundiug

For
other property
property lost
lost in
in the
military service
service during
the
during the
the military
horses and
and other
For horses

Horses
lot, Sz.c.
&o.
Iorses lost,

exe x-

penses to Now
sixty-one thousand
hundred and
and fifty-eight
State of New York, sixty-one
thousand eight
eight hundred
fifty-eight penses
to Now
York, Michigan,
dollars
and
ninety-five
cents;
State
of
Michigan,
three
hundred
and
dollars and ninety-five cents; State of Michigan, three hundred and Pennsylvania.
ennsylvaniia.
forty-seven
thirty-nine
sixty cents;
cents; State of Pennsylvania, thirty-nine
dollars and
and sixty
forty-seven dollars
thousand and five dollars and seventy-eight
hundred
seventy-eight cents; in all, one hundred
thousand
and one thousand
thousand two hundred and twelve dollars and thirty-three
thirty-three
cents.
Kentueky.
Kentucky.
To
reimburse the State of Kentucky for expenses incurred on account
To reimburse
of her militia forces, fifteen thousand dollars.

eighteen hundred and
seventy-seven, and for prior years, fortyand seventy-seven,
year eighteen
three thousand
thousand eight
hundred and seventy eight dollars and sixty cents:
cents:
eight hundred
three
Provided, That no portion
the value of
of Proviso.
Proviso.
this amount shall be paid
paid for
for the
portion of
of this
Provided,
the steamer
steamer Peerless
Peerless lost
lost at
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sea November
November fourth,
the
at sea
sixty-one.
Commutation of
For
commutation of
prisoners of war,
Commutation of
to soldiers
soldiers while
while held as prisoners
of rations
rations to
For commutation
rations.
hundred and twenty one dollars and thirty-eight
thirty-eight rations
eight thousand two hundred
cents, being
eighteen hundred
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and prior
prior years,
years,
hundred and
for eighteen
cents,
being for
including pay of volunteers for eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one and
and
prior
years, twenty-two
twenty-five cents.
cents.
and twenty-five
prior years,
twenty-two dollars and
For
and Abandoned
for eighteight- Items.
Items.
Abandoned Lands
Lands for
Freedmen, and
Bureau of
of Refugees,
Refugees, Freedmen,
For Bureau
seventy-seven, and prior years, one dollar.
een hundred and seventy-seven,
For
transportation of
officers' baggage
baggage for same
hundred
same period,
period, one hundred
of officers'
For transportation
sixty-seven dollars and
and eighty-eight
eighty-eight cents.
and sixty-seven
For clothing for the Army for same period, for the year eighteen
eighteen hundred and
seventy-seven and
for prior
prior years,
and fifteen
fifteen cents.
cents.
four dollars
dollars and
years, four
and for
dred
and seventy-seven
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
INTERIOR

Interior Depart-

ment.

A
ar
rm
187
y 7p
.ensions,
For the
the payment
payment of
pensions for
for the
the year
pensions,
and Army
hundred and
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
of Army
Army pensions
For
seventy-seven,
and
for
prior
years,
one
thousand
two
hundred
and
ninety
year
seventy-seven, and for prior years, one thousand two hundred and ninety year 177.
dollars and fifty-nine
fifty-nine cents.

NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY
For
of the
the Navy
Navy for
for the
year eighteen
hundred and
seventy-seven
and seventy-seven
eighteen hundred
the year
pay of
For pay
and for
prior years,
one thousand
dolseventy-seven dolhundred and
and seventy-seven
thousand nine
nine hundred
years, one
and
for prior
lars and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
For
relief of
of the
the widows
widows and
and orphans
orphans of
of the
the officers,
officers, seamen,
seamen, and
and
For the
the relief
marines
States steamer
steamer Levant,
at sea,
sea, two
hundred
two hundred
lost at
Levant, lost
of the
the United
United States
marines of
and forty
being a
for the
the years
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
years eighteen
a deficiency
deficiency for
dollars, being
and
forty dollars,
sixty and
eighteen hundred
and sixty-one.
sixty-one.
hundred and
sixty
and eighteen
For
of the
seventy-six and
hundred and
and seventy-six
Marine Corps,
Corps, eighteen
eighteen hundred
For pay
pay of
the Marine
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven and
and for
for prior
years, one
hundred
one hundred
prior years,
and seventy-seven
eighteen
ninety-eight cents.
and nine dollars and ninety-eight
For
clothing for the
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
the year eighteen
lost clothing
indemnity for
for lost
For indemnity
xx--17

avy
N
Navy
ment.
ment.

Depart-

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneos.
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sixty-five and
and for
for prior
years, one
thousand one
hundred and
and ninety
ninety.
sixty-five
prior years,
one thousand
one hundred
seven dollars
sixty-two cents.
cents.
seven
dollars and
and sixty-two
For bounty
seamen for
the year
year eighteen
For
bounty to
to seamen
for the
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-fiv(
sixty-fiv
and
three thousand
hundred and
and nine
nine dollars
dollars and
and
and prior
prior years,
years, three
thousand eight
eight hundred
seventeen cents.
seventeen
For
for destruction
of enemy's
For bounty
bounty for
destruction of
enemy's vessels
vessels for
for the
the year
year eighteen
eighteen
hundred
and seventy-four
seventy-four and
years, one
one thousand
thousand and
and seventy
seventy.
hundred and
and for
for prior
prior years,
two dollars and
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine cents.
cents.
For
contingent expenses
expenses of
the year
For contingent
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps for
for the
year eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-nine
seventy-nine and
and for
for prior
prior years,
years, eight
eight hundred
hundred and
hundred
and sixtysixtytwo
two dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
For
and ordnance
ordnance stores
for the
the year
year eighteen
hundred and
For ordnance
ordnance and
stores for
eighteen hundred
and
seventy-five and
prior years,
and fifty-three
fifty-three cents.
cents.
seventy-five
and prior
years, thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars
dollars and
For
steam-machinery for
seventy-five
For steam-machinery
for the
the year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
and
years, forty-five
and eighty-one
eighty-one cents.
and for
for prior years,
forty-five dollars
dollars and
cents.
For
expenses of
of the
the Bureau
of Equipment
and Recruiting
For contingent
contingent expenses
Bureau of
Equipment and
Recruiting
for the
year eighteen
and seventy-seven
for prior
prior years,
years,
for
the year
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven and
and for
one
hundred and
sixty-seven dollars
dollars and ninety
one hundred
and sixty-seven
ninety cents.
cents.
expenses of the Naval
hundred
For expenses
Naval Observatory
Observatory for
for the year eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
dollars
and seventy-six
seventy-six and for prior
prior years,
years, four hundred
hundred and sixteen dollars
and eighty-eight
eighty-eight cents.
For contingent expenses
expenses of
Navigation for
the year
year
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Navigation
for the
eighteen
seventy-seven, and for
twenty-two
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-seven,
for prior
prior years, twenty-two
dollars and eighty-two
eighty-two cents.
dollars
For contingent
contingent expenses of the Bureau of Provisions
Provisions and Clothing
hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight and for
years,
for the year eighteen hundred
for prior years,
thousand two hundred
hundred and
five thousand
and twenty
twenty dollars
dollars and
and thirty-five
thirty-five cents.
For general
general maintenance
eighteen
maintenance of Yards and Docks for the years
years eighteen
hundred and seventy-three
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-four,
hundred
seventy-three and eighteen
and seventy-four,
thirty seven dollars and thirty-seven
thirty-seven cents.
cents.
For the contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Bureau
Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery
Surgery for
for
years eighteen
hundred and seventy.
seventy-four
hundred and
and
the years
eighteen hundred
four and eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-five,
twenty-two dollars and eighty-two
seventy-five, twenty-two
eighty-two cents.
cents.
For the contingent expenses of Bureau of Equipment
Equipment and Recruiting
Recruiting
eighteen hundred and seventy-six
seventy-six and
for the years eighteen
and eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars.
Post-Office D
aD ePost-Office
partment.
partment.
Deficiency in
Deficiency
in
revenues.
revenues.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Proviso.
Provso.

Widows and
and
Widows
children
children of
of surfsurfmen who perished
atn
who perished
at Point
Aux
Barques,
B
a r q u e s, Lake
Lake
Huron.

POST-OFFICE
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
For deficiency
deficiency in the postal revenues for eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-seven
seventy-seven and for prior years, ninety-seven
ninety-seven thousand seven hundred
hundred
and seventeen
seventeen dollars
dollars and twenty cents: Provided,
Provided, That the claims of
of
the Southern Steamship Company
Company for four thousand five hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-three
thirty.three cents, of Charles Morgan
Morgan for two
eighty-three dollars and thirty-three
thousand and ninety-four
ninety-four dollars and seventeen
seventeen cents, of C. B. Payne
Payne
for seven thousand
Orthousand five hundred dollars, of the Memphis
Memphis and New Orleans Steam Packet Company for three thousand five hundred and thirtyeight dollars and fifty-nine
fifty-nine cents, and of John
John D. Adams for two thousand two hundred and eighty dollars and ninety-one
ninety-one cents, included
included in
in
the schedule
schedule upon which this appropriation
appropriation is made, shall not be paid:
paid:
Provided
further, That
no part
part of this sum shall be paid for the claim of
Provided further,
That no
the Pacific Mail Steamship Company.
SEC.
appropriated for the relief
S
EC. 3. That there shall be, and is hereby, appropriated
relief
of the widows and children of the surfmen
recently perished
at
surfinen who recently
perished at
Huron, under
Point Aux
Aux Barques, Lake Huron,
under orders of
of the
the Life-Saving
Life-Saving ServService,
ice, in
property, the sum of
of one
thousand dolin the effort to save life and property,
one thousand
dollars, to be distributed
distributed under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
ury in equal portions
portions between
between the widows aforesaid and the children
under sixteen years
years of age.
Approved, June
June 16, 1880.
Approved,
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CHAP. 235.-An
235.—An act
act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
civil expenses of the
the sundry
sundry civil
for the
CHAP.
government for
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eightyeightyfor the fiscal
government
one,
one, and for other purposes.
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June 16, 1860.

United
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
Senate and House
it enacted
Be
Appropriations.
States of
of America
America in
following sums be, and
and Appropriations.
assembled, That the following
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
Sundry civil
ctvil ex•
ex.
the
same are
are hereby,
hereinafter expressed,
appropriated for the objects hereinafter
hereby, appropriated
the same
penses.
for
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty- pauses.
fiscal year ending
for the fiscal
one, namely:
namely:
UNDER THE
THE TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
UNDER

Treasury DeTreasury
partment.
partment.
Public
buildPublic buildPUBLIC BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC
ings.
ings.
Austin.
Court-house
and post-office,
post-office, Austin, Texas: For completion of theAustin.
Court-house and
thousand dollars.
thirteen thousand
building, thirteen
Albany.
continuation Albany.
Custom-house and
and post-office,
post-office, Albany, New York: For continuation
Custom-house
of building,
ninety thousand dollars.
building, ninety
of
Atlanta.
Court-house and
post-office, Atlanta, Georgia: For completion of the Atlanta.
and post-office,
Court-house
building
and approaches, fifteen thousand dollars.
building and
Post-office and
and sub-treasury,
sub-treasury, Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: For continua- Boston.
Post-office
tion
three hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
building, three
of building,
tion of
Cincinnati.
Custom-house
post-office, Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio:
continuation of Cincinnati.
Ohio: For continuation
and post-office,
Custom-house and
building,
thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty thousand
three hundred
building, three
Custom-house
post-office, Evansville,
Evansville, Indiana:
Indiana: For fencing, grad- Evansville.
and post-office,
Custom-house and
ing,
twenty-five thousand dollars.
approaches, twenty-five
ing, and approaches,
corn- Fall River.
Custom-house
Massachusetts: For coinRiver, Massachusetts:
post-office, Fall River,
and post-office,
Custom-house and
p.etion of
building, fifty thousand dollars.
of building,
p.etion
completion Hartford.
Custom-house and
and post-office,
post-office, Hartford,
Connecticut: For completion
Hartford, Connecticut:
Custom-house
of the
the building,
twenty-five thousand dollars.
hundred and twenty-five
one hundred
building, one
of
Court-house and
and post-office,
Pennsylvania: For continua- Harrisburg.
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:
post-office, Harrisburg,
Court-house
of building, fifty thousand dollars.
tion of
Kansas City.
Custom-house, court-house,
Kansas City, Missouri:
Missouri: ForCity.
post-office, Kansas
court-house, and post-office,
Custom-house,
continuation of
building, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars; and the limitaof building,
continuation
extended from two hundred
tion
on the
building is hereby extended
said building
of said
cost of
the cost
tion on
thousand
dollars to
sum not
not to
to exceed
exceed three
three hundred thousand dollars.
a sum
to a
thousand dollars
Arkansas: For completion
Court-house and
office, Little
Little Rock, Arkansas:
completion Little Rock.
Rock.
post office,
and post
Court-house
of
fencing, grading,
thousand
and approaches, thirty thousand
grading, and
and fencing,
building, and
of building,
dollars.
Custom-house,
court-house, and
and post-office,
post-office, Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee:
Tennessee: For Memphis.
Memphis.
house, court-house,
Custom
thousand
continuation
building
fifty
thousand
dollars.
building
of
continuation
New Orleans.
Custom-house
post-office, New Orleans, Louisiana:
Louisiana: For repairs Orleans.
and post-office,
Custom-house and
and
third story
story of
forty-seven thousand dollars.
building, forty-seven
of building,
finishing third
and finishing
Custom-house, court-house,
court-house, and
Tennessee. For Nashville.
Nashville, Tennessee.
post-office, Nashville,
and post-office,
Custom-house,
completion of
of building,
building, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars; and so much of
completion
the
appropriation act
act approved
approved March third, eighteen huncivil appropriation
sundry civil
the sundry
dred
and seventy-nine,
as limits
limits the
of the iron-framed
iron-framed roof for said
cost of
the cost
seventy-nine, as
dred and
building
building is hereby repealed.
Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania: For contin- Philadelphia.
Post
office and
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
court-house, Philadelphia,
and court-house,
Post office
nation of
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
building, three hundred
of building,
uation
For commencing
commencing work
work on
public building
at Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsyl- Pittsburgh.
building at
a public
on a
For
vania,
seventy-five thousand dollars.
vania, seventy-five
Appraisers' stores,
stores, San
San Francisco,
Francisco, California:
For completion
completion, of build- San
sail Francisco.
California: For
Appraisers'
mg,
approaches, thirty-five thougrading, and for paving approaches,
fencing, grading,
and fencing,
ing, and
sand dollars.
Custom-house and
and post-office,
post-office, Saint
Saint Louis,
continuation Saint Louis.
Louis, Missouri: For continuation
Custom-house
of
building,
three
hundred
dollars.
thousand
fifty
and
hundred
three
of building,
Court-house
and post-office,
Kansas: For continuation
continuation of Topeka.
Topeka.
Topeka, Kansas:
post-office, Topeka,
Court-house and
building,
fifty thousand
dollars: Provided,
Provided,That iron joists for floors may
thousand dollars:
building, fifty
be
used, and
and that
the entire
entire building
building be extended
extended
for the
cost for
of cost
limit of
the limit
that the
be used,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars to
to cover
increased cost therefor.
cover increased
twenty
Court
house and
and post-office,
post-office, Utica,
Utica, New
York: For
For completion
completion of build- UtiWa
Utica.
New York:
Court house
lug,
sixty-one thousand dollars.
ing, sixty-one
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For completing
completing the
the grade,
sidewalks fences,
fences, and
and other necessary imgrade, sidewalks,
For
provements
on the
the grounds
grounds of
the United
States court-house
court-house and
postand postUnited States
of the
provements on
office at
at Lincoln,
Lincoln, Nebraska,
Nebraska, five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five thousand
office
Treasury
building, Washington,
Columbia: For annual
annual reof Columbia:
District of
Washington, District
Washington.
Treasury building,
Washington.
pairs, and
fitting rooms
to be
vacated by
the Bureau
Bureau of
and
Engraving and
of Engraving
by the
be vacated
rooms to
and fitting
pairs,
Printing, for
for offices
offices and
file-rooms, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
and file-rooms,
Printing,
Building for
for Bureau
Bureau of
Engraving and
and Printing,
District
Washington, District
Printing, Washington,
of Engraving
Building
Engraving and
Engraving
of
paving, grading,
grading, and approaches,
approaches, twenty thouPrinting Bureau.
Bureau.
fencing, paving,
For fencing,
of Columbia:
Columbia: For
Printing
sand
Provided, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
be and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
the Secretary
dollars. Provided,
Proviso.
sand dollars.
Proviso.
authorized and
directed to purchase
purchase lots numbered eleven,
eleven,
and directed
Purchase of lots. hereby
is, authorized
hereby is,
Purchase
thirty-twelve, twenty-four
and twenty-five,
in square
hundred and thirty
two hundred
square two
twenty-five, in
twenty-four,, and
twelve,
one, in
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and District
of Columbia, being the land
District of
the city
in the
one,
lying
between the
south line
line of
of the
the new
new building
for
building for
site of
present site
the present
of the
the south
lying between
any
the
Bureau
of
Engraving
and
Printing
and
a
fifteen-foot
or
alley,
fifteen-foot
a
and
Printing
and
Engraving
of
Bureau
the
portion thereof,
as an
an addition
addition to
site of
of the
building, at
at a
a cost
cost
said building,
the said
the site
to the
thereof, as
portion
not exceeding
fifty cents
cents per
per square
foot ;and
and the sum
thousand
sum of fifteen thousand
square foot;
exceeding fifty
not
seven
thirty-two dollars
dollars and
seventy cents,
much
cents, or so much
and seventy
and thirty-two
hundred and
seven hundred
thereof as
as may
the purchase
hereby apland, is here,by
purchase of said hind,
for the
necessary for
be necessary
may be
thereof
propriated out
out of
any moneys
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
moneys in
of any
propriated
Maryland: The Secretary
Post-office, Baltimore,
Secretary of the Treasury is
Baltimore, Maryland:
Post-office,
Baltimore.
and
hereby directed
to cause
cause plans
be prepared
prepared for the
the said building, and
to be
plans to
directed to
hereby
to
cost of completsession the estimated cost
its next session
at its
Congress at
to Congress
report to
to report
ing
same, together
together with
with a
a statement
statement of
incidental expenses
expenses conall incidental
of all
the same,
ing the
for
nected
therewith,
and
the
sum
of
four
dollars
appropriated
for
appropriated
dollars
thousand
four
of
sum
the
and
therewith,
nected
cost
of condemnation
by act of June eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
condemnation by
expenses of
and expenses
cost and
1879, ch. 26,
Sess. 1, 21.
21.
hundred and seventy-nine, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is
expenses of prehereby
for the purpose
defraying the expenses
purpose of defraying
available for
made available
hereby made
paring said
estimates.
plans and estimates.
said plans
paring
Repairs
preservation of
of public
public buildings:
buildings: For
repairs and presFor repairs
and preservation
Repairs
Repairs and
an d
R
e pairs and
preservation.
ervation of public buildings under the control of the Treasury Departervation
preservation.
ment, one
one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
ment,
Department: To
Postmaster-General to refit
the Postmaster-General
enable the
To enable
Post-Office Department:
DePost-Office D
e- Post-Office
Post-Office
Post-Office Department.
the rooms lately occupied
occupied by the city post-office
post-office in the Post-Office
partment.
partment building,
building, sixteen
sixteen thousand
hundred and sixty-five dolthousand three hundred
partment
lars, the same to be immediately
immediately available.
available.
That
the salary
the postmaster
at the city of
Washington, District
District
of Washington,
postmaster at
of the
salary of
Salary postThat the
be, and
and the
thouat the sum of four thou.
hereby, fixed aft
the same is hereby,
master,
Washing- of
Columbia, be,
of Columbia,
master, Washingthis act.
act.
the passage
ton.
sand dollars per annum from and after
after the
passage of
of this
a fireTo enable
enable the
Secretary of
of War
to cause
cause to
to be
be constructed
constructed a
War to
the Secretary
To
Fire-proof buildFire-proof
the building
corner of Seventeenth
F streets,
Seventeenth and F
the corner
on the
building on
for the
roof for
proof roof
Washington. proof
ing, Washington.
Washington,
known as Winder's
Winder's building, twentyWashington, District of Columbia, known
five
seventy-eight dollars and fourteen eents,
cents,
hundred and seventy-eight
one hundred
thousand one
five thousand
thereof as may be necessary.
or so much thereof
Lincoln.
Lincoln.

Life-saving staLife-saving
tions.

LIFE-SAVING
STATIONS.
LIFE-SAVING STATIONS.

For salaries of superintendents
superintendents for the life-saving
life-saving stations, as follows:
On
Massachusetts,
the coasts of Maine and New Hampshire, one, of Massachusetts,
On the
and
one,
one thousand
Rhode Island and
each;•on the coasts of Rhode
dollars each
thousand dollars
at one
one, at
Long
at one
one thousand
each;
assistant
hundred dollars; of one assistant
five hundred
thousand
one, at
Island, one,
Long Island,
superintendent on
Island, five
five
on the coasts of Rhode Island and Long Island,
superintendent
hundred dollars.
Jersey, one
Superintendents.
For salary
superintendent for the coast of New Jersey,
salary of one superintendent
For
Superintendents.
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand
Maryland,
Delaware, Maryland,
For
superintendents on the coasts of Delaware,
For salaries of superintendents
Virginia
. and
coasts of
of Virginia
at one thousand dollars; on the coasts
and Virginia,
Virginia, one, at
and
Carolina, one at one thousand dollars.
North Carolina,
and North
superintendent for the houses of refuge on the
For salary of one superintendent
superintendent for the
coast
Florida, one thousand dollars; and of one superintendent
coast of Florida,
life-saving and life-boat stations on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico,
Lakes Ontario
Ontario and
and of one on the coasts of Lakes
thousand dollars, mid
one thousand
thousand dollars.
Erie, one thousand
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For
salaries of superintendents
superintendents for the life-saving and life-boat staFor salaries
tions,
tions, as
as follows: one on the coasts of Lakes Huron and Superior, and
of one
one on
the coast
thousand dollars each.
Michigan, at one thousand
Lake Michigan,
coast of Lake
on the
of
For
hundred and ninety-six keepers of life-saving
life-saving and
For salary of one hundred
life-boat stations and of houses of refuge, at four hundred dollars each,
life-boat
seventy-eight
seventy-eight thousand four hundred dollars.
life-saving
crews of experienced
experienced surfmen, employed at the life-saving
For pay of crews
and
life-boat stations, at a
month
a rate not to exceed forty dollars per month
and life-boat
and
each, during
employment, three hundred
hundred and
each,
during the period of actual employment,
seventy-six thousand
thousand nine hundred and sixty dollars.
seventy-six
For
life-boat stations, for actual
actual
volunteer crews of life-boat
compensation of volunteer
For compensation
rendered upon each occasion
occasion of disaster, at such
and deserving
deserving service rendered
rate, not
ten dollars for each person, as the Secretary of the
exceed ten
not to exceed
rate,
volunteer crews, for drill and
Treasury may determine, and for pay of volunteer
Treasury
exercise, five thousand dollars.
Contingent
expenses: For
For fuel
one hundred and ninety-six stations
for one
fuel for
Contingent expenses:
and houses
supplies and
refuge; repairs and outfits for the same; supplies
houses of refuge;
and
provisions for
shipwrecked persons succored at
for houses of refuge and for shipwrecked
provisions
Treasury
stations; traveling expenses
officers under orders
orders from the Treasury
expenses of officers
stations;
Department;
contingent expenses,
expenses, including freight, storage, reDepartment; and contingent
pairs to
to apparatus,
advertising, and miscellaapparatus, medals, labor, stationery, advertising,
pairs
lifeneous
expenses that
that cannot
be included under any other head of lifecannot be
neous expenses
saving stations,
stations, on
thousand
the coasts of the United States, sixty-five thousand
on the
saving
dollars.
ESTABLISHING
STATIONS.
LIFE-SAVING STATIONS.
ESTABLISHING LITE-SAVING
For
new life-saving stations and life-boat stations on the
establishing new
For establishing
sea and
lake coasts
the United States, twenty thousand dollars.
of the
coasts of
and lake
sea
SERVICE.
REVENUE-CUTTER
REVENUE-OUTTER SERVICE.

Contingent
Contingent
penses.
penses.

ex-

New life-saving
life-saving
New
stations.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Revenue-cutter
Revenue-cut t er
service.
service.

lieutenants,
Expenses
service: For pay of captains,
captains, lieutenants,
of revenue-cutter
revenue-cutter service:
Expenses of
engineers, cadets,
pilots, and for
for rations for the same; and for pay
and pilots,
cadets, and
engineers,
of petty-officers,
petty-officers, seamen,
seamen, cooks, stewards,
stewards, boys, coal-passers, and firemen,
of
and
for the
for fuel for vessels, repairs and outfits for
same; and for
the same;
rations for
for rations
and for
same;
engineers' stores for same; traveling expenses
and engineers'
ship-chandlery and
same; ship-chandlery
of officers
Treasury Department;
Department;
under orders from the Treasury
duty under
traveling on duty
officers traveling
of
instruction of cadets; commutation
quarters; and contingent
contingent expenses,
commutation of quarters;
instruction
including
advertising, surveys, labor,
dockage, freight, advertising,
towage, dockage,
wharfage, towage,
including wharfage,
and
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, which
included under special
cannot be included
which cannot
and miscellaneous
heads,
eight hundred
thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty thousand
heads, eight
ENGRAVING AND
AND PRINTING.
PRINTING.
ENGRAVING
For labor
expenses of engraving
engraving and printing, namely:
namely: For labor
labor
labor and expenses
For
(by the
the day,
or contract),
contract), including labor of workmen skilled in
piece, or
day, piece,
(by
engraving,
transferring, plate-printing,
plate-printing, and
necessary
specialties necessary
and other specialties
engraving, transferring,
for
carrying on
on the
the work
work of
of engraving
and
engraving and printing notes, bonds, and
for carrying
other securities
securities of
of the
United States, the pay for such labor to be fixed
the United
other
by
Secretary of
of ate
Treasury at
at rates
exceeding the rates usually
not exceeding
rates not
the Treasury
the Secretary
by the
paid for
for such
work; and
and for
other expenses
engraving and printing
expenses of engraving
for other
such work;
paid
notes,
and other
other securities
of the
the United
United States;
materials,
for materials,
States; for
securities of
bonds, and
notes, bonds,
including
paper required
in the
work of
engraving and printing; for
of engraving
the work
required in
including paper
purchase
rolls, and
and plates,
plates, and for
machinery
for machinery
dies, rolls,
tools, dies,
of engravers'
engravers' tools,
purchase ,of
and repairs
macerating-machines
for expenses of operating macerating-machines
and for
same; and
of same;
repairs of
and
for the
the destruction
of the
bonds, national-banknotes, bonds,
States notes,
United States
the United
destruction of
for
notes
and other
other obligations
authorized to be deStates authorized
United States
the United
of the
obligations of
notes and
stroyed,
hundred and
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and seventy-five
three hundred
stroyed, three
LIGHT-HOUSE
ESTABLISHMEfNT.
LIGHT-HOUSE ESTABLISHMENT.
Keepers
of light-houses:
light-houses: For
salaries, fuel,
rations, rent
rent of
of quarters
quarters
fuel, rations,
For salaries,
Keepers of
and
(where
necessary), and
incidental expenses
hundred and
expenses of nine hundred
similar incidental
and similar
(where necessary),

Engraving and
Engraving
printing, labor, drc.
printing,labor,&c.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.
Light-house es.
tablishment.
tablishment.
Keepers.
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ninety-five light-keepers
light-keepers and
fog-signal keepers,
sixtyand sixtyfive hundred
hundred and
keepers, five
and fog-signal
ninety-five
five
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Expenses
wages, rations,
salaries,
repairs, salaries,
rations, repairs,
Light-vessels.
Seamen's wages,
light-vessels: Seamen's
of light-vessels:
Expenses of
Light-vessels.
supplies, and
and incidental
light-ships, two
two hundred
hundred
thirty-one light-ships,
of thirty-one
expenses of
incidental expenses
supplies,
forty thousand
thousand dollars.
and forty
Buoyage:
removrepairing, removpainting, repairing,
raising, cleaning,
cleaning, painting,
of raising,
For expenses
expenses of
Buoyage.
Buoyage: For
day-beacons,
beacons, and for
losses of buoys, spindles, and day
and supplying
supplying losses
ing, and
chains, sinkers,
sinkers, stakes,
and dolphins,
dolphins, and
and similar
necessaries, three
three hunhunsimilar necessaries,
stakes, and
chains,
dred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
dred
Fog-signals: For
For repairs
repairs and
in renewing,
duplirenewing, dupliexpenses in
and incidental
incidental expenses
Fog-signals:
Fog-signals.
cating, establishing,
establishing, and
and improving
connected
buildings connected
and buildings
fog-signals and
improving fog-signals
cating,
therewith, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
therewith,
expenses of
of visiting
and inspecting
inspecting lights
and
lights and
visiting and
For expenses
lights: For
Inspecting
Inspecting lights:
Ins p e c t i n g Inspecting
to
lights.
other aids to navigation,
navigation, including rewards paid for information
information as to
collisions, four
dollars.
four thousand
thousand dollars.
collisions,
Supplies
of light-houses:
light-houses: For
the light-houses,
beacon-lights,
light-houses, beacon-lights,
supplying the
For supplying
SuppliesoflightSupplies of
houses.
and fog-signals on the Atlantic, Gulf, Lake, and Pacific coasts with
houses,
illuminating
and cleansing
cleansing materials,
materials, and
such other
may be
be
as may
materials as
other materials
and such
illuminating and
required
annual consumption,
expenses of inspection
inspection
consumption, including the expenses
for annual
required for
and
furniture for light-stations, and
for books
books and furniture
and delivery
delivery of the same; for
other
incidental and
and seventy-five
seventy-five
hundred and
three hundred
expenses, three
and necessary
necessary expenses,
other incidental
thousand dollars.
exRepairs of light-houses and stations: For repairs and incidental exRepairs.
penses
of light-houses
light-houses and
and stations;
for rebuilding,
rebuilding, renovating,
im
and im
renovating, and
stations; for
penses of
therewith; and for the purproving
connected therewith;
same, and buildings connected
proving the same,
chase and
and repair
repair of
of illuminating
machinery, two hundred
illuminating apparatus and machinery,
chase
eighty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
and eighty-five
Lighting and
buoyage: For
maintenance of lights and buoys on the
Lighting
For maintenance
and buoyage:
Lighting
an d
Lighti n g and
buoyage,
Missis- Mississippi,
buoyage,
MissisMississippi, Ohio, and Missouri Rivers, one hundred
hundred and forty thousand
thousand
an d
dollars.
sippi, Ohio,
Ohio, and
dollars.
Missouri Rivers.
And
so much
section forty-six
forty-six hundred
and seventy-two
of the
Rethe Reseventy-two of
hundred and
of section
much of
And so
R. S. 4672, rreeu_ ited States as provides compensation
collectors
compensation to collectors
UStatutes of the vised Statutes
pealed in part.
superintendents of lights or as disbursingcustoms for services as superintendents
of the
the customs
Establishment is hereby repealed.
repealed.
agents for the Light-House Establishment
Light-houses,
Light-h o u s e s,
&c.

LIGHT-HOT.JSES, BEACONS,
FOG-SIGNALS.
AND FOG-SIGNALS.
BEACONS, AND
LIGHT-HOUSES,

For protecting
beacon, of the Swash
Swash Channel
Channel
For
protecting the site of the Elm Tree beacon,
range,
thousand five hundred
hundred
to New
New York Harbor, two thousand
range, entrance
entrance to
dollars.
Prince's
Prince's Bay.
For protecting the site of the Prince's
Prince's Bay light-station, Staten
Staten Island,
thousand five hundred dollars.
New York, three thousand
Rondout
entrance to Rondout
Rondout Creek.
For establishing
establishing stake-lights
stake-lights on the dikes at the entrance
Creek, Hudson
Hudson River, New York, one thousand dollars.
Purchase
of land,
strip of land at Staten
Staten Island depot,
depot, New
New
Purchaseof
For purchase
purchase of
of additional
additional strip
For
Staten
Staten Island.
York, and for repairs and dredging, twenty-one thousand dollars.
Cape Henry.
construction of the light-house, and the purchase
For continuing
continuing the construction
additional land not exceeding
Virginia
of additional
exceeding six acres, at Cape Henry, Virginia
twenty-five thousand dollars.
twenty-five
Lazaretto
Lazaretto depot. For enlarging
pier-accommodation at Lazaretto depot,
Baltimore,
enlarging pier-accommodation
depot, near Baltimore,
Maryland, four thousand dollars.
Portsmouth.
For rebuilding wharf at the buoy and supply depot, Portsmouth,
Portsmouth,
Portsmouth.
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Virginia, four thousand
dollars.
Florida Reefs.
repairing day-beacons
For establishing
establishing and repairing
day-beacons on the Florida Reefs, ten
thousand
thousand dollars.
Mobile Harbor.
establishing a
a series of lights to guide into Mobile Harbor,
For establishing
Harbor, Alabama, six thousand dollars.
1876, oh. 246,
That the appropriation
appropriation of twenty thousand
thousand dollars made by the act
Stat., 19,112.
19, 112.
Stat.,
rebuilding
of July thirty-first, eighteen hundred and seventy-six, for rebuilding
Matagorda Bay. and
light-houses on the
the coast
coast of
of Texas is
is hereby
made availavailMatagorda
and repairing
repairing light-houses
hereby made
able for the erection
erection of range-lights
Matagorda Bay.
range-lights to guide into
into Matagorda
Elm tree.
tree.
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For
site of
of Thirty-mile
Thirty-mile Point
Point light-house, Lake
Lake Ontario,
Ontario,
the site
protecting the
For protecting

Thirty-mile
rty-m ile
Thi

Point.
Point.
thousand dollars.
York, five thousand
New York,
For establishing
establishing a
a light
light on the northern end of Belle Isle, Detroit Belle Isle.
For
Michigan, ten thousand dollars.
River, Michigan,

S t a n n a r d's
Stannard's Rock,
For
the erection
erection of
of a
Rock, Lake
Lake Stannard's
on Stannard's
light-house on
a light-house
continuing the
For continuing
Rock.
Rock.
Superior,
Michigan, fifty thousand dollars.
Superior, Michigan,
Pier-beads.
pier-heads on the lakes, Pier-heads.
For
erection removal,
removal, and repair of lights on pier-heads
For erection,
twenty-five thousand dollars
rivers, and
seaboard of
of the United States, twenty-five
and seaboard
rivers,
Island.
For establishing
establishing a
a light
light on
Sand Island, the most westerly
westerly of the Sand Island.
on Sand
For
Apostle
group, Lake Superior, Wisconsin, eighteen thousand dollars.
Apostle group,
130,
hll.
That
the appropriation
thousand dollars made by act of 1875, ch.
eighteen thousand
of eighteen
appropriation of
That the
380.
18,380.
Stat., 18,
seventy-five, for aa light-house
hundred and seventy-five,
March
light-house on Stat.,
third, eighteen hundred
March third,
Passage Island.
Island..
Passage
erection Passage
Island, Lake Superior, is hereby made available for the erection
Passage Island,
of
light-house; and
required that this approsaid act as required
much of said
so much
and so
of said
said light-house;
priation
government of the Dominion
priation should not be available until the government
of
light-house on Cholehester
Cholchester Reef is hereby
a light-house
build a
should build
of Canada
Canada should
repealed.
Tillamook Head.
continuing the erection
erection of a
afirst-class light-house
light-house and steam fog- Tillamook
For continuing
signal
on
Tillamook
Oregon,
fifty
dollars.
thousand
Oregon,
Head,
Tillamook
signal on
Steam-tenders.
For building
service on the Atlantic
Atlantic Steam-tenders.
steam-tenders for general service
two steam-tenders
building two
For
Proviso.
light-house Proviso.
coast,
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That masters
masters of light-house
ninety thousand
coast, ninety
government
to
pertaining
tenders
government
powers in matters
shall have police powers
tenders shall
property
property and smuggling.
Rock.
For the
the erection
light-house on Bell's Rock, in York River,
River, Vir- Bell's Rock.
erection of aalight-house
For
ginia,
thirty-five thousand dollars.
ginia, thirty-five
River.
Georgetown Sampit River.
For
a light at the mouth of Sampit River, Georgetown
erection of a
the erection
For the
Harbor,
Harbor, South Carolina, one thousand two hundred dollars.
Deep-Water
e e p-W a t e r
To complete
complete lighting
River from Deep Water
Water Point to D
Delaware River
of Delaware
lighting of
To
Point.
Point.
League
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
League Island, fifteen
hoe
oe
H or s e s h
For
Horseshoe Shoal
Shoal range-lights,
superseding Fort Mifflin light, Horses
range-lights, superseding
For Horseshoe
Shoal.
Shoal.
twenty
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
Lewes.
a light-house near Lewes,
For the erection of a
Lewes, Delaware, twenty thousand dollars.
Borden Flats.
For
the erection of a
a light-house on Borden Flats, Mount Hope Bay, Borden
For the
Massachusetts, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Massachusetts,
For the
establishment of
Forked Rock, Stamford
Stamford Harbor, Forked Rock.
light on Forked
of aa light
the establishment
For
in the
the State
State of
Connecticut, seven thousand dollars.
of Connecticut,
in
fog-signal at Trinity Trinity Shoal.
To
the construction
and fog-signal
light-ship and
of a
a light-ship
construction of
complete the
To complete
Shoal, on the
western coast of Louisiana, fifteen thousand dollars.
the western
Shoal,
Sandy or
We st
or West
For
establishing a
on Sandy
Sandy or West Point, Puget Sound, Sandy
fog-signal on
a fog-signal
For establishing
Point.
Point.
ten thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
ten
ed
Mouths of R
R ed
thou- Months
To
lights at the mouths of Red River, Louisiana, three thouestablish lights
To establish
River.
River.
sand dollars.
dollars.
sand
To
establish a
light at the mouth of the Amite River, in the State of Amite River.
a light
To establish
Louisiana,
three thousand dollars.
Louisiana, three
Survey of sites,
For the
the examination
and survey
survey of
proposed light-houses,
for proposed
sites for
of sites
examination and
For
&c.
&o.
dollars.
thousand
ten
structures,
and
preparing
plans
proposed
for
plans
preparing
and
COAST
SURVEY.
GEODETIC SURVEY.
AND GEODETIC
COAST AND
Survey of the At•Survey
Survey of
the Atlantic
Atlantic and
and Gulf coasts, eastern division: For every Surveyof
of the
lantic
and G
Gnn11iff
and
lantic
the
continuation
purpose
and
object
necessary
for
and
incident
to
the
continuation
of
the
to
incident
and
for
necessary
object
purpose and
coasts.
8
ts.
coa
survey
of
the
Atlantic
and
Gulf
coasts
of
the
United
States,
the
Mississurvey of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States,
sippi and
other rivers,
to the
head of
tidal influence
influence or
ship-navior ship-navieither tidal
of either
the head
rivers, to
and other
sippi
gation; soundings,
dredgings, and
current-obserand current-obsertemperatures, dredgings,
deep-sea temperatures,
soundings, deep-sea
gation;
vations along
above-named coasts,
in the
the Gulf
of Mexico
Mexico and
and the
the
Gulf of
coasts, in
the above-named
along the
vations
Gulf Stream,
Stream, including
course through
entrance into the Gulf, its course
its entrance
including its
Gulf
the Caribbean
Caribbean and
and into
and around
the Sargasso
Sargasso Sea; the
triangulation
the triangulation
around the
into and
the
towards the
western coast,
and furnishing
furnishing points
for State surveys; the
points for
coast, and
the western
towards
preparation
publication of
charts, the
the Coast
results
Coast Pilot, and other results
of charts,
and publication
preparation and
compenof
the work,
with the
materials therefor, including compettpurchase of materials
the purchase
work, with
of the
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sation of civilians
the work,
three hundred
hundred thousand
dolcivilians engaged
engaged in
in the
work, three
thousand dollars.
continuation of
of the
the resurvey
resurvey of
of Delaware
Bay and
ten
Delaware B
B aa y
y For
For the
the continuation
Delaware Bay
and River,
Riverten
and River.
thousand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
Survey of PaSurvey of the Pacific coasts, western
Pawestern division:
division: For
For every
every purpose
purpose
eific
and object necessary
cific coast.
necessary for
incident to
the survey
for and
and incident
to the
the continuation
continuation of
of the
survey
of the
the United
rivof the
the Pacific
Pacific coasts
coasts of
United States,
States, the
the Columbia
Columbia and
and other
other rivers, to
to the
the head
of either
either tidal
tidal influence
of ship-navigation,
ship-navigation, deep-sea
deep ,sea
ers,
head of
influence or
or of

soundings,
soundings, temperatures,
temperatures, currents, and
along and
also in
in the
the
and dredgings
dredgings along
and also
Japan Stream flowing off
towards the
off these coasts; the triangulation
triangulation towards
the
eastern coast, and furnishing
furnishing points for State
State surveys;
surveys; the
the preparation
preparation
and publication
publication of charts, the Coast Pilot,
Pilot) and
of the
the
and other results
results of
work, with the purchase of materials
compensation
materials therefor,
therefor, including
including compensation
of civilians employed
employed in the work, one hundred
eighty thousand
hundred and eighty
thousand
dollars.
Repairs of yesves- Repairs of vessels-Coast
Repairs
vessels—Coast and Geodetic Survey:
For the
the repairs
repairs and
Survey: For
and
sels.s.
maintenance of the complement
complement of vessels used in
sel
in the
the Coast
Coast and
and GeoGeodetic Survey, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Publishig o
ob
b- Publishing observations—Coast
observations-Coast and Geodetic
Publishing
Geodetic Survey: For
For continuing
continuing
servations.
publication of observations, and their discussion,
servations.
the publication
progdiscussion, made
made in
in the
the progress of the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
including compensation
compensation of
Survey, including
of civilcivilians engaged in the work, the publication
Governpublication to be
be made at the
the Govern.
ment Printing Office,
Office, six thousand dollars.
Ge n era exex General expenses
Coast and
General
expenses Coast
and Geodetic
rent of
buildings
Geodetic Survey:
Survey: For
For rent
of buildings
penses.
for offices, workrooms,
palms.
workrooms, and workshops in
twelve thougand
thousand
in Washington,
Washington, twelve
dollars.
number two
New
Rent.
For rent of
of fire-proof
fire-proof building,
building, number
two hundred
hundred and
and five,
five, New
Jersey avenue
avenue south (excepting rooms for standard weights and measmeassafe-keeping and preservation
ures), for the safe-keeping
preservation of the
the original astronomiastronomical, magnetic, hydrographie,
hydrographic, and other
records; the
the original
other records;
original topographical
topographical
and hydrographic
hydrographic maps and charts; instruments, engraved
engraved plates,
and
plates, aid
other
other valuable articles of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, five
five thousand
thousand
dollars.
Fuel.
For fuel for all
buildings, two
all the
the offices and
and buildings,
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Transportation.
transportation of instruments, maps, and charts;
Transportation.
For transportation
charts '
•the
pnrchaSe
the ptrehase
of new instruments, books, maps,
har t
s •gas
gas and
other miscellamaps, and c
charts;
and other
miscellaneous expenses, nine thousand
thousand four
dollars.
four hundred dollars.
UNDER THE COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER OF FISH
UNDER
FISH AND FISHERIES.
FISHERIES.

Food-fishes.

Propagation of food-fishes:
Propagation
food-fishes: For the introduction
freshintroduction of shad
shad and
and freshwater herring into the waters
waters of the Pacific, the
Gulf and
the Atlantic, the Gulf
and
Great
Great Lake States, and of salmon, white fish, carp,
gourarai, and
other
carp, gourami,
and-other
useful food-fishes into the waters of the United States
States generally
generally to
to
which they are best adapted; also for the propagation
propagation of cod, herring,
mackerel, halibut, and other sea-fishes
sea-fishes,'and for continuing the
inquiry
the inquiry
into the causes of the decrease
decrease of food-fishes
food-fishes of the United States,
Sates,
eighty-five
eighty-five thousand dollars, which shall be immediately
immediately available.
available.
For maintenance
maintenance of the United States carp-ponds
in the
of WashWashcarp-ponds in
the city
city of
ington and elsewhere, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the construction of an additional
additional pond on Monument Lot
the
Lotffor
for'the
cultivation of carp and other food-fishes,
cultivation
food-fishes, with the necessarynecessary arangearrangements of drainage, and for completing
completing the work on the ponds now-in
ments
now in
use, twelve
dollars.
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
For maintenance
fish-hatching steamer Fish Hawk,maintenance of the fish-hatching
Hawk, fifteen
fifteen
thousand dollars, which shall be immediately available.
available.
For collecting
collecting statistics of the sea-coast and lake fisheries of the United
States)
especially those covered by the Washington
Washington treaty of eighteen
States ) especially
hundred and seventy-one, three thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
For
illustrations for the Report of the United,:States
For preparation
preparation of illustrations
United ,States
Commissioner
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars.
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MEASURES.
STANDARD WEIGHTS AND
STANDARD
AND MEASURES.
nd
d aarr d
d
For construction and verification
verification of standard weights
weights and measures, sStt aa n
and measnleasweights and
including metric standards, for the custom-houses
custom-houses and other offices
offices of weights
including
ures.
the United States, and for the several States, and of mural standards of ures.
Washington, District of Columbia five thousand
thousand dollars; for
for
length in Washington,
of buildRlent of
hundred and five, New Rent
rent of fire-proof rooms in building number two hundred

ings, ffuel,
lights.
"il, lights.
Jersey
avenue south,
south, for
for the
and preservation
of finished
finished i"gs,
preservation of
the safe-keeping
safe-keeping and
Jersey avenue
balances, and metric standards, one thousand dolweights, measures, balances,
lars; for fuel and lights, materials, transportation,
transportation, traveling and other
miscellaneous expenses, six hundred
hundred dollars.
miscellaneous
International
at i o n a I
International Bureau
Bureau of
For
maintenance of
of Weights Intern
to maintenance
of International
For contribution
contribution to
Weights
of Weights
Bureau of
signed May Bureau
terms of
of convention
and Measures,
with terms
convention signed
conformity with
Measures, in
in conformity
and
8
aand Measures.
one thousand
seventy-five, one
twentieth, eighteen
hundred and
thousand nine hun- ' Ms'ies.and seventy-five,
eighteen hundred
twentieth,
dred dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, to be expended
expended
Department of State; in all, eight thousand five hundred
hundred
the Department
under the
dollars.
MISCELLANEOUS
UNDER THE TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
MISCOELLANEOUS OBJECTS UNDER

currency: For paper, engraving, printing,
of national
national currency:
Expenses of
Expenses

express charges,
charges, and
hundred and twenty thousand
and other expenses, one hundred
express
dollars.
buildings: For fuel, light,
Fuel,2 lights,
Fuel
lights ) and water
water for public buildings:
light, water,
firemen in the
miscellaneous items required by the janitors
janitors and firemen
and miscellaneous
care of the
buildings, furniture, and heating apparatus,
apparatus, such as
the buildings,
proper care
buckets, wheelbarrows,
wheelbarrows, shovels, saws, hatchets,
mops, brushes, buckets,
brooms, mops,
Treasury
and hammers, for all public buildings under the control of the Treasury
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Department, four hundred
furniture
Furniture and repairs of furniture for public buildings:
buildings: For furniture
furniture, and carpets, for all public buildings under the
and repairs of furniture,
furniture for three new
Treasury Department, including furniture
control of the Treasury
buildings, namely: one at Austin, Texas, one at Fall River, Massachusetts, and one
thousand
at Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia, one hundred and thirty thousand
one at
setts,
dollars.
For furniture
furniture for the new public building
building at Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois, in addition to the furniture in use,
use, ninety
ninety thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.

National
National

cnrcur-

roncy.
rn""y-

and
Fuel, lights,
lights, and
water for public
l"l
folr
iwater
buildings.

Furniture.
Furniture.

and janitors:
janitors: For pay of custodians
of custodians
custodians and
Pay
Pay of
custodians and
and janitors
janitors

Custodians and
and
Custodians

Suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
and. similar
felonies: For
expenses of
of dedeFor expenses
similar felonies:
Suppressing

Co
tlerfeitilig
rfeiting
c o 11 n11 I

janitors.
for all public buildings under the control of the Treasury Department, janitors.
ninety thousand
thousand dollars.
ninety
safes,
Vaults, sa:fos,
Vaults, safes, and locks for public buildings: For vaults, safes, and Vaults,
locks.
locks,
locks, and repairs of the same, for all public buildings under the con- locks.
Treasury Department, fifty thousand dollars.
trol of the Treasury
1ppaHeating aiap
public buildings: For heating, ventilating, and Heating
Heating apparatus for public
ra; tus.
hoisting apparatus, and repairs of same, for all public buildings under ratus.
hoisting
the
seventy-five thousand dollars.
Department, seventy-five
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
the control
control of the
Plans for
public
for public
Plans
Plans for
for public
public buildings:
photographing-materials, and labor
For photographing-materials,
buildings: For
Plans
buildings.
duplicating plans for all public buildings under the control of the building.
for duplicating
Treasury
hundred dollars.
Department, one thousand five hundred
Treasury Department,

l
tecting and
and bringing
bringing to
punishment persons
and oth
other
"
"'
r' crimes.
in coun- al'l
engaged in
persons engaged
and punishment
to trial
trial and
tecting
securi
terfeiting
Treasury
notes,
national-bank
other
and
notes,
bonds,
notes,
Treasury
terfeiting
ties of
of the
the United
United States,
States, as
and
States, and
United States,
the United
as the
the coins of the
as well
well as
ties
robbing mails,
committed against the laws of the
mails, and other felonies committed
robbing
United States
postal service,
service, the
pay and
and bounty laws,
the pay
the postal
to the
relating to
States relating
United
and against
the laws
laws relating
relating to
revenue service, and for no other
other
to the revenue
against the
and
in

purpose whatever,
whatever, eighty
eighty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
purpose

Compensation
in lieu
lieu of
of moieties:
For compensation
in lieu
of moieties
in
Compensation in
moieties Cotnpensation
lieu of
compensation in
moieties: For
Compensation in
in certain
certain cases
cases under
under the
lieu
of mnoeties.
leul of'
dollars.moieties.
thousand dollars.
laws, fifty
fifty thousand
customs-revenue laws,
the customs-revenue
in
Salaries
and traveling
agents at
at seal-fisheries
in Alaska:
Agents at
sealat sealAlaska: Agents
seal-fisheries in
of agents
expenses of
traveling expenses
Salaries and
l
ries.
thousand six hundred
hundred and fifty dollars; one assist- fish
fisheries
'
three thousand
agent, three
For one
one agent,
ant
thousand nine hundred and twenty dollars; necessary
two thousand
agent, two
ant agent,
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traveling
in going
going to
to and
returning from
from Alaska,
Alaska, at
at
traveling expenses
expenses of
of agents
agents in
and returning
six
hundred dollars
per annum;
in all,
all, seven
thousand seven
seven hunhunsix hundred
dollars each
each per
annum; in
seven thousand
dred
seventy dollars.
dollars.
dred and
and seventy
To enable
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
to use
use revenue-steamers
revenue-steamers for
for
Revenue-steamRevenuesteamTo
enable the
Secretary of
Treasury to
ers for protection
protection the protection
the
protection of the interests of the government
government on the seal islands, the
of gore
government
oft
r inm e
sea otter hunting grounds, and
and the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the provisions
of law
law
provisions of
interests in seaIin
Alaska, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
in Alaska,
fisheries.
Examination
rebel archives
and records
records of
of captured
captured property:
property: To
Rebel archives.
Rebel
Examination of
of rebel
archives and
To
enable
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to have
have the
the records
records of
of captured
captured
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
and abandoned
examined, and
and information
furnished thcrethereand
abandoned property
property examined,
information furnished
from,
government, five
five thousand
thousand doldolfrom, for
for the use and protection
protection of
of the
the government,
lars.
Lands and
and other
property of
of the
the United
United States:
States: For
For custody,
custody, care
and
Lands, &c.,
Lauds,
&c., of
Lands
other property
care,'and
the United States. protection of lands and other
other property
property belonging
belonging to the United States,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
the payment
payment of
of the
of the
States for
for conconM ss engers of For
Messengers
For the
the messengers
messengers of
the respective
respective States
States conveying
conveying veying to the seat of government
government the votes of the electors
electors of said
said States
States
votes of electors
United States,
States, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
votes of electors for
President and Vice-President
for President
Vice-President of
of the
the United
for President
President and
and
cents for
mile of
estimated distance
distance by
Vice-President,
Vi c e -P resident, twenty-five
twenty-five cents
for every
every mile
of the
the estimated
by the
the most
most
of.
usual
traveled, from
the place
meeting of
of the
the electors
electors to
to the
the seat
pay of.
usual road
road traveled,
from the
place of
of meeting
seat
of government
government of
computed for
for the
one distance
distance only,
only,
of the United
United States, computed
the one
nine thousand
thousand dollars, or
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary.
necessary.
or so much
Purchase
of
P u re i, so of
For purchase
books of
purchase of law-books
law-books and suitable books
of reference
reference for
for the
the
books
Cor
library.
boos, Ibr library. library
library of
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
of the
Department, one thousand dollars.
For the collection of statistics relating
relating to the annual production
production of
of the
precious metals in the United
United States,
dollars, to
to be
be exexprecious
States, five
five thousand
thousand dollars,
pended under
under the direction
of the
Treasury.
pended
direction of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury.
National Board National
National Board of Health:
Health: For
For salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses of the National
National
Health.
of Iealth.
Board of Health, and to carry out the purposes
purposes of the various acts
acts creatAppropriation.
Appropriation.
ing
of Health,
Health, seventy-five
dollars, or
so
ing the
the National
National Board
Board of
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars,
or so
Proviso.
P1roviso.
much thereof as is necessary:
necessary: Provided,
twenty-five thousand
thousand dolProvided, That twenty-five
1879, eh.
June second,
eighteen hundred
hundred
ch. 11,
lars of the appropriation
appropriation made
made by
by act
act of June
second, eighteen
Sess.
1, 7.
Sess. 1,
7.
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, entitled "An
"An act to prevent
prevent the introduction
introduction of coninfectious diseases
diseases into
shall be
be applied
applied
tagious or infectious
into the United
United States",
States", shall
to the same purposes.
For aid to local quarantine
quarantine stations and for aid
aid to local and
and State
boards of health,
boards
health, to be used in case
case of epidemic,
epidemic, one
thousand
one hundred
hundred thousand
Proviso.
Plroiso.
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That fifty thousand
thousand dollars of the
made
the appropriation
appropriation made
1879,
eh. 11.
1879, cll.
11.
by act of June second, eighteen
hundred and seventy-nine,
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine, entitled
entitled "An
"An
1, 7.
Sess. 1,
7.
act to
the introduction
act
to prevent
prevent the
introduction of contagious or infectious diseases
diseases into
the United States", shall be applied
purposes.
applied to the
the same purposes.
1
nterbational
Int
rnattio nal For salary
the InternaInternasalary of aa clerk, who shall be
be a
a stenographer,
stenographer, to the
Sanitary
Congress, lional
s.llitanr. Congress,
rate of
of
tional Sanitary Congress
Congress to be called by the President, at the rate
clerk.
~elk;.
six dollars
employed, a
a sufficient amount
six
dollars per day while actually employed,
amount to pay
said salary is hereby
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
Repairs, bu
bu lk1kTo enable
To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury to provide
provide for the
the repairs
repairs of
bead
sea-wall,
lheador
o sea-wall,
bulkhead
marine hospital at Key West, Florida,
the
bulkhead
or
sea-wall
of
the
marine
ni aIi ne hospital,
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
l, one
est.
a West.
Keym
Key

UNDER
UNDER THE
THE WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
SIGNAL SERWOE.
SIGNAL
SERVICE.

Obse
rvation
Ob ery
at i
on

t rl

Observation and report of storms: For the
expenses of
Observation
the expenses
of the
the observaobserva-

of tion and report of storms by telegraph
telegraph and
the benefit
benefit of
of comcoinand signal
signal for the
merce
United
merce and agriculture throughout the United States;
States; for manufacture,
manufacture,
purchase,
purchase, and repair
repair of meteorological
meteorological and other necessary
necessary instruments;
instruments;
telegraphing reports; for expenses
storm-signals announcing
for telegraphing
expenses of storm-signals
announcing the
probable
probable approach
approach and force
force of storms; for continuing the establishment
establishment
stations and light-houses;
and connection of stations at life-saving
life-saving stations
light-houses; for
for
instrument-shelters; for hire, furniture, and expenses of offices
instrument-shelters;
offices maintained
tained for public use in cities and
and ports receiving
receiving reports;
reports; for river re-

d report
e port of
and
storms.
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privates
commerce Fifty privates
chambers of commerce
displayed in chambers
maps and bulletins to be displayed
for maps
ports; for
added to
to the
the SigSigand
distribution; for books, periodicals, added
trade rooms, and for distribution;
of trade
and boards of
nal Corps.
8
al
i
,
n
Chief
otherwise
not
newspapers, and
expenses
incidental expenses
and for incidental
stationery; and
and stationery;
newspapers,
Chief Signal
avee
provided for,
for, three hundred
hundred and seventy-five
thousand dollars. There Oficor
Officer to h av
seventy-five thousand
provided
and pay
pay of
of
rank and
shall
added to
fifty privates;
privates; and from and after
after the rank
to the
the Signal Corps fifty
be added
shall be
a brigadicr-g
brigadier-g en
en passage of this act
rank and pay aoral.
act the Chief Signal Officer shall have the rank
passage
of
brigadier-general.
of aabrigadier-general.
Military toletel etelegraph lines:.
Construction,
maintenance, and
and repair of military telegraph
lines: .Military
Construction, maintenance,
graph lines.
lines.
maintenance, and grlaph
For
the construction
construction and continuing
the construction,
construction, maintenance,
continuing the
For the
Mexican frontiers and
use
of military
military telegraph
telegraph lines on the Indian
Indian and Mexican
use of
in the
the Northwest,
for the
the connection
military posts and stations,
stations,
connection of military
and for
Northwest, and
in
seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars.
celnoimproving national
National
For maintaining
national ceme- Narional
and improving
Narion al cememaintaining and
cemeteries: For
National cemeteries:

teries,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred thousand
one hundred
teries, one
cemeteries, fiftyFor
pay of
of seventy-two
superintendents of national cemeteries,
seventy-two superintendents
For pay
nine
thousand seven
seven hundred
twenty dollars.
hundred and twenty
nine thousand
To
construct roadway from Fort Scott, Kansas,
Kansas, to the National
National CemTo construct
etery
that city,
city, five
thousand five hundred dollars, subject to the
five thousand
near that
etery near
approval of
of the
Secretary of
War.
of War.
the Secretary
approval

teries, superins p) r i n tories,
tendents,
pay o1.
of.
tendents, pay

way fiom
Roa1
Row I
from
Fort Scott,
Scott, Kan1
sas, to
to N:ylio
National
nl
sas,
Cemetery.
Cemetery.

ARMORIES AND
AND ARSENALS.
ARSENALS.
ARMORIES
Springfield arsearseArsenal at
at Springfield,
repairs and preservation
preservation Sprilngield
For repairs
Massachusetts: For
Springfield, Massachusetts:
Arsenal
l
nal.
of grounds,
machinery, not
manufacturing pur- naT
not used for manufacturing
and machinery,
buildings and
grounds, buildings
of
poses, of
of the
Springfield, Massaguard-house at Springfield,
erecting guard-house
and for erecting
arsenal, and
the arsenal,
poses,
elrasetts, fifteen thousand dollars.
chusetts,
Rock Island
Island arRock
Island arsenal,
arsenal, Rock
Rock Island,
Island, Illinois:
finishing shop G, an Rock
For finishing
Illinois: For
Rock Island
senal.
senal.
ninety-five
iron
working
and
finishing
arsenal,
ninety-five
thousand
the
for
shop
finishing
iron working and
dollars.
For shop
and leather-working
leather-working shop for the arsenal,
wood-working and
I, aawood-working
shop I,
For
fifty-five thousand dollars.
fifty-five
thousand
For
an iron-finishing
iron-finishing shop for
forty-five thousand
for the armory, forty-five
H, an
shop H,
For shop
dollars.
For an
elevated iron
protection and
and general
general waterwater-tank for fire protection
iron water-tank
an elevated
For
supply
of
the
arsenal,
thousand
dollars.
thousand
five
arsenal,
the
of
supply
For general
general care,
care, preservation,
preservation, and improvement:
improvement: For
For building
building new
For
painting and
roads;
and preservation
water-power; painting
and care
care and
preservation of the water-power;
care and
roads; care
preservation of
of permanent
and bridges and shores of the
buildings and
permanent buildings
preservation
island; building
grading grounds;
grounds; and
and repairs of and extenbuilding fences and grading
island;
preservation
sion
of railroad,
thousand dollars; and for care and preservation
twelve thousand
railroad, twelve
sion of
of
Rock Island
bridge, and
maintaining and
and operating
operating
of maintaining
expense of
and expense
Island bridge,
the Rock
of the
the
thousand dollars.
draw, nine thousand
the draw,
For developing
thousand dolwater-power, fifty thousand
of water-power,
maintenance of
and maintenance
developing and
For
lars.
Washington arWashing- Washington
For the
repair and
restoration of the wharf
wharf at the arsenal, Washingand restoration
the repair
For
senal.
senal.
dollars.
thousand
ton,
ton, District of Columbia, two
Sandy Book.
Sandy
Hook proving-ground,
For clearing,
clearing, Sandy
Hook.
Jersey: For
New Jersey:
Hook, New
Sandy Hook,
proving-ground, Sandy
Sandy Hook
leveling,
and building
building roads
and walks
walks at
the proving-ground,
proving-ground,
at the
roads and
grading, and
leveling, grading,
five thousand dollars.
Repairs of arRepairs of arRepairs of
of arsenals:
arsenals: For repairs
repairs of smaller arsenals, and to meet senal.
Repairs
se1.
contingenother
or
such
unforeseen
expenditures
as
accident
at
arsenals
such unforeseen expenditures
cies
during the
the year
render necessary, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
may render
year may
cies during
Benicia arsenal.

Benicia arsenal.
For
on wharf
wharf for
for Benicia
arsenal, California,
California, five
Benicia arsenal,
repairs on
completing repairs
For completing
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
1
Artesian wel,
well,
Artesian
For
the artesian
artesian well at Benicia wharf, California,
California, Benicia.
boring the
continuing boring
For continuing
Benicia.
five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five thousand
Public

grounds

grounds
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS IN
AROUND WASHINGTON
AND THE in Public
WASHINGTON AND
AND AROUND
IN AND
AND GROUNDS
BUILDINGS
Washington,
D.
D.
in Washinfgon,
EXECUTIVE
C.
MANSION.
EXECUTIVE MANSION.

Improvement and
and care
care of
of public
grounds: For filling in and improvpublic grounds:
Improvement
ing
Executive Mansion,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
Mansion, fifteen
of Executive
south of
grounds south
ing grounds
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For
ordinary care
care of
and the
the nursery,
one thousand
thousand five
five
For ordinary
of greenhouses
greenhouses and
nursery, one
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Square, one
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For ordinary
ordinary care of Lafayette
Lafayette Square,
one thousand
For care
of reservation
number three
three (Monument
(Monument
For
care and
and improvement
improvement of
reservation number
grounds), one
one thousand
dollars.
grounds),
thousand dollars.
For construction
repair of
iron fences,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
construction and
and repair
of iron
fences, five
For
hauling the
same, four
four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For manure,
manure, and hauling
the same,
painting iron fences,
. For painting
fences, vases,
vases, lamps,
lamps, and lamp-posts, one
one thousand
thousand
dollars.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
repair of seats,
five hundred
dollars.
For purchase
purchase and repair
seats, five
hundred dollars.
For purchase
purchase and repair
repair of tools,
dollars.
tools, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
tree-stakes, lime, whitewashing,
stock for
for nursery,
nursery, three
For trees, tree-stakes,
whitewashing, and
and stock
three
thousand dollars.
For removing snow and
and ice, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For flower-pots,
flower-pots, twine, baskets, and
and lycopodium,
lycopodium, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For care
care and construction
construction and repair
repair of
fountains in the
the public
of fountains
public
grounds,
grounds, one thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
dollars.
For abating
abating nuisances, five hundred
hundred dollars.
For improving
improving various
various reservations,
thousand dollars.
reservations, ten thousand
Executive Mansion:
Mansion: For
For care
of and
and repairs
repairs to
the Executive
Executive Man- Executive
care of
to the
Executive Mansion,
Mansion,
sion.
thousand dollars;
and for furniture, twenty thousand
dollars; fuel for the Executive
Executive ManMansion and the greenhouses.
thousand dollars; care
care and
necessary regreenhouses, two thousand
and necessary
repairs of the greenhouses,
greenhouses, five thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; in
in all,
twenty-seven thousand five hundred
twenty-seven
hundred dollars.
Lighting the Executive
Executive Mansion and public grounds:
For gas,
pay of
of
grounds: For
gas, pay
gas-fitters, plumbers,
lamp-lighters, gas-fitters,
plumbers, plumbing,
matches, and
plumbing, lamp-posts,
lamp-posts, matches,
and
repairs of all kinds; fuel for office, for the watchmen's
watchmen's lodges, and for
for
Proviso.
Proiso.
the greenhouses
greenhouses in the nursery, fifteen
ifteen thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided,
Price of
of gas.
gas.
That no more than twenty-five
twenty-five dollars shall be paid per lamp for gas
gas
under any expenditure
and in
in case
case a
contract
expenditure provided for in
in this
this act;
act; and
a contract
cannot be made at that rate the engineer
engineer in charge
charge is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
to substitute
substitute other
other illuminating
illuminating material,
material, and
the sum
and to
to use so
so much of
of the
sum
hereby appropriated
appropriated as may
may be necessary
necessary for that purpose.
Water-pipes,
&c.
Wa.ter-pipes,&c.
Repair
water-pipes and
fire-plugs: For repairing
Repair of
of water-pipes
and fire-plugs:
repairing and extending
extending
water-pipes, purchase
water-pipes
purchase of apparatus
clean them,
them, and
and for
for cleaning
cleaning the
the
apparatus to clean
and repairing and renewing
renewing the pipes of the
springs and
the same that supply
supply
the Capitol, the Executive
Executive Mansion,
the building for the
the State,
War,
Mansion, and the
State, War,
and Navy Departments,
Departments, two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Department telDepartment
Telegraph to connect the Capitol with the departments
departments and the Govegraph.
egraph.
ernment
Office: For repair
ernment Printing
Printing Office:
repair and care of the same, one thousand
dollars.
State,
and
Snto., War,
War, and
Building for State, War, and Navy
Navy Departments:
Departments: To
To continue
continue work
work
Navy. Department
i.Navyilii
tment on the north wing of the
the building, four hundred and fifty thousand dollutiWing.
lars,
lars, to be immediately available.
Washington
a s h i n g t on
W
For continuing
(ontinuing the
the work
on the
For
work on
the Washington
Washington Monument,
Monument, one hundred
hundred
Monument,
approthousand dollars.
Mnlument, appro- and
and fifty
fifty thousand
dollars.
priation.
priation.
Model.
To
Joint Committee
Committee on Public
Buildings and Grounds
Grounds to
To enable
enable the
the Joint
Public Buildings
defray
expenses already
defray expenses
already incurred in procuring
procuring a
a model
model of
of proposed
proposed
changes in the Washington
hundred and forty-seven
Washington Monument, one hundred
forty-seven
dollars and eighty-five
eighty-five cents.
cents.
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS UNDER WAR DEPARTATFNT.
MISCELLANEOUS
DEPARTIMENT.
Survey of
Survey
of NorthSurvey of
of the
the Northern
Northern and
and Northwestern
Northwestern Lakes: For reduction
reduction of
Survey
of
ern adNorthwestand Northwesterl
the
publication
the field-work
field-work of the Lake survey; for the preparation
preparation and publication
ern Lakes, &c.,

of the final report, for printing
printing charts for the use of navigators, ior
tor continuance
tinuance of water-level
water-level observations, and miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, forty
thrty thousand
thousand
dollars.
Military surMilitary
sur- Military
Military surveys
and reconnoissances
reconnoissances in the military divisions
surveys and
divisions and de-

veys, departments

veyst Mississippi
Mpiarsitts
partments, west of
the Mississippi
partments,
of the
Mississippi River,
River, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand five
hundred
five hundred
west
dollars.
River.
dollars
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of
For transportation
to foreign
foreign countries
countries through
through Transportation
Transpotrtalio of
of reports
reports and
and maps
maps to
For
transportation of
reports
and maps too
the
Smithsonian Institution,
dollars.
reportsaiidmaps
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Institution, five
the Smithsonian
foreign
foreign countries.
countries.
Fort Snelling.
Snelling.
For
necessary buildings
buildings for headquarters
headquarters of the Fort
completion of the necessary
For the
the completion
Department
military post
post of Fort
Fort Snelling,
Snelling, MinDakota, at the military
Department of Dakota,
nesota,
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
nesota, one hundred
For
the construction
military post
Mn ss e I s oI l
the Musselshell
Musselshell Musselshell
at or near the
post at
of aanew
new military
construction of
For the
River, post
estabpost estabRiver,
the territory
erritory of
of Montana,
Montana, at a
approved by the River,
a site to be approved
River, in
in the
lished.
Secretary of War, forty
thousand dollars.
lished.
forty thousand
Secretary
Military p110o s8:,t
For
including officers'
necessary buildings,
buildings, including
officers' quar- Military
For the
the construction
construction of necessary
Antonio.
san Antonio.
ters,
commenced of the military Department San
already commenced
for the
the headquarters
headquarters already
ters, for
of
reservation at
seventy-five
San Antonio, Texas, seventy-five
on the military reservation
at San
of Texas on
thousand
dollars; the
the total
cost thereof
shall not
exceed one
one hundred
hundred
thereof shall
not exceed
total cost
thousand dollars;
and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Fort Omiaha.
Omaha.
For continuing
quarters at Fort Omaha, Nebraska, Fort
construction of quarters
For
continuing the construction
twenty-five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
Fortress Monroe.
Vir- Fortress
For the
repair of
Fortress Monroe, Virgovernment quarters at Fortress
the governtnent
of the
For
the repair
ginia,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
ginia, twenty
twenty thousand
Fort
For
of Fort
Fort Assinaboine,
Assinaboine, Montana
Territory, eighty
As ssinainaFor t As
Montana Territory,
continuance of
For the
the continuance
b oi n
boine.
e.
thousand
thousand dollars.
iron and
and
Testing iron
Secretary of War to continue
continue the tests of iron and steel, Testing
To enable the Secretary
steel.
ten
steel.
dollars.
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Ringgold b
To complete
the purchase
Ringgold
b aarr-thousand racks,
Texas, ten
ten thousand
barracks, Texas,
of Ringgold
Ringgold barracks,
purchase of
To
complete the
Texas.
five
thirty-eight dollars
dollars and nineteen
nineteen cents.
racks, '(exas.
five hundred
hundred and thirty-eight
Roadway from
from
Mississippi, to the
the National
National Roadway
roadway from Vicksburg, Mississippi,
To complete roadway
Vicksburg to
NaCemetery
city, eight
thousand dollars.
Nato
Vicksburg
eight thousand
near that
that city,
Cemetery near
tional
Cemetery.
tional Cenietery.
Rebellion R
ecFor continuing
official Rec- Rebellion
Recpreparation of the publication of the official
continuing the
the preparation
For
s
ords.
ords
Confederate ori
both of the Union and Confederate
of the
the Rebellion,
Rebellion, both
the War of
ords of the
armies,
the printing
printing and
and binding, under
under direction
direction of the Secre.
Secrearmies, and
and for
for the
tary
copies of aacompilation of the official recthousand copies
War, of ten thousand
tary of War,
ords,
Union and
war of
the rebellion,
so far
as the
the
far as
of the
rebellion, so
of the
the war
and Confederate,
Confederate, of
ords, Union
same
may be
publication during
thousand
during the fiscal year, forty thousand
ready for
for publication
be ready
same may
dollars;
and of
of said
said number
number seven
seven thousand
copies shall
for the use
shall be for
thousand copies
dollars; and
of
thousand copies for the use of the
Representatives, two thousand
of the House of Representatives,
Senate, and
thousand copies
the use
use of the executive departfor the
copies for
and one thousand
Senate,
ments;
clerks and
and other
other employtemporary clerks
for the compensation
compensation of temporary
ments; and
and for
ees
engaged thereon,
thereon, the
records as may
Confederate records
the collection
collection of such Confederate
ees engaged
be
placed at
the disposal
disposal of the government
rent
gift or
or loan,
loan, for rent
government by gift
at the
be placed
of
expenses, forty
and incidental
incidental expenses,
fuel, stationery,
stationery, and
offices, for
for fuel,
of necessary
necessary offices,
thousand
four hundred
hundred and
ninety dollars;
Secretary of War
dollars; and the Secretary
and ninety
thousand four
is
authorized to
negotiate with
representatives of
Conof the late Conthe legal
legal representatives
with the
to negotiate
is authorized
federate
purchase of their private
and Polk for the purchase
Generals Bragg and
federate Generals
papers
the late
said Secretary
Secretary shall
shall report
report thereon
thereon
late war,
war, and
and said
to the
relating to
papers relating
at
at the next session of Congress.
Military con
con Expenses
of military
military convicts:
convicts: For
costs and
charges of Military
and charges
of costs
For payment
payment of
Expenses of
State
victs.
medical victs.
maintenance, and medical
the care, clothing, maintenance,
penitentiaries for the
State penitentiaries
attendance
military convicts confined
confined in them, sixteen
States military
of United
United States
attendance of
thousand dollars.
Support and
and improvement
L e a v e n worth
prison, Fort Leavenworth
military prison,
Leavenworth military
of the
the Leavenworth
improvement of
Support
military prison.
Leavenworth,
Kansas: For
purchase of
subsistence stores,
stores, oil,
wicking, military
prison.
oil, wicking,
of subsistence
For purchase
Leavenworth, Kansas:
and
and running machinery,
machinery,
purposes and
cooking purposes
and cooking
and fuel for heating and
twenty-eight thousand
thousand one hundred and sixty-five
sixty-five dollars;
twenty-eight
For hay
for prisoners'
beds; for blank books
and stationery;
stationery; for stoves
books and
prisoners' beds
For
hay for
heated by steam; for miscellaand
stove-pipe, for use in buildings
buildings not heated
and stove-pipe,
neous
drainage of grounds,
grounds disinfectants, and other general
general purstores, drainage
neous stores
poses, nine
hundred and
twenty-five dollars;
dollars;
and twenty-five
nine hundred
poses,
For
material for
for clothing,
clothing, for
for hats,
prisoner on discharge;
for
discharge; for
each prisoner
hats, for each
For material
prisoner on discharge;
expenses of
discharge; for expenses
of five dollars to each prisoner
payment of
Apprehension of
of
Apprehension
pursuing, and payment
delivery, of, escaped
apprehension and delivery
payment of rewards for apprehension
pursuing,
prisoners.
escaped prisoners,
prisoners, three thousand
thousand two
hundred and
dollars eseaped prisoners.
thirty-one dollars
and t4irty-one
two hundred
escaped
and twenty-five cents;
cents;
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and for
for tools
tools
Repairs
For hose for use
Repairs of Army
use in
in case
case of fire
fire and for
for filling
filling cisterns,
cisterns, and
transportation.
transportation.
and materials in shops, repairs of Army transportation,
transportation, cleaning
cleaning and
and
repairing machinery
belting, three
three thousand
thousand eight
hundred dolrepairing
machinery and
and belting,
eight hundred
dollars;
lars;
Tobacco to pris- For tobacco for issue
issue to prisoners
special and
and excessive
hard labor,
labor,
prisoners on special
excessive hard

oners.
oners.

four
hundred dollars;
four hundred
dollars;
For
and engineers,
engineers, and
and mechanics,
and watchmen,
watchmen, seven
thouFor foreman
foreman and
mechanics, and
seven thousand nine hundred
hundred and
dollars;
and twenty
twenty dollars;
Teamsters, &e.
For
teamsters, one
one thousand
dollars;
Teamsters,
&c.
For teamsters,
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
For
in offices
of disbursing-officer
and acting
assistant quarterquarterClerks to disbursFor clerks
clerks in
offices of
disbursing-officer and
acting assistant
ing-officer,
ing-oflicer, &c.
seven hundred
master, two thousand
thousand seven
dollars;
hundred dollars;
For
four hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five
fifty-five
Extra-duty pay.
Extra-duty
For extra-duty
extra-duty pay,
pay, four
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine dollars
dollars and
cents;
cents;
Materials.
Materials.
paving-bricks, two thousand
For paving-bricks,
thousand five
hundred dollars;
five hundred
dollars;
Repairs to offiFor repairs to officers'
officers' quarters,
quarters, prison
prison buildings, shops, and for
for extenextencers'
quarters.
cers' quarters.
thousand dollars.
sion of shops, three thousand
dollars.
Medical
Med
i c a supFor purchase of supplies
supplies from
the Medical
Medical Department,
Department, one
thousand
from the
one thousand
plies.
plies.
thousand eight hundred
hundred and ten dollars
dollars; in all, fifty-five thousand
dollars and
eighty cents.
Artillery School.
United
Virginia: To
United States Artillery School at
at Fortress Monroe,
Monroe, Virginia:
To proprovide for text-books, drawing
drawing materials, models,
necessary
models, and material necessary
in the science
engineering and of artillery,
science of engineering
artillery, stationery,
and miscellamiscellastationery, and
neous necessaries
necessaries for the use of the school,
school, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Artificial limbs.
Artificial
Artificial limbs: For furnishing artificial
artificial limbs and appliances, or commutation therefor, and transportation,
transportation, two hundred
mutation
hundred and fifty thousand
thousand
dollars.
Surgical appliap phSurgical
Appliances
Appliances for
for disabled
disabled soldiers:
soldiers: For providing
providing surgical appliances
appliances
/LOCOS.
ances.
for
persons disabled
disabled in
military or
or naval
for persons
in the
the military
naval service
service of the United
United States,
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for, three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Catalogue SurSurCatalogue
Printing Catalogue
Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's
Surgeon-General's Office:
Office:
goon-Gunoral's
For printing
and binding
binding the
and second
second volumes
of the
the Catalogue
icen - e eral' For
printing and
the first
first and
volumes of
Catalogue
Office.
of the Library of the
the Surgeon-General's
Surgeon-General's Office,
Office, six thousand five
hundred
fve hundred
dollars.
Transient
uTransient pp aauSupport of transient
paupers: For care, support, and medical treattransient paupers:
treatpers, city of Washtransient paupers,
surgical patients,
patients,
pes,cityof Wah- ment
ment of
of seventy-five
seventy-five transient
paupers, medical
medical and
and surgical
ington.
Washington, under
a contract
in the city of Washington,
under a
contract to be made with such
such instiinstitution as the Surgeon-General
Surgeon-General of the
the Army
Army may
select, fifteen
fifteen thousand
may select,
thousand
dollars.
National Home
Support of National
Home for
for Disabled
National Home
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers:
Soldiers: Current
Current
forNational
DisabledHome
Volexpenses,
including construction
repairs: For
For the
Central Branch,
Branch,
unteers.
expenses, including
construction and
and repairs:
the Central
Northwestern Branch, for
for the Eastern
Eastern Branch, for the Northwestern
Southern
for the
the Southern
Branch, and for barracks
barracks and other necessary
construction purposes,
necessary construction
purposes,
for clothing of extra sizes and
and underclothing, for out-door relief
and
relief and
incidental expenses,
expenses, one million and
and thirty-three
thirty-three thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
Proviso.
Proviso.
and sixty
sixty dollars
dollars and eighty-three
eighty-three cents: Provided,
of
and
Pr6vided, That
That so much of
this amount as may be necessary,
this
necessary, not exceeding
exceeding thirty thousand dollars,
is hereby authorized to be
the purpose
of rebuilding
rebuilding Memorial
Memorial
Prois
be used for
for the
purpose of
Proviso.
aroiso.
Hall at Dayton,
Dayton Ohio: Provided
Providedfurther,
Hall
further, That General John M. Palmer,
Managers apMp age
rfl vaapIllinois,
B. are
Franklin,
of
Connecticut, and
and General
Illinois
General
B.
Franklin,
Connecticut,
General
pointed
to fill
v- of
Charles
W. General
Roberts,William
of Maine,
hereby of
appointed
managers
of the
cancies.
ancie.
Charles W. Roberts, of Maine are hereby appointed
appointed managers
managers of
of the
the
National Home for Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers to fill vacancies
Disabled Volunteer
vacancies which
which
occurred
occurred on the twenty-first
twenty-first day
of
April,
eighteen
hundred
and
seventyday of April, eighteen hundred and seventyeight; and General
General Martin T. MacMahon,
MacMahon, of New York, General
General John
John
Love, of Indiana, and Major
of Wisconsin,
are hereby
Major David
David C. Fulton, of
Wisconsin, are
hereby
appointed
vacancies which
appointed managers of said National
National Home, to fill vacancies
twenty-first day of April, eighteen
occurred
on the twenty-first
eighteen hundred and eighty.
Washington
Washington
That the buildings
buildings and
and grounds adjoining
adjoining the Washington
Washington Asylum
Asylum.
in the District
District of Columbia, heretofore
used as
as a
anaval
naval and
and Army
Army magmagheretofore used
azine, be and the same hereby
hereby are, added
added to the grounds
asylum,
grounds of the
the asylum,
and subjected to the control of the Comnaissioners
Commissioners of the District of
Columbia as part of the asylum until
until otherwise
otherwise ordered.
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Rivoe
Missisippi Rive,
Mississippi
Commission: For
surveys and
and examinations
examinations and IESSidSiypi
For surveys
River Commission:
Mississippi River
Commission.
the
Coin- Commission.
salaries and other expenses of the Mississippi River Cornnecessary salaries
the necessary
mission,
dollars.
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
one hundred
mission, one

DEPARTMENT.
UNDER
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
UNDER THE NAVY
barraclks
Marino baxracks
Marine
For
construction and
barracks at Washington,
Washington, Norand repair of Marine barracks
For construction
at WashingtoL,
Washington,
folk,
and Annapolis,
Annapolis, twenty-two
twenty-two thousand three hundred
hundred and thirty-six at
folk, and
Norfolk, and An.
All
'n
appropriations Norfolk
dollars
sixty nine
therefor unexpended
unexpended appropriations
nine cents, using therefor
and sixty
dollars and
tapas.
orps,
M ar iine! (imps,
fuel
and
to
that amount,
provisions
of the Treasury for provisions
books of
the books
M
on the
now on
amount, now
to that
fue l and provisfor the
the Marine
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen fuel
Corps, for the fiscal
Marine Corps,
for
ions.
ions.
hundred
and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.
hundred and
To pay
for clothing
clothing and
and bedding of officers and others in the Navy
pay for
To
and
Marine Corps,
Corps, destroyed
prevent the spread of disease, two
destroyed to prevent
and Marine
thousand
available immediately.
to be
be available
dollars, to
thousand dollars,
apof a
use any
The
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to use
any balances
balances Balance
Balance of
pThe Secretary
mi:ade
propriatiolls matle
at propriations
of appropriations
contracts not
executed at
fully executed
not fully
upon contracts
made upon
heretofore made
appropriations heretofore
of
upou coil
I
Facts not
(Oltlractsiot
the close
present fiscal year to be applied to payments upon such "p)""
the present
of the
close of
the
executed
availaicontracts up
fulfillment, anything in sections thirty- blec
of their fulfillment,
time of
the time
up to the
contracts
ble.
:690,
s.
six
hundred
and
ninety
and
thirty-six
hundred
and
of
the
ninety-one
and
R.
S.
3690,
six hundred and ninety and thirty-six hundred
R.
S. 3691.
R.S.
Revised
Statutes to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Revised Statutes
NAVY-YARDS
AND STATIONS.
STATIONS.
NAVY-YARDS AND

Navy-yards.
Navy-yards.

Navy-yard, Mare
Mare Island,
Island, California:
continuation of work on Mare Island.
California: For continuation
Navy-yard,
stone
dry-dock, one
dollars.
twelve thousand five hundred dollars.
and twelve
hundred and
one hundred
stone dry-dock,
Navy-yard, Pensacola,
Florida: To enable the Secretary
Pensacola.
Secretary of the Navy Ponsaola.
Pensacola, Florida:
Navy-yard,
to
navy-yard in a
astate of efficiency,
efficiency, one hundred and
Pensacola navy-yard
the Pensacola
put the
to put
fifty thousand dollars.
New London.
Lou- Now
For
repairs and
navy-yard, New Lonimprovements at the navy-yard,
and improvements
continuing repairs
For continuing
don,
Connecticut, in extending
buildings thereat, so as to furextending one of the buildings
don, Connecticut,
nish
drill-room and
and hospital
hospital for
training-ships of the
use of the training-ships
the use
for the
nish aa drill-room
Navy, twenty
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
Navy,
navy-yard, Virginia, fifty thou- Gosport.
For
sea-wall at Gosport navy-yard,
the sea-wall
of the
repair of
For repair
sand dollars;
and for
rebuilding timber-sheds
preserve timber at same,
to preserve
timber-sheds to
for rebuilding
dollars; and
sand
seventy-five thousand dollars.
seventy-five
Repairs
and
airs alnd
Repairs
preservation at
at navy-yards:
navy-yards: For
different Rep
the different
at the
For repairs at
and preservation
Repairs and
preset -N.-ati on at
a t
t
o1
i
a
prese
hundred
navy-yards
and
stations,
and
preservation
of
the
same,
three
hundred
three
same,
the
of
navy-yards and stations, and preservation
navy-yards.
avy-y
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
UNDER THE
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
STATE.
UNDER

State DopartDepartState
ment.

Printing and
and
Printig
That
the sum
sum of
fourteen thousand
three hundred
hundred dollars be, and distributing
thousand three
of fourteen
That the
pubdistributing plubTreasury not other- lications.
hereby is,
is, appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
any money
out of
hereby

wise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for printing and distributing more frequently the lications.
wise
publications by
by the Department
Department of State of the consular and other compublications
mercial reports,
circular letters
chambers of commerce,
letters to chambers
including circular
reports, including
mercial
Proviso.
seven thousand
thousand dollars:
Provided, That
may be sold Proviso.
publications may
such publications
That such
dollars: Provided,
seven
at such
may be
be fixed
fixed by
department, and the proceeds of
said department,
by said
as may
rates as
such rates
at
all sales
paid into
Treasury; and seven thousand three hunthe Treasury;
into the
be paid
to be
sales to
all
Clerics,
pay of.
Clerks, pay
dred dollars
of said
appropriated for the clerical hire
hereby appropriated
is hereby
amount is
said amount
dollars of
dred
necessary for
administration of
branch of the
of this whole branch
competent administration
the competent
for the
necessary
public service
service in
in the
the collection,
collection, analyzing,
publication, and distribution
distribution
analyzing, publication,
public
of commercial
commercial information
information under
under the
of State;
State; two thouDepartment of
the Department
of

sand one
one hundred
hundred dollars
dollars for
clerk; one
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred
chief clerk;
for chief
sand
dollars for
for one
clerk; one
thousand four hundred dollars for one clerk,
one thousand
one clerk;
dollars
additional clerks.
and two
two thousand dollars for two additional
and
UNDER
DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR.
INTERIOR.
OF THE
THE DEPARTMENT
UNDER THE

Interior DepartDepartCasual repairs:
repairs: For
For casual
casual repairs
repairs of
of the
the building
Interior
occupied by the ment
building occupied
Casual
building, reDepartment
of
the
Interior;
for
replacing
heating
apparatus
in
NinthDepartment of the Interior; for replacing heating apparatus in Ninth- ment building, re-
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pairs
same; for
for renewing
for replacing
replacing sewer
sower
pairs heating
heating ap- street wing of same;
renewing water-closets;
water-closets; for
paratus,
paratls, &c.
&c.
and drain pipes in the east and south wings, fifteen thousand dollars.
Fire-proof
model-cases, to be used
the north
north and
west
' i r po-r o o f For fire-proof
fire-proof model-cases,
used in
in fitting
fitting up
up the
and west
iii
I-cases for wings of the Patent-Office
mlood
dc
c l-eases
Patent-Office building, eighty thousand
thousand dollars.
Patent-Office
P a t e n t - Offi ce
building.
btuilding.
building.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.

extenCapitol extenCapitol extension:
extension: For work on the Capitol, and for general repairs
repairs
s
sion.
ion.
thereof, fifty thousand
passenger-elevator in south
sout h wing
thereof,
thousand dollars; and for passenger-elevator
wing
of
may be
located by
by the
and the
the Architeet
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, as
as may
be located
the Speaker
Speaker and
Architot of
PrOVi80.
l'rovio.
the Capitol, seven
seven thousand dollars:
Provided, That
dollars: Provided,
That the location
location of
of such
such
elevator
with the
or occupation
or
elevator shall
shall not
not in any wise interfere
interfere with
the use
use or
occupation of
of or
communication
any of
offices or
or committee
rooms of
of the
the
communication between
between any
of the
the offices
committee rooms
house,
nor with
with the
or ventilation
thereof, or
of any
louse, nor
the lighting
lighting or
ventilation thereof,
or of
any corridor.
corridor.
Capitol grounds,
grounds. Improving
Improving Capitol grounds: For continuing
continuing the work on the
the Capitol
Capit
grounds
grounds, sixty thousand dollars.
dollars.
and grounds:
grounds: For
and grounds
grounds
Lighting Capi- Lighting
Lighting the
the Capitol
Capitol and
For lighting
lighting Capitol
Capitol and
tol,
&c.
to], &c.
about the same,
same, including Botanic Garden
Garden and Senate
Senate stable;
stable; for gas,
gas,
of meters,
gas-fitters; for
pay of superintendent
superintendent of
meters, lamp-lighters,
lamp-lighters, and
and gas-fitters;
for mamaterial for electrical battery;
battery; and general repairs
repairs to lamps
lamps and
and pipes,
pipes,
thirty-two thousand
thousand dollars.
•
thirty-two
Payment of rereFor the payment of retained percentages
percentages on
contracts for paving
paving made
made
Payment
on contracts
tained percentages during
tainedpercentages
during the fiscal year
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and
on paving conpaving roadways
Capitol grounds,
namely: To
To
totracts.
pacving con- seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, for
for paving
roadways in
in Capitol
grounds, namely:
Cranford
Cranford and Hoffman,
Hoffman, one thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty-three
twety-three
cents; to
Riggs, attorney
attorney for
for W.
W Tx.
i.
dollars and forty-three
forty-three cents;
to George
George W.
W. Riggs
Davis, four thousand two hundred
hundred and
sixty-eight
and sixty-nine dollars
dollars and
and sixty-eight
cents; to W. H. Groot, two hundred and fifty-three
fifty-three dollars and
and sixtysixtyone cents; in all,
hundred and
dollars and
all, six
six thousand two
two hundred
and forty-six
forty-six dollars
and
seventy-two
seventy-two cents.
Portable
P
o r t able firefire- For the purchase
forty-gallon portable fire-extinguishers
t be
purchase of four forty-gallon
fire-extinguishers to
extinguishers for
for placed
extinguishers
placed in the Capitol, one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
dollars.
Capitol.
Capitol.
Repairs WashRepairs
Repairs to court-house, Washington,
: For annual
Repairs
Washington District of Columbia :
ington courtn g ton c o urt- repairs
repairs to court-house
for new
new furnaces,
court-house in the city of
of Washington,
Washington, and
and for
furnaces,
house.
one thousand
thousand dollars.
Testing gas.
For testing the quantity and quality of gas used by the government,
government,
and the various governors
governors and other appliances
designed to
to lessen
its
appliances designed
lessen its
consumption
consumption and cost, to be expended
expended under the direction,
direction of the ArchiArchitect of the Capitol, three
and fifty
three hundred
hundred and
fifty dollars.
dollars.
LIBRARY
LIBRARY OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Library
Library of ConFor purchase
purchase of necessary furniture for the Library of Congress, one
gress.
thousand five
five hundred dollars.
thousand
Botanic Garden. Botanic Garden: For repairs and improvements
improvements to the buildings and
walks of the Botanic Garden,
Garden, eight thousand one
one hundred and sixtysixtythree dollars.
For aa night-watchman
night-watchman for the Botanic Garden,
hundred and
Garden, seven hundred
twenty dollars.
NATIONAL
KUSEULM
NATIONAL AZUSEIT3L

Nation al MuNational
m u _ For furniture and fixtures, National Museum: For cases, furniture,
seum.
seum.
and fixtures
fixtures for the reception, care, and exhibition of the gollections
collections of
and
of
geology,
mineralogy, ethnology, technology, and
geology, mineralogy,
and natural
prenatural history,
history, presented to the government
government by foreign nations, fifty
theusaxid dollars.
fifty thousand
dollars.
a steam-heating
apparatus and for fuel, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
For a
steam-heating apparatus
thousand dollars, to be immediately
immediately available.
For water, gas-fixtures,
apparatus, twelve
For
gas-fixtures, and electrical
electrical apparatus,
twelve thousand five
available.
hundred dollars, to be immediately available.
For construction
necessary man-holes and
construction of relieving
relieving sewer, with the necessary
traps,
traps, from the new National
National Museum building
building to the Seventh-street
Seventh-street
sewer, one thousand dollars.
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HOWARD
UNIVERSITY.
HOWARD UNIVERSITY.

Howard UniHoward

versity.

For maintenance,
maintenance, ten thousand dollars.
For
PUBLIC
LANDS.
PUBLIC LANDS.

Publio lands.
Public.

SALES OF PUBEXPENSES OF
COLLECTION OF
REVENUE FROM SALES
OF REVENUE
THE COLLECTION
OF THE
EXPENSES
LIC LANDS.

ndd
ers8 a
For
salaries and
land-offices and receivers Regist
Regist or
an
registers of land-offices
commissions of registers
and commissions
For salaries
receivers.
exceeding receivers.
of
public moneys,
moneys, at
land-offices, at not exceeding
ninety-three district land-offices,
at ninety-three
of public
three thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each,
each, three
three hundred
thousand dolhundred and eighty-six thousand
three
lars.
For
expenses of
of the
ninety-three thou- Incident al eoxx-land-offices, ninety-three
several land-offices,
the several
incidental expenses
For incidental
p
enses.
sand
five
hundred
dollars.
penses.
sand five hundred dollars.
ep os i t i n g
D
of
For
expenses
of
depositing
money
received
the
sale
public
Depositing
from
For expenses of depositing money received
moneys.
lands,
ten thousand
dollars.
moneys.
thousand dollars.
lands, ten
t i no of
To meet
expenses of
protecting timber
Protection
of
the public lands, forty thou- Protee
on the
timber on
of protecting
meet expenses
To
timber.
sand dollars.
dollars.
sand
lands.
Swamp lands.
For the
settlement of
of claims
lands, and swamp land indem- Swamp
swamp lands,
for swamp
claims for
the settlement
For
nity,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
nity, fifteen
SURVEYING
THE PUBLIC
LANDS.
PUBLIC LANDS.
SURVEYING THE

For
public lands,
hundred thousand
thousand dollars at rates
three hundred
lands, three
the public
surveying the
For surveying
not
exceeding
twelve
dollars
per
linear
mile
standard
standard and meander
for
mile
linear
per
dollars
twelve
exceeding
not
except
lines, except
lines,
for township,
and eight dollars for section lines
township, and
dollars for
ten dollars
lines, ten
that
the Commissioner
of the
the General
General Land Office may allow, for the surCommissioner of
that the
vey of
standard and
heavily timbered,
timbered, mountlandsheavily
through lands
lines through
meander lines
and meander
of standard
vey
a sum not exceeding sixainous, and
with dense
undergrowth, a
dense undergrowth,
covered with
and covered
ainous,
teen dollars
dollars per
linear mile
mile for
for standard
dollars for townfourteen dollars
standard lines, fourteen
per linear
teen
ship, and ten dollars for section lines.
ship,
For
surveying confirmed
confirmed private
in California
California at the rates
land-claims in
private land-claims
For surveying
thousand
per
mile
prescribed
by
law,
and
expenses,
ten
thousand dollars.
office
and
law,
by
per mile prescribed
For
the preliminary
survey of
confirmed
unconfirmed and survey of confirmed
of unconfirmed
preliminary survey
For the
dolprivate
land claims
claims in
New Mexico,
Mexico, at
exceeding sixteen dolrate not exceeding
a rate
at a
in New
private land
lars
linear mile,
mile, and
office expenses,
expenses, six thousand dollars.
and office
per linear
lars per
For
preliminary survey
survey of
survey of confirmed
and survey
unconfirmed and
of unconfirmed
the preliminary
For the
private
land-claims
in
Arizona,
at
a
rate
exceeding
sixteen dollars
exceeding
not
rate
a
at
Arizona,
in
land-claims
private
per
linear mile,
office expenses,
expenses, eight thousand dollars.
and office
mile, and
per linear
Occasional
examinations of
of public
public surveys in the several surveying
surveying
Occasional examinations
districts,
in order
order to
to test
accuracy of the work in the field, inspect
the accuracy
test the
districts, in
mineral
coal-fields, and
and timber
timber districts,
districts, eight thousand dollars.
deposits, coal-fields,
mineral deposits,
reservation, in OreFor
appraisement and
and sale
of Fort
Fort Dalles military reservation,
sale of
For appraisement
gon, and
military reservations,
reservations, five thousand dollars.
abandoned military
other abandoned
and other
gon,
To
enable the
Commissioner of
of the General
Genei al Land Office to continue
continue
the Commissioner
To enable
to
reproduce
worn
and
defaced
official
plats
surveys now
now on file, and
of surveys
plats of
official
defaced
and
to reproduce worn
constituting a
of said
said office,
dollars.
ten thousand dollars.
office, ten
records of
the records
of the
part of
a part
constituting
To
Secretary of
preserve, and imInterior to protect, preserve,
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
prove the
the Yellowstone
Yellowstone National
National Park,
compliance with section twentyin compliance
Park, in
prove
four hundred
hundred and
Revised Statutes of the United
of the Revised
seventy-five of
and seventy-five
four
States,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
States, fifteen
OFFICES
OF PUBLIC LANDS.
SURVEYORS-GENEBAL OF
OF SURVEYORS-GENERAL
OFFICES OF

Contingent
expenses, office
Louisiana: For
surveyor-general of Louisiana:
of surveyor-general
office of
Contingent expenses,
fuel,
books,
stationery,
messenger
hire,
other
incidental
expenses,
and
hire,
messenger
stationery,
books,
fuel,
two
thousand dollars.
two thousand
Contingent
office of
surveyor-general of Florida: For rent
of surveyor-general
expenses, office
Contingent expenses,
of
office
for
surveyor-general,
fuel,
books, stationery,
stationery, and other incidental
books,
fuel,
of office for surveyor-general,
expenses, one thousand
thousand dollars.
expenses,
XXI-18
xx--18

Surveys of publie lands.

Private land1andPrivate
l
claims
Caliin Cali1 in
Ia
fornia.
Mexico.
New Mexico.

Arizona.
Arizona.

Examinations
of
Examinations of
surveys.
surveys.
Fort
Dales milimiliFort Dalles
tary reservation.
reservation.
tary
Preservation
of
Preservation of
worn and defaced
defaced
and
worn
plats of surveys.
plats of surveys.
Yellowstone
NaYellowstone National Park.
Park.
tional
R. S. '2475.
R. S. 2475.

Offices
surof snrOffices of
veyors-general.
veyors-general.
Louisiana.
Louisiana

Florida.
Florida.
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Minnesota.
Minnesota.

Dakota.
Dakota.

Colorado.
Colorado.

New Mexico.
Mexico.
New

California.
California.

Idaho.
Idaho.

Nevada.
Nevada.

Oregon.
Oregon.

Washington.
Washington.

Nebraska.
Nebraska.

Montana.
Utah.

Wyoming.

Arizona.
Arizona.

Geological
Geological
vey.
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Contingent
expenses, office
office of
Minnesota: For
of Minnesota:
surveyor-general of
of surveyor-general
Contingent expenses,
fuel,
books, stationery,
stationery, pay
of messenger,
messenger, and
and other
other incidental
expenses,
incidental expenses,
pay of
fuel, books,
one
thousand
five
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
hundred
five
thousand
one
Contingent
expenses, office
office of
of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
For rent of
of
Dakota: For
of Dakota:
Contingent expenses,
office of
surveyor-general, fuel,
fuel, books,
incidental
other incidental
and other
stationery, and
books, stationery,
of surveyor-general,
office
expenses,
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
one thousand
expenses, one
Contingent
expenses, office
office of
of surveyor-general
Colorado: For rent
rent
of Colorado:
surveyor-general of
Contingent expenses,
of office
office for
fuel, books,
books, stationery,
and other
inciother incistationery, and
surveyor-general, fuel,
for surveyor-general,
of
dental
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
one thousand
expenses, one
dental expenses,
Contingent
expenses,
office
of
surveyor-general
of New
New Mexico: For
of
surveyor-general
of
office
expenses,
Contingent
rent of
of office
office for
surveyor-general, fuel, books, stationery, and other
for surveyor-general,
rent
incidental expenses,
expenses, one
one thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
incidental
Contingent expenses,
expenses, office
office of surveyor-general
California: For
surveyor-general of California:
Contingent
fuel, books,
books, stationery,
stationery, pay
and other
other incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses,
messenger, and
of messenger,
pay of
fuel,
four thousand dollars.
Contingent expenses,
expenses, office
office of
of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
Idaho: For
For rent of
of Idaho:
Contingent
office for
surveyor-general, fuel,
books, stationery,
and other incidental
stationery, and
fuel, books,
for surveyor-general,
office
expenses,
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
one thousand
expenses, one
Contingent expenses,
surveyor-general of Nevada: For rent
office of surveyor-general
expenses, office
Contingent
of office
office for
for surveyor-general,
books, stationery,
stationery, and
and other incidental
fuel, books,
surveyor-general, fuel,
of
expenses,
one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
expenses, one
Contingent expenses,
surveyor-general of Oregon: For fuel,
office of surveyor-general
expenses, office
Contingent
books,
stationery, pay
other incidental
incidental expenses, one
messenger, and other
of messenger,
pay of
books, stationery,
thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
Contingent
expenses, office
of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Washington:
Washington: For
office of
Contingent expenses,
rent
office for
for surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, fuel,
books, stationery, and other
fuel, books,
of office
rent of
thousand five hundred
incidental expenses, one thousand
hundred dollars.
destroyed by the falling of the
replacing furniture
furniture in his office, destroyed
For replacing
building
office was located, three hundred
hundred dollars.
building in which his office
Contingent
surveyor-general of Nebraska
Nebraska and
office of surveyor-general
expenses, office
Contingent expenses,
Iowa:
office for surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, fuel, books, stationery,
rent of office
For rent
Iowa: For
one thousand five hundred dollars.
and
incidental expenses, .one
and other incidental
expenses, office of surveyor-general
Contingent
Contingent expenses,
surveyor-general of Montana: For rent
rent
of
office for
surveyor-general, fuel, books, stationery, and other inciden
for surveyor-general,
of office
tal expenses, one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
surveyor-general of Utah: For rent of
Contingent expenses,
expenses, office of surveyor-general
of'
office
books stationery, and other incidental
surveyor-general, fuel, books,
office for surveyor-general,
expenses, one thousand five hundred dollars.
Contingent
expenses, office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Wyoming:
Wyoming: For
Contingent expenses,
inrent
office for surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, fuel, books, stationery, and other inrent of office
cidental expenses, one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
surveyor-general of Arizona:
expenses, office of surveyor-general
Contingent expenses,
Arizona: For rent
Contingent
of office
office for
surveyor-general, fuel,
fuel, books, stationery, and other incidenfor surveyor-general,
of
tal expenses, one thousand five hundred dollars.

SurSur-

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY.

For
Geological Survey, six thousand
For the salary of the Director of the Geological
dollars.
For the expenses of the Geological
Geological Survey, and the classification
classification of
the public
public lands
examination of the geological
geological structure, mineral
lands and examination
the
resources, and products of the national domain, to be expended
expended under
resources,
the
Secretary of the Interior, one hundred and fifty
the direction
direction of the Secretary
authorized to
Two officers of thousand
thousand dollars. And the Secretary
Secretary of War is hereby authorized
Ordnance Corps to serve with
Ordnance
Corps detail
not exceeding
exceeding two officers of the Ordnance
detail
Ordnance
detailed.
Geological Survey:
Survey: Provided,
Provided, That in his judgment
judgment it can be done
the Geological
without injury to the service.
Office-work.
Office-work.
To complete the office-work
office-work of the United States geological and geographical survey of the Territories, ten thousand dollars.
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ETHNOLOGIC RESEARCHES.
RESEARCHES.
ETHNOLOGIC
For
purpose of
of continuing
among the North
researches among
continuing ethnologic researches
the purpose
For the
Secretary of the SmithAmerican Indians
Indians under
under the
direction of the Secretary
the direction
American
SOnia11
Institution, twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
sonian Institution,

Ethnologio
Ethnologic

re

searches.
searches.

NATIONAL ACADEMY
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.
NATIONAL

s u r-Scientificc. ear
Acad- Scientifi
For the
expenses incurred
incurred by
the National
National Acad.
of the
Committee of
the Committee
by the
the expenses
For
veys of Territories.
the scientific surveys
emy
of Sciences
their consideration
consideration of
of the
surveys ofTerritories.
during their
Sciences during
emy of
the Territories,
hundred dollars.
Territories, four hundred
the
BIENNIAL
BIENNIAL REGISTER.
R e-That section
the act
act of
December fifteenth,
fifteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred Bien uuiiaalI Re
of December
of the
two of
section two
That
577
and
seventy-seven,
entitled
"An
act
providing
for
the
printing
and
g
1
4
giter
disand
printing
the
for
providing
act
"An
entitled
and seventy-seven,
of the
the Biennial
Register" ) is
so amended
amended as
read 1877,
Stat.
20, 4,13.
13.
Stat,,ch.
as to
to read
hereby so
is hereby
Biennial Register",
tribution of
"
July" instead of "the
"the last day of June", as the day
" the
the first day of July"
upon
which the
the lists
of the
Register shall in future be made up.
Biennial Register
the Biennial
lists of
upon which

TENTH CENSUS.
enumeration and compilation attendant upon
To
expenses of enumeration
the expenses
To meet the
the taking
of the
census (including
engraving, one
one
(including printing and engraving,
tenth census
the tenth
taking of
the
hundred and
to be expended under the
dollars), to
thousand dollars),
twenty-five thousand
and twenty-five
hundred
and
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of'
of the Interior, two million nine hundred and
of the
direction
sixty
dollars, to
available.
immediately available.
be immediately
to be
thousand dollars,
sixty thousand

Tenth census.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS.
MISCELLANEOUS
INSANE.
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL FOR
FOR THE
THE INSANE.
GOVERNMENT

Current expenses,
Government Hospital
Hospital for the Insane:
Insane:
expenses, Government
Current
Insane
of Army,
Army,
Insane of
For support,
support, clothing,
clothing, and
and treatment
treatment of
the insane
insane of the Army, Navy, &c.
of the
For
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
Service, and of all persons who have &'.
Revenue-Cutter Service,
and Revenue-Cutter
Marine
become insane
insane since
since their
entry into the military or naval service of the
their entry
become
insane.
Indigent insane.
United
indigent, and of the indigent insane of the Indigent
States, and who are indigent,
United States,
District
of Columbia,
forty-three thousand dollars;
hundred and forty-three
one hundred
Columbia, one
District of
and
this sum
not exceeding
exceeding one
one thousand dollars may be used for Proviso.
sum not
of this
and of
hereafter the Proviso.
transporting
patients to their friends: Provided,
Provided, That hereafter
transporting patients
admissions to
to the
hospital shall
shall be
persons as are entitled
entitled
be limited to such persons
the hospital
admissions
R. S., title 59,
to treatment
therein under
under the
provisions of title fifty-nine,
fifty-nine, chapter four, ch.R.4. S., title 59,
the provisions
treatment therein
to
156.
oh. 156.
approved 1875, eh.
of the
Revised Statutes
the United States, and under the act approved
Statutes of the
the Revised
of
Stat., 18, 486.
March third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
chapter one hundred
seventy-five, chapter
and seventy-five,
third, eighteen
March
and fifty-six,
second session, Forty-third Congress.
fifty-six, second
and
For general
general repairs
improvements, five thousand dollars.
and improvements,
repairs and
For
For furnishing
furnishing and
and fitting
fitting a
including heating appabuilding, including
a relief
relief building,
For
ratus,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, to
to be
immediately available.
be immediately
ratus, fifteen
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION FOR
DEAF AND
DUMB.
AND DUMB.
THE DEAF
FOR THE
COLUMBIA
Current
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb: For
Columbia Institution
expenses, Columbia
Current expenses,
support of
of the
including salaries
salaries and incidental expenses,
institution, including
the institution,
support
and five
dollars for
for books
books and
and illustrative
illustrative apparatus,
apparatus, and two
hundred dollars
five hundred
and
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars for general repaiis, fifty-three
fifty-three thousand
thousand
five
hundred dollars:
Provided, That when any indigent applicant for
dollars: Provided,
five hundred
admission
to the institution, belonging to the District of Columbia, and
admission to
being
teachable age, is found on examination
examination by the president
president of the
being of teachable
institution
to be
be of
feeble mind,
incapable of receiving
receiving inmind, and hence incapable
of feeble
institution to
struction among
among children
Secretary of the Interior
mind, the Secretary
sound mind,
of sound
children of
struction
may
cause such
be instructed
instructed in
some institution for the
in some
to be
person to
such person
may cause
education of
of feeble-minded
Pennsylvania, or some other
children in Pennsylvania,
feeble-minded children
education

Deaf and dumb.
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State,
at a
cost not
greater for
pupil than
or may
may be
the
for the
be for
is, or
than is,
each pupil
for each
not greater
a cost
State, at
time being,
paid by
by such
for similar
similar instruction, and
the sum
and the
State for
such State
being, paid
time
necessary
is appropriated
appropriated out
of the
for
provided for
above provided
sum above
the sum
out of
therefor is
necessary therefor
current expenses
of the institution.
expenses of
current
For
and fitting
fitting up
up of
gymnasium for
for the
the use
the students
students
of the
use of
of aagymnasium
For erection
erection and
and pupils,
pupils, five
five thousand
thousand dollars,
and for
for the
the improvement
inclosure
and inclosure
improvement and
dollars, and
and
of the
the grounds
the institution,
institution, two
two thousand
dollars; iii
in
hundred dollars;
thousand five hundred
of the
grounds of
of
all, seven
seven thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
all,
FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL AND
AND ASYLUM.
ASYLUM.
FREEDMEN'S

Freedmen's
e ed men' s
Fr
Hospital.

Hospital.

Washington, District
Support
of Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital
Hospital and Asylum, Washington,
Support of
of Columbia: For subsistence,
subsistence, eighteen
eighteen thousand dollars; for salaries
and
nine thousand
thousand five hundred dollars; fuel and light,
compensation, nine
and compensation,
two
dollars; clothing,
clothing, bedding,
bedding, forage,
and transportation,
transportation,
forage, and
thousand dollars;
two thousand
and miscellaneous
expenses, five
five thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; rent of hospital
miscellaneous expenses,
and
buildings
and grounds,
grounds, four
four thousand
thousand dollars;
medicines and medical
dollars; medicines
buildings and
supplies, one
one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars;
one
and furniture, one
repairs and
dollars; repairs
five hundred
supplies,
thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars; in
thousand eight hunforty-one thousand
in all,
all, forty-one
eight hundred
thousand eight
dred dollars.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
INSTITUTION.
SMITHSONIAN

Smithsonian In- Preservation of collections,
collections, Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution:
Institution: For preservastitution.
tion and care
stitution.
care of the collections of the surveying
surveying and exploring expeditions of
government and the objects
presented to the United States
objects presented
of the
the government
tions
at the
the International
Exhibition of
of eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-six,
International Exhibition
at
forty-five
forty-five thousand dollars.
Preservation of
building:
of collections,
collections, Smithsonian Institution, Armory building:
Preservation
storage'of articles belonging to the
expense of watching, care, and storage'of
For expense
• United States, including those transferred
transferred from the International
International Exhibition of
and for transfer to the new
hundred and seventy-six, and
eighteen hundred
bition
of eighteen
National Museum,
Museum, two thousand five hundred dollars.
National
ENTOMOLOGICAL COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
ENTOMOLOGICAL
U.
EntomoS. EntomoU. S.
logical Commission.

ioonalomm
Proriso.
Protiso.

United States Entomological
For the completion of the work of the United
Commission under
under the
the Department
the Interior
special investiin the
the special
Interior in
of the
Department of
Commission
gation of the Rocky Mountain
grasshopper and the cottonMountain locust or grasshopper
gation
immediately availatwenty-five thousand
thousand dollars, to be immediately
worm, the sum of twenty-five
ble: Provided,
Provided,, That after the close of the next fiscal year all work of the
the
character herein provided
provided for shall be exclusively
exclusively under the control of
of
character
the Agricultural
Agricultural Department,
Department, and all operations
operations under the Interior Department shall be fully and finally closed before the thirtieth day of
of
June, eighteen hundred and eighty-one.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF EDUCATION.
EDUCATION.

Bureau of Edu- For the distribution
exchange of educational
for
distribution and exchange
educational documents, and for
cation.
wrapping, directing,
wrapping,
directing, tying, and packing the same, and
and for the collection,
collection,
educational appaexchange,
exchange, cataloguing,
cataloguing, and caring for the collection
collection of educational
school-furniture, and models of schoolratus and appliances,
appliances, articles
articles of school-furniture,
illustrative of foreign and domestic
domestic systems and methods of
buildings, illustrative
education, and for repairing the same, five thousand dollars.
education,

Bureau of Edu cation.

INDIAN OFFICE.
INDIAN
OFFICE.

Mrs. Shaw, of That the Secretary of the Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to
to
thousand
Lawrence, Kan.
pay Mrs Sarah Shaw of Lawrence,
Lawrence, Kansas, the sum of five thousand
dollars, in five annual
thousand dollars each, out of
annual installments of one thousand
any money that may hereafter
benefit
hereafter be appropriated
appropriated for the use and benefit
the
the
installment
to
be
paid
out
of the
of
Cheyenne
Indians;
first
installment
ch
1880, ch.
. 85,
1880,
money appropriated
appropriated for said Indians by the act approved May eleventh,
eleventh,
lAnte, 117.
eighteen
"making appropriations
appropriations for the current
Ante,
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty,
eighty, "making
current

Mrs. Shaw, of
Lawrence, Kans.
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"for
and
contingent expenses
expenses of the Indian Department",
for
Department", and so forth, "
and contingent
the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
hundred and eighty-one".
eighty-one".
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
June thirtieth,
the fiscal
commls- Indian CommisExpenses
of Indian
Indian Commissioners:
Commissioners: For the expenses of the commisCommisExpenses of
sion
of citizens
citizens serving without compensation,
appointed by the Presi- sioners.
compensation, appointed
sion of
dent
under the
the provisions
section of the act of
April tenth, 1869,
of April
1869, ch. 78,
the fourth
fourth section
of the
provisions of
dent under
Stat., 15, 80.
eighteen
thousand dollars.
sixty-nine, ten thousand
and sixty-nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
Rent, FreedFreedRent,
To enable
Interior to pay the rent for that part
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
To
enable the
l
Bank buil
buildmen's Bank
of
the Freedmen's
Bank building
building as is occupied by the Court of Claims, men's
Freedmen's Bank
of the
ing.
ing.
three thousand
thousand six hundred dollars.
three
COURT OF CLAIMS.
COURT
For
purchase of
of law-books for the Court of Claims, to be expended
the purchase
For the
under
of said
court, two
thousand five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
two thousand
said court,
direction of
the direction
under the
UNDER THE
T-Pal DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.
UNDER

Claims.
Court of Claims.
Law-books.
Law-books.

of
Department of
Justice.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Examination
of
Examination of
examination witnesses.
For payment
payment of
the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incurred in the examination
of the
For
8
of
witnesses in
the matter
matter of
against the
the United States pending witnes CS.
claims against
of claims
in the
of witnesses
Defending suits.
suits.
in any
any department,
department, and
and for
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in defending
defending l)Ifeu(ding
the necessary
for the
in
direction of the
suits in
of Claims, to
expended under the direction
to be expended
Court of
the Court
in the
suits
Attorney-General, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Attorney-General,
of
Collec t i o II of
Prosecution
claims: For expenses to be incurred
incurred in Collection
collection of claims:
and collection
Prosecution and
claims.
the
prosecution and
of claims
United States, to be claims.
claims due to the United
collection of
and collection
the prosecution
thousand
expended
under the
direction of
Attorney-General, two thousand
of the Attorney-General,
the direction
expended under
five
five hundred dollars.
Violation
inof inViolation of
Punishing
violations of intercourse
intercourse acts and frauds: For detecting and tercourse
Punishing violations
acts.
acts.
torco'rsH
comfrauds
punishing
violations
of
the
intercourse
acts
and
Congress
of
punishing violations of the intercourse acts
mitted
in the
the Indian
Indian service,
service, the
the same
the Attorneyby the
expended by
be expended
to be
same to
mitted in
General
in allowing
allowing such
compensation of witnesses, jurors, and
such fees and compensation
General in
marshals,
and in
in defraying
defraying such
such other
expenses as may be necessary for
other expenses
marshals, and
this purpose, five thousand dollars.
Prosecution of
of
Prosecution of
of crimes:
crimes: For
For detection
detection and
and prosecution
prosecution of crimes against Prosecution
Prosecution
crimes.
the United
United States; and for investigation
investigation of official acts, records, and crimes.
the
accounts,
to be
be disbursed
direction of the Attorney-General,
Attorney-General,
disbursed under the direction
accounts, to
twenty thousand dollars.
Books for
Terrifor TerriFor
Territorial library of Wyoming
Wyoming Terri- Books
of books for the Territorial
purchase of
the purchase
For the
torial library, WyWytoriallibrary,
tory,
one
thousand
five
hundred
dollars;
Attorney-General
to
exAttorney-General
the
dollars;
tory, one thousand five hundred
oming.
pend said
said sum
in the
purchase of
of such
such needed
needed law books
books as the judges oming.
the purchase
sum in
pend
of said
Territory shall certify
certify to be necessary.
of
said Territory
Care
u sand cusCare and
That the
assemblies of the several
several Territories
Territories of the United
legislative assemblies
the legislative
That
tody of convicts of
of
States
may make
make such
such provision
for the
and custody
of
convicts
such per- tody
custody of such
care and
the care
provision for
States may
any Territory
conTerritory conany
sons
may be
convicted of
of crime
crime under
Territory as tracted for in any
laws of such Territory
the laws
under the
be convicted
as may
sons as
Territory or
they
shall deem proper, and for that purpose may authorize
authorize and contract
contract other Territory
they shall
State.
for
the care
care and
convicts in any other Territory
Territory or State, State.
of such convicts
custody of
and custody
for the
sentenced to confineand
such person
persons may be sentenced
person or persons
that such
provide that
and provide
ment
accordingly in
Territory or State, and all existing
existing legsuch other Territory
in such
ment accordingly
islative
enactments of
of any
of the Territories
hereby
Territories for that purpose are hereby
any of
islative enactments
Proviso.
legalized: Provided,
That the
the expense
expense of
prisoners shall Proviso.
keeping such prisoners
of keeping
Provided, That
legalized:
be borne
borne by
by the
the respective
respective Territories,
thereof shall be borne
and no part thereof
Territories, and
be
by the United States.
S. courts,
courts,
u. S.
States courts U.
To
enable the
Attorney-General to
supply the
the United
United States
to supply
the Attorney-General
To enable
Deadwood;
Suat Deadwood,
with the United
Supreme Court Reports Deadwood;
United States Supreme
Dakota, with
at
Deadwood, Dakota,
preme Court Su
Re-and
the
Statutes
at
Large,
four
hundred
and
twenty-three
dollars.
Statutes
ports
and
and the Statutes at Large, four hundred and twenty-three dollars.
at Large.
•
JU
JUDICIAL.
UNITED
COURTS.
STATES COURTS.
UNITED STATES

For
the expenses
of the
the Supreme
Court and
and circuit
of
x pe n se of
and dis- EExpenses
circuit and
Supreme Court
expenses of
defraying the
For defraying
trict courts
courts of
of the
the United
States, including
District of
Columbia, courts.
of Columbia,
the District
including the
United States,
trict
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expenses of
suits in
which the
and also for jurors
jurors and witnesses,
witnesses, and
and expenses
of suits
in which
the
United States
are concerned,
of prosecution
prosecution for
for offenses
offenses committed
United
States are
concerned, of
committed
against
United States;
States; for
the safe-keeping
safe-keeping of
prisoners, and
for
against the
the United
for the
of prisoners,
and for
defraying the expenses
incurred in
in the
defraying
expenses which may be
be incurred
the enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the
act
approved February
February twenty-eighth,
and seventyseventyact approved
twenty-eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and

one entitled
entitled "An
"An act
approved May
eighteen
one,
act to
to amend
amend an
an act
act approved
May thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen

hundred and seventy, entitled 'An act
to enforce
enforce the
the rights
rights of
citizens
act to
of citizens
United States
in the
several States
of the
the Union,
and for
of the United
States to
to vote
vote in
the several
States of
Union, and
for
supplementary
other purposes",
purposes"', or
or any acts
acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof or
or supplementary
separated into
the following
following itemized
itemized
thereto; which expenses, being
being separated
into the
show that
will be
be needed,
statement, show
that there will
needed, namely:
namely:

For payment
payment of
and their
deputies, except
servof marshals
marshals and
their general
general deputies,
except for
for services of the latter rendered
elections, six hundred and fifty
rendered at elections,
thousand
fifty thousand
dollars
dollars;5
District at;
at torto rFor payment of district attorneys
attorneys and
and their
their assistants,
three hundred
hundred
assistants, three
nays and I
heir asnoys
their
as- and
and fifty
fifty thousand
dollars;
thousand dollars;
R
sistants.
si taj t,.
For fees of clerks, one hundred and sixty thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
U.. S. commiso in i isU.
For
hundred and
and forty
forty thouFor fees
fees of
of United
United States
States commissioners,
commissioners, one
one hundred
thousioners.
sand dollars;
dollars;
Pees.
For fees of jurors, four hundred
hundred thousand
dollars;
Fees.
thousand dollars;
For fees of witnesses, five hundred and fifty thousand dollars;
dollars;
For support
support of United
United States prisoners, two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
For rent of United States court-rooms,
thousand dollars.
court-rooms, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
dollars.
For repairs and furniture
Charlesfurniture for the United
United States court-house,
court-house, Charleston, South Carolina,
Carolina, two thousand
dollars;
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars;
For expenses
expenses of bailiffs and other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, three hundred thousand
thousand dollars; in all, two million eight hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentyfive thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Support of conSupport of
of convicts:
support and
and maintenance
maintenance of
convicts transSupport
convicts: For
For support
of convicts
transvicts from
the
friomn
lie Dis- ferred
from the
transferred
ferred from
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, for support of convicts
convicts transferred
trict
trict of
of Columbia.
Columbia. from
other districts
districts (and for collection
collection of criminal
from other
criminal statistics), to be disbursed under the direction
direction of the Attorney-General,
Attorney-General, twenty-five
thoutwenty-five thousand dollars.
Courts in Utah.
Expenses of Territorial
defraying the contingent
contingent
Expenses
Territorial courts in Utah: For defraying
expenses of the courts, including
including compensation
compensation of the United States
States district attorney and his assistants, the fees, per diem, of United States
States
commissioners and clerks of the courts, and the fees, per diem,
diem, and
and
traveling expenses
traveling
expenses of the United
United States marshal of the Territory of Utah,
Utah,
with expenses
expenses of summoning
summoning jurors, subpcenaing
subpoenaing witnesses;
witnesses; of arresting,
guarding, and transporting prisoners;
prisoners; of hiring and feeding guards;
guards; of
of
supplying
supplying and caring for the penitentiary, to be expended only under
under
the direction and order of the Department
Department of Justice, upon
accounts duly
upon accounts
duly
verified and certified,
certified, twenty thousand
verified
thousand dollars.
Marshals
M
a r s h als and
their deputies.

their deputies.

PUBLIC PRINTING AND
AND BINDING.
Printing, b
indPrinting,
bindFor
the public
public printing,
printing, for
for the
the public
For the
public binding, and for paper
paper for the
ing, and paper.
ing,
and paper.
public printing,
printing, including
public
including the cost of printing the debates and proceedings
Congressional Record,
of Congress
Congress in the Congressional
Record, and for lithographing, mapping,
and engraving for both Houses of Congress, the Supreme
Supreme Court
the
Court of the
United States, the supreme court of the District of Columbia, the Court,
Court ,
of Claims, the Library of Congress, and the departments, and for all the
necessary materials which may be needed
needed in the prosecution
prosecution of the work,
dollars;'•and from the said sum hereby
one million six hundred thousand dollars
appropriated, printing and binding ma
appropriated,
Public Printer
Printer
mayy be done by the Public
to the amounts following,
following, respectively,
namely;
respectively, namely;
Distribution of
of For printing and binding for Congress,
Congress, including the proceedings
Distribution
proceedings and
and
appropriation.
appropriation.
debates, seven hundred
hundred and fifty thousand dollars; for the State Department, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars;
ment,
dollars; for the Treasury
Treasury Department, two hundred and ten thousand dollars;
dollar s; for
f
or th
ar Department,
D epartment, one
one hundred
hundred
thee W
War
and twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars; for the Navy Department, fifty thousand
dollars; for
for the
the Interior Department, two hundred and twenty thousand
dollars;
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dollars
for the
the Department
thousand dollars; for the
Department of Justice, ten thousand
dollars,;for
Post-Oface
Department, one
thousand dollars; for the
and fifty thousand
hundred and
one hundred
Post-Office Department,
Agricultural
Supreme
Department, eleven thousand dollars; for the Supreme
Agricultural Department,
Court of
the United
United States,
States, thirty-four
dollars; for the supreme
thousand dollars;
thirty-four thousand
of the
Court
court of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, one
thousand dollars;
the Court
Court of
of
for the
dollars; for
one thousand
of Columbia,
court
Claims ten
thousand dollars; and for the Library of Congress, nineteen
ten thousand
Claims
thousand dollars.
Telephones.
For
annual rental and necessary repairs of the telephones and
the annual
For the
lines
with the Government
Government Printing Office and
the Capitol
Capitol with
connecting the
lines connecting
the
hundred dollars, or so much
three hundred
departments, three
executive departments,
several executive
the several
thereof as may be necessary.
Purchase of lot
Purchase
subdivision fifty-five, in square
square six hundred
hundred and twenty-four,
twenty-four,
That lot subdivision
adjoining
Governfronting
on H
H street,
Govornadjoining
the lands on ment
adjoining the
of Washington,
Washington, adjoining
street, in
in the city of
fronting on
Prin ting
n in g
P
r
i
IOIIt
purwhich
the
Government
Printing
Office
building
is
situated,
be
be
purshall
situated,
is
building
Office
which the Government Printing
Office.
chased for
of the
shall be the duty of the Oe.
it shall
States; and it
the United
United States;
use of
the use
for the
chased
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
purchase said
thereof to be
said lot, the value thereof
to purchase
the Interior
Secretary
paid
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise apof any
any money
out of
the owner,
owner, out
paid to
to the
Proviso.
propriated,
on the
requisition of
of the
said Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior:
Interior: ProProProviso.
the said
the requisition
propriated, on
vided,
such payment shall be made the owner of said lot
That before such
vided, That
approved by the
shall,
sufficient deed in fee simple, to be approved
and sufficient
shall, by aagood and
Attorney-General of
of the United
United States, convey the said lot to the United
Attorney-General
purpose aforesaid.
aforesaid.
States for the purpose
That
ascertain the
value of
said lot
lot it
it shall
be the
duty of
of the SecValue of
lot, how
bow
oflot,
Sec- Valne
the duty
shall be
of said
the value
to ascertain
That to
ascrt.illned.
retary of
of the
Interior to
supreme court of the ascertained.
application to the supreme
to make
make application
the Interior
retary
description
a particular
particular description
Columbia, by petition containing a
District of Columbia,
thereof by
with the
the name
name of
resiof the
the owner and his resibounds, with
and bounds,
metes and
by metes
thereof
dence, and
and the
the said
said court is hereby authorized and required,
required, upon such
such
dence,
application, in
in such
rules and
regulations as it
and regulations
such rules
under such
and under
mode, and
such mode,
application,
may
adopt, after
appoint
of said lot by summons, to appoint
to the owner of
notice to
after notice
may adopt,
three
of Columbia,
acquainted
Columbia, acquainted
District of
of the
the District
freeholders of
commissioners, freeholders
three commissioners,
with the
value of
real estate
estate in
under oath,
make, under
City, to make,
in Washington
Washington City,
of real
the value
with
a
and equitable
of the cash value of said lot and the
appraisement of
equitable appraisement
a just
just and
improvements
the Secretary
Secretary of
authorized
Interior is authorized
of the
the Interior
and the
thereon, and
improvements thereon,
and
to pay
to the
the owner
owner ot
of said
lot the
in the
specified in
the amount specified
said lot
pay to
required to
and required
appraisement
or he
he may
may deposit
amount for
for said
owner
said owner
said amount
deposit said
so made,
made, or
appraisement so
with the
the court
in payment
said court may direct the time
The said
thereof. The
payment thereof.
court in
with
possession
said lot
condemned may
be taken,
taken, and may, if
necesif necesmay be
so condemned
lot so
the said
of the
possession of
sary,
or issue
issue any
any process
process necessary
necessary to give
give such posorder or
any order
enforce any
sary, enforce
session.
the appraisement
appraisement and purchase
shall
purchase shall
by the
occasioned by
cost occasioned
The cost
session. The
be
taxed and
paid as
court may
may direct.
as the
the court
and paid
be taxed
SENATE.
SENATE.
For improving
improving and
and repairing
the heating
apparatus of
of the
Senate
the Senate
heating apparatus
repairing the
For
Chamber,
in floor
floor and gallery, and for small skyfor additional
additional registers in
Chamber, for
lights
ceiling, and for one vacuum-pump, ten thousand
thousand
in roof
roof and ceiling,
lights in
dollars.

Senate.
Senate.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Clerk to Com-

For
Senate, two
two thousand
thousand mittee
Clerk oton CNaval
o mFor clerk
clerk to
to Committee
Committee on
on Naval
Naval Affairs
Affairs of
of the
the Senate,
Affairs.
two hundred and twenty dollars.
Assistant libralibra. Assistant
Secretary of the Senate to pay the assistant
assistant librarian
librarian rian,
enable the Secretary
To enable
pay of.
of the
July first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
June nan, pay of.
eighty, to June
hundred and eighty,
from July
Senate from
of
the Senate
thirtieth, eighteen
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, one thousand four hundred
hundred
hundred and
eighteen hundred
thirtieth,
and forty dollars.
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE OF

House of Repre-

senttif
sentatives.

ep.

Contested-el ce eContested-el
tion expenses.

That the
allowed the amounts set opposite
be allowed
below be
named below
parties named
the parties
That
con-o expese
their names
names in
incurred by them respectively
respectively in conexpenses incurred
in full of expenses
their
tested-election cases:
eases:
tested-election
Joseph Mason.
Joseph Mason,
two thousand
Joseph
Mason, two
thousand dollars.
dollars.
,Sebastian Duffy,
Duffy, two
two thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
.Sebastian

J.
dollars.
J. M. Bradley, one thousand five hundred dollars.

Joseph
Mason.
Sebastian
Duffy.
Sebastian
Dnfy.
J. M. Bradley.
J. M. Bradly.
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W. F.
F. Slemons.
Slemous.
W.
W. F.
F. Slemons,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Slemons, one
one thousand
thousand five hundred
Widow of A.
Widow
A. M.
M.
the widow
widow of
A.
To enable the Clerk of the
the House
House to
to pay
pay the
of Honorable
Honorable A.
Lay.
Lay.
M. Lay, deceased,
deceased, late a
amember
member of the Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Congress,
Congress, six
six thou.
thousand dollars.
SisterofWilliallm
Sister
of William
For Miss B. A. Hincks, of Cohasset,
Massachusetts, the
sum of
five
Cohasset, Massachusetts,
the sum
of five
Hincks.
thousand dollars, being the amount of one year's salary of her brother,
brother,
William Hincks,
Hinclis, late a
a reporter of debates for the
House of
the House
of RepresentRepresentatives.
Solomon
The Clerk of the House is hereby authorized
Solomon Stover.
the accountauthorized to
to pay,
pay, and the
accounting-officers of the Treasury
ing-officers
Treasury to pass,
pass two bills
of eight
bills of Solomon
Solomon Stover,
Stover, of
eight
dollars each, for coal furnished
furnished to the House of Representatives
Representatives and
and not
not
inspected as provided
provided by law.
M.
To pay
pay M.
M. Herr
messenger to
the Sergeant-at-Arms,
Sergeant-at-Arms,
M.M.
M. Herr.
M. M.
Herr for
for services
services as
as messenger
to the
at five dollars per day, from December first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-nine, to May thirty-first, eighteen
seventy-nine,
eighteen hundred
and eighty,
eighty, inclusive,
hundred and
inclusive,
nine hundred
hundred and fifteen
fifteen dollars.
J. Russell
Russell BarJ. Russell Barbee for three months' services
To pay J.
services as
as messenger
messenger to
to
bee.
War-Claims Committee in Forty-fifth
War-Claims
Forty-fifth Congress, one hundred and
and eighty
eighty
dollars, to be immediately
immediately available.
available.
Claims.
certain claims
and recommended
by
Claims.
To pay certain
claims found
found just
just and
and proper,
proper, and
recommended by
the Committee on Accounts,
Accounts, to
to wit:
wit:
C. Konhdrp.
To J.
J. C. Kondrup,
J. C.
Kondrup.
Kondrup, for services rendered
rendered as
to the
the official
as messenger
messenger to
official
reporters of debates, from December first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventyand seventynine, to February fourth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty,
rate of
eighty, at
at the
the rate
of
one thousand dollars per annum,
annum, one hundred
hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight dollars
dollars
and sixty-eight cents.
Mrs. Anna
A n n a E.
E.
To Mrs. Anna E. Ward, balance due for services rendered
watching
rendered in
in watching
Ward.
Ward.
and
Hall from
from June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and cleaning
cleaning Statuary
Statuary Hall
seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, to March third, eighteen
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, at
eighteen hundred
at
three dollars and sixty cents per clay,
day, four hundred
hundred dollars.
To pay for services
services in cleaning Statuary
Statuary Hall,
and watching
statuary
Hall, and
watching statuary
therein for the fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty-one,
eighty-one ' seven hundred and twenty-two
twenty-two dollars,
disbursed a
dollars, to
to be
be disbursed
ass
contingent
contingent expenses of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, subject to the
the
approval of the Architect
Architect of the Capitol.
Richard GrangTo each of the following-named
following-named persons, to wit, Richard
Richard Granger,
Granger,
er,
John J.TytherJ. Tyther- John J. Tytherleigh, Harry
er, John
C. Acton, Charles
J. Tytherleigh,
M. Henry,
Walter H.
Charles M.
Henry, Walter
H.
1ei gli, Harry C.
eAton, Charles
Charles M:
Goodsell, the
sixty-seven dollars
dollars for
for
Perry S.
S. Goodsell,
the sum
sum of
of sixty-seven
Acton,
M. Robertson, and Perry
Henry, Walter
services rendered
rendered as session
Walter II.
H. services
session messengers in the House post-office
from
post-office from
Robert son,
Robert
s o n, and
a n d March
March eighteenth
eighteenth to April fourth, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine;
seventy-nine;
Perry
S.
Goodsell.
Perry S. Goodsll. and
an(l to
to William
William T.
T. Revill
Revill and Joseph F. Knipe, each the sum of fifty-two
William T.s
T. Rep
Re- dollars
villiam
for services rendered in the same capacity
eighteenth
capacity from March eighteenth
viii and Joseph F. dollars for services rendered in the same
Knipe.
hundred and
and seventy-nine;
to thirty-first, eighteen hundred
seventy-nine; which
which sums,
sums, in
in this
this
section
section allowed respectively
respectively to the persons
persons named, shall be in full satisfaction of their respective
respective claims.
For purchase of pipe-cutting
pipe-cutting machine and other tools for heating
heating
department
department of the House of Representatives,
expended under
under
Representatives, to
to be expended
direction of the Architect
direction
Architect of the Capitol, one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
J. B. Holloway.
To
enable the
the Clerk
Clerk of
To enable
of the House to pay J. B. Holloway
Holloway balance of
of
salary due him as assistant
assistant clerk to the Committee on War Claims
from
Claims from
March eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, to
March
to July
July first,
first,
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, and from December first, eighteen
eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, to March tenth, eighteen hundred and
hundred
eighty, all
all inclusive, one thousand
eighty,
thousand two hundred and forty-two dollars.
E. B.
B. Blanks,
E.
Blanks, And
to pay
pay E.
Blanks, junior,
services under the Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper
And to
E. B.
B. Blanks,
junior, for services
junior.
junior.
from
February the first, eighteen
from February
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, up to and
and
including
including June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, at
at two
two
dollars
and fifty
fifty cents
cents per
per day, three hundred
dollars and
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars,
to be available
available immediately.
Summary
Summ
ary rre-- To
To enable
enable the
the Committee
Committee on War Claims to have prepared for the
ports
of Commisports of
Coummis- Public
Public Printer
copies
of the
the summary reports of the Commissioners
Printer
copies
of
Commissioners of
sioners of Cl aims in
ionersofClaimsin Claims in cases reported
reported to Congress as disallowed under
under the act of
of
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reported disdiscases reported
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-one, of which twenty-five oases
be
allowed to
to be
copies shall be printed and bound for the use of the House of Repre- allowed
printe41.
sentatives,
twenty-five copies for the use of the Senate, ten copies for printed.
sentatives, twenty-five
the use of the War Department, and ten copies for the use of the Treasury Department, two thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necessary.
Henry H. Smith for services as clerk to the Committee on Henry
oenry H. Smith.
To pay Henry
Rules, and as reimbursement
reimbursement for money expended by him for clerical
services under
under the resolutions
resolutions of June twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-nine,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-nine, and
and March second,
second, eighteen
and eighty,
eighty, five
five hunhundred dollars.
Cloak-roo
To
to pay
pay the
the "
"cloak-room
men", eight
eight Cloak
To enable
enable the
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
the House
House to
cloak-room men",
- roo in
m
m
between the amount received by them men.
in number, the difference in pay between
legislative, executive, and judicial appropriation
under the last legislative,
appropriation act and
the amount they would have received
received under the bill of the same title
which was vetoed, viz, ten dollars per month for each, for six months,
four hundred and eighty dollars.
dollars.
Committee on the Library of Congress
Congress to purchase
purchase Works of art.
To enable
enable the Joint Committee
works of art,
art, ten thousand dollars.

GENERAL MISCELLANEOUS.
GENERAL
H. Carter.
R. H.
Carter.
For
removal of the remains of R. H. Carter, late inspector of cus- R.
For the removal
toms
Fauquier County,
from Panama
Panama to his late
late home in Fauquier
toms at Panama,
Panama, from
Virginia,
hundred dollars,
five hundred
dollars, or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary,
Virginia, five
to be expended
expended under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
Treasury.
To
authorize the
Clerk of
of the
Carlisle in
full Frederick C ar
rrin full
pay Frederick
to pay
Frederick Carlisle
the House
House to
the Clerk
To authorize
for
services as
as an
the Committee
Committee on Public Expenditures,
Expenditures, liseIlisle.
betore the
an expert
expert before
for services
two hundred
dollars.
thirty-four dollars.
two
hundred and thirty-four
For the
the preparation
the Official
Reports of
the CentenCenten- Index
Index official reOfficial Reports
of the
of an
an index
index to
to the
For
preparation of
CO
nial
Exhibition, now
in press,
three hundred
expendedILxiportiotCet
ports ot
111 en "ila
to be
be expended
hundred dollars,
dollars, to
press, three
now in
nial Exhibition,
under the
the direction
Exhibition.
direction of
of the
the Public
Public Printer.
Printer.
under
Charles H. Evans
II.
C h a r I o s II.
the book
book prepared
prepared by him, known as cliarlos
Evans for the
To pay
pay Charles
Senate
Document number forty-six, first
Forty-sixth Congress, Evans.
first session Forty-sixth
Senate Document
"
hundred and
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven to eighteen
eighteen hundred
" Imports and Duties from eighteen
hundred
seventy-eight", and
revising and superintending
superintending the
and for
for revising
hundred and
and seventy-eight",
printing of the same, two thousand dollars.
of the burial
burial of surTmen
surfmen employed in the life-saving Burial of surfpay the expenses of
To pay
service who
who perished
perished while
while endeavoring
to render
render assistance
assistance to
to distressed
distressed men.'
endeavoring to
service
vessels, one
and fifty
fifty dollars.
one hundred
hundred and
vessels,
Approved,
June 16, 1880.
Approved, June
men

CHAP.
act to
increase the
pensioned soldiers
soldiers and
of certain
certain pensioned
to increase
the pensions
pensions of
CHAP. 236.—An
236.-An act
sailors
utterly helpless
from injuries
received or
or disease
contracted while
in
while in
injuries received
disease contracted
sailors who
who are
are utterly
helpless from
the United States service.

June
1880.
June 16,
16,1880.

-

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Increase of PenStates
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
all soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors
sailors IncreaseH
of PenThat all
States of
sions.
under the Hion"
per month,
month, under
of fifty
fifty dollars
dollars per
who are
now receiving
pension of
a pension
receiving a
who
are now
Sold iers
provisions of
of an
an act
act entitled
"An act
act to
to increase
pension of
provisions
entitled "An
increase the
the pension
of soldiers
soldiers sailors utterly
i t er Iy
June eighteenth,
eighteenth, helpless.
helpless.
disabled", approved
approved June
who have
have been
been totally disabled",
and sailors who
1874,
ob.
299,
eighteen hundred
and seventy-four,
receive, in
299,
1874, cli.
in lieu
lieu of
of all pensions
pensions Stat.,
shall receive,
seventy-four, shall
hundred and
eighteen
18, 78.
now
paid
them
by
the
Government
of
the
United
States,
and
there
shall
now paid them by the Government of the United States, and there shall Stat., 15,78.
be paid
the same
manner as
as pensions
to such
such
are now
now paid to
pensions are
in the
same manner
paid them
them in
be
persons, the
per month.
month.
of seventy
seventy two
two dollars
dollars per
persons,
the sum
sum of
SEC. 2.
shall be
be increased
by the
the proproincreased by
whose pensions
pensions shall
pensioners whose
SEC.
2. All
All pensioners
visions of
of this
from fifty
dollars
seventy two dollars
dollars per
per month
month to seventy
act from
fifty dollars
visions
this act
per month
monthly, from
difference between
between said sums monthly,
month shall be
be paid
paid the difference
per
June seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
seventy eight,
eight, to
the tune
time of
of
to the
hundred and
and seventy
eighteen hundred
June
taking effect of this act.
the taking
Approved, June
June 16, 1880.
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Public building
at
at Toledo,
Toledo, Ohio;
Ohio;
purchase of site;
author
building
building
authorized to be erected,
erected.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.
Cost limited.

Proviao.
Proviso.

June 16, 1880.

FORTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
IL
SESS.

CH. 237, 238.
CH.

1880.

CHAP.
act for
for the
of a
a building
building for
for the
use of
of the
the United
United
the use
construction of
the construction
237.-An act
CHAP. 237.—An
States
Ohio.
States at Toledo,
Toledo, Ohio.
--

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Be
enacted by
States
Congress assembled,
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury be, and
and hereby is, authorized
authorized and directed to purchase, at private
sale or
by condemnation
condemnation in
the statute
statute of Ohio, a
suitable
a suitable
of the
in pursuance
pursuance of
or by
sale
lot
land now
and occupied
as a
a postpostowned and
occupied as
the land
now owned
contiguous to
to the
of ground
lot ot
ground contiguous
office
site by
United States
States in
in the
city of
of Toledo,
Toledo, State
State of
Ohio, and
and
of Ohio,
the city
the United
office site
by the
to
to be erected on the grounds, as enlarged by the purchase
to cause
cause to
aforesaid,
suitable for
for the
of the
the courts of the
accommodation of
the accommodation
building suitable
aforesaid, aabuilding
United
States, and
and of
the custom-house,
custom-house, bonded warehouse, and
other
and other
of the
United States,
government
offices in that
herein mentioned
mentioned
and for the purposes
purposes herein
that city;
city; and
government offices
the sum
sum of
of seventy-five
appropriated, out of
of
dollars is hereby appropriated,
thousand dollars
the
seventy-five thousand
any
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to be expended
not otherwise
moneys in
in the
the Treasury
any moneys
land
under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
Treasury. The lot of land
to be
purchased, and
authorized to be constructed,
constructed,
and the
the building hereby authorized
to
be purchased,
approved by
when completed, upon plans to be previously made and approved
the Secretary
the. Treasury,
shall not exceed
exceed the cost of two hundred
Secretary of
of the.
Treasury, shall
the
dollars: Provided,
appropriated
Provided, That no money to be appropriated
and fifty thousand
thousand dollars:
purpose shall be available
available until aavalid title shall be vested in
for this purpose
the
until the State of Ohio shall cede its jurisdicthe United States, nor until
tion over the same and relinquish the right to tax or assess the same
while the United States shall be owners thereof. And the site
site shall
be
sufficient extent
open space
the
extent to leave
leave an open
space upon the east side of the
be of
of sufficient
building to be erected
erected including the alley of at least twenty-five
feet
twenty-five feet
least fifty
and upon the other sides, including streets and alleys of at least
feet.
Approved,
June 16,
16, 1880.
Approved, June
1880.

CHAP. 238.-An
238.—An act
to authorize
authorize the
the Mississippi
Logging Company
Company to
to conconRiver Logging
Mississippi River
act to
CHAP.
struct and operate sheer-booms
sheer-booms at
at or near
near Straight Slough.
Slough.

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
United
Mi s s i 8 s i p i States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That it shall be lawful for the
River L
Logging
River
o g g 1n g Mississippi River Logging
Logging Company, a
a corporation
corporation organized
organized under the
MiSSiSSippi

l
Comliany
authorContjl
au'thor' construct
ized to construct
and operate
operate sheeralnd
booms in
boolls
in the Mis-

conformity with
operate in conformity
laws of the State
State of Iowa,
Iowa, to construct and operate
plans to
by the
of War
sheer-booms in the MisWar sheer-booms
the Secretary
Secretary of
be approved
approved by
plans
to be

Rollingstone Slough
sissippi River,
River, at or above the head of Rollingstone
Slough and below
the mouth of the Chippewa River,
River, for the purpose of sheering
sheering logs that
may escape and float out of the Chippewa
Chippewa River and into the Mississippi
Mississippi
River from the main channel
channel of said river into Rollingstone
Rollingstone or Straight
Straight
l'roviso.
r'oviso8.
Provided, That said sheer-booms
constructed until
Slough: Provided,
sheer-booms shall not be constructed
the plans and location of the same are submitted
submitted to the Secretary
Secretary of
of
War and receive
receive his approval or so constructed
constructed as
as to interfere
interfere with or
or
Proviso.
P)0owiso.
obstruct navigation: And provided further, That if,
if. after
after said
said sheersheerbooms are so constructed, in the opinion of the Secretary of
of War they ininterfere with or obstruct navigation,
navigation, he may order them removed or
or
modified,
modified, and the said Mississippi River Logging Company
Company shall be
required
required to remove the same without cost to the United States.
Piers
and booms.
Piersandbooms.
SEC.
hereb,'
S
EC. 2. That the said Mississippi River Logging Company
Company are liereb
authorized
authorized to construct, in Rollingstone
Rollingstone or Straight Slough, such piers
and booms as they shall deem necessary for the purpose of securing,
holding, sluicing, and rafting logs that may float into said slough.
Right
Right of repeal
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That this act may be altered, amended, or repealed at any time;
and amendment
expressly
amendm e n t and in case of such alteration, amendment,
and
amendment, or repeal,
repeal, it is expressb
Leserved.
provided that the United States shall not be liable for any damages
damages thatt
that
sustained by reason thereof.
may be sustained
thereof.
Approved, June 16, 1880.
Approved,
1880.
sissippi
River.
sissiplpi River.
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SESS. II.
II. C.
Cu. 239,
240, 241,242.
241, 242. 1880.
239, 240
FORTY-SIXTH
a
CRAP.
239.—An act
act to
to constitute
constitute the
the city
city of Portsmouth, in the State of Ohio, a
CHAP. 239.-An
port
port of delivery.

'June
June 16, 1880.

Be
enacted by the
Representatives of the United
United
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
Portsmouth, iinn
Portsmouth, in Portsmouth,
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the city of Portsmouth,
of America
America in Congress
States
the State
State of
Ohio,
of Ohio,
the
of Ohio,
Ohio, shall
be, and
hereby, constituted
constituted a
delivery the
a port of delivery
is hereby,
and is
shall be,
State of
the State
constituted a port
port
ofsitted
within the
Orleans, and shall be subject to the of
New Orleans,
collection-district of New
the collection-district
within
delivery.
same regulations
regulations and
and restrictions
restrictions as other ports of delivery in the United
same
States; and
afforded by the act of Conprivileges and facilities afforded
all the
the privileges
and all
States;
1831, oh.
eh. 87,
87,
gress of
of the
the second
second of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 1831,
gress
4 480.
Stat.,
4, 480.
., 4,
hundred and
thirty-one entitled “An
"An act allowing the duties on foreign Stit
and thirty-one
hundred
merchandise imported into Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Wheeling, Cincinnati, Louisville,
Louisville,
merchandise
Saint
Nashville, and
secured and paid at those
Natchez, to be secured
and Natchez,
Louis, Nashville,
Saint Louis,
Surveyor of cuscusplaces", shall
extended to said port. A surveyor of customs shall be Surveyor
be extended
shall be
places",

t(
tomns to
duties prescribed
appointed to
at said
said port,
and perform
the duties
prescribed by toms
perform the
port, and
reside at
to reside
appointed
pointed.

be
Pl} o aap-

provided, or which may pointed.
law, who
who shall
shall receive
receive such
compensation now provided,
such compensation
law,
lroviso.
hereafter be
surveyors of the same grade:
grade: Provided,
Provided,
Proviso,
provided, by law, for surveyors
be provided,
hereafter
That the salary
of the collector shall not exceed the net fees collected
salary of
That
according to law at said port.
according
Approved, June
June 16, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP.
act for
the relief
Missouri Cavalry
Cavalry
Fifteenth and Sixteenth Missouri
relief of the Fifteenth
for the
240.-An act
CHAP. 240.—An
Volunteers.

June 16, 1880.
1880.

United
Representatives of the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Pay
in en
of
l 1;t Of
y in
States of
of America
accounting of:
of- Pa
assembled, That the proper accounting
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
bounty to enlisIed
to olll"ist(
bolIlnt,5;
ficers
of the
hereby are,
are, directed
directed to pay bounty men
they hereby
and they
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
ficers of
()I' the F
V!ir-I:loon of
to
enlisted men
of the
the Fifteenth
Cavalry
Missouri Cavalry
Sixteenth Missouri
and Sixteenth
Fifteenth and
men of
the enlisted
to the
Volunteers
who served
served during
the late
late rebellion,
wit;
to wit;
as follows,
follows, to
rebellion, as
during the
Volunteers who
To
those who
who served
served the
the full period of one year, or more, the sum of
To those
one
hundred dollars;
dollars; to
to those
the full
period of
months,
six montlhs,
of six
full period
served the
who served
those who
one hundred
but
less than
one year,
year, the
sum of
of sixty-six
dollars and
and sixty-six
sixty-six cents;
cents;
sixty-six dollars
the sum
than one
but less
to
who served
than six months, the sum of thirtyperiod than
less period
a less
served a
those who
to those
three
and thirty three cents.
three dollars and
SEC. 2.
2. That
the death of the soldier, who if living would
of the
case of
That in case
SEC.
be
under the
first section
of this act, then the said sum or sums
section of
the first
entitled under
be entitled
that would
to said
soldier if
if living
living shall be paid to his widow;
said soldier
due to
be due
would be
that
and if
there be
no widow, then to his child or children; and if there be
be no
if there
and
noney as
none,
then to
a widow.
widow. And so much money
be a
she be
if she
mother if
his mother
to his
none, then
may be
be necessary
necessary to
carry this
appropriated out
hereby appropriated
is hereby
into effect is
law into
this law
to carry
may
appropriated.
of any
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
money in the
any money
of
Approved,
Approved, June 16, 1880.

CHAP. 241.—An
for the
naval wharf at
a naval
of a
erection of
the erection
an appropriation
appropriation for
making an
act making
241.-An act
CHAP.
Key
State of Florida.
in the State
West in
Key West

teenth and Sixtee:nth
Si xteenth
ri
Miss ooitit 171
teonth Miss
Cavalry, auth
o rrauth o
Cavalry,
Ned ; payable to
to
ied;
plyable
certain le
he i r S in
Ink
certain
stioldie'
ccase
ase 01 O,,l'soldier's
death.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

June 16,
16, 1880.
1880.
June

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
and House
by the
Be it
Naval wharf
at
w harf a:
Naval
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the sum of thirty thousand Key
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
West. PIa. ,
.,
Fl
Key West.
money hin
be, and the same is hereby, appropriated
dollars be,
dollars
appropriated, out of any money
in autlhorized
auth on zed to
t
o he
be
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
expended,
under
the
ereeted.
under
erected.
expended,
to
be
appropriated,
the Treasury not otherwise
Appropriation.
direction of
of the
Secretary of
Navy, for
erection of a
anaval wharf
wharf Appropriation.
for the erection
the Navy,
of the
the Secretary
direction
at Key
Key West
West in
in the State
State of Florida.
at
Approved, June
June 16, 1880.
CHAP. 242.—An
Washington Territory.
Yakima land-district in Washington
creating Yakima
act creating
242.-An act
CHAP.

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United
Representatives of the United
House of
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be

States of
of America
America in
all that
that portion
of Washportion of
That all
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States

Juno 16,
1880.
16, 1880.
June

disYtarikclt
i
Yditra
ington
line commencing
ig
inter- ington
a point of the intercommencing at a
a line
by a
bounded by
Territory bounded
ington Territory
between created.
section of
of the
townships six and seven north, and between
between townships
the line between
section

1);

Was
Wash--

Territory
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CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
On. 242,
SEss.
II. CH.
242, 243.
243.

1880.
1880.

Boundaries d
Boundaries
d o-- ranges twenty-seven
twenty-seven and twenty-eight
twenty-eight east of the Willamette
Willamette meridian;
meridian;
and running
running westerly
westerly along
said line
between townships six and seven
and
along said
line between
seven
Mountains; thence
north to the summit
summit of the Cascade Mountains;
thence northerly
northerly along
along
said summit to the boundary line between the United States
and British
British
States and
Columbia; thence east along said line
line to
to the
the Columbia
Columbia guide
guide meridian;
meridian;
thence south
south on said meridian to the line between
between townships
sixteen
townships sixteen
and seventeen
seventeen north; thence west along said line to the line between
between
ranges twenty-seven
twenty-seven and twenty-eight
twenty-eight east; thence
along said
said
thence south
south along
line to the place of beginning, shall constitute
constitute a
a separate land
land district,
district,
to be called the Yakima
Yakima land district, the office
office of
which shall
shall be
of which
be located
located
at Yakinia
Yakima City therein.

fined.

Register and
and reRegister
receiver authorized
authorized
ceiver

SEC.
2. That the President shall appoint, by
by and
SEC. 2.
advice and
and
and with
with the
the advice
consent of
the Senate, or during the recess thereof,
consent
of the
thereof, a
register and
and aa
a register
to be appointed.
receiver
of public
public moneys for said district; and said officers
to be appointed.
receiver of
shall reside
reside
officers shall
in
the place
in the
place where said land office
office is located,
located, and shall have the same
same
powers and responsibilities,
responsibilities, and shall receive
receive the same fees
fees and
and emoluemoluments, as the like officers now receive
receive in the other
said
other land-offices
land-offices in
in said
Territory.
Proofs and enSEC.
district who,
S
EC. 3. That all persons in
in said district
to the
the opening
who, prior
prior to
opening of
of
tries awl
and other
other un- said Yakima land-office, shall have filed
said Yakima land-office, shall
filed their declaritory
declaritory statements
statements or
or
finished busin ess
traiifiTed
bto to YaYa- applications
applications for
for pre-emption,
pre-emption, homestead,
homestead, or
or other
other land
land rights
in any
rights, in
any
transferred
kima
land-office. other land-office
land-office in said Territory
of Washington,
Washington, shall
Territory of
kima land-office.
shall hereafter
hereafter make
make
proofs
proofs and
and entries at said Yakima land-office;
land-office; and all unfinished
unfinished busibusiness in any other land-office
land-office relating exclusively
exclusively to lands in said
said Yakima
Yakima
land
district shall be transferred
transferred to said Yakima land-office
land district
land-office when notified
notified
by the officers
officers of the opening thereof.
Approved, June
June 16,
16, 1880.
Approved,
1880.
June
16,1880.
June 16,
1880.

CHAP. 243.-An
CHAP.
243.—Au act to provide for the settlement
settlement of all outstanding
claims against
against
outstanding claims
the
of Columbia,
and conferring
conferring jurisdiction
the District
District of
Columbia, and
jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to hear
hear
the same,
same, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United

of the United
Court of
of Claims.
Claims. States of America in Congress assembled,
jurisdiction of
of the
the
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction ex- States of America in congress assembled, That the jurisdiction
teAded to certain
certain Court of
of Claims is
is hereby
hereby extended
extended to,
it shall
have original
legal
tended
to, and
and it
shall have
original legal
cla.inms against
and equitable
equitable jurisdiction of, all claims now existing
claims
against the and
existing against
against the
the DisDisDistri t of
of Columtrict of
District
Colum- trict
of Columbia
contracts, made by the late Board of
Columbia arising
arising out of contracts,
of

bia.
biai.
Claims
specified.
Claitmsspecified.

Procedure.
Procedure.

PrOVi80.
Proviso.

Additional
Additional
authorized.

authorized.

Ppublic Works,
Works, and
and extensions
extensions thereof made by the Commissioners
Commissioners of
Public
the District
of Columbia, and
claims as have a
arisen
the District of Columbia,
and such
such claims
ri
sen out
ou tof
of concon tracts made
made by the District Commissioners
tracts
Commissioners since the passage of
of the
the act
act
of
June twentieth,
of June
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-four,
seventy-four, and of all claims
claims
for
done by the order or direction
for work
work done
direction of the said Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
and
accepted
accepted by them for the use, purposes
purposes or benefit
benefit of the said
said District of
Columbia, and prior to the fourteenth
fourteenth day of March, eighteen
trict
of Columbia,
eighteen
hundred
certificates of the auditor of said
hundred and
and seventy-six;
seventy-six; and all certificates
said
Board of
of Public
Board
Public Works, all certificates
certificates issued by the auditor
auditor and compcomptroller of the District of Columbia, all claims based on co
troller
nt
rac t
s ma
de
contracts
made
by the
the Levy
all sewer certificates, all sewer taxes not heretoby
Levy Court,
Court, all
fore converted
converted into
fore
into three-sixty-five
three-sixty-five bonds,
bonds, all measurements
measurements made by
the engineers
engineers of
said District
the
of said
District of work done under contracts
contracts made since
since
February
February twenty-first, eighteen hundred and seventy-one,
which
seventy-one, for
for which
no certificates
certificates have
have been issued to and received by the contractor or his
no
his
assignee which
which certificates
shall be
amount
assignee
certificates shall
be prima facie evidence of the amount
of
work done,
done all
all claims
claims based upon contracts
of work
contracts made by the Board of
of
Public
Works for
for which
evidence of indebtedness
Public Works
which no evidence
indebtedness has been issued.
Said Court of
Claims shall
the same power, proceed
Said Court
of Claims
shall have
have the
proceed in the same
same
manner,
and be
governed by the same rules, in respect to the mode of
manner, and
be governed
of
hearing,
determination of said claims, as it now has
hearing, adjudication,
adjudication, and determination
in relation
relation to
adjudication of
claims against the United States: ProProin
to the
the adjudication
of claims
rules
aided,
Said court may make
such additional
necessary
vided, Said court may
make such
additional rules
rules as
as may
may be necessary
to save
save costs
to
costs and
and prevent
prevent delays in the prosecution
prosecution of such claims.
When the
trial of
of any
claim against
against the District of Columbia, prosecuted
When
the trial
any claim
prosecuted
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a
awa r d a
ay
y award
Ma
a m
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this act,
act, involves
involves the taking and stating of a
under
long account,
account, or
or the making
measurements or computations
computations involving
involving reference.
making of measurements
long
the services
services of
of engineers,
said court
court shall
shall have
have power
award aareferto award
power to
engineers, said
the
ence to
to a
referee to take and state such account, or to the
a competent
competent referee
ence
engineer
of the District to make and report such measurecommissioner of
engineer commissioner
ments
and computations;
and said
said referee
referee or engineer
report to Referee to take
engineer shall report
computations; and
ments and

ere
eOvidence and r
court, evidence
the
taken by
by him
for the
the information
of said
said court,
information of
him for
evidence taken
the evidence
court the
the court
1
and
any such
such referee
referee shall
allowed such
port t
s
otIm
court;t
his services compensaiotiion
for his
compensation for
such compensation
be allowed
shall be
and any
as
determine, not exceeding
exceeding ten dollars per day for time compensation.
may determine,
court may
the court
as the
actually
be paid
the order
order of
court by the Secretary
the court
of the
on the
paid on
to be
employed to
actually employed
of
the Treasury
Treasury and
and charged
to the
the account
account of the District
District of Columbia.
charged to
of the
f
Preselltation oof
SEC. 2.
2. All
All such
such claims
against the
Columbia shall,
shall, in the Presentation
of Columbia
District of
the District
claims against
SEC.
r l"'ose'"first
Court of
Claims by
by the con- claimlls
claims the
lal'ama"
of Claims
the Court
before the
prosecuted before
be prosecuted
instance, be
first instance,
til0.
tractor
representatives or his assignee,
assignee, in the same man- ton.
personal representatives
his personal
tractor his
ner
to the
same rules so far as applicable
applicable as claims against
the same
subject to
and subject
ner and
the
United States
States are
are prosecuted
prosecuted therein,
to such other rules as the or to
therein, or
the United
p a r Iy
court shall
shall prescribe.
if before
trial either
party requests
requests in
iteir party
in EEither
either party
before trial
case if
In any
any case
prescribe. In
court
ItI
requelst I
writing a
by the
the court,
court, there shall be the same right of may request
facts by
of facts
finding of
a finding
writing
ll
appeal,
either
by
the
District
of
Columbia
or
by
the
claimant,
and
subject
court'
to
,the
appeal, either by the District of Columbia or by the claimant, and subject c(al,,r
to fi rill
A
to
same rules
regulations, as
law for
ontrial,
facts
I
mi
l
ore
for appeals
appeals on
Appeals.
as are
are prescribed
prescribed by
by law
the same
rules and
and regulations,
to the
behalf
of the
the United
United States
States or
or claimants
against the
Pl)ca
United States from
the United
claimants against
behalf of
the judgments
judgments of
of the
the Court
Court of
That the prosecution
Proviso.
prosecution of Proviso.
Provided, That
Claims: Provided,
of Claims:
the
all
such claims
claims shall
commenced in
of Claims by the filing of
Court of
the Court
in the
be commenced
shall be
all such
the
petition of
of the
the claimant,
required by
and practice
practice of said
rules and
the rules
by the
as required
claimant, as
the petition
Claimls barred if
claims Claims
court, within
from the
the passage
passage of
of this
and all
all such
such claims
act; and
this act;
months from
six months
within six
court,
against
of Columbia
and not
filed within
said prosecullto
imosectii ion is
not
is nlot
withill said
so filed
not so
existing, and
now existing,
Columbia now
District of
the District
against the
time
shall
be
forever
barred,
except
in
cases
of
claims
owned
and
held
by
Ì
,
'
!"
1
",
e"
ee
d
.
i
.
bY
l((l
ell
iy
e
time shall be forever barred, except in cases of claims owned and held by c o
persons
under legal
legal disabilities,
in which
claims shall
shall be
1
,,i 11
1
,
1
;
1
1 silx
,,ii1
x)monthl
within
in ‘
be in
such claims
case such
which case
disabilities, in
persons under
froiom datto
like
manner barred
unless commenced
aforesaid within
months from
date of paspassix months
within six
as aforesaid
commenced as
barred unless
like manner
after
the expiration
expiration of
this act.
act.
of this
sage:,of
certificates, sag
all certificates,
That all
Provided, That
disability: Provided,
such disability:
of such
after the
measurements,
or other
other evidence
evidence of
of indebtedness,
in the custody of the 1P'ro'iso.
indebtedness, in
measurements, or
the
Commissioners of
of the
the District
be
of Columbia, shall be deposited with I
District of
Commissioners
in,a y bbee
Cases may
Court of
of Claims,
upon the
the application
application of
of any
claimant. When
va- Cases
the vaWhen the
any claimant.
Claims, upon
Court
lidity of
of a
anumber
number of
of claims
claims depends
depends substantially
upon a
state of
consolidated d
ed tcof counsolidatel
like state
a like
substantially upon
lidity
court in one petition in which all piul'1tg 1 IIl a
facts, they
they may
may be
be brought
the court
before the
brought before
facts,
parties are
and may
may be
be tried
a
)
under such rules as the
together under
tried together
joined, and
are joined,
parties
Judgiments.
court may
may prescribe,
may be
entered therein as the Judgments.
be entered
judgments may
such judgments
and such
prescribe, and
court
court may
determine; and
and cases
cases of
may be
be consolidated
consolidated and
kind may
like kind
of like
may determine;
court
tried together
court so orders.
the court
whenever the
together whenever
tried
SEC. 3.
Attorney-General of
of the
the United
United States
author- Attorney --G ,en -have authorshall have
States shall
The Attorney-General
3. The
SEc.
initled
ity, and
it shall
shall be
be his
to defend
of Columbia
Columbia against
he United
the
eral of 1
against oral
District of
the District
defend the
duty, to
his duty,
and it
ity,
all
such claims
claims against
against said
said Districtof
District of Columbia
Columbia prosecuted
in said
said Court
ai
tho
.aithlrizud
Statcs
Court ,tal(T,
prosecuted in
all such
to delfcnl 1the I)isunana.
of
Claims, and
and on
on appeal,
like manner
he is
by law
Coltrnlbiia.
to trit oftcot
law required
required to
is now
now by
as he
manner as
in like
appeal, in
of Claims,
defend
the United
said court,
with the
power to interpose
the same power
court, with
in said
States in
United States
defend the
counter
claims and
against claims
and defences
defences for
practiced
fraud practiced
for fraud
claims and
offsets against
and offsets
counter claims
or
attempted and
and all
and with
appeal
of appeal
power of
like power
with like
defences, and
legal defences,
other legal
all other
or attempted
as
in cases
cases against
States tried in said
said court.
United States
the United
against the
as in
force,
in force,
Laws in
S
EC. 4.
4. AU
All laws
now in
to prosecutions
prosecutions of
claims Laws
of claims
relating to
force relating
in force
laws now
SEC.
against
United States
Court of
Claims shall
apply, as
as far
far as
as so
3(t far
,
fur.17
sh all
appli
ly.eaapplioaas app
shall apply,
of Claims
the Court
in the
States in
the United
against the
ble, shtall apply.
determination
applicable,
to the
rmination ofnit
prosecution, practice, hearing, and dete
the prosecution,
applicable, to
claims
against the
of Columbia
Columbia authorized
be prosecuted
to be
authorized to
District of
the District
claims against
under
provisions of
of this
this act:
act: Provided,
That motions
motions for
new trials
J'rociso.
trials Proviso.
for new
Provided, That
the provisions
under the
shall be
either party
within twenty-days
twenty-days after
rendition of
of tMotioun
..M
.
otions for
for now
Dew
the rendition
after the
party within
by either
made by
be made
shall
vso
no
such
h casesno
further, That in the trial of suc
providedfurther,
And provided
judgment: And
any judgment:
person
excluded as
as a
witness because
or she is a
aparty to or
he or
because he
a witness
be excluded
shall be
person shall
interested in the same.
interested
S
EC. 5.
be taken
taken from
judgment and
Judgments . oonn
determination Judgments
and determination
the judgment
from the
appeal be
no appeal
If no
5. If
SEC.
of
the
Court
of
Claims
in
cases
provided
for
in
this
act
within
the
term
pe a d withi"
Ta
p
term
the
within
act
this
in
for
provided
cases
in
Claims
of the Court of
1111,1,;
,al
limited
by law
appealing from
of said
said court,
07
a,,, °aaiiII dii
in all
all law,
and in
court, and
judgments of
the judgments
from the
for appealing
law for
limited by
cases of
of final
judgments by
the Court
Claims, or
or on
on appeal
judgments ttoo bbee
the judgments
by the
appeal by
of Claims,
Court of
by the
final judgments
cases
Supreme
Court where
where the
the same
are affirmed
in favor
Secretary
by Secretalr
paid by
the paid
claimant, the
the claimant,
of the
favor of'
affirmed in
same are
Supreme Court
sum due thereby shall
shall be
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury.
tbh Treasury.
of tbe
provided, by
paid, as
be paid,
sum due thereby
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Prosao.
Proviso.

of the Treasury:
Treasury: Provided,
Provided, That no payment shall be made
made except
except upon
upon
the presentation
presentation to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury of
of said
said judgjudgof aa copy
copy of
ment certified
certified by the clerk of the Court of Claims,
the
Claims, and
and signed
signed by
by the
chief justice, or,
or in his absence, by the presiding judge
judge of
said court.
court.
of said
SEC.
S
EC. 6. The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
to demand
authorized to
demand
of the sinking-fund
sinking-fund commissioner
commissioner of the District
many
District of Columbia
Columbia so
so many
of the three sixty-five
sixty-five bonds authorized
authorized by act of Congress approved
approved
1874, ch.
oh. 337,
June
twentieth, eighteen
seventy-four, and acts amendaJune twentieth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-four,
amendaStat., 18, 120.
StPatrl.en
120.
as
necessary
tory
thereof
may
be
necessary
for
the
payment
judgments; and
of the
the judgments;
and
Payment
of
said sinking-fund
is hereby
to
issue
and
deliver
ju d g men ts in said
judgments
sinking-fund commissioner
commissioner is
hereby directed
directed
to
issue
and
deliver
tthreeh r e e- sixty-five
sixty-five to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury the amount of three
three sixty-five
sixty-five bonds
bonds
bonds.
required to satisfy the judgments
judgments;'
required
•which bonds shall be received
received. by
said claimants at par in payment of such judgments,
and shall
shall bear
bear date
judgments, and
date
August first,
August
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-four,
the
seventy-four, and
and mature
mature at
at the
Proviso.
same time as other bonds of
before the
deof this issue: Provided,
Provided, That
That before
the delivery
livery of such bonds as are issued in payment of
rendered as
as
of judgments
judgments rendered
aforesaid on the claims aforesaid,
aforesaid, the coupons
coupons shall be
detached therebe detached
therefrom from the date of said bonds to the day upon which such
claims
such claims
were
were due and payable; and the gross amount of
of such
such bonds heretofore
heretofore
and hereafter issued shall not exceed in the aggregate
and
aggregate fifteen
millions
fifteen millions
Proviso.
of dollars: Provided,
Provided, The bonds issued by authority
authority of this
this act
act shall
shall be
be
of no more binding force as to their payment
on the
Government of
of the
the
payment on
the Government
1874,
1874, ch. 337,
United States than the
three sixty-five
issued under
under authority
the three
sixty-five bonds
bonds issued
authority of
of
Stat., 18, 120.
the act of June twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-four.
seventy-four.
Prosecution.
Prosecution.
SEC.
7. In all cases prosecuted
S
EC. 7.
prosecuted under
provisions of
of this
under the
the provisions
this act
act it
it shall
shall
be the duty of the claimant, after the commencement
of said
said actions,
commencement of
actions, to
to
Joinder of issue prosecute
prosecute them in said court diligently;
diligently; and after any issue of
or of
of law
law or
of
of law or fact.
of
alflor
factt shall be joined
joined in
the Attorney-General
have power
power
fact
in any
any case,
case, the
Attorney-General shall
shall have
Trial of case.
Dismissal fo
of said
said court
and in
calendar of
Dismissal
forrto place the same on the trial calendar
court for
for trial;
trial; and
in all
all
want of diligent
want
diligent cases when any case has been reached
reached in its order
on the
calendar' and
and
order on
the calendar,
prosecution.
the trial thereof has been unreasonably
unreasonably delayed
delayed by
ai
man t, the
the
by the
the cl
claimant,
said court may, on motion
motion of
Attorney General,
n notice
no ti ce to
t
o the
the
of the
the Attorney
General, o
on
claimant, or his counsel,
counsel, attorney,
attorney, or
r,
dis m i
ss sa
id claim;
cl
ai
m; and
an d
or solicito
solicitor,
dismiss
said
such dismissal or final judgment
judgment on any
claim s
hall b
l
us i
ve b
ar
any claim
shall
bee aa conc
conclusive
bar
against any further prosecution
prosecution of such claim
claim before
arty court
before any
court or
or tritribunal whatsoever. The Secretary
Secretary of the
Treas ury s
hall pay,
the Treasury
shall
pay, according
according
to the provisions of this act, the said judgments
ju dgmen ts from
from time
to time
time as
as
time to
they may be presented.

Claims rejected
rejected
by
board of
of
by the
the board
audit excepted.
excepted.

SEC.
8. No
No claim
SEC. 8.
claim shall be presented to, or considered by
by the
of
the Court
Court of

Claims
Claims under the provisions of thi
ac twhich
w hich was
was rejected
by the
thiss act
rejected by
the Board
Board
of Audit.

of Audit.
Redemption
SEC.
That the
Redemption of
thee United
as ex
ex-officio
S
EC. 9.
9. That
the Treasurer
Treasurer of th
Un ited States
Stat
es as
offi ci
o sinkingsi
nki ng certificates of the fund commissioner of the District of Columbia is hereby authorized and
certificates
fund
commissioner
of the Di strict of Columbia is hereby authorized
board
board of audit
audit
authorizeddt
directed
directed to redeem the outstanding certificates
certificates of
the late
late Board
of the
authorized.
Board of
of
Audit, created
June
Audit,
created by the act approved
approved J
une t
wen ti eth , eighteen
eighteen hundred
twentieth,
hundred
and seventy-four, with the inte
rest accrue
d on
on sa
id cer
tifi ca t
es b
y i
sinterest
accrued
said
certificates
by
issuing and delivering to the owners or holders
hold ers of
ofsuch
such certificates,
cert ifi cates, b
on ds
bonds
Columbia as provided
of the District of Columbia
pro v id ed in
i
n sec
tion seven
seven of
ofthe
the ac
section
acttap
ap-1874,
1874, oh.
ch. 337,
proved June twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-four, entitled
proved
eighteen h
un dre d an
d seventy-four'
Stat., 18,
120.
4
Stat.,
18, 120.
"An
act for the government
thee Di
District
off Columbia,
'An act
governmen tof
ofth
st
ri
cto
Columbia' and for other
other
purposes",eind
amendatory th
thereof,
and acts amendatory
ereo f, said
sa id bonds
bonds to
to bear
the same
bear the
same
date, same
same rate
rate of interest, and interest and principal be payable
date,
payable at
at same
same
time,
and subject
time, and
subject to all the conditions, pledges
ple( iges of faith, and exemptions as
the
to be
issued by the said seventh
the bonds
bonds authorized
authorized to
be issued
seventh section of said
act,
shall be
be signed by the said treasurer
act, and
and shall
treasurer as ex officio
officio sinking-fund
sinking-fund
commissioner
commissioner of the District of Columbia, and numbered, countersigned,
countersigned,
sealed
and registered
sealed and
registered as the said seventh section of said act prescribes
prescribes
detaching
coupons from said bonds up to the date of such certifidetaching all
all coupons
cates.
Pending suits
Pending
sui t
SEC. 10. No suit
for the
collection of
of any
claim based
SEC. 10. No
suit now
now pending
pending for
the collection
any claim
based
not
prejudiced by
not
prejudiced
by
upon
aa contract
contract or
of contract
contract hereinbefore
provisions of act. upon
or extension
extension of
hereinbefore mentioned
mentioned in the
the
u
provisions
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supreme court of the District of Columbia shall be in any manner prejudiced by the provisions of this act.
Approved, June 10
16,11880.
Approved,

CHAP.
settlers on the public lands, and to
relief of certain settlers
244.-An act for the relief
CHAP. 244.—An
purchase money and commissions
commissions paid on
repayment of certain fees, purchase
for the repayment
provide for
void
public lands.
entries of public
void entries

June 16, 1880.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
settlers
Certain settlers
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in all cases where it shall, Certain
States of
of America in Congress
lands.
on public
public lands.
upon due proof being made, appear to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Secretary on
of the Interior that innocent parties have paid the fees and commissions
and
excess payments
location of claims under the act
required upon the location
payments required
and excess
entitled "An act to amend an act entitled 'An
'An act to enable honorably
honorably
discharged
children, to
discharged soldiers and sailors, their widows and orphan children,
homesteads on the public lands of the United States', and amendacquire homesteads
eighteen hundred
ments thereto", approved March third eighteen
hundred and seventyments
2306.
S. 2:306.
incorporated in section twenty-three
twenty-three hundred and six of I. R. S.
now incorporated
and now
three, and
Repayment to
y'menit
t,o
Re
p
a
claims were, after innocent
the Revised Statutes of the United States, which said claims
innocent part,
parties
tis of
of
location, found
found to
fraudulent and
void, and
to be fraudulent
and void,
and the
the entries
entries or
or loca- ifos,
s,
such location,
foes, comnMissio
commissions,
and excess
ex cess paytions made thereon canceled, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is authorized
authorized andl
tions
mentsll:ade
made upon
upon
to
repay to
to such
parties the fees
fees and commissions, and excess ments
innocent parties
such innocent
to repay
fraudulent
and
a n"
t
there- frauduhi
the surrender
upon the
payments paid
them, upon
surrender of the receipts
receipts issued thereby them,
paid by
payments
void _en tries.
for
receivers of public
public moneys,
moneys, out of any money
money in the Treasury
AlA
p propriatiol,
T'reasury A
the receivers
for by
by the
p
ropriation,
perm an eilt.
not
appropriated, and shall be payable out of the appropria- permanent.
not otherwise appropriated,
tion to
to refund
purchase-money on lands erroneously
erroneously sold by the United
refund purchase-money
tion
States.
ca n Entr i e s canSEC. 2.
where homestead
timber-culture or desert-land
desert-land Entries
homestead or timber-culture
cases where
all cases
2. In
In all
SEc.
celed or not connot,
,*C"celed or
heretofore or shall hereafter firmed
have heretofore
lands have
entries
entries of
of public
public lands
or other
other entries
entries or
men t
firmued; ;repay m(ent1
be
canceled for
conflict, or
or where,
where, from
cause, the
the entry
entry has
has been
been to
be canceled
for conflict,
from any
any cause,
to be made
inadl iin all
all
erroneously allowed
allowed and
and cannot be
confirmed, the Secretary of the Inte- cases.
be confirmed,
erroneously
to
rior
shall cause
to be
be repaid
person who made such entry, or to
to the
the person
repaid to
cause to
rior shall
purchase
his heirs or
assigns, the fees and commissions, amount of purchase
or assigns,
his
of $1.25
$1.25
Excess of
money, and
excesses paid
the same upon the surrender of the perExcess
paid upon the
and excesses
money,
acre, doubleduplicate
receipt
and
the
execution
of
a
proper
relinquishment
of
all
'double.acr,price
duplicate receipt and the execution of a proper relinquishment of all per
min inmin
for
claims
whenever such
shall have been duly canceled
canceled Iland
aii 1 not within
said land,
land, whenever
such entry
entry shall
claims to said
to
grant, to
all cases
cases where railroad grant,
in all
and in
by the
Commissioner of
Office, and
Land Office,
General Land
of the
the General
the Commissioner
by
to piurpurl to
repaid
b, repaid
for land
parties have
paid double-minimum
price for
land which has afterwards
afterwards be
double-minimum price
have paid
parties
chaser, heirs, or
s, o
exchasei,
grant, the
been found
found not
to be
railroad land
the exland grant,
of aarailroad
limits of
the limits
be within
within the
not to
been
assigns. heirH
as
be
like
shall
acre
per
cess
of
one
dollar
twenty-five
cents
in
manner
twenty-five
and
cess of one dollar
repaid to
to the
or to his heirs or assigns.
thereof, or
purchaser thereof,
the purchaser
repaid
opriation,
p ropriation,
A pppr
S
EC. 3.
make the pay- A
authorized to make
is authorized
the Interior
Interior is
of the
Secretary of
3. The
The Secretary
SEC.
permanent.
ments herein
out of
any money
money in
Treasury not otherother- permanent.
the Treasury
in the
of any
far, out
provided for,
herein provided
ments
wise appropriated.
appropriated.
rognand reguuales and
S
EC. 4.
Commissioner of the
General Land Office
Office shall make all Rules
the General
The Commissioner
4. The
SEC.
lations to be made
be mald
to
necessary
rules, and
issue all
all necessary
instructions, to
carry the
provis- lations
the provisto carry
necessary instructions,
and issue
necessary rules,
by the ()Orionise the
Cornmsby
h t ( of
money sioner
ions
this act
act into
and for
the repayment
repayment of
of the
the purchase
purchase money
for the
effect; and
into effect;
of this
ions of
sioner
the
GenGenof
and
fees
herein
provided
for
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
shall
his
eral Land Office.
eral
his
draw
shall
Interior
of
the
and fees herein provided for the Secretary
warrant
the Treasury
Treasury and
and the
the same shall
to
be paid without regard to
shall be
on the
warrant on
the
cancellation of the entries.
the date of the cancellation
Approved, June
16, 1880.
June 16,
Approved,

CHAP. 245.-An
245.—An act
act to
of Nevada
Nevada lands
in lien
sixteenth and
of the
the sixteenth
lien of
lands in
State of
the State
to grant
grant the
CHAP.
thirty-sixth sections in said State.
thirty-sixth

June 16,
1880.
16, 1880.
June

Whereas, the
the State
Nevada on
March eighth,
on March
of Nevada
State of
of the
legislature of
the legislature
Whereas,
eighteen
seventy-nine, passed
passed an
an act
the
from the
accepting from
act accepting
and seventy-nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
United
two millions
or more
more acres
acres of
land in
of
in lieu of
of land
millions or
of two
grant of
States aa grant
United States
the
sixteenth and
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth sections
sections therein,
therein, and
and relinquishing
relinquishing to the
the sixteenth
United
and thirty-sixth
sections in
said State
State
in said
thirty-sixth sections
sixteenth and
such sixteenth
all such
States all
United States

Preamble.
Preamble.
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Two
million
Two mill
ion
acres
,of
land
reds
agranteda
o
f
land
granted the
the State
Slate
of
in lieu
of Nevada
Nevada in
lieu
of the sixteenth
sixteenth
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth
and
sections.
Pstions.
Proviso.
L ands granted
granted
Lands
to
to be
be selected
selected by
by
the State.
e

Lands
L
a nds granted
granted
to
be disposed
disposed of
of
to be
as
may be preas
imay
bylegi
pr
scribed by legislature
the State
ture of
of the
State
of Nevada.
of
Nevada.
Proviso.
Proviso.

June 16,
16, 1880.
1880.
June

-

as
not been
been heretofore
heretofore sold
or disposed
said State,
State, and
as have
have not
sold or
disposed of
of by
by said
and which
which
act
said State
wit:
act of
of said
State is
is in
in words
words as
as follows,
follows, to
to wit:
States a
a grant
of two
millions or
"An act accepting
accepting from
from the
the United
United States
grant of
two millions
or
more
acres of
of land
land in
in lieu
lieu of
the sixteenth
and thirty-sixth
more acres
of the
sixteenth and
thirty-sixth sections,
sections, and
and
relinquishing to
to the
United States
all such
sixteenth and
relinquishing
the United
States all
such sixteenth
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth
sections as
have not
or disposed
by the
the State.
State.
sections
as have
not been
been sold
sold or
disposed of
of by
represented in
Senate and
""The people of the State
State of
of Nevada
Nevada represented
in Senate
and assembly
assembly
do enact as follows:
follows:
SECTION.
SECTION. 1. The State of Nevada
Nevada hereby
the United
United
hereby accepts
accepts from
from the
land in
in the
State of
States not less than two
two millions of acres
acres of
of land
the State
of Nevada
Nevada
in lieu of the sixteenth
sixteenth and thirty sixth sections
heretofore granted
granted to
to
sections heretofore
the State of Nevada by the United States:
States: Provided,
That the
the title
title of
of
Provided, That
the State and its grantees to such sixteenth
sections as
as
sixteenth and
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth sections
may have been sold or
prior to
to the
the enactment
or disposed of by the State
State prior
enactment
of any such law of Congress granting such two
two millions or more
more acres
acres of
of
land to the State shall not be changed
changed or
consequence of
of or
or
or vitiated in
in consequence
by virtue of such act of Congress
Congress granting such two millions or more
more
acres of land, or in consequence
of this
this act
act surrendering
consequence of
of or by
by virtue of
surrendering
United States the sixteenth and thirty-sixth
and relinquishing to the thirty-sixth
sections
sections unsold or undisposed of at the time
time such
grant is
is made
made by
by the
the
such grant
United
United States.
""SEC.
SEC. 2. The State of Nevada, in consideration of
such grant
grant of
of two
two
of such
millions or more acres of land by the United
United States, hereby
hereby relinquishes
relinquishes
and surrenders
surrenders to the United States all its claim
claim and
and title to such
such sixsixteenth and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth sections
sections in
the State
of Nevada
heretofore
in the
State of
Nevada heretofore
granted
granted by the United States as shall not have been sold
sold or
or disposed of
of
subsequent
subsequent to the passage
passage of any act of Congress
Congress that
hereafter be
that may
may hereafter
be
made granting such two millions or more acres of land to the
the State
State of
of
Nevada: Provided,
Provided, That the State of Nevada
Nevada shall have the right to
select the two millions or more acres of land mentioned
act":
mentioned in the
the act":
Therefore,
Therefore,
Be it
it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate
of the
the United
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there be, and are hereby,
granted to the State of Nevada two million acres of
of land in
in said State
State
in lieu of
of the
the sixteenth
sixteenth and
thirty-sixth sections
of land
granted
and thirty-sixth
sectionsof
land heretofore
heretofore granted
to the State of Nevada
Nevada by the United States:
That the'title
thelitle of
of
States: Provided,
Provided,That
the State and
and its grantees to such sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections as
may
by said
said State
State prior
prior to
passage
may have been
been sold
sold or disposed of by
to the
the passage
of this act shall not be changed or vitiated in consequence
consequence of
of or
or by
by virtue
virtue
of this act.
SEC.
2. The lands herein
SEC. 2.
herein granted
granted shall be selected by the State authorities of said State from any unappropriated,
non-mineral, public land
unappropriated, non-mineral,
in
said State,
State, in
in quantities
quantities not less than the smallest legal subdivision;
subdivision;
in said
and when selected
selected in conformity with the terms of this act the same
same
shall be duly certified
certified to said State by the Commissioner of the General
General
Land Office and approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
Interior.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The lands herein granted shall be disposed
disposed of
under such
such laws,
of under
laws,
rules
rules, and regulations
regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed by the legislature of the
Provided, That the proceeds of the sale thereof shall
State of Nevada:
Nevada: Provided,
be dedicated
same purposes
dedicated to the same
purposes as
as heretofore
heretofore provided
grant
provided in
in the
the grant
of the sixteenth and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth sections made to said
said State.
SEC.
4. This
shall take
take effect
effect from
SEC. 4.
This act
act shall
from and after its passage.
Approved,
Approved, June 16
16,1 1880.

CHAP. 246.-An
CRAP.
246.—An act for the establishment
establishment of titles in Hot Springs, and for other
other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Land
at States
America in
assembled That
That any
person, his
his heirs
heirs or
or
Ht
pind titles
ttles
adt
tates of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
any person,
Hot
Springs
adjudicatedd bbyy the
dicate
legal representatives,
representatives in
the commissioners
commissioners appointed
appointed under
under
t he legal
in whose
whose favor
favor the
commissioners.
hundred and seventy-seven
commissioners,
the acts of Congress of eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-seven and eight-
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hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, relative to
een hundred
to the
the Hot
Hot Springs
Springs of
of Arkansas,

have adjudicated,
have the sole right to enter
adjudicated, shall have
enter and pay for the

amount of land the commissioners
commissioners may have adjudged him entitled to
purchase, within eighteen
eighteen months next after the expiration
expiration of the notice
required by the tenth section of the act of Congress of March third
seventy-seven, to be given by paying to the
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
receiver of
receiver
at the
land-office in
Rock, Arkansas,
Arkansas,
of public
public moneys
moneys at
the land-office
in Little
Little Rock,
forty per centum of the assessed value of said land as placed thereon by
said commissioners;
commissioners; and that such assessments
assessments be reduced
reduced to that
extent: and that in any cases where
where any church or church association
association
has been adjudged entitled to purchase land it may do so by paying five
dollars per lot.
SEC. 2. That the certificates
certificates (except
certificate Number
one hundred
SEe.
(except certificate
Number one
hundred
and sixty-two,
issued to
DeWitt C
C Rugg,
and Samuel
Samuel
and
sixty-two, issued
to Samuel
Samuel H.
H. Stitt,
Stitt, DeWitt
Rugg, and
exceptions shall not
twenty-two thousand dollars, which exceptions
W. Fordyce for twenty-two
prejudice
prejudice the
the rights of the United States or
or the holders
holders of said
said certificate.) issued
for condemned
condemned buildings
by said
said commissioners
cate.)
issued for
buildings by
commissioners be
be made
made
the amounts
amounts named therein
receivable for the
receivable
therein as so many dollars lawful
money of the United States in the entry and purchase of the lands that
and that
that such
may be
be sold in
in the Hot Springs
Springs Reservation;
Reservation; and
such certificates
certificates
be assignable, and when assigned in the presence
presence of two subscribing
witnesses or the execution
execution of the assignment thereof shall have been
witnesses
acknowledged before a
a court of record or clerk thereof, the land officers
acknowledged
in like manner shall receive
receive them from the assignee in payment
payment of lands
purchased by himself
himself or others; and in case the amount of the cortificertifioate presented
land-office shall exceed that necescate
presented and received at such land-office
executed
sary to make
make the
the purchase
purchase and entry desired, there shall be executed
by
whom
delivered to the person from whom
by the
the register
register and
and receiver, and delivered
the
same is received,
received, a
acertificate giving the number of the original, the
the same
thereof; the balance
balance due
thereon, and the
due such person
person thereon,
date and amount
amount thereof,
certificate thus issued shall be assignable and receivable
receivable in like manner
manner
certificate
such certificates are issued the
original, and in
in all
all cases where such
as the original,
register
original certificate taken
register of the land office shall certify on the original
up,
purchased therewith,
therewith, and the price thereof.
lots purchased
number of the
the lots
up, the
the number
S
EC. 3.
Reservation, known
of the Hot Springs Reservation,
That those divisions
divisions of
SEC.
3. That
as the
mountainous districts,
streets on
on the
maps made
made
the maps
by streets
divided by
districts, not
not divided
as
the mountainous
by
the commissioners,
known and
on the
map and
in the
the
by the
commissioners, but
but known
and defined
defined on
the map
and in
report of the commissioners
commissioners as North Mountain, West Mountain,
Mountain, and
and
reserved
Sugar Loaf Mountain, be, and the same are hereby forever reserved
to be known, with Hot
as parks,
parks, to
dedicated to
to public use as
from sale, and
and dedicated
Springs Mountain,
Mountain, as
the permanent
permanent reservation.
reservation.
as the
Springs
SEC 4.
Springs shall procure elseelsetown of
of Hot
Hot Springs
whenever the town
SEC
4. That
That whenever
where
cause the bodies now buried
and shall cause
burying-ground and
where a
a suitable
suitable burying-ground
in the
removed
to be decently
decently removed
the limits of
of said town, to
cemetery lot,
lot, within the
in
the cemetery
and
cemetery lot shall vest in the corporation
corporation
reinterred, the title to said cemetery
and reinterred,
of
said town,
used forever
forever as a
park, and
a town
town or
or city park,
held and
and used
town, to
to be
be held
of said
not otherwise.
SEC. 5.
5. That
That the
Secretary of
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to desdesthe Interior
Interior is
the Secretary
SEC.
ignate six lots
unawarded grounds on the Hot Springs Reserlots from the unawarded
ignate
vation
for the
the use
use of
the common
common schools
corporation of
of the
the town
vation for
of the
schools of
of the
the corporation
town
houses, and the lots when so desigof Hot
Hot Springs, as sites for school houses,
nated are
are hereby
dedicated to
schools, and shall be
common schools,
to the
the use of common
hereby dedicated
nated
used,
managed by the common
common school officials of the
controlled, and managed
used, controlled,
district in
in which
be located
for such
such purposes
only. The
The SecSecpurposes only.
located for
they may
may be
which they
district
retary of
Interior is also authorized
convey to the Baptist Church
authorized to convey
of the
the Interior
retary
a suitable
of Hot Springs, whose church edifice was destroyed by fire, a
lot of
of ground
not exceeding
exceeding one-eighth
one-eighth of
an acre
of an
acre from that portion of the
lot
ground not
Hot
Reservation laid off into lots and blocks, and forming
forming part
Hot Springs Reservation
of the
the town
town site
but not
awarded to
to any
claimants and
and not
not otherwise
otherwise
any claimants
not awarded
site but
of
disposed of
by this
act said
said conveyance
to be
be on
on consideration
of the
the
consideration of
conveyance to
of by
this act
disposed
payment
equal to
dollars per
for said
lot.
said lot.
per acre
acre for
ten dollars
to ten
a sum
sum equal
of a
payment of
)C3CT-19
xxi19

289
289
1877, ch.
oh. 108,
t 19,
Stat.,
sta
. 19, 377.
1878, ch. 5,
st187,
oh 25.
Stat., 20, 258.
Solo
Sole right of onentry and payment
payment
preserved
by
paypreserved by paying forty per cent.
iassessed value
assessed
value erI'm
oiig
g hteen
hteon months
montlis
after notice.

1877, ch. 108,
108,
Stat., 19, 379.
Certificates (ex•
(ex.
Certificates
cept
ceot issues
issues to SamSanmil II.
De
ucl
T1. Stitt.
Stitt. De
Witt C. Rugg, and
,o'r-l
Saimlt W.
w .I',
Samuel
r
dyce) madoe
dyee)
made reciv.
recei vable
fir en tries and
and
abloeorontries
rob
e1 me-money
ase-molley
r
for lands in Hot
Sp"rings
Resc(rvaSprings Reservation.
Maybe
Maybe assigned.

I

Moan
M
o n ttaanionsious-

district
district

divisions
divisions
defined and dedidetlled
and
bldi-use
cated to public
public
use
cated

forever.

Cemetery.
Cemetery.

Secretary of
of InInSecretary
terior authorized
authorized
teriordesignate
to
six
chools.
lots feor
for schools.

Baptist
Baptist Church.
Church.
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Streets, courts,
and
ceded
and alleys ceded
to
or
corporation or
to corporation
ot
to
corporftin
town of Dot
Springs.
Sopin s.
Proviso.
Proviso.

SEC. 6.
streets, courts,
and alleys
and other
thoroughfares
other thoroughfares
alleys and
courts, and
the streets,
6. That
That the
SEC.
surveyed, opened,
of
the town
town of
of Hot
Hot Springs,
Springs, as
as surveyed,
opened, or established by the
of the
commissioners and
represented on
map of
said town,
town, and
and not
not included
included
of said
the map
on the
and represented
commissioners
in the
permanent reservation,
be, and
the same
are hereby,
ceded to
the
to the
hereby, ceded
same are
and the
reservation, be,
in
the permanent
corporation of
the town
town of
Hot Springs for public use: Provided
Provided howof Hot
of the
corporation
ever
nothing in
this act
act shall
shall be
be so
construed as
the rights
rights
impair the
as to
to impair
so construed
in this
that nothing
ever that
or
equities
conferred
upon
claimants
to
said
land
by
an
act
of
Congress
of
Congress
act
an
by
land
to
said
claimants
upon
conferred
or equities
approved
March third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and an
an act
act
seventy-seven, and
and seventy-seven,
third, eighteen
approved March
approved December
sixteenth eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, in
in
December sixteenth
approved
relation
to the
the Hot
Springs reservation
in the
State of
Arkansas.
of Arkansas.
the State
reservation in
Hot Springs
relation to
S
EC. 7.
7. That
That that
portion of
of the
Reservation laid
off into
into
laid off
Springs Reservation
Hot Springs
the Hot
that portion
SEC.
lots and blocks and forming part of the town site, but not awarded to
any
not otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed of
of or
or reserved
this act,
act,
by this
reserved by
and not
claimants, and
any claimants,
shall
be
sold
at
public
auction
to
the
highest
bidder,
at
not
less
than
its
its
than
not
less
at
bidder,
the
highest
to
auction
public
shall be sold at
and
appraised value,
to be
be made
from time
time to
the discretion
discretion and
at the
time, at
to time,
made from
value, to
appraised
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, and after public
under
under the
notice
in the
the usual
sale of
of public
money
the money
and the
lands; and
public lands;
the sale
in the
way in
usual way
notice in
arising
as any
money paid
one
section one
under section
in under
paid in
any money
well as
as well
sales, as
said sales,
from said
arising from
of
this act,
be held
held as
fund for
improvement and care
for the
the improvement
special fund
as aa special
shall be
act, shall
of this
of
at Hot
Hot Springs
Hot Springs
Springs and of the Hot
reservation at
permanent reservation
the permanent
of the
the
Creek adjacent
adjacent to
to and
between the
permanent reservations, and for the
the permanent
and between
Creek
United States, as
maintenance of
for the invalid poor of the United
free baths for
of free
maintenance
provided
by acts
acts of
of Congress.
Congress.
provided by
Approved,
June
1880.
16,
Approved, June

R
maindcrs of
Reemainders
o t s and
ttown
o wn lots
blocks not disnot dspb
l
of
posed of or reserved to be
be sold
sold
served
at public auction
auction
at
less than
than
not less
at not
appraised
appraised value.
sle,
of sale,
Proceeds of
Proceeds
disposition of.
of.
disposition

June 16,
16, 1880.
1880.
June

the State
CHAP. 247.-An
247.—An act
act in
in relation
relation to
of jurors
jurors and
and witnesses
witnesses in
in the
State
the mileage
mileage of
to the
CHAP.
of
of Colorado.
Colorado.

United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
assembled, That jurors and witnesses
Congress assembled,
witnesses in
in Congress
States of America in
Jurors and wit- States
circuit courts
courts of
of the
district and
and circuit
flosses in State of the district
the United States in
in and for the State
nesses
Colorado, mileage.
mileage. of Colorado, shall be entitled to receive fifteen cents for each mile
Colorado,
actuor Colorado, shall be entitled
cents
actually
traveled in
in coming to or returning from said courts.
ally traveled
16, 1880.
Approved, June 16,
1S80.
16, 1880.
June 16,

Dakota
D a k o ta Terriof
ttory.
ory. Grant
Grant of
land for
insane
asylum and for
public schools.
Selection
of land,
Selectionof
how
how made,
made, &c.
&c.

June 16, 1880.

CHAP.
granting to
the Territory
Territory of
Dakota section
section thirty-six,
in towntownthirty-six, in
of Dakota
to the
act granting
248.-An act
CHAP. 248.—An
county of
the county
ship number fifty-six north, of range number ninety-four
ninety-four west, in
in the
of
ship
grantand grantinsane, and
for the
Yankton, in
in said
said Territory,
the purposes
purposes of
asylum for
the insane,
of an
an asylum
for the
Territory, for
Yankton,
section, for
ing to
Territory one
of land,
lieu of
of said
said thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth section,
for
in lieu
land, in
section of
one section
said Territory
ing
to said
school purposes.
purposes.
school

Representatives of the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
assembled, That section thirty-six, in townin Congress
States of America in
Congress assembled,
ship number
number fifty-six north of range number ninety-four west, in the
county
Yankton, Territory
Dakota, be,
be, and
and the
the same
is hereby,
hereby,
same is
of Dakota,
Territory of
of Yankton,
county of
granted
said Territory
Territory for the purposes of an asylum for the insane;
insane;
to said
granted to
Territory one section
and
hereby, granted to said Territory
and that there be, and is hereby,

purposes; said
of land, in lieu of said thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth section, for school
school purposes;
section to be selected by the governor of said Territory from any of the
public lands subject to private sale or entry. Such selection, when so
made,
governor to the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
of
be certified
certified by the said governor
shall be
made, shall
said Territory
Territory and to the officers
officers of the local land-office
land-office of the district in
certificate
which such land may be situated; and from the filing of such certificate
withdrawn from private sale or entry, and shall be
said land shall be withdrawn
held as a
Territory for school
a portion of the lands granted to said Territory
purposes.
purposes.
Approved, June
June 16,
16, 1880.
Approved,
1880.
the Navy.
CHAP.
249.—An act
act relating
in the
Navy.
to machinists
machinists in
relating to
CHAP. 249.-An

Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
assembled, That all men now serving in
States
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
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1880.

honMachinists liondischarged
orably
;rably discharged
rom the Navy
November
e
sift
ince November
addi20,
of
one-third
receive
shall
vember,
eighteen
hundred
and
seventy-nine,
shall
receive
one-third
2
0, 1879; addivember, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
ional payment.
good-conduct badge they have tional
one year's
pay as a
-for each good-conduct
t
machinist -for
a machinist
year's pay
one
number under the said
received, or
exceeding three in number
receive, not exceeding
may receive,
or may
received,
certificates, the
re-enlistment as a
a
received in lieu of re-enlistment
gratuity to be received
said gratuity
the said
certificates,
machinist under such
certificate, and to be in full and in lieu of all
such certificate,
machinist
claims
the United
United States in connection therewith, for extra pay
against the
claims against
a pettyfor
re-enlisting, or for continuous service, or for enlistment as a
for re-enlisting,
Appropriation.
officer; and
to carry out the
the provisions of this act Appropriation.
necessary to
amount necessary
the amount
and the
officer;
is hereby
appropriated, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise
of any
is
hereby appropriated,
Proviso.
appropriated: Provided,
Provided, That nothing herein contained
contained shall be so con- Proviso.
appropriated:
strued
to prevent
re-enlistment of machinists in the Navy.
prevent the re-enlistment
as to
strued as
Approved,
Approved, June 16, 1880.
the
who may
discharged as machinists, with continuous-service
continuous-service
may be discharged
Navy who
the Navy
discharged
certificates entitling
entitling them
them to honorable
honorable discharge,
discharge, and those discharged
certificates
in the
said rating
rating with such
certificates since the twentieth
twentieth day of Nosuch certificates
the said
in

hundred
act
to amend
amend the
the sixth
sixth sub-division
sub-division of
of section
section thirty-two
thirty-two hundred
act to
States.
United States.
Statutes of
Revised Statutes
and forty-four
of the
of the
the United
the Revised
forty-four of
and

CHAP.
250.-An
CHAP. 250.—An

June
1880.
16, 1880.
June 16,

Be it
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
R. S.
S. 3244,
3244, sixth
sixth
States
sub-division of R.
Congress assembled, That the sixth sub-division
of America
America in Congress
States of
subdivision
i 11
bd i
,d
section
hundred and
forty-four of the Revised Statutes
Statutes be amended.
and forty-four
thirty-two hundred
section thirty-two
amended
thereto as follows:
by adding thereto
amended by
Dealers in leafleaf-tobacco (other than retail
retail deal- Dealers
dealers in leaf-tobacco
That dealers
further, That
Providedfurther,
""Provided
tobacco.
ers
the seventh sub-division
sub-division of the section) who do not deal tobacco.
in the
defined in
as defined
ers as
in
leaf tobacco
tobacco otherwise
otherwise than to sell, or offer for sale, or consign for sale
in leaf
on
commission, to
to an amount
amount not
exceeding twenty five thousand pounds
not exceeding
on commission,
in
any one
year, only
leaf-tobacco as they purchase or
such leaf-tobacco
only such
special-tax year,
one special-tax
in any
receive
the hand
produced
hand directly from farmers or planters who have produced
in the
receive in
the
same on
on land
owned, rented,
rented, or leased by
received the same
by them, or received
land owned,
the same
as
produced the same on such land,
as rent from their tenants, who have produced
shall each
each be
be required
required to
to pay
a special tax
such business a
carrying on such
for carrying
pay for
shall
of
five dollars
dollars only.
any person who has paid such special tax shall
If any
only. If
of five
be
purchased or
or received
and sold,
sold, or
or consigned
consigned for sale
received and
have purchased
to have
found to
be found
on
more than
thousand pounds of leaf-tobacco,
leaf-tobacco,
twenty-five thousand
than twenty-five
commission, more
on commission,
such
as is
special-tax year, the Commisin any one special-tax
for, in
provided for,
is herein
herein provided
such as
sioner
Revenue is
is authorized
authorized and directed to assess such
Internal Revenue
of Internal
sioner of
person
of tax
tax equal
difference between
between the special tax
the difference
equal to the
amount of
an amount
person an
hereinbefore impaid
by him
him and
and the
tax of twenty-five
twenty-five dollars hereinbefore
special tax
the special
paid by
posed
upon a
dealer in
in leaf
tobacco".
leaf tobacco".
a dealer
posed upon
Approved,
June 16, 1880.
Approved, June
the
CHAP. 251.—An
effect the
the second
second and
sixteenth articles
articles of
of the
and sixteenth
into effect
carry into
to carry
act to
251.-An act
CHAP.
treaty between
between the
the United
States and
the Great
Great and
and Little
Osage Indians,
proIndians, proLittle Osage
and the
United States
treaty
claimed
January
twenty-first,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
and
claimed January twenty-first, eighteen hundred

Whereas,
by the
act for
for the
of the
the State
State of
of Kansas
Kansas into
into the
admission of
the admission
the act
Whereas, by
Union,
approved January
hundred and sixty-one,
twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred
January twenty-ninth,
Union, approved
the
States granted
granted to
to said
State the
thirty-sixth
the sixteenth and thirty-sixth
said State
United States
the United
sections
township of
of public
public lands
lands in
said State",
State", but especially
in said
evry township
of evry
sections ""of
provided
that the
the Indian reservations
reservations in said
within the
embraced within
lands embraced
the lands
provided that
State should
should not
not be
for any
any purpose,
purpose, except
with the
consent
the consent
except with
alienated for
be alienated
State
of
of such
reservations, and in accordance
accordance with the condisuch reservations,
Indians of
the Indians
of the
tions of
of the
authorizing such
alienation; and
such alienation;
treaty authorizing
the treaty
tions
Whereas, by
the treaty
between the
United States
States and
and the
Great and
and
the Great
the United
treaty between
by the
Whereas,
Little Osage
Osage Indians,
January twenty-first,
hundred
twenty-first, eighteen hundred
proclaimed January
Indians, proclaimed
Little
and
trust was
was created
created for the disposal
disposal of the lands of said
said
a trust
sixty-seven, a
and sixty-seven,
Indians in
of Kansas,
of which
which said lands
bounds of
and bounds
metes and
the metes
Kansas, the
State of
the State
in the
Indians
are specifically
forth in
said treaty, by which the United States
in said
set forth
specifically set
are
"at
•
bound itself
itself to
to survey
and all of such lands, "
at a
aprice not
any and
sell any
and sell
survey and
bound
less
than one
twenty-five cents
other lands are
as other
acre, as
per acre,
cents per
and twenty-five
dollar and
one dollar
less than

June 16,
1880.
16, 1880.
June
Preamble.
Preamble.
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surveyed
and sold",
sold", and
and to
to place
place "the
proceeds of
of such
such lands
lands as
they
as they
"the proceeds
surveyed and
accrue,
after
deducting
all
expenses
incident
to
the
proper
execution
of
of
execution
proper
the
to
incident
expenses
all
accrue, after deducting
the
trust, *
* *
in the
the Treasury
of the
the United
United States
States to
the credit
credit
to the
Treasury of
* ** in
the trust,
of
tribe of
of Indians";
and
Indians"; and
said tribe
of said
Whereas it
that under
operation of
of the
the treaty herein
the operation
under the
claimed that
is claimed
it is
Whereas
referred
to there
there are
due, both
of grants
grants and
and sales
of
sales of
account of
on account
both on
moneys due,
are moneys
referred to
lands,
which
have
not
been
placed
to
the
credit
of
said
as proIndians,
said
of
credit
the
to
placed
been
lands, which have not
vided
in said
said treaty:
treaty: Therefore,
Therefore,
for in
vided for
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be
Secretary of the Inteassembled, That the Secretary
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
Account of
of num- States
Account
ber
of acres
of rior
rior is
authorized and directed to cause an account to be stated
is hereby authorized
c r s of
ber of
Osage lands in of the number of acres of the Osage lands in the State of Kansas that
t of the number of acres of the Osage lands in the State of Kansas that
Stategoof Kandss
State
Kansas, to
have in
any way
way been
been alienated
alienated by
the United
United States,
act
either by the act
States, either
by the
in any
have
be
be stated.
"An
of January
eighteen hundred and sixty one, entitled
entitled "An
1861, ch. 20.
twenty-ninth, eighteen
January twenty-ninth,
of
20.
1861,
act for
of Kansas
Kansas into the Union", or since the creation
creation
Stat.,
126.
admission of
the admission
for the
act
12, 126.
Stat., 12,
of the
the sale
sale of
these lands
by the
treaty between
between the United
the treaty
lands by
of these
for the
trust for
the trust
of
States
Great and
and Little
Little Osage
proclaimed January
Indians, proclaimed
Osage Indians,
the Great
and the
States and
retwenty-first, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-seven, and of the money retreaties twenty-first,
eighteen hundred
1867, treaties
Stat.,..14,
ceived
by the
United States
States on account of the sales of such lands,
lands, and
and
the United
ceived by
687.
Stat., 14, 687.
And difference to certify the difference between the sum so received
that
the sum that
to certify the difference between the sum so received and the
certified.
would
be due
said trust
trust at
date of
the account
provided for
account herein provided
of the
the date
at the
due said
would be
had
all of
alienated been
been disposed
disposed of as provided for by
so alienated
lands so
said lands
of said
had all
said
treaty.
said treaty.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
certified by the
Appropriation
That aasum of money equal to the amount certified
SEC.
at i o n
Appropri
to credit Secretary Secretary
to the
in pursuance
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
pursuance of the foregoing section, to
Interior, in
Secretary
credit
to
of the Interior, as Secretary of the Treasury, is hereby appropriated, out of any money in
in
money
any
of
out
appropriated,
hereby
is
Treasury,
the
custodian teior'us
of trust Secretary of
cstodian
Secretary of the
the Treasury
appropriated, which the Secretary
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
the
funds.
funds.
InteTreasury is
is directed
to the
of the
Secretary of the Intethe Secretary
credit of
the credit
place to
to place
directed to
Treasury
funds, and, after defraying
rior, as
trust funds,
defraying the cost of
Cost a
and
ex- rior,
said trust
of said
custodian of
as custodian
n d exCost
ueLses
of survey,
survey, survey
and sale of said lands and other expenses
survey and
expenses contracted by the
peLses of
&c.
United States or the Osage
Osage Nation in the execution of said trust, the
United
the United
of the
Balance
balance of said funds shall be placed in the Treasury of
Balance placed balance
to credit
credit of
in
distributed in
and distributed
States, to the credit of said Indians, to be invested and
In- States
of In
to
accordance
with
existing
treaties:
Provided,
That
a
like
settlement
shall
like
a
That
Provided,
treaties:
accordance with existing
Proviso.
Proviso,
be made
Indian-civilization fund for the sixteenth and thirtythe Indian-civilization
with the
made with
be
sixth
sections, given by the United States to the State of Kansas, within
sixth sections
the limits
sections,
of the Osage lands ceded by the first article of the treaty
of
the limits
aforesaid.
Approved June 16,
167 1880.
Approved,

June
1880.
16, 1880.
June 16,

Agricultural Department
CHAP. 252.-An
252.—An act making
appropriations for the Agricultural
Department of the
making appropriations
CHAP.
government
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eightygovernment for the fiscal year
one, and for other purposes.

Be
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
Appropriations
assembled, That the following sums be, and
of
States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
o
n
I
Appropriati
for the Agricul-

Treasuryof
the same
same are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
money in
in the
the Treasury
of
any money
of any
out of
appropriated, out
Department. the
tural Department.

appropriated, in full compensation
the
compensation for
United States not otherwise appropriated,
the United
hundred
the service
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
service for
the
hereinafter expressed, namely:
and
eighty-one, for
objects and purposes hereinafter
for the objects
and eighty-one,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE
COMMISSIONER.
OF COMMISSIONER.
OFFICE OF

Compensation of
Comipensationof
Commissioner of
Agriculture.
Clerks,
etc.
Clerks, etc.

compensation of Commissioner
Commissioner of Agriculture,
Agriculture, three thousand
thousand five
For compensation
dollars;
thousand
hundred
dollars;
chief
clerk
in
said
department,
two
thousand
dollars;
department,
said
in
clerk
chief
dollars;
hundred
superintendent of dechief
disbursing-clerk, and superintendent
accounts, disbursing-clerk,
division of accouR.ts,
chief of division
partment building, one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars; two clerks of
class
four, three
thousand six
hundred dollars; two clerks of class three,
six hundred
three thousand
class four,
thouthree
two hundred
dollars; four clerks of class two, five thou
hundred dollars;
thousand two
three thousand
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SESS. II. Ca.
.
CI
252. 1880.
SESS.II.

sax A
A six
dollars; four clerks of class one, four thousand eight
hundred dollars;
six hundred
sai
hundred
five clerks,
clerks, at
at one
thousand dollars each, five thousand
thousand
one thousand
dollars; five
hundred dollars;
dollars;
carpenter, watchmen,
watchmen, attendant in museum,
copyists, carpenter,
clerks, copyists,
dollars; clerks,
and laborers,
laborers, ten
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
and
DIVISION.
CHEMICAL DIV
ISION.
CHEMICAL

For compensation
of chief
chemist, two thousand
thousand dollars; assistant
assistant
chief chemist,
compensation of
For
chemist,
one thousand
thousand six
dollars; one assistant chemist, at
hundred dollars;
six hundred
chemist, one
one
thousand two
hundred dollars.
two hundred
one thousand

Chemist.
Chemist.

DIVISION.
BOTANICAL
BOTANICAL DIVISION.

For
one botanist,
one thousand eight hundred dollars.
botanist, one
of one
compensation of
For compensation

Botanist.

DIVISION.
ENTOMOLOGICAL DIVISION.
ENTOMOLOGICAL

For
compensation of
entomologist, two thousand dollars.
of entomologist,
For compensation

Entomologist.

STATISTICAL DIVISION.
DIVISION.
STATISTICAL
For
one statistician,
two thousand dollars; one clerk
statistician, two
of one
compensation of
For compensation
of class
one thousand eight hundred dollars; two clerks of class
class four, one
of
three, three
thousand two
dollars; one clerk of class two, one
hundred dollars;
two hundred
three thousand
three,
thousand four
dollars; two
two clerks of class one, two thousand
hundred dollars;
four hundred
thousand
four hundred dollars.
four

Statistician.
S
tatistician.

GARDEN AND
GROUNDS.
AND GROUNDS.
GARDEN
For compensation
compensation of
of superintendent
superintendent of
of garden
and grounds,
grounds, two
en
Superintenden
two Superintend
garden and
For
thousand
dollars.
of garden.
thousand dollars.
MICROSCOPICAL DIVISION.
MICROSCOPICAL
For
of microscopist,
one thousand
dollars.
hundred dollars.
eight hundred
thousand eight
microscopist, one
compensation of
For compensation

Microscopist.
Microscopist.

SEED DIVISION.
DIVISION.
SEED
For compensation
seed division,
division, one
Superintendent
one thousand Superintendent
of seed
superintendent of
of superintendent
compensation of
For
eight
hundred
dollars;
superintendent
of
flower-seed
room,
nine hunseed division.
division.
of seed
hun- of
nine
room,
flower-seed
of
superintendent
dollars;
eight hundred
died dollars;
dollars; librarian,
one thousand
thousand four hundred dollars; superinlibrarian, one
dred
tendent
folding-room, one
hundred dollars;
engineer, one
dollars i engineer
two hundred
thousand two
one thousand
of folding-room,
tendent of
seventy-two
thousand
hundred dollars;
-two thousand
thousand one hundollars; in all, seventy
two hundred
thousand two
dred dollars.
o
oxvouchers and Statenml
And
hereby enacted
proper vouchers
Statementt of exthe proper
addition to the
in addition
that in.
enacted that
is hereby
it is
And it
I
Coil
penditures
of
accounts
for
the
sums
herein
appropriated
to
the
accounting-officers
penditures
too Conaccounting-officers
the
to
accounts for the sums herein appropriated
gress.
the Treasury,
Treasury, the
the Commissioner
shall present a
adetailed
detailed g
m "
Agriculture shall
of Agriculture
Commissioner of
the
hereby
the
statement
of
the
manner
of
the
expenditure
of
amounts
hereby
expenditure
the
of
manner
statement of the
appropriated, to
accompany his
to be presented
presented at the next
estimates to
his estimates
to accompany
appropriated,
regular session
session of
of Congress:
Congress: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
Proviso,
of this sum shall Proviso.
part of
That no
regular
compensation
be paid
any person
the same time other compensation
at the
receiving at
person receiving
to any
paid to
be
as an
officer or employee
employee of the government.
an officer
as
AGRICULTURAL
STATISTICS.
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

matFor collecting
collecting agricultural
and compiling
compiling and writing
writing matstatistics and
agricultural statistics
For
ter
for monthly,
annual, and
Prothousand dollars: Proten thousand
reports, ten
special reports,
and special
monthly, annual,
ter for
vided,
That no
no part
sum shall
shall be paid to any person receivthis sum
of this
part of
vided, That
ing
at the
time other
employee of the
an officer or employee
compensation as an
other compensation
same time
the same
ing at
government.
government.

Statistics.
Statistics.
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PURCHASE AND
PURCHASE
AND DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION OF
OF SEEDS,
SEEDS, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH.
FORTH.

Purchase, propaFor the purchase and propagation
propagation and distribution, as required by
by
gation, and distri- law, of seeds, trees, shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants, and
expenses of
and expenses
of
&btion
bution of
of seeds,
seeds' putting up the same, eighty thousand dollars; an
proportion of
of
an equal
equal proportion
three-fourths of
of all
and cuttings
cuttings shall,
upon their
request,
three-fourths
all seeds,
seeds, plants,
plants, and
shall, upon
their request,
Representatives and
Delegates in
be supplied
supplied to Senators,
Senators, Representatives
and Delegates
in Congress
Congress for
for
distribution among
among their
their agricultural
or shall
didistribution
agricultural constituents,
constituents, or
shall by
by their
their diconstituents; and
and the
persons receiving
such
rection be sent to
to their constituents;
the persons
receiving such
seeds shall inform the department
department of the results
results of
the experiments
experiments thereof the
thereProviso.
with: Provided,
Provided, That five thousand
Proviso.
thousand dollars
dollars of this amount
amount shall, in the
the
discretion
be devoted
devoted to
discretion of the Commissioner of
of Agriculture, be
to experiexperiments in connection
connection with the culture
and manufacture
culture and
manufacture of
of tea,
tea, and
and shall
shall
Proviso.
be available
available immediately:
Proviso,
immediately: Provided
That three thousand
thousand dollars
dollars
Providedfurther,
further, Thatthree
of this sum shall be expended
expended in the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner in
in
experiments for the improvement
improvement of the
culture .of
cotton:
the varieties
varieties and
and culture
of cotton:
Proviso.
And provided
provided also,
also, That the Commissioner
Proviso.
And
Commissioner shall report,
as provided
report, as
provided in
in
this act, the place, quantity, and price
from whom
price of seeds
seeds purchased,
purchased, from
whom
purchased, and the date of
in this
paragraph shall
shall
of purchase;
purchase; but nothing
nothing in
this paragraph
construed to prevent the Commissioner
be construed
of Agriculture
from sending
Commissioner of
Agriculture from
sending
flower, garden, and other seeds to those who apply for the
the same;
same; and
the amount
amount herein appropriated
appropriated shall not
used for
any
not be diverted or used
for any
other purpose but for the purchase, propagation,
propagation, and distribution
distribution of imimproved and valuable seeds, plants, cuttings, and vines.
EXPERIM'ENTAL GARDEN AND GROUNDS.
EXPERIMENTAL
Labor and mis-

cellaneous.
cellaneous.

For labor in experimental
experimental garden, five
five thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; plant-pots,
plant-pots,
two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars; repairing
repairing and painting greenhouses, and
so forth, eight hundred dollars; new boiler for propagating-house,
propagating-house, two
propagating new plants and
hundred and fifty dollars;
dollars; purchasing and propagating
economic value, six hundred dollars;
seeds of economic
dollars; tools for greenhouses, one
one
hundred
hundred and fifty dollars; repairs to heating
heating apparatus, new pipes, and
and so
so
forth, four hundred and fifty dollars; charcoal, sand, and sod for potting
plants,
plants one hundred dollars; in all, seven thousand six hundred dollars.
labor, new implements, repair of tools, wagons, and carts, manure,
For labor,
repairing
purchasing trees for arboretum,
repairing and whitewashing
whitewashing fence and purchasing
five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
five thousand
MUSEUM AND HERBARIUM.
HERBARIUM.

Specimens
For collecting
Specimens of
collecting and modeling specimens
specimens of fruit and vegetables, and
fruit,
collecting and preparing specimens
fruit, &o.
&c.
specimens for the museum and herbarium, one
thousand dollars.
INVESTIGATION AS TO INSECTS
INVESTIGATION
INSECTS INJURIOUS
INJURIOUS TO AGRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE.

Insects.

For investigating the history and habits of insects injurious
injurious to agriagriexperiments in ascertaining
ascertaining the best means of destroying
culture; for experiments
destroying
them; chemicals, traveling and other expenses in the practical
practical work of
of
the entomological
entomological division, five thousand
thousand dollars.
FURNITURE
FURNITURE AND REPAIRS.
REPAIRS.

Furnitu r and
Furniture
repairs.
repairs.

For repairs of building, heating-apparatus,
heating-apparatus, furniture, carpets, and
matting, water
water and gas-pipes, and so forth, four thousand dollars.
matting,
For
fire and
For one
one fire
and burglar
burglar proof safe, one thousand dollars; in all, five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
LIBRARY.
LIBRARY.

Library.
Library.

For
botanical works
of reference,
chemisFor entomological
entomological and
and botanical
works of
reference, works on chemis
.try2 mineralogy, and charts, current agricultural works for library, mistry,
miscellaneous agricultural
agricultural periodicals, and the completion
completion of imperfect series,
one thousand dollars.
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LABORATORY.
LABORATORY.

Laboratory.
For chemicals
and apparatus
apparatus for the use of the chemist and micro- Laboratory.
chemicals and
For
experiments, four
scopist,
for necessary
expenses in conducting
conducting experiments,
four
necessary expenses
and for
scopist, and
thousand
be available
available immediately. For the purpose
purpose of test- Testing wools.
wools,
to be
dollars, to
thousand dollars,
&o.
ing
by scientific
scientific examination
examination the textile strength, felting capacity, and
and &s•
ing by
other peculiarities
peculiarities of the
different wools and animal fibers on exhibition
exhibition
the different
other
at the
the International
Sheep and Wool Exposition to be held in PhilaInternational Sheep
at
delphia in
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty, four thousand dollars, to be
be
in eighteen
delphia
available
immediately.
available immediately.
Sorghum.
For the
the purchase
of machinery
and apparatus,
apparatus, and
experiments Sorghum.
and for experiments
machinery and
purchase of
For
other
in
the
manufacture
of
sugar
from
sorghum
and
corn-stalks
and
other
corn-stalks
in the manufacture of sugar from sorghum and
sugar-producing
plants seven
out
thousand five hundred dollars; and out
seven thousand
sugar-producing plants
authorized
of
the above
above sum
the Commissioner
Agriculture is hereby
hereby authorized
Commissioner of Agriculture
sum the
of the
compensato
pay to
chemist one
thousand dollars as additional compensaone thousand
chief chemist
the chief
to the
to pay
authorized
hereby
is
tion
for
the
next
fiscal
year,
and
Commissioner
authorized
Commissioner
the
and
year,
fiscal
next
the
for
tion
to sell
sell and
and apply
apply the
the products
products of
manufacture in further experisuch manufacture
of such
to
ments
provision.
by this provision.
authorized by
ments authorized
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

For
freight, express
express charges,
charges, fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, subsistence
subsistence and
stationery, freight,
For stationery,
care
of horses,
horses, repairs
repairs of
of harness
and wagons,
wagons, paper, twine, and gum
harness and
care of
namely, for advertising,
for folding-room;
and for
miscellaneous items, namely,
for miscellaneous
folding-room; and
for
telegraphing,
dry goods,
brushes, brooms,
mats, oils, paints, glass,
brooms, mats,
soap, brushes,
goods, soap,
telegraphing, dry
for necessary items,
lumber,
hardware,
ice,
purchasing
supplies;
and
supplies;
purchasing
ice,
hardware,
lumber,
including
actual traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, while on the business of the departincluding actual
ment, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ment,

X •
Contingent ee x.
contingent

penses.
Mises.

INVESTIGATION OF
DISEASES OF
OF FARM-ANIMALS.
FARM-ANIMALS.
OF DISEASES
INVESTIGATION

For
the investigation
diseases of
swine and infectious and con- Diseases of farmof swine
the diseases
of the
investigation of
For the
animals.
to animals.
tagious
diseases of
of swine,
swine, and infectious
contagious diseases to
infectious and contagious
tagious diseases
ten
subject,
which
all
other
classes
of
domesticated
animals
are
thoudomesticated
of
classes
which all other
sand dollars.
POSTAGE.
POSTAGE.
For postage
postage on
return letters,
miscellaneous articles, for
circulars, and miscellaneous
letters, circulars,
on return
For
dollars.
correspondents
and
foreign
letters,
thousand
thousand
four
letters,
foreign
correspondents and

Postage.
Postage.

ARM LANDS.
ARID

For
of enabling
enabling the
the Commissioner
Agriculture to proCommissioner of Agriculture
purpose of
the purpose
For the
arid
cure
data
touching
the
agricultural
of
region of the
the
needs
agricultural
the
cure data touching
United States,
States, five thousand dollars.
United
That
view to
to the
the reclamation
arid and
waste lands lying
and waste
the arid
of the
reclamation of
with aaview
That with
Agricultin
certain
Western
States
and
Territories
the
of AgricultCommissioner
the
Territories
and
in certain Western States
ure is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to contract
contract for
the sinking
sinking of two artesian
for the
authorized to
ure
wells
on the
the plains
the Rocky
Rocky Mountains.
Mountains. The said wells are to
of the
east of
plains east
wells on
be
at such
Commissioner of Agriculture
Agriculture may desigthe Commissioner
as the
places as
such places
sunk at
be sunk
nate; and
and whenever
whenever the
the site
site of
of either
designated
such wells shall be designated
of such
either of
nate;
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
authorized and
and required to declare
hereby authorized
is hereby
the
the reservation
reservation of
four square
square miles
with the
said site as nearly as posthe said
miles with
of four
the
sible
thereof, and
subject
reserved shall not be subject
land so reserved
the land
and the
centre thereof,
the centre
in the
sible in
to sale
sale or
or disposal
under any
any law
law of
the United
United States
States until such reserreserof the
disposal under
to
vation
Any party
party making
a contract to sink an artemaking a
released. Any
been released.
has been
vation has
sian
well, under
this act,
act, shall
shall at
at the
the end
each week after the work
end of each
under this
sian well,
a
shall
have been
begun, forward
to the
Commissioner of Agriculture a
the Commissioner
forward to
been begun,
shall have
report
statement of
the ground or rock
of the
character of
the character
of the
containing aa statement
report containing
through
which the
sunk, giving
giving the
the thickness
thickness of the strata of
is sunk,
well is
the well
through which
each
and he
he shall
furnish samples of all the different mateshall furnish
formation, and
each formation,
rials
through which
sunk, and
regulations
and conform with all regulations
is sunk,
well is
the well
which the
rials through

Arid lands.
lands.
Artesian wells.
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made by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Agriculture.
The sum
of twenty
twenty thouthouAgriculture. The
sum of
sand dollars is hereby appropriated
appropriated to
this proproto carry
carry out
out the
the objects
objects of
of this
vision, the same to be disbursed under
under such
and regulations
as the
the
such rules
rules and
regulations as
Commissioner of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall prescribe.
prescribe.
Forestry.
Forestry.
For the purpose of enabling the Commissioner
Commissioner of Agriculture
Agriculture to continue an investigation and report upon the subject of
of forestry,
thouforestry, five
five thousand dollars.
Accou
n t s and
SEC.
Commissioner of
SEC. 2. The Commissioner
of Agriculture
is hereby
and
Accounts
Agriculture is
hereby directed
directed and
reports.
required to account
account and report
report to the proper accounting
accounting officers
officers of
of the
Treasury, in the same manner and at the same
heads of
same times,
times, as
as the
the heads
of
executive
departments of the government
executive departments
government are now
required by
by law
now required
law to
to
account and report.
account
report.
Repeal pro v
vi
isSEC.
That all acts or parts of acts inconsistent or
Repeal
s- S
EC. 3.
3. That
in conflict
conflict with
with
or in
ions.
ions.
the
the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
Approved, June 16, 1880.
Approved,
June 16, 1880.
1880.
Juno

CHAP. 253.—An
253.-An act to constitute a
a Joint
Joint Commission
carrying into effect the
Commission for
for carrying
the
Convention
between the United States and the
the French
Convention between
French Republic
Republic for
for the
the settlesettlement of certain claims of the citizens of
of either country
country against
against the
the other,
signed
other, signed
at Washington on the fifteenth day of
January, eighteen
of January,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty.
eighty.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of

Convention
Convention bebe- States
America in
in Congress assembled,
That the
States of
of America
assembled, That
the President
President shall
shall nominomitween
the United
United nate, and by and with the advice
Steens itl
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate
Senate appoint
appoint aa
States and the nate,

lFiench
Republic. Commissioner, on the
States, to
to hear
hear and
and decide,
the part
part of
of the
the United
United States,
French Republic.
decide, conconJoint Corn m
mi
isjointly with the Commissioner
s-jointly
Commissioner to be appointed
appointed on the part
part of
the French
French
of the
sion.
Republic and the third Commissioner
Commissioner to be appointed
appointed by His Majesty the
Commissioner on
lCommipssionro
n
Emperor
of Brazil,
Brazil, the
claims comprehended
provisions of
of the
the
the claims
comprehended in
in the
the provisions
the part of the Emperor of
United States to be convention
convention of
fifteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and eighty,
between
of January
January fifteenth,
United
hundred and
eighty, between
appointed.
appointed.
the French
the United States and
and the
French Republic.
Republic.
Compensation.
Compensation.
SEC.
2. And
be it
it further
further enacted, That the compensation
SEC. 2.
And be
compensation of
of the
said
the said
commissioner on the part of the United States shall
at such
rate, not
shall be
be at
such rate,
not
exceeding eight thousand dollars a
exceeding
States,
a year in
in money
money of
of the
the United
United States,
as may be determined
determined by agreement
agreement between
between the executive
executive departments
departments
of this government
government and of the French Republic.
Republic.
The compensation
Commissioner to be determined
The
compensation of said third Commissioner
determined acaccording to the provisions of said Convention
not to
to exceed
exceed eight
eight thouthouConvention not
Payment.
sand
dollars a
a year
year shall be paid as to one-half
one-half part thereof
sand dollars
thereof by the
United States. The compensation
Secretary to be appointed
United
compensation of
of' the Secretary
appointed on
on
the part of the United States under the provisions
the
provisions of the
Conventhe said
said Convention shall
shall be at such rate, not exceeding
tion
exceeding three thousand dollars
dollars a
year
a year
in money
money of
of the
the United
United States, as may be determined
in
determined in the manner
manner
aforesaid.
Agent to be
be apAgent
apSEC.
be it
S
EC. 3.
3. And be
it further enacted,
enacted, That the President be,
and hereby
be, and
hereby
pointed to
to present
pointed
present is,
is, authorized
authorized to
to appoint
a
suitable person
person as agent
appoint
a
suitable
agent on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
and support
support claims
and
claims
on
States to attend the Commissioners, to
to present
support
on bealf
behalf of
of the
the United States
present and
and support
United States.
claims on behalf
behalf of this government, to
it,
to answer
answer claims
claims made
made upon
upon it,
and to represent
connected with the investiand
represent it generally in all matters
matters connected
investiCompensation. gation
and decision
gation and
decision thereof;
thereof; the compensation
compensation of such agent, not to exceed
five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars a
a year, shall be determined
determined by agreement
ceed five
agreement
between the executive
government and of the
between
executive departments
departments of
of this government
the French
French
Republic. The President
President is hereby authorized to make such
such provision
provision
for the
the contingent
contingent expenses of the Commission, and for the
for
the taking of
of
testimony on
on the part of the United States to be used before
testimony
before the
the same,
same,
Contingent
as to
to him
him shall
Contingent exe as
the above
shall appear
appear reasonable and proper. To defray
defray the
above
penses.
mentioned
expenses,
salaries and
and compensations
agent
mentioned expenses, salaries
compensations and
and to permit the agent
of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to collect
collect and produce
produce such needful
needful testimony on
on
the
part of
of this government,
the part
government, there is hereby appropriated
out of
appropriated out
of any
any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
money
appropriated, the
of one
one hunhunthe sum
sum of
dred
dred thousand
thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary under
under
the
act, to be expended
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this act,
expended under the
the direction of the
Secretary
Secretary of State, with the approval
approval of the President
President
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rs
er
Commission e
S
EC. 4.
be it
enacted, That
Commissioner on the part Commission
That the Commissioner
further enacted,
it further
And be
4. And
SEC.
to make
make rules
and
rules and
to
ap- regulations.
of
commissioners apwith the other commissioners
conjunction with
in conjunction
States, in
United States,
the United
of the
pointed
the provisions
provisions of
convention is hereby authorized
authorized regulations.
said convention
the said
of the
under the
pointed under
to make
make all
all needful
needful rules
rules and
conducting the business
for conducting
regulations for
and regulations
to
contravening the
of the
the Commission;
Commission; such
regulations not contravening
rules and regulations
such rules
of
Constitution of
of the
the United
States, the provisions
provisions of this act or the conUnited States,
Constitution
vention.
records,
Papers, records,
SEC. 5.
it further enacted,
enacted, That the Secretary
Secretary of State is here- Papers,
be itfurther
And be
5. And
SEC.
documents
and documents
Commissioners through and
by
transmit to the Commissioners
to transmit
required to
and required
authorized and
by authorized
the
on the
part of
States, such papers and records
records reUnited States,
the United
of the
the part
Agent on
the Agent
lating
as he
he may
may deem
deem proper
or as may be called
proper or
Commission as
the Commission
to the
lating to
for
by the
the Commissioners;
Commissioners; and
Commission
the termination of the Commission
at the
and at
for by
all
papers which shall have been
other papers
and other
documents and
records, documents
the records,
all the
brought before
before the
Commissioners, or
possession of
of
which may be in possession
or which
the Commissioners,
brought
Proviso.
Department of State: Protheir Secretaries,
Secretaries, shall
Pro- Proviso.
deposited in the Department
be deposited
shall be
their
vided,
That
this
section
shall
not
be
construed
as
to
prevent
the
so
be
not
shall
section
vided, That this
Commissioner
on the
part of
French RepubStates or of the French
United States
the United
of the
the part
Commissioner on
lic
from depositing
in the
the Department
certified copies or duplicates of
Department certified
depositing in
lic from
papers
produced on
on behalf
of his
originals.
his government, instead of originals.
behalf of
papers produced
Commission e
errss
SEC. 6.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
upon suggestion by either Commission
That upon
And be
6. And
SEC.
to
issue
commiscommisissue
to
refuses
important,
party
that
a
witness
whose
testimony
important,
or
deemed
is
testimony
whose
witness
party that a
sion to
to take testision
is unwilling
to testify,
shall be
be competent
Commissioners to mony.
the Commissioners
for the
competent for
it shall
testify, it
mony.
unwilling to
is
Recalcitrant
issue
to some
person to take
testimony of Recalcitrant
take the testimony
suitable person
some suitable
commission to
a commission
issue a
witness m
may
be
a y be
such
witness, who,
who, if
the United
States, may
compelled to appear witness
may be compelled
United States,
in the
if in
such witness,
testesto
compelled to
and
in the
the same
manner as
is now
provided by law in the case compelled
now provided
as is
same manner
testify in
and testify
tify.
tify.
of
Commissions issued
from the
the courts
courts of the
States.
the United States.
issued from
of Commissions
Approved, June
June 16, 1880.
Approved,

RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
Dec.
1879.
19, 1879.
Dee. 19,
[No. 1.]
Joint resolution
to transfer
property in
city of Charleston,
the oity
in the
arsenal property
the arsenal
transfer the
resolution to
1.1 Joint
[No.
South Carolina,
Carolina, to
trustees of
Holy Communion
Church Institute for the Communion Churoh
the Holy
of the
the trustees
to the
South
school.
use and
and accommodation
accommodation of said school.
use

States
United States
Resolved
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
Ar s e n a 1 aatt
is Arsenal
and
War
of
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
of
War
be,
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
Charleston, S.
S. C.,
Charleston,
deliver
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
lease
and
deliver
possession,
upon
and
lease
to
directed
hereby, authorized and
h lease to trustees of
such
as to
him may
best, for
for the
the use
in itehaes;Itoilytaisngisu
of
the Holy Communor in
of, or
use of,
seem best,
may seem
to him
conditions as
and conditions
terms and
such terms
Insti.
Church Insti•
the
the government,
the trustees
of the Holy Communion
Communion ion Church
trustees of
to the
government, to
of the
interest of
the interest
tute for school.
Church
property known
known as
"Arsenal", situated in the tute for school.
the "Arsenal",
as the
the property
Institute, the
Church Institute,
buildthe buildcity
Charleston, State
State of
of South
Carolina, together
together with
all the
with all
South Carolina
of Charleston,
city of
had and held
be had
to be
ings,
rights, and
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto
belonging, to
thereto belonging,
ings, rights,
by
said trustees
trustees for
for the
use and
and accommodation
school for such
accommodation of said school
the use
by said
by the Secretary
time as
said lease
may run,
run, if
if not
theretofore required
required by
Secretary
not theretofore
lease may
as said
time
of War.
of
War.
Secretary of
of Wai
Wai
SEC.
the Secretary
he is
authorized toSecretary
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and he
be, and
War be,
of War
Secretary of
That the
2. That
SEC. 2.
make terms, &c.
terms,&c.
to
make
care
the
for
trustees
said
with
to
make
such
terms
and
arrangements
with
trustees
arrangements
and
to make such terms
and
of said
said property
property during
during its
by said school,
occupancy by
its occupancy
protection of
and protection
reand
for the
the redelivery
of possession
possession to
the government
government when
when thereto reto the
redelivery of
and for
Proviao.
quired,
as will
will best
interests of
Provided, Proviso.
government: Provided,
the government:
of the
the interests
subserve the
best subserve
quired, as
That
the government
shall not
not be
required to pay for any improvebe required
government shall
That the
ments
that may
may be
on said
said grounds
the continuance
continuance of
during the
grounds during
placed on
be placed
ments that
said
lease.
said lease.
Approved, December
December 19,
1879.
19,1879.
Approved,
[No.
2.]
[No. 2.]

Joint
vacancies in
in the
the Board
Regents of the
of Regents
Board of
existing vacancies
filling existing
resolution filling
Joint resolution
Smithsonian Institution.
Institution.
Smithsonian

Dec. 19,
19, 1879.
Dec.

States
Resolved by
and House
Representatives of the United States
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved

of America
Congress assembled,
the existing
existing vacancies
vacancies in the Existing vacanThat the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of
cies in Board of
Board of
of the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution
Institution of the class other cies in Board of
Regents of
of Regents
Board
thesan
Asa
of
than
members
of
Congress,
shall
be
filled
by
the
reappointment
of
Asa
reappointment
the
by
filled
be
Ligmthso
g so
nn
ti
s
anof
olns
tte
than members of Congress shall
Gray of
of Massachusetts,
Henry Coppe6
Coppee of
of Pennsylvania,
Mac- tution filled by reJohn MacPennsylvania, John
Massachusetts, Henry
Gray
appointment.
of the city of Washington,
lean
Jersey and
Parker of
Washington, whose
whose appointment.
Peter Parker
and Peter
New Jersey
of New
lean of
terms have
have expired.
expired.
terms
Approved, December
December 19,
19, 1879.
1879.
Approved,
[No.
authorizing payment
of the
employes of Conof the employ6s
salaries of
the salaries
payment of
resolution authorizing
Joint resolution
3.] Joint
[No. 3.]
gress
of December
December eighteen
hundred and seventy nine.
eighteen hundred
nineteenth of
the nineteenth
on the
gress on

Resolved by
House of
of Representatives
States
Representatives of the United States
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved
Secretary of the Senate and
That the Secretary
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
the
of the
of Representatives
Representatives are
are hereby
hereby authorized
and
authorized and
House of
the House
Clerk of
the Clerk
directed
to pay
pay the
the employ&
of the
the two
two Houses
Houses of
Congress on
on Friday
Friday
of Congress
employes of
directed to
December.
of December.
the nineteenth
nineteenth instant
month of
the month
for the
instant for
the
Approved,
19, 1879.
December 19,1879.
Approved, December
[No.
4.]
[No. 4.]

Joint
touching the
Hot Springs
Springs reservation
reservation in
in the
the State
State of
of
the Hot
resolution touching
Joint resolution
Arkansas.

Dec. 19, 1879.
Deo.

Salaries
emof emSalaries of
ploy6s Senate and
and
Senate
ploy6s
House for
for
DecemDecemHouse
payher,
ber, 1879; payanticipated.
ment anticipated.

Jan. 14, 1880.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Springs resUnited States Hot Springs
the United
Representativesof the
of Representatives
House of
Resolved by
ervation.
of America
in Congress
That the
the time
allowed the Secretary
Secretary ervation.
time allowed
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of
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Time of instructions to land
land offitions
ceN extended, furtler prOdeedinfs
ther
proceedings
tein
arily sustemll por
orarily
pended.
1877, oh
1877t
h 108,
19 Stat., 377.

Jan. 23, 1880.

1879,
ch. 182,
1879, ch.
182,
'20 Stat., 391,
Amended. '
Amended.

of the Interior to instruct
instruct the
the United States land
land officers
officers at
at Little
Little Rock,
Rock,

Arkansas,
March third,
Arkansas, under section ten of the act of March
third, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred
and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, entitled
"An act
act in
to the
the Hot
Hot Springs
Springs
dred and
entitled "An
in relation
relation to
reservation in
the State
State of
Arkansas", be
be extended
for the
period of
of
reservation
in the
of Arkansas",
extended for
the period
sixty days
days from
from the
the passage
of this
and all
further proceed
proceedpassage of
this resolution,
resolution, and
all further

ings under said act be suspended
suspended until that time.
Approved, January
Approved,
January 14, 1880.

resolution to
to correct
correct an
an error
error in
the act
act "making
"making appropriations
[No. 6.]
6.] Joint
Joint resolution
in the
appropriations for
for
sundry-civil
expenses of the government
sundry-civil expenses
year ending June
government for the year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteightand for
other purposes."
een hundred
hundred and
and eighty, and
for other
purposes."

Resolved by the Senate and House
of the
the United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the clause in
of
in the
the first section
section of
a ct making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the govthe ""act
the
making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the government
ernment for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
eighty, and for other purposes",
purposes ", approved
third, eighteen
approved March
March third,
eighteen hunhundred and seventy-nine, which
for the
the payment
which makes an
an appropriation
appropriation "
" for
payment

R e t a ined per- of retained percentages
percentages on
Retained
on contracts
contracts made
made during
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
during the
ending
centages on con- June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
and seventy-six,
seventy-six, for
roadways
hundred and
for paving
paving roadways
tracts
paving in Capitol
acts for pavmg
Capitol grounds,
grounds, two
thousand two
two hundred
and seventeen
two thousand
hundred and
seventeen dollars
dollars
roadways.
ninety-four cents"
and ninety-four
cents" is hereby so amended
amended as to read For payment
payment of
of
retained
retained percentages
percentages on contracts made during the fiscal year
beginning
year beginning
July first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-six
seventy-six for paving
roadways in
in
paving roadways
Capitol grounds two thousand
thousand two hundred and seventeen
and
seventeen dollars
dollars and
ninety-four
ninety-four cents.
Approved, January
23, 1880.
January 23,
1880.
t
c
r
entages

Jan.
28, 1880.
Jan. 28,
1880.

Public Land
P umisio
b
Land
Commission.
1879, ch.
1879,
ch. 182
182.
20 Stat., 394.
Public Printer to
print letters, &c.
&a.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Feb.
4,
Feb.
1880.
4, 1880.

Appropriations
Aprropriations
for filling canal
canal
and
and grounds
grounds south
of Capitol.

o om
0 rilmissioners
1111881011C113
C

of District to do
of
District to do
the work, disburse
disburse
the
the money, and
make
report
to
make
Congress.

[No.
7.]
[No. 7.]

Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing certain printing for the Land Commission
Commission

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
States
the United
United States
of America in
Congress assembled,
he is
is
in Congress
assembled, That the
the Public
Public Printer
Printer be
be and
and he
hereby authorized
print upon
upon requisition
requisition of
of the
chairman
authorized and required
required to
to print
the chairman
of the Public Land Commission, created by
act of
eightby the
the act
of March
March third,
third, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine for
the purpose
of codifying
laws
for the
purpose of
codifying the
the laws
relating
to the
the public
public lands
for other
other purposes, such letters, testirelating to
lands and
and for
testimony and documents as may be necessary for the performance
performance of
of the
the
duties prescribed for said commission: Provided,
Provided, That the cost of
of such
printing shall not exceed
printing
exceed the sum of two thousand dollars: And provided
provided
further,
further, That the number of copies printed of said letters, testimony and
and
documents shall not exceed
documents
exceed two hundred.
Approved, January 28, 1880.
[No. 8.
Joint resolution making
appropriation for filling up,
[No.
8.]] Joint
making an appropriation
and placplacup, draining,
draining, and
ing in good sanitary condition
condition the grounds south of the Capitol,
Capitol, along
along the
line of
of
the line
the old canal, and for other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United States
States
of America
Americasbin Congress
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum of twenty thousand
thousand
dls
e
as may
dollars or so much thereof
thereof as
necessary be,
the same
same is,
is,
may be
be necessary
be, and
and the
hereby appropriated
appropriated out of any moneys
moneys in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated for the purpose
purpose of filling up, draining and placing in good
good
sanitary condition the old canal, the grounds of the United States south
of the Capitol, along
along the line of said canal. The Commissioners of the
District
shall determine
to do
District shall
determine the plan of said work employ the labor to
do
the same by the day, week or month and see that it
it is
is properly
properly conconducted,
disburse the
make report of the same
ducted, and
and shall
shall disburse
the money
money and
and make
same to
to
Congress.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 4, 1880.
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1880.

a sum of money
[No.
9.] Joint
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
Secretary of War
Was to expend a
authorizing the Secretary
[No. 9.]
heretofore
erection of aa storehouse and depot building at the
the erection
for the
appropriated for
heretofore appropriated
city of
of Omaha,
Omaha, in
in the State of Nebraska.
city

301
Feb. 5,1880.
5, 1880.

Whereas, by act of Congress approved
approved June twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
eighteen 1879, ch. 35,
Whereas,
Sess. 1,
1, p.
p. 33.
33.
hundred
and seventy-nine, the sum of thirty thousand dollars was appro- Sess.
hundred and
priated
a military storehouse and depot
erecting a
purpose of erecting
for the purpose
priated for
providing
building
Nebraska, providing
building at the city of Omaha, in the State of Nebraska,
ground;
that
no part
expended for the purchase of ground;
should be expended
sum should
of said
said sum
part of
that no
and
Whereas the
donated to the GovernGovern- Preamble.
of said city of Omaha have donated
the citizens of
Whereas
ment
of the
the United
United States
States five acres of land,
been approved
approved
havingbeen
land, the title having
ment of
by
Attorney-General, whereon
said building
building or buildings are to be
whereon said
the Attorney-General,
by the
erected;
and
erected; and
Whereas
Nebraska does not convene
convene until R. S., 355.
legislature of the State of Nebraska
the legislature
Whereas the
January,
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-one, so as to fulfill the requireJanuary, eighteen
ments
section three hundred
fifty-five of the Revised Statutes
hundred and fifty-five
of section
ments of
touching
the expenditure
of said money;
money; and
expenditure of
touching the
government demand
Whereas the necessities
demand the immediate
necessities of the government
Whereas
erection
of said building or buildings;
Therefore,
buildings; Therefore,
erection of
States
Representatives of the United States
Resolved by
House of Rexesentatives
Senate and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved
of
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary of War be, and is .Secretary of War
War
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
dairer
c
o
ted
ria
to .o
expend
hereby,
empowered and
and directed
to expend the said sum of thirty thou- directed to expend
directed to
hereby empowered
sand
so much
thereof as
erection PP 1.1 ti
as may be necessary, for the erection
much thereof
or so
dollars, or
sand dollars,
of
of said building or buildings.
5, 1880.
Approved, February 5,1880.
[No. 10.]
10.]
[No.

Joint
resolution for
printing the
Ephemeris and
Nautical Almanac
Almanac
and Nautical
American Ephemeris
the American
for printing
Joint resolution

Representatives of the United States
Resolved
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
by the
Resolved by
of
That there shall be printed annually
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
at the
the Government
Printing Office
Office fifteen
hundred copies
copies of the Ameni
Ameri
fifteen hundred
Government Printing
at
can
Nautical Almanac
and of
of the
supplementary
papers supplementary
the papers
Almanac and
and Nautical
Ephemeris and
can Ephemeris
thereto, of
of which
hundred shall be for the use of the Senate, four
which one hundred
thereto,
hundred for
the House
House of
Representatives, and one thousand for the
of Representatives,
for the
hundred
public service,
by the Navy Department.
distributed by
be distributed
to be
service, to
public
SEC. 2.
2. That
Ephemeris and of the Nautical
Nautical
copies of the Ephemeris
additional copies
That additional
SEc.
Almanac
therefrom may be ordered by the Secretary of the
extracted therefrom
Almanac extracted
Navy
sale: Provided,
Provided, That
That all
moneys received from such sale shall
all moneys
for sale:
Navy for
be
deposited in
the Treasury
to the
the credit of the appropriation for pubTreasury to
in the
be deposited
lic printing.
Approved,
February 11, 1880.
Approved, February
[No. 11.
11.]]
[No.

Joint resolution
concerning an
an international
fishery exhibition to be held
international fishery
resolution concerning
Joint
in Berlin,
Germany, in
eighty.
and eighty.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
April, eighteen
in April,
Berlin, Germany,
in

Feb. 11, 1880.
The Amorican
American
The
and l
eAims
m
p
h
E
Napu
i
l
l-,i e
c
..:11 e
lf% =e
printed annually.

Additional
A
d d i ti o na

copies for sale.
for sale.
copies
Proviao.
Proviso.

Feb. 16,
16, 1880.
1880.
Feb.

Whereas, all
nations take
part in
international fishery Preamble.
the international
in the
take part
civilized nations
all civilized
Whereas,
exhibition to
be held
held in
in the
the city
of Berlin,
in April,
eighteen Intern
tional
In tern ational
April, eighteen
Germany, in
Berlin, Germany,
city of
to be
exhibition
hundred and
right and
and expedient
expedient that
the fishery
fieh,erY, exhibition
exhibition
that the
both right
deemed both
is deemed
it is
eighty, it
and eighty,
hundred
prominent and
effective action
action of
United States
line of the at Berlin.
the line
in the
States in
the United
of the
and effective
prominent
artificial propagation
propagation of
and the
the stocking
stocking of
of depleted
waters
depleted fishing waters
fish and
of fish
artificial
should be
be conspicuously
and well
well exhibited
occasion; Therefore,
on the occasion;
exhibited on
conspicuously and
should
United States
Resolved
by the
States
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved by
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That to
to enable the United States
assembled, That
of
Commissioner of
of Fish
and Fisheries
to exhibit
America in
Casts and models
in Castsadmodels
Berlin in
in Berlin
exhibit America
Fisheries to
Fish and
(Commissioner
mesz
ri e
can food9.
a fair and full collection
April,
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, a
collection of
of the
the ofishe,&.f
April, eighteen
models
thereof., mode
different
American food-fishes,
lsof, ufshAe
food-fishes, casts thereof
of American
specimens of
different specimens
and
and so
the prosecution
prosecution of
of American
American fishin the
used in
forth, used
so forth,
implements, and
and implements,
eries, the
of twenty
thousand dollars
appropriated out
of Appropriation.
out of
is hereby
hereby appropriated
dollars is
twenty thousand
sum of
the sum
eries,
any
moneys not
in the
Treasury of the United Appropriation.
the Treasury
appropriated in
otherwise appropriated
not otherwise
any moneys
States,
or so
so much
much thereof
may be necessary
necessary for the purpose,
purpose, to be
as may
thereof as
States, or
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immediately available on the passage of this resolution,
resolution, to
immediately
to be
be expended
expended
under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary of State.
United States to
Sec. 2. That the United States Commissioner
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries be,
be represented
represented by and
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
and is
to represent
represent the United States, either in perCommissioner
o
r
o
r
8
or
son or by
by a
a deputy
be appointed
by the
the President
of the
the United
United
deoputy.
deputy to
to be
appointed by
President of
depu ty.
States; and that, at his discretion, he may use
use any
any portion of
of the colleccollections at present forming part of the National
National Museum in making
making up the
the
proposed exhibition by the United
United States.
Reports.
Sec. 3. That the United States
States Commissioner
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries
Fisheries be,
and is hereby, instructed to present
present to Congress, through
through the
the DepartDepartment of State, a
areport upon
upon the Berlin
Berlin exhibition, showing the recent
recent
progress and present condition
condition of the fisheries
in
fisheries and of fish-culture
fish-culture in
foreign countries.
countries.
Approved,
Approved, February 16, 1880.

Feb. 17, 1880.

[No. 12.]

Joint resolution
resolution to print the eulogies delivered in the two houses of Congress upon the late Zachariah
Zachariah Chandler.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United States
Zachariah Chan- of
ZaclhriahChanin Congress
Congress assembled,
of America in
assembled, That twelve thousand
thousand copies of the
dler, deceased.
dler,
deceased.
eulogies
eulogies delivered
delivered in the two houses
houses of Congress
Congress upon the late Zachariah
Zachariah
Eulogies.
Eulogcs
Chandler,
thousand for the use of the House
Chandler, be printed, eight thousand
House of Representatives and four thousand for the use of the Senate, and the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
have printed the portrait of Mr. Chandler to
Treasury have
to accompany
accompany
the same,
same, and for the purpose of defraying the expense
expense of procuring
procuring the
the
Appropriation. said portrait
the sum of
Appropriation,
portrait the
hundred dollars
dollars be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
approof five hundred
hereby, appropriated
priated out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 17, 1880.
1880.
Feb.
Feb. 25,
25, 1880.
1880.

[No. 13.] Joint resolution for printing the eulogies
eulogies delivered
and
delivered in the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives upon Honorable
Honorable Rush Clark, deceased.
deceased.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
States
the United States
Rush Clark, dede- of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That nine thousand copies
copies of the euloceased.
ceased.
gies delivered
delivered in the two Houses
Houses of Congress
Congress upon the late Rush Clark
Clark
Eulogies.
'uIlogies.
be printed,
printed, six
six thousand
thousand copies for
for the
the use of the House of Representabe
Representatives
thousand copies for the use of the Senate, and the Secretives and three thousand
Portrait.
Portrait.
tary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury have printed the portrait of Mr Clark to accompany
tary of
accompany
Appropriation.
Appropriation,
the
porthe same;
same; and for the defraying
defraying the expense of procuring
procuring the said portrait the
sum of five
hundred dollars,
dollars. or so much thereof as may be nectrait
the sum
five hundred
essary, be, and is hereby, appropriated
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
Approved, February
February 25, 1880.
Feb. 25,
1880.
25, 1880.
Reform
of
Reform School
Schoolof
Dist. of Columbia.

Dist. of Columbia.
1879, ch.
ch. 182,
1879,
182,
20 Stat., 402.

Stat., 402.

1876, ch.
90,
1876,
ch. 90,
19 Stat., 51.

Stat., 1

[No.
[No. 14.] Joint resolution
resolution making appropriations
appropriations for the Reform School of the District of Columbia.

States
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United States
of America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That to enable the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of
the District of Columbia to carry into effect the act approved
approved March
March
third, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine, which continues in force the
thirteenth section
thirteenth
section of the "Act
"Act revising and amending the various acts
establishing
and relating
to the
the Reform
establishing and
relating to
Reform School of the District of Columbia", approved May third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-six, they be
and are hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay to the board of trustees
of
Reform School of
of the
the District of Columbia
Columbia the two dollars per
of said
said Reform
week
week from
from and after the first day of July eighteen hundred and seventynine,
for each
boy committed
committed thereto
nine, for
each boy
thereto as provided by said thirteenth
section of the act of May third, eighteen hundred and seventy-six, aforeafore-
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said, and the necessary
necessary appropriation
appropriation therefor is hereby made for the
the
present
present fiscal year, one half of said expenses to be paid by the United
Columbia as provided
provided by the act
act
States and one half by the District of Columbia
of
approved June eleventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventyof Congress
Congress approved
eight
providing a
a permanent
permanent form
form of government
government for said District.
eight providing
Approved,
25, 1880.
Approved, February 25,1880.

[No.
15.]
[No. 15.]

messengers
relief of M.
M. M.
M. Herr,
Herr, and to pay three messengers
Joint resolution for the relief
of the Senate.

303
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

1878,
180,
1878, ch. 180,
20
102.
20 Stat.,
Stat., 102.

Feb. 25, 1880.

Resolved
Representatives of the United
States
United States
House of Representatives
the Senate and
and House
Resolved by
by the
assembled, That the Secretary
Treasury be, M. M. Herr.
Secretary of the Treasury
of America in Congress
Congressassembled,
Appropriation.
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money in Appropriation.
and he is hereby, authorized
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to M. M. Herr, the sum of six
the Treasury
sergeant-at-arms to the
hundred and five dollars for services as assistant ilergeant-at-arms
Forty-sixth
Representatives during the first session of the Forty-sixth
House of Representatives
Congress.
That
appropriated, out
hereby, appropriated,
the following
following sum be, and the same is hereby,
That the
appropriated, for salaries of
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
officers of the Senate,
Senate, namely:
namely:
officers
h r e e messen
For salaries
of three
under Senate
Senate resolution of December
December T
Three
messengers, under
salaries of
three messengers,
For
gers of
eleventh,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
of Senato.
Senate.
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, for the fiscal year eighteen gers
eleventh, eighteen
Appropriation.
hundred
thousand three hundred and fifty-five dollarsAppropriation.
eighty, two thousand
and eighty,
hundred and
and sixty-five
sixty-five cents.
Approved,
February 25, 1880.
Approved, February
[No.
16.]]
[No. 16.

Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
the Secretary
transport conconto transport
of the Navy
Navy to
Secretary of
authorizing the
Joint
tributions
for the relief of the
poor of Ireland.
the suffering
suffering poor
tributions for

Feb. 25,
25, 1880.
1880.
Feb.

United States
Resolved
States
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
by the Senate and House
Resolved by
poor
Famishing poor
Secretary of the Navy be, ofFamishing
of
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of America
America in Congress
Ireland.
and
belonging to of Ireland.
is hereby, authorized to employ any ship or vessel belonging
and he
he is
the
Navy of
of the
United States
adapted for such service for the
best adapted
States best
the United
the Navy
T ransportation
purpose
transporting to
to the famishing poor of Ireland such con- ofTransportation
purpose of transporting
supplies.
tributions
may be
relief, or to charter and employ of supplies.
for their relief,
be made
made for
as may
tributions as
under
authority of the United
American ship or
a suitable American
United States a
under the authority
Appropriation.
vessel
for the same purpose.
Any sum of money which may be neces- Appropriation.
purpose. Any
vessel for
resolution is hereby appropriated
appropriated out
of this resolution
the object
object of
carry out the
sary to carry
of
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
of any
Approved,
Approved, February 25, 1880.
[No. 17.]
Joint resolution
resolution to
authorize the
the printing
of thirteen
of
copies of
thousand copies
thirteen thousand
printing of
to authorize
17.] Joint
[No.
the Report
Report on
on Sheep
Husbandry.
Sheep Husbandry.
the

April 1,
1, 1880.
1880.
April

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States
United States
the United
Resolved
Senate and
of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That thirteen
thousand copies
copies of
Sheep thubandhusbandof the
the Sheep
thirteen thousand
assembled, That
of America
report
the Department
of Agriculture
on "Sheep
"Sheep Husbandry"
ry, report
on.
repor on
be, ry
Husbandry" be,
Agriculture on
Department of
of the
report of
and
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, ordered
be printed;
printed; three
thousand for
Copies
p e ttoo bbee
for the
the C
three thousand
to be
ordered to
and the
Senate; ten
ten thousand
distribution by the members of printed.
for distribution
thereof for
thousand copies thereof
Senate;
the
of Representatives
Representatives among their constituents.
constituents.
House of
the House
Approved, April 1, 1880.
Approved,
[No.
Joint resolution
of the
to organize
a Board
Board
organize a
Navy to
the Navy
Secretary of
the Secretary
directing the
resolution directing
18.] Joint
[No. 18.]
to
inquire into
present condition
condition of the
turreted monitors, and the prothe double turreted
into the
the present
to inquire
priety and cost of completing said vessels.

April
2, 1880.
1880.
April 2,

Resolved
Representatives of the United
Board to
United States Board
by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved by
to examexamof America
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
i„ certa
i
n monimein_
certain
Secretary of the Navy be and ine
Congressassembled,
America in
of
he is
is hereby
directed to
tom
not less
less than five tors.
of not
to consist of
to organize
organize aaBoard, to
hereby directed
he
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of the
the United
Navy, selected
selected at
his
nor more
more than
than seven officers
officers of
United States
States Navy,
at his
discretion, from
active and
retired list
which Board
Board shall
shall be
be organorgandiscretion,
from the
the active
and retired
list which
ized
immediately after
the passage
this resolution
resolution and
shall be
be charged
charged
ized immediately
after the
passage of
of this
and shall
with the duty of
person the
the double
turreted
of thoroughly
thoroughly examining in
in person
double turreted
monitors
determining
monitors, with aaview of
of determining
to the
interest of
of the
the government
government to
complete said
First, Whether it
it is
is to
the interest
to complete
said
vessels, to
the Monadnock,
Monadnock, the
and the
to wit:
wit: the
the Puritan,
Puritan, the
the Amphitrite
Amphitrite and
the
Terror.
Second, If
of the
to comIf so whether
whether it
it is to the interest
interest of
the government
government to
complete them according to the existing plans, models
models and agreements.
demanded in order
to make
make said
Third, If
If any
any change
change is
is demanded
order to
said vessels
vessels more
more
efficient
vessels—to inquire
inquire into
into the
the extent
extent and
and character
character as
well
efficient as war vessels-to
as well
as cost of such modifications,
modifications, and
any other
fact mateand also
also inquire into any
other fact
material to each of these questions;
questions; and of all which they will make report
report
to the Secretary of the Navy,
the same
same with
with
Navy, who shall
shall at
at once transmit
transmit the
Congress.
his opinions thereon to Congress.
Approved,
2, 1880.
Approved, April 2,1880.

[No. 22.] Joint resolution
resolution providing
payment of
to employees
employees in
the Gov[No.
providing for
for payment
of wages
wages to
in the
GovPrinting Office for legal
legal holidays.
ernment Printing

Senate and
and House
Resolved by the Senate
States
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United States
EE in
p11ooyy 66s
s of'
of of America in Congress
assembled, That the employees
in p
Congress assembled,
employees of the Govern1
Govrolllc
G
.
oyen} ment
Pr i
lit- ment Printing Office shall be allowed
with
ntPrilltallowed the following
following legal holidays
holidays with
Mg Office.
Office.
ing
Holidays.
pay, to wit: the first
January, the twenty-second
TIolilays.
lpay,
first day
day of January,
twenty-second day
day of
of February,
February,
the fourth day of July, the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of December,
December, and such day as
as
may be designated by the President of the United States
States as a
a day of
Proviso,
public fast or thanksgiving:
employees shall be
Proviso.
thanksgiving: Provided,
Provided, That the
the said
said employees
be
paid for these holidays only when the employees
employees of the other government
government
Proviso,
departments shall be so paid:
provided further,
Proviso.
departments
paid: And
And provided
further, That
That nothing
nothing herein
herein
contained
authorize any additional
contained shall authorize
additional payment
payment to
employees as
to such employees
as
receive annual salaries.
Approved, April 16, 1880.
April 22, 1880.

[No. 23.] Joint
authorizing the printing and
Joint resolution authorizing
and binding
binding of
of additional
copies
additional copies
of the Report
Report of the Chief Signal Officer of the Army.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United States
States

Annual Report of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Public Printer be,
be, and
and he is
of
Si g n a I hereby,
hereby, authorized to print and bind, for the use of the Signal Office,
of Chief
Chief Signal
Office,
Officer for 1879.
Illustrations,
Illustrations.

April 24, 1880.

five thousand additional
additional copies of the Annual Report
of the
the Chief
Report of
Chief SigSignal Officer for the year eighteen hundred and seventy-nine;
seventy-nine; and the
Public Printer is authorized
contract for
for the
the illustrations
illustrations with
with the
authorized to
to contract
the
person
person now furnishing the illustrations for the Congressional
Congressional edition
edition
Approved, April 22, 1880.
Approved,

[No. 25.
legalizing the health
ordinances and regulations for the
25.]] Joint resolution legalizing
health ordinances
the
District of Columbia.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United States
States
Ordinan
c e s oofof
f of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Ordinances
assembled, That the ordinances of the late Board
Board of Health, of Health of the District of Columbia
Columbia,/as revised,
revised /amended, and adopted,
adopted,
Districtofof Health,
ColumDistrict
of Colurn- November
ven ty-fi ve entitled "An
bia
legalized.
November nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and se
seventy-five,
bia, legalized.
/entitled "An
ordinance
ordinances of the Board
ordinance to revise, consolidate, and amend the ordinances
of Health,
Health, to declare what shall be deemed nuisances injurious
injurious to health,
and to provide for the removal thereof", as printed in the report of
of said
late Board
Board of
of Health
Health made
late
made to the first session of the Forty-fourth Congress,
executive document
gress, being
being executive
document number one, part eight, be, and the
same are hereby, legalized; and the respective
respective penalties therein prescribed for violations thereof may be imposed
the
imposed and enforced for the
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respective offenses therein described, excepting
excepting the sections of said
respective
ordinance following,
which
fourteen, which
ordinance
following, namely: Sections seven, nine, and fourteen,
said sections are not hereby
hereby legalized.
said
SEC. 2. That the ordinances,
ordinances, rules, and regulations
Board
regulations of said late Board
SEC.
mentioned in the preceding
preceding section,
of Health
Health contained
contained in the
the report
report mentioned
and printed in the said executive
executive document
document therein mentioned, namely:
ordinance to amend
amend an ordinance to prevent domestic
First. "An ordinance
animals
from. running at large
large within the cities of Washington
Washington and
animals from.running
G-eorgetown, passed
eighteen
of Health May
May nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen
passed by
by the Board
Board of
Georgetown,
hundred and seventy-one";
seventy-one";
ordinance to prevent the sale of unwholesome
unwholesome food, in
Second. "An ordinance
Washington and Georgetown";
Georgetown";
cities of
of Washington
the cities
Third. "An
"An ordinance
ordinance to provide for the inspection of streets, food,
live stock, fish and other marine products, in the cities of Washington
Washington
Georgetown, and to define the duties of inspectors and other officers
officers
and Georgetown,
Health ";
of the Board of Health";
";;
ordinance to amend section ten of the code so as to read "
Fourth. "An ordinance
ordinance to amend an ordinance passed May thirteenth,
Fifth. An ordinance
eighteen hundred
and seventy-three,
follows ";
seventy-three, to read as follows";
hundred and
eighteen
Sixth.
"An ordinance to prevent committing or creating nuisances in
Sixth. "An
Washington
or
within the cities of Washington
or about public urinal or urinals located within
and Georgetown";
Georgetown";
small-pox";
Seventh.
regulations in regard to small-pox";
" Rules
Rules and regulations
Seventh. "
Eighth.
"Regulations to
correct record
record of vital
a full and correct
to secure a
Eighth. "Regulations
statistics,
including the registration
registration of marriages, births, and deaths, the
statistics, including
interment,
removal of the dead in the District of
disinterment, and removal
interment, disinterment,
Columbia", be, and the same are hereby, legalized and made valid; and
thereof?2may be
the penalties
provided respectively
respectively for violations thereof
therein provided
penalties therein
the
imposed and
and enforced
for the
respectively, as
same respectively,
violations of the same
the violations
enforced for
imposed
provided by
by section
section twenty-seven
twenty-seven of
November
ordinances passed November
of the ordinances
provided
seventy-five.
nineteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-five.
Approved, April 24, 1880.
resolution accepting the gift of the desk used by Thomas
Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson
[No. 26.]
26.] Joint resolution
Declaration of Independence.
Independence.
in writing the Declaration

April 28, 1880.

Resolved by
Senate and
of Representatives
United States
the United
Representatives of the
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved
Conof ConThanks of
Congress assembled, That the thanks of this Congress be Thanks
in Congress
of America in
gress to donors for
for
presented
Randolph Coolidge,
to donors
Coolidge, Algernon Coolidge, Thomas Jeffer- gress
J. Randolph
presented to J.
gift of
writingson
Coolidge, and
and Mrs
Ellen Dwight,
Dwight, citizens
of Massachusetts,
the desk
for the
desk on which the
citizens of
Massachusetts, for
Mrs Ellen
son Coolidge,
Declaration of Inpatriotic
gift of the writing desk presented
presented by Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson to Declaration
patriotic gift
dependence w
was
as
their
Joseph Coolidge,
Declaration of dependence
Coolidge, upon which the Declaration
the late Joseph
father, the
their father,
written by Thomas
independence was
JwrittenbT
Independence
was written.
written.
Jefferson.
And
be it
further resolved,
this precious
precious relic
is hereby
hereby accepted
accepted Jefferson.
relic is
That this
resolved, That
it further
And be
in the name of the Nation, and that the same be deposited for safe keeping in the Department
Department of State of the United
United States.
And be
That a
copy of
of these
these resolutions, signed by
a copy
resolved, That
it further
further resolved,
be it
And
the President
of the
the Senate
Senate and
Speaker of the House of
Representaof Representaand Speaker
President of
the
tives be transmitted to the donors.
Approved, April 28, 1880.
[No. 28.]
28.] Joint
Joint resolution
the eulogies
Senate and House
House
delivered in the Senate
eulogies delivered
to print
print the
resolution to
[No.
of
Representatives upon
upon the
George S
S Houston, a
a Senator from the State
the late George
of Representatives
of Alabama.

April 29, 1880.

Resolved
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United States
by the
the Senate
Resolved by
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
twelve thousand
thousand copies
copies of
of the George S. HonsHons.
That twelve
assembled, That
of
America in
proceedings
with the
funeral of
and the
the eulogies
delivered ton,
ton deceased.
deceased.
eulogies delivered
of and
the funeral
connected with
proceedings connected
in
Representatives, upon
upon the
the late
George S. Eulogies.
ulogies.
late George
of Representatives,
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
in the
RepreHouston, be printed, eight thousand for the use of the House of Reproxxr---20
xxi-- 20
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Portrait.

Appropriation.
Appropriation,

May 4,
4, 1880.
1880.
May

sentatives
four thousand
thce Senate,
and that
tlie
and four
thousand for
for the
the use
use of
of the
Senate, and
that the
sentatives and
sum of
hundred dollars
dollars is
appropriated out
any money
sum
of five
five hundred
is hereby
hereby appropriated
out of
of any
money in
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to pay
pay for
for the
of
the
the expense
expense of
procuring
portrait of
of the
Mr. Houston,
Houston, under
under the
the direction
of the
the
direction of
procuring aaportrait
the late
late Mr.
Secretary of
of the
Treasury.
Secretary
the Treasury.
Approved,
29, 1880.
1880.
April 29,
Approved, April
[No. 30.]
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
send rations
to the
the
War to
to send
rations to
authorizing the
[No.
30.] Joint
sufferers from
recent cyclone
cyclone at
Macon, Mississippi.
Mississippi.
sufferers
from the
the recent
at Macon,
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United States
Resolved
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
States

in Congress
Congress assembled,
of War is
is hereby
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
hereby
Relief of
of suffer- of America
America in
assembled, That
ors by cyclone at authorized
empowered to
ers
authorized and
and empowered
to send
send four
four thousand
thousand rations to Macon,
Macon,
Macon,
Mississippi,
sufferers made destitute by the cyclone
Maeon, Miss.
Mississippi, for the use of the sufferers
of April
April twenty-fifth.
twenty-fifth.
1880.
4,1880.
Approved, May 4,
May
May 8,
8, 1880.
1880.

[No. 31.]
31.]
[No.

Joint resolution
the Public
print additional
additional copies
copies
Public Printer
Printer to
to print
Joint
resolution authorizing
authorizing the
of
and other
public documents.
documents.
of bills
bills and
other public

Resolved by the Senate and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
United States
States

Public
Printer be
be and
and he
he is
o c u- of America in
Publ i c ddocuin Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Public
Public Printer
is
ments, &c.,
&c., fur- hereby directed
directed to furnish to all applicants
applicants copies
copies of bills and reports
cost,
and other public documents
hereafter printed
nished at cost.
documents hereafter
printed by order of
of Congress and
and

R. S.
S. 3809.

distributed from the Document Rooms of the Senate and House on
on
said
applicants paying the cost
said applicants
cost of
of such printing with ten per
per centum
added, and giving the notice required
required by section thirty-eight
thirty-eight hundred
and nine of Title forty-five
forty-five of the Revised
Revised Statutes.
Approved, May 8, 1880.

May 14, 1880.

Senate,

[No. 32.]

Joint resolution making appropriation
contingent fund of the
appropriation for the contingent
Senate.

Resolved by the Senate
United States
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
contin- of America in
in Congress
coutinCongress assembled,
assenzbled, That the sum of fifteen thousand
thousand dol

gent
expenses.
gent ex
peli
ee'
Appropriation.
ppropion.

May 14,
1880.
14,1880.

appropriated, out of any money
lars be and the same hereby is, appropriated,
money in the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for contingent
expenses of the
contingent expenses
Senate of the United States, for the fiscal year ending June the thir.tieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, to be credited to "Miscellaneous
.tieth,
"Miscellaneous
Items, exclusive
exclusive of labor".
labor".
Approved, May 14, 1880.

[No. 33.] Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing the President
President of the United States to call an
international
international sanitary conference
conference to meet at Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia.

Resolved
Representatives of the United
Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
United States
international
assembled, That the President
International of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
President of the United

sanitary conferauthorized to call an international sanitary conferconfer- •
confer- States is hereby
hereby authorized
ence.
ence to meet at Washington, District of Columbia, to which the several
once.
Delegates

to.

May
May 26, 1880.

powers having jurisdiction
jurisdiction of ports likely to be infected with yellow
fever or cholera
cholera shall be invited to send delegates, properly authorized,
authorized,
to
for the purpose of securing
securing an international
international system of notification
notification as to
the actual sanitary condition
condition of ports and places under
under the jurisdiction
of such powers and of vessels sailing therefrom.
Approved, May 14, 1880.

[No. 35.] Joint resolution to furnish a
a bronze
to
bronze statue of General Daniel Morgan to
the Cowpens centennial committee
committee of Spartanburg, South Carolina.

Whereas the Washington Light Infantry of Charleston
citiBattle of CowWhereas
Charleston and the cidpells)
centennial
zens of Spartanburg
Spartanburg County, South Carolina, propose
propose on the seventeenth
apnniversary
of
anniversary
of.
January, eighteen hundred
day of January,
hundred and eight3
eighty one, to celebrate
celebrate the ceucell-
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anniversary of the battle of Cowpens, fought near Cherokee Ford
Ford,
tennial anniversary
before that
in Spartanburg
Spartanburg County, in said State, and to have completed before
day an
imposing memorial
memorial column
column in honor of the victors in that imporan imposing
day
engagement; and
decisive engagement;
tant and decisive
Whereas
governors and peoples
peoples of the ""old thirteen States" are to
Whereas the governors
Therefore
be identified
the observance
centennial event:
event: Therefore
observance of this centennial
with the
be
identified with
Resolved
Representatives of the United States
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the Senate
Resolved by
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
appreciation of
a mark of the appreciation
That as
as a
assembled, That
of
America in
the whole
whole country
undertaking, and as aa token of recthis patriotic
patriotic undertaking,
for this
country for
the
rendered to the
ognition
American people of the signal service rendered
the American
by the
ognition by
cause
independence by the heroic men who took part in this battle,
of independence
cause of
the
Secretary of
War be,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
he is hereby,
be, and he
of War
the Secretary
have
have made aa bronze statue (heroic size and in the uniform of the rifle- General Daniel
r o n ze
man
of the
the period)
period) of
of General
General Daniel Morgan, the commander of the Morgan, bbronze
man of
statu e American
said battle, and cause the same to be delivered throughstatue.
forces in said
American forces
committee in
the
Cowpens centennial
centennial committee
the governor of South Carolina to the Cowpens
time
placed in
memorial column before the proin position upon said memorial
time to
to be placed
posed
hereby
commemoration; and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby
posed commemoration;
Secretary of
authorized
and directed
directed to pay, upon the warrant
warrant of the Secretary
authorized and
War,
of any
any money in
appropriated, the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in the Treasury
out of
War, out
Appropriation.
sum
twenty thousand
thousand dollars, or so much of said sum as may be nec- Appropriation.
sum of twenty
essary, to carry into effect the purpose
purpose of this resolution.
Approved, May 26, 1880.
Approved,

in the
the government
[No. 38.
pay of
employees of
of the
government in
of employees
the pay
touching the
resolution touching
Joint resolution
38. J Joint
[No.
city
of Washington.
Washington.
city of

May 31, 1880.

Preamble.
proclamation Preamble.
a proclamation
Whereas,
the United
United States has issued a
of the
President of
the President
Whereas, the
Decoration day.
closing all
all departments
departments in
in the
the city
day.
Columbia, Decoration
District of Columbia,
of Washington
Washington District
city of
closing
Government Printing Office, on Saturday the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth
including the Government
instant (decoration
day); and
(decoration day);
and
instant
Government Printing Office
Whereas,
Office has
Superintendent of the Government
Whereas, the Superintendent
ordered, that
office be
closed on said day, without pay to the embe closed
said office
that said
ordered,
ployees; and
Whereas,
employees of
departments are entitled to pay for
of other departments
all employees
Whereas, all
said day: Therefore,
United States
Resolved
Representatives of the United
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Payment of
emof emof America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all employees
employees of the government Paymnent
in Congress
America in
of
in the
city
in the
the city
city of
dikrict of
and they
they are
are hereby
city
the ton,
in
ploy6s
hereby ployes
be, and
Columbia, be,
of Columbia,
Washington, district
of Washington,
in
of
of Washington,
Washing
declared to
to be
May, District of Colum
twenty-ninth day of 1Vlay,
for said twenty-ninth
payment for
entitled to payment
be entitled
declared
Columbia.
anno Domini,
Domini, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty.
anno
Approved,
Approved, May 31, 1880.

[No. 39.]
39.] Joint
of the
the report
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
of the
report of
copies of
extra copies
print extra
to print
resolution to
Joint resolution
[No.
Fish
Fisheries for
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine,
hundred and
year eighteen
the year
for the
and Fisheries
Fish and

Juno 1,
1880.
1, 1880.
June

Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the United
United States
States
of the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
Resolved by
assembled, That there be printed ten thousand .?
Commist
and Fisheries,
lioner of
Commissioner
in Congress
Congress assembled
of America in
Fish andFisherie
extra copies
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries Ft
of the report of the Commissioner
copies of
extra
for the
the year
seventy-nine, of
of which
two thousand
thousand Distribution.
1.`
D
'
ilVrr
i
btution.
which two
and seventy-nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
for
shall be
for the
the use
use of
of the
six thousand
for the
the use
of the
House
the House
use of
thousand for
Senate, six
the Senate,
be for
shall
of Representatives,
Representatives ) and
and fifteen
fifteen hundred
for the
the use
use of
of the
Corn the Comcopies for
hundred copies
of
missioner of
and Fisheries;
the illustrations
the Pubmade by the
be made
to be
illustrations to
Fisheries; the
of Fish
Fish and
missioner
lic
the direction
Committee on Public
Public PrintJoint Committee
the Joint
of the
direction of
under the
lic Printer,
Printer, under
ing and
and five
hundred copies
copies for
sale by
Public PrinterPrinter- under
under such
such Sale.
Sale.
the Public
by the
for sale
five hundred
ing
regulations
as the
the Joint
on Printing
price
at aa price
prescribe at
may prescribe
Printing may
Committee on
Joint Committee
regulations as
equal to
to the
additional cost
cost of
of publication
ten per
per cent
added
cent thereon added
and ten
publication and
the additional
equal
. Approved,
Approved, June 1, 1880.

308
308
June 7, 1880.
June

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRDSS. S
ESS. IL
II.
FORTY-SIXTH
SESS.
[No.
44.]
[No. 44.]

RES. 44,
48.
RES.
44, 45,
45, 48.

1880.
1880.

Joint resolution
resolution to
to provide
provide for
the publication
and distribution
suppleJoint
for the
publication and
distribution of
of aa supplement to
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
ment
to the
the Revised

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United States
States
Resolved
Senate and
of Representatives
the United
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
supplement
to
the
Revised
of America in Congress assembled, That the supplement to the Revised
Statutes,
embracing the
the statutes
statutes general
permanent in
in their
their nature
nature
Statutes, embracing
general and
and permanent
passed after the Revised Statutes
connecting provisions
Statutes with references connecting
on
the same subject, explanatory notes, citations of judicial decisions,
on the
same subject, explanatory notes, citations of judicial decisions,
and
index, prepared
A. Richardson,
be stereotyped
stereotyped
and aa general
general index,
prepared by
by William
William A.
Richardson, be
at the Government
Government Printing Office;
Office; and the index
index and
and plates thereof
thereof
and
all right
right and
title therein
therein and
and thereto
thereto shall
shall be
be in
in and
fully belong
to
and all
and title
and fully
belongto
the government
government for
for its
its exclusive
and benefit.
benefit.
the
exclusive use
use and
thousand three
fifty-seven copies
Copies to be
That six thousand
three hundred
hundred and
and fifty-seven
copies be printed,
printed.
printed,
bound, and distributed as provided for the distribution
distribution of the Revised
Distribution of.
Statutes
the "Joint
providing for
for the
the distribution
distribution and
and sale
Dstrbuton
Statutes by
by the
"Joint resolution
resolution providing
sale
of
new edition
edition of
of the
Statutes of
of the
the United
United States",
States", passed
passed
of the
the new
the Revised
Revised Statutes
1878, res.
res. 22,
1878,
22,
twenty-second, eighteen
May twenty-second,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, and
and joint resoStat., 20, 251.
lution
passed December
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight,
December twenty-first,
lution passed
1878, res. 1,
and such
additional copies,
on the
order of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
as
Stat.,
Stat., 20, 487.
and
such additional
copies, on
the order
State, as
may be necessary
necessary from time to time, to be kept for sale in the same
manner and on like terms as the Revised
Revised Statutes are required to be
be
supply deficiencies
deficiencies and offices
newly created;
created; that
offices newly
kept for sale,
sale, and to supply
preparing and
Editing and pre- for preparing
and editing
editing said supplement,
supplement, including
including indexing and all
all
supplement. clerical
paring supplement.
clerical work necessary
necessary to fully complete said work,
work, including
including the legisForty-sixth Congress,
Congress, there
there shall be paid to said editor the
lation of the Forty-sixth
Senator and Member of the pressum of five thousand dollars; and each Senator
receive copies under said joint resolutions
resolutions
ent Congress who would not receive
shall receive
number of copies as other Senators
Senators or Members
Members
receive the same number
receive under the same.
publication herein authorized
taken to be prima
prima facie
authorized shall be taken
The publication
evidence of the laws therein contained
contained in all the courts of the United
evidence
States and Territories therein;
therein; but shall not
States and of the several States
reference to
discrepancy, the effect
effect
preclude reference
to, nor control, in case of any discrepancy,
Proviso.
Proviso.
of any.original act as passed by Congress:
Congress: Provided,
Provided, That nothing herein
contained shall be construed to change
change or alter any
any existing
existing law.
contained
Approved, June 7, 1880.
Approved,

Supplement
Supplement to
to
the Revised Statutes,
ut
index, exexs, index,
planatory notes,
planatory
notes,
and
an d citations
citations of
decisions
ns to be
decisio
stereotyped.

June 7, 1880.

[No. 45.]
resolution extending
the provisions
provisions of the first section
section of
of an act en[No.
45. ] Joint resolution
extending the
titled
arrearages of general
titled "An
"An act fixing
fixing the rate
rate of interest upon
upon arrearages
general taxes
taxes and assessments for special improvements
improvements now
now due to the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and for aa
assessments for special improvements,
purposes3', approved
approved
revision of assessments
improvements, and for other purposes"
June twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.

Resolved by the Senate and
of the United
States
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
provisions of the first section
section
of interest
interest upon
upon arrearages
arrearages
arrears.
improvements now due to
of general taxes and assessments for special
special improvements
the District
District of Columbia, and for a
a revision of assessments
assessments for special
1879,
41,
1879, ch.
ch. 41,
improvements, and for other purposes",
purposes ", approved
approved June
improvements,
June twenty seventh,
seventh,
Sess.
1, 36.
36.
Sess. 1,
eighteen
hundred
eighteen
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, be, and the same are hereby,
hereby, extended
extended
Time ofpayment
arrear on the first
eighteen
to all
all general
general taxes
taxes in arrear
first of
of July, eighteen
extended
Janu- so
so as
as to apply to
extended to Januhundred
and to all special
assessments due the District
District
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and
special assessments
1, 1880.
hundred and
ary 1,
of Columbia
Columbia and which may
may be paid on or before the first day
day of January
January
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-one.
eighty-one.
Approved,
Approved, June 7, 1880.
1880.
District
Co
District of C
o--of
of America in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
That the
lumbia,
taxes in
in of an act entitled "An
lumbia, taxes
"An act fixing
fixing the rate
rate
arrears.

June
June 9, 1880.
1880.

[No. 48. ]] Joint
requesting the President
negotiations with certain
Joint resolution
resolution requesting
President to open negotiations
certain
foreign
foreign governments
governments relative to the
the importation of tobacco
tobacco into their dominions.

Preamble.

Whereas, it is the policy of the United States to permit its own
own citizens
citizens
and the citizens
France, Spain, Italy, and Austria to freely engage in
citizens of France,
the purchase and importation
importation into the United
United States
States any and all of the
great staple productions
productions of said countries
countries respectively, subject only to
such impost duties as are deemed proper
government: Therefore,
proper by this government:

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
II. RES.
R s. 48,
48 51,
51, 52. 1880.
SESS.
FORTY-SIXTH

309
309

Resolved
United States
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and
Tobacco,
respectfully Tob
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President be respectfully
acc o, noAmerica in
oJ America
and gotiatious for
imgotiations for imrequested to
to open
open such
such negotiations
negotiations with France,
France, Spain, Austria, and
requested
of'ute
into
ti on o
portation
Fo
r
r
e
t
i
ar
Fl
es'
Italy,
view to
removing the restricrestric. foreign
o
countries.
to removing
with aa view
he may
may deem
deem advisable,
advisable, with
Italy, as
as he
ing
countries.
named and securtions on the importation
importation of tobacco
tobacco into the countries
countries named
therein for the same.
open market
market therein
ing to our citizens an open
Approved, June 9, 1880.
Approved,
[No. 51.]
51.] Joint resolution
resolution providing
the printing of the Reports
Reports of
of the CommisCommisfor the
providing for
[No.
hundred and seventy-eight
sioner
seventy-eight and eighteen
eighteen
eighteen hundred
sioner of Education for the years eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-nine.

United States
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of
of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
of America
Reports of the
assembled, That of each of the Reports
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
respective years
Commissioner of Education
Education for the respective
years eighteen
eighteen hundred
Commissioner
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight and
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine, there
be
and
and eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
there be
printed
four thousand
copies for
the use
thousand
eight thousand
of the
the Senate;
Senate; eight
for the
use of
thousand copies
printed four
Representatives and thirteen thouthe use of the House of Representatives
copies for the
Commissioner.
distribution by the Commissioner.
sand copies for distribution
Approved, June
June 11, 1880.
[No.
[No. 52.]
52.]

Joint resolution
certain persons
in respect of duties depersons in
Joint
resolution for the relief of certain
therein.
articles named therein.
manded
import of certain
certain articles
manded of them upon the import

Juno 11, 1880.

Reports of ComReports
missioner
Eduof Edumissioner of
cation
1878 and
and
ncation for 1878
1879;
1879; printing and
distribution.
distribution.
•

June 14, 1880.
Juno

Preamble.
Treasury issued in Preamble.
Whereas,
circular of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
a circular
Whereas, by a
eighteen
and seventy-eight,
between
a case between
a decision
decision of a
seventy-eight, after a
hundred and
eighteen hundred
circuit court of the United
United States and an importer in the circuit
the United
States
southern district
district of New York, all the articles
articles named in
States for the southern
the
resolution were directed
imported on payment
payment of a
a
directed to be imported
following resolution
the following
duty of thirty-five per cent ad valorem:
valorem: and
Treasury by letter of March
Whereas, the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
March twelfth,
Whereas,
eighteen
hundred and
Representatives has
and eighty, to the House of Representatives
eighteen hundred
communicated
subject said
communicated his purpose to revoke said circular, and subject
articles to the specific duty imposed
imposed by existing
existing law on all band, hoop
hoop
articles
and scroll iron; and
Whereas,
confiding in the said circular
circular of the
represented, that confiding
is represented,
Whereas, it is
year
eighteen hundred
pasties have
contracted for such
such
have contracted
seventy-eight parties
and seventy-eight
hundred and
year eighteen
thirty-five per centum ad
ad
imported under the duty of thirty-five
articles to be imported
valorem, and it is right and proper to relieve
relieve them from the effect of
valorem,
Treasury upon his construcSecretary of the Treasury
change of orders by the Secretary
the change
without intending to alter existing law,
tion of the existing law, but without
or to
interpret by
effect thereof,
leaving that to the
thereof, leaving
act the
the effect
legislative act
by legislative
or
to interpret
judicial
special cases
cases herein provided
provided for:
for:
as to the special
except as
tribunals, except
judicial tribunals,
Therefore,
prior
Contracts prior
Resolved
of Representatives
of the United
United States Contracts
Representatives of
by the Senate and House of
Resolved by
to March
12,
1880,
12,
1880,
March
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury
Treasury to
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
for cut hoops, barbe,
and
he
is
hereby
authorized
and
directed
to
cause
to
be
levied
upon
&ar
hoops,'
for
cut
upon
be
levied
cause
to
to
directed
and
authorized
be, and he is hereby
rel hoops, CiLe.,
subject to
to
", made subject
cut to length
all
articles under
under the
designation of
of "cut
"hoops cut
length",
" cut hoops",
hoops ", "hoops
the designation
all articles
of 35 per
cent.
per cent.
"
hoops cut
cut and
and "barrel
hoops'', the duty
duty of thirty-five duty of35
"barrel hoops",
punched", and
and punched",
"hoops
ad valorem.
per
valorem, which
which shall
shall be
the satisfaction
satisfaction of the ad valorem.
to the
shown to
be shown
ad valorem,
per centum
centum ad
Secretary
of the Treasury
ordered under bona fide and
been ordered
have been
Treasury to have
Secretary of.the
absolute
and entered
eightto March
March twelfth, eightprior to
into prior
entered into
made and
contracts made
absolute contracts
een hundred
foreign
and eighty, and which shall be imported from any foreign
hundred and
een
eightcountry
prior to the first day of January,
January, eightcountry into the United States, prior
een hundred and eighty-one.
Duties paid in
in
Duties ofpaid
thirty-five per centum
centum ad excess
And the amount of any duties in excess of thirty-five
:35
per
35 per
excess
valorem,
the twelfth
day of
of March,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and cent. ad valorem
March, eighteen
twelfth day
since the
paid since
valorem, paid
refunded.
eighty, upon
the articles
articles hereinbefore
named, which
shall be
be shown
shown refunded.
which shall
hereinbefore named,
any of
of the
upon any
eighty,
as aforesaid
aforesaid to
been imported
contracts, shall be
under such contracts,
imported under
have been
to have
as
refunded to
to the
entitled thereto
thereto out of any money in the Treasury,
Treasury,
parties entitled
the parties
refunded
appropriated.
not otherwise appropriated.
Approved, June 14, 1880.
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16, 1880.
1880.
June 16,

Per
diem salaries
Perdiem
to
and
to clerks
clerks and
others authorized
authorized
for.thirty
for
thirty days
after the adjournment of session of
Congress.
Congress.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

June 16,
16, 1880.
1880.
June

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
II. RES.
RES. 55,
55, 56,
56, 57.
57.
SESS.
FORTY-SIXTH
[No.
55.]]
[No. 55.

1880.
1880.

Joint
resolution in
committee-clerks, pages,
pages, and
and other
other employees
employees
to committee-clerks,
in relation
relation to
Joint resolution
of
House of
Representatives.
Senate and
and House
of Representatives.
of the Senate

Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
United States
States
of the
House of
of Representatives
Resolved
by the
assembled, That the
Secretary of the Senate, and
and
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America in
the Clerk of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, be and they
they are hereby,
authorized and
directed to
to pay
committee-clerks, pages,
pages, laborers,
laborers,
all committee-clerks,
pay all
and directed
authorized
and other
of the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives respectrespectand House
employes of
and
other employs
receive annual
annual salaries, their regular
regular per diem
ively who
who do not
not now receive
allowance
adjournment of this
Conallowance for thirty days from the adjournment
this session of Congress;
and
the
anfount
necessary
to
pay
the same
is hereby
appropriated
hereby appropriated
the
same is
to
pay
necessary
anmount
the
and
gress;
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
and shall
shall
not otherwise
Treasury not
any money
out
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
16,1880.
June 16,
Approved, June
1880.

[No. 56.]
resolution to
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
to sell
sell or
or lease
to the
the
lease to
to authorize
Joint resolution
[No.
56.] Joint
Port Huron
and Northwestern
Northwestern Railway
all of
of the
the Fort
Fort Gratiot
Gratiot military
military rere*Port
Huron and
Railway Company
Company all
serve, and
authorize the
the city
city of
Port Huron
grant to
to said
said railway
railway company
company the
the
Huron to
to grant
serve,
and to
to authorize
of Port
right of
of way
through Pine
Pine Grove
Park.
right
way through
Grove Park.

of the United States
the Senate and House of
of Representatives of
Resolved by the
of
That the
of War
War is
is hereby
hereby
Secretary of
the Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
Huron and Northwestern
Northwestern Railway
authorized to sell to the Port Huron
Railway Company all of the Fort Gratiot
Gratiot military
military reserve
reserve remaining
remaining unsold or undisundisposed of;
of; and
and the
the value
value of
said remaining
remaining reserve
reserve shall
shall be
by
appraised by
be appraised
of said
posed
Secretary of
consisting of three
three compeappointed by the Secretary
of War, consisting
aaboard,
board, appointed
disinterested officers
officers of the United
the price
tent and disinterested
United States
States Army; and the
appraisal by
at which the same shall be sold shall not be less than the appraisal
said board, and the sale
the direction
direction and
and apsale shall be
be made
made only under
under the
apway
Right ooff w
a y proval of the Secretary
Secretary of War.
War. And the city of Port Huron is hereby
hereby
Pine authorized
company the right of way through
authorized to grant said railway
railway company
through the
tthrough
h r o g h Pine
Grove Park.
e ar.
easterly
easterly portion of that part of the military
military reserve
reserve granted
granted to said city
for use as a
described as Pine
Grove Park.
a park, and known
known and described
Pine Grove
Approved, June
16, 1880.
Approved,
June 16,
1880.

Port Huron and
Northwestern
Northwestern
Railway
ComRa i w a y Corpany; sale
sale of
of Fort
pany;
Fort
Gratiot military
reserve.

June
16, 1880.
1880.
June 16,

[No.
[No. 57.]
57.]

Joint
resolution authorizing
authorizing the
Secretary of
the Interior
school
the Secretary
of the
Interior to
to certify
certify school
Joint resolution
lands to the
the State of Kansas.
Kansas.

United States
and disposed
disposed of
of sections
sections sixteen
sixteen
Whereas, the United
States has
has sold
sold and
and thirty-six
reservations embraced
thirty-six in certain
certain Indian reservations
embraced within the territorial limits of the State of Kansas,
Kansas, in pursuance
obligations;
pursuance of treaty obligations;
and
Whereas the State of Kansas,
Kansas, in pursuance
pursuance of a
adecision of the Genfourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
several Land Office, dated August fourteenth,
and seventy-seven,
enty-seven, has selected
selected for school purposes other equivalent lands
lands in
lieu of such sections sixteen and
and thirty-six,
thirty-six, disposed of as aforesaid:
aforesaid:
Therefore,
Therefore,
the Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved by the
Representativesof the United
United States
Publiclands
on- of America
America in Congress
Public lands CCMCongress assembled,
assembled, That
That the lands so selected by
by the
firmed to
to State of S
tate of
Kansas be,
be and the same are hereby,
hereby , confirmed
confirmed to said State;
State;
Kansas
State
of
frmed
Kansas in lieu of
and the
of the
the interior
an d h
ereby is,
i
s,auth6rized
autho ri
ze d to
t
o cer
sections
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior be,
be, and
hereby
cer-CtiODE 16
W and 36. and
tify the same to said State, in lieu of sections sixteen
sixteen and thirty-six, sold
United States, within the limits of any former
. and disposed of by the United
former
Indian
Indian reservation
reservation as aforesaid.
Approved, June
June 16, 1880.
Preamble.
Preamble.

PUBLIC
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
ACTS OF THE FORTY-SIXTH
PUBLIC ACTS
OF TEE
THE

UNITED STATES,
UNITED
in the
at the city of Washington,
Passed at
at the
the third
Washington, in
and held at
session, which was begun and
third session,
Passed
District of Columbia,
adjourned
and was adjourned
December, 1880, and
on Monday,
Monday, the sixth day of December,
Columbia, on
District
_Friday, the fourth
March, 1881.
fourth day of March,
without day on Friday,
Vice-President, and
A. W
WHEELER,
RUTHERFORD
B.H]AYES,
HAYES, President:
President: W
ILLIAM A.
HEELER, Vice-President,
WILLIAM
RUTHIERFORD B.
THURMAN
President of
HURMAN was elected President of the Senate
G. T
of the Senate. ALLEN G.
President
pro
seventh of April, 1880. He was again
again chosen on the sixth day of
pro tempore on the seventh
May, 1880.
1880. S
AMUEL J.
J.RANDALL,
RANDALL, Speaker
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
Speaker of
SAMUEL
May,

CHAP. 1.-An
1.—An act
authorize the
Secretary of the Interior to dispose
dispose of a
a part of
the Secretary
act to authorize
CHAP.
the
the Fort
Fort Dodge
Dodge military
military reservation to actual settlers under the provisions of the
the
homestead
laws,
and
for
other
purposes.
laws,
homestead

Dec.
Dec. 15,
15, 1880.

reservation herein- Portion of Fort
Whereas,
military reservation
Whereas, that portion of the Fort Dodge military
Dodge mi
military
i ita y
Dodge
described is no longer needed
needed for military purposes:
purposes: Therefore,
Therefore,
after described
reserv ation,
Be
it enacted
the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United tKeservaUti)
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of
i
actua'
ns s l
41
actual '
settlers.
to actual
States
assembled, That it shall be the duty of the to
Congress assembled,
States of
of America in Congress
Secretary
of the
Interior to cause
portion of the Fort Dodge
all that portion
cause all
the Interior
Secretary of
military reservation,
State of
Of Kansas, being and lying north of
the State
in the
reservation, in
military
land
occupied by the Atchison,
RailAtchison, Topeka and Santa Fe IRailland owned and occupied
road Company
for right
same
its railroad;
railroad i and to cause the same
for its
of way for
right of
Company for
road
to
subdivided as
as other
other public lands, and
and subdivided
sectionized, and
be surveyed,
surveyed, sectionized,
to be
after
after said survey to offer said lands to actual settlers only, under and in
Proviso.
Provided, Proviso.
accordance
United States: Provided,
accordance with the homestead laws of the United
That
said Atchison
Topeka and
Railroad Company shall
Santa Fe Railroad
and Santa
Atchison Topeka
the said
That the
have
reservation as it may
right to purchase such portion of said reservation
the right
have the
need
exceeding one hunneed for its use adjoining that now owned by it, not exceeding
therefor the price at which the same
dred and sixty acres, by paying
paying .therefor
may
be appraised
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
under the direction
appraised under
may be
December 15, 1880.
Approved, December
ed

CHAP. 2.—An
act to
to amend
twenty-two hundred and thirty-eight
thirty-eight of the Resection twenty-two
amend section
2.-An act
CHAP.
vised Statutes
Statutes in relation to fees for final certificates
donation cases.
cases.
certificates in donation
vised

)

Dec. 17, 1880.

United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
the Senate
Be it

s. 2238 amendparagraph of R. 8.2238
sixth paragraph
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the sixth
assembled, That
America in
States
section twenty-two
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight of the Revised Statutes of ed.
ed.
hundred and
twenty-two hundred
section

the United
United States be, and the same is hereby, repealed, and that in lieu
thereof the
the following
following paragraph
substituted:
be substituted:
paragraph be
thereof

final
"A fee
donation cases
two dollars
for each
each final
cents for
fifty cents
and fifty
dollars and
of two
cases of
in donation
"A
fee in

Fees for land cer-

certificate for
for one
acres of land, five dollars
es.
tificates.
dollars for three tificat
sixty acres
and sixty
one hundred
hundred and
certificate
hunhundred and
and twenty acres,
seven dollars and fifty cents for six hunand seven
acres, and
hundred
acres."
dred and forty acres."
Approved,
Approved, December 17, 1880.

CHAP.
4.—An act to authorize
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to change
change the name of
authorize the Secretary
CHAP. 4.-An
the
yacht "
Philadelphia.
of Philadelphia.
Barnes" of
" Stephen
Stephen D. Barnes"
the yacht

Dec.
23, 1880.
1880.
Dec. 23,

Yacht "Stephen
Be it
it enacted by
Representatives of the United
United yubt
Senate and
and House of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Be
States
of America
Secretary of the Treas- D.
D. Barnes."
Barnes."
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
311
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1880.
1880.

ury
authorized to
to change
change the
the name
name of
of the
the yacht
yacht
ury be,
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
"
Stephen D.
owned by
Henry C.
C. Lea,
of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Penn"Stephen
D. Barnes",
Barnes", owned
by Henry
Lea, of
Pennsylvania,
to that
that of
of "Vega",
and to
to grant
grant said
said vessel
register in
in said
said
sylvania, to
"Vega", and
vessel aa register
name;
the said
only, and
and not
not engaged
engaged in
in
a pleasure
pleasure yacht
yacht only,
name; the
said vessel
vessel being
being a
commercial
commercial or other
other business.
Approved, December 23, 1880.

Dec.
23, 1880.
1880.
Dec. 23,

CHAP.
5. —An act
act to
to provide
provide aasuitable
the monument
erected in
pedestal to
to the
monument erected
in honor
honor
CHAP. 5.-An
suitable pedestal

of
the late
late Admiral
Admiral Farragut
Farragut in
City.
of the
in Washington
Washington City.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
and House
the United
United

Pedestal to
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That out
of any
moneys in
in the
in Congress
out of
any moneys
the
Pedestal
to FarFar- States

ragut
monument.
ragut monument.

Treasury
otherwise appropriated
appropriated the
sum of
thousand dollars
dollars
Treasury not
not otherwise
the sum
of five
five thousand
be,
is hereby
for the
purpose of
the height
be, and
and is
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
the purpose
of increasing
increasing the
height
of
the pedestal
to the
the monument
monument erected
erected in
of the
late Admiral
Admiral
of the
pedestal to
in honor
honor of
the late
Farragut
Washington, and which
Farragut in the
the city
city of
of Washington,
which sum shall be
be expended
expended
for
the orders
direction of
of the
Secretary of
for said
said purpose
purpose under
under the
orders and
and direction
the Secretary
of the
the
Navy.
The Secretary
the Navy
is hereby
authorized to
of
Navy. The
Secretary of
of the
Navy is
hereby authorized
to make
make use
use of
such
and other
on hand
hand for
for the
the appropriate
appropriate
such ordnance
ordnance and
other naval
naval stores,
stores, now
now on
ornamentation
said pedestal
may be
be required.
ornamentation of
of said
pedestal as
as may
required.
Approved, December 23, 1880.

Dec.
23, 1880.
Dec. 23,
1880.

CHAP. 6.
—An act
change the
of the
"Nettie", to
to "Nokomis"
"Nokomis"
6.-An
act to
to change
the name
name of
the schooner-yacht
schooner-yacht "Nettie",
CHAP.

Be
by the
Representatives of the United
nite
of Reesentaties
and House of
the Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it

Yacht "Nettie."
"Nettie." States
States of
of America
name of the
the schoonerCongress assembled,
assembled, That
That the name
America in Congress
Yacht
yacht "Nettie",
"Nettie", of New York, be, and is hereby, changed to "Nokomis",
"Nokomis",
by which name said yacht shall be hereafter
hereafter licensed
licensed and known
known
Approved, December
Approved,
December 23, 1880.

Dec.
23, 1880.
Dec. 23,
1880.

CHAP. 7.
—An act
act amending
amending section
hundred and
and fifty-two
fifty-two of
of the
Revised
the Revised
section eighteen
eighteen hundred
CHAP.
7.-An
Statutes of
of the
the United
United States
States

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
the United
United
R. S.
S. 1852 amend- States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
section eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
ed.
and fifty-two be, and the same hereby
amended as to read as folhereby is,
i
s, so amended
lows:
lows:
Territorial legisSEC. 1852.
1852. The
The sessions
of the
assemblies of
of the
several
legisTerritorial
""SEC.
sessions of
the legislative
legislative assemblies
the several
latures.
laturos.
Territories of the United States shall be limited to sixty days' duration,"
18,80.
Approved, December 23, 1880.

Dec. 23,
1880.
'Dee.
23, 1880.

National Fair
National
Fair
Ground AssociaAssociation-act
of
incortion—act
poration amended.

CHAP.
—An act
act to
amend an
to incorporate
National Fair
CHAP. 8.
8.-An
to amend
an act
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
act to
incorporate the
the National
Fair

Grounds Association".
Grounds
Association".

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
the United
United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the name
name of
said a,ssociaStates
America in
in Congress
That the
of said
associaAssociation of the District of Columbia,"
tion shall be "The
"The National Fair Association
Columbia."
SEC.
directors of said association
of
S
EC. 2. That the board
board of directors
association shall consist of
elected in accordance
accordance with its charter
eleven members, to be elected
charter and
and by-laws.
by-laws.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That within thirty days after
after the passage of this act the stockassociation shall be convened in general
holders of said association
general meeting, and
shall elect six of their number
number as additional members
members of the board of
directors, who, with the five directors
directors now serving, shall hold their
their office until the second Monday
Monday in January, eighteen hundred
hundred and eightyone, and until their successors
successors are elected; six of said board shall constitute a
a quorum for the transaction
transaction of business.
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SEc.
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
SEC. 4. That on the second Monday in January,
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, and annually thereafter, the stockholders
stockholders of said association shall be convened in general meeting and shall elect eleven of
of
board of directors.
their number as aaboard
SEC.5. That in
entitled to
in all elections
elections each share of stock shall be entitled
SEC.
one vote, and shareholders
accordance with the
shareholders may vote by proxy in accordance
provisions of the by-laws.
provisions
Approved,
Approved, December
December 23, 1880.

CHAP. 9.-An
9.—An act granting permission to the Chamber of Commerce of New York
to erect a
sub-treasury building in the city of New York.
a statue on the sub-treasury

Dec. 23, 1880.
1880,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
the United
United
and Rouse
Bouse of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
the TreasSecretary of
of the
States
of America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
Treas- Statue to George
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
Washington.
Commerce Washington.
ury is hereby authorized to permit the New York Chamber of Commerce
a suitable statue, or group,
to erect, without any cost to the government, a
commemorative
inauguration of George Washington
Washington as first
commemorative of the inauguration
President of the United States, on the front of the building known as
Sub-Treasury
the sub-treasury
sub-treasury of the United States, which now marks the spot on the Sub-Treasury
building, Now
New
streets in the city of New York, where the building,
corner of Wall and Nassau streets,
York
City.
York City.
oath of office
office was administered
administered to him.
SEC. 2. That the design
design for such statue, or group, shall be submitted
SEC.
to the Secretary of the Treasury for his approval, and the work shall at
supervision and control, and shall be so perall times be subject to his supervision
formed as not to injure said building. And said statue, or group, so
erected shall be
exclusive control of the United
times under the exclusive
be at all times
erected
after
States.
shall not be completed within five years next after
said work
work shall
States. If said
permission
this act the authority hereby granted and the permission
of this
the passage
passage of
authorized shall terminate.
authorized
Approved,
December 23,
23, 1880.
Approved, December

CHAP.
10.—An act to authorize
a fixed bridge over the Saint
construction of a
authorize the construction
CHAP. 10.-An
purposes.
Mary's River and for other purposes.

Dec. 23, 1880.

United
Be
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
by the
the Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
Florida Bridge over Saint
States
assembled, That the Waycross and Florida
Sal et
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
River.
Mary's River.
Railway Company and the East Florida Railroad
Railroad Company be, and they Mary's
Railway
are hereby,
authorized to construct a
a fixed bridge with one span over
hereby, authorized
are
the Saint
the point
companies for crosspoint selected by said companies
at the
River at
Mary's River
Saint Mary's
the
ing said
one-half miles below
railroad line, about one and one-half
with their railroad
river with
ing
said river
Trader's Hill, in Charlton County, Georgia, and to make such bridge of
such height
height as
see fit: Provided,
sufficient to Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, The height be sufficient
may see
as they
they may
such
permit the
of timber
timber rafts
such proposed
said bridge; and such
under said
rafts under
passage of
the passage
permit
railroad crossing and bridge are hereby declared
declared to be the head of navirailroad
gation on
said Saint
River.
Mary's River.
Saint Mary's
the said
on the
gation
SEC. 2.
right to
to alter
alter or amend or repeal
the right
reserves the
That Congress
Congress reserves
2. That
SEC.
this act
act at
time and
if at
time the
navigation of the said
the navigation
any time
at any
that if
and that
at any
any time
this
river shall
shall in
in any
way be
obstructed or
by the
the
the said bridge the
impaired by
or impaired
be obstructed
any way
river
Secretary
of War
shall have
have authority
shall be
be his duty to require
authority and it shall
War shall
Secretary of
railroad companies
change the said bridge at their
companies to alter and change
said railroad
the said
own expense
expense in
as may
be proper
proper to
secure free
comfree and comto secure
may be
manner as
in such
such manner
own
plete navigation
navigation without
reasonable notice to
and if upon reasonable
without impediment, and
plete
said
companies to
to make
improvements they
or improvements
change or
such change
make such
railroad companies
said railroad
shall fail
fail to
do so
Secretary of
authority to make
of War shall have authority
so the
the Secretary
to do
shall
the
the rights
rights conferred
by this
act shall
be forfeited,
forfeited, and
shall be
this act
conferred by
all the
and all
same and
the same
Congress shall
power to
do any
and all
necessary to
to secure
all things
things necessary
any and
to do
have power
shall have
Congress
navigation of the river.
•
the free navigation
Approved,
Approved, December 23, 1880.
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CHAP.
Secretary of
to purchase
land to
to enlarge
enlarge and
CHAP. 15.—An
15.-An act
act to
to enable
enable the
the Secretary
of War
War to
purchase land
and
protect the
protect
the San
San Antonio
Antonio arsenal.
arsenal.

Be
it enacted
by the
House of
Representatives of
United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United

America in Congress
San Antonio ar- States of America
Congress assembled,
moneys in the
assembled, That out of any moneys

senal.
senal.

Proviso.
Proviso.

1881.
Jan. 13, 1881.

Treasury not otherwise appropriated, there is hereby appropriated
appropriated the
sum
thousand dollars,
dollars, to
to enable
enable the
Secretary of
of War
War to
pursum of
of fourteen
fourteen thousand
the Secretary
to purchase,
improve the
following described
described piece
piece of
of land
adjoinchase, inclose,
inclose, and
and improve
the following
land adjoingrounds at
Antonio, Texas,
ing the -United States arsenal grounds
at San Antonio,
Texas, namely:
namely:
All that tract
tract of ground
ground bounded
bounded by Arsenal
Arsenal street,
street, Lower Flores
Flores street,
street,
the
States arsenal,
the San
San Antonio
frontage
the United
United States
arsenal, and
and the
Antonio River,
River, with
with aafrontage
on
Arsenal street
street of
of thirteen
fifty feet,
more or
or less,
and
on Arsenal
thirteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty
feet, more
less, and
of one
hundred and
and twenty-five
or less,
less,
on Lower
Lower Flores street
street of
one hundred
twenty-five feet,
feet, more
more or
and
about three
and one-half
acres: Provided,
po part
and containing
containing about
three and
one-half acres:
Provided, That
That po
part
of
the money
money hereby
be expended
expended until
of the
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
until the
the requirerequiresection three
three hundred
fifty-five of the Revised
Revised Statutes
hundred and fifty-five
ments of section
have been complied
have
complied with.
Approved,
January 7,
Approved, January
7, 1881.
1881.

CHAP.
17.—An act
act granting
granting the
right of
of way
the county
county of
Warren in
in the
the State
State of
CHAP. 17.-An
the right
way to
to the
of Warren
of
Mississippi,
and to
and Vicksburg
Railroad Company,
Mississippi, and
to the
the Memphis
Memphis and
Vicksburg Railroad
Company, through
through the
the
United States
States cemetery
cemetery tract
tract of
of land
near
Vicksburg,
Mississippi.
United
land near Vicksburg, Mississippi.

Be
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
America in
Congress assembled,
the right
of way
is hereby
hereby
way— States
States of
of America
in Congress
Right of wayassembled, That
That the
right of
way is
U.
cemetery granted to the county
U. S.
S. cemetery
county of Warren
Warren in the State of Mississippi,
Mississippi, and to the
the
lands,
lands, near
near VicksVicks- Memphis
Memphis and Vicksburg
Vicksburg Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, chartered by the State of
burg,
Miss.
burg, Miss.
Mississippi, for aapublic
a railroad
Mississippi,
public wagon road and a
railroad through the United
States
cemetery tract
Vicksburg, Mississippi,
States cemetery
tract of land
land near
near Vicksburg,
Mississippi, from
from the
the
south line to the north line of said tract, around
around and
of the
wall
and outside
outside of
the wall
grounds, and on the western boundary
boundary of said tract
tract of
of the cemetery
cemetery grounds,
thereof to
approval of
Secretary
land; the location thereof
to be subject
subject to the
the approval
of the Secretary
of War; and that this act take effect and
and be in
in force,
force from
from and after
after its
its
Proviso.
Proviso.
passage: Provided,
Provided, That the right of way granted by this act shall not
Proviso.
exceed fifty feet in width: And
Proviso,
exceed
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That said
said roads
roads shall
not be laid off so as to in any manner interfere with the plan of
of the
the
cemetery.
cemetery.
Approved, January
January 13,
13, 1881.
1881.

Jan.
13, 1881.
1881.
Jan. 13,

18.-An act authorizing
authorizing the Blue Hill National Bank of Dorchester,
CHAP. 18.—An
Dorchester, Massachusetts, to change its location and name.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
United
Blue Hill
Hill NationNation- States
Blue
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Blue Hill National
al
al Bank.
Bank
Dorchester,
located
in the commonwealth of
Change of
Change
of name
name Bank of Dorchester, now located in Boston, in the commonwealth of
Massachusetts, is hereby authorized
authorized to change its location to the town
Massachusetts,
town
and
and location.
location.
of Milton,
Milton, in the county of Norfolk, in said commonwealth,
commonwealth, whenever
whenever the
representing two-thirds of the capital
stockholders representing
capital stock of said bank,
a meeting
at a
meeting for that purpose, determine
determine to make such change;
change; and
and
certificate under the corporate
the president and cashier shall execute a
a certificate
seal of the bank, specifying
specifying such determination,
determination, and shall cause the
the
same to be recorded in the office of the Comptroller
Coinptroller of the Currency;
Currency;
and thereupon such change of location
effected, and the operalocation shall
shall be
be effected,
tions of discount
discount and deposit
deposit of said bank shall be carried
carried on in the
said town of Milton.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That nothing in this act contained
contained shall be so construed as in
any manner to release
release the said bank from any liability, or affect any
inter'
action or proceeding
proceeding in law in which said bank may be a
aparty or inter
determined upon as
ested; and when such change shall have been
beep, determined
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aforesaid, notice
change shall be published in two
thereof and
and of such change
notice thereof
aforesaid,
Suffolk and one in the county
county of
papers, one in the county of Suffolk
weekly papers,
four
Massachusetts, not less than four
commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Norfolk, in said commonwealth
weeks.
SEC. 3.
whenever the location
location of said bank
bank shall have
have been
SEC.
3. That whenever
accordance
changed from
Boston to said town of Milton
Milton in accordance
said city
city of Boston
from said
changed
with the
this act,
act, its
its name
name shall be changed to the
the Blue
of this
section of
the first
first section
with
board of directors
directors of said bank
Milton, if the board
of Milton,
Bank of
Hill National Bank
a copy
and cause
cause a
resolution of the board, and
name by resolution
new name
accept the new
shall accept
of such
authenticated, to be filed
filed with the Comptroller
Comptroller
such resolution,
resolution, duly authenticated,
of
Currency.
the Currency.
of the
demands, liabilities, rights, privileges,
privileges, and
That all the debts, demands,
SEC. 4. That
powers of
National Bank of Dorchester
Dorchester shall devolve
Hill National
of the
the Blue Hill
powers
whenever such
Bank of Milton,
Milton, whenever
such change
change of
Blue Hill National Bank
upon the Blue
name is effected.
•
Approved,
January 13, 1881.
Approved, January

railroad lands.
on restored
restored railroad
CHAP.
for the
the relief
relief of
of certain
settlers on
lands.
certain settlers
act for
19.-An act
CHAP. 19.—An

Jan. 13,
1881.
Jan.
13, 1881.

Be
it enacted
by the
Representatives of
of the United
United
and House
House of Representatives
the Senate and
enacted by
Be it
of settlers
settlers
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all persons who shall have Relief
Relief of
in Congress
of America in
States of
on restored
restored railrailsettled
and made
made valuable
valuable and
permanent improvements
improvements upon any odd on
and permanent
settled and
road lands.
lands.
numbered
section of land
any railroad
railroad withdrawal
withdrawal in good faith road
land within any
numbered section
and
with the
the permission
permission or
whose
company for whose
railroad company
of the
the railroad
or license
license of
and with
benefit the
the same
same shall
expectation of
made, and with the expectation
bees made,
have been
shall have
benefit
purchasing of
of such
lard. so settled upo'i,
upcei, which land so
the lard
company the
such company
purchasing
settled upon
upon and
and improved,
may, for
for any
restored to
the public
to the
be restored
cause, be
any cause,
improved, may,
settled
restoration, may not be entitled
domain, and who, at the time of such restoration,
entitled to
domain,
enter and
and acquire
title to
to such
such land
land under
the pre-emption,
pre-emption, homestead,
homestead,
under the
acquire title
enter
permitted, at any
timber-culture acts
United States,
States, shall be permitted,
any
acts of the United
or timber-culture
time
restoration, and under such rules
three months after such restoration,
within three
time within
and regulations
General Land Office may
may
Commissioner of the General
the Commissioner
as the
regulations as
and
prescribe, to
purchase not
not to
acres in exhundred and sixty acres
to exceed one hundred
to purchase
prescribe,
tent of
of the
the same
same by legal
legal sub-divisions,
sub-divisions, at the price of two dollars and
tent
fifty
cents per
per acre,
acre, and
and to
receive patents
patents therefor.
to receive
fifty cents
Approved,
January
13,
1881.
13,
Approved, January

CHAP. 23.—In
for the
the relief
relief of
the Winnebago
Indians in Wisconsin,
aid
Wisconsin, and to aid
Winnebago Indians
of the
act for
23.-An act
CHAP.
them to
agricultural pursuits,
and to promote
promote their
their civilizapursuits, and
by agricultural
subsistence by
obtain subsistence
to obtain
them
tion.
tion.

Jan. 18,
18, 1881.
1881.
Jan.

Whereas
large number
the Winnebago
Indians of
Wisconsin Winnebago
Winnebago InInof Wisconsin
Winnebago Indians
of the
number of
a large
Whereas a
claims.2under
have
homestead claims
under dians
(Hans inWisconsin.
iii Wisconsin,
have selected and settled in good faith upon homestead
Preamble.
section
fifteen of
of the
the act
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
act making
appropriations to
to Preamble.
making appropriations
section fifteen
supply
the appropriations
appropriations for
for the fiscal year ending June
in the
deficiencies in
supply deficiencies
132,
thirtieth,
hundred and
1875, cll.
ch. 132,
and prior years, and for 1875,
five, and
seventy five,
and seventy
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
other
approved March
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Stat., 18,
18, 420.
420.
seventy- Stat.,
and seventyMarch third,
purposes", approved
other purposes",
five,
and all
Indians having
signified their
desire and
and purpose to
their desire
having signified
said Indians
all said
five, and
abandon
their tribal
and adopt
customs of civilhabits and customs
the habits
adopt the
relations and
tribal relations
abandon their
aforesaid act,
ized
people, and
and avail
avail themselves
benefits of the aforesaid
themselves of the benefits
ized people,
but
instances are
account of their
their extreme
unable to do so on account
are unable
many instances
in many
but in
poverty;
poverty; and
whereas a
aportion
the funds
said Winnebago
Winnebago Indians
belonging to said
funds belonging
of the
portion of
Whereas
148,
ch. 148,
1864, ch.
of
Wisconsin, and
and accruing under the act of June twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, eighteen
eighteen 1864,
of Wisconsin,
172.
Stat., 13,
hundred
and sixty-four,
"providing for deficiencies
subsistence and
and Stat.,
13, 172.
deficiencies in subsistence
sixty-four, 'providing
hundred and
expenses
of
removal
and
support
of
the
Sioux
and
Winnebago
Indians
expenses of removal and support of the Sioux and Winnebago Indians
of
amounting to the sum of ninety
ninety thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred
of Minnesota",
Minnesota", amounting
and
eighty-nine dollars and
ninety-three cents, is now in the Treasury
Treasury
and ninety-three
and eighty-nine
of
United States to their credit; and
and
the United
of the
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Whereas
portion of the
to said
said Indians
Indians
Whereas the major
major portion
the fund belonging
belonging to
under said act of June twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
together with the sum of one hundred thousand dollars
dollars of the principal
principal
fund of the tribe, has since said date been expended
expended for
for the benefit
benefit of
of
that
of the
Winnebago Indians
Indians residing
that portion
portion of
the Winnebago
residing in
in Nebraska;
Nebraska; and
and
Whereas the location of said Winnebago
Whereas
Winnebago Indians of Wisconsin
Wisconsin has,
under
seventy-five,
under the
the said act of
of March
March third,
third, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-five,
become permanent:
permanent: Therefore
Be it
it enacted by the
the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Census of the States
of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
States of
America in Congress assembled,
Interior
tribe in Nebraska
Nebraska be, and he is hereby authorized
directed to cause aacensus
authorized and directed
census of the
and Wisconsin.
and Wisconsin.
Nebraska and Wisconsin
tribe of Winnebago
Winnebago Indians,
Indians, now residing in Nebraska
Wisconsin
enrollment to be made upon separate lists; the first
to be taken; said enrollment
first
to include all of said tribe now residing upon or who draw
draw their annuities
at
the tribal
reservation in
in Nebraska.,
and the
the second
of
at the
tribal reservation
Nebraska, and
second to
to embrace
embrace all
all of
said tribe now residing in the State of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
SEC. 2. That upon the completion of the census
census of
Winnebago
SEC.
of the Winnebago
Indians in Wisconsin,
Interior is
authorized and
and
Wisconsin, the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
is authorized
benefit the
the tribal
annuities
Annuities
and directed to
Annuities
to expend for
for their benefit
the proportion
proportion of
of the
tribal annuities
appropriations
appropriations unun- due to and set apart for said Indians
Indians under
under the
the act
twenty-fifth,
act of June twenty-fifth,
der treaties to be
der
treaties
be
to
eighteen
eighteen
hundred
sixty-four,
of
the
appropriations
for
the
of
hundred
and
sixty-four,
of
the
appropriations
for
the tribe
tribe of
disbursed by the
Indians for
for the
the fiscal
hundred and
of the Winnebago
Winnebago Indians
fiscal years
years eighteen
eighteen hundred
Secretary of
and seventyseventyInterior pro rata.
four,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-five, eighteen
hundred and
and seventyInterior
four, eighteen
and seventy-five,
eighteen hundred
seventy1864, ch.
1864,
ch. 148,
148,
eighteen hundred
seventy-seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventysix, eighteen
hundred and seventy-seven,
Stat., 13, 172.
eight,
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eight, eighteen
7
13, 389,
Stat., ch.
1874,
eighty,
amounting to ninety thousand
hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine dolthousand six hundred
Stat, 18,
18,170.
eighty, amounting
Stat.,
170.
1875, ch.
ch. 132,
lars and ninety-three
ninety-three cents; and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall also
Stat.,
444.
Stat., 18,
18,444.
expend for the benefit of said Indians, out of the sum of forty-one thou1876, eh.
289,
187t6
ch. 289,
sand and twelve dollars and seventy-four
seventy-four cents now in the Treasury to
Stat.,
194.
Stat., 19,
19,194.
the
credit of
of the
the Winnebago
under treaty
accruing under
treaty
tribe of
of Indians,
Indians, and
and accruing
ch. 101,
the credit
Winnebago tribe
1877, ch.
Stat.,
19, 288.
Stat., 19,288.
appropriations
hundred and seventy-three
appropriations for the fiscal year eighteen hundred
seventy-three
1878, ch.
142,
1878,
ch. 142,
and prior years, such sum as may upon the completion
completion of said census,
Stat.,
20, 82.
82.
Stat.920,
be found
necessary to
to equalize
equalize the
the payments
between the
two bands
bands on
on
be
found necessary
payments between
the two
1879,
1879, ch. 87,.
Stat. 20,
20,312.
account of the payment of the sum of one
thousand dollars in
in
one hundred
hundred thousand
Stat.,
312.
1880, ch. 85,
the year eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-two
seventy-two from the principal funds of
Pamph.
Pamph. ed.,
2d the tribe to the Winnebagoes
ed., 21
Winnebagoes in Nebraska. And all of the said sums
sums
Cong., shall be paid pro-rata to those persons whose
sess. 46th
46th Cong.,
names appear upon the
shall be paid pro-rata to those persons whose names
128.
census-roll
Winnebagoes of Wisconsin,
census-roll of the Winnebagoes
heads of families being
being
Wisconsin, heads
permitted to receive
receive the full amount to which all the members
members of the
Pro
rho).
rroriso.
family are entitled: Provided,
Provided. That before any person shall be entitled
entitled
to the benefits accruing under this act, it shall be made to appear that
the
person claiming
claiming its
benefits, or
or the
the head
head of
the family
to which
1875,
the person
lS75, ch. 132,
its benefits,
of the
family to
which such
such
Stat.,
18, 420.
Stat., 18,420.
homestead in accordance
person belongs, has taken up a
a homestead
accordance with the said
act of March third, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-five,
seventy-five, or that,
that, being
being
unable to fully comply with the said act by reason of poverty, he or she
a selection
has made a
selection of land as a
ahomestead,
homestead, with a
a bona fide intention
to comply with said act, and that the money
to
money applied for will be used to
enter the land so selected, and for the improvement
improvement of the same.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That in the future distribution of the annuities of the said
tribe of Winnebago Indians, aa pro-rata division,
division 'according
according to the numshown
ber of each
each band as show
n by said
said census,
census, shall be made between
between that
that
Nebraska and that portion in Wisconsin; and the
portion of said tribe in Nebraska
moneys belonging
belonging to each shall be annually distributed
distributed to the members
members
of said bands respectively, in the manner provided
provided by the fifth section of
February twenty-first, eighteen
the act of February
eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
n
1863,
ch. 53,
1863, ch.
53,
entitled "
"A
act for the removal
removal of the
the Winnebago
entitled
An act
Winnebago Indians, and for the
Stat., 12, 658.
Stat., 12, 658.
sale of
their reservation
reservation in Minnesota
sale
of their
Minnesota for their benefit."
SEc.
SEC. 4. That for the purpose
purpose of equitably
equitably adjusting the amount due
1864,
1864, oh.
ch. 148,
148,
to the Winnebago
Winnebago Indians in Wisconsin,
Wisconsin ' under the act of June twentyStat., 13, 172.
Stat., 13,172.
fifth, eighteen
sixty-four,
from that portion of the tribe
eighteen hundred and sixty-fo
ur ,
residing in Nebraska,.
Nebraska, and arising from the failure of the Department of
of
the Interior to set aside from year
year to year
year the proportion
proportion of the tribal

1864, ch. 148,
172.
Stat., 13,
13,172.
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act
fund
belonging to said Wisconsin Winnebagoes,
Winnebagoes. as provided in said act,
fund belonging
from
passage of the same to the year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
the date of the passage
from the
and seventy-six,
payment of the full amount of the same to the
seventy-six, and the payment
and
Winnebagoes of
of Nebraska
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
Nebraska for such period, the Spcretary
Winnebagoes
is hereby
directed to have
account between said portions of the Winhave an account
is
hereby directed
nebago tribe of Indians stated, basing the same upon the census
census herein
herein
nebago
provided for,
for, charging
Nebraska with the full
Winnebagoes in Nebraska
charging the Winnebagoes
provided
Winnebagoes
amount
nebagoes under said act
act
due to the Wisconsin Win
to be due
amount found to
for the
named, and
crediting them with the amount actually exand crediting
period named,
the period
for
pended in
in the
Winnebagoes
subsistence of the Wisconsin Winnebagoes
and subsistence
removal and
the removal
pended
at
the date
their removal
removal to
Nebraska in the year eighteen hundred
to Nebraska
of their
date of
at the
and
seventy-three; and
and the
balance found
Winnebagoes
in favor of the Winnebagoes
found in
the balance
and seventy-three;
of
whatever the amount may be, shall hereafter be held and
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, whatever
residing
considered
considered as aadebt due to them from that portion of the tribe residing
in
Nebraska; and
said debt shall have been extinguished the Secuntil said
and until
in Nebraska;
retary
of the
Interior shall
deducted annually from the procause to be deducted
shall cause
the Interior
retary of
portion
annuity moneys
Winnebagoes in Nebraska, and to
moneys due to the Winnebagoes
of annuity
portion of
be
paid to
to the
Indians in Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, such proportion of the
Winnebago Indians
the Winnebago
be paid
share
of annuities
belonging to
to the
Winnebagoes of Nebraska as
said Winnebagoes
the said
annuities belonging
share of
Proviso.
he
may deem
and proper:
proper: Provided,
Provided,however, That such sum shall Proviso.
right and
deem right
he may
not
be less
less than seven thousand dollars per annum.
not be
Titles to
lands
to lands
S
EC. 5.
the titles
titles acquired
Winnebagoes of Wisconsin Titles
acquired by said Winnebagoes
That the
5. That
SEC.
inalienable
and
and
inalienable
in
to the
the lands
lands heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter entered
entered by
by them under the free
heretofore or
and to
in and
from tax for 20
frears.taxfr
provisions of
of said
act of
of March
eighteen hundred and seventy- years.
third, eighteen
March third,
said act
provisions
five,
not be
be subject
to alienation
alienation or
or incumbrance,
1875, ch. 132,
volun- 1875,
by volunincumbrance, either by
subject to
shall not
five, shall
18, 420.
420.
Stat., 18,
tary
judgment, decree,
order of any court, or Stat.,
decree, or order
the judgment,
by the
or by
conveyance or
tary conveyance
subject
to
taxation
of
any
character,
but
shall
be
inalienable
inalienable
remain
and
be
shall
but
character,
any
of
to
taxation
subject
and
taxation for the period of twenty years from the
not subject to taxation
and not
date of
of the
therefor. And this section
section shall be inserted
issued therefor.
patent issued
the patent
date
in each
each and
and every
under the provisions of said act or of
every patent issued under
in
this act.
Approved, January
January 18, 1881.
Approved,
CHAP.
24.—An
CHAP. 24.-An

act relating
to the
the appointment
appointment of
of professors
mathematics in
in the
the
of mathematics
professors of
relating to
act
Navy.
Navy.

Jan. 20,1881.
20,1881.
Jan.

United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
by the Senate and
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
hereafter no person shall Professors of
assembled, That hereafter
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
be appointed
appointed a
of mathematics
mathematics in
in the
until he
he shall
I in
inthe
mathematics
have T
shall have
Navy until
the Navy
professor of
a professor
be
a p:iiTt
pointed.
passed a
a physical
examination before
naval surgeons, and a
Y
e7c. 1
a board of naval
before a
physical examination
passed
mathematics
professional examination
professors of mathematics
before aa board of professors
examination before
professional
Secretary of the
convened for that purpose by the Secretary
in the
the Navy, to be convened
Navy, and
and received
received a
favorable report
boards.
said boards.
from said
report from
a favorable
Navy,

athom cs

Approved, January
January 20, 1881.
Approved,
'CHAP.
25.—An
CHAP. 25.-An

act to
regulate the
the award
award of
and compensation
compensation for
public advertisadvertisfor public
of and
act
to regulate
ing
in the
Columbia.
of Columbia.
District of
the District
ing in

Jan. 21,1881.
21,1881.
Jan.

Be
the Senate
House of
United
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Public advertisadvertisStates
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
advertising required
required Public
That all advertising
America in
of America
States of
ing in District of
Disatraict
iumn
the
of
by
existing
laws
to
be
done
in
the
of
Columbia
by
any
Columbia
of
District
in
the
be
done
to
by existing laws
Columbia—award
Columbia-award
departments of
of the
be given
to one
compensation
one daily and one and compensation
given to
shall be
government shall
the government
departments
weekly newspaper
newspaper of
of each
each of
of the
the two
two principal
principal political
regulated.
parties and to regulated.
political parties
weekly
R.
S. 3828.
3828.
S.
one daily
and one
one weekly
weekly neutral
newspaper: Provided,
Provided, That the rates R.
neutral newspaper:
daily and
one
Proviso.
of compensation
such service
shall in
in no
case exceed
exceed the
regular comro
the regular
no case
service shall
for such
of
compensation for
advertisement be
mercial
selected; nor shall any advertisement
newspapers selected;
of the
the newspapers
rate of
mercial rate
paid for
thirty-eight hunsection thirty-eight
with section
accordance with
in accordance
published in
unless published
for unless
paid
dred
twenty-eight of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes.
and twenty-eight
dred and
S
EC. 2.
2. All
laws or
or parts
parts of
laws inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
herewith are
reare hereby reof laws
All laws
SEc.
pealed.
Approved, January
January 21, 1881.
1881.
Approved,
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27.—An act authorizing
an inspector
CHAP. 27.-An
authorizing the
the employment
employment of
of an
inspector of
of plumbing
plumbing in
in and
and
for the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Inspector of
of
In
plumbing, District
District
plumbing,
0urn bi
a.
ofColumb.

Regulations.
Regulations,

Penalty.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Rouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That there shall be
be appointed

by the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia an
by
inspector of
an inspector
of plumbplumbing
for said
it shall be, to inspect all
ing for
said District,
District, whose duty it
houses in
all houses
in
course
course of erection, and pass
sewerage of
said
pass upon the
the plumbing
plumbing and
and sewerage
of said
houses.
houses. And the health officer
officer of the District of Columbia
hereby
Columbia is
is hereby
authorized,
authorized, under direction
direction of the Commissioners,
Commissioners, to
to execute
execute and
and enforce
enforce
regulations
regulations governing plumbing, house drainage,
drainage, and
the ventilation
ventilation of
and the
of
house sewers; and any person who shall neglect or refuse to comply
comply
with the requirements
requirements of the said regulations when promulgated
promulgated shall
be punishable by a
a fine
fine of from twenty-five
twenty-five to two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars fer
for
each and every
every such offense, or in default of payment of fine to
impristo imprisonment for thirty
thirty days.
Approved, January 25, 1881.
1881.

Jan. 27, 1881.
1881.

28.-An act
CHAP. 28.—An
act making appropriations
appropriations for the support of the Military
Military Academy
Academy
for the fiscal year ending
ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-two, and
and
for other
other purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That the following sums be,
be,
and
are hereby,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasand the
the same
same are
hereby, appropriated,
ury
ury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the support of the Military
Military Academy for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
eighty-two:
eighty-two:
Payofprofessors
For pay of professors, twenty-nine thousand
hundred and
Pay
of professors
thousand eight hundred
and sixsixand others.
teen dollars
dollars and sixty-seven
sixty-seven cents.
cents.
For one commandant
commandant of cadets, in addition to pay as captain in the
hundred dollars.
line, one thousand two hundred
instructor of practical
practical military
For pay of one instructor
military engineering,
engineering, in addition
to pay as first lieutenant, nine hundred
hundred dollars.
For pay of one instructor
instructor of ordnance
ordnance and science of gunnery, in
in addition to pay as first lieutenant,
lieutenant, nine hundred
hundred dollars.
For pay
professors, in addition to pay as first lieupay of eight assistant
assistant professors,
lieutenants, four thousand dollars.
For pay of three instructors of cavalry, artillery, and infantry tactactics, in addition to pay as first
tics
first lieutenantsf
lieute n an tsf one th
ousan d fi
ve hundred
hun dre d
thousand
five
dollars.

Appropriations.
Appropriations.
Suipport of
of Milisnyport
Military Acadcmy.
tary Academy.

Proviso.
Proviso.

For pay of four assistant instructors of cavalry, artillery, and infantry
tactics, commanding
tactics,
commanding companies,
companies, in addition to pay as second lieutenants,
two thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For pay of adjutant, in addition
addition to pay as first lieutenant, three
three hunhundred dollars: Provided,
officer shall not exceed
Provided, That the sum paid to said officer
exceed
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars per annum.
For
of one
one master
master of the sword,
dolFor pay
pay of
sword, one
one thousand five hundred dollars.
For pay of cadets, one hundred
For
hundred and sixty thousand dollars; and no
cadet
shall receive
more than
than at
at the rate of five
cadet shall
receive more
five hundred
hundred and forty dollars a
a year.

For pay
pay of the
the teacher
teacher of music, one thousand
For
thousand and eighty
eighty dollars.
For pay
For
pay of
of the
the Military
Military Academy band, nine thousand five hundred
and sixty dollars; which shall be in full for the pay of the said band for
for
the
year ending
the year
ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-two,
eighty-two, any
any
law to the contrary notwithstanding.
Professors,
and to
Professors, addiFor additional pay of professors
professors and
to officers
officers (on
increased rank)
rank)
(on increased
tional pay of.
for
length of
of service,
tional pay of.
for length
service, nine thousand
thousand nine hundred and thirty dollars and
eighty-six
eighty-six cents.
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For
follows:
For current expenses, as follows:
im.
wall- Repairs and imFor repairs and improvements,
improvements, timber, plank, boards, joists, wallprovements.
sheet-lead, zinc, nails, screws, locks, provemfents.
strips, laths, shingles, slate, tin, sheet-lead,
turpentine, oils, varnish, flag-stone,
flag-stone, lime, cement,
hinges, glass, paint, turpentine,
plaster, hair,
hair, sewer
sewer and drain
drain pipe,
pipe, blasting-powder,
blasting-powder, fuse,
fuse, iron,
iron, steel,
citizen
and for pay of citizen
mantels, and
and other similar materials, and
tools, mantels,
meckanics and labor
improvements that canupon repairs
repairs and
and improvements
labor employed upon
mechanics
not
thousand dollars.
not be
be done
done by enlisted men, eleven thousand
furnaces, ranges, Fuel, etc.
For fuel and apparatus, coal, wood, stoves, grates, furnaces,
fire-bricks,
repairs of
apparatus, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand
and repairs
of steam-heating
steam-heating apparatus,
fire-bricks, and
dollars.
lamp-posts, gas-lamps,
gas-lamps, gasometers,
gasometers, and
and retorts,
retorts, Gas-pipes,
For gas-pipes,
gas-pipes, fixtures, lamp-posts,
Gas-pipes, etc.
and annual repairs of the same, six hundred dollars.
cadets' mess-hall,
thousand
mess-hall, shops,
shops, and laundry, three thousand
For fuel
fuel for
for cadets'
dollars.
For
hundred dollars.
For postage
postage and telegrams, three
three hundred
Postage, etc.
For
paper, envelopes,
Stationery.
envelopes, quills,
quills, steel pens,
pens, rub- Stationery.
For stationery,
stationery, blank
blank books,
books, paper,
bers,
pencils, mucilage,
fasteners, files,
wafers, folders, fasteners,
mucilage, wax, wafers,
bers, erasers, pencils,
and
hundred dollars.
ink, six hundred
and ink,
For
materials, discharged
discharged cadets, and ferriages, one Transportation.
Transportation.
For transportation
transportation of materials,
thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars.
thousand
Printing, etc.
etc.
For
materials for office, diplomas
diplomas for graduates,
graduates, regis- Printing,
printing: Type, materials
For printing:
ters, and
blanks, one
thousand dollars.
one thousand
and blanks,
ters,
For
quartermaster, one thousand Clerks.
the disbursing
disbursing officer and quartermaster,
For clerk to the
two hundred dollars.
For
adjutant, in
in charge of cadet records, one thousand two
For clerk
clerk to adjutant,
hundred dollars.
hundred
For clerk to treasurer,
hundred dollars.
treasurer, nine hundred
Department of
mathematics, namely: For repairs
For department
instruction in mathematics,
repairs Department
department of instruction
mathematics.
and materials
preservation of instruments, fifty dollars; text-books,
text-books, mathematics.
for preservation
and
materials for
hundred dollars;
reference, and stationery for instructors,
instructors, one hundred
of reference,
books of
one theodolite
hundred and fifty
all, four
four hundred
hundred dollars; in all,
three hundred
one
theodolite three
dollars.
of
Department of
For
mineralogy, and geology: For chemi- Department
For department
department of chemistry, mineralogy,
chemistry.
apparatus, glass and porcelain ware, paper, wire, sheet- chemistry.
cals, chemical apparatus,
materials, five hundred dollars; rough specimetal, ores, photographic
photographic materials,
paper for
fossils, files,
files, alcohol, lamps, blowpipes, pencils, and paper
mens, fossils,
practical instruction in mineralogy
for gradual increase
mineralogy and geology, and tor
practical
hundred dollars; repairs and additions to electric,
electric,
cabinet, five hundred
of the cabinet,
galvanic, magnetic,
apparatus, and apparatus
apparatus
pneumatic, and thermic apparatus,
magnetic, pneumatic,
galvanic,
illustrating optical properties
substances, six hundred dollars; in all,
properties of substances,
illustrating
hundred dollars.
dollars.
one thousand six hundred
For
of mechanic
mechanic employed
employed in
in chemical
chemical and
sectiongeological sectionand geological
pay of
For pay
rooms and
lecture-rooms, one thousand
thousand dollars; models and diagrams,
and in
in lecture-rooms,
rooms
books of
reference, text-books,
text-books, and
stationery for
instructors,
for the use of instructors,
and stationery
of reference,
books
eighty dollars;
dollars; contingencies,
contingencies, one hundred dollars; in all, one thousand
eighty
hundred and eighty dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
Department of
For
department of
civil and
and military
of
engineering: For models, maps, Department
military engineering:
of civil
For department
engineering.
purchase
reference, and engineering.
instruments, text-books, books of reference,
of instruments,
purchase and repairs of
stationery for
instructors, and contingencies,
hundred
contingencies, five hundred
the use of instructors,
for the
stationery
dollars; for
for continuing
continuing preparation
preparation of text-books
text-books for special instruction
instruction
dollars;
of cadets, five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars;i in all, one thousand dollars.
draughtsman, one hundred
extra pay
pay of
of enlisted man employed as draughtsman,
For extra
dollars.
of
For
of Spanish:
Spanish: Text-books
stationery for use of Department of
and stationery
Text-books and
department of
For department
Spanish.
Spanish.
instructors,
dollars.
thirty dollars.
instructors, thirty
Department of
For
text-books and Department
department of French and English studies: For text-books
For department
French and
Enstationery for
use of
of instructors,
instructors, books
reference, and
and for
French and Enfor printing
printing glish.
of reference,
books of
the use
for the
stationery
glsh.
examination papers, two hundred and fifty dollars.
examination
of
For
of law:
law: For
text-books and stationery and books of Department
Department of
For text-books
For department
department of
law.
reference for
the use
use of
instructors, one
hundred dollars:
dollars: Provided,
That lawPro
reference
for the
of instructors,
one hundred
Provided, That
Proviso.
Proviso.
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Department of
natural philosonatural
phy.
phy.
Department
Department of
drawing.

Department
ordnance, etc.

of

Dopartinent
Dopartment

of
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the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may,
assign any
any officer
the
of the
officer a
his discretion,
discretion, assign
may, in
in his
the
Army as
as professor
of law.
law.
professor of
Army
For
department of
natural and
experimental philosophy:
philosophy: For
For additions
additions
and experimental
of natural
For department
to apparatus
accoustics,one
one
laws in mechanics, optics, accoustics,
to
apparatus to illustrate the laws
thousand dollars; books of reference, text-books, repairs, and materials,
four hundred
dollars; for
for pay
pay of
thousand dollars;
dollars; in
one thousand
mechanics, one
of mechanics,
hundred dollars;
four
thousand four hundred dollars.
all, two thousand
For
pantograph for copy and reduction
reduction
For pantograph
of drawing:
drawing: For
department of
For department
mechanical drawings, new rulers and triangles, topographof maps and mechanical
ical, mechanical,
mechanical, and
mill-board for mounting
mounting drawmodels, mill-board
and free-hand
free-hand models,
ical,
ings,
stationery, tacks, knives, and
instructors, stationery,
drawing-materials for instructors,
ings, drawing-materials
shears, new
new desks,
military schools,
drawings with foreign military
exchange of drawings
desks, exchange
shears,
purchase of
foreign manuals
manuals and
of instruction
in military
military drawdrawinstruction in
books of
and books
of foreign
purchase
ing, models,
and repairs
stretchers, and models,
models, lantern and
desks, stretchers,
repairs on
on desks,
ing,
models, and
slides for
for illustrating
illustrating lectures,
lectures, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
slides
models and
ordnance and gunnery: Additions to models
of ordnance
department of
For department
drawings
drawings illustrating
illustrating course
course of instruction, repairs of electro-ballistic
electro-ballistic
machines and
and for
addition to
firing-house, for
for
to firing-house,
for addition
batteries, and
and galvanic
galvanic batteries,
machines
reference and text-books
text-books and stationery
stationery for instructors,
instructors, two
books of reference
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred
For department
of practical
engineering: For
For pontooning
pontooning and
military engineering:
practical military
department of
For

practical engineerengineer- mining materials
practical
materials and for profiling,
profiling, telegraphing, and signaling
signaling materials,
ing.
ing.
stationery
stationery and text-books, books of reference, and repairs of instruments,
twenty-five dollars.
one hundred and twenty-five
For
department of
of artillery,
artillery, cavalry,
cavalry, and
and infantry
namely:
tactics, namely:
infantry tactics,
For department
Department of
Department
artillery.
riding-hall and gymnasium,
For tan-bark
tan -bark for riding-hall
gymnasium, three hundred dollars;
dollars;
repairing camp-stools
furniture for
for
camp-furniture, fifty dollars; furniture
camp-stools and camp-furniture,
repairing
offices and reception-room
dollars; stationery
stationery for use of
offices
reception-room for visitors, fifty dollars;
instructor and assistants, one hundred
hundred dollars; books and maps, fifty
fifty
instructor
gloves,
gymnasium, one hundred dollars; foils, masks, gloves,
dollars; repairing
repairing gymnasium,
jackets, and repairing
repairing wooden muskets, one hundred
hundred dollars; in all,
seven hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
expenses of the Board
including mileage, three thouBoard of Visitors, including
Board
For expenses
Board of Vis- For
itors.
sand
sand dollars.
dollars.
miscellaneous and
and contingent
gas-coal, oil,
oil, candles,
For gas-coal,
expenses: For
contingent expenses:
For miscellaneous
Contingent ex- For
pauses.
penses.
lanterns,
lanterns, matches, and wicking
wicking for lighting the academy,
academy, cadet-barracks,
cadet-barracks,
mess-hall, shops, hospital, offices,
offices, stable, and sidewalks and wharves,
wharves,
mess-hall,
three thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; water-pipes, plumbing, and repairs,
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; cleaning
cleaning public buildings (not quarone thousand
ters), five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; brooms, brushes,
brushes, pails, tubs, soap, and cloths,
hundred dollars; chalk, crayon,
crayon, sponge, slate, and rubbers for recitwo hundred
tation-rooms,
compensation of chapel-organist,
chapel-organist,
tation-rooms, three hundred
hundred dollars; compensation
dollars; compensation
compensation of librarian,
librarian, one hundred and twenty
twenty
two hundred dollars;
engineer of heating
ventilating apparatus
dollars; pay of engineer
heating and ventilating
apparatus for
for the
academic
academic building, the cadet-barracks,
cadet-barracks, and office building, chapel, and
library, one thousand two hundred
philosophical
philosophical building, including the
the library,
hundred and twenty dollars;
dollars; pay of assistant of same, seven hundred
dollars;
pay of five firemen,
firemen, two thousand
thousand two hundred dollars; in all, ten thousand four hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
Library.
For increase
increase and expense
expense of library, namely:
namely: Periodicals, three hunhundred dollars; binding, five hundred dollars; completing
binding
completing and binding
catalogue, four hundred dollars; new books, scientific,
scientific, historical, biocatalogue,
biographical,
literature, one thousand dollars; in all two thousand
graphical 7 general literature
two hundred dollars.
dollars.
Librarian's as
Librarian's
asFor pay of librarian's assistant, one thousand dollars.

sistant.

Cadet hospital.
hospital.

For furniture for cadet-hospital,
cadet-hospital, and repairs of the same, one
one hunhun-

dred dollars.
Bedding, etc.
bedding and necessary articles for the use of candiFor purchase
purchase of bedding
dates previous
previous to their admission into the academy, five hundred dollars.
Buildings
Buildings and
For buildings and grounds: For repairing roads and paths, five hunbun-

grounds.
grounds.

dred dollars.
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For continuing
continuing breast-height
breast-height wall from Plain to South Wharf, five Breast-height
Breast-height
hundred dollars.
dollars.
wall.
wall.
For completing repairing
repairing roof of cadet-barracks,
cadet-barracks, two thousand two Cadet
barracks.
Cadet barracks.
fifty-five dollars.
hundred and fifty-five
dollars.
For completion of main building
building and one wing for the new hospital
hospital Now
Now cadet hosfor cadets, eleven
eleven thousand six hundred
hundred and seventeen
seventeen dollars
dollars and
and pital.
eighty-four cents.
eighty-four
For continuing addition to cadet-barracks,
cadet-barracks, twenty-five thousand doldollars.

Approved, January
January 27, 1881.

act to amend
amend section
hundred and
CHAP. 29.-An
29.—An act
section five
five hundred
of the
Statand fifty-three
fifty-three of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
relating to
District of
utes relating
to the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.

Jan. 28,1881.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section five hundred and R. S.
S. 553, D. C.,
C.,
fifty-three of the Revised
Revised Statutes relating to
of Columbia
nended.
to the
the District
District of
Columbia amended.
be, and is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended by inserting the word "telephone"
"telephone" after
after the "Telephone."
"Telephone."
word "
"transportation",
transportation", so as to read as follows:
follows:
" SEC.
"S
EC. 553. Any three or more persons who desire
desire to form a
company
a company
for the purpose of carrying on any kind of
manufacturing, agricultural,
agricultural,
of manufacturing,
mining, mechanical,
mechanical, insurance,
mercantile, transportation,
telephone, or
or
insurance, mercantile,
transportation, telephone,
marketing
marketing business, in the District, or savings
savings bank
bank therein,
therein, may
may make,
make,
competent to
to take
sign, and acknowledge,
acknowledge, before
before some
some officer
officer competent
take the
the
acknowledgment of deeds, and file in
recorder of
acknowledgment
in the office
office of recorder
of deeds,
deeds, a
a
certificate in writing,
which shall
shall be
be stated".
certificate
writing, in
in which
stated ".
Approved,
Approved, January 28, 1881.
1881.

CHAP.
CHAP. 30.-An
30.—An act
act for
for the
relief of
of Brigadier-General
Brigadier-General and
Major-General Edthe relief
and Brevet
Brevet Major-General
Edward
ward 0.
0. C.
Ord, United
C. Ord,
United States
States Army.
Army.

Jan. 28,
28, 1881.
1881.
Jan.

Whereas
Whereas the President did, by virtue of the
P244.
the discretionary
discretionary power
power vested R.. S.
S. 1244.
Brigadier-Gen
in him by section twelve hundred
hundred and forty-four, Revised
Revised Statutes, retire Brigadier-Gen
Brigadier-General and
and Brevet
Major-General Edward
Ord, United
United oraGl
ei.ai and
and ervEd
Brevet
Brigadier-General
Brevet Major-General
Edward 0.
O. C.
0. Ord,
States
service to
sixth day
Decem- ward
Major-G
ward O.
C. Ord,
Ord,
States Army from
from active
active service,
to take
take effect
effect the
the sixth
day of
of Decem0.eneral
C.
ber
ber, eighteen
hundred and
eighty; and
eighteen hundred
and eighty;
and

United States
States
United
Whereas at the date of his being retired from active
Whereas
active service the
Army.
the said
said Army.
Edward
0. C.
0. Ord had served his country in the Army
Edward 0.
Army honorably,
honorably, effiefficiently, and continuously for more than forty years, as shown by his
official military record;
record; and
and
Whereas at the date of his retirement the said Edward
Whereas
Edward 0.
0. C. Ord
Ord held
held
the brevet
the
brevet rank
rank of
of major-general
major-general in
the Regular
Army, conferred
upon
in the
Regular Army,
conferred upon
him by the President,
President, by and with the advice and consent
consent of the Senate,
Senate,
and was commissioned as such to take effect
March thirteenth,
thirteenth, eighteen
eighteen
effect March
hundred and sixty-five, for gallant and meritorious services;
services; and
and
Whereas
Whereas at the date of the order retiring
retiring said Edward
Edward 0.
O. C.
0. Ord from
active service he was in command
Texas,
command of the Military Department
Department of Texas,
where his services were of great importance
importance and value, and
and especially
especially
peace to a
adisturbed
in bringing
bringing comparative
comparative peace
disturbed frontier; and
and which comcommand was greater than aadivision of the Army: Therefore,
Therefore,
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
qf Representatives
House of
Representatives of the
the United
States of America in
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President be, and he
in Congress
he
is hereby, authorized
authorized to place Brigadier-General
Brigadier-General and Brevet
Brevet Major-GenMajor-Gen- Placed on
on the
0. C.
retired-list of
major-generals, according
according retired list.
list,
eral Edward O.
C. Ord on
on the retired-list
of major-generals,
to his brevet rank, with the pay and emoluments of aa major-general
major-general of
the United States Army on the retired list.
list.
Approved, January
January 28, 1881.
Approved,
1881.
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Jan. 31,
31, 1881.
1881.
Jan.
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CHAP.
31.—An act
act to
deficiency in
the appropriation
for interest
interest on
on the
the
appropriation for
in the
for aa deficiency
provide for
to provide
CHAP. 31.-An
three-sixty-five loan
of the
of Columbia
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
thirJune thiryear ending
for the
Columbia for
District of
the District
loan of
three-sixty-five
tieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one,
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
eighty-one, and
tieth,

Be
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
America in
deficiency
provide for aadeficiency
That to provide
assembled, That
Deficiency approin Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
appro- States
Deficiency
priation.
in the appropriation
appropriation for interest on the three-sixty-five
three-sixty-five loan of the
Interest on 3.65 District of Columbia
Interest
Columbia for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
loan, District
of
District of
loan,
hundred
and
eighty-one,
there
be,
and
is
hereby,
appropriated one
hunone hunhundred and eighty-one, there be, and is hereby, appropriated
Columbia.
dred and
and sixty-two
sixty-two thousand
hundred and
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine dollars
and
dollars and
one hundred
thousand one
dred
ninety-three cents,
paid out
in the
the
money in
any money
of any
out of
to be
be paid
thereof to
one-half thereof
cents, one-half
ninety-three
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated and
the other
half out of the
other half
and the
Treasury
revenues of
of Columbia
Columbia for
year.
said fiscal year.
the said
for the
District of
the District
of the
revenues
Approved,
January 31, 1881.
Approved, January

Fob.
1, 1881.
Feb. 1,1881.
Assay-office,Saint
Assay-office,Saint
Louis, Mo.
1873, ch. 131,
131,
Stat.,
17, 424.
424.
Stat., 17,

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Feb. 8, 1881.
1881.

R. S., title 34.
Seizure and forfeitforfeiture of
ure
of vessels.
vessels.

1881.
Feb. 8, 1881.

CHAP.
act to
assay-office in
city of
Saint Louis
Missouri.
Louis Missouri.
of Saint
the city
in the
an assay-office
establish an
to establish
33.-An act
CHAP. 33.—An

Be it
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the TreasAmerica in
States
assay-office at
ury
authorized and required to establish
establish an assay-office
hereby authorized
ury is hereby
Saint
Missouri; the said office to be conducted
in the State of Missouri;
Louis, in
Saint Louis,
under the
the provisions
an act
act entitled "An
amending
"An act revising and amending
of an
provisions of
under
the
relative to the mints, assay-offices,
assay-offices, and coinage of the United
United
the laws relative
States,"
approved February
February twelfth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three.
States," approved
SEC. 2.
That the Secretary
hereby authorized
authorized and
Secretary of the Treasury is hereby
2. That
SEC.
directed
sufficient room for said assay-office
assay-office in the governapart sufficient
set apart
to set
directed to
custom-house,
a post-office and custom-house,
ment buildingin
buildingin Saint Louis,
Louis, now used for a
ment
a
and
necessary fixtures and apparatus, at a
the necessary
same with the
the same
provide the
and provide
cost
not exceeding
exceeding ten thousand dollars, which sum is hereby appropricost not
otherwise appropriated.
ated out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
Approved, February 1, 1881.
Approved,

CHAP. 34.-An
34.—An act
to amend
the law
law relative
relative to
seizure and
forfeiture of vessels
and forfeiture
the seizure
to the
amend the
act to
CHAP.
breach of the revenue
revenue laws.
for breach

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That no vessel used by any perAmerica in
of America
States

son or corporation,
corporation, as common carriers, in the transaction of their busicommon carriers, shall be subject
ness as such common
subject to seizure
seizure or forfeiture
by
provisions of title thirty-four
thirty-four of the Revised Statutes of
force of the provisions
by force
the
appear that the owner or master of
United States unless it shall appear
the United
a consenting party
such
alleged illegal act, was a
the time of the alleged
vessel, at the
such vessel,
or
or privy thereto.
February 8, 1881.
Approved, February

CHAP. 35.—An
act to
the furnishing
of certain
public documents
documents to
certain public
furnishing of
for the
provide for
to provide
35.-An act
CHAP.
Soldiers'
Homes.
Soldiers' Homes.

Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
States of
assembled, That
•
forty-eight hunhunsection-forty-eight
That section
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
Public documents States
Publicdocuments
to Soldiers'
Homes. dred
and thirty-seven
thirty-seven of the Revised
Revised Statutes of the United
United States be,
dred and
to
Soldiers' Homes.
R.
S. 4837,
" The
as follows:
read as
4837, repealed
repealed and the same is hereby, repealed and re-enacted
R. S.
re-enacted to read
follows: "The
and re-enacted
d
and re-endacte
with
amendments.

Secretary
House of Representatives
Representatives
Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House
shall cause
cause to be sent to the National Home for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer SolSoldiers at Dayton,
Dayton, in Ohio, and to the branches
branches attAugusta, in Maine,
Milwaukee,
in Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, Hampton
Soldiers' Honme
Home
the Soldiers'
Hampton in Virginia, and the
Milwaukee, in
at
near Knightstown,
Knightstown, in Indiana, each, one copy
Copy
Knightstown Springs, near
at Knightstown
of each of the following documents:
documents: The journals of each House of
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Congress at each and every session; all laws of Congress; the annual
messages
documents; the daily
messages of the President, with accompanying
accompanying documents;
Congressional Record, and all other documents or books which may
may be
printed and bound by order of either House of Congress;
Congress; and the Public
Public
Printer is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
furnish to the Secretary
Secretary of
of
directed to furnish
the Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representatives
Representatives the documents
documents
referred to in this section."
referred
Approved, February 8, 1881.

relative to
Revolutionary battle-field
battle field of Bennington.
CHAP. 36.—An
36.-An act
act relative
to the
the Revolutionary
Benuington.

Feb. 8,
1881.
Feb.
8,1881.

Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
it enacted
Senate and
House of
tovolutioiary
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the TreasTreas- Revolutionary
States of America in Congress
battleof
ury
authorized and
and is
hereby directed
to pay
pay to
to the
the governor
ield of Benis hereby
directed to
governor of
of the
the niivrton.
l)"ttle-fld
Benury be
be authorized
State of Vermont the sum of forty thousand dollars, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
transferred to
appropriated, to be by him transferred
the Bennington
Battle Monument
Monument Association,
Association, which
raised an
an
the
Bennington Battle
which has
has raised
proposed monument
monument to commemorate
equal amount for the erection of aaproposed
commemorate Monument.
Molnument.
Revolutionary battle
the Revolutionary
battle of Bennington.
Bennington.
SEC. 2. That no moneys shall be paid out of the Treasury
Treasury for the ben- Appropriation.
SEC.
Appropriation.
association until the design for its monument
monument shall have
efit of such association
been
States or by
a commiscommisbeen approved
approved by
by the President
President of the
the United States,
by a
of three
three Army offipurpose, and
and aaboard
board of
sion appointed
appointed by him for the purpose,
cers
have reported
reported to him that the moneys already
already
him shall have
cers appointed
appointed by him
raised, together with the sum hereby appropriated
appropriated from the Treasury
Treasury of
of
the
be sufficient
sufficient to complete the monument in acthe United
United States,
States, shall be
cordance
approved by him, or by the commission
commission apcordance with
with the design approved
pointed by him.
pointed
Approved,
Approved, February
February 8, 1881.

39.-1n act to grant to the corporate
CHAP. 39.-An
corporate authorities of the city of Council
Bluffs, in the State of Iowa for public uses, a
lake known as Carr Lake,
a certain lake
situated near said city.

Feb. 9,1881.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
United
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
to Carr lake
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
is Title to
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That there
there shall
shall be,
be, and
and is
of
granted to city of
conveyed to the corporate
authorities of the city of Council Bluffs, granted
hereby, conveyed
corporate authorities
Council
Bluffs,
Council Bluffs,
in the State of Iowa, and their successors in office, the title of the Uni- Iowa.
Iowa.
ted States to the
sections twenty-nine
and
situated in sections
twenty-nine and
the meandered
meandered lake,
lake, situated
ted
seventy-four, Pottawatamie
in
Pottawatamie County, in
thirty-two, of township number seventy-four,
Conditions of titithe
that Conditions
express conditions that
the State of Iowa, known as Carr Lake, upon the express
the
recreation; shall tle.
be held
held for
for public use, resort, and recreation;
the premises
premises shall be
be
exceeding ten years may be
be inalienable
inalienable for
for all
all time;
time; but leases not exceeding
granted
incomes derived
derived from leases of
said premises, all
all incomes
portions of said
granted for portions
privileges to
preservation and improvement
improvement of the
expended in the
the preservation
privileges
to be
be expended
property or the roads leading thereto; the premises to be managed
managed by
property
corporate authorities, or such commissioners
commissioners as they may elect,
the said
said corporate
compensation for their services.
and who shall receive no compensation
Approved, February
February 9, 1881.

CHAP. 40.—An
act authorizing
the survey
parts of
of certain
certain townships
in Crawford
townships in
Crawford
survey of
of parts
CHAP.
40.-An act
authorizing the
County,
and making
an appropriation
therefor.
making an
appropriation therefor.
County, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, and

Feb.
9,1881.
Feb. 9,1881.

Be it
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
Representatives of
and House
of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
by the
Be
it enacted
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the ships
Survey of
townSUrey
of towrnof the
That the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
States of
of America
America in
in Crawford
f ships
in
Crawford
General Land
cause to
be surveyed
surveyed that
General
Land Office
Office is
is hereby
hereby directed
directed to
to cause
to be
that part
part of
of County,
County, WisconWiscontownships
numbered nine
nine and
and ten
ten north
four west,
county sin.
sin.
west, in
in the
the county
of range
range four
north of
townships numbered

324
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Appropriation.
Appropriation,

of Crawford,
Crawford, State
Wisconsin, which
which lies
of the
Kick apoo River;
River;
the Kickapoo
east of
lies east
of Wisconsin,
State of
of
this part
never been
properly surveyed;
surveyed; and
and
been properly
having never
township having
said township
of said
part of
this
that there be appropriated, out
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherothernot
Treasury
money
any
there be appropriated,
that
wise appropriated,
sum sufficient
pay the
the expense
expense thereof,
thereof, not
not ex.
exto pay
sufficient to
a sum
appropriated, a
wise
ceeding one
thousand dollars.
dollars.
one thousand
ceeding
Approved,
'9-,1881.
February 9,
Approved, February

Feb. 9,1881.
9, 1881.
Feb.

CHAP. 41.—An act to grant the right of
railroad purposes
purposes through
certain
through certain
for railroad
way for
grant the right of way
actof to
41.-An
CHAP.
lands of
the United
United States
in Richmond
Richmond County,
County, New
New York.
York.
States in
the
lands

Right of
way
of way
Right
through
United
through United
States
lands, RihRichState lands,
mond County, New
York.
'
York.

Proviso.

Feb. 9,
9, 1881.
1881.
Feb.

Be
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
of the
Representatives of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of
America in
assembled, That
of way, by
right of
the right
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States
tunnel,
not exceeding
exceeding thirty feet in width, through the lands of the
tunnel, not
House EstabUnited
occupied by the United States Light House
now occupied
States now
United States
lishment
in
the
village
of
New
Brighton,
county
of
Richmond,
and State
State
and
Richmond,
of
county
Brighton,
New
of
village
lishment in the
of
New York,
is hereby
hereby granted
Staten Island
Island Rapid
Rapid Transit
Transit
the Staten
to the
granted to
York, is
of New
Railroad
Company for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of constructing
Provided,
a railroad:
railroad: Provided,
constructing a
Railroad Company
That the
the said
right of
of way,
width and location
location thereof through
way, and the width
said right
That
said lands,
for operating
railroad within
within the
said railroad
operating said
regulations for
the regulations
and the
lands, and
said
limits
of the
so as
to prevent
danger to
public property, shall
to public
all danger
prevent all
as to
same, so
the same,
limits of
be submitted
and approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, prior to
to and
submitted to
be
any entry
entry upon
upon said
construction of
of the construction
commencement of
the commencement
or the
lands or
said lands
any
said works.
works.
said
for
SEc.
whenever said rights of way shall cease to be used for
That whenever
2. That
SEC. 2.
the purposes
purposes aforesaid,
aforesaid, the
same shall
revert to
United States; and
to the United
shall revert
the same
the
that
the right
right to
repeal, alter,
act is reserved to Congress.
this net
amend this
or amend
alter, or
to repeal,
that the
Approved,
February
1881.
9,
February
Approved,

CHAP. 42.-An
42.—An act
flooring of
of the
National
the National
the flooring
for the
appropriation for
an appropriation
making an
act making
CHAP.
Museum.
Museum.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
ef the United
United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
Be
in Congress
Flooring of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum of twenty-six
States of America in
Na- States
of NaFlooring
andt the
thousand dollars,
dollars, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, be, and
the
Museum- thousand
tional .M118011131appropriation,
same hereby is, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not
appropriation.
a flooring
otherwise appropriated,
flooring of marble and encaustic tiles
appropriated, to place a
ac
expended acin
the large
large halls of
National Museum building, to be expended
of the National
in the
cording
building commission
commission
cording to the plans and under the direction of the building
of
Regents of the Smithsonian Institution
Institution under whose
of Regents
Board of
the Board
of the
constructed.
supervision the museum
museum has been constructed.
supervision
Approved, February 9, 1881.

Feb.
14, 1881.
Feb. 14,1881.

courts of
district courts
holding circuit and district
the time
45.—An act
act to
to change
change the
time for
for holding
of the
the
CHAP. 45.-An
Virginia.
at Danville,
Danville, Virginia.
held at
of Virginia,
United
for the
western district
district of
Virginia, held
the western
States for
United States

United
Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Congress assembled, That the United States circuit
States of America in
Danville, VirDanville,
Vir- States
in Congress
circuit
of Vir
gnia, circuit
ginia,
circuit and and district courts of the United
United States for the western
western district
district of
Vir
district
courts
district courts,
be
hereafter
when
held.
'
ginia,
held
at
Danville,
in
the
State
of
Virginia,
shall
hereafter
held
ginia, held at Danville, in the State of Virginia,
when held.
at
commencing on Tuesday after the third Monday
Monttly
city of Danville commencing
at said
said city
in November of each
in
and on
on Tuesday
Tuesday after
after the
third Monday
Monday in
the third
June and
in June
fixed by law.
year, instead of the times now fixed
SEC. 2. All laws and parts of laws in conflict with this act are hereby
SEC.
passage.
repealed. This act shall be in force from its passage.
Approved, February
February 14, 1881.
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1881.

Feb. 15, 1881.
1881.

CHAP.
46.—An act for the relief of Somerville
Nicholson.
Somorville Nicholson,
CHAP. 46.-An

the United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
Be it
of the
the United
States
America in
in Congress
congress assembled,
That the
President of
United Somervillo
Somerville Nichthe President
assembled, That
of America
States of
olson.
States be,
be, and
authorized to restore Somerville
Somerville Nicholson, olson.
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and is
States
now a
acaptain
captain on the retired
retired list of the Navy, to the active list, to take
now
rank next
next after
after Clark
H. Welles:
Welles: Provided,
Provided, That
claim for arrearages Proviso.
Proviso.
That no claim
Clark H.
rank
of pay
pay shall
shall accrue
Nicholson by reason of restoration under the
to said Nicholson
accrue to
of
provisions of this act.
provisions
-Approved,
Approved, February 15, 1881,

1881.
Fob.
Feb. 15, 1881,

CHAP.
Reading and Fort Crook
restore the lands included in the Fort Readino•
47.-An act to restore
CHAP. 47.—An
reservations, in the State of California,
California, to the public domain,
main, and for
military reservations,
purposes.
other purposes.

ta

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
Lands,
Fort
Fort
States of
of America
included in the Lanlds,
assembled, That the lands included
Congress assembled,.
America in Congress
States
icading and Fort
iland
lc:ading
resermilitary
Crook
Fort
the
in
Fort
reservation and
military
I
Reading military reservation
Fort Reading
militaryFort
1
Crook
niilitary
resCreek
restored
vation in
State of California, are hereby restored to the public ervatiols,
ervations, restored
the State
in the
vation
domain.
domain.
S
EC. 2.
all patents
patents heretofore
heretofore issued
any lands within the
to any
issued to
That all
2. That
SEC.
Fort Reading
Reading military reservation
reservation and Fort Crook military reservation
reservation
Fort
confirmed.
are hereby confirmed.
S
EC. 3.
the rights of all settlers
reservations, to acquire
settlers on said reservations,
That the
3. That
SEC.
title under
under the
pre-emption laws, are hereby recognized
recognized
homestead and pre-emption
the homestead
title
and affirmed
extent such settlers would have acquired
acquired by settling
to the extent
affirmed to
and
public lands.
on public
Approved,
Approved, February 15, 1881.

CHAP.
60.—An act
to amend
amend and
and re-enact
sections twenty-five
twenty-five hundred and sevenre-enact sections
act to
CHAP. 60.-An
teen and
and eighteen
eighteen of the Revised Statutes and changing
hundred and
twenty-five hundred
and twenty-five
teen
the boundaries
of a
the State of Maine.
in the
district in
customs district
a customs
boundaries of
the

domain.
public domain.
to public
Patents
Confirml'al.onts colliilrmed.
ed.

Rights of setRights
tlers
preserved.
tiers preserved.

-

Feb. 17, 1881.
1881.

Representatives of the United
Be it
House of Representatives
Senate and Rouse
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
R.S.
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
S. 2517,
2517, 2518,
lnn- R.
twenty-five lmnsection twenty-five
in Congress
States
dred and
seventeen of
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
the United States be amended and reof the
the Revised
of the
and seventeen
dred
enacted.
amended
inserting after
amted •
"sixty-nine," in the third line of "
the word "sixty-nine,"
after the
by inserting
amended by
the first
section, the following
following words:
of said section,
clause of
first clause
the
"
Excepting those
towns, plantations,
plantations, and townships lying on the line
line
those towns,
" Excepting
of the
European and
North American
Railway," so that said clause, as
American Railway,"
and North
the European
of
amended, shall read as follows:
district
"First. The
of Aroostook,
Aroostook, to comprise the county of Aroos- Customs district
district of
The district
"First.
of Aroostook.
took as
on the
twenty-second day
day of February,
of
February, eighteen hundred Aroostook.
the twenty-second
bounded on
as bounded
took
and sixty-nine,
towns, plantations,
townships lying
and townships
plantations, and
those towns,
excepting those
sixty-nine, excepting
and
Railway, in which
on the
the line
line of
the European
American Railway,
European and North American
of the
on
Houlton
Houlton shall be the only port of entry."
Also,
said section
section twenty-five
twenty-five hundred and seventeen
seventeen be further
further
that said
Also, that
amended
by inserting
"forty-seven," in
hi the fourth line
word "forty-seven,"
the word
after the
inserting after
amended by
of the
the sixth
clause thereof
thereof the following
following words: ""And the several towns,
sixth clause
of
plantations, and
and townships
townships in
counties of Aroostook and Washington
Washington
the counties
in the
plantations,
lying
on the
the line
line of
of the
European and
and North
American Railway,"
Railway," so that
North American
the European
lying on
said
as amended,
amended, shall read
follows:
read as follows:
clause, as
said clause,
"
Sixth. The
district of
district
Penobscot Customs district
of Penobscot
counties of
the counties
comprise the
to comprise
Bangor, to
of Bangor,
The district
" Sixth.
and
Pisca,taquis and
and the
in the
the county
county of
as of Bangor.
Waldo, as
of Waldo,
Frankfort, in
of Frankfort,
town of
the town
and Piscataquis
bounded
on the
the third
third day
eighteen hundred and forty-seven,
forty-seven,
March, eighteen
of March,
day of
bounded on
and
the several
several towns,
plantations, and townships in the counties of
towns, plantations,
and the
Aroostook
and Washington
Washington lying on the line of the European and North
Aroostook and
American
Railway, in which Bangor
Bangor shall be the port of entry and
American Railway,
delivery,
Hampden ports of delivery."
Frankfort and Hampden
and Frankfort
delivery, and
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SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the sixth
sixth clause
clause of
twenty-five hundred
hundred and
and
section twenty-five
of section
SEC.
eighteen
of the
be amended
amended so
so as
as to
as follows:
follows:
to read
read as
Statutes be
eighteen of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
"Sixth. In
In the
Bangor, a
collector, who
reside at
at
the district
district of
of Bangor,
a collector,
who shall
shall reside
Collector to re- "Sixth.
who shall
reside at
at Frankfort;
Frankfort; and
side at Bangor, a
and aadeputy
deputy
shall reside
deputy collector,
collector, who
a Bangor;
Bangor; aadeputy
deputy
collector at collector, who shall reside at Vanceboro."
deputy collector
Vanceboro."
Frankfort,
and deFrankfort, and
doApproved,
February
17,
1881.
puty
collector
1881.
17,
February
Approved,
at
puty collector
Vanceboro.
Feb.
1881.
Feb. 18,
18, 1881.

CHAP. 61.-An
61.—An act
act to
to grant
lands to
Dakota, Montana,
Montana, Arizona,
Arizona, Idaho,
and WyoWyoIdaho, and
to Dakota,
grant lands
CHAP.
ming for
university purposes.
ming
for university

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of the
United
Representatives of
the United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be
enacted by
by the
States of America in Congress assembled, That there be, and are hereby,
granted States of America in Congress assembled, That there be, and are hereby,
Lands granted
granted to
to the
the Territories
Dakota, Montana,
Montana, Arizona,
Arizona, Idaho,
WyIdaho, and
and Wyto
Territories of granted
of Dakota,
Territories of
to Territories
Dakota,
Dakota, Montana, oming respectively, seventy-two
seventy-two entire
entire sections
sections of the unappropriated
unappropriated
Arizona,
Arizona, Idaho,
Idaho, public lands within each of said Territories,
Territories, to be immediately
immediately selected
selected
and Wyoming, for
and withdrawn
withdrawn from
sale and
located under
under the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
direction of
the direction
and located
from sale
r-and
university 'p
university
pur
of
Interior, and
and with
the President
President of
of the
United
the United
of the
with the
the approval
approval of
poses.
the Interior,
of the
States, for
the use
use and
university in
Territories
of said
said Territories
a university
in each
each of
and support
support of
of a
States,
for the
when they
they shall
shall be
States into
the Union:
Union: Provided,
Provided, That
That
into the
as States
Provisos.
be admitted
admitted as
when
Provisos.
none
except at public auction, and after
after
none of said lands shall be sold except
appraisement by
board of commissioners,
commissioners, to
to be appointed
appointed by the Secreby aaboard
appraisement
tary
Interior: Provided
be
said lands
lands shall be
none of said
the Interior:
Providedfurther, That none
tary of the
case at less than two dolappraised value, and in no case
sold at less than the appraised
lars and fifty cents per acre:
acre: Provided,
derived from the
Provided, That the funds derived
sale of said lands
lands shall be invested in the bonds of the United States
States; that no more
Treasurer of the United States;
and deposited with the Treasurer
than
year;
offered for
for sale in
in any one year;
one-tenth of
of said lands
lands shall be offered
than one-tenth
derived from the sale of said lands, invested and deposdeposthat the money
money derived
hereinbefore set forth, shall constitute a
a university
university fund; that
ited as hereinbefore
university buildings, or the
expended for university
no part of said fund shall be expended
salary of professors or teachers, until the same shall amount to fifty
salary
dollars, and then only shall the interest
interest on said fund be used for
for
thousand dollars,
either of the foregoing purposes until the said fund shall amount to one
hundred thousand dollars, when any excess, and the interest thereof,
thereof, may
be used for the proper establishment and support respectively
respectively of said
universities.
universities.
Approved, February
February 18, 1881.

Feb. 18,
18, 1881.
1881.
Feb.

United States
district and
circuit
district
and circuit
courts, western
cosrt,
o
wesern
district of Texas
when
held.
when holl.

Feb.
Feb. 21,
21, 1881.
1881.

CHAP.
act to
fix the
the times
times for
for holding
district and
and circuit
circuit courts
of the
courts of
the district
holding the
to fix
62.-An act
CHAP. 62.—An
United States for the western district of Texas.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the district and circuit
States
circuit
courts
of the
the United
courts of
United States within and for the western district of Texas
shall
hereinafter specified, namely: At Austin,
shall be holden at the times hereinafter
commencing on
on the
the first
first Tuesdays
Tuesdays in
January and
June; at
Antonio,
at San
San Antonio,
and June;
in January
commencing
commencing
commencing on the first Tuesdays in March and October;
October; at Brownsville,
Brownsville,
commencing
commencing on the
the fourth
fourth Tuesdays
Tuesdays in April and November.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That all laws in conflict herewith
herewith are hereby repealed.
SEC.
SEC. 3. That this act take effect on the first day of March, anno Domini
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-one.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 18, 1881.
1881.

CHAP. 64.—An
charter of
of the
the Freedman's
and Trust
Trust ComSavings and
Comthe charter
Freedman's Savings
64.-An act
act amending
amending the
CHAP.
pany, and for other purposes.

Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
and House
it enacted
Freedman's
SayBe
Freedman's Savings and
and Trust
Congress assembled,
much of
of the seventh
seventh
in Congress
assembled, That so much
ings
Trust States
States of
of America
America in
section of the act entitled
Company.
entitled "An
"An act amending
amending the charter of the Freed-
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man's Savings
Savings and Trust Company,
Company, and for other purposes," approved
approved
1874, ch.
349,
18
June twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
seventy-four, as authorizes
authorizes the Stat., 18,, 131.
hundred and seventy-four,
eighteen hundred
selection
commissioners, be, and the same is
selection and appointment of three commissioners,
hereby repealed.
Comptroller of
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby authorized and
comptroller
directed
appoint the
Comptroller of
Currency a
ado
made
commissioner, Currency
Currency in
of the
the Currency
a commissioner,
to appoint
the Comptroller
directed to
who shall
shall execute
execute a
United States
hi
securities,,commissioner.
hi Bco sonr.
to the United
States, with
with good securities
who
a bond
bond to
the
conditioned for the
faithful Bond.
the faithful
the penal
penal sum of twenty thousand
thousand dollars, conditioned
discharge
discharge of his duties aforesaid, and take an oath faithfully to perform
executed in the presence
presence of said Secrehis duties, which bond shall be executed
approved by him, and by him safely kept; and when said bond
tary and
and approved
executed and oath taken, then said commissioner shall
shall have been executed
possession and legal title to all the property of said
be invested with the possession
company for the purposes of this act and the said act of June twentieth,
twentieth,
company
eighteen hundred and seventy-four, and shall have all the rights, preeighteen
rogatives, and
rogatives,
and privileges,
privileges, and perform
perform all the
the duties that were
were conferred
conferred Duties.
twentieth,
the three
three commissioners
commissioners in said act of June twentieth,
upon the
and enjoined
enjoined upon
eighteen
seventy four; and from and after the qualification
qualification
and seventy
hundred and
eighteen hundred
commissioner the duties, rights, and authorComptroller as said commissioner
of said Comptroller
ity of
of said
forthwith cease and determine:
determine:
three commissioners
commissioners shall forthwith
said three
ity
Provided,
Proviso.
Provided, That nothing contained in this act shall in any way impede Proviso.
cases instituted in any court by or against the comor delay any case or cases
missioners appointed under the provisions of the act to which this act is
amendatory, but
suggestion of the appointbut every
every such case shall, upon suggestion
amnendatory,
Comptroller aforesaid, and due entry of the change on the
the Comptroller
ment of the
proceeded
docket of the court in which said case may be pending, be proceeded
with in the name of such Comptroller
Comptroller in the same manner as if such
change had not been made.
change
SEC. 3.
3. That
That said
approval of
Debts.
Secretary Debts.
of the Secretary
said commissioner,
commissioner, with the approval
SEC.
compound and
of the Treasury, shall have the right and authority to compound
compromise debts due to and liabilities of the company.
compromise
SEC. 4.
That said
said commissioner
with the
the approval
approval of
Secretary
Sale
property,
of property.
the Secretary
Sale of
of the
4. That
commissioners.,with
SEc.
of
the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
have the
the right
and authority
authority to
to sell
of the
the
sell any
any of
right and
shall have
of the
private sale, as
real and personal property of said company at public or private
in his
his judgment
judgment he
in for the
the benefit of the
buy in
deem best, and to buy
he may
may deem
in
company any
offered for sale to pay debts and
any property which may be offered
company
liabilities to said
judgment said property
being
property is being
his judgment
if in his
company, if
said company,
liabilities
sacrificed
said sale,
sale, and
property sold
purchasers of property
and to make to the purchasers
by said
sacrificed by
by
respective purchases.
by him
him deeds
deeds of
of conveyance
conveyance for
for their
their respective
SEC. 5.
said commissioner
shall, by
by the
the tenth
tenth day
Report to Coneach annual
annual grReport
day of
of each
commissioner shall,
SEC.
5. That
That said
session of Congress, make a
report to Congress of his proceedproceed - gress.
a written report
ings
session; and for his service as commisof said session
the first
first day of
ings up to the
sioner
aforesaid he
Compensation.
present salary
salary as Comptroller, Compensation.
addition to
to his
his present
he shall,
shall, in addition
sioner aforesaid
receive
an annual salary of one thousand dollars, to be paid out of the
receive an
funds of said institution.
SEC. 6.
That whenever
is prepared
to make
div- Dividends,
Dividends, how
how
make aadivprepared to
commissioner is
said commissioner
whenever said
SEC.
6. That
idend to
to the
the depositors,
he is authorized
through the mad
made.'
and directed through
authorized and
depositors, he
idend
United
Treasurer to
place in
the various
depositary banks
banks of the
various depositary
in the
to place
States Treasurer
United States
sufconvenient to said depositors an amount sufwhich are convenient
States which
United States
depositors
and the officers of said banks shall pay the depositors
ficient to pay them, and
receipts from them in such way and manner
manner
or their assignees, and take receipts
as shall
shall be prescribed
commissioner and the Secretary
Secretary of the
said commissioner
prescribed by said
as
Treasury;
evidences of
returned by said
of payment shall be returned
and said evidences
Treasury; and
officers to
commissioner, and
and by
by him
preserved: Provided,
Provided, That
That Proviso.
him preserved:
the commissioner,
to the
officers
where there are no depositary banks of the United States, then said
commissioner may,
may, with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
commissioner
depositors in said localities
deem best.
localities in such way as he may deem
pay the depositors
SEC. 7.
7. That
That said
commissioner, with
with the
approval of
the Secretary
of dedeTransfer of
Secretary Transfer
of the
the approval
said commissioner,
SEC.
of the
the Treasury,
prescribe such
form as
as he
deem right
and Positor's
positor's claims.
right and
may deem
he may
such form
may prescribe
of
Treasury, may
depositors to transfer
claims: Provided,
Provided, Every such Proviso.
Proviso.
transfer their claims:
proper for the depositors
transfer shall
shall state
the amount
amount
and the amount
transferred, and
amount of
of the claim transferred,
state the
transfer
actually received for the same.
actually
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SEC.
S
EC. 8. That said commissioner shall make payments
payments to those depositors only whose pass-books
pass-books have been
been properly
properly verified
verified and balanced,
balanced,
unless
said pass-books
pass-books have
lost or
destroyed; then,
upon satisunless said
have been
been lost
or destroyed;
then, upon
satisfactory proof
proof of
and the
amount due
them, he
he
factory
of such
such loss
loss or
or destruction,
destruction, and
the amount
due them,
may
pay as
as though
though they
pass-books. But
But all
claims founded
on
may pay
they had
had pass-books.
all claims
founded on
pass-books
presented to
said commissioner
commissioner for
for examipass-books or
or otherwise
otherwise not
not presented
to said
examination
within six
six months
months from
from and
after the
this
nation and credit
credit within
and after
the passage
passage of
of this
act,
as well
as all
declared upon
upon audited
not called
called
act, as
well as
all dividends
dividends declared
audited accounts
accounts not
for
date of
be barred,
for within
within two
two years
years from
from the
the date
of their
their declaration,
declaration, shall
shall be
barred,
and
to the
the benefit
of the
the other
of
and their amounts
amounts shall inure
inure to
benefit of
other depositors
depositors of
the
the company.
SEC. 9.
it shall
shall be
duty of
of the
of the
under
Solicitor of the SEC.
9. That
That it
be the
the duty
the solicitor
solicitor of
the Treasury,
Treasury, under
Treasury, duties. the direction
direction of said commissioner, to investigate
investigate the manner in which
said
company has
been managed
managed by
and others
others having
said company
has been
by its
its trustees
trustees and
having concontrol thereof; and if, in the judgment of said solicitor, the affairs
affairs of
of
said company have been mismanaged,
mismanaged, or managed
fraudently and
managed fraudently
and corcordirection of
of said
said commissioner,
commissioner, shall
ruptly, then said solicitor, under
under the
the direction
shall
cause such civil and criminal proceedings
cause
proceedings to
to be
be instituted in
in the
the courts
courts
or fraudulent
and
against those participating in said mismanagement
mismanagement or
fraudulent and
to attain
attain the
ends
corrupt management
management as he shall deem right
right and
and proper
proper to
the ends
shall pay
fees and
costs of
of suits
out of
funds in
his
of justice.
justice. He
Fees and costs of
He shall
pay fees
and costs
suits out
of the
the funds
in his
of suits, how paid. hands as commissioner
commissioner aforesaid; and
and. said solicitor shall attend
attend to all
all
the suits in the courts held in the District of Columbia in which such
company
company is in any manner
manner a
aparty, and he shall be the
the legal adviser of
of
such commissioner in all matters in which such company
company is interested.
interested.
Funds invested S
SEC.
EC. 10. That if from
from any
any cause
cause there
there shall
delay
shall be
be any
any considerable
considerable delay
in United States in
a dividend to
to the depositors, then said commissioner
in making
making a
commissioner shall,
bonds.
bond.
under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, invest the funds on
on
hand in United States bonds, until such time as he may be prepared
prepared to
to
make aadividend, as directed under the act of
of June
June twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
hundred
and seventy-four.
seventy-four.
Approved, February
February 21, 1881.
Approved,
1881.
Time for
prelor prosenting
seuting claims
claims of
of
depositors, when
depositors,
whe n
baPored.'
barred.

Feb. 23, ,1881.

68.—An act
act donating
donating certain
certain lands
State of
of Colorado,
to
CHAP. 68.-An
lands in
in Lake
Lake County,
County, State
Colorado, to
the
the Veteran
Veteran Union Association
Association of Leadville,
Leadville, for hospital and burial purposes.

Be it
Senate and
and House
it enacted by the Senate
Rouse of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United

Donation
Donation of States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the following-described
following-described
lands to Veteran tract
tract of land,
land, situated in Lake County and State of Colorado, be donated
donated
Union Association
Association of
of Leadville,
successors and
Unioean
Assciaion
Veteran Union Association
Leadville, its
its successors
and assigns,
assigns,
of
Leadville,
Col- to the Veteran
said State,
purpose of
of locating
hospital and
orado, for hospital in
in said
State, for
for the
the use
use and
and purpose
locating thereon
thereon a
a hospital
and
ur -cemetery,
and burial p
purcemetery, to
to wit:
wit: the
the north
north half
of the
of section
half of
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
section
poses.
twenty-three,
twenty-three, township number nine south, of range eighty west,
west, except-

Forfeiture.

1881.
Feb. 23, 1881.

excepting, however,
however, from said tract that part included
included in the United States survey number two hundred
seventy-one; and also donating
hundred and seventy-one;
donating for the
said uses and purposes to said association the south half of the northnorthwest quarter
ection, township, and range aforesaid.
quarter in the.
the section,
aforesaid. Said land
is hereby donated upon the express
it shall be used excluexpress condition
condition that it
excluhospital and
and burial
purposes; and
and should
should there
there be
sively for such
such hospital
burial purposes;
be a
a
failure to comply with the conditions herein
herein expressed
expressed for two years
from the passage of this act, or should said lands ever
ever cease to be used
for said purposes, then said land shall revert to the Government of the
United States.
Approved, February 23, 1881.
CHAP.
a bridge across the Potomac
CRAP. 69.-An
69.—An act to authorize
authorize the construction of a
River
or near
near Georgetown
in the
the District of Columbia, and for other purposes.
River at
at or
Georgetown in

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and _Muse
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of War be,
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authorized and directed
directed to cause
and he is hereby, authorized
cause to be constructed
constructed Free Bridge
Potomac
Georgetown in the District of across
across Potomac
across the Potomac River at or near Georgetown
Columbia, at such point as he may select, aasubstantial iron and masonry River.
Rivr
Columbia,
approaches; and the sum of one hundred and forty thou- Appropriation.
bridge, with approaches;
sand
.
dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the construction
construction of said
bridge and approaches, the same to be maintained as a
for
a free bridge for
travel: Provided,
Secretary of War
War shall construct a
abridge
Provided, That the said Secretary
bridge Proviso.
Proviso.
upon such plan as shall cost no more than the amount herein
herein appropriated, and which cost shall include the construction
construction of a
a substantial
bridge over
over the canal, and any and all approaches to the said iron bridge;
bridge;
and no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be paid out of the Treasury
Treasury until
contracts shall have been entered
entered into with responsible
responsible parties, and with
Contracts.
Contracts.
sufficient sureties to be approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of War,
good and sufficient
for the construction
construction and completion of said bridge, including
including the
iron-work, and approaches,
approaches, at aacost not to exceed
masonry, iron-work,
exceed one hundred
hundred Cost.
and forty thousand dollars: And provided
provided also, That a
a draw of sufficient l'roviso.
Proviso.
Draw.
the l)raw.
width to permit the free passage of vessels
vessels navigating
navigating that part of the
Potomac River shall be constructed
constructed in said bridge, unless
unless said bridge
constructed upon or by the side of, or up the river from,
shall be constructed
from, the
present aqueduct
aqueduct and at the same
same or greater
greater elevation
elevation above the water:
present
water:
And provided
also, That the sum which may be expended
provided also,
expended under
under this act Proviso.
Pro!iso.
shall be treated
treated and regarded
regarded as a
a part of the general
general expenses
expenses of the
District of Columbia, and the United States shall be credited
credited with the
amount which it may pay under
1878, ob.
ol. 180,
under this act for the erection of said bridge
bridge
Stlat., 20,
0, 102.
10 .
upon its fifty per centum of the expenses
expenses of the District of
of' Columbia, as Stat.,
upon
provided
eleventh, eighteen
provided in the act of June eleventh,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventyseventyfor
eight, entitled "An
a permanent
permanent form of government
"An act providing a
government for
the District of Columbia":
Columbia": Providedfurther,
Provided further, That the Secretary
War Proviso.
Secretary of War
Proviso.
Location, etc.
shall, as soon as may be, fix and determine
determine the location of said bridge,
location,
and cause a
a survey of the river to be made at such place of location,
height of said bridge, and the length
determine the length,
and height
determine
length, width, and
of draw, if one is required,
required, and thereupon advertise
advertise for plans and price Advertisement.
Advertisement.
advertisement to be inserted
for the construction
construction of such bridge; such advertisement
in one or more daily newspapers
published in Washington,
newspapers published
'Washington, District of
of
Columbia,
Columbia, New York, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio, Detroit, Michigan, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, and Chicago,
space of one week.
Chicago, Illinois, for the space
Pennsylvania,
SEC.
purpose of establishing
SEC. 2. That for the purpose
establishing a
afree bridge, and in lieu Purchase
lurchaL se of
of erecting
preceding section, the Secreaqueduct bridge.
bridge.
erecting the bridge provided
provided for in the preceding
Secre- aqueduct
tary of War may, in his discretion,
discretion, purchase the aqueduct bridge now
crossing
crossing the Potomac
Potomac River
River at Georgetown:
Georgetown: Provided
Provided, said bridge with Proviso.
therewith includfranchises connected
connected therewith
all the appurtenances,
appurtenances, rights and franchises
approaches can be purchased
ing piers and real estate for abutments
abutments and approaches
purchased
exceeding eighty-five
a sum not exceeding
for a
eighty-five thousand dollars; which sum or so
much thereof as may be necessary
the money appronecessary may be paid out of the
priated by this act: Provided
Providedfurther, That aa good
good and sufficient
sufficient title
title Proviso.
Proviso.
Title.
thereto can be secured
secured to the United States, to be approved by the
Proriso.
Pro,.iso.
Attorney-General
United States. It
It is
the
provided That the
isfurther provided
Attorney-General of the United
Alexandria CaCaAlexandria Canal Company or its present lessees shall have the right to Alexandrii;
Alexandria
in pan
y,
maintain at their own
own cost and expense
ompl
expense, a,a canal aqueduct of the same nal
nal C
Co
any,
width and depth as the one now in use, and to attach it to or suspend
suspend it rights
I.'S."' of.
from said bridge;
bridge; and whenever
permanent bridge
erected
a permanent
bridge shall be erected
whenever a
from
upon said
site, the same shall be of sufficient
sufficient strength to sustain the
said site,
upon
weight of such canal aqueduct; but the construction attachment
attachment and
and
maintenance of such aqueduct
aqueduct shall be such as the Secretary of War
War
maintenance
be without
without cost or liability to the United States
may determine
determine and shall be
or
it is
provided, That if upon the Proviso.
Proviso.
or the
the District of
of Columbia. And it
isfarther
furtherprovided,
erection of such permanent
permanent bridge the said canal company or their preserection
ent lessees shall neglect
or refuse
refuse to reconstruct
reconstruct secure and attach thesaid
the said
ent
neglector
aqueduct
or if
if at
at any time for the space of six
aqueduct at their own
own expense, or
a canal,
aqueduct for the purposes of a
canal,
months, they shall fail to use such aqueduct
or fail to keep the same in good condition and repair, or if at any time,
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they shall
use the
same for
for other
than canal
rights of
then all rights
purposes, then
canal purposes,
other than
the same
shall use
they
said canal
its lessees
assigns in said
and property,
property, shall
bridge and
said bridge
orassignsin
lessees or
company, its
canal company,
said
cease and
determine, and
and the
the said
shall be
and
detached and
be detached
aqueduct shall
said aqueduct
and determine,
cease
removed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War.
War.
by the
removed
S
EC. 3.
3. And
Secretary of
War is
is further
authorized, in his disfarther authorized,
of War
the Secretary
And the
SEC.
cretion, in
in the
the event
repair the
the wooden bridge now
purchase, to repair
of said
said purchase,
event of
cretion,
on said
piers, and
purpose is
is authorized
to expend,
the moneys
moneys
of the
expend, of
authorized to
that purpose
for that
and for
said piers,
on
exceeding ten thousand
hereinbefore appropriated,
appropriated, a
thousand dollars.
a sum not exceeding
hereinbefore
Approved, February
1881.
23, 1881.
February 23,
Approved,

Feb.
23, 1881.
1881.
Feb. 23,

CHAP.
act to
to authorize
authorize the
of the
District of
of Columbia
to
Columbia to
the District
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
70.-An act
CHAP. 70.—An
recommend
proper site
for a
Union Railroad
Railroad Depot
in the
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington,
Depot in
a Union
site for
recommend aaproper
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Rouse of
of the United
United
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be it
Union
Commissioners of the
States of
in Congress
assembled, That the Commissioners
Congress assembled,
of America in
Railroad States
Union Railroad
Depot, City
City of
recommend
of District of Columbia be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized to recommend
Depot,
Washington.
suitable site
site for
for a
for all
the railroad
railroad compacompaall the
Depot for
Railroad Depot
a Union
Union Railroad
Commissioners
a suitable
Commissioners a
due regard,
whose tracks
tracks enter
or terminate
in said
said city,
city, having
having due
terminate in
enter or
of the
of, nies
nies whose
District of,
of
the District
Columbia to
select as well to the interests of the residents and
to select
Columbia
and property owners of the
an ad recommend
recommend District of Columbia
Columbia as to the chartered rights and pecuniary
pecuniary investan
site for, and report
ments of
of the
railroad companies
companies to
to be
by the
the action
action of
Congress
of Congress
affected by
be affected
the railroad
ments
to Congress.
in the
the premises;
in the
Commissioners, it
the said Commissioners,
of the
the judgment of
if, in
but if,
premises; but
in
is better
better, for
concerned, that
depots should
that two depots
all parties
parties concerned,
of all
interest of
for the
the interest
is
be established,
the one
on the
the northern
northern and the other
other on the southern
one on
be
established, the
side of
city of
Washington, then
selection of the two sites
sites
make selection
to make
then to
of Washington,
the city
of the
side
for the
the respective
respective depots,
depots, and to report
premises,
report their action in the premises,
for
with proper
plats, to
during the present session; but if that
Congress, during
to Congress,
proper plats,
with
is not
Monday of December,
December,
practicable, then to report on the first Monday
is
not practicable,
eighteen
hundred and
eighty-one, with a
a bill containing such further
and eighty-one,
eighteen hundred
provisions as they may deem best calculated
calculated to secure the use by said
provisions
railroad companies
companies of
selected; or in case of the
of said union depot if so selected;
railroad
selection of the two depots aforesaid,
aforesaid, to secure the use of the northern
depot
companies whose road or roads enter the city
company or companies
by the
the company
depot by
of
Washington nearest
northern depot, and the use of the southnearest to said northern
of Washington
the
ern
company or companies whose road or roads enter the
depot by the company
ern depot
said
compel the vacation of all
all
nearest to said southern depot, and to compel
said city nearest
other
depots and
tracks not necessary
necessary for use in reachall tracks
the removal
removal of all
and the
other depots
provisions
established under the provisions
ing the depot or depots intended to be established
of
Provided, That such union depot or the two depots
depots herein
Proviso.
of this act: Provided,
Proviso.
referred
whichever may be selected,
selected, shall be provided
provided by said railreferred to, whichever
road companies
expense to the United States or the District of
free from expense
companies free
road
Columbia.
Approved,
February 23, 1881.
Approved, February

Feb.
23, 1881.
1881.
Feb. 23,

Terms
of U.
U. S.
S.
Terms of
circuit and
district
district
and
circuit
at Exeter
Exeter
courts at
courts
removed to
to ConConremoved
cord,
H.
cord, N.
N. H.

United States
of the
the United
the terms
terms of
removal of
CHAP.
7L—An act
to provide
for the
the removal
of the
States circirprovide for
act to
CHAP. 71.-An
New
cuit and
and district
at Exeter,
Exeter, for
for and
within the
the district
district of
of New
and within
held at
now held
courts now
district courts
cuit
Hampshire, to
to the
Concord.
of Concord.
the city
city of
Hampshire,

United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Be
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the terms of the United

and district courts
States circuit
circuit and
courts now held at Exeter
Exeter, for and within the
States
district of
Hampshire, be,
be, and
and the
shall be held
at
held at
hereafter shall
same hereafter
the same
of New
New Hampshire,
district
Concord in
in said
said district.
district.
Concord

Approved,
23, 1881.
Approved, February
February 23,
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Be it enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the sum of one hundred
Congress asse»zbled,
hundred City Hall, Disappropriated, trict of Columbia,
and seventeen
hereby is appropriated,
seventeen thousand dollars be, and the same hereby
out
moneys in the
appropriated, to be
ef.
be enlargement
enlargoeent of.
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
Treasury not
any moneys
out of
of any
-expended,
Aplr'0 riation.
of the Secretary of the Interior, in en- Appropriation.
under the
the direction of
-expended, under
accommodations for the
larging the City Hall so as to afford additional accommodations
courts of the District and for fire-proof
fire-proof rooms for the safe keeping
keeping of the
records of the courts and of the District of Columbia, according to the
furnished by the Architect
extension, and
general plan furnished
Architect of the Capitol extension,
and
supervision of that officer.
officer.
under the supervision
Approved, February
February 23, 1881.
Approved,

appropriations for the naval service for the fiscal year
CHAP. 73.—An
73.-An act making appropriations
purposes.
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty-two,
other purposes.
eighty-two, and for other

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following sums be, and
they are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, to be paid out of any money in the Treasgovernment
appropriated, for the naval service
service of the government
ury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-two,
and for other purposes:
purposes:
Admiral,
For the pay of the Navy, for the active-list,
active-list, namely:
namely: For one Admiral,
one Vice-Admiral,
rear-admirals, eight chiefs of bureau
bureau (commoVice-Admiral, twelve rear-admirals,
commodores, forty-seven
forty-seven captains,
captains, ninety comtwenty-four commodores,
dores), twenty-four
manders, eighty lieutenant-commanders,
lieutenant-commanders, two hundred
hundred and eighty lieuhundred and one masters,
masters, ninety-five ensigns, seventy-five
seventy-five
tenants, one hundred
inspectors, fifty
midshipmen, fifteen medical directors,
fourteen medical
medical inspectors,
directors, fourteen
midshipmen,
surgeons, seventy-three
passed assistant surgeons,
surgeons, sixteen assistant surseventy-three passed
surgeons,
paymasters,
pay-inspectors, fifty paymasters,
twelve pay-directors,
pay-directors, thirteen pay-inspectors,
geons, twelve
paymasters, twenty assistant paymasters,
paymasters,
thirty-one passed assistant paymasters,
sixty-nine chief engineers,
assistant engineers,
engineers, fortyengineers, ninety-six passed assistant
sixty-nine
cadet-engineers (graduates), twentytwen tytwo assistant engineers, fifty-four cadet-engineers
chaplains, eleven
eleven professors
professors of mathematics,
naval constructors,
constructors
mathematics, ten naval
four chaplains,
constructors, ten civil engineers,
five assistant
assistant naval constructors,
engineers, two hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-eight cadetmates, two hundred and sixty-eight
forty-one mates,
four warrant-officers,
warrant-officers, forty-one
cadet-engineers, and
midshipmen (on probation), one hundred
hundred and five cadet-engineers,
and
midshipmen
three cadet-midshipmen
graduates); in all, three
cadet-midshipmen (not graduates);
one hundred and three
hundred dollars.
million nine hundred and one thousand one hundred
For
rear-admirals,
the retired-list, namely: For forty-one rear-admirals,
of the
For pay of
twenty-one commodores,
seventeen commanders,
commanders,
eighteen captains,
captains, seventeen
commodores, eighteen
twenty-one
fourteen lieutenant-commanders,
eleven masters,
masters, five
lieutenants, eleven
fourteen
lieutenant-commanders, eight lieutenants,
twenty-two medical directors,
midshipmen, twenty-two
directors, one medical
medical
ensigns, two midshipmen,
assistant
inspector, two surgeons, five passed assistant surgeons, eight assistant
surgeons, nine pay-directors,
pay-inspector, three paymasters, two
pay-directors, one pay-inspector,
paymasters, seven chief enpassed assistant paymasters, two assistant paymasters,
nineteen passed
engineers, twenty-five assistant engiassistant engineers,
passed assistant
gineers, nineteen
mathematics, three naval conseven chaplains,
chaplains, six professors of mathematics,
neers, seven
structors, eight
eight boatswains,
boatswains, four
gunners, thirteen
thirteen carpenters,
carpenters, and
four gunners,
structors,
sailmakers; in all, six hundred
hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven thousand five
eleven sailmakers;
hundred and fifty dollars.
For
seamen, landsmen,
landsmen, and
ordinary seamen,
seamen, ordinary
to petty-officers,
petty-officers, seamen,
For pay
pay to
boys, including
men in
in the
engineers' force, and for the Coast Survey
the engineers'
including men
boys,
service, not
all, two
two
hundred and fifty in all,
thousand two hundred
exceeding eight thousand
service,
not exceeding
thousand dollars.
million four hundred and ninety thousand
For
Admiral and one to the Vice-Admiral,
Vice-Admiral,
two secretaries,
secretaries, one to the Admiral
For two
fleet-paymasters, paymasters
inspections,
paymasters of vessels, clerks at inspections,
to fleet-paymasters,
clerks to
navy-yards,
and stations,
and extra
pay to
to men
under honorhonornavy-yards, and
stations, and
extra pay
men enlisted
enlisted under
transportation of funds, exdischarge; commission and interest, transportation
able discharge;

Feb. 23,
'23, 1881.

Approplriati
Appropriati oils,
ons,

navtal
service.
naval service.

Navy
active list,
list,
Navy active
officers.

oflicor.

Retired list, offiRetired list, offcers.
r8

co .

Petty officers and
Pettyofficersand
men.

men.

Secretaries,
Secretaries,
clerks,paymasters,
cltrkspymast
extra pay, trs,
exchange, mileage
mileage,
increase
of
pay.
increase of pay.
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Deficiency
Deficiency in
pay from unexunexpended balances of
blurlces
opterd
other bureans.

Contingent
Contingent

penscs.
penses
Sundries.
Sundries.

excx-

Extraordin
ary
Extraord
in cry

expcnses.
expenses.
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Ci. 73.
73.
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1881.

change
and mileage,
and for
for the
the payment
payment of
any such
such officers
may
officers as
as may
of any
mileage, and
change and
be
in service
service either
active or
endyear endretired list, during the year
the active
or retired
either upon
upon the
be in
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty-two, in excess of the
and eighty-two,
ing June
June thirtieth, eighteen
numbers for
provided for
in this
this act,
act, tr
,d for
for any
increase of
any increase
of
for in
a-d
for each
each class
class provided
numbers
pay arising
duty, as
the needs
the service
service may require,
needs of
of the
as the
different duty,
arising from
from different
pay
four
hundred and
thousand seven
twenty-five
seven hundred and twenty-five
eighty-six thousand
four hundred
and eighty-six
dollars;
should the
hereinbefore appropriated
appropriated for the pay
pay of
of
dollars; and
and should
the sums
sums hereinbefore
the
officers on
the active
of the
the Navy
Navy be
be insufficient,
insufficient,
retired lists
lists of
on the
active and
and retired
the officers
then, and in that case, the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy is here authorized
authorized to
any and
all balances
which may
to "pay
"pay
use any
and all
balances which
may be
be due,
due, or
or become
become due,
due, to
of
from the
the other
bureaus of
the department
that purpurfor that
department for
of the
other bureaus
Navy" from
the Navy"
of the
pose. And
hereafter the
the estimates
estimates for
for pay
pay of
shall be subthe Navy
Navy shall
of the
And hereafter
pose.
mitted in
detailed classifications
and paraparain detailed
classifications and
in the
the book
book of estimates
estimates in
mitted
graphs,
above set forth.
grap)bs, after the manner above
furniture
expenses of the Navy, namely: For rent and furniture
For contingent expenses
of
offices not in navy-yards;
of buildings
buildings and offices
navy-yards; expenses
expenses of courts-martial
courts-martial
^and courts of inquiry, boards of investigation, examining
and
examining boards, with
with
clerks' and witnesses' fees, and traveling expenses
expenses and costs; stationery
clerks'
recording; expenses
of purchasing-paymasters'
purchasing-paymasters' offices at the various
expenses of
and recording;
including clerks, furniture, fuel, stationery, and
and incidental
incidental excities, including
postage; telegraphing,
newspapers and
and advertising;
advertising; foreign postage;
penses; newspapers
foreign and domestic;
domestic; copying; care of library; mail and express
express
livery and express fees and costs of suits; commissions,
wagons and
an(l livery
warrants, diplomas, and discharges;
discharges; relief of vessels in distress and
and
warrants,
pilotage;
recovery of valuables from shipwrecks;
quarantine expenses;
pilotage; recovery
shipwrecks; quarantine
expenses;
professional investigation,
care and transportation
transportation of the dead; reports, professional
information from abroad; and
an(l all other emergencies
emergencies and extraorextraorand information
dinary
expenses arising at home or abroad, but impossible
dinary expenses
impossible to be anticipated or classified, one hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
dollars.
BUREAU
NAVIGATION.
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION.

Navigation supNavigation
snp-

plies.

Items.

For
pilotage and
towage of
For foreign
foreign and local
local pilotage
and towage
of ships of war,
war, ffirty-five
forty-five
thousand dollars.
thousand
compasses on board ship, and
For services
services and materials
materials in correcting
correcting compasses
and
for adjusting
adjusting and testing compasses
compasses on lore,
three thousand
shore, three
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For nautical
nautical and astronomical
astronomical instruments, nautical books, maps,
charts, and sailing
sailing directions, and repairs of nautical instruments
instruments for
for
ships of war, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
For books for libraries
libraries for ships of war, two thousand dollars.
dollars.
For Navy signals and apparatus,
apparatus, namely, signal-lights, lanterns,
rockets, running-lights,
engravings for signal-books, six
running.lights, drawings, and engravings
six
thousand dollars.
compass-fittings, including binnacles, tripods, and other appendFor compass-fittings,
apl)endages of ships' compasses, three thousand dollars.
For logs and other appliances for measuring the ship's way, and leads
and other appliances
appliances for sounding, four thousand
thousand dollars.
For lanterns
lanterns and lamps, and their appendages,
appendages, for general use on
on
board
board ship, including those for the cabin,
cabin, wardroom,
wardroom, and steerage, for
the holds and spirit-room,
spirit-room, for decks and quartermasters'
quartermasters' use, five thousand dollars.
repairing
For bunting and other materials for flags, and making and repairing
flags of all kinds, six thousand dollars.
engineer departFor oil for ships of war other than that used for the engineer
departa substitute for oil in binnacles
ment, candles when used as a
binnacles and runninglights, for chimneys
chimneys and wicks, and soap, used in navigation department,
twenty-two thousand dollars.
twenty-two
For stationery
stationery for commanders
commanders and navigators of vessels of war, and
for use of courts-martial,
courts-martial, two thousand dollars.
For musical instruments
instruments and music for vessels of war, one thousand
thousand
dollars.
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speaking-tubes and gongs,
steering-signals and indicators, and for speaking-tubes
For steering-signals
for
thousand dollars.
vessels of war, two thousand
on board
board vessels
communication on
signal communication
for signal
exFor
contingent expenses
expenses of
Navigation, namely: For Contingent
Contingent OXthe Bureau of Navigation,
of the
For contingent
ponses.
freight and
transportation of navigation
navigation materials; postage and tele- ponses.
and transportation
freight
graphing on public
advertising for proposals;
proposals; packing-boxes
packing-boxes
business; advertising
public business;
graphing
and materials;
materials; and
contingent expenses, two thousand
thousand dolother contingent
and all other
and
lars.
ostablishseventeen Civil establishFor the
the civil
civil establishment,
establishment, ten thousand four hundred
hundred and seventeen
For
ment.
mont.
dollars and
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
dollars
Iydrographic.
For
drawing, engraving,
of chart
chart paper, and printing and Hydrographic.
purchase of
engraving, purchase
For drawing,
preparing and publishphotolithographing charts, correcting
correcting old plates, preparing
photolithographing
forty-five
information, forty-five
ing sailing
sailing directions,
hydrographic information,
directions, and other hydrographie
ing
thousand dollars.
thousand
For office
office furniture;
furniture; care of
purchase of Furniture, labor,
of building and other labor; purchase
For
poststatio'ry, postbooks for
for library,
library, drawing
drawing materials, and other stationery;
stationery; postage, stationery,
books
age.
ago.
dollars.
freight,
and
other
contingent
expenses,
four
thousand
freight, and other contingent expenses,
Observa.
Naval Observa•
Observatory, namely:
expenses of Naval Observatory,
For expenses
tory.
For pay
pay of
assistant astronomers,
astronomers, four thousand
thousand nine hundred tory.
three assistant
of three
For
Proviso.
Proviso.
dollars
That any assistant astronomer
astronomer who has not served
Provided, That
dollars::Provided,
for four
four years
years continuously
himcontinuously shall receive only one thousand five hunfor
dred dollars per annum.
For one
clerk, at one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
one clerk,
For
wages of one instrument-maker,
instrument-maker, three watchmen,
watchmen 2one messenger,
For wages
and
porter; for
order and repairs
repairs to buildings
buildings
for keeping grounds in order
and one porter;
and
inclosures; for
furniture; chemicals
chemicals for batand office furniture;
light, and
fuel, light,
for fuel,
and inclosures;
teries;
and for
for stationery,
contingent expenses,
stationery, freight, and all other contingent
teries; and
thirteen
thirteen thousand five hundred dollars.
meteorological ob
For reducing
astronomical and meteorological
transcribing astronomical
and transcribing
reducing and
For
servations
for publication,
thousand two hundred dollars.
two thousand
publication, two
servations for
For professional
professional books
books and
periodicals for library, one thousand doland periodicals
For
lars.
For solar
photography, one thousand dollars.
stellar photography,
and stellar
solar and
For
Distribution.
observa- Distribution.
For payment
Smithsonian Institution for freight on observapayment to the Smithsonian
For
during
tory
publications
to
be
shipped
to
foreign
countries
the
fiscal
tory publications to be shipped
year
eighteen hundred
thirty-six
eighty-two, three hundred and thirty-six
and eighty-two,
hundred and
year eighteen
dollars
twenty-five cents.
and twenty-five
dollars and
For photographic
apparatus, five hundred dollars.
photographic apparatus,
For
For
thousand two hundred dollars.
computing, one thousand
For computing,
For repairs
to dome of large telescope, five hundred dollars.
repairs to
For
To finish
finish the
the computations
of the second part of the transit of Venus
computations of
To
observations,
complete them for publication,
publication, nine hundred
hundred and
to complete
and to
observations, and
fifty dollars.
AlmaNautical
For expenses
pay of
of computers
Nautical Almaand clerks rate.
computers and
For pay
Almanac: For
Nautical Almanac:
of Nautical
expenses of
For
nao
and
Ephemeris
for
preparing
Ephemeris
Nautical
American
the
publication
for
for preparing
Almanac,
thousand dollars.
Almanac, nineteen thousand
ex.
Contingent exmis- Contingent
expressage, books, and misFor rent,
fuel, labor,
labor, stationery, boxes, expressage,
rent, fuel,
For
penses.
pene.
dollars.
cellaneous
items,
one
thousand
five
hundred
hundred
cellaneous items, one thousand
For improving
of the planets, three thousand dollars.
tables of
the tables
improving the
For
BUREAU
ORDNANCE.
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE.
For fuel,
all kinds
kinds necessary
necessary in
carrying on the
in carrying
of all
materials of
and materials
tools, and
fuel, tools,
For
current
of the
the mechanical
mechanical branches
branches of
departordnance departof the ordnance
work of
daily work
current daily
ment
at the
the several
several navy
navy yards,
magazines, and stations, sixty thousand
yards, magazines,
ment at
dollars.
•
For labor
labor at
all the
the navy-yards,
navy-yards, magazines,
magazines, and stations in fitting ships
at all
For
for
sea and
and in
in preserving
ordnance material,
material, one hundred and forty
preserving ordnance
for sea
thousand dollars.
thousand
For necessary
ordnance buildings, magazines, gun-parks,
necessary repairs to ordnance
For
boats,
necessaries of the like
machinery, and other necessaries
wharves, machinery,
lighters, wharves,
boats, lighters,
character,
character, twenty thousand dollars.

Ordnance stores
stores
Ordnance
and supplies.
supplies
and
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Contingent.
Contingent.

For
foreign and
and home
home
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, namely: For
For freight
freight to
to foreign
advertising and auctioneers'
auctioneers' fees,
fees, cartage
and express
charges,
stations, advertising
cartage and
express charges,
fire-engines, gas and
water pipes,
repairs to fire-engines,
and water
pipes, gas and water tax
tax at
at magmagthousand
azines, toll, ferriage, foreign postage, and
and telegrams,
telegrams, three thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
establish- For the civil establishment,
Civil establishestablishment, eleven thousand eight hundred
hundred and
eightyand eightymol l
meldt
:and twenty-five
six dollars and
twenty-five cents.
Torpedo Corps.
Corps.
the Torpedo
Torpedo
For the
Torpedo Corps, namely: For labor,
labor, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars;
dollars;
material, ten
tell thousand
thousand dollars; freight and express
express charges, five
five hunmaterial,
hundred dollars; general repairs
repairs to grounds,
grounds, buildings,
buildings, wharves, and boats,
five thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; and instruction
general torpedo
torpedo experiments,
instruction and general
experiments,
fourteen thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; in all, forty-five thousand
dollars.
dollars.
BUREAU
EQUIPMENT AND RECRUITING.
RECRUITING.
BUREAU OF EQUIPMENT
Equipment
Equi pmenlt

equipment of vessels:
vessels: For coal for steamers
steamers' and
ships use,
For equipment
and ships'
use, ineluding
eluding expenses
expenses of transportation;
transportation 3storage and handling;
handling; hemp, wire,
manufacture of rope; hides,
hides, cordage,
and other materials
materials for the manufacture
cordage, cananchors, galleys,
vas, leather;
leather; iron for manufacture
manufacture of cables, anchors,
galleys, and
chains; furniture, wood, hose, bake-ovens,
chains;
bake-ovens, and cooking-stoves;
cooking-stoves; boatdetaching
detaching apparatus;
apparatus; life-rafts for monitors; heating
heating apparatus
for
apparatus for
receiving-ships; and for the payment
receiving-ships;
payment of labor in equipping vessels and
manufacture of equipment
manufacture
equipment articles in the several navy-yards, eight hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
For
Equipment and Recruiting,
Recruiting,
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Bureau of Equipment
Contingent.
namely: For expenses of recruiting
recruiting and fitting up receiving-ships;
receiving-ships; extra
expenses
expenses of training-ships;
training-ships; freight and transportation
transportation of equipment
equipment
stores; transportation
transportation of enlisted men and boys; printing, advertising,
advertising,
telegraphing;
models;3stationery;
stationery; express charges; internal
telegraphing; books and models
alterations, fixtures, and appliances in equipment
,alterations,
equipment buildings at the sevnavy-yards; foreign postage; car-tickets, ferriage, ice; apprehension
eral navy-yards;
apprehension.
of deserters;
deserters; assistance to vessels in distress; continuous-service
continuous-service certifigood-conduct badges for enlisted men,
purchase of
cates and good-conduct
men, including
including purchase
of
school-books for training-ships
training-ships and extra medals for boys, fifty-five
school-hooks
fifty-five
thousand dollars.
Civil establish- For the civil establishment,
establishment, eighteen thousand two hundred and fiftyment.
ment.
one dollars
dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.

vessels.
vessels.

of
of

BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS.
Yards and docks.

general maintenance
maintenance of yards and docks, namely: For freight and
For general
and
transportation of materials and stores; books, models, maps, and drawtransportation
qrawings; purchase
purchase and repair of fire-engines;
fire-engines; machinery,
machinery, and patent rights
to use the same; repairs on steam fire-engines, and attendance
attendance on the
purchase and maintenance
same; purchase
maintenance of oxen and horses, and driving teams,
carts, and timber-wheels
timber-wheels for use in the navy-yards, and tools and repairs
repairs
of the same; dredging; postage and telegrams;
telegrams; furniture
furniture for governnavy-yards; coal and other fuel; candles,
ment houses and offices in the navy-yards;
candles,
oil, and gas;
buildgas; cleaning and clearing
clearing up yards, and care of public buildings; attendance
attendance on fires; lights; fire-engines
apparatus; for clerical
fire-engines and apparatus;
and incidental labor at navy-yards; water-tax, and for toll and ferriages;
ferriages;
pay of the watchmen in the navy-yards;
navy-yards; and for awnings and packingboxes, four hundred and forty thousand dollars.
Contingent.
Contingent.
For contingent
contingent expenses
may arise at navy-yards
For
expenses that may
navy-yards and stations,
twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
Civil
Civil establishestablishnine hundred and
For the civil establishment, thirty-seven
thirty-seven thousand
thousand nine
and
ment.
ment.
six dollars
dollars and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
Naval
Asylum.
Naval Asylum.
Naval Asylum,
At the Naval
Asylum, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: For superintendsteward, four hundred
hundred and eighty dollars;
ent, six hundred dollars; steward,
matron, three hundred
hundred and sixty dollars;
dollars; cook, two hundred and forty
dollars; two assistant cooks, one hundred
hundred and sixty-eight
sixty-eight dollars each;
each;
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chief laundress, one hundred and ninety-two
dollars; six laundresses,
ninety-two dollarsat one hundred and sixty-eight
sixty-eight dollars
dollars each;
each; nine scrubbers
scrubbers and waiters,
at one hundred
sixty-eight dollars
dollars each; six laborers, at two hunhundred and sixty-eight
dred and forty dollars each; stable-keeper
hundred
stable-keeper and driver, three hundred
and sixty dollars; master-at-arms,
hundred and eighty dollars;
dollars;
master-at-arms, four hundred
corporal, three hundred dollars; barber, three hundred
hundred and sixty dollars;
dollars;
corporal,
carpenter, eight hundred and forty
forty-five
and gas, two
five dollars; water-rent
water-rent and
thousand dollars; ice, two hundred
hundred dollars; car-tickets, two hundred
hundred
and fifty dollars; cemetery
cemetery and.
expenses, headstones,
headstones, and digdigand burial expenses,
ging
hundred and fifty dollars; improvement
improvement of grounds,
ging graves,
graves, three hundred
five hundred
repairs and preservation
kinds, painting,
hundred dollars; repairs
preservation of all kinds,
and for grates, furnaces,
four
furnaces, ranges, furniture, and repairs of furniture, four
thousand five hundred dollars; and for support of beneficiaries, fortythree
hundred dollars; in all, fifty-nine
fifty-nine thousand
thousand eight
five hundred
thousand five
three thousand
hundred and thirteen dollars; which sum shall be paid out of the income
income
from the naval pension
pension fund.

Beneficiaries.
Beneficiaries.
Fund.
Fund.

BUREAU
MEDICINE AND SURGERY.
BUREAU OF MEDICINE
SURGERY.
For support of the medical department, for surgeons'
surgeons' necessaries
necessaries for
vessels in commission, navy-yards,
naval stations, Marine
Marine Corps, and
navy-yards, naval
Coast Survey, forty-five
forty-five thousand dollars.
namely: For maintenance
maintenance of the naval
naval-hospital fund, namely:
For the naval-hospital
hospitals
New Hampshire;
Hampshire; Chelsea, Massachusetts;
Massachusetts;
hospitals at
at Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, New
Brooklyn, New York; Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; Annapolis, Maryland; Washington,
Columbia; Norfolk,
Virginia; Pensacola,
Norfolk, Virginia;
Washington, District of Columbia;
Florida;
Mare Island, California;
California; and Yokohama,
thousand
Yokohama, Japan, fifty thousand
Florida; Mare
dollars.
For
contingent expenses
expenses of the bureau:
bureau: For freight
freight on medical
stores;
medical stores;
For contingent
transportation of insane
the government
hospital; advertisadvertisgovernment hospital;
insane patients to the
transportation
ing; telegraphing;
telegraphing; purchase
purchase of books;
books; expenses
expenses attending
attending the medical
examiners; purchase
purchase and repair
repair of wagons
wagons and
and harness; purboard of
of examiners;
garden-tools, and seeds,
fifteen
seeds, fifteen
trees, garden-tools,
of horses
horses and
and cows;
cows; trees,
chase and feed
feed of
thousand dollars.
For necessary
necessary repairs
repairs of naval laboratory,
naval hospitals, and
laboratory, naval
appendages, including
including roads,
roads, wharves,
wharves, out-houses, sidewalks, fences,
appendages,
gardens, farms, and cemeteries, thirty thousand dollars.
several naval
For the maintenance
naval
maintenance of the civil establishment at the several
hospitals, navy-yards, naval laboratory, and Naval Academy,
Academy, forty
forty
thousand dollars.
For continuing
atmospheric impurities,
one thousand
thousand
of atmospheric
impurities, one
investigations of
For
continuing investigations
five
five hundred
hundred dollars.

Surgeons' necesnocosSurgeons'
saries.
sLr08s.
Hospital fund.

Contingent.
Contingent.

Repairs.
Repairs.

Civil
Civil
ment.
ne

establishestablish-

nt.

Investigations
of
Investigatiollsof
atmospheric imimatmospheric
purities.
purities.

BUREAU OF PROVISIONS
CLOTHING.
PROVISIONS AND CLOTHING.
marines; commuted rations for
provisions for
for the
the seamen and marines;
For provisions
officers,
seamen, and marines;
handling and
and transportransporof the
the handling
marines; expenses
expenses of
officers, seamen,
tation
of inspections
purchase
and for purchase
and storehouses;
storehouses; and
provisions; of
inspections and
tation of
of provisions;
of
water for
and commutation
for
rations for
commutation of rations
for provisions and
for ships, and for
of water
seven
hundred and
thousand dollars.
million two hundred
hundred thousand
one million
and fifty boys, one
seven hundred
contingent expenses: For freight on shipments
shipments (except provisions),
provisions),
For contingent
candles, fuel; books and blanks;
and coincomadvertising and
blanks; stationery;
stationery; advertising
missions on
sales; foreign
foreign postage,
express charges;
charges; toll,
telegrams, and
and express
postage, telegrams,
missions
on sales;
ferriages, and car-tickets;
yeomen's stores,
stores, iron safes, ice, newsferriages,
car-tickets; and yeomen's
expenses absolutely
absolutely necessary,
thousand
necessary, sixty thousand
papers, and incidental expenses
dollars.
thousand'four
establishment, twelve
For civil establishment,
twelve thousand
.four hundred
hundred and
and eleven
eleven
dollars and fifty cents.
dollars

Provisions and
Provisions
and
clothing, transportransIorclothing,
tation, etc.

ion, e

Contingent exexContingent

penses.
pe1ses.

Civil
Civil
ment.

establishestablish-

mnt.

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR.
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION
BUREAU
Preservation of
of
preservation of vessels on the stocks and
For preservat'on
and in ordinary,
ordinary, purchase
purchase Preservation
vessels, etc.
navy-yards and on foreign vessels, etc.
materials and stores of all kinds; labor in navy-yards
of materials
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stations; preservation
preservation of materials;
materials; purchase
of tools;
tools; wear,
wear, tear,
tear, and
and
purchase of
repair of
and for
general care
care and
and protection
protection of
of the
repair
of vessels afloat, and
for general
the Navy
Navy
construction and
incidental expenses,
namely,
in the line of
of construction
and repair;
repair; and
and incidental
expenses, namely,
advertising and
advertising
one million five
and foreign postage, one
five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dolProviso.
Proviso.
lars: Provided,
Provided, That one hundred
thousand dollars
dollars of
of this
hundred and fifty thousand
this
U.S.ships
Brook- amount shall be immediately
U.S.shipsBrookimmediately available
available for the purpose of repairing
repairing and
and
lyn and
Lancaster.
and Lancaster. converting
converting the ships Brooklyn
Brooklyn and Lancaster
Lancaster into flag-ships.
Civil establishFor the civil establishment, forty thousand
thousand one hundred and five dolm u
ment.
in t.
lars and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF STEAM-ENGINEERING.
STEAM-ENGINEERING.
For repairs
preservation of machinery
machinery and
repairs and preservation
and boilers in vessels
vessels on
the stocks and in ordinary;
ordinary; purchase and preservation
preservation of all materials
materials
and stores; and
and patent rights, purchase,
purchase, fitting, and
and repair of machinery
machinery
and tools in the navy-yards
navy-yards and
and stations; wear, tear, and repair
repair of
of
machinery and boilers of naval vessels; incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, such
such as
as
machinery
foreign postages, telegrams, advertising, freight, photographing,
photographing, books,
books,
Proviso.
Proviso.
seventy-five thousand dollars: Proand instruments, eight hundred and seventy-five
Provided, That seventy-five
vided,
thousand dollars of this amount
amount shall be immeseventy-five thousand
diately available
available for the purpose
purpose of repairing
repairing and
converting the ships
ships
and converting
Brooklyn and Lancaster
Lancaster into flag-ships.
Contingent oxexContinent
or contingencies,
ontingcotingencies, such
instruments and materials for draughtingFor
such as instruments
penses.
penses.
room, one thousand dollars.
Civil establish- For the civil
establishment, twenty thousand
civil establishment,
thousand and thirty-eight dollars,
Steam
ery.
cry.

machin-

ment.
eont.

Naval
Naval Academy.

NAVAL ACADEMY.

Professors,
Professors, asasFor pay of professors and others: For two professors
professors (heads of desistants, elaberks,
clerks, partets),
sistants,
one
drawing
of
of
modern languages, at
partments),
namely,
one
drawing
and
one
of
messengers, labormcessengers
labor,
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars each;
four professors,
of
ers, and musicians. two
hundred dollars
each; four
professors, namely,
namely, one
one of
physics (assistant),
(assistant), one
one of chemistry
chemistry (assistant),
(assist(assistant), one
one of Spanish
Spanish (assistant), and one of English studies, history, and law
law (assistant), at
at two
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars each; six assistant
assistant professors, namely,
four of French, one of English
and laws,
of
English studies, history, and
laws, and one of
thousand eight
drawing, at one thousand
eight hundred
sword-master, at
at
hundred dollars each; sword-master,
one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars, and two assistants, at one thousand
thousand
boxing-master and gymnast, at one thousand
dollars each; boxing-master
thousand two hundred
hundred
dollars; assistant
assistant librarian,
librarian, at one thousand four hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; secretary of the Naval Academy, one thousand eight hundred
three
hundred dollars;
dollars; three
superintendent, at one thousand
clerks to superintendent,
hundred dollars, one
thousand two hundred
one thouthousand dollars, and
and eight hundred dollars respectively;
respectively; one
clerk to comone clerk
mandant
mandant of cadets, one thousand two hundred dollars; one
clerk to
payone clerk
to paymaster, one thousand dollars;
hundred
dollars; one dentist, one thousand six hundred
dollars;
dollars; one baker, six hundred dollars; one mechanic
mechanic in department
department
hundred dollars; one mess-man,
of physics and chemistry,
chemistry, six hundred
mess-man, two hundred
dred and eighty-eight
eighty-eight dollars;
dollars; one cook, three hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five
dollars and fifty
fifty cents;
cents; one
one messenger
messenger to superintendent,
superintendent, six
six hundred
hundred
dollars;
five hundred and twenty-nine
dollars; one armorer, 'five
twenty-nine dollars and
and fifty
fifty
cents;
cents; one gunner's mate, four hundred and sixty-nine
sixty-nine dollars and fifty
fifty
cents, and one quarter-gunner,
quarter-gunner, four hundred
hundred and
and nine dollars and fifty
cents; one coclswain,
cockswain, four hundred
hundred and sixty-nine
sixty-nine dollars and fifty
cents; one seaman
department of seamanship,
seamanship, one seaman
seaman in the department
seaman in the
department
department of astronomy,
astronomy, and one seaman
seaman in the department
of physics
department of
physics
hundred and forty-nine
and chemistry, at three
three hundred
forty-nine dollars and fifty cents
each; one bandmaster,
hundred and twenty-eight
twenty-eight dollars; twentybandmaster, five hundred
one first-class musicians,
musicians, at three hundred
each;
hundred and forty-eight
forty-eight dollars each;
seven second-class
second-class musicians, at three
three hundred dollars each;
each; in all,
fifty-four thousand
seventy-six dollars.
thousand five hundred
hundred and seventy-six
Captain of
of For pay
pay of
of watchmen
watchmen and
and others:
others: For captain of the watch and
and
watch, watchmen,
witch, watchmen, weigher, at two
two dollars
dollars and fifty cents per day; four watchmen, at two
and others.
dollars per day each; foreman of the gas and steam-heating
steam-heating works of
of
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academy, at
five dollars
dollars per
ten attendants
attendants at gas and steam-heatper day;
day; ten
at five
academy,
ing works,
two dollars
dollars and fifty cents, and
at three dollars,
dollars, one at two
works, one at
ing
eight
at two
seven hundred
hundred
steam-pipe fitter, seven
one steam-pipe
each; one
two dollars
dollars per day each;
eight at
and
thirty dollars;
dollars; one
one foreman
foreman of
foreman of painters,
painters, and
one foreman
of joiners,
joiners, one
and thirty
one
masons, at
three dollars
dollars and
cents per
per day
day each;
each;
and fifty
fifty cents
at three
of masons,
one foreman
foreman of
two
joiners, one
one painter,
painter, and
one mason,
mason, at
at two
fifty cents
cents
dollars and
and fifty
two dollars
and one
two joiners,
per
day each;
dolone blacksmith,
blacksmith, at two doland one
one gas-fitter,
gas-fitter, and
tinner, one
each; one
one timer,
per day
lars
and fifty
twenty-four thousand
thousand four hunfifty cents per day each; in all, twenty-four
lars and
dred
fifty-five dollars.
dred and fifty-five
For pay of mechanics
mechanics and others:
workshop, at Mechanics and
mechanic at workshop,
one mechanic
others: For one
For
laborers.
two
twenty-five cents per diem; one
one master-laborer,
master-laborer, to keep laborers.
two dollars and twenty-five
public
per
twenty-eight cents per
at two
two dollars and twenty-eight
in order, at
grounds in
public grounds
diem; fourteen
fourteen laborers,
assist in same, three at two dollars per
laborers, to assist
diem;
diem
each and
one
and fifty cents per diem each; one
at one
one dollar and
eleven at
and eleven
diem each
laborer
cadet-midshipmen and public grounds,
superintend quarters of cadet-midshipmen
to superintend
laborer to
at two
per diem;
at recitation-rooms,
recitation-rooms, library,
paylibrary, paysix attendants
attendants at
diem; six
at
two dollars
dollars per
master's
per month
and offices, and store, at twenty dollars per
master's office, chapel and
each twenty
twenty servants,
servants, to
and attend
quarters of cadetattend to quarters
in order and
to keep
keep in
each;
midshipmen
buildings, at twenty dollars
dollars per
per month
month each;
each;
and public buildings,
midshipmen and
thirty-five dollars and ninetyhundred and thirty-five
in
thousand eight hundred
sixteen thousand
all, sixteen
in all,
five cents.
Employees in dedeFormastersteam-enginery: For
For pay of employees
employees in
master- Employeesin
department of steam-enginery:
the department
in the
Forpayof
partment of steampamentofsteamfifty
and
machinist,
boiler-maker,
and
pattern-maker,
at
three
dollars
and
dollars
at
three
pattern-maker,
machinist, boiler-maker, and
engmery.
cents per
each; two
blacksmith, and one molder, at engery.
one blacksmith,
machinists, one
two machinists,
day each;
per day
cents
doltwo dollars
dollars and
diem each;
each; and two laborers,
laborers at one slolfifty cents per diem
and fifty
two
lar and
cents per
thousand
laborers,
hundred
five hundred
eight thousand
in all,
all, eight
each; in
diem each;
per diem
fifty cents
lar
and fifty
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven dollars and fifty cents.
and
Repairs of
of buildbuildand Repairs
For necessary
of public
public buildings,
buildings pavements,
wharves, and
pavements, wharves,
repairs of
necessary repairs
For
etc.
ings, etc.
inclosing the grounds of the Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy, and for improveimprove- ings,
walls inclosing
ments and
and furniture
fixtures, twenty-one
dollars.
twenty-one thousand dollars.
and fixtures,
furniture and
ments

school-ships,
For fuel,
heating and
lighting the
academy and
and school-ships,
the academy
and lighting
for heating
and for
fuel, and
For

Fuel
and lights.
ligl
Fuel and

seventeen thousand dollars.
seventeen
Contingent ex•
ex.
For
Academy: For purchase
purchase of books
books for Contingent
contingent expenses, Naval Academy:
For contingent
penses.
penses.
the library, two thousand dollars.
Stationery.
Stationery.
models, maps,
For
maps and so forth, and for textFor stationery, blank books, models,
thousand dollars.
instructors, two thousand
books for use of instructors,
Board ofVisitors
of Visitors
For expenses
expenses of the Board of Visitors to the Naval Academy,
Academy, two Board
thousand six
hundred dollars.
six hundred
thousand
Chemicals,
etc.
Chemicals, etc.
For
purchase of
of chemicals,
instruments in the departapparatus, and instruments
chemicals, apparatus,
For purchase
thousand
same,
ment
of
and
chemistry,
repairs
of
the
same,
two
thousand
and
for
chemistry,
and
physics
of
ment
hundred dollars.
five hundred
Miscellaneous.
For
purchase of
of gas
gas and
and steam
machinery; steam-pipe
steam-pipe and fittings;
Miscellaneous.
steam machinery;
For purchase
water;
cartage;
freight;
;
academy 5
cartage; water;
rent of building for the use of the academy
music;
instruments; uniforms
uniforms for the bandsastronomical instruments;
musical and astronomical
music; musical
men;
maintenance of teams; and for
feed and maintenance
for feed
and for
telegraphing; and
men; telegraphing;
the current
repairs of
and for incidental
incidental labor
labor
of all
all kinds; and
and repairs
expenses and
current expenses
the
thirty-four
appropriation, thirty-four
and
expenses not applicable
applicable to any other appropriation,
and expenses
thousand six hundred dollars.
For
in the
steam-enginery, eight hundred
hundred doldepartment of steam-enginery,
the department
stores in
For stores
lars.
repairs in steam-machinery,
thousand dollars.
steam-machinery, one thousand
for repairs
materials for
For materials
MARINE
CORPS.
MARINE CORPS.
For pay
pay of
of officers
on the
active-list, as
as follows:
colonel corncomone colonel
For one
follows: For
the active-list,
officers on
For
mandant,
one colonel,
colonel, two
lieutenant-colonels, one
and inspecinspecadjutant and
one adjutant
two lieutenant-colonels,
mandant, one
tor,
quartermaster, one paymaster,
paymaster, four majors, two assistant quarone quartermaster,
tor, one
termasters,
one judge-advocate-general,
judge-advocate-general, United
nineteen
Navy, nineteen
States Navy,
United States
termasters, one
captains, thirty
thirty first
fourteen second lieutenants,
lieutenants, one
and fourteen
lieutenants, and
first lieutenants,
captains,
hundred and
seventy-two thousand
and forty dollars.
hundred and
thousand eight hundred
and seventy-two
hundred
For
retired-list: For one colonel,
colonel, one lieutenantlieutenantpay of officers on the retired-list:
For pay
colonel, three
three majors,
majors, two
two assistant
quartermasters, two
two captains, three
three
assistant quartermasters,
colonel,

xxi-
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first lieutenants,
and three
twenty-seven thousand
thousand
first
lieutenants, and
three second
second lieutenants,
lieutenants, twenty-seven
seventy dollars.
three hundred
hundred and
and seventy
dollars.
For
and privates:
privates: For
officers, musicians,
musicians, and
For
For pay
pay of
of non-commissioned
non-commissioned officers,
one leader
of the
the band,
band, one
sergeant-major, one
one quartermaster-sergeant,
one
leader of
one sergeant-major,
quartermaster-sergeant,
and
one drum-major,
drum-major, fifty
fifty first
first sergeants,
one hundred
hundred and
and one
sergeants, one
and forty
ftrty sersergeants, one
one hundred
hundred and
eighty corporals,
corporals, thirty
thirty musicians,
musicians, ninety-six
geants,
and eighty
ninety-six
drummers and
and fifers,
fifers, and
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred privates,
privates, three
three
drummers
and one
hundred and
dollars.
and fifty-two
fifty-two dollars.
hundred
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine thousand
thousand and
For
two messengers,
sixteen thousand
thousand and thirty-five
thirty-five
For ten clerks
clerks and
and two
messengers, sixteen
dollars; payments
soldiers for
clothing uudrawn,
undrawn, twenty
twenty
to discharged
discharged soldiers
for clothing
dollars;
payments to
thousand dollars;
dollars; transportation
transportation of
officers traveling
traveling under
withthousand
of officers
under orders without troops,
troops, eight
eight thousand
dollars; commutation
of quarters
quarters for
officers
out
thousand dollars;
commutation of
for officers
where
are no
dollars; in all, fiftyfiftybuildings, ten thousand
thousand dollars;
where there are
no public
public buildings,
four
thirty-five dollars.
four thousand
thousand and
and thirty-five
For
sixty-eight thousand
thousand and thirteen
thirteen dollars
dollars and
and ten
For provisions,
provisions, sixty-eight
Provisions.
cents.
For clothing,
clothing, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand six
six hundred
and fifty-nine
dollars.
Clothing.
For
hundred and
fifty-nine dollars.
For fuel,
fuel, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and ninety-six
ninety-six dollars
dollars and
and
Fuel.
For
fifty cents.
For military
military stores,
stores, namely:
For pay
of one
one chief
chief armorer,
armorer, nine
nine hunhunpay of
namely: For
For
Stores.
dred and thirty-nine
thirty-nine dollars; three
three mechanics,
mechanics, at two dollars and fifty
cents
equipments, such as cartridgecartridgeeach; purchase
purchase of military
military equipments,
cents per
per day
day each;
boxes,
haversacks, canteens,
swords,
boxes, bayonet-scabbards,
bayonet-scabbards, haversacks,
canteens, musket-slings,
musket-slings, swords,
flags, knapsacks,
knapsacks, drums, fifes, bugles, and other
other instruments,
instruments, five thousand
hundred Springfield
Springfield rifles, one thousand dollars; for
for purchase
purchase of one
one hundred
sand
dollars; purchases
thousand dolsand five
five hundred
hundred dollars;
purchases of
of ammunition,
ammunition, one thousand
purchase and
instruments for the
lars; purchase
and repair of instruments
the band,
band, and purchase
purchase of
of
music,
thousand two
hundred and
and
two hundred
dollars; in all,
all, eleven thousand
music, five hundred dollars;
eighty-six dollars and fifty cents.
For
of troops
troops and
and for
expenses of recruiting,
recruiting, seven
Transportation
for expenses
For transportation
transportation of
Transportation
and recruiting.
thousand dollars.
barracks, and rent
Repairs of barto be used
used for the manmanrepairs of barracks,
rent of buildings
buildings to
Repairs
For repairs
racks.
ufacture of clothing,
ufacture
clothing, for stores for supplies, and offices of assistant
assistant
Rent.
Rent.
quartermaster at Philadelphia,
quartermaster
Philadelphia, and for hire of quarters
quarters where there are
no public buildings, thirteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
one for messenger
messenger to commandant
commandant
three public
public horses, one
Forage.
For forage
forage for three
District of Columbia, and two for general
general use at
and staff, Washington,
Washington, District
marine barracks,
barracks, Mare Island, California, and for two private horses for
commanding officer
hundred and fifty dollars.
commanding
officer at the same place, seven
seven hundred
dollars.
Contingencies.
namely: For freight;
freight; ferriage;
ferriage; toll; cartage;
cartage; per
Contingencies.
For contingencies, namely:
diem for constant labor; burial of deceased marines;
marines; stationery; teleapprehension of deserters;
graphing; apprehension
deserters; oil, candles,
candles, gas; repairs
repairs of gas
and water fixtures;
barrack furniture;
fixtures; water-rent;
water-rent; barrack
furniture; furniture for officers'
officers'
quarters;. bedsacks;
crash;
bedsacks; packing-boxes,
packing-boxes, wrapping-paper;
wrapping-paper; oil-cloth;
oil-cloth; crash;
rope; twine;
carpenters tools;
tools; repairs
repairs
twine; spades;
spades; shovels;
shovels; axes;
axes; picks;
picks; carpenters'
purchase of fire-extinguishers;
to fire-engines;
fire-engines; purchase
fire-extinguishers; purchase
purchase and repair
repair of
engine-hose;
carryall; purchase
purchase of lumber for benches,
engine-hose; repairs to public
public carryall;
benches,
mess-tables, bunks;
bunks; purchase
purchase and repair
repair of harness; purchase and
and rewheel-barrows; purchase
pair of hand-carts
hand-carts and wheel-burrows;
purchase and repair of galleys,
galleys,
cooking-stoves,
stoves where
where there are no grates;
grates; gravel for
cooking-stoves, ranges,
ranges, stoves
for parade-grounds; repair of pumps; brushes;
brushes; brooms;
rade-grounds;
brooms; buckets; paving;
and for other purposes, including
marine barracks
barracks at
including gas and oil for marine
Portsmouth, New
Hampshire; Boston, Massachusetts;
New Hampshire;
Massachusetts; Brooklyn, New
New
League Island, Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; assistant-quartermaster's
York; League
assistant-quartermaster's offices,
offices,
Pennsylvania; Annapolis,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Annapolis, Maryland;
headquarters and
Maryland; headquarters
navy-yard, Washington,
navy-yard,
Washington, District of Columbia;
Columbia; Gosport, Virginia; and
Mare Island, California;
California; and water
water at marine
marine barracks, Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts; Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, New York;
York; and Mare Island, California;
California; also straw
for bedding for enlisted men at the various posts, and furniture
furniture for government houses, twenty-five
thousand dollars.
ernment
twenty-five thousand
s
R.
R. S.. 1144 1
18
8 SEC.
hundred and eighteen,
SEC. 2. That section
section fourteen
fourteen hundred
eighteen, fourteen
fourteen hundred
hundred
amended.
amended.
and nineteen, and fourteen
fourteen hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
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1 441199
as heretofore
heretofore amended
amended relating
relating to
enlistment of
naval R.
R. S. 1
in the naval
of minors
minors in
to enlistment
as
service, be,
are, amended
by striking
word "fifteen
4c fifteen "uamended.
amended.
the word
out the
striking out
amended by
hereby are,
and herelq
be, and
service,
and inserting
in its
its stead
R.
S. 1420
and
inserting in
stead the
the word
word "fourteen"
"fourteen"
amended.
Approved, February
1881.
23, 1881.
February 23,
Approved,

act making
appropriations for
the consular
consular and
diplomatic service
service
and diplomatic
for the
making appropriations
act
of
government for
for the
the year
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and eightyeightyhundred and
thirtieth, eighteen
year ending
the government
of the
two, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
two,

CHAP.
78.-An
CHAP. 78.—An

Feb.
24, 1881.
1881.
Feb. 24,

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
United
Representatives of the United
of Bepresentative,s
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
States of
America in
in Congress
the following
following sums
be, and
and Appropriations.
Appropriations.
sums be,
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States
they are
are hereby,
for the
the service
the fiscal
year ending
ending Consular
Consular and difiscal year
of the
service of
appropriated for
hereby, appropriated
they
June
hundred and
and eighty-two,
of any
any money
plomatic service.
service.
in plomatic
money in
out of
eighty-two, out
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
for
the
hereinafter
exexhereinafter
objects
the
for
appropriated,
otherwise
not
the Treasury
pressed, namely:
namely:
pressed,
plenipotentiary to Envoys; pleniFor
of envoys
envoys extraordinary
ministers plenipotentiary
extraordinary and ministers
salaries of
For salaries
Great
seventeen thousand
thousand five potentiaries.
Potentiaries•
at seventeen
Russia, at
and Russia,
Germany, and
France, Germany,
Britain, France,
Great Britain,
hundred
dollars each,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
seventy thousand
each, seventy
hundred dollars
For salaries
envoys extraordinary
and ministers
plenipotentiary to
to
ministers plenipotentiary
extraordinary and
of envoys
salaries of
For
Spain, Austria,
Italy, Brazil,
Japan, and
and China, at twelve
Mexico, Japan,
Brazil, Mexico,
Austria, Italy,
Spain,
thousand
dollars each,
thousand dollars.
eighty-four thousand
each, eighty-four
thousand dollars
For salaries
envoys extraordinary
ministers plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to
to
and ministers
extraordinary and
of envoys
salaries of
For
Chili and
at ten
dollars each,
each, twenty
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
thousand dollars
ten thousand
Peru, at
and Peru,
Chili
For
ministers resident
resident at
at Belgium,
Belgium, Netherlands,
Netherlands, Sweden
Sweden and
and Norway,
Ministers resires
Norway, Ministers
For ministers
dent.
Turkey, Venezuela,
Republic, and the dent'
Argentine Republic,
Islands, Argentine
Hawaiian Islands,
Venezuela, Hawaiian
Turkey,
United States
States of
Colombia, at
at seven
seven thousand
hundred dollars
five hundred
thousand five
of Colombia,
United
each, sixty
sixty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
each,
For
and consul-general
consul-general at
Bolivia, five
thousand Ministers
res i
Ministers resifive thousand
at Bolivia,
and
resident
minister resident
For minister
dent
d s.
dollars.
dent and
and consulsconsulsdollars.
general
For minister
resident accredited
Guatemala, Costa
Honduras, general.
genera
Rica, Honduras,
Costa Rica,
to Guatemala,
accredited to
minister resident
For
Salvador,
and Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, to
reside at the place
place that the President
President may
to reside
Salvador, and
select
the states
named, ten
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
states named,
of the
either of
in either
select in
For minister
resident and
thousand
consul-general to Hayti, seven thousand
and consul-general
minister resident
For
five hundred dollars.
For
and consul-general
thousand
to Liberia, four thousand
consul-general to
resident and
minister resident
For minister
dollars.
For
charges d'affaires
ad interim
diplomatic officers
abroad, Charges
Charges d'
d' afafofficers abroad,
and diplomatic
interim and
d'affaires ad
For charges
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.res
twenty

faires ad
ad interim.
interim.
For
salaries
of
charges
Waffaires
to
Portugal,
Denmark,
Paraguay
d' afatCharges
Paraguay
Denmark,
Portugal,
to
d'affaires
of
charges
For salaries
and
Switzerland, at
at five
each, twenty faires.
faires•
thousand dollars each,
five thousand
and Switzerland,
Uruguay, and
and Uruguay,
thousand dollars.
For
of the
secretaries to
to the
at London,
London, Paris,
Paris, Secretpries
leof leSecretaries of
legations at
the legations
the secretaries
salaries of
For salaries
Berlin, and
and Saint
Petersburg, at
at two
thousand six
and twentytwenty- gation.
six hundred
hundred and
two thousand
Saint Petersburg,
Berlin,
five
dollars each,
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
ten thousand
each, ten
five dollars
For
of the
the secretary
at Japan,
Japan, two
thousand five
two thousand
legation at
of legation
secretary of
salary of
For salary
hundred
hundred dollars.
For salaries
salaries of
the secretaries
to the
the legations
Brazil,
Austria, Brazil,
at Austria,
legations at
secretaries to
of the
For
Italy, Mexico,
Mexico, and
one thousand
eight hundred
each,
hundred dollars each,
thousand eight
at one
Spain, at
and Spain,
Italy,
nine thousand
thousand dollars.
nine
dollars.
For salaries
to the
legations at
at Great
Great Britain,
Britain, ries
Second
secretasecretaSecond
the legations
secretaries to
second secretaries
of the
the second
salaries of
For
of legation.
France, and
and Germany,
at two
two thousand
dollars each,
each, six thousand
thousand doldol - ries of legation.
thousand dollars
Germany, at
France,
lars.
For salary
salary of
of a
aclerk
the legation
legation at
one thousand
thousand two
two hunof legalegaClerks of
hun- Clerks
Spain, one
at Spain,
to the
clerk to
For
dred
dollars.
tion.
dred dollars.
For
salary of
of clerk
clerk to
to legation
legation in
in Central
Central America,
dolone thousand dolAmerica, one
For salary
lars.
For the
salary of
the legation
acting also
also as
as Interpreters.
Interpreters.
(when acting
legation (when
to the
secretary to
of the
the secretary
the salary
For
interpreter)
five thousand dollars.
China, five
at China,
interpreter) at
For the
salary of
the interpreter
interpreter to
to the
legation at Turkey,
Turkey, three
the legation
of the
the salary
For
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
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For
Japan, two
two thousand
five hunhuninterpreter to
to the
the legation
legation at
at Japan,
thousand five
For the
the interpreter
dred dollars.
ex
contingent expenses
foreign intercourse
proper, and of all the
expenses of foreign
intercourse proper,
ex-- For contingent
missions
abroad, eighty
dollars.
eighty thousand
thousand dollars.
missions abroad,
S
CHEDULE B.
B.
SCHEDULE

Consular service.

Class one.

For salary of the agent and consul-general
consul-general at Cairo, four thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For
the charges
d'affaires and
of the
the United
United States
in
States in
For the
charges d'affaires
and consul-general
consul-general of
Roumania
thousand dollars.
Roumania (at Bucharest),
Bucharest), four thousand
For
and Rio de
London, Paris, Havana, and
For the
the consuls-general
consuls-general at London,
Janeiro, each six thousand
dollars, twenty-four
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Janeiro,
thousand dollars,
twenty-four thousand
For
the consuls-general
Calcutta and
five thousand
thousand
at Calcutta
and Shanghai,
Shanghai, each five
For the
consuls-general at
dollars,
thousand dollars.
dollars, ten
ten thousand
dollars.
For
consul-general at Melbourne,
Melbourne, four thousand
hundred
thousand five hundred
For the
the consul-general
dollars.
dollars.
For
consuls-general at Kanagawa
Kanagawa and
Montreal, each four thouand Montreal,
For the
the consuls-general
thousand dollars.
eight thousand
dollars.
sand dollars,
dollars, eight
For the consul-general
consul-general at Berlin,
thousand dollars.
Berlin, four thousand
For the consuls-general
consuls-general at Vienna, Frankfort,
Frankfort, Rome, Constantinople,
Constantinople,
each three thousand dollars, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
and Halifax, each
For the
the consuls-general
each two
Petersburg and Mexico, each
consuls-general at Saint Petersburg
thousand dollars,
dollars, four
dollars.
thousand
four thousand
thousand dollars.
Liverpool, six thousand
For the consul at Liverpool,
thousand dollars.
For salaries of consuls, vice-consuls,
agents, and thirteen
vice-consuls, commercial
commercial agents,
consular clerks, three
three hundred and thirty thousand four hundred
hundred dollars,
namely:
namely:

CLASS
CLASS I.-At
I.—At four thousand
thousand dollars per annum.
annum.
Hong-Kong.
Hong-Kong.
Honolulu.

Class two.

GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.
GREAT
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.
HAWAIIAN

CLASS
II.-At three thousand
CLASS II.—At
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars per annum.

CHINA.
Foochow;
Canton; Amoy; Tien-Tsin;
Tien-Tsin; Chin-Kiang;
Chin-Kiang; Ningpo.
Ningpo.
Fooehow; Hankow; Canton;

PERU.

Callao.
Callao.
Class three.

III.—At three thousand
CLASS III.-At
thousand dollars per annum.

GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.
Manchester;
Glasgow; Bradford;
Manchester; Glasgow;
Demerara; Belfast.
Bradford; Demerara;
Havre.

Matanzas.
Matanzas.
Vera Cruz.

FRENCH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
FRENCH
SPANISH
SPANISH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
MEXICO.
MEXICO.
UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF COLOMBIA.

Panama; Colon (Aspinwall).
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REPUBLIO.
ARGENTINE
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Buenos Ayres.
Buenos
BARBARY STATES.
STATES.
BARBARY
Tripoli; Tunis;
Tunis; Tangier.
Tangier.
Tripoli;
JAPAN.
JAPAN.
Nagasaki; Osaka
Osaka and
and Hiogo.
Nagasaki;

SIAM.

Bangkok.
Bangkok.

FITLI.
CHILI.

Valparaiso.
Valparaiso.

CLASS IV.-At
IV.—At two
two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars per annum.
CLASS

Class bar,
four,
Clas

GREAT
BRITAIN.
GREAT BRITAIN.
Singapore; Tunstall;
Birmingham; Sheffield; Dundee;
Dundee; Nottingham.
Nottingham.
Tunstall; Birmingham;
Singapore;
FRENCH
DOMINIONS.
FRENCH DOMINIONS.
Marseilles;
Bordeaux; Lyons.
Lyons.
Marseilles; Bordeaux;
SPANISH
DOMINIONS.
SPANISH DOMINIONS.
Cienfuegos;
Cienfuegos; Santiago de Cuba.
BELGIUM.
BELGIUM.
Antwerp; Brussels.
Antwerp;
DANISH
DOMINIONS.
DANISH DOMINIONS.
Saint Thomas.
Thomas.
Saint
GERMANY.
GERMANY.
Hamburg;
Bremen; Dresden.
Hamburg; Bremen;
CLASS V.-At
V.—At two
two thousand
dollars per annum.
thousand dollars
CLASS
GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.
GREAT
Cork; Dublin;
Toronto; Hamilton;
Hamilton; Saint John (New
Leith; Toronto;
Leeds; Leith;
Dublin; Leeds;
Cork;
Brunswick); Kingston
(Jamaica); Coaticook;
Coaticook; Nassau
Nassau (New Providence);
Providence);
Kingston (Jamaica);
Brunswick);
Cardiff;
Louis (Mauritius);
(New South
South Wales).
Sidney (New
(Mauritius); Sidney
Port Louis
Cardiff; Port
SPANISH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
SPANISH
San
San Juan (Porto Rico).
PORTUGAL.
PORTUGAL.
Lisbon.
Lisbon.
DOMINIONS
OF THE
TI:th NETHERLANDS.
NETH NELANDS.
DOMINIONS OF
Rotterdam.

Class five.
fiv e.
Clas
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RUSSIA.
RUSSIA.
Odessa.
Odessa.
GERMANY.
GERMANY.
Sonneberg; Nuremberg;
Barmen; Cologne;
Cologne; Chemnitz;
Leipsic; CreNuremberg; Barmen;
Chemnitz; Leipsic;
Cre.
Sonneberg;
feld.
feld.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Trieste; Prague.

SWITZERLAND.
SWITZERLAND.

Zurich.
Basle; Zurich.

MEXICO.

Acapulco;
Acapulco; Matamoras.
Matamoras.

BRAZIL.

Pernambuco.
Pernambuco.

MADAGASCAR.
MADAGASCAR.

Tamatave.
Tamatave.

Apia.

FRIENDLY
FRIENDLY AND
AND NAVIGATOR'S
NAVIGATOR'S ISLANDS.
VENEZUELA.
VENEZUELA.

Maracail3o.
Maracaibo.

URUGUAY.
URUGUAY.

Montevideo.
Montevideo.

TURKISH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
TURKISH

Beirut; Smyrna.
Beirut;
Class six.

C
LASS VI.-At
VI.—At one
thousand five
hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum.
annum.
CLASS
one thousand
five hundred
GREAT BRITAIN.
GREAT
BRITAIN.
Bristol;
Auckland; Gibraltar;
Saint
Gibraltar; Cape Town; Saint
Bristol; Newcastle;
Newcastle; Auckland;
flelena; Charlottetown
Stanley; Clifton;
Clifton;
(Prince Edward
Edward Island);
Island); Port Stanley;
Ikelena;
Charlottetown (Prince
Pictou; Winnipeg; Mahe;
Kingston (Canada)
Prescott; Port Sarnia;
Sarnia;
(Canada);;Prescott;
Mahe; Kingston
Pictou;
Quebec;
Erie;
(Canada); Barbadoes;
Barbadoes; Bermuda; Fort Erie;
Quebec; Saint John's (Canada);
Goderich (Canada
West); Windsor (Canada West);
West) ; Southampton;
Southampton;
(Canada West);
Ottawa;
Ottawa; Ceylon.
Ceylon.
FRENCH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
Nice; Martinique;
Martinique; Guadeloupe.
Guadeloupe.
SPANISH
SPANISH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
Cadiz; Malaga;
Malaga; Barcelona.
Barcelona.
Cadiz;

•
PORTUGUESE DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
PORTUGUESE

Fayal
Fayal (Azores); Funchal.
Verviers and
Liege.
Verviers
and Liege.

BELGIUM.
BELGIUM.
GERMANY.
GERMANY.

Munich; Stuttgart;
Mannhehn; Aix
Munich;
Stuttgart; Mannheim;
Aix la
la Chapelle.
Chapelle.
DOMINIONS OF
THE NETHERLANDS.
NETHERLANDS.
DOMINIONS
OF THE
Amsterdam.
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DANISH
DOMINIONS.
DANISH DOMINIONS.

Copenhagen.
CO],enhagen.

SWITZERLAND.
SWITZERLAND.
Geneva.
Geineva.
ITALY.
ITALY.
Genoa;
Naples; Leghorn;
Palermo; Messina
Messina.
Florence; Palermo;
Leghorn; Florence;
Genoa; Naples;
TURKISH DOMINIONS.
DOMINIONS.
TURKISH

Jerusalem.
rusalem.
Jei

MEXICO.
MEXICO.
Tampico.
Taimpico.
VENEZUELA.
VENEZUELA.
Laguayra;
Puerto Cabello.
Cabello.
Laguayra; Puerto
BRAZIL.
BRAZIL.
Bahia;
Bahia; Para.

ISLANDS.
PHILLIPINE
PHILLIPINE ISLANDS.

Manila.

DOMINGO.
SAN DOMINGO.

San
Domingo.
San Domingo.

ECUADOR.
EOUADOR.
Guayaquil.
Guayaquil.
S
CHEDULE 0.
0.
SOHEDULE
CLASS VII.—At
thousand dollars
dollars per
annum.
per annum.
one thousand
VII.-At one
CLASS
GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.
GREAT
Gaspe
Basin; Windsor
(Nova Scotia)
Turk's
Leone; Turk'e
Sierra Leone;
Bombay; Sierra
Scotia);;Bombay;
Windsor (Nova
Gaspe Basin;
Island.
GERMANY.
GERMANY.
Stettin.
FRENCH
DOMINIONS.
FRENCH DOMINIONS.
Nantes; Algiers.
Algiers.
Nantes;
ITALY.
ITALY.
Venice.
Venice.

HAYTI.
HAYTI.
Cape
Cape Haytien.
Sabanilla.
Sabanilla.

UNITED
OF COLOMBIA.
COLOMBIA.
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
NETHERLANDS.
NETHERLANDS.

Batavia.
Batavia.

BRAZIL.
Rio
Grande del Sul.
Rio Grande
HONDURAS.
HONDURAS.
Ruatan
and Truxillo
Truxillo (to reside at Utila).
Ruatan and

Mozambique.
Mozambique.

EASTERN
AFRICA.
EASTERN AFRICA.

Class seven.
Class
seven.
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MEXICO.
MEXICO.
Guaymas;
Laredo; Piedras
Guaymas; Nuevo
Nuevo Laredo;
Piedras Negras.
Kegras.

MUSCAT.

Zanzibar.
Zanzibar.

PORTUGUESE DOMINIONS.
PORTUGUESE
DOMINIONS.
Santiago
Verde Islands).
Islands).
Santiago (Cape
(Cape Verde
SOCIETY ISLANDS.
SOCIETY
ISLANDS.

Tahiti.

CHILL
CHILLI.

Talcahuano.
Talcahuano.
Commercial agenCommercial
des.
cies.

COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
COMMERCIAL
AGENOIES.
S
CHEDULE 0.
C.
SCHEDULE
Saint Paul de
de Loando;
Loando; Levaka.
Levuka.
San Juan
Juan del Norte.

Clerks at consuClerks
lt cs.
lates.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Interpreters.
Interpreters.

SCHEDULE B.
B.
SCHEDULE

allowance for clerks at consulates,
fifty-seven thousand
For allowance
consulates, fifty-seven
thousand four himhundred dollars,
dollars, as
as follows:
follows:
For the consul
consul at Liverpool,
Liverpool, a
exceeding the rate
of two
two
a sum
sum not exceeding
rate of
thousand five hundred
year; and for
for the
consulsthousand
hundred dollars
dollars for
for any one year;
the consulsgeneral
general at London, Paris, Havana, Shanghai,
Shanghai, and Rio
Rio de Janeiro,
Janeiro,
each a
of two
for any
a sum not exceeding
exceeding the rate of
two thousand
thousand dollars
dollars for
any
one year; for the consuls
consuls,
-general
general at Berlin, Frankfort, Vienna,
Vienna, and
and
Kanagawa, and for the
the consuls at Hamburg, Bremen,
Bremen, Manchester,
Manchester,
Lyons, Hong-Kong, Havre, and Chemnitz, each aa sum not exceeding
exceeding
the rate of one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars
one year;
year; for
for
five hundred
dollars for
for any
any one
consul-general at Montreal,
the consul-general
Montreal, and the
the consuls
Bradford and
and Birconsuls at Bradford
Birmingham, each aa sum not exceeding
mingham,
rate of one thousand
thousand two
exceeding the
the rate
two
hundred dollars for any one year;
year; for the consuls-general
consuls-general at CalcutCalcutta and Melbourne,
Melbourne, and for the consuls
consuls at Leipsic, Sheffield,
Sheffield, Sonneberg,
hero'
6 ,Dresden, Marseilles,
Marseilles, Nuremberg, Tunstall,
Tunstall, Antwerp,
Antwerp, Bordeaux,
Colon (Aspinwall),
(Aspinwall), Glasgow, and
Singapore, each
each a
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
and Singapore,
a sum
the rate of one thousand
thousand dollars for any one year; for the consuls at Belfast, Barmen,
Barmen, Leith, Dundee, Matamoras,
1VIatamoras ' and
each a
a sum
not
and Halifax,
Halifax, each
sum not
exceeding the
the rate of eight hundred
hundred dollars for any one
one year; for
for the
consul-general at Mexico, and for the
consul-general
the consuls
consuls at Beirut, Naples, StuttMannheim, Prague, Zurich,
gart, Florence, Mannheim,
Zurich, Panama
Demerara,
Panama, and
and Demerara,
each a
exceeding the rate
six h
un d
re d dollars
dollars for
for any
any one
one
a sum not
not exceeding
rate of
of six
hundred
year: Provided,
Provided, That the total sum expended
expended in any one year
year shall not
not
exceed the amount
amount herein
herein appropriated.
appropriated.
For salaries
salaries of the interpreters
interpreters to the following
following consulates:
consulates: At ShangShanghai,
dollars •and
and at
and Kanagawa,
Ka,nagawa,
hai, two thousand
thousand dollars;
at Tien-Tsin,
Tien-Tsin, Foochow,
Foochow, and
at one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars each, six thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
dollars.
salaries of the interpreters
interpreters to the consulates
For salaries
consulates at Hankow, Amoy,
Canton,
Hong-Kong, at seven
hundred and fifty dollars each, three
Canton, and Hong-Kong,
seven hundred
thousand dollars.
thousand
For salaries of the
the interpreters
interpreters to twelve other consulates
consulates in China,
Japan, and Siam
Siam, at five hundred dollars each,
each, six thousand
thousand dollars.

Consular officers
consular officers
officers
For consular
officers not citizens
citizens of the United States, five thousand
thousand
not citizens.
dollars.
dollars.
Marshals consular courts.
lar
courts.

For salaries of the
the marshals
marshals for the consular
consular courts in Japan
Japan and
and
China,
and Turkey, including
including loss by exchange,
China, Siam, and
exchange, eight
eight thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
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interpreters, guards, and other expenses
expenses at the consulates
For interpreters,
consulates at ConCon- Interpreters,
Interproters,
guards.
stantinople, Smyrna, Cairo, Jerusalem,
Jerusalem, and Beirut, in the Turkish do- guards.
stantinople,
minions, three thousand dollars.
exLoss by exconsular service, eight thousand
thousand dollars.
For loss by exchange on consular
change.
change.

Contingent exexStates consulates, such as stationery,
stationery, Contingent
For contingent expenses of United States
penses.
bookcases,
United States, seals, presses,
presses, and flags, rent, penses.
of the
the United
bookcases, arms of
miscellaneous matters, including
including
freight, postage, and other
other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
loss
one hundred
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and thirty-five
by exchange,
exchange, one
hundred and
loss by
For salaries and expenses
expenses of the United
Spanish Claims Spanish Claims
United States and
and Spanish
Commission,
thousand dollars; for
for Commission.
Commission.
Commission, namely: For
For commissioner,
commissioner, three thousand
three thousand
dollars; for
hundred dollars;
dollars;
for secretary, nine hundred
counsel, three
thousand dollars;
for messenger, three hundred dollars;
dollars; for translation,
translation, stationery,
stationery, and
and
contingent expenses, seven hundred
in
other contingent
hundred and fifty dollars; making, in
all, the sum of seven thousand nine hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
Prisons.
American convicts in Siam and Turkey, and
and Prisons.
For rent of prisons for American
for wages of keepers of the same, including
including loss by exchange,
exchange, two
thousand dollars.
thousand
thousand five
five
For rent of prison for American
American convicts in China, one thousand
hundred dollars.
keepers, care
care of offenders,
offenders, and expenses
(China), nine
expenses (China),
For wages of keepers,
thousand five hundred dollars.
thousand
prison for American
American convicts in Japan, seven hundred
hundred
For rent of prison
and fifty dollars.
For wages of keepers, care of offenders, and expenses
expenses (Japan), five
five
thousand dollars.
For rent of court-house
appurtenant, at Yeddo,
court-house and jail, with grounds
grounds appurtenant,
or
designated, three thousand
as shall
shall be designated,
thousand
or such other
other place in Japan as
eight hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
Buildings for
for lelelegation and other purposes at Peking, or Buildings
For rent of
of buildings
buildings for legation
gation in China.
designated, three
thousand one gation in China.
such other place in
in China as shall be
be designated,
three thousand
hundred dollars.
Extradition.
For bringing home from foreign
countries persons
charged with crimes,
foreign countries
persons charged
crimes, Extradition.
expenses incidental
including loss by exchange, five thouand expenses
incidental thereto, including
sand dollars.
of AmeriFor relief
relief and
and protection
protection of
of American
seamen in
foreign countries,
countries, Relief
For
American seamen
in foreign
Relief of
Ameri-

sixty thousand
thousand dollars.
sixty
dollars .

• can
can seaman.
seaman.

Rescuing shipshipexpenses which may be incurred
acknowledging the services
services of Rescuing
For expenses
incurred in acknowledging
wrecked AmeriAmerican citizens
citizens from wecked
masters and crews of foreign vessels in rescuing American
Americans.
shipwreck, four thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Postage on
on ConConCongressional Record
Postage
For postage on copies of the Daily Congressional
Record to be sent
flegat i s.
Record
each of
legations abroad,
pro- gressional
by the Public Printer to each
of our
our legations
abroad, under
under the
the progrossional
Record
o
visions of the joint resolution approved
approved December
December eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen to legations.
hundred and eighty, one thousand dollars.
dollars.
Shipping and
seamen at Liverpool,
and
For expenses
expenses of shipping and discharging
discharging seamen
Liverpool, Lon- Shipping
discharging sea discharging
saBelfast. and Hamburg,
don, Cardiff, Belfast,
Hamburg, six thousand dollars.
MOIL
Neutrality act.
act.
To meet the necessary
expenses attendant
attendant upon the execution
execution of the Neutrality
necessary expenses
direction of the President,
President, purneutrality act, to be expended
expended under the direction
suant
requirement of section
section two hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one
ninety-one of the
suant to the requirement
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, ten thousand dollars.
Cape Spartel a d
CapeSpartelaz.d
expenses of Cape Spartel and Tangier Tangier
For annual proportion of the expenses
light.
light, on the coast of Morocco,
hundred and eighty-five
eighty-five dollars.
dollars.
Tangier light.
Morocco, two hundred
Widows
For allowance
to widows
of deceased
deceased diplomatic
consular Widows and
and
diplomatic and
and consular
For
allowanceto
widows or
or heirs
heirsof
heirs of diplomatic
officers
time that
would be
necessarily occupied
occupied in
in making
making the
the heirs
officers for the
the time
that would
be necessarily
of diplomatic
and consular
olitransit from
from the
the post
post of
of duty
duty of
of the
deceased to
to his
residence in
in the
the cers.
transit
the deceased
his residence
United States, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
Approved, February 24, 1881.
Approved,
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CHAP. 79.—An
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the support
of the
Army for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
support of
the Army
CHAP.
79.-An act
act making
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
hundred and
and eighty-two,
eighty-two, and
and for
other puryear
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
for other
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United
Representatives of the
the United
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be
Appropriations. States
Appropriations.
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following sums be,
and
appropriated, out
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
and the
the same are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
any money
in the
Treasury
year
Support
Support of the not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
the support
support of the Army for
for the
the year
Army.
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-two, as follows:
follows:
For expenses
expenses of
General's office,
thousand five
five
Commanding
Command ing
For
of the
the Commanding
Commanding General's
office, two
two thousand
General's office.
General's
hundred dollars.
For
expenses of
and transportation
transportation of
of recruits
Recruiting.
Recruiting.
For expenses
of recruiting
recruiting and
recruits from
from rendezrendez.
vous
no money
vous to
to depot, ninety-seven
ninety-seven thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars. And
And no
money approappropriated by this act shall be paid for recruiting
recruiting the
the Army
Army beyond
beyond the
number of twenty-five
thousand enlisted
scouts
number
twenty-five thousand
enlisted men,
men, including
including Indian
Indian scouts
and
and thereafter
thereafter there
there shall
shall be
no more
more than
than
and hospital-stewards;
hospital-stewards; and
be no
twenty-five thousand
enlisted men
any one
one time,
unless
twenty-five
thousand enlisted
men in
in the
the Army
Army at
at any
time, unless
Enlistments, sig- otherwise
otherwise authorized
this act
authorized by
by law.
law. Nothing,
Nothing, however,
however, in
in this
act shall
shall be
be
nal service.
nal
service.
construed to prevent
prevent enlistments for the Signal Service, which shall
hereafter be
provided by law,
hereafter
be maintained, as
as now
now organized
organized and as provided
with a
aforce
force of enlisted
enlisted men not exceeding five hundred.
For
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the Adjutant-General's
Adj uttant-Genutaut-GenFor contingent
Adjutant-General's Department
Department at
at
eral's Department.
Department. the headquarters
headquarters of military divisions
divisions and
and departments,
departments, three
thousand
three thousand
dollars.
For
expenses of
the Signal
the Army,
Army, purchase,
purchase, equipment,
equipment,
Signal
service.
of the
of the
Signal Service
Service of
Signal service.
For expenses
field-telegraphs, and signal equipments and stores,
and repair of electric field-telegraphs,
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
ten thousand
PAY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Pay.
Officers.
Officers.

Additional
Additional pay.

Men.
Officers, retired.

Interest on deposits ,fof enlisted
men.
Mileage.
Mileage.
Miscellaneous.

FOR PAY OF THE ARMY:
ARIVIY: For one General,
General, one
one Lieutenant-General,
Lieutenant-General,
brigadier-generals, thirty-nine
three major-generals,
major-generals, sixteen
sixteen brigadier-generals,
thirty-nine aids-decamp in addition to pay in the line, sixty-eight colonels, eighty-five
eighty-five
camp,
lieutenant-colonels,
majors, three hundred
lieutenant-colonels, two hundred and forty-three majors,
hundred
and twelve captains, mounted, three
three hundred and six captains,
captains, not
not
mounted, thirty-four
thirty-four chaplains, twenty-one
twenty-one storekeepers, forty adjutants,
adjutants,
forty regimental quartermasters,
quartermasters, adjutant and quartermaster
quartermaster of Engiaddition to pay in the line, two hundred and two first
neer Battalion, in addition
first
lieutenants, mounted, three
three hundred and sixty first lieutenants, not
not
mounted, one hundred
hundred and forty-eight
forty-eight second lieutenants, mounted,
three hundred
hundred and five second lieutenants, not mounted; to one hundred and eighty acting assistant commissaries
commissaries of subsistence, in addition
to pay in line, to officers of foot regiments
regiments while
duty which
which requires
while on
on duty
requires
them to be mounted, to the officer in charge
charge of public buildings and
Washington, and to the examiner
examiner of State claims in the
grounds in Washington,
office of the Secretary
Secretary of War; additional
additional pay to officers
officers for length of
of
service, to be paid with their current
current monthly
monthly pay,
pay, and the actual time
Navy, or both, shall be allowed all
officers in
of service in the Army or Navy,
all officers
in
computing
computing their pay; pay to enlisted men for length of service, payable
with their
their current
monthly pay;
pay; retired
officers; for
for the
with
current monthly
retired officers;
the payment
payment of
of
any such officers as may be in service, either upon the active or retired
list, during the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eightythis act;
two, in excess of the numbers for each class provided
provided for in
in this
act;
enlisted men of all grades, not exceeding
exceeding twenty-five
twenty-five thousand men;
men;
enlisted men of the Signal Corps; the allowances
allowances for
five hundred enlisted
travel, retained
retained pay, and clothing not drawn, payable to enlisted men
on discharge;
discharge; two retired ordnance
ordnance sergeants;
sergeants •and for interest on deposits of enlisted men, eleven million five hundred and forty-eight thousand six hundred
hundred and one dollars
dollars and fifty-five
fifty-five cents.
officers of the Army for travel on duty under orders,
For mileage of officers
two hundred thousand dollars.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, to wit: Hire of one hundred and twentyfive contract
hundred hospital-matrons;
contract surgeons
surgeons and two hundred
hospital-matrons; extra-duty
extra-duty
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pay to
to enlisted
enlisted men
men for service
hospitals; pay of fifty-four paymaspaymasin hospitals;
service in
pay
ters' clerks and fourteen veterinary
veterinary surgeons; hire of paymasters'
paymasters' mesters'
sengers, not
exceed fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; cost of telegrams
telegrams on
to exceed
not to
sengers,
official business
received and
compensasent by officers of the Army; compensaand sent
business received
official
of citizen
citizen clerks and witnesses attending upon military courts and
tion of
commissions;
expenses of
paymasters' clerks; and for commutaof paymasters'
travel expenses
commissions; travel
tion
of quarters
places where there
on duty without troops at places
officers on
quarters for officers
tion of
are
no public
hundred and forty-seven
forty-seven thousand one hunquarters, five hundred
public quarters,
are no
dred
ninety-eight dollars and forty-five
Provided, That the
forty-five cents: Provided,
and ninety-eight
dred and
allowance
quarters to the Lieutenant-General
Lieutenant-General of the
of quarters
commutation of
for commutation
allowance for
Army
be one hundred dollars per month.
shall be
Army shall
SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.—For
subsistence of twenty-five
twenty-five thouDEPARTMENT.-For subsistence
sand
men, one hundred
twenty additional
additional half-rations
half-rations for
and twenty
hundred and
enlisted men,
sand enlisted
sergeants
corporals of
ordnance, enlisted
of the Signal Service,
men of
enlisted men
of ordnance,
and corporals
sergeants and
(laundresses), two thousand and sixty-five
sixty-five civilian
companies (laundresses),
women to companies
employees, one
one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five contract-surgeons
contract-surgeons, two hundred
hundred
employees,
hospital-matrons,
seventy-five military
military convicts, and five hundred prishospital-matrons, seventy-five
sixty-eight
oners of
(Indians), in
in all ten million six hundred and sixty-eight
war (Indians),
of war
oners
thousand two
hundred and
and twenty
twenty rations,
rations, at twenty cents each; for
two hundred
thousand
difference between
cost of
of rations
commutation thereof for detailed
detailed
and commutation
rations and
between cost
difference
men, and for enlisted men and recruits at recruiting stations, and for
cost of hot coffee
coffee and cooked rations for troops traveling on cars; for
cost
manual for Army cooks; for subsistence stores for Indians visiting milimanual
tary posts,
employed without pay as scouts and guides, two
and Indians
Indians employed
posts, and
tary
million two
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars; of which amount three
hundred and
two hundred
million
hundred thousand
dollars shall
available from and after the passage
shall be available
thousand dollars
hundred
of
transported to dispurchase of stores necessary to be transported
for the
the purchase
act for
this act
of this
eighteen hundred and
tant
posts in advance
advance of the thirtieth
thirtieth of June, eighteen
tant posts
eighty-one:
Provided, That
That to
the cost
cost of
articles sold
of all stores and other articles
to the
eighty-one: Provided,
to
and men, except tobacco, as provided for in section eleven hunofficers and
to officers
dred and
and forty-nine
Revised Statutes, ten per centum shall be
forty-nine of the Revised
dred
incidental charges,
added to
to cover
cover wastage,
wastage, transportation,
transportation, and other incidental
added
detachments,
save that
companies, detachments,
may be sold to companies,
subsistence supplies may
that subsistence
save
and hospitals
prices, not including
including cost of transportation,
transportation, upon
cost prices,
at cost
hospitals at
and
the
an officer
detachment, or in
a company
company or detachment,
commanding a
officer commanding
of an
certificate of
the certificate
charge
necessary for the exclusive
hospital, that the supplies are necessary
of aa hospital,
charge of
further, That
use
of such
company, detachment, or hospital: And
Andprovided
provided further,
suchcompany,detachment,
useof
the cost
cost price
price of
each article
article shall be understood
understood in all cases of sales to
of each
the
received by the officer
be the
the invoice
the last lot of that article received
price of the
invoice price
be
whom the sale is made.
by whom

supplies of
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.-For
DEPARTMENT.—For the
of
regular supplies
the regular
QUARTERMASTER'S

Proviso.
Proviso.

Subsistence.

Rations.

Proviso.
Proviso.
R. S.
1149.
R.
S. 1149.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Cost
how
price, how
Cost price,
determined.

determined.

Quartermaster's
Quartermasters

regular supplies.
tregums.pplie
the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
consisting of stoves for heating and Items.
Department, consisting
the
cooking; of fuel
and lights for officers, enlisted men, guards, hospitals,
fuel and
cooking;
storehouses, and
and offices;
offices; of
in kind
for the horses, mules, and
kind for
of forage
forage in
storehouses,
oxen of the Quartermaster's
Department at the several posts and staQuartermaster's Department
oxen
tions,
and with
with the
several regarmies in the field; for the horses of the several
the armies
tions, and
iments of
the batteries
batteries of
artillery, mounted men of the Sigof artillery,
cavalry, the
of cavalry,
iments
nal Service,
and such
such companies
companies of infantry and scouts as may be
Service, and
nal
mounted,
authorized number
number of officers' horses, including
the authorized
for the
and for
mounted, and
bedding; and of stabedding
the animals; of straw for soldiers' bedding;
bedding for the
tionery,
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, cerincluding blank books for the Quartermaster's
tionery, including
tificates
discharged soldiers, blank forms
forms for the Pay and Quarterfor discharged
tificates for
master's
Departments, and
and for
department orders
division and department
of division
printing of
for printing
master's Departments,
Proviso.
and
hundred thousand
Provided, Proviso.
dollars: Provided,
thousand dollars:
five hundred
million five
three million
reports, three
and reports,
ofThat
be no discrimination in the issue of forage against ofThat there shall be
required
ficers
Mississippi River, provided
provided they are required
east of the Mississippi
serving east
ficers serving
by
actually keep and own their animals.
to be mounted, and actually
law to
by law
Incidental exexIncidental
For incidental
expenses, to
to wit:
telegrams or dis- penses.
postage and telegrams
For postage
wit: For
incidental expenses,
For
pemIs.e
the
of
patches;
extra
pay
to
soldiers
employed
under
the
direction
direction
under
employed
patches; extra pay to soldiers
Items.
storeQuartermaster's Department
erection of barracks, quarters, storethe erection
Department in the
Quartermaster's
constant
houses,
hospitals, in the
construction of roads, and other constant
the construction
and hospitals,
houses, and
labor,
of not
not less
less than
employed as
those employed
including those
days, including
ten days,
than ten
periods of
for periods
labor, for
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department headquarters
headquarters and
and Signal
clerks at division and
and department
Signal Service
Service sersergeants; expenses of expresses to and from the frontier posts and armies
in the field; of escorts to paymasters and other
other disbursing
disbursing officers,
officers, and
to trains where military escorts
furnished; expenses
expenses of
the
escorts cannot
cannot be
be furnished;
of the
officers killed in action,
action, or
interment of officers
or who die when
when on duty in
in the
the field,
orat
or
at posts on the frontiers, or when traveling on
on orders,
orders, and
and of
of non-comnon-commissioned officers
officers and
authorized office
office furniture;
furniture; hire
of lalaand soldiers;
soldiers; authorized
hire of
borers in the Quartermaster's
Department, including
including the
Quartermaster's Department,
the hire of interpreters, spies, and guides for the Army; compensation of clerks
officers
clerks to
to officers
of the Quartermaster's
forage and
Quartermaster's Department; compensation
compensation of
of forage
and wagonwagon1838, ch. 162,
masters authorized
July fifth,
fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
thirtyauthorized by the act of
of July
hundred and
and thirtyapprehension, securing, and delivering
Stat., 5,157.
eight; for the apprehension,
delivering of deserters, and
and
the expenses incident to their pursuit; and for the following expenditures, required for the several regiments of cavalry, the batteries
batteries of
of
light artillery, and such companies
companies of infantry and scouts as may be
be
mounted, and
and for the trains,
trains, to wit, hire
of veterinary
medimounted,
hire of
veterinary surgeons,
surgeons, medicine for horses
horses and mules, picket-ropes, and for shoeing the horses and
mules; also, generally, the proper and authorized
authorized expenses
expenses for the
the movemovement and operations of the Army not expressly assigned
assigned to
to any other
other
department, one million dollars.
Horses.
For purchase of horses for the cavalry and artillery, and for
Horses.
for the InIndian scouts, and for such infantry
infantry as may be mounted,
mounted, two hundred
thousand dollars.
Transportation.
For transportation
transportation of the Army,
Transportation.
Army, including
including baggage
baggage of
of the
the troops,
troops,
when moving either
either by land or water;
water; of clothing and camp and garrison equipage from the depots of Philadelphia
Philadelphia and Jeffersonville
to the
the
Jeffersonville to
several posts and Army depots, and from those depots to the troops in
the field; of horse equipments and of subsistence
subsistence stores
from the
stores from
the places
places
of purchase and from the places
places of delivery, under
under contract,
contract, to
to such
such
places
circumstances of the service may require
places as the circumstances
require them
be sent;
sent;
them to be
of ordnance,
ordnance, ordnance
small-arms from the founderies
ordnance stores, and small-arms
founderies and
and
armories
armories to the arsenals, fortifications,
fortifications, frontier
frontier posts, and Army depots;
depots;
wharfage, tolls, and ferriages;
freights, wharfage,
ferriages; the purchase
purchase and hire of horses,
mules, oxen, and harness, and the purchase
purchase and repair
repair of wagons, carts,
carts,
and drays, and of ships and other sea-going vessels and boats required
required
for the transportation
transportation of supplies, and for garrison purposes;
purposes; for
for drayage and cartage
cartage at the several posts; hire of teamsters;
teamsters; transportation
of funds for the pay and other disbursing
disbursing departments; the expenses
of
expenses of
sailing public transports on the various rivers, the
Mexico, and
and
the Gulf
Gulf of
of Mexico,
the Atlantic and Pacific; for procuring water at such posts as, from
their situation, require it to be brought from aadistance;
distance; and
and for clearclearing roads and for removing obstructions from roads, harbors,
harbors, and rivers,
rivers,
to the extent which may be required
required for the actual operations
operations of the
troops
hundred and fourteen
troops in the field, four million one hundred
fourteen thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Payment to cer- For the payment for Army transportation
transportation lawfully due such landtain land-grant
grant railroads
bonds, to be
tam
land-grant grant
railroads as have not received aid in government
government bonds
railroads for Army adjusted by the proper accounting officers in accordance with the,decisralnsproasfor Army adjusted by the proper accounting officers in accordance with the decisland-grant acts,
ions of the Supreme
Supreme Court in cases decided under such land-grant
but in no case shall more than fifty per cent of the full amount of the
service be paid until a
a final judicial
judicial decision shall be had in respect of
of
each case in dispute, one hundred
dollars:
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars:
Proviso.
Provided,
accepted as in full of all demands
Proviso.
Provided, That such payment
payment shall be accepted
demands
for said services.
Quarters.
For hire
hire of quarters for troops, of storehouses
storehouses for the safe-keeping
safe-keeping of
Quarters.
For
military stores, of offices, and of grounds for camp and summer cantonconstruction of temments, and for temporary
temporary frontier stations; for the construction
porary huts and stables; and for repairing public buildings at established posts, eight hundred and eighty thousand dollars.
dollars.
Hospitals.
For construction
Hospitals.
construction and repair of hospitals, as reported by the SurgeonGeneral
General of the Army, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars.
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Clothing.
For
manufacture of
garrison Clothing.
clothing and camp and garrison
of clothing
and manufacture
purchase and
For purchase
equipage,
and for
for preserving
and repacking
repacking the stock of clothing
clothing and
preserving and
equipage, and
camp
garrison equipage
materials on hand
hand at the Philadelphia,
and materials
equipage and
and garrison
camp and
Jeffersonville,
and other
Quartermaster's Department,
depots of the Quartermaster's
other depots
Jeffersonville, and
one
thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
one hundred
million one
one million
Contingent,
For all
all contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
Army not
provided for by other Contingent,
not provided
the Army
For
to
service,
military
estimates,
and
embracing
all
branches
of
be
Army.
the
branches
all
embracing
and
estimates,
expended under
under the
the immediate
orders of the Secretary
Secretary of War, forty
immediate orders
expended
thousand dollars.
thousand
Medical and hoshospital sup- Medical
MEDICAL
purchase of
of medical
medical and
and hospital
DEPARTMENT.-For purchase
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.—For
plies, medical
medical care
care and
and treatment
of officers
detached pital supplies.
and soldiers on detached
officers and
treatment of
plies,
miscellaneous
duty, expenses
expenses of
depots, advertising,
advertising, and other miscellaneous
purveying depots,
of purveying
duty,
expenses of
the Medical
Medical Department,
Department, two hundred thousand dollars.
of the
expenses
Museum.
For
Army Medical
Museum, and for medical and other works
works for Museum.
Medical Museum,
the Army
For the
the
library
of
the
Surgeon-General's
Office,
ten
thousand
dollars.
thousand
ten
Office,
the library of the Surgeon-General's
Engineer
depot,
Enginoer depot,
ENGINEER
engineer depot
at Willets
Willets Point, New Willets
depot at
DEPARTMENT.-For engineer
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.—For
Point.
theillets Po
York, namely:
purchase of engineering
engineering materials to continue the
For purchase
namely: For
York,
present
course of
of instruction
instruction of
the Engineer
Engineer Battalion
Battalion in field engineerengineerof the
present course
ing,
thousand dollars.
one thousand
ing, one
For
of the
the depot,
depot, remodeling
ponton-trains, repairremodeling ponton-trains,
expenses of
incidental expenses
For incidental
ing
purchasing fuel,
chemicals, extraforage, stationery, chemicals,
fuel, forage,
instruments, purchasing
ing instruments,
duty
pay
to
soldiers
engaged
in
special
labor,
such
as wheelwright
wheelwright
skilled
special
in
engaged
soldiers
duty pay to
work, printing,
lithographing engineer
engineer documents,
and lithographing
photographing and
printing, photographing
work,
and ordinary
thousand dollars.
repairs, four thousand
ordinary repairs,
and
servORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT.—For the
ordnance service, required
required to .Ordnance
Ordnance servthe ordnance
ORDNANCE DEPAfRTMENT.-For
defray
the current
receiving stores and 10
le
e'
arsenals; of receiving
at the arsenals;
expenses at
current expenses
defray the
issuing arms
and other
other ordnance
ordnance supplies;
office duties;
supplies; of police and office
arms and
tssuing
of
fuel and
lights; of
of stationery
stationery and office furniture; of tools and instruand lights;
of fuel
milts for
of public
public animals, forage, and vehicles; incidental exuse; of
for use;
ments
workmen in
penses
ordnance service
including compensation
compensation of workmen
service,,including
the ordnance
of the
penses of
the
and museum
connected with the Ordnance
Ordnance Office,
building connected
museum building
armory and
the armory
and
trials and
and tests of
of ordnance, small-arms,
practical trials
attending practical
those attending
and those
and
other ordnance
ordnance supplies, one hundred and ten thousand dollars.
and other
Metallic ammuammuthou- Metallic
For manufacture
manufacture of
metallic ammunition
ammunition for small-arms, eighty thouof metallic
For
nition.
nition.
sand dollars.
dollars.
sand
Preserving stores.
stores.
ordnance stores on Preserving
new ordnance
For overhauling,
overhauling, cleaning,
cleaning, and
and preserving
preserving new
For
hand
at
the
arsenals,
twenty
thousand
dollars.
thousand
twenty
arsenals,
hand at the
Mounting and
and
For mounting
and dismounting
removing the
armament Mounting
the armament
and removing
guns and
dismounting guns
mounting and
For
dismounting guns.
guns.
dismounting
returned
carriages
from
forts
being
modified
or
repaired,
including
heavy
carriages
returned
including
repaired,
or
modified
being
from forts
to arsenals
arsenals for
for alteration
repairs, and
necessary expenses
expenses of
and other necessary
and repairs,
alteration and
to
the same
same character,
ordnance stores
stores in the hands of
of
character, and for repairing ordnance
the
pay.
Extra-duty pay.
extra-duty pay Extra-duty
troops
and for
for issue
arsenals and depots, and for extra-duty
the arsenals
at the
issue at
troops and
dollars.
thousand
for enlisted
enlisted men
men detailed
detailed for
ordnance service, thirty thousand
for ordnance
for
stores.
Ordnancestores.
For
and manufacture
of ordnance stores, to fill requisitions Ordnance
manufacture of
purchase and
For purchase
dollars.
of troops,
troops, one hundred and fifteen thousand
of
Equipments.
For infantry,
cavalry, and
artillery equipments, consisting of clothing- Equipments.
and artillery
infantry, cavalry,
For
repairing
bags,
haversacks,
canteens,
and
great-coat
straps,
and
repairing
horse
great-coat
and
canteens,
bags, haversacks,
equipments for cavalry
cavalry troops, sixty-five
sixty-five thousand dollars.
equipments
Powder depot.
depot.
magazines, and Powder
For powder-depot:
powder-depot: For
For grading
grounds erecting
erecting magazines,
grading grounds,
For
thouthereto,
incident
other
necessary
buildings,
and
all
expenses
fifty
other necessary buildings, and
sand dollars.
Manufacture of
of
For manufacture
of arms
national armories,
armories, three
three hundred thousand Manufacture
at national
arms at
manufacture of
For
arms.
thousand
dollars:
Provided,
That
not
more
than
dollars
of
this
fifty
ar T
ro
s.
viso.
dollars: Provided, That not more than
.
manufacture P
Secretary of War in the manufacture
amount
be expended
expended by the Secretary
may be
amount may
Magazine
guns.
guns.
Magazine
to
officers
or
purchase
of
magazine
guns,
to
be
selected
a
board
of
officers
a
by
selected
be
or purchase of magazine guns, to
be
appointed by the Secretary of War.
be appointed
Testing machine.
UNITED
for, preserving,
preserving, Testingmachine.
caring for,
MACHINE.-For caring
TESTING MACHINE.—For
STATES TESTING
UNITED STATES
Waterthe
at
machine
using, and
operating the
the United
United States testing
and operating
using,
Proviso.
town
ten thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That the tests of iron Proviso.
Arsenal, ten
town Arsenal,
and
steel,
and
other
materials,
for
industrial
purposes
be
continued
continued
be
shall
purposes
industrial
for
and steel, and other materials,
during the
next fiscal
year, and
report thereof
thereof shall be made to Congress.
and report
fiscal year,
the next
during
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Disbursement of S
SEC.
Disbursement
EC. 2. All officers, agents, or other persons
persons receiving
receiving public moneys
moneys
approlriations
appropriations ac- appropriated by this act shall account
account for the disbursement
disbursement thereof
thereof
counted
counted for by
items as
as expressed.
items of
appropriation herein
exitues
expressed. according
according to
to the
the several
several and
and distinct
distinct items
of appropriation
herein expressed.
pressed.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 24,
24, 1881.
1881.

Feb.
1881.
Feb. 26,
26, 1881.

CHAP. 80.—An
80.-An act making appropriations
CRAP.
appropriations for
of invalid
for the
the payment
payment of
invalid and
and other
other
pensions of the United States for the fiscal year
ending June
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and eighty-two, and for deficiencies and for
for other purposes.
purposes.

it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
sums be,
be,
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the following
following sums
and the
same are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
out of
any money
money in
in the
Appropriations. and
the same
appropriated, out
of any
the TreasTreasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the payment of pensions for
for the fisfiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-two,
eighty-two, and
and
for
for other purposes:
purposes:
Army pensions.
For pensions for Army invalids, widows, minors, and dependent relarelatives, including
including arrears to survivors of the war
war of eighteen hundred and
and
twelve, and widows of the war of eighteen
fortyeighteen hundred and
and twelve, fortyProviso.
hundred thousand
thousand dollars:
That the
the amount
Proviso.
eight million
million four
four hundred
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
amount
expended for each of the above items shall be accounted
accounted for
for separately.
separately.
Pension agents.
For pay and allowances
allowances for salary, fees for preparing
preparing vouchers, rent,
fuel, light, and postage on official matter directed
to the
the departments
directed to
departments
and bureaus at Washington,
Washington, two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
fifty thousand
Navy pensions.
pensions.
Navy
For Navy pensions to invalids, widows, minors, and dependent
dependent relarelaProviso.
Proviso.
ti\ves,
ti
ves, one million one hundred thousand
thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
apThat the
the ap-Navypensions shall be paid
propriations aforesaid
aforesaid for Navy
from the
the income
income
paid from
lie Navy
of tthe
Navy pension fund, so far as the same may be sufficient
sufficient for that
that
Proviso.
Proviso.
purpose: And
And provided
providedfurther,
further, That the amount
amount expended
expended for each of
iteuissshall be accounted
the above itch
accounted for separately.
separately.
Fees of cxaninexaminFor fees of examining surgeons, as provided
by the
provided by
the several
several acts
acts of
of
ing surgeons.
Congress, two hundred and fifty thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That a
afee
fee
PrOVi80.
Proviso.
of one dollar, and no more, shall be paid to the examining surgeon
of
surgeon for
for
Rate of fees.
each examination
examination of a
a pensioner as provided by law,
except' when
when the
the
law, except
examination
a board of surgeons, in which
examination is made by a
now
which case the
the fees
fees now
allowed
allowed by law shall be paid.
Deficiency
Deficiency apap- That the following
sums be,
following sums
be, and
and the
the same
are hereby,
appropriated,
same are
hereby, appropriated,
propriation.
rropriation.
oat
any money
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to supply
out of
of any
deficiencies in the appropriations
appropriations for the payment
deficiencies
payment of
invalid and
and other
of invalid
other
pensions for the fiscal year
year ending June
June thirtieth,
and
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty-one,
eighty-one, namely:
namely:
Army
Army pensions.
pensions.
For pensions
For
pensions for Army invalids, widows, minors, and dependent
dependent relaincluding arrears, survivors of the war
tives, including
eighteen hundred
and
war of eighteen
hundred and
twelve, and widows of the
twelve
un dre d an
dtwelve,
twel
ve ,seven
the war of
of eighteen
eighteen h
hundred
and
seven-teen million six hundred and ninety-two
teen
ninety-two thousand and thirty-one dollars
dollars
Proviso.
Pro:iso.
sixty-nine cents: Provided,
Provided, That the amount expended for
and sixty-nine
each of
for each
of
the above items shall be accounted
for separately.
separately.
accounted for
Navy pensions.
pensions.
For Navy pensions to invalids, widows, minors, and dependent
dependent rclarelatives, five hundred
hundred and sixty thousand two hundred and seventy-four
seventy-four
Proviso.
Proviso.
dollars and ninety-nine
ninety-nine cents: Provided,
Provided, That the appropriations
appropriations aforesaid for Navy pensions
pensions shall be paid from the income of
Navy penof the
the Navy
pension fund, so far as the
be sufficient
for that
that purpose:
And
the same
same may be
sufficient for
purpose: And
Proviso.
Proviso.
providedfurther,
further, That the amount expended
provided
expended for
for each of
of the
the above
above items
items
shall be accounted
accounted for separately.
Fees.
Fees.
For
fees of
of examining
examining surgeons, as provided
provided by the several acts of
of
For fees
Congress, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Pensioners,
inPensioners, inSEC.
pensions payable, or
or to
S
EC. 2. All pensions
be paid
under this
this act,
act, to
to pento be
paid under
penmates of the Naare inmates
of the
the National
Home for
mate
"of
the
sioners who
Na- sioners
who are
inmates of
National Home
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer
tional Home for
Disabled Volun- Soldiers shall be paid to the treasurer or
treasurers of
said home,
or treasurers
of said
home, upon
upon
teer Soldiers, how security
security given
given to the satisfaction of the managers to be disbursed
disbursed for
for
Pensions.

paid.
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the benefit
benefit of
pensioners without
without deduction
deduction for fines or penalties
penalties
of the
the pensioners
the
under
regulations to
to be
established by
by the
said
of the home; said
the managers
managers of
be established
under regulations
payment
made by
by the
the pension
pension agent
certificate of the
upon aa certificate
agent upon
be made
to be
payment to
proper
officer of the home that the pensioner
pensioner is an inmate thereof
thereof and is
proper officer
still
pension which may remain at the date
the pension
of the
balance of
Any balance
living. Any
still living.
of
pensioner's discharge
discharge shall
over to him; and in case of
paid over
be paid
shall be
the pensioner's
of the
his
children
be paid to the widow, or children
shall be
home, the same shall
the home,
at the
his death
death at
or
to his
representatives.
legal representatives.
his legal
either to
of either
default of
or in
in default
February 26, 1881.
Approved, February

and
York and
CHAP. 81.-An
81.—An act
concerning settlement
settlement of
of boundary
lines between
New York
between New
boundary lines
act concerning
CHAP.
Connecticut.
Connecticut.

Feb. 26,
Feb.
26, 1881.
1881,

Whereas,
commissioners duly
duly appointed
appointed on
on the
the part
part of
of the
the State
State of Boundary
line
Boundary line
Whereas, commissioners
New York,
appointed on
the part
between States
States of
part of the State ofbetween
on the
duly appointed
commissioners duly
and commissioners
York, and
New
e
w
tiY
eu
o
t
rk a
s
n
e
d
t n
settleof Connecticut,
Connecticut, for
the purpose
purpose of
settling the
boundary line between
between necticut,
Nnee
the boundary
of settling
for the
of
of.
said States,
States, did
an agreement
agreement in
meat of.
e
in the words following, to wit: ment
execute an
did execute
said
Preamble.
"Memorandum of
of agreement
agreement by and between
between the subscribers,
subscribers, commis"Memorandum
sioners of the
Connecticut, respectively,
respectively, to settle of Memorandum
Memorandum of
and Connecticut,
York and
New York
of New
States of
the States
sionersof
agreement.
the question
question of
the boundaries
States being thereunto
thereunto agreement.
said States,
between said
boundaries between
of the
the
authorized by
said States,
States, respectively,
respectively, passed
passed by them
by the resolutions of said
authorized
as
annexed. That
is to
Allen C. Beach, secretary of
we, Allen
to say, we,
That is
hereunto annexed.
as hereunto
State,
Schoonmaker, attorney-general,
attorney-general, and Horatio Seymour,
Seymour,
Augustus Schoonmaker,
State, Augustus
junior,
engineer and
and surveyor
commissioners of the State of New
surveyor,'commissioners
State engineer
junior, State
York;
and we,
we, Origen
Lafayette S. Foster, and William T.
Origen S. Seymour, Lafayette
York; and
Minor,
the State
of Connecticut,
Connecticut, have agreed, and do
State of
of the
commissioners of
Minor, commissioners
between
establish the boundaries
hereby agree,
boundaries between
to fix, determine, and establish
agree, to
hereby
our
respective States,
States, subject
the approval
ratification of the
approval and ratification
to the
subject to
our respective
manner: We agree
following manner:
legislatures
respective States, in the following
agree
legislatures of our respective
that
boundary on
constituting the western
western boundary
boundary of
on the land constituting
the boundary
that the
Connecticut
and the
the eastern
eastern boundary
boundary of
of the
the State
State of New
New York shall
Connecticut and
be,
is, as
the same
monuments erected
erected by commiscommissame was defined by monuments
as the
and is,
be, and
sioners
York, and comappointed by the legislature of the State of New York,
sioners appointed
pleted
in the
the year
year eighteen
hundred and sixty; the said boundary
boundary line
eighteen hundred
pleted in
extending
from Byram
(formerly called Lyons Point) on the south
Point, (formerly
Byram Point,
extending from
to
of the
State of
the north. And we further
further
on the
of Massachusetts
Massachusetts on
the State
line of
to the
the line
agree
boundary on
and is, as follows:
follows: Beginon the sound shall be, and
the boundary
that the
agree that
ning
center of the channel
channel about six hundred
hundred feet
feet south
the center
in the
a point
point in
at a
ning at
of
extreme rocks of Byram Point, marked number
number 0
0on appended
appended
of the
the extreme
United
Survey chart;
chart; thence running
southeast
running in aatrue southeast
Coast Survey
States Coast
United States
course
three and one quarter
quarter statute
statute miles; thence
thence in a
a straight line
course three
(the arc
statute miles true
northeasterly to aapoint four statute
circle) northeasterly
great circle)
a great
arc of a
(the
south of
of New
thence northeasterly
northeasterly to a
a point
point
House;•thence
Light House
London Light
New London
south
marked
number one
one on
annexed United States Coast Survey chart
the annexed
on the
marked number
of
Fisher's Island Sound,
Sound, which point is on the long east three-quarters
three-quarters
of Fisher's
north
sailing course
course drawn
on said
thousand feet
said map, and is about one thousand
drawn on
north sailing
folnortherly from
Hammock or N. Dumpling
Dumpling Light House;
House; thence folfrom the Hammock
northerly
lowing
the said
said east
north sailing course
course as laid down on
three-quarters north
east three-quarters
lowing the
said map,
easterly to
marked number
number two on said map; thence
point marked
a point
to a
map, easterly
said
southeasterly toward
point marked
marked number
number three on said map, so far
far
toward aapoint
southeasterly
Proviso.
as said
said States
coterminus: Provided,
however, That
nothing in the Proviso.
That nothing
Provided, however,
are coterminus:
States are
as
foregoing
contained shall
construed to affect existing
shall be construed
agreement contained
foregoing agreement
titles
or incorporeal,
under grants heretofore
held under
incorporeal, held
corporeal or
property, corporeal
to property,
titles to
made
either of
said States,
States, nor
nor to
existing rights
which said
rights which
affect existing
to affect
of said
by either
made by
States, or
which the citizens
citizens of either of said States,
or which
them, or
of them,
either of
or either
States,
may have
by grant,
grant, letters
patent, or
or prescription
pre,scription of fishing
fishing in the
letters patent,
have by
may
waters of
said sound,
shell or
fish, irrespective
irrespective of
or floating fish,
for shell
whether for
sound, whether
of said
waters
the boundary
it not being the purpose of this
established, it
hereby established,
line hereby
boundary line
the
agreement to
to define, limit, or interfere with any such right, rights, or
agreement
privileges, whatever
whatever the same may be.
privileges,
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Rights of the
United States and
Jurisdiction of
of
jurisdictioni
United
United States
courts preserved.
preserved.

"In whereof we
we have
hereunto set
set our
our hand
instrument,
"In
witness whereof
have hereunto
hand to
to this
this instrument,
duplicate thereof,
December eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
and to a
a duplicate
thereof, December
seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.
"ALLEN C.
C. BEACH,
BEACH,
"ALLEN
"Secretary
"Secretary of
of State,
State,
"AUGUSTUS
SCHOON1V1AKER,
"AUGUSTUS SCHOONMAKER,
"Attorney General,
General,
"Attorney
"
HORATIO SEYMOUR,
SEYMOUR, JR,
Ju,
"HORATIO
"State
"State Engineer and Surveyor,
"Commissioners of the State
New York.
"Commissioners
State of New
York.
"ORIGEN S.
SEYMOUR,
"ORIGEN
S. SEYMOUR,
"LAFAYETTE
"LAFAYETTE S.
S. FOSTER,
FOSTER,
"WILLIAM
MINOR,
"WILLIAM T. MINOR,
"Commissioners of the State
State of Connecticut".
"Commissioners
Connecticut".
and
Whereas said agreement
been confirmed
confirmed by
by the
legislatures of
Whereas
agreement has been
the legislatures
of
Therefore?
said States of New York and Connecticut
Connecticut respectively:
respectively: Therefore
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Souse of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the consent
of the
the Congress
Congress
States of
of America
assembled, That
consent of
of the United States
hereby is, given to said agreement,
States be, and hereby
agreement, and to
each and evry
evry part thereof;
thereof; and the boundaries
boundaries established by said
said
agreement are
are hereby
hereby approved:
approved: Provided,
however, That
nothing herein
herein
agreement
Provided, however,
That nothing
contained
construed to
impair or
manner to
to affect
any
contained shall
shall be
be construed
to impair
or in
in any
any manner
affect any
right of the United States or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of its courts in and over the
islands or waters
islands
waters which form the subject of said agreement.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 26,
26, 1881.
1881.

Feb. 26, 1881.
1881.

CHAP. 82.—An
the verification
of returns
of national
national banks.
banks.
82.-An act
act defining
defining the
verification of
returns of

Approval of Con-

gress.
gress.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives of
of the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the oath
States
oath or affirmation
affirmation
Verification
fifty-two hundred
hundred and
and eleven
Verification
of required by section
section fifty-two
eleven of
Revised Statutes,
Statutes,
of the
the Revised
returns of national
verifying
the returns
returns made
made by
by national
national banks
banks to
to the
the Comptroller
of the
the
verifying the
Comptroller of
banks.
Currency,
a notary public
Currency, when
when taken before
before a
public properly
properly authorized
authorized and
and
commissioned
commissioned by the State in which such
such notary resides
resides and
and the bank
bank
located, or any other officer having
is located,
having an official seal, authorized
authorized in such
such
State to administer
administer oaths,
oaths, shall be a
a sufficient
sufficient verification
verification as contemcontemProviso
plated by
by said
section fifty-two
hundred and
ve
n: Provided,
Prov ided, That
Proviso.
plated
said section
fifty-two hundred
and ele
eleven:
That
administering the oath is not an officer of the bank.
the officer administering
February 26,
Approved, February
26, 1881.
1881.
R. S.
211.
S. 5211.

Feb.

28, 1881.
28,
1881.

Post routes in—
in-

Alabama;

CHAP. 90.-An
establish post-routes
90.—An act to
to establish
post-routes

enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the following
following post-routes
post-routes
be, and the same are hereby, established:
established:
ALABAMA
ALABAMA
From Grove
Grove Hill to Jackson.
Jackson.
From Cross Plains to Gadsden.
Gadsden.
From New
New Site, via Zana, to Daviston.
Daviston.
From Walnut
Walnut Bluff, via Bethel, Pine Hill,
Kimbrough's
Hill, Dunn's Mills, Kimbrough's
Store, and R. D. M. Hawkins'
Hawkins' to Clay Hill.
Hill.
From Cross Plains to
to White
White Plains.
Plains.
From Hanna's Sulphur
Sulphur Springs to Smith, Georgia
Georgia
From Talladega
Talladega to Brook's Mills.
From Loachapoka,
Loachapoka, via Rock Springs to
to Camp Hill.
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Alaboolo--C
n.
on.
From Waverly,
Waverly, via
Walnut Hill.
Alabama-C o
to Walnut
Rock Springs,
Springs, to
via Rock
From
tinned;
tinued;
and. Middleton, to Cane
Cane Creek. via Griffins'
Griffins' Store and
Olio, via
From Olio,
From Hurricane
Bayou, to
to Sibley's
Sibley's Mills.
Mills.
From
Hurricane Bayou,
From Uniontown
Uniontown to
to Marion.
Marion.
From
From
Uniontown, via
Martin's Station, Portland,
Portland and Richmond,
Richmond, to
to
via Martin's
From Uniontown,
Minter.
Minter.
Bluff.
From Sedan to Black's Bluff.
From
Mush Creek
to King's
King's Landing.
Creek to
From Mush
From Mount
Mount Pleasant to Choctaw Bluff
Bluff.
From
Walnut Bluff.
From Clifton to Walnut
From Town Creek to Concord.
McDowelfs Station.
From Belmont to McDowell's
From
Creek to Rocky Plains.
From Collier Creek
From Cross Trails to Lake View.
View.
Perryville to Centreville.
From Perryville
Marble Valley.
From Shelby
Shelby Iron Works to Marble
Roads New Providence,
Providence and PeaHelicon,/ via Dorman's Cross Roads,
From *Helicon
cock's
Bullock.
to Bullock.
cock's to
From
and
Harneys Mills, Daniel Chapel, and
via Gaylesville,
Gaylesville, Harneys
Sterling via
From Sterling
Longshores to Porterville.
Longshores
From Rehoba via Youngs Store to Camden.
From
From Eutaw
Eutaw via Union to Mantua.
From
Birmingham via Woods Station,
Station, Oak
Oak Grove
Martin's
Grove Church, Martin's
From Birmingham
Springville.
Mills, Eligot Self's and Clay to Springville.
ARKANSAS.
ARKANSAS.

Arkansas;
Arkansas;

From
Creek to Silex.
From Cabin
Cabin Creek
From
Mountain Valley.
From Danville to Mountain
From
From Texarkana, via Indwood, to Peytonville.
From
Thedford Ferry Road to Varner.
Varner.
From Tyro, via Jones' Ferry and the Thedford
From Springdale,
Ferry and Hinesville,
Hinesville, to Huntsville.
eHod's Ferry
via Heed's
From
Springdale, via
From Harrison to Kingston.
From
Wager Mill and Springton,
Springton, to
to
Springs, Wager
From Springdale,
Springdale, via Elm Springs,
Bloomfield.
Bloomfield.
From Coal Hill to Eubank's
Eubank's Mills.
Mills.
From Harrison
Harrison to Ringston.
From
Bayou and Gilmores
Gilmores to Marion.
Frenchman's Bayou
via Frenchman's
Osceola, via
From Osceola,
From
Mountain and Dardanelle
Dardanelle Springs to Dardanelle.
Dardanelle.
Lick Mountain
Pan's, via Lick
From Pan's,
From Iuka to Brooklyn.
Ferry to
Locksburg, via Paraclifta, Ben Lomond and Wells Ferry
From Locksburg,
Richmond.
Harrisburg.
Wittsburg, via Bay Road, to Harrisburg.
From Wittsburg,
From Mabelvale
Mabelvale to Ewan.
Springdale to Spring Valley.
From Springdale
ARIZONA
ARIZONA TERRITORY.

Arizona
Terri.
Arizona Terriritory;
ritory;

From Prescott, via Walker, to Red Rock.
From Tombstone,
Tombstone, via Charleston,
Charleston, to Camp Huachuca.
Huachuca.
From
Harshaw.
Huachuca to Harshaw.
From Camp Huachuca
From Sentinel to Plomosa.
Washington.
From Pantano,
Pantano, via Empire, Crittenden,
Crittenden, and Harshaw
Harshaw to Was
ington.
From
Florence.
Grande to Florence.
From Casa Grande
From Sentinel to Plomosa.
From Tucson to Stone Cabin.
From Tucson to Globe City.
Prescott to Brigham City.
From Prescott
CAUPORNIA.
OALIFORNIA.
From
Yocumville to
Ranohe.
Jordan's Rancho.
to Jordan's
From Yoeumville
From
King.
to Mineral
Mineral King.
Visalia to
From Visalia

xxi-

23

California;
Caifornia;
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From Chico to Orville.
From
Angers Camp
to Sonora.
Sonora.
From Angel's
Camp to
From
New Hope.
From Lodi to New
From Santa
Santa Ana
Ana to Riverside.
Riverside.
From
Sutter Creek,
Creek, via
to Woodford.
Woodford.
From Sutter
via Tarrs,
Tarrs, to
From
Kneeland and Yoger,
Bridgeville.
From Eureka,
Eureka, via Kneeland
Yoger, to Bridgeville.
From
Powellton.
From Chico to Powellton.
From King's River to Visalia.
Merced.
From Central Point to Merced.
From Bodie to Lundy.
From Bishop Creek to Mammoth
Mammoth
Wheatland to Smartsville.
From Wheatland
From Yosemite, via Bronson to Groveland
Groveland
From Bakersfield to Glenville.
Glenville.
From Huron, via Pulvarado, Whatham, and Picacho to Erie.
From Gridley to West Butte.
Rowland to Lake Valley.
Valley.
From Rowland
From Alvarado,
Alvarado, via Mount Eden to Haywood.
From Elizabeth Lake to Gormans Station.
From Belota, via Linden, to Holden Station.
Blanco to Salinas.
From Blanco
From Boulder Creek to Felton.
From Central House to Horn Out
Cut Station.
Clarksville to White
White Rock Station.
From Clarksville
From Centerville, via Niles to Niles Station.
From Corralitos
Corralitos to Watsonville.
Watsonville.
From Dougherty's
Dougherty's Station
Station to Haywood.
From Elliott to Galt
Gait
From Fulton Wells to Norwalk.
Paraiso Springs to Soledad.
Soledad.
From Paraiso
Plainsburgh Switch.
From Plainsburg, via Union, to Plainsburgh
From Pasadena
Pasadena to Los Angelos.
Patchin to Railroad
From Patchin
Railroad Station.
From Plainfield to Woodland.
Juan to Sargent.
From San Juan
From San Bernardino
Railroad Station.
Bernardino to Railroad
From Smiths Ranch
Ranch to Railroad Station.
From Twenty six Mile House to Farmington.
Farmington.
From Wilmington to Steamboat
Steamboat Landing.
From Wyandotte
Railroad Station
Station
Wyandotte to Railroad
From Anderson
Anderson to Igo.
From Guernerville
Guernerville to Fort-Ross.
COLORADO.
COLORADO.
From Pella to Longmont.
Longmont.
From Leadville
Leadville to Henry.
From Garay,
Ouray, via Placerville
Placerville and Ophir to Rico.
From Alpine, via Saint Elmo, Tin Cup, Hillerton,
Hillerton, Bowman, and Ash.
croft, to Aspen.
From Crested Buttes to Gothic.
From Rico to Cascade.
From Livermore,
Livermore, via Elkhorn,
Elkhorn, Rustic
Rustic Chambers, and Michigan, to
Lula.
From Alamosa, via Cockrell,
Cockrell, to Cornwall.
From Arkansas, via Mears, Marshalltown,
Crookville to Gunnison.
Marshalltown, and Crookville
From Kuhn's Crossing to Deer Trail.
From Quebec
Quebec to Santa Clara.
From Mainton,
Mainton, via Colorado,
Colorado, to Railroad
Railroad Station.
From Gunnison
Gunnison City, via Gottus, to Schofield.
From Silver Cliff
Cliff to Dora.
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Colorado-ConFrom Georgetown,
Georgetown via
via Decatur,
Decatur, Chihuahua,
Chihuahua, Montezuma,
Haywood,
Colorado — Con Montezuma, Haywood,
From
;
Dillon,
to:Kokomo,.
tinned;
tiued
Kokoma.
Frisco, to
and Frisco,
Dillon, and
From
Poncho
Springs,
via
Maysville,
Arbourville
Garfield,
to
Garfield,
and
Arbourville
Maysville,
via
From Poncho Springs,
Chaffee.
Chaffee.
From Buena
Vista, via
Alpine, Hancock,
Hancock, Pitkin
Ohio to GunniPitkin and Ohio
via Alpine,
Buena Vista,
From
son.
son.
From Crested
Butts to Irwin.
Crested Butts
From
From Breckenridge
Breckenridge to Frisco.
From
From
Ma, to Texas
Texas Creek.
via Ula,
Cliff, via
Silver Cliff,
From Silver
From
Leadville, via
via Eagle,
to Red Cliff.
Eagle, to
From Leadville,
From Gunnison
Gunnison City,
City, up
up Gunnison's
Rivers via Jack's
Jack's Cabin,
East Rivers
and East
Gunnison's and
From
Rock
and
Gothic, up
to its
head, and over a
a low divide to Rock
its head,
River to
East River
up East
and Gothic,
Creek,
Rock Creek,
Creek, to Schofield
Schofield
down Rock
Creek, down
From
Poughkeepsie, to Mineral Point.
via Poughkeepsie,
Ouray, via
From Ouray,
From Alamosa
to Silver Cliff.
Alamosa to
From
From Lula to Grand Lake.
From Villa Grove
via Sedgwick
Sedgwick to Bonanza.
Grove, via
Villa
From
From Conejos
Grove,
to
to Manassa.
Conejos
From
From Leadville to Soda Springs.
Leadville to Twin Lakes.
From Leadville
From Texas
Railroad Station.
to Railroad
Creek to
Texas Creek
From
From
From Altona to Railroad Station.
From
Apache to Huerfano
Huerfano Station.
From Apache
From
Centreville to Chalk Creek.
From Centreville
From
From Creswell to Beaver Brook.
From
From El Moro to Trinidad.
From
Empire City
Railroad Station.
to Railroad
City to
From Empire
From
to Railroad Station.
From Linwood to
From Kiorra
Kuhn's Crossing.
to Kuhn's
Kiorra to
From
From Saguache to Crestone.
CONNECTICUT.
CONNECTICUT.

From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Connecticut;
Connecticut;

Farmington
Railroad Station.
Farmington to Railroad
North
Canton Centre,
Centre, to Cherry Brook Station.
via Canton
Canton, via
North Canton,
Railroad Station.
Burlington to Railroad
New
Preston to Railroad
Railroad Station.
New Preston
Northford
Northford to Railroad Station.
Montville,
Uncasville, to Railroad Station.
Montville, via Uncasville,
Coventry Depot.
Coventry to Coventry
South Coventry
Manchester
Railroad Station.
to Railroad
Manchester to
DAKOTA TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
DAKOTA

From Parker to Herman
Forestbnrg.
From Cameron,
Cameron, via Salem, to Forestburg.
From
From
Bonnersville to Fort Ransom.
From Bonnersville
Bloomfield to Casselton.
Casselton.
From Bloomfield
From
Plankington to Mitchell.
From Plankington
From Sweden
to Kensington.
Sweden to
From
Providence to Milltown.
From Providence
From Saratoga
Deadwood.
to Deadwood.
Saratoga to
From
Ashton.
Stennett to Ashton.
From Stennett
From Rome to Rockport.
From Devillo to Campbell.
From
Mandan to Bismarck.
From Mandan
From
Milbank to Wilmot.
From Milbank
From
Knife River.
to Knife
Mandan to
From Mandan
From
Salem to Nation.
From Salem
From
Aberdeen
to Aberdeen
via Bath,
Bath, to
Yorkville, via
From Yorkville,
From Valley
Valley City
lnorth of
of range
one hundred
hundred
rangeone
Fifty-nine,north
Township Fifty-niue
to Township
City to
From
thirty-nine west
and thirty-nine

Dakota
TerriDakota Territory;
tory;
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Plankinton to Chamberlin.
Plankinton
Chamberlin.
Fort Sisseton
Fort
Sisseton to Columbia.
Huron to Wessington.
Wessington.
Huron to Madison.
Madison.
Huron to Redfield.
Redfield to Belcher's
Ford.
Redfield
Belcher'sFord.
Ransom, to
Valley City, via Fort Ransom,
to Columbia.
Salem via Ramsey to Madison.
Madison.
DELAWARE.
DELAWARE.

From Centreville
Centreville to Greenville.
From Odessa
Odessa to Middletown.
Middletown.
From Thompson
Thompson to Landenburgh,
Landenburgh, Pennsylvania.
From Lewes to Rehoboth
Rehoboth Beach.
From Lewes, via intermediate
intermediate life-saving stations to Life-saving
Life-saving StaStation Number
Number Seven, abreast
abreast of Assateague
Assateague Light, Virginia.
Florida;

FLORIDA.
FLORIDA.
From Fort Meade, via Fort Green, to Mitchellville.
Mitchellville.
From Neunansville, via Millworth,
Millworth, Worthington Springs, and HaneyHaneyville, to Lake Butler.
From Fort Meade to Fort Bassinger.
From Stephensville,
Stephensville, via Cedarville, Grafton,
Grafton, Horseshoe, and
and Long
Long
Pond, to Old Town.
From Bailey's Mill, to Warcissa, via Wankecuah.
Wankecuah.
From Live Oak to Jennings.
From Tallahassee,
Crawfordville, to
to Rio
Rio Carrabelle.
Carrabelle.
Tallahassee, via Crawfordville,
From Beresford
Beresford to Spring Garden.
Garden.
From Pine Level to Fort Bessinger.
From Punta Rassa to Lemon Bay.
Bay.
Waukeenah to Warcissa.
From Waukeenah
Warcissa.
From Mickler's
Mickler's on North River
River to Saint Augustine.
Augustine.
From Clear Water Harbor,
Harbor, via Saint John's
John's Pass,
Pass, to
Tampa.
to Tampa.

Georgia;

GEORGIA.
GEORGIA.
From Morgan to Ward's Station, on Southwestern
Railroad.
Southwestern Railroad.
From Spring Place,
Place, via Ramy's Store
Store and Carter's to
Rock.
to Talking
Talking Rock.
From Hammond's
Hammond's Mills, via Orsnan's, to
Mills.
to Fouche's Mills.
From Lamar to Sumpterville.
From Ringgold to Crawfish
Crawfish Spring.
From Harlem, to Appling.
From Warsaw, via Mazeppa, to Alpharetta.
Jonesborough to
Miler's Store.
Store.
From Jonesborough
to Milner's
From Doraville to Oak Grove.
From Barnesville
Barnesville to Person's
Person's Store.
From Auravia to Juno.
From Tifton, via John Fletcher's, senior, and A. E. Clement's,
tt
Clement's, tE
Wolf Creek.
From Lumber City, via Sylvan Home, to Clark's Bluff.
Bluff.
From Dallas, via Embryville,
Embryville, to Draketown.
Draketown.
From Fugal°,
Fugalo, to Big Smith's.
From Baxley, via G. J.
J. Holton's, to Daniel Lott's
Store
Lott's Store
From Baxley to Nicholl's.
Nicholl's.
From
From Harlem to Appling Court House.
From Beding to Wrightsville.
From
House Creek,
Creek, via Williamson's
From House
Williamson's Mills, to Wolf Creek.
From Greensborough,
Sunsetview, and Neary's
Greensborough, via Liberty, Sunsetview,
Neary's to Sparta.
From Wrightsville,
Wrightsville, via Snell's
SnelPs Bridge, over the Ohoopee River to
to
Fortune.
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From Hawkins
vile to R. A. Rigoods.
Hawkinsville
Vernon to
From Mount
Mount Vernon
to Geiger's
Geiger's Mills.
From Dublin via J.
J. S. McLendon's
McLendon's J.
J. F. Curries and Martin
Correy's
Martin Correy's
to McVille.
From Danbury
From
Danbury to
to Delhi.
Delhi.
From
From Tall
Tall Botton
Botton to Ellerslie.
Ellerslie.
From Lamar
Lamar to Saddle's Store.
From Rome,
Rome, Georgia, via Farrall's Store to Stirling,
Stirling, Alabama.
Alabama.
From Hempstead
Hempstead via A. Baker's, Alba, Drury's Bluff and Acme to
to
Tifton.
From Ward's Station, via Whitney, to
to Morgan.
Morgan.
From Auburn to Munroe.
From Blairsville Georgia, to Ducktown
Ducktown in
in Tennessee.
Tennessee.
Haysville, North
North Carolina.
From Blairsville, Georgia,
Georgia, to
to Haysville,
ILLINOIS.
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
ville, to
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Illinois;

Iowa;

Sumner to Buck Creek.
Cascade to Monticello.
Cromwell Centre to Spencer.
East Elkport to Edgewood.
Eldora to Eagle City.
Eldora
Ford to Indianola.
Gladbrook
Gladbrook to Morrison.
Grundy Center, to Cedar Falls.
Lucas Grove to Donley Station.
Lucas
Mitchelville to Peoria City.
Mitchelville
Plum Hollow to McPaul.
Princeton to Long Grove.
Reno to Griswold.
Moulton
Moulton to Monterey.
Saint Charles to Prairie
Prairie Grove.
INDIANA.
INDIANA.

From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Georgia — C onon Georgia-C
tinued;
tinned;

Belvidere to Caledonia
Caledonia Station.
Belvidere
Bourbon to Arcola.
Bunker Hill to Carlinville
Hastings Landing to Hardin.
Hastings Landing
Landing to
Brussels.
to Brussels.
Merrimac Point to Kimmswick.
Milton to Pearl Depot.
Samsville to Parkersburgh.
Parkersburgh.
Griggsville,
Griggsville, via Detroit, to Milton.
Ursa to Lima.
Sterling, via John Corner's, New Genesee,
Coleta, and MilledgeGenesee, Ooleta,
Lanark.
Lanark.
Plum Hill to Addieville.
Addieville.
Clay City to Sailor Springs.
Osage to Elkville.
Osage
Carthage to Weakley's
Carthage
Weakley's Store.
Warsaw to Lima.
Moline to South Moline.
Moline.
Moline

IOWA.
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
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Montpelier
and Mills
to Bryant.
Bryant.
Montpelier,' via
via Balbac
Balbac, and
Mills Corners
Corners to
Pigeon. Michigan.
Scott Post Office to White Pigeon.
Scott Post Office to Lima.
Midway and Oakland, to Spring
Spring Station
Lake, via Midway
Rensselaer
Rensselaer to East Chicago.

Indiana;
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Hall,
and Shawnee
Shawnee Mound
Mound to
to Pleas.
PleasHall, via
via Ode's
Odell's Corners
Corners and

From
via Danville
Danville and
Mount Clair,
Clair, to
to Lizton.
Lizton.
From Clayton,
Clayton, via
and Mount
From
Glen Hall,
OdelPs Corner's,
Shawnee Mound
and Pleasant
Pleasant
From Glen
Hall, via
via Odell's
Corner's, Shawnee
Mound and
Hill to Waynetown.
Waynetown.
IDAHO
TERRITORY
IDAHO TERRITORY

Territory;
Idaho Territory;

and Saw
Saw Tooth,
Tooth, to
to BoFrom Arco,
Arco, via
via Bellevue,
Bellevue, Ketchum,
Ketchum, Galena,
Galena, and
Bonanza City.
Saw Tooth, via
From Saw
via Clayton
Clayton City, to
to Challis.
Goose Creek
Creek to Bellevue.
From Goose
Battle Ground,
From Battle
Ground, on Lost
Lost River,
River, to Clayton City,
City, on Salmon
River.
River.
EthePs to Bonaparte.
From Ethel's
Bonaparte.
Oxford to Railroad
Railroad Station.
From Oxford
Stage Crossing
Crossing on Cassia Creek via BeechFrom Kelton and
and Dalles
Dalles Stage
Beech.
Edward's Ranche.
erville, to Edward's
Ranche.
Cassia to Edward's
From Cassia
Edward's Ranehe.
Ranche.
From Lava
Lava to Junction
Junction
From Bonanza
Bonanza via Mouth
Mouth Yankee Fork Creek
Creek to Challis.

Indian
Indian
tory;

TerriTern -

INDLLN TERRITORY
INDIAN
TERRITORY
Texas.
From Fort Sill, to Mobeetie, Texas.
From Pawhuska
Pawhuska to Arkansas
Arkansas City. Kansas.
From Pond to Cantonment.

Kansas;
Kansas;

KANSAS.
KANSAS.
Chetopa to
From Chetopa
to Seneca.
Seneca.
From Dighton to Scott.
Camden to Moss Springs.
From Camden
From Lyons
Lyons to Wayside.
Lone Walnut
From Lone
Walnut to
to Ziba.
Ziba.
From Plainville to Millbrook.
Nicodemus.
From Logan to Nicodemus.
Edmond to Buffalo Park.
From Edmond
From Stoeton
Stocton to Motor.
From Norton,
Norton, via Cactus, to Logan.
From Arastella
Arastella to Beloit.
MahervilIe to
Bartondale.
From Maherville
to Bartondale.
From Ashton to Milton.
From Gere
Gere to Dubuque.
From Wa Keeney
Keeney to Kenneth.
Anthony to Bross.
From Anthony
From StuRville
Langdon.
Stullville to Langdon.
Minneapolis to Lincoln.
From Minneapolis
Lincoln.
Alexander to Harmony.
From Alexander
Harmony.
From Clarion, via Edgecomb
Edgecomb to Newton.
Shibboleth to Streator.
From Shibboleth
From Mellville
Mellville to Clyde.
From Millbrook
Millbrook to Collyer.
From Logan to Orleans.
From Kinsley,
Kinsley, via Comanche, to State
State Line.
From Hutchinson
Hutchinson to
to Saratoga.
Saratoga.
From Kirwin to Adamson.
From Wallace
Wallace to Wano.
From Wallace
Wallace to Syracuse.
From Groton to
to Lakin.
From Monument
Monument to Garden
Garden City
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Kane as —ConKansas-ConFrom
Mount Hope,
Hope, via
Marshall
and Birch, to Marshall
Woodbury and
via Woodbury
From Mount
tinned
nued;;
From
Roy to
Eureka.
to Eureka.
Le Roy
From Le
From Norton,
Norton, via
via Clayton
Clayton and
and Oberlin, to Atwood.
From
From Atwood
to Monument.
Monument.
Atwood to
From
From
Kirwin to
Kenneth.
to Kenneth.
From Kirwin
From
From Clyde to Cuba.
From Gottsburgh
Gottsburgh to Oberlin.
From
From
Kirwin to Sheridan.
From Kirwin
Sherman
From
Norton, via
Quicksilver to Sherman
Hawkeye and Quicksilver
Shibboleth, Hawkey°
via Shibboleth,
From Norton,
Center.
Center.
From
Logan, via
via Cactus, to Norton.
From Logan,
From Grainfield
to Ness.
Grainfield to
From
From Hays
Hays City to Ness.
From
From Howard,
via Moline,
Moline, to Sedan.
Howard, via
From
From Dighton
Dighton to Greeley Center.
From
From Cirmarron,
Seward, to State Line.
and Seward,
Arapahoe and
via Arapahoe
Cirmarron, via
From
From Lakin,
Lakin, via
State Line.
Grant and Stevens, to State
via Grant
From
From Syracuse,
Syracuse, via
Kansas, to State Line.
via Stanton and Kansas,
From
From Odell to Kiowa.
From Cimarron
Cimarron to Belle Meade.
Meade.
From
From
Peoria and
Miami Settlement
Indian TerriSettlement Indian
and Miami
via Peoria
Kansas, via
Chetopa Kansas,
From Chetopa
tory, to
Seneca, Missouri.
to Seneca
tory,
From
Jamestown to Scandia.
From Jamestown
Kennekuks.
From
Mission Center to Kennekuks.
From Mission

KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.
From Elkton,
Guthrie.
via Oakdale, to Guthrie.
Elkton, via
From
Richmond.
From Lexington,
Lexington, via
Tate's Creek
Creek to Richmond.
via Tate's
From
From
Elizaville, via
via Upper Blue Lick, to Moorfield.
From Elizaville,
Thompson's
From
Brusby Creek,
via John's
John's Creek and Thompson's
Creek, via
of Brusby
mouth of
From mouth
Creek.
Phillip's
Place, to
forks of Peter's Creek.
to forks
Phillip's Place,
From
Upton's, via Millerstown
Millerstown,'to Grayson Springs.
From Upton's,
From
Thompkinsville to Fountain Run.
From Thompkinsville
From Thompkinsville
Thompkinsville to Ray's Cross Roads.
From
From Custar to Constantine.
From Bardstown to New Haven.
From House's
Store Clay
Clay County, down Rock Castle River to the
House's Store,
From
Arnold's to Chinmouth
of
Terrell's
Creek,
up the same,
same, via Emmanuel
Emmanuel Arnold's
up
Creek,
Terrell's
of
mouth
quapin Ruffs.
From
Grayson Springs to Upton.
Upton.
From Grayson
From
Irvine, via
mouth Red
Red Lake
Lake to
to
Post-Office, and mouth
Camp Post-Office,
Station Camp
via Station
From Irvine,
McKee.
From Lynn
Lynn Camp
Post-Office to Tye's
Tye's Ferry.
Camp Post-Office
From
From Hunting
Fork, Middle Fork, and
Post-Office, via Spring Fork,
Creek Post-Office,
Hunting Creek
From
Moore's Fork
the mouth
mouth of Salt Lick Creek.
to the
Quicksand, to
of Quicksand,
Fork of
Moore's
From McPherson,
Whitteakerville.
to Whitteakerville.
Store, to
Grayharl's Store,
via Grayharrs
McPherson, via
From
From
White Post.
Creek to White
on Big Creek
Bivins on
Dallas Bivms
From Dallas
From Sandy
Sandy Hook to Blaine
From
From
Mountain.
Salt Creek to Pine Mountain.
From Salt
Helfer's Mill.
From
Paducah to Heifer's
From Paducah
Helfer's Mill.
From
Florence Station to Heifer's
From Florence
Helfer's Mill.
From Kansas
Kansas to Heifer's
From
From Hazlewood
Hazlewood to Terrell's Landing.
From
From Irwin's
Irwin's Store,
Store, via
via Johnson's
Store to Monticello.
Johnson's Store
From
From
via Caney
Gap, mouth
Caney Martin's
Martin's Mills to
mouth of Caney
Caney Gap,
Top via
Pine Top
From Pine
Luckey.
From
Pine Top
Top via
via mouth
mouth of
Fork of Troublesome,
Troublesome, mouth of
Betties Fork
of Betties
From Pine
Ambrose
Creek
to
Carr's
Fork.
Creek
Ambrose
From
Owensborough via
Narrow's Bridge to Beech Grove.
via Narrow's
From Owensborough

Kentucky,
Kentucky,
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LOUISIANA.
LOUISIANA.
From Clinton to Pisgah.
via Darlington
Darlington Church,
to Mount
Mount Lookout.
Lookout.
From Pipkin's Mills,
Mills, via
Church, to
From Amite City to Peace Grove.
Grove.
Fordsville, via
to Osyka,
Osyka, MisFrom Fordsville,
via Magee's
Magee's Store,
Store, Dillon
Dillon Bridge,
Bridge, to
sissippi.
Germantown to Bayou
Bayou Chicot.
From Germantown
Chicot.
From Poydras, via Saint Bernard
Bernard Escore
and Nachitoches,
Nachitoches, to
to La
La
Escore and
Chinche.
From Clarenton
Clarenton to Railroad
Railroad Station.
From Fort
Fort Pike to Lake Catharine
Station.
Catharine Station.
From Saint
Martinsville to Railroad
Saint Martinsville
Railroad Station.
Station.
Railroad Station.
From Welcome to Railroad
Station.
From Fort Necessity
Necessity to Jones
Jones Landing
Landing on
on Bayou
Bayou Bceuff.
Bceaff.

Maryland;
Maryland;

MARYLAND.
MARYLAND.

From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
Massachusetts;
Massachusetts;

MASSACHUSETTS.
MASSACHUSETTS.

From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
Maine;

Queenstown to
Callahan's Store.
Store.
Queenstown
to Callahan's
Gouckton, via
via Hereford,
to Mount
Mount Carmel.
Carmel.
Gouckton,
Hereford, to
Brooklandville, to
to Shawan
Shawan
Brooklandville, to Hoffman
Brooklandville,
Hoffman Store.
Store.
Russen, via Spring Hill,
Russen,
Hill, to
to Delmar.
Delmar.
Snow
Snow Hill via Klej Grange
Grange to Pocomoke
Pocomoke City
City
Annapolis via South River
Annapolis
Galloways to
to Sudley.
River and
and Galloways
Sudley.
Paylesville,
Paylesville, to Constitution,
Constitution, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, via Fishell's Mill.
Mill.
Sharpsburg,
Sharpsburg, to Harper's
Harper's Ferry, West
West Virginia.

Mill River to
to Clayton.
South Byfield
Byfield to Railroad
Railroad Station.
Billerica, to East Billerica.
Billerica.
Spencer, to
to Railroad
Railroad Station.
Station.
South Milford.
Milford to
to Milford.
Milford.
Woodville to Railroad
Woodville
Railroad Station.
Sterling, to Pratt's
Pratt's Junction.
Junction.
Blue Hill to Milton.
Easton to Railroad
Railroad Station.
Horton's Store, to Providence, Rhode
Rhode Island.
MAINE.
MAINE.

From Parkman, to Burdin's Corner.
From West
West Gorham
Gorham to Chicopee.
Chicopee.
From Dixfield to Perry's Mills
Mills
From Strong Railroad
Railroad Station, via Freeman Town House to Kingfield.
Kingfield.
From Freeman
Freeman Town House, to
to Salem.
Salem.
From Upton to Middle
Middle Dam, across Lake Umbagog.
Umbagog.
From Middle
Middle Dam, across Lake
Lake Umbagog
Umbagog and
down Androscoggin
Androscoggin
and down
River, to Errol Dam.
From West
West Waterville
Waterville to
to Eureka.
Eureka.
From Argyle
Argyle to
Acton.
to Acton.
From Freedom
Freedom to Railroad Station.
From West Lebanon,
Lebanon, to Railroad
Station.
Railroad Station.
From North Gray to Gray Railroad
Railroad Station.
From (Haman
Olaman via Lowell and East Lowell
Burlington.
Lowell to Burlington.
From Bridgewater
Bridgewater Corner
Corner to Baird's Mills.

Michigan;

MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.

Athlone to Grafton.
Grafton.
From Athlone
From Bay Mills to Saulte de Saint Marie.
Marie.
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to Kiddville.
Kiddville.
Michigan—Con.
From Belding
Belding to
Michigan-Conr
tinned;
tinned;
Lake to
From Bellair, via Clam Lake,
to Spencer
Spencer Creek.
Creek.
From Brockway
Brockway Center, via Brockway,
Brockway, Kenockee
Ruby to Atkins.
Kenockee, and Ruby
From
Chesaning, via
via Layton
Corners, Elk,
Elk, and
to Clio.
Clio.
From Chesaning,
Layton Corners,
and itontrose
Montrose to
From
Station.
From Calkinsville to
to Denver
Denver Railroad
Railroad Station.
From
From Decatur to
to Volney.
From Denmark, via
Watrausville, to
Station.
via Watrausville,
to Railroad
Railroad Station.
From Drenthe, via Vriesland, to Chicago
Milwaukee Lake
Chicago and Milwaukee
Lake Shore
Railroad
Kailroad Station.
Station.
From Fentonville, via Tyrone, Hartland, and Osceola
Osceola Center, to
to
Howell.
Howell.
From Gibson
Gibson to
to Saugatuck.
Saugatuck.
and Dot to Petoskey.
From Gaylord, via Berryville, Spring
Spring Vale, and
From Kalkaska, via Amity, to Grayling.
From Lake Port to Railroad
Railroad Station.
From Lentez
Lentez, to Saint Charles.
Charles.
;ID Burnips
From Dorr
Dorr,, to
Burnips Corners.
Corners.
Meanwataka
From Caddillac
Caddillac to
to Meanwataka
Leland.
From Glen Arbor, to Leland.
From Little Prairie Ronde to Decatur.
to Vogel
Vogel Center.
From Mark, via Winterfield, to
Center.
From Mackinaw
Mackinaw City to Saint Ignace.
City.
From North Unity,
Unity, via Good Harbour, to
to Maple
Maple City.
From Nora to Paint Creek:
Creek.'
From Olivet
Olivet to Railroad
Railroad Station.
From Port Sauilac
Sanilac to Farmers.
From Rochester
Rochester to Pontiac.
From Rome, via Woodbridge,
Woodbridge, to
to Kelley's
Kelley's Corners.
From Saint Ignace,
Ignace, via Prentis'
Prentis' Bay,
Bay, to
to Detour.
Detour.
From Sandusky to Farmers.
From Volinia, via La Grange, to
to Cassapolis.
Cassapolis.
From Van Decar, via Calkinsville,
Calkinsville, to Leaton.
From Victory, via Sugar Grove and
and Sweetland,
Sweetland, to East Riverton.
Riverton.
From Greenville, via Spencer's Milts,
Mills, to Cedar Springs.
Springs.
From Graylong
Graylong via Beaver Creek
Creek to Kaska.

MISSOURI.
MISSOURI.

Missouri;
Missouri;

From Stroderville,
Stroderville, to Cross Roads, Cape Girardeau
Girardeau County.
From Portageville, terminus of route
route twenty eight thousand five hundred,
dred, to Gayoso.
From
From Rolla to
to Vitchey Springs.
Springs.
From Duncan's Bridge to Clarence.
Clarence.
From Kingsville
Kingsville via Basin Knob
Knob and.
and Chappel
Chappel Hill to
to Bates
Bates City.
City.
From Liberty to Excelsior Springs
From
Houstonia to
to McAlister
McAlister Springs.
Springs.
From Houstonia
From
Centreville.
From Summersville
Summersville via
via Round
Round Spring
Spring to Centreville.
Pineville to Vinita, Indian Territory.
Territory.
From Pineville
From
From Missouri City
City to
to Excelsior
Excelsior Springs.
Springs.
From Dresden to Eldorado.
MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.
From Currie, via Anca, to Fulda.
From
Wild Rieke
FromWild
Ricke to
to Lake
Lake Park.
From Willow Creek, via Champion Mills,
Mills, to Amboy.
Amboy.
From Verndale,
Verndale, via Wing
Wing River, to Kindred.
From Amboy to Sterling Center.
From Amboy, via Champion Mills, to Willow Creek.
From
Appleton, via Fairfield
Fairfield Saint Agnes
Agnes and
Higbert to Donelly.
From Appleton,
and Higbert
From Austin to Ramsey.
From Black River
River Falls, via Pine Hill, to Cataract.

Minnesota;
Minnesota;
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Minnesota—Con - From
Belle Chester,
Chester, via
via Thoten
Thoten and
Hay Creek
Creek
Belvidere Mills
Mills to Hay
and Belvidere
From Belle
Minnesota-Continued;

Mississippi;

From Balaton, via Iron Lake, Lowville,
Lowville, and Curren Lake, to Balaton.
From
Caledonia, via
to Houston.
Houston.
via Sheldon,
Sheldon, to
From Caledonia,
From
Cambridge, via
Spring Vale
Vale and
Spencer Brook,
to Princeton
Princeton
and Spencer
Brook, to
via Spring
From Cambridge,
From
Lowville, Cameron,
Cameron, and
to Pipe
Stone.
Pipe Stone.
and Rock,
Rock, to
Currie, via
via Lowville,
From Currie,
From
Crookston, via
Gentlly, to Red
Red Lake Falls.
via Gentilly,
From Crookston,
Willmar.
From Fahlen to Willmar.
From
Ridgeley, via Golden
Golden Gate, to
to Sleepy Eye.
From Fort Ridgeley,
From
Herman, via
via Aastad
and Western,
to Fergus
Fergus Falls.
Falls.
Western, to
Aastad and
From Herman,
From
Harmony, via
via Wilton
Wilton Center,
to Scotland.
Scotland.
Center, to
From Harmony,
From
Hendricks, via
via Marshfield,
to Tyler.
Tyler.
Marshfield, to
From Hendricks,
From
Hagan, via
via Wren,
Wren, to
to Railroad
Station.
Railroad Station.
From Hagan,
From
Henderson, via
Rome Beatty,
Bis•
Mountville, Transit, Bis.
Beatty, Mountville,
via New Rome,
From Henderson,
marck,
Wellington, to Hector.
marck, Moltke, and Wellington,
From
Elbow Lake, and Pomme
Ashby
to Ashby
Pomme de Terre, to
From Herman,
Herman, via Elbow
From Janesville,
Janesville, via
Alma City,
City, Freedom,
Vivian, to
to Wells
Wells
Freedom, and
and Vivian,
via Alma
From
Kerkhoven to Louriston.
Louriston.
From Kerkhoven
Watson Station.
From Lac-qui-parle,
Lac-qui-parle, via Watson, to Watson
Mountain to Clitheral.
From Leaf Mountain
From Morris,
Morris, via
via Cho-ki-o,
Lowell and
Hilo, to
to Browns
Browns
and Hilo,
Graceville, Lowell
Cho-ki-o, Grae,eville,
From
Valley.
Valley.
From Monticello to Buffalo.
Lynd, Leo, Rock
Island
Rock Lake, and Camden, to Island
From Marshall, via Lynd,
Lake.
Vernon Center, to
Station
to Railroad
Railroad Station
via Vernon
From Myrna,
Myrna, via
Brandon
From Millerville
Millerville to Brandon
Sibley, and Cornish,
Cornish, to Fort Ridgely.
From New Rome, via Kelso, Sibley,
Oronoco, to Railroad
Railroad Station.
From Oronoco,
Arendohl, to Peterson.
From Pilot Mound, via Arcndohl,
From Parkdale
Parkdale to Tumuli.
From Spring
Spring Creek
Creek to Aspelund.
Aspelund.
From Tumuli, via Saint Oloff, Town
Town Site, and Tordenskjold
Tordenskjold to Tumuli.
From Wadena, via Berthie, Powell, and Clarena, to Long Prarie.
Western, to Fergus
Fergus Falls.
From Western,
From Leaf Valley,
Valley, to Parker's
Parker's Prarie.
From Ellington
Ellington to Skyberg.
From Ellington, via Urland to Richlund.
Riehlund.
From Herman
Herman via Pleasant Ridge and Lilleman's
Lilleman's Park to Fergus
Falls.
From Campbell, via Lilleman's
Lilleman's Park, Adoted, to Ashby.
From Alexandria
Alexandria to Parker's
Parker's Prarie.
MISSISSIPPI.
From Oxford,
Oxford, via Holden Mill, Dayton and Fredonia, to New Albany.
Albany.
From Starkville
Montpelier.
Starkville to Montpelier.
From Cherry Creek, to Tupelo.
Tupelo.
From Abbott, via Knowle's
Knowle's Mill,
Mill, and Buena Vista, to Okolona.
West Point.
From Starkville,
Starkville, via
via Montgomery's
Montgomery's Store,
Store, to West
From Stonewall
Stonewall to Farrley's.
From West Station, via Ayer's
Ayer's Bridge,
Bridge, to Kosciusko.
Kosciusko.
via, Marysville and
and Henderson,
Kellis' Store.
From Coffadeliah,
Coffadeliah, via
Henderson, to Kellis'
Store.
From Alva to Greensboro.
Greensboro.
From Cornersville
Cornersville to Fredonia.
From Kosciusko,
Kosciusko, via Air's Shop, and New Salem,
Salem, to Poplar
Poplar Creek.
Creek.
From Green Hill to Palmetto
Palmetto Home.
From Graysport, via Felix
Felix, to Redding.
Burrow's, and
and T. N. Meek's, to KosFrom Jonesborough,
Jonesborough, via W. L. Burrow's,
suth.
Taylorsville.
From Claiborne
Claiborne to Taylorsville.
From Tchula, via Marulla, on Tehula
Tchula Lake,
Chew's Landing.
Lake, to Chew's
From Morton to Tuscola.
Tuscola.
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From
From
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Cherry
to Atlanta.
Atlanta.
Hill to
Cherry Hill
Faisonia
Bayou.
Indian Bayou.
to Indian
Faisonia to
Town Creek
Creek to
Alabama.
Concord, Alabama.
to Concord,
Town
Holly Springs,
via Shawnee,
to Ashland.
Ashland.
Shawnee, to
Springs, via
Holly
Quitman to
Paulding.
to Paulding.
Quitman
Green Bill to Yazoo City.
Home, via Green
Palmetto Home,
Marella to Yazoo City.
City.
via Marella
Tchula via
Morton via
Beech Creek
Prairie to
to Tuscola
Tuscola
Creek Prairie
via Beech
Morton
Harrison, via Eolia, to
Creve.
to Cr6v6.
Harrison,
MONTANA TERRITORY.
MONTANA
TERRITORY.

From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
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Mississippi-ConMississippi —Continned;
tinned;

Montana
Montana Territory;
tory;

Virginia City,
Springs, to Home Park.
Puller Springs,
City, and Puller
Virginia
Virginia City,
Wyoming Territory.
Territory.
Mammoth, Wyoming
to Mammoth
Firehole, to
via Firehole,
City, via
Virginia
Butte
City, via
via Pipestone
Pipestone and Whitehall,
Whitehall, to Gallatin.
Butte City,
Fort
Onondaga, to Unity.
and Onondaga,
Logan and
Fort Logan
Parker
Parker to Hoover.
Poplar
Agency (Fort
(Fort Peck) to Fort Buford, Dakota.
Poplar Creek Agency
Percy
Halleck, Wyoming.
Fort Halleck,
Percy to Fort
NEW MEXICO.
MEXICO.
NEW

to San
San Francisco.
Socorro to
From Socorro
From Socorro to Silver City.
From
Gallisteo to Gallisteo Junction.
From Gallisteo
Turquesa to Cerrillos.
From Turquesa
and Jemes, to the
Bernalillo, via Santana, Silla, San Isidro, and
From Bernalillo,
Jemes Hot Springs.
NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.

Mexico;
New Mexico;

Nebraska;
Nebraska;

From
Fairview Valley to Driftwood.
From Fairview
From
Willow Springs to Fort Niobrara.
From Willow
From Daily Branch
Branch to Vermillion.
Vermillion.
From Saint Paul to Erina.
From Lena to Hawley.
Scandinavia.
From Highland to Scandinavia.
From
From Wolf Creek to Tipp's Branch.
From Dorrington to Humboldt.
From Mopide to Dayton.
From Vincent to Arapahoe.
Sutton.
From York to Sutton.
Brickendof, and Watts,
Watts, to Carrico.
Carrico.
From Culberson, via Brickendof,
Farmer's Valley, Dana Long
Long Hope, to York.
York.
From Sutton via Farmer's
Creek,
From Plainview
Plainview via
Neigh, Cumminsville
Cumminsville Clear Creek,
via Willowdale,
Willowdale, Neligh,
From
Cedarville to Fort Hartsuft.
Hartsuil.
Cedarville
From York Center to Central City.
NEW
HAMPSHIRE.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

New
New Hampshire;
Hampshire;

From South
South Acworth,
Acworth.
Acworth, to Acworth.
From
Upper Bartlett to Livermore.
Livermore.
From Upper
From Colebrook to Errol.
From Hampstead
Hampstead to Railroad Station.
From Cornish Flat to Meriden.
From Sandown
Sandown to Railroad Station.
From Epsom to Railroad Station.
From Chocorua, to North Conway.
NEW JERSEY.
From
Brown's Mills
Station.
Mills to
to Railroad
Railroad Station.
From Brown's
From Dividing Creek, to Dividing
Dividing Creek
Creek Station.

Jersey;
New Jersey;
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From Five Points to Pitman
Pitman Grove.
Grove.
From Forrest
Forrest Grove
Grove to North
North Vineland.
Vineland.
From Harmony
Harmony to Brainard's
Brainard's
From Hurffville
HurftVille to Salina.
From Lyon's Farms to Elizabeth.
From Mauricetown
Alaurieetown to Underwood.
Underwood.
From New Village
Village to Railroad Station.
From Parsippany, via Littleton, to
to Morris
Morris Plains.
Plains.
Auburn to Swedesborough.
From Auburn
Swedesborough.
Hoboken, via West Hoboken
From Hoboken,
to Guttenburglh.
Guttenburg h.
Hoboken and Weehawken,
Weehawken, to
From Belvidere, via Hazen,
Hazen, to
to Montana.
Montana.
From Port Monmouth,
Monmouth, via Intermediate
Intermediate Life Saving Stations to
to Cape
May.
NEW YORK.
YORK.
NEW

From Commac to East North Port.
From Homer, via East Summer
Summer Hill
to Dresserville.
Dresserville.
Hill to
From South Addison, up Elk Creek,
Poultney
Creek, via
via Harrison's
Harrison's Corners,
Corners, Poultney
Hill, and Wiley's Corners,
Austinburgh. Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
Corners, to Austinburgh.
From Summer
Summer Hill, via Goton
Goton City, to
to Cortland
Cortland Court-House.
Court-House.
From Remsen, via Steuben, to Big Brook.
Brook.
From Little Falls, via
via Brockell's
BrockelPs Bridge,
Bridge, to
to Lotville.
Lotville.
From Montauk
Montauk Point, via intermediate
intermediate life saving
to Fire
Fire
saving stations
stations to
Island.
From Angola, via Versailles and Brant, to
to Perrysburgh.
Perrysburgh.
From Rome, via Delta and
Lee Centre,
and Lee
Centre, to
to Point
Point Rock.
Rock.
From Blossvale, via Taberg, to Glenmore.
From Rome,
Rome, via Lee to Taberg.
Taberg.
Onativia, via
via Pompey, to
to Marionville.
liarionville.
From Onativia,
From Forestport
Forestport to White Lake
Lake Corners.
Corners.
From Westmoreland
Westmoreland to
to Lairdsville.
Lairdsville.
Waterville to Marshall.
From Waterville
Marshall.
From Sanquoit
Sanquoit to
to Paris.
Paris.
From Booneville
Booneville to Hawkinsville
Hawkinsville
From Lake Waccabue
Waccabuc to Katonah.
Katonah.
From West
West Hoosick
Hoosick to Tiashoke.
From
Tiashoke.
From Plainville
Plainville to Baldwinsville.
Baldwinsville.
From Blockville, via Harmony, to Harmony Station.
From Blaine to Ames.
From Burlingham
Burlingham to Thompson
Thompson Ridge.
Ridge.
Chestertown, to Riverside
From Horicon,
Horicon, via Chestertown,
Station.
Riverside Station.
From Byersville
Byersville to Dansville
Dansville
From Chestnut Ridge to
to Dover
Dover Plaine.
Plaine.
From Porterville, via
via East Elma,
Elnaa, to East
East Elma Station.
Station.
From Angola, via Evans, to East
East Evans.
Green Ridge, via Richmond
From Green
Richmond and New Dorp
Dorp to New
New Dorp
Dorp StaStation.
From Greig to Glensdale
From Hamilton
Hamilton to Poolville.
From Hulburton, via Hindsburgh,
Hindsburgh, to
to Murray.
Murray.
Railroad Station,
From Indian
Indian Falls to Railroad
Station.
From Kingsbury
Kingsbury to Smith's Basin.
From Lake Side to
to Union
Union Hill.
Hill.
From Tivola, via Saugerties
Saugerties to Maiden.
Malden.
Meridian to Cato.
From Meridian
From Nyack
Nyack to Tarrytown.
Tarrytown.
From Pamelia
Pamelia Four Corners to Evan's
Evan's Mills.
From Patchogue
Patchogue to Medford Station.
From Pleasant
Pleasant Ridge
Clove.
Ridge to
to Clove.
From Quaker
Quaker Hill to
to Pawling.
Maiden Bridge, via Rider's
From Malden
Rider's Mills, to Green
Green Brook.
From Saint Andrew's to
Malden.
to Maiden.
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From
Collins.
From Shirley
Shirley to
to North
North Collins.
New York—ConNew
York-Continued;
tinued;
From Nichols, via
via Hooper's
Hooper's Valley,
Valley, to
to Smithborough.
Smithborough.
From South Trenton,
Trenton, to
to Trenton
Trenton Station.
Station.
From Sterling, via Sterling Valley,
Valley, to
Station.
to Sterling
Sterling Station.
Bowmansville to Railroad
From Bowmansville
Railroad Station.
Station.
From Egypt to Fairport.
Mexico, via
Prattbam, to
Union Square
From Mexico,
via Prattham,
to Union
Square
Purchase to Rye.
From Purchase
From East Venice, to Genoa
Genoa Station.
Albany.
From Defreesville
Defreesville to
to Albany.
From Tivoli, via
via Madalin,
Madalin, to
to Nevis.
Nevis.
From Blaine to Ames.
From Morristown
Morristown to Edwardsville.
Edwardsville.
From Champion to
to Carthage.
Carthage.
From Carmel to Brewster's Station.
From Lyons, via South
South Sodus,
Sodus, to Wayne
Wayne Centre.
Centre.
From Hector to Watkins.
From Port Washington,
Washington, via Manhasset
Great
Manhasset and
and Great
Great Neck, to Great
Neck Station.
From Cedar Hill, via Becker's
Becker's Corner's and South Bethlehem,
Bethlehem, to
Calto Callanan's Corners.
From South New Haven
to Scriba.
Scriba.
Haven to
From Norris, via Ketcham,
Ketcham, to Pittsfield.
From Deposit, via China, to Burnettsville.
From Liberty Falls to Stevensville.
From West Hampton, via intermediate
to Lifeintermediate life-saving stations, to
Lifesaving Station Number Twenty-five,
Twenty-five, near
near Fire
Island Light.
Fire Island
Light.
From Benson Centre, via Bleecker, to Gloversville.
From Maysville,
Maysville, via Lake Shore Road, Chatauqua and Stowe to HarHarmony.
From Bloomingdale
Bloomingdale to Saint Regis Lake.
From West Clarksville to Obi.
NEVADA.
NEVADA.

From
From
From
From

Nevada;
Nevada;

Saint Thomas to El Dorado Canyon
Canyon
Austin, by lone
Ione City, to Candalara.
Mineral
Mineral Hill to Railroad Station.
Como to Dayton.
NORTH
CAROLINA.
NORTH CAROLINA.

From Goodwin's,
Goodwin's, via Wades, and Black River to Kyle's
Kyle's Landing.
Landing.
From Lynch to Lemar's Gap.
Gap.
From Fines Creek to Nolandi
Nolandi Mills.
From Wilmington
Wrightsville.
Wilmington to Wrightsville.
From Coleman to Cedar Mountain.
Mountain.
From Wikle's Store, via Isentee Creek, H.
Grist's
H. N. Conley's
Conley's and W. J.
J. Grist's
to War Woman,
Woman, Georgia.
Georgia.
From Berea, via Mount Mariah,
Mariah, to Mount Firzah.
Firzah.
Roxborough, via Mill Creek, to Holloway's.
From Roxborough,
From Fayetteville
Fayetteville to Averasborough,
Averasborough, on east side of Cape
Cape Fear
Fear River.
River.
From Farmers to Lick Creek.
From Marlville,
Marlville, to Whitehall.
From Stocksville, via Punch Bowl, and Red Oak Mountain
Mountain to Marshall.
Marshall.
From Yellow Creek to Fairfax
From Kittrells
Kittrells to Oxford.
Oxford.
From Stony Creek, via Minor's Store, to Locust
Locust Hill.
Hill.
From Stony Creek, to Lenox Castle.
From Mill Creek to Harris Store.
From Farmer's
Farmer's to Lick Creek.
From Lexington
Lexington to Shiloh.

North Carolina;
Carolina;
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From
From Leaksville,
Leaksville, via
via Martin
Martin Grogan's
Grogan's Old
Old Store
to Ridgeway.
Store to
Ridgeway.
From Columbus, to Gaffney's, South Carolina.
From
Rutherfordton, via
Big Island,
Island, to
to Spartanburg,
South, Carolina.
From Rutherfordton,
via Big
Spartanburg, South,
Carolina.
From
Tennessee.
From Wilder
Wilder to
to Ripshire, Tennessee.
From
Old Sparta,
Greenville, Pactohus,
From Tarborough
Tarborough via
via Old
Sparta, Falkland,
Falkland, Greenville,
Pactohus,
Latham's Cross Roads
Roads to Washington.
Washington.
From Moharrie,
Davis Store,
From
Moharrie, via
via Davis
Store, to
to Hill's
Hill's Store.
Store.
From Linwood
Linwood to Fairmount.
From
Rockingham via
From Rockingham
via Deeds to Bootwick's
Bootwick's Mills
OHIO.
OHIO.
From Powhatan
Powhatan Point,
via Switzer
Switzer and
to Bealsville.
From
Point, via
and Bingham,
Bingham, to
Bealsville.
Sebastian.
From New Bremen
Bremen to Saint
Saint Sebastian.
From Conway,
via Wolfcalis'
Mills and
and Blakie's,
Blakie's, to
to Decatur.
Decatur.
From
Conway, via
Wolfcalis' Mills
From Coldwater
Wabash City,
Skeel's Cross
Roads and
and
From
Coldwater, via
via Macedon,
Macedon, Wabash
City, Skeel's
Cross Roads
Chattanooga, to W illshire.
Chattanooga,
From Farmersville,
to "VN,ilishire.
via Enterprise,
Enterprise, to
to West
Alexandria.
From
Farmersville,
via
West Alexandria.
From Port Clinton,
Clinton to Point Marblehead.
Marblehead.
From London,
via Walnut
Walnut River,
River, Range,
Range, and
and Cross-Roads,
to WashFrom
London, via
Cross-Roads, to
Washington
ington Court House
House
From Xenia, via Paintersville,
Paintersville, to Port William.
Greenfield.
From Hillsborough
Hillsborough to Greenfield.
Sillerpierville, to
From Adelphi,
Adelphi, via
via Sillerpierville,
to Vigo.
Richmond Dale, to Jackson.
From Vigo, via Richmond
From McConnellsville
McConnellsville to Fewarg.
Zanesville, via Chandlersville, and Freeland,
Freeland, to Cumberland.
Cumberland.
From Zanesville,
McConnellsville.
From Cumberland
Cumberland to McConnellsville.
Marietta to Woodsfield.
From Marietta
Woodsfield.
From Woodsfield
to New
New Matamoras.
From
Woodsfield to
Matamoras.
From Woodsfield to Caldwell.
Martinsville, West Virginia.
From Woodsfield
Woodsfield to New Martinsville,
From Athens, via Sarden and Alfred, to Long Bottom.
Wilkesville, to
From Alfred,
Alfred, Harrisonville,
Harrisonville, Dexter, and Wilkesville,
to Ohio and West
West
Virginia Railway.
Virginia
From Pomeroy, via Minersville,
Minersville, Syracuse,
Syracuse, Racine, Antiquity, Saxon,
and Great Bend to
to Ravenswood,
Ravenswood, West
West Virginia.
Virginia.
Washington, to
From New Washington,
to Plymouth.
Plymouth.
From North Sheffield to Kingsville.

Oregon;

OREGON.
OREGON.

From East Portland to Troutdale.
From Prineville to Camp Harney.
From Prineville, via Willamette Valley and Cascade Mountain,
Mountain, Military Road, Beaver Bixby's Banche,
Ranche, and Silver Creek to Camp
Camp Harney.
Wildersville.
From Grant Pass, via Galise,
Galise, to Wildersville.
From
Whiteaker, to
From Salem,
Salem, via
via Stipps
Stipps and
and Whiteaker,
to Knight.
Knight.
From Forest Grove to Cornelius.
From Fort Clatsop to Astoria.
From Oakville to Shedd's
Woodburn, via Silverton,
From Woodburn,
Silverton, Aumsville, and Selo,
Scio, to Brownsville.
Brownsville.
From
Valley and
and FinFinFrom Grant's
Grant's Station,
Station, via Spanish
Spanish Hollow,
Hollow, Grass
Grass Valley
egan's, to Bake Oven.
From Union, via Big Creek
Creek and Sparta, to Pine Valley.
From Applegate
Applegate Post-Office,
Post-Office, via the mouth of Thompson
Thompson Creek and
crossing of Williams Creek, in Josephine
Josephine County, to Applegate
Applegate Post
Post
Office,
Office, the place of beginning.
Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania;

PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.
From Brown's to Baden.
From
From New Bedford to
to Pulaski.
Pulaski.
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From New
New Hamburgh
Hamburgh to
to Station
S2 and
and A
Pennsylvania
From
Station S,
A. Railroad
Railroad
Pennsylvania-—.
Delaware Grove
Grove to Fredonia.
Continued.
From Delaware
From Harthegig to Fredonia.
Fredonia.
From
From Woodcock
Woodcock to
to Venango.
Venango.
From Conneautville to
Railroad.
to Station E, and
and P, Railroad.
From Evansburgh
Evansburgh to Stony
Stony Point.
Point.
From Elk Creek, via Albion, to Station
P, Railroad.
Railroad.
Station E
E and
and P,
From Waynesburg,
Waynesburg, via County Home
Gilland's Store,
to CarHome and
and Gilland's
Store, to
Carnaichael's.
michael's.
: From Girard
.
Girard to Station L. S. and M. S. Railroad.
From Keepville
Keepville to
to Station
Station E,
E, and P. Railroad
Railroad
From Millerton,
Millerton, via
Mitchells Mills
Middaugh's to
Somers Lane.
Lane.
via Mitchells
Mills and
and Middaugh's
to Somers
From Platea
Platea to Station E,
Railroad.
E, and P.
P. Railroad.
From Six Mile Creek
Creek to
to Wesleyville
Wesleyville
Wellersburgh to Station
From Wellersburgh
Station C and
and P.
P. Railroad.
Railroad.
Meyersdale.
From Summit to
to Meyersdale.
From New Derry
Derry to Derry's Station
Station
From Bower Hill, via McMurray
McMurray and
and Thompsonville
Thompsonville to
to Lawrence.
Lawrence.
From Eidersville
Eldersville to Hamlin Station.
Melheim to Coburn.
Coburn.
From Melheim
From Woodward
Woodward via Aaronsburgh
Aaronsburgh to Melheim
Ifelheim
From Matsville
Matsville to Glasgow.
Glasgow.
Shannondale to Summerville.
Summerville.
From Shannondale
From Bullion, via Kennerdell, to Scrub Grass
Grass Station
Station on
on A. V.
V. Railroad.
From Plenner to Petroleum
Petroleum Centre.
Centre.
From Canal to Utica.
From
Darlington to
From Darlington
to New
New Galilee.
From Mount
Mount Rock
Rock to Kerrsville.
From Hartley to Red Lion.
From Windsor to Red Lion.
From Foltz to Mercersburgh.
Mercersburgh.
From Green
Green Village, to Scotland.
From Decatur to Pamtersville.
Paintersville.
From Broad Top to Dudley.
From Haire's Valley, via Page, to Mapleton
Mapleton Depot.
From Chester to Upland.
Hopewell.
From Three Springs to Hopewell.
From Wellensburg, via Kennell's
Kennell's Mills,
Hyndman
Mills, to Hyndman
From Hill Valley to Mount
Mount Union.
Union.
From Canoe Creek to
to Frankstown.
Frankstown.
From Six Mile Run to Riddlesburgh.
From Burning Bush to Bedford.
From Fiske, via Glasgow and Annie, to Lloydsville.
Lloydsville.
Hooversville to Stoyestown.
From Hooversville
Stoyestown.
From Egypt to Seigfried's
Seigfried's Bridge.
From Rittersville to Bethlehem.
Mifflinville to Willow Springs.
From Mifflinville
From Centralia to Ashland.
From Conyngham to Conyngham
Conyngham Station on H, and W, Railroad
From Parsons to Wilkes-Barre.
Wilkes-Barre.
From Dunmore to Scranton.
From
From Shawnee to
to Experiment
Experiment Mills.
Mills.
From Altus, via Austinville, to
to Columbia
Columbia Cross-Roads.
Cross-Roads.
Mcintyre to Ballston.
Rallston.
From McIntyre
From
From Linden,
Linden, to Station
Station Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Railroad.
Railroad.
From Duboistown to Williamsport.
P, and E.
E. Railroad
From Wayne
Wayne to Station P,
Railroad
From Churchtown,
Churchtown, via Goodville,
Cedar Lane.
Goodville to Cedar
Grove, via Blue Ball,
Cedar Lane.
From Spring
Spring Grove,
Ball, to Cedar
Lane.
From Green Bank, to Cedar Lane.
From Carmago
Providence.
Carmago to New
New Providence.
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From Beckersville
Beckersville to Scarlet Mills.
From Hunlock's
Lackawanna and Western
Hunlock's Creek, on Delaware, Lackawanna
Western Rail.
Rail.
road,
Gregory's Mill,
Mill, and
Roaring
road, via
via Gregory's
and a
a point
point about
about a
a mile
mile southwest
southwest of
of Roaring
Brook Post-Office,
Post-Office, to Sweet
Sweet Valley Post-Office,
Post-Office, Lucerne County
County
From Stony Run to
Station B.
Railroad.
From
to Station
B. C.
C. Railroad.
From
Skippack, via
via Creamery,
to Collegeville.
Collegeville.
From Skippack,
Creamery, to
From Hoppenville
P, and
and R.
Railroad.
From
Hoppenville to
to Station
Station P,
R. Railroad.
From Carversville
Lumberville.
Carversville to Lumberville.
From Bensalem to Bridgewater.
Bridgewater.
via Feasterville,
Feasterville, to
Somerton Station
B.
From Holland,
Holland, via
to Somerton
Station on
on D
D and
and B.
B. B.
Railroad.
Railroad.
From Darlington
Darlington to Taylorsville.
Taylorsville.
From Solebury to Centre
Centre Bridge.
From Tunkhannock,
Tunkhannock, via
Faetoryville.
via Dixon and
and Bardwell,
Bardwell, to Factoryville.
From Moon, via Beers, to
to Stoops.
Stoops.
From Murdocksville,
Murdoclsville, via Clinton, to Imperial.
Imperial.
From Orangeville, via Rohrsburgh,
Waller.
Rohrsburgh, and Derr's
Derr's, to
to Waller.
From Stillwater,
Cambra, to
to Raven
Raven Creek.
Stillwater, via Van
Van Camp and
and Cambra,
Creek.
From Light Street, via Canby
Welliversville, to Greenwood.
Greenwood.
Canby and Welliversville,
From 131air's
and
Blair's Corners, via East
East Monroe,
Monroe, Pickwick,
Pickwick, Lamartine,
Lamartine, and
Mariasville to E
inlen ton.
Emlenton.
Brookston, via
Sheffield.
From Brookston,
via Barnes,
Barnes, to Sheffield.
From Shafer to Water Cure.
Joanna Furnace,
office), Hummels
Hummels Store,
Store, BowFrom Joanna
Furnace, via
via Plow (new office),
BowShober's Mills (new office)
Station.
mansville, Shober's
office) and
and Reamstown,
Reamstown, to
to Union
Union Station.
From Brookston, via Barnes to Sheffield.
From Brady, via Decker's
Decker's Point, and
and Nashville,
Nashville, to
to Horlow.
Horlow.
From Blooming Glen, via Portland, late Wisner's
Wisner's Store,
Store, and
and Bean,
Bean,
to Souderton.
Souderton.
From New Paris to Forwards'.
From Cheneysville,
Cheneysville, via Royalsville
Royalsville and Greenpoint,
Greenpoint, to Buck Valley.
From Yatesville,
Luzerne County,
via Marr
Marr and
to
Yatesville, Luzerne
County, via
and Pleasant
Pleasant Valley
Valley to
Moosic, Laackawanna
Laackawanna County.
From Port Treverton
Treverton to
to Dundore.
Berlin to
From Berlin
to Mifffinburgh.
Mifflinburgh.
From Turtle Point, via Annin and Glen, to
to Ceres, New
New York.
York.
Keating. to
to Forest
Forest House.
From Cawersport, via Homer
Homer and
and Keating.
House.
Williston to Shinglehouse.
From Williston
Shinglehouse.
From Harveysville
FIarveysville to Davenport's
Davenport's Mills.
From New Paris to Scalp Level.
Level.
From Everett via Five Roads, Red Plains,
Plains, Cherry Grove, SponslerSponslervile to T.
Robinson's Store.
Store.
ville
T. Robinson's
From West Hickory, via East Hickory
Hickory and Whig Hill to
Newton
to Newton
Mills.
Mills.
ISLAND.
RHODE ISLAND.
From
From
From
From

South Carolina;
Carolina;
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Allenton to Wickford
Wickford Junction.
Wickford to Wickford Junction.
Warwick
Warwick Neck, to Railroad
Railroad Station.
Station.
Chepachet,
Chepachet, via Mapleville,
Mapleville, to Railroad
Railroad Station.
Station.
SOUTH
SOUTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.

From Johnsonville,
Johnsonville, via Smith's Mills,
Mills, to,Yanhanna
Ferry.
to,Yanhanna Ferry.
From Early
Early to
to Major's.
From Gaffney City to Mercer.
Mercer.

From Brighton
Brighton to
Parachucla.
to Parachucla.

From Pleasent Valley, via Poortelle, to Wolfesville.
From Eastover, via Leesburg, R. C. Mile's, Lang's Mill and
Grove
and Pine
Pine Grove
Church to Ridgeway.
From Yemassee,
Yemassee, via McPhersonville,
IVIcPhersonville, to Old Horsegall Post-Office.
Post-Office.
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From
Old Allendale,
Smyrna, and
and Erwinton
Erwinton to
to Sandy
Sandy
From Allendale,
Allendale, via
via Old
Allendale, Smyrna,
Island.
Gillisonville to
to Varnville
Varnville
From Gillisonville
Para chula.
From Brighton
Brighton to Parachula.
Packsville and Parrola to Wright's
Wright's Bluff.
From Sumpter via Packsville
From Cowpens
Cowpens via
via White
E. Lipscomb's Websters Old
Store and
and
From
White Plains,
Plains, E.Lipscomb'sWebsters
Old Store
Wilkins to Hammett.
TENNESSEE.
TENNESSEE.
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Tennessee;
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From Camden to Garfield.
Garfield.
From Calhoun,
Calhoun, via
Moore's, to
to Big
Big Springs
Springs
via George
George Moore's,
From
Alacabry, Georgia, to Cahuta Springs, Georgia.
From Sylco, via Alacabry,
From Liberty, via Hancock's
Haucock's Short Mountain, and Leonia, to Woodbury.
Spencer's via Corn Ridge, to Rock Island Station on railroad.
From Spencer's
Shannan Fork.
From Minor Hill to Fall River, via Shannan
Ferry, to Rockwood.
Rockwood.
From Ten Mile Stand, via Jackson's
Jackson's Ferry,
McKenzie.
Jeters, P. Hall's and Youngs Store to McKenzie.
From Dresden, via R. E. Jeters,
Laretto to Saint Joseph.
Joseph.
From Laretto
Grange Furnace.
From Danville to La Grange
Providence, via Garrardsburgh,
Dodsonville.
Garrardsburgh, to Dodsonville.
From New Providence,
Hartsville, via Griffin's
Griffin's Store, to Austin.
Austin.
From Hartsville,
White's Creek Post-Office,
Post-Office, Ridge Port Post-Office
Nashville, via White's
From Nashville,
John's Mill.
to John's
Temperance Hall to Buffalo Valley.
From Temperance
From Spring City via Talletts
Talletts Mills to Orme's Store
From
Smithville to Short Mountain.
Mountain.
From Smithville
From Voorhies
Voorhies to Forty-eight.
HurFrom Lawrenceburg
Lawrenceburg via Knob Creek, Chism's Factory Fork and Hurricane Creek to Waynesboro.
Waynesboro.
From Keek's Chapel, via Pleasant Point,
Point, Lilly Grove, Myers Grove,
Lonesome Valley Church, and Myers Mill to Tazewell.
From Woodville to Lee and Willis' Store
From
Bodenham
From Campbellville
Campbellville to Bodeuham
TEXAS.
TEXAS.
From
San Antonio,
Antonio, via line of survey of railroad to Laredo.
From San
From
via Buffalo
Buffalo Gap
Runnels, and
Rock to
to Menardville.
Menardville.
and Paint
Paint Rock
Gap Runnels,
Abirline, via
From Abirline,
From
Grove Post-Office
Post-Office to Hubbard.
From the Grove
From Baird to Albany.
From
Abirline, via Buffalo
Buffalo Gap, to Coleman City.
From Abirline,
From Decatur,
Decatur, via
via Sunset
Sunset Post-Office,
Post-Office, to
Peak.
to Queen's
Queen's Peak.
From
From
Gainesville, via
Loring Ranche,
Forestburgh
and Forestburgh
Wolla and
Ranche, Willa Wolla
via Loring
From Gainesville,
to Newport.
From Ennis to Nashton.
From Ennis, via Nashton, to Chambers Creek.
From Fort Clark to Presidio del Norte.
From
From Fort Stockton to Presidio del Norte.
From Corpus
Corpus Christi,
Rockport and
to Saint Mary's.
Fulton to
and Fulton
via Rockport
Christi, via
From
Oakville and Selma to Belden.
From Linden, via Gallaway's Store, Oakville
Valenzgla to Carrisyo.
From Laredo, via Valenzgla
From
From Carrizo
Carrizo to Indos
Indos
Carrizo.
From Fort Ewell to Carrizo.
Hole.
to Frio
Frio Water Hole.
via Floral, to
From Rio Frio, via
From Columbus, to Vox Populi.
From Curry's Creek, via Ammons, to Boerne.
From Cedar Creek to Albade
From
Borjas
via Conception,
Conception, to Borja,s
Olmos, via
From Los Olmos,
From Rockville,
Rockville, via
via Harris'
Harris' Chapel
and Carter's
Marshall.
Ferry, to
to Marshall.
Carters Ferry,
Chapel and
From
From Eagle Lake to Vox Populi
Cleveland
From Tarkington's
Tarkington's Prarie
Prarie to Cleveland
From Winowa to Kirk.
Kirk.
xx1-24
xx 24
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From Galveston,
Galveston, via
Cavallo, Aransas
Pass, CorAransas Pass,
Pass Cavallo,
Pass, Pass
Texas—ConLuis Pass,
San Luis
Texas-Convia San
From
pus
Christi Pass
and all
all intermediate
intermediate life
tinued.
tinued.
stations to Brazos
saving stations
life saving
Pass and
pus Christi
Santiago.
From Canton
to Prarieville
Prarievillc
Canton to
From
From Jefferson,
Jefferson, via
Flint's, Wilson,
Wilson, and
La Groves,
Groves, to
to Longview
and La
via Flint's,
From
From Lexington,
Lexington, via
via Fedar,
Fedar, to
Paige.
to Paige.
From
From Rio
Rio Frio to Floral.
From
From Carrizo
Valenzuela.
Springs to Valenzuela.
Carrizo Springs
From
From
Oakdale
From Runnels to Oakdale
From
Fort San
San Felipe,
Felipe, Pecos
Nest.
Eagle Nest
Ford, Eagle
Pecos Ford,
via Fort
Brackettville, via
From Brackettville,
Mayer's Springs,
Pena Colorado,
Springs,
Burgess Springs,
and Burgess
Colorado, and
Springs, Pena
Moxonis Springs,
Springs, Moxonis
Mayer's
Davis
to Fort Davis
From
Troupe
to Troupe
Owen to
From Owen
From
Town Bluff.
Beaumont, to Town
From Beaumont,
From
Matagorda to Indianola.
From Matagorda
From Douglassville
Douglassville via
Avinger.
Linden to Avinger.
via Linden
From
From Gainesville
Gainesville via
via Loring's
Loring's Ranche
Rancho Willa
Willa Wolla,
Wolla, Denver, and
From
Selma and
to Newport.
Newport.
Brushey to
and Brushey
Selma
From Queen's
Queen's Peak Selma to Crafton.
From
From Websterville
Websterville to Red Bluff.
From
From Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg to Greenville
Greenville
From
From
Dollardsville via
Store Elmira,
Elmira, and Hickory Flat
Handley's Store
via Handley's
From Dollardsville
to Moscow.
From
Indian Creek
Creek and Loorreyville
Loorreyville to Douglass.
via Indian
Glenfawn via
From Glenfawn
From
Trinity Mills to Stewart's Creek.
From Trinity
From South
South Sulphur
Sulphur via
via Morrisville
Morrisville Kingsville
Kingsville and Mayo to La.
LaFrom
donia.
From Clarksville
Clarksville via
Mauldins Mill Rosalie,
Rosalie , Fullbright, and Birds
via Mauldins
From
Mill
Mill to Blossom Prarie Depot.
From Iuka to Brownsville.
From
From
Gonzales, via
South River Side to Hockheim.
via South
From Gonzales,
UTAH TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
UTAH

Utah Territory;
Territory;
Utah

From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
Virginia;
Virginia;

Milford to Cedar City.
Cub
Cub Hill to Railroad Station.
Croydon to Echo City.
Plain
via Slatersville
Slatersville and Harrisville to North Ogden.
City, via
Plain City,
Union
Cottonwood
to South Cottonwood
Union to
Pleasant
Huntington
Pleasant Valley, via Miller's to Huntington
Castledale to Huntington.
Ferron City, via Castledale
Springville to Fairview
Springville
VIRGINIA.

From
Fish Depot to Twin Poplars.
Rock Fish
From Rock
From
Howelsville and Blue Ball, to Berry's Ferry.
From Happy Creek, via Howelsville
From Clifton Station, via Bull Run, to Centerville.
From
Spear's Ferry,
Ferry, via Natural Tunnel
Wards Mill to Imboden.
Tunnel and Wards
From Spear's
From
via Stanley,
Stanley, to Rogersville, Tennessee
Tennessee
Estillville, via
From Estillville,
From
Erwinton, via
Creek, through
through Trammel Gap down
via Trammel Creek,
From Erwinton,
Lick Creek,
Creek, and
and via
Dickenson's Store,
Store ' to Bickley's Mills.
Mills.
via Charles Dickenson's
Lick
Williamsville.
From
Wilson's Cross Roads, to Williamsville.
via Wilson's
Alto, via
Palo Alto,
From Palo
From Happy Creek to Venus.
From
Guest's Station,
Station, via Sandy Ridge, Samuel, E. Ross: down the
From Guest's
open
Erwinton, thence
thence via Sandy Lick and Burk's Gap, Grassy
to Erwinton,
open fork to
Kentucky to Powell's Mills
Creek, and Elk Horn, Kentucky
Post-Office, via main road, Mount Airy, Bovins Store,
Lettington Post-Office,
From Lettington
Charles City
Bridge's to Providence Forge.
City Chapel, Forge Bridge's
Charles
From Sidon,
Sidon, via
via Oakdale, to Trelow.
From
From
Louisa Court House, via Unionville and Lahore, to Thorn Hill
From Louisa
Post-Office.
Post-Office.
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From Cape Henry, via Cape Hatteras, to Cape Lookout.

From
London
Henry,
Bridge
via to
to
Cape
Life-saving
Hatteras, Station
to Cape Number
Lookout.One
One and
From Cape
London
Bridge
Life-saving
Station
Number
and via
via
intermediate life-saving
life-saving stations, to
Twentyto Life
Life saving Station
Station Number
Number Twentythree, near Hatteras
Hatteras Inlet, North,
North, Carolina
Carolina
From Indian Valley to Radford
Radford Furnace.
to Hillsville
Hillsville
From Austinville
Austinville to
From Mak Meadows
Meadows via
Tipton.
via Red Island to
to Tipton.
Halifax Court House via Meadsville
From Halifax
Meadsville to
to Roddeno.
Roddeno.
From Spencer's Mill via Babe's
Bahe's New Store
Saint Paul's
Church
Store and
and Saint
Paul's Church
to Prospect Depot.
From Mill Gap to Frost, West Virginia
Virginia
From Nash via Lundeford's
Lundeford's Store and Mount
Torry to
to Shenando.
Shenando.
Mount Torry
From Wakeville via Faison's
Faison's Store, New Design, Caisley's
Caisley's Church,
and
Church, and
Phillips store to Spring Grove
From Zuni
Bower's
Zuni via Nelm's
Nelm's store
store to
to Bower's
From Belleville via Bennett's
Bennett's Creek Ferry
to Driver's
Ferry to
Driver's Store
Store
From Singer's Glen to Chrisman's
Chrisman's
From Swoops Depot to Union Hall.
From Ballsville via Clinton to Oak Forrest.
From Sturgeonville,
Sturgeonville, via Wagna, to
Hill.
to Forrest
Forrest Hill.
From White Plain to Black's Ridge.
Ridge.
Reed Island to Fremont.
From Reed

VERMONTVERMONT—
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Virginia -Con

tinne
Virginia
d.
—
tinued.

Vermont;
Vermont;

Dummerston to Railroad
Railroad Station
Dummerston
Station
Mechanicsville to Railroad
Mechanicsville
Railroad Station.
Station.
Pownal
to Pownal
Pownal Centre
Centre to
Pownal
Brownington
Railroad Station.
Station.
Brownington to
to Railroad
Railroad Station.
North Walden
Walden to
to Railroad
Station.
Walden
Walden to Railroad
Railroad Station.
South Walden
Walden to Railroad
Railroad Station.
East Cambridge
Cambridge to Johnson.
Redding
Redding to South Redding.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
WASHINGTON
TERRITORY.

Washington
Per.
WashingtonTer.
ritory;;

From Port Discovery, via Leland,
Leland, to Quilcene.
From Spangle, via Cheney, Medical Lake and Cottonwood to
to Camp
Camp
Spokane.
From Knappton,
Knappton, via Naselle,
Naselle to Oysterville.
Oysterville.
From Harriston,
Harriston, via Lord's Valley, to
to Mosquito
Mosquito Springs.
Springs.
From Rock Creek, via Sprague, to Crab
Crab Creek.
From Skagit, via Mount Vernon and Sterling, to
to Ruby.
Ruby.
Dayton, via Patil, Vernon,
From Dayton,
Vernon, and Peola, to Lewiston.
From Edison to Samish.
From Fern Prarie to Steamboat Landing.
From Mount Vernon to Skagit.
From Muck to Lake View.
From Skagit to La Connor.
From Steilacom City to Railroad
Railroad Station.
From Waldron to Steamboat
Steamboat Landing.
From Tacoma to New Tacoma.
Tacoma.
From Fort Coleville via Old Fort to Sooyoo's Lake
Lake
From Ainsworth,
Ainsworth via Burnham,
Burnham, and Balm Grove,
Grove, to,
to, Yokima.
Yokima
From Klickitat
FromKlickitat Landing to Happy
Happy Home
via Highland,
Home, via
Highland,
WEST VIRGINIA.

Fromn
From Wirt Court-House to Limestone Hill
From Pomeroy, to Portland, Ohio.
From Volcano to Marietta, Ohio.

West Virginia;
West
Virginia;
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West Virginia
Virginia-— From Lost Creek, via Duck Creek
Creek and West Milford to mouth Isaac's
Continued.
Creek.
From
Clara, via
Walnut Fork
Fork to
to Leading
Leading Creek
Creek on
twelve
From St
St Clara,
via Walnut
on route
route twelve
thousand two
two hundred
twenty-four.
thousand
hundred and
and twenty-four.
From
to Point
Point Pleasant.
Pleasant.
From Letart
Letart to
From
via Miser
Miser Bottom,
Lone Cedar,
Cedar, Belleville,
Belleville, Harris
Harris
From Ravenswood,
Ravenswood, via
Bottom, Lone
Ferry,
New England,
to Parkersburgh
Ferry, and
and New
England, to
Parkersburgh
From
Mill Creek,
Creek, Laurel
Laurel Fork
OdelPs
From Charleston,
Charleston, via
via Mill
Fork of
of Blue
Blue Creek,
Creek, Odell's
Kendall's
Ridge, to
to Pleasant
Kendall's and
and Dry
Dry Ridge,
Pleasant Retreat.
Retreat.
From
Fairview, head
Plummer's Run
Run and
From Basnettsville,
Basnettsville, via
via Fairview,
head of
of Plummer's
and head
head of
of
Flat
Mannington.
Flat Run
Run to
to Mannington.
From
Mannington to
to Sturm's
From Mannington
Sturm's Mills,
Mills, on
on Little
Little Bingamon.
Bingamon.
From
From Fellowsville
Fellowsville to
to Valley Furnace
From Lawesville
Armettsville
Lawesville to Armettsville
From Reyser to
to Headville.
Headville.
Wisconsin;
Wisconsin;

i

WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.
Merriland to Osseo.
From Merriland
Woodside, to
to New Centerville
Centerville
From Baldwin, via
via Woodside,
From El Paso to Martel.
From
River Falls to Martel.
From River
From
From Wayside
Wayside to Greenleaf.
Greenleaf.
From Mapel Grove to Grimes Station on M. L. S
S and W. Railroad.
From Plainfield, via East Oasis
Oasis and Wild Rose to
to Saxeville
Saxeville
From Albany to Brodhead.
From Antigo, via
via Norwood, and
and Hutchins, to
to Stoneville.
Stoneville.
From Alloa to Portage
From Annaton to Stitzer.
From Burnett to Burnett Station
From Bear
to Union
From
Bear Creek
Creek to
Union Ridge.
Ridge.
From Black River Falls, via Martel
Martel to El Paso.
From Brandon via Fair Water, 1VIarkesan
Manchester to Kings
Kings.
Markesan and Manchester
ton
From Baldwin, via Woodside,
Woodside, New Centerville
Centerville and Martel to El Paso
From Centralia,
Centralia, via Hemlock
Hemlock and
and Vesper,
to Carey.
Vesper, to
Carey.
From Cold Spring to Fort Atkinson.
Railroad Station.
From Delafield to Railroad
From Elk Grove to Elmo.
Railroad Station.
From Fredonia to Railroad
From Farrnersville
Farmersville to Knowles Station.
Longwood.
From Greenwood
Greenwood to Longwood.
From Gibbsville to Oostburgh.
From Hingham to Railroad Station.
From Hamburgh, via Nangart
Nangart and Maine, to Railroad
Railroad Station.
From Hazel Green, via Fairview
Fairview to Cuba City.
From Lavalle,
Ironton, Lime Ridge, Sandusky, Keysville and
Lavalle, via Ironton
Bear Valley to Lone Rock.
From La Pointe to Bayfield.
From Little Wolf to Royalton.

From Lomira to Brownsville
Brownsville Station.
Washburn, to
From Livingston, via Martinsville, Annaton and Washburn,
to Rewey.
Rewey.
From Magnolia
Magnolia to Railroad Station.
From Marquette,
Marquette, via Grand Prarie, West Green Lake
Lake and Green
Green
Lake to Ripon.
Ripon.
Lake
From Neillsville
Neillsville, via Christie and Greenwood,
Greenwood, to Longwood.
Longwood.
Richland Center, via Ithica,
Itbica, Loyd and Westford to Cazenovia.
Cazenovi&.
From Richland
From Rice Lake
Lake to Cumberland.
Cumberland.
From Tabor
Tabor to Lamberton.
Lamberton.
Theresa to
From Theresa
to Mayville.
Mayville.
From Watertown
Watertown to Lebanon.
Railroad Station.
From Wacousta
Waeousta to Railroad
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From
Point to Peer's
Wisconsin—ConWisconsin-ConFeer's Corners.
West Point
From West
tinned.
tinuea.
From
Harbor to
Elleson Bay.
to Elleson
Washington Harbor
From Washington
From
to Bodes
Corners.
Rodes Corners.
From Pepin
Pepin to
From
Woodlake and West
Falls.
West Sweden to Clam's Falb.
Grantsburg via Woodlake
From Grantsburg
From
Werlict.
to Werlict.
Nangart to
From Nangart
to Iola.
From Alban to
From Ettrick to Blair.
From Galesville
Galesville to Blair.
From
From
From Bangor, via Burns to Mindoro.
From
Stockholm, via
Noubeck,
Arkansaw Noubeok,
via Bodes
Bodes Corners, Porcupine, Arkansaw,
From Stockholm,
Danville, Louisville,
Wanneka, to Elk Mound.
Mound.
and Wanneka,
Falls City, and
Danville,
Louisville, Falls
Approved, February 28, 1881.

CHAP.
—An
91.-An
CHAP. 91.

act
making the
the city
Chattanooga, in
in the
the State
State of
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, aaport
port
city of
of Chattanooga,
act making
of
delivery.
of delivery.

Feb. 28,
28, 1881.
1881.
Feb.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Be
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the city of Chattanooga, Chattanooga,
America in
States of
of America
Chattanooga, in
Tonhereby made a
aport of delivery, with a
asur- the State of Tenin the State of Tennessee, is hereby
nessee, constituted
constituted
annum and the nessee,
veyor
at a
asalary
salary of
and fifty
dollars per
per annum
fifty dollars
hundred and
three hundred
of three
veyor at
aport of deli very.
customary
Treasury is hereby directed a Surveyor.very
Secretary of the Treasury
And the Secretary
fees. And
customary fees.
Surveyor.
to
carry
this
act
into
effect.
Salary and fees.
to carry this act into effect.
Approved,
Approved, February 28, 1881.

—An act
constitute Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, aaport
of delivery.
delivery.
port of
to constitute
act to
CHAP. 92.
92.-An

Feb.
Feb. 28, 1881.
1881.

United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
it enacted
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Atlanta, in the
Congress assembled, That Atlanta,
Atlanta, in the State of Atlanta,
in Congress
America in
States of America
State of Georgia,
Georgia,
of Georgia,
constituted aaport of delivery; and that the State
and is
is hereby, constituted
Georgia, be, and
constituted a port
privileges
dutiable merchandise
merchandise confer- ofonselitvute
transportation of dutiable
immediate transportation
of immediate
privileges of
delivery. a port
180, oh.
"An 1880,
red by the act of June tenth, eighteen hundred and eighty, entitled "An
ch. iyo,
190,
2, 173.
Sess. 2,17:.
transportation of Sees.
act to amend the statutes in relation to immediate
immediate transportation
dutiable goods, and
other purposes", be, and the same are hereby,
and for other
dutiable
a surveyor of cusextended
to said
ens- Surveyor.
said port;
port; and there shall be appointed a
extended to
Salary.
a salary to be determined
receive a
determined Salary.
toms to reside at said port, who shall receive
exceeding one thousand dollars
of the
the Treasury, not exceeding
the Secretary
Secretary of
by the
per annum.
Approved,
Approved, February 28, 1881.
CHAP.
—An
93.-An
CHAP. 93.

West Meriden
First National
the First
the name
name of
act changing
changing the
of the
National Bank
Bank of
of West
Meriden
act
Connecticut.
State of
Haven and
in
of New
New Haven
and State
of Connecticut.
the county
county of
in the

March 1,
1881.
1, 1881.
March

United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
First
National
First
National
States
of America
assembled, That the name of the First Bank
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
States of
of West
MerWest MerNational Bank
Meriden, in the county of New Haven and State Bank
West Meriden,
Bank of West
National
iden, ofcorm.,
auof Connecticut, shall be changed to the First National Bank of Meriden, thorized to change
its name.
name.
Connecticut, whenever
whenever the board of directors of said bank shall accept
accept its
Connecticut,
the
by resolution of the board, and cause aacopy of said resonew name
name by
the new
Curlution,
Comptroller of the Curauthenticated, to be filed with the Comptroller
lution, duly authenticated,
Proviso.
rency: Provided,
acceptance be made within six months after Proviso.
such acceptance
Provided, That such
rency:
the
of this act;
incident to such change,
act; and that all expenses incident
passage of
the passage
including engraving, shall be borne
borne and paid by said bank.
es, etc.,
etc.,
Liabilities,
SEC. 2.
2. That
the debts, dividends,
dividends, liabilities, rights, privileges and to Liabiliti
That the
SEC.
powers
the First
change.
fllow change.
in the
the county
county of to follow
West Meriden,
Meriden, in
Bank of West
National Bank
First National
of the
powers of
Connecticut, shall devolve
devolve upon and inure
State of Connecticut,
and State
New Haven and
to
First National
whenever such
Meriden, Connecticut, whenever
National Bank of Meriden,
to the
the First
change of name is effected.
Approved, March 1, 1881.
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CHAP. 94.-An
94.—An act
of the
District of
CHAP.
act to
to authorize
authorize the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
the District
of Columbia
Columbia to
to
appoint additional
additional policemen
policemen for
temporary service
service in
in the
the District,
and for
for other
appoint
for temporary
District, and
other
purposes.

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
UnitedBe
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of the
Commission ers States
commissioners
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Commissioners of the
the
of
of the
the District
District of
of District of Columbia are hereby authorized to appoint,
appoint, upon
the recomrecomupon the
Columbia to

em-

of the
Metropolit an police
police of
of the
the DisDisploy additional
additional pop- mendation
mnclidation of
of the
the superintendent
superintendent of
the Metropolifan

on the
the Metropolian
Metropolitan
liceDeu
licemen for tem- trict of Columbia, three hundred
hundred additional
additional privates
privates on
porary service.
service.
porary
police force of said District for the period
period of ten days from the passage
shall be
paid two
of this
this act, who
who shall
be paid
two dollars
dollars for
for each
each day's
day's service
service rendered
rendered by
by
capacity; and
and a
sum sufficient
sufficient for
their payment
payment and
and equipthem in that capacity;
a sum
for their
equipappropriated out of
Treasury not
ment is hereby appropriated
of any
any money in the Treasury
not otherProvided, That
police shall
be paid
Provisos.
wise appropriated:
appropriated: Provided,
PrOVI808.
That the
the expense
expense of
of said
said police
shall be
paid
the other
half out
out of
of the
the
one-half out of the revenues
revenues of the
the District
District and
and the
other half
revenues
further, That twenty
twenty of
said
revenues of
of the United States: And
And provided
providedfurther,
of said
force shall be detailed
detailed and placed under control of the Architect
Architect of
of the
Capitol, Sergeant-at-arms
Sergeant-at-arins of the
the
Capitol,
the House,
House, and
and Sergeant-at-arms
Sergeant-at-arms of
of the
Senate.
Senate.
Approved, March 1, 1881.

March
1, 1881.
March 1,

section thirty-five
thirty-five hundred
hundred and twenty-four
CHAP. 95.—An
95.-An act to amend section
twenty-four of the ReStatutes so as to authorize
vised Statutes
authorize a
a charge for melting or refining bullion when at
at
or above standard.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United

R. S. 3524, amendamend- States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That section
section thirty-five
hunCongress assembled,
thirty-five brin-

ed.

March
March 1,
1, 1881.
1881,

dred and twenty-four
twenty-four of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United
United States be
amended by striking out of said section the words "for
"for melting and
refining
refining when bullion is below standard," and inserting
inserting in lieu thereot
therem
the words "for melting or refining bullion."
March 1, 1881.
Approved, March

CHAP. 96.-An
96.—An act making appropriations
appropriations for the service of the Post Office
Office DepartDepartfiscal year
Juno thirtieth,
ment for the fiscal
year ending Juno
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty-two,
eighty-two,
and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives of the United
Appropriations
States of America in Congress
and
APProPriati ons States
Congress assembled, That the following sums be, and

Postsame are
are hereby,
for the
the service
service of
Post Office
Office DeDeof the
the Post
appropriated for
hereby, appropriated
nt- the
the same
servicert
Officeservice
Department.
partrnent
the year
ending June
partment for
for the
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-two, out of any money in the
Treasury arising
from the
eighty-two,
the Treasury
arising from
the revenues
revenues
ch.
1836, oh.
270, of said department, in conformity
conformity to the act of July second, eighteen
eighteen
5, 81.
81.
Stat., 5,
hundred and thirty-six, as follows:
follows:
Items.
OFFICE
POSTMASTER-GENERAL.-For mail
OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER-OE1NERAL.—For
mail depredations
depredations and
and
post-office inspectors, including amounts necessary
post-office
necessary for fees to United
United
States
marshals and attorneys, one hundred and seventy-five
States marshals
seventy-five thousand
thousand
dollars. And not exceeding
exceeding five thousand
thousand dollars of this amount may be
be
expended
expended for fees to United States attorneys, marshals, clerks of courts,
and counsel necessarily
post-office inspectors
necessarily employed
employed by post-office
inspectors of the PostOffice Department, subject
subject to approval
approval by
Attorney-General; and
and
by the Attorney-General;
hereafter
railway mail-service
mail-service and the chief of
hereafter the superintendent
superintendent of railway
of
post-office inspectors
expenses while travelling
travelling
post-office
inspectors shall be paid their actual expenses
on the business of the department.
Advertisemeintof
For advertising, thirty-five thousand
dollars; and
Ad
vertisement of
thousand dollars;
hereafter the
the PostPostand hereafter
mail-lettings.
master-General shall cause advertisements
advertisements of all general mail-lettings
mail
-lettings.
master-General
mail-lettings
of each State and Territory
Territory to be conspicuously
post-office
conspicuously posted in each post-office
advertisements for at least
in the State and Territory
Territory embraced
embraced in said advertisements
least
sixty days before the time of such
such general
general letting; and
and no other
other adveradvertisement of such lettings shall be required;
required; but this provision
provision shall not
not

for
Offr
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mail
apply
to any
other than
general mail-lettings.
mail-lettings. And
And whenever
whenever it
it shall Temporary
Temporary mail
any other
than general
apply to
how
adservice
how
adbecome necessary
necessary to employ temporary service on any mail route, it shall service,
vertised.
be the duty
duty of
of the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General to
to advertise for
for bids, or
or propo- ve
sals, for
for such
offices at the termini
service by
by posting
posting notices
notices in
in the post offices
termini
sals,
such service
of such
bulletin-board in
in a
Postof
such route
route and
and upon
upon a
a bulletin-board
a public-place
public-place in
in the
the PostOffice
Washington in
in the
District of
Office Department
Department building
building at Washington
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
for at
for
at least
least ten
ten days
days prior
prior to
to such
such letting.
letting.
maps,
post-route maps, including revision Post-route
Post-route maps.
For preparation
preparation and
and publication of
of post-route
of
former editions,
editions, and
and maps,
maps, diagrams,
diagrams, and
and other
other information
of former
information fifty
fifty
thousand
thousand dollars
dollars;;and
and the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General may authorize
authorize the publipublication
maps to
individuals at the cost thereof, the procation and
and sale
sale of'
of said maps
to individuals
proceeds
said sales
applied as
as a
a further
for said
said
ceeds of
of said
sales to
to be
be applied
further appropriation
appropriation for
purpose.
Miscellaneous
miscellaneous items in the
Postmaster-General, two Miscellaneous
For miscellaneous
the office of the Postmaster-General,
items.
thousand
hereby authorized
thousand dollars; and the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General is hereby
authorized to
to items.
of building
necessary steps
suitable building
take the necessary
steps to rent
rent aasuitable
building or
or buildings
buildings for the
the Rent
Rent of
building
for money-order ofuse of
of the
money-order office
the formoney-order
use
the money-order
office of
of the
the Post-Office
Post-Office Department
Department and.
and of
of the
ofice and moneymoney-order division of
for the
money-order
of the
the Auditor
Auditor of
of the Treasury
Treasury for
flee
the Post-Office
Post-Office order
mou'eyorder and
division
of
division
of
Department: Provided,
rent of
such building
building or
or buildings,
Department:
Provided, That
That the
the rent
of such
buildings, Auditor
Auditor of the
Treasury
ant
horprocured under
under Treasury ailohorand the
the cost
cost of necessary
necessary furniture
furniture for the same, to be
be procured
ized.
supervision of the
superintendent of
the supervision
the superintendent
of the money-order
money-order system,
system, shall ized.
Provisos.
be
paid
out
of
the
proceeds
of
the
money-order
business:
And
provided
be paid out of the proceeds of the money-order business: And provided Proviw 8
further, That the annual rental of such building
not
further,
building or
or buildings shall
shall not
exceed the sum of five thousand
thousand dollars, and the cost of the furniture
for the same shall not exceed ten thousand dollars.
OFFICE
OF THE
THE FIRST
POSTMASTER-GENERAL.—For Postmasters.
FIRST ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL.-For
Postmasters.
OFFICE OF
compensation
postmasters, seven
million eight
eight hundred
seven million
hundred thousand
thousand
compensation to
to postmasters,
dollars.
Clerks.
three million
hundred Clerks.
For compensation to clerks in post-offices, three
million eight hundred
and fifty thousand dollars.
Letter-carriers.
letter-carriers, two million six hundred
hundred thousand Letter-carriers.
to letter-carriers,
For payment
payment to
dollars.
Wrapping-paFor wrapping-paper,
twenty thousand dollars.
For
wrapping-paper, twenty
per.
per.wrapping-paTwine.
For wrapping-twine,
fifty-five thousand dollars.
wrapping-twine, fifty-five
Twine.
Marking stamps.
Markingstamps.
For marking and rating stamps, fifteen thousand dollars.
Balances, weights,
For
test-weights, and
and scales,
scales, ten
ten thousand
For letter-balances,
letter-balances, test-weights,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and
scales.ig
and scales.
Rent,
For
rent,
light,
and
fuel,
four
hundred
and
twenty-five
thousand
Rent, light,
and
light, and
For rent, light, and fuel, four hundred and twenty-five thousand fuel.
fuel.
dollars.
dollars.
Furniti
re.
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
Furnituro.
For office furniture, twenty
Stationery.
Statiollry.
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For stationery, fifty
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
thousand dollars.
Miscellaneous.
miscellaneous and incidental items, ninety thousand
OFFICE
OF THE
THE S
ECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMDASTER-GENERAL.-For
POSTMASTER-GENERAL.—For Transportation
Transportation
SECOND
OFFICE OF
of mails.
inland mail
mail transportation,namely:
transportation, namely: For
For transportation
transportation onrailroad
on railroad routes,
routes of mails.
inland
thousand two hundred
and
nine million four
four hundred and eighty-eight
eighty-eight thousand
hundred and
Special I mail
eighty-two dollars;
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General is
is hereby
hereby authorized
Special
ail
to service.
authorized to
dollars; and
and the
eighty-two
expend
railroad servic o for special
special railroad
dollars thereof
thereof for
exceed thirty
thirty thousand
thousand dollars
expend not to exceed
service
between the
the Union
Union Depot
in East
Saint Louis,
and the
the
Depot in
East Saint
Louis, Illinois,
Illinois, and
service between
depot
Union Depot in Saint Louis, Missouri; and such sum shall include depot
room
at each
each terminal.
terminal.
room and
and transfer
transfer service
service at
Rail way postFor railway
post-office car
car service,
one million
four hundred
hundred and
and office
For
railway post-office
service, one
million four
Rail\ay
postcar service.
twenty-six
thousand dollars.
hereafter when
twenty-six thousand
dollars. And
And hereafter
when any
any railroad
railroad coincoin- oealty
ot
Penaltyserfor not
pany
fail or
refuse to
to provide
post-office cars
cars when
railway
railway post-office
when required
required by
by providing
providing railway
pany fail
or refuse
provide railway
the Post-Office
or shall
refuse to
post-office cars.
cars.
suitable post-office
to provide
provide suitable
shall fail
fail or
or refuse
Department, or
Post-Office Department,
the
safety-heaters and
and safety-lamps
therefor, with
with such
such number
saws and
safety-heaters
safety-lamps therefor,
number of
of saws
and
axes to
for use
use in
in case
case of
of accident
required by
by the
the
may be
be required
accident as
as may
to each
each car
car for
axes
Post-Office
company shall
its pay
pay reduced
reduced ten
ten
said company
shall have
have its
Post-Office Department,
Department, said
4002.
per
on the
in section
R. S.
S. 4002.
the R.
and two of the
four thousand
thousand and
fixed in
section four
the rates
rates fixed
per centum
centum on
ch. 179,
amended by
eighteen hundred 1876,
1876, ch.
179,
Revised Statutes, as amended
by act Of July twelfth, eighteen
Stat., 19, 78.
and seventy-six,
seventy-six, entitled
entitled "An
act making
the service
appropriations for
for the
service Stat., 19, 78.
"An act
making appropriations
and
of the
the Post-Office
Department for
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
thirtieth,
June thirtieth,
fiscal year
for the
of
Post-Office Department
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-seven,
purposes," and as
eighteen
seventy-seven, and for other purposes,"
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amended by
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
of June seventeenth,
1878, eh.
259, further
by the act of
further amended
1878,
oh. 259,
Stat.,
140.
Stat., 20,
20, 140.
seventy-eight, entitled "An
appropriations for the service
seventy-eight,
"An act making appropriations
of
the Post-Office
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
for the
fiscal year
of the
Post-Office Department
Department for
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and
for other
other purposes."
purposes."
and for
eighteen
For necessary
and special
on trunk
trunk lines,
and
four hundred
hundred and
lines, four
special facilities
facilities on
For
necessary and
Items.
twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
For
inland transportation
by steamboat
and
nine hundred
hundred and
transportation by
steamboat routes,
routes, nine
For inland
twenty-five thousand
twenty-five
thousand dollars.
For
transportation by
star routes,
routes, seven
seven million
hundred
nine hundred
by star
million nine
For inland
inland transportation
thousand dollars.
For compensation
to railway
post-office clerks,
one million
million five
For
compensation to
railway post-office
clerks, one
five himhun.
dred and
and fifty thousand dollars.
dollars.
For route-agents,
route-agents, one
million two
and seventy-five
thousand
For
one million
two hundred
hundred and
seventy-five thousand
dollars.
For mail-route
mail-route messengers,
messengers, two
hundred and
thirty-five thousand
For
two hundred
and thirty-five
thousand
dollars.
For
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
For local
local agents, one hundred and fifty
For mail-messengers,
mail-messengers, seven
seventy-five thousand
seven hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
thousand seven
seven
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars.
thousand dollars.
keys, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
For mail locks and keys
mail-bag catchers, two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
For mail-bags and mail-bag
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, one thousand dollars.
Third Assistant
Assistant
OFFICE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL.—For
POSTMASTER-GENERAL.-For
OF THE
THE THIRD
THIRD ASSISTANT
Third
OFFICE OF
M. General.
manufacture of adhesive postage-stamps, of official
newsP. M.
official stamps, and of
of newsPostage-stamps. paper and periodical
periodical stamps, one hundred
hundred and
dollars:
Postage-stamps.
and five
five thousand
thousand dollars:
Provi80.
Provided,
attached to
to the
of appropriation
appropriation
the item
item of
That the
the condition
condition attached
Proviso.
Provided, That
for the "manufacture
"manufacture of adhesive
adhesive postage-stamps,"
postage-stamps," and so forth, in the
1879, ch. 180,
180, first
section of the "Act
"Act making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the service
service of
of the
first section
1579,
Post-Office Department
20, 357.
Stat.,
Slat., 20,
Post-Office
Department for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eightItems.
purposes," approved
approved March
Items
een hundred and eighty, and
and for other purposes,"
March
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, which
which condition
condition is in the
the
following
words, namely, "If
stamps can be furnished
following words,
"If said stamps
furnished by the
Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and Printing of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department at less
than the same
same now cost,
cost, the work of printing the same shall be given to
than
said
said bureau
bureau when not in violation
existing contracts,"
violation of existing
contracts," be, and the
same is
is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
For
assistants to
distribute stamps,
stamps, and
and expenses
expenses of
For pay
pay of
of agent
agent and
and assistants
to distribute
of
the agency, eight thousand one hundred dollars.
Stamped envelenvoimanufacture of
envelopes and
newspaper-wrappers, five
five
and newspaper-wrappers,
of stamped
stamped envelopes
Stamped
For manufacture
opes.
hundred and fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For pay of agent and assistants to distribute
distribute stamped envelopes and
newspaper-wrappers,
newspaper-wrappers, and expenses of agency,
agency, sixteen thousand
thousand dollars.
Postal cards.
cards.
For manufacture
manufacture of
hundred and ninety-six
of postal cards,
cards, two
two hundred
ninety-six thouthouPostal
For
sand dollars.
For pay of agent
agent and assistants
assistants to distribute postal cards, and expenses of agency, seven thousand three hundred dollars.
Envelopes,
For registered-package
registered-package envelopes, locks and seals, and for office
Envelopes, etc.
office envelopes, and for dead-letter
dead-letter envelopes, one hundred and twenty thousand dollars.
dollars.
Ship letters.
For ship, steamboat, and way letters, four thousand five hundred
dollars.
Drafts and
For engraving, printing, and binding drafts and warrants,
Drafts
and warwarwarrants, one thouthourants.
sand
dollars.
rants,
sand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Transportation
OFFICE OF
SUPERINTENDENT OF
MAILS.-For transportransporTransportation
OFFICE
or SUPERINTENDENT
or FOREIGN
FOREIGN MAILS.—For
uf foreign
mails. tation
foreign mails,
two hundred
hundred and twenty-five
thousand dollars:
dollars:
of
foreign mails.
tation of
of foreign
mails, two
twenty-five thousand
P'ruvso.
Provided, That the Postmaster-General
authorized to pay to the coloProviso.
Provided,
Postmaster-General is authorized
nies of New Zealand and New South Wales
Wales so much of the cost of the
overland transportation of the British closed mails to and from Australia
Australia
one-half of said cost; and the sum
as he may deem just, not to exceed one-half
appropriated for that purpose.
of forty thousand dollars is hereby appropriated
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For balances due foreign
foreign countries,
countries, forty-five
forty-five thousand dollars, inInternational
States',portion of the expenses of the International
eluding the United States
cluding
Switzerland, under the provisions
provisions of the Universal
Bureau at Berne, Switzerland,
Postal
Convention, concluded
concluded at Paris, France, June first, eightPostal Union Convention,
een hundred
and seventy-eight.
seventy-eight.
hundred and
een
Sue.
revenue of the Post-Office
Department shall be
Post-Office Department
SEC. 2.
2. That if the revenue
insufficient to meet
appropriations made by this act, then the sum
meet the appropriations
insufficient
thousand two hundred and
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two
fifty-two thousand
of two
two million one
thereof as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, be, and the
dollars, or
or so much
much thereof
fifty-eight dollars,
appropriated, to be paid out of any money in the Treassame is hereby, appropriated,
ury
appropriated, to supply
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in the revenue
ury not otherwise appropriated,
of the
the Post-Office
Post-Office Department
Department for the
the year
year ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteightof
eighty-two.
een hundred and eighty-two.
Approved, March 1,
1, 1881.

Balancesd uo forBalancesduoforeign
countries.
eign countries.

CHAP.
of settlers
settlers upon the Absentee Shawnee lands in
the relief of
CHAP. 97.—An
97.-An act for the
Kansas,
Kansas, and for other purposes.

March 1,
1, 1881.
1881.
March

1878, Convention,
Stat.,
20, 731.
73 1.
Stat., 20,
Deficiency
Deficiency

revenue.
revenue.

in
in

Representatives of
United
of the
the United
House of
of Representatives
the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted by the
Absentee Shawthe joint Absentee
provisions of the
That the provisions
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of America
America in Congress
lands, Kansas.
Kansas.
nee lands,
resolution approved April seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, for nee
1869, Res., 9,
the
of the
Shawnee lands in
Kansas, Stat.,
tt 16,, 553.
in Kansas,
Absentee Shawnee
settlers upon
upon the Absentee
relief of
the settlers
the relief
be,
hereby are,
extended so
so as
as to
allow any
any bona
settler
be, and
and they
they hereby
are, extended
to allow
bona fide
fide settler
now
occupying said
thereon, or
or
improvements thereon,
lands, and
and having made improvements
said lands,
now occupying
a citizen of the United States, or who
the heirs at law of such, who is a
has.
naturalizadeclared his intention to become such according to the naturalizahas declared
tion laws, to purchase
purchase for cash the land so occupied
occupied and improved by
him, not to exceed one hundred and sixty acres in each case, at not less
than
year
cents per
per acre, at any time within one year
and fifty
fifty cents
than two dollars and
after
of this
under such rules
rules and regulations as the
this act, under
passage of
after the
the passage
Secretary of the Interior may prescribe,
prescribe, and that any lands not claimed
claimed
by
expiration of that period shall be offered
offered at pubby such settlers at the expiration
lic sale at the minimum rate of two dollars and fifty cents per acre, notice
of
such sale
public advertisement
advertisement of not less than thirty
by public
given by
to be
be given
sale to
of such
days;
further, that
that any
any tracts
tracts not
thereafter
shall be
be thereafter
sold shall
not then sold
and, further,
days; and,
subject
to private
at the
same minimum:
minimum: Provided,
Provided, however, That
the same
entry at
private entry
subject to
the
applied in accordance
accordance with the prosuch sales shall be applied
proceeds of such
the proceeds
visions
Shawnee
visions of the treaty between the United States and the said Shawnee
Indians,
proclaimed November
November second,
hundred and fifty-four.
eighteen hundred
second, eighteen
Indians, proclaimed

Reliefof
Relief
of settlers.

Proviso.

PrOVi80.

10,
Stat., 1053.
1053.
10, Stat.,

Approved, March 1, 1881.

CHAP.
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to change
change the name
the Secretary
act to
to authorize
authorize the
107.-An act
CHAP. 107.—An
of
vessels under
certain circumstances.
circumstances.
under certain
of vessels

1881.
March 2, 1881.

United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasAuthority to
Treas- Authority
That the
of America
America in
States of
ury be,
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
to permit
or owners
of any
ovch
he:
s
n
e
te v
n
e
a
s
m
t:
(
s
i ,of
namese
any v
owners of
the owner
owner or
permit the
is, authorized
authorized to
ury
the
vessel duly
enrolled and
and found
found seaworthy
seaworthy and
change Secretary
he
Secretary of I
and free from debt to change
vessel
duly enrolled
the name
name of
of the
the same
his opinion
opinion there
Treasury.
sufficient cause Treasury.
be sufficient
there shall be
in his
same when
when in
the
for so doing.
S
EC 2.
2. That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
establish such
such rules
Rules and
and reguregarules Rules
shall establish
SEC
and regulations
regulations and
and procure
such evidence
evidence as
the age,
lations.
condition, lotions.
age, condition,
as to
to the
procure such
and
where
built, and
liability of
the vessel
deem necesas he
he may
may deem
vessel as
of the
and pecuniary
pecuniary liability
where built,
sary to
injury to
to public
interests: and when
when permisor private interests:
public or
to prevent
prevent injury
sary
Secretary he shall cause the order for the change
sion is
is granted by the Secretary
of name to be published
published at least in four issues in some daily or weekly
paper at
at the
place of register;
procuring evidence and
the cost of procuring
register; and the
the place
paper
advertising the
change of
of name
be paid by the person or persons dename to be
the change
advertising
siring such change of name.
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1881.
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CHAP.
108.—An act
appropriating money
for the
erection of
the
CHAP. 108.-An
act appropriating
money for
the erection
of a
a penitentiary
penitentiary in
in the
Territory of Dakota.
Dakota.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
States of America
of thirty
America in
in Congress
Congressassembled, That the
the sum of
thirty thousand
thousand
in Dakota TernTerri- dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated
appropriated for the purpose of
of
toy.
tory.
Appropriation
under the
and supervision
supervision of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
Approproiation erecting,
erecting, under
the direction
direction and
of the
Interior,
penitentiary building
building in
in said
Dakota, upon
upon such
Interior, aapenitentiary
said Territory
Territory of
of Dakota,
such
tract or
parcel of
of land,
at or
near the
village of
of Sioux
Sioux Falls,
in Minnehaha
Minnehaha
tract
or parcel
land, at
or near
the village
Falls, in
said Territory,
Territory, as
shall be
of the
County, said
as shall
be designated
designated by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
Proviso.
Interior:
Proviso.
Interior: Provided,
Provided, That the money hereby
hereby appropriated
deappropriated shall
shall be
be devoted and applied exclusively
exclusively to
the necessary
necessary grounds
grounds
to the purchase
purchase of
of the
erection of a
penitentiary in
in said
said Territory,
Territory, and
exand to the erection
a penitentiary
and shall
shall not
not exthe sum
ceed the
the sum
sum hereby appropriated,
appropriated, including
including the
sum expended
expended for
for the
the
purchase of
grounds upon
erect said
and the
purchase
of grounds
upon which
which to
to erect
said penitentiary;
penitentiary; and
the
Location.
Location,
penitentiary of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Dakota
Dakota is
is hereby
near the
penitentiary
hereby located
located at
at or
or near
the
village of Sioux Falls, Minnehaha
Minnehaha County,
County, said
said Territory,
upon such
such
Territory, upon
tract or parcel of land as shall be
selected and
by the
the Secrebe selected
and designated
designated by
Secretary of
herein provided.
of the Interior
Interior as
as herein
provided.
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1881.

Penitentiary
Peniten.tiary

March

2,
1881.
2, 1881.

CHAP.
109.—An act
owned by
by the
CHAP. 109.-An
act to provide
provide for the
the sale
sale of
of certain
certain property
property owned
the United
United
States in the District of Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representativesof the United

L:],I)
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Chief of
Land of United States of America
of Engineers,

States iii
buildings and
I"
, District
1-?
istrict United States Army, in charge of public buildings
and grounds
grounds in
in the
the

Slcat

tl be
.tIIor'izcl to
be sold.
soan
thorized

Terms of
of sale.
Terms
sale.

Provio.
ProVi.90.

District of Columbia,
Columbia ,be,
be , and is hereby, authorized
authorized to sell and
and convey,
convey,
by good and sufficient deed,
deed, to
lot one,
to each
each of the
the owners of
of lot
one, square
square one
one
hundred and eighty-four;
eighty-four; lot five, square one
five;
one hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty five;
lots five, six, and seven, square one hundred and ninety-eight;
ninety-eight; lot
lot, twelve,
square one hundred and ninety-nine, in the city of Washington,
Washington, District
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, such portion of the ground immediately
the front
immediately adjoining
adjoining the
front
of said lots, or either of them, as will make the angles at the four corners
of Sixteenth and K streets, northwest, right angles, upon payment into
into
of
the Treasury of the United States by said owners, or each of them, of
an amount for the number of feet in each lot so to be conveyed
conveyed at
at the
the
rate the same may be appraised
appraised by three disinterested
freeholders resdisinterested freeholders
resident of the city of Washington,
Washington, to be selected
selected and sworn to said Chief
Chief
of Engineers impartially to appraise
appraise said real estate at the true value
thereof in money;
money; and upon said sale the owners
owners of
of said lots respectrespectively shall pay into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States, for the erection
of
erection of
school-buildings
Washington, one-third
school-buildings in the city of Washington,
one-third -of
of said purchasepurchasemoney, and the remainder
remainder thereof, with interest, in one year
year from
from the
conveyance shall be made until all the purchase-money
date of sale. No conveyance
purchase-money
is
paid: Provided,
Provided, That said Chief of Engineers
convey
is paid:
Engineers shall not sell or convey
one portion or any part of said real estate unless all the same is sold
and
and conveyed.
conveyed.
Approved,
1881.
Approved, March
March 2,
2, 1881.

March
March

2,
1881.
2, 1881.

Battle of
of Groton
Groton
Battle
ber it,
e81.te Heights,
ber
b 1781.Septem-

CHAP.
CHAP. 110.-An
110.—An act appropriating
appropriating money towards the expense to be incurred in the
centennial celebration
celebration of the battle on Groton Heights and for other purposes.
centennial

Whereas, the
battle of
of Groton Heights was one of the closing events
Whereas,
the battle
of the
the American
American Revolution,
of
Revolution, preceding
preceding the
the final
surrender of
of the
the British
British
final surrender
forces at Yorktdwn,
Yorktown, in Virginia, only one month and thirteen days, and
is logically and historically
historically connected with that great event; and
Whereas,
commenced preparaWhereas, the State of Connecticut
Connecticut has already commenced
Centennial cele- tions for the centennial
Centennial
centennial celebration
celebration of
of this battle, the massacre attendbant ant upon the capture of Fort Griswold, and the burning of New London
bration.
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379,
379
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—all
the bloody
drama of September
September sixth, seventeen hundred
bloody drama
in the
scenes in
-all scenes
and
eighty-one; and
and eighty-one;
Whereas the
the people
people of
of the
the other
other States
States of
of the
Union, proud of the
the Union,
Whereas
part
their fathers
achieving American
Independence, and
American Independence,
in achieving
took in
fathers took
which their
part which
actuated by
by the
feeling of
of a
a common
brotherhood, must
desire to unite
must desire
common brotherhood,
the feeling
actuated
with the
of Connecticut
in paying
patriotthe patriotto the
tribute to
a proper
proper tribute
paying a
Connecticut in
people of
the people
with
ism, dauntless
dauntless courage,
and heroic
heroic sacrifice
the noble band of men
sacrifice of the
courage, and
ism,
who fought
fought valiantly
valiantly against
of British troops, and
superior numbers of
against superior
who
chose death
death rather
surrender their homes to the brutality and lust
than surrender
rather than
chose
of the
Therefore,
invaders: Therefore,
the invaders:
of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
thousand Appropriation.
Appropriation.
the sum of five thousand
assembled, That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
dollars
be, and
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in
and the
dollars be,
the Treasury
Treasury not
expended by the centenappropriated, to be expended
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the
nial committee
committee of
of the
the Groton
Groton Monument
Association, under the direcMonument Association,
nial
tion
the Secretary
of War,
aiding to defray
defray the expurpose of aiding
War, for the purpose
Secretary of
of the
tion of
penses
will be
be incurred
incurred in
hundredth annivercelebrating the one hundredth
in celebrating
which will
penses which
sary
the battle
and massacre
at Fort
Fort Griswold,
Griswold, or Groton Heights,
massacre at
battle and
of the
sary of
and
the burning
the sixth day of September, sevenLondon, on the
New London,
of New
burning of
and the
teen
hundred and
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, in
in such
manner as shall befit the historical
historical
such manner
teen hundred
significance of
of that
indicative of the
power, prosthe present power,
be indicative
and be
event, and
that event,
significance
perity,
greatness of
States as aanation.
United States
the United
of the
and greatness
perity, and
S
EC. 2.
further sum
of five
thousand dollars,
dollars, or so much
Repairs of mon.
monfive thousand
sum of
the further
That the
2. That
SEC.
t.
ument.
appropriated,
hereby,
thereof
as
may
be
necessary,
the
is
hereby,
appropriated,
same
and
be,
necessary,
be
may
as
thereof
Appropriation.
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the Appropriation.
Treasury not
any money
out
purpose of
of thoroughly
thoroughly repairing
repairing the granite
granite monument
monument erected in
purpose
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-six
Heights 2and to be disbursed
twenty-six on Groton Heights,
eighteen
Monument Association.
under the
direction of the Groton Monument
the direction
under
SEC. 3.
3. That
That the centennial
committee of the Groton Monument
Monument Ascentennial committee
SEc.
sociation
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to enter upon and use the battle field
sociation are
on Groton
Groton Heights
at such times and in such manner as may be necesHeights at
on
sary
the
centennial
services.
the
for
sary
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1881.

CHAP. 111.—An
act establishing
life-saving station at Louisville, Kentucky.
establishing aalife-saving
111.-An act
CHAP.

March
March 2, 1881.
1881.

United
Representatives of the United
Be it
by the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
staStates
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Life-saving stothe Treas- Life-saving
of the
Secretary of
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Louisville, 'ti Louisville,
establish aa life-saving
life-saving station at Louisville
is hereby directed to establish
ury is
Kentucky, with
equipments and
and organization
as he
think hen, Louisville,
may thini
he may
organization as
such equipments
with such
Kentucky,
proper, and
whatever amount
necessary for said purpose is hereby
amount is necessary
and whatever
proper,
Proiso.
appropriated: Provided,
appropriated out of any money not otherwise
otherwise appropriated:
Provided,Proviso.
appropriated
That said
said amount
shall not
exceed the
the sum
sum heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
not exceed
amount shall
That
such
such station.
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1881.
CHAP. 112.—An
provide for
construction of
public building at Jackson,
of aapublic
the construction
for the
to provide
act to
112.-An act
CHAP.
in
the State of Mississippi.
in the

March 2, 1881

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and Rouse
Representatives of the United
United
House of Representatives
by the
it enacted
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of the Public building,
the Secretary
That the
of America
States of
Jackson,
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
ks " , Miss.
miss.
and directed to purchase or Jac
authorized and
is hereby,
he is
Treasury
a public building, which site shall
otherwise procure
procure aasuitable site for a
otherwise
leave the
unexposed to danger from fire in adjacent buildings
building unexposed
the building
leave
by an
open space
streets and alleys,
space not less than fifty feet, including streets
an open
by
and
to be
thereon, at
city of
of Jackson,
Jackson, in the State of
the city
at the
erected thereon,
be erected
cause to
and cause
firebuilding,,with
Mississippi
commodious public building
with firea substantial and commodious
Mississippi,' a
proof
vaults ,for
for the
use of
of the
United States district and circuit courts,
the United
the use
proof vaults,
the
land-office, internal-revenue
post-office; the plans and
service, and post-office;
internal-revenue service,
the land-office,
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128.
112, 128.
H. 112,
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estimates
said building
having first
first been
been prepared,
prepared, examined,
examined, and
building having
for said
estimates for
approved, as
required by
section thirty-seven
thirty-seven hundred
thirty-four
hundred and thirty-four
by section
as required
approved,
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
the United
upon calculations
calculations and
States, upon
United States,
of the
the Revised
of
specifications
that will
will insure
the completion
building at a
acost
cost
the building
of the
completion of
insure the
specifications that
not
exceed the
the sum
of one
one hundred
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
hundred thousand
sum of
to exceed
not to
no money
money to
building shall
be used until
a
until a
shall be
said building
for said
appropriated for
be appropriated
to be
no
valid
title
to
the
site
selected
shall
be
vested
in
the
United
States,
nor
States,
United
the
in
vested
be
shall
selected
site
the
to
valid title
until the
State of
of Mississippi
shall have
have ceded
United States
ceded to the United
Mississippi shall
the State
until
jurisdiction
for all
all purposes,
purposes, during
during the
the time
govern.
the governtime the
same for
the same
over the
jurisdiction over
merit
be or
remain the
the owner
except for the enforcement
thereof, except
owner thereof,
or remain
shall be
ment shall
of the
the criminal
of the
the State
therein,
State and the service of civil process therein.
laws of
criminal laws
of
And
sum of
of one
one hundred
dollars is hereby appropriated
thousand dollars
hundred thousand
the sum
And the
for the
the purposes
this act
act out
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
otherTreasury not other.
out of
of this
purposes of
for
wise appropriated.
appropriated.
wise
Approved
March 2, 1881.
Approved March

R.
3734.
S. 3734.
R. S.

Cost.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

March 3,
1881.
3, 1881.
March

SEss..III.
SEss.. II.

-

the
CHAP.
act to
to provide
for the
the sale
sale of
of the
remainder of the reservation
reservation of the
the remainder
provide for
128.-An act
CHAP. 128.—An
Confederated
and Missouria
of Indians,
Indians, in
of Nebraska
Nebraska and
States of
the States
in the
Tribes of
Missouria Tribes
Otoe and
Confederated Otoe
Kansas, and
other purposes.
and for other
Kansas,

United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States
Congress assembled, That with the consent of the
America in Congress
Slates of America
Otoe and Missouria
Missouria Tribes of Indians, expressed in open council, the
Secretary
of
to cause
sold
and sold
surveyed and
be surveyed
to be
cause to
authorized to
is authorized
Interior is
the Interior
Secretary of the
the
remainder of
of the
of said
said Indians
of
Indians lying in the States of
reservation of
the reservation
the remainder
Kansas and Nebraska.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
surveyed shall be appraised
appraised by three comlands so surveyed
the lauds
Commissioners.
SEC.
Conmmissioners.
missioners, one
one of
of whom
shall be
be designated
designated by said Indians in open
open
whom shall
missioners,
council, and
other two by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
and the other
council,
SEC. 3.
3. That
after the
the survey and
appraisement of said lands, the
and appraisement
That after
SEC.
Secretary of
of the
Interior shall be, and hereby is, authorized
authorized to offer the
the Interior
Secretary
same for
for sale
sale through
through the
the United
United States
office at Beatrice,
Beatrice,
public-land office
States public-land
same
acres, for cash
Nebraska, in tracts
exceeding one hundred and sixty acres,
tracts not exceeding
Nebraska,
o0
to actual
actual settlers,
make oath before the register
register oi
or persons who shall make
settlers, or
to
the
receiver of
land-office at
Beatrice, Nebraska,
Nebraska, that they intend
intend to
at Beatrice,
the land-office
of the
the receiver
application,
occupy
occupy the land for authority to purchase which they make application,
and who shall
months from the date of such application
shall within three months
and
permanent settlement upon the same, in tracts not exceeding
exceeding
make aa permanent
Provided, That, if in
Proviso.
one hundred and sixty acres to each purchaser:
purchaser: Provided,
Proviso.
the judgment
Secretary of the Interior, it shall be more advanjudgment of the Secretary
the
tageous
tageous to sell said lands upon deferred payments, he may, with the
consent
expressed in open council, dispose of the same
same
of the Indians expressed
consent of
Terms of sale.
upon the following terms as to payments,
payments, that is to say: One-quarter
One-quarter
in
cash, to
due and
and payable at the expiration of three
three months
become due
to become
in cash,
hereinbefore required,
application as hereinbefore
required,
from the date of the filing of an application
one-quarter in
one-quarter in one year, one-quarter in two years, and one-quarter
one-quarter
interest at the rate of five per
three years from the date of sale, with interest
three
centum
annum; but in case of default in the cash payment as herecentum per annum;
inbefore
defaulting shall forfeit absolutely
absolutely his
inbefore required, the person thus defaulting
proProviso.
right to the tract
tract for the purchase
purchase of which he has applied: And pro.
Proviso.
vided
further, That
whenever any person shall apply under the provisThat whenever
videdfurther,
over
ions of
purchase a
containing a
afractional
fractional excess over
a tract containing
act to purchase
of this act
ions
hundred and sixty acres, if the excess is less than forty acres, is
one hundred
contiguous, and
and results
results from
survey to make township
inability in the survey
from inability
contiguous,
boundary lines of the reservation, his
conform to the boundary
and section lines conform
application shall not be rejected
rejected on account
account of such excess;
excess; but if no
application
other objection
purchase shall be allowed
allowed as in other cases:
cases:
objection exists the purchase
Proviso.
further, That no portion of said land shall be sold at less
providedfurther,
I'roiso.
And provided
Price per
per acre.
dollars
than two
acre. than the appraised value thereof, and in no case less than
Price
two dollars
and fifty cents per acre.

Lands
of ConfedLandsofConfedever ed
oe and
andf
Ofo'0
d th
cral
issonria tribes
of
tribes o
Missomnia
in Kansas
nl:Al.is in
In.lians
Kansa
and Nebraska,
Nebraska, sale
of, au
zed.
horized.
anl hori
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SEC. 4. That
proceeds of
of the sale
sale of
of said lands
lands shall
shall be
be placed to
SEC.
That the
the proceeds
United States, and
the credit of said Indians in the Treasury of the United
shall
shall bear interest at the rate of five per centum per annum, which income
Indians under
come shall
shall be
be annually
annually expended
expended for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of said
said Indians
under
direction
Secretary of
of the Interior.
the Secretary
direction of the
SEC. 5.
Secretary of
consent of
SEC.
5. That
That the
the Secretary
of the Interior
Interior may, with
with the consent
of the
the
upon
open council, secure
secure other reservation
reservation lands upon
Indians, expressed
expressed in open
which to locate said Indians, cause their removal thereto, and expend
such sum
sum as
as may
may be
comfort and
and advancement
advancement in
in
be necessary
necessary for
for their
their comfort
such
civilization, not
hundred thousand
cost
civilization,
not exceeding
exceeding one hundred
thousand dollars,
dollars, including
including cost
of surveys and expense of removal,
removal, the same to be drawn from the fund
reservation lands under the act approved
approved
arising from the sale of their reservation
fifteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-six.
seventy-six.
August fifteenth,
3,1881.
Approved, March 3,
1881.

CHAP. 129.-An
129.--In act
act making
for the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Department
Department of
of the
the
making appropriations
appropriations for
CHAP.
and eightygovernment for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eightythirtieth, eighteen
ending June
June thirtieth,
government
two, and
and for
for other
two,
other purposes.
purposes.

381
381
Proceeds deposProceeds
ited in
U. S. Treasited
in U.S.Treasury
to
of InInt credit
ddians.
credit of
boar interest.
To bear
Provisions forre.
for removal
and locamoval and
location.
tion.

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881,
March

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of Representatives of the
the United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
following sums be, Appropriations
Appropriations
America in
States of
aep
e
a
A
rtg
an
neeturn
appropriated, out
a Department.r
money in the
the Treas. Ioirpth
out of
of any money
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
and the
the same
same are
ury
States not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, in full compensaury of the
the United
United States
service for
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
tion for the service
eighty-two, for the objects
objects and purposes
purposes hereinafter
hereinafter exhundred and eighty-two,
pressed, namely:
namely:
DEPARTMENT
AGRIOULTUIE.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
OFFICE
OF COMMISSIONER.
COMMISSIONER.
OFFICE OF
For compensation
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, four
thousand Compensation
Com pens ation of
of
four thousand
of Commissioner
Commissioner of
compensation of
For
dollars;
said department,
two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; chief
Commissioner,
chief of Clomisi
e o r
in said
department, two
dollars; chief
chief clerk
clerk in
disbursing clerk, and superintendent
superintendent of departdivision of accounts, disbursing
hundred dollars; one assistant, who
thousand eight hundred
ment building, one thousand
thousand four hundred dollars; one
shall act
act as property clerk, one thousand
stenographer,
thousand eight hundred dollarsdollars; two clerks of class
stenographer, one thousand
four, three thousand six hundred
hundred dollars; two clerks of class three,
hundred dollars; four clerks of class two, five thouthree thousand two hundred
eight
sand six hundred
hundred dollars; four clerks of class one, four thousand eight
hundred dollars;
dollars; one librarian,
librarian, one thousand
thousand four hundred dollars; one
hundred dollars; superintendent
superintendent of foldingengineer, one thousand two hundred
room, one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars; five clerks, at one thousand
thousand dollars; clerks, carpenter,
carpenter, watchman,
watchman, and
dollars each, five thousand
laborers, eight thousand dollars; in all, forty-five
forty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
CHEMICAL
CHEMIOCAL DIVISION.
DIVISION.
For compensation
compensation of chief chemist,
dollars; one assistthousand dollars;
chemist, two thousand
For
ant chemist, one thousand six hundred dollars; one assistant chemist,
one
hundred dollars.
one thousand
thousand four hundred
For the
the employment
employment of additional
chemical departadditional assistants in the chemical
For
thousand dollars; in all, nine thousand dollars.
ment, four thousand

Chemist.
Chemist.

BOTANICAL
DIVISION.
BOTANICAL DIVISION.
For
of one
hundred doleight hundred
one thousand
thousand eight
one botanist, one
For compensation
compensation of
lars; one
one assistant
assistant botanist,
one thousand
thousand two
dollars; in
in all,
all,
two hundred
hundred dollars;
botanist, one
lars;
three
three thousand dollars.

Botanist.
Botaniat.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL
ENTOMOLOGICAL DIVISION.
DIVISION.
Entomologist.
Entomologist.

For
one assistFor compensation
compensation of
of entomologist,
entomologist, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; one
assist.
ant entomologist,
entomologist, one
one thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars;
all, three
thouant
two hundred
dollars; in
in all,
three thou.
sand two
two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
sand
STATISTICAL
DIVISION.
STATISTICAL DIVISION.

Statistician.
Statistician.

For
of one
one statistician,
two thousand
thousand dollars;
one clerk
clerk
For compensation
compensation of
statistician, two
dollars; one
of class
four, one
hundred dollars;
dollars; two
class
of
class four,
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
two clerks
clerks of
of class
one clerk
clerk of
class two,
two, one
three, three
three thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
of class
one
thousand four
four hundred
dollars; two
of class
one, two
thousand
thousand
hundred dollars;
two clerks
clerks of
class one,
two thousand
four hundred
eight hundred
dollars.
four
hundred dollars;
dollars; in
in all,
all, ten
ten thousand
thousand eight
hundred dollars.
GARDEN
AND GROUNDS.
GARDEN AND
GROUNDS.

Superintendent
Superintendent
of garden.

Microscopist.
Microscopist.
Laboratory.
Laboratory.

Museum.
Museum.

For
compensation of
of garden
garden and
and grounds,
grounds, two
thouFor compensation
of superintendent
superintendent of
two thousand dollars.
MICROSCOPICAL DIVISION.
MICROSCOPICAL
DIVISION.
For
compensation of microscopist,
thousand eight
dollars.
For compensation
microscopist, one thousand
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
LABORATORY.
LABORATORY.

Chemicals
Chemicals and apparatus for the use of the chemist and microscopist,
microscopist,
and for necessary
necessary expenses in conducting experiments,
experiments, six thousand
thousand
dollars.
MUSEUM.
For compensation
compensation of two attendants
attendants in museum, at
at aa salary of one
thousand
thousand dollars each, two thousand dollars.
dollars.
SEED DIVISION.
SEED
DIVISION.

Superintendent
Superintendent
For compensation
compensation of superintendent
superintendent of seed division, one thousand
thousand
division.
of seed division,
eight hundred dollars; one superintendent of flower-seed
flower-seed room, nine
nine
hundred dollarsdollars ;in all, two thousand
thousand seven hundred dollars.
Statement of exStatement
And it is hereby enacted
enacted that, in addition
addition to the proper vouchers and
and

penditures
penditures to Con- accounts
the sums
sums herein
accounts for
for the
herein appropriated
appropriated to the accounting officers of
of
gress.
gress.
the
Treasury, the
Commissioner of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall present
the Treasury,
the Commissioner
present a
a detailed
statement of the manner
expenditure of the amounts hereby apmanner of the expenditure
appropriated,
accompany his estimates
propriated, to accompany
estimates to be presented
presented at the next regProviso.
Proviso.
ular session
ular
session of Congress: Provided,
Provided, That no part of these sums shall be
paid to any person receiving
receiving at the same time other compensation
compensation as an
officer or employee
employee of the government.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.
AGRICULTURAL
STATISTICS.

Statistics.

For collecting
matcollecting agricultural statistics and compiling and writing matProter for monthly, annual, and special reports, ten thousand
thousand dollars: Provided, That no part of this sum shall be paid to any person receiving at
the same
same time other compensation
compensation as an officer
the
officer or employee of the government.
ernment.
PURCHASE AND
AND DISTRIBUTION
OF SEEDS,
SO FORTH.
PURCHASE
DISTRIBUTION OF
SEEDS, AND
AND SO
FORTH.

Purchase, propaPurhasen
gation,
and pdrodistribution
seedb
bution of seeds,
utplants, and c
cuttings.

For the
the purchase
as required
required by
by law,
law,
For
purchase and
and propagation
propagation and
and distribution,
distribution, as
of
of seeds,
seeds, trees,
shrubs, vines,
vines, cuttings,
cuttings, and
expenses of
puttrees, shrubs,
and plants,
plants, and
and expenses
of put.

ting up the same, eighty
eighty thousand dollars. An equal proportion of
of onehalf of
of all
all seeds,
seeds, plants,
cuttings shall, upon their request, be suphalf
plants, and
and cuttings
plied to Senators,
Senators, Representatives,
Representatives, and Delegates in Congress for distribution among their constituents,
constituents, or shall, by their direction, be sent to
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SESS.

their constituents;
constituents; and
and the
persons receiving
shall inform
inform the
the
such seeds
seeds shall
receiving such
the persons
their
department of
of the
of the
Provided, That Proviso.
therewith: Provided,
experiments therewith:
the experiments
the results
results of
department
all
plants, and
herein allotted
allotted to
Senators, RepresentaRepresentato Senators,
and cuttings
cuttings herein
all seeds,
seeds, plants,
tives,
and Delegates
Delegates in
Congress for distribution remaining
remaining uncalled
uncalled for
for
in Congress
tives, and
at
the end
end of
the fiscal
fiscal year
year shall
distributed by
by the
Commissioner of
of
the Commissioner
shall be
be distributed
of the
at the
Agriculture:
Provided further,
further, That
Proviso.
of this
this sum Proviso.
dollars of
thousand dollars
three thousand
That three
Agriculture: Provided
shall
be expended
expended in the
experiments Cotton, experiexperi.
Commissioner in experiments
the discretion
discretion of the Commissioner
shall be
for the
the improvement
improvement of
varieties and
and culture
culture of
provided mentsin
men,roviso.
tsin cultureof.
culture of.
And provided
of cotton:
cotton: And
of the
the varieties
for
o
also,
That the
Provo.in this act, the Yrovi
provided in
as provided
shall report,
report, as
Commissioner shall
the Commissioner
also, That
place,
quantity,
and
price
of
seeds
purchased,
from
purchased,
and
and
purchased,
whom
from
place, quantity, and price of seeds purchased,
the date
date of
this paragraph
paragraph shall
construed
be construed
shall be
in this
nothing in
But nothing
of purchase.
purchase. But
the
to
Agriculture from sending
sending flower, garden,
garden,
of Agriculture
Commissioner of
to prevent the Commissioner
and
And the amount herein
herein
seeds to
to those who apply for the same. And
and other seeds
appropriated
diverted or used
used for any other purpose
purpose but for
for
not be diverted
shall not
appropriated shall
the purchase,
propagation, and
and valuable
improved and
distribution of improved
and distribution
the
purchase, propagation,
seeds,
seeds, plants, cuttings, and vines.
experiments
For experiments
experiments in
manufacture of Tea, experiments
culture and manufacture
connection with the culture
in connection
For
tea,
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, ten
ten thousand
etc., of.
culture, etc.,
thousand in culture,
in the
tea, in
dollars,
immediately.
dollars, which shall be available immediately.
GROUNDS.
EXPERIMENTAL GARDEN
GARDEN AND GROUNDS.
EXPERIMENTAL

thousand dollars; plant-pots,
in experimental
experimental garden, five thousand
For labor in
two
and fifty
dollars; continuing
continuing repairs
repairs and painting greenfifty dollars;
hundred and
two hundred
propagating
houses, and
forth, five
dollars; purchasing
purchasing and propagating
hundred dollars;
five hundred
so forth,
and so
houses,
new
plants and
economic value,
hundred and
and fifty dollars;
dollars;
value, five hundred
of economic
seeds of
and seeds
new plants
tools
green-houses, one
repairs to heating
heating
fifty dollars; repairs
one hundred
hundred and fifty
for green-houses,
tools for
apparatus,
hundred and fifty dollars; charpipes, and so forth, four hundred
apparatus, new pipes,
coal, sand, and sod
seven
hundred dollars; in all, seven
sod for
for potting plants, one hundred
coal,
thousand dollars.

Labor, etc.
etc.
Labor,

FORTH.
COLLECTING,
MODELING, AND SO
BO FORTH.
COLLECTING, MODELING,

SP ecim ens
and modeling
modeling specimens of fruits and vegetables, and Specimens
For collecting
collecting and
fruits.
collecting
preparing specimens
specimens for
museum and herbarium, onefruits,
for the museum
and preparing
collecting and
thousand dollars.
thousand
FURNITURE
AND REPAIRS.
REPAIRS.
FURNITURE AND

Furniture
repairs.
repairs.

heating apparatus,
apparatus, furniture,
furniture, carpets
carpets and
repairs of building, heating
For repairs
matting,
water and
gas pipes,
so forth, four
four thousand
thousand dollars.
and so
pipes, and
and gas
matting, water
LIBRARY.
LIBRARY.

Library.
Library.

botanical works
works of reference,
reference, works on chementomological and botanical
For entomological
istry,
mineralogy, and charts,
current agricultural
agricultural works for library,
charts, current
istry, mineralogy,
completion of imperfect
miscellaneous
agricultural periodicals,
imperfect
periodicals, and the completion
miscellaneous agricultural
thousand dollars.
series, one thousand
INVESTIGATION AS
TO INSECTS
INJURIOUS TO
AGRICULTURE.
TO AGRICULTURE.
INSECTS INJURIOUS
AS TO
INVESTIGATION

For
investigating the
injurious to agriand habits of insects injurious
the history and
For investigating
culture; for
means of destroying
ascertaining the best means
experiments in ascertaining
for experiments
culture;
expenses in the practical work of
and other expenses
them; chemicals, traveling, and
the entomological
division, twenty
thousand dollars:
Provided, That to
dollars: Provided,
twenty thousand
entomological division,
the
enable the Entomological
Entomological Commission to complete
complete and publish the data
enable
investigations made, the sum of
already obtained
obtained by them
of
them, with the investigations
already
five
twenty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars is hereby
thousand dollars of said sum of twenty
five thousand
appropriated,
direction of said
said commission;
commission;
expended under the direction
be expended
to be
appropriated, to
and
report of the
commission, and an itemized
statement of their
their
itemized statement
the said commission,
and the
the report
Commissioner of Agriculture.
expenditures, shall
be made to the Commissioner
shall be
expenditures,

Insects.
Insets.

Proviso.
Prom8o.

of
of

and
and
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EXAMINATION
WOOLS AND
ANIMAL FIBERS.
FIBERS.
AND ANIMAL
OF WOOLS
EXAMINATION OF
Testing
To
scientific examination,
examination, of
textile
the textile
wools,
Testing wools,
of the
by scientific
testing, by
the testing,
complete the
To complete
&e.
&c.
strength,
felting capacity,
other peculiarities
of the
the different
wools
different wools
peculiarities of
and other
capacity, and
strength, felting
1880, oh.
1680,
ch. 252, and
and animal
fibers collected
collected at
at the
the Philadelphia
International
Exhibition
Exhibition
International
Philadelphia
fibers
animal
Sess.
2, 295.
295.
Sess. 2,
of Sheep
Sheep and
and Wool
Products, in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
acts approved
June
approved June
the acts
Wool Products,
of
sixteenth,
hundred and
publish the
the report,
and to publish
eighty, and
and eighty,
eighteen hundred
sixteenth, eighteen
thereon,
five thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
much thereof
thereof as
may be
necessary;
be necessary;
as may
so much
or so
thereon, five
and
out of
of this
this sum
sum the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
hereby author.
is hereby
Agriculture is
of Agriculture
and out
Report.
ized
to John
John L.
Hayes, for
for his
his Report
Report on
Sheep Husbandry
in
Husbandry iti
on Sheep
L. Hayes,
pay to
Report.
to pay
ized to
John L. Hayes,
Hayes? the
by resolution
the rate
rate per printed
at the
of Congress,
Congress, at
resolution of
published by
South, published
the South,
to.
payment to.
page
for contributions
contributions to
agricultural reports,
not exceeding
exceeding
reports, not
the agricultural
to the
paid for
page paid
the sum
sum of
of five hundred
hundred dollars.
the
INVESTIGATING THE
THE DISEASES
DISEASES OF
OF SWINE
SWINE AND
AND OTHER
OTHER DOMESTICATED
DOITESTICATED
INVESTIGATING
ANTIVI AT,S.
ANIMALS.

Diseases of farm
Piseases

of farm

animals.

For continuing
continuing the investigation of the diseases of swine,
swine, and infec.
infectious and contagious
contagious diseases to which
which all other classes of domesticated
domesticated
animals are
five thousand
dollars, to be available
available immethousand dollars,
twenty five
subject, twenty
are subject,
animals
diately; and
thousand dollars
dollars shall
be devoted
devoted to the
shall be
sum fifteen
fifteen thousand
this sum
and of
of this
diately;
investigation of
cattle.
pleuro-pneumonia among cattle.
the disease
disease of pleuro-pneumonia
of the
investigation
MACHINERY, APPARATUS
EXPERIMENTS IN THE
MANUFACTURE
THE MANUFACTURE
AND EXPERIMENTS
APPARATUS AND
MACHINERY,
OF SUGAR.
SUGAR.

from sorSugar from
For expenses
expenses of
machinery and
and apparatus,
apparatus, labor, and so forth, to conof machinery
For
ghum, and from tinue experiments in the manufacture
manufacture of sugar from
other
from sorghum and other
the
in
experiments
tinue
beets.
sugar-producing
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars, to be available
sugar-producing plants, twenty-five
immediately;
Commissioner of Agricultout of the above sum the Commissioner
and out
immediately; and
ure is
hereby authorized
authorized to pay the chief chemist one thousand dollars
is hereby
ure
fiscal year.
additional compensation
compensation for the next fiscal
as additional
For
connection with the manufactcontinuation of experiments in connection
For the continuation
ure of
of sugar
for the cultivation of beets for that purfiom beets, and for
sugar from
ure
pose, ten thousand dollars.
AGRICULTURAL NEEDS OF COUNTRY
DATA RESPECTING THE AGRICULTURAL
COUNTRY WEST OF
ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
MOUNTAINS.
ROCKY
concerning
Data concerning
agricultural needs
needs
agricultural
of United States
west
Rocky
West of Rocky
Mountains.
Mountains.
Arid
Arid lands.
lands.
Proviso.
Provio.

For the purpose of enabling
enabling the Commissioner
Commissioner of Agriculture
Agriculture to proneeds of that portion
cure
and publish
publish data
touching the
the agricultural
portion of
agricultural needs
data touching
cure and
the United
States lying
west of
the Rocky
five thousand
thousand
Mountains, five
Rocky Mountains,
of the
lying west
United States
the
dollars.
dollars.
RECLAMATION
ARID AND WASTE LANDS.
LANDS.
RECLAMATION OF ARID
certain WestFor the reclamation
reclamation of the arid and waste
waste lands lying in certain
ern States and Territories,
Territories, ten thousand
thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That no part
experiments upon
upon the
the lands of individexpended in experiments
of this sum shall be expended
uals or corporations,
belonging to the United
corporations, but only upon the lands belonging
States
States.

Forestry.

FORESTRY.
FORESTRY.

conAgriculture to conenabling the Commissioner
Commissioner of Agriculture
For the purpose
purpose of enabling
investigation and report upon the subject of forestry, five thouan investigation
tinue an
sand dollars.
dollars.
Postage.
Postage.

POSTAGE.

For postage on return
return letters, circulars, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous articles for
for
correspondents and foreign
foreign mail, four thousand dollars.
dollars.
Contingent e
xContingent
expauses.
penses.

CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

For stationery, freight, express charges, fuel, lights, subsistence,
subsistence, and
twine, and gum for foldingfolding.
care of horses, repairs of harness, paper, twine,
telegraph.
miscellaneous items, namely, for advertising, telegraphroom; and for miscellaneous
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dry-goods, soap, brushes, brooms,
ing, dry-goods,
brooms, mats, oils, paints, glass, lumber,
lumber,
hardware,
hardware, ice, purchasing
items, including
purchasing supplies, and
and for necessary
necessary items,
including
actual traveling
department, ten
traveling expenses
expenses while on the
the business
business of
of the department,
ten
thousand dollars.
thousand
BUILDING FOR
BUILDING
FOR

THE DISPLAY
DISPLAY OF

THE AGItICULTUBAL
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
IMPLEMENTS.

For the purpose
purpose of erecting
erecting a
a building on the Agricultural
Agricultural grounds Building for agfor
implements that
p1efor the display
display of all
all agricultural
agricultural implements
that may
may be
be presented
presented to
ricultural im
to rieultural
impledepartment for exhibition
the department
exhibition therein,
therein, ten thousand dollars;
dollars; to be
be availavail- meats
ments.'
able immediately.
immediately.
For labor, new implements, repair of
of tools,
tools, wagons
wagons and carts,
carts, manure,
manure, Labor, etc.
and purchasing
purchasing trees
trees for arboretum,
arboretum, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
--Repairing and resurfacing
resurfacing the concrete
concrete roads and walks on
on the
the grounds, Repair
R e p a i r of
of
three thousand
three
thousand dollars.
grounds.
SEC. 2. That
That the
Commissioner of
of Agriculture
directed and
and Accounts
SEC.
the Commissioner
Agriculture is
is hereby
hereby directed
Accounts and
reports.
and
required
required to account and report to the proper accounting
accounting officers of the reports.
Treasury
in
the
same
manner
and
at
the
same
times as the heads of
Treasury
executive departments
departments of the government
executive
government are now
now required by
by law
law to
account and report.
account
SEC.
3 That all acts or parts of acts inconsistent
SEC. 3
previainconsistent or in conflict with Repeal provisprovisions of this act are hereby repealed.
1011B.
the provisions
ions.
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.

CHAP. 130.—An
the legislative,
legislative, executive,
executive, and
and judijudiCHAP.
130.-An act making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
cial expenses
expenses of the government
government for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and eighty-two, and for other purposes.

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March

Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following sums be, and
and Appropriations.
Appropriations.
exLegislative, exthe same are hereby, appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury Legislative,
ecutive, and judinot otherwise appropriated, in full compensation
compensation for
for the
the service of the cial.
ecutive and judiJune thirtieth,
eighty-two, for
fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-two,
for
the objects hereinafter
hereinafter expressed, namely:
namely:
LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

Legislative.
Legislative.

SENATE.
SENATE.

hundred and eighty thousand
thousand
For compensation
compensation of Senators, three hundred

dollars.

For mileage of Senators, thirty-three
thirty-three thousand
thousand dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the officers,
officers, clerks, messengers, and others receiving an annual salary
hundred and
ceiving
salary in the
the service
service of the
the Senate, two hundred
and
seven thousand
hundred and
thirty-one dollars
dollars and
and twenty-six
thousand seven hundred
and thirty-one
twenty-six
cents, namely: For Secretary
Secretary of the Senate, four thousand five hundred
hundred
dollafs, including compensation
disbursing officer of the
contingent
dollars,
compensation as disbursing
the contingent
fund of the Senate, and for compensation
compensation as disbursing
disbursing officer
officer of salaninety-six dollars; hire of
ries of Senators, three hundred
hundred and ninety-six
of horse and
wagon for the Secretary's
Secretary's office, twelve hundred dollars; chief clerk,
three thousand
thousand dollars; principal
principal clerk, principal executive
executive clerk, minute and journal
journal clerk, financial
financial clerk, and enrolling clerk, two thousand
five hundred
hundred and ninety-two dollars each; librarian,
librarian, and six clerks in
the office of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Senate, at
at two thousand two hundred
hundred
arid twenty
dollars each;
one thousand
four hundred
hundred
and
twenty dollars
each; assistant
assistant librarian,
librarian, one
thousand four
and forty dollars; five clerks in the office of the Secretary of the Senate,
at two thousand one hundred
hundred dollars each.
For keeper
keeper of the
the stationery,
stationery, two thousand
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and two
dollars and forty cents; assistant
stationery, one thousand
thousand
assistant keeper of
of stationery,
eight hundred dollars; two messengers, one thousand
thousand two hundred and
ninety-six dollars each; one assistant in
in the stationery room,
room, one
one thouthou-

xx -25

Senators'
Senators'
pensation.
pensation.

c
om cor-

Mileage.
Mileage.

Officers, clerks,
clerks,
Officers,

messengers, and
aoher. annal alary.

c
1
3
k
i
tresr
e
s
li
,
g
an
ern
si
ials
an
all
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sand dollars;
dollars; three
laborers in
in the
the office
office of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Senate,
Senate,
three laborers
of the
seven
seven hundred
hundred and twenty dollars each; one page
page in
in the
the office
of the
the
office of
Secretary of the Senate, at two dollars and
cents per
per day,
day, nine
and fifty
fifty cents
nine
hundred and twelve dollars and fifty cents.
cents.
Chaplain
For Chaplain,
Chaplain, nine hundred dollars.
Secretary
For
Secretary to the
For secretary
secretary to the Vice-President, two thousand
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and
Vice-President.
Vice-President.
two dollars and forty cents.
For messenger
Vice-President's room,
messenger to the Vice-President's
room, to
to be
be appointed
the
appointed by
by the
Vice-President, one thousand four hundred and
Vice-President,
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
committee olerks.
For
clerk to the Committee on Appropriations,
Committee
clerks.
Appropriations, two
For clerk
thousand five hunhuntwothousandfive
dred dollars.
dollars.
For assistant
assistant clerk to the Committee on Appropriations, one
one thouthousand six hundred
hundred dollars, to be appointed by
by the
committee.
the committee.
For clerk and stenographer
For
stenographer to the Committee on Finance,
two thouFinance, two
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For clerk of printing
For
printing records, two thousand
thousand two
hundred and
twenty
two hundred
and twenty
dollars.
For clerk to the Committee on Claims, clerk to the Committee
For
Committee on
on ComCommerce, clerk.
the Committee
merce,
clerk, to
to the
Committee on the Judiciary,
Judiciary, clerk
clerk to the Committee
Committee
on Private Land Claims, clerk to the Committee
on
Committee on
Pensions, clerk
on Pensions,
clerk to
to
Committee on Military Affairs, clerk
Committee
clerk to Committee
Committee on Post-Offices
and
Post-Offices and
Post-Roads, for
Post-Roads,
for clerk
clerk to the Committee
Committee on the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, for
for
clerk to
Committee on Naval Affairs, for clerk to the Joint
clerk
to the
the Committee
Joint ComCommittee
on
the
mittee on the Library, and for clerk to the Committee
Committee on
on the
the Census,
Census, at
at
two thousand
thousand two hundred and twenty dollars each.
two
each.
Sergeant - atFor
SergeantatFor Sergeant-at-Arms
Sergeant-at-Arms and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, four thousand three hundred
Arms, Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, and
twenty dollars;
dollars; assistant
assistant doorkeeper,
and
twenty
doorkeeper, two thousand five
five hundred
hundred
and assistants.
and ninety-two dollars
and ninety-two dollars; acting
acting assistant
assistant doorkeeper,
doorkeeper, two thousand five
five
hundred and
and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars; three messengers, acting
hundred
assistant
acting as
as assistant
doorkeepers, one thousand eight hundred
doorkeepers,
hundred dollars
dollars each.
each.
Clerk to
to SerFor
clerk to the Sergeant-at-arms,
Sergeant-at-arms, two thousand
For
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
geant-at-Arms.
geant-at-Arms.
,Postmaster.
Postmaster.
For
Postmaster
to
the
Senate,
hundred and fifty
For Postmaster to the Senate, two thousand two hundred
fifty
dollars; assistant
dollars;
assistant postmaster
postmaster and mail-carrier, two thousand
and eightythousand and
eightyeight dollars;
thousand two hundred
eight
dollars; four mail-carriers,
mail-carriers, at one thousand
dollars
hundred dollars
each.
Superintendent
For
superintendent
Superintendent
the document-room,
For superintendent of
of the
document-room, two thousand one hundocument-room.
dred
and sixty dollars; two
two assistants
dred and sixty dollars;
assistants in document-room,
document-room, at one thousand
hundred and
dollars each; one page in the the documentsand four
four hundred
and forty
forty dollars
documentroom, seven
room,
seven hundred
hundred and twenty dollars; superintendent
superintendent of the foldingfoldingroom,
two thousand one hundred
room
.,
hundre dand
an d sixty
si
xty dollars;
doll ars; one
one assistant
assistant i
the
inn the
folding-room,
folding-room, one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Messengers.
Messengers.
For
twenty-four messengers,
messengers, at one thousand four hundred and forty
For twenty-four
forty
dollars each; messenger
messenger to
to the
Committee on Appropriations, to be
dollars each;
the Committee
apbe
appointed
by the
the committee,
pointed by
committee, at one thousand four hundred
hundred and forty
forty doldollars;
messenger
in
charge
of storeroom,
lars; messenger in charge of
storeroom, one thousand two hundred
dollars;
messenger to the
official reporters'
reporters' room, one thousand two
two hundollars; messenger to
the official
lars.
lars.
Chief engineer
engineer For chief engineer, two thousand one hundred and
For chief engineer, two thousand one
sixty dollars; three
and assistants.
and atants.
assistant engineers,
engineers, at one thousand
thousand four hundred
forty dollars
hundred and
and forty
dollars
each;
conductor of
of elevator, one thousand
each; conductor
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; two
two
firemen,
ninety-five dollars each; three laborers
firemen, at
at one
one thousand
thousand and
and ninety-five
laborers in
in
the
engineer's department,
department, at
seven
hundred
and
dollars
the
engineer's
at
seven
hundred
twenty
each.
skilled For eight skilled laborers, at one thousand dollars
Eight skilled
annum;
For eight skilled laborers, at one thousand dollars each per annum;
laborers,
eta.
laborers, eto.
twelve
laborers at seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twelve laborers at
twenty dollars each; and one laborer
the private passage, eight hundred and forty
borer in
in charge
charge of
of the
dollars;
forty dollars;
twelve
laborers, during the session, at the rate of seven
twelve laborers,
seven hundred
hundred and
and
twenty
twenty dollars
dollars each
each per annum; female attendant
attendant in charge of
of the
the laladies'
retiring-room,
seven hundred
hundred and twenty dollars; telegraph op
dies' retiring-room, seven
op.
erator,
thousand two
hundred dollars
dollars per annum.
erator, one
one thousand
two hundred
annum.
Contingent
Contingent exFor contingent expenses of
the Senate,
namely:
For contingent expenses
of the
Senate, namely:

penses.
penaes.

For stationery and newspapers, including five thousand lollars
For stationery and newspapers, including five thousand dollars for
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stationery for committees
stationery
committees and officers
officers of
of the Senate,
Senate, and
and one
one hundred
hundred
dollars for postage-stamps
Secretary of
Senate, and
and
and fifty dollars
postage-stamps for the
the Secretary
of the
the Senate,
hundred and
dollars for
the Sergeant-atone hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars
for postage-stamps
postage-stamps for
for the
Sergeant-atArms, fourteen
fourteen thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
For twenty-four
twenty-four clerks to committees, at six dollars
dollars per
per day
day during
during Per diem
diem clerks
clerks
twenty-nine thousand nine hundred and fifty-two
the session, twenty-nine
fifty-two dollars.
dollars. to committees.
For seventeen
seventeen pages for the Senate chamber, including
including three
three riding Pages.
dollars and fifty
each while
pages, at the
the rate
rate of
of two dollars
fifty cents per day each
while actuactually employed,
employed, nine
dollars and
and
nine thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred and
and thirty-two
thirty-two dollars
fifty cents.
For expenses of maintaining
maintaining and equipping horses and mail-wagons
mail-wagons Horses and mailfor carrying the mails, three thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
wagons.
For materials for folding, four thousand
thousand dollars.
Materials
for
Materials for

folding.
folding.
For one
one foreman in folding-room,
Folding docufolding-room, one thousand two hundred dollars;
dollars; Folding
docufive
employed, five thou- ments.
five folders, at three dollars
dollars per day while actually employed,
mea
ts.
sand four hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars; in all, six thousand
thousand six
six
hundred
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
eta.
apparatus, seven Fuel,
Fuel, oil, etc.
For fuel and oil and cotton-waste
cotton-waste for the heating apparatus,
and repairs
repairs of
thousand dollars
dollars;•for furniture and
of furniture,
furniture, ten
ten thousand
thousand
dollars; for packing boxes, seven hundred
hundred and sixty dollars; for mismiscellaneous items, exclusive
exclusive of labor.
labor, five
five thousand
of
cellaneous
thousand dollars;
dollars; expenses
expenses of
special and select committees, forty thousand dollars; in all, sixty-two
thousand seven hundred and sixty dollars.
deFor reporting the debates
debates and proceedings of the Senate, twenty-five
twenty-five Reporting debates.
thousand dollars, payable in equal monthly installments.
preparing the Congressional
Directory, Congress)
For expenses of compiling and preparing
Congressional Directory,
Congressi oonnal
to be expended under
under the direction of the Joint Committee on Public Directory.
Printing, one thousand two hundred dollars.

CAPITOL
CAPITOL POLICE.
POLICE.

For one captain, one thousand six hundred
hundred dollars; three lieutenants,
at one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars each; twenty-one
twenty-one privates,
privates, at one
watchmen, at nine hunthousand one hundred dollars each; and eight watchmen,
dred dollars each; in all, thirty-five
thirty-five thousand and five hundred dollars,
one half to be paid into the contingent
contingent fund of the Senate, and the other
half to be paid into the contingent
contingent fund of the
the House of Representatives.
tives.
For contingent
contingent fund, one hundred
hundred dollars.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.

Members of the House of Representatives
Representatives and
For compensation
compensation of Members
Delegates
Delegates from Territories,
Territories, one million five hundred and thirty thousand
thousand
dollars
dollars.
dollars.

For mileage, one hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
compensation of the officers,
officers, clerks, messengers,
For compensation
messengers, and others receiving
ceiving an
annual salary
salary in
the service
service of
of Representatives,
Representatives,
an annual
in the
of the
the House
House of
forty-eight dolfourteen thousand
two hundred and fourteen
thousand four hundred and forty-eight
cents, namely: For Clerk of the House of Representatives,
Representatives,
lars and fifty cents,
disbursing officer of the contingent
including compensation
compensation as disbursing
contingent fund,
four thousand
thousand five hundred dollars, and for hire of horses and wagons
of the Clerk's office, six hundred
hundred dollars; for chief clerk,
for the use of
journal clerk, two reading
reading clerks,
clerks, and tally clerk, five in all, at three
thousand dollars each;
each; for printing and bill clerk, at two thousand five
hundred dollars;
dollars; for disbursing clerk, file clerk, and enrolling clerk,
fifty dollars each; for
for
three in all, at two thousand two hundred and fifty
resolution and petiassistant disbursing
disbursing clerk, assistant enrolling clerk, resolution
document room,
superintendent of document
tion clerk,
clerk, newspaper
newspaper clerk, superintendent
room, index
clerk,
seven in all, at two thousand
thousand dollars each; for disclerk, and librarian,
librarian, seven
tributing
stationery clerk, one thousand
hundred doltributing clerk
clerk and stationery
thousand eight
eight hundred
lars each;
each; document
document clerk, upholsterer and locksmith,
locksmith, and two assist-

Capitol police.

Contingent fund.
Contingentfund.
House of
of RepreHouse
Representatives.
sentatives.
Members
of
Members
House
of Repre
House
of
Representatives,
coin sentatives, com
pensation.
Mileage.
clerks,
Officers, clerks,
and others, annual
and others, annual
salary.

salary.
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ant librarians,
four in
four hundred
and forty
forty dollars
dollars
ant
librarians, four
in all,
all, at
at one
one thousand
thousand four
hundred and
each; and
and one
one page,
page, at
at sixty
dollars per
each;
sixty dollars
per month.
month.
Bookkeeper and
and.
For
bookkeeper and
one thousand
hundred dollars
dollars
For bookkeeper
and four
four clerks,
clerks, one
thousand six
six hundred
clerks,
clerks.
each.
each.
Laborers.
For
in the
the bath-room,
seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty
Laborers.
For one
one laborer
laborer in
bath-room, seven
twenty dollars;
dollars;
Telegraph opeop e-four
hundred and
twenty dollars
dollars each;
one telegraph
telegraph
four laborers, at
at seven
seven hundred
and twenty
each; one
rator.
operator,
rator.
operator, seven hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
' Clerks to corn
to the
on Ways
and Means,
thousand five
corn-- For
For clerk
clerk to
the Committee
Committee on
Ways and
Means, two
two thousand
five
mittees.
hundred dollars;
dollars; assistant clerk, one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars;
dollars;
messenger,
dollars.
messenger, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
For clerk to the Committee on
thousand five
five
on Appropriations,
Appropriations, two
two thousand
hundred
clerk, one
one thousand
thousand six
six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
hundred dollars; assistant
assistant clerk,
messenger,
dollars.
messenger, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
For
the Committee
the Judiciary,
clerk to
the Committee
For clerk to
to the
Committee on
on the
Judiciary, clerk
to the
Committee
on
Claims, clerk
clerk to
to the
the Committee
on the
the Public
Public Lands,
clerk to
on Claims,
Committee on
Lands, clerk
to the
the
Committee on
to the
Committee on
on Invalid
on War Claims,
Claims, clerk to
the Committee
Invalid Pensions,
Pensions,
the District
District of
Columbia, and
the Comclerk to Committee
Committee on
on the
of Columbia,
and clerk
clerk to
to the
Committee
dollars each.
mittee on Commerce,
Commerce, at two thousand dollars
each.
assistant clerk
Committee on
Claims, one
For assistant
clerk to
to the Committee
on War
War Claims,
one thousand
thousand
hundred dollars.
six hundred
dollars.
Private secretary For private secretary
Private
secretary to the Speaker, one thousand eight hundred
hundred doldollars.
lars.

to Speaker.

Clerks.

_

Sergeant
- atSergeant -

Anms, &C.
&o.
Arms,

Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper and

assistants.
assi stmts.

Chief engineer
bsd
al assistants.
assistants.
Electrician.
Electrician.
Under direction
direction
ot'
Architondtl
1
eat and
uofbArchtet
subject
to control
of Speaker.

House
ssongers

For clerk to the Speaker, one thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars.
For clerk to the Speaker's
Speaker's table, one thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
Sergeant-at-Arms of the House
For Sergeant-at-Arms
House of Representatives,
Representatives, four
four thousand
thousand
dollars; for one
one horse and wagon, for his use, five hundred
dollars;
dollars;
hundred dollars;
clerk to the Sergeant-at-Arms,
Sergeant-at-Arms two thousand
thousand one
hundred dollars;
payone hundred
dollars; paying-teller to the Sergeant-at-Arms,
to
Sergeant-at-Arms, two thousand dollars;
dollars; messenger
messenger to
dollars; and
one page,
the Sergeant-at-Arms,
Sergeant-at-Arms, one
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars;
and one
page,
at sixty dollars per month; and for laborer
laborer in the office of
of the Sergeantat-Arms, six hundred and sixty dollars.
For Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, two thousand five hundred dollars; assistant
assistant doordoorkeeper,
thousand dollars; clerk for Doorkeeper,
keeper, two thousand
Doorkeeper, one thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars; janitor, one thousand two hundred dollars.
For one chief engineer, one thousand
thousand seven hundred dollars; two assistant engineers, one thousand two hundred dollars
each; and
one
dollars each;
and one
laborer, eight hundred and twenty
at nine
twenty dollars;
dollars; five
five firemen,
firemen, at
nine hunhundred dollars each.
For one electrician, one thousand one hundred
hundred and fifty dollars;
dollars; and
and
one laborer, eight hundred dollars. And hereafter the electrician,
electrician, totogether with
everything pertaining
pertaining to
to the
machinery and
and upapthe electrical
electrical machinery
with everything
gether
paratus,
connected with the lighting
lighting, heatheatothers connected
laborers and others
paratus, and all laborers
ing, and ventilating the House, shall be subject exclusively to the orders,
and in all respects
respects under the direction, of the Architect of the Capitol,
subject to the control of the Speaker;
Speaker; and no removal
appointment
removal or appointment
shall be made except with his approval. And all engineers
engineers and others
others
who are engaged in heating and ventilating
ventilating the House shall be subject
subject
of
to the orders, and in all respects under the direction, of the Architect of
the Capitol, subject to the control of the Speaker; and no removal or
or
appointment
appointment shall be made except
approval.
except with
with his
his approval.
F
or t
wo messengers in the House library, at three dollars and sixty
For
two
messengers in the House library, at three dollars and sixty

to
Messengers to
se library.
libr
hundred and
dollars.
cents per day, two thousand
thousand six hundred
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight dollars.

Superintendentt For superintendent
superintendent of the folding-room,
folding-room, two thousand
Superintenden
thousand dollars; three
ngclerks in the folding-room,
folding room.
thousand eight hundred
dollars
folding-room, one at
at one
one thousand
hundred dollars
Superintendent
Superintendent and two at one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars
dollars each; superintendent
superintendent of
of
document-room.
document
room,
the document-room,
document-room, two thousand
thousand dollars; chief assistant
docuassistant in the
the docu8

Messengers
Messengers
soldiers roll.

ment-room, at two thousand dollars; document
document file clerk, one thousand
four hundred dollars.
on For fourteen
soldiers',roll,
fourteen messengers on the soldiers
roll at one thousand
thousand two
hundred
dollars each.
hundred dollars
each.

Messengers and
laMessengers
laborers,

thousand two hundred
hundred dollars each; ten
For eight messengers,
messengers, at one thousand
messengers, at one thousand dollars each;
at seven
seven humeach; seven
seven laborers
laborers at
hun-
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dred and twenty
session, at the
laborers, during the session,
each; ten
ten laborers,
dollars each;
twenty dollars
dred
rate of
and twenty
annum; two
two laborers
laborers
each per
per annum;
twenty dollars
dollars each
hundred and
rate
of seven
seven hundred
at six
six hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; one
and forty
forty
hundred and
eight hundred
one laborer
laborer at eight
at
dollars; eight
charge of
cleaning the
Hall of the House,
the Hall
of cleaning
eight laborers
laborers in charge
dollars;
month during
during the ses" cloak-room
cloak-room men," at fifty dollars per month
known as "
female attendant
retiring-room, six hundred
attendant in ladies' retiring-room,
one female
sion; and for one
dollars.
asFor
thousand five hundred dollars; first assistant Postmaster, astwo thousand
For Postmaster,
Postmaster, two
etc.
sistant, etc.
messengers, at one thousand sistant,
thousand dollars; eight messengers,
postmaster, two thousand
two
hundred dollars
during tie
the session, at eight
messengers, during
four messengers,
dollars each; four
two hundred
hundred
each 5and one
seven hundred
hundred and twenty
at seven
one laborer,
laborer, at
dollars each;
hundred dollars
dollars.
Chaplain.
Chaplain.
For
hundred dollars.
For Chaplain of the House, nine hundred
For
preparing the general
index to the journals of Congress Index to jourgeneral index
For the
the person preparing
nals of
Congress.
of Congress.
resolution of June eighteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy- nals
under resolution
eight,
hundred dollars.
two thousand five hundred
eight, two
for
Journal clerk for
For
for preparing
preparing Digest of the Rules,
Rules, one thousand Journal
clerk, for
the journal
journal clerk,
For the

preparing
Digest
preparing Digest
of the Roles.
For
under Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, by resolution of the House
House of of the Rules
For one
one employee under
November sixth, eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, one thousand
thousand
November
hundred and fourteen dollars.
three hundred

dollars.
dollars.

REPORTERS OF THE HOUSE.
HOUSE.
FOR REPORTERS
Official reporters
reporters
For reporters:
stenographers for committees,
committees, five thousand Official
two stenographers
For two
reporters: For
For
to committees.
committees.
dollars
each; and this
compensation for such to
be in lieu of all other compensation
this shall
shall be
dollars each;
services
proceedings of each
each and all of
of
transcribing the proceedings
in reporting and transcribing
services in
said committees.
Official reporters
reporters
For
official reporters of the proceedings
proceedings and debates
debates of the House, Official
For five
five official
of debates.
of debates.
twenty-five thousand
at five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each, twenty-five
thousand dollars.
exContingent excontingent expenses of the House
House of Representatives,
Representatives, namely:
For contingent
penses.
ponses.
For
committees, at six dollars each per day during
during Per diem clerks
thirty-two clerks to committees,
For thirty-two
o
the
session, forty
dollars.
ommittoe4.
to committees.
four dollars.
and four
hundred and
seven hundred
thousand seven
forty thousand
the session,
or
Material-- for
For materials
materials for
folding, sixteen
thousand dollars.
Material
dollars.
sixteen thousand
for folding,
For

ld
folding.
following ing.
For labor
fo
books, speeches, and pamphlets the following
in folding books,
labor in
For
employees
authorized to
to be
appointed by the Doorkeeper,
Employees
,es in
Employ
Doorkeeper, folding-room.
be appointed
are hereby
hereby authorized
employees are
hundred dollars; one messenthousand five hundred
namely:
messen -tolding-rooL
namely: One foreman, one thousand
ger,
dollars; one folder in the sealing-room,
sealing-room,
hundred dollars;
thousand two hundred
one thousand
ger, one
one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars; one page, five hundred
hundred dollars; one
laborer,
hundred dollars; ten folders
folders at nine hundred
hundred dollars each;
each;
laborer, four hundred
five
at eight hundred
hundred and
dollars each;
each; and fifteen
fifteen folders
folders
and forty dollars
folders at
five folders
twenty-eight thousand
at
each i in all, twenty-eight
hundred and twenty dollars each;
seven hundred
at seven
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
Fuel, oil,
oil, etc.
etc.
Fuel,
heating apparatus, seven thousand
thousand dollars.
oil for the heating
fuel and oil
For fuel
and mailmailHorses and
mail-wagons for carrying
carrying the mails, five thou- Horses
For hire of horses and mail-wagons

sand
dollars.
sand dollars.
same, ten thousand dollars.
repairs of the same,
and repairs
For furniture,
furniture, and

thousand seven hundred
For packing-boxes,
packing-boxes, two
two thousand
hundred dollars.
For

wagons.
wagons.
and
Furniture
Furniture and
repairs.
repairs.
Packing-boxes.
Packing-boxes.

For cartage, six hundred
hundred dollars.
Miscellaneous.
special and
expenses of special
and select committees,
committees, Miscellaneous.
tems and expenses
miscellaneous items
For miscellaneous
thousand dollars.
fifty thousand
Statuary Iall,
Hall,
For services
services in
in cleaning
cleaning Statuary
statuary therein,
Statuary
and watching
watching statuary
Hall and
Statuary Hall
For
care of.
care of.
hundred and twenty dollars.
seven hundred
For
postage-stamps for
for the
the officers
of the
Representatives, Postage-stamps.
Postage-stamps.
House of Representatives,
the House
officers of
For postage-stamps
namely:
For
the
Sergeant-at-Arms,
three
hundred
dollars
•the Clerk,
dollars;
namely: For the Sergeant-at-Arms, three hundred
hundred and
dollars 5and
and the Postmaster,
Postmaster, one hundred
hundred dollars.
and fifty dollars;
one hundred
Newspapers and
For
newspapers and
for members
members of
the House
House of Repre- Newspapers
of the
stationery for
and stationery
For newspapers
stationery.
sentatives, officers
of the
House, and
committees of the House, including stationery.
and committees
the House,
officers of
sentatives,
six thousand
committees and
for stationery for the use of the committees
dollars for
six
thousand dollars
hundred and fifty dollars.
officers
dollars.
forty-three thousand seven hundred
House, forLy-three
officers of the louse,

NO
Pages,
Pages,
horses.
horses.
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For twenty-nine pages, while actually
actually employed,
employed, including
including one
one riding
riding
page and one telegraph page, at two dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents
cents per
per day
day
each, and for hire of horses (five
fifteen thousand
(five hundred
hundred dollars),
dollars), fifteen
thousand eight
eight
hundred and
and seventy
seventy dollars;
wherever the
words "during
"during the
the
dollars; and
and wherever
the words
session"
be construed
construed to
to mean
seven
session " occur in the
the foregoing
foregoing they
they shall
shall be
mean seven
months.
PUBLIC PRINTING.
PRINTING.

Public Printer, For compensation
the Public
three thousand
hundred
compensation of
Pubut
of the
Public Printer,
Printer, three
thousand six
six hundred
chief clerk, and dollars; for chief clerk, two thousand dollars; three clerks
class four;
four;
clerks of
of class
on
clerks,
compensadiferks comp
sa- one clerk of class
of class
class one;
in all,
all, thirteen
thirteen thousand
thousand
class two; one
one clerk
clerk of
one; in
tion of.
six hundred dollars.
Contingent
Contingent exFor contingent expenses
expenses of his office, namely:
stationery, postage,
namely: For
For stationery,
postage,
penses.
advertising, traveling expenses, horses and wagons, and miscellaneous
advertising,
miscellaneous
items, two thousand five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
dollars.
Library
of ConConLibrary of
gress.

LIBRARY OF
LIBRARY
CONGRESS.
OF CONGRESS.

compensation of the Librarian, four
For compensation
and for
for
four thousand dollars;
dollars; and
twenty-four
assistant librarians,
twenty-four assistant
librarians, two at two thousand
thousand two hundred and
and
fifty dollars
dollars each, one at two thousand
thousand dollars,
four at
at one
one thousand
thousand six
six
dollars, four
hundred dollars each, two at one thousand four hundred
forty doldolhundred and
and forty
lars each, two at one thousand two hundred
and fifty
dollars each,
hundred and
fifty dollars
each, eight
eight
at one thousand two hundred dollars
each, four at one thousand
dollars each,
thousand dollars
each, and one at nine hundred and sixty dollars
in all,
all,
dollars per annum;
annum; in
thirty-six thousand
thousand eight hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
Purchase
Purchase of For purchase
purchase of books for the Library, five thousand dollars; for
for purpurbooks.
books.
chase of
of law-books
law-books for
for the
chase
the Library,
Library, two thousand dollars; for purchase
of files of periodicals
periodicals and newspapers,
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dolnewspapers, two
two thousand
dollars; for expenses
expenses of exchanging
exchanging public documents for
for the
the publications
publications
of foreign governments,
governments, one thousand dollars;
dollars; in all, ten thousand
thousand five
hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Books of referFor purchase, by the Librarian
Librarian of Congress,
Congress, of new books
books of
reference
of reference
ence
Supreme for the Supreme
ufbr for Snpreme
eCourt.
nc
the Supreme Court, to be a
apart of the Library
Library of Congress, and purour.
chased under the direction
direction of the Chief Justice,
Justice, two thousand five
hunfive hundred dollars.
Contingent
exContingent oxFor contingent expenses
For
expenses of said Library, one thousand dollars.
dollars.
penses.
It"lse.
For expenses
expenses of
of the
the copyright
For
copyright business,
business five hundred dollars.
Botanic Garden.
Botanic
For Botanic Garden:
Garden: For pay of
ofsuperintendent, one thousand eight
eight
• Superintendent
Superintendlent
hundred
dollars; for assistants in Botanic Garden
greenhouses,
Garden and
and greenhouses,
and others.
rs
and laborers,
and
laborers, under
under the direction
direction of the Library Committee of Congress,
nine thousand nine hundred dollars; in all, eleven
eleven thousand seven
seven hunhundred dollars.
Iluprovilg
Improving gargar- For
For improving
improving the garden,
garden procuring manure, tools, fuel, and repairs,
den, &o.
4Sz.e.
and
trees and
direction of the Library
and purchasing
purchasing trees
and shrubs,
shrubs, under
under the direction
Library
Committee
Committee of Congress, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Librarian
Librarian
assistants.

and
and

Executive.
Executive.

Conp
ens ati on
Compensation
for the President.
President.

EXECUTIVE.
EXECUTIVE.

For compensation of the President the United States, fifty thousand
For compensation of the President of
of the United States, fifty thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Vice-President.
For compensation
compensation of
of the Vice-President
For
Vice-President of the United
United States, eight
thousand dollars.
Officers in
in the
Otlicers
the
For
following in the office of the President
For compensation to the following
President of
of
office of the Presidelicn
of
the
rethe
United States: Private
Private secretary,
secretary, three thousand
thousand two hundred and
and
dent.
fifty dollars; assistant secretary, two thousand two hundred and
and fifty
fifty
dollars; two executive
executive clerks,
clerks, at two thousand dollars each;
each; stenograstenographer, one thousand eight hundred dollars; one clerk class
class four;
four; one
one
clerk class
class two;
telegraph operator,
clerk
two; one telegraph
operator, one thousand four hundred
hundred
dollars; one
one clerk
clerk class one; steward, at one thousand eight hundred
dollars;
hundred
dollars; one
day-usher at one thousand four hundred dollars; one daydollars;
one day-usher
usher
at one
one thousand
usher at
thousand two hundred dollars; five messengers,
messengers, at one
one
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thot.sand two
two hundred
hundred dollars
two doorkeepers,
doorkeepers, at one thousand
each; two
dollars each;
thoLsand
two hundred
thousand two
hundred
two hundred
one thousand
night-usher, one
one night-usher,
each; one
dollars each;
hundred dollars
two
dollars;
hundred dollars
eight
fireman, eight
and one
one fireman,
dollars;5and
nine hundred
watchman, nine
one watchman,
dollars one
hundred
and sixty-four
sixty-four dollars;
dollars; in
thirty-two thousand eight hunin all, thirty-two
hundred and
dred and sixty-four dollars.
e -For
Executive Office,
Office, including
stationery Contingent es
including stationery
of the
the Executive
expenses of
contingent expenses
For contingent
Exocu-of Execu
therefor, as
as record-books,
Penees "
telegrams, books for library, miscella- penses
record-books, telegrams,
well as
as well
therefor,
neous items,
and furniture
and carpets
tive
tive Ofce.
carriage, Mee.
care of office carriage,
offices, care
for ollices,
carpets for
furniture and
items, and
neous
horses, and
and harness,
harness, eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.
eight thousand
horses,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
DEPARTMENT

of
Department
Department of

State.
State.

For
compensation of
of the
of State,
of
dollars; Compensation of
thousand dollars;
eight thousand
State, eight
Secretary of
the Secretary
For compensation
first
secretary of
of state,
state, four
four thousand
thousand five
five hundred
the
Secretary of
the Secretary
dollars;
hundred dollars;
first assistant
assistant secretary
of assistantof
State,
11
two
assistant secretaries
secretaries of
of state,
state, at
hundred dollars
dollars stre
et:arts, 1
7;ti
n
echief
secretaries,
five hundred
three thousand
thousand five
at three
two assistant
each ;for
for chief
chief clerk,
two thousand
hundred dollars;
clerks, etc.
clerk, clerks,
chiefs clerk,
for five chiefs
dollars; for
five hundred
thousand five
clerk, two
each;
of bureau
and one
translator, at
at two
two thousand
thousand one
each;
dollars each;
hundred dollars
one hundred
one translator,
bureau and
of
twelve
clerks of
of class
class four;
four; four
four clerks
clerks of
of class
class three;
clerks of
of
three clerks
three; three
twelve clerks
class
ten clerks
class one;
one; four
four clerks
at one
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars
clerks at
of class
clerks of
two; ten
class two;
each; and
clerks at
messenger; one
one messenger;
each; one
dollars each;
hundred dollars
nine hundred
at nine
ten clerks
and ten
each;
assistant
one superintendent
thousand
at one thousand
watch, at
the watch,
superintendent of the
messenger; one
assistant messenger;
dollars;
one assistant,
hundred dollars;
watchmen; twelve
dollars; six watchmen;
eight hundred
assistant, eight
dollars; one
laborers;
chief engineer,
engineer, who
be a
a machinist, one thousand two
shall be
who shall
laborers; chief
hundred
one assistant
thousand dollars; six fireone thousand
engineer, one
assistant engineer,
dollars; one
hundred dollars;
men,
at seven
hundred and twenty
each; ten charwomen,
charwomen, at
twenty dollars each;
seven hundred
men, at
one
conductor for the elevator,
and aaconductor
each; and
dollars each;
eighty dollars
and eighty
one hundred
hundred and
at
seven hundred
in all,
all, one hundred
hundred and
and sixteen
dollars; in
twenty dollars;
and twenty
hundred and
at seven
thousand
four hundred
hundred and
and forty dollars.
thousand four
For extra
extra clerk-hire
clerk-hire and
and copying,
copying, six
thousand dollars.
Extra clerk hire.
dollars.
six thousand
For
For
proof-reading, and
the laws
and documents
documents for
the various
Proof-reading,
a di n g,
various Proof-re
for the
laws and
packing the
and packing
For proof-reading,
legations and
and consulates,
consulates, including
including boxes
and transportation
of the
the same,
same, etc.
etc.
transportation of
boxes and
legations
two
thousand dollars;
stationery, furniture,
fixtures, and repairs,
Stationery, furfurrepairs, Stationery,
furniture, fixtures,
for stationery,
dollars; for
two thousand
five thousand
dollars; for
books and
and maps,
three thousand
n niture,
and
books, and
in
niture, books,
dollars; i
thousand dollars;
maps, three
for books
thousand dollars;
five
all, ten
dollars.
maps.
maps.
thousand dollars.
all,
ten thousand
l
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, namely:
namely: For
For fuel,
fuel, three
thousand dollars;
ex Contingent exdollars; Contingent
three thousand
For contingent
for lights,
lights, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
two thousand
thousand dollars; for Ppenses.
for repairs,
repairs, two
dollars; for
for
care and
and subsistence
of horses and repairs of wagons and harness, one
subsistence of
care
thousand two
and for
miscellaneous items,
included
not included
items, not
for miscellaneous
dollars; and
two hundred
hundred dollars;
thousand
in the
the foregoing,
foregoing, two thousand dollars;
dollars; for rent of stable and wagonin
shed for
for the
new State
hundred dollars; for
six hundred
Department building, six
State Department
the new
shed
care of
of grounds,
grounds, clock,
telegraphic and
electric apparatus,
and repairs
repairs
apparatus2 and
and electric
clock, telegraphic
care
to the
same, one
thousand dollars; in all, eleven
thousand eight hundred
eleven thousand
one thousand
the same,
to
dollars.
For
services of
of lithographer,
lithographer, and
necessary materials
materials for
for the
Lithograp her,
litho- Lithographer,
the lithoand necessary
For services
graphic press,
press, one
one thousand
two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
and
materials.
and materials.
thousand two
graphic
For
editing and
and distributing
laws enacted
enacted during
Editing and
and distitsduring the
the Editing
distributing the
the laws
For expenses
expenses of
of editing
tri
st
third
Forty-sixth Congress,
Congress, three
three thousand
dollars.
lniti
tut e
llg
laws
and
third session
session of
of the
the Forty-sixth
thousand dollars.
and
tribattieg
las
sat
Large
of
rty_Hsixth
ixth
FortyFor
expenses of
of editing
editing and
and distributing
distributing the
aF
the Statutes at Large of of
the expenses
For the
Congress.
the
Forty-sixth Congress,
Congress, one thousand dollars.
Congress.
the Forty-sixth
For printing
and distributing
the Department
Department of
of Dist
Dian.;
blitiou of
of
ribltion
by the
publications by
the publications
distributing the
For
printing and
err
cia
a
tr o
u
tlx
State
including circular
circularlacol%
commularand otbhe
and other commercial
commercial reports, including
State a
of the
the consular
consular and
letters
to chambers
chambers of
of commerce,
commerce, provided
provided that
that such
publications may
may cations.
c°
P
cations.
such publications
letters to
be
such rates
as may
may be
be fixed
fixed by
said department,
department, and
the proand the
by said
rates as
at such
sold at
be sold
ceeds
of all
all sales
sales to
to be
the Treasury,
Treasury, seven
thousand dollars.
seven thousand
into the
be paid
paid into
ceeds of
en8e8.

Treasury
DepartTreasuryDepartment.
ment.
Compensation of
SECRETARY'S
OFFICE.—For compensation
compensation of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the the
Compensationof
of the
OFFICE.-For
SECRETARY'S
Secretary, two
two Treasury
t
e
Secretary,
the
Treasury,
eight thousand
dollars; two
assistant secretaries
secretaries of
the TreasTreas- assistant secretao
secretaof the
two assistant
thousand dollars;
Treasury eight
ries, chief clerk,
ury,
four thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars each; chief clerk and ex- ries,
thousand five
at four
ury, at
and others.
others.
officio
superintendent of
seven and
thousand seven
Treasury building, two thousand
the Treasury
of the
officio superintendent
hundred
the Secretary,
dollars;
two thousand dollars;
Secretary, two
to the
stenographer to
dollars; stenographer
hundred dollars;
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one chief of
of warrants,
warrants, estimates,
and appropriations,
of division of
estimates, and
appropriations, and
and
one chief of division of customs, at
at two
seven hundred
two thousand
thousand seven
hundred and
and
fifty dollars each; one assistant
of division
assistant chief
chief of
division of
of warrants,
warrants, estimates,
estimates,
and appropriations, two thousand
thousand four
hundred dollars;
four hundred
dollars; six
six chiefs
chiefs of
of
division, at two thousand
each; two
two assistant
chiefs
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
assistant chiefs
of division,
division, at two thousand
hundred dollars
each; six
six assistant
thousand one
one hundred
dollars each;
assistant
chiefs
chiefs of division, at two thousand
disbursing clerks,
clerks,
thousand dollars each;
each; two
two disbursing
at two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars each; government
government actuary
under
actuary under
control of the Treasury Department, two thousand
thousand dollars;
forty clerks
dollars; forty
clerks
additional to three
of class fourfouradditional
three fourth-class
receiving
fourth-class clerks,
clerks, namely,
namely, receiving
clerk of bonds,
bonds and two bookkeepers,
hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; twentytwentybookkeepers, one hundred
class three; twenty-one clerks
five clerks of Class
fifteen clerks
clerks of
of class
class two;
two; fifteen
clerks
of class one; eleven clerks at one thousand dollars
dollars each;
each; fifty
fifty female
clerks, at nine hundred dollars each; seven messengers;
messengers; seven
seven assistant
assistant
messengers; and forty-two laborers; superintendent
messengers;
the Treasury
superintendent of the
Treasury
building, three hundred dollars;
dollars; one captain of
thousand
of the watch,
watch, one
one thousand
four hundred dollars; one engineer, one thousand
thousand four hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
engineer, one thousand dollars;
one assistant engineer,
one machinist
and gasgasdollars; one
machinist and
fitter, one thousand two hundred dollars; one storekeeper,
one thouthoustorekeeper, one
sand two hundred
hundred dollars; sixty watchmen,
watchmen, and additional
to two
additional to
two of
of
said watchmen acting as lieutenants
lieutenants of watchmen, one hundred
hundred and
and
eighty dollars each; six firemen, at seven hundred and twenty dollars
dollars
each; seventy-five
seventy-five charwomen,
charwomen, at one hundred
hundred and eighty dollars each;
each;
two conductors
conductors at elevators, at seven hundred
dollars each;
hundred and
and twenty dollars
each;
in all, three hundred and ninety-one
ninety-one thousand
hundred and
and sixty
thousand four hundred
sixty
dollars.
Supervising
SUPERVISING ARCHITECT.-In
Supervising
SUPERVISING
ARCHITECT.—In the
construction branch
branch of
of the
Treas.
the construction
the TreasArchitect,
Archi
tect, andothand oth- ury: For Supervising Architect, four thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars;
hundred
dollars;
OM.
rs.
assistant and chief clerk, two thousand five hundred dollars; photogphotographer, two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; one principal
two thousand
principal clerk,
clerk, at
at two
thousand doldollars; two
two clerks of class three; three clerks of class one; one clerk at
lars;
at
nine hundred dollars; and one assistant messenger;
in all,
messenger; in
all, nineteen
nineteen
thousand four hundred and twenty dollars.
dollars.
First ComptrolComptrol- FIRST
FIRST COMPTROLLER
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY.—For
Comptroller
TREASURY.-For First
First Comptroller
ler, deputy, clerks, of the Treasury,
Treasury, five thousand dollars; deputy comptroller, two
thou.
two thoueto.
sand seven hundred dollars; four chiefs of division, at two thousand one
one
hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each; five clerks of class four; ten
ten clerks
clerks of
of class
class three;
three;
ten clerks of class two; seven clerks of class one; four clerks at one
one
thousand
thousand dollars each; and seven clerks at nine hundred dollars
dollars each;
each;
one assistant messenger;
messenger; and three laborers;
laborers; in
seventy-six thouin all,
all, seventy-six
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Second CoroptrolComptrolSECOND
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY.—For
TREASURY.-For Second
Second
SECOND COMPTROLLER
Seeond Comptroller
Comptroller
clerks,
ler, deputy, c
l
er k
s,of
ofthe
th
e Treasury
Treasury, five
five thousand
deputy comptroller,
comptroller, two
two thouthousand dcalars
dollars;•deputy
thouetc.
sand seven hundred dollars;
dollars i five chiefs of division, at two thousand
thousand one
one
hundred
hundred dollars each; eight clerks of class four; twelve clerks
clerks of
of class
class
three; thirteen clerks of class two; twelve clerks of class one
one;•three
three
clerks at one thousand dollar
h; n
i
ne c
l
er ks at
atnine
ni
ne h
un dr
ed doldollarss eac
each;
nine
clerks
hundred
dollaborers; in all, ninety-eight
lars each; one messenger;
messenger; and three laborers;
ninety-eight thouthousand three
three hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
Commissioner of
COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMIS.-For
CUSTOMS. —For Commissioner
of Customs,
Customs, four
four
Commissioner of
Customs,
Customs, deputy,
deputy commissioner,
two thousand
hundred and
deputy, thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; deputy
commissioner, two
thousand two
two hundred
and
cclerks,
rks,*etc.
etc.
fifty dollars; two chiefs
fifty
chiefs of division,
division, at two thousand
one hundred
hundred
thousand one
dollars each;
dollars
each; two clerks of class four; four clerks of class three; ten
clerks of class two; nine clerks of class one; three clerks at one thouclerks
sand dollars
dollars each; one assistant messenger;
messenger •and one laborer;
in all,
laborer; in
all,
forty-nine thousand six hundred
hund re d and
an d thirty
thirty dollars.
dollars.
First Auditor,
AUDITOR.-For the
Auditor,
FIRST AUDITOR.—For
the First
First Auditor of
the Treasury,
Treasury, three
three thouof the
thoudeputv auditor,
,deputy,
deputy, clerks, etc. sand six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; deputy
two hundred
hundred
auditor, two
two thousand
thousand two

and
each;
and fifty
fifty dollars;
dollars; four
four chiefs of division, at two thousand dollars each;
seven clerks of class four; nine clerks of class three; ten clerks of class
two; sixteen
two;
sixteen clerks
clerks of class one; three clerks at one thousand dollars
dollars
each;
each; three copyists and two counters, at nine hundred dollars each
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two assistant
two laborers;
eighty-four thoulaborers; in all, eighty-four
and two
messengers; and
assistant messengers;
two
sand three
and ten dollars.
hundred and
three hundred
sand
SECOND AUDITOR.—For
Second Auditor,
thousand six hundred
Second Auditor,
Auditor,
hundred Second
three thousand
Auditor, three
AUDITOR.-For Second
SECOND
dollars; deputy
two thousand
hundred and
dollars; deputy, clerks, etc.
and fifty dollars;
two hundred
thousand two
auditor, two
deputy auditor,
dollars;
five chiefs
chiefs of
division, at
at two thousand dollars each; nine clerks of class
of division,
five
four; twenty-nine
twenty-nine clerks
class
clerk of class
to one clerk
additional to
three; additional
class three;
of class
clerks of
four;
three
clerk, two
two hundred
hundred dollars; sixty clerks of class two;
two;
disbursing clerk,
as disbursing
three as
twenty-three
clerks of
class one;
eight clerks at one thousand dollars
one; eight
of class
twenty-three clerks
each;
two assistant
messengers; and
eight laborers;
laborers; in all, two hunand eight
assistant messengers;
each; two
dred
nine hundred
and seventy dollars.
hundred and
thousand nine
four thousand
and four
dred and
d i t i ona
For twelve
twelve additional
employed exclusively
exclusively Ad
Additional
one, to be employed
additional clerks of class one
For
on
relating to pensions
pensions and bounties, fourteen thousand four clerks.
matters relating
on matters
hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
THIRD AUDITOR.-For
AUDITOR.—For Third
Auditor,
Third Auditor, three thousand six hundred Third Auditor,
THIRD

deputy, clerks,
and fifty dollars; deputy,
dollars;
deputy auditor,
thousand two
clerks, etc.
hundred and
two hundred
two thousand
auditor, two
dollars; deputy
five
two thousand
thousand dollars each;
clerk:3 of class
each; six clerku
at two
division, at
of division,
chiefs of
five chiefs
four;
sixteen clerks
clerks of
class three
clerks of class two; fortyfifty-seven clerks
three;•fifty-seven
of class
four; sixteen
three
clerks of
class one;
one; seven
three;
each;
thousand dollars each;
one thousand
clerks at one
seven
of class
three clerks
nine
clerks at
at nine
nine hundred
assistant messenger;
messenger; and
hundred dollars each; one assistant
nine clerks
seven
one female
female laborer,
hundred and eighty dolat four
four hundred
laborer, at
and one
laborers; and
seven laborers;
lars;
two hundred
hundred and
and four thousand five hundred and seventy
all, two
in all,
lars; in
dollars.
hun- Fourth Auditor,
FOURTH AUDITOR.—For
Fourth Auditor,
three thousand six hunAuditor, three
the Fourth
AUDITOR.-For the
FOURTH
dred
auditor, two
thousand two hundred
hundred and fifty dol- deputy, clerks, etc.
two thousand
deputy auditor,
dollars; deputy
dred dollars;
lars;
chiefs of division, at two thousand dollars each; two clerks
three chiefs
lars; three
of class
three; eight clerks of class two;
four; fourteen clerks of class three;
class four;
of
nine
each; five
nine clerks of class one; three clerks at one thousand dollars each;
messenger; and two
clerks
hundred dollars each; one assistant messenger;
clerks at nine hundred
hundred and ninety dollars.
laborers; in
in all,
sixty-nine thousand
thousand three hundred
all, sixty-nine
laborers;
FIFTH AUDITOR.—For
the Fifth
Fifth Auditor, three thousand six hundred Fifth Auditor,
AUDITOR.-For the
FIFTH
clerks, etc.
deputy,
dollars;
hundred and fifty dollars;
dollars; de
put y,clerks,
etc.
dollars; deputy auditor, two thousand two hundred
two
dollars each; two clerks of class
class
two chiefs of division, at two thousand dollars
four; five
clerks of
of class
class three
three;i four clerks
clerks of
clerks of class two; six clerks
five clerks
four;
class one;
one; two
clerks at
at one
one thousand dollars each; three clerks at nine
two clerks
class
laborer; in all, forty
hundred dollars
each; one
one messenger;
messenger; and one laborer;
dollars each;
hundred
thousand four hundred and fifty dollars.
thousand
AUDITOR
THE TREASURY
TREASURY FOR
THE POST
POST OFFICE
Auditor of
the
of the
Auditor
DEPARTMENT.OFFICE DEPARTMENT.—
FOR THE
OF THE
AUDITOR OF
For compensation
compensation of
kresatZreicotrep:xht?
of the Treasury for the Post Office Poreasturfortpath
the Auditor of
of the
For
thou-- ment,
Department, three thousand six hundred dollars; chief clerk, two thou
scent, deputy,
Department,
sand dollars;
dollars; deputy
deputy auditor, two thousand two hundred and fifty clerks, etc.
sand
dollars; eight
chiefs of
thirteen
of division,
division, at two thousand dollars each; thirteen
eight chiefs
dollars;
disbursing clerk, two
clerks of
of class
four, and
and additional to one clerk as disbursing
class four,
clerks
hundred dollars;
fifty-eight clerks of class three; sixty-nine
sixty-nine clerks of
dollars; fifty-eight
hundred
clerks of class one; thirty clerks at one thousand
two; fifty Clerks
thousand dollars
dollars
class two,•
each; eighteen
eighteen female
hundred dollars
money-orders, at nine hundred
of money-orders,
assorters of
female assorters
each;
each; one
one assistant
one skilled
laborer, one thousand
thousand dolskilled laborer,
messenger; one
assistant messenger;
each;
lars; nineteen
charwomen, at one hundred and eighty
ten charwomen,
laborers; ten
nineteen laborers;
lars;
dollars each;
in all,
all, three
three hundred
hundred and
hundred
and fifty-nine thousand one hundred
each; in
dollars
and ten dollars.
TREASURER.—For
of the
Treasurer of
of the
the United
States, Iten
Treasurer,
Treasurer,
United States,
the Treasurer
compensation of
TREASURER.-For compensation
rtc
ar
n
e suar
s
eL,assistseal
six thousand
assistant treasurer,
treasurer, three
thousand six hundred ier and assistant,
three thousand
dollars; assistant
thousand dollars;
six
chief clerk,
thousand six hundred dollars; assistant cashier,
three thousand
dollars;
cashier, three
cashier, chief
clerk ,clerks.
c
lerks .
dollars; cashier,
three thousand
hundred dollars;
chief clerk,
two thousand five etc.
clerk, two
dollars; chief
two hundred
thousand two
three
hundred dollars;
dollars; five
five chiefs
chiefs of
hundred
two thousand five hundred
at two
division, at
of division,
hundred
dollars each;
each; one
one principal
hundred
bookkeeper, at two thousand five hundred
principal bookkeeper,
dollars
dollars; one
one assistant
hundred doltwo thousand four hundred
bookkeeper, at two
assistant bookkeeper,
dollars;
lars;
tellers, at
two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars each; two assistat two
two tellers,
lars; two
ant
tellers, at
hundred and fifty dollars each; twentytwo hundred
thousand two
two thousand
at two
ant tellers,
six
clerks of
of class
seventeen clerks
clerks
clerks of class three; fifteen clerks
four; seventeen
class four;
six clerks
of class
clerks of
of class one; five clerks at one thoutwenty-three clerks
two; twenty-three
class two;
of
sand
eighty clerks at
dollars each; six
nine hundred dollars
at nine
each; eighty
dollars each;
sand dollars
messengers;
six
assistant
messengers;
twenty-six
laborers;
and seven
laborers;
twenty-six
messengers;
assistant
six
messengers;
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laborers at
at two
dollars each;
all, two
two hundred
hundred and
and
laborers
two hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars
each; in
in all,
seventy-three
hundred dollars.
seventy-three thousand
thousand six
six hundred
dollars.
Superintendent
redeeming the
national currency,
currency, namely:
Superintendent For
For the
the force
force employed
employed in
in redeeming
the national
namely:
redemption of na- For superintendent,
redemption
superintendent, three thousand
thousand five hundred dollars; one principal
ti
" aletorrency,
currencY '
teller and
at two
two thousand
dolthousand five
five hundred dolone principal
principal bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, at
teller
and one
tierkal
clerks,
ete.
lars each;
each; one
thousand four
dollars;
c s
lars
one assistant
assistant bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, two
two thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars;
and one
thousand dollars;
clerks of
of class
class
and
one assistant
assistant teller,
teller, at
at two
two thousand
dollars; two
two clerks
four; three
three clerks
clerks of
of class
class three;
three; four
four clerks
clerks of
of class
four;
class two;
two; twenty
twenty clerks
clerks
of class
class one;
one; ten
at one
one thousand
dollars each;
ten clerks
at nine
nine
of
ten clerks
clerks at
thousand dollars
each;i ten
clerks at
hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; four
hundred
four assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; inn all,
all, seventy-two
seventy-two
thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred and
and eighty dollars.
dollars.

Register
REGISTER OF
OF THE
TREASURY.—For compensation
of the
Register of
of the
the
REGISTER
THE TREASURY.-For
compensation of
the Register
Register of
of
Treasury,
Treasury, assistas sist; the Treasury,
Treasury, four thousand dollars; assistant
assistant register, two thousand
ant,
hundred and
and fifty
dollars •five
five chiefs
chiefs of
of division,
division at
at two
thoutwo thoufifty dollars;
clerks and
and two
two hundred
ath clerks,

sand
each; eighteen
eighteen clerks of class four, one 7
sand dollars each;
of whom shall
shall
Disbursingelerk. receive two hundred dollars additional
services as disbursing
additional for
for services
disbursing clerk,
and shall give bond
Secretary of
bond in
in such amount as the
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury .
may
determine; seventeen
of class
may determine;
seventeen clerks
clerks of
of class
class three;
three; fifteen
fifteen clerks
clerks of
class
two;
twenty clerks of class
thousand dollars
dollars
two; twenty
class one;
one; four
four clerks at
at one
one thousand
each;
dollars each;
one messenger;
each; sixty
sixty copyists, at nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars
each; one
messenger; five
five
assistant
messengers; and
hundred and
and
assistant messengers;
and seven laborers;
laborers; in all, one hundred
eighty-eight
thousand one hundred
eighty-eight thousand
hundred and
and ten dollars.
Comptroller
of
COMPTROLLER OF
THE CURRENCY.—For
Comptroller of
of the
Comptroller of
COMPTROLLER
OF THE
CURRENCY.-For Comptroller
the CurCur.
lep- rency, five thousand dollars; deputy comptroller, two thousand eight
eight
the Currency, deputy,
hundred dollars;
dollars; four
of division,
division 7 at
at two
two thousand
himthousand two
two hunchiefs of
and hundred
four chiefs
lerks and
oty, clerks,
others.
dred dollars
stenographer, at
thousand six
doldred
dollars each;
each; one
one stenographer,
at one
one thousand
six hundred
hundred dollars; eight clerks of class four; additional to bond clerk, two
two hundred
dollars; eleven
eleven clerks
of class
class three;
eight clerks
of class
class two;
eight
dollars;
clerks of
three; eight
clerks of
two; eight
each; twenty-five
clerks of
of class
class one; two
two clerks
clerks at
at one
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each;
twenty-five
clerks at nine hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; one
messenger; two
two assistant
assistant mesmesone messenger;
sengers;
three laborers;
laborers '
•and
two night-watchmen;
night-watchmen; in
one hunsengers; and
and three
and two
in all,
all, one
hunthousand four hundred dollars.
dred and one thousand
SpecialoxanlinaSpecial
examino,For expenses of special examinations of national banks and bank
rim, of
plates, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
national plates,
of national
tionk
hanks.
Superintend ant
currency, namely:
namely: One superintendent,
Superintendent
For expenses of the national currency,
of
the national
two thousand
dollars •one
teller and
one bookkeeper,
bookkeeper at
two thousand
and one
at two
thousand
thousand dollars;
one teller
national at
at two
of th,,l
Tel ler, bookbook -dollars
each •and
and one
one assistant
bookkeeper, at
two thousand
dollars ;
dollars each;
Tclhyr,
assistant bookkeeper,
at two
thousand dollars;
hundred dollars each;
messenger;
keeper, and others.
others. nine
nine clerks at
at nine
nine hundred
each; and
and one
one assistant messenger;
in
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars.
in all, sixteen
sixteen thousand eight
eight hundred
(Adel*
of
LIGHT
HOUSE BOARD.
— For chief
clerk of
Board,
citicf clerk
clerk of
LIGHT-HOUSE
BOARD.-For
chief clerk
of the
the Light-House
Light-House Board,
Light-House
Li g l t- 1o u s two thousand four hundred dollars; two clerks of class four; two
Board,
three; one
class two;
three clerks
of class
class one;
Board, and
clerks. clerks of class
and clerks,
class three;
one clerk
clerk of
of class
two; three
clerks of
one;
one clerk at nine hundred dollars; one assistant messenger
messenger;•and
and one
one
laborer;
hundred and
laborer; in
in all, sixteen thousand four hundred
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
Officer in charge
BUREAU OF
OF STATISTICS.-For
the officer
officer in
STATISTICS.—For the
in charge
charge of
of the
the Bureau
of
Bureau of
O
three thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; chief
dollars;
chief clerk,
clerk, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
of! tpure
Bureau of S4taSta- Statistics
Statistics, three
ICS' clerks,
cle rks, e
t
c. four clerks of class four; five clerks of
istics,
etc.
four clerk's of
four;
of class three; five clerks
clerks of class
two; six clerks of class one; three clerks at one thousand dollars each;
each;
five
five copyists, at
at nine hundred
hundred dollars each;
each; one assistant messenger;
messenger;
one laborer;
laborer i one female laborer, at four hundred and eighty dollars; ill
in
all,
forty-three thousand
thousand seven
all, forty-three
seven hundred
hundred and
and sixty dollars.
dollars.
For payment
Experts, etc.
payment of the services of experts, and for other necessary exexcollection of facts relative to the interpenditures connected
connected with the collection
nal and foreign
foreign commerce of the United States, eight thousand
thousand eight
eight
hundred dollars.
Chief
Bureau
BUREAU OF
VING AND
PRINTING. —F or chief
chi efo
ureau ,
f
ou r
of Bureau
Chief of
OF ENGRA
BUREAU
ENGRAVING
AND PRINTING.-For
offb
bureau,
four
Engraving and thousand five hundred dollars; one assistant, at two thousand
of
Engraving
thousand two hunPrinting,assistnalt,
Pritoring,assetan't,
clerics,
etc.
dred and fifty dollars; accountant, two thousand
thousand dollars; one stenographer, one thousand
hundred dollars; one clerk of class three; one
thousand six hundred
clerk of class two; four
four clerks
clerks of
of class one; one clerk at
at one
one thousand
thousand
dollars; additional to one clerk as disbursing
disbursing clerk,
dollars;
clerk, two
two hundred
hundred dollars;
t
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three
messengers;
dollars each; two assistant messengers;
nine hundred dollars
copyists, at
at nine
three copyists,
and four
four laborers;
laborers; in
in all,
twenty-six thousand
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and thirty
all, twenty-six
and
dollars.
Superinof General
OFFICE OF
SERVICE.—For General
Superintendent of
General StiperinGeneral Superintendent
LIFE-SAVING SERVICE.-For
OFFICE
OF LIFE-SAVING
the
Life-Saving Service,
Service, four
general superLi feof Li
fetendent of
super- tendent
assistant general
dollars; assistant
four thousand
thousand dollars;
the Life-Saving
ce,/as.
Saving elr'Vi
and
intendent
hundred dollars;
dollars; sstant, clerks
0" "
thousand five hundred
of the Life-Saving
Life-Saving Service, two thousand
intendent of
one
dollars; otha
others. .
clerk and accountant,
accountant, one thousand eight hundred dollars;
one principal
principal clerk
two
class
of class
class three;
three; one clerk of class two; three clerks of class
two clerks of
one;
at one
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each; four clerks
nine hunclerks at
at nine
clerks at
one; two
two clerks
hundred and twenty
dred dollars each; one assistant messenger, seven hundred
dollars; and
and one laborer;
thousand four hundred
hundred
twenty-three thousand
laborer; in all, twenty-three
dollars;
and
eighty dollars.
and eighty
Commissioner of
COMMISSIONER
INTERNAL REVENTTE.—For
of
of InIn- Commissioner
Commissioner of
REVENUE.-For Commissioner
OF INTERNAL
COMMISSIONER OF
ternal
Revenue, six
six thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; one
commissioner, three
Internal Revenue,
three Internal
deputy commissioner,
one deputy
ternal Revenue,
deputy,
thousand two
two heads
heads of
of division
division at two thousand
thousand otehperks,
clerks, and
dollars;•two
hundred dollars
two hundred
thousand
others.
hundred dollars each; five heads of division at two thousand
thousand two
five hundred
hundred and fifty dollars each; one stenographer,
stenographer, one thousand eight
hundred
hundred dollars;
clerks
twenty-three clerks of class four; twenty-six clerks
dollars; twenty-three
hundred
twenty-one clerks of class
of class three; thirty-six clerks of class two; twenty-one
one; thirteen
of one
one thousand
dollars each;
each; fifty clerks at nine
thousand dollars
clerks of
thirteen clerks
one;
hundred
each; four
messengers; and ten laborers;
laborers; in
four assistant
assistant messengers;
dollars each;
hundred dollars
hundred and thirty
fifty-three thousand three hundred
hundred and fifty-three
all, two hundred
dollars.
For
collectors and deputy collectors, one Collectors
Collectors and
and
expenses of collectors
and expenses
salaries and
For salaries
million nine
nine hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars.
dollars
deputy collectors.
hundred and
million
For salaries
expenses of agents and surveyors, for fees and ex- Salaries
Salaries and exand expenses
salaries and
For
penses of
for salaries
miscellaneous penses,
agent s,surpenses,agents,surfor miscellaneous
and for
storekeepers, and
of storekeepers,
salaries of
gaugers, for
of gaugers,
penses
expenses, two
two million
million one
one hundred
hundred thousand
veyors,
gaugers.
veyors, gaugers
dollars.
thousand dollars.
expenses,
Dies, paper
For
dies, paper,
hundred and forty-two
forty-two thousand Dies,
four hundred
stamps, four
paper, and stamps,
For dies,
stamps.
dollars; but
mp
s'
thousand dollars of this amount sta
forty-nine thousand
not exceeding
exceeding forty-nine
but not
dollars;
may be
be expended
expended in
in the
the payment
of persons
connection
employed in connection
persons employed
payment of
may
manufacture of paper and the production of stamps and their
with the manufacture
custody
engraving and printing to be done in. the Bureau
the engraving
and issue; the
custody and
of Engraving
Engraving and Printing of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, to be expended
under the
the direction
Secretary of
Provided, That Proviso.
Proviso.
Treasury: Provided,
of the
the Treasury:
the Secretary
of the
direction of
under
contracts.
exceed the price paid under existing contracts.
the cost does not exceed
For detecting,
detecting, and
bringing to
Compensation
punishment, persons guilty forCompensation
and punishment,
to trial
trial and
and bringing
For
information
fd detection
deinfrtion
accessory to the same, in- and
of violating the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws, or accessory
off
and detection,
eluding
information and
detection, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand violations of interfor information
payments for
eluding payments
laws.
dollars;
and the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue
make a
a dede- nal
nal revenue
revenue laws.
shall make
Revenue shall
dollars; and
tailed statement
statement to
to Congress
Annual stateyear as to how he has ex- ment
in each
each year
once in
Congress once
tailed
to Congress
to Congressf
ofet
miscellaneous of
statement of all miscellaneous
pended this sum; and also a
a detailed statement
expenditures
of
expenditures
in the
the Division
miscellaneous opapwhich appropria- micellaneous
for which
Revenue for
Internal Revenue
Division of Internal
expenditures in
tion
in this
act.
propriations.
propriations.
this act.
is made
made in
tion is
For
contingent expenses
expenses of
namely:
Contingent
ex •
Contingent
Department, namely:
Treasury Department,
of the
the Treasury
For contingent
penses
of Trea ex
espartofTeasury
for the
the Treasury
For stationery
stationery for
Treasury Department
Department and its several
several bureaus,
bureaus, Departxnent.
sury
For
forty
thousand dollars.
Items
dollars.
forty thousand
For postage
to prepay
prepay matter
matter addressed
to Postal
Postal Union
Union
addressed to
required to
For
postage required
countries, two thousand
thousand dollars.
For postage,
postage, one thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
For
For arranging
arranging and
requisitions, and
papers, requisitions,
marine papers,
canceled marine
binding canceled
and binding
For
other
records; sealing
sealing ships'
ships, registers;
registers; newspapers,
newspapers, books,
important records;
other important
hand stamps,
stamps, and
and repairs
repairs of the same,
same, ten thousand dollars; and of
hand
this
amount not
hundred dollars may be used in the purfive hundred
than five
not more
more than
this amount
chase of current publications.
publications.
For investigations
investigations of
necessary
including the necessary
records, including
and records,
of accounts
accounts and
For
traveling expenses,
other traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, two thousand
thousand five
and for other
expenses, and
traveling
hundred dollars.
For freight,
freight, expressage,
expressage, telegrams,
telegrams, and
car-tickets, four
four thousand
thousand
and car-tickets,
For
dollars.
For rent
of buildings,
buildings, seven
hundred dollars.
eight hundred
thousand eight
seven thousand
rent of
For
includFor care
care and
and subsistence
office and mail wagons, includfor office
horses for
subsistence of horses
For
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feeding and
for wagons,
wagons, harness,
and repairs
repairs of
ing feeding
and shoeing,
shoeing, and
and for
harness, and
of the
the
same,
dollars.
same, six
six thousand
thousand dollars.
For ice,
ice, buckets,
book-rests, labor,
clocks, and
and repairs
For
buckets, file-holders,
file-holders, book-rests,
labor, clocks,
repairs of
of
the
care of
of grounds,
seventeen thousand
thousand five
five hundred
the same,
same, and for
for care
grounds, seventeen
hundred
dollars of
to be
for shelving
shelving
dollars; ten
ten thousand dollars
of this
this sum
sum to
be expended
expended for
and file-holders
file-holders in the Second
Second Auditor's Office.
For
and fixtures,
stoves and
and fixtures,
For coal,
coal, wood,
wood, grates,
grates, grate-baskets
grate-baskets and
fixtures, stoves
fixtures,
match.
blowers, coal-hods,
coal-hods, hearths,
hearths, shovels,
shovels, tongs,
tongs. pokers,
pokers, matches,
matches, and
and matchsafes,
nine thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
safes, nine
gas-burners, brackets
brackets and
globes,
For gas drop-lights and
and tubing, gas-burners,
and globes,
candles,
seventeen thousand
dollars.
candles, lanterns,
lanterns, and
and wicks,
wicks, seventeen
thousand dollars.
and repairs,
repairs, cleaning,
cleaning, and
and laying
laying
For carpets, oil-cloth,
oil-cloth, and matting,
matting, and
of the
dollars.
the same, eight
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
file-rooms, and
For desks, tables, and
and chairs, and
and shelving
shelving for
for file-rooms,
and cases,
cases,
and caning,
cushions, cloth
cloth
repairs of furniture, boxes, rugs, chair-covers
chair-covers and
caning, cushions,
covering desks, locks, screws,
hand saws,
saws, turpentine,
turpentine, and
for covering
screws, hand
and varnish,
varnish,
thirty thousand dollars.
For washing towels, brooms, brushes, crash,
crash, cotton,
cotton, cloth,
cloth, cane,
cane,
chamois-skins, dusters, flour, keys
chamois-skins,
nails2 oil,
oil, powders,
keys,' lye, matches,
matches, nails,
powders,
sponge, soap, tacks, wall-paper,
sponge,
repairs of
machinery, baskets,
wall-paper, and for repairs
of machinery,
baskets,
spittoons,
water-coolers, tumblers, ice-picks,
spittoons, files, water-coolers,
ice-picks, bowls and pitchers,
traps, thermometers,
thermometers, ventilators,
ventilators, towels, awnings and fixtures,
alcohol,
fixtures, alcohol,
window-shades
window-shades and fixtures, wire screens, hemming towels,
towels 'axes,
axes, bellows,
bellows,
candlesticks, door
chisels, canvas, candlesticks,
door and window
window fasteners,
fasteners, bells
bells and
and bellbellpulls,
mallets, leather,
leather, gum
gum and
and other
other belting,
belting, stencil-plates,
pulls, hammers,
hammers, mallets,
stencil-plates,
tools, whetstones,
whetstones, wire and
and zinc, and
and other
absolutely necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses,
other absolutely
twenty thousand dollars.
Independent
Independent
INDEPENDENT TREASURY.
INDEPENDENT
TREASURY.
treasury.
treasury.
Assistant
treasAssistant treasOFFICE OF ASSISTANT TREASURER
TREASURER AT BALTIMORE.—For
BALTIMORE.- For assistant
assistant
urer at
urer
Baltimore,
at Baltimore,
treasurer,
four thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars; for cashier, two
two thousand
thousand
clerks. and
others.
clerks.
and others.
five hundred dollars; for three clerks at one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars each; for two clerks at one thousand four hundred dollars each; for
two clerks at one thousand two hundred dollars each;
each; one messenger,
eight hundred and forty dollars; three vault watchmen, two thousand
thousand
thousand six hundred
one hundred
hundred and sixty dollars; in all, twenty thousand
dollars.
Assistant
Assistant treastreasOFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER
TREASURER AT BOSTON.-For
BOSTON.—For assisturer at
urer
at Boston,
Boston,
treasurer, five thousand
thousand dollars; for chief clerk, two thousand
thousand five
clerks,
others. ant treasurer,
clerks, and
and others.
hundred dollars; paying-teller, two thousand five hundred dollars; asassistant paying-teller, two thousand dollars; chief
chief interest clerk,
clerk, .two
two
thousand five hundred
receiving-teller, one thousand
hundred_ dollars; receiving-teller,
thousand eight
eight
bookkeeper, one thousand seven hundred
hundred dollars; first bookkeeper,
hundred dollars;
dollars;
second bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, depositors' accounts, one thousand five hundred do
.
1dollars; specie clerk, one thousand
thousand five hundred dollars; assistant sp
.
ecie
specie
clerk, one thousand four hundred dollars; clerk, one thousand
thousand eight
eight
hundred dollars; two coupon clerks, at one thousand four hundred
hundred
hundred 401dollars each; two clerks, one thousand
lars
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars each; assistant bookkeeper, eight hundred
hundred dollars; two clerks, at one thousand
thousand dollars each;
currency-redemption clerk, one thousand one huneach; assistant
assistant currency-redemption
dred dollars; messenger
messenger and chief watchmen,
dred
watchmen, one thousand
thousand and sixty
dollars; two watchmen, at eight hundred and fifty dollars
dollars each; in all,
thirty-six thousand and sixty dollars.
Assistant treastreasAssistant
OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
TREASURER AT CHICAGO.—For
CHICAGO.-For assistant
assistant
OFFICE
ASSISTANT TREASURER
urer
at Chicago,
urer at
Chic ago, treasurer,
four thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; for cashier, two thouclerks,
others.
clerks, and
and others.
sand five
five hundred
hundred
hundred dollars; for paying-teller,
paying-teller, one thousand eight hundred
dollars; for bookkeeper
bookkeeper and receiving-teller,
receiving-teller, at one thousand five hundred dollars each;
each; for two clerks, at one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars
each; for one messenger,
messenger, eight hundred and forty dollars; and one
watchman, seven hundred and twenty dollars; in all, fifteen thousand
watchman,
thousand
seven hundred and sixty dollars.
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ASSISTANT TREASURER
assistant Assistant
treasAssistant tre.sAT CINCINNATI.—For
CINCINNATI.-For assistant
TREASURER AT
OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
treasurer, four thousand five hundred
cashier, two thousand
thousand urer at Cincinnati,
Cincinnati ,
dollars; for cashier
hundred dollars;
treasurer
clerks, and others.
dollars;
or bookkeeper,
eight hundred dollars;
dollars; for rere- clerks, and others.
one thousand
thousand eight
bookkeeper, one
dollars; for
ceiving-teller,
one
thousand
five
hundred
dollars;
check
clerk
and
interceiving-teller, one thousand five hundred dollars; check clerk and interest
thousand two
hundred dollars;
dollars; fractional-currency
fractional-currency
each one
one thousand
two hundred
est clerk,
clerk, each
and
thousand dollars; night-watchman,
night-watchman, seven
and minor-coin clerk,
clerk, one thousand
hundred
twenty dollars;
dollars; messenger,
dollars; two
two
hundred and
and twenty
messenger, six
six hundred
hundred dollars;
watchmen,
and twenty
dollars each; in
in all, fourteen
fourteen
at one
one hundred
hundred and
twenty dollars
watchmen, at
thousand
seven hundred
hundred and sixty
dollars.
sixty dollars.
thousand seven

OFFICE
AT NEW
ORLEANS.—For assistassist- Assistant
Assistant treastressNEW ORLEANS.-For
TREASURER AT
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER,
ant
treasurer, four
dollars; cashier,
cashier, two
two hundred
hundred urer
at New
Orurer at
New Orthousand two
two thousand
four thousand dollars;
ant treasurer,
leans clerks
clerks, and
and
and fifty dollars; receiving teller, two thousand
thousand dollars; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, leans,
one
hundred dollars;
°r,8.
one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars °thers
dollars; one
one clerk,
clerk, one
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
porter, nine hundred
hundred dollars;
watchman, at
seven hundred
at seven
hundred and
dollars; one watchman,
porter,
twenty dollars;
one night-watchman,
night-watchman, at
hundred and
and twenty
at seven hundred
dollars; one
twenty
dollars; in
thousand and ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.
in all,
all, thirteen
thirteen thousand
dollars;
Assistant treasOFFICE OF
THE ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER
TREASURER AT
NEW YORK.-For
YORK.—For assist- Assistant
tressAT NEW
OFFICE
OF THE
ant
New York,
York,
at New
thou- urer at
and chief
chief clerk, four thoucashier and
dollars; cashier
eight thousand
thousand dollars;
treasurer, eight
ant treasurer,
sand
dollars; deputy
thousand six
hundredothers.
clerks, and
and others.
six hundred
clerks
three thousand
assistant treasurer,
treasurer, three
deputy assistant
sand dollars;
dollars;
thousand six hundred
dollars; chief
chief
hundred dollars;
dollars; chief
chief of coin division, three thousand
note-receiving
division, three thousand dollars;
dollars; chief of note-receiving
of note-paying division,
division, two
two thousand
thousand eight
dollars; chief
check-paying
chief of check-paying
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
division,
division, two
thousand eight
eight hundred
dollars; chief of registered-interest
registered-interest
hundred dollars;
two thousand
division,
division,
dollars; chief of coupon-interest
coupon-interest
hundred dollars;
division, two thousand six hundred
division,
dollars; chief of minor-coin
minor-coin divishundred dollars;
thousand four hundred
division, two thousand
ion,
hundred dollars;
dollars; chief of bond
bond division,
division, two
ion, two
two thousand
thousand four hundred
thousand
hundred and fifty dollars; chief of canceled-check
canceled-check and
and
thousand two hundred
record
thousand dollars;
dollars; two clerks at two thousand two
record division, two thousand
hundred and fifty dollars each; six clerks at two thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred
dollars
dollars each;
each; eleven
eleven clerks at
at
clerks at two thousand dollars
each; ten clerks
dollars each;
one
thousand eight hundred
each; four clerks at one thousand
thousand
dollars each;
hundred dollars
one thousand
hundred
seven
clerks at one thousand
thousand six hundred
seven hundred
hundred dollars each; seven clerks
dollars
each;
hundred dollars each;
dollars each; four clerks at one thousand five hundred
twelve clerks at one thousand four hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each; five clerks at
at
one
thousand two
two hundred
dollars each; five messengers
messengers at one thouhundred dollars
one thousand
sand
messenger at one thousand two
hundred dollars each; one messenger
sand three hundred
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars; keeper of building, one thousand
hundred dolassistant
eight hundred
thousand eight
lars; chief detective,
detective, one thousand
hundred dollars; two assistant
detectives, at
hundred dollars each;
each; three hallmen,
hallmen
four hundred
thousand four
at one
one thousand
detectives,
watchmen, at seven
seven hundred and
and
at one thousand dollars each; six watchmen,
thousand dollars; two
twenty dollars each; one engineer, one thousand
two porters,
porters,
sixty-seven thousand
nine
hundred and sixty-seven
thousand
hundred dollars each; in all, one hundred
nine hundred
three hundred and seventy
seventy dollars.
OFFICE
OF ASSISTANT
AT PHILADELPHIA.-For
PHILADELFHIA.—For assistAssistant treastressassist- Assistant
TREASURER AT
ASSISTANT TREASURER
OFFICE OF
ant treasurer,
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
and chief
chief urer
uhreira, at
alePhiladellaj
ant
treasurer, four
four thousand
thousand five
five hundred
for cashier
cashier and
hundred dollars;
dollars; bookkeeper,
thousand otherks.
Ahem
n
bookkeeper, two thousand
clerk, two
two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred
five
thousand nine
nine hundred
interest clerk, one thousand
dollars; chief interest
five hundred
hundred dollars;
registered-interest clerk, one thousand
dollars; chief registered-interest
thousand nine hundred
hundred dolbookkeeper, one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; coinlars; assistant bookkeeper,
teller, one
one thousand
thousand seven
dollars; redemption
clerk, one thouredemption clerk,
hundred dollars;
seven hundred
teller,
sand six
six hundred
coupon clerk, one thousand
thousand six
six
assistant coupon
dollars;'• assistant
hundred dollars
sand
hundred dollars;
clerk, one thousand
thousand five
registered-interest clerk,
assistant registered-interest
dollars; assistant
hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; assistant
assistant cashier,
cashier, one
one thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
thousand four
hundred
assistant
coin-teller, one
four hundred
hundred dollars; receiving-teller,
receiving-teller,
thousand four
one thousand
assistant coin-teller,
receiving-teller, one
hundred dollars; assistant receiving-teller,
thousand three hundred
one thouslnd
thousand two
building, one thousand
thousand
superintendent of building,
hundred dollars; superintendent
two hundred
thousand
one hundred
each;
hundred dollars each;
female counters, at nine hundred
four female
one
hundred dollars; four
five watchmen,
seven hundred
hundred and
twenty dollars
all, thirtydollars each; in all,
and twenty
at seven
watchmen, at
five
five thousand one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Aitat tre
Assistant
treas.
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER
TREASURER AT
AINT LOUIS.-For
Loms.—For assistassist-urerat
aint LouOFFICE
AT S
SAINT
rat Saint
ant
treasurer,
four
thousand
five
hundred
dollars
•
chief
clerk
and
teller,
i
s
,
c
l
er
k
s
,
an
d
othant treasurer, four thousand five hundred dollars; chief clerk and teller, is clerks, and othtwo
dollars; assistant
assistant teller, one thousand eight era.
ere.
five hundred
hundred dollars;
thousand five
two thousand
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hundred dollars; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, one
thousand five
five hundred
one thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars; as.
as.
sistant bookkeeper, one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; messenger,
messenger, one
one
thousand
thousand dollars; four watchmen,
seven hundred
and twenty
twenty dollars
dollars
watchmen, at
at seven
hundred and
each; in all, fifteen thousand three
each:
three hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
Assistant
OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER
Assistant treasSAN FRANCISCO.-For
FRANCISCO.—For asTREASURER AT
AT SAN
asurer at
at San
San Fran- sistant treasurer, five thousand five
urer
dollars; for
five hundred dollars;
for cashier,
cashier, three
three
o
eothes.
itSeo, clerks
clerks and thousand dollars;
bookkeeper, two
five hundred
doll ars;
dollars; for
for bookkeeper,
two thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars;
one chief
chief clerk, two thousand
one
thousand four hundred dollars;
dollars; for
cashier,
for assistant
assistant cashier,
two thousand dollars; for assistant bookkeeper,
thousand dollars;
bookkeeper, two
two thousand
dollars;
for one clerk,
clerk, one thousand eight hundred dollars;
dollars; for
for four
four watchmen,
watchmen,
at seven hundred and twenty dollars
dollars each;
each; in
in all,
all, twenty-two
twenty-two thousand
thousand
and eighty dollars.
dollars.
OFFICE OF
Depositary at
OF DEPOSITARY
ARIZONA.—For depositary,
DEPOSITARY AT
AT TUCSON,
TUCSON, ARIZONA.-For
depositary,
Tucson, Arizona.
Arizona. in addition
addition to his pay as postmaster, one thousand
hundred dollars;
thousand five
five hundred
dollars;
watchman, nine hundred dollars; in all, two
one watchman,
two thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
Speeial agents.
agents.
For compensation
compensation to special agents to
Special
the books,
accounts,
to examine
examine the
books, accounts,
184ti,
h, 90,
and
1846,
eh.
money on hand at the several sub-treasuries
sub-treasuries and
depositories? inand
depositories,
inStat.,
9,
62.
Stat., 9 62.
eluding national
national banks
eluding
banks acting as depositaries, under the act of
of the
the sixth
sixth
of August, eighteen hundred
hundred and
four thousand
dollars.
and forty-six,
forty-six, four
thousand dollars.
Chccks
and For checks and check-books
Checks
check-books for disbursing officers
and others,
others, and
and
officers and
check-books.
certificates
cheek-books,
certificates of deposit for offices
offices of the Treasurer
and assistant
treasurers
Treasurer and
assistant treasurers
and designated
designated depositaries,
depositaries, thirteen
thirteen thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Contingent
ex-- For contingent expenses under
Contingent ex
under the act of the sixth of
of August,
August, eighteightpenses, collection,
collection, cell
penses,
een hundred
hundred and forty-six, for the collection,
collection, safe-keeping,
transfer, and
safe-keeping, transfer,
and
h e r s.

s af rO.l, coIin
g' isbursement of the public
public money,
safe-lc
pi ng
for transportation
nds,
money, and
and for
transportation of
of notes,
notes, bo
bonds,
transfer,
and
dis-,disbursement
l
bnrsluent
of pubpInb- aand
nd
other
other securities
securities of
the United
United St
at
es ,
one
hundre d thousand
th ousan ddollars.
doll ars.
of the
States,
bursement Of
one hundred

lie money.
mone
1864, ch.
ch. 90,
90,
1864,
Stat., 9,9, 63.
63.
Stat.,

offMitsa
Mints
and assayssy
of6
CCR.

Director officers,

For the preparation
preparation and issue of new
new United
United States
States notes
notes in
in place
place of
of
worn and mutilated United States notes, and transportation
transportation of
of each
to
each to
and
from
the
Treasury,
and from
under such regulations as
the Secretary
the
as the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury may prescribe, fifty thousand dollars.
dollars.
UNITED
STATES MINTS
MINTS AND
AND ASSAY-OFFICES.
UNITED STATES
ASSAY-OFFICES.

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR.-Salaries: For

Direetor,officers,
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR.—Salaries: For Director, four thousand
thousand
clelrks.
al others. five
hundred dollars;
two thousand three
clerks' and others' five
hundred
dollars; examiner,
examiner, two
three hundred dollars;
dollars;
computer
two thousand
thousand two hundred dollars; assayer, two thousand
computer, two
two hundred
huInred dollars, and he shall be an experienced
experienced and
and practical
practical
assayer;
assayer; adjuster of
of' accounts, two thousand
thousand dollars; one
clerk of
one clerk
of class
class
three;
three ;one clerk of class two; two clerks
clerks of class one; one translator,
translator,
one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars; one messenger;
messenger; one
copyist, nine
nine
one copyist,
hundred dollars; one laborer; making, in all, the sum
sum of
twenty-two
of twenty-two
thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
p(n°tinent
expenses of the Bureau
Contingent exex- Contingent expenses
of the
Mint, to
under
Bureau of
the Mint,
to be
be expended
expendedunder
penses,
the direction
direction of
the Director,
namely: For
chemicals,
the
of the
the Minurt.
Mint.Bureau of tohe
Director, namely:
For assay-laboratory,
assay-laboratory, chemicals,
fuel, materials,
materials, and other necessaries,
fuel,
necessaries, one thousand dollars; for
examfor examination of mints,
mints, expenses in visiting the mints and assay-offices
ination
assay-offices for
for
the
the purpose of superintending
superintending the annual settlements
settlements and
and for
for special
special
examinations,
examinations, two
two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars; for books, pamphlets,
periodicals, specimens
periodicals,
specimens of coins and ores, balances, weights, and incidentals, seven
hundred dollars; making in all, the sum of four thoudentals,
seven hundred
sand two hundred dollars.

Freight on billbulFREIGHT
Freight
FREIGHT ON BULLION
BULLION AND
AND COIN.-For
COIN.—For freight
on bullion
bullion and
freight on
and coin
coin
ioncoin.
nd
between the mints and
and assay-offices,
lion and
between
assay-offices, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Partin
g
and
rePA
RTING
AND
R
EFINING
BULLION.—That
the
moneys
arising
from
Parting and rePARTING AND REFINING BULLION.-That the moneys arising from
fining bullion.
collected from depositors
fining
bullion,
charges collected
depositors for
and parting
bullion at
at the
the
for refining
refining and
parting bullion
mints
of the United States and the assay-office
mints of
assay-office at New York shall
shall be
be
applied to
defriayiug the
expenses, including labor, materials,
materials, incidentals,
applied
to defraying
the expenses,
incidentals,
and
wastage,
of those
those operations;
and wastage, of
operations; but no part of the moneys
moneys otherwise
otherwise
appropriated
assay-office at
appropriated for the support of the mints and assay-office
at New
New York
York
shall be
be used
used to defray the expenses
shall
expenses of refining and parting
parting bullion.
bullion.
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MINT AT
AT PHILADELPHIA.—For
salary of
four Mint
Mint at
at PhilaPhilasuperintendent, four
the superintendent,
of the
PHILADELPHIA.-For salary
MINT
thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars;
and refiner,
"kill ja•
refiner, coiner, delphia.
melter and
assayer, melter
for the
the assayer,
dollars; for
thousand five
Superintendent(
and
four in
thousand dollars
assistant offic^erclesndnt
officers, leani
dollars each; the assistant
three thousand
all, at
at three
in all,
engraver, four
and engraver,
assayer,
the assistant
melter and
and refiner,
refiner, and the
others,
the assistant
assistant coiner, at others.'
assistant melter
assayer, the
two
thousand dollars
dollars each;
cashier, two
two thousand
five hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
thousand five
each; cashier,
two thousand
chief
clerk, two
two thousand
thousand two
bookkeeper,
dollars; bookkeeper,
fifty dollars;
and fifty
two hundred
hundred and
chief clerk,
deposit
and weigh
weigh clerk,
two thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each;
each; and
one
and one
at two
clerk, at
clerk, and
deposit clerk,
clerk
six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; in
all thirty-four
thirty-four thousand
thousand
in all,
thousand six
one thousand
at one
clerk at
eight
hundred and
and fifty dollars.
eight hundred
For wages
of workmen
three hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
and adjusters,
adjusters, three
workmen and
wages of
For
For incidental
incidental and
contingent expenses,
Contingent e
x
exmachinery and Contingent
new machinery
including new
expenses, including
and contingent
For
penses.
repairs,
and purchases,
exceeding three
hundred dollars in value
value, P
three hundred
not exceeding
purchases, not
repairs, and
of
coins and
and ores
the cabinet
mint, one hundred
the mint
cabinet of the
for the
ores for
of specimen
specimen coins
thousand
thousand dollars.
MintatSanFran.
CALIFORNIA.—For salary
salary of
of superintendat San Fransuperintend- Mint
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA,-For
AT SAN FRANCISCO,
MINT AT
c
ent,
thousand five
five hundred
melter and
refiner, c
i8C 0..
SuperinSperineis
and refiner,
assayer, melter
dollars; assayer,
hundred dollars;
four thousand
ent, four
tendent, officers,
and
coiner , at
three thousand
each 2
•chief
chief clerk
and cashier,
two clerks, and
and others.
clerk and
cashier, two
dollars each;
at three
thousand dollars
and coiner,
thousand
five hundred
clerks at one thousand six
four clerks,
each: four
hundred dollars each;
thousand five
hundred
each; in
in all,
twenty-four thousand nine hundred dollars.
all, twenty-four
dollars each;
hundred dollars
hundred and sixty thouworkmen and adjusters, two hundred
of workmen
For wages of
sand dollars.
sand
ex-For incidental
incidental and
contingent expenses,
Contingent e
thousand dollars.
seventy thousand
expenses, seventy
and contingent
For
penses.
penses.
MINT
AT CARSON,
CARSON, NEVADA.—For
superintendent, three
Mint at
Carson.
at Carson.
three Mint
of superintendent,
salary of
NEVADA.-For salary
MINT AT
e
l
nt
Superintendent,
thousand
for assayer,
and refiner,
and coiner,
at two
two Teel
clerks,,and
and
fficers, clerks
coiner, at
refiner, and
melter and
assayer, melter
dollars; for
thousand dollars;
thousand
five
hundred
dollars
each;
chief
clerk,
at
two
thousand
two
others.
thousand five hundred dollars each; chief clerk,
hundred
and fifty dollars; cashier, bookkeeper, and weigh clerk, at two
hundred and
thouthousand
dollars each;
voucher clerk and computing
computing clerk, at one thoueach; voucher
thousand dollars
sand
eight hundred
assayer's clerk, at one thousand two
each; assayer's
dollars each;
hundred dollars
sand eight
hundred
twenty-three thousand five hundred and fifty
dollars; in all, twenty-three
hundred dollars;
dollars.
workmen and adjusters, sixty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
For wages of workmen
Contingent exnecessary Contingent
amount necessary
e
For incidental and contingent expenses, including amount
penses.
penses.
to complete
and engine house,
thirty thousand dollars.
house, thirty
boiler and
the boiler
complete the
to
Mint at
New OrOrat New
superin-- Mint
MINT
LOUISIANA.—For salary of the superin
ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.-For
MINT AT NEW ORLEANS,
l
eo
ffi
pecreirn
s,Suierinleans.
melter
assayer,
the
dollars;
tendent,
three
thousand
five
hundred
for
t
e
n
a
den
s
t
.
,
Su
tendent, three
and
and coiner,
coiner, three
all, at
thousand five
clerks, and
and others.
others.
five hundred
hundred doldol- clerks,
two thousand
three in
in all,
at two
and refiner,
refiner, and
lars each;
thousand dollars each; weigh
cashier and chief clerk, at two thousand
each; cashier
lars
bookkeeper,, and assayer's clerk, at one thousand
clerk, deposit clerk, bookkeeper
twenty-one thousand
hundred dollars each; in all,
allAwenty-one
thousand four hundred
hundred dolsix hundred
lars.
For wages
eighty-five thousand dollars.
and adjusters, eighty-five
workmen and
of workmen
wages of
For
For
and contingent
including repairs
repairs and new Contingent
Contingent exexexpenses, including
contingent expenses,
incidental and
For incidental
machinery, thirty-five
thousand dollars.
penses.
enses.
dollars.
thirty-five thousand
machinery,
MINT
AT DENVER,
the assayer
assayer in
in charge,
Mint
atin Denvcer
Mint at
charge, Denver.
of the
salary of
COLORADO.-For salary
DENVER, COLORADO.—For
MINT AT
Assayer
charge,
incharge,
Assoyer clerks,
hun-- officers,
hundred dollars;
two thousand
thousand five hundred
dollars; for melter, two thousand two hun
two
and
dred and
and fifty
fifty dollars;
dollars; assistant
one thousand
hundred others
others..
four hundred
thousand four
assayer, one
assistant assayer,
dred
dollars; chief
chief clerk,
at
thousand eight hundred dollars; one clerk at
one thousand
clerk, one
dollars;
one thousand
six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; and
one clerk
clerk at
thousand four
at one thousand
and one
thousand six
one
hundred dollars; making, in all, ten thousand nine hundred and fifty
dollars.
For
wages of
of workmen,
workmen, twelve
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twelve thousand
For wages
For
and contingent
Contingent expenses.
thousand dollars.
six thousand
expenses, six
contingent expenses,
incidental and
For incidental
penses.
ell8e5.

ASSAY-OFFICE
AT NEW
YORIC.—For salary
salary of
of superintendent,
office at
at
Assay office
four Assay
superintendent, four
NEW YORK.-For
ASSAY-OFFICE AT
thousand five
five hundred
New York. assayer,
Superassayer
refiner, intendent,
and refiner,
for melter
melter and
and for
for assayer,
assayer, and
dollars; for
hundred dollars;
thousand

two thousand
clerk, two
chief clerk,
at three
dollars each;
each 5chief
thousand five hundred officers, clerks, and
thousand dollars
at
three thousand
dollars; weighing
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; paying others.
clerk, two
weighing clerk,
dollars;
clerk, two
thousand dollars;
hundred dolone thousand eight hundred
dollars; bar clerk, one
two thousand
clerk,
dollars two
lars; warrant clerk, two thousand two hundred and fifty dollars;
assistant
calculating clerks, at one thousand eight hundred dollars each; assistant
calculating
hundred dollars; for assayer's first assistclerk, one thousand six hundred
weigh clerk,
ant, two
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty dollars; for assayer's
assayer's second
second
thousand two
two thousand
ant,
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assistant,
two thousand
and fifty
assayer's
assistant, two
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
fifty dollars;
dollars; for
for assayer's
third
assistant, two
two thousand
dollars; 'in
in all,
thousand one
third assistant,
thousand dollars;
all, thirty-three
thirty-three thousand
one
hundred
and fifty
hundred and
fifty dollars.
dollars.
For
of workmen,
dollars.
For wages
wages of
workmen, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Contingent exexFor incidental and contingent
contingent expenses, nine thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
penses.
HELENA, MONTANA.-For
MONTANA.—For salary
salary of
Assay-office at
Assay-office
at ASSAY-OFFICE
ASSAY-OFFICE AT
AT HELENA,
of assayer
assayer in
in
Helena.
Helena.
charge, two thousand five hundred dollars; and of melter, two thouAssayer in charge sand two hundred and fifty dollars; and one clerk of class one; in all,
Assayerincharge
and
and others.
others.
five thousand
thousand nine hundred
five
hundred and fifty dollars.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For wages
wages of workmen,
workmen, twelve
twelve thousand
Contingent exex- For
Contingent
For incidental and contingent expenses,
expenses, ten thousand dollars.
penses.
penses.
ASSAY-OFFICE AT
Assay-office
Assay-office at ASSAY-OFFICE
AT BOISE CITY,
CITY, IDAHO
IDAHO TERRITORY.—For
TERRITORY.-For salary
salary of
of
Boise City.
City.
assayer, who shall also perform the duties of melter, two thousand dolSalary of assayer, lars; one clerk, one thousand dollars; in
all, three thousand dollars.
Slateryaof
nassaycr,
inciter,
and
clerk. lars; one clerk, one thousand dollars; in all, three thousand dollars.
Contingent
x
For incidental
incidental and
contingent
expenses,
including labor,
thousand
Contingent e
exand contingent expenses, including
labor, six
six thousand
pen Se%
puenss.
dollars.
Assay-office at
ASSAY-OFFICE
of
ASSAY-OFFICE AT CHARLOTTENORTH
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA.—For
CAROLINA.-For salary of
Charlotte.
Charlotte.
assayer and melter, one thousand
five hundred dollars; and of assistant
thousand Afive
assistant
Assayer, molter, assayer, one thousand two hundred and fifty dollars; in all,
Asni
ocrs melter assayer, one thousand two hundred and fifty dollars; in all, two thouand
others.
sand seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
incidental and
contingent expenses,
labor, two
two thousand
Contingent exex- For
For incidental
and contingent
expenses, including
including labor,
thousand
penses.
penses.
dollars.
Assay-office at
ASSAY-OFFICE
MISSOURI.—For salary
Assay-office
ASSAY-OFFICE AT SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.-For
salary of assayer
assayer
Saint
Saint Louis.
in charge, two thousand five hundred dollars; melter, two thousand
thousand
Assayer, molter,
molter, dollars; one clerk, one thousand dollars; in all, five thousand five hunAssayer,
clerk.
dred dollars.
For incidental
contingent expenses,
expenses including
labor, six
thousand
Contingent exex - For
incidental and
and contingent
including labor,
six thousand
penses.
dollars.
Territorial
Territorial govgovernments.
ernmcnts.

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES.
TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENT

Arizona.
TERRITORY OF ARIZONA.—For
salary of governor, two
TERRITORY
ARIZONA.-For salary
two thousand
thousand six
six
Salary of gov- hundred dollars; chief justice and two associate
associate judges, at three
three thouether, chief jushundred dollars;
dollars; interthousand eight
eight hundred
lee, and °Q
OM
dollars each;
secretary one
one thousand
each; secretary
teicernor,
ierf
is 8 sand dollars
preter
translator in the
office, five
preter and
and translator
the executive
executive office,
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; in
in
all,
hundred dollars.
all thirteen thousand nine
niue hundred
Legislative oxex - For legislative expenses,
expenses, namely, for rent,
stationery,
rent, light,
light, fuel, and
and stationery,
pellSeS.
ponses.
incidentals, and compensation
compensation of the porter and messenger, two thousand two hundred and fifty dollars.
Contingent
ex-- For contingent expenses
Contingent ex
expenses of the Territory,
Territory, to be expended
expended by the govponses.
ernor, five hundred dollars.
ponscs.
Dakota.
TERRITORY
DAKOTA.—For salary
salary of
of governor,
six
Dakota.
OF DAKOTA.-For
TERRITORY OF
governor, two
two thousand
thousand six
(Governor,
thouGovernor, chief hundred dollars;
dollars; chief justice and three associate
associate judges, at three thoujuisicu,
etc.
secretary, at one thousand eight hundred doljustice, etc.
sand dollars each; and secretary,
dollars, sixteen thousand four hundred dollars.
X Legislative 0
e xexpenses, namely,
namely, for
rent, light,
Legislative
For legislative
legislative expenses,
for rent,
stationery, inlight, fuel,
fuel, stationery,
inpensue.
cidentals, and porter and messenger for the secretary's
office, two
secretary's office,
two thouthousand dollars.
Contingent
ex- For contingent expenses, to be expended by the governor, five hunContingent exhunpenses.
dred
dred dollars.
dollars.
Idaho.
Idaho.
TERRITORY OF IDAHO.-For
IDAH0.—For salary of governor, two thousand six
Governor,
chief hundred
Governor, chief
hundred dollars; chief justice and two associate
associate judges, at three thoujustice,
and
others.
justice, and others. sand
sand dollars
and secretary,
dollars each;
each; and
secretary, at one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars,
thirteen
thirteen thousand four hundred dollars.
Legislative
x- For legislative expenses,
Legislative e
exexpenses, namely, for rent, light, fuel, printing, stastapenses.
penses.
tionery,
tionery, incidentals, and pay of porter for the
the secretary's
secretary's office, two
two
thousand and eighty-five dollars.
Contingent
ex- For contingent
Contingent exhuncontingent expenses, to be expended by the governor, five hunpenses.
dred dollars.
dred
dollars.
Montana.
Montana.
TERRITORY OF
TERRITORY
OF MONTANA.-For
MONTANA.—For salary of governor, two thousand
thousand
Governor, chief
six hundred
hundred dollars
; chi
efjustice
justi ce and
an d two
two associate
judges, at three
three
Governor,
chief
dollars;
chief
associate
justice, and
and others.
others.
justice,
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thousand dollars
dollars each;
each; and
at one
thousand eight
thousand
and secretary,
secretary, at
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred
thousand four hundred dollars.
dollars.
dollars, thirteen thousand
For legislative expenses, namely, for rent,
rent, light, fuel, printing, Legislative
ex •
Legislative exstationery,
porter or
or messenger
the secretary's
penses.
messenger for
for the
secretary's penses.
and porter
stationery, incidentals,
incidentals, and
office,
thousand nine
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
office, one
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
Territory, to
to be
be expended
by the
the govgov- Contingent exFor contingent
the Territory,
expended by
ex•
penses.
ernor,
dollars.
penses.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
ernor, five
TERRITORY OF
salary of
of governor,
governor, two
thouTERRITORY
OF NEW
NEW MEXICO.—For
MEXICO.-For salary
two thou-

New Mexico.

TERRITORY
UTAH.—For salary
two thousand
thousand six
six
OF UTAH.-For
salary of
of governor,
governor, two
TERRITORY OF

Utah.
Utah.

associate judges, at Governor,
Governor, chief
justice and
and two associate
sand six
six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; chief justice
justice, etc.
etc.
t
hree thousand dollars each; secretary,
secretary, at one
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred justice,
three
dollars; and interpreter
interpreter and translator
translator in
in the
the executive
executive office, at
at five
hundred dollars, thirteen
thousand nine hundred
hlundred
thirteen thousand
hundred dollars.
legislative expenses, namely,
namely, for compensation
compensation and mileage
mileage of the
For legislative
the Legislative expenses.
members of the legislative
clerks, and contingent
contingent ponses.
legislative assembly, officers, and clerks,
expenses, rent, light, fuel, printing
printing and stationery,
stationery, and incidentals,
and
incidentals, and
contingent
eighteen thousand
thousand eight
eight
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the secretary's
secretary's office,
office, eighteen
hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine dollars and twenty-three
cents.
twenty-three cents.
Contingent exexcontingent expenses of the Territory,
Territory, to be expended by the gov- Contingent
For contingent
penses.
ernor,
hundred dollars.
penses.
five hundred
dollars.
ernor, five

chief
hundred dollars; chief justice and
and two associate judges, at three thou- Governor,
Governor, chief
hundred
justice, etc.
sand dollars each; and secretary,
secretary, at one thousand eight hundred
hundred dol- justice, etc.
thirteen thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
lars, thirteen
exLegislative exFor legislative expenses,
expenses, namely,
compensation and mileage
mileage of Legislative
namely, for compensation
penses.
members of the legislative
officers, clerks, public printing, penses.
legislative assembly, the officers,
and the contingent
contingent expenses thereof, and the contingent
contingent expenses of
of
the
twenty-five thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
the secretary's
secretary's office,
office, twenty-five
Contingent exexexpended by the
For contingent
the gov- Contingent
Territory, to be expended
contingent expenses
expenses of the Territory,
penses.
ernor,
hundred dollars. And the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury shall penses.
ernor, five
five hundred
Secretary of the
make to Congress each year a
statement showing
showing how the sev- Secretary
a detailed
detailed statement
Treasury to
to make
make
pur- Treasury
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous purappropriated for contingent
eral sums herein appropriated
report to
to Congress
Congress
report
poses
also
a
statement
giving
the
amount
reposes have been
been expended,
expended, and
and also a statement giving the amount re- of
of contingent
contingent and
and
Revised miscellaneous
ceived under section thirty-six hundred
hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven of
of the Revised
miscellaneous ex-

penditure; also
also rereStatutes, and
statement showing
how the
money approappro- penditure,
in detail
detail how
the money
Statutes,
and also
also aa statement
showing in
ceipts underunderceipts
priated under said
said section
been expended.
expended.
section has
has been
priated

1.S.
3687.
a. S. 3687.
Washington TerWashington
Territory.
sand
justice and two associate
associate judges, at three ritory.
six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; chief justice
sand six
Governor, chief
thousand
at one
hundred juGticeeand
thousand dollars
dollars each;
each; and
and secretary,
secretary, at
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
others.
justice, and others.
dollars, thirteen
thousand four
four hundred
dollars.
dollars,
thirteen thousand
hundred dollars.
legislative expenses, namely, for compensation
mileage of the Legislative
For legislative
compensation and mileage
Legislative exex members of the legislative assembly, the officers,
officers, clerks, public printing, penses.
penses.
and contingent expenses, rent of secretary's
office, hire of messenger,
secretary's office,
light,
stationery, postage,
repairs, and other incipostage, office
office furniture, repairs
light, fuel, stationery,
dentals, twenty-one
twenty-one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred and forty dollars.
Printing code
code of
Printing
of
threethousand
For printing the code of laws for the Territory, three
thousand dollars,
laws for
for the
the Terrior so much thereof as
as may
be necessary.
laws
Terrimay be
necessary.
tory.
Contingent exexcontingent expenses
expenses of the Territory,
Territory, to be expended
expended by the gov- Contingent
For contingent
pense.
pense.
ernor, five hundred dollars.
TerriWyoming Territhousand Wyoming
salary of
of governor,
TERRITORY
OF WYOMING.-For
WYOMING.—For salary
governor, two thousand
TERRITORY OF
tory.
judges, at three
six hundred dollars; chief justice
justice and two associate
associate judges,
three tory.
Governor, chief
thousand
thousand eight
hundred justice,
Governor,
eight hundred
one thousand
at one
and secretary,
secretary, at
dollars each;
each; and
thousand dollars
etc. chief
hundred
dollars.
dollars, thirteen thousand four
xexLegislative e
For legislative
mileage of the Legislative
compensation and mileage
legislative expenses, namely, for compensation
penses.
members
officers, clerks, public printing, penses.
legislative assembly,
assembly, the officers,
members of
of the legislative

two thou•
thou.
TERRITORY OF
OF WA.SHINGTON.—For
governor, two
salary of governor,
WASHINGTON.-For salary
TERRITORY

and contingent expenses, including those of the secretary's
secretary's office,
office, rent,
messenger, printing, fuel, light,
and incidentals,
light. stationery, postage, and
twenty-four
hundred and fifty-five
fifty-five dollars.
twenty-four thousand
thousand two hundred
For
Territory, to be
exexpended by the gov- Contingent oxbe expended
expenses of the Territory,
For contingent
contingent expenses
pense.
pOens
ernor, five hundred dollars.
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Depart-

Compensation
Compensation of
the
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theSecretarichief
clerk, and others.

a

Rebel archives.
Rebel
archives.

Contingent exContingent
ex-
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WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
dollars ;
For compensation
compensation of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, eight
eight thousand
thousand dollars;
one chief clerk, at two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one disbursing
disbursing
clerk, at two thousand dollars; one stenographer,
stenographer, at
at one
eight
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred
two chiefs
chiefs of
thousand dollars
dollars each;
hundred dollars; two
of division,
division, at
at two
two thousand
each;
five
clerks of
of class
four; four
four clerks
of class
three; four
four clerks
class
five clerks
class four;
clerks of
class three;
clerks of
of class
two;
clerks of
class one;
at one
thousand dollars;
dollars;
two; twelve
twelve clerks
of class
one; one
one clerk
clerk at
one thousand
two
six assistant
assistant messengers;
two messengers;
messengers; six
messengers; seven
seven laborers;
laborers; and
and six
six
watchmen for
for the
the department
department building;
in all
all sixty-nine
sixty-nine thousand
thousand six
watchmen
building; in
six
hundred and
hundred
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of War to have the rebel archives
archives examined,
examined,
for the
government, including
including stationery,
and have
have copies
copies furnished
furnished for
the government,
stationery,
seven
thousand dollars;
dollars; but
no part
part of
of this
this sum
shall be
to increase
increase
seven thousand
but no
sum shall
be used
used to
the salary or compensation
compensation of any officer or
or employee
employee of
of the government.
office, eight thousand dollars.
For contingent expenses
expenses of his office,

Office of the AdOffice
jutant-General.
tChief
Chief clerkand
clerk and
others.

IN
ADJUTANT-GENERAL.-One chief clerk, at
IN THE OFFICE OF THE AMTUTANT-GENERAL.—One
two
thousand
dollars;
eleven
of class
clerks of
of
clerks of
class four;
four; seventeen
seventeen clerks
two thousand dollars; eleven clerks
class
three; thirty-five
thirty-five clerks
clerks of
of class
two; one
one hundred
and fifty-one
class three;
class two;
hundred and
fifty-one
clerks of class one; six
eight asassix clerks at
at one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each;
each; eight
sistant messengers;
messengers; in all, two
ninety thousand
thousand nine
two hundred
hundred and
and ninety
nine hunhundred and sixty dollars.
dollars.
Fifty-five clerks
For thirty additional clerks of class one, and
twenty-five clerks
clerks at
at one
and twenty-five
one
to expedite settle- thousand
thousand dollars each, to be exclusively
exclusively engaged in preparing and makments of
pensions. ing reports to expedite
ments
of pensions.
expedite the settlement
settlement of pension applications
applications called
called for
for
by the Commissioner of Pensions; one assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; in
in all,
all,
sixty-one thousand seven
And for
for the
seven hundred and twenty dollars. And
the
employment
twenty-five clerks at the rate of one thousand
thousand dollars
employment of twenty-five
per annum each, for the like purpose, for the
current fisthe balance of the
the current
cal year, and for one assistant messenger, six thousand
thousand four
four hundred
and thirty dollars;
dollars; the latter sum to be immediately
immediately available.
available.
Rentof
For rent of building, one thousand five hundred dollars; three
Rent of building.
three hunhundred dollars of which sum shall be available
available for the current
current fiscal
fiseal year.
Contingent ex- For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, to wit, for stationery, printing, purchase
purchase of
of
penses.
penses.
file-cases, and for office furniture and repairs,
additional file-cases
repairs, fourteen
fourteen thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars ; one thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars of which sum shall be available
available for the current fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
Office of InspecIN THE OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL.—One
INSPECTOR-GENERAL.-One clerk
Inspeeof class
clerk of
class
tor-General,
clerk, four; one assistant messenger;
messenger; in all, two
two thousand
tor-General, clerk)
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and
and messenger.
and
twenty dollars.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF MILITARY JUSTICE.-One
JUSTICE.—One chief
chief clerk, at
one thousand
thousand
at one
eight hundred
hundred dollars; one clerk of class three; one clerk of
one;
of class one;
Clerks.
one
assistant messenger; in all, five thousand three hundred and twenty
Clerks,
one assistant
dollars.
Contingent
For contingent expenses, five hundred dollars.
Contingent exlqtqkAR.

Bureau o
off mil_
Military Justice,
Justice.
tary

penses.

Law books at
department
headdepartment
headquarters.
quters.
Signal
Signal Office.
Office.
Clerks
Clerks and mesmessenger.

enger.

Office of QuarQuar-

For supplying law-books
law-books for the offices
advocates sta-,
offices of
of the judge advocates
sta-,
tioned at department headquarters
headquarters, one hundred dollars to
five
to each, five

hundred dollars.
IN
THE SIGNAL
SIGNAL OFFICE.-TWO
I
N THE
OFFICE.—Two clerks
clerks of class four; one of class ont
Out

and
an done assistant
assistant messenger; in all, five thousand five hundred and
and
twenty dollars.
IN
THE OFFICE OF THE
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.-One chief
I
N THE
THE QUARTER1VIASTER-GENERAL.—One
chief

termaster-General.
terecaharetefr-oeepeerrv; clerk, at two thousand dollars; seven
clerks
seven clerks of class
class four;
four; nine
nine clerks
draughtsman,
twenty-four clerks of class two; forty-eight
draughtsman of class three; twenty-four
forty-eight clerks of
of
clerks, etc.
class one; twenty copyists, at nine hundred dollars each;
female
each; one
one female
messenger, at forty dollars per month; one messenger; two assistant
assistant
messengers;
messengers; six laborers;
laborers; one engineer,
engineer, at one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred
dollars; one fireman; and five watchmen;
watchmen; and one draughtsman,
draughtsman, at
at
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one thousand
hundred dollars
dollars ;in
in all,
and fifty-two
fifty-two
one
thousand eight
eight hundred
all, one
one hundred
hundred and
thousand
two hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars.
thousand two
For
expenses, eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
eight thousand

Contingent
Contingent ex.
ex•
penses.
IN THE
THE OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSARY-GENERAL.—Otte chief
chief clerk,
THE COMMISSARY-GENERAL.-One
clerk, Commissary

General.
at two thousand dollars; one clerk of class four; three
three clerks of class General.
Chief clerk,
three; four clerks of class two;
clerks of class one;
one; two
two clerks
three;
two; ten
ten clerks
clerks at
at clerks,
Chiefandclerkd
mesone
messenger; two laborers;
laborers; and
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each;
each; one
one assistant
assistant messenger;
and sengers.
two watchmen; in all, thirty-one thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred and eighty dollars: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of War, if the public necessity re- Proviso:
Proviso: Detail
ten enlisted
enlisted
quires it, may detail not exceeding
clerical service
of ten
exceeding ten enlisted men for clerical
service of

in this
bureau.
in
this bureau.

men.
men.

contingent expenses, namely: Rent of building,
and mis- Contingent
For contingent
building, repairs, and
Contingent exexpenses.
cellaneous items, five thousand five hundred dollars.
cellaneous
penses.

THE OFFICE
OFFICE OF
SURGEON-GENERAL.—One chief
chief clerk,
at Office
IN THE
OF THE
THE SURGEON-GENERAL.-One
clerk, at
Office of
of Surtwo thousand dollars; eight clerks of class four; six clerks
geon-General.
clerks of class geon-General.
Chief clerk and
class two;
onehundred
clerks of
one; Chief
three; nine
nine clerks of class
two; one
hundred and
and six clerks
of class one;
clerk and
others.
fourteen
thousand dollars
anatomist, one thou
fourteen clerks at one thousand
dollars each; one anatomist,
thou. oer
hundred dollars; one engineer
sand six hundred
engineer in division of records and museum, at one thousand four hundred dollars; eleven
eleven assistant messengers; and four watchmen
watchmen and
eight laborers;
all, one
one hundred
and eight
laborers; in
in all,
hundred and
and
Proviso: Detail
Detail
ninety-eight
Provided, That Proviso:
ninety-eight thousand eight hundred
hundred and eighty dollars:
dollars: Provided,
twenty enlisted
the Secretary
Secretary of War,
War, if the public
enlisted
public necessity
necessity so require, may detail not twenty
men.
en
bureau.
exceeding twenty enlisted men for clerical
clerical service
service in
in this
this bureau.
Additional clerks,
exclusively en- Additionalclerks,
For eighty clerks, at one thousand
thousand dollars each, to be exclusively
etc., to expedite
gaged in preparing and making reports
reports to expedite
expedite the settlement of
of etc.,
to expedite
the selthlment
settlement of
the
of
for by
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Pensions;
Pensions; one
one pension
pension applications
applications called
called for
pension cases.
and one
one laborer;
laborer; in all, eighty-two
assistant messenger; one watchman;
watchman; and
employment of forty clerks
thousand one hundred dollars; and for the employment
at the rate of one thousand dollars per annum
annum each,
each, for the like purpose.
purpose,
assistant messenger, one
for balance of the current fiscal year, and one assistant
watchman, and one laborer, eleven
eleven thousand seven hundred and seventywatchman,
five dollars,
dollars, the latter
latter sum to be immediately
immediately available.
five
available.
Contingent exexFor contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, namely: Blank books, stationery, rent, fuel, Contingent
penses.
and incidentals,
incidentals, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; five penses.
gas, furniture,
furniture, repairs, and
thousand
shall be available for the current fiscal
thousand dollars of which
which sum shall
fiscal
year.
Office of
of Chief
Chief
IN THE OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE.—One
ORDNANCE.-One chief
chief clerk, at
at Office
of Ordnance.
of
class
four;
two
clerks
of
class
three;
two thousand dollars; one clerk
clerk of class four; two clerks of class three; of Chifnre
Chief clerk and
and
two clerks of class two; six clerks
clerks of class
class one; two clerks at
at one thou- others.
sand dollars each; one assistant messenger;
messenger; one
one laborer;
laborer; in all, twenty
Proviso: Detail
Provided, That the Secre- Proviso:
thousand three hundred and eighty dollars: Provided,
Detail
of twenty enlisted
require, may detail not exceeding
exceeding men.
of
twenty enlisted
tary of War, if the public necessity so require,
twenty enlisted
enlisted men for clerical
clerical service
service in this bureau.
Contingent ex.
excontingent expenses,
For contingent
expenses, namely:
namely: Stationery, envelopes
envelopes, wrapping- Contingent
penses.
permanent batteries,
batteries, and pe1ses.
paper for sending blanks to the arsenals, forts, permanent
troops
in the
the field;
field; telegrams,
telegrams, express
charges, and
and incidentals
incidentals of
of a
a
troops in
express charges,
similar nature; furniture, matting, carpets,
carpets, oil-cloth,
oil-cloth, professional
professional books
books
for Ordnance
Department library, pamphlets,
Ordnance Department
pamphlets, and
and newspapers,
newspapers, one thouhundred dollars.
sand five
five hundred
Office of
of Pay
Pay
PAYMASTER-GENERAL.-One chief
IN THE OFFICE OF THE PAXIVIASTER-GENERAL.--One
chief clerk,
clerk, at
at Office
of class
class four;
of class
class three;
two thousand dollars;
dollars; six
six clerks
clerks of
four; six
six clerks
clerks of
three; master-General.
ChiefG:ll
egralP
twelve clerks of
class two;
clerks of
of class
clerks at
of class
two; nine
nine clerks
class one;
one; three
three clerks
at one
one others.
thousand dollars each; one assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; two watchmen;
watchmen; and
three
three laborers;
laborers; in all,
all, fifty-seven
fifty-seven thousand one hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
Contingent exexContingent
thousand five hundred
contingent expenses,
For contingent
expenses, two thousand
hundred dollars.
penses.
Office of
Chief
IN
THE OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS.-One
I
N THE
ENGINEERS.-011 03chief
chief clerk,
at Office
clerk, at
of Chief
of Engineers.
two thousand dollars;
dollars; four clerks of class four;
four; two clerks of
class of Chief
of class
Engineers.
clerk and
three;
three; three clerks of class two; three clerks of class
one; one
one clerk
clerk others.
class one;
messenger; and two laborers;
laborers;
at one thousand
thousand dollars; one assistant messenger;
hundred and forty
in all,
al, twenty-three
twenty-three thousand
thousand two hundred
forty dollars.
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That the
Secretary of
requires is
public necessity so requires,
War, if the public
of War,
the Secretary
That
h
ereb
y au
th ori
ze dto
not exceeding
exceeding thirty enlisted
enlisted men for clerito detail
detail not
authorized
hereby
cal service
in this
addition to
to the
the force
force above
above provi(led.
provided.
in addition
department in
this department
service in
cal
expenses, namely:
namely: For
furniture,
office furniture,
stationery, office
For stationery,
contingent expenses,
For contingent
ex-- For
Contingent ex
miscellaneous and incidental
incidental expenses, including purchase
purchase of profespoises.
miscellaneous
penses.
sional
books and
and maps
three thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
maps,' three
sional books
W
ar Department
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS.
— For compensation
compensation of
one engineer
engineer
of one
BUILDINGS.-For
WAR
WarDepartment
dollars;
'minding.
in
thousand two hundred dollars;
Department building, one thousand
in the War Department
ouilding.
Engineer, concon -one assistant engineer, one thousand dollars; conductor
conductor of the elevator,
for
ducter
0r elevaductor
tor,
and others
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars;
dollars; four
laborers; one
one
two laborers;
watchmen; two
four watchmen;
seven hundred
othersv seven
tor, and
fireman;
and twelve
twelve charwomen,
charwomen, at
at one
one hundred
hundred and eighty dollars
fireman; and
each;
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
all, ten
in all,
each; in
For labor,
labor, fuel,
fuel, light,
light, and
and miscellaneous
building,
miscellaneous items for the said building,
For
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
eight
eight thousand dollars.
For four
watchmen two
one laborer in the part of the
and one
firemen, and
two firemen,
four watchmen,
For
Adjutant-General's
to be
located on
the first
floors of
second floors
first and second
on the
be located
Office to
Adjutant-General's Office
the
old Navy
building, in
in all,
all, four
four thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred
Department building,
Navy Department
the old
eighty dollars.
and eighty
Adjutant Goner - For
of the
Adjutant-General's Office,
Office, in the old
old
the Adjutant-General's
expenses of
contingent expenses
For contingent
Adjutant-Generoffice.
Navy Department building, including fuel, light, heating apparatus,
al's office.
Contingent
matting, cleaning, labor, and incidental
incidental items of care
care of two floors of the
ex--matting,
Contingent ex
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Department building, two thousand
penses.
old Navy Department
penses.
thousand five
Rent
of
building
For
rent
of
the
building
occupied
as
the
Quartermaster-General's
Quartermaster-General's
For rent of the building occupied
Rent of building
for
occupied as QuarQuer-Office,
dollars. And where buildings are now rented for
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Office, ten
occupied
are
termastcr
Gene
r
public
use
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
the
executive
departments
arc
departments
executive
the
of
Columbia,
District
in
the
use
public
or-Genertenast
al's office.
Executive deauthorized, whenever
whenever it
it shall
shall be
advantageous to
to the
to
interest, to
public interest,
the public
be advantageous
Executive de -authorized,
partments authorauthor-rent
rent others
others in
in their
Provided, That no increase
increase in the number ol
ot
stead: Provided,
their stead:
partments
ized to
0 rent buildbuild - buildings now in use, nor in
in the amounts paid for
for rents,
rents, shall
shall result
result
therefrom.
ings -in
.in District
District of there
f
rom.
Columbia.
•
Columbia.
Proviso.
Watchmen and
and
For
five watchmen
watchmen and two laborers in the building occupied by
by
Forfive
laborers in build- the
the. Paymaster-General,
Paymaster-General, four thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and twenty dollaborers
ing occupied
occupied by lars.
larS.
Paymaster
Paymaster--General.
Rent.
building, four thousand five hundred dollars.
rent of the building,
For rent
Rent.
Fuel, etc.
miscellaneous items,
items ,three
three thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
fuel and miscellaneous
For fuel
etc.
Building corner
For four watchmen and two laborers in the building at the corner
corner of
Seventeenth
and Seventeenth
F streets, four thousand two hundred
hundred dollars; and for
for
Seventeenth and F
Seventeenth and
F streets.
fuel for warming the entire
Ordnance Office,
Office, and
F
entire building, including the Ordnance
warming
for operating
ventilating fan in summer,
summer, repairs of steam warming
operating the ventilating
for
Miscellaneous,
oil-cloth and
and
Miscellaneous. and ventilating apparatus, and pay of gas, purchase of oil-cloth
matting
repairs and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, six
six
matting for halls, and for general repairs
thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
thousand dollars;.in all, ten thousand
superintendents of the six buildings occuSuperintendents
compensation of the superintendents
For compensabon
Superintendents
of six buildings
buildings pied by the War Department, at two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars each, one
hundred dollars.
Warr thousand five hundred
occupied
occupied by Wa
Department.
Postage
stamps.
Department and its bureaus, as repostage-stamps for the War Department
For postage-stamps
Postage-stamps.
quired under the Postal Union, to prepay postage on matter addressed
addressed
to
Union countries,
countries, four thousand dollars.
to Postal Union

Thirty enlisted
enlisted
Thirty
men
detailed.
men detailed.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
GROUNDS.

Grounds, one thousand
Buildings and Grounds
Office
Public
For clerk in the Office
Office of Public Buildings
hunBuildings an
and
f
our hundred
hundred dollars;
messenger in the same office, eight bunand for messenger
dollars;
d four
Buildings
Grounds
Grounds.
Clerk
and
mos
_
dred
and
forty
dollars.
Clerk and mes- dred and forty dollars.
senger.
senger.
For the public gardener,
gardener, one thousand
Public gardener.
gardener.
thousand six hundred dollars.
Foreman and laForeman
la- For a
aforeman
foreman and laborers employed in the public grounds, twentyborers.
four thousand dollars.
draw-keepers for Navy-Yard
For two draw-keepers
Navy
yard and
Navy-Yard and Upper Bridges,
Bridges, one thouNavy-yard
dollars.
forty
Upper
Bridges,
sand
four
hundred
and
forty
dollars.
and
hundred
four
sand
Brdges,
Uppere
draw-keepers.
draw-keepers.
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For watchman
watchman in
Square, six hundred and sixty dollars.
Franklin Square,
in Franklin
For
For watchman
watchman in
Lafayette Square, six hundred
hundred and sixty dollars.
in Lafayette
For
For
hundred and
Smithsonian Grounds, at six hundred
day-watchmen in Smithsonian
two day-watchmen
For two
sixty dollars
one thousand
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
three hundred
thousand three
each, one
dollars each,
sixty
For two
two night-watchmen
night-watchmen in Smithsonian Grounds, at seven hundred
hundred
For
and twenty
hundred and forty dollars.
thousand four hundred
each, one thousand
dollars each,
twenty dollars
and
For
one watchman
watchman for
Lincoln Square
for Judiciary
Judiciary Square, and one for Lincoln
For one
and
adjacent reservations,
reservations, at
dollars each, one
six hundred and sixty dollars
at six
and adjacent
thousand
hundred and twenty dollars.
dollars.
three hundred
thousand three
FourteenthFor one
watchman for FourteenthCircle, one watchman
watchman for Iowa Circle,
one watchman
For
street
Circle and
reservations, one for Rawlins Square and
neighboring reservations,
and neighboring
street Circle
Washington
for McPherson and Farragut
Farragut Squares,
Washington Circle, one watchman forMcPherson
and
reservations, five in all, at
neighboring reservations,
and neighboring
Place and
Stanton Place
for Stanton
one for
and one
six
hundred and
and sixty
each, three thousand three hundred dolsixty dollars each,
six hundred
lars:
Provided, That
each of
of the
the watchmen
watchmen herein
herein provided
provided for shall
That each
lars: Provided,
have the
same duties
duties and
Metropolitan police.
the Metropolitan
of the
powers of
and powers
the same
have
For one
hundred and sixty dollars.
six hundred
Bridge, six
Chain Bridge,
at Chain
bridge-keeper at
one bridge-keeper
For
For contingent
contingent and incidental
incidental expenses, five hundred dollars.
For
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY
For compensation
compensation of
Secretary of
Navy, eight
eight thousand
thousand doldolthe Navy,
of the
the Secretary
of the
For
tars; for
of the
the chief
chief clerk
clerk of
of the
Navy Department
Department, two
two
the Navy
compensation of
for compensation
lars;
dollars; one disbursing clerk, two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
thousand dolhundred dollars;
thousand
lars; four
clerks of
class three; one stenogthree clerks of class
four; three
class four;
of class
four clerks
lars;
rapher,
hundred dollars; four clerks
clerks of class one;
thousand six hundred
one thousand
at one
rapher, at
three
clerks at
one thousand
messengers; and two
two messengers;
each; two
dollars each;
thousand dollars
at one
three clerks
laborers; in
in all,
thirty-six thousand nine hundred dollars.
all, thirty-six
laborers;
For
miscellaneous items, two
and miscellaneous
newspapers, and,
furniture, newspapers,
stationery, furniture,
For stationery,
thousand five
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
thousand

Franklin
Square,
Franklin Square,
watchman.
watchman.
Lafayette
Square,
Lafayette Square,
watchman.
watchman.
Smithsonian
ithsonian
Sm
grounds,
watchwatchgrounds,
men.

me

Judiciary
Judiciary and
Lincoln
Squares,
Lincoln Squares,
watchmen.
watchmen.
Circle,
Iowa Circle,
Fourteenth
street
Fourteeith--street
Circle,
etc.,
watch"wal'e'c.,
Circlfe
men.
l'roviso.
'roviso.

Bridge-keeper at
Bridge-keeper
Chain Bridge.
Bridge.
Chain
Contingent oxexContingent
penses.
penses.
Navy DepartDopartNavy
ment.
ment.

Compensation of
Compensation
the Secretary,chiof
thoSecretary,chiof
clerk, and of hers.
t''irs.
clerk,11d

Stationery, furniture, nowsp a•
nure,
pers,
miscelmisceland wnisce
pers, and
laneous items.
items.
laneous
Bureau of Yards
BUREAU
DOCKS.—For one
chief clerk,
thousand Bureau
one thousand
clerk, one
one chief
AND DOCKS.-For
YARDS AND
OF YARDS
BUREAU OF

and Docks.
eight
hundred dollars;
hundred and
Docks'
one thousand eight hundred
draughtsman, one
one draughtsman,
dollars; one
eight hundred
dollars;
one clerk
clerk of
of class four; one clerk of class three; one clerk of
dollars; one
class
clerk of
of class
class one;
dollars;
one; one clerk at one thousand dollars;
one clerk
two; one
class two;
one
messenger; and one laborer; in all, eleven thousand nine
assistant messenger;
one assistant
hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
For stationery,
stationery, books,
books, plans,
and miscellaneous
Stationery, etc.
miscellaneous items, Stationery,
labor, and
drawings, labor,
plans, drawings,
For
six hundred dollars.
Equipof EquipBureau of
one Bureau
BUREAU OF
OF EQUIPMENT
AND RECOUITING.-For
RECRUITING.—For chief
clerk, one
chief clerk,
EQUIPMENT AND
BUREAU
thousand
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
one clerk
clerk of
four; one
Recruitnent and Recruitclerk of ment
one clerk
class four;
of class•
dollars; one
thousand eight
class
two clerks
two clerks
g'
class one; one copyist, jug.
clerks of class
two; two
class two;
of class
clerks of
three; two
class three;
at
hundred dollars; one assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; and one laborer; in
nine hundred
at nine
all,
twelve thousand six hundred and eighty dollars.
all, twelve
Stationery and
For stationery,
stationery, books,
books, and
miscellaneous items,
and
five hundred dollars. miscellaneous.
items, five
and miscellaneous
For
miscellaneous.
Bureau
of
NavBUREAU OF
OF NAVIGIAION.-For
NAVIGATION.—For chief
chief clerk,
clerk, one
thousand eight
eight hunhun- Bureau of Navone thousand
BUREAU
igation.
dred
dollars; one
three; one clerk of class two; one clerk igation"
of class three;
clerk of
one clerk
dred dollars;
at one
one thousand
dollars; one
laborer;
one assistant messenger; and one laborer;
thousand dollars;
at
in all,
hundred and eighty dollars.
seven thousand one hundred
all, seven
in
Stationery and
and
Stationery
For
miscellaneous items, eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars. miscellaneous.
books, and miscellaneous
stationery, books,
For stationery,
miscellaneous.
Bureau of
of Ord•
Ord.
Bureau
BUREAU
chief clerk,
one thousand
thousand eight hun- nance.
clerk, one
ORDNANCE.-For chief
OF ORDNANCE.—For
BUREAU OF
D
dred
hundred dollars; one nan ce
draughtsman, one thousand eight hundred
dollars; draughtsman,
dred dollars;
clerk of
of class
class three;
three; one
class two; one assistant messenger;
messenger;
of class
clerk of
one clerk
clerk
and
one laborer;
in all,
all, seven
seven thousand
thousand nine
eighty dollars.
hundred and eighty
nine hundred
laborer; in
and one
Stationery and
and
Stationery
For
stationery, books,
books, and
four hundred dollars. miscellaneous.
miscellaneous items, four
and miscellaneous
For stationery,

BUREAU
CONSTRUCTION AND
REPAIR.—For chief
one Bureau
Bureau of
Conof Conclerk, one
chief clerk,
AND REPAIR.-For
OF CONSTRUCTION
BUREAU OF
thousand
eight hundred
draughtsman, one
eight struction
Reand Restruction and
thousand eight
one thousand
dollars; draughtsman,
hundred dollars;
thousand eight
hundred
dollars; one
one clerk
clerk of
Pau'
class four; one clerk of class three; one pair
of class
hundred dollars;
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clerk
of class
one clerk
of class
class one;
one; one
one assistant
messenger;
clerk of
class two;
two; one
clerk of
assistant messenger;
and
laborer; in
in all,
ten thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and eighty
eighty dollars
all, ten
nine hundred
dollars
and one
one laborer;
Stationery, etc.
etc.
For stationery
and miscellaneous
items, four
dollars.
hundred dollars.
four hundred
miscellaneous items,
stationery and
For
Stationery,
Bureau
of SteamBUREAU OF
STEAM-ENGINEERING.—For chief
clerk, one
one thousand
thousand
chief clerk,
SteamBUREAU
OF STEAM-ENGINEERING.-For
Bureau of
Engineering.
eight hundred
Engineeringhundred dollars; one chief
chief draughtsman,
draughtsman, at two thousand two
hundred and
and fifty
one assistant
assistant draughtsman,
thousand
hundred
fifty dollars;
dollars; one
draughtsman, at
at one
one thousand
six
one clerk
one; one
six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
one clerk
clerk of
of class
class two;
two; one
clerk of
of class
class one;
one
clerk
at one
one thousand
one assistant
messenger '
•and
and two
two laborclerk at
thousand dollars;
dollars; one
assistant messenger;
laborers;
thousand two
two hundred
hundred and
and ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.
ers; in
in all,
all, eleven
eleven thousand
Stationery,
For stationery
stationery and
miscellaneous items,
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
one thousand
items, one
and miscellaneous
For
Stationery, etc.
dollars.
Bureau
of ProProBUREAU OF
OF PROVISIONS
CLOTHING.—For chief
chief clerk,
one thouthouclerk, one
AND CLOTHING.-For
PROVISIONS AND
Bureau of
BUREAU
sand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
of class
class four;
clerks of
visions and Cloth- sand
one clerk
clerk of
four; two
two clerks
of class
class
tug.
three;
two clerks
clerks of
of class
two; three
clerks of
one; one
one assistant
assistant
ing.
three; two
class two;
three clerks
of class
class one;
messenger;
fourteen thousand five hundred
messenger; and one laborer; in all, fourteen
hundred and
eighty dollars.
dollars.
Stationery, etc.
For stationery
stationery and
miscellaneous items,
four hundred
dollars.
Stationery,
For
and miscellaneous
items, four
hundred dollars.
BUREAU OF
OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY.-For
SURGERY.—For chief
clerk, one
Bureau of McdiBUREAU
chief clerk,
one thousand
thousand
cine and Surgery.
eine
Surgery. eight hundred
hundred dollars; one clerk of class three; one clerk of class two;
two;
one
one. one clerk
thousand dollars; one
assistant
one clerk of class
class one;
clerk at
at one thousand
one assistant
messenger;
one
one;laborer; in
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
messenger; and
and one
in all,
all, eight
eight thousand
and
eighty dollars.
For stationery and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, four hundred dollars.
Stationery, etc.
Judge-Advocate
JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED
UNITED STATES NAVY.—For
One clerk
Judge-Advocate
JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL,
NAVY.-For one
clerk
General.
ofcl
ass three; one clerk at one thousand dollars •i
n all ) two thousand
General.
of
class
three;
one
clerk
at
one
thousand
dollars;
in
all,
two
thousand
Clerks.
ers.
six hundred
hundred dollars.
Superintendent
superintendent of
of the
the building
by the
DepartSuperintendent
For one superintendent
building occupied
occupied by
the Navy
Navy Departof building occuand fifty
fifty dollars;
engineer, one
oecu- ment,
ment, two hundred
hundred and
dollars •one
one engineer,
thousand two
two
one thousand
pied by Navy Department,
oug i. hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
one thousand dollars; one conengineer, one
one assistant engineer,
partiment, yngineer,
elevator , seven
firemen;
seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars;
dollars; three firemen;
neer, etc.
etc.
ductor of
of elevator,
laborers; for twelve charwomen,
nine watchmen; four laborers;
charwomen, at
at one
one hundred
hundred
and eighty
eighty dollars each; in all, sixteen thousand
thousand six hundred and teri
ten
dollars.
miscellaneous items for said
said
For incidental
Labor, fuel,
fuel,
incidental labor, fuel, lights, and miscellaneous
lights, etc
building,
etc.
building, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.

Department of
Department
the Interior.

Compensation of

DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THE INTERIOR.

For compensation
thousand
compensation of the Secretary of the Interior, eight thousand

the Secretary, As- dollars; assistant secretary,
secretary, three thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; chief
chief
sistant
clerk, two
five hundred
dollars, and
and fifty
fifty
hundred and
two hundred
and two
hundred dollars,
thousand five
two thousand
Secretarsy, clerk,
isten Secretary,
chief
and
ootthhers
clerk,
and others.

clerks,

dollars additional
as superintendent
the Patent
Office building;
building;
Patent Office
of the
superintendent of
dollars
additional as
seven clerks, chiefs of division, at two thousand
of
thousand dollars each, one of
whom shall be disbursing clerk; for one stenographer, one thousand eight
eight
hundred
hundred dollars; six clerks of class four; four clerks of class three;
three; four
four
clerks of class two; seven clerks of class one, one of whom shall be the
telegraph operator
operator of the department; one clerk at one thousand dollars;
dollars;
eight copyists;
messengers; five laborers;
copyists; one messenger; seven assistant messengers;
laborers;
for one captain of the watch, one thousand dollars; and forty watchmen,
to be allotted to day or night service as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
may direct; additional to two watchmen
watchmen acting as lieutenants of watchmen, at one hundred and twenty
twenty dollars each; for one engineer, one
one
thousand
thousand two hundred dollars; assistant engineer, one thousand dollars;
dollars;
and six firemen, at seven hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars each; in all, one
one
hundred and ninety dollars.
hundred and fifteen thousand
thousand one hundred

T em p o r a r y
Temporary
clerks,
clerks,

For
clerks for the Department of the Interior, eight thouFor temporary
temporary clerks
sand dollars.
Office of Assist- OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY-GENERAL.--For
ATTORNEY-GENERAL.—FOr one
one law-clerk,
law-clerk,
thouclerks at
ant Attorney Gen- two thousand
thousand two hundred and fifty dollars; three
three clerks
at two
two thoua
e
others.
r
lia
tl
Al
a lcle
t
e3
r
r
kGa
two
dollars;
attone
' enlid- sand
a
otherl.
dollars each; and one clerk
clerk a
one thousand
th ousandtwo
two hundred
hundred d
oll ars;

in all, nine thousand four hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
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For furniture,
furniture, advertising,
advertising, telegraphing,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, Items.
ice, and
telegraphing, ice,
For
including
to complete
broken sets, and other absoabsocomplete broken
and books
books to
books and
new books
including new
lutely
necessary expenses,
thousand dollars.
nine thousand
expenses, nine
lutely necessary
For
storing, packing,
official documents,
documents,
distributing official
and distributing
packing, and
of storing,
expenses of
For expenses
including
purchase of
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
boxes, one
of boxes,
the purchase
including the
Rent of buildFor
rent of
portion of
the building
the northeast
northeast corner
corner of Rent
on the
building on
of the
of aaportion
the rent
For the
ings used
used for
Penfor Pen.
of ings
Twelfth street
and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania avenue,
Washington, District
District of
avenue, Washington,
street and
Twelfth
sion Office.
Office.
sion
Columbia,
occupied
by
Office,
fire-proof
buildother
or
any
Office,
Pension
the
by
Columbia, occupied
•
ing or
Interior may select, twenty
of the Interior
Secretary of
that the Secretary
buildings that
ing
or buildings
Inof InSecretary of
thousand
dollars; and
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized Secretary
of the
the Interior
and the
thousand dollars;
terior to
to male
make conconto contract
with the
owner of
said building or other buildings for the terior
of said
the owner
contract with
to
tract for.
rent thereof
thereof to the
twenty thousandtract
thousand
the government, at aarate not exceeding twenty
rent
dollars, from
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
eighty-one, to June
hundred and eighty-one,
thirtieth, eighteen
from June
dollars,
thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and eighty-two.
thirtieth, eighteen
For rent
accommodation of the additional clerical force prothe accommodation
rent for the
For
vided
for herein
for the
the Pension
Office, eight thousand dollars; two
Pension Office,
herein for
vided for
thousand dollars
which sum
sum shall
shall be
available for
for the current fiscal
be available
of which
dollars of
thousand
year.
Education, six thou- Rent of buildFor rent
of a
abuilding
for use of the Bureau of Education,
building for
rent of
For
ing for
of
for Bureau
Bureau of
ing
sand
dollars.
sand dollars.
Education.
Education.
light, heatheatFuel, light,
and repairs
For
light, and
repairs of the heating
heating apparatus, eight thousand Fuel,
fuel, light,
For fuel,
ing apparatus.
apparatus.
ing
dollars.
dollars.
Interior and its several
several Stationery.
Department of the Interior
stationery for the Department
For stationery
bureaus
forty-four thousand dollars.
bureaus and offices, forty-four
stamps
Postage--stamps
for the Interior Department
For postage-stamps
postage-stamps for
Department and its bureaus, as Postage
For
for matter
to PostPostmatter to
addressed for
to prepay postage on matter addressed
Union, to
required
under the
the Postal
Postal Union,
required under
al Union countries.
oncote
al
dollars.
to
Union countries,
countries2 five
thousand dollars.
five thousand
Postal Union
to Postal
Regisdol- Biennial RegisFor expenses
expenses of compiling
compiling the Biennial Register, two thousand dolFor
ter.
ter.
lars.
lars.
Commissioner
of
Commissioner of
GENERAL
LAND OFFICE.-For
OFFICE.—For the Commissioner of the General
GENERAL LAND
the General Laud
Land
General
the
Land
Office,
four
thousand
dollars;
clerk,
two
thousand
dollars;
two
clerk,
chief
dollars;
thousand
four
Office,
Land
Office, chief clerk,
law-clerk, two
thousand dollars;
recorder, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
three clerks, and others.
dollars; three
dollars; recorder,
two thousand
law-clerk,
principal clerks,
hundred dollars each; sixteen
sixteen
at one thousand eight hundred
clerks, at
principal
two;
clerks of
of class
class four;
four; thirty clerks of class three; forty clerks of class two;
clerks
sixty-two
class one;
thirty clerks
at one
each;
one thousand
thousand dollars each;
clerks at
one; thirty
of class
clerks of
sixty-two clerks
fifteen copyists, at nine hundred
hundred dollars each; one draughtsman,
draughtsman,
and fifteen
one thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars; one assistant draughtsman, one
one
messengers; twelve
thousand four
hundred dollars;
dollars; nine assistant messengers;
four hundred
thousand
laborers;
and six packers,
hundred and twenty dollars each;
each;
at seven
seven hundred
packers, at
laborers; and
thousand eight hundred and
hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven thousand
all, two hundred
in all,
Proviso.
twenty
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior, in his dis- Proviso.
twenty dollars:
said
of
portion
any
use
to
cretion,
authorized
shall be, and he is hereby, authorized
cretion, shall
Piece-work.
appropriation
piece-work, or
by the day, month, or year, at such Piece-work.
or by
for piece-work,
appropriation for
a
exceeding
not
fair,
rate
or
rates
as
he
deem
just
exceeding
a
salary
of
and
may
as
he
rates
or
rate
nine hundred dollars per annum.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For diagrams,
diagrams, parchment
for land-patents,
land-patents, furniture
furniture and repairs
paper for
parchment paper
For
expenses
of
the
same,
miscellaneous
items,
actual
of
clerks
the
for
of the same, miscellaneous items,
detailed to
investigate fraudulent
land-entries, trespasses
trespasses on the public
fraudulent land-entries,
to investigate
detailed
lands, and
and cases
official misconduct, and for advertising
advertising and telegraphof official
cases of
lands,
L
s
ing, twenty-five
ing,
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Law-bookss ffoo 1%
awlibrary.
For
law-books for
the law
law library
General Land Office, one law
of the General
library of
for the
For law-books
library.
thousand
thousand dollars.
Rebinding
tractRebinding tract"
For
rebinding tract-books
become damaged books.
tract-books in constant use, which have become
For rebinding
by age
five thousand
thousand dollars.
b Maps.
use, five
by
age and
and use,
For
and separate
separate United
United States and other maps prepared Maps.
connected and
For connected
Office, six thousand dollars.
General Land Office,
in the General
Commissioner of
of
I
NDIAN OFFICE.-For
OFFICE.—For compensation
the Commissioner
of Indian
Commissioner
Indian Indian
Commissioner of
of the
compensation of
INDIAN
At' airs,
cIndin
l
Affairs, three
three thousand
thousand five
clerk, two
thousand chief clerk,ffrks,
chief
thousand
two
clerks,
dollars; chief clerk,
hundred dollars;
five hundred
Affairs,
ad others.
dollars one financial
financial clerk,
clerk at two thousand dollars; one principal
principal and
dollars;
bookkeeper,
hundred dollars; four clerks
clerks of class
eight hundred
thousand eight
one thousand
bookkeeper, one
four; eight
clerks of
thousand
three; one stenographer, at one thousand
class three;
of class
eight clerks
four;
six
clerks of class
class two; ten clerks of class one;
hundred dollars; twelve clerks
six hundred
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thirteen clerks at one thousand
thousand dollars
each; eight
eight copyists,
copyists, at
dollars each;
at nine
nine
hundred dollars each; one messenger;
messenger; one
one assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; and
and
two laborers; in all,
eighty-two thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
all, eighty-two
hundred and
and eighty
eighty
dollars.
For blank books, binding, fuel, light,
miscellaneous items,
light, and
and other
other miscellaneous
items,
including price-lists and two city newspapers,
to be
be filed
filed and
bound,
newspapers, to
and bound,
and preserved
the office,
office, three
thousand dollars.
dollars.
preserved for the use
use of the
three thousand

Commissioner
PENSION OFFICE.
OFFICE.-For
Commissioner of
— For compensation
compensation of
the Commissioner
of the
Commissioner of
of Pensions,
Pensions,
Pensions, deputy, five thousand dollars; first deputy commissioner,
three thousand
six
commissioner, three
thousand six
chief
clerk, clerks,
commissioner, two
two thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred doldo!.
ahl
clerks, hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; deputy
deputy commissioner,
and oterk
others.

lars•' chief clerk, two
two thousand
dollars; medical
medical referee,
two thousand
thousan d
lars;
thousand dollars;
referee, two
two hundred and fifty dollars; forty-five
forty-five clerks
clerks of
of class
four; seventyseventyclass four;
five clerks of class three;
three '
•one
hundred clerks
class two;
un d
re d
one hundred
clerks of
of class
two; one
one h
hundred
and forty-eight clerks
clerks of class one; ten clerks at one
dollars
one thousand
thousand dollars
each; thirty copyists, at nine hundred dollars each;
each; one
one engineer
engineer at
at one
one
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars; one messenger
twelve assistant
assistant
messenger and
and twelve
messengers;
messengers; and for ten laborers
laborers and
and four
four watchmen;
in all,
hunwatchmen; in
all, five
five hundred and ninety-one thousand
thousand and
ten dollars.
and ten
dollars.
Addi
t i onal
followingadditional
Additional
For the following
additional clerical force in the Pension Office,
Office, namely:
namely:
clerks,
messengers, Twenty
dollars each;
each; twenty
clerks of
of class
Twenty examiners
examiners, at
at two thousand
thousand dollars
twenty clerks
class
and watchmen.
four; twenty clerks of class three; twenty clerks
class two;
two; fifty
clerks of
of class
fifty
clerks of class one'
one; three assistant messengers;
and
messengers; three
three watchmen
watchmen;; and
five laborers;
all, two
two hundred
and three
three thousand
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and
and
laborers; in
in all,
hundred and
twenty dollars; and for the like force for the balance
balance of the
the current
current
fiscal year, fifty thousand nine hundred and five dollars; the latter
latter sum
sum
to be immediately available.
available.
For actual and necessary expenses of clerks
detailed to
investigate
clerks detailed
to investigate
pension eases,
cases, one hundred and twenty-five
pension
twenty-five thousand dollars. And the
R. S.S.5485.
provisions of section fifty-four hundred and eighty-five of the
It.
Revised
the Revised
Statutes shall be applicable to any person who shall violate the provisprovisC
ch. 3
307,
"An act
relating to
to claim
claim agents
and attorneys
attorneys
1878, ch.
7, ions
ions of an
an act
act entitled
entitled "An
act relating
agents and
Stat., 20,
20 243.
243.
in pension cases," approved June
Junetwentieth,
Stat.,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy
seventy-eight.
eight.
Contingent ex
ex-- For contingent
contingent expenses of the
the office,
office, namely:
namely:
penses.
For carpets, maps, furniture, awnings, and repairs of
penscs.
for
of the
the same;
same; for
fuel, gas, and repairing
repairing heaters and elevators; engraving
engraving and
and retouchretouching plates; for bounty-land warrants,
warrants, and printing
printing and
and binding
binding the
the same;
same;
engraving
certificates; and for other necessary
engraving and printing
printing pension certificates;
necessary
expenses
newspapers,' and cost
expenses of the office, including two daily newspapers
telecost of
of telegraphing
graphing, fifty-one
fifty-one thousand
thousand dollars; fifteen
fifteen thousand
of which
which
thousand dollars
dollars of
sum shall
shall be available during the current fiscal year.
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
OFFICE.-For
Commissioner of
UNITED
— For compensation of the ComCornthe
Patent Office1.
missioner of
of the
the Patent
Office four
four thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars
for
tatnt
isthe
iC missioner
Patent Office,
dollars;•for
assistant,
chief
clerk, mianifiers
commissioner, three
three th
ousan d dollars;
dollars; f
or chief
chi ef clerk,
cl
erk, two
t
wo
clerk,
examiners, assistant
assistant commissioner,
thousand
for
and others,
others.
thousand two hundred
and
fifty
hun dre d an
d fif
ty dollars
dollars; three examiners-in-chief, at
at
three
thousand dollars each;
three thousand
each; examiner in charge of interferences, two
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; trade-mark
trade-mark examiner, and examiner of
designs, at two thousand four hundred dollars each; twenty-three principal
cipal examiners, at two thousand four hundred dollars each; twentyfour first assistant examiners at
thousand eight
eight hundred
at one thousand
hundred dollars
dollars
each; twenty-fo
twenty-four
ur second assistant examiners,
examiners, at
at one
thousand six
one thousand
six hunhundred dollars each; twenty-four
twenty-four third assistant examiners, at one
one thouthousand
four hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each; one financial
sand four
financial clerk, two thousand dollars, who shall give bond in such amount as the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior may determine;
determine; one librarian,
librarian two thousand dollars; one
one machinist, one thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars; three
three chiefs of
of division
division, at
at
two
rs eac
h; one
one clerk
class four; five clerks of class
two thousand
thousand dolla
dollars
each;
clerk of
of class
four; five clerks of class
three (one of
of whom shall be translator of languages);
languages); nineteen clerks
of class two; and forty-five
forty-five clerks of class one; forty-two
permanent
forty-two permanent
clerks at one thousand dollars each; for seventy
seventy copyists, one of whom
shall be a
a draughtsman,
draughtsman, at nine hundred dollars each;
each; for
for four skilled
draughtsmen, at one
draughtsmen,
thousand two
dams each,
for one
one Inesone thousand
two hundred
hundred dollars
each;•for
res-
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senger and
clerk, one thousand
thousand dollars; six assistant
assistant mesand purchasing
purchasing clerk,
senger
sengers; for
skilled laborer,
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
for
laborer, one
for one
one skilled
sengers;
five model
model attendants,
attendants, at
one thousand
attendants
each; for
for ten attendants
dollars each;
at one
thousand dollars
five
in model-room,
eight hundred
dollars each;
for twelve
twelve skilled
skilled laborers,
laborers,
each; for
hundred dollars
in
model-room, at
at eight
at seven
hundred and
twenty-five laborers
laborers at
at
for twenty-five
twenty dollars
dollars each;
each; for
at
seven hundred
and twenty
six
at six
six hundred
hundred
laborers at
each; 'fourteen
fourteen laborers
and sixty
sixty dollars
dollars each;
six hundred
hundred and
dollars each;
and eighty dollars
four hundred
hundred and
laborers at
at four
and thirty
thirty laborers
dollars
each; and
each; and
and for
for three
dollars each,
and
each, and
at one
one thousand
thousand dollars
three draughtsmen,
draughtsmen, at
each;
three tracers,
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars
dollars each;
four
each; in all, four
seven hundred
three
tracers, at
at seven
eight hundred
seventy dollars.
hundred and seventy
thousand eight
hundred and eighty thousand
For
and miscellaneous
Office, Contingent
Contingent and
of the Patent Office,
expenses of
miscellaneous expenses
For contingent
contingent and
miscellaneous oxoxrepair of model-cases,
port- miscellaneols
model-cases, stationery, portconstruction and repair
namely: For construction
labor connected
Pens "'
connected therewith, repairing, pelnses
for drawings, furniture, and labor
folios for
papering, painting, plumbing, gas-fitting, carpets, ice, advertising, moneys refunded,
refunded, printing
engraved patent-heads,
patent-heads, paper
paper for
for the same, interprinting engraved
eys
national exchanges,
exchanges, and
and other
twenty-five thousand
thousand dolcontingencies, twenty-five
other contingencies,
national
lars.
purchase of books for a
ascientific
the Patent
Patent Office,
Office, five Books for scionscientific library for the
For purchase
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand

tificlibrary.
title
library.

Gazette,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Gazette, twenty-three
twenty-three thousand
pkotolithographing or otherwise
otherwise producing
producing copies of the weekly
weekly
For photolithographing
issues
of drawings
trade-marks, thirty-five
thirty-five thoudesigns, and trade-marks,
of patents, designs,
drawings of
issues of
sand
dollars.
sand dollars.

ents
ens ' andl
and tradotrademarks,
and d.rawdrawmarks, and

For photolithographing
photolithographing or
producing plates
Photolithographfor the Official Photolithographplates for
or otherwise
otherwise producing
For

For photolithographing
photolithographing or
otherwise reproducing
copies of drawings
reproducing copies
or otherwise
For
destroyed or
by fire
exhausted, including
including pay of
of
otherwise exhausted,
fire or
or otherwise
damaged by
or damaged
destroyed
temporary draughtsmen,
draughtsmen, thirty
thousand dollars;
the work of said
dollars; the
thirty thousand
temporary
photographing,
otherwise producing
and copies, referred
referred to in
in
producing plates and
photographing, or otherwise
this
preceding paragraphs,
done under the supervisparagraphs, to be done
two preceding
this and the two
Washington, ifif
ion
Patents, and in the city of Washington,
Commissioner of Patents,
ion of the Commissioner
Patit can be there done at reasonable
rates; and the Commissioner
Commissioner of Patreasonable rates;
ents,
under the direction
Interior, is authorized
authorized
Secretary of the Interior,
of the
the Secretary
direction of
ents, under
to make contracts therefor.

ing—
Official Gazet teoopiesof
copies of patpat-

lugs8 destroyed
by
igs
(lostroyed by
fire.
fire.
Draughtsmen.
Dralughtsmenu.

BUREAU OF
Education, three
three Commissioner
Comrissionei of
of Education,
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
EDUCATION.-For the
BUREAU
OP EDUCATION.—For
Education, chief
thousand
clerk, one
one thousand
hundred dollars;
two cler,
cloruke,a clerkls, stwu
thousand eight hundred
dollars; two
thousand dollars
dollars;5chief
chief clerk,
tistician, tralllnsthundred dollars;
clerks
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
dollars; tistician,
translatstatistician, one
four; one
one statistician,
of class
class four;
clerks of
one
one translator,
thousand six hundred
others.
and others.
hundred dol- or, and
one thousand
translator, one
three; one
class three;
clerk of
of class
one clerk
clerks of class one; six copyists, at
lars;
lars; two clerks of class two; two clerks
messenger; one laborer;
nine hundred dollars each; one
one assistant messenger;
laborer; in
all, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and eighty
eighty dollars.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
namely: Cases
Cases for
for library,
hundred doldol- °Contses
Contingentt ex
ex•
five hundred
library, five
expenses, namely:
For
p nses.
educational periodicals,
lars;
thousand dollars;
dollars; current educational
periodicals ple
one thousand
library, one
lars; library,
two hundred and fifty dollars; other current
current publications,
publications, two hundred
and
dollars; completing
valuable sets of periodicals
periodicals and
and
completing valuable
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars;
expublications
in the library,
hundred dollars; telegraphing
and extelegraphing and
library, two hundred
publications in
pressage,
writing and
and
collecting statistics and writing
two hundred
hundred dollars; collecting
pressage, two
compiling
matter for
for annual
special reports,
editing and
and publishpublishand editing
reports, and
and special
annual and
compiling matter
ing circulars
circulars of
of information,
information, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars;
fuel and lights,
dollars; fuel
ing
dollars;
four hundred
hundred and fifty dollars;
dollars; office furniture, two hundred
hundred dollars;
four
contingencies,
seven hundred
fifty dollars
eighteen thousand
dollars;5in all, eighteen
hundred and fifty
contingencies, seven
seven hundred
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
For the
distribution and
and exchange
exchange of educational
documents, and
and for
for
educational documents,
the distribution
For
wrapping,
packing the same, and for the collection,
collection,
tying, and packing
wrapping, directing, tying,
collection of educational
exchange,
educational
exchange, cataloguing, and caring for the collection
apparatus
school-furniture, and models of
of
articles of school-furniture,
appliances, articles
and appliances,
apparatus and
school-buildings
domestic systems and
and methods
methods
illustrative of foreign and domestic
school-buildings illustrative
thousand dollars.
of education,
repairing the same, six thousand
education, and for repairing
0a)acr
e(
,
)
,
f
il l
i
l
ite!
t: :
Auditor of Railwho Aidito
OFFICE OF
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR OF
OF RAILROAD
RAILROAD AccOUNTS.-For
ACCOUNTS. — For Auditor
Auditor,, who
OFFICE
uookkeeper, clerks
shall hereafter
hereafter be styled Commissioner
Commissioner of Railroads,
Railroads, four thousand five bookkeeper,
hundred
hundred dollars; and others.
others.
four hundred
thousand four
two thousand
bookkeeper, two
dollars; bookkeeper,
hundred dollars;
assistant
bookkeeper, two thousand
thousand dollars; railroad
railroad engineer, two
assistant bookkeeper,
thousand
one clerk,
clerk, one
one thousand
hundred
thousand four hundred
dollars; one
hundred dollars;
five hundred
thousand five
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dollars; one
hundred dollars;
one messenger,
six hundred
hundred
one copyist,
copyist, nine hundred
dollars; one
messenger, six
dollars; traveling and
and other expenses,
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
expenses, two
hundred doldollars; incidental
three hundred
hundred dollars;
in all,
all, seventeen
seventeen
incidental expenses,
expenses, three
dollars; in
thousand one hundred dollars.
dollars.
Employees,heatEmployees, heatUNDER TH
ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL.—For
in charge
THEI ARCHITECT
CAPITOL.-For person
person in
charge
ing
tug apparatus of of heating apparatus
apparatus of the Congressional Library and Supreme
Supreme Court,
Supreme Court and eight
hundred and sixty-four dollars; for one laborer in charge of waterCoprmesiouar
Congressional Lt
Li- eight hundred and sixty-four dollars; for one laborer in charge of waterbrary.
closet in
of the
Capitol, six
six hundred
and sixty
brary.
closet
in central
central portion
portion of
the Capitol,
hundred and
sixty dollars;
dollars;
cleaning rotunda,
corridors, and
and dome,
at six
six hunfor three laborers for cleaning
rotunda, corridors,
dome, at
]Iml
pay of
six watchmen
watchmen employed
employed on
dred and
and sixty
sixty dollars each;
each; for
for the
the pay
of six
>;1
the Capitol Grounds, at seven hundred and
dollars each;
each; in
in all,
and twenty
twenty dollars
all,
seven thousand eight
hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four dollars.
dollars.
eight hundred
SURVEYORS-GENERAL
Surveyors *
•GenSURVEYORS-GENERAL AND
AND THEIR
THEIR CLERR
s.—For compensation
CLERKS.-For
compensation of
of
eral
surveyor-general of Louisiana,
Louisiana one thousand eight hundred dollars;
oral and clerks:
surveyor-general
dollars; and
and
Louisiana.
for the clerks in his office, including clerks to prepare
prepare duplicate pat
outpaltutplats of confirmed
confirmed private land-claims,
land-claims, also
transcribe field-notes
also to
to transcribe
field-notes of
of
surveys in arrears, ten thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
Florida.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Florida, one thousand eight hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
and for the clerks in his office, three thousand dollars.
Minnesota.
For surveyor-general
Minnesota.
surveyor-general of Minnesota,
Minnesota, two thousand dollars;
the
dollars; and
and for the
office, six
dollars.
clerks in his office,
six thousand dollars.
Dakota TerriFor surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the Territory
TerriTerritory of
thousand dolof Dakota,
Dakota, two thousand
doltory.
lars; and for the clerks
clerks in his office, six thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Colorado.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the State
five
State of
of Colorado, two
two thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars; and
in his
five
and for
for the clerks
clerks in
his office,
office, five
five thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
New Mexico.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the Territory of New Mexico,
Mexico.
Mexico, two
two thousand
five hundred dollars; and for the
in his
office, six
six thousand
the clerks in
his office,
thousand
dollars.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of California, two thousand seven
California.
and
seven hundred
hundred and
fifty dollars; and
clerks in
his office,,
including those
and for the
the clerks
in his
office,, including
those completing,
completing,
translating, copying, and indexing original Spanish archives,
archives, and
and prepreserving from destruction
destruction originals greatly
of the
greatly defaced
defaced in
in the
the office
office of
the
surveyor-general of California, thirty-two thousand two
surveyor-general
and
two hundred
hundred and
•
fifty dollars.
dollars.
Idaho
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the Territory of Idaho, two thousand
Idaho Territory.
thousand five
five
hundred dollars;
dollars; and for the clerks in his office, two thousand five hunhundred dollars.
Nevada.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Nevada, two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
and for the clerks in his office, three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Oregon.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Oregon, two thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
and for the clerks in his office, four thousand
thousand five
dollars.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the Territory of Washington,
Washington TerWashington, two
two thousand
thousand
ritory.
five hundred dollars; and for the clerks in his office, five thousand
five
thousand five
hundred dollars.
Nebraska
Nebraska and
surveyor- general of
of Nebraska
and Iowa,
For surveyor-general
Nebraska and
Iowa, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
Iowa.
and
Iowa.
and for the clerks in his office, four thousand dollars.
Montana
For surveyor-general
Montana Territosurveyor-general of the Territory
Montana, two
thousand five
five
Territory of
of Montana,
two thousand
ry.
hundred dollars; and for the clerks in his office, five thousand dollars.
ry.
Utah Territory.
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the
Territory of Utah, two
two thousand
five hunthe Territory
thousand five
hulldred dollars; and for the clerks in his office,
office four thousand dollars.
Wyoming TerriWyoming
For surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
ofthe
the T
errit ory of
thousand five
five
Territory
of Wyoming, two
two thousand
s
.
Tor
hundred dollars; and for the clerks in his office, three thousand
tory.
thousand five
five hun
hun
dred dollars.
dollars.
Arizona TerriFor surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the Territory of Arizona, two thousand
thousand five
five
tory.
hundred
tory.
hundred dollars; and for the clerks in his office, four thousand dollars.
POST-OFFICE
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

Compensation of For compensation
Postmaster-General, eight thousand
compensation of the Postmaster-General,
thousand dollars;
General,
t
he Postmasterassi
st- chief
clerk to
the Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General
,t
wo thousand
thousand two
two hun
dre d d
olGeneral,
asistechief clerk
to the
two
hundred
dolants,
stenographer, one
one thousand
hundred dollars;
appointment
ants, chief clerk, lars;
lars; stenographer,
thousand eight
eight hundred
dollars; appointment
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clerk,
hundred dollars; law-clerk, at two thousand stenographer,
stenographer and
thousand eight hundred
clerk, one thousand
two
attorney-general for others.
and fifty dollars (office of assistant attorney-general
two hundred
hundred and
Post-Office
messenger (clerk
clerks of class one; one messenger
Department); three clerks
Post-Office Department);
of
class one),
thousand two
hundred dollars;
messenger;
one assistant
assistant messenger;
two hundred
dollars; one
one thousand
of class
one), one
topographer,
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars;
one clerk
three;
clerk of
of class
class three;
dollars; one
two thousand
topographer, two
one
clerk at
at one
thousand dollars; temporary
temporary employees,
thoufourteen thouemployees, fourteen
one thousand
one clerk
sand dollars;
dollars; in
in all,
all, forty
thousand six
hundred and
dollars.
seventy dollars.
and seventy
six hundred
forty thousand
sand
For first assistant postmaster-general,
hundred First Assistant
Assistant
postmaster-general, three thousand five hundred
dollars; chief
clerk, two
two thousand
and while
while the
office is
is held
held Postmaster-Genem
Postmaster-Generthe office
dollars, and
thousand dollars,
chief clerk,
dollars;
ati tp
by the
five hundred
clerks al,
clerk,l and
nd
al, chief
hief clerk,
three clerks
additional; three
dollars additional;
hundred dollars
incumbent five
present incumbent
by
the present
fourteen clerks of class three; one clerk of class three to
to o lI'S.
of class four;
four; fourteen
department telegraph operator;
operator; six clerks of
act as stenographer
stenographer and department
class two;
clerks of
of class
class one; four
clerks at one
one thousand dolfour clerks
two; twelve
twelve clerks
class
lars each;
each; three assistant
messengers; superintendent of blank agency,
assistant messengers;
lars
hundred dollars; assistant superintendent
superintendent of blank
blank
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars; four assistants to superinagency, one thousand six hundred
each;
dollars each;
tendent of blank agency, at one thousand two hundred dollars
of blank agency, at nine hundred dolsuperintendent of
two assistants to superintendent
messenger;
clerk at one thousand dollars; one assistant messenger;
lars each; one clerk,
three
(for blank
superintendent of
of free delivery, two
agency);;superintendent
blank agency)
three laborers
laborers (for
thousand one
hundred dollars;
dollars; one clerk of class two (office of superinone hundred
thousand
tendent of
of free
thousand five hundred and
eighty-one thousand
in all, eighty-one
free delivery)
delivery);;in
tendent
sixty dollars.
For
postmaster-general, three thousand
thousand five hundred Second Assistant
Assistant
second assistant postmaster-general,
For second
dollars;
chief of
of division
inspec- Pdostriaester-Gener.
sPostmaster-Gener
division of
of inspecthousand dollars;
dollars; chief
clerk, two
two thousand
dollars; chief
chief clerk,
tion, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
superintendent of
of railway
adjustment, two
two others.
`ortiHeu.s.' f ci
erk, and
railway adjustment,
dollars; superintendent
tion,
thousand dollars;
dollars; eight
eight clerks
three;
class four; thirty clerks of class three;
of class
clerks of
thousand
sixteen clerks
of class two;
clerks of class one; nine clerks at
thirteen clerks
two; thirteen
clerks of
sixteen
laborer;
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each;
messengers; and one laborer;
each; two assistant messengers;
one
hundred and twenty-one
twenty-one thousand dollars.
one hundred
in all, one
For
hundred Third Assistant
Assistant
postmaster-general, three thousand five hundred
third assistant
assistant postmaster-general,
For third
dollars; chief
clerk, two
dollars; chief
Postmaster-Generof dead Postmaaster-Genelof division of
chief of
two thousand
thousand dollars;
chief clerk,
dollars;
al] chief clerk, and
thers.
thousand two hundred and fifty dollars; chief of division :
tl
ile
e
i
rV clerk 'an d,
two thousand
letters, two
seven
dollars;
and
fifty
hundred
of postage
postage stamps, two thousand two hundred
clerks of
of class
class four;
four; eighteen
clerks of class three; twenty-eight
twenty-eight clerks
clerks
eighteen clerks
clerks
of class
class two;
two; thirty-seven
thirty-seven clerks
clerks of class
thousand
six clerks at one thousand
one; six
class one;
of
dollars each; ten female clerks at one thousand two hundred dollars each;
forty-seven female
each; three assistant
assistant
hundred dollars each;
clerks at nine hundred
female clerks
forty-seven
messengers; eight
eight laborers;
laborers; four female laborers, at four hundred and
messengers;
thousand six hundred
eighty dollars each; in all, two hundred and four thousand
and sixty dollars.
For
superintendent of
foreign mails,
mails, three
three thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; chief
chief Superintend.ent
Superin tend ent
of foreign
For superintendent
e
.
!gn mails,
mails,
foreign
clerk,
or
dollars; one clerk of class four; three clerks of
thousand dollars;
two thousand
clerk, two
class
clerk of class two;
two; one
one clerk of
of class one; two clerks contUrs.""
others. ,c ' and
class three; one
one clerk
at one thousand dollars each; one assistant messenger; in all, sixteen
thousand
hundred and twenty dollars.
thousand nine hundred
-For
the money-order
system, three thousand dolSuperintendent
dol- Superintendent
money-order system,
of the
superintendent of
·For superintendent
lars; chief
chief clerk,
two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; five
five clerks
of class
four; seven
(:,(
37,
money-orhe (mon
of the
seven of
class four;
clerks of
clerk, two
lars;
yt. '11)', clerk,
clerks
class three;
three; five
( 1.1 '
class two; nine clerks of class one; Ierr.sYst
five clerks of class
of class
clerks of
one clerk at one thousand
thousand dollars; five clerks at nine hundred dollars
each;
laborers; in all, fifty-one thouone assistant
assistant messenger; three laborers;
each; one
sand two hundred dollars.
For chief
division of
of mail
mail depredations,
depredations, two
two thousand
hundred Chief of division
two hundred
thousand two
of division
chief of
For
nial
ofmail
and fifty dollars; one clerk of class three;
three; one clerk of class two; three
three bons,
of
an ddcllrcdacle rks.
d
thou-clerks of class one; one clerk at one thousand
thousand dollars; in all, nine thou
sand eight hundred and fifty dollars.
For
of disbursing
disbursing clerk
superintendent of building:
building: Dis- P,i
8b
ell
urse
i
r
nit1
T2
clerk
Disbursing
and superintendent
clerk and
For office
office of
building,
et
' of Plmilding,
superintendent, two thousand one hundred dollars; e
clerk and superintendent,
a nt
bursing clerk
one (store- clerks, and others.
of class
class one
one
two (accountant);
others.
clerk of
one clerk
(accountant); one
of class
class two
clerk of
one clerk
keeper);
engineer, one
one thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars
assistant
dollars;•one assistant
thousand four
keeper); engineer,
engineer,
one thousand dollars; one fireman, who shall be aablacksmith,
engineer, one
nine hundred
one fireman,
steam fitter, nine hunbe aasteam
who shall be
fireman, who
dollars; one
hundred dollars;
nine
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seven hundred
twenty dollars;
dollars; one
dred dollars;
dollars; one fireman,
fireman, seven
hundred and
and twenty
one carcarthousand two
dollars 5one
one assistant
assistant carpenter,
carpenter, one
one
penter, one thousand
two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; captain
the watch,
one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
sevthousand dollars;
captain of
of the
watch, one
for seventeen watchmen
twenty-seven laborers;
in all,
forty-two thousand
thousand
enteen
watchmen and
and twenty-seven
laborers; in
all, forty-two
eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
contingent expenses
expenses of the
the Post-Office
Department: For
For stastaContingent ex- For
For contingent
Post-Office Department:
penses of
Post-Of- tionery, nine thousand
penses
of Post-Ofthousand dollars; fuel, and for repairs to engine,
engine, boilers,
boilers,
fice
Department.
ce Department.
and heating
heating apparatus
apparatus for the General
General Post-Office
Post-Office building, including
including
the Auditor's Office, four
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
for gas,
six
four thousand
thousand four
four hundred
gas, six
thousand dollars; plumbing
four thousand
dollars; teleteleplumbing and
and gas-fixtures,
gas-fixtures, four
thousand dollars;
four thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; carcargraphing, five
five thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; painting,
painting, four
pets, six thousand
thousand dollars;
six thousand
dollars; keeping
keeping of
of
dollars; furniture,
furniture, six
thousand dollars;
horses and repair
repair of wagons and
harness, one
hundred doland harness,
one thousand
thousand two hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
dollars 5and
and for
house
lars ; hardware,
hardware, one
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
for rent
rent of
of house
numbered
and fifteen
fifteen E
R street
street northwest,
one thousand
thousand five
five
numbered nine
nine hundred
hundred and
northwest, one
miscellaneous items, ten thousand
hundred dollars; miscellaneous
publication
thousand dollars; publication
of
the Official
Postal Guide,
for
of copies
copies of
of the
Official Postal
Guide, twenty-three
twenty-three thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
directories of the principal
principal cities
States, two
two hundred
hundred doldolcities of
of the United
United States,
lars; in all, eighty-one
eighty-one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
Waste paper,
paper,
That the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General is hereby authorized
authorized to sell as waste
sale
of authorized.
authorized. paper, or otherwise
sale of
of, the files of papers
otherwise dispose
dispose of,
papers which have accumuaccumulate, in
in the
the Post-Office
that
lated, or may hereafter
hereafter accumulate,
Post-Office Department
Department that
are not needed in the transaction
transaction of current
current business and have no permanent value or historical
historical interest;
interest; and the proceeds
proceeds of said sales he
shall pay into the treasury, and make report thereof to Congress.
JUDICIAL.
JUDICIAL.
United States
States UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS.-For
CouRTs.—For the Chief Justice
Justice of the Supreme
Supreme
Courts.
Court
of
the
United
States,
ten
thousand
five
hundred
dollars;
and for
for
dollars; and
hundred
five
thousand
ten
States,
the
United
of
of
Court
Jstice
Couth
Chief Justice
eight associate
associate justices,
justices, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars
in all,
all, ninety
ninety thouthe Supreme Court eight
dollars each;
each; in
thouand associate jus- sand five hundred dollars.
tices.
tices.
To pay the salaries of the United States judges retired under
under section
United States
States
United
Statutes so
much as
may be
judges
seven hundred
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
so much
as may
be
jud
ges retired
retired un- seven
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred
S.714.
necessary for
for the
the fiscal year
year ending
der R.
R. S.
•necessary
eighteen hundred
and eighty-two, is hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
Marshal
Marshal of U. S.
S. For marshal of the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of the United States, three
three thouSupreme Court.
Suiprmue
Court. sand dollars.
For nine circuit
Circuit judges.
circuit judges,
judges, to reside in circuit, at six thousand dollars
each, fifty-four thousand dollars.
Reporter of
of dodeReporter
For salary of the reporter
reporter of the decisions of the Supreme
Supreme Court of
of
cisions.
Cisions.
the United States, two thousand five hundred dollars.
judges.
District judges.
fifty-three district judges of the United States, one
For salaries of the fifty-three
one
hundred and ninety-three
ninety-three thousand
thousand dollars.
Chief justice of
For salaries of the chief justice of the supreme
supreme court of the District of
of
supreme
of Columbia and the five associate
supreme court
court of
associate judges, twenty-four
twenty-four thousand fivehundred
fivehundred
District of ColumDistrict
of Colum- dollars: Provided,
Provided,That hereafter
hereafter the salaries appropriated
appropriated for the United
bia.
bia.
Associate judges. States judges in the foregoing
paragraphs, and
judges of
Court of
foregoing paragraphs,
and judges
of the
the Court
of
Proviso.
Proviso.
Claims, and of the Territories, may be paid monthly.
monthly.
District attorattorDistrict
attorneys of the United States, nineFor compensation
compensation of the district attorneys
neys.
neys.
teen thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
District
m ar- For compensation
District marcompensation of the district marshals of the United States,
States, twelve
shals.
shals.
thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
Compensation of
Compensation
of
OFFICE OF
ATTORNEY-GENERAL.-For compensation
OFFICE
OF THE
THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL.—For
compensation of
of the
the
the Attorney-GenAttorney-Gen- Attorney-General,
the
thousand dollars; Solicitor-General,
Solicitor-General, seven thouthouAttorney-General, eight
eight thousand
eral
and
others.
eral and others.
sand dollars; three
thousand dollars
three assistant
assistant attorneys-general,
attorneys-general, at five thousand
each; one assistant attorney-general
attorney-general of the
the Post-Office
Post-Office Depertment,
Dep?rtment, four
four
thousand dollars;
dollars; solicitor of the internal
internal revenue,
revenue, four
four thousand
five
thousand five
hundred dollars;
dollars; examiner
examiner of claims, three
three thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; law-clerk and examiner
examiner of titles, two thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred
dollars; chief clerk, two thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; stenographic
stenographic
clerk, one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one law-clerk,
law-clerk, two thousand
thousand
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dollars;
of class
class four;
four; additional
disbursing clerk,
clerk, and
and
for disbursing
additional for
clerks of
dollars; five
five clerks
clerk
in charge
of pardons,
two hundred
hundred dollars
each; one
one clerk
of class
clerk of
dollars each;
pardons, two
charge of
clerk in
clerks of
telegraph operator, at
of class one; five copyists; one telegraph
two; two
two clerks
one
thousand dollars;
laborers; and two
two laborers;
messengers; two
two assistant
assistant messengers;
dollars; two
one thousand
watchmen; in
seventy-three thousand
thousand six
six hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
in all,
all, seventy-three
watchmen;
For
contingent expenses
of the
the department,
department, namely: For
exContingent ()sFor furniture
furniture Contingent
expenses of
For contingent
and
one thousand
for law and
and miscellaneous
Ammo.
miscellaneous books for penses.
dollars;5for
thousand dollars
and repairs,
repairs, one
library of
hundred dollars; for stathousand five hundred
one thousand
of the
the department,
department, one
library
tionery, one
hundred dollars;
miscellaneous expendiexpendidollars; for miscellaneous
five hundred
one thousand
thousand five
tionery,
tures, such
as telegraphing,
lights, labor,
labor, and other necessaries,
telegraphing, fuel, lights,
such as
tures,
six
thousand dollars;
dollars; in
thousand dollars.
in all, ten thousand
six thousand
For
subsistence of
of horses
of wagons
wagons and
and
H orss and
harness, Horses
and harness,
repairs of
horses and
and repairs
care and
and subsistence
For care
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
wagons.
wagons.
dollars.
hundred dollars.
one
Rent
of buildbiildRent of
For
building occupied by the Department lug.
of the four floors of the building
For rent of
ing.
thousand dollars.
twelve thousand
of Justice,
Justice, twelve
OFFICE
SOLICITOR OF
TREA.STJRY.—For compensation
compensation Compensation
of
Compensation of
THE TREASURY.-For
OF THE
THE SOLICITOR
OF THE
OFFICE OF
of the
the Solicitor
Solicitor of
of the
the Treasury,
four thousand
thousand five
five hundred dollars
dollars. the Solicitor
Solicitor of the
the
Treasury, four
of
thousand ant,
T
anret
aslicaf
s
i
i
e
s
ri:,chriefase
clerk,
assistant solicitor, three thousand dollars; chief clerk, two thousand
dollars; four
three clerks
clerks of class three; two clerks and others.
clerks of class four; three
four clerks
dollars;
messenger; and one
of class two; two clerks of class one; one assistant messenger;
twenty-eight thousand and eighty dollars.
laborer; in all twenty-eight
For
miscellaneous books for office of the Solicitor of the Law and miscolmiscellaw and miscellaneous
For law
oou books.
Treasury, five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
laneous
s books.
lan
five hundred
Treasury,
COURT
OF CLAIMS.—For
salaries of
of five judges of the Court of Salaries of
CLArIS.-For salaries
COURT OF
Claims,
four thousand
five hundred
dollars each;
each; chief clerk, three judgesoftheCo!rt
judges of the Court
hundred dollars
thousand five
at four
Claims, at
chief
thousand dollars;
dollars. one
one assistant
'thousand dollars;
dollars-) bailiff
of
l Claims
oth ,f.
bailiff,2one
one ,rand
clerk, two
two thousand
assistant clerk,
thousand
clerk,
andc,'
others
twentythousand five hundred
hundred dollars; and messenger
messenger thereof; in all, twentythousand
hundred and forty dollars.
nine thousand eight hundred
contingent and Contingent8 and
For
and
fuel, labor, postage, and other contingent
stationery, books, fuel,
For stationery,
miscellaneous
expenses, three
three thousand
miscellaneous
exmiscellaneolu cxdollars.
thousand dollars.
miscellaneous expenses,
penses.
penses.
pre- . Reporting
For reporting
reporting the
decisions of
Reporting decisclerical hire, labor in prethe court, clerical
of the
the decisions
For
paring and superintending
superintending the printing of the sixteenth volume of the ioons.
ol. Rleports
XVI V
Vol.
Reports
eport s
of Court of Claims.
of Claims, to be paid on the order of the court, of
the Court of
Reports of the
appropriation for
one
and said sum, as well as the appropriation
thousand dollars; and
one thousand
like
services in
the act
act of
June fifteenth,
eighteen hundred
and eighty,
1880, ch.
oh.edit25,
22G5,
1880,
eighty, pamphlet
hundred and
fifteenth, eighteen
of June
in the
like services
ion,
chapter
and twenty-five,
ito
.
fifteenth volume, may be 37phlt
twenty-five, for the fifteenth
two hundred
hundred and
chapter two
s. 1765.
paid
to the
the reporters
notwithstanding section seventeen R. S.
court notwithstanding
the court
of the
reporters of
paid to
hundred
and sixty-five
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
or section
section three
three of
of the 1874, ch. 328,
Statutes, or
of the
sixty-five of
hundred and
act
of June
Jane twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
chapter three
is, 103.
109.
Stat. 18,
three stat.
seventy-four, chapter
and seventy-four,
hundred and
act of
hundred and twenty-eight.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
Secretaries, respectively,
respectively, of
the Departments
re
tar
iesof
deeof parSr
Scrntaries
Departments of
of the
the Secretaries,
SEC.
tm
tt
i
)
en
e
i
s
n
nt:
tLic
ai
r
tiof
el
q
u
i
i
i
r
i
-Attorney-- ized tormak rnriiTreasury, War, Navy, and of the Interior, and the Attorney
State, of the Treasury,
official
General,
requisitions upon the
the Postmaster- sitions for official
to make
make requisitions
authorized to
are authorized
General, are
General
for the necessary
necessary amount of official postage-stamps
postage-stamps for the use stamps.
General for
of
departments, not
exceeding the amount
amount stated in the estimates
not exceeding
their departments,
of their
submitted
Congress; and
presentation of proper vouchers
upon presentation
and upon
to Congress;
submitted to
the
therefor
Treasury, the amount thereof shall be credited to the
at the Treasury,
therefor at
appropriation
the service
Department for the same
the Post Office Department
of the
service of
for the
appropriation for
fiscal year.
meP
sajnof
era
sssista
an
watchmen,,and Pay of assistant
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
the pay
messengers, firemen, watchmen
pay of assistant messengers,
SEC.
tsenrs,errated. and
shall
stated,,s
laborers provided
provided for in this act, unless otherwise
otherwise specially stated
hall others,
be as
as follows:
For assistant
assistant messengers,
watchmen, seven
and watchmen,
messengers, firemen, and
follows: For
be
hundred
and twenty
annum each;
each; for
six hundred
hundred
for laborers, six
per annum
dollars per
twenty dollars
hundred and
and sixty dollars per annum each.
SEC. 4.
That all
acts or
or parts
parts of
of acts
acts inconsistent
conflict with
in conflict
inconsistent or in
all acts
4. That
SEC.
the
provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
the provisions
March 3,1881.
3, 1881.
Approved, March
o

p

R
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March
1881.
March 3,
3, 1881.
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CHAP. 131.-An
131.—An act
act to
amend the act
incorporating the
the Capitol,
North 0
Street and
and
CHAP.
to amendthe
actincorporating
Capitol, North
O Street
South Washington
South
Washington Railway
Railway Company.
Company.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
United
North 0
Congress assembled,
to incorporate
incorporate the
the
Capitol, North
O States
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the act
act to

Street
0 Street
Railway Company,
Street and South Capitol, North 0
Street and South Washington
Washington Railway
Company, apapWashington Railway
any.
proved March
eighteen hundred
be, and the
and seventy-five,
seventy-five, be,
hundred and
third, eighteen
March third
proved
wway Comp
Copany
Act of
incorpor- same
is hereby,
amended, so
said company,
company, at
its disAct
of incorporsame is
hereby, amended,
so as
as to
to authorize
authorize said
at its
disation amended: cretion, to remove its track from
atiou
from Ohio avenue
avenue and Twelfth street south161, ' west and lay a
a single or double track, and run its cars thereon,
Stat.,
1875,18,ch.
eh.
498. 161,
thereon, from
from its
Stat.,
18, 498.
t
d
Route,
present
at the
the intersection
Ohio avenue
avenue and
street
Route.
present line
line at
intersection of
of Ohio
and Fourteenth
Fourteenth street
south,
along Fourteenth
street to
to C
C street
street southwest,
eastwardly along
along
south, along
Fourteenth street
southwest, eastwardly
C
southwest to
to connect
connect with
with its
present line
C street southwest
to Virginia
Virginia avenue,
avenue, to
its present
line
at the junction
street; and also
also to
lay a
asingle
single or
or
junction of said avenue and
and street;
to lay
double
track from
from its
present line
P street
and Eleventh
Eleventh street
street northnorthdouble track
its present
line on
on P
street and
west,
north along
and to
to lay
lay
west, north
along said
said Eleventh
Eleventh street
street to
to Boundary
Boundary street;
street; and
a
of C
C street
street and
and
a single or double track
track commencing
commencing at
at the intersection
intersection of
Eleventh
thence south on Eleventh
Eleventh street southwest, running thence
Eleventh street to
Southern termitormi- Water street south, running thence
thence easterly
Water street south
south to
easterly on Water
nus.
M street south, which point
11118.
point shall be the southern terminus of the road:
road:
Proviso.
Provided,
Provi80.
Provided, That
That the said company
complete the tracks and
run its
its
company shall complete
and run
cars along the streets named
named within
within six months
months from the approval
approval of
this act.
Terms and con- SEC.
authorized
SEC. 2. That should any part
part of the track extension herein
herein authorized
ditions of
incorporated street railway,
ditiona
of joint
joint coincide with portions of any other
other duly incorporated
railway, the
use, how
how adjusted,
adjusted. relative
condition of the
chartered rights may be adjusted
use,
relative condition
the chartered
adjusted upon terms
terms
to be mutually agreed upon between
between the companies,
companies, or, in
in case of disagreement, by the supreme court of the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, on petition
petition
filed therein by either party, and on such
such notice to
party as
to the other party
the court may order.
Fare
between
SEC.
Fare between
S
EC. 3. That the fare between
between the Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and PrintBureau of Engraving and Printing
ing and
and the
road shall
be two
two
shall be
junction with
with any
any intersecting
intersecting road
the nearest
nearest junction
ingranof
Printrving
nearest junejunc- cents.
centsand nearest
tier' with any intion
intersecting road.
terscoting
Right of way of SEC.
SEC. 4. That any other duly incorporated
street-railway company
company in
incorporated street-railway
in
other
street-railowayohe
retril
listrict of Columbia
Columbia shall have the
w ay companies
the District
the right to run its cars
cars over that
that
over tracks,
traok.
hereinbefore named
named south of Pennsylvania
portion of the route hereinbefore
Pennsylvania avenue,
upon such fair and equitable
equitable terms as may be
agreed upon between
between the
be agreed
companies; and in the
said companies;
the event that the said companies
companies shall fail to
to
satisfactory terms,
agree upon satisfactory
terms, either
either of said companies may
may apply by
petition to the supreme
supreme court
court of the District
District of Columbia, which shall
shall
provide for proper notice to, and hearing of, all parties in interest; and
and
shall have power
determine the
power to determine
the terms and conditions
conditions upon
upon which,
which, and
and
the regulations
regulations under which, the said company
company or companies
companies using
using the
the
tracks over the route
route before
before named
named may use and enjoy said tracks, and
and
compensation to be paid therefor.
the amount and manner of compensation
therefor.
SEC.
S
EC. 5. That Congress may
may at any time amend, alter, or repeal
repeal this
act.
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,
7

March 3, 1881.

132.-An act
CHAP. 132.—An
act making
making appropriations
appropriations to supply
supply deficiencies
in the
the appropriaappropriadeficiencies in
tions for the fiscal year ending
tions
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and eighty-one,
eighty-one,
eighteen hundred
and for prior years, and for those
certified as due by the accounting
those certified
accounting officers
officers of the
Treasury in accordance
accordance with section four of the
the act
act of June fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and seventy-eight,
heretofore
paid
from
permanent
appropriations,
seventy-eight, heretofore
from permanent appropriations, and
and
for other purposes.
purposes.

Deficiency
apit enacted
Senate and House
Deficiency 1881,
ap - Be it
enacted by the Senate
propriations,
propriti
sn1881That
ssemb,
and prior
States of America in Cogress
Congress
assembled,
prior years.
Congress assembled

of Representatives
Representatives of the United
the following
following
sums
be and
That the
following sums
sums be,
and
and
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appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
the same are hereby, appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
objects hereinafter
namely:
otherwise
for the
the objects
hereinafter stated,
stated, namely:

COURT
COURT OF CLAIMS.
Judgments
in
To pay judgments of the United States Court of Claims, four
four hundred
hundred Judgments
in
and
dollars, or
or so
thereof as
as may
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars,
so much
much thereof
may be
be necessary
necessary:Claims.
Court of
of Claims.
Proviso.
Provided,
judgment shall be paid until the right of appeal has Proviso.
Provided, That no judgment
Proviso
expired:
Provided, That this appropriation
the Proviso
expired: Provided,
appropriation shall be
be applied only to the
payment
payment of
of judgments
judgments of
of the
the Court of Claims, unappealed,
unappealed, or
or to
to judgments entered in accordance
accordance with mandates from the Supreme Court
Court
where such mandates
mandates have been issued prior to the passage of this act.

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE.
Executive Office.
Office.
compensation of a
office of the President
For compensation
a telegraph
telegraph operator
operator in the office
President Executive
Compensation
of
eighteen hundred
of the
the United
United States
States from March fourth,
fourth, eighteen
hundred and eighty- telegraph
Compenslation
operator
eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
one, to June thirtieth, eighteen
eighty-one, at one thousand in
itleogralp
operator
office President
four
annum, four
hundred and
and fifty-eight
fifty-eight dollars
dollars and
four hundred
hundred dollars per annum,
four hundred
and of United States.
States.
eighty-nine cents.
contingent expenses
Executive Office,
Office, including
stationery Contingent oxexFor contingent
expenses of the
the Executive
including stationery
penses.
penses.
therefor, two thousand dollars.

STATE
DEPARTMENT.
STATE DEPARTMENT.

State DepartD ep ar tState
ment.
ment.
International
Internatiolal
Sanitary Congress.
Sanitary
Comgres.
H. Res.
Res. May
dH.
May 14,
14,
1880.
R. C.
Morgan, rercR.
C. Morgan,
imbursement.

To enable the Secretary
Secretary of State to meet the expenses
expenses of the International Sanitary Congress, under House resolution
resolution of May fourteenth,
fourteenth,t
eighteen
thousand dollars.
eighteen hundred and
and eighty, five thousand
To pay R. C. Morgan, disbursing
disbursing clerk of the State Department,
Department, for
lithographing and for books and maps procured and paid for by him, imbursoment.
lithographing
department during the years
also for postage paid for by him for that department
eighteen hundred
eighteen hundred and seventyand seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
twenty-five
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, two hundred and twenty-five
nine, and
and eighteen
thirty-five cents.
dollars and thirty-five
John Jay, re-imTo
John Jay, late envoy
extraordinary and
To pay
pay John
envoy extraordinary
and minister plenipotenplenipoten- bursement.
.Jol"
Jay, rc-imby him for telegrams
telegrams on public bursement.
tiary to Austria, for an amount expended Iby
hundred and twenty dollars and forty-six cents.
business, two hundred
FOREIGN INTERCOURSE
INTERCOURSE
FOREIGN

Contingent exFor payment of
amounts found
by the
accounting officers
on acof amounts
found due
due by
the accounting
officers on
ac- penses,
Co"ninlgent
OxUnited
expenses of United States consulates,
count of contingent expenses
consulates, namely:
namely:
States consulates.
consulates.
For the
the year
eighteen hundred
twenty-five thousand
thousand and
hundred and eighty, twenty-five
year eighteen
For
twenty-two dollars and thirty cents.
twenty-two
For the year eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine, two thousand one
Proviso.
o
hundred and
Provided, That
hundred
and ninety dollars
dollars and
and twenty-three
twenty-three cents: Provided,
That this
this Provis
paragraphs do not effect the payment of money
and the two foregoing paragraphs
for
from the Treasury, being only required to reimburse
reimburse the account for
consular
consular fees.
officers on acSecretary of State by consular officers
To pay drafts on the Secretary
contingent expenses of consulates
consulates for eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and
count of contingent
eighty, four thousand four hundred
hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine dollars and fortyfive cents.
five
Printing and disFor printing and distributing the publications
publications by the
Department of trinting
the Department
tributing andlcpublicaState
of the
and other
commercial reports,
circular tions.
tions.
State of
the consular
consular and
other commercial
reports, including
including circular
letters
hundred and thirto chambers
chambers of commerce, six thousand seven hundred
letters to
teen dollars.
TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Legislative e
exLegislative
xTERRITORIES.
TEREITOIIES.

For the legislative
legislative expenses of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Montana, six thousand and forty-five
forty-five dollars.

penses
Territopenses of
of Territorial
rial governments
governments
Montana.
Montana.
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legislative expenses
of theTerritory
the Territory of
six thousand
thousand
For the
the legislative
expenses of
of Dakota,
Dakota, six
one
hundred and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
For the
of Idaho,
Idaho, seven
seven thousand
thousand
For
the legislative
legislative expenses
expenses of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
and thirty
dollars.
and
thirty dollars.
For the
the legislative
legislative expenses
expenses of
of Arizona,
six thousand
thousand
For
of the
the Territory
Territory of
Arizona, six
and. fifty dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
hundred and
INTERNAL REVENUE.
RE VENUE.
INTERNAL

For
additional amount
to pay
pay salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of agents
agents and
and sursurFor additional
amount to
veyors, and fees and expenses
expenses of gaugers, and for salaries of storekeepers,
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
for the
the year
year
ers, and
and for
expenses of
of internal
internal revenue
revenue for
eighteen
hundred thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; and
and
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, six
six hundred
eighteen hundred
hundred and
for the year eighteen hundred and
thirty-five
and eighty, one hundred
hundred and thirty-five
thousand dollars.
To pay
amounts found
found due
due by
for salaries
salaries and
and exex1879.
officer ssfor
To
pay amounts
by accounting
accounting office]
penses of agents and
and subordinate
officers of
of internal
for eighteightsubordinate officers
internal revenue
revenue for
seventy-nine, four
hundred and
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
een hundred
hundred and seventy-nine,
four hundred
and seventy-five
For additional
additional amount
amount for
for dies,
dies, paper,
paper, and
for the
the use
use of
of the
the
Dies, paper, and
For
and stamps
stamps for
stamps.
stamps.
internal revenue
revenue for the year eighteen
hundred and eighty-one,
eighty-one, one
one
eighteen hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Amounts due for
To pay amounts
amounts found due by the accounting
account of
accounting officers on account
of
punishments for punishments
punishments
punishmentforor
internal-revenue laws for eighteen
hundred
for violation
violation of internal-revenue
eighteen hundred
violation of intereighty, two
two thousand
thousand seven
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars
dollars and
and seventyseventyseven hundred
val-revonue
and eighty,
nal-revenue laws
laws, and
five
hundred and
eighty-one dollars
dollars
t879
1879 and 1880.
five cents;
cents for
for eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, eighty-one
and
and fifty cents.

Salaries and expenses
pehses of agents,
agents,
surveyors, and otheurveyor
ndoth
ers fors 1880
and
1881;

LIFE
SAVING STATIONS.
STATIONS.
LIFE-SAVING

For fuel for life-saving
houses of
of refuge;
life-saving stations, life-boat
life-boat stations,
stations, and
and houses
refuge;
repairs and outfits for the same; supplies and provisions
provisions for houses
houses of
of
refuge and for shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
persons succored at stations; traveling exContingent and penses of officers under orders from the
the Treasury
Treasury Department;
Department; and conconmiscellaneous
miscellaneous OXex- tingent expenses, including freight, storage, repairs to apparatus, medpenses.
penses.
als,
stationery, advertising, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
als, stationery,
expenses that cannot
cannot be
included
included under
under any other head of life-saving
life-saving stations
stations on the coasts of the
including the rebuilding
rebuilding of the stations at Pea Island,
United States, including
North Carolina, and Brazos Santiago,
Texas, and
renewal of appaSantiago, Texas,
and the renewal
ratus and supplies
supplies for said stations, twelve
twelve thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Life-saving servLife-saving

ice.

LIGHT-HOUSE
LIGHT HOUSE ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.
Commissions to
collectors of customs for disbursemens as disbuperinments
superintendents of lights.
tendonts
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Items.

accounting officers to collectors of
To pay amounts found due by the accounting
of
customs for
for commissions,
commissions, at two and one-half per centum, on disbursecustoms
ments
made by
superintendents of
of lights,
during eighteen
eighteen hunhunas superintendents
lights, during
ments made
by them
them as
dred
and eighty,
eighty, three
hundred and
and eighty
eighty dollars
dollars and
dred and
three hundred
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven
cents.
MISCELLANEOTJS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
For rent of telephones,
incidental expenses connected
telephones, and incidental
connected therewith,
therewith,
for eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-one,
eighty-one, two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
For arranging and binding
binding canceled
canceled marine
marine papers,
papers, requisitions,
requisitions, and
other important
important records; sealing ships' registers,
registers, newspapers,
newspapers, books,
hand-stamps,
hand-stamps, and repairs of the same, for
hundred and eightyeightyfor eighteen
eighteen hundred
one, two thousand
thousand dollars.
For repairs and preservation
buildings under the control of
preservation of public buildings
of
the Treasury Department,
Department, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
For vaults, safes, and locks,
locks, and
and repairs
repairs of the same, for all public
buildings under the Treasury
Treasury Department
hundred and
Department for eighteen hundred
eighty-one,
eighty-one, seven thousand
thousand dollars.
For heating, hoisting, and ventilating
ventilating apparatus,
apparatus, and repairs
repairs of the
same, for public buildings
buildings under
under the control
control of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
twenty thousand dollars.
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Furniture and repairs of furniture, and carpets, for all public buildings
buildings
Furniture
under
under the
the control
control of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department, thirty thousand dollars.
For fuel,
fuel, light, and water, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items required
required by the
under the
janitors and firemen
firemen in the
the proper care of
of the
the public
public buildings
buildings under
control
Treasury Department,
Department, fifty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
fifty thousand
control of
of the
the Treasury
For
building
in the
the court-house
court-house and post-office
post-office building
For constructing
constructing elevator in
Indianapolis, Indiana,
thousand dollars.
Indiana, ten thousand
at Indianapolis,
To pay B. F. Scribner,
seal-fisheries in B.
Scribner,
B. F. Scribner,
Scribner, late special agent at the seal-fisheries
Alaska, salary
salary and
and traveling
eighty,to.
payment to.
payment
and eighty,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
for eighteen
traveling expenses
expenses for
Alaska,
twenty-nine dollars and
J. W. J. W.
Beaman,
w. Beaman,
and twenty-nine
and ten cents; and to pay J.
three hundred and
Beaman, late special agent at the seal-fisheries
salary and
to. payment
payment to.
seal-fisheries in Alaska, salary
Beaman,
traveling expenses
hundred and
expenses for eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, two hundred
traveling
seventy-seven
seventy-seven dollars and ten cents.
To pay
pay two
two assistant
assistant agents
at the
the seal-fisheries
seal-fisheries in
Alaska, at
at the
rate Assistant
agents
To
agents at
in Alaska,
the rate
Assistant agents
of
at seal fisheries.
annum, one at
of two
two thousand
thousand one hundred and ninety dollars each per annum,
thousand
ninety-five dollars;
dollars; and for necessary traveling expenses,
thousand and ninety-five
at the rate of six hundred dollars each per annum, three hundred dollars; in all, one thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred and ninety-five
ninety-five dollars.
dollars.
Edward
SherEdward S.
S. ShorTo pay the judgment
United States circuit court for the southsouthjudgment of the United
ern district of New York in favor of Edward
Edward S. Sherman,
Sherman plaintiff, and manjudi'lgmetfor,
man ,
judgment for,
· . ~ .- „ „
. .a'
. agains
g t s,t
1 Moses
Moses H
H.
against'
collector of
against Moses H
H..Grinnell, former collector
of customs
customs of the port of
of Grirnnll
New
defendant, including damages,
thousand one hundred
damages, one thousand
New York, defendant,
seventy-nine cents.
and thirty dollars and seventy-nine
inn
apparatus for the assay lab- Laboraltory
Laboratory i
For the expenses of providing suitable apparatus
oratory
in connection
Director
Director
office
of
of the
the Mint, three office
the Director
Director of
office of the
the office
connection with the
in in
oratory in
of the Mint.
hundred dollars.
To
enable
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
to
perfect
title
of
the
Marine hospital,
hospital,
Marino
the
perfect
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury
government
of the
hospital at Wilmington,
Wilmington,C.Wilmington,
Wilmington, N.
N. C.
the marine hospital
States to
to the
the United States
government of
North Carolina,
J. Francis King,
King, and now in litigalitigaCarolina, once sold to Doctor J.
thousand and fifty dollars.
tion, the sum of two .thousand
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
Pennsylvania
ninth installment
installment Pennsylvania
of the Treasury
Treasury to pay the ninth
To
enable the
of
the war-claim
of the
State of
Pennsylvania, duly
duly allowed
allowed by
war-claim.
the acac- war-claim.
by the
of Pennsylvania,
the State
of the
war-claim of
Treasury by
by settlement made February first,
of the Treasury
officers of
counting officers
eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
eighty-one, five thousand one hundred and fiftyeighteen
six dollars
dollars and six cents.
Connecticut warTo
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to pay the war-claim of the Connecticut
enable the Secretary
To enable
clai m State of Connecticut,
Connecticut, duly allowed by the accounting
accounting officers of the claim.
ninety-three thousand and
Treasury, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-three
eighty-eight cents.
For refunding
expenses incurred
volunteers under Refund to States
in raising volunteers
incurred in
States expenses
to States
refunding to
For
expenses for
for
expenses
Kansas, twenty-six thousand six hundred and of
To the State of Kansas,
the laws: To
volunteers:
thou-- Kansas;
Kvantrs:;
twenty-one thou
four dollars and five cents; to the State of New York, twenty-one
Now
sand four hundred and twenty-one dollars and thirteen
thirteen cents.
New York.
International
To
Treasury to pay the just contribution
contribution In
Secretary of the Treasury
To enable
enable the Secretary
to the
the maintenance
International Bureau
Bureau of Weights
Bureil" of
Weights
of Weights
and Meas- Burean
Weights and
of the
the International
maintenance of
to
and Measures.
convention of May twentieth,
twentieth, and Measures.
conformity with the terms of the convention
ures, in
in conformity
eighteen hundred and seventy-five,
seventy-five, for eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty-one
eighteen
and prior
two thousand
thousand three
forty-five dollars and
and
hundred and forty-five
three hundred
years, two
and
prior years,
seventy-seven cents.
seventy-seven
For
compensation of
of R.
Thurston for
years services
services as
to
Compensationto
secretary Compensation
as secretary
for two
two years
R. H.
H. Thurston
For compensation
of the
board for testing iron and steel, under
under act of March
March third, eighteight - tR,,t.lg
R.
H. Thurston,
of
the board
testing
ironurontand
and
een
June, eighteen
eighteen hurthun- steel.
from the
the thirtieth of June,
seventy-five, from
hundred and seventy-five,
een hundred
1875, oh.
dred and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
1875,
ch. 130,
130,
to the thirtieth of June, eighteen
seventy-seven, to
and seventy-seven,
dred
seventy-nine, the
two thousand
thousand four
his Stat.
Stat. 18,
18, 400.
400.
being his
dollars, being
hundred dollars,
four hundred
of two
the sum
sum of
seventy-nine,
fixed compensation.
compensation.
Joh
un
To
pay John
John Scott
the sum
sum as
as provided
provided for
the act
act of
of John
Scott CunCunJohn Scott
in the
for in
Cunningham the
Scott Cunningham
To pay
February
eighth, eighteen
thousand two nigham.
ning ham '
one thousand
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, one
hundred and
eighteen hundred
February eighth,
hundred and eighty-four dollars and nineteen
nineteen cents.
To
pay Mary
Mary E.
E. Walker
Walker claim
for services
rendered by
as a
atem
tern-- Mary
E. Waler,
Walker,
Mary E.
her as
by her
services rendered
claim for
To pay
porary clerk
the Treasury
for one
payment to.
to.
July four- payment
year from
from July
one year
Department for
Treasury Department
in the
clerk in
porary
teenth,
hundred and seventy-three,
hundred dollars.
seventy-three, nine hundred
eighteen hundred
teenth, eighteen
3011-27
xi--27
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Repayment to
repayment to importers
importers the
excess of
of deposits
deposits for
for unascertained
unascertained
For repayment
the excess
importers.
duties, or duties or other moneys paid under protest, including
including interest
interest
and costs in
judgment cases, three
three hundred
thousand dollars;
dollars; which
which
in judgment
hundred thousand
sum
available for
for the
the payment
of all
all claims
to which
which the
the
sum is
is hereby
hereby made
made available
payment of
claims to
appropriation is applicable
appropriation
from the
the permanent
applicable which
which are
are not
not payable
payable from
permanent
S. 3689.
annual
appropriation provided
provided for
for in
in section
section thirty-six
thirty-six hundred
R. s.
annual appropriation
hundred and
and
Provin.
eighty-nine of
Statutes: Provided,
of this
this
Proiso.
eighty-nine
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes:
Provided, That
That no
no portion
portion of
appropriation shall be expended for the payment
appropriation
payment of claims known as
""charges and commissions
commissions cases."
cases."
E. E. Saunders.
To refund to E. E. Saunders, master of
of the
Eddie Huck,
the
the schooner
schooner Eddie
Huck, the
the penalty
exacted, but
but remitted
remitted
sum of forty dollars, being
being aapart
part of the
penalty exacted,
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
Con n e ett ing
Conn')
in g For additional amount
amount required
required for running the relieving sewer of the
the

Museum building
into the
the North
North B
B street
street sewer
sewer instead
instead of
branch alsewer from National
National Museum
building into
of into
into
with the
Seventh street
street sewer,
dollars.
building with
the Seventh
sewer, nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars.

National
Museum
Nation
Museum

Bstreet
North B
street sewer.
Transfer of colcol - For expense
expense of transfer
transfer to and
in the
the new
National MuMuand arrangement
arrangement in
new National
lections
new seum
United States
feetions to
to new
scum building of the collections of the
the United
States surveying
surveying and
and
National
National Museum,
Museum, exploring
exploring expeditions, and
and of the specimens
specimens presented
presented to
to the
the United
United
States at the international
international exhibition of eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventyseventyhundred and
six, ten thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, being
being for the service of the current fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
Steamer
Steamer Fish For expenses
expenses of lengthening
lengthening the steamer
Hawk for
purpose
steamer Fish
Fish Hawk
for the
the purpose
Hawk.
of increasing
increasing her fish-hatching
of
fish-hatching capacity,
capacity, and for providing additional
additional
fish-hatching
thousand seven
fish-hatching apparatus, twelve thousand
seven hundred
hundred and nine
nine dollars, which shall
available until
used.
shall be available
until used.
Distinctive pa
pa-- To enable the Secretary
Treasury to
for expenses
incurred
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
to pay for
expenses incurred
per
for United
in his
his selection
selection of a
a distinctive
paper for the securities
per for
United in
distinctive paper
securities of the United
United
States
securities, States
distinctive paper
paper being
being required
to be
be adopted
adopted by
by the
43ssecrities,
States,) such
such distinctive
required to
the SecSecR.tae
S. 5430.
retary of the Treasury
retaryof
of section
section fifty-four
fifty-four hundred
hundred
Treasury under the provisions
provisions of
Revised Statutes,
and thirty of the Revised
Statutes, three hundred
twenty-one doldolhundred and
and twenty-one
lars.
Extra clerical To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
the appropriTreasury to pay, out
out of the
approprio ll
service
ation for "c
ecting mining statistics"
seyviee in offie
offip of atiou
"collecting
statistics" for
for the
year eighteen
eighteen hunhunthe fiscal year
Director of Mint. dred
dred and
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, aasum
sum not
exceeding three
three hundred
hundred dollars
dollars for
for exnot exceeding
extra clerical services rendered
rendered in the office of the Director of the Mint in
connection therewith.
therewith.
connection

War Depart.
Depart-

WAR DEPARTMENT.
WAR
DEPARTMENT.

ment.
ment.

OFFICE
SURGEON-GENERAL.
OFFICE OF THE SURGEON-GENERAL.

Artificial
Artificial limbs.
limbs.
Miscellaneous.

Pay, bounty, and
prize
money, exprize
monfme,
ex
penses of payment.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.

Military
Military
lishment.
Mileage.
Mileage.

estabestab-

For furnishing artificial
hundred thousand
artificial limbs
limbs and
and appliances,
appliances, two hundred
thousand

dollars.
dollars.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

For fuel, light, heating
heating apparatus,
apparatus, matting,
matting, cleaning,
incleaning, labor,
labor, and
and incidental items, and care
care of two floors of the old Navy Department
buildDepartment building now occupied
occupied by the Adjutant General's
General's Office,
Office, five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For fuel
fuel and gas, ice, carpets
carpets and oil-cloth, plumbing,
and repairs
repairs for
plumbing, and
for
the building
building number
number seventeen
seventeen hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty-five
F street,
street, and
and
five F
hundred dollars.
dollars.
for iron shutters for same, five
five hundred
TO enable
Paymaster-General to meet the
necessary expenses
To
enable the Paymaster-General
the necessary
expenses of
of
the payment
payment of claims of colored
colored soldiers and sailors for pay, bount3.,
bounty,
and prize money, the sum of five
five thousand five hundred and ninety-five
ninety-five
dollars and
and two
hereby reappropriated
dollars
two cents
cents is hereby
reappropriated from the
the unexpended
unexpended
balance remaining
remaining available for such purpose,
purpose, to be available
available during
during the
the
present and the next fiscal
present
fiscal year.
year.
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.
liiTLITARY
ESTABLISHWNT.

For
of the
the Army
For mileage
mileage of
of officers
officers of
Army traveling
traveling on duty under
under orders,
forty thousand dollars.
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For
Military Academy band for the year eighteen hundred and
of Military
For pay of
eighty,
two hundred
hundred and sixty dollars and four cents.
eighty, two

419
419
AcadeMilitary
M
b
ilaitar.y
nd.
my
my band.

BOUNTY.
ARREARS OF PAY AND BOUNTY.
ARREARS
For the payment
officers and enof claims
claims for pay and bounty due to officers
payment of
For
listed
volunteer forces, and their heirs and legal representaof the
the volunteer
men of
listed men
tives, there
be, and
hereby is,
is, appropriated,
appropriated, so much as may be
and hereby
shall be,
there shall
tives,
necessary to
to pay
pay said
claims, allowed
allowed during
this and
prior fiscal years,
and prior
during this
said claims,
necessary
under
following heads
heads of
"Pay of two
as follows:
follows: "Pay
of appropriations,
appropriations, as
the following
under the
and
three year
year volunteers,"
volunteers," and
to volunteers
and their
their widows
volunteers and
"Bounty to
and "Bounty
and three
thousand dolthirty thousand
and
legal heirs
heirs",
exceeding three
and thirty
hundred and
three hundred
not exceeding
", not
and legal
lars.
Secretary of
Treasury shall report
report to
Congress, at
to Congress,
And the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
lars. And
the
commencement of the next
the amount
amount that has
regular session, the
next regular
the commencement
been
year.
paid out under this provision during this fiscal year.
been paid
QUARTERMASTER'S
DEPARTMENT.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

Pay of two and
three year
volunyear volunthree
teers.
teers.

Bounty to volunteers
their
and their
unteers and
widows
and legal
legal
widows aand
heirs.
Report made to
Congress.

Congress.

made to

Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's
Department.
Department.

For horse
and mule
mule shoes,
and horseshoe
horseshoe nails, and for
necessary office
Miscellaneous.
office Miscellaneous.
for necessary
shoes, and
horse and
For
and
barracks furniture,
furniture, and other miscellaneous
miscellaneous articles, fifteen thouand barracks
sand
hundred and sixty dollars.
sand two hundred
For transportation
of the
the Army,
including baggage of the troops when Transportation.
Army, including
transportation of
For
moving
garrison equipof clothing, camp and garrison
water; of
moving either by land or water;
age,
Philadelphia and Jeffersonville
Jeffersonville to the several
several
from the depots of Philadelphia
age, from
posts
those depots to the troops in the field;
depots, and from those
and Army
Army depots,
posts and
equipments and of subsistence
of horse equipments
subsistence stores from the places of purchase
from the places of delivery, under contract, to such places as
and from
chase and
the
the service may require them to be sent; of ordthe circumstances
circumstances of the
nance, ordnance
ordnance stores, and
founderies and armories
and small-arms from the founderies
nance,
to the
the arsenals,
frontier posts, and Army depots; freights,
fortifications, frontier
arsenals, fortifications,
to
wharfage,
purchase and hire of horses, mules,
wharfage, tolls, and ferriages; the purchase
oxen, and
and harness,
harness, and
and the
the purchase
repair of wagons, carts, and
and repair
purchase and
oxen,
drays, and
required for
sea-going vessels, and boats, required
of ships
ships and other sea-going
and of
drays,
garrison purposes; for drayage
drayage
the transportation
transportation of supplies and for garrison
transportation of
and
cartage at
at the
the several
several posts; hire of teamsters; transportation
and cartage
funds for the pay and other disbursing
disbursing departments;
departments; the expense
expense of
funds
sailing
various rivers, the Gulf of Mexico, and
public transports on the various
sailing public
Atlantic and Pacific; for procuring
procuring water at such posts as from
the Atlantic
their situation require
require it
clearing
a distance; and for clearing
it to
to be brought from a
their
roads and
and for
for removing
removing obstructions
obstructions from roads, harbors, and rivers, to
to
roads
operations of troops in
the extent which may be required for the actual operations
deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen hundred
hundred and
field, being aa deficiency
the field,
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
eighty, one hundred and twenty-five
To
pay land-grant
Payment tolandof what the Quarter- Paymenttolandcentum of
railroads fifty per centutn
land-grant railroads
To pay
master's Departmert
Departmert finds
justly due
due them
them for
for transportai
ion during the
th e grant
grant railroads,
railroads,
transportation
finds justly
master's
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
prior for transportation.
and prior
and eighty,
eighty, and
thirtieth, eighteen
fiscal
years,
accepted in full of all demands for said services, two hunyears, to be accepted
seventy-five thousand dollars.
dred and seventy-five
For
For grading,
grading, curbing,
curbing, and
and bowldering
Indianapolis Arbowldering one Indianapolis
Arsenal: For
For Indianapolis
Indianapolis Arsenal:
senal.
thousand
seven-tenths feet of the side- sena'.
and seven-tenths
seventy-six and
and seventy-six
hundred and
one hundred
thousand one
walk
on Clifford
of the
the arsenal grounds, for the
line of
the line
along the
avenue, along
Clifford avenue,
walk on
service of
the current
current fiscal year, one thousand one hundred and eightof the
service
een dollars and forty-three
forty-three cents.
For
reimbursing to
to Captain
E. C.
C. Bowen,
the expenses
C.
by Captain E. C.
incurred by
expenses incurred
Bowen, the
Captain E.
For reimbursing
him
in defending
defending a
a civil
suit brought
a Bowen.
William Stuart a
him by William
against him
brought against
civil suit
him in
discharged
soldier in Yankton
County Court at Yankton, Dakota, seven
Yankton County
discharged soldier
seventy-seven cents.
hundred and eleven dollars and seventy-seven
NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
IAVY DEPARTMENT.
payment of amounts found due by accounting
accounting officers for the naval
For payment
establishment, as follows:
establishment,
follows:
Por pay
pay of
of the
seventy-five dollars
dollars and
and sixty-two
sixty-two cents.
Navy, seventy-five
the Navy,
For

Navy
Navy

ment.

Pay.
Pay.

DepartDepart-
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Bureau PropensesBureauProvisions
visions and
and ClothClothin.
inureau
Bureau of Construction and Repair, Bureau of
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Contingent expenses Navy Department.
Solar eclipse
eclipse of
July,1878.
July,
1878.
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provisions for the Navy, seven
thirty-one dollars
dollars and
and
For provisions
seven hundred
hundred and
and thirty-one
ten cents.
For contingent expenses
expenses of the Bureau
Bureau of Provisions and Clothing
Clothing
for the
for
the year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, one
one thousand
thousand three
hundred and
hundred
and fourteen
fourteen dollars and
and nineteen
nineteen cents.
For the
of Construction
Construction and
and Repair
and the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Steam
Steam
For
the Bureau
Bureau of
Repair and
Engineering,
Engineering, Navy
Navy Department,
one hundred
fifty thousand
thousand doldolDepartment, one
hundred and
and fifty
ars.
lars.
For contingent
contingent expenses
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, eleven
thousand
For
expenses of
of the
eleven thousand

six hundred
hundred and sixty-four dollars.

For observation
For
observation of
of the
solar eclipse
of July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
the solar
eclipse of
hundred and

seventy-eight, one thousand
thousand two hundred and six dollars and sixtyeight cents.
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
to pay
Messrs. Jenkins
Jenkins and
Lee
JenkinsandLee.
To
Jenkins
and Lee.
of the
the Navy
Navy to
pay Messrs.
and Lee
a marine governor supplied
for a
States steamer Vandalia
Vandalia in
in
supplied the
the United
United States
the fall of the year eighteen hundred and seventy-five,
seventy-five, eight hundred
hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
To
pay Dr
Dr Emil
Bessels for
articles lost
lost on
on board
board of
the Polaris,
one
EmilBessels.
Dr. EmilBessols.
To pay
Emil Bessels
for articles
of the
Polaris, one
thousand three hundred
hundred and
seventy-eight dollars
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents;
cents 5for
for
thousand
and seventy-eight
articles lost on board
board of the Saranac,
twenty-two dolSaranac, one thousand
thousand and twenty-two
lars and fifty cents; to reimburse
payments made by him in the
the
reimburse him for payments
preparation
preparation of the history of the
the Polaris expedition,
expedition, three thousand
six
thousand six
hundred
hundred and thirty-two dollars and seventy
seventy cents; for salary
salary from
August thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-six,
seventy-six, to March
March first,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty, four thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars;
two hundred
dollars; in
in
all,
hundred and
all, ten thousand two hundred
and thirty-three
dollars and
and seventy
seventy
thirty-three dollars
cents.
United States
UNITED STATES
STATES MARINE
MARINE CORPS.

Marine Corps.
Marine

Contingencies.
Pay.
Contingent

penses.

ex-

Interior DepartDepartment.
Patent Office.
Office.
Carl Schurz.

Photolithographlug.
ing.
Patent
building.

Office
Office

Office.
Pension Office.
Temporary clerTemporary
clerical force.

For contingencies
contingencies for the Marine
Marine Corps, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventynine and eighteen
hundred and
and eighty,
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's departeighteen hundred
eighty, in
in the
department, three hundred and ninety-two
seventy-nine cents.
cents.
ninety-two dollars and seventy-nine
Corps, one
one thousand
thousand three
hundred and
sixty-seven
For pay
pay of
of Marine
Marine Corps,
three hundred
and sixty-seven
dollars.
expenses of the Marine
For contingent
contingent expenses
Marine Corps, six hundred
hundred and ninetyninetyone dollar
dollar and ten cents.
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT.
PATENT OFFICE.
PATENT
OFFICE.

To reimburse
reimburse Carl Schurz
Schurz the sum he has paid as the costs in the case
relatione Thomas McBride
of the United
United States ex relatione
McBride versus Carl Schurz,
Schurz,
Secretary
Department of the Interior,
Secretary of the Department
Interior, said costs having
having been
been
adjudged
against said
adjudged by the Supreme
Supreme Court against
said Schurz personally,
personally, the
the
court declaring
that no intentional
charged or proven
declaring that
intentional wrong
wrong was
was charged
proven against
against
him, one hundred and one dollars and
arid twenty
twenty cents.
cents.
To continue
continue the photolithographing
photolithographing of the drawings
drawings for the current
current
weekly issues
issues of patents
patents during
weekly
during the present fiscal year, eight thousand
thousand
four hundred
twenty-nine dollars and six cents.
hundred and twenty-nine
cents.
For continuing
reconstruction of the Patent Office
For
continuing the reconstruction
Office building:
building: For
For
skylights
fitting hardware
skylights and
and fitting
hardware to windows, hand-rails,
hand-rails, plain and ornamental painting,
painting, marbleizing,
marbleizing, iron sills,
sills, paint for roof, india-rubber
india-rubber
plates, asphalt, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous necessaries,
necessaries / five thousand
thousand nine hundred and fifteen
dollars.
fifteen dollars.
PENSION
PENSION OFFICE.

To enable the Commissioner
Commissioner of Pensions
Pensions to continue
continue the temporary
temporary
clerical force
maximum of its present
working
clerical
force in his office at the maximum
present working
capacity for the remainder
remainder of the present fiscal year, fifty-five thousand
capacity
thousand
dollars.
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For
the contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of his office for the same period, ten thou- Contingent exFor the
sand dollars.
penses.
dollars.
sand
PUBLIC LANDS SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Public
Public
service.

lands

For
expenses of General
eighteen hundred
hundred Contingent excx•
General Land
Land Office
Office for eighteen
contingent expenses
For contingent
General
and eighty,
fifty-seven dollars.
dollars.
pauses
penses General
eighty, fifty-seven
and
Land Office.
Office.
For reproducing
reproducing worn and defaced
defaced township plats for the use of the Plats.
general and
and local
land-offices for
for eighteen
eighteen hundred
eighty-one fifteen
and eighty-one
fifteen
hundred and
local land-offices
general
thousand dollars.
thousand
For payment of amounts found due by the accounting officers of the Survey
Survey of public
Treasury
surveying the public lands, being a
alands.
lands.
account of
of surveying
Department on account
Treasury Department
thousand
year eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty, four thousand
deficiency for the
the fiscal year
and
and ninety-nine
ninety-nine dollars and fifty-one cents.
ae- Private lands.
payment of amounts found due by the accounting
accounting officers
officers on acFor payment
count
public and private lands, being a
deficiency for
for the
count of
of surveying public
a deficiency
fiscal year eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
hundred
seventy-nine, one thousand one hundred
and twenty dollars and twenty
twenty nine cents.
Salariesand
accounting officers on ac- Salaries
and comcornFor payment of amounts found due by the accounting
of regisregisa de- missions
missions of
count of salaries and commissions
commissions of registers and receivers, being a

ficiency
for the
fiscal year
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, nine
nine
hundred and
year eighteen
the fiscal
ficiency for
twenty-three cents.
thousand five hundred and eighty-two dollars and twenty-three
For
payment of
of amounts
by the accounting
officers of the
accounting officers
due by
found due
amounts found
For payment
Treasury
expenses of
of investigating
investigating the
the habits
habits
of expenses
on account
account of
Department on
Treasury Department
of
agriculture, being
being aadeficiency
injurious to the cotton plant and agriculture,
of insects injurious
for
eighteen hundred and eighty, one dollar and fourteen
fourteen
for the fiscal year eighteen
cents.
For payment of amounts found due by the accounting officers on account of
protection and
improvement of
of Yellowstone
Ycllowstone National Park,
and improvement
of protection
count
eighteen hundred and eighty,
being a
a deficiency
deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen
eighty-nine dollars and seventy
seventy six cents.
eighty-nine
For
payment of
of amounts
amounts found
by the
the accounting
accounting officers on
on acacdue by
found due
For payment
count of
of expenses
expenses of
of commission
commission to report
depredations of Rocky
Rocky
report upon depredations
count
hundred
Mountain
locusts, being
being a
adeficiency
deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen
eighteen hundred
Mountain locusts,
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, two dollars and eighty cents.
For payment
due by
by the
the accounting
accounting officers
on acofficers on
found due
amounts found
of amounts
For
payment of
count of
contingent expenses
expenses of
of office
office of
the survey-general
of Nebraska
survey-general of
Nebraska
of the
count
of contingent
a deficiency
and Iowa, being a
deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen
eighteen hundred and
ninety-five cents.
seventy-nine,
twenty-two dollars and ninety-five
seventy-nine, twenty-two
For
found due
due by
accounting officers
on acofficers on
by the
the accounting
of amounts
amounts found
payment of
For payment
count of
contingent expenses
expenses of
being a
a deficiency
for the
the
deficiency for
of land-offices,
land-offices, being
count
of contingent
eighteen hundred
dollars
hundred and twelve dollars
hundred and eighty, two hundred
fiscal year eighteen
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight cents
INDIAN OFFICE.

ters and receivers

ters and receivers

injurious
Insects
Insects injurious

a
t
i
c
i
o
e
t
ti
ta?tr
i
t
ip
(
1
)ant nil
nd .
plant
toocotton

iinvestiofr
penses
arises if
i investigating.
Yellowstone
NaYellowstono Naflorin,' Park.
tional

Rocky Mountain
Mountain
locusts.
locusts.

Office
Office surveyorsurveyorneral Nebraska,
frycarai
en ra ontingen

expelnses&•
expenses.
Land offices,
offices, contmgent
ti"ge"t expenses.
expenses.

Indian Office.
Indian
Office.

Destitute HuainllalFor
this amount,
Destitute
Hualapai apai
the destitute
destitute Hualapai
of the
and support
support of
care and
for the care
amount, for
For this
Apache InInexpended apai
Apache Indians in Arizona,
Arizona, for
current fiscal year, to be expended
for the current
Apache
dians, Aplz'h
Arizona.
, lAr zo
direction of
Secretary of the Interior, fifteen thousand
of the Secretary
the direction
under the
dollars.
dollars.
Wyandotte tribe.
That
twenty-eight thousand one hundred and nine dollars Wyandottetribe.
of twenty-eight
the sum
sum of
That the
and
cents be
to the
Wyandotte tribe of
of
the Wyandotte
the members
members of the
paid to
be paid
and fifty-one
fifty-one cents
Indians, per
per capita,
be in
in full
full payment
payment of their claim under
under treaty
treaty of
of
to be
capita, to
Indians,
February twenty-third,
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven.
twenty-third, eighteen
February
That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized
hereby, authorized
and he
Interior, be,
of the
That the
securities
and
cause to be sold an amount of the stocks or securities
to cause
and directed
directed to
now
government in trust for the Shawnee Indians, which,
held by the government
now held
together
with the
the accumulated
accumulated interest
thereon, will aggregate
a sum
aggregate a
interest thereon,
together with
not
exceeding four
four thousand
thousand two
sufficient
two hundred
hundred and sixty dollars, sufficient
not exceeding
S. McDouto
reimburse Daniel S.
McDougal, or
DanielS.McDouor his
his legal
legal heirs, and Charles S. Daniel
S. McDougal,
to reimburse
gal.
WildWilder,
belonging g<clarles S.
S.Wildcertain tracts of land belonging
Wilder, for the
the money by
by them paid for certain
erroneously conveyed
to said Shawnee
Shawnee Indians erroneously
conveyed to them, and to which er.
tracts
of land
give no valid title.
can give
given and can
government has given
land the
the government
tracts of
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To
Secretary of
balance due
due Daniel
Daniel G.
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to pay
pay balance
G.
Major,
out of
of an
an unexpended
unexpended balance
balance now
the books
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
Major, out
now on
on the
books of
to
the credit of
the Sioux
Sioux Indians
Indians for
for the
year ending
June thirthirto thecredit
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
tieth,
hundred and
and eighty,
eighty, the
the sum
of one
one hundred
hundred and
tieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sum of
and ten
ten
dollars and
and ninety-six
ninety-six cents
cents is
dollars
is hereby
hereby reappropriated.
reappropriated.
Support
Support
of Arapahoes,
Arapahoes, Cheyennes,
Apaches,
and
of
SSupport of:
upport of
heyenn
Apaes, Kiowas,
iowas, Comanches,
Coanches, and
Chey--Wichitas, eighteen
eighteen hundrea
Arapahoes, Chey
hundred and eighteighty
eighty one: This amount, or so much
canes, Apaches,
ennes,
Apaches, thereof as may be necessary, for the support and civilization of the
oman thereof as may be necessary, for the support and civilization of the
Kiowa% ComanKiowas,
ches,andWichitas.
Kiowas, Comanches,
and Wichitas
Wichitas for
for
ches,andWichitas. Arapahoes,
Arapahoes, Cheyennes,
Cheyennes, Apaches,
Apaches, Kiowas,
Comanches, and
the
fiscal year,
year, being
being a
deficiency for
the fiscal
fiscal year
the balance
balance of
of the
the fiscal
a deficiency
for the
year eighteighteen
and eighty
thirty thousand
dollars.
een hundred
hundred and
eighty one,
one, thirty
thousand dollars.
Support of:
Support
Muache, Capote,
Capote, Weeminuche,
Weeminuche, Yampa,
Yampa, Grand
Support of
of Tabequache,
Tabequache, Muache,
Grand
Tabeqnache,
eighteen hundred and eighty-one:
Tabeg nacho, River, and Uintah
Uintah bands of Utes, eighteen
eighty-one:
Muache, Capote,
This amount,
much thereof
as may
may be
necessary, for
for the
the support
support
thereof as
be necessary,
amount, or
or so
so much
Wmiuache,e
Capot This
Weeminuche,Yam
pa, Grand
Grand River
River ,-of
Ute Indians
Indians of
for the
balance of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year,
year, being
being a
a
of Ute
of Colorado
Colorado for
the balance
pa,
an
eighteen hundred
eighty one,
one 7 fifteen
and Uintah hand
band deficiency for the fiscal
fiscal year eighteen
hundred and eighty
of Utes.
thousand dollars.
Ponca tribe of
For
purpose of
the Secretary
the Interior
to indemnify
For the
the purpose
of enabling
enabling the
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
indemnify
Indians.
the Ponca tribe of Indians for losses
losses sustained
sustained by them in consequence
consequence
of their
their removal
the Indian
Indian Territory,
Territory, to
to secure
to them
them lands
lands in
in sevsevof
removal to
to the
secure to
eralty
on either
either the
new reservation,
in accordance
accordance with
with their
their
eralty on
the old
old or
or new
reservation, in
wishes,
and to
settle all
of difference
these Indians,
Indians, one
one
wishes, and
to settle
all matters
matters of
difference with
with these
hundred
and sixty-five
thousand dollars,
to be
available
hundred and
sixty-five thousand
dollars, to
be immediately
immediately available
and
to be
expended under
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior,
and to
be expended
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
Secretary of
as follows:
follows:
Purchase of land.
For the purchase of one hundred
hundred
hundred and one thousand eight hundred
land in
the Indian
Indian Territory,
where most
of
and ninety-four
ninety-four acres of
of land
in the
Territory, where
most of
these
now located,
located, fifty
thousand dollars.
these Indians
Indians are
are now
fifty thousand
dollars.
Distribution
distributed per
Ponca Indians in
in the
the Indian
Indian
Distribution of To be
be distributed
per capita
capita among
among the Ponca
money
money per
per capita.
capit
a'Territory
Territory ten thousand dollars.
Stock cattle and For the purchase
purchase of stock cattle and draught
draught animals for Poncas in
thousand dollars.
draught animals. the Indian Territory, ten thousand
Poncas
in
Da-- For the erection
PORCall
in Da
erection of dwelling-houses
dwelling-houses for Poncas now in Dakota, five
kot n.
thousand
agricultural implements,
implements, stock, and seed,
kota.
thousand dollars; for agricultural
seed, five
thousand dollars; for school purposes five thousand dollars; for general
general
distribution
them per capita,
distribution among
among them
capita, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Permanent fund.
Treasury of the United
United States,
frnd. To be held as a
a permanent
permanent fund in the Treasury
States,
distributed annually
at five per centum
centum interest, the interest to be distributed
annually
among all the Ponca Indians,
seventy thousand
thousand dollars.
among
Indians, in cash,
cash, seventy
Depredations by
purpose of reimbursing
United
Depredations
For the purpose
reimbursing the United States
States Treasury
Treasury for aacerKiowas
linm
sum of money appropriated
Klowa 8, ComllaC?.111311-i thin
appropriated by this Congress for depredations
depredations com.1.ws,
Sionx;
mated by
by the
the Kiowa
Kiowa and
Sioux tribes
tribes of
of Indians,
Indians the
the
'United
re- mitted
and Sioux
and Comanche
Comanche and
ohoisreaand
Sioux;'re
States
finnurhuments
Treasury is hereby authorized
anilmlmril'U'll'ltis Lot.;
otr; Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
authorized to withhold from the anconditiolns.
condit
ions.
unities payable
payable to said Indians an amount
amount equal
equal to said sum so appropriated;
of said
said sum
sum out
out of
of the
the annuities
annuities due
priated; and
and he
he may withhold
withhold all
all of
due
on or to become
become due to said Indians
Indians in any one year, or otherwise, as
Interior may be agreed
between him and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
agreed upon, due
reference being
being had to the care and welfare
welfare of said Indians.
Arthur J.
rri
er ,
late Indian
agent at
Agency,
Arthur J. Car- To pay
pay Arthur
J. Ca
Carrier,
late
Indian agent
at the Ponca Agency,
rir.
rier.
Dakota, the sum of two thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred and
and thirteen
thirteen dollars
and sixty cents, being the amount
amount advanced
advanced by him for the use of said
agency during the first quarter
quarter of the year
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
hundred and
seventy-six in excess of the official funds sent him, for the
the use
use of said
agency;
further sums of three
agency; and the further
three hundred
hundred and seventy five dolagent for the
the first quarter
quarter of the year
year eighteen
eighteen
lars, for salary as such agent
hundred and seventy
seventy six, and one hundred and sixteen dollars and fiftyfive cents, for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred from January
twenty-fourth to March
January twenty-fourth
March
twenty-eighth
traveling upon official business; in all, two thousand
thousand
twenty-eighth in traveling
eight hundred
fifteen cents; the
hundred and five dollars and fifteen
the same to be in full
settlement
satisfaction of said claimant's
claimant's account
settlement and satisfaction
account as Indian agent.
Isaac L Mahan. That the proper accounting
accounting officers
officers of the Treasury,
Treasury, in the settlement
settlement
of the accounts of Isaac L. Mahan,
Mahan, Indian
Indian agent, are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
Daniel G.
G. Major.
Daniel
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to
adjust and
and settle
the same
same upon
the principles
and justice,
justice,
principles of
of equity
equity and
settle the
upon the
to adjust
and
to award
appear to
been honhonto have
have been
disbursements as
as appear
award him
him credit
credit for
for disbursements
and to
estly
made in
good faith,
faith, and
the Indians
Indians
inured to the
the benefit
benefit of the
in good
and have
have inured
estly made
or
States.
or United States.
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
POST-OFFICE
POSTMASTER-GENERAL.
OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL.

For
following deficiencies
fiscal year:
year:
for the current
current fiscal
deficiencies for
For the
the following
five thousand
thousand dollars.
For advertising, five
OFFICE OF FIRST ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER-GENERAL
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL

For wrapping
wrapping paper,
thousand dollars
dollars
For
paper, five
five thousand
For wrapping-twine,
wrapping-twine, thirty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thirty thousand
For

Post-Office
Post-Office
partment.

Do.
Deo

Office of PostOffice
Postmaster-General.
master-General.
Advertising.
Advertising.
Assistant
First Assistant
Postmaster-Gener.1
al.
Paper, twine.

post-office clerks and
route-agents, forty thousand dol- Railway
Railway p
postostand for route-agents,
For railway
railway post-office
and
office clerks,
clerks, and
branches of the service office
lars, to be equally divided between these two branches
route-agents.
ronte-agents.
postClerks in postthirty thousand
clerks in post-offices,
to clerks
For compensation
compensation to
post-offices, thirty
thousand dollars.
For
offi
ces.
offices.
.- .
To enable
the Postmaster-General
rightful owner,
owner,
To
enable the
Jostmaster-Ueneral to
to refund
refund to
to the
the rightful
upon
satisfactory proof,
a letter addressed to A. R. A. R. Brooks.
proof, the contents of a
upon satisfactory
seventy-three Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania avenue, conBrooks, three hundred and seventy-three
taining the sum of fifty dollars; said sum having been erroneously covered into the Treasury.
SUPERINTENDENT OF POSTFOR OFFICE
OFFICE OF DISBURSING
DISBURSING CLERK AND SUPERINTENDENT
OFFICE BUILDING.
BUILDING.
OFFICE

Office of disbursing clerk
and
clerk and
bursing
superintendent
superintendent of
Post-Office buildPost-Office
ing.

ias, as, telegraphFor gas, one thousand
thousand dollars.
ing,
miscellaneous.
ing, miscellaneous.
For telegraphing,
telegraphing, one thousand dollars.
miscellaneous items, two thousand dollars.
For miscellaneous
of
Compensation of
deficiency in
appropriated from the revenues of the Compensation
in the amount appropriated
For deficiency
postmasters.
postal
compensation of postmasters for the fiscal year eight- postmasters.
for compensation
postal service for
een hundred and eighty, as per accounts audited by the Sixth Auditor,
revenues of the Post-Office
Post-Office Department, one hunpayable out of the revenues
dred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight thousand four hundred
hundred and seven dollars and fifty
four cents
L. FausFausCecilia L.
Postmaster-General Cecilia
To refund to Cecilia L. Faussett allowance
allowance of the Postmaster-General
sett.
penalty of one hundred and fifty dollars
dollars imposed
imposed on sett.
of aa moiety of aapenalty
payable out of the revenues
revenues
Wright for violation of the postal laws, payable
Eli Wright
of the Post-Office Department, seventy-five dollars.
DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT OF

Department
Department
Justice.

of
of

United States
For
United States
United States
deficiencies for the Courts.
States courts, being for deficiencies
of United
For expenses
expenses of
current fiscal year, namely:
current
namely:
Fees,
witjurors,witFees, jurors,
For fees of jurors, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
nesses.
For
esses.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For fees of
of witnesses, thirty thousand
Support
of prisprisSupport of
For
of prisoners,
prisoners, one hundred thousand dollars.
support of
For support
oners.
Fees: clerks, disFees: clerks, disFor fees of clerks, twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
trict attorneys.
For
of district
triet attorneys
attorneys, twenty thousand dollars.
district attorneys,
fees of
For fees
Expenses of TerTo
amounts found
of TerExpenses
by the accounting officers on account of ritorial
due by
found due
To pay
pay amounts
courts in
rtoal
courts in
and
hundred
expenses
of
Territorial
courts
one
thousand
six
Utah,
in
Territorial
expenses of
Utah.
twenty-three
twenty-three dollars and seventy-three
seventy-three cents.
States
United States
To
pay expenses
expenses of
year United
of United
United States courts in Utah for the fiscal year
To pay
courts, Utah.
dol- courts, Utah.
eighteen hundred and eighty, four thousand dolJune thirtieth, eighteen
ending June
lars.
Salary, warden
For
warden
the District of Columbia for ofSalary,
the warden of
of the jail for the
For salary
salary of the
jail, District of
the next
year,
thousand
hundred
theonenext
thousand
fscaleight
eighDistrict
of
the
next fiscal
fiscal year,
eightyear,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Columbia.
Columbia.
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SENATE.
SENATE.
For twenty-two
clerks to
and eighteen
eighteen pages,
pages, a
asum
sum suffi.
suffi.
For
twenty-two clerks
to committees,
committees, and
cient to pay them during
session of
of the
Senate
during the
the special session
the Senate

Officers, clerks,
For
salaries of
of officers,
officers, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and
others receiving
receiving an
an
Officers,
clerks,
For salaries
and others
messengers,
andlasalary in
messengers, and
la -annual salary
the service
of the
the Senate,
sum sufficient
to pay
pay the
the
in the
service of
Senate, aa sum
sufficient to
borers,
borers, salaries
salaries of. twelve
twelve laborers, during
during the special
special session
session of
of the
Senate.
the Senate.

Difference of To enable the Secretary of the Senate to pay to
Difference
the messengers
messengers in
in his
his
to the
payto
difference between
pay to messengers.
messengers. office the difference
between their
pay and
and that
that of
of messengers
their present
present pay
messengers
of the Senate of
United States
States from
hundred
of the United
from July
July first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and eighty, to June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, one
one
and forty
each.
hundred and
forty four
four dollars,
dollars, each.
J.S.
To enable
J.
S. Hickox.
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate
J. S. Hickox
Hickox for
servSenate to
to pay J.
for services as assistant in folding-room
folding-room from July first, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
eighty,
eighty, to June
June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, inclusive,
eighteen hundred
inclusive,
two hundred and forty dollars, this
amount being
being the
between
this amount
the difference
difference between
the pay which he receives
receives and
assistants in
in the
the document
document room.
and that
that of assistants
room.
J. P. Ringgold.
TO enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate to
To
J. P. Ringgold,
for servto pay
pay J.
Ringgold, for
servfolding-room from July first to December
ices as clerk in folding-room
December thirty-first,
thirty-first,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty,
eighty, inclusive,
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars,
inclusive, two
two hundred
dollars,
this amount
difference between
amount being the difference
between the pay of clerk
of
clerk and that of
laborer
laborer received by
by him.
him.
George T. How
How-- To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate
Senate to pay
George T.
Howard the
pay George
T. Howard
the
ard.
difference between
a mail-carrier
ard.
difference
between his pay as a
mail-carrier and that of a
amessenger
messenger of
of
the Senate of the United States from July first, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-eight, to June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine,
two hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
George
George W. KenKen - To enable the Secretary of the Senate to pay George
George W. Kennedy
Kennedy the
the
edy.
difference between
between his present
present pay tind
and that of aa messenger
tedy.
difference
messenger of the
Senate of the United States from December
December first, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-nine, to March
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine,
March first, eighteen
hundred and eighty-one
eighty-one four
four
hundred and twenty-eight
hundred
twenty-eight dollars and eighty cents.
George A.
A. Clarke.
To enable the Secretary
Senate to
George
Clarke.
Secretary of
of the Senate
to pay
George A.
A. Clarke,
mespay George
Clarke, messenger to the Reporter's
difference between
Reporter's room of the Senate, the difference
between his
his
present
present pay and
and that of a
messenger of
of the
the United
United States
a messenger
of the
the Senate
Senate of
States
from July first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty
eighty to June thirtieth
thirtieth eighteen
hundred and eighty one, two
two hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
D.
To enable the Secretary
D. W. Curroll.
Secretary of the Senate
to pay
D. W.
W. Carroll
Senate to
pay D.
Curroll for
for servservices in the folding
folding room, three hundred
hundred dollars.
L. Cowles.
To
Secretary of the Senate to pay L. Cowles the differL. Cowles.
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
ence between
between his present pay and that of a
askilled
skilled laborer, for
the curfor the
rent fiscal year, two hundred and eighty
eighty dollars
J.
J. Sanborn.
To enable
enable the
of the
the Senate
J. J. Sanborn.
To
the Secretary
Secretary of
Senate to pay J.
J. J. Sanborn
Sanborn for twenty
day's services as clerk to the Committee on Treasury Accounts
Accounts during
during
the fiscal year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, one
one hundred
hundred and
and
twenty dollars.
twenty
Capitol police
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate
Senate to reimburse
reimburse the Capitol pouiniforms.
ntCapitol
iforms.
lice for
for the uniforms and equipments
required to provide, the
lice
equipments they were required-to
the
sum of
of three thousand and fifty-six dollars
sum
dollars and forty cents, being
the
being the
equivalent of one month's pay at the rate of compensation
compensation now paid
to each
each of them.
G.
M.
Wight.
TO enable
enable the
of the
G. M. Wight.
To
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Senate
Senate to pay G. M. Wight
Wight for one
one
cylinder desk
Senate during
during the fiscal year
cylinder
desk furnished
furnished the
the Senate
year eighteen hun(dred and seventy-nine,
dred
seventy-nine one hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty five
five dollars.
Joint Select
- To enable the Joint '
Select Committee on additional accommodations
JointSelect
on Corn
on
mittee
addi-- , To enable the Joint Select Committee on additional accommodations
accommoda--for the Library
tional accomrnoda
Library of Congress
Congress to
to complete
the payment
payment for
for plans,
plans, designs
designs
complete the
tions for
for Library
Library and other expenses
incurred three thousand
tions
expenses incurred
thousand dollars
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof
dollars or
of Congress,
ex--as may be necessary.
of
Congress, ex
penses
penses of.
of.
House of ReproRepresentatives.
HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
To enable
enable the Clerk of the House to pay the following accounts
To
accounts found
found
just and proper by the Committee on Accounts
Accounts,/and sent with aafavorafavors,-
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ble recommendation
to the
the Committee
Committee on
on Appropriations
Appropriations the
the eighth day
recommendation to
ble
of
eighty-one:
and eighty-one:
hundred and
eighteen hundred
February, eighteen
of February,
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Franklin Temple.
To pay
Temple for
for services
as messenger
the chief
clerk's FranklinTemple.
chief clerk's
in the
messenger in
services as
Franklin Temple
pay Franklin
To
and
office,
the difference
received by him and
a laborer
laborer received
of a
pay of
the pay
between the
difference between
office, the
that of
present Congress,
Congress, nine
hundred and
and
nine hundred
the present
during the
messenger, during
of aa messenger,
that
sixty dollars.
Maloney.
P. Maloney.
John P.
To
services as
messenger to the official re- John
as messenger
for services
Maloney for
P. Maloney
John P.
pay John
To pay
porters
of
debates
from
December
first
to
fifteenth,
eighteen
hundred
hundred
eighteen
fifteenth,
porters of debates from December first to
and eighty,
eighty, at
thousand dollars
thirty-eight dollars and
per annum, thirty-eight
dollars per
one thousand
at one
and
four cents
George T. Rogers.
Rogers.
To
pay George
George T.
Committee GeorgeT.
services as clerk to the Select Committee
for services
Rogers for
T. Rogers
To pay
on the
Centennial, two
two hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
the Yorktown
Yorktown Centennial,
on
C. Garrard.
Garrard.
W. C.
To
C. Garrard
Garrard for
services as
War- W.
as clerk to the Committee on Warfor services
W. C.
pay W.
To pay
Claims
from April
thirteenth to
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sevto eighteenth,
April thirteenth
Claims from
enty-nine, six
days at
at two
thousand dollars
dollars per
per annum,
annum, thirty-two dollars
two thousand
six days
enty-nine,
and
ninety-seven cents.
and ninety-seven
James
DiffenTo
pay James
James A.
A. Diffenbaugh,
Diffenbaugh, for
clerical work
work to be
A.DiffenJames A.
done during the baugh.
be done
for clerical
To pay
baugh.
coming
recess,
as
clerk
to
the
Committee
on
Accounts,
in
completing
Accounts,
on
Committee
to
the
clerk
as
coming recess,
the
of sad
sad committee,
committee, a
asum equal
equal to one month's pay, one hunrecords of
the records
dred
and eighty dollars.
dred and
M. M.
Herr.
M.Herr.
To pay
M. Herr
messenger to the Sergeant-at-Arms
Sergeant-at-Arms M.
services as messenger
for services
Herr for
M. M.
pay M.
To
during
second and
third session of the Fortyall of the third
and all
the second
of the
part of
during aapart
sixth Congress,
seven hundred and ten dollars.
Congress, seven
sixth
Adam Reisinger.
Reisinger.
To
for services
services as
messenger in the Clerk's office Adaln
as messenger
Reisinger, for
Adam Reisinger,
pay Adam
To pay
of the
during the present
difference between
between the
present Congress, the difference
House during
the House
of
pay of
of a
alaborer
received by
him and
hundred
a messenger, nine hundred
and that of a
by him
laborer received
pay
and sixty dollars.
H. Head.
Head.
To
H. Head
Head for
services as assistant clerk to the Committee on H.
for services
pay H.
To pay
Elections
from
the
sixth
to
the
sixteenth
of
eighteen
huneighteen
December,
Elections from the sixth to the sixteenth of
dred
six dollars
dollars per day, sixty dollars.
days, at six
eighty, ten days,
and eighty,
dred and
E. O'ConCharlesE.O'ColnTo
pay Charles
Charles E.
O'Connor for
rendered the Committee Charles
clerical aid rendered
for clerical
E.'O'Connor
To pay
nor.
on
Claims during
second and third sessions of the Forty-sixth Con- nor.
the second
during the
on Claims
gress,
gress, the sum of five hundred dollars.
Beaufort C.
Lee.
C.Lee.
doorkeeper's Beaufort
To pay
pay Beaufort
C. Lee
services as laborer in the doorkeeper's
for services
Lee for
Beaufort C.
To
department
from October
eighteen
December thirty-first, eighteen
fifteenth to December
October fifteenth
department from
hundred
and seventy-seven,
seventy-five dollars.
seventy-seven, seventy-five
hundred and
A. Johns,1 J. J.
J.
To pay
A. Johns,
Johns, J.
J. J.
J. Gilbert,
and C. J.
J. Hayes,
Jol", E. . W.
Hayes, for GAI
Grant, and
W. Grant,
E. W.
Gilbert, E.
to A.
pay to
To
Gilbert,
reporting
done by
by them
them at
the second
second session
of the
present Congress
Congress Grant, and C.
C. J.
the present
session of
at the
reporting done
upon
bills duly
hundred Hayes.
by the Committee on Accounts, three hundred
audited by
duly audited
upon bills
dollars and
seventy-five cents.
cents.
and seventy-five
ninety dollars
and ninety
ChristCharles ChristTo pay
pay Charles
Charles Christian
for services
services rendered as
as laborer in the office ian.Charles
Christian for
To
ian.
of
the
Sergeant-at-Arms
of
the
House
March
fifth
thirtieth,
June
to
March
from
of the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House
eighteen hundred
seventy-nine, two hundred dollars.
hundred and seventy-nine,
eighteen
following:
To
enable the
of the House to pay the following:
the Clerk of
To enable
Samuel P.
To
pay Samuel
Samuel P.
P. Ivins,
Ivins, junior,
for the
Ivils,
P. IVinS,
he Samnuie
what he
between what
difference between
the difference
junior, for
To pay
junior.
received as
as an
an annual
messenger in
in the
House post-office
post-office and
what he
he jllior.
and what
the House
annual messenger
received
hundred
would have
have received
a session messenger, four hundred
received if he had been a
would
thirteen dollars and twenty-nine cents.
and thirteen
James
C. SaunSaunJames C.
as clerk to Committee
To
pay James
C. Saunders
one month's
month's pay
pay as
Committee on ders.
Saunders one
James C.
To pay
er.
Ventilation
of
the
Hall,
one
hundred
and
eighty-six
dollars.
eighty-six
Ventilation of the Hall, one hundred
A. W. C. Nowlan
To
pay A.
A. W.
Nowlan, Postmaster
Postmaster of
of the House of Representa- A.W.C.Nowvlan.
C. Nowlan,
W. C.
To pay
tives,
the difference
difference between
pay of postmaster and that of assistthe pay
between the
tives, the
ant
postmaster for
for the
the period
period of
of time
time between
seventh of October,
between the seventh
ant postmaster
eighteen
and eighty
and the
the fifteenth
fifteenth of December,
December, eighteen
eighteen
eighty and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty
as Postmaster
during
of the House during
Postmaster of
acted as
having acted
he having
eighty he
hlludred
thirty-nine cents.
cents.
that time, ninety-two
ninety-two dollars and thirty-nine
Edward F. Riggs.
To pay
for services
services in
in the
the Stationery-room,
from and Edward. Riggs.
Stationery-room, from
Riggs for
F. Riggs
Edward F.
pay Edward
To
including
eighteen hundred
hundred and
March
eighty to March
and eighty
tenth, eighteen
November tenth,
including November
fourth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-six
eighty-one, two hundred and seventy-six
and eighty-one,
tourth eighteen
dollars.
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District of Columbia.
C. S.
S. Bundy.

Public

1880.
1880.

schools,

Contingent expenses.
Public schools,
1881.
1881.
Salaries
of superSalaricsofsuper-

intendents, teachteachintendents,
ers, and others.
crs,

1881.
1881.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT
COLUMBIA.

To pay claim of C. S. Bundy for services
services as acting judge of the police
police
court of the District
District of
Columbia, during
the absence
absence of
of the
the judge,
judge, from
from
of Columbia,
during the
August
thirty-first to
to October
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
inAugust thirty-first
October third,
and eighty,
eighty, inclusive, thirty-four days, at
day, three
three hundred
hundred and
at ten dollars per
per day
and forty
forty
dollars; one-half of which is payable by the
the United
United States
States and one-half
one-half
by
of Columbia.
Columbia.
by the District
District of
To supply
deficiencies in the amount
supply deficiencies
amount appropriated
appropriated for
the support
support of
of
for the
the public schools of the
the District of Columbia for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, one-half
one-half of
to be
be
of which is
is to
Columbia, namely:
paid by the District of
of Columbia,
namely:
contingent expenses,
For contingent
and ninety-six
ninety-six
expenses, one thousand seven hundred and
dollars and ninety-two
ninety-two cents.
To
To supply deficiencies
deficiencies in the amount
appropriated for
for the
the support
support of
of
amount appropriated
the public schools of the District of Columbia for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-one,namely
eighty-one, namely::
For
superintendents, teachers, janitors, secretary
For salaries
salaries of superintendents,
secretary of the
board, and clerks,
hundred dollars.
clerks, three thousand
thousand two hundred
dollars.

Contingent
Contingent exexpenses.
penses.

contingent expenses, three thousand dollars.
For contingent
Fnrniturefortwo
Furniture for two
For furniture
furniture for the two new buildings now in course
course of erection,
erection, five
five
now
new school
school build- thousand dollars.
ings.
Reformn
Reform school.
To supply deficiencies
deficiencies in the appropriations
appropriations for the Reform
Reform School,
and for temporary
temporary clerks
office of the collector
clerks employed in the office
collector of taxes
in the District of Columbia
Columbia for the fiscal
fiscal year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-one,
one-half of which is to be paid by said District, namely:
eighty-one, one-half
namely:
maintenance of Reform School, six thousand
For support and
and maintenance
thousand dollars.
Inspector of
Inspector
For salary
For
salary of inspector of plumbing to thirtieth of June, eighteen
eighteen
plumbing,
plumbiug.
hundred and eighty-one,
hundred
eighty-one, five
five hundred
hundred dollars or so much
much thereof
thereof as may
be necessary.
Salaries, &c.
Salaries and contingent expenses
expenses offices
offices of the District of Columbia,
Offices of Dis- eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty.
eighteen
Disof
trffics
trict of Columbia.
Executive office
proper: Contingent
expenses seventy
and
Contingent ex- Executive
office proper:
Contingent expenses
seventy six
six dollars
dollars and
Contingent
ponses.
seventy-five cents;
penses.
seventy-five
cents; fuel, ice, repairs,
repairs, general
miscellaneous expenses
general miscellaneous
expenses
hundred and forty
and so forth for District offices
offices three
three hundred
forty five dollars
dollars and
and
forty-four
forty-four cents.
Public schools; Public
Public schools:
schools: Repairs
Repairs to school buildings
buildings three hundred and eightyrepairs.
repairs.
eight
dollars and
contingent expenses one thousand
eight dollars
and twenty-two
twenty-two cents;
cents; contingent
thousand
and twenty
two hundred and.
twenty three
three dollars and
and ten
ten cents.
cents.
Metropolitan
Metropolitan po-

Metropolitan
Metropolitan police:
police: Contingent
Contingent expenses, four hundred and thirty
thirty

lice.
six dollars and eighty eight cents.
department.
Fire department:
Fire department.
department: Fuel, three hundred and sixty-nine
sixty-nine dollars and fifty
fifty
three cents.
WashingtonAsyWashington
Washington
AsyAsylum: Contingent expenses, eighty-eight
Washington Asylum:
and
eighty-eight dollars and
lum.
lum.
eighty two cents.
Transportation
Transportation of paupers
Transportation
Transportation
pauperSand prisoners,
prisoners, District of Columbia:
Columbia: Transof paupers.
portation of
one hundred
portation
of paupers,
paupers, one
hundred and eighteen
eighteen dollars and forty-two
cents.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous expenses
expenses, District of Columbia:
Miscellaneous
Columbia: Rent of market
market site
and so forth two hundred and thirty three dollars and thirty three
three
cents.
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL FOR
FOR THE
THE INSANE.
INSANE.
Government
HosGovernmentHosInIn-

pital for
pital
for the
the
sane.
sane,

Current
Hospital for the Insane:
Current expenses,
expenses, Government
Government Hospital
Insane: For support,
clothing, and
and treatment
clothing,
treatment in the
the Government
Government Hospital
Hospital for the Insane of
of
the insane of the Army and Navy, Marine Corps and Revenue
Revenue Cutter
Cutter
Service and of
of all
all persons who have become insane
Service
insane since their
their entry

into the military or naval service of the United States, and who are ininto
theand
and
military
of the
theorindigent
naval service
in
insane
ofof
of
the
the
United
District
States,
of
Columbia,
and who eleven
are
digent,
of
indigent
insane
the
District
of Columbia,
eleven
hundred and fifty dollars.
thousand two hundred
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And
proper accounting
accounting officers
officers of
the Treasury
author. Charles H. Niohare hereby authorTreasury are
of the
the proper
And the
s..
o01
and directed
directed to
pass to
Charles H. Nicholls, late Su- (
3116
credit of Charles
to the
the credit
to pass
and
perintendent
of the
Hospital for
the sum of
Insane, the
for the Insane,
Government Hospital
the Government
perintendent of
three
thousand and
and thirty-seven
dollars and
that being the
and nine cents, that
thirty-seven dollars
three thousand
il salary
difference in
amount disallowed
disallowed in his accounts, and being the difference
amount
between
five hundred
dollars and four thousand dollars
hundred dollars
thousand five
two thousand
between two
per annum
hundred and seventytwenty second, eighteen hundred
June twenty
from June
annum from
per
four, to
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-six, said disallowand seventy-six,
June thirtieth,
to June
four,
I. S.
ance having
been made
Revised R.
S. 4839.
requirements of the Revised
to the requirements
made to conform to
having been
ance
Statutes,
hundred and thirty-nine
thirty-nine adopted June
forty-eight hundred
section forty-eight
Statutes, section
twenty-second,
hundred and
seventy-four; and the salary of
and seventy-four;
eighteen hundred
twenty-second, eighteen
the said
superintendent is
is hereby
dollars per anfixed at four thousand dollars
hereby fixed
said superintendent
the
cb. 167.
1867, 0.1.167.
num as
originally provided
provided in act of March second, eighteen hundred
as originally
nun
and
sixty-seven
Stat., 14,
14, 464.
and sixty-seven

ized
ized

PUBLIC PRINTING.
and
To supply
supply deficiency
deficiency in the appropriation for public printing, for the Printing and
To
)inding.
public
and for
including the cost binding.
public printing, including
for the public
paper for
for paper
binding, and
public binding,
Paper.
of
printing the
debates and proceedings
proceedings of Congress
Congress in the Congressional
Congressional Paper.
the debates
of printing
Record, and
for lithographing,
and engraving for both houses
mapping, and
lithographing mapping,
and for
Record,
of
Congress, Supreme
Court, Court
and
Court of Claims, Library of Congress, and
Supreme Court,
of Congress,
departments,
necessary materials which may be needed in
for all neeessary
departments, and for
the
of said
hundred thousand dollars.
said work, four hundred
prosecution of
the prosecution
horse.
To
enable the
Public Printer
for a
a hired horse lost while in the Pay for horse.
pay for
Printer to pay
the Public
To enable
use of the Government
Government Printing Office, through the fault of the driver,
use
one of
office, two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
employees of said office,
the employees
of the
one
Telephones.
eighteen hun- Telephones.
To pay
pay for
for the
telephones during
during the fiscal year eighteen
the use of telephones
To
eighty-four cents.
and eighty, ten dollars and eighty-four
dred and
To pay
Printer balance due for printing for the Public Public Lands
Public Printer
To
pay the Public
Commission, 1880,
1880,
Lands
Commission, under
hundred and Commission,
June sixteenth, eighteen hundred
of June
act of
under act
Lands Commission,
ch. '234.
34'.
eighty,
four
thousand
four
hundred
and
fifty-six
and
twenty-six
chli.,
twenty-six
dollars
eighty, four thousand four hundred and fifty-six
Pamphlet laws,
cents.
second sessionyorsession,F'orcents.
Congress,
ty-sixth Congress,
the several
S
EC. 2.
2. For
For the
the payment
payment of
by the
several ty-sixth
be due
due by
to be
certified to
claims certified
of claims
SEC.
245.
accounting
officers of
Treasury Department
appropriations 245.
Department under appropriations
the Treasury
of the
accounting officers
the
balances of which have been exhausted or carried to the surplus
the balances
ch. 328,
328,
1874, cb.
fund
twentieth, 1874,
under the provisions of section five of the act of June twentieth,
fund under
18, 110.
110.
Stat., 18,
appropriations heretofore Stat.,
eighteen
seventy-four, and under appropriations
eighteen hundred and seventy-four,
eighteen
treated
as permanent,
permanent, being for the service of the fiscal year eighteen
treated as
hundred
and seventy-nine
seventy-nine and prior years, and which have been certi- 1878, ch. 191,
hundred and
1878, cl. 191,
fied
June fourteenth, eightCongress under section four of the act of June
fied to Congress
Stat., 20, 130.
20130
een
seventy-eight, as fully set forth in House Executive St.
and seventy-eight,
hundred and
een hundred
Document
session, and for
Forty-sixth Congress, third session,
Thirty, Forty-sixth
Number Thirty,
Document Number
other
follows:
items, as
as follows:
other items,
COURT
CLAIMS.
OF CLAIMS.
COURT OF

Court of Claims.
of Claims.
Court

For contingent
contingent expenses
Court of
of Claims,
Claims, thirty-four
thirty-four dollars Contingent exex the Court
of the
expenses of
For
eighty
cents.
penses.
pen
eighty cents.

and
and

DEPARTMENT
OF STATE.
STATE.
DEPARTMENT OF

Department
Department
State.
State.

of

of

FOREIGN
INTERCOURSE.
FOREIGN INTERCOURSE.
Destitute AmerAmerDestitute
For
destitute American
American seamen, three hundred and eighty- ican
of destitute
relief of
For relief
seamen.
seven dollars.
Consulates: concoiConsulates:
For
expenses of
of United
States consulates,
consulates, ninety-two dol- tingent
United States
contingent expenses
For contingent
expenses.
tinent expenses
lars and six cents.
Salaries Un ited
For
of United States
States consuls,
consuls :t
w enty-eight dollars
dollars and
United
Salaries
fifty- States
and fiftytwenty-eight
United
salaries of
For salaries
consuls.
consuls.
States
three
three cents
cents.
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Treasury DeTreasury
Department.
partment.

TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Internal
Internal ReveRovenue.
nue.
Redemption of
Redemption
stamps.

INTnatNAL
INTEENAL REVENUE.
REVENUE.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

MISOELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

1881.
1881.

For
sixty-two dollars
dollars and
and
For redemption
redemption of stamps,
stamps, two hundred
hundred and sixty-two
fifty cents.
For
drawback, seven
seven hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven dollars
dollars
Drawback.
Drawback.
For allowance
allowance or
or drawback,
and seventy-seven
and thirteen cents.
cents.
Refund of taxes.
For refunding
refunding taxes illegally
illegally collected,
dollars and
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight
collected, fifteen
fifteen dollars
cents.
cents.
For refunding
refunding taxes illegally
illegally collected,
collected, two
two thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-two dollars
ninety-six cents.
cents.
seventy-two
dollars and ninety-six
Salaries and exexpenses of supervisors
supervisors and subordinate
For salaries
salaries and expenses
subordinate officers
officers of
of
penses of supersuper- internal revenue, eight hundred and
and one dollars and fifty-six cents.
visors, agents, and
vcoolletorgets ad
and expenses
expenses of
agents and
and subordinate
subordinate officers
officers of
of ininFor salaries
salaries and
of agents
collectors.
ternal revenue,
ninety-two dollars and
and thirty
thirty cents.
revenue, three hundred
hundred and
and ninety-two
cents.
For salaries
salaries and expenses of collectors of internal revenue,
revenue, twenty
dollars.
For expenses
Expenses of asinternal revenue, one thouexpenses of assessing and collecting
collecting internal
sessments and
sessmonts
and colcol- sand one hundred and
thirty-six dollars
and thirty-six
dollars and thirty-nine
thirty-nine cents.
cents.
lections.
lections.
For refunding
received and covered
For
refunding money
money erroneously
erroneously received
covered into the Treasninety-five cents.
cents.
ury, sixty-four dollars
dollars and
and ninety-five

Assay office at
For contingent
Helena; mint at
le
aeloa;
mint
aton
one
hundred and
Carson.

expenses of assay-office
expenses
assay-office at Helena and
and mint
mint at
Carson,
at Carson,
forty dollars and eighty-eight
eighty-eight cents.
cents.
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the independent
independent Treasury,
one hundred
hundred
Treasury, one
eighty-nine dollars and eighty-nine
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine cents.
For contingent
contingent expenses of steamboat inspection,
inspection, two cents.
cents.
For international
international exhibition
exhibition of eighteen hundred and seventy-six,
seventy-six, one
one
dollar and nineteen
nineteen cents.
Contingent
Contingent exoxcontingent expenses
For contingent
expenses of mints
mints at San Francisco,
Francisco, Denver,
Denver, and
and Philpenses
United adelphia, and at assay-offices,
enses of
of United
four
thousand
nine
hundred
and
assay-offices,
thousand
hundred
thirtythirtyStates mints.
tes mins nine dollars and seven cents.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR.
Contingent ex-Contlgoent
o
pauses
General
Lni
Landd 011rice.
Office.
Surveys,
public
Surveys, public

land(s.

For contingent
expenses of the
General Land
Office, twenty-six
twenty-six dolcontingent expenses
the General
Land Office,
dollars and four
four cents.
lars
For surveying public lands, as follows:
follows:

California.
Califorlia.

In
In California,
California, one thousand nine hundred and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars and
and
forty-five cents.
Now Mexico.
In New
Mexico, three
In
New Mexico,
three hundred
hundred and five dollars and three cents.
Louisiana.
In Louisiana,
Louisiana, six hundred
ninety-nine dollars
In
hundred and ninety-nine
dollars and ninety-six
ninety-six cents.
cents.
Survey of public
public
For surveying
surveying public and private lands, three hundred and ninetyiand private
and
private lands.
lands. four
and twenty-two
twenty-two cents.
four dollars
dollars and
Survoyor-GonerSurveyor-GenerFor
in office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Arizona,
hundred
For salaries
salaries in
Arizona, two hundred
al, Arizona.
and three
and
three dollars and fifty-seven
fifty-seven cents.
Depredations on For depredations
Depredations
depredations on public timber, eighty-five
eighty-five dollars
dollars and
and seventypublic timber.
public
timber.
six cents.
cents.
six
Registers and reRegistersandreFor
For salaries and commissions of registers and receivers, four thouceivers.
CeiVOIS.
sand six
and fifty-six
fifty-six dollars
and ninety-five
sand
six hundred
hundred and
dollars and
ninety-five cents.
Land offices.
For contingent expenses
expenses of land offices,
offices, one hundred and forty-seven
forty-seven
dollars.
Five, three, and
For
the State
State of
Kansas, for
for amount
the five,
For the
of Kansas,
amount due
due of
of the
five, three, and two
two per contum
m
od tper eansasuper centu
und to States, one hundred and.
and ninety
centum fund
ninety thousand
thousand two
two hunhunfund to Kansas.
dred
dollars and twenty-seven
dred and
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight dollars
twenty-seven cents.
Department
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
Department of
of
DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE.
Justice.
Justice.
United
States For salaries of United
United States
United States
States district
district attorneys, twenty-four
twenty-four dollars
dollars
district
attorneys. and
and forty-five
forty-five cents.
district
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For salaries
salaries of
of district
district marshals,
fifty dollars.
dollars.
For
marshals, fifty
Marshals.
hundred and seventy- United States
For expenses of United States courts for eighteen
eighteen hundred
courts.
eight and prior years, excepting claim numbered
numbered sixty-six thousand
thousand nine courts.
hundred
thousand one
hundred and
and eighty-two, for three thousand
one hundred and eightyeightynine dollars and seventeen
seventeen cents, which is withdrawn from schedule
herein
four hundred
hundred and
eighty-one
herein appropriated
appropriated for,
for, nineteen
nineteen thousand
thousand four
and eighty-one
dollars and fifty-seven
fifty-seven cents.
For expenses
expenses of
of Territorial
Territorial courts
Utah, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
For
courts in
in Utah,
and

Territorial
courts
Territorialcourts

seventy-eight
seventy-eight and prior years,
years, one thousand and thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars in Utah.
and
ninety-eight cents.
and ninety-eight
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.

Treasury DeTreasury
De-

partment.
partment.

For expenses of collecting
collecting the revenue
revenue from customs for eighteen hunhun- Claim No. 81,703.
dred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight and prior
prior years, to pay
pay claim
claim numbered
numbered eightyone thousand
cents:
thousand seven hundred
hundred and
and three, three
three dollars and fifty-four cents:
Provided,
Secretary of the
Provided, That hereafter the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury may appoint Proviso.
Proviso.
inspectors of customs at a
acompensation less than three dollars per
per day Inspectors
Inspectors of
of
customs.
customs.
the public
public service
service will permit.
permit.
when, in
in his judgment,
judgment, the
For expenses of collecting revenue
revenue from customs, eighteen hundred
hundred
and
years, to
to pay
pay Thomas
Thomas Kearney,
Keaniey.
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight and
and prior
prior years,
Kearney, Hance
Hance Thomas
Tholas Kearney.
Hance La-vsoll.
LaVson.
Lawson, George
George Toy, Thomas S. Hodson, Robert Bell, M. Hopkins, Joseph liince
Lawson,
George Toy.
D. Bates, Jack Wharton, Joseph
Pacific GegOelofi
Joseph A.
A. Dreyfous, and
and the Union
Union Pacific
ll1todThomas
S.y HodThomas S.
Railroad Company
Company the
sums respectively
to son.
Railroad
the sums
respectively due
due them,
them, amounting
amounting in
in all
all to
Robert Boll.
Bell.
one thousand
fifty-four dollars and five cents.
thousand five hundred and fifty-four
M. Hopklns.
Hopkins.
Jack Wharton.
Joseph A. Dreyfous.
Wharton. Joseph
Dreyfi)us.
Joseph D. Bates. Jack
Union Pacific
Railroad Company.
Union
Pacific Railroad
Company.
For contingent
contingent expenses
Life-Saving Service, fifty-two dollars.
expenses of the Life-Saving
For expenses
expenses of light-vessels,
light-vessels, two hundred
hundred and
dollars and
and forty-nine
forty-nine dollars
For
fifty-one cents.
For
keepers of light-houses,
light-houses, two hundred
hundred and six dollars
of keepers
For salaries of
and fifty-nine
fifty-nine cents.
and
cents.

Life-Saving
L i fe - S a v i ilg
Service.
Light-vessels.
Light-vessels.
Keepers of
of lightlightKeepers
houses.

houses.

Supplies.
For
supplies of
two thousand
thousand four
four hundred and seventy- Supplies.
light-houses, two
For supplies
of light-houses,
nine dollars and fifty cents.
Buoyage.
For expenses
expenses of buoyage, two hundred and two dollars and forty- Buoyage.
seven cents.
Revenue-Cutter
Revenue-Cutter Service and Marine
expenses of Revenue-Cutter
Marine Hospital
Hospital Ser- Revenue-Cutter
For expenses
Service and Marine
vice, three dollars.
Serviceand
Marine
dollars.
Hvice,
ospital Service.
Hospital
Service.
Refund
of
For refunding
refunding moneys erroneously
erroneously received
nolland covered
covered into the Refund of monreceived and
For
eys.
oys.
seventy-five dollars.
Treasury, one hundred and seventy-live
Keepers of
of TonTilmFor reimbursing keepers at Timbalier Light-House
Light-House for loss of private Keepers
balder
b io light-house.
al r light-house.
property, one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
property,
accounts of certain disbursing
officers of the governdisbursing officers
To adjust the accounts
ment on account
account of the appropriations
following, involving no expendiappropriations following,
eleven paragraphs
paragraphs
ture of money from the Treasury, namely, under the eleven
following:
following:
BeaRock BeaAnita Rock
eighty-three Anita
Beacon, California, one hundred
hundred and eighty-three
For Anita Rock Beacon,
con.
con.
dollars and sixty-eight cents.
For expense
expense of collecting
collecting the revenue
revenue from customs, twenty-two dollars and one cent.
Public
For
repairs and
preservation of
of public
public buildings,
dollars and
u ildand ings.
Public buildtwenty dollars
buildings, twenty
and preservation
For repairs
igs.
seventy-six cents.
seventy-six
For
repayment to
importers excess
to
Repayments to
du- Repayments
unascertained duexcess of deposits for unascertained
to importers
For repayment
importers.
importers.
cents.
dollars
and
fifty-one
and
thirty
ties,
five
hundred
ties
Life-Saving
Life -Savin g
and fifty-eight
ior
forty-five dollars
dollars and
fifty-eight cents.
cents.
Service, forty-five
For Life-Saving
Life-Saving Service,
Service.
For
contingent expense
Life-Saving Service
Service one hundred and seven Service.
expense of Life-Saving
For contingent
dollars and ninety-one cents.
Repairs
of light
lightRepairs of
twenty-five dollars.
of light-houses,
light-houses, twenty-five
For repairs
For
repairs of
dollars.
houses.

of keepers
fty cents.
For salaries
of light-houses,
light-houses,
For
salaries of
of
light-houses,
For salaries
of keepers
keepers
of
fifty
cents.
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For expenses of fog-signals,
four hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty
fog-signals, four
four thousand
thousand four
two dollars.
dollars.
two

Fog-signals.

For supplies
supplies of
of light-houses,
light-houses, three
and eighty-one
dollars and
and
For
three hundred
hundred and
eighty-one dollars
thirty-three cents.
For expenses
expenses of light-vessels,
light-vessels, seven
seven hundred
twenty-five dollars
hundred and twenty-five
dollars
and thirty-five
thirty-five cents.
cents.

Light-house
supLight-housesupplies and
Light-vessels.

WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

War Department.
Department.

Florida

volun-volun

For pay of Florida
Florida volunteers,
and sixty-five
dollars.
volunteers, seven
seven hundred
hundred and
sixty-five dollars.

Mexican
Mexican
volunteers.
volunteers.

w
ar
war

For pay of volunteers
volunteers in the Mexican
one hundred
hundred and
and eightyeightyMexican war, one

teers.

California and

Nevada
Nevada

three
three dollars and eighty-six cents.

expenses of California
For traveling
traveling expenses
California and Nevada
Nevada volunteers,
volunteers, one
one hunhun-

vol un -dred and eighty-seven
voluneighty-seven dollars
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents
cents

teers.
teers.
First
First Michigan
Michigan
Cavalry.
Cavalry.

Mounted rifleriflemen volunteers.
men
Pay ,of
of Army.

Recruiting.
Contingencies.
Ordnance, ordordOrdnance,
nance stores,
and
nance
stores, and
supplies.
supplies.

For traveling
traveling expenses of members of First Michigan
Michigan Cavalry,
Cavalry, one
one
hundred and ninety
ninety eight dollars and
hundred
and fifty cents.
For payment
payment of mounted riflemen
riflemen volunteers
volunteers under Colonel
Colonel John
C.
John C.
Fremont, in eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six, two hundred
hundred and
and thirty
thirty
two dollars
dollars and eighty-seven
eighty-seven cents.
cents.
For pay of the Army, eighteen
hundred and seventy-eight
eighteen hundred
seventy-eight and prior
prior
particularly itemized on pages
years, as particularly
pages seventy-nine
seventy-nine to eighty.two
eighty two of
of
same document, thirteen thousand
thousand three hundred
and fourteen
fourteen dollars
dollars
hundred and
and ninety.
ninety two cents.
For expenses of recruiting, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight and
and
prior years,
years? thirteen dollars.
contingencies of the Army during same period one
For contingencies
one thousand
thousand and
six dollars and fifty cents.
cents.
For ordnance,
ordnance, ordnance
ordnance stores and supplies,
For
supplies, during same
same period,
two
period, two
hundred
fifty-five cents.
hundred and forty-three
forty-three dollars and fifty-five
cents.

For artificial
artificial limbs, same period,
period, one hundred
hundred and
arid thirty-eight
thirty-eight dollars
dollars
and forty cents.
Eight-hour
Eight-hour law,
For allowance
reduction of wages
wages under the eight-hour
allowance for reduction
eight-hour law, twenty-

allowances under,
allowances
under.

Draft and substitute fund.
stitute

two
two dollars
dollars and thirty three
three cents.

For draft and substitute fund, nine hundred
hundred and fourteen
fourteen dollars and
eighty-eight cents.
eighty-eight
Medical hospieighteen hundred
For medical hospital department, eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight
tal department.
and
years, one
and prior
prior years,
on thousand and seventy two
two dollars
dollars and thirty cents.
cents.
Collecting, drillFor collecting,
drilling, and
and organizing
collecting, drilling,
volunteers, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
organizing volunteers,
ing, and organiz- and
and seventy
hundred and
seventy one and prior years, three hundred
fifty-one dollars
dollars
and fifty-one
ing volunteers.
and eighty-two
and
eighty-two cents.
cents.

Interior
Interior Departmrent.
ment.

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
INTERIOR
INDIAN MATTERS.
INDIAN
MATTERS.

Indian agents.

For pay of Indian agents, four thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty
dollars and thirty-eight
thirty-eight cents;
cents;
Inspectors.
Inspectors.
expenses of Indian inspectors
For traveling and other expenses
inspectors one thousand
thousand
dollars;
dollars;
Contingencies.
Contingencies.
For contingencies
Department, one hundred
For
contingencies of
of the
the Indian
Indian Department,
hundred and
and twenty
four dollars and eighty
eighty two
two cents;
cents;
Indian
service
service
For Indian
service in
in the
Territories, one thousand
For
Indian service
the Territories,
thousand eight
eight hundred and
and
in Territories.
ninety
dollars and
and three
cents;
ninety dollars
three cents;
AriApaches of
of AriFor support of Apaches
Apaches of Arizona
Arizona and New Mexico,
Mexico, two hundred
hundred
zona
and New Mex- and eight dollars
zonaaudNewMexand
and twenty-six
twenty-six cents;
ico.
Chippewas
PilChippewas,' PilFor support of Chippewas, Pillager, and Lake Winnebagoshish
Winnebagoshish bands,
lager, and Lake
lge,
and
Lkshh
twenty-four
dollars, and fourteen
fourteen cents;
twenty-four
cents;
Winnebago
sh
ish
Winnebago s hi
sh
bands.
Chippewa,s
Chippewas o
off For support
support of Chippewas
Chippewas of the Mississippi,
Mississippi. two hundred
hundred and seventythe Mississippi.
Mississippi.
one dollars and sixteen cents;

one dollars and sixteen cents;
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For
thirty dollars
dollars and
thirty-three cents;
cents;
Crows.
For support of
of Crows,
Crows, thirty
and thirty-three
Crows.
For
twenty-seven cents;
For support of Kickapoos,
Kickapoos, forty-six dollars
dollars and
and twenty-seven
cents; ICickapoos.
Kickapoos.
support of
different tribes,
tribes, including
including Santee
Santee Sioux of
For support
of Sioux
Sioux of different
of Sioux and Santee Sioux
Sioux of
of NeNebraska,
nine hundred
hundred and thirty six dollars
Noseventy-three cents;
cents; tee
dollars and seventy-three
Nebraska, nine
raska.
For payment to Upper and Lower
hun- braska.
Lower bands of Sioux Indians, three hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars;
dollars;
dred and
For transportation
transportation of Indian
Indian supplies,
supplies, twenty three dollars
dollars and forty- Indian supplies.
five
five cents;
cents; in
in all,
all, eight thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars and fiftyfiftyseven cents.
War DepartWAR
DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
ment.

seventy-eight and
For Army
Army transportation,
transportation, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight
years, as particularly
particularly itemized
prior years,
itemized on pages
pages eighty-six,
eighty-six, eighty-seven,
eighty-seven,
eighty-eight,
aforenamed document,
of the same aforenamed
document,
eighty-eight, and part
part of
of eighty-nine
eighty-nine of
forty
two thousand
fifty-nine dollars
dollars and
and twentytwentyhundred and
and fifty-nine
forty two
thousand seven
seven hundred
seven
cents.
seven cents.
Department, eighteen
For regular supplies for the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
hundred and seventy-eight
particularly itemized on
seventy-eight and prior years, as particularly
hundred
eighty-nine and ninety
pages eighty-nine
ninety of same document,
document, eight thousand eight
eight
hundred and fifty-nine
fifty-two cents.
hundred
fifty-nine dollars and fifty-two
incidental expenses
Quartermaster's Department, eighteen
eighteen
expenses of the Quartermaster's
For incidental
particularly itemized on
seventy-eight and prior years as particularly
hundred and seventy-eight
ninety, ninety-one, and ninety-two
ninety-two of same
same document, eight
eight
pages ninety,
thousand one
hundred and sixty-five
sixty-five dollars and thirty cents.
thousand
one hundred
For barracks and quarters, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight and
prior years, as particularly
particularly itemized on pages ninety-three
ninety-three and ninetydocument except
except for claims (both numbered ninety-nine
of same document
four of
hundred
thousand two hundred and forty-one
forty-one
hundred and seventy-two), for one thousand
eighty cents,
thousand and twenty-six dollars
cents, and for two thousand
and eighty
dollars and
sixty-seven cents, which are excluded from this schedule, twelve
and sixty-seven
thousand three
three hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars and seventeen cents.
thousand
For horses for cavalry and artillery, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventyeight and
and prior
prior years,
as particularly
particularly itemized
and
ninety-four and
itemized on
on pages
pages ninety-tour
years, as
eight
ninety-five
document, three
hundred and sixty-six
thousand five hundred
three thousand
of same
same document,
ninety-five of
dollars.
For
seventy-eight and
For subsistence
subsistence of the Army, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight
ninety-six, and
and
on pages
pages ninety-five,
ninety-five, ninety-six,
particulary itemized on
prior years,
years, as particulary
ninety-seven a
same document,
document, two thousand two hundred and twelve
ninety-seven
of same
forty-four cents.
dollars and forty-four
in States
States that were in
prisoners of
of war
war in
For
of rations
rations to
to prisoners
commutation of
For commutation
rebellion prior
prior to July
seventy-eight, as
hundred and seventy-eight,
eighteen hundred
July first eighteen
rebellion
particularly
itemized on pages ninety-seven
ninety-seven to one hundred and six of
particularly itemized
document, ten thousand three hundred and five dollars and eightysame document,
seven cents.
. For pay, transportation,
Washtransportation, services, and supplies of Oregon and Washington volunteers
volunteers in eighteen hundred and fifty-five and eighteen hunington
seventy-one and prior years,
dred and fifty-six, eighteen hundred and seventy-one
itemized on pages
pages one hundred and six to one hundred
particularly itemized
as particularly
and eight
of same
same document,
document, six
six thousand
thousand nine
and fiftyhundred and
nine hundred
and
eight of
eight dollars and fifty-three
fifty-three cents.
For
of officers
officers and
eighteen hundred
baggage, eighteen
and their
their baggage,
transportation of
For transportation
seventy-one and prior years, sixty-two dollars
seventy cents.
dollars and seventy
and seventy-one

eighteen hundred
For
hundred and
For clothing, camp and garrison equipage, eighteen
seventy-eight and prior years sixty-seven
sixty-seven dollars.
seventy-eight
military service
For
and other
property lost
in the
the military
service prior
prior to
lost in
other property
For horses
horses and

Transportation.
Trausportation.

Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's
Department sup1

Departlnnt
plies.

s p-

Incidental
Incidental
penSeS.
penses.

ex ox-

Barracks
Barracks

quarters.
quarters.

and

Horses for cav-

alry and artillery.
airy
and artillery.

Subsistence.
Subsistence.

gommittation of
of
Commultation
rations.
rations.

Oregon
Oregon
Washington
Washington
unteers.

and
and
vo1-

vol-

tee

Transportation
Transportationl
of officers and bagbagof officers"a
gaae,
&thing, etc.
etc.
Clothing,
Horses and
othand othHorses

er property lost.
July first
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, as particularly
particularly itemized
itemized er property lost.
eighteen hundred
July
first eighteen
on
pages
one
hundred
and
eight
to
one
hundred
and
twenty-one
.
of
of
and
twenty-one
hundred
on pages one hundred and eight to one
House
Executive Document Number Thirty, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Congress, third
House Executive
session, sixty-seven
sixty-seven thousand one
hundred and eighty dollars.
one hundred
session,
To
pay the
the claim
claim of
administrator of the estate of GeorgeT.Wright,
George T.Wright,
of George
George T. Wright, administrator
To pay
admini.stator.
No- administrator.
John T. Wright,
Wright, deceased, for value of steamer Peerless, lost at sea NoJohn
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vember
vember fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, allowed
allowed by
by the
the Third
Third
Auditor and
and Second Comptroller
Comptroller under
under the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for property
property
military service,
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
lost in the military
service, thirty-five
Navy Department.

NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For pay of the Navy prior to July first, eighteen hundred and
and seventyseventyeight, seven thousand
thousand nine hundred and
dollars and
and twentytwentyand twenty three
three dollars
seven
seven cents;
cents;
Pay of Marine
For pay
pay of the Marine Corps, same period, seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and eightyeightyCorps.
Corps.
seven dollars and
cents;
and ten cents;
Contingent
x- For contingent expenses of the Marine
Contingent e
exeighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Marine Corps, eighteen
penses.
penses.
seventy-eight
and prior
hundred and forty-nine dollars
seventy-eight and
prior years, one hundred
dollars and
five cents;
Provisions.
Provisions.
For provisions for the Marine
Marine Corps, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty
sixty four
four
hundred and
and eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-four
thirty-four doldollars and fifty cents;
cents;
Bounty to seaFor bounty to seamen, three
one hundred
and twenty-seven
three thousand
thousand one
hundred and
twenty-seven
111011.
men.
dollars and eighty-eight cents;
cents;
Bounty for deBounty
doFor bounty for destruction
enemies' vessels, one thousand one hundestruction of enemies'
struction
of enestructiou of
ene- dred
dred and
and twenty dollars
dollars and thirty nine cents;
cents;.
mies' vessels.
Lost clothing.
For indemnity
one thousand
and forty-nine
forty-nine dollars
dollars
indemnity for lost
lost clothing, one
thousand and
and fifty
fifty cents;
cents;
Provisions.
Provisions.
For provisions for the
the Navy, Bureau
Bureau of Provisions and Clothing,
eightClothing, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight and prior years, one thousand
thousand and
fiftyand fiftysix dollars and
cents;
and forty cents;
Contingent
Contingent exex- For contingent
Provisions and
contingent expenses
expenses of the Bureau of Provisions
Clothing,
and Clothing.
penses.
twelve
twelve dollars and eighty-eight cents;
cents;
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Bureau of Equipment
Recruiting,
Equipment and Recruiting,
four hundred
hundred and ten dollars and
and thirty-nine
thirty-nine cents;
cents;
Bureau
ConBurcaT of
of ConFor construction
construction
and repair, Bureau
Bureau of Construction
Construction and Repair.
Repair,
struction and Re- twenty-si
dollars;
twenty-six
dollars;
dollars;
twenty-six
pair.
Pay of Navy.

Steam EngineerEngineerFor steam-machinery,
steam-machinery, Bureau
ing.
• lars
cents;
lars and twenty-five
twenty-five cents;

tavisation.

Navigation.
Naval ObservaNava Observatory.
Yards
and docks.
Yardsand
docks.

of Steam
Steam Engineering,
Engineering, thirty-six
dolthirty-six dol-

expenses of the Bureau of Navigation,
For contingent
contingent expenses
Navigation, forty-fourcents;
forty-four cents ;
Observatory, Bureau
For Naval
Naval Observatory,
Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, forty-one
forty-one cents;
cents;
For maintenance
For
maintenance of yards and docks, Bureau
Bureau of Yards
Yards and
Docks,
and Docks,

nine cents;
cents;
Widows and
Widows
and OrFor widows and orphans
orphans of the lost on the Cumberland and Congress,
Congress,
phans of the lost
phans of the lost two
two hundred
and sixteen dollars;
dollars;
hundred and

on the Cumberland
Cunberland
and Congress.
Seamen.
Seamen.

For gratuity
gratuity to seamen,
seamen, one hundred dollars;
For
dollars; in all, sixteen thousand
thousand
one hundred and fifty dollars and fifty-five
fifty-five cents.
cents.
compensation and expenses
expenses of direct-tax
For compensation
direct-tax commissioners,
commissioners, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one and prior years:
years: To
To pay
pay claim
claim numbered
numbered
twenty-eight
thousand one hundred
hundred and seventy-six, for two month's
twenty-eight thousand
month's
Hiram Potter, jr. salary, to Hiram Potter, junior, four
HiramPotter,jr.
hundred
salary, to Hiram Potter, junior,
hundred and eighty dollars and
Proviso.
Provise.
seventy cents:
cents: Provided,
seventy
Provided, That this effects
effects no payment
payment of money
money from
from
Treasury.
the Treasury.
For fulfilling
Apaches, Kiowas, and
fulfilling treaty
treaty with Apaches,
and Commanches, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and seventy-three
seventy-three and prior years:
years: To pay
pay claim numbered
numbered
Donald
CarmiDonald Carmi- twelve hundred
hundred and sixty-nine, Donald
Donald Carmichael,
Carmichael, detention
detention of
teams
of teams
chael.
hae.
transporting
transporting Indian
Indian supplies, one thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred and sixty
dollars.
For Army transportation,
transportation, eighteen hundred and seventy
seventy eight
and
eight and
prior years: To pay claim numbered ninety-six thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred
Andrew Woods,
Woods, and
and ten,
ten, estate
of Andrew
Woods, deceased,
estate of
Andrew Woods,
deceased, one hundred and eightyestate of.
of.
fifty cent
seven dollars and fifty
s.
one hundred and eightycents.
Julius
Julius
berg.
berg.

For pay
pay of the Marine
Marine Corps prior to July
July-first,
For
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Benmelseventy-eight: To pay claim numbered
numbered two hundred
Beumel- seventy-eight:
hundred and
and fifty
fifty seven,
seven, to
to
Julius Beumelberg, two hundred
seventy dollars.
hundred and seventy
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deficiency in postal revenues, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight
in
For deficiency
seventy-eight Deficiency
Deficiency in
and
prior years,
particularly itemized
itemized on
one hundred
andrevenues.
postal
years, as
as particularly
on pages
pages one
hundred and
postal revenues.
and prior
hundred and
House Executive
Executive Docuthirty-two and
and one hundred
and thirty-three
thirty-three of
of House
ment
Congress, third
third session,
excepting the
the
ment Number
Number Thirty, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Congress,
session, excepting
last two, marked with a
astar, for two thousand and twenty four
four dollars
and
seventeen cents and for
thousand five
dollars, which
;ntd seventeen
for seven
seven thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars,
which
are
thousand three
hundred and
dollars and
are excluded,
excluded, eighteen
eighteen thousand
three hundred
and fifteen
fifteen dollars
and
fni ty•three cents.
cents.
folt.y-three
For payment
payment to William Mathewson,
Mathewson, of Kansas, of the balance
balance of William
William mathMathamount due him for flour delivered to the Indian
Indian Service at Fort Sill, ewsoln.
ewson.
Indian Territory,
Territory, in the year eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and seventy
seventy four, as
passed
Bureau, two thousand
nine hundred
passed and allowed by
by the
the Indian
Indian Bureau,
thousand nine
and fifty-four dollars.
SEC. 3. That the sum of two hundred
twenty-one thousand
thousand two
SEC.
hundred and twenty-one
hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven dollars
dollars and eighty-six
eighty-six cents
the same
cents be, and the
same
is hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
MiamiIndiansofof
States not otherwise appropriated, to pay the Miami Indians of Indiana
Indiana Miamilndians
the principal
principal sum that became due them on the first day of July, eight- Indiana.
hundred and eighty, in accordance
amended fourth article
een hundred
accordance with
with the
the amended
of the treaty
treaty concluded
concluded with said Indians on the fifth day of June, eight- 10 Stat.,
Stat., 1095.
eon hundred
hundred and fifty four, and ratified
ratified on the fourth day
day of
een
of August,
August,
eighteen hundred and fifty four.
eighteen
SEC. 4. That the
SEC.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior shall
shall appoint aa competent
competent Census.
person to take a
a census and make a
and proper person
a list of the Miami Inwho are entitled
dians residing in Indiana, or elsewhere, who
entitled to participate
principal sum, as provided by article four of
in the distribution of said principal
of
the treaty that was made between
United States and the Miami
between the United
Miami
Indians on the fifth day of June, eighteen
hundred and fifty four, as 10 Stat.,
Stat., 10o9.
1099.
Indians
eighteen hundred
amended
tunder
amended in the Senate. Before taking such census, publication
publication shall Claims
claims under
be
requiring all
persons claiming under
under said treaty
treaty to make
make known treaty,
treaty,when
whe n
made requiring
all persons
be made
appointed, within a
a time specified
specified in the barred.
barred '
their claim to such person so appointed,
notice, and failing so to do, they
they shall be forever barred. When
When said
census shall be so made, it shall be the duty of the person so appointed
appointed
to make such enumeration
enumeration and list to report
report the same to the Secretary
Secretary List to distin8
of the Interior, distinguishing
distinguishing in his report
report between
females, ith
a:1
between males and females,
gui hi.Inn"
males liand
twenty- under
iunder and
and between those over
over twenty-one
twenty-one years of age and those under
under twentya' ti
"i
d over
ove
one years, which list so made, when approved
approved by the Secretary
years,
Secretary of the twenty-one years
Interior, shall stand as the true list of the persons
persons entitled
entitled to share
share in of ago.
age.
the
Payments, how
how
the payments
payments provided for in this act; and each person named in said Payments,
list shall be entitled to receive the same amount,
amount, irrespective
irrespective of age or made.
Sex,
guardians legally appointed,
appointed,
sex, payments for minors to be paid to the guardians
as
hereinafter provided,
provided, under
under the laws
Territory in
laws of the State or Territory
as hereinafter
which said minors reside: Provided,
however That
That any minor who may Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, however,
be
resident of the Indian
Indian Territory
Territory and
and a
a beneficiary
beneficiary of said fund may
be a
a resident
a guardian
guardian
thereof, as the case may be, through a
receive his or her share thereof,
appointed
jurisdiction in
of
probate jurisdiction
in the
the State
State of
appointed by any court having
having probate
Enumerator
to
Kansas. The person appointed
appointed to make such enumeration
shall, take
oat
Enumerator
to
enumeration and list shall,
before
entering on such duty,
duty, take
and subscribe
subscribe an
before entering
take and
an oath
oath that
that he will
will take oath.
enumeration and report
make a
correct enumeration
report of said Indians
Indians accorda true and correct
ing to the best information
information he can obtain,
administered
obtain, said oath to be administered
and certified
certified to by a
a United States commissioner
commissioner or a
a clerk of aacourt
of record;
shall receive
his compensation
therefor the
the sum
sum of
of Compensation
Compensation of
and he
he shall
receive as
as his
compensation therefor
of
record; and
five dollars
dollars per
per day
necessary traveling
traveling and
and other
other enumerator.
enumerator.
five
day and
and his
his actual
actual and
and necessary
expenses while engaged in said duty, not to exceed four hundred
hundred dolthose embraced
embraced in the cor- Proviso.
lars: Provided,
Provided, That
That no persons other
other than
than those
rected list agreed upon by the Miami
Miami Indians
Indians of Indiana, in the presence
presence
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, in
and.
of Indian
in June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
fifty-four,
comprising three hundred
hundred and two names
names as
as Miami
Miami Indians
Indians
fifty-four, comprising
persons indicated
increase of
of families
families of persons
indicated in said corof Indiana,
Indiana, and the increase
rected
be recipients
the money
money hereby
rected list,
list, shall
shall be
recipients of
of the
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
SEC. 5.
Secretary of
Interior shall
shall appoint
some suitable
Age
e
n
nt
. to
.
to make
SEC.
5. That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
appoint some
suitable Agent
person
as an
an agent
agent of
of the
United States
to make
payment to
to each
each of
of said
said paym
payments.
States to
make payment
the United
person as
XXT-28
xx--28
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Miami Indians who shall be more than
than twenty-one
years of
of age
whose
twenty-one years
age whose
the list
as aforesaid
amount that
name shall be borne
borne on
on the
list prepared
prepared as
aforesaid the
the amount
that
he or she, as the case may be,
he, in
like
be, shall be entitled
entitled to
to receive;
receive; and
and he,
in like
manner, shall
pay to
the
guardian
of each
each minor
whose name
shall appear
appear
aGar'dians
of
manner,
shall
pay
to
the
guardian
of
minor
whose
name
shall
Guardians of
minors.
on said list the
said minor
be entitled
to receive:
receive:
the amount
amount that
that said
minor shall
shall be
entitled to
minors.
Provio.
Proviao.
Provided, however,
Provided,
made to
to any
any guardian
guardian as
as
however, That no payment
payment shall be
be made
such until he produce
produce and deliver to the
agent from
he shall
shall receive
receive
the agent
from whom
whom he
such payment the certificate
the court,
court, attested
the
certificate of
of the
the judge
judge of
of the
attested by
by the
seal of the same, certifying that such guardian
has been
been duly
appointed
guardian has
duly appointed
Bond.
and qualified
qualified as such,
such, and given
secured by
freehold
given bond, secured
by unincumbered
unincumbered freehold
surety, in the penalty of not less than three
three times
the amount
amount he
he shall
times the
shall
receive from the United States on account
account of
the payment
payment so
so to
be made
made
of the
to be
for the benefit of said ward, which certificate
certificate shall
shall be
filed by
by said
agent
be filed
said agent
at the time of making
his report
and final
final settlement.
of
making of his
report and
settlement. A
A copy
copy of
prepared as aforesaid
said list so prepared
aforesaid shall be furnished to said
agent for
for his
said agent,
his
guidance in the performance
performance of the duties aforesaid,
of
aforesaid, by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Receipt
Receipt for mon- the Interior.
Said agent shall take the receipt
receipt of the
the persons
persons so
so paid
paid
eys,
eys, how made.
attested in such manner as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe,
which receipt shall be a
avoucher
voucher for said agent
agent in the final
settlement of
of
final settlement
Compensationto
Compensation to his accounts.
Said agent
agent shall receive,
for the
the
receive, in
in full
full compensation
compensation for
agent.
services
services required
required by the provisions of this act, a
a sum equal to three
fourths of one per centum on the amount
that he
shall receive.
amount that
he shall
receive. The
The
agent so appointed to make said payments shall before
before entering on
on such
such
Oath.
duty, take and subscribe on oath, before some United States
States commiscommissioners or clerk of some court of record, for the
the faithful
faithful performance
of
performance of
Agent's bond.
the duties imposed by the provisions of this act, and make and execute
execute
aabond, payable to the United States, in such penalty and with
with such
such
security
security as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall
require and
and approve.
approve.
shall require
And the receipt of the sum due under this act shall be a
discharge
a final discharge
by each party so receiving of
whatsoever under
said treaty
treaty
of all claims
claims whatsoever
under said
against the United States Government.
Government.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.
SEC.
SEC. 6. That there shall be, and hereby is, appropriated,
of any
any
appropriated, out
out of
money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of two
otherwise appropriated,
two
thousand five hundred dollars, or so much thereof as
shall be
necessary,
as shall
be necessary,
to pay the agents whom the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall
for
shall appoint
appoint for
the services
services and expenses required by the provisions
of this
this act.
act.
provisions of
SEC.
SEC. 7. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to exexClaim ofof—
amine the claim of Isaac Vandeventer
Vandeventer and James F. McDowell,.attorneys
McDowell,. attorneys
Isaac
VandevenIsaac andevon- at law,
law partners under the name of Vandeventer
Vandeventer and McDowell,
McDowell, for
for
ter and
ter
and James
James F.
F.
McDowell, attorattor- services rendered in the defense
of certain
certain suits
the courts
courts of
the
McDowell,
defense of
suits in
in the
of the
neys.
eys.
State of Indiana in relation
relation to the taxation
taxation and partition
partition of the
of
the lands
lands of
Band
of Mesh- the band of Meshingomesia
Band of
Meshingomesia in said State, and for alleged services renreningomosia.
ingomesia.
dered said
in and about legislation
affecting their
dered
said band
band in
legislation by Congress
Congress affecting
their
said lands
the partition
partition of their lands pursuant thereto, and allow
said
lands and
and the
and pay
and
pay to said attorneys
attorneys such reasonable
reasonable compensation
compensation as he may find
find
legally or equitably due them for said services,
services, out of the moneys
legally
moneys due
due
to said
said band, or out of the money
money due
of said
band, as
as he
he
due to
to any
any
of
said
band,
Testimony to
be may deem just.
Testimony
to be
to
enable
to
properly
deem
And
enable
the
Secretary
properly
examine
said
examine
said
taken.
aken.
accounts, he
he may
may cause
or permit
permit testimony
to be taken
accounts,
cause or
testimony to
taken by said claimants and by said band,
band, or by any individual or individuals
band,
individuals of said
said band,
Proviso.
Provio.
under such rules as he may prescribe: Provided,
in making
any
Provided, That
That in
making any
such payment
no part of the same shall be deducted from the share of any
such
payment no
any
member
member of said band who received
received no part of the land so partitioned,
partitioned,
nor
shall any part of any such payment
nor shall
payment be deducted from the share of
of
any member of said band whose membership
membership was contested,
and who
contested, and
who
was required
required by proof to establish such membership
to entitle
entitle him
him or
or
membership to
her to share in the partition
partition of said land.
Approved, March 3, 1881.
Approved,
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CHAP.
133.-An act making appropriations
appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the governCHAP. 133.—An
government for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-two,
eighty-two,
and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

March 3, 1881.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
it enacted
of Representatives of
of the United
United
assembled, That the following sums be, and Appropriations.
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Appropriations.
dry civil
exhereinafter expressed, Sundry
the same are hereby, appropriated for the objects hereinafter
civil oxS
nu
se
n
s.
pe
for the fiscal year ending June
andeightyei
ghty- penses.
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
two, namely:
namely:
UNDER
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
UNDER THE TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Court-house
post-office, Austin, Texas: For completion
Court-house and post-office,
completion of buildsewerage, and approaches,
ing, sewerage,
approaches, thirty-three
thirty-three thousand dollars.
dollars.
Custom-house
post-office, Albany, New York:
Custom-house and post-office,
York: For continuation
continuation
building, one hundred
hundred and
twenty thousand
of building,
and twenty
thousand dollars.
Post-office and subtreasury,
subtreasury, Boston, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: For continuation
Post-office
of building
building three hundred
hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Court-house and subtreasury,
subtreasury, Chicago, Illinois: For painting,
painting, fencing,
and to complete
complete work on grounds and interior finish of
of buildings,
buildings, twenty
twenty
thousand dollars.
Custom-house and post-office, Cincinnati, Ohio: For continuation
continuation of
building, three hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Custom-house
post-office, Fall River, Massachusetts:
Custom-house and post-office,
Massachusetts: For completion of building and approaches,
approaches, including
including heating apparatus, twentytwentythousand dollars.
eight thousand
Custom-house and post-office,
post-office, Hartford, Connecticut: For completion
completion
Custom-house
of building and approaches, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Court-house and post-office,
post-office, Harrisburg,
Court-house
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: For complecompletion of building, seventy thousand dollars.
Court-house and post-office,
post-office, Kansas City, Missouri: For continuation
continuation
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
of building, seventy-five
Court-house and post-office,
post-office, Little Rock, Arkansas:
Arkansas: For approaches
approaches
(fencing,
(fencing, grading, and paving), eighteen
eighteen thousand dollars.
Custom-house, court-house, and post-office,
post-office, Memphis, Tennessee:
Custom-house,
Tennessee: For
continuation of building, one hundred thousand dollars.
continuation
Custom-house
post-office, New Orleans,
Custom-house and post-office,
Orleans, Louisiana: For completion of entrance
entrance and sidewalk, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
Court-house
Court-house and post-office, New York, New York: For
For approaches
approaches
fifteen thousand
in rear (coping
(coping and fence),
fence), fifteen
thousand dollars.
Barge-office building, New York, New York: For completion
Barge-office
completion of buildbuilding, one hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
dollars.
Custom-house, court-house,
Custom-house,
court-house, and post-office,
post-office, Nashville,
Nashville, Tennessee:
Tennessee: For
For
approaches
approaches (grading, fencing and paving),
paving), fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
Post-office and court-house,
court-house, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: For continucontinuation of building,
building, three hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided,
That the sum of twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars, or so much thereof as
may be necessary,
necessary, out of the amount hereby appropriated,
exappropriated, shall be expended in completing
completing immediately and fitting
fitting up for use the rooms in
said building intended for occupancy
occupancy by the United States courts and
the officers
officers connected
connected therewith.
therewith.
Court-house and post-office
post-office,'Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: For continuacontinuaCourt-house
tion of building, one hundred
ton
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Custom-house
post-office, Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri; For continuation
continuation
Custom-house and post-office,
of building, three hundred and fifty
dollars.
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
For a
a post-office
post-office and other offices
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, on the site
offices in Baltimore,
purchased by the United States
purchased
States for that object, the sum of two hundred
and fifty
fifty thousand
Secretary of the
thousand dollars;
dollars •to be expended
expended by the Secretary
Treasury according
according to
to
dollars;
the
Treasury
the plans and estimates
estimates made by the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, and
and approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, the

Public buildings.
buildings.

Austin.
Albany.
Albany.

Boston.
Chicago.
Chicago.

Cincinnati.
Cincinnati.
Fall
Fall River.
River.

Hartford.
Harrisburg.
Harrisburg.
Kansas
Kansas City.
Little Rock.
Memphis.

New Orleans.
New
York.
Now York.

Nashville.
Nashville.

Philadelphia.
Proviao.
Proviso.

Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh.
Saint Louis.
Louis.

Baltimore.
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Postmaster-General,
Provided, That
That
Secretary of
of the
the Interior: Provided,
Postmaster-General, and the Secretary
the cost
of said
building shall
not exceed
exceed the
amount of
of said
estimates.
said estimates.
the amount
the
cost of
said building
shall not
Court-house
and post-office,
Topeka, Kansas:
Kansas: For
For continuation
continuation of
of
Court-house and
post-office, Topeka,
Topeka.
building, ninety
ninety thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
roof of
buildProviso.
the roof
of said buildbuilding,
Proviso.
ing shall
be iron-framed
and that
of cost
cost for
for the
the
ing
shall be
iron-framed and
and fire-proof,
fire-proof, and
that the
the limit
limit of
entire building
building be
extended twenty
twenty thousand
cover increased
increased
dollars to cover
entire
be extended
thousand dollars
cost therefor.
therefor.
Utica.
Court-house and post-office,
post-office, Utica, New York: For approaches
Court-house
approaches (grading,
paving), twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ing, fencing,
fencing, and
and paving)
WT
ashin g
gton
Washin
ton Building for Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and Printing, Washington,
Washington, District
District
City.
City.
of Columbia: For outbuilding
outbuilding for office
office and wagon-house,
wagon-house, five
five thousand
dollars.
Toledo.
Custom-house and court-house,
court-house, Toledo, Ohio: For continuation
continuation of
Custom-house
of
Proviso.
building, one hundred thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That the total cost
cost
of the building, with the additional land authorized
authorized to be purchased,
purchased, in
in
Ohio, shall not exceed
the city of
of Toledo,
Toledo, Ohio
exceed the
the sum of
of four hundred
hundred thouSecretary of the Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
sand dollars
dollars;;and the Secretary
and other structures standing on
on
and directed to sell the public building and
the lots now owned by the United States as a
a building site in the said
construction of
city, and apply the fund realized from such sale to the construction
the new building authorized
authorized to be erected; and the amount so applied
shall be deducted from the sum limited
limited herein to be expended
expended on
on this
this
improvement.
Montgomery,
Montgomery,
Court-house and post-office
Montgomery, Alabama:
Court-house
post-office Montgomery,
Alabama: For continuation
continuation
Ala.
Ala.
of building, forty thousand dollars.
Repairs of
TreasofTreasTreasury
Columbia: For annual
Treasury building,
building, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia:
ury
ury building,
building, repairs, and general
general repairs to roof, forty thousand dollars.
Washington
Washington City.
City.
Repairs of pub- Repairs
preservation of public buildings: For repairs
Repairs and preservation
repairs and preslic
buildings.
li buidings.
ervation of public buildings under the control of the Treasury Department, one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
preservation of public buildings in Alaska, eight
For the repair and preservation
eight
thousand dollars.
Government
Government
For fire-proof
fire-proof extension
extension of the Government
Office building,
Government Printing Office
Printing
Printing Office
Office and a
a stable, including heating apparatus
apparatus and plumbing, to be erected
building.
building
on property now belonging to the government, upon plans approved
approved
Capitol, forty thousand dollars, the work to be
by the Architect
Architect of the Capitol,
done under his direction;
direction; said appropriation
appropriation to be available during the
present fiscal
year; and any expenditure
cost aa
present
fiscal year;
expenditure on aa plan
plan that shall cost
greater
greater sum to complete
complete it shall be
be deemed
deemed unlawful.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Light-houses
Light-houses
and
fog-signals.
and fog-signals

Steam
nals.

fog-sigfog-sig-

LIGHT-HOUSES
AND FOG
FOG-SIGNALS.
LIGHT
HOUSES AND
SIGNALS.

Fog-signals on light-ships: For substituting
substituting steam fog-signal
fog-signal machincry
for the
ery for
the caloric
caloric engines now in use on light-ships numbers
numbers forty-one
and forty-two,
forty-two, fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
Steam-tender.
Steam-tender
a steamSteam-tender for service
service on the Atlantic
Atlantic coast: For building a
general use on the Atlantic coast, fifty-five
tender for general
fifty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Stamford Harbor
Stamford
Stamford Harbor
completing the
Harbor Light Station, Connecticut:
Connecticut: For completing
light-house.
light-house.
light-house
Harbor, Connecticut,
appropriation of seven
light-house in Stamford
Stamford Harbor,
Connecticut, the appropriation
1880, oh.
ch. 235,
235, thousand dollars made by the act of June
sixteenth, eighteen hundred
June sixteenth,
ante,
ante, 263.
263.
and eighty, for the establishment
a light on Forked Rock,
and
establishment of a
Rock, Stamford
Stamford
Harbor, Connecticut, being hereby
hereby made available for
for establishing
establishing a
a
light on such point in Stamford Harbor as the Light-House Board may
select, twenty-three
twenty-three thousand dollars.
Staten Island
repairsto
Staten Island Depot, New York: For repairs
to the wharf and dredgDepot.
ing of
of the
the basin
the general
general depot
depot of the light-house establishment on
ing
basin at
at the
Staten
Staten Island, New York, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Staunard's
Stannard's Rock
Rook Stannard's
Stannard's Rock
Rock Light Station, Michigan: For completing
completing the erecLight Station.
igh Staton.
a light-house on Stannard's
tion of a
Stamm& Rock,
Rock Lake Superior, Michigan, sevseventy-three
enty-three thousand dollars.
Tillamook Head
Tillamook Head
Head Light Station, Oregon: For completing the erection
erection
Light Station.
Station.
Light
of aafirst-order
first-order light-house
light-house and steam fog-signal on the rock off Tillamook
of
Tillamook
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Head, Oregon,
Oregon, twenty-five
immediately
thousand dollars, the same to be immediately
Head,
twenty-five thousand
available.
available.
Conception Light Station, California:
California: For rebuilding station
station Point ConcoepConcepPoint Conception
and purchasing
land for
for site of
Conception, CaliforCalifor- tion
Light Station.
Station.
tion Light
at Point Conception,
light-house at
of light-house
purchasing land
and
nia, forty thousand
exceeding ten thousand
thousand
dollars, of which sum not exceeding
nia
thousand dollars,
dollars shall be
of the
the resi
resi
the site; and no portion of
be used for
for purchase
purchase of the
dollars
due of
of said
said appropriation
expended until
until the
the title to the said
be expended
appropriation shall be
due
is vested in the United States.
site is
Rock,
erection of a
fog-bell on Whale Rock, at the Whale Rock,
a light-house and fog-bell
For the erection
entrance of
Narragansett Bay.
thirty-five thousand dol- Narragansett
Island, thirty-five
of Narragansett
Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island,
entrance
lars.
hom
establishment of a
Fathom Five Fat
Fathom
a light-ship on Five Fathom
construction and establishmentof
For the construction
Bank.
Bank, in
Delaware Bay, fifty thousand
Dank.
thousand dollars.
in Delaware
Bank,
Savannah River.
For
of lighting
lighting the Savannah River between the mouth Savannah
purpose of
For the purpose
of said
the city
thousand dollars.
dollars.
city of Savannah, Georgia, sixty thousand
river and
and the
of
said river
Har- Sanabel Island.
For
Punta Rossa Hara light-station on Sanabel Island, Punta
For commencing
commencing a
bor, Florida, twenty thousand dollars.
bor
Point
For
light-b ouse and fog-bell
fog-bell on 13loody
Bloody Point Bar, Bloody Point
For the
the erection of aa light-house
Bar.
Kent
Chesapeake Bay, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Island, Chesapeake
Kent Island,
a bell-buoy on Graham
For the establishment
Graham Shoals, in the Straits Graham Shoals.
establishment of a
Mackinaw, two thousand dollars.
of Mackinaw,
River llarliarBass River
a light at Bass River Harbor, Massachusetts,
For re-establishing a
Massachusetts four Bass
bor.
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred
Sherwood Point,
Wisconsin,' G reen
For
Sherwood Point, Green Bay, Wisconsin
Sherwood
Point,
fourth-order light on Sherwood
For aafourth-order
Bay.
Green Bay.
twelve thousand dollars.
For range-lights
range-lights on
Bay, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, eleven thousand dol.
dol- Sturgeon Bay.
Sturgeon Bay,
on Sturgeon
For
tars.
lars.
Cape
Henry
t
Virginia,
LiahtpHenryo
Henry Light-House
thedollars.
Cape
For
twenty-five
For completing
completing
thousand
the
Cape Henry
Light-House Station,
Station, Virginia
' tion.
Light-House
Stathuaddolr.Light-House
twenty-five thousand dollars,
tion.
West
The
money heretofore
heretofore appropriated
fog-signal on Sandy or West
a fog-signal
appropriated for establishing a
The money
et
P gget
Po i n t, P
Sandy
West Point,
Point, Puget Sound,
applicable to the estab- Point,
be applicable
shall be
Sound, shall
or West
Sandy or
thatoun
lishment and construction
construction of both a
alight-house
light-house and fog-signal at that
8°und '
lishment
point.
LIFE-SAVING STATIONS.
STATIONS.
LIFE-SAVING

a vi n g
ife -Saving
For salaries
of superintendents
superintendents for
for the
life-saving stations, as fol.folthe life-saving
salaries of
For
Hampshire, one, of MassachuMassachu- Serv
Service.
of Maine and New Hampshire,
coasts of
the coasts
On the
lows: On
Island
setts, one,
each; on the coasts of Rhode Island
one thousand
thousand dollars each;
one, at
at one
setts,
and Long
Island, one, at one
dollars '
•of'
of one asfive hundred dollars;
one thousand
thousand five
Long Island,
and
sistant superintendent
superintendent on the coasts of Rhode Island and Long Island,
sistant
hundred dollars.
five hundred
For
superintendent for the coast of New Jersey,
Jersey-,one
of one superintendent
salary of
For salary
thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
For salaries
salaries of superintendents
superintendents on the coasts of Delaware, Maryland,
For
dollars on the coasts of Virginia
and
Virginia
Virginia,'one at one thousand dollars;
and Virginia
and North Carolina, one at one thousand dollars.
For salary
of one
one superintendent
superintendent for the houses of refuge on the coast
coast
salary of
For
of
Florida, one
superintendent for the
of one superintendent
and of
dollars; and
thousand dollars;
one thousand
of Florida,
life-saving
Mexico,
on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico,
stations on
life-boat stations
and life-boat
life-saving and
one
and
and of
of one on the coasts of Lakes Ontario and
dollars, and
thousand dollars,
one thousand
Erie, one
one thousand dollars.
For salaries
superintendents for
life-saving and life-boat stafor the life-saving
of superintendents
salaries of
For
tions,
as follows:
Lakes Huron and Superior, and
the coasts of Lakes
on the
follows: One on
tions, as
of
coast of
of Lake
Michigan, at
thousand dollars each.
one thousand
at one
Lake Michigan,
the coast
on the
of one
one on
For
one hundred
hundred and
and
lifesaving and
ninety-six keepers of life-saving
and ninety-six
of one
salary of
For salary
life-boat stations
hundred dollars each,
of houses of refuge, at four hundred
stations and of
life-boat
seventy-eight thousand four hundred dollars.
seventy-eight
For
pay of
of crews
of experienced
employed at the life-saving
life-saving
experienced surfmen employed
crews of
For pay
and life-boat
life-boat stations,
actual employment; comperiod of actual
during the period
stations, during
and
pensation of
of volunteers
and life-boat
for actual
stations for
life-boat stations
life-saving and
at life-saving
volunteers at
pensation
and
service, rendered
rendered upon
each occasion of disaster, at such
upon each
deserving service,
and deserving
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rate,
not to
to exceed
for each
each person,
as the
Secretary of
of the
rate, not
exceed ten
ten dollars
dollars for
person, as
the Secretary
the
Treasury
determine; pay
pay of
for drill
exercise;
Treasury may
may determine;
of volunteer
volunteer crews
crews for
drill and
and exercise;
fuel for
and houses
of refuge;
refuge; repairs
and outfits
outfits for
for same;
fuel
for stations
stations and
houses of
repairs and
same;
supplies and
and provisions
provisions for
for houses
houses of
of refuge
for shipwrecked-per
supplies
refuge and
and for
shipwrecked-per
sons succored
stations; traveling
of officers
under orders
orders
sons
succored at
at stations;
traveling expenses
expenses of
officers under
Department; and
contingent expenses,
including
from the Treasury Department;
and contingent
expenses, including
freight, storage,
storage, repairs
repairs to
apparatus, medals,
medals, labor,
labor, stationery,
freight,
to apparatus,
stationery, adveradverexpenses that
cannot be
included under
under any
any
tising, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
that cannot
be included
other head
coast of
United States,
four
other
head of
of life-saving
life-saving stations
stations on
on the
the coast
of the
the United
States, four
hundred and seventy thousand
thousand dollars.
hundred
ESTABLISHING
ESTABLISHING LIFE-SAVING
LIFE-SAVING STATIONS.
STATIONS.

For
on the
For establishing
establishing new
new life-saving
life-saving stations
stations and
and life-boat
life-boat stations
stations on
the
coastsof
a station at the Falls
sea and lake coasts
of the United
United States, including
including a
of
Kentucky, twenty-five
of the Ohio
Ohio River,
River, near Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky,
twenty-five thousand
thousand doldollars.
REVENUE-CUTTER
Revenue-cutter
REVENUE-CUTTER SERVICE.
Revenuecutter
service.
Expenses of
revenue-cutter service:
serv,ice: For pay of
Expenses
of revenue-cutter
of captains,
captains, lieutenants,
lieutenants,
engineers,
and for
for rations
rations for
for the
same; and
and for
for pay
cadets, and
nd pilots,
pilots, and
the same;
engineers, cadets,
of
seamen, cooks,
stewards, boys,
of petty—officers,
petty-officers, seamen,
cooks, stewards,
boys, coal-passers,
coal-passers, and
and firefiremen,
men, and
and for rations, for the same;
same; and
and for
for fuel
fuel for vessels,
vessels, repairs and
outfits
ship-chandlery and
traveling
outfits for
for same;
same; ship-chandlery
and engineers'
engineers' stores
stores for
for same; traveling
expenses
traveling on
expenses of
of officers
officers traveling
on duty
duty under
under orders from
from the
the Treasury
Treasury Department; instruction
partment;
instruction of
of cadets; commutation
commutation of
of quarters;
quarters; and contingent
including wharfage,
gent expenses, including
wharfage, towage, dockage, freight, advertising,
surveys, labor, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses which cannot
cannot be included
under special
special heads, eight hundred and
seventy-five thousand dollars.
and seventy-five
Rebuilding revenue-steamer
Fessenden: For rebuilding
rebuilding
revenue-steamer William P. Fessenden:
the revenue-steamer
revenue-steamer William P. Fessenden with iron hull, seventy-five
seventy-five
thousand dollars.
Constructing a
arevenue-steamer:
revenue-steamer: For construction of a
arevenue-steamer
revenue-steamer
Constructing
for duty on the southern
southern coast of the United
United States, seventy-five
seventy-five thouthousand dollars.
ENGRAVING
ENGRAVING AND PRINTING.
PRINTING.
New life-saving
life-saving

itations.
itations.

Bureau
Bureau of En,zraving and
4raving
and PrintPrinting.br,
t
ng.
Labor
Labor,,etc.

For labor and expenses of engraving and printing, namely: For labor
(by the
including labor
labor of
of workmen
workmen skilled
skilled in
in
the day,
day, piece,
piece, or
or contract),
contract), including
engraving,
transferring, plate-printing,
and other
other specialties
specialties necessary
necessary
engraving, transferring,
plate-printing, and
for carrying
carrying on the work of engraving
engraving and printing notes, bonds, and
and
securities of the United States, the pay for such labor to be fixed
other securities
fixed
by the Secretary of the Treasury at rates not exceeding the rates usually
paid for such work; and for other expenses of engraving and printing
printing
notes, bonds, and other securities of the United States; for materials,
required in the work of engraving
engraving and printing; for purchaseof
purchase-of engravers'
engravers'
tools, dies, rolls, and plates, and for machinery and repairs of same;
same;
and for expenses
expenses of operating macerating
macerating machines for the destruction
of the United States notes, bonds, national-bank
national-bank notes, and other
other obligations of the United States
States authorized
authorized to be destroyed,
destroyed, three hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
LIGHT-HOUSE
LIGHT-HOUSE ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.

Keepers of
oflightlighthouses.
ouses.

Light-vessels.
Light-vessels.

light-houses: For salaries,
Keepers of light-houses:
salaries ' fuel, rations, rent of quarters
(where necessary),
incidental expenses of ten hundred
(where
necessary), and similar incidental
hundred and
fifteen
fifteen light-keepers
light-keepers and fog-signal
fog-signal keepers, five hundred and eightyfive thousand
thousand dollars.
Expenses of light-vessels:
Expenses
light-vessels: For seamen's wages,
wages, rations, repairs, salaries, supplies,
supplies and incidental
incidental expenses of thirty-one
thirty-on e light-ships,
li g ht-ships, two
two
hundred and forty thousand dollars.
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Buoyage:
expenses of raising, cleaning, painting, repairing, Buoyage.
Buoyage: For expenses
removing, and
buoys, spindles, and
and day-beacons,
day-beacons
supplying losses
losses of
of buoys,
removing,
and supplying
and
chains, sinkers,
similar necessaries,
necessaries, three
hundred and
and
three hundred
sinkers, and
and similar
and for
for chains,
twenty-five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
Fog-signals:
Fog-signala.
expenses in
in renewing, dupli- Fog-signals.
incidental expenses
For repairs and incidental
Fog-signals: For
cating,
improving fog-signals
fog-signals and
and buildings
buildings connected
connected
and improving
establishing, and
eating, establishing,
therewith,
sixty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
therewith, sixty
Inspectinglights.
Inspecting lights:
lights: For expenses of visiting and inspecting lights and Inspedinglights.
Inspecting
other
including rewards
rewards paid
to
as to
information as
paid for information
navigation, including
other aids
aids to
to navigation,
collisions, four thousand dollars.
beacon-lights, Supplies.
Supplies of light-houses:
light-houses: For
light-houses, beacon-lights,
For supplying the light-houses
Supplies
and
fog-signals on the Atlantic, Gulf, Lake, and Pacific
Pacific coasts with
and fog-signals
illuminating
and such other materials as may
cleansing materials,
materials, and
and cleansing
illuminating and
be
including the expenses
expenses of inspecconsumption, including
for annual
annual consumption,
be required
required for
tion
light-stations,
the same; for books and furniture for light-stations,
delivery of the
tion and delivery
and
necessary expenses, three hundred and seventyand necessary
and other incidental and
five thousand dollars.
Repairs.
Repairs
light-houses: For repairs and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of light- Repairs.
Repairs of light-houses:
houses
and stations; for rebuilding, renovating, and improving the
houses and
resame,
connected therewith; for the establishing and resame, and buildings connected
pairing
headlights; and for the purchase
purchase and repair of illuminatpairing pier headlights;
ing apparatus and machinery, three hundred and ten thousand dollars;
of which
which sum
thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be
sum thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
of
necessary,
light-house on
necessary, shall be applied to the rebuilding of the light-house
Sharp's
immediately available.
Chesapeake Bay, to be immediately
Island, in the Chesapeake
Sharp's Island,
Lighting and
and
Lighting
maintenance of lights and buoys on the buoyago
Lighting
buoyage: For maintenance
Lighting and buoyage:
on Mison
Mias
Mississippi, Ohio,
Rivers, and at the mouth of Red River, buoyape
Missouri Rivers,
Ohio, and
and Missouri
Mississippi,
sissippi, Ohio, and
Missouri Rivers.
one hundred
hundred and forty thousand
thousand dollars.
Survey of
of sites
Survey
examination and survey
survey of sites for Survey
For examination
sites: For
of light-house
light-house sites:
Survey of
for light-houses.
light-houses.
proposed
light-houses, and preparing
preparing plans for proposed structures, ten for
proposed light-houses,
thousand dollars.
COAST AND
SURVEY.
GEODETIC SURVEY.
AND GEODETIC

Survey of
of the
the Atlantic
Atlantic and
coasts, eastern
AtlanFor every Survey of Atianeastern division: For
Gulf coasts,
and Gulf
Survey
purpose
and incident
incident to
to the
Gulf coasts
continuation of tic and Gulfcoasts.
the continuation
for and
necessary for
object necessary
and object
purpose and
the
the survey of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States, the
Mississippi
and other
rivers, to
to the
the head
head of
either tidal
or shipinfluence or
tidal influence
of either
other rivers,
Mississippi and
dredgings, and currentnavigation;
temperatures, dredgings,
navigation; soundings, deep-sea temperatures,
observations along the above-named
above-named coasts, in the Gulf of Mexico, and
observations
the
Stream, including
including its
its entrance
intothe
Gulf, its course through
the Gulf,
entrance into
Gulf Stream,
the Gulf
the Caribbean and into and around
around the Sargasso Sea;
Sea 5the triangulation
triangulation
towards the
coast2 and furnishing points for State surveys; the
the western coast,
towards
preparation and
and publication
publication of charts, the Coast Pilot, the magnetic
preparation
map of
of Eastern
Eastern North
North America,
other results of the work, with the
America, and other
map
compensation of civilians
purchase
civilians enpurchase of materials therefor, including compensation
gaged
the work, three hundred thousand dollars;
dollars; and of this sum
in the
gaged in
eight thousand dollars shall be immediately available.
Baa
Delaware Bay
For
Delaware Bay and River, ten Delaware
of the resurvey of the Delaware
For continuation
continuation of
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and River
River.
thousand
Survey
coasts, western
purpose Survey of Pacific
every purpose
For every
division: For
western division:
Pacific coasts,
of the
the Pacific
Survey of
coasts.
and object
necessary for and
incident to the continuation
continuation of the survey coasts.
and incident
and
object necessary
of the
Pacific coasts
coasts of
of the
United States,
States, the Columbia
Columbia and other
other
the United
the Pacific
of
rivers, to
the head
head of either
ship-navigation; deepor of ship-navigation;
influence or
tidal influence
either tidal
to the
rivers,
sea
soundings, temperatures, currents, and dredgings along and also in
sea soundings,
the
Japan Stream
off these
these coasts; the triangulation
triangulation towards
flowing off
Stream flowing
the Japan
the
furnishing points for State surveys;
surveys; the preparaand furnishing
coast, and
the eastern
eastern coast,
tion
and publication
magnetic map of
the Coast Pilot, the magnetic
publication of charts, the
tion and
Western
and other results of the work, with the purAmerica, and
North America,
Western North
civilians emcompensation of civilians
chase of materials therefor, including compensation
ployed in
in the
work, one
one hundred
hundred and eighty
eighty thousand
thousand dollars; and of
the work,
ployed
thousand dollars shall be immediately available.
this sum six thousand

440
Vessels.
Publishing
obserPublishing observations.
rations.

General expenses.
Generalexpenses.

Rent
of fire-proof
Rentoffire-proof

building.
hnilding.

Fuel.
Transportation of
Transportation
instruments,
maps,
instruments,maps,
and
charts
puranl charts
pnri
chase
hease now
now instruments, etc.; mismiscellaneous.
Aellancons.
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Repairs
Coast and
and Geodetic
For the
the repairs
Repairs of
of vessels,
vessels, Coast
Geodetic Survey:
Survey: For
repairs and
and
maintenance
of the
the complement
complement of
of vessels
used in
Coast and
maintenance of
vessels used
in the
the Coast
and
Geodetic
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, thirty
Publishing observations,
observations, Coast
and Geodetic
Survey: For
For continuing
continuing
Coast and
Geodetic Survey:
Publishing
the
publication of
the publication
of observations,
observations, and
and their
their discussion,
discussion, made
made in
in the
the
progress
Geodetic Survey,
compensation of
of
progress of
of the
the Coast and Geodetic
Survey, including
including compensation
civilians
engaged in
the GovGovcivilians engaged
in the
the work,
work, the publication
publication to be made
made at
at the
ernment
Office, six
six thousand
thousand dollars.
ernment Printing
Printing Office,
General
expenses, Coast
Coast and
Geodetic Survey:
Survey: For
For rent
rent of
of buildings
buildings
and Geodetic
General expenses,
for offices,
workrooms, and
and workshops
workshops in
ten thousand
thousand
for
offices, workrooms,
in Washington,
Washington, ten
five hundred
five
hundred dollars.
For rent of fire-proof
fire-proof building
building number two hundred
hundred and five,
five, New
Jersey avenue
avenue south (excepting rooms for standard
standard weights and meas..
meas
safe-keeping and preservation
astronomical,
preservation of the original astronomical,
ures), for the safe-keeping
magnetic, hydrographic, and other records; the original topographical
topographical
and hydrographic
hydrographic maps and charts; instruments, engraved
engraved plates, and
Geodetic Survey, five
five thousand
thousand
other valuable articles of the Coast and Geodetic
dollars.
For
fuel for
the offices
offices and
and buildings,
buildings, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For fuel
for all
all the
For
transportation of
and charts;
purchase of
the purchase
of
maps, and
charts; the
For transportation
of instruments,
instruments, maps,
miscellaneous
new instruments,
instruments, books, maps, and charts; gas and other miscellaneous
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
expenses, thirteen
thirteen thousand

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS
MISCELLANEOUS
OBJECTS UNDER
UNDER
PARTMENT.
PARTMENT.

THE TREASURY
TREASURY DE-

Expenses
of •national
national currency:
For paper,
paper, engraving,
Expenses of
currency: For
engraving, printing,
printing, exexpress charges, and other expenses, one hundred and twenty thousand
thousand
dollars.
Distinctive
Distinctive paper
Distinctive papaper for United States
States notes: For paper, including
including mill
per.
per,
expenses, transportation,
transportation, examination,
examination, counting, and delivery, twentydollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.

National (ninoncurren-

Cy.

UNDER THE COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES.
Food-fishes.
Food-fishes.

Propagation of food-fishes:
food-fishes: For the introduction of shad and freshPropagation
water herring
herring into the waters of the Pacific, the Atlantic, the Gulf and
and
Great Lake States, and of salmon, white-fish,
white-fish, carp, gourami,
and other
gourami, and
useful food-fishes into the waters of the United States generally to
which they are best adapted; also for the propagation
propagation of cod, herring,
mackerel, halibut, Spanish mackerel,
sea-fishes, and for conmackerel,
mackerel, and other
other sea-fishes,
tinuing the inquiry
inquiry into the causes of the decrease of food-fishes
food-fishes of the
immediately
United States, ninety-five
ninety-five thousand
thousand dollars, which shall be immediately
available.
Rent of rooms,
Rent
For rent of rooms and other necessary
necessary office
office expenses, one thousand
thousand
etc.
etc.
five hundred dollars.
carp-ponds in the city of WashFor maintenance
maintenance of the United States carp-ponds
ington and elsewhere, five thousand dollars.
maintenance of the United
United States fish-hatching
fish-hatching vessels, which
For maintenance
shall be immediately available
thousand dollars.
available,'fifteen
fifteen thousand
reconstruction of buildings
salmon-fishery on
For the reconstruction
buildings at the salmon-fishery
on the
the
McCloud River, in California, ten thousand dollars, to be available
McCloud
available immediately.
Statistics of seasea- For collecting
collecting statistics of the sea-coast
sea-coast and lake fisheries of the
eor and
h
United
coasi
and lakefiP
lake fishUnited States, especially those covered
covered by the Washington
Washington treaty of
cries.
eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-one,
seventy-one, three thousand five hundred dollars.
Illnstrations for
for For preparation of illustrations for the Report of the United
Illustrations
United States
report.
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, one thousand
Commissioner
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Steamer.
For the construction of a
a steamer for the prosecution
Steamer.
prosecution of the work and
investigations
investigations of the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, one hundred
hundred
and three thousand dollars.
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For
construction and
verification of standard
and measures,
measures, sStandard
For construction
and verification
standard weights
t a nd ar d
weights and
including
metric standards,
and other
other offices
offices of
of weights
and measweights and
measincluding metric
standards, for
for the
the custom-houses
custom-houses and
United States, and for the
the several States, and of mural standards
standards ures.
ures '
the United
Washington, District
thousand dollars;
dollars;
of length in
in Washington,
District of Columbia,
Columbia, five thousand
fire-proof rooms
number two hundred
hundred and five,
five, Rent
Rent of
of firefor rent
rent of
of fire-proof
rooms in building
building number
firepreservation of
New Jersey
Jersey avenue
avenue south,
south, for the
the safe-keeping
safe-keeping and preservation
ofrooms.
proof rooms.
finished weights,
weights, measures,
measures, balances,
balances, and
one thouthoufinished
and metric
metric standards,
standards, one
transportation, traveling
traveling Fuel,
Fuel, etc.
sand dollars; for fuel and lights, materials, transportation,
expenses of
of
and other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, six
six hundred
hundred dollars; for
for expenses
the attendance
attendance of the American
American member
member of the International
International CommitInternational
International
Committee
on
tee on Weights
Measures at the
the sexennial
i tt"
°n
Weights and Measures
sexennial general
general conference
conference pro- Comm
vided
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred Weights
Wreights andMeasand Momvided for in
in the
the convention
convention signed
signed May
May twentieth,
and seventy-five,
seventy-five, six hundred
hundred dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necessary;
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
necessary; in all, seven thousand
water for public
public buildings: For fuel, light, water, Fuel,
Fuel, etc.,
etc., for
for
Fuel, lights, and water
and
miscellaneous items
required by
public buildings.
buildings.
by the janitors
janitors and firemen
firemen in
in the public
and miscellaneous
items required
proper care of the buildings,
proper
buildings, furniture, and
and heating apparatus, such as
brooms, mops, brushes, buckets,
hatchets,
brooms,
buckets, wheelbarrows
wheelbarrows, shovels,
shovels saws, hatchets,
and hammers, for all public buildings
buildings under
under the control
control of the Treasury
Treasury
Department, four hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty thousand dollars.
Department,
For
collection of
of statistics
relative to
the annual
of Statistics
Statistics of
of proproFor the
the collection
statistics relative
to the
annual production
production of
the precious
precious metals in the United States, four
four thousand
eMas metals.
thousand nine hundred cious
and fifty dollars, to be expended
Director of
of
expended under the direction
direction of the
the Director
the Mint.
and
Furniture and repairs of furniture
furniture for public buildings:
buildings: For furniture Furniture,
Furniture, and
and
public buildings,
repairs of,
of, for
buildings, including
including repairs
for pubpuband repairs
repairs of furniture,
furniture, and carpets,
carpets, for all public
new
lo buildings
Tennessee, 0buildings.
Connecticut, Nashville,
Nashville, Tennessee,
at Hartford,
Hartford, Connecticut,
public buildings
buildings at
new public
and Utica, New York, under the control of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
hundred and fifty thousand
one hundred
thousand dollars.
custodians and janitors: For pay of custodians
custodians and janitors
janitors Pay of custooustoPay of custodians
for all
all public
control of
Treasury Department,
Department, diaus
(bans and
and janitors.
janitors.
of the
the Treasury
under the
the control
for
public buildings
buildings under
ninety thousand
thousand dollars.
and
sales, and
Vaults, safes, and locks for public buildings: For vaults, safes, and Vaults, safes,
repairs of the same, for all public buildings under
under the control locks.
leeks.
locks, and
and repairs
of the Treasury Department, sixty thousand dollars.
heating, ventilating,
ventilating, and Heating
Heating apparaapparabuildings: For heating,
Heating apparatus
apparatus for public buildings:
hoisting apparatus,
apparatus, and repairs of same, for all public buildings under
under tu-s
hoisting
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Treasury Department, one hundred
the control of the Treasury
Plans.
Plans for public buildings:
buildings: For photographing
photographing materials, and labor Plans.
buildings under the control
public buildings
control of the
for duplicating plans for all public
Treasury Department, one thousand five hundred dollars.
Suppressing
counterfeiting and
For expenses
expenses of deCounterfeiting.
de- Counterfeiting.
and similar
similar felonies:
felonies: For
Suppressing counterfeiting
tecting and bringing to trial and punishment persons
persons engaged
engaged in counnational-bank notes,
notes and other securiterfeiting Treasury
Treasury notes, bonds, national-bank
ties of the United States, as well as the coins of the
the United
United States, and
and
other felonies
felonies committed
committed against
against the laws of the United States relating
to the pay and bounty laws, and for no other purpose
purpose whatever, eighty
thousand dollars.
Compensation
compensation in
lieu of
moieties Compensation
conlponE!atIon iln
in
of moieties
in lieu
For compensation
in lieu
lieu of
of moieties:
moieties: For
Compensation in
tit
in certain
certain cases
under the
laws, thirty
thousand dollars.
dollars.moieties.
eii of
o moities.
lieu
thirty thousand
the customs-revenue
customs-revenue laws,
in
cases under
t.
,
agents at seal-fisheries
Salaries and traveling expenses of
of agents
seal-fisheries in Alaska: Agents
at sealFor
one agent,
agent, three
three thousand
thousand six
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars;
dollars; one
one assistassist- fisheres,
tisneries'
gtnits Alaska.
Ala
t1:t
six hundred
For one
ant agent, two thousand
hundred and twenty dollars;
thousand nine hundred
dollars; two assistant
assistant
dollars each; necessary
necessary
hundred and
and ninety
ninety dollars
agents, at
at two thousand
thousand one hundred
traveling expenses
in going
going to
to and
and returning
from Alaska,
at
traveling
expenses of
of agents
agents in
returning from
Alaska, at
six hundred dollars each per annum;
annum; in all, thirteen
thirteen thousand
thousand three
hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
To enable
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to use
revenue-steamers for
for Reveouf steamers,
steamers,
use revenue-steamers
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
To
the protection of the interests of the government
government on the seal-islands,
seal-islands, the
sea-otter-hunting
enforcement of
provisions of law
sea-otter-hunting grounds, and
and the enforcement
of the provisions
twenty-five thousand
in Alaska, twenty-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
t"8.
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Examination
Examination of rebel
rebel archives
archives and
and records
of captured
captured property:
property: To
records of
To
enable
enable the Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury to have the records
records of captured
captured
tured property.
and abandoned
abandoned property
property examined,
examined, and
furnished therefrom
therefrom,
and information
information furnished
for the use and protection
protection of
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
of the government,
government, five
Custodyoflands,
Custody
of lands,
Lands and other property of the
the United
States: For
For custody,
care,
United States:
custody, care
ete.,UnitedStates.
etc.,United
States. and protection
protection of lands and other property
property belonging
belonging to the United
United
States,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
States, five
five thousand
LibraryTreasury
For purchase
purchase of law-books
Library
Treasury
law-books and suitable
reference for
for the
the
suitable books of reference
Department.
library of the Treasury
Department.
Treasury Department,
Department, one thousand dollars.
dollars.
Statistics of re- Preparation
Statistics
Preparation of receipts,
receipts, expenditures,
expenditures, and
appropriations of
of the
the govgovand appropriations
ceipts,
expendioeipts, exp
endi- ernment:
ernment: To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to carry
carry out the
resothe
resotures, and approappropri at ion s of'
the lutions
of the
Senate of
of October
sixteenth, eighteen
hundred and
and seventyseventyprations
of the
lutions of
the Senate
October sixteenth,
eighteen hundred
United
States Gov- seven,
and January
January sixteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-nine, in
in
UnitedStatesGovseven, and
sixteenth, eighteen
and seventy-nine,
ernment.
preparing
publication consolidated
consolidated statements
statements of the appropriations
preparing for publication
appropriations
expenditures of the War
and expenditures
War Department
Department from March
March fourth,
fourth, seventeen
seventeen
hundred
eighty-nine, to June
hundred and eighty-nine,
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-six, and of the Indian
seventy-six,
Indian Department
Department from
sixteenth, sevenfrom July
July sixteenth,
seventeen hundred and ninety, to June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirtieth, eighteen
and
seventy-eight; and for the work,
seventy-eight;
work, in
the office
office of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
in the
pertaining generally
Treasury, pertaining
preparation for
publication of
of the
generally to the preparation
for publication
the
expenditures and appropriations
receipts and expenditures
appropriations of the government,
government, for the
the
use of Congress and the several
several departments,
departments, to be immediately
immediately availavailthousand dollars.
able, five thousand
dollars.
To enable
W. A. RichardRichardenable the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
W. A.
A. Richardson,
Richardson,
Treasury to pay
pay W.
son.
when the work shall have been completed,
completed, for preparing
8011,
preparing and
and editing a
a
188o,
1880, Res., 44.
44. supplement
supplement to the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes under joint resolution approved
approved
Ante,
:08.
June
seventh, eighteen
Ante, 308.
June seventh,
eighteen hundred and eighty, five thousand dollars.
Harbor,
pilot,
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to ascertain
Harbor, p
il ot y To enable the Secretary
report to
to
ascertain and report
arges
and other c
charges
Congress the harbor,
harbor, pilot, and other
other charges
charges to
to which
which American
American and
and
against. American .,.
anlstl'hreign
frlign vessels foreign
and
loreign vessels
vessels are
and the
taxation upon
upon shipare subject under
under State
State laws,
laws, and
the taxation
shipunder stl ate laws.
undei
laws, owners, one thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may
be necessary.
necessary.
may be
Inspectionofneat
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to procure information conInspection of neat
cult
le
export
ed ;cerning
make inspection
neat cattle
cattle shipped
any port
port in
in
ceart;ato
expooshid
cerning and
and to
to make
inspection of
of neat
shipped from
from any
certi heat° to shippers tha t cattle are the
United States to
foreign port,
port, so
so as
as to
to enable
enable him
him to
to cause
cause to
to
persihat
the United
to any foreign
fire
cattle certificates
free lirom
from pleuro- be issued to the shippers
shippers of such cattle
certificates showing in proper
proper
pnonlionia.
cases
pneumonia.
eases that such cattle are free from the disease known
known as pleuro-pneupleuropneumonia,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars,
monia, the sum of fifteen
dollars, or so much thereof
thereof as
as may
may
be necessary.
necessary.
Ainsworth R. To enable
Secretary of the Treasury
Ainsworth
enable the Secretary
Treasury to reimburse
reimburse Ainsworth
Ainsworth R.
R.
Spolort.
Spofford,
Spofford.
Spofford, Librarian
Librarian of Congress, the amount
amount stolen from his disbursing
disbursing
clerk on the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day of May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty,
and eighty,
two thousand six hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
National Board National Board
National
Board of Health:
Health: For salaries
salaries and expenses of the
National
the National
of Ilealth.
Board
of Health,
and to carry
purposes of the various acts
of Health.
Board of
Health, and
carry out the purposes
creating the National Board of Health,
Health, seventy-five
dollars,
seventy-five thousand dollars,
Proviso.
or so much thereof
thereof as is necessary:
Proviso,
necessary: Provided,
Provided, That
That fifty thousand doldol1879, ch. 11.
11.
lars of the appropriation
1879,
appropriation made
made by act
act of June
June second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
Ante, 7.
and
entitled "An
"An act to prevent
Ante, 7.
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, entitled
prevent the introduction
introduction of contagious
tagious or infectious
infectious diseases
diseases into the United States",
States", shall be applied
applied
to the same purposes;
purposes; and no more money shall
shall be expended
expended for
for the
the
above purposes
appropriations heretofore
purposes out of any appropriations
heretofore made
made or by virtue
virtue
of any previous
previous law.
Local quaran- For
or aid to local q
quarantine
uarantine stations and for aid to local
local and
and State
State
tine
tine stations
staHons and boards of health, to be used in case of epidemic, one
one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand
State
health. boards of dollars:
dollars: Provided,
That fifty
thousand dollars
the appropriation
appropriation
health.
Provided, That
fifty, thousand
dollars of
of the
Proviso.
Proviso,
made by act of June
June second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
entiseventy-nine, entitied
prevent the introduction
introduction of contagious
1879, ch. 1.
11.
tled "An act to prevent
contagious or infectious
infectious
Ante,
7.
diseases into the
States", shall
Ante, 7.
diseases into
the United
United States"
shall be applied to the same
same purposes,
purposes,
and
expended for the above service
service for the fiscal year
and no money shall be expended
year
eighteen hundred and eighty-one other than that specifically
specifically approappropriated by
act approved
priated
by the
the act
approved June
June sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Rebel

archives

and records
records of
and
of captured property.
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eighty, making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for sundry
civil expenses
the governgoverneighty,
sundry civil
expenses of
of the
ment.
North
Smithsonian Institution:
Institution: For
For the
the purpur- North American
North American
American ethnology,
ethnology, Smithsonian
American
ethnology.
pose
ethnological researches
North American
American ethnology.
researches among
among the North
pose of
of continuing
continuing ethnological
Indians, under
under the
the direction
direction of
secretary of
of the
Smithsonian InstiInstiIndians,
of the
the secretary
the Smithsonian
tution,
dollars; five
thousand dollars
tution, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars;
five thousand
dollars of
of which
which
shall
be expended
archmological investigations
relating
investigations relating
shall be
expended in
in continuing
continuing archaeological
to
mounds, and
and be available
to mound-builders
mound-builders and prehistoric
prehistoric mounds,
available immediately.
ARREARS
OF PAY
PAY AND
ARREARS OF
AND BOUNTY.
BOUNTY.

claims for arrears
arrears of pay
view to
to the
the prompt
prompt payment of claims
That with aa view
and bounty due to officers and enlisted men
men of the regular
regular and volunteer forces, and their heirs and legal representatives,
representatives, there shall be, and
hereby is,
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand doldolhereby
is, appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of two
two hundred
hundred and
followlars, or so much as may be required to pay said claims, under the followheads of appropriations:
year volunteers",
volunteers",
ing heads
appropriations: "Pay
"Pay of two and three year
"Bounty
volunteers and
widows and legal
heirs", and
and their widows
legal heirs",
and "Pay,
"Bounty to
to volunteers
and
Provided, however, That the Secretary
Secretary of
Army": Provided,
and so forth,
forth, of the Army":
Congress, at
commencement of each
each
the Treasury shall report
report to
to Congress,
at the
the commencement
regular session, the amount
amount that has been
been paid out under this provision
provision
regular
preceding fiscal year.
during the preceding

Pay
Pay and bounty
due officers and
and
dmen,
e officers
regular ani
forcea,
vlntreeur
volunteer
forces,
heirs and legal reprepheirsand
resentatives.
resentatives.

Proviso.
Proviso.

UNDER THE WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
UNDER
ARMORIES
ARSENALS.
ARMORIES AND
AND ARSENALS.

Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island,
Island, Illinois: For continuation
continuation of shop Rook
Rock Island Arsenal.
wood-working and leather-working
leather-working shop for the arsenal,
arsenal, seventy- "nalI, a
a wood-working
five thousand
thousand dollars.
For shop H, an iron-finishing shop for the armory, fifty-five thousand
thousand
dollars.
For shop K, the last of the armory shops, twenty thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand dollars.
For machinery and shop-fixtures,
shop-fixtures, fifteen
building new
For general care, preservation, and improvement:
improvement: For building
preservation of the water-power;
roads; care and preservation
water-power; painting and care
preservation of permanent
permanent buildings and bridges and shores
shores of the
and preservation
island; building fences and grading
grading grounds;
grounds; and repairs
exrepairs of and extension of railroad,
railroad, twelve thousand dollars.
For
water-power pool, fifty thouFor continuing
continuing the improvement of the water-power
sand dollars.
For
Island Bridge, and expense of Rock Island
of the Rock Island
preservation of
For care
care and preservation
maintaining
operating the draw, nine thousand
thousand dollars; for pro- bridge.
bridge.
maintaining and operating
bridge by sheerbooms,
sheerbooms, six hundred
hundred dollars; in all, nine
nine
tecting piers of bridge
thousand
thousand six hundred dollars.
Benicia Arsenal.
Arsenal at
build machine
machine and
Arsenal.
armorer's shop, Benicia
and armorer's
at Benicia,
Benicia, California:
California: To build
Arsenal
and
carpenter's and blacksmith's shops, fifty thousand
and for
for rebuilding the carpenter's
dollars.
For
timber-shed, two thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
For one timber-shed,
For
repairs on wharf, two thousand dollars.
continuing repairs
For continuing
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For building freight-house,
freight-house, one thousand
For
boring the artesian
artesian water is proif artesian
artesian well, or, if
continuing boring
For continuing
turbine-wheel, to be
permanent iron pipe and turbine-wheel,
cured, for putting down permanent
run
by flow
flow of
of water,
to pump
water to
reservoir, five
five thousand
thousand doldolto reservoir,
pump up
up water
water, to
run by
lars.
lars.
Armory at
at Springfield,
Springfield, Massachusetts:
repairs and
preservation Springfield
Springfield ArArand preservation
For repairs
Massachusetts: For
Armory
mory.
manufacturing purof
machinery not used for manufacturing
pur -mory.
of grounds, buildings, and machinery
poses, fifteen thousand dollars.
Srrepairs of smaller arsenals, and to meet such Repairs
Repairs at arRepairs of arsenals: For repairs
unforeseen expenditures
arsenals as
contingencies senals.
senale.
or other contingencies
as accident
accident or
expenditures at
at arsenals
unforeseen
during the
year may
thousand dollars.
dollars.
forty thousand
render necessary,
necessary, forty
may render
during
the year
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AND GROITNDS
IN AND
AROUND WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON AND
AND
GROUNDS IN
AND AROUND
AND THE
THE
EXECUTIVE
MANSION.
EXECUTIVE MANSION.

Improvement Improvement
Improvement
Improvement and care of public
grounds: For
For filling
in and
improving
public grounds:
filling in
and improving
and care of public grounds
grounds south of Executive
Executive Mansion,
Mansion, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
grounds.
For ordinary care of greenhouses
greenhouses and the nursery, one thousand
grounds.
thousand five
five
hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
Lafayette Square,
Square, one
thousand dollars.
For ordinary
ordinary care
care of
of Lafayette
one thousand
dollars.
For care and improvement
improvement of reservation
reservation number
number three
three (Monument
(Monument
Grounds), one
Grounds),
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For construction
five hundred
construction and
and repair of iron fences,
fences, five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
manure, and
hauling the
the same,
same, four
four thousand
For manure,
and hauling
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For painting iron fences, vases, lamps,
thousand
lamps, and lamp-posts,
lamp-posts, one
one thousand
five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For purchase
purchase and repair of seats, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For purchase
purchase and repair of
dollars.
of tools,
tools, five
five hundred dollars.
For trees, tree-stakes,
tree-stakes, lime, whitewashing, and
stock for
nursery, three
three
and stock
for nursery,
thousand dollars.
For removing
removing snow
snow and
ice, one
thousand dollars.
and ice,
one thousand
dollars.
For flower-pots,
flower-pots, twine, baskets, and lycopodium,
thousand dollars.
lycopodium, one thousand
dollars.
For care and construction
construction and repair
repair of fountains
fountains in
the public
public
in the
grounds, one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For abating
abating nuisances,
nuisances, five hundred
hundred dollars.
For improving various
various reservations,
reservations, twelve
thousand dollars
dollars
twelve thousand
For ordinary
ordinary care of Smithsonian Grounds, two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For asphaltum
asphaltum foot-walks through Smithsonian
Smithsonian Grounds
Grounds from
from Seventh
Seventh
to Twelfth streets, one thousand five hundred dollars.
Executive Man- Executive Mansion: For care of and repairs
Executive
repairs to
Executive Manto the Executive
Mansion.
sion, and for furniture, thirty thousand dollars; for constructing
sion.
constructing elevator
elevator
Mansion, two thousand
in the Executive
Executive Mansion,
thousand dollars, to be available
available immeimmediately; fuel for the Executive
Executive Mansion and the greenhouses,
greenhouses, two
two thounecessary repairs of
sand dollars; care and necessary
greenhouses, five
thouof the
the greenhouses,
five thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; in all, thirty-nine
thirty-nine thousand five
five hundred
hundred
dollars.
Lights, etc.
Lighting the Executive Mansion and
grounds: For
pay
and public
public grounds:
For gas,
gas, pay
of lamp-lighters,
lamp-lighters, gas-fitters,
gas-fitters, plumbers, plumbing,
plumbing, lamp-posts, matches,
matches,
and repairs of all kinds; fuel for office,
lodges, and
office, for the watchmen's
watchmen's lodges,
and
Proviso.
for the green-houses
Proviso.
green-houses in the nursery, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided,
That for each burner
burner not connected
connected with a
the
a meter in
in the lamps
lamps on
on the
public grounds
grounds no more
more than twenty-five
twenty-five dollars shall be
be paid
per lamp
lamp
paid per
for gas, including
including lighting, cleaning, and keeping in repair
repair the lamps,
lamps,
under any expenditure
expenditure provided for in this act; and in case a
contract
a contract
cannot be made at that rate the engineer in charge is hereby authorauthorized to substitute other illuminating
illuminating material
material in the lamps on the pubpublic grounds, and to use so much of the sum hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated as may
he
be necessary
necessary for that purpose.
purpose.
Water
Repair
Water pipes, etc.
Repair of water-pipes and fire-plugs: For repairing
repairing and
and extending
extending
water-pipes, purchase
purchase of apparatus
apparatus to clean them, and for cleaning the
springs and repairing and renewing
renewing the pipes of the same that supply
the Capitol,
Capitol the Executive
Executive Mansion,
Mansion, and the building for the State, War,
and Navy Departments
Departments, two thousand five hundred dollars.
Telegraph.
Telegraph
departments and the GovTelegraph.
Telegraph to connect
connect the Capitol with the departments
ernment
ernment Printing Office: For repair and care of the same, one thousand
dollars.
n i 1i n g for
B
Building
Building for State, War, and Navy Departments: For continuing
continuing the
the
StNvy, , wa.
Stale
w
)al
and
construction
the
to
inside
iron-work.
plumbing
at
construction
of
the
building;
cover
inside
iron-work;
plumbing and
and
Navy
I epa t
mNavyt
)
Wing.
gas-fitting; granite stairs; heating
heating apparatus;
apparatus •plastering
plastering and
and stuccostuccoL.
gas-ftting;
work; materials for appr
approaches;
oaches; l
um ber for doors,
and flooring;
lumber
doors, sash,
sash, and
flooring;
labor and contingencies,
contingencies, four
f
our h
un d
re d and
an d fift
y t
housan d d
oll ars.
hundred
fifty
thousand
dollars.
Washin gton
Continuation
Washington Monument:
Washington
Continuation of the Washington
Monument: Earth embankments,
Monument.
marble,
iron frame-work,
frame-work, machinery,
Monument.
marble, granite,
granite, iron
machinery, tools, labor, and office expenses, one hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
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MISCELLANEOUS
OBJECTS UNDER
UNDER WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS
SIGNAL
SERVICE.
SIGNAL SERVICE.

Signal
Service.
Signal Service.

Observation and
and report
of storms:
For the
expenses of
of the observaObservation and
observa- Observation
the expenses
storms: For
report of
Observation
tion
report of
of storms
benefit of corncorn- report of storms,
the benefit
for the
signal for
and signal
telegraph and
by telegraph
storms by
and report
tion and
merce
throughout the
the United
United States; for manufacture,of.expenses of.
agriculture throughout
and agriculture
merce and
purchase,
and repair
repair of
necessary instruments;
instruments;
meteorological and other necessary
of meteorological
purchase, and
for
telegraphing reports;
expenses of storm-signals
announcing the
storm-signals announcing
for expenses
reports; for
for telegraphing
probable
and force
of storms;
storms; for
continuing the establishfor continuing
force of
approach and
probable approach
ment
and connection
at life-saving
and light-houses;
light-houses;
life-saving stations and
stations at
of stations
connection of
ment and
for
hire, of
and expenses
expenses of offices
offices
furniture, and
of furniture,
for hire,
instrument-shelters; for
for instrument-shelters;
maintained for
for public
use in
in cities
reports; for river
river
receiving reports;
and ports
ports receiving
cities and
public use
maintained
reports;
for maps
maps and bulletins to be displayed in chambers of comreports; for
merce and
and for distribution; for books, perooms, and
trade rooms,
boards of trade
and boards
merce
riodicals, newspapers,
stationery; and
incidental expenses not
for incidental
and for
and stationery;
newspapers, and
riodicals,
otherwise provided
hundred and
seventy-five thousand doland seventy-five
three hundred
for, three
provided for,
otherwise
lars.
teleConstruction,
and repair
repair of
telegraph lines: Military talemilitary telegraph
of military
maintenance, and
Construction, maintenance,
For the
the construction
the construction,
construction, maintenance,
andd graph lines.
maintenance, an
continuing the
and continuing
construction and
For
use of
telegraph lines on the Indian and Mexican frontiers and
and
military telegraph
of military
use
in the
Northwest, and for
connection of military posts and stations,
the connection
for the
in
the Northwest,
and for
the better
immigration and the frontier
frontier settlements
of immigration
protection of
better protection
for the
and
from depredations,
especially in
the States
States of Texas and Nevada and the
in the
depredations, especially
from
Territories of
New Mexico, Arizona, Dakota, Washington, Montana,
of New
Territories
Idaho,
Wyoming, and
Indian Territory,
Territory, seventy-five thousand dollars.
and Indian
Idaho, Wyoming,
National cemeteries:
maintaining and
National cemenational ceme- National
improving national
and improving
For maintaining
cemeteries: For
National
teries, one
teri
es.
teries.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
one hundred
teries,
For continuing
continuing the
improvement of
the national
cemetery near
near ChatChat- Chattanooga.
national cemetery
of the
the improvement
For
tanooga,
Tennessee, by
by constructing
highway from said
public highway
or public
constructing aaroad or
tanooga, Tennessee,
cemetery
to the
the city
thousand dollars.
Chattanooga, five thousand
of Chattanooga,
city of
cemetery to
For pay
pay of
of seventy-two
fifty- Pay of superinnational cemeteries, fiftyof national
superintendents of
seventy-two superintendents
For
tendents.
nine
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
twenty dollars.
dollars.tendents.
and twenty
nine thousand
Survey
of northern
northwestern lakes:
lakes: For
water-level obserobser- Survey of northFor water-level
and northwestern
northern and
Survey of
vations
reductions, comparisons
comparisons of
of base
base apparatus
em and
northwesternanorthwestapparatus ern
standards of
of standards
and reductions,
vations and
laiKes.
and reductions,
reductions, printing
printing and
and issuing
charts for
for use
navigators, comof navigators,
use of
issuing charts
and
mispletion
of publication
of final
clerk-hire, fuel, and misreport, office-rent, clerk-hire,
final report,
publication of
pletion of
cellaneous,
eighteen thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; and
not
balance, not
unexpended balance,
the unexpended
and the
cellaneous, eighteen
exceeding
dollars, of
appropriation for survey of
the appropriation
of the
thousand dollars,
eight thousand
exceeding eight
northern
and northwestern
year eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
lakes for
northwestern lakes
northern and
and
eighty-one is
is hereby
reappropriated and
and made available for the
hereby reappropriated
and eighty-one
same purpose.
of
Publication
of the
Official Records
the War
War of
of the
Rebellion: For Publication of
the Rebellion:
of the
Records of
the Official
Publication of
compensation
employees, thirty-four
Reco Rebelrds
eifof
thirty-four WOffiarcioal
Official
of temporary
temporary clerks and other employees,
compensation of
the
War of Records
thousand
six hundred
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
lion.
hundred and
thousand six
connection
For rent
expenses in connection
traveling expenses
offices; for traveling
necessary offices;
of necessary
rent of
For
with
of Confederate
placed by
loan at
at the
the
or loan
by gift
gift or
records placed
Confederate records
collection of
the collection
with the
disposal
of the
for fuel,
lights, stationery,
other
stationery, and all other
fuel, lights,
government; for
the government;
disposal of
similar
thousand eight hundred and ten dollars.
five thousand
necessaries, five
similar necessaries,
For continuing
the preparation
preparation of
of the
the official
official recrecof the
publication of
the publication
continuing the
For
ords,
indexing and
and proofreading,
printing and
under diand binding, under
and printing
proof-reading, and
ords, indexing
rection
of the
Secretary of
ten thousand
thousand copies
copies of
of a
acompilation
compilation
of ten
War, of
of War,
the Secretary
rection of
of
records, Union
Confederate, of
war of
of the
the rebelrebelof the
the official
official records,
Union and
and Confederate,
of the
the war
h. 235
lion.
so
far
as
the
same
may
be
ready
for
publication
during
fiscal
269.235.
Ante, ch.
fiscal 1880,
the
during
for
publication
ready
be
same
may
the
lion. so far as
year,
the act
act approved
sixteenth, Ante, 269.
June sixteenth,
approved June
in the
as provided
provided in
distributed as
to be
be distributed
year, to
eighteen
hundred and
and eighty,
eighty, forty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
con
forty thousand
eighteen hundred
Expenses of
of military
military convicts:
For payment
costs and
and charges
of vilitary
.01811. itary con
o charges of
of costs
payment of
convicts: For

Expenses
maintenance,,and
State penitentiaries
and medical vl
penitentiaries for the care, clothing, maintenance
State
attendance
of United
United States
States military
military convicts
convicts confined
in them,
sixteen
them, sixteen
confined in
attendance of
thousand
rtiller School
thousand dollars.
United States
Virginia: To
To propro- Fortress Monroe.
Monroe, Virginia:
at Fortress
Fortress Monroe,
School at
Artillery School
States Artillery
United
vide
text-books, drawing
material necessary
necessary FortrteilsiserZ School,
and material
models, and
materials, models,
drawing materials,
for text-books,
vide for
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in the science of engineering
engineering and of
artillery, stationery,
stationery, and
and miscella,
miscella
of artillery,
neous
necessaries for
for the
the use
of the
school, five
five thousand
dollars.
neous necessaries
use of
the school,
thousand dollars.
Military
Military prison,
at Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas: For
For subsub.
Support of military
military prison at
Leavenworth, Kansas:
FortLeavenworth.
FortLeavenworth. sistence stores for three hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five prisoners, twenty
Itblns.
thousand five hundred
hundred and thirty-one dollars and
thousand
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
For one thousand eight
for illuminating
illuminating pureight hundred
hundred gallons
gallons lard-oil,
lard-oil, for
purposes; one hundred
for lamps
lamps and
and lanterns
lanterns
hundred pounds
pounds of
of wicking,
wicking, and
and for
(one hundred dollars), one
one thousand
thousand three
and ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.
three hundred
hundred and
and excessive
excessive hard
hard labor,
labor,
For tobacco for issue
issue to prisoners on
on special
special and
four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars. For hay for prisoners'
prisoners' bedding, three
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
three hundred
dollars.
For one thousand five hundred
hundred cords hard
hard wood,
wood, for making
making steam
steam
for heating and cooking
cooking purposes
purposes and running
running machinery,
nine thousand
thousand
machinery, nine
three hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
For hose for fire-engine
fire-engine and water-tanks;
water-tanks; for belting, machine-oil,
and
machine-oil, and
cotton-waste; and for extension
extension and
steam circulation,
circulation, one
and repair
repair of steam
one
thousand two hundred
thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
heated by
steam, one
one hun.
hunFor stoves, and stove-pipe, in buildings
buildings not
not heated
by steam,
dred dollars.
For stationery
stationery and blank books for offices of governor, adjutant, and
and
quartermaster, four hundred dollars.
quartermaster,
For material
material for three hundred suits citizen's
citizen's clothing, three
hundred
three hundred
citizen's hats, and for donations
donations of five dollars
dollars each to three hundred
hundred prispristhousand six hundred
oners on discharge, two thousand
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
For two hundred straw hats, and for materials for prisoners' clothing
clothing
in summer
summer,, one thousand
thousand and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
For medical supplies, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For twenty thousand
thousand paving-bricks,
paving-bricks, for lining cisterns and
and repaving
repaving
walks, and for stone
stone coping for prison-wall, two thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred
dollars.
For tools and
and materials in shops: For carpenter's, one
one thousand
thousand doldollars; for farrier's and blacksmith's, six hundred
hundred dollars;
painter's,
dollars; for
for painter's,
five hundred
hundred dollars; for timer's,
hundred dollars,
dollars, for
for harness,
harness 'one
one
tinner's, one hundred
hundred dollars;
for tailor's,
tailor's, one
one h
un d
re d dollars;
doll ars 5 f
or shoe,
shoe ,
one hunhunhundred
dollars; for
hundred
for
one
dred dollars; for wheelwright's,
wheelwright's, one
fifty dollars;
dollars; in
in
one hundred
hundred and fifty
laundry, one hundred
hundred and fifty dollars;
and scrub-brushes,
scrub-brushes,
dollars; for brooms
brooms and
miscellaneous stores, drainage
two hundred dollars; for miscellaneous
and
drainage of grounds, and
disinfectants, one thousand dollars; in all,
all, four
dollars.
four thousand
thousand dollars.
For expenses in pursuit of and for apprehension
apprehension and delivery
delivery of esescaped prisoners, two hundred
hundred and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
For pay of two clerks, one in office of governor
governor and
offiand disbursing
disbursing officer, at one hundred and fifty dollars
dollars per month, and one in office of prison
prison
hundred and
dollars and
sixty-six cents
cents
quartermaster, at
at one
one hundred
and sixteen
sixteen dollars
and sixty-six
per month; two night watchmen,
watchmen, at thirty
thirty dollars each per month,
month, guardproperty adjacent
ing grounds and
and property
adjacent to prison;
prison; and
and five teamsters,
teamsters, at
at
thirty dollars per month each, driving
driving prison teams; in all, five
five thousand
thousand
seven hundred
hundred and nineteen dollars
dollars and
and ninety-two
ninety-two cents.
cents.
For extra-duty
extra-duty pay to eight members
members of the prison-guard,
charge
prison-guard, in
in charge
of working parties, and to one as clerk in office of prison
prison adjutant,
adjutant, at
ten dollars and fifty cents per month,
month, seven hundred
ten dollars.
hundred and
and ten
dollars.
Hire of foremen: For one carpenter, one blacksmith,
blacksmith, one engineer
engineer in
in
stationary engine and
charge of stationary
and steam-heating
steam-heating apparatus,
apparatus, one engineer
engineer
in charge of portable
machinery in shops, one quarryman,
portable engine
engine and machinery
quarryman,
and one stone-mason (six in all), at one hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per month each,
each,
seven thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
For construction and repair
repair of prison buildings, four
four thousand
thousand dollars; in all, sixty-two thousand four hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one
sixty-one dollars
dollars and
and
seventeen cents.
seventeen
Transient . paupan - Support of transient paupers:
paupers: For
care, support, and
treatFor care,
and medical
medical treatpere,
washington ment
medical and
and surgical
surgical patients,
patients, in
in
eity. Wasiton
ment of
of seventy-five
seventy-five transient
transient paupers
paupers, medical
city.
the cityof
Washington, under a
a contract
contract to be made with such
city of Washington,
such institution
Surgeon-General of the Army may select,
as the Surgeon-General
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
select, fifteen
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Artificial limbs:
For furnishing
furnishing artificial
artificial limbs
limbs and
and appliances,
appliances, or
Artificial limbs.
orlimbs.
limbs: For
Artificial
commutation therefor,
and transportation,
one hundred
seventy-five
and seventy-five
hundred and
transportation, one
therefor, and
commutation
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Appliances
disabled soldiers:
soldiers: For
surgical appliances
Surgical upplitippliappliances Surgical
providing surgical
For providing
for disabled
Appliances for
for
persons
disabled
in
the
military
or
naval
service
of
the
United
States,
mem
ances.
States,
United
of
the
service
naval
or
for persons disabled in the military
not
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
for, three
provided for,
otherwise provided
not otherwise
That
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
be, and
he is
authorized Free
Free transportais hereby,
hereby, authorized
be,
and he
Treasury
of
the
Secretary
the
That
and directed
directed to
transport free
free of
charge silver
coin when
when requested
coin
requested to tion of silver coin.
silver coin
of charge
to transport
and
do so:
Provided, That
equal amount
currency shall have Proviso.
or currency
coin or
amount in coin
an equal
That an
so: Provided,
do
been deposited
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury by
the applicant
toiplicant or
and that
that
applicants; and
or applicants;
by the
been
there is
hereby appropriated
dollars, or
thereof
or so
so much thereof
thousand dollars,
twenty thousand
appropriated twenty
is hereby
there
as may
may be
necessary, for
for that
that purpose,
available
be available
that the same be
and that
purpose, and
be necessary,
as
from and
after the
act.
this act.
of this
passage of
the passage
and after
from
Support
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, current
current ex- National Home
Disabled Volunteer
for Disabled
Home for
National Home
of National
Support of
penses, including
including construction
construction and
repairs: For
the Central
Branch, for for Disabled VolCentral Branch,
For the
and repairs:
penses,
the
Eastern Branch,
Branch, for
for the
Northwestern Branch,
Branch, for
Southern unGeteeral George
for the Southern
the Northwestern
the Eastern
apMcCiellan
Branch,
out-door relief and incidental
incidental expenses, nine hundred B.
B. Mcaella
c4
„
6" Zfor out-door
and for
Branch, and
and
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
That the
the Secretary
of War
War be
be pointed
amanagrr.
pointedanmauagtr.
Secretary of
Provided, That
fifty thousand
and fifty
Dis- proriso.
directed
to turn
to the
managers of
of the National
National Home for DisProri").
the managers
over to
turn over
directed to
abled
Volunteer Soldiers all the old clothing
clothing now held for issue to the
abled Volunteer
National
Home. Said
Said managers
are authorized
authorized to
to estimate
estimate for building Building for inmanagers are
National Home.
and maintenance
maintenance at
Central Branch
building or
or buildings for sane.
of a
a building
Branch of
the Central
at the
and
the
and proper
proper keeping
of the
the insane.
insane. And
And General
of
Love, of
John Love,
General John
keeping of
safe and
the safe
managers of said homes, having died,
the State
State of
Indiana one of the managers
of Indiana,
the
General George
McClellan, of the State of New Jersey, is hereby
B. McClellan,
George B.
General
appointed to
to fill the vacancy for the unexpired term.
appointed
Road
from Fort
cemetery, Kansas:
Kansas: For comple- Road from Fort
the national cemetery,
Scott to the
Fort Scott
Road from
tion of
of roadway
to the
the national
national cemetery
near Scott
to cemetery,
Scoat
cemetery near
Kansas, to
Scott, Kansas,
Fort Scott,
from Fort
roadway from
tion
Kansas.
that
five thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.ans
dollars.
thousand five
that city,
city, five
Road
Mississippi, to
to the
cemetery: For RoadfromVicksRoad from Vicksnational cemetery:
the national
Vicksburg, Mississippi,
from Vicksburg,
Road from
burg to national
ntional
bget
thenational
completion of
from Vicksburg, Mississippi, to the
national cemeceme - cemetery.
roadway fromVicksburg,
of roadway
completion
cem
tery
ten thousand dollars.
tery near that city, ten
to
Carriage-way
For
to
street in the city Carriage-way
Market street
New Market
from New
carriage-way from
a carriage-way
constructing a
For constructing
de p ot,
of Jeffersonville,
Jeffersonville Indiana,
to the
United States
military depot in said military
States military
the United
Indiana, to
of
Jefferson
. videpot,
l
l
e, Indiana.
city,
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of War, four thousand dollars.diana
under the direction
city, under
For
transportation
of
reports
and
maps
to
foreign
countries
through
Transportation
of
Transportationof
through
countries
to
foreign
maps
and
of
reports
For transportation
the
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
foreign
reports
countries
in aps to
countries
foreign and
Institution, five
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
through
Smithsothrough SmithsoInstitution.
nian Institution.

Printing
the Surgeon-General's
Surgeon-General's Office:
of LiLiCatalogue of
Office: Catalogue
of the
Library of
the Library
of the
Catalogue of
Printing Catalogue
office.o
For
printing and
and binding
volume of the
Catalogue of the Gneral's
brary
of Surgeonthe Catalogue
third volume
the third
binding the
General's
office.
For printing
Library
Office, ten thousand dollars.
Mississippi RivSurgeon-General's Office,
of the
the Surgeon-General's
Library of
Mississippi River
For salaries
salaries and traveling
traveling expenses of er Commission.
Commission: For
River Commission:
Mississippi
continuation
reduction of work; for continuation
Commission, office expenses
expenses, and reduction
Commission,
of Mississippi
of
Mississippi River
River and its tributaries; for
and gaugings of
surveys and
of surveys
permanent
borings; for
for publication
publication of maps and
and borings;
gauge-stations and
permanent gauge-stations
results,
thousand dollars.
results, one hundred and fifty thousand
Observation and
For continuing
obserScientific . obserthe Scientific
continuing the
Seas: For
Arctic Seas:
the Arctic
in the
exploration in
and exploration
Observation
Ladry
ation in eplor
work
observation and exploration
exploration on or near the shores
shores of vaattn"ind
Lady
of scientific observation
work of
Franklin
Lady Franklin
transportation of men and supplies to said Fran
klin Bay.
Bay.
Franklin Bay, and for transportation
Lady
location
and return,
return, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
location and
To complete
complete the
the construction
construction of
Maginnis, near
the Musselshell
Musselshell Fort Maginnis
Maginnis.
near the
Fort Maginnis,
of Fort
To
River, in
in the
the Territory
of Montana,
Montana fifty-five
thousand seven hundred
fifty-five thousand
Territory of
River,
and five dollars and eighty-four cents.
For
of the
the United
United States
Sandy Hook, New Wharf at Sandy
at Sandy
States wharf at
extension of
the extension
For the
Jersey, five
Hook.
inort
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Jersey,
Assina
rt AsainaMontana, Fort
For
the completion
completion of
of Fort
Fort Assinaboine,
Territory of Montana,
Assinaboine, in the Territory
For the
forty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
boine.n Ant
forty-five
For
including officers'
quarters, San
Antonio,
Sn Antono,
officers' quarters,
buildings, including
necessary buildings,
of necessary
completion of
the completion
For the
for the
the headquarters
headquarters of
of the
the military
of Texas,
at San
dep artmnt Texas.
An- military
San AnTexas, at
department of
military department
for
tonio,
Texas, fifty
dollars.
meat, Texas.
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
tonio, Texas,
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For
permanent barracks
officers' quarters
quarters at
at Fort
Fort
of permanent
barracks and
and officers'
For the
the erection
erection of
Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, according
according to plans to be adopted by the Secretary
Secretary
of
War, thirty
thirty thousand dollars.
of War,
For
expenses of
surveys to
peninsula of
Surveys of MaryMaryFor the expenses
of the
the surveys
to be made across the
the peninsula
Surveysof
land and Delaware
land
Delaware Maryland
Delaware
Maryland and Delaware to connect by canal the waters of the Delaware
peninsula.
peninsula.
Chesapeake Bays, under
Secretary of War, ten
and Chesapeake
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For
purchase of
of a
asuitable
suitable site
site in
city of
Site for building
building
the
of Washington
Washington for the
in the
the city
For the
the purchase
for
Pension Bufor Pension
Bu- erection of a
abrick and metal fire-proof
fire-proof building to be used and occupied
occupied
rea,u.
reau.
by the Pension Bureau, the building to be erected
erected in accordance
accordance with
plans approved
approved by
the Inteby the
the Secretary
Secretary of War and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
plans
rior, under
under flip
of the
the Quartermaster-General
of the
the United
Quartermaster-General of
United
rior,
the supervision
supervision of
States
Army, the
the site
shall be
selected by
by him,
him, subject
subject to the
be selected
for which
which shall
site for
States Army,
approval of
of the
both as
location and-price,
and price, and
and
as to
to location
aforesaid, both
the Secretaries
Secretaries aforesaid,
approval
approved by the Attorney-General
of the
Attorney-General of
the title to the land
land to be approved
United States,
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
two hundred and fifty
United
States, two
Fort LeavenL eav en-

worth.
worth.

UNDER THE NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Navy-yards,
etc.
Navy-yards, etc.

NAVY-YARDS AND STATIONS.
STATIONS.
NAVY-YARDS

Navy-yard, Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire:
water-works, five
Hampshire: For water-works,
Navy-yard,
thousand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
Navy-yard, Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts:
For repairing
repairing rope-walk, twenty
Navy-yard,
Massachusetts: For
thousand dollars, to
immediately available.
available.
to be
be immediately
thousand
Norfolk.
Norfolk.
Navy-yard,
Norfolk, Virginia: For two cisterns
cisterns,2five
Navy-3 ard, Norfolk,
five thousand dollars.
Mare Island.
Island.
Mars
Navy-yard,
Navy-yard, Mare
Mare Island,
Island, California:
California: For continuation
continuation of stone drydock, two hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Pensacola.
Pensacola.
Navy-yard, Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida: To continue the improvement of the
recommendation of the
Pensacola
accordance with the recommendation
Pensacola Navy Yard in accordance
Secretary of the Navy, seventy-five
thousand dollars.
Secretary
seventy-five thousand
Repairs and
presRepairs and preservation
navy-yards and stations,
navy-yards: For navy-yards
preservation at navy-yards:
Repairs
and preservation.
ervation.
three hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Marine Barracks,
To complete the construction
construction and repair of the Marine Barracks
Barracks at
Washington City.
Washington
City. Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, one thousand dollars.
Tombstones
naTo
enable the
constructed and
and
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to cause to be constructed
To enable
Tombstones, haunmarked graves of persons interred in the naval
val cemetery,
cemetery, Phil- placed over the unmarked
naval cemeadelphia.
tery at Philadelphia
adelphia.
Philadelphia suitable
suitable headstones,
headstones, four hundred
hundred and forty-five
forty-five
dollars.
Naval stations To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to establish at the Isthmus of
of
and] eoal
coal depots
at
and
defp oPtsan
at Panama naval stations and depots of coal for the supply of steamships
Isi Mous oexpenditure as
Of war, two hundred thousand dollars to be available
available for expenditure
of Pan- of
Isiius
ania.
soon
s0011 as suitable
suitable arrangements
arrangements can be made to the proposed end.
Cemeteries
Secretary of the Navy
preserve cemeCeineteries in
To enable
enable the Secretary
Navy to protect
protect and preserve
forlign
i countries.
ountries. teries in foreign countries used for the most part for the burial of citiforeign
government, three thousand dollars, or so much thereof as
zens of this government,
may be necessary.
Dispatch of vesTo enable the Secretary of the Navy to immediately
immediately charter or purse] to search for chase, equip, and supply avessel for the prosecution
prosecution of a
a search for the
forichase, equip, and supply a vessel
Arettoicserh
exploring
steam
erJeannette. steamer
steamer Jeannette
Jeannette of
of the
the Arctic
Arctic exploring
expedition (which the Secreexploring expedition
steamer.leannette.
authorized to undertake),
undertake), and
tary of the Navy is hereby authorized
and such other
vessels as may be found to need assistance during
during said cruise, one hunProviso.
Proviso.
dred and seventy-five thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That said vessel
vessel
shall be wholly manned by volunteers from the Navy.
Naval Academy, Armory,
Armory, Naval
Naval Academy:
erection of an armory for the safe
Academy: For the erection
armory.
armory,
keeping and preservation
preservation of arms, equipments, and ammunition, in lieu
of the present
present wooden
wooden building, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Repairs of buildRepairs of
of building,
Academy: For
For the
the necessary
necessary alterations
alterations
Repairs
building, Naval
Naval Academy:
ing.
and repairs of the building of the department
mg.
department of steam-engineering,
steam-engineering,
three thousand six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
construction of
Barracks and
Barracks
quarters at the Naval Academy:
Academy: For construction
Barrocks and quarters
Barracks
quarters.
qrters.
suitable barracks
barracks and quarters for the officers and enlisted men of the
Marine Corps, forty thousand dollars.

Portsmouth,
Portsmouth,
-.
N. II.
Boston.
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UNDER THE DEPARTMENT
UNDER
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.
Casual repairs, Interior Department
Department building: For casual repairs
repairs of
of

the department
department building,
building, eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.
the
eight thousand

Repairs of
of Interior Department
Department

building.
Reconstructing Interior
Reconstructing
Interior Department
Department building: For
model-cases Model
For new model-cases
cases.
Model cases.
for
Ior the west
west wing,
wing, eighty
eighty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
repairing rooms in north and west wings
For repairing
injured by
fire and
and water
wings injured
by fire
water Repair of rooms
and west
west
ill
eighteen hundred
hundred and
in September, eighteen
and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, ten
thousand doldol- in
ten thousand
in northnorth- and
wing
of building.
lars.
wing of
building.
For the purchase of Ingall's portrait
portrait of the late Thomas Ewing, first IngalPs
Ingall's portrait
portrait
of the
the late
late Thomas
Secretary of
dollars.
Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, six
six hundred
hundred dollars.
of
Thomas
Ewing, purchase
of.
of.
Capitol extension:
extension: For work on the Capitol and general
general repairs
repairs Capitol extension.
thereof, for fire-proofing
fire-proofing the gallery of the National
National Statuary Hall
Hall and
and sionthe rooms adjoining, for shelving the rooms for the accommodation
accommodation of
of the
the
documentary library, for cutting doorway
House documentary
doorway from the northwestern
northwestern
room to connect with the Congressional
Congressional Library, and
and for
for shelving
shelving such
such
rooms in the basement story of the south wing of the Capitol
Capitol as the
Speaker may designate for the reception
reception of the stationery and files to
be moved from the rooms connected with the Hall, fifty thousand do].
dollars.
For passenger elevator
elevator in south wing of
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, to
to be
be located
located by
by Elevator.
the Architect
Architect of the Capitol,
dollars; such elevator to
Capitol, seven thousand
thousand dollars:
be so located as to interfere
interfere as little as possible
use of
of the
the
possible with the use
offices and committee-rooms
committee-rooms of the House.
To enable the Joint Committee on the Library to purchase works
works of
of Works of art.
art, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving Capitol Grounds: For continuing
Improving
continuing the work of
of the
the improveimprove- Capitol grounds.
grounds.
ments of the Capitol Grounds, sixty thousand dollars.
Lighting, etc.
Lighting Capitol and grounds: For lighting Capitol and grounds
grounds Lighting,
etc.
about the same, including Botanic Garden
Garden and Senate stables; for
gas,
for gas,
pay of superintendent
superintendent of meters,
meters lamp-lighters, gas-fitters,
gas-fitters, and for
materials
materials for electric
electric lighting, and for
to lamps
and
for general
general repairs
repairs to
lamps and
pipes, thirty thousand dollars.
Court-house, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia: For annual repairs
repairs Court-house.
Washington City
City
to court-house
court-house in the city of Washington, eight hundred dollars.
Washington
Furniture
Furniture and fixtures, National Museum:
Museum: For
National Mu.
Mr,
For cases,
cases, furniture,.
furniture, and
and National
eum.
fixtures
required for the exhibition of the collections
fixtures required
8
collections of geology, miner- seum.
ethnology, and
technology, belonging
the
alogy, natural history, ethnology,
and technology,
belonging to
to the
United States, sixty thousand dollars.
Heating
Heating and lighting National
National Museum: For
For expense
expense of
of heating,
heating,
lighting, telephonic
lighting,
electrical service
for the
the new
new museum
building,
telephonic and electrical
service for
museum building,
six thousand dollars.
dollars.
of building
Rent of building for Court of Claims: To enable the Secretary of the Rent
Rent of
building
or
Court
of
Interior to pay the rent for that part of the Freedman's
building for
Interior
Freedman's Bank building','
Court
of
laims.
as is occupied
occupied by the Court of Claims, three thousand six
six hundred
hundred dollars. Cla

BOTANIC
BOTANIC GARDEN.
GARDEN.
For
over Tiber
Tiber Sewer,
for laying
concrete footwalks,
footwalks,
For removing
removing earth
earth over
Sewer, for
laying concrete
for cutting and setting edging, and
buildings at
the
and for repairs to
to buildings
at the
Botanic Gardens,
Gardens, seven thousand
thousand two hundred and eighty
dollars
eighty seven
seven dollars
and sixty cents
PUBIC LANDS.
LANDS.
PUBIC
OFFICES
OF PUBLIC
LANDS.
OFFICES OF
OF SURVEYORS-GENERAL
SURVEYORS-GENERAL OF
PUBLIC LANDS.

Contingent
Contingent expenses,
expenses, office of
Louisiana: For
For
of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Louisiana:
fuel, books, stationery, messenger
messenger hire, and other incidental expenses,
expenses,
two thousand
thousand dollars.
XXI-29
XXI-29

Botanic Garden.

Botanic Garden.

Contingent ex
Contingent
ex
pauses
penses of offices of
surveyors
general
surveyors-general
for—
forLouisiana.

Louisiana.

450
450
Florida.

Minnesota.

Dakota.
Colorado.
Colorado.

New Mexico.

California.
Idaho.
Nevada.

Oregon.

Washington.

Nebraska.

Montana.
Utah.
Wyoming.
Wyoming.

Arizona.
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Contingent expenses,
expenses, office
office of
of surveyor
surveyor general
Florida: For
For rent
general of
of Florida:
rent
Contingent
of
fuel, books,
and other
other inciof office
office for
for surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, fuel,
books, stationery,
stationery, and
inci.
dental
dental expenses,
expenses, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Contingent expenses,
office of
of surveyor-general
of Minnesota:
For
expenses, office
surveyor-general of
Minnesota: For
Contingent
fuel,
books, stationery,
stationery, pay
pay of
messenger, and
other incidental
fuel, books,
of messenger,
and other
incidental expenses,
expenses,
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
one
Contingent expenses,
of surveyor-general
of Dakota:
Dakota: For
Contingent
expenses, office
office of
surveyor-general of
For rent
rent
of
surveyor-general, fuel,
fuel, books,
books, stationery,
incidenstationery, and
and other
other incidenof office
office of
of surveyor-general,
tal expenses,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
tal
expenses, one
one thousand
thousand five
dollars.
Contingent expenses,
of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
of Colorado:
Colorado: For
rent
For rent
office of
Contingent
expenses, office
of
office for
other incidenof office
for surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, fuel,
fuel, books,
books, stationery
stationery and
and other
incidental
thousand five
dollars.
tal expenses,
expenses, one
one thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Contingent expenses,
expenses, office
of surveyor-general
New Mexico:
For
Contingent
office of
surveyor-general of
of New
Mexico: For
rent
for surveyor-general,
fuel, books,
inrent of
of office
office for
surveyor-general, fuel,
books, stationery,
stationery, and
and other
other incidental expenses,
expenses, one
one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
cidental
five hundred
dollars.
Contingent
of surveyor-general
California: For
Contingent expenses,
expenses, office
office of
surveyor-general of
of California:
For
incidental expenses,
fuel, books, stationery, pay of messenger,
messenger, and
and other
other incidental
four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Contingent
expenses, office
office of
rent of
of
of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
of Idaho:
Idaho: For
For rent
Contingent expenses,
office for
for surveyor-general,
fuel, books,
and other
office
surveyor-general, fuel,
books, stationery,
stationery, and
other incidental
incidental
expenses, one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
expenses,
Nevada: For rent
Contingent expenses, office
office of
of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Nevada:
rent
of office
surveyor-general, fuel,
and other
other incidenof
office for
for surveyor-general,
fuel, books,
books, stationery,
stationery, and
incidental expenses, one thousand five hundred dollars.
Contingent
expenses, office of
surveyor-general of Oregon: For fuel,
fuel,
Contingent expenses,
of surveyor-general
expenses, one
pay of messenger, and
and other incidental
incidental expenses,
books, stationery,
stationery, pay
thousand five hundred dollars.
thousand
Contingent expenses, office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Washington:
Washington: For
rent of office for surveyor-general„
in
surveyor-general, fuel, books, stationery, and other in
cidental
cidental expenses,
expenses, one thousand eight hundred dollars.
surveyor-general of Nebraska
Nebraska and Iowa:
Contingent expenses, office of surveyor-general
Iowa:
For rent of office for surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, fuel, books, stationery,
stationery, and other
incidental expenses,
expenses, one
hundred dollars.
incidental
one thousand
thousand five hundred
dollars.
Contingent
Montana: For rent
rent
Contingent expenses, office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Montana:
office for
for surveyor-general,
other incidental
of office
surveyor-general, fuel,
fuel, books•
books stationery,
stationery, and
and other
incidental
expenses, one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Contingent expenses, office of survey-general
survey-general of Utah: For rent of
office for surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, fuel, books, stationery,
office
stationery, and
and other
other i2cidental
incidental
expenses, one thousand five hundred dollars.
expenses,
Contingent
surveyor-general of Wyoming:
Wyoming: For rent
rent
Contingent expenses,
expenses, office of surveyor-general
of office for surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental
incidental
expenses, one thousand
expenses,
thousand five hundred dollars.
Contingent
surveyor-general of Arizona: For rent
Contingent expenses, office of surveyor-general
rent
of
fuel, books,
books 'stationery,
other incidental
of office
office for
for surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, fuel,
stationery, and
and other
incidental
expenses, one thousand five hundred dollars.
EXPENSES OF THE COLLECTION
COLLECTION OF REVENUE
REVENUE FROM
FROM SALES OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC
LANDS.

Registers and
and reRegisters
receivers of public
mevoerys
moneys.

commissions of registers
For salaries and commissions
registers of land-offices
land-offices and receivers
moneys, at district land offices,
offices, at not exceeding
exceeding three thouof public moneys,
sand dollars each four hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
Incidental e
Incidental
ex-- For incidental expenses
thouexpenses of the several
several land-offices,
land-offices, one hundred thoupenses.
penses.
sand dollars.
Depositing monmonDepositing
For expenses of depositing
depositing money
money received
received from the sale of public
public
eys.
eys.
lands,
thousand dollars.
lands, ten thousand
Timber lands.
To meet expenses of protecting
protecting timber on the public lands, forty thousand dollars.
Swamp lands.
Swamp
For expenses of adjusting claims for indemnity for swamp
swamp lands, and
for indemnity
indemnity for swamp lands, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
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SURVEYING THE PUBLIC LANDS.
LANDS.
SURVEYING

lands, three hundred thousand dollars, to Surveys of pub.
For surveying
surveying the public lands,
be immediately
immediately available
available at rates not
linear lie lands.
not exceeding
exceeding twelve dollars per linear
be
standard and
meander lines,
eight
mile for
for standard
and meander
lines, ten
ten dollars for township,
township, and eight
dollars for
for section
except that
that the
the General
dollars
section lines
lines,'except
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
Land
Office may
may allow,
the survey
lines
Land Office
allow, for
for the
survey of
of standard
standard and
and meander
meander lines
through
through lands heavily
heavily timbered,
timbered, mountainous, or covered
covered with
with dense
dense
undergrowth,
exceeding sixteen
sixteen dollars per linear mile for
not exceeding
undergrowth, aa sum not
fourteen dollars
dollars for
for township,
township, and ten
ten dollars for section
section
standard lines, fourteen
Proviao.
lines: Provided,
Provided, That the
hereby appropriated
sum hereby
appropriated which
which Proviso.
the part of the sum
lines:
may
may be apportioned
apportioned to the surveying
surveying district
district of Louisiana,
Louisiana, together
together
with such sums as have been or may be deposited
deposited for surveys therein
by
hundred and
S.2401.
by actual settlers,
settlers, under sections two
two thousand four hundred
and one, R. S.
R. S.
2402.
two
hundred and R.
S. 2402.
thousand four hundred
thousand four hundred and two, two thousand
two thousand
three
the Revised
employed in R.
S. 2403.
R.S.
2403.
Statutes, may
may be,
be, in whole or in part, employed
three of
of the
Revised Statutes,
discretion of the
resurveys as may be necessary
making such resurveys
necessary in the discretion
Commissioner
Office.
Commissioner of the General Land Office.
surveying confirmed
confirmed private
private land-claims in
in California, at the rates Private land
For surveying
claims
per
thousand dollars.
claim!' in:
per mile prescribed
prescribed by law, and office expenses ten thousand
For the
the preliminary
preliminary survey
and survey
of confirmed
confirmed
survey of
survey of
of unconfirmed
unconfirmed and
For

California
California;;
Mexico;
New Mexico;

private
land-claims in
in New
New Mexico,
rate not
sixteen doldolat a
a rate
not exceeding
exceeding sixteen
Mexico, at
private land-claims
lars per
linear mile, and office expenses,
thousand dollars.
expenses, eight thousand
per.linear
Arizona.
preliminary survey of unconfirmed
unconfirmed and survey of confirmed
confirmed Arizona.
For the preliminary
private land-claims
land-claims in Arizona, at a
a rate not exceeding
exceeding sixteen dollars
per linear mile, and office expenses, eight thousand dollars.
For occasional
occasional examinations
examinations of public surveys in the several survey- Test examinaof public
public snrsurtions of
ing
ing districts,
districts, in order to test the accuracy of the work in the field, inspect tions
veys.
mineral
and timber districts, eight thousand dollars. veys.
coal-fields, and
deposits, coal-fields,
mineral deposits,
For
correction lines guide meridians, and township lines in
For running
running correction
the strip of public land lying north of the State of Texas, and bounded
on the
the north
north by
by the
and Kansas, to be done under
the States of Colorado and
on
direction of the Commissioner of the General
General Land Office, eighteen
eighteen
the direction
thousand dollars.
of
Preservation of
To enable the Commissioner
Commissioner of the General
General Land Office
Office to continue Preservation
worn and
defaced
and defaced
to reproduce
reproduce worn and defaced official plats of surveys now on file, and worn
plats of surveys.
of surveys.
plats
records of said office, ten thousand dollars.
constituting aapart of the records
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to protect, preserve and im- Yellowstone NaTo enable
tional Park.
Park.
prove
Yellowstone National Park, in compliance
compliance with section twenty- tional
the Yellowstone
prove the
R. S. 2475
four hundred
hundred and seventy five of the Revised Statutes of the United R.S.2475
States, fifteen thousand dollars.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
SURVEY.
GEOLOGICAL

Geological Survey, six thousand
For the salary of the Director of the Geological

dollars.
dollars.

Geological sursurGeological
vey.
vey.
Salary of director.
or.

For
Geological Survey, and the classification
classification of
For the
the expenses of the Geological
the public
public lands
and examination
mineral
structure, mineral
geological structure,
of the geological
examination of
lands and
the
expended under
resources, and products of the national domain, to be expended
the direction
of the
including pay
pay of civilian
Interior, including
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
the
direction of
hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
employees, one hundred
Reappropriation
The unexpended
completion of the office work of the Reappropriation
unexpended balance for the completion
of unexpended balGeological and
and Geographical
for the
the fiscal ofunexpendedbalTerritories for
the Territories
Survey of the
Geographical Survey
Geological
ance.
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
eighty one, is hereby
reappropriated and ancehereby reappropriated
hundred and eighty
year
made available
available for the same purposes.
purposes.
TENTH
CENSUS.
TENTH CENSUS.

Tenth Census.
Census.
Tenth

Engraving and
For
and printing,
printing, one
and twenty
and
Engraving
thousand printing.
twenty five thousand
hundred and
one hundred
engraving and
For engraving
printig.
dollars.
Completion, comCompletion,comFor the completion of the tenth census, including the compilation pilation,
and publation
and publication
publication of its results, five hundred thousand dollars, to be im- lication.
lieation. and pab-
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mediately available;
available; and
and not
exceeding five
dollars of
said
mediately
not exceeding
five thousand
thousand dollars
of said
amount,
much thereof
be necessary
necessary is
hereby authorized
authorized
amount, or
or so
so much
thereof as
as may
may be
is hereby
R
ent of
of buildbuild- to
to be
be used
for payment
payment of
of rent
Washington, District
District of
of
Rent
used for
rent of
of buildings
buildings in
in Washington,
tngs.
tugs.
Columbia,
for use
use of
of the
the Census
Census Office.
Columbia, for
Office.
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS.
OBJECTS.
MISOELLANEOUS
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL
FOR THE
INSANE
HOSPITAL FOR
THE INSANE
GOVERNMENT
Insane
the
Current expenses,
Hospital for
For support,
support,
Insane of
of the
Current
expenses, Government
Government Hospital
for the
the Insane:
Insane: For
Army, etc.
clothing, and treatment in the Government Hospital for the Insane of
the insane
insane of
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
Revenue-Cutter ServServthe
of the
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Corps, and
and Revenue-Cutter
ice, and
all persons
persons who
have become
insane since
entry into
into
ice,
and of
of all
who have
become insane
since their
their entry
the military
or naval
of the
United States
who are
the
military or
naval service
service of
the United
States, and
and who
are indiindiIndigent
insane gent, and
Indigent insane
and of the indigent
indigent insane
insane from
from the
the District
District of Columbia, one
one
of the District of hundred
hundred and fifty-five thousand dollars; and of this sum not exceeding
exceeding
Columbia.
one thousand dollars may be used for transporting
transporting patients to their
their
friends.
Buildings
Government Hospital for
insane: For
For
Buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, Government
for the insane:
general
and improvements,
improvements, ten
thousand dollars.
dollars.
general repairs
repairs and
ten thousand
COLUMBIA
INSTITUTION FOR
DEAF AND
AND DUMB.
DUMB.
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
FOR THE
THE DEAF
Deaf and dumb.

Current expenses,
expenses, Columbia Institution
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb: For
institution, including
support of the
the institution,
including salaries and incidental expenses,
dollars for books and illustrative
illustrative apparatus,
apparatus, and two
and five hundred dollars
thousand five
hundred dollars for general
general repairs,
thousand
five hundred
repairs, fifty
fifty three thousand
thousand
five hundred dollars.
Buildings and grounds, Columbia
Columbia Institution
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb:
gymnasium, eight thousand
For the completion
completion and fitting up of the gymnasium,
hundred and forty two dollars and seven cents: for the erection of
of
two hundred
a farm-barn,
a
farm-barn, two thousand dollars;
dollars; in all, ten thousand, two hundred
and forty-two
forty-two dollars and seven cents.
FREEDMEN'S
FREEDNITIN'S HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL AND
AND ASYLUM.
ASYLUM.

Freedmen's
Freedmen's HosHosSupport of
of Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital and
and Asylum,
Asylum, Washington, District
District
pital.
pital.
of
of Columbia:
Columbia: For
For subsistence, eighteen
eighteen thousand dollars;
dollars; for salaries
and
compensation, nine
and compensation,
nine thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; fuel
fuel and light,
light,
two thousand dollars;
dollars; clothing, bedding, forage, and transportation
transportation
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
five thousand
thousand dollars;
rent of
of hospital
hospital
and
expenses, five
dollars; rent
buildings and grounds, four
four thousand dollars; medicines
medicines and medical
supplies, one thousand five hundred dollars; repairs and furniture, one
hundred dollars;
dollars / in all, forty one thousand eight
eight hun
thousand eight hundred
hun-dred dollars.

HOWARD UNiv.NRSITY.
HOWARD
UNIVERSITY.
Howard
Howard
versity.
versity.

UniUni-

For the maintenance
maintenance of Howard University, ten thousand dollars.
SMITHSONIAN
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
INSTITUTION.

Smithsonian InInSmithsonian
stitution.
stitution.

For
exchanging literary
scientific productions
productions with
For the
the expense
expense of exchanging
literary and
and scientific
with
all nations by the Smithsonian Institution, three
three thousand dollars.
Preservation
Preservation of collections,
collections, Smithsonian Institution: For preservation and care of the collections
collections of the surveying
surveying and exploring expeditions of the government,
government, fifty five thousand dollars.
(lollars.
Preservation
collections, Smithsonian Institution, Armory building:
Preservation of collections,
For expense of watching, care,
care, and storage of duplicate
duplicate government
government collections,
lections and of property of the United
United States Fish Commission, two
thousand five hundred dollars.
thousand
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INDIAN AFFAIRS.
INDIAN
AFFAIRS.

Expenses of the Ute Commission:
Commission: To
necessary expenses
To meet
meet necessary
expenses of
of the
the Ute
Commission.
18
Ute Commissioners appointed
appointed by the President
233.
President under section two of 1880,
80, ch. 233.
Ante,
the act approved
approved June fifteenth,
fifteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty, fifteen Ante 202.
202thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For the payment
payment of the expenses
expenses of the Miami Indian
from Miami Indians.
Indian delegation from
the In lian Territory now or recently in Washington,
be immediately
immediately
Washington, to
to be
available, to be deducted
deducted from the funds of said Miami Indians
Indians held in
in
trust by the United States, one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
That from the funds on hand and belonging to the Peoria, Wea,
Wea, KasKasWea, KasKas- Peoria,
Peoria, Wea,
askia, and
and PianPlankaskia and Piankeshaw
Piankeshaw Indians there
there is hereby appropriated
appropriated the sum of t
kaskia,
eshaw Indians.
one thousand
thousand five hundred dollars, the same to be immediately
immediately avail- keshaw Indians.
Interioris
able; and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
directed
and directed
to pay the same over to the delegation
delegation of Indians now
now or recently
recently in
in
Washington, for the purpose of defraying
Washington,
said delegadefraying the expenses
expenses of
of said
delegation.
UNDER THE POST-OFFICE
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Post-Office Department
Refitting rooms Post-Office
Department building: For flooring
flooring over
and reconstructing
reconstructing the gallery in dead letter office,
office, and for file-cases
file-cases for
dead-letter
dead-letter office gallery, five thousand dollars.

Refitting
Refitting rooms
Dem Post-Office
in
Post-Ofce Deartment.
partment.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS
OBJECTS UNDER THE DEPARTMENT
MISCELLANEOUS
OF
DEPARTMENT OF
A
GRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE.
For the purchase
purchase and distribution
distribution of seeds, under the direction
direction of the
the Distribution
Distribution of
of
Commissioner
Commissioner of Agriculture, to settlers on the public lands in the
866d5.
the new
new seeds.
States and Territories
Territories whose crops were destroyed
destroyed during
during the past year
year
by drought and grasshoppers, twenty thousand
thousand dollars, to be immediately available.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
UNDER THE DEPARTMENT
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Expenses
Expenses of Territorial courts of Utah Territory:
Territory: For
For defraying
defraying the
the
contingent expenses of the courts, including
contingent
including fees of United
United States disdistrict attorney and his assistants; the fees and per diems of United States
commissioners and clerks of the courts, and the fees, per diem, and traveling expenses of the United States marshal for the Territory of Utah,
Utah,
with the expenses
expenses of summoning
summoning jurors, subpcening witnesses; of arresting, guarding,
prisoners; of hiringand
guards;
guarding, and transporting
transporting prisoners;
hiring and feeding guards;
of supplying and caring for the penitentiary,
penitentiary, to be paid under the direction and order
order of the Attorney-General,
Attorney-General, upon accounts
accounts duly verified and
certified,
certified, twenty-six thousand dollars.
Defending suits in claims against the United States: For
defraying
For defraying
the necessary
expenses incurred
necessary expenses
incurred in the examination of witnesses
witnesses and
and
procuring
evidence in the matter
United
procuring of evidence
matter of claims against the United States
and the District of Columbia
Columbia pending in any department,
department, and for necessary expenses
expenses incurred in defending
defending suits in the Court of Claims, to be
expended
expended under the direction
direction of
the Attorney-General,
of the
Attorney-General, thirty thousand
thousand
dollars.
Prosecution and collection
collection of claims: For expenses
expenses to be incurred
incurred in
the prosecution and collection
collection of claims due
due to the United
United States,
States, to be
expended under the direction of the Attorney General,
General, one thousand
five hundred dollars.
Punishing violations
and frauds:
For detecting
detecting
Punishing
violations of
of intercourse
intercourse acts
acts and
frauds: For
and punishing violations
violations of the intercourse
and frauds
frauds
intercourse acts
acts of
of Congress,
Congress, and
committed in the Indian service, the same to be expended by the
the
Attorney-General in allowing such fees and compensation
Attorney-General
compensation of
of witnesses,
witnesses,
iurors, marshals, and agents, and in defraying such other expenses as
may be necessary
necessary for this purpose, five thousand dollars.

Territorialcourts,
Territorialcourts,
Utah
Territory.
Utah Territory.

Defending suits.
suits.
Defending

Prosecution
Prosecution and
collection and
of
clle°t
of
claims. i'l

s

Violations
inViolations of
of intere"I"
acts'
tercourse act.
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Prosecution of
Prosecution of
detection and prosecution
against
prosecution of crimes against
For detection
of crimes:
crimes: For
Prosecution
Prosecution
crimes.
the United
official acts, records,
United States; investigation of official
records, and accounts
and
necessary clerical
under
disbursed under
to be
be disbursed
thereto, to
service incident
incident thereto,
clerical service
and necessary
the direction
direction of
twenty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Attorney-General, twenty
of the
the Attorney-General,
the

J1TDIOIAL.
JUDICIAL.
UNITED STATES
COURTS.
STATES COURTS.
UNITED

Expenses
States courts:
courts: For
defraying the
of the
the
expenses of
the expenses
For defraying
of United
United States
Expenses of
Supreme
the United States, inSupreme Court and circuit and
and district courts of the
cluding the
the District
District of
and also
also for
for jurors
jurors and
and
and witnesses,
witnesses, and
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
cluding
expenses
which the
the United
United States
States are
concerned, of
of prosecuprosecuare concerned,
suits in
in which
expenses of
of suits
tion for
for offenses
United States;
States; for
the safesafefor the
against the
the United
offenses committed
committed against
tion
keeping
of prisoners
expenses which
may be
be inwhich may
inthe expenses
and for
for defraying
defraying the
keeping of
prisoners and
in the
the enforcement
the act
act approved
approved February
February twenty
twenty eighth,
eighth,
ot the
enforcement of
curred in
R. S., title 26. curred
eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-one,
seventy-one, entitled
"An act to
act
to amend
amend an act
entitled "An
eighteen hundred
approved May
May thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy,
seventy, entitled
entitled "An
act
"An act
R.
thirtieth, eighteen
R. S.,
S., title 70. approved
enforce the rights of citizens
citizens of the United
United States to vote in the sevto enforce
purposes,'" or any acts
amendaacts amendathe Union, and for other purposes,'"
eral States of the
thereto, namely:
namely:
supplementary thereto,
tory thereof or supplementary
payment of
of the
the fees
fees and
and expenses
and
marshals and
of United
United States marshals
Marshals
expenses of
For payment
Marshals and For
their
deputies.
their deputies.
deputies,
thousand dollars;
deputies, six hundred thousand
dollars;
For
hundred
assistants, three
three hundred
District attorattorneys and their
their assistants,
For payment
payment of district attorneys
neys and their asas- and twenty
dollars;
twenty five thousand dollars;
sistants.
For fees of clerks, one hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
United States
commissioners, one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand do]
For fees of United States commissioners,
commissioners.
commissioners.
lars;
lars;
Fees:
jurors;
dollars;
For fees of jurors, four hundred and fifty thousand dollars;
Fees:jurors;
Witnesses.
For fees
fees of witnesses
witnesses six hundred thousand
thousand dollars;
United States prisoners, three hundred and twenty five
United
United States For support of United
xisoners.
,risoners.
thousand dollars;
dollars;
court-rooms, seventy
Rent.
seventy five thousand dollars;
For rent of United States court-rooms,
Bailiffs,
Bailiffs, etc.
For expenses
expenses and fees of bailiffs, furniture, for payment
payment of expenses
of district judges who may be sent out of their districts in pursuance
of
pursuance of
law to hold a
a circuit
circuit or district court, and for other miscellaneous exthousand dollars; in all, two
penses, three hundred
penses,
hundred and twenty-five thousand
hundred and fifty
And so much of secS. 596, re- million nine
thousand dollars. And
fifty thousand
nine hundred
R. S.
pealed.
pealed.
tion five hundred and ninety
Revised Statutes as forbids the
ninety six of the Revised
district judges while holding court outside
payment of the expenses of district
of their districts is hereby
hereby repealed.
Statutes
Statutes at
at To supply district judges and district attorneys, who have nut
not already
already
Large and reports
and Statutes
Statutes
received
and reports
Large
received the same, with the reports of the Supreme
Supreme Court and
of Supreme
Supreme
Court
at Large
the United
also to
complete sets
the
sets oi
of the
furnish complete
to furnish
and also
States, and
of the
United States,
Large of
furnished
certain at
furnished certain
same, where there are none, to such points where United States courts
courts
courts, etc.
are authorized to be held and to supply broken sets where there
there are
missing volumes, a
a sufficient
appropriated.
sufficient sum of money is hereby
hereby appropriated.
Records
UniRecords of UniAttorney-General to provide
To enable
enable the Attorney-General
provide for the preservation
preservation of the
ted States courts,
rebindted States courts, records
records of the United
United States courts at Frankfort,
Frankfort, Kentucky,
Kentucky, by rebindFrankfort,
K .,
ing,
indexing,
and
arranging
the
same
under
his
directions,
one
thouthouone
directions,
his
under
same
the
arranging
and
indexing,
ing,
of.
presrvat,ion
preservation
sand dollars.
Reports of susuReports
For the purpose
preparing and publishing
reports of the supreme
purpose of preparing
publishing the reports
preme courts Terhuncourt of the Territory of
Terpreme
courts,
of Wyoming from the March
March term, eighteen
eighteen hunritory of Wyomeighty-one, one thouseventy-eight, to eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
of
om- dred and seventy-eight,
ing..y
sand
dollars.
sand dollars.
Support
Support of con- Support of convicts:
convicts: For support and maintenance
maintenance of convicts transvicts from District
statiscriminal statis(and
the
from
ferred
bDistrit
from
victs
District
of
Columbia
collection of criminal
of Columbia.
tics) to be disbursed by authority of the Attorney General, twenty-five
twenty-five
thousand dollars.

Expenses
Expenses
courts.
courts.
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BINDING.
PRINTING AND BINDING.
PUBLIC PRINTING
bidPrinting, MadFor
public printing,
paper for the Printing,
the public binding, and for paper
for the
printing, for
the public
For the
ing, and
and paper.
paper.
oublic
including the cost of printing the debates and proceedproceed- ing,
public printing, including
ings
of Congress
in the
the Congressional
Congressional Record,
and for lithographing,
Record, and
Congress in
ings of
mapping,
and engraving
engraving for
houses of
of Congress,
Congress, the Supreme Court
Court
both houses
for both
mapping, and
of
United States,
States, the
the supreme
supreme court
of the
the District of Columbia,
Columbia', the
court of
the United
of the
Court
Claims, the Library
departments, and for
Library of Congress, and the departments,
of Claims,
Court of
all the
necessary materials
which may
may be
be needed
needed in
prosecution of
the prosecution
in the
materials which
the necessary
all
Appropriation.
the work,
one million
million seven
thousand dollars; and from the Appropriation.
hundred thousand
seven hundred
work, one
the
said sum
sum hereby
appropriated, printing,
printing, and
and bindingmay
binding may be
done by the
be done
hereby appropriated,
said
Public Printer
to the
the amounts
amounts following,
respectively, namely:
namely:
following, respectively,
Printer to
Public
Distribution of
For
printing and
including the proceedings
proceedings Distribution
Congress, including
for Congress,
binding for
and binding
For printing
appropriation.
and debates,
debates, eight
eight hundred
hundred and
fifty thousand
dollars; for the State appropriation.
thousand dollars;
and fifty
and
Department,
thousand dollars;
Treasury Department,
for the Treasury
dollars; for
fifteen thousand
Department, fifteen
two
and ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
for the War
War Department, one
hundred and
two hundred
hundred
and twenty
dollars; for the
Department, fifty
the Navy Department,
thousand dollars;
twenty thousand
hundred and
thousand
dollars; for
Interior Department,
and
Department, two hundred and
the Interior
for the
thousand dollars;
twenty
thousand dollars;
Department of Justice, ten thousand
thousand
the Department
for the
dollars; for
twenty thousand
dollars;
hundred and fifty thouDepartment, one hundred
Post-Office Department,
the Post-Once
for the
dollars; for
sand
for the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Department,
Department, eleven
eleven thousand dollars;
dollars;
dollars; for
sand dollars;
for
the Supreme
Supreme Court
the United
States, thirty-four thousand dolUnited States,
of the
Court of
for the
lars; for
for the
the supreme
court of
the District of Columbia, one thousand
of the
supreme court
lars;
dollars; for
for the Court
Court of Claims, ten thousand dollars; and for the
dollars;
Library of Congress, nineteen thousand dollars.
Printing report
report
For
thousand copies
copies of the first volume of Printing
printing an edition of five thousand
For printing
Committeeon
on
the
report of
of the
on Transportation
of Committee
to the Seaboard Transportation
Transportation Routes to
Committee on
the Committee
the report
hundred and seventy-four, four thousand dollars; two thou- Routes to the Seain eighteen
eighteen hundred
sand
copies for
for the use
the Senate, and three thousand copies for the board.
use of the
sand copies
Representatives.
use
of
the
House
of
Representatives.
use of the

STATE
DEPARTMENT.
STATE DEPARTMENT.
m
cornMonetary
Monetary co
For commissioners,
commissioners, not
not exceeding
exceeding three
three in
in number,
number, to be appointed mission.
For
by
and consent
of the Senate of mission.
consent of
advice and
the advice
with the
and with
by and
President, by
the President,
by the
the
United States
to represent
represent the United
conference to be
United States at aa conference
States to
the United
called
to adopt
adopt a
a common
common ratio
between gold and silver, for the purpose
ratio between
called to
of
establishing internationally
internationally the
use of
of bimetallic
money and securing
securing
bimetallic money
the use
of establishing
fixity of
of relative
value between
between those metals, the sum of five thousand
thousand
relative value
fixity
Secretary.
dollars each,
each, and
for a
asecretary
secretary to
commissioners the sum of three Secretary.
said commissioners
to said
and for
dollars
Compensation,
Compensation,
the
by
approved
be
to
expenses,
reasonable expenses,
dollars and their reasonable
the etc.
thousand dollars,
compensation etc.
Secretary
of State;
necessary to pay such compensation
amount necessary
the amount
State; the
Secretary of
and expenses
to be
immediately available out of any money in the
be immediately
expenses to
and
appropriated.
Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
Treasury
For the
proportion to
to be
be paid by
the United States of the joint exby the
the proportion
For
to
penses of
of such
such conference,
sum of
hundred dol- Commission
o
five hundred
thousand five
seven thousand
of seven
the sum
conference, the
penses
to
Congress.
lars.
And the
report of
said commissioners
commissioners shall be made to Congress report to Congress.
of said
the report
lars. And
nternatio
rejection.
•
for ratification or rejection.
Ihternation:t1
For contribution
contribution to
pInternatomli
Commission, Prison
CommisPrison Commission,
of International
International Prison
maintenance of
to maintenance
For
hu- sion.
Secretary of State, two hunto
direction of the Secretary
the direction
under the
expended under
be expended
to be
io
dred and fifty dollars.
lnter
For
contribution to
International Bureau of Weights B International
ureau
ie
lrO a
VVi
e
9
i
g
nh
a
t
of International
maintenance of
to maintenance
For contribution

lasurets
andB Measures.
hundred and eighty two, and
and
Measures for
for the
calendar year
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
the calendar
and Measures
Stat. 20, 709.
o0,709.
in conformity
with terms
of convention
signed May
May twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen Stat.
convention signed
terms of
conformity with
in
the
of the
hundred and seventy-five,
seventy-five to be expended under the direction
directio n of
hundred
Secretary of
of State,
hundred and seventy dollars, or
two hundred
thousand two
two thousand
State, two
Secretary
Frenandmer
may be necessary.
so much thereof as may
French and Ameroerhaimds Comren Claims
To
pay the
necessary expenses of the French and American
American Claims ican
the necessary
To pay
Commission, provided
provided for
the act
sixteenth, eighteen mission.
approved June sixteenth,
act approved
by the
for by
Commission,
.
hundred and
eighty, fifty thousand dollars.
and eighty,
hundred
R.. S.1753.
- To
To enable
enable the
the President
to execute
provisions of
of section
section seven- Cil
Civil service.
service.
the provisions
execute the
President to
teen hundred
hundred and
of the
promotion of effiRevised for the promotion
the Revised
fifty-three of
and fifty-three
teen
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ciency in
the different
different branches
of the
the civil
thousand
fifteen thousand
service, fifteen
civil service,
branches of
in the
ciency
dollars.
For printing
printing and
and distributing
the publications
by the
the Depublications by
monthly the
distributing monthly
Publications
For
Publications of
Department of partment
commercial reports, includother commercial
the consular
consular and other
State of the
partment of State
Department
State,
distribu- ing circular letters to chambers of
dollars.
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
commerce, ten
ig circular letters to chambers of commerce,
distribuStteo
tion of.

SENATE.
SENATE.
For
the Secretary
the Senate,
Senate, for
for preparing
preparing the index to
to private
private
of the
Secretary of
For the
claims, under the resolution
resolution of June sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
eighty,
directing him
him to
an alphabetical
of all
private
all private
list of
alphabetical list
prepare an
to prepare
eighty, directing
claims which
which have
have been
been before
the Senate,
Senate, with
Senate
with the action of the Senate
before the
claims
thereon, since
the third
third day
day of
of March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixtyhundred and
since the
thereon,
seven, the
the sum
of four
two hundred
hundred and
fifty dollars.
and fifty
thousand two
four thousand
sum of
seven,
To
chief
Francis E. Shober, chief
to pay
pay Francis
Senate to
of the
the Senate
the Secretary
Secretary of
Francis E. Shoenable the
To enable
Francis
clerk of the Senate, for preparing, under a
resolution of the Senate of
of
a resolution
ber.
the
sixteenth of
of June,
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
edition
new edition
seventy-nine, aanew
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
the sixteenth
of
one thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Manual, one
of the
the Manual,
To enable
enable the
Secretary of
the Senate
Senate to
pay George
W. Harrison
Harrison
George W.
to pay
of the
the Secretary
George W. HarTo
Approrison.
additional for services
services as assistant clerk to the Committee
Committee on Appropriations of the Senate, four hundred dollars.
priations
Pay of operator
To enable the Secretary of the Senate to pay the person in charge of
of
Pay
of telephone.
telephone.
the Senate telephone from January fourteenth
thirtieth, eightfourteenth to June thirtieth,
een hundred
hundred and
of seven hundred
hundred and twenty
the rate
rate of
one, at
at the
and eighty one,
een
annum, three hundred and thirty-four
thirty-four dollars.
dollars per annum,
Secretary of
of
of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of
Extra pay
to emthe Secretary
To enable
enable the
paytoemploys
Senate. Representatives
ployes of Senate.
Representatives to pay to all committee clerks pages, and other emRepresentatives; respectively,
respectively, and
of the
the Senate and House of Representatives;
ployees of
who
adjournment of this
this Congress, who do
the adjournment
so employed at the
who shall be so
a sum equal to thirty days' pay at their
not now receive annual salaries, a
their
sufficient to
compensation, as extra pay; and an amount sufficient
of compensation,
present rate of
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury
pay the
the same is hereby appropriated
appropriated, and shall be immediately
immediately available.
not otherwise appropriated,
Widow of Hon.
That the Secretary of the Senate be, and is hereby authorized
authorized and
M.
M. II.
II. Carpenter, directed to pay to the widow
widow of Honorable
Honorable M. H. Carpenter, deceased,
deceased,
deceased,
late Sen
Sen late Senator from the State of Wisconsin, the sum of five thousand four
deceased, late
State
Wisconsin, the sum of five thousand four
ator U.S. from Wi8hundred
sixty-six dollars
and seventy
compenseventy cents, the amount of compendollars and
and sixty-six
hundred and
cousin.
cousin.
Senator
February twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, eighteen
tor and mileage from February
a Senm
sation of a
hundred and eighty one to March fourth, eighteen hundred and eightytwo.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.

Index to private
claims.

Widow of
of Hon.
Hon.
Widow
E. W. Farr, de-

To enable
enable the Clerk of the House to pay the widow of Honorable E.
W.
Farr, deceased,
Forty-sixth Congress, one thoua member of the Forty-sixth
deceased, late a
W. Farr
sand six
six hundred
hundred and
same to
to be
immediately
be immediately
the same
dollars, the
twenty-six dollars,
and twenty-six
sand
available.
available.
officers and employees
employees
To enable the Clerk of the House to pay to the officers
ployees
House of
of of the House of Representatives
first
ployces House
Representatives borne on the annual roll on the first
Representatives.
epresentatives. day of July, eighteen hundred and eighty, one month's extra
extra pay at the
the
compensation
compensation then paid them by law, which sum shall be immediately
available.
Charles Diemar.
Diemar.
Charles
That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
Representatives be, and he is hereby,
hereby,
equal to one
authorized and directed
authorized
directed to pay to Charles
Charles Diemar
Diemar a
a sum equal
"disabled
month's pay from the date of his discharge from the "
disabled soldiers'
roll"
roll" of the House.
L. Q.
Q. WashingTo enable the Clerk of the House to pay the following claims, audited
ton,
John
E. KelL. Q.
recommended by the Committee
Kel-and
John E.
ton,Watson
and
Committee on Accounts, to wit:
wit: L.
Q.
t
ly, Watson Boyle,
Washington,
two
hundred
and
thirty-four
dollars:
to
John
B.
Kelly,
E.
Kelly,
to
John
dollars:
and
thirty-four
two
hundred
J. C. Courts, J. S. Washington,
dollars; to J. C. Courts,
Jones, Silas Carr, thirty dollars;
dollars; to Watson Boyle, two hundred
Jones,
hundred dollars;
Alvah W.
Hicks. four hundred dollars; to J
Alvah
W. Hicks.
J S. Jones, fifty-four
fifty-four dollars and twelve cents;
W. Hicks, one hunhunto Silas Carr, one hundred
hundred dollars; and to Alvah W.
dred do]
dol ars, the same to be immediately
immediately available.
available.

delartr,memE.
ceased,. late
ber'
ber of Forty-sixth
Congress.
Congress.
Extra pay to emem-
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To
the Clerk
of the
House to
to pay
pay A.
A. C.
C. Ditner.
A. C. Ditner for two horses A.
the House
Clerk of
To enable
enable the
lost and
and harness
harness at
at the
the funeral
funeral of
of the
the late
late HonHonto hearse
hearse and
and damage
damage to
lost
orable
B B.
two hundred
hundred and
thirty-seven dollars
and fifty
fifty
dollars and
Douglass, two
and thirty-seven
orable B
B. Douglass,
cents,
immediately available.
available.
cents, to be immediately
That
opposite C
onte sted elecContested
be allowed the amounts set opposite
named below be
parties named
That the parties
tion casestheir names,
names, in
expenses incurred by them respectively
respectively in con- tio
full of expenses
in full
their
tested-election
be immediately
immediately available.
which amounts
amounts shall be
tested-election cases, which
Jere Haralson.
Jere
hundred and fifty dollars.
one thousand
thousand two hundred
Haralson, one
Jere Haralson,
M.ShelCharles M.
Charles
thousand, two
two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
M. Shelley,
Shelley, one thousand,
Charles M.
ley.
M.P. O'Connor.
M.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
AL
M. P. O'Conor,
OConor, two thousand
E.
Mackey, two
thousand dollars.
E.W.M. Mackey.
Mackey.
two thousand
dollars.
E. W.
W. M.
M. Mackey,
thousand dollars.
A. Hull.
Noble A. Hull, two thousand
Noble A.
Horatio
Horatio
Horatio Bisbee.
Bisbee, two thousand dollars.
Horatio Bisbee,
Ignatius
dollars.
Ignatius DonDon
Ignatius
two thousand
thousand dollars.
Ignatius Donnelly,
Donnelly, two
nelly.

W. D.
D. Washburn,
Washburn, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
W.
D.Washburn.
W.D.Washburn.
dollars.
W.
J.
J. H. Acklen.
seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Acklen,'seven
J. H. Acklen
J.
J. Martin,
Martin, two thousand
J. J. Martin.
thousand dollars,
J. J.
Jesse J.
J. Yeates, two
Jesse J. Yeates.
two thousand
thousand dollars.
Jesse
J. E.
hundred and seventy three dollars J. E. O'Hara.
thousand three hundred
E. O'Hara, one thousand
J.
and
ninety-five cents.
and ninety-five
W.
H. Kitchen,
one thousand
dollars.
II. Kitchen.
W. I.
thousand dollars.
Kitchen, one
W. H.
B.Loring.
George
one thousand
thousand nine
and forty three dollars George B.
hundred and
nine hundred
Loring, one
B. Loring,
George B.
and seventeen cents.
Boyn-•
..
E Moody Boynton, two thousand dollars.
E. Moody Boyn
E

ton.
ton.
S.Orth.
Godlove
S. Orth,
Orth, five
five hundred
Grodlove
Godlove S.
hundred dollars.
Godlove S.
a member of the For- John D. Young.
Kentucky, salary as a
D. Young, of Kentucky,
pay John D.
To pay
tieth Congress,
six thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty five dollars.
Congress, six
tieth
To
pay George
George M.
M. Adams,
of Kentucky,
Kentucky, his
expenses in the
M. AdGeorge M.
contested George
the contested
his expenses
Adams, of
To pay
election case
Barnes against
against Adams
Adams for
an's'
eighth Congres- ams,
seat from the eighth
for seat
of Barnes
case of
election
sional district
of Kentucky
Congress, four thousand
the Forty-first Congress,
Kentucky in the
district of
sional
dollars.
To pay
Galt, assistant
the journal
clerk, his
rank Galt.
Gait.
his salary for De- L.'L'rank
journal clerk,
to the
assistant to
Frank Galt,
To
pay Frank
cember, eighteen
eighteen hundred
including January
January
eighty, and
and up to and including
hundred and eighty,
cember,
seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty one, at six dollars per
per
twenty seventh,
pay of committee clerks, three hundred and eighteen dollars,
the pay
day, the
available.
the same to be immediately available.
To
pay Thomas
Thomas Cottman,
Louisiana compensation
compensation as a
a member of Thomas Cottof Louisiana,
Cottman, of
To pay
the
Thirty-eighth Congress
State of Louisiana, two thousand
thousand man.
Congress from the State
the Thirty-eighth
dollars.
To pay
G. Curtin
A:G. Curtin.
eight thousand dollars.
Curtin eight
A. G.
To
pay A.
Yokum.
To
pay Seth
thousand dollars.
Seth H. Yokum.
dollars.
eight thousand
Yocum, eight
H. Yocum,
Seth H.
To pay
That the
the sum
thousand five
hundred dollars
the same
same Noble A.
A. Hull,
and the
be, and
dollars be,
five hundred
of one
one thousand
sum of
That
is
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, in
the sums
appropriated II
ora.t
ui
so
D0Bisbee,
Bito,
Horatio
heretofore appropriated
to the
sums heretofore
addition to
in addition
is hereby,
tn
bii
n
wI.
in
Horatio Bisbee, Ignatius
Ignatius -IW
gnD.
taWashburn.
wash e
rn.Y'
in this bill, respectively, to Noble A. Hull, Horatio
Donnelly
Washburn.
Donnelly and W. D. Washburn.
To
Joseph Mason,
dollars.
Joseph Mason.
Mason.
thousand dollars.
two thousand
Mason, two
To Joseph
To Jesse
Jesse J.
Yeates and
and J.
J. Martin, two hundred and fifty dollars each, Jesse J. Yeates,
J. J.
J. Yeates
To
in
to the
the amounts
appropriated to
J. martin.
Martin.
J..
Jin this bill 5
to them
them in
heretofore appropriated
amounts heretofore
addition to
in addition
To
Gibson, of
the expenses
expenses of
of his election
election Randall L. GibGi bLouisiana, the
of Louisiana,
L. Gibson,
Randall L.
pay Randall
To pay
son
.
contest in the
8011.
Forty-third Congress, one thousand dollars.
the Forty-third
contest
To
pay J.
J. Hale
Hale Sypher
Sypher in
of all
all claims
salary and milege due J.
J. Hale Sypher.
for salary
claims for
full of
in full
To pay
him as
as a
a Representative
in Congress
from the
first congressional
disCongressional disthe first
Congress from
Representative in
him
trict of
of Louisiana
the Forty-first
Congress, and
expenses
full of all expenses
and in full
Forty-first Congress,
in the
Louisiana in
trict
incurred in contesting
contesting his election, four thousand dollars.
Imcurred
SEC. 2.
of the
Treasury may
any time
apply the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
time apply
may at
at any
the Treasury
the Secretary
Secretary of
2. That
That the
SEC.
surplus money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise, appropriated,
so much
much Treasury
Treai
smnt
n
o
i rpi
to
applyny
or so
not otherwise,
appropriated, or
surplus
thereof as
as he
purchase or redemption
redemption of T
reasury to YpuIpuL
tTrcLsury
proper, to
to the purchase
consider proper,
he may
may consider
thereof
United
Provided, That
so purchased
purchased or reredempre- chase or redemp.
bonds so
the bonds
That the
bonds: Provided,
States bonds:
United States
deemed shall
shall constitute
no part
part of
of the
sinking fund,
fund, but
bonds.
tio of bonds.
be can- tion
shall be
but shall
the sinking
constitute no
deemed
Wed.
Proviso.
celed.
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Public act
ap- SEC.
3. Section
"An act
act making
making appropriations
for the
the payappropriations for
one of
of "An
Section one
SEC. 3.
Public
act ap-

proved February ment of invalid
invalid and other pensions of the United States for the fiscal
26,
1881.
6Amended.
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and for
for
and eighty-two,
eighty-two, and
eighteen hundred
ending June
year
Am8 nde.
deficiencies, and
purposes", approved
approved February
February twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth,
for other
other purposes",
and for
deficiencies,
eighteen hundred
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
out
striking out
and eighty-one
eighty-one is
hundred and
eighteen
the
words "including
"including arrears
arrears to"
in the
the second
parasecond para.
occur in
to" where
where they
they occur
the words
graph
the section,
section, and
and the
words "including
"including arrears"
arrears" in
seventh
in the
the seventh
the words
of the
graph of
paragraph
said section.
paragraph of said
Approved
3, 1881.
1881.
March 3,
Approved March

March
1881.
3, 1881.
March 3,

CHAP.
making appropriations
appropriations to
the expenses
of the
govthe govexpenses of
for the
to provide
provide for
act making
134.-An act
CHAP. 134.—An
ernment of
of the
the District
of Columbia
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eightfor the fiscal
District of
Columbia for
ernment
een
hundred and
and eighty-two,
purposes.
and for
for other purposes.
eighty-two, and
een hundred

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
of the
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted

District of
of CoCo- States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the half
half of
the following
following
of the
That the
in Congress
of America
America in
District

lumbia.
sums named,
appropriated, out of any money in
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
respectively, is
vamed, respectively,
]umbia.
appropriated, and the other half out of the
Appropriations. the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
revenues of
of the
the District
District of Columbia, for the purposes
following, being
purposes following,
revenues
the estimated
estimated expenses
expenses of
Columbia
of Columbia
District of
of the
the government
government of the District
the
for the
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
eightyand eightyhundred and
ending June
year ending
for
the fiscal
two, namely:
namely:

FOR
IMPROVEMENTS AND
CARE AND
AND
FOR CARE
REPAIRS, AND FOR
AND REPAIRS,
FOR IMPROVEMENTS
REPAIR OF BRIDGES.
concrete pavements,
thousand dollars; for complepavements, fifty thousand
repairs to concrete
For repairs
Repairs
Repairs of pavement, etc.
tion of New York avenue intercepting
dollars;
intercepting sewer, seven thousand dollars;
McAdam roadways, five thousand dollars; for materials
materials
for repairs to McAdam
Materials.
Materials.
Surveys.
for permit work, twenty thousand dollars; for continuation
continuation of surveys
reference to the extension
extension of various
of the District of Columbia with reference
avenues to the District line, five thousand
thousand dollars; for Boundary street
street
Sewers.
auxiliary sewer, fifty thousand
thousand dollars; for lateral
lateral sewers, fifteen
fifteen thoudollars;
sand dollars; for dredging
dredging James
James Creek Canal, five thousand
thousand dollars;
pavements
(or
replacement of pavements
bor work on sundry avenues and streets, and replacement
estinlates of
annexed to the estimates
appendixes A and B
on streets named in appendixes
B annexed
Ile Commissioners
Commissioners of the District for eighteeuhundred
eighteen hundred and eighty-two
ihe
hunk
being schedules of streets requiring immediate attention),
attention), three hunkbeing
ired thousand
dred
thousand dollars; in all, four hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven thousand
thousand
dollars.
two
Benning7s, Anacostia, and Chain Bridges, two
care of
of Benning's,
For ordinary care
Denning's,
AlaBonning's, Adacostia, and Chain thousand
hunthousand dollars; for maintenance
maintenance and repair of other bridges, five hunBridges.
Bridges.
dred dollars.
Washington
Washington
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.
WASHINGTON
Aqueduct.
For engineering, maintenance,
maintenance, and general
general repairs, twenty
twenty thousand
dollars.

FOR MAINTAINING
INSTITUTIONS OF CHARITY,
MAINTAINING INSTITUTIONS
CHARITY, REFORMATORIES, AND PRISONS.
PRISONS.
Washington
Washington
Asylum.
Asylum.

commissioner and intendant, one
Asylum: For one commissioner
For Washington Asylum:
thousand two
dollars; one
one matron, six hundred dollars; one
thousand
two hundred
hundred dollars;
hundred dollars; one resident
visiting physician,
physician, one thousand two hundred
resident
physician, four hundred and eighty dollars;
dollars; one engineer, six hundred
dollars; one assistant engineer, three hundred dollars; one overseer,
eight hundred dollars; one clerk, four hundred and eighty dollars; one
baker, four hundred and twenty dollars; five overseers,
overseers, at six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars each; one watchman, three
three handred
dollars; three watchmen,
watchmen,
at two hundred
hundred and forty dollars each;
each; one driver, one hundred and
and
twenty dollars,
dollars, one hostler, sixty dollars;
dolla,'s; one cook, one hundred and
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twenty dollars;
cooks, at
sixty dollars
each; five nurses,
nurses, at sixty
dollars eachat sixty
two cooks,
dollars; two
twenty
dollars each;
each; and
for contingent
expenses, including
improvements,
including improvements,
Contingent expenses,
and for
dollars
repairs, provisions,
provisions, fuel,
fuel, forage,
shoes, clothing, hardware, drydry
lumber, shoes,
forage, lumber,
repairs,
dollars;•in
goods,
miscellaneous items, thirty thousand dollars
and miscellaneous
medicines, and
goods, medicines,
all,
forty thousand
hundred and forty
forty dollars.
nine hundred
thousand nine
all, forty
For the
new work-house
work-house at
at the
Asylum, namely:
namely: For iron
Washington Asylum,
the Washington
the new
For
bunks,
concrete floors,
floors, connections
with furnaces,
gas-fixtures, dryingfurnaces, gas-fixtures,
connections with
bunks, concrete
rooms,
and steam
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
four thousand
heating-apparatus, four
steam heating-apparatus,
rooms, and
namely: For steam heatFor the
almshouse at Washington Asylum, namely:
the almshouse
For
ing-apparatus,
gas-fixtures, three thousand
thousand seven
seven
drying-room, and gas-fixtures,
ing-apparatus, drying-room,
hundred dollars.
hundred
Foi the
the Georgetown
Georgetown Almshouse:
Almshouse: Support
inmates, one
thousand
one thousand
of inmates,
Support of
Foi
eight
hundred dollars.
dollars.Almshouse.
eight hundred
For support
support of
of the
the indigent
indigent insane
insane of
the District
of Columbia in the
District of
of the
For
in
Government Hospital
Hospital for
the Insane
in said
District, as
as provided
provided in
said District,
Insane in
for the
Government
sections, forty-eight
forty-four and
and forty-eight
forty-eight hundred
and forty-four
hundred and
forty-eight hundred
sections,
and fifty
thousand dollars.
forty thousand
Statutes, forty
Revised Statutes,
the Revised
of the
fifty of
and
For transportation
of paupers
paupers and
prisoners to the workconveying prisoners
and conveying
transportation of
For
house,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
three thousand
house, three
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Work-house.
Work
house.
Almshouse.
Almshouse.

Georgetown
Georgetown
Almshouse.
Indigent insane
of District
District of Coluilla.4.844
lumbia.4

S.4850.
R. S.
Transportation
Transportation
of paupers
paupers and
prisoners.
prisoners.
Reform school.

For
School: For one
superintendent, one thousand five hunone superintendent,
Reform School:
For Reform
dred
dollars; assistant
dollars; four
thousand dollars;
superintendent, one thousand
assistant superintendent,
dred dollars;
teachers, at
seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty
matron of school, six
dollars each; matron
fifty dollars
at seven
teachers,
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
hundred and eighty dollars;
dollars;
one hundred
family, one
of family,
matron of
one matron
hundred
one matron
of family,
hundred and forty-four dollars; farmer, five
family, one hundred
matron of
one
hundred and
and forty dollars;
hundred
superintendent of chain-shop, four hundred
dollars; superintendent
hundred
and
eighty dollars;
shoemaker, three hundred dollars; baker, three
dollars; shoemaker,
and eighty
hundred dollars;
dollars 5engineer,
dollars; tailor, one hundred
hundred
engineer, three hundred dollars;
hundred
and
seamstress, one
one hundred
hundred and forty-four
forty-four dollars;
dollars;
dollars; seamstress,
eighty dollars;
and eighty
dining-room
servant, one
forty-four dollars; chambermaid,
chambermaid,
hundred and forty-four
one hundred
dining-room servant,
one
hundred and
and forty-four
forty-four dollars;
hundred and fortyone hundred
laundress, one
dollars; laundress,
one hundred
four
dollars; florist, two hundred and forty dollars; cook, one hundred
four dollars;
and
eighty dollars;
one watchman,
watchman, three
three hundred and sixty dollars;
dollars;
dollars; one
and eighty
two
watchmen, at three hundred
hundred and sixty dollars each; in all, ten
two watchmen,
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars.
For subsistence:
subsistence: For
For groceries,
groceries, five
five thousand
thousand dollars; for flour, three Subsistence.
For
thousand
dollars; for
meat, two thousand
thousand dollars; for dry-goods, two
for meat,
thousand dollars;
thousand
six hundred
dollars; for
six hundred dollars; for gas,
leather, six
for leather,
hundred dollars;
thousand six
dolsix
hundred dollars;
hundred and sixty doldollars; for coal, two thousand one hundred
six hundred
lars;
wooden ware, five hundred and fifty-four
fifty-four
hardware, table and wooden
for hardware,
lars; for
dollars;
dollars; for furniture, six hundred dollars; for farm implements and
hunseed,
hundred dollars;
three hunharness and repairs to same, three
dollars; for harness
six hundred
seed, six
dred
dollars; for
for fertilizers,
hundred dollars;
dollars; for stationery and
five hundred
fertilizers, five
dred dollars;
books,
glazing, six
and glazing,
painting, and
plumbing, painting,
for plumbing,
dollars; for
hundred dollars;
three hundred
books, three
hundred
hundred doldollars; for medicine and medical attention, six hundred
hundred dollars;
twentylars;
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, one thousand
thousand dollars; in all, twen
tyfor miscellaneous
lars; for
one
thousand and
fourteen dollars.
And the
the board
board of trustees of said
dollars. And
and fourteen
one thousand
Reform School
School are
are hereby
to use the balance
balance of the fund due
authorized to
hereby authorized
Reform
them from
from the
the trustees
Company for the erection of
trustees of Jay Cook and Company
them
workshops, purchase
of machinery,
machinery, and for improvements for said school.
purchase of
workshops,
And hereafter
hereafter the
the officers
of the
the Reform
School shall
Coraat the end of each Report to Cornshall at
Reform School
officers of
And
fiscal
year make
to the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of Coin"missioners of DisColum- missioners
report to
make aa report
fiscal year
bia, which
which shall
embrace aa full
complete inventory
of all
the per_
trict of Columbia.
per- trict
all the
inventory of
and complete
full and
shall embrace
bia,
ot
and
sonal
property
in
detail,
the
number
of
employees,
number
of
of
number
the
sonal property in detail,
days each
is employed
employed during the year and price paid each, and the
each is
days
amount
of
garden,
field,
other products produced, together with the
and other
field, and
garden,
of
amount
disposition made
made of
personal property,
products, and so forth.
property, products,
said personal
of said
disposition
Charities.
For
charities, namely:
Charities.
namely:
following charities,
the following
For the
For
relief of
of the
the poor,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars; and the compenpoor, fifteen
the relief
For the
sation of
of the
the physicians
physicians to
to the
the poor
exceeding
shall be at the rate of not exceeding
poor shall
sation
fifty dollars per month each.
For
the support
the Columbia
Columbia Hospital
Hospital for
Women
for Women
of the
maintenance of
and maintenance
support and
For the
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and Lying-in
Asylum, fifteen
dollars; and
for furnishing
furnishing the
and
Lying-in Asylum,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars;
and for
the
two
cottages, eight
hundred dollars.
two new
new cottages,
eight hundred
dollars.
For
the National
Association for
for Colored
Women and
six
For the
National Association
Colored Women
and Children,
Children, six
thousand five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand
five hundred
For
the Women's
five thousand
thousand dollars.
For the
Women's Christian
Christian Association,
Association, five
dollars.
For the
the Children's
five thousand
For
Children's Hospital,
Hospital, five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For Saint
AIDA Infant
Infant Asylum,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
Saint Ann's
Asylum, five
For the
Industrial Home
For
the Industrial
Home School,
School, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, five
five thousand
thousand
dollars of
of which
which shall
on the
the premises,
dollars
shall be
be used
used for
for building
building a
a house
house on
premises,
District of Columbia.
under the direction of the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
Columbia.
Commissioners of
District of
authorReports
hereafter the Commissioners
of the
the District
Reports of re- And hereafter
of Columbia
Columbia are
are authorceipts and expend- ized to visit and investigate
investigate the management
management of and have
have a
a report of the
itures to be made
receipts and
and expenditures
expenditures of
all the
the institutions
institutions herein
tretoomo
msioe
me receipts
of all
herein appropriated
appropriated for:
for:
to
Commissioners
heretofore exercised
exercised by
by the
Secretary of
the
of District of Co- Provided,
Provided, The
The supervision
supervision heretofore
the Secretary
of the
Interior over the
Government Hospital
continued,
the Government
Hospital for
for the Insane shall be continued,
lumbia.
Interior
Proviso.
Proviso.
and the officers of said hospital shall report to him as heretofore, anynotwithstanding.
thing in this act
act to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
That the appropriation
appropriation of ten thousand
thousand dollars "for the erection
erection of a
a
building
Orphan Asylum,"
building for
for the German
German Orphan
Asylum," in the
the act
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
act
expenses of the government
making appropriations
appropriations to provide for the expenses
government of
1880,
ch. 121.
1880, ch.
121.
the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eightAnte,
Ante, 157.
157.
eighty-one, and for other purposes,"
een hundred and eighty-one,
purposes," approved
approved June
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty, shall be amended so as to read:
read:
"For
Protestant Orphan
Orphan Asylum
Asylum Association
Association of the District
"For the German Protestant
District
of Columbia,
for the
purpose of
paying for
the property
purof
Columbia, for
the purpose
of paying
for the
property recently
recently purchased
chased by them
them for
for an
an asylum."
asylum."

GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES.
AND CONTINGENT
FOR SALARIES
SALARIES AND
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
Secretary.
Secretary.

executive office:
two Commissioners,
at five
dollars
For executive
office: For
For two
Commissioners, at
five thousand
thousand dollars
each; one secretary,
secretary, two thousand
one
thousand one hundred and sixty dollars;
dollars; one
Clerks.
Clerks.
clerk, one thousand
dollars; one clerk, one thousand four
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars
hundred
hundred dollars; one messenger clerk, nine hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one messenger
hundred dollars;
hundred and eighty
senger,, six hundred
dollars; one driver,
driver, four
four hundred
eighty doldollars; for
contingent expenses,
including printing,
printing, books,
and
for contingent
expenses, including
books, stationery,
stationery, and
miscellaneous items, three thousand dollars; in all, twenty thousand
miscellaneous
Compensation of an
ad1d f
forty
or ty dollars;
doll ars; and hereafter
hereafter the Engineer
Engineer Commissioner
Commissioner shall be
be
Engineer
Commisentitled
to
receive
such compensation,
compensation, in
addition to
to his
Army
pay
and
Comnls-"
Enineer
entitled
to
receive
such
in
addition
his
Army
pay
and
sioner.
allowances, as will make his compensation
compensation equal to five thousand dollars'
dollars
a sum sufficient
per annum,
annum, and a
sufficient to pay said additional compensation
compensation is
hereby
hereby appropriated.
Auditor and
and
ai:d comptroller's office: For one auditor and comptroller
Auditor
For auditor ai.d
comptroller,
comptroller.
three thousand dollars
dollars;•one bookkeeper, one thousand eight hundred
comptroller,
hundred dot
dol
lars; one clerk, one thousand six hundred dollars; three clerks, at on(
om
thousand four hundred dollars each; one clerk, one thousand two hundred
dollars; one messenger, six hundred dollars; for contingent
contingent expenses,
-including
stationery, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
including books, stationery,
items, four
four hundred
hundred doldollars; in all, twelve thousand eight hundred dollars.
dollars.
Old records diFor
thousand two hundred
Ovld
?For old-records division: For one clerk, one thousand
sin.
dollars; one clerk, nine hundred dollars; in all, two thousand one hunvision.
hundred
dred dollars.
abolished
trcas- The office of treasurer of the District of Columbia is hereby abolished
Office of treasurer abolished ;du- hundred and eightyeighteen hundred
fron and
and after the thirtieth day of June, eighteen
ties to be perform- from
ed by collector
collector of one, and the collector of taxes for said District shall, from and after that
that
taxes.
late, collect all revenues of the District and deposit the amounts coltaxes,
date,
collected daily with the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States.
Assessor, duties
duties The duplicate of assessment for the fiscal yea
yearr e
eighteen
Assessor,
i
g hte en hundred
hun dre dand
ot
eighty-two,
of.
eighty-two, and annually
annually thereafter, shall be prepared
prepared by the assessor
assessoi
before the first day of November
November of each
each year, and upon the completion
completion
thereof shall be delivered to the collector
collector,, who
who shall receipt in
in dupli
dupli-
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cate
for the
total amount
origThe origassessment. The
amount of taxes
taxes shown by said assessment.
the total
cate for
inal
receipt shall
to the
the First Comptroller of the Treasury,
shall be forwarded
forwarded to
inal receipt
and
the duplicate
the auditor
auditor and
and comptroller
the District
District of
of CoCocomptroller of
of the
duplicate to
to the
and the
lumbia.
bills shall
of taxes, and
and he
by the
the collector
collector of
shall be made
made up by
All tax
tax bills
lumbia. All
shall
be held
under his
bond for
for all
all taxes,
as he
except such
such as
he
taxes, except
his bond
held responsible
responsible under
shall be
may
not be
to collect
collect after
complying with
requirements
with the requirements
after fully
fully complying
be able
able to
may not
of
eighteen thousand
thousand
the sum
sum of eighteen
appropriated the
law; and there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
of law;
dollars
defraying the expenses of said assessor's office.
dollars for defraying
collector, four
four thousand
thousand dollars;
for Collector.
For collector's office:
office: For
For one
one collector,
dollars; for
necessary
said office,
thouoffice, six
six thousand
thousand dollars; in all, ten thouof said
expenses of
necessary expenses
sand dollars.
For sinking-fund office: For two clerks, at one thousand two hundred Sinking,fluad
Sinkingzfund ofoffice.
contingent expenses, including books, stationery, flee.
dollars each; for contingent
printing, and
and miscellaneous
hundred dollars; in all, two
items, three hundred
miscellaneous items,
printing,
thousand seven
seven hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand
For coroner's
coroner's office:
office: For
Coroner, jurors,
eight hundred
hundred Coroner,
thousand eight
For one coroner, one thousand
For
contingent expenses,
ete.
expenses, including jurors' fees, stationery, books, etc.
dollars; for contingent
holding
autopsies, and holding
deceased persons,
persons, making autopsies,
of deceased
blanks, removal
removal of
inquests, seven
seven hundred
hundred
two thousand
thousand five hundred
dollars; in all, two
hundred dollars;
inquests,
dollars.
dollars.
That
hereafter a
summoned by the coroner
coroner shall coninquest summoned
a jury of inquest
That hereafter
sist of
of six
a
of said
said jurors shall be paid one dollar a
and each
each of
persons, and
six persons,
sist
day for his services.
Attorney and
and
For attorney's
attorney's office: For one attorney, four thousand dollars; one Attorney
others.'
assistant attorney, one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one special other
assistant
hundred and sixty dollars;
attorney, nine hundred
assistant attorney,
dollars; one clerk, nine hunassistant
messenger, one hundred
hundred and ninety-two
dred and sixty dollars; one messenger,
dollars; for rent
rent of office,
office, three hundred
hundred dollars; for contingent
contingent expenses,
including books, stationery, printing, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
penses, including
dollars; in all, eight thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and twelve
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars.
dollars.
For
inspector of
office: For
thousand buildings,
Inspector
Inspector
of
inspector, two thousand
For one inspector,
of buildings
buildings' office:
For inspector
etc.
of
draughtsman, one thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one inspector
inspector and draughtsman,
thousand buildings etc.
seven hundred
hundred dollars; one assistant inspector,
inspector, one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
seven
one inspector
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
thousand five hundred
of plumbing,
plumbing, one thousand
inspector of
one
messenger,
dollars; for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses,
messenger, four hundred and eighty dollars;
miscellaneous items,
including books, stationery,
stationery, repairs to wagon,
wagon, and miscellaneous
five hundred
seven thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and eighty
in all, seven
dollars; in
five
hundred dollars;
dollars.
For
division of
of property
property office:
office: For one
office.
property, Property office
superintendent of property,
one superintendent
For division
one
eight hundred
thousand two hunhun one clerk, one thousand
dollars; one
hundred dollars;
thousand eight
one thousand
dred
one issuing clerk,
hundred and sixty dollars; one
nine hundred
clerk, nine
dollars; one
dred dollars;
inspector
of fuel,
fuel, seven
seven hundred
and twenty
twenty dollars;
watchman,
dollars; one watchman,
hundred and
inspector of
seven hundred
hundred and twenty
dollar and
dollars; two watchmen, at one dollar
twenty dollars;
seven
ninety-five dollars; one mesfifty cents per day each, one thousand and ninety-five
senger, six
six hundred
hundred dollars; one messenger,
hundred and eighty dolmessenger, four hundred
senger,
lars;
eighty dollars each; one janitor,
hundred and eighty
four hundred
lars; four
four laborers,
laborers, at four
seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars;
dollars; one
watchman, at six
hundred dolsix hundred
one watchman,
seven
lars; for
for rent
rent of property-yards,
hundred dollars; in all, eleven
eleven
three hundred
property-yards, three
lars;

thousand one hundred and fifteen dollars.
For
For division
division of streets,
streets, alleys, and county-roads
county-roads office:
office: One
One superinsuperintwo thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; one clerk, nine hundred dollars; three
tendent, two
supervisors of
hundred dollars
dollars each; in all, five thousand
nine hundred
of roads,
roads, at nine
supervisors
six hundred dollars.
thouinspector, two tho
For inspector
inspector of gas and meters' office:
office: For one inspector,
usand dollars;
one assistant
one thousand
thousand dollars;
in all,
all, three
three
dollars; in
inspector, one
assistant inspector,
dollars; one
sand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For harbor-master
eighty dollars.
dollars.
at Ceorgetown,
Georgetown, eighty
harbor-master at
For
For sealer
weights and
measures, eighty
eighty dollars
dollars.
For
sealer of
of weights
and measures,

anStrc
e
o
eu
tsay alol
a
eg:

Streets, alleys,
a
superintendent,
superintendent,

etc.
Inspector of gas

Inspector of gas

a
nd meters.
met
ers.
and

Harbormaster.
Harbor-master.
Sealer of weights
andmeasures
and measures.
For engineer's
For one
clerk, one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred Engineersoffice.
Engineer's office.
thousand nine
one chief
chief clerk,
office: For
engineer's office:
For
dollars; one
one clerk, one thousand six hundred dollars; one clerk, one
dollars;
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thousand four
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
clerk, one
handled
thousand
four hundred
one clerk,
one thousand
thousand two
two hundled
dollars; two
two clerks
clerks at
at nine
nine hundred
dollars each;
each; one
engidollars;
hundred dollars
one computing
computing engineer, two
thousand four
dollars; one
six
neer
two thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars;
one leveler,
leveler, one
one thousand
thousand six
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
one leveler,
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars;
one
hundred
leveler, one
one thousand
dollars; one
leveler,
draughtsman, one
leveler, one
one thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
one draughtsman,
one
thousand
dollars; three
rod-men, at
dollars
thousand dollars;
three rod-men,
at seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty dollars
each;
ax-men, at
at six
hundred and
dollars each;
each; one
one inspector
each; three
three ax-men,
six hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars
inspector
of asphalt,
four hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; one
one inspector,
thouof
asphalt, two
two thousand
thousand four
inspector, one
one thou.
dollars; two
two inspectors,
inspectors, at
thousand two
two hundred
sand five hundred dollars;
at one
one thousand
hundred
dollars each;
two messengers,
at four
hundred and
each;
dollars
each; two
messengers, at
four hundred
and eighty
eighty dollars
dollars each;
for temporary
writers and
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dolfor
temporary writers
and draughtsmen,
draughtsmen, one
one thousand
dolcontingent expenses,
expenses, including
including books,
and mislars; and
and for
for contingent
books, stationery,
stationery, and
miscellaneous items,
thousand dollars;
all, thirty.
two thousand
thousand eight
cellaneous
items, four thousand
dollars; in
in all,
thirty two
eight
hundred and fifty dollars.
hundred
temporarily required
connection with
with
Sewei or street That
That overseers
Sewm
overseers or
or inspectors
inspectors temporarily
required in
in connection
work
inspectors sewer or street work done under contracts authorized
appropriations
authorized by appropriations
paid horn approspecially appropriated
appropriated for the work, arid
paid
fio
appro- shall be paid out of the sum specially
and
priation.
for the
engaged thereon:
provided further,
overProviso.
Proviso.
for
the time
time actually
actually engaged
thereon: And
And provided
further, That
That overseers or inspectors
required in connection
connection with
inspectors required
with sewer or street work
work
done under contracts authorized
paid
authorized by appropriations
appropriations shall
shall also be
be paid
out of the sum appropriated
appropriated for the works.
works.
Contingent.
Forfuel,
insurance, and general miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
For
fu.el, ice, gas, repairs, insurance,
of District offices,
offices, three thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Streets.

STREETS.
FOR STREETS.

Sweeping.

Repairs
sewRepairs of
of sewers.
Provso
Proviso.
1870, ch. 47,
Stat., 16, 82.

Parking.
Parkng.

Lamps.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Proviso.
Provso.

Police.

Police.

For sweeping, cleaning, and sprinkling
sprinkling streets and
avenues, thirty
and avenues,
thirty
thousand dollars;
dollars; cleanieg
five hundred
cleanilg alleys, six thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars;
dollars;
for current work of repairs of streets, avenues, and
and alleys,
alleys, twenty
twenty thouthousand dollars; current repairs
repairs to
to county
county roads,
roads, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
repairing lateral
dolcleaning and repairing
lateral sewers
sewers and basins, twenty thousand
thousand dollars;
in all,
hundred dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That so
so
lars; in
all, ninety-six
nuety-six thousand
thousand live
five hundred
much
of the
the act
of Congress
April sixth,
sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
much of
act of
Congress approved
approved April
and seventy, as prohibits the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of
of Columbia
Columbia
from narrowing
narrowing the carriage-ways
carriage-ways of Louisiana and Indiana avenues and
and
a
Fourth-and-a-half street
street be,
a portion of Fourth-and-a-half
be, and the same is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
For the parking
parking commission: For one superintendent,
superintendent, one thousand
thousand
two hundred dollars; one assistant superintendent,
superintendent, seven
seven hundred
hundred dollars; contingent expenses, including
cart-hire, trees,
trees, treetreeincluding laborers,
laborers, cart-hire,
boxes, tree-stakes,
tree-stakes, tree-straps, planting
planting and care of
whitewashof trees,
trees, whitewashdollars;
ing, care of parks, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, eighteen thousand dollars;
in all, nineteen thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
street-lamps: For illuminating
For street-lamps:
illuminating material, and
arid lighting and extinguishing lamps on streets and alleys, one hundred and
thousand
and three
three thousand
three
erection of lamps, one thousand
three hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars; erection
thousand
superintendent, nine hundred dollars; repairs to puirps,
dollars; one superintendent,
pumps,
three thousand dollars; cleaning
cleaningtidal
tidal sewer, three thousand dollars; in
all, one hundred and eleven thousand
thousand three hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
Provided, That no more than twenty-five
twenty-five dollars per annum
dollars: Provided,
for each street-lamp
street-lamp shall be paid for gas, lighting,
lighting, extinguishing,
extinguishing, repairing,
cleaning under
underanyexpenditure
pairing, and cleaning
any expenditure provided
provided for in
in this
this act; and
and
in case aacontract cannot
cannot be made
made at that rate, the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
District of
of Columbia are hereby authorized
authorized to substitute other illumiDistrict
nating material, and to use so much of the sum hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated as
may
necessary for
Provided further,
further, That the Commay be
be necessary
for that
that purpose:
purpose: Provided
missioners of the District of Columbia shall not be authorized
authorized to make
any contract
illuminating material, in accordance
contract for gas or other illuminating
accordance with
with
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this paragraph,
the
paragraph, for any longer period
period than one year.
FO MTITROPOLITAN
METROPOLIT
POLIE.
POLITAN
FOR
POLICE.

For one major and superintendent,
hundred and ten
superintendent, two thousand
thousand six hundred
dollars; one captain,
captain, one thousand eight hundred dollars; one property-
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clerk,
one thousand eight hundred dollars; one clerk, one thousand five
clerk, one
hundred
dollars; three
three surgeons,
surgeons at four hundred and
each;
and fifty dollars each;
hundred dollars;
six detectives,
at one
one thousand
thousand three
hundred and twenty
each;
twenty dollars each;
three hundred
six
detectives, at
ten
lieutenants, at
at one
one thousand
thousand two
dollars each; twenty sertwo hundred
hundred dollars
ten lieutenants,
geants, at
at one
thousand one
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars
seven acteach; seven
dollars each;
one hundred
one thousand
geants,
ing
sergeants, at
thousand and
eighty dollars
seventy-three
each; seventy-three
dollars each;
and eighty
at one
one thousand
ing sergeants,
privates,
one, at
and
hundred dollars each; one hundred and
at nine hundred
class one,
privates, class
twenty
privates, class
class two,
at one
one thousand
and eighty
dollars each;
each;
eighty dollars
thousand and
two, at
twenty privates,
Station-keepers,
station-keepers, at five hundred and sixteen dollars each; eight Station-keepers.
sixteen station-keepers,
laborers,
four hundred
twenty dollars
dollars each;
Laborers.
telegraph oper- .Laborers.
each; two telegraph
and twenty
hundred and
at four
laborers, at
Telegraph and
telephone operator,
operator, at seven hundred and eighty dollars Telegraph
ators and
and one telephone
operattelephone operatmessenger, five hun- telephone
each; one
one messenger,
dollars; one messenger,
hundred dollars;
seven hundred
messenger, seven
each;
ors.
dred dollars;
major and
three hundred
ouned police
mounted, three
superintendent, mounted,
and superintendent,
dollars; one
one major
dred
Mounted
police.
and
sixty dollars;
one captain,
captain, mounted,
dollars
and forty dollars•
hundred and
mounted, two hundred
dollars; one
and sixty
fifty
sergeants and
and
and privates, mounted, at two hundred and
lieutenants, sergeants,
fifty lieutenants,
forty
dollars each
hundred dollars each; one amthree hundred
drivers, at three
two drivers,
each;5two
forty dollars
bulance
of police-station
police-station houses and
dollars; rent of
six hundred
hundred dollars;
driver, six
bulance driver,
police
five thousand
thousand nine
hundred and sixty dollars; for
for
nine hundred
headquarters, five
police headquarters,
fuel,
five hundred
repairs to
one
to station-houses, oue
hundred dollars; repairs
thousand five
fuel, one
one thousand
Contingent.
contingent expenses,
thousand
miscellaneous and contingent
expenses, Contingent.
dollars; miscellaneous
five hundred dollars;
thousand five
including
books, telegraphing, printing, gas, ice, washing,
including stationery, books,
prisoners, repairs
repairs to van, and detection of crime, six thousand
meals for prisoners,
four
hundred and
and sixty-nine
dollars; in
all, two
two hundred
hundred and ninety-nine
ninety-nine
in all,
sixty-nine dollars;
four hundred
thousand
twenty-five dollars.
thousand and twenty-five
FIEE-ALARM.
FOR THE
AND FIRE-ALARM.
DEPARTMENT AND
FIRE DEPARTMENT
THE FIRE
FOR

Fire department
department
Fire

For two commissioners,
dollars each; one commiscommissioners, at two hundred dollars
For
sioner
secretary, four hundred dollars; one chief engineer, one
sioner and secretary,
thousand
eight hundred
dollars; one
one assistant engineer,
engineer ;one thousand
thousand
hundred dollars;
thousand eight
fire-alarm telegraph, one
four
superintendent of fire-alarm
one superintendent
hundred dollars; one
four hundred
thousand five
hundred dollars;
operators, at one thoutelegraph operators,
dollars; two telegraph
five hundred
thousand
sand two
foremen, at one thousand dollars
each; eight foremen,
dollars each;
hundred dollars
two hundred
sand
each;
six engineers,
engineers, at
thousand dollars each;
each; six firemen, at eight
one thousand
at one
each; six
hundred
dollars each;
tillermen, at eight hundred dollars each;
each; two tillermen,
hundred dollars
eight
hostlers, at
eight hundred dollars
dollars each; fifty-four privates, at
at eight
eight hostlers,
seven
and twenty
twenty dollars
dollars each; three
seven
watchmen, at seven
three watchmen,
hundred and
seven hundred
hundred
twenty dollars
dollars each;
engine-houses, one thoueach; repairs to engine-houses,
and twenty
hundred and
sand
for fuel,
fuel, one
one thousand
purchase of
dollars; purchase
hundred dollars;
five hundred
thousand five
dollars; for
sand dollars;
horses,
four thousand
hundred dolfive hundred
thousand five
forage, four
dollars; forage,
thousand dollars;
two thousand
horses, two
lars;
thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars; repairs to apparatus,
two thousand
hose, two
lars; hose,
contingent expenses,
including
truck, five thousand dollars; contingent
expenses,
rebuilding truck,
including rebuilding
including
horseshoeing, washing,
washing, oil,
oil, stable
blackharness, blacksupplies, harness,
stable supplies,
including horseshoeing,
smithing,
battery supplies,
supplies, labor,
repairs to telegraph
telegraph line, gas, and
labor, repairs
smithing, battery
miscellaneous items,
hundred and two
thousand dollars; in all, one hundred
ten thousand
items, ten
miscellaneous
thousand two
hundred and forty dollars.
two hundred
thousand
COURTS.
OOURTS.

For
the police
court, as
as follows:
thousand dollars;
judge, three thousand
follows: One judge,
police court,
For the
one clerk,
thousand dollars;
dollars; one deputy clerk, one thousand doltwo thousand
clerk, two
one
lars;
three dollars
dollars per
per day
one messenger,
nine
messenger, nine
each; one
day each;
at three
bailiffs, at
two bailiffs,
lars; two
hundred dollars;
door-keeper, five
five hundred
hundred and
and forty dollars;
dollars;
one door-keeper,
dollars; one
hundred
United States
dollars; con
hundred dollars;
five hundred
thousand five
two thousand
fees, two
marshal's fees,
States marshal's
United
tmgent expenses,
including compensation
of a
ajustice
justice of
of the
the peace
acting
peace acting
compensation of
expenses, including
tingent
as
of the
the police
the absence
said judge, not exof said
absence of
during the
court during
police court
judge of
as judge
ceeding three
books, stationery,
stationery, fuel, ice, gas, witnessdollars, books,
hundred dollars,
three hundred
ceeding
fees and
and miscellaneous
five hundred
in all,
dollars; in
hundred dollars;
thousand five
two thousand
items, two
miscellaneous items,
fees
fourteen thousand
three hundred
hundred and
and eighteen
eighteen dollars.
thousand three
fourteen
For judicial
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
expenses, two
judicial expenses,
For

Police court.

Police court.

Judicial
Judicial
pewee.

ex.
es.
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Payment
Payment of refrcf-

1881.
1881.

order of
of Claims,
appointed
For payment,
payment, upon
upon order
of the
the Court
Courtof
Claims, of
of referees
referees appointed

— said court under the act approved
erees of Court of by
approved June sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
Claims.
Claims.
1880,
ch.
243.
and
eighty,
two
thousand
dollars.
and eighty, two thousand dollars.
1880, ch. 243.
Ante, 285.
Public schools.
Public
schools.

Superintendents,
Superintendents,
teachers
teachers

others.
others,

PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS,

For salaries of superintendents,
superintendents, teachers, and janitors,
janitors, secretary
secretary of
of

and the board, and clerks, including
including additional
additional teachers and increase
increase of
of

and

teachers' pay by continuous service, rents, repairs, furniture, books,
books, stationery,
items, three
hundred and
and ninety-nine
thoutionery, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
three hundred
ninety-nine thousand nine
namely:
nine hundred
hundred and
and eighty dollars, namely:
For officers:
superintendent at
officers: For
For one
one superintendent
at two thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred
dollars;
one superintendent
thousand two
hundred and
dollars; one
superintendent at
at two
two thousand
two hundred
and fifty
fifty doldollars;
one clerk
to comlars; one secretary
secretary at
at one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars;
dollars; one
clerk to
committee
at three
three hundred
dollars; one
clerk at
eight hundred
mittee on accounts at
hundred dollars;
one clerk
at eight
hundred
dollars; one clerk at seven
seven hundred and
dollars; in
six thouthouand fifty dollars;
in all,
all, six
sand nine hundred and fifty dollars.
teachers: For six teachers
thousand six
For teachers:
teachers at
at one
one thousand
six hundred and
and fifty
dollars each; two teachers at
at one thousand three hundred
hundred and fifty dollars each, one teacher
teacher at one thousand six hundred
hundred dollars;
teacher
dollars; one
one teacher
at one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars; one teacher
thousand one
teacher at one
one thousand
one
hundred dollars; eighteen teachers at one thousand
hundred
dollars each;
thousand dollars
each; one
one
teacher
teacher at nine hundred
hundred and sixty dollars; three
three teachers
teachers at nine
nine hundred and fifty dollars each; thirteen teachers at nine hundred doldollars each; thirteen teachers
teachers at eight hundred
hundred and fifty dollars
each;
dollars each;
teachers at eight hundred dollars each; thirty-eight
thirty-eight teachthirty-four teachers
teacheach; fifty-three
fifty-three teachers
teachers at
at
ers at seven hundred and fifty dollars each;
seven hundred
hundred dollars each;
each; sixty-nine teachers
hundred and
teachers at six hundred
and fifty
teachers at six hundred
each; thirty
dollars each; seventy teachers
hundred dollars
dollars each;
teachers at five
fifteen teachers
at five
five
teachers
five hundred
hundred and fifty dollars
dollars each;
each; fifteen
teachers at
hundred dollars each; four teachers at four hundred
hundred and seventy-five
hundred
seventy-five
dollars each; twenty-seven
twenty-seven teachers
teachers at four hundred and fifty dollars
each; fourteen
fourteen teachers
teachers at four hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars each;
each;
thirty-seven teachers
hundred dollars each; one teacher at three
thirty-seven
teachers at four hundred
hundred and fifty dollars; eight teachers
teachers at two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars each; in all, three hundred and one thousand eight hundred and
sixty dollars.
dollars.
Increase
increase of
of
Increase of sal- For increase of salaries of
of teachers
teachers by
by continuous
continuous service,
service, increase
aries of teachers,
teachers. the number
cries
number of schools in the several grades, and additional teachers
teachers required, ten thousand dollars.
Janitors.
For janitors and care of the several buildings: For two janitors at one
thousand dollars each; one janitor at nine hundred and fifty dollars;
dollars;
four janitors at nine hundred dollars each; two janitors
janitors at eight hundred dollars each;
each; four janitors
janitors at seven hundred dollars each; two
janitors at six
at five
doljanitors
six hundred
hundred dollars each;
each; two janitors at
five hundred
hundred dollars each; two janitors at
each; six
at three hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars each;
six
janitors
hundred and fifty dollars each; one janitor at two
janitors at two hundred
hundred and twenty-five
hundred
twenty-five dollars; three janitors at one hundred and
ninety dollars each; five janitors at one hundred and seventy
seventy dollars each; one janitor at one hundred and sixty dollars;
dollars; one janitor
at one hundred and fifty dollars;
hundred and
dollars; one
one janitor at
at one
one hundred
and twenty
twenty
dollars; one janitor at ninety-five
ninety-five dollars; twenty-one
twenty-one janitors at
at eighty
dollars each; two janitors at sixty dollars each; seventeen
seventeen janitors at
at
required by
fifty dollars each;
each; and for additional service that may be required
changing and increasing
increasing the number
number of school-rooms,
school-rooms, two thousand dollars; in all, twenty-two
twenty-two thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred and seventy dollars:
dollars:
Proviso.
Provided, That the janitors of the principal school-buildings,
school-buildings, in addition
Proviso.
Provided,
addition
to their other duties, shall do all minor repairs
furnirepairs to
to buildings and
and furniture, glazing, fixing seats and desks, and shall be selected
selected with referqualifications to perform this work.
ence to their qualifications
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For rent of school-buildings,
school-buildings, including site of old northeastern
northeastern mar- Rents.
Rents.
ket, twenty-three
dollars; for fuel,
fuel, eleven
thousand dollars;
dollars;
twenty-three thousand dollars;
eleven thousand
repairs to school-buildings, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars;
contingent
dollars; and for contingent
including furniture, books, stationery,
expenses, including
stationery, printing, insurance,
insurance,
miscellaneous items, fifteen
and miscellaneous
fifteen thousand dollars; in
in all,
all, fifty-nine
fifty-nine
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For buildings for schools: For the
Sites, and erecpurchase of sites, when necessary,
the purchase
necessary, Sites,
and complecompleerection and completion
tion and
and the erection
completion of four buildings for primary
primary and
and in- tion
tion of school
school
termediate schools, two to be erected
erected in the second
termediate
second school division
division and buildin
sch
buildings.
two in the sixth school division (county),
(county), one hundred
hundred and four
four thousand dollars, provided that they shall be contracted
contracted for before the
first
the first
day of September
September next, and finished
finished before
before the first
first day of August,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-two,
eighty-two, to be appropriated
namely:
appropriated as follows, namely:
For the second school division, ninety-six
ninety-six thousand dollars; for
for the
sixth school division (county),
(county), eight thousand dollars.
Payment of
of
Washington school-fund
school-fund bonds now held by Payment
For the payment
payment of the Washington
a s h in gg tton
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia, seventy
seventy thousand six Washin
on
school-fund bonds,
hundred and thirty dollars and forty-seven
and said Commis- school-fund
forty-seven cents; and
bonds,
authorized and directed to cancel and
and destroy said
sioners are hereby authorized
High-school
bonds, and to use said appropriation
appropriation in the erection
erection and completion of High-school
aahigh-school building. Said building shall
shall be located
located on that part of building.
square numbered
numbered four hundred
commencing at
at the
the rear
rear
square
hundred and
and forty-six
forty-six commencing
end of that part of said square heretofore
dedicated to school purposes,
purposes,
heretofore dedicated
two hundred
hundred feet in width, thence south same width
width to 0
0 street in
Washington
building shall be contracted
Washington city; and said building
contracted for and completed within the time fixed
fixed for the buildings provided
provided for in
in the next
next
specifications Proviso.
preceding paragraph:
paragraph: And provided, That the plans
plans and specifications
for each of said school-buildings
school-buildings shall be
furnished by the Architect
of
be furnished
Architect of
the Capitol and approved
approved by the board
board of school
trustees, and
and the
the work
work
school trustees,
shall be superintended
superintended by the.District
the.District inspector
inspector of buildings.
MARKETS.
MARKETS.

market-masters at one thousand
For three market-masters
five hundred
Market masters,
thousand five
hundred dollars each;
each; Market-masters,
one market-master
dollars; contingent
contingent expenses, inetc.
market-master at nine hundred
hundred dollars;
i
n_
eluding gas, repairs, cleaning, and.
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, one thousand
thousand
five hundred dollars;
dollars; in all, six thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred dollars.
For repairs to the
Georgetown market-house,
market-house, three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
the Georgetown
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
MISCELLANEOUS
hundred dollars; for rent of District
For repairs of hay-scales, five hundred
offices, three thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; for general
general advertising, five
five
thousand
register of wills,
checks, damthousand dollars;
dollars; for books for register
wills, printing
printing checks,
ages, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for, three thouone hundred
hundred dollars.
sand dollars; in all, twelve thousand one
For removal of bodies from Holmead's
Holmead's Cemetery
Cemetery (when requested by
the relatives),
relatives), one thousand
thousand dollars.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

expenses.
expenses.
Items.
Items.

HEALTH
DEPARTMENT.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.

For one health-officer,
health-officer, three thousand
thousand dollars; six sanitary
sanitary inspectors,
inspectors,
dollars each;
at one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars
each; two food-inspectors,
food-inspectors, one thouthousand two hundred
hundred dollars each; one inspector of marine
marine products,
products, one
thousand dollars; for clerks, seven
seven thousand
thousand
thousand dollars; one messenger,
five hundred
hundred and
one poundmaster,
thousand two
hunfive
and forty
forty dollars;
dollars; one
poundmaster, one
one thousand
two hundred
dred dollars; and for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including books, stationery,
fuel, rent, laborers
laborers under poundmaster, repairs to pound, and wagon and
and
horse
disinfectants, horseshoehorse for poundmaster,
poundmaster, forage, meat for
for dogs,
dogs, disinfectants,
horseshoeing, and miscellaneous
lug,
miscellaneous items,
items three thousand eight
eight hundred dollars;
dollars; rethousand dollars; in all, forty-one
moval of garbage, fifteen
fifteen thousand
forty-one thousand
thousand
one hundred and forty dollars.
XXI-30
xx--30

Health
officer,
Health officer.
inspectors, and
inspeetor
s, and
otkers.

Contingent,
exContingent, expenses,
miscalls,
penses, miscella
neous.

neous.
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To
pay judgments
judgments against
Columbia, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand
JJudynents
u d gm e n t s
To pay
against the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
of dollars, to be immediately
immediately available.
available.

against
ag
ainst District
District
Columbia.
Columbia.

INTEREST
INTEREST AND SINKING-FUND.
SINKING-FUND.
Funded debt.
Interest and
sinking fund.
snkig.-fund
Proviso.
Treasurer
uniTreasurer United States, in his
discretion,
discretion, to sell
bonds,

For interest and sinking-fund on
on the
funded debt,
debt, exclusive
exclusive of
of water.
the funded
water
bonds,
bonds one million two hundred and thirteen
thirteen thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
nine hundred
forty-seven
Provided, That the Treasforty-seven dollars and ninety-seven
ninety-seven cents: Provided,
urer of
of the
States, as
as ex-officio
is
urer
the United
United States,
ex-officio sinking-fund
sinking-fund commissioner,
commissioner, is

hereby
authorized, whenever
hereby authorized,
opinion it
will be
be more
more advantageous
whenever in
in his
his opinion
it will
advantageous
so, to
sell the
the bonds
for the interest of the District of Columbia
Columbia to do so,
to sell
bonds
bonds.
authorized to be issued under
authorized
under the provisions
provisions of the sixth section
section of the
Congress of the
States entitled
"An act
act to
for
act of the Congress
the United
United States
entitled "An
to provide
provide for
the settlement of all outstanding
outstanding claims
of ColumColumclaims against
against the
the District
District of
bia, and conferring
conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction on the Court
of Claims
Claims to
the same,
same,
Court of
to hear
hear the
1880, ch. 243,
243, and for other purposes," approved
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
approved June
June sixteenth,
and
ante, 286.
286.
eighty, for the satisfaction
ante,
satisfaction of the judgments
judgments which may be
rendered by
be rendered
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of said
act, and
and pay
pay the
the said
said
said Court of Claims under
said act,
judgments from the proceeds of said
of delivering
said
said sales, instead of
delivering to
to said
judgment
judgment claimants the said bonds as
provided for
act: And
And
as provided
for in
in said
said act:
Proviso.
Proviso.
hereafter the said
sinkingprovided further, That hereafter
said Treasurer,
Treasurer, as
as ex-officio
ex-officio sinkingfund commissioner
commissioner as aforesaid, with
Secretary of
with the approval
approval of the Secretary
of
Purchase of any the Treasury, is hereby authorized
and empowered
empowered to
to purchase
any of
authorized and
purchase any
of
of the funded
funded inin -the funded indebtedness of said District of Columbia for the sinkingdebtedness
of Disauthorized to
redemption and
and payment
the
debtedness
Dis- fund
of
fund authorized
to be
be created
created for
for the
the redemption
payment of
of the
t'
let of Columbia
fo rsinking fund.
fund,
indebtedness
of said
said District
District of
as in
in his
may be
be for
for
for
indebtedness of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
his opinion
opinion may
the best interests of said District of Columbia.
Linthicum
For payment
Linthicum loan,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Linthicum loan.
loan.
For
payment of
of the
the Linthicum
loan, forty
forty thousand
contin-- Foi
General contin
For general contingent expenses of the District of
of Columbia
Columbia not
not
gent
expenses.
otherwise sufficiently
sufficiently provided
gent expenses.
provided for fifteen thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided,
Proviso.
Estimates
for That
hereafter it shall be
Ero tes for
That hereafter
be the
the duty of
of the
the Commissioners to include in
water department
department the annual estimates of the
the District
Columbia estimates
of the
exDistrict of
of Columbia
estimates of
the exthewater
And provided
to be included
included in penses of the
water department: And
provided further,
further, That
annual
That the
the annual
annual
of Columbia
annual estimates.
estimates, estimates of the District of
Columbia shall
shall be
transmitted to
be transmitted
to Congress
Congress
Proviso.
Estimates
of by the Commissioners
that
Est
imates of
Commissioners of the District
District of Columbia at the same time that
District of ColumColons-the
the regular
regular annual
government are
subannual estimates
estimates for
for expenses
expenses of
of the
the government
are subbin, when trans- mitted
mitted by
by the
the Secretary
Treasury an
dw
ith hi
ti on on
th e same
sam e
bia,
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
and
with
hiss ac
action
on the
mitted
Con--to be printed in the general
general book
initted to Con
estimates.
book of
of estimates.
gress.
Appropriations,
Appropriations,
w
oi
s
t
i
h
t revi
together
with
revtoeth,
deposi
t
ed
enues
edn

SuiC.
SEC. 2. That all moneys appropriated
act, together
together with
with all
appropriated by
by this act,
all
revenues of
of the
the District
Columbia from
from t
axes or
or o
th erw i
se, shall
be
District of
of Columbia
taxes
otherwise,
shall be
enues, deposited in revenues
Un'ited
States deposited
United ') States
deposited in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States as required
required by the
the proproTreasury.
visions of section four of an act approved
Treasury,
eleventh, eighteen
hullapproved June
June eleventh,
eighteen hun1878, ch. 180,
1802
dred and seventy-eight, and shall be
be drawn
drawn th
ere f
rom on
l
y on
isitherefrom
only
on requ
requisiStat., 20,
10o. tion of the Commissioners
Stat.,
20, 10..).
Commissioners of the District of Columbia (except that the
moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated for interest and the
shall be
be drawn
drawn
the sinking-fund
sinking-fund shall
therefrom
Treasurer of the United
therefrom only on the requisition of the Treasurer
United States),
such requisition
requisition specifying the appropriation
appropriation upon which the same is
drawn; and
and in no case shall such appropriation be,
be exceeded either in
in
drawn;
Disbursement requisition
Disbursement
requisition or expenditure;
expenditure; and the accounts
accounts for all disbursements
disbursements of
of
accounts made the Commissioners of said District shall be
accounts
acbe made monthly to
to the
the acof the
monthly.
counting officers of
the Treasury
Treasury by
by the
the auditor
the District
District of
auditor of
of the
of ColumColumbia, on vouchers certitied
certified by the Commissioners, as now required
required by
by
Proviso.
Proviso.
law:
Provided, That
Commissioners shall not make requisitions
law: Provided,
That said
said Commissioners
upon the appropriations
appropriations from the Treasury of the United States for a
a
larger amount during said fiscal year than they make on the approprialarger
tions arising from the revenues of said District, including one-half-of
tions
one-half-of all
general taxes paid in drawback
certificates as required by the third secdrawback certificates
sec1879,
oh. 41,
1879
coh.
41, tion of the act approved
approved June twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and
ante,a,36.*
seventy-nine, entitled
entitled "
"An
act fixing
fixing the rate of interest upon arrearseventy-nine,
An act
ages of
of general
general taxes and assessments for special improvements now
ages
due to the District of Columbia, and for a
for
a revision of assessments
assessments for
special improvements, and for other purposes."
purposes."
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SEC. 3.
That the
District of
Columbia be,
and
be, and
of Columbia
of the
the District
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
SEC.
3. That

467
467
Sale
of property
property
Sale of
f District of Co-

they are
are hereby,
authorized and
and empowered
sell to
bidder, 1'of
District of Cohighest bidder
to sell
to the
the highest
empowered to
hereby, authorized
they
umbia.
at
property belonging
the said lnbia.
belonging to the
the following-named
following-named property
auction, the
public auction,
at public
District
Columbia in
City: Lot
Lot three,
hunsquare three
three hunthree, square
in Washington
Washington City:
of Columbia
District of
dred
eighty-two; part
lot three,
square four
hundred and
ninety;
and ninety;
four hundred
of lot
three, square
part of
dred and
andeighty-two;
and
the following-named
the city
wn belongbelongof Georgeto
Georgetown
city of
in the
property in
following-named property
also the
and also
ing
to said
District: Fish-wharf
Fish-wharf on
on square
six 5, part
of lots
lots forty-seven,
forty-seven,
part of
square six;,
said District:
ing to
forty-eight,
and forty-nine
in square
part of
of lot
hundred
two hundred
lot two
and part
thirty; and
square thirty;
forty-nine in
forty-eight, and
and forty-five
square ninety-nine:
ninety-nine: Provided,
Provided, That
opinion Proviso.
the opinion
That if, in the
in square
and
forty-ive in
of said
said Commissioners,
at said
said sale
sale for
for any
or all
all
any or
made at
bid made
the highest
highest bid
Commissioners, the
of
of said
lots is
is not
full and
and fair
price for
for the
said CommisCommisthe said
same, the
the same,
fair price
not a
a full
said lots
of
sioners
to reject
such bid
bid or
or bids
said
and annul
annul said
bids and
reject such
right to
the right
have the
shall have
sioners shall
Proceeds of
of sale
sale
sale
that the
proceeds of
lots situate Proceeds
of the
the said lots
the sale
sale of
of the
the proceeds
and that
sales; and
sale or
or sales;
pplied to
in
be applied
to the
the erection
furnishing of
of two
to buildbuildapplied
two a
and furnishing
erection and
applied to
shall be
in Washington
Washington shall
ng two new ponew
police-station houses
in Washington;
Washington; and
and the
sale lice-stations;
i
ing tiwonew ponew police-station
houses in
the proceeds
proceeds of
of the
the sale
and
of
the said
said lots
situate in
thereof as
as may
be engine-house,
engine-house, No.
may be
Georgetown, or
or so
so much
much thereof
lots situate
in Georgetown,
of the
5, in
in Georgetown.
necessary,
shall be
the purchase
purchase of a
erection and 5,
a lot and the erection
to the
be applied
applied to
necessary, shall
furnishing
of a
new engine-house
for engine
of
five of
number five
company number
engine company
engine-house for
a new
furnishing of
the District
District of
fire department,
department, at
said city
city
in said
located in
at present
present located
of Columbia
Columbia fire
the
Georgetown.
of Georgetown.
of lands
lands in
SEC. 4.
That the
the Chief
Chief of
charge Sale
in
Sale of
Army, in charge
United States Army,
of Engineers,
Engineers, United
4. That
SEC.
city of Washingof
puplic
buildings
and
grounds
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
be,
and
is
of
Washingof
Columbia,
be,
and
is
city
buildings
and
grounds
in
the
District
of
puplic
ton;
proceeds
of
of
eton;
proceeds
hereby

hereby,
authorized to
to sell
convey, by
by good
good and
and sufficient
to sale
tale to be applied
deed, to
sufficient deed,
sell and
and convey,
applied
hereby, authorized
each
the owners
of lot
one hundred
hundred and
and eighty-four;
eighty-four; lot
of
to erection
erection of
lot to
square one
lot one
one,? square
of the
owners of
each of
buildfive,
square one
hundred andeighty-five;
and eighty -five ;lots
lots five,
five, six,
seven, square
square high-school
high-school buildand seven,
six, and
one hundred
five, square
ing.
one
hundred and
and ninety-eight;
lot twelve,
twelve, square
square one
hundred and
-g.
one hundred
ninety-eight; lot
one hundred
ninety-nine,
in
the
city
of
Washington,
District
porsuch
of
Columbia,
District
ninety-nine, in the city of Washington,
tion of
of the
the ground
immediately adjoining
the front
of said
said lots,
either
or either
lots, or
front of
adjoining the
ground immediately
tion
of them,
them, as
as will
will make
at the
four corners
corners of
of Sixteenth
Sixteenth and
and
the four
the angles
angles at
make the
of
K streets,
streets, northwest,
northwest, right
into the
Treasury of
of
the Treasury
payment into
upon payment
angles, upon
right angles,
K
the
by said
or each
them, of
an amount
amount for
for
of an
of them,
each of
owners, or
said owners,
States by
United States
the United
the
number of
of feet
feet in
in each
at the rate the same
same
be conveyed
conveyed at
so to
to be
lot so
each lot
the number
may
appraised by
by three
disinterested freeholders
freeholders resident of the
three disinterested
be appraised
may be
city
of Washington,
Washington, to
to be
selected and
sworn by
Chief of EngiEngisaid Chief
by said
and sworn
be selected
city of
neers impartially to
thereof
to appraise
appraise said real estate at the true value thereof
neers
in
said sale,
the owners
respectively shall
lots respectively
of said
said lots
owners of
sale, the
and upon
upon said
money; and
in money;
pay into
Treasury of
of the
the United
States, for
highof aahigherection of
for the
the erection
United States,
the Treasury
into the
pay
school building
Washington, one-third of said purchase
of Washington,
the city of
building in the
school
money, and
and the
remainder thereof,
with interest,
in one
year from
the
from the
one year
interest, in
thereof, with
the remainder
money,
date of
of sale.
sale. No
made until
the purchase-money
purchase-money
all the
until all
be made
shall be
No conveyance
conveyance shall
date
Proviso.
is paid:
paid: Provided,
Provided, That said Chief of Engineers shall not sell or convey Provio.
is
one
or any
part of
unless all
same is
sold
is sold
the same
all the
estate unless
real estate
of said
said real
any part
portion or
one portion
and conveyed.
conveyed.
1867, eh. 190,
SEC. 5.
section seven
An act
h 190,
incorporate 1867,
act to
to incorporate
"An
entitled "
act entitled
of the
the act
seven of
That section
5. That
SEC.
Stat., 14, 551.
the
Young Men's
Men's Christian
of Sat., 14, 551.
Association of
Christian Association
the Young
of the
Company of
Stock Company
Joint Stock
the Joint
Washington,"
March second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixtyhundred and sixtyapproved March
Washington," approved
seven, which
which reads
reads "That
rents and
and
the rents
grounds, the
and grounds,
the buildings
buildings and
"That the
seven,
revenues of
same, and
the stock
buildings shall
issued to erect such buildings
stock issued
and the
of the
the same,
revenues
be forever
exempt from
hereby repealed.
repealed.
taxation," is
is hereby
from taxation,"
be
forever exempt
Sale of land in
S
EC. 6.
6. That
That the
Commissioners of
District of
of Columbia
land in
SaleofofWashingare auau- City
Columbia are
the District
of the
the Commissioners
SEC.
thorized
to
sell
to
the
highest
bidder
at
public
auction
and
under
the
ty of Washingthe
under
and
auction
public
at
bidder
ton.
thorized to sell to the highest
provisions
of section
of this
this act,
act, the
the on.
all the
namely, all
following, namely,
the following,
three, of
section three,
provisions of
a certain parcel
right
and interest
interest of the United States in and to, a
title and
right title
of land
land in
in the
square south
south of
of square
hundred and
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, in
one hundred
square one
the square
of
said city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, described
described as
as follows,
follows, to-wit:
a
Beginning at a
to-wit: Beginning
said
point on
on the
north side
side of
of N
street north
north west,
inches
two inches
feet two
forty-eight feet
west, forty-eight
N street
the north
point
west
of the
the west
of Sixteenth
street, running
running thence
N street
thence along N
Sixteenth street,
line of
west line
west of
westerly,
thence northerly
northerly sixty-two
hunfourteen hum
and fourteen
sixty-two and
feet thence
eighteen feet
westerly, eighteen
dredths
avenue, thence
south easterly
easterly along said
thence south
to Massachusetts
Massachusetts avenue,
feet to
dredths feet
avenue
hundredths feet,
fifty-four and
thence fifty-four
feet, thence
sixty-nine hundredths
and sixty-nine
nineteen and
avenue nineteen
twenty
feet south
to the
point of
beginning on
on N
N
of beginning
the point
south to
hundredths feet
seven hundredths
twenty seven
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street.
The proceeds
of sale
to be
be applied
the use
use mentioned
in said
street. The
proceeds of
sale to
applied to
to the
mentioned in
said
section three.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March 3, 1881.

CHAP. 135.-An
135.—An act
making appropriations
for fortifications
fortifications and
works of
of deCHAP.
act making
appropriations for
and other
other works
defense, and for the armament
armament thereof,
the fiscal
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eightthereof, for the
fiscal year
ending June
eighteen
hundred
and
eighty-two,
and
for
other
purposes.
een hundred and eighty-two, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the
of the
the United
United
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum of
of one hundred
fications.
Forts and
dollars be,
and the
the same
is hereby,
hereby, appropri
appropri
fiation
d forti
fort - and
and seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars
be, and
same is
ated, out
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
for
out of any
any money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
the protection,
protection, preservation,
and repair
repair of
of fortifications
fortifications and
and other
works
preservation, and
other works
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred
of defense, for the fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and eighty-two, the same to be expended
expended under the
direction of
of the
the direction
the SecSecSecretary of War retary of War; and the Secretary
Secretary of War is directed
make report of
directed to
to make
of
to
report,
to make
mak e repo
rt
, the condition
condition of the fortifications,
fortifications, and what number
number of them, if any,
can
any, can
etc.
be
with; also, the following for the armament
etc.
be dispensed
dispensed with;
armament of fortificafortificanamely:
tions, namely:
Armament,
armament of sea-coast
fortifications, including heavy-guns
Armament, etc.
For the armament
sea-coast fortifications,
heavy-guns and
and
howitzers for flank defense, carriages, projectiles, fuses, powder,
powder, and implements, their trial and proof, and all
necessary expenses
expenses incident
incident
all necessary
thereto, and for machine guns, including
including the
conversion of smooth-bore
the conversion
smooth-bore
President to se
se--cannon
cannon in to rifles, three hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
President
dollars. And
And
lect
board of Army the President is
is authorized
beet hoard
authorized to
to select
select a
aboard,
board, to
to consist
consist of
of one
one engineer
engineer

Appropriations.
Appropriations.

fficers to examine

ordff
cer
to etc.and
ordnance officers,
officers of
of artillery,
artillery, whose
ordnanoo,
etc., and officer,
officer, two ordnance
officers and two officers
whose duty
duty it
it
report,withrecomreport,withrecom_ shall
to make
make examinations
of all
all inventions
inventions of
of heavy
and
shall be
be to
examinations of
heavy ordnance
ordnance and

improvements of heavy
improvements
heavy ordnance
ordnance and projectiles
that may
may be
presented
projectiles that
be presented
to them, including
including guns now being constructed
constructed or converted under
under didirection of the Ordnance Bureau; and said board shall make
make detailed
detailed
report to the Secretary
Secretary of War, for transmission to
to Congress,
Congress, of
of such
such
examination,
recommendation as to what inventions are
examination, with recommendation
are worthy
worthy of
of
actual test, and the estimated cost of such test; and the sum of twentyfive thousand dollars, or so much thereof
hereby
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary, is
is hereby
appropriated for such purpose.
appropriated
Torpedoes.
For torpedoes
torpedoes for
Torpedoes.
for harbor
the preservation
of the
harbor defenses,
defenses, and
and the
preservation of
the same,
same,
and for torpedo experiments in their application to harbor
harbor and land defense, and for instruction of engineer
engineer battalion in their preparation
preparation and
and
Proviso.
application, fifty
That the
the money
fifty thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
money herein
herein
appropriated for torpedoes
appropriated
torpedoes shall only be used in the establishment and
and
maintenance of torpedoes
maintenance
torpedoes to be operated
operated from shore stations for
for the
the
destruction of an enemy's vessel approaching the shore
shore or en Bering
,ering the
channels and fairways of
harbors.
of harbers.
Exchange
Exchange or
or
And the Secretary of War is hereby authorized,
authorized, in his discretion, to
sateo
""service- exchange
unserviceable and
uit able p
ow der and
an d shot
shoton
on hand
hand
sale of
of unserviceexchange the
the unserviceable
and uns
unsuitable
powder
ht.e pow or and
powder
projectiles, or to sell the same and purchase
similar
and
for new po wder and projectiles
purchase similar
articles
articles with the proceeds
proceeds of the sales; and he shall make statement of
of
his action under this provision
provision in his next annual report.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
mendations.

March
3, 1881.
1881.
March 3,

CHAP. 136.-An
making appropriations
construction, completion,
completion, repair,
CHAP.
136.—An act
act making
appropriations for the construction,
and
certain works
on rivers and harbors,
and preservation
preservation of
of certain
works on
harbors, and
and for other purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the United
United
Appropriations.
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Appropriations. States
assembled, That the following sums of money
oivers
har--be, and are hereby,
Rivers and bar
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, to be paid
money in
the
paid out of any money
in the
bors:
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of War, for the construction,
construction, completion,
completion, repair,
repair,
and preservation of the public works hereinafter
hereinafter named:
named:
Richmond
Richmond IslIs! - Improving
Improving Richmond Island Harbor, Maine:
Maine: Completingimprovement
Completingimprovement
and Harbor.
Harbor.
three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
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PortsmouthHar
Improving
harbor at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, twenty thousand PortsmouthHar
Improving harbor
dollars.
bor.
dollars.
Improving harbor
at Burlington,
Burlington HarHarBurlington
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
harbor at
Burlington, Vermont, ten
Improving
bor
bor.

Improving harbor
Vermont, two
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred SwantonHarbor.
SwantonHarbor.
.
Swanton, Vermont,
harbor at
at Swanton,
Improving
dollars.
,
dollars.
HyannisHarbor.
Massachusetts: Completing
Improving harbor
harbor at Hyannis, Massachusetts:
Completing improve- HyannisHarbor.
ment,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ment, five
Improving
Newburyport
Massachusetts, forty thousand Newburyport
Newburyport, Massachusetts,
harbor at Newburyport,
Improving harbor
dollars.
Harbor.
dollars.
Nantucket HarImproving
harbor at Nantucket,
Massachusetts, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand Nantucket
Nantucket, Massachusetts,
Improving harbor

dollars.
bor.
dollars.
Massachusetts, ten thousand
Improving
harbor at Plymouth,
Plymouth, Massachusetts,
thousand dollars. Plymouth HarImproving harbor
bor.
Provincetown
Massachusetts, five thousand Provincetown
at Provincetown,
Provincetown, Massachusetts,
harbor at
Improving harbor
Harbor.
dollars.
Harbor.
dollars.
Improving Little
Narragansett Bay, Rhode
thousand LittleNarraganLittle NarraganRhode Island, five thousand
Little Narragansett
Improving
dollars.
sett Bay.
dollars.
HarBridgeport HaiImproving
Connecticut, ten thousand dollars.
harbor at
at Bridgeport, Connecticut,
Improving harbor
Improving
Improving harbor at New Haven, Connecticut, fifteen thousand dollars.
lars.
Breakwater at New Haven, Connecticut,
Connecticut, sixty thousand dollars.
Breakwater

bor.
New Haven Harbor.

Haven
New Haven
Breakwater.
Breakwater.
Norwalk
Norwalk Harbor.
Southport
Southport Harbor.

Improving harbor
harbor at
Norwalk, Connecticut, five thousand dollars.
at Norwalk,
Improving
Improving
harbor at Southport, Connecticut,
Connecticut, two thousand five hunImproving harbor
dred dollars.
dollars.
dred
Boston Harbor,
Massachusetts, one hundred thousand
Improving harbor at Boston, Massachusetts,
dollars; of
which sum forty
expended in said etc.
dollars shall be expended
thousand dollars
forty thousand
of which
dollars;
harbor, thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars at the mouth of Charles River in
harbor,
harbor and
thousand dollars in said harWatertown, twenty thousand
and up to Watertown,
said harbor
and five thousand
Mystic River, an
thousand dollars from said harbor at mouth of Mystic
bor to Nantasket Beach.
Improving Oakland
Oakland Harbor, California,
California, sixty thousand dollars; and Oakland HarImproving
the
sums of
of money
improvement and bor.
bor.
appropriated for this improvement
heretofore appropriated
money heretofore
the sums
appropriated
unexpended are hereby reappropriated;
reappropriated; but the sums so appropriated
unexpended
reappropriated shall not be available
available until the right of the United
United
and reappropriated
States to the bed of the estuary
estuary and training walls of this work is
States
secured, free of expense to the government,
government, in a
amanner
manner satisfactory
satisfactory to
secured,
Secretary of War.
the Secretary
dollars j Raritan River.
Improving Raritan
twenty-five thousand dollars;
Raritan River, New Jersey, twenty-five
Improving
of which
twenty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars shall be expended
expended on rocks at
sum twenty
which sum
of
Whitehead Sand
Saud Dock,
dollars at South Channel,
and five thousand dollars
Dock, and
Whitehead
between
island and outh
oath Amboy.
between Crab Island
Improving
at Stonington,
Stonington, Connecticut,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Stonington Harthirty thousand
Connecticut, thirty
harbor at
Improving harbor
Improving
Buffalo, New
New York, ninety thousand dollars.
at Buffalo,
harbor at
Improving harbor
rmproving
York: Repair of piers, two thouCharlotte, New York:
at Charlotte,
harbor at
Improving harbor
sand
dollars.
sand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Improving
New Rochelle,
Rochelle, New
York, three
three thousand
New York,
Harbor, New
Echo Harbor,
Improving Echo
dollars.
Improving
Bay, New York,
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
York, ten
Flushing Bay,
Improving Flushing
Improving
at Great
Sodus Bay,
Bay, New
New York,
York, five
five thousand
dolthousand dolGreat Sodus
harbor at
Improving harbor
lars.
lars.
Improving
Little Sodus
New York,
thousand
twenty thousand
York, twenty
Bay, New
Sodus Bay,
at Little
harbor at
Improving harbor
dollars.
dollars.
Improving
New York,
thousand dollars.
three thousand
York, three
Olcott, New
at Olcott,
harbor at
Improving harbor
Deepening
and widening
widening the
the channel
channel in
Bay and the Harbor
Harbor
in Gowanus
Gowanus Bay
Deepening and
of
New York,
York, forty
dollars.
forty thousand
thousand dollars.
of New

bor.

Buffalo Harbor.
Harbor.
Charlotte Harbor.
bor.
Harbor.
Echo Harbor.

Flushing Bay.
Sodus Bay
Great Sodus

Harbor.
Harbor.

Little Sodus Bay

Harbor.
Harbor.

Olcott Harbor.
Channel, Go
Go-Channel,
wanus Bay and
New
York
Harbor.
New York Harbor.
Improving harbor
harbor at
Port Jefferson,
Jefferson, Long
Long Island Sound, New York,
Jefferson
ort Jefferson
York, Port
at Port
Improving
four
thousand dollars.
dollars.
•
Harbor.
four thousand
Improving
of New
New York,
twenty thousand
thousand dolNew Rochelle
Rochelle
dol- New
York, twenty
Rochelle, New
New Rochelle,
harbor of
Improving harbor
lars.
lars.

Harbor.
arbor
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Harbor at
at PultPultImproving
at Pultneyville,
York, two
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Harbor
Improving harbor
harbor at
Pultneyville, New
New York,
two thousand
neyville.
neyville.
Wilson Harbor.
Harbor.
Improving
harbor at
at Wilson,
New York,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Wilson
Improving harbor
Wilson, New
York, ten
Waddington
Improving
at Waddington,
York, two
thousand five
five hun.
hun.
Waddington
Improving harbor
harbor at
Waddington, New
New York,
two thousand
Harbor.
dred dollars.
dred
dollars.
Ticonderoga
Improving Ticonderoga
Ticonderoga River,
New York,
York, five
five thousand
dollars.
Ticonderoga
Improving
River, New
thousand dollars.
River.
River.
Erie Harbor.
Improving harbor at Erie, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
dollars.
marcusHook
iceIce-harbor at Marcus Hook,
thousand dollars.
MarcusHookiceIce-harbor
Hook, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, thirty
thirty thousand
dollars.
harbor.
harbor.
Pier, Delaware
Pier,
Pier in Delaware
Delaware Bay, near
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
near Lewes, Delaware,
Delaware, ten
dollars.
Bay.
Bay.
Piers, ice-harbor,
i
ce-harbor,
ice-harbor at
at New
Castle,
Delaware:
Completing
improve.
Piers,
Piers of
of ice-harbor
New Castle, Delaware: Completing improveNew Castle.
Castle.
ment, twenty thousand
dollars.
New
thousand dollars.
Annapolis HarHarImproving
harbor at
at Annapolis,
Annapolis ; Maryland,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Annapolis
Improving harbor
Maryland, five
bor.
bor.
Breton Bay.
Improving Breton Bay, Leonardtown,
Leonardtown, Maryland,
Maryland, three
dolthree thousand
thousand dollars.
Washington and
Improving
channels at
Georgetown,
Washington
Improving the
the harbors and channels
at Washington
Washington and
and Georgetown,
Georgetown
thousand dollars.
Georgetown harliar- District of Columbia, fifty thousand
bore and
channels.
bors
and channels.
Norfolk
Norfolk Harbor.
Improving harbor at Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia, and its approaches, seventyfive thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Oswego Harbor.
Harbor.
For enlargement
enlargement and
improvement, according
according to
and recomOswego
For
and improvement,
to the
the plan
plan and
recommendation of the
Department, of
harbor facilities
Oswego,
mendation
the Engineer
Engineer Department,
of harbor
facilities at
at Oswego,
entrance to
thousand dolNew York, including dredging entrance
to harbor,
harbor, fifty
fifty thousand
dollars.
Shrewsbury
Shrewsbury River,
River, New
New Jersey:
Jersey: Completing
Shrewsbury RivRiv- Improving
Improving Shrewsbury
Completing improvement,
improvement,
er.
eighty-six thousand dollars; of which
which sum thirty-six
thirty-six thousand dollars
dollars
shall be
expended on
Branch, and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars on
on Main
be expended
on South
South Branch,
Main
and North Branch.
New River.
Improving New River from lead mines in Wythe
Improving
Wythe County, Virginia,
Virginia,
Greenbrier River, twenty-four thousand dollars;
to mouth of Greenbrier
dollars; of
of which
which
sum fifteen thousand dollars shall be expended in
in the continuation
continuation of
of
the work from the mouth of Greenbrier
Greenbrier up, and nine thousand dollars
dollars in
the continuation of the work from the lead mines in
in Wythe County
down.
Har- Improving
Improving harbor
Charleston Harharbor at
at Charleston,
Charleston, South
Carolina, one
one hundred
and
South Carolina,
hundred and
seventy-five thousand dollars.
bor.
seventy-five
Brunswick Har- Improving
Improving harbor at
at Brunswick,
Georgia, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Brunswick, Georgia,
dollars.
bor.
bor.
Savannah
IHarImproving
Savannah
Harbor
and
River,
Georgia,
Savannah Mrsixty-five thousand
bor
dollars
hoc and River.
dollars ,• of which
which sum one thousand dollars may be applied
payapplied to
to payment of damages for laud
land taken
taken for widening the channel
channel opposite
opposite SaSavannah.
Ap
alachicola
Improving
Apalachicola Bay, Florida, ten
Apalachicola
Improving Apalachicola
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Bay.
Bay.
Tampa Bay.
Improving
deepening of the bar
Improving Tampa Bay, Florida: Completing
Completing the deepening
and channel from the bar to the town of Tampa, ten thousand dollars.
Mobile
Improving harbor at Mobile, Alabama, one hundred thousand
Mobile Harbor.
Harbor.
thousand dollars.
Mississippi
Improving
Mississippi RivRivImproving Mississippi River
River at and
and near
and protection
protection
near Vicksburgh,
Vicksburgh, and
or and
anu Harbor.
Vicksburgh, Mississippi,
of harbor of Vicksburgh,
Mississippi, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars.
NewOrleansilarImproving
New Orleans HarImproving harbor at New Orleans, Louisiana, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand
bor.
dollars.
dollars.
Galveston
liarImproving Galveston
Galveston HarGalveston Harbor, Texas: Continuing operations at outer
outer
bar, two hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
bor, bor.
Ashtabula
Har- Improving harbor at Ashtabula, Ohio: To secure a
a sixteen-foot
Ashtabula Harsixteen-foot chanbor.
nel, twenty thousand dollars.
dollars.
BlackRiverHar- Improving
Improving harbor at Black River, Ohio, seven thousand dollars.
Black River Har- bor.
bor.
Cleveland
Har- Improving
Improving harbor at Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio, two hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Cleveland Harhundred thousand
bor.
bor.
FairportHarbor.
Improving harbor
Fairport Harbor.
Improving
harbor at Fairport, Ohio,
Ohio, ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
Huron
Improving harbor
harbor at
Huron Harbor.
Harbor.
Improving
at Huron
Huron, Ohio, three thousand dollars.
Ice-harbor,
MusIce-harbor at mouth of'
of'Muskingum
River,, Ohio,
Ice-harbor, MusIce-harbor
Muskingum River
Ohio thirty thousand
thousand dolkingum
jars.
7
kingum River.
River.
lars.
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Improving harbor
thousand dollars.
five thousand
Ohio, five
Clinton, Ohio,
Port Clinton,
at Port
harbor at
Improving
Improving harbor
Sandusky City, Ohio, ten
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
harbor at
at Sandusky
Improving
Improving harbor
at Toledo,
Toledo, Ohio,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
forty thousand
Ohio, forty
harbor at
Improving
Improving harbor
harbor at Vermillion, Ohio, two thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
Improving harbor
harbor at
at Michigan
City, Indiana:
Indiana: Continuing
operations
Continuing operations
Michigan City,
Improving
at
outside harbor,
thousand dollars;
dollars; for continuing
continuing improvement
improvement
twenty thousand
harbor, twenty
at outside
on
the inner
inner harbor,
harbor, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
on the
Improving harbor at Calumet,
thirty thousand dollars.
Calumet, Illinois, thirty
Improving
Improving
outside harbor
at Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois: Dredging
outer
in outer
Dredging in
harbor at
Improving outside
harbor
hundred and fifty
and constructing
constructing exterior breakwater, one hundred
harbor and
thousand dollars.
thousand
Improving Galena
Galena River
River and
twelve thousand dollars.
Illinois, twelve
Harbor, Illinois,
and Harbor,
Improving
Improving
at Rock
Illinois, six thousand dollars.
Island, Illinois,
Rock Island,
harbor at
Improving harbor

RTamrinra at—
rf.Harbors
Clinton;
Port Clinton;

Sandusky
City;
Sandusky City;
Toledo;
Toledo;
Vermillion;
Vermillion;
Michigan City;
City;
Michigan

Calumet;
Calumet;
Chicago.

Galena River and
and

Harbor.

RockIsland
Rock Island Har-

bor.
Monongahela
Improving
Pennsylvania, Ni
onongahela
River, West Virginia and Pennsylvania,
Monongahela River,
Improving Monongahela
River.
twenty-five
expended until R
iver .
thousand dollars; but this sum shall not be expended
twenty-five thousand
the Monongahela
Navigation Company
Company shall have undertaken
undertaken in good
good
Monongahela Navigation
the
faith the
the building
Jacob's Creek, and
and dam number seven, at Jacob's
of lock and
building of
faith
until said
said company
manner satisfactory to the Secretary of War,
shall, in manner
company shall,
until
assurance of their ability and purpose to complete the same.
give assurance
Improving Shenandoah
Shenandoah River,
River, West
ShenandoahRivtwo thousand five hun- ShenandoahRivVirginia, two
West Virginia,
Improving
er.
this sum shall not be expended, nor shall the sum er•
dred dollars; but this
heretofore appropriated
corporate rights
therefor be expended, until any corporate
appropriated therefor
heretofore
relinquished
or franchies
franchies that
may exist
said river shall have been relinquished
exist over said
that may
or
to
the United
United States
Secretary of War.
satisfaction of the Secretary
to the
the satisfaction
States to
to the
Waukegan
Improving harbor
at Waukegan,
Waukegan Harliarfifteen thousand dollars.
Waukegan, Illinois, fifteen
harbor at
Improving
bor.
bor.
Saint
Ice-harbor,
Ice-harbor at
Saint Louis,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Ice-harbor, Saint
Missouri, ten
Louis, Missouri,
at Saint
Ice-harbor
Louis.
Louis.
HarMemphis
Improving
harbor
and
the
Mississippi
River
at
Tennessee,
Memphis
Memphis,
River
Mississippi
the
and
Improving harbor
fifteen thousand
bor.
thousand dollars.
fifteen
Improving
Michigan, six thousand Au Sable HarHy.and river at Au Sable, Michigan,
harbor and
Improving harbor
bor.
bor.
dollars.
dollars.
Charlevoix
HarCharlevoix HarImproving
thousand dollars.
Charlevoix, Michigan, ten thousand
at Charlevoix,
harbor at
Improving harbor
bor.
Cheboygan
HarCheboygan HarMichigan, six thousand dollars.
Improving
Cheboygan, Michigan,
harbor at Cheboygan,
Improving harbor
bor.
bor.
Frankfort HarHarFrankfort
Improving
at Frankfort,
Frankfort, Michigan, ten thousand dollars.
harbor at
Improving harbor
bor.
Harbors at—
atGrand Haven;
Improving
Haven, Michigan,
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Haven;
Grand
dollars.
Michigan, fifty
at Grand
Grand Haven,
harbor at
Improving harbor
Black Lake.
Lake.
Black
irnnti-inninff nnt.rAtiongR
]4.;hit-on.
T 1,.^
-.
_.
__
T- .....
Improving
at
Continuing
khrLake,
siaruor
11improving harbor
dUt.,BBlack
ldjoih
JIOi, Michigan:
ILIIro
"ouoperations
for
completion of old project, six thousand dollars.
for completion
Harbor of refuge
Harbor
at—
atGrand Marais;
Harbor
of refuge
Marais, Michigan,
GrandMarais;
dollars.
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
Michigan, twenty
Grand Marais,
at Grand
refuge at
Harbor of
Huron.
Lake Huron.
Harbor
of
refuge
at
Lake
Huron,
Michigan,
thousand
dollars.
thousand
fifty
Harbor of refuge at Lake Huron, Michigan,
Harbors at—
atLudington;
Improving
harbor
at
Ludington
Michigan,
thousand
dollars.
Ludin
g
ton ;
thousand
ten
Michigan,
Improving harbor at Ludington,
Manistee;
Improving
at Manistee,
Michigan, ten thousand
Manistee;
thousand dollars.
Manistee, Michigan,
harbor at
Improving harbor
Manistique;
Improving Manistique Harbor, Michigan: Completing improvement,
Manistiqae;

Improving Manistique Harbor, Michigan: Completing improvement,

fnoi
thnnaaa.n]
one thousand

tnllan
dollars.

Michigan, one thousand dollars.
Improving harbor at Monroe, Michigan,
Improving
Improving
Michigan, twenty thousand dollars.
harbor at Muskegon, Michigan,
Improving harbor
Improving
at Ontonagon,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Michigan, twenty
Ontonagon, Michigan,
harbor at
Improving harbor
Improving harbor
Pentwater, Michigan,
thousand dollars.
Michigan, ten thousand
at Pentwater,
harbor at
Improving
Harbor of
of refuge
Portage Lake,
Michigan, ten
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ten thousand
Lake, Michigan,
at Portage
refuge at
Harbor

Monroe;
Monroe;

Muskegon;
Muskegon;
Ontonagon;
Ontonagon;

Pentwater.
Pentwater.

Harbor of refuge,
Le
Harborofge
Portage
Lake.

Improving river
river and
and harbor
harbor at
Saint Joseph,
Joseph, and
and water-channel
Saint Joseph Harwater-channel lead- SaintJosephHarat Saint
Improving
up
Michigan ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
bor and River.
up to
to Benton
Benton Harbor,
Harbor, Michigan,
dollars.
borSaugatuck
and River.HarImproving harbor
harbor at
dollars.
Sangatnck Harthousand dollars.
five thousand
Michigan, five
at Saugatuck,
Saugatuck, Michigan,
Improving
bor.
Improving harbor
at South
Michigan, five
thousand dollars
dollars
Haven
South Haven
five thousand
Haven, Michigan,
South Haven,
harbor at
Improving
Harbor.
Harbor.
WhiteRiverHarImproving harbor
harbor at
at White
White River,
River, Michigan,
River Harhnn- White
seven thousand five hunMichigan, seven
Improving
dred
bor.
dred dollars.
dollars.

ing
ing
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Grand River.
River.
Clinton
Clinton River.
River.

Ice-harbor
Ice-harbor refuge,
u ge, Belle River,
i_hV....
removing
bar.
1nEtUvlug
V1
r.
Ahnapee Harbor.
Harbor.
Green Bay Har-

bor.
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Improving
from its
mouth to
of Grand
Improving Grand
Grand River
River from
its mouth
to the
the city
city of
Grand Rapids,
Rapids,
dollars.
Michigan, ten thousand dollars.
Continuing
of Clinton
Michigan, eight
eight thousand
thousand
Continuing improvement
improvement of
Clinton River,
River, Michigan,
dollars.
dollars.
Removing
at ice-harbor
ice-harbor of
at Belle
Belle River,
River, Michigan,
seven
Removing bar
bar at
of refuge
refuge at
Michigan, seven
thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving harbor at Ahnapee,
Wisconsin, eight thousand dollars.
Ahnapee, Wisconsin,
dollars.
harbor at Green
Wisconsin, five
five thousand
Improving harbor
Green Bay,
Bay, Wisconsin,
thousand dollars.
dollars.

Kenosha Harbor.
Improving harbor
Kenosha, Wisconsin,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Kenosha
Improving
harbor at
at Kenosha,
Wisconsin, five
dollars.
Ohio River, DaImproving Ohio
fifty thousand
dollars; of
Improving
Ohio River, three
three hundred
hundred and fifty
thousand dollars;
of
vis Island Dam. which
sum one
one hundred
and fifty
thousand dollars
the discrewhich sum
hundred and
fifty thousand
dollars may,
may, in
in the
discre-

tion of the engineers,
engineers, be
expended on Davis
hunbe expended
Davis Island Dam,
Dam, and
and two
two hundred
from its
dred thousand dollars
dollars on the river from
its mouth to
to its
its head:
head: Provided,
Provided,
That fifty thousand
thousand dollars of the last-named
last-named sum
sum may, in
in the
the discretion
discretion
Indiana Chute. of the engineers,
Indiana
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand
engineers, be expended
expended on Indiana
Indiana Chute;
Chute; and
shall be
necessary,
dollars of the last
last named
named sum, or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as shall
be necessary,
shall be
to the
the completion
completion of
the work
work on
Grand Chain. shall
be applied
applied to
of the
on Grand
G(rand Chain.
Chain.

Proviso.
Proviso.

at—
Harbors atManitowoc;
Manitowoc;

Improving
Improving harbor
harbor at Manitowoc,
Wisconsin, four thousand dollars.
Manitowoc, Wisconsin,
Improving harbor
Improving
harbor at
at Menomonee,
Menomonee, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving
harbor at
at Milwaukee,
Improving harbor
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Extension
Extension and
and repairs
repairs
eight thousand
of piers and dredging, eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Port WashingWashingImproving harbor at Port Washington,
Washington, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, seventeen
seventeen thouton;
sand dollars.
Racine;
Racine;
Improving harbor at Racine, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, six thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
at Sheboygan,
and
Sheboygan;
Improving harbor
harbor at
Sheboygan, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Repairs,
Repairs, dredging,
dredging, and
Sheboygan;
dollars.
extension of piers, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Superior Bay.
Superior
Improving
Improving Superior Bay, Wisconsin: Dredging
Dredging for
for improvement
improvement of
of
natural entrance
entrance and for
repairing existing
existing works,
works, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
for repairing
Sturgeon Bay CaHarbor of refuge at Sturgeon
Sturgeon Bay Canal, Wisconsin, ten thousand
thousand
nal harbor of ref- dollars.
uge.
ugo.
Two Rivers HarImproving
Improving harbor at Two Rivers, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, fifteen thousand dollars.
bor.
Ocouto Harbor.
Oconto
harbor at Oconto,
Improving harbor
Oconto, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Fort Madison Improving harbor at Fort Madison, Iowa, two thousand five hundred
hundred
Harbor.
Harbor.
dollars.
Muscatine HarMuscatine
Improving
Improving harbor at Muscatine, Iowa, two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred
bor.
dollars.
Harbors at—
atGrand Marais;
GrandMarais;
Improving harbor at Grand Marais, Minnesota, twenty thousand dollars.
Duluth;
Duluth;
Improving harbor at Duluth, Minnesota, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
Wilmington;
Wilmington;
Improving harbor at Wilmington,
thousand
Wilmington, California, thirty-three thousand
dollars
Humboldt.
Improving Humboldt Harbor
Improving
Harbor and Bay, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
Cathance
River.
Cathance River.
Improving Cathance River, Maine, six thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
"Gut," opposite
"Gut,"
opposite
Improving the "Gut",
Improving
"Gut", opposite Bath, Maine, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Bath,
Me.
Bath, Me.
Eenne bunk RivKennebunk
Improving Kennebunk
River, Maine: Completing
Improving
Kennebunk River,
Completing improvement, two
Menomonee;
Milwaukee;
Milwaukee;

er.

4in:openA
i11mt
thousand
dollars.
I;LlUJtaLUU
UUIILI S.b
Improving
Lubec
Channel,
Maine, forty-five thousand dollars.
Improving Lubec Channel, Maine,
Improving Exeter River
River,'New Hampshire, fifteen thousand
dollars;
Improving
thousand dollars;
of
sum an amount not exceeding
of which
which sum
exceeding seven hundred and fifty dollars
shall be available immediately, to be used in acquiring title to land used
in the cut-off at "Ox
"Ox Bow ".
Lamprey
River.
Lamprey River.
Improving Lamprey
Lamprey River, New Hampshire,
Hampshire, below New Market, ten
thousand dollars.
Winnipiseo gee
Winnipiseogee
Improving Winnipiseogee
Completing imImproving
Winnipiseogee Lake, New Hampshire: Completing
Lake.
L
two
five
hundred
dollars:
Provided,
That no right
hundred
dollars:
Provided,
thousand
five
provement,
two
'krovso.
Proviso.
to raise or lower the water-level of said lake is hereby
hereby granted to any
person or corporation.
corporation.
Otter Creek.
Improving
Improving Otter Creek, Vermont, two thousand dollars.

or.

Lubec Channel.
Exeter
Exeter River—
Riverit
"Ox
x Bow."
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Improving
Merrimac River, Massachusetts,
thousand dollars.
Merrimac River.
Improving Merrimac
Massachusetts, nine
nine thousand
dollars.
Improving Taunton
Taunton River, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand doldol- Taunton River.
lars.
Providence RivImproving
Narragansett Bay,
Bay, Rhode
Rhode Island,
Island, eProvidence
Improving Providence
Providence River
and Narragansett
River and
River and Narragansixty thousand
sixty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
an Narragansett Bay.
Improving Potonowut
Potonowut River, Rhode
Rhode Island, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving Milwaukee
Milwaukee Bay, for purposes of harbor of refuge, one hunhundred thousand dollars.

Potonowut
RivPotonowut Riv-

er.

Milwaukee
Milwaukee Bay.

Improving
Removing Mississippi, MisImproving Mississippi,
Mississippi, Missouri,
Missouri, and
and Arkansas
Arkansas Rivers:
Rivers: Removing
and ArkanArkansnags,
wrecks, and
other obstructions,
obstructions, one
hundred and
and eighty-five
snags, wrecks,
and other
one hundred
eighty-five souri,
so"ri,
and
Rivers.
thousand dollars
eighty thousand
thousand dollars shall be exthousand
dollars;•of which sum eighty
ex- sas
sas Rivers.
pended on the
eighty thousand
dollars on
the MisMispended
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, eighty
thousand dollars
on the
souri
thousand dollars on
souri River,
River, and twenty
twenty five
five thousand
on the
the Arkansas
Arkansas River.
And the work herein
provided for
prosecuted at
herein provided
for shall
shall be prosecuted
at all seasons of
between the
the year, and especially
especially between
the first
first day of July
July and the first day
Proviso.
Provided, That so much of said sum of Proviso.
of November of each year: Provided,
eighty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars hereby
appropriated to
to the
the Missouri
eighty
hereby appropriated
Missouri River
River as
as
expended in the construction
construction of a
may be necessary
necessary shall be expended
a snag and
dredge boat to be used in said river, the balance
balance of said eighty thousand
thousand
dredge
dollars to be expended
expended in operating
operating said boat.
River.
ChippewaRiver.
Improving Chippewa River, Wisconsin, ten thousand dollars; but Chippewa
this sum is appropriated
appropriated subject to the same conditions and
1879, ch.
ch. 181,
181,
and limitations
limitations 179,
20, 372.
372.
hun- Stat.,
Stat., 20,
imposed by section one of the act approved
approved March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, for the improvement of rivers and harbors, relating to said Chippewa River.
RivImproving Connecticut
Connecticut River
River below Hartford, Connecticut, thirty
thirty Connecticut
ConuecticutRiver.
thousand dollars; of which sum ten thousand
thousand dollars shall be used to e r continue
progress on
continue the
the work in
in progress
on the bar at the mouth of the river,
river, and
and
three thousand dollars in dredging
dredging the channel
channel below Rocky Hill.
Housatonic RivImproving Housatonic
IHousatonic River, Connecticut, two thousand dollars.
Housatonic RivImproving Thames River, Connecticut, thirty thousand dollars.
Improving
four thousand
Improving New London Harbor, Connecticut,
Connecticut, four
thousand three
three

hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred

Removing obstructions in East River
Removing
River and Hell
Hell Gate,
Gate, New
New York,
York, two
two

hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred

Improving Buttermilk Channel, New York, sixty thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving

er.
Thames River.

Thames River.
London
London

New
New
Harbor.

Harbor.
East River, Hell
Eastremoving
River,
Holl
Gate,
ob-

struetions.
structions.
Buttermilk
B ut te r m i k
Channel.
Hudson River.

Improving Hudson River, New York, fifteen
Improving
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Hudson River.
Cheesequake's
quake's
CCheese
Improving
Improving Cheesequake's
Cheesequake's Creek, New Jersey, five thousand dollars. Creek.
Creek.
Improving Cohansey
Creek, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, seven
seven thousand
Improving
Cohansey Creek,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving Elizabeth
River, New
Jersey, four
four thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
Elizabeth River,
New Jersey,
dollars.

Cohansey Creek,
Cohansey River.
reek
Elizabeth

ElizabethRiver.
Passaic
River.

Improving Passaic River,
Pennsylvania Railroad
Railroad Passaic River.
Improving
River, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, from Pennsylvania
bridge to its mouth, fifty
bridge
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Rahway River.
Improving Rahway
Improving
Rahway River
River, New Jersey, ten thousand dollars.
Raway ver.
South River.
Improving
Improving South River, New
dollars.
New Jersey,
Jersey, six
six thousand
thousand dollars.
South River.
Woodbridge
r
Improving Woodbridge
Woodbridge Creek,
Creek, New
New Jersey;
Jersey 5 ContinuingContinuing
improve- C
Improving
improveek.
Creek.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ment, five thousand
Allegheny River.
Improving Allegheny
from mouth
mouth of
French Creek
to PittsPittsImproving
Allegheny River
River from
of French
Creek to
burgh, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.huylkilliver.
dollars.
burgh,
Improving Schuylkill
Schuylkill River,
River, Pennsylvania,
forty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving
Pennsylvania, forty

Improving Delaware
Delaware River
River below
below Bridesburg,
Bridesburg, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, one
Improving
one
hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
Improving Delaware
Jersey, and
and BridesBridesNew Jersey,
Improving
Delaware River
River between
between Trenton,
Trenton, New
burg, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, ten thousand dollars.
Improving Delaware
Improving
Delaware River
River near
near Cherry
Cherry Island
Island Flats,
Flats, one
one hundred
hundred
thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving Delaware
Delaware River
at Schooner
Schooner Ledge,
Pennsylvania and
and
River at
Ledge, Pennsylvania
Improving
Delaware,
Delaware, forty thousand dollars.
Improving Broadkiln
Broadkiln River,
Delaware, five
thousand dollars.
Improving
River, Delaware,
five thousand
dollars.

Allegheny iver.

SchuylkillRiver.
Delaware River.
River.

Broadkin River.
Broadklin
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For
the Mississippi
the
with the
accordance with
in accordance
River, in
Mississippi River,
of the
the improvement
improvement of
For the
plan therefor
therefor recommended
in Executive
Document number
fifty-eight,
number fifty-eight,
Executive Document
recommended in
plan
second session
session Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Congress,
Congress, by the Mississippi River Commissecond
sion, to
be expended
War, with
with the
the advice
and
advice and
of War,
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
expended by
sion,
to be
under the
supervision of
said commission,
commission, the
the sum
of one
dolmillion dolone million
sum of
of said
the supervision
under
lars. And
And it
be the
duty of
of said
commission to
considtake into
into considto take
said commission
the duty
it shall
shall be
lars.
eration, and
and of
of the
the Secretary
of War
War to
operations, under
their
under their
to extend
extend operations,
Secretary of
eration,
supervision,
tributaries of
Mississippi River
to the
and
extent, and
the extent,
River to
the Mississippi
of the
to tributaries
supervision, to
no
that may
of said
said commission
commission
the judgment
judgment of
in the
be necessary
necessary in
may be
further, that
no further,
General and
per-to
to the
the general
improvement of said
permanent improvement
and permanent
general and
of the
the perfection
perfection of
General
and permanent
improve -Mississippi
Mi ssi
ssi
pp iRiver;
River; but
shall not
not be
to interfere
interfere
be construed
construed to
clause shall
but this
this clause
manent improvement.
with the prosecution
improvement of
ment.
prosecution by the War Department of the improvement
said Mississippi
River and
and its
its tributaries
tributaries under
appropriations
general appropriations
under general
Mississippi River
said
Proviso,
made therefor:
hereby approprithe sum hereby
That no portion of the
Provided, That
therefor: Provided,
made
Proviso.
ated shall
shall be
be used
the repair
repair or
or construction
of levees
levees for
purpose
for the
the purpose
construction of
in the
used in
ated
of preventing
preventing injury to lands by overflow,
purpose whatoverflow, or for any other purpose
of
ever
except as
means of
deepening or improving
channel of said
improving the channel
of deepening
as a
a means
ever except
Report.
make report, on
shall be the duty of said commission to make
And it shall
river. And
or
War, for
of War,
Secretary of
the Secretary
next, to the
of January
January next,
day of
the first
first day
before the
or before
transmission
by him
him to
to Congress,
Congress, of
of a
detailed statement
the work
work
of the
statement of
a detailed
transmission by
done, and
hereby appropriated,
appropriated,
sum hereby
the sum
from the
made from
expenditure made
of the
the expenditure
and of
done,
with
judgment upon
upon the
the effect
effect of such work, and the general
their judgment
with their
practicability
and estimate
estimate of the total cost of such improvements
improvements along
practicability and
said river
from Cairo to the head of
of the
the passes.
said
river from
thouImproving Broad
Creek from its
its mouth to Laurel, Delaware, ten thouBroad Creek
Improving
Creek.
Broad Crook.
sand dollars.
Improving mouth of Duck Creek, Delaware,
Delaware, three thousand dollars.
Improving
Duck Creek.
Delaware, three thousand five hundred
Mispillion Creek.
Improving Mispillion Creek, Delaware,
MispillionCreek.
dollars.
Mary.
Choptank
Improving Choptank
Riverbetween Denton
Denton and
Greensborough, Mary.
and Greensborough,
Choptank Riverbetween
Improving
River.
Choptank River.
land, five thousand dollars.
thousand dollars.
Elk River.
River.
Improving Elk River,
River' Maryland, five thousand
Improving
Secretary
Creek,
Improving Secretary
thousand dollars.
Secretary Creek, Maryland, three thousand
Improving
Secretary Creek.
Threa,dhaven
Improving Threadhaven
MaryThreadhaven Creek for three miles below Easton, MaryImproving
Threadlhavon
Creek.
land three thousand
Creek.
thousand dollars.
Wicomico
River.
Improving Wicomico River
River below Salisbury,
Maryland: Completing
Salisbury, Maryland:
Improving
WicomicoRiver.
improvement, two thousand dollars.
Improving
Chester
Chester River.
Improving Chester River from Spry's
Spry's Landing to Crumpton, Maryhundred dollars.
land, six thousand five hundred
water-passage between Deal's Island and Little Deal's IsImproving water-passage
Water passage, Improving
)eal's Island.
land, Maryland, five thousand dollars.
Deal's
Appomattox
Appomattox River,
thousand dollars to
River, Virginia, twenty thousand
Improving Appomattox
A
p om attto x Improving
River.
expended on the improvement of the river and harbor at Petersburg,
be expended
Virginia.
Black
water Riv - Improving Blackwater
Blackwater River, Virginia, one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred
BlackwaterRivMississippi River.
MississippiRiver.

Ex. Document 58,
Ex.Document58,
2d Sess,
Sess. 46 Cong.

or.
Cr.

Chickahominy
River.
Chieka homin Y
River.

dollars.
dollars.
Improving Chickahominy
Chickahominy River,
River/ Virginia, two thousand dollars.

Improving
River between Danville, Virginia, and Madison, North
Improving Dan River
Carolina, eight thousand dollars.
James
James River.
Improving James River,
Virginia, sixty
sixty thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
River, Virginia,
dollars.
Mattaponi
ng Mattap
on iRi
ver ,Vi
rg i
ni
a,th
ree thousand
th ousand three
three hundred
hundred
Virginia,
three
Mattaponi Riv
Riv-- Improvi
Improving
Mattaponi
River.
er.
dollars.
Virginia, two thousand dollars.
Improving
Nomoni Creek.
Improving mouth of Nomoni
Nomoni Creek, Virginia,
dollars.
Carolina, seven
North Landing
Improving North Landing
Landing River, Virginia and North Carolina,
seven
River.
thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
NottawayRiver.
NottawayRiver.
Improving Nottaway
Nottaway River, Virginia, two thousand dollars.
Pagan
Pagan Creek.
Improving Pagan Creek, Virginia, five thousand dollars.
Riv-- Improving Pamunkey
Pamunkey Riv
Pamunkey
Pamunkey River, Virginia, two thousand five hundred
hundred
er.
dollars.
Cr.
ClhannelatMount
Dredging
a channel through the flats in front of Mount Vernon,
Channel at Mount
Dredging a
Vernon, Virginia, one thousand five hundred
Vernon, Va.
hundred dollars.
Dan River.
Daln
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Improving Rappahannock
fifteen thousand
Virginia, fifteen
thousand dollars.
Improving
Rappahannock River, Virginia,
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Rappahannock
Rappahannock
River.
Staunton
Staunton River.

Improving Staunton
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
River, Virginia, five
Improving
Staunton River,
Improving Totuski River, Virginia,
hundred dolImproving
Virginia, two thousand
thousand five hundred
dol- Totuski River.
lars.
Improving Urbana
thousand dollars.
Improving
Urbana Creek, Virginia
Virginia,: four thousand
Urbana Creek.
Improving York
Improving
York River at
at West Point,
Point, Virginia, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand York River.
dollars.
Improving harbor
harbor at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland:
Maryland: Continuing operations
operations Baltimore HarImproving
bor.
twenty-seven feet at bor.
for
deepening the channel to twenty-seven
for the shortening and deepening
mean
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
mean low water, one
one hundred
Improving
Elk River,
River, West
Virginia, five
thousand dollars.
Improving Elk
West Virginia,
five thousand
dollars.
Elk River.
Improving Great Kanawha
Improving
Kanawha River, and operation of works, West VirVir- Great Kanawha
Kanawha
River.
River.
hundred thousand dollars.
ginia, two hundred
Guyandotte Rivthousand five GuyandotteRivImproving Guyandotte River, West Virginia, three thousand
er.
er.
hundred dollars.
Little Kanawha
Kanawha
dol- Little
Improving Little Kanawha
Kanawha River, West Virginia,
Virginia' forty thousand
thousand dolImproving
River.
lars
collected by the Little Kanawha
Kanawha River.
lars::Provided,
Provided, That no tolls shall be collected
Proviso.
Navigation
part of the river improved
improved by the general Little
Kanawha
Navigation Company for that part
Little Kanawha
government.
government.

Navigation ComNavigation
pany.
Cape Fear River.
Wil- CapeFear
River.
River, North Carolina, from the ocean to WilImproving
Improving Cape Fear River
mington,
mington, one
one hundred and
and forty thousand dollars.
dollars.
River from Wilmington
Wilmington to Fayetteville,
Improving the Cape Fear River
North Carolina, thirty thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary Proviso.
Proviso.
of War is directed
directed to expend of the money hereby appropriated,
appropriated, aasum
not exceeding
exceeding ten thousand dollars, to extinguish any claim of right
corporation, to take tolls or make charges for
for
held by any company or corporation,
pro- Proviso.
PrOVi80.
the navigation of so much of said river as is above described; And provided
extinguished and released
released
Jurther, That said claim of right shall be extinguished
vided further,
on or before the first day of December, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty
one, and no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
expended in the improvement of said river until such claim of right is wholly extinguished
extinguished
provement
and released:
released: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That nothing herein contained shall be
be Proviso.
Proviso.
United
taken or held as a
a waiver
waiver on the part of the United States to the exclunavigation of said river relieved from any charges or tolls
sive control of navigation
company or
imposed by
by any
any company
or corporation.
Improving
Sound, Coanjok
Bay, North
North River
Bar, Currituck
Sound.
Coanjok Bay,
River and
and Bar,
CurrituckSound.
Improving Currituck
Currituck Sound,
North Carolina, thirty thousand dollars.
Broad
Improving French Broad River, North Carolina, five thousand
thousand dol- French Broad
Improving
River.
River.
lars.
lars.
Improving
its mouth
mouth to
head of
navigation, North
North Neuse River.
Improving Neuse
Neuse River
River from
from its
to head
of navigation,
Carolina, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
Pamlico and
Tar
and Tar
Improving Pamlico and Tar Rivers, North Carolina, eight thousand Pamlico
Rivers.
Rivers.
dollars.
dollars.
Scuppernong
S
cupperi on g
Improving
Scuppernong River, North Carolina, one thousand dollars.
Improving Scuppernong
River.
River.
Trent
Improving
River.
Trent River.
Carolina, five thousand dollars.
Trent River, North Carolina,
Improving Trent
Yadkin
River.
Yadkin River.
Improving
Improving Yadkin River, North Carolina, twelve thousand dollars.
cContentnia
o n t e n t ni a
Improving
North Carolina,
Carolina, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Creek, North
Contentnia Creek,
Improving Contentnia
Creek.
Creek.
arImproving
thousand dollars. Beaufort
HfarBeaufort H
Carolina, thirty thousand
Harbor, North
North Carolina,
Improving Beaufort Harbor,

Improving Lillington
North Carolina,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
three thousand
Carolina, three
River, North
Lillington River,
Improving

bor.
Lillington RivRivLillington
er.
er.
Ashley River.

Improving
Ashley River,
South Carolina, one
hundred Ashley River.
one thousand
thousand five hundred
River, South
Improving Ashley
dollars.
Great Pedee RivImproving Great
Great Pedee
Carolina, between
Bluff er.GreatPedeeRivbetween Little
Little Bluff
River, South
South Carolina,
Pedee River,
Improving
and Cheraw, six thousand
thousand dollars.
e.
RivWaccemaw RivImproving
Waccemaw River, South Carolina, from its mouth up to Waccernaw
Improving Waecemaw
eer.
r.
Aollars.
Waccemaw Lake, North Carolina, ten thousand dollars.
Waccemaw
Town Creek.
Creek.
Town
Improving
Creek, in North Carolina, one thousand dollars.
Town Creek,
Improving Town
Chattah oochiee
Improving
Chattahoochie
River,
Georgia,
twenty
thousand
dollars.
o e°l i
Chattal
dollars.
thousand
Improving Chattahoochie River, Georgia, twenty
River.
River.
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Coosa
River.
CoGsa River.
Flint
Flint River.
River.
Ockmulgee
RivOekmulgee River.
Oconee
Oconee River.
River.
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Improving Coosa
River, Georgia
Alabama, sixty
thousand doldolImproving
Coosa River,
Georgia and
and Alabama,
sixty thousand
lars.
Improving
Flint River,
River, Georgia,
Georgia, fifteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving Flint
fifteen thousand
Improving Ockmulgee
Ockmulgee River,
Georgia, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving
River, Georgia,
dollars.
Improving Oconee
Oconee River,
Georgia, two
two thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars;
Improving
River, Georgia,
five hundred
dollars;
of which
sum one
one thousand
expended beof
which sum
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars to
to be
be expended
between Dublin
Dublin and
Oconee Bridge.
tween
and
*
~ . Oconee
I 1 Bridge.
»_ _ . . _ j i - ~ * _ - - ./I
.
-

and uoosawattee
Coosawattee Rivers,
thouOostenaula
Oostenanla and Improving
Improving Oostenaula
uostenanla ana
r.lvers, Georgia,
.eorgla, one
one tnouCoosawattee RivRiv- sand dollars.
Coosawattee
ers.
Savannah
above Augusta,
Augusta, Georgia,
Georgia, eight
Savannah River. Improving
Improving Savannah
Savannah River
River above
eight thousand
thousand
dollars.
Improving
River, Florida,
Florida, one
five hundred
Apalachicola
Apalachicola
Improving Apalachicola
Apalachicola River,
one thousand
thousand five
hundred
River.
dollars.
Improving
Choctawhatchee River,
Florida and
up to
to NewNewChoctawhatchee
Choctawhatohee
Improving Choctawhatchee
River, Florida
and Alabama,
Alabama, up
River.
ton, ten thousand dollars.
to Cumberland
Cumberland Sound,
Sound, between
between Amelia
Amelia and
Cumberland
Cumberland Improving
Improving entrance
entrance to
and CumCumSound.
berland Islands, in Florida and Georgia, one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Escambia River.
Improving
Improving Escambia River, Florida and Alabama, five thousand dollars.
Saint John's
John's
Improving
Improving Saint John's River, Florida, one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
River.
Pea's Creek.
Improving Pea's Creek, in Florida, seven thousand dollars.
Withlacooche
Withlacooche Improving Withlacooche
Withlacooche River, in Florida, seven thousand
hunthousand five hunRiver.
River.
dred
dred dollars.
dollars.
Snwanee River.
Improving
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving Suwanee
Suwanee River, Florida, three
Volusia Bar.
Improving
Improving Volusia Bar, Florida, five thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Alabama River.
River.
Alabama
Alabama River,
Alabama, twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
Improving Alabama
River, Alabama,
dollars.
Big Sunflower Improving
Improving Big Sunflower River, Mississippi, four thousand
thousand dollars.
River.
Noxubee River.
Noxubee
Improving Noxubee
Noxubee River, Mississippi, eight thousand
thousand dollars.
Pascagoula
Improving
Pascagoula River, Mississippi,
Mississippi, four
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Pascagoula RivImproving Pascagoula
four thousand

or.
er.
Pearl River.

Improving Pearl River
thouImproving
River below Jackson,
Jackson / Mississippi, twenty-five thousand dollars.
Improving Pearl
from Jackson
Jackson to
to Carthage,
two
Improving
Pearl River,
River, Mississippi,
Mississippi, from
Carthage, two
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Tall
Tall aahatchee
atchee
Improving Tallahatchee
Tallahatchee River, Mississippi, three thousand
thousand dollars; of
of
River.
River.
which sum two thousand dollars shall be expended
of
expended above
above the mouth of
Water River
River to Batesville.
Cold Water
Batesville.
Tombigbee RivRivTombigbee
Improving
Tombigbee River above Columbus,
thouImproving Tombigbee
Columbus, Mississippi, one thouer.
sand dollars.
Yazoo River.
Improving
Improving Yazoo River, Mississippi, six thousand dollars.
Amite River.
Amrit
River.
Improving
Improving Amite River, Louisiana, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Bayou
Bayou CourtaConrtaImproving
Improving Bayou Courtableau
Courtableau from Port Barre to Atchafalaya,
Atchafalaya, Loueai.
isiana, seven thousand five hundred dollars.
. Bayou
Teche.
Bayon Teche.
Improving
LouisiImproving Bayou Teche
Teche from Saint Martinville
Martinville to Port Barre, Louisiana,
ana, twenty thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving Bayou Terrebonne, Louisiana:
Bayou Terre- Improving
Louisiana: Completing improvement,
improvement,
bonne.
eight thousand eight hundred dollars.
Red River.
Removing
Removing raft in Red River and closing Tone's Bayou, Louisiana, ten
thousand
thousand dollars.
Removing obstructions from Red River, Louisiana,
dolRemoving
Louisiana, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars. And the Secretary
hereby directed to cause a
a thorough
Secretary of War is hereby
survey to be made of the mouth of Red River, and a
aplan for its permaimprovement to be reported to Congress on or before
ment improvement
before the first Moneighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one, with estimates
estimates of
day of December,
December, eighteen
cost; and said survey and plan to be paid for out of the unexpended
unexpended
balance already appropriated
balance
appropriated for the mouth of Red River.
TangipahoaRivTangipahoaRivImproving Tangipahoa
Tangipahoa River, Louisiana, two thousand dollars.
er.
er.
Vermillion
River.
VermillionRiver.
Improving Vermillion
Vermillion River, Louisiana: Completing improvement,
Improving
four thousand nine hundred dollars.
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Improving
Tombigbee Rivers,
Rivers, Alabama
Alabama and
Mississippi, Warrior River.
and Mississippi,
and Tombigbee
Warrior and
Improving Warrior
to
be expended
expended in
in the
proportions as
the appropriation
appropriation under the
the
as the
the same
same proportions
to be
act
June, eighteen
and eighty,
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
eighty, twenty-five
hundred and
eighteen hundred
of June,
act of
Improving
Aransas Pass
Pass and
Bay, up
Christi, Aransas Pass.
and Corpus Christi,
to Rockport
Rockport and
up to
and Bay,
Improving Aransas
Texas, eighty
eighty thousand dollars.
Texas,
Improving channel
channel over
at mouth
mouth of Brazos
Br az os River,
River, Texas, forty Brazos
Brazos River,
bar at
over bar
Improving
channel
thousand
channel at month
dollars.
thousand dollars.
of.
InTexas, sixty thou- Pass Cavallo InImproving Pass
Pass Cavallo
Cavallo Inlet
Matagorda Bay,
Bay, Texas,
into Matagorda
Inlet into
Improving
sand dollars.
let.
dollars.
sand
Ship-channel,
Improving ship-channel,
Galveston Bay, Texas,
fifty thousand dollars. Ship-channel,
Texas, fifty
ship-channel, Galveston
Improving
Galveston Bay.
Bay.
Galveston
Neches
thousand dollars.
Improving
Neches River, Texas,
Texas, three
Neches River.
three thousand
Improving Neches
Improving Sabine
Pass and
and Blue
Bar, Texas, one hundred and Sabine
Sabine Pass and
Buck Bar,
Blue Buck
Sabine Pass
Improving
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.Bar.
Blue
Blue Buck Bar.
fifty
Improving
Narrows of
of Sabine
River above
above Orange, Texas, and to Sabine River.
Sabine River
Improving Narrows
deepen channel
channel at its mouth,
mouth, seven
seven thousand dollars.
deepen
River.
Trinity River.
thousand dollars.
Improving
River, Texas, ten thousand
Improving Trinity River,
Arkansas River.
Improving
Arkansas, and
between Fort Smith, Arkansas,
River between
Arkansas River
Improving Arkansas
Wichita, Kansas,
Kansas, twenty-four
dollars.
twenty-four thousand dollars.
Wichita,
twenty-three thouImproving
Pine Bluff, Arkansas, twenty-three
River at PineBluff,
Arkansas River
Improving Arkansas
sand dollars.
Improving
River, Arkansas
and Missouri,
thousand dollars,
Black River.
River.
Missouri, six thousand
Arkansas and
Black River,
Improving Black
be applied
applied from Poplar Bluff.
to be
FeImproving
Le Fevre
Fevre River,
River, Arkansas,
three thousand dol- Fourche Lo
Le PeArkansas, three
Fourche Le
Improving Fourche
vre River.
lars.
lars.
Improving Ouachita
Ouachita River,
Arkansas and
and Louisiana, twelve thousand
Ouachita River.
River, Arkansas
Improving
dollars.
Saline River.
Improving
River, Arkansas,
Arkansas, five
five thousand dollars.
Saline River,
Improving Saline
River.
White
Improving
White
River
between
Jacksonport
and
Buffalo
Shoals,
White
Jacksonport
between
River
White
Improving
Arkansas, eight thousand dollars.
dollars.
eightthousand
Improving White
Saint Francis
thousand
Francis Rivers, Arkansas, eight
and Saint
White and
Improving
dollars.
Improving Big
Hatchee River,
River, Tennessee,
Tennessee, three
Big Hatehee
Hate bee
three thousand five hun- BigI
Big Hatchee
Improving
dred dollars.
Caney Fork
RivImproving Caney
Caney Fork
four thousand
River.
Fork RivCeaney
thousand dollars.
Tennessee, four
River, Tennessee,
Fork River,
Improving
er.

Clinch River.
Improving Clinch
Clinch River
Tennessee, three
three thousand dollars.
River Tennessee,
Improving
Improving
From Cumberland
RivCnuberlandRivTennessee: From
Nashville, Tennessee:
above Nashville,
River above
Cumberland River
Improving Cumberland
er.
Nashville
to Kentucky
thousand dollars; from Ken- er.
State line, fifteen thousand
Kentucky State
Nashville to
tucky
line to
Smith's Shoals,
Shoals, fifteen thousand dollars; at Smith's Shoals,
to Smith's
tucky line
completing
improvement, ten thousand dollars.
completing improvement,
Improving Cumberland
Tennessee, fifteen
Nashville, Tennessee,
below Nashville,
River below
Cumberland River
Improving

thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
iver.
Duck River.
Improving Duck
Duck River,
thousand dollars.
Tennessee, three thousand
River, Tennessee,
Improving
Improving French
Broad
French Broad
Tennessee, three French
Knoxville, Tennessee,
above Knoxville,
River above
Broad River
French Broad
Improving
thousand
five hundred
River.
Ri
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand five
Improving Hiwassee
hundred Hiwassee
Hiwassee River.
five hundred
thousand five
one thousand
Tennessee, one
River, Tennessee,
Hiwassee River,
Improving
dollars.
Improving Obed's
two thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars. Obed's
Obed's River.
thousand five
Tennessee, two
River, Tennessee,
Obed's River,
Improving
Improving
Tennessee
River
above
Chattanooga,
Tennessee,
seven
Tennessee
River.
TennesseeRiver.
seven
Tennessee,
Chattanooga,
above
River
Tennessee
Improving

thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving Red
from its
mouth to
Port Royal,
Montgomery
Royal, in Montgomery
to Port
its mouth
River from
Red River
Improving
County, Tennessee, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving Tennessee
Tennessee River
River below
below Chattanooga,
including Muscle
Muscle
Chattanooga, including
Improving
Shoals
and
shoal
at
Reynoldsburgh;
Tennessee
and
Alabama,
two
buntwo hunAlabama,
and
Tennessee
Shoals and shoal at Reynoldsburgh;
dred
thousand dollars.
fifty thousand
and fifty
dred and
Improving
Kentucky River
River from
its mouth
mouth to
Three Forks,
Forks, Kentucky,
to Three
from its
Improving Kentucky

one
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
one hundred
Improving
Sandy River
Catlettsburgh, Kentucky,
head
to head
Kentucky, to
from Catlettsburgh,
River from
Big Sandy
Improving Big
of
navigation,
fifty
thousand
dollars;
of
which
sum
forty-six
thousand
thousand
forty-six
sum
which
of
dollars;
thousand
fifty
of navigation,
dollars
shall be
be expended
Louisa,. and four
thousand dollars in the
four thousand
at Louisa,
expended at
dollars shall
continuation
continuation of works on the upper river.

Red River.
Red
Tennessee
River,
TennesseeRiver

including
Shoals.

Muscle

Kentucky River.
Big
River.
SandyRiver.
Big Sandy
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Improving Sandusky
River, Ohio
Ohio seven
Improving
Sandusky River,
seven thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Improving Wabash
Wabash River,
fifty thousand
one-half of
of
River, Indiana,
Indiana, fifty
thousand dollars,
dollars, one-half
Improving
which is
be used
river above Vincennes.
Vincennes.
the river
used on
on the
is to
to be
which
White River.
River.
Improving
from Wabash
Wabash River
to Portersville,
White
Improving White
White River,
River, Indiana,
Indiana, from
River to
Portersville,
and to
falls on
thousand dollars.
West Fork,
Fork, twenty
twenty thousand
and
to falls
on West
Illinois
Improving
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand
two hundred
Improving Illinois River, Illinois, two
Illinois River.
dollars.
Mississippi River.
Improving
Mississippi River
River at
at and above
six
above Alexandria,
Alexandria, Missouri, six
Improving Mississippi
MississippiRiver.
thousand dollars.
Improving Mississippi
Mississippi River at or near Cape Girardeau
Girardeau and Minton's
Minton's
Improving
Point, Missouri, ten thousand dollars.
Improving Mississippi
Moines Rapids
of
Improving
Mississippi River from
from Des Moines
Rapids to
to mouth of
Illinois River,
River, Illinois
Illinois and
and Missouri,
thouIllinois
Missouri, one
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
heretofore appropriated
money heretofore
appropriated for
for the
the imimsand dollars;
dollars; and the sums of money
provement
the Mississippi
Mississippi between
Illinois and Missouri
Missouri Rivers,
of the
between the Illinois
provement of
and unexpended,
unexpended, are hereby reappropriated,
reappropriated, and shall be applied to the
Alton.
improvement
River at Alton.
improvement of the harbor and Mississippi River
Improving Mississippi River between
between mouths of the Illinois and Ohio
Improving
Rivers, Illinois and Missouri, six hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Removing bar in Mississippi River opposite Dubuque, Iowa, five thouRemoving
sand dollars.
Completion of work of removing sand-bar in Mississippi River oppofive thousand
thousand dollars.
site Guttenberg,
Guttenberg, Iowa, five
Improving Mississippi
Mississippi River at Hannibal, Missouri, twenty thousand
dollars.
Improving
Natchez and Vidalia, Mississippi and
Mississippi River at Natchez
Improving Mississippi
Louisiana, fifty
fifty thousand dollars.
Louisiana,
Improving
Improving Mississippi River above Falls of Saint Anthony, Minnesota, ten thousand dollars.
Improving Mississippi River from Saint Paul to Des Moines Rapids,
Missouri, Illinois, and Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, two hundred thouMinnesota, Iowa, Missouri,
sand dollars.
Quincy
Improving
Quincy Bay.
Improving Quincy
Quincy Bay, Illinois, ten thousand dollars.
Gauging
waters
Annual expense
expense of gauging the waters
waters of the Mississippi River and
Gauging waters
Annual
of Mississippi
Riv- its tributaries:
observations of the rise,
rise and fall of the river
ssissippi RIX"
tributaries: Continuing observations
er.
1871 Res
Res .40
and its
its chief
chief tributaries,
tributaries as
as required
joint resolution
resolution of
of February
February
by joint
required by
and
40
e1s71
Stat.
598. ,
twenty-first, eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-one,
seventy-one, five thousand
thousand dollars.
eighteen hundred
twenty-first,
Stat.,16, 598.
Operating snag-boat
Upper mississtpMississip- Improving
Mississippi River:
upper
Improving Upper Mississippi
River: Operating
snag-boat and buildpi River.
River.
ing
light-draught steamer, twenty-five
pi
jug light-draught
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Rock Island RapImproving Rock Island Rapids, Mississippi River, Iowa and Illinois:
RockIslandRapImproving
Illinois:
ids.
ids.
'
Completing improvement, eight thousand
thousand dollars.
Moines RapImproving Des
Des Moines
Moines Rapids,
twenty-five thousand
Des Moiues
RapImproving
Rapids, Iowa
Iowa and Illinois,
Illinois, twenty-five
thousand
ids.
ids.
dollars. And hereafter, for the purpose of operating and keeping in
Des
Moines
Canal, and Saint Mary's Falls Canal,
Ra'-p- repair the Des Moines
idsDes
Ca Moines
I
Ra
Moines Rapids Canal
Canal and
and
na.
Mary' 8 Saint
Saint Clair
Clair Flats
Louisville and Portland
Portland Canal, the Secand the Louisville
Flats Canal, and
Saint Mary's
Falls Canal.
retary of War is authorized
authorized to draw his requisition
requisition on the Secretary of
of
Saint Clair
Clair Flats the Treasury
Treasury from time to time, which requisition
requisition shall be paid out of
of
Canal.
Canal.
any money
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
the Treasury
money in
Louisville
Louisville and any
Sandusky River.
Sandusky
Wabash River.
River.
Wabash

of Mi

Pcrt
I
and Canal.
Pcrtland
Osage River.
Osage

Improving
Improving the Osage River, Kansas
Kansas and Missouri, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand
dollars.
Cuivre River.
Improving
Improving Cuivre River, Missouri,
Missouri, from mouth to Chain of Rocks, and
removing
removing snags
snags and obstructions, five thousand dollars.
Gasconade
Improving
Gasconade River.
Improving Gasconade
Gasconade River, Missouri, ten thousand dollars.
River.
Missouri River,
Improving Missouri River
River at Atchison, Kansas,
Kansas, twenty
twenty thousand
Improving
thousand doldollars.
Improving Missouri River from Kansas City to its mouth, thirty-five
thousand dollars.
thousand
Improving
Improving Missouri River at Brownville,
Brownville, Nebraska, ten thousand dollars.
Improving Missouri River at Cedar
Cedar City, Missouri, fifteen thousand
thousand
dollars.
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Improving Missouri
Missouri River
Council Bluffs,
Iowa, and
and at Omaha, Neat Council
Bluffs, Iowa,
River at
Improving
braska, thirty
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
braska,
Improving
Eastport, Iowa,
Iowa, and
Nebraska City,
City,
Improving Missouri
Missouri River
River at
at Eastport,
and at
at Nebraska
Nebraska,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Nebraska, twenty thousand
Nebraska, ten thousand
thousand
Plattsmouth, Nebraska,
Missouri River at Plattsmouth,
Improving Missouri
dollars.
dollars.
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, eight
eight
near Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
Improving Missouri
Missouri River at or near
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Improving Missouri
Missouri River
River at and near Glasgow, Missouri,
Missouri, twenty
Improving
thousand dollars.
thousand
Improving Missouri
River at and
Missouri,7 twenty
Improving
Missouri River
and near
near Kansas City, Missouri
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Improving Missouri River at Lexington, Missouri, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Improving Missouri River at Saint Charles, Missouri, fifteen
fifteen thousand
Improvng
dollars.
Improving
Saint Joseph, Missouri, twenty
Missouri River at and near Saint
Improving Missouri
thousand dollars.
thousand
Improving
River at
improvement of
Iowa: For improvement
at Sioux City, Iowa:
Missouri River
Improving Missouri
thousand dollars.
seven thousand
channel, seven
Improving
Missouri River
Vermillion, Dakota,
fifteen thousand
thousand
Dakota, fifteen
at Vermillion,
River at
Improving Missouri
dollars.
Improving
mouth of Yellowstone
Yellowstone River, Dakota,
Missouri River above mouth
Improving Missouri
forty thousand dollars.
River from its mouth to Fort Benton, Montana:
Survey of MisSurvey of Missouri River
souri River.
Continuing survey
survey above
thousand dollars.
River.
Sioux City, thirty thousand
above Sioux
Continuing
Improving
Detroit River,
River, Michigan,
Detroit River.
dollars.
Michigan, fifty thousand dollars.
Improving Detroit
Improving Saginaw
Saginaw River,
River, Michigan,
thousand dollars.
Saginaw River.
Michigan, ten thousand
Improving
Improving
Saint Mary'sRivImproving Saint Mary's River and Saint Mary's Falls Canal, Michi- SaintMary'sRivgan :Completing
Completing improvement,
one hundred
and Saint
Mar3's
SaintMary's
erand
dollars. er
fifty thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty
improvement, one
gan:
Repairs
and contingencies
public works
Saint Anthony's
Falls,Canal.
Falls Canal.
Anthony's Falls,
at Saint
works at
of public
contingencies of
Repairs and
Anthony'a
prospective, fifteen Saint Anthony's
Minnesota: To meet repairs necessary,
necessary, present and prospective,
Minnesota:
thousand dollars,
dollars, which
which shall
shall be
be available
available immediately
immediately after the passage
Falls.
passage Falls.
thousand
of
of this act.
Improving
Saint Croix
Croix River
River below
below Taylor's
Falls, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, eight
Croix RivRivSaint Croix
eight Saint
Taylor's Falls,
Improving Saint
thousand dollars.
Er.
thousand
Improving Red
Minnesota and Dakota, eighteen Red Rivcr
River of the
North, Minnesota
Red River of the North,
Improving

thousand
dollars.
North.
Nort
thousand dollars.
Goose
Constructing
Goose Rapids.
and dam
dam at Goose Rapids, on the Red River ofRapids.
lock and
a lock
Constructing a
the
Minnesota and
and Dakota,
Dakota, twenty thousand dollars.
the North,
North, Minnesota
Improving Yellowstone
Montana and
and Dakota,
Dakota, twenty
twenty thousand
Yellowst oneRivthousand YellowstoneRivRiver, Montana
Yellowstone River,
Improving
dollars.
er.
er.
dollars.
IIarContinuing improvement
at the
of Coos
Coos Bay
Harbor, OreCoos Bay BarBay Harbor,
entrance of
the entrance
improvement at
Continuing
gon. thirty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
bor.
thirty thousand
gon.
Canal, Cascades
Canal around
Cascades of Columbia
Columbia River, Oregon,
Oregon, one hundred
Cascades
around Cascades
Canal
Columbia RivRivthousandof
thousand dollars.
of Columbia
thousand
dollars.
er.

Upper
Improving
Upper Columbia
River, including
Oregon,
Upper Colnmbia
Columbia
including Snake River, Oregon,
Columbia River,
Improving Upper
River.
fifteen thousand
River.
thousand dollars.
fifteen
Lower WillaImproving
Will
Portland, Lower
from Portland,
Rivers, from
Columbia Rivers,
and Columbia
Willamette and
Lower Willamette
Improving Lower
mette.
including bar at mouth
mouth of Columbia
Columbia River, Oregon,
Oregon,mette.
the sea, including
to the
Oregon, to
forty-five thousand dollars.
forty-five
Oregon, fifteen
Improving
Upper Willamette
fifteen Upper
Upper WillaWillamette and Yamhill Rivers, Oregon,
Improving Upper
mette.
thousand
dollars.
mette.
thousand dollars.
umas
Petal
Improving
Petalumas Creek,
Creek, California,
California, eight
eight thousand
Petal umas
thousand dollars.
Improving Petalumas
Creek.
SacramentoRivImproving
sixty thousand
Sacramento
Rivdollars.
thousand dollars.
California, sixty
River, California,
Sacramento River,
Improving Sacramento
er.
Joaquin
San
Improving
.
San Joaquin
dollars; ten River.
forty thousand dollars;
California, forty
River, California,
Joaquin River,
San Joaquin
Improving San
thousand dollars
amount may
be used
used in the discretion of the River'
may be
which amount
of which
dollars of
thousand
improvement of Mormon Slough.
engineer in the improvement
on s7
Examinraatt ilOP
• Examinations
Examinations and
and surveys
surveys at
at South
Pass of
Examin
To and
River: To
Mississippi River:
of Mississippi
South Pass
surveys at
ascertain
water and width of channel
channel secured and main- S
d
depth of water
the depth
ascertain the
of
all
outh
Pass o
3
fMisSouth
sissippi
River.
sissippi River.
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tamed from time to time by
B. Eads
South Pass
the MissisMissis
by James
James B.
Eads at
at South
Pass of
of the
sippi River, and to enable
sippi
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
the
War to
to report
report during
during the
maintenance
maintenance of the work, ten thousand dollars; and
and also
also to
to ascertain
ascertain
by soundings
soundings whether and to what extent,
extent, within
within a
five miles
a distance
distance of
of five
miles
from the present mouth of the river at
South Pass,
Pass, the
at the
the South
the gulf
gulf has
has
filled up by deposits from the river since the construction
construction of
of the
the Eads
Eads
jetties.
Wiscon-- Improving Fox and Wisconsin
Fox and Wiscon
Wisconsin Rivers, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, one
one hundred
hundred and
and
sin Rivers.
Rivers.
twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars; of which sum fifty
shall
fifty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars shall
be expended
expended in continuing the improvement
improvement of
of the
the Wisconsin
Wisconsin River,
River,
and seventy-five
seventy-five thousand for continuing
continuing the
the improvement
improvement of
of the
the Fox
Fox
River.
Calcasieu
Pa ss
Calcasieu Pass
Improving Calcasieu
Improving
Calcasieu Pass, Louisiana, twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and
and River.
River.
Improving Calcasieu
Improving
Calcasieu River, Louisiana, from Phillips
to its
its
Phillips Bluff
Bluff to
mouth, three thousand dollars.
dollars.
SavannahRiver.
Savannah
River.
Improving
Improving Savannah River, Georgia, fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
Mississippi
Mississippi RivRivImproving
River at Andalusia,
Improving Mississippi
Mississippi River
Andalusia, Illinois, six thousand
thousand doldoler.
er.
lars.
lars.

Saint Croix River. er.
AltarnahaRiver.
Altamaha
River.
Wappoo
Wappoo Cut.
Cut.
Neabsco
Creek.
Neabsco Creek.
Bayou
BartholoBayou Bartholo-

mow.

Ten sas River.
Tensas
River.
Bayou
Black.
Bayou Black.
Bayou Boeuf.
Bayou
Boeuf.
Current River.
Current
River.
Rancocas River.
Rancocas
River.
Christiana RivChristiana
River.

er.

Chester Creek.
Mat
M a t ttaawan
wan
Creek.
Raritan Bay.

Improving Mississippi River at Louisiana, Missouri,
Improving
Missouri, ten
ten thousand
thousand doldollars.
Repairing
breakwater
on
the
Saint
Repairing breakwater on the Saint Croix River
River near Calais, four thousand
sand dollars.
Improving Altamaha
River, Georgia, five thousand
Improving
Altamaha River,
thousand dollars.
dollars.

Improving Wappoo
Wappoo Cut, South Carolina, ten thousand dollars.
Improving
dollars.
Improving Neabsco
Neabsco Creek, Virginia, five thousand
Improving
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Improving Bayou Bartholomew,
Improving
Bartholomew, Louisiana
Louisiana and Arkansas,
Arkansas, eight
thoueight thousand
mew dollars.
Improving
Tensas River, Louisiana, three
Improving Tensas
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving
Bayou
Black, in Louisiana, ten thousand dollars.
Improving Bayou Black,
Improving Bayou
Boeuf, Louisiana, five thousand dollars.
Improving
Bayou Boeuf,
Improving
Improving Current
Current River,
River, Missouri and Arkansas, from Doniphan
Doniphan to
to
its mouth, two thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving Rancocas
Improving
Raneocas River, New Jersey, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving Christiana
Wilmington Harbor,
Improving
Christiana, River and Wilmington
Harbor, Delaware:
Delaware:
Deepening the channel and improving
Deepening
improving the harbor
Christiana River
River
harbor of
of Christiana
from
the Delaware
River to and above the city of Wilmington,
from the
Delaware River
Wilmington, in
in acaccordance
cordance with the surveys and plans
plans of
of the
the United
United States
States Engineer
Engineer DeDepartment, fifty thousand
partment,
thousand dollars.
Improving Chester
Chester Creek, Pennsylvania, three thousand
Improving
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Improving
Mattawan Creek, New Jersey,
Improving Mattawan
Jersey, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.

Improving
Improving Raritan
Raritan Bay, New Jersey,
Jersey, from
from Perth Amboy
Amboy and
and South
South
Amboy
to the
the main ship-channel
ship-channel off Great Kiln, fifty thousand
Amboy to
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Newport
H
a
r
Newport HarImproving Newport
Newport Harbor, Rhode
Improving
Rhode Island, tweuty-five
twenty-five thousand
dolthousand dolbor.
Tradewater RivTradewater
Riv-

er.

Cumberland
C
u in be rlan d
River.

lars.

Improving Tradewater
Tradewater River, Kentucky,
Improving
Kentucky, open
open navigation,
navigation, three
three thouthousand dollars.
dollars.

Improving
Improving Cumberland
Cumberland River,
River, Kentucky,
Kentucky, above mouth of
of Jelico,
Jelico, ten
ten
thousand dollars.
Buffalo Bayou.
Buffalo
Bayou.
Improving
Buffalo Bayou,
Bayou, Texas: To secure
Improving Buffalo
secure aa channel
of one
channel of
one hunhundred feet, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
dollars.
Kewanee Harbewauee
Har- Improving
Improving
Kewanee
Harbor, Wisconsin,
Kewanee Harbor,
Wisconsin, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
bo:r.
bor.
Niagara
River.
Niagara River.
Improving
Niagara River,
River, New York, five thousand
Improving Niagara
thousand dollars.
Portland HarHarImproving Portland Harbor, Maine, twenty thousand
Improving
thousand dollars.
bor.
dollars.
Scituate
Scituate HarH arImproving
Scituate
Harbor,
Massachusetts,
Improving Scituate
Massachusetts, ten thousand
thousand dollars
dollars
bor.
Moosabec Bar.
Bar.
Improving
Moosabec
Bar
at
Jonesport,
Maine,
thousand dollars.
Improving Moosabec
Jonesport,
ten thousand
dollars
Wareham HarWareham
HarImproving Wareham
Improving
Wareham Harbor, Massachusetts, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
bor.
Canarsie Bay.
Bay.
Improving
Canarsie
Improving Can
arsie Bay, New York, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Sheepshead
Sheepshead Bay.
Bay.
Improving Sheepshead
Improving
Sheepshead Bay, New
New York, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
Riv.
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Improving Salem
New Jersey,
thousand dollars.
Salem River.
three thousand
Jersey, three
River, New
Salem River,
Improving
Sue quehann
Improving Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
River, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, above
clue hann a
a
above Richards' Island, S118
Improving
iv
fifteen thousand
dollars.
River.
er.
R
thousand dollars.
fifteen
Grace,
Improving
and below Havre de Grace
above and
River above
Susquehanna River
Improving Susquehanna
Maryland, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
Maryland,
Improving
Archer's Hope
River, Virginia,
Archer's Hope
Virginia, five thousand dollars.
HIope River,
Improving Archer's
Improving
Wateree River,
eight thousand dollars.
Carolina, eight
South Carolina,
River, South
Improving Wateree
Improving Santee
by deepening
deepening and straightCarolina, by
South Carolina,
River, South
Santee River,
Improving
cuing its
its outlet
Winyah Bay
twenty-two
Mosquito Creek, twenty-two
through Mosquito
Bay through
to Winyah
outlet to
ening
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Improving
Harbor, Florida,
Florida, twenty thousand dollars.
Pensacola Harbor,
Improving Pensacola

River.
Wateree River.
Santee River.

Pensacola HarH arbor.
bor.
Tchefuncte
Tehefuncte Rivor.
er.

Improving
River, Louisiana,
Louisiana, one
thousand five
hundred
five hundred
one thousand
Tchefuncte River,
Improving Tchefuncte
dollars.
dollars.
Tickfaw
Improving Tickfaw
Tickfaw River.
River, Louisiana, two thousand dollars.
Tickfaw River,
Improving
Improving Bayou
Bayou Teche
Grand Lake at Bayou Teche.
same with Grand
connecting same
by connecting
Teche by
Improving
Charenton,
Louisiana, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Charenton, Louisiana,
Improving bar
bar and
Texas, seventy-five
seventy-five Brazos Harbor.
Santiago, Texas,
Brazos Santiago,
harbor at Brazos
and harbor
Improving
thousand dollars.
Yallabusha RivInaprovio gYallabusha
Yallabusha River, Mississippi, three thousand five hundred
Improving
dollars.
er.
er
dollars.
Improving Tchula
Tehula Lake,
Lake, Mississippi,
Mississippi, three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
Tchula Lake.
dollars.
Improving
For the
the expenses
expenses of
of operating
maintaining the
and
and Louisville and
Louisville and
the Louisville
and maintaining
operating and
For
Portland
Canal for
for the
year ending
June thirtieth,
bun- Portland Canal.
thirtieth, eighteen hunending June
fiscal year
the fiscal
Portland Canal
dred
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, forty-two thousand
thousand dollars, which sum shall be
dred and
immediately
immediately available.
Improving
Yaquina Bay,
ten thousand
Yaquina Bay.
thousand dollars.
Oregon, ten
Bay, Oregon,
to Yaquina
entrance to
Improving entrance
Improving Cowlitz
Cowlitz River,
Territory, one
one thousand dol- Cowlitz River.
Washington Territory,
River, Washington
Improving
lars.
lars.
Of
amount now
for the
Bayou La
La Pier
Donaldat remo
DonaldPier, at
of Bayou
improvement of
the improvement
available for
now available
the amount
Of the
sonville,
val
reovl
ofn
thereof
so
much
Fourche,
Louisiana,
the
sum
of
five
hundred
dollars,
or
so
much
thereof
f
or
dollars,
Fourche, Louisiana, the sum of five hundred
as may
expended in
in the
of brick pier at
removal of
the removal
be expended
shall be
necessary, shall
be necessary,
may be
as
Donaldsonville.
Donaldsonville.
IlarImproving
Richmond li
arthousand Richmond
ten thousand
Maine, ten
River, Maine,
Kennebec River,
Harbor, Kennebec
Richmond Harbor,
Improving Richmond
dollars; of
dollars shall
shall be
expended for wing- 1)g_rlerKennoboc
ri r e n e c
be expended
thousand dollars
six thousand
sum six
which sum
of which
dollars;
dams and
head of
Rock,
Hatch's Rock,
at Hatch's
and at
Island and
of Swan's
Swan's Island
the head
at the
dredging at
and dredging
dams
and four
hi dredging
channel at the
deepening the channel
dredging and deepening
dollars in
thousand dollars
four thousand
and
foot
Swan's Island
Island according
recommended by Lieutenthe plan recommended
according to the
of Swan's
foot of
ant Russell.
For
upon the
headwaters of
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
and its
its Reservoirs upon
River and
of the
the headwaters
reservoirs upon
For reservoirs
tributaries,
hundred and
thousand dollars;
sum, toto- i
2._,
!
r1 wat ers of
of
isseadssiaters
this sum,
and this
dollars; and
fifty thousand
and fifty
one hundred
tributaries, one
v
Miispp River.
gether
with the
sum of
of seventy
seventy five
thousand dollars
heretofore approappro- Mississippi
dollars heretofore
five thousand
the sum
gether with
priated
the construction
of a
at Lake
Lake Winnibigoshish,
Winuibigoshish, shall
shall be
dam at
a dam
construction of
for the
priated for
River
expended at
at such
places on
said headwaters
headwaters of
of the Mississippi River
on said
such places
expended
and
of War
shall determine:
determine: And it is
Proviso.
is Proviso.
War shall
Secretary of
as the
the Secretary
its tributaries
tributaries as
and its
provided, That compensation for
any private
or approDamagesttocopiiiii:
to priappro- Damages
property taken
taken or
private property
provided, That compensation for any
v
e
an
e
sat
c
uio
ir
Y
undor
forpunder
pensated
private
priated for
for any of said improvements,
improvements, and all damages to p
rivate prop- p
Pre
priated
erty
by the
construction of
of any
of said
by flowage
tate laws.
other- State
or otherflowage or
dams, by
said dams,
any of
the construction
caused by
erty caused
wise,
be ascertained
ascertained and
and determined
with
accordance with
and in
in accordance
under and
determined under
shall be
wise, shall
the laws
laws of
situated.
is situated.
property is
private property
such private
in which
which such
State in
the State
of the
the
And the
the Secretary
of the
the interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
and directed
gr
h
e
t
s
s
erof d
IndiRights
of Indidirected 11
authorized and
Interior is
Secretary of
And
to
ascertain
what,
if
any,
injury
is
occasioned
to
the
ri
g
hts
of
a
n
y
ansand
protected.
any
of
the
rights
to ascertain what, if any, injury is occasioned to
friendly
occupying any
reservation, by
construction protected.
by the
the construction
Indian reservation,
any Indian
Indians, occupying
friendly Indians,
of
of any
any of said dams, or the cutting or the removing of trees or other
materials
erection of
the construction or erection
for the
reservation for
such reservation
any such
from any
materials from
any
dams, and
determine the
the amount
of damages
payable to
to
damages payable
amount of
to determine
and to
said dams,
of said
any of
such
and
property and
private property
to private
damages to
such damages
all such
and all
therefor; and
Indians therefor;
such Indians
to
Indians, when
when ascertained
ascertained and determined
manner
determined in the manner
friendly Indians,
to friendly
herein directed
and provided,
provided, shall
paid by
the United
United States:
Pro- Proviso.
Provi8oStates: Proby the
be paid
shall be
directed and
hereil
vided, however,
That such
damages shall not
not exceed ten per centum of
such damages
however, That
vided,
the slims
hereby and
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
for the
said
construction of said
the construction
and heretofore
sums hereby
the
reservoirs.
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Improving
Improving Sumpawamus
Sumpawamus Inlet,
thousand dollars.
Inlet, New
New York,
York, five
five thousand
dollars.
Improving the harbor
harbor at the entrance
entrance of
of Saint
Saint Jerome's
Creek,
Jerome's Creek, MaryMaryland, six thousand five hundred dollars.
Saint Jones RivFor the improvement of
in the
the State
of Delaware,
Delaware,
of Saint Jones River, in
State of
er.
er.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Purchase of sites
Such parts of the money appropriated
any particular
appropriated by this act for
for any
particular
for
or locks and
and dams. improvement
necessary in the proseimprovement requiring
requiring locks and dams as may be necessary
cution of such improvement
may be
be expended
expended in
in the
voluncution
improvement may
the purchase,
purchase, volunProviso.
Proviso.
condemnation, as
the case
of necessary
necessary sites:
sites: Protary or by
by condemnation,
as the
case may
may be,
be, of
Provided,
be under
under the
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary
vided, That such expenditure
expenditure shall
shall be
of the
of War:
War: And
provided further,
That if
the owners
owners of
such lands
lands shall
shall rereProviso.
Proviso.
of
And provided
further, That
if the
of such
fuse to
prices to
paid shall
shall be
be
to sell
sell them
them at
at reasonable
reasonable prices,
prices, then
then the
the prices
to be
be paid
Title, how per- determined
determined and the title and jurisdiction
jurisdiction procured
procured in
in the
the manner
manner preprefected.
fected.
scribed by the laws of the State in which such lands or sites are
situated.
are situated.
Manner
Manner of
of mak- It
It shall be the duty of the Secretary of War to
money herein
herein
to apply
apply the money
ing improvements. appropriated
ingimprovements.
appropriated for improvements, other than surveys and estimates, in
in
carrying on the various works,
far as
can be
be without
detriworks, as
as far
as can
without actual
actual detriment to the interest of the
governmentlby
Where such
works
the government,
by contract.
contract. Where
such works
contract without
cannot be done by contract
the public
without injury
injury to
to the
public interest,
interest, they
they
may be prosecuted by hired labor. Where
Where said works are
are done
done by
by concontract, such contract shall be
be made
made after
advertisement
after sufficient
sufficient public
public advertisement
Proposals.
Proposals.
prefor proposals, in such manner and form as the Secretary
Secretary of War shall preContracts after scribe;
Contracts
scribe; and such contracts
contracts shall be made with the lowest responsible
advertisement.
advertisement.
bidders, accompanied
accompanied by
by such
such securities
securities as
as the
shall
Lowtestn
bidder bidders,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War shall
Lowest bidder.
require, conditioned
conditioned for
of the
the work
according
for the faithful
faithful prosecution
prosecution of
work according
to such contract, and for the proper payment
payment of all liabilities incurred
incurred
in the prosecution thereof for
for labor
labor and
and material.
material.
1868, Res. 60.
60.
SEC.
eighteen
S
EC. 2. That the joint resolution approved July twentieth, eighteen
Stat,
15,
268.
Sta.,
15,258.
hundred
and sixty-eight, authorizing
authorizing the construction
construction of
over
of the
the bridge over
Amended.
Amended.
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
connect the
the island
Island with
the
Bridgeacrossthe
River "to
"to connect
Bridge
across the the
island of
of Rock
Rock Island
with the
MssissisppiatRock
Mississippi at Rock cities of Davenport and Rock Island", is hereby
hereby so amended as to reIsland.
quire the
the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad Company to charge
Chicago, Rock f o
any cars
freight other
other than those
its own
own road,
those passing over its
cars carrying
carrying freight
hIscagodd
PRcifi forr any
Island
and Pacific
its own
cars when
when carrying
roads, which
which it
it may
RailroadCompany. and for
for its
own cars
RailroadCompany.
carrying freight
freight for
for other
other roads,
may
Rates of freight carry across said bridge, a
Rates
asum not exceeding three dollars
for every
dollars for
every
per car.
car,
loaded
of which sums shall be paid by said railroad
loaded car,
car, two-fifths of
railroad company into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States each month; and the
monthly
monthly returns thus made shall be in such form, and with such authenWar shall
shall direct.
tication,
as the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
direct.
Examinations
Examinations
SEC.
SEC. 3. That the Secretary of War is hereby
hereby directed, at his discreand
surveys.
tion, to cause examinations or surveys, or both, and estimates of cost
of
cost of
improvements
improvements proper, to be made at the following points, namely:
namely:
Harbor of San Luis Obispo, California.
California.
Tombigbee River, Mississippi; from Fulton to Warren's
Warren's Mill.
The Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River, in Georgia, between West Point and Bolton,
•
Bolton,
on the Western and Atlantic Railroad, so as to complete the survey of
of
that portion of said river.
Bear Creek,
Creek, running
River.
running into Yazoo
Yazoo River.
Harbor at Port Henry, on Lake Champlain.
Champlain.
Franktord Creek from its mouth in the Delaware River to Frankford
FrankMrd
Avenue.
Five Mile Point, above
River.
above l3ridesburg,
Bridesburg, Delaware
Delaware River.
Mouth of the Mispillion, Delaware.
Mokelumne River,
River California,
California, from its mouth at or near Woodbridge.
New York Bay between Sandy Hook and Coney Island Point.
Delaware River to head of
Newton Creek, Camden County, from Delaware
of
navigation.
Mantua
Gloucester County, from Delaware
Mantua Creek, Gloucester
Delaware River to head of
of
navigation.
navigation.
Maurice
Maurice River from Delaware Bay to Millville, Cumberland
Cumberland County.
Salem and Cohansey Rivers, New Jersey.
Sump
awamus
Sumpawamus
Inlet.
Saint Jerome's
Creek
Creek Harbor.
Harbor.
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Completing survey
Harlem River
River and
and through
through the Harlem Kilns Examinations
of Harlem
survey of
Completing
to the
the East
and surveys-Consurveys—ConRiver.
East River.
to
Survey
for harbor
Lake Pepin,
at Stockholm,
Stockholm, Wisconsin,
ued '
Wisconsin, tinned
Pepin, at
in Lake
of refuge
refuge in
harbor of
Survey for
and Lake
City, Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Lake City,
and
Beaver
to ascertain
the cost
and practicability
practicability of
of
cost and
ascertain the
Minnesota, to
Bay, Minnesota,
Beaver Bay,
making it
harbor of
of refuge.
it aaharbor
making
Grand
Bay, Minnesota,
deterto deterMinnesota, to
Wans-wau-goising Bay,
and Wans-wau-goising
Bay and
Portage Bay
Grand Portage
mine which,
which, if
if either,
should be
made a
harbor of refuge.
refuge.
a harbor
be made
either, should
mine
Sackett's
Harbor, New
York.
New York.
Sackett's Harbor,
Matagorda
Bay at
the mouth
near the town of
Bayou, near
Mary's Bayou,
of Saint
Saint Mary's
mouth of
at the
Matagorda Bay
Matagorda, Texas.
Texas.
Matagorda,
Harbors
and Clinton,
Clinton, Connecticut.
Connecticut.
Madison and
of Madison
Harbors of
Edgartown
South Beach,
Beach, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
and South
Harbor and
Edgartown Harbor
Staunton
River from
Brook Neal,
in Campbell
County, to
mouth of
to mouth
Campbell County,
Neal, in
from Brook
Staunton River
Pig River,
River, Virginia.
Pig
Roanoke
Weldon North
North Carolina,
Carolina, to Clarksville, Virginia.
from Weldon
River from
Roanoke River
Bear Creek,
Creek, running
Northeast Mississippi into the Tennessee
Tennessee
from Northeast
running from
Bear
River.
To deepen
the Harrisecket
River from Weston's Point
Harrisecket River
of the
the channel
channel of
deepen the
To
to
Landing in Freeport, Maine.
Freeport Landing
to Freeport
The channel
channel of
of Broad
west side of Kent Island, Maryon the west
Creek on
Broad Creek
The
land.
Androseoggin River.
Harbor
of Brunswick,
Brunswick, on the Androscoggin
Harbor of
Buzzard's Bay
and Barnstable
Barnstable Bay, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, at the entrance of
Bay and
Buzzard's
the
proposed Cape Cod Canal.
the proposed
Sabine
Lake and River to Orange
Orange and
Texas, through Sabine Lake
Pass, Texas,
Sabine Pass,
cost
Sabine Lake,
Lake, and the Neches
River to Beaumont, to ascertain
ascertain the cost
Neches River
Sabine
deep-water channel from Sabine Pass to Orange
and
a deep-water
practicability of a
and practicability
and Beaumont.
Old Town Creek, Mississippi.
Bar at
at mouth
Georgetown, South Carolina.
of Winyah Bay, near Georgetown,
mouth of
Bar
Little Red River in Arkansas.
ex
And the
the Secretary
War is
cause to be made ex.
directed to cause
is hereby directed
of War
Secretary of
And
aminations
and surveys, or both, and estimates of the cost of the further
aminations and
Savannah River and Harbor
improvements
Harbor
improvements necessary to be made in the Savannah
to
the depth
depth of
water in said river and harbor from the
of the water
to increase
increase the
bar
twenty-two feet, and to make an estimate of the
up to the city to twenty-two
bar up
cost
of widening
the channel
Savannah River
River opposite the city
of the
the Savannah
channel of
widening the
cost of
to
balance of the channel.
to six hundred feet of uniform depth with the balance
Young's, Lewis' and Clarke's, and Skipanon
Skipanon Rivers, entering into
Young's,
Young's
county of Clatsop, near mouth of Columbia
Columbia River,
the county
in the
Young's Bay, in
Oregon.
Oregon.
Idaho
Snake River
Salmon River, Idaho
the mouth of Salmon
Lewiston to the
from Lewiston
River from
Snake
Territory.
• Corsica Creek, Maryland.
Maryland.
Harbor at
Michigan.
at mouth of Cedar River, on Green Bay, Michigan.
Harbor
Massachusetts.
Lynn Harbor,
Harbor, Massachusetts.
Manchester, New
Merrimac
Lawrence, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, to Manchester,
Merrimac River from Lawrence,
Hampshire.
Channel between
North Hero and South Hero, Lake Chamislands of North
between islands
Channel
plain.
Little Tennessee
from its
its mouth
mouth on
or Big Tenthe Holston or
on the
River from
Tennessee River
Little
nessee
River to the mouth of Tellico River.
nessee River
Dog Island
West, Crystal
Crystal River, La Grange
of Key
Key West,
harbor of
Harbor, harbor
Island Harbor,
Dog
Bayou up
up to
to Freeport,
Freeport, Manatee
Manatee River,
River, and
and Crooked
Crooked River, Florida.
Florida.
Bayou
Indian
Florida, at
end, in
of opening
opening aapassage
in view
view of
north end,
at the
the north
River, Florida,
Indian River,
into the lagoon one-half mile east.
CenFrom
point between
Island and the docks of New Jersey CenEllis Island
between Ellis
From aapoint
tral Railroad
Railroad to
Robbins' Reef Light and Constable
point between Robbins'
to aa point
tral
Hook, in waters of New York Bay, New Jersey.
River, Mississippi.
Big Black River,
Outlet of harbor of Ship Island.
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Harbor at
at Boloxi,
Harbor
Boloxi, Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Harbor at
at Pascagoula,
Pascagoula, Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Harbor
Upper thoroughfare
into Tangier
Tangier Sound,
Upper
thoroughfare leading
leading into
Sound, Dell's
Deil's Island,
Island, and
and
Rock
Creek, Maryland.
Rock Creek,
Maryland.
Fish
River.
Fish Bend,
Bend, near
near Fort
Fort Chartres,
Chartres, in
in the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River.
Murder
Kiln, Delaware.
Murder Kiln,
Delaware.
Delaware
Delaware River.
Potomac
vicinity of
Washington, DisPotomac and
and Auacostia
Anacostia Rivers, in the
the vicinity
of Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
with reference
to the
the improvement
the
trict
Columbia, with
reference to
improvement of
of navigation,
navigation, the
establishment of
of the
harbor-line, and
and the
raising of
so far
establishment
the harbor-line,
the raising
of the
the flats,
flats, so
far as
as
may be
to the
improvement of
their improvement may
be necessary
necessary to
the improvement
of navigation
navigation
and the
harbor-line.
and
the establishment
establishment of the harbor-line.
Mouth
of Cedar
Cedar River,
River, Green
Bay, Michigan.
Michigan.
Mouth of
Green Bay,
Greenport Harbor,
Greenport
Harbor, New York.
York.
refuge at
Survey for
for harbor
harbor of refuge
at New Buffalo,
Buffalo, Michigan.
Michigan.
Cannon River
that
The headwaters
headwaters of
of the Cannon
River,?in Minnesota,
Minnesota, with a
a view
view that
the
may be
be added
to the
the reservoir
reservoir system
of the
the Upper
Upper MissisMissisthe same
same may
added to
system of
sippi.
sippi.
Waccamaw and Cape
The water connection
connection between
between the
the Waccamaw
Cape Fear
Fear RivRivers,
water connecers, with
with the view of ascertaining
ascertaining if
if a
a continuous
continuous inland
inland water
conneccannot thereby
thereby be
be established.
established.
tion cannot
Toledo, Ohio, for a
astraight channel
channel to
to Lake Erie.
For harbor at Caseville,
Bay, Lake
C;seville, Saginaw Bay,
Lake Huron.
Huron.
The Calumet River
River from South Chicago
Chicago to
to the
the village of
of Pullman,
Pullman, on
on
Lake Calumet.
Calumet.
Lake
a further
For a
further survey of James River, for the purpose of ascertaining
ascertaining
practicability and
procuring a
achannel
channel of
of twenty-five
the practicability
and cost of
of procuring
twenty-five feet
feet at
at
Richmond to the mouth of the river
river
full tide from Richmond
Survey of Upper
Upper Machodoc
Machodoc Creek, a
atributary of Potomac River.
Survey
Survey of Urbana
Urbana Creek, a
a tributary of
of Rappahannock
Rappahannock River,
River, from
from
the village of Urbana to the Oaks.
The harbor of Mamaroneck,
Mamaroneck, New York.
Cumberland River at Smith's Shoals, in the State of Kentucky,
Kentucky, to
to
ascertain
ascertain the
the practicability
practicability and
and the
the cost of
of aacanal, with locks and dams,
from the head to the foot of said shoals.
The
harbor at
the entrance
entrance thereto.
The harbor
at the
the Delaware
Delaware Breakwater,
Breakwater, and
and the
thereto.
MillsboIndian River, in the State of Delaware, from its mouth to 1VIillsborough.
Survey of the Clarion River from its mouth to Ridgway, Pennsylvania.
From Brazos de Santiago through
through Laguna Madre to Point Isabel,
Texas, to
to ascertain
ascertain the
the cost
cost and
and practicability
Texas,
practicability of
of a
a deep-water
deep-water channel
channel
anchorage at Brazos de Santiago
from the anchorage
Santiago to the railroad wharf at
Point Isabel.
Survey
breakwater and harbor of refuge
Survey for breakwater
refuge at Milford
Milford Connecticut.
Entrance
Gray's Harbor, Washington
Washington Territory.
Entrance to Grays
Between Baker's Bay and Shoalwater
Shoalwater Bay, Washington
Washington Territory,
for canal for light-draught vessels.
Missouri River
River at or near Arrow Rock.
For survey of Nishnabotana
Nishnabotana from Hamburg, Iowa, to its junction
with the Missouri.
Creek, Maryland.
Maryland.
Skipton Creek
Bush River, Maryland,
Maryland, from Harford
Harford Furnace
Furnace to Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay.
Licking River from its mouth to Falmouth,
Falmouth, in
Kentucky.
in Kentucky.
Oregon Inlet, in Dare County,
County, in North Carolina.
Survey of Chehalis
Chehalis River, in Washington Territory.
Whiteoak, Meherrin,
1VIeherrin, and
and New
in North
North Carolina.
Whiteoak,
New Rivers,
Rivers, in
Carolina.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.
SEC. 4. That
SEC.
That for the examinations
examinations and surveys
surveys herein provided
provided for,
for,
and for incidental
incidental repairs of harbors for which there is no special appropriation, the sum of fifty thousand dollars is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated out of
of
any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated;
every
appropriated; and
and in every
Report.
case where examinations
Report.
examinations or
or surveys
surveys are
are made,
made, the report
report thereon shall
embrace
concerning the commercial
commercial importance,
importance, presembrace such information
information concerning

Examinations
and surveys-Consurveys—Continned.
tinued.
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cut and
prospective, of
of the
the improvement
improvement contemplated
thereby, and
and
contemplated thereby,
and prospective,
ent
such
general commercial
statistics as
of War may be able
the Secretary
Secretary of
as the
commercial statistics
such general
to procure.
Approved,
March 3, 1881.
Approved, March

CHAP.
137.—Au act
act making
making appropriations
for the
contingent expenses
expenses
and contingent
the current
current and
appropriations for
CHAP. 137.-An
of the
treaty stipulations
stipulations with various Indian
fulfilling treaty
for fulfilling
and for
Department, and
Indian Department,
of
the Indian
eighty-two,
and
tribes,
for
the
year
ending
June
thirtieth,
eighteen
hundred
eighty-two
and
tribes, for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
for

United
Be
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the. United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
the following
following sums
sums be, and
That the
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
they are
hereby, appropriated,
of any
not
Treasury not
in the
the Treasury
money in
any money
out of
appropriated, out
are hereby,
they
otherwise appropriated,
the purpose
purpose of paying the current and confor the
appropriated, for
otherwise
tingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the Indian
Indian Department,
Department, and
filling treaty stipufulfilling
and fill
tingent
lations with
tribes, namely:
various Indian tribes,
with the various
lations
For
sixty-six agents
of Indian
Indian affairs
affairs at the following-named
following-named
agents of
of sixty-six
pay of
For pay
agencies,
at the
respectively indicated,
indicated, namely:
rates respectively
the rates
agencies, at
At
Warm Springs
agency, at
thousand dollars;
dollars 5
one thousand
at one
Springs agency,
the Warm
At the
At
thousand one hundred dollars;
dollars;
one thousand
at one
agency, at
Klamath agency,
the Klamath
At the
At
the Grand
agency, at one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
Ronde agency,
Grand Ronde
At the
dollars;
At
Siletz agency,
agency, at one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars;
the Siletz
At the
At
the Umatilla
Umatilla agency, at one thousand two hundred dollars;
At the
At
hundred dollars;
Neah Bay agency, at one thousand one hundred
At the Neab.
At the
the Yakama
Yakama agency,
dollars;
agency, at two thousand dollars;
At
hundred dollars;
At the
the Colville
agency, at one thousand five hundred
Colville agency,
At
At the
the Nisqually
Nisqually agency,
dollars;
agency, at one thousand two hundred dollars;
At
At the
the Saokomish
agency, at one thousand
thousand one hundred dollars;
dollars;
S'Kokomish agency,
At
At
the Quinaielt agency,
agency, at one thousand dollars;
dollars;
At the
dollars;
At
hundred dollars;
thousand five hundred
at one thousand
agency, at
Tulalip agency,
the Tulalip
At the
At the
the Round
thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars;
Valley agency, at one thousand
Round Valley
At
At the
thousand dollars;
Valley agency, at one thousand
Hoopa Valley
the Hoopa
At
At
Tule River agency, at one thousand dollars;
At the Tule
dollars;
At the
agency, at one thousand three hundred dollars;
Mission agency,
the Mission
At
dollars;
At
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars;
one thousand
at one
agency, at
Nevada agency,
the Nevada
At the
At
Shoshone agency, at one thousand eight hundred
Western Shoshone
the Western
At the
dollars;
dollars;
At
the Nez
Nez Perces
Perces agency, at one thousand six hundred dollars;
At the
dollars;
At
thousand one hundred dollars;
agency, at one thousand
Lemhi agency,
the Lemhi
At the
At
dollars;
Hall agency, at one thousand five hundred dollars;
the Fort Hall
At the
At
Flathead agency, at one thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars;
the Flathead
At the
At
at one
dollars;
one thousand eight hundred dollars;
agency, at
Blackfeet agency,
the Blackfeet
At the
At
Crow agency,
two thousand dollars;
at two
agency, at
the Crow
At the
At the
the Fort
Fort Peck
Peck agency,
agency, at two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
At
At the
the Fort
Fort Belknap
Belknap agency, at one thousand dollars;
At
dollars;
At the
the Yankton
Yankton agency,
thousand six
hundred dollars;
six hundred
one thousand
at one
agency, at
At
At the
the Crow
Crow Creek
dollars;
agency, at one thousand four hundred dollars;
Creek agency,
At
At
the Standing
Standing Rock
Rock agency,
agency, at one thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred dolAt the
lars;
lars;
At the
River agency,
agency, at
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
one thousand
at one
Cheyenne River
the Cheyenne
At
At
the Fort
Fort Berthold
agency, at
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
at one
Berthold agency,
At the
At
at one
one thousand
dollars;
hundred dollars;
thousand five hundred
agency, at
Sisseton agency,
the Sisseton
At the
At
agency, at
thousand two
dollars;
hundred dollars;
two hundred
one thousand
at one
Lake agency,
Devil's Lake
the Devil's
At the
At
agency, at
at one
thousand two
hundred dollars;
dollars;
two hundred
one thousand
Brule agency,
Lower Brule
the Lower
At the
At
Ridge agency,
at two
two thousand
thousand two hundred dollars;
agency, at
Pine Ridge
the Pine
At the
At the
the Rosebud
at two
two thousand
thousand two
two hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
agency, at
Rosebud agency,
At
At
the Shoshone
agency, at
at one
thousand five
five hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
one thousand
Shoshone agency,
At the
At
Uintah agency,
at one
dollars;
thousand dollars;
one thousand
agency, at
the Uintah
At the
dollars;
At the
the Pueblo
Pueblo agency,
thousand dollars;
agency, at two thousand
At
dollars;
thousand dollars;
At
at two thousand
agency, at
Navajo agency,
the Navajo
At the
At
agency, at
at one
one thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars;
five hundred
thousand five
Mescalero agency,
the Mescalero
At the

March
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At
at one
one thousand
hundred dollars;
At the
the Los
Los Pinos
Pinos agency,
agency, at
thousand five
five hundred
dollars;
Ute agency, at one thousand
thousand four hundred
dollars;
At the Southern lac
hundred dollars;
At
thousand dollars;
At the
the Great
Great Nemaha
Nemaha agency,
agency, at
at one
one thousand
dollars;
At
the Omaha
Winnebago agency,
agency, at
thousand six
At the
Omaha and
and Winnebago
at one
one thousand
six hundred
hundred
dollars;
dollars;
At
dollars;
At the Otoe
Otoe agency,
agency, at one
one thousand
thousand dollars;
At the
the Santee
agency, at
one thousand
thousand two
At
Santee agency,
at one
two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
At the
Pottawatomie agency,
agency, at
at one
one thousand
At
the Pottawatomie
thousand dollars;
dollars;
At
at one
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
At the
the Ponca
Ponca agency,
agency, at
one thousand
thousand five
At
five hundred
At the
the Pawnee
Pawnee agency,
agency, at
at one
one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars;
dollars;
At
Sac and
and Fox
At the
the Sac
Fox agency,
agency, Indian
Indian Territory,
Territory, at
at one
one thousand
thousand two
two
hundred dollars;
dollars;
At the
agency, at
at oue
thousand two
hundred dollars;
At
the Quapaw
Quapaw agency,
one thousand
two hundred
dollars;
At the
at one
thousand six
At
the Osage
Osage agency,
agency, at
one thousand
six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
Cheyenne and
thousand two
two hundred
hundred
At the Cheyenne
and Arapaho
Arapaho agency,
agency, at
at two thousand
dollars;
dollars;
At the
Kiowa, Comanche,
Comanche, and
and Wichita
agency, at
two thousand
At
the Kiowa,
Wichita agency,
at two
thousand doldollars;
lars;
At
dollars;
At the
the Union
Union agency,
agency, at two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
At the White Earth agency,
agency, at one thousand
thousand six
six hundred dollars;
dollars;
At the Sac
Sac and Fox agency, Iowa,
Iowa, at
at one
one thousand dollars;
dollars;
At the Green Bay
Bay agency,
agency, at one
one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
At the La Pointe agency
agency.;at two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
Mackinac agency,
hundred dollars;
At the Mackinac
agency, at one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
dollars;
At the New York agency, at one thousand two
hundred dollars;
two hundred
dollars;
At the Colorado River agency, at one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars;
five hundred
dollars;
At the Pima agency, at one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
At the San Carlos agency, at two thousand
thousand dollars;
At the Moquis Pueblo agency, at
thousand three
hundred dollars;
at one thousand
three hundred
dollars;
in all, ninety-six
ninety-six thousand eight hundred dollars.
For pay of seventy-five
seventy-five interpreters, as follows, namely:
namely:
Six for
the tribes in Oregon, namely,
forthe
namely, two for
for the
the Klamath,
Klamath, and one each
each
for Grand Ronde,
Ronde, Siletz, Umatilla,
Umatilla, and Warm Springs
Springs agencies,
agencies, at three
hundred dollars
thousand eight hundred
hundred
dollars per
per annum
annum each,
each, one thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars;
Seven for the tribes in Washington Territory,
Territory.
,to be assigned to such
agencies as the Secretary
agencies
Secretary of the Interior may direct, at three hundred
hundred
dollars per annum each, two thousand one hundred dollars;
dollars;
Three for the tribes in
Perces, Lemhi,
and
in Idaho,
Idaho, namely,
namely, at
at Nez
Nez Perces,
Lemhi, and
Fort Hall agencies, at three hundred
hundred dollars per annum
annum each,
each, nine hundollars;•,
dred dollars
Four for the tribes
tribes in Nevada,
Nevada, namely,
namely, for
for Piute,
Piute, Walker
Walker River,
River,
Western Shoshone, and Pyramid Lake reservations,
Western
reservations, at three
three hundred
dollars;
dollars per annum each, twelve
twelve hundred dollars;
Six for the tribes in Montana,
Montana, namely, one each at Flathead,
Flathead. Blackfeet, Belknap, and Crow, and two at Fort Peck agencies, at three hundred dollars per annum each, one thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars;
dollars '
•
Twelve
nam ely, t
wo each
each at
atFort
FortBerthold
Berthold
Twelve for
for the tribes in
in Dakota,
Dakota, namely,
two
and Pine Ridge,
Ridge, and one each at Yankton, Crow Creek, Standing Rock,
Cheyenne River, Sisseton,
Cheyenne
Sisseton, Devil's Lake, Rosebud, and Lower Brule
hundred dollars per annum each, three thousand six
agencies, at three hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars
agency, three hunhunOne for the tribes in Wyoming, at the Shoshone
Shoshone agency,
dred dollars;
dollars;
dollars;
One for the tribes in Utah,
Utah, three hundred dollars;
Four for the tribes in New Mexico,
Mexico, namely, two for the Navajo,
Navajo, and
and
Mescalero Apache and Pueblo agencies, at three
one each
each for the Mescalero
three hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum
dollars;
dred
annum each, one thousand two hundred dollars;
Two for the tribes in Colorado, namely, Los Pinos and Southern Ute
agencies, at three hundred
hundred dollars each per aunum,
annum, six hundred dollars;
lars;
Six for the tribes in Nebraska, to be assigned to such agencies
agencies as the
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Secretary
hundred dollars
dollars per
Secretary of
of the Interior may
may direct, at three
three hundred
per anan- InterpretersInterpreters—
Continued.
Continued.
num
each, one
dollars;;
one thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars
Dum each,
tribes in the
to be
be assigned
assigned as
as the
SecNine for
for the
the tribes
the Indian
Indian Territory,
Territory, to
the Secretary
three hundred
hundred dollars
annum
retary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may direct,
direct, at
at three
dollars per
per annum
each, two thousand seven hundred dollars;
dollars;
Three for the tribes
one for
for the
Bay and
Three
tribes in Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, namely,
namely, one
the Green
Green Bay
and
two for the La Pointe agencies, at three hundred dollars per annum
each, nine
dollars ;
nine hundred
hundred dollars;
each,
Four
in Minnesota,
innesota, namely,
namely, Boise
and White
Four for
for the
the tribes in
Boise Forte
Forte and
White
Earth
Earth agencies and Red Lake and Leech Lake reservations,
reservations, at three
hundred
hundred dollars per annum
annum each, one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars;
dollars;
namely, Mackinac
Mackinac agency,
agency, at
three
Two for the
the tribes in
in Michigan
Michigan,'namely,
at three
hundred dollars
dollars per
each, six
six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
hundred
per annum
annum each,
Arizona' namely,
Colorado
Five for
for the tribes in Arizona,
namely, one each
each for the
the Colorado
River, Pima and Maricopa, and Moquis
Moquis Pueblo, and
and two
two for San
San Carlos
Carlos
agencies, at three hundred dollars per annum each, one thousand
thousand five
five
hundred dollars;
dollars;
For additional
additional payment of the said interpreters, to be distributed in Additional payments to
to interpreinterpreSecretary of the Interior, and for special interpre- ments
the discretion of the Secretary
tem.
thousand ters.
ters when necessary, four thousand dollars; in all, twenty-six thousand
five hundred dollars.
For pay of five Indian inspectors, at three thousand dollars per annum Inspectors.
each,
each, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
For necessary traveling
traveling expenses of five Indian inspectors, six thousand dollars.
Buildings at
at
For buildings at agencies, and repairs of the same, twenty thousand Buildings
agencies.
agencies.
dollars.
dollars.
Contingent exexFor contingencies
contingencies of
including traveling and inci- Contingent
of the
the Indian service, including
For
penses.
dental expenses
expenses of Indian
Indian agents and of their offices, and for pay of penses.
agents.
Special agents.
employees, and for pay of two special
special agents, at two thousand dollars Special
per annum each, thirty-two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
FULFILLING TREATIES
TREATIES WITH
WITH INDIAN TRIBES.
TRIBES.
FULFILLING
COMANCHES.
APACHES, ETOW.A.S,
KIOWAS, AND COMANCHES.
APACHES,

Apaches, KioKioApaches,
was, and
and ComanComanwas,
ches.

For
provided to be expendedohes.
installments, as provided
of thirty
thirty installments,
For fourteenth
fourteenth of
Stat., 584.
584.
under the tenth article of treaty of October
October twenty-first, eighteen hun- 15 Stat.,
concluded at Medicine Lodge Creek, in Kansas,
dred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, concluded
590.
and under the third
third article of treaty 15 Stat., 590.
Kiowas and Comanches,
Comanches, and
with the
the Kiowas
dollars;
of the same date with the Apaches,
Apaches, thirty
thirly thousand dollars;
For
purchase of
clothing, as provided in the same
same treaties,
treaties, fifteen
fifteen
of clothing,
For purchase
dollars;
thousand dollars;
For
pay of
of carpenter,
farmer, blacksmith,
blacksmith, miller,
engineer, five
five
miller, and
and engineer,
For pay
carpenter, farmer,
thousand two hundred dollars;
dollars;
For pay
pay of
of physician
and teacher,
teacher, two
thousand five
dollars;
five hundred
hundred dollars;
two thousand
physician and
For
thousand seven hundred dollars. in all, fifty-two
fifty-two thousand
CHEYENNES
AND ARAPAHOES.
ARAPAHOES.
CHEYENNES AND

provided to be expended
expended under
under
of thirty
thirty installments provided
For fourteenth of
the tenth article of treaty of October twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and
sixty-seven, twenty
and sixty-seven,
twenty thousand dollars;
dollars;
For purchase
same article,
article, fourteen
fourteen thousand
dolthousand dolper same
of clothing,
clothing, as
as per
For
purchase of
lars;
lars;
For pay
pay of physician
same
as per thirteenth article of same
and teacher, as
physician and
For
hundred dollars;
treaty, two thousand one hundred
dollars;
For
miller, and engineer, as per
blacksmith, miller,
For lay
pay of
of carpenter, farmer, blacksmith,
same
thousand five hundred dollars; in all, forty thousand
thousand
same article,
article, four thousand
six hundred dollars.

Cheyennes and
Cheyennes and
Arapahoes.
Arapahoes.
15
596.
15 Stat.,
Stat., 596.
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Chickasaws.
14
14 Stat.,
Stat., 774.
774.
Permanent anPermanent
annuity.
nuity.
Boise Forte Band
Chippewas.
of Chippewas.

14 Stat., 776.

Chippewas
of
Chippewas
of
the Mississippi.
Mississippi.
9
9 Stat., 904.
Stat., 720.
16 Stat.,

Stat., 1167.
10 Stat.,
13 Stat., 694.

Chippewa, PilChippewaq,

lagers, and Lake
lagers,
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CHICKASAWS.
CHICKASAWS.

For
annuity, in
in goods,
goods, three
three thousand
dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity,
thousand dollars.
BOISE FORTE
FORTE BAND
BAND OF
BOISE
OF CHIPPEW.A.S.
CHIPPEWAS.

For
of twenty
for the
support of
of one
For sixteenth
sixteenth of
twenty installments,
installments, for
the support
one blackblacksmith
tools, iron
and steel,
and other
other articles
articles
smith and
and assistant,
assistant, and
and for
for tools,
iron and
steel, and
necessary for
for the
third article
treaty of
of April
necessary
the blacksmith
blacksmith shop,
shop, as
as per
per third
article of
of treaty
April
seventh,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, one
thousand five
hundred
seventh, eighteen
hundred and
one thousand
five hundred
dollars;
dollars;
For
sixteenth of
of twenty
twenty installments,
installments, for
the support
schoolFor sixteenth
for the
support of
of one
one schoolteacher, and
the necessary
necessary books
as per
per same
article
teacher,
and for
for the
books and
and stationery,
stationery, as
same article
of same
same treaty,
treaty, eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
of
dollars;
For sixteenth
sixteenth of
s, for
for the
of Indians
Indians
For
of twenty
twenty installment
installments,
the instruction
instruction of
farming, and
and purchase
purchase of
and similar
necessaries, as
per
in farming
of seeds,
seeds, tools,
tools, and
similar necessaries,
as per
same
treaty, eight
eight hundred
dollars;
same article
article of same treaty,
hundred dollars;
For sixteenth
to be
paid
sixteenth of
of twenty installments
installments of annuity,
annuity, in money,
money, to
be paid
per
as per
same article
of same
treaty, three
three thousand
thousand five
five hunper capita,
capita, as
per same
article of
same treaty,
hundred
dred dollars;
dollars;
For sixteenth of twenty installments
installments of annuity,
ammuannuity, in
in provisions,
provisions, ammunition, and
same article
one thousand
nition,
and tobacco,
tobacco, as
as per
per same
article of
of same
same treaty,
treaty, one
thousand
dollars;
dollars;
installments of annuity,
For sixteenth of twenty installments
annuity, in
in goods
goods and
and other
articles, as per same article of
thousand five
of same
same treaty,
treaty, six thousand
five hundred
hundred
dollars; in all, fourteen
fourteen thousand
thousand one hundred dollars.
dollars.
CHIPPEWAS
CHIPPEWAS OF THE MISSISSIPPI.
MISSISSIPPI.

For thirty-fifth of forty-six
Chippewas
forty-six installments
installments to be
be paid
paid to the Chippewas
of the Mississippi per third article of treaty
treaty of August second,
second : eighteen
eighteen
hundred and forty-seven,
forty-seven, and fifth
fifth article of treaty
treaty of March nineteenth,
nineteenth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
For seventh of ten installments
installments of annuity, in money, last series, per
per
third article
twenty-second, eighteen hundred and
article of treaty of February
February twenty-second,
and
fifty-five, and third article of treaty of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
thousand dollars;
dollars;
twenty thousand
a school or schools upon said reservation, during
For the support of a
during
the pleasure of the President, in accordance
accordance with third article of treaty
of March nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-seven, four thousand
dollars;
dollars;
For gilling-twine
twenty-five
gilling-twine for nets, three
three hundred
hundred dollars; in all, twenty-five
thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
OHIPPEWAS,
PILLAGERS, AND LAW
LAKE
WINNEBAGOSHISH BANDS.
CHIPPEWAS, PILLAGERS,
PI WINNEBAGrOSHISH

Winnebagoshish
Winnebagoshish
For
twenty-seventh of forty installments of annuity,
For twenty-seventh
annuity, in money, per
per
bands.
third
of February
February twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
10 Stat.,
Stat., 1168.
third article of treaty
treaty of
hundred and
13 Stat., 694.
fifly-five,
seventh, eighteen hundred
fift
y-five, and third article
article of treaty of May seventh,
hundred
and sixty-four, ten thousand six hundred and
and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars and
and sixtysixtysix cents;
cents 5
For twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh of forty installments
installments of annuity, in goods, per
same articles
articles of same treaties, eight thousand dollars;
dollars;
For twenty-seventh of forty installments, for purposes of utility, per
same articles of same treaties,
dollars;
treaties, four thousand dollars;
installments, last series, for purposes of education,
For seventh
seventh of ten installments,
education,
per same articles of same treaties, two thousand five hundred dollars;
per
For gilling-twine
gilling-twine for nets, three hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; in all, twenty-five
twenty-five
thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars and sixty-six cents.
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CHOCTAWS.

Choctaws.
CUloctaws.

second article
treaty of November
November Permanent anan•
For permanent
permanent annuity,
annuity, per
per second
article of treaty
u
eighteen hundred
hundred and five, and thirteenth
article of treaty of nnu.,i,tZ:
ity.
thirteenth article
sixteenth, eighteen
June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
thousand ja
a
ti.
June twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen
fifty-five, three
three thousand
Stat
614
dollars;
support of light horsemen,
horsemen, per thirteenth 7
7 Stat., 213.
For permanent annuity, for support
article
of treaty
treaty of
of October
October eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
hundred and
twenty,
Stat., 61
611.
eighteen hundred
and twenty,
11 Stat.,
article of
and
treaty of June
June twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen
eighteen hunand thirteenth
thirteenth article
article of treaty
dred
hundred dollars;
fifty-five, six hundred
dred and
and fifty-five,
Stat., 212.
support of blacksmith, per sixth article of 77Stat.,
For permanent annuity, for support
treaty
October eighteenth,
eighteen hundred
twenty, ninth article
Stat., 236.
236.
hundred and twenty,
article 77Stat.,
treaty of October
eighteenth, eighteen
of
treaty of
of January
twentieth, eighteen
hundred and
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and
and614.11
Stat., 614'
11 Stat.,
eighteen hundred
of treaty
January twentieth,
thirteenth
article of
twenty-second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
thirteenth article
of treaty of June twenty-second,
and
dollars;
hundred dollars;
and fifty-five, six hundred
permanent annuity,
annuity, for
artiFor permanent
for education,
education, per second
second and thirteenth
thirteenth articles
two treaties
named above,
above, six
six thousand
treaties named
thousand dollars;
cles of
of last
last two
permanent annuity, for iron
iron and steel, per ninth
ninth article of treaty
For permanent
of
hundred and
of January
January twentieth, eighteen hundred
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and thirteenth
article of treaty of June twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen
fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
three hundred
hundred and twenty dollars;
dollars;
For interest on three hundred
and
hundred and ninety thousand two hundred
hundred and
centum per annum,
fifty-seven
annum,
fifty-seven dollars and ninety-two cents, at five per centum
for education, support of the government,
government, and other beneficial purposes,
purposes,
under the direction of the general council of the Choctaws,
Choctaws, in conformity
conformity
with the provisions contained in the ninth and thirteenth articles of
treaty of January
January twentieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-five, and
and
treaty of June twenty-second,
fifty-five, nineteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
nineteen
twenty-second, eighteen
thousand five hundred and twelve dollars and eighty-nine
eighty-nine cents; in all,
thirty thousand and thirty-two
thirty-two dollars and eighty-nine cents.
CREEKS.
CREEKS.

Creeks.

For permanent
money, per
article of
of treaty
treaty of
of Permanent
Permanent anFor
permanent annuity,
annuity, in
in money,
per fourth
fourth article
August seventh, seventeen
and fifth article
seventeen hundred
hundred and ninety, and.
article of nuity.
nu„it•
7 Stat., JO.
treaty of
August seventh,
seventh, eighteen
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, one
one thousand
thousand 11
ii)g
7
'•00.
treaty
of August
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Satta" ';700.
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
For
annuity, in
treaty of June 77Stat.,
Stat., 69.
69.
of treaty
in money,
money, per
per second
second article
article of
For permanent
permanent annuity,
sixteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifth
fifth article
article of
treaty of
700.
Stat., 700.
sixteenth, eighteen
and two,
two, and
of treaty
of August
August 11 Stat.,
dollars;
seventh, eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, three thousand
thousand dollars;
permanent annuity, in money, per
per fourth article
article of treaty of Jan- 77StaW.,
Stat., 287,
287.
For permanent
nary
twenty-fourth, eighteen
hundred and
fifth article
article 11 Stat.,
Stat., 700.
nary twenty-fourth,
eighteen hundred
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, and
and fifth
700
fifty-six, twenty
of treaty of August seventh,
seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six,
thousand dollars;
dollars;
For
blacksmith and
assistant, and
and for
for shop
Stat., 287.
287.
annuity, for
for blacksmith
and assistant,
shop 77Stat.,
For permanent
permanent annuity,
and
per eighth
eighth article
treaty of
January twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourt h, eighteight11 Stat.,
700.
and tools,
tools, per
article of
of treaty
of January
11
Stat., 700.
een hundred
hundred and twenty-six, and fifth articleof
article of treaty of August
August seventh,
eighteen
hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, eight
eight hundred
dollars;
hundred and forty dollars;
eighteen hundred
For
permanent annuity,
iron and steel for shop, per same articles
For permanent
annuity, for iron
articles
and treaties, two hundred
hundred and seventy
seventy dollars;
dollars ;
For permanent annuity, for the pay
pay of a
awheelwright,
weelwright, per same articles of same treaties, six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
For
five per
centum interest
interest on
on two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, for
for
For five
per centum
purposes of
education, per
per sixth
sixth article
article of
of treaty
treaty of
of August
August seventh,
seventh, 11
11 Stat.,
701.
purposes
of education,
Stat., 701.
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, ten thousand dollars;
For
on six
six hundred
hundred and
seventy-five thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred
For interest
interest on
and seventy-five
and sixty-eight dollars, at the rate of five per centum
centum per annum,
annum, to be
expended under
under the
of the
secretary of
of the
the Interior,
under prothe direction
direction of
the Secretary
Ilterior, under
proexpended
visions of
of third
third article
of treaty
treaty of
of June
eighteen hundred
hundred 14 Stat., 786
786.
visions
article of
June fourte2ntb,
fourte2nth, eighteen
and
thirty-three thousand
seven hundred
hundred and
fifty-eight doland sixty-six, thirty.three
thousand seven
and fifty-eight
dollars and forty cents; in all, sixty-nine
sixty-nine thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and sixtyeight dollars
dollars and forty cents.
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(Wrowa.
Crows.

CROWS.
CROWS.

Stat., 651.
15 Stat.,

15 Stat., 652.
651.
15 Stat., 651.

15 Stat., 652.
15 St
at., 651.
651.
Stat.,

Iowas.

For thirteenth of thirty installments,
male persons,
huninstallments, to
to supply
supply male
persons, six
six hundred in number, over fourteen
fourteen years
asuit
suit of
good substansubstanyears of age, with a
of good
tial woolen clothing, consisting of
bat, pantaloons,
pantaloons, flannel
flannel shirt,
shirt,
of a
a coat,
coat, hat,
and woolen socks, as
treaty of
of May
May seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen
as per
per ninth article
article of
of treaty
hundred and sixty-eight, eight
thousand dollars;
dollars;
eight thousand
For thirteenth of thirty
thirty installments,
installments, to supply each
each female,
female, seven
seven
hundred in number, over twelve years
hundred
with a
a flannel
flannel skirt,
skirt, or
or
years of age, with
necessary to make the same,
the goods necessary
woolen hose,
hose, twelve
twelve
same, a
a pan
pair of woolen
yards of calico, and twelve yards
yards of cotton domestic,
domestic, as per
per same
same article,
article,
dollars;
six thousand dollars;
thirteenth of. thirty
installments, to supply three
For thirteenth
thirty installments,
three hundred
and
hundred and
fifty boys and three hundred
hundred and fifty girls, under
under the
the ages
ages named,
named,
such flannel
flannel and
and cotton
cotton goods as may be
needed to
to make
each a
a suit
suit as
as
be needed
make each
aforesaid, together with a
a pair of woolen
woolen hose for
each, per same
article,
for each,
same article,
five thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
a physician,
For pay of a
physician, per tenth article
article of same treaty,
thousand
treaty, one
one thousand
two hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
For twelfth of twenty installments, for pay of teacher and furnishing
furnishing
necessary
neco.ssary books and stationery,
stationery, under
under seventh
of same
same treaty,
treaty,
seventh article of
one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
For pay of carpenter,
carpenter, miller
engineer, farmer,
blacksmith, under
under
miller,, engineer,
farmer, and
and blacksmith,
tenth article of same treaty, three
three thousand
three hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
thousand three
For pay of second
second blacksmith,
blacksmith, and
and iron and steel, as per
per eighth article
de of same treaty,
treaty, two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
For this amount,
amount, or so much thereof
thereof as may
may be
to furnish
furnish
be necessary,
necessary, to
flour and meat, and such articles
articles as from time
time to time
time the
condition and
and
the condition
necessities of the Indians
necessities
Indians may require, sixty-five
sixty-five thousand
in
thousand dollars;
dollars; in
all, ninety-two
ninety-two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
10 WAS.
IOWAS.

10 Stat.,
Sf. t., 1071.

Kansas.

For interest, in lieu of investment, on fifty-seven
fifty-seven thousand
thousand five hunhundred dollars, balance of one hundred
hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven thousand
thousand five
five
hlldred dollars, to July first, eighteen hundred
hundredhundred and eighty-one,
eighty-one, at
at five
five
per centum
centurn per annum,
annum, for education
education or
beneficial purposes,
purposes, under
under
or other
other beneficial
lhe direction
the
direction of the President, per ninth article of treaty of May sevenseventeenth, eighteen hundred
fifty-four, two thousand
teetith,,eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-four,
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred
seventy-five dollars.
and seventy-five
KANSAS.
KANSAS.

99 Stat.,
Stat.,842.
842.

For interest
investment on two hundred
interest in lieu of investment
hundred thousand
dollars,
thousand dollars,
at five per centum
centuin per
per annum, per second
second article
of treaty
January
article of
treaty of
of January
fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.

Kickapoos.
Kickapoos.

KICKAPOOS.
KICKAPOOS.

10 Stat., 1079.

Klamaths
Klamaths
Modocs.
Modoes.

and
and

ninety-three thousand five
For interest on ninety-three
five hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one
eighty-one
dollars and nine cents, at five per
per centum per annum,
annum, for
for educational
educational
and other beneficial
beneficial purposes,
purposes, per
of May
May eighteenth,
per treaty
treaty of
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and fifty-four,
hundred
fifty-four, four
four thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine doldollars and five cents;
cents;
For settlement, support, and civilization
civilization of Kickapoo
Kickapoo Indians in
in the
the
Indian Territory,
Territory, lately
lately removed
removed from Mexico,
Mexico, and
and such
as may
may be
be reresuch as
moved hereafter, eight thousand
thousand dollars; in all,
twelve thousand
thousand six
all, twelve
six
hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine dollars and five cents.
KLAMATHS AND MODOCS.
KLAMATHS
1V1ODOCS.

For fifteenth of twenty installments,
keeping in repair one
installments, for keeping
sawone sawmill, one
one flouring-mill,
fiouring-mill, buildings for the blacksmith,
mill,
blacksmith, carpenter,
carpenter, wagon
wagon
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and
manual-labor school,
school, and hospital, as per fourth
the manual-labor
plow maker, the
and plow
article
treaty of
of October
October fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
hundred and
of treaty
article of
one thousand
thousand dollars;
one
For
sixteenth of
of twenty
twenty installments, for the purchase
purchase of tools and
For sixteenth
material for
and flour mills,
blacksmith, wagon
plow
wagon and plow
mills, carpenter, blacksmith,
saw and
material
for saw
maker
manual-labor school, per
and stationery
stationery for the manual-labor
shops, and
and books and
maker shops,
dollars;
same article of same treaty, one thousand five hundred dollars;
For
subsistence
salary and subsistence
For sixteenth of twenty installments, to pay salary
school-teachers, as per fifth artiof one
one physician, one miller, and two school-teachers,
dollars; in all, six thouhundred dollars;
three thousand
thousand six hundred
same treaty,
treaty, three
cle of same
sand one
hundred dollars.
sand
one hundred
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16 Stat., 708.

16 Stat., 709.

MIAMIES OF KANSAS.
KANSAS.

Miamies
Miamies of Kansas.
7 Stat.,
For
permanent provision
provision for
blacksmith and assistant, and iron and 7
Stat., 191.
for blacksmith
For permanent
article of treaty of October
eighteen hunOctober sixth, eighteen
per fifth article
steel for
for shop, per
dred
treaty of June
Stat,, 1095.
1095.
June fifth, eighteen 10 Stat.,
article of treaty
and fourth article
dred and
and eighteen, and
hundred and fifty-four,
hundred and eleven
eleven dollars and forty-three
forty-three
fifty-four, four hundred
cents;
cents;
7 Stat.,
For
permanent provision
provision for miller, in lieu of gunsmith, per same 7
Stat., 191.
For permanent
7 Stat..
articles and treaties,
treaties and per fifth article
article of treaty of October
October twenty- 7
Stat.. 464.
third,
hundred and thirty-four,
thirty-four, two hundred and sixty-two
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
doli
ars and sixty-two
sixty-two cents;
dollars
For
interest on
thousand eight hundred
hundred and eighty-four
eighty-four
on twenty-one
twenty-one thousand
For interest
educational purdollars and eighty-one cents, at five per centum,
centum, for educational
hundred and 10 Stat., 1094.
poses
treaty of June fifth,
fifth, eighteen hundred
1094.
poses, per third article of treaty
twenty-four cents;
fifty-four,
ninety-four dollars and twenty-four
thousand and ninety-four
fifty-four, one thousand
in
sixty-eight dollars and twentythousand seven hundred and sixty-eight
one thousand
in all, one
nine cents.
MIAMIES OF
OF EEL
EEL RIVER..
RIVER..
Miamies of Eel
Eel
Miamies
MIIAMIES

River.

For
goods or otherwise, per fourth article of
in goods
annuity, in
permanent annuity,
For permanent
ninety-five, five hundred
hundred and ninety-five,
treaty of August third, seventeen
seventeen hundred
hundred
dollars ;
dollars;
For
otherwise, per articles of treaty
treaty
in goods or otherwise,
annuity, in
permanent annuity,
For permanent
of
hundred and five, two hundred
hundred and
and
August twenty-first, eighteen hundred
of August
fifty
fifty dollars;
dollars;
For
permanent annuity,
and separate
otherwise, per third and
annuity, in goods or otherwise,
For permanent
articles
eighteen hundred and nine,
of September thirtieth, eighteen
of treaty of
articles of
three
thousand one hundred dollars.
and fifty dollars; in all, one thousand
hundred and
three hundred
INDIANA.
MIAMIES
MIAMIES OF
OF INDIANA.

For
interest on
on two
two hundred
hundred and
and twenty-one
hundred
twenty-one thousand two hundred
For interest
and
dollars and
and eighty-six
per
uninvested, at five per
cents, uninvested,
eighty-six cents,
fifty-seven dollars
and fifty-seven
cen
turn, per
per Senate
article of treaty of June fifth,
fourth article
amendment to fourth
Senate amendment
centum,
eighteen
and sixty-two
sixty-two dollars
eleven thousand and
fifty-four, eleven
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
and eighty-nine cents.
MOLELS.
MOLELS.
For
pay of
manual-labor schools,
schools, and for all necesof teachers and for manual-labor
For pay
sary
and for
for the
subsistence of the pupils, per fourth
the subsistence
therefor, and
materials therefor,
sary materials
article
treaty of
of December
December twenty-first,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fiftytwenty-first, eighteen
of treaty
article of
five, three thousand
thousand dollars.
PERCES.
NEZ PERCES.

For
last of
of sixteen
installments, of
second series,
boarding and
for boarding
series, for
of second
sixteen installments,
For last
clothing
shall attend
attend the schools, providing the schools
children who shall
the children
clothing the
necessary
and
boarding-houses with necessary
necessary furniture, the purchase
purchase of necessary
and boarding-houses
fencing of such
wagons,
agricultural implements, tools, and for fencing
teams, agricultural
wagons, teams,

77Stat.,
Stat., 51.
77Stat. 91.
77Stat.,
Stat., 114.

Miamies of InMiamies
diana.

10
1099.
Stat., 1099.
10 Stat.,

Molds.
Molels.
12 Stat.,
Stat., 981.
981.
12

Nez Perces.

Nez Perce.

14 Stat., 649.
14
Stat., 649.
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14 Stat., 650.

Northern Chey000eS
ellncs and Arapahoes.
hoes.

15 Stat., 655.

15 Stat., 657.
657.

15 Stat., 658.
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Sss.
III. CE.
CH. 137.

1881.
1881.

gardening and
and farming
farming purposes
purposes for
the
lands as may be
be needed
needed for gardening
for the
schools,
dollars;
schools, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
For salaries of two matrons
matrons to
charge of
the boarding-schools,
boarding-schools,
to take
take charge
of the
two assistant
teachers 'one
one farmer,
farmer, one
carpenter, and
millers, three
assistant teachers,
one carpenter,
and two
two millers,
three
thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
thousand five
For repairs of houses, mills, and tools,
necessary materials,
materials, one
one
tools, and necessary
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand dollars
dollars;;in
in all,
all, six
six thousand five
five hundred
,

NORTHERN
NORTH
0.RN CHEYENNES
CHEYENNES AND
AND ARAPAHOES.
ARAPAHOES.

Third of ten installments,
installments, to be expended
expended by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior for each Indian engaged
in the
the purchase
of such
such
engaged in agriculture
agriculture in
purchase of
articles as from time to time the condition
necessities of
of the
the Indians
Indians
condition and necessities
may
to be
as per
sixth article
of May
May tenth,
tenth,
may indicate
indicate to
be proper,
proper, as
per sixth
article of
of treaty
treaty of
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight, and agreement
Sioux InInagreement with the Sioux
dians, approved February twenty-efghth,
twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred and seventyseven,
thousand dollars;
seven, thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
dollars;
For thirteenth of thirty
thirty installments, for purchase
purchase of clothing, as
per
as per
sixth article
article of treaty
treaty of May tenth,
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight,
tenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twelve thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
For pay of
of physician
physician, teacher,
teacher, carpenter,
carpenter, miller,
miller, farmer,
farmer, blacksmith,
blacksmith,

and engineer, per seventh article of same
same treaty, six thousand dollars;
dollars;
in all fifty-three
thousand dollars.
fifty-three thousand
dollars.
Omahas.

OMAHAS.
OMAH.AS.

10
10 Stat.;1044.
Stat.,1044.

fourteenth of fifteen
For fourteenth
fifteen installments
installments of this amount, being
being third
series, in money or otherwise, per fourth article
treaty of
March sixsixarticle of treaty
of March
teenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.

Osages.

OSAGES.
OSACGES.

For interest
interest on sixty-nine
sixty-nine thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred and
and twenty dollars,
dollars,
per annum,
value of
of fifty-four
fifty-four sections
sections of
at five
five per
per centum
centum per
annum, being
being value
of land
land
set apart
apart by treaty
treaty of June second,
second, eighteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-five,
and twenty-five,

7 Stat.,242.
7
Stat., 242.

for

14 Stat., 687.

Otoes and
souri
as.
Rourias.

Mis-

10 Stat., 1039.

Pawnees.

11
11 Stat., 729.

11 Stat.,
Stat.,730.
730.

educational
per Senate
educational purposes, per
Senate resolution
resolution of
of January
January ninth,
ninth,

eighteen
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight,
thirty-eight, three
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and
three thousand
fifty-six
fifty-six dollars;
For interest
hundred thousand
interest on three
three hundred
thousand dollars, at five per
per centum
centum
per annum, to be paid semi-annually,
semi-annually, in
money or such
such articles
articles as
as the
the
in money
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary
Interior may direct, as per first article of
of SepSepof treaty of
tember twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand
and sixty-five,
dollars; in all,
all, eighteen thousand four hundred
hundred and fifty-six dollars.
dollars.
OTOES
MISSOURIAS.
OTOES AND
AND MISSOURIAS.

For fourteenth of fifteen
installments, being the third series, in money
fifteen installments,
money
or otherwise, per fourth article
March fifteenth,
article of treaty
treaty of March
fifteenth, eighteen
hundred
fifty-four, nine thousand
hundred and fifty-four,
thousand dollars.
PAWNEES.
PAWNEES.

For perpetual
one-half of which
perpetual annuity, at least one-half
which is to be paid in goods
and such articles as may be deemed
deemed necessary
necessary for them, per second
second
article of treaty of September
September twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
fiftyand fiftyseven, thirty thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
For support of two manual-labor
manual-labor schools,
third article
article of
same
schools, per
per third
of same
treaty,
dollars;
treaty, ten thousand
thousand dollars;
For pay of two farmers, two blacksmiths and two apprentices,
apprentices, one
miller and apprentice,
apprentice, and two teachers
teachers (and for one shoemaker and
one carpenter, one thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred dollars), seven
seven thousand
dollars;
dollars;
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For
pay of
physician and
of medicines,
medicines, one
one thousand
thousand two
purchase of
and purchase
of physician
For pay
hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
For purchase
of iron
iron and
steel, and
other necessaries
shops,
necessaries for the shops,
and other
and steel,
purchase of
For
as
fourth article
of treaty
treaty of
of September
September twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen
article of
per fourth
as per
hundred
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, five
dollars;
hundred dollars;
five hundred
hundred and
For purchase
utensils and stock,
and
per same article and
stock, per
farming utensils
of farming
purchase of
For
treaty, one
dollars;
thousand dollars;
one thousand
treaty,
For repairs
mills, three
three hundred
hundred dollars; in all,
all,
saw mills,
and saw
grist and
of grist
repairs of
For
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
fifty
PONCAS.
PONCAS.
For
series, to be paid to them or
last series,
installments, last
fifteen installments,
of fifteen
eighth of
For eighth
expended
their benefit,
second article
of March
twelfth,
March twelfth,
treaty of
of treaty
article of
per second
benefit, per
for their
expended for
eighteen
and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight, eight thousand dollars;
dollars;
hundred and
eighteen hundred
For this
amount, or
so much
necessary, to be used
as may
may be necessary,
thereof as
much thereof
or so
this amount,
For
at
discretion of
the work of aiding and
to carry on the
President, to
the President,
of the
the discretion
at the
instructing
in the
the arts
arts of
with a
a view to their
civilization, with
of civilization,
Poncas in
the Poncas
instructing the
self-support, for
for pay
employees, ten thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
of employees,
pay of
and for
clothing, and
for clothing,
self-support,
Secretary
For this
this amount,
to be
expended under
under the direction of the Secretary
be expended
amount, to
For
of the
the Interior,
Interior, for
subsistence of
Poncas, thirty-five
thousand dolthirty-five thousand
the Poncas,
of the
for subsistence
of
lars; in
fifty-three thousand dollars.
in all, fifty-three
lars;
POTTAWATOKEES.
POTTAWATOITIS. •

For
permanent annuity,
in silver,
fourth article of treaty of Ausilver, per fourth
annuity, in
For permanent
gust
and ninety-five,
three hundred and fiftyninety-five, three
hundred and
seventeen hundred
third, seventeen
gust third,
seven
dollars and eighty
eighty cents;
seven dollars
For permanent
permanent annuity,
annuity, in
per third
article of treaty of Septhird article
silver, per
in silver,
For
tember
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
nine, one
hundred and
and seventyone hundred
and nine,
hundred and
tember thirtieth,
dollars and ninety
ninety cents;
eight dollars
For
permanent annuity,
annuity, in
in silver,
silver, per
third article
article of treaty
treaty of Octoper third
For permanent
ber second,
second, eighteen
and eighteen,
hundred and ninetyeight hundred
eighteen, eight
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ber
four
dollars and fifty cents;
four dollars
For
annuity, in
money, per
per second
second article
of treaty
treaty of
article of
in money,
permanent annuity,
For permanent
September
twenty-eight, seven hunhundred and twenty-eight,
eighteen hundred
twentieth, eighteen
September twentieth,
fifteen dollars and sixty cents;
dred and fifteen
For
permanent annuity,
annuity, in
article of treaty of July
second article
per second
specie, per
in specie,
For permanent
twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-nine, and
and second article of
and twenty-nine,
twenty-ninth,
treaty
of September
September twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
twenty-eight, five
and twenty-eight,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
treaty of
thousand
hundred and twenty-four
seventy-seven
twenty-four dollars and seventy-seven
seven hundred
thousand seven
cents;
cents;
For permanent
provision for
for payment
payment of
of money,
lieu of tobacco,
tobacco,
in lieu
money, in
permanent provision
For
iron, and
per second
article of
of treaty
treaty of
September twentieth,
twentieth,
of September
second article
steel, per
and steel,
iron,
eighteen
hundred and
tenth article of treaties
treaties of June
twenty-eight, and tenth
and twenty-eight,
eighteen hundred
fifth
and
seventeenth,
eighteen
hundred
and
forty-six,
hundred and
and
hundred
one
forty-six,
and
hundred
eighteen
seventeenth,
fifth and
seven
thirty-four cents;
cents;
and thirty-four
dollars and
seven dollars
For permanent
provision for
for three
blacksmiths and
assistants, and
and
and assistants,
three blacksmiths
permanent provision
For
for
steel for
for shops,
shops, per
third article
treaty of October sixarticle of treaty
per third
and steel
iron and
for iron
teenth,
twenty-six, second
second article of treaty
treaty of
and twenty-six,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
teenth, eighteen
September twentieth,
eighteen hundred
second
twenty-eight, and second
and twenty-eight,
hundred and
twentieth, eighteen
September
article
and twentytwentyhundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-ninth, eighteen
July twenty-ninth,
of July
treaty of
of treaty
article of
nine,
cents;
ninety-nine cents;
and ninety-nine
dollars and
eight dollars
and eight
thousand and
one thousand
nine, one
For
permanent provision
for fifty
fifty barrels
second article
article of
of
per second
salt, per
of salt,
barrels of
provision for
For permanent
treaty
July twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
hundred and
and twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, one
eighteen hundred
of July
treaty of
cents;
fifty-four cents;
hundred
hundred and fifty-six dollars and fifty-foqr
For
interest on
thirty thousand
and sixty-four
sixty-four dollars
dollars
thousand and
and thirty
hundred and
two hundred
on two
For interest
and twenty
five per
per centum
centum, in conformity
conformity with provisions
provisions of
of
at five
cents, at
twenty cents,
and
article seventh
treaties of
June fifth
fifth and
and seventeenth,
eighteen hunseventeenth, eighteen
of June
of treaties
seventh of
article
dred and
and forty-six,
forty-six, eleven
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and three
three dollars
eleven thousand
dred
six
and twenty-one
twenty-one cents.
twenty thousand f
ix hundred
hundred and fortyfortycents;' in all, twenty
and
sixty-five cents.
dollars and sixty-five
seven dollars

Poncas.
Poncas.

12 Stat., 997.

Pottawatomiea
Pottawatomies

77Stat.,
Stat., 51.
77Stat., 114.
77Stat., 185.
77Stat., 317.

77Stat., 320.
77Stat., 317.

7
7 Stat., 317.
9 Stat., 855.
9

7 Stat., 296.
7
7 Stat.,
7
Stat., 318.
318.
7Stat.,
Stat., 320.
7
Stat., 320.
320.
77Stat.,

9
9 Stat., 854
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Pottawatomies I
Pottawatomies
of Huron.
Huron.
7
7 Stat., 106.
106.

Quapaws.
7
Stat., 425.
425.
7 Stat.,

Saes and Foxes
Sacs
of the Mississippi.
7
7 Stat.,
Stat., 85.

7 Stat., 540.
7
7 Stat.,
Stat., 596.
7
Proviso.
Proviso,

Sacs and Foxes
Missouri.
of the Missouri.

77Stat., 543.
12 Stat., 1172.
1172.

Seminoles.
Seminoles.

11
702.
11 Stat.,
Stat., 702.

Stat., 756.
14 Stat.,

SEss. III.
On. 137.
137. 1881.
1881.
SESS.
III. OH.

POTTAWATOMIES OF HURON.
POTTAWATOJILLIES
HURON.

For permanent
permanent annuity, in money or otherwise,
otherwise, per
per second
second article
of
article of
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
treaty of November
November seventeenth,
hundred and seven,
seven, four
four hunhundred dollars.
dollars.
QUAPAWS.
QUAPAWS.
For education, during the pleasure of the
the President,
President, per
third article
article
per third
of treaty of May
May thirteenth,
eighteen hundred
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, one
thirteenth, eighteen
hundred and
one
thousand
dollars;
thousand dollars;
blacksmith and assistants,
assistants, and tools, iron, and steel
For blacksmith
steel for
for blackblacksmith shop, per same
same article
article and treaty,
treaty, one
one thousand
thousand and
sixty dollars;
dollars;
and sixty
in all, two thousand and sixty dollars.
dollars.
SACS
SACS AND FOXES OF
OF THE
THE MISSISSIPPI.
MISSISSIPPI.

For permanent
permanent annuity, in goods or otherwise,
of
otherwise, per third article
article of
treaty of November
November third,
eighteen hundred
four, one
one thousand
thousand
third, eighteen
hundred and
and four,
dollars;
dollars;
For interest
interest on two hundred
hundred thousand dollars, at five per centum,
centum, per
per
second article
article of treaty
October twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
treaty of October
and
thirty-seven, ten thousand dollars;
dollars;
For interest
interest on eight
eight hundred
thousand dollars,
five per
per centum,
centum,
hundred thousand
dollars, at
at five
per second article of treaty
treaty of October
eleventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
October eleventh,
hundred and
forty-two, forty thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
the sum
sum of
one thouThat the
of one
thousand five hundred dollars of this amount shall be
used for
pay of
of a
be used
for the
the pay
a
physician and for purchase
purchase of medicine;
medicine; in all, fifty-one thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
SACS AND FOXES OF THE MISSOURI.
MISSOURI.

For interest on one
one hundred
hundred and fifty-seven
thousand four
four hundred
hundred
fifty-seven thousand
dollars, at five per centu.m,
centum, under the direction of
per
of the President,
President, per
second article of treaty of October
October twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
thirty
seven, seven thousand
thirty-seven,
thousand eight hundred
hundred and seventy
dollars;
seventy dollars;
a i-zehool,
school, per fifth article
article of treaty of March
For support of a
March sixth,
sixth,
eighteen
sixty-one, two hundred
eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
dollars; in
in all,
all, eight
eight
hundred dollars;
thousand and seventy dollars. And the money hereby appropriated,
appropriated,
and all money heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated to said Indians,
Indians, being
being the
the Sacs
Sacs
and Foxes at the Iowa agency, and which
which has not been
been drawn
by them,
drawn by
them,
shall be paid to them when they
shall
they shall sign aa pay-roll by
by the head of
of
each family, the correctness
correctness of which pay-roll
be certified
by the
the
pay-roll shall be
certified by
agent in charge of said Indians.
SEMINOLES.
SEMINOLES.

For five per centum interest
interest on two hundred
and fifty
dolhundred and
fifty thousand
thousand dollars, to be paid as annuity,
lars,
annuity, per eighth article of treaty
of August
August sevsevtreaty of
enth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, twelve thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
dollars;
dollars;
For five per centum
For
centum interest on two hundred and fifty thousand
thousand doldollars, to be paid as annuity (they having joined
lars,
joined their brethren
brethren west),
west), per
per
eighth article
treaty of August seventh, eighteen hundred
eigkth
article of treaty
and fiftyfiftyhundred and
six, twelve thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
For interest
interest on fifty thousand
thousand dollars, at the rate of five
centum
five per centum
per annum,
per
annum, to be paid annually
annually for the
the support of schools,
schools, as per third
article of
of treaty
treaty of March
March twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
article
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars;
For
For interest
interest on twenty thousand dollars,
dollars, at the rate of five
five per
per centum
centum
per annum, to be paid annually,
annually, for the support of the Seminole governper
government, as
as per
per same
ment,
same article
article of same treaty, one thousand dollars;
dollars; in all,
all,
twenty-eight thousand
twenty-eight
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
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Senecas.
Senecas.

For permanent
permanent annuity,
annuity, in specie, per fourth article
article of
of treaty of September
twenty-ninth, eighteen
hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, five hundred
tember twenty-ninth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
dollars;
dollars;
fourth article of treaty of SepFor permanent
permanent annuity,
annuity, in
in specie,
specie, per fourth
ternber
hundred -and
tember seventeenth, eighteen hundred
and eighteen, five hundred
dollars;
dollars;
For permanent
permanent annuity, for blacksmith
blacksmith and miller, per fourth article
of
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-one,
thirty-one,
of treaty
treaty of
of February
February twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
to be annually paid to them as a
anational
national fund, to be expended
expended by them
for such articles and wants and improvements
improvements in agriculture as their
their
chiefs
consent of their
stipulated in
their agent) may designate,
designate, as .stipulated
chiefs (with the consent
twenty-third, eighteen
eighteen hunFebruary twenty-third,
the seventh article of treaty of February
dred and sixty-seven, one thousand
dollars;
thousand six hundred
hundred and sixty dollarsFor
fourth article of treaty
treaty of Seppermanent annuity, in specie, per fourth
For permarent
tember
eighteen hundred
article of
of
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, and
and fifth
fifth article
tember seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
treaty of February twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-seven, five
five
eighteen hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
For blacksmith
per
blacksmith and assistant, shops and tools, iron and steel, per
fourth article of treaty
twentieth, eighteen
hundred and thirtyeighteen hundred
treaty of July twentieth,
fourth
article of treaty of February
February twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen hunhun one, and fifth article
dred and sixty-seven, five hundred and thirty dollars; in all, three thousand six hundred
hundred and ninety
ninety dollars.
SENECAS
OF NEW
YORK.
NEW YORK.
SENECAS OF

stock, per act of Februpermanent annuity, in lieu of interest
interest on stock,
For permanent
ary
nineteenth, eighteen
thousand dollars;
hundred and thirty-one, six thousand
eighteen hundred
ary nineteenth,
For interest, in lieu
lien of investment,
investment, on seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars,
at
of June
twenty-seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
at five
five per
per centurn,
centum, per
per act
act of
June twenty-seventh,
dollars;
and forty-six, three thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars;
forty-three thousand
For
thousand and fifty
For interest,
interest, at five per centum, on forty-three
Ontario Bank
Bank to the United
United States
States Treastransferred from the Ontario
dollars, transferred
per act
eighteen hundred
hundred and fotty-six,
twenty-seventh, eighteen
June twenty-seventh,
act of
of June
ury, per
two
fifty-two dollars and fifty cents; in all,
two thousand one hundred and fifty-two
eleven thousand nine hundred and two dollars and fifty cents.
SHAWNEES.
SHAWNEES.
For permanent
permanent annuity, for
for educational
educational purposes, per fourth article
For
of
treaty of
August third,
third, seventeen hundred
hundred and ninety-five,
ninety-five, and third
of August
of treaty
article
treaty of
May tenth,
tenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one thouof May
of treaty
article of
sand dollars;
dollars;
For permanent
permanent annuity,
annuity, in
in specie,
purposes, per fourth
educational purposes,
specie, for educational
For
hundred and sevarticle
twenty-ninth eighteen hundred
September twenty-ninth
treaty of September
of treaty
article of
enteen, and
third article
treaty of
May tenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
tenth, eighteen
of May
article of
of treaty
and third
enteen,
dollars;
fifty-four, two thousand
fifty-four,
thousand dollars;
For
per ceutum,
centu.m, on
on forty
forty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, for
for educaeducaat five
five per
interest, at
For interest,
tional
tional purposes, per third article of last named treaty, two thousand
dollars; in all, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
EASTERN SHAWNEES.
SHAWNEES.
EASTERN
For
specie, per
per fourth
article of
of treaty
treaty of Sepfourth article
in specie,
annuity, in
For permanent
permanent annuity,
tember seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
hundred and
and eighteen,
article of
of
and fifth
fifth article
eighteen, and
eighteen hundred
tember
treaty
of February
February twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, five
hundred and
eighteen hundred
treaty of
hundred dollars;
dollars;
hundred
For
assistant, shops
and tools, iron and steel,
steel,. per
per
shops and
and assistant,
blacksmith and
For blacksmith
eighteen hundred
fourth article of treaty of July
July twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
hundred and thirtyt
hirty
one, and
article of
of treaty
February twenty-third,
eighteen huntwenty-third, eighteen
of February
treaty of
fifth article
one,
and fifth
dred and
sixty-seven, five
five hundred
and thirty
in all,
all, one
thouone thoudollars; in
thirty dollars;
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
dred
sand and thirty dollars.

Stat., 161.
77Stat.,

179.
77Stat.,
Stat., 179.

Stat., 349.
349.
77Stat.,

Stat., 515.
15 Stat.,

77Stat.,
Stat., 179.
15 Stat.,
Stat., 514.

Stat., 352.
352.
77Stat.,
Stat., 514.
15 Stat.,

Senecas
Senecas of New
York.
York.

1831,
1831, oh.
ch. 26,
44Stat., 442.
1846, ch.
oh. 34,
99Stat., 35.
1846, oh.
ch. 34,
99Stat., 35.

Shawnees.

Shawnees.

51.
77Stat.,
Stat., 51
10 Stat., 1056.
10 Stat., 1056.
7Stat., 161.
7
tat, 16110 Stat., 1056.
10
Stat., 1056.
10 Stat., 1056.
10
Stat., 1056.
Eastern
Eastern
nees.

noes.

ShawShaw-

77Stat., 179.
Stat., 514.
15 Stat.,
7Stat.,

352.

7 Stat., 352

Stat., 514614.
15 Stat,
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Shoshones,
Shoshones, WestWestern, Northwestern,
Northwestern,
ern,
,
_l:
~.
1
and Goship bands.

a nu

wuoSiL UDaIus.

13 Stat., 690.

13 Stat.,
Stat, 633.

13 Stat., 682.

Shoshones
Shoshones
Bannooks.
Bannocks.

and
and

15 Stat., 676.
15 Stat., 676.
15 Stat., 675.

15 Stat., 676.
15 Stat., 676.

Nations of
Six Nations
of
Neow
Now York.
7
Stat., 46.
7 Stat.,
46.

1881.
1881.

SHOSHONES, WESTERN,
WESTERN, NORTHWESTERN,
NORTHWESTERN, AND
GOSHIP BANDS.
BANDS.
SHOSHONES,
AND GOSHIP

bands: For
Western bands:
For eighteenth
of twenty installments,
installments, to
expended,
eighteenth oftwenty
to be
be expended,
under the direction of
President, in
the purchase
of such
such articles
articles as
of the President,
in the
purchase of
as
he
suitable to
their wants
wants either
either as
hunters or
per
he may
may deem suitable
to their
as hunters
or herdsmen,
herdsmen, per
seventh
article of
of October
eighteen hundred
and sixtysixtyseventh article
of treaty
treaty of
October first,
first, eighteen
hundred and
three,
dollars;
three, five
five thousand
thousand dollars;
Northwestern
Northwestern bands:
bands: For eighteenth
eighteenth of
of twenty
twenty installments,
installments, to
to be
be exexdirection of
the President,
President, in
the purchase
purchase of
of such
such
pended, under the
the direction
of the
in the
articles
articles as he may deem suitable
suitable to their
hunters or
their wants either as hunters
or
herdsmen per
article of
July thirtieth,
hundred
herdsmen,
per third
third article
of treaty
treaty of
of July
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
dollars;
and sixty!three,
sixty-three, five
five thousand dollars;
Goship band: For eighteenth of twenty
twenty installments,
installments, to be
be expended,
expended,
under the direction
direction of the
of such
such articles,
articles,
the President,
President, in
in the purchase
purchase of
including cattle for herding and
and other purposes,
purposes, as he shall
shall deem suitasuitable to their wants and condition
condition as hunters
hunters and herdsmen,
herdsmen, per
seventh
per seventh
article of treaty of October
October twelfth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
sixty-three,
one thousand dollars; in all, eleven thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
SHOSHONES AND
AND BANNOCKS.
BANNOCKS.
SHOSHONES

Shoshones:
Shoshones: For twelfth of thirty installments, to purchase suits
suits of
of
clothing for males over fourteen
fourteen years
years of
flannel, hose,
and
of age,
age, flannel,
hose, calico,
calico, and
domestics forfor females
females over the age
age of twelve
goods as
as
twelve years, and such goods
may be needed
bo3 s and
needed to make
make suits for boys
and girls under
under the ages
ages named,
bamucl,
as per ninth article of treaty of July third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixtyeight,
eight, eleven
eleven thousand five hundred
dollars;
hundred dollars;
For pay
pay of physician,
physician, teacher, carpenter, miller, engineer, farmer, and
blacksmith,
article of
third, eighteen
eighteen hunhunblacksmith, as per tenth article
of treaty of July
July third,
sixty-eight, five thousand
dred and sixty-eight,
thousand dollars;
dollars;
For pay
pay of second
second blacksmith, and such
such iron and steel
other mamasteel and other
terials as may be required, per eighth
of the
one
eighth article
article of
the same
same treaty,
treaty, one
thousand dollars;
dollars;
Bannocks:
Bannocks: For twelfth of thirty installments,
installments, to. purchase
purchase suits
snits of
of
clothing for males over fourteen
fourteen years
flannel, hose,
hose, calico,
calico, and
years of
of age, flannel,
and
domestics for females
females over twelve
and such flannel
cottwelve years of age, and
flannel and
and cotneeded to make
ton goods as may be needed
make suits for
and girls
t
he
for boys
boys and
girls under
under the
ages named, as per ninth article of the same treaty, six thousand
thousand nine
hundred
dollars;
hundred and thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars;
physician, teacher, carpenter,
carpenter, miller, engineer, farmer,
For pay of physician,
farmer , and
and
blacksmith, as per tenth article
article of treaty
eighteen hundred
treaty of July third, eighteen
hundred
and sixty-eight, five thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; in all, twenty-nine
twenty-nine thousand four
four
hundred
thirty-seven dollars.
hundred and thirty-seven
SIX NATIONS
SIX
NATIONS OF
OF NEW
NEW YORK.
YORK.

For permanent
clothing and other useful articles,
permanent annuity, in clothing
articles, per sixth
article of treaty of November
November seventeenth,
seventeenth, seventeen hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-four, four thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
five hundred

Sioux of differSioux
differ- SIOUX
SIOUX OF
OF DIFFERENT
TRIBES, INCLUDING
SANTEE SIOUX
DIFFERENT TRIBES,
INCLUDING SANTEE
SIOUX OF NEent tribes, includBRASKA.
ing Santee Sioux
BRASKA
of Nebraska.
Nebraska.
For twelfth of thirty
installments,
thirty installments, to purchase
purchase clothing for males
males over
calico, and domestics
fourteen years of age, for flannel, hose, and calico
domestics retwelve
quired for females over
over t
wel
ve years
years of
ofage, and for such flannel
flannel and
and
cotton goods as may be needed
needed to make
make suits for boys and girls, per
15
Stat., 638.
15Stat.,638.
tenth article of
ot treaty of April twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
sixty-eight, one hundred
hundred and forty
thousand dollars;
dollars;
forty thousand
15 Stat., 640.
installments, to purchase
purchase such articles
For twelfth
twelfth of thirty installments,
articles as may be
considered proper by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior for persons roaming,
considered
one hundred and ninety
ninety thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
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For twelfth
twelfth of thirty installments
installments to
be
to purchase
purchase such
such articles as may be
considered proper
for one
thousand four
four
considered
proper by
by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior for
one thousand
hundred and twenty persons engaged
engaged in
twenty-eight thouthouin agriculture, twenty-eight
dollars;
hundred dollars;
sand four hundred
For pay of physician, five teachers, one carpenter,
carpenter, one
one miller, one
one engineer, one farmer, and one blacksmith, per thirteenth
thirteenth article
article of same
same
treaty, ten thousand four hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
For pay of additional employees at the several
agencies for the Sioux
several agencies
Sioux Additional emin Nebraska
Nebraska and Dakota, twenty
twenty thousand dollars;
dollars;
ployes
Nebraska
ploys in Nebraska
For industrial
industrial schools at the Santee
and Crow Creek agencies,
agencies, and Dakota.
Dakota.
Santee Sioux and
three thousand
thousand dollars each, six thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
purposes of
of their
their civilization,
civilization as
as
For subsistence
subsistence of the Sioux, and for
for purposes
per agreement ratified
ratified by act of Congress
approved February twenty- 1877, ch. 72,
Congress approved
19 Stat.,
eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, one million
million dollars;
19
Stat, 254.
254.
Pay
hundred dollars;
Matron at Santee
Pay of matron
matron at Santee
Santee agency,
agency, five hundred
dollars;
MatronatSantee
Agency.
Pay of second blacksmith,
steel, and other
other matemateblacksmith, and furnishing iron, steel,
rial, per eighth article of same treaty, two thousand
thousand dollars;
one
dollars; in all, one
thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
million three hundred
hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven thousand
AND SANTEE
LAKE TRAVSIOUX, SISSETON,
SISSETON, AND WAHPETON, AND
SANTEE SIOUX OF LAER
ERSE AND DEVIL'S
DEVIL'S LAKE.
LAKE.

thousand
For ninth of ten installments of the
the sum
sum of eight
eight hundred
hundred thousand
agreement confirmed
approved June
dollars, named in
in a
a certain
certain agreement
confirmed by act
act approved
twenty-second, eighteen
seventy-four, made by the comtwenty-second,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-four,
missioners appointed
appointed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, under
under the provis
provis
ions of the act of June seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-two,
seventy-two, with
Wahpeton bands of Sioux Indians,
the Sisseton
Sisseton and Wahpeton
Indians, for the relinquishment by said Indians of their claim to,
th or interest
interest in
described
in, the lands described
in the second
second article of the treaty
treaty made with
with them February
February nineteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, the same to be
under the
be expended,
expended, under
direction of the President, for the benefit of said Indians,
Indians, in the manner
manner
prescribed in said treaty
treaty of eighteen
and sixty-seven
prescribed
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-seven as
amended
amendment as amended
amended by the Senate, said amendment
amended having been
been ratified by the Indians,
fourteenth, eightIndians, as provided
provided by act of February
February fourteenth,
een hundred
hundred and seventy three, eighty thousand
thousand dollars.
SIOUX, YANKTON
TRIBE.
SIOUX7
YANKTON TRIBE.

installments, third series, to be paid to them or exFor third of ten installments,
pended
pended for their benefit,
benefit, per fourth article
nineteenth,
article of treaty of April nineteenth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-eight,
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
eighteen
fifty-eight, twenty-five
For subsistence
subsistence and civilization
civilization of two thousand Yankton
Yankton Sioux, hereappropriations under "Fulfilling
treaty with Sioux
provided for in appropriations
" Fulfilling treaty
tofore provided
of different tribes," fifty thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; in all, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand
dollars.
SNAKES, WAL-PAH-PEE
WAL-PAH-PFE TRIBE.
TRIBE.
SNAKES,

For last of ten installments, to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of the
President, as
as per
seventh article
article of
treaty of
of August
August twelfth,
twelfth, eighteen
President,
per seventh
of treaty
eighteen
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
ITTAHS, TABEQ1UACHE
TA_BEQUACHE BAND.
BAND.
TITAHS,

For
tenth article
October seventh,
seventh,
For pay of blacksmith,
blacksmith, as per
per tenth
article of treaty
treaty of October
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three,
seven hundred
hundred and
twenty dollars.
dollars.
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, seven
and twenty

Sisseton and
and
Sisseton
Wahpeton bands
bands
Wahpeton
of Sioux.

1874, ch. 389,
18 Stat.,
167.
18
Stat., 167.
1872, ch. 325,
17 Stat.,
Stat., 281.
281.
17
Stat., 505.
15 Stat.,

ch. 138,
1873, oh.
17 Stat.,
Stat., 456.
17
456.
Sioux,
Yankton
Sioux, Yankton
tribe.
tribe.
11 Stat.,
Stat., 744.
744.
19 Stat.,
Stat., 287.
287.
19

Snakes,Wal-pahSnakes,Wal-pahpee tribe.
pee
tribe.
14
684.
14 Stat.,
Stat., 684.
Utahs, TabeUtahs,
Tabequache
qnaohe band.
13 Stat., 675.

13 Stat., 675.

Tabequache,MnTABEQUACHE, YMACHE,
MUACHE, CAPOTE,
YAMPA, GRAND
Tabequache,MuTABEQUACHE,
CAPOTE, WEEMINUCHE,
WEEMINUCHE, TAMPA,
GRAND RIVER,
RIVER, ache,
Capote,
Weeache,
Capote, WeeAND
UINTAH
BANDS
OF
UTES.
AND UINTAH BANDS OF UTES.
minuche,
minuche, Yampa
Yampa,
Grand
River,
and.
Grand River, and
Uinta& bands
bands of
of
For pay of two carpenters, two millers, two farmers,
farmers, and one black- Uintah
Utes.
smith, as per fifteenth article
article of treaty
treaty of March second, eighteen
eighteen hun- Utes.
15 Stat.,62.
fitat.,622.
15
dred
dred and sixty-eight, six thousand
thousand dollars;
XXI-32
xx--32
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For
two teachers,
as per
per same
same article
article of
of same
same treaty,
a ,11one tL
,utreaty, one
For pay
pay of
of two
teachers, as
sand
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars;
sand eight
For purchase
purchase of
of iron
and steel,
and the
15 Stat., 621.
steel, and
the necessary
necessary tools for blacksmith
iron and
For
shop, per
per ninth
ninth article
of same
treaty, two
hundred and
twenty dollars;
and twenty
dollars;
same treaty,
two hundred
shop,
article of
For
to be
expended under
under the
dirt c.
c.
be expended
the dir,
of thirty
thirty installments,
installments, to
For thirteenth
thirteenth of
15 Stat., 622.
tion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, for
blankets, and
and such
for clothing,
clothing, blankets,
such
tion
of the
other articles
as he
proper and
necessary, under
under eleventh
eleventh
and necessary,
other
articles as
he may
may deem
deem proper
article
treaty, thirty
thirty thousand
dollars;
article of
of same
same treaty,
thousand dollars;
For
of beef,
mutton, wheat,
wheat, flour,
beef, mutton,
flour,
For annual
annual amount,
amount, for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
beans, and
per twelfth
same treaty,
thoutreaty, thirty
thirty thouas per
twelfth article
article of
of same
beans,
and potatoes,
potatoes, as
sand
dollars;
sand dollars;
agencies, five thousand
thousand dolEmployes at Me
the several
several Ute agencies,
pay of
of employees
employees at
at the
Employ6s
For pay
Ute For
agencies.
agencies.
lars; in all, seventy-three
seventy-three thousand and twenty dollars.
Winnebagoes.
Winnebagoes.

7
Stat., 545.
7 Stat.,545.
1862, Res. 69,
12
12 Stat.,
Stat., 628.
628.

1870, ch.
ch. 296,
355.
Stat.,355.
16 Stat.,

WINNEBA.GOES.
WINNEBAGOES.

thousand nine
hundred and
and
nine hundred
eight hundred
hundred and four
four thousand
For interest on
on eight
nine
dollars and
and seventeen
seventeen cents,
cents, at
per centum
centum per
per annum,
per
annum, per
five per
at five
nine dollars
fourth
article of
of treaty
treaty of
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and thirtythirtyhundred and
of November
November first,
fourth article
of July seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen hundred and
joint resolution of
seven, and
and joint
sixty-two, and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed
directed to expend
expend
said
of said Indians,
Indians,
support, education,
education, and civilization
civilization of
said interest for the support,
forty-five dollars and forty-five cents;
cents;
two hundred
hundred and forty-five
forty thousand two
For interest
thousand three
hundred and
forty dol
doland forty
three hundred
seventy-eight thousand
on seventy-eight
For
interest on
lars and forty-one cents, at five per centum per annum, to be expended,
erection of
Secretary of the Interior, for the erection
direction of the
the Secretary
under the direction
improvement of their allotments
allotments of land, purchase of stock, agrihouses, improvement
cultural implements, seeds, and other beneficial
three thousand
thousand
beneficial objects, three
hundred and seventeen
seventeen dollars and two cents; in all, forty-four
forty-four
nine hundred
thousand one hundred and sixty-two
sixty-two dollars and forty-seven
forty-seven cents.
thousand

Removal,
sub--REMOVAL,
REMOVAL,
Removal, sub
sistence, etc.

SETTLEMENT,
SUPPORT OF
SUBSISTENCE, AND
AND SUPPORT
SETTLEMENT, SUBSISTENCE,
INDIANS.

Flatheads removed
Payment to Flatheads
Montana: For
removed to Jocko reservation,
reservation, Montana:
expended under
ninth of ten installments
installments of fifty thousand dollars, to be expended
the direction of the President, for the Flathead Indians
Indians removed
removed from
Bitter Root Valley to the Jocko
Jocko reservation,
reservation, in the Territory of Montana, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Apaches.
Apaches.
Collecting and subsisting Apaches
Apaches and other Indians of Arizona
Arizona and
New Mexico:
Mexico: For this amount,
amount, to subsist and properly care for the
Apache
Apache and other Indians in Arizona
Arizona and New Mexico who have been
collected on reservations
reservations in New Mexico
Mexico or Arizona, three
or may be collected
hundred and ten thousand dollars.
hundred
Arapahoes, CheyArapahoes,
Chey - For subsistence and civilization
civilization of the Arapahoes, Cheyennes, Apaches,
t
ae:,
Apaches, Ki
owas, C
omanc hes, and
an d Wichitas
Wi chitas who
collected upon
upon the
the
Apaches,
Kiowas,
Cmanches,
who have
have been
been collected
ennes,
m as, ComanColimaKiowas,
reservations
set
apart
for
their
use
and
occupation,
three
hundred
and
ches, and Wichi- reservations set apart for their use and occupation, three hundred and
tas.
fifty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
fifty thousand
tas.
Flatheads.

Arickarees, Gros
Subsistence and civilization
Arickarees, G-ros
Gros Ventres,
Aliekarees,
Subsistence
civilization of Arickarees,
Ventres, and ManVentres, and
and Manman- dans: For this
amount, to
in such
such goods,
and
Ventres,
this amount,
to be expended
expended in
goods, provisions,
provisions, an(l
dans.
other articles as the President
President may, from time to time, determine, in
instructing in agricultural
agricultural and mechanical
mechanical pursuits, in
in providing
providing emeducating children,
ployees, educating
children, procuring medicine and medical attendance,
care for and support of the aged, sick,
siek, and infirm, for the helpless
orphans of said Indians, and,
respect to promote
promote their civand in any other respect
ilization, comfort, and improvement,
improvement, fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Assinaboines
Assinaboines in
For subsistence and civilization
civili zati on o
ss i
naboi
nes in
offth
thee A
Assinaboines
in Montana, ininMontana.
eluding pay of employees,
Montana.
employees, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Blackfeet,Bloods,
For support, education,
education, and
and civilization
Blackfeet,Bloods,
civilization of the Blackfeet,
Blackfeet, Bloods,
Bloods, and
and
and Piegans.
Piegans,
employees, thirty-five thou-land
thou-;and dollars.
Piegans, including pay of employees,
Chippewas
( hippewas of Lake Superior:
Chippewas
of
Support of (hippewas
Superior: For support and civilizaSuperior.
tion
for agricultural
agricultural
Lake Superior.
liorn of the Chippewas
(hippewas of
of Lake
Lake Superior, to
to be expended
expended for
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and educational
necessary employees,
purand
educational purposes,
purposes, pay
pay of
of clerk
clerk and
and necessary
employees, purchase of
of goods
provisions, and
and for
for such
purposes as
as may
may be
chase
goods and
and provisions,
such other
other purposes
be
deemed
interests of
thousand dollars.
deemed for
for the
the best interests
of said
said Indians,
Indians, eighteen
eighteen thousand
dollars.
For support and civilization
civilization of
Chippewas of
Lake and
of
of Chippewas
of Red
Red Lake
and Pembina
Pembina Chippewas
Chippewas
of
employees, eighteen thousand dol- Red Lake and
tribe of Chippewas, and for pay of employees,
lars.
lars.

Pembina tribe
of
Pembina
tribe of
Chippewas.
Otter Tail, Pillager,
Pembina
Pembina,!

Support of
of Chippewas
Chippewas on
on White
White Earth
reservation: For
For this
Support
Earth reservation:
this amount,
amount,
or so
thereof as
as may
be necessary,
to be
be expended,
di- lager,
or
so much
much thereof
may be
necessary, to
expended, under
under the
the direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the care
care and
and support
support of
of the
the a
6nd
l
a
a
ss
B8-11
'
131.
rection
ot the
of the
the Interior,
Interior, in
in the
ippi
Mpisiss
Otter Tail,
Pillager, Pembina
and Mississippi
Indians on
on the
the White
White-Earth
Rao:Otter
Tail, I'illager,
Pemibina, and
Mississippi Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Earth ResWhite Earth
Earth reservation
in Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
and to
assist them
them in their
their agri- ervation.
reservation in
to assist
White
operations, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
cultural operations,
For
subsistence and
and civilization
of the
confederated tribes
tribes and bands
the confederated
bands Confederated
Confederated
For subsistence
civilization of
in Middle
Oregon, and
and for
pay of
eight thousand
tribes
tribes
andOregon.
bands
in
Middle Oregon,
for pay
of employees,
employees, eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.bandsof
Middle
Middle Oregon.
For
subsistence
and
civilization
D'Wamish
and
allied
In
Varnish
D'Wamish
and
of
the
D'Wamish
and
other
For subsistence and civilization
other
tribes
n
es
i
tribes
in WashingtonTerritory,
Washington Territory, including pay
pay of employees,
W
tribesin
employees, ten
ten thousand
thousand Washington
other tribes
in
n
Terdollars.
Ter dollars.
ritory.
For subsistence
subsistence and
civilization of
Flatheads and other confeder- Flatheads.
and civilization
of the Flatheads
For
ated
thousand dollars.
tribes, including
including pay of employees, thirteen thousand
ated tribes,
For subsistence
and civilization
civilization of
the Gros
Ventres in Montana,
Ventres in
in
Montana, in- Gros Ventres
of the
Gros Ventres
For
subsistence and
eluding
twenty thousand
Montana.
of employees,
employees, twenty
thousand dollars.
dollars.Montana.
eluding pay of
For education
and civilization
of the
the Indians
within the
limits of
of the
Central Superinthe limits
civilization of
Indians within
For
education and
late
Superintendency, including
and lodging
lodging for tendency.
tendency.
food, and
including clothing,
clothing, food,
late Central
Central Superintendency,
the
children attending
thousand dollars.
eighteen thousand
attending school, eighteen
the children
Support of
of Indians
Peck AgenAgento be
be ex- Fort Peck
For this
this amount,
amount, to
Peck agency:
agency: For
Indians at
at Fort
Fort Peck
Support
pended in
such goods,
goods, provisions,
other useful
useful articles
as the
the PresiPresi. cy.
articles as
provisions, and
and other
pended
in such
ident may,
may, from
from time
time, determine,
in instructing
agricultural
in agricultural
determine, in
instructing in
time to
to time,
ident
mechanical pursuits, in
educating children,
children,
employees,'educating
in providing
providing employees
and mechanical
procuring medicine
care for and support
support of the
medical attendance
attendance, care
procuring
medicine and
and medical
infirm for the helpless
helpless orphans
in
orphans of said Indians, and in
aged, sick, and infirm,
any respect
to promote
promote their
civilization, comfort,
and improvement,
one
improvement, one
comfort, and
their civilization,
any
respect to
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Settlement, subsistence,
subsistence, and
and support
support of
of Shoshones
Shoshones and
and Bannocks,
Shoshones and
and
Bannocks, Shoshones
Settlement,
and other
in Idaho
and Southeastern
Southeastern Oregon
For this
this amount,
amount, and
Bannocks
in Idaho
anoks
bands in
Idaho and
Oregon::For
and
other bands
Oregon. Iho
to
of the
President, in
assisting the
the roving
roving
the President,
in assisting
expended by
by the
the direction
direction of
to be
be expended
bands
Southeastern Idaho
move and
Fort
on the
the Fort
Idaho to
to move
and locate
locate on
bands of Indians
Indians in
in Southeastern
Hall
Territory, and to assist
assist them in educational
educational
reservation in Idaho Territory,
Hall reservation
and agricultural
agricultural pursuits on said reservation,
thousand dollars.
reservation, twenty thousand
For this amount, to be expended, by direction of the President, in
assisting
bands of
of Indians
Indians in
in Southeastern
Southeastern Oregon to move
assisting the
the roving
roving bands
reservation in Oregon,
Oregon, and to assist them in
in
and locate on some proper reservation
agricultural pursuits thereon, five thousand dollars.
agricultural
For support
support and
and civilization
of the
agri- Kansas
Kansas Indians.
including agrithe Kansas
Kansas Indians,
Indians, including
civilization of
For
cultural assistance
assistance and
of employees,
employees, seven
seven thousand
five hundred
hundred
thousand five
cultural
and pay
pay of
dollars.
For
and Modocs,
Modocs, including
and
Klamaths and
including Klamatlas
Klamaths and
civilization of
of the
the Klamaths
For support
support and
and civilization
Modocs.
pay of employees,
employees, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
and civilization
civilization of
of the
pay of Makahs.
Makahs.
including pay
the Illakahs,
Makahs, including
subsistence and
For subsistence
employees, seven thousand dollars.
For support
and civilization
of the
the Menomonee
MenOmonee Indians,
Indians, including
including Menomonee
Menomonee Incivilization of
support and
For
di
pay
of employees,
employees, ten thousand
dians.
ans.
thousand dollars.
pay of
For support,
education, and
of the
Mixed Shoshones,
Shoshones, MixedShoshones.
Mixed Shoshones.
the Mixed
and civilization
civilization of
For
support, education,
Bannocks,
and Sheepeaters,
Sheepeaters, including
including pay
twenty-two Bannocks
Bannooks one
of employees,
employees, twenty-two
pay of
Bannocks, and
Sheepeaters. and
thousand five
five hundred
Sheepcaters.
thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
support and
civilization of
of the
Indians now
residing within
within TiModocsIndn
Modocs in Indian
For support
and civilization
the Modoc
Modoc Indians
now residing
the Indian
Indian Territory,
Territory, five
Territory.
dollars.
the
five thousand
thousand dollars.
For
support and
civilization of
of Navajo
Navajo Lnclians,
of Navajos.
Navajos.
pay of
Indians, including
including pay
and civilization
For support
employees, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
For
civilization of Joseph's
Joseph's band
band of Nez
Nez Perces
Indians Joseph's
Joseph's band of
of
Perces Indians
and civilization
For support
support and
in
Territory, twenty
Nez Perces.
dollars.
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Indian Territory,
in the
the Indian
pp e
i‘ t

s
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subsistence and civilization
civilization of the
Quil-leh-utes,
Qui-nai-elts and
For subsistence
the Qui-nai-elts
Qui-nai-elts and Quil-leh-utes,
Quil-leh-utes.
uil-leh-utes.
including pay of employees,
Q
thousand dollars.
employees, six thousand
Shoshones in Wy
For
civilization of
of Shoshone
Indians in
in Wyoming,
Wyoming, twenty
ShoshonesinWy
For support
support and
and civilization
Shoshone Indians
twenty
oming.
01ming.
thousand
thousand dollars.
and civilization
of the
Milallam Indians,
Indians, including
including
S'lallams.
For subsistence
subsistence and
civilization of
the S'Klallam
pay
employees, eight
pay of
of employees,
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Tonkawas.
support of the Tonkawa Indians at
Griffin, Texas,
four
For the support
at Fort
Fort Griffin,
Texas, foui
thousand dollars.
For subsistence
subsistence and
and civilization
the Walla-Walla,
Walla-Walla, Cayuse,
Cayuse, and
and
Walla-Walla,
Walla-Walla,
For
civilization of
of the
Cayuse,
C!ayuse, and Uma- Umatilla tribes, including pay of employees,
employees, twelve
twelve thousand dollars.
ti ilia tribes.
tilla
Wichitas.
Yakamas.

For support
of the
the Wiaitas
affiliated bands,
bands,
For
support and
and civilization
civilization of
Wichitas and
and affiliated
including
pay of
eighteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
including pay
of employees
employees, eighteen
For subsistence
and civilization
the Yakamas,
Yakamas and
and of
Indians reFor
subsistence and
civilization of
of the
of Indians
removed from
from Malheur
Malheur reservation,
reservation, including
including pay of employees,
employees, thirtythirty.
two thousand dollars.
GENERAL
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES OF THE INDIAN SERVGENERAL INCIDENTAL
ICE.

Indian
Incidental expenses
in Arizona:
Arizona: For
Indian service
service in Incidental
expenses of
of Indian
Indian service
service in
For general
general inciinciArizona;;
dental expenses
expenses of the
traveling expenses of
Arizona
the Indian service, including traveling

California;

Colorado;
Colorado;

Dakota;

Idaho;

Montana;
Nevada;

New Mexico;
Mexico;

Oregon;

agents support
support and civilization
civilization of Indians
agents,
Indians at the Colorado River, Pima
Pueblo agencies, twenty
twenty thousand
and Afaricopa,
Maricopa, and Moguls
Moquis Pueblo
thousand dollars,
and pay of employees at.
at. same agencies, sixteen
sixteen thousand
thousand dollars; in
in
all, thirty-six thousand dollars.
dollars.
Indian service in California: For general
general inciIncidental expenses of Indian
Indian service,
service, including traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
dental expenses of the Indian
agents, support and civilization
civilization of Indians
Indians at the Round Valley, Hoopa
Hoopa
Valley, Tule River,
River, and Mission
Mission agencies,
twenty-three thousand dollars,
Valley,
agencies, twenty-three
dollars,
and pay of employees
employees at same agencies,
agencies, nine
nine thousand
thousand dollars; in all,
thirty-two thousand
thousand dollars.
Incidental expenses of Indian service
service in
in Colorado.
Colorado. For
inciIncidental
For general
general incidental expenses of the Indian
Indian service, including
traveling expenses
expenses of
including traveling
agents, and pay of employees,
employees, four thousand
thousand dollars
Incidental
Incidental expenses
expenses of Indian
Indian service
service in Dakota:
Dakota: For general
general incidental expenses
expenses of the Indian
Indian service,
including traveling
service, including
traveling expenses
expenses of
agents, and pay
pay of employees
eight agencies
agencies for the Sioux, ten
employees at eight
thousand dollars.
Incidental
Incidental expenses of Indian service in Idaho:
Idaho: For general
general incidenservice, including
tal expenses of the Indian service,
including traveling expenses
expenses of
of
agents, one thousand
dollars, and
employees at Lemhi
thousand dollars
and pay
pay of
of employees
Lemhi agency,
additional employees
employees at Fort Hall, Idaho
Idaho, three thousand dollars;
and additional
dollars;
in all, four thousand
thousand dollars.
Incidental
Incidental expenses
expenses of Indian
Indian service in Montana:
Montana: For general
general incidental expenses
expenses of the Indian service, including traveling expenses
expenses of
of
agents, and pay and expenses
expenses of detectives,
detectives, five thousand dollars.
Incidental expenses
For general
general inciIncidental
expenses of Indian service in Nevada:
Nevada: For
including traveling
dental expenses
expenses of the Indian
Indian service, including
traveling expenses of
of
agents, support and civilization
civilization of Indians located
located on the Pi-Ute, Walker
Walker
Western Shoshone, and Pyramid
River, Western
Pyramid Lake reservations,
reservations, seven
thou
seven thousand dollars, and pay of employees, same agencies, six thousand dollars; in all, thirteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thirteen thousand
Incidental
Indian service in New Mexico:
Incidental expenses
expenses of Indian
Mexico: For general
incidental expenses of the Indian service, including
including traveling
travelino•
6 expenses
of agents, support and civilization of Indians at Abiquiu,
.gbiquiu, Pueblo, and
and
Mescalero agencies, ten thousand dollars, and pay of employees at same
Mescalero
agencies, eight
eight thousand
thousand dollars; in all, eighteen
thousand dollars.
eighteen thousand
Incidental
expenses of
Oregon: For
general inciIncidental expenses
of Indian
Indian service
service in Oregon:
For general
dental expenses
expenses of the Indian service,
service, including
including traveling
traveling expenses of
agents, support and civilization
civilization of Indians, at Grand
Grand Ronde
a.od Siletz
Siletz
Ronde a;d
agencies, sixteen thousand
pay of
employees at
at the
same
thousand dollars, and pay
of employees
the same
dollars; in all, twenty-four
twenty-four thousand
thousand dollars.
agencies, eight thousand dollars;
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Incidental expenses
expenses of
Utah: For
incidental Indian
Indian service
service in
For general incidental
in Utah:
Indian service
service in
of Indian
Incidental
Utah;
expenses of agents, Utah;
including traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of the Indian service, including
support and
of Indians,
Indians, at
Uintah Valley
eight thouagency, eight
Valley agency,
at Uintah
civilization of
support
and civilization
sand dollars,
dollars, and
pay of
of employees
at said
said agency,
three thousand
thousand dolagency, three
employees at
and pay
sand
lars; in
all, eleven
dollars.
thousand dollars.
eleven thousand
in all,
lars;
Incidental
Washington: For general
general in- WashingtonTerWashington TerIndian service in Washington:
expenses of Indian
Incidental expenses
ritory;
cidental expenses
traveling expenses
expenses of ritory;
the Indian
Indian service, including traveling
expenses of the
cidental
agents, at
pay of employees,
employees, and the support and
and pay
at seven agencies,
agencies, and
agents,
civilization of Indians
Colville and
and Nisqually
Nisqually agencies, twenty thouIndians at
at Colville
civilization
sand dollars.
Incidental expenses
of Indian
Indian service
service in
in Wyoming:
general inciinci- Wyoming.
For general
Wyoming: For
Incidental
expenses of
including traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
dental expenses of the Indian service, including
agents, and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
two thousand
pay of employees,
employees, two
agents,
and pay

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Indian police.
exceeding eight hundred
Pay of Indian police: For the service of not exceeding
hundred Indian
privates at
dollars per month
month each,
each, and not exceeding
exceeding one hundred
at five
five dollars
privates
officers at eight dollars per month each, of Indian
Indian police, and
and for equipments
prohibiting
employed in maintaining order and prohibiting
ments and rations, to be employed
reservations, seventy thouillegal
several Indian
Indian reservations,
liquor on the several
traffic in liquor
illegal traffic
sand dollars.
In dus tr ial
For
other educational
educational purposes Industrial
schools and for other
For support of industrial schools
schools.
for
the Indian
thousand dollars. And out of this sum schools.
eighty-five thousand
tribes, eighty-five
Indian tribes,
for the
the
Secretary of
the Interior
such allowance, not expay such
make and pay
may make
Interior may
of the
the Secretary
ceeding
thousand dollars a
think just,
a year, as he shall think
of one
one thousand
ceeding the rate of
Captain R.
R. H.
H.
to
Pratt, in
charge of
Captain
Pennsylvania, Pratt.
at Carlisle,
Carlisle, Pennsylvania,
school at
of the
the school
in charge
H. Pratt,
R. H.
to Captain
Captain R.
ratt.
from
after the
passage of this act.
the passage
from and after
Tallahassee MisMisFor this
this amount,
Indians in rebuilding Tallahassee
Creek Nation of Indians
assist the Creek
to assist
amount, to
For
sion School buildsion
the
"
Tallahassee
Mission
School
building,"
destroyed
by
December
December
fire
the "Tallahassee Mission School building," destroyed
ing. School buildnineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, five thousand dollars.
nineteenth,
Vaccine.
For
vaccine matter
matter and
dollars. Vaccine.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
of Indians, five
vaccination of
and vaccination
For vaccine
Indian supplies,
supplies,
Telegraphing and
and purchase
of Indian
Indian supplies:
supplies: To
Indian
In- etc.
To contract
contract for the Inpurchase of
Telegraphing
regular commercial
dian
advertising at rates not exceeding
exceeding regular
commercial etc.
dian service, advertising
connected therewith, including
inspection, and all other expenses
including
expenses connected
rates, inspection,
telegraphing,
thousand dollars.
telegraphing, thirty thousand
Transportation of
amount, for necessary
necessary
For this
this amount,
supplies: For
Indian supplies:
of Indian
Transportation
expenses
transportation of such goods, provisions, and other artiexpenses of transportation
cles, for
the various
tribes of
provided for by this act, two hun
of Indians provided
various tribes
for the
cles,
dred and fifty thousand dollars.

INTEREST
ON TRUST-FUND
TRUST-FUND STOCKS.
INTEREST ON
SEC. 2.
2. Payment
Payment of
interest on certain
abstracted and non-paying
non-paying
certain abstracted
of interest
SEC.
State
stocks, belonging
belonging to
trust
Indian tribes, and held in trust
to the
the various Indian
State stocks,
by the
Secretary of the
the Interior, for the year ending June thirtieth,
the Secretary
by
namely:
eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
eighty-one, namely:
eighteen
For trust-fund
trust-fund interest
Cherokee national fund, twenty-six
twenty-six thouinterest due Cherokee
For
sand and sixty dollars;
dollars;
For trust-fund
trust-fund interest
due Cherokee
Cherokee school
school fund, two thousand
thousand four
four
interest due
For
hundred and ten dollars;
For trust-fund
trust-fund interest
Chickasaw national
national fund,
thounineteen thoufund, nineteen
due Chickasaw
interest due
For
sand eight hundred and twenty dollars;
dollars;
For trust
trust fund
fund interest
interest due
due Choctaw
Choctaw general
general fund, twenty-seven
twenty-seven thouFor
sand dollars;
dollars;
For trust-fund
trust-fund interest
due Creek
Creek orphans,
thousand and fortyfour thousand
orphans, four
interest due
For
eight dollars;
dollars;
For trust-fund
interest due
Delaware general
general fund, eight thousand
due Delaware
trust-fund interest
For
dollars;
nine hundred and thirty dollars;
For trust-fund
due Iowas,
Iowas, three
thousand five
hundred and
five hundred
three thousand
interest due
trust-fund interest
For
twenty dollars;

Interest ontrust
Interestontrustfund
stocks.
fund
stocks.
Items.
Items.
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For
trust-fund interest
interest due
due Kaskaskias,
Kaskaskias, Peorias,
Peorias, Weas,
Weas, and
PiankeFor trust-fund
and Pianke.
shaws, four thousand eight hundred
dollars;
hundred and one
one dollars;
shaws,
For trust-fund
trust-fund interest
interest due
Kaskaskia, Wea,
Peoria, and
and Piankeshaw
Piankeshaw
For
due Kaskaskia,
Wea, Peoria,
school-fund,
one thousand
thousand four
four hundred
dollars;
school-fund, one
hundred and
and forty-nine
forty-nine dollars;
For trust-fund
interest due
Menomonees, nine
and fifty
fifty dolFor
trust-fund interest
due Menomonees,
nine hundred
hundred and
dollars;
lars;
trust-fund interest
Ottawas and
two hundred
hundred
For trust-fund
interest due
due Ottawas
and Chippewas,
Chippewas, two
and thirty dollars;
dollars; in
in all,
thousand two
hundred and
all, ninety-nine
ninety-nine thousand
two hundred
and eighteighteen dollars.
dollars.

sapSEC.
purchase of
of supplies for
Purchase of s
apS
EC. 3. No purchase
for which
are herein
which appropriations
appropriations are
herein
plies
after adveradver- made
made exceeding
exceeding in
the aggregate
five
hundred dollars
dollars in
in value
at
any
pliesafter
in
the
aggregate
five
hundred
value
at
any
tisement.
be made
without first
first giving
giving at
least three
three weeks'
weeks' public
one time shall
shall be
made without
at least
public
notice by advertisement, except in
exigency, when,
when, in the
the disin cases
cases of exigency,
discretion of the Secretary
shall make
cretion
Secretary of the
the Interior, who
who shall
make official
official record
record of
of
the facts
constituting the
contingency, he
he may
may direct
direct that
that purchases
purchases
facts constituting
the contingency,
may
exceeding three
may be made
made in open
open market
market in
in amount not exceeding
three thousand
thousand
dollars.
Supplies, and
SEC.
SEC. 4. That so much of the appropriations
appropriations herein
herein made
made as
as may
may be
be
their transportarequired to
pay for
for goods
goods and
supplies, and
for transportation
the
their
transportarequired
to pay
and supplies,
and for
transportation of
of the
approriation
for
immedip
same,
the year
thirtieth, eighteen
for, 'toe
to b
be immedisame, for
for the
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eightyeightyately available
two, shall be immediately
supplies shall
shall
ately
available.
immediately available;
available; but
but no
no such
such goods
goods or supplies
be distributed or delivered
delivered to any of said Indians
Indians prior
July first,
prior to
to July
eighteen hundred and eighty-one; and the
Interior,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
surplus
direction of
the President,
may use
use any
surplus that
used for
Surplus used
for under
under the
the direction
of the
President, may
any surplus
that may
may reredeficiency in sub- main in any of the said appropriations
:appropriations herein
herein made
the purchase
purchase of
deficiency
made for
for the
of
sistence.
sistence.
subsistence for the several Indian tribes, to an amount not exceeding
exceeding
fifty thousand
thousand dollars in the aggregate, to
to supply any subsistence
subsistence defidefiProviso.
ciency
however, That
That funds
funds appropriated
appropriated to
to
Proviso.
ciency that may occur:
occur: Provided,
Provided, however,
Proviso,
fulfill
not be
be so
so used:
used: And
And proe
pro rided
Proviso,
fulfill treaty obligations
obligations shall
shall not
ided further,
further,
That any diversions
diversions which shall be made under authority of this section
shall be reported in detail, and the reasons therefor,
therefor, to Congress, at the
Congress next succeeding
succeeding such
session of Congress
such diversion.
diversion.
SEC.
Secretary of InS
EC. 5. That when not required for the purpose for which
which appropriappropri.
e ated, the funds herein provided for the pay of specified employees at
teHor for
may pmy
use
fen
c ated
the funds herein provided for the pay of specified employees at
or special any
agency may
be used
used by
by the
the Secretary
n terior for the pay of
employfees.
funds
employees,
any agency
may be
Secretary of
of the
the I
Interior
for the pay of
other employees
employees at such agency,
agency, but no deficiency
deficiency shall be thereby
created,
necessary, specified employees
be detailed
created, and, when necessary,
employees may
may be
detailed for
for
required for the duty for which they were enother service when not required
appropriations herein
President may gaged; and that the several appropriations
herein made for millers,
millers,
divert and use blacksmiths,
blacksmiths, engineers,
engineers, carpenters, physicians,
physicians, and
and other persons, and
and
for
various
articles
provided
fo
r by
t
reaty s
tip
ul
ati on for
f
or th
e severa
l
itted
utoneys
i
his
appropr
discrei-his
discreated in
for
various
articles
provided
for
by
treaty
stipulation
the
several
ll
tlon;reporttoConIndian tribes,
tribes, may
tion
;reportto Co n_Indian
be diverted
to other
benefit of
the said
may be
diverted to
other uses
uses for
for the
the benefit
of the
said
tribes respectively,
gress.
respectively, within the discretion of the President,
with the
the
President, and with
consent of said tribes, expressed in the usual manner:
manner; and that he cause
report to be made to Congress, at its next session
session thereafter, of his
action under this provision.
action
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,
1881.

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March

CHAP. 138.-An
CHAP.
138.—An

act
authorize the
registration of
and protect
act to
to authorize
the registration
of trade-marks
trade-marks and
protect the
the
same.
same.

Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
United
States of
America
in Congress
asse
m bl ed, Th a t owners of t
ra demar ks
That
owners
of
trade-marks
of
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
Registration
Reo
ra
istrationaa uof used
commerce with
with foreign
ons ,
or
ith the
th e I
n di an tribes,
t
rib es, p
ro trademarks
uused in
in commerce
foreign nati
nations,
or w
with
Indian
prot
thod
riez
e
md
a
.
rka
vided
such owneis
domiciled in
in the
United States,
States, or
or located
thorized.
vided such
owneis shall
shall be
be domiciled
the -United
located in
in
convention or law, affords
any foreign country or tribes which by treaty, convention
affords
similar privileges
privileges to citizens of the
registhe United
United States,
States, may obtain
obtain registration of such trade-marks
trade-marks by complying
complying with the following requirements:
ments :
Requirementsto
First. By causing
a statement
statement
Requirements
to
causing to be recorded
recorded in the Patent Office a
be complied
complied withwith, specifying
specifying name, domicile,
domicile, location,
location, and citizenship
party applycitizenship of
of the
the party
apply-
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ing;
the class
the particular
description of goods
goods
particular description
of merchandise
merchandise and
and the
ing; the
class of
comprised in such class to which the particular
trade-mark has been
particular trade-mark
comprised
appropriated;
of the
the trade-mark
itself, with
with fac.similes
fac-similes
trade-mark itself,
description of
appropriated; aa description
thereof,
and
and a
a statement of
of the
the mode in which
which the
the same
same is applied
applied and
thereof, and
affixed
and the
length of
time during
during which
trade-mark
affixed to
to goods,
goods, and
the length
of time
which the
the trade-mark
has
•
been used.
has been
Second. By paying into the Treasury of the United States the sum of
twenty-five
regulations as
and complying with such
such regulations
as may be prepretwenty-five dollars,
dollars, and
scribed
Patents.
Commissioner of Patents.
scribed by the Commissioner
S
EC. 2. That the application
application prescribed
must,Accompanying
Accompanying
prescribed in
in the
the foregoing
foregoing section must,
SEC.
declaration
in
order to
whatever in favor of the party filing it, be dec
la
ra
ti
on under
in order
to create
create any right whatever
accompanied
declaration verified
the person,
or by
by a
oath
written declaration
verified by
by the
person, or
aoath.
accompanied by
by a
a written
member
effect
of a
a corporation
corporation applying, to
to the
the effect
member of a
a firm, or
or by
by an
an officer
officer of
that
trade-mark
of the trade-mark
time aa right
right to
to the use
use of
has at
at the time
that such party has
sought
to be
that no
no other
person, firm,
or corporation
corporation
other person,
firm, or
sought to
be registered,
registered, and
and that
near
has the right to such use, either in the identical form or in any such near
resemblance thereto as
resemblance
as might
might be
be calculated
calculated to deceive; that
that such
such trademark is used in commerce
foreign nations or Indian tribes, as above
above
markis
commerce with foreign
indicated; and that the description
indicated;
description and fac-similes presented for registry
registered.
truly represent the trade-mark
trade-mark sought to be registered.
S
EC. 3. That the time of the receipt of any such application shall be
be Time of receipt
receipt
SEC.
noted
alleged trade-mark
registered un- of application
obr
application for
shall be registered
trade-mark shall
But no alleged
noted and
and recorded.
recorded. But
goisrtrea
d
tion to be
to be
regitraton
less
appear to be lawfully used as such by the applicant
d
applicant in rreec
less the
the same appear
mentioned Conditions
Conditions
of
foreign commerce or commerce with Indian
Indian tribes as
as above
above mentioned
of
or
delaration with a
registry.
a registry.
convention, or delaration
is within the
the provision of aa treaty, convention,
or is
applicant; nor
foreign power; nor which is merely the name of the applicant;
foreign
trade-mark owned by
identical with aa registered
which is identical
registered or known trade-mark
merchandise, or which so
another and appropriate
appropriate to the same class of merchandise,
nearly resembles
resembles some other
likely
nearly
other person's lawful trade-mark as to be likely
to
confusion or mistake in the mind of the public,
public, or to deceive
deceive
to cause
cause confusion
purchasers. In
In an
application for registration
Commissioner of
of
of Commissioner
Commissioner of
registration the Commissioner
an application
purchasers.
Patents shall
shall decide
the presumptive
lawfulness of
to the
Patents to
decide
Patents
to decide
alleged on
claim to
the alleged
of claim
presumptive lawfulness
decide the
Patents
claims to trademarks.
trade-mark; and in any dispute between an applicant
trade-mark;
applicant and a
aprevious marita
°n
l11
:st° trad
registrant,
between applicants,
applicants, he shall follow, so far as the same may Practice
registrant, or between
Practice of Unibe
practice of
ted States courts
of equity of the United States in ted
of courts of
be applicable, the practice
analogous cases.
of
of equity to govanalogous
cases.
analogous
cases.
ernlaL
^ dis-:
ern
ern in cases of
pute.
pute.
SEC. 4.
of trade-marks
shall be
of
in certificates
Certificates of
be issued
issued in
trade-marks shall
registry of
of registry
4. That
That certificates
certificates of
SEC.
the name
name of
of the
of America,
America, under
seal of
of the
Depart- registry
registry of
tradethe
the United
United States
States of
under the
the seal
the Departftraderk how
issued.
.
i
of m
by the
ment of
shall be
signed by
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
ma s,, h
be signed
and shall
Interior,' and
ment
of the
the Interior
the
a record thereof, together with printed copies of the
Patents, and a
specifications,
in suits
Evidenceinsuits
be kept
kept in books for that purpose. Copies of trade- Evidence
specifications, shall be
marks
declarations filed
certificates regarding
regarding
tradefiled therewith and certificates
and declarations
and of
of statements
statements and
marks and
of registry so signed and sealed shall be evidence
evidence in any suit in which marks.
trade-marks shall be brought in controversy.
such trade-marks
S
EC. 5.
5. That
That a
a certificate
certificate of
shall remain
for thirty
thirty Duration of proin force
force for
remain in
registry shall
of registry
SEC.
years
date; except
in cases
cases where
the trade-mark
trade-mark is
is claimed
for t
e
e
,
ct r
ioane_
of
rar
a
egsa
te
nr
d
registerof
tection
years from
from its
its date;
except in
where the
claimed for
and applied to articles
articles not manufactured
ant
ewa
o.
and in which re
renewal.
manufactured in this country, and.
Exceptions.
it receives
receives protection
protection under the laws of aaforeign country for aa shorter Exceptions.
it
period, in which
cease to have
country by
by
force in this country
have any force
which case
case it shall cease
period,
virtue
trade-mark ceases
ceases to be exclusive
exclusive
time that such trade-mark
this act
act at the time
virtue of this
property elsewhere. At any time during the six months prior to the
expiration of the term of thirty years
years such registration
registration may be renewed
on the same terms, and for a
alike period.
S
EC. 6.
6. That
under this
act shall
shall be
be Credit for fee
this act
registration under
for registration
applicants for
That applicants
SEC.
credited for
fee, or
or part
of a
afee,
into the
Treasury previously
previously paid.
the Treasury
paid into
heretofore paid
fee, heretofore
part of
for any
any fee,
credited
protection for the same
same
States with intent to procure protection
of the
the United
United States
trade-mark.
trade-mark.
SEC. 7.
7. That
of a
atrade-mark
trade-mark shall
facie evidence
evidence Registration
Registration
prima facie
shall be
be prima
registration of
That registration
SEC.
of ownership.
person who
who shall
shall reproduce,
reproduce, counterfeit,
Prima facie
facoi evievicounterfeit, copy
copy or
or prima
Any person
of
ownership. Any
eolorably imitate
imitate any
any trade-mark
trade-mark registered
under this
this act
h
ei
nce
of owner.
colorably
registered under
act and
and affix
affix the
the sdship.
P.
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Counterfeiting, same to merchandise
Counterfeiting,
merchandise of substantially
substantially the same descriptive
descriptive properties as
as
etc., registered
registered those described
etc.,
described in the registration, shall
shall be liable to an action on the
trade-marks.
trade-marks.
case for damages for the wrongful
wrongful use of said trade-mark, at the suit of
the owner
owner thereof;
and the
party aggrieved
aggrieved shall
shall also
also have
have his
remedy
the
thereof; and
the party
his remedy
according to
the course
enjoin the
the wrongful
according
to the
course of
of equity
equity to
to enjoin
wrongful use
use of
of such
such
trade-mark used in foreign
commerce with
tribes,
trade-mark
foreign commerce
commerce or
or commerce
with Indian
Indian tribes,
therefor in
any court
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and to recover
recover compensation
compensation therefor
in any
court having
having
United States
St ates jurisdiction over the person guilty of such wrongful
wrongful act; and courts of
a the United States shall have original and
courts
to have
have juin such
such
jurisdiction in
appellate jurisdiction
U- the United States shall have original and appellate
crtstion
risdiction.
amount in
cases without
without regard to the
the amount
in controversy.
controversy.
Restriction
SEC.
8. That
Restriction upon
SEC. 8.
That no
no action
or suit
suit shall
shall be
maintained under
under the
provisions
action or
be maintained
the provisions
actions
for inn any
any case
w hen th
rademar k is
i
s use
d in
i
n any
any un
l
awf
ul
actions for
in- ooff thi
thiss ac
actti
in
case when
thee t
trade-mark
used
unlawful
itself, or which mark has been
fringement.
business, or upon any article injurious in itself,
been
used with the design of
merchanof deceiving the public
public in
in the purchase
purchase of
of merchandise,
fraudulently obtained.
obtained.
dise, or
or under
under any
any certificate
certificate of registry fraudulently
S
EC. 9.
9. That
person who
who shall
the registry
registry of
of a
Fraudulent
Fraudulent
SEC.
That any
any person
shall procure
procure the
a trade-mark,
trade-mark,
trade-marks.
trade-marks,
or of himself as the owner of
trade-mark or an entry respecting
respecting a
tradeof aatrade-mark
a trademark, in the office of the
false or
or fraudthe Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents
Patents,'by
by aafalse
fraudrepresentation or declaration,
declaration, orally or in
by any
any fraudulent representation
in writing, or
or by
fraudulent means, shall be liable
damages sustained
in consequence
consequence
liable to pay
pay any damages
sustained in
thereof to
to the
to be
be recovered
in an
an action
case
thereof
the injured
injured party,
party, to
recovered in
action on
on the
the case
Former rights
rights
Former
SEC.
nothing in
this act
SEC. 10. That nothing
in this
shall prevent,
prevent, lessen,
act shall
lessen, impeach,
impeach, or
or
and
remedies prepre- avoid any remedy
and remedies
remedy at law or in equity
aggrieved by
equity which
which any party aggrieved
served.
erved
any wrongful
trade-mark might have
wrongful use of any trade-mark
have had if the provisions
provisions of
this act had not been passed.
Saving
to
Saving as
as to
SEC.
construed as
SEC. 11. That nothing
nothing in this act shall
shall be
be construed
as unfavorably
unfavorably
rights
rights after
after expiexpi- affecting
a claim to a
a trade-mark after the term of registration
affecting a
registration shall have
ration of term for
expired; nor
cognizance to
to any
of the
an
in an
United States
States in
any court
court of
the United
to give
give cognizance
nor to
which a
a terade
which
trade- expired;
action or
between citizens
citizens of
of the
the same
the trade-mark
mark
has been
been regmark has
reg- action
or suit
suit between
same State,
State, unless
unless the
trade-mark
istered.
controversy is used on goods intended to
in controversy
transported to a
to be
be transported
a foreign
foreign
commercial intercourse with an Indian tribe.
country, or in lawful commercial
tribe.
Regulations
Regulations for
for
SEC.
Commissioner of
SEC. 12. That the Commissioner
of Patents
is authorized
authorized to
Patents is
to make
make
transfer
rights rules and regulations and prescribe
transfer of
of rights
prescribe forms for the transfer of the right
right
to
trade-marks.
to trademarks.
to use
use trade-marks
his office.
to
trade-marks and for recording
recording such transfers
transfers in
in his
office.
Foreign tradeForeign
tradeSEC.
wishing the
S
EC. 13. That citizens
citizens and residents of this country wishing
the propromarks.
marks.
tection of trade-marks
trade-marks in any foreign country, the laws of which require
registration here as a
a condition precedent
registration
precedent to getting such protection
there, may register their trade-marks for that purpose as is above allowed to foreigners, and
certificate thereof from
the Patent
and have
have certificate
from the
Patent Office.
Office.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1881.
March 3,
3, 1881.
March
1881.

CHAP. 139.-An
CHAP.139.-1n

act for
for the
act
the ascertainment
ascertainment of
of the
the amount
amount due
the Choctaw
Nation.
due the
Choctaw Nation.

Preamble.
Preamble.
Whereas, the Choctaw Nation, for itself and in behalf
behalf of individual
Choctaw
Nation
members
Choctaw
Nation,
members thereof, makes claim against the United States on account of
claim
of, ascertainascertainclaim of,
various
it is
is alleged
alleged have
have not
not been
complied
ment of amount
various treaty
treaty provisions
provisions which
which it
been complied
due.
with:
due.
with: Therefore,
Therefore,
it enacted
enacted by
and House of Representatives
Be it
by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
United
Court of Claims
Claims States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Court of Claims is
to Court
have ofjurisdicauthorized to take
tion.ave jridi hereby
hereby authorized
take jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of and try
try all
all questions
questions of
of differtion.
ence arising out of treaty stipulations with
to
with the
the Choctaw
Choctaw Nation, and to
renderjudgment
render
judgment thereon;
thereon; power is hereby granted the said court to reClaim reviewed
differences de novo, and it shall not be
deClaim
novo. reviewed view the entire question of differences
estopped by any action had or award
award made by the Senate of the United
United
States in pursuance
pursuance of the treaty
fifty-five;
treaty of eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five;
and the Attorney-General
Attorney-General is hereby directed to appear
appear in behalf of the
government; and if said court shall decide
decide against the United
United States
States
the Attorney-General
Attorney-General shall, within thirty days from the rendition
rendition of
judgment, appeal
appeal the cause to the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United States;
States;
and
rendered, the said Choctaw
from any judgment that may be rendered,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Nation
also appeal
appeal to said Supreme Court: Provided,
Nation may also
Provided, The appeal
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of
said Choctaw
be taken
within sixty
sixty days
the renafter the
days after
taken within
shall be
Nation shall
Choctaw Nation
of said
dition
of said
said judgment,
courts shall
shall give
give such cause
precause presaid courts
the said
and the
judgment, and
dition of
cedence.
S
EC. 2.
a petition stating the facts
commenced by a
be commenced
shall be
action shall
Said action
2. Said
SEc.
on which
which said
claims to
to recover
recover and
the amount
claim; and
amount of its claim;
and the
nation claims
said nation
on
said petition
petition may
be verified
by either
either of
delegates of
authorized delegates
the authorized
of the
verified by
may be
said
said nation
nation as
as to
such facts,
facts, and no other statements
of such
existence of
the existence
to the
said
need be
contained in
verification.
petition or verification.
said petition
in said
be contained
need
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1881.
CHAP.
to amend
twenty-three hundred and twenty-six of the
section twenty-three
amend section
act to
140.-An act
CHAP. 140.—An
Revised Statutes
affecting the title to mining
mining claims.
relating to suits at law affecting
Statutes relating
Revised

1881.
March 3, 1881.

Be
the Senate
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
That if,
brought
if, in
in any action brought
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
S. 2326.
pursuant to
section twenty-three
and twenty-six of the Revised R. S.
hundred and
twenty three hundred
to section
pursuant
Amended.
Statutes,
to the
in controversy
controversy shall not be established by Amended.
ground in
the ground
title to
Statutes, title
Title to mining
to mining
enteredTi
either party,
party, the
the jury
shall so
so find,
judgment shall be entered
find, and judgment
jury shall
either
claims.
according
to the
verdict. In such case costs shall not be allowed to
to
the verdict.
according to
land-office or be
either
proceed in the land-office
the claimant shall not proceed
party, and the
either party,
entitled
to a
patent for
ground in
controversy until he shall have
in controversy
the ground
for the
a patent
entitled to
perfected his title
perfected
Approved, March 3, 1881.
Approved,
CHAP.
act to
amend the
the act
entitled "An
"An act
encourage the establishact to encourage
act entitled
to amend
141.-An act
CHAP. 141.—An
ment of
of public
public marine
marine schools",
schools", approved
June twentieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
approved June
ment
Savannah,
seventy-four,
so as
as to
to the
Wilmington; Charleston, Savannah,
of Wilmington,'
ports of
the ports
it to
extend it
to extend
seventy-four, so
Mobile,
New Orleans,
Orleans, Baton
Rouge, Galveston,
Narragansett Bay.
Galveston, and in Narragansett
Baton Rouge,
Mobile, New

United
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
by the
Be
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
"An act
assembled, That the act entitled "An
of America
America in
States of
marine schools", approved June
to encourage
encourage the
of public
public marine
establishment of
the establishment
to
is,
twentieth,
seventy-four, be,
be, and
and the
is,
same is,
the same
and seventy-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twentieth, eighteen
amended
so
that
it
shall
extend
to
the
ports
Wilmington,
Charleston,
Charleston,
of
Wilmington,
ports
to
the
extend
it
shall
amended so that
Savannah, Mobile,
Mobile, New
New Orleans,
Orleans, Baton
Rouge, Galveston,
Galveston, and in NarBaton Rouge,
Savannah,
ragansett Bay.
ragansett
ragansett
Bay.
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
Approved, March

CHAP. 142.-An
142.—An act
act to
to authorize
Secretary of the Treasury to sell certain real
the Secretary
authorize the
CHAP.
estate
certain other lands
States, and vesting the title to certain
United States,
the United
to the
belonging to
estate belonging
in
the city
of Vincennes,
Vincennes, in
the State
purposes.
Indiana, and for other purposes.
State of Indiana,
in the
city of
in the

Whereas,
the United
United States
heretofore through the intervention
intervention of
States heretofore
Whereas, the
trustees acquired
acquired title
title for
certain real estate situate in and near
for debt to certain
trustees

March 3, 1881.
1881.

Public
marine
Public marine
schools,
establishschools, establishment
of, at
at
ment of,
Ports of: WilPorts
mington,
mington, Charleston,
Savannah,
ton, Savannah,
Mobile,
New OrOrMobile, New
1eans, Baton
Baton
leans,
leans,
Rouge, Galveston,
and
Narraganand in Narragansett Bay.
1874, ch. 339,
1874,
Stat., 121.
18 Stat.,
March
1881.
3, 1881.
March 3,

Preamble.
Preamble.
Sale of governof governSalelands
in Vinment
Indiana;
cennes, Indiana;
vesting title of
certain lands
in
lands in
certain
the city of Vinof Vincity
the
cennes.

the
city of
of Vincennes,
of Knox,
of Indiana,
Indiana,
State of
and State
Knox, and
county of
the county
in the
Vincennes, in
the city
described
number one and the
of lot number
half of
southeast half
The southeast
follows: The
as follows:
described as
whole
eight in
Harrison's addition to the borough,
borough, now
in Harrison's
number eight
lot number
of lot
whole of
city,
also survey
upper prairie surfive in upper
number five
survey number
and also
Vincennes, and
of Vincennes,
city, of
eighty-two cennes.
veys,
in township
north, range
ten west, containing eighty-two
range ten
three north,
township three
veys, in
acres and
and eighty-one
hundredths of an acre, known
known as the ""Steam
Steam Mill
eighty-one hundredths
acres
Tract", and
Indiana; and
Knox County, Indiana;
in Knox
situate in
and situate
Tract",
Description.
Whereas
the said
eighty-one hundredths
hundredths acre tract of Description.
and eighty-one
eighty two and
said eighty-two
Whereas the
commencing
land consists
consists of
of about twenty-six rods in width commencing
strip of
a strip
of a
land
direction through
Wabash River, thence running in aasoutherly direction
on the Wabash
said city
Vincennes and
far beyond
beyond its limits; that said city has
and far
of Vincennes
city of
said
been built
built up
up on
on both
thereon,
both sides of said land and its streets abut thereon,
been
said city
having the legal right to lay out and improve her streets
not having
city not
said
through the
in consequence
consequence whereof
that part of said city through
whereof that
same; in
the same;
through
which said
said land
is located
located has been
hindered and obstructed
obstructed in
been greatly hindered
land is
which
and
its growth; and
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Survey
Survey authorauthor-

ized.
ized.

Rights of railRights
roads preserved.
preserved.
roads

Notice of time
of
terms.
of sale;
sale; terms.

Proceeds
of sale
sale
Proceeds of
covered into Uniinto
Unitovered
ted States Treasury.
as
Land set apart
for public park
park in
in
city
city of
of Vincennes.
Vincennes.

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March
1870,
198,
1870, ch.
ch. 198,
10 Stat., 187,
187
amended.
Fort Ridgely
Ridgely
Port
mi litary reservamilitary
reservation.
tion.
Lands
Lands open
open to
to
homestead
and
oimes-lture
and
timber-culture entry.
try.
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142, 143.
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143.

1881.
1881.

•
Whereas said
said city
city is
in great
great need
park, and
and as
as the
the porporWhereas
is in
need of
of a
a public
public park,
tion
which lies between
northern line
of the
the extention of
of said survey which
between the northern
line of
extension
of Fourth
Fourth street
street through
and the
Wabash River,
River, can
be
sion of
through said
said land,
land, and
the Wabash
can be
improved
such public
park: Therefore,
Therefore,
improved and made suitable
suitable for such
public park:
Be it enacted
of the
the United
United States
Beit
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Houseof
of Representatives
Representativesof
States
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assemble,el, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall,
of America
America in
shall,
as soon practicable,
practicable, after the passage
passage of this act, cause
cause a
survey to be
be
a survey
extending said
said Fourth
Vinceimes through
made extending
Fourth street
street of
of said city of Vincennes
through
survey or
tract of
shall establish
establish the
the boundaries
boundaries thereof
thereof
said survey
or tract
of land, and
and shall
shall then cause
survey to
made of all
all that part
on said land. And he shallthen
cause a
a survey
to be made
which lies
between the
the- southern
boundary of
of
of said survey
survey or land which
lies between
southern boundary
established as
aforesaid, and the
the southern
southern boundary
said Fourth street,
street, established
as aforesaid,
boundary
except so
or limit of said city; except
so much thereof
thereof as is now
now occupied
occupied by the
the
Ohio and Mississippi
Evansville and
Mississippi Railway
Railway Company,
Company, the
the Evansville
and Terre
Terre
Haute,
Indianapolis and Vincennes
Haute, and the Indianapolis
Vincennes Railroad
Companies, with
Railroad Companies,
respective road-beds
tracks, and shall cause
cause the
the same
same to be
their respective
road-beds and
and tracks,
be
laid off into streets, alleys, blocks, and lots, so as to conform
conform to the
and lots of said city as near as practicable;
practicable; and
and
streets, alleys, blocks, and
shall cause
cause a
aplat of said streets,
streets, alleys, blocks, and lots to be made, and
and
cause
cause a
aduly
duly certified
certified copy of the same
same to be filed
filed in the office
office of the
the
clerk
clerk of said city, and cause
cause the same to be appraised
appraised at its fair cash
cash
cause that part of said survey or land
of
value. And he shall cause
land lying
lying south
south of
the southern
boundary or limits of said city to be laid off into five
southern boundary
fie acre
acre lots
as near
near as may be; and after giving
weeks' notice
notice of
of the
time,
giving three weeks'
the time,
place, and terms of sale in the public newspapers, one of which
which shall be
published
premises, offer each
published in said city, he shall on the premises,
each of said
said lots,
lots,
including
five-acre lots and the southeast
including said five-acre
southeast half of lot number one
one
Harrison's addition
addition to said
and the whole of lot number
number eight in
in said Harrison's
city, for sale separately
separately at public auction,
auction, and
and shall sell the same to the
the
highest and best bidder
appraised value;
bidder for cash, at not less than the appraised
value;
and he shall on payment of the purchase-money,
purchase-money, execute
execute to the purchasers
conveyances for the same, and
deducting all
chasers all needful conveyances
and after deducting
incurred in making said
said surveys
surveys and sales the
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
the necessary
remainder
the proceeds
proceeds shall
be covered
the Treasury.
Treasury.
covered into
into the
shall be
of the
remainder of
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the title to all that part of said survey number five
which
which lies
lies between
between the northern
northern boundary
boundary of said Fourth
Fourth street and the
Wabash
vested in
the city
a public
Wabash River
River is
is hereby
hereby vested
in the
city of
of Vincennes
Vincennes for
for a
public
park, to be used for
for that purpose
purpose and none
none other.
other.
Approved,
March 3, 1881.
Approved, March
CHAP.
143.—An
CHAP. 143.-An

act to
amend chapter
chapter one
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, volume
volume sixsixact
to amend
one hundred
teen, of
of the Statutes
Statutes at
teen,
at Large.
Large.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That chapter
hundred and
and
chapter one hundred
ninety
volume sixteen,
sixteen, of
the Statutes
at Large,
Large, being
being an
an act
act for
for
of the
Statutes at
ninety eight,
eight, volume
the disposal of the
the lands
reservation,
lands within
within the
the Fort Ridgely military reservation,
Minnesota, be amended
amended by adding thereto aanew section:
section:

""S
SEc.
EC. 4.
4. All
All lands within the limits of the said reservation and
and not
not
embracing any
improvements, shall be open to homestead
homestead
embracing
any government
government improvements,
settlement and
public lands
lands in
in Minnesota
as other
other public
Minnesota
settlement
and timber-culture
timber-culture entry
entry as
Proviso.
Proviso.
from and after the passage
passage of this act: Provided,
Provided, That all persons now
now
Rights of
of prior
prior residing on any of said
Rights
said lands, or who have filed on any of the lands of
of
settlers preserved.
settlers
preserved. said
reservation as
as bona fide settlers, shall have sixty
said reservation
sixty days from
from and
after the passage of this act to refile on the same
same tract
tract as homestead
or tree culture
a preference over all other persons
culture entry, and shall have a
persons
as to the tracts so settled on by them.
them. And all persons who were
preempt any
allowed to preempt
any of said lands, and who have paid
paid for the same
at the rate of one dollar
dollar and twenty-five
twenty-five cents per acre
acre shall be entitled
a patent for the same."
to a
Approved, March
1881.
Approved,
March 3, 1881.
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CHAP.
Louisiana into
judicial districts.
144.-An act
act to divide
divide the State of
of Louisiana
into two judicial
CHAP. 144.—An

507
507
3,1881.
Mach
March 3, 1881.

of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
States of
of America
the parishes
of Caddo,
Caddo, Bos- Louisiana
Louisiana dividparishes of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
States
int o two
sier,
Webster, Claiborne,
Union, Morehouse,
Morehouse, West
West Carroll,
Carroll ed
two judijudied into
East Carroll,
Carroll, East
Claiborne, Union,
sier, Webster,
Madison
Richland, Ouachita,
Red River,
De Soto,
Soto 'cial
cial districts.
districts.
River, De
Bienville, Red
Ouachita, Lincoln,
Lincoln, Bienville,
Madison, Richland,
Sabine,
Natchitoches, Jackson,
Jaekson, Caldwell, Franklin, Tensas, ConSabine, iVinn,
Winn, Natchitoches,
cordia, Catahoula, Grant, Vernon,
Vernon, Rapides,
Rapides, Avoyelles,
Landry, La
Avoyelles, Saint Landry,
La
Fayette,
Saint Martin's,
Martin's, Vermillion,
Cameron. and
and Calcasieu,
Calcasieu, in
in the
the State
State
Fayette, Saint
Vermillion, Cameron,
of
Louisiana, shall
shall constitute,
is hereby
hereby created,
created, the
the western
judicial Western judicial
of Louisiana,
constitute, and
and is
western judicial
district
that State;
and the district
district court now existing
existing in Louisiana
Louisiana district.
State; and
in that
district in
shall, from and after the passage of this act, be known as the district Eastern district.
court
eastern district of Louisiana,
said
parishes in said
Louisiana, and all the parishes
court for
for the eastern
belong to
to said district.
named shall
shall belong
State not above
above named

for
Provision for
the circuit
and district
SEC. 2.
That all
local nature
circuit and
district Provision
a local
nature in
in the
all suits
suits not
not of
of a
SEC.
2. That
courts
against a
inhabitant of
State, must
must be
suits not of
of a
belocal
suitsnot
a local
said State,
of said
single defendant,
defendant, inhabitant
a single
courts against
brought
resides, but if there
nature '
there are two or more nature.
the district where he resides,
brought in the
such suits may be brought in
in different
different districts, such
defendants, residing in
either district.
Prosecutions for
for
SEC. 3.
3. That
crimes or
or offenses
offenses hereafter
hereafter commitcommit- Prosecutions
for crimes
That all
all prosecutions
prosecutions for
SEC.
ted in
in either
either of
said districts
be cognizable
cognizable within
crimes/ etc.,
etc., heresuch district;
district; crimes,
within such
shall be
districts shall
of said
ted
and all
all prosecutions
for crimes
offenses heretofore
committed in
h ec
r
o
a
mamt r
ed
e
the aaaned heretofore
in the
or offenses
heretofore committed
crimes or
and
prosecutions for
commenced and proceeded
committed; where
proceeded with as if this committed;
district of Louisiana shall be commenced
act had
had not
triable.
been passed.
passed.
act
not been
SEC. 4.
4. That all civil suits
which have
have arisen in the Suits pending
pending
equity which
suits in law or equity
SEC.
may be remov.ed to
parishes composing said western
western district, or against persons residing
residing westerne
western dstrict.
district.
situated therein,
concerning lands situated
therein, and now pending, together
together
therein, or concerning
recognizances, and records
records belonging
belonging thereto,
process, writs, recognizances,
with all process,
shall, with
with the consent
consent of all the
western
transferred to said western
the parties,
parties, be transferred
shall,
district.
S
EC. 5.
That there
said district
two Places of holddistrict two
in said
semi-annually in
be held
held semi—annually
shall be
there shall
SEC.
5. That
ing courts.
following courts.
district and circuit courts, at each of the following
the district
stated sessions of the
January and Terms of courts.
Mondays of January
places, to wit: At Opelousas, on the first Mondays
at
January and June;
June; at Alexandria, on the fourth Mondays of January
June; at
Mondays of February and July; at Monroe,
Monroe,
Shreveport, on the third Mondays
on the first Mondays
Mondays of April and October.
the Judge
S
EC. 6.
6. That
That a
a person
be appointed
by the
Judge to be apappointed by
law shall
shall be
in the
the law
learned in
person learned
SEC.
President
of the
the United
and with the
consent of the
for westpointed for
the pointed
advice and consent
the advice
by and
States, by
United States,
President of
Senate, district
judge thereof,
thereof, with
with a
a salary
of three
thousand five
five hunhun- eriAalaisrtynct.
Senate,
district judge
salary of
three thousand
salary.
payable quarterly,
dred dollars per annum, payable
quarterly, and with the same powers
powers Powers and duand
district judge of the United
United States
States for the district of ties.
and duties as the district
required
conferred on him, or required
Louisiana
Louisiana as it now exists, and such as are conferred
Clerks.
of him, by this act. And the said judge shall appoint
appoint a
a clerk
clerk of the
district court
the western district, and a,
clerk of the circuit court for
a clerk
in the
court in
district
said district
appointed in the same
manner as
as other such clerks are
same manner
be appointed
shall be
said
district shall
appointed, and
and who
receive for
for the
the services
services performed
performed by them the
who shall
shall receive
appointed,
same
compensation that
are allowed
allowed to
of such
courts Compensation.
Compensation.
such courts
to the
the clerks
clerks of
that are
fees and
and compensation
same fees
holding their sessions in New Orleans, in the same State, and shall be
responsibilities, and
every respect
respect to the same restrictions
restrictions and responsibilities,
and
in every
subject in
Louisiana shall
the
district of Louisiana
the district and circuit courts for the eastern district
be
held in
New Orleans,
as heretofore.
And it
be the
the duty
of the
the Transfer
Transfer from
duty of
shall be
it shall
heretofore. And
Orleans, as
in New
be held
New
iCnOreorts
clerks of the district and circuit
circuit courts of the United States in New ienanil;stseiE2
belonging to
whenever the courts shall so order, to transmit, by some safe con- cases
cases belonginv
t
Orleans, whenever
veyance, or
deliver to
the clerks
clerks of
the courts
courts in
in the
the western
district, the western
western 'chediswestern district,
of the
to the
to deliver
or to
veyance,
er their
order, the
original papers in
properly belong trict.
in all such
such cases as properly
the original
their order,
or
to the
the court
in the
the western
district by
provisions of this act, together
together
by the provisions
western district
court in
to
proceedings had therein.
with aatranscript of the proceedings
Marshal and 1is
S
EC. 7.
7. That
That the
of the
United States,
States, by
and with
with the
the .
the United
by and
Marshal and .li
SEC.
the President
President of
advice
and
consent
of
the
Senate,
be,
and
hereby
is,
authorized
to
aptrict
attorney.
advice and consent of the Senate, be, and hereby is, authorized to appoint
attorney for the said
person as marshal and one -as district attorney
point one person
Louisiana crewestern district of the United States within the State of Louisiana
western
ated
appointment and
together
and service
service together
of appointment
the terms of
and that
that the
act; and
by this
this act;
ated by
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ESS. IIT.
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145, 146.
146.
144, 145,
CH. 144,
SESS.
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with
responsibilities of
of the said marshal End district
and responsibilities
duties and
the duties
with the
attorney,
respectively, for
district aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shall be in all respects
respects
the district
for the
attorney, respectively,
the
same within
said district
district as
of appointment
and serserappointment and
terms of
as the
the terms
their said
within their
the same
vices,
duties, and
and responsibilities
responsibilities of
of the
the marshal
marshal and
and district
attordistrict attorthe duties,
vices, the
ney,
eastern district
of the
Louisiana
State of Louisiana
the State
district of
the eastern
of the
respectively, of
ney, respectively,
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1881.

3, 1881.
March 3,1881.

CHAP.
act confirming
a certain
certain tract of land in
the title to a
vesting the
and vesting
confirming and
145.-An act
CHAP. 145.—An
Burlington, Iowa,
Iowa, in
in the
the independent
school district
district of said city.
independent school
Burlington,

Preamble.

"Valley
"west" after the words "
Whereas,
Valley
Whereas, it is claimed that the word "west"
street"
in
the
act
confirming
the
title
to
a
tract
of
land
in
city of
the
in
land
of
tract
to
a
title
the
confirming
street" in the act
Burlington Iowa",
approved July
July fourth,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen and
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight (volIowa", approved
Burlington
ume
page eighty
United States
Statutes at
at Large),
Large), is
clerical
is aaclerical
States Statutes
two, United
eighty two,
fifteen, page
ume fifteen,
error,
that the
the word
"east"" should
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof: ThereThereinserted in
be inserted
should be
word "east
and that
error, and
fore
properly confirm
confirm the
the title
to the
the lot
which was
intended
was intended
lot which
title to
to properly
order to
in order
fore in
to
confirmed by
by such act,
be confirmed
to be
Be
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the act entitled "An act
Congress assembled,
States
confirming
confirming the title to a
a tract of land in Burlington Iowa" approved
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty eight, be, and the same is hereby,
July fourth, eighteen
amended so
so as
as to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows: That
all of
of the
the title
title of
of the
United
the United
That all
amended
States
a certain tract of land in the city of Burlington, Des
in and to a
States in
lot
described as being
Iowa,tdescribed
Moines
Moines County, in the State
State of Iowa
being west
west of lot
number
hundred and
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight in
said city,
city, south
south of
Valof Valin said
nine hundred
number nine
ley street,
street, east
east of
north of
street, as
as
Market street,
of Market
and north
street, and
Boundary street,
of Boundary
ley
laid
down on
on the
the plat
plat of
of said
Congress of
certified under the act of Congress
said city certified
laid down
March
eighteen hundred and thirty seven, by William W. Conell
third, eighteen
March third,
and
George Cubbage,
Cubbage, commissioners,
commissioners, and now on file in the General
and George
Land
Office, and
and which
which was
reserved from sale by the United
was originally reserved
Land Office,
States and
to public burial
purposes, be, and the same is
burial purposes,
dedicated to
and dedicated
States
hereby
and vested
"independent school district" of
in the "independent
vested in
to and
confirmed to
hereby confirmed
said
city, to
forever dedicated
dedicated to and used by said school district for
to be
be forever
said city,
public
school purposes, and for no other purpose whatsoever.
public school
Approved, March 3, 1881.

1868, ch.
oh. 131,
15
Stat., 82,
82,
15 Stat.,
amended.
amended.

Title of land in
Burlington, Iowa,
Burlington
indetheindevested in the

pendent school
school dispendent
trictiorschoopdurtrict for school purposes.
poses

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March

CHAP.
146. —An act
land district in
in the State of Kansas.
additional land
an additional
establish an
to establish
act to
CHAP. 146.-An

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
described
southeast
southeast
the
the sixth
principal
boundary of the State of Kansas;
Kansas; thence
meridian on the south boundary
principal meridian
boundary of said State;
State;
southern boundary to the western boundary
on said southern
west on
thence
north on
boundary to the fourth standard
standard parallel
western boundary
on said western
thence north
south;
parallel to the northeast
northeast corner
corner of townthence east along said parallel
south; thence
ship
twenty-one south,
south, range
range thirty-one
thirty-one west, and thence south to the
ship twenty-one
place
place of beginning, in the State of Kansas, shall constitute an additional
land
the location
location for
southwestern land district, the
land district, to be called the southwestern
the
of which
which shall be designated by the President of the United
office of
the office
changed, as the public
States, and shall by him from time to time be changed,
interest
interest may seem to require.
be, and he hereby is, authorized, whenever
Register
SEC. 2. That the President be
whenever
re-- SEC.
Register and re
to appoint, in accordance
the public interest shall require, to
ceiver.
accordance with existing
a receiver for the
a register
laws
authorizing appointment to office, a
register and a
laws authorizing
required to reside at the site
hereby created, who shall each be required
district hereby
of the
responsibilities, and
said district, have the same powers, responsibilities,
for said
office for
of
the office
penalties which are,
subject to the same acts and penalties
emoluments, and be subject
emoluments,
or may
may be,
prescribed by
land-offices of the United
United
in relation to other land-offices
by law in
be, prescribed
or
States.

following
Southwestern
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following
in Congress
America in
States of America
Southwestern States
of Kansas,
in the
the State of
territory in
Kansas, to wit: commencing
commencing at the
Kan--territory
district, Ran
land district,
sas,
of township
thirty-five, south
south range
range thirty-one
thirty-one west
west of
township thirty-five,
corner of
established. corner
sas, established,

,
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SEC.
S
EC. 3. That all sales and locations
locations made at the offices
offices of the districts
in
embraced in this
district have
have hitherto
in which the lands embraced
this district
hitherto been
been included,
included,
situated
shall be
valid
situated wholly within the limits
limits of this
this district,
district, which
which shall
be valid
shall
and right in other
other respects
respects up to
to the
the day
day on
on which the new
new office shall
confirmed.
go into operation, be, and the same are hereby, confirmed.
Approved, March 3, 1881.
CHAP. 147.-An
147.—An act to regulate the mode of purchasing
purchasing tobacco for the United
States Navy.

March 3,
March
3, 1881.

it enacted
enacted by the
Representatives of the
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the United
United
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy Regulating
mode
States of America
America in
That the
Regulating mode
be,
directed to
tobacco for
purchasing tobe, and he is hereby,
hereby, directed
to cause all
all purchases
purchases of
of tobacco
for the of purchasing
bacco for United
vy ited
Stateos No
use of the Navy
Navy to be made in the city of Washington,
Washington ' and as follows: States
Navy.
In the month
month of February or March
March of each year the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
proposals for bids for supplying the Navy with tobacco
Navy shall cause proposals
tobacco
during the next year to be advertised thirty days in one daily newspaper
newspaper
York, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, Baltimore,
in each of the cities of New York,
Raleigh, North Carolina, Saint Louis, Louisville,
Louisville, Nashville,
Richmond, Raleigh,
Hartford, Connecticut, Detroit, Cairo, Illinois, and Chicago; said tobacco
manufactured during the months
to be
be manufactured
months of
of June, July, August,
August, and September; the bids to be accompanied by samples of the tobacco which each
bidder may propose to furnish. The lowest bid.
bid for furnishing tobacco
equal to the United States Navy
Navy standard
standard now in use shall be accepted.
United
Approved, March 3, 1881.
Approved,
CHAP. 148.—An
preparation of classified abridgments of all
148.-An act to provide for the preparation
letters patent of the United States.

March 3,
3, 1881.

qf Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
abridgClassified abridgthousand Classified
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum of ten thousand
States of America in
dollars be, and the same hereby
hereby is, appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of any-moneys
moneys patent
of the
M ;
ments of
of
Unitheletters
Unibelonging
patent fund in the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
belonging to
to the
the patent
the Treasury
appropriated, ted States
tes to be
expended under the direction of the Commissioner of Patents in printed.
to be expended
To be
be paid
the preparation
classified abridgments
abridgments of all letters patent of the To
from
paid from
of classified
the
preparation of
patent fund.
patent fund.
United States.
SEC 2.
SEC
2. That
That the said
said abridgments
abridgments shall be printed, and one copy of Distribution.
Representative, and Delegate
each shall be furnished to each Senator, Representative,
in Congress; one copy to each of eight public libraries to be designated
designated
by
Representative and Delegate; and two copies
copies to the
the
each Senator,
Senator, Representative
by each
Library
copies to such foreign governments,
Library of Congress; and also copies
libraries, and learned societies as the Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents may
at
designate: Provided,
Provided, That copies shall be sold at the cost of printing, Copies sold at
cost.
and
or before
before the
the first
first day of cost.
all sums
sums received
received from
from such sale shall, on or
and all
each month, be paid into the Treasury.
Approved,
March 3,1881.
3, 1881.
Approved, March
i

CHAP. 149.-An
149.—An act
act to
the price
price and
and dispose
dispose of
of the
the Osage
of the
Osage
the residue
residue of
to graduate
graduate the
CHAP.
principal meriIndian trust
trust and diminished-reserve
diminished-reserve lands, lying east of the sixth principal
dian, in Kansas.

March 3,
1881.
3, 1881.
March

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representaties of
United
of the
the United
of Representaties
Be it
States of
assembled, That
That all
all of
of Osage
Osage
lands known
known as
as Sale of
of the
the lands
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
of America
America in
and
d
Idli
thc trusreserve
t
the Osage Indian trust and diminished reserve lands, lying east of the Idiianished
e
reserv
di
minished
remaining unsold on lands, Kansas.
sixth principal
principal meridian,
meridian, in the State
State of Kansas, remaining
the thirtieth
thirtieth day of June, anno Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-one,
eighty-one,
shall be offered for sale at public auction to the highest bidder for cash
at
than seventy-five
seventy-five cents
cents per
acre; and
and all
lands remainremainper acre;
all of
of said
said lands
at not
not less
less than
ing
unsold on
ann.() Domini
eighteen hundred
Domini eighteen
hundred
on the thirtieth
thirtieth day of
of June,
June, anno
ing unsold
of sale.
and
shall be
offered for
for sale
sale to
highest bidder
cash, Terms
Terms of
sale.
bidder for
for cash,
to the
the highest
two, shall
be offered
and eighty
eighty two,
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Proviso.
Proviso.

March 3,
1881.
3, 1881.
March

R. S. 1486, amended.
ed.
Engineer officers
ters
UEn gifneerStates
United
Navy.
Proviso.
Proviso.

March
March 3, 1881.
Redmond Tully.

Provisos.
Provisos.

March
3, 1881.
1881
March 3,

Appropriation.
Appropriation.
Payment
InPayment of Indian
dian war bonds of
of
CaliforState of
of California.
1854, ch.
ch. '267,
267,
Stat., 582.
582.
10 Stat.,

1881.

at not
not less
less than
than fifty
fifty _cents
per acre;
acre; and
of said
lands remaining
remaining
all of
said lands
and all
_cents per
at
unsold on
on the
the thirtieth
day of
June, anno
Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
of June,
anno Domini
thirtieth day
unsold
eighty-three, shall
offered for
for sale
sale to
highest bidder
bidder for
at
for cash,
cash, at
to the
the highest
shall be
be offered
eighty-three,
not less
than twenty-five
twenty-five cents
cents per
acre; and
and all
of said
remaining
said lands
lands remaining
all of
per acre;
less than
not
unsold after
after the
said public
public offering
subject to
to be
be disposed
disposed
be subject
offering shall
shall be
the last
last said
unsold
of by
entry at
at twenty-five
twenty-five cents
per acre,
acre, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
cents per
cash entry
of
by cash
Interior may
offer the
the same
same as
aforesaid, in
in such
such quantities
quantities as
as may
seem
may seem
as aforesaid,
may offer
Interior
to him
him best;
may make
make all
regulations, including
including the
the puball needful
needful regulations,
and may
best; and
to
lication of
notice of
of sale,
may deem
to carry
out the
the
carry out
deem proper
proper to
he may
sale, as
as he
of notice
lication
provisions of
of this
this act:
act: Provided,
shall be
no proceeding
proceeding shall
Provided, however, That no
provisions
taken under
under this
act until
until at
at least
least two-thirds
of the
the adult
adult males
said
males of
of said
two-thirds of
this act
taken
Osage Indian
Indian tribes
to the
the foregoing
provisions.
foregoing provisions.
assent to
shall assent'
tribes shall
Osage
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
Approved,
CHAP.
150.—An act
act to
to amend
amend section
hundred and
and eighty-six
the ReReof the
eighty-six of
fourteen hundred
section fourteen
CHAP. 150.-An
vised Statutes
Statutes in
in order
preserve the meaning
meaning of
of the original law from which it
order to
to preserve
vised
was taken,
taken, with
with reference
Naval
graduates of the Naval
engineer officers,
officers, graduates
the rank of engineer
reference to the
was
Academy.
Academy.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Be
it enacted
assembled, That
That section fourteen
America in
States of
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
fourteen hundred
and eighty-six
eighty-six of the Revised Statutes of the United States be amended
amended
by
after the
word "accordingly",
at the
the end
the section
the
section the
of the
end of
"accordingly ", at
the word
inserting after
by inserting
words,
in this
this section
section shall
so construed
as
construed as
shall be
be so
That nothing
nothing in
words, "Provided,
"Provided, That
to give to any officer of the staff corps precedence
a higher relative
precedence of, or a
rank than
than that
that of,
of, another
another staff officer in the same grade and corps, and
rank
whose
commission in such grade and corps antedates that of such offiwhose commission
cer."
Approved, March
3, 1881.
March 3,1881.
CHAP.
151. —An act
act for
for the
of Redmond
Tully.
Redmond Tully.
relief of
the relief
CHAP. 151.-An

United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and House
Be it
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President
President be, and he
in Congress
States of America in
authorized to nominate
nominate and by and with the advice and conis hereby,
hereby, authorized
sent of the Senate to appoint, Redmond
Redmond Tully, late first lieutenant
lieutenant of
lieutenant in the United
the Twelfth United States Infantry, as first lieutenant
States infantry,
confirmation uninfantry, to take effect from his nomination and confirmation
assigned to the first vacancy occurring
der this act, and that he shall be assigned
in such grade in the infantry arm of the service: Provided,
Provided, That no pay
allowances on account
account of previous
previous rank or services
services be allowed or
or allowances
further, That all laws prohibiting
paid to the said Tully: And provided further,
prohibiting
appointments in the Army in such cases be, and they are hereby, suspended so far, and so far only, as to the nomination of said Tully.
pended
Approved, March
March 3,1881.
3, 1881.
Approved,
CHAP.
152.—An act
act for
payment of
of certain
certain Indian
Indian war
bonds of
of the
the State
of
State of
war bonds
for the
the payment
CHAP. 152.-An
California.

Be it
Representatives of the United
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Treasdirected to pay, out of the unexpended
unexpended balance
ury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, directed
balance
of an appropriation of nine hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty four thousand two hundred and fifty nine dollars
dollars and sixty five cents made by the third section
of the act of Congress approved
approved August fifth, eighteen hundred and
and
fifty four, the sum of one thousand two hundred
and
hundred and ninety dollars and
fifty six cents, which last named amount is hereby reappropriated,
reappropriated, to
the lawful holder of four California
California Indian war bonds issued by said
eighteenth day of May, eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
State on the eighteenth
under the provisions
legislature thereof
provisions of the act of the legislature
thereof approved
approved May
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third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-two, for the
the suppression of
of Indian
hostilities
and sixty
sixty four,
four,
hostilities therein,
therein, numbered
numbered respectively
respectively one
one hundred
hundred and
one
and sixty-six,
and one
hunone hundred and
sixty-six, one
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and
one hundred and sixty-eight, each bond being forthe
for the sum of two hundred
hundred and
fifty dollars, and bearing
bearing interest from date
date of issue at
at the
the rate
rate of seven
seven
per
centum per
per annum;
annum; the
herein appropriated
per centum
the amount
amount herein
appropriated being
being for
for the
the
principal of said bonds, with interest
interest thereon
thereon from date
principal
date of issue
issue until
until
the first
first of July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty:
sixty: Provided,
Provided, That said
said bonds
bonds
shall
except out
shall not
not be
be paid except
out of any
any amount remaining unapplied
unapplied of the
appropriation of nine hundred and twenty four thousand two hundred
hundred
appropriation
and
heretofore made.
and fifty-nine dollars
dollars and
and sixty five
five cents
cents heretofore
made.
March 3, 1881.
Approved, March
153.—An act to amend section two thousand two hundred and ninety-seven,
CHAP. 153.-An
ninety-seven,
of title thirty-two, of the Revised
Revised Statutes, relating to homestead settlers.

51]
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Provi8o.
Proviso.

March
1881.
March 3, 1881.

it enacted
Representatives of the United
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
S. 2297,amend
229i, amend
assembled, That section numbered
R.S.
numbered twenty- R.
Congress assembled,
States of America
America in Congress
ed.
thirty-two, be amended
numbered thirty-two,
two hundred
hundred and ninety-seven,
ninety-seven, of title numbered
amended ed.
by
Provided, That where Proviso.
by adding thereto
thereto the
the following
following proviso,
proviso, namely: Provided,
set
there may be climatic reasons the Commissioner
Commissioner of the General
General Land Homestead set
there
tiers.
Office may, in his discretion,
discretion, allow the settler twelve months from the tiers.
date of filing in which to commence his residence
residence on said land under
such rules and regulations as he may prescribe.
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,

154.—An act amendatory
provide for
CHAP. 154.-An
amendatory of
of and supplementary
supplementary to "An
"An act to
to provide
for
the holding
holding of terms of the district and circuit courts of the United States at Fort
Fort
eighteenth, eighteen
approved June eighteenth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight.
seventy-eight.
Wayne, Indiana ", approved

March 3, 1881.
1881.

United
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
it enacted
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
Be it
terms each
Two terms
each
assembled, That there shall be two terms Two
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
of United States
United
Stltes
United States district and circuit courts for the district of of
each
each of the district and circuit
circuit
district
held in
the city
Indiana, said
to begin
begin on
Indiana, held
in the
city of
of Fort
Fort Wayne,
Wayne, Indiana,
said terms
terms to
on co
, r t s, FFort
ort
courts,
in June
and December.
the second
Tuesday in
June and
December.
the
second Tuesday

Wayne, Indiana.
Wayne,
Indiana.

SEC.
S
EC. 2. The clerk of the district and circuit courts for the district of
Indiana,
Indiana, and marshal and district attorney
attorney for said district, shall perform the duties appertaining
appertaining to their offices respectively
respectively for said courts,
Deputy clerk
clerk and
and
deputies, who shall reside and Deputy
and said clerk and marshal shall appoint deputies,
marsh als appoi ntappointkeep their offices
offices at Fort Wayne,
Wayne, Indiana. Said deputies shall keep in marshals
ed
at Foi
Fm tt
ed to
to reside
reside at
their
offices such
records as
to their
their offices,
offices, and
said deputy
their offices
such records
as appertain
appertain to
and said
deputy Wayne.
clerk
records of all actions, proceedings,
proceedings, and
office full
full records
clerk shall keep in his office
courts.
judgments in said courts.
Approved, March 3, 1881.
CHAP.
155.—An act to confirm
confirm the title to certain lands in the State of Ohio.
CHAP. 155.-An

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March

United
Be it
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
States of
of America
America in Congress
assembled, That
in
United States relin- Title to lands in
That the
the United
Congress assembled,
States
quish, to
to whom
whom it
it may
may concern,
concern, all
all title,
title, interest,
in and
to Ohioreonfirmed
Ohio confirmedap
to
quish,
interest, and
and control
control in
and to
children of Capparcel of
tam Logan.
that certain parcel
of land in
in the
the State of Ohio
Ohio ceded to the children of
of tin
Captain
Logan, a
the Shawnee
Shawnee tribe of Indians, by the eighth
a chief
chief of
of the
Captain Logan,
article of the treaty of September twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and
seventeen,
described in the patent issued therefor
therefor by the
seventeen, and more fully described
President and bearing date the eighteenth
eighteenth day of April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
twenty-one; and the United States waive and relinquish,
for
relinquish, for
dred and
and twenty-one;
the
benefit of
of whom
concern, the provision of article three of the
whom it
it may concern,
the benefit
treaty
seventeenth, anno
anno Domini
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Domini eighteen
treaty of
of September
September seventeenth,
eighteen, between
between the United States and the Wyandot, Seneca, Shaw-
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nee,
and Ottawa
Ottawa tribes
tribes of
of Indians,
Indians, so
as it
it concerns
concerns the
the land
landss
far only
only as
so far
nee, and
granted in
eighth article
article of
of the
referred to
to i
n said
said article
article three,
three,
in
the treaty
treaty referred
the eighth
granted
in the
to the
of Captain
Captain Logan
Logan
children of
to
the children
Approved,
March
3,
1881.
3,1881.
March
Approved,

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March

CHAP.
act to
to establish
establish a
of delivery
delivery at
at Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, in
of
State of
in the State
a port
port of
156.-An act
CHAP. 156.—An
Indiana.
Indiana.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate

of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
in the
the State
State
Indianapolis in
That Indianapolis
assembled, That
America in
Indianapolis,
States of
Indianapolis, In- States
Indiana be and the same is hereby constituted
a port of delivery;
diana, created
created aa of Indiana
constituted a
delivery;
port
of delivery.
transportation of dutiable merchanprivileges of immediate
delivery. and
port of
and that the privileges
immediate transportation
1880, ck. 190.
e conferred by
dise
the
act
of
June
tenth,
eighteen
eighty,
and eighty,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
tenth,
June
act
of
the
by
dis conferred
Ante,
173.
A8te, c3.

immediate transentitled "An
"An act to amend the statutes in relation to immediate
portation
purposes" be and the same
for other purposes"
goods, and for
dutiable goods,
portation of dutiable
are hereby
hereby extended
to said
said port;
and there
shall be
be appointed
surappointed aasurthere shall
port; and
extended to
Surveyor of cus- are
veyor of
of customs
customs to
reside at
port, who
be
to be
salary to
shall receive
receive aa salary
who shall
at said
said port,
to reside
veyor
toms.
Salary.
Salary.
determined
Treasury, not exceeding
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
exceeding one thousand
dollars per annum.
Approved, March
3, 1881.
1881.
Approved,
March 3,

Marc
1
March
3,,, 18.
1881.
March

Monument at
Schuylerville,
N.
Schuylerville, N.
Y.,
commemoraommemoratY-e
tive of the battle
battle
of Saratoga.
Saratoga.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Proviso.

CHAP. 157.-An
157.—An act
monument at
Schuylerville,
at Schuylerville,
a monument
of a
for the
the erection
erection of
provide for
act to
to provide
CHAP.
New
Saratoga, and for other
other purposes
commemorative of the battle of Saratoga,
New York, commemorative

and Souse
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
Whereas
patriotic gentlemen
gentlemen of the State
Seymour and other patriotic
Whereas Horatio Seymour
eighteen hundred and fifty
fifty nine, organize
of New York
York did, in the year eighteen
perpetual charter
Association" under aaperpetual
the "Saratoga
"Saratoga Monument
Monument Association"
charter from
the
legislature
of
said
State,
whose
object
was
the
erection
of
a fitting
fitting
of a
the
erection
was
object
whose
said
State,
the legislature of
the site
site of
Burgoyne's surrender;
and
memorial
on the
of Burgoyne's
surrender; and
memorial on
Whereas the sum of ten thousand dollars has already been
been donated
Whereas
association has been
by the citizens of said State, with which sum said association
enabled to purchase
purchase two acres of land near the mouth of Fish Creek, on
enabled
the high ground overlooking the meadow
meadow where
where the British laid down
their arms at the battle of Saratoga;
Saratoga; and
and
Whereas
Whereas said association
association has recently built upon said lot the foundation of the monument, of concrete,
concrete, forty feet square
square and eight feet deep,
deep,
entire
as well
well as a
a quarter of the granite plinth or base (covering the entire
foundation), four and one-half
one-half feet high; and the corner stone, ten
foundation),
feet square and two feet high: Therefore,
Therefore,
House of Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
States of
in Congress
assembled, That the
sum of thirty thouthe sum
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
be, and the same is hereby, appropriated, out of any
sand dollars be,
appropriated to be expended
expended
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
in
committee, in
by said association, under the direction
direction of its building committee,
Schuylerville, State of New York, upon said foundation,
erecting at Schuylerville,
the monument hereinbefore
hereinbefore referred to; the same to be of granite
and of the obelisk form; the main shaft to be twenty feet square, and
and
the
hundred and fifty
J. C. Markham,
designed by J.
Markham, of
of
the height one
one hundred
fifty feet, as designed
New York City, and adopted by said association:
association: Provided,
Provided, That
That
before transferring
transferring said money, or any part thereof, to the Saratoga
Association, it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
Monument Association,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, who shall so certify, that a
a sum of
of
money
money has been raised by said association
association which, together with the
sum hereby appropriated,
appropriated, shall be sufficient
sufficient to complete
complete the
the monument
monument
in accordance
accordance with the design specified in this act.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.

FORTY SIXTH CONGRESS.
SEss. U
Cu. 158,
159, 160.
160. 1881.
1881.
158, 159,
mlT.t. CH.
CONGRESS. SESS.
FORTY-SIXTH
CHAP. 158.-An
158.—An act
act to
intent and
meaning of
act to
to reimburse
reimburse
"An act
of "An
and meaning
the true
true intent
to declare
declare the
CHAP.
the
of Kentucky
moneys expended
expended for
United States
enrolling, subin enrolling,
States in
the United
for the
for moneys
Kentucky for
State of
the State
sisting,
clothing, supplying,
supplying, arming,
equipping, paying
transporting militia
militia
and transporting
paying and
arming, equipping,
sisting, clothing,
forces
aid in
approved June
eighth, eighteen hunJune eighth,
rebellion," approved
the rebellion,"
in suppressing
suppressing the
to aid
forces to
dred
and seventy
seventy two.
two.
dred and

513
513
March
3, 1881.
1881.
March 3,

Be it
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
intent
States
of alciDeclaring
D
dii
eeein
n
g
gin
of act
in Congress assembled, That in adjusting the claim of
America inCongress
States of America
to andmeauingofact
the
State of
"equipment" shall be construed to
Kentucky the term "equipment"
of Kentucky
the State
of Congress profor reimmean
and include
include the
the arming
arming of
of said forces,
their viding
voidingon gfr
forces, as an essential part of their
mean and
equipments,
and the
supplying" shall
forage and fuel,
fuel,. bursement
bursemeut to Keninclude forage
shall include
word "supplying"
the word
equipments, and
and
shall be
be embraced,
embraced,m
.
the title of tucky
tncky of moneys
indicated in the
as indicated
transportation shall
the transportation
and the
act, it
it being
being the
the intention
intention of
of Congress
Congress in the
passage of
of said
said act
act to
to expeded
war
expended
penod
fed
thein
in tebe
the passage
the act,
lion.
settle
and
adjust
said
accounts.
accounts.
said
adjust
settle and
Approved,
March 3, 1881.
Approved, March

CHAP 159.-An
159.—An act
act to
vacate and
and close
in square
five hundred and four in
square five
an alley
alley in
close an
to vacate
CHAP.
Washington, District of Columbia.
Washington,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
Be it

March 3,
1 1.
3,1881.

the Commissioners
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Commissioners of the
assembled, That
America in
States

Alley in
in square
square
Alley
504, Washington,

CHAP 160.-An
160.—An act
to construe
construe an
an act
"An act
to relieve
relieve the
churches and
and
the churches
act to
entitled "An
act entitled
act to
CHAP.
orphan asylums
asylums of
the District
and to
to clear
of
trustees of
the trustees
of the
title of
the title
clear the
Columbia and
of Columbia
District of
of the
orphan
property."
such property."

March 3, 1881.
1881.
March

District
discretion, are
and emem- D..54
authorized and
hereby authorized
are hereby
in their
their discretion,
C...Comamington
Commissionof Columbia,
Columbia, in
District of
powered to
to sell
and convey
to the
the Washington
Washington and
and Georgetown
Georgetown RailRail- ers may
may sell to
to
convey to
sell and
powered
and
Washington and
road Company
the ground
ground occupied
alley running
running north and south Washington
occupied by the alley
Company the
road
Georgetown RailRaileight, nine, and
in
square five
five hundred
hundred and
four, between
between lots
lots eight,
and ten, in Georgetown
and four,
in square
road Company.
Company.
road
close
the
city
of
Washington,
District
of
Columbia,
vacate
close
and
vacate
to
and
Columbia,
of
District
the city of Washington,
up said
That said
said ground shall not be sold at aaprice Provisos.
Provided, That
alley: Provided,
said alley:
up
probelow the
average assessed
of the lands
lands in said square: And provalue of
assessed value
the average
below
vided further,
further, That
the Commissioners
Commissioners aforesaid
aforesaid shall deposit in the
That the
vided
Treasury of
the United
United States,
to the
the credit
credit of
general fund of the
of the general
States, to
of the
Treasury
Washington
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
the purchase
purchase money
money paid
paid by said Washington
District of
Company
and
Georgetown Railroad Company
and Georgetown
188L
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1881.

Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
by the
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
enacted by
Be
Church property
property
States
in Congress
assembled, That
upon the
payment on
or ofChurch
on or
the payment
That upon
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
District
of Cobefore the
of October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty one,
one, of
of all
all lumbia,
Distriet
ufom.
day of
first day
cer tain
released
releasCo
before the first
taxes
and assessments
assessments levied
levied since
the first
July, eighteen
hula. from certain taxes.
eighteen hunof July,
day of
first day
since the
taxes and
purparsonage p
church property used for parsonage
fired
four , upon church
urseventy four,
and seventy
dred and
poses
Columbia, all
all taxes
and assessments
assessments levied upon
upon
taxes and
of?Columbia,
District of
the District
in the
poses in
said parsonage
parsonage property
to said
said first
day of
of July,
July, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
first day
prior to
property prior
said
and seventy
seventy four, together
with any and all penalties, costs, and interest
interest
together with
and
that
have accrued
accrued thereon,
hereby are, remitted and
and
thereon, shall be, and hereby
may have
that may
released.
Orphan asylums
SEC. 2.
taxes and
assessments heretofore
heretofore levied
levied upon orphan
Orphansylums
orphan Taxes
and assessments
all taxes
That all
2. That
SEC.
and as.
asylums,
and
on
the
grounds
actually
occupied
thereby,
together
with
asylums, and on the grounds actually occupied thereby, together with Taees andremitZs
d
srl
e
X:aft I
'
mi
tO
to
hereafter
accrued thereon,
all
penalties, costs,
interest that may have accrued
thereon, shall ted;
and interest
costs, and
all penalties,
be exempt
exempt nom
rom
be,
and hereby
anti released;
released; and said asylums and grounds
grounds be
remitted and
are remitted
hereby are
be, and
taxation.
shall
exempt from
while so occupied:
occupied: Provided,
Provided, taxation.
taxation while
from taxation
be exempt
hereafter be
shall hereafter
Proviso.
Proeso.
be
still
That
all
other
real
estate
belonging
to
institutions
shall
institutions
such
to
belonging
estate
That all other real
held for
for assessment
assessment and
and taxation,
and for all
previous assessments and
all previous
taxation, and
held
taxes.
3,188L
Approved, March 3,
1881.
Approved,
XXI--38

RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
[No.
1.]
[No. 1.]

Joint
resolution directing
one copy
to be
be sent
sent to
Record to
of Congressional
Congressional Record
copy of
directing one
Joint resolution
each of our legations abroad.
abroad.

Resolved
Senate and
and House
of the
United States
the United
Representativesof
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
of America
That the
the Public
Public Printer
and he
he is
is
be and
Printer be
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of
America in

Dec. 18, 1880.
Dec.

Congressional
Congressional

hereby
authorized and
and directed
to forward
free of
of charge
charge one
one copy
copy of
of Recordsent
Record sent free
free to
to
forward free
directed to
hereby authorized
legations abroad.
Com- legations abroad.
legations abroad.
abroad. CornCongressional Record to each of our legations
the daily Congressional
mencing
the beginning
beginning of
session and continuing
continuing each day until
of this session
at the
mencing at
the fourth
fourth day
day of
of March
March eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one.
eighty-one.
the
Approved,
December 18,
1880.
18,1880.
Approved, December

[No. 2.]
2.] Joint
Joint resolution
thousand five
dollars to meet
hundred dollars
five hundred
two thousand
appropriating two
resolution appropriating
[No.
the
International Sanitary
Sanitary Conference
Conference invited
invited to meet
meet in WashingWashingthe expenses of the International
ton
on
the
first
of
January,
eighteen
hundred
and
eighty-one.
eighty-one.
ton on the first of January, eighteen hundred

Jan. 21, 1881.
1881.

States
Resolved
Representatives of the United States
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
International
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
sum of two thousand five International
the sum
That the
in Congress
America in
of
hundred dollars,
dollars, or
thereof as may be necessary, be and the Sanitary Conferor so much thereof
hundred
Appropriation.
appropriated out of any moneys in the Treasury
Treasury not ellAppropriation.
same is hereby appropriated
expenses attending
otherwise
appropriated to defray the necessary
necessary expenses
attending the
otherwise appropriated
Conference invited to meet at
meeting
International Sanitary
Sanitary Conference
at
of the
the International
meeting of
Washington
eighty-one,
eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
January, eighteen
the first of January,
Washington on the
approved the fourteenth
in
pursuance of
of the
the joint
resolution of Congress
fourteenti 1880, Res. 33.
Congress approved
joint resolution
in pursuance
Ante, 306.
306.
immediately Ante,
of
hundred and eighty.
eighty. The said sum to be immediately
of May, eighteen hundred
available and to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
State.
Approved,
January 21, 1881.
Approved, January
[No.
3.]
[No. 3.]

Joint resolution
resolution in reference
reference to the distribution
the Congressional
Congressional Record.
Record.
distribution of the

Jan. 27,
27, 1881.

'tates
Representatives of the United States
Resolved
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
Resolved by the
of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Public Printer
Congressionae
be authorauthor- ReCcoonrgreisusrnil?sucl.
Printer be
the Public
That the
of America
ized
Justice and each of the associate justices of the Chief Justice
Justice and
ized to furnish the Chief Justice
marshal of the associate
Supreme
States, and
and the
the clerk
and marshal
associate justices,
clerk and
United States,
of the
the United
Court of
Supreme Court
court
current copy of the Daily Congressional
Congressional Record, and at the etc.
court with aacurrent
end
copy of the proceedings
proceedings of Congress
Congress for such
such
a bound copy
end of each session a
Official Resession.
furnish to the Official
Public Printer shall also furnish
the Public
And the
session. And
porter
the Congressional
Congressional Record
Record for
for
five bound copies of the
Senate five
porter of the Senate
each session.
Approved,
January 27,
1881.
27,1881.
Approved, January

[No.
4.] Joint
making an
for filling
filling up, draining and placing
placing
an appropriation
appropriation for
resolution making
Joint resolution
[No. 4.]
the
in
sanitary condition the ground south of the Capitol, along the line of the
in good
good sanitary
old canal and for other purposes.
purposes.

Representatives of the United States
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and
of
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum oftwenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars
of America
appropriated out of any moneys
be and the same is hereby appropriated
moneys in the Treasury,
not
otherwise appropriated
appropriated for the purpose
purpose of continuing
continuing the filling up,
not otherwise
draining, and
the old canal, the
good sanitary condition the
in good
and placing in
draining,
515
561

Jan.
27, 1881.
1881.
Jan. 27,

Appropriation.
Appropriation.
Drainingand
aund
Daining
filling
up ground
south of Capitol,
etc.
etc.

516
516

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
III. RE
RES. 5,
5, 6,
6, 7,
7, 8,
8, 9.
9.
ss. III.
CONGRESS. SESS.
FORTY-SIXTH

1881.
1881.

grounds of
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, along
along the
the line
of
line of
of the
States, south
south of
the United
United States,
grounds
said
canal. The
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
determine the
the plan
plan
of the
the District
District shall
shall determine
said canal.
of
said work,
the labor
to do
the same
same by
by the
the day,
day, week,
week, or
or
labor to
do the
employ the
work, employ
of said
month
and see
that it
is properly
and shall
shall disburse
the
disburse the
conducted, and
it is
properly conducted,
see that
month and
money, and
and make
make report
the same
same to
Congress.
to Congress.
of the
report of
money,
Approved, January
27, 1881.
1881.
January 27,
Approved,

Feb.
1, 1881.
1881.
Feb. 1,

Printing, binding, and illustrating
Report of
Naing Report
of Na

tional Board of

Health.
Health.

Feb. 1,1881.
1, 1881.
Feb.

District
Claim of
of District
of
of Columbia
Columbia
against the
the BaltiBaltimore and
and Ohio
Railroad ComRailroad
pany;
pany; settlement
settlement
of, confirmed.

8, 1881.
Feb. 8,1881.

American
regisAmerican register
ter to the
the steamsteamship
ship Dessoug,
Dessoug, authorized.
thorized.

1881.
Feb. 8,
8, 1881.

[No. 6.]
resolution to
to print
print six
of the
the Report
Report of
the National
National
of the
copies of
six thousand
thousand copies
[No.
6.] Joint
Joint resolution
Board
of Health.
Health.
Board of

Resolved by
of the
the United
United States
States
of _Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved
of America
Congress assembled,
there be
be printed
printed and
and bound,
unbound, unThat there
assembled, That
in Congress
of
America in
der the direction
direction of the National
National Board
Board of Health,
Health, six thousand
thousand copies
copies
of
annual report,
with accompanying
of its
its annual
report, with
accompanying documents,
documents, and
and the board is
hereby authorized
from the
the appropriation
appropriation heretofore
made for
for
heretofore made
expend from
to expend
authorized to
hereby
dollars for the
hundred dollars
its use
exceed the
the sum
sum of
of fifteen
fifteen hundred
the preparanot to
to exceed
its
use not
tion of
of illustrations
illustrations for
the report;
thousand five
hundred copies
copies of
of
five hundred
report; one
one thousand
for the
tion
said
the use
Senate; three
three thousand
for the
the use
use
thousand copies
copies for
of the
the Senate
for the
use of
said report
report for
of the
the louse
of Representatives,
and one
one thousand
five hundred
hundred copies
copies
thousand five
Representatives, and
of
House of
for
use of
Board of
of Health.
Health.
of the
the National
National Board
the use
for the
Approved,
1881.
1, 1881.
February 1,
Approved, February

resolution ratifying
settlement of taxes made by
by the District
District Commisratifying settlement
[No. 7.]
7.] Joint resolution
sioners
with the
Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad
Railroad Company.
and Ohio
the Baltimore
sioners with

Resolved by
by the
Representatives of
of the United States
States
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and House of
Resolved
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
made by the Comsettlement made
assembled, That the settlement
of
missioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia with the Baltimore and Ohio
missioners
Railroad Company
Company of the claim of said District upon said company
company for
for
Railroad
District up to
taxes due by the said
said company
company to said District
account of taxes
and on
on account
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine, be, and the same is hereby,
hereby,
July first, eighteen
ratified and
and confirmed,
confirmed, and
that the
Commissioners be, and they are
are
the said
said Commissioners
and that
ratified
execute any vouchers
papers necessary
necessary to the
vouchers or papers
authorized to execute
hereby, authorized
final
settlement, and
and as evidence
evidence that the
the same
same is
is
said settlement,
final consummation
consummation of said
concluded
concluded and closed.
Approved,
February 1, 1881.
Approved, February

[No.
[No. 8.]

inspection and
resolution authorizing
and issue of
of an
an American
American register
register
Joint resolution
authorizing the inspection
to the Egyptian
Egyptian steamship Dessoug.

_House of
of Representatives
States
Representativesof the United States
and House
by the Senate and
Resolved by
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
of America in Congress
American register to the steamauthorized to issue an American
be, and is hereby, authorized
Egyptian nationality but of American
ship Dessoug, of Egyptian
American ownership;
ownership; and
inspection of her machinery
machinery and hull shall be restricted
restricted by the
that the inspection
inspectors of steam vessels
vessels simply to the inquiry as to their safety for
for
without reference
reference to the mode or place of
passengers, without
the conveyance
conveyance of passengers,
a special certificate
construction; and that a
their construction;
certificate of inspection may be
issued for
for said
said steamship.
steamship.
Approved, February
February 8, 1881.
Approved,

resolution to
provide for printing
printing and distributing
distributing the
the index of the
to provide
[No. 9.] Joint resolution
Congressional Record
Congressional
Record semi-monthly.

United States
and House of
of Representatives
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
Resolved
the Senate
Representatives of the United

Printing and
and disdis -of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
on Printing
Printing
in Congress
of America
Printing
tributing index of 1,
Congressional Rec. b
e, and
and they
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to make
make the
the necessary
necessary
directed to
authorized and
they are
be,
CongressionalRecprovisions and arrangements
arrangements for hereafter
ord semi-monthly.
semi monthly. provisions
hereafter issuing the index of the Con
Con

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. III.
III. RES.
10, 11,
12.
FORTY-SIXTH
SESS.
RES. 9,
9, 10,
11, 12.

517
517

1881.
1881.

gressional Record
the sessions
of Congress,
Congress, beginbeoingressional
Record semi-monthly
semi-monthly during
during the
sessions of
ning with
next ensuing
ensuing session. That the Public
and he
he is
Public Printer be, and
ning
with next
hereby, directed
directed to print and distribute
number of
of copies of
of
distribute the same number
hereby,
said semi-monthly
prints and
of the
the daily
issue
and distributes
distributes of
daily issue
said
semi-monthly index
index as
as he
he prints
That
of the Record,
Record, and to
to the
the same
same persons
persons and in the same manner. That
Printer shall employ
employ such person to prepare
prepare said index as
the Public Printer
shall be
be designated
by the
Joint Committee
Committee on Printing,
Printing, who
who shall also
shall
designated by
the Joint
fix and
compensation to
to be
by the
the Public
for
be paid
paid by
Public Printer
Printer for
fix
and regulate
regulate the
the compensation
the said
work and
and manner
manner of
of its
Pro- Proviso.
Proviao.
its publication:
publication: Prothe
said work
and direct
direct the
the form
form and
vided however,
however, That
That the
compensation allowed
allowed for
for preparing
preparing said semisemivided
the compensation
monthly index, including their compilation
compilation into a
a session index, shall
not exceed the average total amount now allowed
allowed by the Joint Corn.
mittee
Printing for
session index.
on Printing
for compiling
compiling the
the session
index.
mittce on
Approved, February
February 8,
1881.
8,1881.
Approved,

[No. 10.]
10.]

publishing an edition
Joint resolution
resolution to
to provide
provide for publishing
edition of Hayden's
Hayden's Atlas of
of
Colorado.
Colorado.

Feb.
9, 1881.
Feb. 9,1881.

Representatives of the United
United States
Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Hayden's Atlas
Atlas
in Congress
That the
the Public
Public Printer be, and he is Hayden's
of America
America in
directed to
of Colorado.
Colorado.
to furnish
furnish three
three thousand copies of the Atlas of Colorado of
hereby, directed
by F. V. Hayden:
Hayden: Provided,
Proviso.
Provided, The same can be supplied in sheets in Proviso,
every way equal in style and quality to the edition published
published by order
order
of the Department
Department of the Interior,
Interior, for a
exceeding three dollars
a sum not exceeding
and fifty cents per copy:
copy: And provided
necessary cor- Proviso.
Proviso.
provided also,
also, That the necessary
rections be made in the same up to date; eight hundred copies of which
which
hundred and fifteen for the
be for
for the use
use of the Senate;
Senate; fifteen hundred
shall be
use of
the House
House of
Representatives and
and eighty-five
eighty-five for
hundred and
for
use
of the
of Representatives
and six
six hundred
Appropriation.
the use of the Department of the Interior. And the sum of ten thousand Appropriation.
appropriated for the purposes of this
and five hundred dollars is hereby appropriated
resolution.
Approved, February
February 9, 1881.

[No.
11.]] Joint
authorize the
thousand copies of special
special
[No. 11
Joint resolution
resolution to
to authorize
the printing
printing of
of fifty
fifty thousand
report of the Commissioner
relative to diseases of swine
swine and infecCommissioner of Agriculture relative
diseases incident
incident to other domestic
animals.
tious and
and contagious
contagious diseases
domestic animals.

Feb. 14,
1881.
Feb.
14, 1881.

States
Representatives of the United States
Resolved by the Senate and House
louse of Representatives
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
thousand missioner
Report of
offComCornprinted fifty
fifty thousand
assembled, That there be printed
of
in Congress
A
g
Agricopies
Commissioner of Ag- misstoner
copies of special
special report
report number
number thirty-four
thirty-four of the
the Commissioner
Agriof
culture,
1
3
1
r
4,
e,
oo
so
pte
ac
ui
,

riculture,
containing the
the reports
the veterinary
veterinary surgeons
riculture, containing
reports of
of the
surgeons appointed
appointed
to investigate
investigate diseases of swine and infectious
infectious and contagious diseases
incident to other
other classes of domesticated
domesticated animals of which thirty thousand and three hundred
hundred copies shall be printed for the use of members
of
members of
House, twelve thousand copies for the
the use
use of members
of the
of the House,
Senate, and seven thousand seven hundred
hundred copies for the use of the
Commissioner
Commissioner of Agriculture.
Approved,
Approved, February 14,1881.
14, 1881.

Public Printer
[No. 12.]
12.] Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing the
the Public
Printer to
to print
print reports
reports of the
the
United
Fish Commissioner
new discoveries
in regard
fish-culture.
United States
States Fish
Commissioner upon
upon new
discoveries in
regard to
to fish-culture.

No. 34, containing
swine,
diseases of swino,
etc.;
printing, disdisetc.; printing,

tribution.

tribution.

1881.
Feb. 14, 1881.

Resolved
Representatives of
the United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States
States Report ofUnited
of United
of
Congress assembled, That
be, and he
he States CommisThat the Public Printer be,
of America
America in
in Congress
sioner
of
and
Fish and
to time,
time, the
hereby
instructed to
to print
stereotype, from
from time
time to
the sioner of Fish
print and
and stereotype,
hereby is,
is, instructed
Fisheries, from
regular
number
of
nineteen
hundred
copies
of
any
matter
furnished
him
regular
nineteen
of any matter furnished him time
Fisherie,
fromb
to time, to
be
by the
United States
States Commissioner
by
the United
Commissioner of
of Fish
Fish and
Fisheries relative
and Fisheries
relative to
to printed
printed and stereoapplications connected
connected with
with fishfish- typed.
typed.
new observations,
observations, discoveries,
discoveries, and applications
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culture
and the
the fisheries,
fisheries, to
to be
capable of
distributed in
in parts,
parts,
culture and
be capable
of being
being distributed
and the
whole to
to form
annual volume
volume or
not exceeding
exceeding five
five
and
the whole
form an
an annual
or bulletin
bulletin not
hundred pages.
edition of
of said
annual work
consist of
of five
five
hundred
pages. The
The edition
said annual
work shall
shall consist
thousand copies,
of which
hundred shall
shall be
be for
the
five hundred
for the
thousand
copies, of
which two
two thousand
thousand five
use
the House
House of
of Representatives,
thousand for
the use
the
use of
of the
use of
of the
Representatives, one
one thousand
for the
Senate
thousand five
five hundred
the use
Commissioner
and one
one thousand
hundred for
for the
use of
of the
the Commissioner
Senate,' and
of Fish
Fish and Fisheries.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 14, 1881.
1881.

Feb.14,
1881.
Feb.
14, 1881.

[No.
13.]
[No. 13.]

Joint
granting condemned
condemned cannon
to the
Morton Monumental
Monumental
the Morton
cannon to
resolution granting
Joint resolution
Association.
Association.

States
United States
Representatives of the United
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and

Oliver P. MorCongress assembled,
he
of War
War be, and he
assembled, That the
the Secretary of
Mor- of America
America in
in Congress
Oliver

Monumental Assoton, condemned
condemned is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to give the Morton
Morton Monumental
canuon
ciation
condemned and unserviceable
unserviceable bronze
cannon for statue el
•
ation of the United
United States four condemned
to.
cannon and thirty-six cannon balls, for casting a
Oliver P.
cannon
a statue of Oliver
Morton, late
Indiana, to be erected
erected at
at the city of IndianMorton,
late a
a Senator
Senator from Indiana,
apolis,
apolis, Indiana.
Indiana.
Approved,
February 14, 1881.
Approved, February

Feb.18,
1881.
Feb.
18,1881.

[No. 14.]
Joint resolution
authorizing and
and requesting
requesting the
extend to
the
to the
to extend
the President
President to
14.] Joint
resolution authorizing
[No.
Government
an invitation
Government and people
people of France and the family of General La Fayette au
people of
observance of the
the
of the
the United
United States
States in the observance
Government and
and people
to join the Government
centennial anniversary
Virginia.
centennial
anniversary of the surrender of Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown, Virginia.

United States
Representatives of the United
States
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate

Congress assembled,
assemblcd, That
President be,
is hereby,
be, and
and is
hereby,
Centennial anni- of America in
That the
the President
in Congress
Centennial
versary of surren- authorized and requested
versary
Government and people of
requested to extend to the Government
der of Lord Corna cordial invitation to unite
der
of Lord Corn- France and the family of General
General La Fayette a
wallis at YorkGovernment and
and people
United States,
States, on
on the
the nineteenth
nineteenth
of the
the United
people of
with the
the Government
town; invitation with
a fit and approtoGovernmentand
to Government and day of October, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, in a
people of France,
people
France, priate observance
observance of the centennial anniversary of the surrender
surrender of Lord
and family of Genout the procarrying
purpose
And
for
the
purpose
of
carrying
at
Yorktown.
Gen
Cornwallis
Lamy
of
aern
eral La Fa.yette.
this resolution
resolution the
thousand dollars
dollars is
hereby
is hereby
twenty thousand
sum of
of twenty
Appropriation.
the sum
visions of
of this
Appropriation. visions
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriappropriated
ated the same or so much thereof as may be necessary
necessary to be expended
under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State.
.. pproved, February 18, 1881.
Approved,

Feb. 23,
Feb.
23, 1881.
1881.

of the
Report of
Commissioner
ol
e
pr0ti
Codummitson
Education; printdistribuing and distribution
of.
tiou of.

Feb. 23, 1881.
1881.

[N1.
[Nv. 17.] Joint resolution providing
providing for the printing and distribution
distribution of the Report of
Education for the year
the Commissioner of Education
year eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty.
eighty.

United 'States
'States
Representatives of the United
the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Resolved by the
That of the Report of the CommisEducation for eighteen hundred and eighty
eighty there be printed
sioner of Education
four
for the
the use
of the
the Senate,
Senate, eight
eight thousand
one hunhunthousand one
use of
thousand copies
copies for
four thousand
dred and eighty-one copies
copies for the use of the House of Representatives,
Representatives,
distribution
and twelve thousand eight hundred and nineteen copies for distribution
by the Commissioner.
Approved, February
February 23,
23, 1881.

of America
America in Congress
assembled,
of
Congress assembled,

[No. 18.]

Joint resolution for printing report of
ife-Saving Service.
of the Life-Saving
Service.

Report
States
the United States
Representativesof the
Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the Resolved by the Senate
Report of
Lif
e-s av i
ng s
erv _of America in
thonsand
assembled, That there be printed six thousand
in Congress
Congress assembled,
ServLife-Saving
ice, printing of.
of. copies of the report of
of the operations
operations of the United States Life-Saving
Life-Saving
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Service
for the
the year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and eighty,
eighty,
hundred and
endingJune
Service for
without the
location
the location
one showing
showing the
the one
(except the
tables (except
accompanying tables
the accompanying
without
of stations),
and without
without the
ordnance,
on wreck ordnance;
reports on
the accompanying
accompanying reports
stations), and
of
for
distribution among
the officers
our merchant
merchant marine,
marine, through
the
through the
of our
officers of
among the
for distribution
collectors of
of customs,
direction of
Secretary of
Treasury.
the Treasury.
of the
of the Secretary
the direction
under the
customs, under
collectors
Approved, February
1881.
23,1881.
February 23,
Approved,

[No. 19.
19.]] Joint resolution
resolution authorizing certain
mementoes in the possession
possession
Feb. 23, 1881.
certain books and mementoes
[No.
Lincoln Monument,
Monument, -government to be placed in Memorial Hall of the National Lincoln
of the government
Springfield, Illinois.
at Springfield,

States
United States
Resolved by the
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and House
Resolved
of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
President of
of the
Books and
and methe United
United Books
That the
the President
assembled, That
of America
States
authorized to cause to be transmitted to mentoes of Abraand he
he is hereby, authorized
States be, and
ham Lincoln
be
to be
Lincoln to
Springfield, Illinois, to ham
the National
National Lincoln
Monument Association
Association of Springfield,
Lincoln Monument
the
placed in Memorial
be
in Memorial
Hall of
to the
the memory
of Hall
lacedofin Memorifal
memory of
erected to
monument erected
of the
the monument
Memorial Hall
be placed
placed in
National
Monuthe
Abraham Lincoln, as many copies as can be spared from the Lincoln
Monuthe late Abraham
Association,
Association,
ment
hundred
State
Department of
Congress in eighteen hundred
of the
the book published by Congress
State Department
Springfield, IlliIlliSpringfield,
Abraham Lincoln, late nois.
sixty-seven, entitled
"The Assassination
Assassination of Abraham
entitled "The
and sixty-seven,
President
America" and also to cause fac-similes nols.
United States of America"
President of the United
of the
original memorial
transmitted to the Department
Department of State
papers transmitted
memorial papers
the original
of
purpose, to
thereof, for the same purpose
foreign governments,
governments, and citizens
citizens thereof,
by foreign
association; and also from the War
be
transmitted to the association;
be prepared
prepared and transmitted
Department
mementoes connected
connected with the assassination and trial
Department such mementoes
therein, which do not perof the conspirators as may have been placed therein,
Department. That there is hereby appropri.
records of the Department.
tain to
to the records
to
ated,
appropriated, to
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
any money in the Treasury
out of any
ated, out
be paid
paid to
to the
Secretary of
of State,
State, a
a sum sufficient
sufficient to meet the expenses
the Secretary
be
of carrying
carrying this joint resolution into effect.
eftect.
Approved, February
February 23, 1881.
Approved,

[No. 20.] Joint resolution
approved June
reenacting joint resolution approved
amending and reenacting
resolution amending
fourteenth eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy nine directing a
a monument to mark the
fourteenth
birthplace of George Washington.
Washington.

Feb. 26, 1881.
1881.

States
Resolved by
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United States
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Resolved
Monument to
to
in Congress
Congress assembled, That joint resolution
resolution entitled "Joint
"Joint Monument
America in
of America
mark the birthbirththe
resolution directing a
a monument to be erected to mark the birth-place
birth-place mark
resolution
place of George
of George
Washington, approved
fourteenth eighteen
eighteen hundred and Wasohingtonr
approved June fourteenth
of
George Washington,
Washington.
seventy-nine", be
be amended
and reenacted
That
so as
as to read as follows. That
reenacted so
amended and
seventy-nine"
Appropriation.
appropriated out of Appropriation.
the sum
of thirty
thirty thousand dollars be and is hereby appropriated
sum of
the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the purpose
any money in the Treasury
of erecting
at and to mark the birthplace of George Washmonument at
erecting aa monument
of
ington, which
which sum
sum shall
shall be
direction of the Secretary
the direction
under the
be expended
expended under
ington,
f
a
o
l
a
f
l
of
erection
the
control
and
management
the
have
shall
e
o
mf
m
ote
nh
n
ieit
msa
uen
nm
d
t hc
ae
o
nr
n
d
lrty
o
h
l
aeof
f
sper
t
eo
h
up
e
rre
e
i
ma
re
tee
c
nd
t
t
i
osof
who
State
of
o
t
soa
tt
S
dh
t
me
atoe
lnan
w
udm
ho.etons
t
h
b:all
ePor
occupied
hco pdeed
t
h
d, e
Nbm
oy pa
part
the
n
aar
Proviso.
Proviso.
said monument: Provided, No part of the sum hereby appropriated shall Tit
le to land
and
leto
land and
Tit
the
title
be expended
expended until the Secretary
Secretary of State shall be satisfied with
right of way.
to the land to be occupied by the monument and the securement of a right of way.
public right of way thereto.
Approved,
February 26,1881.
26, 1881.
Approved, February
[No. 21.
21. j
authorizing the printing of
copies of the
thirty thousand copies
of thirty
resolution authorizing
j Joint
Joint resolution
[No.
third
Entomological Commission.
States Entomological
of the
the United States
Report of
third Report

Feb. 26, 1881.

Resolved
Senate and
Representatives of
the United
United States
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
States Report of Uniof America
in Congress
assembled, That
be printed
at the
Govern
.
tates Entote States
the Governprinted at
there be
That there
Congress assembled,
ted
America in
of
thousand copies
'mut Printing
necessary illustrations, thirty thousand
copies mological
m ologieal CommisPrinting Office, with necessary
ment
of the
the third
Report of
States Entomological
Commission; sion, printing of.
of.
Entomological Commission;
United States
the United
of the
third Report
of
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seven thousand
thousand copies
copies thereof
thereof for
for the
use of
of the
twenty thousand
thousand
seven
the use
the Senate,
Senate, twenty
nine
hundred and
and seven
for the
of the
the House,
and two
thousand and
and
nine hundred
seven for
the use
use of
House, and
two thousand
ninety-three for
Department.
ninety-three
for the
the Interior
Interior Department.
Approved, February
February 26,
1881.
Approved,
26, 1881.

March 1,
March
1, 1881.
1881.

International
ExInternationalExhibition
hihition of
of 1883.
1883.

Provitio.
Proviso.

[No. 22.
22.]
[No.

Joint resolution
resolution in
relation to
to the
of eighteen
eighteen hunhunexhibition of
the international
international exhibition
Joint
in relation
dred and
and eighty-three.
eighty-three.
dred

Resolved
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United States
States
Resolved by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of
assembled, That
That whenever
President shall
shall
America in
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
whenever the
the President
deem
the preparations
adequate,
deem the
preparations which
which shall
shall have
have been
been made
made therefor
therefor adequate,
he
is hereby
authorized and
and requested,
the name
name of
of the
the United
States,
he is
hereby authorized
requested, in
in the
United States,
to
foreign governments
governments to be
represented at and
and take part
part in
in
be represented
to invite
invite all foreign
the
international exhibition of arts, manufactures,
manufactures, and products of
the international
of the
soil
held under
soil and mine to
to be
be held
under the direction
direction of the United States InterInternational
New York,
York, in the
the State of New York,
Commission at
at the
the city
city of New
national Commission
in
the year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
Provided, however,
That
however, That
hundred and
and eighty-three:
eighty-three: Provided,
in the
the
directly or indirectly,
indirectly, for any
of
States shall
shall not be liable, directly
any of
the United
United States
attending such exhibition,
invitation
exhibition, or by reason of the invitation
the expenses
expenses attending
hereby authorized.
authorized.
hereby
Approved,
March 1,
Approved, March
1, 1881.

March
March 1, 1881.
1881.

[No. 23.]
to the
barge W.
W. J.
J. Spicer.
Spicer.
the barge
Joint resolution
resolution in
in relation
relation to
[No.
23.] Joint

Barge W. J. Spicier.
Cer.
1879,
l879, ch.
ch. 54.
54.
Pamphlet ed.,
ed.,
Pamphlet
Con1st Sess. 46th Con
gress, 44.
gross,

of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the barge
barge W.
W. J.
J. Spicer,
Spicer, built
built in
assembled, That
That the
in
of

Resolved
ices of the United
United States
States
Senate and
and House of .Representat
Representatives
Resolved by the Senate

American citizen
Canada but bought by an American
citizen and brought
brought into the United
States, on payment
payment of duties on the materials
materials entering into her construction be
admitted to
the privileges
privileges extended
extended to
to barges
barges of
American build
build
tion
be admitted
to the
of American
and
ownership by "An
relating to vessels not
propelled by sail or
and ownership
"An act relating
not propelled
or
internal
power of their
their own,
own, and
and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved
internal motive
motive power
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.
Approved, March 1, 1881.
Approved,

March 2,
1881.
March
2, 1881.

[No. 24.]
[No.

relative to printing
the Agricultural
Report for the
the year
year
Agricultural Report
Joint resolution
resolution relative
printing the
eighteen hundred
eighty.
hundred and eighty.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United States
States
hundred
hundred
Agriculfourteen
House of Representatives,
Representatives,
thousand copies for the use of members of the louse
fifty six thousand copies
copies for the use of members of the Senate, and
and
Department of Agriculture.
thirty thousand copies for the use of the
the Department
Approved,
March 2, 1881.
Approved, March
1881.

Agricultural
of America
Congress assembled,
That there
there be
printed three
three
Agricultural Re
Re--of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
be printed
portibr
thousand copies
copies of
port for 1880, print- thousand
the Annual
Annual Report
Report of
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
of the
of the
ing
of.
ture for
for the
eighteen hundred and eighty; two
ing of.
ture
the year
year eighteen
two hundred
hundred and

March 3,
3, 1881.
March
1881.

Florida war in-

[No. 25.] Joint resolution
resolution directing the
Secretary of War to investigate
investigate the claim of
the Secretary
of
the State of Florida against the United
United States for
for expenditures
expenditures made in suppressing
suppressing
Indian
hostilities in said
said State
State between
the years
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five
fifty-five and
Indian hostilities
between the
years eighteen
and
eighteen hundred and sixty, and
investigation to Conand to
to report the result
result of
of such
such investigation
Congress.

Whereas
Whereas the Indian trust fund
fund of the United States holds a
a large
large

demnity.
amount
bonds of
amount of
of the
the bonds
of
Ind an hostiliWhereas
the
State of
Whereas

the
of Florida;
Florida; and
and
the State
State of

Florida claims from the United States
States to be re.
imbursed for
for expenditures
imbursed
expenditures made by said State in suppressing
suppressing Indian
hostilities
hostilities in said State:
State: Therefore
Therefore
Secretary of War
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of the United
United States
States
Secretary
Senate and House of Representatives
to make
to
make investigainvestiga- of America in Congress
be
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of War
War be, and he

ties.
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is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
investigate, ascertain,
ascertain, and report
report tion and report to
to investigate,
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
to
soon as
as practicable,
the amount
amount of
of the
of the Congress.
claims of
the claims
practicable, the
as soon
Congress, as
to Congress,
State
of
Florida,
for
expenditures
made
in
suppressing
Indian
hostilities
Indian
suppressing
in
made
expenditures
for
State of Florida,
in
State between
between the
the first
of December,
December, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
day of
first day
in that
that State
fifty-five,
first day
day of
of January,
hundred and sixty. In
eighteen hundred
January, eighteen
the first
and the
fifty-five, and
making
investigation the
said Secretary is
and
is directed
directed to receive and
the said
such investigation
making such
consider
may deem
necessary or
proper for or
or proper
deem necessary
he may
as he
testimony as
such testimony
consider such
against
claims, including
including the
the muster-rolls
muster-rolls of
of the
troops, and
and such
State troops
the State
against claims,
other
be on file in the War Department. In submitdata as may be
official data
other official
ting his
his report
report to
to Congress
Secretary shall
not include
any payinclude any
shall not
said Secretary
the said
Congress the
ting
ments or
or allowances
allowances made
made by
by the
State in
in excess
excess of the amounts allowed
allowed
the State
ments
by
law at
time in
in behalf
regularly in the service of the
troops regularly
of troops
behalf of
the time
at the
by law
United States.
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,

[No.
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury to
furnish States,
States,
to furnish
of the
Secretary of
authorizing the
26.]] Joint
[No. 26.
measures
standard weights and measures
for the
the use
of agricultural
agricultural colleges,
colleges, one set of standard
use of
for
and
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
and for

March
3, 1881.
1881.
March 3,

States
United States
Resolved
by the
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved by
of A
America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Treasury be, Standard weights
That the Secretary
assembled, That
merica in
of
and he
he is
is hereby,
to cause
cause a
set of
of all
all the
the weights
and measures,
measures, to
weights and
a complete
complete set
directed to
hereby, directed
and
b
t
a
ece
and measures
adopted as
standards to be
governor of teeivllegesd
i
delivered
n
colleges,
(w
toto
etc.
delivered to the governor
be delivered
as standards
measures adopted
and
each
agricultural colleges in the States,
in the Union, for the use of agricultural
each State in
respectively,
which have
received a
a grant of lands from the United
have received
respectively, which
States,
also one
one set
of the
same for
for the
Smithsonian
the Smithsonian
of the
the use of
the same
set of
and also
States, and
Proviso.
Institution: Provided
the cost
cost of
each set shall not exceed two
Proviso.
of each
That the
Provided That
Institution:
hundred
and a
sum sufficient
sufficient to carry
carry out the provisions of this
a sum
dollars, and
hundred dollars,
resolution
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated out of
Treasury
of any money in the Treasury
resolution is
not
otherwise appropriated.
not otherwise
March 3, 1881.
Approved, March
[No. 27.]
27.]
[No.

Joint
provide for
for the
the publication
of the
the memorial
memorial addresses
on
addresee on
publication of
to provide
resolution to
Joint resolution
Farr.
Evarts W. Parr.
Evarts

March 3, 1881.
1881.
March

Resolved by
States Evarts W. Farr,
of the United States
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and louse
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Resolved
Evarts W. arr,
of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there be printed twelve thou- deceased.
of America
a oreial
.
sand
copies of
the memorial
delivered in the Senate and House deMemorial
addresses delivered
memorial addresses
of the
adsand copies
of
character of Honorable
Honorable Evarts W. dresses.
the life and character
upon the
Representatives upon
of Representatives
together
Farr, late
from the State of New Hampshire, together
a Representative
Representative from
late a
Farr,
Portrait.
with ;a portrait
of the
copies thereof for the Portrait.
deceased; nine thousand copies
the deceased;
portrait of
with
use
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives and
and three
thousand copies for the
three thousand
the House
use of
Appropriation.
Appropriation.
use
of the
the Senate.
Senate. And
slim sufficient
sufficient to defray the expense
expense of preAnd aasum
use of
deceased for the publication
paring and
and printing
portrait of the deceased
publication
printing the portrait
paring
herein provided
appropriated out of any moneys in the
hereby appropriated
for is hereby
provided for
herein
Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
Treasury
Approved,
1881.
3, 1881.
Approved, March 3,

[No.
28.] Joint
resolution to
print fifteen
thousand copies
copies of
Direcof the Direcreport of
of the
the report
fifteen thousand
to print
Joint resolution
[No. 28.]
tor
Mint on
the Statistics
and silver in the
gold and
production of gold
annual production
the annual
of the
Statistics of
on the
the Mint
of the
tor of
United States.

March 3, 1881.

States
United
Representatives of the Unite
.Resolved
d S
tates
Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That fifteen
fifteen thousand
copies of the Report of the
thousand copies
America in
of
report
of the
the Director
Director of
Mint on
on the
production of
of gold
and Dt
DFectorrirc
.t
of the
of
the
gold and
annual production
the annual
the Mint
of the
report of
silver in
the United
United States
printed; eight
eight thousand
for the
the use
printing of.
use of Mint,, ptig
thousand for
be printed;
States be
in the
silver
the
Representatives, three thousand
thousand for the use of the Senate,
of Representatives,
House of
the House
and
thousand for the use of the Treasury Department.
four thousand
and four
Approved,
3, 1881.
1881.
March 3,
Approved, March

522
522
March 3,
March
3, 1881.
1881.

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. III.
III. REs.
Rus. 29,
29, 30.
30. 1881.
1881.
FORTY-SIXTH
[No.
29.] Joint
create a
performance of
of certain
duties
[No. 29.]
Joint resolution
resolution to
to create
a commission
commission for
for the
the performance
certain duties
under
Congress providing
providing for
for the
erection of
of a
a monument
monument at
under the
the act
act of
of Congress
the erection
at Yorktown
Yorktown
and the
centennial celebration.
celebration.
and
the proposed
proposed centennial

and House
the United
United States
States
Resolved by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
John W.
Johnston, of
of Virginia;
Virginia;
of America
America in
in Congress
That John
W. Johnston,
E. H. Rollins, of New Hampshire;
Massachusetts;
Monument at E.
Hampshire; Henry L. Dawes, of Massachusetts;
Yorktown.
H. B. Anthony, of Rhode
Yorktown.
Rhode Island; W. W. Eaton, of Connecticut;
Connecticut; W.
A.
W. A.
Wallace, of
Francis Kernan,
Kernan, of
of New
York; T.
T. F.
F. RanWallace,
of Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; Francis
New York;
RanJersey; Thomas
Thomas F.
Bayard, of
of Delaware;
Delaware; W.
dolph, of New Jersey;
F. Bayard,
W. Pinckney
Pinckney
Whyte, of Maryland;
Mat. W.
Ransom, of
of North
Carolina; MI.
M. C.
C. ButButWhyte,
Maryland; Mat.
W. Ransom,
North Carolina;
ler,
South Carolina;
Carolina Benjamin
Georgia; John
John Goode,
Goode, of
of
ler, of
of South
Benjamin H.
H. Hill,
Hill, of
of Georgia;
Virginia;
New Hampshire;
Hampshire; George
B. Loring.
Loring. of
of
Virginia; Joshua G.
G. Hall,
Hall, of
of New
George B.
Massachusetts
W. Aldrich,
Island; Joseph
Massachusetts;;Nelson
Nelson W.
Aldrich, of
of Rhode
Rhode Island;
Joseph R.
R. HawHawley; of Connecticut; Samuel
Samuel B. Dick, of
of Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; Louis A.
A. Brigham, of New
Jersey; Nicholas
Martin,
New Jersey;
Nicholas Muller,
Muller, of New York; Edward
Edward L.
L. Martin,
of
Delaware; J.
Talbott, of
of Maryland;
Joseph J.
Davis, of
of
of Delaware;
J. Fred.
Fred. C. Talbott,
Maryland; Joseph
J. Davis,
North Carolina;
John S. Richardson,
Richardson, of South
South Carolina;
Carolina; and
Henry
Carolina; John
and Henry
Persons, of
of Georgia,
Georgia, be,
they are
are hereby,
commission
be, and
and they
hereby, appointed
appointed a
a commission
authority to discharge
discharge all
duties and perform
with full power and authority
all the duties
functions which were devolved
devolved upon
upon them as a
a joint committee
committee
all the functions
Senators and
and thirteen
act of
of Conof thirteen Senators
thirteen Representatives
Representatives under
under the
the act
Congress approved
1880, oh. 124.
gross
approved June
June seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, entitled
entitled
Pamphlet e
ed.,
"An act to carry into effect
resolution of Congress
d., "An
effect the resolution
Congress adopted on the
2d
Sess.
Conseventeen
hundred and eighty-one,
eSssess.
46th
Con- twenty-ninth of October, seventeen
hundred
eighty-one, in regard
gress,
163.
gr, 16:3.
to a
a monumental column
Yorktown, Virginia, and for other purposes".
column at Yorktown,
purposes".
And the said commission
commission may
may employ a
during the time
time they
a clerk during
are engaged
engaged in the performance
performance of said duties, whose compensation
compensation
shall be at the usual rate
rate of clerks
clerks to committees of Congress, and who
contingent fund of the Senate and House of
shall be paid out of the contingent
of
Representatives
Representatives in equal proportions.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
Commission,
Commission.

March 3, 1881.
March

Salaries of ememployees in District
ployees
in
Districr
of Columbia for
[nauguration and
Inauguration
Decoration
I)ecoration Day.

[No. 30.]

government employees
employees in the District
Joint resolution
resolution relating to salaries of
of government
District
of Columbia.

and House of Representatives of the United States
Resolved by the Senate and
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That all employees
employees of the
the government
government
in the city of Washington, District of Columbia, shall be paid for the
fourth
day of
of March
(Inauguration Day)
Day) and
the thirtieth
day of
of May
May
fourth day
March (Inauguration
and the
thirtieth day
(Decoration
eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
(Decoration Day), eighteen
eighty-one, as for other
other days
days
on which they
perform labor.
they perform
labor.
Approved, March 3, 1881
Approved,
1881.

PRIVATE LAWS
PRIVATE
OF THE
THE

UNITED

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
PASSED
BY
PASSED BY

THE
"FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS,
CONGRESS,
THE 'FORTY-SIXTH

1879-'81..
1879-'81.
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FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
PRIVATE ACTS OF THE FORTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS
OF
THE
OF THE

UNITED

UNITED

STATES,
STTATES,

Passed at
at the
the first
first session,
was begun
begun and
of Washington, in the
the city of
and held
held at the
which was
session, which
Passed
March, 1879,
District
of Columbia,
1879, and was adjourned
adjourned
eighteenth day of March,
Tuesday, the eighteenth
Columbia, on Tuesday,
Districtof
without day
day on
1879.
first day of July, 1879.
the first
Tuesday, the
on Tuesday,
without
RUTHERFORD
B.HAYES,
HAYES, President:
W ILLIAM A.
W HEELER, Vice-President,
Vice-President, and
and
A. WIEELER,
President: WILLIAM
RUTHERFORD B.
President
ALLEN G.
G.T
HURMAN was elected
elected President
President of the Senate
THURMAN
Senate. ALLEN
of the
the Senate.
President of
RANDALL was elected Speaker
SAMUEL
pro
tempore on
on the
the fifteenth
fifteenth of
April, 1879.
1879. S
AMUEL J.
J.RANDALL
Speaker
of April,
pro tempore
of
the house
of Representatives
Representatives on the eighteenth
eighteenth day of March,
March, 1879, and continued
continued
House of
of the
to
until the close of the session.
such until
as such
act as
to act

CHAP. 9.-An
9.—An act
for the
of the
the political
John S. Saunders,
Saunders, of
of
disabilities of John
political disabilities
removal of
the removal
act for
CHAP.
Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.

May
May 20,1879.
20, 1879.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the United
United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
SaunS. SaunStates
in Congress
assembled, (two-thirds
(two-thirds of each
each House con- John S.
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
ders.
fourteenth
curring
therein),
That
the
political
disabilities
imposed
the
fourteenth
det's,:
litical
by
cwrring therein), That the political disabilities
disaPolitical aisaSaum- bilities.
amendment tothe
to the Constitution
United States
States upon John
John S. Salmbili ties
"
Constitution of the United
amendment
same are hereby,
ders, of
of Baltimore,
hereby, removed.
Maryland, be, and the sanie
Baltimore, Maryland,
ders,
Approved, May 20, 1879.
CHAP.
remove the
the political
of J.
C. Pemberton,
Pemberton, of PhilaPhilaJ. C.
disabilities of
political disabilities
to remove
act to
24.-An act
CHAP. 24.—An
delphia, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
delphia,

1879.
14,1879.
June 14,

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Be
and House
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
C. Pomberton.
Pemberton.
concur J. c.
House concur.
of each
each House
(two-thirds of
assembled, (two-thirds
America in
States
ring therein),
therein.), That
the State
State of
be, b glitical
di 8aPolitical disaof Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania,'be
of the
J. C.
C. Pemberton
Pemberton of
That J.
ring
and
is hereby,
relieved of all political
political disabilities
disabilities imposed upon him
him
es '
hereby, relieved
he is
and he
amendments to the
article of the amendments
fourteenth article
the third section of the fourteenth
by the
Constitution
Constitution of the United States.
Approved,
Approved, June 14, 1879.
CHAP.
remove the
the political
political disabilities
disabilities of
of James
H. North
North of Culpeper
Culpeper
James H.
to remove
act to
25.-An act
CHAP. 25.—An
County,
Virginia.
County, Virginia.

June
June 17,1879.
17, 1879.

Be it
by the
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
it enacted
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, (two-thirds
of each
each House
con- J.iJ.iH-rthd
H. North.. sa.House con(two-thirds of
in Congress
America in
States
curring
political disabilities
the fourteenth
d
fourteenth bilities.
by the
imposed by
disabilities imposed
all political
That all
therein), That
curring therein),
amendment
Constitution of
the United
United States,
States, on
IL North
James H.
on James
of the
the Constitution
to the
amendment to
of
Virginia, be,
be, and
and the
the same are hereby,
hereby, removed.
removed.
County, Virginia,
of Culpeper
Culpeper County,
Approved,
1879.
June 17, 1879.
Approved, June
CRAP.
28.—An act
act to
to remove
remove the
disabilities of
of James
F. Harrison,
Harrison, of
James F.
political disabilities
the political
CHAP. 28,-An
Virginia.
Virginia.

June
June 18,1879.
18, 1879.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the United
United
Representatives of
enacted by
Be
J. F. Harrison.
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, (two-thirds
each House
House concon- JP
;ison.
iti alr d
of each
(two-thirds of
Political
i8 a•
Congress assembled,
States of
curring therein),
That all
all political
political disabilities
disabilities imposed
imposed by
fourteenth bilities
the fourteenth
hilities.
by the
therein), That
curring
amendment to
States on James
James F.
F. HarriConstitution of the United States
the Constitution
to the
amendment
son, of
of Virginia,
same are hereby,
hereby, removed.
be, and the same
Virginia, be,
son,
Approved,
June 18,
1879.
18, 1879.
Approved, June
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525

526
526
June 18, 1879.
1879.

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I
29, 30,
30, 31,
31, 36.
36.
FORTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
I.. Ca.
CH. 29,

1879.
1879.

CHAP. 29.-An
29.—An act
act to
of Arthur
Arthur P.
P. Bagby,
Bagby, of
of Texas.
Texas.
CHAP.
to remove
remove the
the political
political disabilities
disabilities of

of Representatives
_Representatives ofof .
the United
United
Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
the
States
of America
America in
(two-thirds of
each House
House conA. P.
P. Bagby.
Bagby.
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, (two-thirds
A.
of each
conPolitical disadisa- curring
That Arthur
Arthur P.
P. Bagby,
of the
State of
of Texas,
curring therein),
therein), That
Bagby, of
the State
Texas, be,
be, and
and
bilities.
bilities.
he is
is hereby,
relieved of
of all
all political
political disabilities
imposed upon
him by
he
hereby, relieved
disabilities imposed
upon him
by
the
of the
article of
of the
amendments to
the ConConthe third
third section
section of
the fourteenth
fourteenth article
the amendments
to the
stitution
of the
the United
United States.
States.
stitution of
Approved, June
Approved,
June 18,
18, 1879.
1879.

June 18, 1879.
June
1879.

CHAP.
30.—An act
to remove
remove the
political disabilities
disabilities of
of William
William N.
N. R.
R. Beall,
Beall, of
of
CHAP. 30.-An
act to
the political
Missouri.
Missouri.

of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
United

W.
N. R.
R. Beath
of each
each House
Rouse conW. N.
Beall. States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, (two-thirds
(two-thirds of
conPolitical
Political disadi sa -curring
curring therein),
therein), That
That all
political disabilities
disabilities imposed
imposed by
the fourteenth
fourteenth
all political
by the
bilities.
bilities.
amendment to
the Constitution
United States
States on
on William
William N.
N. R.
R.
amendment
to the
Constitution of
of the
the United

same are
are hereby, removed.
removed.
Beall, of
of Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, be, and
and the same
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1879.
Approved,

June 18,
1879.
18,1879.

E. E. Rice.
Payment.

June 24,
24, 1879.

CHAP.
act providing
providing compensation
compensation to
Rice for
for property
property transferred
transferred by
by
CHAP. 31.—An
31.-An act
to E.
E. E.
E. Rice
him
the United
United States
the use
use of
of the
the diplomatic
diplomatic and
and consular
consular
him to the Government
Government of
of the
States for
for the
representatives at Hakodadi
representatives
Japan.
Hakodadi in
in Japan.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in
Secretary of the Treasin, Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay
pay to Elisha E. Rice,
late United States consul at Hakodadi, Japan, out of any
any money
money in the
Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of two thousand
thousand two hundred and fifty
payment for
for certain
certain
fifty dollars coin;
coin; the
the same being
being in full
full payment
improvements thereon, in
Hakodadi, Japan, conveyed
lots, and improvements
in Hakodadi,
conveyed by said
Rice to the United States and
purposes.
and used
used for
for consular
consular purposes.
1879.
Approved, June 18, 1879.

CHAP. 36.-An
36.—An act
relief of
and Merchants'
Paris, Texas.
CHAP.
act for
for the
the relief
of the
the Farmers
Farmers and
Merchants' Bank,
Bank, Paris,
Texas.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United
States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
States
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to cause
cause the pensionagent at Knoxville, Tennessee,
Tennessee, to
Farmers
oars, exas.
agent
to 'issue
issue and deliver to
to the
the Farmers
Duplicate
Duplicate draft. and Merchants'
Merchants' Bank of Paris, Texas,
Texas, a
a duplicate
duplicate draft of number one
one
hundred and ten thousand
hundred and nine, dated
dated March
March thirhundred
thousand three hundred
teenth, eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, drawn
Daniel T.
Boynton,
teenth,
hundred and
drawn by Daniel
T. Boynton,
as United
pension-agent at Knoxville,
Knoxville. Tennessee,
Tennessee, on the
United States
States pension-agent
the United
States assistant treasurer
treasurer at New York, for the sum of one thousand
thousand one
and fifty-nine
Minerva A.
hundred aud
fifty-nine dollars and sixty cents, in favor of Minerva
duplicate draft is diDavis, and by her indorsed to said bank;
bank; which duplicate
rected to be issued in lieu of the original draft
draft as herein described, and
which was mailed by said bank on the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of March,
March, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine,
Paris, Texas,
Texas, to Donnell,
Lawson
seventy nine, from Paris,
Donnell, Lawson
Provisos.
Provios8.
and Company, of New York, and which was
transmission::Pro
was lost in
in.transmission
Pro.
Secretary of the Interior
vided, That the Secretary
Interior is satisfied that the same
same has
not been paid: And provided further, That said Farmers
Farmers and Merchants'
Merchants'
Bank give bond, with security
security approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, to hold the United
United States
States harmless against the payment
payment of said
said
original draft.
original

l'armers
arm e rs and
Merchants' Bank
Bank
Merchants'
of Paris, Texas.

Approved, June
24, 1879.
June 24,
1879.

FORTYSIXTH CONGRES.
CONGRESS.
CH. 37,
37, 46,
58.
FORTY-SIXTH
SS S
SEs.
.ESS. I
L. CH.
46, 58.

1879.
1879.

CHAP. 37.—An
to authorize
authorize the
the renewal
loan therein
named by
by the
the joint
37.-An act
act to
renewal of
of aa loan
therein named
joint
stock company
company of
stock
of the
the Young
Young Mens
Mens Christian
Christian Association
Association of
of Washington.
Washington.

527
527
June
1879.
June 24,
24,1879.

Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the act
rd,
Young Men's
States
America in
in Congress
That the
act approved
approved July
July thi
third,
Young
Men's
Christian
Associaeighteen hundred and seventy-six
seventy-six entitled
entitled "An act to
Christian
Associato a
amend
eighteen
men d an act tion
of Washingentitled
'An act
incorporate the
stock company
company of
th e Young
Young tion
ton
entitled 'An
act to
to incorporate
the joint
joint stock
of the
of Washing
D.
Mens
of Washington',
secon d,
, C.
Mens Christian
Christian Association
Association of
Washington', approved
approved March
March second,
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven"
sixty-seven" be
hereby is so
eighteen
be and the same herebyis
so amended
amended
au t
horize the
renewal of the loan
or the
the making
makin g May renew loan.
as to authorize
the renewal
loan therein
therein named,
named, or
used excluexcluof aanew loan at aalower rate of interest; the proceeds
proceeds to
to be used
enable the
stock
sively in
in payment
payment of the
the existing
existing loan; and
and to
to enable
the said
said joint
joint stock
company to make and secure
company
secure such loan, all
provisions of the above
all the provisions
above
recited act are hereby extended and made applicable
applicable therefor.
Approved, June 24, 1879.

CHAP. 46.—An
46.-An act for the benefit of the widow and children of General James
Shields,
to increase
increase the
pension of
of Caroline
Caroline S.
Shields, and
and to
the pension
S. Webster.
Webster.

1879.
June 28,
28,1879.

United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
That payment
Congress assembled,
payment of the pension of James Shields.
nsion to widow
one hundred dollars monthly
monthly granted
granted to James
James Shields, late a
a brigadier
Pensiontowidow
brigadier-- Pe
d
ldr
general
of United
States volunteers,
by an
act of
of Congress
Congress approved
an chi en
general of
United States
volunteers, by
an act
approved en.
and
June eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, be continued
continued to
his widow and children, the full amount of said pension to be paid said
widow during her widowhood,
widowhood, and at the expiration
widow
expiration thereof, if the
the same
children, or
should occur whilst said children,
or any of them are under the age of
of
sixteen years, then the said pension shall be paid to
suchof said children
sixteen
to such.of
children
as may then be under the age of sixteen years, in equal parts, until they
respectively
respectively arrive at that age.
S
EC. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, au- Caroline
Caroline S. WebSEC.
thorized and directed
directed to place
place on the pension-roll,
pension-roll, subject to the provisions ster.
ster.
and
Pension.
of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws, the name of
of Caroline
Caroline S. Webster,
Webster,Pension.
and limitations
limitations of
widow of Fletcher Webster, late Colonel of the Twelfth Massachusetts
Reginient, who was killed at the second battle of Bull Run,
Run 'Virginia, at
Regirient,
the rate of one hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per month;
month; said pension
pension to be in lieu
of that she now receives.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 28,
28, 1879.
1879.

John Merryman
Brown of Maryland
Maryland to imCHAP. 58.—An
58.-An act
act to allow John
Merryman and
and Frank Brown
port and
for breeding
breeding purposes.
purposes.
port
and land
land cattle
cattle for

June 30,1879.
30, 1879.

Whereas John Merryman
Merryman of Baltimore
Baltimore County and Frank Brown Preamble.
Whereas,
of Whereas,
Carrol
of Carrol
County, in the State of Maryland
Maryland are now largely engaged
engaged in
Hereford and Devon cattle, and
producing
producing and raising choice Hereford
and
Whereas they have
Whereas
have purchased
purchased in England, two head of Hereford
Hereford and
one head Devon cattle
purposes,' and
and
cattle for breeding
breeding purposes
hundred
Whereas
thousand four hundred
Whereas under the provisions of sections two thousand
ninety-three and two thousand
ninety-four of the
and ninety-three
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and ninety-four
Revised
cattle for any purpose
purpose is prohibited
prohibited
Revised Statutes, the landing of cattle
upon the proclamation
proclamation of the President of the United States, and
effect
proclamation to that effect
Whereas the President has issued his proclamation
Whereas
which is still in force, and in order to permit the importation
importation and landlegislation is necessary:
necessary:
ing of said cattle for breeding purposes special legislation
Therefore,
Be
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
United
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Spec ial b
ree di ng
States of
Congress assembled, That the collector of the port of offal,Special
States
of America in
in Congress
importaof Baltimore
Baltimore in
of Maryland
Maryland is
to permit
is authorized
authorized to
permit cattle. f re
the City
City of
in the
the State
State of
importation of and landing at said port of three head of cattle for
for
the importation
breedin g. purposes
purposes by
by John
of Baltimore
Frank
John Merryman
Merryman of
Baltimore County and Frank
breeding
Brown
of Carrol
Carrol County
said State
subject to
to such
such terms,
conditions,
terms, conditions,
in said
State subject
Brown of
County in

528
528

FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
FORTY-SIXTEI
CONGRESS. Suss.
Cu. 58,
65. REms.
RES. 7,
23.
SnEss. I
I.. Cn.
58, 65.
7, 8,
8,23.

1879.
1879.

and restrictions
restrictions as may be imposed by
by the
Secretary of
Treasury of
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
of
the United States.
Approved,
30, 1879.
1879.
Approved, June
June 30,
July 1,
1,1879.
July
1879.
Adela Conard.
Payment
Payment to.
o.

CHAP. 65.-An
CHAP.
65.—An act for the relief of the estate of Henry Conard.
Conard.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States
Secretary of
the TreasTreasof the
ury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized and directed to pay, out of
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
of any moneys
moneys
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Mrs. Adela,
widow
appropriated, to
to Mrs.
Adela Conard,
Conard, widow
and sole legatee
legatee of the late Henry Conard, of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, the
the sum
sum of
of
seven thousand dollat
dollai s, to reimburse
seven
reimburse his estate for expenditures
expenditures made
made
and losses sustained by him in consequence
consequence of protection,
protection, and
and so
so forth,
forth
extended by him to Haytian
Haytiau refugees
under the
the authority
authority of
of the
Governrefugees under
the Government of the United States, while .in
service thereof
thereof at
Portin the consular
consular service
at Portau-Prince, in the year eighteen
au-Prince,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight.
sixty-eight.
Approved, July
1879.
July 1,
1, 1879.

RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
June 18, 1879.

P. Doran.
P.
y oran.
Payment to.
Payment
to.

[No.
7.] Joint resolution to pay Patrick
[No. 7.]
Patrick Doran
Dora,n for services
services as messenger,
messenger, House of
of
Representatives. Representatives.

P e it resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
fie
United
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
States
assembled, That
House be
Congress assembled.
That the
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
the House
be
and he is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay to
to Patrick
Patrick Doran
Doran for
for his
his
services as messenger to the Committee on
Expenditures in
in the
on Expenditures
the Treasury
Treasury
Department
Department during the last session of Forty-fifth Congress
Congress the
the sum
sum of
of
two hundred and ninety.one
ninety-one dollars and sixty cents, in
final setin full
full and
and final
settlement for such services. And the amount to
same is
is hereby
to pay
pay the
the same
hereby
appropriated
in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated out of any money in
otherwise approappropriated.
Approved, June 18, 1879.
1879.

June
1879.
June 18,
18, 1879.
•
C. W. Brink.
Payment
to.
Payment to.

[No. 8.] Joint resolution for the relief of Dr. C. W. Brink, bearer
bearer of dispatches
dispatches from
the United
at Mexico
the United States
States minister
minister at
Mexico in eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-nine.
sixty-nine.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United States
of the
States
of America in Congress
assembled, That Dr. C. W
Congress assembled,
be paid,
paid, for
W Brink
Brink be
for
compensation
and expenses
of dispatches
compensation and
expenses as
as bearer
bearer of
dispatches from the United
States minister
mniister at Mexico
Mexico in eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-ni,ne,
hunhundred and
sixty-nine, five
five hundred and
anld lifty-two
dred
fifty-two dollars and sixty-nine cents,
cents, out of any money
money in
in the
the
-Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved,
Approved, June 18, 1879.
1879.

July 1,
1879.
July
1, 1879.

P.
P. Collier.
Collier.
Payment t .

Pment

t .

[No.
'23.] Joint
Joint resolution
[No. '23.]
resolution to pay Professor Peter Collier for services as
as chemist
chemist in
in
the prosecutions
prosecutions of the of the evasions of the duties on sugar.
sugar.

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Resolved by
by the
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
States
Secretary of
of the
the
That the
the Secretary
Treasury be and hereby is authorized
authorized and
to settle
and directed
directed to
settle and
and pay
pay
the account
account of Professor Peter Collier,
Collier , out of the appropriation
appropriation for
for
defraying
defraying the expenses of collecting
co ll ec ti ng the revenue
revenue from
to an
an
from customs,
customs, to
amount
hundred dollars
dollars,2for services
amount not
not exceeding
exceeding fifteen hundred
services as a
a chemist
chemist
in the
the prosecution
in
prosecution by the government of parties charged
charged with evasions
evasions
of the duties on sugar.
Approved, July 1,
1, 1879.

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I
FORTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
I.. RES.
RES. 24.
Jib.
24.]
,No. 24.]

1879.
1879.

Joint resolution
resolution to
L. H.
Fitzhugh for
for services
services during
during the
the Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
to pay
pay L.
H. Fitzhugh
Joint
Congress.

Resolved by
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
of the
the United
Resolved
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
United States
States
of
in Congress
That the
the Clerk
House be,
be, and
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Clerk of
of the
the House
and
he is
is hereby,
instructed to
to pay
pay to
and final settlein full
full and
Fitzhugh, in
II. Fitzhugh,
to L.
L. IL
hereby, instructed
he
ment for
claim for
services as
Doorkeeper for
for the
Confor services
as Doorkeeper
the Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Conment
for his
his claim
gress,
and for
services after
after his
from the
said position
position as
as DoorDoorgress, and
for services
his removal
removal from
the said
keeper, the
of one
hundred and
fifty dollars
and fifty
dollars;;and
and for
for
keeper,
the sum
sum of
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
said
is hereby
appropriated said
amount of
out of
of
said amount
of money
money out
hereby appropriated
payment there
there is
said payment
any
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
the Treasury
any money in the
Approved,
Approved, July 1, 1879.
xyi-34
xxI--34

529
529
July
1879.
July 1,
1,1879.

L.
Fitzhugh.
L. H.
H. Fitzhugh.

Payment to.

PRIVATE ACTS OF THE FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS
OF
'I'HE
OF TIM

UNITED
STATES,
UNITED
STATES,
Passed at
at the
Washington, in
the
Passed
at the second
second session,
session, which was begun and held
held at
the city
city of
of Washington,
in the
District of
the first
first day
of December,
1879, and
and was
was adjourned
adjourned
District
of Columbia,
Columbia. on
on Monday,
Monday, the
day of
December, 1879,
without day
Wednesday, the
1880.
without
day on
on Wednesday,
the sixteenth
sixteenth day
day of
of June,
June, 1880.
RUTHERFORD B. HAYES,
President: WILLIAM
A. WHEELER,
and
RUTHERFORD
HAYES, President:
WILLIAM A.
WHEELER, Viee•Pre,sident,
Vice-President, and
President of
G-. THURmAN
THURMAN was
the Senate
Senate
President
of the Senate. ALLEN
ALLEN G.
was elected
elected President
President of
of the
pro
pro tempore on the seventh of April, 1880. He was
was again
again chosen
chosen on the
the sixth
sixth day of
of
May, 1880. SAMUEL J.
J. RANDALL
RANDALL was elected Speaker
House of
of RepresentRepresentSpeaker of
of the
the House
atives on the eighteenth
eighteenth day of March,
March, 1880, and acted as such until the twenty-first
twenty-first

day of
of March,
March, 1880,
1880, when
when he
he authorized
OSEPH C.
8. BLACKBURN
to act
act in
in his
his
day
authorized J
JOSEPH
C. S.
BLACKBURN to
stead
Speaker pro
twenty-sixth day of April,
stead as Speaker
pro tempore
tempore for one
one day.
day. On the
the twenty-sixth
April, 1880,
BLACKBURN was appointed
such, for
days;
Mr. BLACKBURN
appointed Speaker
Speaker pro tempore,
tempore, to
to act
act as
as such
for three
three days;
and on the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day of May,
May, 1880, Mr.
Mr. BLACKBURN
BLACKBURN was again
again appointed
appointed
Speaker pro
pro tempore, to act as such until the return of the Speaker. •

CHAP. 3.—An
Hulman and Crawford
Crawford Fairbanks
of the
the
3.-An act for the relief
relief of Herman
Herman Huhnan
Fairbanks of
city of Terre Hante, Indiana.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
States
Congress assembled, That the Commissioner
States of America
America in Congress
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
hereby ' required to adjust and settle the
Revenue be, and he is hereby,
"
claims for deficiency
deficiency tax assessed
assessed by said Commissioner
Commissioner against said
Hulman and Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, as distillers, for deficiencies
deficiencies which it is claimed
claimed
occurred
occurred at their distillery in said city of Terre Haute during the months
of October, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, and January, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and seventy-nine, upon the following
following basis, to wit: Said Corhundred
Comascertain the capacity that was actually used by
missioner shall first ascertain
determined by
said distillers during each of said months, which shall be determined
the tubs actually
actually filled and emptied by them during each month. He
shall then ascertain
ascertain the actual amount of grain mashed by them during
during
each of said months, and the yield of spirits per bushel from such grain
for each month. He shall next ascertain whether any accidents
accidents which
unavoidable occurred
occurred during either
either or both of said months, in the
were unavoidable
machinery or in the scarcity of water at their
breaking
breaking or destruction
destruction of machinery
their
distillery, which prevented or delayed them in the mashing of grain or in
in
that
the filling or emptying
emptying of tubs at the proper time. If he shall find that
any such accidents
accidents did occur,
occur , he shall next ascertain the amount of loss
that said distillers sustained
sustained thereby
thereby for each of said months. He shall
shall
next ascertain
government for all
ascertain if said distillers fully accounted
accounted to the government
the spirits produced by them at their distillery
distillery during each
each of said months,
months,
produced each month,
deducting
and, if so, whether the amount
amount so produced
month, after deducting
from
charged against them all losses and detenfrom the capacity
capacity or amount charged
aforesaid, if any accidents occurred,
occurred, was
tion sustained by accident as aforesaid,
equal to eighty per centum
centurn of the capacity actually used by them for
find, he shall then abate the
months; and if he shall so find,
each of said mouths;
assessments, in whole or in part, made against said distillers
distillers for said
said
assessments,
a sum not
months, which
which are as follows: For the month of October, a
exceeding
exceeding thirteen thousand one hundred and ninety-eight
ninety-eight dollars and
fifty cents; and for the month of January, a
a sum not exceeding
exceeding five
thousand seven hundred
ninety-five dollars and six cents; and no
thousand
hundred and ninety-five
assessment for deficiency
against
assessment
deficiency tax for these months shall be made against
them except as herein provided.
provided. But if said Commissioner
find
Commissioner shall find
that said distillers did not make eighty per centum
centum of the capacity
capacity used
by them during each of said months, after making the proper deductions
deductions
for accidents
accidents as aforesaid,
aforesaid, if any occurred, during either or both of said
months,
he shall
shall change the
the assessments
assessments made
made for said months so
months, then he
as to conform them to the amount of deficiency
deficiency that he shall find due
531

Dec.
Dec. 24,
24, 1879.
1879.

Deficiency tax
Deficiency
assessed ag
ainst
assessed
against
Hulman
FairHulman and
and Fairbanks
adjusted
banks adjusted

and settled.

adjustBasis of adjust.
ment.
ment.
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SESS.
II. CH.
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1880.
1880.

against them for each
each of said
said months;
months; and
and they
they shall
shall then
then be
assessed
be assessed
by him for the amounts of deficiency
due against
against them
them for
for each
deficiency so
so found
found due
each
month, and not
not otherwise.
otherwise.
month,
Approved, December
December 24,
1879.
24, 1879.

Jan.
Jan. 16, 1880.

CHAP. 6.-An
6.—An act for the delivery
of certain
certain bonds
bonds
delivery to Samuel Lord, junior, receiver, of
now in the Treasury
United States.
Treasury of the United

Be it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
bamuelLord,
balm] el Lord, jr., States of
of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreasreceiver of the

receiver of the ury
be, and
hereby, authorized
up to
to Samuel
Samuel Lord,
junior,
ury be,
and is
is hereby,
authorized to
to deliver
deliver up
Lord, junior,

State Bank of
Charleston, S.
S. C..
Charleston,
Bonds to be delivered.

receiver
of the
President, Directors,
and Company
Company of
State Bank
of
receiver of
the President,
Directors, and
of the
the State
Bank of
Charleston, South Carolina, the
following bonds,
bonds, now
now in
the Treasury
Treasury of
of
the following
in the
the United States, to wit:
wit: Bonds numbered
numbered eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and twelve,
twelve,
hundred and thirty-six,
eight hundred and
and twenty-one, eight hundred
thirty-six, and
eight
and eight
hundred
thirty-seven, each for the sum
hundred and
and thirty-seven,
sum of
of one
thousand dollars,
being
one thousand
dollars, being
coupon bonds issued
issued by the State of South Carolina in aid of the Blue
Blue
Ridge Railroad
Railroad Company, and signed by R. F. W. Allston,
Allston, governor,
governor, and
and
T. G. Pickens, comptroller-general,
comptroller-general, under
under an act
act of
of the
the general
general assembly
assembly
of South Carolina, ratified
ratified on the twenty-first
eighteen
twenty-fir.st day of December,
December, eighteen
hundred
hundred and fifty-four, which
which were the property
property of the said
said The
Presiden t,
The President,
Directors,
Directors, and Company of the State Bank, to be administered
administered by the
said Samuel Lord,
Lord, junior,
junior, receiver, as he may be
directed by
by the
the proper
proper
be directed
court in South Carolina, under
under which he
he holds
his appointment
appointment of
of receiver
holds his
receiver
Appropriation
ApPropriatiton as aforesaid.
aforesaid. And the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
authorized
Treasury is hereby authorized
for interest co1leotedrest
- and directed
to pay
directed to
of said
out of
of any
pay to
to the
the said
said receiver
receiver of
said bank,
bank, out
any money
money
lected.
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
in the Treasury
appropriated, the sum of four
four hundred
and
hundred and
seventy-nine
collected of the coupons for interest on said bonds,
seventy-nine dollars, collected
and heretofore
covered into the Treasury
heretofore covered
Treasury of the United
United States,
States, to be
be
administered
administered by said receiver
receiver as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided.
provided.
Approved, January
January 16,
16, 1880.

Jan. 16, 1880.

CHAP. 7.—An
7.-An act
act for the relief of Doddridge and Davis.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the
the Treas.
Treas.
ury be, and •
he is hereby authorized
authorized and
to pay
pay to
to Doddridge
Doddridge
and directed
directed to
bankers of
of Corpus
Corpus Christi,
exas ,
th
sum of
ofone
one thousand
th ousan d
and Davis
Davis, bankers
Christi, T
Texas,
thee sum
eight hundred
twenty-seven dollars
hundred and twenty-seven
dollars and
eighty-nine cents
cents in
lieu of
of
and eighty-nine
in lieu
check number forty-five
forty-five thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and twenty-three,
twenty-three, on
hundred and
oil
the assistant treasurer
treasurer of the United
United States at New York, dated
dated the
the
fifteenth day
day of
of October
October eighteen
hundred and seventy-eight,
fifteenth
eighteen hundred
seventy-eight, payable
payable
to Messrs Doddridge
Doddridge Davis and Caden or order
order and signed
signed by E. B.
B.
Atwood, captain
captain and assistant quartermaster,
major United
quartermaster, brevet
brevet major
United
claimed was indorsed
States Army, which
which check it is claimed
indorsed by
by said
said l)oddridge
Doddridge
Davis and Caden to said Doddridge
Doddridge and Davis and by them, Doddridge
Doddridge
and
and Davis, indorsed,
indorsed, but lost in transmission by mail, to the
the Marine
Marine
National Bank of the city of New York was never
never received
by said
said
received by
Proviso.
Proviso.
Marine
Marine National
National Bank
Bank and was never paid: Provided, That before
before the
payment
hereinbefore authorized,
payment hereinbefore
authorized, the Secretary of the
the Treasury shall
be
be satisfied
satisfied that
that said check
check has not been paid, and further that the
the said
Bond
Bond of indemindem- Doddridge
and Davis
Davis shall
a bond of indemnity to the United
Doddridge and
shall execute
execute a
nity.
nity.
States,
with sufficient
sureties, against
of the
States, with
sufficient sureties,
against the
the claim
claim of
the payees in, or the
the
indorsees of, said
said draft, or the claim
claim of any
any person
persons in
in possesperson or
or persons
possession
of or claiming
sion of
claiming the same; and also
also to fully indemnify
indemnify the United
United
Prohibits
Prohibits pay- States
States against
against all
loss
and damages
in
the
premises.
And
all
loss
and
damages
premises.
And the Treasury
ing lost check to
ing lost check to Department
United States
States is
is hereby
Department of
of the
the United
hereby prohibited
prohibited from
from paying said
any person.
lost check to any person.
person.

Doddridge an
and
d
Davis, of Corpus
Davis
,
oT
Cexor
Christi, Tex.
Pa ymen t for
for
Payment
check
check lost in the
mails authorized.

January 16,
16, 1880.
Approved, January
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On. 11,
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15, 20.
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CH.
20. 1880.

CHAP.
Thomas Langton,
Dundee, Michigan.
-An act
act for
for the
the relief
relief of
of Thomas
Langton, of Dundee,
CHAP. 11.
11. —An

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
House of
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the southsouthacres of
That fifty-two
fifty-two acres
assembled, That
States of
of America
east
of the
the northeast
northeast fractional
quarter of section
fractional quarter
quarter of
fractional quarter
east fractional
twenty-three
south, of
in the
of
the county
county of
six east,
east, in
of range
range six
six south,
in township
township six
twenty-three in
Monroe,
of Michigan,
Michigan, belonging
to Thomas
discharged
Langton be
be discharged
belonging to
Thomas Langton
State of
Monroe, State
of
and from
claim, or
title, on
part of
United States
thereStates thereof the
the United
on the
the part
or title,
from all
all lien,
lien, claim,
of and
on
thereto, under
under and
by virtue
succession tax upon
upon
a succession
of the
the levy of a
and by
virtue of
on and
and thereto,
the
estate of
of Alfred
the sale
above described
sale of
of the above
deceased, and the
Potter, deceased,
Alfred Potter,
the estate
land
to the
the United
said tax:
one-fourth of
of the
That one-fourth
the
United States
States for
for said
tax: Provided,
Provided, That
land to
amount
said land upon the non-payment
non-payment of
tax assessed against said
amount of the tax
anwhich said land was sold, and interest
interest thereon at six per centum
centum per annum
the day
Treasury of
of the United
into the Treasury
paid into
day of
of the
the sale, be paid
num from
from the
States
within ninety
ninety days
days from
the passage
of this
this act.
from the
passage of
States within
Approved,
January 23, 1880.
Approved, January

CHAP. 15.—An
authorize the assistant treasurer
the United States
States at New
15.-An act to authorize
treasurer of the
enforcement of section
thirty-four hundred
seventy-seven of the
hundred and seventy-seven
section thirty-four
York to waive enforcement
affects certain
certain drafts upon him now held by the
Revised Statutes so far as the same affects
Masonic Bank of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Jan. 23, 1880.
Thomas
Thomas Langt
i
on relieved
relieved from
ton
up o
„ertai
r
n
t
ai
ll land. upon
•

Proviso.

Jan. 24, 1880.
-----

Whereas, on the
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy- Preamble.
of October,
October, eighteen
the seventh day
day of
Whereas,
hisS checks
checks
paymaster United States Army, did issue his
six, A. B. Carey,
Carey, paymaster
United States assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer at New York, one for eightyupon the United
eight dollars
eighty-eight dollars
and fiftydollars and
fiftydollars and three cents and one for eighty-eight
eight
order of Jefferson
and
Mcllwaine; and
Jefferson McIlwaine;
payable to
to the order
three cents,
cents, payable
twenty-ninth day
Whereas, the said Jefferson
McIlwaine did, on the twenty-ninth
Jefferson MeIlwaine
of September,
September, eighteen
power of
of
hundred and seventy-six, execute his power
eighteen hundred
of
Hugh Mcllwaine,
McIlwaine, empowering
attorney to Hugh
Hugh Malwaine,
empowering him, the said Hugh
Malwaine,
attorney
to indorse any checks or drafts issued by the government
government made payable
payable
and
him, the said Jefferson
McIlwaine; and
Jefferson McIlwaine;
to the order of him,
indorsement
Masonic Bank
Whereas,
Whereas, the Masonic
Bank of Pittsburgh did, upon
upon an indorsement
purchase and pay for
Hugh Mcllwaine,
McHwaine, purchase
for
of the said checks by the said Hugh
the same; and
and
Whereas the Treasury
said
Treasury of the United States refuses to redeem said
Whereas
cheeks
same was executed
executed
because the power of attorney to indorse the same
checks because
issue, as reinstead of after their said issue,
before the checks were issued, instead
quired by law; and
and
checks were issued cannot
cannot
Whereas, the person to whose order said checks
therefore,
Masonic Bank:
now be found by the said Masonic
Bank: Now, therefore;
it enacted
Rqresentatives of the United
and House
House of Representatives
,senate and
enacted by the senate
Be it
States of
Congress assembled,
assistant treasurer
treasurer of Assistant treasassembled, That the assistant
of America
America in Congress
States
at New York
erer
at
New York
the
New York be,
and he is hereby, authorized.to
authorized .to urer
be, and
at New
the United
United States at
to waive R. S. 3477
waive, in
only, so
much of
the provisions
of section
section ffor relieRf
waive,
in this
this particular
particular case
case only,
so much
of the
provisions of
a
Sof
relief
of the
thirty-four
seventy-seven of
of the
of the
the M
asoni cc Bank,
Masoui
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
and seventy-seven
the Revised
thirty-four hundred
hundred and
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
United
States as requires
requires powers of
dated subsequent
subsequent to Pittsburgh, Pa.
of attorney
attorney to be dated
United States
the
issue of
of checks,
that the
the. certificate
acknowledgment of
of
of acknowledgment
certificate of
and that
cheeks, and
the issue
acknowledgofficer taking the acknowledgpowers of attorney shall show
show that the officer
ment,
explained the power of attorney
ment, at
at the time thereof read and fully explained
to
acknowledging the
the same,
same, and
and to
pay said
checks as
at pressaid checks
as at
to pay
person acknowledging
to the
the person
ent indorsed
indorsed to the said Masonic
Masonic Bank of Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh.
Approved,
January 24, 1880.
Approved, January

CHAP.
act for
for the
the relief of
of Thomas Kearney.
CHAP. 20.—An
20.-An act

Feb. 7,
7, 1880.
1880.
Feb.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Senate
Be
States
accounting-offi- Thomas
assembled, That the proper accounting-offiCongressassembled,
of America
America in Congress
States of
cers
Treasury, in settling
accounts of Thomas Kearney, late ney.
neY• .
settling the
the accounts
cers of the Treasury,
ef.
collector for the district of Corpus Christi, in Texas, credit and allow him ReliRelief
the sums of twelve thousand four hundred
seventy dollars and fifty
hundred and seventy

KearKear-
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cents
in gold
gold and
three hundred
dollars in
in silver,
silver, public
public money,
money,
cents in
and three
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars
of which
he was
while his
his life
life was
was injeopardy,
in jeopardy, by
by Sergeant
Sergeant Connor
Connor
of
which he
was robbed,
robbed, while
and Private
Private Jackson,
United States
soldiers, on
on the
highway in
in Texas,
and
Jackson, United
States soldiers,
the highway
Texas,
on the
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventy.
seventy.
on
the sixth
sixth of
of May,
hundred and
Approved, February
February 7,
1880.
7, 1880.
Approved,

Feb. 11,
11, 1880.

M.
M. Granery.
Granery.
N.
N. Wax.
Wax.
M.
M. Lange.
Lange.
Payment
Payment to.
to.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Feb.
Feb. 11,
11, 1880.

23.—An act for the relief
relief of Michael
Michael Granery, Nicholas Wax, and Moliere
CHAP. 23.-An
Lange.
Lange.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
_Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
States
America in
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the
the TreasTreasStates of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
ury
be, and
he is
authorized and
directed to pay to
to Michael
Michael
and directed
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
ury be,
and he
Granery, Nicholas
Moller° Lange
Lange each
each the
the sum
sum of
of five
five hunhunGranery,
Nicholas Wax,
Wax, and
and Moliere
dred dollars,
dollars, out
out of
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approapproany money
in the
dred
of any
priated, in
in refundment
refundment of so much
money exacted
joint
from them
them as joint
much money
exacted from
priated,
obligors
bond taken
Colonel D.
D. A.
A. Pardee,
provost-marshal of
of
obligors on
on a
a bond
taken by
by Colonel
Pardee, provost-marshal
the
district of
Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, in
year eighteen
hundred and
and
the district
of Baton
Rouge, Louisiana,
in the
the year
eighteen hundred
sixty-three,
appearance of
of one
one B.
B. F.
Rhodes, the
the payment
payment of
of
sixty-three, for
for the
the appearance
F. Rhodes,
which was
was improperly
illegally enforced
by the
the said
marshal, in
in full
full
said marshal,
and illegally
enforced by
which
improperly and
payment and
and satisfaction
satisfaction therefor.
therefor.
payment
Approved, February 11,
11, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP. 24.-An
24.—An act for the relief
relief of Captain J.
J. B. Campbell.
Campbell.

it enacted
United
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of _Representatives
Representatives of the United

J.
Campbell. States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreasassembled, That
States of
of America
America in
.. B. Campbell.
Paym ent of ury be, and he is hereby, directed,
Payment
directed, out of any moneys
moneys in the
the Treasury
Treasury
jildgieltobtained
appropriated, to
judgment
obtained not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to pay
certain judgment
judgment in
which Hugh
Hugh
pay a
a certain
in which
by Hugh Waters.

Hugh

aer

Waters
plaintiff and
Campbell is defendant,
obtained in the
Waters is plaintiff
and J.
J. B. Campbell
defendant, obtained
the

circuit court for the district
district of Oregon,
Oregon, amounting,
amounting, at the
United States circuit
time
it was
was rendered,
rendered, to
to the
the sum
of two
two thousand
one hundred
dollars
sum of
thousand one
hundred dollars
time it
and
fifty cents,
the further
sum of
of one
one hundred
ninety-one doldoland fifty
cents, and
and the
further sum
hundred and
and ninety-one
lars and
and thirty-five
thirty-five cents
cents for
for court
court and
and witnesses'
witnesses' fees
in defending
defending said
said
fees in
lars
suit,
said judgment
obtained against
against said
Campbell
suit, said
judgment having
having been
been obtained
said J.
J. B.
B. Campbell
and
incurred by
by him
while acting
line of
of his
duty as
as captain
captain
and costs
costs incurred
him while
acting in
in the
the line
his duty
of
Army.
of the
the United
United States
States Army.
Approved,
February 11,
11, 1880.
1880.
Approved, February

Feb. 16, 1880.

26.-An act granting
granting an increase
increase of pension to Samuel
CHAP. 26.—An
Samuel B. Davis.

Be it enacted by
by the Senate and
of the United
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Samuel B. Davis. States of
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
of America
America in Congress
Congressassembled, That the Secretary
Pension.
Pension.
be,
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to place
place on
on the
the pensionbe, and
is hereby,
authorized and
pensionroll, subject to the provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension
pension laws, the
name of Samuel
Samuel B. Davis, of Company C, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteers, and pay
pay him the
now allowed
those
the pension
pension now
allowed by law
law to
to those
who have lost both an arm and a
a leg.
Approved,
February 16,
16, 1880.
Approved, February
1880.

Feb. 17,
17, 1880.
Feb.
1880.

CHAP. 27.—An
act making
for the
the removal
removal of
of the
the remains
remains of
of the
the late
late
27.-An act
making appropriation
appropriation for
Major
Major General George
George Sykes, United
United States
States Army, from Fort Brown, Texas, to
West Point,
Point, New
New York.
West
York.

it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
Efouse of
United
Maj.
George States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War be,
be,
Maj. Gen.
Gen. George
of America
America in
in Congress
Sykes,removal
of
remains
of.
and
authorized an
d di
rect
ed to
t
o have
have the
the remains
remai
ns o
the
offthe
and
directed
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and he
remains of
Appropriation.
Sykes, United
United States
Army, transported
transported
General George
George Sykes,
States Army,
Appropriation, late,
late Major
Major General
Brown, Texas, to West Point, New York, and the sum
from Fort Brown,
sum of one
one
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thousand dollars,
as may
may be
be necessary,
hereby
is hereby
necessary, is
thereof as
much thereof
or so
so much
dollars, or
thousand
appropriated,
from any
the United States
not otherotherTreasury not
States Treasury
United
in the
money in
any money
appropriated, from
wise
appropriated, to
to carry
carry this
effect.
into effect.
act into
this act
wise appropriated,
Approved, February
February 17, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP. 28.-An
28.—An act for the relief of Henry
Henry Page.

1880.
Feb. 18, 1880.

Be
Senate and
_Representatives of the
the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
proper accounting
olli- Henry Page.
accounting offithe proper
That the
America in
of America
States of
cers
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and they
authorized and
and directed
directed to
hereby, authorized
are hereby,
they are
be, and
of the
cers of
credit
Page, late
late agent
agent and
and disbursing
officer of
of Accounts to le
be
disbursing officer
of Henry
Henry Page,
account of
the account
credit the
Abandoned Lands, with the sum credited.
the
Bureau of
of Refugees,
Refugees, Freedmen
"edited. '
Freedmen and Abandoned
the Bureau
of
four dollars
and nine
cents, being the amount, with
nine cents,
dollars and
and four
hundred and
of nine
nine hundred
interest,
disbursed by him
officer in good faith to persons
persons falsely
falsely
him as such officer
interest, disbursed
producing
discharges of,
of, and
identifying themselves
themselves as, John West,
and identifying
the discharges
producing the
Alfred Rogers,
and Miles
discharged United
United States soldiers;
soldiers;
Miles Shinn, discharged
Rogers, and
Alfred
and
that the
the proper
and
certificate of credit be issued to said Page, and
proper certificate
and that
of
be
received by
by the
United States
marshal for the eastern district of Satisfaction
Satisfaction
of
States marshal
the United
be received
Arkansas,
satisfaction of
of the
the judgments
against said
said Page, on judgments.
judgments against
in full
full satisfaction
Arkansas, in
account
disbursements, in the circuit
circuit court of the
aforesaid disbursements,
the aforesaid
of the
account of
United
eastern district of Arkansas.
Arkansas.
for the eastern
United States for
Approved,
1880,
February 18, 1880.
Approved, February
CHAP.
act for
for the relief of Gibbes
Gibbes and
and Company,
Company, of Charleston,
Charleston, South
South
29.-An act
CHAP. 29.—An
Carolina.

Fob. 20,
20, 1880.
1880.
Feb.

Representatives of the United
and Howse
Be
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
Be it
GibbesandComStates
of America
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Gibbes
and Coraassembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
States of
directed to pay, out of pany.
Treasury
be and
PaRn3eri ief.
authorized and directed
and he is hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
any
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
elpiation.
to Messrs. Appropriation.
in the
any money
money in
Gibbes
Company, of Charleston,
Charleston, South
South Carolina, the sum of four
four
and Company,
Gibbes and
thousand
seventy-six dollars and ninety-two cents,
hundred and seventy-six
five hundred
thousand five
Company on account
the same
being a
balance due
account of
Gibbes and Company
due said G-ibbes
a balance
the
same being
money deposited by them with the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
Approved,
February 20, 1880.
Approved, February
Zimmerman and H. P. Snow, of
CHAP.
of Clinton
Clinton
J. P. Zimmerman
act for the relief of J.
31.-An act
CHI&P. 31.—An
County, Kentucky.
Kentucky.
County,

Feb. 24, 1880.

Be it
enacted by
United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the Senate
it enacted
Be
Zimmorj. p.
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
Secretary of the TreasJ.
P. ZimmerThat the Secretary
States of
my be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any man
m an and H. P.
and directed
ury
money in
Sn?w..
appropriated, the sum of ninety- Snow.
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
Treasury not
in the
money
eight dollars
dollars to
to J.
P. Zimmerman
and H.
P. Snow,
of Clinton
Clinton Appropriation
ilppropriabon.
citizens of
Snow, citizens
H. P.
Zimmerman and
J. P.
eight
County, Kentucky,
mail-route bond paid
forfeited mail-route
amount of aaforfeited
the amount
being the
Kentucky, being
County,
by them.
Approved, February
February 24, 1880.
CHAP.
act authorizing
authorizing the remission or refunding
refunding of duty on an altar from
32.-An act
CHAP. 32.—An
Indiana.
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Rome,
Italy, for
for the Saint
Saint John's
Cathedral of Indianapolis,
John's Cathedral
Rome, Italy,

March 1, 1880.
March

Be it
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
Secretary of the Treas- St. John's Cathe
That the Secretary
of America
America in
States of
ury be,
and he
he is
directed to remit or refund,
refund, as dral.
authorized and directed
is hereby, authorized
be, and
ury
Duties un alalupon
upon an altar
accruing upon
or accruing
duties paid
paid or
altar from Rome, tarDuties
the case may be, the duties
remitted
or re.
or funded.
funded.
Italy, for
Saint John's
John's Cathedral
Indianapolis, Indiana,
arrived, or
Indiana, arrived,
of Indianapolis,
Cathedral of
for Saint
Italy,
about to
designed for
New York, said altar being designed
port of New
the port
in the
arrive, in
to arrive,
about
said cathedral
cathedral and not for sale.
Approved, March
March 1, 1880.
Approved,
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CHAP.
35.—An act
relief of
administrator of
of John
John D.
CHAP. 35.-An
act for
for the
the relief
of the
the administrator
D. McGill.
McGill.

Be
enacted by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
United
Be it enacted
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United

John D. McGill's States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the sum
of one
one hundred
sum of
hundred

administrator.
administrator,
Appropriation.
Appropration.

and two dollars,
is, hereby
hereby appropriated,
out of
of any
any
dollars, be,
be, and
and the
the same
same is,
appropriated, out
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
pay to
adappropriated, to
to pay
to the
the administrator
John D.
McGill, for
for advertising
property
ministrator of
of John
D. McGill,
advertising the
the sale
sale of
of the
the property
known as the Philadelphia
Philadelphia navy-yard,
navy-yard, in
Courier in
in the
the Georgetown
Georgetown Courier
in
November, eighteen
November,
eighteen hundred and
and seventy-five.
seventy-five.
Approved, March
March 5,
5, 1880.
Approved,
1880.

April 1,
1, 1880.
April
1880.

CHAP.
44.—An act
the relief
relief of
William McGovern.
McGovern.
CHAP. 44.-An
act for
for the
of William

Be it enacted
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United
William
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
William McMc -States of America
Secretary of
of War
War is
is
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
directed to
Govern; honorable
honorable hereby authorized and directed
issued
to
William McMcto cause
cause to
to be
be
issued
to
William
discharge.
ge.
Govern, late of Company
Company C, of the late First Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York
Volunteers, an honorable discharge from
from the
the service,
service, to
to date from
from SepSeptember ninth,
and sixty-one.
ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-one.
Approved, April
April 1, 1880.
1880.

April 1, 1880.

CHAP. '45.—An
Jeremiah S.
James.
45.-An act for
for the relief of Nelson
Nelson Lyon and
and Jeremiah
S. James.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United
Nelson Lyon
Lyon and States of America in Congress
assembled, That the Commissioner
Congress assembled,
Commissioner of PatPatJeremiah S. James.
JeranthS.
James. ents be, and he is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to correct the patent
patent
Patent.
dated
the ninth
ninth day
day of
one thousand
thousand eight
seventyRelief,
dated the
of July,
July, one
eight hundred
hundred and
Relief.
and seventytwo, numbered one hundred and twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred
and forty-three, and erroneously
erroneously granted to Joseph Barsaloux, Jeremiah
S. James, and Nelson
Nelson Lyon, as joint inventors, for an invention which
which
was in fact made by said Barsaloux as sole inventor, and of which at
at
the time of the issue of the said patent, said James and Lyon were
assignees of the entire and exclusive right, title, and interest. The correction shall be made upon the face of the patent, or aa certified
copy
certified copy
certificate thereof, appended
thereof, and by proper certificate
appended thereto, and when
when
corrected the patent shall show that the grant is to said Jeremiah
corrected
Jeremiah S.
S.
James and Nelson Lyon, jointly, -their
their heirs and assigns,
assignees of
of
assigns, as assignees
said Joseph Barsaloux. The said patent when corrected, as herein authorized, shall be as good and valid as if it had been originally granted
granted
and issued in such corrected form. It
It shall run for
of sevenfor the term
term of
seventeen years from and after the date of the ninth day of July, one thouthousand eight hundred and seventy-two,
seventy-two, but no person shall be held liable
thereof, prior to the date of such
for the infringement
infringement thereof,
correction, which
which
such correction,
date, with aareference
reference to this act, shall be entered upon the face
face of
of the
the
patent or stated in such certificate and shall be noted in the records of
of
Proviso.
the Patent Office: Provided,
Provided, That nothing herein contained
contained shall operate to invalidate the rights of any persons
persons to whom assignments may
have been made or licenses granted under said letters; but such assignments and licenses
patent
licenses shall be as valid under said corrected letters patent
as they would have been had said letters patent as originally granted
been operative
operative and valid.
Approved, April
April 1, 1880.
1880.

April 1, 1880.

CHAP. 46.-An
46.—An act for the relief of
of L. H.
H. Hershfield
Herahfield and
and Brother.
Brother.

enacted by the
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assem bled
, Th at the Secretary of the Treas States of
America in
That the Secretary of the Treasury shall cause to
Duplicate check llry
to be
be issued
issued to
L. H.
H. Hershfield
Hershfield and
and Brother,
Brother, bankers
of
to L.
bankers of
No.
Helena, Montana,
No. 1578.
1578.
Helena,
Montana, or their order, a
aduplicate
duplicate check for the sum of two

S. Hershfild

and
Brother.
H. Hershfield.
andS. Brother.
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thousand
four hundred
hundred and
and seventy-six
dollars and
and eighty-one
eighty-one cents,
cents,
seventy-six dollars
thousand four
which
check shall
shall be
out of
check number
of check
in lieu of
of the
the Treasury in
paid out
be paid
which check
fifteen hundred
seventy-eight issued
Ti. H. Hershfield
Hershfield and
issued to said L.
hundred and seventy-eight
fifteen
Brother,
in payment
for bullion
bullion bar
bar number
number one
and thirty-four,
thirty-four,
thousand and
one thousand
payment for
Brother, in
by
B. Hamson,
assayer in
of the
the United
United States
office
assay office
States assay
charge of
in charge
Harnson, assayer
by Russell
Russell B.
at Helena,
Montana Territory,
payable by
assistant treasurer
treasurer of
by the
the assistant
Territory, and payable
at
Helena, Montana
the
United States
at New
New York,
York, which
which check
check was lost in
transmission:
in transmission:
States at
the United
Provided, That
Proviso.
Hershfield and Brother, shall execute aagood Proviso.
L. H. Flershfield
That said L.
Provided,
manner and form as preBond of indemdouble the amount in manner
bond, in double
sufficient bond,
and sufficient
nity.
scribed by
by section
section thirty-six hundred
hundred and forty-six
forty-six of the Revised
Revised Stat- nitY•
scribed
utes
thousand dollars.
not exceeding in amount one thousand
in ease
case of checks not
utes in
Approved,
Approved, April 1, 1880.

CHAP. 59.—An
act to
to remove
remove the
disabilities of
A. Pryor,
Pryor, of
of New
New
of Roger
Roger A.
the political
political disabilities
CHAP.
59.-An act
York.
York.

April 22,
22, 1880.
1880.
April

and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
States
A. Pryor.
con- Roger
Roger A.
(two-thirds of each House conCongress assembled, (two-thirds
States of America in Congress
Political
disabilPolitical disabilcurring therein), That all political
political disabilities imposed
imposed upon Roger A.
curring
ities.
citizen of New York, by the fourteenth
fourteenth amendment
amendment to the ities.
a citizen
Pryor, now a
constitution of the United States, be, and the same are hereby,
hereby, removed.
constitution
Approved, April 22, 1880.
Approved,

62.—An act granting
granting a
Melissa Wagner.
a pension to Melissa
CHAP. 62.-An

United
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted by the Senate and _House
House of Representatives
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the Intein Congress
America in
States of America
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to place
place upon the
pension-roll of the United States, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations
Jacob
Wagner, widow of Jacob
of the pension laws, the name of Melissa Wagner,
tions of
F.
private in Company
Company B, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Regiment Pennlate a
a private
Wagner, late
F. Wagner,
received in
sylvania Volunteers, who died from the effects of wounds received
action and in the line of duty.
Approved, April 23, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP. 63.—An
increase the pension
pension of Captain Samuel
Samuel C. Sehoyer.
Schoyer.
to increase
63.-An act to
CHAP.

April 23, 1880.
Melissa Wagner.
Wagner.
Meiissa
Pension.
P
sion

el

u

April 23, 1880.

the United
United
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
Samuel C.Schoy
Inte- SamuelC.Schoy
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the InteStates of America in Congress
er.
rior
hereby, authorized
increase the pen- er.
and directed
directed to increase
authorized and
rior be, and he is hereby,
Increase of Pension
Captain Samuel C.
Schoyer, late
late captain
captain of Company G, One sion.nreaseof Pe
C. Schoyer,
sion of
of Captain
Volunteers,
Pennsylvania
of
hundred and thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Regiment
Pennsylvania
to
fifty
Regiment
dollars per month.
Approved, April 23, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP.
an increase
increase of
James M.
M. Boreland.
Boreland.
to James
pension to
of pension
act granting
granting an
64.-An act
CHAP. 64.—An

2:3, 1880.
April 2:3,

and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate
States of
Congress assembled,
Inte- James M. BoreSecretary of the Intoassembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
of America
States
nor
authorized and directed
directed to increase
increase the pension land. ease of enis hereby,
hereby, authorized
be, and
and he
he is
riur be,
e o
Regimentn
a private
of James
James M. Boreland,
Boreland, late a
private in Company C, Ninth Regiment
si Z r
Pennsylvania
Reserve Corps,
so that
that he
he shall
shall be
entitled to
receive the
to receive
be entitled
Corps, so
Pennsylvania Reserve
rate
allowed by existing laws to those wholly disabled
disabled while in the servrate allowed
ice of the United States.
Approved, April 23, 1880.
Approved,
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CHAP.
act granting
pension to
Patsy Davenport.
CHAP. 65.—An
65.-An act
granting aapension
to Patsy
DavCeport.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
the United
United
by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
Representatives of the
Patsy D
Davenay en- States
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the IntoStates of America
America in Congress
That the
Secretary of
Inteport.
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
port. ion
nor
authorized and directed
directed to place on the pension
pension
Pens.
Pension.
roll the
name of Patsy Davenport,
Davenport, mother of William Henry
roll
the name
Henry Davenport,
who died in the service
United States, and upon
whom she was
service of the United
upon whom
was
dependent wholly
wholly for
pension to
to be
be at
at the
the rate
rate of
of• eight
eight
dependent
for support;•
support; said
said pension
per month from
and after
passage of
act.
dollars per
from and
after the
the passage
of this
this act.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 23,
23, 1880.
1880.

April

23, 1880.
23,

CHAP. 66.—An
granting a
a pension
Farrar.
CHAP.
66.-An act granting
pension to Abram
Abram F. Farrar.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Senate and House
House of
Representatives of the United
United
M. Far- States
Abram M.
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the InteInterar.
rar.
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to place upon the
Pension.
Pension.
pension-rolls
name of Abram
Farrar, late first lieutenant
lieutenant Compension-rolls the
the name
Abram F. Farrar,
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, subject
subject to
to
pany F,
F, Thirty-fifth
the provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension laws of the United States.
Approved,
Approved, April 23, 1880.
1880.
April

24, 1880.
1880.
24,

CHAP. 68.—An
68.-An act for the relief of the
CHAP.
the owner of the bark Grapeshot.

enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States
Secretary of the
Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, directed to pay
George Law,
the
pay to
to George
Law, of
of the
city and State of New York,
York, the sum of fifteen
fifteen thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred
and sixty-one
sixty-one dollars and fifty cents, the same properly
properly belonging
belonging to
said
to said
Deposit in the Law, and being a
a deposit in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States to the
Treasury
be rere- credit
Treasury to
to be
credit of the registry of the United States district
district court
court for the eastern
turned.
district
district of Louisiana
Louisiana as the avails of the sale under
under a
to
a libel brought
brought to
bark Grapeshot,
Law and
and of
of certain
certain
said court of the bark
Grapeshot, owned
owned by
by said Law
height
freight earned
earned by said bark; all the demands
demands of the libellants in said
cause
having been fully satisfied by said Law,
cause having
Law, and lie
he by order of the
circuit court of the fifth circuit
circuit of the United States, before
before which
which said
said
cause
cause was pending,
pending, having been
been legally
legally subrogated
rights of
of
subrogated to all the
the rights
the libellants in the premises.
Approved, April 24, 1880.
George Law.
Law.

April

29, 1880.
1880.
29,

Esther E. LiouLieurance.
ranee.
Pension.
eion.

April

29,
29, 1880.
1880.

CHAP.
CHAP. 69.-An
69.—An act granting
granting a
apension to
to Esther
Esther E. Lieuranee.
Lieurance.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United

States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the InIn-

terior be, and he is hereby,
authorized and di
tenor
hereby, authorized
rec t
ed to
t
o place
pl ac e on
directed
on the
the
pension-roll,
pension-roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations of the pension
laws, the name of Esther
Esther E. Lieurance,
Lieurance, widow of Stephen
Stephen Lieurance,
Lieuranee,
a soldier in Company
late a
Company H, Third Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry.
Infantry.
Approved, April 29,1880.
29, 1880.
CHAP. 70.-An
70.-1n act
act granting
pension to
Ellen W.
P. Carter.
Carter.
CHAP.
granting a
a pension
to Ellen
W. P.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the United
United
Ellen W. P. Car- States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the IntG
hltc
ter.
rior
ter.
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place on the pension
pensioi.
Pension.
Pension,
roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and
limitations of the pension
and limitations
pension laws, the
the
Bradley County,
name of Ellen W. P. Carter, of Bradley
County, Tennessee.
Tennessee.
Approved, April 29,
Approved,
29, 1880.
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CHAP. 79.79.— An act for the relief of
Ingham, of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Dakota,
Dakota,
of Cyrus
Cyrus B.
B. Ingham,
Wood, of
of Kansas,
Kansas, and
Richard Parker,
Minnesota,
Harvey Bryant
Bryant and
and Guilford
Gnilford A.
A. Wood,
and Richard
Parker, of
of Minnesota,
James H. Pinkerton,
Pinkerton, of
Colorado, and
and Ed.
Ed. G.
G. Wright,
of Kansas.
James
of Colorado,
Wright, of
Kansas.

May 3, 1880.

enacted by the
Be it enacted
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United
Right
to homeCongress assembled,
homestead prepreStates of America
America in Congress
assembled, That
That the right
right to
to homestead
Right to
homestead restored
to—
emption and timber culture entry, upon public lands, subject thereto, is stead
restored toCyrus
B. IngIngCyrus B.
hereby restored to Cyrus B.
Territory of Dakota, Harvey
B. Ingham
Ingham of the Territory
Harvey ham;
hanm;
Kansas, and Richard
Mimic- Harvey
Bryant and Guilford A. Wood of Kansas,
Richard Parker
Parker of
of MinneHarvey Bryant;
Bryant;
Guilford
A.
sota, James H. Pinkerton
Pinkerton of Colorado
Colorado, and Ed. G. Wright
Wright of Kansas, as G
i lford A.
fully as though they had not heretofore
heretofore made any one or all of such Wood;
Wood;
Richard Parker;
entries, and had abandoned
abandoned the same or for any cause they have been James
Jamesr H
H. Pin
Pinunable to perfect their title thereto: Provided,
Provided, That this
this act
act shall not
kerton, and
not be kerton
and
Ed. G.
G. Wright.
Wright.
so construed
construed as to enable any of said parties to procure title to land,
Ed.
Proviso.
either as aa homestead pre-emption
pre emption or timber culture claim in excess of Provi8o
what is fixed and provided by
by law.
law.
Approved, May 3, 1880.

CHAP. 82.-An
82.—An act
confirm the
Charles Olivier
Duclozel to
to certain
certain lands
CHAP.
act to confirm
the title of Charles
Olivier Duclozel
lands
in the State
State of Louisiana.

May
May 5,
5, 1880.
1880.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That aa certain tract of land, of Charles Olivier
Olivier
Congress assembled,
l
Duclozel.
ten arpents front by forty arpents in depth, on the west side of Bayou D
clozel.
Title to lauds
Teche,
being section seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, in township ten south, of range six confirmied
Teche, being
s
con firmed.
east, in the State of Louisiana, as per plat of the United States consolidated land-office,
land-office, district of Louisiana, be, and the same is hereby, con
firmed to and in Charles Olivier Duclozel, his heirs or assigns.
be
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior of the United States is Patent to
to be
issued.
authorized, directed,
directed, and
patent for
the lands
hereby authorized,
and required
required to
to issue
issue aapatent
for the
lands issued.
aforesaid, herein described,
aforesaid,
described, to said Charles Olivier Duclozel: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
That this act and the said patent shall be considered and construed only
as aa quit-claim on the part of the United States of such title only as the
United States have a
a legal and equitable right to convey, and shall not
affect
affect the rights or interests of any other claimants, or affect or preclude
any judicial investigation.
Approved, May 5, 1880.
CHAP.
Mary Allison.
CHAP. 86.-An
86.—An act granting a
apension
pension to Mrs. Mary

May 12,
12, 1880.
May
1880.

Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
That the
States of
America in
in Congress

Mrs.
Mrs. Mary
Mary Alli-

be,
and
he is hereby,
authorized
and
directed to
on
the laws,
pensionroll,
be, and
subject
he is tohereby,
the provisions
authorized
and
and
limitations
directed
to
of place
place
the pension
on the
pension
the-

Pension.

roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the pension laws, the
name of Mrs. Mary Allison, widow of Robert Allison, a
a soldier of the
war of eighteen hundred and twelve.
Approved, May 12, 1880.
1880.
Morris.
CHAP. 87.-An
87.—An act for the relief of Solomon Morris,

Peson.

May
1880.
May 12,
12, 1880.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
Congress assembled,
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of the Treas- Solomon
Solonon Morris,
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
payment to.
to.
authorized and directed to pay to Solomon payment
Appropriation.
Morris, of Company A, Thirty-eighth
Volunteers, the A
Thirty-eighth Illinois Infantry
Infantry Volunteers,
lieutenant of infantry from the thirtieth
pay and allowances
allowances of a
asecond
second lieutenant
day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, to the seventh
seventh (lay
day of
deducting the
February, anno Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, deducting
pay he received as sergeant
sergeant of infantry, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
Approved, May 12, 1880.
Approved,
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14, 1880.
1880.
May 14,

Cu. 90, 91, 92, 93.
CH.

1880.
1880.

CHAP.
act directing
directing the
the issue
cheek to
to Elizabeth
D. Thomas,
Thomas,
Elizabeth D.
of a
a duplicate
duplicate check
issue of
90.-An act
CHAP. 90.—An
pensioner of
of the
States.
the United
United States.
aapensioner

Whereas, the
States pension
pension agent
at Detroit,
Detroit, Michigan,
Michigan, on
on
agent at
the United
United States
Whereas,
the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, isisof May,
May, eighteen
day of
the
sued
check, numbered
numbered fifty-nine
thousand four
hundred and
twentyand twentyfour hundred
fifty-nine thousand
sued aacheck,
five,
drawn on
Second National
United States
of Detroit, aaUnited
the Second
National Bank of
five, drawn
on the
depository,
favor of
Elizabeth D.
pensioner residing
residing at
at
D. Thomas,
Thomas, aa pensioner
in favor
of Elizabeth
depository, in
Grass
of one
one thousand
four hundred
hundred and
and
thousand four
for the
the sum
sum of
Lake, Michigan,
Michigan, for
Grass Lake,
twenty-four
and seventy
cents, in
in payment
of pension
pension then
then due
due
payment of
dollars and
seventy cents,
twenty-four dollars
said
Elizabeth D.
and
D. Thomas;
Thomas; and
said Elizabeth
Whereas said
check was
was lost
mail from
transmitted by mail
lost while
while being transmitted
said check
Whereas
Detroit to
pensioner at
found
has not since been found
Lake and has
at Grass Lake
to said
said pensioner
Detroit
or paid;
paid; Therefore,
Therefore,
or
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted
Elizabeth
Congress assembled, That
That the pension agent at Dein Congress
America in
Elizabeth D. States of America
troit,
be and
and he
he is
is hereby
issue duplicate
duplicate check
check
hereby instructed
instructed to
to issue
troit, Michigan,
Michigan, be
Thomas.
Duplicate check.
Bond.
numbered,
thousand four
four hundred and
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, for fournumbered, fifty-nine
fifty-nine thousand
Bondiateche.k.
teen hundred
hundred and twenty-four
dollars and
and seventy
seventy cents in favor of
twenty-four dollars
Elizabeth
twenty-ninth, eight
eight
in the
the mail May twenty-ninth,
for one lost in
Elizabeth D. Thomas, for
een
Elizabeth D. Thomas
Provided, That said Elizabeth
seventy-nine: Provided,
een hundred
hundred and seventy-nine:
shall
sureties to be apsufficient sureties
a bond with good and sufficient
execute a
shall first execute
proved by the Secretary
Treasury to hold the United States
States harmSecretary of the Treasury
less against the double payment
payment of said check.
May 14,
14, 1880.
Approved, May

May 14,
14, 1880.
May
1880.
George
George V.
V. Hebb,
Hebb,
payment to.
payment

Appropriation.
Appropriation,

May 14,
14, 1880.
1880.

91.-An act
CHAP. 91.—An
act for the relief
relief of George V. Hebb.
Hebb.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
United
and House of Representatives
States of America
Congress assembled, That
proper accounting
accounting offiThat the
the proper
America in,
in Congress
States
cers
of the
the Treasury
Treasury are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
the claim
audit the
claim
and directed
directed to audit
cers of
of
George V.
assistant quartermaster
quartermaster in Mexico,
captain and assistant
V. Hebb, late captain
of George
for any
any balance
balance of pay that may be found
found due him as an officer, and to pay
the
amount due in full
full settlement of the same; and a
asufficient
sufficient sum is
the amount
hereby
appropriated by
otherwise appropriated
of any money
money not otherwise
appropriated out of
hereby appropriated
law, to pay the same, not to exceed
hundred and thirtyexceed the sum of one hundred
six
fifty cents.
six dollars
dollars and fifty
Approved, May 14, 1880.

for the
the relief
relief of
of Peter
Meagher.
CHAP. 92.—An
92.-An act
act for
Peter Meagher.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the United
and House
House of Representatives
Peter Meagher,
Meagher, States
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the TreasCongress assembled,
States of America in
payment to.
payment
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay to Peter
ury be, and he is hereby,
Appropriation.
Appropriation.
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
Meagher, out of any money in the Treasury
the sum of one hundred
hundred and seventy
seventy dollars for labor performed
performed in unschooners ""My Rover",
Rover", "Althea",
loading coal from the schooners
"Althea", and "Jonathan
"Jonathan
May", and the bark
bark "David
"David G. Wilson", at Long Key, Tortugas, Florida,
Florida,
in full compensation
services of himself,
Louis Helt,
compensation for the services
himself; and of Louis
Helt, Victor
Victor
Helmkamph, William M. Kinsman, James
Helmkamph,
James Riley, Edward
Edward F.
F. Riley, F.
Richards, and Charles Wilber.
Wilber.
Approved,
Approved, May 14, 1880.
May
May 14, 1880.

CHAP.
93.— An
act granting
granting a
a pension to Peter
Peter K.
Morgan, private
private in
the war
war of
in the
K. Morgan,
CHAP. 93.4n act
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve.

PeterK.Morgan.
PeterK.Morgan.
Pension.
Pension.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
be, and he is hereby, authorized
nor be,
authorized and
and directed
directed to place
place on the pensionroll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the pension
pension laws, the
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On. 93,
1880.
93, 96, 97. 1880.
CH.

name of
of Peter
Peter K.
Morgan, a
Captain Andrew
Stevenson's
Andrew Stevenson's
in Captain
a private
private in
K. Morgan,
name
Company of
of Virginia
in the
the war
of eighteen
twelve.
and twelve.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
war of
Infantry in
Virginia Infantry
Company
Approved,
May 14,
1880.
14, 1880.
Approved, May
CHAP. 96.-An
96.—An act for the relief of
of George
George Heard.
CHAP.

Whereas George
George Heard,
Heard, of
County, Missouri,
Missouri, did on June
Pettis County,
of Pettis
Whereas
eighth, eighteen
and fifty-two,
fifty-two, at
the then
Clinton (Missouri)
(Missouri)
then Clinton
at the
hundred and
eighteen hundred
eighth,
land-office, attempt
to locate
locate bounty-land
number sixty-one
sixty-one
warrant number
bounty-land warrant
attempt to
land-office,
thousand one
and seventy-eight,
one hundred
and sixty
sixty
hundred and
for one
seventy-eight, for
hundred and
one hundred
thousand
acres of
of land,
of eighteen
hundred and
forty-seven, issued to Chester
Chester
and forty-seven,
act of
eighteen hundred
land, act
acres
Hebner,
upon the
west half
half of
half
northeast quarter and east half
two of northeast
of lot
lot two
the west
Hebner, upon
of
lot two
two of
of northwest
and
township forty-five, and
two, township
quarter, section two,
northwest quarter,
of lot
west
of southeast
southeast quarter, section
thirty-five, township
township forty-six,
section thirty-five,
half of
west half
range twenty-one,
twenty-one, the
the transfer
warrant being in
bounty-land warrant
of said bounty-land
transfer of
range
blank, and
and the
the said
land-warrant and
and the application
said George
application of said
said land-warrant
blank,
Heard to locate the same upon said lands were duly forwarded
forwarded to the
Heard
General Land
in Washington,
of Columbia, and were
District of
Washington, District
Office in
Land Office
General
returned
General Land
Land Office to the Clinton (Missouri) landsaid General
by said
returned by
office
for correction,
and were
were burned
burned and
said land-office,
land-office,
in said
and destroyed
destroyed in
correction, and
office for
November
twenty-sixth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, at Warsaw-,
eighteen hundred
November twenty-sixth,
Missouri,
Clinton land-office
said
land-office had been removed, and said
to which said Clinton
Missouri, to
Heard
said return of said warrant for correction,
correction,
notified of the said
was not notified
Hleard was
correction, and did not know
and could not therefore
therefore make
make the correction,
know of the said
said
defective
assignment of said
said warrant
return for correction
correction or its
warrant or its return
defective assignment
destruction until very recently, and until said Chester
Chester Hebner,
Hebner, in whose
destruction
died or disappeared,
disappeared, and it was
issued, had died
warrant was issued,
such warrant
name such
impossible for
correct said
said error;
Heard did, in
said George Heard
and said
error; and
to correct
him to
for him
impossible
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-eight, pay the purchase-money
purchase-money for
and seventy-eight,
July,
a cash
hundred dollars in cash, and make
make a
cash entry of the
two hundred
lands, two
said lands,
same, and
patent therefor, and was at the time of the attempted
attempted
receive aapatent
and receive
same,
location of
the actual and real owner
owner thereof, and
and no
land-warrant the
said land-warrant
of said
location
attempted to locate the same, and said
claimed or attempted
other person has ever claimed
warrant
is now
lost and
destroyed; and said George Heard is in justice
and destroyed;
now lost
warrant is
entitled
have issued to him another land-warrant
land-warrant in lieu of said
said warto have
entitled to
rant so burned: Therefore,
Therefore,
Be
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
it enacted
Be it
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the proper
proper officers
officers of the
of America
America in Congress
States of
Interior Department
be, and
and hereby
authorized and directed
directed to prehereby are, authorized
Department be,
Interior
Heard,
pare and
delivered to the said George
George Heard,
be issued
issued and delivered
to be
cause to
and cause
pare
assignee of
of Chester
bounty-land warrant, for one hundred and
Hebner, aabounty-land
Chester Hebner,
assignee
bounty-land warrant number
number sixtyacres of land, in lieu of said bounty-land
sixty acres
one thousand
seventy-eight, issued
issued under
under said act of
one hundred and seventy-eight,
thousand one
one
Congress of
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
forty-seven, and so
burned and
so burned
and forty-seven,
Congress
destroyed, in
that the
the same
located by said George
George
same can be located
form that
such form
in such
destroyed,
Heard, or
located by his assignee.
assignee.
transferred by him, and located
and transferred
or assigned and
Heard,
Approved, May 19,
1880.
19,1880.
CHAP.
—An act
act to
to remove
political disabilities
Thomas L. Harrison
Harrison of MoMoof Thomas
disabilities of
the political
remove the
97. -An
CHAP. 97.
bile,
Alabama.
bile, Alabama.

May 19,
1880.
May
19, 1880.
Preamble.
Preamble.

George Heard.
Heard.
George
warrant.
Land warrant.
Duplicate.

May
May 22, 1880.

Representatives of the United
Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
House con- Thomas L. HarStates
of America
in Congress
liar(two-thirds of each House
Congress assembled, (two-thirds
America in
States of
curring
therein), That
all political
disabilities imposed
imposed upon
L. rison.
rison.
Thomas L.
upon Thomas
political disabilities
That all
curring therein),
Harrison,
Mobile, Alabama,
fourteenth amendment
amendment to
the ConCon- tie
ties.
Political
ial disabilto the
the fourteenth
by the
Alabama, by
of Mobile,
Harrison, of
stitution of
the United
es, be, and
and the same
same are hereby,
hereby, removed.
removed.
Sta'-es,
United Sta
of the
stitution
Approved, May 22, 1880.
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May
22, 1880.
1880.
May 22,

William R.
B. Taliaferro.
Political
disabilolitical disabilities. es

1880.
1880.

CHAP.
political disabilities
disabilities of
B. Taliaferro
Taliaferro of
of
of William
William B.
the political
to remove
remove the
act to
98.-An act
CHAP. 98.—An

Virginia.

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, (two-thirds
(two-thirds of
each House
House concurconcurof each
States of
ring
William B.
disabilities imposed upon William
That all
all political disabilities
ring therein), That
Taliaferro,
amendment to the
fourteenth amendment
Virginia by the fourteenth
the State of Virginia
Taliaferro, of the
Constitution of
the United
States, be
and the
same are
are hereby
hereby removed.
removed.
be and
the same
of the
United States,
Constitution
Approved, May
22, 1880.
1880.
May 22,
Approved,

May
22, 1880.
1880.
May 22,

Francis
L. Galt.
Francis L.
Political disabilities.

CHAP. 99.-An
99.—An act
act to
remove the political
political disabilities of Francis
Francis L. Galt.
to remove
CHAP.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
House of
and House
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
House conStates
of America
in Congress
assembled, (two-thirds
each House
of each
(two-thirds of
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
curring therein),
therein), That
That all
political disabilities
disabilities imposed
imposed upon
Francis L.
L.
upon Francis
all political
curring
Constitution of
Galt of
the fourteenth
to the
the Constitution
amendment to
fourteenth amendment
by the
Virginia by
of Virginia
Gait
the United
United States,
and the
the same
are hereby,
removed.
hereby, removed.
same are
be, and
States, be,
the
Approved,
22, 1880.
1880.
May 22,
Approved, May

CHAP.
104.—An act
act to
to relieve
John D.
D. Defrees,
Defrees, Public Printer.
Printer.
relieve John
CHAP. 104.-An

May
May 26, 1880.
John
Defrees,
D. Defrees,
John D.

of.
relief of.

Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Be
States
Congress assembled,
accounting
proper accounting
the proper
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
officers of the Treasury be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to allow
John D.
settlement of his
in the settlement
Public Printer, in
Defrees, Public
D. Defrees,
allow John
to
accounts with
Treasury Department
Department the sum of nine thousand
with the Treasury
accounts
eight hundred
hundred and
robbers
being the sum taken by robbers
thirteen dollars, being
and thirteen
eight
from the
of the
the Government
Office on the second day of
Printing Office
Government Printing
safe of
the safe
from
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, for which they stand
January, eighteen
indicted
for the District of Columbia. This act to
court for
criminal court
the criminal
in the
indicted in
be in
in force
after its passage.
from and
and after
force from
be
Approved,
Approved, May 26, 1880.

May 28.
28. 1880.
May
1880.

Martha J.
a pension
109.-An act granting a
CHAP. 109.—An
pension to Martha
J. Robinson.

United
Representatives of the United
Be
and House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the Inteof America in Congress
rior
pension-roll the name
and he is hereby, directed to place on the pension-roll
rior be, and
Robinson, late private in
Martha J.
J. Robinson,
Robinson, widow of James H. Robinson,
of Martha
Company E, Fifth
Volunteers, and to pay
Indiana Cavalry Volunteers,
Regiment Indiana
Fifth Regiment
Company
passage of this act.
a pension from and after the passage
her a
Approved, May 28, 1880.
Approved,

•Martha
Martha J. Rob
Rob--States
States

inson.
Pension.

iIIS031.

May
28, 1880.
1880.
May 28,
Mary
Mary Meighan.
Meighan.
Pension.
Pension.

May 28, 1880.

Meighan
110.—An act granting a
apension
pension to Mary Meighan
CHAP. 110.-An
Be
it enacted
United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
the Senate and _House
enacted by the
Be it
Secretary of the InteIntoassembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to place on the pensionrior
limitations of the pension laws, the
roll, subject to the provisions and limitations
Meighan, late aaprivate in Comname of Mary Meighan,
Meighan, widow of Peter Meighan,
pany F, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment of United States Infantry
Approved,
Approved, May 28,
28, 1880.
1880.
CHAP. 111.-An
111.—An act granting a
apension to Edward U Leib.

enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Edward U. Leib
Leib. States.of
States,of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of the InteCongress assembled,
Pension.
Pension.
nor
authorized and directed
pensiondirected to place on the pensionhe is hereby, authorized
rior be,
be, and
and he
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roll, subject
subject to
to the
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
pension laws,
the
laws, the
the pension
the provisions
roll,
name of
Edward U.
U. Leib,
Leib, late
brevet lieutenant-colo;lel,
States
United States
lieutenant-colonel, United
a brevet
late a
of Edward
name
Army, captain
captain Fifth
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pension at
a pension
him a
and pay him
United States
Fifth United
Army,
the rate
rate of
per month,
month, in
in lieu
he now
now receives.
receives.
pension he
the pension
of the
lieu of
dollars per
fifty dollars
of fifty
the
Approved,
May
28,
1880.
Approved, May 28, 1880.
CHAP.
112.-An
CHAP. 112.—An

act granting
granting an
an increase
increase of
pension to
P. Sayer.
Sayer.
to James
James P.
of pension
act

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
States
of America
in Congress
Secretary of the Inte
Jute
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
nor be,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed,
directed, from
the pasafter the
and after
from and
is hereby,
and is
be, and
rior
sage of
this act,
act, to
pension rolls the name of James P.
carry upon the pension
to carry
of this
sage
PennSayer,
late of
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred and fortieth Regiment
Regiment Pennof Company
Sayer, late
sylvania Volunteers,
rate of thirty
dollars per month, in lieu of
thirty dollars
the rate
at the
Volunteers, at
sylvania
the pension
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
pension he
the
1880.
28,
Approved,
May
Approved,
CHAP. 114.—Art
to authorize
the payment
payment of
of sixty-six
and nine
nine cents
to
cents to
dollars and
sixty-six dollars
authorize the
act to
114.-An act
CHAP.
Duncan.
Judith
Brown, one
of the
the pension
pension of
Margaret Duncan.
of Margaret
seventh of
one seventh
Judith Brown,

1880.
May 28,
May
28, 1880.

James
P. Sayer.
James P.
Increase of
of pen.
pen.
. Inrease
s10n.
Sim'

1880.
May
May 31,
31, 1880.

House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of the United
Senate and House
by the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Judith
Judith Brown,
States of
in Congress
Secretary of,
of, the Treasassembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
ontt
o.189,
pay'inet
oilito.
ury
and he
authorized and directed to pay to Judith pa?g-8,
hereby, authorized
he is hereby,
be, and
ury be,
1830
g3: ch.
Brown,
out of
money in
appropriated Stat.,
otherwise appropriated
Treasury not otherwise
in the Treasury
any money
of any
Brown, out
5, 303.
Appropriation.
the
sum of
of sixty-six
sixty-six dollars
and nine
nine cents,
being the amount
amount due her Appropriation.
cents, being
dollars and
the sum
as
Margaret Duncan, widow
widow of Charles Duncan, a
a
children of Margaret
the children
of the
as one
one of
revolutionary
soldier, under
under the act of July seventh, eighteen hundred
revolutionary soldier,
and
been
and thirty-eight, and subsequent acts; which said sum has not been
paid
to her
her or any one for her.
paid to
Approved,
Approved, May 31, 1880.
CHAP.
117.—An
CHAP. 117.-An

W. Angus.
J. W.
of Edward
act
for the
the relief
relief of
Edward Braden
Braden and
and J.
Angus.
act for

June 1,
1, 1880.
1880.
June

Be
the Senate and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Bradenou
States of
assembled, That the claim of Edward Braden Edward Braden
Congressassembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
and
Angus for
for the
construction of
W.
W.Angus.
Angus. ,
J..W
of supply and J
the construction
compensation for
extra compensation
for extra
J. W.
W. Angus
and J.
Extratompunsadepot building
Antonio, Texas, be referred to the tioLuxtra
compcnsabuilding and shops at San Antonio,
depot
according to law and justice
Court
determined according
justice
of Claims to be heard and determined
Court of
Approved, June 1, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP.
118.—An
CHAP. 118.-An

Hein.
act for
the relief
of Ernst
Ernst Hein.
relief of
for the
act

Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
by the Senate and
it enacted
Be
States
in Congress
Secretary of War
War is
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
hereby authorized
be issued
issued to
to Ernst
Hein, late
late
Ernst Hein,
to be
cause to
to cause
directed to
and directed
authorized and
hereby

corporal of Company
Company C, Thirteenth Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Veteran
Veteran
corporal
Reserve Corps,
discharge from the service
service of the United
honorable discharge
Corps, an honorable
Reserve
States
to date
date from
trom November
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
November thirtieth, eighteen
States to
and to
to remove
remove the
the charge
of desertion
desertion from the
military record
record of said
the military
charge of
and
Ernst Hein.
Approved,
1, 1880.
Approved, June 1,

June 1,
1880.
1, 1880.
June
Hein.
Ernst Hein.
Ernst
chl
aI
r
o,
n
eorable

oorable

diedis-

g

ne ,
certain
ome stead and
pre-emption settlers
Ju 4,
4 1880.
June
in1880.
settlers in
and pre-emption
homestead
certain h
Kansas and
and Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Kansas

CHAP.
for the
the relief
of
relief of
act for
122.-An act
CHAP. 122.—A.n

Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
anid House
House of Representatives
the Senate and
enacted by the
Be
Settlers on public
Scttlersonpublic
be lawful for home- landsinKansasand
it shall be
States
in Congress
That it
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
lsasave
abidsLa;;
stead
pre-emption settlers
settlers on
lands, or
pre-emption set- Nebraska
or pre-emption
public lands,
the public
on the
leave
and pre-emption
stead and
loilt
1it without
of absence
absee
reservations, in the States of Kansas
tlers upon Indian reservations,
Kansas and Nebraska
Nebraskalofc
tiers
of right.
right.
flrfeit of
or fail- forfeit
a loss
loss or
west
of the
the sixth
sixth principal
meridian where
there has
has been
been a
where there
principal meridian
west of
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tire
unavoidable cause,
in the
the year
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
ure of crops, from
from unavoidable
cause, in
year of
and
and eighty,
leave and
and be
be absent
absent
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, or
or eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty, to
to leave
from said
said lands
until the
first day
of October,
October, eighteen
hundred and
and
from
lands until
the first
day of
eighteen hundred
eighty-one
regulations as
as to
to proof
proof and
and notice
notice as
as
eighty-one under
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
the Commissioner of
the General
General Land
Office may
may prescribe;
of the
Land Office
prescribe; and
and during
during
said absence
adverse rights
rights shall
shall attach
lands, such
such settlers
settlers
absence no
no adverse
attach to said
said lands,
being allowed to resume
resume and
and perfect
settlement as
as though
though no
no such
such
perfect their
their settlement
absence had occurred.
pay-- SEC.
making final
Time for pay
SEC. 2. That the time for making
final proof
proof and payment
payment by
by such
such
ment extended
extended for
pre-emptors is
is hereby
extended
for
one year
after the
the expiration
expiration of
of the
ment
for
pre-emptors
hereby
extended
for
one
year
after
the
0120 year.
term of absence
provided for
section of
of this
this act;
in cases
cases
o .
absence provided
for in
in the first section
act; but
but in
where the
the purchase
by law
in installments,
installments, the
first
purchase money
money is
is by
law payable
payable in
the first
installment shall
unpaid installment
shall be
be held not to be due until
until one
one year
the
year after
after the
expiration of the leave
leave of absence
absence aforesaid.
expiration
aforesaid.
Approved, June
June 4, 1880.
1880.
June 4, 1880.

CHAP.
123.-An act to permit Elias C. Boudinot, of the Cherokee
CHAP. 123.—An
Cherokee Nation,
Nation, to sue
sue in
the Court of Claims.
Claims.

Whereas,
Whereas, the United
United States
States by the
the enactment
enactment of the one hundred
hundred
and seventh
seventh section
section of the act of Congress approved the twentieth
day
twentieth day
of July, anno Domini eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight
superseded the
the
sixty-eight superseded
tenth section of the treaty entered
entered into by and between
between the United
United States
States
and the Cherokee Nation on the nineteenth
nineteenth day of July, anno Domini
eighteen hundred
sixty-six; and
and
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-six;
Whereas
property of Elias C. Boudinot. aa Cherokee
Whereas the property
Cherokee Indian, was
was
seized and disposed of by the authorities
authorities of the United States in consequence of the enactment
enactment of said one hundred
hundred and
and seventh section,
section,
Supreme Court of the United
although the Supreme
opinion expressed
United States in its opinion
expressed
in the case prosecuted
prosecuted by said Elias
Elias C. Boudinot
Boudinot to test the
the constitutionality of said one hundred
hundred and
and seventh
seventh section
validity of the
the said
section and the validity
seizure
seizure and disposition
disposition of his property, and reported
reported in eleventh
eleventh Wallace
Wallace
Supreme Court Reports,
Reports, page six hundred
United States Supreme
hundred and
sixteen
and sixteen
entitled "The
"The Cherokee
Cherokee Tobacco", declared "that
"that there was
was no ground
ground
for any imputation upon
upon the integrity
integrity or good
good faith of" him, the said
said
Boudinot;;and, farther,
further, that it is to be presumed
Elias C. Boudinot
presumed that if a
awrong
wrong
has been done to him, the said Elias C. Boudinot, the Congress
Congress of
of the
the
promptly give
United States will promptly
give the proper
proper relief
relief if applied
applied to by the
said Elias C.
C. Boudin( t;
t; and
and
Whereas the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of the United States was not called upon
upon
to decide, and did not decide, whether
whether the executive
executive officers
officers of
of the
the
United States had taken the necessary
necessary steps to make operative
operative said one
hundred and seventh section in said
Cherokee Nation anterior
said Cherokee
anterior to said
seizure of the property of said Elias C.
seizure
and
C. Boudinot;
Boudinot; and
Whereas
there is grave
grave doubt that
Whereas there
that such steps
steps were
were taken, and it
it manimanifestly appears that a
a wrong has been
been done to said Elias C. Boudinot, in
consequence of the
infraction of the said treaty,
consequence
the casual
casual infraction
treaty, which should be
repaired
appropriate satisfaction
satisfaction in
repaired by appropriate
in maintenance
maintenance of said treaty, which
which
still subsists; Now therefore,
therefore,
Be it enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Elias
America in Congress
assembled, That in order to give Elias C.
Elias C. Boudi- States of America
Congress assembled,
not authorized
austuhitorivoutrot
Cherokee Nation
th e p
roper relief
reli effor
f
or th
on e
done
thee wrong d
proper
Nation the
of the
the Cherokee
to Boudinot,
Boudinot, of
not
of Claims.
him by reason
reason of said seizure
seizure and disposition
his property,
he,
the
disposition of his
property, he, the
said Elias C. Boudinot, be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to bring
bring suit in
in
the Court of Claims against the United States Government,
Government, to recover
recover
what may be due to him in justice and equity for the loss inflicted
inflicted upon
him by reason
of said
seizure for an alleged violation of the internalhim
reason of
said seizure
internal.
revenue laws, of his property, aa tobacco factory, its detention, and damage thereto
thereto whilst
whilst under
under seizure, the value of the tobacco,
tobacco, material,
material, and
other personal property also seized,
seized, and the expenses
expenses to which
which he was
subjected thereby.
Approved,
Approved, June 4, 1880.
1880.
1868, ch.186.
ch.186.
15167.
Stat., 15,167.
reamble.
Preamble.
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II. On.
126, 138, 139.
CH. 125,
125,126,138,139.

1880.
1880.

remove the
the political
political disabilities
Johnathan H.
Carter, of
CHAP. 125.—An
125.-An act
act to
to remove
disabilities of
of Johnathan
H. Carter,
of
South
South Carolina.
Carolina.

545
545
June 7,
7, 1880.
June
1880.

Be
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in
of each
each House
House concurconcur- Johnathan
Johnath an H.
H.
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled (two-thirds
(two-thirds of
therein), That all political
political disabilities
imposed upon
Carter..
ring therein),
disabilities imposed
upon Johnathau
Johnathan H.
H. Carter.
Carter, of
of the
the State
South Carolina,
Carolina, by
by the
to PoliticaldisabilCarter,
State of
of South
the fourteenth
fourteenth amendment
amendment to
United States, be, and the
s'
the Constitution of the United
the same are
are hereby,
hereby,
remilved.
rem4 ,ved.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1880.
act to
to amend
amend an
act entitled
entitled "An
act granting
pension to
Sophia
act
an act
"An act
granting aapension
to Sophia
Brooke Taylor,
widow of
of the
the late
Francis Taylor".
Brooke
Taylor, widow
late Major
Major Francis
Taylor".

CHAP. 126.-An
126.—An

June
7, 1880.
1880.
June 7,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of America in
the act
act entitled "An
"An act
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
Brooke
Sophia Brooke
Ta lor.
granting a
pension to Sophia Brooke
Brooke Taylor, widow
of the
a pension
widow of
th late
late
e Major
Major Talor.
inFrancis Taylor", approved March
the third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty- Pension
March the
Pcens o n increased.
five, be, and the same is hereby, amended,
entiamended, so that
that she shall
shall be
be enti1865, ch.
ci. 129,
tled to receive, and shall receive,
receive, a
the rate
of fifty
dollars Stat., 13,599.
a pension at the
rate of
fifty dollars
13, 599.
per month
month from and after the passage
passage of this act, to be paid to her in
in
lieu of the monthly rate of pension
pension granted
granted to her by the act hereby
hereby
amended.
amended.
Approved, June 7, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP.
the relief
CHAP. 138.-An
138.—An act
act for
for the
tenet' of
of certain
certain citizens
citizens of
Lynchburg, Virginia,
and rereof Lynchburg,
Virginia, and
funding to
them taxes
improperly collected
collected from
them on
on manufactured
tobacco.
funding
to them
taxes improperly
from them
manufactured tobacco.

June 8,
1880.
June
8, 1880.

Be it
enacted by the
the Senate and
it enacted
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
United
Citizens
of
States of America
America in Congress
Secretary of the Treas- Ci
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
t i z e ns of
ury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, directed
to the
following-enumerated Lynchburg,
directed to
to pay
pay to
the following-enumerated
LyAInchbrg,
atVa.
Appropriation.
Lynchburg, Virginia, or to their legal representatives,
citizens or firms of Lynchburg,
representatives,
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, the followout of any money in the Treasury
ing sums, respectively, namely;
namely;
Refund of
of tax
tax on
on
To C.
C. Ford,
jr, and
the sum
of seven
seven thousand
five hundred
hundred and
and Refund
To
Ford, jr,
and Son, the
sum of
thousand five
tobacco.
eighty-four dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five cents;
eighty-four
tobacco.
To John
John T. Smith and Company, the sum of two thousand
thousand five hundred and twelve dollars and fifty-three
fifty-three cents;
cents;
To Winft'ee
Winfree and Allen,
Allen, the sum of one thousand
thousand one hundred and
seventeen dollars and seventy cents;
cents;
To John H. Smith and Company,
Company, the sum
stun of one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred and thirty-four
thirty-four dollars and sixty cents;
centA;
To F. M. Dunnington and Company, the sum of one thousand eight
eight
hundred
hundred and nineteen dollars and fifty-four
fifty-four cents;
cents;
To Ferguson
Ferguson and Chambers,
thousand and ninety-three
Chambers, the sum of four thousand
ninety-three
dollars;
dollars;
Hancock and Moorman, the sum of two
To Hancock
two thousand
thousand four
four hundred
and seventy-eight dollars and ninety-three
cents;
ninety-three cents;
To William D. Miller, the sum of one thousand one hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-three
ninety-three dollars and sixty cents;
Robert Mays, the sum of three
To Robert
three thousand two hundred
hundred and fiftytwo dollars and fifty cents;
cents;
To Tanner and Asher, the sum of three hundred
hundred and
and nine dollars and
and
forty-five
cents;
forty-five cents;
In full satisfaction
satisfaction of their claims for internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes improperly collected of them on manufactured
manufactured tobacco.
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1880.
granting an
increase of
of pension
Bunker
CHAP. 139.—An
139.-An act
act a
a granting
an increase
pension to
to Isaiah
Isaiah W.
W. Bunker

June 8,
8, 1880.
1880.
June

House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the United
W. BunBunof America in
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Isaiah
Isaiah W. Bunker, Iate
late Isaiah W.
Eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
private of Company
Company C, in the Eighty-fourth
"r *
Pennsylvania ker.
XXI-35
xxI
35
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Pension in-Volunteer
in -Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, be, and
creased..
reased.
and after the passage of the

he hereby
hereby is, granted
granted and allowed,
he
allowed, from
from
a pension at the rate of twelve dollars
act a
dollars
per
the Interior
and he
he is
hereby, auauper month;
month; and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior be,
be, and
is hereby,
thorized
directed to place
place the
the name
name of
of said
said Isaiah
W. Bunker
on the
the
thorized and
and directed
Isaiah W.
Bunker on
pension
said rate,
rate, in
lieu of
of the
the pension
now paid
paid him.
him.
pension roll
roll at
at said
in lieu
pension now
Approved,
Approved, June
June 8,
8, 1880.

June 8, 1880.
1880.

CHAP. 140.
—An act
act to
the pension
Thomas Riley.
Riley.
CHAP.
140.-An
to increase
increase the
pension of
of Thomas

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
the Senate
House of
of Representatives

Thomas
Thomas Riley.
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteStates of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Pen
si o n in
hereby, authorized
Pension
in --rior
nor be, and he is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to place
place on
on the
the pensionpensiondirected to

creased.
creased,

June 8, 1880.
1880.

roll of the United States the name
name of Thomas Riley, late
late a
a private
private in
Company L.
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
a
Company
L. Seventh
Seventh Regiment
United States
pay him
dollars per
month from
from and
and after
the
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of seventy-two
seventy-two dollars
per month
after the
passage of this act.
Approved, June 8, 1880.
CHAP. 141.-An
141. —An act
act to
to remove
remove the
charge of
desertion against
against Enoch
Enoch Davis.
CHAP.
the charge
of desertion
Davis.

Be it
Representatives of the United
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Congress
Congress assembled, That the charge
charge of desertion
Enoch
Enoch Davis,
Davis, late
late aaprivate
private of
of Company
Company G, Sixth
Iowa Volunteer Infantry, on the rolls filed in the office of the AdjutantGeneral be removed,
General
removed, and that the Adjutant-General
aforesaid be, and
and
Adjutant-General aforesaid
he is hereby, directed
directed to grant said Davis an honorable
honorable discharge.
Approved, June
June 8, 1880.

States of America
America in
Enoch Davis.
States
Honorable dis
Honorable
dis--now
now standing
standing against
against
charge.
harge.
Iowa

June 8, 1880.
Juno

CHAP. 142.—An
William Turman,
Tunnan, gnardian
guardian of
of William
William W.
W.
142.-An act
act granting
granting relief to
to William
Brewer.
Brewer.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
William Tur- States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Inte-

m_
z
an,. guardian
guardian of
man,
of
WilliamW
W ill ani W .Brewer.
Duplicate
of
lost
Duplicate
lost
check.

Proviso.
Proviso.

rior be, and he is hereby, directed to issue aaduplicate of
of check
check number
number
one
hundred and
and forty-four
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and eighty-nine,
eighty-nine,
forty-four thousand
one hundred

October thirteenth,
thirteenth,
drawn by D. T. Boynton, pension
pension agent, dated October
eighteen
one thousand six
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, for the sum of one
six dollars
hundred and forty
forty-six
dollars and eighty-three
eighty-three cents, in favor of William
William
Turman, guardian of William W. Brewer;
Brewer; said check
Turman,
check having been lost
lost
in the mails: Provided,
Turman shall first execute
Provided, That said William Turman
execute a
a
bond with good and sufficient
sufficient security, to be approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury, to hold the United States harmless against the double
double
payment of
payment
of said check
check
Approved,
June 8, 1880.
1880.
Approved, June

June 8,
8, 1880.
1880.

CHAP. 143.
—An act
act granting
granting a
apension
pension to
Rachael J.
J. Reber.
CHAP.
143.-An
to Rachael
Reber.

House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the United
Rachael J. Reber. States of America in
RachaelJ.Reber.
in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
Pension.
authorized and directed
be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to place on the pensionroll, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations of the pension laws, the
name of Rachae;
Rachae. J. Reber,
Reber, widow of Effenger L. Reber,
Reber, first lieutenant
lieutenant
Pennsylvania
and adjutant
adjutant of the Two hundred
hundred and fifth
fifth Regiment
Regiment of Pennsylvania
Volunteers, and pay her a
apension
pension for herself
herself and minor
minor children
children from
and after the passage of this act.
Approved, June
June 8, 1880.
1880.
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On. 144-148.
144-148. 1880.
O.

CHAP. 144.
— An act
act granting
pension to
Thomas H.
Vaughn.
H. Vaughn.
to Thomas
granting aapension
144.-An
CHAP.

8,1880.
June
June 8,
1880.

Be it enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representat5ves of the United
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the

Be it enacted
Thomas
H
h o m a s H.
Inte- T
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Inteof the
in Congress
States
Vaughn.
Vaughn.
pension
the
on
to
rior be,
be, and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
place
pension
directed
Pension.
and he is hereby, authorized and
rior

roll
of Thomas
0, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth RegiCompany C,
of Company
Vaughn, of
H. Vaughn,
Thomas H.
name of
the name
roll the
ment
Volunteers, and
that the
the said
Thomas H.
H.Vaughn
Vaughn
said Thomas
and that
Pennsylvania Volunteers,
of Pennsylvania
ment of
be allowed aapension
pension at
the
rate
of
four dollars
dollars per
per month,
commencing
commencing
month,
four
of
rate
the
at
be allowed
from and
and after
after the
act.
this act.
of this
passage of
the passage
from
Approved, June
8, 1880.
June 8,
Approved,

Dougherty.
CHAP.
— An act
act granting
Elizabeth Dougherty.
to Elizabeth
pension to
granting aapension
145.-An
CHAP. 145.

June
June 8,1880.
8, 1880.

Be it
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it enacted
Elizabeth
E i z a b et h
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That
the Secretary
Secretary of the InteInte- Dougherty.
the
That
assembled,
America
of
States
rior
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
place
on
the
pensionDoghrty.
pensionthe
on
place
to
Pension.
directed
and
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
enion.
roll
the name
name of
of Elizabeth
widow of
Charles Dougherty,
Dougherty, deof Charles
Dougherty, widow
Elizabeth Dougherty,
roll the
pension
a
ceased,
a
soldier
in
the
late
war
of
the
rebellion,
and
pay
her
a
pension
rebellion,
the
of
war
late
the
in
ceased, a soldier
from
the passage of this act.
after the
and after
from and
Approved, June 8, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP.
— An act
act granting
granting a
to Abner
Abner Hoopes
pension to
a pension
146.-An
CHAP. 146.
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the Secretary
Secretary of the Intethe
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
rior
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
place on the pensiondirected to place
authorized and directed
and he
rior be,
roll
name of
of Abner
private in Company
Company A, First RegHoopes, late aaprivate
Abner Hoopes,
the name
roll the
iment
Pennsylvania Reserves,
to the
provisions and limitations
the provisions
subject to
Reserves, subject
of Pennsylvania
iment of
of
and pay
and after the passage
pension from and
a pension
him a
pay him
laws, and
pension laws,
the pension
of the
of the act.
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1880.
CHAP.
— An act
act granting
pension to
Elizabeth Aults.
to Elizabeth
a pension
granting a
147.-An
CHAP. 147.
Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the InteAmerica in
of America
States of
rior be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
directed to place on the pensionand directed
hereby, authorized
he is
rior
roll, subject
subject to
the provisions
and limitation sof the pension-laws,the
pension-laws, the name
provisions andlimitations
to the
roll,
of
Aults, widow
widow of
N. Aults,
of the
Aults, of Company G, of
Ambrose N.
of Ambrose
Elizabeth Aults,
of Elizabeth
and
Volunteers,
Pennsylvania
of
Two
hundredth
and
fifth
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteers,
and
Regiment
fifth
and
Two hundredth
that
the said
said Elizabeth
Elizabeth Aults
be allowed
allowed a
apension from
from and after the
Aults be
that the
passage
this act,
act, and
and for
children from
from the
date of their birth
the date
two children
for two
of this
passage of

June 8,
8, 1880.
1880.
Abner Hoopes.
Hopes.
Abne
Pension.

8, 1880.
June
June 8,
1880.
Elizabeth Aults,

Aults,
Eliabmth
Ambrose
of Ambrose
widow
,;%Tv. Aults.

N. Aiilts.
Pension for self
Pension

and minor
minor cch
hii 11and
dren.

dren.

until they reach the age of sixteen.
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1880.

CHAP.
148. — An act
act granting
Lingenfelter.
Michael Lingenfelter.
to Michael
pension to
granting aapension
CHAP. 148.-An
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
States of America in
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Intelutethe Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress

States of America

June 8, 1880.
June 8, 1880.
Michael
Lingenihel Line-

Pensi,.
on the
nior
authorized and directed
directed to
t
o place
place on
the pensionpension- mirLsion.
he is hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
rior be,
roll, the
of Michael
private in Company
Company I. Sixa private
Lingenfelter, a
Michael Lingenfelter,
name of
the name
roll,
Reserves, formerly
teenth
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Veteran
Veteran Reserves,
formerly Company
Company
Regiment of
teenth Regiment
received and disease
L.
Pennsylvania Cavalry,
injury received
disease
Cavalry, for injury
Nineteenth Pennsylvania
L. Nineteenth
contract d
while in
in the
the military
military service
service of the United States, and in line
d while
contract
of duty,
duty, subject,
subject, however,
however, to
to the
the laws
laws governing
rate of disability.
governing the rate
of
Approved, June
June 8, 1880.
Approved,
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CHAP.
act granting
granting a
a pension
to Jacob
Jacob J.
Smith.
CHAP. 149.—An
149.-An act
pension to
J. Smith.

June
1880.
June 8,
8, 1880.
Jacob J.
J. Smith.
Pension.
Pension.

Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
States
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteStates of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Interior be,
be, and
he is
directed to
to place
place on
on the
the pension.
pension.
rior
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
roll the
name of
J. Smith,
lieutenant of
of Company
II, Twelfth
Twelfth
roll
the name
of Jacob
Jacob J.
Smith, first
first lieutenant
Company 11,
Regiment of
Pennsylvania Cavalry,
subject to
the provisions
provisions and
and limitalimitaRegiment
of Pennsylvania
Cavalry, subject
to the
tions of the
the pension
pension laws.
laws.
Approved,
June 8,
8, 1880.
1880.
Approved, June

June
June 8, 1880.
1880.

on. 149-153.
1880.
CH.
149-153. 1880.

•

CHAP.
150. —An act
an increase
of pension
pension to
Herman Baldwin.
CHAP. 150.-An
act granting
granting an
increase of
to Herman
Baldwin.

Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives

HermanBa
d--States
Herman
Bald

of America
of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That Herman
Herman Baldwin,
Baldwin, late
late
assembled, That
w
in.
W1.
corporal of
Company B,
the Fifty-fourth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
corporal
of 'Company
B, in
in the
Fifty-fourth Regiment
Increase apension.
Infantry, be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, granted,
at the
rate
nrease o pen- Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
be, and
he is
granted, aa pension
pension at
the rate
of
per month;
and the
the Interior
Interior be,
and he
he
of ten
ten dollars
dollars per
month; and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
be, and
is
authorized and
directed to
to place
the name
name of
said Herman
Herman
is hereby,
hereby, ,authorized
and directed
place the
of said
Baldwin
on the
the pension-roll
at said
in lieu
lieu of
the pension
now paid
paid
Baldwin on
pension-roll at
said rate
rate in
of the
pension now
him,
such increase
date from
passage of
of this
act.
him, such
increase to
to date
from the
the passage
this act.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 8,
8, 1880.
1880.

June
June 8,
8, 1880.
Sergeant P. P.
P.
Powell.
powell.
Preamble.
Preamble.

It S.. 1218.

CHAP.
151.—An act to remove
remove the disabilities
Sergeant P.
P. P.
P. Powell,
RegiCHAP. 151.-An
disabilities of Sergeant
Powell, Sixth
Sixth Regiment United States
States Cavalry.
Cavalry.

Whereas, Sergeant
Sergeant P.
P. P.
P. Powell,
Powell, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
States CavCavWhereas,
Regiment United
United States
alry has
has served faithfully
a private
faithfully as a
private soldier and non-commissioned
non-commissioned officer in the
the Army of the United
United States
States since October twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-fi
ve 5and
and
eighteen
seventy-five;
Whereas
Whereas he is debarred
debarred from all hope
hope of promotion
promotion by the provisions
provisions of
of
hundred and
Therefore,
and eighteen
eighteen of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes: Therefore,
section twelve
twelve hundred
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
Senate and House
House of Representatives

of America
Disabilities rre
e- States
States of
America in
in
moved.
mloved.
section be and they

Congress
assembled, That
That his
his disabilities
disabilities under
under said
said
Congress assembled,
are
are hereby
hereby removed.
removed.

June 8, 1880
188(
Approved, Jane
June
June 8,
8, 1880.
John N. Reed.
Appropriation
Appropriation
for.
for.

June 8,
8, 1880.
Charles
B.Smith,
CharlesB.Smith,
deceased.
deceased.
Relief of heirs.
Relief of heirs.
Settlement of accounts.

CHAP. 152.-An
CHAP
152. —An act
the relief
relief of
of John
N. Reed.
Reed.
act for
for the
John N.

Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the sum of four thousand
thousand
one hundred
hundred and twenty-four dollars and fifty cents be, and
and the same is
hereby,
appropriated, out of
of any money in the Treasury
hereby, appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated, to pay John N. Reed
Reed for material delivered,
delivered, labor, time,
McPherson, apand demurrages,
demurrages, upon the contract
contract of Reed,
Reed, Pitt and McPherson,
proved by the Secretary of War on the third day
day of September,
September, eighteen hundred and sixty, and assigned
assigned to said Reed,
Reed, and shall be in full
discharge of all claim against
against the United States in any manner
manner arising
arising
upon or by reason
.contract, or
or.for
reason of the said
said ,contract,
for any non-fulfillment
non-fulfillment thereof
thereof.
Approved, June
June 8, 1880.
1880.
CHAP. 153.
153.-An
—An act for
for the
relief of
heirs of
Charles B.
B. Smith,
Smith, deceased.
deceased.
the relief
of the heirs
of Charles

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United

States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
Congress assembled,
the proper
proper accounting
accounting offioffiauthorized and
directed,
cers of the Treasury
Treasury be, and they
they are hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed,
settlement of
of the
the accounts
accounts of
in the settlement
of Charles
Charles B.
Smith, deceased,
deceased, late
B. Smith,
late
first lieutenant
lieutenant of
the Fifth
Cavalry Volunteers,
receive and
and
first
of the
Fifth Iowa
Iowa Cavalry
Volunteers, to
to receive
procured, aa statement veriallow, where
where the proper
proper vouchers
vouchers cannot
cannot be procured,
veri-
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fled,
other satisfactory
evidence, of
all expenditures
expenditures or
issues made
made
or issues
of all
satisfactory evidence,
or other
fled, or
by
him for
for the
his subsistence
subsistence
to close
close his
will be
be sufficient
sufficient to
as will
the government,
government, as
by him
and quartermaster's
quartermaster's accounts
accounts upon
upon the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
of the
the books
books of
and
Approved, June
June 8,
8, 1880.
1880.
Approved,
CHAP. 154.—An
act for
for the
the relief
of Somerville
and Davis.
relief of
Somerville and
154.-An act
CHAP.

June
June 8,
8, 1880.
1880.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Representatives of the
and House
Be
it enacted
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Treas- Somerville
Somerville and
That the Secretary
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
Davis.s.
authorized and directed to adjust the claim of Davi
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
duties. nd of cotton
Somerville and
Galveston, Texas,
ditties paid by duties
Texas, for excess of duties
of Galveston,
and Davis, of
Somerville
them on
on twelve
twelve hundred
hundred and
bundles of
imported
of cotton-ties
cotton-ties imported
sixty-eight bundles
and sixty-eight
them
by them,
per steamship
steamship China,
China, at
at the port of
twenty-ninth,
Boston, July
July twenty-ninth,
of Boston,
them, per
by
eighteen
hundred and
seventy-six, and to refund to them the amount
amount
and seventy-six,
eighteen hundred
chargeable by law.
paid in excess
excess of the duties chargeable
to have
have been paid
found to
Approved, June 8, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP.
155.—An act
to remove
political disabilities
John R. F. Tatnall, of
disabilities of John
the political
remove the
act to
CHAP. 155.-An
Georgia.
Georgia.

June 8, 1880.

United
Representatives of the United
Be
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
R. F.
F. Tatconcur- John R.
each House concurStates of
of America
America in Congress
(two-thirds of each
Congress assembled, (two-thirds
States
ring
therein), That John
hereby, nail.
nail.
Georgia, be, and is hereby,
F. Tatnall, of Georgia,
John R.
R. F.
ring therein),

relieved
all political
political disabilities
disabilities imposed
imposed upon
b jit;
s
t
1
.
*
cal di
dis
sa
a -sec- bPlitial
by the
the third
third secupon him
him by
of all
relieved of
tes
tion
fourteenth article of amendments
amendments to the Constitution
Constitution of •the
the fourteenth
tion of the
United
States.
United States.
Approved,
8, 1880.
Approved, June 8,1880.
CHAP.
156.—An act
the relief
relief of
of N.
N. Boyden
Boyden
the estate
estate of
of the
act for
for the
CHAP. 156.-An

June
1680.
June 8,
8, 1880.

Be
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House of
by the Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Estate of
N. BoyBoyof N.
States
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treas- Estate
of America
America in
States of
den.
ury
be
and
hereby
is,
directed
to
pay
the
sum
of
seventy-five
dollars,
dollars,
depr
sum
of
seventy-five
to
pay
the
is,
directed
and
hereby
ury be,
Appropriati ou
to the estate
estate of N. Boyden, for rent of rooms in Salis- for.
without interest, to
eighteen
bury,
January first to March thirty-first, eighteen
Carolina, from January
North Carolina,
bury, North
hundred and sixty-six, used for post headquarters,
headquarters, under contract
contract with
hundred
the
twenty-five dollars; and the sum
a monthly rental of twenty-five
Boyden, at a
the said Boyden,
of seventy-five
seventy-five dollars is hereby appropriated
appropriated to pay the same upon the
of
presentation of
proper evidence
evidence of the qualification
qualification of aalegal representaof proper
presentation
tive
tive of
of his
his estate.
Approved, June 8, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP.
for the
relief of
of Monroe
Monroe Donoho.
Donoho.
the relief
act for
157.-An act
CHAP. 157.—An

June 8, 1880.

Be
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Rouse of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Be it
it enacted
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treas- Monroe Donoho.
of the TreasThat the
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
ury
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
at ion
Appropriation
to Monroe
Monroe Appropri
to pay
pay to
required to
and required
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
ury be,
Donoho,
late register
register of
United States
States land-office
Tuscaloosa, for.
at Tuscaloosa,
land-office at
of the
the United
Donoho, late
Alabama,
the sum
one hundred
hundred and
dollars and forty-five
sixty-nine dollars
and sixty-nine
of one
sum of
Alabama, the
cents,
money in
in the
not otherwise
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
Treasury not
the Treasury
any money
of any
out of
cents, out
Approved, June
Approved,
June 8,
8, 1880.
1880.
CHAP. 158.-An
158.—An act
act for
for the
the relief
relief of
Henry Warren.
Warren.
of Henry
CHAP.

8, 1880.

June 8, 1880.
June

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the United
United Henry
of the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted
Henry Warren.
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treas- Appropriation
Appropri at ion
That the
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
ury
States be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed for.
he is
and he
United States
the United
of the
ury of
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Cu. 158,159,
158, 159,160,
172. 1880.
1880.
CH.
160, 172.

Henry Warren,
Weatherford, Texas,
sum of
fifteen thouto pay Henry
Warren, of
of Weatherford,
Texas, the
the sum
of fifteen
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-seven
dollars and
and fifty
cents, out
of any
sixty-seven dollars
fifty cents,
out of
any
money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
full satisfaction
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, in
in full
satisfaction
for damages sustained
sustained by reason of
trains and
destruction ot
at
of capture
capture of trains
and destruction
property by Comanche,
Comanche, Kiowa, and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indians
in eighteen
eighteen hun.
hun•
Indians in
dred
(lied and seventy-one
seventy-one while
while said Warren
Warren was
in the
th eemploy
of the
was in
employ of
the govgovernment, supplying the troops at Fort Griffin,
eminent,
Griffin, Texas; and that the Sec-

lo be
be retained
retained
io
ot Cofannuties
out
the
Comanche
of annuities
and
of
Kiowa Indians.
Indians.
Kiowa

SEss.
SESS. II.

rotary
of the
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, directed
directed to
to retain,
retain, out
ou tox
or
retary of
the Interior
Interior be,
is hereby,
any
annuities due
due or
to become
become due
due the
the Comanche
Comanche and
Indians
any annuities
or to
and Kiowa
Kiowa Indians,
the sum of eleven
eleven thousand
hundred and
and fifty-two
dollars and
and fifty
fifty
thousand eight
eight hundred
fifty-two dollars
cents, and from
from any annuities
annuities due
due or
become due
the Cheyennes
or to
to become
due the
Cheyennes
the sum of four
four thousand
thousand and fifteen
cover the
the same
same into
into
fifteen dollars,
dollars, and
and cover
accordance with treaty stipulations
the Treasury
Treasury in accordance
said InInstipulations between
between said
dian tribes and the United
United States.
States.
Approved, June 8,
8, 1880.

June 8,
8, 1880.

CHAP.
159.-An act for the payment
CHAP. 159.—An
payment of certain
certain moneys
moneys to the
the heirs of ConstanConstantino Brumidi,
deceased.
Brumidi, deceased.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House of Representatives
ConstantinoBru- States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
consrantineBrnSecretary of
the Juteof the
Intemidi.
rior be,
hereby, directed
1111(11.
nor
be, and
and he
he is hereby,
directed to pay to Elena Brumidi of Rome,
Pa 'rnent to his
hPiaent
3
"
Lawrence S.
of Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia,
to his Italy, and
and Lawrence
S. Brumidi of
Washington, District
District of
children
children of Constantino Brumidi,
children
Brumidi, deceased,
the sum
sum of
five hundred
deceased, the
of five
hundred
dollars one half to each, being the amount reserved
reserved from the
the last
last
voucher
voucher paid him for painting
in fresco
on the
the canopy
the
painting in
fresco the
the picture
picture on
canopy of
of the
Payment of fu- dome of the Capitol; and
Payment,
and also to pay the sum of two hundred dollars
dollars to
to
oeral expenses.
expenses.
aeral
defray the funeral expenses
expenses of said deceased,
deceased, said payments
payments to
be made
made
to be
1879, ch. 359,
appropriated by an act approved
out of the moneys
moneys appropriated
March third, eightapproved March
eightStat., 20, 226.
een hundred
eat
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, entitled
entitled "An
“An act
appropriations
act making
making appropriations
for sundry
government for the fiscal year ending
sundry civil expenses
expenses of the government
ending
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty, and
other purposes",
purposes",
and for
for other
said appropriation
appropriation being
being in the language
language following: To
Brumidi,
To pay
pay C.
C. Brumidi,
retouching and blending
for retouching
blending the picture
picture in fresco on the canopy
canopy of
of the
dome of the Capitol, and for constructing
constructing a
ascaffolding
scaffolding under said picture
seven hundred dollars.
Approved, June
June 8, 1880.

June 8, 1880.

CHAP. 160.—An
for the
relief of W.
J. Morris.
Morris.
160.-An act
act for
the relief
W. J.

Be it enacted
Rouse of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and Rouse
Representatives of the United
United
W. J.
States of America
America in Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
J. Morris,
Morris/ of States
Secretary oi
the InJelowo0 the
Delhi, il.
rior be,
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
on
tue
Delhi,
Ill.
nor
and
hereby,
authorized
directed
place
the
pensionPension.
roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations of the pension
pension iaws,
laws, the
name of W. J.
Morris, of Delhi, Illinois, and
J. Moths,
and pay him aa pension at the
rate to which, upon examination,
examination, his disability
disability may
may entitle
entitle him
him to receive
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1880.
June 9, 1880.
Herman NetterNetterfield.
nsioel.
Pension.

CHAP. 172.—An
to Herman
Netterfield.
172.-An act granting
granting a
a pension
pension to
Herman Netterfield.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
directed to place on the pensionhereby, authorized
authorized and directed
roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations of the
the pension laws,
the name of Herman
Herman Netterfield,
Netterfield, late of Canby's
Canby's Scouts, and to pay
pay him
aapension as an enlisted
enlisted private.
private.
Approved, June
June 9,
Approved,
9, 1880.
1880.
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CHAP.
the relief
relief of
of Emma
Nelson, executrix,
executrix, and
and Aaron
CHAP. 173.—An
173.-An act
act for
for the
Emma G.
G. Nelson,
Aaron H.
H. NelNelestate of W. F.
deceased.
F. Nelson, deceased.
executor, of the
the estate
son, executor,

551
551
1880.
June 9, 1880,

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreas- W.
w. F. Nelson.
assembled, That
That the
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
execuRelief of
of execumoney in
in the
ury is
is hereby
and directed
directed to
pay, out
of any
any money
the Relief
to pay,
out of
authorized and
ury
hereby authorized
and executor
ex
eutor
trfi
and
Nelson, executrix, and trix
Treasury
to Emma
Emma G.
G. Nelson,
appropriated to
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
Treasury not
of estate of.
Aaron
H. Nelson,
Nelson, executor,
executor, of
the estate
estate of
of W.
W. F.
F. Nelson,
Nelson, deceased,
deceased, late
Aaron H.
of the
late Appropriation
Appropriation
for.
chaplain
Army, the
of five
five hundred
dollars and
and for.
chaplain United
United States
States Army,
the sum
sum of
hundred dollars
twenty-six cents,
cents, in
in full
full payment
payment for
for rent
rent of
hired by
twenty-six
of quarters
quarters hired
by said
said
deceased while
while stationed
stationed at
at Washington
Washington Park
United States
Park United
States General
General
deceased
Hospital Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
between the
April, eighteen
eighteen hunhunHospital
Ohio, between
the ninth
ninth day
day of
of April,
dred and
and sixty-four,
the twenty-eighth
day of
of July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-four, and
and the
twenty-eighth day
hunProviso.
dred and
sixty-five: Provided,
before any
any payment
payment is
the Provio.
is made
made the
dred
and sixty-five:
Provided, That
That before
parties herein
shall file
file with
the proper
proper officer
duly authenticated
authenticated
parties
herein named
named shall
with the
officer aaduly
copy
testamentary.
of their
their letters
letters testamentary.
copy of
Approved,
June 9,
9, 1880.
1880.
Approved, June
—An act for the relief of Priscilla Watson.
CHAP. 174.
174.-An
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
assembled, That Priscilla
Priscilla Watson be,
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
be, and
States of America
she hereby
hereby is, authorized,
authorized, at any time within
within one year from and after
after
the date at which the body of the land embraced
embraced in the Fort Dalles
Danes
military
military reservation
reservation in Oregon
Oregon shall
shall be offered
offered for sale pursuant
pursuant to the
the
act of Congress
Congress of March
March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven,
to
become the
of the
the land embraced
embraced within
within the
to become
the purchaser
purchaser of
of that portion of
limits of the said reservation
reservation upon which she has made improvements,
improvements,
in consequence
consequence of an error of survey, and believing the same to be outside
at
side of the
the said reservation
reservation and
and within the
the limits of her
her own
own land, at
such a
a price as the register and the receiver
receiver of the land-district
land-district within
determine, subject to the approval
which the land is situated
situated shall determine,
approval of
General Land Office.
the Commissioner
Commissioner of the General
9,1880.
Approved, June 9,
1880.
CHAP.
remove the
political disabilities
disabilities of C. Manigault
Manigault Morris,
Morris, of
the political
175.-An act
act to remove
CHAP. 175.—An
Georgia.
Georgia.

June
1880.
June 9,
9, 1880.
Priscilla Watson.
Watson.
Priscilla
of.
Relief of.

1877,
1877, ch.
ch. 129,
129,
Stat.,
19, 406.
406.
Stat., 19,

June
9, 1880.
1880.
June 9,

of the
the United
Be
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
United
Representatives of
and House
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Be it
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, (two-thirds
of each
each Rouse
concur- MCI.Manigault
C. Man i gault
House concur(tiro-thirdsof
America in
in Congress
States
ring
That all
imposed upon
Manigault MPliical d
ring therein),
therein), That
all political
political disabilities
disabilities imposed
upon C.
C. Manigault
disaMorris,
State of
of Georgia,
the fourteenth
fourteenth amendment
the bilities.
Morris, of
of the
the State
Georgia, by
by the
amendment to
to the
Constitution
of the
United States,
States, be,
be, and
are hereby,
removed.
hereby, removed.
and the
the same
same are
the United
Constitution of
Approved, June
June 9,
9, 1880.
1880.
Approved,
CHAP. 176.—An
act granting
granting a
pension to
Cooprider.
to Eli
Eli Cooprider.
a pension
176.-An act
CHAP.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and Rouse
House of
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Be it
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the InteInteof the
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
America in
States
of America
on the
the pensionpensionplace on
rior
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to place
hereby, authorized
authorized and
rior be,
be, and
and he
rolls,
subject to
to the
provisions and
of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws, the
the
and limitations
limitations of
the provisions
rolls; subject
name
Cooprider, late
late a
of Company
Company G,
G, Fifty-ninth
Regiment
Fifty-ninth Regiment
a private
private of
of Eli
Eli Cooprider,
name of
Indiana
Infantry.
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry.
Approved, June
June 9,
1880.
Approved,
9,1880.
CHAP.
177.—An act
act authorizing
closing of
the accounts
Rear-Adof the
the late
late Rear-Adof the
accounts of
the closing
authorizing the
CHAP. 177.-An
miral A.
A. H.
Navy.
H. Foote,
Foote, United
United States
States Navy.
miral

June 9,
1880.
9, 1880.
June
Eli Cooprider.
Cooprider.
Eli
Pension.
Pen sl on -

June
1880 .
9,11880.
June 9

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Late Rear Admithe proper
proper accounting
accounting LateRear-AdmiThat the
of America
America in
in Congress
States of
officers of
of the
Treasury Department
Department be,
be, and
and hereby
and ral
A. H.. Foote.
Foote.
ral A.
are, authorized
authorized and
hereby are,
the Treasury
officers

552
552
Settlement of acacSettlement
counts.

June
June 9, 1880.

Homestead
Homestead entries of certain settriesofcertainsettlers on
on Fort
Fort Kearney military reserreservatmilnitary
vation confirmed.
1876, oh.
eh. 220,
Stat.,
19, 94.
Stat.,19,

Proviso.
Proviao.

June 9, 1880.
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01.
177, 178
178, 179.
179.
Cu. 177,

1880.
1880.

directed
to close
close the
Rear-Admiral A.
by
A. H.
H. Foote
Foote by
late Rear-Admiral
of the
the late
the accounts
accounts of
directed to
crediting him with the sum of eight hundred and thirty-four dollars,
being the
the amount
amount advanced
to him
him while
while under
under orders
take command
command
to take
orders to
advanced to
being
of
Atlantic squadron,
squadron, and
and which
to
expended in
in preparing
preparing to
which he
he expended
of the
the South
South Atlantic
execute his
his orders,
orders, but
was prevented
from reaching
by reason
reason
reaching his
his post
post by
prevented from
but was
execute
of death
caused by
and exposure
exposure incurred
and in
in the
the
incurred in
in service
service and
wounds and
of
death caused
by wounds
line of
of duty.
duty.
line
Approved,
9, 1880.
June 9,1880.
Approved, June

CHAP. 178.—An
for the
the relief
of certain
certain settlers
settlers within
the late
late Fort
Fort Kearney
Kearney
within the
relief of
act for
CHAP.
178.-An act
military
reservation in
Nebraska.
in Nebraska.
military reservation

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
of the United
and House of
of Representatives
by the
Senate and
Be it
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the homestead
homestead entries
entries
in Congress
States
America in

numbered
seventy-one hundred
and eighty-two,
eighty-two, seventy-two
seventy-two hundred
hundred
hundred and
numbered seventy-one
and
twenty-six, seventy-two
hundred and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, seventy-five
seventy-five
and twenty-six,
seventy-two hundred
twenty and sevhundred
and eighty-seven,
hundred and
and twenty,
seventy-nine hundred
eighty-seven, seventy-nine
hundred and
enty-nine
hundred and
twenty-one, made
Island, Nebraska,
Nebraska,
at Grand
Grand Island,
made at
and twenty-one,
enty-nine hundred
eighteen hundred an I
under the act of Congress
Congress of July twenty-first, eighteen
seventy -six, by
Morgan T. Martin,
McNutt, Allan
Allan D. Randall,
Randall,
Samuel H.
H. McNutt,
by Morgan
Martin, Samuel
seventy-six,
John J.
J. Brown,
Joseph B.
B. Long,
Long, and
Matthew 0.
actual setsetas actual
O. Riley,
Riley, as,
and Matthew
Brown, Joseph
John
thirty-six, township nine north, of range fifteen west,
tlers, in section thirty-six,
thirteen west, within
and section thirty-six, township nine north, of range thirteen
reservation be, and the same are hereby,
the late Fort Kearney military reservation
confirmed:
Provided, The State of Nebraska
confirmed: Provided,
Nebraska shall, by legislative
legislative act,
select
thereafter the said State
State shall be entitled to select
assent thereto; and thereafter
lands
area for school purposes as indemnity for the lands
of equal area
other lands of
embraced in
manner as by existing
law, may be done
existing law
in said entries, in like manner
embraced
appropriated for
for
in cases where lands in sections sixteen and thirty-six, appropriated
schools in Nebraska,
Nebraska, have been sold, or otherwise disposed of by any
act of Congress.
Approved, June 9, 1880.

California to sell
CHAP. 179.—An
Roman Catholic
Catholic bishops in California
sell
179.-An act to authorize the Roman
CHAP.
certain church lands.

Whereas
Whereas certain lands known
known as the Canada
Canada de los Pinos or College
Ranch, situate in Santa Barbara County, State of California, pursuant
pursuant
to the decree of the board
board of land commissioners
commissioners appointed under the
act of Congress approved March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-oue,
fifty-one,
entitled "An
"An act to ascertain
ascertain and settle the private land-claims in the
State of California",
California", were
were granted by patent of the United States
States dated
Joseph
hundred and sixty-one,
February twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-one, to Joseph
Sadoc Alemany,
Alemany, Roman Catholic bishop of Monterey,
Monterey, in the State of
successors, "in
"in trust for the religious purposes
California, and his successors,
purposes and
appropriated"; the
uses to which the said lands have
have been respectively
respectively appropriated";
said patent
patent being recorded
recorded in the proper
proper office
office at Washington
Washington City, in
in
two. hundred
hundred
volume three, pages two hundred
hundred and twenty-eight
twenty-eight to two
and thirty-five, inclusive; and
Whereas it is found that said lands are not suitably located for said
purposes and uses: Therefore
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted by the Senate and
Roman
Roman Catholic States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the said lands or any part
part
bishop
Califorbishop in
in Califoror parts thereof may be sold and conveyed
conveyed by said grantee or his succesfia.
nia.
sors in
such trust,
trust, discharged
discharged of
of said
said trust,
trust, and
and that
that said
or his
said grantee
grantee or
in such
t o sors
'athorized
Authorized to
bound to apply
successors shall be bound
sell trust lands.
successors
apply the proceeds of said college ranch,
and of all such sales in such other places as they may deem more suitable for the purposes and uses of said trust, discharged
discharged from the obligation,
obligation,
seminary college
from.that
if any, of keeping the seminary
college on said ranch, but not from
that
object
of keeping one or more seminary colleges in accordance
accordance with the object
Preamble.
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of the
trust: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
the purchaser
purchasers shall
shall
or purchasers
purchaser or
the trust:
of
not be
for the
purchase-money.
of the purchase-money.
application of
proper application
the proper
responsible for
be responsible
not
Approved, June
June 9, 1880.
Approved,
June 9,
1880.
9,1880.

CHAP. 180.—An
of pension
pension to
Horace Boughton
to Horace
increase of
an increase
granting an
act granting
180.-An act
CHAP.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
States
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Ihteof the Triteassembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
nor
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to place
on the pensionplace on
is hereby,
he is
and he
rior be,
roll,
to the
the provisions
limitations of
laws, the
the
pension laws,
the pension
of the
and limitations
provisions and
subject to
roll, subject
forty-third
name
of
Horace
Boughton,
late
colonel
One
hundred
and
forty-third
hundred
One
colonel
name of Horace Boughton, late
Regiment New
York Volunteers,
brigadier-general, and pay
brevet brigadier-general,
and brevet
Volunteers, and
New York
Regiment
him a
a pension
of seventy-two
seventy-two dollars
dollars per
per month in lieu of that which
which
pension of
him
he
now receives.
he now
Approved,
Approved, June 9, 1880.
CHAP 181.-An
181.-1n act
for his
expenses to the consulhis expenses
Doughertyfor
Charles Dougherty
reimburse Charles
to reimburse
act to
CHAP.
ate of Londonderry.
Londonderry.
ate

Horace
Horace Boughton.
si

of penpenIncrease of

Increase

June
June 9, 1880.

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
DoughStates of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of the Treas- Charles DoughThat the Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
States
for
ury be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
required to pay Charles Dough- ery.
t..Y
n
and required
ury
er
eimbursed for
for
Treasury not otherwise
erty, out of any money
money in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the expenses.d
expenses.
erty,
to the
sum of
thousand dollars,
reimburse him for his expenses
expenses-to
dollars, to reimburse
one thousand
of one
sum
consulate of Londonderry.
Londonderry.
consulate
Approved,
Approved, June 9, 1880.
CHAP. 182:—An
for the
George Eyster.
relief of George
the relief
act for
182.-An act
CHAP.

oJ the United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
it enacted
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
That the Secretary
Secretary of the TreasCongress assembled, That
of America
States of
ury is
is hereby
hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
out of
money. in
iuthe
the
any money
of any
pay, out
to pay,
authorized and
ury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to George
George Eyster,
Eyster, of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
not otherwise
Treasury
the sum
sum of
of eight
hundred and
eighty-two dollars
cents the
dollars and fifty cents)
and eighty-two
eight hundred
the
same being
being the
amount stolen
said Eyster,
while he was
was• assistant
assistant
Eyster, while
from said
stolen from
the amount
same
without
treasurer
of the
the United
United States,
States, by
by aa subordinate
subordinate in his office, without
treasurer of
the
fault or
or negligence
negligence of
of said George
George Eyster.
the fault

June
1880.
9, 1880.
June 9,

George Eyster.
George

Relief of.
of
Relief

Approved,
June 9, 1880.
Approved, June
H. Black.
CHAP.
183.—An act
act granting
an increase
pension to John
John II.
increase of pension
granting an
CHAP. 183.-An

Be
the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
That John
H. Black,
Black, late
late first
first
John H.
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
Cav.
lieutenant
Company G
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer CavTwelfth Regiment
G Twelfth
lieutenant Company
airy,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
granted and allowed, from and after the
hereby, granted
he is
alry, be,
passage of
this act
act a
pension at
at the
rate of fifty dollars per month; and
and
the rate
a pension
of this
passage
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
be, and
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and diInterior be,
of the
the
rected to
to place
name of
of said
said John
John H.
pension-roll at
Black on the pension-roll
H. Black
the name
place the
rected
said
rate (in lieu of the pension now paid him)
said rate

June 9, 1880.
John H. Black.
la
cko
John H B
Increase
of penpeno
e
sion.

Approved, June 9, 1880.
CHAP. 184.—An
for the
the relief of
of Rev
Rev Paul
Paul E. Gillen
Gillen
act for
184.-An act
CHAP.

June 9,
9, 1880.
1880.
June

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
United lenR
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be,
iP E. GilStates of
America in
in Congress
That the Paymaster
-General of lRev
Rev. Paul
Paymaster-General
n.
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States
the
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and required
required to pay to the Payment for serhereby, authorized
Army be,
the Army
hereafter vice.
appropriated or hereafter
Reverend
E. Gillen,
Gillen, out
out of any money appropriated
Paul E.
Reverend Paul
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1880.
1880.

appropriated for the payment
payment of
such sum
sum as
as may
due him
him
appropriated
of the
the Army,
Army, such
may be
be due
and unpaid, for service as chaplain
chaplain in the Army from
the twentieth
twentieth of
of
from the
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-one
sixty-one the
date of
of his
his actual
actual commencecommencethe date
ment of duty as such.
Approved, June
June 9,
1880.
Approved,
9,1880.

June 9, 1880.

Jerry Foley.
Honorable disHonorable
charge.
Pay
Pay and bounties.

June 10, 1880.

CHAP. 185.-An
185.—An act to remove
remove the charge
charge of desertion from the
the military
military record
record of
of
Jerry Foley.
Jerry
Foley.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
the United
United
Representatives of
of the
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War be,
be,
and he
hereby, authorized
aid
directed to
remove the
the charge
of deand
he is
is hereby,
authorized ai
d directed
to remove
charge of
deupon the
the records
of the
War Department
Department against
sertion now
now standing
standing upon
records of
the War
against
the name of Jerry
G",
Ninth Regiment
Regiment of
of Maine
Jerry Foley late
late of Company
Company "
"G
", Ninth
Maine
Volunteers, and grant to him an honorable
Volunteers,
honorable discharge
discharge with
with the
the same
same pay,
pay,
bounties and
and benefits
benefits he would have
entitled to
to if
if the
the charge
charge of
of
have been
been entitled
desertion had not been entered
entered against
against his
his name.
name.
Approved,
June 9, 1880.
Approved, June
191.-An act
CHAP. 191.—An
act for
for the relief
relief of
Thomas Lucas.
of Thomas
Lucas.

Be it
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
States of
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
the
District of Columbia
Columbia, or their successors
successors in office,
are hereby,
office, be, and they
they are
hereby,
directed
examine and audit for
directed and empowered
empowered to examine
the claim
claim
for settlement the
of Thomas Lucas,
Lucas, assignee
assignee of Peter
Company, growing
out
Peter Murray
Murray and
and Company,
growing out
general fund
general
find of of
of a
contract, in
in writing,
with the Board
Board of Health
of
a contract,
writing, with
Health of the District
District of
District of
of ColumDistrict
Colum- Columbia, to abate certain
certain nuisances
nuisances in the
the city
Washington by
by
city of
of Washington
bia.
a.
lateral sewers
sewers running
lateral
running from the
the premises
premises upon which
which the nuisances
existed to certain main sewers in said city, said contract
contract being dated
dated
June second, anno Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-four;
seventy-four; and said
said
Commissioners,
successors in office, as the case may be, are also
Commissioners, or their successors
also
hereby directed
directed to pay to said Thomas
hereby
Thomas Lucas
Lucas the amount
upon
amount found due
due upon
such audit, out of any moneys belonging
belonging to the general fund
fund of
of said
said
District.
Approved, June
1880.
Approved,
June 10,
10, 1880.
Thomas Lucas.
Lucas.
Assignee of Peter
Assigneeof
Peter
Murray and
and ComMurray
Comany.
pany.
Payment out of
Payment

Juno
June 10, 1880.

L. C. Cantwell.
Payment to.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

192.-An act for the relief
CHAP. 192.—An
relief of
Cantwell.
of L. C. Cantwell.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
States
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreasury be, and
and hereby
hereby is, directed to pay
L. C.
C. Cantwell,
at
pay to L.
Cantwell, postmaster
postmaster at
Richmond, Ray County, Missouri,
Richmond,
Missouri, out of any money in
in the
the Treasury
not
Treasury not
otherwise
appropriated, the sum of three
otherwise appropriated,
three hundred and twenty-seven
twenty-seven
dollars and forty-six cents, being the amount
amount of money-order
and postpostmoney-order and
age funds in his possession belonging to the United
United States,
States, and
arid totally
totally
destroyed
destroye0 by a
acyclone
cyclone on the first day
day of June, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
seventy-eight, without any fault whatever
Cantwell, and
and since
since
whatever of said
said Cantwell,
fully paid by him to the United
United States.
Approved, June
June 10,
10, 1880.
Approved,
1880.

June 10, 1880.

CHAP. 193.—An
193.-An act granting an increase
CHAP.
increase of pension
pension to Harrietta
Pfarrietta M. Davis.
Davis.

narrietta
Harrietta M.
M. DaDavis.
vis.
Increase of
of penpenIncrease
sion.

Be
it enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the United
United
States of
assembled, That the Secretary
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary o
lu teoffthe
the Interior
be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed,
nor be
hereby, authorized
directed, subject
subject to the
prothe provisions and limitations of the pension
pension laws,
laws to increase
pension of
of
increase the
the pension
larrietta M. Davis, widow of the late Rear-Admiral
Flarrietta
Rear-Admiral Charles
Charles H.
Davis)
H. Davis,
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increase to take
take effect
effect
from thirty dollars to fifty dollars aa month, said increase
from and after the passage of this act; and the Secretary
Secretary of the TreasHarrietta M. Davis the sum
ury is hereby directed to pay to the said Harrietta
carry into effect the provisions of this act, out
out
of money necessary
necessary to carry
the United States
States not otherwise
otherwise
of any moneys in the Treasury of the
appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved, June 10, 1880.

CHAP. 194.—An
granting a
a pension to Peter Claesgens.
CHAP.
194.-An act granting

Representatives of the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Secretary of the InteStates of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
pensionrior be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to place on the pension.
authorized and directed
and limitations
limitations of the pension
pension laws, the
roll, subject to the provisions and
Claesgens, late captain of Company F, of the One hundred
name of Peter Claesgens,
hundred
forty-sixth Regiment New
New York Infantry.
and forty-sixth
Approved, June 10, 1880.

195.—An act granting
granting a
a pension
pension to Aaron Hatcher.
CHAP. 195.-An

it enacted
of Representatives of the United
United
Senate and House of
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Secretary of the InteStates
Congress assembled, That
That the Secretary
America in Congress
States of America
directed toplace
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
toplace on the pensionpension.
rior be, and he is hereby,
pension laws, the
limitations of the pension
and limitations
subject to the provisions and
roll, subject
F of the Twenty-third
Hatcher, late private
private Company F
Twenty-third
name of Aaron Hatcher,
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry.
Volunteer Infantry.
Regiment
Approved, June 10, 1880.

CHAP. 196.-An
196.—An act to refund
refund to Jackson
Jackson Grubb
Grubb or his legal representative
representative interinternal revenue
collected
wrongfully collected
nal
revenue tax Trongfully

June 10, 1880.
Peter Claesgens.
Claesgens.
Peter
Pension.
Pension-

June 10, 1880.

Aaron Hatcher.
Hatcher.
Aaron
Pension.
Pension.

June 10,
10, 1880.
1880.
June

it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
of the United
United
House of Representatives
by the Senate and House
Be it
Jackson Grubb,
Grubb,
Secretary of the Treas- Jackson
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America in Congress
Refund of tax imury
he is
RefundrofltaxcimJackson Grubb, of Mc- properly
to refund
refund to Jackson
hereby, directed
directed to
be, and
and he
is hereby,
ury be,
collected.
Minn
Tennessee, or
his legal
legal representative,
hundred doldol- properly collete
three hundred
representative, three
or his
County, Tennessee,
Minn County,
lars, improperly
improperly collected from him by the internal-revenue
internal-revenue collector in
the
eighteen hundred
sixty-eight, for tax improperly
improperly assessed
hundred and sixty-eight,
the year eighteen
upon
eighteen hundred
hundred
upon him as aa distiller of fruit brandy, in the year eighteen
and
sixty-eight, after orders had beeu
collection
suspending the collection
been issued suspending
and sixty-eight,
of
the special
special tax
tax on
distillers, and
the same is hereby
hereby appropriand the
fruit distillers,
on fruit
of the
ated.
Approved, June 10, 1880.
CHAP.
act refunding
refunding to
of Notre
Dame du
Lac, of
of Saint
Saint
du Lac,
Notre Dame
University of
to the
the University
CHAP. 197.—An
197.-An act
Joseph County,
County, in
the State
Indiana, the
the sum
sum of
three hundred
and
hundred and
two thousand
thousand three
of two
of Indiana,
in the
State of
Joseph
thirty-four dollars
the amount
amount paid on certain
certain imported
that being the
seven cents, that
and seven
dollars and
thirty-four
articles and so forth.

June 10,
10, 1880.
1880.
June

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
Be it
it enacted
University of
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the sum
sum of
of two
two thousand
thousand Notre
of
Univorsity
in Congress
America in
States of
of America
Dame du
fDamine
hundred and thirty-four
thirty-four dollars and seven cents be,
be, and the same Notre
three hundred
Lae, of
Saint Joseph County,
County,
hereby is appropriated,
appropriated, out of
otherwise seph
Treasury not otherwise
money in
in the Treasury
of any money
hereby
appropriated, as
as and
and for
Indiana.
of Notre Dame Indiana.
University of
to the
the University
repayment to
a repayment
for a
appropriated,
Duties refunded.
du Lac
for moneys
moneys paid
paid by
by it
duty on
the following
following articles,
refunded.
namely: Dutes
articles, namely:
on the
as duty
it as
du
Lac for
For impost
duties on
on twenty-two
cases of
on glass
glass per
steamer
per steamer
paintings on
of paintings
twenty-two cases
For
impost duties
Ville de
of date
date December
hundred and
eighteen hundred
fourteenth, eighteen
December fourteenth,
de Paris,
Paris, of
Ville
seventy-four, at
at the
the rate
forty per
per centum
valorem, amounting
amounting to the
centum ad valorem,
rate of
of forty
seventy-four,
sum of
of seven
seven hundred
thirty-one dollars
on
cents; also on
eighty cents;
and eighty
dollars and
and thirty-one
hundred and
sum
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a
church lamp,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five,
seventy-five, paid
paid
a church
lamp, March
March ninth,
ninth, eighteen
seven hundred
forty-nine dollars
dollars anl
and
as impost duty, the sum
sum of
of seven
hundred and forty-nine
thirty-nine cents;
cents; also
on twenty-one
cases of
paintings on
on glass,
glass, re
thirty-nine
also on
twenty-one cases
of paintings
re;
ceived per
of date
date April
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
ceived
per steamer
steamer France,
France, of
April first,
first, eighteen
seventy-six, upon
upon which
an impost
duty of
of forty
forty per
per centumn
centum
seventy-six,
which was
was paid
paid an
impost duty
the sum
sum of
of eight
eight hundred
hundred and
fifty-two
ad valorem
valorem tax,
tax, amounting
amounting to the
and fifty-two
dollars and
and eighty-eight
amounting to
to the
the total
total sum
sum of
of two
two thouthoudollars
eighty-eight cents,
cents, amounting
dollars and
and seven
cents.
sand three
three hundred
hundred and thirty-four
thirty-four dollars
seven cents.
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
authorized and
and didiSEC.
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is hereby
hereby authorized
rected to
to pay
sum of
to the
the said
university upon
upon the
the exexpay the
the said
said sum
of money
money to
said university
ecution and delivery
delivery to
him by
president thereof
thereof of proper
to him
by the president
proper receipts
receipts
therefor.
Approved, June
1880.
Approved,
June 10,
10, 1880.

June 10, 1880.

William D. Oyler.
Oyler.
CHAP. 198.—An
198.-An act
act for the relief
relief of William

Whereas,
William D.
United States,
States, by
by cash
Whereas, William
D. Oyler,
Oyler, purchased
purchased of
of the
the-United
cash
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventyseventyentry on tie
the twenty-first
twenty-first day of July, eighteen
west half of
quarter of
section
four, at Dixon, Illinois,
Illinois, the
the west
of the northeast
northeast quarter
of section
paid therenineteen, in township twenty-six north,
north, of
of range
range six ea,st,-and
east, and paid
hundred dollars,
conveyed the
for the sum of one hundred
dollars, and
and afterward
afterward conveyed
the same
Jacob Jackson,
Jackson, who
same-to Peter
Bigelow. and John
John
to Jacob
who conveyed
conveyed the
the same-to
Peter H. Bigelow.
Jackson, who
were in fact, partners
trade; and
Jackson,
who were
partners in
in trade;
and
Whereas
afterward the title of said William D. Oyler and his assignees
Whereas afterward
assignees
to
reason of
of conflict
conflict of
of his
his entry
entry with
with a
prior prepreto said
said land
land failing, by
by reason
a prior
emption claim thereon
thereon of John Shumaker,
William D. Oyler,
Oyler,
Shumaker, and the
the said
said William
because
because of said failure
failure of title, having, as appears, afterward
afterward refunded
refunded
the purchase-money
purchase-money to said
said Peter H. Bigelow and.
Jackson, and
and John
John Jackson,
and
thereby became entitled
entitled to have said original
original purchase-money
refunded
purchase-money refunded
to him by the United States; and
Whereas
Whereas the same has never
never been refunded
refunded because of technical
technical
insufficiency of the quit-claim made
insufficiency
made by said assignees
said Oyler:
Oyler:
assignees to
to said'
Now, therefore,
therefore,
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
William
D. Oy- States of America in Congress
William D.
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the InteIntelor.
rior be, and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
nor
be is hereby,
and directed
directed to refund
refund and
and pay
pay to
to
Amount paid for
William
D.
Oyler,
or
his
legal
representatives,
sum
of
hunlands
refundedr
said
William
representatives,
the
sum
of
one
hunlands refunded.
dred dollars in full satisfaction
satisfaction and discharge of any claim in the premises.
Approved, June
June 10,
10, 1880.
1880.
Preamble.

June 10, 1880.

CHAP. 199.—An
199.-An act
act to remove the
the political
political disabilities of William Sharp of Virginia.
Virginia.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United
and House of
William
America in Congress
Congress assembled, (two-thirds
William Sharp. States of America
concur(two-thirds of
of each House
House concur.Political disabiltherein), That
That all
all political
imposed by
the fourteenth
fourteenth
l- ring
ring therein),
itiosremaldied
political disabilities
disabilities imposed
by the
ities
removed.
amendment to the Constitution
amendment
Constitution of the United
United States on William
William Sharp
of Virginia
Virginia be and the same
same are hereby removed.
Approved, June
June 10, 1880.
Approved,
1880.
June
June 10, 1880.

CHAP. 200.-An
remove the political
200.—An act
act to remove
political disabilities
disabilities of Abner Smead of Oregon.
Oregon.

:
House of
Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
of the United
United
States of
assembled, (two-thirds
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
(two-thirds of each House conolitieldisabilPolitical
disabil- curring
curring therein), That
Abner Smead
Snaead of
That all disabilities
disabilities imposed upon
upon Abner
of
ities removed.
Oregon by the third section of the fourteenth
fourteenth article
article of:the
of the amendments
to the Constitution of
of the United States be, and
and the same
same are hereby
removed
Approved,
1880.
Approved, June
June 10,
10, 1880.

Abner
Abner Smead.

FORTY-SLXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESs. II.
II. C
R.201,
202,215-218. 1880.
1880.
201,202,215-218.
OH.
FORTY-SIXTH
CHAP.
—An act
to remove
remove the
political disabilities
John M.
M. Brooke,
Brooke, of
disabilities of
of John
the political
201.-An
act to
CHAP. 201.

Virginia.
Virginia.

557
557
June 10, 1880.

it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
States
assembled, (two-thirds
concur- John M.
M. Brooke,
Brooke,
(two-thirds of each House concurCongress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
disabilPolitical disabilring therein)
therein) That all disabilities
disabilities imposed
imposed upon John M. Brooke of Vir- Political
ring
removed.
ities
ginia
by
the
third
section
of
the
fourteenth
article
of
the
amendments
amendments
removed.
ginia by the third section of the fourteenth
to the
Constitution of
of the United
States, be,
same are hereby
be, and
and the same
United States,
to
the Constitution
removed.
removed.
Approved, June
June 10, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP. 202.—An
act to
remove the
political disabilities
Butt, of
of CaliR. Butt,
of Walter
Walter R.
disabilities of
the political
to remove
202.-An act
CHAP.
fornia.
fornia.

June
June 10,
10, 1880.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
by the Senate
enacted by
Be
States
Congress assembled, (two-thirds
(kw-thirds of each House Concurcintcur- Walter
Walter R. Butt.
of America
America in Congress
States of
Political disabilring therein)
therein) That
imposed upon Walter R. Butt, of Cali- .yolitical
That all disabilities imposed
ring
ities removed.
fornia, by
by the
third section
article of the amendments
amendments dies
removed.
fourteenth article
section of the fourteenth
the third
fornia,
Constitution of
hereby
of the -United States, be, and the same are hereby
to the
the Constitution
removed.
removed.
Approved, June 10, 1880.
CHAP.
act authorizing
authorizing the
Treasurer of
of the United
United States
States to refund
refund to
the Treasurer
215.-An act
CHAP. 215.—An
collected from
W. B.
B. Farrar,
Farrar, of
of Whitfield
Whitfield County,
illegal taxes collected
from him in
County, Georgia, illegal
W.
the year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-seven.
hundred and seventy-seven.
the

June
June 14,
14, 1880.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
States
assembled, That
That the
the Treasurer
W.
B.
Farrar.
B Farrar.
of the United Refund
Treasurer of
Congressassembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Refund
illegal
of illegal
States be
be authorized
required to
Whit -taxes.
refund to W. B. Farrar, of Whitto refund
authorized and required
States
Georgia the sum of three hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, being the
field County, Georgia
amount of
of illegal
paid during
during a
apart of the year
year eightunjust taxes paid
and unjust
illegal and
amount
production of
een hundred
deficiency in the production
seventy-seven, for deficiency
and seventy-seven,
hundred and
een
distillery.
spirits at his distillery.
Approved,
Approved, June 14, 1880.
CHAP. 216.
—An act
to remove
disabilities of I.
L Wilkinson.
remove disabilities
act to
216.-An
CHAP.

June 14,
14, 1880.
1880.
June

United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives of the United
by the
Be it
I. Wilkinson,
Willinson
States
Congress assembled,
(two-thirds of each House concon- I.
assembled, (two-thirds
America in Congress
of America
States of
late lieutenant U.
lieutenant
curring
therein),
That
I.
Wilkinson,
late
lieutenant
of
the
United
States
lat
curring therein), That I. Wilkinson, late lieutenant of the United States S. Navy.
Navy,
be, and
of all
all disablidisabili- Disabilities rerelieved of
reis hereby,
hereby, relieved
and is
Virginia, be,
Richmond, Virginia,
of Richmond,
Navy, of
ties imposed
section of the fourteenth
fourteenth article
article of moved.
ties
imposed upon him by the third section
the
Constitution of the
the United
United States.
amendments of the Constitution
the amendments
Approved,
Approved, June 14, 1880.
CHAP. 217.—An
to remove
remove the
the political
political disabilities
disabilities ,of
John Owins
Owins of
of PortsPortsof John
act to
217.-An act
CHAP.
mouth,
Virginia.
mouth, Virginia.

June
14, 1880.
1880.
June 14,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Be it
;aun Owins.
States
of each
each House
v,Ap.s
Owins.sbi
con- John
House con(two-thirds of
assembled, (two-thirds
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
curring therein),
therein), That
That all
all political
political disabilities
disabilities imposed by the
fourteenth ities
1
ties removed.
removed.
the fourteenth
curring
amendment of
of the
the Constitution
of the
United States on John
John Owins
Owins of
United
the Constitution of
amendment
removed.
Virginia, be and the same are hereby removed.
Approved,
Approved, June 14, 1880.
CHAP. 218.—An
to remove
political disabilities
Joseph A.
A. Seawell,
Seawell, of
of
of Joseph
disabilities of
the political
remove the
act to
218.-An act
CHAP.
Virginia.
Virginia.

Be
<Senate and
.House of
Representatives of the United
of Bepre,sentaNves
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
concur(two-thirds of each,House concurin Congress
Congress assembled, (two-tkirds.ecwh
America in
of America
States of

June 14,1880.
14, 1880.
June

-

558
558
SeawA. SeawJoseph A.
ell
eliil
Political disabilities
removed.
itieslreovd.'

June
14, 1880.
1880.
June 14,

Charles Carroll
Simms.
Political disabilPiti removed.
cal disabiities

June 14,
1880.
14, 1880.
June

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
Cu. 218-220.
218-220.
II. CH.
CONGRESS. SEss.
FORTY-SIXTH

1880.
1880.

ring therein),
That all
political disabilities
fourteenth
the fourteenth
by the
imposed by
disabilities imposed
all political
therein), That
ring

amendment to
the Constitution
of the
United States,
States, on
on Joseph
Joseph A.
amendment
to the
Constitution of
the United
A.
Seawell, be,
be, and
the same
same are,
are, hereby
removed.
hereby removed.
and the
Seawell,
Approved, June
1880.
June 14, 1880.
Approved,

CHAP.
219.—An act
to remove
disabilities of
of Charles
Carroll Simms,
Simms, of
of
Charles Carroll
political disabilities
the political
act to
remove the
CHAP. 219.-An
Virginia.
Virginia.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
by the
Be it
enacted by
States of
of America
assembled, (two-thirds
of each
each House
House concon(two-thirds of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States
jurring therein),.
therein), That all political
ourring
political disabilities imposed upon Charles Carroll Simms,
the State
of Virginia
Virginia by
by the
the fourteenth
fourteenth amendment
amendment to
to
of the
State of
roll
Simms, of
the
of the
States be,
be, and
the same
same are
are hereby
hereby reand the
United States
the United
the Constitution
Constitution of
moved.
Approved,
1880.
14,1880.
June 14,
Approved, June

CHAP.
220.—An act
act making
the payment
reported
claims reported
payment of claims
for the
appropriations for
making appropriations
CHAP. 220.-An
allowed
the Commissioners
Claims under
act of
March third,
Congress of March
the act
of Congress
under the
of Claims
Commissioners of
by the
allowed by
thereof.
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-one,
and acts
acts amendatory
amendatory thereof.
seventy-one, and
eighteen

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representativesof
Senate and
the Senate
Be
enacted by
Appropriations States of America
Appropriations
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treas
for claims presentury be, and he is hereby, authorized and required to pay, out of an:
ed
to the Commis-- ury be, and he is hereby, authorized and required to pay, out of any
oe tCtheomnmi
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
the several
persons
several persons
to the
the Treasury
sioners of Claims. money
in
several sums mentioned
mentioned herein,
herein, the same being in
the several
named, the
in this act named,
full for, and the receipt
receipt of the same to be taken
taken and accepted
accepted in each
each
case
presented by
discharge of, the several claims presented
and final discharge
as a
a full
full and
case as
March
itch persons to the Commissioners of Claims under
under the act of March
-uch
seventy-one, and
1871, ch. 116,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-one,
and reported
reported to the House of
1871,
Stat., 16, 524.
Stat.,
Representatives under the said act, namely:
Representatives
namely:
Claims from the
the
State of Alabama.

STATE OF ALABAMA.
ALABAMA.
OF THE STATE
To
Acker, the sum of
eighty-two dollars
dollars and sixty cents.
of eighty-two
Lucy C. Acker,
To Lucy
hundred and fifty dollars.
To Isaac Allen, one hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
William Anderson,
Anderson, one hundred
To William
To Permelia
hundred and
and thirty-two dollars.
Permelia Angle,
Angle, two hundred
To
To Eliza
Eliza Barnard, the
two hundred
hundred and eight
eight dollars.
the sum
sum of
of two
To
To Martha
Martha Bennett,
Bennett, widow
widow of
William Bennett, one hundred
hundred and sixtyof William
To
cents.
and fifty cents.
two dollars
dollars and
ninety-five dolhundred and ninety-five
thousand eight hundred
J. Bibb, one thousand
To William J.
lars.
To John L. Binford, Anne H., Asa, Burton, and Henry
Henry N., and Ann
Eliza Thorne,
Thorne, wife of R. G. Thorne,
Thorne, heirs of John H. Binford,
Binford, deceased,
deceased,
five hundred and seventy dollars.
hundred dollars.
dollars.
To Alexander
Alexander Bratton, one hundred
To Shadrach
twenty dollars.
dollars.
Shadrach Bray, three hundred and twenty
dollars.
To Christopher
Christopher Brewer, two hundred dollars.
To Charles A. Clayton,
Clayton, one hundred
hundred and thirty dollars.
dollars.
Clayton, one hundred
hundred and thirty dollars.
dollars.
To Solomon H. Clayton,
hundred and
To Sophia Cole,
Cole, one
one hundred
and sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
Reuben M. Craig, administrator
deceased, eight
eight
To Reuben
administrator of Miles S. Craig, deceased,
hundred and forty
forty dollars.
To James Crain, two hundred
hundred and sixty dollars.
dollars.
To Clarissa Crane, one hundred
hundred and thirty-one
thirty-one dollars.
hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine dollars.
To Henry Dawson,
Dawson, three hundred
To Mary Ann Dearing,
Bearing, one hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
To Daniel Eastis, one hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
hundred and fifty
dollars.
To Sallie Floyd, three hundred
fifty dollars.
dollars.
To John F. C.
C. Foster, three
three hundred and thirty-six dollars.
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To
one hundred
hundred dollars.
Alabama-0 onAlabama-Condollars.
Griffin, one
N. Griffin,
To John
John N.
timed.
tinued.
To
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
F. Guttry, one hundred
Benjamin F.
To Benjamin
To
Harrison, executor
executor of
Jesse Stephens,
Stephens, deceased,
deceased, four
four hunof Jesse
H. Harrison,
To B.
B. H.
dred and
twenty dollars.
and twenty
dred
To John
H. Hollis,
Hollis, three
three hundred
hundred and
dollars and
and fifty
fifty
twenty-six dollars
and twenty-six
To
John H.
cents.
To Peter
Peter Ingle, two hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
To
To William B.
Seabom Jones,
Jones, deceased,
deceased, for
administrator of Seaborn
B. Jones,
Jones, administrator
To
the
and benefit
Allen, Decherd,
Decherd, Martha,
Martha, Margaret,
Margaret, Susan, Trenof Allen,
benefit of
use and
the use
hundred
ton, and
and Vina
Seaborn Jones, deceased, two hundred
of Seaborn
Jones, heirs of
Vina Jones,
ton,
and
thirty-three dollars and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
and thirty-three
To
Keith, one hundred dollars.
To William
William R. Keith,
dollars.
To
Seneca J.
J. Kelly, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To Seneca
To
and. sixty-five
sixty-five dollars.
dollars.
Long, four hundred and
James Long,
To James
hundred and eleven
To Thomas
McCorkle, one thousand seven
seven hundred
eleven dolThomas T. McCorkle,
To
lars.
McCormack, three
To Delphina McCormack,
McCormack, widow
widow of William
William McCormack,
three hunTo
dred
and seven dollars and fifty cents.
dred and
To Lydia
admiuistratrix of Lavinia Gilreath,
Gilreath, deceased,
deceased,
Matthews, administratrix
Lydia Matthews,
To
ninety-five dollars.
administrator of Zachary
Zachary White, deceased,
deceased,
To Erastus W. Miller, administrator
hundred and fifteen dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
To
David H.
•
ninety-four dollars.
Moore, one hundred and ninety-four
H. Moore,
To David
To
Della Morgan, administratrix
administratrix of Jeremiah F. Morgan, deceased,
deceased,
To Delila
two hundred dollars.
To
Joseph Nations,
Nations, one
hundred and eight dollars.
one hundred
To Joseph
To
B. Penn, one hundred and fifty dollars.
To John B.
seventy dollars.
To Sarah Phillips, seventy
dollars.
To
William C. Price
hundred and seventy-three
seventy-three dollars.
Price five hundred
To William
To
James H.
Prince, administrator
administrator of Lsham
deceased, two
Isham Prince, deceased,
H. Prince,
To James
hundred
twenty-five dollars.
hundred and twenty-five
hundred and fifty dollars.
To Dildeny Read, four hundred
twenty-five dollars.
To Olivia Ricks, three hundred and twenty-five
hundred and
and fifty dollars.
To John Roberts, two hundred
To Miles Ryan, four hundred
hundred and ninety dollars.
eighty-five dollars.
To Grove
thousand one hundred and
and eighty-five
dollars.
Sammons, one thousand
Grove Sammons,
To
To
John Sanders,
three hundred and two dollars and fifty cents.
Sanders, three
To John
To
Elizabeth Sherley,
Sherley, three hundred
hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven dollars.
To Elizabeth
To
Sides, administrator
Richmond Townley, one hunof Richmond
administrator of
A. Sides,
Andrew A.
To Andrew
dred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
To
Levi Snow,
Snow, two hundred
twenty-two dollars.
dollars.
hundred and twenty-two
To Levi
To Olaiborne
Claiborne Steward,
Steward, eight
forty-five dollars.
and forty-five
hundred and
eight hundred
To
eighty-five dollars.
To John
hundred and eighty-five
two hundred
Stoltz, two
John Stoltz,
To
To John
John R. Stutts, one thousand seven hundred dollars.
To
hundred and seventy
seventy dollars.
Francis Tate, two hundred
To Francis
eighty-two dollars.
To James
one hundred and eighty-two
James W. Tate, one
To
twenty-five dollars.
To David Thomas, one hundred and twenty-five
To
hundred and forty-seven
forty-seven dollars and seventyE. Tucker, six hundred
Charles E.
To Charles
five cents.
To
administrator of
deceased$
Whittecur, deceased,
Nathaniel Whittecur,
of Nathaniel
Whittecur, administrator
Simon Whittecur,
To Simon
hundred and sixty-five dollars.
one hundred
To Elias Wood, eighty
eighty- two dollars.
To
Elias Wright,
Wright, one
hundred and thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
one hundred
To Elias
OF
THE STATE
ARKANSAS.
OF ARKANSAS.
STATE OF
OF THE
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

John
ninety dollars.
hundred and ninety
two hundred
Agery, two
John Agery,
Richard
hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine dollars.
Arendale, four hundred
Richard Arendale,
Moses
twenty-five dollars.
hundred and twenty-five
Ballard, one hundred
Moses Ballard,
John
W. Beaver,
Beaver, two
eighty-five dollars.
dollars.
and eighty-five
hundred and
two hundred
John W.
Ada Benham, four hundred
hundred dollars.
Ada
David Bennett,
Bennett, one
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
hundred and twenty-five
one hundred
David

Arkaamas.

Ark
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To Nancy
five hundred
hundred-and
dollars.
Nancy Berry, five
and fifty
fifty dollars.
To Ann E.
three thousand
hundred and
and five
five dollars.
dollars.
E. Bonnell, three
thousand six
six hundred
To Thomas Boyett, two hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five
dollars.
fifty-five dollars.
To Newell
Brooks, seven
Newell P. Brooks
hundred and fifty-nine
dollars.
seven hundred
fifty-nine dollars.
'To
Samuel Bryson, tree
To .Samuel
hundred and
and fifty
fifty-seven
dollars.
three hundred
seven dollars.
Buck, two
and ten
ten dollars.
To Archibald
Archibald Buck,
two hundred
hundred and
dollars.
To John Buttry,
Buttry, four hundred
hundred and
and ninety
dollars.
ninety dollars.
To Anthony
hundred and
and thirty
dollars.
Anthony Casey,
Casey, two
two hundred
thirty dollars.
To William M.
Crawford, one hundred
NI. Crawford,
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
hundred and
dollars.
To Thomas Cribbens,
Cribbens, two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
To Margaret
Margaret A. Dement, three hundred
hundred and
fifteen dollars.
dollars.
and fifteen
To Louisa F. Dill, one hundred
fifty dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
and fifty
guardian of J.
To James L. Duff,
Duff, guardian
J. D. and Mary
two thousand
thousand
Mary E.
E. Duff,
Duff, two
seven hundred
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
To John
John Estes, three
three hundred
hundred and fifteen
fifteen dollars
dollars
To Samuel
Samuel Evans, one thousand
thousand four hundred
forty-seven dollars.
hundred and forty-seven
dollars.
To John Fincher, one hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars.
To George
George R. Foster,
Foster, nine hundred
and sixty
hundred and
sixty dollars.
dollars.
To Elizabeth Fowler,
Fowler, one hundred
seventy-three dollars
dollars and
and
hundred and
and seventy-three
seventy-five cents.
seventy-five
cents.
Henry French, two hundred
To Henry
hundred dollars.
dollars.
To John H.
II. Glidewell,
Glidewell, administrator
Nelson Wright
deceased,
administrator of
of Nelson
Wright, deceased,
ninety-six dollars.
hundred and sixty-six
To William Godbehere,
Godbehere, five hundred
sixty-six-dollars.
dollars.
To Noah Gordon,
Gordon, one hundred
hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
To James S. Guinn,
Quinn, three hundred
hundred and
sixty dollars.
and sixty
dollars.
To Miranda Gilbert Greer, lour hundred
hundred and fifty-five
fifty-five dollars.
dollars.
To Joseph P. Hinkle,
hundred dollars.
Hinkle, three
three hundred
dollars.
To Alfred
Alfied Jackson,
Jackson, one hundred
hundred and ten
ten dollars.
'To
Margaret Jackson,
Jackson, one hundred and
To Margaret
dollars.
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
To Daniel F. Kennedy,
Kennedy, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To Thomas Latham, two hundred
and ten
ten dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
To Michael
Michael Landers,
Landers, seven
seven hundred and
and fifty-four
dollars.
fifty-four dollars.
To Sarah E. McMahan,
McMahan, widow
David G.
deceased, one
one
widow of
of David
G. McMahan,
McMahan, deceased,
hundred and forty dollars.
'To
To Cynthia A. McMillan,
McMillan, two hundred
and thirty
hundred and
thirty dollars.
dollars.
To James C. McMurry, one hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars.
To Joseph Malone, one hundred and
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
and twenty-five
ToCynthia
To Cynthia C. Mann,
Mann, seventy-nine
seventy-nine dollars.
dollars.
To John J.
J. Mason
three hundred
fifty-three dollars.
dollars.
Mason, three
hundred and
and fiftyithree
hundred and ninety
To William
William H. Mason, seven hundred
ninety-four
dollars and
and
four dollars
fifty cents.
To Lewis E. Moulder,
Moulder, one hundred
hundred and fifty dollars
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
dollars and
To John L. Murray, two hundred
hundred and sixty-five
dollars.
sixty-five dollars.
To James Muse, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Reuben Newman, one hundred
hundred and sixty-five
To Reuben
sixty-five dollars.
dollars.
To Thomas Nicholas, one hundred
hundred and .sixty-five
sixty-five dollars.
To William J.
J. Parks, three
three hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars.
To James R. Patterson,
twenty-five dollars.
To
Patterson, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
dollars.
To Thomas J.
J. Pendergrass,
Pendergrass, one hundred and fifty
dollars.
fifty dollars.
To John W. Price, seven hundred
hundred and
and one
dollars.
one dollars.
To Benjamin F. Rigsby, administrator
administrator of Isaac
Isaac Warford,
Warford, deceased,
deceased,
three hundred and twenty dollars.
To Fanny Schaad,
Schaad, five hundred
hundred dollars.
To Samuel D. Shannon
Shannon and others,
others, three
three hundred
hundred and forty-four
forty-four doldollars.
To Rankin Sloan,
Sloan two hundred and eighty-five
eighty-five dollars.
dollars.
To Archibald
Archibald G. 'Smith, four hundred
To
hundred and
and fifty dollars.
To George R. Smith, thirty dollars.
To Catharine
administratrix of A. J.
To
Catharine Stapp, administratrix
J. Stapp,
Stapp, deceased,
deceased, one
one
hundred and sixty dollars.
To Minerva
Minerva Stewart,
forty-four dollars.
To
Stewart, five
five hundred
hundred and
and forty-four
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Mary E.
E, Stone, five
and thirty-three
thirtyTo Mary
five hundred
hundred and
thirty-three dollars
dollars and
and thirtyArkamm--con
Arkaosas—Con
tinned,
three
three cents.
cents.
James Surratt, two hundred
hundred and twenty-five
To James
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
To George W. Sutherland, one hundred
hundred and
and ninety-four
ninety-four dollars and
seventy-five cents.
seventy-five
cents.
Rebecca Tollett, sixty dollars.
To Rebecca
Elizabeth H. Trice, administratrix
administratrix of Matthew
Matthew A.
deceased,
To Elizabeth
A. Trice,
Trice, deceased,
thousand five
hundred and
thirty-five dollars.
one thousand
five hundred
and thirty-five
dollars.
Wallis True, one
dollars.
To Wallis
one hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
Martha A. Tyus, James
James H. and Ellen M. Tyus, six
hundred and
and
To Martha
six hundred
fifty-three
dollars.
hfity-three dollars.
To Lucinda A. Vernon, two hundred and
and seventy
seventy dollars.
dollars.
To Samuel Vernon,
Vernon, one hundred and nine dollars.
dollars.
To Hiram Ward,
Ward, sixty-five dollars.
To Hugh Warren,
Warren, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
To Margaret
Margaret Warren,
Warren, nine hundred and forty-seven
forty-seven dollars.
Warren, four hundred
To Michael Warren,
hundred and
and ten
ten dollars.
dollars.
To Ephraim
Ephraim Weaver, two hundred and sixty-seven
sixty-seven dollars
dollars and
and fifty
fifty
cents.
To Wilbur Westmoreland,
Westmoreland, one hundred and thirty-three dollars.
To R. C. Wharton,
Wharton, two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
To Marion
Marion J.
J. Wilcox, four hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
To Squire
Squire B. Williams, one
hundred dollars.
one hundred
Garner 1VIcRussell,
McRussell, the sum of three hundred
To Garner
hundred and four dollars.

OF THE STATE
STATE OF FLORIDA.
FLORIDA.

Florida.

To Mary Allen, administratrix
administratrix of Ann Hurlbut, deceased,
deceased, one hundred and fifty dollars.
To John M. Bates, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
William Falconer, two thousand seven hundred and eighty dollars.
To William
To Wiley Jackson,
hundred and forty dollars.
Jackson two hundred
To George W. Walton, one hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
OF THE STATE
STATE OF GEORGIA.
GEORGIA.
To Alfred
Alfied Allen,
Allen, two hundred and sixty dollars.
To Matthew Almond, three hundred and fourteen dollars and fifty
cents.
To Eliza Andrews, executrix of John Warnock, deceased, four huneighty-one dollars and fifty cents.
dred and eighty-one
To Sandy Austin, one hundred
hundred and sixty-two dollars.
Martha Barrett,
Barrett, administratrix
To Martha
administratrix of Nancy Russell, deceased, three
hundred
hundred and eighty-nine dollars and fifty cents.
To John Blackman, four hundred
hundred and sixty-eight dollars.
To
To James B.
B. Bostick, three hundred and
and ninety-five dollars.
To Andrew J.
J. Boyle, one hundred dollars.
To
Mary Brogden,
two hundred and ninety-five
ninety-five dollars.
dollars.
To Mary
Brogden, two
To
James E.
Brown, one
one thousand
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and thirteen
dollars.
thirteen dollars.
H. Brown,
To James
To
Danton Browne,
Browne, one
one hundred
and ninety
dollars and
fifty cents.
cents.
and fifty
To Danton
hundred and
ninety dollars
To Thomas Butler, two hundred and forty dollars.
To Stephen Carter, one hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
To
Casey, four
hundred and thirty-nine
thirty-nine dollars.
To Ellison Casey,
four hundred
To
sixty-eight dollars.
To William Collins, two hundred and sixty-eight
twenty-five dollars.
Craft, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
dollars.
To James Craft,
To Sarah Crow, two hundred and eighty-five dollars.
Custard, two hundred and twenty-six
twenty-six dollars.
To James Custard,
Cuthbert, forty dollars.
To John Outhbert,
To Adam A. Davis, two hundred and sixty dollars.
To Sidney
Defoor, three hundred and sixty dollars.
To
Sidney Defoor,
hundred and five dollars.
N. Dickson
Dickson, one thousand six hundred
To William
William N.
To Stephen Dodson, two hundred and sixty-eight dollars.
xi-36
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Matthew Earp, two hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
To Matthew
To Mayson
Mayson P. Echols, two hundred
hundred and
and eighty-five
eighty-five dollars.
To Catharine
administratrix of
of Patrick
Patrick S.
S. Enright,
Enright, four
four
To
Catharine M.
M. Enright,
Enright, administratrix
hundred
hundred and eighteen
eighteen dollars.
To
Samuel Finley,
two thouthouTo Samuel C.
C. Finley,
Finley, executor
executor of
of Samuel
Finley, deceased,
deceased, two
sand five hundred
cents.
hundred and
and forty dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
To
Gaddis, seven
seven hundred
hundred and
To Thomas
Thomas J.
J. Gaddis,
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.

To
Garrett, five
and ten
ten dollars.
dollars.
To Thomas
Thomas L.
L. Garrett,
five hundred
hundred and
To Samuel
(estate of),
of), two
two hundred
hundred and
and seventy-three
seventy-three
Samuel Gaulden,
Gaulden, senior
senior (estate
dollars.
To
two hundred
and forty-five
dollars.
To Stephen Gildersleeve,
Gildersleeve. two
hundred and
forty-five dollars.
To Francis Gilliland, three hundred
hundred and
seventeen dollars.
dollars.
and seventeen
To William A. Golding, two hundred
hundred and
and twenty dollars.
dollars.
To
Jerusha Griffin,
Griffin, eight
hundred and
dollars.
To Jerusha
eight hundred
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight dollars.
hundred dollars.
To John W. Grubb, two hundred
dollars and
and fifty
fifty
To John S. Hambright, two hundred
hundred and eighty-one
eighty-one dollars
cents.
cents.
hundred and
To Joel Hodges, three hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars.
To James M. Holcomb,
Holcomb, two hundred
hundred and six dollars and twenty-five
twenty-five
cents.
Jane Holmes, one hundred and
To Jane
and twenty
twenty dollars.
To Berry Houk, three hundred
hundred and sixty
sixty dollars.
To Catharine Howell, heir
heir of Ann Moore,
Moore, three
three hundred
hundred dollars.
To Joseph
Joseph James, one hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
To Paris James, four hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
Bartlett M. Jenkins, three hundred
forty dollars.
To Bartlett
hundred and
and forty
To Abraham
Abraham Johnson, six hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five
fifty-five dollars.
dollars.
To Edwin Johnson,
Johnson, two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
To Carrie
Carrie J.
Johnston, three hundred
hundred dollars.
J. Johnston,
Marlborough Jones, forty-three
forty-three dollars.
To Marlborough
dollars.
To Francis
Francis J.
Keaton, one hundred
hundred dollars.
J. Keaton,
To Benjamin L. Lane, one thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and thirty dollars
dollars
To David M. Langston,
Langston, two hundred
hundred and thirty dollars.
dollars.
seventy-five dollars.
To Joshua
Joshua Lecount, seventy-five
To Nathaniel D. Lewis,
Lewis, four
four hundred and
eighty-three dollars
dollars and
and
and eighty-three
fifty cents.
hundred and twenty-five
To Thomas Loden,
Loden, one
one hundred
twenty-five dollars.
To Willis McDow, one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
To Samuel A. McIver.
Mclver, three hundred
hundred dollars.
To Lina McKay, one hundred
hundred and thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
three hundred
hundred and sixty-four
sixty-four dollars.
To William F. Metcalf, three
dollars.
To James
James Miller, two hundred
hundred and fifty-three
fifty-three dollars.
To Peter Miller, one hundred and forty-one
forty-one dollars.
To Baccus
Baccus Mills, one hundred dollars.
To Crawford
Crawford Monroe, one hundred and thirty-six
thirty-six dollars.
dollars.
To Richard Moore, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
To Sarah Moore, one hundred
hundred dollars.
J. Mulkey, three
To Mary J.
three hundred
forty-four dollars.
hundred and forty-four
Nasworthy, executor
To Henry L. Nasworthy,
executor of James Nasworthy,
deceased, one
Nasworthy, deceased,
one
hundred and eighty dollars.
dollars.
Newton three
three hundred
hundred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight dollars.
To John L. Newton
To W. E. Norton, three
dollars.
three hundred
hundred and
and eleven
eleven dollars.
K. Parker, one hundred
To Mary K.
hundred and forty
forty dollars.
To John Partlow, five
five hundred and thirty
thirty dollars.
dollars.
To John Phillips, two hundred
twenty-seven dollars and
hundred and twenty-seven
and twentyfive cents.
To William
William Phillips, two hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
To Maltilda
Maltilda Plowman, two hundred
fifty dollars.
hundred and fifty
To George
George Powell, eighty-six dollars.
dollars.
To R. L. A. Pursley, executor
Pursley, senior, deceased,
executor of James M. Parsley,
deceased,
one hundred
hundred and thirty-six dollars and
and seventy
seventy cents.
To Jacob Quarterman,
Quarterman, one hundred
hundred dollars.
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To
Hanna's, two
twenty dollars.
dollars.
G
eorgi a—ConGeorgia-Conhundred and
and twenty
two hundred
To John
John Rannals,
To James M.
'VI. C. Reynolds,
Reynolds, two hundred
hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven dollars and tinned.
fifty
cents.
fifty cents.
To
and seventy-three
and seventyseventyseventy-three dollars
dollars and
Roberts, two
two hundred
hundred and
To Asa
Asa Roberts,
five
cents.
five cents.
To
hundred and six
six dollars.
Rose, one hundred
To Judy
Judy Rose,
To
forty-three dollars.
hundred and forty-three
To Gray
Gray Rounsaville,
Ronusaville, two hundred
To
ninety-one dollars.
Mary Rutledge,
Rutledge, two hundred and ninety-one
To Mary
To
R. Shepherd,
Shepherd, four
four hundred
fifty-four dollars.
hundred and fifty-four
To James
James R.
To
ninety-two dollars.
dollars.
Isaac Simpson,
Simpson, ninety-two
To Isaac
To
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
one hundred
To Dennis
Dennis Smith, one
To
hundred and seventy
seventy dollars.
To James
James D. Stell, three hundred
To
one hundred dollars.
Prince Stevens,
Stevens, one
To Prince
To
thirty.six dollars.
one hundred
hundred and thirty-six
Stewart, one
To Prince
Prince Stewart,
To Somerset
Somerset Stewart, ninety dollars.
twenty-five dollars.
one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
Joseph Stover,
Stover, one
To Joseph
hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four dollars and fifty
fifty
To William N. Thomas, two hundred
cents.
To
J. Tipton, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
To Wiley
Wiley J.
hundred dollars.
Thomas S. Tuggle, one thousand two hundred
To Thomas
To
Grandison F. Vaughan, five hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
To Grandison
To
hundred and sixty dollars.
To Elijah
Elijah Walea, three hundred
To Anna E. Walton,
Walton, administratrix
administratrix of Isaac
Isaac L. Walton,
Walton, deceased,
deceased, two
thousand one
one hundred
sixty-four dollars.
hundred and
and sixty-four
thousand
To
To Eber Ward, one hundred and eighty dollars.
To
Amanda White, three hundred and fifty dollars.
To Amanda
sixty-five dollars.
To Sarah Wiggins, three hundred and sixty-five
To Furgos Wilson, two hundred and forty-six dollars.
To Allen Witcher, seventy dollars.
hundred
To Elizabeth H. Wright, administratrix, one thousand seven hundred
and twenty-three
twenty-three dollars.
To Joshua
Joshua Wyatt, two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
To
Wilson, senior, deceased,
deceased, the sum
Wilson, widow of Primus Wilson,
To Leah Wilson,
twenty-five dollars.
of two hundred
hundred and twenty-five
To London Floyd, one hundred and fifty-five dollars.
To William L. Thompson, minor son of John Thompson,
Thompson, deceased,
discharge of
hundred dollars;
dollars; the same to be in satisfaction
satisfaction and discharge
one hundred
general
claim allowed by the Commissioners of Claims, in their eighth general
Sydney Defoor, guardian of heir, Georgia", to be paid on
on
"Sydney
report, to "
surrender and cancellation
cancellation of Treasury warrant, dated April eighteenth,
eighteen hundred
number twenty-two
twenty-two hundred and
hundred and seventy-nine, number
eighteen
and
eighteen hundred and
ninety-one (F five hundred and fifteen),
fifteen), series eighteen
ninety-one
thereon to "Sydney
"Sydney Defoor, true name
heretofore issued thereon
seventy-four, heretofore
Sidney
Defoor, guardian
guardian of
of heir
heir (Georgia)",
dollars.
hundred dollars.
(Georgia)", for one hundred
Sidney Defoor,
OF THE STATE OF LOUISIANA.
LOUISIANA.
To
Blackburn, administratrix
of David
Blackburn,
F. Blackburn,
David F.
administratrix of
A. Blackburn,
Catharine A.
To Catharine
thousand nine hundred and forty-one dollars and thirtydeceased, one thousand
three cents.
To
Carey E. Blanchard,
Blanchard, and others, nine hundred and forty-eight
forty-eight
To Carey
dollars.
dollars.
Bodfish,
To
guardian of Mary P. Bodfish,
Bodfish, for herself and guardian
Abby L. Bodfish,
To Abby
two thousand
thousand dollars.
To
Compton, one
six hundred and thirtythousand six
one thousand
Bonner Compton,
Amanda Bonner
To Amanda
eight
dollars.
eight dollars.
To Francis Dellucky, one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
Honore, four hundred and seventy dollars.
To Omer Honore,
To Theophile
Mahier, six
hundred and
dollars.
twenty-eight dollars.
and twenty-eight
six hundred
To
Theophile Mahier,
To
E. Payne,
Payne, Edwina
Edwina C.
C. Blanchard,
Cornelia C.
and Cornelia
C. Suddeth, and
Mary E.
To Mary
seventy-four dollars.
four hundred and seventy-four
To Isaac Perry, two hundred dollars.

Louisiana.

Lonisiana.
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Louisiana
—Con- To Louis B.
seventy dollars.
dollars.
Louisiana-ConB. Rachel,
Rachel, six
six hundred
hundred and
and seventy
tinued.
twenty-five dollars.
tinned.
To William
William A. Riggs, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five

To Louise
Louise E.
Sigur, tutrix
tutrix of
0. Sigur,
Sigur, one
one thousand
thousand one
one hunTo
E. Sigur,
of Joseph
Joseph 0.
hundred dollars.
To Jacob C. Van
Van Wickle,
Wickle, one
dollars and
and
one thousand
thousand and seventeen dollars
fifty cents.
cents.

Mississippi.

OF
THE STATE
OF MISSISSIPPI.
STATE OF
MISSISSIPPI.
OF THE
two hundred
hundred and
dollars.
To William
William M. Alderson,
Alderson, two
and fifty
fifty dollars.
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
To Matilda
Matilda Anderson,
Anderson, two
fifty dollars.
dollars.
To Priscilla W.
W. Burwell,
executrix of
Burwell, deceased,
deceased,
Burwell, executrix
of Armistead
Armistead Burwell,
eleven thousand two hundred and
and forty-eight
forty-eight dollars.
To Thomas H. Christmas, administrator
James R.
R. West,
West, two
hunadministrator of James
two hundred and fifty dollars.
To Hugh Devaney,
three hundred
Devaney, three
hundred and
and sixty dollars.
dollars.
To M. B. Egger,
executor of
deceased, and
and guardian
guardian
Egger, executor
of Hugh
Hugh Ingram,
Ingram, deceased,
of
and thirty
thirty dollars.
of his heirs, five
five hundred
hundred and
dollars.
To Loyd
Loyd Elliott, two
dollars.
two hundred
hundred dollars.
To Mary F.
Erwin, administratrix
administratrix of Samuel
two thousand
thousand
F. Erwin,
Samuel W. Stone,
Stone, two
four hundred
hundred and sixty-seven
thirty-three cents.
sixty-seven dollars and thirty-three
To Martha
Martha J.
J. Fake, four
four hundred
hundred dollars.
To Ann B. Finley, administratrix of
one hundred
hundred and
of John
John L.
L. Finley, one
ten dollars.
hundred and thirty dollars.
To William Hardin,
Hardin, three hundred
To Horace
Hillman, two hundred
hundred and twenty-five
Horace H. Hillman,
twenty-five dollars.
To William Hitch, one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
To Allison
Allison Knox, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To William
William H.
II. B. Lane, one hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six
dollars.
sixty-six dollars.
To Irvin E. Lewis, executor of Hugh Lewis,
Lewis, two hundred
eleven
hundred and eleven
sixty-six cents.
dollars and
and sixty-six
cents.
McCoy, three
To Edmond McCoy,
three hundred
hundred dollars.
To William
William McKnight,
McKnight, eight hundred
hundred and nineteen dollars.
To Elizabeth
Meacham, one hundred
Elizabeth Meacham,
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
To Katherine
Katherine S. Minor, thirteen
thirteen thousand
thousand and seventy-two dollars.
dollars.
To Lemuel
hundred and forty-seven
Lemuel D. Moore, two hundred
dollars and
and fifty
fifty
forty-seven dollars
cents.
cents.
To Noel Parish, seven hundred
hundred and five dollars.
J. Porter, six hundred and seventy
To William
William J.
seventy dollars.
hundred and seventy-five
To Frank Sheppard,
Sheppard, three
three hundred
seventy-five dollars.
To Eliza J.
J. Strong, three hundred dollars.
To James Warnes, three hundred
hundred and ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.

North Carolina.

OF THE STATE
STATE OF NORTH
NORTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.

To Rittenhouse
Rittenhouse Baird, one hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
dollars.
To Christiana
Christiana Blue, four hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
To Thomas Burgess,
Burgess, one
one hundred
eighty dollars.
hundred and eighty
dollars.
Mary Carpenter, two
dollars.
To Mary
two hundred dollars.
To Mary
Mary E. Carver, one thousand four hundred and twenty
twenty dollars
and fifty cents.
To Israel S. Davis,
Davis, two hundred
hundred and eighty
eighty dollars.
To George Detherow,
Detherow 'one hundred dollars.
dollars.
To Alien
Allen Ellis
hundred and eighty-four
eighty-four dollars.
dollars.
Ellis, three
three hundred
Alexander Flanner,
Planner, four
hundred and
and fifty-five
fifty-five dollars.
To Alexander
four hundred
dollars.
Fulcher, two hundred
To William T. Fulcher,
hundred and fifty dollars.
one hundred
hundred dollars.
To Susan M. Gibbs,
Gibbs, one
dollars.
To Smith P. Green,
Green, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To Adolphus Gudger, one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars.
Hamilton, one hundred
To Betty Ann Hamilton,
hundred and fifty dollars.
F. Jordan,
To Abner F.
Jordan, one hundred and twenty dollars.
To Martha
Martha Keller,
To
Keller, two
two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
To James
James M. Lindsay,
Lindsay, two
two hundred
hundred dollars.
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To Sidney
Sidney S.
McLean, four
four hundred
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven dollars.
hundred and
S. McLean,
To
To John
McRae, two
seventeen dollars.
and seventeen
hundred and
two hundred
O. McRae,
John 0.
To
To Kelley
Kelley Mitchell,
Mitchell, one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
dollars.
fifteen dollars.
To
To Caesar
Cesar Moore,
hundred and
eighty-one dollars.
and eighty-one
one hundred
Moore, one
To
To Ellerton
Ellerton New
bern, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
Newbern,
To
To Contentna
Contentna Oglesby,
Oglesby, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To
To Edward
Edward Osteen,
Osteen, one
hundred dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
To
To Abel
Abel Payne,
Payne, two
two hundred
hundred and
and fourteen dollars.
To
To Sally
Sally W.
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty dollars.
Perkins, one
W. Perkins,
To
To A.
E. Phillips,
Phillips, one
dollars.
fifty-five dollars.
and fifty-five
hundred and
one hundred
A. E.
To
To
Revels, two
hundred and
dollars.
sixty-nine dollars.
and sixty-nine
two hundred
Ana Revels,
To Ann
To
S. Runnions,
and thirty dollars.
hundred and
two hundred
Runnions, two
Thomas S.
To Thomas
fifty-five dollars.
To
Seaberry, one
hundred and fifty-five
one hundred
Raleigh Seaberry,
To Raleigh
To Nathan
Nathan Shannon,
Shannon, one
hundred dollars.
one hundred
To
To
Shores, one hundred and fifteen dollars.
John Shores,
To John
To Josiah
Josiah Simmons,
thousand five hundred dollars.
Simmons, three thousand
To
To
Samuel Smith,
three hundred
hundred and forty-one dollars.
Smith, three
To Samuel
To
Snelling, administratrix
administratrix of William Snelling, four hundred
Dissey Snelling,
To Dissey
and
forty-one dollars.
and forty-one
To
seventy dollars.
B. Whitehurst, seventy
Joseph B.
To Joseph
To Samuel
Williams, one
hundred and thirty-five dollars.
one hundred
Samuel Williams,
To
To John
John M.
M. Woods,
executor of Sterling Proctor, eight hundred and
Woods, executor
To
dollars.
sixty dollars.

NorthChrolina—
NorthCtifhnaContinued.
Continued.

OF
THE STATE OF SOUTH OAROLINA.
CAROLINA.
OF THE

South
Carolina
South Carolina

To Thomas
Thomas Anderson,
forty-one dollars.
Anderson, eight hundred and forty-one
To
To Catharine
Catharine R
ninety-six dollars.
R. Belton, three hundred and ninety-six
To
To
Henry Brooker,
one hundred
hundred and
forty-five dollars and tWenty-live
tent-five
and forty-five
Brooker, one
To Henry
cents.
To Robert
eighty dollars.
Bryant, one hundred and eighty
Robert Bryant,
To
hundred and seven
Lavinia Cohen, widow of Sheldon Cohen, three hundred
To Lavinia
dollars.
hundred dollars.
Matthew Driggers, five hundred
To Matthew
To Henry
Henry Joy, three hundred and fifteen dollars.
To
twenty-five dollars.
To James
James McLeskey,
MeLeskey, one hundred and twenty-five
To
ninety-five dollars.
To John
John A.
wo hundred and ninety-five
Miller, iwo
A. Miller,
To
twenty-five dollars.
To
Henry Newton, one
hundred and twenty-five
one hundred
To Henry
To
Ransom P. Pigg, three hundred and sixty dollars.
To Ransom
To Benjamin
Platts, one
one hundred
hundred and sixty-six dollars.
Benjamin Platts,
To
To Abner
Smith, four hundred and eighty dollars.
Abner Smith,
To
To
Philip Smith, five hundred and thirty dollars.
To Philip
To
John T.
hundred and forty-five
forty-five dollars.
Thomas, one hundred
T. Thomas,
To John
To
Benjamin Tyson, two hundred and ten dollars.
To Benjamin
To
seven hundred
and ninety dollars.
hundred and
Young, seven
Hugh Young,
To Hugh
OF
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF TENNESSEE.
OF THE
To Edward
ninety-eight dollars.
one hundred and ninety-eight
Adams, one
Edward Adams,
To
To
Jeremiah Albright,
Albright, two hundred dollars.
To Jeremiah
To Richard
Alexander, one
twenty-five dollars.
one hundred and twenty-five
Richard Alexander,
To
To John
hundred and sixty dollars.
two hundred
Alford, two
John Alford,
To
To Jesse
Anderson, one
twenty-five dollars.
and twenty-five
hundred and
one hundred
Jesse Anderson,
To
To Noah
H. Atchley,
Atehley, executor
of Joshua
hundred
H. Atchley, four hundred
Joshua H.
executor of
Noah H.
To
and
fifty-four dollars.
dollars.
and fifty-four
To John
Austin, seven hundred and thirty-six dollars.
C. Austin,
John C.
To
To
Drua A. Bacon,
Bacon, one hundred and thirty-five dollars.
To Drua
To Charles
Charles M.
Bailey, one
twenty dollars.
hundred and twenty
one hundred
M. Bailey,
To
To
forty-five dollars.
Bails, forty-five
To John Bails
To
Alexander B. Barnes, fifty-seven
cents.
fifty-seven dollars and twenty-five cents.
To Alexander
To
Seacil B. Bartlett, eight hundred dollars.
To Seacil
hundred and ten dollars.
To Pheba A. Bartley, one hundred

Tennesaee.
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To estate
of Valentine
dollars.
To
estate of
Valentine Bell,
Bell, one
one hundred
hundred dollars.

1880.
1880.

To Henry N. Berrong, two hundred and twenty dollars.
To Thomas
Thomas Bond,
Bond, one
thousand and
and ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.
To
one thousand
John L.
L. Bradley,
Bradley, one
one hunderd
hunderd and
and sixty-five
To John
sixty-five dollars.
dollars.
To Thomas
Thomas Bradshaw,
Bradshaw, sixty-eight
dollars.
To
sixty-eight dollars.
To W.
W. Y.
Y. Britt,
To
Britt, one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
To Isaac
Isaac Broyles,
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
dollars.
To
Broyles, two
fifty dollars.
To McDonald
McDonald Bryant,
hundred and
fifty-eight dollars.
To
Bryant, one
one hundred
and fifty-eight
dollars.
Buchanan and
and Robert
Robert H.
H. Hughey,
one hundred
hundred and
To Thomas W.
W. Buchanan
Hughey, one
and
twenty-five dollars.
twenty-five
To
hundred dollars.
dollars.
To William
William P. Burton,
Burton, one
one hundred
To
Callen, administrator
administrator of
of Isaac
Isaac B.
B. Janeway,
Janeway, deceased,
deceased, one
one
To A.
A. C. E. Callen,
dollars.
hundred and sixty-six dollars.
To Alexander
Campbell, three hundred
hundred and thirty dollars.
Alexander Campbell,
To
hundred and
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine dollars.
dollars.
To Joseph
Joseph T. Cannon,
Cannon, one hundred
To
administrator of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Price,
Price, five
hundred and
and
To John
John A.
A. Cargile,
Cargile, administrator
five hundred
fifty five dollars.
dollars.
fifty-five
To Obadiah Carlton, one
one hundred
twenty-five dollars.
hundred and
and twenty-five
dollars.
To
To Peter
Peter Cason,
Cason, one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
To Hugh A. Catron, three hundred
thirty-eight dollars.
dollars.
hundred and thirty-eight
To James Childers, ninety-nine
ninety-nine dollars and fifty cents.
To Sarah B. Clark, executrix
executrix of James W. Clark,
Clark, one hundred
hundred and
twenty-five dollars.
twenty-five
To Lemuel
Lemuel Curlin, three hundred and twenty-eight
twenty-eight dollars.
To William F. Daniel, one hundred
hundred and fifty-five
dollars and
fifty-five dollars
and seventyseventyfive cents.
To James Davis, five hundred
hundred dollars.
To Jehu L. Davy, one hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
To J. H. Dinwiddie, three hundred
hundred and sixty six dollars.
To Elizabeth Dodd, three hundred and
and forty-eight
forty-eight dollars.
To Oliver Dodson, one hundred and fifty dollars.
To Robert W. Donnell,
Donnell, seven hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
To Alexander
Alexander Douglass, one hundred and five dollars.
To Charles L. Dungan,
Dungan, two hundred dollars.
To George W. Eastham,
fifty-seven dollars
dollars and
fifty
Eastham, two hundred and fifty-seven
and fifty
cents.
To W. Y. Elliott, executor of Thomas A. Elliott, five hundred and
twenty dollars and ninety cents.
To John
John Elsea, senior, four hundred and ninety-six dollars.
dollars.
To Robert K. Falls, three hundred and seven dollars and fifty cents.
To James M. Fann,
Faun, one hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
Alexander Fields, two hundred and thirty-five
To Alexander
thirty-five dollars.
L. Fletcher, one hundred
To John L.
hundred and twenty dollars.
To James H.
II. Forsyth, administrator
administrator of Darcus Forsyth, one hundred
hundred
and seventy-nine
seventy-nine dollars.
To Philip T. Foust, seventy-seven
seventy-seven dollars.
J. Franklin,
To Sarah J.
Franklin, widow
widow of Ned Franklin,
Franklin, one hundred
hundred and forty
dollars.
To James J.
J. Freeman,
Freeman, sixty-nine dollars and fifty cents.
To James F.
F. Gardenhire, two thousand
thousand dollars.
To Martha
Martha Ann Gardner, two hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
To Jacob V. Gaston,
Gaston, administrator
administrator of John Jacobs, two hundred
hundred and
nineteen
nineteen dollars.
To James E. Gillilan,
Gillilan, three hundred and ten dollars.
To Catharine Gregg, administratrix
administratrix of William B. Samples, six hunhundred dollars.
To John C. Griffin,
Griffin, two hundred and ninety-eight dollars.
To Joseph W.
W. Griffin, one hundred and forty-eight dollars and five
cents.
To Andrew
Andrew J. Gwinn, one hundred
hundred and seventy dollars.
To Robert N. Hamilton, one hundred and twenty dollars.
To Nancy
Nancy Hancock, two hundred and ninety dollars and fifty cents.
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To
Jesse H
eight hundred
and three
three dollars.
Tennessee—Corr
Tennessee-Cordollars.
hundred and
Harper,'eight
H Harper
To Jesse
To
Doctor John
B. Harrison,
one hundred
and fifteen
tinued.
tinued.
dollars.
fifteen dollars.
hundred and
Harrison, one
John B.
To Doctor
To
Jacob B.
B. Hartsell,
of Isaac
Hartsell, four
hunfour hunW. Hartsell,
Isaac W.
administrator of
Hartsell, administrator
To Jacob
dollars.
dred dollars.
To
James Hastings,
two hundred and thirty dollars.
Hastings, two
To James
To
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
and twenty-five
one hundred
hundred and
Helton, one
To Austin
Austin Helton,
To
William Hensley,
administrator of
of John
John Courtney,
Courtney, two
two hundred
hundred
Hensley, administrator
To William
and
forty-seven dollars.
dollars.
and forty-seven
To
Washington Hixson,
guardian of
Thomas Layman,
Layman, three hundred
hundred
of Thomas
Hixson, guardian
To Washington
dollars.
To
James Hodge,
Hodge, one
one thousand
thousand four hundred and ninety-one
ninety-one dollars.
To James
To
Allison Howard,
fifty-three dollars.
hundred and fifty-three
three hundred
Howard, three
To Allison
To
F. Humble,
Humble, one
hundred dollars.
one hundred
To Benjamin
Benjamin F.
To
William S.
ninety dollars.
S. Ivens,
Ivens, ninety
To William
To
Keeble, four hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five dollars.
To Richard
Richard Keeble,
To
eighty-seven dollars and
and eighty-seven
hundred and
eight hundred
Kennedy, eight
L. Kennedy,
To Marcus
Marcus L.
fifty cents.
To
thirty-two dollars.
Henderson Kidwell, thirty-two
To Henderson
To Henry A. King, two hundred
hundred dollars.
To
hundred dollars.
To James
James L. Kirby, one hundred
To
Martin V. Lasley,
hundred and thirty dollars.
Lasley, one hundred
To Martin
To James
James Laughlin,
forty-five dollars.
Laughlin, forty-five
To
Abner Lawler,
administrator of
Sherrod, one hundred
of John H. Sherrod,
Lawler, administrator
To Abner
arid
and eighty-two dollars.
To Harmon G Lea, two hundred dollars
dollars and fifty cents.
To
Isaac R. Lea, one hundred and eighty dollars.
To Isaac
To
Leming, administratrix
administratrix of John Leming, one hundred
hundred
To Elizabeth
Elizabeth A. Leming,
eighty-five dollars.
and eighty-five
To
Lenoir, administratrix
Lenoir, one thouadministratrix of Albert S. Lenoir,
F. Lenoir,
Catharine F.
To Catharine
hundred and forty-eight dollars.
dollars.
sand five hundred
To
hundred and fifty dollars.
To William
William Looney, one hundred
To
Lord, three
sixty-three dollars and fifty cents.
hundred and sixty-three
three hundred
Sarah Lord,
To Sarah
To
administrator of
of Walton Dobbins, deceased, one
McKinney, administrator
To Alfred
Alfred McKinney,
hundred and forty dollars.
To Mary McManaman,
McManaman, three hundred
hundred dollars.
To
Mayfield, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To Daniel Mayfield,
To Jane M. Maynor,
Maynor, administratrix
administratrix of Pleasant
Pleasant Maynor, two hundred
hundred
and ninety-four
ninety-four dollars and twenty five cents.
To
Lewis M. Meals,
Meals, one hundred and ten dollars.
To Lewis
To Sophronia
Sophronia Medlin, widow
widow of Robert Medlin,
Medlin, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To
Mary Miller, administratrix
Moses D. Miller, four hundred and
administratrix of Moses
To Mary
eighty-three
eighty-three dollars.
To Solomon Miller, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To Levi Moore, thirty dollars.
To
To Elias
Elias H. Morgan, ninety dollars.
To
Humphrey Mount,
four hundred
hundred and seventy-three
seventy-three dollars.
Mount, four
To Humphrey
Murfree, two hundred and ten dollars.
To Edmund Murfree,
To
Abraham H. Nail, seven hundred and sixty dollars.
To Abraham
To John
Joseph H. Parrott, eighty-four
eighty-four dollars.
executor of Joseph
Nance, executor
John Nance,
To
To
hundred and ten dollars.
William C. Napier, seven hundred
To William
To
Newsom, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
J. P. Newsom,
To J.
Northern, sixty dollars.
To Alfred Northern,
To George
George W.
W. Park,
Park, administrator
administrator of
and
of George Park, one hundred and
To
twenty-five dollars.
twenty-five
To
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
To Samuel Park, four hundred
To
K. Parker,
thousand
McGhee, two thousand
Barclay McGhee,
of Barclay
administratrix of
Parker, administratrix
Mary K.
To Mary
eight hundred and twenty dollars.
dollars.
To
hundred and fifty dollars.
W. Payne, one hundred
George W.
To George
seventy-five dollars.
Joseph F. Peck, one hundred and seventy-five
To Joseph
To Isom
Isom Penney,
Penney, three hundred
hundred and eleven dollars.
To
To Ed.
Ed. Peters,
Peters, seven
seventy-three dollars and fifty
hundred and seventy-three
seven hundred
To
cents.
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Tennessee-ConTennessee
—Con- To George W. Petty,
Petty, two
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight dollars.
two hundred
hundred and
dollars.
tinned.
To Ansel Poe, one hundred and thirty dollars.
tinned.

To James
James Rankin, three hundred and seventy-eight
dollars.
seventy-eight dollars.
To Elbert S. Ripley
Ripley, administrator of Margaret
Margaret Ripley,
Ripley, two
hundred
two hundred
cents.
and eighty dollars
dollars and sixty-six
sixty-six cents.
To Sylvester
Sylvester B.
B. Ripley,
Ripley, sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
To D. H. Roberson and J. S. Roberson,
of James
James F.
Roberson, administrators
administrators of
F.
Roberson, two hundred and
Roberson,
dollars.
and fifty
fifty dollars.
To James Scott.
Scott, six hundred and thirty-four
thirty-four dollars
dollars and
and sixty-five
sixty-five
cents.
To Samuel Sellers, one hundred
dollars.
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
To C. E. Shelton, executor
executor of John Poe, three
and fifty-eight
fifty-eight
three hundred
hundred and
dollars.
Rebecca C. Sherwood,
To Rebecca
Sherwood, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To Jeptha Sivels, eight hundred and sixty-one dollars.
dollars.
To William M. Smith, one hundred
hundred and sixty-four dollars
dollars and
and fifty
fifty
cents.
To John W. Sutton
hundred and
and thirty-five
dollars.
Sutton,7 one hundred
thirty-five dollars.
To John C. Swann, eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and six
six dollars.
dollars.
To Jacob
H. Swing, one hundred
Jacob II.
dollars.
hundred and
and ten dollars.
To William F. Talley, administrator
administrator of John L. Sherman, two
two hunhundred and sixty-nine dollars.
To Abraham
Abrah am Taylor, two hundred and twenty dollars.
To John M. Tulloch,
Tulloch, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
To Josiah Varnell,
Varnell, three
three hundred
hundred and fifty
dollars.
fifty dollars.
To Thomas Walker, (Sevier County),
County), three hundred and
To
dollars.
and thirty
thirty dollars.
To John J. Ward, one hundred and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
To Samuel S. Watkins, four hundred and sixty-one dollars.
To James
James W. Webb, one hundred
hundred and forty-five dollars and fifty
cents.
fifty cents.
To Nancy Webster, one hundred dollars.
To John H. Whitaker, one hundred and twenty dollars.
dollars.
To
To Stephen White, eighty
dollars.
eighty dollars.
To William H. White, one hundred
hundred and ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.
To Thomas Wilkerson,
Wilkerson, one hundred and eighty dollars.
To William W. Willis, three hundred
hundred and
eight dollars
and eight
dollars
To John M. Woods, four hundred and eighty-five dollars.
To Samuel Yarbrough,
Yarbrough, one hundred
hundred and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars
and fifty
dollars and
fifty
cents.
To Jonathan
Jonathan T.
T. Johnson, administrator
administrator of J.
J. Johnson,
Johnson, deceased, the
To
the
sum of two hundred
hundred and seven dollars and fifty cents.
cents.
To John
John K. McKnight, one hundred and three dollars
dollars and seventyseventyfive cents.
cents.

To
Patrick Sherry,
Sherry, one hundred and twenty-seven
To Patrick
twenty-seven dollars.
Texas.

OF THE STATE OF TEXAS.
To Martha
Martha E. Harrison, one thousand one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
dollars.
fifty dollars.
To W. C. Phillips, one hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars.
To John H. Shaffer, four hundred
To
hundred and fifty dollars.

Virginia

Virginia

OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.
To Susannah
Su.sannah Abbott, widow of John Abbott, three hundred
and fifty
hundred and
fifty
dollars.
To Mary
Mary Anderson, one thousand two hundred
hundred and ninety-seven
To
ninety-seven dollars and forty-five cents.
To Isaac
Isaac P.
P. Baldwin, for the heirs of Sally Sexsmith, one
To
one hundred
hundred
and twenty dollars.
To James
James H.
H. Barnhart, surviving partner of George Barnhart
To
and
Barnhart and
Son, three
Son,
three hundred and thirteen dollars and thirtv-four
thirty-four cents.
cents.
To
To Richard
Richard Bastow, one hundred and sixty dollars.
To Nancy
Nancy Beckley, administratrix
To
administratrix of William C. Beckley, deceased,
deceased,
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for
claim allowed
to him
during his
his life-time,
hundred and
and fifty
for claim
allowed to
him during
Virg ini Eu—Conlife-time, one
one hundred
fifty doldol- Virginia--Continned.
lars.
tinned.
To
hundred and
and twenty-four
twenty-fom dollars.
dollars.
To Thomas
Thomas W.
W. Blackstone, six
six hundred
To Alexander
Alexander H. Brown, one hundred
hundred and
forty-five dollars.
and forty-five
dollars.
To
Brown, two
two hundred
dollars.
To John
John Brown,
hundred and
and ten
ten dollars.
Browning, one
fifty dollars.
dollars.
To John Browning,
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
M. Buffington,
three hundred
thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
To Armistead
Armistead M.
Buffington, three
hundred and thirty-five
To William
William S. Bullock,
Bullock, two hundred and twenty-eight
twenty-eight dollars.
dollars.
Harris W. Burton,
Burton, two hundred
hundred and sixty-nine
To Harris
sixty-nine dollars.
To William D.
a Cooper, administrator
S. Botts,
Botts, three
three hunhunadministrator of
of Thornton
Thornton S.
dred and
and forty
forty dollars
dollars and
and sixty-six
sixty-six and
cents.
dred
and two-thirds
two-thirds cents.
To Robert S. Costin, five hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
- To George W. Davidson, one thousand
thousand four hundred
twenty-five
hundred and twenty-five
dollars.
To John Eller, senior, eighty-three dollars and thirty-four cents.
To
To William
William Ellington, one
one thousand
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine doldollars and fifty cents.
To Henry Fauth, administrator
administrator of Ann Eliza Hodges,
Hodges, two thousand
dollars.
Tavenner W. Goodloe, two
seventy-six
To Mary L. and Tavenner
two hundred
hundred and seventy-six
dollars and thirty-eight
thirty-eight cents.
Theodore B. Henry, three hundred and sixty-six dollars.
To Theodore
To George R. Herrick, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-six
sixty-six
dollars.
To Cynthia Hilliard, two hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
To Isaac R. Hite, sixty-two
sixty-two dollars.
To Samuel
Samuel Hord, seven hundred and twenty-eight
twenty-eight dollars.
To Lewis N. Huck, trustee for Cornelia
Cornelia E. Cadwalder, Samuel D.,
William H., and Annie S. Baker, three hundred
hundred dollars.
To
ninety-four dollars.
To Elizabeth
Elizabeth Hughlett, three
three hundred
hundred and ninety-four
To Mary W. Jones, executrix of Thomas Ap C. Jones, two thousand
thousand
and forty-one
forty-one dollars and thirty-six cents.
To John W. Kenney, four hundred and nine dollars.
To David W. Landes, one hundred and forty dollars.
To John F. and L. L. Lewis, executors of Samuel H. Lewis, five hunhuntwenty-five dollars.
dred and twenty-five
dollars.
Mary Jane Little, two thousand and forty-six dollars and eighty
To Mary
cents.
To Jacob Mann, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To David Martin, thirty-three dollars.
To Emma R.
and
R. Moore, widow of George W. Moore,
Moore, one hundred and
two dollars.
To William
William Nelson, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To James E. and Sarah Piper, one hundred
hundred and eighty-three dollars.
To F. M. Potts, three hundred and sixty-two dollars.
To
Reid, thirty-four dollars and nineteen
nineteen cents.
To Oliver W.
W. Ieid,
To William L. Shackleford,
Shackleford, one thousand dollars.
eighty-one dollars.
To James Sharp, one thousand
thousand one hundred and eighty-one
George W. Simms, one hundred and twenty dollars.
To George
To Bartine Slater, one hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
To Cain Smith, three hundred and fifty-seven dollars.
To
Stewart, five
five hundred
dollars.
To William
William H.
H. Stewart,
hundred and
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight dollars.
To Samuel D. Stover, one hundred
sixteen dollars.
hundred and sixteen
To Letitia Strother, two hundred and one dollars.
Summers, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
To Benjamin Summers,
To Taylor Thornton,
Thornton, thirty dollars and fifty cents.
hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine
To Edward C. Turner, three thousand three hundred
dollars.
Jacob Walters,
Walters, one hundred
hundred dollars.
To Jacob
To Henrietta
G. C. Warder,
administratrix of Samuel Weaver, one
Henrietta G.
Warder, administratrix
thousand one hundred and forty-one dollars and eighty-four
eighty-four cents.
cents.
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To John F. Waters, administrator
administrator of Levi
Levi Watei
hundred and
and
Water s,s, one hundred
fourteen dollars.
To
hundred dollars.
five hundred
Isaac C. Webster, five
To Isaac
To
sixty dollars.
Ephraim Wynn, sixty
To Ephraim
OF
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF WEST
WEST VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.
OF THE
To John
thousand and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
one thousand
Bond, one
S. Bond,
John S.
To
To
twenty-five dollars.
Campbell, one hundred and twenty-five
To Allen
Allen Campbell,
To William
seventy-two dollars.
five hundred
hundred and seventy-two
To
William H. Dixon, five
To
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Lewis, two hundred
To Samuel Lewis,
To
hundred dollars.
Mowery, one hundred
Anthony Mowery,
To Anthony
To
Randolph, one thousand seven hundred dollars.
To William M. Randolph,
To
William Russell, one
thousand three hundred and thirty dollars.
one thousand
To William
hundred
To
trustee for Miss Mary S. Jewett, five hundred
Rutherford, trustee
E. Rutherford,
To Mary
Mary E.
twenty-five cents.
and six dollars and twenty-five
To
To Anna
Anna Stipes, one hundred and nine dollars.
Approved,
Approved, June 14, 1880.

June 15, 1880.

CHAP.
228.—An
CHAP. 228.-An

act
for the
relief of
of the
the heirs
and
heirs and
the relief
act for
Dodge, deceased.
deceased.
Dodge,

legal representatives
representatives of
of Israel
Israel
legal

Dodge,. or his legal repit appears
appears that the claim of Israel Dodge,
Whereas, it
resentatives, was
was confirmed
confirmed by the
Congress entitled ""An act to
the act of Congress
resentatives,
confirm
June
in the State of Missouri", approved June
land-claims in
certain land-claims
confirm certain
twenty-first, eighteen
and sixty, to the extent of seven thouhundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-first,
sand
fifty-six arpents,
arpents, equal to six thousand
and
thousand and two acres and
and fifty-six
sand and
twenty-secou dd day of Defifty-hundredths
an acre, and that on the twenty-secou
fifty-hundredths of an
a certificate of location
cember,
location numhundred and sixty-five, a
eighteen hundred
cember, eighteen
ber
was issued
issued by
by the
General Land
Office in
in
Land Office
the General
of the
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
two was
ber two
full
said claim
Dodge, erroneously
erroneously reciting
reciting the
of Israel
Israel Dodge,
claim of
of said
satisfaction of
full satisfaction
act
of Congress
Congress approved June second, eighteen hundred and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight,
act ot
certificate; and
and
authority for the issue of said certificate;
as the authority
and
certain tracts of land subject to location and
it appears that certain
Whereas it
entry
under the
the provisions
act of June twenty-first,
aforesaid act
of the aforesaid
provisions of
entry under
eighteen
hundred and
entered under
under and by virsixty, have been duly entered
and sixty,
eighteen hundred
tue of
said certificate,
certificate, and
satisfaction thereof: Therefore,
part satisfaction
and in part
of said
tue
of the United
Representatives of
Be
and House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted by the Senate
Be it
Congress assembled,
Commissioner of the
assembled, That the Commissioner
in Congress
Heirs
legal States
America in
States of America
Heirs and
and legal
representatives
of General Land Office be, and he is hereby, authorized
representatives of
authorized and required
required to isIsrael Dodge,
deIsrael
Dodge, desue
patents
to
such
of
the
legal
representatives
of
Israel
deDodge, deIsrael
of
representatives
legal
the
of
such
'I' sue patents to
ceased. °eased.
ceased, as
may be
for lands
entered under
under and
and by
by virvirlands entered
them, for
to them,
entitled to
be entitled
as may
ceased,
Relief
of.
Ileief of.
tue of
number two, erroneously
erroneously issued by the
location number
of certifieate
certificate of location
tue
Commissioner
twenty-second day of
Commissioner of the General Land Office on the twenty-second
representatives
December, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, to the legal representatives
of
apsaid Israel Dodge, as under and by virtue of act of Congress apof said
eh. 81,
same
hundred and fifty-eight
proved June
June second,
second, eighteen
1858, ch.
proved
eighteen hundred
fifty-eight with the same
11 Stat., '294.
a
entered under
been entered
under and by virtue of a
effect as though said lands had been
11
Stat., 294.
certificate duly
second secaccordance with the provisions of the second
issued in accordance
duly issued
certificate
1860, ch.
177,
tion of the act of June twenty-first,
1860,
ch. 177,
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty: ProPro12
Stat., 866,
every other particuentries be found free from objection
objection in 'every
Said
866,
vided,
12 Stat.,
Proviso.
Povo.
lar,
and that
that for
for the
remainder of
the land yet
yet authorized
located
lar, mid
the remainder
of the
authorized to be located
thereof, he issue to the legal
certificate upon the surrender thereof;
said certificate
under said
thereto, certifirepresentatives aforesaid,
entitled thereto
aforesaid, who may be legally entitled
representatives
location in quantities not to exceed eighty acres and subject to
of location
cates of
and
provisions of said act of June twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
all the provisions
sixty,
the
may be
be located upon any lands not mineral, of the
of which may
each of
sixty, each
United States, subject to entry under the laws thereof, and the lands
patented in like manner as other public lands of the
therewith patented
located therewith
Proviso.
Provided, That the location in each case shall conform
United States:
States: Provided,
conform
Proviso.
subdivisions of the public surveys.
to the legal subdivisions
Approved, June 15, 1880.
Preamble.
Preamble.
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of Clement
Clement C.
C. Clay,
Clay, of
of Alabama.
Alabama.
CHAP. 229.—An
229.-An act for
for the
the relief
relief of

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United
tepresentativesof
United

States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
two-thirds of
of each
House conconassembled, two-thirds
each House

571
571
June 15,
15, 1880.
June
1880.

Clementc.Clay.
ClementC.
Clay.

curring
imposed by the third section of itiPolitical
eurring therein),
therein), That the disabilities imposed
disabilP
esoli
re
t
mo
av
le
d
d
le abilthe fourteenth
fourteenth amendment
amendment of
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of the
the United
United States are
are ities removed.
removed
removed from
from Clement
Clement C. Clay,
Clay, of
of Alabama.
Alabama.
Approved,
Approved, June 15, 1880.
.

CHAP.
230.—An act
act for
the allowance
allowance of
of certain
by the
the accountCHAP. 230.-An
for the
certain claims
claims reported
reported by
accountStates Treasury
Treasury Department.
Department.
ing officers of the United States

June
June 15,1880.
15, 1880.

Rouse of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congressassembled, That
Claims allowed
States
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasby the
the accounting
accounting
ury be,
be, and
and he
hereby authorized
authorized and
and required
any monmon- by
ury
he is
is hereby
required to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
officers of Treasury
8
eys in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the
the several
several persons
it.
Treasury not
persons Depfartofme
Department.
Appropriati
ons.
in this act named, the several sums mentioned
herein, the
mentioned herein,
the same being Appropriations.
in full for, and the receipt
receipt of the same to be taken and accepted
accepted in each
each
case as aa full and final discharge
ease
discharge of, the several claims examined
examined and
allowed by the proper accounting
accounting officers,
officers, under the provisions
provisions of the
act of July fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, since
January sixth,
sixth,
and sixty-four,
since January
1864, ch. 240,
'240,
Stat., 13,
13, 381.
Stat.,
eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, namely:
381.
eighteen
hundred and
namely:
John Adams.
Adams.
John Adams, Jefferson
John
Jefferson County, Ohio, eighty dollars.
R. J.
J. Anderson,
R. J.
Evans, deceased,
deceased, Jefferson
Jefferson It.
R.
J. Anderson,
Anderson, administrator
administrator of
of James
James Evans,
Andorson
administrator.
administrator.
County,
thousand nine hundred and sixty dollars.
County, Tennessee, one thousand
dollars.
,Tan
ies W. Adkis
Ad kis
James
W. Adkisson,
Tennessee, one
JrancsW.
James W.
Adkisson, Roane
Roane County, Tennessee,
one hundred and
son and
and others.
others.
son
twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
Claimants.
W. W. Arnold,
Arnold, Bedford
Bedford County, Tennessee,
hundred and twentyTennessee, one hundred
claimants.
five dollars.
dollars.
Albaugh, Jefferson
Levi Albaugh,
Jefferson County, Ohio, one
one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
dollars.
Mary
Anderson, executrix of James Anderson,
Anderson, deceased, Guernsey
Mary Anderson,
Guernsey
County, Ohio, two hundred and thirty dollars.
Nelson Applegate,
Applegate, Clermont
Clermont County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and thirtyfive dollars.
Mary E. Aber, administratix
administratix of Christian
Christian Homan, deceased, Highland
hundred dollars.
County, Ohio, one hundred
Henry Albin,
Albin, Pike County, Ohio, one hundred and twenty-five dollars.
David P.
Tennessee, fourteen
F. Armstrong, Franklin
Franklin County, Tennessee,
fourteen dollars.
Morgan County, Kentucky,
Matthew Adams, Morgan
Matthew
Kentucky, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Samuel Artz, Washington
Washington County, Maryland,
Maryland, one thousand and fortyfive dollars and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
Ignatius Abell, Marion
Kentucky six hundred and ninetyMarion County, Kentucky
two dollars and fifty cents.
William
Washington County,
Maryland, forty
William H. Albert,
Albert, Washington
County, Maryland,
forty dollars.
dollars.
Anthony
Beard, Hancock
Illinois,'one hundred
hundred dollars.
Anthony L. Beard,
Hancock County, Illinois
Harris Burlingame,
Burlingame, Guernsey County, Ohio, ninety dollars.
G. W. Barlow, Jackson County, Ohio,
Ohio one hundred
hundred and ninety dollars.
dollars.
Stephen
Stephen Burk (in his
his own right), Hamilton County, Ohio, eightyeight dollars.
executor of Ulick
Ulick Burk, deceased,
deceased, Hamilton
Hamilton .County,
Stephen Burk, executor
Ohio, two hundred
hundred and fifty-three dollars and fifteen
fifteen cents.
Oliver
J. Beard,
Downard, deceased,
deceased, JefWilliam K.
K. Downard,
Beard, administrator
administrator of
of William
Oliver J.
ferson County, Ohio, one hundred and thirty-five dollars.
James
Meigs County,
Ohio, one hundred
hundred and
nineteen dollars
County, Ohio,
and nineteen
James Bell, Meigs
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
David
Tennessee, one hundred
hundred and twentyBell, Hamilton
Hamilton County,
County, Tennessee,
David N. Bell,
five dollars.
William
Beeler, Washington
County, Maryland,
Maryland, eighty-five
dollars.
eighty-five dollars.
Washington County,
William T.
T. Beeler,
A.
Hamilton County,
Tennessee, sixty-three
sixty-three dollars.
dollars.
County, Tennessee,
A. L. Bolton,
Bolton, Hamilton
Emanuel
Jackson County, Ohio, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Emanuel Brooks, Jackson
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John Brown, Highland
Highland County,
County, Ohio, ninety
dollars.
ninety dollars.
Mary Buhrman, executrix
executrix of
of Daniel
deceased, Frederick
Frederick
Daniel Buhnnan,
Buhrman, deceased,
County,
Maryland, one
hundred and
dollars.
County, Maryland,
one hundred
and fifty-four
fifty-four dollars.
administratrix of
of Alfred
Alfred N.
N. Bishop,
Bishop, deceased,
deceased,
Mary Jane
Jane Bishop, administratrix
Brown County, Ohio, one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Joseph B. Beavers, Jefferson
Jefferson County, West
West Virginia,
one hundred
hundred
Virginia, one
and four dollars.
George F.
Lawrence County,
Missouri, fifteen
fifteen dollars.
dollars.
F. Bowers, Lawrence
County, Missouri,
William S. Bates, Jefferson
Ohio, one
dollars.
Jefferson County,
County, Ohio,
one hundrcd
hundred dollars.
Eliza Burke, widow
widow of W. N. Burke,
Jackson County,
County, Ohio,
Ohio,
Burke, deceased,
deceased, Jackson
sixty-five dollars.
dollars.
Sarah Blakemore,
County, Ohio,
forty-one dollars.
dollars.
Blakemore, Harrison
Harrison County,
Ohio, forty-one
Ezekiel
Ezekiel S. Bailey, Roane
Roane County,
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, three hundred
thirtyhundred and
and thirtyeight dollars
dollars and sixty-two cents.
cents.
Sarah Bates, administratrix
Lewis Guetch, deceased,
deceased, Livingston
Livingston
administratrix of
of Lewis
County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, three
three hundred
dollars and
sixteen
hundred and sixty-two
sixty-two dollars
and sixteen
cents.
Andrew Beagle,
Andrew
Beagle, Clermont County,
County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five
dollars.
dollars.
Michael T. Branner,
Jefferson County, Tennessee,
Branner, Jefferson
Tennessee, two hundred
hundred and
and
fifty-eight dollars and seventy-five
fifty-eight
seventy-five cents.
James E. Beaven, Marion County,
County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and twentyfour dollars.
dollars.
William Bennett, Brown County,
County, Ohio, fifteen
fifteen dollars.
George K. Birely, deceased
Ann E. Birely, administratrix
administratrix of George
deceased Frederick
County, Maryland,
Maryland, eighty-one
eighty-one dollars.
County,
dollars.
Ann L. Boyd, McCracken
McCracken County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, two hundred
hundred and fifty
dollars.
Jane Bloxom, Shelby County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, two hundred
hundred and
and twentyseven dollars.
Daniel Booth, Caldwell
Caldwell County, Missouri,
Missouri, eighty dollars.
Jefferson Brownfield,
Brownfield, La Rue
Jefferson
Rue County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, three hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-eight
seventy-five cents.
thirty-eight dollars and
and seventy-five
H. C. Buchanan,
Buchanan, deceased,
deceased, Lincoln
Lincoln
Buchanan, administrator
administrator of David
David Buchanan,
County, Tennessee,
hundred and
Tennessee, one hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Thomas Burgess, Ozark
Ozark County, Missouri,
dollars.
Missouri, three hundred
hundred dollars.
Solomon Boaz, Livingston County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, one
one hundred
hundred and thirty
thirty
dollars.
William
hundred and twenty
William Burns, Brown County, Ohio, one hundred
twenty dollars.
dollars.
John
John W. Bussard,
Bossard, Frederick
Frederick County, Maryland,
Maryland, four hundred
hundred and
and
eighty dollars.
Jeremiah
Butterfield, Hamilton
Jeremiah Butterfield,
Hamilton County,
County, Ohio, three hundred
hundred and
sixty dollars.
John R. Brown, Brown
Brown County,
County, Ohio, seventy dollars.
John
Robertson County,
County, Tennessee,
John Buntin, Robertson
Tennessee, four hundred and
and eightyone dollars.
William
William B. Byrn, Rutherford
Rutherford County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, two hundred and
and
fifty dollars.
William Barton, Cannon County, Tennessee, four hundred and seventyfive dollars.
Ira Bogan, administrator
administrator of Nancy G. Barns, deceased,
deceased, Simpson
Simpson County,
County,
Kentucky, one hundred
hundred and forty-six dollars and
and forty-five
forty-five cents.
Thomas E. Britton, Texas County, Missouri, two hundred
hundred and eightytwo dollars.
William
William J.
J. Brock, Hardeman
Hardeman County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars
and fifty cents.
cents.
J. Brown, Bedford County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred and
Thomas J.
fifty
and fifty
dollars.
Margaret
Margaret Bridges, Franklin County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred and
twenty-five dollars.
twenty-five
Hannah Bryson, Rhea County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, twenty
twenty seven dollars.
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James F. Braddock, Montgomery
Maryland, one hundred
hundred and
Montgomery County, Maryland,
and
forty-eight
and eighty
cents.
forty-eight dollars
dollars and
eighty cents.
Jacob Brady, Frederick
Frederick County, Maryland, twenty-four
twenty-four dollars.
hundred and
and
Thomas Barnum,
Barnum, Washington
Washington County,
County, Maryland,
Maryland, seven
seven hundred
fifty
dollars.
fifty dollars.
executor of
William A.
A. Blount,
Blount, executor
of Benjamin Chandler,
Chandler, deceased,
deceased, Sevier
Sevier
County,
dollars.
Tennessee, one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
County, Tennessee,
Burney, Robertson
Robertson County,
Tennessee, one
hundred and twentytwentyG. H.
H. Burney,
County, Tennessee,
one hundred
five
five dollars.
James W. Bussell, Knox County,
Tennessee, one
hundred and
County, Tennessee,
one hundred
and fifty
fifty
dollars.
Tennessee, one hundred
Sarah L. Bell, Weakley
Weakley County, Tennessee,
hundred dollars.
Butterfield, Butler County, Ohio, one hundred
John Butterfield,
hundred and ten dollars.
James W. Butler, Stone County, Missouri, one hundred
hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven
dollars.
eholt, widow of
Thomas Caseholt,
Pocahontas
Mary Cak,
Caseholt,
of Thomas
Caseholt, deceased,
deceased, Pocahontas
County, West Virginia one hundred and twenty five dollars.
John W. Comly, Harrison County, Ohio, one hundred and thirtyfive dollars.
Joseph P.
Columbiana County, Ohio,
Ohio, two
five
P. Conly, Columbiana
two hundred
hundred and
and five
dollars.
Samuel Cheer, Jackson County, Ohio, one hundred dollars.
Z. T. Coker, Livingston
Livingston County, Kentucky, three hundred
hundred dollars.
Havilah Cook, Magoffin
Magoffin County, Kentucky, thirty-eight
Havilah
thirty-eight dollars and
twelve cents.
Tennessee, two hundred and
Joseph C. Crissman, Sumner County, Tennessee,
for
ty dollars.
forty
dollars.
executor of Hezekiah Clagett, deceased,
deceased, Hardy
William B.
B. Clagett, executor
County, West Virginia,
Virginia, one hundred and sixteen dollars and seventyeigh
eighttcents.
Joseph J.
J. Coon, Kanawha
Kanawha County, West Virginia,
Virginia, one hundred dollars.
Alfred Cochran, Taylor County, West Virginia, one hundred and
and
seventeen dollars
seventeen
dollars and fifty
fifty cents.
James
P. Cain,
deceased, Madison
Madison
Cain, administrator
administrator of
of Andrew
Andrew Cain, deceased,
James P.
Tennessee, two hundred
eighty-five dollars.
hundred and eighty-five
County, Tennessee,
James
H. Connell, Trimble
James H.
Trimble County, Kentucky, one hundred and ten
dollars.
Margaret M. Clewers, executrix of Doctor T. B.
B. Clewers, deceased,
deceased,
Margaret
Jackson County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
James
three hundred
hundred and
and seventy
James D. Carter, Hart
Hart County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, three
dollars.
Catharine
County, Tennessee,
dolseventy-five dolDavidson County,
Tennessee, seventy-five
Catharine Cartwright,
Cartwright, Davidson
lars and forty-two cents.
Alexander
Clark, Hamilton
Hamilton County,
ninety dollars.
dollars.
County, Ohio,
Ohio, ninety
C. Clark,
Alexander C.
Robert S.
S. Clark,
Clark, Sevier
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, thirty-one
thirty-one dollars
and
dollars and
Sevier County,
Robert
fifty cents.
cents.
Joseph
Chaney, Washington
Maryland, six hundred dolWashington County, Maryland,
Joseph P.
P. Chaney,
lars.
J. Carey, Claiborne
Claiborne County Tennessee,
Tennessee, ninety dollars.
Thomas J.
Kentucky, fifty-six dollars.
John P. Crump, Hart County, Kentucky,
Samuel
Culp, Jefferson
County, Ohio,
Ohio, one
hundred and fifteen
one hundred
Samuel W.
W. CGlp,
Jefferson County,
dollars
dollars
Samuel
County, Ohio, one hundred and thirty
Samuel Curtis, junior, Belmont County,
dollars.
administrator of
deceased Meigs
of William
William Carlton,
Carlton, deceased
Thomas Carlton, administrator
County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five dollars.
Francis B.
B. Capron,
Capron, Baltimore
hundred and
and sixtysixtyone hundred
City, Maryland,
Maryland, one
Baltimore City,
Francis
five dollars.
G. B.
B. Cloud,
Cloud, administrator
Joseph• Hodges,
deceased, Claiborne
Claiborne
of Joseph
Hodges, deceased,
G.
administrator of
County,
Tennessee, thirty-two
County, Tennessee,
thirty-two dollars.
John Clinton,
Hardeman County,
Tennessee, seventy-two
dollars.
seventy-two dollars.
County, Tennessee,
John
Clinton, Hardeman
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Jesse
Carlton, Marion
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one
one hundred
hundred and
five doldoland five
Marion County,
Jesse Carlton,
lars.
David
Crawford, Wright
dollars.
ninety dollars.
Missouri, ninety
County, Missouri,
Wright County,
H. Crawford,
David H.
Stephen Campbell,
Campbell, Wolfe
Wolfe County,
Kentucky, sixteen
dollars.
sixteen dollars.
County, Kentucky,
Stephen
James
dollars
hundred dollars
one hundred
Tennessee, one
County Tennessee,
Shelby County
A. Coulter,
Coulter, Shelby
James A.
Joseph
Crane, Jefferson
one
thousand one
one thousand
Virginia, one
West Virginia,
County, West
Jefferson County,
Joseph Crane,
hundred
and seventy
dollars.
seventy dollars.
hundred and
Hugh
Hocking County,
County, Ohio,
Ohio, seventy-six
seventy-six dollars
dollars and
twentyand twentyCraig, Hocking
Hugh Craig,
three
cents.
three cents.
John
Early, deceased,
deceased, Hamilton
Hamilton
James Early,
of James
administrator of
L. Devine,
Devine, administrator
John L.
County, Tennessee,
five hundred
thirty-five dollars.
and thirty-five
hundred and
Tennessee, five
County,
David
of David
David Deyarmon,
deceased, JefJefDeyarmon, deceased,
administrator of
Deyarmon, administrator
David Deyarmon,
ferson County,
County, Ohio,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
Ohio, one
ferson
Hamilton
executors of
of John
John Jett,
Jett, deF. McHaffey,
McHaffey, executors
William F.
and William
Dew and
Hamilton Dew
ceased,
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, fifty-five
fifty-five dollars
dollars and
cents.
and six cents.
Knox County,
ceased, Knox
Isaac
Alleghany County,
seventy-eight dollars
dollars and
and
Maryland, seventy-eight
County, Maryland,
Dayton, Alleghany
Isaac Dayton,
ninety-eight
cents.
ninety-eight cents.
R.
bert Dial,
one hundred
thirty-five
hundred and thirty-five
Ohio, one
County, Ohio,
Clermont County,
Dial, Clermont
R(bert
dolla is.
s.
Janes
R. Duncan,
Duncan, Simpson
County, Kentucky,
one hundred
hundred dollars.
Kentucky, one
Simpson County,
Jalnes R.
Mitael
Phelps County,
Missouri, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
County, Missouri,
Delashmit, Phelps
Mitwhel Delashmit,
E. I,.
Frederick County,
County, Maryland,
ninety-one dollars.
Maryland, ninety-one
L. Delashmeitt,
Delashmeitt, Frederick
E.
Cath arine Dunawin,
Dunawm, Frederick
Maryland, forty-eight
forty-eight dollars.
County, Maryland,
Frederick County,
Catharine
Jose141 E.
Dent, Weakley
County, Tennessee,
one hundred
fifty
and fifty
hundred and
Tennessee, one
Weakley County,
E. Dent,
Joseph
dollars.
Ohio. eighty-five
Samuel
eighty-five dollars.
Samuel V. Dodge, Vinton County Ohio,
T. C
C and
R.D.
Dobbins, executors
Mary McMurray,
McMurray, deceased,
deceased,
,f Mary
executors if
D. Dobbins,
and R.
T.
Tennessee, thirty-one dollars and fifty cents.
County, Tennessee,
Sumner County,
J.
H. Duke,
Duke, administrator
administrator of
deceased, MeNairy
MeNairy County,
of George King, deceased,
J. H.
Tennessee, one
twenty-five dollars.
hundred and twenty-five
one hundred
Tennessee,
Mary
executrix of Joseph
Joseph Davis,
deceased, Clermont
Clermont
Davis, deceased,
Davis, executrix
Ann Davis,
Mary Ann
County, Ohio,
Ohio, two
two hundred
forty-five dollars.
and forty-five
hundred and
County,
George
Dame, deceased,
deceased, Marion
Marion
administrator of John Dame,
George W. Davis, administrator
County,
three hundred
hundred dollars.
Tennessee, three
County, Tennessee,
thirty-four dollars
John
County, West Virginia,
Virginia, thirty-four
Pocahontas County,
John Duly, Pocahontas
and eighty
eighty cents.
Virginia eighty-six dollars.
dollars.
Abijah Dolly, Grant County, West Virginia,
Elizabeth Dove, widow of Coleman Dove, deceased, Jackson County,
Elizabeth
twenty-nine dollars.
Ohio, twenty-nine
deceased, ClerElias R. Duckwall, administrator
administrator of John Duckwall, deceased,
mont County, Ohio, two hundred and fifty dollars.
hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five
Jefferson County, Ohio, one hundred
Dalrymple, Jefferson
John Dalrymple,
dollars.
Daniel Derr, Frederick
Frederick County, Maryland,
Maryland, two hundred and eightyDaniel
four dollars.
Frisby
Samuel Doub, deceased,
deceased, Washington
Washington
administrator of Samuel
Frisby-Doub, administrator
thirty-three dollars and
two hundred
hundred and thirty-three
and ten cents.
Maryland, two
County, Maryland,
Andrew Davidson,
Davidson, Harrison
Harrison County,
County, West Virginia, two hundred
hundred
Andrew
and sixty dollars.
Diens, Wayne
Wayne County,
eighty-one dollars.
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, eighty-one
Jesse Dicus,
William Douglas, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, ninety-five
ninety-five dolWilliam
lars and four
four cents.
administratrix of R. C. Dalton, deceased, Trousdale
Mary
Mary S. Dalton, administratrix
Tennessee, one hundred and ninety-nine
ninety-nine dollars.
County, Tennessee,
Kentucky, one hundred
John Day, Webster
hundred and forty dollars.
Webster County, Kentucky,
John Davidson,
Davidson, Marion
Marion County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven
dollars and fifty cents.
James M. Dunn, Ballinger
Ballinger County, Missouri,
Missouri, one dollar and seventyseven
seven cents.
hundred and twenty-five
Hamilton County,
Isaac Ewen, Hamilton
County, Ohio, one hundred
twenty-five
dollars.
Nancy
Tennessee, forty-five
forty-five dollars.
Nancy P. Emmet, Sevier
Sevier County,
County, Tennessee
2
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Abraham Evans, Grant
hundred and two
Abraham
Grant County, West Virginia,
Virginia, two hundred
dollars and
and fifty-nine
dollars
fifty-nine cents.
cents.
William
Etherton, Sevier
Sevier County,
and fortyfortyWilliam Etherton,
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one
one hundred
hundred and
four
four dollars.
John B. Earle, Randolph County, West
hundred and
West Virginia,
Virginia, two
two hundred
thirty-six
dollars and
thirty-six dollars
and sixty
sixty four
four cents.
cents.
Joseph B. Edelin, Prince George's
hundred
Joseph
George's County, Maryland, one hundred
and
twenty-five cents.
cents.
and fifty-six
fifty-six dollars
dollars and
and twenty-five
hundred and thirty dollars.
T. B. Fearis, Brown County, Ohio, one hundred
John B.
B. Funk,
Funk, Union
Kentucky, six
dollars.
John
Union County,
County, Kentucky,
six hundred
hundred dollars.
Zachariah Freeman, Pocahontas
West Virginia,
hundred
Zachariah
Pocahontas County, West
Virginia, one hundred
dollars.
Bernard Fitzpatrick, Franklin County, Missouri, one hundred dollars.
Bernard
dollars.
J. A. Fry, McNairy
MeNairy County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, four hundred
dollars.
hundred and fifty dollars.
Moses
H. Fite, Wilson County, Tennessee,
hundred dollars.
Tennessee, one hundred
Moses'H.
D. A. Ferguson,
Hardeman County,
County, Tennessee,
Ferguson, Hardeman
Tennessee, three hundred and
fifty-one
twenty-five cents.
cents.
fifty-one dollars and twenty-five
Thomas Foster, administrator
William Foster, deceased,
deceased, Meigs
Meigs
administrator of William
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee four hundred
hundred and thirteen dollars.
William Foster, Jefferson County, Tennessee,
dollars and
and
Tennessee, fifty-nine
fifty-nine dollars
twenty cents.
cents.
Thomas Foster administrator
administrator of George
Deatherage, deceased,
deceased,
George W. Deatherage,
thirty-five dollars.
McMinn County, Tennessee,
McMinn
Tennessee, three hundred and thirty-five
Ruth
deceased, Sevier County,
County, TennesTennesRuthaa Fox, widow of George
George Fox, deceased,
see, forty dollars.
John W. Franks, Lawrence
Lawrence County, Tennessee, three
three hundred dollars.
Mother Francis Xavier Fitzpatrick,
Fitzpatrick, Superioress
Su.perioress of the Sisters
Sisters of the
Mother
Shepherd, Jefferson
Good Shepherd,
Jefferson County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, one hundred
hundred dollars.
Jeremiah P. Grove,
Grove, deceased WashJacob
Grove,, administrator
administrator of Jeremiah
Jacob C. Grove
Maryland, three
three hundred
hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven dollars.
dollars.
ington County, Maryland,
administrator of Hugh
Hugh C. Harrison,
Harrison, deceased, Maury
Maury
J. H.
H. Gregory, administrator
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, two hundred
hundred and seventy-two
seventy-two dollars.
dollars.
John Gardner, Adams County,
hundred dollars.
County Ohio, two hundred
John
Guernsey County, Ohio, one hundred
Horatio
Horatio Grumman,
Grumman, Guernsey
hundred and ten dollars.
Kentucky four hundred and thirtyElijah L. Givings, Union County, Kentucky
dollars.
nine dollars.
Hardeman County, Tennessee, one hundred dollars.
John Glass, Hardeman
Hamilton County, Ohio, one hundred
William A. Graham, Hamilton
hundred and twenty
twenty
dollars.
W.
Gudgeon, Hamilton County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and thirty-five
W. H.
H. Gudgeon,
dollars.
J. W. McClanahan,
Gossett,
McClanahan, executors of John Gossett,
Frank Gossett
Gossett and J.
deceased,
Grainger County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred
twenty-five
hundred and twenty-five
deceased, Grainger
dollars.
Joseph Gray, Grainger
Grainger County, Tennessee, one hundred
hundred and ninetyfive dollars.
Alexander Grossman,
Alexander
Grossman, Jackson
Jackson County, Ohio, eighty dollars.
Edmund Graves,
Graves, Marion
Marion County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, seven hundred
hundred and twenty
dollars.
Barbara
Glassburn, widow of George
George Glassburn,
Glassburn, deceased,
Jackson
deceased, Jackson
Barbara Glassburn,
County,
County, Ohio, fifty dollars.
George
Gatch, Clermont
County, Ohio, two hundred dollars.
Clermont County,
George S.
S. Gatch,
Newton Goad,
Goad, Maury
Maury County,
one hundred
and forty dolhundred and
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one
Newton
lars.
John
Gray, Bracken
Bracken County,
Kentucky, one
ten doldolone hundred
hundred and
and ten
County, Kentucky,
John C.
C. Gray,
lars.
I. C.
Loudon County
County Tennessee,
ninetyTennessee, seventy-nine
seventy-nine dollars and ninetyI.
C. Grant,
Grant, Loudon
four cents.
Kentucky, thirty dollars.
dollars.
A. J. Guthrie,
Guthrie, Carroll County, Kentucky,
Samuel
Garling, Washington
Washington County,
County, Maryland,
Maryland, two
two hundred
hundred and
and
Samuel Garling,
twenty-seven
twenty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
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Elizabeth S. Grant,
executrix of
James H.
Grant, deceased,
deceased, RutherRutherElizabeth
Grant, executrix
of James
H. Grant,
ford
Tennessee, one
one thousand
thousand three
hundred and
and eighty-three
eighty-three
ford County, Tennessee,
three hundred
dollars
dollars and
and thirty-four
thirty-four cents.
cents.
George F.
Gilpin, Frederick
Frederick County
Maryland, forty-six
forty -six dollars
dollars and
and
George
F. Gilpin,
County Maryland,
eighty-seven
eighty-seven cents.
Isabella Gallaher,
Webster County,
County, Missouri,
forty dollars.
dollars.
Isabella
Gallaher, Webster
Missouri, forty
Beverly
J. Gregory,
Gregory , executor
William Gregory,
Gregory, deceased,
deceased, Madison
Madison
Beverly J.
executor of
of William
County
two hundred
hundred and
forty dollars.
dollars.
County Tennessee,
Tennessee, two
and forty
Martin
two hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen
Martin W.
W. Guy,
Guy, Shelby
Shelby County,
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, two
dollars.
Harrison Gill, Bath County,
hundred and
and twenty-eight
County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, four
four hundred
twenty-eight
dollars and twenty-two
twenty-two cents.
Caldwell, heirs at law of George L.
L. Gilles
Gilles
George L. Gillespie
Gillespie and
and E.
E. S.
S. Caldwell,
pie deceased,
Hamilton County,
Tennessee, two
two hundred
and ten
ten doldolpie
deceased, Hamilton
County, Tennessee,
hundred and
lars and ninety-eight
ninety-eight cents.
George Gares,
of Columbia,
Columbia, one
one hunhunGeorge
Gares, Washington
Washington County,
County, District
District of
dred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
William W. Garland,
Garland, Madison County,
Tennessee, one
William
County, Tennessee,
one hundred
hundred and
and
eighty dollars.
dollars.
John G. Gray, administrator
administrator with
annexed of Winneford
Winneford
with the will annexed
Duncan, deceased,
deceased, Knox County,
Kentucky, ninety-one
ninety-one dollars and fifty
County, Kentucky,
fifty
cents.
Zachariah Goforth, administrator
Zachariah
McGuire deceased
deceased Stodadministrator of William McGuire
dard County,
County Missouri,
Missouri, forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
John M. Hutcheson,
Hutcheson, Guernsey
Guernsey County,
Ohio, one
one hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentyCounty, Ohio,
five dollars.
William B. Hill, Hamilton
Hamilton County,
seventy dollars.
dollars.
County, Ohio, seventy
James D. Hazelrigg,
Hazelrigg, surviving executor
Hazelrigg, deceased,
deceased,
executor of Dillard
Dillard Hazelrigg,
Montgomery County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, six hundred
Montgomery
sixty-six dollars.
hundred and sixty-six
Joseph D. Haden,
Haden, Christian
Christian County, Missouri,
Missouri, sixty dollars.
David S. Hem,
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
Hern, Gallia County, Ohio, one
one hundred
dollars
under the firm
of
S. P.
P. Hildebrand, and Reese
Reese T. Mitchell,
Mitchell, partners
partners under
firm of
Hildebrand and Mitchell,
Hildebrand
Mitchell, Cherokee
Cherokee Nation,
Indian Territory, three hunhun•
Nation, Indian
dred and sixty-eight dollars and eighteen
eighteen cents.
James Hughart,
Hughart, Laclede
County, Missouri,
forty-eight dollars
dollars and
Laclede County,
Missouri, forty-eight
and
seventy-four cents.
seventy-four
Martin Hedrick, Pendleton
Pendleton County,
County, West
West Virginia, eighty-five dollars.
Richard Hill, Washington
Washington County, Maryland,
hundred and eightyMaryland, two hundred
nine dollars.
Jacob
Kentucky, one
one hundred
hundred and
fifty doldolJacob Holt, Caldwell
Caldwell County,
County, Kentucky,
and fifty
lars.
lars.
Ann Harvey, by her agent, William P. Harvey,
Harvey, Charles County, Maryhundred and sixty-two
land, two hundred
sixty-two dollars and fifteen
fifteen cents.
Jacob
Jacob Houser, Washington
Washington County, Maryland, one thousand
thousand three
hundred and fifty-three
fifty-three dollars.
Benjamin
Benjamin El
uffinan, Braxton County, West
West Virginia,
forty-five dollars
Huffminan,
Virginia, forty-five
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven cents.
cents.
Householder,
Jefferson
seventy-five dollars
Otho Householder
Jefferson County, Ohio,
Ohio, seventy-five
Edward
Householder,
L. Hays,
Edward
L.
Hays, Montgomery County, Maryland, thirty-two dollars
twenty cents.
and twenty
cents.
Joshua Harp, Washington
Washington County
County Maryland,
Maryland, one hundred
hundred and thirtynine dollars and fifty cents.
Albert Huddleston,
Huddleston, Fayette
hundred and
and
Fayette County, West
West Virginia
Virginia two
two hundred
fifty-eight dollars and twelve
fifty-eight
twelve cents.
Michael
Michael Howard, Harlan
Harlan County, Kentucky
Kentucky one hundred and
and seventyfive dollars.
Mary E. Hank and Elmira
Vandiver, Washington
Elmira Vandiver
Washington County, Maryland,
Maryland,
five hundred
hundred and forty
forty dollars.
Emanuel
seventy-five dollars.
Emanuel Homan, Warren County, Missouri,
Missouri, seventy-five
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Barbara Hettrick,
Hettrick, administrator
administrator of
Benedict Hettrick,
Hettrick, deceased,
Hamdeceased, Hamof Benedict
Barbara
ilton
Ohio, thirty
thirty dollars.
dollars.
lton County
County Ohio,
Henry H.
H. Hanna,
Hanna, Guernsey
County, Ohio,
Ohio, ninety-two
dollars.
Guernsey County,
ninety-two dollars.
Henry
Franklin
Grainger County,
Tennessee, five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
County, Tennessee,
Franklin Hanks,
Hanks, Grainger
Sarah
executrix of
Hardin, deceased,
deceased, Laurel
Laurel County,
County,
Mark Hardin,
of Mark
Hardin, executrix
Sarah Hardin,
Kentucky ninety-eight
ninety-eight dollars
dollars and
and seventeen
cents.
seventeen cents.
Kentncky,
James
Tennessee, five
five hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentyJefferson County,
County, Tennessee,
James Harper, Jefferson
two
dollars andfifty
cents.
and fifty cents.
two dollars
Margaret
Daniel Scholl, deceased
deceased FredMargaret E. S. Hood,
Hood, administratrix
administratrix of Daniel
erick
County, Maryland,
seventy-five dollars.
Maryland, seventy-five
crick County,
Archibald Hammond,
Hammond, Harrison
Harrison County,
County, Ohio,
hundred and
and sixtysixtyOhio, one
one hundred
Archibald
eight
eight dollars.
John
Hannah, Pocahontas
Virginia, one
hundred and
one hundred
Pocahontas County,
County, West Virginia,
John Hannah,
eighteen dollars
dollars and
fifty cents.
cents.
and fifty
eighteen
Mary A
Washington District
one thousand
of Columbia,
Columbia, one
District of
Mary
A Holmead,
Holmead, Washington,
hundred and
dollars and fifty cents.
and eighty dollars
one hundred
eighty-five dollars.
Jackson County,
County, Ohio, eighty-five
William Howard, Jackson
Hall, Woodford
Woodford County, Kentucky, ninety-six
ninety-six dollars.
Moses N. HAll,
John
Hickman, Fayette
Fayette County, West Virginia, three hundred and
John Hickman,
sixty-three dollars and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
sixty-three
Jefferson County, Tennessee, two hundred
hundred and
and eight
eight
C. B.
B. C. Hodge, Jefferson
dollars and fifty cents.
David
Madison County, Tennessee,
hundred and ninetyTennessee, three hundred
David C. Hall, Madison
four dollars
dollars and eighty cents.
Wilson
Hixson surviving administrator
administrator of John
John Hughes,
Hughes, deceased,
deceased,
Wilson Hixson
Hamilton
twenty-four dollars.
hundred and twenty-four
Hamilton County, Tennessee, two hundred
Martha M. Hanserd
Hanserd (late Phelps), Giles County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, twentyMartha
two dollars and fifty cents.
John
hundred and eight
eight
Harris, Madison
Madison County, Tennessee, four hundred
John C.
C. Harris,
dollars.
dollars.
Thomas Harris, Kanawha County,
County, West Virginia, one hundred and
eighty-three dollars
dollars and seventy-five
eighty-three
seventy-five cents.
Azariah Hendley, Robertson County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred and
sixty dollars.
dollars.
Henson L.
Barbour County, West Virginia, one
one hundred and
and
L. Hoff, Barbour
seventeen dollars.
Tennessee, one hundred and twentyJoseph Hudson, McNairy
McNairy County Tennessee,
twentyfive dollars.
Jordan Higgins,
Davidson County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred
hundred and
Jordan
Higgins, Davidson
twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Coal, deceased, Allen
Allen
of Zachariah
Zachariah Coal,
administrator of
Peter Huntsman, administrator
Kentucky, one hundred and fifteen
fifteen dollars.
County, Kentucky,
E. A
Henderson, widow
Richard Henderson,
deceased, Jefferson
Jefferson
Henderson, deceased,
widow of
of Richard
A Henderson,
E.
hundred and five dollars
dollars and twenty-four
twenty-four
County, West Virginia nine hundred
cents.
Sarah
Dougherty, Jefferson
Jefferson County,
Virginia, one
hundred
one hundred
West Virginia,
County, West
Sarah T.
T. Dougherty,
and fifty dollars and eighty-eight cents.
Janet L. Hilleary,
Hilleary, Jefferson
Jefferson County, West
West Virginia, one hundred and
and
Janet
eighty-eight cents.
fifty dollars and eighty-eight
Arcanna S.
S. Henderson,
Jefferson County,
Virginia, one hundred
West Virginia,
County, West
Henderson, Jefferson
Arcanna
and fifty dollars and eighty-seven
eighty-seven cents.
Elizabeth
County, West Virginia, one hundred
Jefferson County,
Hilleary, Jefferson
Elizabeth L. Hilleary,
eighty-seven cents.
and fifty dollars and eighty-seven
Cornelia
Jefferson County, West Virginia, one hundred
hundred
Henderson, Jefferson
Cornelia Henderson,
eighty-seven cents.
and fifty dollars and eighty-seven
Jefferson County, West Virginia, one hundred
George H. Henderson,
Henderson, Jefferson
and fifty dollars and eighty-seven
eighty-seven cents.
Norman
Henderson, Jefferson
Jefferson County, West
Virginia, one hundred
West Virginia,
F. Henderson,
Norman F.
and fifty dollars and eighty-seven
eighty-seven cents.
Martin Hortman,
Hortman, Hamilton County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, eighty-three
eighty-three dollars.
George
W. Henson,
hundred and
two hundred
West Virginia, two
County, West
Berkeley County,
Henson, Berkeley
George W.
forty dollars.

,
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L M. Hopewell, Nelson County, Kentucky,
L
Kentucky, one
hundred and
dol
one hundred
and fifty
fifty dol
lam.
lars.
G. B. Hudson, Wilson County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty.
twenty.
five
five dollars.
dollars.
D. S. Harris, Allen County,
Kentucky, one
one hundred
hundred and
and five
dollars.
County, Kentucky,
five dollars.
Winifred
Winifred Head, executrix of
of Hadley
Hadley A.
A. Head,
Head, deceased,
deceased, Jackson
Jackson
County, Missouri, two hundred
hundred and
and eighty-five
eighty-five dollars.
dollars.
R. E. Harris, widow
William N.
N. Harris,
deceased, Weakley
Weakley County
County,
widow of
of William
Harris, deceased,
Tennessee
twenty-two
dollars.
Tennessee,
twenty-two
dollars.
Tennessee,
George
George M. Hutsell, McMinn County Tennessee,
Tennessee, forty-five
forty-five dollars.
dollars.
Jethro, Howell, Gibson County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one
one hundred
eighty.
hundred and
and eighty.
and sixty
nine dollars
dollars and
sixty cents.
cents.
administrator of
John B. Jopling, administrator
of John
S. Jopling,
Jopliug, deceased,
deceased, McNairy
McNairy
John S.
one hundred
hundred dollars.
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one
dollars.
Asenath Johnson, administrator
deceased, Linadministrator of
of William
William Johnson,
Johnson, deceased,
Lincoln County, Kentucky,
three hundred
hundred and
dollars.
Kentucky, three
and fifty
fifty dollars.
John Johnson, Guernsey
Guernsey County, Ohio,
dolOhio, one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen dollars.
lars.
Samuel
Perry County, Ohio,
Samuel N. Jones, Perr.)
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Ohio, one
John D. James, Jackson County, Ohio,
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Ohio, seventy-five
William D. James, Pike County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and
doland seven
seven dollars.
lars.
Malcom Johnson, Sequatchie
Sequatchie County, Tennessee,
one hundred
hundred and
and
Tennessee, one
eighty-eight dollars and
eighty-eight
twenty-five cents.
cents.
and twenty-five
Maria Joyce,
Joyce, widow of William
Joyce, deceased,
deceased, Jackson
William Joyce,
Jackson County
County
Ohio,
one hundred
dollars.
Ohio, one
hundred dollars.
John D. Julian. administrator
administrator of Timothy Desherroom, deceased
Texas
deceased Texas
County, Missouri',
Missouri, ninety dollars.
Minter Jackson
Upshur County, West
Jackson and Valentine
Valentine Straeder, Upshur
West VirVirginia, eight hundred
hundred and
and five
five dollars.
dollars.
Hugh Joyner,
Joyner, Sumner County Tennessee, one
and twentyone hundred
hundred and
twentyfive dollars.
dollars.
Willey Jennings, Wilson County Tennessee,
two hundred
Tennessee, two
hundred and
and sevenseventeen dollars.
James
James C. Johnson Sevier County Tennessee,
Tennessee, eighty-five
eighty-five dollars.
dollars.
Oscar William Kittinger, and John F. Hartsook,
of
Hartsook, administrator
administrator of
George W. Kittinger, deceased, Greenbrier
Greenbrier County,
County, West
West Virginia,
Virginia, one
one
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
Charles L. Knowles,
administrator of William
Knowles, administrator
deceased,
William Knowles,
Knowles, deceased,
Athens County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and
and ten
ten dollars.
dollars.
W. L. Kimbrough,
Kimbrough, Todd County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, two
two thousand
three hlnhimthousand three
dred and eighty-two
dollars.
eighty-two dollars.
J.
J. B. G. Kinsloe, Clinton County, Pennsylvania, seventy-three
seventy-three doldollars.
Allen M. Kirk, Belmont County, Pennsylvania, one
one hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
L.
A. King, Giles County, Tennessee, three hundred and
L. A.
and sixty-five
dollars.
Lewis Keethler, Brown County, Ohio, two
hundred and
and twenty
two hundred
twenty doldollars.
R.
R.and
and D.
D. E. Kefauver, executors
executors of Daniel Kefauver,
Kefauver, deceased, FredFrederick County, Maryland, three hundred
hundred and
sixty dollars.
dollars.
and sixty
John W. Knox, New Madrid County, Missouri,
Missouri, one hundred and
five
and five
dollars.
dollars.
Fredrick A. Kerr, Muscogee, Indian Territory, sixty dollars.
Fredrick
dollars.
Alexander Kilgore,
Kilgore, Marion County,
Alexander
County Tennessee,
Tennessee, fifty-eight
dollars and
fifty-eight dollars
and
fifty cents.
Edward Kearney,
Kearney, Baltimore
Edward
Baltimore City, Maryland,
Maryland, one hundred
hundred and sixtysixty.
five
five dollars.
dollars.
Gideon King,
King, Henry County, Kentucky,
Gideon
Kentucky, forty-eight
forty-eight dollars.
dollars.
Lemuel Lindsay, Harrison County, Ohio, forty-five
Lemuel
forty-five dollars.
dollars.
Abner Lewis, Jackson County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, Sixty
dollars.
sixty dollars.
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David P. Logan, Hamilton
Hamilton County,
and thirty
thirty five
County, Ohio,
Ohio, one hundred
hundred and
five
dollars.
dollars.
John A. Lynch, executor
executor of
William H.
H. Lynch,
Frederick
of William
Lynch, deceased,
deceased, Frederick
County,
Maryland, ninety-one
ninety-one dollars
and eighty-seven
cents.
County, Maryland,
dollars and
eighty-seven cents.
Christian
Ohio, seventy-five
dollars.
Christian Lappe
Lappe Jackson
Jackson County,
County, Ohio,
seventy-five dollars.
Tennesse,e, one
thirty
John Lingingfelter,
Lingingfelter, Knox County, Tennessee,
one hundred and thirty
dollars and
dollars
and eighty
eighty cents.
cents.
William Lilly, Raleigh
Raleigh County, West Virginia,
eighty-six dollars
dollars and
Virginia, eighty-six
sixty-two cents.
cents.
sixty-two
David
executor of Lydia
deceased, Washington
Washington County,
)av id Long, executor
Lydia Long,
Long, deceased,
County,
Maryland,
hundred and
and one
one dollars.
Maryland, one
one hundred
dollars.
Nathaniel V.
Mineral County,
County, West
Nathaniel
V. Liller, Mineral
West Virginia,
Virginia, one
one hundred
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
K. Lane
deceased, Sumner
County,
Sarah E. Lane, executrix
executrix of
of W.
W. K.
Lane deceased,
Sumner County,
Tennessee, two tkousand
ninety-eight dollars.
Tennessee,
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and ninety-eight
Ledbetter, Coffee County, Tennessee,
Mary Ledbetter,
Tennessee, ninety
ninety three dollars and
seventy-five cents.
seventy-five
cents.
Charles Logan,
nine dollars.
dollars.
Logan, Clermont County,
County, Ohio, one
one hundred
hundred and
and nine
William Long, Shelby County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, one hundred
hundred and twentytwentyfive dollars.
John
John Lutes, Owsley County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, ninety-five
ninety-five dollars.
Muhlenburg County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Peter Lamb, Muhlenburg
Adam
Adam Lackey, Jackson
Jackson County, Ohio, one hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
Bradley County, Tennessee, one hundred and five dolJesse C. Lee Bradley
lars.
Marion County,
Jane Long, widow of Anderson
Anderson Long,
Long, deceased, Marion
Tennessee ninety-seven
cents.
Tennessee
ninety-seven dollars and fifty
fifty cents.
J.
administrator of G-.
Luckett, deceased,
deceased, Daviess
J. E. Luckett, administrator
G. W. Luckett,
County, Tennessee, six hundred and ten dollars.
John W. Laymance, Morgan
seventy-five dollars.
Morgan County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, seventy-five
John S. Lilly, Raleigh
Raleigh County, West Virginia, one hundred and fifty
dollars.
William
William R. Loveday,
Loveday, Sevier County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
thirty-seven
James T. Leach, Rutherford
County Tennessee,
hundred and
Rutherford County
Tennessee, one hundred
and
twenty five dollars.
deceased, HarriRichard Loundes, administrator
administrator of Lloyd Loundes,
Loundes, deceased,
son County, West Virginia, ninety-nine
dollars and twenty-eight
twenty-eight cents.
ninety-nine dollars
S. B. Lard, administrator
Richard Booker, deceased,
deceased, Shelby County,
administrator of Richard
Kentucky, two hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
James
Tennessee, three
three hundred
and
James H.
H. Lawson,
Lawson, Sevier
Sevier County, Tennessee,
hundred and
twenty-three dollars.
twenty-three
Lillard, Marshall
Abraham F.
F. Lillard,
Marshall County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, eighty-five
eighty-five dollars.
Ebenezer
Ebenezer Leath, Knox County, Kentucky, ninety
ninety dollars.
Edward Menchey,
Menchey, administrator
deceased, Adams
Adams
administrator of David Study, deceased,
County, Pennsylvania, twenty-four
twenty-four dollars.
Daniel R.
McPeck, administrator
administrator of William
William Hopper, deceased,
deceased, GuernR. McPeck,
sey County, Ohio, ninety dollars.
dollars.
Franklin
Jackson County,
hundred dollars.
Franklin A.
A. McCarley,
McCarley, Jackson
County, Ohio,
Ohio, one
one hundred
dollars.
John Masters, Jackson County, Ohio, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
dollars.
Daniel Marshall, Jefferson
Jefferson County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five
dollars.
Hamilton County
County Ohio,
Ohio, one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five
John D. Myers, Hamilton
dollars
thirty-five dollars.
Mary Miller
Miller, Jackson
Jackson County, Ohio, thirty-five
ninety-nine dollars and
Joseph Miller Sumner County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, ninety-nine
Joseph
fifty cents.
11 Morrow,
Morrow, Simpson
hundred and fift
fifty dolone hundred
County, Kentucky
Kentucky one
00 H
Simpson County,
lars.
Jacob Miller Jackson
Jackson County Ohio, eighty-five
eighty-five dollars.
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B. L. McFerrin
Cannon County,
McFerrin Cannon
County, Tennessee, six hundred and twentJtwenty five dollars.
Eliza Madden,
Madden, Franklin
Franklin County, Tennessee, one
eightyone hundred
hundred and eightyseven dollars and fifty cents.
cents.
Elizebeth B. Maynard,
administrator of Horace
Horace G.
deceased,
Maynard, administrator
G. Maynard,
Maynard, deceased,
Hamilton County, Ohio, one hundred
thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
and thirty-five
Betsey Jane Meek,
Tennessee, six hundred
hundred and
Meek, Jefferson County, Tennessee,
and
thirty-seVen dollars and fifty cents.
thirty-seven
George W. Millard, McMinn
McMinn County, Tennessee,
hundred and
and
Tennessee, one hundred
thirty dollars.
Moore, Clermont
Clermont County, Ohio,
Ohio, one
one hundred
hundred and
thirty-five dolL. C. Moore,
and thirty-five
dol-

lars.
lars.
Alfred Moon,
Moon, Clinton County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred dollars.
David D. Morgan,
Morgan, administrator of David Rasser, deceased,
deceased, Gallia
Gallia
County, Ohio, thirty-four
thirty-four dollars and sixty-three cents.
Daniel McWilliams, Guernsey
Guernsey County, Ohio, eighty dollars.
L. M. Motter, Frederick County, Maryland,
Maryland, one hundred and
and thirtyfive dollars.
James M. Miller, Lewis County, Missouri,
Missouri, two hundred
hundred and forty
dollars.
fortydollars.
George
George W. Moore, Stone County, Missouri,
Missouri, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Doctor W. P. Moore, Sumner
County, Tennessee, eighty
eighty dollars.
Sumner County,
George C. McCorkle, Meigs County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, seventeen
seventeen dollars
dollars and
and
thirty-four cents.
Stewart McClung,
McClung, Cook County, Illinois,
Illinois, seven
seven hundred and sixty-two
dollars and thirty-three
'dollars
thirty-three cents.
John
Jahn W. McCurdy,
McCurdy, executor
executor of William H. Conklyn,
Conklyn, deceased,
deceased, Jefferson County, West Virginia, three hundred dollars.
Matthew London, deceased,
H. W. McCord, surviving
surviving executor of Matthew
deceased,
Columbiana County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
Kenney
McLaughlin, Harrison
Kenney B. McLaughlin,
Harrison County Ohio, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Armstrong
Armstrong Maley, Jefferson
Jefferson County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and thirtyfive dollars.
A. Miller, Ballard
Kentucky, one hundred
William A.
Ballard County, Kentucky,
hundred and forty
dollars.
Harriet Moore, Shelby County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, one hundred
hundred dollars.
William Megniar,
Megniar, Robertson
Robertson County, Tennessee, four
four hundred and
seventy dollars.
Daniel McMillon,
McMillon, Greenbrier
Greenbrier County, West Virginia, one hundred
hundred and
fifteen dollars.
James .W. Marshall, administrator
administrator of Martha
Martha A. Lodge, deceased,
Shelby
'Shelby County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, one thousand two hundred
hundred and seventythree dollars and eighty cents.
Asher McMillin,
McMillin, Gallia County, Ohio, thirty five dollars.
A. C. Mitchell, Polk County, Missouri, one hundred and nineteen
dollars.
Mary
Mary E. Moseley,
Moseley, nee Hancock, McLean
McLean County, Kentucky, one hundred and forty dollars.
Robert McGill, Sevier County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, nineteen
nineteen dollars.
Charles
Kentucky, one hundred dollars.
Charles Marshall,
Marshall, Hardin County, Kentucky,
O. L. Medsker, Harrison
0.
Harrison County, West Virginia, one hundred
hundred and
and
twenty dollars.
Alexander Muse, deceased,
deceased, Jefferson
Nancy Muse, widow
widow of Alexander
Jefferson County,
Missouri,
Missouri ' thirty-six dollars.
Samuel McPherson, guardian
guardian of infant heirs of Campbell Glover, deceased, Monroe
Monroe County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Elizebeth
Elizebeth Matthews, administratrix
administratrix of L. L. Matthews,
Matthews, Franklin
County
f)rty-one dollars and ninety cents.
County Tennessee,
Tennessee, fRty-one
Martha
Martha Moore, administratrix
admmistratrix of James
James Massey,
Massey, deceased, Stone
County, Missouri, two hundred
hundred and seventy-three
seventy-three dollars
dollars and fifty
fifty cents.
Aaron B. MeAntire,
MeAntire, Scotland
Missouri, one hundred
Scotland County, Missouri
hundred and eight
eight
dollars and fifty cents.
Drury Minton, Gibson County, Tennessee, ninety-five
ninety-five dollars.
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John P.
P. Nunnelly, Pulaski County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, eight hundred
hundred and
thirty-one
tlirty-one dollars.
Otho Nesbit, Washington
Washington County, Maryland, fifty-one
fifty-one dollars
dollars and
thirty-seven cents.
cents.
thirty-seven
H. Nelson,
Pendleton County
Robert H.
Nelson, Pendleton
County,7 West Virginia
Virginia, three hundred
hundred
and thirty
thirty dollars.
dollars.
David Naylor, Belmont County,
dollars.
County, Ohio,
Ohio, one hundred
hundred dollars.
John Nelson, Nelson
Nelson County, Kentucky, four hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
David J.
J. Newbern,
Newbern, Hardeman
Hardeman County
six
County Tennessee,
Tennessee, two thousand
thousand six
hundred
seventy dollars.
hundred and
and seventy
County, Maryland,
Maryland, seventy-four
seventy-four dollars
dollars
Bernard Norris, Niontgomery
Montgomery County,
sixty-two cents.
and sixty-two
cents.
John It.
R. Nailing, Weakley
Weakley County,
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred
hundred and thirtythirtyfour dollars
dollars and
and twenty cents.
cents.
twenty-four dollars and
William Neal, Jefferson
Jefferson County, Tennessee,
Tennessee twenty-four
eighty
eighty cents.
cents.
Michael Overly, Jackson
Jackson County, Ohio,
Ohio twenty-five
dollars.
twenty-five dollars.
John Organ, administrator of George
George W. Armstrong,
deceased, WilArmstrong, deceased,
Wilson County, Tennessee, one
hundred and
one hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
Parkinson Guernsey
Guernsey County,
forty-five dollars.
dollars.
John Parkinson,
County, Ohio,
Ohio, forty-five
Hiram Patton, Williamson County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty
dollars.
dollars.
Joseph Passmore, Pike County, Ohio, ninety-six dollars.
dollars.
Joseph S. Poor
Jackson County. Ohio,
Poor,iJackson
Ohio fifty dollars.
dollars.
William H. Palmer, Jackson
nineteen dollars.
dollars.
Jackson County,
County, Ohio,
Ohio, nineteen
Samuel Pry, Washington County, Maryland,
Maryland, three hundred
hundred and sixtysixtytwo dollars.
dollars.
J. M. Phillips, Clermont County, Ohio, one hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five
dollars.
0.
Anderson County, TeRnessee,
forty-three
dollars and
and
O. Norman Peck, Anderson
Tennessee, forty
three dollars
ninety-five cents.
ninety-five
Ilisha
Hardeman County, Tennessee,
4lisha Patrick, Hardeman
Tennessee, thirty-one
thirty-one dollars and
and
twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
Erastus
Erastus Patton, Cabell County, West Virginia, ninety
ninety dollars.
Andrew Poffenberger,
Poffenberger, administrator
Andrew
administrator of Henry Poffenberger, deceased,
deceased,
Washington
Washington County Maryland,
Maryland, ninety-one
ninety-one dollars and eighteen
eighteen cents.
ents.
Peterson, Jefferson
Jefferson County, Ohio,
James Peterson,
Ohio, one hundred and thirty-five
thirty-ve
dollars.
George Persinger, Carter
Tennessee, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Carter County, Tennessee,
Henry Propst, Pendleton
Pendleton County, West Virginia
me hundred
Virginia 4
one
hundred and
and
five dollars.
dollars.
executor of
of Peter
Boone County
Benjamin F. Price,
Price, executor
Peter Price,
Price, deceased,
deceased, Boone
County
West Virginia,
Virginia, three hundred
hundred and sixty-two
sixty-two dollars and ifty
fifty cents.
Calvin Page, Frederick
Frederick County, Maryland, six
six hundred
hundred and
and eightyseven dollars
dollars and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
William G. Patterson, Columbiana
Columbiana County, Ohio,
Ohio, fifty-two dollars.
Milton
McMinn County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one
and fifty
fifty
Milton L. Phillips,
Phillips, McMinn
one hundred
hundred and
dollars.
O. R. Purcell, Hamilton
0.
Hamilton County, Ohio,
Ohio, sixty-five
sixty-five dollars.
County, Maryland,
Maryland, one
one hundred
hundred
William T.
T. Prout, Anne Arundel
Arundel County,
dollars.
J. Parker,
Parker Trimble
Kentucky, three
three hundred
William J.
Trimble County, Kentucky,
hundred and
ten dollars.
Kentucky, one hundred
hundred and
twenty-five
Elihu Payne, Knox County,
County, Kentucky,
and twenty-fve
dollars.
Nathan
Phillips, Green
Green County,
County, Missouri,
Missouri, one
one hundred
and twentyNathan Phillips,
hundred and
twentyeight dollars and fifty-seven cents.
Alfred J.
J. Pierce, administrator
deceased, gatheradministrator of William Alford, deceased,
Iutherthree hundred
hundred and
dollars and
and ninety
ninety
ford County Tennessee,
Tennessee, three
and fifty-nine
fifty-nine dollars
cents.
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Garret
County, Mississippi,
Garret Parker,
Parker, Marshall
Marshall County,
Mississippi, six
six hundred
hundred and
and Mem
fifteec
dollars.
John
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars
John R.
R. Quimby,
Quimby, Davidson
Davidson County,
dollars
and
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
William M.
M. Reynolds,
Reynolds, Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
dollars.
William
Ohio, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
Lewis Ripple
B. T.
County, Maryland,
Maryland, one'
Lewis
Ripple and
and B.
T. Newcomer,
Newcomer, Baltimore
Baltimore County,
one'
thousand
eight hundred
six dollars
dollars and
and fifty
cents.
thousand eight
hundred and
and six
fifty cents.
Daniel
Jackson County,
County, Missouri,
five thousand
thousand eight
eight hunDaniel M.
M. Ross,
Ross, Jackson
Missouri, five
hundred and
and forty-three
and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
cents.
dred
forty-three dollars
dollars and
Rosilla
Ross widow
of James
G. Ross,
deceased, Hamilton
Hamilton County,
County,
Ross, deceased,
Rosilla Ross,
widow of
James G.
Ohio, one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
Ohio,
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
Mrs.
J. E.
E. Bodes,
Davidson County,
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, fifty
dollars.
Mrs. J.
Rodes, Davidson
fifty dollars.
John
Rockenbaugh, Jefferson
Jefferson County,
Virginia, three
three hunhunJohn W.
W. Rockenbaugh,
County, West
West Virginia,
dred and
and thirty-four
thirty-four dollars.
dred
dollars.
Simeon
Rutledge Jefferson
County, Ohio,
Ohio sixty
Simeon Rutledge,
Jefferson County,
sixty dollars.
dollars.
George
Rutledge,
County, Ohio,
hundred dollars.
Meigs County,
Ohio, one
one '
hundred
dollars.
George Rainier,
Rainier,
John L.
L. Ramsey, Meigs County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, three
three hundred
hundred and one
dollars.
dollars.
Jefferson County,
James Reed,
deceased, Jefferson
Margaret Long, deceased,
Reed, executor
executor of Margaret
James
Ohio, one
hundred and
thirty dollars.
dollars.
Ohio,
one hundred
and thirty
William H.
executor of Martin Vandivort,
deceased, JackVandivort, deceased,
JackWilliam
H. Rutledge,
Rutledge, executor
Ohio ;eighty
son County, Ohio,
eighty dollars.
dollars.
Malinda J.
J. Ray, (late Hunt),
fifteen dollars.
Tennessee, fifteen
Hunt), Monroe County, Tennessee,
Malinda
Elijah W. Reavis, Weakley
Weakley County, Tennessee, sixty-eight
sixty-eight dollars.
hundred and ten dollars.
dollars.
Guernsey County,
County, Ohio,
Ohio, one hundred
John S. Riddle, Guernsey
George Rittenhouse,
Rittenhouse, deceased,
Eliza Rittenhouse,
Rittenhouse, administratrix
administratrix of George
Hamilton County, Ohio, one hundred dollars.
Loudon deexecutors of Thomas London
John Robinson and Samuel Ewing, executors
twenty-five dollars.
ceased,
Columbiana County, Ohio, one hundred and twenty-five
ceased, Columbiana
Moises
Roland, Warren
Warren County,
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, two hundred
hundred and
and fifty-nine
fifty-nine
Moses Roland,
dollars and fifty cents.
Stephen
J. Rybolt,
Rybolt z administrator
R. Rybolt, deceased,
deceased,
Stephen J.
administrator of Charles R.
Clermont County, Ohio, two hundred and thirty five dollars.
Sophia
Rankin,
of the
the minor children
children of Adam Rankin,
Sophia E.
H. Rankin
Rankin guardian of'
deceased,
fifty-six dollars and fifty-five
fifty-five
deceased, McCracken
McCracken County,
County, Kentucky, fifty-six
cents.
James E. Rust, Davidson County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred and fifty
dollars.
James H.
Ragsdale, Green County, Missouri, one hundred and twelve
H. Ragsdale,
dollars and fifty cents.
Hocking County, Ohio, seventy-five
• Ferdinand F. Rempel, Hocking
seventy-five dollars.
Mrs. Olive Ramsey,
and
Ramsey, Hardeman
Hardeman County, Tennessee, seven hundred and
twenty-five dollars.
Rice ' Jefferson County, Tennessee, seventy-one
seventy-one dollars and
Rufus E. Rice,
and
sixty-eight cents.
Emanuel Renner, Frederick
Frederick County, Maryland, three
three dollars.
administrator of William H. Fewel, deceased,
deceased, Hardeman
T. J.
J. Ruffin,
Ruffin, administrator
Hardeman
County, Tennessee, one hundred
hundred and sixty dollars.
James P. Robertson, Coffee County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars
and fifty cents.
Peter Riggs, Macon County, Missouri,
Missouri, one hundred
hundred and fifteen dollars.
Sallie A. Steinbarger
Steinbarger (formerly Beard) Hancock County, Illinois, one
one
hundred
hundred dollars.
James F. Simpson, Carroll County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, eighty dollars.
Walter E. Scott, Hamilton County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred dollars.
Kentucky, one hundred
Allen D. Settle,
Settle, Barren County, Kentucky,
hundred and fifty
dollars.
dollars.
Hamilton County, Ohio
Ohio, one hundred
hundred and thirty
Benjamin Simonson, Hamilton
dollars.
dollars.
Armstead Scurlock,
County,,Ohio
Ohio,) one hundred
Scurlock, Jackson County
hundred and twentyfour dollars.
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A.
Carroll County,
dollars.
sixty-two dollars.
Maryland, sixty-two
County, Maryland,
Shriver, Carroll
K. Shriver,
A. K.
John
William Sims,
Muskingum
deceased, Muskingam
Sims, deceased,
of William
administrator of
Sims, administrator
John Sims,
County, Ohio,
dollars.
twenty dollars.
and twenty
hundred and
one hundred
Ohio, one
County,
Mary
E. Smith,
Smith, Brown
Brown County,
County, Ohio,
eighty dollars.
Ohio, eighty
Mary E.
Philip
Smith, Meigs
Meigs County,
Ohio, one
hundred and
doland twenty-five
twenty-five dolone hundred
County, Ohio,
Philip Smith,
lars.
Thomas Shopshire,
Shopshire, Pike
eighty dollars.
Ohio, eighty
County, Ohio,
Pike County,
Thomas
James Stewart,
administrator of
of John
Deemer, deceased,
deceased, Meigs
Meigs County,
John Deemer,
Stewart, administrator
James
Ohio,
dollars.
ninety dollars.
Ohio, ninety
William
Symms, Gallia
Gallia County,
one hundred
hundred dollars.
Ohio, one
County Ohio,
William Symmes
James
Sprouse, Gallia
Gallia County,
County, Ohio,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
Ohio, one
James Sprouse,
fifty-four dollars
John N.
Washington County,
Maryland, fifty-four
dollars and
County, Maryland,
Stine, Washington
N. Stine,
John
forty-six cents.
cents.
forty-six
William Strawhorn,
Strawhorn Phelps
County, Missouri,
Missouri, seventy dollars.
Phelps County,
William
Abner Swaggerty,
Swaggerty, Knox
knox County,
Tennessee, two hundred
hundred and twentyCounty, Tennessee,
Abner
four dollars
dollars and twenty-five cents.
fo,ur
Moses
Sebastian, Madison
Missouri, two hundred
hundred and thirty
County, Missouri,
Madison County,
Moses Sebastian,
dollars.
dollars.
S. W.
W. Shields,
Shields, administrator
administrator of Jonathan
Jonathan Moorlock,
Moorlock, deceased,
deceased, Hamblen
Hamblen
S.
thirty-four dollars.
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, three
hundred and thirty-four
three hundred
County,
William
Bator, Hamilton County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and
and thirtythirtyWilliam V. Sator,
five dollars.
Mary
Smyzer, widow
of Philip
deceased, Clermont
Clermont County,
Philip Smyzer, deceased,
widow of
A. Smyzer,
Mary A.
Ohio,
hundred dollars.
Ohio, one hundred
Stacy S.
Storer, Highland
Highland County, Ohio, one hundred dollars.
S. Storer,
Stacy
Colm
ore L.
Sutton, La
Rue County,
County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, two hundred and sixLa Rue
L. Sutton,
Colmore
twenty-five cents.
teen dollars and twenty-five
cents.
C.
W. Swain,
Rutherford County, Tennessee,
Tennessee', four hundred and eightySwain, Rutherford
C. W.
tifive
ve dollars.
A. M.
M. Sanders,
Tennessee, one hundred
hundred and fifty
McNairy County, Tennessee,
Sanders, MeNairy
A.
dollars.
Richard Scruggs,
executor of
deceased, Davidson
Davidson
Theophilus Scruggs, deceased,
of Theophilus
Scruggs, executor
Richard
County,
Tennessee one
hundred and ten dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
County, Tennessee,
Robert Smith,
Smith, Whiteley
Whiteley County,
Kentucky, thirty-two dollars and
County, Kentucky,
Robert
eighty cents.
John H.
H. Snavely,
Washington County
Maryland, four hundred and
County Maryland,
Suavely, Washington
John
eighty-seven dollars and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
eighty-seven
H. J.
County, Kentucky,
hundred and twentyKentucky, one hundred
Morgan County,
Spradlin, Morgan
J. Spradlin,
H.
five dollars.
H. C.
Davidson County, Tennessee,
hundred and thirty
Tennessee, one hundred
Sanders, Davidson
C. Sanders,
H.
dollars.
George W.
hundred
Maryland, three hundred
Frederick County, Maryland,
Summers Frederick
W. Summers,
George
and seventy dollars and twelve cents.
Polly
County, Kansas, one hunBourbon County,
(formerly Allen) Bourbon
Sims (formerly
Ann Sims
Polly Ann
dred and seventy dollars.
dollars.
Oliver M.
M. Shumard,
Clermont County,
County, Ohio, two hundred
hundred and sixtyShumard, Clermont
Oliver
fi ve dollars.
five
Perry P.
P. Smith,
Smith, Jefferson
Jefferson County, Ohio,
thirty-seven dollars.
Ohio, thirty-seven
Perry
W. G.
G. Simpson,
de bonis
bonis non,
will annexed,
annexed, of
with will
non, with
administrator de
Simpson, administrator
W.
John
Russell County,
County, Kentucky, forty eight dollars.
deceased, Russell
Price, deceased,
,olhn Price,
John H.
H. Smoot,
Smoot, administrator
administrator de
borne non of Daniel B. Duvall, Fredde bonis
John
erick
County Maryland,
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Maryland, one hundred
erick County
Lucinda Stout,
widow of Levi Stout, deceased, Meigs County, Ohio,
Stout, widow
Lucinda
one hundred
hundred dollars.
Moses Smith,
Smith, Hamilton
Hamilton County
Tennessee, four hundred and sixtyCounty Tennessee,
Moses
three dollars.
A. M.
Jefferson County,
West Virginia,
and
Virginia, one hundred and
County, West
M. Sponseller,
Sponseller, Jefferson
A.
eighty dollars.
Howard Scott,
Scott, McMinn
County Tennessee,
Tennessee, ninety dollars.
MeMinn County,
Howard
Peter Saunders,
Texas County,
Missouri, one
one hundred
twenty doland twenty
hundred and
County, Missouri,
Saunders, Texas
Peter
lars.
Jonathan Sims,
County, West
twenty-five
dollars.
y-five dollars.
Virginia, twen
West Virginia,
Fayette County.
Sims, Fayette
Jonathan
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William Spencer
Spencer Breathitt
Breathitt County.
County. Kentucky,
hundred dollars
dollars
Kentucky, five
five hundred
E. T. Small, Scotland County, Missouri,
one hundred
hundred and
and twelve
twelve dol
Missouri, one
dol
tars and fifty
lars
fifty cents.
cents.
Hiram
Hiram Smith, Marion County, Tennessee, one
hundred and
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight
one hundred
dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
cents.
David Shoopman, Scott County, Tennessee, seventy-six
seventy-six dollars
dollars and
and
eighty
eighty cents.
cents.
Joseph Temple, Guernsey County,
County, Ohio,
Ohio, ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.
Isaac Thompson, Bedford County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one
one hundred
and forty
hundred and
forty
dollars.
John T. Tansil and Mary Ann, his wife, Weakley
Weakley County,
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee,
one hundred and
thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
and thirty-five
Moses Thompson, Laclede
Laclede County, Missouri,
Missouri, fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
Zadok Talbert, Montgomery
Montgomery County,
County, Maryland,
Maryland, two
hundred and
and sixtysixtytwo hundred
five dollars
dollars and ten
ten cents.
cents.
Robert B. Taylor, Cumberland
Cumberland County, Kentucky,
one hundred
hundred and
and
Kentucky, one
ten dollars.
dollars.
Asa Thomas, Bedford County, Tennessee, one hundred and
twenty-five
and twenty-five
dollars
Manuel Thompson, Bedford County Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred and
and ten
ten
dollars.
Isaac Thomas, Jefferson
Jefferson County, Ohio
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Ohio, seventy-five
Elijah Tidd, Pike County, Ohio, o
nehundred,
dollars.
one
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
Daniel L. Tice Highland County, Ohio
Ohio,'forty dollars.
dollars.
John C. Thompson
Thompson,' Howard
Howard County,
Maryland, eight
eight hundred
and
County, Maryland,
hundred and
forty-four
forty-four dollars and
and forty
forty six
six cents.
cents.
Charles E. Trail. Frederick
Frederick County, Maryland,
Maryland, one thousand
thousand two
two hunhundred and thirty dollars and twenty-two
twenty-two cents.
David Best, Frederick
Frederick County, Maryland,
David
Maryland, one hundred
ninetyhundred and
and ninetyseven dollars and fifty cents.
cents,
William Taylor, administrator
administrator of Preston Taylor, deceased,
deceased, RockRockcastle County, Kentucky, one hundred
hundred and ninety-two
ninety-two elollars
dollars and
and eightyeightythree cents.
Jonathan Taylor,
Taylor, Weakley County, Tennessee, sixty-niae
sixty-nine dollars.
dollars.
Thomas C. Thompson,
Thompson, Jefferson
Jefferson County, Ohio, eighty
dollars
eighty dollars.
Daniel Trundle,
Trundle, Sevier County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, three hundred
hundred and
and seventy
seventy
dollars.
J.
J. D. Tarpley and J.
J. A. Tarpley, executors
executors of
of Edward
Tarpley, dedeEdward Tarpley,
ceased, Bedford
Bedford County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five doldollars.
Maletha J. Tipler, Hardeman County, Tennessee, one hundred dollars.
Maletha
Samuel D.
J. Trice,
Tipler,Webste
Hardeman
r Coun
County,
ty , Kentucky,
Tennessee
sixty
onedollars.
hundred dollars.
Samuel D.
Trice,
Webster
County, Kentucky, sixty dollars.
William Urton,
one hundred
hundred and ten
William
Urton, Sandusky
Sandusky County, Ohio, one
dollars.
ten dollars.
Martha Vaughn, Hard
Hardeman
eman County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, forty-ive
forty-five dollars.
dollars.
Henry Vanderhoff, London
Henry
Loudon County,
County, Virginia., five hundred
and sevsevhundred and
enty-nine
enty-nine dollars and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
William HI.
William
II. Villines, Robertson County, Tennessee, seven dollais
dollars and
and
eighty cents.
James H. Walker, executor
6xecutor of Hy R. Walker,
Walker, deceased
deceased Cooper
Cooper 'County
County
Missouri, six hundred and ninety dollars.
dollars.
Reuben Williams,
Williams, Lincoln
Reuben
Lincoln Connty,
County, Kenttcky,
Kentucky, ninety-three
ninety-three dollars and
and
fifty cents.
Robert Waide, Mississippi County, Missouri, two hundred
Robert
hundred and
and sixtysixtytwo dollars and forty cents.
John F.
F. Ware,
Ware, Jackson
John
Jackson County, Ohio, eighty dollars.
George W.
Washington, Montgomery
Montgomery County, Maryland,
Maryland, two hundred
George
W. Washington,
himdred
and eighty dollars.
Gardner Wetherbee,
Hamilton County, Ohio, two hundred and sixty
Gardner
Wetherbee, Hamilton
sixty
dollars.
dollars.
Michael Wilfong,
Virginia, two hundred
hundred
Michael
Wilfong, Pocahontas
Pocahontas County, West Virginia,
and thirteen
thirteen dollars and twenty cents.
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James
James M.
M. Williamson,
Williamson, Meigs
Meigs County,
County, Ohio,
Ohio, three hundred and
and thirty
thirty
dollars.
dollars.
Henry
Wright, Highland
one hundred
and fifteen
dolHenry Wright,
Highland County,
County, Ohio,
Ohio, one
hundred and
fifteen dollars.
John
Weaver, administrator
Saltman, deceased,
deceased, Columbiana
John Weaver,
administrator of James Saltman,
Columbiana
County, Ohio,
Ohio sixty-five
sixty-five dollars.
dollars.
County,
George
Webber, and
Tennessee, three
George A.
A. Webber,
and Company,
Company, Davidson
Davidson County,
County, Tennessee,
three
hundred
and seventy-eight
dollars.
seventy-eight dollars.
hundred and
County Ohio,
Philip Ward,
Ward, Meigs County
Ohio, one
one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
Kentucky, two hundred and
William Watson, Bell County,
County, Kentucky,
and fifty-five
dollars.
John Williams,
Williams, Cannon
County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
John
Cannon County,
Watson, Wilson County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, eighty-five
Rufus L. Watson,
eighty-five dollars.
Elijah F.
administrator of Amos
Amos Foster, deceased,
deceased, Hardeman
Hardeman
F. Warren, administrator
County, Tennessee, three hundred and thirty dollars.
John Weber, Phelps County, Missouri,
Missouri, one thousand
thousand three hundred
and fifty dollars.
John II.
Wolfe, deceased,
H. R. Wolfe, executor of Eli
EliWolfe,
deceased, Montgomery County,
Maryland, three hundred and twenty-three
twenty-five cents.
twenty-three dollars
dollars and twenty-five
Wortham, Nelson County,
County, Kentucky,
Robert Wortham,
Kentucky, two hundred
hundred and twentyfive dollars.
and
John H. Wright, Livingston County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, seven hundred and
fifty dollars.
Thomas Walters, Weakley
Weakley County, Tennessee, three hundred
hundred and
ninety dollars.
William Word, Bedford County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred
hundred and
and fortyfortyfive dollars.
Pinckney Whitener, Madison County, Missouri, one hundred and one
dollars.
Wortham, Bedford
Bedford County, Tennessee,
and
Edward D Wortham,
Tennessee, one hundred and
fifty-five dollars.
fifty-five
Margaret Wallace, executrix
Wallace, deceased,
Margaret
executrix of Michael
Michael Wallace,
deceased, Brown
County, Ohio, one hundred dollars.
Ohio one hundred and ten dollars.
Ross Winters, Jefferson County, Ohio,
Evander Wallace, Weakley
Weakley County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one hundred and ten
dollars.
one hundred and
and
Ephraim Watson, Jefferson
Jefferson County, West Virginia, one
eighty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
eighty-seven
Josiah Watson,
Watson, Jefferson
Jefferson County, West Virginia, two hundred
hundred and
eighty-seven
eighty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
William
William Woolever, Hamilton
Hamilton County, Ohio, one hundred
hundred and ten doldollars.
John F. Wright, Dickson County, Tennessee, three hundred
hundred and ten
dollars.
Wright, executrix
Wright, deceased
deceased Rutherford
Rutherford
Martha C.
0. Wright,
executrix of
of John S. Wright
County, Tennessee, one hundred and fifty-five
fifty-five dollars.
administratrix of Newton Whitehead, deceased,
deceased
Lavina Whitehead,
Whitehead, administratrix
Rockcastle
one hundred
hundred and
Rockcastle County,
County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, one
and forty-eight
forty-eight dollars
dollars and
and
twenty cents.
James H. Willett, administrator
administrator of Richard
Richard P. Vowels, deceased, Nelson County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, one hundred and fifty dollars.
Benjamin
Benjamin Witmer,
Witmer, Washington
Washington County, Maryland,
Maryland, thirty dollars and
five cents.
James
Wood, administrator
administrator of
deceased, Taylor
Taylor
James M. Wood,
of Nancy Hodgen,
Hodgen, deceased,
Kentucky, one hundred
County, Kentucky,
hundred dollars.
Campbell County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, one
R. D. Wheeler, Campbell
one hundred
hundred and
and seventyseventyfive dollars.
Henry
of Sophia
Moxley, deceased,
deceased, Montgomery
Henry Young,
Young, administrator
administrator of
Sophia Moxley,
Montgomery
forty-nine
County, Maryland, fort.)
-nine dollars.
Wright County, Missouri,
Missouri, one hundred dollars.
David Young, Wright
Stephen Young, McNairy
1VIcNairy County, Tennessee, thirty dollars.
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M.
L. Zimmerman,
Washington County,
County, Maryland,
Maryland, thirty-six
thirty-six dollars
dollars
M. L.
Zimmerman, Washington
and forty-three
forty-three cents.
cents.
and
Samuel and
and Elias
executors of
George Zimmerman,
Zimmerman,
Samuel
Elias Zimmerman,
Zimmerman, executors
of George
deceased, Frederick
Frederick County,
Maryland, two
and thirty-nine
thirty-nine doldeceased,
County, Maryland,
two hundred
hundred and
dolcents.
lars and ninety-seven
ninety-seven cents.
Garlinda J.
J. Weltz,
Weitz, widow
of Abraham
Weltz, deceased,
Highland
Garlinda
widow of
Abraham Weltz,
deceased, Highland
County,
one hundred
dollars.
County, Ohio,
Ohio, one
hundred dollars.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
appointed by
by the
the Quartermaster-General
Quartermaster-General or
or
SEC.
That the
the agents
agents appointed
his
to investigate
claims under
under the
the act
act of
of July
July fourth,
fourth, eighteight1864, ch. 240,
1864,
his subordinates
subordinates to
investigate claims
Stat.,
381.
Stat., 13, 381.
een hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, shall give notice to claimants
claimants whose claims
claims
Notice
Notice to
to claimclim- it
it is proposed to investigate
investigate of the time and place of taking testimony,
ants given by
who shall
have the
right to
cross-examine every
witness who
may testeswho may
every witness
the right
to cross-examine
shall have
agntes.
n y who
agents. g
government; and
said agents
agents shall
shall also
also take,
take, at
at the
the
tify in
in behalf
behalf of the
the government;
and said
same
testimony of
of any
who may
may be
be presented
by
same time,
time, testimony
any and
and all
all witnesses
witnesses who
presented by
And all,
all, both
both in
in behalf
of claimants
claimants and
and the
the government,
government,
Rules for taking the
the claimant.
claimant. And
behalf of
testimony.
testimony.
shall be taken under the law and rules which usually
usually govern the taking
And the
shall be
open to
to the
the ininReports
Reportsofagents
of agents of
of testimony.
testimony. And
the reports
reports of
of said
said agents
agents shall
be open
open to inspection
inspection spection of the claimant
claimant or his attorney at all times,
times, on application,
application, subsubof claimants.
ject to such regulations
regulations as the
the Quartermaster-General
Quartermaster-General or CommissaryGeneral may
may prescribe.
June 15,
1880.
Approved, June
15, 1880.

Claimants.

June
June 15, 1880.

John Fisher,
guardian
guardian of
infant
of infant
heirs of William
Dakei,
deceasedm
Dakin, deceased.
Pension.
Pension,

15,1880.
June 15,
1880.

CHAP. 231.-An
231.—An act
pension to
Fisher guardian
guardian of
of the
the infant
heirs
CHAP.
act granting
granting a
a pension
to John
John Fisher
infant heirs
of William Dakin, deceased.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Elite.
Secretary of the Intcrior be, and he is hereby, authorized
ror
authorized and directed to place on the pensionl
pension :.
roll,
to the
the provisions
limitations of the pension
pension laws, the
the
subject to
provisions and
and limitations
roll, subject
name of
of John
of West
Virginia, guardian
guardian of
of the
the infant
infant heirs
of
name
John Fisher,
Fisher, of
West Virginia,
heirs of
William Dakin, deceased,
deceased, late private of Company
Company G, Sixth Regiilent
Regiment
Infantry, and pay .him
of West Virginia Infantry,
guardian the
the sum
al
.him as such guardian
sum al
lowed by law to minor children
deceased private soldiers, until they
children of deceased
they .
the said children, arrive respectively
years, com
corn
respectively at the
the age of sixteen
sixteen years,
mencing
thirteenth, eighteen
mencing from July thirteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, that be
ing the date of the death of their said father.
Approved, June 15, 1880.
CHAP. 232.—An
232.-An act
services relating
act to pay for expert
expert services
relating to the metric
metric system rendered the Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Congress.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
United

WilliamWheeler
WilliamWheeler States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the sum of three hundred
hundred

Hubbell.
t f
Hubbell
Payment for
services.

and
fifty dollars
dollars be,
be, and
and is
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
any moneys
moneys in
of any
in
and fifty
is hereby,
the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
enable the
the Secretary
the
the Treasury
Treasury not
to enable
Secretary a;
.,; the
eighteenth and
twenty-eighth,
Treasury to pay
pay the bills of June eighteenth
and June
June twenty-eighth,
eighteen hundred
eighteen
hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, for expert services rendered
rendered by
by
Forty-fifth Congress, respecting
William Wheeler Hubbell
Hubbell to the Forty-fifth
respecting the
application of the system
metric weights and measures.
application
system of metric
measures.
Approved,
1880.
Approved, June
June 15,
15, 1880.

June 15, 1880.

CHAP. 233.—An
233.-An act for the relief
relief of John
John Hohstadt.

John
Hohstadt.
John Hohstadt.
War blf
bf 11.i
1812.
War
Honorable discharge.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
States
in congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Third
Third Auditor
Auditor of the
Treasury he,
be, and
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to issue to John
Hohstadt,
in Captain
Captain Elijah
company of
Hohstadt, sergeant
sergeant in
Elijah W.
W. Wood's
Wood's company
of Vermont
Vermont

Militia in the war
eighteen hundred
war of eighteen
hundred and twelve,
twelve an honorable
honorable discharge from that service, and to s
soo amend
amen d the records
records and rolls
the
rolls in the
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1880.
1880.

War
as to
relieve him
from the
the charge
charge of
of desertion;
desertion; the
to relieve
him from
War Department
Department as
said
Elohstadt to
be entitled
entitled to
to the same
same bounty
bounty and
and pension as
to be
said John
John Hohstadt
other soldiers
of service.
of his
his rank
rank and
and arm of
soldiers of'
other
Approved, June
June 15, 1880.
254.—An act
the relief
relief of
Benjamin Babb
and others.
CHAP. 254.-An
act for
for the
of Benjamin
Babb and
others.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
Congress assembled,
States of
of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Revenue be, and he is hereby,
re-examine
nal Revenue
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to re-examine
and settle the
following claims
on rope
rope and
and bagging,
bagging, alleged
and
the following
claims for
for tax
tax on
alleged to
to
have
illegally assessed
and collected,
collected, upon
upon the
the separate
separate application
application
have been
been illegally
assessed and
of
parties hereinafter
hereinafter named,
named, and
and the
Secretary of
of the
of the
the parties
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury is
is
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury
not otherwise appropriated,
several amounts
amounts of taxes so found, by
appropriated, the several
said Commissioner of Int
ernal Revenue
Revenue as aforesaid,
have been
been
Internal
aforesaid, to have
illegally and improperly
improperly assessed and collected,
collected, to said parties respectively: Provided,
exceed the
Provided, That the amount paid in any case shall not exceed
amount hereinafter
hereinafter named:
named:
Benjamin Babb, two thousand
thousand seven hundred and twenty-five
To Benjamin
twenty-five
dollars and fifty-six
fifty-six cents.
Branson Bayliss, two thousand five hundred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight dollars
To Branson
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents;
Thomas Leech,
Leech, one thousand three hundred
To Thomas
liundred and thirty-three dolcents;
lars and two cents;
To E. M. Apperson,
twenty-two dollars and eightApperson, one thousand and twenty-two
een cents;
cents;
To Davis and Norton,
Norton, three hundred and ninety-eight
ninety-eight dollars
dollars and
seventy-seven cents;
cents;
seventy-seven
fifty-five
To James G.
G. Simpson,
Simpson, four hundred and fifty dollars and fifty-five
cents;
cents;
To Lacey and McGee,
McGee, nine hundred and forty dollars and nine cents;
cents;
To Tate, Gill and Able, one hundred and eleven dollars and ninetysix cents;
cents;
To George
George M. Gill, two thousand two hundred and twenty-six dollars
and eighty-eight
cents;
eighty-eight cents;
U. Falls and Company, one thousand nine hundred and thirty
To G.
dollars and sixty-five cents;
cents;
cents;
To G. Falls, six hundred and fifteen dollars and seven cents;
To E. Meyer, one thousand four hundred and ninety dollars and thirtyeight cents;
cents;
hundred and eighteen dollars and
and
To Pierce, Park and Company, six hundred
four cents; and
To John B. Leach, one thousand and eight dollars and twenty cents.

June 16, 1880.
Commissioner of
Internal Revenue
lRvene
directed to re-exaleille and
aod settle
amine
claims for tax on
oil
rope a:lll
and bagging
rope
baggingl

Commissioner of
Internal
settl-e

illegally assessed
assessed
illegally
and collected.

and ollecte
Provt8o.
Proviso.

Names
claim
Names of
of claim
ants.
ants.

Approved, June 16, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP. 255.—An
pension to
to Harvey
Burk.
Harvey Burk.
a pension
act granting
granting a
255.-An act
CHAP.

Representatives of
Be it enacted by the Senate and
and House
Rouse of
of Representatives
of the United
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the IntebiteStates of America in Congress
That the
Secretary of
nor be, and he is
pension-roll, subject
subject
rior
is hereby,
hereby, directed
directed to place
place on
on the
the pension-roll,
to the provisions
provisions and limitations of the pension laws, the name of
Harvey
RegiHarvey Burk, late a
a private in Company
Company E, of the Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Regiment Indiana
Indiana Infantry
Infantry Volunteers.
Approved, June 16, 1880.
256.—An act
granting aapension
to Thomas
Jackson.
pension to
Thomas J.
J. Jackson.
act granting
CHAP. 256.-An

June 16,
1880.
June
16, 1880.
Harvey Burk.
agrPension.
Pension.

June 16,
16, 1880.
June
1880.

Be it enacted
Representatives of the United Thomas J. Jackenacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Jack.
States of America
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of the InteAmerica in
States
Congress assembled,
Inte- son, late liouten.
ant-colonel.
nor be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to place
pension-roll, ant-colonel.
son, late Houten.
rior
be, and
place upon
upon the
the pension-roll,
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Pension.
Pension.

June 16, 1880.
Eliza
Eliza K.
K. Ashby,
Ashby,
widow
P.
widow of
of John
John P.
Ashby.
Ashby.
Pension.
Pension.

June
1880.
June 16,
16, 1880.

John H. StandStandJohn
ish.
Compensation
Compensation in
in
full for services.

16, 1880.
June 16,
1880.
AmandaM.Cook.
AmandaM.Cook.
Payment
Payment to,
to,
charged to annucharged
annuities of
of Arapahoe
ities
Arapahoe
or Cheyenne Indians.

June 16, 1880.

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 256,
258, 259,
SEss.
256, 257,
257, 258,
259, 260.
260.

1880
1880

subject to
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
pension laws,
laws, the
name
subject
to the
the pension
the name
of Thomas
Thomas J.
J. Jackson,
Jackson, late
late lieutenant-colonel
the Eleventh
of
lieutenant-colonel of
of the
Eleventh United
United
States
States Colored
Colored Infantry.
Infantry.
Approved,
16, 1880.
Approved, June
June 16,1880.
CHAP 257.-An
257.—An act
act for
for the
the relief
of Eliza
Eliza K.
CHAP.
relief of
K. Ashby.
Ashby.

Be
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
of the
States
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
JuteStates of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
of the
the Intetenor be,
be, and
directed to
place upon
upon the
the pension-rolls,
terior
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, directed
to place
pension-rolls,
subject to
to the
of the
law now
the name
Eliza K.
K.
subject
the provisions
provisions of
the law
now in
in force,
force, the
name of
of Eliza
Ashby,
widow of
late a
Company
Ashby, widow
of John
John P.
P. Ashby,
Ashby, deceased,
deceased, late
a private
private in
in Company
B, Seventeenth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Cavalry
Volunteers.
B,
Seventeenth Regiment
Cavalry Volunteers.
16, 1880.
Approved, June
June 16,1880.
CHAP. 258.—An
Standish.
258.-An act for the
the relief
relief of John H. Standish.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and Rouse
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
of the
the TreasThat the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasis hereby,
hereby, instructed
instructed and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of
ury be,
be, and
and he
he is
pay, out
of any
money not otherwise
and twentyotherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
sum of
of two
two hundred
hundred and
twentyfive dollars to John H Standish, late United States attorney
attorney for
for the
western judicial
compensation in
for servjudicial district of Michigan,
Michigan, being
being compensation
in full
full for
services as attorney of the United States, rendered by him by
by order of the
court, from the expiration
expiration of his term of
of office to
to the
the date
date of the
the qualifi
qualifi
successor in
March eighth,
huncation of his successor
in office, to
to wit,
wit, from
from March
eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, to April twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-seven.
seventy-seven.
Approved, June 16, 1880.

CHAP. 259.—An
259.-An act for the relief of Amanda
Amanda M. Cook.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the United
United
States
America in
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the InteInterior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, directed
directed to deduct, from any annuities due or
to become
Cheyenne or Arapahoe Indians,
become due to the Cheyenne
Indians, the sum of two
thousand dollars, and pay the same to Amanda
Amanda M. Cook,
Cook, formerly
Amanda M Fletcher,
Fletcher, whose mother was killed and herself captured by
the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians, in the Territory
Territory of Wyoming, in
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
route from
the State
sixty-five, while
while en
en route
from the
State
of Illinois to
to California.
California.
Approved,
June 16,
Approved, June
16, 1880.
1880.
CHAP. 260.-An
250.—An act
of James
N. Ruby
Ruby
aet for
for the
the relief
xelief of
James K.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
ef the
the United
United

James
Ruby. States
States of America in
in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
James N.
N. Ruby.
Secretary of the TreasPayment to, for
Payment
to,
for ury of the United States of America
America is
directed and
and authorized
authorized
is hereby
hereby directed
military
military services.
services,

to pay James
Raby the
the pay of a
a private soldier from
James N. Ruby
flea' and including
including
the twenty eighth day of June, anno Domini eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-two, to the eighteenth
eighteenth day of August, anno Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and the pay of a
a sergeant-major
Athe eighteenth
sergeant-major from die
day of August, anno Domini eighteen
hundred and sixty-two,
eighteen hundred
sixty-two, to the
twenty-sixth
hundred #nd
and sixtytwenty-sixth day of August, anno Domini eighteen hundred
two, the period which the said Ruby was sergeant-major
sergeant-major of the'Twentieth
the Twentieth
Regiment
pay .of
Regiment of Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and also the pay
.of first
first
lieutenant from the twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth day of August, anno Domini
Domini eighteen
hundred and sixty-two
(inclusive), when the said Ruby was ;commi-.
sixty-two (inclusive),
commis.
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sinned and
as first
lieutenant in
the Eighteenth
of
Regiment of
Eighteenth Regiment
in the
first lieutenant
and mustered
mustered as
sioned
Wisconsin Volunteer
to the
the second
second day
of December,
anno
December, anno
day of
Infantry, to
Volunteer Infantry,
Wisconsin
Domini eighteen
hundred and
Ruby was
was comcomsaid Ruby
the said
when the
sixty-two, when
and sixty-two,
eighteen hundred
Domini
missioned and
as an
officer in
the Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment of
in the
an officer
mustered as
and mustered
missioned
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry.
Volunteer Infantry.
Wisconsin
Approved,
June 16, 1880.
Approved, June
261.—An act
Belinda Curtis
Curtis.
granting aapension to Belinda
act granting
CHAP. 261.-An

June 16, 1880.
June

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of the
the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
Belinda Curtis,
States
America in
in Congress
Secretary of the InteBelinda
That the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
of Maj. Gen.
rior be,
and he
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to place
the pensionwidowof'Maj.Gen.
pension- widow
place on the
authorized and
hereby, authorized
he is
be, and
rior
Samuel
R. Curtis.
Curtis.
Samuel R.
roll the
the name
Belinda Curtis,
R.
roll
name of
of Belinda
Curtis, widow
widow of
of Major-General
Major-General Samuel
Samuel R.
Pension.
Curtis,
at
the
rate
of
fifty
dollars
month.
per
Curtis, at the rate of fifty dollars
Approved, June 16, 1880.
Approved,
CHAP.
262.—An act
act for
for the
the relief
relief of
K. Snead,
deceased, and his sureties, for the
Snead, deceased,
E. K.
of E.
CHAP. 262.-An
coupons.
loss of
certain books of special
special stamps and coupons.
of certain
loss

June 16, 1880.

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
enacted by the
Be it
K.Snead, deStates
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
Secretary of the TreasE. K.
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
ceased.
ury be, and he
authorized and directed
directed to credit upon the "
Md
ciit
n h'
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
nry
official bond of
collector of
revenue official
official bond.
bou
nT
m
of internal revenue
deceased, late collector
K. Snead, deceased,
of E. K.
official
of his sureties
for
district of Virginia,
Virginia, and of'
sureties therein,
therein, so much,
first district
for the first
eighty-three cents,
not
exceeding two
dollars and eighty-tkree
thousand and twenty dollars
two thousand
not exceeding
Secretary to have been transas
satisfactorily proven
proven to said Secretary
be satisfactorily
as shall be
mitted, in
containing special-tax stamps and coupons,
coupons, by the
books containing
in books
mitted,
Slaughter,
H. Slaughter,
a certain Patrick II.
deputy of
deceased, a
said E. K. Snead, deceased,
of said
deputy
seventy-four,
on or
twenty-first, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-four,
or about April twenty-first,
on
through the
mail to
said E.
lost in transitu, and were
and were lost
K. Snead,
Snead, and
E. K.
to said
the mail
through
never received
have never therefore been accounted
accounted
received by said Snead, and have
Proto.
for by
Provided, however, That it shall be satisPrevia°.
government: Provided,
the government:
to the
him to
by him
for
under
factorily shown that the said stamps and coupons were not lost under
factorily
a loss upon the governsuch
circumstances as to
devolved a
to have probably devolved
such circumstances
ment
by reason
reason thereof,
not lost
from the
the fault
fault or negligence of
lost from
or were
were not
thereof, or
ment by
the
the collector
collector or his deputy, involving in its result aaprobable loss to the
government.
government.
Approved,
16, 1880.
1880.
June 16,
Approved, June
Masaoh Finn.
CHAP.
263.—An act
pensionroll the
the name of Masach
the pension-roll
upon the
place upon
to place
act to
CHAP. 263.-An

United
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
States of
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the InteCongress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
pesionnor be,
be, and
he is
directed to
to place upon the pensionand directed
authorized and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and he
rior
F Fifty-second
Fifty-second
roll
the name
Masach Finn,
corporal of Company F
Finn, late corporal
name of Masach
roll the
Regiment of
of Kentucky
Kentucky Mounted
Volunteers, on account of
Infantry Volunteers,
Mounted Infantry
Regiment
disabilities
equivalent to the
the total loss of his eye sight, received while
disabilities equivalent
in
government, subject to the
the provisions and limitathe government,
of the
service of
the service
in the
tions of the pension laws.
Approved,
16, 1880.
Approved, June 16,
CHAP. 264.—An
act for
for the
of Bachaol
Martin.
REahaol Martin.
relief of
the relief
264.-An act
CHAP.

June 16, 1880.

Masach
Masach Finn.
Pension.

June 16, 1880.

United
Be it
the Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Martin.
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Rach.sel Martin.
of the Treas- Rachal
Secretary of
That the
States
funds
Credit for funds
ttry
be, and he
authorized and directed
directed to credit Rachael Mar- sti:111;
he is hereby, authorized
nry be,
New Castle,
Castle, Craig
cun ,jff.
sum oft E. Cundiff.
County, Virginia, with the sum
Craig County,
at New
postmaster at
tin, postmaster
forwarded
thirty-four
and twenty-five
cents, being the amount forwarded
twenty-five cents,
dollars and
thirty-four dollars
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by
on her
her account
account as
by registered
letter on
the
registered letter
on the
as such
such postmaster,
postmaster, by
by her,
her, on
thirty-first
day of
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, addressed
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
addressed
thirty-first day
of May,
to
Third Assistant
was stolen
stolen
which said
said sum
sum was
to the
the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General, which
from the
States mail-bags
one William
William E.
E. Cundiff,
was
by one
Cundiff, who was
from
the United
United States
mail-bags by
subsequently
the larceny
larceny thereof
the United
States disthereof in
in the
United States
dissubsequently indicted
indicted for
for the
trict
at Lynchburg,
Lynchburg, Virginia,
his arraignment
trict court,
court, at
Virginia, and,
and, upon
upon his
arraignment therefor,
therefor,
pleaded guilty
guilty thereto;
and if,
if, at
of the
the passage
passage of
this act,
act,
of this
at the
the date
date of
pleaded
thereto; and
the
Martin shall
the said
said sum
the
sum of
of money
money to
to the
shall have
have paid
paid the
the said
said Rachael
Rachael Martin
proper
of the
the United States,
States, then
then the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
the Secretary
Secretary of
United
proper officer
officer of
is hereby
said sum
sum of
of thirtyand directed to refund
refund to her
her the
the said
is
hereby authorized
authorized and
four dollars
twenty-five cents
cents out
Treasury not
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
not
four
dollars and
and twenty-five
out of
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
otherwise
SEC. 2.
act shall
shall be
from its
passage.
its passage.
be in
in force
force from
SEC.
2. This
This act
Approved, June
Jane 16, 1880.

June 16,
16, 1880.
June
1880.

CHAP 265.—An
Maxwell.
of Francis W. Maxwell.
265.-An act for the relief of
CHAP.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
of Representatives
by the
Senate and
and House
Be it
enacted by
That the
Francis W.
Francis
W. MaxMax- States
the proper
proper accounting
accounting offioffiassembled, That
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
well.
cer
authorized to pay
cer of the Treasury
Treasury Department be, and he is hereby, authorized
Payment
Payment to, for
for to Francis
Maxwell, late first sergeant
Company
military
military services.
services. to Francis W. Maxwell, late first sergeant of Company I, Eighteenth
Regiment Illinois
Infantry Volunteers,
apotherwise apVolunteers, out of money not otherwise
Regiment
Illinois Infantry
propriated,
allowance of second lieutenant
lieutenant of infantry,
propriated, the full pay and allowance
commanding company, from the nineteenth
eighteen hunhunnineteenth day of April, eighteen
commanding
dred and sixty-three, until the fifteenth day of May, eighteen hundred
and sixty-five
allowance received by the
sixty-five, after deducting
deducting all pay and allowance
Maxwell for that time.
said Francis W. Maxwell
Approved, June 16, 1880.

June
June 16,
16, 1880.
1880.

CHAP.
266.—An act authorizing
authorizing the
Interior to place
place upon the
Secretary of the Interior
the Secretary
CHAP. 266.-An
pension-roll
name of Della
Benner, widow
the name
Della Benner
widow of the
the late Lieutenant Hiram H. Benpension-roll the
ner, of Company ""C",
Infantry.
C", Eighteenth Infantry.

Della
Della Benner,
Benner,
widow of
of late
Lieut. Hiram H.
Benner.
Pension.
Pension.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and House
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior be and he is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to have placed upon
name of
of Della Benner,
Benner, widow
widow of
of the late
late Lieutenant
Lieutenant
the pension-roll
pension-roll the name
Hiram El.
H. Benner, of Company ,4"C",
C", Eighteenth Infantry.
Infantry.
Approved, June 16, 1880.
Approved,

June 16, 1880.

BHAP.
remove the
political disabilities
BHAP. 267.—An
267.-An act to remove
the political
disabilities of John S.
S. Maury.
Maury.

United
it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
John
S. ManTYMaury. States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, (two thirds
House concurconcurAmerica in Congress
John S.
thirds of each House
Political
disabilPolitical disabil -ring
That all
disabilities imposed
imposed upon
upon John
S. Maury
ring therein)
therein) That
all political
political disabilities
John S.
Maury
ities.
by the third section of the fourteenth article of amendments to the Constitution of the United
United States
States be, and the same are hereby removed.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 16,
16, 1880.
1880.
June
June 16, 1880.

CHAP. 268.-An
268.—An act to correct
correct the military record
record of Byron Rosecrans.
Rosecrans.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of _Representatives
Representatives of
and House
Be
House of
the United
United
of the
Byron
Rose- States
Byron Roseof America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the military
military record
of
States of
Congress assembled,
record of
crans.
Byron Rosecrans,
late of
of Company
H, T
wen ty- n i
n th Mi
chi gan Volunteer
Rosecrans, late
Company H,
Twenty-ninth
Michigan
Volunteer
Honorable disd s-Byron
•
Honorable
Infantry, be corrected
against him,
him,
charge.
corrected by removing
removing the charge of desertion against
charge.
and that he be granted
as of
of the date of the
the musmusgranted an honorable discharge
discharge as
tering
tering out
out of
of said
said regiment.
regiment.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 16,
16, 1880.
1880.
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CHAP. 269.
— An act
act to
reinstate R.
R. W.
Barkley as
cadet-midshipman in
in the
United
the United
as cadet-midshipman
W. Barkley
to reinstate
269.-An
CHAP.
States Naval Academy
Academy at Annapolis.

June 16, 1880.

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
the United
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted
States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Navy R. W. Barkley.
That the Secretary
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
Roinstat e m en
be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
reinstate as
in the Reinstatement
cadet-midshipman in
as cadet-midshipman
to reinstate
authorized to
hereby, authorized
be, and
cadet-midshipcadet-midshipUnited States
States Naval
Annapolis, Maryland,
Maryland, R.
Barkley, as
W. Barkley,
R. W.
at Annapolis,
Academy at
Naval Academy
United
man.
of
Chillicothe,
county
of
Livingston
and
of
Missouri,
if
in
his
judghis
judgif
in
of
Missouri,
State
and
of
Livingston
county
of Chillicothe,
ment
vacancy now existing in
fill the vacancy
reinstatement is proper to till
ment such reinstatement
said
institution from
Congressional district of the said State
tenth Congressional
from the tenth
said institution
appointed Proviso.
designated and appointed
of Missouri:
said Barkley is designated
of
Missouri: And provided, That said
for such
purpose by
the Representative
district.
in Congress
Congress from said district.
Representative in
by the
such purpose
for

Approved, June 16, 1880.
CHAP.
270. — An act
act to
confirm to
John Hepting
Hepting and
and others
to certain
certain lands.
title to
others title
to John
to confirm
CHAP. 270.-An
it enacted
Representativesof the United
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
States
Congress assembled,
and
assembled, That all the right title claim and
States of America in Congress
interest of the United
United States to certain tracts of land on the right bank
interest
of
Mississippi River
River opposite
opposite the city of New Orleans in the parish
parish
of the
the Mississippi
Mechanicham and deJefferson and now the site of the village
village of Mechanicham
of Jefferson
scribed
of land fronting sixteen arpents on the river by forty
a tract
tract of
scribed as a
arpents
between parallel lines and further described in the
depth between
arpents in depth
official
General Land Office
Office of the United States as sections
sections
maps of the General
official maps
three and five, thirty-four, thirty-five
thirty-five and thirty-six in township thirteen
South,
forty, forty-one, forty-two,
twenty-four east, and sections forty,
South, range twenty-four
fifty-seven,
fifty-nine in township fourteen south, range
and fifty-nine
fifty-eight and
fifty-seven, fifty-eight
twenty-four
Louisana, be and the same is
twenty-four east southeast, district of Louisana,
hereby granted and conveyed
conveyed to the Lady Abbess and community of
Ursuline
Louisiana, their successors
successors transNuns of New Orleans, Louisiana,
Lady Nuns
Ursuline Lady
ferrees
Provided, That this shall have the effect
effect
ferrees vendees and assignees: Provided,
only of a
a quitclaim of all the right title and interest of the United States
therein,
affect any valid adverse
adverse right or title to said land nor
therein, not to affect
create
any liability on the part of the United States.
create any

June 16, 1880.
John Hepting.
Hepting.
aid
Lady Abbess
Abbess am]
community
of UrUrcomninility of
suline
Lady Nuns
Nuns
snlilo La(ly
of
of New Orleans.
landCertain landtitles
olllirmed.
titlos confirmed.

Proviso.
Prowso.

Approved, June 16, 1880.
Approved,

P. Hall, deceased.
CHAP.
271. — An act
for the
estate and sureties of John P.
of the estate
the relief of
act for
CHAP. 271.-An

United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
by the
Be it
accounting
States
Congress assembled,
That the proper
proper accounting
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
officers of
the Treasury
Treasury are
are hereby
hereby directed
directed to
to credit
accounts of
of
credit the
the accounts
officers
of the
John
P. Hall,
Hall, deceased,
deceased, late
of internal
internal revenue
revenue for the first
collector of
late collector
John P.
with the sum of three thoucollection-district
the State
of Kentucky,
Kentucky, with
State of
in the
collection-district in
sand
hundred and
one dollars
dollars and
and ninety-six
cents, being
being the
the
ninety-six cents,
and one
seven hundred
sand seven
amount
due the
the United
States of
as shown
the Treasury
Treasury
by the
shown by
America, as
of America,
United States
amount due
said Hall,
statements;
the estate
estate and
and sureties
flail, deceased, are
of said
sureties of
and the
statements; and
hereby
released from liability on the bonds of said Hall as such collector,
hereby released
rendered on said bonds
been rendered
and from
from any
judgment which
bonds
which may have been
any judgment
and
or either
either of
of them.
them.
Approved, June
June 16,
16 1 1880.
Approved,

June
16, 1880.
1880.
June 16,
John
P. Hall,
Hall, dedeJohn P.
ceased.
credCA(oelIts
Accounts
ited.
Estate
sureand sureEstate and
ties on
on bond
bond re~
reties
leased.

leased.

RESOLUTIONS.
RE S O LUE IO XS'.
[No. 5.]
[No.
5.]

Joint
for the
the relief
of D.
M. Hamlin
Hamlin and
and Andrew
F. Slade.
Joint resolution
resolution for
relief of
D. M.
Andrew F.
Slade.

Resolved
.Representatives of the
Resolved by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United States
tates
Congress assembled, That
That the Seeretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
of Ainerica
America in Congress
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay to D. M. Hanllin
Hamlin the
sum
twenty-five cents,
sum of
of fifty-six dollars
dollars and
and twenty-five
cents, the
the same being
being his
his salary
salary
as
eighth to
thirty-first
as aamember
member of
of the
the Capitol
Capitol police force,
force, from the
the eighth
to the
the thirty-first
seventy-nine; and an amount sufficient
sufficient to
of july,
duly, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine;
to
•
pay
hereby appropriated
pay the same is
is hereby
appropriated out
out of any
any money
money in
in the Treasury
Treasury
not
otherwise appropriated.
Secretary of
of the
the Senate
be, and
and he
not otherwise
appropriated. That
That the
the Secretary
Senate be,
he
is
directed to pay Andrew
AndreW F. Slade
authorized and
and directed
Slade the
the sum of
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
three hundred and forty-two
forty-two dollars and
for
and fifty cents,.
cents, the same
same being for
services as a
riding-page of the Senate at the rate of two dollars and fifty
a riding-page
fifty
cents per day from the seventeenth
cents
seventeenth day of July to the thirtieth
thirtieth day
day of
November, inclusive, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine;
amount
November,
seventy-nine; and an amount
sufficient
sufficient to pay the same is hereby appropriated
appropriated out of any money in the
Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved,
Approved, January 14, 1880.
[No.
19.]
[No. 19.]

Jan. 14, 1880.
D.
M. Hamlin.
D.M.
Payment
to.
Payment to.

Andrew F.Slatleandrew F.SladePayment to.

7,
Joint
authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War tO
States1880.
April 7,1880.
of War
to lend
lend United
United States
April
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
flags
Commissioners at
Nashville, Tennessee.
at Nashville,
Tennessee.
flags to
to Centennial
Centennial Commissioners

of Representatives
States
Representativesof the United
United States
and House of
Resolved by the Senate and
Secretary of War be and he Centennial Coin.
Coin.
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Nashis hereby authorized to lend to the Centennial
Centennial Commissioners
Commissioners at NashNash. m
missionersatNashne,
ville
Tenn.at
ville
Tennessee zten
ten large
large national
flags taking
taking from
from them
security vi
issioners
ville Tennessee,
national flags
them such
such security
LoanTeonfn.
of flags.
as in their opinion may insure their safe return.
Approved, April 7, 1880.
,

[No. 20.]
resolution authorizing
authorizing the
Secretary of War
War to loan certain
certain tents,
April
tents,1880.
April 16
16, 1880.
the Secretary
[No.
20.] Joint resolution

flags, and so forth, to the triennial
triennial committee of Knights Templar at Chicago.

Resaved by the
Representatives of the
the United
United States
States Triennial con, Resolved
the Senate and House of
of Representatives
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of War is hereby
hereby 'Mace
Triennial
on-ht
Congress assembled,
of America in
of Knights
authorized to
Chicago, Templar
Templar at Chirepresenting Apollo,
Apollo, Chicago,
authorized
to loan
loan the
the triennial committee, representing
Bernard commanderies
commanderies of Knights Templar, for use at their cago,
cago, Ill.
and St Bernard
oil the
'the sixteenth,
Chicago, Illinois,
Illinois, Oil
encampment at Chicago„
SiXteenth, seventeenth,
SeVenteenth,
triennial encampment
Loan of ttents,
ts
eighteenth,
August, eighteen
c
hundred and eighty,
eighty, flags,
flao&&c.
nineteenth days
days of
of August,
eighteen hundred
eighteenth and nineteenth
' '
such tents,
tents', tentpOles,
tent-poles, nags,
flags, standards, guidons, and camp equipage as Proviso.
Prov8o.
Provided, That such
they may requrB:
require: Provided;
siich things are in the reserve supProviso.
plies
quartermaster's depots:
fjrther, Provi8O.
the various quartermaster's
depots: And provided further,
plies at the
That the said
said, society shall pay all freight charges
charges to and from said supply
and shall
articles in
as good
good order
order as
in as
as
ply depots
depots to
to Chicago,
Chicago, and
shall return
return said
said articles
when
received, ordinary
wear excepted,
excepted, or
assessed
pay the
the assessed
or otherwise
otherwise to pay
ordinary wear
when received,
Proviso.
Prori8.
damages: Provided,
Provided, That
receipted for by some Proviso.
be receipted
shall be
articles shall
That said articles
damages:
responsible person
persons: Provided
further, That they can
can be
be Pro
Provided further
person or
or persons:
responsible
spared without detriment,
detriment, injury or loss to the public service.
Approved,
Approved, April 16, 1880.
1880.
[No. 21. I} Joint resolution granting the use
use of artillery,
forth, at the
artillery, tents, and so forth,
soldiers reunion to be held at Central City Nebraska.
Nebraska.
soldiers

Resolved
by the Senate and
United States
States
Representatives of the United
House of
of Representatives
and House
Resolved by
of America
Secretary of War be, and he
That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
America in Congress
of
93
538
X
xxi-38
593
x
n-38

April 16
16, 1880
1880.

594
594

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
RES. 21,
21, 24,
27, 29.
29. 1880.
1880.
FOITY-SIXTH
SESS.
II. RES.
24, 27,

is hereby,
authorized to
to send
from some
government arsenal,
is
hereby, authorized
send from
some convenient
convenient government
arsenal,
Soldiers' reunion to be used at the soldiers re-union at Central City, Nebraska,
Soldiers'reunion
Nebraska, to be held
at Central City, in September, eighteen hundred and eighty, four pieces of artillery, and
at
Central Cty, in September, eighteen hundred and eighty, four pieces of artillery, and
Nebr.
Nebr.
muskets, as
as can
conveniently spared;
spared; said
said cannon,
cannon, tents
Use
artillery, such
Use of artillery,
such tents
tents and
and muskets,
can be
be conveniently
tents
tents,
tents, &c.
&c.
and
muskets to
to be
returned after
the holding
holding of
said re-union
meetin g
and muskets,
be returned
after the
of said
re-union meeting
Proviso.
Proviso.
in as like good condition
when received:
received: Provided,
Provided, That
the same
condition as when
That the
same can
can
be spared
without detriment
injury to
to the
service: And
And provided,
provided,
Proviso.
Proviso.
be
spared without
detriment or
or injury
the public
public service:
transportation of
articles to
to and
from the
the place
of the
the rereThat all
all transportation
of said
said articles
and from
place of
Proviso.
arsenal shall be without
the government:
government: Provided
Proviso.
union to
to the
the arsenal
without expense
expense to
to the
Provided
further, That
That the
the State
State of
further,
the adjutant-general
adjutant-general of
of the
of Nebraska,
Nebraska, or
or other
other
proper
accounting officer,
receipt for
and camp
equipage
proper accounting
officer, shall
shall receipt
for said
said arms,
arms, and
camp equipage
in
and that
that such
such of
of them
returned
in the
the name of said
said State, aid
them as
as shall
shall not
not be
be returned
shall
charged to
to said
and deducted
of the
amount
shall be
be charged
said State,
State, and
deducted out
out of
the sum,
sum, amount
and share of the
of two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars
the annual sum
sum of
dollars appropriappropriated for the purpose
purpose of providing
providing arms
for the
the whole
arms and equipments
equipments for
whole
body
may be
assignable or
or distributable
or allotted
body of
of the
the militia,
militia, which
which may
be assignable
distributable or
allotted
to said State of Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Approved, April 16, 1880.
April
22, 1880.
1880.
April 22,

[No.
24.] Joint
resolution authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
loan certain
tents,
[No. 24.]
Joint resolution
authorizing the
to loan
certain tents,
flags, and
camp equipage
for the
flags,
and camp
equipage for
use of
of the
soldiers' reunion
reunion to
to be
held at
at MilwauMilwauthe use
the soldiers'
be held
kee
in the
kee in
of Wisconsin
eighteen hundred
and eighty.
the State
State of
Wisconsin in
in June
June eighteen
hundred and
eighty.

and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
States
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
United States
Soldiers'reunion
assembled, That the Secretary
Soldiers'
reunion of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of War be, and he
atMilwaukee,Wis.
at
Milwaukee,Wis. is hereby, authorized
authorized to
to send
from some
convenient government
government arsenal
send from
some convenient
arsenal
Loan of tentst
fla
L
an
&
c.
of
tents
'
or
arsenals
to
be
used
at
the
soldiers'
reunion
at
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
or arsenals to be used at the soldiers' reunion at Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
flags, &o.
to be held in June eighteen
eighteen hundred and
pieces of
and eighty,
eighty, four
four pieces
of artillery
and muskets
muskets as
and such tents, camp
camp equipage,
equipage, flags,
flags, and
as can
can be
be spared;
spared
said cannon, tents, camp equipage,
equipage, flags, and muskets to
to be returned
returned
after the holding of said reunion meeting in
in as like
like good condition
condition as
Proviso.
Proviso.
when received:
Provided, That the same can be spared without detrireceived: Provided,
detriProviso.
Proviso.
ment or injury to the public
public service: And provided, That all
transportaall transportation of said articles to and from the place of reunion to the arsenal shall
Proisoo.
Proviso.
be without
without expense to
further, That
to the
the United
United States:
States: And
And provided
provided further,
That
the adjutant general of the State of Wisconsin, or other proper accounting officer,
for said
said arms,
tents, flags,
flags, and
and camp
equipage,
officer, shall receipt
receipt for
arms, tents,
camp equipage,
in the name of said State, and that such of them
be returned
returned
them as
as shall
shall not
not be
shall be charged to said State and deducted
deducted out of
of the sum, amount
amount and
and
share of the annual sum of two hundred
hundred thousand dollars
appropriated
dollars appropriated
for the purpose of providing arms and equipments for
body
for the whole body
assignable or distributable
of the militia which may be assignable
allotted to
to
distributable or
or allotted
said State of Wisconsin.
22, 1880.
Approved, April
April 22,
1880.
g8
o

April
28, 1880.
April 28,
1880.

[No. 27.]
[No.
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
be loaned
Governor of
27.] Joint
authorizing tents
tents to
to be
loaned to
to the
the Governor
of Missour
Missonr
for
use of
of sufferers
sufferers by
by the
the recent
for the
the use
tornado in
State.
recent tornado
in that
that State.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United States
of
America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled That
the
of War
War be,
and he
he
Tornado suffersufferof
America
in
That
the Secretary
Secretary of
be, and
rs in
in Missouri.
ers
Missonr.
is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
Governor of
of the
State
Loan of
is hereby
hereby authorized
to loan
loan to
to the
the Governor
the State
Loan
of tents,
tents.
of Missouri,
Missouri, five hundred tents or so many thereof as
as may
may be
be required
to be used for the benefit of the sufferers
sufferers from the recent tornado
that
tornado in
in that
State, said .tents
tents to be returned when no
purno longer required
required for
for the
the purpose herein specified.
specified.
Approved, April 28,
28, 1880.
1880.
May 1,
1, 1880.
1 0.
May

[No.
authorizing the
of War
War to
to furnish
furnish two
[No. 29.]
29.] Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
two hospital
hospital
tents to
of the
of Illinois.
tents
to the
the Soldiers'
Soldiers' Orphans
Orphans Home
Home of
the State
State of
Illinois.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of .Representatives
Representatives of
United States
of the
the United
States
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
of War
War be
be and
and is
is
the Secretary
Secretary of

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
RES. 29,
34, 36, 37,40.
37, 10.
II. RES.
29,34,36,
FORTY-SIXTH

1880.

595
595

hereby authorized
Orphans Soldiers'Orphans
Soldiers' Orphans
tents to the Soldiers' Orphans
two hospital tents
loan two
authorized to loan
hereby
Home of
of the
State
the State
Home of the State of Illinois for aaperiod of six months from June first, Home
of Illinois.
Ilinois.
of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty.
eighty.
eighteen
Hospital tents.
Approved, May 1, 1880.
Approved,
in
fifty cents
cents in
and fifty
[No.
resolution to
to pay
pay C.
Faulkner thirty-two
thirty-two dollars
dollars and
C. R.
R. Faulkner
Joint resolution
[No. 34.]
34.] Joint
and for
for other
Congress, and
full
as messenger
messenger in
other purposes.
purposes.
Forty-fifth Congress,
in the
the Forty-fifth
services as
full for
for services

1880.
May 14,
14, 1880.
May

Resolved
Representatives of the United
United States
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved by the
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Clerk
Clerk of the House be, and C.
That the
assembled, That
of
C. R. Faulkner,
he is
instructed to pay C.
C. R. Faulkner, the sum of thirty-two payment to.
he
is hereby, instructed
employee of the House
fifty cents, balance due him as an employee
dollars and fifty
during
Congress. For the payment of said claim the
Forty-fifth Congress.
during the Forty-fifth
sum
of thirty-two
appropriated out of
cents is hereby appropriated
fifty cents
and fifty
dollars and
thirty two dollars
sum of
any
in the Treasury
opriated.
appt opriated.
Treasury not otherwise appi
any money
money in
Appropriation
SEC. 2.
thousand dollars, or so much thereof as Appropriation
sum of
of one thousand
2. That
That the sum
SEc.

for folders
in SenSenfolders in
may
and the
same is
is hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any for
the same
be, and
be necessary,
necessary, be,
may be
ate
money
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to pay folders in the ate.
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
the Treasury
money in
Senate folding
folding room for
fiscal
speeches, for the fiscal
for folding pamphlets and speeches
Senate
year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty,
eight-jr, at the rates
ending June
year ending
now established
established by law.
Approved, May 14, 1880.
Approved,
to loan
the Navy
[No.
to authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy to
loan flags
flags to
to
resolution to
Joint resolution
[No. 36.]
36.] Joint
the Grand
Grand Army
Republic of
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of the
the Republic
of the
Army of
the

May
27, 1880.
1880.
May 27,

States
United States
Representatives of the United
Resolved
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
Grand
Army of
of
Grand Army
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of the Navy be,
That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
of
America in
the Republic
Republic ill
iii
the
representing the
and he
is hereby
hereby authorized
Joyce representing
authorized to loan to Charles E. Joyce
he is
and
District of
the
of Columbia
such United
u
,fcUnited tlbiarict
Columbia such
in the
the District
District of
the Republic
Republic in
Army of
of the
the Grand
Grand Army
States
and
foreign
flags
as
can
be
spared
and
hundred
fathoms
Loanofflags,&c.
of
hundred
Loan
offlags, &c.
one
and
States and foreign flags as can be spared
light rope
rope for
for use
in decorating
decorating the
the cemetery
cemetery at
on Proviso.
Virginia, on
Arlington Virginia,
at Arlington
use in
light
ProTs0.
the
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty: Provided,
Provided,
of May, eighteen
the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day of
however,
property and its
security be required for good care of the property
That security
however, That
before the thirty-first day of May eighteen
eighteen hundred and
return on or before
eighty.
eighty.
Approved,
27, 1880.
May 27,1880.
Approved, May
[No. 37.]
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
furnish for
for use
the
at the
use at
War to
to furnish
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
authorizing the
37.] Joint
[No.
Soldiers' and
and Sailors'
Sailors' Reunion
Reunion at
at Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio,
August eighteen
huneighteen hunin August
held in
to be
be held
Ohio, to
Soldiers'
dred and
certain artillery,
tents, and
and muskets.
muskets.
artillery, tents,
eighty, certain
and eighty,
dred

May 28,
28, 1880.
1880.
May

Resolved
by the
and House
Representatives of
United States
States Soldiers' and
of the United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved by
rs' and
sol die
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of War be, and istsailors'
in Congress
America in
of America
at
reunioii
sail
oliibu
ors'
hereby, authorized
authorized to
some government
government arsenal,
arsenal, to be
at Columbu,,
be used at
C,
m res
uoio.
from some
send from
to send
hereby,
Loan of
the Soldier's
Soldier's and
and Sailor's
Sailor's Reunion,
Ohio, to
be held on Auof artilleAu- Loan
to be
Columbus, Ohio,
at Columbus,
Reunion, at
the
&c.
tents, &o.
ry, tents,
gust
tenth, eleventh,
and twelfth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty, such ry,
twelfth, eighteen
eleventh, and
gust tenth,
artillery,
muskets, as can be conveniently spared without loss,
and muskets,
tents, and
artillery, tents,
detriment,
and
to the public service, said cannon, tents, and
expense to
detriment, or expense
muskets,
receipted for
for by
by solvent
solvent and
to
responsible persons, and to
and responsible
be receipted
to be
muskets, to
be returned
returned after
after the
of the
the Re-union
Re-union in
in as
condition as
good condition
as like
like good
holding of
the holding
be
when received.
Approved, May 28,
1880.
28,1880.
Approved,
[No. 40.
40.]] Joint
resolotion authorizing
settlement of
of the
of Thomas
Thomas WorthWorthaccount of
the account
the settlement
authorizing the
Joint resolution
[No.
ington, late
late colonel
Volunteer Infantry.
Infantry.
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Forty-sixth Regiment
colonel Forty-sixth
ington,

1880.
June
June 1,, 1880.

Resolved by
the Senate
United States
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved
of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of War
War be,
and he
he C
col.
01. Thomas
Thomas
be, and
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
of America
hereby
is, authorized
authorized and
settle and
and adjust
account Worthington.
Worthington.
the account
adjust the
to settle
required to
and required
hereby is,

596

FORTY-SLXM
CONGRESS.
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

Payment in full
Payment
for services.
services.

Proviso.
Proviso.

June 1,
1, 1880.
June

SEss. II.
SESS.
II.

RES. 40,
41, 42.
42.
RES.
40, 41,

1880.
1880.

of Colonel
Colonel Thomas
Thomas Worthington,
Forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunof
Worthington, Forty-sixth
teer
engaged in the service of the United States during the
teer Infantry,
Infantry, engaged
late war,
by crediting
crediting and
addition to
has
late
war, by
and paying
paying him,
him, in
in addition
to what
what he
he has
already received
received on
account of
said services,
sum of
of nine
already
on account
of said
services, the
the sum
nine hundred
hundred
and sixty-two
dollars and
and forty-nine
being the
the amount
and
sixty-two dollars
forty-nine cents,
cents, being
amount of
of pay
pay to
to
which he
he would
have been
colonel of
of volunteers
volunteers from
from NovemNovementitled as
as colonel
would have
been entitled
which
ber twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
hundred and
the date
of his
ber
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, the
date of
his last
last
payment, to March first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three:
sixty-three: Provided,
Provided,
That this
be accepted
receipted for
for by
said
That
this compensation
compensation shall
shall be
accepted and
and receipted
by said
Worthington as
as a
a full
claims on
his part
Worthington
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of all
all claims
on his
part against
against the
the
United States on account of
said military
military services.
services.
of said
United
Approved,
June 1, 1880.
Approved, June

[No. 41.] Joint resolution
Secretary of War
tents,
[No.
resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
War to
to loan
loan certain
certain tents,
flags and camp equipage
equipage for the use of the Soldiers' Reunion
Reunion at Musoatine
Muscatine in the
the
September or October
State of Iowa in September
October eighteen
eighty.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty.

Resolved
States
Resolved by
by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives of
of the United
United States

Soldiers'reunion
Soldiers' reunion of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of War be and he
at
Muscatme,Iow a.
atMusoatineIowa.
Loan of
ui
meats,
&c. eq pments, &c.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Proviso,
Proviso.
Proviso,

June
4,
June
1880.
4, 1880.

r

[No. 42.
Secretary of War to de[No.
42.]] Joint resolution authorizing
authorizing and
and empowering the Secretary
liver arms, and accoutrements, ammunition, and tents to the Soldiers Re-union
Re-union
committee of the
committee
the Northwest.

.

Soldiers' reunion
Scomditer refi
committee
of the
Northwest.
Loan
of arms, &c.
Loan ofarms,&c.

Bond.
Bond.

is
to send
send from
from the
arsenal at Rock
Rock Island
the government
government arsenal
authorized to
is hereby
hereby authorized
in the
the State
Illinois, to
to be
be used
used at
Soldiers' Reunion
Reunion at
Muscatine,
at Muscatine,
the Soldiers'
at the
State of
of Illinois,
in
Iowa,
September or October
Iowa, to be
be held
held in September
October eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty,
eighty,
flags and muskets
muskets as can be spared and four
such tents, camp equipage,
equipage, flags
four
pieces
equipage, flags, muskets and pieces
pieces of
of artillery;
artillery; said tents, camp equipage,
of artillery to be returned
returned after the holding of said reunion in like good
condition as when received:
received: Provided,
Provided, That the same can be spared without detriment to the public service: And provided,
provided, That all transportatransportation
reunion to
arsenal shall
tion of said
said articles to
to and
and from
from the place of reunion
to the arsenal
shall
provided further,
further, That
That
be without
without expense to the United States: And
And provided
the
proper accounting
accounting
the Adjutant
Adjutant General
General of the State
State of Iowa,
Iowa, or
or other
other proper
officer shall receipt
flags, muskets and
officer
receipt for
for said
said tents,
tents, camp
camp equipage, flags,
pieces of artillery
artillery in the name of said State and that such of them as
shall not be returned shall be charged
deducted from
charged to said State and deducted
the sum, amount
amount and share
share of the annual
annual sum of two hundred thousand
dollars
appropriated for the purpose
dollars appropriated
purpose of providing
providing arms and equipments
equipments
for the whole body of the militia which may be assignable or distributable or allotted to
to the
the State of Iowa.
Approved,
June 1,
Approved, June
1, 1880.
1880.

Resolved
Senate and
House of
States
of the
the United States
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
by the
the Senate
Resolved by
of
America in Congress
War be, and he is
of Warbe,
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
asembled, That
Congressassembled,
f Americain
hereby, authorized
authorized and
convienent
most convienent
from the
the most
to deliver
deliver from
and empowered
empowered to
hereby,
government, to the Soldiers' Re-union committee of the
arsenal of the government,
Northwest, three thousand
accoutrements, twelve
thousand stand
stand of arms and accoutrements,
pieces of field-artillery,
field-artillery, and six tents, if not incompatible
incompatible with the puba re-union
lic interests,
interests, to be used at a
re-union of the soldiers of the Northwest,
to be held in the State of Illinois
eighteen hundred
Illinois in
in the
the summer of
of eighteen
hundred
and eighty, the said Secretary of War first taking aasuitable bond for
for
the return of said arms and tents free of cost to the government, and in
as good
good condition
as
condition as when delivered;
delivered; and that the Secretary
Secretary of War is
is
authorized to deliver to said committee
further empowered and authorized
committee such
such
quantities of blank cartridges
cartridges for use in said guns during said re-union
re-union
as said committee may require and pay for; the amount
amount to be charged
charged
for said blank cartridges
cartridges to be the actual cost of the same.
Approved, June
June 4,
1880.
4,1880.

FORTY-SIXTH
FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. RES. 43, 46, 47, 49.
[No.
43.]]
[No. 43.

1880.

Joint
resolution granting
the use
artillery, muskets
and tents
at th
olJoint resolution
granting the
use of
of artillery,
muskets and
tents at
thee S
Soldiers Re-union in Northeast
Missouri.
Northeast Missouri.

597
597
June 4,
4, 1880.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and Rouse
Rouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
the United
States
Senate and
Resolved
assembled, That
Secretary of War
Wax be,
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
be, and
and Soldiers' reunion
in Northeast
Northeast Mishereby
is, authorized
authorized to
to send
send from
convenient arsenal
at the
the in
arsenal for
for use at
from some convenient
hereby is,
souri.
Soldiers Re union
Missouri, to be held in September,
September, eight- sou'ri
union in North-east
North-east Missouri,
Soldiers
Loan of equiphundred and eighty, at Kirksville, Missouri, four cannon, five hun- ments,
een hundred
ments, &c.
&c.
can be
hundred tents, if the same
same or
or any
any part, can
dred muskets, and
and five
five hundred
spared
without detriment
detriment or
injury to the
Provided,
Proviso.
Proviso.
the public
public service: Provided,
or injury
spared without
That
be, withall transportation
transportation to
to and from the place of re-union, shall be,
That all
out
cannon, muskets.
muskets,
the said cannon,
United States,
States, and the
expense to
to the United
out any
any expense
and
receipted for
tents or the
the number
number that can
can be spared, shall be duly receipted
and tents
Bond.
a bond to the United States in Bond.
by responsible
execute a
responsible persons, who shall execute
such form as the Secretary
Secretary of War direct and approve and be responsiwhen
ble for the same and shall return the same in as good order as when
received, ordinary
excepted; and shall be responsible
ordinary wear and
and tear
tear excepted;
received,
received and
and pay
pay for any
any not returned at cost price.
for all such
such articles received
Approved, June 4,
4, 1880.
Approved,
[No. 46.] Joint
resolution authorizing
the Secretary
of Wartoloan
War to loan to
the Governor of
totheGovernorof
Secretaryof
authorizingthe
[No.
Jointresolution
to
forty-five tents for the use of the State Guards to
hundred and forty-five
North Carolina one hundred
enable them to participate
participate in the centennial
centennial celebration
Mountain in
celebration at King's Mountain
enable
October next.

June 7, 1880.

States
Representatives of the United
United States
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
Resolved by the
of
State Guard of
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of War be authorCongress assembled,
of America
America in Congress
ized, upon
requisition of
the Governor
Governor of North Carolina,
to furnish North Carolina.
Carolina, to
of the
the requisition
upon the
ized,
to the
Guard of
of North
North Carolina
Carolina one
one hundred
of tents, &c.
Loanoftents,&c.
twenty A tents Loan
and twenty
hundred and
the State
State Guard
to
and twenty-five
twenty-five wall tents with the necessary poles and pins, if so many
PrOVi80.
Provided, the same be done without Proviso.
can be spared from the service: Provided,
expense to
enable the said State Guards to attend
government, to enable
to the government,
expense
and participate
participate in
the centennial
of the battle of King's
celebration of
centennial celebration
in the
and
Provided, That the Proviso.
Mountain in October, eighteen hundred and eighty: Provided,
Mountain
close
Governor of the State shall receipt for and return
return the same at the close
Governor
of such celebration.
celebration.
Approved, June 7, 1880.
Approved,
[No.
Joint resolution
the loaning
certain tents
and artillery
to the
the
tents and
artillery to
to authorize
authorize the
loaning of
of certain
[No. 47.]
47.] Joint
resolution to
Union Veteran
Veteran Corps,
Corps composed
ex-Union soldiers, for the purposes of a
a
composed of ex-Union
reunion
to be
be held
Corps,
Kansas, in the month of October, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
at Wichita, Kansas,
held
reunion to
and eighty.

June 9,
9, 1880.
1880.
June

Representatives of the United States
House of Representatives
Senate and House
Resolved by the Senate
Union
Veteran
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Union Veteran
the Secretary
Secretary of War be author- Corps.
That the
of
America in
i
organization Corps.
required to loan to the Union Veteran Corps, an organization
ized and required
Reunion
at
exceeding two hun- Wichita, Kans.
former Union soldiers, such tents, not exceeding
composed of former
Loan of
of tents,
tents,
Loan
dred and
fifty in
in number,
as may
accommodation
may be
be necessary for the accommodation
number, as
dred
and fifty
&c.
of
artillery, &c.
and such visitors as may artillery,
Corps and
Union Veteran
Veteran Corps
members of said Union
of the
the members
attend their
reunion, and
and also
also of
artillery for the
purpose
the purpose
of artillery
section of
of aa section
their reunion,
attend
corps to be held at Wichita, Kansas, in October,
said corps
a reunion of said
of a
Proviso.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty:
tents and artillery can be Proviso.
Provided, Said tents
eighty: Provided,
eighteen
expense
to
without
and
spared
without
detriment
public
service
expense
to
the
spared without detriment
the United
States, and
shall be
be given
given for
the return
for the
security shall
proper security
and that
that proper
the
United States,
of
proper condition.
condition.
of said public stores in proper
Approved, June 9,
Approved,
9, 1880.
[No. 49.]
Joint resolution
a stainedstainedof duty
duty on a
refunding of
authorizing the remission or refunding
resolution authorizing
[No.
49. ] Joint
Michael's
glass window from Munich,
Munich, Germany, for All Saints' Church, in Saint Michael's
Parish, in Talbot County, Maryland.
Maryland.

States
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of the United States
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved
of
in Congress
That the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America

June 10, 1880.
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II. RES.
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All SSaints'
a i n ts'
Church
MaryChurch in Maryland.
Duties on glass
-lass
window remitted.

be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to remit, or
as the
the
authorized and
and directed
or refund, as
case may be, the duties paid or accruing upon aa stained-glass
stained-glass window
from Munich,
Munich, Germany,
for All
Saints' Church,
Church, in
Michael's
from
Germany, for
All Saints'
in Saint
Saint Michael's
Parish,
Talbot County,
County, Maryland,
or to
imported in
the
Parish, in
in Talbot
Maryland, imported
imported or
to be
be imported
in the
port of Baltimore.
Approved, June 10,
Approved,
10, 1880.

June
1880.
June 10,
10, 1880.

[No.
[No. 50.]
50.]

1880.
1880.

Joint resolution
the relief
of Robert
Robert L.
Martin.
Joint
resolution for
for the
relief of
L. Martin.

Resolved
Representatives of
of the
United States
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
States

Robert L. Mar- of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That leave be granted to
Robert L.
to Robert
L.

tin.
ithw
Leave to withdraw
papers,,&c.
&.
dr aw papers

Martin
Martin to withdraw from the files of the House of Representatives
Representatives the
the
papers
and proofs
filed by
him before
Southern Claims
Commission
papers and
proofs filed
by him
before the
the Southern
Claims Commission
in
his disallowed
claim.
in support
support of
of his
disallowed claim.
Approved, June
10,
1880.
June 10, 1880.

June
1880.
June 14, 1880.

[No. 53.]
Joint resolution
resolution granting
the use
use of
artillery muskets
muskets and
and tents
tents at
the solsol[No.
53. ] Joint
granting the
of artillery
at the
diers' reunion
at Decatur,
Decatur, Illinois.
Illinois.
diers'
reunion at

Resolved by the Senate and
qf Representatives
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the United
United States
States
Soldiers' reunion of
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
War be
and
Soldiers'reunion
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
of War
be and
at Decatur, Ill.
hereby is, authorized
authorized to send for use at the soldiers' reunion in DecaLoanofarms,&c.
Loanofarms,&c. tur,
tur, Illinois,
Illinois, one light battery and equipments,
equipments, six hundred
hundred stand of
arms and accoutrements,
accoutrements, and
and five
five hundred
incompatible
hundred tents,
tents, if
if not
not incompatible
with the public interests, to be used at
reunion of the soldiers
at aareunion
soldiers of IlliIllinois to be held at Decatur Illinois, during the fall of eighteen
eighteen hundred
Bond.
a suitable bond for the
and eighty, the Secretary
Secretary of War first taking a
return
return of said artillery, arms, and tents free of cost to the
government
the government
in as good order
order as when received,
received, ordinary wear and tear excepted.
excepted.
And the Secretary
Secretary of War is authorized
deliver for use in said light
light
authorized to deliver
battery
battery during
during said reunion blank cartridges
cartridges at the actual cost of same.
Approved, June 14, 1880.

June 14,
1880.
June
14, 1880.

City
Boston.
City of
of Boston.
Loan
flags, &c.
Loan of
offlags,
&c.

[No. 54.]

Joint resolution to authorize
Secretary of the Navy
authorize the Secretary
Navy to loan flags and
bunting
Boston.
bunting to the city of
of Boston.

House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and House
Representatives of the United
United States
States
of America
the Secretary
Secretary of
be and
and
America in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the
the Navy
Navy be
directed to loan to the city of Boston such
he is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
such
flags and bunting for decorative
decorative purposes, as said city may desire and
as may be now in possession of said Secretary, for use on the seventeenth
teenth of June, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty.
Approved, June 14,1880.
14, 1880.
Approved,

June
June 16, 1880.
1880.

58.1 Joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of War to lend to the "
[No. 58.]
Gate City
"Gate
Guard"
a military company of Atlanta,
Guard" a
Atlanta, Georgia, four hundred
hundred government
government tents
under certain circumstances.
circumstances.

Preamble.
Preamble.

Whereas, the "Gate
"Gate City Guard"
Guard" of Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, are preparing
to build a
a""memorial armory"
armory" in said city commemorative
commemorative of the re-union
re-union
of the States and the return of fraternal
feeling between
between the sections;
sections;
fraternal feeling
and
Whereas, many large organizations
iti zen soldiery
different
organizations of the ccitizen
soldiery of
of different
States, North and South, numbering
accepted
numbering several thousands, have accepted
invitations
invitations to be present on the occasion of laying the corner-stone
corner-stone of
said "memorial
" memorial armory"
armory" during the fall of the present year; and
Whereas,
Whereas, the said "Gate
"Gate City Guard"
Guard" have
have not
not the
the means
means to furnish
furnish
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CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
58.
II. RES. 58.
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FORTY-SIXTH
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comfortable
for so
large a
expected
invited guests expected
a number
number of invited
so large
quarters for
comfortable quarters
to
present on
on the
the great
occasion: Therefore,
Therefore,
great occasion:
to be
be present
Be
it resolved
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
House off .Representatives
and House
by the
resolved by
Be it
States of
America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
War be "Gate
"Gate City
of War
Secretary of
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States
Guard,"of Atlanta,
and
is hereby
to lend
lend to
"Gate City
City Guard"
Guard" four
four hun
hun Guard,"ofAtlanta,
said "Gate
to said
authorized to
hereby authorized
and is
Ga.
dred
tents, if
can be
for the
the purpose
purpose of a.Tents
spared, for
conveniently spared,
be conveniently
if they
they can
dred tents,
Tents loaned.
loaned.
encamping
said
soldiery
for
a
few
days
during
attendance
upon
attendance
their
during
encamping said soldiery for a few days
Proviso.
the
ceremonies aforesaid:
aforesaid: Provided,
That said tents be transported
transported to Proviso.
Provided, That
the ceremonies
Proviso.
Proviso.
and
from Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia,
without expense
United States: And
to the United
expense to
Georgia, without
and from
provided
That ample
security be
to the
War,
Secretary of War
the Secretary
given to
be given
ample security
further: That
provided further:
good
to
judged of by
by him,
him, that the said tents shall be returned in good
to be judged
condition immediately
after their
use as
aforesaid.
as aforesaid.
their use
immediately after
condition
Approved, June
16, 1880.
June 16,
Approved,

a I

PRIVATE ACTS
CONGRESS
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
THE FORTY-SIXTH
OF THE
ACTS OF
PRIVATE
OF THE
THE
OF

UNITED STATES,
UNITED
Passed at
session, which
was begun
and held
at the
the city
city of
Washington, in the
the
of Washington,
held at
begun and
which was
third session,
the third
at the
Passed
District of
of Columbia,
on Monday,
the sixth
adjourned
1880, and was adjourned
of December, 1880,
day of
sixth day
Monday, the
Columbia, on
District
without day
day on
day of
of March,
1881.
March, 1881.
the fourth
fourth day
Friday, the
on Friday,
without
RUTHERFORD B.
B. HAYES,
ILLIAM A.
A.WHEELER,
W HEELER, Vice-President,
Vice-President, and
and
WILLIAM
President: W
HAYES, President:
RUTHERFORD

President of
of the
the Senate.
ALLEN G.
G.THuitmAN
elected President
President of the Senate
Senate
THURMAN was elected
Senate. ALLEN
President
of
pro tempore
the seventh
seventh of
April, 1880.
again chosen on the sixth day of
was again
1880. He was
of April,
on the
tempore on
pro
May,
1880.
May, 1880.

SAMUEL J.
the House
of Representatives.
Representatives.
House of
of the
Speaker of
RANDALL, Speaker
J. RANDALL,
SAMUEL

CHAP
-1n act
pension to
Pettijohn
to Thomas
Thomas Pettijohn
a pension
granting a
act granting
3.-An
CHAP. 3.

Dec.
17,1880.
Dec. 17,1880.

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
Petti.
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Inte- Thomas . Petti•
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
States
nor
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
and required
required to
i°'°, pension.
pensioll.
name of john,
to place the name
hereby, authorized
he is
rior be,
Thomas Pettijohn,
Pettijohn, late corporal
Company D, Ninth Regiment Minnecorporal of Company
Thomas
sota Volunteers,
the pension-roll,
pension-roll, subject to the limitations and proVolunteers, on the
sota
blindness.
visions of the pension laws, for total blindness.
Approved, December 17, 1880.

Purman.
J. J.
pension to
CHAP. 11.-An
11.—An act
granting an
an increase
increase of
to J.
J. Furman.
of pension
act granting
CHAP.

Dec. 23,1880.
Dee.

United
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Be
the Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the
Be it
J. Jackson FurStates
of America
Congress assembled,
That J.
J. Jackson
J. Jackson Purman, late man,
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
increasePurof
first lieutenant
the One
One hundred and fortieth
Pennsylvania pension.
an increase of
Regiment Pennsylvania
fortieth Regiment
in the
lieutenant in
first
allowed, from and
Volunteer Infantry,
granted and allowed,
Infantry, be, and he is hereby, granted
Volunteer
after the
of this act, aapension at the rate of thirty dollars per
passage of
the passage
after
month;
Secretary of
authorized
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
and the Secretary
month; and
and
directed to place the name of said J. Jackson Purman on the pensionand directed
roll at said rate, in lieu of the pension now paid him.
Approved,
Approved, December 23, 1880.

CHAP. 12.
—An act
act for
for the
the relief
Charles W.
W. Abbot,
pay-director, and
W. W.
W.
and W.
a pay-director,
Abbot, a
of Charles
relief of
12.-An
CHAP.
Barry,
assistant paymaster,
paymaster, in
the United
United States
States Navy.
Navy.
in the
a passed
passed assistant
Barry, a

Doc. 23,1880.
23,1880.
Dec.

Be
the Senate
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
b•
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
W. Abbot,
pay- h.
()Charles
Chart s'
AVT.. A
W.
W.
AWb
a payAbbot, a
That Charles
Charles W.
assembled, That
of America
America in
States of
otry
paymaster,,in the
director, and W. W. Barry, aapassed
passed assistant paymaster
t
he United
United
rryarnlief
,
nrelief o..
of.
States Navy,
are hereby,
hereby, released
liability or loss in Bata
from liability
released from
they are
and they
be, and
Navy, be,
States
consequence of the embezzlement
embezzlement of two thousand six hundred and five
consequence
dollars and
and fifty-four
cents, by
J. O'Reilly, a
apaymaster's clerk in the
by R. J.
fifty-four cents,
dollars
navy-yard at
Secretary of the Treasury is hereby auat Boston. And the Secretary
navy-yard
thorized and
and directed
to refund
Abbot the sum of seven hundred
said Abbot
refund to said
directed to
thorized
thouand ninety-seven
ninety-seven dollars
cents, and to said Barry one thoufifteen cents,
and fifteen
dollars and
and
sand eight
hundred and
and eight
eight dollars
dollars and thirty-nine cents, out of any
eight hundred
sand
money in
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated
in the Treasury
money
'Approved"
23 1880.
1880.601
December 23,
Approved, December
7

601
601

602
602
Dec. 23,1880.
23,1880.
Dec.

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
ESS. III.
III. OH.
CH. 13,14,16,
13 114, 16, 20,21.
20, 21. 1881.
1881.
SESS.
CONGRESS. S
FORTY-SIXTH
CHAP. 13.—An
act granting
granting an
increase of
pension to
to Mrs.
Julia Gardner
Gardner Tyler,
Tyler,
Mrs. Julia
13.-An act
an increase
of pension
CHAP.
widow
widow of ex-President Tyler.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
by the
Senate and
Mrs. Jnlia
Julia Gard
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the InInThat the
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
Mrs.
Gard--States
ner Tyler,
terior be, and he is hereby, authorized
Ty ler, widow
wid°
tenor
authoriz .
.->d and directed
directed to place
place on the penofex-PresidetTy
ex-President Ty- sion roll, subject
of
to the provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension
pension laws,
ler, increase of mon
-•
pension.
the
Mrs. Julia
Julia Gardner
Gardner Tyler,
widow of
TyJohn Tyof ex-President
ex-President John
Tyler, widow
of Mrs.
the name
name of
pension.
ler,
her a
of one
dollars per
per month
and
month from
from and
a pension
pension of
one hundred
hundred dollars
ler, and
and to
to pay
pay her
after
the passage
passage of
of this act.
act.
after the
Approved,
December 23,
1880.
23, 1880.
Approved, December

Dec.
Dec. 23,1880.

CHAP. 14.—An
granting a
apension
pension to
to Margaret
S. Heintzelman.
Heintzelman.
Margaret S.
14.-An act
act granting
CHAP.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and Rouse
by the Senate
Be it
M argaret S.
Interior
America in
in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior
S. States of America
Margaret
Heintzelman, penpen-be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
to place
place on
on the pensiondirected to
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
sion.
roll
name of
Margaret S.
S. Heintzelman,
Heintzelman, widow
widow of
of Major-General
Major-General
of Margaret
the name
roll the
Samuel P.
her a
pension at
of
and pay
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
Samuel
P. Heintzelman,
Heintzelman, deceased,
deceased, and
fifty
passage of this act.
and after
after the passage
month from
from and
dollars per month
fifty dollars
Approved, December 23, 1880.

12,1881.
Jan. 12,1881.

CHAP
16.—An act for the relief of Samuel I.
L Gustin.
CHAP. 16.-An

Be
Representatives of the United
United
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Samuel I.
Gustin, States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the Treasof America in Congress
Samuel
I. Gustin,
payment
payment to.
ury
authorized and directed
directed to pay to
to S. I.
I. Gustin
is hereby, authorized
ury be, and he is
the
twenty-nine dollars for supthe sum of
of one thousand
thousand one hundred and twenty-nine
plies
furnished by him under contract made with government
government officials
officials
plies furnished
to
to the
the Army of
of the United States.
Approved, January 12,
12, 1881.

Jan. 13,1881.

CHAP. 20.-An
20.—An act
act for
for the
legal representative
Henry M.
M. Shreve,
Shreve, dedeof Henry
representative of
the relief
relief of
of the
the legal
CHAP.
ceased.

Representatives of the United
United
Be it
it enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
M. Shreve, States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of the TreasHenry M.
That the Secretary
deceased,
deceased, payment
payment ury pay to the legal representatives
representatives of Henry M. Shreve,
Shreve, deceased,
deceased, the
the
to
legal representa-sum
sum
of
fifty
thousand
dollars as
compensation for,
for, and
and in
in satisfacsatisfacas a
a full
full compensation
thousand
dollars
of
fifty
tilegafrepresentafives of.
invention of the steam snag-boat, and for the
tion of,
of, all claims for the invention
use of the
the same, past,
past, present, and future,
future, and
and for any and all rights
rights
that the said
said Shreve may
may have
have acquired
acquired under
under the patent granted
granted to
to
invention of the
him for the invention
the steam snag-boat.
snag-boat.
Approved, January
January 13,
13, 1881.
1881.

Jan. 15,1881.
15,1881.

21.-An act for the relief
CHAP. 21.—An
relief of "N
"N and G.
Company".
G. Taylor
Taylor Company".

House of Representatives
United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the United
"N. and G. Tay"N.
Tay- States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Secretary of the Treaslor
Company," relor Company,"
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
refund and
authorized and
to refund
pay to
to
and pay
lief.
lief.
" N. and
and G.
"N.
G. Taylor
Taylor Company"
Company" of
out of
of any
any moneys
of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, out
moneys in
in the
the
Treasury
sum of eleven
eleven thousand
thousand and
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated the sum
and
paid by
by
seventeen dollars and six cents, being the amount of duties paid
them under protest and appeal
appeal on certain
certain importations
importations in excess of the
legal rate, as ascertained
by the
the decision
decision of the
the United
States circuit
ascertained by
United States
circuit
court for the southern district of New York giving construction to the
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law, said
decision having
having been
been acquiesced
and said
said rate
rate thereafter
thereafter
in and
acquiesced in
said decision
law,
adopted by
by the
Department.
Treasury Department.
the Treasury
adopted
Approved,
January 15,
15, 1881.
1881.
Approved, January

22.—An act for the relief of John Gault, junior, late a
amajor of the TwentyCHAP. 22.-An
Regiment of Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry.
eighth Regiment

Jan. 15,
15,1881.
1881.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and House of
_Representatives of the United
United
of Representatives
by the
Be
States of America in Congress
Treas. John Gault, juassembled, That the Secretary of the TreasCongress assembled,
States
ury
be, and he is
authorized and directed to pay John Gault, nior, relief.
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
ury be,
junior,
Regiment Kentucky Infantry
Twenty-eighth Regiment
in the Twenty-eighth
late aamajor in
junior, late
Treasury not otherwise appropriaVolunteers,
Volunteers, out of any moneys in the Treasury
ted, the
the pay
pay and
allowances of a
infantry from August sixa major of infantry
and allowances
ted,
teenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
eighteen
to April fifteenth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-two, to
teenth,
hundred and
sixty-three, deducting
therefrom any moneys paid him for
deducting therefrom
and sixty-three,
hundred
any other position held during that period.
Approved,
January 15, 1881.
1881.
Approved, January

CHAP.
26.—An act
for the
James D.
D. Grant.
relief of
of James
act for
the relief
CHAP. 26.-An

21,1881.
Jan. 21,
1881.

United
Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
the Senate
Be it
D.Grant,
Inter- James D.
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Commissioner of Interof America
America in Congress
States
relief.
authorized and directed to release
Revenue be, and he is hereby, authorized
release relief.
nal Revenue
James D. Grant, a
adistiller, of Robertson County, in the State of Texas,
from
payment of
of one thousand four hundred and ninety-three dollars
from the payment
following
and
forty-six cents,
unremitted of the two following
cents, which remain unremitted
and forty-six
assessments
made against
deficiencies in the production of
him for deficiencies
against him
assessments made
distilled spirits, occurring
occurring in the months of September, October, Novemand
ber,
December, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-six,
seventy-six, and January and
and December,
ber, and
seventy-seven, at his distillery, number
February eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
one
the first
first district
Texas, namely: An assessment
assessment for one thoudistrict of Texas,
of the
one of
sand three hundred and forty dollars and five cents on the list for Febseventy-seven, and another for five hunruary,
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven,
ruary, eighteen
dred
twenty-eight dollars and
sixteen cents on the list of May,
and sixteen
and twenty-eight
dred and
eighteen
hundred and
seventy-seven: Provided,
Proviso.
Provided,That before the Commis- Provio.
and seventy-seven:
eighteen hundred
sioner
Revenue shall release the said Grant from the payof Internal
Internal Revenue
sioner of
ment
of said
assessment, or
or any
he shall ascertain by inthereof, he
part thereof,
any part
said assessment,
ment of
correctly
quiry and investigation into all the facts that said Grant correctly
reported and
paid taxes upon all spirits made by him during the time
and paid
reported
assessments were made.
for which said assessments
Approved, January
January 21, 1881.
Approved,

CHAP. 32.-An
32.—An act
authorizing the
the persons
persons therein
to accept
certain decoaccept of certain
named to
therein named
act authorizing
CHAP.
rations and
presents therein
therein named, from
from foreign governments, and for other purand presents
rations
poses.
poses.

Jan.
1881.
31,1881.
Jan. 31,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be
Presents
may be
bo
Presents may
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Joseph Irish, of the United accepted
in Congress
America in
States of
by Joseph
acceptedbyJoseph
accept
States
Revenue
Marine,
be,
and
he
hereby,
authorized
to
accept
from
is
States Revenue Marine,
Irish;
Government the Grand Cross of Naval Merit of the second Irish;
the Spanish Government
of the Spanish warclass, for
services rendered
rendered the officers
officers and crew of'
for services
class,
Pizarro ;
vessel Pizarro;
Lieutenant
BenLieutenant BenThat
Buckingham, of the United States Navy,
Lieutenant Benjamin H. Buckingham,
That Lieutenant
jamin H. BuckingH. Buckingjamin
the
President
the
from
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
accept
from
President
of
accept
to
authorized
hereby,
is
be, and he
ham;
appreciation of ham;
French
Honor, in appreciation
Cross of the Legion of Honor,
Republic the Cross
French Republic
services
connection with
eighteen hundred and
with the Exposition of eighteen
in connection
services in
seventy-eight at Paris;
seventy-eight
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That General
General Francis
Francis A. Walker, Superintendent
Superintendent of the
the Census,
Census, be,
be.
and he is hereby, authorized
a decoration
authorized to accept
accept a
decoration of Knight
Knight Com:
Commander of
of the
order of
of Wasa,
Wasa, tendered
tendered him
him by
by the
the GovernGovernmander
the Swedish
Swedish order
ment of Sweden,
Commander of
of the
Spanish order
order of
of
Sweden, and
and also
also that
that of Commander
the Spanish
Isabella, from the Government
Spain, as
a recognition
recognition of
his servservGovernment of Spain,
as a
of his
ices as
of awards
awards at
the Centennial
Centennial .Exhibition
Exhibition at
as chief of
of the
the bureau
bureau of
at the
at
Philadelphia;
Philadelphia;
FirstLieutenant
First
Lieutenant
That First Lieutenant
Lieutenant Henry Metcalfe,
Department
Metcalfe, of the Ordnance
Ordnance Department
Henry Metcalfe;
Metealfe; of the United States
States Army, be, and.
authorized to
to accept
accept
and be
he is hereby, authorized
from the Sultan of Turkey
Turkey a
a decoration
decoration of the
the order
order of
the Osmanie,
Osmanie,
of the
tendered as an evidence
tendered
evidence of the Sultan's
Sultan's appreciation
appreciation of
of the
the efforts
that
efforts of
of that
officer
officer in conducting
conducting the inspection
inspection of
arms and ammunition
ammunition manufacmanufacof arms
tured for the Imperial
Imperial Ottoman Government
Island,
Government at Providence,
Providence, Rhode
Rhode Island,
and Bridgeport and New
New Haven, Connecticut;
Connecticut;
Rear
Admiral
That Rear-Admiral
J. Almy,
United States
States Navy,
be, and
and he
he is
is
Rear-Admiral
Rear-Admiral John
John J.
Almy, United
Navy, be,
John J. Almy;
hereby,
authorized to accept
accept a
a decoration
decoration of the order
hereby, authorized
order of Kemehameha,
Kemehameha
the First, which has been
been tendered
the Hawaiian
tendered to him by the
the King
King of the
Hawaiian
Islands as
as.an
a.n evidence
evidence of his appreciation
officer;
appreciation of that officer;
Lieutenant
Z.L. That Lieutenant
Lieutenant Z.
Lieutenant Z. L. Tanner, of the United States Navy, late comcomTanner;
manding
Tanner;
manding the
the Pacific
Pacific mail steamer
steamer City of Pekin, be, and he is hereby,
authorized to accept
accept from the Japanese
Government a
flowerJapanese Government
a pair of
of flowervases
a lacquered
acknowledgment of his services in
vases and a
lacquered box in acknowledgment
rescuing
in rescuing
four Japanese
Japanese seamen from a,
a wreck
wreck on the Pacific
Pacific Ocean
Ocean on the nineteenth
eighteen hundred
teenth of January, eighteen
hundred and seventy-seven;
seventy-seven;
LieuienantiTanGreene, of the United States
Li
eut enantPran - That Lieutenant
Lieutenant Francis
Francis V. Greene,
States Army, be,
cis V. Greene;
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to accept from the Emperor
of Russia
Russia a
a
Emperor of
decoration
decoration of the third class of the
the order
order of Saint Anne for bravery
bravery under
under
fire at the battle
twenty-third and twenty-fourth,
battle of Shipka
Shipka Pass August
August twenty-third
twenty-fourth,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven and at the assault of Plevua
Plevua September eleventh,
eleventh, eighteen
hundred and
seventy-seven; also,
eighteen hundred
and seventy-seven;
also, aadecoration
decoration
of the fourth class of the order of Saint Vladimir for bravery
bravery under fire
fire
during the passage
passage of the Balkans December
twenty-fifth to thirty-first,
thirty-first,
December twenty-fifth
eighteen hundred
eighteen
hundred and
and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven and
and at the battle
battle of
of Philippopolis
Philippopolis
eighteen hundred
January fifteenth to seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
hundred and seventy
seventy eight;
eight;
also, the campaign medal conferred upon all persons
persons present
present in the campaign;
paign;
Assistant SurAssistant
SurThat William J.
J. Wilson, assistant
assistant surgeon
surgeon United States
States Army, be,
geon William J.
eon William
J. and he is hereby,
authorized to accept from
Wilson
;
hereby, authorized
from the Khedive
Khedive of
of Egypt aa
decoration
decoration of the order of Nejidieh,
gallantry in battle
in the
the action
action
Nejidieh, for gallantry
battle in
Abyssinia, March
seventh, eighteen
near Gura, in Abyssinia,,
March seventh,
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventyGeneral Francis
Francis
A.Walker;
Walker;
A.

six;
six;

Commodore
That Commodore J.
Commodore J.
J. W. A. Nicholson,
Nicholson, United States Navy,
Navy, be, and he
W.A
Nich ols on.is is hereby, authorized to accept
W.
A. Nicholson.
accept from the
Government the
the Grand
Grand
the Spanish Government
Cross of Naval Merit,
a white badge, as aamark of appreciation
Merit, with a
appreciation of
of
the services
services rendered
rendered to the officers and crew
crew of the wrecked
war-ship
wrecked war-ship
Pizarro.
ConditionsofacSEC.
decoration,7 or other thing, the acceptance
Conditions
of ac - S
EC. 2. That no decoration
acceptance of which
which
ceptance.
ceptance.
is authorized
decoration heretofore
authorized by this act, and
and no decoration
heretofore accepted,
accepted, or which
which
may hereafter
hereafter be accepted,
accepted, by consent
consent of Congress,
Congress, by any officer
officer of
of the
government, shall be publicly shown or
United States, from any foreign
foreign government,
or
exposed
exposed upon the person of the officer
officer so receiving
receiving the same.
same.

Presents, hereafhereaf- S
E° .
3
Th at hereafter
hereaf
ter any
decoration, or
or other
other thing,
thing, which
which
S8C.
3.. That
any present,
present, decoration,
tendered shall
or
presented
any
any
officer
ter made, tendered
shall be
conferred
en t
ed by
by an
any foreign
foreign
government to
any officer
officer
through
be conferred
orred
or pres
presented
by
foreign government
government
to any
tlirough
Depart- sha

ment of State and of the
ihe United States, civil,
civil, naval,
shall be
be tendered
tendered through
through
naval, or military,
military, shall
permission
ac--the Department
Department of
State, and
permission for ac
of State,
and not
not to
to the
the individual
individual in
in person
but such
such
person, but
cel)trnce
le--present,
c
i
e
v
ia:wee and
and de
present, decoration,
decoration, o
ther thing shall not
delivered by
the DepartDepartorr o
other
not be
be delivered
by the
flivery
obtane meiut
act of
Congress.
]
eryCongress.
obtained
meut of State unless
unless so authorized
authorized by act
of Congress.
from
Approved, January
Approved,
January 31,
31, 1881.
1881.
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CHAP. 37.—An
37.-An act for the relief of John S.
S. Cunningham.

Feb.
1881.
Feb. 8,
8, 1881.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
United
Iftates
America in Congress
Congressassembled,
accounting offi- John S.
States of America
assembled, That the proper accounting
S. C un
un -ningham,
accounts
cers of the United States
Treasury be, and they are hereby, authorized
ningham,
States Treasury
authorized to
be credited.
accounts
and directed
directed to place to the credit of John Scott Cunningham
Cunningham the sum
sum to be credited.
•O·f
of one thousand two hundred and eighty-four dollars
and nineteen
cents,
dollars and
nineteen cents,
i•• being she
the amount
amount embezzled
embezzled by his late clerk while at the San
San FranFrancisco Navy pay office.
Approved,
Approved, February 8, 1881.

CHAP. 38.-An
38.—An act granting a
apension
Michael Rayne.
pension to Michael
Hayne.

Feb.
8, 1881.
1881.
Feb. 8,

it enacted
of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretaryof
States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Interior Michael
Hayne,
Michael Hayne,
be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to place on the pension-roll,
pension-roll, pension.
Pensi".
subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations of the pension laws, the
the name
name
of Michael Bayne,
ship BrandyHayne, a
a sailor on board
board of the United States
States ship
Brandy'wine
wine
Approved, February
February 8,
Approved,
8, 1881.

CHAP. 43.
—An act for
A. B.
43.-An
for the
the relief
relief of
of A.
B. Bowden.
Rowden.

Feb. 9,
9,1881.
1881.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled, That the proper accounting offi- A.
Bowden,
A. B. Rowden,
cers in the Treasury
Treasury Department be and they are hereby,
ters
hereby, directed to pay to payment.
A. B. Rowden, of Meigs
Meigs County, Tennessee, the pay due him
him as a
a second
second
lieutenant
eighteen hunlieutenant of cavalry from the thirty-first
thirty-first day of August, eighteen
fdred
dred and sixty-three, to the seventh day of January,
January, eighteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-five, deducting all payments
payments heretofore made to said Bowden
Rowden
as first sergeant
sergeant in said regiment.
Approved, February
February 9, 1881.
44.—An act
relief of
of Doctor
John Blankenship.
CHAP. 44.-An
act for
for the
the relief
Doctor John
Blankenship.

Feb. 9, 1881.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled, That the proper accounting offioffi- Doctor John
Department be, and they are hereby,
cers of the War Department
hereby, directed
directed to change Blankenship,
Blankenship, paypaythe
discharge of Doctor John
the date
date of
of muster-out
muster-out and discharge
John Blankenship,
Blankenship, late
late ment of
of salary
salary due.
assistant surgeon of the Third Regiment Tennessee Volunteers, so as
to make it
it bear date the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth April, eighteen hundred and
and
sixty-three, the date of his discharge;
John Blankensixty-three,
discharge; and that the
the said John
Blankenship be paid the balance
balance of his salary due him for such service up to the
twenty-fourth April, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, deducting
twenty-fourth
former
deducting former
payments.
Approved, February
February 9, 1881.
CHAP. 48.—An
48.-An act granting
granting an increase
increase of pension to Crafts J. Wright.

Feb. 15, 1881.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the United
States of America
assembled, That
Secretary of
lute. Crafts J.Wright,
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Intenor be,
and he
he is
directed to
to pay
rafts J.
J. increase
pen.
-nror
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay to
to C
Crafts
inOrease of
of pen:Wright
colonel Thirteenth
Volunteers, aapenW
. right, late colonel
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteers,
•
sion .at the rate of
of thirty dollars per month in lieu of that which he now
receives, to take effect from and after the passage of this act.
Approv
Appro‘ ed, February
February 15, 1881.
8
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CHAP. 49.-An
49.—An act
act for
for the
James Monroe
Monroe Heislell.
Heislrell. of
of Baltimoro
Baltimore City,
City, MaryMaryCHAP.
the relief
relief of
of James
land.
land.

James
Jamles Monroe
Heiskell, relief.
relief.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
Senate and
and House
of America in,
That James
Monroe Heiskell,
Heiskell, of
of
States oj
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
James Monroe
Baltimore City,
Maryland, be
is hereby,
hereby, relieved
operaBaltimore
City, Maryland,
be, and
and he
he is
relieved from
from the
the operasection twelve
twelve hundred
hundred and
eighteen of
Revised Statutes
of
tion of
of section
and eighteen
of the
the Revised
Statutes of
the United States, being
title fourteen,
fourteen, of
of said
Revised
being in
in chapter
chapter one,
one, title
said Revised
Statutes.
Approved,
February 15,
Approved, February
15, 1881.
1881.

CHAP. 50.-An
50.—An act
act granting
Sparr.
granting aapension
pension to
to Milton
Milton L.
L. Sparr.

Feb. 15, 1881.
1881.

of Representatives
of the
United
Be it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
the United

of America
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
Milton L. Sparr, States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
the

Interior
and he is hereby,
Interior be, and,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
on the
the
authorized and
to place on
pension-roll,
pension-roll, subject
subject to the provisions and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
second lieutenant
lieutenant of
of Company
Company K,
K,
laws, the name of Milton
Milton L.
L. Sparr,
Sparr, as
as second
Nineteenth
Regiment Indiana Volunteers,
Nineteenth Regiment
Volunteers, from
from and
passage of
and after
after the passage
of
this act.
act.
this
Approved, February
Approved,
February 15, 1881.
1881.

pension.

CHAP. 51.-An
51.—An act granting a
a pension
pension to
Taylor.
to Richard
Richard P.
P. Taylor.

1881.
Feb. 15, 1881.

,

Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Richard
of America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Richard P. Tay- States of
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
lor, pension.
authorized and directed
lor,
pension.
Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to place
place on
on the
directed to
the
pensim
-roll, subject
subject to the provisions and limitations
of the
the pension-laws,
pension-laws,
pension-roll,
limitations of
a private Company
the name of Richard
Richard P. Taylor, late a
Company E, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
Illinois Infantry.
Infantry.
Approved, February 15, 1881.
1881.

Feb. 15, 1881.

52.—An act granting
pension to
William H.
CHAP. 52.-An
granting a
a pension
to William
H. Scribner.
Soribner.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the United

William H.
H. ScribScrib- States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Inte-

noc,
ne., pension.
pension,

Feb. 15, 1881.
1881.

rior be,
nor
be, and
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place on the pensionroll, subject to the
the provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension-laws,
pension-laws, the
the
H. Scribner, late aaprivate
name of William EL
private in Company
Company E, of the Third
Regiment of New
New York Cavalry
Cavalry Volunteers.
Approved, February
February 15,
15, 1881.

-

CHAP. 53.-An
a pension
53.—An act granting
granting a
pension to, Mrs.
Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth Upright.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
Mrs.
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the InteUpright, pension.
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
Upright,
pension. nor
directed to place
place on the pensionpensionrolls the name of Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth Upright, of Rockford,
Rockford, in the State of
of
Iowa, who sent eleven
a pen
eleven sons into the Union Army and to pay her
her a
sion from the
the passage
sion
passage of this act at the rate per month
month now
now allowed
allowed to
parents for the loss of children upon whom
whom such parents
parents were dependent.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 15,
15, 1881.
1881.
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CHAP. 54.—An
54.-An act granting
granting a
a pension to Dalton Hinchman.

1881.

607
607
Feb.
Feb. 15, 1881.

Be
it enacted
by the
of the United
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
the Senate
Be it
enacted by
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of the
Interior Dalton Hinoh
Hindi
the Interior
That the Secretary
in Congress
of America
America in
States
be,
authorized and directed to place on the pension- man,
m an) pension.
pension'
hereby, authorized
be, and
and he is hereby,
roll,
subject to the provisions
pension-laws, the
and limitations
limitations of the pension-laws,
provisions and
roll, subject
name
Dalton Hinchman,
private in
in Company
Second MichiMichiG, Second
Company G,
late aaprivate
Hinchman, late
name of
of Dalton
gan Cavalry.
Cavalry.
gan
February 15, 1881.
Approved, February

—An act for the
C. Groomes.
Groomes.
the relief
relief of Henry C.
CHAP. 55.
55.-An

1881:
Feb. 15,
16, 1881:

United
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the United
by the Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by
Be it
Inte- HenryC.Groomes
States
Secretary of the IntoHenryC.Groomes
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America in Congress
States of
nor be, and
provis. increase of pen
pen
authorized and directed, subject to the provisis hereby,
hereby, authorized
and he is
rior
sion.
increase the pension of Henry non.
ions and limitations of the pension laws, to increase
Regiment of Indiana
C.
Indiana
Company D, Thirteenth Regiment
a private in Company
0. Groomes, a
Volunteers.
Volunteers.
Approved,
Approved, February 15, 1881.

a pension
56.—An act granting a
pension to Martha J.
J. Porter.
CHAP. 56.-An

1881.
15, 1881.
Feb. 16,

House of Representatives
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
Senate and
Be it
PorSecretary of the Martha J. Porassembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
States of America
Interior
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
on the ter, pension.
and directed
directed to place on
he is
hereby, authorized
Interior be,
pension-roll, subject
limitations of
pension
of the
the pension
provisions and limitations
to the
the provisions
subject to
pension-roll,
a
Porter, late a
laws, the name of Martha J.
J. Porter, widow of William M. Porter,
Pennsylvania Volcaptain
and thirtieth Regiment Pennsylvania
hundred and
the One hundred
in the
captain in
Infantry.
unteer Infantry.
16, 1881.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 15,

CHAP.
57.—An act
act granting
Martha Neil.
a pension
pension to Martha
granting a
CHAP. 57.-An

Feb.
1881.
15, 1881.
Feb. 15,

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
States
of America
America in
Secretary of
of the
Neil,
Martha Neil,
Inte- Martha,
the Intothe Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
itates of
pe8nson.
nor be, and
ension '
herebv is, authorized and directed to place the name of p
he hereby
and he
rior
Martha Neil,
mother of
of James
deceased, late
Company
late aaprivate of Company
Neil, deceased,
James Neil,
Neil, mother
Martha
E, of
and fourteenth
fourteenth Regiment
Pennsylvania Infantry
Regiment of Pennsylvania
hundred and
One hundred
of the
the One
E,
Volunteers, on
on the
the pension-roll,
pension-roll, subject
subject to
provisions and limitations
to the provisions
Volunteers,
of the pension laws.
188i.
Approved, February 15, 1881.

CHAP. 58.-An
58.—An act
granting a
apension
to Jacob
Jacob Ginder.
Ginder.
pension to
act granting
CHAP.

Feb. 15,
1881.
15, 1881.
Feb.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
the United
of the
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
Ginder,
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
Inte. JJacob
acob Ginder,
of the
the InteThat the
America in
of America
States
nor
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
on
the
penponsion.
on
the
to
place
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
sion roll,
to the
limitations of the pension laws,
and limitations
provisions and
the provisions
subject to
roll, subject
sion
the
of Jacob
Jacob Ginder
Ginder father
father of
Gindert deceased,
deceased, late aa
H. Ginder,
David H.
of David
name of
the name
Pennsylvania Volunteers.
captain Company
Company I, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
captain
Approved, February 15, 1881.

608
608
Feb.
15, 1881.
1881.
Feb. 15,

James

Forsyth
Iarrison, pension.
Harrison,

Feb.
18,.1881.
Feb. 18,.1881.

FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
III. CH.
FORTY-SIXTH
CH. 59-67.
69-67.

1881.
1881.

CHAP.
act granting
pension to
Forsyth Harrison.
Harrison.
CHAP. 59.—An
59.-An act
granting aapension
to James
James Forsyth

enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
States
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior
States of America in Congress
That the
Secretary of
authorized and directed to
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to place on the pensionpensionHarrison, of Cumberland,
Cumberland, Maryland,
Maryland,
roll the name of James Forsyth
Forsyth Harrison,
the pension
laws.
subject to
to the limitations
limitations and provisions
provisions of
of the
pension laws.
Approved, February
February 15, 1881.
1881.

CHAP.
act granting
pension to
Worthington.
CHAP. 63.—An
63.-An act
granting aapension
to Thomas
Thomas Worthington.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
United
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
the United
Thomas Worth- States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the InteJuteington, pension.
rior
nor is instructed
instructed to place
place the name of Thomas
Thomas Worthington,
Worthington, late colonel
colonel
Forty-sixth Ohio Volunteer
the pension-rolls,
pension-rolls, and
and that
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, on
on the
that he
he
be entitled to a
rate of thirty dollars per month.
a pension at the rate
Approved, February
February 18,
18, 1881.
1881.

Feb. 21, 1881.
1881.

provide for
for remitting
remitting the
on the
the object
of art
art awarded
awarded
CHAP. 65.—An
65.-An act to
to provide
the duties
duties on
object of
International Fishery Commission
by the Berlin
Berlin International
Commission to
to Professor
Professor Spencer
Spencer F.
F. Baird
Baird

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and _House
House of

Professor Spen- States of America
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreasAmerica in
in Congress
That the
cerF.
Baird, remis
remis--ury be, and he hereby is, directed
cer
F. Baird,
directed to remit
remit the customs duties
duties chargeable
chargeable
sion of duties.
upon the object of
art given
given by
His Majesty
the German
of art
by His
Majesty the
German Emperor
Emperor and
and

King of Prussia to the Berlin International
International Fishery Exhibition, and by
first grand
of honor
honor to
to Professor
Professor Spencer
Spencer F.
F. Baird,
Baird,
it awarded
awarded as
as the
the first
grand prize
prize of
at the exhibition held in the
the city of Berlin,
Berlin, Prussia, in
month of June,
in the month
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighteen
and eighty.
Approved, February
February 21, 1881.
Approved,
1881.

Feb. 21, 1881.
Jacob H. Eppler,
pension.
pension.

CHAP.
66.-An act granting
pension to Jacob
cakr 66.—An
granting a
apension
Jacob H. Eppler.

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
United
States of America in Congress
States
the luteCongress assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place
place on the
the pensionpensionroll, subject to the provisions and limitations
the pension
pension laws,
laws, the
the
limitations of the
name of Jacob
Jacob H. Eppler,
Eppler, late of Company B, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment IndiIndiana Volunteers.
Volunteers.
Approved, February
1881.
Approved,
February 21, 1881.

Feb. 21, 1881.

CHAP.
67.-An act granting
CHAP. 67.—An
granting a
pension to Ann
Ann M.
M. Paulding
Paulding
a pension

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
United
Ann M. Pauld- States of America in Congress
That the
of the
the InLaCongress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
ing, pension.
pension.
ing,
tenor
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to place
on the
the
terior be,
be, and he is
is hereby,
place on
pension-roll, subject to the provisions
of the
the pension
provisions and limitations of
pension laws,
laws,
the name of Ann M. Paulding, widow of Hiram
Hiram Paulding,
Paulding, late
late the
the
senior rear-admiral
rear-admiral of the United
pensioD
United States Navy, and pay her a
a pension
at the rate of fifty dollars
dollars per
per month.
month.
Approved, February
February 21,
21, 1881.
1831.
Approved,

FORTY-SIXTH
FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS. SESS.
SESS. III.
H. 74, 75,
76, 77.
77.
III. C
OH.
75, 76,

609
609

1881.
1881.

74.-An act for the relief of William R. Wilmer.
CHAP. 74.—An

Feb. 23, 1881.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
of the United
Congress assembled,
the Treas.
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the
the Secretary of
of the
Treas- William
William R.
R. Wil•
hereby, authorized, in adjusting
un t
so
am mer,
me
relief.
ury be, and he is hereby,
adj sting the
the acco
accounts
offWilli
William
relief.
R. Wilmer, late collector of
revenue for
for the
of internal
internal revenue
the fifth
fifth district
district of
of
Maryland, to credit him with the sum of one thousand
hundred
thousand eight
eight hundred
and thirteen
thirteen dollars and fifty-four
fifty-four cents,
amount in
cents, that being the amount
in value
value
of internal-revenue
internal-revenue stamps and
safe in
office was
and cash of which
which the safe
in his
his office
was
robbed by burglars
burglars on the night
of April,
night of the
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh of
April, eighteighteen
hundred and
seventy-five, and
d:P
ro - Proviso.
een hundred
and seventy-five,
and which
which have
have not
not bee
beenn recovere
recovered:
ProProviso.
sided,
satisfaction of
Secretary that
vided, That
That it shall
shall appear
appear to the satisfaction
of said
said Secretary
that said
said
Wilmer was robbed without any collusion or
or privity
privity on
on his
his part.
Approved, February
February 23,
Approved,
23, 1881.
1881.

CHAP. 75.—An
75.-An act granting pensions
pensions to the widow
widow and
and minor
minor children
children of
of Michael
Michael
Meenan, deceased.
Meenan,
deceased.

Feb. 23, 1881.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
.United
Representatives of the -United
States
That the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior Emma
Emma Meenan
Meenan
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, directed to place upon the pension-roll,
pension-roll, at the rate awl
o i
1del,,
ilionsr
'
dren, penstons.
of eight dollars per month, the name of Emma
Emma Meenan,
Meenan 'widow
widow of
of Michael
Meenan,
Meenan, deceased,
deceased, late a
corporal in Company
Regiment
a corporal
Company E,
E, Second
Second Regiment
Delaware Volunteers,
Volunteers, also the names of Mary Meenan,
William Meenan,
Meenan,
Meenan, William
George Meenan,
Meenan, and Edward Meenan,
Meenan, minor children of the said Michael
Michael
Meenan, deceased,
Meenan,
deceased, at the rate of two dollars each per month; the said
said
pensions to be payable to the parties hereinbefore
hereinbefore named,
named, respectively,
respectively,
from and after the passage of this act.
SEC.
2 The aforesaid pensions to be continued and paid subject to the
S
EC. 2
limitations
limitations and regulations
regulations as to widowhood
widowhood and minority
minority provided
provided by
by
existing laws in relation
relation to the pensions of United States soldiers.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 23,
23, 1881.
1881.

CHAP. 76.-An
76.—An act for the relief
sureties of
relief of
of the
the sureties
of Henry
Henry L.
L. Morrell.
Norvell.

Feb. 23,
1:' l.
Feb.
23, 1881.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and Rouse
Be it
Representatives of the United
Bouse of Representatives
States of America in Congress
States
Henry L. NorCongress assembled,
assembled, That Andrew Hamilton
Hamilton and
and Henry
It. B.
Castleman, and
and personal
,rio
e1
8
1,or
t
clief
sure.
B.
B. Castleman,
and the
the heirs
heirs and
personal representatives
representatives of
of James
James t,tioeffs
o forrfsnr
Woods,
Woods, William R. Elliston, and M. G. L. Claiborne,
Claiborne, be, and the same
are hereby, released and discharged from any and all liability or payment of money upon aabond executed
executed in the year eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, by Henry
Henry L. Norvell as principal,
principal, and James Woods, William
It.
R. Elliston, M. G. L. Claiborne, Andrew Hamilton,
Hamilton, and
and R.
R. B.
B. Castleman
Castleman
conditioned as required by law for the performance, by said
as sureties, conditioned
Norvell,
office of
revenue collector
collector for
for the
second
Norvell, of the
the duties
duties of
of the
the office
of revenue
the second
district of Tennessee, and also are released from the payment
payment of any
judgment that may have been rendered upon said bond.
Approved, February
February 23, 1881.
Approved,
1881.

CHAP. 77.-An
77.—An act
act granting
to Mrs.
Lelia E.
CHAP.
granting aapension
pension to
Mrs Lelia
E. McCauley.
McCauley.

Feb. 23,
1881.
Feb.
23, 1881.

Be it
the United
it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States
That the
Interior Mrs.
E.
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congressassembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Mrs. Lelia E.
y
be,
directed to
1.:IcCau l
eY7
en '
be, and
and he
he is hereby,
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
to place
place on
on the pension-roll
pension-roll MlcCaule
pen' p
the name of Lelia E.
i. McCauley,
McCauley, widow of the late Commodore Charles
X-T-39
XXI-39
81°11'
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FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. III.
III. On.
FORTY-SIXTH
SESS.
Cn. 77,
77, 83-86.
83-86.

1881.
1881.

McCauley, United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and
and to
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
S. McCauley,
to pay
a pension
of fifty
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of the
she now
receives; this
this
of
fifty dollars
dollars per
month in
the pension
pension she
now receives;
increase
date from
after the
the passage
this act.
increase to
to date
from and
and after
passage of
of this
act.
Approved, February 23, 1881.
1881.

Feb. 26, 1881
1881.

83.—An act to
to admit
duty two
two watches
presented to
to Joseph
CHAP. 83.-An
admit free
free of
of duty
watches presented
Joseph Upton
Upton
and
and G. W. Curtis for
passengers of
steamship American.
for rescuing
rescuing the
the crew
crew and
and passengers
of the
the steamship
American.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
the United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United

Upton, States of America
Congress assembled,
That the
TreasAmerica in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasG.
free of
G.. W. Curtis, adad -ury is authorized to admit
admit free
and customs
charges two
of duties
duties and
customs charges
two
watehes now
mission of presents watches
custody of
of the
customs at
Boston, Masnow in
in the
the custody
the collector
collector of
of customs
at Boston,
Masduty free.
Joseph
Joseph

sachusetts, presented
presented to Captain Joseph Upton, master of the
the American
American
bark Emma F.
F.Harriman,
Harriman, and to G. W. Curtis,
officer, respectCurtis, his
his first officer,
respectively, for services performed by them in rescuing the passengers
passengers and
and
crew of the British steam-ship American, which foundered
foundered at sea.
sea.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 26, 1881.
1881.

Feb.
1881.
Feb. 26,
26,1881.

CHAP. 84.—An
granting a
apension
pension to
Hulda, L.
L. Barnard.
CHAP.
84.-An act granting
to Hulda
Barnard.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatires of
of the
the United
United
House of Representatires

States of America in
Hulda L. BarBar-States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the hueIntenard,
nard, pension.
pension.
nor be,
and directed
directed to
place on
the pensionpensionrior
be, and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to place
on the
roll, subject to the provisions and
the pension
laws, the
and limitations of the
pension laws,
the
name of
of' Hulda
Hulda L. Barnard,
Barnard, widow of Henry
Barnard, late
captain
Henry B. Barnard,
late captain
of Company K, Second
Mounted Rifles, and pay her a
Second New York Mounted
a pension
pension
from and after the passage
passage of this act, at
husat the rate
rate received
received by her
her husband, Captain Henry B. Barnard,
Barnard, at the time of his death.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 26, 1881.

Feb.
1881.
Feb. 26,
26,1881.

CHAP. 85.-An
85.—An act granting a
apension to Robert S.
S. Goodall.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
qf the United
Representativesof

Robert
Robert S. GoodGood-States
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInte-

all, pension.
all,
pension.

Feb.
1881.
Feb. 26,
26,1881.

Albert
pension.
pension.

rior
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
place the
of
directed to place
the name
name of
Robert S. Goodall, late first-class pilot in the United States Navy, in
in
the Mississippi squadron, on the pension-rolls, subject to the
the provisions
provisions
and limitations of the pension-laws.
pension-laws.
Approved, February 26,
26, 1881.
1881.

a pension
CHAP. 86.-An
86.—An act granting
granting a
pension to Albert N. Jack.
Jack.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United

N. Jack, States of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of the lute
Congress assembled,
Inte

rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
nor
authorized and directed
directed to place on the pensionpensionroll, subject to the provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension
pension laws,
laws, the
the
name of Albert N. Jack, late a
a private in Company
ludi
name
Company B, Eleventh
Eleventh Inch
ana
aiaa Cavalry, and to pay him a
apension from and after the passage of thi
thi'3l
act.
Approved,
February 26, 1881.
Approved, February

FORTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
CH. 87-89,
FORTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
SESS. III.
III. Cit.
87-89, 98, 99.
87.-An act granting a
a pension
William Bowman.
CHAP. 87.—An
pension to William

1881.
1881.

611
26,1881.
Feb. 26,
1881.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
That the
the Secretary
of the
the I
nt
e- William BowBow-.
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
Intenor be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place
place on the pension- man, pension.
pension.
rior
Company B,
Ninety-first Veteran
Veteran
roll the name of William Bowman,
Bowman, Company
B, Ninety-first
Pennsylvania
at the
six dollars
dollars per
per month,
subject
Pennsylvania Volunteers,
Volunteers, at
the rate
rate of
of six
month, subject
to the limitations and provisions
pension-laws.
provisions of
of the pension-laws.
Approved, February 26,1881.
26, 1881.

granting relief
relief to
Samuel B.
B. Hutchison.
CHAP. 88.—An
88.-An act granting
to Samuel
Hutchison.

Feb. 26,1881.
26, 1881.
Feb.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the In.
B. HutchHutch.
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
In- Samuel
SamuelB.
tenor
ison, relief
relief.
terior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay to the said ison,
Samuel B. Hutchison,
guardian of Mary
Ann Shnrlock,
the amount of
Hutchison, guardian
Mary Ann
Shurlock, the
of
money
fifty-three thousand
money due on certificate
certificate one hundred and fifty-three
thousand four hundred and thirty-four, from September four, eighteen
hundred and seventyeighteen hundred
one, until the death of his ward, the said Mary Ann
Ann Shurlock.
Shurlock.
Approved, February 26, 1881.

CHAP. 89.—An
89.-An act granting
CHAP.
granting a
Rosalie Louis.
a pension to Rosalie

Feb. 26,1881.
26, 1881,
Feb.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
States of America in
in Congress
Inte- Rosalie
States
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Inte.
R ealio Louis,
nor be,
authorized and.
the pens
i
on .pension.
pension.
rior
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed to
to place on the
pensionprovisions and limitations
limitations of the pension
pension laws,
roll, subject to the provisions
the name of Rosalie Louis, widow of Peter Louis, late of Company B,
First United States Sharpshooters.
Sharpshooters.

Approved,
Approved, February 26, 1881.
CHAP. 98.—An
for the
the relief
relief of
of M
M F.
F. Clark.
Clark.
act for
CHAP.
98.-An act

March 1,1881.
1, 1881.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
M.
F. Clark,
reassembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the TreasStates of America
America in Congress
Congressassembled,
M. F.
Clark, relief.
ury be, and he hereby is, directed
directed to pay, out of any money in the Treas- lief.
ury
Clark, the sum of five hundred
ury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to M. F. Clark,
hundred
and ten dollars, being the value of three horses and one mule purchased
purchased
of said Clark by Lieutenant
Lieutenant E. D. Hillyer, acting
acting assistant
assistant quartermaster, and Captain
Captain E. J. Barnes. assistant quartermaster, in the year
year
eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and paid for to other parties, upon
vouchers fraudulently
fraudulently obtained and
and receipts the signatures
to which
which were
signatures to
were
forged.
Approved, March
March 1,
Approved,
1, 1881.
CHAP.
99.—An act
for the
relief of
Henry F.
F. Lines.
act for
the relief
of Henry
CHAP. 99.-An

March 1,1881.
1, 1881.
March

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the TreasTreasHenry
F. Lines,
Lines,
States
of America
America in
Secretary of
of the
Henry F.
any
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to pay to Henry
Henry F. Lines, late a
pri- pay.
pay'
ury is hereby
a priB, First
First Illinois Artillery, the sum of three hundred
hundred
vate in Company B,
payment and satisfaction
satisfaction of all his claim, pay,
and sixty dollars in full payment
telegraph operator
and allowance
allowance as a
a soldier, and as a
a military
military telegraph
operator from
from
June first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, to September
September eighteenth,
eighteenth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, both inclusive, and upon such payment
payment
to close the account
account of said Lines on the books of his department.
Approved, March 1,
1881.
Approved,
1,1881.
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March 1, 1881.
1881.
March

Cu. 100-104.
CH.
100-104.

1881.
1881.

CHAP.
act granting
of pension
pension to
L. Evans.
Evans.
CHAP. 100.—An
100.-An act
granting an
an increase
increase of
to Isabel
Isabel L.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
the United
Senate and
and Rouse
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
States
America in
assembled, That
That the
Interior
of
pendirected (subject to the provisions
of
pen . be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
provisions
and limitations of the pension laws) to increase
increase the pension of Isabel L.
Evans and Isabel
and infant
infant child
child of
John J.
Isabel M.
M. Evans,
Evans, widow and
of John
J. Evans,
Evans,
deceased,
United States
States vessel"
deceased, late
late draftsman
draftsman on
on board
board the
the United
vessel " Huron
Huron ",
",
receiving aa pension of eight
who are now receiving
eight dollars
month and
two
dollars per
per month
and two
dollars per month respectively,
respectively, to the rate provided
provided by
law for
for the
the widow
by law
widow
ensign in
naval service
service of
the United
United States;
States;
and infant child of an
an ensign
in the naval
of the
the said increase to date from the twenty-fourth
November,
twenty-fourth day
day of
of November,
eighteen
hundred and seventy-seven.
eighteen hundred
seventy-seven. And the
Treasthe Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury is hereby directed to pay to the said Isabel L.
Ti. Evans
child,
Evans and her child,
out of any moneys in the Treasury of the United States
States not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated, the sum
sum of money
money necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry into
into effect
effect the
the proprovisions of this act.
Approved, March
March 1, 1881.
Approved,
1881.

Isabel
Isabel L.
L. Evans,

increase
increase
sion.
mon.

1,1881.
March 1,
1881.

CHAP. 101.—An
Reid.
CHAP.
101.-An act
act for the
the relief of
of W. A.
A. Reid.

the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
W. A. Reid,
America in Congress
Reid, pay- States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the TreasTreasment
to.
ury be,
is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay to W. A. Reid,
ment to.
ury
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
of Eatonton, Georgia, the sum of
a one hundred and ninety-four
ninety-four dollars
and fifty cents, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
appronot otherwise
otherwise appropriated, for advertising done for the government
government in
in eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, by direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of War.
Approved, March
March 1,
Approved,
1, 1881.
1881.
March 1, 1881.

EdwardB. Clark,
EdwardB.
Clark,
heirs
heirs of,
of, relief.
relief.

March
1,1881.
March 1,
1881.

102.-An act for the relief of the heirs of
CHAP. 102.—An
Edward B.
B. Clark.
of Edward
Clark.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and Rouse
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
it enacted
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Commissioners of the
States
District
of Columbia
Columbia be authorized
authorized and directed
to remit
remit the
District of
directed to
the taxes,
taxes,
assessments, and charges, upon the property, with improvements
thereon,
improvements thereon,
of the late Edward B. Clark, located in the city
city of Washington,
Washington, and
and
known as lot numbered nine, in square
square numbered
three hundred
numbered three
hundred and
and
fifty-three, which accrued during the time said property
was held
held by
by
property was
the government
of confiscation.
government under title of
confiscation.
Approved, March
March 1,
1, 1881.
1881.
CHAP.
an increase
increase of
of pension
to William
William Hamill.
Hamill.
CHAP. 103.—An
103.-An act
act granting
granting an
pension to

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Rouse of Representatives
Representatives of the United
William
States of
of America in,
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
William Hamill,
Hamill, States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Interior
Interior

increase
increase
Sion.

of
of

pen-

March 1, 1881.

be, and he is hereby,
be,
hereby, authorized and directed
directed to
to place
place on
on the
the pensionpensionprovisions and limitations of the pension
roll, subject
subject to the provisions
laws,
pension laws,
the name of William Hamill, late sergeant Company
Company E, One
One hundred
and seventeenth
seventeenth Regiment Illinois Volunteers,
Volunteers, at the rate of eighteen
eighteen
dollars per month from and after the passage of this act, which pension
shall be in lieu of that now received
by him.
him.
received by
Approved, March 1,
1, 1881.
1881.
CHAP. 104.—An
104.-An act for the relief of the estate of J.
CHAP.
Micou, deceased.
J. M.
M. Micou,
deceased.

Be it
it enatted
by the
and House
the United
United
Miou, de- Be
J. M.
M. Micou,
enabted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives,of
Representatives of the
ceased, estate
estate of,
of, States
States of
of America
ngress assem
bled, Th
at th
Secretary of
ofthe
the TreasTreas.
ceased,
America in
in Co
Congress
assembled,
That
thee Secretary
relief.
ury be, and hereby is, directed to pay the sum
eighty
sum of
of six
six hundred and
and eighty
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five dollars
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven cents,
without interest, to
J.
the estate
estate of J.
to the
cents, without
dollars and
five
M. Micou,
1VIicou, deceased,
deceased, for
for rent
of store-house
in Montgomery,
Montgomery, Alabama,
store-house in
rent of
M.
from
eighteen hundred
sixty-five, to
to April
April second,
and sixty-five,
hundred and
first, eighteen
August first,
from August
eighteen
sixty-six, used
used for
for storing
quartermaster's stores,
storing quartermaster's
and sixty-six,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
under contract
contract with
with said
at a
a monthly rental of eighty-five dolMicou, at
said 1VIicou
under
lars per
per month;
and said sum of six hundred
hundred and eighty-five dollars and
month; and
lars
sixty-seven cents
cents is
is hereby
appropriated to pay
the presame, upon theprepay the same,
hereby appropriated
sixty-seven
sentation
evidence of
representative
qualification of aalegal representative
of the
the qualification
of proper
proper evidence
sentation of
of his estate.
Approved,
Approved, March 1, 1881.

105.—An act for the relief of the heirs of Cornelius
Cornelius Boyle.
CHAP. 105.-An

of the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives qf
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
the Senate
Be it
States
Congress assembled, That the Commissioners of the
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
District of
authorized and directed to remit the taxes,
be authorized
Columbia be
of Columbia
District
assessments, and
charges upon the property of the late Cornelius Boyle,
and charges
assessments,
located in
in the
the city
city of
of Washington, and known as lot numbered ten, in
located
accrued during the time said property
square numbered
numbered forty, which accrued
square
confiscation.
under title of confiscation.
was held under
Approved, March
March 1,
1, 1881.
Approved,
CHAP. 106.-An
106.—An act for the allowance of certain claims
claims reported by the accounting
accounting
CHAP.
officers of the United States Treasury Department.

March 1,1881.
1, 1881.
Cornelius Boy]e,
Boyle,
Cornelius
heirs of.
of, rehef.
relief.

heirs

1,1881.
March 1,

United
Be
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the Senate
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary of the Treas- Claims allowed
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
of America
States of
the account ing
ury be,
be, and
he is
authorized and
required to
out of
any by
accounting
by the
of any
to pay,
pay, out
and required
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and he
ury
officers of the
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
the
several
Trficery
perthe
to
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Treasury DofprtDepartsons in
in this
act named,
the several
sums mentioned
neut.
same mont.
mentioned herein, the same,
several sums
named, the
this act
sons
being in
receipt of the same to be taken and accepted
accepted Appropriations.
and the receipt
for, and
in full
full for,
being
1864,
240,
i. 240,
1864, ch.
in each
each case
case as
discharge of, the several claims examined Stat.
a full and final discharge
as a
in
13, 381.
and allowed
by the
the proper
proper accounting
accounting officers
officers under the provisions of Stat. 13, 381
allowed by
and
December
the act
of July
July fourth,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, since December
act of
the
namely:
first
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-nine, namely:
first eighteen
WEST
VIRGINIA.
WEST VIRGINIA.
Edward
and James
Kanawha County, three hundred and
Bibby, Kanawha
James Bibby,
Edward and
eighty-seven
twenty-eight cents.
and twenty-eight
eighty-seven dollars and
S.
W. Beard,
Beard, Pocahontas
Pocahontas County,
County, three hundred dollars.
S. W.
S.
Jefferson County,
two thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and ninety
County, two
Bates, Jefferson
A. Bates,
S. A.
dollars and fifty cents.
Martin Bower, Raleigh County,
County, ten dollars.
Ann C.
C. Blackford,
Blackford, Jefferson
hundred and
and forty-five
one hundred
County, one
Jefferson County,
Ann
dollars,
Elizabeth Coberly,
Gilmore County,
thirty-five doland thirty-five
hundred and
one hundred
County, one
Coberly, Gilmore
Elizabeth
lars.
J. H.
of Andrew
Clendening, deceased,
deceased,
C. Clendening,
Andrew C.
administrator of
Clendening, administrator
H. Clendening,
J.
Berkeley
Berkeley County, five hundred and seventy dollars.
Frank D.
of Daniel
Daniel H.
deceased, Berkeley
H. Doll, deceased,
administrator of
Staley, administrator
D. Staley,
Frank
County,
hundred and twenty dollars.
County, five hundred
Samuel
Davis, Fayette
Fayette County;
aud fifty cents.
dollars and
fifty-two dollars
County; fifty-two
L. Davis,
Samuel L.
County,
Murdoch, administratorof
administrator of Bayless G. Parley,
Farley, Kanawha
Kanawha Co
unty,
I. B. Murdock,
two
thirty-four cents.
seventeen dollars and thirty-four
hundred and seventeen
two hundred
John Gaston,
Gaston, Harrison
Harrison County,
County, one
one hundred
and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
John
Levi
Henshaw,
Berkeley
County,
two
hundred
dollars.
ninety
and
hundred
two
County,
Berkeley
Henshaw,
Levi
Joseph Hanlin,
Hanhn, Grant
dollars.
thirty-four dollars.
County, thirty-four
Grant County,
Joseph
Mrs. Mary
Hill, Berkeley
five hundred
forty dollars.
and forty
hundred and
County, five
Berkeley County,
A. Hill,
Mary A.
Mrs.
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Claimants.
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Isaac
Hutton, surviving
surviving partner
partner of
W. Hutton
Hutton and
Brother,
and Brother,
of Job
Job W.
Isaac Hutton,
Hardy
County,
seven
hundred
and
sixty-five
dollars.
dollars.
sixty-five
hundred
and
seven
Hardy County,
Robert Hook,
Hook, Hampshire
dollars.
and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
one hundred
hundred and
County, one
Hampshire County,
Robert
David Hess,
County, nine
nine hundred
dollars and
and
and seven
seven dollars
hundred and
Hess, Berkeley
Berkeley County,
David
fifty
cents.
fifty cents.
John W.
Hendricks, Jefferson
County, one
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
Jefferson County,
W. Hendricks,
John
Henry
thousand one
one hundred
and fiftyfiftyhundred and
one thousand
County, one
Randolph County,
Henry Harper,
Harper, Randolph
seven
and fifty
cents.
fifty cents.
dollars and
seven dollars
Jonathan Heath,
one hundred
and thirty-six
dollars.
thirty-six dollars.
hundred and
County, one
Hardy County,
Heath, Hardy
Jonathan
Rebecca
Kittle, administratrix
administratrix of
of Eli
Eli Kittle,
Randolph County,
five
County, five
Kittle, Randolph
Rebecca Kittle,
hundred and
thirty dollars
dollars and
and sixteen
sixteen cents.
cents.
and thirty
hundred
John
W. Lamon,
Lamon, Berkeley
Berkeley County,
County, fivehundred
five hundred and
forty-three dollars.
dollars.
and forty-three
John W.
Charles
S. Lamon,
Berkeley County,
County, one
one thousand
and eighty-five
eighty-five
thousand and
D. S.
Lamon, Berkeley
Charles D.
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
dollars
David
Lilly, Summers
County, two
two hundred
and thirty-five
dollars
thirty-five dollars
hundred and
Summers County,
David Lilly,
and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
cents.
and
Joel Leftwick,
Leftwick, Kanawha
cents.
and twelve
twelve cents.
dollars and
County, thirty-nine
thirty-nine dollars
Kanawha County,
Joel
Martha McKeever,
McKeever, administratrix
deceased,
McKeever, deceased,
of Abraham
Abraham McKeever,
administratrix of
Martha
Pocahontas County,
County, four
hundred and
and eighty-five
dollars.
eighty-five dollars.
four hundred
Pocahontas
Squire
H. Martin,
Martin, Berkeley
two hundred
and fifty-one
fifty-one dollars
dollars
hundred and
Berkeley County,
County, two
Squire H.
and
cents.
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
Adam Michael,
Michael, Grant
hundred and eighty-three
eighty-three dollars
six hundred
County, six
Grant County,
Adam
and
cents.
twenty-nine cents.
and twenty-nine
E. Marsh
Harrison
deceased, Harrison
Marsh, deceased,
of Eli
Eli Marsh,
administrator of
Turner, administrator
E.
Marsh Turner,
County,
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
hundred and
County, one
one hundred
John
W. Roberts,
Roberts, administrator
administrator of
of William
Et. Myers,
deceased, JefMyers, deceased,
William H.
John W.
ferson
County, one
one hundred
and seven
seven dollars
dollars and
and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
cents.
hundred and
ferson County,
hundred and
Benjamin
S. McNeill,
Hardy County,
County, one
thousand nine hundred
and
one thousand
McNeill, Hardy
Benjamin S.
twenty-four
twenty-four dollars.
hundred dollars.
Rebecca Odell, Nicholas
Nicholas County, one hundred
Rebecca
Martin Phillips,
hundred and eleven dollars.
County, one hundred
Raleigh County,
Phillips, Raleigh
Martin
Harry
Jackson County, one hundred
hundred and fifteen dollars.
Rowley, Jackson
Harry Rowley,
hundred
Robert
Kanawha County, two thousand one hundred
F. Reynolds, Kanawha
Robert F.
dollars.
and forty
forty dollars.
Henry W. Reynolds, Kanawha
Kanawha County, one thousand
thousand nine hundred
and
and fifty dollars.
hundred and twentyMrs.
Mrs. M.
M. Sydenstricker, Greenbrier County, two hundred
five dollars and ninety cents.
Jefferson
Schaeffer, deceased,
executrix of William Schaeffer,
deceased, Jefferson
Schaeffer, executrix
Betsey Schaeffer,
and eighty dollars.
one thousand
thousand four
four hundred and
County, one
hundred and forty-two
Canada Smith, Raleigh County, nine hundred
forty-two dollars
seventy-six cents.
and seventy-six
cents.
Harrison Suttle, Fayette County, sixty dollars.
Harrison
Samuel
Samuel W. Strider, Jefferson County, five hundred
hundred and twelve dollars
and
and eighty cents.
cents.
J.
W. Buzzard,
administrator of
Rebecca Sharp, deceased,
deceased, Pocahonof Rebecca
Buzzard, administrator
J. W.
tas County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
Charles Severance,
Severance, Kanawha County, one hundred dollars.
Charles
deceased, Berkeley
administrator of
of James Turner, deceased,
John D. Turner, administrator
County, one hundred
hundred and ninety-five
ninety-five dollars and fifty cents.
Solomon
Thornburg, Berkeley
Solomon Thornburg,
Berkeley County,
County, ninety-five
ninety-five dollars.
dollars.
W. H. Violet, Hardy County, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Ann and Rebecca
Rebecca Van Meter, Hardy County, three hundred and
twelve
twelve dollars.
William W. Walker, Berkeley County, two hundred and forty-five
dollars and sixty-seven cents.
Albert G. Walker, Kanawha
Kanawha County, three hundred
hundred and forty-five
forty-five
dollars.
dollars.
Thomas H. Wysong, Jefferson
Jefferson County, two hundred dollars.
Susan J.
Pocahontas County, one hundred and twenty-five
J. Young, Pocahontas
dollars.
Elias Yerkey, Harrison County, one hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
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Davis
County, three
three hundred
and fifty-nine
fifty-nine dollars.
hundred and
Fauquier County,
Sealoek, Fauquier
Davis Sealock,
INDIANA.
INDIANA.
C.
R. Faulkner,
Faulkner, Ripley
hundred and thirty
thirty dollars.
one hundred
County, one
Ripley County,
C. R.
George
W. Jenkins,
Clark County,
hundred and
ninety dollars.
and ninety
two hundred
County, two
Jenkins, Clark
George W.
Louis
one hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
Louis Snell, Du Bois County, one
Louis
Decatur County,
County, one
one hundred
and twenty dollars.
hundred and
Willey, Decatur
Louis Willey,
KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.
James
Metcalfe County,
County, eight dollars.
Anderson, Metcaife
James Anderson,
R.
one hundred dollars.
Logan County, one
Askew, Logan
W. Askew,
R. W.
Killian
Jefferson County,
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine
hundred and
one hundred
County, one
Allgaier, Jefferson
Killian Allgaier,
dollars.
dollars.
Richard
N. Beauchamp,
Simpson County,
County, two
thousand two hundred
hundred
two thousand
Beauchamp, Simpson
Richard N.
and
forty-five dollars.
and forty-five
Charles
Browning, Marion
Marion County, one
hundred and
and twenty dollars
one hundred
Charles Browning,
and
twenty-five cents.
and twenty-five
Ben
Warren County, sixty dollars.
Ben Burch, Warren
C.
K. Boston,
Boston, Pendleton
Pendleton County, ninety dollars.
C. K.
Nelson
Richard Hamilton, as executor
Nathaniel Batsel, deceased, Nelson
executor of Nathaniel
Richard
County,
eighty-eight dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
County, eighty-eight
G.
Hines, administrator
of Thomas J.
J. Barnett, deceased, Warren
administrator of
W. Hines,
G. W.
County,
fifty-three dollars and forty-six cents.
County, fifty-three
Henry
Rockcastle County, twenty-eight
twenty-eight dollars.
Branaman, Rockeastle
S. Branaman,
Henry S.
James Bennett,
Bennett, Madison
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars.
Madison County, two hundred
James
Belle Beatty,
Beatty, administratrix
administratrix of Adam D.
Grayson County, one
D. Beatty, Grayson
Belle
hundred and twenty dollars.
Peter
M. Bryant,
hundred and sixteen dollars.
County, one hundred
Adair County,
Bryant, Adair
Peter M.
H. C.
Bowman, Bullitt County, one hundred and forty-four dollars.
C. Bowman,
E.
William Cook,
Cook, Warren
Warren County, one
dollars.
hundred and seventeen dollars.
one hundred
William
James D.
D. Carter, Hart
hundred and fifteen
fifteen dollars.
dollars.
Hart County, two hundred
James
Albert Covington,
Covington, Warren
County one
hundred and
thousand two hundred
one thousand
Warren County
Albert
ninety-five dollars.
ninety-five
Archibald Cary,
fourteen dollars.
Cumberland County, fourteen
Cary, Cumberland
Archibald
seventy-one
Samuel
Cecil, Morgan
Morgan County,
County, three
three hundred
hundred and seventy-one
W. Cecil,
Samuel W.
dollars.
Lucinda Castle,
Johnson County, sixty dollars.
Castle, formerly Preston, Johnson
Lucinda
hundred dollars.
Samuel
Carder, senior,
senior, Monroe
Monroe County, one hundred
Samuel Carder,
William C.
C. Collins,
Collins, Cumberland
County, one
hundred and
and ten dollars.
one hundred
Cumberland County,
William
J. H.
Allen County,
County, twenty-four
twenty-four dollars.
dollars.
Collins, Allen
H. Collins,
J.
Nelson Durham,
Durham, Harlan
twenty-three dollars
dollars and sixty-three
sixty-three
County, twenty-three
Harlan County,
Nelson
cents.
Joseph A.
of James
deceased, Pulaski
Pulaski
Davis, deceased,
James Davis,
administrator of
Davis, administrator
A. Davis,
Joseph
fifty-four dollars.
County, three hundred and fifty-four
Gatewood B.
B. Dunn,
Dunn, Fayette
County, one
hundred and
and
thousand four hundred
one thousand
Fayette County,
Gatewood
one dollars.
Nancy
widow, and
of the
of Charles
Davis, Wolf
Charles E. Davis,
heirs of
the heirs
agent of
and agent
Duff, widow,
Nancy Duff,
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
County, seventy-five
John Dick,
Dick, administrator
administrator of Sarah
deceased, Pulaski
Pulaski County,
Dick, deceased,
Sarah -Dick,
John
fifty dollars.
dollars.
fifty
Gardner H. Dier
County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Dier,, Morgan County,
Gardner
Milly
J. Drury,
Muhlenburgh County, one hundred
hundred and twenty dolDrury, Muhlenburgh
Milly J.
lars.
lars.
Joseph
H. Drain,
one hundred
hundred dollars.
Grayson County, one
Drain, Grayson
Joseph H.
John
Dills, j
unior, Pike
County, one
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and eightyeightyone thousand
Pike County,
j unior,
John Dills,
seven dollars and fifty cents.
Jacob
Danner, Jefferson
one hundred
and forty-one
forty-one dollars
hundred and
County, one
Jefferson County,
Jacob Danner,
and twelve cents.
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and Lankford
William Elliott and
Lankford Warfield,
Warfield, executors
executors of
of James
James Elliott,
Elliott,
deceased, Knox County, one hundred
hundred and
dollars and
and twentyand thirty-six
thirty-six dollars
twenty.
five cents.
Horace Edelin, Washington
two hundred
Washington County,
County, two
hundred dollars.
dollars.
J. Wesley Essex, Nelson
ninety dollars
J.
Nelson County,
County, ninety
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
James C. Fortune, administrator of Lewis Fortune, Montgomery
Montgomery
County, one hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
William S. Floyd, Shelby County,
seventy-five dollars.
County, seventy-five
dollars.
Alethia Ford, La Rue County, five
dollars.
five hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
T. B. Gorin, Warren
Warren County, one hundred
hundred dollars
and eighty
cents.
dollars and
eighty cents.
James A. Graham,
Graham, Warren
Warren County,
County, one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five
fifty-five dollars.
dollars.
John H. Grider, Warren
Warren County,
fifty-six dollars.
County, fifty-six
dollars.
Gregory, senior, Muhlenburgh
John Gregory,
Muhlenburgh County,
dollars.
County, fifty-five
fifty-five dollars.
James F. Grimsley, Monroe County, one
one hundred dollars.
dollars.
Lucien
Monroe County, seventy-five
Lucien Gillenwater, Monroe
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Hugh Herd, Clay County, one hundred dollars.
Mary
Mary A. Hodge,
Hodge, Warren
Warren County,
County, two
hundred and
twenty-two dollars
dollars
two hundred
and twenty-two
and eighty cents.
Isaac L. Hynes, Meade County, nineteen
nineteen dollars.
dollars.
Richard Hardy,
administrator of
J. 0.
0. Hardy,
Hardy, Logan
Logan County,
three
Richard
Hardy, administrator
of J.
County, three
hundred and ten dollars.
dollars.
Levi
Levi Hoskins, Knox County, eighteen dollars.
dollars.
Jordan
Jordan Hughes, Marion
Marion County, ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.
James
James H. Hays, Washington
Washington County, two hundred
and thirty
thirty dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
Proctor Hinton, Hardin
Hardin County, one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
Humphr y,
David Humphr(
y, Barren County, thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
John Helton, Knox County,
County, thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
Amelia A. Heaton, formerly Gardner, Logan
one hundred
hundred
Logan County,
County, one
twenty-five dollars.
and twenty-five
J. Hood, Monroe County, one hundred and twenty
Thomas J.
twenty five
five dollars.
dollars.
Estate of Thomas Hurt, deceased, Clinton County, one hundred and
and
twenty-five dollars.
twenty-five
dollars.
Mary
Mary Jones, administratrix
administratrix of John J.
J. Jones,
deceased, Knox
KTIO% County,
County,
Jones, deceased,
four hundred and
forty-eight dollars.
dollars.
and forty-eight
Casander L. Jepson, Simpson County, one hundred and
fifty dollars.
and fifty
dollars.
N. B. Jackson
Jackson, Warren
Warren County, sixty-one
sixty-one dollars
dollars and
sixty cents.
and sixty
cents.
B. P. Jones, Christian
sixty-nine dollars.
Christian County, sixty-nine
dollars.
John S. Jones, Knox County, one hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
Willis Johnson, Hart County, forty-nine
dollars.
forty-nine dollars.
Jeremiah
Jeremiah Jones, Whitley County, twenty-four
twenty-four dollars
dollars and
and seventyseventyfive cents.
William Keilty, Nelson County, one hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
Andrew J.
J. King, Rockcastle County,
County, seventy
seventy dollars.
dollars.
Andrew C. King, Whitley
Whitley County, ninety-three
ninety-three dollars and seventy
cents.
Eliza J. Loving, Warren County, one hundred and forty
Eliza
dollars.
forty dollars.
William J. Logsdon,
Logsdon, Hart County, one hundred
hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven doldollars and fifty cents.
John B. Lambert,
Lambert. Union County, two hundred and eighty dollars.
dollars.
Frederick Luker, administrator
Frederick
administrator of Frank Luker or
deceased,
or Laker,
Laker, deceased,
Jefferson
Jefferson County, one hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven dollars and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
C. A. Kelley, administrator
administrator of Robert M. Lee, deceased,
deceased, Bullitt
Bullitt
County, one hundred and twenty dollars.
S.
P. Hogg,
administrator of A. D. McGuire, deceased,
S. P.
Hogg, administrator
deceased, Lee County,
two hundred and fifty dollars.
S.
Merrifield, administrator
administrator of S. B. Merrifield, deceased,
S. B. Merrifield,
deceased, Nelson
Nelson
County, eight hundred and four dollars.
dollars.
Jennie
Warren County, one hundred
Jennie W. McGoodwin,
MeGoodwin, Warren
hundred and fifty-five
dollars.

Beverly
eighty-five cents.
Beverly Mann,
Mann, Nelson
Nelson County, thirty dollars and eighty-five
A. S. Marrs,
Marrs, Warren County, one hundred and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
Joseph G. Meador,
Meador, Warren
Warren County, one hundred and twenty
dollars.
twenty dollars.
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Joseph W.
W. Martin,
Martin Allen
Allen County,
one hundred
hundred dollars.
County, one
Joseph
James H.
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
one hundred
County, one
Warren County,
Miller, Warren
H. Miller,
James
John B.
Morgan, Allen
hundred and fifty-five dollars.
one hundred
County one
Allen County,
B. Morgan,
John
E. E.
ad ministratrix
of W.. C.
deceased, Warren County,
C. Miller,
Miller, deceased,
ministratrix of
Miller, ad
E.
E. Miller,
fifty-four dollars.
dollars.
fifty-four
James McGuire,
McGuire, administrator
McGuire, senior,
deceased,
senior, deceased,
James McGuire,
of James
administrator of
James
Owsley
County, one
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine dollars.
hundred and
one hundred
Owsley County,
William
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dolone hundred
County, one
Rue County,
La Rue
Mitchell, La
William Mitchell,
lars.
Bratcher Mason,
Bell County,
County, sixty-seven
dollars and fifty cents.
sixty-seven dollars
Mason, Bell
Bratcher
Nancy
Hart County,
County, thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
McFeelie, Hart
Nancy McFeelie,
Elijah Moore,
Moore Allen
Allen County,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
County, one
Elijah
Woolford
McDowell, Bullitt
Bullitt County,
seventy-two dollars.
dollars.
County, seventy-two
Woolford McDowell,
Goodwin
MeLemore, Logan
hundred and fifty dollars.
one hundred
Logan County, one
Goodwin McLemore,
Rufus
Moss, Bell
Bell County,
County, two
two hundred
hundred and
twelve dollars.
and twelve
M. Moss,
Rufus NI.
L. B.
B. Nicholson,
Nicholson, Clay
Clay County,
twenty-five dollars and twenty-five
twenty-five
County, twenty-five
L.
cents.
Miles W.
Nickell, Morgan County, thirty dollars.
W. Nickell,
Miles
W. B. Newby,
Cumberland County, ten dollars.
Newby, Cumberland
W.
Thomas
Breckinridge County,
County, one hundred and fifteen dolOverton,,Breckinridge
Thomas Overton
lars.
John
Page, Monroe County, two hundred
hundred dollars.
B. Page,
John B.
C. NI.
Warren County, one hundred and eighty dollars.
Phelps, Warren
M. Phelps,
C.
J.
Phelps, Warren
Warren County, one hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
J. W.
W. Phelps,
Zack Pope, Washington
Washington County, forty dollars and sixty-two cents.
Zack
Jonathan Pryor, Trigg County, one hundred dollars.
Jonathan
Loudon P.
Metcalf County, forty dollars.
P. Pace, Metcalf
London
James
A. Rankin,
Rankin, Shelby County, sixty-six dollars and fifty cents.
James A.
F. NI.
Rush, Warren
fifty-five dollars.
hundred and fifty-five
one hundred
County, one
Warren County,
M. Rush,
F.
James
H. Ritchey,
Ritchey, Cumberland
Cumberland County, five dollars.
James H.
Levi T.
Rodes, Fayette
County, three
three hundred dollars.
Fayette County,
T. Rodes,
Levi
J.
S. Dickenson,
administrator of F. Runyan,
Runyan, deceased,
deceased, Todd County,
County,
Dickenson, administrator
J. S.
four
hundred and forty-two
forty-two dollars and fifty cents.
four hundred
Eli Reynolds, Owsley County, ninety dollars.
Rolly Bober,
Logan County,
eighty-seven dollars and fifty
fifty
County, eighty-seven
Rohrer, Logan
or Rohrer,
Roher, or
Rolly
cents.
Charles
Redd, Rockcastle
eighty-three dollars and twentyRockcastle County, eighty-three
A. Redd,
Charles A.
five cents.
Joseph B. Rich,
hundred and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars.
Rich, Kenton County, one hundred
Joseph
Francis NI.
Steger, Garrard
Garrard County, ninety-three
ninety-three dollars and fortyM. Steger,
Francis
eight cents.
Bradford Sears,
hundred and twenty-two
twenty-two dollars.
County, five hundred
Warren County,
Sears, Warren
Bradford
Fleming Smith,
Smith, Logan
thirty-five dollars.
one hundred and thirty-five
County, one
Logan County,
Fleming
Enoch A.
Smith, administrator
administrator of
Smith, deceased,
deceased, Bell County,
John Smith,
of John
A. Smith,
Enoch
forty-three dollars and fifty cents.
forty-three
Jefferson County, six dollars.
Anna Sneider, Jefferson
Andrew Steele,
Steele, Whitley
County, one hundred and forty dollars.
Whitley County,
Andrew
James E.
George Smith,
Meade
deceased, Meade
Smith, deceased,
of George
administrator of
Smith, administrator
E. Smith,
James
County,
twenty-five dollars.
County, one hundred and twenty-five
J. P.
P. McGee,
executor of
of James A.
deceased, La Rue County,
A. Sims, deceased,
McGee, executor
J.
hundred and thirty dollars.
four hundred
John
B. and
Mary A.
A. Stoner,
executors of
Nelson
Porter Stoner, Nelson
of Porter
Stoner, executors
and Mary
John B.
County,
and thirty dollars.
one hundred
hundred and
County, one
John Steel,
Pike County, one hundred and fifteen dollars.
Steel, Pike
John
Samuel D.
Barren County,
County, one
hundred and forty dollars.
one hundred
Scrimeger, Barren
D. Scrimeger,
Samuel
W. E
Seddon, Mason
Mason County,
eighty-five dollars.
County, eighty-five
E Seddon,
W.
G.
T Smith,
Smith, administrator
administrator of
of Thomas
Thomas Smith,
deceased, Meade County,
Smith, deceased,
G. T
one hundred and twenty dollars.
Elijah
Swearengin, Simpson
Simpson County,
County, five hundred and fifty dollars.
Elijah Swearengin,
Theodrick Tooley,
Tooley, administrator
administrator of
of Arthur
County,
Monroe Couuty,
Arthnu Tooley, Monroe
I'heodrick
twenty-five dollars.
one hundred and twenty-five
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Alexander W.
Jefferson County,
County, forty-two
Alexander
W. Thomas,
Thomas, Jefferson
forty-two dollars
dollars and
and fiftyfiftytwo
two cents.
cents.
Hiram
Thompson, Knox
Knox County,
dollars and
Hiram Thompson,
County, twenty-two
twenty-two dollars
and twenty-five
twenty-five
cents.
J.
Kyle, administrator
of Nancy
Thompson, deceased,
deceased, Mercer
Mercer
J. G.
G. Kyle
administrator of
Nancy P.
P. Thompson,
County, five
five hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five
fifty-five dollars.
dollars.
County,
James
Elam, administrator
of Alexander
Alexander S.
S. Waldeck,
James C.
C. Elam,
administrator of
Waldeck, deceased,
deceased,
Morgan County,
County, four
hundred and
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven dollars
dollars and
and twenty
twenty
Morgan
four hundred
cents.
James M.
M. Wilson,
and Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, his
wife, Pulaski
James
Wilson, and
his wife,
Pulaski County,
County, eighty
eighty
dollars.
Silas
Wolverton, Fayette
Fayette County,
County, three
three hundred
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
Silas Wolverton,
hundred and
Isaac
N. and
and James
Williams, Allen
one hundred
Isaac N.
James F.
F. Williams,
Allen County,
County, one
hundred and
and
twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
B.
one hundred
and forty
forty dollars
and eight
B. Winston,
Winston, Logan
Logan County,
County, one
hundred and
dollars and
eight
cents.
Alfonzer
Barren County,
County, nine hundred
hundred dollars.
Alfonzer Whitney,
Whitney, Barren
administrator of
Wheeler, deceased,
deceased, Allen
John H.
H. Devasher,
Devasher, administrator
of J.
J. M.
M. Wheeler,
Allen
Comity,
County, ninety-five
ninety-five dollars.
William B. Read,
Walters, La Rue County, one
William
Read, executor
executor of John Walters,
hundred and fifty-five
fifty-five dollars.
William T. Walker, La Rue County, one hundred and eighty dollars.
sixty-three dollars.
and sixty-three
Samuel S. Young, Hart
Hart County,
County, two hundred and
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
Martha E. Mathiot, executrix of George Mathiot, deceased,
deceased, Washinghundred and
dollars and
and nineteen
nineteen cents.
cents.
ton County,
County, one hundred
and two dollars
David
forty-eight dolhundred and forty-eight
David Moore,
Moore, Washington
Washington County,
County, two hundred
twenty-two cents.
lars and twenty-two
George E. Moore, junior, Washington
and
George
Washington County, five hundred and
twenty-six dollars and seventy-three
seventy-three cents.
cents.
Elizabeth Watson, administratrix
administratrix of Lewis Watson, deceased, WashElizabeth
thousand five hundred and ninety-six
ninety-six dollars and
and
ington County, one thousand
ninety cents.
COLORADO.

eighty-four
Middaugh, Arapahoe
Arapahoe County, four hundred
hundred and eighty-four
Asa F.
F. Middaugh,
dollars.
IOWA.
hundred and twenty dollars.
Samuel Smith, Dallas
Dallas County, two hundred
ILLINOIS.
ILLINOIS.
Elisha A. Peterson,
Peterson, Towanda
Towanda County, fifty dollars.
James Watson Douglas County, one hundred and thirty-five dollars.
KANSAS.
John Harrell, administrator
administrator of Joseph Anderson,
Anderson, deceased,
deceased, Douglas
and seventy
dollars.
County, two
two hundred
hundred and
seventy dollars.
Valorous Brown, Jefferson
Jefferson County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Charles J.
J. Darling. Labette
Labette County, eighty dollars.
William L. Lewis, Miami County, eighty-five dollars.
Daniel Rowe,
Allen County,
an d twenty-five
t
wen ty-fi v edollars.
Rowe, Allen
County, one hundred
hundred and
dollars.
Benjamin
Benjamin F. Walton, Allen County, one hundred
hundred dollars.

MISSOURI.
MISSOURI.
W. C. Atkinson,
Atkinson, Texas County, fifty dollars and forty cents.
F. W. Barnes, Boone County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
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Bennett, Christian
Christian County,
hundred dollars.
one hundred
dollars.
County, one
John W.
W. Bennett,
Joseph
County, one
dollars.
Joseph Brewer,
Brewer, Oregon
Oregon County,
one hundred
hundred dollars.
Elijah Browning, Lawrence
Lawrence County, four hundred
hundred and
and thirty dollars.
Thomas
Jackson County,
twenty-four dollars.
Thomas Condron,
Condron, Jackson
County, twenty-four
dollars.
William
one hundred
hundred and
dollars and
and
William Crismon,
Crismon, Pulaski
Pulaski County,
County, one
and one
one dollars
twenty-five cents.
cents.
twenty-five
John
C. Dunkel,
John C.
Dunkel, Lawrence
Lawrence County,
County, fifteen
fifteen dollars.
dollars.
Henry Elling,
Elling, Lafayette
dollars.
Lafayette County,
County, one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-four
twenty-four dollars.
John
Entrekin, Pettis
County, thirty-six
thirty-six dollars.
John Entrekin,
Pettis County,
dollars.
forty-five dollars.
John H. Good, Webster County, one hundred
hundred and
and forty-five
Hobson, Johnson County,
hundred and
Finis L. Hobson,
County, nine hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five
dollars.
Henry Haselmeyer,
Haselmeyer, Saline County, one
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five dolone hundred
dollars.
de bonis
bonis non
non of
William Harrison,
Harrison,
C. B.
B. L.
L. Rowland,
Rowland, administrator
administrator de
of William
deceased, Wayne County, two hundred
hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
deceased,
Hooper, Laclede
Laclede County, one
one hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
G. W.
W. Hooper,
William King, Calloway County, two hundred and five dollars.
William Long, Jackson County, one hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine dollars.
David McCoy, Lewis County, one hundred
dollars.
Lurinda Milam, Cooper
Cooper County,
County, two hundred
hundred dollars.
Fleming W. Matherly, Laclede
Laclede County, fifty-two
fifty-two dollars and
and ninetyfour cents.
James Mann,
Reynolds County, two hundred
hundred and
and thirty-two dollars.
Mann, Reynolds
F. D. Mers
Mers, Cass County, forty-five
forty-five dollars.
F.
eighteen dollars.
Moore, Lawrence
Lawrence County, one hundred and eighteen
John W. Moore,
Edward Newberry,
Newberry, Iron County, one hundred and
and fifty dollars.
Edward
J.
twelve dollars
dollars and
hundred and twelve
J. C.
C. Nunally,
Nunally, Osage County, one hundred
fifty cents.
John J.
J. Pulis, Knox County, one hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
Preston Prock, Wright County, one
one hundred
hundred and thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars
Preston
and fifty cents.
G. R. Patterson, administrator
William Patterson,
Wayne
administrator of William
Patterson, deceased,
deceased, Wayne
County, three hundred
hundred dollars.
Milton Moore, administrator
administrator of Robert
Robert Roberts,
six
Roberts, Jackson County, six
hundred dollars.
William C. Roark,
Roark, McDonald County,
County, two hundred
hundred dollars.
Alvin Ringo,
Ringo, Audrain County, one hundred and fifty dollars.
Ira M. Raney, Iron County, four hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty five dollars.
hundred and fifty dollars.
John Robertson,
Robertson, Moniteau County, one hundred
Macon County, one hundred and
Isaac
Isaac T. Ralston, Macon
and sixty dollars.
Martin Smith, Daviess
Daviess County, one hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
hundred dollars.
George C. Stiffler,
Stiller, Daviess
Daviess County, one hundred
Strawhorn, Phelps County, sixty-three
John R. Strawhorn,
sixty-three dollars.
hundred and one dollars.
John Paul Stegner, Cooper County, one hundred
dollars.
Nancy
Nancy Jane
Jane Taylor, Stoddard
Stoddard County, sixty dollars.
Thomas J.
Whitlock, Greene
Greene County,
County, fifty-four
and seventy
seventy
dollars and
fifty-four dollars
J. Whitlock,
Thomas
cents.
John Smith,
John Williams,
deceased, Newton
Newton
Williams, deceased,
of John
administration of
John
Smith, administration
County, one hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
hundred and
forty-six dolLawrence County, two hundred
James
James M. Williams, Lawrence
and forty-six
twenty-four dollars.
lars and twenty-four
J. Warren, Greene County, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
John I.
H. P. Yeary,
Yeary, Crawford
Crawford County, eight dollars.
MARYLAND.
MARYLAND.

Daniel Ahalt, Frederick County, fifty dollars and seventy
seventy cents.
William B. Barnsley, deceased,
executrix of William
Margaret
Barnsley, executrix
deceased,
Margaret A. R. Barnsley,
Montgomery
ninety dollars
dollars and fifty cents.
cents.
hundred and ninety
Montgomery County, one hundred
J.
Buxton, administrator
administrator of William Buxton, deceased, MontgomJ. T. Buxton,
ery County, one hundred and twenty dollars.
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G.
forty-eight dollars.
dollars.
George's County,
County, forty-eight
G. W.
W. Brandt,
Brandt, Prince
Prince George's
John D.
Byers, administrator
administrator of
of Martha
Washington
Byers, deceased,
deceased, Washington
John
D. Byers,
Martha Byers,
County, three
cents.
and twenty
twenty cents.
three hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars
dollars and
County,
Jacob
Washington County,
ten dollars.
County, ten
dollars.
Jacob Bombarger,
Bombarger, Washington
Cornelius H.
H. Claggett,
of Elizabeth
deceased,
administrator of
Elizabeth Claggett,
Claggett, deceased,
Cornelius
Claggett, administrator
Montgomery County,
County, forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
Montgomery
Samuel Cyester,
Cyester, Washington
Washington County,
County, two
hundred and
eighty-five
and eighty-five
two hundred
Samuel
dollars and
fifty cents.
and fifty
cents.
dollars
William
G. Connell,
Montgomery County,
hundred and
and forty
forty
Connell, Montgomery
County, two
two hundred
William G.
dollars.
dollars.
Richard
Montgomery County,
five hundred
hundred and
eighty-four
and eighty-four
Collins, Montgomery
County, five
Richard Collins,
dollars
fifty cents.
cents.
dollars and
and fifty
Elias Chaney,
Chaney, Washington
Washington County,
one thousand
and
County, one
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and
Elias
sixty-five
sixty-five dollars.
dollars.
Jacob Emmert,
Washington County,
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five
County, one
one hundred
Jacob
Emmert, Washington
dollars.
dollars.
Leonard Emmert, Washington
Washington County,
forty-nine
County, one hundred and forty-nine
Leonard
dollars.
George Everheart, Carroll
Carroll County,
County, fifty dollars.
dollars.
George
Martin Emmert, Washington
Washington County, four hundred and thirteen dolMartin
lars
and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
lars and
Ignatius
hundred and sixty-nine
Fulks, Montgomery
Montgomery County, three hundred
Ignatius Fulks,
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
dollars
Ephraim
Washington County, three hundred and nine dolEphraim Geeting, Washington
twenty-nine cents.
lars and twenty-nine
Edward
Daniel Getzendanner,
Getzendanner, executors of Daniel GetzendanEdward T. and Daniel
ner,
deceased, Frederick
Frederick County, three hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine dollars
ner, deceased,
and
and fifty cents.
William
Washington County,
County, three hundred and fifteen
Gehr, Washington
William M. Gehr,
dollars
twenty-five cents.
dollars and twenty-five
Rosanna
deceased, Washington
Washington
Graft executrix
executrix of Joseph Graff, deceased,
Rosanna Graff,
hundred and eighteen dollars and eighty-five
eighty-five cents.
County, one hundred
Christian Gates, Washington
Washington County, fifteen dollars.
Christian
Georgetown and Baltimore,
Homillar and Joseph Duvall, Georgetown
William Homillar
nine hundred and seventy dollars.
John H. Heyser,
Heyser, Washington
hundred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight
Washington County, six hundred
dollars.
David C. Hammond, for himself and as agent for S. Armstrong,
Armstrong, Washington County, fifty-two dollars
fifty-seven cents.
dollars and fifty-seven
John Hockensmith,
administrator of William Hockensmith,
Hockensmith, deceased,
Hockensmith, administrator
deceased,
Frederick
Frederick County, two hundred
hundred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight dollars.
William H. Hager, Washington
hundred and thirty-six
William
Washington County, nine hundred
dollars.
Lloyd H. Herring,
administrator of Mary M. Herring,
Herring, deceased,
deceased, FredHerring, administrator
erick County, sixty-nine
sixty-nine dollars.
dollars.
John Johnson,
Johnson, Montgomery
Montgomery County, two hundred
hundred and fifteen dollars.
Lancelot Jacques,
Washington County, one hundred and twenty-nine
Lancelot
Jacques, Washington
twenty-nine
dollars.
William Jones, Washington County, two hundred and forty-five
dollars.
Lancelot Jacques, Washington
seventy-five dollars
Lancelot
Washington County,
County, seventy-five
dollars and sixty
sixty
cents.
George S. Kennedy, Washington
hundred and twentyWashington County, one hundred
dollars.
five dollars.
Frederick
Krautz, Frederick County, fifty dollars.
Frederick Krantz,
Urias Knode, Washington
Washington County, one hundred
fortv-nine dolITrias
hundred and forty-nine
lars and sixty-two cents.
Jere. Knode,
Knode, agent of Mary Knode, Washington County,
County /three
three hunforty-two dollars.
dred and forty-two
dollars.
Richard S. Kirk, Montgomery County,
County, two hundred and eighty dollars and twenty eents.
cents.
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Elizabeth
Luttman, executrix
executrix of
of Arnold
Luttman, Baltimore
Claimants.
Baltimore County, Claimantu
Arnold Luttman,
Elizabeth Luttman,
nine hundred
dollars.
ninety dollars.
and ninety
hundred and
nine
Upton Morin,
Morin, Washington
County, six
and three dollars and
six hundred and
Washington County,
Upton
eighty
cents.
eighty cents.
Sarah
formerly West,
County, one
hundred
one hundred
Montgomery County,
West, Montgomery
A. 1VIcCahill,
McCahill, formerly
Sarah A.
and
dollars.
ten dollars.
and ten
Caleb Michael,
Michael, administrator
Adam Michael,
Michael, deceased,
deceased, Washingof Adam
administrator of
Caleb
ton County,
one thousand
thousand four
and ten
ten dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
four hundred
County, one
ton
Henry Newcomer,
Washington County,
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five
one hundred
County, one
Newcomer, Washington
Henry
dollars.
George W.
one hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five
hundred and
County, one
Washington County,
Orrick, Washington
W. Orrick,
George
dollars.
Harry Poffenberger,
Frederick County,
one hundred and eighty dolCounty, one
Poffenberger, Frederick
Harry
lars.
Eli
sixty-three dollars
one hundred and sixty-three
Montgomery County, one
Eli Perry,
Perry, Montgomery
and
seventy-five cents.
and seventy-five
Jemima
Purdum, Montgomery
Montgomery County,
County, fifty-eight
fifty-eight dollars.
Jemima Purdum,
William
dollars and eighty
Richards, Charles County, forty-four dollars
William G. Richards,
cents.
John
C. H.
H. Richter,
Montgomery County, thirty-six
thirty-six dollars.
Richter, Montgomery
John C.
Reynolds, deMaria and
and Mary
Mary Reynolds,
administratrixes of Jesse
Jesse Reynolds,
Reynolds, administratrixes
Maria
ceased,
seventeen dollars and
one hundred and seventeen
County, one
Alleghany County,
ceased, Allegbany
ninety-five
ninety-five cents.
Eliza
Frederick County, two hundred
Mitchell, Frederick
Eliza L. Roche, formerly Mitchell,
and
forty-six dollars and sixty-five
sixty-five cents.
and forty-six
Mace
Radcliff, widow
widow of
J. G. Radcliff,
Radcliff, deceased, Charles County, six
of J.
Mace Radcliff,
dollars and fifty cents.
Frisby
T. Spickler,
seventy-six dollars and
County, seventy-six
Washington County,
Spickler, Washington
Frisby T.
ninety-one
ninety-one cents.
Joseph
Stemmer Washington
Washington County,
County, one hundred and fifty dollars.
Joseph Stemmer,
Otho
B.Stemmer,
Smith, Washington County,
County, three
seventy-seven
hundred and seventy-seven
three hundred
Smith,
Otho B.
dollars and thirty-seven
thirty-seven cents.
0.
F. Smith, and John M. Gaines, executors of Otho
Smith, Josiah F.
B. Smith,
O. B.
J.
Smith, deceased,
deceased, Washington
Washington County, one thousand
thousand and forty-three
forty-three
J. Smith,
dollars and fifty-one cents.
Lewis Specht, Frederick
Frederick County, sixty dollars.
William H.
Spielman, Washington
Washington County, one hundred
hundred and sixtyH. Spielman,
William
nine dollars and eighty cents.
F. Smith, deceased,
Alfred C.
deceased, Washadministrator of George F.
C. Huffer, administrator
Alfred
ington County, one hundred and eighty dollars.
John W. Stonebreaker, Washington County, four hundred and twentytwenty sixxdollars.
si
Alfred
Thomas, Washington
Washington County, sixty dollars.
Alfred Thomas,
George
E. Talbott,
Talbott, administrator
deceased, FredTalbot, deceased,
Samuel Talbot,
of Samuel
administrator of
George E.
County three hundred and ten dollars.
erick County,
Thomas Watkins, Washington County, forty-two dollars.
Ann
Warrenfeltz and D. Long, administrators
administrators of Sol. Warrenfeltz,
Warrenfeltz,
Ann Warrenfeltz
Washington
dollars and ninety-nine
ninety-nine cents.
County, eighty-five dollars
Washington County,
Henry
Washington County, fifteen dollars and twenty
Yingling, Washington
Henry Yingling,
cents.
PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Francis
Buddy, Adams
Adams County,
County, one hundred
twenty-four
hundred and twenty-four
M. Buddy,
Francis M.
dollars.
To
executors of the estate of Nicholas
Nicholas Bubb, deceased, York
the executors
To the
seventy-four dollars.
hundred and seventy-four
County, four hundred
John
hundred and ten dollars.
one hundred
County, one
Franklin County,
Downey, Franklin
John Downey,
Isaac M. Deihl, Adams County, three hundred
hundred and seventy-three
seventy -three
dollars and sixty-four cents.
Catharine
Catharine K. Felty, Adams County, twenty-six dollars and twentyfive cents.
Henry
Franklin County, seventy-three
seventy-three dollars and fifty cents.
Henry Gilbert, Franklin
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Henry Hoffman,
Hoffman, Adams
Adams County,
hundred and
and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars
dollars
Henry
County, one
one hundred
and
and fifty cents.
G.
W. McGinley,
McGinley, Franklin
County, one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-one
twenty-one dol
dol
G. W.
Franklin County,
lars
cents.
lars and sixty
sixty cents.
Peter
and George
George Phinneff,
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
Peter and
Phinneff, Fulton
Fulton County,
County, one
fifty
dollars.
J.
M. Ramey,
and forty-five
forty-five dollars.
dollars.
J. M.
Ramey, Fulton
Fulton County,
County, one
one hundred
hundred and
George
Adams County, sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
George Spangler,
Spangler, Adams
OHIO.
OHIO.
Joshua Anderson,
Anderson, administrator
Samuel Anderson,
Anderson, deceased,
deceased, HarHarJoshua
administrator of
of Samuel
rison
County, one
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
rison County,
one hundred
dollars.
James
one hundred
hundred and
James Arbuthnot,
Arbuthnot, Adams
Adams County,
County, one
and twenty-five
twenty-five doldollars.
William
Belt, Clermont
Clermont County,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
William Belt,
County, one
one hundred
Burnett, Jefferson
County, one
one hundred
hundred and
and thirty
dollars.
John Burnett,
Jefferson County,
thirty dollars.
Highland County,
County, eighty-three
Solomon Bingamon,
Bingamon, Highland
eighty-three dollars.
dollars.
E.
executor of
John Brokaw,
Brokaw, deceased,
deceased, Harrison
Harrison
E. M. S. McConnell,
McConnell, executor
of John
County,
hundred and thirty
thirty dollars.
County, one hundred
dollars.
Eli
executors of Richard
Richard Bailey,
HarEli and Ellis W. Bailey,
Bailey, executors
Bailey, deceased,
deceased, HarCounty, one hundred
dollars.
rison County,
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Joseph
dollars.
Joseph Bower,
Bower, Guernsey
Guernsey County, forty
forty dollars.
Adeline Brown, widow of Isaac
Isaac Brown, deceased
deceased Pike County, fortyfive dollars.
George Beard,
George
Beard, Jefferson
Jefferson County,
County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
Aaron Blackledge, Harrison County, one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five
Aaron
dollars.
Erasmus D. Boyd, Brown County, one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five dolErasmus
dollars.
Guernsey County,
County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
Hugh Bates, Guernsey
dollars.
Henry C. Bunn,
Bunn, Jackson
Jackson County,
County, one hundred and fifteen dollars.
John L.
Jackson County,
County , fifteen
L. Behem, Jackson
fifteen dollars.
Hamilton County, one hundred
Clovis H. Bowen, Hamilton
hundred and thirty
thirty dollars.
Jefferson County,
Daniel Brown, Jefferson
County, one hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
Stephen B. Clark, Guernsey
Stephen
Guernsey County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
dollars.
James Corn, Jackson County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
hundred and
thirty-five dolVincent Cockins, Guernsey
Guernsey County, one hundred
and thirty-five
lars.
Abel J. Crawford,
Crawford, Jefferson
County, one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five dolJefferson County,
lars.
lars.
B. N. Cannon,
Cannon Adams County, one
one hundred and thirty-five dollars.
F. H. Clark,
Clark, Adams County, one hundred dollars.
James Comly,
County, one hundred
ten dollars.
dollars.
James
Comly, Jefferson County,
hundred and ten
Samuel
Harrison County,
hundred and
and ten
ten dollars.
dollars.
Samuel S. Campbell,
Campbell, Harrison
County, one
one hundred
Jackson County,
Pickett Clark, Jackson
County, one hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
administratrix of Simeon Dickerson,
Anna White, administratrix
Dickerson, deceased,
deceased, Guernsey
Guernsey
County, eighty-seven
eighty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
WilminaaDay, administratrix
Wilmin
administratrix of Hiram S. Day,
Day, deceased,
deceased, Brown
Brown County,
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
dollars.
twenty-five dollars.
William Davis, Clermont
Clermont County, eighty
eighty dollars.
Joshua T. Dickerson,
Harrison County, six dollars
Dickerson, Harrison
dollars and fifty
fifty cents.
H. Deaver, Vinton
Samuel H.
Tinton County, seventy-five
seveuty-five dollars.
James Donahue, Guernsey
Guernsey County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
Henry
Eisenawgle, Jackon
eighty-five dollars.
Henry Eisenawgle,
Jackon County, eighty-five
D. D. Evans, administrator
administrator of David Evans, deceased,
deceased, Jackson
Jackson County,
eighty-five dollars.
eighty-five
dollars.
eighty-five dollars.
dollars.
David D. Evans, Jackson
Jackson County,
County, eighty-five
Clermont County, one hundred
William M. Fryman, Clermont
hundred and
and twenty-five
dollars.
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Margaret
Jacob Faul,
Faul, deceased,
deceased, Brown
Brown County, one
one
Margaret Faul,
Faul, widow of Jacob
hundred dollars.
hundred
dollars.
Rebecca
Rebecca Faulkner, administratrix
administratrix of
of William
William Faulkner,
Faulkner, deceased,
deceased,
Jackson County,
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
Jackson
County, ninety-four
ninety-four dollars
Benjamin
one hundred
and twentytwentyBenjamin F.
F. Garland,
Garland, Hamilton
Hamilton County,
County, one
hundred and
five dollars.
dollars.
five
Benjamin F. Garland, administrator of John R. Garland, deceased,
Clermont County,
County, one
one hundred
hundred and
and ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.
Clermont
John
Gorman, Highland
Highland County, thirty dollars.
John H.
H. Gorman,
dollars.
A. M. Gatch,
Gatch, Clermont
Clermont County,
County, two hundred
hundred and ten
ten dollars.
S.
administrator of
S. Churchill, administrator
of Julia
Julia C.
C. Griswold,
Griswold, deceased,
deceased, Jackson
Jackson
County,
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
County one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
Charles R.
Hulick, Clermont
Clermont County, ninety dollars.
Charles
R. Hulick,
dollars.
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
Stephen Hibbs, Guernsey County, one hundred
0.
administrator of David Hauser, deceased,
deceased, Jefferson
Jefferson
0. L.
L. Hauser,
Hauser, administrator
ninety-five dollars.
County, ninety-five
Harlan, executor
William S. Harlan,
executor of Samuel M. Harlan, deceased,
deceased, Morgan
Morgan
County,
four hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
County four
Frank M. Hodges,
Hodges, administrator
administrator of A. J.
J. Hodges, deceased,
Clermont
deceased, Clermont
County,
hundred and thirty
County, one hundred
thirty dollars.
dollars.
John Hoyle, junior, Jefferson
Jefferson County, two hundred and sixty-five dollars.
David Hawthorn, Harrison County, one hundred dollars.
Clermont County, two hundred and seventy dollars.
Alfred Holter, Clermont
hundred dollars.
Samuel S. Hawes, Meigs County, one hundred
Matthias Holcomb,
Holcomb, Gallia County, eighty dollars.
dollars.
Ebenezer
Guernsey County,
Ebenezer Harper, father of John Harper, deceased, Guernsey
thirty dollars.
dollars.
Hamilton County,
administrator of James Huston, Hamilton
John A. Huston, administrator
eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
Fanny Hubbell
Hubbell and E. S. Branch, executors of Jabez Hubbell, Meigs
County, ninety dollars.
P. Harker
Harker, Clermont
C. P.
Clermont County, two hundred dollars.
Thomas H. Ickis,
Jefferson County, one hundred and thirty-five
Tais, Jefferson
thirty-five dollars.
James,' Jefferson
Jefferson County, thirty dollars.
William
William S. James
John
C. Jamison,
Jamison, Harrison
County, one
hundred and
and twenty
John C.
Harrison County,
one hundred
twenty dollars.
dollars.
Uriah
l7riah Johnson, Guernsey County, seventy
seventy dollars.
dollars.
Homer C. Jones, administrator
administrator of David Jones, deceased,
deceased, Vinton
Vinton
County, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Elizabeth
seventy-five dollars.
Elizabeth Jackson,
Jackson, Sciota County, seventy-five
Daniel Kaho, Guernsey
Guernsey County, ninety dollars.
Eliza Jane Kidd, widow of D. Kidd,
Kidd, deceased, Guernsey County, seventy
enty dollars.
C. G. Kennedy,
Kennedy, Harrison
Harrison County,
County one hundred dollars.
A. M. Kaufman, executrix
executrix of Martin Kaufman, deceased,
deceased, Jackson
Jackson
County, one hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven dollars.
Thomas Lindsey, Brown County, fifty dollars.
Samuel Lewis, Jackson
Jackson County, one hundred
hundred and six dollars.
S.
James Long,
junior, deceased,
deceased, Highland
Highland
S. B.
B. Long,
Long, administrator
administrator of
of James
Long, junior,
County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
twenty dollars.
B. F. Lambert, Morgan County, one hundred and twenty
Levi Larrick, Noble County, one hundred dollars.
Randal Long, Jackson
Jackson County, seventy-five dollars.
Hugh
1VIcSurely, Adams
hundred and
twenty-five doland twenty-five
one hundred
Adams County, one
Hugh MeSurely,
lars.
Hugh P. Morrison,
Morrison, Guernsey County, one hundred dollars.
A. S.
S. McIntosh,
McIntosh, Columbiana
Columbiana County,
hundred and
and sixty-five
A.
County, one hundred
dollars.
Marriott, Clermont
twenty-five
Clermont County, one hundred and twenty-five
Benjamin Marriott,
dollars.
James Megrail,
Megrail, Jefferson
one hundred
hundred and thirty dollars.
dollars.
Jefferson County,
County, one
James
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William McKeown,
McKeown, Harrison County, sixty-five
sixty-five dollars.
one hundred
hundred and
and ten
ten dollars.
Jason Miller,
Miller, Harrison
Harrison County,
County, one
dollars.
Daniel McLennan,
McLennan, Jefferson
Jefferson County, one
one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
dollars.
William Farmer Miller, administrator
Thomas W.
deceased,
administrator of Thomas
W. Miller, deceased,
Jefferson County, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Jefferson
Peter Miller, administrator
Adams County,
one
administrator of Rosanna Miller,
Miller, Adams
County, one
hundred and twenty dollars.
administrator of Hugh
Hugh Montgomery,
Montgomery, deceased,
deceased,
William Montgomery,
Montgomery, administrator
Jefferson
Jefferson County, ninety dollars.
Jackson County, eighty dollars.
Davis Mackley, Jackson
John Mansfield, Harrison County, two dollars and fifty cents.
cents
Gano Martin, Clermont
Clermont County, one hundred dollars.
hundred and thirty-five
David Ogelvee, Harrison County, one hundred
thirty-five dollars.
Samuel Pickering, Athens County,
County, one hundred and eighty-five
dollars.
Milo Pumphrey, Columbiana
Columbiana County, one hundred dollars.
James W. Delay, administrator
administrator of John P. Plyley, deceased,
deceased, Vinton
Vinton
County, one hundred dollars.
Adam D.
D. Porter, Harrison
Harrison County, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Powel B. Porter, Highland County, one hundred and ten dollars.
Morris Reynolds,
Reynolds, Brown County, one hundred dollars.
Jefferson County, two hundred and seventy
James Riddle, Jefferson
seventy dollars.
Martha Rex,
Jefferson County,
County, sixty dollars.
Rex, Jefferson
Rittenhouse, executrix of Johnathan C. Rittenhouse, HamilJane S. Rittenhouse
ton County, five hundred and thirty-four dollars.
William
William Saltsgaver, Guernsey
Guernsey County, eighty-five
eighty-five dollars.
David J. Starr, Hamilton
Hamilton County, forty dollars.
Levious Sellers, Hamilton County, eighty dollars.
Thomas J. Shields, Butler County, two hundred and thirty-five doldollars.
Andrew Shook, Pike County, two hundred
twenty-five dollars.
hundred and twenty-five
Henry W. Sargent, Pike County, one hundred and twenty dollars.
John M. Smith, Jackson
Jackson County, one hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Vermillion, administrator
William Vermillion,
administrator of Alexander
Alexander F. Scott, deceased,
deceased,
Jefferson County,
County, two hundred
hundred and seven dollars and fifty cents.
cents.
William Schellinger,
Schellinger, Jackson County, one hundred dollars.
William
Williain Stevens, Guernsey County, seventy dollars.
dollars.
Joseph K. Starkey, Monroe
Monroe County, sixty-seven
sixty-seven dollars.
dollars.
Henry B. Bear, Ezra Sherman, and Frederick
Frederick Faulhaber, trustees
trustees of
of
the United
United Society of Shakers, Hamilton County, two hundred and seventy dollars.
Henry Thomas, Jackson
Jackson County, eighteen
eighteen dollars.
twenty-five dollars.
George C. Tener,
Tener, Adams County, twenty-five
T. P. Vance, administrator
administrator of David Vance, deceased, Highland
Highland
County, two hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Thomas H. Vaughn, Jackson
Jackson County, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Andrew
Andrew Van Eman, Adams County, one hundred dollars.
Clinton Warne, Guernsey
Guernsey County, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Samuel M. Pollock, administrator
administrator of Lewis Williams,
Williams, deceased,
deceased, JackJackson County, one hundred and seven dollars.
James
James Wright, Hamilton
Hamilton County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five doldollars.

Reuben
Webster,, deceased, Meigs
Reuben Webster, executor
executor of Isaac
Isaac A. Webster
County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Elizabeth
Whaley, widow of Joseph
Jackson
Elizabeth Whaley,
Joseph Whaley, deceased,
deceased, Jackson
County, one hundred and ten dollars.
dollars.
John
W. Weaver, Adams County,
John W.
County, one hundred dollars.
Mrs.
A. E.
Mrs. A.
E. Wright, widow of Winfield
Winfield S. Wright,
Wright, Brown County,
twenty
twenty dollars.
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John L. Ramsey, executor
executor of Isaac J.
White, Jackson
Jackson County,
Cdunty, sixtysixtyJ. White,
five dollars.
Joseph E. Woods, Adams County, ninety dollars.
Francis C. Weaver, Clermont
Clermont County,
County, one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five
dollars.
dollars.
John J.
J. Warne,
Warne, Guernsey
Guernsey County, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
George Winn, Butler County, one hundred
thirty-five dollars.
George
hundred and
and thirty-five
dollars.

TENNESSEE.
TENNESSEE.
Hugh
Alexander 'Wayne
Wayne County,
one hundred
hundred dollars.
Hugh B.
B. Alexander,
County, one
dollars.
Thomas Alexander, Greene
Greene County, one hundred and forty-five
forty-five

lars.
lars.

doldol-

It. M. Allen, Williamson
R.
Williamson County, one hundred and ten dollars.
four hundred
John S. Abernathy,
Abernathy, Shelby
Shelby County,
County, four
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Doctor John R. Anderson, Hardeman
Hardeman County, two
two hundred and
and fifty
dollars.
Anderson, formerly Eastham,
Elizabeth Anderson,
Eastham, Hardeman
Hardeman County, two
two hunhundred and twelve dollars.
Josiah Anderson,
Anderson, Carroll County, twenty-four
twenty-four dollars.
Ashworth, Wilson County, one hundred and twenty-five
George Ashworth,
twenty-five doldollars.
W. H. H. Gillespie, administrator
Adams, deceased,
administrator of W. C. Adams,
deceased, Hardeman County,
County, two hundred
hundred and forty-one
forty-one dollars and forty cents.
Dolly J.
J. Alexander, Henderson
Henderson County, one hundred dollars.
W. F. Bruce, administrator of Margaret Allen,
Lincoln
Alien, deceased, Lincoln
County, two hundred dollars.
J.
J. H. Austin, Davidson County, sixty-two dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
G. R. Owen, administrator
administrator of Drury Bennett, deceased, Rutherford
Rutherford
County, three hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
F.
P. M.
M. Bramlitt, Giles County, four hundred and five dollars.
R. C. Butt, Sumner
Sumner County, ninety-eight
ninety-eight dollars.
dollars.
Peter Bagley, Lincoln
Lincoln County, one hundred
hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
Jennie Barnes, formerly Lerew, administratrix
administratrix of Joseph Lerew,
Lerew, deceased, Knox County, eighty-seven
eighty-seven dollars.
ceased,
W. H.
H. Black, Lawrence
Lawrence County, five hundred and seventy dollars.
Thomas
Thomas C. 13rabson,
Brabson, Knox County, eight hundred and fifty-three
fifty-three dollars and twenty-five cents.
Y. Hutchinson,
administrator of William Brooke,
Brooke, deceased, RobJohn Y.
Hutchinson, administrator
ertson County, tour hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
W. L. Holt, administrator of Adam Bell, deceased, Giles County, nine
nine
hundred and forty-six
forty-six dollars.
O. M. Blackman, administrator
0.
deceased, Montadministrator of John G. Black,
Black, deceased,
Montgomery County, two hundred dollars.
John Brown,
Brown, Giles County,
hundred and sixty-five
County, nine hundred
sixty-five dollars.
Broyles,' Sevier County, three hundred and fifteen dollars.
Ezekiel M. Broyles
Albert Buford,
Clara L.
L. Buford, administratrix
administratrix of Albert
Buford, deceased,
deceased, Giles
County, one thousand one hundred and twenty dollars.
Eliphalet Brown, Hardeman
Ffardeman County, three hundred and fifteen dollars and fifty cents.
E. S. Branham,
Branliam, executrix
E.
executrix of A. G. Branham,
Branham, Sumner County five
hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
Raiford Bizzell, Hardeman
Hardeman County, three hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five
dollars.
dollars.
John Bond, Wilson County, five hundred dollars.
Samuel H. Bailey, Sumner County, two
hundred and thirty-three
thirty-three
two hundred
dollars.
executor of Matthew
Matthew Hammond, Wilson County,
James K.
K. P. Bryant, executor
County,
three hundred and fifty dollars.
John Beard,
and seventy-five
John
Beard, Wilson
Wilson County,
County, three
three hundred
hundred and
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Crusoe
Smith County,
two hundred
hundred and
ninety-nine dollars.
Crusoe Bradley, Smith
County, two
and ninety-ninedollars.
xx-40
XXI
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Rebecca E.
E. Bartlett,
Bartlett, administratrix
administratrix of
of G.
Bartlett, Shelby
Shelby County,
County,
Rebecca
G. M.
M. Bartlett,
one
thousand and
fifteen dollars.
dollars.
one thousand
and fifteen
Samuel
Byram, executor
executor of
James C.
Barry, Robertson
Robertson County,
Samuel Byram,
of James
C. Barry,
County, two
two
hundred dollars.
T.
Black, Henderson
Henderson County,
three hundred
and thirty
thirty dollars.
dollars.
T. N.
N. Black,
County, three
hundred and
Calvin J.
J. Burrow,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Calvin
Burrow, Bedford
Bedford County,
County, one
one hundred
George
R. Brasfield,
Brasfield, administrator
administrator of
A. C.
C. Brasfield,
Brasfield, deceased,
deceased,
George R.
of A.
Weakley Connty,
hundred and
fifty dollars.
dollars.
Weakley
County, one
one hundred
and fifty
Mary
Batte, formerly
Mary Sykes,
Sykes, Giles
County, two
hundred dollars.
Mary Batte,
formerly Mary
Giles County,
two hundred
dollars.
G.
W. Binkley,
of Henry
Henry Binkley,
Binkley, deceased,
deceased, Cheatham
G. W.
Binkley, administrator
administrator of
Cheatham
County, one
one hundred
dollars.
County,
hundred dollars.
Miles
Baker, Weakley
Weakley County,
and forty
dollars.
County, one
one hundred
hundred and
forty dollars.
Miles R.
R. Baker,
James
T. Blair,
Roane County,
County, one
thousand dollars.
James T.
Blair, Roane
one thousand
dollars.
William
Cannon County,
two hundred
fifty-five dollars.
William B.
B. Bryson,
Bryson, Cannon
County, two
hundred and
and fifty-five
dollars.
Wesley
twenty-five dollars.
County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
A. Blazer,
Blazer, Sevier
Sevier County,
Wesley A.
James
A. Black,
Black, Carroll
County, one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty
dollars.
James A.
Carroll County,
forty dollars.
Black, executrix
executrix of Leander
Black, deceased,
deceased, Fayette County,
Louisa Black,
Leander Black,
one thousand
four hundred
and forty-two
forty-two dollars
dollars and
ten cents.
cents.
and ten
one
thousand four
hundred and
Robert
Bumpass, Lawrence
Lawrence County,
one hundred
dollars.
Robert Bumpass,
County, one
hundred dollars.
John Boyd,
hundred and sixty
sixty dollars.
two hundred
John
Boyd, Giles County, two
Lawrence County,
County, forty
forty dollars.
W. Bishop,
Bishop, Lawrence
William W.
C., and G. M. Bounds, Knox County, four hundred
T. J., E. S., M. C.,
twenty-five dollars.
and twenty-five
Alvis
County, two
two hundred dollars.
Alvis Barker,
Barker, Gibson
Gibson County,
Thomas Buchanan,
Buchanan, Williamson
Williamson County,
County, three
three hundred
hundred and
and seven
seven doldolThomas
lars and
and fifty cents.
James W.
W. Baker,
Madison County,
County, one
one hundred
hundred and
thirty-five doland thirty-five
dolBaker, Madison
James
lars.
Joseph Bunch,
Bunch, Maury County,
County, one hundred dollars.
Archibald
Brockwell, Washington
County, one
one hundred and
and twenty
twenty
Washington County,
Archibald Brockwell,
dollars.
Rutherford County, one hundred and twenty-five dolHarriet Bell, Rutherford
lars.
William A. Baugh, Giles County, fifty dollars and forty cents.
George L. Bird, Sevier County, one hundred
hundred and fifty-five
fifty-five dollars.
George
J.
deceased, Lincoln County,
J. R. Bland, administrator of W. C. Bland, deceased,
one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
George
George W. Boyd, Williamson
Williamson County, eighty dollars.
C. Y. Giles, administrator
administrator of John Bolerjack,
Bolerjack, Gibson County, one
thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
dollars.
Claiborne County, three hundred and forty-three
forty-three
James M. Barnard, Claiborne
dollars
James M. Brown, Shelby County, one hundred dollars.
dollars.
William A. Baugh, Giles County, three thousand
thousand two hundred and
and
seventy-five dollars.
J. B. Bradbury, administrator
J.
administrator of John Bradbury,
deceased, Madison
Bradbury, deceased,
Madison
County, four hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars and fifty cents.
administrator of Williamson Birthwright, Wilson County,
R. B. Hays, administrator
County,
five hundred and five dollars.
B. M. Bains, Smith County,
County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
W. J.
Fayette County, eighty
eighty dollars.
J. Bishop, Fayette
dollars.
Claiborn
Claiborn Brown, Knox County, ninety
ninety dollars.
B. M. Chandler, executor
executor of
deceased, Sevier
Sevier County,
of John Chandler, deceased,
County,
one thousand three hundred
hundred and ninety-five
ninety-five dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five
cents.
Elizabeth
Elizabeth C. Caswell,
Caswell, Knox County, five hundred dollars and twentyfive
five cents.
cents.
John A. Clark, Cheatham
County, one
and thirty-five
dolJohn
Cheatham County,
one hundred
hundred and
thirty-five dollars.
B. II.
H. Cobb, Knox County, two thousand one hundred
hundred and ninety
dollars and sixty-two cents.
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B. M.
M. Chandler,
Sevier County,
two hundred
hundred and sixtyone thousand
thousand two
County, one
Chandler, Sevier
B.
five
five dollars.
John Cook,
County, one
one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
Robertson County,
John
Cook, Robertson
John W.
Cowan, administrator
administrator of
of Robert
Robert W.
W. Cowan,
Cowan, deceased,
deceased, BedBedW. Cowan,
John
ford County,
eighty-one dollars and eighty-six cents.
hundred and eighty-one
four hundred
ford
County, four
J.
A. Blankenship,
administrator of
of John
John Cunningham,
Cunningham, deceased,
deceased,
Blankenship, administrator
J. A.
Wilson County,
County, one
one hundred
twenty dollars.
hundred and twenty
Wilson
Timothy
Chandler, Sevier
Sevier County, ninety dollars. ·
Timothy Chandler,
John T. Carter,
McNairy County, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Carter, McNairy
John
G.
Choate, Dickson
Dickson County,
County, one
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
one hundred
G. W.
W. Choate,
Penelope Casey, Hardeman
Hardeman County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
doll firs.
dollars.
E. A.
Call, Coffee
seventy-five dollars.
and seventy-five
hundred and
County, two hundred
Coffee County,
A. Call
E.
John W.
Lincoln County, four hundred
hundred dollars.
W. Corpier,
Corpier, Lincoln
John
Joshua C. Coleman, Bedford
Bedford County, two hundred
hundred and ninety dollars.
Joshua
Richard W.
Crowson, Sevier
twenty-six
hundred and twenty-six
three hundred
County, three
Sevier County,
W. Crowson,
Richard
dollars and fifty cents.
Samuel Croft,
County, five
nineteen dollars and
five hundred and nineteen
Knox County,
Croft, Knox
Samuel
thirty-seven
thirty-seven cents.
G.
Wilson County, two hundred and forty-five dollars.
Cason, Wilson
G. W. Cason,
John M. Carter, Greene
Greene County, two hundred and eighty dollars.
Laura
E., Elizabeth
John
Addie N., William S., and John
Cornelia R., Addie
Elizabeth E., Cornelia
Laura E.,
McMinn
L.,
heirs-at-law of Sarah Calloway,
Calloway, deceased, McMinn
L., children and heirs-at-law
fifty-seven dollars.
County, fifty-seven
A. 0
Cole, Wayne
Wayne County,
hundred and ten dollars.
County, two hundred
O Cole,
A.
Green
Cardwell, Claiborne County, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Green Cardwell,
Lemuel
twenty-five
Carmichael, Sevier County, one hundred and twenty-five
Lemuel Carmichael,
dollars.
Patrick H. Clardy, Davidson
County, two hundred and thirty-two
Davidson County,
Patrick
dollars and fifty cents.
II. Coffman,
administrator of P. Henry, deceased, Grainger County,
Coffman, administrator
H.
two
fifty-three dollars and thirteen cents.
hundred and fifty-three
two hundred
H.
hundred and
and
Grainger County, two hundred
(in his own right), Grainger
I. Coffman
Coffman (in
fifty-three dollars and twelve cents.
fifty-three
one hundred and fifty dollars.
James
Cochran, Blount County, one
B. Cochran,
James B.
hundred dollars.
Elisha
Elisha C. Collins, Davidson County, three hundred
H.
P. Hobson,
administrator of Richard
deceased, Fayette
Richard Cox, deceased,
Hobson, administrator
H. P.
fifty-five dollars and forty cents.
thousand and fifty-five
County, four thousand
John
Stewart County, one hundred dollars.
Chadwick, Stewart
John Chadwick,
William W.
W. Crawford,
Crawford, Henry
Henry County,
County, one thousand one hundred and
William
seven dollars and fifty cents.
L. L.
Clark and
of William
William Clark, deadministrators of
L. Thomas,
Thomas, administrators
W. L.
and W.
L. Clark
L.
ceased,
Lincoln County,
County, five
hundred and
seventy dollars.
and seventy
five hundred
ceased, Lincoln
H. T.
T. Chapman,
Chapman, Giles
County, six
six hundred
and fifty-four
dollars.
fifty-four dollars.
hundred and
Giles County,
H.
E. A.
Collins, Gibson
Gibson County, two hundred and eighty dollars.
A. Collins,
E.
E. and
L. Charlton,
Charlton, administrators
administrators of G. W. Charlton, deceased,
deceased,
and L.
E.
Davidson
one thousand
thousand and
and fifty
three dollars
cents.
eighty cents.
and eighty
dollars and
fifty three
County, one
Davidson County,
T.
A. Creswell,
hundred and thirty dollars.
one hundred
County, one
Wilson County,
Creswell, Wilson
T. A.
John
T. Curtis,
County, five
and twenty-five dollars.
hundred and
five hundred
Lincoln County,
Curtis, Lincoln
John T.
Joseph
Childers, Giles
County, seventy-six
thirty cents.
and thirty
dollars and
seventy-six dollars
Giles County,
B. Childers,
Joseph B.
Andrew
Coltharp, Monroe
Monroe County,
County, three
three hundred
one dollars
and one
hundred and
J. Coltharp,
Andrew J.
and eighty cents.
Joseph
and thirty dolhundred and
one hundred
County, one
Washington County,
A. Conley,
Conley, Washington
Joseph A.
lars.
Thomas
P. Holt,
administrator of
Coleman, deceased,
deceased, WilliamH. Coleman,
W. H.
of W.
Holt, administrator
Thomas P.
son County, three hundred dollars.
Thomas
Davis, Greene
Greene County,
County, two
twenty-five dollars.
and twenty-five
hundred and
two hundred
Thomas Davis,
Joseph
Davis, Lake
Lake County,
County, one
thousand eight
dollars.
hundred dollars.
eight hundred
one thousand
D. Davis,
Joseph D.
Aquilla
Davis, Rutherford
hundred dollars and
and seventy
eight hundred
County, eight
Rutherford County,
Aquilla Davis,
cents.
Arreny
Dishough. administrator
administrator of
deceased,
Dishough, deceased,
Augustine Dishough,
of Augustine
Arreny Dishough.
Giles
Giles County, two hundred and fifty dollars.
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Presley
Drinkard, Lincoln
County, one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
Presley Drinkard,
Lincoln County,
dollars.
William
Davidson County,
County, one
one hundred
and twenty-nine
dollars
William Dix,
Dix, Davidson
hundred and
twenty-nine dollars
and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
and
cents.
Elizabeth Davenport,
Davenport, Montgomery
Montgomery County,
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Elizabeth
County, one
S. L.
Draper, Davidson
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
S.
L. Draper,
Davidson County,
County, one
one hundred
dollars.
Thomas N.
N. Duncan,
County, two
two hundred
hundred and
and eighty
dollars.
Thomas
Duncan, Carroll
Carroll County,
eighty dollars.
Margaret Walker
administratrix of
of Jesse
Dobbs, deceased,
deceased, Meigs
Meigs
Margaret
Walker,, administratrix
Jesse W.
W. Dobbs,
County,
and forty
dollars.
County, two
two hundred
hundred and
forty dollars.
Isaac Deaton,
Deaton, McNairy
McNairy County,
eighty dollars.
Isaac
County, eighty
dollars.
administrator of
Joshua Doyle,
Doyle, deceased,
deceased, Hardernan
R. D. Doyle,
Doyle, administrator
of Joshua
Hardeman
County,
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen dollars.
County, two
two hundred
dollars.
Mary
Douglas, administratrix
of David
David D.
Douglas, Fayette
Mary B.
B. Douglas,
administratrix of
D. Douglas,
Fayette
County, five
five hundred
fifty-seven dollars
dollars and
County,
hundred and
and fifty-seven
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
Louisa
Dumas, Henry
hundred and
and thirty
thirty dollars.
dollars.
Louisa C. Dumas,
Henry County,
County, seven
seven hundred
Henderson County, seventy-five
Nancy P. Dickie,
Dickie, Henderson
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
James H. Dickson, Weakley
one hundred
thirty-five
Weakley County, one
hundred and
and thirty-five
dollars.
Wilson Demumbra, Cheatham County,
County, one hundred
hundred and
and ten
ten dollars.
dollars.
George C. Dromgoole, Rutherford
Rutherford County,
three hundred
twentyGeorge
County, three
hundred and
and twenty
six dollars and twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
cents.
Augustine
Hamilton County, two hundred
Augustine Evans (supplemental),
(supplemental), Hamilton
hundred
dollars.
Littleton Ellis, Davidson
Littleton
Davidson County, five hundred and
forty-five dollars.
and forty-five
-Abner Ed
Edwards,
wards, Cheatham County, one hundred and ten dollars.
W. S. Edgmond,
W.
Edgmond, McMinn
McMinn County, two hundred and sixty dollars.
James E. English, Lincoln
Lincoln County, two hundred dollars.
E. F. Everly, administrator
administrator of
deceased, Giles
of George Everly,
Everly, deceased,
Giles (7ounty,
('ounty,
four hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
Claiborne County, two hundred
Elias Ely, Claiborne
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Fox. Sevier County, one hundred
Campbell Fox,
hundred and sixty-seven
sixty-seven dollars
dollars
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight cents.
cents.
Eli Fox
Fox, Jefferson County, one hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven dollars.
dollars.
Powhatan French, Warren County, sixty-two dollars.
Powhatlin
dollars.
J. H. Fry,
J.
Fry Henderson
hundred and
dollars.
Henderson County, one hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars.
Christopher C. Forrester, Lincoln County, one hundred and sixty-five
sixty-five
dollars.
administrator of Calvin Fox, deceased,
Nelson Fox, administrator
deceased, Sevier County,
forty-five dollars.
forty-five
Mary J.
J. Freeland, Carroll County, one hundred
hundred and
and twenty dollars.
dollars.
A. T. Foster, Giles County, one hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars.
Willie Fort, Hardeman
Hardeman County, four hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Dorcas Finley, administratrix
administratrix of William H. Finley, deceased,
deceased )Blount
Blount
ninety-four dollars.
County, one hundred and ninety-four
John Frazier, Bledsoe
Bledsoe County, one hundred and five dollars.
A. K. Foster, Knox County, two hundred and forty-three
forty-three dollars and
and
seventy-five cents.
seventy-five
cents.

James A.
A. Galbreath, Knox County, forty-eight
James
forty-eight dollars and seventyfive cents.
Isaac C. Grant, Knox County, two hundred and thirty-four
thirty-four dollars.
Anderson Gann, Jefferson
Anderson
Jefferson County, three dollars.
A. C. Grizzard, Davidson County, four hundred
hundred and fifty-two dollars
dollars
and fifty cents.
Galen E. Green, Madison County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five doldollars.
Samuel Goodwin, Madison County
County,, four hundred
hundred and seventy-fix
seventy-fivee
dollars.
H. T. Gordon,
administrator of Jeremiah Hobson, deceased,
11.
Gordon, administrator
deceased, Maury
County, one hundred and fifty dollars.
Madison County, three hundred
James W. Glass, Madison
hundred and thirty-two
thirty-two doldol
lars and twenty-five cents.
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Mrs.
widow of
of George
George Gaunt,
Gaunt, Lincoln
Lincoln County,
County, sixty.
sixtyGaunt, widow
C. C.
0. Gaunt,
Mrs. C.
dollars.
seven dollars.
R. J.
Hays, administrator
administrator of
of David
David Gill,
deceased, Madison County,
Connty,
Gill, deceased,
J. Hays,
R.
eight hundred
ninety-two dollars
dollars and
fifty cents.
cents.
and fifty
and ninety-two
hundred and
eight
Huston Goodrich,
one hundred
hundred dollars.
County, one
Davidson County,
Goodrich, Davidson
Huston
Gabriel
and Emile
George, copartners
copartners and
heirs-at-law of
of James
and heirs-at-law
Emile George,
Gabriel and
George, deceased,
County, twenty-two
twenty-two dollars and fifty cents.
Jefferson County,
deceased, Jefferson
George,
Elizabeth W.
W. Gleaves,
Davidson County,
County, two hundred dollars.
Gleaves, Davidson
Elizabeth
J.
L. Dillabunty,
Dinah unty, administrator
of J.
Davidson
deceased, Davidson
Greer, deceased,
L. Greer,
J. L.
administrator of
J. L.
County,
seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two
fifty-two dollars and
and fifty cents.
County, seven
George
County, one hundred
hundred and eighty dolBledsoe County,
Graham, Bledsoe
W. Graham,
George W.
lars.
Robert
Robert C. Gilkey, Carroll County, twenty dollars.
James
Moore, administrator
of Jane
Grisham, deceased,
Rutherdeceased, RutherB.Grisham,
Jane B.
administrator of
B. Moore,
James B.
ford
County, forty-one
forty-one dollars and fifty cents.
ford County,
Asa Gross,
Gross Grundy
Grundy County, fifty-four dollars and fifty cents.
Asa
William McDaniel,
administrator of Mary Jane Garnett, deceased,
deceased,
McDaniel, administrator
William
Williamson
County seventy-five dollars.
Williamson County,
W. P.
Gardner, Carroll
County, twenty
twenty dollars
dollars and fifty cents.
Carroll County,
P. Gardner,
W.
Thomas
Gibson, Obion
County, one
hundred and eighty dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
Obion County,
P. Gibson,
Thomas P.
Reuben Gibson
emits.
Gibson,'Hamilton County, thirty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
Reuben
Benajah
twenty-five dolDavidson County, one hundred and twenty-five
Gray, Davidson
Benajah Gray,
lars.
Jefferson County, one
M.
M. Corbett,
Corbett, administrator
administrator of James
James T. Gass, Jefferson
M. M.
forty-three dollars.
hundred and forty-three
Joseph
hundred and fifty dollars.
Joseph H. Greer, McMinn County, one hundred
Reuben
Graves, deceased, Wilson County,
Connty,
executor of Rice Graves,
Graves, executor
A. Graves,
Reuben A.
dollars.
two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars
Estate
Samuel Givens,
Givens, Stewart
Stewart County, one hundred dollars.
of Samuel
Estate of
Thomas G.
G. Hester,
Lincoln County,
hundred and twenty-five dolCounty, one hundred
Hester, Lincoln
Thomas
lars.
James Sevier,
B. Harwell, deceased, Roane
Roane County,
Connty,
of Samuel B:
executor of
Sevier, executor
James
thirty-four
thirty-four dollars.
Mary
Hodsden Sevier County, one hundred
hundred and eighty-two
eighty -two dollars.
Mary Hodsden,
Adam
Adam Houk, Sevier County, forty dollars.
Robert
Henderson, Sevier County, two hundred dollars.
Robert Henderson,
deceaed,
J.
J. E.
Hancock, executors
William Hancock,
Hancock, deceased,
executors of William
E. Hancock,
and J.
H. and
J. H.
Wilson County,
County, one
one thousand
forty-nine dollars.
thousand one hundred and forty-nine
Wilson
Giles
Mary A.
Harlow, administratrix
M. Harlow, deceased, Giles
A. M.
administratrix of A.
A. Harlow,
Mary
County, two
two hundred and sixty dollars.
County,
eighty-five dolGeorge
County, six hundred
hundred and eighty-live
Obion County,
Hawkins, Obion
A. Hawkins,
George A.
lars.
Richard W.
W. Hays,
hundred and ten dollars.
Williamson County, one hundred
Hays, Williamson
Richard
Sylvanus
seventy dollars
Sumner County, five hundred and seventy
Herman, Sumner
Sylvanus Herman
and fifty cents.
John B.
County, two
two hundred
dollars.
twenty-five dollars.
and twenty-five
hundred and
D vidson County,
Hill, DIvidson
B. Hill,
John
Mary
Hodsden,
Sevier
County,
fifty-one
dollars
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven
dollars
fifty-one
County,
Sevier
Mary Hodsden,
cents.
J. M.
Stewart County,
dollars.
hundred and ten dollars.
one hundred
County, one
Hogan, Stewart
M. Hogan,
J.
S.
S. Preston,
Preston, administrator
Drury Hall,
deceased, Rutherford
Rutherford
Hall, deceased,
of Drury
administrator of
S. S.
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
County, three hundred
Stephen
Hays, Giles
hundred dollars.
four hundred
County, four
Giles County,
Stephen Hays,
Martha
M. Hanserd,
Giles County,
hundred and ninety
ninety dollars.
dollars.
two hundredand
County, two
Hanserd, Giles
Martha M.
Samuel
T. Hutchison,
Hutchison, Davidson
Davidson County, sixty dollars.
Samuel T.
P.
Harris, executor
executor of
of W.
W. T.
T. Harris,
hundred
one hundred
County, one
Wilson County,
Harris, Wilson
W. Harris,
P. W.
twenty-five dollars.
and twenty-five
Abraham
Howard, Coffee
Coffee County,
hundred and
thirty-four doland thirty-foar
three hundred
County, three
Abraham Howard,
lars and thirty-seven
thirty-seven cents.
Mrs. M.
Haynes, administratrix
de bonis non
non of F. G. Haynes, Sumadministratrix de
E. Haynes,
M. E.
Mrs.
County, one
hundred and sixty dollars.
thousand three hundred
one thousand
ner County,
Francis M.
County, one hundred and twenty dolMadison County,
Harrison, Madison
M. Harrison,
Francis
lars.
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Powell
E. Hail,
Hail, Lawrence
County, one
one hundred
twenty-five doldoland twenty-five
hundred and
Lawrence County,
Powell E.
lars.
Polly Hodges,
executrix of
William C.
Hodges, Jefferson
Jefferson County,
County, one
one
C. Hodges,
of William
Hodges, executrix
Polly
hundred and
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars
hundred
A. A.
A. Hyde,
County, four
hundred and
and thirty
dollars and
fifty
and fifty
thirty dollars
four hundred
Marion County,
A.
Hyde, Marion
cents.
J. M.
Harrison, administrator
of Edmond
Edmond Harrison,
Shelby County,
County,
Harrison, Shelby
administrator of
J.
M. Harrison,
four
fifty-seven dollars.
four hundred and fifty-seven
B.
Howard, Madison
Madison County,
four hundred
and sixty-five
sixty-five dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
County, four
F. Howard,
B. F.
M.
R. W.
Humphrey, deceased,
deceased, MontMontW. Humphrey,
of R.
Humphrey, administrator
administrator of
M. W.
W. Humphrey,
gomery
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
County, two
two hundred
gomery County,
0.
Headrick, executor
Elijah W.
W. Headrick,
Headrick, deceased,
deceased, Greene
Greene
of Elijah
executor of
0. B.
B. Headrick,
seventy dollars.
County, seventy
William
Hammond, McMinn
McMinn County,
County, one
and forty-eight
forty-eight
one hundred
hundred and
H. Hammond,
William II.
fifty-four cents.
dollars and fifty-four
Robert H.
Williamson County,
five hundred
dolthirty-five dolhundred and
and thirty-five
County, five
H. Hill,
Hill, Williamson
Robert
lars.
J. A.
A. Anderson,
Home, deceased, Shelby
W. R. Horne,
administrator of W.
Anderson, administrator
J.
hundred dollars.
four hundred
County, four
Nancy
Hays, administratrix
of Solomon
Hays, deceased,
deceased, Giles
Solomon Hays,
administratrix of
D. Hays,
Nancy D.
County, five hundred
and eighty
eighty dollars.
hundred and
County,
Adam
seventy dollars.
hundred and seventy
Harmon, Coffee County, one hundred
Adam Harmon,
Alexander
Wilson County,
and twenty-five
twenty-five
hundred and
one hundred
County, one
Henghan, Wilson
Alexander Henghan,
dollars.
Andrew
Andrew Hurst, Claiborne County, thirty dollars.
Jacob
C. Hagler,
County, twenty-six
and twenty-five
dollars and
twenty-six dollars
Hagler, Roane
Roane County,
Jacob C.
cents.
Allen
Hancock, Wilson
Wilson County,
County, one
one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
Allen Hancock,
Mary
dollars.
hundred and ten dollars.
County, one hundred
Hughes, Smith County,
Mary Hughes,
James
W. Hatfield,
Hatfield, Sequatchie
Sequatchie County, two hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
James W.
dollars.
Jesse
hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine dollars.
County, one hundred
Jesse E. Hughes, Giles County,
Alfred S. Harding, Sevier County, thirty-one dollars.
Elijah
Hatcher, Sevier
County, twenty-one
twenty-one dollars
dollars and
and forty-two
forty-two cents.
Sevier County,
Elijah Hatcher,
George D.
live hundred
hundred and twenty
D. Hamlett,
Hamlett, Davidson County, five
George
dollars.
William Holland, Bledsoe County, fifty dollars.
William
Anderson
hundred and thirty
Anderson L. Hardison, Gibson County, one hundred
dollars.
Joseph Hatmaker,
dollars.
Campbell County, thirty-one dollars.
Hatmaker, Campbell
hundred and twentyHollingsworth, Campbell County, three hundred
D. S. Hollingsworth,
twentyone dollars and fifty cents.
William J.
J. Hurt, Henry
Henry County, one thousand
thousand nine hundred dollars.
David E. Horne, Giles County, one hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
W. H.
Gibson County, one hundred
hundred and fifteen
fifteen dollars.
W.
H. Harvey,
Harvey, Gibson
Jacob
seventy-seven dollars and fifty cents.
Jacob Hawn, Knox County, seventy-seven
James
James S. McMinn,
McMinn, administrator
administrator of Joseph
Joseph Henry, deceased, Guernsey County, sixty dollars.
Nathaniel Harris, Blount County, one hundred and sixty-two dollars
and fifty cents.
cents.
F.
Hadley, deceased,
deceased, WilliamWilliam F. C. Hadley, administrator of Denny P. Hadley,
hundred and fifty-five
fifty-five dollars and thirty-seven
thirty-seven cents.
son County, two hundred
J. Hicks, deceased,
A. W. Hitt, administrator
administrator of Thomas J.
deceased, Davidson
County, three hundred and sixty-five dollars and five cents.
William C. Jones, Weakley
Weakley County, five hundred and fifty dollars.
J.
W. Jenkins, administrator
administrator of Joseph
J. W.
Joseph Jenkins, deceased, Wilson
Wilson
County, one hundred dollars.
Rachel Johnson,
Johnson, Sevier County, one hundred and eighty dollars.
Pleasant
Sequatchie County, one hundred
Pleasant Johnson,
Johnson, Sequatchie
hundred and sixty-three
dollars and fifty cents.
Alexander Joseph, Davidson County, three hundred and twenty five
Alexander
dollars.
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H. and
and James
James T.
T. Johnson,
Johnson, Meigs
twenty dollars.
dollars.
County, twenty
Meigs County,
R.
Mrs. Sarah
Sarah J.
J. Johnson,
Johnson, Davidson
four hundred
hundred dollars
and
dollars and
County, four
Davidson County,
Mrs.
seventy-five
cents.
seventy-five cents.
Drury James,
Jefferson
deceased, Jefferson
James, deceased,
of Alvah
Alvah James,
administrator of
James, administrator
Drury
County,
one hundred
fifty-three dollars
dollars and
and twelve
twelve cents.
and fifty-three
hundred and
County, one
Paul
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
nine hundred
County, one
Hardeman County,
T. Jones
Jones, Hardeman
Paul T.
twenty-nine dollars.
dollars.
twenty-nine
W. C.
Jennings, Lincoln
Lincoln County, five hundred dollars.
C. Jennings,
W.
James Jackson,
hundred and thirty-nine
thirty-nine
County, two hundred
Williamson County,
Jackson, Williamson
James
dollars
twenty cents.
dollars and twenty
Thomas Johns,
Johns, Rutherford
Rutherford County, eight
twenty dollars
eight hundred and twenty
Thomas
and
fifty cents.
and fifty
Allen
R. Johnson,
Johnson, Knox
sixty-two dollars
hundred and sixty-two
Knox County, two hundred
Allen R.
and fifty cents.
Nancy
Jennings, Wilson
Wilson County,
County, eighty
eighty dollars.
Nancy Jennings,
A.
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
Kennedy, Blount County, seven hundred
A. A.
A. Kennedy,
dollars.
Adam L.
Ephraim P.
Marion County, four hundred and
Kelly, Marion
P. Kelly,
and Ephraim
L. and
Adam
seventy-six dollars and fifty cents.
seventy-six
ninety-seven
Ephraim P.
P. Kelly,
Marion County,
County, one hundred and ninety-seven
Kelly, Marion
Ephraim
dollars.
Maury
Alfred Fleming,
Kannon, deceased,
deceased, Maury
administrator of James Kannon,
Fleming, administrator
Alfred
County, six hundred and forty-five dollars.
Ezekiel T.
Shelby County,
hundred and forty-four dollars.
one hundred
County, one
Keel, Shelby
T. Keel,
Ezekiel
A. King, Giles County, two hundred and five dollars.
L. A.
Kennedy (colored),
(colored), Davidson County, one hundred and sevJames Kennedy
enty-five dollars.
enty-five
twenty-five
Silas S.
Knight, Cheatham County, one hundred and twenty-five
S. Knight,
Silas
dollars.
Adam
Keener, Sevier
County, four hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven
Sevier County,
H. Keener,
Adam H.
dollars.
Jesse King,
forty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
Carroll County, forty-seven
King, Carroll
Jesse
hundred dollars.
Andrew Kerr,
Hardin County, one hundred
Kerr, Hardin
Andrew
Thomas
Montgomery County, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
Kelly, Montgomery
Thomas Kelly,
dollars.
dollars.
hundred and seventy-eight
Conrad Keitel,
seventy-eight
Keitel, Davidson County, four hundred
Conrad
dollars
dollars and fifty cents.
William
R. King,
King, Lawrence
Lawrence County,
County, one
one hundred and fifty dollars.
William R.
Wilson King,
County, thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
Carroll County,
King, Carroll
Wilson
James
eighteen dollars.
County, eighteen
Hardin County,
Kerr, Hardin
R. Kerr,
James R.
Harriet Logue,
Logue, executrix
of Ephraim
Ephraim Logue,
deceased, Maury
Maury County,
Logue, deceased,
executrix of
Harriet
one hundred and thirty dollars.
Sarah Lasiter,
Lasiter , Franklin
Franklin County, seventy
seventy dollars.
Sarah
John Lehy,
County, three
seventeen dollars
dollars
and seventeen
hundred and
three hundred
Williamson County,
Lehy, Williamson
John
and fifty cents.
James
Lannius, Wilson County, four hundred
hundred and seventy dollars.
C. Lannius,
James C.
Benjamin J.
J. Lee,
Giles County,
hundred and seventeen
seventeen dollars
dollars
three hundred
County, three
Lee, Giles
Benjamin
and fifty cents.
Kate, Margaret,
Margaret, and
and Adelaide
and Julia
Julia L.
L. Carriger,
Carriger, Loudon
Lenoir, and
Adelaide Lenoir,
Kate,
County, seven
seven hundred
forty-five cents.
dollars and forty-five
forty-five dollars
and forty-five
hundred and
County,
Lunah W.
W. Lowe,
Lowe, Grainger
Grainger County,
hundred and sixty dollars.
County, one hundred
Lunah
R. D.
Lockridge, heir-at-law
heir-at-law and
and guardian
guardian of
infant heirs-at.
heirs-at
of other infant
D. Lockridge,
R.
law
Darden, deceased,
four hundred
hundred and twelve
twelve dollars and
deceased, four
Joshua Darden,
of Joshua
law of
fifty cents
cents
Jahn Lady,
Lady, Greene
one hundred
and ten
dollars.
ten dollars.
hundred and
County, one
Greene County,
John
Mrs. Mary
Mary A.
Davidson County,
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars
one hundred
County, one
Lee, Davidson
A. Lee,
Mrs.
J.
M. Lipe,
Lipe, Henderson
hundred dollars.
dollars.
County, one hundred
Henderson County,
J. M.
John B.
B. Lindsley,
Lindsley, Davidson
Davidson County,
County, one
hundred and twenty dollars
one hundred
John
Abram
Lollar, Maury
Maury County,
County, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Abram Lollar,
Elizabeth
Long, Cannon
Cannon County,
County, twenty-two
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
twenty-two dollars
Elizabeth Long,
cents.
eighty
James
Liles,
Knox
County,
sixty-eight
and
dollars
sixty-eight
County,
Knox
Liles,
James
George W.
W. Lee, Wayne
Wayne County,
County, one hundred dollars.
George
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P.
County, five
dollars and
P. S.
S. Lester,
Lester, Wilson
Wilson County,
five hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven dollars
and
sixty-eight cents.
sixty-eight
cents.
William
Lewis, Cheatham
Cheatham County,
one hundred
dollars.
William Lewis,
County, one
hundred dollars.
W. Lipe,
Lipe, Henderson
Henderson County,
one hundred
G. W.
County, one
hundred dollars.
dollars.
H. T.
T. Gordon,
administrator of
of Ray
Leftwick, deceased,
H.
Gordon, administrator
Ray Leftwick,
deceased, Maury
Maury
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
dollars.
County, one
twenty-five dollars.
Joseph H.
McConnell, Blount
County, one
Joseph
H. McConnell,
Blount County,
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five
dollars.
dollars.
Mary W. May, Davidson
County, one
one hundred
eighty-nine doldolDavidson County,
hundred and
and eighty-nine
lars.
lars.
William T. Melvin, Wilson County,
hundred and
and fifteen
County, three
three hundred
fifteen dollars.
dollars.
Terry McGuire,
McGuire, administrator
administrator of
Martin McGuire,
McGuire, deceased,
deceased, HumHumof Martin
phreys County,
County, six
six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
J. W. McKinstry,
McKinstry, administrator
McKinstry, deceased,
administrator of
of William
William P.
P. McKinstry,
deceased,
hundred and
dollars.
Fayette County,
County, two
two hundred
and twenty-five
twenty five dollars.
Elizabeth
Elizabeth Melvin, administratrix
of Edmond
Davidadministratrix of
Edmond Melvin,
Melvin, deceased,
deceased, Davidson County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-two
twenty-two dollars
fifty cents.
dollars and
and fifty
cents.
T. J.
Davidson County,
County, eighty-four
and fifty
cents.
J. McClendon,
McClendon, Davidson
eighty-four dollars
dollars and
fifty cents.
Morgan, McMinn
County, thirty-three
dollars and
and seventy-five
seventy-five
Silas S.
S. Morgan,
McMinn County,
thirty-three dollars
cents.
cents.
M. W.
County, forty-five
W. McCown,
McCown, Sevier
Sevier County,
forty-five dollars.
dollars.
McNairy County, one hundred dollars.
Alson G. Moore,
Moore, McNairy
dollars.
Thomas E. Moore, Hardeman
Hardeman County,
County, three
three thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven dollars and
fifty cents.
cents.
and fifty
J. C. Cawood and Andrew Miller, administrators
Charles M.
M. Miller,
Miller,
administrators of
of Charles
deceased, Jefferson
Jefferson County, two
two hundred
ninety dollars.
hundred and
and ninety
dollars.
W. H.
H. T. Morgan,
Morgan, administrator
administrator of
Thomas Morgan,
of Thomas
Morgan, deceased,
deceased, DavidDavidson County, two hundred
dollars.
hundred and eighty-five
eighty five dollars.
Martha
Martha Martin,
Martin, Davidson
Davidson County, six
hundred and
and twenty-nine
six hundred
twenty-nine doldollars.
Elizabeth
administratrix of
Elizabeth MeAdams,
McAdams, administratrix
A. McAdams,
McAdams, deceased,
of John
John A.
deceased,
Bedford County, one
hundred and
dollars.
Bedford
one hundred
and thirty
thirty dollars.
M. S. Marsh,
Marsh, Hardeman
Hardeman County,
County, sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
Margaret E. McGavock,
McGavock, Williamson County, two
Margaret
three hunhuntwo thousand
thousand three
dred and forty-eight dollars and
and fifty
cents.
fifty cents.
Jacob
Measle, De Kalb County, one hundred
Jacob Measle,
hundred and
ninety-six dollars.
and ninety-six
dollars.
W. C. McCaslin,
MeCaslin, administrator
administrator of
Joseph E.
of Joseph
E. Matthews,
Matthews, deceased,
deceased,
Madison County, two hundred and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
Joseph Malone, Weakley
Weakley County,
hundred dollars.
County, one
one hundred
dollars.
Millie Moore, Wilson County, one hundred dollars.
William P. Maxwell,
Maxwell, executor
William
executor of W. A. Maxwell,
deceased, Giles
Giles
Maxwell, deceased,
County, four hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
administratrix of Randall
Harriet MOITOW,
Morrow, administratrix
Randall Morrow, deceased,
Montdeceased, Montgomery County, one hundred and eighty dollars.
dollars.
Britain Marks, Wilson County, two hundred
hundred dollars.
Nathan C. McCullock,
McCullock, Wilson County, five hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
R. B. Hurt,
Hurt, administrator
administrator of William
R.
William W. Myler, Madison County,
three hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
Charles W. Moorman,
Moorman, Davidson
Davidson County, one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five
fifty-five
dollars.
dollars.
J. H. Crockett, administrator
J.
administrator of William
William Martin,
Martin, deceased,
deceased, McMinn
McMinn
County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
J. E. M. McAnally,
MeAnally, Wayne County, fifty-two dollars.
William
William Major, Knox County, four hundred
hundred and fifty-nine
fifty-nine dollars and
and
cents.
thirty cents.
Henry J. Prater, surviving administrator of Benjamin Marable,
Henry
Mumble, dedeceased,
Rutherford County, nine hundred
ceased, Rutherford
hundred and ninety-three
ninety-three dollars.
J. H. Call, administrator
administrator of Elisha R. McAnnally,
J.
McAnnally, deceased,
deceased, Wayne
Wayne
County,
hundred and seventy-two
County, one
one hundred
seventy-two dollars and fifty cents.
James Morgan, Knox County, forty dollars.
Sarah P. Mathis,
Mathis Carroll County, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
Stith Maynard,
Maynard, Madison County, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
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Henry
Meyers, Blount
two hundred
and twenty-two
twenty-two dollars.
Claimants.
hundred and
County, two
Blount County,
Henry Meyers,
Philip
County, three
ninety-eight
three hundred and ninety-eight
Bedford County,
Manier, Bedford
H. Manier,
Philip H.
dollars.
hundred dollars.
Fannie E.
Lincoln County, one
one hundred
McDaniel, Lincoln
E. McDaniel,
Fannie
John W.
W. Miller,
Miller, Obion
one hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
Obion County, one
John
hundred and sixty-seven
Winney
Mitchell, Carroll
Carroll County, one
one hundred
sixty-seven dolWinney Mitchell,
lars and
fifty cents.
and fifty
lars
deceased, GrainD.
surviving administrator
administrator of John F. Noe, deceased,
GrainTaylor, surviving
J. Taylor,
D. J.
ger
two hundred and fifty-five dollars.
ger County, two
Ashley Neal,.
hundred and sixty dollars.
Wilson County, three hundred
Neal, Wilson
Ashley
Tilmau
dollars.
Norris, Simpson County, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Tilmau Norris,
Robert
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dolLawrence County, two hundred
Nelson, Lawrence
Robert Nelson,
lars.
W. J.
Neisler, deceased,
deceased, Harde
Harde.
Barbary Neisler,
administrator of Barbary
J. Thompson,
Thompson, administrator
W.
County, one hundred and forty dollars.
man County,
D. E.
E. Durrett,
Durrett, administrator
administrator of
deceased, Hardeman
Neilson, deceased,
A. D.
D. Neilson,
of A.
D.
County, three
hundred and
forty-five dollars.
and forty-five
three hundred
County,
Rutherford County,
G.
administrator of G.
deceased, Rutherford
R. Nash, deceased,
G. R.
R. Nash,
Nash, administrator
G. R.
one hundred
twenty-five
five dollars.
and twenty
hundred and
one
Madison County,
Nichols, Madison
County, two hundred
hundred dollars.
William W. Nichols,
George
B. Needham,
Needham, Claiborne
County, one hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
Claiborne County,
George B.
hundred and ninety-eight
Isaac
ninety-eight
County, four hundred
Williamson County,
Neely, Williamson
G. Neely,
Isaac G.
dollars.
E. W.
W. Overton,
Williamson County, ninety dollars.
Overton, Williamson
E.
Jacob Owens,
Owens, Wilson
hundred dollars.
County, one hundred
Wilson County,
Jacob
hundred and sixty-nine dollars.
Rufus H.
H. Peyton,
Peyton, Maury
dollars.
Maury County, one hundred
Rufus
fifty-two dollars.
Sylvia W.
W. Parham,
Parham ' Maury
Maury County,
dollars.
County, fifty-two
Sylvia
Thomas G.
G. Patrick,
Hardeman County,
County, two hundred
twenty-five
hundred and twenty-five
Patrick, Hardeman
Thomas
dollars.
dollars.
Theophilus Parham,
Henderson County,
twenty-five
hundred and twenty-five
County, one hundred
Parham, Henderson
Theophilus
dollars.
Richard
H. Parham,
junior, Hardeman
eight hundred dolHardeman County, eight
Parham, junior,
Richard H.
lars.
twenty-five
Benjamin S.
S. Parsons,
hundred and twenty-five
County, one hundred
Bedford County,
Parsons, Bedford
Benjamin
dollars.
dollars.
George W.
W. Petree,
Petree, Campbell
Campbell County,
County, sixty dollars.
George
Doctor
Pollard, Sevier
twenty-three dollars.
County, twenty-three
Sevier County,
F. Pollard,
Ioctor F.
twenty-five dolLucien A.
Wilson County,
County, one
hundred and twenty-five
one hundred
Puckett, Wilson
A. Puckett,
Lncien
lars.
Sylvia
fifty seven dollars.
County, fifty-seven
Maury County,
Parham, Maury
W. Parham,
Sylvia W.
W. S.
County, three
three hundred
sixty-five dollars.
d sixty-five
hundredd and
Wilson County,
Phillips, Wilson
S. Phillips,
W.
Daniel
Parsons, Sevier
County, eighty-six
eighty-six dollars
dollars and forty-six
forty-six cents.
Sevier County,
Daniel Parsons,
William C.
Patterson, Wilson
Wilson Counly,
hundred and
and fifty dollars.
County, two hundred
C. Patterson,
William
Rees
W. Porter,
and ten dollars.
Giles County, one hundred and
Porter, Giles
Rees W.
F. A.
Henninger and
Price, administrators
Alexander Price,
administrators of Alexander
John Price,
and John
A. Henninger
F.
eighty-one dollars and
deceased, Bledsoe
County, four hundred
hundred and eighty-one
and
Bledsoe County,
deceased,
fifty cents.
W. R.
Dixon County,
County, one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
Potts, Dixon
R. Potts,
W.
William Perry,
Perry, Wilson
County, one
hundred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight dollars.
one hundred
Wilson County,
William
Ferdinand H.
H. Petway,
Davidson County, sixty-three
sixty-three dollars.
Petway, Davidson
Ferdinand
J.
T. Carlton
Carlton and
Lelia Petway,
Davidson
l'etway, Davidson
formerly Lelia
Carlton, formerly
Lelia Carlton,
and Lelia
J. T.
County, sixty-three
sixty-dace dollars.
County,
Nick
uardian for
for William
Petway, Davidson
and John Petway,
William and
guardian
Malone, g
Nick Malone,
County, one
twenty-six dollars.
one hundred and twenty-six
County,
James C.
C. Queen,
County, one
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five dolone hundred
Wayne County,
Queen, Wayne
James

lars.
Young W.
W. Redmond,
Williamson County,
thousand dollars.
one thousand
County, one
Redmond, Williamson
Young
James
thousand two hundred
hundred and ninety
three thousand
County, three
Meigs County,
Rhea, Meigs
James Rhea,
dollars.
John
Russell, Sevier
County, seventy
seventy dollars
dollars
Sevier County,
John Russell,
John
W. Rucker,
Rucker, Davidson
Davidson County,
hundred and thirty
thirty dollars.
County, two hundred
John W.
Michael Reneau,
eighty-one dollars.
dollars.
Jefferson County, eighty-one
Reneau, Jefferson
Michael
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James W. Rentfro,
Rentfro, McMinn
McMinn County,
County, five hundred and
and ten dollars.
dollars.
James
John T.
T. Roberts,
hundred and
John
Roberts, Weakley
Weakley County,
County, two
two hundred
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight
dollars.
John L.
L. Ramsey,
Ramsey, Meigs
County, one
one thousand
hundred and
and forty
forty
John
Meigs County,
thousand four
four hundred
dollars.
Virginia F.
Rowland, administratrix
of W.
W. J.
Rowland, deceased,
deceased,
J. Rowland,
F. Rowland,
administratrix of
Virginia
Montgomery County, one hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
hundred and
Montgomery
Daniel H. Rankin,
Rankin, Obion
hundred and
and fifty
dollars.
fifty dollars.
Obion County,
County, one hundred
Daniel
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Thomas H.
H. Rutherford,
Rutherford, Wilson
Wilson County, five
five hundred
Matthew Rutledge, Shelby
hundred -and twenty-five
twenty-five doldolShelby County,
County, one hundred
Matthew
lars.
Andrew
Wayne County,
fifty dollars.
two hundred
hundred and fifty
Andrew J.
J. Roberts, Wayne
County, two
Allen Robnett, Wayne
seventy-six dollars.
dollars.
Wayne County, seventy-six
hundred and forty-two
forty-two dollars.
A. H.
H. Rose, Hardeman
Hardeman County, three
three hundred
twenty-five
Thomas P.
P. Rutherford,
Rutherford, Knox
Knox County,
County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
dollars.
Warren County, one hundred
hundred and twentyWilliam Ramsey, junior, Warren
five dollars.
Jeremiah R. Robnett, Wayne County, one hundred dollars.
Jeremiah
Humphrey County, six hundred
twenty-two
George M. Rogers, Humphrey
hundred and twenty-two
dollars.
Shelby County, two hundred
David Rutledge, Shelby
hundred and fifty dollars.
Alexander Reid, Williamson
Williamson County, two hundred
hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine
Alexander
dollars and fifty cents.
hundred and sixty dollars.
Joel Rushing, Madison
Madison County, one hundred
William T. Randle
forty dollars.
Randle, Shelby County, two hundred and forty
Catharine Reed, Washington
Washington County, eighty dollars.
Frederick Rule, Knox
hundred and five dollars.
Knox County, one hundred
Wiley Russell, Wilson County, four hundred
hundred and sixty-seven
sixty-seven dollars
dollars
and fifty cents.
cents.
J. R. T. Ransom, Marshall
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
J.
Marshall County, two hundred
three hundred
eighty-one dolRuffin J.
J. Rigsbee, Sumner
Sumner County, three
hundred and eighty-one
lars.
David W. Rogers, Claiborne County,
County, one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
Redman, administratrix
administratrix of Valentine Redman,
Redman, deceased, Hardy
Hardy
Jane Redman,
County, two hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Sullivan County, one hundred
A. G. Smalling, Sullivan
hundred and five dollars.
William E. Sims, Sevier County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
and thirty-five
James M.
M. Shields,
Shields, Giles County, two
two hundred
hundred and
thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
Fayette County, seven hundred and fifty-six dollars and
Mary Smith, Fayette
fifty cents.
Abner T. Shaw, Davidson
Davidson County, three hundred and five dollars.
County, one thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred and thirty
thirtyR. W. Shaffer, Davidson County,
five dollars.
Jefferson County, sixty-four
William Slaydon, Jefferson
sixty-four dollars.
C. S. Smith, administrator
administrator of Alexander
Alexander Simmons,
Simmons, deceased, Wilson
County,
hundred and eleven
eleven dollars
ten cents.
cents.
County, two
two hundred
dollars and
and ten
J. G. Sawyer,
Sawyer, Davidson
Davidson County,
Comity, one hundred
hundred and fifty-six
fifty-six dollars.
J.
Philip S. Stump, Davidson
hundred and
Davidson County, six hundred
and fifty dollars.
Joseph
Joseph Smith, Wilson
Wilson County,
County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
A. W. Skinner, McNairy
A.
McNairy County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
M. A. Schimmler, administrator
John Schimmler, deceased,
deceased, Davidadministrator of John
son County, nine hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
Nicey Slinkhard,
Slinkhard, Davidson
Davidson County, one hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars.
Josiah Smith, Wilson County, two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
Catharine Sykes,
Sykes, Lincoln
hundred dollars.
Catharine
Lincoln County,
County one
one hundred
F. J.
Shultz ' Sevier
Sevier County, one
one hundred
J. Shultz,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
A.
Scales, Williamson
thousand two
hundred and
and sixtysixtyA. G. Scales,
Williamson County,
County, one
one thousand
two hundred
eight dollars and forty
forty cents.
John G. Stuart,
Stuart, administrator
administrator of Samuel
Samuel Savely,
Savely, deceased,
deceased, Sumnei
Sumner
County, one hundred
hundred and fifty dollars
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Anderson
hundred dollars.
Bedford County, one hundred
Anderson Stammer,
Stammer, Bedford
J. Sweat, administrator
William Sweat,
Sweat, deceased,
deceased, Campbell
W. J.
administrator of
of William
Campbell
County,
one hundred
hundred and
County, one
and forty-six
forty-six dollars.
dollars.
Jesse
seventy-five dollars
Jesse Stafford,
Stafford, Sevier County, one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
dollars
and fifty cents.
cents.
Iredell
hundred and
and ten
dollars.
Iredell Stone,
Stone, White
White County,
County, one
one hundred
ten dollars.
Spears, Bledsoe
County, one
one hundred
and twenty-five
Peter Spears,
Bledsoe County,
hundred and
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
Edward
Carter County,
Edward J.
J. Smith,
Smith, Carter
County, one hundred
hundred dollars.
W. L. Swink, Gibson County, twenty-four
twenty-four dollars.
Isaiah Stout, Shelby County, fifty dollars.
James Sharp,
James
Sharp, senior, Scott
Scott County,
County, two
two hundred and eighty-one
eighty-one dolcents.and three
three cents:
lars and
administrators of James
James Sykes, deW. H. Hagan and W. H. Sykes, administrators
ceased, Lawrence
Lawrence County,
County, one thousand and
and eighty
eighty dollars
dollars and fortyfive
cents.
five cents.
seventy-five dollars.
T. D. Thompson,
Thompson, Bedford
Bedford County, seventy-five
dollars.
Richard Thompson,
Thompson, Wilson
Richard
Wilson County,
County, six
six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Rebecca
Fayette
Rebecca F.
F. Taylor, executrix
executrix of
of Thomas Taylor,
Taylor, deceased, Fayette
hundred and thirty dollars.
County. six hundred
William Thompson,
Thompson, McMinn County, one hundred and fifty-five dolWilliam
dollars.
nineteen dollars.
Moses C. R. Thompson,
Thompson, Rhea County, nineteen
County, two hundred and ninety dollars.
Susan Thompson,
Thompson, Henderson County,
Martha
Martha C. Terry, widow of John B. Terry, deceased, Carroll County,
seventy.five dollars.
seventy-five
Andrew N. Tadlock,
Padlock, Washington County, ninety dollars.
Joseph H. Tedford,
Tedford, Blount County, one hundred and ten dollars.
W. C. Trice, Henderson County, one hundred dollars.
James Thomas, junior, and Champ Thomas, executors of James
Thomas,
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five
Henderson County, four
four hundred
Thomas, deceased, Henderson
dollars.
Peter B. Vaughn, Trousdale
Trousdale County, two thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred and
twenty-five dollars.
Turner Williams, Davidson County, three hundred
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five
Turner
dollars.
R. J. Wells, Marion
Marion County, fifty-five dollars and twenty cents.
White, Rutherford
County, three hundred and sixty-three dol
L. B
B White,
Rutherford County,
lars and eighty cents.
James C. Walker,
Walker, Sevier County, three hundred and sixty dollars.
James
James C. Woods, administrator
administrator of James A. Woods, Davidson
Davidson County, three hundred and forty-six dollars.
James H. Walker,
Walker, administrator
administrator of William McFerran,
Maerran, Hawkins
Hawkins
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
County, one hundred
County, one hundred and thirty-five
James Woodrough,
Woodrough, Weakley County,
dollars.
Sarah E.
E. Wilhoit,
administratrix of
John Wilhoit,
Wilhoit, Bedford County,
Wilhoit, administratrix
of John
Sarah
two hundred and fifty dollars.
Warren, Lincoln County, two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Henry Warren,
W.
Winstead, Davidson County, one hundred
hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five dolW. W.
W. Winstead,
lars.
hundred and sixty dollars.
County, two hundred
Isaac B.
B. Wright,
Wright, Wilson County,
Mary
Harrison County,
Kentucky, one
one hundred
hundred and
and twentyCounty, Kentucky,
Mary Ward, Harrison
five dollars.
Washington L.
L. J.
Marshall County,
County, three
three hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftyJ. Wilkes,
Wilkes, Marshall
Washington
five dollars.
John J.
Shelby County, two hundred and fifty dollars.
J. Wood, Shelby
Benjamin
White, Giles
County, one
one hundred
thirty-five doldolhundred and
and thirty-five
Giles County,
Benjamin W.
W. White,
lars.
Alonzo Wilkinson,
Wilkinson, Giles County, ninety dollars.
M.
Davidson County, two
hundred and
and
and E.
E. D.
D. Whitworth,
Whitworth, Davidson
two hundred
M. C. and
forty-seven dollars.
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Thomas C. Lind, administrator
administrator of William White,
White, Warren
Warren County,
County,
three hundred and seven dollars
three
dollars and
and seventy-two
seventy-two cents.
cents.
Margaret
Margaret P.
P. Welcker
Welcher and Lizzie W.
Welcker, heirsW. Turner, formerly
formerly Welcker,
heirsat-law of James M. Welcker,
deceased, Knox
County, two
Welcker, deceased,
Knox County,
two thousand
thousand
seven
hundred and forty-five
forty-five dollars
ten cents.
cents.
seven hundred
dollars and
and ten
Pleasant
Pleasant J.
Weakley County,
one hundred
and thirty-five
J. Workman,
Workman, Weakley
County, one
hundred and
thirty-five
dollars.
James K. Gibson,
Gibson, administrator
deceased, Knox
administrator of William
William Widner,
Widner, deceased,
Knox
County, two hundred and eighty-four
eighty-four dollars
and seventy-six
seventy-six cents.
cents.
dollars and
Thomas Waters,
Waters, Wilson County, one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
J.
Wheeler, administrator
administrator of Joel Wheeler, deceased,
J. R. Wheeler,
deceased, Sequatchie
Sequatchie
County, five hundred and thirty-eight
and fifty
thirty-eight dollars
dollars and
fifty cents.
cents.
John R. Waller, administrator
administrator of Pierce Waller,
Waller, deceased,
deceased, Davidson
Davidson
hundred and
ninety-seven dollars
and fifty
fifty cents.
County, five hundred
and ninety-seven
dollars and
cents.
Alexander White, Knox County, two
Alexander
hundred and
twelve dollars
and
two hundred
and twelve
dollars and
fifty cents.
cents.
W. F. Whitfield,
Whitfield, Madison County, two hundred
hundred and
twenty-eight
and twenty-eight
dollars.
dollars.
David Webb, Blount County,
County, seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Henry Windier, Shelby County, one hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
J. Wilson, Blount County,
Andrew J.
twenty-nine dollars
and eightyeightyCounty, twenty-nine
dollars and
nine cents.
Ellen
Ellen Wagstaff, formerly Ellen Ussery, Giles
hundred
Giles County, one hundred
and thirty-five dollars.
dollars.
Williams, administrator
Samuel M. Williams,
Williams, Loudon
administrator of Robert
Robert Williams,
London
County, two hundred
hundred and eighty-eight
dollars and
and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
cents.
eighty-eight dollars
Samuel M. Williams,
Williams, in his own
County, four
four hundred
own right, Loudon County,
hundred
and twenty-three
twenty-three dollars and
and seventy cents.
cents.
Edward Gannaway,
Gannaway, administrator
administrator of
deceased,
of Samuel J.
J. Wadley,
Wadley, deceased,
Davidson County, one hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
Approved,
Approved, March 1, 1881.

CHAP. 113.-An
113. —An

act for
for the
the relief
of Philemon
Philemon B.
B. Hawkins
act
relief of
Hawkins

Be it enacted by the Senate and Rouse
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Philemon
B.•States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congressassembled,
Philemon B
assembled, That the Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the United
United
Hawkins,
relief
Hawkins, relief.
States be, and he is hereby, authorized
pay to
to Philemon
Philemon B.
B. Hawkins
authorized to
to pay
Hawkins
the sum of seven thousand
thousand one hundred and ninety dollars and sixtythree cents for stone furnished for the court-house
court-house and
arid post-office
butildpost-office building in the city of Raleigh, North Carolina.
Approved,
Approved, March 2,1881.
2, 1881.

March 2, 1881.

CHAP. 114.-An
114.—An act for the relief
relief of Passed
Passed Assistant
Assistant Engineer
Engineer Absalom
Absalom Kirby,
Kirby, of
of
the Navy.
the
Navy.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
of Representatives
United
Absalom
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the act of March third,
Absalom Kirby, States
States of America
in Congress
payment to.
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-three,
seventy-three, restoring
restoring Passed
Passed Assistant
Assistant EngiEngi
neer Absalom
Absalom Kirby to the active-list of the Navy, be so construed
construed as
as
to allow him the pay of his present grade from the eleventh of October,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, the date from which he
takes rank;
rank;
he takes
and aasum sufficient
sufficient to pay him the amount
amount found to
due is
is hereby
to be due
hereby
appropriated
appropriated out of any money
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise approin the
Treasury not
appropriated.
priated.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 2,1881.
2, 1881.
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CHAP.
115.—An act
act for
for the
relief of
E. Montell.
Montell.
the relief
of James
James E.
CHAP. 115.-An

637
637
March
2, 1881.
March 2,
1881.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
States
of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary of the Treas- James E. MonMOD Congressassembled,
States of
ury be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay
pay to
to James
James E.
relief.
E. tell, relief.
and directed
directed to
he is
be, and
and he
ury
Montell, of
Baltimore Maryland,
Maryland, the
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
or
twelve thousand
sum of
of twelve
the sum
of Baltimore
Montell,
so much
much thereof
said James
Montell shall
prove to the
the satisshall prove
E. Montell
James E.
as the
the said
thereof as
so
faction of
the Commissioner
Internal Revenue
expended
that he has expended
Revenue that
of Internal
Commissioner of
of the
faction
in
purchase of
of revenue-stamps
revenue-stamps used
used by
by him
him to
to stamp
stamp and
and repack
repack
the purchase
in the
manufactured
snuff upon
tax had
declarpaid or declarpreviously paid
been previously
had been
which aatax
upon which
manufactured snuff
ed
paid, or
free, under
under the
at the
of its
its
time of
the time
force at
in force
revenue-laws in
the revenue-laws
tax free,
or tax
ed paid,
manufacture and
made liable
liable to be stamped
stamped under
under
which was made
but which
sale, but
and sale,
manufacture
the
of July
July twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-eight; said payhundred and sixty-eight;
act of
the act
ment
to be
be made
made out
any money
money in
in the
United States Treasury not
the United
of any
out of
ment to
otherwise
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
Approved, March 2, 1881.
Approved,
CHAP.
—An act
act for
for the
the relief
relief of
Joseph Clymer,
Clymer, of Texas.
of Joseph
116.-An
CHAP. 116.

March 2,
2, 1881.
1881.
March

Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
by the Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
Clymer,
eighteen thou- Joseph Clynor,
the sum of eighteen
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
States
sand
three hundred
and twenty-five
the same
payment to.
is, payment
hereby is,
same hereby
and the
be, and
dollars be,
twenty-five dollars
hundred and
sand three
appropriated,
out of
of any
any moneys
Treasury not otherwise appromoneys in the Treasury
appropriated, out
priated,
pay Joseph
Clymer, of Texas,
Texas, the amount due him from the
Joseph Clymer,
to pay
priated, to
United
States on
Army stores made
of Army
transportation of
for transportation
contract for
on aa contract
United 8tates
between
said Clymer
and the
United States
States on
eighteenth day of
the eighteenth
on the
the United
Clymer and
between said
April,
eighteen hundred and fifty-one.
April, eighteen
Approved, March 2, 1881.
Approved,
CHAP
Thompson.
the relief
relief of William H. Thompson.
for the
act for
117.-An act
CHAP. 117.—An

March 2,
2, 1881.
1881.
March

Be it
by the
the Senate
.Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Rouse of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
it enacted
Willi am H.
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That William
H.
Thompson, William
H. Thompson,
William H.
America in
States
credit
district of the Thompson,
late collector of internal
internal revenue for the fifth
fifth collection
collection district
Thompson, credit
State
Carolina, be
from the
the payment
payment to
accounts,
n accounts.
Govern- in
to the Governrelieved from
be relieved
North Carolina,
of North
State of
thousand seven hundred
ment
the sumsum- of two thousand
hundred
of the United States of the
ment of
and
and sixty, which said sum of money came to the hands
dollars and
nine dollars
and nine
taken
of
due the United States, but was forcibly taken
Thompson as taxes due
of said
said Thompson
from
collector by disguised robbers
robbers in
of the deputies of the said collector
from one of
the public
while said
way to make return
return
deputy was on his way
said deputy
highway while
public highway
the
thereof.
thereof.
said
S
EC. 2.
That the
credit for the said
H. Thompson have credit
said William H.
the said
2. That
SEC.
amount of
two thousand
thousand seven
hundred and nine dollars and sixty cents
cents
seven hundred
of two
amount
in
the payment
of a
judgement which
rendered against
against
which has been lately rendered
a judgement
payment of
in the
him
collector in the
him and the sureties upon his official bond as such collector
United States
district court
court at Greensborough,
North Carolina, which
Greensborough, North
States district
United
said judgement
rendered upon aafinal accounting between
between the govwas rendered
judgement was
said
ernment
Thompson as
as collector
revenue for the
internal revenue
of internal
collector of
the said
said Thompson
and the
ernment and
said
district, and
and in
in which
included the said
said sum of two
is included
judgement is
which judgement
said district,
thousand seven
hundred and nine dollars and sixty cents.
seven hundred
thousand
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That this
be in
in force from and after
after its ratification.
ratification.
act be
this act
SEC.
Approved, March 2, 1881.
Approved,
CHAP.
act for
for the
the relief
relief of
Burgess and others.
of William
William 8. Burgess
118.-An act
CHAP. 118.—An

March
2, 1881.
1881.
March 2,

Whereas,
William S.
Willhite, and Nathaniel
Nathaniel
William H. Willhite,
S. Burgess,
Burgess, William
Whereas, William
Tennessee each
Austin, of White
White County, Tennessee,
each paid to P. G. Wilkinson,
of Tenessee
internal-revenue
collector for
third district
district of
Tennessee,t Ithe sur
sum
the third
for the
internal-revenue collector
u oof
s
Austin's
three hundred dollars as aaspecial tax for distilling fruit, the said Austin
payment
been made
made on
thirty-first day of August,
August, and the
the thirty-first
on the
having been
payment having

William S.
S. BurBurWilliam
gess William H.
H.
William
gess,
Wilibite, and ElizLt.in
A
t
'
abeth
Austin,
ad.
beth Austin, :d.
ministratrix, paypayministratrix,
ment to.
to.
ment
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1881.
1881.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

said
and Willhite's
Willhite's each
each on
the eighth
of October,
October, eighteightday of
eighth day
on the
Burgess's and
said Burgess's
een
and
sixty-eight; and
and sixty-eight;
een hundred
hundred and
Whereas
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Revenue, with
the approval
of
approval of
with the
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Whereas the
the Secretary
the twelfth
twelfth day
eighteen
October,.,eighteen
day of
of October
on the
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, on
Secretary of
the
hundred and
and sixty-eight,
made an
order exempting
exempting such
such distillers
distillers from
from
an order
sixty-eight, made
hundred
the payment
payment of
of said
Therefore,
special tax: Therefore,
said special
the
Be
the Senate
Howse of
of Representatives
United
the United
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
in Congress
America in
States of
Treasury
be, and
he is
is hereby,
and directed,
of any
any money
money
out of
directed, out
authorized and
hereby, authorized
and he
Treasury be,
in the
the Treasury
pay to
to the
William S.
S.
said William
the said
to pay
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
in
Burgess, William
and to
to Elizabeth
administratrix
Austin, administratrix
Elizabeth Austin,
Willhite, and
H. Wilhite,
William H.
Burgess,
of said
Nathaniel Austin,
deceased, upon
of her
adminher adminevidence of
upon proper
proper evidence
Austin, deceased,
of
said Nathaniel
istration, each
each the
three hundred
collected from them as
dollars, collected
hundred dollars,
sum of
of three
the sum
istration,
special tax
tax as aforesaid.
special
Approved, March
March 2, 1881.
Approved,

March
2, 1881.
March 2,
1881.

CHAP. 119.-An
119.—An act
of Louis P. Di Cesnola,
Cyprus.
consul at Cyprus.
Cesnola, late consul
relief of
act for the relief
CHAP.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
United
House of Representatives
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Secretary of the TreasCongress assembled,
assembled, That the secretary
Louis P. Di Ces- States of America in Congress
urv be, and he is hereby, authorized
nola, late consul at ury
authorized to pay to Louis P. Di Cesnola the
Cyprus,
sum
of
five
thousand
five hundred dollars, the amount paid by him for
five
thousand
sum
of
payment
yprus,
to.
the official expenses of his consulate while consul at Cyprus; which said
sum
moneys in the Treasury not otherappropriated out of any moneys
is hereby
hereby appropriated
sum is
wise appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved,
1881.
Approved, March 2, 1881

March 2,
1881.
March
2, 1881.

Charles Clinton,
Clinton,
Charles
payment to.
to.

March
2, 1881.
1881.
March 2,

CHAP. 120.—An
for the
of Charles
Charles Clinton,
of New
New Orleans,
Orleans, late
late assistant
assistant
Clinton, of
the relief
relief of
act for
120.-An act
CHAP.
treasurer at
at New
New Orleans.
Orleans.
treasurer

United
Be
it enacted
H011,86 of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by the
Be it
America in Congress
States of America
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
directed to pay to Charles
Charles
authorized and directed
and is hereby,
ury
Orleans, Louisiana,
treasurer at New Orleans,
Clinton,
assistant United States treasurer
late assistant
Clinton, late
appropriated the sum
out
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
any money
money in the Treasury
out of
of any
of
thousand eight hundred
dollars; being the amount of
hundred and fifty dollars;
of five
five thousand
hunoffice on the first day of May,
May, eighteen hunmoney stolen from his office
public money
refunded by him to the Government
seventy-one, and refunded
dred and seventy-one,
Government of the
United States.
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1881.
1881.

California
121.—An act for the relief of John H. W. Riley,
Riley, of
of California.
CHAP. 121.-An

and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted

John H. W. Ri- States
Secretary of the TreasCongress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Treas
America in Congress
States of
of America
ley, compensation ury be,
and
hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any
any
he
is
be,
and
in fall for services.

money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, the sum of three
California, the
H. W. Riley, of San Francisco, California,
hundred
hundred dollars to John II.
compensation for services
same
services rendered the United
United States
same to be in full compensation
investigation into the claim of one
reporter during the investigation
one
phonographic reporter
as phonographic
compensation for excavating for dry-dock at
Charles
Charles Murphy
Murphy for extra compensation
Mare Island navy-yard.
navy-yard.
the Mare
Approved,
March 2,
1881.
Approved, March
2,1881.
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O
n. 122-125.
122-125.
CH.

639
639

1881.
1881.

CHAP. 122.-An
122.—An act
for the
George W.
W. Brower.
of George
the relief of
act for
CHAP.

1881.
2, 1881.
March 2,
March

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Brow-States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
George W. Brow
the Treas- !3r,GeorgeW.
of the
the Secretary
Congressassembled,
in Congress
States of
er, conpensation
ury be,
be, and
authorized and
directed to pay, out of any compensation
and directed
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
and he
ury
moneys in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
George W. nfan for services.
to George
appropriated, to
in the
moneys
Brower,
late sheriff
sheriff of
Dodge County,
fourteen
the sum of fourteen
Wisconsin, the
County, Wisconsin,
of Dodge
Brower, late
payment
hundred
and
forty-three
dollars
and
five
cents;
be
payment
to
same
the
cents;
five
and
dollars
forty-three
and
hundred
hi
full for
personal services
expenses incurred in connecand expenses
rendered and
services rendered
for personal
in full
tion with
with the
the draft
of eighteen
and sixty-two, in said county of
hundred and
eighteen hundred
draft of
tion
Dodge
Wisconsin.
State of Wisconsin.
and State
Dodge and
Approved, March
2, 1881.
March 2,
Approved,

CHAP.
—An act
act for
for the relief
J. Scott Payne.
relief of J.
123.-An
CHAP. 123.

March
March 2, 1881.
1881.

United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be it
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
3. Scott Payne,
the services of J. Scott J.
assembled, That
in Congress
States
to.
paymeut
Cavalry,
Payne,
now
a
captain
in
the
Fifth
Regiment
of
States
Cavalry,
payment
United
of
Regiment
Fifth
the
in
Payne, now a captain
be
concerned, from the date
continuous, so far as his pay is concerned,
as continuous,
regarded as
be regarded
of
his original
commission as
as second
lieutenant of said Fifth Cavalry.
Cavalry.
second lieutenant
original commission
of his
That
the Paymaster-General
in computing
Payne
computing the pay of said Captain Payne
Paymaster-General in
That the
for
shall compute
compute the
the same
saiu origisame from the date of his said
pay shall
longevity pay
for longevity
said
nal
commission as
second lieutenant
lieutenant of
Cavalry; and that said
of Fifth Cavalry;
as second
nal commission
Captain
paid, out
of any
any money
otherwise
money in the Treasury not otherwise
out of
be paid,
Payne be
Captain Payne
appropriated,
the difference
difference between
received
the amounts he would have received
between the
appropriated, the
under
provided for and the amounts he has actcomputation herein provided
the computation
under the
ually
shall receive no pay for the time he
he shall
That he
Provided, That
received: Provided,
ually received:
service
was
actually
out
of
the
service
of the United States.
military
the
of
out
actually
was
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1881.
CHAP.
—An act
act for
relief of
of Henry
B. Eastman.
Eastman.
Henry B.
the relief
for the
124.-An
CHAP. 124.

March
March 2,1881.
'2, 1881.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
-tary of
EastTreas- Henry .B.. Ealtof the TreasSecr-tary
the Seer
in Congress
America in
States of
Treasury
the
in
any
out
ury
be,
and
he,
is
hereby
directed
to
pay,
of
money
in
the
Treasur
y mn,
man, rlif.
relief.
directed
ury be, and he is hereby
lieutenant
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to Henry
Eastman, late second lieutenant
Henry B. Eastman,
appropriated, to
not
Cavalry, in the war of the
of Company
Company B,
Third Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Cavalry.
B, Third
of
rebellion, the
the pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances of
of aasecond
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, mounted, from
rebellion,
February first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, to March twentieth,
and sixty-five,
February
received
have received
mayyhave
pay as
hundred and sixty-five,
eighteen hunched
sixty-five, less such pay
as he
he ma
in
any other
other grade
period of time; and also to pay him three
such period
for such
grade for
in any
mouths'
pay proper
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, mounted, under the provisa second
of a
proper of
months' pay
appropriatious
ions
01
section
four
of
an
entitled
"An act making appropriations
"An
entitled
act
an
of
four
section
of
ious
for
support of
the Army
for the
ending June
eighteen 1865, ch.
oh. 81,
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
year ending
the year
Army for
of the
the support
for the
1866, ch.
181,
eh.
1g,
and
hundred
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-six,"
approved
March
third,
e
i
g
hteen
hundred
and
Stat.,
13, 181,
491.
March
approved
hundred and sixty-six,"
sixty-five, and the
the benefits
act, ap- Stat., 14, 94.
last-named act,
said last-named
of said
benefits of
extending the
act extending
the act

sixty-five and

proved
thirteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six.
July thirteenth,
proved July
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1881.

CHAP. 125. —An act
for the relief
relief of
of Mrs.
Bridges, at
Bartow County,
County, Georgia.
Georgia.
at Bartow
Martha Bridges,
Mrs. Martha
125.-An act forthe
CHAP.

March
2, 1881.
h 2,1881.
M

Be
enacted by
4 the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
House of
it enacted
Be it
States of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
sum
of
seventy-two
Mrs.
Martha
Mrs. Martha
seventy-two
of
sum
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
of America
States
dollars and six cents
be appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
B
o
ridges, payment
py nt
toid,
Treasury t
money in
appropriated, out
cents be

dollars and six

of Balaam
Bridges
appropriated to pay Mrs Martha Brid
not
ges, widow
-widow of
Baltiam
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
A.
Bridges, deceased,
Bartow County, for work done by him on the
of Bartow
deceased, of
A. Bridges,

'
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1881.
Western and
and A
tlantit. Railroad,
Railroad, in
State
of Georgia,
Georgia ,during the
Western
Atlmntil
in the
the State
i of
months of
in the
the year
year eighteen
eighteen hunmonths
of August,
August, September,
September, and
and October,
October, in
hundred
sixty-four, while said
railroad was
n the
of the
the United
United
dred and
and sixty-four,
said railroad
was in
the hands
hands of
States
States military authorities
authorities
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1881.

March
2, 1881.
March 2,
1881.

CHAP.
to admit
admit free
duty one
one of
of the
of Saint
Saint Michael's
CHAP. 1.26.—An
126.-An act
act to
free of
of duty
the bells
bells of
Michael's chimes,
chimes,
Charleston, South Carolina, which has been
England to
Charleston,
been sent
sent to England
to be
be recast.
recast.

Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
United
enacted by the
the Senate and House of Representatives

Saint Michael's
Michael's States of
of America
America in
Secretary of
Treasin Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Treaschimes, bell imimport
im -ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to admit free of import
portedfreeofdtty.
composing the chimes of Saint Michael's
ported free of duty. duty one of the bells composing
Church,
Michael's Church,

Charleston, South
recast at the foundery
Charleston,
South Carolina,
Carolina, after it
it has
has been
been recast
foundery
where it
seventeen hundred
hundred and sixty-four
sixty-four
it was
was first manufactured
manufactured in
in seventeen
and been reshipped
reshipped to
America.
to America.
Approved,
March
2,
1881.
Approved, March

CHAP.
Samuel Harper.
CHAP. 127.—An
127.-An act for
for the
the relief of
of Samuel
Harper.

March 2, 1881.

Be it enacted by the Senate
and Rouse
Representatives of
Senate and
House of Representatives
of the United
Samuel Harper, States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treascredit in
credit
in accounts.
accounts. ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed,
directed, in the settlement
settlement of
the accounts of Samuel
Samuel Harper,
Harper, agent of
of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department for
for
him a
a
the sale of internal-revenue
internal-revenue stamps
stamps at Houston, Texas,
Texas, to
to allow
allow him
credit for the sum of two thousand five hundred
hundred and ten dollars; the
amount of
amount
of internal-revenue
internal-revenue stamps stolen
stolen from
from his office
office on
on the twentieth
twentieth
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-seven.
day of
of March, eighteen
sixty-seven.
March 2, 1881.
Approved, March

March 3,
3,1881.
1881.

CHAP. 161.-An
161.—An act for the relief of Dodd, Brown and Company of Saint Louis,
Louis,
Missouri.
Missouri.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
America in Congress
America
Congress assembled,
fifty-eight
assembled, That the sum of fifty-eight
fifty-nine dollars and forty-six cents be, and
six hundred and fifty-nine
and
appropriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury not otheris hereby, appropriated,
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for the payment
payment of Dodd, Brown and Company,
Company, of
Saint Louis, Missouri, as assignees
assignees of E. H.
H. Durfee and Company,
Durfee and Peck,
Durfee and Peck, William Shirley, and
Peek, John Shirley, Durfee
and
Lemuel Spooner, respectively,
respectively, said claims having been severally approved
approved
by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and by him reported
reported to
to the
the
Secretary
Interior and transmitted to Congress
Secretary of the Interior
Congress for
for allowance.
allowance.
To reimburse said sums there shall be withheld from the moneys due
or to become due to the Comanche
Comanche Indians, seven thousand five hundred
hundred
and forty-one
forty-one dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five cents, under the treaty with that
that
tribe; and from the moneys due or to become due to
to the
the Sioux
Sioux Indians,
Indians,
three thousand and eighty-five
thousand six
six
eighty-five dollars and twenty-four
twenty-four thousand
hundred
respectively; and
and
hundred and ninety-four dollars and sixty-two cents, respectively;
from the moneys due or to become due to the Kiowa Indians, five
thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred and twenty dollars;
dollars; and from the moneys due or
thousand
to become due to the Kiowa and Comanche Indians,
Indians, three thousand
hundred dollars and thirteen thousand
eighteen
nine hundred
thousand nine hundred
hundred and eighteen
dollars and nine cents, respectively, the proportion of the two last-named
last-named
may
sums to be charged against the said Kiowa and Comanche
Comanche tribes as may
be ascertained
Commissioner of Indian Affairs to be justly chargeascertained by the Commissioner
able against
against them respectively.
respectively.
Approved, March
March 3,
Approved,
3, 1881.
1881.

Dodd, Brown States of
Company, re
re--thousand
and Company,
lief of.

FORTY.SIXTH
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162-165. 1881.
.OH..162-165.
1881.

CHAP. 162.—An
for the
the relief
of citizens
citizens of
with the
United
CHAP.
162.-An act
act for
relief of
of Montana
Montana who
who served
served with
the United
States troops in the war
war with the Nez Perces, and for the relief of the heirs of such
such
as were
were killed
killed in
in such service.

641
641
March 3,
3, 1881.
March
1881.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and Rouse of Representatives
United
States
Congress assem,bled,
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That each
each volunteer
volunteer who
who joined
joined Volunteers
Volunteers in
in
wit
hh tthe
e t
during the
the Nezwpaerr
the forces
forces of
of the United
United States, in the
the Territory
Territory of
of Montana,
Montana, during
ez Prcew
ohe
Monwar
with the
shall be
dollar per
during tana,
war with
the Nez
Nez Perce
Perce Indians,
Indians, shall
be paid
paid one
one dollar
per day
day during
tana, pay,
pay,' penpenthe
service, from the time that
the term
term of such service,
that he
he left
left his
his home
home until
until he sions.
was returned
returned thereto,
including all
thereto, including
all time
time spent
spent in hospital under
under treattreatment by such as received wounds or other injuries in such service.
S
EC. 2. That all persons who
disabled in such servSEc.
who were wounded
wounded or
or disabled
service, and the heirs of all who were killed in such service,
be entitled
entitled
service, shall be
to all the benefits
benefits of the pension laws, in
in the
the same manner
manner and
and to
to the
same
extent as if
same extent
if they had been
been duly mustered
mustered into
into the
the regular or VOI
vol-unteer forces of the United States.
States,
SEc.
for
S
EC. 3. That all horses and arms lost in such service
service shall be paid for Payment
Payment for
duly ascertained
ascertained by the commanding
commanding officer horses
at their actual value, to be dily
horses lost.
Provided, That
of the district of Montana:
Montana: Provided,
That no payment
payment shall
shall be made
made Provio.
Provi80.
for such losses except upon the statement
statement of the commanding
officer of Proof.
commanding officer
the United States troops, or such other officer of the Regular
Regular Army as
might be in control of the volunteers
volunteers at the time of such loss, and such
such
other proofs as may be required
required by the commanding officer and the
quartermaster for the district of Montana
Montana, to establish
United States quartermaster
the
service of the United States.
the fact that such
such losses
losses were made
made in the
the service
vnited
States.
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1881.
Approved, March
1881.

CHAP.
163. —An act
granting a
apension
to Jacob
Jacob Gelwicks.
Gelwicks.
CHAP. 163.-An
act granting
pension to

March
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the United

States
of America
America in
Congressassembled,
That the
the Interior
Interior Jacob
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Jacob Gelwicks,
Golwicks,
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and
place on
the pensionpension- pension.
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to place
on the
be,
and he
he is
roll, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws, the
the
roll,
name
of Jacob
Gelwicks, late
late Company
Company L,
Regiment Missouri
name of
Jacob Gelwicks,
L, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Missouri
Militia.
Militia.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.

CHAP 164.-An
164.—An act granting
granting a
Wyatt Botts.
a pension to Wyatt
CHAP.

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March

it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United
Representatives of the United
Be it
States
Secretary of
of the
Wyatt
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the IntoInte- Wyatt
nor
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
place on
the pensionpension.
directed to
to place
on the
pension- pens""n.
rior be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
roll,
rate of eight dollars
dollars per
per month, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions
roll, at the
the rate
and limitations of the pension laws, the name of Wyatt Botts, late a
a
private
in Company
Company B,
B, Eighty-eighth
Eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Infantry
Ohio VolunVolunprivate in
Infantry Ohio
teers.

Botts,

Bot t,

Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
Approved,

CHAP 165.
—An act
act for
for the
of James
James B.
CHAP.
165.-An
the relief
relief of
B. Forman.
Furman.

March 3, 1881.

March 3,1881.

Be it
it enacted
House of
of the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of llepresentatives
Itepresentatives of
the United
United
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
Into- James B
B. Ellr
Fur
of America
America in
the Secretary
of the
the Intenor
directed to
to place
place the
name of
rior be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
the name
f man,
moan pension.
Pen
James
private in
in Company
Company C
C of
James B.
B. Furman,
Furman, late
late a
a private
of the
the Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
of Pennsylvania
,
ennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, on the pension-rolls, subject
subject to the
provisions and
limitations of
of the
provisions
and limitations
of the
the pension
pension laws
laws of
the United
United States.
States.
Approved,
March 3,
Approved, March
3, 1881.
1881.
X3CT-41
xr-41
States
tates

G42
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March
1881.
3, 1881.
March 3,

1881.
1881.

CHAP.
act granting
a pension to Mary Ann McCarrol.
granting a
166.-An act
CHAP. 166.—An

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
of _Representatives
House of
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
InteStates of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Inteof America
America in Congress
Me--States
Mary Ann Mc
pension-rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
Carrol, pension.
nor
authorized and directed
directed to place on the pension
roll
of Mary
Ann McCarrol,
County, PennPennAllegheny County,
of Allegheny
McCarrol, of
Mary Ann
name of
the name
roll the
sylvania,
of James
James McCarrol,
deceased, late
late a
a member
Comof Commember of
McCarrol, deceased,
widow of
sylvania, widow
pany
B, Forty-third
Forty-third Ohio
Volunteers zwho
who died
died from
from disease
disease and
exposure
and exposure
Ohio Volunteers,
pany B,
contracted
in the
the United
United
of the
service of
military service
the military
in the
while in
duty while
of duty
line of
the line
contracted in
States.
Approved,
March 3, 1881.
Approved, March

March 3,
1881.
3, 1881.
March
Calvin
Bronson,
Calvin Bronson,
refund
of tobacco
refund of

tax.
tax.

March 3,
1881.
3, 1881.
March

CHAP.
167.—An act
for the
relief of
Bronson.
Calvin Bronson.
of Calvin
the relief
act for
CHAP. 167.-An

United
Be
it enacted
by the
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the
America in
States of
Treasury be
be au
th ori
ze d an
d directed
directed to
to pay
pay to
Calvin Bronson
eleven
Bronson eleven
to Calvin
and
authorized
Treasury
thousand two
hundred and
of any money in the
dollars out of
eleven dollars
and eleven
two hundred
thousand
Treasury not
appropriated, in full
satisfaction of an illegal
full satisfaction
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury
tax
certain smoking
tobacco and paid by him under prosmoking tobacco
upon certain
assessed upon
tax assessed
test.
test.
Approved, March
3, 1881.
March 3,1881.
Approved,
CHAP.
relief of several persons
persons impressed
impressed into the United
United
the relief
for the
act for
168.-An act
CHAP. 168.—An
States
service.
naval service.
States naval

Be
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
TreasCrews of
of steamsteam -States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the Treas.
Crews
ersChampionnum- ury
authorized and directed,
directed, out of any money in
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
ersChampionnumber
5, pris
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated,fto settle and pay to the several
pris--the Treasury
ber 33 amd 5,
oners of war paym
to. war,,pay- persons
comprising the
the crews
Champion numbers
numbers three
steamers Champion
the steamers
of the
crews of
persons comprising
neenttof
representatives, for the time they were each held
five, or their legal representatives,
and five,
as prisoners
war, including
necessary time
reach
it took them to reach
time it
the necessary
including the
of war,
prisoners of
as
their homes
release, at the same rate or pay per month they
their release,
after their
homes after
their
captured; also for commutawere each
receiving at the time they were captured;
each receiving
were
tion of rations
for same time, to be settled and paid upon proper applirations for
tion
cations to be
proper
be made under this act, and passed upon by the proper
cations
accounting
officers of the Treasury.
accounting officers
Approved, March
3, 1881.
1881.
March 3,
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March
Henry
Henry
pension.
pension.

Mills,

March 3,
3, 1881.
March
1881.

H.
Edward
H.
Mitchell, pension.
Mitchell,
pension.

a pension to Henry Mills.
granting a
CHAP 169.—An
169.-An act granting
CHAP.

and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of America
Secretary of the Interior be,
be and he
be is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to place on the pensionpension roll,
to the provisions and limitations of the pension laws, the
roll, subject to
private in Company D, of the Ninety-eighth
Ninety-eighth
a private
of Henry Mills, late a
name of
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteers.
March 3,
1881.
3,1881.
Approved, March
a pension to Edward
170. —An act granting
granting a
Edward H. Mitchell.
CHAP. 170.-An

Homse of Representatives
Be
it enacted by
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
States of A
Secretary of the Interior
Congressassembled, That the Secretary
A merica
mericain Congress
States
be,
authorized and directed
directed to place
place on the pensionhereby authorized
he is
is hereby
be and he
roll,
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension laws, the
roll, subject
name
Company I, Seventy-first
Seventy-first Regiment
Regiment
of Edward
Edward H. Mitchell, of Company
name of
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteers.
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1881.
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FORTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
CHAP.
171.--An act
pension to
P. Hunter.
Hunter.
CHAP. 171.-An
act granting
granting a
a pension
to James
James P.

643
643
March 3, 1881.
1881.

Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
James .P
P Hun.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the James
States of
America in
assembled, That
interior
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to place
place on
on the
ter, pension.
thepension.
is hereby,
authorized and
be, and
Interior be,
pension-roll, subject
the pension
pension
limitations of
of the
provisions and
and limitations
to the
the provisions
pension-roll,
subject to
laws, the
the name
of James
James P.
P. Hunter,
Hunter, late
late a
in First
Light
First Illinois
Illinois Light
a private
private in
laws,
name of
Artillery.
Artillery.
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
Approved, March
CHAP. 172.—An
CHAP.
172.-An act for the relief of John T.
T. Neale.

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.

Be it
enacted by the
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
it enacted
the Senate and House
States
America in
in Congress
fhat the Secretary of the WeJohn T. Neale,
Inte- John
Congress assembled,
assembled, that
States of
of America
pension.
pen- pension.
nor be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place on the pen_
rior
sion-roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension laws,
sion-roll,
a scout under
under
as an enlisted private, the name of John T. Neale, late a
General Andrew
Andrew Porter, provost-marshal
provost-marshal of the District of Columbia, in
General
suppression of the rebellion.
the war for the suppression
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
CHAP.
relief of Lewis
Lewis A. Kent.
act for
for the relief
173.-An act
CHAP. 173.—An

March 3, 1881.
March

it enacted
United
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
States of
of America
Kent, late
Lewis A.
A. 1
.
<01a,
Kent,
late cap- Lewis
Lewis A. Kent,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Lewis
States
America in Congress

tam n of
of Company
Company G,
G,Sixth
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
who pay and pensi"o".
pension.
Infantry, who
Wisconsin Volunteer
Sixth Regiment
tain
hunwas
as such
such captain
date July
July twenty-eighth,
eighteen huntwenty-eighth, eighteen
to date
captain to
was mustered
mustered as
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, shall be taken and deemed to have been mustered
mustered
dred and
of May,
May, eighteen
as
captain as
as of
of the
the seventh
seventh day of
eighteen hundred and
and
such captain
as such
which
he was assigned
sixty-four, that
assigned to and from which
being the day when he
that being
sixty-four,
he continuously
discharged the duties of such office, and shall be recogcontinuously discharged
he
government of the
by all
all the departments of the government
nized and treated
treated by
nized
United
as a
last-named date, and doing
at said
said last-named
mustered at
a captain
captain mustered
States as
United States
duty as
such from
from that
that date
service; and
and
out of
of service;
final muster
muster out
until his
his final
date until
duty
as such
there is hereby granted and awarded to him all the right of pay and
and
been entitled
entitled to had he been in fact so muspension
would have been
that he
he would
pension that
tered, and performed
performed duty and incurred
incurred disability
disability while holding such
such
tered,
rank; and
there is
is hereby
appropriated, out
of any
any money
money in
in the
Treas- Appropriation.
Appropriation.
the Treasout of
hereby appropriated,
and there
rank;
ury,
such sum
sum as
as may
requirements of this act.
be sufficient to meet the requirements
may be
ury, such
Approved, March
March 3,
1881.
Approved,
3, 1881.
CHAP. 174.—An
for the
the relief
relief of Homer
Homer Fellows.
Fellows.
act for
174.-An act
CHAP.

March 3, 1881.

United
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
Senate and House qf
enacted by the Senate
Secretary of the Treas- Homer Fellows,
States
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
States of America
ury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, empowered
to pay
Fellows, out
payment for
out of
of full
full. payment
to Homer
Homer Fellows,
pay to
empowered to
ury
any money
in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of two ser
services
s.'
the Treasury
money in
any
hundred and fifty dollars, in full payment of his claim for services as an
eightRepresentatives from December
employee
December fourth, eightemployee of the House of Representatives
een
seventy-seven, to April fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
een hundred and seventy-seven,
se
,
venty-eight.
seventy-eight.
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,
CHAP.
making appropriations
appropriations for
the payment of claims reported alfor the
act making
175.-An act
CHAP. 175.—An
lowed by
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
under the act of Congress
Congress of March third,
of Claims
Claims under
by the
lowed
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-one,
seventy-one, and acts amendatory
amendatory thereof.
eighteen

March 3,1881.

it enacted
the United Appropriations
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
State
claims propreStates of America in Cvngre s assembled, That the Secretary of the Treas- for claims
and alal.
to and
sented to
authorized and required
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
required to pay, out of any sented

644
644
lowed by the ComCornmissioners
missioners of
Claims.
Claims.

1871,
eh. 116,
1871, ch.
116,
16 Stat., 524.

16 Stat.,524.

Claims from the

Alabama.
State of Alabama.
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1881.
1881.

money in the Treasury
Otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the several per
Treasury not otherwise
per
sons
act named,
named, the
the several
the same
same
sons in
in this act
several sums
sums mentioned
mentioned herein,
herein, the
being in full for, and the receipt of the
the same to be taken and accepted
accepted
in
ease as
full and
of, the
the several
claims presented
as aafull
and final
final discharge
discharge of,
several claims
presented
in each
each case
by
such persons
of Claims
under the
the act
act of
of March
March
by such
persons to
to the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
Claims under
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
hundred and seventy
seventy one and reported
reported to the House ol
Representatives under
under the said act, namely:
Representatives
namely:

OF
OF THE STATE OF ALABAMA.
ALABAMA..
To
Barton, the sum
thousand two hundred and two
sum of one
one thousand
To Jonathan Barton,
dollars and fifty cents.
To
administrator of
McGuire, deceased,
deceased,
of William
William B.
B. McGuire,
To Murphy
Murphy Bruce
Bruce, administrator
six hundred
fourteen dollars
dollars and
and eighty-two
eighty-two cents.
hundred and
and fourteen
six
To
Cavin six
six hundred
hundred and
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
and sixty
sixty two
two dollars
To John
John Cavin
Andrew J.
Herron, administrator
administrator of Samuel H. Herron,
Herron, deceased,
J. Herron,
To Andrew
four hundred and forty-five
forty-five dollars.
To C.
C. T.
T. Ladd,
one thousand
one hundred
hundred and
and ninety
dollars.
seven dollars.
thousand one
ninety seven
To
Ladd, one
administrator of James
James Roberts,
deceased, five
Roberts, deceased,
five
To Elias Thrasher,
Thrasher, administrator
hundred
sixty dollars.
hundred and
and sixty
dollars.
To
one hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
Washburn one
one thousand
thousand one
To John Washburn
hunadministratrix of John
John Wynn, deceased, one hunTo Margaret
Margaret Wynn administratrix
dred and ninety
ninety two dollars.

Arkansas

OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF ARKANSAS.
To
Charles V. Anderson,
Anderson, one
one hundred
hundred and
widow of Charles
To Judy
Judy Anderson,
Anderson, widow
and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
dollars and
cents.
twenty six dollars
To
Drake, four
and seventy
seventy dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
To Wesley
Wesley Drake,
four hundred
To
Harper, five
hundred and
and twenty
twenty five dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
A.. C. Harper,
To Mary
Mary A.
To
Cornelius H.
H. Kidd,
administrator of Tandy K. Kidd, deceased,
deceased, one
To Cornelius
Kidd, administrator
thousand ene
dollars and seven cents,
cents,
thousand
one hundre4
hundred and seventy two dollars
To
hundred and
and forty dollars.
dollars.
Henry Lackey,
Lackey, four
four hundred
To Henry
ninety-nine dollars.
dollars,
To John
John L.
L. McNeely,
McNeely, ninety-nine
Lewis, deceased,
thousand
To A.
A. A.
A. Tufts, administrator
administrator of Hugh
Hugh Lewis,
deceased, one thousand
seven hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
To
George W. Wines,
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
To George
Wines, one thousand
thousand and seventy-five
To
Mary Adelia
and William
William Stewart, children
children of
Adelia, and
of Minerva
Minerva
To Timothy, Mary
be
hundred and forty-four
Stewart, deceased,
deceased, five
five hundred
forty-four dollars i3the same
seine to be
discharge of claim allowed
Commissioners of
allowed by the Commissioners
in satisfaction and discharge
Claims, in their ninth general report, to Minerva
Minerva Stewart,
Stewart, and jp
in full
satisfaction and payment
payment of appropriation
appropriation made on such
satisfaction
such allowance,
allowance of
the Commissioners
Commissioners of Claims to Minerva
Minerva Stewart
Stewart in and by act of
aConnumbered one hundred
(private), entitled
entitled "An
"An act making
making
hundred and
and six (private),
gress numbered
appropriations for
claims allowed
allowed hy
by the
the, Commissioners
Commissioners
payment of claims
fur the payment
appropriations
under the act of Congress of March
of Olaims
Claims tinder
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and seventy one, and
and acts amendatory
amendatory thereof",
thereof", approved
approved June
ej11110 foureighteen hundred
teenth, eighteen
hundred and eighty.
eighty.

Georgia.
Georgia.

OF THE STATE
STATE OF GEORGIA.

To Martin Brown, eight
eight hundred
hundred and seventy-five
seventy.five dollars.
dollars.
To Marion M.
Dicken (heirs of)
five htilidred
hundred and forty five
M. Dieken
of) Ave
4ye dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
hundred and
dollars.
To William
William Hetzel,
Hetzel, five
and fifty
fifty dollars.
To Pryor May, two hundred
hundred and eighty five
five dollars.
dollars.
To Sarah C. Gray
Gray (claim eleven thousand
thousand and four
four hundred
hundred and three)
two hundred and eighty five
five dollars.
To
hundred and
and four), five
To Sarah
Sarah C. Gray
Gray (claim
(claim eleven
eleven thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred
hundred and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars.
To Nancy
Nancy M. Stephens
Stephens (widow of Curren P.
P. Stephens,
Stephens, deceased,
deceased, for
her own use and as natural guardian
guardian for her children
children (heirs of Curren
P. Stephens),
Stephens), three
three hundred
hundred and fifty-four dollars.
To Milly
1V1illy Wilson, two hundred
hundred and twenty six dollars.
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LOUISIAnA.
OF THE STATE OF LOUISTAN
A.
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Louisiana.

To Levi Allain,
Allain, one thousand
thousand one
hundred dollars.
one hundred
To Saint Luke Allain,
Allain, one thousand
thousand Ili%
hundred and fifty
five hundred
fifty dollars.
dollars.
To the following named
named heirs of William
deceased; Mary
William Blunt, deceased;
Mary M.
M.
Dellinger, three hundred dollars r5' John
John C.
hundred and
C. Harper,
Harper, Seven
seven hundred
and
sixty six dollars and six cents;
two hundred
and fifty
cents; James
James B.
B. Adams, two
hundred and
fifty
forty-seven cents;
111: Harringtoni,
Harrington, two
tyto hunsix dollars and forty-seven
cents i Henrietta
Henrietta M;
hundred and fifty-six
fifty-six dollars and
cents; John
Adams, two
two
and forty seven
seven cents;
John C.
C. Adams,
hundred and fifty six dollars
dollars and forty seven cents.;
cetits; Marcella
Marcella DavidDavidson's children two hundred
hundred and
seventy-one dollars
dollars and
eighty-tine
and seventy-one
and eighty-nine
cents; Sidney M. Seth's children,
children, forty-four
nineteen cents;
cents;
forty-four dollars
dollars and
and nineteen
nineteen cents; Frank S.
Spedden Orem, forty four dollars and nineteen
Orem,
S. Orem,
forty four dollars and nineteen
nineteen cents; Julia Seth, forty four dollars
dollars and
and
nineteen
nineteen cents; James R. Blunt, five hundred
hundred and forty three dollars
H. Harrington,
Harrington, one hundred
and seventy-two
seventy-two cents; William IL
hundred and twenty
seven dollars and seventy-six
seventy-six cents; Julia
hundred
Julia Harrington,
Harrington, °one
one hundred
and twenty seven dollars and seventy-six cents; Joseph B. Harrington,
Harrington,
one hundred
hundred and twenty-seven
twenty-seven dollars and seventy-six cents.
To Martha T. Cleland, adfninistratrix
adtniniStratrix of Doctor
hoctot Andrew
0\ven, deAndrew Owen,
ceased,
ceased, one thousand five hundred and
dollars.
and sixty dollars.
seventy-five dollars.
To Delphina Fortunee, four hundred
hundred and seventy-five
To Julia H. Morgan, five thousand four hundred and twenty dollars
dollars
and eighty eight cents; in full discharge
discharge of all claim, in her own right
and as heir-at-law, against the United States,
petition or
or
States, stated in
in the petition
declaration
hundted and one in the
declaration numbered
numbered fourteen thousand six htindted
records of the Commissioners
Commissioners of Claims, appointed under the act of
of
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-one.
To Narcissa Keene Johnson,
Johnson, three thousand
thousand five hundred and twenty
three dollars and eighty eight cents; in full discharge
discharge of all claim
against the United States, stated in the petition or declaration
declaration numbered fourteen
fourteen thousand
thousand six hundred and one in the records of the Commissioners of Claims, appointed
appointed under act of March
March third, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one
To Fannie
Fannie Richer,
Richer, five thousand
thousand one hundred and sixty-five dollars.
To J.
J. Madison Wells, four thousand and eighty dollars.
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF MISSISSIPPI.
OF THE
MISSISSIPPI.

To Benjamin Bruton, the sum of eight hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
To Moses Curtis, five hundred and forty-four
forty-four dollars.
To Isaac J.
J. Fouche, one thousand four hundred and fifty seven dollars
and fifty cents.
To Bettie T.
administratrix of
Grraly, deceased,
T. Gray,
Gray, administratrix
of William
William B. Gray,
deceased, three
three
hundred and fifty nine dollars.
thousand five hundred
Higginbotham, one thousand five hundred and sixty-nine
To John G. Higginbotham,
sixty-nine
dollars.
dollars.
seventy six
To James A. Jumper, one thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and
and seventy
dollars.
To Robert H. Malone, executor
executor of James
James Mooring, deceased,
deceased, one
one
thousand
thousand nine hundred and seven dollars
dollars and fourteen cents.
William A.
William H.
executors of
To William
A. MePheeters
McPheeters and
and William
H. Dunbar,
Dunbar, executors
of
Martha W. Dunbar, deceased
Martha
deceased eight hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty eight dollars and
thirty three cents.
To
Catharine Q. McGowan,
McGowan, executrix
executrix of
deceased,
To Catharine
of William
William McGowan,
McGowan, deceased,
one thousand
thousand one hundred and one dollars and sixty six cents.
To William D. Nesbitt, five thousand six
six hundred and
and seventy
seventy dollars.
dollars.
and ninety
dollars.
To Samuel J.
J. Proctor,
Proctor, one
one thousand
thousand and
ninety dollars.
Samuel Millikan,
To Walter D. Sprott,
Sprott, administrator
administrator of
of Samuel
Millikan, deceased,
deceased,
two thousand
thousand four hundred and thirty dollars.
Bleny 0.
To Henry
0: Sykes, seven hundred and eighty
eighty two dollrs.
dollars.

Mississippi.
Mississippi.
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To
Williams, administratrix
Samuel Bond,
deceased, threc
administratrix of
of Samuel
Bond, deceased,
three
To Malinda
Malinda Williams,
thousand one
dollars.
thousand
one hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
To Emma
Emma J.
Yeiser, administratrix
Lydia A.
M. Ronaldson,
five
To
J. Yeiser,
administratrix of
of Lydia
A. M.
Ronaldson, five
hundred and
and thirty
thirty three
three cents.
hundred
and thirty-three
thirty-three dollars
dollars and
cents.
North Carolina.
North
Carolina.

OF
STATE OF
OF THE
THE STATE
OF NORTH
NORTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.
To
of three
three hundred
five dollars.
dollars.
To Elijah
Elijah S.
S. Bell,
Bell, the
the sum
sum of
hundred and
and eighty
eighty five
To
three hundred
To Henry
Henry E.
E. French,
French, three
hundred and
and eighty-six
eighty-six dollars.
dollars.
To
John Horton,
five hundred
hundred and
twelve dollars.
dollars.
To John
Horton, five
and twelve
To
S. Manix,
administrator of
of Willis
Willis M.
M. Lewis,
deceased, twc
twc
Lewis, deceased,
To John
John S.
Manix, administrator
hundred
and thirteen
dollars and
and seventy
seventy five
five cents.
hundred and
thirteen dollars
cents.
To
Sarah McSween,
eight hundred
and ninety
ninety five dollars.
To Sarah
McSween, eight
hundred and
To
John Swinson,
Swinson, two
two hundred
dollars.
To John
hundred and
and seventy
seventy five
five dollars.
To
Mary M.
M. Welborn,
Welborn, three
three hundred
hundred and
two dollars
fifty
and seventy
seventy two
dollars and
and fifty
To Mary
cents.

South
South Carolina.
Carolina.

OF
THE STATE
T'OUTEE CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.
STATE OF
OF FOUTH
OF THE
To
Joseph H.
H. Risley,
Risley, the
the sum of eight hundred
hundred and seventy
seventy nine dolTo Joseph
lars
cents.
lars and
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine cents.

Tennessee.

OF THE STATE OF TENNESSEE.
TENNESSEE.
To John C. Bailey, one hundred
hundred and twenty five dollars.
Aaron V. Brown, one thousand eight hundred and sixty nine
To Mrs. Aaron
dollars and fifty cents.
To Calvin Conley, two hundred and fifty dollars.
To John Daughtrey,
Daughtrey, three hundred and sixty-five
sixty-five dollars.
To John V. Dobson,
Dobson, executor
executor of Isaac C. Dobson, deceased, three
hundred dollars.
To Nelson Fox, administrator
administrator of John C. Yett, deceased, five hundred
and twenty five dollars.
To John P. Gill, two hundred and fifteen
fifteen dollars.
To John Hart, one thousand and fifty seven
seven dollars.
To Robert W. Hall, three thousand and thirteen dollars.
hunKincheloe,'executor
executor of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Keys, deceased,
deceased, two
two hunTo Enos Kincheloe
dred and eighteen dollars and fifty cents, for the use and benefit
benefit of
Landon Keys.
To George
George Lovelady,
Lovelady, four hundred and forty five dollars.
two
To Mary
Mary G. Maish,
Maish, administratrix of Daniel H. Maish, deceased,
deceased, two
thousand four hundred and thirty-six dollars and fifty cents.
administrator of 0.
deceased,
To Sampson W. McClellan,
McClellan, administrator
O. D.
D. Williams,
Williams, deceased,
two hundred and fifty five dollars.
To Margaret
Margaret McKinney,
McKinney, one hundred
hundred dollars.
Murphy, James County, four hundred
To William Murphy,
hundred and fifty dollars.
To William Murphy,
Murphy, of Davidson
Davidson County, three hundred
hundred dollars
dollars
ninety-two dollars.
To William A. Newland,
Newland, eight hundred and ninety-two
To Noble Calhoun,
Calhoun, executor of George W. Scurlock, deceased,
deceased, one
thousand one hundred and forty.five
lorty five dollars.
To Eliza A. Swift, four hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine dollars.
To Joseph
R Thompson,
Thompson, three
Joseph R
three hundred
hundred and forty-one
forty-one dollars.
dollars.
To William M. Turner, eight hundred
hundred and three dollars.
dollars.
To James H. Yarbrough,
Yarbrough, administrator
administrator de bonis non of Margaret YarYarbrough,
Yarbrough and
brough, deceased
deceased for the use and benefit
benefit of James H. Yarbrough
Cordelia Binkley, three hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine dollars and thirty foul
cents.

Texas.

OF THE STATE OF TEXAS.
TEXAS.
To Jacob Zeigler, the sum of eight hundred and eighty dollars.
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Virginia.

To
the sum
of five
hundred and
fifty three
three dollars.
and fifty
five hundred
sum of
Beery; the
H. Beery;
John H.
To John
To
use and benefit
Amanda,
benefit of Amanda,
the use
for the
guardian, for
Beasley, guardian,
E. Beasley,
Martha E.
To Martha
John, Susan
Beasley, her
children, two
two thousand
thousand five hunhunher children,
William Beasley,
and William
Susan and
John,
dred dollars.
To
Davis, three
hundred and twenty six dollars.
three hundred
C. Davis,
John C.
To John
To
Heflin, five
five hundred
hundred and
sixty dollars.
and sixty
William Heflin,
To William
To
one thousand
thousand five
and ninety-five dolhundred and
five hundred
Jones, one
G. Jones,
Bransom G.
To Bransom
lars.
To
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
one hundred
Kelley. one
Lewis Kelley,
To Lewis
To
Elliott Patton,
senior, four
four hundred and seventy-seven
seventy-seven dollars.
Patton, senior,
To Elliott
To
L. Payne, six
fourteen dollars.
six hundred and fourteen
Mary L.
To Mary
To James
W. Pettigrew,
hundred and
ninety-one dollars.
and ninety-one
eight hundred
Pettigrew, eight
James W.
To
hunTo
Ann Reid,
Reid, administratrix
admmistratrix of Horatio Reed deceased,
deceased, six hunMary Ann
To Mary
dred
dred and fifty dollars.
To
J. Wiseman,
Wiseman, four hundred and eight dollars.
Lucy J.
To Lucy
To Fannie
and Mary
Mary A. Scott, three thousand seven hundred and
S. and
Fannie S.
To
ninety
ninety dollars
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1881.
CHAP. 176.-An
3.76.—An act
act directing
payment of
of certain
awards in favor of parties
certain awards
the payment
directing the
CHAP.
therein
named.
therein named.

March 3,1881.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
the United
of the
of Bepresentatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
States
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Awards
by Court
AwardsbyCourt
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
directed
to
pay,
out
of
any
money
in
the
of
°jail" for st °roe
of
Caimsforstored
in
the
money
any
of
out
to
pay,
directed
is
hereby,
Treasury be, and he
Army
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to the
following-named persons Sutateo
rSiltrin
the following-named
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury
in the
the State
sums found
found to
due them by aacourt of amounts found
be due
to be
the sums
Tennessee the
of Tennessee
State of
in
claims created
Major-General GeorgeH.
George H. Thomas,
the year eighteen due;
due; names ol
Thomas,inin theyeareighteen
by Major-General
created by
claims
claimants.
hundred and
and sixty-four,
Colonel H. C. Gilbert, of the Nine- claimant".
of Colonel
composed of
sixty-four, composed
hundred
teenth
Michigan
Regiment
of
United
States
Volunteers,
president,
as
Volunteers,
States
United
of
Regiment
Michigan
teenth
B. Armstrong,
and Captain
Captain Hubbard,
Hubbard, Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colville,
Colville, Doctor John IL
Armstrong,
and
S. L. Colville, members, to wit:
and S.
J. M.
Bragg, three
three hundred
hundred and twenty-three
twenty-three dollars.
M. Bragg,
J.
R.
Belcher, two
two hundred
dollars and sixty cents.
hundred and fifty-nine dollars
C. Belcher,
R. C.
John G.
G. Brown,
sixty-five dollars.
Brown, sixty-five
John
Will
Cummings, one
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
one hundred
Will Cummings,
I
hundred and twenty dollars.
one hundred
I Collier,
Collier, one
Stephen
Cope, fifteen dollars and twenty cents.
Stephen Cope,
G. P.
one hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty dollars
dollars and fifty cents.
Cummings, one
P. Cummings,
G.
Nancy
sixty-three dollars.
Nancy Clendennin, sixty-three
and sixty cents.
John Evans,
Evans, twenty-five
cents.
twenty-five dollars and
John
W. R.. Eddings, ten dollars.
James M.
Evans, two
hundred and
sixty dollars.
and sixty
two hundred
M. Evans,
James
George Flanegan,
and thirty-three
thirty-three dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
five hundred
Flanegan, five
George
W.
seventy-five dollars.
W. Faulkner, seventy-five
Robert Gamble,
Gamble, ninety-eight
sixty cents.
dollars and sixty
ninety-eight dollars
Robert
Micajah Gilletine,
Gilletine, fifty-two
fifty-two dollars and fifty cents.
Micajah
Isaac
Grizzel, one hundred
hundred and two dollars.
Isaac Grizzel,
John
H. Hopkins,
hundred and ten dollars.
one hundred
Hopkins, one
John H.
Tempa Hays,
hundred and
ninety-eight dollars.
and ninety-eight
one hundred
Hays, one
Tempa
Dickson Hillier,
twenty cents.
and twenty
dollars and
seventy-three dollars
Hillier, seventy-three
Dickson
Hooten. one hundred dollars.
J. Hooten.
J. A.
Jones, two
two hundred
and sixty-four
sixty-four dollars
dollars and
eighty-four cents.
and eighty-four
hundred and
A. Jones,
J.
Jesse
Locke,
one
hundred
and
twenty-five
dollars.
twenty-five
and
hundred
one
Jesse Locke,
Cyrus Lytle,
hundred and ten dollars.
Lytle, one hundred
Cyrus
Thomas
B. Locke,
and twenty-two
twenty-two dollars.
hundred and
five hundred
Locke, five
Thomas B.
G. C.
Moffitt, two
two hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven dollars.
and seventy-seven
C. Moffitt,
G.
J. and
R. Macon,
hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one dollars.
four hundred
Macon, four
J. R.
and J.
J.
J. E. Medley, two
two hundred
hundred and
dollars and
and eighty
eighty cents.
cents.
seventy dollars
and seventy

J. E. Medley,
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G. P.
thirty-eight dollars.
dollars.
G.
P. Moffitt,
Moffitt, three
three hundred
hundred and
and thirty-eight
Andrew
W. Martin,
thirty-two dollars
dollars and
and forty
forty cents.
Andrew W.
Martin, thirty-two
cents.
G.
W. McDaniel,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
G. W.
McDaniel one
one hundred
Thursay
Nebbit, thirty
thirty dollars.
Thursay A.
A. Nebbit,
dollars.
J.
fifty-seven dollars.
dollars.
J. Purser, fifty-seven
Harden Patterson,
hundred and
and eighty-eight
eighty-eight dollars
dollars and
seventy
Harden
Patterson, one
one hundred
and seventy
five cents.
Lucinda
and seventy
seventy dollars.
dollars.
Lucinda Mundy,
Plumly, five
five hundred
hundred and
Watson
Riggs, ninety-seven
and eighty
Watson Riggs,
ninety-seven doll-ars
dollars and
eighty cents.
cents.
twenty-four dollars.
dollars.
William Reader,
Reader, twenty-four
Samuel Ramsey,
four hundred
hundred and
and twenty-three
twenty-three dollars.
dollars.
Samuel
Ramsey, four
G. W.
W. Ramsey,
G.
Ramsey, ten
ten dollars.
dollars.
James R.
R. Shelton,
Shelton, one
one hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
James
hundred and
Thomas
Thomas Stegall, thirty.two
thirty-two dollars.
dollars.
W. R. Stegall, eighty-five
eighty-five dollars.
hundred and
ninety-two dollars.
A. Stone,
Stone, two
two hundred
and ninety-two
dollars.
Malinda Stipes, eighty-nine
Malinda
eighty-nine dollars
dollars and fifty
fifty cents.
J. M. Smallman,
Smallman, two hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
J.
Sparkman, two hundred and forty dollars.
Moses Sparkman,
W. O.
0. Smith, sixty-eight dollars.
Henry Thomas, two hundred
seventy-two dollars
hundred and seventy-two
dollars and forty
forty cents.
B. C. Thomas, two hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
Nathan Wheeler,
Wheeler, two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
Nathan
Edward
Edward B. Wheeler, three hundred
hundred and fifty-four dollars and sixtysix cents.
Henry E. Ward
seventy-five dollars.
d.ollais.
Henry
Ward, seventy-five
Matilda
Matilda Young, one hundred and forty-one
forty-one dollars and twenty cents.
Fustan, one hundred and sixty-one
Le Roy T. Pastan,
sixty-one dollars and ten cents.
fifteen dollars.
Dial Brown,
Brown, fifteen
Rachael
Hennessee, one hundred
Rachael Hennessee,
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
several sums so awarded
The said several
awarded being in full for quartermaster
quartermaster and
commissary stores taken and used by the United States Army from the
said persons respectively;
respectively; and the receipt of the same shall be taken
and accepted
accepted in such case as a
afull and final discharge of the several
several
claims so examined and allowed by the said military board.
Approved, March 3, 1881.

March 3,1881.
3, 1881.

CHAP. 177.—An
act for
the relief
David W.
Bell.
CHAP.
177.-An act
for the
relief of
of David
W. Bell.

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the United
David
Bell,7States
States of America in Congress
David W.
W. 13011
the proper
proper accounting
ofliCongress assembled, That the
accounting officredit
in account.
Post-Office Department
credit in account. cer of the Post-Office
Department is hereby authorized and directed to
is hereby authorized aad directed to
credit David W. Bell, postmaster at Oxford,
Oxford, Michigan
Michigan, with the sum of
of
three hundred and sixty-three dollars
sixty-eight cents
dollars and sixty-eight
cents in his account
account
aforesaid with said department;
department; said sum being the
as postmaster as aforesaid
the
postage-stamps stolen from said post-office
amount of postal money and postage-stamps
post-office
on the night of the twenty-third of March,
March, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty.
Approved, March 3, 1881.
Approved,

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March
Preamble.
Preamble.

CHAP. 178.—An
178.-An act for the relief of Thomas Snell
CHAP
Snell

district of
of Illinois
at
Whereas, the circuit
circuit court
court for
for the southern
southern district
Illinois did
did at
the January
nine, render judgment
January term, eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy
seventy-nine,
judgment
against said Snell for the sum of ten thousand dollars, in favor of the
United States, on aa bond dated May eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen.
eighteen hundred and
sixty three, on which bond said Snell was surety for Captain S, H. Lunt,
as quartermaster;
quartermaster; and
Whereas the judge of said court, and the district attorney, have since
since
certified that it is extremely probable that there
on
certified
there was no defalcation on
said bond; and
and
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Whereas the
the pretended
pretended defalcation
result of
ihiture of the
the failure
of the
the result
was the
defalcation was
Whereas
papers and effects
officers
States to
take possession
possession of the papers
to take
United States
the United
of the
officers of
of
said quartermaster,
time of
his death, according
according to the
of his
the time
at the
quartermaster, at
the said
of the
requirement
of the
the Articles
of War;
War; and
Articles of
requirement of
Whereas the
enforcement of
said judgment
unjust:
judgment would now be unjust:
of said
the enforcement
Whereas
Therefore,
Therefore,
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
the Senate
Be
United Thomas Snell, re
States
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
district
attorney
re.
attorney of the United
district
the
That
assembled,
Congress
States in
States for
for said
be, and
is hereby, authorized
lief.
authorized and directed to lief
and is
district be,
said district
States
release,
cancel, and
and satisfy
said judgment
judgment and diScharge
record all
discharge of record
satisfy said
release, cancel,
proceeding
any
or
liability
against
said
Snell
because
said
judgment
proceeding
judgment
said
of
because
Snell
liability against said
discharged in law
under
Snell be
be relieved
relieved and discharged
said Snell
that said
and that
same; and
the same;
under the
from
because of
judgment or proceeding.
said judgment
of said
liability because
all liability
from all
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1881.

CHAP. 179.—An
granting an
Reeve.
increase of pension to James H. Reeve.
an increase
act granting
179.-An act
CHAP.

March
March 3,1881.
3, 1881.

Be it
it enacted
by the
House of
Representatives of the United
United
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
Reeve,
I. Reeve, late cap- James H. Reeveo
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That James
James H.
America in
of America
States
increase of
of penpen.
tain and
brevet major
major in
in the
Regiment New York Volunteer increase
the Third Regiment
and brevet
tain
sion.
sin.
twentyJune
from
allowed,
Infantry,
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
granted
and
allowed,
June
granted
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Infantry,
sixth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, a
a pension at the rate of twentyamd sixty-five,
sixth, eighteen
four
per month;
the Secretary
and he is
Secretary of the Interior be, and
and the
month; and
dollars per
four dollars
H.
J'ames
said
of
name
the
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
place
James
to
directed
and
hereby, authorized
Reeve
the pension-roll
said rate,
rate, in
lieu of the pension now paid
in lieu
at said
pension-roll at
on the
Reeve on
him, deducting
therefrom the amounts already
already paid him.
deducting therefrom
him,
Approved,
1881.
Mareh 3, 1881
Approved, March

CHAP.
act for the relief of Levi Price.
180.-An act
CHAP. 180.—An

March
March 3,1881.
3, 1881.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
urt,d House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Be it
States of
America in
in Congress
That the Secretary of the Treasassembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States
Levi Price,
Price, re
Levi
ury be,
is hereby,
pay Levi Price, of Frederick
Frederick County,
COunty, fund
directed to pay
hereby, directed
he is
and he
be, and
ury
of tax.
tax.
of
fund
the
in
money
Maryland,
the
sum
of
two
hundred
dollars,
out
any
money
of
dollars,
hundred
two
of
sum
the
Maryland,
Treas.
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated;.
appropriated ;. and
Secretary of the Treasand the Secretary
not otherwise
Treasury
ury is
hereby directed
credited to said Levi Price by the
directed to cause to be credited
is hereby
ury
Commissioner . of
Revenue the
sum of one thousand seven
seven hunthe sum
Internal Revenue
of Internal
Commissioner
dred and
forty dollars
and twenty
twenty three
three cents,
amount of tax impropthe amount
cents, the
dollars and
and forty
dred
erly assessed against him.
Approved, March 3, 1881.
Approved,

CHAP.
act granting
Mary A. Shemelia.
Shemelia.
to Mary
pension to
granting aapension
181.-An act
CHAP. 181.—An

March 3, 1881.

March 3,1881.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and El•ouse
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
ouem of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
Secretary of the Inthe Secretary
That
assembled,
Congress
in
States of America
place or cause
terior
and he
cause
directed to place,
and directed
authorized and
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
be, and
terior be,
to
be placed,
placed, upon
pension-rolls of
of the
United States the name of
the United
the pension-rolls
upon the
to be
Mary
Shemelia, as
dependent widowed
William H.
She- Maly
Maly A. Shorn°
heome
H. Sheof William
mother of
widowed mother
as dependent
A. Shemelia,
Mary A.
melia, deceased,
member of
of Company
C, of
Regi. ha,
ension.
la, pension.
Thirty-fourth Regithe Thirty-fourth
of the
Company C,
a member
late a
melia, deceased, late
Paducah,
ment
of New
Jersey Volunteers,
Volunteers, who
died at
post hospital at Paducah,
at post
who died
New Jersey
mert of
in
of Kentucky,
fourteenth, arum
Domini eighteen
eighteen
ano Dmii
December fourteenth,
Kentucky, December
State of
the State
in the
pension
hundred
four, at
epension
allowed by the pension
pension allowed
rate of
full rate
the full
at the
sixty four,
and sixty
hundred and
commence
laws
to
dependent
widowed
mothers
of
enlisted
soldiers,
to
commence
soldiers,
enlisted
of
mothers
widowed
dependent
to
laws
from
passage of this act.
from and after the passage
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,
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650
March
March 3,1881.
3,1881.
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CHAP.
182. —An act
act for
for the
relief of
Hardie Hogan
Helper.
CHAP. 182.-An
the relief
of Hardie
Hogan Helper.

it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
and House
Representatives of
of the
Hardie Hogan
Hogan States of
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteHardie
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Helper,
rior be
Helper, pension.
nor
be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to
to place
place on
on the
the pensionpension.
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws, the
the
roll, subject
subject to
to the
limitations of
Hardie Hogan
Hogan Helper,
Helper, who
who was
disabled while
while on
on special
special duty
duty
name of Hardie
was disabled
under the
the command
Burnside, in
in the
war of
of the
the late
late
under
command of
of General
General A.
A. E.
E. Burnside,
the war
rebellion, and
him a
the rate
of ten
per month
month
rebellion,
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
ten dollars
dollars per
passage of this
act.
from the
the passage
this act.
Approved,
March 3,
1881.
Approved, March
3, 1881.

March 3,
1881.
March
3,1881.

CHAP. 183.
—An act
an increase
of pension
pension to
to George
CHAP.
183.-An
act granting
granting an
increase of
George Smith.
Smith.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
George •Smith,
George
Smith, States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
increase
increase of
of pen
pen-- Interior be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized to place on the pension rolls, subsion. l on .
limitations of the pension
ject to the provisions and limitations
pension laws, the name of
of
George Smith, of Culpeper
Captain
George
Culpeper County, Virginia,
Virginia, late
late private in
in Captain
Charles C. Allen's company
company of Virginia volunteers,
volunteers, and pay
pay him a
apen
pen
sion at the rate of fifteen dollars per month, that
that being the amount to
which his disability entitles
entitles him according
the report
report of the
the board
of
according to the
board of
examining
surgeons.
examining surgeons.
Approved,
March 3, 1881.
Approved, March
1881.

March
3,1881.
March 3,1881.

CHAP. 184.-An
granting a
184. -1n act
act granting
pension to
to Mrs.
Mrs. Anna
Anna I. Guest.
Guest.
a pension

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Mrs. Anna I.
I. States
States of America in
Mr&
in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the InteGuest, pension.
rior
directed to place
pension,
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
place on the pension
pension
roll the name of Anna
Anna I. Guest widow of John Guest, late
commodore
late commodore
in the United States
States Navy, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of fifty
fifty
dollars
dollars from and after
after the passage
passage of this act.
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,
March
March 3,1881.
3, 1881.

185. —An act
act granting
pension to
Luman Case
Case
CHAP. 185.-An
granting a
a pension
to Luman

Be it
and House of Representatives
United
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
Luman Case,
Luman
States of
of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of the InteCase, States
Congress assembled,
pension.
pension.
rior be,
and he
is hereby, authorized
placeon
rior
be, and
he. is
authorized and directed to place
on the pension
pension
roll, subject to the provisions and
and limitations of the pension
pension laws, the
name of Luman Case.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 3, 1881.
1881.
March 3,1881.
March
3, 1881.

CHAP. 186.-An
186. —An act
act for
the relief
relief of
of the
the sureties
sureties of
of Franklin
Franklin Travis.
Travis.
for the

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
in Congress assembled, That Joseph W. McCall,
Franklin Travis, Slates of America in
McCall, Young
Young
reliefofsuretiesof.
relief of sureties of. W. Allen, Wilburn
Wilburn H. Graves, Eli T. McGill,
McGill, Priestley E.
E. Parker,
Henry
Parker, Henry
Jasper Ballew be, and they are hereby, released from all
McCall, and Jasper
liability as sureties of the said Franklin Travis as collector
internal revrevcollector of internal
enue, whether
whether the
the said liability may have
have been fixed by judgment or be
upon said bond executed
executed by them on the ninth
ninth day of May, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
sixty-seven.
hundred and sixty-seven.
Approved, March 3, 1881.
1881.
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act
granting a
pension to
to Caroline
Caroline Stief
act granting
a pension
Stief

651
651
Mareh 3,
March
3, 181.
1881.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and House
United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
by the
Be it
States of
Caroline Stief,
Stief,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Caroline
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
2
n'
Interior
and he
he is
P61181 °
13
directed to place on the pensio
and directed
authorized and
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
be, and
Interior be,
pension-rolls the
the name
name of
Caroline Stief, widow of Frederick
Frederick Stief, late
of Caroline
pension-rolls
member of
militia, subjeot
provisions and limitato the
the provisions
subject to
the Missouri
Missouri militia,
of the
aamember
tions of
of the
pension laws.
the pension
tions
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,

188.—An act
granting aapension
John S.
S. Corlett.
Corlett.
to John
pension to
act granting
CHAP. 188.-An

March 3,1881.
March
3,1881.

United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
Be
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the In- John S.
S. Corlett,
America in
of America
States of
tenor
be, and
he is
authorized and
pension.
and directed to place on the pension.
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and he
terior be,
pension-roll
limitations of the pension
pension laws
laws,
provisions and limitations
the provisions
to the
pension-roll subject to
a teamster in the service of the United
the
the name of John S. Corlett late a
a private soldier
States, and
pay him the pension of a
soldier
and pay
States,
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
CHAP.
189.-An
CHAP. 189.—An

act for
for the
relief of
R. Gordon.
Gordon.
of James
James R.
the relief
act

March 3,1881.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate and
United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
by the
Be it
James R.
It. GorGorJames
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the In- don,
in Congress
States
pension.
terior be,
and he
he is
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to place the name of don, pension.
is hereby
be, and
terior
James R.
Gordon, late
late a
a private in Company D, of the Sixteenth RegiR. Gordon,
James
Pennsylvania Cavalry Volunteers, on the pension roll, subject
ment of Pennsylvania
to the provisions and limitations of the pension laws of the United States.
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1881.

Church
CHAP. 190.—An
pension to
William W.
W. Church
to William
granting aapension
act granting
190.-An act
CHAP.

March 3,1881.
March
3,1881.

Be
_Representatives of the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
willi am W.
Inof the
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
of
America
States
teHor
States of
be,America
and he in
is Congress
hereby, authorized
assembled, That
and directed
the Secretary
to place
of the
on the
In- Chinch,
Will
W.
l l pension.
terior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to place on the Ch urc, pension.
pension-laws,
pension-roll,
subject
to
provisions
and
limitations
of
the
pension-laws,
limitations
and
provisions
the
to
subject
pension-roll,
the
name of
of William
Church, late a
a private in Company
Company K, of the
W. Church,
William W.
the name
a
Sixty
Regiment of
Infantry, Illinois Volunteers, and pay him a
of Infantry,
fifth Regiment
Sixty fifth
pension as such.
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,

CHAP.
191.-An
CHAP. 191.—An

act
the relief
relief of
Brownell
T. Brownell
Edward T.
of Edward
for the
act for

March
March 3,1881.
3, 1881.

Be
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
That the
the Secretary
of the
Treas- E
Edward
T.
d w a r d T.
the TreasSecretary of
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
iiry
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed, out
out of
money in
in Brownell,
Brownell, relief.
any money
of any
and directed,
and he
iiry be,
the
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to pay
pay Edward
T. Brownell
Brownell
Edward T.
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
the
sum ot
of ninety
dollars; said
said sum
sum being
being the
amount of
of two
on
drafts on
two drafts
the amount
ninety dollars;
the sum
the
United States
ChiCago, Illinois, drawn by B. J.
J. Sweet,
States depository at Chicago
t he United
McDade,
late
agent, one
one draft
draft of
thirty dollars payable to Syrena McDade,
of thirty
pension agent,
late pension
and
one for
for sixty
sixty dollars
dollars payable
payable to
Almira M.
of said drafts
both of
Bacon, both
M. Bacon,
to Almira
and one
being
payable to
Edward T.
T. Brownell;
and said drafts are still
Brownell; and
to Edward
indorsed payable
being indorsed
outstanding.
outstanding.
Approved,
188L
March 3, 188L
Approved, March
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192.—An act
act granting
Peter Grattan.
Grattan.
CHAP. 192.-An
granting aapension
pension to
to Peter

1881.
March 3,
3, 1881.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
of the
the United
United
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Peter Grattan,
Congress assembled,
Grattan) States of America in Congress
assembled, That the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior
the Secretary
of
the
pension.
pension.
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to place
place on
the pensionpensiondirected to
on the
roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
the pension-laws,
pension-laws, the
limitations of
of the
the
name of Peter Grattan, father of John L.
late second
lieutenant
L. Grattan,
Grattan, late
second lieutenant
of Company G, Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry.
United States
Infantry.
Approved,
March 3,
1881.
Approved, March
3, 1881.
March
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.

CHAP. 193.—An
193.-An act
act granting
granting a
a pension
pension to
to Johanna
Johanna Meehan
Meehan and
and minor
minor children.
children.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
InteThat the
the Secretary
the Intehan
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
hall and minor nor
authorized and directed
directed to
place
on the
pensionto
place
on
the
pensionchildren, pensions,
pensions. rolls, subject
children,
subject to the provisions and limitations
the pension
pension laws,
laws,
limitations of
of the
the names of Johanna
Johanna Meehan,
Meehan, widow
widow of Patrick Meehan,
of
Meehan, private
private of
Company I, Eighty-ninth
Company
Eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment of Indiana
and Johanna
Johanna
Indiana Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
Meehan, Annie Meehan,
Meehan,
Meehan, and Catharine
Catharine Meehan,
Meehan, minor
minor children
children of
of said
said
Patrick
Patrick and Johanna
Johanna Meehan,
Meehan, and pay them a
pension to commence
commence
a pension
from and after
after the passage of this act until said children
children reach
of
reach the
the age
age of
sixteen years, and so long as the said Johanna
Johanna Meehan
Meehan remains
remains the
the
widow of said Patrick
Patrick Meehan
Meehan
Approved, March
3, 1881.
1881.
Approved,
March 3,
Johanna
Johanna

Mee--States
Mee

March 3, 1881.
1881.

194.-An act granting
CHAP. 194.—An
granting aa pension to Sally
Buchanan, widow
widow of
Sally M.
M. Buchanan,
of General
General
Robert C.
C. Buchanan,
Buchanan, United States
Robert
States Army.
Array.

and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Sally M.
Buchan--States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
M. Buchan
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteThat the Secretary
an,
pension.
rior
be, and
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
an, pension.
nor be,
and he
he is
directed to place
place on the pensionroll, subject
subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations of
laws, the
the
of the pension laws,
name
of Sallie
Buchanan, widow of the late Robert C. Buchanan,
name of
Sallie M. Buchanan,
Buchanan,
colonel and brevet major-general
major-genera/ in the United States
States Army.
Army.
Approved, March
3, 1881.
March 3,
1881.
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March

CHAP. 195.
195.-An
—An act granting
granting a
apension
C. Parker.
Parker.
pension to
to William
William C.

Be
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatifes
Be it
it enacted
_Representatives of
of the
United'
the United
WilliamC.
Park--States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the .InWilliam C. Park
America in Congress
Or, pension.
er,
pension.
terior
be,
and
be
is
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
terior be, and be is hereby,
directed to pay
pay Willianl
William
C. Parker, of West Virginia,
Virginia, who lost both legs
by aa; railroad
railroad collision
collision
legs by
while transporting
government troops
while
transporting government
troops during
during the late war, under
under aa
peremptory
General B. P. Kelley,
peremptory order
order of General
Kelley, the
the officer
officer then
in command
command
then in
of said troops in West Virginia,
Virginia, at the rate
twenty-five dollars
dollars per
per
rate of twenty-five
month.
Approved,; March 3, 1881.
Approved
March
1881.
March 3,
3, 1881.

196.-An act for the relief
CHAP. 196.—An
relief of William
William Redus.
Redus.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
William Redus, States
tates of
n Congress
Secretary of the InteWilliam Redus,
of America
America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
lutepayment
to.
rior be, and hereby is,
to pay
payment to
nor be, and hereby
is, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay to William Redus
the
thousand and six hunmred
the sum
sum of
of three
three thousand
hundred dollars,
dollars, out of any money
money
belonging to
to the
the nation
Indians not
not othe
rWi se appropri
at
ed,
belonging
nation of
of Osage
Osatge Indians
otherwise
appropriated,
in payment
for
in
payment in full f
or one hundred
and forty
four beeves
from
hundred and
forty four
beeves taken
taken from
him by said Indians on the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day of June, eighteen•
Mineighteen' hun.
Protiso.
dred and
Prot iso.
tired
and seventy
seventy two:
two: Provided,
Provided, That said
said sum shall
shall be taken in full
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Cs. 196-200. 1881.
OH.
1881.

satisfaction of all
claims on said
Indians on
satisfaction
all claims
said Indians
on account
account of
of the
the beeves
beeves so
so
taken.
taken.
Approved,
1881.
3,1881.
March 3,
Approved, March

197.—An act
Betsey Elwell.
CHAP. 197.-An
act granting
granting aapension
pension to
to Betsey
Elwell.

March 3, 1881.
1881.
March

enacted by the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of
qo the
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
lute- Betsey
States of America in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Intenor
and directed
to place
rior be, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
place on
on the
the pension.
pension-roll
the name
name of
of Betsey
Betsey Butler,
Butler, widow
widow of
pension-roll the
Betsey Elwell,
Elwell, formerly
formerly Betsey
of
Jeremiah
Elwell, a
aprivate
the Twenty-first
Jeremiah Elwell,
private in
in the
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States
Infantry,
hundred and twelve,
Infantry, war of eighteen hundred
twelve, at the
the rate of
of eight dolMarch ninth,
lars per
per month, to
to date
date from the
the passage of the act of
of March
ninth,
pensions to
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, "44 granting
granting pensions
to the
the soldiers
soldiers
eighteen hundred and twelve, and their widows,
and sailors of the war of
of eighteen
and for other purposes".
purposes".
Approved, March 3, 1881.

CHAP.
Stephen P.
CHAP. 198.—An
198.-An act granting a
a pension
pension to
to Stephen
P. Benton.
Benton.

Elwell,

March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.
March

Be
enacted by
the United
Be it
it enacted
by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of
of America in Congress
That the Secretary
Secretary of the InteInte- Stephen P. Ben.
nor
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
place on
the ton,
pension.
rior be,
be, and
and he
and directed
directed to
to place
on the
ton, pension.
pension roll
Stephen Porter
Benton, a
asoldier of
pension
roll the
the name
name of Stephen
Porter Benton,
of the war
war of
of
hundred and twelve,
eighteen hundred
twelve, at
at the
the rate
rate per month
month as
as provided
provided by the
the
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, for suract approved March ninth, eighteen
vivors of
of the
the war of
of eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and twelve.
twelve.
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1881.

CHAP. 199.-An
199.—An act
act for
for relief
representative of
George W.
W. HenderHenderCHAP.
relief of
of the
the personal
personal representative
of George
lite, deceased.
lite,
deceased.

March
March 3,
3, 1881.
1881.

enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
Be it enacted
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
HenStates of America
assembled, That the Secretary of the Treas- George
America in
in Congress
Congressassembled,
George W.
W. Henderlite, deceased,
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
allow- derlite, deceased
directed to
to make
make such
such an
an allowance to George W. B.enderlite,
Henderlite, deceased,
deceased, late collector of internal rev- s 11
enrepresenta1
.
e)
tive of.
of.
enue for the eighth
eighth collection
collection district of Virginia, as .will
will make his
his net tive
compensation equal
compensation
equal to
to two
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred dollars per annum
annum for
for
the time he held the office of collector as aforesaid; and aasum
sum sufficient
sufficient
to
to make
make payment
payment of such all4:“N
allo ance is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of any
money
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the personal
repmoney in
in the Treasury
appropriated, to
to the
personal representative of
said George
Henderlite, deceased.
resentative
of said
George W.
W. Henderlite,
deceased.

1=

Approved, March 3, 1881.

CHAP. 200.—An
act for
for the
relief of
H. Davis
the relief
of William
William H.
Davis
CHAP.
200.-An act

March 3, 1881.

March 3, 1881.

Be
it enacted by
Representatives of
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the United William H. DaBe it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
War be,
be, vis.
William II Da assembled, That
Secretary of
of War
States of
of America
America in
and he
he is
is hereby,
directed
to
cause
to
be
investigated
and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
Wharf and wareand directed to cause to be investigated Vharf
Department of the United
by the
the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department
United States
States Army
Army the house
house property,
property at
at
San Diego, takeii
alleged
authorities, for the use of the United and
San used
Diego,bytaken
alleged taking by the United
United States authorities,
Unieighteen hundred
and sixty-one
sixty-one an
and
States troops, during the years
years eighteen
hundred and
d ted States
used by
Unitroops.
eighteen
hundred and
wharf and
Secretary of War
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, of a
a certain
certain wharf
and warehouse
warehouse prop
prop. •tecretatry
erty,
California, alleged
erty, formerly
formerly situated in San Diego,
Diego, California,
alleged to have
have been
been to
to make
make investigainvestigaand report to
the property
H. Davis,
Davis, of
of Oakland,
California, and
to have
have tion
and
report to
and to
tion
William H.
Oakland, California,
the
property of
of William
Congress.
been
used by
by troops
fuel: such
such investiga- Congress.
States for fuel:
troops of the United States
been used
tion to extend to the title of the property and the incumbrances
incumbrances thereon,
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1881.
1881.

the
of the
whether loyal
the Value
of the
propert33
the propert
v alue of
not, the
loyal or
or not,
owner, whether
the owner,
status of
the status
destroyed, the
circumstances of
the destruction,
and by
by whose
direction,
whose direction.
destruction, and
of the
the circumstances
destroyed,
authority
or permission
permission it
was destroyed,
destroyed, and
and the
reasons for
for the
negleci
the neglect
the reasons
it was
authority or
to give
to the
the War
soon after the destruction
at or
or soon
War Department
Department at
give notice
notice to
to
occurred; and
and when
when such
such investigation
investigation shall
be completed
completed the
the Secretary
Secretary
shall be
occurred;
of
War shall
report the
result thereof,
his recommendation
thereon,
recommendation thereon,
with his
thereof, with
the result
shall report
of War
to
Congress for
the premises.
in the
for action
action in
to Congress
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,

March 3,
3, 1881.
March

CHAP. 201.—An
J. Pennel
Fennel to
the pension-roll
pension-roll
to the
Andrew J.
of Andrew
name of
the name
restoring the
act restoring
201.-An act
CHAP.

Be
House of Representatives
United
of the United
Representatives of
and House
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by

Secretary of the InteAndrew
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
States of America in
Andrew J.
J. Pen
Pen--States
uel,
directed to restore to the
14 restored
restored to rior
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
pension roll.
pension-roll
roll,
pension-roll the name of Andrew
Andrew J.
J. Pennel, late of Company
Company F, Fifty

seventh Regiment
Volunteers; and
and he shall
shall be paid, on
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteers;
seventh
pension certificate
certificate numbered
thousand seven hundred
fifty-eight thousand
numbered fifty-eight
his pension
amount allowed him from the date his
and twenty two,
two, the original amount
name was
was dropped
dropped from said roll.
name
Approved, March
3, 1881.
1881.
March 3,
Approved,

March
1881.
March 3,
3, 1881.

11. Templeton.
CHAP. 202.—An
202.-An act for the relief of John H.

United
Representatives of the United
the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the
Postmaster-General
the Postmaster-General

.John H.
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
John
H. TempleTemple -NtafeS
assembled, That
ton,
ac -be
authorized, and
and he
is hereby
hereby directed,
to
directed, to
he is
in acbe authorized,
redit in
toun, credit
count.

credit John
John H.
H. TempleTemplecredit
wit,
postmaster at Millerton, State of New York, sum of four hunton, postmaster
dollars and si
xty. four Maki
account with the
cents in his account
sixty
dred and eighty-six dollars
Post-Office Department, being the value of postage-stamps
postage-stamps stolen from
the
post-office in said town, by burglars, on the night of the
his safe in the post-office
third day of August, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty.
Approved, March
March 3, 1881.
Approved,

RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
[No. 5.]
loan of
of certain
certain flags
bunting to
the
to the
and bunting
flags and
the loan
authorizing the
resolution authorizing
5.] Joint
Joint resolution
[No.
Committee on Inaugural
Inaugural Ceremonies.
Ceremonies.
Committee

January 28,1881.
January

States
Resolved by
by the
Representatives of the United
United States
ofRepresentatives
and House of
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of War, and the Loan
Loan of flags to
Congress assembled,
of
America in
on InInon
Secretary
of the
hereby authorized
empowered to loan to Committee ,ereinoauthorized and empowered
are hereby
Navy, are
the Navy,
Secretary of
Ceremoanugral
the
in
the
Committee on Inaugural
Inaugural Ceremonies,
C:mural
Ceremonies, the flags and bunting
the Committee
Government depots,
decorating the City of Washington
Washington on
'
depots, for use in decorating
Government
Proviso.
the
Provided, That the said Committee shall indem- Proviso.
fourth March next: Provided,
the fourth
nify
Departments against any
damage resulting from the use
any loss or damage
the Departments
nify the
of said flags and bunting.
Approved, January
January 28, 1881.
Approved,

[No.
15.] Joint
resolution granting
granting the
February 21,
21, 1881.
the use of artillery, tents and so forth, to be used February
Joint resolution
[No. 15.]
September
at the
soldiers reunion
reunion to be held at Lincoln, Nebraska,
Nebraska, in the month of September
at
the soldiers
eighteen hundred and eighty-one.
of eighteen

Resolved
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
United States
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
the Secretary of War be, and is Soldi orrs' roThat
assembled,
in
Congress
America
of
of
hereby,
America
authorized
in Congress
to send
assembled,
from some
That convenient
the Secretary
fortoforWar
arsenal,
be, and
to be
is 11Soldiers'
,
!.0 , Lincoln,
hereby, authorized to send from some convenient fort or arsenal, to be union, Lincoln,
used at
the soldiers'
Lincoln Nebraska,
Nebraska to
be held
held in
tents, etc.
in the cannon, tents,
to be
at Lincoln,
reunion at
at the
soldiers reunion
used
cannon,,
month of September
September eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty-one, such cannon
tents, muskets
muskets and
and so
so forth
forth as
as can
can be
conveniently spared; said
cannon,
said cannon
be conveniently
tents,
tents
and so
forth to
be returned after the holding of said
to be
so forth
muskets and
tents muskets
reunion
condition as
Provided, Provios.
Provisos.
received: Provided,
when received:
as when
good condition
like good
in as
as like
meeting in
reunion meeting
That
all transportation
transportation of said articles to and from the place the reunion
reunion
That all
to the
the fort
arsenal shall
expense to the Government:
Government:
without expense
be without
shall be
or arsenal
fort or
to
Provided
further, That
adjutant-general of the State of Nebraska,
the adjutant-general
That the
Providedfurther,
or other
other proper
proper accounting
accounting officer,
officer, shall receipt for said arms, ammunior
equipage in the name of said State, and that such of
of
tion and camp equipage
them as
against its
returned shall be charged to said State against
not be returned
as shall
shall not
them
quota.
1881
February 21, 1881.
Approved, February

used
16. ] Joint resolution to grant the use of artillery tents and so forth to be used
[No. 16.]
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-one.
eighty-one.
the soldiers' reunion to be held in Maine in eighteen
at the
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
aad House
of the
United States
roStates
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
by the
Resolved
of
That the
the Secretary
Soldiers'
%ies' lloan
hereby lSol
is hereby
War is
of War
Secretary of
assembled That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
authorized
to send
some convenient
convenient fort
fort or
arsenal to
be used
at o
uf
rartillery,
on
a tents
°a
,
tents,
used at
to be
or arsenal
from some
send from
authorized to
eighty- etc.
the
hundred and eightyreunion to be held in Maine in eighteen hundred
soldiers' reunion
the soldiers'
one
conveniently
cannon tents muskets and equipment as can be conveniently
such cannon
one such
in like
spared
be returned
returned after the holding of said reunion ill
to be
same to
the same
spared the
good
condition as
Provided That
That all transportation
transportation of Provisos.
Provios.
received Provided
when received
as when
good condition
said
and from
from the
place of
of reunion
reunion to the
the fort or arsenal shall
the place
to and
articles to
said articles

the
Provided
be without expense to the Government
Government Provide
d further
further that
that the
adjutant-general
of the
the State of
accounting officer
officer
Maine or other proper accounting
of Maine
adjutant-general of
of
shall
said articles in the name of said State and that such of
for said
receipt for
shall receipt
its
them
shall not
not be returned
charged to said State against
against its
returned shall be charged
as shall
them as
quota.
Approved, February 21, 1881.
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BY THE
THE
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TREATIES
CONVENTIONS.
TREATIES AND CONVENTIONS.
trade- Sept. M,4,1978.
Agreeme,tt
the United
United States
razil, for the protection
protection of tradeBrazil,for
States and .r>
between the
Agreeme:dt between
Senate
advised by Senate
marks.
ratification advised
September 24, 1878; ratification
Concluded September
marks. Conclueled
proclaimed
February 5, 1879; proclaimed
January
29, 1879;
1879; ratified
ratified by
by President
President February
January29,
June 17, 1879.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY

A proclamation.
proclamation,
A
Whereas
United States and Brazil for the
agreement between the United
an agreement
Whereas an
and trade in the two counreciprocal
protection
marks
of
manufacture
manufacture
of
marks
protection
reciprocal
tries, was
was concluded
and signed by their plenipotentiaries,
plenipotentiaries, at Rio de
concluded and
tries,
Janeiro, on
the 24th day of September, 1878, the original of
of' which
which agree
agree
on the
Janeiro,
ment is word for word as follows:
Agreement
between the United
Agreement between
States of America
America and Brazil for
States
protection of the marks of
the protection
manufacture and
trade.
and trade.
manufacture

Accordo entre os Estados Unidos
Unidos
Accordo
da
America e
e ooBrazil para aaproda America
teccao
fabrica ee
de fabrica
marcas de
das marcas
tecgao das
commercio.
commercio.
Contract ing
lug pariarContract
0
Govern° dos Estados
Estados Unidos ties.
O Governo
da America
overno de Sua
o Governo
e o
America e
da
Magestade o
oImperador
Imperador do Brazil,
Magestade
reciproca
no
no intuito de prover aa reciproca
proteccao
fabrica ee
de fabrica,
marcas de
das marcas
protecgo das
commercio
commercio nos dois paizes, convieram no
seguinte:
no seguinte:
vieram
Trade-in arks.
cada Trade-marks.
Os cidadaos
cidadaos e
e subditos de cada
Os
uma
das
Altas
Partes
Contractantes
Contractantes
uma das Altas Partes
gozarao
nos dominios
possessoes
dominios eepossessoes
gozarao nos
da
mesmos direitos que
dos mesmos
outra dos
da outra
os
em tudo
tudo quanto diz
nacionaes em
os nacionaes
respeito a
das marcas
propriedade das
i propriedade
respeito
de
fabrica e
commercio.
e commercio.
de fabrica

Government of the United
The Government
States
America and the GovernStates of America
Emperor
ment
Majesty the Emperor
ment of His Majesty
of Brazil, with aa view to the recipprotection of the marks of
rocal protection
manufacture
manufacture and trade in the two
countries, have agreed
agreed as follows:
follows:
countries,
The citizens or subjects of the
two High Contracting Parties shall
posseshave in the dominions and possessions of the other, the same rights
subas belong to native citizens or subjects, in every thing relating to
property
marks of manufacture
manufacture
in marks
property in
and trade.
trade.
Fica
entendido que
que todo
aquelle
todo aquelle
Fica entendido
It
understood that any person
It is understood
que quizer obter a
supramencionada
a supramencionada
aforesaid quequizerobter
obtain the aforesaid
who desires to obtain
preencher as forfordevera preencher
protecgao devera
protection must fulfil the formalities proteccao
protection
exigidas pelas
pelas leis dos
malidades exigidas
required by the laws of the respect- malidades
respectivos
paizes.
respectivos paizes.
ive
ive countries.
Ern testemunho
os abaixo
abaixo
que os
do que
testemunho do
Em
In witness whereof the underassignados,
devidamente
autorisaautorisadevidamente
authorized to this end, assignados,
signed duly authorized
par este
o prepreassignarao o
fim, assignarao
este fim,
dos para
have signed
signed the present agreement
agreement dos
sente
accordo
e
The
puzerao
os
selselos
puzerao
lhe
e
accordo
sente
and
have
thereto
the
seals
affixed
and have
los das
das suas
suas armas.
los
of their arms.
Feito
duplicata no Rio de Jaem duplicata
Feito em
Done in duplicate at Rio de Janeiro aos
aos vinte
quatro dias do
e quatro
vinte e
neiro the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day of the neiro
mez de
de mil
oitocentos
mil oitocentos
Setembro de
de Setembro
thousand mez
month of September, one thousand
setenta e
e oito.
setenta
eight hundred and seventy-eight.
seventy-eight.
[SEAL.]] HENRY
W ASHINGTON HILLIARD.
HILLIARD.
HENRY WASHINGTON
[SEAL.
[SEAL.] B.
B.DE
DE VILLA
VILLA BELLA.
BELLA.
[SEAL.]

Preamble.
Preamble.

Municipal law 1.
I.
Municipa

Signatures.
Signatures.

[SEAL.]
ASHINGTON HILLIARD.
HILLIARD.
WASHINGTON
HENRY W
[SEAL.] HENRY
[SEAL.]
DE VILLA
VILLA B
ELLA.
BELLA.
B. Dr
[SEAL.] B.

And whereas
the said
agreement has
been duly ratified:
has been
said agreement
whereas the
And
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
United
Hayes, President of the United
Rutherford B. Hayes,
I, Rutherford
Now,
States of
caused the
the said
said agreement
agreement to be
made public
be made
have caused
America, have
of America,
States
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Proclamnation.
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CONVENTIONS.—UNITED STAlES
STATES AND
AND BRAZIL.
EpT. 24,1878.
24, 1878.
8EPT.
BRiAZIL. S
CONVENTIONS.-UNITED
to
the end
the same
part thereof,
be obmay be
thereof, may
and part
clause and
every clause
and every
same and
end that
that the
to the
served
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
with good
States and the citizens
citizens
by the United States
faith by
good faith
served and
thereof.
thereof.
In witness
whereof I
hereunto set
my hand
caused the seal
and caused
hand and
set my
I have
have hereunto
witness whereof
In
of
the United
affixed:
United States to be affixed:
of the
Done
at the
the city
city of
Washington, this
seventeenth day of June, in the
this seventeenth
of Washington,
Done at
year
of our
our Lord,
one thousand
ef
and et
hundred and seventy nine, and
eight hundred
thousand eight
Lord, one
year of
the
hundred and third.
the United States, the one hundred
independence of the
the independence
[SEAL.]
R B.
B. HAYES.
HAYES.
R.
[SEAL.]
President:
By the President:

Wm.
M.EVAITS,
EVARTS,
WM. M.
State.
Secretary of State.

CONVENTIONS.—UNITED STATES
STATES AND
MAY 21,
21, 31,
1879.
CONVENTIONS.-UNITED
AND CANADA.
CANADA. MAY
31,1879.
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Modification of
of Article
Article L
of the
the "
Convention between
Postal Depart31, 1879.
Modification
L of
" Convention
between the
the Postal
Depart- May 21,
21,31,1879.
United States
Department of the
and the Postal
PostalDepartment
ment of
of the United
States of America and
Dominion
Canada, signed on the 8th and
Dominion of Canada,
and 23d
23d of June,
June 1875,
1875, and ap.proved
President of
United States on
proved by
by the President
of the
the United
on the 7th
7th of July,
July, 1875."
1
'or the purpose of establishing uniformity
amounts
uniformity in the maximum amounts
for
issued in the United States
lor which money
money orders may be
be issued
States and in
in the Do)oundersigned, duly
minion of'
of Canada, the undersigned,
duly authorized for that purpose,
ha ve agreed
agreed upon
following:
upon the following:
Ih;v-e
1st. Article I. of the "Convention
"Convention between the Postal Department
Department
of the United States
States of America and the Postal Department of
of' the Dominion
replaced by the following new article:
article:
minioI of Canada,"
Canada," is replaced

Preamble.
Preamble.

ARTICLE I.
I.

Exchange of
There shall be a
a regular
regular exchange
exchange of money orders between
between the two Exchange
There
money orders.
orders.
sums received from remitters in one country for payment Ioney
countries for sums
in the other.
Maximuin
a x i nln in
The maximum
maximum amount of any money order, issued in either country, M
amount of
which the amount
of each
each ororlawful money of the country in which
dollars in
in the lawful
is fixed
fixed at fifty dollars
der.
order shall
shall include the fractional part of der.
originates; but no
no money order
order originates;
aacent.
Commencement.
2d. The provisions
provisions of this new article shall take effect on the first day Commencemnolt.
of June 1879.
Signatures.
Done
Washington on the twenty-first
twenty-first Signatures.
and signed at
at Washington
Done in
in duplicate
duplicate and
day of May, in the year of our Lord, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
seventy-nine,
thirty-first day of May, in the year
and at
at Ottawa
Ottawa on the thirty-first
seventy-nine, and
of our Lord, one thousand
thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
seventy-nine.
Seal of
Poet-OfficeDepartment1
M KEY.
Seal
of:the
i
tPont-Office=rtment
D. M.
KEY,
XKt,
D. *.
e
i
of the United Stated,
s
at
Postmaster
States.
Postmaster General
General of
of the United States.
Iseawge
p
o
=coe
fDep.,t
atirent
ent
Sel of thenPot.Office
ofthe Dominionof Cnada.

A.
CAMPBELL,
A. CAMPBELL,

Postmaster General
General of
the Dominion
of Canada.
Canada.
Dominion of
of the
Postmaster

approve the
the foregoing
foregoing convention,
convention, and
in testimony
thereof
and in
testimony thereof
IIhereby
hereby approve
have caused
the seal
seal of
the United
United States
affixed.
to be
be hereto
hereto affixed.
of the
States to
caused the
have
HAYES
R. B. HAYES.
By the
the President:
Seal of the

W M. M.
WM.
M. EVARTS,
EVARTS,
Secretary of
State.
Secretary
of State.
JUNE 4TH,
4TR, 1879.
JUNE

Ieal'dSte"t.,

Approval.
Approval.
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CONSULAR
CONVENTION—NETHERLANDS.
CONSULAR CONVENTION--NETHERLANDS.

May
23, 1878.
May 23,1878.

M AY 23
1878.
MAY
23,1 1878.

Convention
between the
the Netherlands
Netherlands concerning
concerning the
the
Convention between
the United
United States
States and
and the
rights, privileges,
privileges, and immunities
consular officers. Concluded
Concluded May
rights,
immunities of
of consular
23, 1878;
ratification advised
the Senate
6, 1878;
1878; ratified
ratified by
by
23,
1878; ratification
advised by
by the
Senate June
June 6,
the President
21, 1878;
exchanged July
the
President June
June 21,
1878; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
July 31,
31, 1879;
1879;
proclaimed August
August 1,
1, 1879.
proclaimed
1879.
[Nom—This
Government July 10,
[NOTB.-This convention
convention was ratified by the Netherlands
Netherlands Government
10;
1879.
exchange of ratifications
1879. The postponement
postponement of
of the exchange
ratifications was
was made
made in compliance
compliance
with requests
the Netherlands
Netherlands by
by advised
advised authority
authority of
with
requests from the
the Government
Government of
of the
of the
the
Senate.]
Senate.]

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preamble,

United States
Whereas a
a Consular
Consular Convention
Convention between
between the United
States and
and the
the
Netherlands,
concluded and signed
Netherlands, was concluded
signed by their respective
respective PlenipotenMay, in
tiaries at the City of Washington,
Washington, on the twenty-third
twenty-third day
day of May,
in
the
hundred and
the year
year one
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
and seventy-eight, which convenconvention is word for word, as follows:

Consular ConCon -Consular
vention.
vention.
United

Convention between
between the
States of America
America and
the Netherlands.
Netherlands.

Con sulaire

Contracting parpar - The United
United States and His MajMajties.
esty,
Netherlands,
esty, the
the King of
of the Netherlands,
being equally actuated
actuated by a
a desire
to determine with precision
precision the
the reciprocal
ciprocal rights, privileges, immunities and duties of their respective
Consular Officers, together with
their functions, have
have resolved to
to
conclude a
a Consular Convention,
and have appointed
appointed their plenipotentiaries, viz:
viz:

De Vereenigde
Vereenigde Staten
Staten en Zijne
Zijne
Majesteit de Koning
Koning der NederNederMajesteit
landen, beide even zeer wenschende
wenschende
wederkeerig de regten,
wederkeerig
regten, voorregten,
voorregten,
vrijdommen
vrijdommen en verpligtingen,
verpligtingen, alsmede
werkzaamheden Thinner
mede de
de werkzaamheden
Hunuer
respective
consulaire anibtenaren
ambtenaren
respective consulaire
naauwkeurig
te stellen, hebben
hebben
naauwkeurig vast
vastte
besloten eene Consulaire OvereenOvereenkomst aan te gaan, en hebben tot
tot
benoemd,
Hunne gevolmagtigden
gevolmagtigden benoemd,
te weten:
weten:
De
President der
Vereenigde
der Vereenigde
De President
Staten van
William M.
Staten
van Amerika, William
M.
Stant der
Evarts, Secretaris
Secretaris van
van Staat
Vereenigde
Majesteit
Vereenigde Staten: Zijue Majesteit
Nederlanden; Jonkde Koning der Nederlanden;
heer Mr. Rudolph
Rudolph Alexander
Alexander August Eduard von Pestel, Bidder
Ridder der
Orde van den Nederlandschen
Nederlandschen
Leeuw, Hoogstdeszelfs
Hoogstdeszelfs Minister
Resident bij de Vereenigde
Vereenigde Staten,
die, na uitwisseling
uitwisseling hunner wederzijdsche
HI
zijdsche volmagten
volmagten, welke in
behoorlijken VOrn1
goeden en
en behoorlijken
vorm ziju
zijn
bevonden, omtrent.de
omtrent .
de navolgende
navolgende
artikelmi
overeengekomen:
artikelen zijn overeengekomen:

The President of the United
States of America,
America, William M.
Secretary of State
Evarts, Secretary
State of the
United States: His Majesty, the
the
King of the Netherlands;
Netherlands; Jonkheer
Jonkheer
Rudolph Alexander August
August EdRudolph
Eduard von Pestel,
Pestel, Knight of the
the
Order of the Netherland's
Netherland's Lion,
His Majesty's Minister
Minister Resident in
the United States, who having
respective full
exchanged their respective
powers which were found to be in
in
good and due form,
form, have agreed
upon the following articles:
articles:

Overeenkonast tusschen
Consulaire Overeenkomst
de Vereenigde
Vereenigde Staten van Amerika en de Nederlanden.

CONSULAR
CONVENTION-NETHERLANDS.
CONSULAR CONVENTION---LNETHERLANDS.

ARTICLE I.
Each
of the
contracting
high contracting
the high
Each of
parties agrees
receive Consulsto receive
agrees to
parties
Gen
er al, Vice-Consuls-General,
Vice-Consuls-General,
General,
Consuls,
Vice-Consuls and ConsuConsuls, Vice-Consuls
lar-Agents of
of the
the other,
other, into
into all its
lar-Agents
ports,
places, except
except in
and places,
cities and
ports, cities
those
there may be
where there
localities where
those localities
some
objection to
to admitting such
some objection
officers.
This exception,
exception, however, shall
This
not be
made in regard to one of the
be made
not
high contracting
without
parties, without
contracting parties,
high
being made
likewise in regard to
made likewise
being
every other
other Power.
Power.
every
ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE
The Consuls-General,
Consuls-General, Vice-ConVice-ConThe
suls-General, Consuls,
Consuls ) Vice-Consuls-General,
suls
and Consular-Agents
Consular-Agents of the
suls and
two high
contracting parties, shall
high contracting
two
be reciprocally
reciprocally received and recogbe
nized on
producing their commison producing
nized
sions in
in the forms established in
sions
respective countries, and the
their respective
necessary exequatur
be deexequaturss shall be
necessary
livered to them free of cost, on exhibiting which they shall enjoy the
hibiting
rights, prerogatives
prerogatives and immunirights,
ties which
which are granted by the present convention.
The government
government granting
granting the
The
exequatur shall
shall be at liberty to
to
exequatur
withdraw
withdraw the same on stating the
thought
reasons for which it has thought
proper so to do. Notice shall be
given, on producing the commission, of
extent of the district
the extent
of the
sion,
allotted to
to the consular officer, and
allotted
that
subsequently of the changes
changes that
subsequently
may be made in this district.

ARTICLE III.
III.
ARTICLE
The
Consuls-General,
The respective Consuls-General,
Vice-Consuls-General, Consuls,
Consuls,
Vice-Consuls-General,
Vice-Consuls, Consular-Agents,
Consular-Agents,
Vice-Consuls,
Consular-Pupils and ConsularConsular-Pupils
contracting
Clerks of the high contracting
parties
enjoy in the two
shall enjoy
parties,., shall
countries all the privileges,
privileges, exempcountries
tions
immunities which are
tions and immunities
hereafter
enjoyed or
or which may be hereafter
enjoyed
enjoyed by
same
the officers of the same
by the
enjoyed
rank of the most favored nation.
rank

MA.Y
23,1878.
MAY 23,1878.
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ARTIKEL
L
ARTIEL I.

contracterende Consuls-General,
Elke der
Elko
der Hooge
Hooge contracterende
Consuls-General,
hare Vice-Consuls-GenPartijen stemt
er in
toe in
in al
al hare
Vice-Consuls-Genin toe
stemt er
Partijen
era], Consuls,Vicehavens,
steden en
plaatsen ConsulsConsuls- era],
Consuls,Viceen plaatsen
havens, steden
Consuls,
on
Generaal,
Vice-Consuls-Generaal, C
tion
en
sit
ilss, ConsularConsularAgents.
Generaal, Vice-Consuls-Generaal,
at all
Received
Consuls,Vice-Consuls
en
Con
sulaire
iteceived
Consulaire
Consuls,Vice-Consulsen
Agenten van
van de andere
toe to
ports and
and cities
te laten, ports
andere toe
Agenten
plaatsen waar and places.
uitgezonderd op
op die
die plaatsen
Places ,
uitgezonderd
het toelaten
toelaten van zoodanige
zoodanige ambtehet
naren aan bezwaren
bezwaren mogt onderhenaren
vig zijn.

Doze
uitzondering zal evenwel
evenwel
Deze uitzondering

Exceptions.
Exceptions.

ten aanzien
aanzien van
eene der Hooge
Hooge
van eene
ten
contracterende Partijen niet worcontracterende
den gemaakt,
ten zij dit even zeer
gemaakt, ten
den
aanzien van elke andere
andere Moten aanzien
gendheid
plants hebbe.
gendheid plaats
ARTIR:EL II.
II.
ARTIKEL
De Consuls-Generaal,
Vice-Con Consuls-Generaal, Vice-Consuls-Generaal,
Consuls, Vice-Consuls-Generaal, Consuls,
suls
en Consulaire-Agenten
Consulaire-Agenten van de
suls en
twee Hooge
Hooge contracterende
contracterende Partijtwee
Reception.
toe- Reception.
en, zullen
wederkeerig worden toezullen wederkeerig
en,
Commissions.
gelaten
overlegging Commissions.
na overlegging
erkend na
n erkend
gelaten en
in
opgemaakt
hunner
commissien,
opgemaakt
commissien,
hunner
den
hunne wederzijdsche
wederzijdsche
vorm in hunne
den vorm
Exequaturs.
de verlanden
gebruikelijk, en
en de
ver- Exequaturs.
landen gebruikelijk,
eischte
exequaturs zullen hun
eischte exequaturs
kosteloos
verstrekt worden;
worden; op
op
kosteloos verstrekt
Rights, preroga
prerogn
vertoon
daarvan zullen
zullen zij de reg- Rights,
vertoon daarvan
tives, and
and imnnuimmuten,
vrijdommen tives,
voorregten en vrijdommen
ten, voorregten
nities granted.
deze overeen- nities granted.
bij doze
genieten, welke
welke bij
genieten,
komst
worden toegestaan.
toegestaan.
komst worden
may
Exequatur may
De Regering,
die het exequatur
exequatur Exequatur
Regering, die
De
be withdrawn
withdrawn for
for
verleent, zal
zal de
bevoegdheid heb- be
de bevoegdheid
verleent,
cause stated
opgave
ben
het
in
to
trekken
met
trekken
te
ben het in
der redenen
redenen waarom
gepast
waarom zij gepast
der
allotted
District allotted
oordeelt,
daartoe over
over to
gaan. District
te gaan.
oordeelt, daartoe
to oioer.
officer.
to
commissie
der
Bij
de overlegging
overlegging der
Bij de
Notice.
zal
worden gegeven
gegeven van de Notice.
kennis worden
zal kennis
uitgestrektheid
van
ressort
aan
ressort
het
van
uitgestrektheid
S u b se q u e n t
den
toege- Subsequent
ambtenaar toegeconsulairen ambtenaar
den consulairen
change.
eventuele cange.
wezen on
later, in het eventuele
en later,
wezen
geval,
veranderingen welke
de veranderingen
van de
geval, van
in
dat ressort
ressort worden
worden gebragt.
in dat
ARTritim III.
III.
ARTIKEL
De
wederzijdsche Consuls-GeneDe wederzijdsche
raal, Vice-Consuls-Generaal,
ConVice-Consuls-Generaal, COTIraal,
suls,
Vice-Consuls, Consulairesuls, Vice-Consuls,
Agenten, Leerling-Consuls
Leerling-Consuls en
on ConAgenten
sulaire-Klerken van
van de
Hooge conde Hooge
sulaire-Ilerken
tracterende Partijen
Partijen zullen in de
tracterende
twee landen
al de
rij- Privileges,
Privileges, e
xexvrijvoorregten, v
de voorregten,
landen al
twee
stellingen en
on vrijdommen
vrijdommen genieten
genieten emptions,
emptions, and
and imstellingen
waarvan de
ambtenaren van
van gelijgelij- munitie:munities :—
de ambtenaren
waarvan
ken
rang
der
incest
begunstigde
meest
ken rang der
natie het
genot hebben
hierna
hebben of hierna
het genot
natie
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CONSULAR CONVENTION-NETHERLANDS.
CONVENTION— NETHERLANDS. MAY
MAY 23,
1878.
CONSULAR
23,1878.

officers being
being citi
zullen hebben.
Zoodanige coneonSuch consular
consular officers
Zoodanige
citi zullen
zens
of the
the country
zens or subjects of
ambtenaren zullen,
zullen, wanwancountry sulaire ambtenaren
which
has appointed
appointed them
shall be
be neer zij onderdanen
which has
onderdanen of burgers
burgers zijn
zijn
them shall
Military
Military and exempted
exempted from military
heeft
military billeting
billeting van het land hetwelk hen heeft
e.
naval servi x).
and contributions, and
and from
from all
all benoemd,
benoemd, vrijgesteld
vrijgesteld zijn van inmilitary service
kwartiering en militaire
militaire contribucontribumilitary
service by
by land or
or by sea,
sea, kwartiering
whether in
the regular
regular army,
army, in
whether
tien, alsmede
alien militairen
militairen
in the
alsmede van alien
in the
the tien,
national or civic
civic guard,
or in
national
zee, hetzij
hetzij
guard, or
in the
the dienst, zoo te land als
als ter
ter zee,
militia; and shall enjoy
de geregelde
geregelde krijgsmagt,
krijgsmagt, hetzij
hetzij
enjoy personal 14
bij de
arrest or
or imprisonimprison- bij de schutterij of
Arrest or impris- immunity
Arrest
militie, en
en
immunity from
from arrest
of bij de militie,
onment except for ment except
except for acts constituting
constituting voorts
voorts persoonlijk gevrijwaard
zijn
gevrijwaard zijn
crimes, &c.
&c.
crimes
crimes or misdemeanors
misdemeanors by the tegen inhechtenisneming
of gevangevaninhechtenisneming of
laws of the country
country in which
which they genzetting,
genzetting, uitgezonderd
uitgezonderd voor dashall, moreover,
moreover, when
when den,
Taxes or fiscal reside.
den, welke
welke volgens de
van
Taxes
reside. They
They shall,
de wetten
wetten van
duties, except cus- citizens or subjects
subjects of the
the country het land waar
waar zij gevestigdzijn,
gevestigd zijn, mismistoms, excise, or which
which has
has appointed
appointed them, and
and daden
daden of wanbedrijven
wanbedrijven uitmaken.
octroi
octrol duties, and
and
provided they
be not
bovendien, wanneer
wanneer zij
zij
taxes upon
upon real or provided
they be
not engaged
engaged in
in Zij zullen bovendien,
personal property
commerce or
manufactures, likelike- onderdanen
property commerce
or manufactures,
onderdanen of burgers zijn van
van
acquired
acquired and wise be exempt
capitation or
exempt from capitation
or het
het land, hetwelk
hetwelk hen benoemd
benoemd
owned.
owned.
sumptuary
sumptuary taxes, and from all other
other heeft, en mits zij geen handel drijdrijcontributive taxes
fiscal duties or
or contributive
taxes ven
yen of beroep
beroep uitoefenen,
uitoefenen, insgelijks
insgelijks
of a
a direct or personal character;
vrijgesteld zijn
zijn van
hoofdelijken
character; vrijgesteld
van hoofdelijken
immunity shall
but this immunity
shall not
not extend
extend omslag of
verteringsbelastingen,
of verteringsbelastingen,
to customs, excise or octroi duties,
duties
en van alle
regten of
of
alle andere fiscale
fiscale regten
nor to taxes upon real
real or persona
personal belastingen
belastingen van direkten
of perperdirekten of
property
property which
which they may acquire sonelen aard; doch
vrijdom
doch deze
deze vrijdom
or own in the country
country in which
which they
they zal zich niet uitstrekken
uitstrekken tot de
inde inexercise their functions.
en uitgaande
uitgaande regten
regten of accijnsen
accijnsen
noch tot belastingen
belastingen op onroerende
onroerende
noch
of roerende
goederen door
door hen
hen
roerende goederen
verkregen of bezeten
bezeten in het land
land
verkregen
in hetwelk zij hun ambt uitoefenen.
Officers engaged
engaged
Officers
officers who engage
Consular officers
engage in
Consulaire ambtenaren
ambtenaren die
haildie hanin
commerce.
in commerce.
commerce shall not plead their
their concon- del
drijven, mogen
mogen hunne
hunne consulaire
cons ulaire
del drijven,
sular privileges
privileges to avoid
avoid their com- voorregten
voorregten niet inroepen
inroepen om zich
zich
Liabilities.
Liabilities.
mercial liabilities.
mercial
liabilities.
aan hunne
hunne verbindtenissen
aan
verbindtenissen als
als
koopman
koopman te onttrekken.
onttrekken.
ARTICLE
W .
ARTICLE IV.
Testimony of
Testimony
consular officers.
officers.
How taken.
taken.

It
consular
It tne testimony of a
a consular
officer, who is
is a
a citizen
citizen or
subject
or subject
of the State by which he was apappointed, and who is not engaged
engaged in
in
business, is needed
before the
needed before
the
courts of either country, he shall
be invited in writing
writing to appear
appear in
court, and if unable
court,
unable to do so, his
testimony
testimony shall be requested
in
requested in
writing, or be taken orally
orally at
at his
his
dwelling or office.

Notice
Notice to testify
testify
by the judge upon
upon
his invitation.
invitation.

To obtain
obtain the testimony
testimony of such
consular
consular officer before the courts
of the country where he may exercise his functions, the interested
party in civil cases,
cases, or the accused
accused
in criminal cases, shall apply to the
competent
competent judge, who shall invite
invite
the consular
consular officer in the manner
manner

ARTIKEL
IV.
ARTIKEL IV.

Wanneer de getuigenis
Wanneer
getuigenis van eon'
een'
consulairen ambtenaar,
ambtenaar, die
die onderconsulairen
onderdaan of burger
burger is van den
daan
den Staat,
Staat,
welke
welke hem benoemd
benoemd heeft en geen
geen
handel drijft
drijft noch beroep
beroep uitoefent,
vereischt wordt
wordt voor
voor de regterlijke
regterlijke
overheid
beide landen,
landeu,
overheid van eon
een der beide
zal die ambtenaar
ambtenaar schriftelijk
schriftelijk uituitgenoodigd
worden omvoor
omvoor gemelde
genoodigd worden
gemelde
overheid te verschijnen
verschijnen en, in geval
geval
overheid
zijne getuivan verhindering,
verhindering, zal
zal zijne
getuigenis of schrift
of bij
schrift verzocht
verzocht of
bij
mondeopgeno
monde opgeno men worden
worden aan
aan zijne
zijne
woning of kanselarij.
woning
kanselarij.
Om de getuigenis
getuigenis van
van zoodanigen
zoodanigen
consulairen ambtenaar
consulairen
ambtenaar te verkrijverkrijgen
regterlijke overheid
overheid
gen voor
voor de
de regterlijke
van het land,
zijn ambt
ambt
land, waar hij zijn
uitoefent, zal de betrokken
betrokken partij
partij
in burgerlijke
burgerlijke zaken
zaken of de beschulbeschul digde in strafzaken
strafzaken zich moeten
moeten
wenden
wenden tot den bevoegden
bevoegden regter,
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prescribed
his testiin §
§ I, to
to give
give his
prescribed in
mony.
It shall
be the
conduty of
of said
said conshall he
the duty
It
sular
comply with
this
to comply
with this
sular officer
officer to
request, without any delay
delay which
can be avoided.
avoided.
in the
the foregoing
foregoing part of
Nothing in
this
this article, however,
however, shall be construed
strued to conflict
conflict with the
the provisions of the sixth article of the
amendments to the constitution
constitution of
the United
United States, or with like provisions in the constitutions of the
visions
several
whereby the right
right is
several States,
States, whereby
secured to persons charged
charged with
secured
their
crimes, to obtain witnesses
witnesses in their
favor, and to be confronted with
witnesses against them.
the witnesses

ARTICLE V.
V.
ARTICLE
Consuls
Consuls--General, Vice-ConsulsGeneral, Consuls, Vice-Consuls
Vice-Consuls and
Consular-Agents may place above
above
Consular-Agents
the outer door of their offices, or
residences, the arms of their nation, together with a
a proper inscription indicative
indicative of their office. They
display the flag of their
their
may also display
country over their offices,
offices, or dwellings, and may hoist their flag upon
any vessel employed
employed by them
them in
in
port in the discharge
discharge of their duty.

ARTICLE VI.
VI.
ARTICLE

MAY 23,1878.
YIA.Y

consulairen ambtenaar
die den consulairen
ambtenaar op
de wijze voorgeschreven
1 zal
voorgeschreven in §
§1
uitnoodigen
uitaoodigen om getuigenis
getuigenis af te
to
leggen.
leggen.
Het zal
zal de pligt zijn van
van bedoelden consulairen
consulairen ambtenaar
ambtenaar om zonder eenig
eenig te
to vermijden
vermijden uitstel aau
aan
doze
uitnoodiging te voldoen.
deze uitnoodiging
Niets in het vorenstaande
vorenstaande gedeelte van dit artikel zal uitgelegd
uitgelegd
worden in strijd met de bepalingen
worden
bepalingen
"Amendvan artikel
artikel VI. van
van de
de "Amendments" op de constitutie
ments"
constitutie der
der VerVereenigde
Staten of met gelijke
gelijke bepaeenigde Staten
imgen
ingen in de constitutien
constitutiin der verschillende Staten,
waarbij het regt
schillende
Staten, waarbij
regt
verzekerd
verzekerd is aan van misdrijf beschuldigde personen om getuigen
getuigen
schuldigde
verkrijgen,
ten hunnen
hunnen gunste te verkrijgen,
en
geeoufronteerd te
to worden
worden met
met
en geconfronteerd
getuigen tegen
tegen hen.
de getuigen

Officer to comply
comply
with request.

Article not to
Article
conflict with the
tle
sixth article
article of
amendments
amelldmnilts to the
Constitution of the
Constitution
United States.

ARTIKEL V.
V.
ARTIKEL

Vice-ConConsuls-Generaal, Vice-ConDe Consuls-Generaal,
suls-Generaal,
suls-Generaal, Consuls, Vice-Consuls en
Consulaire-Agenten zullen
suls
en Consulaire-Agenten
boven
buitendeur hunner
hunner kanseboven de buitendeur
aan hun
bun woonhuis
woonhuis het wapen
wapen
larij of
of aan
plaatsen, met
hunner natie
natie mogen plaatsen,
een toepasselijk
toepasselijk opschrift
opschrift ter
ter aaneen
duiding van
van hun ambt. Zij zullen
duiding
ook de
vlag van
boven
hun land boven
van hun
de vlag
ook
woonhuis
kanselarij of hun woonhuis
hunne kanselarij
mogen
hull vlag
vlag mogen
mogen
uitsteken en hun
mogen uitsteken
hijschen
ieder vaartuig
dat door
door
vaartuig dat
op ieder
hijschen op
hen in de uitoefening
ambt
uitoefening van hun ambt
hen
in
de haven
gebruikt wordt.
haven gebruikt
in de

Office.
Signs.
Signs.
Flag.

ARTIKEL VI.
VI.
ARTIKEL

De
archieven zullen
zullen
De consulaire
consulaire archieven
ten
tijde onschendbaar
onschendbaar zijn,
zijn,
allen tijde
ten alien
zal,
en
plaatselijke overheid
overheid zal,
de plaatselijke
en de
onder
voorwendsel, ingeenerlei voorwendsel,
onder geenerlei
zage nemen
nemen van
beslag leggen
leggeu
van of beslag
zage
op stukken
stukken die
die daartoe
daartoe behooren.
behooreu.
op
Wanneer een
een consulair
consulair ambtenaar
ambtenaar
When a
a consular officer is en- Wanneer
drijft of
of een
een beroep
uitoeberoep uitoehandel drijft
gaged in business, the papers re- handel
de stukken
stukken betrekking
betrekking
moeten de
fent, moeten
lating to the Consulate
Consulate shall be fent,
Cousulaat behet Consulaat
hebbende tot het
kept in a
a separate
enclosure and hebbende
separate enclosure
op eene
eene afzonderlijke
afzonderlijke
worden op
waard worden
pertaining to waard
apart from the papers pertaining
plaats
afgeseheiden van
van de stukplaats en afgescheiden
his business.
ken tot
beroep
of het beroep
den handel
handel of
tot den
ken
behoorende.
behoorende.
De kanselarij
woonplaats van
van
en woonplaats
De
kanselarij en
The offices and
dwellings of
dwellings
consulaire ambtenaren
ambtenaren mogen
mogen in
in
consular officers shall in no event
event consulaire
geen geval
geval gebruikt
worden als
als
gebruikt worden
geen
be used as places of asylum.
vrijplan tsen.
vrijplaatsen.
The
archives shall be
be
The consular
consular archives
inviolable, and the
at all times inviolable,
local
authorities shall
local authorities
shall under no
no
the papers
pretext, examine or seize thepapers
belonging thereto.
thereto.
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ab
Co n s u lr ai•
chives to
be cxexto
be
chives
empt from seizure,
eCrpt from se"izre,
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Consular
papers
Colnsuhl
riapcriio
to be kept separatl
separate
to
be
kept
from business
pall
froi.
pers. b sinoes 'a-

-

ffi c
ces
and
e s an
d
0 ff
dwellings not to be
not
to
dwellings
used as asylum. e

use as asylum.
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ARTICLE' VII. ARTICLE

Inability
Inability of the
Consuls-Generalto
Consuls-Generalto
act.
atbsnce
Absence or deprovided
cease of provided
for.

In
inability to act,
act, abIn the
the event
event of
of inabilityto
senceordecease
Consuls-General,
sence or decease of Consuls-General,
Vice -Consuls
General,
Consuls,
Consuls,
-General,
Consuls ViceVice
Consuls,
Consular
Agents,
Agents,
Vice --Consuls,
Consular-their
Consular-Pupils and
Consularand Consulartheir Consular-Pupils

Clerks,
or Secretaries,
Secretaries,
Clerks, Chancellors
Chancellors or
whose
official character
whose official
character may
may have
have
previously
previously been
been made
made known
known to
to
the
Department of State at Washthe Department
Washington,
of Foreign
ington, or
or to
to the
the Minister
Minister of
Foreign
Affairs
Affairs at the
the Hague, shall
shall be perpermitted to take charge
charge ad interim of
the
business of
the business
of the Consulate,
Consulate, and
and
while
while thus
thus acting,
acting, and
and so far as
may
competent according
according to
to
may be
be competent
Article
foreign citizens
not
if foreign
citizens not
Article III.,
II., if
engaged
in commerce,
commerce, shall
enjoy
engaged in
shall enjoy
privileges and immuall the rights, privileges
incumbents.
nities granted to the incumbents.

ARTICLE
Min or appoint'
Minor
appointments.

VIII.
VIII.

ARTIKEL
VII.
ARTIKEL VII.
In geval van verhindering,
verhindering, afafwezigheid of overlij den der Consulswezigheid
Generaal, Vice-Consuls-Generaal,
Vice-Consuls-Generaal,
Generaal,
Vice-Consuls en ConsuConsuConsuls, Vice-Consuls
laire-Agenten, zullen
zullen hunne
hunne Leerlaire-Agenten,
ling-Consuls
ling-Consuls en Consulaire
Consulaire Klerk
en ,
Klerken,
Kanseliers of
Kanseliers
of' Secretarissen,
Secretarissen, nadat
nadat
hun officieel
officieel karakter vooraf ter
ter
kennis
kennis zal
zal zijn gebragt
geloragt van het
het
Ministerie van Staat
Staat te WashingMinisterie
ton
ton of van den Minister
Minister van
van Buitenlandsche
Zaken te 's Gravenhage
Graven hage
tenlandsche Zakente's
toegelaten
worden om
toegelaten worden
om ad interim
interim de
de
zaken van het
Consulaat waar
waar te
zaken
het Consulaat
te
nemen en
en zullen zij,
zij, gedurende
gedurende die
die
nemen
waarneming en voor
voor zooverre
waarneming
zooverre hunne
hoedanigheid van niet handeldrijhoedanigheid
vende vreemdelingen
vreemdelingen overeenkomovereenkomvende
stig artikel
artikel III.
III. het toelaat, alle
alle
regten, voorregten
voorregten en vrijdommen
vrijdommen
genieten, die aan de titularissen
titularissen zijn
zijn
genieten,
toegestaan.
toegestaan.
AuTurtIL
VIII.
AISTIKEL VIII.

Consuls
General and Consuls
Be Consuls-Generaal
Consuls-Generaal en Consuls
Consuls-General
De
met toestemming
toestemming hunner
hunner
may with the approval
their mogen, met
approval of their
respective
wederzijdsche Regeringen,
respective governments, appoint
appoint . wederzijdsche
Regeringen, ViceVi
ce -C on suls-Gen eral,Vice-Consuls Consuls-Generaal,
Consuls-Generaal, Vice-Consuls en
en
Vice-Consuls-General,Vice-Consuls
cities, consulaire
consulaire agenten
benoemen in de
de
and Consular-Agents
Consular-Agents in the cities,
agenten benoemen
ports and places
places within
within their
their con- steden, havens
havens en plaatsen gelegen
gelegen
They may
appoint in
hun consulair
consulair ressort. Zij
Zij mogen
mogen
sular district.
district. They
may appoint
in hun
as such, without
distinction, citi- als zoodanig
without distinction,
zoodanig benoemen, zonder onzens of the United States,
burgers der Vereenigde
Vereenigde
States, subjects derscheid, burgers
of the Netherlands,
Nederlandsehe onderdanen,
Netherlands, or citizens
citizens or Staten, Nederlandsche
onderdanen,
of onderdanen
onderdanen of burgers
burgers van ansubjects of other countries. The of
persons so appointed
appointed shall be fur- dere landen. De aldus benoemde
benoemde
nished with a
and shall
shall personen
a commission, and
voorzien worden
worden
personen moeten voorzien
enjoy the privileges,
privileges, rights
rights and
and van cone
het
eene commissie, en zullen het
for in this Con- genot
immunities provided
providedfor
genot hebben
hebben van
van de voorregten,
vention
vention in favor of consular
consular offi- regten, en vrijdommen in deze
deze
subject to provisions and
cers, subject
and limi- overeenkomst
overeenkoinst aim
consulaire ambaan consulaire
tations
as specified
specified in
Article III.,
tations as
in Article
III., tenaren verleend,
behoudeus de
verleend, behoudens
and in other articles
articles hereof.
voorzieningen en beperkingen
beperkingen omvoorzieningen
sehreven
schreven in art. III., en in andere
artikelen
overeenkomst.
artikelen dier overeenkomst.
ARTICLE IX.
IX.

Diplomatic
Diplomatic proceedings.
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Consuls-General, Vice-ConVice-ConThe Consuls-General,
suls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls
Vice-Consuls
and Consular-Agents
Consular-Agents of
of the
the two
two
high contracting
contracting parties, shall
have the right to address
address the authorities
respective countries,
countries,
thorities of the respective
national or local, judicial or execu
execu
tive, within the extent of
their
of their
respective consular districts, for
respective
the purpose of complaining
complaining of any

ARTIiitiL
IX.
ARTIKEL IX.

De
Consuls-Generaal, Vice-ConVice-ConDe Consuls-Generaal,
suls-Generaal,
suls-Generaal, Consuls, Vice-Conconsulaire agenten
agenten van de
de
suls en consulaire
Hooge contracterendc
contracterende Partwee Hooge
Wen zullen het regt hebben
bebben zinli
zicli tot
tot
tijen
wederzijdsche
de overheid
overheid der wederzijdsche
Staten,
plaatselijke, regStaten, lands- of plaatselijke,
terlijke of uitvoerende,
uitvoerende, binnen
binneu de
terlijke
uitgestrektheid
uitgestrektheid van hunne
hunne respecrespectieve consulaire
consulaire ressorten
ressorten te wenwell-
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infraction
coninfraction of the
the treaties
treaties or
or conventions
the two
two
ventions existing
existing between
between the
countries, or for purposes
purposes of information, or
or for
protection of
of the
the
mation,
for the
the protection
rights and interests of
of their
their councountrymen.
trymen.
application shall not
not
If such application
receive
proper attention,
conreceive proper
attention, such
such consular
sular officers may,
may, in
in the
the absence
absence
diplomatic agent of
their
of the
the diplomatic
of their
country, apply
apply directly
directly to
to the
country,
the govgovernment of the country
country in which
they reside.
ARTICLE X.
X.
ARTICLE
Consuls-General, Vice-ConsulsVice-ConsulsConsuls-General,
Vice-Consuls or
General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls
Consular-Agents of the two counConsular-Agents
tries, or their Chancellors,
shall
Chancellors, shall
have the right conformably
conformably to the
laws
laws and regulations
regulations of
of their country:
1.
1. To take at their office or dwelling, at the residence
residence of the parties,
or on board of vessels
vessels of their own
nation, the depositions of the cappassengers on
tains and crews, of passengers
on
board of them, of merchants, or of
any other persons.
2. To receive and verify certificates of births and deaths of their
countrymen and of marriages
marriages becountrymen
tween them, and all unilateral
unilateral acts,
wills and bequests of their countrymen, and any and all acts of
trymen,
of
agreement
agreement entered
entered upon between
between
subjects
subjects or citizens
citizens of their own
country, and between
country,
between such
such subjects
or citizens and the subjects or citizens or other inhabitants
inhabitants of the
country where they reside, and
and also
also
between the latter;
all contracts
contracts between
latter;
provided such unilateral
unilateral acts, acts
contracts relate
of agreement
agreement or contracts
relate to
property situated
situated or to
to business
business to
to
be transacted in the territory of
the nation by which the said consular officers are appointed.

All such acts of agreement
agreement and
other instruments,
instruments, and also copies
copies
and translations thereof, when
authenticated by such Consulduly authenticated
Vice-Consul-General, ConGeneral, Vice-Consul-General,
sulVice-Consul
sul,
Vice-Consul or Consular-Agent
Consular-Agent
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den, met het doel
doe om vertoogen
vertoogen in
te
to brengen
brengen tegen elke inbreuk
inbreuk op
de traktaten
overeenkomsten
traktaten of overeenkomsten
tusschen
tusschen de beide Staten bestaande,
bestaande,
of ten behoeve
behoove van
van inlichtingen,
inlichtingen, of
bescherming van
ter bescherming
van de regten en
belangen van hunne
belangen
hunne landgenooten.
landgenooten.
aan zoodanig
zoodanig vertoog
Indien aan
vertoog geen
mogen bebegevolg wordt gegeven,
gegeven, mogen
doelde consulaire
consulaire ambtenaren,
ambtenaren, bij
doelde
bij
afwezigheid van
afwezigheid
van den diplomatidiploinatischen agent
agent van hun land, zich
zich
regtstreeks wenden
regtstreeks
wenden tot de Regoring van het land waarin
waarin zij
gering
gevestigd
gevestigd zijn.
zijn.
ART1KEL
AETIKEL X.
X.
De Consuls-Generaal,
Consuls-Generaal, Vice-ConVice-Consuls-Generaal,
suls-Generaal, Consuls,
Consuls, Vice-ConVice-Consuls of Consulaire-Agenten
Consulaire-Agenten van de
de
twee landen
landen of hunne
hunne Kanseliers
zullen
hebben, overeenzullen het regt hebben,
komstig de wetten
wetten en verordeningen
gen van
van hun
hun land:
land:

1. Om
Om in
in hunne
1.
hunne kanselarij
kanselarij of
of hun
hun
Depositions.
Depositions
woonhuis,
woning der partijen
woonhuis, in
in de
de woning
partijen
of aan
aan boord
van
boord van
van schepen
schepen van
of
hunne eigen natie, de verklaringen
verklaringen
to nemen
nemen van
schippers en
en
op te
van de schippers
van
van de bemanning,
bemanning, van de zich aan
boord
bevindende passagiers, van
boord bevindende
kooplieden
of van
van alle
alle andere
andere perkooplieden of
sonen.
oe
rtificates of
of
2.
Om op
maken en
en te
te waarwaarC
ortificates
op to
te maken
2. Om
births, and
merken geboortevan deaths,
and
geboorte- en
en doodakten
doodaktenvanl
deaths,
birtlis,
merken
marriages.
landgenooten en akten
akten van
van marriages.
hunne landgenooten
huwelijk
tusschen
dozen
onderling,
huwelijk tusschen dezen onderling,
eenzijdige akten on
en
alle eenzijdige
alsmede a,lle
uiterste
wilsbcschilkingen van
uiterste wilsbeschikkingen
hunne
akten van
alle akten
landgenooten, alle
hunne landgenooten,
overeenkomst
gesloten tusschen
tusschen
overeenkomst gesloten
onderdanen of
of burgers
burgers van
van hun
hun
onderdanen
eigen land,
land, en
en tusschen
tusschen zulke
zulke
eigen
onderdanen of burgers
onderburgers en de onderonderdanen
danen of
of burgers
andere inwoinwoburgers of
of andere
danen
Contracts.
ners van
het land
land waar
gevesContracts.
waar zij
zij gevesvan het
ners
tigd
zijn,
en
insgelijks,
alle
contractigd zijn, en insgelijks, alle contracten tusschen
Agreements.
Agreements.
de laatstgenoernden,
laatstgenoemden,
ten
tusschen de
mits zulke
akten, akten
akten
zulke eenzijdige
eenzijdige akten,
mits
ian
overeenkomst of contracten
ran overeenkomst
betrekking
hebben op
eigendom
op eigendom
betrekking hebben
gelegen inverhandelen
te verhandelen
in- of
of zaken
zaken to
gelegen
op het
het grondgebied
grondgebied van
van de
de natio,
natio,
op
door welke
welke de
consulaire
bedoelde consulaire
door
de bedoelde
ambtenaren
benoemd zijn.
zijn.
ambtenaren benoemd
u
Al zulke
zulke akten
Authcnticat
iio
o
Al
akten van
van Overeenliomst
overeenkomst ofAuthenticat
agreements, ceren
alsmede afen andere
andere bescheiden,
bescheiden, alsmede
af- tificatcs,contracts,
of
agrcments,
^cer
tif cates, cent r; tu,
and documents.
schriften
vertalingen daarvan,
schriften en
en vertalingen
(laarvan, anil
mite
door
mits behoorlijk
behoorlijk gewaarmerkt
gewaarmerkt door
den
Consul-Generaal, Vice-ConsulVice-Consulden Consul-Generaal,
Generaal,
en
Consul, Vice-Consul
Vice-Consul en
Generaal, Consul,
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CONSULAR
under his
official seal, shall be rehis official
ceived
Courts a
as
ceived in
in Courts
of Justice,
Justice, as
authenticated
legal documents
documents or as
as authenticated
copies
be, subject
subject
copies as
as the
the case
case may
may be,
to
such
to the
the provisions
provisions of law on
on such
subject,
however, in
in the
two counsubject, however,
the two
countries.
ARTICLE XI.
XT.
ARTICLE

board
Order on board
Consuls-General, Vice-ConsulsConsuls-General,
Vice-Consulsmerchant vessels.
vessels.
merchant
Vice-Consuls and
and
General, Consuls,
Consuls, Vice-Consuls
Consular-Agents shall
shall have
have charge
Consular-Agents
charge
internal order
order on board
of
of the internal
board of
vessels of their
the merchant
merchant vessels
their nation, to
to the
the exclusion
exclusion of all
all local
Disputes at sea. authorities. They
They shall
shall take
take cogcognizance of all disputes
disputes and dedetermine all differences
differences which
which may
may
have arisen at sea, or
or which may
may
between the
captains,
arise in port,
port, between
the captains,
including disofficers and crews, including
disputes concerning
concerning wages
wages and
and the
execution
reciprocally
execution of contracts reciprocally
Courts not to in- entered into. The
The courts or other
other
terfere unless
unless pubpub- authorities
authorities of either
either country,
countliy, shall
peace on shore
lic peace
account interfere
interfere in
in such
such disdisor in port is dis- on no account
turbed, or other putes unless such differences
differences on
on
offi- board
persons than offia
board ship be of a
nature to discers and crew are
turb the public peace on shore or in
parties.
parties.
persons other
port, or
or unless
unless persons
other than
than
the officers and crew
crew are
are parties
parties
thereto.
thereto.

Boarding
Boarding vessels.

Manifests, &c.
Manifests,
&c.
Assistance
Assistance in entry and clearance
of vessels.

Consuls-General, Vice-ConThe Consuls-General,
Vice-Consuls
suls-General, Consuls,
Consuls, Vice-Consuls
and Consular-Agents
Consular-Agents shall be
at
be at
liberty to go, either in
in person
person orby
proxy, on board
board vessels
vessels of their
their
nation admitted
admitted to entry, and to
to
examine
examine the officers
officers and
and crews,
crews, to
to
examine the ships' papers,
reexamine
papers, to
to receive declarations concerning
concerning their
their
voyage, their
and the
the inintheir destination
destination and
cidents
voyage; also
to draw
draw
cidents of the
the voyage;
also to
up manifests and lists of freight
freight
or other documents, to facilitate the
entry and clearance
clearance of their vessels, and finally
finally to accompany
accompany the
said officers or crews before the
judicial
administrative authoriauthorijudicial or administrative
ties of the country
country to assist them
interpreters or
as their
their interpreters
or agents.
agents.

Consulairen-Agent
Consulairen-Agent en van zijn officieel zegel
voorzien, zullen
zegel voorzien,
zullen in regten
regten
aangenomen
aangenomen worden
worden als wettige
bewijsstukken
bewijsstukken of als gewaarmerkte
gewaarmerkte
afschriften,
afschriften, naar
naar gelang
geval
gelang het geval
is, behoudens
behoudens de wetsbepalingen
wetsbepalingen
op dit onderwerp
onderw erp in
beide landen.
Widen.
in de beide
ARTIKEL XI.
XI.
ARTIKEL
Be Consuls-Generaal,
Consuls-Generaal, Vice-ConVice-ConDe
suls-Generaal,
suls-Generaal, Consuls, Vice-ConVice-Consuls
Consulaire-Agenten zullen,
zullen,
suls en Consulaire-Agenten
bij uitsluiting
uitsluiting van alle
alle plaatselijke
plaatselijke
overheden, belast zijn met
overheden,
met de
de ininwendige tucht
tucht aan boord der koopvaardijschepen hunner natie.
vaardijschepen
natie. Zij
Zij
zullen kennis nemen van
van alle
alle twistwisten
alle geschillen
geschillen beslissen,
beslissen,
ten, en alle
weike
welke zich op zee zullen hebben
voorgedaan
in de
de haven
haven
voorgedaan of zich in
zullen voordoen
voordoen tusschen den
den schipschipper,
officieren en
en de
de bemanning,
bemanning,
per, de officieren
met
van geschillen
geschillen over
over
met inbegrip
inbegrip van
de gagie
gagie en de uitvoering
uitvoering der
der
wederzijds
contracten.
wederzijds aangegane
aangegane contracten.
De regterlijke
andere overheid
regterlijke of andere
overheid
der beide landen
landen zal, uit geenerlei
geeuerlei
hoofde, in zulke geschillen
tusschen
hoofde,
geschillen tusschen
beide
beide mogen treden, tenzij bedoelde
bedoelde
gesehillen
boord van
van dien
dien aard
aard
geschillen aan
aan boord
mogten zijn dat
dat de openbare
openbare rust,
aan wal of in
in de
daardoor
de haven,
haven, daardoor
verstoord wordt, of tenzij
personen,
tenzij personen,
officieren en bemanning
bemanning
niet tot de officieren
behoorende, daarbij
daarbij betrokken
zijn.
behoorende,
betrokken zijn.
Consuls-Generaal, Vice-ConDe Consuls-Generaal,
Vice-Consuls-Generaal, Consuls, Vice-Consuls-Generaal,
suls en Consulaire-Agenten
Consulaire-Agenten zullen
zullen
de
om, hetzij
hetzij
de bevoegdheid
bevoegdheid hebben
hebben om,
in persoon
persoon hetzij bij gemagtigde,
aan boord
boord te gaan van
schepen
van schepen
hunner natie, die ter inklaring
inklaring zijn
hunner
zijn
toegelaten,
en het
toegelaten, de officieren
officieren en
het
scheepsvolk
inzage te
to
scheepsvolk te hooren,
hooren, inzage
nemen van
scheepspapieren,
van de
de scheepspapieren,
verklaringen op to
verklaringen
nemen betrefte nemen
fende de reis,
bestemming en
en de
de
reis, de bestemming
gebeurtenissen
reis, alsmede
alsmede orn
gebeurtenissen op
op reis,
om
manifesten en vrachtlijsten
manifesten
vrachtlijsten of andere stukken
stukken op te maken, om de inen uitklaring
uitklaring van hunne schepen
schepen
to
bevorderen, en eindelijk, om
de
te bevorderen,
om de
bedoelde officieren
officieren of bemanning
bemanning
te vergezellen
vergezellen voor de regterlijke
to
of administratieve
administratieve overheid
overheid des
lands, ten einde hen bij
bij te staan als
tolk of agent.

ARTICLE NIL
XII.

ARTIKEL XII.
ARTIKEL

The Consuls-General,
Consuls-General, Vice-ConVice-Consuls-General, Consuls,Vice-Consuls
Consuls, Vice-Consuls

De
Be Consuls-Generaal,
Consuls-Generaal, Vice-Consuls-Generaal, Consuls, Vice-Consuls-Generaal,
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23, 1878.
MAY 23,1878.
CONVENTION-3TETHEILANDS.
CONSULAR
and
Consular-Agents of
of the
two
the two
and Consular-Agents
countries may
may respectively
respectively cause
to
cause to
countries
be arrested
and sent
sent on
board, or
or
on board,
arrested and
be
cause to
to be
be returned
own
their own
to their
returned to
cause
country, such
seamen or
officers, seamen
such officers,
country,
other persons forming
forming part of the
other
crew
ships of
merchant
of war
war or merchant
of ships
crew of
vessels of
of their
their nation,
nation, who may
vessels
have
one of the ports
in one
deserted in
have deserted
of
other.
the other.
of the

To this end they shall respectively address the
competent
the competent
spectively
authorities in
national or local authorities
and make request for the
writing and
furof the deserter, and furreturn of
nish evidence
evidence by exhibiting the
register, crew list or other official
a copy
copy
documents
documents of the vessel, or a
or
extract therefrom,
therefrom, duly certified,
or extract
that
belong to
persons claimed belong
the persons
that the
said
company. On such apship's company.
said ship's
plication being made, all assistplication
ance shall be furnished for the
the pursuit
arrest of such deserters,
suit and arrest
who shall even be detained and
country,
guarded in the jails of the country,
pursuant
at
requisition and at
pursuant to the requisition
the expense
expense of the Consuls-General,
Vice-Consuls-General, ConConeral, Vice-Consuls-General,
suls,
sals, Vice-Consuls
Vice-Consuls or ConsularAgents until they find an opportudeserters home.
nity to send the deserters

opportunity
If, however,
however, no such opportunity
be had for the space of three
shall be
months from the day of the arrest,
the deserters shall be set at liberty,
arrested for
and shall not again be arrested
understood
the same cause. It is understood
that persons who are subjects or
citizens
citizens of the country
country within which
demand is
be exmade, shall be
is made,
the demand
empted from these provisions.
provisions.
empted

deserter shall have comIf the deserter
mitted any crime or offence in the
country within which he is found,
dishe shall not be placed at the disposal of the Consul until after
after the
proper
tribunal having jurisdiction
proper tribunal
pronounced
in the case shall have pronounced
sentence shall
sentence,
sentence, and such sentence
have been executed.
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suls en Consulaire-Agenten
sills
Consulaire-Agenten van de
beide landen zullen wederzijds
wederziids de
beide
officieren, matrozen
matrozen of andere per- Arrest of desertofficieren,
ers.
sone', deel uitmakende
uitmakende van de bebe- ers•
sonen
manning
koopvaarmanning van oorlog- of koopvaardijschepen hunner
hinnies natie, die gedegededijschepen
serteerd
eerie der havens
serteerd zijn in eene
andere, kunnen
kunnen doen aanvan de
de andere,
houden en naar boord zenden, of
houden
naar
eigen land doen
doen terugterugnaar hun eigen
zenden.
Te
zullen zij
re- Proceedings
Proceedings to
to
zich rezij zich
einde zullen
Te dien
dien einde
dospectievelijk
schriftelijk wenden
wenden obtain arrest of despectievelijk schriftelijk
tot
de bevoegde
bevoegde landssorters.
lands- of plaatse- sorters.
tot de
aanzoek doen voor
overheid, aanzoek
lijke overheid,
terugzending van den deserteur
deserteur
de terugzending
overlegging van het regisen door overlegging
ter,
monsterrol of andere
andere offiter, de monsterrol
ciele bescheiden
bescheiden van het schip,
schip, of
eon
behoorlijk gewaarmerkt
gewaarmerkt afeen behoorlijk
schrift
daarvan, het
of uittreksel daarvan,
schrift of
bewijs leveren,
leveren, dat de personen
personen die
bewijs
zij opeischen
opeischen behooren
behooren tot de bezij
manning van
gezegd schip. Op
van gezegd
manning
zoodanige aanvrage
hulp
zal alle hulp
aanvrage sal
zoodanige
verleend worden
worden voor het vervolgen
vervolgen
verleend
gezegde deseraanhouden van gezegde
en aanhouden
teurs, die
verzoek en op
die zelfs op verzoek
teurs,
Expenses of arkosten
der Consuls-Generaal,
Consuls-Generaal, Vice- Expenses
kosten der
rest and detention.
anddetention.
Consuls-Generaal,
Consuls-Generaal, Consuls, Vice- rest
Consuls
Consulaire-Agenten, in
Consuls of Consulaire-Agenten,
de huizen
arrest des lands zulvan arrest
huizen van
de
len worden
gedetineerd en in beworden gedetineerd
len
waring gehonden,
gehouden, tot
tot dat die ambwaring
tenaren eene
zullen
gelegenheid zullen
eene gelegenheid
tenaren
hebben
om de deserteurs
gevonden om
hebben gevonden
huiswaarts
zenden.
huiswaarts te zenden.
Duration of
of ararIndien envenwel
zoodanige gele- Duration
envenwel zoodanige
Indien
rest limited.
limited.
rest
genheidzich
binnen
het
tijdsverloop
tijdsverloop
genheid zich binnen
van drie
maanden, te
to rekenen
rekenen van
drie maanden,
van
den dag
dag der
sal
aanhouding, niet zal
der aanhouding,
den
voordoen, sullen
de deserteurs
in
deserteurs in
zullen de
voordoen,
Citizens oxexvrijheid gesteld
Citizens
worden, en niet empted
gesteld worden,
vrijheid
from proprofo arrest.
wegens
de zelfde
zelfde reden
reden weder
weder aanaan- Visions
iempted for
wegens de

gehouden mogen
mogen worden.
worden. Er is visions for arrest.
gehouden
overeengekomen
personen die
overeengekomen dat personen
onderdanen
of burgers
zijn van
van het
het
burgers zijn
onderdanen of
land
waar het
het aanzoek
is,
gedaan is,
aanzoek gedaan
land waar
van
zijn
zullen zijn
bepalingen sullen
deze bepalingen
van doze
uitgezonderd.
uitgezonderd.
lndien
de deserteur
eenig misdrijf
misdrijf cCrimes
and
r i mes and
deserteur eenig
Indiende
offences commit.
sal
begaan
hebben
in
het
land
cor m it
offences
zal begaan hebben in het land ted
by deserters.
waar hij
hij gevonden
gevonden wordt, zal
sal hij ted b deserters.
waar
niet eer
beschikking van den
ter beschikking
eer ter
niet
Consul worden
dun nadat
nadat
gesteld dan
worden gesteld
Consul
Courts to try the
de regter,
regter, die
die bevoegd
bevoegd is om van Courtstotrythe
de
de zaak
zaak kennis
kennis to
nemen, uitspraak
uitspraak case.
case.
te nemen,
de
sal
en doze
uitdeze uitgedaan, en
hebben gedaan,.
zal hebben
spraak
zijn ten
ten lutvoer
uitvoer gelegd.
zal zijn
spraak zal
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIII.

Freighters a
and
Except in
in the
the case
case of
agreement
n d Except
of agreement
insurers.
to the contrary, between
between the own-

ers,
and insurers,
insurers, all
all
ers, freighters
freighters and
damages
suffered at
at sea
by the
damages suffered
sea by
the vesvessels
two countries,
whether
sels of the two
countries, whether
they
into port
voluntarily, or
or
they put
put into
port voluntarily,
are forced so to do by stress
stress of
of
weather,
weather, shall be
be adjusted
adjusted by
by
the
Vice-Consulsthe Consuls-General,
Consuls-General, Vice-ConsulsGeneral,
Vice-Consuls and
General, Consuls,
Consuls, Vice-Consuls
and
Consular-Agents
respective
Consular-Agents of
of the
the respective
countries.
If however
however,7 any
Subjects of third
If,
any inhabitants
inhabitants of
of
nation interest
ed the
country, or subjects or citizens
or
citizens
or
subjects
terested
the
country,
nation
in damages.
a third nation
of a
nation shall be interested
interested
in such damages, and
parties
and if the
the parties
cannot agree, recourse
recourse may be had
had
to the competent
competent local authorities.
authorities.

ARTICLE
XIV.
ARTICLE XIV.
Salvage.
Salvage.

conAll necessary
necessary measures connected with the salvage
salvage of vessels
of the United States
States which
which shall
shall
have been
been wrecked
wrecked on the coasts
of
with their
their carof the
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, with
cargoes and all that appertains
appertains to
such vessel, shall be taken
taken by
by
the Consuls-General,
Consuls-General, Vice-ConsulsVice-ConsulsGeneral, Consuls, Vice-Consuls
Vice-Consuls and
and
Consular-Agents of
Consular-Agents
of the United
United
States, and reciprocally,
reciprocally, the
the Consuls-General,Vice-Consuls-General,
suls-General,Vice-Consuls-General,
Consuls, Vice
Consuls and
Consuls,
Vice-Consuls
and Consular-Agents of the
the Netherlands
Netherlands
necessary measures
measures
shall take such necessary
in the case of the wreck
vessels
wreck of vessels
country on the
of their country
the coasts
coasts of
of the
the
United States.
States.

ARTTRAL
XIII.
ARTITEL XILI.

Wanneer
Wanneer het tegendeel
tnstegendeel niet tusschen de reeders,
reeders, bevrachters
bevrachters en
en
assuradeurs
zullen alle
assuradeurs bedongen
bedongen is,
is, zullen
avarijeu
ondergaan door
door de
de
avarijen op zee ondergaan
beide landen,
landen, hetzij
hetzij
schepen van beide
deze
vrijwillig, hetzij daartoe
door
deze vrijwillig,
daartoe door
noodweder
haven
noodweder gedwongen,
gedwongen, eene haven
binnen loopen, door
Consuls-Gedoor de Consuls-Generaal, Vice-Consuls-Generaal,
Vice-Consuls-Generaal, ConConVice-Consuls en Consulairesuls, Vice-Consuls
ConsulaireAgenten
wederzijdsehe landen
landen
Agenten der wederzijdsche
worden
geregeld.
worden geregeld.
Indien evenwel
evenwel inwoners van
van het
het
onderdanen of burgers
land of onderdanen
eerier derde
derde natie
eener
natie bij gezegde
avarijen zullen
zullen betrokken
betrokken zijn,
zijn, en,
en,
avarijen
indien
indien de partijen
partijen het niet eens
eens
kunnen worden, kan de
de zaak bij
bij
de bevoegde
plaatselijke overheid
overheid
bevoegde plaatselijke
worden aanhangig
aanhangig gemaakt.
gemaakt.
ARTIKEL XIV.
xrv.
ARTIKEL

Alle noodzakelijke
noodzakelijke maatregelen
maatregelen
Alle
ter zake der redding
schepen
ter
redding van
van schepen
der Vereenigde
de
Vereenigde Staten, die op de
kusten
Nederlanden zullen
kusten der Nederlanden
zullen hebben schipbre,uk
geleden, met
hunne
ben
schipbreuk geleden,
met hunne
lading en alles
alles wat tot
tot zoodanig
zoodanig
lading
schip behoort, zullen
zullen genomen worschip
den
den door de Consuls-Generaal,
Consuls-Generaal, ViceViceConsuls - Generaal, Consuls, ViceConsulaire-Agenten der
der
Consuls en Consulaire-Agenten
Vereenigde
Staten en wederkeerig
wederkeerig
Vereenigde Staten
Consuls-Generaal, Vicezullen de Consuls-Generaal,
Consuls-Generaal, Consuls,
Consuls, ViceViceConsuls-Generaal,
Consuls en Consulaire-Agenten
Consulaire-Agenten der
Consuls
Nederlanden, zoodanige
Nederlanden,
zoodanige noodzakenemen in
in geval
lijke maatregelen
maatregelen nemen
geval
van schipbreuk
schepen van
van
schipbreuk van
van schepen
hun land op
op de
de kusten der Vereenigde Staten.
Staten.
Loc
al authori
authori-- The local authorities
authorities shall
not
Local
shall not
De
tusschenkomst der plaatselijke
plaatselijke
De tusschenkomst
protet
in-- otherwise interfere
the overheid
ties to
toof
prot
salv
ecors.
t in
interfere than for
for the
overheid zal
zal slechts
slechts plaats
plaats hebben
hebben
terest
maintenance of order, the protec- om
maintenance.
om de
de orde
orde te
te bewaren,
bewaren, de
belangen
de belangen
tion of the interest
interest of
of the salvors, der
der bergers
bergers te beschermen,
beschermen, wanneer
wanneer
if they do not belong to the crews deze niet behooren
behooren tot de bemanthat have been wrecked,
wrecked, and to
to ning
fling der gebroken
gebroken schepen,
schepen, en
en
carry into effect the arrangements
arrangements om uitvoering
geven aan de
uitvoering te
te geven
made for the entry and
and exportation
exportation voorschriften
die met
betrekking
voorschriften die
met betrekking
saved.
of the merchandise
merchandise saved.
tot den in- en
geredde
en uitvoer der geredde
koopmansgoederen
gemaakt zijn.
koopmansgoederen gemaakt
eon
In
In the absence of and until the arIn absence of
Intheabsenceofanduntilthearafwezigheid en tot de komst
komst
Bij afwezigheid
consular officers,
local
authorities
officers,
to rival
rival of
of the
Consuls-General, ViceVice- der Consuls-Generaal,
localsular
authoritiesto
the Consuls-General,
Vice- ConConsuls-Generaal, Vice-Contake charge.
Consuls-General,
Vice- suls-Generaal,
Consuls-General, Consuls,
Consuls, Vicesuls-Generaal, Consuls,
Consuls, Vice-ConVice-ConConsuls and Consular-Agents,
Consular-Agents, it sills
Consulaire-Agenten zal het
suls en Consulaire-Agenten
het
shall be the duty of the local author- de pligt zijn der plaatselijke
plaatselijke overities to take all necessary
necessary measures
measures heid allenoodzakelijke
maatregelen
allenoodzakelijke maatregelen
preservation of the persons te nemen ter bescherming
for the preservation
bescherming der perper-
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and property
property on
board of
of the
on board
and
wrecked vessel.
wrecked
It
is understood
understood that the mermerIt is
chandise saved
saved is not to be
chandise
subjected
to any
any Custom-House
Custom-House
subjected to
charges,
it be intended for
charges, unless it
consumption
country where
in the country
consumption in
the wreck
may have taken place.
wreck may
the
ARTICLE
XV.
ARTICLE XV.
In case of death of any citizen
citizen
of
of the United States in the Netherlands,
lands, or of any subject of the
Netherlands
Netherlands in the United States,
without
without having in the country of
his decease any known heirs, or
testamentary
testamentary executors by him apcase of minority of
in case
pointed, or in
the heirs, there being no guardian,
the competent local authorities
nearest
shall at once inform the nearest
to
consular officer
officer of the nation to
consular
deceased belongs, of the
which the deceased
circumstance, in order that the
circumstance,
imnecessary
necessary information may be immediately forwarded
forwarded to parties
parties interested.

The said consular officer shall
have the right to appear personally
or by delegate,
delegate, in all proceedings
on
absent or minor
the absent
behalf of the
on behalf
heirs, or creditors, until they are
duly represented.
represented.

ARTICLE XVI.
XVI.
ARTICLE
convention shall not
The present convention
be applicable to colonies
colonies of either
either
of the High Contracting Parties,
and shall not take effect until the
twentieth
twentieth day after its promulgaprescribed by
tion in the manner prescribed
the laws of the two countries.

It shall remain in force for five
It
five
years from the date of the exchange
of ratifications.
ratifications.
contracting
case neither of the contracting
In ease
parties shall have given notice
twelve months before the expiratwelve
tion of the said period, of its desire
terminate this convention, it
to terminate
shall remain in force for one year
longer, and so on from year to year,
until
year from
expiration of aayear
until the expiration

sonen en goederen aan boord van
gestrande schip.
het gestrande
overeengekomen dat de
Er is overeengekomen

geredde
geredde

koopmansgoederen
koopmansgoederen

Custom-House
CustomHouse

charges.
aan charges.

uitgaande regten
geenerlei inin- en uitgaande
onderworpen zullen worden, tenzij
onderworpen
zij bestemd zijn tot verbruik
verbruik in het
land
schipbreuk heeft
land waar de schipbreuk
plaats
plaats gehad.
ARTIE-ET, XV.
XV.
ARBTIEL
In
van overlijden
overlijden van
een
van een
In geval
geval van

Death
Death of citi-

Vereenigde Staten in de zens.
"us.
burger der Vereenigde
Nederlanden
Nederlanden of van een Nederlandschen
onderdaan in de Vereenigde
schen onderdaan
Staten, zonder
van
zonder dat in het land van
Staten,
erfgenamen
zijn overlijden bekende erfgenamen
of
benoemde uitvoerders
uitvoerders
of door hem benoemde
van
uitersten wil aanwezig
aanwezig zijn,
zijn uitersten
van zijn
of
bij minderjarigheid
minderjarigheid der
der
wanneer bij
of wanneer
erfgenamen
een voogd
voog-d ontbreekt,
Loc
al authoria,uthoriLocal
erfgenamen een
zal
over- ties to notify offiplaatselijke over_
bevoegde plaatselijke
de bevoegde
zal de
held dadelijk
dadelijk aan
aan den
den naastbij
cers.
naastbij ge- COTS.
heid
ambtenaar
vestigden consulairen
consulairen ambtenaar
vestigden
van de
de natie
rintoroverledene Parties into
de overledene
waartoe de
natie waartoe
van
behoort,
van het overlijden kennis ested.
ested•
behoort, van
geven, opdat
opdat de
belanghebbende
de belanghebbende
geven,
parQen
daarvan ononmiddellijk daarvan
partijen onmiddellijk
derrigt kunnen
kunnen worden.
derrigt
Officer to appear
appeal
Bedoelde consulaire
consulaire ambtenaar
ambtenaar Officerto
for absent or minor
zal
het regt
minor
absentor
persoonlijk of for
regt hebben, persoonlijk
zal het
heirs and creditbij
gemagtigde, in
handelingen Ors. r
in alle handelingen
bij gemagtigde,
op
te treden
treden in
belang van
de
van de
het belang
in het
op te
afwezige
minderjarige erfgenaof minderjarige
afwezige of
men
of schuldeise,hers,
dat
tot dat
schuldeischers, tot
men of
deze
behoorlijk vertegenwoordigd
vertegenwoordigd
deze behoorlijk
zijn.

ARTEEZEL XVI.
A.RTIREL
overeenkomst
tegenwoordige overeenkomst
De tegenwoordige
zal
niet toepasselijk
op de kolozijn op
toepasselijk zijn
zal niet
nien
elke der
Hooge contracder Hooge
van elke
nien van
terende
in
niet in
zal niet
en zal
Partijen en
terende Partijen
werking
te rekenen van
treden dan to
werking treden
den twintigsten
twintigsten dag
na hare
hare afkonafkondag na
den
diging
in de
vormen bij
wetten
de wetten
bij de
de vormen
diging in
van
landen voorgeschreven.
voorgeschreven.
beide landen
van beide
Zij zal
van kracht blijven
gedublijven gainZij
zalvankracht
rende
vijf jaren te
den
van den
rekenen van
te rekenen
rende vijfjaren
dag
der uitwisseling
van
akten van
der akten
uitwisseling der
dag der
bekrachtiging.
bekrachtiging.
In
geval geene
der contracterende
geenedercontracterende
In geval
Partijen twaalf
twaalf maanden
veer het
het
maanden v66r
Partijen
verstrijken van
gezegden termiju
termijn
van gezegden
verstrijken
zal hebben
kennis gegeven
gegeveu van
van
hebben kennis
zal
overecnzijn verlangen
verlangen om deze overeenzijn
komst te
doen eindigen,
eindigen, zal
zij voor
voor
zal zij
te doen
komst
een
jaar langer
kracht blijven,
van kracht
langer van
6en jaar
en
vervolgens van jaar tot jaar,
zoo vervolgens
en zoo

Colonies ex010n i s oxcepted from arfrovanrtie oed
ticles
of
convention.
Convention
to
Convention to
take effect.

take effect.

To remain
re a in iin
To
force
for
ce five years,

and is subject to
and is subject to
termination On
o1
at'si onoti,
termin
one years
year's
oti,~e
one
after four years.
afterfour
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of the
the parties
the day on
on which one of
parties
shall
its
shall have
have given
given such
such notice
notice for
for its
termination.

tot na afloop
afloop van een jaar, te rekerekenen van den dag waarop eene
e,ene der
der
hebben opgezegd.
Partijen haar zal
zal hebben
opgezegd.
ARTTEET,
ARTIELI XVII.

ARTICLE XVII.
ARTICLE
XVII.
Ratification and
Ratification
exchange.

Signatures.

convention shall
shall be
be
The present
present convention
ratified, and
and the
the ratifications
ratifications thereratified,
thereof shall be
be exchanged
the city
city of
of
exchanged at
at the
Washington, within six months
months
from the date hereof,
and sooner
hereof, and
sooner if
if
possible.
possible.

De tegenwoordige
tegenwoordige overeenkomst
overeenkomst
zal worden bekrachtigd
ratibekrachtigd en de
de ratificatien daarvan
ficatien
daarvan zullen
zullen worden
worden
uitgewisseld te Washington,
binuitgewisseld
Washington, binnen zes maanden
maanden te rekenen
rekenen van
van
hare dagteekening
dagteekening en zoo mogelijk
mogelijk
vroeger.

In testimony whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
have
signed this convention,
convention, and
and have
have
hereunto
hereunto affixed
affixed their seals.
Done in duplicate at WashingWashington, in the English and
lanand Dutch languages,
guages, on the twenty-third day of
of
May, in the year
year of Grace, one
one
thousand eight hundred
thousand
hundred and
and sevenseventy-eight.

Ten blijke waarvan de wederzijdsche gevolmagtigde
gevolmagtigde deze
deze overovereenkomst hebben onderteekend
onderteekend en
en
met hun zegel bekrachtigcl.
bekrachtigd.
Gedaan in duplo te Washington
Washington
in de Engelsche
Engelsche en de
de Nederlandsche taal op den drie en twintigsten
twintigsten
1VIei
Heeren achtachtMei van het jaar
jaar des
des Heeren
tien honderd acht
acht en zeventig.

WILLIAM MAXWELL
WILLIAM
MAXWELL

R. VON
VON PESTEL.
PEsrm..

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

MAY
1878.
MAY 23,
23,1878.

EvAars.
EVARTS.

[SRAL.]
[SEAT.]

[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]

WILLIAM M
' AXWEIS, EVARTS.
EVARTS.
WILLIAM
MAXWELL
R. VON
R.
VON PESTEL.
PESTEL.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

whereas the said convention
And whereas
convention has been duly ratified
ratified on both parts,
and the ratifications
ratifications of the two governments
governments were
were exchanged
exchanged in the
the
City of Washington,
Washington, on the thirty-first
July, one
thousand eight
eight
thirty-first day
day of
of July,
one thousand
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine,
therefore be it
Now therefore
it known,
known, that, I, Rutherford B. Hayes,
President
Hayes, President
of the United States of America,
America, have caused the said Convention
Convention to
to
be made public, to the end that the same and every clause and
and article
article
thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith
faith by the
the United
United
citizens thereof.
States and the citizens
thereof.
In witness whereof, IIhave hereunto set my hand
hand and caused the
the seal
seal
of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington
Washington this first day of August, in the year
year
of our Lord, one thousand, eight hundred
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and of the
Independence
Independence of the United States, the one hundred and fourth.
RUTHERFORD
RITTHERFORD B. HAYES
HAYES
By the
By
the President,
President,
WILLIAM
W
ILLIAM MAXWELL
MAXWELL EVARTS,
EVARTS I
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.

CONVENTION.-FRANCE-CLAIMS.
CONVENTION.—FRANCE—
CLAIMS. JANUAnaY
JANUARY 15
15,1 1880.
1880.

Coznention between the United
United States
States of America
America and the French Republic
Convention
for the settlement
settlement of certain
citizens of either country against
certain claims of the citizens
against
the other.
other. Concluded
Concluded January
ratificationadvised
advised by the SenJanuary 15,1880;
15, 1880; ratification
Senate March
March 29, 1880; ratified
ratified by the President
ate
Presidentof the United
United States
States April
3, 1880; ratified
President of the French
ratified by the President
French Reepublic
_Republic June 9, 1880;
1880;
ratifications exchanged at
at Washington
ratifications
Washington June 23, 1880; proclaimed
proclaimed June
25, 1880.
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Jan.
Jan. 15,1880.
16,1880.

BY
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE STATES OF
AMVIRICA.
UNITED STATES
OF AMERIOA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

Whereas, a
a Convention between the United States of America
America and
the French Republic, for the settlement
settlement of certain claims of the citizens
citizens
of either country against the other, was concluded
concluded and signed by their
their
respective
Washington, on the fifteenth
respective plenipotentiaries,
plenipotentiaries, at the city of Washington,
fifteenth
day of January, in the year one thousand eight hundred
hundred and eighty,
which Convention
Convention is word for word as follows:
follows:
Convention
Convention between the United States
States Convention entre
entre les Atats-Unis
Atats-. nis
of America
America and the French
French RepubMpubliqu,e Frand'Amerique et
et la RBpublique
Franlic, for the settlement
settlement of
of certain
certain
caise,
pour le
aaise, pour
le reglement
reglement de
de eer
cer-claims of the citizens
citizens of either
claims
either councountakes reclam,ations
des citoyens
taies
reclamations des
citoyens
against the other.
try against
other.
deux pays contre
de chacun
chacun des deuz
contre
l'autre.
Vautre.

Preamble.
Preamble.

Convention.
Convention.

and
The United States of
of America
America and
d'Am6rique et la Settlement
Les ]tats-Unis
Rtats-Unis d'Amerique
Settlement of
of
the French
Frangaise, animes
du claims.
French Republic, animated by Republique
Republique Frangaise,
anim6s du
claims.
the desire to settle and adjust am- desir
regler par
un arrangement
arrangement
d6sir de
de r~gler
par un
icably the claims made by the
the cidciti- amical
amical les reclamations elevees par Preamble.
.zens of either
either country against the lescitoyensdechacun
les citoyens de chacun des
des deuxpays
deux pays
de Pautre
government of the other, growing
growing contre
contre le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
l'autre
out of acts committed by the civil or et
et resultant
d'actes commis
pendant
r6sultant d'actes
commis pendant
military authorities of either coun- un
on d'insurrection
un etat de
de guerre
guerre ou
d'insurrection
try as hereinafter defined,
defined, during
during a
a par
les autorites
autorites civiles ou
on militaires
militaires
parles
state of war or insurrection,
under de
pays dans
cirinsurrection, under
de Pun
Fun on
ou Pautre
l'autre pays
dans les
les circonstances specitiees
the circumstances
circumstances hereinafter speci- constances
specifiees ci-apres,
ci-apris, ont
ont
fied, have agreed to make arrange- resolu
resolu de prendre
prendre des mesures
mesures a
a cet
cet
ments for that purpose, by means of
diet au
an moyen
inoyen d'une
Convention, et
of effet
d'uue Convention,
et
aaConvention,
designe comme
leur Pl6nipoPlenipoConvention, and have named as ont
ont design6
comme leur
Plenipotentiaries to confer and tentiaires
pour conf6rer
conferer et
et etablir
etablir
their Plenipotentiaries
tentiaires pour
agree thereupon,
follows:
thereupon, as follows:
un accord,
accord, savoir
savoir:
Le
des EtatsUnis,
tats Unis, Contractingpar.
contraoting par.
The President of the United
Le President
President des
Maxwell Evarts,
Evarts, Secrseats_ ties.
States,
States, William Maxwell
Maxwell Evarts, William
William Maxwell
ties.
Secretary
ktats-Thais, et
et le
le
taire d'ttat
d'Etat des
des ]ttats-Unis,
Secretary of State of the United taire
States, and the President
Republique FranPresident de
de la
la Iepublique
President of the President
Francaise, Georges
Maxime Outrey,
French Republic, Georges Maxime
Maxime caise,
Georges Maxime
Outrey, EnEnvoye Extraordinaire
et Ministre
Ministre
Outrey, Envoy Extraordinary
Ontrey,
Extraordinary and
and voy6
Extraordinaire et
WashMinister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of France Plenipotentiaire
Plenipotentiaire de
de France
France aaWashington, Commandeur
de rOrdre
POrdre Naat Washington,
Washington, Commander
Commander of the ington,
Commandeur de
Na&c.,
National Order of the Legion
Legion of tional
tional de
de la
la Legion
L6gion d'Honneur,
d'Honneur, &c.,
Honor, &c.,
&c., &c.,
&c., &c.;
&c., &c.;
&c.;
&c.,
Lesquels, apres
communiWho, after having communicated
communicated
Lesquels,
apres s'etre
s'etre communito each other their respective
leurs plems
respective full qué
que leurs
pleins pouvoirs
pouvoirs respectifs
respectifs
et les
les avoir
avoir trouves
due
powers, fotuad
found in good and due form, et
trouves en
en bonne
bonne et
et due
forme, sont
sont convenus
convenus des
des articles
have agreed upon the following
following forme,
articles
articles:
suivants:
suivants:
xxl
43
xx--43
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Article
I.
Article I.

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

All claims on the part of corporations,
porations, companies, or private
individuals,c citizens
the United
individuals.
citizens of
of the
United
States,
the Government
of
upon the
Government of
States, upon
France,
France, arising out of acts commit
ted against the persons or property
property
of citizens of
of the
the United States
States not
service of the enemies
in the
the service
enemies of
of
France, or
voluntarily giving
France,
or voluntarily
giving aid
and comfort
comfort to
to the same, by
ty the
French civil,
civil or military
military authorities,
authorities,
the
upon the high seas or within the
territory of France, its colonies
colonies and
and
dependencies, during the
war
dependencies,
the late
late war
between France and
and Mexico,
Mexico, or
or
during the
the war
war of
of 1870-'71
1870-'71 between
between
France and Germany
Germany and
and the subsubsequent civil disturbances known
as the "Insurrection
Com"Insurrection of the Conmune; and
and on
on the
other hand,
all
Claims of cor- mune";
the other
hand, all
porations, compa- claims on the part of corporations,
corporations,
nies, and
and private
private companies
companies or
or private
private individuals,
individuals,
individuals, citi
citicitizens
France, upon
upon the
the GovernGoverncitizens of
of France,
zens of France.-,
France.
Specified.
ment of the United States, arising
arising
Specified.
out of
of acts
acts committed
against the
committed against
the
persons or property
property of citizens
citizens of
of
France not in the service of
of the
the
enemies of the United States,
enemies
States, or
voluntarily giving
giving aid and comfort
comfort
to the same, by
by the
the civil or military
authorities
Government of
of
authorities of
of the
the Government
the United States, upon the high
high
seas or within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States, during
during
the period comprised
comprised between the
thirteenth day of April, eighteen
thirteenth
hundred and sixty-one, and the
twentieth
twentieth day of August,
August, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and sixty-six, shall be reThree Commis- ferred
to three
ferred to
three Commissioners,
Commissioners, one
sioners.
of
whom
shall
be named by
the PresbythePresHow
Howdesignated.
designated. of whom shall benamed
ident of the United States, and one
by the French Government,
Government, and
the third by His Majesty
Majesty the EmEmperor of Brazil.
Claims of corporations, companies, and
and individindividfies,
uals, citizens
of the
uals,
citizensof
the
States.
United States.
Specified.
Specified.

Article II.
II.
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction

Commission.

of
of

ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
I.
The said
said commission,
commission, thus con-

stituted,
shall be
competent and
stituted, shall
be competent
and
obliged to examine and decide upon
all claims of the aforesaid character,
character,
presented to them by the citizens of
of
either country, except such as
as have
been already
already diplomatically, judijudiciallyor
cially or otherwise by competent
competent authorities, heretofore
heretofore disposed
disposed ot by
either government;
government; but no
no claim or
or
May not enter- item of damage or injury based upon

tain claim
claim based
based the
emancipation or
or loss
of slaves
the emancipation
loss of
slaves

upon emancipation
uponemancipation
shall be entertained
entertained by the said
or loss of slaves.

or loss
of slaves.

Commission.

JANUARY
JANUARY 15
15,2
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

1880.
1880.

I.
I.

Toutes les reclamations elevees
elevees
par des corporations,
compacorporations, des
des compaon de
de simples
parti cullers, cignies, ou
simples particuliers,
ciEtats-Unis, contre
toyens des lEtats-Unis,
contre le
le
Gouvernement Frangais
Francais et
et resulGouvernement
resultant d'actes commis en haute
haute mer
mer ou
de ses
sur le
le territoire
territoire de
de la France,
France, de
ses
colonies et dependances, pendant
pendant
la derniere
la France
derniere guerre entre
entre la
France
et
et le Mexique
Mexique ou pendant
pendant celle de
de
1870-'71 entre la
France et l'AllePAlle1870-'71
la France
magne et pendant les troubles
troubles civils
civils
subsequents connus
le nom
d'
subsequents
connus sous le
nom d'
”, par
par
""Insurrection
Insurrection de la Commune
Commune ",
autoritos civiles ou militaires
les autorit6s
militaires
francaises
des perfran9aises an
au prejudice
pr6judice des
personnes
citosonnes ou de la propriete
propriete de citoyens
des Etats
Rtats Unis,
Unis, non
an service
yens des
non au
service
des ennemis de la France
France et
et qui
qui tie
ne
leur ont prete
pret6 volontairement
volontairement ni
ni
assistance; et, d'autre part,
aide ni assistance;
toutes les reclamations elev6es
elevees par
des corporations, des compagnies
on
particuliers, citoyens
citoyens
ou de
de simples
simples particuliers,
francais,
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
frangais, contre le
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et fondees
fondees sur des
stir
actes commis en haute mer on
ou sur
territoire des IEtats-Unis
Etats-Unis pendant
le territoire
pendant
la periode comprise
comprise entre
entre le 13
13
avril 1861 et le 20 aofit
aoilt, 1866 par
les autorites
autorites civiles ou militaires
militaires du
du
Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis an
au
prejudice des personnes
personnes ou
on de la
prejudice
la
propriete de
citoyens francais,
propriete
de citoyens
francais, non
non
an service
au
service des ennemis du GouGouvernement
et qui
vernement des Etats-Unis et
qui no
ne
leur ont prete volontairement
volontairement ni
ni
aide ni assistance, seront somnises
soumises
a trois Commissaires
Commissaires dont un sera
sera
nomme par le President
nomm6
Pr6sident des EtatsEtatsUnis, un autre par le
le GouverneGouvernement Frangais
Francais et
et le troisieme
troisieme par
par
Sa Majest6e
Majeste PEmpereur
Sa
Empereur du
du Bresil.
Bresil.

ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTIOLE
Ladit,e Commission ainsi constiLadite
tit& aura competence
competence et devra
devra
tu6e
statuer sur toute les reclamations
reclamations
a,yant le
caractere ci-dessus indique,
ayant
lecaractere
indiqu6,
presentees
par les
presentees-par
les citoyens
citoyens de
de °hachacelles
cun des deux pays, sauf sur
sur celles
que Pun
Pautre gouvernement
gouvernement
l'un on lautre
aura d6ja
deja, fait r6gler
regler diplomatiquement, judiciairement
autrement
judiciairement ou autrement
par des autorites
competentes; mais
mais
pardes
autorites competentes;
aucune
article de
aucune reclamation
reclamation in
ni article
de tort
tort
on
fond& sur la perte
ou dommage
dommage fondes
perte on
ou
1'emancipation
d'esclaves no
Pernancipation d'eselaves
seront
ne seront
examines par ladite
examines
ladite Commission
Commission
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ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE
III.
In case of the death, prolonged
prolonged
absence, or
incapacity to
to serve of
or incapacity
absence,
Commissioners, or
one of the said Commissioners,
Commissioner
in the event of one Commissioner
declining, or ceasing
ceasing to
omitting, or declining,
act as such, then the President of
United States, or the Governthe United
ment of France, or I
is Majesty
Majesty the
I1
lis
Emperor of Brazil, as
as the case may
Emperor
be, shall
shall forthwith proceed to fill
occasioned by namthe vacancy
vacancy so occasioned
within
ing another Commissioner within
three
date of the
three months
months from the date
occurrence of the vacancy.
vacancy.
occurrence
ARTICLE IV.
1S
T.
ARTICLE
Commissioners named as
The Commissioners
hereinbefore provided shall meet in
hereinbefore
Washington at the earlithe city of Washington
convenient time within six
est convenient
exchange of the
months after the exchange
ratifications of this convention, and
ratifications
shall, as
as their
first act
meeting,
their first
act in
in so
so meeting,
shall,
make
make and subscribe
subscribe a
a solemn
solemn declaration that they will impartially
laration
carefully examine
examine and decide,
and carefully
to the best of their judgment
judgment and
according to public law, justice
according
and equity, without fear, favor
or affection,
affection, all claims within the
description and true meaning
meaning of
description
Articles I. and II., which
which shall be
laid before
before them on the part of the
United States
governments
governments of the United
and of France respectively;
respectively; and
declaration shall be entered
entered
such declaration
proceedings:
on the record of their proceedings:
Provided, however, that
that the concurring judgment
judgment of
any two
two Comcurring
of any
missioners shall be adequate for
missioners
arising
intermediate decision arising
every intermediate
execution of their duty and
in the execution
for every
every final
final award.
for
award.

ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.

shall, withThe Commissioners
Commissioners. -shall,
organization of
after the organization
out delay,
delay, after
Commission, proceed
proceed to examthe Commission,
ine and determine
determine the claims specified in the preceding
preceding articles, and
and
notice shall be given
given to the respective
Governments ot
of the day of
ive Governments
their organization and readiness to
proceed to the transaction
transaction of the
.proceed
business of the Commission. They

ARTICLE
ARTICLE III.
m.

Article M.
I.

Dims le cas
de mort,
d'absence Vacancies
Vacancies from
cas de
mort, d'absence
Dans
any cause
cause to
be
prolortgee,
cite de
de servir
de any
to be
servir de
d'incapacite
prolong6e, (Plumps
filled within
within three
re
Pun
desdits Commissaires,
Commissaires, ou
ou dans
fimoedth
dans filled
'un desdits
months.
le cas oh
oi run
l'un desdits Commissaires
Commissaires
negligerait,
negligerait, refaserait
refuserait on
ou cesserait
cesserait
de
remplir ses
fonctions, le Pr6siPreside remplir
ses fonctions
Etats-ITnis on le Gouvernedent des Ptats-Unis
on Sa Majest6
Majeste rEmment Francais
Frangais ou
l'Empereur du Bresil,
Bresil, suivant
suivant le cas,
pereur
devra remplir
remplir la vacance
vacance ainsi ocnouveau
casionnee
nommant un nouveau
casionn6e en nommant
Commissaire dans les trois mois a
dater du jour oh la vacance
dater
vacance se sera
produite.
ARTICLE IV.
IV.

Article
Article IV.

con- Commissioners
Les Commissaires
nommes conCommissaires nomm6s
to meet
meet in
in WashWashdispositions pr6c6formement
formement aux
aux dispositions
prece- to
ington City within

dentes se
se reuniront
reuniront dans
dans la
In ville
vile de
de sigtmon
thy wiltt
dentes
six months
alter

Washington,
leur sera exchange
aussit6t qu'illeur
ifiWashington, aussitot
exchange of rat
ratifipossible,
oations.
possible dans les six mois qui sui- cations.
vront l'echange
rechange des ratifications
ratifications de
cette convention
premier
et leur premier
convention of
office.
r6union, Oath of office.
acte,
aussitot apres
leur reunion,
apres leur
acte, aussitot
sera de faire
faire et de signer
signer une d6cladeclasera
ration solennelle
solennellequ'ils
examineront
qu'ils examineront
ration
avec soin et impartiaet decideront
d6cideront avec
lite, au mieux
mieux de leurjugement,
leurjugement, conformement an
public, a
Ala jusau droit public,
form6ment
requite, sans crainte
crainte, faa rlquit6,
tice et
et A
year ni affection,
affection, toutes les reclaveur
mations comprises
comprises dans les termes
termes
mations
et Is.
signification des Aret
la veritable
v6ritable signification
ticles I. et
seront soumileur seront
et II., qui leur
ticles
is. part des deux gouverneses de
de la
To be
be entered
entered on
on
ments de
France et
et des
des StatsEtats- To
la France
de la
ments
the minutes.
minutes.
Unis respectivement:
respectivement: cette
cette declarad6clara- the
Unis
Two Comn
Corn in in
i
6-•tion sera
sera consignee
consignee an
proces-verbal Two
au proces-verbal
tion
sioners may render
may
render
entendu decisions
sioners
est entendu
de
travaux II
II eat
leurs travaux
de leurs
decisions and
and make
d'ailleurs
quo le
le jugement
jugement rendu
rendu awards.
d'ailleurs que
par
deux
des
Commissaires
sera
par deux des Commissaires
suffisant pour
pour toutes
les decisions intoutesles
suffisant
termediaires qu'ils
auront a
aprendre
qu'ils auront
termediaires
dans raccomplissement
leur
l'accomplissement de leur
dans
fonctions
comme pour chaque
chaque ded6fonctions comme
cision finale.
finale.
cision
ARTICLE V.
V.
ARTICLE

Article V.
Article

Les Commissaires
Commissaires devront
devront propro- Organization
Organization
Les
ceder
clolai, apres
apres l'organisaPorganisa- and
procedure.
and procedure.
sans delai,
ceder sans
Commission, A.
l'examen
a lexamen
la Commission,
de la
tion de
of au
au jugement
r6clamations .
jugement des reclamations
et
specifiees dans
articles preceles articles
dans les
sp6cifiees
dents;
ils donneront
donneront avis
aux gougou- .Notice
Notice to
to be
be
avis aux
dents; ils
vernements respectifs
respectifs du
du jour
de given.
given.
jour de
vernements
leur
organisation en leur faisant
faisant
leur organisation
savoir
qu'ils sent
sont en mesure de prosavoir qu'ils
ceder aux
travaux de
in Commisde la
aux travaux
c6der
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shall
shall investigate
investigate and
and decide
decide said
said
claims
order and
claims in such
such order
and in
in such
such
manner as
may think
think proper,
manner
as they
they may
proper,
or informabut upon
upon such evidence
evidence or
information only
only as
be furnished
furnished by
tion
as shall
shall be
by
or on
behalf of
the respe,ctive
or
on behalf
of the
respective GovGovernments. They
They shall
shall be
to
Wri tton
tten state- ernments.
be bound
bound to
ments and docu- ieceive
eceive and consider
consider all written
written
ments
to be
be concon- documents
ments to
documents or statements
statements which
which
sideread.
sidered.
may be presented
by or
presented to them
them by
or on
on
behalf of
of the respective
respective Governments
in answer
answer
ments in support
support of,
of, or in
Hearing
Hearing of one
one to, any claim, and to hear,
hear, if reperson
on each side quired, one person on each
person oneachside
quired,
each side
when required;
it shall
be competent
competent for
for
government'scounwhom it
shaill be
government's coun- whom
each
sel or agent.
each Government
Government to name as
as its
its
Counsel or Agent to present
present and
and
support claims on its
its behalf, on
on
each and every separate
separate claim.
shall furnish
Governments
Each Government
Governments Each
Government shall
furnish at
at
bound to furnish the request of the Commissioners,
Commissioners,
papers on request
request or of any two of them, the papers
of
of Commissioners.
Commissioners. in
in its
its possession
possession which
which may be important to the
the just
just determination
determination
of any of the claims laid before
before the
the
Commission.

Article VI.
Colieurring
dcciCon(urringdeci:ons of two CorCommissioners to be
cmonlurive
abe
conclusive and
final, to be given
in every case.
Awards.

Time ofmment.
of psyment.

Decisions
to be
be
Decisions to
signed
concursigned by
by coc:urCommissionring Commissioners.

Article VII.
High
igh ContractContracting Parties engage
ingParties
enflce
to give full force
and effect
effect to the
decisions without
delay.

ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.

sion. Ils
Es devront examiner
examiner et juger
juger
lesdites
reclamations en tel ordre
lesdites reclamations
et de telle facon
qu'ils jugeront conconfa9on qu'ilsjugeront
venable, mais
mais seulement sur les
les
preuves
preuves et informations
informations fournies
fournies
par les gouvernements
gouvernements respectifs
respectifs
ou
on en leur nom. Is
Ils seront
seront tenus
tenus
de recevoir
en concondo
recevoir et de prendre
prendre en
sideration tous
tons les documents
documents ou
on
exposes
exposes ecrits
emits qui leur seront
seront prepr6sentes par
resent6s
par les
les gouvernements
gouvernements respectifs ou
on en leur nom, a
a Pappui
Pappui
de ou
on en r6ponse
reponse a
atoute r6clama.
reclamation, et d'entendre, s'ils
s'ils en
en sont
sont rerequis, une personne
personne de chaque
chaque c6te
cote
que les deux gouvernements
gouvernements auront
auront
le droit
droit de designer
designer comme
comme leur
leur
conseil
conseil ou
on agent
agent pour
pour presenter
et
presenter et
soutenir les
soutenir
les roclamations
reclamations en
en leur
leur
nom dans chaque
chaque affaire
prise s6pasepaaffaire prise
rement.
deux gougour6ment.
Chacun des
des deux
vernements devra
devra fournir
fournir a
a la
la rerevernements
quote
quete des Commissaires
Commissaires on
ou de
de deux
(Ventre eux les pieces
pieces en sa
sa possespossesd'entre
sion qui peuvent
peuvent etre
etre importantes
importantes
pour la
lajuste
juste determination
determination de tante
toute
reclamation
portee devant
devant la
la Comr6clamation portee
Commission.

ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VI.

The concurring
concurring decisions
decisions of
of the
the
Les decisions
decisions unanimes
unanimes des
Comdes ComCommissioners,
Commissioners, or of any two of
of missaires
ou de deux d'entre
missaires on
d'entre eux
eux
conclusive and final.
them, shall be
be conclusive
final. seront concluantes
concluantes et d6finitives.
definitives.
Said decisions shall in every
every case Lesdites
Lesdites decisions
decisions devront, dans
dans
be given upon each individual
individual claim,
claim, chaque
chaque affaire,
etre rendues
rendues par
par
affaire, Btre
in writing.
writing, stating, in the event of
of 6crit, s6parement
separement sur chaque
chaque r6clareclaa
being made, the
the mation et fixer, dans le cas
a pecuniary
pecuniary award
award being
cas oiu
oh une
amount or equivalent value
value of the indemnit6
p6cuniaire serait accorindemnite pecuniaire
aecorsame in gold coin of
the United
of the
United dee,
dee, le montant
montant on
equion la valour
valeur 6quiStates or of France,
France, as the case valente
valente de cette
cette indemnite
indemnite en monmonmay be; and in the event
event of
of interinter- naie
naie d'or des Pltats-Unis
Etats-Unis ou de
le
est being allowed on
on such award,
award, France,
France, suivant le
Gas; et,
Si le
le
le cas;
et, si
the rate
the period
the
rate thereof
thereof and
and the
period for
for jugement
interets, le
jugement allouait des interets,
le
which it is to be computed
be taux
computed shall be
taux et la periode
laquelle ils
us
p6riode pour laquelle
fixed, which period shall not
not exex- devront etre comptes seront 6galeegaletend beyond the close
close of the Com- ment determines, cette
me
cette periode
p6riode ne
mission;;and said decision
mission
decision shall be pouvant
pouvant
s'etendre
an delA
dela de
de la
la
s'dtendre
au
signed by
by the
the Commissioners
signed
Commissioners concon- duree
duree de la Commission;
Commission; lesdites
lesdites
curring
curring therein.
therein.
decisions
decisions devront
devront etre
etre signees
signees par
par
Commissaires qui
y auront conles Commissaires
qui y
concount.
couru.
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE
VII.

The High Contracting
Contracting Parties
consider the
hereby engage
engage to consider
the decision of
of the
or of
of
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, or
any two of them, as absolutely
absolutely final
and conclusive
and
conclusive upon each claim decided upon by them, and
and to
to give
give
full effect to such decisions without
without

ARTICLE VII.
VII.
ARTIOLE

Les Hautes
Hautes Parties
Parties contractancontractals'engagent par le
le present
acte
tes s'engagent
present acte
aaconsid6rer
considerer la decision
decision des Commissaires,
deux d'entre
d'entre eux,
missaires, ou de doux
comme absolument
absolument d6finitive
definitive et
et
concluante
dans chaque
concluante dans
chaque affaire
reglee
reglee par eux, et a
a donner
donner plein
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any objections,
or delay
any
objections, evasions,
evasions, or
delay
whatever.
whatever.

decisions-sans objections,
effet aces
a ces decisions-sans
objections,
6vasifs d'aucune
ni delais
&Isis evasifs
d'aueune nature.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VIII.
VIII.

ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE VI
VII.

Article VIII.

Every claim shall be
be presented
presented
Every
to
to the
the Commissioners
Commissioners within aa
period
of six
reckoned from
from
period of
six months,
months, reckoned
the day of their first meeting
meeting for
busin
ess, after notice to the respectbusiness,
Governments, as
as prescribed
prescribed in
ive Governments,
Article V. of this Convention. Nevertheless, in any case where reasons
ertheless,
reasons
for delay shall be established to the
satisfaction of
satisfaction
of the
the Commissioners,
period
or of any two of them, the period
for presenting the claim may be
extended
extended by them to any
any time not
not
exceeding three months longer.
exceeding

Toutes
r6clamations devront
Toutes les reclamations
devront Claims to be presented within six
six
presentees aux Commissaires
etre presentees
Commissaires sented
mouths after notice
dans une
de six mois,
dater months
a dater
dans
ne periode
periodedesix
mois, a
after
notice
of meeting.
oh ils se seront reunis pour
du jour oU
pour
commencer
commencer leurs travanx,
travaux, apres
apres
donne aux gouvernements
gouvemements
avis donn6
respectifs, confbrmement
respectifs,
conformement aux disdispositions de PArticle
'Article V. de cette Commissioners
dans tons
tous may extend
extend the
Convention.
Convention. Toutefois, clans
three months
mouths
three
time
les cas oh
'on ferait valoir dejustes
ou Pon
de justes time
in any case where
motifs de
de delais
delais a
a la
la satisfaction
satisfaction satisfactory
motifs
reasatisfactory reades
Commissaires on
de deux
des Commissaires
ou de
deux Wend'en- sons for delay are
established.
reclamation established.
of la reclamation
tre eux, le temps oa
sera valablement
valablement presentee
pr6sentee pourra
pourra
etre 6tendu
etendu par eux a
a une periode
p6riode
qui ne devra point exc6der
exceder tin
tame
un terme
additionnel de trois mois.,
mois. ,
to be
be exexThe Commissioners
Commissioners shall be bound
bound
Claims to
Les Commissaires seront tenus Claims
amined and deto examine and decide upon every d'examiner
amined
and
ded6ci- cided
d'examiner et de rendre une deciwithin two
two
claim within two years from the day sion
sion sur
sur toutes
toutes les
les reclamations,
reclamations, years from the day
business dans les deux ans a
of their first meeting for business
adater du jour of first meeting.
as aforesaid;
aforesaid; which period shall de leur
reunion comme
comme ci- Time not to be
leur premiere
premiere reunion
not be extended except only in dessus; cc
extended.
no pourra
pourra etre extended.
ce delai ne
case the proceedings
proceedings of the Com- etendu
oil les tratraque dans
dans le cas oh
etendu quo
interrupted by the vaux de la Commission seraient inmission shall be interrupted
or terrompus
terrompus par
Pincapacite
death, incapacity,
incapacity, retirement,
retirement, or
par la
la mort,
mort, Pincapacit6
cessation
functions of any
any de
cessation of the functions
&mission ou la cessade servir, la d6mission
in which
one of
of the
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, in
Exception.
Con- Exception.
de Pun
Pun des
des Comwhich tion
tion de
de fonctions
fonctions de
event the period of two years herein
herein missaires. Dans cette eventualit6,
eventualite,
prescribed
prescribed shall not be held to in- le
pareille interrupou une
une pareille
temps oil
le temps
clude the time during which such tion aura exist6
existe de fait ne sera
sera
point compte
compte dans
dans le
terme de
interruption
interruption may actually exist.
le terme
de
point
deux
fix&
deux ans ci-dessus fix6.
II appartiendra
appartiendra aux
aux dits
It
competent in each
each
It shall be competent
of
Commis- Presentation
Presentation of
dits CommisII
claims.
de d6cider
decider dans
case for the said Commissioners to
affaire claims.
to saires
dans chaque
chaque affaire
saires de
ete
reclamation a
a ou
on n'a pas et6
decide whether any claim has, or Si
si la reclamation
dtment faite,
presentee et
et soumise,
soumise,
faite, presentee
has not, been duly made, preferred,
preferred, dfiment
ender, soit
partie,
and laid before them, either wholly,
wholly, soit dans son
soit en partie,
son entier,
conformement a Pesprit
la True intent and
or to any and what extent, accord- conform6ment
et aa la
1'esprit et
cola presente meaning
of ConConmeaning of
ing to the true intent and meaning
meaning veritable signification
significationdelapr6sente
vention.
o
of this Convention.
venti
n.
Convention.
Convention.
ARTIcLE
ARTICLE IX.
IX.

All sums of money which may
be awarded by the Commissioners
Commissioners
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall be paid by the
one Government
Government to the other, as the
case may be, at the capital of the
Government
Government to receive such payafter
ment, within twelve
twelve months after
the date of the final award, without interest, and without any deduction save as specified
specified in Article X.

ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE
Toutes les
d'argent qui
qui
Toutes
les sommes
sommes d'argent
pourraient etre
les
par les
6tre allouees
allouees par
pourraient
Commissaires
Commissaires en vertu des dispositions precedentes
precedentes devront
devront etre
etre ververtions
sees
Pun des
gouvernements
des gouvernements
par Fun
sees par
suivant le cas,
la capicapidans la
cas, dans
a Pautre
Pautre suivant
tale du
gouvernement qui devra
du gouvernement
tale
recevoir le
les
dans les
payement, dans
le payement,
recevoir
douze mois
la date
date
qui suivront
suivront la
mois qui
douze
du jugement
jugement final,
sans int6r6ts
interets ni
ni
final, sans
du
autre
deduct ions que
specifiees
celle specifiees
que cello
autre deductions
Article X.
PArticle
dans P

Article IX.
of

Pay in on
nt
t of
Paym
awards.

awards.
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ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.

The Commissioners
shall keep
keep an
an
The
Commissioners shall
Record and minutes of proceedproceed- accurate record and correct
utos
correct minutes
ings.
or notes of all their proceedings,
proceedings,
with
the dates
dates thereof;
thereof; and
and the
with the
the
Governments of
United States
of the
the United
States
Governments
France may
each appoint
and of
of France
may each
appoint
and employ
in
Secretaries,
Secretaries, &c. and
employ a
a Secretary
Secretary versed
versed in
the
language of both
countries, and
and
the language
both countries,
the
Commissioners may
may appoint
any
the Commissioners
appoint any
other
officer or
other necessary
necessary officer
or officers
officers to
to
assist
transaction of the
assist them
them in the transaction
business which may
may come
come before
before
them.
Compensation of
sh all pay its own
Each government
governmentshallpayitsown
Compensation
of Each
theConnnissioners, Commissioner,
theCommissioners,
Commissioner, Secretary
Secretary and
and Agent
Agent
&c.,
and other
other ex&e., and
ex- or Counsel, and at the same or equiva
o
ther
exnd
orCounse],
and
atthe
sameorequivp&c.,
penses to be borne
alent rates
rates of
of compensation,
compensation, as
as near
near
equally by the two alent
governments.
governments.
may be, for like officers
officers on the one
as maybe,
side as on the other. All other
other excompensation
penses, including
including the
the compensation
of the third Commissioner,
Commissioner, which
latter shall be equal
equal or
or equivalent
equivalent
to that of the other Commissioners,
Commissioners,
shall be defrayed
defrayed by the two Governments in equal
equal moieties.
moieties.
Expenses of ComExpensesofCommission
desson to
tobebe defrayed by ratable
deduction
deduction not exceeding
5 per cent.
ceeding 5
awarded.
of sums awarded.

The whole expenses
expenses of the Commission, including
mission,
including contingent
excontingent expenses,
shall be
be defrayed
defrayed by
by aarataratapenses, shall
ble
deduction on
on the
ble deduction
the amount
amount of
of the
the
sums awarded by the CommissionCommissioners, provided always
always that
that such deexceed the rate of
duction shall not exceed
five per centum on the sums so
awarded. If the whole expenses
expenses
shall exceed this rate, then
then the excess of expense
expense shall be defrayed
defrayed
Governments in
jointly by the two Governments
equal moieties.
ARTICLE XI.
XI.
ARTICLE

The High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
The
of the
agree to consider the result of
the
proceedings of the Commission
Commission proConvention as a
vided by this Convention
a full,
settlement of
perfect and
and final
final settlement
of any
any
and every claim upon either Government, within the description
description and
and
true meaning
meaning of Articles
Articles I. and II.;
II.;
Claims
claim, whether
Claims not pre- and that every such
such claim,
whether
sented,
septet], barred.
barred,
or
been preor not
not the
the same
same may have
have been
presented
of, made,
made, prepresented to
to the notice
notice of,
ferred,
before the said
ferred, or laid
laid before
said Commission, shall, from and after
after the
conclusion
conclusion of the proceedings
proceedings of the
said Commission, be considered
considered and
treated as finally
finally settled, concluded
concluded
and barred.
Proceedings aa
Proceedings

final settlement,

JANUARY 15,
15, 1880.
1880.
JANUARY
ARTICLE X.
X.
ARTICLE

Commissaires devront tenir
Les Commissaires
tenir
un proces-verbal
exact et conserver
conserver
proces-verbal exact
des minutes on notes correctes
correctes et
et
datees de tous
tons leur travaux;
travaux; les
gouvernements des
Rtats-ITnis et
et
gouvernements
des l3tats-Unis
France pourront chacun
chacun nomde France
mer et employer un Secretaire
Secretaire verse
dans le langage
langage des deux pays et
et
Commissaires pourront nommer
nommer
les Commissaires
jugeront
tels autres employes qu'ils jugeront
necessaire
n6cessaire pour les
les aider dims
dans PexPexpedition des affaires
affaires qui viendront
pedition
viendront
devant eux.
devant
Chaque
Chaque gouvernement
gouvernement payera
payera ses
propres Commissaires,
Commissaires, Secr6taire
Secretaire et
et
on conseil, et la compensation
agent ou
sera allou6e
allouee devra
devra etre egale
qui leur sera
6gale
on equivalente
equivalente autant
autant que
ou
que possible
fonetiondes deux cotes
c6tes pour les fonctionflakes de meme
meme rang. Toutes les
naires
autre d6penses,
depenses, y
y compris Pall°.
Vallocation du troisieme Commissaire,
qui
qui sera egale ou equivalente
equivalente a celle
seront supportees
des deux autres, seront
support6es
par les deux gouvernements
gouvernements en
parts 6gales.
egales.
depenses g6nerales
generales de la
la
Les d6penses
Commission, y
dopenses
Commission,
y compris les d6penses
eventuelles, seront couvertes
par
6ventuelles,
couvertes par
une deduction
deduction proportionnelle
proportionnelle sur le
le
montant des
allouees par
par
montant
des sommes allouees
entendu
les Commissaires; il est entendu
toutefois que cette retenue
retenue ne
no devra
pas exceder
exeeder cinq pour cent des
sommes accordees. Si les d6penses
dopenses
generates
excedaient ce tamx,
taux, le sursurg6n6rales exc6daient
conjointement
plus serait supporte conjointement
et
par les
les deux gouet en parts egales par
vernements.
vernements.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XI.
XI.

Hautes Parties contractantes
contractantes
Les Hautes
scat convenues
convenues de consid6rer
considerer le r6resont
sultat
travaux de la Commissultat des travaux
sion
cette Convention
Convention
sion instituee
institude par cette
reglement complet, parcomme un reglement
fait et definitif
d6finitif de toutes et de chaeune
reclamations contre
contre l'une
Pune
cune des
des reclamations
d'elles, conformement
cbnformement aux termes
et
la vraie
vraie signification
signification des
des ArtiArtiet a
a la
cles I. et II., de telle sorte que toute
reclamation de cette
cette nature, qu'elle
reclamation
ait
portee a
ala connaisconnais6t6 portee
ait ou non ete
sance des
Commissaires, qu'elle
qu'elle leur
leur
sance
des Commissaires,
aft on
ete pr6sent6e
presentee ou
on soumise,
soumise,
ait
ou non et0
dater de la fin des travaux
devra, aadater
de ladite Commission, etre tenue et
et
consideree comme ddfinitivement
definitivement
consider6e
reglee,
decidee et 6teinte.
eteinte.
r6glue, decidee
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ARTICLE
ARTIaLE XII.

The
present Convention
The present
Convention shall
shall be
be
La presente
presente Convention
Convention sera ratiratified
President of
of the
the fiee
ratified by
by the
the President
flee par le President des ttats-Unis,
]ltats-Unis,
United
Pavis et consentement
consentement
United States, by
by and
and with
with the par et avecravis
advice and
consent of the
Senate du S6nat,
advice
and consent
the Senate
Senat, et par le President
President de la
thereof,
Republique Francaise,
Frangaise, et les ratifithereof, and
and by
by the
the President
President of
of Republique
the
cations seront echangees a
aWashFrench Republic, and the rati- cations
the French
fications shall
exchanged at
at ington, au jour le plus rapproch6
fications
shall be exchanged
Washington, at
qu'il sera possible dans lea
les neuf
Washington,
at as
as early
early a
a day
day as gull
neuf
present
possible within
within nine
nine months mois a partir de la date du present
may be
be possible
acte.
from the date hereof.
En
PlenipotentiIn testimony whereof the respectEn foi de
de quoi,
quoi, les
les Plenipotentisigned aires respectifs out
ont sign6
ive Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have signed
signe la pr6prethe present
present Convention, in the En- sente
sente Convention
Convention en langue
langue franfrancaise et anglaise en double
original
du- 9aise
glish and
and French languages, in dudouble original
plicate,
affixed their
their et yy out
plicate, and
and hereunto
hereunto affixed
ont appos6
appose leur cachets rerespective seals.
spectifs.
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington,
vine de Washington
Washington
Fait dans la ville
fifteenth day of January, in the le quinze
quinze Janvier de l'annee
Pannee de
the fifteenth
year of our Lord one thousand eight Notre Seigneur dix-huit cent quatrevingts.
hundred and eighty.
W
ILLIAM MAXWELL
MAXWELL EVARTS.
WILLIAM
EVARTS.
W
ILLIAM MAXWELL
EVARTS.
WILLIAM
MAXWELL EVARTS.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
O[SEALe.
OUTEYSEAL
MAX
[SEAL.]
MAX
SEAL.
MAX °FIERY.
OUTREY.
[SEAL.]
MAX OUTREY.
OUTREY.
[SEAL.]
And whereas
whereas the said Convention
Convention has been duly ratified on both parts,
exchanged in the city
and the ratifications
ratifications of the two governments
governments were exchanged
eight
of Washington
Washington on the twenty-third
twenty-third day of June, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty:
eighty:
Now,
that I,
B.HAYES,
HAYES, PresiPresiI, RUTHERFORD
RUTHERFORD B.
be it
it known
known that
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
Convention
dent of the United States of America, have caused
caused the said Convention
to
to the
the end that
that the
the same and every article and clause
to be made
made public, to
thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
United
States and the citizens thereof.
In
seal
my hand, and
and caused
caused the seal
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
whereof IIhave
In witness
witness whereof
of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this twenty-fifth day of June, in the
year of
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
eight3r, and
and eighty
our Lord,
Lord, one
thousand eight
year
of our
[SEAL.] of
Independence of the United
United States
the one
one hundred
hundred and
States the
of the
the Independence
[SEAL.]
fourth.
B. B.
R.
B. HAYES.
HAYES.
By the President:
President:
Wm.
Wli. M.
M.EVARTS,
EVARTS,
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State

Ratification.
Ratification.

Signatures.

Proclamation.
Proolamation.
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October
October 9, 1879.

CON
VENTION— GBRIY1
AN EMPIRE.
OCTOBER 9, 1879.
EMPIRE. OCTOBER
CON VENTION--GERMAN

Convention
between the
Post-Office Department
of the
the United
of
States of
United States
Department of
the Post-Office
Convention between
America
of the
German Empire
concerning
Empire concerning
the German
Departmentof
Office Department
Post-Office
the Postand the
America and
the
exchamge of
of post-office
post-office money-orders,
money-orders, concluded
at Berlin,
Berlin, October
October 9,
concluded at
the exchange
1879.

Contracting parContractingpar-

ties.

Preamble.
Preamble.

Convention between
between the
the Post
Post
Convention
Office Department
Department of the United
United
States
of America
Post
the Post
and the
America and
States of
Office
German
Department of the German
Office Department
Empire
the exchange
exchange
concerning the
Empire concerning
of
money orders.
orders.
office money
post office
of post
duly authorThe undersigned,
undersigned, duly
The
ized for
purpose, have agreed,
that purpose,
for that
ized
subject
ratification, upon the folto ratification,
subject to
lowing convention,
concerning the
convention, concerning
lowing
exchange
of post office
office money
exchange of
orders.
orders.

Uebereinkommen zwischen
zwischen der
Uebereinkommen
Postverwaltung
Yereinigten
Postverwaltung der Vereinigten
Staaten
der
Amerika und der
Staaten von Amerika
Deutschen
Reichs-Postverwaltung,g,
Deutschen Reichs-Postverwaltun
betreffend
Austausch von Postbetreffend den Austausoh
anweisungen.
anweisungen.
Nachstehendes Uebereinkommen,
Uebereinkommen,
Nachstehendes
betreffend
Austausch von Postden Austausch
betreffend den
anweisungen, ist von den Unterlinteranweisungen,
zeichneten, welche
welche zu
diesem
zeichneten,
Zweck
der erforderlichen
erforderlichen Ermit der
Zweck mit
versehen sind,
machtigung
sind, unter
machtigung versehen
Vorbehalt
Ratilikation vereinVorbehalt der Ratifikation
hart
bart worden.

ARTICLE
1.
ARTICLE 1.

ARTIKEL 1.
1.
ARTIKEL

Exchange of
1.
a regular
regular ex1. There shall be a
Exchange
orders
post office
money change of post office money
office money
Ipost
money orders
orders.
between
States of
of
United States
the United
between the
o l(ldr s.
America
the German Empire.
America and the

Administration
Designation
2. The
The Postal
Postal Administration
2.
of
Designation of.
post
of issue
power
have power
issue.each country shall have
officesof
,ost offices
and payment.
payment.
a..l
authorize such of its post offices,

of
of
to
to
authorize such of its post offices, as
expedient, to issue
it
may deem expedient,
it may
money orders payable
other
payable in the other
money
country,
and to pay money orders
country, and
received
received therefrom.

A.RTIOLE 2.
ARTIOLE

hereby agreed
Payments
1.
is hereby
agreed that
that the
It is
1. It
Payments in
gold coinormoney
coin or money basis of all payments
payments for money
money
of equal
equal value.
value,
orders,
the public,
public,
to or
or by
by the
whether to
orders, whether
of
lawful
shall
be gold coin, or other lawful
shall be
money of equal value, but that
money
Administration shall be
each Postal Administration
be
purpose,
at liberty to use, for the purpose,
money of less value, if the same be
provided account
account be
aalegal tender, provided
taken
difference of value.
of such difference
taken of

1.
den Vereinigten
Vereinigten
Zwischen den
1. Zwischen
Staaten von
Amerika und Deutschvon Amerika
Staaten
land soil
soli em
n regelmiissiger
regelniassiger AusAusein
land
tausch von
Postanweisungen stattvon Postanweisungen
tausch
finden.
eines
Postverwaltung eines
2. Die Postverwaltung
jeden Landes
Landes soil
soil das Recht
Recht haben,
jeden
zur Annahme
Annahme von Postanweisungen nach
andern Lande, sowie
sowie
dem andern
nach dem
gen
zur Auszahlung
Auszahlung von den aus diezur
sem
herriihrenden Post..
Post.
Lande herniihrenden
sem Lande
anweisungen
diejenigen ihrer PostPostanweisungen diejenigen
anstalten
ermachtigen, welche
welche
anstalten zu ermichtigen,
sic
far diesen Zweck
Zweck als geeignet
geeignet
sie fir
erachtet.
erachtet.
ARTIIERL 2.
A.RTI.L
1.
1. Es wird hierdurch vereinbart,
Zahlungen
dass als Grundlage
Grundlage aller
ailer Zahlungen
dass
auf
Postanweisungen, gleichviel ob
auf Postanweisungen,
es
sich urn
Auszahlungen an das
das
um Auszahlungen
es sich
Einzahlungen
Publikum,
oder um Einzahlungen
Publikum, oder
Seitens
desselben handelt, die
die
Seitens desselben
Goldmiinzen
oder
emn anderes
oder ein
Goldmiinzen
gesetzliches Geld von gleichein
gleichein
gesetzliches
Werthe
gelten. Indess
lndess soil
soll jeder
jeder
Werthe gelten.
Postverwaltung frei
frei stehen, fiir
fur
Postverwaltung
gernden obigen
obigen Zweck
Zweck Geld von guiltden
gerem
Werthe zu verwenden,
verwenden, wenn
gerem Werthe
dasselbe
Zahlungsmit-gesetzliches Zahlungsmit
dasselbe gesetzliches
vorausgesetzt, dass solchem
tel ist, vorausgesetzt,
Minderwerth Rechnung
Rechnung getragen
getragen
Minderwerth
wird.

CONVENTION-GERMAN
CONVENTION—GERMAN EMPIRE.
2.
money order
exceed,
shall exceed,
order shall
2. go
go money
for the
the present,
present, the
the amount
amount of
of fifty
fifty
for
dollars,
in
dollars, if issued in Germany, in
favor of
of aa payee
payee in the United
favor
States of
or, of
of two
huntwo hunof America,
America, or,
States
dred and ten marks, if issued in the
United States
States to be paid in Germany.
aforesaid maximum
The aforesaid
many. The
amount
fifty dollars,
dollars, and
and of two
of fifty
amount of
hundred and ten marks shall be
hundred
hundred dollars and
raised to one hundred
marks respectively,
respectively,
four hundred marks
whenever
whenever the Post Office Department of the United
United States of
America is
America
is authorized,
authorized, by
by law,
law, to
assent to such an increase.

money
3. The amount of each money
order shall be expressed
expressed in the denominations of the coin of the
country where the payment
payment is to
be made. For this purpose,
purpose, the Administration of the country of oriministration
gin is authorized
authorized to fix, at any
conversion of its
time, the rate of conversion
own money into that of the country
of destination.
destination. Each Administration shall notify the other of the
rate of conversion
conversion established
established
under this article and of any change
that may be made therein.
4. The Postal Administration
Administration of
either of the contracting countries
countries
is at liberty to permit the transfer,
by endorsement, within its jurisdiction, of the ownership
ownership of a
amoney
money
originating in the other
order originating
country.

ARTICLLE
ARTICLE 3.
3.

OcTOEBr
OCTOR
ER 9,
9 1879.
1819.
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2. Der Betrag einer in Deutsch- Lmu,.
land zu Gunsten
Gunsten eines Empfangers
Empfangers
in den Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten von
von
Amerika eingelieferten
eingelieferten Postanweisung darf Fiinfzig Dollars, und
mid
derjenige einer in den Vereinigten
Vereinigten
derjenige
Staaten von Amerika
Amerika zur AuszahStaaten
lung in Deutschland
eingelieferten
Deutschland eingelieferten
Postanweisung Zweihundert
Zweihundert and
Postanweisung
and
fiir jetzt nicht iiberstei,
iibersteizehn Mark ffir
vorstehende Meistbetrage
gen. Die
Dievorstehende
Meistbetrage
von Fiinfzig Dollars und Zweihundert und
und zehn
Mark sollen
sollen aid
Increase of
limit.
dert
zehn Mark
atf Increase
oflimit.
Hundert Dollars bz: auf VierhunHundert
dert Mark erhoht werden,
werden, sobald
sobald
die Postverwaltu.ng
Postverwaltung der Vereinigten
Amerika gesetzten Staaten
Staaten von Amerika
lich ermichtigt
ermachtigt sein wird, einer
einer
solchen
Erhihung zuzustimmen.
solchen Erhohung
3.
Betrag einer
jeden PostPost- Amount to be
einer jeden
Der Betrag
3. Der
anweisung
soil in
der Wahrung
Wahrung des
des o
en eu
Tt
d
r
er
in
e
whe
country
anweisung soll
in der
dryinw
Landes
sein, in welLandes ausgedriickt
ausgedriickt seininn
wel -payable.
diem die Auszahlung
stattzufinden
Auszahlung stattzufinden
chem
hat. Zu diesem Zwecke ist die
Verwaltung
des Aufgabegebiets
Aufgabegebiets
Verwaltung des
ermachtigt, zu jeder Zeit das UmUrnwandlungsverhaltniss ihrer eigerien Rate of converwandlungsverhaltnissihrereigenen
Wahrung
to
Be sion of moneys to
des Be
die Wahrung
Wihrung des
in die
Wiahrung in
stimmungslandes festzusetzen. Von
Vonestablished.
be established.
be
stimmungslandesfestzusetzen.
dem nach
Massgabe dieses
dieses ArtiArtidem
nach Massgabe
festgesetzten Umwandlungskels festgesetzten
verhaltniss, sowie von jeder
Aenjeder Aenverhaltniss,
derung
desselben wird die eine
derung desselben
Vervvaltung
anderen Verwalder anderen
Verwaltung der
tung
Mittheilung machen.
tung Mittheilung
4.
Postverwaltung eines
eines jeje- Indorsement.
4. Der
Der Postverwaltung
den der
Lander vertragschliessenden
vertragschliessenden Landen
der bleibt
vorbehalten,
Recht vorbehalten,
das Becht
bleibt das
der
die Uebertragung
Uebertragung des
des EigenthumsEigenthumsdie
rechts an
einer aus
aus dem
dem andern
an einer
rechts
Lande
herriihrenden PostanweiLande herriihrenden
sung
im Wege
Wege des
Indossaments
des Indossaments
sung im
innerhalb
lures eigenen
zu
Gebiets zu
eigenen Gebiets
innerhalb ihres
gestatten.
AnTTR
FIL 3.
ARTIKEL
3.

Dem
Absender soll
soil iiber
iiber die
die auf
Certificate of
of
auf Cortifioate
Dem Absender
remitThere
There shall be given to the remitjede Postanweisung
eingezahlte issue
to be
be given
given
issue to
ter of every money order, without
without jede
Postanweisung eingezahlte
without charge.
Summe eine
eine EmpfangsbescheiniEmpfangsbescheini- without charge.
extra charge, a
a certificate for the Summe
der im
Aufgabegebiet
im Aufgabegebiet
in der
gung in
amount paid by him, in the form gung
unentgeltForm unentgeltvorgeschriebenen Form
prescribed
prescribed in the country of issue. vorgeschriebenen
ausgehandigt werden.
lich ausgebandigt
ARTICLE 4.
4,
ARTICLE

1. Each of the two AdministraAdministrations is empowered
empowered to fix the rates
of commission
commission on the money orders
issued within its own territory
territory for
payment in the other country.
country. This
rate of commission, however,
however, shall

ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL

4.
4.

1.
Verwaltungen
der beiden
beiden Verwaltungen
1. Jede
Jede der
ist
die Gebiihren
Gebiihren fiir
fur
berechtigt, die
ist berechtigt,
die in
in ihrem
ihrem eigenen
eigenen Gebiet
Gebiet ausdie
gestellten, zur
dem
Auszahlung in dem
zur Auszahlung
gestellten,
anderen Lande
Lande bestimmten
bestimmten PostPostanderen
anweisungen festzusetzen.
Diese
festzusetzen. Diese
anweisungen

Commissions.
Commissions.
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Gebiihr darf jedoch in Deutsch.
Deutschland ein und em
n halbes
Procent
ein
halbes Procent
fir
ftir je zwanzig Mark bei einer MinIindesttaxe
desttaxe von vierzig Pfennig, in
in
Staaten em
nund
den Vereinigteu Staaten
ein
und emn
ein
halbes Procent fir
fiir je zehn Dollars
nicht iibersteigen.
iibersteigen. Die fiir
fdr je
je
zwanzig Mark oder
fdr je zehn
zehu
zwanzig
oder fir
festgesetzte Gebiihr soil
Dollars festgesetzte
soil
für jede Theil dieser
fiir
dieser Summen
Summen erhoerhoben werden. Die
Die beiden Verwaltungen werden sick
sich gegenseitig
gegenseitig die
die
dieser Bestimmung
Bestimmung
nach Massgabe
Massgabe dieser
festgesetzten Gebiihren
festgesetzten
Gebiihren mittheilen.
mittheilen.
CommissionpayCommission pay2. The
of commission
commission must
must
miissen stets
2.
The rates
rates of
2. Die Gebiihren
Gebuhren miissen
able in
in advance
advance by
by always be paid in advance
able
advance by the vom Absender im
im Voraus
Voraus bezahlt
bezahlt
person remitting.
remitting.
person
remitter, who shall not be entitled to
to werden. Derselbe hat
hat auf
auf Riick
Riick-receive
repayment thereof.
thereof. Neither
Gebiihren keinerlei
receive repayment
Neither zahlung dieser Gebiihren
the
Anspruch. Weder der
the remitter
remitter nor the payee
der Absender,
payee of
of a
a Anspruch.
to noch der Empfanger
Empfanger einer Postmoney order shall
shall be
be subjected
subjected to
Postcharge therefor,
any charge
therefor, in addition to
to anweisung
anweisung hat
hat irgend
irgend eine Taxe,
the
the commission collected
collected in pur- ausser der nach Massgabe dieses
dieses
suance of this
suance
this article, except
except when Artikels erhobenen Gebiihr, zu
zu
payment of a
amoney order is made zahlen. Nur wenn die Postanby a
aletter-carrier
letter-carrier at
omen Brieftrager
Brieftrager in
at the residence weisung durch
durch einen
in
or place of business
payee, der Wohnung odor
business of
oder in
of the
the payee,
in dem
dem Gein which case
case the
the latter may
ausgemay be
be re- schdftslokal
schaftslokal des Empfdngers
Empfangers ausgequired to pay a
acarrier's
carrier's fee.
zahlt wird, kann
zur
kann der
der Letztere
Letztere zur
Bestellgebiihr angeZahlung einer Bestellgebiihr
angehalten werden.
3.
3. The Postal Administration,
Administration, by
3. Die Postverwaltung
Postverwaltung des Aufare issued,
issued, gabegebiets
which the money orders
orders are
Postverwalgabegebiets soll der Postverwalshall pay to the Postal Adminis- tung
tang des Auszahlungsgebiets
Auszahlungsgebiets drei
tration of the country of
of payment
payment Viertel Procent der Gesammtthree-fourths
on summe an ausgezahlten
three-fourths of
of one per cent on
ausgezahlten Postanthe total amount of
of such
such orders.
orders.
weisungsbetrAgen vergiiten.
weisungsbetragen
vergiiten.
exceed one and one half
half per
per
not exceed
cent in
for each
twenty
cent
in Germany
Germany for
each twenty
minimum charge
charge of
of
marks, with
with aa minimum
forty pfennigs,
one
forty
pfennigs, and
and one
one and
and one
half per
per cent
cent in
the United
United States
States
half
in the
for each
each ten
ten dollars;
dollars; but
but the
the same
same
for
fee charged for
for every twenty
twenty marks,
marks,
or
be exor for
for every
every ten
ten dollars,
dollars, shall
shall be
exacted
thereof. The
acted for any
any fraction
fraction thereof.
The
two Administrations
two
Administrations will
will communicommunicate
to each
each other
other the
rates of
comcate to
the rates
of commission established
mission
established in accordance
accordance
with
with this provision.
provision.

(Model "A".)
"A".)
Form of order.
order.

Post,
Post, p. 34.

ARTICLE
5.
ARTICLE 5.

A_RTIKEL
ARTIKEL 5.
5.

1.
form, to
to be
1. The
The form,
be used
used for
for post
post
office money orders from Germany
Germany

Postanweisungen aus
1. Das Zu Postanweisungen
Deutschland nach den Vereinigten
Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika zu verwen
verwen
dende Formular soli
soil aus festem
festem
hergestellt sein, und injeder
Papier hergestellt
in jeder
Beziehung dem beigefii
beigefiigten
Beziehung
gten Muster
Muster
"A"
entsprechen. Zu Postanwei"A" entsprechen.
sungen aus den Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten
Staaten
von Amerika
Amerika nach Deutschland
Deutschland
sollein gleichfalls
gleichfalls aus festem
festem Papier
Papier
hergestelltes
hergestelltes und dem vorerwahnvorerwihnten Muster ahnliches
ahnliches Formular
Formular
verwendet
verwendet werden.
werden. Das
Das letztere
letztere
Formular wird jedoch anstatt des
Vordrucks in deutscher
deutscher Sprache
Vordrucks
einen solchenin
solchen in Englischer
Englischer Sprache
enthalten.
enthalten.
2. Die handschriftliche
Ausflilhandschriftliche Ausfiillung der Formulare
Formulare muss
muss mit
mit arabischen Ziffern
Ziffern und mit lateinischen
lateinisehen
Sehriftzeichen ohne
Schriftzeichen
ohne Durchstreichoder Abanderungen bew
irkt
ungen oderAbinderungen
bewirkt
werden.

to the United States of America,
and
shall be made of thick paper,
paper, and
shall conform, in all respects, to
to
the model, hereto annexed,
annexed, marked
marked
"A."
"A."

Forpost
office money
orders
For post office
money orders

from the United States of America
America
to Germany a
of
a form,
form, made
made also
also of
thick paper, and similar to the
the
above mentioned model, shall be
employed. On these latter forms,
however, the English language
language
shall be substituted
substituted for the German
text.
in the printed text.
Filling up.

2. The filling up, in
in writing,
writing, of
of
these forms must be done by means
means
numerals and
and Roman
Roman letof Arabic numerals
letters, without
without any alteration
alteration or obliteration.
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3. The money order must contain,
in addition
addition to
to the
surname of
of
the surname
tain, in
the
payee and
his exact
and his
exact address,
the payee
his
at least, the in
given name, or at
his given
names,
itials of
of his given name or names,
unless the
the payee
be a
firm, in
in which
which
payee be
a firm,
unless
case, the
of
designation of
the ordinary designation
case,
the
The place of
of
firm will
will suffice.
suffice. The
the firm
destination
accurately
destination must be accurately
stated,
so as
as to
to prevent
prevent any
any uncerstated, so
uncertainty
in regard
regard to it.
money
it. On
On money
tainty in
orders issued in favor of residents
residents
of
of United States
States the
the name
name of
of the
state
possible of the
the county
county
state and,
and, if possible,
payee's residence must be
of the payee's
stated in the address.

coupon of the money or4. The coupon
der must contain the name and the
address of the remitter, and the
amount to be paid,
paid, as
as well as the
date
date of
of its
its issue
issue may be
be noted
noted
thereon. Any other memoranda
memoranda
are prohibited.
ARTICLE 6.
6.
ARTICLE

The amounts of money orders,
expressed
expressed in the currency of the
country of payment, must not contain fractions of
of a
a pfennig
pfennig or of a
a
cent.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7.
7.
The Postal Money-Order
Money-Order Service
between
between the two countries, shall be
effected by the agency
agency of two
Ofeffected
two Offices of Exchange.
Exchange. On the part of
Germany
Germany the Office of Exchange
shall be Cologne, and on the part
part
of the United States
States of America,
New York.
ARTICLE 8.
ARTICLE
8.
1. Each Office of Exchange
Exchange shall
send, by every mail, to the corresponding
sponding Exchange
Exchange Office, a
acertified List of the money orders issued
in its own country, since thelast
the last preprevious transmission, for payment
payment in
the other.
other.

2. The lists, by means of which
the Exchange
Exchange Office
Office of Cologne
transmits to that of New York, the
the
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Postanweisung muss
3. Die Postanweisung
muss aus- Name
Name of payee,
&o.
ser dem Zunamen
Zunamen des Empfangers,
Empffingers, address, &C.
und dessen vollstandiger
vollstaudiger Addresse
Address°
Vornamen oder
semen Vornarnen
odor wenigstens
wenigstens
die Anfangsbuchstaben
Anfangsbuchstaben seines oder
oder
seiner Vornamen
Vornamen enthalten,
enthalten, wofern
wofem
Empffingerin eine Firma
nicht die Empfangerin
ist,
ist, in welchem
welchem Falle
Falle die
die gewOhngewihnliche Bezeichnung
Bezeichnung der Firma geniigt. Der
Per Bestimmungsort
Bestimmungsort muss
so genau bezeichnet
bezeichnet sein,
coin, dass
dass emn
ein
Zweifel in dieser Beziehung
Beziehung nicht
nicht
entstehen kann.
harm. Bei Postanweisungen an Bewohner der VereinigName des
ten Staaten muss der Name
Staats and,
and, wenn moglich, such
auch
des Kreises, in welchem der Wohnort des Empffingers
Empfangers liegt, in der
der
Aufschrift
coin,
Aufschrift angegeben
angegeben sein.
Coupon of ordiL
ordm
4. Der Abschnitt der Postan- Coupon
weisung muss den Namen
Namen und
and die
weisung
Adresse des Absenders
Absenders enthalten;
Adresse
enthalten;
auf dem Abschnitt kann der auszuzahlende
and der Tag der
der
zuzahlende Betrag und
Einzahlung angegeben
angegeben werden.
werden.
Einzahlung
Weitere
Weitere Bemerkungen
Bemerkungen sind auf
zulassig.
dem Abschnitt nicht zulassig.
ARTIKEL
6.
ARTIE:EL 6.

Die in
in der
des AusAus- Fractions pro.
Wahrung des
der Wahrung
Die
hibited.
zahlungsgebiets
ausgestellten PostPost- hibited.
zahlungsgebiets ausgestellten
anweisungen
anweisungen diirfen
diirfen Bruchtheile
eines
odor eines Cents
Cents
Pfennigs oder
eines Pfennigs
nicht
enthalten.
nicht enthalten.
ARTIICEL
ARTIKEL 7.
7.
Per
Postanweisungsverkehr zwizwiDerPostanweisungsverkehr

Offices of
of exexOffices

Postanstalten
werden.
vermittelt werden.
Postanstalten vermittelt

CologneandNew
CologneandNew

change.
beiderseitigen LAndern
Landern change.
schen den beiderseitigen
soll
Auswechselungssoll durch zwei Auswechselungs-

York.
Auswechselungs-Post- York.
Zu solchem Auswechselungs-Postvon Seiten
Seiten
anstalten werden von
Deutschlands
der
von Seiten
Seiten der
Coln, von
Deutschlands Coln,
Vereinigten
beNew York
York beStaaten New
Vereinigten Staaten
stimmt.
ARTI.K..bL
8.
ARTIKEL 8.

1. Jede
Jede der
beiden AuswechseAuswechse- Listsofordersto
Lists of orders to
der beiden
1.
lungs-Postanstalten wird
mit jeder
jeder be
be forwarded
by
by
forwarded
wirdmit
lungs-Postanstalten
every
mail.
Post der
Auswechselungs-- every mail.
der anderen
anderen Auswechselungs
Post

Postanstalt
em ngehirig
gehorig vollzogenes
vollzogenes
Postanstalt ein
Verzeichniss
der in
in dem
eigenen GeGedem eigenen
Verzeichniss der
I
seit der
Absenerfolgten Absenzuletzt erfolgten
der zuletzt
Idot
det seit
dung eines
eines Verzeichnisses
Verzeichnisses ausgeausgedung
stellten, zur
zur Auszahlung
Auszahlung in
dem
in dem
stellten,
anderen Gebiet
Gebiet bestimmten
Postbestimmten Postanderen
anweisungen
iibersenden.
anweisungen iibersenden.
2.
Die Verzeichnisse,
Verzeichnisse, mittels
of ordersorders—
Lists of
de- Lists
mittels de2. Die
ren
die
Auswechselungs-PostanForm
"
B
".
B
ren die Auswechselungs-Postan- rm
stalt
der AuswechselungsAuswechselungsin Coln
C6on der
stalt in
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Postanstalt in
in New York die
die in
in
Deutschland ausgestellten
Deutschland
ausgestellten Postanweisungen
sullen der
weisungen iibersendet,
iibersendet, sollen
der
Anlage "B"
"B" entsprechen.
entsprechen.
Anlage
3. Die Verzeichnisse, mittels dede3.
The lists,
means of
which
3. The
lists, by
by means
of which
the Exchange Office of New York ren die Auswechselungs-Postantransmits
Exchange Office stalt in
in New
New York
York der AuswechseAuswechsethe Exchange
transmits to the
lungs-Postanstalt in Coln die in
of
Cologne the
money orders
issued lungs-Postanstalt
of Cologne
the money
ordersissued
in the
United States,
be in
in den Vereinigten Staaten ausgein
the United
States, shall
shall be
Postanweisungen iibersenconformity
model "C",
conformity with
with the
the model
" C", stellten Postanweisungen
det, sollen dem Muster der Anlage
Anlage
annexed.
hereto annexed.
"
C "entsprechen.
"C"
entsprechen.
4. The
The lists
lists despatched
Mis4. Die von jeder der beiden
beiden Aus4.
despatched from
from each
each
wechseiungs -Postanstalten
Postanstalten abgeOffice
Exchange, as
Office of
of Exchange,
as well
well as
as the
the wechselungsentries therein,
shall be
numbered sandten
sandten Verzeichnisse,
Verzeichnisse, sowohl
sowohl als
als
entries
therein, shall
be numbered
enthaltenen Eintragundarin enthaltenen
consecutively, commencing
commencing with
with die darn
consecutively,
No.
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of each
year. gen,
numerirt
gen, sollen
sollen fortlaufend
fortlaufend numerirt
No. 11at
each year.
werden und
vont Anfange
Anfange
After the close of the quarter
quarter end- werden
After
und zwar vom
jedes Jabres
Jahres ab mit No. 11 beginbegining June
June 30th
30th of
of each
each year,
year, supple- jedes
mentary lists
Schlusse jedes
jades
Nach dein
dem Schlusse
mentary
lists may
may be
be sent
sent by
by either
(cither nend. Nadi.
ablaufenden Vier30. Juni ablaufenden
Office of Exchange, if occasion re- mit
mit dem
dem 30.
containing an entry of ev- teljahrs
teljahrs konnen
quires, containing
beiden Auskonnen von beide]]
ery order issued during ;that
that quar- wechselungs-Postanstalten,
wechselungs-Postanstalten, soweit
soweit
ter, which
which has
has not
previously erforderlich,
ErgAnzungslisten aberforderlich, Erganzungslisten
ter,
not been
been previously
abcertified, but
welche solehe
amount of
of such
such gefertigt
gefertigt werden,
werden, in
certified,
but the
the amount
in welche
solche
lists
bezeichneten Vierteljahre
a separate
separate item in aus
lists shall form a
aus dem bezeichneten
Vierteljahre
herriihrende
the account for
for the
the next quarter.
quarter.
herriihrende Postanweisungen,
Postanweisungen, dederen
nicht stattstattren ITeberweisung
Ueberweisung noch niclt
gefunden hat, einzutragen
gefunden
einzutragen sind,
sind,
jedoch
soil der
jedoch soll
der Betrag
Betrag der derartiderartigen Verzeichnisse
Verzeichnisse Li
i.l der Abrechiiber das nachste
nung fiber
nachste Vierteljahr
Vierteljahr
besonders in Ansatz gebrach
gebrach werbesonders
den.
5. Before making up any list, the
5. Vor Ausstellung
the
Ausstellung eines VerVerOffice of Exchange shall ascertain
ascertain zeichnisses
zeichnisses haben die Auswechwhether the money orders, received
whether
received selungs-Postanstalten
selungs-Postanstalten sich Gewissfor transmission, have been filled heit darfiber
dariiber zu verschaffen,
verschaffen, dass
up in accordance
accordance with the regula- die zur Absendung
Absendung vorliegenden
vorliegenden
tions made in pursuance of this Postanweisungen
Postanweisungen nach Massgabe
Massgabe
Convention and,
and, especially,
especially, wheth- der
der in diesem
diesem Uebereinkommen
Uebereinkommen gegeconversion from one curren- troffenen
er the conversion
Bestimmungen ausgefullt
ausgeffillt
troffenen Bestimmungen
cy into the other has been correctcorrect- sind,
class die
sind, und ins
ins besondere,
besondere. dass
die
effected.
ly effected.
ITmwandlung
WW1Umwandlung aus der einen Wihrung in die andere richtig bewirkt
bewirkt
ist.
ist.
6.
6. Single lists shall be sent, in
6. Die Verzeichnisse
werden von
Verzeichnisse werden
eah case,
ase, from Cologne, but
each
but those der Auswechselungs
Auswechselungs --Postanstalt
Postanstalt
from New York shall be in duplidupli- in Coln in einfacher
einfa,cher Ausfertigung,
Ausfertigung,
cate.
von der AuswechselungsAuswechselungs Postanstalt in New York in doppelter
doppelter
Ausfertigung aufgestellt
aufgestellt werden.
Ausfertigung
happen, at the time
7. Should it
it happen,
Abgange
7. Sollten bei dem Abgange
of despatching
despatching any mail, that there einer Post keine Postanweisungen
Postanweisungen
orders to be certified
certified zur Ueberweisung
are no money orders
ITeberweisung vorliegen,
vorliegen, so
for payment,
a list must neverthepayment, a
neverthe- wind
wird nichtsdestoweniger
nichtsdestoweniger ein
emu Verless be sent in that mail. But in
in zeichniss
zeichniss abgesandt
abgesandt werden.
werden. In
In
despatching Ex- solchem Falle wird indess die absuch event, the despatching
change
change Office will write across the sendende
Auswechselungs-Postansendende Auswechselungs-Postanlist the words: ""No money orders."
orders." stalt
in dem Verzeiehniss
staltin
Verzeichniss die
die Worte
Worte
niederschreiben:
No money orniederschreiben: "
"No
ders."

money orders
orders issued
issued in
in Germany,
Germany,
money
shall follow
follow the
"B", hereshall
the pattern
pattern "B",
hereto annexed.
Lists
orders—
Lists of ordersForm "C".
"U".

Contents of lists.
lists.

Duplicate lists
Duplicate
to be sent to New
e sent to New
York.

Lists to
forLists
to be
be forwarded
case no
no
warded in
in case
orders are sent.
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ARTICLE 9.
1. As
As soon
soon as
as the
the lists of the de1.
spatching office
office shall have reached
spatching
the
receiving Office
Office of
Exchange,
of Exchange,
the receiving
the
reverify the lists reshall verify
the latter
latter shall
ceived,
errors are
found, will
are found,
if errors
and if
ceived, and
indicate them
them with
red ink.
with red
indicate

2. The
The Exchange
Exchange Office of Co2.
logne
mark of acceptacceptlogne will place its mark
ance on the back of one of the duplicates received
received from New York,
describe thereon, in detail, the
errors, should any be discovered,
discovered,
and
shall then return such duand shall
plicate to the Exchange
Exchange Office
Office of
plicate
New York.
3. The Exchange Office of New
each list,
acknowledge each
shall acknowledge
York shall
received
Exchange Office
Office
from the
the Exchange
received from
of
first
of Cologne, by means of the first
subsequent list forwarded
forwarded to the
subsequent
latter office.
despatching
4. The stamp of the despatching
Ofand of the receiving
receiving Exchange
Exchange Office
upon the
the
fice shall be imprinted upon
entered
back of each money order entered
in the lists. The former office shall
orforward to the latter
latter all money
money orreceived from its inland ofofders, received
fices,
disposed of in accordfiees, to be disposed
ance with the regulations of the
country of payment.

ARTICLE 10.
10.
ARTICLE
Each of the two Administrations shall have power, under
under extraordinary
traordinary circumstances, which
which
warrant such
appear of aanature to warrant
temporarily
a
a measure, to suspend temporarily
the exchange
exchange of money orders in
direction or in both, proeither direction
vided, however, that notice of such
suspension
suspension be given to the other
Administration immediately, and,
it deemed necessary, by means of
if
the telegraph.

*8'5
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ARTIEEL 9.
9.
ATIIKEL

1.
1. Sobald
Sobald die Verzeichnisse
Verzeichnisse der Receipt
Receipt of list.
lists.
Absendungs - Auswechselungs
Auswechselungs -Absendungs
Postanstalt bei der Empfangs-AusPostanstalt
wechselungs-Postanstalt eingeganwechselungs-Postanstalt
these Letztere
Letztere dieselgen sind, wird diese
ben prilfen,
prufen, und wenn sich darin
Unrichtigkeiten
vorfinden sollten,
Unrichtigkeiten vorfinden
these mit rother Tinte ersichtlich
ersichtlich
diese
machen.
machen.
2. Die Auswechselungs-PostanAuswechselungs-Postan- Return of lists.
with den Vermerk
Vermerk
!Coln wird
in 1Coln
stalt in
auf die Riickseite
der Anerkennung
Anerkennungaufdie
einer der beiden von New York
einer
empfangenen
se•
Ausfertigungen se.
empfangenen Ausfertigungen
tzen, und daselbst
daselbst auch die etwa
wahrgenommenen Unrichtigkeiten
Unriehtigkeiten
wahrgenommenen
einzeln bezeiehnen.
bezeichnen. Diese Ausfertigung
Verzeichnisses wird an
des Verzeichnisses
tigung des
die Auswechselungs-Postanstalt
Auswechselungs-Postanstalt in
in
die
New York zuriickgesandt.
zuriickgesandt.
New
Acknowledg3.
Auswechselungs-PostanA cknowledg3. Die
Die Auswechselungs-Postanstalt
wird den Em- ment.
ment•
stalt in New York wird
pfang eines jeden Verzeichnisses
Verzeichnisses
pfang
von der
Auswechselungs Postander Auswechsolungs
von
stalt
nfichsten
dem nachsten
Ciln auf dem
in Coln
stalt in
nach
abzusendenden VerCiln abzusendenden
nach COln
zeichnisse anerkennen.
anerkennen.
zeichnisse
de4.
Absendungs-Auswechse- Receipt and de.
Die Absendungs-Auswechse4. Die
of orders.
spatohoforders.
lungs-Postanstalt und die Emp- spatch
lungs-Postanstalt
fangs-Ausweehselungs
Postanstalt
fangs-Auswechselungs Postanstalt
werden
den Verzeichnissen
Verzeichnissen
in den
jede in
werden jede
eingetragene
auf
Postanweisung auf
eingetragene Postanweisung
der
RitekSeite mit dem Abdruck
Abdruck
der Riickseite
ihres
Ankunftsstempels versehen.
versehen.
ihres Ankunftsstempels
Die
erstere Auswechselungs-PostAuswechselungs-PostDie erstere
anstalt wird
wird der
der letzteren
letzteren siimmtsammtanstalt
liche,
den Postanstalten
des
Postanstalten des
von den
liche, von
eigenen Goblets
ihr zugegangenen
zugegangenen
Gebiets ihr
eigenen
Postanweisungen
fMr
iibersenden; fiir
Postanweisungen iihersenden;
die weitere
weitere Behandlung
Behandlung derselben
derselben
die
sind die
im Auszahlungs-Gebiete
Auszahlungs-Gebiete
die im
sind
bestehenden
Bestimmungen massbestehenden Bestimmungen
gebend.
gebend.
10.
ARTIKEL 10.
ARTIXEL
Jede der
Verwaltungen Righttosuspend
Right to suspend
beiden Verwaltungen
der beiden
Jede
kann
issue upon
notice
u on notice
aussergewohnlichen issue
unter aussergewohnlichert
kann unter
Verhfiltnissen,
welche
geeignet
sind
reserve(/ '
sind
geeignet
Verhaltnissen, welche
eine
zu
Massnahme zu
derartige Massnahme
eine derartige
rechtfertigen,
den Austausch
von
Austausch von
rechtfertigen, den
Postanweisungen
voriibergehend
Postanweisungen voriibergehend
in
einer oder
odor in
beiden Richtungen
Richtungen
in beiden
in einer
einstellen,
jedoch unter
der Bedinunter der
einstellen,jedoch
gung,
dass die
die andere
andere Verwaltung
Verwaltung
gung, dass
davon
unverziiglich, nothi gen Falls
davonunverzuiglich,nSthigen
auf
Wage, in
in
telegraphischem Wege,
auf telegraphischem
Kenntniss gesetzt
gesetzt wird.
Kenntniss

,
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ARTIKEL 11.
11.

1. Am Ende
Ende eines jedes ViertelViertelAc
counts, per
1. At
each quarter,
Accounts,
per
1.
At the
the close
close of
of each
quarter,
Form D,
D, rendered
spatestens innerhalb
six weeks
Form
rendered or, at the latest, within
within six
weeks jahrs und spatestens
quarterly.
quarterly,
after the expiration
expiration thereof, an
an sechs
.A_blauf desselsechs Wochen
Wochen nach
nach Ablauf
desselaccount,
in duplicate,
shall be
be preAbrechnung in
account, in
duplicate, shall
pre- ben, wird eine Abrechnung
Ausfertigung durch
pared
and transmitted
by the
the Postal
durch die
die
pared and
transmitted by
Postal zweifacher Ausfertigung
Reich
s-Postverwaltung
Reichs-Postverwaltung
Administration of the German EmEm- deutsche
Administration
Postverwaltung
pire to
the Postal
Postal Administration
Administration aufgestellt und der
der Postverwaltung
pire
to the
Vereinigten Staaten
Staaten iibersandt
iibersandt
For this
this der Vereinigten
of the
the United States.
States. For
Zu dieser vierteljahrlivierteljahrliquarterly account a
a form
shall be
be werden.
quarterly
form shall
Abrechnung soll
used, in
in exact
with the
soil ein dem
dem
used,
exact conformity
conformity with
the chen Abrechnung
anliegenden
anliegenden Muster "D"
pattern,
D", hereto annexed.
annexed.
"D" genau
genau
pattern, "
"D",
entsprechendes
verwenentsprechendes Formular
Formular verwen.
det werden.
2. Die Zahlungen
der
Zahlungen sollen in
Balance
2.
made in
in the
the
Balance in
in favor
favor
2. Payment
in der
Payment shall
shall be
be made
of Post-Office De- money of the country
country in favor of
of Wahrung
Watrung desjenigen Landes geleigeleipartment
of GerGer- which
which the
account shows
shows a
partment of
the account
a balbal- stet
stet werden,
werden, zu
zu dessert
dessen Gunsten
Gunsten
man
man Empire.
Empire.
ance, and,
the purpose
of ascerascer- die Abrechnung
Abrechnung em
ance,
and, for
for the
purpose of
ein Guthaben
Guthaben
such balance,
balance, the
smaller ergiebt. Zum Zwecke
taining such
Zwecke der Feststelthe smaller
Guthabens soll
die
credit shall be converted
lung dieses Guthabens
converted into the
the lung
soil die
larger geringere
geringere Forderung
same money as
as that
that of
Forderung in dieselbe
of the larger
Wahrung
werden, in
credit.
Wahrung umgewandelt
umgewandelt werden,
in
welcher die
Forderung
welcher
die grossere
grissere Forderung
ausgedriickt ist.
ausgedriickt
Payment of
of balPayment
balIf
shows a
a balance
If the
the account
account shows
balance
Wenn
die Abrechnung
Abrechnung em
n GutGutWenn die
ein
auees.
in
auces.
ill favor of the Post Office
Office DepartDepart- haben zu Gunsten
Gunsten der Deutschen
Deutschen
ment of the German Empire, the Reichs-Postverwaltung
ergiebt, so
Reichs-Postverwaltung ergiebt,
so
conversion
conversion shall be effected
effected at the soll
Umwandlung unter
soil die Umwandlung
unter ZugrunZugrunexchange at New delegung
average rate of exchange
delegung des
mittleren Borsenkurdes mittleren
York during the quarter
quarter to
to which
which ses bewirkt werden,
werden, welcher
in New
New
welcher in
the account appertains;
appertains; but if it York wahrend
wahrend desjenigen
desjenigen Viertelshows a
a balance in favor of the
the jahrs bestand, auf
die
auf welches
welches die
Post Office Department of
of the
the Abrechnung
Abrechnung sich
bezieht; wenn
wenn
sich bezieht;
Conversion
United States,
Conversion of
of United
States, the
the conversion
conversion shall
shall dieselbe
dieselbe aber
em nGuthaben
Guthaben zu Gunaber ein
Gunmoney
ex--be based upon the average
money and el
average rate of sten der Postverwaltung
Postverwaltung der
der VerVerchange,
&c.
exchange
change, &c.
exchange at Hamburg during the
the einigten Staaten
Staaten ergiebt,
so soll
soll
ergiebt, so
same period. The debtor adminis- die Umwandlung
Umwandlung nach
nach 1VIassgabe
Massgabe
tration shall transmit within five des mittleren
stattmittleren Borsenkurses
Borsenkurses stattdays after the expiration
expiration of each
each finden, welcher
welcher wahrend
wahrend desselben
desselben
quarter, a
show- Zeitraums
quarter,
a certified
certified statement
statement showZeitraums in Hamburg
Hamburg bestand.
ing the rate of exchange
exchange for every Die sich als Schuldnerin
Schuldnerin ergebende
ergebende
business day of such quarter.
Verwaltung
innerh alb fiunfTage
fiinf Tage
Verwaltung soll innerhalb
nach Ablauf
eines jeden Vierteljahrs
Vierteljahrs
Ablaufeinesjeden
der anderen Verwaltung
Verwaltung eine festfestgestellte
iibersenden,
gestellte Nachweisung
Nachweisung iibersenden,
welche den Wechselkurs
fur jeden
Wechselkurs fir
jeden
Borsentag
Borsentag des betreffenden
betreffenden ViertelVierteljahrs
ersehen lasst.
jahrb ersehen
lasst.
Balance in favor
3. Should the quarterly
quarterly account
account
3. Wenn die vierteljahrliche
vierteljahrliche AbAbof
Post-Office
De—
of
Post-Office
Dea balance in favor of the Post
Post rechnung
rechnung ein
emnGuthaben
Gunsten
Guthaben zu
part
ment of
of United
United show a
zu Gunsten
pati-tneat
Office Department
German der Deutschen
.OffiCe
Departme of
of the
the
nt German
states.
Deutschen Reichs-PostverwalReichs-PostverwalEmpire, that of the United States tung ergiebt,
ergiebt, so
so soll
die Postverwalsoll die
Postverwalshall return aacopy of such account, tung der Vereinigten
Yereinigten Staaten eine
after due examination
examination and verifica- Ausfertigung
Ausfertigung der Abrechnung,
Abrechnung,
tion of the same, at the latest with- nachdem
nachdem die
letztere zuvor ordthe letztere
in fourteen
fourteen days after the receipt nungsmassig gepriift und festgethereof, and shall transmit, at the
the stellt worden ist, spatestens innersame time, a
a bill of exchange, halb vierzehn
vierzehn Tage nach dem Emdrawn on Berlin or Hamburg, for
for pfange derselben,
derselben, zuriicksenden.
zuriicksenden.
the amount of said account, pay- Gleichzeitig
Gleichzeitig soll
soil dieselbe einen
einen
able to the "
" General Post Kasse"
Kasse" Wechsel auf Berlin
Berlin oder Hamburg
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at Berlin.
Berlin. The
The Postal
Postal AdministraAdminifitraat
tion
of the
German Empire shall
the German
tion of
then
send an
acknowledgment of
an acknowledgment
then send
receipt to
Administrato the Postal Administrareceipt
tion of
of the United States. If, on
tion
the
quarterly acthe quarterly
hand, the
other hand,
the other
count shows
shows a
in favor of
balance in
a balance
count
Adminis
the United States Postal Adminis
tration, the latter will return
a copy,
return a
tration,
after due
due examination
examination and
and verificaafter
tion.
At the
the latest, within fourteen
tion. At
days after the receipt
receipt of such copy,
days
the
Office Department
Department of the
the Post Office
German
German Empire shall transmit to
that
a bill of
United States a
the United
of the
that of
exchange
the amount thereof,
for the
exchange for
drawn on
to
New York, payable to
on New
drawn
Postmaster -General of the
the Postmaster-General
United States. The Postal Adminof the latter country shall
istration of
then send,
send, in return, an acknowlthen
edgment of receipt.
edgment

4.
If, pending
settlement of
pending the settlement
4. If,
an account,
account, one of the two Postal
Ad ministrations shall
ascertain
shall ascertain
Administrations
a balance
that it owes the other a
exceeding five thousand dollars, or
exceeding
the
twenty-one thousand
thousand marks, the
twenty-one
Administration
indebted
Administration
shall
promptly
approximate
promptly remit the approximate
amount
credit
of such balance to the credit
amount of
of the other.

5.
expenses attending the
The expenses
5. The
remittance of bills of exchange
exchange shall
Post
invariably be borne by the Pest
invariably
Office Department,
Department, by which the
Office
payment is to be made.
6. If
exchange in payIf aa bill of exchange
ment of the balance resulting from
quarterly account,
not transaccount, is not
aa quarterly
mitted within the period above
stipulated, the amount of such balchargeable with interest,
ance is chargeable
from
expiration of
after the expiration
the day after
from the
the transsaid period until the day of thetransexchange.
mission of the bill of exchange.
This interest is to be computed at
the rate of five per cent per annum,
annum,
and is to be placed
placed to the debit of
the dilatory Administration in the
next quarterly
quarterly account.
account.

iibersenden, welcher
auf den Betrag
welcherauf
iibersenden,
Abrechnung lauder betreffenden
betreffenden Abrechnung
.
tet, und an die
General Postkasse
Postkasse
die General
tet,
Berlin zahlbar ist. Die Deutsche
Deutsche
in Berlinzahlbarist.
Reichs-Postverwaltung
Reichs-Postverwaltung wird alsPostverwaltung
dann. der
Postverwaltung der
der
Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten ein EmpfangsAnerkenntniss
Anerkenntniss zustellen.
Wenn,
anderen Seite, die Abrechauf der anderen
em nGuthaben
Guthaben zu Gunsten der
der
nung ein
Postverwaltung der Vereinigten
Vereinigten
Postverwaltung
Staaten ergiebt,
ergiebt, so wird dieselbe,
Staaten
nach
ordnungsmfissiger Priifung
Priifung
nach ordnungsmassiger
Feststellung der Abrechnung,
und Feststellung
emeAusfertigung
eineAusfertigung derselben zuriicksenden. Spatestens
vierinnerhalbvierSpatestens innerhalb
senden.
Empfang
zehn
zehn Tage nach dem Empfang
dieser
Ausfertigung wird die Deutdieser Ausfertigung
sche
Reichs-Postverwaltung der
sche Reichs-Postverwaltung
Postverwaltung
Vereinigten
Postverwaltung der Vereinigten
Staaten
Staaten einen auf den Betrag der
Wechsel
Abrechnung
Abrechnung lautenden Wechsel
auf New
York, zahlbar
zahlbar an den
New York,
auf
General-Postmeister der VereinigGeneral-Postmeister
ten
iibersenden. Die PostStaaten, tibersenden.
ten Staaten,
verwaltung
der Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten
verwaltung der
sendet
sendet alsdann eine Empfangsbescheinigung
bescheinigung zuriick.
pend4. Wenn
Wenn eine
eine der beiden Ver- Payments pond4.
waltungen
vor Feststellung
Feststellung einer ins settlements.
settlements.
waltungen vor
Abrechnung sich
iiberzeugt, dass
sich iiberzeugt,
Abrechnung
sie der anderen
anderen Verwaltung
Verwaltung ein
Guthaben von
mehr als
fiinftausend
als fiinftausend
von mehr
Guthaben
Dollars oder
oder von mehr als ein und
Dollars
zwanzig
Tausend Mark schuldet,
zwanzig Tausend
so soli
die als
als Schuldnerin sich
soil die
so
ergebende Verwaltung
anniiden annaVerwaltung den
ergebende
hernden
Guthabens
dieses G-uthabens
hermden Betrag theses
ohne Verzug
Verzug der
der anderen
anderen Verwalohne
tung iiberweisen.
iiberweisen.
tung
5.
Die aus der Uebersendung der Cost
cost of remit5. DieausderUebersendungder
Weasel
entstehenden
Kosten
tances.
Kosten tames.
entstehenden
Wechsel
sollen
von derjenigen
derjenigen Poststets von
sollen stets
verwaltung
getragen
werden,
getragen werden,
verwaltung
welche
Zahlung zu leisten hat.
welche Zahlung
6. Wenn
der Wechsel
Bezah- Interest on unzur BezahWechsel zur
Wenn der
6.
lung des
des aus
einer vierteljahrlichen
paid
paid balances.
vierteljahrlichen balances.
aus einer
lung
Abrechnung herruhrenden
herriihrenden Gut
haGuthaAbrechnung
bens nicht
nicht innerhalb
oben
des oben
innerhalb des
bens
festgesetzten
iibersandt
Zeitraums iibersandt
festgesetzten Zeitraums
wird,
ist der
der Betrag
dieses
Betrag dieses
so ist
wird, so
Guthabens
vom Tage
Tage nach
Ablauf
nach Ablauf
Guthabens vom
des
bis zum
zum
Zeitraums bis
gedachten Zeitraums
des gedachten
Tage
der 1Tebersendung
Wechdes WechUebersendung des
Tage der
sels
zu verzinsen.
verzinsen. Die Zinsen
sels zu
werden nach
lila
dem Satze von fiinf
nach dem
werden
Prozent auf
auf das
berechnet
Jahr berechnet
das Jahr
Prozent
um igen Verwaltung in
n
und der
der sa
Verwaltung i
saumigen
und
der
nachsten vierteljahrlichen
vierteljahrlichen Abder nichsten
rechnung in
Schuld gestellt.
gestellt.
in Schuld
rechnung

ARTIKEL 12.
12.
ARTIKEL
Zu
den
nach
den
Bestimmungen
Bestimmungen
den
nach
Zu den
In making payments
payments on account,
des Artikels
11 des
gegenwartigen
des gegenwartigen.
Artikels 11
pursuance of the provisions of des
in pursuance
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12.

Forms "
and
"E" "and
Form
F.
'F
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Article
11 of
the
convention, the
Article 11
of this
this convention,
German
Office Department
German Post
Post Office
Department
will
make use
use of
form correspondwill make
of aaform
corresponding
to the
the model
model ""E",
E", and
Post
ing to
and the
the Post
Office Department
Department of the United
States
will use
like the
the model
model
States will
use one
one like
Both of
forms are
"F". Both
of these
these forms
are
hereto
hereto annexed.

Uebereinkommens
Uebereinkommens zu leistenden
Abschlagszahlungen wird sich die
Abschlagszahlungen
deutsche
Reichs-Postverwaltung
Reichs-Postverwaltung
des Formulars
Formulars "E",
"E", und die Postverwaltung
waltung der Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten
des Formulars
Formulars "F"
"F" bedienen.
Beide Formulare
Formulare sind her
hier beigefilgt.
fugt.

ARTICLE 13.
ARTIcLE

ARTI
NEL 13.
ARTTKEL

1. Orders
Orders which
cannot for
any
for any
1.
which cannot
cause be paid to the person, for
whom
shall bebewhom they
they are
are intended,
intended, shall
come void, according
according to the regulations
established in
tions established
in the
the country
country of
of
destination,
received
destination, and
and the
the sums
sums received
therefor
therefor shall
shall remain
remain at
at the disAmounts
of the Postal Administration
Administration
Amou
nts paid posal
posal of
for
same to
at of the country
for same
to be
be at
country of origin, so that
that
the disposal of the
they may
may be
be repaid
persons
repaid to the persons
rlisipoal
of they
untr receiving
coiintry
interested,
disposed
otherwise disposed
or otherwise
interested, or
the same.
of,
according to
of, according
to the
the rules
rules estabestablished
regulations'of
lished by
by the
the laws or regulationssof
each
each country.
country. The
The Postal
Postal Administration
will therefore
therefore
istration of Germany will
place,
quarterly account, to
place, in
in the
the quarterly
the credit of the Postal Administration of the United States, all
money orders, which are entered
entered in
the lists received from the United
States,
become void by
States, and
and which become
reason of non-payment
non-payment in GerStatements
of urn- many. A
A detailed statement of
Statementsofunpaid orders to be such orders shall furthermore
furthermore be
made by
exchange
exchange
transmitted
Post Office
Demade
by
transmitted
to
the
Office Deofficers.
partment of the United States by
partment
Exchange Office
Office at the
the German Exchange
close
close of each month.
month. On the
the other
other
hand, the Postal Administration
Administration of
of
the United States shall, at the close
close
of each month,
transmit
month, promptly transmit
to the German Exchange
Exchange Office,
for entry in the
quarterly account,
the quarterly
aadetailed statement
statement of all similar
unpaid orders, which were origioriginally certified
certified in the lists from the
latter office, and which
which under
under this
Article have
have become void.
void.
Unpaid and void
Unpaid
orders.

Repayment.

OCTOBER
9, 1879.
OCTOBER 9,
1879.

2. Repayment, whether
whether of
of an
an
original, or duplicate
duplicate order, must
not be made to the remitter
remitter until
authorization for
repayan authorization
for such repay-

Diejenigen Postanweisungen,
Postanweisungen,
1. Diejenigen
welche aus irgend
irgend einem
einem Grunde
dem Empfanger
Empffinger nicht ausgezahlt
ausgezahlt
werden konnen,
konnen, sollen
sollen nach MassMassgabe der in dem Bestimmungslande geltendenVorschriften
gelten den Vorschriften als unwerden, und
bestellbar angesehen
angesehen werden,
die
eingezahlten Betrage
Betrage sollen
die eingezahlten
sollen zur
zur
Verfilgung der Postverwaltung
Postverwaltung des
Verfiigung
des
Aufgabe-Postgebiets
verbleiben,
Aufgabe-Postgebiets
verbleiben,
an die
die Absei es
es zur Riickzahlung
Riickzahlung an
sender,
sender, oder
oder sei es zur anderweiten
anderweiten
Verffigung,
je nach den in
jedem der
Verfiigung,jenach
injedem
beiden Lander
Lander bestehenden
bestehenden Gesetzen oder sonstigen
sonstigen Bestimmun
gen.
Bestimmungen.
Die deutsche Reichs-Postverwaltung wird daher,
daher, in
in die
die vierteljahrliche Abrechnung
Abrechnung als
jahrliche
als ForForderung der Vcreinigten
Vereinigten Staaten
Staaten alle
derung
alle
diejenigen Postanweisungen
Postanweisungen aufaufnehmen, welche vermittelst der
der
nehmen,
von
Vereinigten Staaten
abgevon den Vereinigten
Staaten abgesandten
sandten Verzeichnisse
Verzeichnisse in Deutscheingegangen und
land eingegangen
und wegen
wegen der
Auszahlung danicht erfolgten Auszahlung
daselbst
unbestellbar geworden
geworden sind.
sind.
selbst unbestellbar
Die
deutsche AuswechselungsAuswechselungsDie deutsche
Postanstalt wird ausserdem am
Postanstalt
Schlusse jedes Monats ein
emn besonderes
Verzeichniss solcher
deres Verzeichniss
solcher Postan
weisungen
Postverwaltung
weisungen an die Postverwaltung
der Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten absenden.
Andererseits
Andererseits wird die PostverwalStaaten am
tung der
der Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten
Schlusse
jeden Monats
eines jeden
Monats der
der
Schlusse eines
deutschen
Auswechselungs-Postanstalt
Zwecke der EintraEintraanstalt zum Zwecke
gung in die vierteljahrliche
vierteljahrliche Abrechnung em
n besonderes
Verzeichniss
ein
besonderes Verzeichniss
derjenigen, in gleicher
aller deijenigen,
gleicher Weise,
unausbezahlt
gebliebenen Postanunausbezahlt gebliebenen
weisungen
piincktlich iibersenden,
iibersenden,
weisungen piincktlich
welche urspriinglich
urspringlich in den von der
letztgenannten
letztgenannten AuswechselungsPostanstalt aufgestellten
aufgestellten Verzeichnissen ei
ngetragen und nach Masseingetragen
unbestellbar
gabe dieses Artikels unbestellbar
geworden sind.
geworden
2. Die Riickzahlung,
Riickzahlung, sei es auf
auf
einer Postanweisung
Postanweisung selbst,
Grund einer
sei es auf Grund eines Doppels derselben, darf
dart nicht
frillier an den
selben,
nieht friiher

CONVENTION—GERMAN
CONVENTION-GERMAN EMPIRE.
ment
been received,
received,
have been
first have
shall first
ment shall
by
the country
country of
of issue,
issue, from the
by the
country
such order
order is
payis paywhere such
country where
able, and
and the
amounts of
reof the rethe amounts
able,
. paid
orders shall be duly credited
paid orders
to
former country,
country, in
next
the next
in the
the former
to the
quarterly
account. It
the provIt is
is the
quarterly account.
ince of
of each
each Postal
Administration
Postal Administration
ince
to
which
to determine
determine the manner in which
repayment to the remitter is to be
repayment
made.

Absender
Absender geschehen,
geschehen, als bis die
Postverwaltung,
Postverwaltung, in deren
deren Gebiet
geschehen war, von
Einzahlung geschehen
die Einzahlung
der Postverwaltung,
Postverwaltung, wo die Postanweisung
hierzu die
zahlbar war, hierzu
anweisung zahlbar
Erm4chtigung erhalten
erhalten hat. Die
Ermichtigung
zuriickgezahlten
Absender zuriickgezahlten
an den Absender
Betrage
auszahlenden
der auszahlenden
werden der
Betrage werden
Postverwaltung in der nachsten
Postverwaltung
vierteljahrlichen Abreehnung
gut
Abrechnung gut
vierteljihrlichen
geschrieben.
Sache jeder
jeder
geschrieben. Es ist Sache
Postverwaltung, zu bestimmen, in
Postverwaltung,
welcher Weise
Weise die Zuriickzahlung
Zuriickzablung
welcher
geschehen soil.
Absender geschehen
an den Absender

ARTICLE 14.
14,
ARTICLE

ARTIKEL 14.
ARTIKEL

Administration
1. Each Postal Administration
hereby
hereby agrees to consider complaints respecting
respecting international
postal
orders, and to dispose of
postal orders,
them in accordance
accordance with its reguthem
lations, provided they are accomstatement from the
a statement
panied by a
payee, that
that the amount of the
payee,
paid to
money order has not been paid
him.

beiden Postverwaltungen
Postverwaltungen
1. Die
Die beiden
dariiber einverstanden,
einverstanden, den
den
sind dariiber
Nachtrligen wegen
wegen internationaler
internationaler
Nachtragen
Postanweisungen
Folge zu geben
Postanweisungen Folge
mid dieselben
dieselben nach Massgabe der
und
in
bestehenden BoBeLande bestehenden
jedem Lando
in jedem
stimmungen zu
vorauszu erledigen, vorausstimmungen
gesetzt,
Nachfrageschreidass die Nachfrageschreigesetzt, dass
ben
Erklarung des
ben von einer Erkliirung
der
Empfangers
begleitet sind,
sind, dass der
Empfangers begleitet
Betrag
nicht an
an
Postanweisung nicht
der Postanweisung
Betrag der
ihn.
zur Auszahlung
Auszahlung gelangt
gelangt sei.
sei.
ihn zur
2.
Absender
Nachfragen der Absender
2. Nachfragen
konnen in
in gleicher
entgegengleicher Weise entgegenkonnen
genommen
werden, wenn der Abgenommen werden,
sender glaub
wiirdig nachweist,
nachweist,
glaubwiirdig
sender
geihriger Weise,
dass er sich in gehoriger
jedoch
bemiiht babe,
habe, beerfolglos, bemuht
jedoch erfolglos,
ziiglich der
der Auszahlung
durch
eines durch
Auszahlung clues
ziiglich
das
Postanweisungsinternationale Postanweisungsdas internationals
Verfahren
iibermittelten Betrages
Betrages
Verfahren iibermittelten
Nachricht
vom Empfiinger
Empfanger zuerlanzu erlanNachrichtvom
gen.
gen.

complaint from aa remitter
2. A complaint
may,
entertained,
in like manner, be entertained,
may, in
satisfactory
furnishes satisfactory
in case he furnishes
evidence
that he has made due
evidence that
effort,
effort, without success, to obtain
information from the payee
payee respectamount
ing
payment of an amount
ing the
the payment
transmitted
through the internatransmitted through
tional money-order system.

ARTICLE 15.
15.
ARTICLE
Convention shall
shall
1. The present Convention
take
take effect on the first day of April,
1880.
1880. On and after that day the
convention concluded
concluded on the 22d of
convention
1871, between
between the Postal AdJuly, 1871,
ministration of the German
German Empire
ministration
and
Administration of
Postal Administration
and the Postal
shall
the United States of America, shall
terminate and become void.

Complaints.
Complainta

ARTIKEL
15.
ARTIKE L 15.
Convention to

to
Convention
1. Das
gegenwiirtige UebercinUeberein- nice
Das gegenwartige
1.
Olean April 1,
kommen
soil am
April 1880 in 1880.
1. April
880.
am 1.
kommen soil
1871, convention
convention
1871,
Kraft
treten. An und nacll
flack diesem
diesem
Kraft treten.
Stat. -,-Tage
soil das
unterm 22.
22. Juli 1871
1871
stat.
das unterm
Tage soll
Terminated.
zwischen
der deutschen
deutsehen ReichsReicles- Termin.tod.
zwischen der
Postverwaltung
der PostverPostverund der
Postverwaltung und

waltung
Stanton
Vereinigten Staaten
der Vereinigten
waltung der
von Amerika
abgeschlossene UeAmerika abgesehlossene
von
bereinkommen seine
Endschaft
seine Endschaft
bereinkommen
erreieben und
ungiiltig werden.
werden.
und ungiiltig
erreichen

2. Das
Das gegenwartige
gegenwartige UebereinUeberein2.
2.
during
2. _The period of time during
kommen soil
als am
am 1.
1.
spater als
nicht spdter
soil nicht
this Convention may be rati- kommen
which this
Januar, 1880,
1880, ratificiert
ratificiert werden.
werden.
fied shall not extend beyond the Januar,
first day of January, 1880,
3.
der vertragscliliessenden
Jederdervertragschliessenden
3. Jeder
3.
of the
the contracting
contracting par3. Each
Each of
sich das
das Recht
Recht vor,
dievor, dieTheilebehalt sich
reserves the right to abrogate Theilebehalt
ties reserves
Uebereinkommen aufzuheben
aufzuheben,
ses Uebereinkommen
this Convention twelve months af- -ses

xxI--44
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Ratification.

Ratification.

natbiro08
gurra Cicry°I

toRrtsreserved,
tvoeRit
abrogate conto

en ti O u p o
tw
elve months
iLEZ
twelve

notice
notice.
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OCTOBER 9,
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1879.
CONVENTION-GERMAN
ter
!laving given
ter naving
given notice
notice of
of its
its intenintention
that effect to the
the other.
tion to that

Signatures.
Signatures.

Executed in duplicate
duplicate and
signed
and signed
Executed
at Berlin
Berlin the
the 9th
9th October,
1879.
October, 1879.
at
C.
C. F.
F. MACDONALD
MACDONALD

W .GUNTHER.
W.
GUNTHER.

nachdem
derselbe dem
andern 12
12
nachdem derselbe
dem andern
Monate
zuvor von
von seiner
seiner hierauf
Monate zuvor
hierauf
beziiglichen Absicht Kenntniss
Kenntniss
beziiglichen
gegeben hat.
hat.
gegeben
Geschehen in doppelter
doppelter AusfertiAusfertiGeschehen
gung
unterzeichuet zu Berlin
Berlin
gung und
und unterzeichnet
den
1879.
den 9.
9. October,
October, 1879.
C.F.
F.M
ACDONALD.
W .GUNTIIER.
GUNTHER.
C.
MACDONALD.
W.

[Translation.]
[Translation.]

BERLIN, W
6. December,
1879.
BERLIN,
W.,., 6.
December, 1879.

BERLIN,
W ., 66December,
December, 1879.
BERLWN, W.,
1879.

Imperial
General Post
Post DeDeImperial German
German General
partment:
partment:

Kaiserlich Deutsches
Deutsches General-PostGeneral-PostKaiserlich
amt :
amt:

The General
General Post Department
Department
has the honor to communicate
communicate
hereby,very
the Post
Post
respectfully, to the
hereby,very respectfully,
Office
Department, that
the Conventhat the
ConvenOffice Department,
tion,
Berlin on
on the 9th
concluded at
at Berlin
tion, concluded
of
1879, between
the rerebetween the
of October,
October, 1879,
spective
of the
the
spective Representatives
Representatives of
German
Imperial Post Department
Department
German Imperial
and
Office Department
of
and the
the Post Office
Department of
the United
United States of America,
America, conthe
cerning the
cerning
the exchange
exchange of
of Postal
Postal
Money Orders, has been duly approved by the proper authorities.
WIEBE.
WIEBE.

Office Department
Department
Dem Post Office
beehrt sich das General-Postamt
General-Postamt
beehrt
ganz
mitzutheilen, dass
dass
ganz ergebenst
ergebenst mitzutheilen,
das zwischen
zwischen
Vertretern
der
Vertrctern
der
deutschen
deutschen Reichspostverwaltung
Reichspostverwaltung
und der jenseitigen
jenseitigen Postverwaltung
Postverwaltung
unterm 9. October,
October, 1879,
1879, zu Berlin
abgeschlossene
Uebereinkommen,
abgeschlossene Uebereinkommen,
betreffend den Austausch
betreffend
Austausch von Postanweisungen,
diesseits an massanweisungen, diesseits
gebender Stelle genehmigt worden
worden
gebender
ist.

POSTOFFICE
OFFICE DEPA
RTMENT,
POST
DEPARTMENT,
Washington.
Washington.
38323.

POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
DEPARTMENT,
POST OFFICE
Washington.
Washington.
38323.
38323.

1
VIEBE .
WIEBE.

POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
DEPARTMENT,
POST OFFICE
UNITED
TATESOF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
UNITED S
STATES
Washington, D.
Washington,
D. C.
Having examined
examined and considered
considered the foregoing articles
articles of a
aconvention
convention
establishment of an exchange
for the establishment
exchange of post office money orders between
between
the United States of America
America and the German
German Empire, which articles
were agreed
executed in duplicate
duplicate at Berlin
agreed upon and
and executed
Berlin on the 9th of October,
Superintendent of
of the
the Postal
Postal
tober, A.
A. D. 1879, by
by Mr. C. F. Macdonald,
Macdonald, Superintendent
Money-Order System of the United States, and
and Special
Special Commissioner,
&c., &c.,
&c., on behalf of this Department,
&c.,
Department, and by Mr. W. Giinther, Privy
Councellor
behalf of
of
Councellor of the Post Department
Department of
of the
the German Empire,
Empire, on behalf
the latter Department, the same are by me hereby
hereby ratified and
and approved,
by and with
with the advice and consent
consent of the President
President of the United States.
I have caused the seal of the
In testimony whereof, I
the Post Office Department 1
toobe hereto affixed,
affixed, with my signature
signature this nineteenth
nineteenth day of December, A. D. one thousand eight hundred
hundred and
seventy nine.
and seventy
[SEAL
OF THE
THE POST-OFFICE
POST-OFFICE DEPARTDEPARTD.M.
KEY ,
[SEAL OF
D.
M. KEY,
MENT OF
OF THE
STATES.]
Postmaster-General.
MENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.]
Postmaster-General.

IIhereby approve
approve the foregoing
foregoing convention,
convention, and in testimony
testimony thereof
thereof
IIhave caused
caused the seal of the United
United States
States to be hereto affixed.
affixed.
[SEAL
OF THE
UNITED STATES.]
STATES.]
R.B.
B.HAYES.
HAYES.
[SEAL OF
THE UNITED
I.
By the President:
President:
Wm.
M. EVARTS,
EVARTS,
WM. M.
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

WASHINGTON,
C., December
December 19th,
W ASHINGTON, D.
D. C.,
1879.
19th, 1879.

FORMS.
FORMS.
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[Form.]
[Form.]

6"A."

Abschnitt.
Abschnitt.
Coupon.
Coupon.

DEUTSCHLAND.
DEUTSCHLAND.

Kann vom Emptlinger
Empfiinger
abgetrennt werden.
abgetrennt
Peut-etre d6tacb6
detach() par
Peut-6tre
le destinataire.
destinataire.

Administration des
l'Empire d'Allemagne.
Administration
des Postes
Postes de
de l'Empire
d'Allemagne.

Internationale
Internationale Post-Anweisung
Post-Anweisung
Mandat do Poste
Internationale
Mandat
Postc Internationale
auf die
von
aufddie
in sSumme
S
ornim
iee
de
'
ven
do
-e

Betrag der Post-AerPost-A
nweiBotragd
nwcI.
i- ;
sung
in Ziffli.
| sungill
MoSnt.i du
Montant
ma rid at; en
dMnInMSlat
en.
chiffres.

Gebiihr
sum Aufklebeni
Aufkleben
Gebiihrzum
Freimarken.
der Freimarken.
Indication
de la
In taxe
taxe
Indication de
percue.

fills

somm ele

inearabisj
a////////
ar
ni
l
ih
niw
rh
eenZiffe
sn
e
arZ
ai
l
T srn.
rn
(n chiffres arabes.

\\MI\MMIMMI%\1%11%1%1%1

1
9-6) tlich in
in lateinischcn
lateinischen Buclstalen-en
Bucbstaben—en toutes
Unites lettres
lettres et
roi\Vortlich
et en
en caracteres
caract6res romains.
Zahlbar an
Zahlbar
...... ......................

.Paable
Payable a M ..

..

..

...........

Post-Aufgabestempel.
Post-Aufgabestempel.
Timbre du
bureau
du
bureau
d'origine.
d'origine.

..... ....
...................

Bezeiehnung des Ab- !Bestimmungsort...............................
Bezeichnung
Bestimmungsort
senders.
!Designation
Lieu de destination
Designation de l'envo- ;Lieu
destination.--...........................
yeur.
......
des
ErThncer........
WVohniin•
| Wohnung
des
Empffingers
EI
--...............
..........................

..

Adresse du destinataire

L i Adressedu
ng

destiatairend
.
.............

..............................

Bestimmungsland

Pays destiation
..................
...............
Pays de destination
destination ...................................................
.Aufgabe Nr
fAufgabe
Nr .........
Numero d'6mission
d'emission _
£zi I Num6ro
.._

4-4
Den
Le

ten

18 .
18..
18

4

Datum ......
IIDatum

Totlfitriir F4 VIA
Gut fiir

/// /leb

c
gi
s
e
coi
i
c
tINA

Mark
Mark

VIA P///////
PL

..

Date d'emission

Date d'6mission....
Aufgabeort............................
Aufgabeort

expediteur
P;.o Bureau exp6diteur

.........

.

Unterschrift des
des Annahmebeamten.
Annahmebeamten.
Unterschrift
Signature
de
l'agent
Signature
l'agent qui a
adress6
dress() le mandat.

..

4 I Aufgabebezirk
Aufgabebezirk ...........-..........-.....
District d'omission
District
d'emission ....................
A. 24.
A.
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[Form.]
[form.]

"B."
Stamp of
Stamp
Now York
New
office.

List,
List, N
No -o.

P
OST OFFICE,
POST
OFIICE, NEW
NRW YORK, N.
N. Y.,
-

, 188-.
188-.

SIR:
SIR:
orders, belong, 188-, with the international
the —,
188-, on I
bare recei-red
received your
of thethe —
128-,
international onion,
belong.
your List, No. —
I have
log
to it.
it. The
The examination,
which hoe taken place, has
correctness of the totals, viz:*
viz :*
has proved the correctness
examnination, which
ing to
-cents.
Amounts paid in -dollars —
belollgillg to it. The
In
to you,
you, herewith,
duplicate), a
with the international
international orders belonging
The
a List, No. —,
-,
herewith, (in duplicate),
I transmit
transmit to
In return,
return, I
Marks —
Pfennigs.
total amount of the List being —
Marks
Pfennigs.
Be
to examine,
examine, complete,
complete, and
to me,
me, the
the original
original copyof
copy of this
oak nowledgment of its receipt,
your acknowlcdgimont
this List,
List, with
with your
and return
return to
Be pleased
pleased to
endorsed
endorsed thereon.
thereon.
I
respectfully, your
your obedient
obedient servant,
servant,
I am, respectfully,
Poen
,adtcr Nolo
New York, N. Y.
Postraster

To the Milacron
DIRECTOR OF POSTS,
Cologne, Germany.
Germany.
Cologne,
•
In case
any differences
differences are
are found,
found, such
to be
below.
be stated
stated below.
differences to
such differences
case any
*In
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Blanks
to be
be filled
the despatching
Exchange Office
Office of
of New
New York.
York.
despatching Exchange
filled by
by the
Blanks to
;

Current
Current internatonal
tional number.

l

Post-office issuing
issuing original
original
order,
order.

Number of origi- Date of original
Number
nal
order,
order,
order.
nal order.

Remarks.

Amount
Amount
order of the
order in German money.

Remarks.
_

Mks.
aif.

Pfs.

Pfr.

•

------

----

---

M ONEY-ORDER OFFICE,
OFFICE,
MONEY-ORDER
Cologne,
Germany, ,
, 188-.
CSologne, Germany,

SIR
SIR:

I have examined
I
examined the within
within List, No.No.
amounting, in
in the
the aggregnte,
amounting,
aggregate, to
Mks. -

.K

,,dated --,, 188-, and the international
international money
money orders belonging to it,
it,
Pfs. IIhave found said List correct, with the following
following oxceptions:
exceptions:

il the List, should any be discovered, and the corrections
thereof, if any are made.)
(Indicate here, the errors in
corrections thereof,

To the
the POSTMASTEa
POSTMASTER OF
ONEY-ORDER EXCHANGE OFFICE,
To
OF THE
THE M
MONBY-ORDER
OBXCHANGE
OFFICE,

New York, N.
N. E
Y.

Director
of Posts.
Posts.
Director of
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[Form.]
]
[Form.

Stamp
Stamp
of Cologne
of
Cologne
office.
office.
List, No.
List,
No. -.

M[ONEY-ORDER O
OBlICE,
GeltMANY,
HONEY-ORDER
FVICE, COLOONE,
COLOGNE, GiERMANY,

,188-.
,188-.

SIR:
SIR:
transmit to
you, herewith,
herewith, aa List,
List, No.No. with the
the interirttional
belonging to
it, amounting,
in the
the
amounting, in
to it,
orders belonging
money orders
internotiinal money
with
to you,
IItransmit
cents.
aggregate, to
aggregate,
dollars first
nmeans of your
Be pleased
pleased to
this List,
to return
au acknowledgment
acknowledgment of its receipt, by means
me ax
return to me
and to
List, and
complete this
and complete
to examine
examine and
Be
subsequent
subsequent List.
List.

am, respectfully,
respectfully, your
obedient servant,
IIam,
your obedient
servant,

oetor of Posts.
Dim netor
Poet,.
Di
To
POSTMASTER or
M ONEY-ORDER EXCHANGE
OFFICE,
EXCIANOG OFFICE,
THE MONBY-ORDBB
OP TEE
the POSTMASTBs
To the
New York,
Y.
1. Y.
York, B.
New
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Blanks to
to be
be filled
filled by
the despatching
Exchange Office
Office of Cologne.
Cologne.
despatching Exchange
by the
Blanks

issuing original
Post-office issuing
of origior igi- Date
original Post-office
Date of original
Current interns,Number of
interna- Number
Current
order.
order.
tional
order,
order.
nal order.
tional number.

Remarks.
the)
Amount
erRemarks.
Amou
nt of the!
ord in
in U. S.
order
Money.
Money.
Dolls.
Dolls.

'

---------

---

.

.-

Ott.
-u.
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4410.59

ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT
of the
of money
Empire and
and the
the United
United States
States of
America during
during the
the quarter
quarter
of America
orders between
between the
the German
German Empire
of
the exchange
exchange of
money ordors
ending ending

Orders issued
in Germany.
Germany.
Orders
issued in

of
ate of
Number Date
Number
List.
List.
of List.

Orders issued in the United States.

International numbers of Total amounts
International
of the Lists.
Lists,
orders,
the orders.

Fom-_
From—

.- T
To—

, ,188-,
188-.

Dolls.

Cts.
Cts.

Knmhi*J Date
Dtoonfof
Number
of List. List.

International numbers
numbers of Total
Total amounts
amounts
International
the orders.
orders,
of the Lists.
From—
From-

•

ToTo—

Mks.
IkB.

Pfs.
Pfs.
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STATEMENT
STATEMENT
of orders
orders not
and to
to be
be credited
the despatching
despatching office.
office.
credited to
to the
not paid,
paid, and
of
Orders
originating in
in the
States.
Orders originating
the United
United States.

Orders
originating in
German Empire.
in the
the German
Orders originating
Number of
Number
of Date
Date of
List.
of List.
List.
List.

International
International
number.
number.

Amount of
the
Amount
of the
order.
order.
Dolls.
Dolls.

Oa
CtM.

Number of
of Date of List.
Number
Date of List.
List.
List.

International
International
number.
number.

Amount of
of the
the
Amount
order.
order.
Marks.
Marks.

Pfs.
P1'.

•

-

'

..

----
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[Form.]
[Form.]
Balane.
Balance.
To the credit of the German office.
.

credit of the United States office.
office.
To the credit

--

.

Mks.

I.

Pfs.
Pf8.

I

Dolls.

Amount of orders issued in the United States..
States ..
Amount of commission
commission due Germany at i
Amonnt
I per
cent,
cent. of the above amount ...
.....
United States cred it to be
deducted .. Dolls...
UnitedStatescreditto
Dolls ... cts.
bededucted..
ts

Amount of orders
orders issued in
hi Germany
Amount
Germany..........
Amount
Amount of commission
commission due the United States
at iiper cent. of the
the above amount
amount .........
German credit to be deducted
deducted. .... Mks.Pfs.
Mk... Pfs.

(To be converted
average rate of exconverted at the average
, change in New York during
during the Quarter to
which this account
account appertains.
appertains. See Art.
Art. 11
11
of the Convention
Convention of 9th October, 1879.)
1879.)

converted at the average
average rate
(To be converted
rtte of exchange in Hamburg duriln
during the Quarter
Quarter to
to
which this account
account appertain
appertains.s. See Art.
Art. 11
11
1879.)
0th October, 1879.)
of the Convention
Convention of
of 9th
.

Balance
credit of German
German office ........
Balance to the credit
Paid on account
account by the office of the United
-States:

Balance
Balance to credit of United States office

......

Germany:
Paid on account
account by the office of Germany:

.

I Amounts.
Amounts.
Dates.

Amounts.

Dates.
Mks.

Bnlane remaining
rmnin
Balance

Cta.

...

...............

Dolls.

Pfs,

I

account exhibits aa total balance
The within account
balance of
stated, leaves
balance remaining
,,dlue
leaves a
a balance
remaining of doe the Banux, 188—
BERLIx,
,,188-.

RAlanee remainin.
Balance
remaining ....................

I

Cts.

i

,
which, after
of the
the payments
payments on
on account,
account, as
, wlich,
after deductions
deductions of
as therein
therein
office..
office.

statement of account
balance of -—
The above statement
account is accepted, with a
a balance
WASHIeTON,
Weemapyrox, -188—
,,188-.

due the —

office.
office.

Auditor
Department.
Auditor of the Treasury,
Treasury,for
for the Post
Post Offlee
Ofice Department.
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L[orm.,

No.-

M
ONET-OEDER OFFICE,
OFFICE,
MONET-ORDER
Berlin, 188-.
Berlin,
,,188.

a...
Slit:
NIR:

The Lists of international money orders, which the
the Cologne
Cologne Exchange
Exchange Office
Office has
has transmitted
to the
the New
New York
York Ex.
Ex.
transmitted to
change Office from
from -to
the sum
sum of
dolls. --- cents.
to -,
, 188-,
188-, amount
amount to
to the
of..................................
..
dolls.
cents.
The Lists, transmitted by the New York Office
Office to
to the
the Cologne
Cologne Office,
Office, during
the same
same period,
period,
during the
amount
Ms. -amount to -Mks.
dolls. --- cents.
Pfs., approximating
approximating to
to.............................
.............
dolls.
cents.
Difference
Difference

....................

.......

............

........................

........

On
On account of which the German Office
Office has
has already
already paid
the following
following sums,
paid the
sums, viz:
viz:
,,
18-, cts.
dolls. ets.
,
,18-,
"
" ,,18_,
18-, _
---18-,-- ,18-,-" -"
............................................
Difference
Difference remaining.....
remaining

-

...

..

.........................

dolls. dolls.

cents.
cents.

dolls. ----- cents.
....

dolls
.dolls.

cents.
- cents.

In accordance
accordance with the terms of Article 11 of the
the Convention
Convention of 9th
9th October,
October, 1879,
of Exchange
Exchange on
on New
Yeik for
(01
1879, aabill of
New Yoik
- dolls.
dolls. cents, is herewith transmitted,
transmitted, the receipt
receipt of which
which you
you will be
be pleased
pleased to acknowledge
acknowledge in due
form.
due form.
To the POSTMASTER
GENERAL OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES,
PosTMaST
R
GEIIRAL
STATES,
Washington.
D. 0
0
Washinpton. D.

Direc'or
Diree ,or of
of the General
General Post
Post Oflee.
Office.
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[Form.)
[Form.]

41411,,,,”

POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
POST Omen
Washington, D.
D. O.,
, 188-.
C., -—0.88-,
Washington,

No.-

Sue
SIR::
York has
has transmitted
transmitted to
to the
Offioe
Exchange Office
the Exchange
The
Lists of
of international
Office of New York
money orders, which the Exchange Office
international money
The Lists
Pfs.
...Mks.
-----of
to
amount to the sum
sum of ........................................
to —,, amount
from —
of Cologne
Cologne from
York,
of
few
The
Lists,transmitted
by
the
Exchange
Office
of
Cologne
to
Exchange
Office
New
Exchange
to
the
Cologne
of
Office
the
Exchange
by
The Lists, transmitted
Mks. —
Pfs.
fs.
Mk . -during
the same
same period,
amount to
to -—
Dolls. -—
Cents, approximating
...............
to .....
Cents,
approximating to
Dolls.
period, amount
during the

.
------..-----------------• Difference......................
Difference
...................................................................
Difference
On account
account of
of which
the United
United States
States office
office has
has already
already paid the following sums:
which the
On
—
Pfs•
18-, -- Mks. —
Pfs.
—18-,.....----..-18-,-.........
...-......................
—18-,—
"
.
,
.18Difference remaining
remaining ..........
Difference

"
--.........
-.........................................

Mks...Mks.
. —
Mks.

Pfs.
Pfs.

PS.

-- Mks.

Pte.
Pfs.

- Mks. ---- Mks.

Pfs.
Pfs.

Mkg.-

In accordance
accordance with
terms of
of Article
Article 11
the Convention
Convention of
1879, aabill
bill of Exchange
---, for —
Exchange on -October, 1879,
9th October,
of 9th
11 of
of the
the terms
with the
In
acknowledge in due form.
Mks. —
Pfs.,
herewith, transmitted,
transmitted, the
the receipt
receipt of which
pleased to acknowledge
which you will be pleased
is, herewith,
Pfs., is,
MIks.
Superintendent Money-Order
Money-Order System.
Superintendent
Ton OFFICE,
DIRECTOR OF THE GENERAL POST
To the DIRECTOR
Berlin, Ckrrnany.
Germany.
Berlin,
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DEC., 1879.
1879.
BRITAIN. DEC.,
CONVENTION-GREAT BRITAIN.
AMENDED
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Convention.
Convention.

Amended
Post-Office Department
the United
United
of the
Department of
the Post-Office
between the
Convention between
Amended Convention
States
America and
and the
the General
General Post-Office
Post-Office of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
of America
States of
of Great
Ireland for
for modifying
the system
of exchange
exchange of
of
system of
modifying the
and Ireland
Britain and
of
Great Britain
money orders,
orders, concluded
concluded at
at London,
London, December
1879, and
and at
at WashingWashing2, 1879,
December 2,
money
ton,
December 18, 1879.
ton, December

ContraetingparUnited States of America
America and the
The Post Office Department of the United
Contractingparties.
General Post
Post Office
Office of
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
of Great
Great Britain
Britain and
ties.
Ireand Ireof the
General
land
desirous of
of modifying
the present
of exchange
of
exchange of
system of
present system
modifying the
being desirous
land being
Money Orders
Orders between
between the two
countries, the undersigned, duly autwo countries,
Money
thorized
that purpose,
purpose, have
have agreed
Articles:
the following
following Articles:
upon the
agreed upon
for that
thorized for
ARTICLE 1.
1.
ARTICLE
Exchange
Exchange
money-orders.

of

Maximum of
of orMaximum

ders limited.

There
shall be
regular exchange
exchange of money
orders between
between the two
money orders
be aaregular
There shall

countries.
countries.

The
order is fixed at £10 sterling, when issued in
of each
each order
The maximum
maximum of
the United Kingdom
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and when issued in
the United
$50 in the money of the latter country.
States, at $50
United States,
the
a
No
shall include
include a
a fractional
fractional part of a
penny, or, of a
a penny,
order shall
No money
money order
cent.
ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.

Commissions.
Commissions.

Office shall have power to fix the rates of commisThe British Post Office
sion
all money
money orders
orders issued
in the
Kingdom, and the Post
the United Kingdom,
issued in
on all
sion on
Office
power in
the United States shall have the same power
Department of the
Office Department
regard
all money
money orders issued in the United States.
to all
regard to
Each
Office shall communicate
communicate to the other its tariff
tariff of charges, or
Each Office
rates of
of commission,
be established
established under this Convention,
Convention,
shall be
which shall
commission, which
rates
remit
and
payable in advance by the remitin all cases, be payable
rates shall, in
and these rates
ters, and shall not be repayable.
repayable.
authorized to suspend,
Issue of orders
It
understood, moreover, that each Office is authorized
It is understood,
maybe
suspended. temporarily, the
orders in
in case the course of ex,
maybe "V ended. temporarily,
the exchange
exchange of money orders
change, or
abuses, or, cause
circumstance should give rise to abuses,
any other circumstance
or any
change,
detriment to the postal revenue.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3.
3.
commission charged on all money orders
Each country shall keep the commission
aths of one
within its jurisdiction, but shall pay to the other country tths
per cent. on the amount of such orders.
ARTICLE 4.
ARTICLE
4.
Offices of exchange.

The
service of
of the
the Postal
between the two counmoney-order system between
Postal money-order
The service
Exagency of Offices of Exbe performed
performed exclusively by the agency
shall be
tries, shall
change. On the part of the United States the Office of Exchange
Exchange shall
change.
be New York, and on the part of the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom London.
Orders shall be drawn only on the authorized
authorized money-order
money-order offices.of
Administration shall furnish
respective countries;
countries; and each Postal Administration
the respective
offices, and shall, from time to time, notify
to the other aa List of such offices,
addition to, or
any addition
or change in such
such list.
list.
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ARTICLE
5.
ARTIOLE 5.
No
money order
shall be
the applicant furnish the
name
unless theapplicantfurnish
thename
No money
order shall
be issued
issued unless
and
address of
of the
to whom
the amount
amount is
to be
be paid,
paid, and
whom the
is to
and his
his
and address
the person
person to
own
address; or,
or, the
name of
the firm;
company who
who are
or company
are
of the
firm, or
and address;
the name
own name
name and
the remitters
remitters or
or payees,
payees, together
together with
with the
the addresses
of each.
each.
addresses of
the
The
money orders,
in either
country, shall
be forwarded
forwarded by
shall be
by
The money
orders, issued
issued in
either country,
the
payees, at
their own
own expense.
the remitters
remitters to
to the
the payees,
at their
expense.
ARTICLE 6.
6.TICL
ARTICLE

6.

The advices
all money
orders issued
issued upon
upon the
the United
Kingdom by
by
United Kingdom
money orders
The
advices of
of all

Information to
to
Information
be furnished by
furnished
by
be
applicant.

applicant.

Expense of forExpense
of forwarding orders to
warding
orders
to
be
paid
by
be paid by person
person
forwarding.

forwarding.

Advices
of orders
Advicesoforders

to be transthe post
United States
sent to
the Office
of ExEx- issued
to the
Office of
issued to be transStates shall
in the
the United
shall be
be sent
the
post offices
offices in

change
at New
New York,
York, where
they shall
shall be
impressed with
dated stamp
a dated
stamp mitted.
mitted.
where they
be impressed
with a
change at
(Form
"A") showing
amount to
be paid
paid in
in Sterling
and
money, and
to be
Sterling money,
the amount
showing the
(Form "A")
transmitted, by
by the
mail, to
the Chief
Chief Office
Office at
accomat London,
London, accomthe next
next mail,
to the
transmitted,
panied by
in duplicate,
drawn upon
upon the
model of
of Form
Form "
" B ".
".
the model
by aaList,
List, in
duplicate, drawn
panied
The
advices, on
on their
arrival in
London, shall
be compared
compared with
the
with the
shall be
in London,
their arrival
The advices,
entries in
afterwards dispatched
to the
the paying
paying offices.
offices.
dispatched to
and, afterwards
entries
in the
the List,
List, and,
In like
advices of money
drawn on the
the United
United
money orders, drawn
In
like manner
manner the advices
States by
United Kingdom,
shall be
be sent
sent to
to the
the Chief
Chief
Kingdom, shall
in the
the United
by postmasters
postmasters in
States
Office at
at London,
London, shall
shall there be
impressed with a
(Form
a dated stamp (Form
be impressed
Office
"A")
showing the
the amount
amount to
in United
United States
States money,
money, and
and be
be
to be
be paid
paid in
"A
") showing
dispatched accompanied
List, in
duplicate, (Form
(Form ""C
C")
") to
to the
the Office
Office
by aaList,
in duplicate,
accompanied by
dispatched
of Exchange
York, by
by the
the next
mail.
next mail.
at New
New York,
Exchange at
of
The advices,
on their
York, shall
shall be
be compared
compared with
with
at New
New York,
their receipt
receipt at
The
advices, on
the entries
the List,
List, and
afterwards dispatched
dispatched to
the paying
paying offices.
offices.
to the
in the
and afterwards
the
entries in
The advices
of orders
issued in
in the
the month
month of
Orders
issued in
in
The
advices of
orders issued
the United
United States
States in
in the
of December.
Orders issued
December, which
which may
may arrive
arrive at
at the
Office of
Exchange at
York in
in December.
of Exchange
at New
New York
the Office
December,
the earlier
month, shall
shall be
on Lists
Lists supsupbe entered
entered on
of the
the following
following month,
earlier days
days of
the
plementary to
to that
that of
of the
the last
the month
month of
of December,
December, and,
and, in
day of
of the
last day
plementary
like manner,
the advices
orders issued
issued in
in the
the United
Kingdom in
the Orders
in the
Orders issued in
United Kingdom
advices of
of orders
like
manner, the
month of
which may
arrive at
at the
Chief Office
Office at
at London
London in
in the
the June.
June.
the Chief
may arrive
of June,
June, which
month
earlier days
days of
month, shall
shall be
be entered
on Lists
Lists supplesuppleentered on
of the
the following
following month,
earlier
mentary to
to that
that of
last day
day of
of the
June.
the month
month of
of June.
of the
the last
mentary
certified
Each Exchange
Office shall
shall certify
to the
the other
other in
Orders
in amounts
amounts inOrders
orders to
certify its
its orders
Each
Exchange Office
money certified
of both
designated
in
the
denominations
of
the
money
both
of
the
dispatching
in
money
designated in the denominations of the money both of the dispatching countries. of both
and receiving
receiving country,
at the
the rate
rate of
of conversion
by Article
Article countries.
established by
conversion established
country, at
and
13 of
amounts, so
converted, shall
checked at
shall be checked
so converted,
The amounts,
of this
this Convention.
Convention. The
13
the
the receiving
receiving Office of
of Exchange.
Exchange.
ARTICLE
7.
ARTICLE 7.
Lists.

The Lists,
Lists, dispatched
Office of
be numbered
numbered Lists.
shall be
of Exchange,
Exchange, shall
each Office
from each
dispatched from
The
consecutively,
commencing with
No. 1.
the beginning
beginning of
the month
of the
month
1. at
at the
with No.
consecutively, commencing
of July
each year;
and the
entries in
in these
have conconalso have
these Lists shall also
the entries
year; and
of
July in
in each
secutive numbers.
Of each
dispatched a
shall be
be sent,
duplicate,
which duplicate,
sent, which
a duplicate
duplicate shall
List dispatched
each List
Of
after being
being verified
by the
the receiving
Exchange, shall
be rereshall be
Office of
of Exchange,
receiving Office
verified by
after
turned to the dispatching
dispatching Office
Office of
of Exchange.
Errors in lists.
Each Office
promptly communicate
communicate to
the Errors in lists.
the other
other the
to the
shall promptly
of Exchange
Exchange shall
Office of
Each
correction
of
any
simple
error,
which
it
may
discover
in
the
verification
correction of any simple error, which it may discover in the verification
of the Lists.
When
the Lists
Lists shall
irregularities, which
the receiving
Office Irregularities
in
Irregularities in
receiving Office
which the
shall show
show irregularities,
When the
shall
not be
be able
rectify, that
for an
to lists.'
an explanation
explanation to
apply for
shall apply
that Office
Office shall
to rectify,
able to
shall not
the
Office and
and such
shall be
be afforded
afforded without
without
explanation shall
such explanation
the dispatching
dispatching Office,
delay.
Should
fail to
be received
due course,
course, the
dispatching Duplicate
of lists
any List
List fail
to be
received in
in due
the dispatching
Duplicateoflists
Should any
Office,
on receiving
receiving information
to that
effect, shall
shall transmit,
transmit, without
to arrive.
arrive.
faiing to
without failing
that effect,
information to
Office, on
delay,
as such.
such.
duly certified as
of the
the List, duly
a duplicate
duplicate of
delay, a
lists
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8.
8.

Duplicate orDuplicate
ders.

Duplicate orders
orders shall
shall only
be issued
Postal Administration
of
Duplicate
only be
issued by
by the
the Postal
Administration of
the country, on which the original orders were drawn,
drawn, and
and in conformity
conformity
with
the regulations
regulations established,
established, or,
to be
be established,
that country.
country.
with the
or, to
established, in
in that
ARTICLE 9.
9.
ARTICLE

The orders,
country on
the other,
other, shall
be subject,
The
orders, issued
issued by
by each
each country
on the
shall be
subject, as
as
regards
payment, to
to the
regulations which
the payment
of inland
regards payment,
the regulations
which govern
govern the
payment of
inland
orders
country, on
on which
which they
they were
were drawn.
orders of
of the
the country,
drawn.
The paid
orders shall
remain in
of the
the country
payin the
the possession
possession of
country of
of payPaid orders
orders to
to The
paid orders
shall remain
remain
in possesposses- ment.
remain in
ment.
sion
of country
country of
of
sion of
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 10.
10.
payment.
payment.
Payment.
Payment.

Repayment
Repayment of
Repayment to Repayment
of orders
orders to remitters
remitters shall not
not be
be made until
until an authorauthorremitters.
remitters.
ization
repayment shall first have been obtained by the country
ization for such repayment
of
from the
country where such
such orders
orders are
and the
are payable,
payable, and
the amounts
amounts
of issue
issue from
the countrywhere
of
orders shall
duly credited
country in
the
in the
repaid orders
shall be
be duly
credited to
to the
the former
former country
of the
the repaid
quarterly
account (Article
(Article 12).
12).
quarterly account
It is
the province
province of
of each
each Postal
Postal Administration
Administration to
determine the
It
is the
to determine
the
manner
repayment to
remitters is
manner in which
which repayment
to the remitters
is to be made.
made.

ARTICLE 11.
11.
ARTICLE

Orders
Orders which shall not have been paid within twelve calendar
calendar months
from the month of issue, shall become void, and the sums received
received shall
accrue to, and be at the disposal of the country of origin.
Void
Void orders,
orders, set- The British Office shall, therefore,
therefore, enter to the credit of the United
tlements
tlements for.
for.
States, in the quarterly account, all money orders entered
entered in the Lists
received from the United States, which remain unpaid at the end of the
specified. (Article
period specified.
(Article 12.)
12.)
Department of the United States
On the other hand the Post Office Department
shall,
at the
close of
each month,
the British
entry
shall, at
the close
of each
month, transmit
transmit to
to the
British Office,
Office, for
for entry
statement of all
included in
in the quarterly
quarterly account,
account, aadetailed
detailed statement
all orders,
orders, included
in
the
dispatched from the latter
Article bethe Lists
Lists dispatched
latter Office,
Office, which under this Article
become
come void.
void.

Orders void if
not
paid within
within
not
paid
twelve months.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12.

Quarterly accounts to be rencounts
to be rendered.

At the close of each quarter an account shall be prepared
prepared at the
Chief Office
Offce London, showing in detail the totals of the Lists, containdered.
ing the particulars
particulars of orders issued in either
either country during the quarter, and
the balance
transactions.
ter,
and the
balance resulting
resulting from
from such
such transactions.
Three
of this
this account
account shall
shall be
be transmitted
transmitted to
to the
the Post
Office
Post Office
Three copies
copies of
Particulars
Particulars of
accounts.
Department
Department of the United States at Washington,
Washington, and the balance, after
after
proper verification,
verification, shall, if due by the Post Office Department of the
United States, be paid at London, but, if due by the British Post Office,
it
New York, and always in
it shall
shall be
be paid
paid at New
in the money of the
the country
to
payment is
to which
which the payment
is made.
made.
Settlement of
Settlement
If
If pending the settlement of an account, one of the two Postal Adaccounts and payaccounts
and
payshall ascertain that it
it owes the other aabalance
ministrations
balance exceeding
exceeding
ment of
enbalances.
ances. £1000
1000 sterling,
the indebted
Administration shall
promptly remit
sterling, the
indebted Administration
shall promptly
remit the
the
approximate
amount
of such balance
approximate
balance to the credit of the other.
accompany such intermediate
This amount, and the letters which accompany
intermediate remittances, shall be in accordance
accordance with the forms "V/
"D", ""E",
'F",
E" "
F", "G",
and "
"H",
H", annexed
annexed to this
this Convention.
7

ARTICLE 13.
13.
ARTICLE
Value
£ stersterValue of £

Until the two Postal Administrations
Administrations shall consent to an alteration,

ling equal to four
llg
equal to four it is agreed that in all matters of account, relative to money orders,
dollars and eighty- it

do
seven
cents.

Convenion the
of
execution of
from
shall result
which
which shall
result from
from the
the execution
of te
the present
present Convention,
Convention,
the
which
shall
result
the
execution
the
present
the
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pound
sterling of
Great Britain
Britain shall
considered as
as equivalent
to 4
4
equivalent to
shall be
be considered
of Great
pound sterling
dollars
87 cents
cents of
money of
States.
United States.
of the United
of the
the money
dollars 87
ARTIC
LE 14.
ARTIdLE
14.
The Postal
Postal Administration
authorized to Additional
Additional rules
shall be authorized
each country shall
Administration in each
The
and
and safeguards
adopt
any additional
additional rules,
rules, (if
not repugnant
safegua
to the foregoing,) for the rds
repugnant to
(if not
adopt any
greater
the better
better working
working of
of the
adopted.
may be adopted.
system may
the system
or, for
for the
fraud, or,
against fraud,
security against
greater security
generally.
generally.
All such
communicated
must be promptly communicated
however, must
rules, however,
such additional
additional rules,
All
to
Post Office of the other country.
to the Post
ARTICLE 15.
15.
ARTICLE
Commencement
This
Convention shall be substituted for, and shall take effect, Commencement
This present
present Convention
1880, to
to
1, 1880,
April 1,
in lieu
previous Conventions
arrangements relative to the ex- April
Conventions or arrangements
of all
all previous
in
lieu of
continue subject to
change
of money
money orders
orders between
between the
two countries,
countries, on
on the
1st day
change of
the two
the 1st
day of
of termination
otrmint'ati
on
on

April
1880, and
and shall
continue m
m force
months after
after either
either twelvemonths' noforce until
until twelve
twelve months
shall continue
April 1880,
ce.
of
contracting parties
intention ttco.
shall have notified to the other its intention
parties shall
of the
the contracting
to terminate
terminate it.
duplicate and signed in Washington
Washington on the 18th day of DeDone in duplicate
in Loudon
London on the 2nd day of
and in
of our
cember in
in the
our Lord,
Lord, 1879.
1879, and
the year
year of
cember
December in the year of our Lord, 1879.
179.
[Seal of the Post-Office
Signatures.
Signatures.
[Seal
of the Post-Offic
D.M
KEY,
M..KEY,
D.
Department
the
Department of the
United States.]
United
Postmaster
General
of
the
United
States.
States.
United
of
the
General
Postmaster
[Seal of the Post-Office
Post-Office
[Seal
JOHN
JOHN MANNERS,
MANNERS,
JOHN MANNERS,
Department
Department of the
Postmaster
Kingdom.
United Kingdom.]
United
the United
United Kingdom.
of the
General of
Postmaster General
hereby approve
the foregoing
amended Convention,
Convention, and in testiforegoing amended
approve the
II hereby
mony
thereof IIhave
the seal
of the
States to be
hereto
be hereto
United States
the United
seal of
have caused
caused the
mony thereof
affixed.
affixed.
R. B. HAYES.
[Seal of the
President:
By
the
President:
the
By
the
of
[Seal
United
United States.]
Wm.
EVARTS,
M. EVARTS,
WM. M.
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
DECEMBER
DECEMBER 19TH,
19TH, 1879.
1879.
xxi
XXI

15
4

FORMS.
FORMS.
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VALUE
UNITED STATES
STATES ORDER IN
OF UNITED
VALUE OF
ENGLISH
ENGLISH MONEY.

eE
5
S

Y.

g. P.4

33

ci.
2
2

APRIL 1,
1, 1880.
1880
NEW YORK, APRIL

VALUE OF
OF ENGLISH
ORDER IN UNITED
ENGLISH ORDER
VALUE
STATES
MONEY.
STATES MONEY.

I

1014
c.25
251,
.APRI
LONDON,14

1, 1880.
LONDON,
LONDON, APRIL 1,
I-~"

DEC.. 1879.
Do..
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" B."

Stamp of
of
Stamp
ow Yorl
York
N ew
office.
office.
_~
I_

.
No. List No.
SIR:
SIR:
thel sums
containihg aadetailed
I
have the
the honor
honor to
transmit to
to you
duplicate, a
a List containing
detailed statement
statement of the
sums roceived
received
in duplicate,
herewith, in
you herewith,
to transmit
I have
in tthee
in the
the United
my last
last dispatch
No. -),
for orders
orders payable
payable in Gtreat
flreat Britain and Ireland,
Ireland, amounting
amounting in
(List No.
dispatch (List
since my
States since
United States
in
aggregate to $-aggregate
youl acknowledgment
Be
return to
copy of
of this Li it,
At, with youi
acknowledgment of its
its rccipI
reeeipi
original copy
the original
me the
to me
and return
complete, and
to examine,
examine, complete,
pleased to
Be pleased
indorsed thereon.
thereon.
your obedient servant,
IIam, sir, your
Poslicaster New
Newi'ork
'ork
Postnaster
OFFICe,
TO
the CONTROLLER.
M ONEY-ORDER OFFICE,
CONTROLLEIR. MONEY-ORDER
To the
Annsdon
44nd,art.
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is.
& B.",

— -- -—
For
use of
chief ofFor use
of chief
office, London.
London.
fice,

ao9

0

9

I

§

isi
0

Name.

Addres&

I-

-

I40.

64

.4
00

Payee.

0PI

t

B.

A

•

1

-.

--

- ..

L

a.

a.

0

U s
=(t)

A

te

1

0

Office where payable.

0

Office issuing Original
Order.

Date of Original Order.

No. of Original Order.

GarreVit
oi
yaCi.6orfd in
etterna-

Blanks
filled by
the dispatching
dispatching Exchange
Office of
New York.
Blanks to
to be
be filled
by the
Exchange Office
of New
York.

d

--
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CONVENTION
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GREAT
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BRITAIN. DEC., 18,79.
GREAT BRITAIN.

" B.,,
M ONEY-ORDER OFFICE,
OFFICE,
MONBY-ORDER
London,
188-- , 188London, —
Sut:
SIR:
I
this List
from No.
No. -—
Orders from
Idoney Orders
of stoney
List of
examined this
have examined
I have

United
to
No. --,
received in the United
inolunsiv, for sums received
-- , inclusiv,,
to No.

*wmidi
ich is to be paid to the net amount
St at
in the
United Kin
Kin adom,
adorn, amounting
the aggregate
amount
and a
$-,
to $--,
aggregate to
in the
amounting in
the United
payment in
for payment
St
atl es for
of

d. -.
8. -— d.
s.
exceptions:
The
found to be correct, with the following exceptions:
List was found
said List
The said

----

obedient servant,
servant,
sir, your obedient
IIam,
am, air,

ControUer.

Controller.
To
M ONEY-ORDER E
XCHANGE OFFICE,
OFFICE,
EXCHANGE
POTrMAJSTK MONEY-ORDeR
To the
the POSTMASTER
York.
New York.
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List No.
List
No. -.

Office

stamp.
stamp.

of money-orders
money-orders issued
issued in
in the
and payable
payable in
in the
United States.
States.
the United
list of
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom and
jA A list

Dispatched this -day of
Dispatched

, 188-.
,

Date
at New York,
Date of arrival
arrival at
York, ---..

Space for use
of New York
office.

Blanks to be filled up by the dispatching Exehange Office, London.

{

,

1

:1
,I

A
3
a

'`q

AI

o

i

3i

F1
aII

.
S i
S I

I
a 1
°C

Z'

a

0
FB

-

mitter.

t

-

pt

p

'D

nd-

---RAsidpene.

---------

&6

a

Address of Payee.

i§ Addrees of Be-

Stamp of
o Yorki
New
office.

County.

(D
g

a0t

Place of Jounty.
esidence.

.-

ate.

rj3

5

08

a

a

s.

1.

$ cI

--
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Account
the exchange
of Money
Money Orders
Orders between
and the
the United
United States,
States, during
during the
the Quartet
Quartet
Kingdom and
between the
the United
United Kingdom
exchange of
Account of
of the
- 4 188-.
ended -188—*
Orders issued
the United
United States
States office.
office.
Orders
issued by
by the

Orders
British office.
issued by
by the British
Orders issued

,-

No. of
List.

Total amount
amount
I Total
of each
each List.
List.
of

-E
Date or
of List.
JLSt.
Juate

,

Z.
-9

&
s. d.
d.

aon

JI- ,
No. of
of
Total
Lotal amount
amount
Datef
Lit
Date os.
of List.
Listof
List.
of each
each List.
$$

c.
c.

-

•
_
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AMENDED CONVENTION—

Table showing the
partieulars of
orders as
as have
been repaid
to the
the remitters
remitters in
in the
issue.
country of issue.
the country
repaid to
have been
such orders
of such
showing the particulars
Table
Issued in
the UJited
United Kingdom.
Kingdom.
in the
Issued
of

at of
ofList
No. of Date
List.
List.
List I. ioatofLit.

the United
in the
Issued
Issued in
United States.
States.

of Order.
Amount
Amount of
Order.

. of
of internainte rnational Order.
Order.
tional

No.

'
Ii

-----

£I
A

£.

::j
'I

8.. I d. I$

e
i.

^

Ii

,

List.
ist

No. of internaAmount of
of Order.
Order.
Date
of&eolW
List. tional
ate of
List
onal Order.
Order. i Amount
tional

*

I

$

C.I

c.

C.
c.

a

X

I

i

1,
I

il
II

I
To
credit of
British Office
Office
To credit
of British

i

I
I

.
••
-•
---...

i

iA

-

.-

To credit
of United
Office.
States office.
United States
To credit of

_

-

I
1--

ID8.

1. d.d.
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46 F.If

" F.,

Table showing the particulars
particularsof
Table
of such
orders as
become void.
such orders
as have
have become
void.
Ittned
ikned in the
the United
United Kingdom.
Kingdom.
No.
of
No.of
List.
List.

Dle cfList.
No. of interna.
interna,
D^tecfList
t
tional Order.

Issued in the United
United States.
States.

Amount of Order.
Order '
Amount

No.
'of
°°
List.

No.
of interns,
No. ofinternaDtf
Date
o ListOrder.
DateofList.
tional Order.
Order.

{ L

Amount
Amount of
of

£2

8.
8.

d.

$
$

c.
0.

$
$

c.
c.

.......

To
of -United
xo credit
creali Or
Unitea States
States Office....
Ofice ....

--------

a a..

d.

{

,

..
--- 1- -Co credit
of British Oticfle
Office
oreu orritilsh
Jo

Order.

-----

-

t
--

i
_____

-L
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Balance.
Balance.

I

To credit
of British
British Office.
credit of
Office.

Amount
International Orders issued
Amount of International
in the United
United States
......
of one
one per
per cent.
cent, on
on amount
of such
amount of
such
ilof
.........
issues ....
Amount of void orders of British W
M;
Amount
issue,
as
as per Table
Table........................
Amount of International Orders repaid
in United Kingdom, as per Table .....

Total .........

$

C.

2

s.

To
To credit
credit of United States Office.
Office.

Amount of
International Orders
Amount
of International
Orders issued
United Kingdom
Kingdom
in the -United
.
3 of one per cent.
I
cent, on amount of such
issues
issues
.
.. .
Amount of
of void orders of United States
States Table
issue, as per Table......
.........
Amount
Amount of International
International Orders repaid
Table
in the United States, as per Table....

£2

8.
s.

$$

c.
c.

4.

Total .........................

.............

Converted into Sterling
Sterling ...............
Converted
United States credit
credit to be deducted
United
deducted.....

cf..

Converted into United
United States money....
money . .
British credit
credit to be deducted
British
deducted .........

ahl-n
ton credit
orlitto
f - h Office
ffi en --.- -Balance
to
of Rritia
British

Balance to credit of United States
States Office.
Office.
Balance

Paid
Paid on account
account to the office
office of the United
States:
States:
s.. d.
Dates.
£i

Great
Paid on
on account
account to the office of Great
Britain:
Britain:
Dates.
$
$ c.c.

Balance
Balance remaining ......................

Balance remaining
Balance
remaining ......................

The within
Account exhibits
exhibits aa total
total Balance
Balance of
of
The
within Account
stated, leaves aaBalance
Balance remaining
remaining of due to the -

--

,
payments on
on account
therein
as therein
of the payments
account as
, which,
which, after
after deduction
deduction of
office.
office.
Signature of
of proper
proper accounting
of the
the British
British Office.
Office.
officer of
accounting officer
Signature

accepted with
with a
balance of
of-duo
the The above
above statement
statement of
of Account
Account is
is accepted
a balance
due to
to the
W ASHINGTON, --,, 188-.
WAsMNGTON,
The
of -on account
account of
The payment
payment on
acknowledged.
off --- is hereby
hereby acknowledged.

Mm
,

office.

,

Auditor
of the
the Treasury
for the Post
Poet Office Department.
_Department.
Treasuryfor
Auditor of
having
been receipted
by special
the receipt
receipt of
of the
the Balance
Balance remaining
remaining
vouchers, the
receipted by
special vouchers,
having been
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CONVENTION-GREAT
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K att

No. --.
No.

MONEX OJtDEE
MONtX
OBDEB OITME,
OfPICE,
Lmidon,
—
188-.
LdtiaO,
--, 188-.

SIR:
SIR:

'lTh Lists of International
The
International Money Orders which the --Exchange
transmitted to
Ms
Exchange Office
Office has transmitted
to the
the New
New York
York Em
cl:hangj Office fiom
to m-.•—„
-, , 188-,
188-, amount
amount to
cffiffige
from ~..
to
.
to the
,equal
equal to
to .............................
the sum
sum of
of £---,
'Th-Lists transmitted
t ansmitted by the New York Office to the -—
The
Office,
to .......... $
Office, during
during the
the same
same period,
period, amount
amount to
Difference
Difference

..........................

............

...........

account of which the British
On account
British Office has already paid the following
following sums, viz:viz :-, 188-,
—,, 188-,
-188-, ..............-

-

188-,

, 188-,

—,,188188-,

.......................................

$

.................................................
------------------------------------------------------- $

Difference
Difference remaining ...................

...............................$

In accordance
In
accordance with the terms of Article 12 of the Convention
Convention of December
December 2-18, 1879,
of Exchange
Nevi York
York
1879, aa Bill
Bill of
Exchange on
on New
for $
$is herewith transmitted, the receipt of which you will be pleased to acknowledge
acknowledge in due
due form.
form.

To the POSTMASTER GENERAL
TEE UNITo
UNTIED S
TATES,
GENBRAL OF THE
STATES,
Washington.
'Ffashizto-

a•••=•••I,

BRITAIN. DEC.,
COIVENTION-GREAT
AMENDED CONVENTIONAMENDED
GREAT BRITAIN.
DEC., 1879.
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#H!*
No

POST OFFICE
DEFARTMlT,
OFFICE DEFARTMENT,
POST

e

-, ,188-.
188-.
Washington,
G.,
Washington, D. 0.,
SIR:
Sin:
tho Exchange
The
Lists of
of International
International Money
Orders which the Exchange Office of New York has transmitted
transmitted to the
Money Orders
The Lists

.........--....................
$-- , equal to ......Office
,
, 188-, amount to the sum of $-,
of -,, from
Office of
The
Lists transmitted
transmitted by
the Exchange
Exchange Office
Office to the New York Office, during the same period,
by the
The Lists
amount to
to .................
amount

...............................................-Difference

-------.....

...........

.............................................................

On
account of
Office has already paid the following sums:
mime
United States Office
which the United
of which
On account
-

-,

188-,
188 ...............................
188-,

-

-----............
.............
,8,n -----------------188--,

.... ;..

-----·-- e-......................

<----

.--- .-----...-..--Difference remaining ..............-...........-Difference

£

In accordance with
of Article
Article 12
of the
Convention of
December 2-18,
2-18, 1879,
1879, a
Exchange on London
Londos
a Bill
Bill of Exchango
of December
the Convention
12 of
terms of
the terms
with the

In accordance
is
transmitted, the
receipt of which you will be pleased to acknowledge
acknowledge in due form.
the receipt
herewith transmitted,
is herewith

for
-for £

Superintendent, Money
Offle.
Order Office,
Money Order
fuperintendt,
POSTMAf3TER GENERAL,
GNERAL,
To the
the POSTMASTER
London,
Londo-n, lingiand.

-npwd
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CONVENTION—FRANCE. DECEIImBE
DECEMBER 29,
29, 1879.
1879.
CONVENTION--FRANE.

December 29,1879.
29,1879. Convention
exchange of
postal money-orders
between the
the United
United
December
Convention for
for the
the exchange
of postal
money-orders between
France, concluded
concluded at
at Washington
Washington December
December 29,
29, 1879.
1879.
States and
and France,

Convention
for the
the exchange
Convention for
exchange of
of
postal money orders
between the
orders between
United States and France.
contracting parThe
Key,
ContractingparThe undersigned,
undersigned, David
David M.
M. Key,
t
ties.
ies.
Postmaster General
General of the United
States of
the
States
of America,
America, in
in virtue
virtue of
of the
powers vested in
and
powers
in him
him by
by law, and
Maxime Outrey,
Commander of
Maxime
Outrey, Commander
of the
National Order
Order of
National
of the
the Legion
Legion of
of
Honor,
and
Honor, Envoy
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
Minister
Plenipotentiary
Minister
Plenipotentiary
from
France to the United States of
France
America, &.,
&c., &c.,
&c., in the name
America,
name of
of
his Government, and by virtue
virtue of
of
which he
he has
the powers which
has formally
formally
presented
effect, have
presented to this
this effect,
agreed
agreed upon the following convention:
tion:
ARTICLE 1.
1.
ARTICLE

Convention
Convention pour l'echange
l'echange des
des
mandats
mandats de poste entre les RtatsEtatsUnis et la France.
France.
Les soussignes,
Les
soussign6s, David
David M.
M. Key,
Key,
Postmaster-G6enral
Postmaster-G
eneral des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,
agissant en vertu
vertu des
d'Amerique, agissant
des
pouvoirs
qu'i1 tient de
de la
la loi,
pouvoirs qu'il
loi, et
et
Maxime Outrey, Clommandeur
Commandeur de
POrdre
lOrdre National
National de la
la Legion
Legion
d'Honneur,
Envoy extraordinaire
extraordinaire
d'Honneur, Envoy6
et Ministre
Plenipotentiaire de
de
Ministre Plenipotentiaire
France aux ttats-Unis
gtats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Am6rique,
&c., &c.,
&c., agissant
an nom de
do son
&c.,
agissant au
son
G-ouvernement, et en
des
Gouvernement,
en vertu
vertu des
formellement
pleins pouvoirs qu'il aaformellement
presentes A'
tcet effet, ont
presentes
ont conclu la
Convention suivante.

Scope.

The transmission
transmission of
sums of
The
of sums
of
money may be made by mail from
France and Algeria to the United
United
States
and from
from
States of
of North
North America,
America, and
erica
the United States of
of North Am
America
to France and Algeria.
Algeria.

Money-orders.
Money-orders.

Such transmission
transmission is to
to be
be efeffected by means of money orders
drawn by post offices in one country
country
upon post offices
offices in the other.

Limit.

The amount of each order shall
not exceed two hundred and fifty
francs,
francs, or fifty dollars.
The two Administrations,
Administrations, howhowever,
common agreement,
agreement,
ever, may,
may, by
by common
increase this maximum to
to five
five hunhundred
doldred francs,
francs, or
or one
one hundred
hundred dollars.

Des envois de fonds pourront
pourront
etre faits,
faits, par
par la voie
voie de
de la
la poste,
poste,
tant
PAlgerie
tant de
de la
la France
France et
et de
de l'Algerie
pour les Etats-Unis
ttats-Unis do
PAmeri que
de l'Am6rique
du Nord que
que des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis de
de
PAinerique du Nord
PAm6rique
Nord pour
pour la France
et PAlgerie.
et
'Algerie.
Ces envois s'effectueront
s'effectueront au
au momandats tires
yen de mandats
tires par
par des bubureaux de poste
poste de Pun
'un des deux
deux
bureaux de
pays sur des bureaux
de poste de
de
Pautre pays.
lautre
Aucun mandat ne
no pourra
exceder
pourra exc6der
la somme
somme de
deux cent
de deux
cent cinquante
cinquante
francs, ou de cinquante
cinquante dollars.
dollars.
Toutefois, les
Toutefois,
les deux AdministraAdministrad'un commun
tions pourront,
pourront, d'un
commun acacelever cc
maximum a
cinq
cord, elever
ce maximum
a cinq
cents francs ou
on cent dollars.

Convention.

contracting
Transfer of orEach of the two contracting
ders by endorseendorse -countries
countries reserves the right to declare
ment. en.
dare transferable,
transferable, within its territory, by means of endorsement, the
ownership
ownership of orders originating in
the other.

Fee to be paid
by remitter.
by
remitter.

ARTICLE 1.
1.
ARTICLE

Est reserve
chacun des
Est
r6serv6e a chacun
des deux
deux
contractants le droit de
pays contractants
de dedeclarer transmissible
transmissible par vole
d'envoie d'endossement, sur son territoire, la
propriete
propri6te des
des mandats
mandats de
de poste
poste
provenant de Pautre
l'autre pays.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2.
2.

ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.

be fixed by the Postal
A fee, to be
Administration of
of the country of
Administration
origin, shall be collected
collected from the

Ii
percu, pour chaque
chaque envoi°
II sera pereu,
envoic
effectue en %certu
NTertu de
Partide fonds effectu6
de lartiprecedent, une taxe qui sera
cle prec6dent,

CONVENTION-FRANCE.
CONVENTION—
FRANCE.

DECEMBER
DECEMBER 29, 1879.

remitter upon
of money
upon each
each sum
sum of
money
remitter
transmitted in
pursuance of
the prepreof the
transmitted
in pursuance
ceding article.
ceding
article.
however, exshall not,
not, however,
This fee
fee shall
ceed
one and
and one
one half
half per
per cent.
cent.
ceed one
upon the
the amounts
constituting the
amounts constituting
upon
divisions in the schedule
schedule of fees.
divisions

determinee
&tenpin& par lAdministration
PAdministration du
pays d'origine,
d'origine, et qui sera a la
charge de 17expediteur
Pexpediteur des fonds.
Cette taxe ne devra pas toutefois
depasser
&passer un et demi pour cent des
sommes rondos
rondes qui formeront les
degrs de l'echelle
degree
Pechelle de perception.

ARTICLE 3.
ARTICLE

ARTIC
LE 3.
3.
ARTICLE

The
Postal Administration,
Administration, which
The Postal
issues
the orders,
orders, shall
credit that,
that,
shall credit
issues the
which.pays
commission
them, with
with aacommission
which.pays them,
upon
fourths of
of one
one per cent.
cent. upon
of three fourths
the total amount
amount thereof.
ARTICLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE
The amount
amount of the orders shall
shall
be
be paid
paid in by the remitters and
paid out to the beneficiaries
paid
beneficiaries in gold
coin, or in other lawful money
money of
coin,
current value.
equal current
In case at any time a
apaper
paper currency, inferior in value to gold coin,
become a
alegal
shall become
legal tender in
in either
either
country, the
Administration
country,
the Postal
Postal Administration
of that country is authorized
authorized to rereceive and to pay it out in its dealings with the public, provided
provided
account be taken of such difference
of value.
ARTICLE 5.
ARTICLE
5.

The amount of each order must
expressed in the money of the
be expressed
country in which payment is to be
be
country
made, but no order shall contain
contain a
a
fraction of a
fraction
a cent or of a
a demidecime, (five centimes).
The rate of conversion of the
money of the country
country of origin into
that of the country of payment
payment shall
Administration of
be fixed by the Administration
the country of origin.
ARTICLE
6,
ARTICLE 6.

The money orders issued by the
French post offices, as well as those
issued by the post offices in the
United
United States,
States, in pursuance
Arpursuance of Article 1st of the present Convention,
Convention,
and the receipts
receipts entered
entered thereon,
shall not be subjected,
subjected, under any
pretext
pretext or claim, to any commission
or tax whatever, at the expense of
the person entitled to receive payment thereof.
xx-I
46
xxi--46
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Limit of fee,

ILAdministration qui delivrera
L'Administration
delivrera Disposal of comcoinPAd- missions.
mandate tiendra compte a l'Adles mandats
mis6ims.
ministration qui les paiera d'un
ministration
d'un
droit de trots
trois quarts d'un pour cent
cent
du montant total de ces mandats.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4.
4.
montant des mandats sera
Le montant

Payment in gold

of
or money
money of
aux coin
coin or
verse par
par les
les d6posants
deposants et
et pay6
paye aux
verse
current value.

beneficiaires
on current value.
b6n6ficiaires en monnaie d'or, ou
en quelque autre monnaie legale de
meme valeur courante.
al-ten.der
Legal-tender
Toutefois, au
cas oil,
dans Pun
l'un Leg
ou, dans
au cas
Toutefois,
payments.
circuleraitune papier payments.
des deux pays circuleraitune
monnaie ayant
ayant cours legal,
legal, tuais
mais
d'une
inf6rieure a celle de
d'une valeur inferieure
l'or, PAdministration
de ce
cc pays
pays
For,
lAdministration de
aurait
faculte de le recevoir
recevoir et
aurait la faculte
de
Pemployer elle-mime
elle-m6me dans ses
de l'employer
avec le public, sous reserve
rapports avec
de
compte de
difference des
de la difference
de tenir
tenir compte
CAM.
cours.
ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE
Le montant de chaque mandat Ordoes
oak] sto be exsera exprime
monnaie du
du pays
in money
in
money
pays pressed
pressed
sera
exprime en
en monnaie
country
where
where
of country
on
paiement devra
payable.
avoir lieu
lieu et pa3
ou le paiement
devra avoir

no
comporter de
fraction
de fraction
pas comporter
devra pas
ne devra
de demi-decime,
demi-decime, (cinq
centimes) ou
on
(cinq centimes)
de
de cent.

Les
bases de
de la
conversion de
de la
la Conversion
of
Conversion of
la conversion
Les bases
monnaie
du pays
pays d'origine
mon- moneys.
mone ys'
en mond'origine en
monnaie du
naie
du pays
pays de
de destination
seront
destination seront
naie du
fixees
pays
]'Administration du pays
fix6es par
par l'Administration
d'origme.
d'origine.
ARTICLE 6.
6.
ARTICLE
Les mandats
delivres par
par les
les buPayee of
of orders
orders
bu- Payee
mandats d6livres
Les
reactx de
on par
par les-not
les not to
to be
be subjected
subjected
frangais ou
poste francais
de poste
reaux
to
any
tax
?
claim,
to any tax, claim,
bureaux de
en or commission.
amricais, en
poste americains,
de poste
bureaux

execution de
de Particle
1er de
de la
la prepreParticle I"
execution
sente Convention,
Convention, et
les acquits
acquits
et les
sente
dorm&
mandats no
pourne pources mandats
sur ces
donnes sur
rout, sous
sous aucun
aucun pretexte
et 4
quelAquelpretexte et
ront,
que titre
titre que
soumis il
A
Wtre soumis
ce soit,
soit, e'tre
que cc
que
un droit
une taxa
quelconque
taxe quelconque
ou aaune
un
droit on
la charge
charge des
destinataires des
des
des destinataires
a la
fonds.
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ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARTICLE
The postal
Administration of
postal Administration
The
France
the Postal Administraand the
France and
tion
of the
the United
United States
at
States shall, at
tion of
certain
periods to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
by them,
them,
certain periods
by
mutual agreement,
agreement, prepare
prepare a
a
by mutual
statement
of the
the amounts
of their
their
amounts of
statement of
reciprocal
indebtedness; and these
reciprocal indebtedness;
accounts, after
been examexamafter having
having been
accounts,
ined
and set
set off against
against each
each other,
ined and
shall be
be paid within
within a
time,
a limited
limited time,
shall
to
common conbe determined
determined by common
to be
sent, in
in the
money (of
gold value)
value)
(of gold
the money
sent,
of the
the creditor
creditor country
country by
by the
the Adof
ministration, which
which shall be found
ministration,
indebted to the other.
indebted
purpose the
the smaller
smaller
bal-- For this purpose
Payment of bal
ances.
converted into
credit shall be converted
into the
larger
same money as that of the larger
conversion shall be
credit. This conversion
rates
average of the rates
upon the average
based upon
during
of exchange
exchange quoted at Paris during
the
embraced in the account,
account,
period embraced
the period
if
United
due to the United
payment is due
if the payment
States;
average of
upon the average
and upon
States; and
such rates
during a
a like
like
quoted during
rates quoted
such
New York, if the payment
payment
period at New
is due to France.
In case
the non-payment
non-payment of the
case of
of the
In case of non- In
payment to bear balance of an account within the
interest.
time specified,
specified, the amount of such
balance
chargeable with
balance shall be chargeable
expidate of the expiinterest from the date
stipulated period until
ration of the stipulated
transmission of the
the day of the transmission
interest shall
amount due.
Such interest
amount
be computed
computed at the rate
rate of five
five per
be
cent. per annum, and is to be entered
entered
in the accounts as a
against
a debit against
the
Administration.
the dilatory Administration.
Accounts.
Accounts.

ARTICLE 8.
ARTIOLE
received by each of the
The sums received

Sums received
received
for
unpaid orders.
orders.
for unpaid

two Administrations
Administrations in payment
payment

for orders, the amounts of which
which
have not been claimed by the persons entitled thereto, within the
limit of time fixed by the laws and
regulations
regulations of the
the country of origin,
.
shall accrue permanently
permanently to the
Administration
Administration which issued the
orders.
orders.
ARTICLE
9.
ARTICLE 9.

Designation of

Administrations shall
The two Administrations

offices
offices of issue and
and designate, each for itself, the
the post
post

payment.

offices which are authorized
authorized to issue and to pay money
money orders
orders in
pursuance
pursuance of the present Convenregulate, by comtion. They will regulate,
corn-

ARTICLE 7.
ARTICLE
7.
L'Administration
L'Administration des Postes de
France
PAdministration des
France et l'Administration
Postes des i4ats-Unis
P]tats-Unis dresseront,
6poques qui seront fixees
aux époques
fixes par
aux
elks d'un
d'un commun accord,
les compaccord, les
elles
aurout a
tes des sommes qu'elles auront
se
reciproquement, et
et
se rembourser
rembourser reciproquement,
ce,s comptes,
comptes, apres avoir ete
debatet6 dlbatces
arra& contradictoirement,
contradictoirement,
tus et arretes
soldes, en
monnaie d'or
d'or du
en monnaie
seront sold6s,
pays crancier,
creancier, par
PAdministration
parl'Administration
pays
qui
reconnue redevable
redevable euvers
envers
qui sera reconnue
Pautre,
Mai dont les deux
l'autre, dans le delai
Administrations
con viendront.
Administrations conviendront.
creance la plus
A cet effet la cr6ance
convertie en meme
meme monsera convertie
faible sent
naie que
que la
la creance
la plus forte,
creance la
naie
moven
en prenant
prenant pour base le taux moyen
ete cote penqui aura 6te
du change
change qui
dant
periode a
laquelle les compA laquelle
la periode
dant la
a Paris,
savoir: a
rapporteront, savoir:
se rapporteront,
tes se
si
solde est en faveur des l]tatsEtatssi le solde
Yolk si le solde est
est
a New Yoik
Uuis, et a
en faveur
faveur de la France.
paiement du solde
non paiement
En cas
cas de non
d'un compte
compte dans
deal convenu,
convent',
dans le delai
d'un
montant de ce solde sera producle montant
cl'interets a
a dater du
du jour de
tif d'int6rets
Pexpiration du dit d6lai
delai jusqu'au
l'expiration
somme due.
lenvoi de la somme
jour de Penvoi
Ces interets
calcules aa raiseront calcules
interets seront
Ces
son
seront
cent l'an et seront
de cinq
cinq pour cent
son de
port&
debit de
de lAdministration
PAdministration
au debit
portes an
retardaire
compte suivant.
retardaire sur le eompte

ARTICLE 8.
ARTICLE
Les sommes
sommes encaiss6es
encaissees par
dia.
par chaLes
cane des deux Administrations,
Administrations, en
cune
echange
des mandats
mandats dont
dont le
le monmonechange des
taut
reclame par les
et6 reclame
n'aura pas ete
tant n'aura
avants-droit dans les d6lais
delais fixes
fixes
ayants-droit
rbglement du pays
lois` et reglement
pays
par les lois
definitivement acd'origine, seront definitivement
guises aPAdministration
l'Administration qui aura
quises
d"Slivre les mandats.
mandats.
d6livr6
ARTICLE 9.
9.
ARTICLE
desiAdministrations d6sideux Administrations
Les deux
gneront,
pour ce quila conchacune pour
gneront, chacune
cerne, les
bureaux autorises
autorises a deles bureaux
cerne,
hvrer et a
payer les mandats
mandats en
en
a payer
livrer
vertu de la presente
presente Convention.
Convention.
vertu
d'un commun
Hiles rfgleront,
rbgleront, (Pun
commun acElles
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mon
the form
mon consent,
consent, the
form of
of the
the orders
orders
herein
mode of
herein mentioned,
mentioned, their
their mode
of
transmission and the form
transmission
form of
of the
the
accounts,
accounts, described
described in
in Article
Article 7
7
hereof,
other matters
matters of
dehereof, and
and all
all other
of detail
necessary to
tail or arrangement
arrangement necessary
to
secure the
secure
the execution
execution of
of the
the stipulastipulations of
present Convention.
tions
of the
the present
Convention.
It is understood that each AdIt
ministration
ministration shall bring
bring to
to the
knowledge
changes
knowledge of the other
other any
any changes
which it may make
make in its list of
offices authorized
authorized to issue and to
to
other
pay money orders, and that
that other
measures
measures of execution
execution may be modified by the two Administrations,
Administrations,
whenever they agree
whenever
agree that aa modimodification is necessary.
necessary.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 10.
10.

Each of the two Administrations
Administrations
is empowered,
empowered, under extraordinary
extraordinary
circumstances, which
circumstances,
which may be
be of aa
nature to warrant
warrant the measure,
measure, to
suspend temporarily
temporarily the moneyorder service between the two countries; provided,
provided, however, that notice of such suspension
suspension be given
given to
to
the other Administration
Administration immediimmediately, and, if deemed necessary, by
means of the telegraph.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11.
11.

cord, la
in forme
forme et le mode de transmission
mandate sus-mentionmission des mandats
in forme
forme des comptes
comptes design&
nes, la
d6sign6s
dans Particle
Particle sept et toutes autres
autres
mesures de detail ou d'ordre necesn6cessaire,s pour assurer
assurer Pexecution
des
saires
l'execution des
stipulations de la presente
presente Convention.
I] est entendu que chaque
11
chaqu.e Ad-

Form of orders.
orders,

Changes in offiChanges
offiministration
ministration portera
portera aa la
in connaisconnais_ ces of issue and
and

sance de
de lautre
Pautre les
les modifications
went to
sance
modifications payment
to be noqu'elle
qu'elle apportera
apportera dans sa liste des ti
bureaux autoris6s
autorisos a
a delivrer
delivrer et
et aa
payer les mandats,
autres
payer
mandats, et
et que
que les
les autres
mesures d'execution
pourront etre
mesures
d'execution pourront
modifiees
modifiees par les deux Administratoute,s les fois que, d'un comtions, toutes
comelks en reconnaitron
mun accord, elles
reconnaitron
la n6cessit6.
neckssite.
ARTICLE
10.
ARTIOLE 10.
Right to
to suspend
suspend
Chacune des
des deux
Administra- Right
Chacune
deux Administraissue of orders retions pourra,
tions
pourra, dans
des circonstancirconstan- issue
dans des
of orders reserved.
served.
ces extraordinaires
seraient de
de Notice
ces
extraordinaires qui
qui seraient
Notice to be
be
nature a
a. justifier
justifier la
in mesure,
mesure, sussus- given.
nature
given.
pendre
temporairement le
le service
service
pendre temporairement
des mandats
mandats internationaux,
internationaux, a condition d'en donner imm6diatement
immediatement
telegraph°, aa
avis, au be,soin
besoin par le t6legraphe,
Pautre Administration.
Administration.
lautre

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11.
11.

La
Convention sera
on vent
on
The present Convention shall
La presente
presente Convention
sera mise
mise ccon
ve n t iion
avrii takes effect
partir du
du ler
take effect on the first day of April, A execution
execution a partir
1er April
avril
takes effect April
1880
1880.
1, 1880.
1880.
1880.
1,
.
Elle demeurera
demeurera obligatoire
obligatoire d'anDuration.
It
It shall remain in force, from year
year
Elle
Duration.
en annee
annee jusqu'a
jusqu'A, ce
cc que
que Pune
Pane
to year, until one year after
after one of
of née
nee en
deux parties
parties contractantes
contractantes ait
nit
the two contracting
contracting parties shall des deux
annonce a Pautre,
an aa
notified the other of its inten- annonce
have notified
'autre, mais
mais un
un an
tion to
Pavane°, son
intention d'en
(Pen faire
faire
to terminate
terminate it.
it.
Pavance,
son intention
cesser les effets.
Pendant c,ette
derniere ann6e
annee la
la
During such final year, the ConPendant
cette derniere
continuera d'avoir
d'avoir sa
sa
vention shall continue
Convention continuera
continue to be fully Convention
pleine et
execution, sans
sans
and entirely executed,
executed, without
without pre- pleine
et entiere
entiere execution,
prejudice de
in liquidation
du
judice of the adjustment
adjustment and pay- prejudice
de la
liquidation et
et du
solde des
apres l'expiration
l'expiration
ment of the accounts, after the
the exdes comptes
ex- solde
comptes apres
du
terme.
piration of the term in question.
dn dit terme.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12.
12.

ARTICLE 12.
ARTICLE
12.

The ratifications
ratifications of the present
present
Convention
exchanged
Convention shall be exchanged
prior to the first day of March, 1880.
In witness whereof
whereof the respective
Plenipotentiaries
the
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed the
present
present Convention
Convention and have
have affixed thereto
thereto their seals.

Les
de la
in pr6sente
prosente
Les ratifications
ratifications de
Convention seront
echangees avant
avant
Convention
seront 6changees
le
jar mars
mars 1880.
le 1er
1880.
En foi
de quoi
quoi les
les PlenipotentiPlenipotentiEn
foi de
aires
respe,ctifs out
signe la
la pre
preaires respectifs
ont signe
sente Convention
Convention et
out appose
sente
et yyont
appos6
leurs cachets.

Ratifications.
Ratifications.
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Signatures.

Signatures.

CONVENTION—FRANCE. DECEMBER
DECEMBER 29,
CONVENTION-FRANCE.
29, 1879.
1879.
Executed in
duplicate and
signed
in duplicate
and signed
Executed
at
Washington the
the 29th
29th day
day of
of
at Washington
December, 1879.
December,
of the
the
The Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General of
United States:
[Seal
[Seal of
of the
Office
the Post
Post Office
D.
MI TK
.
D. M.
KEY.
Department of the
Department
.

Fait en double
double original
original et
et signe
sign6 a
Washington
me
jour de de.
Washington le 29me
d6.
cembre
cembre 1879.
Le Ministre de France
RtatsFrance aux
aux EtatsUnis
Unis:

[Cachet de la Ldgation
Lgation do
de M
AA.
MAX.
France
a Washington.]
Washington.]
France a

OUTREY.
UT
.

United States.]
United

I
the foregoing
foregoing Convention,
Convention, and
testimony thereof
thereof
and in testimony
I hereby
hereby approve
approve the
the seal
of the
the United
States to
to be
affixed.
be hereto
hereto affixed.
caused the
seal of
United States
IIhave
have caused
B. HAYES.
HAYES.
[SEAL.]
R.
R. B.
SEAL.]
By the President:
President:
Wm. M. EVARTS
WM.
EVARTS,,
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
W ASHINGTON, January
2d, 1880.
1880.
January2d,
WASHINrTON,
[Translation.]
[Translation.]

Signatures.
Signatures.

Ayant
Con
Ayant vu et examine
examine la dite Con
vention, nous lavons
rayons approuve
et
vention,
approuv6 et
approuvons en
approuvons
en vertu
vertu des
des dispositions
votee par
Senat et
et
par le
le S6nat
tions de la loi votee
par
Depar la Chambre
Chambre des Deputes.
Deputes. D6clarons qu'elle est acceptee,
ratifiee
acceptee, ratifi6e
et
promettons qu'elle
et promettons
et confirmee
confirmee et
sera inviolablement
observee.
inviolablement observ6e.

Having seen and examined
examined the
Having
said Convention,
Convention, we
we have
approved
said
have approved
it
now approve
approve it
the same, and do now
in virtue of the provisions of the
law
Senate and Chamlaw passed
passed by the Senate
ber
declare that
that
of Deputies. We declare
ber of
it
accepted, ratified and conit is accepted,
firmed,
firmed, and we promise that it shall
be
be inviolably observed.
observed.
In witness whereof
whereof we have given
these
presents and fixed thereto
these presents
the seal of the Republic.
At
March 18,
At Paris, March
18, 1880.
1880.
By
By the President of the Republic:
Republic:

En foi de quoi nous avons donne
donn6
les presentes,
revetues du
du Sceau
Sceau de
les
presentes, revetues
la R6publique.
Republique.
A Paris, le 18 mars 1880.
Par le Pr6sidentdela
President de la R6publique:
Republique:
Parle

[Seal
of the
Rebc
the Republic
[Sealof
of France
Fnume.
I
I

[Smut
de la REpnblb
Rlap
utsee..
li.
eine
Framianse.)
que Fan~qaaa

JULES
GRAVY.
JULES GR1EVY.

JULES GRAVY.
G.RAVY.

Detailed
regulationsagreed
execution of ConvenDetailed regulations
agreed to and established
established for the execution
29, 1879. Signed
tion between the United
United States and France,
Prance,of December 29,1879.
at Washington
Washington December
December 29, 1879, and at
at Paris
Paris February
Pebruary 3, 1880.
Preamble.
Preamble.

The undersigned,
undersigned, duly authorized
authorized
for that purpose, with reference to
9 of the ConArticles 1, 2, 5, 77and 9
vention concerning
concerning the exchange
exchange of
postal money orders between the
United States and France, have, on
behalf of their
their respective
respective Administrations,
istrations, arranged
arranged the following
following
provisions
provisions for securing the execuConvention:
tion of the said Convention:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1.
1.

List of
United
Administration of the
The Postal Administration
SLta
of United
States
post-offices
post-offices
soon
as soon
furnish, as
States shall
shall furnish,
authorized to issue United
United States
and pay orders
orders to
and
to as practicable,
practicable, to the Postal Adminbe furnished.
be
furnished.
istration of France, the names of
offices,which
the United
United States post offices,which

Les
dfiment autorises
autoris6s
Les soussignes,
soussign6s, dument
cot effet, vu
les Articles
Articles 1,
1, 2,
5, 7,
a cet
vu les
2, 5,7,
et
Convention concernant
concernant 9, de la
la Convention
et 9,
mandats de poste
Pechange des mandats
l'change
entre les
les Atats-Unis
E3tats-Unis et
et la France,
France,
ont, an
au nom de
de leurs
leurs AdministraAdministrations
respectives, arrete
ankh les disposidispositions respectives,
'exetions suivantes pour assurer rex&
cation de la dite Convention.
cution

ARTICLE 1.
ARTIOLIE
1.
IlAdministration
des
I/Administration des Postes des
Atats-Unis
fournira72 dans le plus
ttats-Unis fournira
bref
deal, a
PAdministration des
des
bref delai,
a l'Admiistration
Poste,s
France la nomenclature
Postes de France
des
de poste
poste am6ricains
americains
des bureaux
bureaux de
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a emettre
may
to issue
issue money
autorisera a
emettre des
des
money qu'elle autorisera
authorized to
be authorized
may be
mandats sur la
l'Algerie
la France
France et l'Alg6rie
orders
payable in
and Al- mandats
France and
in France
orders payable
provenant
geria,
to pay
pay money
money orders
orders et a
a payer
payer les mandats provenant
and to
geria, and
originating
and Algeria.
l'Alg6rie.
la, France
France et de l'Algerie.
Algeria. de la
France and
in France
originating in
Reciproquement,
On
Beciproquement, PAdministra- List of French
other hand, the Postal
French
the other
On the
post-oflices authorFrance fournira, post-offices
tion des Postes de France
Administration of France shall fur- tion
Administration
ized to
to issue
issue and
dmi- ized
d6lai, a PA
bref délai,
PAdminish, as
soon as practicable,
practicable, to the dans le plus bref
as soon
nish,
pay orders to be
Iay
itatsorders to be
Postal
tats- furnished.
of the Uni- nistration des Postes des
Administration of
Postal Administration
ted States
the names
names of
of the
the French
nomenclature des
des bureaux
bureaux
la nomenclature
French Unis, la
States the
ted
autorisera
franeais qu'elle autorisera
poste frangais
post offices which may
may be author- de
de poste
post
mandats sur les
ized to
payable a emettre
6mettre des mandats
money-orders payable
issue money-orders
to issue
ized
itats-Unis et aapayer les mandats
Statcs and to pay Ptats-Unis
in the United Statts
des Etats-Unis.
Etats-Unis.
money-orders originating
originating in the provenant
provenant des
money-orders
United States.
Les deux Administrations
Administrations se noti- Notice of changes
Les
The
Administrations shall
two Administrations
The two
fieront reciproquement
reciproquement a Pavance
to be
be given.
given.
Pa vance to
reciprocally
reciprocally notify each other, in fieront
comporteront
modifications que comporteront
les modifications
advance,
advance, of all changes which may les
ulterieurement leurs nomenclasubsequently
subsequently be made in their re- ulterieurement
tures re,spectives.
respectives.
tures
spective lists of such post offices.
ARTICLE 2.
2.
ABTICLE

ARTICLE 2.
2.
ARTICLE

Les
se noti- Schedule
Schedule of fees
Administrations senotideux Administrations
Les deux
Administrations shall
The two Administrations
of monrate of
fieront reciproquement,
reciproquement, avant
avant apap- and
and
monconversion.
taryrate
reciprocally
notify each other, be- fieront
reciprocally notify
plication,
Pechelle
des
taxes
et
le
tary
conversion.
fore putting
them in
of plication, l'echelle des taxes et le
in operation,
operation, of
putting them
fore
taux de
de conversion
conversion monetaire
monetaire
the
schedule of fees, and of the rate taux
the schedule
qu'elles auront
auront adopt6s
adopt& en
execuen execuof monetary conversion which they qu'elles
tion des
Articles 2
2et
5 de la Conet 5
des Articles
shall have adopted
adopted in pursuance
pursuance of tion
quo les modifications
modifications
Articles 2
2 and 55 of the Conven- vention, ainsi que
Articles
pourront adopter ultequ'elles pourront
tion, and also of any
any changes
changes qu'elles
cot egard.
rieurement aacet
subsequently make rieureme,nt
they may subsequently
which they
therein.
ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE
The
The orders issued by the post
offices
shall
of France and Algeria shall
offices of
"A" annexed to
conform
conform to model "A"
Regulations. The form
the present
present Regulations.
of the orders issued by the United
States post offices will conform, as
nearly as practicable, to the same
model.
Each Administration
Administration shall have
have
the power to modify
modify the form of the
it uses, but all modimodel which it
previously
fications therein must be previously
brought
knowledge of the
brought to the knowledge
other Administration.

Money-orders,
Money-orders,
Les
mandats delivres
par les form
d6livres par
Les mandats
prescribed
form of, prescribed
bureaux de
de poste
et
poste de France et
bureaux
d'Algerie seront
an
conformes au
seront conformes
d'Algerie
modele
"A" annex6
annexe an
pr6sent Reau present
modele "A"
glement. La
La formule
formule des
mandats
des mandats
glement.
dolivre,s par
les bureaux
bureaux de poste
par les
d6livres
des
Ptats-Unis s'accordera
s'accordera aussi
des Etats-Unis
exactement que
quo possible
possible avec
avec le
exactement
meme modele.
modele.
meme
Chaque
la
aura la
Administration aura
Chaque Administration
faculte de
de modifier
modifier la
forme du
du
la forme
facult6
model° qu'elle
qu'elle emploiera,
emploiera, mais
modele
toute modification
portke
6tre portee
devra etre
modification devra
toute
prealablement a
la connaissance
connaissance de
Ala
pr6alablement
Pautre
Administration.
'autre Administration.

ARTICLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
4.
ARTICLE 4.

not
Postal money orders must not
interlineations,
contain erasures or interlineations,
even if the same are certified
certified in the
margin.
They must be delivered to the
remitters, to be forwarded by them,
payees.
at their own expense, to the payees.

Les
mandats de
poste dev
ront
devront
de poste
Les mandats

etre sans
memo
surcharge, mame
ni surcharge,
rature ni
sans rature
6tre
approuvee.
approuv6e.

Rs seront
seront remis
remis aux
aux deposants,
deposants,
Ils
pour 6tre
etre envoyes,
envoyes, par
par les soins de
pour
ceux-el, aux
destinatairew
aux destinataires
ceux-ci,

Erasures and inErasuresandinpro
terlineations
pro,
terineat.ons
hibited.
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ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE
Advices of
The
post office
office which
an
issues an
which issues
The post
of orders
orders
Advices
given to the order is
is required
to the
the
required to
to transmit
transmit to
to be given
office
charged with
with its
payment,
paying officer,
officer,
office charged
its payment,

Le. bureau
bureau qui 6mettra
emettra un mandat
mandat
Le
adressera, par
par l'interm6diaire
rintermediaire d'un
adressera,
bureau d'6change
d'echange otabli
a New
6tabli A
Yoi k, au
payer
bureau charge
charge de payer
York,
au bureau
cc
inandat, uu
exprimant tresun avis exprimant
ce mandat,
lisiblement et en toutes lettres, sasavoir:
voir:

1st.
ofthe issuing
issuing ofname of
of the
The name
1st. The

l . Le
bureau expeler.
nom du bureau
diteur;
diteur;
2°. Le nom de bureau et du pays
s'agit d'un
(Pun
destination et, s'il sagit
de destination
mandat payable
payable aux Itats-Unis,
ttats-Unis, le
mandat
situ6
rEtat dans lequel
lequel est situe
nom de Pl'tat
le bureau destinataire.

through
of
agency of
the intermediate
intermediate agency
through the
an exchange
exchange office
office established
established at
at
an
New York,
exan advice
advice exYork, N.
N. Y.,
Y., an
New
writpressing very legibly,
legibly, and in written characters,
characters, the
the following,
following, to
to
ten
wit:

Particulars
of
Particulars of

advices.

fiee;
flee;
2d.
name of the
office, and
the office,
2d. The name
of the
the country
of destination,
destination, and,
and,
country of
of
relating to an order,
payable in
in
order, payable
if relating
the United States, the name of
the State
State in
in which
which such
such office
is
office is
the
situated;
situated;
3d. The amount, in the money of
the
country of
destination, which
which
of destination,
the country
owner of the
be paid to the owner
is to
to be
order, and,
and, if
Administration
if the
the Administration
order,
of the country
country of origin deems it
expedient, the sum received
received for
the order from
from the remitter, in the
money of that country, may, in addition,
thereon;
dition, be inscribed thereon;
4th. The
The surnames,
and the
given
the given
surnames, and
4th.
least the initials
initials of
names, or at least
the given names, of the remitter
remitter
and of the payee
payee of the order.
It
sufficient, however, for
It will be sufficient,
the purpose, to make use, in the
case of aabusiness house, of its commercial designation,
designation, and, in the
mercial
case
corporation, of the name
case of aacorporation,
manager, the secretary,
of the manager,
secretary, or
the authorized
thereof.
authorized agent thereof.
The
also bear
The advice must
must also
bear the
impress of the dated stamp of the
issuing post office, and
and also the signature of
or of
of the
the
of the
the receiver
receiver or
postmaster of that office.
It must be forwarded
It
forwarded to New
subsequent
York by the first mail subsequent
to the issue of the order.
ARTICLE 6.
ARTICLE
6.

exchange
The exchange
office
at
New York
at
New
York
office
to verify advices of
orders.
orders.

er

3°. La somme, en monnaie
monnaie du
30.
pays
destination, qui devra etre
etre
pays de destination,
payee au b6neficiaire,
beneficiaire du mandat,
mandat,
payee
et, si
si l'Administration
l'Administration du pays
et,
d'origine le juge a
a, propos,
propos, la somme
somme
en monnaie
monnaie de
cc pays,
pays, versee
versde par
de ce
en
rexpediteur;
l'exp6diteur;
4°.
prenoms, ou tout
tout
4o. Les noms et prenoms,
au
moms les initiales des prenoms,
pr6noms,
au moins
de
Pexpediteur et du
destinataire
du destinataire
de l'exp6diteur
des fonds.
fonds.
Toutefois, il
II suffira, le cas ech6ant,
echeant,
Toutefois,
de
designation de la raison sode la designation
maison de comune maison
pour une
ciale, pour
merce,
et du
du nom
nom du directeur,
du
directeur, du
merce, et
secretaire, on
fonde de pouvoirs,
pouvoirs,
ou du
du fonde
secretaire,
pour une
6tacompagnie ou un etaune compagnie
pour
blissement quelconque.
quelconque.
blissement
L'avis portera,
portera, en outre,
outre, le timbre
L'avis
date du
bureau exp6diteur,
expediteur, ainsi
du bureau
aadate
que la
la signature
signature du receveur
receveur ou
on du
que
Postmaster de cc
ce bureau.
Postmaster
Ii sera
sera expedie
expedi6 sur New York
I1
par
courier qui
prochain courier
le plus prochain
par le
suivra
la delivrance
du mandat.
mandat.
delivrance du
suivra la
ARTICLE 6.
6.
ARTICLE

Every
Every advice, from either of the
Tous les
(remission de l'un
Pun
les avis d'emission
Tons
two countries, of aa money
money order
order des deux
deux pays pour l'autre
Pautre seront
seront
payable
in the
the other,
shall be
be veriverifies par
bureau d'echange
d'echange de
veri- par le bureau
other, shall
verifies
payable in
fied by the Exchange
Exchange Office of New New York.
York.
Particulars
Particulars of
Those which
which shall be found inseront incomplets
incomplets ou
Ceux qui seront
verification
conformity with
or
not in
in conformity
verification of
of ad- complete,
complete,
or not
with non
conformes aux
aux prescriptions
prescriptions
non conformes
vices of orders.
the
of the
the foregoing
the provisions
provisions of
foregoing ArAr- de Particle
renprecedent, seront renl'article 55precedent,
ticle 5, shall be returned
returned to the
bureau an
the is- voyes
bureau
au bureau
ce bureau
par cc
voy6s par
suing office
office for completion
completion or
or cor- d'origine
pour 6tre
etre completes
completes on
d'origine pour
rection.
corriges.
corrig6s.
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Those
correct shall be
found correct
Those found
stamped by
Exchange Office
the Exchange
by the
stamped
of New
York, with
date of their
the date
with the
New York,
of
receipt at
and with aa
Office, and
said Office,
at said
receipt
special number
number corresponding
corresponding to
special
that upon
records of that Ofthe records
upon the
that
fice; and
and they
be furshall also be
they shall
fice;
nished with
an endorsement
endorsement indiwith an
nished
cating the
amount to be paid by
the amount
cating
the Office
destination.
of destination.
Office of
the
The indorsement
the New
indorsement by the
The
York Exchange
Exchange Office, upon adYork
vices destined
destined for payment in
vices
France and
Algeria will be as foland Algeria
France
lows:
lows:
-

Mandat
en France
valable en
Mandat valable

pour....................
pour

et ..........
et

--

francs
francs

centimes

................

.
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Cenx qui
reguqui seront reconnus r6guCeux
hers
reve'tus par le bureau
bureau
liers seront revetus
d'echange
d'6change de New York d'un timbre
constatant la date de reception a
a
constatant
ee bureau,
bureau, d'un
numero special cord'un numero
ce
respondant a
transcription sur
b leur transcription
respondant
ses registres,
registres, et d'une griffe inses
dignant la somme
a payer par le
somme a
diquant
bureau destinataire.
destinataire.
bureau
La
appliqu6e par le bureau
griffe appliquee
La griffe
d'echange de New York sur
stir les
d'echange
destination de la
avis d'emission
a destination
d'emission a
avis
France et
lAlgerie sera ainsi
de PAlgerie
et de
France
concue:
conue:

Ii

..
- . -.......

........

DECEMBER 29, 1879.
DECEMBER

Post Master
Master
Post
of
exchange office of New York.
of exchange

Each
Each advice which does not bear
this
considered
indorsement will be considered
this indorsement
as
invalid, and
and will be returned
returned to
as invalid,
the
Exchange Office of New York.
the Exchange
presentation of an
In case
case of the presentation
In
order
order at the paying office, the
amount
amount of which does not agree
with
amount indorsed upon the
the amount
with the
advice
advice by the New York Exchange
Office,
Office, such order will be considered
and will be treated
irregular and
as irregular
ered as
as
hereinafter provided in Article
as hereinafter
10.
ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARTICLE
As a
general rule,
rule, lost or misa general
As
sent
advices will be replaced
replaced at the
sent advices
request
of the paying office with
request of
the least possible delay, by duplicates
cates to be issued by the Exchange
Office of New York.
If
advice has not
original advice
If the original
Exchange OfOfbeen received by the Exchange
fice of
of New York,
York, the latter will
fice
request
indorse the fact upon the request
duplicate and will forward it
for aaduplicate
office alleged to have issued
to the office
the order. In such case the duplithe
cate
be furnished, without deshall be
cate shall

liandat valable
valable en France ..................
Mandat

pour ...........
Pour

et
et

........

..............

francs

cent-nies
centimes

................

Master
Poet
Post Master
of
exchange office of New York.
York.
of exchange

Tout avis
avis d'omission
non revetu
d'6mission non
Tout
de cette
cette grille
sera considere
consider6 comme
griffe sera
de
6 an bureau
non
et renvoy
renvoye
au
valable et
non valable
d'echange
York.
New
de
d'echange
Pans
cas oh,
ofi, lors de la prprele cas
Dans le
sentation
mandat au bureau
du mandat
sentation du
indiqu6
destinataire,
montant indique
le montant
destinataire, le
par
la griffe
griffe du
bureau d'echange
du bureau
par la
de
concorderait pas
ne concorderait
York ne
New York
de New
avec
le montant
montant exprime
le
sur le
exprim6 sur
avec le
mandat,
celui-ci sera
sera consid6r6
considere
mandat, celui-ci
comme irregulier
et traite
traite suivant
suivant
irregulier et
comme
les dispositions
dispositions de
PArticle 10 cide PArticle
les
apres.
ARTICLE
7.
ARTICLE 7.
Advices
lost or
Advices lost
En
generale, les
les avis
Weans- missent,
avis d'emisregle g6n6rale,
En regle
missent, duplicates.
sion,
perdus ou
on egares,
sur
6gar6s, seront, sur
sion, perdus
la demande
demande du
bureau destinataire,
du bureau
la
remplaces
par des
duplicata de ces
des duplicata
remplac6 s par
avis,
delivrera, dans
dans le
plus
le plus
que delivrera,
avis, que
bref delai,
bureau d'echange
d'echange de
le bureau
d6lai, le
bref
New York.
New
Si Pavis
Pavis original
no lui est pas
original ne
Si
parvenu,
le bureau
bureau d6'change
d'echange de
parvenu, le
New
annotera en
consequence
en consequence
York annotera
New York
la
demande de
duplicata et la
de duplicata
la demande
6
transmettra
an bureau
bureau signal
signale
transmettra au
comme
ayant
emis
le
mandat;
mandat;
comme ayant 6mis le
auquel
le duplicata
ou la
r6la reduplicata ou
cas le
auquel cas
ponse
la demande
demande de
de duplicata
duplicata
ponse aa la
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lay,
the last
last named
named office to
by the
lay, by
Office.
Exchange Office.
said Exchange
Duplicate
all
in all
must, in
advices must,
Duplicate advices
cases,
the corresponding
corresponding orbefore the
cases, before
ders
can be
be paid,
receive the
inthe inpaid, receive
ders can
dorsement
Exchange Office,
Office,
the Exchange
of the
dorsement of
required
required by Article 66hereof, to be
placed upon
originals.
the originals.
upon the
placed
Each
application for a
duplicate
a duplicate
Each application
shall be
be made
made out
blank
out upon aa blank
shall
conforming
analogous to
to model
or analogous
conforming or
"B" annexed
Regulations.
annexed to these Regulations.
"B"

Duplicate adDuplicate
vices,
&c., particuvices, &c.,
lars of.

Payment of orPayment

Unpaid orders.

sera
adressee sans retard
retard par cc
sera adressee
dernier
bureau au
d'echange
au bureau d'echange
dernier bureau
de
York.
New York.
de New
cravis devront,
duplicata d'avis
Les duplicata
dans tous
tous les
les cas,
cas, pour
Btre vapour etre
dans
lables,
ete frappes
frappes par le bulables, avoir 6te
reau d'echange
d'echange de
de New
New York du
reau
timbre dont PArticle
precedent
l'Article 66 pr6cedent
timbre
present l'application
l'application sur les avis
prescrit
originaux.
Toute
duplicata
demande de duplicata
Toute demande
d'avis d'6mission
d'emission sera dress6e
dressee sur
une
formule conforme
analogue
conforme ou analogue
une formule
avec
modele "B ""annex6
annexe au present
present
avec modele
Reglement.
Reglement.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8.

ARTICLE
8.
ARTICLE 8.

Advices,
requests for duplicates,
duplicates,
Advices, requests
replies to such
requests, as well as
such requests,
replies
the duplicates
passing
themselves passing
duplicates themselves
the
United States to France
the United
from the
and
Algeria, shall
sent first to
shall be sent
and Algeria,
the New
Exchange Office,
York Exchange
New York
the
under
which
shall forward them under
which shall
envelope
addressed to the
the French
envelope addressed
of destination.
office of
duplicates,
Advices,
requests for duplicates,
Advices, requests
replies to such requests, as well as
the duplicates
themselves passing
passing
duplicates themselves
the
from France
France and Algeria
Algeria to the
from
United States
placed by
States, shall be placed
the
envelopes adoffice in envelopes
sending office
the sending
New York Exchange
dressed to the New
Exchange
Office.
above mentioned
mentioned
The envelopes above
conform or be similar to model
shall conform
( C" annexed to these
Regulations.
C" annexed to these Regulations.

Les avis d'6mission,
d'emission, les demandes
ainsi
de duplicata
d'avis d'6mission,
d'emission,ainsi
duplicata d'avis
de
que les
Aces demandes
demandes ou
on
les reponses
reponses A
que
les duplicata
duplicata eux-memes
eux-memes provenant
provenant
les
tats-Unis seront dirig6s
diriges d'ades l]tats-Unis
bureau d'echange
d'echange de
de
bord sur le bureau
New York
York cbarge
charge de les mettre
New
sous
enveloppe A
'adresse du bu
a Padresse
sous enveloppe
reau
destinataire.
frangais destinataire.
reau francais
Les
d'emission, les demandeE
demandes
avis d'emission,
Les avis
de duplicata
duplicata d'avis d'emission,
d'emission, ainsi
de
demandes ou
a ces demandes
que
les r6ponses
reponses A
on
que les
les
duplicata eux-memes
eux-memes provenant
provenant
les duplicata
de la
France et de l'Algerie
seront
l'Algerie seront
la France
de
places sous enveloppe
enveloppe par
par le bureau
bureau
places
expediteur
l'adresse du bureau
bureau
a l'adresse
expediteur A
d'echange
de New York.
d'echange de
Les enveloppes
sus-mentionees
enveloppes sus-menlion6es
Les
seront
conformes ou analogues
analogues au
seront conformes
present
modele
annex6 au present
"C" annexe
modele "C"
Reglement.
Reglement.

ARTICLE 9.
9.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 9.
ARTICLE
9.

Payment of orders issued under
Payment
the authority
authority of the Convention of
December 29, 1879, can be exacted
exacted
December
payment
only at the post office of payment
named upon the order, but not
named
until after the receipt by that
office, of the advice required
required by
Article 5, hereof.

dont
Le
paiement des mandats dont
Le paiement
Pemission est autorisee
autorisee par la Conlrmission
vention du
29 decembre
decembre 1879, ne
du 29
vention
pourra
etre exige
bureau de
qu'au bureau
exig6 qu'au
pourra 6tre
poste designe
mandat comme
comme
design6 sur le mandat
poste
charge
d'en acquitter le montant
montant et
et
charge d'en
qu'apres l'arrivee
Parrivee a
a ce
cc bureau
bureau do
qu'apres
Pavis
mentionne dans
darts lArticle
PArticle 5
5
Pavis mentionn6
precedent.
precedent.

10.
ARTICLE
AR
TICLE 10.

ARTICLE
10.
ARTICLE 10.

Orders, the payment
which
payment of which
Orders,
cannot be effected
effected for the following
following
reasons, namely:
namely:
Erroneous, iusufficient,
insufficient, or
1st. Erroneous,
ambiguous statement
statement of the name,
or
payee;
residence of the payee;
or of the residence
2d. Discrepancies
Discrepancies or omissions in
names
either
names or in amounts upon either
order;
the advice or the order;

Les
paiement
mandats dont le paiement
Les mandats
n'aura pu etre effectu6
effectue pour rune
Pune
naura
des causes
causes suivantes:
suivantes:
10.Indication
Indication inexacte,
inexacte, insuffi1°.
sante ou
douteuse du nom ou du
ou douteuse
sante
b6neficiaires;
domicile
domicile des beneficiaires;
20. Differences
omissions de
Differences ou omissions
20.
noms ou de sommes, taut
Pavis
tant sur lavis
noms
que
mandat;
que sur le mandat;

46

ders.
ders.

DECEMBER 29,
1879.
29, 1879.
DECEMBER
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3d.
or alterations
alterations in the
Erasures or
3d. Erasures
.text;
.text;
4th. Omissions
of stamps
stamps or of
Omissions of
4th.
signatures;
signatures;
Shall
correction,
returned for correction,
be returned
Shall be
completion or
or reissue, as the case
completion
may be,
the issuing AdministraAdministrabe, to
to the
may
tion through
office,
agency of the office
the agency
through the
tion
and Administration
where payment
payment
Administration where
and
shall have
been claimed.
claimed.
have been
shall

3°.
surcharges dans
3°. Ratures
Ratures on surcharges
inscriptions;
les inscriptions;
4°. Omissions de timbres on de
signatures;
signatures;
Seront renvoyes,
etre correnvoy6s, pour Btre
riges, completes
on remplaces
remplac6s suicompletes ou
rig6s,
vant
cas, a l'Administration
'Administration
vant les
les cas,
qui les aura
aura 6mis
emis et par l'intermePintermediaire
diaire du bureau et de l'Adminislation du pays
pays oil
oi le paiement
tration
aura ote
6t6 reclame.
r6clame.
corrections shall be furregularisation devra etre
etre
These corrections
Cette regularisation
(verde dans
nished with the
dans le plus bref delai posthe least possible de- operee
nished
sible.
lay.
ARTICLE
U.
ARTICLE 11.
Money
valid durshall be valid
Money orders shall
ing a
a period
period of twelve months
ing
after
after the day of their issue.
After
expiration of that time,
the expiration
After the
the
advice of an
an unpaid order shall
the advice
Administration
be returned to the Administration
of the country of origin, and the
amount
amount of the order shall remain at
the
disposal of
Administration.
that Administration.
of that
the disposal
execution of this proFor the execution
vision
Administration
vision the Postal Administration
of the United
United States will cause the
proper entries to be made in the
records of
New York Exchange
of the New
records
Office.
Office.
ARTICLE
12.
ARTICLE 12.
Orders may
may be repaid to the remitOrders
ters
presentation
ters upon the simple presentation
of
order at
but
at the issuing office, but
of the order
only
advice
after the return of the advice
only after
to
office, which, to that end, if
to that office,
forwarded, shall be reit has been forwarded,
covered by the issuing Administracovered
Administration of the
tion from the Administration
country of destination.
destination. In such
such case,
country
Administration of the
the Postal Administration
United States
proper
cause the proper
States will cause
United
entries to be made in the records
records of
entries
Office.
Exchange Office.
the New York Exchange
ARTICLE
13.
ARTICLE 13.
Orders
missent, lost or destroyed
destroyed
Orders missent,
authorizations
may be replaced by authorizations
to
payment, or by duplicates, to
for payment,
furnished by the issuing Adminbe furnished
istration, but only after it shall
istration,
have
ascertained by that Adbeen ascertained
have been
ministration,
ministration, in concert with the
that
occasion require, that
other, should occasion
the
original orders have not been
the original
paid or repaid.

ARTICLE
11.
ARTICLE 11.
Les
mandats serontvalables
seront valables penLes mandat
douze mois aapardant
delai de
de douze
un delai
dant tin
jour de leur emission.
tir du
du jour
Pavis d'emission
Passé
terme, Pavis
d'emission
ce terme,
Pass6 cc
afferent a
mandat non
paye sera
sera
non pay6
a in
un mandat
aff6rent
renvoye a l'Administration
du pays
pays
lAdministration du
renvoye
mandat
d'origine et
et lemontant
le montant du
du mandat
d'origine
sera remis
cette
disposition de cette
la disposition
remis aain
sera
Administration.
Administration.
En
pareil cas, lAdministration
l'Administration
En pareil
fera
des
tatg-Unis fern
des Postes des ]tats-Unis
rectifier en
en consequence
consequence les ecrirectifier
tures du
bureau d'6change
d'echange de New
du bureau
tures
York.

Orders
Orders valid
twelve months.
months.
twelve
Sums
received
Sums received
for unpaid orders
orders
unpaid
for
to be subject to
disposal
d
to
ispbo
e
sal of
of the
the adadto
ministration
ministration receiving
the
same.
ceiving the

• ARTICLE
12.
ARTICLE 12.
Repayment of
Les
mandats pourront
pourront etre rem- Repayment
Les mandats
orders.
simla
sur
bourses
aux
expediteurs
exp6diteurs
bours6s aux
ple
an bureau
production du titre au
ple production
qui laura
Panra delivr6,
delivre, mais apres la
la
qui
rentree a
acc
bureau de
de l'avis
l'avis d'emisd'6misce bureau
rentree
sion,
qui sera
cette fin,
fin,
reclam6 a cette
sera reclame
sion, qui
lieu, a
l'Administration du
a l'Administration
y aa lieu,
s'il y
pays de
de destination
destination par
PAdminispar lPAdminispays
tration
d'origine; auquel
pays d'origine;
du pays
tration du
cas
des Postes
Postes
l'Administration des
cas l'Administration
des
fern rectifier
rectifier en conltats-Unis fera
des Etats-Unis
sequence
ecritures du bureau
bureau
les 6critures
sequence les
d'echange
de New York.
d'echange de

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 13.
Duplicates of ororLes
mandats egar6s,
egares, perdus, ou Duplicates
Les mandats
ders
ders lost, missont,
detruits,
pourront
etre
remplaces
remplaces
etre
pourront
detruits,
destroyed.
or destroyed.
par
autorisations de
de paiement
paiement
des autorisations
par des
on
des duplicata,
que delivrera
delivrera l'Adduplicata que
ou des
ministration
fonds
les fonds
laquelle les
A laquelle
ministration a
auront
eto confies,
confies, mais
mais seulement
seulenaent
auront 6t6
lorsqu'il
aura pa
etre constate
constate par
pu 6tre
lorsqu'il aura
cette
Administration de concert
concert
cette Administration
avec
'Administration corresponavec l'Administration
dante,
s'il y
yaalieu,
pie les
les mandats
mandats
lieu, que
dante, s'il
n'ont 6et
ete,ni
ni pay&
ni rembourses.
rembourses.
pay6s ni
n'ont
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ARTIC
LE 14.
14.
ARTICLE

AR,TICLE 14.
ARTICLE
14.

The remitter
of an
The
remitter of
an order
order missent,
missent,
lost
destroyed, must
must furnish,
furnish, in
in
lost or
or destroyed,
order to
order
to obtain
repayment thereof,
obtain repayment
thereof,
aa declaration
declaration from
from the payee
payee to
to the
effect
the same
that the
same has
has not
not reached
reached
effect that
him,
has not
not
him, or,
or, if received,
received, that it has
been
by indorsement,
indorsement,
been transferred
transferred by
or
otherwise disposed
him; or
or
or otherwise
disposed of
of by
by him;
that
it has
lost or
destroyed
that it
has been
been lost
or destroyed
after
after its receipt.
receipt.
Administration of the counThe Administration
try
of origin
not, however,
try of
origin will
will not,
however, auauthorize
until after
after the
the
thorize repayment
repayment until
Administration
of
Administration of
of the
the country
country of
destination
returned the
destination shall have returned
advice or furnished a
a declaration
declaration
not
that it
it has
has not
not paid,
paid, and
and will not
pay the order.
In such case the United States
States
Postal Administration
Administration will cause
the proper entries to be made in
the records of the Now
New York Exchange Office.

L'envoyeur d'un mandat
L'envoyeur
mandat egar.
egare.
devra, pour
en
perdu on
ou detruit,
detruit, devra,
pour en
obtenir
obtenir le
le remboursement,
remboursement, fournir
fournir
declaration du destinataire
destinataire porune declaration
tant
le mandat
n'a eto
ni aliene
tant que
que le
mandat n'a
6et ni
alien6
ni transmis par voie d'endossement,
qu'il ne lui est pas parvenu, ou qu'il
adire ou
on detruit
recepaaete
et6 adire
detruit apres
apres la
la r6ception.

ARTICLE
15.
ARTICLE 15.

ARTICLE 15.
15.
ARTICLE

Monthly acacMonthly
At the
the expiration
expiration of
of each
each month,
counts to
to be renTen- the Postal Administration
Administration of the

L'Administration
L'Administration du
du pays
pays (Porid'origuile n'accordera
n'accordera toutefois
gine
toutefois le
le remremboursement qu'apres
qu'apres que l'Adminisl'Adminisboursement
tration
destination lui
tration du pays de
de destination
lui
renvoye Pavis
d'emission ou
aura renvoye
Pavis (demission
declare qu'elle &a
d6clare
n'a pas paye
paye et no
ne
paiera pas le
paierapas
le mandat.
mandat.
En pareil cas
ens l'Administration
PAdministration
Rtats-Unis fera recdes Postes des ]Etats-Unis
tifier en consequence
consequence les ecritures
du bureau crochange
d'Ochange de New York.
York.

Pexpiration de chaque
A Pexpiration
chaque mois
mois
l'Administration
l'Administration
des
Postes
des
dered.
dered.
United
United States will cause to be pre- ltatsUnis
Etats Unis fera
fera etablir
etablir deux compcomppared two detailed
detailed accounts pre- tes particuliers
particuliers presentant
respecpresentant respecrespectively, on the
one tivement, d'une part, l'6num6ration
senting respectively,
the one
Penumeration
hand, aalist of all the money orders, de tons
originaires de
tous les mandats originaires
originating in either
originating
either of the two run
Pun des deux pays et dont les avis
countries, the advices of which shall d'emission auront
ete certifies
auront et6
certifies et rerehave been certified
certified and dispatched expedies
expedies par le bureau d'echange
d'echange de
de
by the New York Exchange
Exchange Office
Office New York, pendant la
la periode
periode menmenduring such month; and on the
the suelle, et d'autre part, 1'enumeraPenumeraother hand, a
money tion de tons
a list of all money
tous les mandats dont les avis
orders, the advices
advices of which shall d'6mission
(remission auront ete
ote renvoyes,
renvoyes, penhave been restored
restored during the same dant la meme periode,
p6riode, par
par PAdmiperiod, by the Administration
Administration of nistration
nistration du pays de destination a
a
the country
country of destination
destination to the PAdministration
'Administration du pays d'origine.
Administration
Administration by which the orders
were issued.
Particulars of These
Particulars
These accounts,
accounts, made
made out
out upon
upon
Ces
Ces comptes,
comptes, dresses
dresses sur
sur des
des
blanks
conforming respectively
respectively to
to formules respectivement
account,
blanks conforming
conformes
respectivement conformes
model "
1" and
No. 2,"
2," aux modeles
"DD No.
No. 1"
and "
"DD No.
modeles ""D, No. 1'7
1" et "D,
"D, No.
annexed
Regulations, shall 2," annexes
annexed to these Regulations,
an present
annexes au
present Reglement,
Reglement,
be forwarded, for verification,
verification, by seront soumis A
a, la v6rification
verification de
Administration, l'Administration
the French
French Postal Administration,
rAdministration des Postes de
t he
le (1ose
of France, an
within one week after t
close of
semaine qui
au cours de la semaine
the month.
suivra la
clOture de
la cloture
de chaque mois.
mois.
After the aforesaid
aforesaid accounts
accounts
comptes pr6citis
precites
Des que les comptes
shall have been approved, the Ad- auront ete approves,
approves, l'Administraministration of
of' the country of ori- tion du pays (Porigine
d'origine ajontera,
ajoutera,
gin will add, in each case to the dans chaque ens,
cas, au total du montnontotal amount of the orders
orders issued taut
ends par elle,
et
tant des mandats emis
elle, et
by it, and in the same money,
money, three
three en meme monnaie, trois quarts (run
d'un
fourths of one per cent. of said pour cent du dit montant. conformeconform&
amount, conformably
conformably to Article 3
3 ment aaPArticle
PArticle 3
3de la Convention
COMAS
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du
decembre 1879, puis elle
du 29 decembre
deduira de la somme totale affed6duira
6mis par elle la
rente
mandate emis
rente aux mandate
somme totaleafferente
totale afferente aux mandate
somme
montant
de meme origine, dont le montant
lautre
rembourse par Pautre
6et rembours6
lui aura ete
Administration.

of the
the Convention
December
Convention of December
of
29th, 1879,
after which
dewill dewhich it will
1879, after
29th,
duct
from the
the sum total
total of the
duct from
orders
issued by
it the
the sum
sum total
total of
by it
orders issued
the
unpaid orders
orders of
the same
same
of the
the unpaid
origin,
the amounts
amounts of
of which
which shall
shall
origin, the
have
been restored
restored by
the other
other
by the
have been
Administration.
Administration.
The
difference will constitute
constitute the
The difference
net
the credit, for that
of the
amount of
net amount
month,
of the
the Administration
Administration of
month, of
the
of destination.
the country of

montant
difference fournira le montant
La difference
mensuelle de PAdcr6ance
de
la
net
ministration
net de la creance
du mensuelle
pays de destinade
ministration du pays de destination.

ARTICLE 16.

ARTICLE 16.

The detailed
detailed accounts designated
designated
The
in
the preceding
preceding Article
Article will be rein the
capitulated quarterly,
quarterly, under the
capitulated
direction of the French Postal Ada general account,
ministration, in a
account,
ministration,
for the
purpose of exhibiting
exhibiting the
the purpose
for
exact results
of the exchange
exchange of
results of
exact
between the two
orders between
money orders
countries.
account shall be
countries. This account
made on
"E"
a form like the model "E"
on a
made
annexed to the present
present Regulations.
Regulations.
For the
the purpose
purpose of
balancing said
of balancing
For
account
conversion of one
account the conversion
money
shall be made
other shall
the other
into the
money into
in compliance
compliance with the terms of the
second
paragraph of Article
Article 7
7 of
second paragraph
the
Convention of December 29,
the Convention
1879.
To that
end the debtor Adthat end
1879. To
ministration
forward to the
ministration shall forward
creditor
Administration a
a certified
creditor Administration
tabular statement of the rates of
exchange,
exchange, at Paris or at New York,
as the
case may
may be, quoted each
the case
as
preceding
business
business day during the preceding
quarter.
The
difference forming
balthe balforming the
The difference
ance
account shall be paid
ance of the account
exchange upon
means of bills of exchange
by means
Paris
or upon
upon New York, according
according
Paris or
to the nature of the case, in the
to
money, of gold value, of the cred
credmoney,
Administration, and without
itor Administration,
any charge
the latter. The exto the
charge to
any
remittance of
attending the remittance
pense attending
bills of exchange is to be borne by
the debtor office.
effected
This payment
payment shall be effected
This
without
delay and at the latest,
without delay
within
fifteen days after the account
account
within fifteen
shall have been agreed to as correct.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE

17.
17.
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Recapitulation
Les
comptes particufiers
design& Recapitulation
particuliers d6sign6s
Lescomptes
dans l'Article
PArtiole precedent
seront re_
r6- of accounts to be
pr6c6dent seront
dans
capitules, tons
thus les
les trois
lequarterly.
made quarterly.
made
par Ie
mois, par
trois mois,
capitules,

soin de
PAdministration des Postes
de PAdministration
soin
g6enral
de France,
France, dans un compte general
de
pr6senter les resultats
a presenter
destine a
resultats
definitifs
de Pechange
l'6change des mandate
definitifs de
entre
les deux
deux pays. Ce compte
entre les
formule con6tabli sur une formule
sera etabli
forme
an modele
model° "E"
"E" annexe au
forme au
Reglement.
present Reglement.
present

Pour la
du dit
la Particulars of recompte, la
dit compte,
balance du
la balance
Pour
capitulation.
conversion
monnaies sera 6taeta- capitulation.
conversion des monnaies
au deuxieme
blie
conformement an
deuxieme
blie conform6ment
alinea
de PArticle
'Article 77de la Convenalin6a de
tion
29 decembre
decembre 1879.
1879. A cet
du 29
tion du
d6bitrice
effet,
l'Administration debitrice
effet, l'Administration
devra
l'Administration
adresser a l'Administration
devra adresser
creanciere
certifie exact
exact
tableau certifi6
an tableau
cr6anciere an
du
cours du
change cote chaque
du change
du cours
jour
de bourse,
bourse, a
on a New
Paris ou
a Paris
jour de
York,
le cas, pendant
pendant le trisuivant le
York, suivant
mestre precedent.
precedent.
mestre
La difference
difference formant
du Payment of dif.
dif
solde du
le solde
formant le
La
compte sera
payee au
au moyen
de ferelr9
by .debtor
fadrencestratito
moyen de
sera pay6e
compte
traites
sur Paris
on sur
New York,
York, administration.
sur New
Paris ou
traites sur
scion le
cas, en
en monnaie
l'ofde Pofmonnaie d'or de
le cas,
selon
fice crediteur
crediteur et
et sans
aucune perte
sans aucune
fice
pour
frais d'envoi
d'envoi des
les frais
celui-ci, les
pour celui-ci,
traites restant
charge de l'office
Poffice
a la charge
restant a
traites
debi tear.
d6biteur.

Ce paiement
effectu6
etre effectue
devra etre
paiement devra
Ce
sans
dela et,
et, au
au plus
plus tard,
tard, dans le
sans d6lai
Mai
de quinze
quinze jours
jours apres
que le
apres que
d6lai de
compte aura
aura ete
contradictoirement
et6 contradictoirement
compte
arrete.
arret6.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

17.
17.

balrance

Current batOi0coers
Toutes les fois que dans Pinter- exCceuerdreinnt

Toutes les fois que dans l'inter- Ceedngb5,000orce
beWhenever, in the interval beWhenever,
valle
des liquidations
liquidations trimestrielles,
trimestrielles , 25,000 francs
fries'to be
des
valle
tween the
quarterly settlements,
the quarterly
tween
Pune des deux Administrations se remitted approxiapproxiAdministrations l'une des deux Administrations se remitted
the two Administrations
one of the

732
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mately on
mately
on general
general shall find that it owes to the other
other
account.
account.
a sum exceeding
a
exceeding twenty-five thousand
or five
thousand doldolsand francs,
francs, or
five thousand
Administration
lars, the
the indebted
indebted Administration
shall
approximate amount
shall pay
pay the
the approximate
amount
with the
of such indebtedness,
indebtedness, with
the least
least
Adminpossible delay, to
to the
the other Administration.
Such payment shall be entered
entered
as a
a credit in the
the next
next general
general acaccount.

Paid orders.
orders.
Paid

creanciere de
de l'autre
Pautre Ad
trouvera creanciere
Ad
ministration pour une
ministration
une somme su.
su.
perieure
p6rieure aft vingt-cinq mine
mille francs
dollars, PAdministral'Administraou cinq
cinq mille dollars,
tion debitriee
envoyele
d6bitrice devra envoy6
le monmontant approximatif
approximatif de sa dette, clans
dans
delai, ft
Pautre AdmiAdmile plus
plus bref
bref d6lai,
& l'autre
nistration.
(Je
formera un a-compte
a-compte
Ce paiement formera
stir la
du proa valoir
valoir sur
la liquidation
liquidation du
prochain
general.
chain compte
compte g6n6ral.

ARTICLE 18.
18.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18.
18.

orders shall remain in
The orders
in the
possession of the
Administration
possession
the Administration
which shall have
have paid
paid them.
them. But
But
each of the two Administrations
Administrations
agree to
at the
to place,
place, temporarily,
temporarily, at
the
disposal of the other AdministraAdministration, any paid order the transmistransmission of which shall have been requested by the
the latter.
latter.

resteront en la
la posLes mandats
mandats resteront
possession de l'Administration
PAdministration qui
qui les
les
aura payes.
chacune des
pay6s. Mais chacune
des
deux
Administrations s'engage
s'engage A
deux Administrations
mettre, momentanement,
dispomomentanement, a
a la
la disposition de lautre
Pautre Administration,
Administration,
tout mandat
clout celle-ci
celle-ci dedemandat paye
paye dont
mandera communication.
communication.
mandera

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 19.
19.

ARTICLE 19.

Form of order
Each
Administrations
Each of the two Administrations
Chacune des deux AdministraAdministraJune reserves
the right
to employ
employ in
subscribed June
reserves
the
right to
in the
the tions se reserve, pour
pour Pavenir,
Pavenir, la
la
14,
14, 187
1878; nght
right to
to
faculte de faire usage, pour
use
;
ved
future
for its
its issues,
issues the
of facult6
pour ses
ses
the form
form of
use reser
reserved.
future, for

Subscri8
bed

open order in use between the countries of the Universal
Universal Postal Union
Union
that subscribed
subscribed to the Arrangement
Arrangement
of June 4th, 1878.

a d6couvert,
decouvert, en vigueur dans les re-

ARTICLE 20.
ARTICLE
20.

ARTICLE
20.
ARTICLE 20.

emissions, du modele de mandats
mandats

lations entre les pays de '
,
Union
1'Union
Postale universelle,
universelle, signataires de
l'arrangement
Parrangement du 4
4 juin 1878.
In such case the two Administradeux AdmiLe cas echeant, les deux
Admitions will fix, by mutual
mutual agreement,
agreement, nistrations
nistrations regleront
regleront d'un commun
commun
the arrangements
arrangements necessary
necessary to se- accord, les dispositions necessaires
necessaires
the measure
measure pour assurer
cure the execution
execution of
of the
assurer Plexcution
Pexecution de la memeprovided for in this
Article.
provided
this Article.
sure pr6vue
prevue au present
Article.
present Article.

Regulations
Regulations take
take
These Regulations
Regulations shall
take efefThese
shall take
effect the day confect
the
day
upon
which
the
Conventio iis pdat
vention
put ion
in feet the day upon which the Conforce.
vention of
29th, 1879,
1879,
vention
of December
December 29th,
is put in force.
signed at
Done in duplicate and
and signed
at
Washington,
Washington, the 29th of
December,
of December,
1879, and at
at Paris the 3d
3d of
of FebruFebruary, 1880.
1880.
Postmaster General
United
General of the
the United
States:
States:
[Seal of the Post Office Depart.
D.
M. . KEY.
OffieoDpat.
[Seal
thethePot
Signatures.
Signatures.
D.. M.
KEY.
et
..ofof
UnitedState.]
meat
United States.]
.

execuLe present Reglement
Reglement sera ex6cutoire aft partir du jour de la
la mise en
en
vigueur de la Convention du
dedu 29 decembre 1879.
cembre
Fait en double et signe
sign6 aa Washington le 29 decembre
decembre 1879, et
et a
ft
Paris le 3
3 fevrier
fevrier 1880.
1880.
Le Ministre des Postes et des
Te61graphes
Telegraphes de France:
France:
(3 edl off the
Ad(-iia
the Postal
Pootal AdAD.
OCnIIERY. .
munstration
of France.)R
COCHERY.
AD.
minstratioa ofFrance.]
.J
LU
.
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ISTTIO

DS POSTES DE F

No. 4.

Bureau
Bureau d
d

Q

Timbre
Bureau expediteur.
expediteur.
du Burean
Timbre du

Somme on
on ehifrees
ehiffres.
Somme
Mandat
d'argent international
international
d'Article d'argent
Mandat d'Artiele

-

-

Payable
par le
Bureau d
d
le Burean
Payable par
(*)
(*)

POSTES
POSTES
Payez
Payez

FRANCE.
DE FRANCE.

(**)
somme de (**)
n- 4, on a son ordre, la
la personne
nommee dans
ma lettre
lettre d'avis
d'avis de cejour ir
Ia sommo
dans ma
personne nommee
a la

A Monsieur
Receveur des
des Postes a
Monsieur le Receveur
A

le
le

(*)
(*)

ARTICLE
ARTICLE

ci-dessus it
Recu
montant du mandat d-dessus
Recu le montant

187

-e

ecveur des Postes
A Monsieur

,,le

l'antorisasanf Pantorisa,
Le
present mandat no
pout Atre
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payer le montant, quo
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'administration ebargee
do Padministration
tion
penBur aNis
et au
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designe par
eat payable
payable pen.
11 eat
titre. II
le titre.
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a
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versement
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paye.
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mandat d'article
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I. aucun
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payement d'un
Le
paye.
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international.
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Envoyenr, on nom
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In personne
personne gut
verse l'argent.
Envoyeur,
Nom.
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Pr6nom.

Timbre
dn Bureau payeur.
Timbre du
L'avis
etre dat6,
date, sign()
et timblr
timbre par
Receveur qui
tire le
le mandat,
mandat, et
et timbr6,
timbre, des
des as
sa
qui a
a tire
le Receveur
par le
sign6 et
doit 6tro
L'avis doit
reception,
le Receveur
lequel il
il eat
eat tire.
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r6ception, par
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Receveur du
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est transmis
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larisation.
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Payez
l'ordre de M.
Payez kit l'ordre
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Payez a
it l'ordre
l'ordre de M.
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Lea
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etre d61ivr6es
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payement qui peuvent
des autorisations
par
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spree
c,onstatation,
quo
lea
mandate
n'ont
ete ni
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seulement apres constatation, que les mandats n'ont 6te
sent
pay&
ni
rembourses.
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memos conditions
quo lea
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le
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187.
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Le
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portent d'un
d'un mandat,
mandat , it
l'ordre de qui ce
cc mandat
mandat
a l'ordre
Le tiers
a
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legtelation du
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Pays destinataire
destinataire le permet,
permet,
si la
la 16gislation
pass6, si
a 6t6
nom
lea
c6dant
devra
se
fain,
donner
exactement
par
cedant
les
nom et
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son
exactement
donner
faire
devra so
prenoms de l'envoyeur.
Venvoyeur.
pr6noms
pay6.
Antrement
le
mandat
no
pay&
pas
serait
lui
ne
mandat
Autrement le

mandats d'articlea
Les
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d'articles
vers6es en 6ehange
Lea sommes versees

d'argent, dont
dent le
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pas et6
ete reclam6
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Bureau
Bureau

Department
D6partement
Demands
international.
Demande d'avis d'un
d'unmandatde poste
poste international.

poste international
de
Un mandat de poste
international de
de la
la somme
somme de

tir6 par le bureau
tire
bureau d
d
6tre
etre paye
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faute d'avis.
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sur celui d
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°

le n
n (
sons le
(
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date du
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,
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pu

le
,,le

187.
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Province
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quo le mandat de
international sus-design6
sus-design() se
trouveregulierement inscrit
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sur le
le registre
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poste international
setrouver6gnlierement
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a la date dn
---du
pour la
In sommo do
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(
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Nom
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dostinataire.
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39.
N-. 55.—Fivrier
55.-F6vrier 1879.—R.
1879.-R. 39.
Ifinistere des postes
postes et des telegraphes
Ministere
te6lgraphos de France.
France.
(Execution des articles 955 et 956 de PInstruction
generale.)
(Ex6cution
1'Inutruction gn6erale.)
expeditour.
Timbre du Bureau expediteur.

AVIS DE LgaMISSION
L' MISSIO:N
D'UN
D'UN

MANDAT D'ARTIOLE
D'ARGENT INTERNATIONAL.
INTERNATIONAL.
MANDAT
D'ARTICLE D'ARGENT

Pour le Recevenr
Postes
Recevenr des Postes
du Bnreau
Bureau d
d
Designer ici le pays 6tranger
Designer
6tranger auquel
suquel
appartient le bureau.
appartient
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"D No.
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Quarter ending
ending
Quarter

I
I

o

i

C;

3
3

°. I
a&

Stamp of Exchange office.

Post Othce Department
Department
the
of the
United States
United
of
America.
America.

Stamp of office of

NO
No.

o
A
c

188-.
188-.

§

P,______

To the
the
United States.
States.

i

I

z

I

International
International
money-order
money-order
service.
service.

Account
Account

(I)
of
Postal Money-orders
Postal
Money-orders
issued by
by Post-Offices
Post-Offices in
issued
France and
and Algeria,
certified by the
Algeria, and certified
France
Exchange
New York
Fork for
in the
the
for payment
payment in
of New
Post-Office of
Exchange Post-Office
United
United States,

From
From
France and Algeria.

Month
Month -_

the
advices of
of which
which have
have been
been dispatched
dispatched during the
the advices
above-nanpd
month
above-named month:

of

1of
8

188-.
188-.

j

0

M

with
an Account
of such
such
(II) of
Account (II)
with an
orders,
the
the amounts
amounts of which have been
been restored by the
the
Post
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United States
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the United
Department of
Post Office
Office Department
to
to the
Post Office
Office Department
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of France,
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France,
during the same
same period.
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Account
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International
International
Money-Order
Money-Order Service.
From the
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United
of America.
America
States of
United States

of
of
Postal
Orders
Money Orders
Postal Money
issued by
Offices in the
by Post Offices
issued
United States,
States,
United
exchange Post Office
certified by the exchange
and certified
of
New York
York
of New
for payment
payment in
for
France
and Algeria,
France and
the advices
advices of
of which
which have
been dispatched
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during the above named
dispatched during
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the

Month
Month

f_
188-.
188-.

(II)
account (ID
with an account
of
orders
of such
such orders
the
been restored
restored by
by
which have been
of which
amounts of
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Post Office
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Department
French Post
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United States
Post
during the same
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et des Tolographes
de France.
Franoe.
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Comptabilite.
la Comptabilit6.
Division do la.

Bureau
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de
la Verification
Produits.
des Prodnits.
V6rification des
de la

18-.
Aimh
e 188,
Annie

Comptes
strangers
Comptes 'Strangers

Trimestre.
Trimestre.

Etats-Tiflis.
Etats-Unis.

Compte
mandats d'articles
d'articles &argent
bureaux de
poste frangais
franca% sea
bureaux
sanr less bureaux
de poste
les bureaux
par lea
recipro(,nement par
tires recipror,nement
d'argent tires
des mandats
g6n6ral des
Compte general
de
gtats-Unis et
et par
poste des
des ltatsa
gtats-lisis
Bur lea
bure ux
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poste frangais,
franca* pendant
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LIST OF
MONEY ORDERS
LIST
OF MONEY
ORDERS

issued
by Post
in the
the United
certified by
by the
the Exchange
of New
for payment
in Prance
Prance and
and Algeria,
Algeria,
ork, for
payment in
Ofice of
Netw York,
Exchange 9ffice
and certified
United States,
States, and
Post Offices
Offices in
issued by
the
advices of
of which
which have
during the
the month
, 188-,
188-.
ofmonth of,
dispatchedduring
have been
been dispatched
the advices

num- Date
Current in- Name of the issuing Post Of- Original
°ri g
inalfnum'
Date of the
ber
of Remarks.
the
ternational
ternational
ord
or.
order.
b
or
ed
rer!
flee
in the United States.
United
fice
order.
number.
number.

Amount
Amount of the order.
Remarks.
Fraaos,
Francs.

Centimes.
Centimes.
,.

'1

--

·-

Total
amount of the
orders
Total amount
the orders

.............................

]

Add
due the
French Post-Office
Department (a
(I}
Add commission
commission due
the French
Post-Office Department
of
cent, of
amountof
ofthe
the orders
ord
ers ennmerof one
one per
per cent.
of the total amount
enumerated in the above
above list).
list).
ated
j

Department......-....Amount due
due the French
French Department

I !

ceriI

--

{fNoTE.-This

NOTE. — This

J

I

commissiot
commission
is 0
be added
by the
th(
to be
added by
is
Postal
Administratiot
Postal Administration
at Washington.
Washington.

..........
II

If

- r- r--

I
I

-th

for

advices of
dispatched from
from this
IIcertify
certify that
tha the foregoing
foregoing is aacorrect
correct list of
of all
all the money
money orders
orders the advices
of which
which have
have been dispatched
188-,
payment in
office during
during the month
month of-,
of
188-, for payment
in France.

Postmaster,
Exchange Ofice
Postmaster, Exchange
Office of New
Yew' York.
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LIST OF MONEY
MONEY ORDERS

United State,
Newo Yorkfor
issued
Offices in
in Prance
and Algeria
and certified
by the Exchange
Oita of New
York for payment in the United
State*,
Exchane Office
certified by
Algeria, and
Franceand
by Post
Post Offies
issued by
,,188-.
the
advises of
which have
dispatched during
dsung the month of
have been dispatched
of which
the advices
ri gm
-al numCurrent inO
Current
i- Name of the issuing Post Of- Original
of th e issuin g Post Ofher of the
tho
her
ternational Name
floe
or Algeria.
France or
in France
fioe ha
order.
order.
number.

Amount
Amount of the order.
the
Date of the
order.

Remarks.
Remarks.
Dollars.

.Cents.
Cents.

-

-Total amount
amount of
of the orders ....................---------------Total
°Lice
DepartDepart-.
Office
Post
States
United
the
due
United
Add commission
of the
the total
total amount
orders je
the ordora
amount of
ment (e
(I of
of one
per cent. of the
one per
ment
enumerated in
the above list).
in the
enumerated

.
NOTE.
— This
'loTE.-This

commissim
commission
is to
added by the
th
be added
to be
is
Postal Administration
Administratim
Postal
at Paris.
Paris.
at

Department...............States Department
-Amount due the United States

Amount

I
certify that
that the
the foregoing
foregoing is
correct list
the money
the advices
advises of which have
nave been dispatched by this omce
orders the
money orders
of all
all the
list of
a correct
is a
I certify
during
payment in the United States.
. 188-, for payment
of
month of
the month
dunng the
pcO sa
P·tsselccag
Postmaster, Exchange
Exchange OfUe
Office oJ
of Nvewo
Ne'ui York.
ourT.
Postmaster,
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issued
in the
the United
United Statesfor
States for payment
in Prance
the adices
advices of
which have
been restored
restored by
by the
the French
French
payment in
rance and
and Algeria,
Algeria, the
of which
have been
issued by
by Post
Post Offices
Offces in
Post
to the
the United
during the
the month
of
,,188-.
188-.
month of
Departmentduring
Post Office
Office Department
United States
States Post
Post Office
Ofice Department
Departmentto
---

-

I

,

Current
Current in- Name of
Post OfOfof the
the issuing Post
ternational
ternational
fice
in the lJnited
United States.
States.
fice in
number.

Original number of the
order.

--

Amount
order.
Amount of
of the order.

Date of the
order.

Remarks.
Remarks.
Francs.

Centimes.
Contimea

1

I

Total amount of the orders..............
orders

......

Add reimbursement
previously awarded
reimbursement of the commission previously
awarded
by the Post-Office
United States
Post-Office Department
Department of the
the 'United
States to the
French Post-Office
Post-Office Department
French
Department (a
It of one per cent.
cent, of
of the
enumerated in the
total amount of the orders enumerated
the above list).
Amount
due the
the United
United States
States Department
Department..........
Amount due

,I.

Norm — This reimburse
reimburse(NOTE.-This
ment is to be
)meat
be added by
by
the
Administra.
the Postal
Postal Administra
tion
Washington.
tion at Washington.

certify that
correct list of all the
the advices
adviees of which
have been
been restored
restored to
Post-Offiee
IIcertify
that the above
above is
is a
a correct
the money-orders,
money-orders, the
which have
to the Post.Office
, 188rench Post-Office
Department of the United States by the French
Department
Post-Office Department, during the month of
,
188-.
Superintendent
Money-Order System.
SuperintendentMoney-Order
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and Algeria
in the United
United States,
restored by
by the Post
States, the advices of which
for payment in
Algeria for
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in France
Offices in
Post Offices
issued by
, 188-.
Department during
Office Department
French Post Office Department
during the month of -—
188-.
States to the French
United States
the United
of the
Departmentof
Ojiee
--

Current in-. Name of the issuing
Of.
Current
issuing Post Ofternatio Id
flee
Franc*
Algeria.
ternational
fice inIeFrance
or Algeria.
oI or
Y"IYY` '
number.

'Original
ginal RUMn ber
the
orderof th
order.

Amount of the order.
Date of the
order.
order.

Amount of the order.

Dollars.
Dollars.

Remarks.
Remarks.
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Cents.

I-

..
Il

•

'

.
Total
orders .....
. ......--Total amount of the orders

i
I
-

-

(NOTE
—This reimburse.
re mburse•
NoT'.-This
dded by
added
f ment
ment is to be a
the
Adi inistra,
Postal Administrathe Postal
f
tion
Paris.
at
I tion

Add
reimbursement
commission previously
awarded
previously awarded
tile coilliiSisiou
of the
reimbursement of
Add
by the
the French
French Post
Office Departtneut
Department to
the Post
Office
Post Offlee
to the
Post Offier
by
Department
of
the
United
States
a
of
one
per
cent.
of the
olithe
cent.
per
on1e
of
(I
e
Stat
Department, of e UniteclS
l.........I
,.
--.
.,.l above
.
orfthe
total aot oftIle
total allount
amount
of
th e(or(lr
orders
-list).
- .- ----,
ine enumerated
hi l..ri.r.. e in
in.. the
.... ...
total
Amount dule
due the
the French
French Department
I
...----.-----.----Amont
-rdrsth avic
o al hemoe
lsI)Deparianet
te
bveisa
in orec
Cetiy

.
1

)

o wie

hvebenreeoena'cI~
-----

-

~;.I~SfAli'r^

pnneh

,*--u
- Icertify that the above is a correct list of all
the money-orders
money-orders
the
wh el havo
have been restorea
restored
lu` French
eo to the
of which
advices of
the ad-vices
8
othe
above issaoetlistof
a, corect'list Of all tle
ify that
the abovo
I cert
tbat th(
p..r....if
-, ,188-.
rest-Of
lice Department
of the
188-.
o
month of
United States, during the month
the United
Department of
Post-Oflice Department
by the
the Post-Office
Department by
Pos-Office
Superintendent Money
Money-Order
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Amount.
Amount.

AA

Dollars.

A4i
r
<d•—

!-/

Cents.

Amount
Department ..........-...................-------Amount due the United States Post Office Department
Amount
Office Department
Department .........................----..
French Post Office
the French
Amount due the
Balance
Department
Balance due the United States Department..............

......---------

...-----

- -......

---.............--................
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
DEPARTMENT,
POST OFFICE
Washington,
D. C.,
(LI., Washington, D.

188-.
,,188-.
SIR:
SIR:
I
the honor
honor to
accourt (D N'o 1),
1),
an accourt
herewith an
transmit herewith
to transmit
have the
I have
payment in the United States, the advicee
international money-orders,
advicee of which
France and Algeria, for payment
money-orders, issued in France
Of the
the international
I. Of
have been
dispatched by
the Exchange
Exchange office
month of
of 18E,-; and also
also an
an account (D N°
No 1).
1).
,,188-;
York during the month
Ienv York
office of New
by the
been dispatched
have
French Post Office
II. Of
Of the
the unpaid
orders of the
the. same
same origin,
restored to the French
Office Department
Department
the amounts of which have been restored
origin, the
unpaid orders
II.
XI. XII, XIV, and XV, of
Articles XI,
accordance with Articles
by the
the Post
period, in
in accordance
of
States, during said period,
United States,
Office Department
Department of the United
Post Office
by
the
Detailed Regulations established
under the Convention
Convention of December
December 29th,
29th, 1879.
established under
the Detailed
verification of the
After
accounts, be pleased to notify this office
office of your verification
the same, and of any corrections
corrections
these accounts,
examined these
After having examined
it necessary
necessary to make
make therein.
which you may find it
servant,
obedient servant,
Respectfully,
Respectfully, your obedient

TfLLPGRAPHES,
DES POSTES
A. Monsieur
Monsieur le M
INISTRE DES
POSTES ET DES TEL
EGRAPHES,
MINISTRE

Paris.
Bureau des Articles d'Argent)
(Division
&Argent) a
aParis.
Comptabilite, Bureau
(Division de la Comptabi(ite,

Superintendent
System.
Superistenddent Money-Order System.
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(III.)
BALANCE.
BALANCE.

Amount.
Amount.

f

Francs.
Francs.

|

+i

Amount due
French Post
Post Office
Department .....
due the
the French
Office Department
Amount

................................

°

Amount
due the
the United
Post Office
Office Department....
Department
Amount due
United States
States Post

...............................

Balance due
due the
the French
French Department
Department ..........................-............
Balance

B

Centimes.
Centimes.

.....

POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
DEPARTMENT,
POST OFFICE
Washington, D.
188-.
Washington,
D. C.,., ,,188-.
SIR:
SIR:
T
have
the
honor
to
transmit
herewith
an
account
(D
No
2)
I,
of
the
International
money
orders,
issued
in
the
United
I have the honor to transmit herewith an acconnt (D NO 2) I, of the International money orders, issued in the United
States
for payment
payment in
in France
and Algeria,
advices of
have been
been dispatched
dispatched by
Exchange Office
Office of
of New
New York,
St.rl.s for
France and
Algeria, the
the advices
of which
which have
by the
the Exchange
York,
during
the month
month of
of
188-; and
also an
an account
(D No
No 2)
2) IL
the same
origin, the
the amounts
of
orders of
of the
same origin,
amounts of
, 188-:
and also
account (D
II. of
of the
the unpaid
unpaid orders
during the
whh•li
have been
restored to
to the
Office Department
United States
States by
the French
French Post
Department, daring
during said
said
wli li have
been restored
the Post
Post Office
Department of
of the
the United
by the
Post Office
Office Department,
period,
XL .XII,
XIV, and
and XV
the Detailed
under the
the Convention
Convention of
of
period, in
in accordance
accordance with
vith Articles
Articles XI,
XII, XIV,
XV of
of the
Detailed Regulations
Regulations established
established under
December 29,
December
25, 1879.
1879.
After
examined those
pleased to
this Office
Office of
your verification
verification of
the same,
same, and
and of
of any
any correccomae.
of the
be pleased
to notify
notify this
of your
After having
having examined
these accounts,
accounts, be
lions which
which you
you /nay
find it
to make
tions
may find
it necessary
necessary to
make therein.
therein.
Respectfully,
servant,
Respectfully, your
your obedient
obedient servant.
Superintendent
Money-Order System.
System.
SuperintendentMoney-Order

ALI Mendell/
Monsieur

le

MLNISTRE
DES POSTES
POSTES ET
IIRS TEL
TItLiORAPHES,
M ENTISTRE DES
ET DES
EGRAPHES,
(Division de
la aomnptabilitt,
Comptabilite, Bureau
Bureau des
d'argent), d
d PariS.
Paris.
des Articles
Articles d'argent),
(Division
de la
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BALANCE G
P
.X2RALE.
GINIRALS.
BALANCE
H

-

!SOTS, DE
LA. FRANCE.
FRANCE.
DE LA
AVOIR

Pr.

(ent.
Cent.

AVOIR
ETATS-UNIS.
AVOIR DES
DE8 PTAT-UNIB.

al'ofI;tats-Unis a
Somme due par l'office
roffice des gtats-Unis
l'of..................
fice
flee de France .......
d
deduire: somme due par Poffice
I'office de France
t deduire:
convertie d'apres
Poffice des Etats-Unis,
Btats-Unis, convertie
a l'office
le
change &New
lNew York penle taux moyen
moyen du change
dant
august le present eompte
compte
trimestre auquel
dant le trimestre
.................
se
rapporte
se rapporte ........

Somme
due par
al'office
roffiee
l'office de France A
par roffice
Somme due
......---.
des Etata-Unis
.
des
3Stats-Unis
somme due
due par
l'office des
des
par l'office
dMduire: somme
a deduire:
Thats-Unis
France, convertie
convertie
l'office do France,
Itats-Unis iaroffice
a Paris
d'apres le taux
taux moyen dn
du change
change a
d'apres
pendant le trimestre auquel le present
present
pendant
se rapporte
compte se
rapport° ................-compte

Balance
en favenr
favenr de
Balance en
de roffice
l'oticeedde France
rance......
d
payes par l'office
Poffice des
des
aecomptes pay6a
a deduire:
d6duire: it-comptes
Etats-Unis,
savoir:
Etats-Unis, savoir:

Welt ire:
ire, a-comptes
pay& par Poffiee
de
l'office de
-ecomptes pay6s
A dedi

188- F
F.

le

le

9tats-Unis
l'office des gtats-Unis
Balance
favour de l'office
Balance en faveur
France, savoir:
France,
savoir:

.

1

188-.

le

--

188-.

¢an.
&a.
Portant,
Ms doit encore
ttats-I nis
l'offie des ttats-T
Partant, l'office
l'office de France
France........................
I 1'office

J
I

le

188D e.
188-. D.c.

le
le

188-.

le
le

188-.
188-.
&a.
&a.

Partant,
Poffice de
de France
encore aa
France doit encore
Partant, l'office
Poffice des EtatsUnis
Etatb-Dnis ...................
I'office

Dol.
Dolt.

Cents.
Gents.
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Wanhats des
comptes particuliers
particuliers mensnels.
mensnels.
des comptes
R6sultats

Designation
Designation des mois.

faveur de la
en fayeur
In France.
Francs.
Francs.

.. ..........
Totux......
Totanx
Totan......

..... ..............
........
.---------------..-------------

Dollars.

cents.

-I-

I

Certifie le present compto par le sonssigne, chef du Buram
Certifi le pretent compto par le soussign6, chef du Bureau
de PL
la V6rification
Verification des
des Produits,
Produits, du
du Ministere
Ministers des Postes
Postes et
de
des Telegrapbes
de France.
Franco.
des
T616graphes de

centimes.
centimes.

en fareur
favour des ttats-Unis.
ttats-Unis.
on

Arrete le
le present
du
compte du
present compte
Arrete
de
tant
taut un
am solde
sold° en
en faveur
favour de

°
trimestre de 188
188 ,,pr6sen
presem
r trimestrede

nanal

nar

-f.hlc fir
,
par
Ia s-omm
, payable

rOffice d
d
I'Office
Mae° d
l'ffioe d
de
de

la somme
,,de
de Is
somme

Sauf
omission.
ou omission.
erreur on
Sauf erreur

.
188 .'

Fait Is
le
a Paris, le
Fait

Telgraphes de France,
P.
is Ministre
des Postes
Postes & des Telegraphes
Francs,
Ministre des
P. le
L'Administrateur,
L'Administrateur,
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AMENDED
CONVENTION—CANADA.
AMENDED CONVENTION-CANNADA.

M AY AND
AND J
UNE, 1880.
MAY
1880.
JUNE,

May 29, 1880.
June 4,
4, 1880.
1880.

Amended
Convention, between
between the
the Post
Post Office
Department of
of the
the United
Amended Convention
Office Department
United
and the Post
Department of the Dominion of
of
States of America and
Post Office Department
Canada, for amending the
exchange of
of money
money orders,
orders, concluded
concluded
Canada,
the system
system of
of exchange
May
29, 1880,
1880.
May 29,
1880, and
and June
June 4,
4, 1880.

Contracting parContracting

The Post
of the
United States
of America,
America, and
and the
the
The
Post Office
Office Department
Department of
the United
States of
Office Department
Department of the Dominion
Dominion of Canada, being
Post Office
being desirous
desirous of
of
amending the
exchange of
between the
the two
two
the system
system of
of exchange
of Money
Money Orders
Orders between
undersigned, duly authorized
countries, the undersigned,
purpose, have
have agreed
agreed
authorized for that purpose,
upon the following
Articles amending
Convention.
following Articles
amending the
the existing
existing Convention.

ties.

Preamble.

Premble

ARTICLE
1.
ARTICLE 1.

The transfer of sums of money
money may be made
made by
by means
means of
of postal
postal
money
the Dominion
Dominion of
Canada to the
the United
United States,
States, and
and
money orders
orders from the
of Canada
from the United States
States to
Dominion of Canada.
Canada.
to the Dominion

Scope.

ARTICLE 2.
2.
ARTICLE
1. The money
money orders issued in the Dominion of Canada for payment
payment
in the United
conform, as nearly
in
United States, shall conform,
nearly as practicable,
practicable, to
model
to model
s
7
"A
, hereto annexed,
annexed, and
and the money orders issued
issued in the
the United
United States
for
payment in the Dominion
of Canada,
Canada, shall
the same
manner, confor payment
Dominion of
shall in
in the
same manner,
conform
form to model
model ""B",
B", also hereto
hereto annexed.
annexed.
For warded at
Forwarded
2. Each
money order
2.
Each money
order shall be delivered
delivered to the remitter thereof
thereof to be
expense of person
person
rexpene
gf
forwarded
by him
him at
at his
his own
own expense
expense to
the payee.
forwarded
by
to the
payee.
remitting.
up of
of the
the order,
order, in writing,
writing, must
3. The filling
filling up
must be
be in
in the
English lanlanthe English
letters and
numerals, without
without alteration
alteration or
guage, and
and in
in Roman
Roman letters
and Arabic
Arabic numerals,
or
obliteration,
and the
the Exchange
Office through
through which
which the
the
obliteration, and
the name
name of
of the
Exchange Office
advice is forwarded
forwarded for
must be stated
for certification
certification must
stated thereon.
thereon.
Maximum limit
4. The maximum
maximum amount of each
each order
dollars.
order is fixed at Fifty dollars.
$50.
$50.
5. No order shall contain
contain a
afraction
fraction of a
acent.
be inLimit may bein6. The maximum
increased from fifty dollars
dollars to
to
maximum of the order may be increased
creased
by agreecreased by
agree- one hundred dollars, by mutual agreement
agreement between
the Post
Office
between the
Post Office
ment.
ment.
Departments of the two countries.
Departments
countries.

Money-orders.

Forms
F orm s
scribed.
scribed.

prepre-

ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE

Exchangeoffices.
Exchange offices.

Names of, in CanNamesof,inCanada.
ada.

1. The
service of
the Postal
Money-Order system
system between
between the
the two
two
1.
The service
of the
Postal Money-Order

countries
countries shall be performed
performed exclusively
exclusively through
through the agency of one
one or
or
more offices of Exchange, and, for this purpose, each
each Postal Administration is authorized
authorized to establish or to abolish offices of Exchange
Exchange within
its own jurisdiction, but in either case due notice of
must
of such
such action must
previously
previously be given to the other Administration.
Administration. For the present the
the
Exchange on the part of the Dominion
offices of Exchange
Dominion of Canada shall be,
be,

St. John,
B.
St.
John, N.
N. B.
Quebec, Que.
Quebec,
Hamilton, Ont.
Montreal,
Montreal, Que.
London,
London, Ont.
Ont.
Kingston,
Kingston, Ont.
Victoria, B. C.
Toronto,
Toronto, Out.
Winnipeg,
Man:
Ont.
Winnipeg, Man:
and on the part of the United States,
States,
Names of,
in the
Names
of, in
Bangor, Me.
I
Detroit, Mich.
Mich.
United
Bg
e
United States.
I
St.
Minn.
ted States.
St. Albans,
Albans, Vt.
Vt.
St. Paul,
Paul, Minn.
Buffalo, N. Y.
1
Portland, Oreg.
Oreg.
Particulars of
Particulars f
of
these
Offices
of
Exchange
2.
Each
Offices
Exchange
at
close
each week's
shall,
the
of each
service
service by exx-b
business, make
out in
certified List
List of
of all
Money Orders
Orders
the Money
all the
il duplicate
duplicate aacertified
business,
make out
change offices.
issued in its own country for payment
payment in the other, the
the advices
advices of which,
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received
from its
inland offices,
have been
been stamped
stamped as genuine
shall have
offices, shall
its inland
received from
during such
One copy
copy of
each of
transmitted
ot these Lists shall be transmitted
of each
week. One
such week.
during
to the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
the Money-Order
System at
Washington, D.C.,
D.C.
at Washington,
Money-Order System
of the
to
and the
the other
other to
to the Superintendent
Superintendent of the Money-Order
Money-Order Branch, Ottawa,
Ottawa,
and
Ontario.
Ontario.
Canadian
3. The
The above
when made out by the Canadian
weekly Lists when
mentioned weekly
above mentioned
3.
Exchange Offices
conform to
Model "C",
C", and
and when made out by
to Model
shall conform
Offices shall
Exchange
the United
Exchange, Offices,
Offices, to
" D", both models being
to model "
States Exchange
United States
the
hereto
annexed.
hereto annexed.
therein shall be 'numbered
4. The
weekly lists, and also the entries
entries therein
'numbered
The weekly
4.
consecutively
number one on
beginning with number
the fiscal year, beginning
throughout the
consecutively throughout
the
first day
day of
of July,
July, and
number included in the
the last number
ending with the
and ending
the first
business
of the year.
business of
5. After
After the
the close
close of
the quarter
ending June 30th of each year, supquarter ending
of the
5.
plementary
lists may
be sent,
sent, if
occasion requires,
requires, containing
containing an entry
if occasion
may be
plementary lists
of
that Quarter,
Quarter, the
advice of which
which had
had not
the advice
during that
issued during
order issued
every order
of every
been
certified.
previously certified.
been previously
advices of money or6.
Should it
happen during
any week that no advices
during any
it happen
6. Should
ders
have been
been received
received at an
nevertheless
Office, aalist must nevertheless
Exchange Office,
an Exchange
ders have
be
forwarded, but in such event, the words,
words, "no business", must be
be forwarded,
written across the list.
7. Each
Each Department
Department or
or Administration
acknowledge
Administration shall promptly acknowledge
7.
to
other the
receipt of
of every
Exchange Office
received from any Exchange
list received
every list
the receipt
the other
to the
in the
receipt as possible, give
country, and shall, as soon after its receipt
the other country,
in
discover'therein.
notice
any errors which it may discovertherein.
of any
notice of
-

ARTICLE -4.
4.
ARTICLE

Standard of
of valvalIn
the exchange
exchange of
money orders
one dol
dol- Standard
the two countries, one
between the
orders between
of money
In the
ues of dollar to be
be
to
dollar
lar in
in Canadian
Canadian money
money shall
shall be
as the
the equivalent
dollar in "es
one dollar
of one
equivalent of
taken as
be taken
lar
goldofcoin.
United States
States money.
standard in
in either
country shall be gold gold coin.
either country
This standard
money. This
United
value.
ARTICLE
5.
ARTICLE 5.
Pee to be paid

to be paid
1.
fee, to
to be
be fixed
by the
the country
of origin,
collected from byFee
origin, shall be collected
country of
fixed by
remitter.
A fee,
1. A
the remitter
remitter upon
of money
transmitted under
under this conven- by remitter.
money transmitted
sum of
each sum
upon each
the
tion.
Schedule of fees
2. Each
Administration shall
shall communicate
communicate to
other the
tariff toSchedule
of fees
the tariff
the other
to the
Each Administration
be communi2.
o ether
ted to
or
schedule of
to be
by it
it under
the provisions
provisions of this
this cated
either adadunder the
established by
be established
fees to
of fees
or schedule
ministration.
ministration.
Article,
any subsequent
change therein.
subsequent change
also any
and also
Article, and
Payee of order
ordetr
ofsubjected
3.
The person
to the
payment of
of a
a Money
Order issued
loyee
issued in not
Money Order
the payment
to be
entitled to
person entitled
3. The
bjecteor
ne cost
n any
pursuance of
of this
be subjected
pretext to
or
under any pretext
subjected under
not be
shall not
Convention shall
this Convention
pursuance
charge.
whatever to
any commission
commission or
tax on
on account
of the
such charge.
payment of such
the payment
account of
or tax
to any
whatever
order.
Commissions.
4.
Each Postal
shall keep
fee which it receives for Commissions.
the fee
keep the
Administration shall
Postal Administration
4. Each
a comorders
issued
within
its
jurisdiction,
but
shall
pay
to the other a
pay
orders issued within its jurisdiction, but shall
mission of
one-half of
of one
per centum
amount of such
such orthe total amount
upon the
centum upon
one per
of one-half
mission
of
Administration
ation of
of the
the country
country of
ders, and shall also refund to the Administr
origin one-half
of one
one per
per cent.
the amounts
of all void
void orders and
amounts of
on the
cent. on
one-half of
origin
orders the
the repayment
of which
which shall
shall have
have been authorized.
repayment of
orders

ARTICLE
6.
ARTICLE 6.
or

1. Payment
Payment of
money order,
in pursuance
of this
this Convention,
can Payment
of orPayment of
Convention, can
pursuance of
order, in
of aamoney
1.
be exacted
exacted only
at the
the paying
named upon
the order,
order, but
but ders.
dors.
upon the
office named
post office
paying post
only at
be
not until
receipt by
by that
office of
of the
required by
by ArtiArtiadvice required
the advice
that office
the receipt
after the
until after
not
cle
8
hereof.
But
the
Chief
Office
in
either
country
discreits
at
may,
country
either
in
Office
Chief
the
But
hereof.
8
cle
tion, cause
order to
paid at
at an
an office
office other
that named
named
than that
other than
be paid
to be
money order
cause aamoney
tion,
upon the
advice.
Lists
of
such
changes
shall
be
sent
to
the
Chief
Office
Office
Chief
the
to
sent
be
shall
changes
Listsofsuch
upon the advice.
in the
at such
periods as
as may
agreed upon
upon
mutually agreed
be mutually
may be
such periods
country at
other country
the other
in
Administrations.
between the two Administrations.
between
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Endorsement of
orders,
orders,

MAy AND
AND JUNE,
JUNE, 1880.
1880.
MAY

2. Each of the two Administrations
reserves the
the right
right to
authorize
Administrations reserves
to authorize
the transfer, within its Territory by means
means of endorsement, of
the ownof the
ownership of orders originating in
Territory of
of the
in the
the Territory
the other.
other.
AR.TIOLE 7.
ARTICLE
7.

Designation of
of
Designation
post-offices
of issue
post-officesofissue
and payment.

1. The two Administrations
Administrations shall designate, each for
for itself,
the Post
Post
itself, the
Offices which
are authorized
authorized to
to pay
orders under
under
Offices
which are
to issue
issue and
and to
pay money
money orders
and payment.the provisions
provisions of this Convention.
Convention.
2. Each Administration
Administration shall furnish to
to the other
other before
before the
the first
first day
day
a list of the post offices within
of July, 1880, a
within its
its jurisdiction
jurisdiction authorized
authorized
to issue and to pay
pay such orders,
orders, and shall also
promptly notify
notify the
the other
other,
also promptly
in advance
advance of any changes that may
be made
said List.
List.
may subsequently
subsequently be
made in
in said
3. In the United
United States' List shall be stated the
the County
County and
and State,
State,
and in the Canadian
Canadian List, the Province
and County,
County, in
in which
which each
Province and
each
money-order office is located.
money-order
located.
ARTICLE
8.
ARTICLE 8.

Duties
post 1. A post office
office in either country, which
Duties of
of post
which issues
order payable
issues aamoney
money order
payable
office
issue.
office of
of issue.
in the other, is required to transmit, by
mail after
the issue
issue
by the
the first
first mail
after the
thereof, through the agency
thereof,
agency of one of the Exchange
Offices in
counExchange Offices
in the
the country in which the order
order originated, to the post office
charged with
with its
office charged
its
payment, an advice corresponding
corresponding in
111 number, date, and
and amount
amount to
to the
the
order of which it forms
forms a
a part.
part.
2. Each advice must express legibly and in
in written
written characters
characters the
the
following, to
wit:
to wit:
(a) The name
(a)
name of the issuing office.
(b)
payment is to
(b) The name of the office where payment
made and
and also
of
to be
be made
also of
the State or Territory
Territory if payable in the United
United States, and
and if
if payable
payable
in the Dominion of Canada,
Province where such office
Canada, of the Province
office is
located.
is located.
(c) The amount which is to be paid to the owner
owner of the order in
the
in the
country
country of destination.
(d)
(d) The sur-name and
and the given
given name
name or names
at least
least the
the initials
initials
names or
or at
of the latter, as well as the residence
residence of
the remitter
remitter and
also of
of the
the
of the
and also
payee. It
It will be sufficient
sufficient however for the purpose
to make
make use,
use, in
in
purpose to
case of a
a business house, of its business
business designation, and
and in
in case
of a
case of
a
corporation or other
organization, of the name
corporation
other organization,
name of
the manager,
manager, or
or the
of the
the
authorized agent
agent thereof.
thereof.
Advicos
to be 3. Each advice from either country, if
Advices to
correct shall,
shall, in
in order
order to
to
if found
found correct,
stamped,
&c., at
i, be
at one
one of
of the
the Exchange
Offices of
of the
the country
country of
of
change office
at be
be valid,
be stamped
stamped at
exchange
office.
Exchange Offices
origin, with the date of its receipt
receipt at said
origin,
said office, and with
special numnumwith aaspecial
ber corresponding
corresponding to that upon the Lists described
Article 3
hereof.
described in
in Article
3 hereof.
4. The advices.
forwarded by the first
advices, after
after such
such stamping, shall be forwarded
first
mail after their receipt, in envelopes
envelopes addressed
addressed to the postmaster
postmaster of
the
of the
office where payment
payment is to be made. These envelopes
envelopes shall
shall be
be of
of a
a
special form to be used for this
purpose only.
only.
this purpose
5. The advices required
required by this Article shall, if issued
issued in the
the DominDominconform as
nearly as
to model
model "A
(1)", and
ion of Canada, conform
as nearly
as practicable
practicable to
"A (1)",
and
if issued
issued in
(1)", both
both of
of which
models
if
in the
the United
United States,
States, to
to model
model "B
"B (1)",
which models
are hereto annexed.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9.
9.
Lost or missent
Lost or missent
advices.

advices.

Duplicate adad.Duplicate
vices.

request of the paying
1.1. At the request
paying office
office aalost
lost or
or missent
missent advice
advice will
will
be replaced
replaced without delay by aa. duplicate
be
duplicate thereof, to be issued by or
or
through the agency
agency of the
Exchange Office,
which certified
certified the
the original.
original.
the Exchange
Office, which
The form of duplicate advice
advice shall be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Administration
Administration
of the country
country in which
which the order originated, and such duplicate
duplicate to be
valid must bear the stamp
of the
the Exchange
Office.
stamp of
Exchange Office.
2.
application for
for aaduplicate
2. Each
Each application
duplicate advice
advice shall be made upon a
ablank
conforming
or analogous
analogous to model
model "E"
hereto annexed, and must be
conforming or
"E" hereto
forwarded
Exchange Office
forwarded to the Exchange
Office in an envelope.
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ARTICLE 10.
10.
ARTICLE

The orders drawn by each count
country
ry upon the other shall be subject as
Payment
regulations which govern
regards payment
payment to the regulations
govern the
the payment of do- ders.
d0rs.
mestie
in the
country on
on which
are drawn.
drawn.
mestic orders
orders in
the country
which they
they are

of or-

ARTICLE
ARTIOLE 11.
11.
1. The money orders
orders issued in pursuance
pursuance of this Convention
Convention shall be Orders valid 12
12
1.
months.
months after the date of their issue.
a period of twelve months
valid during a
2. After the expiration
expiration of that period the advice
advice of an unpaid order
Unpaid orders.
shall be returned to the Administration
and
Administration of the country of
of origin, and
amount thereof shall be
remain at the disposal
of
the amount
be credited
credited to and
and remain
disposal of
Administration.
that Administration.
every month, each of the two Administrations
Administrations Monthly state3. At the close of every
invalid
shall
orders which ment
meat of
invalid
statement of all the orders
the other
other a
a detailed
detailed statement
forward to
to the
shall forward
shall
have become
during such
such month
under this
this Article.
month under
Article. orders. orders.
shall have
become invalid
invalid during
ARTICLE
12.
ARTIOLE 12.

replaced by duplicates,
destroyed may be replaced
Orders lost or destroyed
duplicates, to be issued
by
country of payment.
Administration of the country
by the Administration

Lostordestroyed
orders.
Lostor destroyed
orders.

ARTIOLTI
13.
ARTICLE 13.
Duplicate of
of lost
lost
remitter upon DuPlicate
1.
An order,
order, or
or aaduplicate
duplicate thereof,
may be
be repaid
repaid to the
the remitter
thereof, may
i. An
orders
the corresponding
.orr dng or destroyed
destroyed orders
presentation
at
the
issuing
office,
but
only
in
case
the
presentation at the issuing office, but only in case the corresponding may
ay be issued.
issued.
advice is in the possession of the issuing postmaster.
postmaster. For this purforward, it shall be returned by the
pose, in
in case
case the advice has gone forward,
paying to
to the
Administration upon
the request
of the
the latter.
latter.
upon the
request of
the issuing
issuing Administration
paying
Administration of the country
therefore aucountry of origin will not therefore
2. The Administration
naissent or destroyed
destroyed orders
orders until after the
thorize repayment
repayment of lost, missent
Administration of the country
returned the
destination shall have returned
Administration
country of destination
advice, or
shall have
have furnished
furnished a
declaration that it
paid the
it has not paid
a declaration
advice,
or shall
presented.
order and will not pay it if presented.
Repayment of
3.
amounts of
of orders,
orders, the
the repayment
repayment of
shall have
have been
been orders
of
of which
which shall
Repayment
3. The
The amounts
to be credauthorized,
to the
the country
of itdrt
authorized, shall
shall be
be credited
credited to
the Administration
Administration of
of the
country of
adcmited to to
thebhe
adminorigin,
country of desti- istration of the
origin, and for
for this
this purpose
purpose the
the Administration
Administration of the
the country
country of
origin.
nation shall
cause to
to be
made out
out and
forwarded at
the close
close of
of each
of origin.
each country
at the
and forwarded
be made
shall cause
nation
fiscal
quarter a
advices of all orders
orders originating in
in
a detailed list of the advices
fiscal quarter
the other
repayment of
of which
which shall
have been
been authorized
authorized
shall have
country, the
the repayment
the
other country,
during the quarter.

ARTICLE 14.
ARTICLE
14.

1.
weeks after
each fiscal
fiscal quarter,
two copies
copies
quarter, two
of each
the close
close of
six weeks
after the
1. Within
Within six
"
annexed,
prepared similar to model
model F", hereto
hereto annexed,
account shall be prepared
of an account
Department of the United
and transmitted
transmitted to the Post Office Department
United States by
by
the Post Office Department
Department of the Dominion of Canada,
Canada, exhibiting the
balance found due on the
during the quarter,
quarter,
orders during
money orders
the exchange
exchange of money
balance
one copy
which, after
proper verification
verification and
and acknowledgment
acknowledgment shall
shall
after proper
copy of
of which,
one
he
returned to
Department of the Dominion of Canada.
Canada.
Office Department
be returned
to the Post Office
If this
shows a
balance in favor of the Post Office
Office Deaccount shows
a balance
this verified
verified account
partment
Canada., that
the United
United States
States will
that of the
of Canada,
the Dominion
Dominion of
of the
partment of
transmit
with such
bill of
of exexaccount, a
a bill
the quarterly
quarterly account,
copy of
of the
such verified
verified copy
transmit with
change on
Montreal, Canada,
for the
the amount
amount of
said balance,
balance, payable
payable
of said
Canada, for
on Montreal,
change
to
latter
the Dominion
Dominion of Canada. The latter
Department of the
to the
the Post Office Department
will
then send
send an
an acknowledgment
of receipt
receipt to
Departthe Post Office
Office Departto the
acknowledgment of
will then
ment
of the
States. If
other hand,
said account,
after
account, after
hand, said
on the
the other
If on
the United
United States.
mceit of
verification and
aml acknowledgment
balance in favor
favor
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shows aabalance
acknowledgment as
verification
Office Department of the United
United States then the Post Office
Office
of the Post Office
Department of
the Dominion
will, upon receipt of the certiCanada will,
Dominion of Canada
of the
Department
fied
the same,
same, transmit
transmit to
that of
the United
bill of
of
of the
United States
States aabill
to that
copy of
of the
fied copy
44
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exchange
the amount
on New
New York.
United States
exchange for
foi the
amount thereof
thereof on
York. The
The United
States
Post
then send
send in
in return
return an
an acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
of
Post Office
Office Department
Department will
will then
receipt.
If pending the settlement
Payment of balbal - 2. If
settlement of an account, one of the two
two Postal
ances.
Administrations shall
Administrations
shall ascertain
ascertain that it owes the other a
a balance exceedexceeding
Ten Thousand
Thousand dollars,
the indebted
Administration shall
shall promptly
ing Ten
dollars, the
indebted Administration
promptly
remit the
approximate amount
amount of
of such
balance to
the credit
credit of
of the
the other.
other.
remit
the approximate
such balance
to the
Costofexchange.
3. The expense
Cost
of exchange.
expense attending
attending the remittance
remittance of bills of exchange
exchange shall
invariably be borne
borne by
Department by which
which the
the paypayinvariably
by the
the Post
Post Office Department
ment is to be made.
4.
be made
by drafts
drafts or
or bills
ex4. Payments
Payments may
may also
also be
made in
in money
money or
or by
bills of
of exchange on
on points
points other
and New
York, by
mutual
change
other than
than Montreal
Montreal and
New York,
by mutual
agreement between
between the
agreement
the two
two Departments.
Departments.
ARTICLE 15.
15.
ARTICLE

Paid orders.

The paid orders shall remain
remain in the possession
possession of the Administration
Administration
which shall have paid them, but each
each of the
Administrations agrees
the two Administrations
agrees
temporarily, at
at the
disposal of
the other,
other, any
paid order,
order, the
the
to place,
place, temporarily,
the disposal
of the
any paid
return of
have been
been requested.
requested.
return
of which
which shall
shall have
ARTICLE 16.
ARTICLE

Modifications of
Modifications

Administrations may,
mutual agreement,
The two Postal Administrations
may, by mutual
agreement, make
make

convention
be modifications
conventionmay
may be
modifications if
of detail
with
if found
found expedient,
expedient, in
in matters
matters of
detail connected
connected with
made by agree-

ment.
ment.

the
Convention, in order to
the execution of
of the
the provisions
provisions of the present
present Convention,
provide for greater security against fraud,
fraud, or
better working
of
provide
or for
for the better
working of
international system.
the international
ARTICLE 17.
ARTICLE
17.

Right tosuspend
to suspend
Each of the
the
issue
of orders re issue
of orders re- circumstances,
served.

two Administrations
Administrations is empowered
empowered under extraordinary
extraordinary
which may be of aa nature to warrant
warrant the measure, to
to
suspend temporarily
temporarily the
the money order service
service between
between the two countries,
countries,
provided however that
that notice of such suspension
other
suspension be given to
to the other
Administration immediately, and if deemed necessary
Administration
necessary by means of the
Telegraph.
ARTICLE 18.
ARTICLE

Convention
C onvention to
take effect
effect July 1,
1880.

Duration.
Duration.

Signatures.
Signatures.

The present Convention
effect on the first day of July,
Convention shall take effect
1880, and shall remain
remain in force
of the
the two
conforce until one
one year after
after one of
two contracting parties
parties shall
the other
other of
of its
its intention
to tertertracting
shall have
have notified
notified the
intention to
minate
it. During such final year the Convention
minate it.
continue to be
Convention shall continue
fully and entirely executed,
prejudice to the adjustment
executed, without
without prejudice
adjustment and
and
payment
accounts after the expiration
payment of the accounts
expiration of the term in question.
Done in duplicate, and signed
signed at Washington
Washington on the fourth day of
of
June in the
the year of our Lord one thousand
eighty,
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and eighty,
and at Ottawa, Canada, on the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day of May in the
the year of
our Lord, one thousand
thousand eight hundred and
and eighty.
D.
KEY,
JOHN
D. M. KEY,
JOHN O'CONNOR,
O'CONNOR,
Postmaster
Postmaster General
of the
Postmaster General
General
General of
Postmaster
United
Canada.
United States.
of Canada.
[Seal of the Post Offiee
[Seal
Office Department
Department
[Seal
the Post
Office Department
of the United States.]
[Seal of
of the
Post Office
Department
of the United States.]
of the Dominion
Dominion of Canada.]
I hereby
foregoing Convention,
I
hereby approve
approve of the foregoing
Convention, and in testimony
thereof
thereof II have
have caused
caused the seal of the
the United States to be hereto affixed.
B.B.
B.HAYES.
HAYES.
a.
[Seal
of the
the United
[Seal of
United
By the
President:
States.]
By
the President:
States.]
WM.
W M. M.
M .EVARTS,
EVARTS,
Secretary
Secretary of &ate.
tate.
WASHINGTON,
W ASHINGTON, JJune
5, 1880.
1880.
rune 5,
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A.

Model
A(1).
Model 4(1).

DOMINION MONEY
MONEY ORDER.
DOMINION

DOMINION
ORDER.
MONEY ORDEB.
DOMINION MONEY

No. —.
No.
-,

Date
Date

-.
No. —.

Sum of Order.

Stamp of

Drawn
the above
above Office
Office upon
upon the
at
the Offioe
Offioe at
by the
Drawn by

of
Stamp
Issuing
Office.
Office.

187-.
on
the --- day of -—,, 187—.
on the

AMEN D ED CONVENTION-CANADA,

Advice
of Money
Mosne Order.
Advic o

' ;

For Pay Stamp.

IMO Stamp.

tr
=.-

[Se e Instruc-

Sum
of
Order.
/ththe Order.
&M of

tions on the
back.]

Cents.
Cents.

Dollars
Dollars

0
a

-4

TASPI
Wee,

Amount of
Order.

Viz: The person to whom the Order is payable.

Oil.

Surname.

Christian name.

M

Pay
person, named
named in Advice
Advice.
Pay to
to the
the person

Dollars
Dollars and

Cents.
,

Residence
Postmaster.
Postmrater.
To the Post Office

The Remitter.
The
Remeittr.

at

Viz;
The person
person who
the Money
and obtained
obtained the Order.
Money and
in the
paid in
who paid
Viz: The

I

.. „...,

-------------- I

-

-

-----

[Signature of
of Postmaster
who draws
draws the
the Order.)
Order.J
Postmaster who
[Signature

p·
->

?

5

Residence.

Surname.
Surname,

Christian name.
Christian

Stamp of
Paying
Office.

t4

c-I

The party to whom this Order is made payable ]Received
Received payment,
The
must sign here his or her Christian
Christian name and Sur- t
name at full length, except in the case
case of firms, [
whose usual signature will snffice.
suffice.

C-

Postmaster.
Postnmater.

Stamp
of
Stamep of
Paying
PaFngo
Office.
Oce.

Advice must be signed
This Advice
signed by the Postmaster
Postmaster who draws the Order, and
preserve it
it on
file in
will carefully
carefully preserve
ethe it
the Postmaster upon
upon whom
whom
it is drawn will
on file
in
his Office.
N
OTE.—A separate
separate Advice
Advice must invariably be sent for each Order; and
NOTE.-A
no
Order can
$100 each
each may
for over $100, though as many Orders of $100
be given for
can be
no Order
be
applicant needs.
as the applicant
be granted as
l

N
Order will be made according
according to the regulations
regulations of
N..B.—Payment
B.-Payment of this Order

the
Department.
the Department.

whomsoever presented, the Office
Money Order, by whomsoever
After once paying aa Money
liable to any further claim. If
If this
Form be clipped
clipped or mutilated,
this Form
will not be liable
there may be difficulty
difficulty as to paying
paying it.
there
(See
(See back.)

00
At
Second Stamp
Stamp

of Paying OfOffice, where
where
"Pay
"Pay Stamp"
Stamp"
is in
in use.
use.
is
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Sample leaf.
Sample
Stamp of
office.
Stamp
of issuing
issuing office.

No._
Amount
in figures,
figures,
Amount in
Somme en cluffres,
chffres,

0
Advice
Advice

United States money:
money:
Monnaie
Etats-Unis:
des .tats-Unis:
Monnaie des

of
of
International money
money order
International

e
f

$

Avis
Avis
d'emission
d'emission
d'un
de poste
poste International
International
mandat de
d'un mandat

.

a

Drawn by
office on
on the k
above-named office
by the
the above-named
Drawn
Tire par
par
byle bureau
le 5
designe, le
ci-dessus designe,
bureau ci-dessus
Tire
upon
post office
at
office at
the post
upon the
sur
bureau de
5
de
le bureau
sur le

~---:::---.
--

--

=

,,

7,

=
_

-

--

Amount in figures,
Somme en chiffres,
United States
States money:
money:
United
Monnaie des
des Etats.Unis:
Etats-Unis:
Monnaie
International money
money order.
International

$
Foreign money:
money
Foreign
Monnale du pays (Aran ger:
Mounaiedupaysetranger:

Monnaiedupays6tranger

Payable
office at
at
Payable by the office
Payable
bureau de
Payable par le bureau

, ,188
188-,
—,
Sfor
for the sum of
pourla
is sororoe
somme de
pour

=

Stamp of issuing offioe.

Foreign
money:
Foreign money:
Monnaie du pays (Stranger:

d

-=

No. --.

--

Mandat
de poste
poste international.
international.
Mandat de

day
of__
ay of

-

--

Sample leaf.

Model
B.
Model B.
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
UNITED
ETATS-UNIS D'AME1RIQUE.
D' AMARIQUE.
hTATS-TUIS

r

- -

- .

..

~

---

Issued by the above
above named
named post office
office
Issued
d6sign6, le
ci-dessus designe,
10 bureau
bureau 0i-demi:is
parle
Tire par

-~- -------

_

5

Surname
Surname (nom).

,188
8 .

'- -

Stamp oniTaing
office.
of paying offiee.
Stamp

4
Stamp of
paying office.
ffie.
of paying
e Stamp

.7
17.

t
This advice
advice should
should be
be dated,
dated, signed,
post-!
the postby the
stamped by
and stamped
signed, and
This
master who
who issues
and stamped
stamped upon
upon its
its recelpt
receipt by
by the
the
order, and
the order,
issues the
master
issdrawn.
postmaster of the office
which it
it i
office upon which
postmaster
Cot
dare date,
signe et
l'agent des
des postes qui
par l'agent
et timbre
timbrt par
date, sign6
doit etre
avis doit
Cot avis
reception
et timbre,
timbr6, des sa recepton
aatire
tire le mandat, et

1

a
A

i>

To
postmaster at
at
To the postmaster
A. Monsieur
Monsieur l'agent des postes aIs
A

I

-

Poetmaster.
Postmaster.
L'agent
Foote&
des postes.
L'gent des

I

n

Postmaster.
Postnmaster.
II
des postes.
pastes.
I agent des

Residence of
of the
the remitter.
remitter. -_ _
ResMence de
de Tenvoyeur.
l'envoyeur.
Rsidence
Residence
Street and
and number.
City or
I
State.
State.
town.
or town.
City
number.
Street
Rue
it numero.
Ville on
Vat.
tat.
o village.
village.
Vile
numero.
Rue et
-

0-.
4
1
-3

.
I-

.---

·----

Residence
of the
payee.
Residence
1)63161101=e.
dn bneficiaire.
Ridence du
the payee.
Residence of
Street
and number.
number.
City or
1Department,
canton,or county.
conty
Deartmentanton,or
or town.
town.
City
Street and
ou canton.
Departement ou
Rue et
numero.
1
Ville on
Departement
on village.
Ville
et num6ro.
Rue
nnmero.
et
Rue
The
remitter, viz:
who purchsed
purchased the
the order.
person who
Tbe person
viz: The
The remitter,
L'envoyeur:
La personne
qui a
avers
verse raPrgent.
l'argent.
personne qui
L'envoyeur: La
I
Given
name
(prenoms).
*
Given name (prenoms).

X

designated the sum
Pay to
named in
my letter
advice of this date,
sum of
of
date No. above designated,
letter of advice
in my
person named
the person
to the
Pay
To. ci-dessus
Payez Is
la personnenommee
dans ma
ma lettre
d'avis do ce
ce jour,
Jour, No.
ciolossus designe,
design& la somme de
lettre d'avis
personne nommee dans
Ala
Payez

.

The
The person
person to
payable.
to whom the order is payable.
viz: The
payee viz:
The payee,
Beneficiaire:
de qui
le mandat
est tire.
tire.
mandat est
qui le
profit de
an profit
personne an
La personne
Benefciaire: La
i
Surname (nom).
Surname
Given
name
(prenoms).
Given name (prnoms).

_

n

.

----

--------

Received the
the amount
amount of
of the
above order
at I____
order at
the above
Received
Been le
le montant
naontaaat du mandat
ci-dessus
mandat ci-dessus
Regu

Is

Sle
le188

,188

.

Signature
to whom
whom the order is paid.
person to
the person
of the
Signature of
Signature
de la
personne &
Is qiu
qui le
le mandat est
oat paye.
pay&
la personne
Signature de

Neither
the paying
postal administration
administration is liable to any claim
claim for an order
order
paying postal
nor the
the issuing
issuing nor
Neither the
which
has once been
been paid.
which has
tine fois
foie effeotue,
effeetne, no
donne lien
recours soit
soit
aucun recours
lien A auctin
ne donne
payenaent d'un
d' un mandat de
de poste,
poste, une
Le pavement
contra lladministration
eons le
Is mandat,
mandat, aoit
soit contre
contra cells
cello qui l'm
l's paye.
qui aa6ems
administration qui
contre
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International,
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Indorsement of United States
States Exchange
Exchange Office.
Office.
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N. B.-This
B.—This money order is subject, as regards-payment
transfer by indorsement, to the
regards payment and transfer
existing laws and regulations
regulations which
payment of money orders in the
which govern the transfer and payment
existing
country upon which it
it is drawn.
country
Le
de la
in transmission
transmission par voie d'endossea Pegard
e'gard du payement
payement et do
mandat cot
est sujet,
sujet, a
Le present
present mandat
ment,
et aux
aux reglements,
le transmission et le payement
mandats
payement des mandate
rglements, qui gouvernent lo
ment aux lois et
dims
our lequel il est tire.
io pays, sur
dans le
It
if presented
presented before the expiration
expiration of twelve months from the date of its issue.
It is
is payable
payable if
11
payable pendant donze
douze mois h
partir du
versement des fonds.
dn versement
a partir
I cot
esot payable

C
I
t

If
the remitter
remitter
value, except as a
a receipt to the
If this money order is drawn on Germany it is of no value,
for the
him.
deposited by hin.
for
The amount
amount of money deposited
The
payee upon
upon another
diffrent form,
Germany to the payee
another order,
order, of different
The, same amount will be paid in Germany
transMitted by the Exchange
Exchange Post Office at Now York.
transmitted

Every
order should be delivered
delivered to the post office
office at
it is payable, and a
a reat which it
Every derketive
defctive order
ceipt taken therefor.
therefor. Such order
order is to be transmitted
postmaster of that office to his
transmitted by the postmaster
Postal
which will
cause the defects
Administration, which
will cause
defects to be
be remedied.
remedied.
Postal Administration,
Tout mandat
mandat irregulier
bureau on
cot payable;
payable; par
par
doit etre
etre depose,
depose, contre
contre ilecu,
<ecu, dans
dans le bureau
oh il
il est
Tout
irregulier doit
lee
de co bureau
bureau il est
cot transmis
transude a
radministration, qui
charge de
regularisation.
do as
sa r6gularisation.
a l'administration,
qni se charge
soins do
les seine
Orders missent,
which must
must be
Orders
missent, lost,
lost, or destroyed
destroyed are replaced by authorizations for payment, which
delivered only after it
it has been ascertained
ascertained that the
ihe original
original orders have
have not been
been paid nor redelivered
of payment as the orders
paid. These authorizations
subject to the same conditions
conditions of
orders themauthorizations are subject
selves.
Les mandats
remplaces par des autorisations de payement,
Les
maudats egares,
6gares, perdue,
perdus, on detruits, sent remplac6s
qui peuvent
dire delivroes
seulement apres constatation
eonstatation quc
quo lee
mandats n'ent
payee,
qui
peuvcnt etre
d6ivr6es seulement
lea mandats
n'ont ete
6t6 ni pay6s,
autorisations sent
sont soumises aux mernes
payement que les
les
inmes conditions de payement
Ces autorisations
ni rembourses.
rembours6s. Cos
mandate.
mandats.
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No.

-

-

Model
C.
Model C.

Sheet No.
-Sheet
No. --.

Weekly list of Money Orders
Orders issued
issued in
in the Dominion
Dominion of Canada,
Canada, the °Aims
advices of which have been certified during
Weekly
during the
week ended
, 188-,
potmaster of the International
,
188— ,by the postmaster
International Exchange
Office at
payment in
the
Exchange Offce
at for paymet
in the
United
States.
United States.
.

Amount of
order.

,

-

18

Payee.
Payee.

4-

Where
payable.
Where payabl

Number.

Name of
of reName
mitten
mitter.
Post office.
office.

A

6
o
t
A

Residence.
Residence.

0

Name.
Name.

ii,

office
Postdress
office adaddress.

e

Al

Remarks
RemarIt

a

Post office.
office.

.4

4

-

I
Date of payment.

0V

Where issued.
Where
issued.

. 14 S
0 A

g

g

t
----

-

--

--

-

--

certify that the foregoing is acorrect list of all the money orders issued in the Dominion of Cana* the advises of ndaieh
I certify
that the foregoing is a correct list of all the money orders issued in the Dominion of Canada, the advices of which
have been received and certified by me during the week ended —, 188—, for payment in the United States (being from In
have been received and certified by me during the wemt
wek enSde,
.n he
andm ents.
te
I
ternational
No. -— to
—, inclusive),
amounting in
dollars and
cents.
-ent
and —
dolars
the aggregate
aggregate to
to -in the
inclusive), amounting
to No.
No. -,
ternational No.
Postmatter at
Exchange Office.
Office.
at Exchange
Postmaster

762
762

AMENDED CONVENTION--OANADA.
CONVENTION— CANADA. MAy
AND J
UNE, 1880.
AMENDED
JUNE,
MAY AND
1880.

l D

List No.-No.
Sheet
No.
Sheet No.

Model
oel D

Where payable.

Where issued.

.2 Mg
|f§
A

F.:.
0

6
Irsa

0

IX

A

Residence.

Name of remitter.

N

:

Oa

a

n
5

I

Post
ad" office
e4 ad -

-

P

-3
.A
w

It

i

Name.

Post office
ofhee. s

'

4*

Date of payment.

Payee.

iA

drew.
dress.

ti

Post (dace.
office
.8f Post
2

a

ti
*0

•
§

4

g

Remarks
Remarks.

0.:i9 C)0g
A
A
Cents.

l
it
OA
e
gf
f.,g,
A
;lH
e's
0
.a

Amount of
order.

Weekly list
list of
of Money
Money Orders
Orders issued
issued in
in the
Statee, the
advice* of
of which
been certified
certified during
during the
Weekly
the United
United States,
the advices
which have
have been
the week
week
ended -,
7 188--,
by the
the postmaster
International Exchange
Exchange Office
at
,
payment in
in
, for
for payment
Office at
postmaster of
of International
ended
188-, by
Canada.
the Dominion of Canada.

0s
U

°

•

-

--

. -

--

-

--

j

'.
States, the advices of which h9
I
certify that
Money Orders issued in the United States,
h,: •
of all
all the Money
correct list
list of
is aacorrect
the foregoing
foregoing is
that the
I certify
een received
certIed by me during the week
188-, for payment
(bea;.
been
received and certIfied
week ended -OA,
payment in the Dominion
Dominion of Canada
Canada (bm....
, inlusive),
from International
International No. to No. -inclusive), amounting in the aggregate
aggregate to
cents.
dollars and --cente.
Postmaster
at .gzehoenge
Office.
Postmasterat
clvnge Offize.
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JUNE, 1880.
AmFiNDED
CONVENTION— CANADA. MAY
MAY AM)
AND JuNE,
AMENDED CONVENTION-CANADA.

Model
Model E.

Adeoe.
Application
Exchange Office
for Duplioate
Duplicate of Interational
International Advice.
Office fo
to Ezahange
Applioation to
Office
Post Office

Inland
No.
Inland No.
188
188

Date
issue
of issue
Date of

.

County
County

Amount
$
Amount $
Issued
Issued at

State
Province
State or Province
188.

S
IB:
SIn:
The above-described International Money Order WM presented at
at this Office on
thp
day of
of
day
on tbh
Money Order was presented this Offce
The
,
by above-described International
,who claims to be entitled to payment thereof,
thereof, and
says the
the remitter's
is
name is
remitter's name
who says
and who

188

188

, who claims to be entitled to payment

, by

The advice of said Order has not been received.
You will please cause said advice, or aduplicate
duplicate thereof, to be for
for
The advice of said Order has not been received. You will please cause said ad·vo, or a
warded to
to me without
without delay.
warded
Respectfully,
Respectfully,
P.altriosttr

POSmTER
OrIC
0
EXCHANGE
P
OSTMASTER INT'L
INT'L EX
CHANGE OFFIC
OFFICE, ----.
Po8TMABTE:E

EXCHANGE

uT'L

764
764

AMENDED
CONVENTION— CANADA. MAY
AND J
UNE, 1880.
1880.
JUNE,
MAY AND
AME]NDED CONVENTION--CANADA.

A
would of
of the
of Money
between the
Canada and
United States,
States, during
tht
during th
and the
the United
of Canada
the Dominion
Dominion of
Orders between
Money Orders
the Exchange
Exchange of
Account
quarter ended
, 188—.
188-.
ended —,
quarter
Orders issued in the United States.

Orders
Dominion of
of Canada.
Canada.
issued in
in the
the Dominion
Orders issued

Internationaj
Internationa
numbers of
Orders.

Certified
by. the
Certified by
Exchange
Office
Exchange Office
at—
at-

To—
To-

From—
From-

0
eti

Aggregate
of the
the
Aggregate of
Lists from each
Exchange Office.
Exchange

,g
04
o19
o

International
International
numbers of
of
numbers
Orders.

From—
From-

MP
0

Cts.
Cta.

Dolls.

liiertified by the
Exchange Office
at—

Aggregate of the
Aggregate
Lists from each
each
Exchange
Exchange Office.

Dolls.

To—
To-

Cts.

-~-

---

-

I

.

Total................................
Total

=
-

.

.< =

Total ..............................
Total

=

List
Orders which
during the quarter.
quarter.
have become void during
List of
of Orders
which have

Dominion of Canada.
Issued in the Dominion

International.

4

International.
International.
Amount of Order.
Amount

A
aa

United States.
Issued in the United

List.
Num.
Nnm- Exchange
Exchange
ber.
Office.

I

NumNier.
ber.

--

List.

Date.

Dolls.

---

.

Cts.
Cts.
-I

I
- or
J of
i Order.
l lf'11~
- Amalll,$
I Amount
I

Num- Exchange
Exchange
Num.

ber.

Office.

Num
Num.
her.
ber.

Dolls.

Date.

--

.

I

Canadian Postal Department..
To credit
credit of Canadian
Department..

T credit of United States Postal Dep't .!.
-.:.
To
--

--

l

Cts.
Cts.

AMENDED
AMENDED CONVENTION-CANADA.
CONVENTION— CANADA. MAY
MAY AD
AND J
UNE, 1880.
JUNE,
1880.

765
765

5i8t
of Orders
repayment of which to the remitters
remitterse in the Country
Country of issue
is8me has been authorized
authorized during
Diet of
Orders repayment
during the quarter.
quarter.
Issued in the Dominion of Canada.

Issued in the United States.

International

International.
Amount of Order.

Amount of Order.

List.
Num- Exchange
Office.
her.

N

ber.

.

Date.

Dolls.

Cie.

Num. Exchange
be.
Office.

List.
Num
her.

Date.

,

To credit of Canadian Postal Department..

To credit of United States Postal Dep't...

Dolls.

CU.

766
766

AMENDED CONVENTIONCANADA. MA
y AND
AND JUNE,
JUNE, 1880.
1880.
AMENDED
CONVENTION-CANADA.
MAY
BdLANDB.
BALANCOB.
....
of United
United States
States Postal
To credit
credit of
Postal Department.
Department.

credit of
Canadian Postal
Department.
To credit
of Canadian
Postal Department.
I

Dolls.

Cts.
Cts.

--

Dolls.
Dolla

Dolls.

(Its.
Cts.

Orders
Amount of International
International Orders
issued in the United States...
States...

International OrAmount of International
Orders issued
issued in
in the
the Dominion
Dominion
of Canada ..................

Amount of void orders of CanaCana
Amount
dian issue, 88
as per List
List........

Amount of void orders of Uni'Qui.
t,ed
ted States issue, as per List..
List..

Amount of International
International Orders

Amount of International
International Orders issued
issued in the United
United
repayment of which
which
States, repayment
has
during
has been authorized
authorized during
the quarter, as
List
as per
per List.....

issued
issued in
in the
the Dominion
of CanCan
Dominion of

ada, repayment
repayment of which has
authorized during
been authorized
during the
the
quarter, as per List ..........

eta.
Cts.

Dolls.
Doll

CU.
Cte.

*--

I
--

I;1

.-

)ne half
half of one
one per
per cent,
One
cent. on above ............

Total

...................................

11- —

..

One-half of one per cent.
cent, on above
above............

Total

....................................

Jnited States
credit to
United
States credit
to be deducted
deducted............

Canadian credit to be deducted
deducted ...............
Canadian

3alance to credit of Canadian
Canadian Postal DepartBalance
ment
...
......
......................

Balance
Balance to credit
credit of United States Postal DeDepartment ...................................
partment

Paid
Postal Department of
?aid on account by the postal
'
the United States
States............................

account by the Postal
Paid on account
Postal Department
of
Department of
the Dominion
Canada...............
Dominion of Canada

i

Dolls.

\

---

(Its.
Cts.

Dolls.

-t----

Cts.

-

Balance remalning
rema
.--.
Balance
z

...........
* ***......

Balance renang
remaining .......................
Balance
--

--

AMENDED CONVENTIONCONVENTION-CANADA.
JUNE,
AMENDED
CANADA. MAY
MAY ANm
AND J
UNE, 1880.

767
767

Model
Model F.
F.
POST
FFICE DEPARTMENT,
CANADA,
POST O
OFFIm
DEPAITMeT, CANADA,
MONEY OaBDB
ORDER BANCH,
BRANCH,
MONEY
S
UPERINTENDENT'S OFICI,
OFFICE
SUPBRaITETUEDNT'B
Ottawa, ------Otaa,
188,
The
account exhibits a
The within
within account
a total balance
balance of $$
herein stated, leaves
balance remaining
remaining of
as Ierein
leaves a
a balance
of $$

after deduction
deduction of the payments
paymente on
account,
-- ,
, which,
which, after
on aooount,
Postal Department
Department of
of the -. -- due the
the Postal
-

The
statement of account
accepted with
balance of
The above
above statement
account is accepted
with a
a balance

W ASHINGTON, D.
C.,
WASHINGTON,
D. C.,

,
, 188
188

$

Department of the
due the Postal Department

Auditor of
the Treaury
Pretawry for the Podt
Poet Otile
Office Dpartmnmt.
Department.
Auditor
of the

The payment
of -baying been
been receipted
receipted by
by special
receipt of the
the
speclal vouchers,
vonchers, the receipt
having
account of
The
pament on
on account
remaining
aoknowledged.
balance of $
$
remaining is hereby acknowledged.

,188 ,
,8
-----

768
768

June 18, 1880.

AGREEMENT—GREAT BRITAIN.
AGREEMENT-GREAT

JUNE 18, 1880.
JUNE

Agreement, to
of weight
ofpatterns
patterns of
Agreement,
to increase
increase the
the limit
limit of
weight and
and size
size of
of packets
packets of
oJ
merchandise
between the
the United
and
merchandise exchanged
exchanged through
through the
the mails,
mails, between
United States
States and
Great Britain
Great
Britain and
and Ireland.
Ireland.
Agreement
of America
United
Agreement between
between the United States of
America and
and the
the United
Kingdom
of Great
Britain and
Ireland for
the Limits
Kingdom of
Great Britain
and Ireland
for Increasing
Increasing the
Limits of
of
Weight and the
Dimensions of Packets of Patterns
Patterns of
Weight
the Dimensions
of Merchandise
Merchandise
exchanged through
the Post
the two
two Countries.
Countries. Signed
at
exchanged
through the
Post between
between the
Signed at
Washington, June
1880.
Washington,
June 18th,
18th, 1880.

The General
General-- Post Office
of the
the United
States of
The
Office of
United States
of America and
and
the General Post Office of the United
United Kingdom of Great
Great Britain
and Ireland,
Ireland, being desirous of facilitating
facilitating the postal relations
relations between
,
the two
countries, and
and in exercise of the power given to them under
the
two countries,
under
Article XV of the Convention
Convention of the Universal
Universal Postal Union concluded
in Paris
on the
the 1st
1st June,
eluded in
Paris on
June, 1878,
1878,
Have agreed
agreed as follows:
follows:
Weight and size
The limits of weight and the dimensions
dimensions of packets
packets of patterns of
trans- merchandise exchanged
of packets
packets transexchanged through the Post between
between the United
United States
States of
of
ported in the umils
mails
ported
America on
the United
of Great
Great Britain
Britain
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
and the
one part,
part, and
on the
the one
America
increased.
i
ncreased.
Ireland on
part, may
may be
be increased
by the
Postal AdminStat. 20, con
yen- and
conIenand Ireland
on the
the other
other part,
increased by
the Postal
Adminbon, p. 738.
tion,
beyond
istration of the country of origin be3.
ond those which have been fixed
fixed
by Article V of the International Convention of the 1st June, 1878, ununder
express reservation
reservation that such limits shall
der the express
shall not
not exceed the
the folfollowing:
lowing:
CoutractingparContractingparties.
Stat. 20, conventtat.
tion,
p. 20,
743.conven-

Weight.

In weight ..............

Dimensions.
Dimensions.

In dimensions
dimensions.........................

Commencement.
Commencement.
Terminable
Terminable on
one year's notice.

Signatures.
Signatures.

...............

350
30
20
(100

grammes.
grammes.
centimetres, length.
centimetres,
centimetres,
centimetres, breadth.
breadth.
centimetres, depth.
centimetres,

The present agreement
effect on the 1st July, 1880, and
agreement shall take effect
terminable at any time on a
anotice
notice by either
either office of one year.
shall be terminable
In witness whereof
whereof the undersigned, David M. Key, PostmasterGeneral
General of the United States of America,
vested
America, in virtue of the powers vested
Honorable Sir
Sir Edward
Edward Thornton,
K. C.
C. B.,
B.,
in him by law, and the Right Honorable
Thornton, K.
Envoy Extraordinary
Plenipotentiary, at Washington,
Washington, of
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
Britain and
Ireland,
Ireland, duly authorized for that purpose,
purpose, have drawn up the present
present
agreement
agreement to which they have affixed their respective seals.
Done in duplicate
duplicate at Washington
Washington the 18th day of June, 1880.
[SEAL.]
D. M.
M. KEY.
KEY.
SEAL.]
D.
[SEAL.]
SEAL.]

ED
W'
D THORNTON.
EDW'D
THORNTON.

IIhereby approve
approve the foregoing
foregoing agreement, and in testimony thereof
thereof
IIhave caused the seal of the -United States to be affixed
affixed hereto.
HAYES.
R. B. HAYES.
By the President:
President:•
JOHN HAY,
JOHN
HAY,

Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
WASHINGTON,
W
ASHINGTON, June
18, 1880.
1880.
June 18,

CONVENTION—THE
NETHERLANDS.
CONVENTION--THE NETHERLANDS.

7t9
7A9

MAY
MAY 22 1880.

extradi- May 22,
or the extradiConvention between
between the
Netherlands, for
22, 1880.
1880.
United States and the Netherlands,
the United
Convention
advised by the
ratificationadvised
tion of
May 22, 1880; ratification
Concluded May
criminals. Concluded
of criminals.
tion
Senate June
June 15,
1880; ratified
ratified by
by the
President June 25, 1880; ratified
ratified
the President
15, 1880;
Senate
by
ratifications exchanged
Netherlands June 20, 1880; ratifications
the Netherlands
of the
King of
the King
by the
June
29, 1880;
proclaimed July 30, 1880.
1880; proclaimed
June 29,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
AMERICA.
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Whereas a
a Treaty
Extradition between the United
United States and the
Treaty of Extradition
Whereas
respective
Netherlands,
was
concluded
signed
their
respective Plenipotenby
signed
and
concluded
Netherlands, was
twenty-second day of May, in
tiaries
at the
Washington on the twenty-second
of Washington
city of
the city
tiaries at
the year
one thousand
thousand eight hundred and eighty, which convention is
year one
the
word
follows:
word for word as follows:

Preamble.
Preamble.

Convention
between the United
Convention between
States of America and His Majesty
the King of the Netheresty the.
lands,
extradition of crimlands, for the extradition
inals.

Overeenkomst
tusschen de VereeOvereenkomst tusschen
nigdeStatenyanAmerika
StatenvanAmerika enZijne
nigde
Majesteit
Koning der NederMajesteit den Koning
landen
uitlevering van mistot uitlevering
landen tot
dadigers.

The
America
United States of America
The United
and
Majesty the King of the
His Majesty
and His
Netherlands
having judged it ex-Netherlands having
pedient,
a view
view to the better
with a
pedient, with
administration
administration of justice and the
prevention of crime within their
prevention
respective
territories and jurisdicjurisdierespective territories
tibias,
tions, that persons charged with,
convicted of, the crimes hereinor convicted
enumerated, and being fugiafter enumerated,
from justice, should under
tives from
certain circumstances,
circumstances, be reciprocertain
resolved
cally delivered up, have resolved
to conclude
conclude a
a convention
convention for that
that
to
purpose, and
appointed as
have appointed
and have
purpose,
Plenipotentiaries:
their Plenipotentiaries:
The President
President of the United
The
States:
States: William Maxwell Evarts,
Secretary
Secretary of State of the United
Majesty the King
States, and His Majesty
of the
Jonkheer, RuNetherlands: Jonkheer,
the Netherlands:
of
dolph Alexander
Alexander August Edward
dolph
von Pestel,
Pestel, Knight of the Order
Order of
von
Netherlands Lion, His Majthe Netherlands
esty's
Resident in the
Minister Resident
esty's Minister
United States; who, after having
communicated
each other their
to each
communicated to
respective
respective full powers, found in
good
and due
agreed
due form, have agreed
good and
upon
following
concluded the following
and concluded
upon and
articles.

De
Vereenigde Staten
Staten van
Ame - Sowpe.
Scope.
van AmeDe Vereenigde
rika en
en Zijne Majesteit
1VIajesteit de Koning
Koning
rika
der
het nuttig geoorNederlanden, het
der Nederlanden,
deeld
bevordering
hebbende, ter bevordering
deeld hebbende,
eener betere
betere bedeeling
bedeeling van het
regt
het regt
eener
en ter
misdrijven
van misdrijven
voorkoming van
ter voorkoming
en
binnen
wederzijdsch grond-en
grond-en
binnen hun wederzijdsch
regtsgebied,
personen, beschuldat personen,
regtsgebied, dat
digd
van of
wegens na
veroordeeld wegens
of veroordeeld
digd van
te
misdrijven en die voortvoorV
noemen misdrijven
te noemen
vlugtig
mogten zijn, onder zekere
vlugtig mogten
omstandigheden wederkeerig
wederkeerig woromstandigheden
den uitgeleverd,
uitgeleverd, hebben besloten
besloten
den
eene daartoe
daartoe strekkende
strekkende overeeneene
komst aan
aan te gaan en tot Hunne Gekomst
volmagtigden
benoemd, te
weten:
te weten:
volmagtigden benoemd,
Contraoting par.
ContraetingparVereenigde ties.
De
De President der Vereenigde
ties.
Staten:
den
Heer
William
Maxwell
Maxwell
William
Staten: den Heer
Evarts,
Seeretaris van
Staat van
van Staat
Evarts, Secretaris
de Vereenigde
Staten; en
Zijne
en Zijne
Vereenigde Staten;
de
1VIajesteit
de Koning
Koning der NederlanMajesteit de
den:
Heer Jonkheer
Jonkheer Mr. Ruden Heer
den: den
dolph
Alexander August
Eduard
August Eduard
dolph Alexander
von Pestel,
Pestel, Ridder
Ridder der
der orde van den
von
Nederlandschen
Leenw, HoogstNederlandschen Leeuw,
deszelfs
bij de
de
Resident bij
Minister Resident
deszelfs Minister
Vereenigde Staten;
Staten; die,
na elkander
die, naelkander
Vereenigde
hunne volmagten,
volmagten, welke
goeden
welke in goeden
hunne
en behoorlijken
vorm zijn
zijn bevonbehoorlijken vorm
en
omden, te
to hebben
hebben medegedeeld,
medegedeeld, omden,
trent de
artikelen zijn
ziJn
navolgende artikelen
de navolgende
trent
hebben
overeengekomen en
deze hebben
en daze
overeengekomen
vastgesteld.
vastgesteld.
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CONVENTION—
THE NETHERLANDS.
NETHERLANDS. MAY
MAY 22,
CONVENTION-THE
22, 1880.
1880.
ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.

Persons
charged
The United
of America
Persons charged
The
United States
States of
America
with
or convicted
convicted and His Majesty the King of the
with or
to be deNetherlands reciprocally
reciprocally engage
to
engage to
ofcrimesp
bejdelivered uptoto
jus- Netherlands
deliver up
up to
persons
deliver
to justice
justice all
all persons
tice.
convicted of
convicted
of or
or charged
charged with
with any
any
crimes or
offences enumerof the
the crimes
or offences
enumerated
in the
ated in
the following
following article,
article, comcomthe respective
respective jurisjurismitted within
within the
diction of the United
ofAmerdiction
United States ofAmerKingdom of
Nethica, or of
of the
the Kingdom
of the
the Neththe Colonies
erlands, exclusive
exclusive of
of the
Colonies
thereof, such persons being
actubeing actually within such jurisdiction
jurisdiction when
when
the crime or offence
offence was committed,
committed,
who shall seek an
shall
an asylum
asylum or
or shall
of
be found within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the other, exclusive of the
the Colonies
of the Netherlands:
Netherlands: Provided, That
That
this shall only be done upon such
such
evidence
criminality as,
evidence of
of criminality
as, accordaccording to the laws of the place where
where
the fugitive so charged shall be
found, would justify his apprehension and commitment
commitment for trial, if
if
the crime or offence had been there
there
committed.
of crimes

.
ARTIOLE II.
ARTICLE

Crimes specified:

Murder.
Murder.

Persons shall
Persons
shall be
be delivered
delivered up,
up, acac-

cording
cording to the provisions of this
convention,
convention, who shall have been
been
charged
charged with, or convicted of, any
any
of the following crimes:
crimes:

1. Murder,
Murder, comprehending
the
1.
comprehending the
crimes of assassination,
assassination, parricide,
infanticide and
and poisoning.
poisoning.
2. The attempt to commit murder.
der.
Rape.
3. Rape.
Arson.
Arson.
4. Arson.
Burglary.
Burglary.
5. Burglary;
corresponding
Burglary •or the correspondi
ng
crime
Netherlands law
crime in the Netherlands
law under
under
the description
description of thefts committed
committed
in an inhabited house by night, and
by breaking in, by climbing, or
or
forcibly.
Breaking into
into and
Breaking
6. The act of breaking
breaking into
and
offices,
entering public
public offi
or
oces
offices, dze..
entering
offices, o
or the ofices
offices
of banks, banking-houses,
banking-houses, savingssavingsbanks, trust companies,
companies, or insurinsur-

ARTIE:EL I.
I.
ARTIKEL
De Vereenigde
Staten van
van AmeAme.
Vereenigde Staten
rika en Zijne 1VIajesteit
Majesteit de
de Koning
Koning
der Nederlanden
Nederlanden verbinden
verbinden zich
zich
wederkeerig
de regterlijke
regterlijke au
wederkeerig aan
aan de
au
toriteiten
te leveren
leveren alle
toriteiten nit
uit te
alle per
per
sonen veroordeeld
sonen,
veroordeeld wegens
wegens of
of be
be
misdaden of
schuldigd van
van een
een der
der misdaden
of
wanbedrijven
wanbedrijven in het volgend
volgend artiartigenoemd, gepleegd biunen
kel genoemd,
binnen het
het
regtsgebied van
van de
de Vereenigde
Vereenigde
Staten
van Amerika,
het
Staten van
Amerika, of
of van
van het
Koningrijk
Koningrijk der
met
der Nederlanden,
Nederlanden, met
uitzondering
uitzondering van zijne kolonien,
kolonien,
wanneer die
personen zich
zich werkewerkewanneer
die personen
lijk binnen dat
regtsgebied bedat regtsgebied
beteen de misdaad
vonden then
misdaad of
het
of het
wanbedrijf
wanbedrijf werd
word gepleegd,
gepleegd, en
eene
en eene
schuilplaats zoeken
zoeken of
gevonden
schuilplaats
of gevonden
worden binnen
binnen het regtsgebied
regtsgebied der
der
andere partij, met
met uitzondering
del
uitzondering dei
Nederlandsche
Nederlandsche kolonien,
dien
kolonien, met
met dien
verstande,
verstande, dat de uitlevering
uitlevering alleen
alleen
dan zal plaats
plaats hebben, wanueer
wanneer
zoodanig
zoodanig bewijs van strafbaarheid
strafbaarheid
zal zijn geleverd
geleverd als
als overeenkomovereenkomstig de wetten
wetten der
waar de
der plaats,
plaats, waar
de
veroordeelde
veroordeelde of beklaagde
beklaagde vlugtevlugteling zal zijn gevonden,
gevond.en, voldoenden
grond zoude opleveren
opleveren tot
tot zijne
zijne
in.hechtenisneming
en zijne
zijne ververinhechtenisneming en
wijzing naar de openbare
openbare teregtteregtmisthad of
het
zetting, indien de misdaad
of het
wanbedrijf
wanbedrijf daar
daar ter plaatse ware
ware
gepleegd.
ARTIICEL
ARTIrEL

II.
II.

Overeenkomstig
Overeenkomstig de bepalingen
van dit verdrag zullen worden
worden uitgeleverd zij,
geleverd
zij, die vervolgd worden
worden
of verordeeld
verordeeld zijn wegens
wegens een
eon der
der
navolgende misdrijven:
navolgende
misdrijven:
1
0.Moord,
daaronder begrepen
1°.
daaronder
begrepen
vadermoord,
vadermoord, kindermoord
kindermoord en ververgiftiging.
2°.
20. Poging tot moord.
moord.
3°. Verkrachting.
3°.
Verkrachting.
4°. Opzettelijke
Opzettelijke brandstichting.
brandstichting.
5°. Diefstal,
5°.
Diefstal, gepleegd
gepleegd bij
nacht
bij nacht

in een bewoond
bewoond huis en met behulp
van inbreken
inbreken van buiten of
of van
van
inklimmen, of
of met geweldpleging.
6°. Het inbreken
inbreken van buiten en
en
het binnentreden
binnentreden in openbare
openbare gege•
bouwen, of in de gebouwen
gebouwen toetoebehoorende
aan banken,
bankiers
behoorende aan
banken, bankiers
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ance
to comintent to
with intent
companies, with
ance companies,
mit
theft therein;
therein; and
and also
also the
mit theft
thefts resulting
resulting from
from such act.
thefts

7. Robbery;
or the corresponding
Robbery; orthecorresponding
7.
crime punished
punished in
in the
Netherlands
the Netherlands
crime
law
tinder the description
description of theft
law under
committed
violence or by means
committed with violence
of
of threats.
threats.
8. Forgery, or the utterance of
forged
papers including the forgery
forged papers
or falsification
falsification of
of official
acts of the
official acts
or
Government
authority or
Government or public authority
courts of
of justice
justice affecting the title
courts
or
property.
money or property.
to money
or claim to

huizen, spaarbanken,
spaarbanken, maatschappijen van inbewaarneming
inbewaarneming of van
verzekering, met bet
het doel
doe aldaar
verzekering,
alsmede diefstal
diefstal te plegen, alsmede
omstandigheden
onder zoodanige omstandigheden
onder
gepleegd.
gepleegd.
geweldDiefstal begaan met geweld7°. Diefstal
bedreigingen van
pleging, of met bedreigingen
wapenen te gebruiken.
gebruiken.
wapenen

8°. Valschheid
geschriften, daarValschheid in geschriften,
80.
onder
bcgrepen valschheid in of
ondcr begrepen
vervalsching
officiele stukken
vervalsching van officiele
hetzij van de Regering,
Regering hetzij van
eenige openbare
autodeit of regtopenbare autoriteit
eenige
bank uitgaande, waardoor
waardoor de titel
bank
vordering op geldswaarden
geldswaarden of
of vordering
goederen aangedaan
aangedaan wordt, of het
goederen
desbewust
gebruik waken
daarvan.
maken daarvan.
desbewust gebruik
9°. Het
Het namaken,
namaken, vervalschen
vervalsehen of
9°.
9.
counterfeiting, falsifying
The counterfeiting,
9. The
schenden van muntspecien
muntspecien
uiterlij k schenden
or
altering of money, whether coin uiterlijk
or altering
muntpapier, van bankbriefvan muntpapier,
of van
or paper, or of bank notes, or in- of
jes, van
schuldbrieven door den
van sehuldbrieven
created by Na- jes,
struments
struments of debt created
Provincie of de Gemeente
de Provincie
Staat, de
Municipal Govern- Staat,
tional, State or Municipal
uitgegeven of van de daarbij behoothereof, or of uitgegeven
ments, or coupons thereof,
seals, stamps, dies or marks of rende coupons, van Staatszegels,
seals,
keur of papier stempels, ijk en soortstate; or the utterance
utterance or circula- keurofpapier
state;
gelijke
merken, of
desbewust
of het desbewust
gelijke merken,
tion of the same.
gebruik
gebruik maken of in omloop brengen daarvan.
ontvreemVerduistering of ontvreem10°. Verduistering
10. Embezzlement
Embezzlement by public offibteding, gepleegd door
door openbare am btecustody or ding,gepleegd
charged with the custody
cers charged
naren
ontvangsten of bewaring
bewaring
met ontvangsten
naren met
receipt of public funds.
belast.
o Het verduisteren
weer110.
verduisteren of weer
.
11
11. Embezzlement
Embezzlement by any person
loos maken, ten nadeele van den
or persons hired or salaried, to the loos
eigenaar, bezitter
bezitter of houder, van
employers, where eigenaar,
detriment of their employers,
detriment
goederen, gelden
of geldswaardige
geldswaardige
gelden of
the offence is subject to punish- goederen,
zijn
papieren
die
in
bewaring
zijn
bewaring
die
papieren
Netherlands
ment
by
the
law
of
the
Netherlands
ment
gegeven of
voor eenen
eenen betaald
betaald
of voor
extradition gegeven
confiance, if extradition
as abus de confiance,
wordenden arbeid zijn toevertrouwd
toevertrouwd
demanded by the United States, wordendenarbeid
is demanded
(misbraik van vertrouwen),wanneer
vertrouwen),wanneer
or
is subject to punishment as aa (misbruik
or is
uitlevering gevraagd
oevraagd wordt
wordt door
crime in the United States, if ex- uitlevcring
de
Vereenigde
Staten;
voor zooof,
Staten;
Vereenigde
de
Neththe
tradition is demanded
demanded by
tradition
verre
daartegen in
Vereenigde
in de Vereenigde
verre daartegen
erlands.
erlands.
Staten
crimineele straf is beeene crimineele
Staten eene
dreigd,
uitlevering gewanneer uitlevering
dreigd, wanneer
vraagd
vraagd wordt door Nederland.
ARTICLE III
III.
ARTICLE

convention
The provisions
provisions of this convention
ofshall not apply to any crime or offence of a
apolitical
political character, nor to
acts connected
connected with such crimes or
acts
surrendered
offences; andno
and no person surrendered
offences;
under the provision hereof shall in
a
punished for a
any case be tried or punished
a political charcrime or offence of a
acter, nor for any act connected

Robbery.

Forgery.
Forgery.

Counterfeiting.
Counterfeiting.

Embezzlement.
Embezzlement.

ARTIKEL III.
ABTICL
Political
offences
Political offences
De bepalingen
bepalingen van het tegen- and
De
crimes
crimes exwoordig
verdrag zijn niet toepas- cepted.
woordig verdrag
selijk
Staatkundige misdaden
op Staatkundige
selijk op
en
feiten
op feiten
noch op
wanbedrijvcn, noch
en wanbedrijven,
met
zoodaniobe Staatkundige
Staatkundige mismet zoodanige
daden
wanbedrijven zamenhanzamenhanof wanbedrijven
daden of
gende;
en hij,
ter zake
van een
zake van
die ter
hij, die
gende; en
der
genoemde gemeene
2 genoemde
Art. 2
in Art.
der in
misdaden
wanbedrijven is nititof wanbedrijven
misdaden of
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therewith, committed
previously to
therewith,
committed previously
to
his
his extradition.

ARTICLE IV.
IV.
ARTICLE
Crimes committed
ted previous
previous to
to
ratification
ratification of convention,
vention, excepted.
excepted.

Persons not
Persons
not to be
surrendered
when
surrendered when
prosecution
prosecution is
is
barred by lapse of
time in the country
where extradition
extradition
where
is asked.

geleverd, kan
in geen
geen geval
geval worden
worden
geleverd,
kan in
vervolgd of gestraft
gestraft ter
van
vervolgd
ter zake
zake van
cone
Staatkundige misdaad
van
eene Staatkundige
misdaad of
of van
een
van
een Staatkundig
Staatkundig waubedrijf,
wanbedrijf, of
of van
eenig feit met zoodanige
zoodanige StaatStaatkundige misdaad
of zoodanig
misdaad of
zoodanig StaatStaatkundig
zamenhangende,
kundig wanbedrijf
wanbedrijf zamenhangende,
vóôr
v66r zijne
zijne uitlevering
uitlevering gepleegd.
gepleegd.
ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL

IV.

The
shall not
The present
present Convention
Convention shall
not
or offence
offence comcomapply to any
any crime
crime or
to the
the exchange
exchange of
mitted previous
previous to
of
the ratifications
ratifications hereof;
perthe
hereof; and
and no
no person shall be tried or punished
punished after
after
surrender for any
or offence
offence
surrender
any crime
crime or
other
he was
was
other than that for
for which
which he
surrendered if committed
surrendered
committed previous
previous
to his surrender, unless such crime
or offence be one
one of those enumerenumerated in Article
Article II.
II. hereof,
hereof, and shall
shall
have been committed
subsequent
committed subsequent
to the exchange
exchange of ratifications.
ratifications.

Bet
niet
eet tegenwoordig
tegenwoordig verdrag
verdrag is
is niet
toepasselijk
of wanbewanbetoepasselijk op misdaden
misdaden of
drijven, gepleegd v66r
vOer de
uitwissedrijven,
de uitwisseling der bekrachtigingen
bekrachtigingen daarvan;
daarvan;
en
uitgeleverde persoon
niet
en de
de uitgeleverde
persoon zal
zal niet
mogen worden vervolgd
vervolgd of
of gestraft
gestraft
ter
misdaad
ter zake
zake van eene
eene andere
andere misdaad
ander wanbedrijf
of van een
een ander
wanbedrijf vOor
v66r
zijne uitlevering gepleegd, dan
dan die
die
uitlevering
of dat waarvoor
waarvoor zijue
zijne uitlevering
heeft plaats gehad,
gebad, ten
ten zij die
die misdaad of dat wanbedrijf
wanbedrijf worde
worde genoemd in Art. 22 van het tegenwoordig verdrag, en
en na
na de
de uitnitwoordig
wisseling
wisseling der bekrachtigingen
bekraehtigingen van
van
gepleegd.
dat verdrag zij gepleegd.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V.

ARTIKEL
ARTTRE.L V.
V.

A fugitive criminal shall not be
surrendered under the provisions
surrendered
provisions
hereof when, by lapse
lapse of time,
time, he
is exempt from prosecution
prosecution or punishment for the crime or offence
for which the surrender is asked,
according
according to the laws of the councountry from which the extradition
extradition is
is
demanded,
demanded, or when his extradition
extradition
is asked for the same crime
crime or
or ofoffence for which he has been tried,
tried,
convicted
convicted or acquitted
acquitted in that
that
country, or so long as he is under
under
prosecution
prosecution for the same.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI.
VI.
Extradition deIf a
a fugitive criminal, whose exIf
exferred
ferred where crimtradition
may be claimed pursuant
pursuant
inal is under prosstipulations hereof, be acecution or sentence to the stipulations
for crime.
tually under prosecution
prosecution for aacrime
or offence in the country
he
country where he
has sought asylum, or shall have
been convicted thereof, his extraextradition may be deferred
deferred until such
proceedings
terminated, and
proceedings be terminated,
and

De uitlevering
uitlevering zal goon
geen plaats
hebben, indien de
de vervolging
vervolging of
of de
de
misdaad of
of
straf ter zake van de misdaad
waarvoor de
de
van het wanbedrijf, waarvoor
uitlevering wordt aangevraagd,
uitlevering
aangevraagd,
naar
van het
naar de
de wetgeving
wetgeving van
het laud
land
waaraan de uitlevering
waaraan
uitlevering wordt
aanwordt aangevraagd, verjaard
verjaard is, of
of wanneer
wanneer
de aanvraag
aanvraag geschiedt
geschiedt op
op grond
grond
van dezelfde
dezelfde misdaad of van hethetzelfde wanbedrijf,
waarvoor de
de opopzelfde
wanbedrijf, waarvoor
geeischte persoon in
land
in het
het land
waaraan de uitlevering wordt
wordt aangevraagd, heeft teregt
teregt gestaan
gestaan en
en
ter zake waarvan hij aldaar is
is ververvan regtvervolging
regtvervolging ontoordeeld, van
ontslagen of vrijgesproken, of zoolang
zoolang
hij ter zake van dezelfde misdaad
misdaad
wanbedrijf aldaar
of van hetzelfde wanbedrijf
aldaar
wordt vervolgd.
ARTHIEL VI.
ARTIKEL
VI.

Indien de
de persoon, wiens
wiens uitleuitlevering kan worden
worden aangevraagd
aangevraagd
krachtens
krachtens de bepalingen
bepalingen van
van dit
dit
misdaad
verdrag, ter zake van cone
eene misdaad
wanbedrijf vervolgd
of van een wanbedrijf
vervolgd
wordt of veroordeeld
veroordeeld is in het land
waarheen
waarheen hij gevlugt is,
is, zal zijne
zijne
uitlevering worden
tot
uitlevering
worden uitgesteld tot
zijn afge
afge•
dat de vervolging zal
zal zijn
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until such criminal shall be set at
at loopen
loopen of
of tot
dat hij
hij van
van regtsvertot dat
regtsvervolging zal
liberty in due course of law.
volging
zal zijn ontslagen
ontslagen of
of vrijgesproken.
ARTICLE
VII.
ARTICLE VII.

criminal claimed by
If a
a fugitive criminal
parties hereto shall also
the parties
one of the
be claimed
powers,
more powers,
or more
by one
one or
be
claimed by
pursuant to
provisions on
to treaty
treaty provisions
pursuant
account of crimes committed within
account
their jurisdiction, such criminal
preference in
delivered in preference
shall be delivered
ce with that demand which
ance
accord an
is the earliest in date.

VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.
parNeither of the contracting parties shall be bound to deliver up,
under the stipulations
stipulations of this convention, its own citizens
citizens or subjects.
subjects.
vention,
ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE

The expenses of the arrest, detention,
tion, examination
examination and transportation of the accused shall be paidby
paid by
the
egov
ernment which has preferred
preferred
government
the demand for extradition.
ARTICLE X.
X.
ARTICLE
Everything found in the possesEverything
sion of the fugitive criminal, at the
time of his arrest, which may be
evidence in making
material
material as evidence
making
proof of the crime, shall,
shall, so far as
proof
practicable according
according to the laws
practicable
respective counor practice
practice in the respective
delivered up with his pertries, be
be delivered
son at the time of surrender. Nevertheless, the righ
ts of third parties,
rights
ertheless,
articles, shall
with regard to all such articles,
be duly respected.
respected.
'
ARTICLE XI.
XI.
ARTICLE
Requisitions for
surrender of
for the surrender
Requisitions
fugitives from
from justice shall be made
fugitives
respective diplomatic agents
by the respective
of the contracting parties. In the
event of the absence
absence of such agents
from the country,
country, or its seat of govrequisition may be made
ernment, requisition
by consular
consular officers.
officers.

ARTIKEL

VII.

Indien de persoon,
persoon, wiens uitle. Two or more
con- countries demand
vering door eene van beide conextradition
extradition the
tracteerende
tracteerende partijen
partijen is
aange- preference
preference to
is aangetobe
be
andere given to
to the
the earvraagd, door een of
of meer andere
demand.
verliest
demand.
Staten
krachtens bestaande
Staten krachtens
bestaande
dragon wordt opgeeischt op grond
grond
dragen
van raisdrijven
misdrijven binnen het regtsgebied
gebied dier Staten gepleegd, zal
zijne
uitlevering bij voorkeur worzijne uitlevering
toegestaan aan den Staat, die
den toegestaan
het eerst de aanvraag
aanvraag gedaan heeft
ARTTNEL VIII.
VIII.
ARTIKEL
Ge.ene van
contraeteerende Citizens or subvan beide contraeteerende
Geene
to
not bound
jects not
partijen
is, krachtens
krachtens het
tegen- Jects
bound to
het tegenpartijen is,
be delivered
delivered up.
woordige verdrag, verpligt tot uitlevering harer eigen onderdanen.
onderdanen.
levering
ARTIE
PM IX.
IX.
ABTIKEL
Expenses of
of ararDe kosten voortvloeijende
voortvloeijende uit
nit de Expenses
De
rest, &e., to be
aanhouding,
de
gevangenhouding,
be
to
&.,
rest,
de
gevangenhouding,
govby
the
aanhoding,
aanhouding, epaid
paid by the govhet geregtelijk
en het
het ernment demandonderzoek en
het
geregtelijk onderzoek
ing extradition.
vervoer der
beklaagden komen
komen ten ing
der beklaagden
vervoer
aanvraag
laste de Regering die de aanvraag
om
om uitlevering heeft gedaan.

ARTIKEL X.
X.
AETIKEL
Material evieviMaterial
De op
en bij
den opgeeischte
opgeeischte dence
bij den
op en
De
possession
possessin
inin
dene
aanhouding in beslag to
zijne aanhouding
tijdens zijne
surrendered
be surrendered
genomen goederen,
bewiqs with criminal.
als bewijs
die als
goederen, die
genomen

of overtuigingsstukken
van het misovertuigingsstukken van
of
drijf
kunnen strekken,
strekken, zullen,
voor
zullen voor
drijf kunnen
zoover
gebruik
het gebruik
of het
wetten of
de wetten
zoover de
in de
wederzijdsche landen zulks
de wederzijdsche
in
toelaten, te
te gelijk
den opgelijk met den
toelaten,

Rights of
geeischte aan
den opeischenden
opeischenden Rights
third
of third
aan den
geeischte
to be reStaat
worden overgegeven,
meteereer- persons
rebe
to
persons
overgegeven,met
Staatworden
spected.
biediging
nogthans van de regten spected.
biediging nogthans
van derden
zoodanige goederen.
op zoodanige
derden op
van

ARTIKEL XI.
ARTIKEL
Requisitions,

De uitlevering
zal worden
worden aanRequisitions,
aan- how
De
uitlevering zal
mado.
gevraagd door
door de
wederzijdsche how "la "'
de wederzijdsche
gcvraagd
diplomatieke
der contraccontracagenten der
diplomatieke agenten
teerende
afvan afgeval van
In geval
partijen. In
teerende partijen.
wezigheid dier
dier agenten
7
s
buiten 'e
agenten buiten
wezigheid
lands of
van de plaats waar de zetel
of van
lands
der Regering
Regering is
gevestigd, kunnen
kunnen
is gevestigd,
der
de
aanvragen geschieden
geschieden door
de
door de
de aanvragen
consulaire
ambtenaren.
consulaire ambtenaren.
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When the
When
the person whose
whose extradition
shall have
have been
asked, shall
shall
tion shall
been asked,
convicted of the crime,
have been
been convicted
a
sentence of the court
a copy of the sentence
in
conin which
which he
he may have been convicted,
victed, authenticated
authenticated under
under its seal
and
accompanied by
by an
and accompanied
an attestation
attestation
of
of the official
official character
character of the judge
judge
by the proper authority, shall be
furnished.
merely
If, however, the fugitive is merely
charged with crime, a
charged
a duly authenwarrant of articated copy of the warrant
arcountry where the crime
rest in the country
was committed, and of the depositions upon
upon which
which such
such warrant
warrant may
may
tions
have been issued, shall be produced,
authenticated as above provided,
authenticated
proof
with such other evidence or proof
deemed competent
competent in the
as may be deemed
case.

examination, it
If, after an examination,
it shall
decided, according
according to the law
be decided,
evidence, that extradition
and evidence,
extradition is
is
convention,
due pursuant to this convention,
fugitive shall be surrendered
the fugitive
surrendered
according to the forms of
according
of law
law preprescribed in such cases.
scribed

ARTICLE XII.
XII.

ART WEL XII.
XII.
ARTIKEL

Co
mmencement
The present
convention shall
shall take
ommencement
The
present convention
take
and duration.
effect
effect on the twentieth
twentieth day after its
its

Ratifications.
Ratifications.

Signatures.

promulgation in the manner
promulgation
manner prescribed by the laws of the respective
scribed
respective
countries.
countries.
After the convention
convention
shall so have
have gone into operation,
operation, it
shall
continue until
the two
two
shall continue
until one
one of
of the
parties
parties shall give to the other six
months notice of its desire to terminate it.
minate
This convention
shall be
convention shall
be ratified,
ratified,
ratifications shall be exand the ratifications
Washington or the
changed at Washington
Hague as soon as possible.
In testimony
testimony whereof
whereof the
the reIn
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
signed the present convention, in
duplicate, and have
have hereunto affixed their seals.
seals.
Done at Washington, in the English and Dutch languages, on the
the
twenty-second
the
twenty-second day of
of May in
in the
year
year of our Lord eighteen
eighteen hundred
and eighty.
W ILLIAM MAXWELL
WILLIAM
MAXWELL EVART'S.
EVARTS.
RUDOLPH
VON PESTEL.
PESTEL.
RUDOLPH VON

In
persoon wiens
uitleIn geval
geval de
de persoon
wiens uitlevering
vering wordt aangevraagd,
aangevraagd, ter
ter
zake
van het
veroorzake van
het misbedrijf
misbedrijf is
is veroordeeld, zal
zal een
een behoorlijk
behoorlijk gelegaovergelegd
liseerd afschrift worden overgelegd
van
V01.111iS van
van het vonnis
van veroordeeling,
veroordeeling,
vergezeld van eene
vergezeld
eene verklaring
verklaring der
der
bevoegde autoriteit
autoriteit nopens
nopens het
ofbevoegde
het of
ficieel karakter
karakter van
van den
den regter
die
ficieel
regter die
het
heeft uitgesproken.
het vonnis heeft
uitgesproken.
In
al de opgeeischte
opgeeischte persoon
In gev
geval
persoon
alleeu beklaagd
beklaagd is,
een behoorbehooralleen
is, zal
zal een
lijk gelegaliseerd
gelegaliseerd afschrift worden
worden
overgelegd van
het bevel
bevel van
van geovergelegd
van het
gevangenneming in
het
vangenneming
in het
het land waar het
gepleegd, alsmede.
misdrijf is gepleegd,
alsmede eveneons behoorlijk gelegaliseerde
gelegaliseerde afafeens
schriften
processen-verbaal van
schriften der
der processen-verbaal
van
getuigenverhoor, op grond waargetuigenverhoor,
bevel van gevangenneming
gevangenueming
van het bevel
is uitgevaardigd,
uitgevaardigd, vergezeld
vergezeld van
zoodanige
andere bewijsstukken
zoodanigeandere
bewijsstukken als
ter zake dienende
dienende kunnen worden
worden
geacht.
Indien het, na onderzoek,
onderzoek, wettig
en overtuigend
overtuigend zal zijn gebleken,
dat
dat de
de uitlevering
uitlevering krachtens
krachtens dit
dit
verdrag moot
toegestaan,
moeet worden
worden toegestaan,
zal de voortvlugtige
worden uitgevoortvlugtige worden
leverd
inachtneming der vorvorleverd met inachtneming
men, bij de wet voorgeschreven.

[SEAL.]]
[sEAL.
[SEAL.]
[BL.]

Het
verdrag zal
zal in
Het tegenwoordig
tegenwoordig verdrag
working treden te rekenen
rekenen van den
werking
20sten
ua zijue
zijne afkondiging in
20sten dag na
vormen bij de wetten
wetten der beide
de vormen
landen voorgeschreven.
voorgeschreven. Te rekevan zijne
zijne inwerkingtreding
inwerkingtreding
nen van
zal het verdrag van kracht blijven
maanden nadat
nadat het door
tot zes maanden
door
cone van beide Regeringen
zijn
eene
Regeringen zal zijn
opgezegd.
verdrag zal
Het tegenwoordig
tegenwoordig verdrag
worden bekrachtigd,
bekrachtigd, en de bekrachtigingen
or van
spoedig
tigingen er
van zullen zoo spoedig
mogelijk to
Washington of te
mogelijk
te Washington
s' Gravenhage
uitgewisseld.
Graven hage worden uitgewisseld.
Ten
waarvan, de wederblijke waarvan,
Ten blijke
zijdsche Gevolmagtigden
Gevolmagtigden dit verzijdsche
drag in dubbel hebben
hebben onderteeondertee
kend en
en van
van hun zegel voorzien.
Gedaan
in de
de
Gedaan te
te Washington,
Washington, in
Engelsche en
on Nederlandsche
Nederlandsche talen,
talon,
Engelsche
den twee en twintigsten
twintigsten dag van
van
Mei
van het jaar onzes Heeren achtMeivan
tien honderd
honderd tachtig.
[BEAL.]
ILLIAM MAXWELL
[SEAL] W
WILLIAM
MAXWELL EVARTS.
EVARTS.
[SEAL.
VON PESTEL.
[SEAL.]3 RUDOLPH
RUDOLPH VON
PESTEL.

CONVENTION—THE NETHERLANDS.
NETHERLANDS. MAY 22, 1880.
CONVENTION-THE
And whereas
said convention
convention has
ratified on both parts
duly ratified
been duly
has been
the said
whereas the
And
and the
of the
the two
Governments were exchanged in the
two Governments
ratifications of
the ratifications
and
city of
Washington on
on the
the twenty
twenty ninth
July, one thousand
of July,
day of
ninth day
of Washington
city
eight hundred
and eighty.
eighty.
hundred and
eight
President
Now
known that
that I,
Rutherford B. Hayes, President
I, Rutherford
it known
be it
therefore be
Now therefOre
to
convention to
of the
United States
of America,
have caused
caused the said convention
America, have
States of
the United
of
be made
public, to
to the
the end
the same
same and every clause and article
that the
end that
made public,
be
thereof
observed and
and fulfilled
fulfilled with good faith by the United
be observed
may be
thereof may
States
the citizens
thereof.
citizens thereof.
and the
States and
In
have hereunto
my hand and caused the seal
set my
hereunto set
I have
whereof I
witness whereof
In witness
of
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
United States
the United
of the
Done at
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington this
thirtieth day of July in the year
this thirtieth
at the
Done
of
Lord, one
hundred and eighty, and of the Indethousand eight hundred
one thousand
our Lord,
of our
pendence of
of the
States, the hundred
hundred and fifth.
United States,
the United
pendence
[sEAL.1
[SEAL.]

By
President:
the President:
By the
W M. M.
M.EVARTS,
EVART'S;
WM.
Secretary of &ate.
Sate
&ecretary

R. B.. HAYES.
HAYES.
RB.
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CONVENTION—
BELGIUM. MARCH
1880.
9, 1880.
MARCH 9,
CONVENTION-BELGIUM.

CONVENTIONS.
CONVENTIONS.
March
1880.
9, 1880.
March 9,

Convention
States and
and Belgium,
Belgium, concerning
concerning the
the rights,
rights,
United States
the United
between the
Convention between
privileges and
o.f consular
consular oficers.
officers. Concluded
9,1880i
March 9,1880Concluded March
immunities of
and immunities
privileges
ratification advised
advised by
by the
with an
an amendment, June
1880;
June 15, 1880;
Senate, zithi
the Senate,
ratification
ratified by
by the
President June
June 25,
25, 1880;
ratified by
the King
of the BelBelKing of
by the
1880; ratified
the President
ratified
gians
8, 1880;
1880; time
ratifications extended
Janextended Janof ratifications
exchange of
time for
for exchange
September 8,
gians September
uary 5,
1881; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
February 25,1881;
25, 1881; proclaimed
proclaimed
exchanged February
5, 1881;
uary
March 1, 1881.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
AMERICA.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
OF THE
BY THE

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Consular
vention.
vention.

Whereas,
Convention defining
defining the rights, immunities and privileges
Whereas, aaConvention
of
Consular Officers,
Officers, was concluded
States of Amerconcluded between the United States
of Consular
ica
and His
Majesty the
the King of the Belgians, and signed by their reHis Majesty
ica and
spective
plenipotentiaries at
Washington on the ninth day of March,
at Washington
spective plenipotentiaries
eighteen
amended by the
convention as amended
which convention
eighty, which
and eighty,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
follows:
Senate of
the United
United States,
States, is word for word as follows:
of the
Senate

Etats-Unis
Convention entre les Etats
ITnis
Convention
d'Amerique
Majeste le Roi
d'Amerique et Sa Majesto
determiner les
des Belges, pour determiner
esty the King of the Belgians,
Belgians,
droits, immunites
immunites et privileges
droits,
defining
immunities,
defining the rights, immunities,
consulaires.
des Agents consulaires.
and privileges of consular officers.

Convention between
concon -Convention
between the United
States of America
America and His MajMaj-

Contracting par
The
par-- The
Contracting
States
ties.

of the
the United
President of
President
United

of America and His Majesty the King of the Belgians, bedefining
ing mutually desirous
desirous of defining
the rights, privileges and immunities of consular officers
officers in the two
it expedient to concountries, deem it
clude aa consular convention
convention for
for
that purpose, and have accordingly
accordingly
plenipotentiaries:
named as their plenipotentiaries:

The President
President of the United
Maxwell Evarts,
States, William Maxwell
Secretary of :. ',tate;
tate; and His MajSecretary
esty the King of the Belgians, Maurice Delfosse, Commander
Commander of the
Order
Leopold, &c., &c.,
Order ((ffLeopold,
&c., his Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Minister
Minister
Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary in the United
States; who, after having communicated to each other their respective full powers, found to be in good
and proper form, have agreed upon
the following articles:

Etats-Unis
Le President
President des Etats
-17nis
Majest6 le Roi
d'Amerique
d'Am6rique et Sa Majeste
6galement animds
des Belges,
Beiges, egalement
animes du
desir
determiner avec toute l'exd6sir de determiner
tension
clarte possibles les
tension et la clart6
r6droits, privileges et immunit6s
immunites reciproques des agents consulaires
que leurs fonctions
respectifs,
respectifs, ainsi quo
ils
auxquelles us
et les obligations anxquelles
seront soumis dans les deux pays,
out resolu de conclure
conclure une convenont
tion consulaire
consulaire et ont
pour
nomm6 pour
ont nomme
tion
plenipotentiaires, savoir:
leurs pl6nipotentiaires,
Le President
President des
Etats-Unis,
des Etats-Unis,
Le
William Maxwell
Maxwell Evarts, Secretaire
Secretaire
Majest6 le Roi des
d'Etat; et Sa Majeste
Beiges,
Maurice Delfosse, comMr. Maurice
Belges, Mr.
mandeur
Leopold,
mandeur de son ordre de L6opold,
&c., &c.,
Envoye Extraordinaire
Extraordinaire
son Envoy6
&c.,
&c.,
Plenipotentiaire pres du
et Ministre Plenipotentiaire
Etats-Unis d'Amerid'AmeriPresident des Etats-Unis
que;
que;
Lesquels,
echange leurs
Lesquels, ayant echange
respectifs, trouv6s
pleins pouvoirs
pouvoirs respectifs,
trouves
conen
bonne et due forme, sont conen bonne
venus des articles suivants:
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ARTICLE
I..
ARTICLE I
Each
of the high contracting
contracting parEach of
ties agrees
receive from the
theother,
other,
to receive
agrees to
ties
consuls-general, consuls,
consuls, vice-conconsuls-general,
suls, and
consular agents, in all its
and consular
suls,
cities and places, except those
ports, cities
where it
not be
convenient to
to
be convenient
it may
may not
where
recognize such officers.
officers. This reserrecognize
vation,
apply to
shall not apply
vation, however, shall
one
the high contracting parties
of the
one of
without also applying to every other
power.
power.

H.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
consuls,viceconsuls-general, consuls,viceThe consuls-general,
consuls
consular agents of each
and consular
consuls and
of
contracting parties
high contracting
two high
of the two
shall
shall enjoy reciprocally, in the
of the other, all the priviStates of
exemptions and immunities
leges, exemptions
that are enjoyed by officers of the
same
same rank and quality of the most
officers,
favored nation. The said officers,
before being admitted to the exercise
cise of their functions and the enjoyment of the immunities thereto
pertaining,
shall present their
their compertaining, shall
missions
missions in the forms established
respective countries. The
in their respective
government
government of each of the two high
contracting
furnish
powers shall furnish
contracting powers
necessary exequatur free
them the necessary
exhibition of
of
of charge, and, on the exhibition
perthis instrument, they shall be perto enjoy the rights, privimitted to
leges
granted by
immunities granted
leges and immunities
this convention.

III.
ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE
Consuls
general, consuls, viceConsuls-general,
consular agents, citiand consular
consuls and
zens of the State by which they are
appointed, shall be exempt from
appointed,
preliminary arrest except in the
preliminary
case
offenses which the local legcase of offenses
qualifies as crimes and punislation qualifies
ishes as such; they shall be exempt
billetings, from servfrom military billetings,
ice
regular army or navy, in
in the
the regular
ice in
guard;,
the
the militia, or in the national guard;
likewise be exempt from
they shall likewise
all
all direct taxes, national, State or
municipal, imposed upon persons,
municipal,
either in the nature of capitation
or in respect to their property,
tax or
become due on
unless such taxes become
account of the possession of real estate, or for interest on capital in-
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ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.
Chacune des
Parties concon- Consuls-general,
Consuls- eneral,
Chacune
des Hautes
Hautes Parties
-consuls-genvice-consus-gentractantes
tractantes consent a,a admettre des vice
consuls, viceconsuls generaux,
viceeraonsuls,
vice-con- eral,
consuls, vice-cong6enraux, consuls,
consuls
consuls,
consular
Pautre agents.
consulaires de l'autre
suls et agents consulaires
agents.
dans
villes et places, Received at all
dans tons
tous ses ports, vines
and cities
points and
y points
oh ilii y
excepto dans les localit6s
localites oii
except6
places.
aurait inconvenient
laces.
Exnd
a admettre
admettre de and
inconvenient a
aurait
Exceptions.
tels agents.
r6serve, touteCette reserve,
agents. Cette
tels
l'une
sera pas appliquee a l'une
fois, ne sera
des Hautes Parties contractantes
autre
sans 1'tre
Petre egalement
6galement a toute autre
Puissance.
ARTICLE II.
II.
generaux, consuls, Reception.
consuls g6neraux,
Les consuls
vice-consuls et agents consulaires
vice-consuls
Parde
Mutes Pardes deux Hautes
de chacune
chacune des
r6ciproties
contractantes jouiront reciproties contractantes
quement,
dans les Etats
l'autre,
de Pantre,
Etats de
quement, dans
de
les privil6ges,
privileges, exemptions
exemptions
tous les
de tous
et
immunites dont jouissent
jouissent les
et immunit6s
mimee
meme rang et de la mem
agents du meme
Commissions.
lavo- Commissions.
qualite
la plus favode la nation in
qualit6 de
d'6tre
avant
risee.
Les
dit
s
agents,
avant
d'etre
s
risee.
admis a
al'exercice
Pexercice de
fonctions
leurs fonctions
de leurs
admis
et de
de jouir
sont
immunit6s qui yysent
des immunites
jouir des
et
attachees, devront
uric
produire une
devront produire
attachees,
tablic
commission dans la
forme Medic
la formne
commission

Exegnaturs.
par
les lois
lois de
respecti's. Exequaturs.
pays respectifs.
leurs pays
de leurs
par les
Le
Gouvernement de chacune des
Le Gouvernement
deux Hautes
Hautes Parties
contractantes
Parties contractantes
deux
leur delivrera,
delivrera, sans
frais, l'ex
l'ex
aucun irais,
sans aucun
leur
equatur
de
a Pexercice
l'exercice die
necessaire a
equatur necessaire
leurs fonctions,
et, sur
I'exhihition
sur l'exhilition
fonctions, et,
leurs
de
cette pice,
piece, ils
jouiront desdlroits,
des droits, Fri
vileges, exox rrivileges,
ils jouiront
decette
cUmtiosl.,
prerogatives
immunites accordes
accordes c
ul l
n.
n?" , and
an d imim"
et immunit6s
prerogatives et
unit tes.
par
la presente
convention.
presente convention.
par la

ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE
Arrest
or imprisimprisArrest or
Les
consuls g6n6raux,
generaux, consuls,
Les consuls
onment except for
for
except
vice-consuls
et
agents
cousulaires,
oni'cnt etc.
vice-consuls et agents consulaires, crimes,
citoyens de
de l'Etat
PEtat qui
nomm6s,
a nommes,
qui les a
citoyens
ne pourront
pourront etre
arra& prevenpr6ven6tre arr6ets
ne
tivement quo
crime
de crime
cas de
dans le ens
que dans
tivement
qualifie et
puni comme
tel par la
la
comme tel
et puni
qualifi6
legislation locale;
exseront exils seront
locale; us
legislation
and nanaempts du
logement militaire,
Military and
militaire, de valMilitary
du logement
empts
service.
service.
tout
service,
taut
dans
Parmee
reval
r6l'arm6e
tout service, tant dans
guliere de
de terre
quo dans
clans
de mer, que
ou de
terre on
guliere
in
garde nationale
nationale on
civiquc ou
ou eivique
la garde
Taxes,
xce pt
Taxes, except
milice;
us seront
seront de
exempts taxes
mem exempts
de meme
milice; ils
upon real or
real o
de
les contributions
contributions directes
directes personal
taxes uponproperty
de toutes
toutes les
eiroperit
au profit
des provinces
provinces acquired
arnid
pcqir edl
'Etat, des
de l'Etat,
profit de
au
on des
communes imposees
les owned.
owned.
sur les
impos6es sur
des communes
on
personnes,
titre de
capitation
de capitation
soit A,Atitre
personnes, soit
soit du
chef de
leurs propri(tes,
propriotes, a
de leurs
du chef
soit
moms
qu'elles ne
soient imposees
imposees a
ne soient
moins qu'elles
raison
de la
in possession
de biens
imbiens finpossession de
raison de
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vested in the country
country where
where the
the
said officers exercise
exercise their
their funcfuncExemptions,
Exe npti on s, tions. This exemption
exemption shall
not,
shall not,
conditions of.
however, apply to consuls-general,
consuls-general,
or consular
consular
consuls, vice-consuls
vice-consuls or
any profession,
profession,
agents engaged in
in any
business or trade, but
said offibut the
the said
officers shall in such case be
be subject
subject
to the payment of
taxes
of the
the same
same taxes
that would be paid by any
any other
other
foreigner under the like
foreigner
like circumstances.
ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
IV.

MARCH 9,
9, 1880.
1880.
MARcH

meubles ou
on sur
interets d'un
sur les interats
d'un
capital employ6
employe dans
dans 1'Etat
l'Et at oi
ort leslesdits agents exercent
exercent leurs
leurs louctions.
lonctions.
Cette exemption ne
pourra cepenne pourra
cependant pas s'appliquer
aux consuls
s'appliquer aux
consuls
g6enraux, consuls
generaux
consuls, vice-consuls
vice-consuls ou
ou
agents
consulaires qui
qui exerceraient
agents consulaires
exerceraient
une profession, une
une industrie
industrie ou
ou
un commerce quelcouque, lesdits
lesdits
agents devant en ce
cc cas
cas etre
6tre sonsonmis an payernent
taxes dues
dues
payement des
des taxes
par tout autre etranger
&ranger dans les
les
memes conditions.
memes
,

ARTICLE IV
ARTICLE
IV. .

Testimony
Testimony of
When
of one
of the
the two
two
When aa court
court of
one of
Quand la
justice de
Pun des
des deux
lajustice
de Pun
deux
consular officers.
officers. countries
countries shall desire
desire to receive
receive the
the pays aura quelque
quelque declaration
jurideclaration
juriHow taken.
taken.
judicial declaration
deposition of
judicial
declaration or deposition
of dique on
ou deposition
d6position aarecevoir
recevoir d'un

Officer to
comOfficer
to cornply with request.
request.

Notice to testify
in criminal cases
eases
under sixth article
of amendment
amendment to
Constitution
Constitution of the
the
States.
United States.

Office.
Signs.

Flag.

aa consul-general,
consul-general, consul,
consul, vice-convice-consul or consular
consular agent, who
is a
aciticitiwho is
zen of the State which appointed
appointed
him, and who is engaged in no coin
com mercial business,
business, it shall request
request
him,
him, in writing,
writing, to appear
appear before
before it,
it,
and in case of his inability to do so,
it shall request him to
to give
his testitestigive his
mony in writing,
writing, or shall visit
visit his
his
residence or
oroffice
residence
office to obtain it
orally.
itorally.
It
duty of
of such
It shall be the duty
such officer
officer
to comply
comply with this request with as
to
little delay as possible.
In
criminal cases,
In all criminal
cases, contemcontemplated
plated by the sixth article
article of the
amendments to
the Constitution
Constitution of
amendments
to the
of
the United
United States,
whereby the
States, whereby
the
to persons
right is secured to
persons charged
charged
with crimes to obtain witnesses
witnesses in
in
their favor, the appearance
appearance in court
court
of said consular
consular officer shall be
debe demanded,
manded, with all possible
possible regard
regard to
to
the consular dignity and to the
the duduties of his office. A similar treattreatment shall also be extended
extended to the
consuls of the United States in Belgium, in the like cases.
cases.

consul general,
d'un
g6neral, d'un consul,
consul, d'un
vice-consul, ou
on d'un
consud'un agent
agent consulaire, citoyen
citoyen de l'Etat qui l'a
l'a nomme
nomm6
et n'exercant
elle
n'exergant aucun
aucun commerce,
commerce, elle
l'invitera
Pinvitera par 6crit
emit a
a se
se presenter
presenter
devant elle, et, en cas d'empeched'emp
ment, elle devra lui demander
demander son
son
t6moignage par &lit,
tomoignage
6crit, ou
ou se
se transtransa sa demeure
demeure ou
porter a
on chancellerie
chancellerie
pour l'obtenir de
de vive voix.
voix.
Le dit agent devra satisfaire A
cette demande dans
plus bref
dans le
le plus
bref
d6lai possible.
Mai
Dans tons
Daus
tous les cas de crime
crime provus
pr6vus
par PArticle 6
amendements a
6 des amendements
la constitution
constitution des Etats
Etats--Unis
Unis par
lequel le droit d'appeler
d'appeler des
des temoins
t6moins
en leur faveur est assure
aux perassur6 aux
peraccus6es de crimes,
sonnes accusees
la corncrimes, la
comparution
partition des dits agents
reagents sera
sera requise avec
guise
avec tons les egards
egards possibles,
possibles,
dus aala dignit6
dignite consulaire
consulaire et aux
devoirs
devoirs de leur charge.
charge. Un
traiteUn traitement semblable
melt
semblable sera accorde
accord6 aux
aux
consuls des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis en Belgique
Belgique
dans les cas similaires.
similaires.

ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.

ARTICLE V.
V.

Consuls-general,
Consuls general, consuls,
consuls, viceviceconsuls
consuls and consular
consular agents may
place over the outer door of their
offices
offices the arms of their nation, with
this inscription: Consulate-General,
Consulate-General,
or Consulate,
Consulate, or Vice-Consulate,
Vice-Consulate, or
or
Consular
the United
United States
Consular Agency
Agency of the
States
or of Belgium.

Les consuls generaux,
consuls,
g6n6raux, consuls,
vice-consuls et agents consulaires
consulaires
pourront placer, au-dessus
au-dessus de
de la
la
porte ext6rieure
exterieure de leurs chancelleries, un ecusson
6cusson aux armes
arines de
leur
de leur
nation, avec une inscription
portant
inscription portant
ces mots:
tnots: Consulat
Consulat general,
Con,general, Consulat, Vice-consulat
sulat,
Vice-consulat on
Agence conconou Agence
sulaire des Etats-Unis
sulaire
Etats-Unis ou de
de BelBelgique.
gique.
Ils pourront
pourront aussi y
arborer le
le
y arborer
drapeau
drapeau de leur nation,
nation, except6
excepte
dans la capitale
capitale du pays, s'il s'y

They may also raise the flag of
their country
country on their offices,
offices, except
except
in the capital
capital of the country when
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there. They
is aa legation there.
there is
may in
in like
like manner,
flag
manner, raise the flag
may
country over the boat emIheir couItrl,
of their
ployed by them in the port for the
functions.
exercise of their functions.

VI.
ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
The consular offices shall at all
inviolable. The local autimes be inviolable.
thorities shall not, under any prethorities
text, invade them. In no case shall
they examine or seize the papers
there deposited. In no case shall
those offices be used as places of
officer
asylum. When a
a consular officer
asylum.
other business, the
engaged in other
is engaged
consulate
papers relating to the consulate
papers
separate.
shall be kept separate.

ARTICLE VII.
VII.
ARTICLE

In the event of the death, incapacity or absence of consuls-genconsuls, vice-consuls
vice-consuls and coneral, consuls,
sular agents,
agents, their chancellors or
sular
character
secretaries, whose official character
secretaries,
previously been made
may have previously
known to the Department
Department of State
known
Washington, or to the Ministry
at Washington,
for
Foreign Affairs in Belgium,
for Foreign
play
temporarily exercise
fur cexercise their fir
ilay temporarily
tions, and while thus acting they
shall
prerega
enjoy all the rights, prerega
shall enjoy
t
immunities granted to the
tives and immunities
incumbents.
ARTICLE VIII.
VIII.
ARTICLE
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trouve une legation.
16gation. Ils pourront
trouve
de mcme
intline arborer le pavilion national sur le bateau qu'ils
gulls montcmonteront dans le port pour l'exercice de
leur fonctions.
fonetions.

VI.
ARTICLE VI.
Les chancelleries
chancelleries consulaires se- Consular offices
inviolable;
h o l d inviolable;
inviolables. held
ront en tout temps iuviolables.
archives
exempt
archives exempt
locales
ne
pourront
Les autorites
autorits loces
s 'le pourront from
from seizure;
seizure; offioffibe
envahir, sous mean
pr6texte. cial papers to be
aucun pretexte.
les envahir,

from
separate from
Elles no
pourront, dans aucun
aucun cas, kept separate
ne pourront,
Elles
l
papers;
busi ness papers;
y business
visiter
saisir les papiers qui y
ni saisir
visiter iii
not to be used as
/*l /not
enfermes. Les chaucelleries
chancelleries asylums.
seront enfermes.
asylums.
consulaires no
ne sauraient,
ansauraicnt, dans auconsulaires
can cas, servir de lieux
lieux d'asile, et
cun
un agent du service cousalaire
cousulaire
si an
aftaires,
est
engage dans d'autres atlaires,
est engage
au Conles papiers
papiers se rapportant
rapportant an
sulat seront tenus s6parement.
separement.

VII.
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE
Inability of the
En
d'empechement Inability
deces, d'empechement
En cas de (Wes,
consuls-general to
to
on
gudnraux, consuls-general
d'absence des consuls generaux,
on d'absence
act.
ct agents con Absence
consuls,
consuls, vice-consuls, et
Abseuce or desulaires,
secr6- cease
cease of,
of; provided
provided
chanceliers ou seer&
leurs chanceliers
sulaires, leurs
blr.
caractere for.
que leur caraetere
taires, apres quo
officiel aura
ete notifie
D)partenotifi6 an Departeaura 6t6
officiel
au
ment
Washington ou an
A Washington
d'Etat a
ment d'Etat
Minister°
Allaires Etrangeres
Etrangercs
des Aftaires
Ministere des
en
serout de plein
pleb) droit
droit
Belgique, seront
en Belgique,
admis
interim, les
admis aa gerer, par int6rim,
et
affaires des postes respectifs, et
jouiront,
(lure° de cette
cette
pendant la dur6e
jouiront, pendant
Ies
gestion temporaire, de tous ks
gestion
droits, prerogatives
prerogatives. et immunites
immunitds
droits,
accord&
accord6s aux titulaires.

VIII.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VIII.

Les consuls
consuls minor
Minor
et consuls
g6neraux et
consuls generaux
Les
Consuls-general
and consuls may,
Consuls-general and
pourront, pour
pour autant
que les
les lois
'"ti ts8
lois m""ts•
autant que
far as the laws of their country pourront,
so far
pays le
permettent,
leur permettent,
le leur
leur pays
de leur
approbation of their de
aallow,
llow, with the approbation
avec l'approbat ion de leurs
nommer, avecl'approbation
respective
respective governments, appoint nommer,
en ts respectifs, des viceGouvernemlents
vice-consuls
vice-consuls and consular agents in Gouvernein
consuls et
agents consulaires
consulaires dans
et agents
the
the cities, ports and places within consuls
les villes,
villes, ports
et places
compris
places compris
ports et
their consular jurisdiction. These les
dans
leur
arrondissement.
Ces
arrondissement.
leur
dans
agents
agents may be selected from among
agents pourront
pourront etre
etre choisis indiscitizens
of the United States or of agents
citizens of
tinctement parmi les citoyens des
Belgium,
l;elgium, or those of other coun- tinctement
Beiges, on les citocitoles Belges,
Etats-Unis, les
furnished with Etats-Unis,
tries. They shall be furnished
yens d'autres
Ils seront
pays. lls
d'autres pays.
a
commission, and shall yens
regular commission,
a regular
commission r6gulihre,
reguliere,
munis d'une commission
enjoy
privileges stipulated for raunis
enjoy the privileges
jouiront des
des privileges
privileges stipules
etjouiront
convention, et
consular
consular officers in this convention,
favour
dans cette convention en faveur
subject
specified dans
exceptions specified
subject to the exceptions
des
agents du
consulaire en
service consulaire
du service
des agents
in Articles 3
3 and 4.
se
soumettant aux
aux exceptions
sp6exceptions spese soumettant
cifiees dans
dans les
articles 3
4.
3 et 4.
les articles
cifi6es

appoint.
appoint.
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ARTICLE
IX.
ARTICLE IX.

Diplomatic proConsuls-general, consuls,
consuls, viceDiplomatic
proConsuls-general,
viceceedings.
ceedings.
consular agents, shall
consuls and consular
have the right
address the
the adminadminright to
to address
istrative and judicial
judicial authorities,
authorities,
whether in the
States, of
the United States,
of
Union, the
the States
or the
the Union,
States or
the municmunicthe State,
State,
ipalities, or
or in Belgium, of the
commune,
the province
province or
or the
the commune,
throughout the
whole extent
extent of
of
the whole
their consular
in order
consular jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, in
order
to complain
complain of any infraction
infraction of
of
the treaties and conventions
conventions bebetween the United States
States and
and Belgium, and for the purpose of
proof prointerests of
tecting the rights
rights and interests
of
their countrymen. If
If the
the complaint
complaint
should not be satisfactorily
satisfactorily reredressed, the
dressed,
the consular
consular officers aforeaforethe absence
said, in
in the
absence of
of a
a diplomatic
diplomatic
agent of their country,
country, may
may apply
apply
to the
the government
directly to
government of
of the
the
country
country where they exercise their
their
functions.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X.
X.

Depositions.

tracts.
Contr:icts.

ent ication
A th
thentication
of Con
contract.
IMON.

MARCH
1880.
MARCH 99, 1880.
ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE

Les consuls
generaux, consuls,
consuls,
Les
consuls g6neraux,
vice-consuls
vice-consuls et agents
consulaires
agents consulaires
s'adresser aux
auront le
le droit de
de s'adresser
aux
autorites administratives
judi
administratives ou
ou judi.
ciaires,
aux EtatsUnis, de
ciaires, soit,
soit, aux
Etats- Unis,
de
l'Union, des
des Etats
Etats ou
des municimuniciPUnion,
ou des
palites, soit,
soit, en Belgique, de
de l'Etat,
PEtat,
in province ou
commune,
de la
ou de la
la commune,
dans toute Potendue
Pl'tendue de
de leur
leur arronsulaire, pour
reclamer
dissement con
consulaire.
pourr6clamer
contre toute infraction
infraction aux
traites
aux traites
ou conventions
conventions existant entre les
les
Etats-Unis
EtatsUnis et la Belgique,
Belgique, et pour
pour
prot6ger les droits et
proteger
et les
les interets
interets
de leurs nationaux. S'iln'etait
S'iln'etait pas
pas
fait droit a
a leur reclamation,
r6clamation, les
les
dits agents, en labsence
Pabsence d'un
d'un agent
agent
diplomatique deleur
de leur pays
pays, pourront
pourront
diplomatique
recourir directement an
Gouverne
au Gouvernement du pays dans
lequel ils
iN exerexerdans lequel
fonctions.
cent leurs fonctions.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X.
X.

Consuls-general, consuls,
consuls, viceConsuls-general,
vicegeneraux, consuls,
Les consuls
consuls gen6raux,
consuls,
consuls
consuls and consular agents may vice-consuls
vice-consuls et agents
agents consulaires
consulaires
take at their offices, at
at their
their private
private aurout
auront le droit de
de recevoir
recevoir dans
dans
residence, at the residence
residence,
residence of the leurs chancelleiies,
chancelleries, dans
dans leur dedeparties,
parties, or on board
board ship,
ship, the
the depodepo- meure
meure privee,
des par
par
privee, dans
dans cello
celle des
sitions of the captains
captains and crews of
of ties, ou atboth
bord des batiments,
batiments, les
les
vessels of their own country,
country, cf
ef declarations
declarations des
et equi
equi
des capitaines
capitaines et
passengers
board of them,
passengers on board
them, and
and pages des navires
navires de
des
de leur pays,
pays, des
of any other citizen of their nation. passagers
passagers qui se
se trouvent aabord
bord et
et
They may also receive
receive at
their de tout autre citoyen
at their
citoyen de leur naoffices, conformably
conformably to the laws
laws and tion. Les dits agents auront, en
regulations
regulations of their country, all concon- outre,
mitre, le droit de recevoir,
recevoir, concontheir form6ment
tracts between the citizens of their
formement aux lois et
et reglemcnts
reglenients
country
country and the citizens
citizens or
or other
other de leur pays, dans leurs chancelinhabitants
inhabitants of the country
country where leries ou bureaux, tons
tous actes
con actes conthey reside, and even all
contracts ventionnels
all contracts
vention nels passes
pass6s entre
entre les citoyens
citoyens
between the latter, provided
provided they
they de leur pays et des citoyens ou
ou
relate to property
property situated or to
to autres
autres habitants
habitants du pays oil
resiou us
ils r6sibusiness to be transacted
transacted in the
the dent, et
memo tous
tons actes
et meme
actes de
de ces
ces der.
der
territory
territory of the nation to which the niers, pourvu
pourvu que
que ces
ces actes
actes aient
aient
said consular officer
officer may belong. rapport a
a des
a des biens situes ou A
affaires a traitor
le territoire
de
traiter sur
sur le
territoire de
in
laquelle appartiendr1
appartiendra le
le
la nation a laquelle
consul ou
on lagent
Pagent devant
devant lequel ils
us
seront pass6s.
passes.
Such papers
papers and -official
-official docudocuLes expeditions
expeditions des dits actes, et
et
ments of every kind, whether
whether in the
the les documents
documents officiels de toute
original, in copies,
copies, or in translation,
translation, espece,
espece, soit en original,
on copie.
original, ou
copie,
duly authenticated
authenticated and legalized
legalized on en traduction,
dtiment legalises
traduction, diument
by the
consuls-general, consuls,
the consuls-general,
consuls, par les consuls g6n6raux,
genoraux, consuls,
consuls,
vice-consuls
vice-consuls and consular
consular agents, vice-consuls
vice-consuls ou agents
agents consulaires,
consulaires,
and sealed with their official
official seal,
seal, et munis de leur cachet
cachet officiel,
shall be received
received as legal docudoeu- feront
feront foi en justice
justice dans tons
tous les
les
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ments in courts
menis
courts of
of justice throughthrough- tribunaux
tribunaux des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et de
out the United States
States and Bel- Belgique.
gium.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XI.
XI.

The respective consuls-general,
consuls-general,
consuls, vice-consuls
consular
consuls,
vice-consuls and consular
agents shall have exclusive
exclusive charge
agents
charge
of the internal order of the merchant vessels of
of their
their nation,
nation, and
and
cognizance of
shall alone
alone take cognizance
of all
differences which may arise, either
either
at sea or in port, between the captains, officers and crews, without
without
exception, particularly
particularly in reference
to the adjustment
adjustment of
of wages
wages and
and the
the
execution
contracts. The local
execution of contracts.
authorities shall not interfere
authorities
interfere except when the disorder that has
arisen is of such aanature as to disdisturb
tranquillity and public
turb tranquillity
public order
order
on shore, or in the port, or when aa
person of the country or not bebelonging to the crew shall be concerned therein.
In all other cases, the aforesaid
aforesaid
authorities shall confine themselves
to lending aid to the consuls and
vice-consuls
vice-consuls or consular
consular agents, if
they are requested
requested by them to
to do
so,
so, in
in causing the
the arrest
arrest and imprisonment of any person whose
crew-list,
name is inscribed on the crew-list,
whenever, for any cause, the said
said
officers shall think proper.
ARTICLE
XII.
ARTICLE XII.

The respective consuls-general,
consuls-general,
consuls,
vice-consuls and
consular
consuls, vice-consuls
and consular
agents may cause to be arrested the
agents
officers,
officers, sailors, and all other persons making part of the crews,
crews, in
any manner whatever,
whatever, of ships
ships of
of
war or merchant vessels of their
their
nation, who may be guilty, or be
accused, of having deserted said
ships and vessels, for the purpose
of sending them on board or back
back
to their country. To this end they
shall address the competent local
authorities of the respective
respective counauthorities
writing, and shall make
tries, in writing,
to them a
a written request for the
deserters, supporting
deserters,
supporting it by the exhibition of the register
vesregister of the vesother
sel and list of the crew, or by other
official documents, to show that the
persons claimed belong to the said
ship's company.

ARTICLE XL
XI.
ARTICLE

Les consuls
consuls generaux,
consuls,
generaux, consuls,
Les

Order
on board
Order on

erc nt ve8
merchant
vice-consuls et agents consulaires
s invessels
vice-consuls
... disputes
.8
port 01
sea.
exclusivement tat
respectifs
respeetifs seront exclusivement
sea.
charges du maintien de Pordre
'ordre inint6rieur aabord des navires de comterieur
connaitront
merce de leur nation, et connaitront
seuls de thus
tons differends
diff6rends qui se seront 6lev6s
s'6elveront
eleves en mer ou s'eleveront
dans les ports entre
entre les capitaines,
capitaines,
les
lee officiers et les hommes de Pequi
l'6qui
page,
ce soit,
soit,
que ce
A quelque titre que
page, a
particulierement
particulierement pour le reglement
reglement Courts
Courts not to in
in
unless pub
pub
des salaires et Pexecution
'execution des en- terfere
terfere unless
on shore
gagements
reciproquement concon-. lie peace
peae
on ins"ore
gagements reciproquement
or in
mi port
port ith
dis-

sentis.
Les autorites
tie
sentis. Les
autorits locales
locales ne
pouyront intervenir
intervenir que
que lorsque
pourront
lorsque les
les
nad6sordres survenus
de nadesordres
survenus seraient
seraient de
ture
troubler la
la tranquillit6
tranquillite et
et
ture aa troubler

turbed, or other
turbed,
persons than officers and
are
cers
and crew
crew are
parties.
parties-

Pordre
public a
le
'ordre public
a terre ou dans le
port,
on quand
persoune du
quand une
une personne
port, ou
pays ou no
ne faisant pas partie de
Pequipage s'y trouvera
trouvera melee.
melee.
l'equipage
authori
Dans tous
tous les
autres cas,
au- Local
cas, les
les auLocal authori
Dans
les autres
ties, if so requested,
torites pr6cit6es
precitees se
tiesifsokreqeste,
torites
se borneront
borneront a to
make arrests,
preter tout
appui aux
aux consuls
consuls et
et etc.
prater
tout appui
vice-consuls ou
on agents consulaires,
vice-consuls
sont requises par eux,
si elles en sent
arreter on
on
ou conduire en
pour faire
faire arreter
prison
tout individu
individu inscrit
in serit stir
le
sur le
prison tout
role
r6le de Pequipage,
l'6quipage, chaque fois que
tin motif quelconque
pour un
quelconque les dits
jugeront convenable.
agents le jugeront

ARTICLE XII.
XII.
ARTICLE
of desertLes consuls
consuls, Arrest
Arrest of
desertLes
consuls generaux,
g6n6raux, consuls,
vice-consuls
vice-consuls et
et agents consulaires
consulaires ers.
er8.
pourront faire
arreter les
officiers,
pourront
faire arr6ter
les officiers,
matelots et
les autres
perautres permatelots
et toutes
toutes les
sonnes faisant
equipages,
des equipages,
sonnes
faisant partie
partie des
quelque titre
titre que
cc soit, des bati•
bati
que ce
a quelque
month de
de guerre
on de
commerce
de commerce
guerre ou
ments
de
leur nation, qui
qui seraient
seraient pr6venus
prevenus
deleurnation,
on
accuses d'avoir
deserte les
ou accuses
d'avoir d6sert6
les dits
dits
batiments, pour
pour les
renvoyer a
abord
bord
batiments,
les renvoyer
on les
transporter dans
pays.
dans leur
leur pays.
ou
les transporter
A cet
cet effet,
effet, ils
us s'adresseront,
s'adresseront, par
par Proceedings
Pr oc tie dings to
to
A
ecrit,
aux autorites
comp& obtain
obtai ii arrest
of deautorites locales
locales compearrestofde4crit, aux
tentes
des pays
pays respectifs,
leur serters.
respectifs, et
et leur
tentes des
feront,
par ecrit,
emit, la
la demande
domande de
de ces
ces
feront, par
deserteurs,
Pexen justifient,
justifient, par
par lexdeserteurs, en
hibition des
du bAtiment,
batiment,
des registres
registres du
hibition
ou da
d'equipage, ou
on par d'au •
ou
du role
rl6e d'6quipage,
tres documents
documents officiels,
officiels, que
les
tres
que leb
hommes qu'ils
reclament faisaient
hommes
qu'ils rdclament
faisaient
equipage.
du dit
dit 6quipage.
partie du
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Upon
such request
request thus
thus supsupUpon such
ported, the
the delivery
of the
ported,
delivery to
to them
them of
the
deserters
be refused,
refused, unless
unless
deserters cannot
cannot be
it should
be duly
proved that
they
it
should be
duly proved
that they

Citizens excountry where
where
were citizens
ex- were
citizens of
of the
the country
empted from pro- their extradition is demanded
empted
at the
demanded at
visions
arrest. time of their being inscribed on the
visions for
for arrest.
time of their being
the
crew-list. All
the ri ecessary aid and
Expenses of ar- crew-list.
Allthenecessaryaid
and
detention. protection
rest and detention.
protection shall be furnished
furnished for the

Duration of arrest limited.
limited.

Crimes
Cri
mes and offenses committed
by deserters.
bys
lverters.
of compecompeCourt
tent jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
try the case.

pursuit,
arrest of
of the
pursuit, seizure
seizure and
and arrest
the
deserters,
who shall
shall even
even be
be put
and
deserters, who
put and
kept
kept in
in the prisons
prisons of
of the
the country,
country,
at
the
at the
the request
request and expense
expense of the
consular officers until
until there
there may
may be
be
an
for sending
sending them
them
an opportunity
opportunity for
away. If,
If, however,
opporaway.
however, such
such an
an opportunity
tunity should not present itself
itself
within the space
space of
within
of three
three months,
counting from the day of
counting
of the arrest,
arrest,
set at
the deserters
deserters shall be set
at liberty,
liberty,
nor shall they be again arrested for
for
the same cause.
If
any
If the
the deserter
deserter has
has committed
committed any
misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and the court having
having
the right
to take
take congizance
congizance of
of the
the
right to
the
offense shall
shall claim
claim and
and exercise
offense
exercise it,
it,
the delivery
deserter shall
the
delivery of
of the
the deserter
shall
be deferred
deferred until
until the
the decision
decision of
of the
the
court has been pronounced
pronounced and
and executed.

ARTICLE XIII.
XIII.
In
in the
the absence
absence of
agreement
of an
an agreement
to the contrary between the owners,
freighters and insurers, all damages
damages
suffered at sea by the vessels of the
two countries, whether they enter
enter
port voluntarily,
voluntarily, or
or are
are forced
forced by
stress of weather, shall be
be settled
settled
by the
the consuls-general,
consuls-general, consuls,
consuls,
vice-consuls
vice- consuls and consular
consular agents
agents
Subjects
Subjects of third of
of the
countries.
If,
the respective
respective countries.
If,
power interested
the
power
interested however,
however, any inhabitant of the
in damages.
country
in
damages.
country or citizen or
subject of
or subject
of aa
third power, shall be interested
interested in
in
the matter, and the parties cannot
cannot
agree,
agree, the competent
competent local authorities shall decide.

Freighters and
Freighters
insurers.
insurers.

ARTICLE XIV.
ARTICLE
XIV.
Salvage.
8a] vage.

Sur cette
cette seule
Sur
seule demande,
demande, ainsi
ainsi
justifiee,
des d6sertcurs
deserteurs
justifi6e, la
la remise des
no pourra leur
ne
leur etre
6tre refuse,
refus6e, a
A moms
moins
qu'il ne
tie soit
prouve qu'ils
soit (lament
dfiment prouv6
qu'ils
etaient cito3Tens
6taient
citoyens du pays
pays oil
ou l'ex.
'ex.
tradition est
an momnert
moment
tradition
est reclamee,
r6clam6e, au
role. li
Ii
de leur
leur inscription stir
sur le
le r61e.
toute aide
aide et
leur sera donne toute
et proprorecherche, la
saisie
tection pour
pour la recherche,
la saisie
l'arrestation de
ces deserteurs,
deserteurs,
et l'arrestation
de ces
qui seront m6me
mettle detenus
&terms et gard6s
gardes
dans les prisons du
du pays,
pays, a
a la
rela r1quisition et aux frais des consuls,
consuls,
jusqu'I
ce que ces agents
jusqu'a cc
agents aient
aient
tine occasion
occasion de les faire
trouve une
pourtant cette
eette occasion
partir. Si pourtant
occasion
no se
se presentait
dans un
ne
presentait pas
pas dans
un dela
d6li i
du jour
jour de
de trois mois,
mois, a
a partir
partir du
de
Parrestation, les desert
desert curs
seraier it
l'arrestation,
eurs seraietlt
liberte et ne pourraient
mis en libert6
pourraient plus
etre
cause.
e.tre auk&
arretes pour
pour la lame
m6me cause.
Si le desertevz
desertev.' avait
avait commis
commis
quelque delit
&lit et quc
quo le tribunal
tribunal qni
qui
quelque
et
aa droit d'en
d'en connaitre
connaitre reclame
reclame et
exerce
la remise
difexerce eee droit,
roit, la
remise sera
sera differ&
cc que le jugement dul
du
feree jusqu'a
jusqu'I ce
tribunal ait ete
prononce et
et ex6exe6et prononc6
cute.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIII.
XIII.
A moins
moms de stipulations
stipulations con.
con.
armateurs,
traires entre
entre les
armatenr-s,
chargeurs et assureurs,
chargeurs
assureurs, toutes avaavaessnyees a lamerpar
la mer par les navires
ries essuyees
des deux
deux pays,
pays, soit qu'ils
qu'ils abordeni
abordent
volontairement
volontairement au
an port, soit qu'ils
qu'ils
se trouvent
trouvent en relache forcee, seront
seront
r6glees par les consuls g6neraux,
reglees
generaux,
consuls, vice-consuls
vice-consuls ou
on agents con
con-sulaires des pays respectifs.
Si,
respectifs. Si,
cependant, les habitants
cependant,
habitants du plys
pays
ou des citoyens
citoyens d'
d' une tierce nation
nation
trouvaient interesses
se trouvaient
interess6s dans les
les
dites avaries, et que les parties
parties no
ne
pussent s'entendre a
A Parniable,
l'ariable, le
le
recours a
aPautorite
comp&
Pautorit6 locale conp6tente serait
serait de
de droit.
droit.
ARTICLE XIV.
ARTICLE
xrv.

All proceedings
proceedings relative to the
Toutes les operations relatives
relatives an
salvage of vessels of the United sauvetage des navires
navires des EtatsStates wrecked upon the coasts of TJnis
Unis naufrages
naufrag6s sur les cotes
c6tes de BelBelgium, and of Belgian vessels
vessels gique et des navires beiges
belges sur les
wrecked upon the coasts of the c6tes
cotes des Etats-Unis, seront diri-United States, shall be directed by gees par les consuls generaux,
g6n6raux, con
con
the consuls-general,
consuls-general, cansuls
consuls and suls et vice-consuls
vice-consuls des deux pays
vice-consuls
vice-consuls of the two countries respectifs et, jusqu'i
jusqu'a leur arriv6e,
arrivee,
respectively, and ultil
until their arrival,
arrival, par les agents
agents consulaires respec
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by the respective
respective consular agents,
wherever an agency exists. In the
wherever
places and
where an agency
places
and ports
ports where
agency
authorities,
exist, the
the local authorities,
does not
not exist,
until the arrival of the consul in
whose district the wreck may have
imme
occurred, and
and who shall be immeoccurrence,
diately informed
informed of the occurrence,
measures
shall take all necessary
necessary measures
protection of persons and the
for the protection
preservation of wrecked
wrecked property.
property.
preservation
The local authorities
authorities shall not
otherwise interfere than for the
maintenance
maintenance of order, the protec
tion of the interests of the salvors
if these do not belong to the crews
that
wrecked, and to
that have been
been wrecked,
carry into effect
effect the arrangements
arrangements
exportation
made for the entry and exportation
of the merchandise
merchandise saved.
It is understood that such mermerIt
chandise is not to be subjected
subjected to
chandise
any custom-house
custom-house charges, unless it
consumption in the
be intended for consumption
country
country where the wreck may have
taken place.
auThe intervention
intervention of the local authorities hiin these different cases
cases
shall occasion
occasion no expense
expense of any
any
kind, except such as may be caused
caused
operations of salvage and
by the operations
the preservation
the goods saved,
preservation of the
together with such as would be inintogether
curred under similar circumstances
circumstances
by vessels of the nation.

ARTICLE XV.
ARTICLE
XV.
In
In case of the death of any citizen of the United States in Belgium, or of aa citizen of Belgium
in
without havin the
the United States, without
ing any known heirs or testamentary executor by him appointed,
appointed, the
competent local authorities
authorities shall
give information
information of the circumstance to the consuls or consular
agents of the nation to which the
deceased belongs,
deceased
belongs, in order that the
necessary
information may be imnecessary information
forwarded to parties
mediately
mediately forwarded
interested.
Consuls-general, consuls, viceConsuls-general,
consular agents shall
consuls and consular
have the right to appear, personally or by delegate,
delegate, in all proceedings on behalf of the absent or
minor heirs, or creditors, until they
are duly represented.
represented.
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tit,
existera une agenee;
agence;
tifs, la oh il existera
dans les lieux et ports oh il n'existerait pas d'agence,
d'agence, les autoritees
autoritees
locales auront,
auront, en attendant Parriv6e
rivee du consul dans Parrondissel'arrondisseduquel le naufrage
eu
ment duquel
naufrage aurait eu
lieu, et qui devrait etre immediatement prevenu, aaprendre
prendre toutes les
les
mesures necessaires
n6cessaires pour la protecprotection des
des individus
individus et la conservanaufrages.
tion des effets naufrag6s.
Les
autorites locales
n'auront, Local authoriLes autorites
locales n'auront,
ties to
to maintain
maintain
intervenir que pour ties
d/ailleurs,a
d'ailleurs, a intervenir
and protect
protect
order and
in- order
maintenir Pordre,
Pordre, garantir les inmaintenir
salvors, etc.
terets des
des sauveteurs,
sauveteurs, s'ils
sont
s'ils sont In
In aabsence
bsenc of
of
&rangers
equipages naufranaufra- consular officers,
6trangers aux
aux equipages
authorities to
to
local authorities
Os,
Pexecution des dis- local
ges, et assurer l'execution
charge.
take charge.
positions
l'entree take
a observer pour Pentree
positions a
et la sortie des marchandises
marchandises sauvees.
Ii est bien entendu
entendu que ces mar- Custom-house
II
charges.
chandises
aaucun
aucnn charges.
chandises ne seront tenues A
droit
a moins
moms qu'elles
douane, &
droit de douane,
ne
etre livrees
a Btre
livr6es a
ne soient
soient destines
destin6es A
in
consommation dans
oil
dans le pays oh
la consommation
naufrage aurait eu lieu.
le naufrage
Vintervention
IVintervention des autorites lodifferents ens
cas n'occales dans ces differents
casionnera
des frais d'aucune escasionnera des
pece, hors
auxquels donne
donne
hors ceux auxquels
pece,
operations du sauve
les operations
raient lieu les
tage et
la conservation
conservation des objets
tage
et la
sauvees, ainsi
ceux auxquels
auxquels
ainsi que ceux
sauvees,
seraient
ens, les
seraient soumis, en pareil cas,
navires
navires nationaux.
nationaux.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XV.
XV.
En cas
cas de
deces (run
citoyen des
citi.
des Death of citi
des
un citoyen
dedc
En
Zell&
Etats-ITnis
ou d'un zeus.
Belgique ou
Etats-Unis en Belgique
Beige
aux Etats-Unis,
s'il n'y
n'y a
a
Etats-1Unis, s'il
Beige aux
aucun
on aucun exconnu ou
aucun heritier connu
ecuteur
testamentaire institu6
institue par
ecuteur testamentaire
le
autorites locales comle defunt, les autorites
authoripetentes
la circoncircon- Local
Lo c a I -althoride la
informeront de
petentes informeront
stance
les consuls,
con- ties
ofli
to notify
notify OWties to
ou agents
agents conconsuls, ou
stance les
sulaires de
de la
in nation
le CON.
cers.
A laquelle le
nation a
sulaires
defunt
appartient, afin
afm qu'il
puisse
qu'il puisse
defunt appartient,
en
donne conetre immediatement
imm6diatement donn6
en etre
Parties
s internaissance
parties int6ress6es.
interessees.
ill terP art i
aux parties
naissance aux
ested.
ested.
Officer to
to appear
appear
Les consuls
consuls, Officer
g6enraux, consuls,
consuls generaux,
Les
for absent or mivice-consuls
agents consulaires
ablsent
consulaires for
et agents
vice-consuls et
nor
heirs
and
nor heirs andorcredcred-iauront
de poser
poser person
person itors.
le droit
droit de
auront le
nellement ou
on par
tons actes
actes
d6elgue, tous
par delegue,
nellement
en lieu
lieu et
et place
heritiers ou
ou des
des
des h6ritiers
place des
en
creanciers absents
mineurs
ou mineurs
absents ou
cr6anciers
jusqu'A
ce que
ceux-ci soient
soient didhque ceux-ci
jusqu'a ce
ment
repr6sentes.
ment representes.
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CONVENTION—BELGIUM.
CONVENTION-BELGIUM.
A
RTICLE XVI.
XVI.
ARTICLE

Convention to
Convention

take effect.
effect.
take

Ratification and
Ratification
and
exchange.
exchange.
Subject
Subject to
to tertermination
one
mination on
on one
year's
notice
n
year
otie after
after
nine years.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

ARTICLE XVI.
ARTICLE
XVI.

La
La presente
presente convention
convention restera
restera
reThe present convention shall rein force for the space of ten en vigueur
pendant dix
vigueur pendant
dix ans,
ans, A
partir de l'6changedes
P6change des ratifications,
ratifications,
years, counting
of the
the partirde
day of
the day
from the
counting from
years,
seront donnOes
conform 6exchan
ge of
the ratification
s, which
which lesquelles
lesquelles seront
donn6es conform
6exchange
of the
ratifications,
constitutions respectives
respectives
shall be made in
in conformity
conformity with
with ment aux constitutions
des deux
echangees a
deux pays,
the respective constitutions of the des
pays, et
et 6changees
a
Washington dans le delai
Mai de
two countries, and exchanged
exchanged at
de six
at Washington
Washington as soon as possible
Washington
possible mois
mois ou plus tot
t6t si
si faire se pelt.
peut.
within the period
oà aucune des parties
period of
of six
six months. Dans le cas oh
In case neither
neither party gives notice,
notice, n'aurait notifie,
notifi6, douze mois avant
avant
twelve months before the expira
expira- lexpiration
Pexpiration de la dite periode
p6riode de
de
tion of the said period of ten years, dix arts,
ans, son intention
intention de
de ne pas
pas
of its intention not to renew this renouveler
convention, cellerenouveler cette convention,
convention,
it shall remain
remain in force
en vigueur
vigueur
convention, it
force ci continuera
continuera a
a rester en
one year longer,
so on
from encore une min&
longer, and
and so
on from
ann6e et ainsi de suite
year to year, until the expiration
expiration d'annee en annee,
Pexpiraann6e, jusqu'a
jusqu'a l'expirawhich ton
of aa year from the day
armee a
partir du
day on
on which
tion d'une
d'une annee
a partir
du jour
jour
parties shall have given
Pune ou lautre
l'autre des parties
parties l'aura
one of
of the parties
given oil
ou l'une
l'aura
such notice.
denoncee.
denoncee.
In faith whereof, the respective
En foi de
de quoi, les PlenipotenPlenipotenplenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have signed this tiaires respectifs
signee et
respectifs Pont
l'ont sign6e
et
convention,
convention, and have hereunto
hereunto scellee
scellee en
exp6dition.
en double expedition.
affixed their seals.
Done
at Washington,
Done at
Washington, in duplineuf Mars,
Fait a
a Washington,
Washington, le neufMars;
March, one thou- mil huit cent
cate, the ninth of March,
cent quatre
quatre vingt.
vingt.
sand eight hundred and eighty.

.main
main

To remain
remain in
inn
force ten year
years.

Signat
Signatures.

MARCH 9,1880.
9, 1880.
MARCn

WILLIAM
W
ILLIAM MAXWELL
MAXWELL EVARTS
MAURICE
MAURICE DELFOSSE
DELFOSSE

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

W
ILLIAM MAXWELL
EVARTS
WILLIAM
MAXWELL EVARTS
MAURICE
MAURICE DEILIPOSSE
DELFOSSE

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

And whereas
whereas the said Convention has
ratified on both
parts,
has been duly ratified
both parts,
exchanged in the city
and the ratifications
ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged
of Washington on the twenty-fifth
February, one thousand
eight
twenty-fifth day of February,
thousand eight
hundred
hundred and eighty one, as authorized
authorized by Senate
Senate Resolution
January
Resolution of January
5, 1881, and by the Belgian
Belgian Government:
Government:
it known that I, Rutherford
Now, therefore, be it
Rutherford B. Hayes, President
President
of the United
Inited States of America, have caused
caused the said
said convention
convention to
to be
be
made public, to the end that the same and every clause and article
article thereof
thereof
laith by the United States and
may be observed and fulfilled
fulfilled with good faith
the citizens thereof.
whereof 1Ihave
hereunto set my hand, and caused the sea]
In witness whereof
have hereunto
seal
of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington
Washington this first day of March in the year of
our Lord, one thousand
thousand eight hundred and eighty one, and of the inde
indc.
pendence of the United States the one hundred and fifth.
[SEAI..]
[sF.Af,.]
R.
HAYES.
B. B.
B. HAYES.
By the President
President
WM M. EVA"TS
• Wm
EVARTS
Secretary of State.
Secretary
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3,1881.
AGREEMENT—
DOMINION OF CANADA.
CANADA. MAY
MAY 3,
1881.
AGREEMENT-DOMINION

Additional articles
between the
the Post
Post Ofice
Office Department
Department of the
agreement between
of agreement
articles of
Additional
Ofice Department
United States
of America
Post Office
Department of the DoAmerica and the Post
States of
United
minion
Canada.
of Canada.
minion of

1881.
28 1881.
April
April28
May
may 33,1881.
)1881-

parContractingparFor the
purpose of
of affording
affording to
increased facilities for the Contracting
to the public increased
the purpose
For
ties.
preventing evasions by ties.
exchange of
correspondence and also of preventing
of written
written correspondence
exchange
Preamble.
publishers
the postal laws and regulations of the United States, Preable.
of the
publishers of
governments
the
undersigned.
duly
authorized
by
their
respective
governments
have
respective
the undersigned duly authorized by their
agreed
upon the
the following
arrangement Stat. 20, convenarticles to the postal arrangement
additional articles
following additional
agreed upon
tions, p. 673.
of 27 January 1875.
tion, p. 673.
27 January 187
of
1
February
1 February

ARTICLE 1.
1.
ARTICLE

preInsufficiently paid
paid letters
Insufficient pre.
letters mailed in the United States and addressed Insuffcient
Insufficiently
payment.
to Canada
Canada or
or vice-versa,
vice-versa, mailed in Canada and addressed to the Unitedpayment.
to
States, on
on which
prepaid, shall
of postage or more has been prepaid,
rate of
single rate
a single
which a
States,
be
with the
the amount
postage, to be col- Collections
Collections on
on
of deficient postage
amount of
charged with
forwarded charged
be forwarded
de
delivery.
the
lected
on
delivery
and
by
the
Post
Department
of
country
livery.
retained
and
delivery
on
lected
of
The amount
of such deficient
deficient postage shall be indiamount of
destination. The
of destination.
exchange office, on the upper left
cated
in figures,
the despatching exchange
by the
figures, by
cated in
hand
corner of the address.
hand corner
ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.
When
newspapers, periodicals
published or Penalty for evaperiodicals and other printed matter published
When newspapers,
originating in
are brought
brought into
into Canada
Canada and
of postalregposted sions
and posted
States are
United States
the United
in the
originating
ulations.
the postdestinations in the United States apparently
apparently to evade the
post - ulations.
there for destinations
age rates
or regulations
applicable to
matter in the United States,
such matter
to such
regulations applicable
rates or
age
the Canada
prepayment of the same to be made
made
may require prepayment
Office may
Post Office
Canada Post
the
at a
arate equivalent
equivalent to double the Canada domestic rates.
at

3.
ARTICLE 3.
ARTICLE

of
Abrogation of
The provisions
Postal Arrangement
Arrangement of the 27th Abrogation
the Postal
of the
Article 11 of
of Article
provisions of
The
January
so far
as they
they conflict
conflict with
the present
of ArtiArtiof
provisons
present provisions
with the
far as
, so
1875,
February, 1875,
1st February,
and 1st
January and
18 conconcle I, statr
articles
abrogated.
venions,
Stat.p
p.18,837.
t.
ventions,
are abrogated.
articles are
4.
ARTICLE 4.
ARTICLE
•
The
present
articles
shall
be
considered
Additional artiagreed Additional
those agreed
to those
additional to
The present articles shall be considered additional
arupon
between the
the two
offices on
on the
January and
and 1st
to postal arles to
February, dies
1st February,
27th January
the 27th
two offices
upon between
1875
and shall
shall come
come into
into operation
on the
day of
of May
rangoment,
Jan. 27 and
eluded
1881.
May 1881.
1st day
the 1st
operation on
1875 and
Feb. 1,
1875. Convention
Convention to
1881,
1, 1881.
May 1,
take effect May
to take
1, 1875.
Feb.
In
witness whereof
whereof the
Postmaster General of the United States and
the Postmaster
In witness
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
of Canada
Canada have here to set their hands and
General of
the
affixed their
seals, at
set opposite
respectively.
each respectively.
to each
opposite to
date set
at the
the date
their seals,
affixed
[mit.]
THOMAS L.
JAMES
L. JAMES
THOMAS
[SEAL.]
Postmaster
States.
United States.
the United
of the
General of
Postmaster General
WASHINGTON,
1881.
3, 1881.
May 3,
WASHINGTON, May
A.
CAMPBELL,
A. CAMPBELL,
[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
P. M.
H. G.
G. of
of Canada.
Canada.
P.
OTTAWA,
28, 1881.
April 28,
OTTAWA, April
hereby approve
the aforegoing
aforegoing additional
additional articles
in testimony
testimony
and in
articles and
approve the
IIhereby
thereof,
have caused
caused the
of the
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
the United
United States
seal of
the seal
thereof, 11have
[sEAL.1
JAMES
GARFIELD.
A. GARFIELD.
JAMES A.
ISEAL.I
President:
the President:
By the
JAMES G.
BLAINE,
G. BLAINE,
JAMES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
WASHINGTON, May
May 3rd,
3rd, 1881.
1881.
WASHIINGTON,

xx-
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Signatures.

Signatures.

Approval.
Approval.
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November
1880.
November 13,
13,1880.

AGREEMENT—REPUBLIC OF
OF FRANCE.
FRANCE. NOVEMBEr
NOVEMBER 13,
AGREEMENT-REPUBLIC
13, 1880.
1880.

Agreement to
increase the
the limit
limit of
of weight
and size
Agreement
to increase
weight and
size of
of packets
packets of
of patterns
patterns of
of
merchandise
the post,
between the
the United
United States
merchandise exchanged
exchanged through the
post, between
States and
and
_Republic of France.
France.
the Republic
Agreement
America and the Republic
Agreement between the United States of America
of
increasing the
limits of
the dimensions
of France
France for
for increasing
the limits
of weight
weight and
and the
dimensions of
of
packets of patterns of
merchandise exchanged
exchanged through
of merchandise
through the
the post
post between
the two
at Washington,
November 13,
13, 1880.
1880.
tween the
two countries,
countries, signed
signed at
Washington, November

The General
General Post
Post Office
of the
Contracting
Contracting parThe
Office of
the
ties.
United States of North America

Stat.
Stat. 20, conven-

tion, p.
743.
tion,
p. 743.

General Post Office
Office of the
and the General
Republic of France, being desirous
desirous
Republic
of facilitating the postal relations
relations
between the two countries, and in
in
between
exercise of the power given to them
exercise

under Article XV of the Conven-

tion of the Universal Postal Union,
concluded in Paris, on the 1st June,

1878:
1878:
Have agreed
agreed as follows:
follows:
Weight and size
The limits of weight and the
of packets trans- dimensions
dimensions of
of packets
patterns
packets of patterns
ported in the mails
merchandize exchanged
through
exchanged through
of merchandize
the mailsaof
incr
increased.
the post between
between the United States
of North America on the one part
and France and Algeria
Algeria on the
other part, may be increased by
the Postal Administration of the
country of origin, beyond
beyond those
Stat.
Stat. 20, conven- which have been fixed by Article
tion,
tion, p.
p. 738.
738.
V of the International
International Convention
Convention
of the 1st June 1878, under the express reservation
reservation that such limits
shall not exceed the following:
following:
Weight.
Weight.
350 grams.
In weight
weight.............
- 30 centimetres,
centimetres,
length.
In
dimeutions ..
20 centimetres,
Dimensions.
In dimentions
20
breadth.
centimetres,
breadth.
10 centimetres,
centimetres,
depth.
Commencement.
Commencement.
The present
present agreement shall take
effect on the 1st of January eighteen hundred and eighty-one, and
and
Terminable
Terminable on shall
shall be terminable at any time
one year's notice. on a notice by either office of one
on anotice by either office of one
year
In witness whereof the undersigned, Horace Maynard,
Maynard, Postmaster General of the United States
of North America, in virtue of the
powers vested in him by law, and
and
Maxime Outrey, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
of the Republic
Republic of France at Wash-

L'Office
General des Postes des
I/Office G6enral
d'Amerique du Nord,
Etats Unis
Unis d'Am6rique
Nord,
et l'Office
'Office General
G6enral des Postes de la
Republique
Francaise, desirant faRepublique Francaise,
faciliter les relations
relations postales entre
les deux pays et usant de la faculte
faculte
qui leur est laissee
laissee par Particle XV
de la Convention
Convention de P
' Union Postale
Universelle,
107
Universelle, conclue aà Paris, le Ier
Juin 1878:
1878:
Sent convenus
Sont
convenus de ce qui suit:
Les limites de poids et de di.
mensions des paquets d'echantilions de marchandises
&hang& par
lons
marchandises echanges
la voie de la poste, entre les Etats
Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique du Nord, d'une
PAlgorie, d'aupart, et la France et l'Algrie,
d'autre part, peuvent etre portees par
par
l'Administration des Postes du pays
l'Administration
an de la de celles qui
qui out
d'origine, au
ont
faxes par Particle V de la Conete fix6es
vention Internationale
Jam,
vention
Internationale du l1er Juin,
1878, sous la reserve
reserve expresse que
ces limites ne depasseront pas, sasavoir:
Pour le poid .......350
....... 350 grammes.
30 centimetres
centimetres en
en
30
longeur.
Pour
les dimen20 centimetres
en
Pourles
centimetres en
largeur.
sions.
10 centimetres
centimetres en
en
epaisseur.
epaisseur.
Leprdsent
Arrangement sera ex&
Le present Arrangement
xecutoire a partir du 1"
i er Janvier, mil
huit cent quatre-vingts
quatre-vingts et un, et se
terminera moyennant
moyennant un avertisseterminera
ment donne une annee a Pavane°
Pavance
Pautre office.
office.
par Puu
'un ou l'autre
En foi de
Soussignes
de quoi les Soussign6s
Horace Maynard,
Maitre General
Horace
Maynard, Maitre
Etats Unis d'Amedes Postes des ]tats
d'Am6pou.rique du Nord, en vertu des pouvoirs dont il eat
volrs
est investe
invest6 par la loi,
et Maxime
Maxime Outrey,
Outrey, Envoye
Envoy6 ExtraExtraordinaire et Ministre PlenipotenuPlenipotentiaire de la Republique
Republique Francaise
Francais° a
a
er

AGREEMENT-REPUBLIC
AGREEMENT—REPUBLIC OF
OF FRANCE.
FRANCE.
ington
for that
ington duly
duly authorized
authorized for
that
purpose,
purpose, have drawn up the
the prespresent
agreement to
to which
have
ent agreement
which they
they have
affixed their
respective seals.
affixed
their respective
Done in
in duplicate
duplicate at
at WashingWashingDone
ton the 13th November,
November, 1880.
1880.
[SEAL.]
SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

NOVEMBER 13,
13, 1880.
1880.
NOVEMBER

Washington,
Washington, dfunent
dfment autorise a
cet effet, ont dress6
dressele present
present Arrangement quails
oht revetu deleurs
rangement
qu'ils ont
de leurs
sceaux respectifs.
Fait a
a Washington, en double
expedition, le 13 Novembre
Novembre 1880.
HORACE MAYNARD.
1VIAYNARD.
MAX OUTREY.
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Signatures.
Signatures.

Approval.
I hereby approve the aforegoing agreement
I
agreement and in testimony thereof
thereof Approval.
IIhave caused the seal of the United
United States to be affixed
affixed hereto.
hereto.
R. B. HAYES.
By the
President,
By
the President,
Wm.
M. EVARTS,
WM. M.
EVARTS,
Secretary of State.
State.
W ASHINGTON, November,
WASHINGTON,
November, 13,
13, 1880.
1880.
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ADDITIONAL CONVENTION—ITALY.
CONVENTION-ITALY.
ADDITIONAL

AUGUST
AUGUST

24, 1880.
1880.
24,

August 9
9 and Additional
Convention to
the Convention
of the
the 31st
31st of
March and
and the
Additional Convention
to the
Convention of
of March
the 20th
20th
of April,
the Post
Post Office
Department of
of the
the United
United States
August 24, 1880.
of
pril, 1877,
1877, between
between the
Office Department
States

of America
and the
the Post
Department of
the Kingdom
of Italy.
Italy.
of
America and
Post Office
Office Department
of the
Kingdom of

Convenzione Addizionale
Addizionale alla
alla ConConAdditional Convention
Convention to
to the
the ConvenConven- Convenzione
Additional
venzione
Aprile
venzione del
del 31
31 Marzo
Marzo e
e 20
20 Aprile
tion
of the
31st of
March and
and the
tion of
the 31st
of March
the
delle
1877 fra
fra ii
it Dipartimento
Dipartimento delle
20th of
1877, between
the
20th
of April,
April, 1877,
between the
Poste degli
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
Uniti d'
America
Post Office
Office Department
Department of
of the
Poste
d America
the
Post
delle Poste
del
eeil
ii Dipartimento
Dipartimento delle
Poste del
United
and the
United States
States of
of America,
America, and
the
Regno d
d' Italia.
Italia.
Regno
Post Office
Office Department
Departmentof
of the
the KingKingPost
dom of
dom
of Italy.
Italy.
Dipartimento delle
delle Poste
Poste degli
Contracting parThe Post Office Department of
1 Dipartimento
degli
ties.
the United States of America
America and Stati
Stati Uniti
DipartiUniti d'
d' America
America e
e ii
il Dipartithe Post
Post Office
Office Department
the mento dole
Regno d' Itadelle Poste del Regno
of the
Department of
the
modificare il
il sissisKingdom of
being desirous
desirous lia desiderando
desiderando di
di modifieare
Kingdom
of Italy,
Italy, being
modifying the system of ex- tema
tema del cambio dei
dei Vaglia
Vaglia quale
quale a
of modifying
Convenzione conchiudallaConvenzione
change of money orders, estab- stabilito dalla
lished by the Convention
Convention concluded
concluded sa,
e il
il 20 Aprile
sa fra
fra essi il 31
31 Marzo
Marzo e
debitamente a
a
between them on the 31st of March
March 1877,
1877, ii sottoscritti debitamente
Preamble,
sono messi d' acacPreamble.
and the
the 20th of
of April, 1877,
1877, the
the unun- ciö
cib autorizzati,
autorizzati, si sono
dersigned, duly authorized
authorized for that cordo
dersigned,
sequente Convenzicordo sopra
sopra la
la sequente
Convenzipurpose, have agreed
agreed upon the fol- one
Addizionale, modificante
purpose,
taluni
one Addizionale,
modificante taluni
Artieoli della
della Convenzione
lowing additional Convention, modi- Articoli
sopra
Convenzione sopra
fying certain
eprtain Articles of the Con- menzionata.
menzionata.
vention above mentioned.
mentioned.

1.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1.
Substitution for
For Article III of the ConvenConvenArticle
Ar tidcle III of tion of March 31st and April 20th,
amended
amended conventhe following
Article shall
shall be
be
following Article
1877, the
tion to which this 1877,
tion
substituted, viz:
additional substituted,
is an additional
convention
convention (Stat., "Each
"Each Administration shall keep
vol. 20, 683.)
ivol.t t20,S.
othe
the commission
commission charged on moneyDistribution of
orders, issued
issued by
its offices,
but shall
shall
offices, but
by its
orders,
commissions.

viz:
Administration

pay to the other Administration
Administration
three-fourths of one per cent. on the
total amount of such orders, and
and
shall also refund to the Administration of origin three-fourths
three-fourths of one
one
Void orders, etc. per
per cent.
cent. on
on the
of all
the amounts
amounts of
all void
void
orders, and of orders, the repayment of which shall have been authorized."
thorized."

Substitution
Substitution for
Article
Ar ticde IX
IX of
of
amended convention.
Accounts.

ARTICOLO
1.
ARTIC
OLO 1.

All' Articolo III della
della, Convenzione
zione del
del 31 Marzo
Marzo e
e 20 Aprile
Aprile 1877
sostituito ' Articolo
sara sostituito
Articolo sequente,
doe:
cioe:
"Ciaseuna
terra
Amministrazione terrA
"Ciascuna Amministrazione
per se
se la
tassa riscossa
sui vaglia
riscossa sui
vaglia
la tassa
per
rilaseiati
dai propri
propri Ufizi,
Ufizi, ma
ma papa- •
rilasciati dai
ghera all'
all' altra
altra amministrazione
amministrazione tre
tre
ghera
per cento sul totale
quarti dell' uno per
importo di
e rimborrimbordi simili vaglia, e
importo
sera parimenti
all' Amministrazione
Amministrazione
ser,
parimenti all'
di origine tre
tre quarti dell'
dell' uno per
cento sun'
import° di
vaglia
tutt' iivaglia
di tuft'
cento
sull' importo
perenti e
edel
vaglia il
il rimborso
rimborso dei
dei
dei vaglia
perenti
autorizzato."
quali sia
sia stato
stato autorizzato."

ARTIOLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.

ARTICOLO
ARTICOLo 2.

For Article IX of the Convention
Convention
in question, the following Article
should
be substituted,
substituted, viz:
viz:
should be
"1. At the close of each Quarter
"1.
Quarter
an account, in
duplicate, shall be
be
in duplicate,
prepared
prepared and transmitted by the
Post Office Department
Department of the KingKingdom of Italy to the Post Office DeDe-

All' articolo
articolo IX
All'
IX della Convenzione di
sara, sostituito
zione
di cui
cui trattasi sara
1' Articolo sequente, cioe:
"1.
Alla fine
fine di
ogni trimestre
trimestre II
di ogni
il
"1. Alla
Dipartimento
Poste del
del Regno
Regno
delle Poste
Dipartimento delle
d'
Italia preparera
preparera e
e spedira
spedira al
al DiDid' Italia
partimento
Poste degli
Stati
degli Stati
delle Poste
partimento delle
Uniti
un conto
conto in
in dopdopUniti d'
d' America
America un

•
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ADDITIONAL
partment
of the
United States
of
States of
the United
partment of
America. For
For this
this quarterly
acquarterly acAmerica.
count a
aform
form shall
shall be
be used
exact
in exact
used in
count
conformity with
with the
the pattern
hereto
pattern hereto
conformity
annexed.
annexed.
"2. In
In this
this account
account there
there shall be
"2.
deducted, from
orders
of orders
totals of
the totals
from the
deducted,
originating
States,
United States,
the United
in the
originating in
the
totals of
such orders,
orders, the
the repayrepayof such
the totals
ment
of which
which shall
shall have
been auhave been
ment of
thorized by
by the
the Post
Post Department
Department
thorized
of Italy,
Article
with Article
accordance with
in accordance
Italy, in
of
XII
of the
the Convention
Convention of March
March
XII of
31st and
April 20th, 1877, and also
and April
31st
the
United
orders of United
of such orders
totals of
the totals
States
origin which
have bewhich shall have
States origin
come
the amount remainvoid. To the
come void.
ing
there shall
be added
added threeshall be
ing there
fourths
fourths of one per cent. of that
amount,
being the commission due
amount, being
the
of Italy
Italy under
Article
under Article
Kingdom of
the Kingdom
1
present Additional
Additional Conthe present
of the
1 of
vention.
of these two
total of
The total
vention. The
sums
forms a
for the Kinga credit
credit for
sums forms
dom of
Italy. From
From the amount
amount of
of Italy.
dom
orders
originating in the Kingdom
Kingdom
orders originating
of
of Italy similar deductions shall be
made,
addition to the
and aa like addition
made, and
remainder
three-fourths of one
of three-fourths
remainder of
per
United
thereof, to form the United
cent. thereof,
per cent.
States credit.
States
"3. Payment
Payment shall
be made in the
shall bemade
"3.
money of
of the
the country in favor of
money
a balance,
account shows a
balance,
the account
which the
and, for
the purpose
ascertaining
purpose of ascertaining
for the
and,
smaller credit
such balance, the smaller
shall be converted
converted into the same
same
shall
If the
money as the larger credit. If
account shows
shows aabalance in favor of
account
Department of the Kingthe Post Department
conversion shall
dom of Italy, the conversion
be effected at the average rate of
exchange
exchange quoted at New York during the quarter, to which the acappertains; but if it shows
count appertains;
balance in
in favor of the United
aa balance
conversion shall be efStates,
States, the conversion
fected at
at the average rate of exfected
change
quoted at Rome,
during the
Rome, during
change quoted
same
period. The debtor
debtor Adminissame period.
tration
five
tration shall transmit, within five
days
after the
the expiration
of the
expiration of
days after
Quarter,
certified statement,
a certified
Quarter, a
showing
exchange for
the rate of exchange
showing the
each
business day of such Quareach business
ter.
account
"
the quarterly
quarterly account
Should the
"4.4. Should
show
a balance in favor of the
show a
Post
Department of the Kingdom
Kingdom
Post Department
of
of Italy,
Italy, that of the United States
shall
shall return aa copy thereof, after
verification,
examination and verification,
due examination

789
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pio esemplare. Per questo
questo conto
trirae,strale
an motrimestrale sara fatto uso di un
esattamente conforme al modulo esattamente
dello qui
qui unito.
dello
2. In
In tale
dedotti,
2.
tale conto
conto saranno
saranno dedotti,
dai total'
Vaglia originari
originari dagli
dei Vaglia
dai
totali dei
vaglia
i totali
totali di simili vaglia
Stati Uniti, i
II
state
dei quali
quali sara stato
il rimborso
rimborso dei
autorizzato dal
Dipartimento delle
dal Dipartimento
autorizzato
ArtiPoste d'
d/ Italia in ordine all'
all/ ArtiConvenzione del 31
XII della Convenzione
colo XII
Marzo e
20 Aprile
Aprile 1877,
pure
cosi pure
1877, eecosi
e 20
Marzo
i
di simili
originari
simili vaglia originari
i totali
totali di
dagli Stati
Uniti che
che saranno
saranno stati
Stati Uniti
dagli
dichiarati
perente. AlP
All/ importo
import() redichiarati perente.
siduo saranno
tre quarti
i tre
aggiunti i
saranno aggiunti
siduo
per cent°
sul totale
medetotale medecento sul
uno per
dell' uno
simo,
di commissione
commissione dovuta
titolo di
simo, aatitolo
al Regno
el' Italia,
PArticolo
Italia, quista 1'
Regno d'
al
della presente
pre,sente Convenzione
Convenzione AddiAddi11della
zionale. 11
queste due
di queste
I1 totale di
zionale.
somme costituisce
costituisce il
ii credito
credito del
somme
Regno d'
Italia. Dall'
DalP import()
importo dei
d' Italia.
Regno
vaglia originari
originari dal Regno d' Italia
vaglia
Rare,
fatta una identica deduzione, ee
sara fatta
i tre quarte
aggiungendo
residno i
al residuo
aggiungendo al
eredell' uno
uno per cento
cento si ottena il credell'
dito degli
Stati Uniti.
Uniti.
degli Stati
dito

balof balPayment of
3. II
pagamento sara
sara fatto nella Payment
In pagamento
3.
nc
esmoneta del
del Paese in favore del aances.
moneta
quale II
conto presenta
presenta an
un credito ee
il conto
quale
alla scopo
seopo di
siffatto erecrestabilire siffatto
di stabilire
alla
dito, il
II credito
credito minore
minore sara
conversara converdito,
tito nella
moneta del
del credito magnella moneta
tito
of
Adjustment of
giore.
conto presenta
presenta un
un cre- Adjustment
il conto
Se il
giore. Se
balances.
Dipartimento balances.
dito a
favore del Dipartimento
a favore
dito
delle Poste
Regno cl'
la
d' Italia
Italia la
del Regno
Poste del
delle
conversione
fatta al
tasso me- Average rate of
al tasso
sara fatta
conversione sara
of
rate for
Averagebasis
dio del
del cambio
quotato a
a Nuova exchange
cambio quotato
dio
York durante
al quale
quale settlement
settlement of baltrimestre al
il tritnestre
durante II
York
ii
conto si
si riferisce;
riferisce; se
esso ances.
invece esso
se invece
il conto
presenta
un credito
in favore
degli
favore degli
credito in
presenta un
Stati Uniti
conversione sara
sarb,
la conversione
Uniti la
Stati
fatta
corso medio
medio del
del cambio,
cambio,
al corso
fatta al
quotato
medeil mededurante ii
Roma, durante
a Roma,
quotato a
simo
Amministrazione
periodo. L'2 Amministrazione
simo period°.
Transmission of
of
debitrice
entro cinque
Transmission
cinque quarterly
trasmettera entro
debitrice trasmettera
certifigiorni dopo
dope P
espirazione del
tri- cquatearly
certfi
del tri1' espirazione
gioi
cates as to rate
of
me,stre,
an prospetto
dimostrativo exchange.
prospetto dimostrativo
mestre, un
del
del cambio
ciascun
per ciascun
cambio per
corso del
del corso
trigiorno di
di borsa
borsa dello stesso trigiorno
mestre.
Quarterly acac4. Presentando
il conto
conto trimestrimes- Quarterly
Presentando il
4.
counts; how rentrale un
credito a
favore del
del DiparDipar- dered.
counts; how rena favore
un credito
trale
timento delle
dello Poste
del Regno
Regno
Poste del
timento
Italia, quello
Uniti ne
ne
Stati Uniti
degli Stati
quello degli
d' Italia,
ritornera
copia, prevw
esame e
e
previo esame
una copia,
ritornera una
Verification.
verificazione, al
tardi entro
entro Vefication.
piu tardi
al piit
verificazione,
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How
payable.
How payable.
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at
latest within
within fourteen
days
at the
the latest
fourteen days
after its
and shall
transmit,
after
its receipt,
receipt, and
shall transmit,
at
the same
same time,
bill of
at the
time, aa bill
of exexchange,
change, drawn
drawn on
on Paris,
Paris, for
for the
the
amount
of said
said account,
amount of
account, payable
payable to
to
the Director
Director General
General of
at
the
of Posts
Posts at
Rome. The
The Postal
Postal Administration
Administration
Rome.
of the
the Kingdom
Italy shall
shall then
then
of Italy
of
Kingdom of
send an
resend
an acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
of receipt to
the Postal
Postal Administration
Administration
ceipt
to the
of the
United States.
on the
the
of
the United
States. If,
If, on
other hand,
hand, such
shows a
a
other
such account
account shows
balance in
in favor
favor of
of the
the latter Adbalance
ministration, it
it will return a
a copy
ministration,
thereof, and
and at
latest within
thereof,
at the
the latest
within
fourteen days
fourteen
days after
after the receipt
receipt of
of
said
the Post
Department of
said copy,
copy, the
Post Department
of
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
of Italy
Italy shall
shall transtransthe
the United
United States
States a
a
mit to that of the
exchange for the
bill of
of exchange
the amount
amount
thereof,
thereof, drawn
drawn on New York,
York, paypayable
General of
able to the Postmaster General

the United
United States.
the
States. The
The Postal
Postal AdAdministration of the latter country
ministration
country
shall then
then send,
send, in
in return, an acacknowledgment
knowledgment of receipt.
Payments
Payments pond"5. If
If pending
pending the
settlement of
pend"5.
the settlement
of
ing settlements,
the two
two Postal
settlements,
an account, one of the
Postal
Administrations shall ascertain,
Administrations
ascertain,
that it owes the other a
a balance
exceeding five thousand dollars,
exceeding
twenty five thousand francs,
or twenty
the indebted Administration
Administration shall
shall
promptly remit the approximate
approximate
balance to the
amount of such balance
credit of the other.
Expenses of re"6. The
The expenses
expenses attending
attending the
the
mittances.
remittance of bills of exchange
mittanees.
remittance
shall invariably
invariably be borne by the
Department by
Post Department
by which
which payment is made."

Transmission of
receipts.
receipts.

ARTIC
LE 3.
ARTICLE
Substitution for

For Article XIII of the Conven-

assestamento di un
5. Durante 1' assestamento
conto se una delle due Amministrazioni Postai
Postali riconoscera
riconoscera di essere
debitrice verso l'
debitrice
1' altra di una someccedente cinque mila dollari,
ma eccedente
o
venticinque mila franchi, P
1' Amo venticinque
ministrazione debitrice
debitrice rimettera
ministrazione
rimettera
approssiprontamente
1' importo
prontamente P
importo approssie
della somma
somma di cui
cui 1' altra 6
mativo della
creditrice.
6. La spesa relativa all' acquisto
delle cambiali
cambiali sara
sara invariabilmente
invariabilmente
aa carico del
del Dipartimento
Dipartimento delle
Poste dal quale il pagamento
pagamento e
dovuto.
ARTICOLO 3.
ARTICOLO

ARTICLE 4.
ARTICLE

Articolo XIII della ConvenAll' Articolo
zione di cui sopra sara sostituito P
1'
Articolo sequente, cio6:
cioe:
Amministrazione 66au""Ciascuna Amministrazione
torizzata a
a stabilire,
stabilire, in
in qualunque
torizzata
qualunque
conversione della
il tasso
tasso di conversione
epoca, 11
sua
del
moneta in
in quella del
sua propria
propria moneta
Paese
di destinazione,
noma dovra noPaese di
destinazione, ma
tiftcare
altra il tasso di converall' altra
tificare all'
sione stabilito in forza del presente
present°
sione
Articolo e
variazione del
del memeaqui variazione
Articolo
e aqui
desimo.
desimo.
ARTICOLO
4.
ARTICOLO 4.

Additional ConvenThe present Additional
first
tion shall take effect
effect on the first
day of October
October one thousand eight
hundred
hundred and eighty, and shall con-

Addi-:
La presente
present° Convenzione
Convenzione Addi
zionale
avra effetto
effetto dal primo di
zionale avra
Ottobre
ottocento ottanta
ottanta e
e
mille ottocento
Ottobre mile
continuera ad essere in vigore fino
fino
continuera

A
rt i c I e XIII of tion in question the following
Article
following Arconen-

amended
amended conven -tide shall be substituted, viz:
tinded conven- ticle shall be substituted, viz:
tion.

"Each
Administration is author"Each Administration
ized to fix, at any time,
time, the rate
rate of
of
conversion of its
conversion
its own
own money into
that of
of destination,
of the country
country of
destination,
Not i fi cation of but shall notify the other of the
Not
rate of
conversion, rate
of conversion
conversion established unrate
of conversion,
rate of
der this Article, and of any
any change
change
that may be made therein.

C
ommeneement
C ommencement
md duration.

quattordici
giorni dopo
suo ricericedopo ii
il suo
quattordici giorni
vimento,
trasmettera nel
nel medemedevimento, ee trasmettera
simo
una cambiale
tratta su
su
simo tempo
tempo una
cambiale tratta
Paiigi,
di detto
detto conto,
conto,
PaIigi, per
per P
i' import()
importo di
pagabile
al Direttore
Direttore Generale
Generale delle
dello
pagabile al
Poste
L' amministrazione
amministrazione
Poste aaRoma. P
postale
accusera di
postale italiana
italiana accusera
di essa
essa
ricevuta
Amministrazione degli
degli
ricevuta all' Amministrazione
Stati Uniti.
Se, per
altra parte,
parte,
Stati
Uniti. Se,
per altra
siffatto
presenta un credito
credito a
a
siffatto conto
conto presenta
favore
favore dell' Amministrazione
Amministrazione degli
degli
Uniti, questa
Stati Uniti,
questa ne restituisce
una
pia tardi entro
entro quatuna copia, eeal
al pih
quattordici giorni
giorni dopo
ii ricevimento
di
tordici
dopo il
ricevimento di
detta copia, ii
il Dipartimento
Dipartimento delle
Poste
d' Italia
Italia trasmettrasmetPoste del
del Regno
Regno d'
tera a
a quello degli
degli Stati
Stati Uniti una
cambiale
cambiale per P
1' importo relativo,
relativo,
tratta su New York ee pagabile
pagabile al
al
General degli Stati
Postmaster General
Uniti. L' Amministrazione
Amministrazione Postale
di
quest? ultimo
rimando
ultimo Paese, di rimando
di quest'
ne accuser
accusera&ricevuta.
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1880.
tinue in force twelve
Unite
twelve months
months after
after
which one
one of
of the
the conconthe date at
at which
tracting parties
tracting
parties shall
shall have
have notified
notified
the other of its
intention to
termiits intention
to terminate it.
it.
nate
Done in duplicate and signed
signed in
in
Washington on the twenty
twenty fourth
fourth
in the
year of
our
day of
of August,
August, in
the year
of our
Lord,
eight hundred
hundred
Lord, one
one thousand
thousand eight
and in
in Rome
the
and eighty,
eighty, and
Rome on
on the
ninth of August,
in the
of our
August, in
the year
year of
our
Lord one thousand
hundred
thousand eight
eight hundred
and
eighty.
and eighty.
(Srlertot
o
t
b
&
l
eoZUnited
t
olO
ten
a
l
)
terftmemtr
oft
the
State&.

V
KEY,
EY
Postmaster General
of the
Postmaster
General of
the United
United
States.
States.
[Seal of tbhe Post Office Departn

D. M.
M.
D.

T

~.d
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a dodici mesi dopo
a
dopo il
ii giorno
giorno in
in cui
cui
una delle parti
nna
avra nonoparti contraenti
contraenti avra
tificato all' altra la
tifieato
intenzione
la sua
sua intenzione
di
porxri termine.
di porvi
termine.
in duplicato
Fatto in
duplicato e
e firmato
firmato a
a
Washington
Washington addl
addl venti
venti quattro
quattro
Agosto,
Agosto, dell' anno del Signore
Signore mille
mile
ottocento ottanta,
ottanta'ee a
a Roma
Roma adth
ottocento
addi
Nove
Move Agosto dell'
del Signore
Signore
dell' wino
anno del
mile
ottocento ottanta.
ottanta.
mille ottocento
II
Direttore Generale
Generale delle
delle Poste
Poste
1n Direttore
del
Regno d'
del Regno
d' Italia.
Italia.
[Seel of
the Po.tPost[Seal
of the
att.si.a...1, A.
CAPECELATRO.
o.Kb
A. CAPECELATRO.
nay.)
Itay.]

I hereby approve
I
approve the foregoing convention,
convention, and
and in
in testimony
thereof,
testimony thereof,
I have caused the seal of the United
I
hereto affixed.
affixed.
United States
States to
to be
be hereto
HA.YES.
R. B.
B. HAYES.
[Seal
Seal of the United
By
By the
the President:
President:
States.]
States.]
J
OHN HAY,
JOHN
HAY,
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
Acting
State.
WASHINGTON,
1880.
WASHINGTON, Aug.
Aug. 25,
26, 188.

Signatures.
Signatures.
Approval.
Approval.
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ACCOUNT

of the
of money
the Kingdom
during the
the quartei
quartel
States, during
United States,
the United
Italy and
and the
of Italy
Kingdom of
between the
orders between
money orders
the exchange
exchange of
of
---------------.---ending
-----..---------....-------..----------..--------..
.... ..-------ending ......
.
-

-

Orders
issued by
by the
the United
United States.
States.
Orders issued

Orders
issued by
Italian Office.
Office.
by the
the Italian
Orders issued

of
No's of Dato
D)aibeof
Lists.
Lists.
Lisits.

Numbers
InternaNumbers of the Internstional
Orders.
tional Orders.
From—
From-

To-

Numbers
Interns.Numbers of the Interna

Total Amount
Amount
of Lists.
Dolls.
Dolls.

No's
of Date
Date of
of
No's of
Lists.
Lists. Lists.
Lists.

From—
From-

eta
Cts.

Total Amount
Total
Amount
of Lists.

tonal Orders.
tional

ToTo—

res.
Fca

Cent.
Cent.

•

,
•

-

_____

---

l

l
--

.
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STATEMENT.
STATEMENT.
Not paid and to be
be credited
despatching office.
office.
credited to the
the despatching

in the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
of Italy.
Orders
originating in
Orders originating
Italy.
----- --- - ;-----------

Orders
originating in
in the
the United
States.
Orders originating
United States.

-- -----

of the
of the InterInterNo. of
the InterInter- Amount of
No. of
of i Date
No.
Date of
of No.
national
national Order.
List.
national Order.
Order.
national
Order.
List.
List
List
Dolls.
Dorb.

No.
of IDate of
of No.
No. of
of the
the InterInterNo. of
List.
List.
national Order.
Order.
List.
List.
national

Amount of
the InterInter.
Amount
of the
national Order.
national
Order.

Oda.
Os.

Fes.
FeM.

I

Cent,
ant,
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ADDITIONAL CONVENTIONCONVENTION-ITALY.
BALANCE.
BALANCE.
To credit
of United
United States
States Office.
Office.
To
credit of

To credit
of Italian
Italian Office.
To
credit of
Office.
Amount of orders issued in the
&mount
United States ................

•

Fes.
Fcs.

Deduct
international
Deduct amount
amount of
of international
orders,
originating in
in the
the I
orders, originating
United
of
United States,
States, repayment
repayment ofi
which
has
been
authorized.
which has been authorized. J

Fes.
Fcs.

Cent.
Cent.

Amount of
of orders
orders issued
issued in
in the
the
Cent. Amount
Kingdom of
of Italy.
Italy.
Kingdom
Deductamount ofinternationof internation- I
Deductamount
al orders,
orders, originating
the
I al
originating in
in the
Kingdom of
repayment
Kingdom
of Italy,
Italy, repayment
of
which
has
been
authorized.
of which has been authorized.

Total deduction
....................

--

Total deduction
deduction .
Total

-

one per
i of
of one
per
...............

...----------.

....

Amount
of commission
commission due
due the
the United
States,
Amount of
United States,
of one
per cent.
cent, on
on the
above amount
amount ......
the above
one per
i of

Deduct
credit of
office, converted
Deduct credit
of the U. S. office,
converted in
in
accordance with
the rates
of exchange
accordance
with the
rates of
exchange quoted
quoted
York during the quarter
quarter .............
at New York

Deduct
office, converted
converted
Deduct credit
credit of the
the Italian office,
in
accordance with
rates of
of qxchange
in accordance
with the rates
exchange
quoted at Rome
during the
the quarter.........
quarter
Pome during

Balance to credit of Italian office ..............
Balance

Balance
Balance to
to credit of United
United States OffiC6
office......

the United
Paid on account of the
the office
office of
of the
United
States
States ..................................

Paid on
on account
office
account by the
the Italian office.........

Balance remaining
Balance

Cts.

Cts.
Cts.

Deduct amount
amount of
internationDeduct
ofinternationthe
al orders,
orders, originating
originating in
in the
Kingdom
of Italy,
Italy, which
which (
Kingdom of
have
have become
become void.
void.

Deduct
international
Deduct amount
amount of
of international
originating in
orders, originating
in the
the
United
have beUnited States, which
which have
become
come void.
void.

Amount
due Italy,
Italy,
Amount of
of commission
commission due
amount
cent. on
on the
the above
above amount..

Dolls.
Dolls.
Dolls.
Dolls

Balance
Balance remaining
remaining.............
.........

...................
--

The within account exhibits
exhibits aatotal balance
balance of ..................................
which after deduction
deduction of the payments
payments on
on
account, as therein stated, leaves aabalance
balance remaining of.................................
of
due the ..........................
Rome

........

..................

The Director General
General of Italian
Italian Post Office,

....................................
The above
balance of
of
above statement
statement of account
account is accepted
accepted with
with aabalance
due the ......

...........................

.............................................................

office.
office.

Washington .......................................
Washington
Auditor of the Treasury
Treasury for
for the Post
Poet Office Department
Department
Auditor
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MADE
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PROCLAMATIONS.
PROCLAMATIONS.
1.
No. L
AMERICA:
BY
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA:
BY THE PRESIDENT

26, 1879.
April 26,

PROCL AAT ATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Whereas, it
certain evil disposed per- Preamble.
Preamble.
become known to me that certain
has become
it has
\Whereas,
jurisdiction
sons
have
within
territory
jurisdiction
of the United
United States, beand
the
within
suns have
gun
set on
on foot
possession
organized and forcible possession
for an organized
preparations for
foot preparations
and set
gun and
of,
and settlement
settlement upon
known as the Indian TerTerupon the lands of what is known
of, and
ritory,
Territory is designated,
designated,
the State of Arkansas, which Territory
west of the
ritory, west
recognized
and described
described by
treaties and laws of the United
United States,
by the treaties
recognized and
and
Executive Authorities,
Authorities, as Indian Country, and as such, is only
the Executive
by the
and by
tribes, officers
subject
occupation by Indian tribes,
officers of the Indian DepartDepartsubject to occupation
privileged to reside
ment,
persons as may be privileged
reside
posts and such persons
military posts
rent, military
intercourse laws of the United States.
and
States.
therein under the intercourse
trade therein
and trade
residing
And whereas
provide for
for the
the removal
removal of
persons residing
of all persons
laws provide
those laws
whereas those
And
and
trading therein,
express permission
Departpermission of the Indian Departwithout express
therein, without
and trading
ment and
agents, and
all persons
persons whom such agents may deem
of all
also of
and also
and agents,
ment
Country:
to
reside in the Indian
Indian Country:
improper persons to reside
be improper
to be
Now, therefore,
the purpose
properly protecting
the interests of Settling
Settling in
in the
the
protecting the
of properly
purpose of
for the
therefore, for
Now,
Inldiani Territory.
said
in
the
Indian
nations
and
tribes,
as
well
as
of
the
United
Indian
Territory.
States
United
the
of
as
well
as
the Indian nations and tribes,
Indian Territory,
Territory, and
enforcing the laws governing
governing the same, I,
and of duly enforcing
Indian
Rutherford
B. Hayes,
President of
of the
admonish and
States, do admonish
United States,
the United
Hayes, President
Rutherford B.
warn all
intending or
upon said
remove upon
to remove
preparing to
or preparing
so intending
persons so
such persons
all such
warn
agent
the
of
permission
lands
or
into
said
Territory,
without
permission
proper
agent of
without
Territory,
said
lands or into
the
against any
any attempt
to so remove
remove or settle upon
attempt to
Department, against
Indian Department,
the Indian
any
the lands
of said
do further
further warn and notify
I do
and I
Territory; and
said Territory;
lands of
of the
any of
any
and all
all such
persons who
who may
may so
so offend,
speedily
that they will be speedily
offend, that
such persons
any and
and
immediately removed
removed therefrom
laws
the agent according to the laws
therefrom by the
and immediately
made
and provided;
provided; and
if necessary
assistance of the
the aid and assistance
necessary the
and if
made and
military
forces of
United States
States will
will be invoked
invoked to carry into proper
the United
of the
military forces
execution
the laws
of the
the United
United States
States herein referred to.
laws of
execution the
In
testimony whereof
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and caused the
hereunto set
I have
whereof I
In testimony
affixed.
be
to
States
United
seal
affixed.
seal of the
Done
city of
day of
of April,
the
April, in the
twenty-sixth day
this twenty-sixth
Washington, this
of Washington,
the city
at the
Done at
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
eight
hundred
and
seventy-nine,
seventy-nine,
and
hundred
eight
thousand
one
Lord
our
year of
hundred
[L.
S.] .and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
States the one hundred
[L. S.]
HAYES.
B.
and
third.
RUTHERFORD
and third.
RUTHERFORD B. HAYES.
By
President:
the President:
By the
Wm.
EvARrs,
M. EVARTS,
WM. AI.
Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
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PROCLAMATIONS.

No. 2.
2.
BY THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
AMERICA.
Nov.
1879.
Nov. 3,
3, 1879.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

At no recurrence
recurrence of the season which
which the
habit of
of a
religious
the devout
devout habit
a religious
people has made the occasion
giving thanks
to Almighty
God and
and
occasion for
for giving
thanks to
Almighty God
humblyinvoking
humbly invoking His
us continued
has the
the material
prosperity enjoyed
enjoyed
continued favor,
favor, has
material prosperity
by our whole country been
been more conspicuous,
more
conspicuous, more
more manifold
manifold or
or more
universal.
universal.
During the past year, also, unbroken
peace with
with all
all foreign
foreign nations,
nations,
unbroken peace
the general prevalence
prevalence of domestic
domestic tranquillity,
the supremacy
supremacy and
and
tranquillity, the
security of the great institutions of civil and
religious freedom,
freedom, have
have
and religious
gladdened the hearts of our people,
people, and
confirmed their
their attachment
attachment to
to
and confirmed
their government,
government, which the wisdom
wisdom and courage
courage of
of our
our ancestors
ancestors so
so
fitly framed
framed and the wisdom and
of their
their descendants
descendants have
have so
so
and courage
courage of
firmly maintained,
maintained, to be the
of liberty
and justice
to succesthe habitation
habitation of
liberty and
justice to
successive generations.
generations.
Appoiinting
Now, therefore, I, Rutherford
Rutherford B. Hayes, President
Appointing
President of the United
United
Thursday,
No--States
States, do appoint
Thursday, No
appoint Thursday, the 27th
as aa
27th day of November,
November, instant,
instant, as
vember 27 1879
Thankgivingday.
National Thanksgiving
Thanksgiv
mgday,. Day of National
Thanksgiving and Prayer;
Prayer; and IIearnestly
earnestly recommend
recommend
withdrawing themselves
that, withdrawing
themselves from secular
and labors,
labors, the
the people
people
secular cares
cares and
of the United
United States
States do meet together
together on
on that
day in
their respective
that day
in their
respective
places of worship, there to give thanks
thanks and praise
praise to Almighty
Almighty God
God for
for
His mercies, and to devoutly beseech
beseech their
their continuance.
continuance.
In witness whereof, IIhave hereunto
hereunto set my
caused the
seal
my hand
hand and
and caused
the seal
United States
States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
of the United
Done at the City of Washington
day of
of November,
November, in
in the
the
Washington this
this third
third day
year of our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine,
[L. S.] and of the independence
independence of the United
United States
States the one
one hundred
hundred
and fourth.
RUTHERFORD
RUTH 1
1
1RFORD B. HAYES.
HAYES.

Preamble.
Preamble.

By the President:
Wm. M. EVARTS.
M ARTS,
WM.
Secretary of State.
No. 3.

BY
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
BY THE PRESIDENT
AMERICA.
Feb. 12, 1880.
Preamble.

A
PROCLAMATION. '
A PROCLAMATION.
Whereas it
it has become
known to me that
Whereas
become known
that certain
certain evil-disposed
evil-disposed persons
have, within the territory and jurisdiction
have,
jurisdiction of the United
United States, begun
and
set on
foot preparations
and set
on foot
preparations for an organized
organized and forcible
forcible possession
possession of
of
and
settlement upon
upon the
the lands of what
and settlement
what is known as the Indian
Indian Territory,
Territory,
west of the State of Arkansas,
Arkansas, which Territory
Territory is designated,
designated, recognized,
recognized,
and described by the treaties and laws of the United States, and
and by
by the
the
Executive
Indian Country, and as such is only subject
Executive authorities,
authorities, as
as Indian
subject to
occupation
occupation by
by Indian
Indian tribes, officers
officers of the Indian Department,
Department, military
military
posts, and such persons as may be privileged
privileged to reside
reside and
and trade
trade therein
therein
under the intercourse
intercourse laws of the United
United States:
States:
And whereas
whereas those
removal of all persons residAnd
those laws provide
provide for the removal
residing and trading therein, without
without express
permission of the Indian Deexpress permission
Department
partment and
and agents,
agents, and
and also of all persons whom
whom such agents
agents may
deem
to be
improper persons
deem to
be improper
persons to reside in the Indian
Indian Country:
Country:

PROCLAMATIONS.
PROCLAMATIONS.
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and support
support of such organized movement, it has
And whereas, in aid and
been
represented that no
Government
no further
further action will be taken by the Government
been represented
Territory and settling therein,
to prevent persons from going into said Territory
but
authority:
but such representations
representations are wholly without authority:
protecting the interests of
Now, therefore,
therefore, for the purpose of properly protecting
Settling in
Settling
in the
the Indian nations and tribes, as well as of the United
United States, in said Indian
Territory.
Indian Territory.
Indian Territory, and of duly enforcing
enforcing the laws governing
governing the
tie same,
I,
Rutherford B. Hayes,
President of the
United States, do admonish
I, Rutherford
Hayes, President
the United
and warn all such persons so intending or preparing
preparing to remove
remove upon
said lands, or into said Territory, without
without permission of the proper
proper agent
agent
attempt to so remove
remove or settle
of the Indian
Indian Department, against
against any attempt
I do further
upon any of the lands of said Territory;
Territory; and I
further warn and
notify any and all such persons
persons who may so offend that
that they will be
speedily
according
therefrom by
by the
the agent,
agent, according
speedily and immediately
immediately removed
removed therefrom
to
to
to the laws made and provided, and that no efforts will be spared tb
prevent the invasion
invasion of said Territory, rumors spread by evil-disposed
evil-disposed
persons to the contrary notwithstanding;
notwithstanding; and if necessary the aid and
assistance
the United States will be invoked
invoked
assistance of the military forces of the
to
herein
execution the laws of the United States herein
to carry into proper execution
referred to.
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and caused the
In testimony
testimony whereof, IIhave
seal of the United
United States to be affixed.
Washington, this twelfth day of February, in the
at the city of Washington,
Done at
year
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand eight hundred
and
hundred and eighty, and
year of
[SE
AL.] of the
Independence of the United
United States the one hundred
hundred and
and
the Independence
[SEAL.]
fourth.
R. B.
B. HAYES.
HAYES.
By the President:
President:
Wm. M. EVARTS,
EVARTS,
WM.
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
No.
4.
No. 4.
AMERICA.
BY THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.
UNITED STATES
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT

Nov. 1,
1880.
Nov.
1, 1880.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

a Nation Preamble.
At
since the United
United States became
became a
period in their history since
At no period
has
this people
people had
so abundant
abundant and
universal reasons
reasons for joy and
and so universal
had so
has this
gratitude
at the
the favor
of Almighty
God, or
profound
subject to so profound
been subject
or been
Almighty God,
favor of
gratitude at
us loving kindness
kindness and humbly to iman obligation to give thanks for His
protection.
His continued
continued care and protection.
plore His
Health,
wealth and
and prosperity
prosperity throughout
throughout all
all our
our borders;
borders; peace,
Health, wealth
honor and
world; firm and faithful
faithful adherence
adherence
all the
the world;
with all
friendship with
and friendship
honor
by the
great body
our population
principles of liberty and justhe principles
to the
population to
of our
body of
the great
by
tice
have made
made our
greatness as
Nation, and to the wise instituas aaNation,
our greatness
which have
tice which
tions and
and strong
strong frame
of Government
Government and
society which
perpetuwhich will perpetuand society
frame of
tions
ate
happy and united
united people, as with
the thanks
thanks of aahappy
all these
these let the
for all
ate it;
it; for
one
ascend in
devout homage,
the Giver
good.
all good.
to the
Giver of
of all
homage, to
voice, ascend
in devout
one voice,
Appointing
therefore recommend
recommend that
that on
the twenty-fifth
day of
of Not in g
A oi nNovemNo- Thursday,
twenty-fifth day
Thursday, the
on Thursday,
IItherefore
vember
the people
their respective
worship to
to buer
2s5, 1880,
18o
places of
of worship
respective places
in their
meet in
people meet
ber 25,
vember next,
next, the
Thanksgiving
make
their acknowledgments
acknowledgments to
Almighty God
for His
bounties and Thanksgiving
His bounties
God for
to Almighty
make their
Day.
Day.
His
and to
prayers for
for their continuance.
continuance.
Him prayers
offer to Him
to offer
His protection,
protection, and
In
witness
whereof
I
have
hereunto
set
my
hand,
and
caused
the
seal
the
seal
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and caused
States to be affixed.
of the
the United States
Done
this first
November in
in the
the
of November
day of
first day
Washington this
of Washington
the City
City of
at the
Done at
year
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
of the
and of
and eighty, and
eight hundred
thousand eight
year of
of our
Independence
the United
hundred and fifth.
one hundred
the one
States the
United States
of the
Independence of
[SEAL.]
R. B. HAYES.
[SEA.]
By
President:
By the President:
Wm. M. EVARTS,
WM.
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary
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5.
No. 5.

Nov. 23,
23, 1880.

BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.

Disc
riminating
I) i scriminating
dillies
heretofore
d1ii ies heretofore
hIviedl
levied upou
upon certain merchandise
imported in
Chiiuiported
in Chinese
nese vessels to be
be
i .seontinued as
discontinued
long as, etc.

Whereas satisfactory
evidence has
has been
given to
to me
by the
the Govern
Govern.
Whereas
satisfactory evidence
been given
me by
ment
Majesty the Emperor
Emperor of
of China,
that no
no discriminating
discriminating dument of His Majesty
China, that
duties
tonnage or
imposts are
are imposed
levied in
in the
of that
that
ties of tonnage
or imposts
imposed or
or levied
the ports
ports of
wholly belonging
citizens of
of the
the United
States,
nation upon
upon vessels wholly
belonging to
to citizens
United States,
or upon
or merchandise
imported in
the
or
upon the
the produce,
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
merchandise imported
in the
same:
same:
Therefore
Rutherford B.
B. Hayes,
of the
the United
United States
States of
Therefore I,
I, Rutherford
Hayes, President
President of
of
the authority
authority i
deAmerica, by virtue of the
innme vested
vested by law,
law, do
do hereby dediscriminating duties
duties of
of tonnage
tonnage
clare and proclaim,
proclaim, that
that the foreign discriminating
suspended and
and imposts within the United States are, and shall be, suspended
and
discontinued
discontinued so far as respects
respects the vessels
China and the produce,
vessels of China
manufactures and merchandise
manufactures
imported therein
therein into the United
United States
States
merchandise imported
from China, or from
from any other foreign country, so long as the exemption
aforesaid on the part of China, of vessels
vessels belonging
belonging to citizens
citizens of the
aforesaid
the
United States and their cargoes
cargoes shall be
continued and no longer.
United
be continued
In testimony whereof, I
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand, and caused the
I have
the
affixed.
seal of the
the United States to
to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington
day of
of November
November
Washington this twenty-third
twenty-third day
in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred
hundred and eighty, and
and of
of
the Independence
Independence of the United States of America
America the one hundred
hundred and
fifth.
S.]
R.
HAYES.
[L. S.]
R. B. HAYES.
By the President,
W
M. M.
M .EVARTS,
WaI.
EVARTS,
Secretary
Secretary of State.

Feb. 28, 1881.

No. 6.
No.
BY
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES

Preamble.
Preamble.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

Whereas objects of interest to the United States require
require that
that the Senate should be convened
convened at twelve o'clock on the fourth
fourth of March
March next,
Specialsessionof
Specialsessionof to receive and
and act upon such communications
communications as
made to it
as may be made
it on
on
Senate.
the part of the Executive.
Senate.
Executive.
Now, therefore, I, Rutherford
of the
the United
United
Rutherford B. Hayes,
Hayes, President
President of
States,
States2 have considered
duty to
issue this
this my
my proclamation,
proclamation,
considered it to be my duty
to issue
declaring that an extraordinary
declaring
extraordinary occasion requires
requires the Senate of the
United States to convene
convene for the transaction
transactiou of business
business at the Capitol,
in the city of Washington,
Washington, on the fourth day of March
March next,
next, at
at twelve
o'clock at noon on that day, of which
which all who shall at that time be entitled to act as members of that body are
are hereby
hereby required
required to take notice.
Given under
Washing
under my hand
hand and the seal of the United
United States, at Washing.
ton, the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day of February,
February, in the year of
of our Lord
Lord
[S.
one thousand
[s. L.]
thousand eight hundred and eighty-one,
eighty-one, and
and of the Independence
pendence of the United
United States
States of America
America the one hundred
and fifth.
fifth.
HAYES.
R. B. HAYES.
By the President
President
WM M
EVARTS
WM
M..EVARTS

Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
rage.
A.
A.
Derelict Property,
Property,
Abandoned and Derelict
obstructing
sunken vessels and cargoes obstructing
navigable waters of the United States,
navigable
when considered
considered to be
197
be..............
Charles W.,
Abbott, Charles
refund of money to
to........................
601
601
Abbott, J.
J. D.,
appropriation
131
proviso ...............
appropriation for; proviso
Abbott, Susannah,
Susannah,
widow of John ...........................
....
568
Abell, Ignatius,
Ignatius,
payment to .............................
payment
571
Aber,
Aber, Mary E.,
E.,
payment to, as administratrix
administratrix of Christian
Homan ..........................
571
Abernathy, John S.,
payment
625
625
payment to .............................
N. M.,
Abiquiu Indian
Indian Agency,
Agency, N.
appropriations
for
Indians
at
81,500
.............
Indians
appropriations
Absentee
Lands, Hans,
Absentee Shawnee Lands,
Kans,
bona fide
fide settlers on, may purchase
purchase not to
to
exceed one hundred and sixty acres
377
exceed
regulations prescribed by Secretary Interior
Interior
regulations
for
-............ 377
for sale of
of--...........
offered for sale after
after thirty days public
public notice; proviso .................--.-377
tice;
Abstracted Bonds,
Bonds,
Abstracted
Indian trust funds,
appropriation for interIndian
funds, appropriation
inter132,501
est on --..---..----.-----....-. .
Officers,
Accounting Officrs,
appropriation for payment
payment of claims certiappropriation
fied to
to be
due by
by ...................
.
571, 617
571,617
fied
bedue
deficiency
—
'244
........-----.
244
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for .......
Accounts,
of United States Entomological Commis8
settlement of ................
8
sion, settlement
of
pensions, items
separately ....60,
150
... 60,150
of pensions,
items to
to be kept separately
supplies from Indians
Indians to be
of purchase
purchase of supplies
kept
Bureau . .............
131
kept in Indian Bureau
Acker, Lucy C.,
payment
558
payment to .............------------Acklen, J.
J. H.,
H.
457
contested-election
contested-election expenses
expenses of ...-...----.
Active List,
List, Navy,
82,331
appropriation
for
pay
of
..................
appropriation for
Acton,
Acton, Harry
Harry C.,
C.,
payment to ..............................
280
payment
Adams Edward,
Edward,
payment
565
.......-....-to ..............
payment to
George M.,
Adams, George
M.,
457
contested-election expenses
expenses of ....-........
contested-election
Adams, John,
John,
payment
571
-........-.---payment to ..... ... ....
heir of William Blunt,
Blunt, dedeAdams, James
James B., heir
ceased,
ceased,
....... 645
payment to
to.......................
.
•
payment
xxI--51

Page
Page.
Adams, John C., heir
heirof William Blunt,
deceased,
Blunt, deceased,
payment
payment to
to ....
..........
.
645
645
D.,
Adams, John D.,
claim of,
of, prohibited being paid from deficiency appropriations
appropriations for Post Office
Department....
Department ........................
258
Adams, Matthew,
Matthew,
payment
to
.
payment to ..................
...........
571
ddants,
C,
Adams, W. C,
payment to administrator of
625
of..............
625
Additional
Additional Policemen, D.
D. C.,
authorized
authorized appointment
appointment of ....
..............
374
Adjutant-General,
Adjutant-General, Army,
Army,
appropriations for salaries, etc.,
etc., in office
office
appropriations
of .....
................
.
...............
...... 23,
28, 226, 402
23,28,226,402
deficiency in office of - .. .245
deficiency
-----......
additional clerks in, authorized
....
68
authorized.........
Department of, at headfor expenses of Department
quarters .......................
31,
110, 346
quarters
31,110,346
Adkisson, James W.,
payment to .......... : ................... ....
571
payment
Advertisements
Advertisements,
contracts for improvements
and
improvements of rivers and
contracts
harbors, under Secretary
Secretary of War,
made after public -----------------193,482
....-....-------- 193,482
made
Patent
Patent
to be
be published in
in the Patent
Patent Office, to
Office Official Guide
233
Office
Guide only
only...........
for Indian
Indian supplies shall be published,
132,502
132, 502
.---------...
etc --.....-- .....--for mail lettings, appropriation
177,374
for..-....177,374
appropriation for
public, in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, regulation
regulation
in District
public,
of award
award and
for
317
compensation for......
and compensation
of
deficiency appropriation
423
423
appropriation for postal ........
deficiency
Agencies, Indian,
Indian,
appropriations for buildings and repairs
appropriations
116,487
..------------.116,487
..-..--.-at -agents, of non-resident
mineral land
land claimnon-resident mineral
agents,
ants may
affidavits and
and appliappliants
may make
make affidavits
cation for
61
61
for patent
patent ....- ---------cation
Agents, Indian,
Indian,
prohibited_from
granting
permission
to
Inprohibitedcfrom granting permission to In132
dians to remove to Texas .................
penalty
133
133
penalty ----..-----.--- -----.------.
appropriation for
pay of
.114,485
of..........------------114,485
for pay
appropriation
4
special
487
----------.
87
special.----.--.--------deficiency
.........
430
430
for..---.....---appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for
Indians of
of Indiana,
appointment
Indiana, appointment
for Miami
Miami Indians
of,
433
433
....--------..-----of, authorized
authorized
Agents,
Revenue,
InternalIRevenue,
Agents, Internal
appropriation for
and expenses
expenses
salaries and
for salaries
appropriation
of
23, 27,
20, 395
27, 220,395
..----.....---------------. 23,
of
deficiency
appropriation
for
deficiency appropriation for ----....----- 241,428
Agents, Pension,
Pension,
appropriation
for pay,
pay, allowances,
etc., of.
of. 60,350
60, .50
allowances, etc.,
appropriation for
Agents, Postal,
Postal,------_.
,7,,
appropriations for
salaries, emc.,
etc., of
178,376
1.
v'
ui .....lor salaries,
appropriations
for
of, and
expenses of
of agency
agency fordisfordisand expenses
for pay
pay of,
tribution
of postal
postal cards
179,376
cards ........... 17976
tribution of
801

802
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Alexander,
Richard,
Alexander, Richard,
payment to --.....------..---..-------565
.
payment
Alexandria
Canal Company,
Alexandria Canal
canal aqueduct
aqueduct
to maintain
maintain canal
to, to
right granted to,
across
Potomac River
River at
Georgetown,
across Potomac
at Georgetown,
D. C.; proviso ..--...--.....-329
....
"Alexis,"
"A lexis,"
name
changed to
"Riverto "Riversteamboat, changed
name of
of steamboat,
dale"
- .--------..
55
dale"....---...
.---John,
786 Alford, John,
France .----..-----------------.786
France
payment to
565
payment
to ------.. .....-----..
. ....---565
768
with Great
Britain and
Ireland, postal
768
....
postal .._
and Ireland,
with
Great Britain
Alford,
deceased,
Alford, William, deceased,
with Confederated
Indians in
Confederated Band of Ute Indians
with
payment to
of
581
5nl
to administrator
administrator of.--..-------..
payment
Colorado
Colorado for sale
sale of
of reservation
reservation acAlgeria,
199 Algeria,
cepted; provisos ..................----cepted;
convention with France
exchange
France for
for exchange
postal convention
Agricultural
Agricultural Colleges,
Colleges,
money-orders through
through the
the
of postal money-orders
appropriation for standard
and
standard weights and
appropriation
mails
.720-724
720-724
mails of .---...-- ................
521
measures to
to certain; proviso .---...
measures
detailed regulations
regulations for
724-732
...............
detailed
Agricultural
Agricultural Department,
Department,
733-749
733-749
forms .................................
appropriations for
23,27,292,381
for the
the............. 23,27,292,381
appropriations
llain, Levi,
Allain,
Levi,
for printing
printing and
and binding
binding for
for the
the ........
._ .... 279,455
279,455 A
for
payment
645
645
to ....-.--------.----.---------payment to
entomological investigato have control of entomological
Attain, Saint _Like,
Luke,
tions
276 Allain,
tions ........................---.
payment
645
.
645
payment to ..-----------.----.--------appropriations for
collecting; profor collecting;
statistics, appropriations
viso .....----- ---23,293,382
23, 293,382 Allegheny River,
..-.------viso
appropriation
improvement of ....... 184,473
appropriation for improvement
report
hnsbandry,printing and
report of, on sheep Imsbandry,printing
distribution of, authorized
__ __
303 Allen, Alfred,
.--.......
authorized _
distribution
payment to ..............................
561
payment
details
with
of, reported
reported with
of expenditures
expenditures of,
details of
Isaac,
regular
estimates to
to Congress
Congress .-----. 382 Allen, Isaac,
regular estimates
payment to
558
558
.............................
employs of, prohibited
prohibited ..---.
382
extra pay
pay to
to employes
Allen, Margaret,
Margaret, deceased,
294,453 Allen,
seeds --...-----...-----..
distribution of
of seeds
payment
to
administrator
of
of...--.-------.
625
payment
to
administrator
Agricultural
Agricultural Implements,
Implements,
Allen, Mary,
appropriation
of building
building for
erection of
for erection
appropriation for
payment
Ann Hulpayment to, as
as administratrix
administratrix of Ann
display
385
....--------...-385
display of
of ..- ..-561
burt
.....
...--....
burt.....----....Agricultural
needs of country west of Rocky
Agricultural needs
Rocky
Allen, R.
B. M.,
Mountains,
Mountains,
payment
625
appropriation
payment to ---..
--.......-..............
publishing
collecting and publishing
for collecting
appropriation for
Alley, Square
Alley,
Square 504, D.
D. C.,
data relative
relative to .----....-....-----.
384
Commissioners of
Columbia
Commissioners
of the
the District
District of Columbia
Agricultural Report
Agrioultural
Report for
for 1880,
authorized
proviso
513
appropriation
520
513
authorized to sell;
sell; proviso.-----.---.
printing the ............
appropriation for printing
Agriculture,
Allgater,
Killian,
Allgaier, Killian,
Agriculture,
payment to ---------------------.-------.
615
appropriation
of
payment
615
appropriation for investigating habits of
insects injurious
injurious to .................
-----------------29,383
Robert,
29,383 Allison, Mary, widow of Robert,
Daniel,
Ahalt, Daniel,
539
pension to ..... .........................
All Saints'
Saints' Church,
619
Church,
payment to
to .......-...-.........-.......
.
619 All
Ahnapee,
Ahnapee, Wis.,
Wis.,
duties refunded .........................
597
..
......
_
appropriation for
harbor
Almanac, Nautical,
Nautical,
Almanac,
for improvement
improvement of harbor
appropriation
of -----...........-...........---183,472
appropriation
publishpreparing and publishappropriation for preparing
Alabama,
Alabama,
ing
.M1,
333
ing ------.......
.---------..........-......-------301,333
post-routes
post-routes established
established in
in ....11,21,38,90,205,352
.... 11,21, 38,90,205,352 Almond, Matthew,
Alabama River,
payment to ..............................
561
payment
appropriation
186,476
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of.
of-...-.
186,476 Almshouse, Georgetown,
D. C.,
Georgetown, D.
C.,
Alarm,
appropriation
for
156,459
appropriation for .--..-.--...... ..-----appropriation
3
appropriation for propeller
propeller for torpedo
torpedo boat.
boat.
3 Almy,
Almy, John J.,
J.,
for completion
completion of experiments
experiments on the torpermission given to, to accept present from
permission
boat __ __
85
pedo boat.--.....--................
85
6o4
foreign government
government ..............Fisheries,
Alaska Seal Fisheries,
Altamaha
Altamaha River, Ga.,
Ga.,
appropriations for expenses of, etc ...... 266,441
appropriations
appropriation
480
appropriation for improvement of --------Albany, NT.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Alternate
Alternate Commissioners,
Commissioners,
appropriations
buildings at
259,435
appropriations for
for public
public buildings
at .... 259,435
authorized
appointed by the President
authorized to be appointed
President
Albaugh,
Albaugh, Levi,
International Comfor United States International
payment to ..
.
, : ..............
571
payment
............
571
mission .. ...............
.......
78
Albert,
H.,
Albert, William H.,
Alton,
Ill.,
Alton, Ill.,
payment to
payment
to ..............................
571
port of entry, privilege
privilege of immediate
inimediate transport
Albin, Henry,
portation of dutiable goods to, authorportation
payment
to
payment to ...........---................
ized
174
571
174
ized.-..............................Albright, Jeremiah,
Jeremiah,
appropriation
improvement of harbor
harbor
for improvement
appropriation for
payment to -...
...............--......
565
at
...... 188
at .
.....
..................
Alderson, William M.,
M.,
Alverson, Miles T.,
T.,
payment to ......
payment
.....................
.
564
248
payment to .............................
Alemony,
Joseph Sadoc, R. C. bishop, California,
Alemany, Joseph
California,
Amazon River,
Amazon
authorized
to sell
authorized to
sell certain
certain trust
lands......
trust lands
552
appropriation for preparing
preparing and publishing
publishing
appropriation
Alexander, Dolly J.,
J.,
survey
84
survey of .........---------------.
payment to ......-...-- .........
....-625 America, Sloop Yacht,
Alexander, Hugh
Hugh B.,
name of,
of, changed to Kelpie
Kelpie ......---180
-.
180
payment to
.
payment
to .............................
625 American
....
American Cemeteries Abroad,
Alexander, Thomas,
appropriation
mainteappropriation for
for improvement
improvement and
and maintepayment to .
payment
............................
625
nance of
of ................-.......-.
140,448
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Agents, Seal
Fisheries,
Seal Fisheries,
Agents,
appropriation for
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of.
of. 265,441
265,441
for salaries
appropriation
Agery,
John,
Agery, John,
payment to
to .--.........----- ----------559
--payment
Agreement,
with Brazil
protection of
trade marks..
marks..
659
with
Brazil for
for protection
of trade
659
additional articles
articles of,
of, with
post-office dedewith post-office
additional
partment
785
of Canada ---------------.
partment of
articles of,
with post-office
department of
of
of, with
post-office department
articles
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Citizens.
American
American Citizens,
appropriations for
acknowledging services
for acknowledging
appropriations
in rescuing, from shipwreck.......
shipwreck --------140,
140, 345
Abroad,
Convicts Abroad,
American Convicts
140,
appropriations for rent of prisons, etc.,
etc., for .140, 345
appropriations
American
American Ephemeris,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of preparing..84,
preparing.. 84, 333
333
appropriation
annually; sale of copies of,
of, auof, annually;
printing of,
301
thorized
.
.. ......-... _
. ..
thorized
American,
French and,
and, Claims
Commisaion,
Claims Commission,
American, French
appointment of, authorized
authorized
296
............
appointment
appropriation for
296, 455
296,455
for expenses
expenses of .........
appropriation
and
American
Independenc ,, Recognition of, and
American Independenc
Treaty of Peace,
Peace,
I'Treaty
aniversarv
celebration
hundredth aniversary
celebration of the one hundrdth
of
77
..............
of----.
American
Company,
Photolidhographlic('Copany,
American Photolithographic
deficiency
appropriation to reimburse exdeficiency appropriation
246
penses of; proviso
pro viso ......
.
_..
246
..-............--pensvs
American
Register,
American Register,
516
authorized .........
to steamship Dessoug, authorized
516
American
American Seamen,
of-140,
appropriation
relief and protection of_
140, 345
appropriation for relief
427
destitute, deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for...
for
mes, S. D.,
Ames,
243
credit in accounts
accounts of....................
of.
'243
Amite River, La.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
..... 190,476
appropriation for
263
establishing light at mouth of -------263
......
for establishing
Ammunition,
Ammunition,
appropriation
smallfor manufacture
manufacture of, for smallappropriation for
34,11.,
34, 112, 349
arms ........................
Anacostia
Anacostia Bridge,
Bridge, D. C.,
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance of ........ 156, 458
appropriation
Anderson,
A. D.,
Anderson, A.
payment to
- 252
to .............--------.-..---.
payment
Anderson, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
payment
625
......--to -----...--..------.
payment to
Anderson, James,
Jlames,
Anderson,
........... ..
payment to .............
615
payment
Anderson,
Anderson, Jesse,
565
payment to
to ...........................
payment
Anderson, Joseph, deceased,
Anderson,
deceased,
618
618
administrator of .............
payment to administrator
....
Anderson, Josiah,
Josiah,
625
payment to ..........................
Charles V.,
Anderson, Judy, widow of
of Charles
644
payment
.....--------...-------to
payment to
orne,
Anderson,
J. A.,
adminiistrator of W
W. R.. Horne,
A., admimistrator
Anderson, J.
deceased,
deceased,
-------payment
630
payment to ...................Anderson, Dr.
B.,
Anderson,
Dr. John R.,
625
payment
.------payment to ..--...-------------.
Anderson, Mary, of Virginia,
Virginia,
568
---. -.....-...---payment to .....
payment
Anderson, Mary, of Ohio,
Ohio,
payment to, as executrix
executrix of James Anderpayment
son
571
o...
71
. .................
son ....
Anderson,
Matilda,
Anderson, Matilda,
564
564
payment to .........................
payment
Anderson, R.
R. J.,
J.,
of James Evan s,
payment
administrator ofJames
payment to, as administrator
571
571
......-- --------------deceased
Anderson, Samuel, deceased,
deceased,
622
administrator of ..............
payment to administrator
Anderson, Thomas,
Thomas,
Anderson,
565
payment
to .....................--.-payment to
William,
Anderson, William,
558
558
..------payment to ...--------Andrews, Eliza,
561
payment
executrix of John WarnockWarnock.
as executrix
payment to, as
Angle, Perm,elia,
Permelia,
payment
to ..................---........
558
-558
payment to
Angus, J.
Angns,
J. W.,
W.,
claim
of, referred
543
of Claims ...to Court
Court of
referred to
claim of,
Anita Rock Beacon,
Beacon, Cal.,
Cal.,
accounts..
appropriation
appropriation for, adjustment of accounts..
429
,,,

I
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808
803
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P
Annapolis,
Annapolis, Md.,
harbor
appropriation
improvement of harbor
appropriation for improvement
185,470
at
at...........................
.... .86,
86,335
maintenance of naval
for maintenance
naval hospital at 335
port of entry, privilege
privilege of immediate transportation
,iortation of dutiable goods to, authorized ............................
174
Annual Statutes,
Annual
Statutes,
appropriation
for
editing,
etc
.
23,
216,
391
appropriation for editing, etc ........ 23,216,391
Apache
Apache Indians,
Indians,
appropriations
etc., to
117, 487
to .._117,
installments, etc.,
for installments,
appropriations for
for subsistence
upon
civilization of, upon
subsistence and civilization
67, 498
reservation
.............
reservation ........
Secretary
for rations, etc., to be issued by Secretary
Interior at Abiquin agency, to ...... 81,500
New Mexico
Mexico ...............
128
in Arizona
Arizona and Now
deficiency
------------430
430
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............
for
support of, deficiency
deficiency appropriapproprifor care
care and
and support
422
ation ...........................
Apalachicola,
Fla.,
Apalachicola, Fla.,
port of entry, privilege
immediate transtransprivilege of immediate
dutiable goods to, auportation of dutiable
' 174
thorized
thorized.--.-.----..----.----.......
Apalachicola
Apalachicola Bay,
appropriation
......186, 470
of........186,
appropriation for improvement of
Apalachicola
River,
Apalachicola River,
appropriation
186,476
improvement of ....... 186,476
for improvement
appropriation for
Apperson, E. M.,
taxes
587
refunded to ......................
taxes refunded
Applegate,
Applegate, Nelson,
payment
.
571
payment to ...............................
Appomattox
Va.,
Appomattlox River, Va.,
185,474
of
........
appropriation
for
improvement
....
....185,
474
improvement
appropriation
Apprentices,
Apprentices,
authorized, to
in naval service, number of authorized,
be
preferred as
officers .... 3, 83, 338
as warrant
warrant officers....
be preferred
Appropriations for (see also Deficiency ApproAppropriations
priations),
priations),
legislative, executive,
judicial exexecutive, and judicial
legislative,
penses ...-...
23, 43, 210, 385
........ .... 23,43,210,385
penses
sundry civil
expenses ...............
51, 259, 435
51,259,435
civil expenses
sundry
consular
and
diplomatic
service.
_
.23,
26, 133, 339
339
consular and diplomatic service....23,26,133,
postal
service
4,
1, 374
postal service................---- 40,177,
support
Army
30, 110,346
346
the Army.........--.....30,110,
of the
support of
----corrected ........---...--------...
45
support of
the Military
Academy ....---- 151,318
151, 318
Military Academy
of the
support
82, 331
service .....--------------------- 82
naval service
pensions
23, 28, 59, 350
...... 23,28,59,350
--.......-pensions......---river
23, 180, 468
improvements .... 8, 23,180,
and harbor improvements
river and
fortifications
other works
works of
of defense..
defense .. 109,
468
109, 468
and other
fortifications and
Depart
su exit of
of Agriculture
Agriculture --------23,30,292,381
23,30,292,381
......
Depart,'ent
278,455
printing,
etc
binding, paper, etc..........
printing, binding,
expenses
of government
of District of
government of
expenses of
458
Columbia
..................
9,
155,
41,
..----9,
...-Columbia.-...
current and
and contingent
expenses of the Incontingent expenses
current
dian
Department ..........--...
114, 485
dian Department
additional assistants
44
Congress. _
of Congress
Library of
assistants Library
additional
extra
pay to
House employes_
456
employes- 55, 56, 456
and House
to Senate
Senate and
extra pay
salary of
additional justice
supreme
of supreme
justice of
of additional
salary
court
of the
the District
District of Columbia-..
Columbia...
41
court of
and
expenses of United
United States at Sidney and
expenses
Melbourne
expositions
49
49
Melbourne expositions .............
7
expenses under
under contagious
diseases act
7
act....
contagious diseases
expenses
refrigerating ship
1ship .......................
refrigerating
--- 41,4
d ---------------interest
due
Osage
Indians
41,492
41,492
interest due Osage Indians ............
expenses,
etc.,
of
Mississippi
River
commiscommisRiver
of
Mississippi
expenses, etc.,
sion
447
.-- -- 38,38,447
.......----------sion ....
payments
to James
Eads; provisos..--provisos
4
4
B. Eads;
James B.
payments to
monument at
at Washington's
50
50
---birthplace ..„
Washington's birthplace
monument
printing portrait
of Joseph
Joseph Henry
Henry .........
48
48
portrait of
printing
plates, etc.,
Cometc., of reports of Centennial Complates,
53
.
--...
mission .....-------------. mission
41,415
41,415
judgments
judgments of Court of Claims ......---...
swamp-land claims
claims of
41
of States ..............
swamp-land
payment to
to owners
owners of
B. P.
43
P. Cheney ..--of B.
payment
telegraph
cable
from
mainland
to
Block
IsIsBlock
to
telegraph cable from mainland
land,
...................... 60
R. II-....
land, R.
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purchase
of site
Naval Observatory
.
65
65
Observatory....
for Naval
site for
purchase of
for post-office
post-office at
Baltimore, Md
66
66
Md..........
at Baltimore,
for
additional clerks
clerks to
of
additional
to expedite
expedite settlement
settlement of
68
pension
68
... --. claims ...........
pension claims
extension of
public building
at Cleveland,
Cleveland,
building at
of public
extension
81
Ohio. ................
81
Ohio.
-----....
construction of
Hospital at
at MemMemof Marine
Marine Hospital
construction
phis, Tenn.....
Term
109
109
..
................
phis,
erection of
fort at
River, Mont..
Mont_ . 114
114
MusselshellRiver,
of fort
at Musselshell
erection
Indian supplies
supplies and
transportation, when
when
Indian
and transportation,
available .............--...----.--_132,501
132,501
available
Indian
service, how
how used.
132
132
used..--------------..
Indian service,
construction
public building
at PittsPittsconstruction of
of public
building at
burgh,
Pa
142
142
...-..
...............
burgh, Pa
Army, not
be used
used for
for pay
of Army
as
pay of
Army as
not to
to be
Army,
police force
at elections.
elections ....-......
113
113
police
force at
erection,
removal, and
and repair
repair of
of lights
lights on
on
erection, removal,
pier-heads on
on the
lakes, rivers,
and
pier-heads
the lakes,
rivers, and
seaboard of
263
States ......
of the United States
seaboard
building two
steam-tenders for light-house
building
two steam-tenders
service;
263
service; proviso.
proviso.-.................. 263
lands and other propcare and
and custody
custody of lands
erty of
of the
the United
United States
States .........
266,442
266,442
erty
construction
of public
building at
at Toledo,
Toledo,
public building
construction of
Ohio ......................
282
... .....
282
Ohio
Sixteenth Misbounties to Fifteenth and Sixteenth
souri Cavalry......................
Cavalry
'283
283
souri
survey of
of Gettysburg
battle-field; proviso.
170
170
proviso.
survey
Gettysburg battle-field;
publishing the
the Attorneypublishing
the opinions
opinions of the
236
236
General ...-.......................
children of
surfinen who
widows and
and children
of surfmen
perished
at
Point
Aux
Barques,
Lake
perished at Point Aux Barques,
Huron ............................
. .
258
purchase of
purchase
of site
site and construction
construction of public
public
building
73
building at Charleston, W. Va
Va ......
73
at
73
at Paducah,
Paducah, Ky .......................
73
purchase of
construction of military
of sites and
and construction
military
posts
protection of Rio
posts for
for protection
Rio Grande
Grande
frontier
73
frontier .......................
....
73
erection
bronze of
of• Joseph
erection of statue in
in bronze
Joseph
Henry, late Secretary of
of Smithsonian
Smithsonian
Institution
154
Institution .......................
154
expenses of boards of reapportionment
reapportionment for
legislatures of Montana,
Montana, Wyoming,
legislatures
.
and Idaho
Idaho...-------------.----. 154
154
•
District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to be deposited
deposited in
in
United States
162
United
States Treasury
Treasury .............
162
erection of monumental
election
monumental column at Yorktown,
Va.,
in
commemoration
of
the
town, Va., in commemoration of the
surrender
163
surrender of Lord Cornwallis
Cornwallis ......
163
erection of monument to the memory of
of
Brigadier-General Herkimer.......163,522
Herkimer
163,522
Brigadier-General
expenses of
of Joint
Joint Select Committee
Committee to
to
provide
Li.
provide room
room for
for Congressional
Congressional Li165
brary ..............................
.
165
erection
283
erection of naval wharf
wharf at Key
Key West,
West, Fla..
Fla.
283
Great
Little Osage
Osage Indians,
of
Great and
and Little
Indians, for
for sale
sale of
trust lands .......................
292
rivers and
expended for
and harbors
harbors may
may be
be expended
for
sites;
proviso -...........-.....
193,482
sites; proviso
.. 193,482
rivers
rivers and
and harbors,
harbors, provisions concerning
concerning
expenditure of, by contract
expenditure
contract and by
hired labor .......................
193, 482
193,482
removal
wrecked vessels and cargoes
removal of
of wrecked
cargoes ob
ob
structing navigable
waters of
navigable waters
of the
United
States .....................
•
197
United States
197
erection of light-house
light-house and fog bell at
at enentrance of
Wickford Harbor,
Harbor, Narraof Wickford
Narraganset Bay .......
..............
199
carrying into effect
effect agreement
agreement with Confederated Bands of
Indians in
federated
of Ute
Ute Indians
in
Colorado for sale of reservation;
reservation •' proproviso --.....................
199,
204, 205
199,204,205
perpetual
perpetual trust fund for the Ute Indians,
Indians,
etc
204
etc ..............................
204
*support
....-....
67
support of certain Indian tribes ..........67
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editing and
the laws
laws and
and StatStatediting
and distributing
distributing the
u
g
r
t
e
esssat
at Large
Large of
utes
of the
the Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth ConCon391
216,391
-..
......................... .216,
gress
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of joint
commission
joint commission
salaries
for
with French
for settlement
settlement of
of claims
claims with
French
Republic
297
297
Republic..-----....................
payment
of
retained
percentages
on
conpayment of retained percentages on contracts
for
paving,
etc.,
in
Capitol
tracts for paving, etc., in Capitol
grounds, corrected
corrected .................
300
300
grounds,
printing forpublic
for public lands
commission; proproprinting
lands commission;
300
00
visos .-----............--------....
filling up
up grounds
south of
__
300
300
filling
grounds south
of the
the Capitol
Capitol ---erection of
military store-house
depot
store-house and depot
erection
of military
at
Omaha, Nebr.,
Nebr., expenditure
of, auauat Omaha,
expenditure of,
thorized
301
301
thorized ...........................
expenses of
of International
fishery exhibiexhibiInternational fishery
expenses
tion
301
301
tion ......-......-.................
Aqueduct,
Washington, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Aqueduct, Washington,
appropriation for
maintenance and
and general
general
for maintenance
appropriation
repairs
157, 458
repairs of
of .... ...............
.....-.............
157,458
Aqueduct
Georgetown,
Aqueduct Bridge,
Bridge, Potomac
Potomac River, Georgetown,
D.
C.,
D. C.,
appropriation for
for purchase
.....
329
329
of ............
purchase of
appropriation
Aransas
Bay,
and Bay,
Aransas Pass
Pass and
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of,
to RockRockof, to
appropriation
port
Tex....
.... .. 186, 477
and Corpus Christi, Tex
port and
Arapahoe Indians,

Arapahoe
appropriationsfor
Indians,
117, 487
etc., to...
to. 117,487
for installments,
installments, etc.,
appropriations
for subsistence
subsistence and
civilization of
of ....
.... .... 67,
498
for
and civilization
7, 498
deficiency
care and supappropriation for
for care
deficiency appropriation
port
422
port of
of .-.. ..-...-.--.
----.---422
Arapahoe
Northern Cheyenne Indians,
Indians,
Arapahoe and .Northern
appropriation
for
installments,
...
.122,
492
...
122,
492
etc,
to
installments,
appropriation for
etc., of -...
67
for subsistence,
subsistence, civilization,
civilization, etc.,
Cl
charged
W ith payment
payment to
64
Amanda M.
M. Cook
Cook.
64
charged with
to Amanda
Arbuthnot,
Arbuthnot, James,
Jamnes,
payment to
98
98
..
..............
payment
to ............
Archer's
Archer's Hope
Hope River, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
.... ...
481
481
of -...
appropriation for
Architect of the C'pitol,
Capitol,
of..29,231,410
appropriation
office of
..29, 231, 410
for salaries
salaries in office
appropriation for
272
for testing gas, etc., under supervision of.
Architect of
of the Treasury,
Treasury,
appropriation
of ..23, 217,
392
217,392
appropriation for salaries in office of..23.
Archives, Rebel,
Rebel, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
etc., of examiexamifor expenses,
expenses, etc.,
appropriation
nation
442
----------.
.
442
nation of
of --.........
Arctic Seas,
Seas,
expedition
authorized .....
.......
82
expedition to
to the,
the, authorized
appropriation
completing report of the
for completing
appropriation for
late,
under Capt.
C. F.
F. Hall
238
late, under
Capt. C.
Hall ........
238
for continuing
continuing scientific
scientific observations,
observations,
447
etc., in Lady Franklin Bay, in the ..._
exploring steamer Jeannette in, Secretary
authorized to dispatch
dispatch vessels
Navy authorized
vessels
search of;
448
proviso ...............
448
in search
of; proviso
Arendale,
Arendate, Richard,
Richard,
payment
to ....................
.
559
559
payment to
........
Arickarce Indiana,
Arickarce
Indians,
appropriations
of ...
128, 498
etc., of
.. 128,498
for subsistence,
subsistence, etc.,
appropriations for
Arid and
and Waste Lands,
Lands,
appropriation
for reclamation
reclamation of;
of; proviso
_
295, 384
proviso-295,384
appropriation for
Arizona,
Arizona,
appropriations
expenses of government
appropriations for
for expenses
government
of
400
of............................23,225,400
for office
surveyor-general of
2
2:
3
3, 23
224
5, 410
for
office of
of surveyor-general
of.....23,234,410
3'3
post-routes established in.................
in _
......
92. :3')3
appropriation
incidental expenses
expenses of
of
appropriation for
for incidental
Indian
service ...................
130,
500
130, 500
Indian service
45
for
of private
private land
claims in..
in
451
for survey
survey of
land claims
430
for
support
of
Apache
Indians
in
430
for support of Apache Indians in .......
487
487
for interpreters to Indian tribes in ... deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for legislative
legislative exex416
416
penses of ........................
for
of 428
428
for salaries
salaries in office
office of
of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
247
247
for expense of land
land service in .........
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Arkansas,
Arkansas,
post-routes
in
12, 21, 91, 205, 353
established in.......12,21,91,205,353
post-routes established
additional
homestead settlers in,
additional rights to homestead
46
limits of land grants in ............
46
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Arrears
of Pay,
Pay,
Arrears of

Arkansas River,
appropriation
between
improvement of, between
appropriation for improvement
187,
477
Kans..
187,477
Wichita, Kans....
Fort Smith
Smith and Wichita,
removal of obstructions
473
obstructions from ...... 190, 473
for removal
improvement of,
Bluff
190,477
of, at Pine Bluff-......190,477
for improvement
Armaments,
Armaments,
appropriation for
for ..................
...... 109,468
appropriation
Armories,
appropriations for
267,443
for ......................
appropriations
Armory at
at Naval
Naval Academy,
appropriation for erection
erection of ..............
448
appropriation
Arms,
appropriation for manufacture
113,349
manufacture of ..... 34, 113,349
appropriation
Armstrong,
P,
David P.,
Armstrong, David
571
payment
payment to ............................
Armstrong, George
George W.,
payment to
....
581
to administrator
administrator of ..............
payment
Armstrong, S.,
payment
620
payment to David C. Hammond, agent for.
Army,
.Army,
30,110,346
appropriations for support
support of..-.....
of
30, 110,346
appropriations
pensions
pensions .
...
.......................... 60,350
150, 350
deficiency
appropriat ions for ------------150,350
............
deficiency appropriat
expenses of
deficiency in pay, ordnance,
ordnance, expenses
deficiency
recruiting,
.
_..
430
for the....
the.............
etc., for
recruiting, etc.,
deficiencies
pensions allowed
allowed
deficiencies in claims for pensions
150
January 25, 1879 ...........
prior to January
30
for
Commanding General's
General's office .......... ....
for Commanding
31,110,346
Pay
Department
of
31,
110,346
.......-..
of......
Pay Department
Subsistence
31, 111,347
Subsistence Department of ........... 31,111,347
of.......32,111,347
Quartermaster's
Department of
'32, 111,347
Quartermaster's Department
of............... 33,112,347
Medical
Department of
33 112 347
Medical Department
Engineer
113 349
349
33,113
Department of .............. .33,
Engineer Department
34, 113,349
Ordnance
....... _. .
Ordnance Department of -----------..
33,111,346
miscellaneous expenses of.------......
of
33, 111, 346
miscellaneous
contingent expenses
of, under orders of the
expenses of,
contingent
Secretary of War .-.............--.
112
Secretary
30,110,
number of enlisted men in ............ 30,
110, 346
346
number
32
of stores to officers and men ..........
sales of
of, to be codregulations and general orders of,
regulations
34
.. ....---- ---ified
ified ............
not to
to be
be used
keep the
the peace at election
election
used to keep
not
polls
113
35,113
polls.... .......................... 35,
act relative
relative to location of certain headquarters
of, repealed;
:35
proviso ...-....---.
repealed; proviso
ters of,
promotions in Engineer
45
Engineer Corps -.....------promotions
officers of Engineer
Engineer Corps of, to examine
officers
practicability of bridging
bridging or tunnelpracticability
5-.----•
ing
51
River...........
ing Detroit River
Inof, in connection
detail of officer of,
connection with Indetail
35
education ........ _ .. --- ---:35
dian education

'pay to two and three years'
years' volunteers,'
volunteers,' .
"pay
volunteers and their
"bounty to volunteers
then
and "
widows and legal heirs,"
heirs," deficiency
deficiency
widows
for...................
appropriation for
...........
419
appropriation
419
Arsenals,
Arsenals,
267,443
appropriations for.
for .....................
267, 443
appropriations
of, to the Holy
C.,' lease of,
Charleston, S. C.
at Charleston,
Communion Church Institute for
purposes, authorized ---------299
299
.........
school purposes,
appropriation
Indianapolis,
Ind., deficiency
deficiency appropriation
Indianapolis, Ind.,
for
419
.................................
for
San
Antonio, Tex., Secretary of War authorSan Antonio,
ized to purchase
purchase land to enlarge
protect the.....
the.
314.
314grounds of, and protect
Watertown, N. Y.,
Y. machine
machine for testing
testing iron
and steel at, appropriation
appropriation for
349
for......
Arson,
extradition of persons
provision for the extradition
charged
crime of, with the
charged with the crime
Netherlands....--..------------.---.
___. 770
770
Netherlands
Art,
Art,
of,
appropriation
for
purchase
works
of,
for
works
of
appropriation for purchase
28, 449
.
26, 281,449
Capitol ........................
Artesian
Cal ,
Benicia, Cal,
Artesian Wells, Benicia,
267
appropriation for
continuing; work
work on.....
on.....
for continuing
appropriation
east of the Rocky Mountains, appropriacast
295
..........
tion
tion for .................
Arthur,
C. A.,
Arthur, C.
243
credit
of .....................
accounts of.
credit in accounts
Artificial
Artificial Limbs,
appropriation
..---- ------ 270,447
for .......----appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for
for ..........-..- 418,430
deficiency appropriation
Navy,
Articles
Articles for Government of Navy,
article
3
3
....--.
...--amended .......-19 amended
article 19
Artillery School, Fortress
FortressMonroe, Va.,
Artillery
.... 270,445
appropriation
materials, etc., for270,446
for materials,
appropriation for
Artillery
Equipments,
Artillery Equipments,
appropriation
for ..........
34, 113,349
................ 34,113,349
appropriation for
Horses,
Artillery Horses,
appropriation
for.....................
32,
112,348
32,112,348
appropriation for
Samuel,
Artz, Sanuel,
payment to
571
to .............--------------------payment
Ashby, Eliza
K.,
Eliza K.,
Ashby,
pension
to,
as
widow
of
John
P
588
588
prnsion to, as widow of John P ..........
Ashley
Ashley River, S. C.,
appropriation
for improvement
of........190, 475
improvement of........190,475
appropriation for
Ashtabula,
Ashtabula, Ohio,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor
harbor
appropriation for
at
182,476
182,476
at .......-.........----......---Ashworth, George,
George,
Ashworth,
6
payment
to
625
.....---------. ---...----payment to.-Askmv,
Askheo, R. W.,
61
payment
.
615
payment to .....-----------------------Assay
Assay Offices,
appropriations for
salaries, etc.,
etc., in
_23, 27,
398
223,398
27, 223,
.23,
in .
for salaries,
appropriations
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for
for.............. 2,240
deficiency
at New
York, bullion
may be
etc.,
parted, etc.,
be parted,
bullion may
New York,
at

Army
Medical Museum,
Army Medical
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, etc.,
113,349
33,113,349
etc., of.... 33,
appropriation
for
library of
of --------------113,349
for library
books for
for books
Aroostook Customs District,
Aroostook
District, Me.,
325
boundaries
changed .-..-..----.-----...... - 325
boundaries of, changed
Houlton
designated
as
the only port of
as the
designated
Houlton,
325
entry for....----------- ---- ---- - 325
Arnold, W. W.,
571
571
payment to ............... ----....--Arrearages
Pensions,
A2rrearages of Pensions,
provision
for payment
payment of
30, 150
30,150
of ..................
provision for

at Saint
Louis, appropriation
establishfor establishappropriation for
Saint Louis,
at
322
....------------------------......---.
ing .
A
ssessments,
Assessments,
in District
Columbia, interest
on arrear.
arrearinterest on
of Columbia,
District of
in
ages of;
of; correction
of excessive.
excessive - 36
correction of
ages
unpaid,
on
distilled
spirits
withdrawn
for
for
withdrawn
spirits
unpaid, on distilled
export tax
be collected
loss,
for loss,
collected for
to be
not to
tax not
export
leakage,
or casualty
casualty occurring
occurring in
leakage, or
. 59
t
fansit since May
May 1,
187859
1, 1878.-......
transit
Assinnaboine
Montana,
in Montana,
Indians in
Assinnaboine Indians
appropriation
subsistence, etc.,
etc., of.....128,
of
128,498
498
for subsistence,
appropriation for
Assistant Agents
Fisheries,
Seal Fisheries,
at Seal
Agents at
Assistant
deficiency
appropriation for
pay of
of .417
417
..--for pay
deficiency appropriation
Assistant Attorney-General,
Attorney-General,
Assistant
a ppropriation for
salaries,
etc.,
in
office
of.230,
406
406
230,
of.
office
appropriation for salaries, etc., in
Assistant
of Congress,
Library of
in Library
Librariansin
Assistant Librarians
4
........---authorized .
additional, authorized
three additional,
Se
n ate, deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for2.51
251
appropriation for..----Senate,

nprofess.. ilArl as
n professhe
1ladetailed
1v mvt
nffior r^,i+m+;
officers,
retired,
may be
113
ors to institutions of learning
learning ---.-113
may
receive additional pay for such servmay receive
113
ices from institutions ----------110,346
recruiting
............ _....... 30, 110,346
recruiting for ........-...-----......
Signal Service.
31, 110,346
...--.31,110,346
Service .......-------Signal
officers of,
prohibited from permitting Inof, prohibited
officers
dians to
remove to
132
penaltyto Texas;
Texas; penalty_
to remove
dians

----------e
as,
at;, expenses
cpuoaO .---.....-ai

--

---..-----

----

223
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806
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Assistant Messengers,
Messengers,
Assistant
pay of
30
pay
of...........-.................---30
Assistant
Secretary of
State,
Assistant Secretary
of State,
appropriation for
for salary
salary of
.
_....26,
216, 391
appropriation
of ............
26,216,391
Assistant Surgeons,
Surgeons, Navy,
Assistant
Navy,
nomination
William
nomination of
of Thomas
Thomas Owens
Owens and
and William
Martin
176
Martin to
to be
be .
............-..........
176
Assistant
United States,
Assistant Treasurers,
Treasurers, United
States,
appropriations
in office
appropriations for
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., in
office
of
23, 221,396
221, 396
of
..---- .
.--------....---.. 23,
shall
redeem subsidiary
subsidiary coin
7
shall redeem
coin.--------......
7
Associate
Associate Justice,
Justice,
appropriation
for salary
salary of'additional,
of-additional, of
suappropriation for
of suColumbia -.
_.
41
preme court,
court, District
District of
of Columbia
41
Asylum
Freedmen,
Asylum for
for Freedmen,
appropriation
276,452
appropriation for
for ....................
276,452
Asylum
Asylum for
for Insane,
Insane,
appropriation
for
the
275,452
appropriation for the ...................
275,452
deficiency appropriation
for
426
deficiency
appropriation for...............
426
land
granted to
to Dakota
Dakota for
for an
290
land granted
an ...........
290
Asylum, Naval,
Philadelphia,
Asylum,
Naval, Philadelphia,
appropriation for
for ........................
86,334
appropriation
86,334
Asylums,
D. C.,
C.,
Asylums, Washington, D.
appropriation
156,458
appropriation for.
for......-...............
156,458
deficiency
appropriation for
426
deficiency appropriation
for .............
.
426
Asylums,
Orphan, D.
C.,
Asylums, Orphan,
D. C.,
released
released from certain
certain taxes,
exempt from
taxes, exempt
from
taxation; proviso
513
taxation;
proviso .
..................
513
Atchison, Topeka
Fe Railroad
Topeka and
and Santa
SantaFe
Railroad ComCompany, .
pany,
authorized
authorized to purchase land in Fort
Fort Dodge
military reservation, Kansas
--------311
Kansas .---....
311
Atchley, Noah
Noah H.,
Atchley,
H.,
' payment to, as executor
executor of Joshua
Joshua II
565
H......
565
Atkinson, W.
W. C.,
payment to ........ ....
618
...............
618
Atlanta, Ga.,
•
Atlanta,
Ga.,
declared
port of
entry; privilege
privilege of
of lamedeclared a
a port
of entry;
imme. diate transportation
transportation of dutiable
dutiable goods
oods
to, authorized
----------------- - ----373
authorized ....................
373
surveyor
of customs authorized
surveyor .of
apauthorized to be appointed for;
salary of
373
for; salary
of .............
373
Atlantic Coast,
Atlantic
Coast, Surrey of,
of,
• appropriation for ....................--.
---------------263,439
3,439
Hayden's, of Colorado,
Atlas, Hayden's,
Colorado,
appropriation for
517
appropriation
for publishing
publishing ..............
517
Atmospheric
Atmospheric Impurities,
Impurities,
appropriation for
:335
appropriation
for investigating
investigating .......---.
335
Attorney-General,
Attorney-General,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries, etc.,
etc., in
in the office
office
of ...... .............
.23,
236, 412
..-----.
23,236,412
,for expenses
expenses incurred
in defending
defending suits
incurred in
suits
against
the
United
States
to
be
exagainst the United States to be expended under
under direction of
...... .
277
of ..........
277
for publication
opinions of .-...
publication of opinions
----------236
..
236
.for
for rent of building for the
236
the office of
of .....
236
shall report
report expenditures,
etc -......
44
expenditures, etc
44
make requisition
requisition for
official
authorized to
to make
for official
postage stamps for use of
of the Department of Justice
...............
Justice .-237
authorized
authorized to defend District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
against claims prosecuted
prosecuted in the Court
Court
of Claims
Claims- .----..--.. ---..
......- '285
285
to compromise
compromise claim of United States
under
States under
devise of Joseph L. Lewis ..........
171
deficiency
appropriation for books for disdeficiency appropriation
trict courts at Frankfort,
.
250
Frankfort, Ky
Ky........
250
Attorneys, United StatesDistrict,
States District,
appropriation
for
salaries
of
............
appropriation
236,
412
236,412
Texas, deficiency
ri
ati on for
for .....
_. 250
deficiency approp
appropriation
........
50
appropriation for fees
employed by
fees of,
of, employed
by
special agents of Post-Office
Post-Office Department -----------------ment..
374
374
Auditor of the Treasuryfor the
Post-Office Departthe Post-Offce
Department,
mlent,
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries in the
26,
the office
office of
of .... 23,
23,26,
218,393
218,393
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Auditor
Railroad Accounts,
Auditor of
of Railroad
Accounts,
appropriations for
salaries, etc.,
etc., in
office
appropriations
for salaries,
in the
the office
of
29,
233, 409
of .
...-----...-..-..
..- .---.....
29,233,409
deficiency appropriation
for traveling
traveling and
and
deficiency
appropriation for
incidental expenses
office of
of ..
245
incidental
expenses in
in the
the office
..
245
Auditors
of Treasury,
Auditors of
Treasury,
appropriations
for salaries
in the
of ._23,
appropriations for
salaries in
the office
office of..
-23, 26,
6,
218,392
218,392
Augusta,
Me., National
National Home
Home for
for Disabled
Disabled
Augusta, Me.,
Volunteer Soldiers
Volunteer
Soldiers at,
at,
to
supplied with
with certain
docuto be
be supplied
certain public
public documents --...........---..............
322
ments
322
Aults,
Elizabeth,
Aults, Elizabeth,
pension to
to self
self and
and minor
minor children
widow
pension
children as
as widow
Ambrose N.
N. Anita
547
of Ambrose
Aults ................
547
Au
Sable,
Mich.,
Au Sable, Mich.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
harbor
appropriation for improvement of harbor
and river
182,471
and
river at
at .......................
182,471
Austin,
C.,
Austin, John
John C.,
payment to
565
payment
to ..............................
565
Austin, Elizabeth,
of Nathaniel,
Austin,
Elizabeth, administratrix
administratrixof
Nathaniel,
payment to.-....------....-to
637
....-...----. .
637
Austin, J.
J. H.,
Austin,
H.,
payment to
to .............................
625
payment
'625
Austin,
Nath aniel,
Austin, Nathaniel,
payment
to administratrix
adrainistratrix of
of -.......- ...
637
payment to
637
Austin, Sandy,
Sandy,
Austin,
to
561
payment to
...---...--..........
-----.
561
Austin, Tex.,
Austin,
Tex.,
appropriation for
completion of
court-house
appropriation
for completion
of court-house
at .................
259,435
and post-office
post-office at
259,435
time fixed
fixed for
United States
district
for holding
holding United
Statesdistrict
and
courts for
for western
and circuit
circuit courts
western district
district
of
326
of Texas at.
at.....---..........
........
326
Australia,
Australia,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
United States
States
appropriation
of United
at
49
at exposition
exposition in
in ....................
49
B.
B.
Babb,
Benjamin, and
others,
Babb, Benjamin,
and others,
payment
payment to
to..............................
Bachelder,John
B.,
Bachelder,John B.,
payment
payment to
to ..........
...............
Bacon, Drua
Bacon,
Drua I.,
A.,
payment
payment to
to
.....
........
.Bagley,
Arthur P.,
Bagley, Arthur
P.,
political disabilities
disabilities removed
removed ............
.... .....
Bagley,
Peter,
Bagley, Peter,
payment to
to ...........................
Bailey,
M.,
Bailey, Charles
Charles M.,
payment
payment to ..............................
Bailey,
Bailey, Ezekiel
Ezekiel 8.,
S.,
payment to
payment
to ........
.....................
Bailey,
Bailey, John
John C.,
C.,
payment
payment to ..........................
Bailey, Richard,
Richard, deceased,
deceased,
payment
payment to executors
executors of ..................
_
_Bailey,
Bailey, Samuel H.
H.,
payment
payment to ........
................
Bails, John,
John,
Bails,
payment
to
payment to ......................
...
Bains,
B. M.,
M.
Bains, B.
to .............................
payment to
Baird, Rittenhouse,
Baird,
Rittenhouse,
payment to ....
........................
Baird,
Baird, Spencer
Spencer Ii:.,,
remission
ofduties
remission of
daies .................
.....
Baker, Annie S.,
and Samuel D.,
Baker,
S., William H., and
D.,
payment
payment to trustee
trustee for
for.....................
City, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Baker City,
land title to block 14 in, confirmed
confirmed to
to Baker
Baker
County; patent to
to be issued ........
........
Baker, James
Baker,
James W.,
W.,
payment to ............................
Baker, Miles R.,
Baker,
payment
payment to ..............
..........

587
587
170
170
565
565

526
625
625

565
572
572

646
622
625
625
565
565
626
626
564
564
608
569
569

169
626
626
620
626

807
807
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Balances,
Balances,
appropriation
for,
due
foreign
countries
countries
foreign
appropriation for, due
raid& provisions
provisions of Universal Postal
under
179, 377
Union Convention
179,377
Convention .................
Union
Balances,
Letter,
Balances, Letter,
appropriation for......
for
178,375
..............
appropriation
249
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
deficiency
Baldwin, Herman,
Herman,
Baldwin,
548
...............
pension
increased ....-pension increased
Baldwin,
Isaac P.,
P.,
Baldwin, Isaac
payment
Sexsmith ... _ 568
for heirs of Sally Sexsmith
payment to, for
Manassas, Va.,
Baldwin, Isaac
P., of Manassas,
Isaac P.,
Baldwin,
244
accounts of,
settled ...............
to be settled
of, to
accounts
Moses,
Ballard,
Ballard, Moses,
559
payment
_
payment to .........................
Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
purchase
post-office at, author.
for post-office
of site for
purchase of
21,66
ized ......................
.....
ized
plans,
reporestimates of cost, etc., to be reporplans, estimates
...--- 260
ted to
to Congress.--..
Congress
...-.....ted
proviso........
for
construction of, etc.;
etc.; proviso....
_
435
for construction
transport
of entry,
privilege of immediate
immediate transentry, privilege
port of
portation of dutiable
dutiable goods to, auportation
thorized ................-------------174
thorized
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
appropriation
181,475
at
.......................
at ...
for
office of assistant United
salaries in office
for salaries
States
23,222,396
-....23,222,396
at......
treasurer at
States treasurer
Railroad Company,
Baltimore
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
of
Columbia
settlement of claim of District
Columbia
settlement
516
against,
confirmed
against, confirmed.................
Bangor,
Bangor, Me.,
declared the
the port
port of entry and delivery
delivery for
declared
325
customs,
district of................
of
customs, district
325
customs district
boundaries of, changedchanged_
of, boundaries
district of,
customs
of, to reside
collector of
customs, district
district of,
of customs,
collector
at
325
at ....-.........................
deputy collectors
collectors of, to reside, one at
deputy
325
Frankfort
....
Vanceboro'....
and one at Vancelsoro'
Frankfort and
Mass.,
Dorchester, Mass.,
Bank,
National, of Dorchester,
Hill National,
Blue Hill
Bank, Blue
314
authorized to
to change
change location and name
authorized
Bank,
Meriden, Conn.,
National, West Meriden,
FirstNational,
Bank, First
37
authorized to
its name .......
373
change its
to change
authorized
National,
Banks, Iaational,
352
- 352
verification of
of returns of .....-.....--.verification
Gold,
Banks,
National Gold,
Banks, National
66
................-------of .. ...
conversion of.
conversion
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Barnes, William
William H.,
Page.
H.,
Barnes,
Rebecca D. changed
name of schooner, Rebecca
to .............. .....................
142
to
Barns,
Barns, Nancy G.,
administrator
payment to Ira Bogan as administrator
payment
of ................
..............
572
of
J.,1 deceased,
Barnett, Thomas J.
Barnett,
615
payment
to administrator of --------..--.
payment to
Barnhart,
H.,
James H.,
Barnhart,James
payment
payment to, as surviving partner of George
568
Barnhart and son .................
Barnum,
Thomas,
Barnum, Thomas,
payment
to ................
..........
573
........payment to
Barnsley,
deceased,
Barnsley, William B., deceased,
619
........
payment
payment to executrix of ......
Barracks,
Barracks,
33, 269, 448
appropriation
appropriation for, for Army ........... 33,269,448
431
deficiency appropriation for ..............
deficiency
Barracks, Marine
Corps,
Marine Corps,
Barracks,
appropriation for
construction and repair
for construction
appropriation
of,
at—
of, at.. 271,448
Annapolis,
Md
..
Annapolis, Md .................
271
............. .....Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va . .
271
271
Washington, D. C
C ...................
Washington,
.
.. .......
Fort
448
Leavenworth, Kansas ..
Fort Leavenworth,
Barrett,
Martha,
Barrett, Martha,
payment to,
to as administratrix of Nancy
payment
561
561
...........Russell ..............
Russeil
Barry,
James C.,
Barry, James
626
626
payment to
to Samuel
Samuel Byrom,
executor of ..Byram, executor
payment
Barry,
W.,
W. W.,
Barry, W.
601
601
.........refund
of money to ..........--refund of
Bartlett,
M.,
Bartlett, G. M.,
626
626
administratrix of ...........-payment to administratrix
administratrixof G. M.,
Bartlett,
Rebecca E., administratrix
Al.,
Bartlett, Rebecca
626
626
------.......-----payment to ...-...
payment
Bartlett,
Seacil B.,
Bartlett, Seacil
565
565
.
.............
payment to ......-....
payment
Bartley,
A.,
Pheba A.,
Bartley, Pheba
565
--............---payment
payment to ............
Barton,
Jonathan,
Barton, Jonathan,
644
644
payment to ...............------------------...------payment
Barton, William,
Barton,
572
payment
payment to ..................--------....-Basshor,
Bassior, T.
T. C.,
C., 44 Co.,
Co.,
purchase of
of
deficiency appropriation
for purchase
appropriation for
deficiency
'245
245
ships' knees from
from ..................
ships'
Bass River
Mass.,
Harbor, Mass.,
River Harbor,
Bass
Indians,
Bannock
437
Bannock Indians,
437
appropriation for
re-establishing light
at..
light at..
for r-establishing
appropriation
496
appropriation for installments,
etc., to .. 126,
126,496
installments, etc.,
appropriation
Richard,
Bastow, Richard,
for support,
support, etc.,
129 Bastow,
of........-------.-----etc., of
568
for
--.........---payment
to ........---...
payment to
in Idaho
Idaho and
Southeastern Oregon,
Oregon, approapproand Southeastern
in
Hugh,
2
Bates, Hugh,
priation
for settlement,
etc., of
130, 499 Bates,
of .... .130,499
622
settlement, etc.,
priation for
---.-.
payment
payment to .-......--- .----..---Barbee,
Russell,
Barbee, J.
J. Bussell,
Bates, John Al.,
51
payment to
280 Bates, John M.,
561
to .........----.................----payment
-----...........................-payment to
Barges,
Barges,
4
Joseph D.,
44 Bates, Joseph
when not
not subject
subject to
enrollment, etc ....-44
429
to enrollment,
when
payment
payment to --- ----- ------..... ---...--.
6
Barker, Alvin,
Barker,
Alvis,
Bates,
Sarah,
Sarah.
---- -payment to
626 Bates,
to ..........-----.......----.........
payment
payment
as administratrix
administratrix of Lewis
Lewis
to, as
payment to,
572
B. W.,
Barkley, R.
72
Guetch, deceased
deceased -..---...------ --Guetch,
91
reinstatement as
cadet-midshipman ..-.....
591
as cadet-midshipman
reinstatement
Bales,
S.
A.,
61
Bales,
S.
A.,
613
....
Barlow,
W.,
Barlow, G.
G. W.,
payment
.
to ...........--.------...----..
payment to
571
payment to ...........----- ----- -------payment
Bates,
William S.,
Bates, William
S.,
5572
Barnard,
Barnard,Eliza,
r
payment to
---- -----..............
to .-..
payment
payment to
558
to .......-...---.--..----.----.-payment
Bath, Me.,
L., widow of Henry B.,
Barnard,
Hulda L.,
Barnard, Hulda
port
entry, privilege
immediate transtransof imo!ediat"
privilege of
ofentry,
port of
610
- -................-pension to ............
portation
of dutiable
dutiable goods
aupension
to, augoods to,
portation of
174
Barnard,
M.,
James M.,
Barnard,James
.174
thorized...-.... .............
626
----------.----.-......
to..
payment to
payment
a
ppropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of the
appropriation
"gut"
opposite .
... 180,
472
5
Barnes,
Barnes, Alexander B.,
180,472
..............."gut" opposite
...... --...... 565 Baton Rouge,
payment to ...........................-----payment
Batonl Rouge, La.,
port
provisions of
of act
act establishing
pubBarnes, F. W.,
618
Barnes,
W.,
establishing pubof, provisions
port of,
618
505
--payment to .......................-------lic
marine
schools extended
extended to the-..
the_ ..
o05
schools
marine
lic
Barnes, Jennie,
Joseph Lerelc,
Lerew,
administratrix of Joseph
Jennie, administratrix
Barnes,
.
Batsel, Nathaniel,
Nathaniel,
Blasel,
615
62r
deceased,
deceased,
------ .
payment to
to executor
executor of............
of
payment
625
---- ---- ---- ---payment to ........---Butte, Mary,
Mary,
62
.
626
Barnes,
Stephen D.,
11 Butte,
..
D.,
Barnes, Stephen
payment
to ....................---.......------------payment to
311
311,.
v- ,
engt
Iname
ot<yaca,
name
yacht, changed
¥ uf'
Iu Vega
cn;lingut( to
o( yac[t,
nlame of

----.-------
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Battle of
of Bennington,
Bennington, Revolutionary,
Revolutionary,
Battle
appropriation
monument commemoracommemorafor monument
appropriation for
- 323
tive
.
tive of the . ..............-....
Battle
C.,
S. C.,
Battle of
of Coupens,
Cowpens, S.
appropriation
for
celebration
of
centennial
appropriation for celebration of centennial
anniversary of
307
307
.-- .......----------.
anniversary
of _
Battle
of Gettysburg,
Gettysburg,
Battle of
purchase
from John
John
purchase of
of maps,
maps, surveys,
surveys, etc.,
etc., from
B. Batchelder,
170
B.
Batchelder, authorized;
authorized; provisos_
provisos.
170
Battle of
Battle
of Saratoga,
Saratoga,
appropriation for
for monument
at SchuylerSchuylermonument at
appropriation
villa, N.
N. Y.,
Y., commemorative
commemorative of
of the
512
512
the ..
ville,
Battle of
of Yorktown,
Yorktown,
Battle
centennial anniversary
anniversary of
of the,
centennial
the, celebration
celebration
of,
appropriation for
for .
..- _ 163
163
of, authorized;
authorized; appropriation
appropriation
for monumental
column
monumental column
appropriation for
commemorative
163
of ---.----.----....
commemorative of
joint commission
Congress appointed
appointed to
to
joint
commission of
of Congress
arrange
for
centennial
celebration
of
arrange for centennial celebration of
the
522
522
the .........--..........-----.....
Baugh,
A.,
William A.,
Baugh, William
payment
to
626
626
payment to ... .........................
Baugh,
William A.,
A.,
Bazgh, William
payment to.-------------.....
to
626
payment
..-...---626
Bayou
La.,
Bayou Bartholomew,
Bartholomew, La.,
appropriation
for improvement
of....
480
480
improvement of.---....appropriation for
Bayou
La.,
Bayou Black,
Black, La.,
appropriation for
improvement of
480
480
for improvement
of.........
appropriation
Bayou
Boeuf, .La.,
La.,
Bayou Boeuf,
appropriation for
improvement of
480
for improvement
of.........
appropriation
Courtablaeu, La.,
Bayou Courtablaeu,
appropriation for
improvement of........190,476
of
.
190,476
appropriation
for improvement
Bayou
Fourche, La.,
La.,
Bayou La
La Fourche,
appropriation
for, to
be used
used for
removal of
of
to be
for removal
appropriation for,
481
pier at Donaldsonville,
Donaldsonville, La
La ...----- .
481
appropriation for
improvement of....
.....
186
appropriation
for improvement
of.........
186
Bayou
Bayou Teche,
Teche, La.,
La.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of ....190,
appropriation
.... 190, 476,481
476,481
Bayou Terrebonne,
Terrebonne, La.,
La.,
Bayou
appropriation
for
improvement
of
190,477
appropriation for improvement of ......
190,477
Beagle,
Beagle, Andrew,
Andrew,
payment to ..............
572
...........
572
Beall,
R,
Beall, William
William N.
N. 1.,
political
526
political disabilities
disabilities --....-.............
526
Beaman,
W.,
Beaman, J.
J. W.,
payment
to .--417
payment to
......--..........-....
417
Bear, Henry
Henry B.,
B., et.
et. al.,
al., trustees
United Society
Soci. ---.
Bear,
trustees United
of
Shakers,
Shakers,
payment
payment to
to ..--...--..---..---.. ----624
Beard, Anthony
Beard,
Anthony L.,
L.,
payment
payment to
to .----------.......
..........-571
Beard,
George,
Beard, George,
payment
to ..-........................
payment to
-622
622
Beard,
Beard, John,
John,
payment
to
payment to ...- ...................
...... 625
Beard,
Beard, Oliver
Oliver J.,
J.,
payment to,
of William
William K.
K.
payment
to, as
as administrator
administrator of
Downard -...
Downard
...................
571
Beard,
Beard, Sallie A.,
A.,
payment to
to
payment
............
............
. 5582
582
Beard, S. W.,
W.,
Beard,
payment to
to .payment
----.......- -......-...-.
613
613
Martha E., guardian
guardian of children
Beasley, Martha
children of,
payment
payment to
to --------------------------- 647
D.,
Beatty, Adam
AdamD.,
payment to Belle Beatty,
administratrix
Beatty, administratrix
of ..... .....
of
.................
-615
...
615
Beauchamp, Richard
Beauchamp,
Richard N.,
payment
to
payment to ............................
615
BeaufortHarbor,
Beaufort
Harbor, N.
N. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of_
appropriation for improvement of........
475
Beaven, James
E.,
James E.,
payment
payment to
to ....-- .......----------.....
572
Beaver,
Beaver, J.
J. W.,
W.,
--.....
............. .
559
payment to ....
.
.............
Beavers,
Beavers, Joseph
Joseph B.,
B.,
payment to
payment
to ..--.--.....--...--...--...
--672
672

Page.
Page.
Beckley, Nancy,
Nancy,
Beckley,
payment to,
to, as
as administratrix
administratrix of
of William
payment
William
568
........-..........--568
C..........
Beeler,
T.,
William T.,
Beeler, William
payment
571
571
to ............................-payment to
Beery,
John H.,
H.,
Beery, John
payment
647
....-.
payment to
to ........................
Behem,
L.,
Behem, John
John L.,
payment
622
to .........----------------.---payment to
Belcher,
I?. 0.,
Belcher, B.
C.,
payment
647
647
payment to
to ..........-..----....---- ---- .
Belfast,
Me.,
Belfast, Me.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of harbor
harbor
improvement of
appropriation
at
180
.----..---.-----------------.
180
at
Belgium,
Belgium,
convention with,
776
776
consular ..--.....-- ..-..
convention
with, consular
Bell, Adam,
deceased,
Adam, deceased,
Bell,
payment
to administrator
administrator of
of ...--------625
625
payment to
Bell, David
Bell,
David N.,
N.,
payment
571
571
to ......
...........................
payment to
Bell, David
W.,
Bell,
David W.,
648
account .
----........--- .........--...
credit in
in account
Bell,
Bell, Elijah
Elijah S.,
S.,
payment
to -........---646
...-..
646
-.....--payment to
Bell,
Bell, Harriet,
Harriet,
payment
to ..............................
626
626
payment to
Bell,
,James,
Bell, James,
payment
to
571
571
payment to ..............................
Bell,
Bell, Robert,
Robert,
payment
to
429
429
payment to ............................
Bell,
Sarah L.,
L.,
Bell, Sarah
payment
to..-..-.............---.-----...
573
payment to
Bell, Valentine,
Bea,
payment
of .....
.
566
payment to
to estate
estate of
..............
566
Belle Isle, Detroit
Detroit River, Mich.,
appropriation for
for establishment
establishment of
of lightlightappropriation
house on
on
263
...........................
house
Belle River,
River, Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation for
ice harbar at
at ice
removal of bar
for removal
appropriation
bor
refuge on
472
472
bor refuge
on..... ................
Bell's Rock,
tlock, Va.,
appropriation for
light-house
erection of
of light-house
for erection
appropriation
on
on -----........---....................... . 263
Belt, William,
William,
payment to _
622
payment
-----.------------.--------Belton,
Belton, Catherine
Catherine R.,
R,
payment to
payment
to ..............................
565
Benziss,
Doctor,
Bemiss, Doctor,
payment to
to --------.----------..-.----47
payment
Benham,
Benham, Ada,
Ada,
payment to
559
payment
to .-.-----...-....---.-----..
559
Benicia,
Benicia, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation
on arteappropriation for continuing
continuing work on
sian well
267,443
sian
well at
at ...................
267,443
arsenal at,
appropriation for
443
at, appropriation
for..............267,
267,443
Benner, Della,
Benner,
Della,
590
pension to, as widow of Hiram H.—.
H---....--....
590
Bennett, David,
David,
Bennett,
payment
559
payment to .......................-......
559
Bennett, Drury,
Drury, deceased,
Bennett,
deceased,
payment
to administrator
administrator of............of
625
payment to
625
Bennett, James,
James,
payment
615
payment to .............................
615
Bennett, John
Bennett,
John W.,
W.,
619
payment to ...........................
619
Bennett, Martha,
Bennett,
Martha,
payment
558
payment to, as widow of William .-..-..
Bennett, William,
payment to
572
payment
to ..............................
572
Benning's Bridge, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for care
156,458
appropriation
care of
of...............
156,458
Bennington, Revolutionary
Bevolutionary Battle
Battle of,
appropriation
commemoraappropriation for monument
monument commemoraof........
tive of
.............
...
323
Benton Harbor,
Harbor,Mich.,
Benton
imnrnvnmnnt.
f
183.
471
annTroriatifion
appropriation
for improvement
of
rr
----- ____ __
L, -,
-I-. .
.
.
. 183,471
.....

INDEX.
Page-

Benton, James
G.,
James G.,
Benton,
appropriation
for payment
judgment
of judgment
payment of
appropriation for
against, to William H. and George
George
W. Miller;
252
proviso .................
Miller; proviso
W.
Benton,
Stephen P.,
P.,
Benton, Stephen
653
653
pension to.........----..........-----------------------.
to
pension
Bermuda Hundred,
Va.,
Hundred, Pa.,
Bermuda
surveyor
customs of Richmond, Va., dissurveyor of customs
143
143
to reside
reside at ...................
trict, to
Berrong, Henry, N.,
Berrong,
payment
to
566
566
payment to ...........................
Berry,
Nancy,
Berry, Nancy,
560
payment to
to ..........................
payment
Be,ssels,
Bessels, Emil,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for completion
of
completion of
deficiency
report
238
report of, artic expedition ..........
420
salary, etc., of .....................
for salary,
Best,
David,
Best, David,
payment
584
payment to .........................
Bibb,
J.,
Bibb, William J.,
558
payment
558
to ...... ....................
payment to
Bibby, Edward
James,
Edward and James,
--. 613
payn
tent to -------------613
.....-----------..
paynent
Biennia
Examinations,
Biennia' Examinations,
of
repealed;
of pensioners, law providing for, repealed;
30
examinations....
manner of future examinations
manner
Biennial Register,
Register,
Biennial
appropriation for
for additional
additional pay for compiappropriation
245
lation of ..........................
.
245
- 407
the......................-407
for compiling the
Tenn.,
Hatchee River, Tenn.,
Big Hatchee
191,477
appropriat
ion for improvement
improvement of ........ 191,477
appropriation
Rvier,
Big Sandy
Sandy River,
187
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........
of__ _
187
appropriation for
Catlettsburgh, Ky., to head of navigafrom Catlettsburgh,
tion,
improvement
appropriation for improvement
tion, appropriation
of
477
..........--------------.........-----------of
Big Sunflower River, Miss.,
appropriation
of .. _ ....186, 476
improvement of........186,476
appropriation for improvement
Health,
Bills of Health,
vessels
leaving
infected
ports
for United
United
vessels leaving infected ports for
5
States
procure
5
States to procure...................Public,
Binding, Public,
appropriation
278,455
...................---- 278,455
for
appropriation for
71,114,427
deficiency appropriation
71, 114, 427
appropriation for ........
deficiency
of compilation
compilation of internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws and
of
3
.. 35
manual
manual .....---............-------Binford,
deceased,
Binford, John H., deceased,
558
558
......---------....- . .
payment
_ .........
to heirs of .....
payment to
Bingamon, Solomon,
Bingamon,
Solomon,
622
622
.....--..-----payment to .............
payment
Yarborough,
Cordelia, and
and James H.
H. Yarborough,
Binkley, Cordelia,
Yarborough, adminpayment to James H. Yarborough,
payment
istrator
basis non
Margaret Yarnon of Margaret
de bonis
istrator de
646
646
borough,
of....
for use of........----........borough, for
Binkley, G. W.,
626
626
administrator of Henry, payment
payment to ......
administrator
Binkley, Henry,
Henry, deceased,
deceased,
626
626
payment to administrator
administrator of ......... ....
payment
Bird, George
Bird,
George L.,
L.,
626
626
payment to ...........................payment
Birely,
E„
Birely, Ann E.,
payment
administratrix of George
George K.
payment to, as administratrix
572
72
Bireley .......................-----Bireley
Williamson,
Birthwright, Williamson,
Birthwright,
626
626
administrator of.............of
payment to administrator
Horatio,
Bisbee, Horatio,
457
457
contested-election expenses
expenses of ..-.......--coatested-election
Bishop, Mary
Mary Jane,
Jane,
572
.'72
payment
administratrix of Alfred N.
as administratrix
to, as
payment to,
Bishop, W.
Bishop,
W. J.,
J.,
626
626
payment
to. ...................--.----------........
paymentto
Bishop, W. W.,
W.,
626
626
---------payment
to _.........--........--paymentto
Bizzell, Raiford,
Raiford,
625
payment
to....... ..............-------------payment to
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Page.
Black,
A.,
James A.,
Black, James
payment to..
626
................................
paymentto
626
deceased,
Black, John G., deceased,
payment
administrator of
of .............
payment to administrator
625
Black, John
a,
John H.,
pension
553
increased ........................
553
pension increased
Black, Leander,
Leander, deceased,
deceased,
payment
executrix of .......--626 .....-..
to executrix
payment to
626
administratrix of Leander,
Black, Louisa, administratrix
626
payment to ...............................
.....
626
payment
Black, T. N.,
626
payment
626
payment to ............................
H.,
Black, W. H.,
625
payment
to ...............................
payment to
Blackburn, Catharine
Catharine A.,
A.,
Blackburn,
563
payment
administratrix of David F.
to, as administratrix
payment to,
Blackfeet Indians,
Indians,
129,498
appropriation
etc., of........
of... .
129,498
appropriation for support, etc.,
Blackford,
Ann C.,
Blacliford, Ann
613
_
payment to ......... ....--........----- payment
Lake, Mich.,
Black Lake,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of harbor
appropriation for
...
182, 471
.. 182,471
....................
......
att..
Aaron,
Blackledge, Aaron,
payment to
622
to..... .......................
payment
Blackman,
John,
Blackman, John,
payment to
561
to ........................-----payment
John C.,
Blackman, 0.
administrator of
of John
G.,
M., administrator
O. H.,
Blackman,
625
payment
to .........................payment to
Black
Black River, Ark. and Mo.,
101,477
........
appropriation for
of ....
.... 101, 477
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation
Black
River, Ohio,
Black River,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
182,470
470
of........182,
appropriation for improvement
Blackstone, Thomas W,
W.,
Blackstone,
569
payment
to .............................
payment to
Blackwater River, Va.,
.185,474
appropriation for
improvement of....
of....
.185, 474
for improvement
appropriation
Blair,
James T.,
Blair, James
26
payment
to
626
payment to...........................6....
Blair,
P., jr., deceased,
deceased,
FrancisP.,jr.,
Major-General Francis
Blair, Major-General
condemned
cannon donated
donated for erection
erection of
of
condemned cannon
74
monument to
74
to ..----------.--------monument
Blair
Monument
Association
of
Louis,
Saint
Blair Monument Association of
74
condemned
cannon donated
74
donated to ---.---.--.
condemned cannon
Blakemore,
Sarah,
Blakemore, Sarah,
572
-- -----------------payment
to_
......--payment to
others,
Blanchard,
Cornelia C., and others,
Blanchard, Cornelia
563
payment
to ........... ...........-------payment to
Blanchard,
B.,
Blanchard, Carey E.,
....---- 563
payment
to .......
..
...--- -------payment to
Bland,
of W. C.,
administratorof
B., administrator
J. B.,
Bland, J.
626
.
payment to
................
to .........
payment
Bland, W.
W. C.,
deceased,
C., deceased,
Bland,
payment to
administrator of
of.........---26
- 626
to administrator
payment
Blankenship, J.
administrator of
of John
John CunA., administrator
J. A.,
Blankenship,
ningham, deceased,
ningham,
62
payment to ...------------..---------......---......
627
paymentto
John,
Dr. John,
Blankenship, Dr.
payment to....-----.....---------------------to
605
payment
Blanks, E.
jr.,
B., jr.,
E. B.,
Blanks,
payment to
280
to .....----------............---------payment
Blazer,
Wesley A.,
A.,
Blazer, Wesley
payment to
626
----------................-------to .....-payment
Block
L,
Island, R. I.,
Block Island,
telegraphic
cable
to
be
laid
from
mainland
mainland
from
laid
be
to
cable
telegraphic
to,
60
appropriation for .......----------to, appropriation
Block Island
Island Harbor,
Harbor, B.
I,
R. I,
Block
190
appropriation for
for
...--------------------appropriation
Blood Indians,
Blood
Indians,
29,498
appropriation for
of....
129,498
support, etc., of.......
for support,
appropriation
Bloody
Bay,
Chesapeake Iay,
Island, Chesapeake
Kent Island,
Bar, Kent
I'oint Bar,
Bloody Point
appropriation for
for erection
of
light-house
erection of light-house 437
appropriation
47
and
437
on ...................-----fog-bell on
and fog-bell
Bloomfield
Railroad
Company,
Bloomfield Railroad Company,
may construct
across Wabash
River,
Wabasl River,
bridge across
construct bridge
may
near
Moroni, Ind.;
Ind.; terms
terms and
and condinear Meroil,
42
tions....---..........----------......-----....-tions
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Page.
Blount,
A.,
Blount, William A.,
payment
of Benjamin Chanexecutor of
payment to, as executor
dler
------------- . 573
..----....--dler--..
Bloxom, Jane,
Jane,
572
572
payment to ............................
Blue Buck Bar, Tex.,
appropriation for
187
for ............--...------appropriation
Christiani,
Blue, Christiani,
payment
payment to --------------------------- 564
Blue Hill
Hill National
Hass.,
Dorchester, Mass.,
Bank, Dorchester,
National Bank,
Blue
314
name...
authorized to change
change location
location and name
authorized
Blunt, James
Blunt,
James G.,
payment
244
244
to - ---------------------------payment to
Blunt, James
James B.,
heir of William,
William,
B., heir
Blunt,
645
payment
..----------.-----.
to.------ --payment to
deceased,
Blunt, William,
William, deceased,
payment
to heirs
heirs of
. 645
of...................-payment to
Board of Army Officers,
Officers,
Board
to
President of the United
appointed by President
to be appointed
for monumonuapprove design for
States to approve
ment
ment commemorative
commemorative of the revolutionary battle of Bennington
323
Bennington.......
Dwstrict of Columbia,
Board of Audit, District
claims
not be
by
claims rejected
rejected by,
by, may
may not
be considered
considered by
the Court
Court of Claims ...--------------286
certificates
of
the,
to
be
redeemed
by
Treascertificates of the, to be redeemed by Treasurer United States, ex officio sinkingfund commissioner
commissioner of District of Columbia ---....-- .--------------- 286
lumbia
Board of Health,
Health,
Board
national, appropriations for expenses and
national,
266,442
salaries of the ....-...............
'266, 442
salaries
of, authorpayment of past expenditures
payment
expenditures of,
46
ized -----------------------------46
.......-.................-...
refrigerating
tructed on reccon-tructed
refrigerating ship to be con41
ommendation of the................
the ._ _ ...... _...
41
ommendation
municipal, rules of, to be complied
complied
State and
and municipal,
with by vessels from ports where conexists ..............
_
...... _
5
5
disease exists
tagious disease
...
to be enforced by -------.--.----......
5
Board
Commissioners,
Land Commnissioners,
Board of Land
to
to
Interior, to
by Secretary
Secretary Interior,
appointed by
to be appointed
appraise public
public lands in certain Terappraise
ritories
when
set
apart
for
university
ritories when
apart
326
purposes ..........-----------..
-.
Commissioners,
Board of Indian
Indian Commissioners,
salaries or expenses
expenses of,
of, prohibited
prohibited from
certain apIroaplrobeing paid to, out of certain
priations
131
priations--.....-----.---------.....
oJf Regents
leents Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Board
Institution,
Board of
in-.......
299
reappointments
vacancies in.
reappointments to fill vacancies
appropriation for flooring
National Muflooring for National
appropriation
324
seum to be expended under ..--..-- .
Board
Board of Visitors,
to Military Academy,
appropriation for exAcademy, appropriation
penses of .........................
penses
153,320
Naval Academy,
appropriation for exto Naval
Academy, appropriation
penses of
of-................... ...-... 88,337
Boardman,
Boardman, L.,
name of the steamboat,
steamboat, changed to River
River
Belle -..-----------..............
237
Boaz,
Solomon;
Boar, Solomon;
payment to ..........................
paymentto
....
572
Bodjish, Abby
Abby L.,
Bodfish,
payment to, and for Mary A.,
A., as .guar- 563
dian
dian--.
...........-..
563
Bogan,
guardian,
Bogan, Ira,
Ira, guardian,
payment
payment to, as administrator
administrator of Nancy G.
Barnes..... ..-----......----------.
572
Barnes
Idaho,
B0i8e
Boise City, Idaho,
appropriations
salaries, etc.,
etc., in
in assay
for salaries,
appropria ions for
office
office at ....-....
.
27, 225,400
.......
23, 27,225,400
2
for deficiencies
deficiencies in .....................
2
Boise _Forte
Chippewa Indians,
Forte Band
Band of (hippeua
Indians,
appropriation
for
installments,
etc.,
to
488
appropriation for installments, etc., to....
488
Bolerjack,
Bolerjack, John,
John,
payment to
administrator of..............
of
626
payment
to administrator
626

Page.
rage.
Bolton, A.
L.,
A. L.,
Bolton,
payment
571
to ...........................
payment to.
Bombarger, Jacob,
Jacob,
Bombarger,
.
payment
to
.
620
paymentto.........................
Bond, John,
Bond,
paymentto
John , .
625
625
...... .....-......
to ......
payment
Bond,
Bond, John S.,
payment
570
..........
--......
...
to ...
payment to
Bond, Samuel,
Samuel, deceased,
deceased,
Bond,
payment
administraWilliams, administrato Maliuda
Malinda Williams,
payment to
trix of -.--------.-------------------...
646
Bond, Thomas,
payment
566
to .............................
payment to
Bond,
Distillers',
Bond, Distillers',
145
limit
increase of ......................
145
limit of, increase
conditioned
for payment
payment of
of tax
tax on spirits
conditioned for
entered for
distillery warewarefor deposit
deposit in distillery
entered
146
house ..............................
146
insolvency of sureties
death or insolvency
in case
case of death
new
bond required
146
146
required .................
new bond
warehonse,for distilled
distilled spirits
for
conditioned for
spirits conditioned
warehonse,for
payment of tax
tax in
in three years from date 146
payment
Bonds,
District of Columbia,
Columbia,
Bonds, District
Secretary Treasury
Treasury to exchange certain regcoupon166
1i6
istered, for coupon..................
9
of, authorized ..............
.
9
issue and sale of,
United States,
Treasury to apply
United
States, Secretary
Secretary Treasury
apply
surplus
money in
Treasury to the purpurin Treasury
surplus money
chase
proviso
457
457
of; proviso.....
or redemption
red niption of;
chase or
Washington school fund, appropriation
appropriation for
Washington
.-----. 465
of ----.....------.
payment of
Bonnell,
E.,
Bonnell, Ann E.,
payment to .
560
.............................
payment
Booker,
Richard, deceased,
deceased,
Booker, Richard,
payment
administrator of
of.............
579
579
payment to administrator
Books,
approp
ge
r
r
iast
s
ion for, for Library
Library of Conappropriation
23, 215, 390
23,215,390
gress ......................
Booth,
Daniel,
Booth, Daniel,
payment
572
..--.... ..................
payment to
to
Boreland,
James M.,
Boreland, James
-..--------pension to, increased
increased .....-..
537
Bostick,
B.,
Bostick, James B.,
payment
to
.
561
payment to ...............................
Boston, C.
K.,
C. K.,
payment to
to.-----615
..-.----------.--------payment
Boston,
Boston, Mass.,
appropriation for salaries
salaries in office
office of assistappropriation
ant United
United States
treasurer at
23, 221, 396
at .... 2:,
States treasurer
ant
improvement
appropriation for improvement
harbor of, appropriation
of
.182,
469
..182,469
.
...............
of ..........
for
navy-yard
.
448
448
at navy-yard.
of rope-walk
rope-walk at
for repairs
repairs of
Iransof entry,
entry, privilege
privilege of immediate transport of
p
izo
ei
d
-tation of
dut iable
iable goods Io,
authoro, authorofdut
portation
174
174
ized ...----..---....----..-----............
for continuing work on the post-office and
2-...-59, 435
sub-treasury
435
sub-lreasury building ------------259,
etc., to...
598
to...........
of, loan of flags, etc.,
city of,
Botanic Garden,
Botanic
Garden,
390
-23,215,
appropriation for
etc., of ...
.....23,
215,390
for salaries, etc.,
appropriation
33980
-27'2, 390
for repairs, etc., of ...............
238
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ----....----Botts,
Botts, Thornton
Thornlton S., deceased,
deceased,
payment to William
William D.
D. Cooper, adminispayment
trator
of
569
trator of .......................-..
Boudinot, Elias
Boudinot,
Elias C.,
544
permission given to sue in Court of Claims
Claims.
544
permission
Boughton,
Horace,
Boughton, Horace,
pension
increased
553
................ pension increased....
Boundary
Boundary Line,
between the States
between
States of New York and Vermont,
mont, consent of Congress to the
72
72
agreement
the
agreement fixing the................
between
between the States of New York and Con351
necticut, ctc
etc ...................---.
necticut,
Bounds, 1.
E. S.,
M. C., and G. M.,
Bounds,
T. J., E.
S., M.
payment
626
626
payment to ...............................

INDEX.
Bounty,
Bounty,
to Fifteenth
Sixteenth Missouri
Missouri Cavand Sixteenth
to
Fifteenth and
alry, authorized
authorized----....---- ......alry,
to officers
officers and
volunteers,
regulars and volunteers,
men, regulars
and men,
to
appropriation
-......-..-...-for _
appropriation for
to officers
deficiency
to
officers and men, volunteers, deficiency
appropriation for .................
appropriation
to colored
soldiers and
and sailors,
sailors, deficiency
deficiency
to
colored soldiers
appropriation
__
......
................
for
appropriation for
to
seamen,
deficiency
appropriation
to seamen, deficiency appropriation for ....

Page.
Page.

283
443
419
418
418
432

Bounty Lands,
to heirs
heirs and
assigns of
of officers
Continenof Continenofficers of
and assigns
to
tal establishment,
establishment, allowed
three years
allowed three
tal
to
perfect titles to certain, in Virginia
Virginia
to perfect
142
land
land district, Ohio ..................
H.,
Bowen, Clovis H.,
payment
622
to.............................
payment to
Bowen,
E. C.,
Bowen, E.
payment to ..............................
419
payment
Joseph,
Bower, Joseph,
payment to
622
...........
..
to ...............
payment
Bower,
Martin,
Bower, Martin,
payment to .............................
613
payment
George F.,
F.,
Bowers, George
572
payment to..
to .
.......-.................
payment
Bowman, H.
H. C.,
C.,
Bowman,
615
pension
to
615
....- ..-----.
.---------......
pension to
Bowman, William,
611
payment to ...........-.
..............-.
payment
L.,
Boyd, Ann
Ann L.,
572
.
payment to ...---------------..-....Boyd,
D.,
Erasmus D.,
Boyd, Erasmus
622
payment to ..............................
Boyd, George
George W.,
payment to ........... ..................
626
payment
Boyd, John,
John,
payment to .......-..............-.....-626
payment
Boyden, N.,
w., deceased,
deceased,
549
....--payment to estate of................
of.
payment
Boyett,
Boyett, Thomas,
560
..............................
payment to .
payment
Boyle,
J.,
Andrew J.,
Boyle, Andrew
561
payment to.
to . ................-----------payment
Boyle, Cornelius,
Cornelius,
613
remission of duties .---....------ heirs of, remission
Boyle, Watson,
Watson,
2. 456
payment to
to
'2.
.........-...................
payment
T.,
Daniel T,
Boynton, Daniel
duplicate
duplicate of draft of, to Farmers and MeTex.........
chanics'
526
chanics' Bank of Paris, Tex
Boynton, E.
E. Moody,
contested-election expenses of-.----------of
457
contested-election
Boys in
in Naval Service,
Service,
enlistment authorized;
authorized; number of; to be
enlistment
preferred as
officers ..... 3,83,338
3, 83, 338
warrant officers
as warrant
preferred
B. P. Cheeney,
B.
act forbidding
forbidding payment for steamer, re43
-------pealed .......-...43
- .........
pealed
Brabson, Thomas C.,
Brabson,
payment to .............-......-.--------625
Bradbury, John,
deceased,
Bradbury,
John, deceased,
..............-payment
626
administrator of .
payment to administrator
Bradbury,
J. B.,
Bradbury, J.
626
to........
administrator
payment to..
administrator of John, payment
Braddock,
James F.
Braddock, James
F.,
payment
573
to .........-........------------payment to
Braden, Edward,
Braden,
Edward,
. 543
claim
Claims
543
of, referred to Court of Claims....claim ot;
Bradley, Crusoe,
Crime,
Bradley,
---.......--..----------. 625
payment to ........
payment
Bradley, John L.,
..--.-------payment to
566
to .......--......
payment
Bradley,
Bradley, J.
J. M.
M.,
payment
to
279
payment to .................---......--Bradshaw,
Bradshaw, Thomas,
ppayment
eLU
tI

to ....-

-

.· .-...

.....

.m-fi
566
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Brady,
Brady, Jacob,
Jacob,
payment to
to.................
payment
.. .. ............
Bragg,
Bragg, J. M.,
.....
payment to
...................
Brandett,
Bramlett, F. M.,
payment
...........
to.............
payment to
Branaman,
Branaman, Henry S.,
to........................
payment to
executors of
of
and Fanny
Fanny Hubbell, executors
Branch, E. S., and
Hubbell,
Jabez Hubbell,
payment
to
to...............................
payment
Brandt,
Brandt, G. W.,
payment
to...........................
payment to
Branham,
Branham, A.
A. G.,
payment
executrix of ..................
payment to executrix
A. G.,
Branham,
Branham, B.. S., executrix of A.
payment
to.............................
payment to
Branner,
Michael T.,
Branner,Michael
...................payment to
to........
payment
Branson, Baylis,
Branson,
....................
refund of tax to
refund
deceased,
Brasfield, A.
A. C., deceased,
Brasfield,
of..............
administrator of
payment to administrator
A. C.,
Brasfield, George B.,
B., administrator
administrator of A.
Brasfield,
payment to ..................
......
.
paymentto
Bratton, Alexander,
Alexander,
Bratton,
payment to
to ...............................
payment
Shadrach,
Bray, Shadrach,
payment
to ..................---......-payment to
Brazil,
Brazil,
convention
protection of trademarks.
trademarks_
with; protection
convention with;
Brazos
Tar. '
Biver, Tre.,
Brazos River,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of channel
appropriation for
of.................. _........
from bar to mouth of
Brazos
Santiago,
Tex.,
Brazos Santiago, Tex.,
appropriation
for
improvement
harbor of.
of harbor
improvement
for
appropriation
for
at.....
etc., at
improvement of bar, etc.,
for improvement
Breton Bay,
Bay, Md.,
Md.,
Breton
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of harbor at
at
appropriation
Christopher,
Brewer, Christopher,
payment to.......
to
.... .................
payment
Brewer, Joseph,
Joseph,
Brewer,
payment to
to .... .
.......
. __
..
payment
W..
William W.,
Brewer, William
duplicate of
cheek issued to guardian
lost check
of lost
duplicate

.
of .............-.----.------

------

Bridge
Equipage,
Bridge Equipage,
appropriation for
remodeling .-----.-----for remodeling
appropriation
Bridges'
Bridges,
over Detroit
River, for
purposes,
railroad purposes,
for railroad
Detroit River,
over
Army
to
considered by board of Army
be considered
to be
engineers
engineers ............
over
River, near
Merom, Ind.; renear Morom,
Wabash River,
over Wabash
strictions
--.
strictions --.-----.----..---across
Lake
Saint
Croix,
Saint, Paul
Paul
Wis., Saint
across Lake Saint Croix, Wis.,
and
Chicago
Short
Railway
Line
and Chicago Short
Company to construct
.....
construct........---Company
across
River, near
Georgetown, D.
near Georgetown,
Potomac River,
across Potomac
C., authorized;
authorized; appropriation
appropriation for
.
for ..
C.,
over
Saint Mary's
River, Ga.,
Ga., authorized;
authorized;
Mary's River,
over Saint
appropriation for
for---....----------appropriation
Bridges,
Margaret,
Bridges, Margaret,
payment
--.. -..------------to .-.-payment to
Bridges,
Baalam A.,
A.,
of Baalam
widow of
Martha, widow
Bridges, Martha,
payment
to
.....
---------payment to ...... -... -- - -- ......
Bridgeport
Conn.,
Harbor, Conn.,
Bridgeport Harbor,
appropriation for
of ........
improveument of.
for improvement
appropriation
Brisk,
W.,
Dr. C. WY.,
Brik, Dr.
payment
to ---.....--.-..---------- ---payment to
Britt, W.
Y.,
W. Y.,
Britt,
payment
.to .....-..-------.-- ----...
payment to
Brittam,
M. S.,
Brittam, M.
appropriation for;
proviso ....--...... ---.----for; proviso
appropriation
Britton,
E.,
Britton, Thomas E.,
payment to
.
.... " ..to ---...---------.....
payment
Broad
Creek,
Del.,
Creek, Del.,
Broad
appropriation for i
m prov ement of
for improvement of ........

anpropriation

--

rJr-

-

I
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647
625
625
615
623
623
620
625

625
625
572

587
626
626

558
558
558
659

477
192
192
481
470
470
558
558
619
619
546
546

33
33
51

42
42
168
168
328
313
313.
572
572
639
639
469
469
528
528
566
566
132
132
572
572
474

812812·
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Laurel, Del.,
Broad
Creek to Laurel,
Broad Creek
appropriation for
of
.....
190
190
improvement of........for improvement
appropriation
Broadkiln River,
Del.,
Rnier, Del.,
Broadkiln
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of ........ 190,473
190,473
appropriation for
J.,
Brock, William J.,
payment to
572
..----..----------572
..
........
to .
payment
Brockwell,
Archibald,
Brockwell, Archibald,
payment
to
.
......
626
-66
.......-----.--payment to .........
Brogden, Mary,
Mary,
Brogden,
payment
to .............
561
561
.........---payment to
Brokaw, John,
deceased,
John, deceased,
Brokaw,
payment
executor of.----..------------.
of
622
to executor
payment to
Bronson,
Calvin,
Bronson, Calvin,
refund of
tobacco tax
tax ........
642
.......---.
of tobacco
refund
Brooke,
John M.,
Brooke, John
557
political disabilities
removed .............
disabilities removed
political
Brooke,
deceased,
Brooke, William, deceased,
. 625
payment to administrator
of
administrator of............payment
Brooker,
Brooker, Henry,
565
............
payment to ..............
Brooklyn,
Y.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of the
etc., of
appropriation for
naval
hospital at
...--..86, 335
at ..--.......
naval hospital
Brooks,
B.,
A. R.,
Brooks, A.
payment to ..............................
423
payment
Emanuel,
Brooks, Emanuel,
payment
to
571
..............................
payment to
Brooks,
Brooks, Newell P.,
payment to
560
--... .....-..
---.-.--.
-to
payment
Brower,
orge W.,
W.,
Giorge
Brower, GI
..compensation in fill
full for services
services ...--.
639
Mrs. Aaron
Aaron V.,
Brown, Mrs.
payment to
646
to ---......- -------.----...----payment
Brown, Alexander
H.,
Alexander H.,
payment to
...----------.---.... ....---. 569
payment
Brown,
Claiborn,
Brown, Claiborn,
payment to ............................
626
Brown, Daniel,
Daniel,
payment to
622
to .....................-........
payment
Dial,
Brown, Dial,
payment to ---........................
648
Brownr
Brown,- Eliphalet,
Eliphalet,
.
625
payment to ..........-.................Frank,
Brown, Frank,
importation
certain cattle by ..........
527
importation of certain
Brown,
Isaac, deceased,
deceased,
Brown, Isaac,
payment to Adeline,
622
Adeline, widow of . ...........
payment
Brown, James H.,
H.,
payment to .
561
..............................
Brown, James
M.,
James M.,
payment
.
6'26
....
62(;
payment to ........................
Brown,
Brown, John,
John, of Ohio,
payment
572
payment to . -------..............----.. -572
Brown, John,
John, of Virginia,
Virginia,
payment to ....--............------payment
---569
Brown, John
John G.,
G.,
payment
to ..............-.....-...-.....
------------------------------647
payment to
647
Brown, John J.,
J.,
entry
Grand Island,
Nebr., conIsland, Nebr.,
entry of land, Grand
firmed
firmed .............................
552
John R.,
R.,
Brown, John
payment
payment 1o
o ..............................
572
Judith,
Brown, Judith,
payment
payment to
to ..............................
543
543
Brown,
Martin,
Brown, Martin,
payment to ..............................
.....
.
............. . 644
payment
Brown, Thomas
J.,
Thomas J.,
payment to
payment
to ......-.........---.....-...
572
Brown,
Brown, Valorous,
payment
to
payment to ....
..............
.......
618
618
Danton,
Browne, Danton,
payment to ------------..................
___
561
Brownell, Edward
Edward T.,
T.,
payment
to .........-...........-.....-.
payment to
651
Jefferson,
Brownfield, Jefferson,
payment
.....
payment to .............................
572

rage.
Page.
rage.
Browning,
Charles,
Browning, Charles,
payment
615
to615
...........---------......-------.
payment to
Browning, Elijah,
Elijah,
Browning,
payment to
to619
-----------.. 619
..............--payment
Browning, John,
Browning,
payment to
to569
569
...............----------------------payment
Brownsville,
Tex.,
Brownsville, Tex.,
port
immediate transprivilege of immediate
of entry, privilege
port of
portation of dutiable goods to, auauthorized ....-- .......-- ---------174
thorized
district
and circuit
circuit court
States,
United States,
court United
district and
western
district
of
Texas,
time
for
western district of Texas,
326
--.
holding at ...................--Broyles, Ezekiel M.,
payment to
to625
625
............................
payment
Isaac,
Broyles, Isaac,
566
payment
payment to ......................-......
B.
William B
Bruce, Murphy,
administrator of William
Murphy, administrator
Bruce,
McGuire,
McGuire,
644
payment to ..... ........................
Bruce, W.
Margaret Allen,
administratorof Margaret
F., administrator
W. F.,
Bruce,
deceased,
deceased,
payment
to625
625
...........................
payment to
Bruin, Peter,
Bruin,
Peter,
payment
to ..----.----.--..----.--------243
243
payment to
Brumidi, Constantino,
deceased,
Constantino, deceased,
Brumidi,
payment
payment
payment of funeral expenses, and payment
to
heirs of,
550
authorized ..............
of, authorized
to heirs
Brunswick,
Brunswick, Ga.,
port
of entry,
entry, privilege
immediate transof immediate
privilege of
port of
portation
audutiable goods to, auportation of dutiable
174
thorizeed
174
.......
thorizeed ..................
appropiation for
improvement of harbor
of .181,
470
181 470
harborof.
for improvement
appropiation
Bruton,
Benjamin,
Bruton, Benjamin,
payment to
645
645
to ..............................
payment
Bryant,
1. R.,
Bryant, E.
steam yacht
yacht of
of, changed
changed
of Rochester,
Rochester, name of,
steam
to Summerland
Sunnnerland ....................
179
179
to
Bryant,"
Harvey,
Bryant, Hlarvey,
restored.
homestead and pre-emption
pre-emption right restored.
539
homestead
Bryant,
HamK. P.,
P., executor of Matthew HamJames If.
Bryant, James
mond,
625
-payment to ..----.----------.-----.--..
payment
Bryant, McDonald,
McDonald,
Bryant,
payment
566
..........................-...
payment to ------------------------566
Bryant, Peter
Peter M.,
Bryant,
payment
to ------------------------615
615
............................
..
payment to
Bryant,
Robert,
Bryant, Robert,
56
5655
.............
payment to ...............
payment
Bryson, Hannah,
Hannah,
payment to
572
to ..............................
payment
.13ryson,
.ryson, Samuel,
payment to
560
to ..............................
payment
William B.,
Bryson, William
626
...........
payment to .
..................
payment
Nicholas, deceased,
Bubb, Nicholas,
payment to executors of estate
estate of .........
621
Buck,
Archibald,
Buck, Archibald,
payment
to
------------------------560
560
......
payment to .-- ...................
Buchanan, II.
Buchanan,
IH. C.,
572
payment to,
to as administrator
572
administrator of David ..
M., widow of Robert C.,
Buchanan,
Buchanan, Sally M.,
652
.- -........
652
pension to ...............
Thomas,
Buchanan,
Buchanan, Thomas,
626
............................
payment
payment to ....
.
.
..
Buchanan,
Buchanan, Thomas IV.,
IV., and
and Robert H.
H. Hughey,
payment to .............................
566
payment
Buckingham, Benjamin
Buckingham,
Benjamin /I.,
603
603
...
permission
permission given to, to accept present
present. -Francis AL,
M.,
Buddy, Francis
payment
621
.............-..
payment to -..........
Buffalo Bayou,
......
Buffalo
Bayou, Tex.,
Tex.,
480
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.........
of
appropriation
Buffalo, N.
N. Y,
entry, privilege of immediate transport of entry,
portation of dutiable goods
oods to, au174
------------thorized -----.
--------.----------- --------------------

INDEX.
Page.
Page.
Buffalo,
Y.-Continued.
N. Y.—Continued.
Buffalo, N.
appropriation for
improvement of
of harbor
harbor
for improvement
appropriation
at
181,469
.....................
......
at
Buffington
M.,
Armistead M.,
Buffington, Armistead
569
payment to
to ........................
...
payment
Buford,
Albert,
Buford, Albert,
625
payment
to
administratrix
of
payment to administratrix of............
Buhrman, Mary,
Mary,
Buhrrnan,
payment to,
to, as
572
Daniel .......
of Daniel
as executrix
executrix of
payment
Buildings,
Buildings,
appropriation for
construction of, for milifor construction
appropriation
33
tary
storehouses at Omaha, Nebr....
Nebr
tary storehouses
corrected ....
.
45
........................
corrected
for rent,
rent, etc.,
Interior Departfor Interior
etc., of, for
for
231,407
23.28,
ment
23.28,231,407
ment .....................
23,228, 404
for War
War Department
23,228,404
Department ..............
for
for United
United States courts
courts ....-----------_
_______ _ _
43
for
for National
46
National Board of Health ...........
for
385
for display
display of agricultural
implements, etc.
agriculturalimplements,etc.
for
Buildings and Grounds,
Grounds,
Buildings
appropriation for
etc., in office
office of
salaries, etc.,in
for salaries,
appropriation
23,229,404
Superintendent
Superintendent of .............
for care,
care, etc.,
of ....................
.267,444
267,444
etc., of
for
Buildings, Public,
Public,
Buildings,
436
appropriation
etc., of .........
for repairs, etc.,
appropriation for
436
in Alaska,
Alaska, for
of
for repairs, etc., of.............
in
739
Miss......
for construction
construction of, at Jackson, Miss...—.
for
Bullion,
Bullion,
charges
charges for melting and refining, authorized ........... ...--------------374
ized
parting and
refining, authorized
authorized ......---348
and refining,
parting
Coin,
Bullion and Coin,
freight
398
for .........-- ..
appropriation for.
freight on, appropriation
Bullock, William S.,
569
payment to
to ............................
payment
Robert,
Bumpass, Hobert,
Bumpass,
-- .......-- 626
payment to ................
payment
Joseph,
Bunch, Joseph,
payment
626
to ............................
payment to
Bundy, C. S.,
claim
authorized
426
claim of, payment of, authorized.........
Isaiah W.,
Bunker,Isaiah
54
pension
-.......--..--.----.---- 545
increased .
pension increased
Bunn, Henry C.,
- ............... ..
payment
622
payment to ........
Buntin, John,
John,
Buntin,
payment to
572
..................
to .........
payment
Bucryage,
Buoyage,
262,439
appropriation
expenses of ..........for expenses
appropriation for
Burch
Burch, Ben
Ben,
615
payment to
..... .
to ............................
payment
Burch,
Bushrod,
Burch, Bushrod,
243
243
credit
......
-•
credit in accounts of .................-

Bureau
Bureau of Educatiqn,
Educatiqn,
in........233,409
appropriation
..... 233,409
appropriation for salaries, etc., in.
Printing,
and Printing,
Bureau
Engraving and
Bureau of Engraving
impressions
engraved stock of porfrom engraved
impressions from
traits and
and vignettes
be furvignettes of, may be
traits
9
..............
nished,
59
nished, etc ......
438
appropriation
salaries in office of . .. 219,
219,438
appropriation for salaries
for
outbuilding
for
...
435
for outbuilding for ........---........
Justice,
Bureau of Military
Military Justice,
Bureau
appropriation
for salaries,
in office
etc., in
salaries, etc.,
appropriation for
of
227,402
.23,.23,227,402
......................
of
Bureau of the
the Mint,
Bureau
223,398
appropriation
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., in office
office of
of_223,398
appropriation for
for
expenses of .............. 223, 398
contingent expenses
for contingent
240,418
deficiency
appropriation for -....---.----deficiency appropriation
Bureau
Bureau of
of Statistics,
Statistics,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries, in office of .... 219,394
Bureaus,
Bureaus,
appropriations
salaries, etc., in, ofof—
appropriations for salaries,
23,28,230,406
Interior
Department ..........
Interior Department
Navy
Department
23, 229, 405
Navy Department ...-...-....----- 23,229,405
2
3, 216,391
State
Department ...--... ..----- 23,216,391
State Department
Treasury
23,219,223,392,394
Department ..-- 23,219,223,392,394
Treasury Department
War
.......
23,226,402
Department .................
War Department
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Pg
Missouri,
Burgess, Thomas, of Missouri,
Burgess,
payment
572
payment to
to .............................
Burgess,
Carolina,
Thomas, of North Carolina,
Burgess, Thomas,
. ...
payment to ..
........................
. 564
Burgess,
Burgess, William S.,
refund of special tax ..................
637
Burglary,
Burglary,
provision for the extradition of persons
persons
Nether
charged
charged with, with the Nether
770
lands
lands ............................
Burk, Harvey,
Harvey,
Burk,
587
...........................
pension to .
Burk,
right,
Burk, Stephen, in his own right,
517
payment to ...........................
Burk,
Burk, Stephen,
payment
Bark -----571
executor of Ulic Bnrk
payment to, as executor
Burke,
widow of
of W.
W. N.,
N.,
Eliza, widow
Burke, Eliza,
572
payment
to
572
payment to ...............
...........
Burlingame,
Harris,
Burlingame,Harris,
payment
. 571
payment to ............................
Burlington,
Iowa,
Burlington, Iowa,
port
ot entry, privilege of immediate transport of
portation
dutiable goods
goods to, auportation of dutiable
174
thorized
174
.........................
thorized
183
appropriation
for harbor at ...............
183
appropriation for
title
to land
land in,
independent school
vested in independent
in, vested
title to
district
508
district of city of .................-508
Burlington,
Burlington, Vt.
appropriation
for
improvement
harbor
harbor
of
appropriation for improvement
at
180,468
.........
at ..................
port of
privilege of immediate
immediate transof entry, privilege
port
portation
of dutiable goods to, authorportation of
174
ized
.. .......... .
ized ...............
John,
Burnett, John,
622
payment to ................-...........-payment
H.,
Burney, G. H.,
573
payment to
to .------.....--------------payment
William
Burns, William
572
payment to ..........--.......-----.----payment
Calvin J.,
Burrow, Calvin
626
626
-----payment to
to .---...-----......----.
payment
Burrows, H.
H. T.,
T.,
payment to
to .................... ..............-----.......
55
payment
Harris W.,
Burton, Harris
569
payment to
to ................------............
. .
....
payment
1'.,
Burton, William P.,
Burton,
566
payment
566
payment to ..---......--.---.---.-------.
Burwell,
Priscilla W.,
W.,
Burwell, Priscilla
564
Armistead ....
payment
to, as executrix
executrix of Armistead
payment to,
Bussard,
John W.,
Bussard, John
5
72
payment to .......---...----------------- 572
payment
Bussell,
James W.,
Bussell, James
573
...................
payment
to ...
payment to
Butler, James
James W.,
W.,
Butler,
573
payment to
to .......----.---.--- -----.-payment
Butler,
Butler, Thomas,
payment to
to561
561
...........................
payment
Butt,
Butt, R. C.,
.........
•
•
.
.
•
--payment
to625
.
........--.---.--------.....
payment to
Butt,
B.,
Walter It.,
Butt, Walter
political
disabilities
removed
557
557
political disabilities removed .........-Butterfield,
Jeremiah,
Butterfield, Jeremiah,
572
payment
payment to .....-----. -----.------------Butterfield, John,
John,
Butterfield,
573
payment
..
to ......------------ --.-------payment to
Buttermilk
Buttermilk Channel, N. Y.,
appropriation
improvement of.......190,473
of
190,473
for improvement
appropriation for
Buttry,
Buttry, John,
John,
50
560
payment
payment to ......---..------- --.- -----.
Butts
Ga.,
County, Ga.,
Butts County,
transferred from
from Northern
Northern to
the Southern
Southern
to the
transferred
62
United
States district courts--........
courts.......62
United States
19
Buxton,
William,
deceased,
Buxton, William, deceased,
payment to
administrator of
of ----.------.__
619
to administrator
payment
Buzzard,
of Rebecca
Rebecca Sharp,
Sharp,
administratorof
W., administrator
J. W.,
Buzzard, J.
6
deceased,
deceased,
614
payment to ..--...--.--------.-------payment

814
814
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Campbell, Samuel
Samuel S.,
S.,
Campbell,
620
payment to
to
622
payment
620
.........
.................
622
Campbell, Stephen,
Stephen,
Campbell,
626
payment to ............................
574
payment
(626
574
Canada
Canada,
postal
convention
with
.
661
572
postal convention with..................
572
661
amended
amended .............................
750
750
additional
postal
agreement
with
....
.
785
additional postal agreement with ........
C.
C.
785
Cadets,
Cadets,
Canal,
Louisville and
and Portland,
Canal, Louisville
Portland,
appropriation
for deficiencies
deficiencies in
of, at
appropriation for
in pay
pay of,
at
tolls abolished
on the
the .....................
141
abolished on
141
Military Academy
Academy ..................
52
Military
52
expense
141
expense for
for maintaining,
maintaining, how
how provided
provided....
141
Cadwalder,
Cornelia
E.,
Cadwalder, CorneliaE.,
appropriation for
for maintenance
of.
481
appropriation
maintenance of..........
481
payment to
trustee for
569
payment
to trustee
for ..................
569 Canal-boats,
Canal-boats,
Cain,
P.,
Cain, James
James P.,
when
not subject
to enrollment,
enrollment, etc
44
when not
subject to
etc.......
44
payment to
to Andrew
Cain as
administrator.
573
payment
Andrew Cain
as administrator.
573 Canarsie
Canarsie Bay,
N. 1
7.,
Bay, N.
Y.,
Cairo,
Ill.,
Cairo, Ill.,
appropriation for
_ _. 186,480
186,480
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of.......
port of
of entry,
of immediate
immediate transport
entry, privilege
privilege of
transCaney Fork
Tenn.,
Caney
Fork River,
River, Tenn.,
portation of
dutiable goods
goods to,
to, authoran horportation
of dutiable
appropriation for
appropriation
fior
...........
. .191,477
191,477
ized ....---....
174
ized
. ..----.......
174 Cannon,
Cannon,
Calcasieu Pass,
La.,
Calcasieu
Pass, La.,
appropriation
for
conversion
of
smooth-bore
appropriation for conversion of smooth-bore
appropriation for
improvement of
of........
480
appropriation
for improvement
480
into rifled..
rifled 109
...................
109
Calcasieu River,
Calcasieu
River, La.,
La.,
for monument
monument to Col.
Col. Robert
Robert L.
L. McCook
McCook ..
..
88
appropriation for
for improvement
of, from
from
appropriation
improvement of,
for
of breech-loading.......
breech-loading
109
for manufacture
manufacture of
109
mouth of.......
of
480
Phillips Bluff
Bluff to
to the
the mouth
480
Cannon,
B. N.,
N.,
Cannon, B.
Caldwell,
E. S.,
S.,
Caldwell, E.
payment to................
to
622
............
622
payment to heir-at-law
576
heir-at-law of
of ................
576
Cannon,
Joseph T.,
T.,
Cannon, Joseph
California,
California,
payment to ...................
payment
566
.......
566
post-routes
post-routes established
established in.............
in .
38,92,353
38,92,353
Cantwell,
L. C.,
C.,
Cantwell, L.
appropriation for
for office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general
credit for losses by cyclone................
cyclone
......
554
554
of .........................
23,234,410
23,234,410 Cape
C.,
Cape Fear
Fear River,
River, N.
N. C.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
247,450
for .............
247,450
appropriat
ion for
for improvement
of.
185
appropriation
improvement of.........
185
expenses of Indian
for incidental
incidental expenses
Indian service
service
for improvement
improvement of; proviso............
proviso
475
475
in .... ..... .............
......... 130,500
130,500 Cape Henry,
Henry, Va.,
Va.,
Secretary
Secretary of War to
and estiestito make
make survey
survey and
appropriation
appropriation for constructing
constructing light-house
light-house
mate for removal
removal of
of mines
mines
of dtibris
dhbris of
at ....
262
and purchase
purchase of land
land at...........
262
from navigable
navigable waters
of
193
watersof............
193
Light Station,
Va.,
Cape Henry
Henry Light
Station, Va.,
for translating
Spanish arartranslating and
and copying
copying Spanish
appropriation
appropriation for completion
437
completion of
of....----..437
chives of office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general
Cape Spartel
Light,
Cape
Spartel Light,
of
234
..---------------------------- 234
appropriation
appropriation
expenses
of
140,345
for
expenses
of............140,345
for survey of confirmed
private land
land claims
confirmed private
claims
Capitol,
in
451
.......
....... .......
. ....
451 Capitol,
appropri ations for
for salaries
salaries of
employs under
appropriations
ofemploy6s
under
deficiency
for survey
of pubpubdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
survey of
Architect
Architect of...................29,231,410
of
29,231,410
in.... .....
.
428
lic lands
lands in..
.... ...........
428
for purchase of works
for .... 26,281,449
works of art for....
26, 281,449
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
volunteers, deficiency
for
Joint
Joint Select Committee
Committee of
of Congress
Congress to
to exextraveling expenses
expenses of...............
of
430
traveling
430
amine into
report as
as to
to plan
plan '
for
amine
into and
and report
for
of, appropriation
appropriation for
Indian war bonds of,
for paybetter ventilation
ventilation --...-....
165
.---.
165
ment of
of..........................
510
510
electrician, engineers,
electrician,
engineers, and
to
and assistants
assistants at,
at, to
lands of Fort Crook and Fort
Fort Reading
Reading milimilibe under direction
Architect of, and
direction of Architect
and
tary reservation in, restored to the
under
Speaker of House
under control of the Speaker
House
public domain..
._
__..........
....
325
domain......
........
.......
325
of Representatives..
Representatives . .............
213
213
salmon
salmon fisheries on McCloud
McCloud River,
approRiver, appropolice, appropriation
appropriation for pay of
.... 23,212,387
23,212,387
priation for
maintenance of
440
for maintenance
of...-.....
440
Secretary of Senate
Senate authorized
authorized to
to reimreimCalhoun,
executor of George
Calhoun, Noble, executor
George W. Scurlock,
burse,
burse, for uniforms
uniforms and
equipequipdeceased,
deceased,
ments ...........
424
. ........
.
... 424
payment
payment to.............
to
646
............
646
extra pay
53
extra
pay to
to certain
certain ...................
Call,
Call, E.
53
E. A.,
A.,
for
lighting
grounds of..................272,449
of..
272,449
payment
payment to ............................
627
deficiency
246
deficiency
.............
.......---------.
Call,J. H., administrator
246
administratorof Elisha
Call,
Blida R.
R. McAnally,
McAnally,
extension,
appropriation for general
extension, appropriation
general repairs,
deceased,
deceased,
&c.,
of.
272,449
&c.,
of
.......................
payment
272,449
632
payment to ............................
for elevator in the
.
272,449
the .......................
272,449
Callen, A.
A. C. E.,
Callen,
B.,
telegraph
at,
construction,
telegraph
for
construction,
and
repair,
and
payment to, as administrator
administrator of Isaac
Isaac B.
B.
care of..........
of.... .
..... .....------------.
-----_268,444
Janeway ..........................
268,444
._..
566
566
Calloway,
Sarah, deceased,
deceased,
Calloway, Sarah,
Capitol
0 Street
Capitol and North 0
Street and South WashingWashingpayment
payment to children
children and heirs of..........
of
627
627
ton Railway Company,
Calumet,
Calumet, Ill.,
III.,
act of incorporation
of, amended;
amended; proviso.
proviso.
incorporation of,
414
‘appropriation for
improvement of
of harbor
for improvement
harbor
Capitol
Hill,
Capitol Hill,
at ...... .........................
182,471
advance
increase of water-supply
advance for increase
to;
water-supply to;
182,471
Camp and
and Garrison
Camp
Garrison Equipage,
Equipage,
provisos
9
provisos ..
...........---9
appropriation for................
33,112,349 Capote
appropriation
for
Band of Ute Indians,
Capote Band
Colo.,
Indians, Colo.,
Campbell, Alexander,
Campbell,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for support
support of....
of...
422
422
payment to .
......................
....
566 Capron,
Francis B.,
Capron, Francis
B.,
Campbell,
Campbell, Allen,
Allen,
payment
payment to .............................
573
573
payment
to ............................
payment to
570 Carder,
570
Carder, Samuel, sr.,
sr.,
Campbell,
J. B.,
B. 2
Campbell, J.
payment
payment to ..................
615
..........
615
payment of judgment recovered by
by Hugh
Hugh
Cardwell, Green,
Cardwell,
Green,
Waters ..........................
534
534
payment
payment to .............................
627
627
Byers,
deceased,
Byers, Martha,
Martha, deceased,
payment to
of
payment
to administrator
administrator of...........
Byram,
Byram, Samuel,
Samuel,
payment
to James
Barry, executor
executor of...
payment to
James C.
C. Barry,
of...
Byrn, William
B.,
Byrm,
William B.,
payment
to ............................
payment to
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ea8012,
G. W.,
Cason, (.
Carey,
Thomas J.,
J.,
Carey, Thomas
payment to ..............................
627
573
payment
payment to
to -.............................
payment
Cason,
Peter,
Cason, Peter,
A.,
Cargile,
John J.,
Cargile, John
566
payment to
to .............................
payment
Elizabeth
payment
to, as
as administrator
administrator of Elizabeth
payment to,
Castle, Lucinda,
Price
...
566 Castle,
Price---.......-------------..............-.
615
615
payment to
.
to ..............................
payment
Carlisle, Frederick,
Frederick,
Carlisle,
C,
Elizabeth C.,
281 Caswell,
Caswell, Elizabeth
..----------......
payment
to ..........-payment to
626
...........-..
.....
payment to .......
payment
Carlton, Jesse,
Jesse,
Carlton,
Surgeon-General'sOffice,
of Surgeon-General's
Library of
Cataloyue, Library
574 Catalogue,
payment
to ..--.....-.....-............
payment to
of
volume
appropriation
printing third
appropriation for printing
Carlton, J.
J. T.,
Petway,
nee Petway,
Lelia, Itee
and Lelia,
T., and
Carlton,
447
..............the ........ .......------..------ 633
payment to
...........---to -payment
Carlton, Obadiah,
Obadiah,
Cathance
Cathance River, Me.,
Carlton,
566
181,472
of...... 181,472
appropriation for
improvement of
payment to
for improvement
appropriation
to--..-....--...-----. ----------payment
Cathedral,
John's, Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Ind.,
lad.,
Carlton,
Saint John's,
Cathedral, Saint
Carlton, Thomas,
.
_
_
573
535
payment to,
to, as
William..
tax
remitted .....
....... _ ....
...--------------.-----.---administrator of William..
as administrator
tax remitted
payment
Carmichael,
Caron, Hugh A.,
A.,
Catrov,
Donald,
Carmichael, Donald,
566
432
......-...
claim
of.
payment
.
to ...................
payment of............
payment to
1269, payment
No. 1269,
of, No.
claim of,
Cattle,
'
Cattle,
Carmichael,
Carmichael, Lemuel,
627
-permission
John Merryman
Prank
Merryman and Frank
to John
payment
.
permission to
to................----.--...---....
payment to
527
certain....
Brown
importation of certain
forimportation
Brown for
Carpenter,
Carpenter, Mary,
564
Cattle,
564
Cattle, Neat,
Neat ,
payment
payment to -----.---------------.......
inSecretary Treasury
Treasury authorized to collect inSecretary
Carpenter, M.
deceased,
M. H., deceased,
Carpenter,
pleuro-pneuformation
456
formation relative to pleuro-pneupayment
to widow
......--............
widow of
payment to
AAO
monia
in .............- ...... . ............ .....
442
moula lU
Carpets, for
public buildings
under Treasury
ireasury Deueoibutangs unaer
Carpets,
for puolw
Cavalry
Equipments,
Cavalry Equipments,
partment,
ent,
partm
113,349
appropriation for
...... 34,
34, 113,349
----.............-for .......
appropriation for
265,441
appropriation
for ...................-.
appropriation
417 Cavalry
Horses,
Cavalry Horses,
deficiency appropriation
417
appropriation for .........---.....
deficiency
348
2,112,
appropriation
for
purchase
of
32,
112,348
appropriation for purchase of.........
Carr
CarrLake,
Gavin,
John,
conveyance
Cavin, John,
City of Council Bluffs, Iowa,
to City
conveyance to
- -...
323
payment to
to -------...........------ .
644
--------payment
of
to
of title to..----.---...Cawood,
J. C.,
and Andrew
administraCarr,
Silas,
Andrew Miller, administraCarr, Silas,
C., and
Cawood, J.
456
.....-------Miller, deceased,
payment
tors
Charles M. Miller,
tors of Charles
payment to ...............-632
.....---...
payment to
J.,
Carrier,
Arthur J.,
Carrier,Arthur
to ..................
payment
422
Cayuse
Indians,
.
payment
payment to ..............................
Cayuse Indians,
appropriation
129,500
.... .129,500
etc., of ...
Carriger, Julia
Julia L.,
L., et al.,
subsistence, etc.,
for subsistence,
Carriger,
appropriation for
631 Cecil,
-----...---payment to
to ....-........---W.,,
payment
Cecil, Samuel W
615
615
Carson, Nevada,
payment to
to .--...- ..--................
Carson,
payment
appropriation for
expenses in
for salaries and expenses
Cedar
Mo.,
City,? Mo.,
Cedar City
appropriation
mint
224,399
22.4,399
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of Missouri
.
... ...............----.-at .
mint at
appropriation for
478
478
---...------River
Cartage,
River at .--.------.
Cartage,
House, appropriation
for .........---- 23, 214,389
214, 389
appropriation for
House,
Cedar Keys,
fla.,
Keys, Fla.,
Cedar
Senate .....................----..... .23,212,387
23, 212, 387
port
of entry,
entry, privilege
privilege of
immediate transtransSenate
of immediate
port of
Bradley, Tenn.,
Carter,
Ellen W. P., of Bradley,
portation of
dutiable goods to, an
an
Carter, Ellen
of dutiable
portation
174
538
-pension to
. .........-------------174
to ....
pension
thorized
thorized ---------------------181
181
at
Carter,
James D.,
Carter, James
appropriation
for
improvement
of
harbor
improvement
for
appropriation
payment
to
573,615
-.
payment to -. ---- -..--.....-----.
Cemeteries in Foreign
Foreign Countries,
Countries,
Cemeteries
Carter,
M.,
appropriation for
John M.,
prcservaCarter, John
protection and preservafor protection
appropriation
627
-.--..
tion
of........140,448
payment to
627
------.. 140,448
..-to ............----------payment
tion of......---------Carter,
John T.,
Carter, John
Cemeteries,
National,
National,
Cemeteries,
627
----payment to
to .................------627
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance and improvepayment
appropriation
ment of.
.
267, 445
.-----------.
267,445
Carter,
H.,
JohnathanH.,
Carter, Johnathan
...--.--.
of
ment
545
............
political
disabilities removed
removed .
political disabilities
Cemetery, Naval,
Naval, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, '
Cemetery,
Carter, R.
H.,
B. H.,
Carter,
appropriation
headstones
appropriate headstones
for appropriate
appropriation for
appropriation for
removal of the remains
for removal
appropriation
over unmarked
unmarked graves
graves of
persons inof persons
over
281
281
448
of,
of, from Panama ----------------448
terred in the
the--.. - .. --..---- ...
terred
5
Carter, Stephen,
Stephen,
Carter,
Census,
Census,
561
56
...--------- -- ----------payment to
payment
appropriation
for service, etc.,
completing
etc., in completing
appropriationforservice,
52
Cartwright, Catharine,
Catharine,
Cartwright,
52
----the
eighth and ninth....---the eighth
573
--------.-.. -------------payment to .
payment
tenth,
appropriation
for
completion,
comcomcompletion,
for
appropriation
tenth,
451
Carver, Mary
E.,
pilation, and
of the
.....
Mary E.,
41
Carver,
the....
publication of
and publication
564 act of pilation,
75
..---- ------------- 564
..------payment to .
payment
75
1879, ch.
Statutes, amended.
amended20 Statutes,
195, 20
ch. 195,
act of 1879,
75
6
75
Cary,
enumeration
of the
tenth,
to
be
taken, etc..
Archibald,
Cary, Archibald,
etc..
taken,
be
to
tenth,
the
of
enumeration
615
-5----------.----.-------payment to
payment
postal matter
matter relating
transported Iree
free
relating to, transported
postal
75
Cascades
Columbia River, Oreg.,
Cascadesof Columbia
--of
postage --- --------of postage
189, 479
appropriation
for canal
canal around ......---- 189,479
appropriation for
of
residing in WisconIndians residing
Winnebago Indians
of Winnebago
Case,
Luman,
InteCase, Lunian,
of
sin
and
Nebraska,
Secretary
sin and Nebraska, Secretary
650
316
650
pension
pension to .-.....-..--..--.----.---------rior
rior to take ..--------------------...
Caseholt,
Caseholt, Mary, widow of Thomas,
Bureau,
Census Bureau,
28, 452
573 Censuns
-- ---- -----------28,45
payment
payment to ....---ap
pro priation for
for rent of building forappropriation
5
Anthony,
Casey,
Casey, Anthony,
Centennial
Anniversary
of
Battle
Yorktown,
of
Battle
of
Anniversary
560
560 Centennial
payment
payment to ...... ..------ ------ -------Va.,
Va.,
163
......
Ellison,
5
Casey, Ellison,
appropriaiou
appropriation for ------_
163
561
561
----.---------------payment
joint committee
payment to ----committee of the two houses to make
joint
arrangements
celebrating the..
163
163
627
the..--_.
Penelope,
Casey, Penelope,
for celebrating
arrangements for
......-------------- ---------- 627
payment to
joint
to arrange
monument
payment
arrange for monument
commission to
joint commission
and
.....
T. L.,
Casey, T.
------........... ...... 522
and .............-245
_--------------. LU accounts
ncredit
----V -·-i ULiVUIIM of
C;CUU in

816
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Centennial Commission,
Commission, 1876,
1876,
Centennial
final report
report of,
of, to
50
.
50
.....-....-printed
to be
be printed.
final
plates
be purchased;
appropriation
53
53
purchased; appropriation....
to be
plates to
Centenlaal
Commissioners,
.Nashville,
Tenn.,
Centenniial Commissioners, Nashville, Tenn.,
loan of
.---.-----593
etc.........-----flags, etc
of flags,
loan
Centennial Exhibition,
Exhibition,
Centennial
appropriation
for
preparing
indexes
offiof offiappropriation for preparing indexes of
cial
of the
281
.... - 281
...........
the .
report of
cial report
Central
Pacific
Railway
Company,
Central Pacific Railway Company,
deficiency
appropriation for
for transportation
transportation
deficiency appropriation
of
special agents
Land
of General
General Land
agents of
of special
Office
248
------------Office ..........-.-Central
Indian,
Superintendency, Indian,
Central Superintendency,
appropriation for education,
education, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
Indians
appropriationfor
in the
the late
late .------..129,499
129,499
limits of
of the
in
the limits
Certificate
of Stock
States International
International
of United
United States
Stock of
Certificateof
Commission,
Commission,
80
to be
by Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury
of the Treasury
prepared by
to
be prepared
Chadwick, John,
John,
Chadwick,
payment to
627
627
to .............................
payment
Chamber of
York,
New York,
of Commerce,
Commerce, New
Chamber
permission to
commemorative
statue commemorative
to erect
erect statue
permission
of
inauguration of
of George
George WashWashof the
the inauguration
ington,
the
President,
on subPresident,
first
the
ington,
treasury building,
the
313
given to the.....
building, given
treasury
Champion, Steamers,
Steamers, Nos.
and 5,
5,
3 and
Nos. 3
Champion,
payment to
crews of .....................
642
to crews
payment
Chandler, Benjamin,
deceased,
Benjamin, deceased,
Chandler,
payment to
executor of.
of.
573
573
A. Blount,
Blount, executor
William A.
to William
payment
Chandler, B.
B. M.,
M.,
Chandler,
payment to
627
..-....... .........---------to
payment
Chandler, John,
John, deceased,
deceased,
Chandler,
payment to
executor of...of
626
..
.........
to executor
payment
Chandler, Timothy,
Timothy,
Chandler,
payment to
627
to .............................
payment
Chandler, Zachariah,
Zaehariah, deceased,
deceased,
Chandler,
eulogies
on, appropriation
appropriation for printing
302
302
printing....
eulogies on,
Chaney, Elias,
Elias,
Chaney,
620
....-.......- 6 .
payment
payment to .-..........
P.,
Chaney, Joseph
Joseph P.,
Chancy,
payment
573
573
to ..............................
payment to
Chaplain
of the
the Senate,
Chaplainof
payment
to late
late .........................
56
payment to
Chapman,
H. T.,
T.,
Chapman, H.
payment
.
627
627
payment to --...................-.......
Charenton Canal,
Canal, La.,
Charenton
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.......
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of ...................
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of..........
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......................
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.......
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of....... .......................
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Military Academy ......................
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improvement of harbor
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
harbor
470
of ...
.
... ..................... 182,470
Clmeers,
182
Clecers, Margaret
Margaret Ir.,
M.,
B..
573
payment
to,
as
administratrix
of
Dr.
T.
B..
573
as
payment
Clinch
Clinch River,
River, Tenn.,
184, 477
appropriation for improvement
of........184,477
improvement of..
appropriation
Clinton, Charles,
Clinton,
Charles,
payment
. 638
638
payment to
to ..........................
Clinton, John,
Clinton,
payment
...........
573
payment to ................
573
Clinton
Clinton River,
iiver, Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation for continuing
appropriation
continuing improvement
improvement
of . ...............................
472
.....
Cloak-room Men, House
House of Representatives,
Representatives,
Cloak-room
281
deficiency
appropriation
ayv of..
of...----.
deficiency appropriation
for pay
......
--
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Clothing,
Clothing,
33,112,349
appropriations
for, for
for Army............33,
Army
112, 349
appropriations for,
431
deficiency
for .........-..-- .....-...-..
deficiency for
31,110,346
for
pay to
to soldiers
undrawn ..... 31,110,346
for undrawn
soldiers for
for pay
89,338
89,338
for
Marine Corps,
Navy ..................
Corps, Navy
for Marine
Cloud,
B.,
G. B.,
Cloud, G.
payment
administrator of Joseph
as administrator
to, as
payment to,
573
Hodges
. . -573
Hodges ...---..---..-.....------Clymer, Joseph,
Joseph,
Clyrmer,
637
payment
............--------------.
to ...
payment to
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Collectors
of Customs-Continued.
Customs—Continued.
Page.
Collectorsof
commissions to,
disbursements as superfor disbursements
to, for
commissions
apintendents of lights, deficiency
deficiency
243
propriation
for .....................
propriation for.
providing
Section
4672
Revised
Statutes,
providing
Section 4672 Revised
compensation
to, for
for services as discompensation to,
bursing
of light-houses, reagents of
bursing agents
262
pealed ............................
pealed
Collectors of
of Internal
Revenue,
Internal Revenue,
Collectors
appropriation
salaries and
23, 27,
of. _23,27,
and expenses of
for salaries
appropriation for
220,395
220,395
deficiency appropriation for.............241,42
for
241,428
deficiency appropriation
provisions
export of
manufactured totoof manufactured
for export
provisions for
167
bacco to be enforced by
167
by ...........
bacco to b ofenforced
to keep
keep records
of
residence of
and residence
name and
records of name
manufacturers of
of tobacco,
tobacco, and
make
and make
manufacturers
168
abstract of monthly returns
16
of .......
of monthly returns of
abstract
Collier,
I.,
Collier, I.,
647
payment to
647
to ...........................--.
payment
Collier, Peter,
Collier Peter,
528
payment
to
528
............
......
payment to .......
Collins,
62.,
..
Collins, E. A.,
627
payment to
Collins, Elisha
Elisha C.,
627
-... .........---lh to
to -----------------------------payment
payment
62

Coal, Zachariah,
deceased,
Zachariah, deceased,
Coal,
577
payment
to administrator
administrator of
577
of --..............
payment to
C., ay, N.
Coanjok
Coanok Bay, N.
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
185,475
475
of........185,
appropriation for
Survey, Ato
Coast Survey,
Coast
440
63y,439
------irve
S
apprCoast
appropriations for
263,439,440
to
supply deficiencies
appropriation for
deficiencies in appropriation
to supply
repairs
and
maintenance
of
vessels
vessels
repairs and maintenance
151
.------used in the ..............
for
continuing
surveys, etc
151
etc .....------.... ...
for continuing surveys,
officers
River Commission;
Mississippi River
of, on Mississippi
officers of,
37
detail
assistants from ............
detail of assistants
Coasts
Sea,
MediterraneanSea,
and Islands,
Islands, Mediterranean
Coasts and
volumes
cloth; proin cloth;
bound in
be bound
to be
called, to
volumes called,
ent to
P
9
voumso
49CollsJ.
viso
49
----------..
. .-...---.....
viso ---------------Collins, J.
J. H.,
H.,
CobbCollins,
615
61
Cobb, B. H.,
to
---------------------------paymentpayment
B----.626
t-Co---B----ichard,
615Collins,
..
.........
...................
,
to
B.
Cobb,
payment
payment to
626 Collins, Richard,
..........-----.........--------- 620
to .
payment
Coberly,
Elizabeth,
Coberly, Elizabeth,
payment to
William,
Collins, William,
613 Collins,
------payment to
to ..............................---payment
561
561
payment
Cochran,
payment to ............................
Alfred,
Cochran,Alfred,
payment
to ..............................---573 Collins,
---payment to
Collins, William
William C.,
C.,
015
615
-----------..---..
to ...--....--payment to
Cochran, Dr.,
Dr.,
Cochran,
payment to
to .......------------------.
47
Emigrants,
Colored Emigrants,
Colored
payment
charitable
charitable contributions
contributions imported for relief
relief
Cochran,
James B.,
Cochran, James
66
payment to
627
of, to be free of duty ............-----.. ----.
67
to -.......---.----....
payment
and Soldiers,
Sailorb and
Colored Sailors
Cockins,
Colored
Soldiers,
Cockins, Vincent,
deficiency
to,
pay, bounty, and prize-money
prize-money
deficiency
payment to
-------------- 622
to .......-....-payment
418
appropriation for-..---.........----for
Coffee,
J.,
J.J.,
Coffee, J.
51 Colorado,
payment to, amended -----------------Colorado,
payment
12, 92, 354
post-routes.established
post-routes.established in ............ .12,92,354
Coffman,
H.,
Coffman, H.,
appropriation
of
appropriation for salaries, etc., in office of
payment
in his
right -......------ 627
own right
his own
to, in
payment to,
23, 233, 410
............
_ surveyor-general
surveyor-general of .
........
.
23,233,410
Coffman,
P. Henry,
deceased,
Henry, deceased,
of P.
administralorof
H., administrator
Coffman, H.,
273, 450
•
• 627
contingent expenses of ........-for contingent
273,450
payment to
to ...-.......------------------payment
service
incidental expenses
for incidental
expenses of Indian
Indian service
Cohansey
Creek, N. J.,
Cohansey Creek,
130,500
130,500
-------------in --.....-----appropriation
for improvement
improvement of ......184,473
appropriation for
for
of,
agreem
in
e
n
.
t
.submitted ...........
Indians
of,
Indians
Ute
by
agreement
Cohen,
Lavinia,
Lavinia,
Cohen,
199
- 565
accepted ... - - 199
in, accepted
sale of reservation
reservation in,
......... •
payment to,
widow of
of Sheldon .
as widow
to, as
payment
commission authorized
authorized to superintend recommission
Cohuahuila,
Cohuahuila,
Ute Indians
moval and settlement of Uto
moval
drafts
of, on Mexican minby governor of,
drafts by
201
2201
in.....----------....
.......
---------- _.........
ister,
be delivered
delivered to proper
may be
ister, may
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Ute Indians
54
person
person ..--...---..-..------------422
42
in .....--..--------.-------..----- Coin
and Bullion,
Bullion '
Coin and
Lake
County, donation
donation for hospital purLake County,
appropriation
for freight
freight on
398
on ......---------appropriation for
poses
of tract
tract of
Veteran
ot land to Veteran
poses of
Coin,
Silver,
Coin, Silver,
328
328
Union Association
appropriation
for free
transportation of
447
Association of Leadville .....
Union
447
of....
free transportation
appropriation for
courts,
United
States
circuit
and
district
courts,
and
circuit
States
United
Coker,
Z.
T.
Coker, Z T.,
terms of, to be held at Denver, Pueterms
payment to
573
.......
to--573
payment
76
76
blo, and Del Norte.------------Norte
Coldwater
River, Miss.,
Miss.,
Coldwater River,
776
service of
of jurors,
attendance prescribed..
prescribed
_
jurors, attendance
service
186
appropriation
of ----.
appropriation for improvement ofdistrict court of, in session, to have juris0.,
Cole,
A. 0.
Cole, A.
actions
diction
of civil
civil and criminal actions
diction of
. 627
payment
to ........................--payment,to
heretofore
now pendbrought and now
heretofore brought
Cole,
Sophia,
Cole, Sophia,
76
ing
payment to
558
in. ------------------ -----to ....-----------------------------....
payment
district
actions
and
suits
pending
the
district
in
pending
suits
and
actions
Coleman,
Joshua C.,
Coleman, Joshua
court of,
for the
the Southern
Southern and
and Westof, for
court
627
payment
--------------to ..............................-payment to
ern division, may be certified for proColeman,
W. H.,
f
deceased,
H., deceased,
Coleman, W.
ceedings and trial thereof in
in the
the circir76
cirthe
eedings and trial thereof in
payment to
administrator of ..........---..
627
to administrator
payment
cuit
court
of
76
---------of
.....-----court
cult
PublicLands,
Sales of Public
from Sales
of Revenie
Collection
Revenue from
Collectionof
pending, according
to terms
act of
of 1879
1879
of act
terms of
according to
pending,
73,450
appropriation for expenses of ..........
76
appropriation
.. ... _ ... .273,450
not
affected
by
repeal
of
act
76
of anet ....------not affected by repoal
expenses of
Collectors
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
of
Collectors of Customs,
exenses of 247
iaion fr
deficiency
provisions
export of
of manufactured
manufactured tofor export
provisions for
public
land
surveys
in
in ..........-..
land
167
167
by
enforced by
be
to be
bacco
in 2 9 0
witnesses .in
jurors
to surveys
mileae
ofpublic
enforced
bacco to
to
-•- -by ------------ble enforced
rate of
mileage
to
jurors and
and witnesses
baco
290
wits
eae of,o prescribed
at
certain ports
entry authorized
rate ofthe State
perauthorized to perof entry
ports of
prescribed ....
at certain
290
mit the
immediate transportation
transportation of
of, prescribed ----------Stte J.,
of
the immediate
mit
Colthaip,the
Andrew
627
627
dutiable goods
goods received
at, to
ports
J., .
...
Andrew
Colthary,
to ports
received at,
dutiable
payment to
to ...... --..-.....
paymnt
in....---..........
of173
of
final
destination
173
of final destination.......- I........

820
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Columbia Hospital
Columbia
Hospitalfor
for Women,
Women, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for;
for; additional
cottages auappropriation
additional cottages
authorized to be erected
erected ........----..157,
459
157,459
thorized
Columbia
Deaf and
Dumb,
Columbia Institution
Institutionfor
for Deaf
and Dumb,
appropriation for current
current expenses, etc.,
etc., for
for
appropriation
the; proviso
275,452
275, 452
proviso .......- ..........--.
the;
Columbia River, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Columbia
appropriation
improvement of,
and reof, and
reappropriation for
for improvement
moval
of bar
bar at
of
189
189
moval of
at mouth
month of.........--.
Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio,
Ohio,
terms of
United States
States circuit
terms
of United
circuit and
and district
district
court for southern
southern district of Ohio to
be held at ........................
..
64
Comanche
Comanche Indians,
Indians,
appropriation
and civilizacivilizafor subsistence
subsistence and
appropriation for
_
67,498
tion of, etc
etc ........................
67,498
for
installments, etc.,
etc., to ............. .117,487
_117, 487
for installments,
for
care
and
support
of
422
442
for care and support of ................
on
reservations, appropriation
for subsissubsison reservations,
appropriation for
128
tence of
of------- ...........
..... 128
charged
payment to Henry Warren..
Warren..
26
charged with
with payment
Secretary
certain
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury to
to withhold
withhold certain
appropriations from,
from, on
of
appropriations
on account
account of
depredations committed
committed by the .....
depredations
422
Comly,
Comly, James,
James,
payment to
622
..........................
622
Comly,
John W.,
Comly, John
W.,
payment to .............................
573 |
Coninzanding
General's Office, Army,
Commanding General's
Army,
appropriation
expenses of.........30,110,346
of
30, 110,346
appropriation for expenses
Commercial
Commercial Agents,
appropriation for salaries
344
139,344
appropriation
salaries of ................. ...139,
Commissary
Commissary Department,
Department, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
31, 111,347
31,111,347
appropriation
for ..-----.............Commissary-General, Army,
Commissary-General,
Army,
appropriation
office
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., in
in office
of ............-............-...
.....
_23,
227, 403
23,227,403
Claims under
under act
of July
July 4,
4, 1864,
subject
Claims
act of
1864, subject to
to
regulations of; procedure
regulations
procedure for examination and settlement -----------.
.
.
62
e2
Sergeants,
Commissary Sergeants,
appropriation for
pay of,
of, in
31
appropriation
for pay
in Army
Army ..........
31
Commissary
Commissary Stores,
Stores,
Army...
sales of, to officers and men of the
the Army...
32
Commission,
Commission,
to be appointed
appointed by Secretary of War to
to seselect suitable design
design for monumental
monumental
column commemorative
column
commemorative of the battle
of Yorktown, Va --.................
163
163
Commission,
American Claims,
Commission, French
French and American
Claims,
for settlement of claims with French Republic ......--.--------------------- 296
296
commissioner,
commissioner, on part of United
United States, auauthorized
thorized to be appointed
appointed............
296
296
appropriation for salaries,
etc., of.....
of
appropriation
salaries, etc.,
296,455
to make rules for proceeding
proceeding before the __. 297
297
2..
Prison,
Commission, International
InternationalPrison,
appropriation for
maintenance of.------..
of
455
appropriation
for maintenance
455
Commission,
Commission, Entomological,
Entomological,
appropriation
383
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
of the
the .........
383
Commission, Mississippi
Commission,
Mississippi River,
appropriations for surveys and examination
appropriations
examination
of the Mississippi River, and for salaries and expenses of
of.............
.271,
447
271,447
Commission, Monetary,
appropriation
455
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
of ............
455
Spanish Claims,
Claims,
Commission, Spanish
appropriation
etc., of.......140,345
of..
140,345
appropriation for salaries, etc.,
Commission,
Commission, Ute
Ute Indian,
Indian,
appointed to negotiate and ratify agreement
agreement
by Ute Indians for sale of their reservation in Colorado .-------..-...--202
202
clerk to, authorized;
prescribed..
authorized; duties prescribed..
202
202
Commission, Joint
Joint Congressional,
Congressional,
appointed to arrange for celebrating
celebrating centennial anniversary of battle of Yorktown.
town .....................
522
522
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Commission on
Relating to
to
Commission
on Codification
Codification of
of Laws
Laws Relating
Public
Lands,
Public Lands,
deficiency appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
deficiency
appropriation for
of the;
the;
proviso
'245
proviso....----.............---245
Commissioner of Agriculture,
Commissioner
Agriculture,
authorized
attend International
Sheep
authorized to
to attend
International Sheep
Philadelphia ....
_
70
and Wool Show at Philadelphia
70
appropriation
etc., in
in office
office
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
.
292, '296, 381
of ...........................
292,296,
to
report to
to the
accountto account
account and
and report
the proper
proper accounting
Treasury as
as heads
ing officer
officer of
of the
the Treasury
heads
departments are
of other
other executive
executive departments
are
required
by
law
to
do
.296,385
required by law to do.......---------296,385
Commissioner
of
Customs,
Commissioner of Customs,
appropriation
salaries in
office of.....217,392
of
217,392
appropriation for
for salaries
in office
Commissioner of
Education,
Commlissioner
of Education,
appropriation
salaries, etc.,
etc., in
office
in office
for salaries,
appropriation for
of
233, 409
of ........
..................
-. .
233,409
additional copies of report of, for 1878-'79
1878—'79
authorized to be printed
307
authorized
printed............
307
Commissioner of Fish
Fish and
Fisheries,
Commissioner
and Eisheries,
extra copies of report
report of, printed ......
_
307
---.....
sale of,
307
of, authorized .-----.----..
.
.---..-to take fish from Potomac River for scientific
purposes.
71
tific or propagation
propagation purposes.....
-..
71
to represent
United States at Internarepresent United
Fishery Exhibition at Berlin,
tional Fishery
appropriation for
of
302
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of.......
appropriation
illustrations for
for
appropriation for
for preparing
preparing illustrations
report of
264,440
report
of ... .....................
264,440
for expenses of propagation
propagation of food-fishes,
food-fishes,
etc., under ..-......................
440
etc.,
440
for eon
gtruction of steamer for prosecution
prosecution
construction
of work under
under ---------............
441
report of,
in regard to
of, upon new discoveries
discoveries in
to
fish culture, to be printed
printed .........
517
517
Commissioner
Commissioner of Freedman's
Freedman'sSavings and Trust
Company,
Company,
Comptroller of Currency appointed;
appointed; duties,
Comptroller
duties,
bond, compensation
327
compensation .--------- --Commissioner
Commissioner of General
Land
Office,
General Land Office,
appropriation
for
salaries,
etc.,
in
office
etc., in office
appropriation
of
23, 231, 407
of ...................
......... 23,231,407
for settlement of swamp-land
swamp-land claims of
States by
by ..........................
41
to make rules
repayment of certain
rules for repayment
certain
for
moneys to settlers on public lands for
287
void entries ---............------..
for settlers to acquire
to prescribe rules fbr
title to restored railroad lands---...
lands
315
315
townships in
to survey certain
certain townships
in Crawford
Crawford
323
County, Wis ....................
323
to allow homestead
homestead settlers
settlers 12 months,
etc., for climatic reasons
511
etc.,
reasons ....-----. .
511
titles to lands claimed
claimed by insane persons,
how perfected and made.----..-----.
made
166
166
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for reproduction
reproduction
of plats of surveys
surveys.----..------.-...
246
Commissioner
Commissionerof Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs,
appropriations
office
appropriations for salaries, etc., in
in office
231,407
of .............
.......
......
2..
31,407
Commissioner
Internal Revenue,
Commissioner of Internat
to prescribe
prescribe rules for allowances for
leakfor leakdistilled spirits
spirits withdrawn
withdrawn
age of distilled
from warehouse
warehouse for exportation while
in transit .....................
_ ........
59
....
to prescribe
prescribe marks
fordistilled
marks and brands for
distilled
147
spirits ............................
147
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries and expenses
expenses in
in
office of ........
395
.........
........ .220,
220, 39'
to make detailed
statement to Congress
Congress
detailed statement
expenditures in detecting
of expenditures
detecting and
and
bringing to trial persons guilty of
of
violating internal
internal revenue-laws,
revenue-laws, and
appropriations
.
. .. 220
of miscellaneous
miscellaneous appropriations
_
Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents,
Patents,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., in office of.232, 408
408
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Commissioner
Patents-Continued.
Commissioner of Patents-Continued.
authorized
contract for copies of plates,
authorized to contract
destroyed by fire in the office of
etc., destroyed
duties of,
of, under act authorizing the registration
trade-marks -----...-..-tration of trade-marks
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233
503

Commissioner
Pensions,
Commissioner of Pensions,
appropriations
office
salaries, etc., in the office
for salaries,
appropriations for
..... 232,408
of .-...... ..................
...
additional
68
authorized in office of ...
clerks authorized
additional clerks
of
appropriation
for
investigation
of
investigation
the
for
appropriation
frauds
pensions .
. 232
232
in pensions.---..-----..---.
frauds in

specific titles),
Commissioners (see also specific
Commissioners
Observatory and reto select site for Naval Observatory
President _
65
port their
their action to the President..
authorized to be appointed
appointed to act with
United
International ComUnited States International
77
...............
....
mission ....
of, prohibited
Indian,
salaries
or
expenses
expenses
Indian, salaries
from being paid out of certain appro131
priations .-.........
............--------131
priations
to
treaty with China, appropriato negotiate
negotiate treaty
tion
compensation and expenses
for compensation
tion for
133
.........
of
of .......................
settlement of
to superintend removal
removal and settlement
201
Ute
Indians in
Colorado ........---.
in Colorado
Ute Indians
203
Indians..........
locate agency for Ute Indians
to locate
appropriation
for salaries and expenses
appropriation for
2,
20204
of
202,204
--...--..
of -----......----...--- appropriation for printing record
Claims, appropriation
of Claims,
of
disallowed by the .........
280
of eases
cases disallowed
558-570
appropriation for claims reported
reported by ....
558-570
appropriation
of
District
see
Columbia,
of District
District of
District
Columbia.
Columbia.
278,454
of. 43, 278,
United
454
appropriation for fees of.
United States, appropriation
250
deficiency appropriation
for -----------250
appropriation for...........
deficiency
Entomological, United States, deficiency
Entomological,
appropriation for ............--...
246
appropriation
Commissions,
Commissions,
to collectors of customs, on disbursements
as
superintendents of lights, approas superintendents
416
priation
priation for .............---------.
appropriation for .--..--------- 243
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
Common Carriers,
Carriers,
to
for transportation
transportation of dutiable goods to
ports of entry of final destination to
ports
be
designated
by
the
Secretary
of
be designated by the Secretary
173
......Treasury .
.................Treasury
175
--------- --to
give
to give bonds and security
Booms,'
Committee ROOM
55
appropriation
preparing certain ......appropriation for preparing
Ceremonies,
Inaugural Ceremonies,
Committee on Inaugural
131
-----.... .--. 131
......--flags to -..
loan of Baas
.
Seaboard,
Routes to Seaboard,
Transportation Routes
Committee on Transportation
appropriation for printing 5,000
5,000 copies first
first
appropriation
455
volume
volume of report of ..........-----Committees,
Committees,
clerks
to
Senate,
appropriation
for
pay
clerks to Senate, appropriation for
of
211,
386
11,386
2-...... . ...........
of ......
26
------.for pay of additional..---..----..
additional
for
- - -- 55, 56
56
extra pay to .......-- ..... .....-......for extra
clerks
213, 388
House .. - ----.------------- 213,
to House
clerks to
deficiency
appropriation for
42 4
--......-for ------------42
deficiency appropriation
53
.
what date to be paid ...-.-...-from what
Commutation,
Commutation
appropriat,ions
for, of
of travel
pay, etc.,
etc., in
in
travel pay,
appropriations for,
Army .. _....-..
...... 31,
110,346
1,110,346
---------------Army
43
31,111,
for, of
of officers'
111, 343
quarters ----------.31,
officers' quarters
for,
.-----rate of,
of, for officers, quarters, Army
31
rate
appropriation
for, to
prisoners of war for
to prisoners
appropriation for,
431
---- ---*
---- ---rations
---------------------------431
rations ........
Compensation,
Compensation,
appropriation for...
in lieu
lieu of moieties,
moieties, appropriation
for -265,441
in
appropriations for,
for, in
legislative departin legislative
appropriations
ments
.
..... 23,25,210,
23 ,
25 ,210 ,
385
385
ments -----------------in
execut ive
departments ---_
23, 26, 215,
390
215, 39
.23,26,
ive departments
in execut
.
.
.
...
in
judicial
departments.
in Judicial
deparu m-11-llJ- - - ---

. 23,
"'9 26,
9.6235,412
. 235, 412
.
I'---
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Bonner,
Amanda Bonner,
Compton, Amanda
563
payment
payment to ..............................
563
Comptrollers
Treasury,
of
Treasury,
Comptrollers
23,
appropriations
for
salaries
in
offices
....
....
of
offices
appropriations for salaries in
219, 392, 394
217, 219,392,394
Conard,
Adela,
Conard, Dirs.
Mrs. Adele,
payment to .............................
payment
528
Conard,
Conard, Henry,
Henry,
payment
to widow
widow of ...................
payment to
528
Concord, N.
H.,
N. H.,
Concord,
removal
circuit and disStates circuit
United States
removal of United
trict
trict courts from Exeter to, author330
ized ...............................
330
ized
Concordia,
Concordia, La.,
survey of
Mississippi River
64
54
near ..........
River near
of Mississippi
survey
Condemnations,
Condennations,
Kentucky
of
land
for
Great
Kanawha
and
Kentucky
Kanawha
of land for
proceedings ...
88
...
River improvements,
improvements, proceedings
for site for public buildings in Baltimore,
21
Md ................-...............
Cannon,
Condemned Cannon,
8
McCook..
8
for
monument to Col. Robert L. McCook..
for monument
donated
to Post
Grand Army of the
66, Grand
Post No. 66,
donated to
74
74
Republic, Muncy, Pa., monument...
monument...
Republic,
Saint
to Blair
Blair Monument
Monument Association, Saint
to
74
Louis, MO.
..............--------.
Mo Louis,
Maj. Gen. George
George Gorfor bronze statue to Maj.
164
.........--..
...
Meade ....
don Meade.....
Monument Associafor Soldiers'
Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument
for
164
tion, Marietta, Ohio ...............
tion,
donated to
Artillery Company, of
to Marion
Marion Artillery
donated
164
164
Carolina.......--------------South Carolina
to William
L. Curry Post, No.
Grand
No. 18, Grand
William L.
to
165
165
Republic ..............
of the Republic
Army of
. Army
Condron,
Thomas,
condron, Thomas,
619
619
--payment
.....--..----to ..--....
payment to
Confederate
Confederate War Records,
appropriation
for
preparation
of,
for
publiappropriation for preparation of,
445
445
....
.... -------cation
catiou ............
Confederated
Oregon,
Indians, Middle Oregon,
Confederated Indians,
appropriation
for subsistence,
subsistence, etc., of ....
.... 129,
129, 499
appropriation for
Indians,
Confederated Otoe
MissouriaIndians,
Otoe and Missouria
Confederated
.
sale of
of lands
lands of, authorized
380
authorized...- ........
sale
Congress,
Congress,
appropriations for
for current
current expenses
23,
...
expenses of ...
appropriations
25, 210, 385
25,210,385
for
laws of...........-of
.23,
23, 216, 391
publishing laws
for publishing
for
to the
the Revised
Revised Statutes of
308
supplement to
for supplement
for
deficiencies
in
2,
55,
250, 424
4"4
2,55,250,
for deficiencies in ...------...-Congress
and Cumberland,
Cumberland,
Congress and
appropriation
orphans of
for widows and orphans
appropriation for
the
lost on
on the
.....
432
the .................---the lost
Congressional
Directory,
CongressionalDirectory,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
of compilation,
compilation,
appropriation for
etc.,
212, 387
23, 212.
of ..------------------ 23,
etc., of
Congressional
Library,
CongressionalLibrary,
appropriation
for
salaries,
etc.,
in
23,
215,
appropriation for salaries, etc., in ....23, 215, 390
272
.--........----for furniture
furniture for ...-272
215,390
23, 215,
for
law books
for ............ -390
books for
for law
three additional
additional assistants
assistants to be employed
three
4
4..----.--..---.--- .•
..-..
in .....
joint
provide
houses to provide
two houses
of two
committee of
joint committee
165
165
additional
accommodations for
for...--additional accommodations
424
424
deficiency
for expenses
of....
..
.................
expenses of
deficiency for
Congressional
Printer, see
see Public
Public Printer.
Printer.
CongressionalPrinter,
Congressional
Record,
CongressionalRecord,
appropriation
for
the debates
and
debates and
printing the
for printing
appropriation
proceedings
of Congress
Congress in..in -- .....
278, 455
.278,455
proceedings of
for
printing
and
distributing
index
to,
index
distributing
for printing and
semi-monthly;
. 516
16
.
proviso ...-.----semi-monthly; proviso
deficiency appropriation
..71, 114
114
the..71,
printing the
for printing
appropriation for
deficiency
copies of,
of, to
to legations
appropriaabroad, appropnalegations abroad,
copies
tion for
for postage
postage on
on ...--.......-- --345
tion
to associate
associate justices
justices of
Supreme Court
Court
of Supreme
to
United
....
516
51
States.--- --------------United States
Conklyn, William
William H.,
deceased,
580
58
H., deceased,
Conklyn,
payment
to executor
of.------ -.--.......
executor of....
payment to
..

.322
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Conley,
Conley, Calvin,
646
payment to ...-- ..----.....-- ..---------646
Conley,
Conley, Joseph
Joseph A.,
A.,
627
payment to ........................--..-payment
627
Conly, Joseph
Joseph P.,
P.,
573
payment to .----... --- ------.--------573
Conneaut, Ohio,
Conneaut,
Ohio,
182
appropriation for
for improvement
of harbor
182
harbor at
at.
improvement of
appropriation
Connecticut,
Connecticut,
district court
November term
changed.
41
district
court for,
for, November
term changed.
41
post-routes
post-routes established
established in
in .. .............. 92,355
92,355
agTeement for
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to agreement
for boundary line
between New
New York
dary
line between
York and
and
State
State of;
of; proviso
proviso ....--...-.......-- 351
appropriation for paywar claim, deficiency
deficiency appropriation
pay. ....-..---------------.
417
ment of
of...
417
deficiency
appropriation for tenth installdeficiency appropriation
installment to State of ...................
243
West Meriden,
Meriden, First National
National Bank
of, auauWest
Bank of,
thorized to
to change
its name
373
thorized
change its
name .......
373
Connecticut
Connecticut River,
appropriation
for
improvement
of,
below
appropriation for improvement of, below
Hartford..._ -------....
184,473
--.....
184,473
for improvement
improvement of, between
between Hartford
Hartford and
and
Holyoke .-...----....192
Holyoke
......-.....
192
Connell, James H.,
Connell,
H.,
payment to ..............................
573
573
Connell, William G.,
Connell,
G.,
payment
620
payment to
to ..............................
620
Conspiracy,
Conspiracy,
to commit
commit offense against
against United States,
etc., liability of
etc.,
of parties.
parties ............
44
Construction Branch,
Construction
Department,
Branch, Treasury Department,
appropriation
23, 217, 392
appropriation for salaries
salaries in
in .......... _23,217,392
Construction and
Repair, Navy,
Construction
and Repair,
Navy,
appropriations for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
Bureau
appropriations
etc., in
in Bureau
23, 230,
405
of ......-......................
23,
230,405
for
for...........................
87,335
for supplies
supplies for
87,335
for civil establishment of ..---...-......
87,336
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Bureau of
__. 432
of _
....
Consular
Consular Clerks,
Clerks,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries of..........135,340,344
of
.135, 340,344
appropriation for
Consularand Diplomatic
Diplomatic Appropriations,
Consular
Appropriations,
diplomatic officers
for diplomatic
officers ..............--. _ _134
339
134,339
for consular
consular officers ....................
134,
340
134,340
for shipping and discharging
seamen
.
140,
345
discharging seamen.....
140,345
for prisons and prisoners .................
_140,
345
140,345
for relief and protection of seamen.......140,345
seamen
_140, 345
shipwrecked Americans
for rescuing
rescuing shipwrecked
Americans ..... 140,345
for Cape Spartel light ...................
140,345
for expenses under
neutrality act
act .
...... _140,
345
under neutrality
........
140,345
Commissions _ ......for Spanish Claims Commissions
345
- .140,
140,345
for allowance
allowance to widows, etc., of deceased
deceased
officers ...____ ......
officers
-------............ .... 140,345
140,345
compensation and expenses
for compensation
expenses of commissioners to negotiate treaty with China
China. 133
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of foreign intercourse, etc -........-134,
340
............
134,340
for loss by exchange
exchange on consular
consular service...139,
service. 139,345
345
for packing the laws for consular
service..
consular service _. 23,
216,391
216,391
Consular
Co
nsular Officers,
appropriations
salaries of
appropriations for
for salaries
of ............ 134,339
134,339
to certify sanitary
sanitary history of vessels departing from port where contagious disease exists;
exists; fees
................
55
immuniin Belgium, rights, privileges, and immunities of
.
776
of -......---...-.
-........
776
the Netherlands
Netherlands .--.....-...-...
662
.....
662
sanitary reports by ----------.....---...-66
regulations to be furnished
furnished to
to ........---66
not citizens, appropriation
appropriation for
139,344
for .........- 139,344
Consular
Regulations,
Consular Regulations,
appropriations
appropriations for purchase
purchase of manuscript
manuscript
of, and editing
printing revise
revise of.
editing and printing
of. 239
239
Consular Reports,
Consular
appropriation
appropriation for printing ...............
271,391
271,391
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Consular Reports-Continued.
Consular
Reports-Continued.
for distribution
distribution of;
of; proviso
proviso ..............
.271,
for
271 391
391
on
wages, etc
26
on rates of
of wages,
etc .---...--------.....
26
Consular
ConsularService,
Service,
appropriations for.---------....
for
134, 339
339
appropriations
........-- 134,
deficiencies in ...................-..
427
for deficiencies
packing laws, etc.,
etc., for
for packing
for ----------23,216,
.---.... 23,216, 391
391
Consuls,
Consuls,
appropriations for
salaries of
of ............
.
135,340
appropriations
for salaries
135, 340
deficiency
exdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for contingent
contingent expenses of .........................
253
for
427
for salaries
salaries of
of .......................
427
Consuls- General,
General,
Consulsappropriation
for salaries
salaries of
._ ...... 134,
135, 340
appropriation for
of ........
134,135,
340
Contagious
Contagious Diseases,
Diseases,
appropriation
domestic
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, of
of domestic
animals.
30
animals
...-------........
----------.
30
for refrigerating
refrigerating ship to
to disinfect
disinfect vessels
vessels
infected with ......................
1
1
act to prevent introduction
introduction of, into United
United
States ...........................
.
5
5
detail of officers to execute.-....----.---execute.
7
detail
7
quarantine stations
stations to prevent
prevent introduction
introduction
of
.
47,
442
of ...........-----------......
----..47,442
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury to collectinformation
collect information
relative to, in neat cattle...........
cattle
442
442
Contentnia
Creek, N. C.,
Contentnia Creek,
appropriation for improvement
of. .........
475
improvement of
475
Contested
Contested Elections,
appropriations for payment
payment of expenses
expenses of.
457
Continental
Continental Congress,
Congress,
appropriation for
resoluappropriation
for carrying
carrying into
into effect
effectresolution of,
of, for erection of monument in
in
memory of Brigadier
Brigadier General
General Herkimer .
imer......................
........
163
Contingent
Contingent Expenses,
Expenses,
legislativelegislativeSenate
23, 65, 212, 306, 385
Senate......................23,65,212,306,385
House
House ........................
23, 65, 214, 387
23,65,214,
Capitol
Capitol police
police ----------..-------- 23,212,
387
2.3,212, 387
Library
Congress .23,215
Library of
of Congress
-......
2----3,215
public printing -..-.-.
390
...----- ..
---.. 215,
215, 390
executiveexecutiveExecutive
Executive office.
23,
215, 390
office ...................
23,215,390
State Department
.
23,216, 391
301
State
Department................23,216,
consular
consular service.---..-.......--..23,140,
service
_23, 140, 345
345
foreign intercourse
.
.134,
340
foreign
intercourse ..................
134,340
Treasury
Treasury Department
Department ................
220,395
220, 395
independent treasury...........-------------223,
treasury
.223, 398
398
independent
mints and assay offices ..............
.225,
225, 400
400
Life-Saving
Life-Saving Service
Service ................261, 438
438
War
Department and bureaus
bureaus...---...--.
War Department
_... __ _ 226, 402
headquarters .110,
112, 227,
346, 349
Army and
and headquarters
.110,112,
227,346,
349
arsenals ...................
267, 443
........ .267,443
Military Academy
Military
Academy .---..---..------ 153,
153, 320
:30
Navy Department
Department and bureaus ....... 229,405
229, 405
Navy and departments
departments of ----..------.83,
83, 332
332
Naval Academy
____
------------88,
Academy ...----.--------.... 88, 337
337
,
Marine Corps -----............90,,338
Interior
Interior Department
Department and bureaus
bureaus .....
230, 406
406
.117,
Indian service
service ......... : ...........
117, 408
408
territorial
government -------------.225,
territorial government
.......
..... 225, 400
400
surveyors-general
273,
449
surveyors-general ..................
273,449
Post Office Department
Department ....... .-.-..
.
235,
412
235,412
postal service .................. ... .178,375
178,375
Agricultural Department
Department .............
295,
084
Agricultural
295,384
Department of Justice ................ 236,413
236,413
Department
District of Columbia ................
-----------157,46
157,4600
judicialjudicialcourts and commissions .......
.. .236,
........
236, 413
Court
Claims --......-- --.....
237 i413
Court of
of Claims
...-------.--..----237,413
-Contract Surgeons,
Surgeons,
Contract
appropriation
army
31, 111, 346
appropriation for
for pay
pay of, in
in army......31,111,
346
Contracts,
Contracts,
for Indian supplies,
supplies, to be advertised, etc
_131, 501
etc.131,501
for mail locks, keys, bags, etc.,
etc., for postal
service .................-..
_178, 375
service
.....178,375
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Contracts—Continued.
Contracts-Continued.
to
for
improvement of rivers and harbors, to
for improvement
after
be
made by Secretary of War after
be made
193,482
public
advertisement..... ......
public advertisement.
Commissioner of
authorized to
Patents authorized
of Patents
Commissioner
make,
drawings damaged
damaged or defor drawings
make, for
233
stroyed
...
fire.....................
by fire
stroyed by
Conventions,
Conventions,
with
Brazil, for
for protection
protection of trade-markswith Brazil,

659
661,785
.661,785
with Belgium,
Belgium, consular
consular ..................
776
with
with
786
with France, postal .................--....
with
Italy, postal .
788
.......................
with Italy,
consular ........--with the Netherlands,
Netherlands, consular
662
with
769
for the extradition
extradition of criminals .........
for
with
German Empire,
._
680
postal...............
Empire, postal....
with German
with
Great Britan
Britan and Ireland, postal,
with Great
702
--------.........---amended ......
amended
with Canada,
Canada, postal.
postal
with

...............

Convicts,
Convicts,
transferred
from District of Columbia, aptransferred from
propriation for support
support and maintepropriation
278, 454
nance
278,454
of .......................-...
nance of
Conway
National Bank,
Bank, Conway, Mass.,
Conway National
36
name
and location
changed ............
location of, changed
name and
Cook,
Amanda M.,
Cook, Amanda
...... 588
payment
to .......................
payment to
Cook,
D.,
Andrew D.,
Cook, Andrew
243
------.--..---payment
to ............--payment to
Havilah,
Cook, Havilah,
573
payment
573
to ........--------------.. -------------payment to
Cook, Jared
JaredR.,
Cook,
payment to
to ..................
243
................
payment
Cook, John,
John,
627
payment to ................................. ........
627
payment
Cook, William,
615
...-...........
payment to
to ......
.......
payment
J.,
Joseph J.,
Coon, Joseph
....-- 573
payment to
to ....................
payment
D.,
Cooper, William
William D.,
Cooper,
Thornton
payment to,
as administrator
administrator of Thornton
to, as
payment
569
--...
...........-S.
............
..
.....
Botts ._.._
S. Botts
Eli,
Cooprider, Eli,
Cooprider,
551
pension
..............----------------to
pension to
Coos
Harbor, Oreg.,
Coos Bay Harbor,
479
of........
appropriation
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation for
Coosa
Coosa River, Ga.,
185,476
appropriation
476
..........185,
of .....
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation for
Coosawattee
Ga.,
Coosawattee River, Ga.,
186,476
....... ....186,
appropriation for improvement of ....
476
appropriation
Cope
Cope Stephen,
647
payment to
to ...............----............
647
payment
Copyright
Business,
Copyright Business,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of .........--.
24
appropriation
Coquille River, Oreg.,
Coquille
appropriation
month
improvement at mouth
appropriation for improvement
of
193
........................of ........
Corbett,
John S.,
5
S.,
Corbett, John
651
pension to
651
to .......---- . ----- ------.----pension
Corbett,
M.,
Corbett, M. M.,
administrator of
of James
payment
James T. Gass, payment
administrator
to
629
--................---------to ...
Cordoru,s,
Cordorus,
name of schooner
schooner J.
J. H. Dusenberry
Dusenberry changed
changed
nameof
1172
---------------to .............
to
Corn, James,
James,
6622
622
--------- ..----.
payment to .........
Corpier,
John W.,
Corpier, John
627
.67
-payment
payment to ................---.......-Corpus
Christi, Tex.,
Corpus Christi,
port
entry, privilege
privilege of
immediate transof immediate
of entry,
port of
portation
dutiable goods to, authorof dutiable
portation of
174
174
..
ized
ized ..-......------------------Costin, Robert
S.,
Costin,
Robert S.,569
569
.
-----.--.....----payment to .-...
payment
Cottman,
457
Cottman, Thomas,
Thomas,
457
-457
- ................
U- to
..p ym nu
payment
..----.
-..---------------
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Cotton,
Cotton,

Page.

appropriation
culture
appropriation for experiments in the culture
of
383
of ...............................
Cotton
Cordage,
Cotton Cordage,
Secretary
authorized to introduce,
Secretary of Navy authorized
172
into naval service ..................
Cotton
Cotton Worm,
appropriation for investigations concernappropriation
29
......
ing
ing ........................
246
deficiencies in ....................
for deficiencies
Coulter, James
James A.,
A.,
Coulter,
574
..........
payment to
to .
................
payment
Iowa,
Council
Bluffs,
Iowa,
Bluffs,
Council
title to
confirmed to, for public
certain lake confirmed
to certain
title
171
use . ..-....................-.
title to
to Carr
conveyed to coporate auLake conveyed
Carr Lake
title
thorities of
...... ............
.......- ..--323
..........
of.........
thorities
Counterfeiting,
Counterfeiting,
provision
extradition of persons
the extradition
for the
provision for
of, with the
charged with
with the crime of,
charged
771
771
Netherlands
Netherlands.....................
penalty
penalty for, stock of United States Interna80
.
tional
Commission .......--..----.
tional Commission
appropriation
for suppression
...... __..265, 441
of..........265,441
suppression of
appropriation for
deficiency,
detecting, etc.,
etc., persons endeficiency, for detecting,
241
....
gaged
...
in ....
gaged in
504
registered trade-marks,
trade-marks, penalty
___
for ...--..
penalty for
registered
Courtableau, La.,
Courtableau,
476
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of bayou..
bayou
appropriation for
Court of
Claims,
of Claims,
Court
appropriation for salaries of judges, etc.,
appropriation
of
23,237, 413
413
23,237,
.........
of ..............
55
for
rooms for
for use
use of, etc .......------..
for rooms
for
and contingent and misstationery, and
for stationery,
237
237
of..............
cellaneous expenses of
cellaneous
427
427
of...
deficiency,
for contingent
contingent expenses of...
deficiency, for
237
237
for
printing reports
reports of .................
for printing
277
277
by .......
occupied by.
rent of building occupied
for rent
246
246
deficiency, for
......
for....................---deficiency,
277
277
for purchase of
of law
law books
books for ...----..-

for purchase

for
suits against
against the United
defending suits
for defending
277
.....
-----.....--------....
States
in
277
States in-413
for
reporting decisions
decisions of the ...........
for reporting
464
for
referees appointed by...
by
payment of referees
for payment
41
,415
...
for
of judgment
proviso.41,
415
judgment of; proviso
payment of
for payment
252
proviso..
deficiency appropriation
252
appropriation for; proviso
deficiency
judgments
of the,
against District
Columof ColumDistrict of
the, against
judgments of
bia to
paid by Secretary of Treasbe paid
to be
bia
285
2..85...
...........
ury;
proviso
ury; proviso
jurisdiction
extended to
to certain
certain claims
of, extended
jurisdiction of,
284
284
against the District of Columbia ..
.-

against the District of Columbia

may
consider claims
claims against
against District of
not consider
may not
Columbia rejected
rejected by board
board of auditaudit_
Columbia
to
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of claim
of Choctaw
Choctaw
claim of
to have
nation..........................- nation
Court-house Buildings,
Buildings,
Court-house
in
Baltimore, Md.,
Md., purchase
of site, cost,
cost, etc.
purchase of
in Baltimore,
in
Washington, D.
C., appropriation
appropriation for rereD. C.,
in Washington,
pairs
pairs of ---..- ......---------.Court Rooms,
States,
United States,
Rooms, United
Court
appropriation
for rent
rent of.................454
of
appropriation for
Courtney,
John,
Courtney, John,
payment
to
administrator
of ........-----.....
_
payment to administrator of

286
286
504
21
1
449
49
454
56

Courts, J.
J. C.,
C.,
456
Courts,
456
payment to .....-----...................
payment
Courts,
43,277,454
.....
Courts,
appropriation for expenses of
4.. 454
... ..... 43, 277,
appropriation for expenses ofexpenses
deficiency appropriation for expenses
of
423
of..
fo
appropriat.ion
deficiency
41
in Connecticut,
Connecticut, November
November term
district
of district
term of
in
41
court changed ------.....................--45
in
terms of
of circuit
and district
45
district.
circuit and
Kentucky, terms
in Kentucky,
in
terms of
of
10
district, terms
of district,
jurisdiction of
Texas, jurisdiction
in Texas,
10
circuit
in
court in...---------.................-circuit court
Covington,
Albert,
616
Covingtoi3, Albert,
lrt,
Covington,
456
615
payment to -----------........................
Covington,
46
Ky.,
Covington, Ky.,
terms
court at ........---.....--- ----.....
of court
terms of
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Crow, Sarah,
Crow,
Sarah,
561
payment to .---------------------.------payment
561
Crowson,
Crowson, Richard
Richard W.,
W.,
627
payment to
. ....------------------627
payment
to ....--...
Crump,
P.,
Crump, John
John P.,
573
payment
573
payment to
to ..--....--------------------Cuivre River, Mo.,
Cuivre
478
appropriation
for
improvement
of
478
appropriation for improvement of..-----. .
for
of, from
from mouth
mouth to
for improvement
improvement of,
to Chain
Chain
188
188
Rocks
...... ......
...........
of Rocks
Culp, Samuel
Samuel W.,
W.,
Gulp,
573
payment
to -....-.............-payment to
......-- .
573
Cumberland, Va.,
Cumberland,
Va.,
143
constituted a
constituted
a port
port of delivery .............
143
Cumberland and
Congress, United
States Vessels,
Cumberland
and Congress,
United States
Vessels,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
to
deficiency
for payment
payment to
widows and
and orphans
lost on
widows
orphans of
of the
the lost
on
432
432
the ....
...............................
Cumberland River,
Cumberland
River, Ky
Ky.,,
appropriation
for
improvement
of,
above
the
appropriation forimprovement of, above the
mouth
of Jelico
Jelico ....--..- ...-480
mouth of
-----.
480
Cumberland
Tenn.,
Cumberland River,
River, Tenn.,
improvement of,
above
and
below
Nashfor improvement
of, above and below NashTenn
_187, 477
ville, Tenn....----.........-------------187,477
Cumberland Sound,
Fla.,
Cumberland
Sound, Fla.,
Crawford,
Crawford, Abel
appropriation for
Abel J.,
J.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of, between
between
payment
622
Amelia
and
payment to ............. .....
-622
..----.
Amelia and Cumberland
Cumberland Island
Island and
Crawford County,
Cranford
County, Wis.,
entrance to
193, 476
Wis.,
entrance
to ....---..-.--..----. .
193,476
survey of certain townships
in, authorized_
townshipsin,
authorized.
323 Cummtings,
Cummings a.
C. P.,
P.,
Crawford, David
H.,
Crawford,
David H.,
payment
647
payment to ......-.......................
647
payment to -............574
..
.......... .
574
Cummings,
Will,
Cummings, Will,
Crawford,
Crawford, William
William M.,
M.,
payment to ....................-.....-...
647
647
payment to
560
payment
to ..............................
560 Cunningham,
deceased,
Cunningham, John,
John, deceased,
Crawford,
Crawford, W.
W. W.,
W.,
payment to administrator
administrator of
627
payment
of .....-------627
payment
payment to ......
....................... 627
627 Cunningham,
Cunningham, John
John Scott,
Scott,
Creek Indians,
Indians,
payment to ..............................
417
payment
417
appropriations
to ....
119, 489
489
appropriations for
for annuities,
annuities, etc.,
etc., to
119,
Cunningham,
Cunningham, John
John S.,
trust
trust funds, appropriation
appropriation for interest on
credit in accounts .......605
........-...--non-paying
stocks
of
.132,
501
non-paying stocks of ...-..-...---132, 501 Curtin,
Curlin, Lemuel,
Creek
Creek Nation,
N¥ation,
payment to .............................
566
appropriation
rebuilding Tallahassee
appropriation for rebuilding
Tallahassee
Current
Ito.,
CurrentRiver, Mo.,
school mission building
501
building ............
appropriation
of
480
501
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of.........
480
Creswell,
Creswell, T.
T. A.,
A.,
Currituck
.N. C.,
Currituck Sound, N.
payment
payment to ....---....-.----........--627
appropriation
for improvement
of ........185,475
185,475
appropriation for
improvement of
Crews,
Crews,
Carroll,
Curroll, D.
D. W.,
W.,
volunteer,
volunteer, for life-saving service, appropriapayment to .----...-----.....----- ...--424
tion for pay of
.261, 438
of--...........--.......261,438
Curtin, A.
A. a.,
G.,
Curtin,
Cribbens,
Cribbens, Thomas,
Thomas,
payment
to -...--.....
457
payment to
------------. ----457
payment
payment to .........
560
--.....-....----..
560
Curtis, Belinda,
Belinda,
Curtis,
pension to, as widow
widow of Maj.
Maj. Gen. Samuel R
R.. 589
589
Crimes,
Crimes,
Curtis, G. Tr
Curtis,
W, ,
appropriation
expenses of
detection and
appropriation for
for expenses
of detection
and
admission
duty
free
of
present
to
610
admission duty free of present to .........
610
prosecution of --...--......
prosecution
277, 454
454
....--Curtis,
John T.,
Curtis, John
against the United States, liability of parties
payment
627
payment to ..............................
627
4
for conspiracy
conspiracy to commit
commit .----......
4
Curtis, Moses,
Curtis,
provisions for the extradition
extradition of persons
persons
payment
.
.........
payment to .............................
645
charged with, with the NetherlandsNetherlands_
769
charged
769
Curtis, Samuel,
Curtis,
Samuel, jr.,
jr.,
persons charged
charged with, committed
committed previous
previous
to ..............................
..............................573
payment to
573
to ratification
ratification of convention
convention with the
Custard, James,
Custard,
James,
Netherlands
Netherlands not subject
subject to extradipayment
payment to ..........
................
561
tion
772
tion
......................
...
772
Custodians
Custodians and Janitors
Janitors for Public
Public Buildings,
Crisfield, Md.,
Crisfield,
appropriations for pay of................
of
265,441
appropriations
port of entry, privilege
privilege of immediate transtransCustoms,
portation of
dutiable goods to, auof dutiable
appropriation
salaries in office
appropriation for
for salaries
office of
of ComComthorized ...........................
thorized
174
missioner of
217, 392
.............
Crismoa, William,
.... 23,
23,217,
Crismon,
619
619
deficiency appropriation
commissions to
appropriation for
for commissions
to
payment
payment to
to ..............................
Crissman,
collectors of, as superintendents
superintendents of
of
collectors
Crissman, Joseph,
Joseph,
lights
243
lights -....---------------------.
payment
243
payment to ..............................
573
573
night
night inspectors
limited
inspectors of, compensation
Crockett,
compensation of,
Crockett, J.
administrator of William Martin,
Martin,
J. H., administrator
of, limited
to $3
night....---..-..........
$3 per night
.......
__ ._ 173
deceased,
inspectors of, Secretary
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury may apappayment
payment to ........-.....
...----.......
632
Croft,
point, at less
429
Croft, Samuel,
less than $3
$3 per day
day .----..
429
payment
payment to ..............................
627 Customs
Customs District
District of Aroostook and Bangor,
Bangor, Me.,
Crow Indians,
Indians,
change of boundaries
boundaries of, authorized_
__,..
authorized- ..-..
325
appropriations for installments, etc., to.
.. 119, 490
appropriations
to...119,
Customs
Customs Duties,
Duties,
deficiency appropriation for support
deficiency
support of
of....
431
quinine
.
48
quinine to
to be
be free
free of
of .....................
48
Page.
Page.
Cowan,
Cowan, Robert W.,
deceased, payment
627
administrator of ....
payment to administrator
deceased,
Cowles,
Cowles, L.,
payment
424
...........
424
payment to
to .................
Cowlitz
Cowlitz River, Wash.,
appropriation
.... __191,
of ........
191, 481
481
improvement of
appropriation for improvement
Cowper
Cowper Bend, Miss.,
survey of Mississippi
54
Mississippi River at ---------...
54
Cox,
Richard, deceased,
Cox, Richard,
deceased,
627
payment. to administrator
administrator of .............
627
Craft,
Craft, James,
James,
payment to .............................
561
561
Craig,
Craig, Hugh,
Hugh,
payment
574
payment to
to .-..--.....--................
574
Craig,
Craig, Reuben .M.,
M.,
payment
payment to, as administrator
Miles S
S _..
558
administrator of Miles
-..
Crain,
Crain, James,
James,
payment to ..............................
558
Crane, Clarissa,
Crane,
Clarissa,
payment to ..............................
558
558
Crane, Joseph,
Joseph,
Crane,
payment
574
payment to ..---.....- ...-----.--..-..
574
Cranford and Hoffman,
Cranford
appropriation for payment
payment to, of
retained
appropriation
of retained
percentages on contracts
contracts ----.-----272
percentages
272
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Customs Duties—Continued.
Duties-Continued.
Customs
provisions for
for immediate
transportation of
immediate transportation
provisions
goods
subject to, to ports of destinagoods subject
173
tion ........................---deficiency appropriation
repayment of
appropriation for, repayment
deficiency
judgments in
deposits,
and for judgments
deposits,
"charges and
commissions cases";
cases";
and commissions
"charges
.................
proviso ......
242
proviso
on "cut
"cut hoops,"
hoops," "hoops
"hoops cut to length,"
length,"
on
"
punched," and ""barand punched,"
cut and
hoops cut
" hoops
rel hoops,"
hoops," when
when ordered
ordered under cerrel
......... . 309
tain contracts.
contracts ............
tain
Cuthbert,
John,
Cutlhbert, John,
561
----payment to
to .--.._
..-- ..--.--.----.--.
payment
Cyester, Samuel,
620
payment
to ................----..----..-.....
_._____ ........
payment to
D.
D.
Daily
Congressional Record,
Daily Congressional
appropriation
for printing
printing debates, etc.,
etc., in .278,455
_278,455
appropriation for
71,114
--.......
deficiencies in ..........
deficiencies
legato
appropriation
for postage
sent
legapostage on, sent
appropriation for
345
.....--....
tions abroad
abroad .......
tions
Daily
Post Company,
Daily Post
248
248
- ....
......--------........ ..
payment to
....
to .....
payment
Dakin,
Dakin, William,
infant
guardian of infant
pension to
to John
John Fisher, guardian
pension
586
86
heir of.............---....----......---of .. _
..
...........
heir
Dakota,
Dakota,
post-routes established
12,93,355
in .............
established in
post-routes
Grand
additional
established at Grand
land district established
additional land
60
60
---Forks............
Forks ...................---grant
public lands
insane asylum
lands in, for insane
of public
grant of
290
290
............
and
school purposes
purposes
for school
and for
for university
purposes; conditions of
of
university purposes;
for
326
326
grant
grant ... .......------.---- -----expenses of
appropriation
salaries and expenses
for salaries
appropriation for
400
territorial government
23,27,225,400
of .... 23,27,225,
government of....
territorial
deficiency
appropriation for ............-- 416
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
office of
surveyor-general
of surveyor-general
for office
appropriation for
of
23, '33,410
.. 23,233,410
........
-of ..........
450
..for
contingent
expenses
of ... _ -------_
_
450
for contingent expenses of
for
incidental expenses
Indian service
service
expenses of Indian
for incidental
...........- 130,500
in;
..
expended
how expended
in; how
37
for
erection of
378
provisoin; proviso_
penitentiary in;
a penitentiary
of a
for erection
for
additional associate
associate justice
justice of supreme
supreme
for additional
52
.. ....---.--- -court of............-of
court
33
33
---- ----..--.for
in...---.
military post in
for military
pre-emptors
old Sioux
reservation
Sioux Indian reservation
of old
pre-emptors of
time of,
in,
grasshoppers; time
of,
in, injured by grasshoppers;
11
.....----------------- 11
extended ..
..... __...---......
extended
Dallas, Tex.,
Dallas,
10
10
.........
terms
held at .
.
to be held
court to
circuit court
of circuit
terms of
Dalrymple,
John,
Dalrymple, John,74
574
.----------- 574
payment
payment to ........... ----Dalton, Lyciergus,
22
Dalton,
Lyctrgus,
payment to .......---..----..----.------payment
Dalton,
Dalton, Mary S.,
574
574
C- payment to,
to as
administratrix of R. C
as administratrix
payment
5574
Dame,
John ' deceased,
deceased,
Dame, John,
.......---..--payment to
administrator of .
to administrator
payment
Taylor,
Dandridge, Mrs.
Bettie Taylor,
Mrs. Bettie
Dandridge,
238
payment to;
proviso ......--- ------------to; proviso
payment
5566
Daniel,
William F.,
Daniel, William
---..-payment to .....-..---.......---..
payment
Neiw York,
Dannentora
Prison, New
DannmeioraPrison,
45
45
right of
way for
railroad to ...............
for railroad
of way
right
Danner,
Danner, Jacob,
Jacob,
r
615
----.... --payment
payment to .....--.--...----.
Dan River,
474
Dan
River,
474
appropriation for
of ....- -..
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation
for
improvement
of,
between
Danville,
for improvement of, between Danville,
191
191
.........Va., and
Madison, N.
...C.
N. C
and Madison,
Va.,
Danville,
Danville, Va.,
time
for holding
:United States
circuit and
States circuit
holding United
time for
district
courts for
for western_
district of
western district
district courts
324
...-----Virginia
Virginia at ....---------

825
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Danville,
Va.—Continued.
Danville, Va.-Continued.
appropriation for public building
building at; purpurappropriation
65
chase of
of site
site ......................
chase
Darden,
deceased,
Joshua, deceased,
Darden, Joshua,
631
of................
payment to heirs at law of
payment
J.,
Darling,
CharlesJ.,
Darling, Charles
618
payment to .............................. .....
payment
Daughtrey,
John,
Daughtrey, John,
646
..-......
payment
payment to ...... ........
Elizabeth,
Davenport,
Davenport, Elizabeth,
628
payment
.......................... .....
to ...
payment to
Davenport,
Davenport, Patsey,
pension
William Henry,
mother of William
as mother
to, as
pension to,
deceased
...........----.... 538
deceased .......
Davidson,
Andrew,
Davidson, Andrew,
............ 574
.....
payment
payment to ........
Davidson,
W,
George W.,
Davidson, George
569
payment to
to ...........................---......
..........
payment
Davidson,
Davidson,John,
574
payment to
_
to ...........................
payment
William
heirs of William
Davidson,
children of, heirs
Marcella, children
Davidson, Marcella,
Blunt, deceased,
645
payment to
to ...................
_
---....... .........
payment
Davis,
A.,
Adam A.,
Davis, Adam
561
.........
payment to
to ...
.......--..-----payment
Davis,
Aquilla,
Davis, Aguilla,
627
payment
to
payment to
deceased,
Davis,
B., deceased,
Charles E.,
Davis, Charles
payment
to Nancy
Nancy Duff, widow,
widow, and agent
agent
payment to
615
...--.-.
of heirs
heirs .ff.............---of
Davis,
Charles H.,
H., deceased,
Davis, Charles
pension
to Harrietta
Harrietta M.
widow of..
of
554
M. Davis, wnidow
pension to
Davis,
Davis, Enoch,
- ...- 546
........-honorable
to.-..-discharge to
honorable discharge
Davis,
W.,
Davis, George W.,
574
payment
to, as
as administrator
administrator ............
payment to,
Davis, Harrietta
HarriettaM.,
Davis,
554
pension
to, as
as widow
Charles II .......
554
widow of Charles
pension to,
Davis,
Israel S.,
Davis, Israel
564
-------payment
564
to ................--payment to
Davis,
5
James,
Davis, James,
66
payment
to .......-----....-..............566
payment to
Davis, James,
deceased,
James, deceased,
Davis,
61
payment
to, as
615
administrator of ........-- ......
as administrator
payment to,
Davis, John
C.,
John C.,
Daris,
payment
to
647
payment to........................
Davis,
deceased,
Davis, Joseph, deceased,
payment to
to Mary
Mary Ann
Ann Davis
executrix
Davis as executrix
payment
of
...... ... .574574
of....---------------Davis, Joseph
James,
administratorof James,
A., administrator
Joseph A.,
Davis,
payment
to -------_
615
-----.-----........
payment to
Davis, Joseph
Joseph D.,
D.,
Davis,
62
payment
627
...... --to ..-----.. ----.....
payment to
Davis, Mary Ann.,
Ann.,
Davis,
payment
as executrix
executrix of Joseph,
Joseph, deto, as
payment to,
ceased
574
ceased --- ...--....-----.--------....
Davis, Samuel
Samuel D.,
Davis,
534
pension
increased .......------............--pension increased.
6613
Davis,
Samuel L.,
L.,
Davis, Samuel
..............
payment to .....-------payment
6627
Davis,
Davis, Thomas,
-.......
payment to .---..-- ....------payment
Davis,
William,
622
Davis, William,
622
payment
to ---_
.........
•
..--------........------payment to
H.,
Davis, William IL,
Davis,
investigation
authorized and report to be
be
investigation authorized
made
on
claim of
653
of -------............---made on claim

Davis and
and Horton
587
Norton,'
Davis
587
t
ax es refunded
to ...........----.......
refunded to
taxes
Davis
Island
Dam
Ohio
River,
Island Dam, Ohio River,
Davis
472
appropriation for
for improvement;
187,472
proviso. 17,
improvement; proviso_
appropriation
566
Davy,
L.,
Jehu L.,
Davy, Jehn
....................payment to -payment
558
Dawson., Henry,
Henry,
Dawson,
..... - 558
--...........
payment
payment to ..--...-622
Day, Hiram
S., deceased,
•
Hiram S.,
Day,
payment
to administratrix
administratrix of ............
622
payment to

826
826
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Day,
John,
Day, John,
574
574
payment to .-............-------...-----payment
adminWratrix of Hiram
Hiram S, deWilmina, administratrix
Day, Wilmina,
ceased,
ceased,
payment
to ...---..-------------------622
payment to
Dayton,
Isaac,
Dayton, Isaac,
payment
574
..-----------------to -....-payment to
Dayton,
Disabled Volunteer SolHome for
for Disabled
Ohio, Home
Dayton, Ohio,
at,
diers at,
to be
public docu- supplied with certain public
to
be supplied
ments and
and records .
322
....---......-----------ments
Dead Letter
Letter Envelopes,
Dead
appropriation for
for .......................
179, 376
appropriation
Deaf
Dumb Institution,
Institution,
and Dumb
Deaf and
appropriations
for
275,452
------ 275,452
appropriations for ............----De
De Ahna, Henry C.,
52
payment to
to ............----..-------.---payment
Md.,
Deal's
Deal's Island,
Island, Aid.,
and Little Deal's
Deal'sIsland
Island and
appropriation
improvement of
pasof water pasforimprovement
appropriation for
sage
between
474
... -------sage between.---......Dearing,
Mary Ann,
Dearing, Mary
payment to......------------...
to
558
.........
payment
Deatherage, George W.,
deceased,
W., deceased,
Deatherage,
payment to
575
to administrator
administrator of ............
payment
Deaton,
Isaac,
Deaton, Isaac,
628
payment to .....--....--.....--..--..
payment
Deaver, Samuel H.,
Dearer,
payment to
to
622
---......
.......-.........--payment
Debates
Proceedings,
and Proceedings,
Debates and
appropriation for
for reporting,
Senate _23, 212,387
387
of Senate.23,212,
reporting, of
appropriation
of
House ..........................
23,
214, 389
of House
23,214,389
for
of' Congress, deficiency
deficiency approfor pHnting,
printing, of
priation ...----..-..
427
printion
..---.......... 71,
71,427

Page.
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Defoor,
guardian of
of heir
heir (Georgia),
(Georgia),
Sidney, guardian
Defoor, Sidney,
warrant
_
563
.
563
collected----....................--warrant collected
Defoor, Sidney,
Sidney,
Defoor,
payment
561
........- 561
..
.....
to ..........
payment to
Defrees, John
D.,
John D.,
Defrees,
credit
in
account
of
542
42
-........-...------credit in account of.Deihl,
Isaac M.,
M.,
Deihl, Isaac
payment
to
..
621
621
payment to .........--.............------Delash,mit
Delashmit Mitchell,
payment
to
574
574
...-..
payment to ........-............
Delashmeitt,
E. L.,
L.,
Delashmeitt, E.
payment to
574
574
............
to ...............
payment
Delaware,
Delaware,
post-routes established
established in
in .............
20, 38, 356
356
20,38,
post-routes
Delaware
Bay, Del.,
Del.,
Delaware Bay,
appropriation for
of pier
pier at..181,
470
at.. 181,470
for construction
construction of
appropriation
for
removal of
obstruction from
61
61
from .....
........_
of obstruction
for removal
for continuation
continuation of
of resurvey
resurvey of
of --------439
439
for
Delaware
Breakwater,
DelawareBreakwater,
appropriation
for removal
removal of
of obstructions
obstructions
appropriation for
from
at. ..-.....---61
-----....
harbor at
from harbor
Delaware
Indians,
Delaware Indians,
appropriations
interest on
on non-paying
non-paying
for interest
appropriations for
stocks
held in
for ..........
....132,
501
132,501
in trust
trust for
stocks held
Delaware
River,
Delaware River,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
.184,473
appropriation for improvement of........184,473
for
the resurvey
resurvey of-----of
439
439
of the
continuation of
for continuation
for
removal of
obstructions from._
61
61
from.-......
of obstructions
for removal
for
lighting
the,
from
Deep
Water
Point
for lighting the, from Deep Water Point
to
Lake
Island
263
263
to Lake Island ........----.....--.
Delay, James W.,
administrator
administrator of John P.
P. Plyley, deceased,
deceased,
payment to ........................ ..
Delinquent Taxes,
Delinquent
in District
for..
District of Columbia, date of sales for
Dellinger, Mary M.
M.,,heir
heir of William Blunt, deDellinger,
ceased,
ceased,
to......-------------------.........-payment
payment to
Delluckey, Francis,
Francis,
..-.------..----..---.----.....
payment to
to
Del Norte, Colo.,:
Colo.,,
terms of United States circuit and district
district
at.--...........-.
courts to be held at
.....
Dement, Margaret
MargaretA.,
A.,
Dement,
payment
payment to .............................
Demumbra, Wilson,
Demumbra,
................
payment
payment to ..............
Dent, Joseph
Joseph E.,
E.,
Dent,
payment
payment to .............................-

624
Debentures,
reappropriation
of
unexpended
balances
for
36
rcappropriation of unexpended balances for
payment of
• 242
payment
of ..-....-..-......-.
.242
Decisions of Court
Decisions
Court of
of Claims,
Claims,
appropriation
.___ 237,413
64.
etc., the
the...
237,413
for reporting,
reporting, etc.,
appropriation for
64::.
Deeds,
Deeds,
for
certain lands in
563
D. C.,
C., to
to
for certain
in Washington,
Washington, D.
be executed by
Secretary of
by Secretary
of Interior_
Interior47
Deemer,
Deenmer, John,
John, deceased,
deceased,
payment
76
583
to administrator
administrator of
of..............
payment to
Defending
Claims against
Defending Suits
Suits in Claims
against United
United States,
States,
appropriation
expenses of ........-.....
453
560
453
for expenses
appropriation for
Deficiency
Appropriations,
Deficiency Appropriations,
for
71, 250, 251, 424
424
628
2,65,71,250,251,
Ibr Senate .................. ........2,65,
for House
.2,
252, 424
2, 65,71,
65,71,252,
424
for
House-..-.................
238
.............-.......
for Library of Congress .
574
....239,
253, 415, 427
for State
State Department
Department .....
............
239,253,415,
427 Denver,
Denver Colo.,
Colo
,
-.
'239,2241
for Treasury
Department.
239,
241Department
for Treasury
Department
... .------239 21appropriation
appropriation for salaries and expenses
expenses in
in
243, 253,255,
253, 255, 415,416,418,428-42T9
415, 416, 418, 428-429
243,
....................
927,224,
mint at ...
..........
_.. 23, 2'7,
224, 399
for
War
Department
_
_
_
_244-246,
256,
418,
419,
430
for War Department- - -244-246,256, 418,419, 430
for deficiencies
........--..-.
2,428
for
deficiencies inin .
2,428
for
Navy
Department
.245,247,419,432
for Navy Department -------245;,247,419, 432
term of United
United States
States district
district and circuit
circuit
term
238
for Interior
Interior Department
Department .---..... .....- .4, .41, 238
courts to
to be
held at.----...
------.
76
courts
be held
at.
76
245-248, 254,
350, 4
4A)
Headquarters, Army,
Army,
Department Headquarters,
24t5248,
254, 350,1
Department
179, 249
for
Post-Office Department
Department .............. .179,
for Post-Office
249
act
in
relation
to,
repealed..........
...
35
act in relation
repealed
258, 423, 427, 433
258,423,427,433
asDepartments
(see
also
State
Department.
Tre
Dpartments (see also State Department. Treasoepartment
Justice249,
for Department of
Justice.
249,250
ury
etc.),
Department, etc.),
ury Department,
48
252, 255,423,
255, 423, 428
on
postage-stamps for
furnished on
to be
be furnished
for the,
the, to
postage-stamps
240,253,
for Territorial governments
governments .........240, 253, 415
requisition
413
413
.. ..............
requisition...
for Internal
Internal Revenue
241, 254, 416
Revenue.-----...-......2-41,254,416
printing, binding,
the 455
278,455
..-...... 278,
for the
etc., for
binding, etc.,
printing,
for Public Lands
Lands ----...... ........ 246,421,
246, 421, 428
deficiency
appropriation
for
lithographi
rig,
for
lithographing,
appropriation
deficiency
2,240,428
for mints and assay offices ..........
2,
240, 428
mapping, and
engraving in
the sevsevin the
and engraving
mapping,
248,256,421,
for Indian
Indian service
service ..............
248, 256, 421, 430
eral
71
71
eral - .... ..----...................
431
244, 256, 418, 430,
service.....-----244,256,418,430,
for military service_
for naval service ..---.----....
245, 257,
419, 432 Depredations
Depredationson Public
Public Timber,
Timber,
.245,
257,419,432
for public printing .---.......
_
.. 70,72,114,242,
70, 72, 114, 242, 427
...........
428
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for
253, 415, 427
Deputy Collectors
Collectors of Customs,
for courts
.................... 41,252, 253,415,427
for
service .......- ....40,249,258,423,433
40, 249, 258, 423, 433
for postal service
authorized at Seaford, Del.; powers, duty,
for
..... .. 239, 253
62
for diplomatic
diplomatic and consular
consular service
service......239,253
and salary of .......
..............
415-427
at Lake Charles,
Charles, La.;
La.; to have power to
to
pensions and pension service .
.
150, 257, 350, 420
for pensions
-150,257,350,420
enter and clear vessels ..............
66
255, 416
for public
public buildings
buildings and repairs
repairs of.240,
of.240, 241,
241,255,
at Vanceboro',
Vanceboro', Me.....................
Me
326
326
Columbia
41, 253, 322,426
for District
District of Columbia...-... 41,253,322,426
at West Point, Va
Va......................
143
.
241,243
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses ......---..---241,
243 Derr,
Derr, Daniel,
Daniel,
245, 248, 255,
257, 258, 415, 416, 423, 429, 430
245,248,
payment to ..............................
255, 257,258,415,416,423,429,430
574
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Deserters,
Deserters,
penalty for
for enlisting,
enlisting, in
service
3
3
in naval
naval service.....
penalty
Desherroom,
Timothy, deceased,
deceased,
Desherroom, Timothy,
578
payment to
to administrator
of
578
administrator of.............
payment
Des
Rapids, Iowa,
MIoincs Rapids,
Des Moines
appropriation
for improvement
478
improvement of ........
appropriation for
478
478
canal,
appropriation for ..................
canal, appropriation
Detecting Counterfeiting,
Counterfeiting,
Detecting
241,451
appropriation
241,451
expenses of ........--for expenses
appropriation for
Detherow,
George,
Detherow, George,
payment
564
...------------..... .............
to .....
payment to
Detroit,
Mich.,
Detroit, Mich.,
port
transimmediate transof immediate
privilege of
entry, privilege
of entry,
port of
portation of
dutiable goods to, authorof dutiable
portation
174
ized .........------- ----------------.
ized

827
Page.

Dillahunty,
L., admini
Greer, Page.
strator of
of J. L. Greer,
administrator
J. L.,
Dillahnty, J.
deceased,
deceased,
629
...........
payment to ................
payment
629
Dills,
jr.,
John, fr.,
Dills, John,
15
payment to
615
to ..............................
payment
Diminished
Osage Reserve,
Reserve, Kans.,
Kans.,
Diminished Osage
appropriation for
for interest on avails of .....41,122
41, 122
appropriation
Dinwiddie,
.,
Dinwiddie, J. H.,
payment to
566
to .------....-- -........-------payment
Diplomatic
Consular Officers, deceased,
deceased,
and Consular
Diplomatic and
appropriation
appropriation for allowance to widows and
heirs of
of ...........................
140,
345
140,345
heirs
Diplomatic
Officers,
Diplomatic Officers,
133, 339
appropriation for salaries
salaries of ............. .133,339
appropriation
Diplomatic
(see Consular
Diplomatic
Consularand Diplomatic
Service (see
Diplomatic Service
Appropriations),
Appropriations),
appropriations for
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of.133
339
of. 133,339
for salaries
appropriations
for packing
packing laws
laws, etc.,
for .......... 23,216,391
23, 216, 391
etc. for
for

Detroit River, Mich.,
Mich.,
Detroit
of........189,479
improernent of
appropiation for improvement
appropriation
._......189, 479
bridging
of, for railroad puror tunneling of,
bridging or
Director
of Geological
Geological Survey,
Directorof
poses, to
to be
considered by board of
be considered
poses,
appropriation for
for salary
salary of
--------274,451
of..............
appropriation
51
Army engineers
.--- ....-------engineers
Army
Director
of Mint,
Mint,
Devasher,
John H.,
administrator of
Director of
..
of JJ. M.
H., administrator
Derasher, John
appropriations for
office
the office
in the
salaries in
for salaries
appropriations
Wheeler,
deceased,
Wh7eeler, deceased,
of
........... _ .......
_...23,
2223, 398
.23,2223,398
of .......-..---.......----payment
to
618
.............-------------payment to
for library
library for
27
27
---------.
for .........-for
Devaney,
Hugh,
Devaney, Hugh,
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
223
223
..
of .
for
payment to
- 564
..-------------------to
payment
for fitting
up assay
and laboratory
laboratory .240,
417
.240, 417
office and
assay office
fitting up
for
Devil's
Lake Santee
Indians,
Sioux Indians,
Santee Sioux
Devil's Lake
for
relating to
to proprostatistics relating
of statistics
collection of
for collection
..-- - 497
appropriation for
for installment
installment to ...appropriation
duction
of
precious
metals
in
United
duction of precious metals in United
Devine,
John L.,
L.,
Devine, John
States
._
'266,
441
266,441
.............
.........
States ......
payment
574
of ..............administrator of
to administrator
payment to
deficiency
appropriation
for extra
clerical
clerical
extra
for
appropriation
deficiency
Dew,
and William
418
office of...........---------------service
eecu
caffey execu
iliam .11.1eHaffey,
and
Dew, Hamilton,
Hailton,
service in office
of
418
to r
tors,
See Political
Disabilities. See
s,
Disabilities.
Political Lisabilitis,
Lisabilities,
574
payment
Disbrow, Ben.
>----------to --------.---payment to
Ben. N.,
A., guardian
guardian ad
ad litem,
Went,
Deyarmon, Datid,
David,
payment
payment to attorney for, in suit, United
Deyarmon,
payment
to,
as
administrator
of
David,
deStates
payment to, as administrator of David, deStates vs. Heirs of Charles I'ox
Fox -...
250
Disbursing Officers,
ceased
ceased ------------. ------------ 5744 Disbursing
Officers,
Dial,
Robert,
appropriation
for checks
check-books
and check-books
checks and
appropriation for
574
l, Roberto...--Diaymn
574
23
.----.....payment to
for.....--------------4
for
23
to -.. ------------payment
Di
Cesnola,
Louis
P.,
243
accounts of ..
deficiencies to adjust accounts
for deficiencies
Di Cesnola, Louis P.,
638
payment to
638
.........-------------------to
payment
Discharge, Honorable,
Dick,
John, administrator
of Sarah,
Sarah, deceased,
deceased,
granted to
administratorof
Dick, John,
granted
to:
615
granted
615
--- .. ----------------to
payment
payment
to
Enoch.....-----------------------54
.......
Davis, to:
Enoch
546
4
Dick,
Sarah, deceased,
- -------Hein, Ernst
543
Ernst.---deceased,
Dick, Sarah,
615
61
payment,
Foley,
Jerry
_
.....
554
administrator of .......
payment, to administrator
Jerry -------------.---...........
Fole, Jerry554
586
John-------------------Hohstadt, John
644
Dicken, Marion
M.,
586
Marion M.,
Dicken,
644
illi am
536
536
.--------McGovern, William....---payment
to heirs
of
----------heirs of
pament to
McGovern
Honore,
dmer
,
563
Oer563
Honore,
Bunyan,
F.
Dickenson,
S., administrator
administrator of F.
J. S.,
Dickenson, J.
.....
------ ---Honere, Omer ....
deceased,
Soldierr,
617 Discharged
DischargedSoldiers,
deceased,
617
346
31,110,
o
appropriation
etc., of__
31, 110, 346
travel-pay, etc.,
appropriation for travel-pay,
payment
-- --------------to -payment to
Seamen,
Di8hargiig
62
T.,
Dickerson,
Joshua
T.,
Dickerson, Joshua
Discharging Semite",
622
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of, in foreign
foreign
payment
payment to ------------------------- 140,345
..-------co
nnt ries .... ...140, 345
countries-a
Dickerson., Simeon,
Simeon, deceased,
deceased,
Dickerson,
622
payment
of
622 Diseases,
to administratrix
administratrix of...----------payment to
Diseases,
investigat i g contagiols,
appropriation
p8
for investigating
contagious,
apropriation
6
Dickie, Nancy P.,
Dickie.
628
30,442
.-..-domestic animals
animals ----of domestic
payment to ------------------------------act
act to prevent introduction of contagious,
628
Dickson, James
H.,
iH.,
James
Dickson,
628
etc.,
into
the
United
States
55
OtC., into the iUnited States..----PaYmen
------ ---------- ----paymenttto ---quarantine
stations to
introduction
prevent introduction
to prevent
quarantine stations
Dickson, William
William N.,.,61
Dickson,
5611
47,266
of contagions.----contagions47,266 -.--.-------- .
payment
payment to ..----- ---.--- ---- ---------deceased,
Dicks,
Dishough,
574
Dishough,
Augustine,
deceased,
Jesse,
Dicus, Jesse,
574
payment
to
627
of...to-----------------------paymentt to Arreny, administrator
administrat or of
627
payment
pay
--paymen----thae
-iema
Diemar, Charles,
Disinfecting Vessels,
| Disinfecting
456
Diemar, Charles,
appropriation for construction,
construction, etc,
etc., of reappropriation
payment
to ---------------------payment to
f
ri
ger ating ship
for1.--------------Dier,
Gardner H.,
ship for
frigerating
,
.,
)im, Gardner
615
payment
Ditilled Spirits,
to ....---------------------------payment to
Distilled Spirits,
Dies,
and Stamps,
etc. on, itra
,
Slamps,
PIaper, and
Dies, Paper,
allowance for loss
loss, leakage,
etc.,
intran2 3 220, 395
appropriation
for,
for
internal
revenue-23,
59
intra
o,of export.
f loss, leakg, toetc.
alloasit from
aplpropriation for, for internal revenue- , 2,395
port of
export. 59 59
warehouse to port
sit from warehouse
in-----------------------241416
deli cienceseicinces
in
.. 241, 416
assessment
on, not
not to
to be
collected for loss,
loss,
be collected
assessment on,
-deiienes-59
etc.
May 1,
1, 1878
1878 .------------Diffenba
ugh, James,
etc., since
since May
425
James,
Diffenbaugh,
425
tax
not to
be remitted
extent of
exof exto extent
payment to
remitted to
to be
on, not
tax on,
e-------------to .---payment
valucess
insurance over market value_
cess or insurance
Difference
of Pay to
Messengers,
424
to 3lessengers,
Dillerence
cessot insurance over market value-f
--------- 424
if of Pay
d
deficiency
424
fermenting
escribed145
--------period of,
of, pr
prescribed
fermenting period
-for .
deticieny appropriation
appropriation for
form
of entry
entry of,
distillery warehouse
warehouse preof, distillery
Digest,
form of
f ile of
,
Digest,
appropriation for
of rules
of
scribed
----------------------146
146
---------- ---scribed ----.-rules26 of
for preparing,
preparing, _of
appropriation
1 4 389
House .
26,214,
entry
of, with
with whom
fild
---------146
----whom filed-entry of,
,
'
--------ousea
F.,--- HDl
....---...
distraint
Dill,
co
llection of tax'on, by distra int146
collection
560
F.,
Louisa F.,
Dill, Louisa
payment
--- - ..-.. ------- - ---- --------560
to ---------------------payment to
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District of
of Columbia-Continued.
Columbia—Continued.
District
Distilled Spirits-Continued.
Spirits—Continued.
Distilled
for construction
construction of building
Li We Sisbuilding for Little
for
loss
collection
warehouse, collection
distillery warehouse,
of, in distillery
loss of,
ters
the Poor and
and German
German Orphan
of the
ters of
146
of
on
146
--.
....------..---------......
of tax on----.
Asylum
..-----..--.------ ------ 157
Asylum 157
of, in
specifications
in distillery
distillery warespecifications of entry of,
for
map for
for outside of cities
cities of
158
real-estate map
for real-estate
house
146
146
--.......---.....--..----house for
of justices
justices of the supreme
supreme
for salaries
salaries of
to be
be drawn into
into packages
packages not less than 10
court of
of the-----...
the
236,412
- -----------.- 236,412
court
gallons wine
measure
....------......... 147
wine measure
gallons
for
justice of supreme
additional justice
of additional
for salary
salary of
gauged, proved, and marked.........
marked
147
how gauged,
41
-......
of..................
court of.
41
Commissioner of Internal
Revenue to prepreInternal Revenue
Commissioner
for
erection of three
and erection
sites and
for purchase
purchase of sites
_. 147
147
for........
brands for_
marks and brands
scribe marks
school buildings
buildings in..............-160,467
in.
.160,467
Commissioner of Internal
Revenue not
not to
to
Internal Revenue
Commissioner
for
of bodies
bodies from
from Holmead's
Holmead's
for removal
removal of
assess tax
tax on,
cases of
of loss by fire
on, in
in cases
assess
Cemetery .....................
162,465
Cemetery
147
147
..........---------etc ----. ....
for payment
payment of judgments against
against the..
the 162,465
162, 465
Distiller,
of,
Distiller, Bond of,
deficiency
for .......................
253
deficiency for
conditioned for payment of tax on distilled
distilled
conditioned
162
purchase of
for Register
Register of Wills
Wills
162
of books for
for purchase
146
146
.
....--.....----..-..------spirits
162
for pay of temporary e-mploy6
employss of.......
of
145
--.---.-------------.
$100,000
145
limited to $100,000
defraying expenses of courts
courts in.277,453,454
iu.277, 453,454
for defraying
fermenting period to begin the day of apfermenting
for salary
salary of
marshal of
236,412
236,412
of the ............
of marshal
for
......
of
147
-----------...
proval of.----..
fees
of
161,463
161,463
........------.-..fees of ........--Distilleries,
Distilleries,
of warden
236
236
................
jail in .
of jail
of
warden of
alcoholic vapor
factories near, law
vinegar factories
vapor vinegar
alcoholic
423
deficiency for ........................
deficiency
as
modified_
20
20
of certain,
certain, modified...
to location
location of
as to
for improvement
improvement of harbors and channels
channels
for
Distillery
Wareh Case,
Distillery Warehouse,
470
.... .181,
181,470
..----- .... --...
in ...-....-146
form of
of entry
deposit in, prescribed
146
prescribed....
for deposit
entry for
form
157,458
for Washington
Aqueduct ............
....
.
.... 157,
458
Washington Aqueduct
for
Paper,
Distinctive Paper,
Distinctive
331
for enlarging
enlarging City Hall, Washington
Washington.. 440
for
notes, appropriation
for United
United States notes,
appropriation for..
for
440
deficiencies for repairs of courtsupply deficiencies
to supply
418 i
.
fbr..-......-deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
house
248
248
in ...--.-----------------...
house in
.
Distribution
Distribution of Seeds,
253,426
government of the ---..........---.253,
426
for government
294,453
appropriation for
for ----------........... .
appropriation
of. -253,426
judicial expenses
extraordinary judicial
expenses of..253,
426
for extraordinary
District Attorneys,
District
249
expenses of courts in
in -------.------..
249
for expenses
service.. 177,
appropriation for fees of, postal
postal service
U7, 374
appropriation
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., of
43, 236,412
one-fourth for hospital
hospital for insane
insane chargechargeone-fourth
.......---..-of
for
246
-.
revenues of the --....--..
able to revenues
246
......
deficiency
appropriation for.--for ....
....
428
deficiency appropriation
overseers
inspectors of sewer
sewer and
and
overseers and inspectors
duty of, in proceedings
proceedings against vessels from
from
159,462
street work
work in, how
how paid ..........
...... ....159,
462
55
ports where contagious
contagious disease
disease exists
99
issue and sale
sale of bonds of, authorized...
authorized...
appointment of, for the western
western district of
166
$1,200,000..--..
amount of, limited to $1,200,000
507
Louisiana
Louisiana authorized...............
authorized
redemption bonds
authority for issue
issue of redemption
authority
Columbia,
District
District of Columbia,
10
of,
repealed_-------------------10
57,460
of, repealed
of ...... 157,
appropriations
expenses of..
460
general expenses
appropriations for general
certain
coupon
authorized to be
of,
authorized
bonds
-certain coupon
...----..-deficiencies in
in.--.---...
for deficiencies
426
165
...
bondsregistered
exchanged
exchanged
for
registered
bonds.
165
162,465
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses ............ 162, 465
board of audit, certificates
certificates of, to be reboard
for contingent expenses
expenses
.
162, 460,466
...........162,
deemed
Treasurer of United
United States,
deemed by Treasurer
deficiency in -....---...----........ 426
deficiency
ex officio
officio sinking
sinking fund commissioner
commissioner
ex
...-----. 161,463
for judical expenses..
expenses --....286
.------.......... .286
.-...
of the .....
162, 466
sinking fund ........-.............
.162,
466
for sinking
revenues from, to be depositedinTreasury
depositedinTreasury
160
•for payment of interest on Linthicum loan
160
States, to be drawn
drawn on
on
of United States,
466
of Linthicum loan ..--...............
requisition of Commissioners
Commissioners of, exrequisition
465
of Washington
465
school-fund bonds --..Washington school-fund
162, 466
cept for interest
interest and sinking
sinking fund.
fund..162,
322
-_
deli ciency _
322
of interest on 3.65 loan, deficiency..
requisitions for
for interest
interest and sinking
sinking fund
fund.
requisitions
filnded
fund on funded
for interest and sinking fund
by the Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the
to be drawn by
debt
162,466
162, 466
debt of the' ..-----..--..------....
United States .--....--.. ..-162, 466
---- 162,
United
....-.
155,458
avenues ....
for sewers, streets, and avenues
155,
458
requisitions of commissioners
commissioners of, limited to
to
requisitions
sewers ....... 159,462
for cleaning streets and sewers
appropriations
and expenditure
of
expenditure of
for
bridges ........---.----.--- .....--.
155,438
155,458
appropriations and
for bridges
revenues
162
162
of .----....-------------.
revenues of
•for bridge across
across Potomac
Potomac River near
near
sell
may
Treasurer
of
the
United
States
States
Treasurer
Georgetown;
328
proviso ..............
Georgetown; proviso
satisfacbonds
and
apply
proceeds
in
and
bonds
162,465
department ...............
for health department
162,465
tion of judgments
Court of Claims
judgments of Court
161,463
department and fire alarm
alarm_.... 161,
463
for fire department
466
against .----..-------.. --------426
-.....-----deficiency
in
426
----...
in.---deficiency
to purchase
purchase any of funded indebtedness
indebtedness of
of
to
.-.........--- 160, 462
for Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
462
466
fund
426
the, for sinking fund...............
deficiency
deficiency in ...............-........
water service
service in, powers
powers and duties of comwater
for police court ----.-------......--..
161,463
9
missioners
.....----..----..
9
missioners...-----159,464
.........-----.
for public schools
..9
interest on water
water tax in ...-....-------.. .
9
deficiency for
.......................deficiency
426
advance
water service
service on
on
advance of money for water
156,157,458
for hospitals
hospitals and charities -....-. 156,
157,458
9
Capitol Hill .......
9
................
for relief of poor of, etc.,
etc., ..............
157,459
etc., in -------------35
35
.............
446 1 impounding
impounding animals, etc.,
in.....270
for support
support of transient paupers
paupers in
270,446
23
278, 454
church
church property
property in, exempt
exempt from
from taxation..
taxation
,for support,
support, etc.,
etc. 'of convicts in ........
.. _278,
454
23
taxes
taxes paid on, to be
be refunded
refunded --.......- .
chargeable to-302,459
for reform school in, to be chargeable
to _302, 459
23
title to, sold,
sold, vested in trustees
trustees of-...--..
of
23
title
:.-----------.
amended ...-.....-...
amended
41
513
426
released
----..
deficiency in.----.----------...
in
426
released from
from taxes, exemptions
exemptions ........
_
deficiency
ex161,
45
in
161,465
orphan
in, taxes on remitted,
remitted, exfor markets in.--.
..-----.-- --.---....
orphan asylums in,
in.. .157,459
157,459
Columbia Hospital for Women
Women in
513
for Columbia
empted from taxation
taxation .............
empted
additional cottages authorized
authorized to be
additional
taxes in, interest on arrearages;
correction
arrearages •,
..... ...........
erected at......
157
erected
of assessments
assessments paid;
paid ; publication of
of
act
District to act
one of commissioners of District
delinquent
.
36
delinquent tax sales ....--.------.
36
157
as trustee
fbr ..........-............
trustee for
extension of time
for paymentof
payment of arrears
arrears of
308
extension
timefor
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District
District
Columbia-Continued.
Districtof Columbia—Continued.
recreated,
in
Tennessee, new district
claims
against the,
rejected by board of
in Tennessee,
the, rejected
claims against
arrangement
arrangement of territory, terms of;
audit
may not be considered by Court
audit may
286
..
clerk and
marshal to appoin tdeputies,
...........
..........
and marshal
clerk
of
.. . .
of Claims
175
duties,
etc ......................
duties, etc
suits
pending against
against the, not to be prejusuits pending
' 10
in
jurisdiction
diced by
provisions of act giving
Texas, jurisdiction---....---.....----.
in Texas,
by provisions
diced
amended...
northern
198
district, act creating, amended...
Court of
Claims jurisdiction
jurisdiction of cernorthern district,
of Claims
Court
be held at
western district, terms of,
of, to he
286
...-------tain
claims ..-......---tain claims
Austin, San Antonio, and Brownsville.
Brownsville . 326
Austin,
certain claims
against the, may be proseclaims against
certain
in
western district, term of, at
284
cuted in
in the
Virginia, western
in Virginia,
Claims........
Court of Claims
the Court
cuted
324
Danville
------------324
Danville changed ..................
rent
of school
school buildings
160,465
buildings in ...............
rent of
District
Judges,
DistrictJudges,
sale of
of certain
certain property
in the, authorproperty in
sale
appropriations for
23, 236, 412
for salaries of ........... 23,236,412
appropriations
ized
.......... ---..----..---------. 378,467
izedA. C.,
Ditner,'A.
inspector of
for the,
the, authorized..
authorized..
318 Ditner,.
plumbing for
of plumbing
inspector
456
payment to
to ..............................
payment
appropriation
for salary
426
salary of ..............
appropriation for
William,
Dix, William,
health
regulations legaland regulations
ordinances and
health ordinances
payment to
to ........
............
628
..........................--304
payment
. .........---..--....---------.
ized _
t.,
Dixon, William
William H.,
Dixon,
of, amended by
Revised Statutes,
section 553 of,
Statutes, section
Revised
payment
to .........--.--.----------- 570
321
payment to
inserting
telephone".........--.." telephone"
inserting "
executors,
Dobbins, T.
'T. C. and B. D., executors,
Dobbins,
public advertising
advertising in, award and compensacompensapublic
574
payment
to-----------------------317
payment to
...-- .....- .
tion
regulated .....
tion regulated
Dobbins, Walton, deceased,
167 Dobbins,
of, amendedRevised Statutes,
Statutes, section
section 861 of,
amended_
Revised
567
payment to
administrator of..............
of
to administrator
payment
167
....----.
reorganization of the courts of the --------reorganization
Dobbs, Jesse
W., deceased,
Jesse W.,
Dobbs,
jurors
for, cause
challenge, how
cause of challenge,
courts for,
of courts
jurors of
628
of.............
payment to
to administratrix
administratrix of
payment
167
drawn...-------------------------Dobson John
Isaac C., deceased,
executor of Isaac
V., executor
John V.,
Dobson
fish,
fishing in
rivers of,
of, regulations
in rivers
and fishing
fish, and
646
646
payment to .------------.------------71
payment
71
penalties....
relative
to, prescribed;
prescribed; penalties
....
relative to,
Documents,
Documents,
of
Young
Men's
Christian
Association
WashAssociation
Young Men's Christian
appropriations for
Sonate.23, 212,387
for folding, for Senate.23,212,387
appropriations
3
3
........----ington
renew loan ....
......
may renew
ington may
23,214,389
for House
.
23,
214, 389
..--.....-.---.----------.
House
for
buildings,
provisions
of
law
exempting
etc.,
exempting
law
provisions of
Dodd,
Brown
4Co.,
~
Brown
Dodd,
467
467
...--....
repealed
of,
from
taxation,
repealed
.....
_
-taxation,
of, from
640
........---...------- 640
payment to
to .........
payment
deeds of
certain low lands in the, how
of certain
deeds
47 Dodd,
Elizabeth,
Dodd, Elizabeth,
47
made ........-----------------..--566
66
payment to
to --.......---------- -------payment
post-office, Washington,
Washington, commission to lease
post-office,
and Davis,
Doddridge and
53 Doddridge
53
building for;
for; proviso ....----------.
building
532
payment to,
to, for lost check .............---payment
$4,000 per
salary of
of postmaster
postmaster limited to 84,000
per
salary
Israel, deceased,
deceased,
Dodge, Israel,
-260260 Dodge,
......-------..----annum
......
.......
......
annum .
land
issued to legal
representatives
legal representatives
patent issued
land patent
commissioners
to render monthly acof, to
commissioners of,
570
570
.......---------------------------.
of
of ..
162
162
-counts .---------------- ----V.,
Samuel
Dodge,
V
,
Dodge,
to
render estimates
estimates for, to Secretary
Secretary of
574
to render
74
payment
payment to .......................
162
162
Treasury
October 1,
1, yearly ---.
by October
Treasury by
Oliver,
Dodson,
Oliver,
Dodson,
department
to include
estimates for water department
566
include estimates
to
566
---.....--..
payment to ......-..---.---payment
466
in
annual estimates
estimates of .....------...
.
.....
-. - 466
in annual
Dodson,
Stephen,
Dodson,
accomof,
to
transmit
annual
estimates
of,
to
accom561
to transmit annual
561
payment to
to .....----- -------------------payment
ofTreaspany estimates
estimates of
of Secretary
Secretary of
Treaspany
Doll, Daniel
Daniel H.,
deceased,
H., deceased,
Doll,
466
466
613
ury
ury-----..........-----------------------613
payment to
to administrator
administrator of
of ...............
payment
to
treasury of United States apin treasury
deposit in
to deposit
Dolly, Abijah,
Dolly,
466
466
theof
propriations
for,
and
revenues
the
.
574
revenues
and
for,
propriations
payment
payment to --------------------------.
to certify
vouchers, etc.,
accounts to be
on accounts
etc., on
certify vouchers,
to
Domestic Animals,
Animals,
Domestic
rendered
monthly
to
accounting
offiaccounting
to
monthly
rendered
appropriation
contagious
investigating contagious
for investigating
appropriation for
466
cers of
of Treasury;
Treasury; proviso ----------- 466
diseases
30, 295, 384
cers
..-------. 30,295,
of -------.-diseases of
to sell
at auction
auction lots
in, proceeds
proceeds of sale
lots in,
35
sell at
to
in
District
of
Columbia,
impounding,
etc ..
impounding, etc.
Columbia,
of
District
in
applied to
of public
public builderection of
to erection
applied
importation
of
certain, by
by John
Merryman
John Merryman
certain,
of
importation
467
467
33
ings in
in .........------------------...... - -ings
and Frank
Frank Brown..----------------Brown
and
to sell
certain land
land in, to Washington
Washington and
sell certain
to
6
Donahue, James,
James,
Donahue,
513
513
622
Georgetown
Railroad Company
Company ..
Georgetown Railroad
payment
payment to .------------------------.- 62
to recommend
recommend site
for union
union railroad
railroad depot
depot
sitefor
to
Donaldsonville, La.,
Donaldsonville,
330
481
-330
in City
Washington ..--------481
City of Washington
in
appropriation for
removal of pier at......at
for removal
appropriation
374
74 Donation
to appoint
additional policemen ....---appoint additional
to
Land Cases,
Cases,
Land
Donation
311
government
31
Washington City
in Washington
---employees in
in...--. ..--government employees
fees
for final
certificates in
final certificates
fees for
to
paid for
4th day
March, and
day of March,
for 4th
be paid
to be
457
Donnelly,
Ignatius,
Ignatius,
Donnelly,
522
457
52
--4
30th
May, 1881 ...---.-30th day of May,
contested election
expenses of ...------- election expenses
contested
,
District
Courts,
District Courts,
56
Donnell,
Robert
W.,
W.,
Robert
Donnell,
566
77,454
----appropriations for
277,454
for .--------....
appropriations
payment to
..----------- --.---.------payment
in
etc., of, at Denver,
Denver,
terms, etc.,
Colorado, terms,
in Colorado,
Donoho,
Monroe,
.49
Monroe,
Donoho,
549
Pueblo,
76
and Del Norte .--.---.---Pueblo, and
payment to
to -----------------------...... . .
payment
in Connecticut,
Connecticut, November
changed 41 Doran, Patrick,
November term changed
in
528
Patrick,
Doran,
528
in Indiana,
Indiana, two
two terms to be held at Fort
in
payment to
to --- --.
...------------.--------...
payment
511
511 Dorchester,
Wayne
Wayne.. ------------ ------------Mass.,
Dorchester,
to
authorized to
of, authorized
deputy clerk
marshals to reside at Fort 511
Blue
National Bank of,
and marshals
Hill National
clerk and
Blue Hill
deputy
511
314
change
its location
name_
• 314
Wayne
location and name-.--Wayne ...------------------------change its
in Iowa,
Iowa, clerk
clerk of, shall be clerk of circuit
in
Daub,
Samuel,
deceased,
Samuel,
Doub,
except
held
court
at all
all places
except
payment
Frisby Doub
administrator
places where
Doub as administrator
court at
to Frisby
payment to
155
574
..-------.-----------at Des Moines ..
-----.-...
of
..-..---- .-------..
of
45
----.--in
Kentucky,
terms,
duration
in Kentucky,
Dougherty,
Charles,
Charles,
Dougherty,
553
in New
New Hampshire,
removed from
expenses of
of consulate
reimbursed to .......
terms of, removed
Hampshire, terms
consulate reimbursed
in
expenses
330
Exeter
Concord
•
Concord.----------------to
Exeter

830
830

INDEX.

Page.
Page.
Dougherty,
Dougherty, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
547
pension to .........
...............
547
Dougherty, Sarah
Dougierty,
Sarah T.,
payment
payment to ..............................
577
577
Douglas, David D.,
Douglas,
payment
payment to Mary R.,
R., admiuistratrix
of_ _ 628
administratrix of....
628
Douglass, Alexander,
Douglass,
payment to
566
............................
566
Douglass, William,
Douglass,
payment to ..............................
574
574
Douglass, William,
Douglass,
William,
payment to .......-----.......-....----2
2
Dove, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
payment to, as widow
Dove-..
574
widow of
of Coleman
Coleman Dove574
Downard, William K.,
Downard,
K., deceased,
deceased,
payment to Oliver
Oliver J.
J. Beard as administraadministraof.
571
tor of...................
..........
571
John,
Downey, John,
payment to ..............................
621
621
Joshua, deceased,
Doyle, Joshua,
deceased,
payment
payment to R.
It. D.,
D. ' administrator
administrator of .......
628
628
Draft and
Draft
and SubstituteFand,
Substitute Fund,
appropriation
deficiency in
430
appropriation for deficiency
in............
430
Drafts
and Warrants,
Drafts and
Warrants
appropriation for engraving,
appropriation
engraving, etc.,
etc., for
for PostPostOffice Department .................
._ 179,376
179,376
Drain,
Drain, Joseph,
Joseph H.,
H.,
payment
to
....-payment
615
....------....-.......
. 615
Drake, Wesley,
Drake,
Wesley,
payment to ......
..
644
............................
644
Draper, S. L.,
Draper,
payment to ...............
payment
628
............
628
Dreyfous, Joseph A.,
A.,
payment
payment to .............................
429
429
Drawback
Drawback Certificates,
Certificates,
for special
special improvement taxes paid in the
District of Columbia ..............36
..............
36
Drawback of Customs Duties,
Drawback
Duties,
on goods manufactured
wood
manufactured in
in part of wood
grown
grown in United States
States ........
67
............
67
reappropriation of unexpended
unexpended balances
reappropriation
balances for
for
payment of ......................-.
...
242
242
Driggers,
Matthew,
Driggers, Matthew,
payment to .......-- -565
..---...-..
...---.
565
Drinkard,
Drinkard, Presley,
Presley,
payment to ............................
628
628
Dromgoole, George
George C.,
Dromgoole,
............................
payment to
628
628
Drury, Milly J.,
J.,
payment to ............................
615
615
Dubuque, Iowa,
Dubuque,
Iowa,
port of entry,
entry, privilege
privilege of
immediate transof immediate
transportation of dutiable goods to,
to, auauthorized
...........................
thorized
174
174
appropriation for removing
appropriation
removing bar in
in MissisMississippi River at ....................
.188,478
188,478
Creek, Del.,
Duck Creek,
appropriation
improvement of.
appropriation for improvement
..... .
of.........
477
for improvement at mouth of ..---.......
190
190
Duck River, Tenn.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
_.191,477
of........191,
477
Duckwall,
Duckwall, Elias
B.,
Elias R.,
payment to, as administrator
administrator of John .....
574
574
Duclozel, Charles
Duclozel,
Charles Olivier,
Olivier,
title to lands confirmed
confirmed....................
539
539
James L., guardian
guardianof J.
Duff, James
J. D. and
and Mary E
E.,,
payment
payment to ............................
560
560
Duffy, Sebastian,
Sebastian,
......................
payment to ....
279
Dugan, John
John A.,
A.,
payment to ..........................
payment
252
252
Duke, J. H.,
H.,
payment to, as administrator
administrator of George
King, deceased
deceased.------------------574
574
Duluth, Minn,
Minn.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
appropriation
harbor
..................
183,
at .....
183,472
472
.

Duly, John,
John,
payment
payment to
to ....................
......
Dumas,
Dumas, Louisa
Louisa C.,
C.,
payment
to ..................
payment to
.........
.
Dunawin,
Catharine,
Dunawin, Catharine,
payment to
to .............................
Dunbar,
H., and
William A.
A. McPheeDunbar, William H.,
and William
McPheetars, executors
Dunbar,
ters,
executors of
of Martha
Martha W.
W. Dunbar,
deceased,
deceased,
payment
payment to ............................
Duncan,
James R.,
R.,
Duncan, James
payment
payment to .......
.............
.......
Duncan,
Margaret, deceased,
deceased, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles
Duncan, Margaret,
Duncan,
deceased,
Duncan, deceased,
payment to Judith Brown, heir
payment
of .
heir of
........ .
Duncan,
Thomas N.,
Duncan, Thomas
N.,
payment to ...........................
•.
Duncan, Winneford, deceased,
Duncan,
deceased,
payment
administrator of.
payment to
to administrator
of..............
Dungan
Dungan Charles
Charles L.,
payment
payment to
to ............
..............
Dunkel,
Dunkel, John
John C.,
C.,
payment
payment to
to ............
..............
.
Dunkirk, N.
K.,
Dunkirk,
N. Y.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
appropriation
harbor
.......................
at ....
...
Gatezvood 13.,
Dunn, Gatewood
B.,
payment to ..........................
Dunn, James
Dunn,
James N.,
V.,
payment
payment to ...-....-...-.--...-......
Dunnington,
Dunnington ' F.
M., and Company,
F. M.,
refund
refund of tax on tobacco to...............
to ..
.
Duplicate
Draft,
Duplicate Draft,
to Farmers and Merchants'
Merchants' Bank of Paris,
Paris,
Tex--------------Tex
Durham,
Durham, Nelson,
Nelson,
payment to ................
payment
...........
"Dusenberry, J.
"Dusenberry,
J. H.,"
H.,"
name of schooner, changed to "Cordorus".
"Cordorus".
Dutiable
Dutiable Goods,
provisions
provisions for immediate
transportation of,
of,
immediate transportation
to certain internal ports of
of destinadestination ....-.......................-.
amended
amended
----...........................
Duties,
Duties,
proclamation
proclamation by the
the Presi
Presi dent
dent discontinuing
discontinuing
discriminating,i on certain
discriminating,
certain merchanmerchandise imported in
n Chinese
Chinese vessels ....
provisions for immediate transportation
transportation of
of

Page.
Page.
574
574
628
628
574
574

645
645
574
574
543
543

628
576
576

566
619
619

181
615
615
574
574
545
545
2
2
615
615
172
172

173
198
198

800
800

'oodns subject
subhiet to,
to to
to certain
enrtfin
i
ntr- V1
goods
inte-,',a1

ports of destination
173
destination ----...
173
articles imported for exhibition
exhibition at Millers'
International Exhibition,
International
Exhibition, Cincinnati,
Cincinnati,
Ohio, admitted free of..............
of
62
62
articles imported for relief of colored
colored emiemigrants admitted
admitted free of, under
under rules
rules
of Treasury Department
66
Department ............
66
sheep and wool imported
imported for exhibition
exhibition at
at
international show, Philadelphia,
international
Philadelphia, free
free
of .................................
70
70
quinine
quinine, exempt from ---------..........48
48
appropriation for purchase
purchase of Heyl's rates
appropriation
................................
of _
56
56
Duvall,
Joseph, and William
William Homiller,
Duvall, Joseph,
Homiller,
payment to ............................
620
620
D'Wamish
D' Wamish Indians,
Indians, Wash. Ter.,
Ter,
appropriation for subsistence, etc., of
appropriation
. ..129,499
of....
129, 499

E.
E.
Eads, James
Rads,
James B.,
appropriation for payments
payments to; provisos .....
44
for survey and examination
examination of work of,
of,
at South Pass of Mississippi
Mississippi River..
River. 189,
189,479
479
Earle,
Earle, John
lohn B.,
B.,
payment to .................
575
...........
575
Early, James,
deceased,
James, deceased,
payment to administrator
administrator of..............
payment
of
574
574
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Pag.
Earp, Matthew,
Matthelw,
Earp,
562
562
payment to
to ..............................
pament
East Chester
Creek N.
Y.,
N. Y.,
Chester Creek,
East
184
184
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.........
of.........
appropriation for
Eastern District
Louisiana,
of Louisiana,
Districtof
Eastern
567
567
establishment
of the
the .....................
establishment of
Eastern
Shawnee
Indians,
Indians,
Shawnee
Eastern
125,495
appropriation for
annuity, etc., to ....... 125,495
for annuity,
appropriation
East
Railroad Company,
FloridaRailroad
East _Florida
authorized to
Saint
construct bridge over Saint
to construct
authorized
313
313
Mary's River,
River, Georgia;
Georgia; proviso ...
Mary's
Easthant,
George W.,
Eastham, George
566
566
payment
to .............................
payment to
Eastis,
Daniel,
Eastis, Daniel,
558
558
payment
to ..............................
payment to
Eastman,
Eastman, Henry B.,
639
639
--payment to
to ........................--payment
Eastport,
Eastport, Iowa,
appropriation for
Missouri
of Missouri
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation
479
479
at......................
River at
River
East
N. Y.,
Y.
River, N.
East River,
814
814
appropriation for
for improvement
of.........
improvement of
appropriation
473
473
for
removal of
of obstructions
in ...........
obstructions in
for removal
East
Va.,
East River, Va.,
143
constituted
port of delivery
delivery............. 143
constituted aaport
Echo
N. Y.,
Harbor, N.
Echo Harbor,
181, 469
of........
appropriation
for improvement
—.181,469
improvement of
appropriation for
P.,
Echols, Mayson
Mayson P.,
Echols,
....-- ..---- 562
payment to
to ...................---payment
Eddings, W. B.,
Eddings,
647
647
payment
payment to .......---.........----............
Edelin, Horace,
Horace,
Edelin,
616
616
payment
payment to ................-............
Edelin, Joseph
B.,
Joseph B.,
Edelin,
575
575
.............
payment
payment to ........-------......
Edgmond,
S.,
Edgmond, W. S.,
628
payment
to ................----.----- ..--payment to
Editing Laws,
etc.,
Editing
Laws, etc.,
216
Congress.
appropriation
for, of
of Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Congress.
appropriation for,
third
session
Forty-sixth Congress
Congress ......
391
Forty-sixth
session
third
Statutes
at Large,
Large, Forty-sixth
Congress.216, 391
Forty-sixth Congress.216,391
Statutes at
Education, Bureau
Bureau of,
Education,
appropriation
for salaries,
in office
office
etc., in
salaries, etc.,
appropriation for
of
23,28,233,409
23,28,233,409
..............----------------of
231
for rent
rent of
by
occupied by........
building occupied
of building
for
for distribution
of_
276
276
etc., of--documents, etc.,
of documents,
distribution of
for
additional
copies
of
reports
of,
authorized
additional copies of reports of, authorized
309
to
be printed
printed and
and distributed.......distributed
to be
of
detail of Army officer in connecconnecIndians, detail
of Indians,
35
tion
35
with ...-..-----------------tion with
Edwards, Abner,
Edwards,
Abner,
628
payment
payment to ........----...--..............-Indians of,
Eel
River, Miami Indians
Eel River,
121,491
491
to...---....121
appropriations for
for annuities
annuities to
appropriations
Egger, M.
guardian,
and guardian,
executor and
B., executor
M. B.,
Egger,
564
*---*-----.
payment
.
payment to .........--...---Eighth Census,
Census,
Eighth
52
appropriation for
etc., in
completin completservice, etc.,
for service,
appropriation
52
-- --------------.
ing
ing .......----Eight-hour Law,
Law,
Eight-hour
deficiency
allowance for
for allowance
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
430
430
reduction
of wages
under the.......
the
wages under
reduction of
Eisenawgle,
Henry,
622
Eisenawgle, Henry,
622
----------payment
payment to ...----..---------Elam,
James
C.,
administrator
of
Alexander
S
S.
Alexanaer
of
Blam, James C., administrator
6
Waldeck, deceased,
deceased,
Waldeok,
618
----*----------payment
payment to ...-...-Elections,
Elections,
3.5
3
at.
Army not
not to
used to
preserve peace at._
to preserve
be used
to be
Army
appropriations
for
support
Army
prohibArmy
of
support
for
appropriations
ited,
used as
as police
police force;
proforce; prowhen used
ited, when
113
113
-----------viso
.-....viso
allowances
in contested,
contested, for
seats in House
for seats
allowances in
457
...----of Representatives
---Representatives .....
of

831
Page

of Page
iece-President of
Electors
for President
President and Vice-President
Electors for
United
United States elect,
appropriation
payment of messengers
for payment
appropriation for
for conveying
conveying votes
of
votes of, to the seat of
for
government .
..
266
.
266
..-...-..--.--...
government
Elevator, Passenger,
Passenger,
Elevator,
construction of _ 449
Capitol, appropriation
appropriation for construction
Capitol,
for...
Executive Mansion, appropriation
appropriation for
444
Executive
construction of, court-house, Indianapolis,
Indianapolis,
construction
417
...........
Ind ...............
Ind
appropriapost-office,
New York,
deficiency appropriaYork, deficiency
post-office, New
241
tion
for and
of..............
repairs of.
and repairs
tion for,
Elizabethport,
N! J.,
J.,
Elizabethport, N.
channel
appropriation
improvement of channel
for improvement
appropriation for
192
at
.....----------192
at ............-..
Elizabeth
J.,
Elizabeth River, N. J.,
appropriation for
184, 474
of ....... 184,474
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation
Elk
River, Md.,
Md.,
Elk River,
of........190,474
appropriation
190,474
improvement of_
for improvement
appropriation for
Elk
River, W.
W. Va.,
Va.,
Elk River,
appropriation
for improvement
of....AR, 475
improvement of........191,475
appropriation for
Eller,
John, sr.,
Eller, John,
569
569
...-..payment
to .................
payment to
Elting,
Elting, Henry,
payment to
619
to ....................---------payment
Ellington, William,
William,
Ellington,
569
payment
to ........................
payment to
Elliott, James,
James, deceased,
Elliott,
616
payment
to executors
executors of ......--.-- -----payment to
Elliott, Loyd,
Loyd,
Elliott,
564
-- .....-- 564
payment
to .........................
payment to
Elliott, W.
137.Y.,
Y.,
Elliott,
566
payment to,
A
executor of Thomas A...-..
as executor
to, as
payment
Elliott, William,
William, and
and Lankford
Warfield, execuLankford Warfield,
Elliott,
deceased,
tors of
Elliott, deceased,
James Elliott,
of James
tors
616
............--payment
to
.........
payment to
Ellis, Allen,
Allen,
Ellis,
564
payment
to ........-...--.-...-..... ---payment to
Ellis, Littleton,
Littleton,
Ellis,
628
.........payment
.........
to .
payment to
Rises, John,
John, sr.,
sr.,
Elsea,
666
5
566
payment
to --------------------------- 566
payment to
payment
Jeremiah,
Elwell, Betsey,
Betsey, widow of Jeremiah,
Elwell,
pension to
653
.653
.....---------------------..-to.pension
Elias,
Ely, Elias,
6.8
payment to
to .......--------------------628
payment
Embezzlement,
Embezzlement,
provision
for the
extradition of persons
the extradition
provision for
charged
with the
crime of, with the
the crime
charged with
771
.....-------.
Netherlands
771
--Netherlands ......
6
Emmert, Jacob,
Jacob,
Emmert,
620
payment to
to ......---------------------620
payment
Emmert, Leonard,
Leonard,
Emmert,
620
payment
to .......--620
---------- ------payment to
6
Emmert, Martin,
Martin,
Emmert,
----payment to
to ..-.....
620
- .............-payment
Emmet, Nancy
Nancy P.,
P.,
Emmet,
5
payment to
574
to ---------.-------.-------payment
Employes,
Employes,
,
o5
certain,
House
and
Senate,
extra
pay
to.
_
.
55
to...
pay
extra
certain, House and Senate,
appropriation
for payment of
of Senate
3r.35
210, 3-,5
23,26, 210,
Senate .23,26,
appropriation forpayment
for House
25, 212, 32
3899
...-- ---------- .23,325,
House.
for
of
may be
paid for services before
be paid
Senate may
of Senate
taking
2
oath .......---....---.....-----------taking oath
..
of
------------------.53
House ..-----------------------------of House
an ticipation of
of, of
of Congress,
Congress, authorpay of,
of pay
anticipation
ized ----------------- --.................. 290
99
ized
appropriation to
to pay, of Congress, for 30
appropriation
310
days
from
and
after
adjournment
_
_.
310
days from and after adjournment
of government,
government, Washington,
Washington, D.
be
to be
C., to
D. C.,
of
paid
for certain
certain legal
legal holidays
304
holidays.------304
paid for
for
day of
of May,
May, 1880....-------------1880
307
37
29th day
for 29th
for
of March
March and 30th day of May,
day of
4th day
for 4th
522
------- -- -------1881
Engineer
1)epot,
Engineer Depot,
material
appropriation
purchase of material
appropriation for purchase
33,113,349
for --------------------------- 33,113,349

832

INDEX.
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Page.
Page.
Engineer
Corps, Army,
Engineer Corps,
Army,
officers of, to examine
examine practicability
of tuntunpracticability of
nelling Detroit
Detroit River...............
River
51
51
Commission; detail of
on Mississippi River Commission;
assist ants from ....................
37
37
promotions
promotions in ..........-..
45
...........
45
Engineers.
Engineers, Army,
Army,
appropriations
appropriations for salaries,
etc., in
in office
of
salaries, etc.,
office of
Chief of --------............... 23, 228,
403
228,403
for department jf.
33,
113,349
of .--.....--........-33, 113,349
Engineers,
Engineers, Navy,
Navy,
provisions
provisions of section
section 1486,
1486, Revised Statutes,
relating to,
amended; proviso
proviso ......
510
to, amended;
510
Engineers
Engineers and Assistants,
Capitol, to be under direction
Architect,
direction of
of Architect,
subject to control
control Speaker
Speaker of House.213,
House.213, 388
388
Engraving
Engraving Drafts
Drafts and
and Warrants,
Warrants,
appropriation
appropriation for, for
for Post Office
Office DepartDepartment..............-.........---.
ment
. 179,376
179, 376
Engraving
Printing,
Engraving and
and Printing,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries in Bureau
Bureau of..
of .. 23,219,394
23, 219,394
for labor and expenses
expenses of ........
438
.... .261,
261,438
to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in, and to adjust acaccounts
counts of.of.
240
....---------------240
of portrait
portrait of Joseph Henry
Henry ------------48
...........
48
Enlisted
Men,
Enlisted Men,
appropriation for additional pay
appropriation
pay of,
of, in
in
Army ..........................
31,
110, 346
31,110,
number
number of, Army .------..--.......... 30,
110, 346
346
30,110,
331
in Navy;
Navy; penalties
penalties ------------------3,83,
--....- .........--3,83, 331
Enloe,
&mop,
Enloe, Scroop,
payment
payment to; proviso .....................
132
132
Enright,
Enrighit, Catharine
Cathaiine If.,
f.,
payment to, as administratrix
payment
S.
562
adminlistratrix of
of Patrick
Patrick S.
562
Enrollment,
Enrollment,
of vessels, what craft exempt from
fees for;
from feesfor;
proviso
...........................
88
Entomological Commission,
Entomological
Commission,
appropriation for investigations
appropriation
investigations by
276, 383
by ... 29, 276,383
deficiencies in work of
to supply deficiencies
of........
246
246
accounts
accounts of, to be settled and allowed;
allowed; ,proproviso----------------.----------..
viso
88
report
report of work
work of, to be made to
to CommisCommissioner of Agriculture
Agriculture ...............
383
383
Entrekin, John,
John,
Entrekin,
payment
payment to ........
619
.............-...
. .
619
Enumerators, Census,
Census,
Enumerators,
to receive and transmit
transmit census
census mail-matter
mail-matter
free of postage; duties of
of ...........
75
75
Envelopes,
appropriation for in
appropriation
an ufacture of registered
manufacture
registered
and stamped
stamped postal ..............
.179,
179, 376
376
for, for use of Post-Office
Post-Office Department..
Department.. _ 249
249
Envoys Extraordinary,
Extraordinary,
appropriations
appropriations for salaries
salaries of ............ 133,
133, 339
339
Ephemeris
Ephemeris,
appropriation
appropriation for compiling, etc.,
etc., AmeriAmerican -........
.84,
333
...-- ......----------84,333
copies to be annually
annually printed;
printed; sale
of, auausale of,
thorized ...........................
301
Epidemic
Diseases,
Epidemic Diseases,
appropriations
appropriations for investigating,
investigating, of
domesof domestic animals
30
animals ........................
30
refrigerating ship to
for refrigerating
disinfect
to disinfect vessels
vessels
infected
infected with ...................... _ .....
1
1
act to prevent
prevent introduction of, into
into United
United
States
5
.-.... ............. ......
5
quarantine station to prevent introduction
quarantine
of
of. ................47,
266
..............47,266
Eppler, Jacob
Jacob H.,
Eppler,
pension to
608
pension
--------------------- 608
Equipment and
Recruiting, Navy,
and Recruiting,
appropriations for salaries, etc.,
appropriations
etc., in bureau
bureau
..
of .............
23,
229, 405
.
..-------23,229,
405
equipment of vessels, and contingent
contingent
for equipment
and civil expenses of bureau
bureau of...
334
of .... _.85,
85, 334
deficiencies in contingent expenses
for deficiencies
of.
432
expenses of.
432

Page
Equipment of
of Vessels,
Equipment
Vessels, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for .....................
85,
334
appropriation
85,334
Equipments, Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for manufacture
manufacture and purchase
............... 113,
chase of ......
349
113,349
Erie,
Pa.,
Erie, Pa.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of harbor
harbor
at ..................
181,470
......
181,470
Erwin, Mary
Erwin,
Mary F.,
F., administratrix,
administratrix,
payment to ..............
...........
564
564
Escambia
la.,
Escambia River,
River, .F
f la.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of.........
..... .191,476
191,476
Essex,
Essex, J. Wesley,
payment to .....
......
.. .............
616
Estes,
John,
Estes, John,
payment to ...........................
560
560
Etherton, William,
Etherton,
William,
payment to ............
575
.. ..........
.
575
Europe,
Europe,
appropriation
appropriation for printing consular reports
reports
on condition of working-classes
working-classes in.
in._
26
26
Evans, Abraham,
Evans,
Abraham,
payment
payment to ----...........----------575
Evans, Augustine (supplemental),
(sappletuental),
.......
payment to
628
.
............
628
Evans, Charles
Charles H.,
H.,
.......
payment to ...... ......... 281
.281
Evans, David,
David, deceased,
payment to administrator of .........
622
622
Evans, D. D., administrator
Evans,
administrator of
deceased,
of David,
David, deceased,
payment
........----------------payment to .
622
Evans, David
Evans,
David D.,
payment
to ........
622
payment to
Evans, Isabel
Isabel L.,
Evans,
child,
L., and infant child,
increase of pension
.......
612
612
Evans.
James, deceased,
deceased,
Evans, James,
payment
payment to administrator
administrator of ......
571
.....
571
James M,
Evans, James
AL,
payment to ....................
647
Evans, John,
Evans,
payment to .........................
payment
647
.
647
Evans, Samuel,
payment to
.....-...-.
....
560
payment
Evansville,
Evansville, Ind.,
Ind.,
port of entry,
entry, privilege
privilege of immediate transportation
portation of dutiable goods to, authorized .-------.....---174
174
appropriation
custom-house and postappropriation for custom-house
.......
........
office at
259
Everhearl, George,
George,
................
payment to .
620
620
Everly, George,
George, deceased,
deceased,
payment to administrator
administrator of ...........
628
Evely, E. F., administrator
administratorof
Everly,
of George,
George, deceased,
deceased,
payment to
...............
628
628
Ewen,
Ewen, Isaac
Isaac,
payment to
.............................
574
74
Ewing, Samuel, and
John Robinson,
executors
and John
Robinson, executors
of Thomas London,
Loudon, deceased,
deceased,
payment to
582
to .............
.
582
Ewing, Thomas, deceased,
deceased,
Ewing,
appropriation
appropriation for purchase
purchase of portrait
449
portrait of...
of...
44
Eyster, George,
Eyster,
George,
payment
to ..............
553
payment to
.
Examination of
Examination
of Pensioners,
Pensioners,
biennial,
biennial, discontinued;
discontinued; future
future examinaexamina........
tions
............ ..
30
30
Examinations
and Surveys,
Examinations and
authorized
Secretary of
authorized to be made under
under Secretary
of
War
..........................
193,482
War.
South Pass,Mississippi
Pass, Mississi ppi River, appropriation
appropriation
for .----- -----------------------............................189,49
189,479
Examiner of State
State Claims,
Clainms,
Examiner
appropriation
for
pay
of
34,110
appropriation
of. ...............
34, 110
Examining Surgeons
Surgeons,
Examining
appropriation
for
fees
of,
in
pension
appropriation
of, in pension cases;
cases;
proviso
...
....--..........
proviso ----.60.376
376
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Page.
Page.
Clerk, Senate,
Senate,
age
n, James
Jameage
Executive Clerk,
Fann,
M.,
payment
to
late
.
.
56
payment to late.........................
payment to
56
payment
to .....................
56..
566
Executive
Executive Departments,
Departments,
Farle,
G.,...
Farley, Bayless
Bayless G.,
Seeretaties of;
to
make
requisitions
on
PostSecretaties
of',
make requisitions on Post613
payment to administrator of.............
of
613
master-General
for official
postageo
tbrMerchants'
master-General for
official postage
postage officia Farmers
Farmers and
Paris, Tex.,
Tex.,
and
Merchants' Bank,
Bank, Paris,
stamps ...........................
.237,413
237,413
duplicate
........................
duplicate draft to
2
2
deceased,
Farr,
B.
TW.,
Expenses,
Executive Expenses,
Farr, E. W., deceased,
appropriations
...
23,
216,
390
appropriations for
for.......--------------.............23,216,390
payment to widow of ................
payment
456
Mansion,
Executive Mansion,
Farrago',
Farragut,Admiral,
appropriations
of; proproappropriations for
for lighting,
lighting, etc.,
etc., of;
appropriation
for
final
installment
for
statue
appropriation for final installment for statue
viso ...........................-_23,
268, 444
of
3,268,444
of -----..---.-----....
..-...
.....---------------245
245
of.---.......................26
for repairs of
..... ._
_..26 , 444
444
for pedestal
of..
pedestal to monument
monument in honor of
__ _ 312
for contingent expenses
expenses of............----216,391
of
216, 391 Farrar,
Farrar,Abram
Abram F.,
Executive
Office,
Executive Office,
pension to ............................
538
538
appropriations
salaries; etc.,
etc., in
216, 390
390 Farrar,
appropriations for
W. B.,
for salaries,
in ....
.... 23,
23, 216,
F rrar, IV.
B.,
for
238,415
for deficiencies
deficiencies in
in .. ... ..................... 238,415
tax
refunded to
557
tax refunded
to .........................
557
Exeter,
Exeter, N. H.,
Paul, Jacob,
Jacob, deceased,
FPaul,
removal to
to Concord
Concord of
States disdisremoval
of United
United States
payment to widow
623
payment
widow of ...................
623
trict and
circuit courts
330 Faulhaber,
trict
and circuit,
courts now
now held
held at.
at-. .3O
Frederick, et
et at.,
al., trustees
trustees of
United
Faulhaber, Frederick,
of United
Exeter
Exeter River,
Bltvo; N.
N. H.,
H.,
Society
Society of Shakers,
Shakers,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of.
_
_.183, 472
appropriation
of........183,
472
payment to
624
payment
to ............................
.
624
Exhibition,
International, of
1876,
Exhibition, International.
of 1876,
Faulkner,
C.
B.,
Faulkner, 0. B.,
deficiency
.428
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
428
payment to
to ............................
615
payment
615
Expenses
of Recruiting,
Recruiting, Army,
E.Vpenses of
Army,
Faulkner, Chester
Faulkner,
Chester B.,
R.,
appropriation
for;
proviso
...
30,
110,346
appropriation for; proviso........... 30,110,346
payment
payment to ..........................
.
251
Experimental
Experimental Garden,
Garden,
Faulkner,
Faulkner, W.,
appropriation
of
Agricultural
Departappropriation for,
for, of Agricultural Departpayment
payment to .............................
647
ment
• 23,294,383
23, 294, 383
ment .......................
a
.t
.........
Faulkner,
William,
deceased,
Experiments, Culture
Culture of
of Cotton,
Cotton,
Experiments,
Faulkne,
illiam,
deceaseo,
payment to
623
623
of............
administratrix of
to adrainistratrix
payment
38
appropriation
3
appropriation for ......................
Faussett, Cecilia L.,
383
Faussett, Cecilia L.,
tea...
in the culture and manufacture
38
83
3
manufacture of tea
payment to ..............
423
423
........
payment
to
Experts,
Experts,
Faulk Henry,
employ of,
of, in collection of statistics of ininFatth,
Henry,
payment to,
to, as
as administrator
administrator of
Ann Eliza
Eliza
of
Ann
payment
approternal and foreign commerce,
commerce, appro569
-......
..
is.sT.Hodges
394 Fearis,
priation
priation for pay of .................
B.,
Express Companiem
Pearis, T.
B.,
Companies,
payment to
575
575
payment
to ..............................
panics,
incorporated,
to
report to SuperinI Fees,
ees,
to render
render report
incorporated,
tendent
of
Census,
etc .
775
5
etc.............
of
Census,
tendent
consular,
for
bill
of
health
5
5
----| consular, for bill of health ................
E tr Het
Cer oState Department,
s etc -----Extra Clerk
xtra oraire,
Clerk Hire, St.e
Dpartme3nt,
for placing vessels in proper
proper sanitary conappropriation
for
....
_
_
216,
391
appropriation for .......................
216,391
dition ............................
dition
7
77
dition
Extra-duty Pay,
for final certificates
cases.
E appropriation
Pay,..........
fory
certificates in donation land cases.
311
appropriation for, Army
.31, 111,349
appropriation
for, of
agents ...... 60,
60, 350
appropriation
for, Army.............. 31,111,349
appropriation for,
of pension
pension agents
350
Extra
Pay,
Extra Pay,
5
{ofexamining
examining surgeons ..----.........--..
of
60, 350
- 60,350
to
certain employs
and Senate
Senate ....
55
to certain
employes House
House and
....
of
eamining
surgeons
60,350
of board of examining surgeons .........60, 350
appropriations for,
appropriations
for, to
to discharged
discharged Senate
Senate
officers of United States courts --------454
........
454
for officers
employ& ......................
53, 56, 456
employ6s
53,56,456
deficiency for
for. ............---.........
423
to House employ&
56,456
for
454
witnesses ..................
456
for jurors
jurors and witnesses
....s56 --------to House employes
g- Treasury
to
employ 6s
56
to certain
certain discharged
discharged Treasury
employes
56
---....................... 423
deficiency forfor
Extradition of Criminals,
for
marshals
and
attorneys
in
postal
servExtraditionof Criminal7s,
for marshals and attorneys in postal servconvention for,
for, with
Netherlands ...._.769,
775
convention
with the
the Netherlands
769,775
...........------------------------ 177,374
ice
177,374
Fellows,
Homer,
Fellows, Homer,
..-..----- 643
payment
payment to ....................---F.
Petty, Catharine
K.,
CatharineH.,
Pelty,
Fagan,
F.,
Fagan, James
James F.,
......... 621
payment to..................
to _
250
payment
to
payment to..............---...........---250 Ferguson,
A.,
Ferguson, D. A.,
Fairbanks,
Crawford, and
Herman
Hulman,
Fairbanks, Crawford,
and Herman Hailman,,.....-.........-------payment
payment to
575
settlement of
tax assessedt
assessed
settlement
of deficiency
deficiency tax
to Chambers,
----------and
7 Ferguson and
7Ferguso
Chabers,
against ............................--tax refunded
to -------.
Patax
refundedrid
to
---------------- 545
545
Fairmount Park
Art Association,Wlmnig
Association,
Fairmount
Parmkpaiment
Art
Fermenting
Period,
grant of
of cannon
to, forr bronze
b~ronze
Frmenting
IPeriod,
equestrian
grant
cannon to,
bronze equestrian
equestrian
spirits, limited.
in manuftnr
manufacture of distilled spirits,
limited_
145
Maj. Geon.
Gen. George
Gorstatue of
of late
late Maj.
George Gorin manufacture o
Fernandina, Fla.,
164
Feandin
Fla.,
...........
164
don
Mead........
don Meade
appropriation for improvement of inside
Fairport,
Ohio,
-appropriation
for improvement of inside
Fairport,
passager.186
between,
186
Faappropriation
,passage for improvement of harbor at 182
between,
Johnasand
and Saint
Saint John's -.
186
between, of
and Saint John's
appropriation for improvemcnt of harbor at 182
port ofpassage
entry, privilege
transof immediate
immediate transentry, privilege
port ofportation
J.,
Martha J.,
Fake, Martha
Fake,
of dutiable goods to,
564
payment
payment to
to -------..
---.........---------------.... ----... 564
authorized
on of dutiable goods to, 174
authorized
Falconer,
Faleoner, William,
Williant,
Fewell,
William
H.,
561
payment
to
payment to ..............
..............--561 Fewell, William H.,
sea
payment
58
of.............
to administrator
administrator of
payment to
River, Mass.,
Fall River,
Fall
Hass.,
Fields,
Alexander,
appropriation for custom-house
custom-house and postpost.
Fields, Alexander,
appropriation
566
payment to
office
259,435
payment
to ......-..........--.-----------------. 259,
435
office at...--.........Fifth
Auditor,
Fifth Auditor,
Falls,
G., and
Company,
and Company,
Falls, G.,
appropriation
for salaries
in office
office of...23,
218, 393
393
of.. 23, 218,
appropriation for
salaries in
587
to......
.......----........ 587
tax refunded
refunded to
Nth Judicial
Circuit,
Fifth
Judicial Circuit,
Falls, G.,
Falls,
courts
of Texas
Texas part
part of
of ...................--10
587
10
courts of
587
tax refunded to ...............-----.........-----Pincher,
John,
Falls,
E.,
Falls, Robert
Robert K.,
Fincher,Johzn.
5
payment to . .
.
....... ......
500
payment to
566

payment to............................

xxi-53
xxx-53

566

payment to ..... .....................

834
834
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Finley,
Finley, Ann B.,
L...
payment to,
to, as
administratrix of John L
564
as administratrix
payment
Finley, Samuel
Samuel C.,
Finley,
payment
as executor
executor of
562
Samuel ..----.
of Samuel
to, as
payment to,
Finley, William
H., deceased,
deceased,
William H.,
Finley,
payment
628
administratrix of ....
to Dorcas,
Dorcas, administratrix
payment to
Finn, Massach,
Massach,
Finn,
pension
589
to .............................
pension to
Fire
D. C.,
Alarm, D.
Fire Alarm,
161,463
appropriation for
_161,463
.......................
appropriation
Fire
D. C.,
Department, D.
Fire Department,
appropriation
for
161,463
463
161,
appropriation for ...............------deficiency
appropriation for ..............
426
deficiency appropriation
Firemen,
Firemen,
30
pay
of rated
----.
....... ........--rated ......
pay of,
Fire-Extinguishers,
Fire-Extinguishers,
appropriation
for purchase
272
.
for Capitol .
of, for
purchase of,
appropriation for
First Assistant
Postmaster-General,
Assistant Postmaster-General,
First
.23,234,411
appropriations for
office of .23,234,411
for salaries in office
appropriations
First Auditor,
Auditor,
First
appropriations for
salaries in the office
for salaries
appropriations
of
23,26,217,392
23,26,217,392
...........of .............
First Comptroller,
Comptroller,
First
appropriations for
office
salaries in the office
for salaries
appropriations
23,26,217,392
23,26,217,392
of ........................First Michigan
Cavalry,
Michigan Cavalry,
First
430
of...
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of...
deficiency
First
National
Bank,
West Meriden,
Meriden, Conn.,
First Nrational Bank, West
authorized to change its name .........-.....
373
authorized
Fish and
Fisheries,
and Fisheries,
Fish
preservation of, in Potomac River .......
71
preservation
Fisher, John,
John,
Fisher,
guardian
guardian of infant heir of William Dakin,
deceased, pension
pension to ................
586
deceased,
Fishes, Food,
Food,
Fishes,
appropriation for
for hatching, etc ..........__151,440
151,440
appropriation
to
deficiencies for continuing
continuing
supply deficiencies
to supply
work
propagation of
150,264
..........150,264
of
work of propagation
Fishing
Light-station,
Fishing Battery Light-station,
appropriation
completion of work
at. __ 189
work at..
for completion
appropriation for
Fite, Moses
I.,
Moses if.,
Fite,
.....
payment to ......................
575
Fitzhugh,
II.,
Fitzhugh, L. H.,
5
.
5
to ............................
payment to
Fitzpatrick,
Bernard,
Fitzpatrick, Bernard,
575
payment to .
----.........-..-.......-----payment
Fitzpatrick,
N.,
James N.,
Fitzpatrick,James
251
-----.... .
payment to -----...---..----...
payment
Superioress
Xavier, Superioress
Francis Xavier,
Fitzpatrick,
Fitzpatrick, Mother Francis
of the Sisters of the Good Shepherd,
payment to
575
to .--....-----..................
payment
Five Fathom
Delaware Bay,
Bank, Delaware
Fathom Bank,
Five
appropriation
construction of
of aa lightfor construction
appropriation for
437
.--.
on ...-...............
ship on
Flags,
Flags,
loan of, to Grand Army of Republic, Dis.
trict of Columbia_
71
Columbia--..----............
Ceremonies..
to
131
to Committee
Committee on Inaugural Ceremonies..
Plannegan.
George,
Flannegan, George,
647
........-----payment to ............ Planner, Alexander,
Planner,
564
......................-----payment to
Flat-boats,
Flat-boats,
when not subject to enrollment, etc ........
44
Flathead
Indians,
FlatheadIndians,
appropriations for
etc., to coninstallments, etc.,
for installments,
appropriations
120
federated tribes of ................
federated
at
128,498
............ 128,498
Jocko Reservation
Reservation .....
at Joeko
subsistence, etc., for, and other tribes
for subsistence,
..._
........
129,499
........ 129,499
of ....................-..
Fleming, Alfred,
HanJames Hanadministrator of James
Alfred, administrator
Fleming,
non,
non, deceased,
payment to ........- .....................
631
Fletcher,
John,
Fletcher, John,
payment
56
....................
to .........
payment to
Fletcher,
John L.,
Fletcher, John
566
payment to -----------.. ----------....-..
payment
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Flint River,
River, Ga.,
Ga.,
Flint
186
appropriation
for
improvement
of.
186
appropriation for improvement of..........
Flooring for
for National
National Museum,
Museum,
Flooring
324
appropriation for
.324
....
for ...............
appropriation
lorid
Florida,
post-routes established
in .....
13,39,92,205,356
13,39,92,205, 356
established in
post-routes
appropriation
for salaries
salaries in
office of
of sursurin office
appropriation for
veyor-general
.........23,233,410
23,233,410
of ..............
veyor-general of
for contingent
contingent expenses
of
430
430
............
expenses of
for
titles
locaand locaentries and
certain entries
to certain
of settlers
settlers to
titles of
tions of
land on
military resreson Palatka
Palatka military
of land
tions
ervation, confirmed
.
171
171
confirmed .----------ervation,
State of,
of; authorized
select public
lands
public lands
authorized too select
State
in lieu
lieu of
lands confirmed
confirmed to
to
certain lands
of certain
in
settlers ..........
172
172
.............
settlers
to
to lands
lands confirmed
to
confirmed to
claims to
relinquish claims
to relinquish
settlers
172
......................
settlers .
Florida
Reefs,
FloridaReefs,
appropriation
establishing day
day beacons
for establishing
appropriation for
on the
262
.......................-...
on
the .
Florida Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Florida
deficiency
of........ 430
pay of....
appropriation for pay
deficiency appropriation
Floyd, London,
London,
Floyd,
payment
to
563
payment to ............................Floyd,
Sally,
Floyd, Sally,
payment
to ...........................
558
payment to
Floyd, William
William S.,
S.,
Floyd,
616
payment
...........--.-.--.........
payment to .
Flushing
Y.,
N. Y.,
Bay, N.
Flushing Bay;
appropriation
186,469
proviso. 186,469
for improvement
improvement of; proviso.
appropriation for
Flynn,
attorney,
James, attorney,
Flynn, James,
to
United States vs. Charles
Charles
pay judgment
judgment in United
to pay
Fox, appropriation
appropriation for ....
250
.---- .
Fox,
Fog-bells,
Fog-bells,
262,437
... ..262,437
appropriation for ..................
_
.
appropriation
Narraganerection of,
Wickford Harbor, Narraganof, at Wickford
erection
199
sett
...
authorized ....--.....
Bay, authorized
sett Bay,
Narragansett
entrance to Narragansett
Whale Rock entrance
on Whale
437
437
----..
.
....
........
Bay.
Bay ....
Fog-signals,
Fog-signals,
262,
436
..
appropriation
for
262,436
.....----....--....
appropriation for
repairs, etc.,
of
262,439
....262,439
etc., of....................
repairs,
430
deficiency
....................
deficiency for ...
Folding
Folding Documents,
23,214,389
appropriations for, for House
House ....----.
appropriations
for deficiencies
55
deficiencies in -----------...------ .
for
23,212, 387
23,212,387
for Senate
Senate ...................-..
71
of folders ......................
for pay of
Jerry,
Foley, Jerry,
honorable
discharge with pay
and bounty to
554
pay and
honorable discharge
Fontaine,
Edward,
Fontaine, Edward,
maps
accepted by Condrawings of, accepted
maps and drawings
gress ......................--------.. ....
50
gress
Food,
Food,
appropriation
consular reports
appropriation for printing consular
etc., of ..................
26
on prices, etc.,
Food
Fishes,
Food Fishes,
440
....
of
etc.,
propagation,
appropriation
....
appropriation for propagation,
150
......
deficiencies in .
... ..............
deficiencies
and Son,
Ford, C., Jr., and
Ford.
tax
545
tax refunded
refunded to ....---------------------.
Foote, A. H., deceased,
deceased,
Foote,
accounts credited
credited and closed..............
closed.
551
accounts
Ford,
Ford, Alethia,
616
payment to .............................
616
payment
Foreign
Intercourse,
ForeignIntercourse,
139
134, 339
appropriation
expenses of ...........
....
....134,
:
appropriation for expenses
239,415,427
deficiencies in ..................
239,415,4 27
deficiencies
Foreign
Mails,
Foreign Mails,
appropriation
salaries in office of superappropriation for salaries
-------.23,235,411
intendent
23,235,4 11
intendent of .--.....transportation of; proviso .........
179, 376
376
for transportation
Mail Service,
Foreign
Foreign Mail
use of postal cards for exchange
exchange with for179
authorized ......
eign countries, for, authorized
Trade-marks,
Foreign Trade-marks,
Foreign
504
.................
how obtained .....
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Page.
Page.
Forgery,
Forgery,
ag
Fort
Snelling,
ae
Fort Snelling,
provision for the extradition
extradition of persons
persons
appropriation
completion of necessary
appropriation for completion
charged with the crime of,
of, with the
269
buildings for military reservation at.
at.
269.
Netherlands...
.................
Netherlands
771 Fort
Fort Wayne,
Wayne, Ind.,
Forestry,
Forestry,
two terms each United States
States district and
appropriation
investigation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of investigation
circuitconrtsauthorizedto
circuit
courts authorized to beheldat.
be held at
511
of ......
'296, 384
..
.................
296,384
appointment of deputy clerks
appointment
clerks and marshals
Forrester, Christopher
C.,
Forrester,
(.'hristopher C.,
authorized;
authorized; to reside at ...........
511
511
payment to ..............................
....
628
payment
628 Fort,
Fort, Willie,
Willie,
Forsyth,
James H.,
administrator of
Forsyth, James
H., administrator
of Dorcas,
Darcus,
payment to ..-..
...
.............. 628
628
panient to
566 Fortifications,
payment
to .
.........
............
566
Fortifications,
Fort
Fort Abercrombie, Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriations
appropriations for, and for preservation
preservation and
and
abolished ...........................
.
172
repair
repair of ...................109,468
... 109,468
lands of. to be subject to
172 Fortress
to entry
entry and sale ....
....
172
Monrue, Va.,
Fortress Monroe,
Va.,
rights of settlers
80 ttlers on, preserved .....
............ __
172
appropriation
appropriation for repairs of government
government
headquarters at
Fort Assinaboine,
Fort
Assinaboine, Most.,
Mont.,
269
headquarters
at ...................
269
appropriation
appropriation for continuance
continuance of ..
__
269 Fortune,
........
Lewis,
269
Fortune, James
James C., administrator
administratorof
of Lewis,
for completion
completion of
...............
payment to ...........................
447
payment
616
Fort Crook Military
Military Reservation,
Fort
Reservation, Ca./.,
Cal.,
Fortune,
Fortune, Lewis,
lands
restored to public
325
lands of, restored
public domain
domain........
payment
administrator of
325
payment to administrator
of . ..........
616
616
Fort Dodge Military
Fort
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Kans.,
Fortunee,
Fortunee, Delphina,
Delphina,
opened
opened up to actual
actual settlers .............
311
payment
to
645
311
paymentto
.........................
645
Fort
Fort Elliott,
Elliott, Tex.,
Tex.,
Forty-fifth Congress,
Congress,
appropriation for military telegraph
telegraph lines
to
appropriation
appropriatiun
linesto
51
appropriatiun for
for publishing laws of
of ......
23
Forty-sixth Congress,
Congress,
Fort G'ratiot
Gratiot Military Reservation,
Reservation, Mich.,
Forty-sixth
Fort
appropriation for
publishing laws
laws of
216,391
portion of, remaining
remaining unsold
unsold to be appraised
appraised
for publishing
of......216,391
appropriation
310
and sold .........................
310 Foster,
Foster, Amos,
Amos, deceased,
deceased,
Fort
Fort Griffin, Tex.,
Tex. '
payment
administrator of
585
payment to
to administrator
of...........
585
Foster,
appropriation for
of Tonkawa
Inappropriation
for support
support of
Tonkawa InFoster, A.
A. K.,
K.,
...................
129
payment to
628
to...........................
dians at .....
Foster, A.
Fort Hall
Reservation, Idaho,
Foster,
A. T.,
1'.,
Fort
Hall Reservation,
Idaho,
payment to
628
appropriation for removal
removal of Indians, etc.,
payment
to ............................
628
appropriation
Foster, George
11.,
to
._
.......
..... ...........
............
130 Foster,
George R.,
payment to
560
Fort
Harker Military
Reservation, Kans.,
payment
Fort Harker
Military Reservation,
to...... .......
.............. 560
198 Foster,
Foster, James
H.,
sale of,
authorized .......
of, authorized
.. ...........
198
James H.
248
payment
to ............................
Fort
paymentto
248
Fort Laramie
Laramie Military
Military Reservation,
Foster,
John F.
F. C.,
Foster, John
C.,
right of way across, granted to Wyoming
payment
to
558
Company.
141
paymentto ........
............... ....
and Montana
Montana Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company.
558
Foster,
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.,
Foster, Thomas,
Thomas,
Fort
payment to, as administrator of William
575
appropriation for the military prison at..
at...269,
appropriation
269, 446
payment to, as administrator of William.
575
Foster, Thomas,
Thomas,
for erection
erection of barracks,
barracks, etc.,
etc., at ........
..... . 448 Foster,
payment
to,
as
administrator
of
George
W.
Fort
payment to, as administrator of George W.
Port Logan, Mont.,
Deatherage, deceased
575
sale of, authorized _
-.....
..............
114
Deatherage,
deceased...... .......
575
_ _.....
....... .....
Foster,
William, of
of Tennessee,
Tennessee,
Fort
Maginnis,
FortMaginnis,
Foster, William,
payment to...........-to
575
575
...............--payment
appropriation for construction
construction of..........
of
447
appropriation
Fouch,e, Isaac
Fort Omaha,
Omaha, Nebr.,
N'ebr.,
Fouche,
Isaac J.,
J.,
Fort
payment to
to ..
645
appropriation for
645
.....
................
payment
quarters
for construction
construction of quarters
appropriation
Le Feire,
Fevre, Ark.,
at.
at..-..............
.............
269 Fourche
FourcheLe
Ark.,
appropriation
187,477
of........187,477
appropriation for
ir improvement
improvement of
Fort
Fort Peck Agency,
Agency,
Fourth
Auditor,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Fourth Auditor,
Indians
appropriation for
appropriation for
salaries in
office of..
of...23,
.23, 218,393
218, 393
in office
129,499
appropriation
for salaries
at ....................
Foust,
T.,
Foust, Philip
Philip T.,
FortRansom, Dak.,
Fort
flak.,
payment
to
566
---566
paymentto........---------------...-abolished .. _ ---...........................
- ------172
Fowler, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
of, subject to entry and sale ........
lands of,
......
172 Fowler,
payment
— • 560
to ............----- ----- ..
-------Reservation, Cal.,
Cal.,
payment to
Fort
Fort Reading Military Reservation,
Calvin, deceased,
lauds of, restored to the public domain
domain....
325 Fox,
Fox, Calvin,
deceased,
lands
payment
to
of
628
628
administrator of..............
to administrator
payment
in.,
vation, Minn.,
Fort .Ridgely
Ridgely Reservation,
Fort
Fort
Bidgely
Reservation,
Minn.,
Fox,
Canbell
Fox, Campbell,
pre-emptors
pre-emptors in,
in, injured
injured by
by grasshoppers;
grasshoppers;
paymentFo.-payment to
. 628
time of,
of, extended
------. ..
.
11 Fox, Charles,
Charles
lands in, opened to homestead settlement

appropriation for payment of judgment in

and
proviso.appropriation
for paymentvs.ofHeir
judgment
in
and timber-culture
timber-culture entry; proviso..
506
case United
of .......
States vs. Heir of
United States
E case
n.,
Reservation,
Military
ort Ripley
Ripley
Fort
Ripley Military
Fort
Reservation, Minn.,
Military Reservation,
Miinn.,
E
Fox, Eli,
restored to public
appublic domain;
domain; lauds
lands to
to be
be apFopayment
li, to
. --.69
praised and sold........
6.9 Fox, E. T., .....-..--....---Fort
Fort Russell Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
paymentto
...... to
....
payment
right of
way across,
to the
Wyoright
of way
across, granted
granted to
the Wyoadministratorof Calvin,
Fo, Nel
Fox,
Nelson, administrator
Calvin, deceased,
ming and
Montana Pacific
Pacific Railroad
ming
and Montana
Railroad
paymentto
........------ ...... -----•
payment
to
Company
141
Company ............-------........... 141
Fox,
administrator of
C. Yett,
Fox, Nelson,
Nelson, administrator
of John
John C.
Yett, dedeFortScott, Kans.,
Fort
Kans.,
ceased,
ceased,
appropriation
I
for construction
construction of roadway
appropriation for
payment
to
.............
......
...............
.....
from, to the National
Cemetery. -...payment to ...
267
National Cemetery
from,
Fox, Rutha,
deceased,
Fox, deceased,
Butha, widow
widow of
of George
George Fox,
449 Fox,
.........--- -----..
completion of...for completion
of
payment
to
Fort Seward, flak
Dak.,,
payment to.... ..-- .............
Fort
Indians,
Fox Indians,
abolished
172 Fox
abolished .... .........................
appropriations for
for annuity,
annuity, interest,
interest, etc.,
ete.,
appropriations
lauds
subject to entry and
and sale.........
172
lands in, subject
to
rights
preserved
172
1---172
to........................
on, preserved........
lights of
of settlers
settlers on,

250
250
628
241
628

646
646
575

836
8S6

INDEX.
INDEX.
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Page•
P0a
Page.
Fry, J. A.,
Fox
River, Wis.,
Wis.,
J.
A.,
Fry,
Fox River,
payment to
to .....
...... ......
.... ....
575
575
.......................
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........189,480
of.
189,480
payment
appropriation for
Fryman, William
M.,
William M.,
Fryman,
Fox
arid Wisconsin
Rivers,
Wisconsin Rivers,
Fox aMa
payment
to ............................
622
622
payment t6
2
deficiency
appropriation for
damages, etc.,
for damages,
deficiency appropriation
Fuel,
to
248 Fuel,
-------------to ..........------appropriation for,
for, for
..... .....23, 212,387
212, 387
Senate..........3,
for Senate
-appropriation
Fractional
Currency,
Frctional Currency,
for House _
issue
of legal-tender
redemption
-23,214,38 .23, 214, 389
for House.........................
for redemption
reserve for
legal-tender reserve
issue of
for Treasury
and other
public buildings
buildings 265,441
265,441
other public
of ...............................
30
for Treasury and
30
of
Fulch,er, William
William T.,
T.,
IFlcher,
France.
France.
payment to...-......--..---------------------to
564
564
articles of
of agreement
agreement with,
postal_....
. .720,
724, 786
payment
720,724,786
with, postal
articles
detailed regulations,
regulations, etc
724-732 Fulks,
Ignatius,
Fulks, Ignatius,
724-732
etc..........
detailed
payment
to
620
.............
forms, etc
etc .
733-749
payment to...............
.........-............-----....... 733-749
forms,
Furman,
B.,
convention
settlement of
claims
James B.,
Furman, ,Tames
of claims
the settlement
for the
convention for
641
pension
to .............................--pension to
with_
673-679
673-679
6--....---------------...
......
with
Funk,
B.,
John B.,
Punk, John
Frankfort, Ky.,
Ky.,
Frankfort,
payment
to ............................----.575
appropriation for
preservation of
of records
records of
payment to
of
for preservation
appropriation
United States
States courts
courts at
.....
454
Furniture,
454 Furniture,
............
at ....
United
appropriation for
for, for
for House
23, 214, 389
389
House-.....-...23,214,
appropriation
terms
of courts
courts at.
--............----...--.... 46
at....
terms of
deficiency
for, for
.... .... ..... .....
..
65
65
...
for ............
deficiency for,
Frankfort,
Me.,
Frankfort, Me.,
for
Senate ........................
2, 23,
212, 387
3,212,
2,
for Senate
.--declared a
aport
325
of entry .............
port of
declared
for
8,227
Surgeon-General ........... -- . 68,227
of Surgeon-General
office of
for office
Frankfort,
Mich.,
Frankfort, Mich.,
for post-offices
post-offices
.178,375
............... .178,375
appropriation for
of harbor
for
harbor
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation
for Treasury
Treasury and
and other
other public
public buildings.265,
441
buildings.-65,441
at ...........................
184,471
for
184,471
at
deficiencies
241,417
for..................------241,417
deficiencies for
Franklin, Sarah
J.,
SarahJ.,
Franklin,
Fusion, Le
Roy T.,
T.,
Le Roy
payment to,
to, as
deceased ...
566
566 Fustan,
...
Ned, deceased
of Ned,
widow of
as widow
payment
payment
648
..------- 648
to.................---...
payment to
Franks, John W.,

Franks, John W.,
575G
...........
pay ment
to
575
merntto...........
pay
Frauds,
Frauds,
against United
States, liability
of parties
parties
liability of
United States,
against
for conspiracy
conspiracy to
commit ..--------......44
to commit
for
in Indian
Indian service,
service, appropriation
appropriation for
for exexin
penses
of detection
and punishment
punishment
detection and
penses of
of .....................
453
of
Framdu.lent Trade-marks,
Trade-marks,
Fraudulent
penalty
obtaining, etc
etc
504
for obtaining,
penalty for
a.
Johbn,
era ltor,
Frazier,
John,
628
payment to ...........
628
payment to
....................
Freedman's Bank
Building,
Bank Building,
Freedman's
deficiency
appropriation for
to Court
Court
of, to
rent of,
for rent
deficiency appropriation
of
246
Claims.........................
of Claims.
Freedman's Savings
and Trust
Freedman's
Savings and
Trust Company,
Company,
amendment of
of ....
.....
326
326
.................
of charter
charter of
amendment
Comptroller of
of Currency
Currency appointed
comappointed cornComptroller
missiolier of
326
missiorier
of........................
326
Freedmen's Hospital,
Washington City,
City,
Hospital, Washington
Freedmen's
appropriation
.. 276, 452
of..-.........276,452
support of
for support
appropriation for
Freeland,
J.,
Mary J.,
Freeland, Mary
payment to .........
628
628
-----...............
paymentto
Free
List Tariff,
Tariff,
Free List
quinine
transferred to
.
. ..
48
48
....................
to .
quinine transferred
Freeman,
J.,
James J.,
Freeman, James
payment to
to ............................566
payment
Freeman,
Zachariah,
Freeman, Zachariah,
payment
to
.
.
575
575
payment to ...............................Freight on
Bullion and
and Coin,
on Bullion
Freight
appropriation
398
for.......................--.
appropriation for
Fremont
Volunteers,'
Mounted Volunteers
Fremont Mounted
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
_
430
of........
pay of.
for pay
deficiency
French,
French, Henry,
560
payment
to
payment to ...-.....----- --------------------.
French,
B.,
French, Henry E.,
payment to....
to
646
......................--------------payment
French,
Pouwhatan,
French, Powhatan,
payment
628
to .............................
payment to.
French Broad
H. C.,
Broad River, iV.
French
appropriation
for improvement
185
improvement of .........
appropriation for
French Broad
Broad River,
Tenn.,
River, Teenn.,
French
appropriation for
improvement of
.. .-...192, 477
of....-...192,
for improvement
appropriation
French Language,
Language,
French
professorship
of, at
at Military
Military Academy,
Academy, disprofessorship of,
continued
34
............--.
continued..........
flvitch
and American
Claims Commission,
Commission,
American Claims
French and
455
appropriation
for
expenses
of
.
_
..
appropriation for expenses of..............
French Republic,
Republic,
French
claims against,
presented to joint
may be presented
against, may
claims
commission
297
commission for settlement .........

G.
G.
Gaddis,
Thomas J.,
J.,
Gaddis, Thomas
payment
.
562
562
--to ..................--..........--payment to
Gaines, Benjamin
P.,
Benjamin P.,
Gaines,
payment
to ............................--252
payment to
Gaines, John
John M.,
J
M., et al., executors of Otho J.
Gaines,
Smith,
deceased,
Smith, deceased,
payment to
621
621
t...........Ordnance Sergeant, U. S. A.,
paymentto
Gaines,
William,
Gaines, William, Ordnance Sergeant, U. S. A.,
placed
upon
the
retired
list.
109
list..............
placed upon the retired
River
and
abr, Ill.,
I.,
Galenan River
Ill.,
arbor,
ad Harbor,
ver and
Galena
m
appropriation for improvement
of
.182, 471
appropriation for improve ent of.......182,471
Gallaher,
sabella,
Gallaher, Isabella,
payment to
576
576
........
to ............
payment
Gait Frank,
Frank
Galt,
457
...
to -------------l..---payment
payment
457
L.,
Francis L.,
Gall, Francis
Galt,
political disabilities
political
disabilities removed .............
......
...
542
Galveston, Tex.,
port of
of entry, privilege
privilege of immediate transport
portation of dutiable goods to, auportation
thorized
. 174
thorized..........................-appropriation for
improvement of harbor
for improvement
appropriation
182
at
182
........................- -at ...port
of, provisions
pubestablishing pubprovisions of act establishing
port of,
505
lic
marine schools
to.. ..
extended to......
schools extended
lie marine
Galveston Bay,
Galveston
470
appropriation
improvement of.
of ---........
470
appropriation for improvement
for improvement
ship channel
....186, 477
at......186,477
channel at..
of ship
improvement of
for
Gamble,
Robert,
Gamble, _Robert,
647
payment
to ......................-----....-------.
payment to
Gann
away,
J.
Samuel J.
of Samuel
administratorof
Edward, administrator
Gannauway, Edward,
Wadley,
deceased,
Wadley, deceased,
636
-payment
to ............................-636
payment to
Gardenhire, James
F.,
James F.,
Gardenhire,
566
payment
to ............................
payment to
Gardner, John,
John,
Gardner,
575
payment
to ....................
575
.......
payment to
Gardner, Martha
MarthaAnn,
Gardner,
payment
............ 566
to.........................
payment to
Gores, George,
George,
Gares,
576
payment
to
576
payment to ............................
Garland,
William W.,
Garland, William
576
576
.........
payment to
to ...................
payment
Carling,
Samuel,
Garling, Samuel,
575
payment to
to .............--................
payment
Garrard,
Garrard, W. C.,
payment
........------------.. 425
..-...........------to .--....---payment to
Garrett,
L.,
Garrett, Thomas L.,
payment to .
.
562
............................
payment

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
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Garrison Equipage,
Garrison
Equpage,
appropriation
for
33
appropriation for ........................
Gas,
Gas,
appropriation
for,
for
Executive
Mansion
appropriation for, for Executive Mansion
and public
public grounds
grounds............... 268,444
268, 444
for Capitol
Capitol and
_
272,449
272, 449
and grounds ............
for
for
testing quantity
quantity and quality
quality of, used
used
for testing
by government
government .--------....--272
Ihy
272
deficiency, for Post-Office
Post-Office Department..
Department..
423
423
deficiency,
Capitol and
grounds ........ .-_-...
246
246
for Capitol
and grounds..............
Gasconade
Gasconade River,
River, Mo.,
Mo.,
appropriation for
improvement of
191,478
of........191,478
for improvement
appropriation
Gaston., Jacob
V., administrator,
administrator,
Jacob V.,
Gaston,
payment to ..............................
...
. 566
payment
Galch, George
S.,
Gaich,
George S.,
payment
---------------------575
575
........................
payment to
to...
Gate City
Guards, Atlanta,
Ga.,
Atlanta, Ga.,
Gate
City Guards,
loan
to
598
....................
loan of tents to....
Gaugers,
Internal Revenue,
Gauf/ers, Internal
23,27,
appropriation
for
fees
and
expenses
of
.23,27,
appropriation for fees and expenses of...
220,395
220,395
deficiencies
for
27,241,416
27,241,416
deficiencies for...................
27
storekeeper-. .
Pay of, when acting also as storekeeper
pay
Gaulden, Samuel,
Sr.,
Samuel, sr.,
Gaulden,
payment to estate of._
562
of.....................
Gautier, C.,
Gautier,
251
payment
to ...........................
payment to
Gault, John,
John,jr.,
Gault,
payment
603
payment to ..........................
Jacob,
Getwicks, Jacob,
Gelhicks,
......
to .....................
pension to.
641
Land Office,
General
General Land
appropriations
salaries, etc., in; propro for salaries,
appropriations for
viso .........................
.
23,231,407
viso
421,428
of.
deficiency,
for
contingent
expenses
of..421,428
deficiency, for contingent
for settlement
settlement of swamp land claims of
41
---..-States
by...................
States by
General
Orders,
General Orders,
codified, etc ............-34
of Army, to be codified,
General
General Taxes,
District of Columbia, rate of interest on
in District
36
36
---- -arrearages of........--of
arrearages
Geodetic Surveys,
Geodetic
appropriation for,
repairs of vessels, etc.,
for, repairs
appropriation
3 2 64 4 39
and for publishing obsery ations .263,264,439
,
,
andforpnllishingobservations.26
officer
Mississippi River
River commission;
commission;
of, on Mississippi
officer of,
detail of assistants
from
37
assistants from.........--detail
Geological
Geological Survey,
appropriation
for,
made
immediately
availappropriation for, made immediately
able
53
able .....................------.......
amended.
.
51
amended......................
for rent
rent of
of building
28
.................
buildig for
for
for expenses
expenses of;
... • ------ .... 274,451
proviso ........of; proviso
for
D. C.,
Georgeton, D.
Georgetown,
port of entry, privilege of immediate transport
portation of
dutiable goods to, auanof dutiable
portation
thorized
174
174
--...
............
.....
thorized...
appropriation
improvement of
harbors
of harbors
for improvement
appropriation for
and channels
channels at.
and
at.........-.....
. 181,470
181,470

Georgia—Continued.
Georgia-Continued.
brought
two or more defendants
defendants may be brought
.
where either reside.
reside .................
be
tried
in
the
division
issues of fact to
where the suit is brought
brought..........
prosecutions
prosecutions for crimes and offenses hereafter committed cognizable
cognizable in subdivision where committed
committed ...........
civil actions pending at Savannah,
Savannah, may be
transferred by consent to western ditransferred
vision, and proceeded
proceeded with as if origicases
nal cases........................
removed from
from State courts to be perpersuits removed
fected
United States
fected by terms of United
.....
........
-••
courts .............
jurors
reside in
division where
where summoned
summoned
jurors to
to reside
in division
for
service
....
for service ..................
processes
may be
issued, served,
exeand exebe issued,
served, and
processes may
division .............
cuted in either division.
German
E'mpire,
German Empire,
convention
concerning exchange
exchange
convention with the, concerning
money-orders ..........
of post-office
post-office money-orders
German Orphan
Asylum,
German
Orphan Asylum,
appropriation
for erection
of a
building for
for
a building
erection of
appropriation for
the ............................--the
act
for, amended
amended....
appropriation for,
act making
making appropriation
Gettysburg
Battle-field,
Gettysburg Battle-field,
survey of,
of, authorized
authorized ..................
survey
Gabes
Company,
and Company,
Gibbes and
payment to ...........................Gibbs,
A.,
Gibbs, Susan
Susan M.,
payment
......
..............
to -...payment to
Gibson,
James
K., administrator
administrator of
of William
WidWilliam WidGibson, James K.,
ner, deceased,
deceased,
ner,
payment
--to .............-.........-payment to
Gibson, Randall
L.,
Randall L.,
Gibson,
payment to............
to
...--...--.....-payment
Gilbert,'
J. J.,
J.,
Gilbert, J.
payment to
to
...........................-payment
Gildersleeve
Stephen,
Gildersleeve, Stephen.,
payment
to
payment to.........-..................
Giles,
John Bolejack,
Bolerjack,
of John
administratorof
Y., administrator
C. Y.,
Giles, C.
payment
..--.........
....
to ....
payment to
Gill,
George M
M,
Gill, George
refund
of
tax
to
.
...........---.
refund of tax to ......Gill,
Harrison,
Gill, Harrison,
payment
to
--.
.....---.---......
paymentto...
Gill,
John P.,
P.,
Gill John
payment
--------..
-------..
to.....payment to
Gillen, Rev.
E.,
Paul E.,
Re. Paul
Gillen,
payment
to ........................--paymentto
Gillespie, George
L., deceased,
deceased,
George L.,
Gillespie,
payment to
George L.,
L., heir
heir of
of ............
payment to George
Gillespie
' W
H.
II.,
of W.
C.
W. C
administrator of
Gillespie, W I. H., administrator
Adams, deceased,
Adams, deceased,
payme ntto
to.. .-------------------- --pymeit
Gilletine,
icajah,
Gilleine, Micajah,
payment to
----to ---aym
t---------Gillilan, James E.,
Gillilan,
James
payment
to .E.,

Georgetown, S. C.,
Gilliland,
Gilliland, Francis,
Francis,
appropriation
appropriation for erection
erection of light-house
light-house at
2
payment to
to .........................
payment
63
...----263
mouth
River
mouth of Sampit River-----....
Gilpin.,
George
F.,
Gilpin, George F.,
Georgia,
Georgia,
payment to
.. ..........
post-routes established
356
paymentto................
13,21,39,93,206,356
ilp .... .13,21,39,93,206,
established in
post-routes
m Lavine, deceased,
Gilreath,
deceased,
h,
Laeina,
Giltea
United
district courts
United States circuit and district
payment to administratrix of
of, certain
certain counties
counties of,
of, transferred
to father of Davidof............
payment
transferred admiaisttrix
of,u
Giotto
,Jacob,
H. Guider, defrom the
the northern
northern to
to the
father of David H. Ginder, deGinder-, Jacob,
southern
the southern
from
eas e
ceased,
62
607
..
*
ceased,
district
t .......... - ....
..........--------------62 .
distric
pension to
--eastern
western divisions
d.visions established
established
pension to........--------------------and western
eastern and
Givens,
Samuel,
63
Samuel,6
Givens,
district.............63
in the southern district
...
payment to estate of.
63
of
....................------..----estate
to
payment
6:3
counties
composing
eastern
division
counties composing eastern division.-----Elijah L.,
63
L.,
Gi7ngs, Elijah
63 Givings,
counties
composing western division......
division
counties composing
payment to
to ...........................payment
no additional
or marshal to be apadditional clerk or
no
Glass,
John,
63
John,
Glass,
--------....................- 63
pointed .......
pointed
payment to
63
..-.....
paymentto..............
63
terms to
Macou .. ---..-----.
held at Macon
be held
to be
terms
Glassburn,
Barbara,
suits to
in district
Glassburn,
arbaa,5
district where
where dedesuits
to be
be brought
brought in
payment to,
as widow of George Glassburn.
63
Glassblurn
payment to, as widow of George
6
.........----------fendant resides
fendant
.•• -•

837
837
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63
63
63

63
63

63
63
680
157
157
460
460

170
535
564
564

636
457
457

425
562
62
626
626
587
587
576
76
646
646
553
576
576
625
5

6647
566
566
562
562
576
576
559

559

607
607
629
629

575

575

575

575

575
575

INDEX.
INDEX.

-838

-838

Glidewell,
John H.,
Glidewell, John
H., administrator,
administrator,
payment to .....-...... .....-----..-...
payment

Pae.
Page560

-

Glover,
Glover, Campbell,
Campbell, deceased,
payment
guardian of
of .....
of infant
infant heir of
to guardian
pay
ment to
Goad, Newton,
Newton,
payment
payment to ......................-------Godbehere,
Godbehere, William,
payment
to
.....--- ........... --------.
; paymnentto---.........
Goforth, Zachariah,
administrator,
Goforth,
Zachariah, administrator,
payment
to..
payment to ---.----------------..........
Gold coins,
Gold
Coins,
appropriation for the
recoinage of
of...-..-the recoinage
I,appropriation
Golding, William
A.,
William A.,
Golding,
payment to ...............................
Goodall, Robert
Goodall,
Robert S.,
pension to ..................-..-.......

580
575
575
560
560
576
576

-

23
562
562

Page.
Page.
Grand
Haven, Mich.,
Grand Haen,
port
of entry,
immediate transof immediate
privilege of
port of
entry, privilege
portation
dutiable goods
goods to, auauportation of dutiable
thorized
174
174
thorized...........................
appropriation for
harbor
for improvement
improvement of harbor
appropriation
at
at ....... . _
.. ......
...... 182,471
Grand
Jurors,
GrandJurors,
of. .............................
43
43
per diem of
how drawn;
not disqualified
etc
43
43
disqualified by race, etc..
how
drawn; not
Grand
13: C.,
Grand Lodge, I.
I. 0.
O. of 0. F., D.
62
authorized
negotiate a
a loan ..........
authorized to negotiate
Grand
Marais, Mich.,
Grand Marais,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of harbor of
of
appropriation for
refuge
at. .......190 471
.......
........ 190,471
refuge at
Grand
Marais,
Minn.,
Grand Marais, Minn.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor
harbor
appropriation
at .-...................
183,472
........... .183,472
Grand River Band
Indians, Colo.,
Grand
Band Ute Indians,
deficiency appropriation
for support
of ---.
422
deficiency
appropriation for
support of.
Grand River, Mich.,
Grand
appropriation for
of
472
472
for improvement
improvement of..........
appropriation
Granger, _Richard,
Granger,
Richard,
payment toto.............................
payment
280
Grannery, Michael,
Grannery,
payment to.
payment
to ..............................
534
Grant, Elizabeth S.,
Grant,
payment to,
to, as executrix
Grant
576
payment
executrix of James
James H. Grant
576
Grant, E.
E. W.,
Grant,
payment to.
425
payment
to .............................
425
Grant,
C.
Grant, I.
I. C.,
payment to
575
payment
............................
575
Grant,
Grant, James
James D.,
release from
from tax on distilled
distilled spirits........
spirits ....
. 603
release
603
Grapeshot, Bark,
Bark,
Grapeshot,
payment to
to owner of
of,.....................
payment
538
•

610
610
Goodloe, Mary L., and
and Tavenner,
Tavenner, W.,
Goodloe,
payment to
569
569
to .............................
payment
Goods,
Goods, Wares,
Wares, and Merchandise,
Merchandise, Subject to Duty,
provisions for immediate
of,
immediate transportation
transportation of,
provisions
from certain ports of entry
entry to ports
destination. ................
of final clestination_..
173
Goodsell, Perry
8.,
Perry S.,
Goodsell,
280
payment to
to ...............- ...--..........
Goose
Goose Rapids,
Rapids, Red
Red River of the North,
appropriation
479
.
479
...... _ _
improvement of ......
appropriation for improvement
Gordon, Noah,
560
payment to ...............................
Gordon, H.
H. T.,
T., administrator
administrator of Ray Leftwicle,
Leftwick,
Gordon,
deceased,
deceased,
payment
632
payment to
to -...................-.........
632
Gordon, James
Gordon,
James R.,
I.,
payment to.....-----..
to
..................
651
Gordon, W. J.
J.,
Gordon,
name of steam pleasure-yacht,
pleasure-yacht, changed
changed to
to
Grasshoppers,
Minnesota and Dakota,
Dakota,
Grasshoppers,in
in Minnesota
Salmo -----------....-----.-------108
108
relief
relief of pro-emptors
pre-emptors injured by -..........
11
Gossett,
John.,
deceased,
Gossett, John, deceased,
settlers whose crops
crops were
were injured
of settlers
injured by
by..
48
payment to Frank,
Frank, executor
executor of...........
of_ _
_
575
Grattan,
Peter,
Grattan, Peter,
pension
to_....--...---....... --- ........-652
pension to
652
Hospital for Insane,
Government Hospital
Insane,
Graves,
_Edmund,
Graves, Edmund,
appropriations for
expenses of; profor current
current expenses
appropriations
payment
575
payment to ...........
...................
575
.viso
275,452
viso .....---------.
---..--------275,452
to supply deficiency
deficiency for ................
246,426 Graves, Rice, deceased,
246,426
payment
executor
629
payment
to
executor
of
...-..-....-.
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office,
A., executor
Graves, deGraves, Reuben A.,
executor of Rice
Rice Graves,
appropriations
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., in .-____23,215,390
23,215,390 Graves,
appropriations for
ceased,
ceased,
for the.
the__
279
for purchase of additional
additional land for
279
payment
payment to
to...............................
629
• for fire-proof extension,
etc., of
.....
_ 436
extension, etc.,
of........
436
pay of employ6s of, for certain
certain legal holidays
holidays
Gray,
administratrix of William
Gray, Bettie, T.,
T., administratrix
William B.,
authorized; proviso ...............
.
304,307
authorized;
deceased,
payment to...............................
to
645
payment
Territories,
645
Governments in
in Territories,
Gray,
Gray, Sarah
Sarah C. (claim 11403),
11403),
appropriation
the...23,27,225,400
23,27,225,400
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
of the..
payment to ..............................
644
payment
Gowanus
Y,
644
Gowanus Bay, N.
i. F.,
Gray,
Sarah C. (claim
(claim 11404),
Gray, Sarah
11404),
appropriation
improvement of channel
in
469
channelin
for improvement
appropriation for
payment to
to.
644
.
...........
................644
Graduates,
Graduates,
Gray,
Gray, John C.,
of Military
Military Academy
Academy may retire
retire from
from Army;
Army;
payment to ..............................
575
payment
575
34
terms -----------------------.--.
34
_Gray,
G., administrator,
Gray, John G.,
administrator,
Graham, Tex.,
Graham,
payment to .............................
576
payment
576
terms of circuit court to be held at ........
--------10
10
Gray,
Gray, Joseph,
Graham
Shoals, Straits
Mackinaw,
Graham Shoals,
Straits of Mackinaw,
payment
to
575
...........................
..
575
appropriation for establishment
bell-buoy
appropriation
establishment of bell-buoy
Grayson, Caroline,
Caroline,
on .......--.-.................-..
437 Grayson,
payment
payment
to-----------'244
to
...--...
----.............
....
244
Graham, William
A.,
Graham,
William A.,
•
Great Britain,
Britain,
payment to.
payment
to..............................
575 Great
agreement
agreement with the United Kingdom of, for
for
Grand
Grand Army
Army of
of the Republic,
Republic,
the
increase of limit of weight
the increase
weight and
and
certain blocks of granite given
given to
Mower
to Mower
size of packets of merchandise
merchandise ex54
Post, of.
of --------------------------54
changed through the
changed
the mails..
......
mails..........
768
District of Columbia,
Columbia, loan of
595
of flags, etc
etc.....
595
postal convention
convention amended for modifying
modifying
postal
Post No. 66, Muncy,
Muncy, Pa.,
Pa., condemned
condemned cancanthe system
system of exchange
exchange of moneymoneynon donated
donated to ----.........non
.......
74
orders
orders with
...... ...
............702-704
702-704
William L.
L. Curry Post, No. 18, condemned
condemned
forms,
forms, etc ..............
..... 707-712
707-712
cannon
___
165
cannon donated to -----------......Great
Va.,
Great .Kanawha
JKanawha River, W.
W. Va.,
Grand Chain,
Grand
Chain, Ohio River,
appropriation
improvement of the,
appropriation for
for the improvement
the,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of ....... 187,472
how expended;
expended; proviso.........
proviso
8,185,475
185, 475
Grand Forks
Grand
Forks,' Dais.,,
Dak.,
for continuation
continuation of work on;
on; to be by hired
hired
additional land office
office established at
at ......
.....
60
60
labor
................
...... ....
193
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Great and
and Little Osage
Osage Indians,
Pa
Great
Indians,
accounts
lands
sold
in
Kansas
to
be
stated,
accounts of
oflands sold in Kansas to bestated,
appropriations
.......... ........
292
appropriations for
for..................
292
Great
Pedee River,
S C.,
Great Pedee
River, S.
C.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of ........
........191,
475
appropriation
191,475

839
839
Page

Gulnare,
Steamship,
Page
Gulnare, Steamship,
President authorized
authorized to accept from H. W.
Howgate, for expedition
expedition to Arctic
Howgate,
Arctic
seas ............................
82
Gustin,
Samuel
I.,
Gustin, Samutl I.,
payment
..•
602
Great Sodus
Sodas Bay, N. Y.,
Great
Y.,
payment to ...
..............................
602
Gut,
Me.,
Bath, Me.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
Gut, Bath,
appropriation
appropriation
for
improvement
of....
_
.
472
of
.........
472
at....-----------............................-------------181,469
appropriation for improvement
at
__181, 469
Guthrie, A.
A. J.,
Guthrie,
J.,
Greenbacks,
payment to
. 575
30
payment
to ........................... .....
issue of fractional currency, reserve of ....
....
Benjamin .F
F.,,
Guttry, Benjamin
Green Bay, Wis.,
Green
payment to
.
559
appropriation
559
payment
to ...........................
of harbor
for improvement
improvement of
appropriation for
W.,
Guy, Martin
Martie W.,
at............................183,472
at
183,472 Guy,
payment to
to ...........................
........................576
576
Green, David
payment
David M.,
River, W.
W. Va.,
Va.,
payment to ............................
Guyandotte River,
payment
248 Guyandotte
appropriation for
.... 186,475
186, 475
of ........
for improvement
improvement of....
appropriation
Green,
Green, Smith P.,
Gwinn, Andrew
J.,
Andrew J.,
payment to ..............................
564 Gwinn,
payment
to
.
.
.
566
566
Greene,
payment to ..........................
V.,
Francis V.,
Greene, .Francis
permission
to accept
accept present
present .....
604
permission given
given to,
to, to
604
H.
Greer, Miranda
Miranda Gilbert,
Greer,
Gilbert,
it
Haden, Joseph
D.,
Joseph D.,
payment to ...........-..................
560 Haden,
payment
576
payment
to
576
..........------------to
...--..------payment
Gregg,
administratrix,
Catharine, administratrix,
Gregg. Catharine,
Hadley, Denny
Denny P.,
deceased,
P., deceased,
566 Hadley,
....... ......
payment
payment to ..................
630
payment to
630
of..............
administrator of
to administrator
payment
Beverly J.,
Gregory, Beverly
iF.C.,
C.,
Hadley, F.
576 Hadley,
payment
executor of William ......
payment to, as executor
630
payment
630
to, as
as administrator
administrator ...... ......
payment to,
Gregory, J.
administrator,
Gregory,
J. .11.,., aministator,
administrator
W. H.,
H., and
V. H. Sykes
Hagan, W.
and W.
Sykes, ' administrator
payment
575
payment to ............................
575aes.
.. of James Sykes,
deceased,
Sykes, deceased,
Griffin, Je~rusha,
of James
Sykes,
deceased,
Jerusha,
635
Griffin,
Jetosha,
.........................
payment
635
payment
to .....
....
payment to
562 Hager, William H.,
H.,
Hager,
William
paymentto
...........................
566
payment
to
.620
Griffin, John
John C.,
Griffin,
C.,
620
payment
to
............................
630
payment
payment
566 Hagle,
payment to
to ...........................
566
Hagler, Jacob C.,
C.,
Griffin,
John N.,
Griffin, Johsaac.,
630
payment to ................-----........-630
payment
payment to
559
payment
to .............................
.559 Flail,
all, Powell
ow E.,
deceased,
Griffin,
Joseph
W.,
Grifomin, Joseph W.,
--------....
630
payment to
payment topym
566
increaseof
ensito...................................
566 Hall,
all, David
id C.,
C.,
Grizzel,
Isaac,
Grizzel, Isaac,
....-.--------.------577
payment to ....-payment to
to ..
647
647 Hall,
payment
Drury, deceased
deceased,
............................
Groomes, Henry
Henry C.,
C.,
payment to administrator
administrator of ..............
629
.
.....
increase
of pension ........................
607 Hall,
Hl JamesM.,
increaseof
607
Jantes
Groot, W.
W. H.,
H.,
Groot,
payment
252
to
..---.-...------.--.-.--.--.--payment
appropriation
appropriation for
for retained
retained percentages
percentages on
on
Hall,
Hall, John
John P.., deceased,
deceased,
contract of
of....................
hn P.,
deceased,and sureties released.
contract
of .........................
591
272
accounts
accounts
of: credited
of,
credited
released.
591
Grossman,
Grossman, Alexander,
Alexander,
Hall,
Noses N.,
Hall, ioses
.....----------- 577
577
payment to ..................-payment to ..............................
575
payment
Hall,
W.,
Hall, Robert
Robert W.,
Gros
Indians,
Gros Ventre Indians,
646
646
appropriations for
for subsistence
and civilizaI payment
to -.
.....-...-----------........
payment to
subsistence and
appropriations
John S.,
tion
of ....................
.
128, 129, 498,
499 Hambright,
Hanmbright, John
498,499
128,129,
tion of
562
562
---Groton Heights,
payment
..............--------to .............
payment to
Heights,
Groton
,appropriation
celebration of
Hamilton,
Betty Ann,
Hamilton, Betty
of
centennial celebration
for centennial
appropriation for
payment to
to .....
............... .......---- 564
64
..............----payment
379
battle of .---............--.--.--.......----.
battle
N.,
Robert N.,
379 Hamilton,
Hamilton, Robert
repairs of monument
monument at .............
for repairs
566
566
.......-----------payment to .....----..
payment
Grove, Jacob
Jacob C.,
P . 575 Hamill,
Hanmill, William,
William,
Jeremiah P
payment to, as administrator
administrator of Jeremiah
612
increase
of
pension
61
increase of pension ......................
Jackson.,
Grubb, Jackson,
Grubb,
Richard, executor
executor of
Nathaniel Batsel,
Batsel,
of Nathaniel
555 Hamilton,
Hamilton, Richard,
....................
refund of tax to .
deceased,
deceased,
Grubb, John
John. W.,
Grubb,
W.,
615
payment
to ..
615
........--...-------------.--payment to
.... ...............................
_
562
payment to ....
Hamlett,
D.,
Hamelett, George
George D.,
Grumman ; Horatio,
Horatio,
Grumman,
630
payment
....--......---... 630
to ..--...........-payment
to ................
.....
_
575
payment to
........-------payment to
Hamlin,
M.,
D. M.,
Hamlin, D.
Guardians,
Guardians,
593
payment
to
.........-- ---..........
--payment to..
consent
enlistm ent of minors
consent of, required for enlistment
3 Hammond, Archibald,
in naval service
577
77
payment to .........--..---........------.......
.
•. ...... • ....... ---•-.—
Guarfds,
Guards,
David C., for himself, and as agent
345
C., for himself, and as agent
Hanmond, David
345 Hammond,
consular
service, appropriation
appropriation for pay of.
of
consular service,
for
Armstrong,
S. Armstrong,
for S.
Gudgeon,
Gudgeon, W. H.,
620
payment
to ........--................------...-------575
payment to
575
payment to ...........................--------payment
Hammond,
Hammond, Matthew,
Matthew,
Gndfger,
Gudger, Adolnphus,
Adolphus,
625
payment
to executor
executor of
.....
564
625
of ..............--payment to
564
payment to ............................---payment
Hammond,
H.,
William H.,
Hammond, William
John, deceased,
Guest, Mrs.
of John,
deceased,
Mrs. Anna I., widow of
Guest,
630
payment
650
.......------.---....----- 30
.
to .......--payment to
650
....-........................--pension to
to....
Hampden,
Me.,
G-uetch,
Hampden, Me.,
Cruetch, Lewis,
325
declared
port of
delivery
.......•
572
-.....• - 325
of delivery.......
payment to
572
declared aa port
of. ........
administratrix of.
to administratrix
payment
Hampton, Va.,
Guinn,
S.,
Hamptoe,
Va.,
Guinn, James
James S.,
National Home
Home for
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer SolSolfor Disabled
National
560
to............................
payment
payment to
diers
with certain
certain pubpubsupplied with
diers at,
at, supplied
--------------------Guf Coast,
Gulf
322
lic
documents
.
.....
lie documents.... ............
survey
263,439
263,439
of, appropriation
appropriation for ............
survey of,

840
Hancock,
Allen,
Hancock, Allen,
payment
.
..............
.......
payment to
to .....
Hancock, J.
J. H.
H. and
William,
and J.
J. E., executors of William,
Hancock,
deceased,
deceased,
payment
----to .----...............-....
payment to
Hancock,
E.,
Hancock, Mary E.,
payment
to
...---------------------------payment to
Hancock, Nancy,
payment
............
to
...............
payment
Hancock, William,
William, deceased,
deceased,
Hancock,
payment
to executors of
of------....----.----.
paymenttoexecutors
Hank,
Mary E.,
E.,
Hank, Mary
payment to .............................
Hanks,
Franklin,
Hanks, Franklin,
.............
payment to ................
payment
Hanlin,
Hanlin,Joseph,
payment to ..........................
Hanna,
Hanna, Henry
Henry H.,
H.,
payment
payment to ............................
Hannah,
Joh ,
,
Hannah, Joh,
payment to
to..............................
payment
Hanserd,
Hanserd, Martha
Martha M.,
payment to ..............................
Hansard, Martha
M. (late Phelps),
Hanserd,
Martha M.
Phelps),
payment
....................
to .......
payment to
Haralson,
Jere,
Haralson, Jere,
contested-election
expenses of.... .....-..
.......
contested-election expenses
_Harbor
Pilot Charges,
Charges,
Harborand Pilot
American and foreign
foreign vessels are
to which
which American
subject
Secretary
subject under State laws, Secretary
Treasury to report itc
t Congress
Congress......
Harbors
(see, also, Rivers and
and Harbors),
Harbors),
Harbors(see,
examinations, and estimates of cost
surveys, examinations,
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630
629
580
580
566
566
629
576
577
613

577
577
629
577
577

457

442
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ah

Harper,
Blunt, deheir of
of William
WiWiam Blunt,
John C.,
C., heir
Harper, John
ceased,
--payment to ..........
.------payment
Harper, Mary A. C.,
Harper,
payment
to .-------..----...--..-------payment to
Harper, Samuel,
Harper,
...- .
credit in
account .................
in account
Harrell, John,
John, administrator
administrator of Joseph
Joseph Anderson,
Harrell,
deceased,
payment
to .........................
_
.
payment to
Harrington, George
George D.,
D. t
Harrington,
payment
executrix of ..................
to executrix
payment to
Harrington, Henrietta
Henrietta M.,
M., heir
William Blunt,
heir of
of William
Harrington,
deceased,
deceased,
payment
to --..---------------------.---payment to
Harrington, Joseph
William Blunt,
B., heir
heir of William
Joseph B.,
Harrington,
deceased,
deceased,
.
.....-....-....-payment to .......
Harrington,
Julia, heir
William Blunt, deheir of William
Harrington, Julia,
ceased,
ceased,
payment to
to ........-----------------.
--payment
executrix,
Harrington,
Harrington, Mary E., executrix,
payment
to
payment to -----.....-- ..........-......
Harrington,
William Blunt,
Blunt,
heir of William
William H.,
H., heir
Harrington, William
deceased,
deceased,
payment to
to ..............................
payment
Harris,
Harris, D.
D. S.,
payment to
.
to ......................----.
payment
Harris,
C.,
Harris, John C.,
payment to
payment
Harris,
Harris, Nathaniel,
Nathaniel,
payment
payment to ...-.........................

MA

645
645
644
644
640
618
618
246
645
645
645
645
645

246
246
645
645
578
578

577

630
Harris, P.
P. W.,
W., executor of W. T.,
Harris,
payment to ...............-..............
629
payment
of
of, authorized
authorized ..._.197,482
197,482 Harris,
of improvements
improvements of;
E.,
Harris, R. E.,
appropriations for
_
197,468
1.197,468
for ... ...-..........
appropriations
.
payment to, as widow
widow of William N ....578
payment
for rivers and ...........------...........
180,470
180,
470 Harris,
Harris, Thomas,
for removal of obstructions from, at DeeDelepayment to
577
to
.........................
payment
ware Breakwater
Breakwater _
_......
....
ware
..................
61 Harris,
Harris, W. T.,
T.,
for torpedoes
defense of.....--......
of
109
torpedoes for defense
629
....- .
payment to executor
...........-..
executor of ...
payment
Harrisburg, Pa.,
Harrisburg,
Pa.,
Hardee,
Engineer,
Hardee, Engineer,
appropriation
for continuing
continuing work on cusappropriation for
payment
.
47
.......... .
payment to
to ...............
tom-house and
post-office building at.
259
and post-office
tom-house
Hardin,
Sarah,
Hardin, Sarah,
for
completion of .......................
435
435
for completion
payment to,
executrix of Mark
Mark_ ..------577
to, as executrix
payment
Hardin,
Hardin, William,
Harrison,
Harrison, B. H., executor,
payment to
564
payment
to ......................-...-...
559
payment to ..-..-----.------...-------..
Harding,
Harding, Alfred
Alfred S.,
Harrison,Edmond,
Harrison,
payment to .............................
630
payment to
of ....
630
to administrator
administrator of..............
payment
Harrison,
Harrison, Francis
Francis M.,
M.,
Hardison, Anderson L.,
Hardison,
L.,
629
payment to ..............................
payment to ...........
630
.................
payment
Harrison, George
George W.,
Harrison,
Hardy,
Hardy, J.
J. 0.,
0.,
456
payment to ..............................
_
payment
payment to Richard, administrator
administrator of.....
of
616
payment
Harrison, Hugh
Harrison,
Hugh C.,
Harker,
Harker, C. P. P.,
payment to administrator
administrator of ........--...
575
623
payment to .............................
Harrison, James
James Forsyth,
Forsyth,
Harrison,
Harlan,
deceased,
M., deceased,
Harlan,Samuel flic,
pension to ..............................
_
608
payment
to executor
executor of
623
payment to
of .......-...........
Harrison, J. M.,
Harrison,
M., administrator
administratorof Edmond,
Harlan, W. S., executor
M., deceased,
executor of Samuel
Samuel M.,
Harlan,
payment to ...........................
630
payment to
623
to ....................-.......
payment
Harrison, James
Harrison,
lames F.,
F.,
Harleston,
Harleston, Lord,
Lord,
political disabilities removed .............
525
payment to .....--.....
...--....
53
--.--Harrison, Dr.
Dr. John B.,
Harrison,
Harlow,
A. M., deceased,
deceased,
Harlow, A.
payment to ..............................
567
payment
to Mary
Mary A.,
administratrix of
629
of....
629
payment to
A., administratrix
Harrison,
Martha E.,
Harrison, Martha
E,
Harmon,
Harmon, Adam,
payment to ..............................
.
568
payment to .............
630
.........-.. ...
Harrison,
Harrison, Thomas L.,
Harp,
Harp, Joshua,
Joshua,
political disabilities
removed ..----.--.-541
disabilities removed
.
payment to
576
.--------------------------.....
-payment
to
Harrison,
William,deceased,
Harper,
Harrison, William,
Harper, Ebenezer,
Ebenezer, father of John,
John,
payment to
623
payment to estate of..
619
of .... ...............
619
payment
to ..........-..
...............
Harper, Henry
Hart, John,
John,
Hart,
Harper,
Henry,
payment to
payment
to -------------------614
--........----.....
--......
.
614
payment
payment to .
646
...-----...
-------......--..
Harper, James,
Hartford, Conn.,
Harper,
James,
Hartford,
payment to ..............................
577
port of entry, privilege of immediate
payment
immediate transHarper, Jesse
Harper,
Jesse H.,
H.,
portation of dutiable goods to, auportation
payment to _
...............................
567
payment
thorized ..................-..--..
..
._.....
174
thorized
174
Harper,
John, deceased,
deceased,
Harper, John,
appropriation
custom-house and postappropriation for custom-house
payment
Ebenezer, father of ...........
payment to Ebenezer,
623
office building at ....
........
259.435
..................
259.
4'5
w
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Hartsell,
Jacob B.,
administrator of
W.,
Iaao W.,
of Isaac
B., administrator
Hartsell,Jacob
payment
567
payment to
to . ..........................
Hartsook,
administrator,
P., administrator,
John F.,
Hartsook, John
payment
578
to --...--------.--..-----.......
payment to
Harvey,
Harvey, Ann,
Ann,
payment
576
payment to William P., agent ........---.
B.,
Harvey, W. FL,
payment to
630
payment
to .............................
630
deceased,
Harwell, Samuel B., deceased,
Harwell,
payment
lo
executor
of
629
payment to executor of...................
Haselnieyer,
Baselmeyer, Henry,
........
payment to ..-..................
619
payment
Hastings,
James,
Hastings, James,
567
payment to ..............................
Hatcher,
Aaron,
Hatcher, Aaron,
5
55
555
pension
pension to
to .............................
Hatcher,
Elijah,
Hatcher, Elijah,
630
payment
payment to ............................
Hatfield, James W.,
630
630
.-----...-..---..---.....-.
payment to
.
Ratmaker, Joseph,
Hatmaker,
630
payment to ............................
Hauser, David,
deceased,
David, deceased,
Hauser,
payment to
administrator of
.
623
of.............
to administrator
payment
administratorof David,
L., administrator
Hauser, 0. L.,
David, deceased,
deceased,
Hauser,
623
......
payment to .--- .................
Hawes, Samuel
Samuel S.,
S.,
Hawes,
623
payment
to
..............................
payment
Hawkins,
George A.,
A.,
Hawkins, George
629
............
payment to .............
Hawkins,
B.,
Hawkins, Philemon
Philemon B.,
636
......................
payment to .....
Hawn,
Jacob,
Hawn, Jacob,
630
. ................
payment to .......--.
Hawthorne, David,
Hawthorne,
David,
623
payment
..-.......
payment to ..--..----...----...
Hayes, C.
C. J.
J.,,
425
425
to .............................
payment tO
L.,
Hayes, John
John L.,
384
.......--.. .- 384
......payment to ......
de bonis non
administratrixdebonis
M. E.
E., admiriistratrix
Mrs. H.
Haynes, Mrs.
of F.. G-.
Haynes,
G. Haynes,
629
629
.........------...
payment to
to. . .....
payment
Hays, Edward
Edward L.,
Hays,
576
676
......-----.--.
payment to .............
.
payment
Hays,
administratrix of Solomon,
Hays, Nancy D., administratrix
deceased,
deceased,
630
630
...--------------.
payment
payment to .----.--.
BirthHays,
administrator of Williamson
Williamson BirthR. B., administrator
Hays, B.
deceased,
wright, deceased,
626
....- . 626
payment
_
payment to .....................
Hays, B.
J., administrator
administrator of
David Gill, deof David
R. J.,
Hays,
ceased,
629
629
payment
................------------.
payment to .
Hays,
Hays, B.
R. W.,
629
629
-----payment
payment to .-....................-deceased,
Hays, Solomon, deceased,
630
630
payment to
administratrix of ...............
to administratrix
payment
Hays,
Hays, Stephen,
Stephen,
629
629
payment to ..........-.........------- payment
Hays,
Tenipa,
Hays, Tempa,
647
payment to .-...........--------.------. 647
payment
Hazlerigg, James
Hazlerigg,
James D.,
payment to,
surviving executor of Dilto, as surviving
payment
576
576
......................
lard .........
Head,
H.,
Head, H.,
425
425
*
---payment to ..- ....--........ -----Head, Winnifred,
Head,
Winnifred,
578
578
payment to, as executor
executor of Hadley A
A .....
payment

Headquartersof Army,
Army,
Headquarters
relation to location of certain, react in relation
33
35
-pealed; proviso.................-proviso
pealed;
deceased,
W., deceased,
Headrick, Elijah
Elijah W.,
Headrick,
630
630
payment
of
payment to O. B., executor of-----------Headstones,
Headstones,
at Central branch of Volunteer Soldiers'
Home
Home
-........
...... ........ ............---.---- 33,45

841
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Headstones—Continued.
Headstones-Continued.
suitable, placed over unmarked
unmarked graves of
unknown
unknown buried in Naval Cemetery,
Cemetery,
Philadelphia .....................
.
448
Philadelphia
448
Health Department,
Department, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Health
appropriations
162,465
appropriations for
for ......................
ordinances and regulations
304
ordinances
regulations of, legalized
legalized.-.__
sanitary regulations
regulations relative to plumbing,
sewerage , etc.,
etc. to be executed and
sewerage,
enforced by officer
officer of the ...........
...........
465
enforced
Heard,
George,
Heard, George,
land warrant
warrant issued to .......
541
541
duplicate of land
Heath,
Heath, Jonathan,
Jonathan,
614
payment to .
..............................
Heating
apparatus,
Heating apparatus,
appropriation
.
23, 55,280
House...........23,55,280
for House
appropriation for, for
employees
410
410
of.................
in charge
charge of
employees in
212,279
for
Senate ...................
279
. 23,
23, 212,
for Senate
388
employees in charge of
of............
for employees
for, for buildings under
under control of TreasTreas... 265,441
ury Department.
Department ...............
deficiencies
116,418
116,418
for ......................
deficiencies for
Heaton,
A.,
Heaton, Amelia A.,
payment
...
- 616
to ..............................
payment to
V.,
Hebb, G. V.,
payment
to
252
..............................
payment
Hebb,
George V.,
Hebb, George
settlement of back-pay
back-pay claim
claim .............
...
540
settlement
E.,
Hedian, Robert
_Robert E.,
Hedian,
payment
.
55
.
proviso ....................
payment to; proviso
Hedrick, Martin,
Martin,
Hedrick,
576
......... --payment to ................
Heflin,
Heflin, William,
647
payment
647
to . ...........................payment to
_Hein,
Ernst,
Hein, Ernst,
543
honorable
discharge to .
..................
honorable discharge
Heintzelman,
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel P.,
S., widow
Margaret S.,
Heintzelman, Margaret
602
pension
to
--.--------------pension to .-........-Heirs,
Heirs,
of
diplomatic and
deceased,
officers deceased,
consular officers
and consular
of diplomatic
appropriation
etc., to
allowances, etc.,
for allowances,
appropriation for
345
the
345
the ......................----..-Heiskell,
James Monroe,
Heiskell, James
political disabilities
disabilities removed
_ 606
.----------removed ......
political
Helena,
Mont.,
Helena, Mont.,
appropriations for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., in assay
assay
appropriations
office
23, 27,
400
224,400
27, 224,
23,
at ...........--..-office at
for
deficiencies
for
.. 3,
3,240,
240, 428
428
for deficiencies for ...........----act
extension of
military telegraph
telegraph to,
of military
for extension
act for
amended .-..- --.---.--.------51
--amended
Hell
Y.,
N. F.,
Gate, N.
Hell Gate,
appropriation
for removal
removal of
obstructions
of obstructions
appropriation for
of
............--.. 184,473
of ...........--Helper,
Hardie Hogan,
Hogan,
Helper, Hardie
650
650
----... ---pension to .........-----....
pension
Helton,
Austin,
Helton, Austin,
567
67
payment to
..........---------------payment
Helton,
John,
Helton, John,
616
-..-------- --......
payment to ----payment
Henderlite,
George W.,
Henderlite, George
payment
to
personal
representatives
of..
__ 653
653
of..
payment to personal representatives
Henderson,
Arcane S.,
Henderson, Arcana
577
77
payment to
to ..------------------------payment
Henderson,
Cornelia,
Henderson, Cornelia,
577
57
payment to .--..--..--------.---------..
payment
Henderson,
A.,
Henderson, E. A.,
payment to,
of Richard....-Richard.
.- -57517
widow of
as widow
to, as
payment
Henderson,
H.,
Henderson, George H.,
577
payment to
to .-.......--- .---- ----------payment
Henderson,
F.,
Norman F.,
Henderson, Norman
577
payment to
to .---...........--------------payment
Henderson, Robert,
Henderson,
629
---- ----------.........-----payment to
payment
Hendley,
Azariah,
Hendley, Azariak,,
----------------- 577
payment to .......-.-Hendricks,
Hendricks, John W.,
614
payment
payment to ............................--

842
Henghan,
Henghan, Alexander,
Alexander,
payment
payment to
to ............................
Hennessee
Hennessee, Rachael
Rachael,
payment to .................
..........
Henninger, F.
A., and John
John Price,
Henninger,
F. A.,
Price,administrators
administrators
of Alexander,
of
Alexander, deceased,
deceased,
payment to
to ..........................
Charles M.,
Henry, Charles
payment
payment to
to ............................
Henry,
Joseph, deceased,
Henry, Joseph,
deceased,
payment
payment to administrator
administrator of_
of..............
Henry,
Henry, Prof. Joseph,
Joseph,
appropriation for
appropriation
for printing portrait
portrait of
of ......
auerection of bronze statue to
to memory
memory of,
of, authorized
thorized
.
...................
Henry, P.,
P., deceased,
deceased,
payment to administrator of ..........-..
Henry,
Theodore
Henry, Theodore B.,
payment to ............................
Hens/law,
Henshaw, Levi,
Levi,
payment to .........
....................
Hensley,
William, administrator,
Hensley, William,
administrator,
payment
...
......
..
payment to ............................
Henson,
W.,
Henson, George
George W,
payment
payment to
to .....
.......
...........
Hepting,
Hepting, John, et al.,
land title confirmed
confirmed .....................
Herbarium,
Herbarium,
appropriation
for specimens,
specimens, etc.,
etc., for,
of
appropriation for
for, of
Agricultural Department
Agricultural
Department .........

INDEX.
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Page.
Page.
630
630
648
648
633
633
280
280
630
630
48
48

. 154
154
627

569
613
613

567
577
577
591
23
23

Herkimer, B
Bi igadier-General,
Herkinmer,
igadier-General,
of Revolution,
appropriation forerection
of
Revolution, appropriation
forerection of
monument to the memory
memory of
163
ot.......
163
Herman, Sylvansw,
Syl
Herman,
payment to ..............
629
payment
.............
6-29
Hem,
David S.,
S.,
Hern, David
payment
payment to ...........................
576
576
Herr,
/IL,
Herr, M.
M. M.,
payment to ...-.....................
280,425
payment
280, 425
Herrick,
Herrick, George
George R.,
R.,
payment to ..............
569
........
..
...
569
Herring,
Herring, Mary
Mary M.,
M., deceased,
payment
payment to Lloyd H.,
H., administrator
administrator of....
of
620
Herron, Andrew J.,
J., administrator
Herron,
administratorof Samuel H.,
payment
....
644
payment to
to ............................
644
Hershfield,
brother,
Hershjield, L.
L. H.,
H., and
and brother,
duplicate of lost check
536
duplicate
check authorized
authorized to
to -----536
Hess,
David,
Hess, David,
payment
payment to ............................
614
614
Hister, Joseph
Joseph G.,
Hoter,
payment to ............................
payment
248
248
Hester,
Yhomas G.,
Hester, Thomas
payment to ............................
629
629
Hettrick, Barbara,
Hettrick,
Barbara,
payment to, as administratrix
administratrix of
Benedict.
577
of Benedict.
577
Hetzel, William,
William,
payment to
644
to ...........................
644
Import -Duties,
Heyl's Import'Duties,
appropriation
purchase of
of
56
appropriation for purchase
of copies
copies of....
56
Heyser,
Heyser, John H.,
H.,
payment to
620
to ............................
620
Hiawassee River, Tenn.,
Hiawassee
appropriation
improvement of ......._
187,477
appropriation for improvement
187,477
Hibbs, Stephen,
payment to ..............................
623
623
John,
Hickman, John,
payment to ...........................
577
.
577
Hickox, J.
J. S.,
S.,
payment to
424
........................
424
Hicks, Alvah,
Alvah W.,
payment to ..........................
456
456
Hicks, Thomas J., deceased,
deceased,
payment
630
payment to administrator
administrator of
of..............
630
Hiern, Charles,
Charles,
Hiern,
appropriation for payment
appropriation
payment of claim of,
of, suspended ..........................
56
.
56

Page
Page
Him
n, Emma
Eliza,
Hie)n,
Emma Eliza,
appropriation for
of claim
claim of,
of, susf3118appropriation
for payment
payment of
pentled
pended .........................
Hi
ern, Roger
Boger A.,
Hiern,
A., deceased,
payment to
to administrator
payment
administrator of, suspended...
suspended...
G.,
Hi ginbothant,
ginbotham, John G.,
payment to
to ............................
payment
Higgins, Jordan,
Higgins,
Jordan,
payment
to ..................
payment to
......
Hildebrand 4 Mitchell,
Hildebrand
payment to
to .............................
payment
R.,
Hill, Isaac
Isaac R.,
payment to ...........................
.......
_.............
Hill, John B.,
Hill,
B.,
payment
payment to
to ...........................
Hill,
Mrs. Mary A.,
Hill, Mrs.
A.,
payment
payment to
to ...............
.........
Richard,
Hill, Richard,
payment
payment to .............................
Hill, Robert H.,
'H.,
payment
to. .............................
payment to
Rill,
Hill, William B.,
payment
to ..........................
payment to
..
Hilleary, Elizabeth
Elizabeth L.,
payment to
payment
to .............................
Hilleary,
Hilleary, Janet
Janet L.,
payment to
.........................
Hilliard, Cynthia,
Hilliard,
payment
payment to ..........................
Hillier, Dickson,
Hillier,
paymen tto
t. tto .........................
Hillman,
Hillman, Horace
Horace E.,
H.,
payment to ...-............
.......
Hinchman, Dalton,
Dallon,
pension to ...........................
Hincks, William,
William, deceased,
deceased,
payment of salary of,
payment
of
of, to sister of..........
Hincks, Miss B. A.,
A.,
payment
payment to
to .........
..................
Hines, G. W.,
W., administrator
administrator of
of Thomas J.
Hznes,
J. BarBarnett, deceased,
payment
payment to ............................
Hinkle, Joseph
Joseph P.,
P.,
payment to
to ...........................
payment
Hinton,
Hinton, Proctor,
Proctor,
payment
payment toto ........................
Hire
Army,
Hire of Quar.ers,
Quar,ers, Army,
appropriation
for
appropriation for.......................
Hitch,
Hitch, William,
William,
payment
payment to .
.....----.
......-..--.
Hite,
Hite, Isaac
Isaac R.,
B.,
payment to ......................
..
Hitt, A.
Hitt,
A. W.,
W., administrator
administrator of T. J. Hicks,
payment
payment to .........................
Hixson,
Hixson, Washington,
payment
of Thomas
Laypayment to,
to, as guardian
guardian of
Thomas Laym an ...... ...................
man
...
Hixson,
Wilson,
surviving
administrator,
Hixson, Wilson, surviving administrator,
payment
1
o
paymentlo ..
.....................
Hobson,
Finis L.,
Hobson, Finis
payment
payment to .........................
Hobson, H.
Hobson,
H. P., administrator
administrator of Richard
Richard Cox,
deceased,
deceased,
payment to ...
......................
Hobson, Jeremiah,
Robson,
Jeremiah, deceased,
deceased,
payment to administrator
payment
administrator of .............
Hockensmith, John, administrator
administrator of William,
deceased,
deceased,
payment to .........................
payment
Hodge,
Hodge, C. B. C.,
payment to .........................
payment
Hodge, James,
payment to
payment
to .........................
Hodge,
Hodge, Mary A.,
A.,
payment to ................
payment
.........
Hodgen,
Hodgen, Nancy, deceased,
deceased,
payment
to
administrator
payment
administrator of .............

-----------

56
56

645
577
577
576
576

252
629
613
613
576
576
630
576
576
577
577
569
569
647

564
607

280
280
615
615
560
560
616
616
33
33
564
5641
569
569
630
630

567
577
577
619
619
627
627
628
628
620
620
577
577
567
567
616
616
585
585r

843
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Hodges, Ann
Eliza,
Ann Eliza,.
Hodges,
payment to
.
. . 569
administrator of ..............
to administrator
payment
A. J., deceased,
deceased,
•
Hodges, A.
623
payment to
administrator of
of ...
M., administrator
Frank M.,
to Frank
payment
A. J., deHodges,
Frank M.,
administrator of A.
M., administrator
Hodges, Frank
ceased,
ceased,
. 623
payment to ...........................
payment
_Hodges,
Joel,
Hodges, Joel,
.. 562
562
.............
payment to ...-.........
payment
Hodges,
Joseph, deceased,
deceased,
Hodges, Joseph,
573
payment to G.
Cloud, administrator
administrator of.
G. B. Cloud,
payment
William C.,
Hodges, Polly,
Polly, executrix of William
Hodges,
630
payment
.
.
payment to ...........................
Hodpes,
William, C.,
Hodges, William
630
payment
executrix of
of.................
to executrix
payment to
Hodsden, Mary,
Mary,
. 629
payment
payment to ..........................
Hodson,
Thomas S.,
Hodson., Thomas
429
429
payment to ...........................
.
payment
Hoff,
Henson S.,
Hoff, Henson
577
............
payment
to ..................
payment to.
Hoffman, Henry,
622
payment to
to..---..----. --.--.....-------payment
Hogan, J. M.,
629
payment to ............................
payment
McGuire,
A. D. McGuire,
Hogg, S.
administratorof A.
P., administrator
S. P.,
Hogg,
deceased,
deceased,
616
616
..............
payment to ............
payment
Hogs,
appropriation for investigating
investigating contagious
appropriation
30
30
......------------------diseases
of....--....
diseases of
Hohstadt, John,
Hohstadt,
honorable discharge with
with bounty and
and penhonorable
586
586
.....
....................
......
sion to
M.,
James M.,
Holcomb, James
562
562
payment
payment to ...-...................---...Matthias,
Holcomb, Matthias,
623
623
..--payment
to ...........----------.---..--payment to
Holland, William,
William,
Holland,
630
630
...................
payment to ..........
D. ,S.,
S.,
:
Hollingsworth, D.
Hollingsworth,
....-------..--......
payment
630
to .-------..
payment to
Hollis John H.
H.,
Hollis,
payment
.......--..- 559
...........
to .....
payment to
Holloway,
Holloway, J. B.,
payment
....................--- 252,280
to ...-payment to
Holinead,
A.,
Holmead, Mary A.,
577
payment
to
- -.... ........--payment to .........
Holmead's Cemetery, D.
D. C.,
Holmead's
465
from.162,
appropriation for
for removal
.162,465
removal of bodies from
appropriation
Holmes,
Jane,
Holmes, Jane,
562
.
..............-...
payment
562
payment to .........
Bolt,
Jacob,
Bolt, Jacob,
576
57
payment to .-----..------------------- *
Bolt,
administrator of W. H. ColeHolt, Thomas P., administrator
deceased,
man, deceased,
627
627
payment
.
payment to ....................
Holt,
administrator of Adam Bell,
W. L.,
L., administrator
Holt, W.
62
payment
625
payment to ...........................Holten Alfred,
Holter,
623
--..............
payment
.........-payment to .
Holy
Church Institute,
Institute,
Communion Church
Holy Communion
may
lease arsenal property
property at Charleston,
Charleston,
may lease
.....-- 2999
S.
school purposes ....for school
C., for
S. C.,
Homan,
deceased,
Christian,deceased,
Homan, Christian,
administratrix
payment to Mary E. Aber, administratrix
payment
571
....- 571
........
of ....
Homan,
Homan, Emanuel,
Emanuel,
576
576
.------------------payment to ........
.
Homestead
Settlers
Homestead Settlers,
48
48
.......
injured
of
-injured by grasshoppers, relief of...
provisions
section 2297,
2297, R. S., relating 511
of section
provisions of
11
.
to, amended;
amended; proviso ............to,
169
169
affidavit of,
of. in entries, how made ..------affidavit
rights
entries to relate back to date
rights of, entries
141
141
settlement .................of settlement

Page.
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Bett/era—Continned. Homestead Settlers-Continued.
lands of Fort
Fort Ridgely
military reservaRidgely military
lands
tion,
opened to; proviso.
proviso
506
tion, Minnesota, opened
settlement on relinquishment
lands open to settlement
relinquishment
140
claim being
being filed
filed .................
of claim
in
Kansas and Nebraska,
Nebraska, rights
rights of, prein Kansas
granted,
absence
of
served
and
leave
absence
granted,
leave
and
served
543
to
October 1
543
1 1881 ..................
to October
Homillar, William, and Joseph
Joseph Duvall,
Duvall,
Homillar,
payment to
to ...-..........................
620
payment
Hood, Margaret
E. S.,
administra; . .......
S., administralric,
MargaretE.
Hood,
577
..............
payment to .-.............
Hood,
J.,
Thomas J.,
Hood, Thomas
payment
to _
616
616
..............................
payment to
Hook,
Hook, Robert,
614
payment
payment to .------------...............------ .-----Hooper,
G. W.,
Hooper, C.
619
payment to
to ..............................
......................
payment
Abner,
Hoopes, Abner,
547
pension to
........-to .......-..--------....
pension
Hooten,
J.,
Hooten, J.,
647
---.....----payment to
647
to ..................
payment
Hopkins, John H.,
647
payment
to ...........................---payment to
Hopkins,
M.,
Hopkins, M.,
429
payment
to429
............-----.....----.....
payment to
Hopper,
William, deceased,
deceased,
Hopper, William,
payment
to administrator
579
administrator of ..............
payment to
Hord, Samuel,
Hord,
69
payment
to569
--------.
.................-----payment to
Horne,
DavidE.,
Horne, David
630
payment
to630
.......-- ....---.---- -------payment to
deceased,
B., deceased,
Horne, W. B.,
630
..............
payment
administrator of 630
to administrator
payment to
Horses,
appropriation
purch ase of,
of, for
Army
.32, 112, 4
3:
4
38
1
y.32,112,348
for Arm
for purchase
appropriation for
431
-----------deficiency
for ......-------deficiency for
lost
Pere6s, Montana,
Montana, payNez Perc&s,
with Nez
war with
in war
lost in
641
ment for
for641
.-----.......-------------ment
Horses
Wagons,
and Wagons,
Horses and
appropriations
Senate.......
2, 23, 212, 387
2,23,212,387
for Senate
for, for
appropriations for,
3,214,389
for
House ---......--.--- --------...
23
214, 389
for House
249
deficiency.. for
Department, deficiency..
Office Department,
Post Office
for Post
Hartman,
Martin,
Hortman, Martin,
577
payment
payment to .----.------------- .5 ---Horton, John,
John,
Horton,
646
payment to
to .........---- ----------- ---payment
Hoskins,
Levi,
Hoskins, Levi,
616
..--..---payment to .....................--payment
Hospitals,
Hospitals,
33,
appropriation for,
for, for
for Army...........
Army
13, 112,349
appropriation
for pay
pay of
matrons in
111, 346
1,111,346
............--331,
in
of matrons
for
31,111,346
for
pay
of
stewards
at
....
........ 31, 111,33.34486
for pay of stewards at ....
348
--for construction
construction and repair
of ......repair of
for
stewards at,
in limit of enlisted
enlisted
included in
at, included
stewards
30
30
..-----.-----..------.men of Army .
.
Trot Springs
Springs Restrralion,
liesirration, Ark.,
Hot
288
288
titles to
to lands
in, established
established
.----------lands in,
titles
289
289
portion of,
apart for
for public
reservation.
public reservationset apart
of, set
portion
289
289
for
cemetery .- ....----.--.---.-----..
for cemetery
lands
unappropriated, to
to be
be sold at pubpubin, unappropriated,
lands in,
290
lic sale....
sale .....--- ----- ..-----------lie
time
United States land
land
to United
instructions to
for instructions
time for
300
300
officers
to, extended
days.extended 60 days
relative to,
officers relative
proceedings
act March
3, 1877,
1877, relarelaMarch 3,
under act
proceedings under
300
tive to, suspended 60 days
300
--

tive to, suspended 60 days .---..

Houk,
Adam,
Houk, Adam,
payment to ........--.-----.---------..--payment
Houk,
Berry,
Houk, Berry,
-......--..---..-----.
payment
payment to ....Houlton,
Me.,
Houlton, Me.,
declared the
Die only port of delivery
delivery in clscusdeclared
3
toms district
of Aroostook
Aroostook .......---.....
district of
toms
Housatonio River,
Conn.,
River, Conn.,
Housatonio
.
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.--....
of
appropriation for

6
629
5
562
473
1
184
164
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Page.
House
Representatives,
House of Representatives,
appropriations
for
pay,
expenses,
etc.,
etc.,
pay,
expenses,
appropriations for
of.
'2, 23, 25, 55, 56, 212, 214, 387
of ...--..-...- 2,23,25,55,56,212,214,387
employes of,
of, from what
what date to be paid ... ._
53
to
have pay
month of
56
to have
pay for
for month
of July,
July, 1879
1879.....
56
extra
to
55
extra pay to..........................
55
appropriation
electrician, engineers, and
appropriation for electrician
assistants, to be under direction
of
direction of
Architect of Capitol, subject to conconSpeaker of
trol of
of Speaker
of House.
House.......... .213,3758
213, 3J8
appropriations
contingent expenses
expenses of.214, 389
for contingent
appropriations for
deficiencies i
u
65
in.......................
deficiencies
contested-election cases
for payment of
of contested-election
cases
of ...........................
279,457
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items ...........
_..
_214,280,
389
214,280,389
deficiency in
deficiency
in ........................
65
for
214,389
for furniture
furniture and repairs ..............
214,389
deficiency in --------.----.......----- _65,
252
deficiency
65,252
to supply
supply deficiencies,
_ -... _65,252,
424
to
deficiencies, etc
etc.--.
65,252,424
Householder,
Otho,
Householder, Otho,
payment to .........................
576
payment
Houser,
Houser, Jacob,
Jacob,
576
payment to ..........
.............
576
Houston, George S., deceased,
Houston,
deceased,
eulogies upon,
upon printing of, authorized,
eulogies
authorized, apappropriation for ---------------------306
propriation
.....................
306
Houston
Tex.,
Houston,
Houston
port ,Tex.,
privilege of immediate transport of entry, privilege
portation of dutiable goods to,
to, authorized ----..-....--..-........
174
Howard,
Howard, Abraham,
payment to .............................
payment
629
Howard, Allison,
payment to .............................
payment
567
Howard, B. F.,
F.,
Howard,
payment to ........................
630
...
630
Howard,
George T.,
Houard, George
payment
424
payment to
to ............................
424
Howard,
Howard, Michael,
Michael,
payment
to
576
payment
............................
576
Howard,
Howard, William,
William,
payment to .....................
577
....
577
Howard
University,
Howard Unirersity,
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance of --......
_ _ _.273,452
appropriation
273,452
Howell, Catharine,
Catharine, heir
heir of Ann.
Ann Moore,
Moore,
562
payment to ............................
562
Howell, Jethro,
Jethro,
payment
payment to ............................
578
578
Holz:gate
W.,
Howzgate, H.
H. W.,
President authorized
steamship
authorized to accept
accept steamship
Guluare
_
_
Gulnare from
from ......................
82
Hoyle, John,
jr.,
John, jr.,
payment to ...........................
.......
_
623
623
Hualapaz Apache Indians,
Hualapat
Indians, Ariz
Ariz.,,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for care
care and
and supsup421
port of
of...........................
421
Hubbell,
E. S. Branch,
executors of
Hubbell, Fanny,
Fanny, and E.
Branch, executorsof
Jabez,
Jabez,
payment to ........................
...
623
Hubbell, Jabez,
Jabez,
payment to executors
executors of............
of
623
.....
623
Hubbell,
Hubbell, William
William Wheeler,
Wheeler,
payment to ..--.------....-586
payment
...-----..
586
Huck,
Huck, Lewis N., trustee,
trustee,
payment
payment to .............................
569
Huddleston,
Huddleston, Albert,
payment to.............................
to
576
576
Hudson,
Hudson, G. B.,
B.,
payment
payment to .............................
578
Hudson, Joseph,
Hudson,
Joseph,
payment to ..................................
577
payment
577
Hudson
River, N.
N. Y.,
Hudson River,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of...-...
of
.184,
473
appropriation
184,473
Huffer, Alfred C., administrator
George F.
Huffer,
administrator of George
Smith, deceased,
deceased,
payment
to
621
paymentto..........
..... .............
621

Page.
Pago.
Huffman, Benjamin,
Huffnman,
Benjamin,
571:
payment
payment to
to ----------------------....-..
57(
Hughart
HughartJames,
James,
576
to.
payment to.............................
576
Hughes,
Hughes, Jesse E.,
E.,
630
payment to
Payment
to............................
630
Hughes,
Hughes, John,
John, deceased,
577
administrator of
payment to administrator
of..............
577
Hughes, Jordan,
Jordan,
616
payment to ............................
616
Hughes, Mary,
Mary,
payment to .........................
630
payment
630
Hughey, Robert H., and
and Thomas Buchanan,
Buchanan, •
566
payment to .............................
566
Hughlett,
Elizabeth,
Hughlett, Elizabeth,
payment to .............................
payment
569
Hull,
Hull, Noble A.,
A.,
contested-election
expenses
of
contested-election expenses
----------- 457
Hulick, Charles
Charles R.,
Hulick,
R.,
payment
to
623
payment
.........................
..
623
Hulman,
Hulinan Herman
Herman,
settlement of deficiency
deficiency tax with
with ---....531
Humble, Benjamin F.,
F..
payment to ...................
567
payment
.....
Humboldt Bay, Cal.,
(Al.,
Secretary of War
Secretary
War to
to examine and
and estimate
estimate
cost of improving channel
channel inside
inside bar
bar of
of- 196
and harbor, appropriation
appropriation for
for improveimprovement of ........................
.....
472
472
Humphrey,
Humphrey, David,
David,
payment to ...........................
616
W., deceased,
Humphrey, R.
l. W.,
deceased,
payment
payment to M. W.,
W., administrator
administrator of........
of.. ._
630
Hunter,
James I'.,
P.,
Hunter, James
pension to .. pension
643
.--...--------.......-.
Huntsman ' Peter,
administrator,
Huntsman,
Peter, administrator,
payment to.
to.
payment
........................
.. 577
Hurlbut, Ann,
Hurlbut,
payment to Mary Allen, administratrix
administratrix of.
payment
561
Huron,
Huron, Ohio,
appropriation
for
improvement
harbor
of
harbor
appropriation for improvement
at
.182,
472
at..........
......................
182.472
Hurst, Andrew,
Hurst,
payment to .............................
630
Hurt,
Myler,
Hurt, R. B.,
B., administrator
administratorof
of William
l'illiam,W. Myltr,
deceased,
deceased,
payment to estate of ...................
payment
632
632
Hurt,
Hurt, Ihomas,
Ihomas, deceased,
deceased,
payment to estate of ...................
..
616
Hurt,
Hurt, William J.,
J.,
payment
payment to ..................
....-.....
630
Huston, James,
James,
payment to John A.,
A., administrator
of ...-..
623
administratorof
62
Hutcheson
John M.,
Hutcheson, John
payment to ..---...-----576
... ----.-----...
576
Hutchinson, John
Y., administrator
Hutchinson,
John Y.,
administratorof'
of William
deceased,
Brooke, deceased,
payment to --------............................
625
Hutchison, Samuel B.,
guardian of Mary Ann
Hutchison,
B., guardian
Ann
Shur/ode,
Shurlock,
payment to ..................
611
.........
611
Hutchison, Samuel T
Hutohison,
T.,,
payment
629
payment to .........................
Hut-sell,
Hutsell, George
GeorgeM.,
payment to ............................
578
Hutton Isaac,
Isaac, surviving partner,
partner,
payment
to.
payment to
.....
.................
614
..
(614
Hyannis Harbor,
Hyannis
Harbor, Mass.,
Mass.,
appropriation
of
. _ 4(9
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of.........
Hyde, A.
A. A.,
A.,
payment toto ...................
630
.........
6:l
Hydrographic Offce,
Office,
Hydrographic
third and fourth
fonr lh volumes Sailing Directions
Directions
. -.
49
to be bound in cloth
clot h fin.;
for; proviso
proviso ...
49
Hydrographieal Surveys,
Hydrographical
Surreys, of Mississippi
Missi-ssippi River,
Commission
etc.
37
Commission to direct; powers, duties, etc.
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Hydraulic
Engineering,
Hydraulic Engineering,
etc., of Professor
Professor Fontaine's immaps, etc.,
proved methods of, accepted;
accepted; printproved
ing ..............................
Hydrometrical Surveys of Mississippi
Mississippi River,
Hydrometrical
Commission
Commission to direct; powers, duties, etc
Hynes,
Isaac
L.,
L.,
Hynes, Isaac
payment to.......
to ......
.....................
.....
payment
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37
616

I-.
1
Ickis, Thomas H.,
H.,
Icdis,
payment to
623
payment
to .----------...-......-----Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
government
appropriation for expenses of government
of
23,
225, 400
23,225,400
.....
of ..............
office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of ....
23, 234,410
23,
for office
contingent expenses of ............ 274,450
for incidental
Indian service
incidental expenses of Indian
_130,500
130,500
in, how expended .................
for settlement, etc., of Shoshone and
and Ban130
nock Indians in ....................
130
for Indians in South-eastern
loSouth-eastern Idaho, to lo499
Reservation in ...._ 499
Hall Reservation
cate on Fort Hall
post-routes established
established in ...........
_ --------21,94,206,358
21,94,206,358
post-routes
326
granted to.....
lands for university
university purposes
purposes granted
to
reapportionment
members of the legreapportionment of the members
.. 154
of, authorized
......
_
islature of,
authorized ..._ ----...Secretary of War
War authorized
authorized to repair and
improve
wagon-road in
_ . 166
166
in....
Mullan wagon-road
improve Mullan
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay of United
United
deficiency
250
States marshal of ..-.................
of.... .
. 253
expenses of................
for contingent expenses
expenses of.................
of
416
for legislative
legislative expenses
Illinois,
Illinois,
post-routes
in.....__
22, 39, 94, 206, 357
13, 22,39,94,206,357
established in
post-routes established
Illinois River,
Illinois
River,
appropriation for
improvement of
187,478
of........187,478
for improvement
appropriation
dredging. ... 187
for locks and dams, and for dredging__
Import
Import duties,
immediate transportation
transportation of
provisions for immediate
goods subject to, to ports of destina..
173
--tion
173
tion-appropriation to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in apappropriation
ronrmfin
propriations
and fr
for
repayment
propriaions for,
lor, auun
rleJpayJlullc
of
in
of deposits, and for judgments in
" charges and commissions cases";
cases" ;
"charges
242
242
.....
proviso -------------..
on
"hoops cut to length,"
hoops," "hoops
"cut hoops,"
on "cut
" barpunched," and "
"hoops cut and punched,"
bar"hoops
rel-hoops"
under cerrel-hoops" when ordered under
309
309
tain contracts -...--...-----.----exhibition at Millers'
articles imported for exhibition
Millers'
CincinInternational Exhibition
Exhibition at C5nciaInternational
62
nati, Ohio,
Ohio, admitted
admitted free
free of.
62
of...-...-nati,
articles imported for relief of colored emiemiarticles
grants admitted
admitted free of
of, under
under rules
grants
Secretary of the Treasprescribed by Secretary
66
66
.
..
ury.
ury.........
sheep and wool imported for exhibition
exhibition
at
Philadelphia,
show, Philadelphia,
international show,
at international
70
70
--.--1880, free of
of. ...............
48
48
of...........--....-admitted free of
quinine admitted
Importers,
Importers,
418
418
proviso .- .
etc., to; proviso--------refund of duties, etc,
repayment
duties
repayment to, excess of deposits on duties
429
429
unascertained
unascertained .......-------.----..
of articles
relief of colored
colored emigrants to
to
for relief
of
articles for
66
give bond.........--bond .
66
.....--- .-- I give
-

Asn

CAPnuA

Imports,
Imports,
of,
transportion of
provisions
provisions for immediate transportion
from ports of entry to ports of final
......------..---.
destination ....
.
destination
Impounding,
impounding,
animals in the District of Coof domestic
domestic animals
lumbia...
lumbia
. .........-------- ---------Districtof
Taxes, in
IMproventent
Mt District
of Columbia,
Improvement Taxes,
arrearages of; correction of asinterest on arrearages
...........----sessments for ...

173
173
35
35
36
36
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Inaugural Ceremonies,
Ceremonies,
Page.
Inaugural
committee
committee on, loan of
flags to ............
.....
655
of flags
655
Inauguration of
Wlashington, as
as first
first
Inauguration
of George Washington,
Presidentof the United States,
President
monument to commemorate
commemorate the
313
monument
the ...........
313
Incidental
IncidentalExpenses,
130,500
appropriation
appropriation for
BIC Indian
Indian service .......
...... ...130,
500
of Army
........... ......
Array. ...
32,111,347
32, 111, 347
deficiency
for
deficiency for.........
................
431
of Odd Fellows,
Belloics, 1).
C.
Independent Order
Order of
D. C.,
Grand
negotiate a
a
to negotiate
Grand Lodge
Lodge of, authorized to
loan
62
loan ............................
62
Independent
•
Independent Treasury,
Treasury,
etc., in ..... 23,221,396
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, etc,
23, 221, 396
appropriation
for special agents of ...............
_.........
223, 398
for
223,
223, 39'
39,
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of .................. 223,
deficiency
appropriation for cow
coni ingent
deficiency appropriation
ingest expenses
penses of ..... ....................
428
Index,
Index,
to private
private claims, etc.,
etc, appropriation
appropriation fir
for
expense of preparing
-------------456
456
expense
preparing .............
of
journals
appropriations
of
preparing, to
appropriations for preparing,
Congress....................
2,
26, 214, 389
Congress
2,26,214,
Indian
Indian Agencies,
appropriations for repairs
repairs and buildings
appropriations
G116,487
..
.......
... .........
.
116,487
at ....
agents at....
at....
485
Indian agents
compensation of Indian
for compensation
Uncomand
Southern
to be located for Southern
203
pahgre Utes
Files of Colorado
Colorado ...........
203
Indian
Indian Agents,
appropriation for pay of................
of
114,485
appropriation
117,487
for pay of special
special .....................
117, 487
deficiency appropriation
etc,
appropriation for salaries, etc.,
deficiency
256,
............
of ..............
256, 430
Commissioners, Board of,
of;
Indian Commissioners,
appropriation
expenses of.
of
277
277
..........
for expenses
appropriation for
salaries
expenses of,
of, prohibited
prohibited from bebesalaries and expenses
ing paid
from appropriations
how Inappropriations for
paid from
ing
131
---.....
service ...........-dian service
Indian Inspectors,
Inspectors,
appropriation for pay
pay of .
116,487
................
appropriation
4:30
...........
• for deficiency
deficiency in .........
430
Indian
Interpreters,
Indian Interpreters,
appropriation for
pay of
............ .
•
116, 486
486
... ll6,
of .............
for pay
appropriation
Indian
Indian Office,
Office,
appropriation
for
salaii
es,
etc.,
in
.
..
23,
28,
231,
407
appropriation for salaries, etc., in .. 23,28,231,407
for deficiency
421
in ........................
deficiency in
for
Indian
Police,
Indian Pace,
........
appropriation for pay
pay of; proviso ....
.... 131,
131, 501
appropriation
Indian Scouts,
included
enlisted men of
included in limit of enlisted
Army ..........
110, 346
30,110,346
....--.---.... .30,
Army
Indian Service,
130, b00
appropriation
for incidental
expenses of..
of..130,
500
incidental expenses
appropriation for
256
deficiency in
in
.-... .....--.....deficiency
117, 487
for
of....
.... _....117,
.............
expenses of
contingent expenses
for contingent
for
in .......-.......-- 277,453
frauds in
punishing frauds
for punishing
for telegraphing,
telegraphing, inspection,
inspection, and
and other
other exfor
penses connected
connected with contracts
contracts
penses
for. .....
67, 131, 501
6......---...... 67,131,501
-for
117,487
for treaty
.......
117, 487
stipulations ...........-....
treaty stipulations
for
256
deficiency
o
deficiency in ....................
for
deficiencies
in
421,
436
43C
421,
.-256,
.-........ for deficiencies in
Indian Supplies,
Indian
131,501
131,501
....................
purchase of
purchase
502
5.
02
how made
made .
_
.
how
~'~~~
- -' '
·.·--.....
--130,
501
appropriation for
for transportation
transportation of
1-- , 501
of .
appropriation
deficiency
in
.....
431
deficiency in ----.------- -----------. 431
advertisements for,
for, shall
shall be
be published
published -132,
502
-. -132, 502
advertisements
deficiency
for431
431
.....---.-appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Indian
Tffritory,
Indian Territory,
proclamation warning
all persons
persons from
refrom rewarning all
proclamation
-moving
into or
or settling
settling upon
in
lands in
upon lands
moving into
the „....
.
........ _
1,
798
3,4,797, 79
1, 3,4,797,
----..---.-....
the
post-routes established
established in
in
358
205, 358
........
post-routes
a
ppropriation for
support of
of Modoc
Modoc Indians
Indians
for support
appropriation
in
•..
129,499
129,499
..................--.......
in
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501
for support of Joseph's
Joseph's band
baud of Nez
Forces
for support of
of industrial
industrial schools,
schools, etc.,
Nez Perc6s
etc., for..
for.. 129,
129,501
of war
111
in the .........................
67, 129,
499
in
for subsistence of,
of, prisoners
prisoners of
67,
129,499
war ........
111
for
removal of,
in Southeastern
Idaho, to
of
Indians in
for removal
of Pawnee
Pawnee Indians
....... ...........
of, in
67
Southeastern Idaho,
to
reservation
Indian Trust Funds,
Funds,
reservation 499
Indian
.......
.
..... .
. 130,
130,499
for
support of, at Fort
Fort Peck
Peck Agency
Agency ..... 129,
499
appropriation
for support
appropriation for
for interest
interest on
on non-paying
non-paying
129,499
education of, within
of late
Central
132,501
for educationof,
stocks of.
of.......................
within limits
limits of
late Central
132,501
held by Secretary of Interior to be deposited
deposited
Superintendency
129,
409
Superintenden
y ...................
129, 499
Treasury of the United
Indigent Insane,
D. C.;
in Treasury
United States;
Indigent
States; ininInsane, D.
C.,
navavble semi-annnallv
70
...---------------..--- 452-.
annmronri.tion for .
terest payable
semi-annually ------_
appropriation
452, 4r
459
Indian,
Industrial
Indian,
IndustrialHome, D.
D. C.,
C.,
schools,
support of....
of _ _. 129,501
appropriation
_
157,460
schools, appropriation
appropriation for
for support
129,501
appropriation for
for -------------------...
157,460
reservations,
agreement of sale of the.
Industrial
reservations, agreement
the, by
IndustrialSchools,
Indian, appropriations
for support
support of
.. ._129, 501
Ute Indians in Colorado,
Colorado, accepfed;
accepted;
appropriations for
of.....129,501
proviso .....
.
.................
....
199 Infantry
Infantry Equipments,
Equipments,
lands,
relief
of
actual
settlers
on,
in
Kansas.
68
lands, relief of actual settlers on, in Kansas.
appropriation
34,
68
appropriation for .........................
34, 113
113
Bureau, to keep
of supplies
supplies purkeep account
account of
Infected
purInfected Vessels,
chased from Indian manual and trainappropriation for construction
appropriation
construction of refrigerat131
ing schools ..... ................ ..
ing ship
ship for
for disinfecting
131
disinfecting .......-....
11
agents of,
granting perof, prohibited
prohibited from granting
Infectious
Diseases,
Infectious Diseases,
mission to Indians to remove to
to
appropriation for
domestic
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, of
of domestic
Texas........................132,133
Texas
132,133
animals ...........
30,
295,384
animals
........
30,295,384
Osage trust and diminished
diminished reserve
reserve lands
introduction of,
United
act to prevent introduction
of, into
into United
unsold, subject to disposal
disposal to
to actual
actual
States
5
States-----..........----....-----5
when..................
settlers, when
144
detail of officers
officers to execute
7
execute .....-....--7
war bonds, California,
California, appropriationforpayappropriation for payquarantine stations to prevent
prevent introduction
introduction
quarantine
ment of ......------..-....--.. ...
510
.47,266
of ...... .......
---.............
..
47,266
Indiana,
Indiana,
Ingham, Cyrus
Cyrus B., et al.,
Ingham,
bridge across Wabash
Wabash River, near Merom,
Merom,
right of homestead
homestead entry,
entry, etc.,
etc., restored
restored ...
539
42 Ingle, Peter,
in, restrictions .....................
42
Peter,
post-routes
post-routes establishedin
established in ....
14, 39, 95, 206, 357
....... .... 14,39,95,206,
357
payment to .................
payment
559
...........
559
Knightstown Springs, National
National Soldiers'
Soldiers'
Ingrani, Hugh, deceased,
Ingram,
deceased,
Home at, to be supplied with certain
certain
payment to executor
executor and
and guardian
guardian of heirs
heirs
public documents...................
documents
322
322
564
of
. ...................
......
564
Fort Wayne, two terms United States disInland Mail
Inland
Mail Transportation,
Transportation,
trict and circuit courts each
each authorauthorappropriation for .
appropriation
376
................
....... .178,
178,376
ized to be held at ..................
511 Insane,
Jeffersonville, appropriation
Jeffersonville,
appropriation for
for construcconstrucclaims to public lands under pre-emption
pre-emption and
and
carriage-way to military depot
tion of carnage-way
depot
homestead
how to
homestead laws,
laws, of
of persons,
persons, how
to
in
447
.---------------------------.
.
447
perfect
title
of
_____
.....
_
_
_
perfect
of ..................
.._. 166
166
Vincennes, sale of
government lands in,
Vincennes,
of government
in, auaupersons, penalty for enlisting
enlisting in naval
naval servservthorized; title vested
vested in
505
thorized;
in --........
505
ice
ice .................................
33
Miami Indians
Indians of, appropriation
appropriation for
for interest,
interest,
Insane Asylum,
Asylum, .1).
Insane
D. C.,
C.,
etc., to .--------------------------- 491
491
etc.,
appropriation
etc., of
275,452
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, etc.,
of
7- 275,452
Indiana
Indiana Chute, Ohio
Ohio River,
River,
for defieiences
deficiences in ----......-----....---- 246,426
appropriation for improvement
_ .... 187, 472 Insects,
Insects,
appropriation
improvement of.
of........187,472
Indianola,
Indianola, Tex..
Ten..
appropriation for investigating habits of,
appropriation
of;
port of entry,
entry, privilege
privilege of immediate transtransinjurious to cotton,
cotton, etc ...........
29
portation of
dutiable goods
of dutiable
goods to, auaudeficiencies in ......................
for deficiencies
421
thorized
thorized
174
......
..
.........
for investigating
investigating habits of,
of, injurious
injurious to
to
Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis,
Ind.,
agriculture .......................
294,383
agriculture
294,383
created a
a port of delivery
delivery ...............
512
created
512 InspectingLights
Inspecting Lights,'
port of entry, privilege of immediate
immediate transtransappropriation
262,439
appropriation for expenses
expenses of ...........
262,439
portation of dutiable
dutiable goods
portation
goods to, auInspector-General,
Inspector-General, Army,
Army,
thorized ...........................
174
thorized
174
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc., in office
office
appropriation
arsenal at, deficiency
419
arsenal
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for....
for....
419
of..
23, 227, 402
of
.......................... 23,227,402
elevator in
appropriation
elevator
in court-house
court-house at, appropriation
Inspector of
Plumbing,
D.
C.,
Inspector
of Plumbing, D. C.,
for .-----------------------------417
417
appointment of, authorized;
authorized; duties
____ 318
duties........
318
Indians,
Indians,
appropriation
of
appropriation for salary of................
461
appropriations
appropriations for, when available _____
132, 502
..-.. .
132,502
deficiency in ............................
426
deficiency
426
additional
additional clothing
clothing for, Secretary
Secretary Interior
Interior
Inspectors of Customs,
Inspectors
Customs,
authorized
authorized to purchase, appropriation
appropriation
compensation
compensation of,
of, for
for night
night service,
service, preprefor ...........................
..
.
131
scribed
scribed ......................
173
...
173
supplies
supplies for subsistence
502
subsistence of
of
...............
502
for day service, prescribed..............
prescribed
429
429
not permitted
permitted to enter State of Texas ....
133
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay of........
of ....
429
appropriation for support
appropriation
support of, on Malheur
Malheur
Inspectors,
Inspectors, Indian,
Indian,
Reservation
Reservation .......................
130
130
appropriation for pay,
appropriation
pay, etc.,
etc., of
of........... 116,487
for certain tribes of _
..... ..............
67 Insurance
67
Insurance Companies,
Companies,
Apache, at Abiquiu Agency, rations, etc.,
reports of, to Superintendent
Superintendent Census, how
how
to beissued
be issued to
81
............. ......
81
m ade--made
75
...........................
75
of, at
at
500
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of,
.................
500 Intercourse
Intercourse Acts,
Winnebago, of Nebraska
Nebraska and Wisconsin,
Wisconsin,
appropriations
appropriations for punishing violations
violations of.277,
453
of.277,453
census
census of, authorized
authorized -...........
316
316
proclamaticn
proclarnaticn warnin
aainst violations
violations
warning against
oe, Southeastern
roving bands of,
Southeastern Oregon, apofof
---------....797,
.............. .
798
...797,798
propriation for collecting
propriation
collecting and
and support
support
Interest,
Interest,
of .. .... ..........
130, 499
. ........--- -. 130,499
rate of,
of, on
ou arrearages
District
arrearages of taxes, etc, in District
appropriation
appropriation for vaccination
116, 501
vaccination of .........
116,
501
of Columbia
Colunbia .
.......
..............
36
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Interest-Continued.
International Exposition-Continued.
Exposition--Continued.
International
on 3.65
3.65 loan of
of District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, dedefinal
reports
of
Centennial
Commission
on,
final reports
ficiency appropriation
appropriation for payment of_
322
ficiency
of
to be
be printed
printed ...
50
to
50
onIndian trust funds
501
onIndian
funds, appropriation
appropriation for ..-.132,
132,501
InternationalFishery
Fishery Exhibition,
Exhibition,
International
on deposits
deposits of
of enlisted
Army, approapproon
enlisted men,
men, Army,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of ..............
301
394
priation for
for ........................
394 International
International Monetary
Monetary Commission,
Commission,
Interior Department,
Department,
appointment of; appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses
Interior
.
appointment
appropriations
salaries, etc.,
28, 230, 406
of;
455
appropriations for salaries,
etc., in.23, 28,230,406
of; to
to make
make report
report ................
455
for repairs of building of--...-.....-------28,271,
of
28, 271, 449
International
InternationalMonetary
Monetary Conference,
Conference,
appropriation
for expenses
of
for rent of buildings
buildings under..........28,231,407
under
28,231, 407
appropriation for
expenses of..............
26
for furniture
miscellaneous items...231,
items...231,407
InternationalPrison
furniture and miscellaneous
407 International
Prison Commission,
for matter
matter of,
of, addressed
appropriation
for the
..
455
for postage-stamps
postage-stamps for
addressed
appropriation for
the ..... . ............
455
International
to postal union
231,407
InternationalSanitary
Sanitary Congress,
Congress,
union countries .........
231,
407
appropriation for
salaries and
and expenses
for Biennial
Biennial Register, compilation
of
407
compilation of....
appropriation
for salaries
expenses of_266,
of.266, 415
415
PhiladelInternational
International Sheep and Wool Show, Philadelpurchase of Ingalls's
for purchase
Ingalls's portrait
portrait of late
phia,
E wing, first Secretary of the.
the.
phia,
Thomas Ewing,
449
Commissioner Agriculture
Agriculture to
to make
Commissioner
make report
report
for support
support of Indian service under the.114, 485
on
.....
_ .............
70
for lithographing,
engravlithographing, mapping, and engravon ..............................
70
appropriation
for
completion
of
examinaof
examinaing
278,455
for
completion
appropriation
ing -..........-----------.......--- ------......-.... 278, 455
tion
of wool,
etc., at
384
deficiencies
_ .
.71,
114
deficiencies for .....................
71,114
tion of
wool, etc.,
at ...............
384
Interpreters,
deficiencies in public
for deficiencies
public land service ....
246, Interpreters,
Indian,
pay of.
116,486
of......... 116,486
for pay
appropriation for
Indian, appropriation
254,421
special
for pay
....
_. 487
487
pay of
of.........
special appropriation
appropriation for
... 254,256,421
for deficiencies in Indian service _254,
256, 421 |
to
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries
to consulates,
consulates, appropriation
deficiencies in clerical
for deficiencies
clerical force of Pension
119,344
344
420
of. ..
...........--..............- 119,
Office ..............................
to
China .....................
114,339
1:14, 339
to China
to legation
legation to
Internal
Revenue,
Internal Revenue,
Japan
340
134,340
- ------......................... 134,
appropriations for
salaries in office
220, 395
apan
23,220,
office of.. 23,
for salaries
appropriations
Turkey
134,339
134,339
Turkey .... .......................
for salaries and expenses of collectors
collectors of. 220, 395
to comitnission
commission to negotiate
with
with
expenses of
of collecting
collecting.. 23, 27,
27,
com.ission
to negotiate
negotiate treaty
treaty with
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
China .
133, 134
1:34
........ 133,
tChina...............
239'S
220, 395
Intoxicated
Persons,
for
dies,
and
papr,
stamps
for
proviso.
Intoxicated
Persons,
for
dies,
paper,
and
stamps
for;
proviso._
23,
for dies paper, and stamps for3,
penalty for enlisting
enlisting in naval service
service ......
3
3

220, 395
Invalid Pensions,
for
detecting and
and bringing
trial persons
for detecting
bringing to
to trial
persons
alid
p0raons for
350
appropriations
.60,350
violating
laws
of
220,
395
violating laws of.---.-----220,39
for
150, 350
for deficiencies
deficiencies in ......................
for salaries,
salaries, expenses,
expenses, and
fees for
gaugers,
for
and fees
for gaugers,
Inresligating
Agents,
Investigating Agents,
agents, surveyors,
agents,
surveyors,
and storekeepers
storekeepers
Southern
Commission, appropriation
appropriation
ofagents,
surveyors, and
and
storekeepers
39
Southern Claims
Claims Commission,
of
27, 220, 395
for salaries
of;
manner of
of taking
for
salaries
of; manner
taking testesfor compilation of laws
and manual of, to
]aws andi
timon
b
29
timony by
'29
29
timony
by..........................
be
bound. ...--........---.---.--..
be bound
..--..-......
35 Iowa,
deficiency
for salaries
salaries and
exdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
and expost-routes established in
in---22,95,207,357
post-routes
22,
95, 207, :357
241,
post-routes
established
in........22,
93,at
207, :37
penses
...........
penses
241, 428
United
States
circuit court
court
of, to
to be
be held
held
at
penses of
of collectors
collectors of
of,.............241,
428
United States
circuit
of,
for stamps,
dies, etc
.
241,
416
for
stamps, dies,
etc ....
............
241,41
the times and places for
for holding disfor miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items ---...---...........-..
254
for
254
...........
155
trict courts in
155
416 1
for detecting violation of laws of ...... 244
244,416
from State
causes may be
be removed
removed from
State courts
courts
salaries of
agents,
etc.,
of
416,
428
for salaries
of agents, etc., of... ..... 416, 428
c to
to may
............
be rm e f
tae
155
155
for
redemption of
stamps ...............
_
428
of
stamps
...............
428
a
15
civil
155
for redemption
redemption
of
c stamps
428
civil suits
suits in,
in, when
when triable
triable
.............
155
for
expenses
of
collecting_
428
for expenses of collecting ..............
428
counties composing
composing northern
northern division of.
155
miscellaneous provisions
provisions relating
to
distillmiscellaneous
relating to distill155
clerk of district court to be clerk of ....
... _ 155
ers,
illed spirits,
spirits, etc.
ers, distillery,
distillery, dist
distilled
etc...__145-149
145-149
title to lake or bayou
bayou in, confirmed
confirmed for pubspecial tax
tax on
dealers in
291
special
on dealers
in leaf-tobacco
leaf-tobacco ......
291
lic use to city of Council
Council Blutfs......
171
Bluffs.. ....
provisions, concerning
and
provisions,
concerning manufactures
manufactures and
title to Carr take
ake in, conveyed
conveyed to city of
manufactories
tobacco ..........---168
manufactories of
of tobacco
168
Council Bluffs
.................... :23
Bluffs
323
for
for inspection
inspectio of
of manufactured
manufactured tobacco,
tobacco,
16
appropriation
appropriation for salaries, etc., in office of
of
etc
167
etc
n --... ..
.....---.----.--.---167
surveyor-general
3,234,410
surveyor-general of -.....-..-...2
21,
234, 410
relating to
exportation of
manufactured
relating
to exportation
of manufactured
for deficiencies
421
deficiencies in -...--........--..--..tobacco
...........
_ 167-168
tobacco -_
...............-...Burlington, title to land in, vested in indevinegar factories,
factories, law
to location
location of
of cerpendent school
school district of
.....
508
vinegar
law as
as to
cerpendent
of...........
tain,
20 Iowa Indians,
tain, modified
modified ....................20
Indians,
appropriations
for interest,
120,490
International
Postal,
appropriations for
interest, etc.,
etc., to.
to.......120,490
International Bureau,
Bureau, Postal,
Berne, Switzerland,
Indian Trust
Rust Funds,
Funds,
i Iowa
Iowa Indian
for exexSwitzerland, appropriation
appropriation for
Berne,
appropriation
non-paying
penses of
of the.---..................-----.
the377
on non-paying
for interest
interest on
appropriation for
377
penses
stocks of---..-.--of.... ... •
......
501
---...-- --.--- 132,
12, 501
stocks
Weigh Is and
and Measures,
Measures,
International Bureau,
Bureau, Weights
International
appropriations as
as contributions
Ada,
Iredale, Ada,
Iredale,
mainfor maincontributions for
appropriations
American
register
to
be
issued
to
British
tenance
265, 455
American register to be issued to British
265,455
.......--------.....
tenance of ....
ship, as
as bark
bark Annie
Johnson ........
170
170
Annie Johnson
ship,
..-.......-in 417
for deficiencies in............
Ireland,
International
InternationalCommittee,
Committee, Weights
Weights and
and Measures,
Measures,
Ireland,
appropriation, transportation of supplies for
appropriation
expenses of
of ............
transportation of supplies for
appropriation,
441
for expenses
appropriation for
relief
of famishing
famishing poor
of
303
.03
poor of..........
relief of
Manufactures,
International
Exhibition, Arts, Manufactures,
InternationalExhibition,
77 Irish,
77
Irish, Joseph,
Joseph,
--- to be held in New York, 1883 .............---ermission given,
given, to
accept present
603.
present ......
to accept
iermission
Exposition,
Internalional Exposition,
International
Iron
Steel,
269
appropriation for purchase
purchase of plates of CenIron and
and Steel,
appropriation
appropriation
269
53
of..
the tests
tests of
continuing the
for continuing
appropriation fnr
53
tenmial Commission's report on......
tennial
on
Italy,
for
expenses of
Italy,
SydStates at Sydof the
the United
United States
for expenses
additional postal convention
kingdom
49
788
with kingdom
additional postal convention with
49
Melbourne......----...........---ney and Melbourne
788
of
239 .-..
--------------------of........
o......
239
for deficiencies
deficiencies in ... ....-792
forms,
etc
49
reports on, at Sydney
Sydney and
Melbourne
etc......--------------------forms,
49
and Melbourne...--.

reports on, at

848
848
Teens,
Evens, William
William S.,
payment to
payment
to .............................
Bins, Samuel
jr.,
Ivins,
Samuel P.,
P.,jr.,
payment to
payment
to ........

I1DEX.
Page.
Page.
567

.......-

....-

425

J.
J.
Jack,
Jack, Albert N.,
N.,
pension
to
610
pension to.. ....
..............
......
610
Jackson,
Jackson, Alfred,
Alfred,
payment to ..................-...-...
560
payment
560
Jackson,
Jackson, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
payment to
......
623
payment
to .............................
623
Jackson,
Jackson, James,
James,
payment to ..............
631
payment
.............
631
Jackson,
Jackson, Margaret,
Margaret,
payment to ..........
...... __.. ____ .........;
payment
..........
.
560
Jackson,
Jackson, Minter,
Minter,
payment to .............................
_
578
578
Jackson, N.
Jackson,
N. B.,
payment to ......-..-..
...............
616
Jackson, Thomas J.,
J.,
Jackson,
pension to .........................587
587
Jackson, Wiley,
Jackson,
Wiley,
payment to .............................
561
561
Jackson,
Jackson, Miss.,
appropriation for construction
construction of public
public
buildings at
.
379
at................
.....
379
Jacksonville,
Fla.,
Jacksonville, Fla.,
port of entry, privilege of immediate
immediate transportation of
authorportation
of dutiable
dutiable goods to, authorized ..........
...................
174
Jacobs, John,
John, deceased,
Jacobs,
deceased,
payment to
administrator of
of --------------566
to administrator
..............
566
Jacques, Lancelot,
Jacques,
payment
payment to ...........
........
........
620
Jacques,
Jacques, Lancelot,
Lancelot,
payment to
620
to .---...-..-............-...620
James,
James, Alvah, deceased,
payment to administrator
administrator of.............
of
payment
631
James, Druu,
James,
Drury, administrator,
administrator,
payment to ........-........
---....-....
631
James, Jeremiah
James,
JeremiahS.,
issue of patent corrected
corrected for .............. .. ._
536
536
James, John
James,
John D.,
payment to .............................
578
578
James, Joseph,
James,
Joseph,
payment to ............................
562
payment
562
James, Paris
Paris,
payment
Paris,
payment to ...........................
562
James, William D.,
James,
payment to ..-.........payment
578
......-.......
eraMPS, William S.,
James,
S.,
payment to ..-----..-----.....
...-----.. 623
623
James
Fisk, jr.,
James Fisk,
jr.,
name of ferry-boat, changed
changed to Passaic
Pa,ssaic....
41
...._
41
James River, Va.,
James
Va. '
appropriation for improvement
improvement of_
185,474
appropriation
of........185,474
Jamison,
Jamison, John
John C.,
payment to .................
623
payment
.........
623
Janeway,
B., deceased,
Janeway, Isaac
Isaac B.,
deceased,
payment
payment to administrator
566
administrator of
of..............
566
Janitors
Buildings,
Janitorsto Public
Public Buildings,
appropriation
_265,
441
appropriation for pay of ................
265,441
Jasper County,
Jasper
County, Ga.,
transferredfrom northern
northern to
southernUnited
transferredfrom
to southernUnited
States district court of Georgia ......
62
Jay,
John,
Jay, John,
payment to .------.....-415
...-.....----...
415
Jeannette, Arctic Exploring
Jeannette,
Exploring Steamer,
Steamer,
Secretary
Secretary of Navy authorized
send vessel_
authorized to send
vessel
in searchof;
search of; proviso
proviso....
. ...........
448
448
Jefferson,
Jefferson, Thomas,
thanks of Congress presented
presented to heirs of, for
for
desk upon which
which Declaration
Declaration of IndeIndependence was written
pendence
written ..............
305
305
Jefferson, Tex.,
Jefferson,
Tex.,
terms of circuit court to be held at.
10
at........
10

Page.
IPA,
Jeffersonville, Ind.,
appropriation for
for construction
of carriagecarriageappropriation
construction of
way to
military, depot
depot in
city of..
of_ ___ _ 447
447
way
to military
in city
Jenkins, Bartlett
Bartlett M.,
M.,
payment to
to ............................
562
payment
562
Jenkins,
George W.,
Jenkins, George
W.,
payment to
615
payment
to .............................
615
Jenkins
and Lee,
Lee;
Jenkins and
payment to 120
payment
... .......................
20
Jenkins,
W, administrator
Joseph, deceased,
Jenkins, J.
J. W,
administratorof Joseph,
deceased,
.
payment to .............................
..
530
payment
.30
Jennings, Nancy,
Jennings,
Arancy,
payment to
to ...........................
631
payment
631
Jennings,
Wiley,
Jennings, Wiley,
payment to ............................
578
payment
578
Jennings, W.
TV. C.,
C,
Jennings,
payment to
631
payment
.....................
.....
631
<hymn, CasanderL.,
Casander L.,
Jepson,
payment to ............................
616
payment
616
Jett,
Jett, John,
payment to executor
executor of
of .---....---........
574
payment
574
Jetties
Pass,
Jetties at South
South Pass,
appropriation for
payments to
to James
appropriation
for payments
James B.
Eads
proviso.
Eads for
for constructing;
constructing; proviso......
44
for examinations
examinations of
.189,479
189,
of479
................
System,
Jetty System,
for improvement
improvement of Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, report
report
on ...............................
38
on
38
Jewett,
Mary
8.,
Jewett, Mary S.,
payment
to
trustee
for
570
payment to trustee for....................
570
Johns,
Johns, A.,
A.,
payment to
425
to ............................
425
Johns, Thomas,
payment to .........................
631
....
631
Johnson, Abraham,
Johnson,
payment to ...........................
562
562
Johnson, Allen B.,
R.,
Johnson,
payment to -------631
..-..----------....-.
631
Johnson, Annie,
Johnson,
Annie,
bark, formerly British ship Ada
Ada Iredale,
American register
authorized to
to be
be
American
register authorized
to
170
issued to........................
170
Johnson, Asenath, administrator
administrator of
Johnson,
of William,
William,
payment to
578
payment
to ............................
578
Johnson,
Johnson, Edwin,
payment
..... ....... ......
payment to ...........................
562
Johnson, James C.,
Johnson,
payment
to
578
payment to ...........................
578
Johnson, John,
Johnson,
John,
payment to ............................
620
620
Johnson, John,
Johnson,
John,
payment to
578
payment
to ......
-...........
...........
578
Johnson,
administrator,
Johnson, Jonathan
Jonathan T.,
T., administrator,
payment to
to .--.....-----...........-568
payment
-.
568
Johnson
Johnson, Malcolm
Malcolm,
payment
578
payment to .............................
578
Narcissa Keene,
Johnson, Narcissa
Keene,
payment
in full to..................
to
_
645
payment in
...
645
Johnson, Pleasant,
Pleasant, payment
payment to ............................
630
Johnson, Rachel,
payment to ..............................
630
630
Johnson, B.
R. H.
James E,
Johnson,
H. and James
T.,
payment to .............................
payment
631
631
Johnson,
Johnson, Mrs. Sarah
Sarah J.,
J.,
payment
631
payment to . ........
....................
631
Johnson, Uriah,
Uriah,
payment
payment to ...........................
. 623
623
Johnson, Willis,
Johnson,
payment to ...........................
616
616
Johnston, Carrie
Carrie J.,
J.,
Johnston,
payment to ........-...............
payment
562
----.
562
Joint Commission,
Joint
settlement of claims with
for settlement
with the French
French
Republic
Republic ..........................
296,
454
296,454
Joint
Joint Conmmittee
Committee on the Library,
Library,
appropriation
for purchase
purchase of works of
art 281, 449
appropriation for
ofart.281,449
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Joint Select Committee,
Committee,
Joint
on
accommodations
for
Library
of
Congress,
on accommodations for Library of Congress,
appropriation
for, duties
of, to
make
appropriation for,
duties of,
to make
report ....
165
report
..............................
165
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
expenses of.
424
appropriation for
for expenses
of....
424
of Congress,
Congress, to
select site
for
erection
of
of
to select
site for erection of
monument in
in memory
of battle
battle of
monument
memory of
of
Yorktown, Va.,
arrangeYorktown,
Va., to make
make arrangements
ments for
for celebration
celebration of
of centennial
centennial
anniversary of..---...................163,
of
163,522
anniversary
522
Jones,
Jones, Bransom G.,
payment to
to ..............................
647
payment
647
Jones,
B. P.,
Jones, B.
P.,
payment
payment to
to ---....-------..............------------------.. 616
616
Jones,
David, dee,eaed,
Jones, Darid,
deceaed,
payment to
to administrator
administrator of..............
of
623
payment
623
Jones,
Jones, Homer C.,
C., administrator
administratorof
of David Jones,
Jones,
deceased,
deceased,
payment
to .---............................
623
payment to
623
Jones, J. A.,
Jones,
J.
A.,
payment
to
647
payment to ..............................
647
Jones,
Jones, Jeremiah,
Jeremiah,
payment to ..............................
616
616
Jones, J. S.,
Jones,
S.,
payment to ..............................
456
456
Jones,
Jones, John
John S.,
S.,
616
payment to ..............................
.......... ........
616
Jones, Marlborough,
Jones,
Marlborough,
562
payment to
to ..............................
562
Jones, Mary
executrix of
Jones,
Mary W.,
W., executrix
of Thomas
Thomas Ap
Ap Catesby,
Catesby,
payment
569
payment to
to ... -.--.
.----..----..-.-....569
Jones, Paul
T.,
Jones,
Paul T.,
631
payment to
...................--..........
631
Jones, Samuel N.,
N.,
Jones,
payment to
578
payment
to ..............................
578
Jones, Seaborn,
deceased,
Jones,
Seaborn, deceased,
payment to William B
administrator, for
B.,,administrator,
heirs of ...........................--559
heirs
559
Jones,
William,
Jones, William,
payment
to ............................--.
620
620
payment to
Jones, William
Jones,
William C.,
payment to ...........................-...-630
-630
payment
Joyling,
administrator of John
Jopling, John B.,
B., administrator
John S.,
S.,
payment to ...........--------..--.-----------578
payment
Jordan,
Jordan, Abner F,
F,
payment to ..----......-----.----..-........-------------564
payment
Joseph,
Joseph, Alexander,
Alexander,
payment to
to ....................
-------- 630
payment
Joseph's,
of Nez PercO
Indians, in Indian
Indian.
Joseph's, band of
Percd Indians,
Territory,
Territory.
appropriation for
etc., of........129,
499
of ........ 129,499
for support,
support, etc.,
appropriation
Journals
Congress,
Journals of Congress,
appropriation
for
preparing
index
of
.2,
26,
214,
389
appropriation for preparing index of .2,26,214,389
Joy, Henry,
Henry,
Joy,
payment
665
565
to ..............................
payment to
Joyce,
Joyce, Maria,
Maria,
to.
578
of William
William Joyce, payment to......
widow of
Joyner, Hugh,
Joiner,
payment
to -----......--...-.....------------- ------578
578
payment to
Judge-Advocate-General,
Navy,
Judge-Advocate-General, _Ara.vy,
164
appointment
164
of, authorized;
authorized; duties .......
appointment of,
appropriation
etc., in
406
office of
in office
salaries, etc.,
for salaries,
appropriation for
Judgments,
appropriation
for payment
payment of,
of, of
of
appropriation for
of Court
Court of
Claims; proviso
proviso... .................
41,415
41,415
otr
deficiencies
in
.----------252
for deficiencies
252
.
......----fr dficences in
in .
of
ColumDistrict
of,
against
for payment
payment
District
bhorized
4466
bia
bi- ----d -------------.----------466
to supply
deficiencies for
thr payment
payment of, in
in
to
supply deficiencies
cases of
duties; proviso
proviso ....
.__.
242
242
customs duties;
of customs
cases
in charges
cases ..----------. 242
242
in
charges commission
commission cases
Judicial JSpess
Judicial Expenses,
appropriations for
___.23, 43, 235, 412
for---------------23,43,235,412
appropriations
for
United States
States
defraying expenses
expenses of
of United
for defraying
courts, including
including District
of ColumColumcourts,
District of
bia
_
277, 454
bin------.--------·------------27744
for
249, 255,
428
255, 423,
423,428
in ..............--249,
deficiencies in
for deficiencies
XXI-54
xx--54

849
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D.,
Julian,John D.,
Julian,
payment
payment to .................-------------------------578
Jumper,
Jumper, James A.,
A.,
.............................
payment to _.....
645
Jurors,
Jurors,
mileage
of, in
mileage of,
in Colorado,
Colorado, rated ....-.......
290
290
appropriation
appropriation for fees of ..............
43, 278,454
43,
278,454
service
within
year,
good
cause
for
chalservice
cause
•
lenge
Columbia -..
167
lenge of,
of, in District of
of Columbia.
167
43
per diem of .... ........................
43
how drawn;
drawn; not disqualified
disqualified by race, etc.,
etc.,
in .................
... ............
43
43
Justice,
Department of,
Justice,Department
appropriations
salaries, etc., in ....
appropriations for salaries
....23,
235, 412
23,235,412
necessary expenses Of
277, 453
453
for necessary
of ..............
277,
for punishing
punishing violations
violations of the intercourse
course acts ----------.-----,
..........-..-- 277, 453
for
for detection
detection and prosecution
prosecution of crimes
crimes
against the
the United States..........
States
277, 454
454
against
277,
Justice
of the
Peace,
Justice of
the Peace,
vacancies in office of,
in Territories, how
vacancies
of, in
how
filled ..............................
74
74

K.
K.
hKao, Daniel,
Daniel,
Kaho,
623
payment to ..............................
Kannon, James, deceased,
Hannon,
deceased,
payment to administrator
of..............
631
administrator of.
sn,,,
Kansas,
........
14,39,95,207,358
post-routes established
established in
in...
_....14,
39, 95, 207, 358
Absentee Shawnee
Shawnee lands in, rights of setsettiers
acre.
tlers on, to purchase;
purchase; price per acre
377
additional land district
additional
district established
established in .....
508
Northern land district
Northern
district established in ......
141
Missouri River, Atchison,
Atchison, appropriation
appropriation for
for
improvement of ................-----478
improvement
478
Osage River, appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement
Osage
of ..............................------...----.
478
Osage
Osage Indian
Indian trust
trust and diminished reserve
reserve
of, authorlands in, sale of residue of,
ized; proviso ...................--------..
509
509
143
on..---.......-------------relief
relief of
of settlers on
.......... .
143
sale of lands of Osage Indians
Indians in, appropria...---...-------292
tion
tion for ...--..-------.......
town-site
applicable to Osage
Osage trust,
town-site laws of, applicable
etc., lands
lauds in ..-...------ ----------145
etc.,
_ _
145
selection of lands in, in lieu of sections
selection
sections 16
16
310
confirmed to State of--...-.....
and 36,
36, confirmed
of ......
310
sale of Fort Harker
Military Reservation
Reservation in,
Harker Military
198
authorized -..--.........-------------------..
198
authorized
relief of
of settlers on trust and
and diminished
diminished
668
.-..-.......----------------reserve
reserve lands
lands in ._
543
relief of
certain settlers on pu
pu blic
blic lands
lands in..
in..
540
of certain
relief
five,
and two per
per centum
centum fund to
five, three, and
421
State of, deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.
for.
42i
State
Fort
Dodge Military
Military Reservation
Reservation in,
in, lands
lands
Fort Dodge
of, opened
opened up to actual settlers under
under
homestead laws
laws ---------------311
homestead
.....----------------311
refund
State of, expenses
expenses incurred
incurred raising
raising
refund to State
volunteers
.
.....
__
417
volunteers . ...-.-----.
-------417
confederated, tribes of Otoe
Otoe and Missouria
Missouria
confederated,
Indians
of, survey
survey and sale
sale of
lands
of lands
Indians of,
on
reservation authorized
380
....-- .....
authorized ---------380
on reservation
Kansas City, Mo.,
ansas
City,
mediate transtransport
of entry, privilege of immediate
port
of
entry, privilege
of immediate
transportation
goods to, auof dutiable
goods
portation
1
174
74
...
goro t
thortized fon outiag
thorized
....-----------------------appropriation for
appropriation
for continuing
continuing work
work on
on pubpib259,435
lie buildings at -....--------------lic
....
259,435
Kansas Indians,
Kansas
indians, for interest to
appropriation
120, 490
appropriation
for interest to.............120,490
for support, etc., of
129,499
129,99
-for support, etc., of .....----Kansas Miami Indians,
Indians,
Kansas
app roMiami
priation
for interest to
121,491
appropriation
interest Ewer,
to ------121,491
Kaskaskia
Bend, for
Mississippi
Has/caskia
Bend,
Mississippi
River,
appropriation for improvement of
188

apprpriaion for improvement of..--------188

850
850

INDEX.
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Kaskaskia Indian
Indian Trust Fund,
PFnd,
Kaskaskia
appropriation for payment of interest
interest on
appropriation
non-paying stocks
stocks of
of .-............
132,502
132,502
non-paying
Kaufman,
A.
M.,
executrix
of
Martin,
deeta.sed,
Kaufman, A. M., executrix of Martin, deceased,
payment
to
623
payment to ......................-.....
Kearney,
Edward,
Kearney, Edward,
payment to .
578
578
.......- .......
..............
payment
Thomas,
Kearney, Thomas,
payment to
429
....-----......---.....---.
to ....--..
payment
Kearney, Thomas,
late
accounts of, credited .-----.
533
late collector,
collector, accounts
Keaton, Francis
Francisj.,
J.,
.562562
payment to --...------.----------..
---..
Keeble, Richard,
Richard,
payment
567
payment to
to ................................
Keel, Ezekiel T.,
payment
631
payment to ............................
Keener, Adam H.,
H.,
payment to ..............................
631
payment
Keepers,
appropriations for
life-saving
of, at life-saving
for pay of,
appropriations
stations
...... 261,437
stations ...................
at light-houses .........................
261,438
261,438
Keethler, Lewis,
payment to .................-....-578
......
Kefauver, R.
I?. and
executors of Daniel,
Daniel,
and D.
D. E., exeestors
Kofavzrer,
payment
_
578
578
payment to
to .............................
Keightly, E. T.,
payment to
252
...-.......-----------------.
.
Keilty, William,
payment to
616
payment
to...........................
.
Reitel,
Keitel, Conrad,
Conrad,
payment to .......
......................
631
payment
Keith, William
William R.,
payment
payment to ..........................
559
Keller,
Martha,
Keller, Martha,
payment
payment to ................................
564
Kelley, Adam L.
Ephraim P.,
P.,
L. and
and Ephraim
payment
payment to
............................
631
Kelley, C.
administrator of Robert M.
Jelley,
C. A.,
A., administrator
M. Lee,
Lee,
payment to .....--.......
616
................
Kelley,
P.,
Kelley, Ephraim
Ephraim P.,
payment
to............................
631
payment to
Kelley, Joh,n
John E.,
E.,
payment
to.
55
payment to ..............................
Kelley, John E.,
E.,
payment to ............................
payment
456
Kelly, Seneca
Seneca J.,
J.,
payment to ............................
539
539
Kelley, Steamer
H.,
Steamer J. H.,
74
name of, changed to John Thorn..........
Thorn ...... ...74
Kelly, Thomas,
payment
to.
payment to ...............
............
631
Kelpie,
changed to...
to . 180
name of sloop-yacht
sloop-yacht America
America changed
180
Kennebunk River, Me.,
appropriation
improvement of....
472
of ...... .....183,
183,472
appropriation for improvement
Kennedy, A.
A. A.,
A.,
payment to
..............................
631
Kennedy, C. G.,
G.,
payment to
payment
to ......--- ..-..........--......
623
Kennedy, Daniel
Daniel F.,
F.,
payment
to
payment
...........................
560
George S.,
Kennedy, George
payment to ....
payment
.....................
620
Kennedy, George
George W.,
payment to.
payment
to .........................
424
Kennedy James,
payment to
payment
to ..........................
631
Kennedy, Marcus
Marcus L.,
L,
payment
payment to
to ............................
567
Kenney, John
Kenney,
John W.,
payment to ......................
payment
........ 569
Kenosha,
Kenosha, Wis.,
Wis.,
appropriation
harbor
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
at
183,472
at .---....-... ---.
.......---------- 183,
472

Page.
Page
Kent, Lewis
A.,
Kent,
Lewis A.,
pay
pension to
to .......................
643
and pension
pay and
Kentucky,
45
of circuit
circuit and
in
and district courts in......
terms of
post-routes established
established in....14,22,29,96,207,359
in
14, 22, 29, 96, 207, 359
post-routes
indemnity claim
claim of State of, meaning
meaning
war indemnity
and
intent of act for payment
payment of, deand intent
513
...........
clared ..
513
........
clared
Paducah,
appropriation for constructing
constructing
Paducah, appropriation
73
public
building at
73
at.----------------.
public building
Louisville establishment
life-saving staestablishment of life-saving
Louisville,
tion
at; proviso
379
proviso ....................
tion at;
Kentucky River,
appropriation
improvement of
8, 187, 477
of......8,187,477
appropriation for improvement
Keokuk,
Iowa,
Keokuk, Iowa,
port of
immediate transprivilege of immediate
of entry,
entry, privilege
port
portation of dutiable goods to, auauportation
thorized ..................
174
......... 174
thorized
Kerr,
Kerr, Andrew,
631
payment
_
payment to .............................
Kerr, James R.,
payment to
631
.......-..to ..............-payment
Kerr,
Frederick A.,
A.,
Kerr, Frederick
payment to
578
to ...........................
payment
Kewanee, Wis.,
harbor of,
of, plan
plan for improvement
improvement of, to be
harbor
prepared
of War
192
192
War...
Secretary of
under Secretary
prepared under
appropriation for
for improvement
of harbor
harbor of.
of.
480
improvement of
appropriation
Elizabeth, deceased,
Keys, Elizabeth,
646
payment
executor of ...............
646
...
payment to executor
Key West,
West, Fla.,
Fla.,
Key
port
privilege of
of immediate
immediate transport of entry,
entry, privilege
auportation of
of dutiable
dutiable goods to, auportation
thorized ..------...-..-..------- 174
thorized
marine
hospital,
appropriation
for
repairs
marine hospital, appropriation for repairs
of
sea-wall at .--.........----.---266
of sea-wall
appropriation
for erection
erection of
of naval
naval wharf
wharf
appropriation for
283
at
283
--..----..----...---.
Indians,
Kickapoo Indians,
491
appropriation for
for interest
interest to ............
120,491
120,
appropriation
431
.
...................-for deficiencies
deficiencies in _
for
settlement and
support of,
of, lately reand support
for settlement
120
---moved from
from Mexico
Mexico ----.. .--.
K.,
administrator of
of Taudy K.,
Cornelius H., administrator
Kidd, Cornelius
deceased,
deceased,
payment to...........................
to
644
payment
Kidd,
D., deceased,
deceased,
Kidd, D.,
623
payment
widow of ....................
payment to widow
Henderson,
Kidwell, Henderson,
payment
567
567
to ..............................
payment to
Kilgore,
Kilgore, Alexander,
payment
578
.
payment to ............. .............
Kirnbrough,
W. L.,
L.,
Kimbrough, W.
payment
to
578
578
payment to .............................
_Kincheloe,
Elizabeth, deceased,
deceased,
Enos, executor of Elizabeth,
Kincheloe, Enos,
payment to
646
646
to -.....-----------------------payment
King, Andrew C.,
payment to
616
616
.............
to ........--....
payment
J.,
King, Andrew J.,
payment
616
616
payment to
to ..............................
King, Clarence,
Clarence,
deficiency
appropriation for salary
salary of....
of .... . 245
deficiency appropriation
King, George,
deceased,
George, deceased,
payment
administrator of ..-.....--- 574
payment to, administrator
King, Gideon,
Gideon,
payment
to
578
payment to ..............................
King, Henry A.,
A.,
payment
to. .
payment to
............................ 567
Jesse,
King, Jesse,
payment to ..............................
payment
631
King, L. A.,
A.,
payment
payment to .............
.................
631
A.,
King, L. A.,
payment
...............
578
payment to
to ..............
King, M.
M. C.,
appropriation
for: proviso ...............
131
appropriation for;

INDEX.
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PageKing,
William,
King, William,
619
payment to.
---to ..............................
payment
King,
William Nephew,
Nephew, jr.,
jr.,
King, William
...
may
restored to
Naval Academy,
Academy, et
etc ...
44
to Naval
be restored
may be
E.,
King,
King, William R.,
631
631
payment to
to .-......-..-........----.... ..
payment
King, Wilson,
King,
631
payment
to .............................
payment to
Kinsloe, J.
J. B.
B. G.,
Kinsloe,
payment
to ..
.
......
578
...........................
payment to
Kiowa
Indians,
Kiowa Indians,
appropriation for
subsistence and civilizafor subsistence
appropriation
tion of,
on reservations
reservations ......... 67,128,498
67, PA 498
of, on
tion
for installments,
installments, etc.,
117, 487
to............. __... 117,487
etc., to
for
deficiency
supappropriation for care and supdeficiency appropriation
422
port
.....................
of.
port of
Secretary of
withhold certain
to withhold
Treasury to
of Treasury
Secretary
moneys appropriated
appropriated for, on account
account
moneys
of depredations
depredations committed
committed by ......
422
of
26
Warrencharged with
payment to Henry Warren_
with payment
charged
Kirby,
Kirby, Absalom,
636
payment
........................-----to
payment to
James L.,
Kirby, James
567
..---....----payment to ...................--payment
21.,
Kirk, Allen M.,
578
payment
payment to ......................-------Richard S.,
Kirk, Richard
payment
payment to .............----------------. 620
deceased,
%Winger, George
George W., deceased,
Kittinger,
payment
Oscar William Kittinger, adminto Oscar
payment to
578
istrator .........------.-----------istrator
Eli,
Kittle, Eli,
614
payment
administratrix of --.---------. 614
to administratrix
payment to
Eli,
Kittle, Rebecca,
admlinistratrixof Eli,
Rebecca, adniinistratrix
Kittle,
payment
to ......------------.----------- 614
payment to
Klamath
Indians,
and Modoc Indians,
Klamath and
120,490
appropriation for
for installments,
installments, etc.,
—.120,490
etc., to ....
appropriation
499
for
and civilization
civilization of the ......
support and
for support
Triennial Committee of,
Knights
Templars', Triennial
Knights Templars,
593
loan of
593
of tents, etc., to ........... ---...---loan
Knightstown
lnd.,
Springs, Ind.,
Knightstown Springs,
supplied
be
National Soldiers' Home
Home at, to
supplied
National
322
with
certain public
documents
public documents-......
with certain
Knipe,
Joseph F.,
F.,
Knipe, Joseph
280
280
payment to ....---..------ -------------payment
Knode,
Jere, agent of Mary,
Kvode, Jere,
620
620
payment to ..---..-..---------.----.---payment
Knode, Mary,
Mary,
Knode,
620
620
payment to Jere, agent of ......-------.--.
payment

851
Page

Laborers,
Laborers,
30
......
of, rated
pay
pay of,
rated
30
Lackey,
Adam,
Lackey, Adam,
payment to
579
..........................
to .
payment
Lackey,
Lackey, Henry,
644
payment to ............................
payment
La
Crosse, Wis.,
Wis.,
La Crosse,
port of
of entry,
entry, privilege
privilege of immediate transport
portation
dutiable goods to, auof dutiable
portation of
174
...--.
thorized
thorized .................
Lacy
McGee,
Lacy 44- McGee,
587
refund
tax to .....................---refund of tax
Ladd,
T,
Ladd, C. T,
644
payment
to ..............................
payment to
Lady Abbess
Abbess and Community of
of Lady Nuns,
Lady
591
certain
confirmed .............
...
land titles confirmed
certain land
Lady
Franklin Bay,
Lady Franklin
for
at,
established
temporary
be established
station to be
temporary station
82
scientific
purposes..................
scientific purposes
appropriation
for
continuing
appropriation for continuing explorations,
447
447
etc.,
in...........-------..--------etc., in
Lake
Charles. La.,
Lake Charles.
deputy collector
collector appointed
appointed for, authorized
authorized
deputy
66
to
........
clear vessels at ........
enter and clear
to enter
Lake
Fisheries,
Lake Fisheries,
440
appropriation for
for collecting
collecting statistics of...
of..
appropriation
Lake
Huron,
Lake Huron,
at.....182,471
appropriation for
for harbor
refuge at
182,471
harbor of refuge
appropriation
Saint Croix,
Lake
Croix, Wis.,
Win,
Lake Saint
right of
way for
for bridge
authorized
bridge across, authorized
of way
right
to be
be constructed
constructed by Saint Paul
Paul and
to
Chicago
Short
Line
Railway
Chicago Short Line Railway Com168
pany,
to be
be used
used as a
apost-road......
post-road
pany, to
168
168
rights of
of railway
railway companies
companies prescribed....
prescribed
rights
169
169
rates of
transport atiou and
and mails limited -.
of transportation
rates
plans, etc.,
etc., for
to be
be approved by Secbridge to
for bridge
plans,
169
169
retary
of War
War ......--.-----------retary of
Lake
Surveys,
Lake Surveys,
appropriation for.................
4,45
268,445
for ..--.-------------.-- .268,
appropriation
Indians,
Lake
Winnebagoshish Chippewa Indians,
Lake Winnebagoshish
appropriations
for installments,
installments, etc.,
to...118,
488
118,488
etc., to...
appropriations for
Lake Winnebagoshish,
Winnebagoshish, Minn.,
Lake
at;
dam
of
appropriation
for construction
construction of
at;
appropriation for
193
................. 193
proviso ........
Lamb, Peter,
Peter,
Lamb,
5579
.-----...... -------payment
payment to ....---- 47
Lamprey
Fiver, N.
N. H.,
.,
Lampreyliver,
472
appropriation
of...........
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation for
Land,
Land,
for
public buildings
in Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
Md., how
how
buildings in
for public
21
Knode,
%node, Urias
Urias,
21*
---------------procured..---procured.
procured.........................21
620
620
payment to .....................-------------for improvement
of
Great Kanawha
Kanawha and
and
of Great
improvement
for
8
Knowles, William, deceased,
8
Kentucky Rivers-...----------Rivers
Kentucky
payment to'Charles
to 'Charles L.
adminisL. Knowles, adminispayment
deeds
for
certain, in Washington,
D. C.,to
C., to
Washington,D.
certain,in
for
deeds
578
..
-----------trator
.
47
of ..... ...
47
trator of
be executed
executed by Secretary
Secretary of Interior.
Interior.
be
5
Knox, Allison,
Landes,
David
W.,
5
W.,
David
Landes,
564
-.
569
payment
564
to .. . .......-- -.......---.-payment to
--- -- ----payment
payment to .--..---------57
Knox, John W.,
Landers, Michael,
Michael,
560
578
Landers,
578
560
----------------...------payment
payment to ......
.------..
payment
to
..--------.---payment to
Tenn.,
Knoxville,
Knoxville, Tenn.,
Kans.,
Land District,
District,
Land
port
of entry,
privilege of immediate
immediate transentry, privilege
port of
establishment
.;----------- _141,508
of----....
establishipent of
portation of
of dutiable
dutiable goods to, auportation
141
register
and receiver
of, to be
appointed ..
be appointedreceiver of,
and
register
174
174
thorized..-----------------------thorized
Grand Forks,
60
Dakota .---..- ..- ....---..---Forks, Dakota
Grand
'283
Kondrup,,Tokan
Kondrup, Johan C.,
Yakima, Wash.
Ter._
Wash. Ter....-----------------...
Yakima,
52
52
81
.----.......-------------------to
81
payment
.--..--.
payment
Montana...
of the
the Yellowstone,
Yello wstone, Montana
of
Frederick,
Krautz, Frederick,
Krantz,
Land in
in District
Columbia,
of Columbia,
District of
620 Land
620
----------.-sale
of
certain,
authorized,
proceeds
applied
payment to .......-----applied
sale of certain, authorized, proceeds
P. ThompKyle, J.
G., administrator
administrator of Nancy P.
to erection
erection of
school buildings
buildings ......37
J. G.,
Kyle,
378
....
of school
to
son, deceased,
deceased,
Land
Grants,
Grants,
Laud
618
payment to .........---------------------- 618
payment
in
Missouri and
and Arkansas,
additional rights
Arkansas, additional
in Missouri
46
46
to
homestead settlers
limits of....
of...
in limits
settlers in
to homestead
L.
L.
Land-grant Railroads,
Railroads,
Land-grant
348
41
Labor,
Labor,
appropriation
to pay,
pay, army transportationtransportation
appropriation to
419
appropriation
consular reports
printing consular
for printing
for deficiency
in..
•
•_—
appropriation for
-------------...--in
deficiency
for
26
--------...............
on
.......-Land Office,
Lard
Director of Mint,
Laboratory, Office
Office Director
of Yellowstone
Yellowstone district
district located
located at Miles
Laboratory,
of
223,398
81
223,398
--..-......
fitting
appropriation
for
fitting
up
.
..
appropriation
City, Mont
.----------------------Mont
City,
417
for .------------ 417
dlfiainrev
deficiency .n)nronriation
appropriation for
·----------

J

·- rr·--·r·-----

852
852
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Page.
Page.
Land Offices,
Offices,
appropriation for
incidental
expenses
of
450
appropriation
for incidental expenses of... 450
for deficiency
deficiency for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of.421,428
of_421, 428
Land
Land Patents,
Patents,
to be issued to Baker County, Oregon,
Oregon, for
for
City
162
block No. 14 in Baker City..........
162
issued to Ute Indians for landsin
lands in sevto be issued
eralty .....
eralty
... ...............
204
non-resident claimants
mineral lands,
non-resident
claimants for mineral
may make application for,
for, affidavits
affidavits
by agents .......................
61
application, etc.,
etc., for pending,
pending, may
application,
may be
be supported by affidavit of agent
ported
agent ......... . _
61
Lands,
Lands, Ute Indian,
Indian, Colo.,
not allotted in severalty released
released and conveyed to United States, subject to
to
sale, etc.,
etc., as other
other lands
lands.............
204
Lands and
and other
other Properly,
Properly, United
United States,
States,
appropriation
and custody
.... 266,
442
appropriation for care
care "ind
custody of
of ....
266,442
Lane Benjamin L.
Lane,
L.,
payment to _
562
payment
.........--...... ..-.......-.
562
Lane, W.
W. H.
H. B.,
payment to
564
payment
.......--.. .............
564
E.,
Lane, Sarah
Sarah E.,
payment to, as executrix
Lane__ . 579
payment
executrix of W. K. Lane.
L'Anguille River,
Ark.,
River, Ark.,
appropriation for
improvement of
187
appropriation
for improvement
of ....
..........
187
L'
Anse and
Vieux de
Bands,
L'Anse
and Vieux
de Sert Bands,
Chippewa Indians,
Superior, balance
balance
Chippewa
Indians, Lake Superior,
to credit of,
expended
133
of, how
how expended..........
133
Lange,
Lange, Moliere,
Moliere,
payment to, .............-..........
534
--.
534
Langston,
David M.,
Langs!on, David
M.,
payment
payment to .............................
562
562
Langton,
Langton, Thomas,
Thomas,
lands discharged
discharged from
from lien, and relief from
from
succession
succession tax ...-..................
533
Lappe,
Christian,
Christian,
Lappe,
payment to -----.
579
payment
..-----.-...............
579
Lard,
B.,
Lard, S. B.,
payment to Richard
Richard Booker, deceased,
deceased, adadpayment
ministrator
of. ......................
579
ministrator of
579
Lasley, Martin
V.,
Martin V.,
payment to ..........................
567
payment
....
567
Latham,
Lathamr, Thomas,
payment to ............................
560
payment
560
Laughlin, James,
James,
Laughlin,
payment to
567
payment
to ..............................
567
Law, George,
George,
payment to
538
payment
to .............................
538
Lawler,
Lawler, Abner,
Abner, administrator,
administrator,
payment
payment to ..............................
567
Law Library,
Library,
Attorney-General's
Attorney-General's Office, appropriation
for
appropriation for
books
236, 413
413
hooks for -..---...
-....-...----236,
SupremeCourt,
Supreme Court, appropriation
for
books
for
23
appropriation for boksfor-_
23
Treasury
Treasury Department
Department ...................
.266,442
266.442
Laws,
appropriation for editing, etc ..
_23,
216, 391
appropriation
.........
23,216,391
internal
internal revenue, to be bound
35
bound.. ...............
35
of Forty-sixth Congress, to be included
included in
in
supplement of Revised Statutes
Statutes ...
308
-308
appropriation for editing
editing and distributing
appropriation
distributing
the --------------------...
216
.
---.
216
appropriation
editing and
and distributing
appropriation for
for editing
distributing
the, third session,
session, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Congress ....... ......
.............
391
for editing and distributing the
the Statutes
at Large of Forty-sixth.
Forty-sixth Congress....
Congress
391
Lawson, Hance,
Hance,
payment to ..............................
........
__
payment
429
Lawson, James H.,
H.,
payment to
payment
to ..............................
579
579
H., deceased,
Lay, A.
A. M.,
deceased,
payment
payment to widow
widow of
of.....................
280
Layman, Thomas,
payment to
of......
payment
to guardian
guardian of
..................
567

Page.
Page.
Laymance,
W.,
Laymance, john
John W.,
payment to
. .
579
payment
to ...........................
579
Lazaretto
Lazaretto Depot,
Depot,
near Baltimore,
Md., appropriation
near
Baltimore, Md.,
appropriation for
for pier
pier
accommodations
__ ..
.....
262
accommodations at ...... ..--------------.
262
Harmon G.,
Lea, Harmon
G.,
payment to
567
payment
to .--...----------------.----.
567
Isaac R.,
R.,
Lea, Isaac
payment
567
payment to .-...------------. ...-----.
567
Leach, James
Jante,s T.,
Leach,
payment to ............................
579
B.,
Leach, John B.,
refund
refund of
of tax to ... ........
...............
587
Leadville, Colo.,
hosdonation of
of land
land in
in Lake County,
County, for
for hospital
pital purposes, to Veteran
Veteran Union AsAssociation of
.
328
sociation
of... .....................
328
Leakage,
loss
or
other
casualty
of
distilled
spirits
in
loss or other casualty of distilled spirits in
transit from
from distillery
warehouse to
transit
distillery warehouse
to
allowance for
59
port of export, allowance
for ...-...
59
Leath, Ebenezer,
Ebenezer,
payment to ..............................
579
579
Leavenworth, Kans.,
port of entry, privilege of immediate
immediate transportation of dutiable
dutiable goods
goods to,
to, auauthorized
thorized ...................
174
......
174
Lecount, Joshua,
Joshua,
payment to ..............................
562
562
Ledbetter,
Ledbetter, Mary,
payment to ............
579
payment
................
579
Lee, Beaufort
Beaufort C.,
payment to ............................
.......
425
Lee, Jesse
Jesse C.,
payment
payment to ...............................
579
579
Leech, Thomas,
Thomas,
refund
refund of tax
tax to ........................
.
587
Legal
Legal Tender,
Tender,
subsidiary silver coins to be, in
not
subsidiary
in sums not
exceeding
exceeding ten dollars .............
88
Tenders,
Legal Tenders,
issue of fractional
currency, reserve
reserve of ....
... .
30
fractional currency,
30
Legations
Legations abroad,
abroad, American,
American,
daily Congressional
authorized sent
sent
Congressional Record authorized
515
to ..........
......
...........
..
515
Legislative Assemblies,
in
1879, concernin Territories, act
act of
of June 19, 1879,
ing, not to affect tenure
tenure of office until,
etc ..................
35
.............
35
limited to
312
sessions of,
of, limited
to sixty days
days ..........
312
Legislative, Executive,
Judicial AppropriaAppropriaLegislati,
xeutivand
ecutive, and Judicial
tions,
Legis '
ative :
Legis'ative:
Senate
23, 24, 25,
210, 385
Senate
-..................--.
23,24,
25,210,385
House of Representatives
Representatives
25, 212, 387
.....23,24,
23,24,25,
Library of Congress .......... .23,
p, 25,
'25, 26,
26, 215,
215, 390
390
'23,
Capitol Police ...........--.....2:3, 212,387
Government Printing
Printing Office ..-...
23 215,390
Government
23.
Executive:
Executive:
President and Vice-President
Vice-President .-..... 23,
23, 215,
President
215, 390
Executive
Executive Office
Office ....................
23, 216, 390
23,
26,
216,
391
State Department.
Department ...............
23,26,216,391
Treasury
23, 26, 216,391
Treasury Department
Department ........... 23,26,
216,391
sub-treasuries
sub-treasuries ...................
23
396
23, '221
221,396
mints and assay offices
offices .......
.. ..... .23
223, 398
23 27,
27,223,398
War Department
Department .............
.. 23, 27, 226, 402
Navy Department .............. 23,28,229,405
23,28, 229,405
Interior
Interior Department
Department ............
23,
28, 230, 406
23,28,
406
Territorial governments
governments ...... 23,
Territorial
27, 225, 400
23,27,225,
of surveyors-generals..
surveyors-generals .... ... ......
23, 233, 410
....... 23,233,410
Post-Office
Post-Office Department
Department .......... 23, 29, 234,410
Department
Department of
of Justice
Justice .............
...
... '23,
23, 236,412
236,412
Public Buildings and Grounds
Grounds ......
.. _.. 23, 229, 404
Agricultural
Agricultural Department
Department --------23,
........ 23, 30,
30, 292,381
292,381
Judicial:
Judicial:
23, 26, 235, 412
judges, commissioners,
commissioners, etc
etc ..-... 23,26,235,412
attorneys.
marshals.-1 etc
....23I 43,
4:
412
attorneys, marshals,
etc
23,
236,412
v_v-1
1
-. 236.
------------.....
--- ...
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Page.
Page.
Page
Stations,
Life-Saving Stations,
AppropriaLegislative,
Executive, and
Judicial Appropriaand Judicial
Legislative, Executive,
appropriations
for
salaries,
etc.,
of
.260,
437
of.......260,437
salaries,
for
tions—Continued.
appropriations
tions-Continued.
for
establishing new.
261 438
new...................261,438
for establishing
Judicial:
Judicial:
416,429
for
deficiencies in
..
.
416, 429
in.....................
for deficiencies
expenses
of courts
courts ............ .. 23,43,235,412
23, 43, 235, 412
expenses of
establishment of; proat
Ky., establishment
23,237,413
23,237,413
Louisville, Ky.,
at Louisville,
Court
of Claims
.
Claims .....................
Court of
379
viso
viso............................--U.,
Leib,
Edward U.,
Leib, Edward
Light-House,
pension
to -.....-...-....----.......---..
-- - 542 Light-House,
pension to
erection
of, at Wickford Harbor, Narraganerection of,
Leiuranee,
Esther E., widow of Stephen,
Leiurance, Esther
199
sett
sett Bay; authorized ...............
pension to
to --...--------------..------ --538
pension
Light-House Board,
Board,
Eight-House
Leming, John, deceased,
deceased,
Lening,
394
23,219,
of...
office of...23,
appropriation
219,
of. 567
appropriation for salaries in office
payment to
to Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.,
A., administratrix
administratrix of.
payment
Light-Houses,
Light-Houses,
Lenoir,
Albert S.,
Lenoir, Albert
262,436
.......
appropriation
for
maintaining,
etc
of. 567
appropriation for maintaining,
payment
to Catharine
administratrix of.
Catharine F., administratrix
payment to
for
beacon and
and fog
262, 436
fog signals for ......... 262,436
for beacon
Balances,
Letter Balances,
4i9
for
deficiency for
of
49
pay of keepers of......
for pay
for deficiency
appropriations
for, for
_178, 375
service....178,375
postal service...
for postal
appropriations for,
429
for
deficiency for
repairs of.............
of
for repairs
for deficiency
249
deficiency in
.........
.
249
............----------....
in .....
deficiency
240
for
deficiencies in
..................----.
for deficiencies
Letter
Carriers,
Letter Carriers,
Establishment,
Light-House Establishment,
appropriations
pay of............40,177,375
of _
40, 177, 375 Light-House
appropriations for pay
appropriatian
salaries, etc.,
etc., of
of.-...... 261,438
261, 438
for salaries,
appropriatian for
Letter Envelopes,
Light-House Service,
appropriation
postal service......178,375
service
178,375 Light-House
for postal
for, for
appropriation for,
262,436
...........
appropriations
262,436
for ............
appropriations for
Patent,
Letters Patent,
appropriation
appropriation for completing two steamUnited
States, appropriation
appropriation for classified
classified
United States,
263,436
.
tenders
tenders .......--.--.--- ......-..
abridgment
abridgment of; printing and distristeam-tenders
of, granted
over
granted police powers over
steam-tenders of,
bution
509
proviso. .......---...of; proviso
bution of;
263
smugglinggovernment
property
and
smuggling.
government property
Levee
Levee System,
Light
Vessels,
Light
reMississippi
for
improvement
of
Mississippi
River,
for improvement
appropriation
expenses of .......... .262,438
262,438
for expenses
appropriation for
38
.....---.....-port
38
port on .........
240,429,430
for deficiency
429, 430
.................. ....... 240,
in ......
deficiency in
for
Lewes, Del.,
Del.,
Lights and
Buoys,
and Buoys,
Lights
light-house
appropriation for erection
erection of light-house
appropriation
262, 439
appropriation for
maintaining......... 262,439
for maintaining
appropriation
263
.2---.--------............ ..
near
243
reappropriation
unexpended balance for
243
of unexpendedbalance
reappropriation of
Lewis, Abner,
on Mississippi,
Missouri Rivers,
Mississippi, Ohio, and Missouri
on
payment
578
..-.. .......---..-----to .
payment to
262,439
......... ...
appropriation for
appropriation
B.
Lewis, B. B.,
Lights and
Signals,
and Signals,
51 Lights
payment to,
eo, amended ..........---.--.-51
payment
42
on bridge
Ind
42
across Wabash River, Ind.......
bridge across
on
deficiency appropriation
253
appropriation for ..............
deficiency
Lights
for
Public
Buildings,
Buildings,
Public
Lights foi
Lewis, Hugh,
deceased,
Hugh, deceased,
Lewis,
appropriation for
265,441
for---.....------...---------265,441
644
of.appropriation
payment
to A.
A. Tufts,
administrator of
Tufts, administrator
A. A.
payment to
F.,
Lillard, Abraham F.,
Lillard,
E.,
Lewis, Irvin
Irvin E.,
79
payment to........-...............--to
579
564
payment
payment
to, as
executor of Hugh .........
as executor
payment to,
7
Liner,
V.,
Lewis, John
executors of Samuel
Nathaniel V.,
Liller, Nathaniel
L., executors
L. L.,
and L.
F. and
John F.
Lewis,
payment to
579
---..------to..-....-----..
payment
H. Lewis,
H.
C.,
River, N. C.,
.569569 Bllington
Lillington River,
--..
payment to
to .-...-.----.....----payment
4
appropriation for
of....
.....
475
.........
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation
Joseph L.,
Lewis, Joseph
Lilly,
John
S.,
79
John
S.,
Lilly,
United
suit
concerning
devise
to
United.
States,
suit concerning
.. 579
payment
payment to ........................
compromise
authorized.......... 171
compromise of, authorized
Lilly,
Lilly, William,
5
Lewis,
579
Lewis, Nathaniel
Nathaniel D.,
payment
payment to ..-.-------- --------------562
----.
payment to
562

payment to ...........---.----.---

5
Lewis, Samuel,
570
----.-----.
payment to
570
to ........-----.--payment
Lewis,
H.,
Lewis, Willie H.,
payment to
administrator
S. Mannix, administrator
John S.
to John
payment
of
646
of.................-------------646
Library,
Library,
for
for,
appropriation
for
purchase
of
books
for
appropriation for purchase
3
27
23, 39
Director of
—.27,223,
398
of Mint ..... .... -Director
5,233,409
....
----for Patent
.25, 233, 409
Office..........
Patent Office
for
-.---.--for Supreme
Court .....---..
23
Supreme Court
for
236, 413
for Department
Justice ...........
............236,
of Justice
Department of
for
33,113,349
.
for
Army,
Surgeon-General's
Office
_33,
113,
349
for Army, Surgeon-General's
for Post-Office
409
Department.. --.....-......
Post-Office Department
for
for Treasury
0,
266
244,442
220266,
........
Department ----------22
Treasury Department
for
Library
Congress,
Library of Congress,
23,215,290
appropriation for
23, 215, 290
salaries in .........
for salaries
appropriation
-. 23, 215, 390
for purchase
purchase of
of books
books for ......for
215,390
for
contingent expenses of ......----215,
390
for contingent
for
furniture for
for ..... ------............
272
for furniture
for purchase
of works
works of
art for......--for ... .....
281
of art
purchase of
for
joint committee
of two houses to provide
committee of
joint
additional
accommodations
for
165
165
additional accommodations for......
three
additional assistants
assistants to be employed
three additional
4
------.---.--in .-.....---..----License,
of
vessels, what
what craft
craft not
for;
not to pay fees for;
of vessels,
44
what not
not subject
subject to .------------what
Service,
Saving Service,
Life Saving
appropriation
for salaries
salaries in
in office
of. 27,220,395
office of
appropriation for
for
deficiencies in,
in ..-..
. .241,429
41,429
-.------- --....
for deficiencies

Lincoln,
Nebr.,
Nebr.,
Lincoln,
loan of
soldiers' reunion.
reunion .
_ 131
to soldiers'
etc., to
artillery, etc.,
loan of artillery,
court-house
appropriation
post-office, appropriation
and post-office,
court-house and
260
60
...-------------------------.
for
Lindsay,
M.,
James M.,
Lindsay, James
564
payment to .........--------- ..........--5578
Lindsay,
Lemuel,
Lindsay, Lemuel,
payment to..----------------....------to
payment
611
lines,
F.,
Henry F.,
Liwas, Henry
..---.---.--------. 611
payment to .--.---.--payment
1160
Linnaeus Loan,
D. C.,
Loan, D.
Linthicum
6
appropriation
on
interest on.....---------for interest
appropriation for
466
466
for payment
of__
.
payment of----------------------for
Lingenfelter,
Lingenfelter, John,
...... - 579
payment
-----------.---- '
to..........
payment to
Linyinfelter, Michael,
Michael,
Linginfelter,
547
pension to
•
to.--------------------------pension
Lithographing
and
Mapping,
Lithographing and Mapping,
71,278,455
appropriation
appropriation for ... --------------- 71,278,455
114
114
for
for, in
departments
in departments-------deficiency for,
for deficiency
Little Kanawha
_Kanawha River, W. Va.,
Little
appropriation for
191,47
of........ .191,475
improvement of
appropriation for improvement
569
Little, Mary
Jane,
Mary Jane,
Little,
.......
....
569
payment
payment to ........-----------Little
Narragansett Bay,
I.,
E1.1.,
Bay, R.
Narragansett
Little
appropriation for improvement of ........184, 469
appropriation for improvement of.......
Little
Rock, Ark.,
Ark.;
Rock,
Little
appropriation for
court-house and
and post9,
post45
for court-house
appropriation
office
. --------------.
.
..... '259, 435
4".
---at....
office at
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Little Sisters
Sisters of
of the Poor,
Poor,
appropriation for
for. ............
157
157
building for
for building
appropriation
Little
Little Sodus
Sodus Bay, _N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor
harbor
appropriation
at .--------------..-------181,409
181,409
Loan,
of
flags
to
committee
on
inaugural
cereof flags to committee on inaugural ceremonies .........................
monies
---131
of artillery,
soldiers' reunion,
artillery, etc., for soldiers'
reunion, Lincoln,
131
coln, Nebr......- ...............--..
131
for soldiers' reunion,
reunion, State of Maine_
Maine __..
Loan,
Loan, District
Districtof Columbia,
Columbia,
deficiency
appropriation for interest
on ____
322
interest on....
deficiency appropriation
Loan, Linthicum,
Linthicum,
appropriation
160
160
interest on
on....-........
appropriation for interest
payment of.........----.--------...
of
466
for payment
466
Local
Local Agents, Postal,
Postal,
appropriation
for pay of ..................
..........
178, 376
178,376
appropriation forpay
Local
Quarantine Stations,
Stations,
Local Quarantine
appropriation for expenses
proviso __
.... _266,442
266,442
appropriation
expenses of; proviso
Locko,
Jesse,
Locks, Jesse,
payment to ----payment
-----------......
------. 647
Locke, Thomas B.,
payment to .............................
647
Locks,
appropriation
appropriation for,
for, for
for Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartment
265,441
ment .--.....-..............-...- 265,441
for deficiencies
deficiencies in .....................-.
416
416
241
for repairs of
of ..........................
241
Locusts,
Minnesota and Dakota,
in Minnesota
Dakota, relief of preemptors injured by ................
11
-11
relief of settlers whose crops are injured
by
48
relief
injured by.
48
Locusts,
Rocky Mountain
Locusts, Rocky
Mountain,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation- for expenses of
of
commission
commission on ......................
421
421
Loden, Thomas,
payment
payment to ----...-...----..........--...
562
Lodge,
A.,
Lodge, Martha
Martha A.,
payment to administrator
payment
administrator of..--..-----.
.
580
Logan,
Logan, Charles,
Charles,
payment to
579
payment
..............
...........
579
Logan, David
David P.,
P.,
payment to ..............................
579
payment
579
Logan, Captain,
Captain,
children of, title to certain lands in Ohio
confirmed
511
confirmed to
to-------.-..-...---......
511
London, Matthew, deceased,
executor .........payment to surviving
surviving executor
.
580
Long, Anderson, deceased,
deceased,
payment
payment to Jane, widow
widow of
of...............
579
David,
Long, David,
payment
payment to,
executor of Lydia Long, deto, as executor
deceased -...---.....-..-----...
---.. - 579
Long, James,
James,
payment to
559
payment
..............................
559
Long, Joseph
Joseph B.,
B.
homestead
confirmed .......
552
homestead entry
entry of land, confirmed
Long, Margaret,
Margaret, deceased,
deceased,
payment to executor
of
582
executor of..
...............
582
Long, William,
payment to
579
to.............................
579
Looney, William,
to............................
payment to
. 567
Loraine, of Oak
Orchard,
Loraine,
Oak Orchard,
name of the steam yacht Kate Sutton,
Sutton, of
Buffalo, changed
changed to ................
179
179
Lord,
Lord, Samuel, jr., Receiver,
bonds delivered
delivered to; payment
payment to
to -----------52
...- ..---- 532
Lord, Sarah,
Sarah,
payment to ...
payxnent
..........................
567
Loring, George
George B.,
B.,
contested-election expenses of.............
contested-election
of
457
457
Loss by Exchange,
Exchange,
appropriations
appropriations for, in consular service
_ _139, 345
345
service....139,
Loudon, Thomas,
London,
Thomas. deceased,
payment to the executors of .......
...............
payment
582
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Louisiana,
Louisiana,
post-routes
established in _15,
22, 39,
97, 205, 208, 360
post-rontesestablishedin
15,22,
39,97,205,208,360
appropriations for
office of surveyor-gensurveyor-genappropriations
for office
of..........
23, 233, 410
eral of
................ 23,233,410
for contingent
expenses of .............
273, 449
contingent expenses
273,449
for deficiencies
survey of public lands
deficiencies for survey
in
428
in ............................
....
428
for resurvey
lauds in ........._ _
451
resurvey of public lands
.
451
State of, divided
divided into
judicial districtsdistricts—
State
into two judicial
eastern and western
507
western ..-.....- ..-...
507
parishes composing
composing western
western judicial
judicial district
district
parishes
of
107
of............
........
.......
007
snits to
brought in districts
districts where
where desuits
to be
be brought
defendant
fendant resides, two or more defendants may be brought
brought where
where either
either
reside
507
reside ...................
-- .......
-507
-civil
pending may,
with consent,
consent, be
be
cvil actions
actions pending
may, with
transferred
western district.......
district
507
transferred to western
courts of, semi-annually,
semi-annually,
district and circuit courts
two sessions each,
each, to be
be held
held at Opelousas, Alexandria,
Alexandria, Shreveport, and
and
Monroe, in ----.......-- ..--.------.
507
officers for
for western
western judicial
district
judicial officers
judicial dis'trict
authorized
powers
authorized to be
be appointed;
appointed; powers
and duties .
_
............
507
...--..-- ...... -...-.._ 507
Louisville,
Ky.,
Louisville, Ky.,
port of
of entry,
of immediate
immediate transtransport
entry, privilege
privilege of
portation
goods to,
authorportation of dutiable
dutiablegoods
to, authorized ..............................
.
174
174
terms of
of courts at ...............
46
.....
46
establishment
life-saving station at-....
at
379
establishment of life-saving
379
and Poitland
Portland Canal,
Canal,
Louisville and
tolls on, abolished
abolished ---..---...
tolls
----.....--.
141
expenses
how provided
141
expenses of maintaining,
maintaining, how
provided -.141
certain
certain tolls
tolls of, to be applied
applied for improveimprovement of;
proviso
ment
of; proviso.....
.........
192
appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance of
. ---.
appropriation for
of..--.
481
Loundes, Richard,
Richard,
payment to, as administrator
administrator of Lloyd
Lloyd ....
579
579
Loveday, William B.,
It.,
payment to ......- ....
payment
.........
..... .
579
Lovelady,
George,
Lovelady, George,
payment to
to ...........................-.
646
Clear Water River, Idaho,
Lower Clear
Idaho,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
189
appropriation
improvement of ........
189
Lower Willamette River, Oreg.,
appropriation for
of.... _
189
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.........
189
for
improvement of, from Portland,
for improvement
Portland, Oreg.,
Oreg ,
to the sea
sea ..........................
to
479
Lubec
Lubec Channel,
Channel, Me.,
appropriation
improvement of .....
.._
_ 1..
180,
472
appropriation for improvement
80,472
Lucas, Thomas,
claim of, authorized
authorized to be
be audited
audited and
and paid.
paid_
17;54
C54
Luckett,
Luckett, J.
J. _E.
E.,'
payment to, as administrator
administrator of G. W.
payment
579
Luckett, deceased
deceased ..................
.....
IAttlington,
Mich. '
Ludington, Mich.,
appropriation for the improvement
appropriation
improvement of the
harbor
harbor at
at..........................
.
182,471
182,471
Lutes, John,
John,
payment to .....................-........
379
payment
379
Lynch, John
Lynch,
John A.,
A.,
payment
executor of William
payment to
to as executor
William H.,
H., dedeceased_.............................
.
579
ceased
579
Lyon,
_Nelson,
Lyon, Nelson,
issue of patent
patent to, corrected
corrected ----........-536
.
536
Lytle,
Lytle, Cyrus,
payment
payment to...............................
to
647

M.
McAdams,
McAdams, Elizabeth,
_Elizabeth, administratrix
administratrix of
John A.
of John
A.
deceased.,
deceased.,
payment
payment to
to ............................
McAdams,
John A,
A, deceased,
MeAdams, John
payment to adninistratrix
administratrix of.............
of
payment

632

632
632
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McGee,
J. P., executor of James A.
A. Sims, deMcGee, J.P.,
ceased,
617
payment to ...............................
617
payment
McGhee,
McGhee, Barclay,
567
payment
administratrix of ..........
payment to administratrix
McGill,
deceased,
John D., deceased,
McGill, John
536
payment
administrator of.............
of
to administrator
payment to
McGill,
McGill, Robert,
....
580
payment to......
to ----580
................
payment
W.,
McGinley,
G. W:,
McGinley, C.
622
..........
payment
...
622
.....
to .......
payment to
31cGoodwin
W.,
McGoodwin, Jennie W.,
616
..--......-----payment to ............
----------------------------616
payment
McGovern, William,
McGovern,
536
honorable
discharge
to
536
to...-..........--discharge
honorable
William,
McGowan,
Catharine Q., executrix of William,
McGowan, Catharine
deceased,
deceased,
645
payment
645
.. .... ...............
to ..
payment to
McGuire,
A. D., deceased,
McGuire, A.
616
payment
of
616
administrator of.-.........--to administrator
payment to
_McGuire,
McGuire, James, sr., deceased,
617
payment
617
payment to administrator of ..- ........
MCGuire,
deceased,
Martin, deceased,
McGuire, Martin
632
payment
of
632
admiaistrator of............-to administrator
payment to
payment to .............
Martin, deMcGuire,
Terry,
administrator of Martin,
administrator
Terry,
McGuire,
McClung,
Stewart,
Stewart,
McClung,
ceased,
580
payment to ..........---------------.-.-payment
632
payment
to ..........
632
..------..-------payment to
John Brokaw,
McConnell,
executor of John
S.,,executor
M. S
E. M.
McConnell, E.
McGuire,
William, deceased,
deceased,
McGuire, William,
deceased,
deceased,
576
622
payment to
to administrator
administrator of...........-of
576
payment
622
payment
payment to ------------------------B.,
McGuire, William B.,
McGuire,
H.,
McConnell,
Joseph H.,
McConnell, Joseph
632
payment to
Bruce, administrator
administrator
Murphy Brace,
to Murphy
payment
632
payment
to ..............--------------payment to
644
of
644
.......-............--of .......McCook,
deceased,
L., deceased,
Robert L.,
Col. Robert
McCook, Col.
Dew, execu8 Mellaffey,
William
F., and
Hamilton
Hamilton
and
F.,
William
8
MicHaffey,
----guns, etc.,
etc., for
for monument
monument to...-....to
guns,
tors,
executor,
McCord,
II. W.,
W., surviving executor,
McCord, H.
574
580
payment
574
to ......--.....--...---------------payment to
580
payment to .........-------..--.--------payment
McIntosh,
A. S.,
A.
McIntosh,
McCorkle,
George C.,
623
McCorkle, George
--580
payment
to ......--...-...------......
623
payment to
---.....---........- 580 McIver,
payment to ..........
payment
A.,
A.,
Samuel
Mclver,
562
7hontas T.,
T.,
McCorkle, 7homas
559
payment to
to ........--...--...--..
-----------------562
.-----payment
559
payment
payment to .........-...-..-....------McKay, Lina,
Dina,
McKay,
McCormack,
William,
deceased,
562
lcCormack, William,
559
payment to
562
to .....-----------------payment
payment
of.... ------ - 559
Delphina, widow of........---to Delphina,
payment to
McKeever, Abraham,
deceased,
Abraham, deceased,
McKeever,
614
McCown,
M. W.,
McCown, If.
632
payment to
to administratrix
administratrix of.......----..
of .......
614
payment
632
payment to
----- ----....--------.--to ..........
payment
McKeever, Martha,
Martha, administratrix
administratrix of Abraham,
McKeever,
McCoy, David,
David,
deceased,
619
deceased,
619
614
614
payment to ........---..--------.---.---payment
.---payment to ....-- ----..-..........-payment
McCoy,
Edmond,
McCoy, Edmond,
564
McKeown,
William,
William,
McKeown,
564
624
624
---.... .---payment to
to ............----- payment
-.....---------..
..----payment to ...-payment
Mathan C.,
MeCallock,
MlcCullock, Nathan
632
McKinney,
Alfred,
administrator,
administrator,
Alfred,
McKinuey,
632
567
567
-- -..-payment
.
payment to .......-..----.----..-----.........------payment
payment to ....
executor,
McCurdy, John
W., executor,
John W.,
McCurdy,
580
McKinney, Margaret,
Margaret,
MeKinney,
580
646
646
.. - ----.--.----payment to .........-.
payment
payment
to .....-----........--------------........... P.,
payment to
William
of
McDaniel,
E.,,
FannieE
633 Malsinstry,
J.
W.,
administrator
of
William
P.,
McDaniel. Fannie
administrator
W.,
J.
633 MoIinstry,
payment to ...........----.------------payment
deceased,
632
632
McDaniel, G. W.,
McDaniel,
648
payment
payment to .....-------...................--648
.---.-------.....
payment to
to ..........-payment
McKnight,
McKnight, John K.,
568
568
F.,,
McDaniel,
Wilbur F
McDaniel, Wilbur
---------55
payment to --.......--......---_
.•
payment
55
payment
payment to .-....--- -------------------McKnight,
William,
McKnight,
564
564
McDaniel,
Jane
administratorof Mary Jane
William, administrator
McDaniel, William,
..----.....---payment to ............---payment
Garnett,
deceased,
Garnett, deceased,
629
McLaughlin, Kenney
Kenney B.,
McLaughlin,
629
580
580
payment to
to .....--------------------payment
payment
payment to ............---- ...----..---I.,
McDougal, Daniel
Daniel I.,
MeDougal,
421
Sidney S.,
S.,
McLean, Sidney
565
421 McLean,
565
payment to .
-- - -- -------.........
-- ------.........-----.
payment
--..-.....---payment
payment to .---..--...
Willis,
[cDow, Willis,
562 McLemore
McLemore, Goodwin
617
617
562
---..---..---payment
•
------- ---.............-to .
payment to
....-- .---.'
payment to --....--.....-payment
F., claim of,
McDowell,
James F.,
McDowell, James
Daniel,
434
MeLennan, Daniel,
624
624
434 McLennan,
payment authorized;
authorized; proviso ........----payment
...... -.payment
--...................
to -.....--............
payment to
McDowell,
McDowell, Woolford,
617
McLeskey,
James,
McLeskey,
565
565
6177
payment to .............---.----- *----payment to
to ....--..--------...........
_ _
payment
payment
McEeelie,
Nancy,
McFeelie, Nancy,
617
McMahan,
David
G.,
David
McMarhan,
7
560
560
61'
payment to
to ............---------.
----- ----- -payment
E., widow
widow of---of ....-Sarah E.,
payment
payment to Sarah
Mc
Ferran, William,
McFerran,
MeManaman, Mary,
Mary,
AcManaman,
567
567
payment to
James H.
administrator
Walker, administrator
H. Walker,
to James
...
payment
635
payment
_
_
o....................----payment to.
63'
of
of...........-------..---.--------..
Cynthia A.,
A.,
McMillan, Cynthia
560
........ ......
560
McFerrin,
McFerrin, B. L.,
580
payment to
to...-----..........----payment
58
0
payment
payment to .......----................
McMillin,
MoMillin, Asher,
. 580
580
MeGarock,
E.,
MargaretE.,
McGavock, Margaret
632
payment to...
to .............-.......
payment
2
63
payment
payment to ..........--...---....--. ---
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P age.
E. M.,
MCAnally,
MeAcally, J. E.
632
-----.....----------payment
payment to ........
McAnnally,
Elisha R., deceased,
deceased,
McAnnally, Elisha
632
payment to
to J.
of... _ 632
administrator of....
H. Call, administrator
J. H.
payment
Aaron B.,
MeAntire,
McAntire, Aaron
580
...------.--payment
to ...............
payment to
nee West,
A., nee
McCahill,
Sarah, A.,
McCahill, Sarah,
payment
to ..........-..-----..--------_ 621
payment to
McCarley,
A.,
Franklin A.,
McCarley, Franklin
579
payment
to ...............--------payment to
James,
McCarron,
Ann, widow of James,
lMcCarroll, Mary Ann,
642
pension to
to ....------------------.------.. 642
pension
McCauley,
K, widow of Charles
Charles S.,
Lelia E.,
Mrs. Lelia
McCa ley, Mrs.
..-...-- .------.------- 609
pension to.-----to
pension
McClanahan,
J. W.,
W., executor,
McClanahan,J.
575
-.----payment to ........-.....-------..payment
McClellan,
George B.,
McClellan, George
Disfor
appointed manager
National Home
manager National
appointed
447
447
abled
Volunteer Soldiers
Soldiers ..........
abled Volunteer
administratorof 0. D.
McClellan,
Sampson W.,
W., administrator
D
McClellan, Sampson
Williams, deceased,
deceased,
Williams,
646
646
---------payment to ........---.-------payment
McClendon,
J.,
T. J.,
Mclendon, T.
632
632
.---.----.--..payment to
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Mail
Mail Locks,
McMillan,
Daniel,
McMillon, Daniel,
postal service;
service; proposals
proposals for
for furnishing,
furnishing, rerepostal
payment
580
to ..............................
payment to.
advertised
178,376
178,376
.....--------------advertised ..
McMinn,
S., administrator
administrator of Joseph
Joseph,
James S.,
MeMinn, James
Messengers,
Mail Route Messengers,
Henry, deceased,
deceased,
appropriation for
178,376
of-.......----..--178,376
pay of
for pay
appropriation
payment
to ...........................
630
630
--payment to
for deficiencies
in
'249
249
---deficiencies in.-..-..............
for
McMurray,
James C.,
McMurray, James
Mail Service,
Service,
payment
560 Mail
payment to ............................-appropriations
for
177,374
177,374
........appropriations for ..............
McMurray,
Mary, deceased,
McMurray, Mary,
temporary bids
for, to
be advertised;
advertised; approto be
bids for,
temporary
payment
of..................
574
to executors
executors of
payment to
375
priations
for
375
priations for ......................
McNeely, John L.,
Transportation,
Mail Transportation,
payment
644
644 Mail
to ............................
payment to
appropriation for;
for; proviso
proviso --..----...
178, 375,376
375,376
178,
appropriation
McNeil, Benjamin
Benjamin S.,
Mail Wagons,
payment to
614
614 Mail
...........................
payment
appropriations
for, for
for Senate
Senate -------. 2,212,387
'2, 212,387
appropriations for,
.McNutt, Samuel H.,
H.,
McNutt,
House
Representatives .............. 214,389
House of Representatives
552
homestead entry of land confffined.._
_
confirmed.------homestead
Maine,
Me Peck, Daniel
R., administrator,
McPeck,
Daniel R.,
administrator,
loan
of artillery, tents,
tents, etc.,
etc., to soldiers
soldiers reloan of
------------- 579
payment to ..--------579
union
of Maine
Maine ...........
655
union in
in State of
MoPheeters, William A.,
A., and William H.
H. DunDunMcPheeters,
post-routes established
established in ......... 15,97,207,360
15, 97, 207, 360
bar,
Dunbar,
W. Dunbar,
Martha W.
executors of Martha
bar, executors
Arostook
district, boundaries
boundaries of
of
customs district,
Arostook customs
payment
645
645
to -............................
payment torn.
325
prescribed
prescribed .........................
McPherson,
guardian of infant
infant heirs,
heirs,
McPherson, Samuel, guardian
Bangor customs
district, boundaries of precustoms district,
payment
to ..................
580
Bangor
80
..........
payment to
325
scribed
scribed ..............-...........
John 0.,
0.,
McRae, John
Richmond
appropriation for
Harbor, appropriation
payment
to -..............
565
Richmond Island Harbor,
565
.............
payment to
468
completing improvement
improvement of
of.----...-.
completing
Mellussell,
Garner,
McRussell, Garner,
appropriation for river
river improvements
improvements in
payment
561
appropriation
payment to ............. ...............
472
State of
of.----..-----.--------------..
McSurely,
Hugh,
McSurely, Hugh,
H.,
Daniel H.,
administratrixof Daniel
Mary G., administratrix
Maish, Mary
623 Maish,
payment to ..............................
deceased,
deceased,
McSween,
Sarah,
MoeSeen, Sarah,
payment
646
-- ----------------to -------...
payment to
646
............................
payment to _
Daniel G.,
MeSweeny, Eugene,
Major, Daniel
McSweeny,
Eugene,
422
payment to .............................
payment to; proviso
--55
proviso _..---..---....---Major, William,
Daniel,
William,
Mc Williams Daniel,
McWilliams
Major,
payment
to
632
632
payment
580
..........................
payment to...
.........
580
payment to
to _...................
indians,
Machinists,
Makah Indians,
Machinists,
appropriation
for subsistence,
subsistence, etc.,
_129,
499
...
129,499
Navy,
enlistment and discharge
proviso
290
etc., to _
discharge of; proviso.
Navy, enlistment
appropriation for
Malheur Reservation, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
E. W. M.,
Mackey, E.
Malheur
appropriation
etc., of Indians
contested election
election expenses of............
of
457
contested
for support, etc.,
appropriation for
.
130
on .........................----..
Maekley, Davis,
Mackley,
for subsistence,
etc., of Indians
Indians removed
removed
payment to
to. .............................
624
subsistence, etc.,
for
500
..............
from
•.......
from
Macon,
Macon, Ga.,
Ga.,
terms of United States and district court
court to
Maley,
to
Armstrong,
Maley, Armstrong,
payment
580
580
63
.............................
be held at .........................
63
to _
payment to
Malone, Joseph,
brought
suits in United States courts to be brought
payment to .....------ ..----------------632
resides_ ...........
_
_
63
where defendant resides
may be brought
brought
Malone, Joseph,
two or more defendants
defendants may
payment
to
60
-----....-....-..
....
63
where either
either resides.-----..---resides ___ __
payment to.----------...
where
John
and John
guardian for William and
NAick, guardian
in division where
Malone, Nick,
issues of fact to be tried in
Petway,
63
63
suit is brought.
brought. ................-...
payment to
633
633
to.............................
Macon, J.
J. and
and J. B.,
payment
Malone, Robert
of James Mooring,
H., executor
executor of
Robert H.,
payment to .
647 Malone,
payment
.............................
deceased,
deceased,
Macon,
Macon, Miss.,
payment
645
645
donation of rations for sufferers
from cyclone
to ............................
payment to
sufferersfrom
306 Maloney, John P.,
..... . ...............
P.,
at . .......
....
payment
to
425
Madden,
Eliza,
payment to..............................
Madden, Eliza,
Manchester, .N.
payment
V. H.,
H.,
........
------ ----......
580 Manchester,
payment to -----Madeira River,
authorized to change
change
Madeira
of, authorized
City National
National Bank
Bank of,
its name
name to Merchants'
National Bank
Bank
Merchants' National
appropriation
preparing and publishing
publishing
for preparing
appropriation for
of
176
...-176
of...........-.......-------...
84
survey of ----------.-----------.
Magazine
Guns,
Mandan Indians,
Magazine Guns,
Mandan
appropriation
purchase
appropriation for
etc., of
of_... 128,498
128, 498
manufacture or purchase
appropriation for manufacture
subsistence, etc.,
for subsistence,
appropriation
Messier, Philip
H.,
Philip H.,
of -------....-------------------- 349
349 Manier,
Magazines,
payment
633
633
Magazines,
payment to .................------------.
powder depot, Army, appropriation
appropriation for
Manisguan River, N
at powder
N. J.,
J.,
Manisquan
erection of .......................
113,349
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of.........
of
erection
184
appropriation
Mahan,
lahan, haac
Isaac L.,
Manistee, Mich.,
settlement
accounts of...............
422
settlement of accounts
appropriation
for
improvement
of
harbor
appropriation for improvement
Mahler, Theophile,
Theophile,
Mahier,
at
182,471
at.-............................
payment to .............................
563
payment
563 Manistigue
Mich.,
Manistique, Mich.
Mail
Contracts,
Mail Contracts,
appropriation for
improvement of
of harbor
harbor
for improvement
appropriation
for special service, extension
of, without
extension of,
without
at ....................
........... .183,471
183,471
advertising .....------...
178 Manitowoc
......... .11,
11,178
Manitowioo, ? Wis.,
appropriation
advertisement of, how
how
appropriation for
improvement of
of harbor
harbor
appropriation for; advertisement
appropriation
for improvement
made .............................
117,374
117,374
a .
83
at
... ...-....-........ .
......--- 183,472
Mail Depredations,
Mail
Depredations,
Manix,
administrator of
of William M
Manix, John
John S.,
S., administrator
M.1. ,472
appropriation
Chief
appropriation for salaries
salaries in office of Chief
Lewis, deceased,
deceased,
of
of
23,
235, 411
of Division
Division of-----......--.--.
23,235,411
payment to .
646
payment
...........................
646
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Marshal,
Slates—Continued,
United Slates-Continued.
Marshal, United
Mann, Beverly,
Beverly,
Mann,
salary
for
Supreme
Court,
appropriation
salary
616
616
Supreme Court, appropriation
payment to
to .............................
payment
23,235,412
of
_23,235,
412
... ..................
of
Mann, Cynthia
Cynthia C.,
Mann,
southern district
Georgia, no additional,
additional,
district of Georgia,
560
southern
payment to
to .............................
payment
63
to
appointed ...................
be appointed
to be
Mann, Jacob,
Jacob,
Mann,
Charles,
569 Marshall,
Marshall, Charles,
payment to .............................
payment
..... .....- 580
..........
payment to .....
payment
Mann, James,
James,
Mann,
Marshall, Daniel,
Daniel,
619
619 Marshall,
payment
to ................-.....---payment to
579
579
payment to ..........................
payment
Mansfield,
John,
Mansfield, John,
Marshall, James
W., administrator,
administrator,
James W.,
624 Marshall,
payment
to .............---.......---------payment to
580
...... ......- -payment to
to ...........-payment
Manual,
Revenue,
Internal Reven,ue,
Manual, Internal
Marshals, United States,
35 Marshals,
binding, authorized
authorized ......................
binding,
23,278,
of..
appropriation
payment of services a..
appropriation for payment
Manufacture
Arms,
Manufactureof Arms,
374,454
374,454
the;
at national
national armories,
appropriation for
for the;
armories, appropriation
at
for
deficiencies
in
for deficiencies in....-...-.... .---... 250,429
proviso ----113,349
----.. --------.---proviso
Marshals,
Consular Courts,
for Consular
Marshals, for
Maps,
Maps,
139,345
appropriations
for .....................
appropriations for
General
appropriation for,
prepared in General
for, prepared
appropriation
Martin, Andrew
Andrew W.,
W.,
......-. ...---231,407 Martin,
Land Office
Office ..
..
Land
648
..----------....
payment to ..............
payment
of geographical
geographical and
topographical survey,
survey,
and topographical
of
David,
Martin, David,
deficiency
appropriation for; prodeficiency appropriation
.......-----..---------- 569
...
payment
payment to ..
viso ..........--244
-.-----..--------viso
Martin, Gayle),
Gano,
Martin,
Yapping
Engraving,
and Engraving,
Mapping and
624
.....----.------..--624
.....
payment
to .....
payment to
278, 455
appropriation
278,455
departments ....-.
for departments
for, for
appropriation for,
J.,
J.
J.,
Martin,
71,114
..
deficiency
........
_71,114
...........
appropriation for __
deficiency appropriation
457
expenses of ............
contested-election expenses
contested-election
Ilarable,
deceased,
Benjamin, deceased,
larable, Benjamin,
W.,
Martin,
W.,
Joseph
Martin,
adpayment
Henry J.
J. Prater, surviving
to Henry
payment to
617
.......617
payment to
to ..........-..........
payment
ministrator
632
of ......................
ministrator of
Martin, Martha,
Martha,
Martin,
Marcus
Pa.,
Marcus Hook, Pa.,
632
632
63
...........................
---- --------------payment
payment
pat retoO--·----appropriation for
for ice-harbor
ice-harbor at..........192,470
at
192,470
appropriation
T.,
Martin,
Morgan
Morgan
Martin,
Cal.,
Mare
Island,
Mare Island,
552
confirmed
homestead entry of land confirmed.......
homestead
naval hosappropriation for
for maintenance
maintenance of naval
appropriation
8
Martin,
Rachael,
Martin,
86,335
....
pital
at
..-...------..
589
pital at....
589stolen ..................
credit
for funds stolen
for
credit
Y.,
N.
Rochester,
Variah,
sloop-yacht,
of
Rochester,
sloop-yacht,
Mariah,
L,
_Robert L.,
Martin, Robert
180 Martin,
name of,
of, changed
Tourist .......-.....180
changed to Tourist
and papers
name
authorized
authorized to withdraw claim and
Marine
598
Barracks,
Marine Barracks,
.598
from files
files ...-..-...........----..
from
Naval
of,
appropriation
for
construction
at
Naval
construction
for
appropriation
Martin,
Squire
H.,
H.,
Squire
Martin,
Academy ........................
448
Academy
14
.- 614
-payment to ......-- ...------..-- ---payment
271-448
Washington, D.
C.
D. C................
Washington,
deceased,
Martin,
William,
William,
Martin,
448
338,
appropriations
for .......-----.----. 271,
271,338,448
appropriations for
administrator
payment to
to J.
H. Crockett,
Crockett, administrator
J. H.
payment
338
632
for repairs
of ......................
repairs of
for
of .........................---- -deficiency
water furnished
appropriation for water
deficiency appropriation
Marlin.
William,
William,
Martin.
245
..........
at Brooklyn
Brooklyn navy-yard
navy-yard for _
_ _ .....
at
nomination for
assistant
appointment as assistant
for appointment
nomination
liarime Corps,
Corps,
Varine
surgeon
on active
active list, Navy,
Navy, authoron
surgeon
89,438
176
appropriations for
89,438
176
for ...................
appropriations
--------...........
ized ...--..--245, 420, 432
for
in ....----.-------- 245,420,432
deficiencies in
for deficiencies
7,360
Maryland,
452 Maryland,,3,90
of.......275,
for
support of
indigent insane
275,452
insane of
of indigent
post-routes established
established in.
-.15,
39, 9,
98, 207,
'207, 360
60
for support
1, 39,
in.
post-routes
Service,
Was-inc Hospital
Hospital Service,
IWarine
lland for
to release
jurisdiction over land
for public
release jurisdiction
to
to
66
made
be
6
act
requiring
sanitary
reports
to
made
.--act requiring sanitary
buildings
at Baltimore
Baltimore ...-... -.
buildings at
7
Surgeon-General
repealed ..Surgeon-General of, repealed
Maryland
and
Delaware,
and
Maryland
Marine
Hospital, Wilmington, N. C.,
appropriation for
surveys to
made across
across
llarine Hospital,
to be made
for surveys
appropriation
448
appropriation
Secretary Treasury
Treasury
enable Secretary
to enable
the peninsula
peninsula of
appropriation to
of--.--....---. ----....
the
United
to
perfect
title
to,
the
United
in
to,
title
to perfect
6617
Mason,
Bratcher,
Bratcher,
Mason,
417
States
_ 417
..........................
States
-- -....
payment
_
payment to -....-..-........-Tenn- ....
for
construction of,
109
Memphis, Tenn_
at Memphis,
of, at
for construction
560
John
Johl J.,
560
248 Mason,
Marion,
Alfred N.,
Yfarion, Alfred
payment
-----.................
to ....---payment to
.------ .... --.
payment to
to --......--.---248 Mason, Joseph,
payment
279
Mason, Joseph,
279
Carolina,
Marion Artillery
Company, of South Carolina,
Artillery Company,
Marion
----payment to - ----------.
payment
165 Mason,
provisocondemned cannon
cannon loaned,
loaned to the; proviso_
condemned
Joseph,
Mason, Joseph,
457
Stamps,
Marking
Marking Stamps,
payment to
to ....---.---..------ ".....
payment
appropriation
for postal
postal service ...... 177,375 Mason,
for, for
appropriation for,
560
William
IL,
H.,
Mason, William
560
6
payment
to -..........................--.... •---•--•
Marks,
Britain,
Marks, Britain,
payment to
63 Masonic
--..
--..payment to
to ...--.. .----....--.-632
Bank, Pittsburgh,
5533
payment
Pa.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Masonic Bank,
1
Marquette, Mich.,
Mich.,
Marquette,
relief of.-...---....------------......
of
relief
182
appropriation
harbor at.
182 Massachusetts,
improvement of harbor
for improvement
appropriation for
3360
Massachusetts,
6
Marriott, Benjamin,
Marriott,
post-routes established
established in .--.....----.---post-routes
623
----------payment
to
......
623
.....--...--..to
580
payment
Massey,
deceased,
James, deceased,
Massey, James,
580
payment to
adfninistratrix of
Marrs,
A. S.,
of ......---Mlarrs, A.
to administratrix
payment
616
payment
to
616
-------.----..----.------.
.--to
payment
579
Masters,
John,
Masters, John,
579
614
Marsh,
Eli, deceased,
deceased,
payment
.......
..... •
Marsh, Eli,
to --.....-------...............
payment to
payment
614
of..---.---.---administrator of
to administrator
payment to
Nate,
J. IL,
M.,
J.
Mata,
certain
drafts on,
on, may
may be delivered
delivered to
Marsh,
.632
certain drafts
M. .,
Marsh, M.
54
payment
632
------...........------proper
person to .....-----........-- -payment to
proper person
Marshal, United
United States,
States,
2liatagorda Bay,Iay,
Tex.,
Tex.,
Marshal,
jiataqorda
to
eastern district
of Tennessee, authorized
authorized to
appropriation
for, of
of July
July 31,
31, 1876,
made
1876, made
district of
eastern
appropriation for,
62
appoint
deputy .
applicable for
erection of range lights
..........-....... 175
for erectionofrangelights
applicable
appoint deputy
262
-----------------appointment
western
district
of
Louisiana,
appointment
..---- --..-...--------western district of Louisiana,
for ......--of,
507
..------.----...
....
authorized .
of, authorized
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fiRehan,
of Patrick
Patrick K.,
deceased,
K., deceased,
widow of
Johanna,widow
Meehan, Johanna,
Materials
for Folding,
Folding,
P
Materialsfor
and
Children,
Minor Children,
appropriation
for, for
for Senate
......23,
212,387 I
and Minor
23,212,387
Senate .........
appropriation for,
pensions to
,
652
652
for
House....
23
214 389
..............
to.--....-......pensions
23,214,389
....................
for House
Meek,
Betsey
Jane,
Meec, Belsey Jane,
Matherly, Fleming
_Fleming W.,
W.,
Matherly,
payments
to ............................
_
580
580
payments to
619
payment
to ............................---payment to
Heenan, Emma,
and Minor
Minor Children,
Children,
Emma, and
Meenan,
Williams,
Mathewson, William,
pensions to
609
609
to ............................
pensions
payment
to ..-..-..--..........--------------- 433
payment to
Myra,
James,
Megrail, James,
deceased,
Mathiot,
George, deceased,
Mathiot, George,
payment
to ....................
623
62W--........
payment to
payment to Martha
Martha E., executrix of .......
618
payment
Meguiar,
William,
Meguiar, William,
Mathis,
Sarah P.,
Mathis, Sarah
payment
580
to ..-...---- --------------------- 580
payment to
to ............................-.
.
payment to
632
payment
Meighan, Peter,
deceased,
Peter, deceased,
Meighan,
Mattaponi
Mattaponi River, Va.,
pension
to Mary,
widow of
of ...............
542
542
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........191,474
of _ .... 191, 474
Mary, widow
pension to
appropriation for
Melbourne,
Victoria,
Melbourne, Victoria,
Mattawan
N. J.,
J.,
Creek, N.
Mattawan Creek,
appropriation for
for expenses
of United
United States
States
expenses of
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of...-......
of
480
appropriation
480
appropriation for
at
reports on........
on
49
at; reports
exhibition at;
at exhibition
Matthews, Joseph
_E., deceased,
deceased,
Joseph E.,
Matthews,
Melting
and Refining
Refining Bullion,
Bullion,
Melting and
payment to
administrator
McCaslin, administrator
to W. C. McCaslin,
payment
charges
for,
authorized
_
374
374
charges for, authorized..................
632
of
632
of ...............................
Melvin,
deceased,
Edward, deceased,
Melvin, Edward,
Matthews, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
Matthews,
payment
to
Elizabeth,
administratrix
of
_
.
632
632
payment to Elizabeth, administratrix of ..
payment to
L
580
of L. L......
as administratrix
administratrix of
to as
payment
Melvin,
William T.,
T,
Melvin, William
Maxwell, W. A.,
A. deceased,
deceased,
Maxwell,
payment
to
632
632
payment to .........................
payment to
P., executor
executor of
632
of............
W. P.,
to W.
payment
Memphis,
Tenn.,
Memphis, Tenn.,
May,
W.,
Mary W.,
May, Mary
port
of entry,
privilege of
of immediate
immediate transof
entry, privilege
port
632
payment to
to ..............................
payment
portation of
dutiable goods
goods to,
to, authorauthorofdutiable
portation
May, Pryor,
May,
Pryor,
ized
174
174
...-----..-----.-----...ized...-..-..---..-payment
644
to .
.............................
payment to
marine hospital
authorized to be conhospital authorized
marine
Mayfield, Daniel,
Daniel,
Mayfield,
structed
at --....---..----. -------------109
structed at
payment to
to .
567
.--------.--------.
-..-..------......--.--...
payment
custom-house, court-house,
court-house, and post-office
post-office,
custom-house,
BorMaynard, Elizabeth
B., administrator
administrator of HorElizabeth B.,
Maynard,
appropriation for
for continuation
continuation of..259,435
of.. 259, 435
ace G.,
G.,
appropriation
ace
for
harbor at...........
at
471
471
of harbor
payment to
580
improvement of
for improvement
580
---. ....-.--.-------..---.
to _
----.---.----..
payment
Memphis
Orleans Steam
Packet ComComMaynard,
Stith,
Steam Packet
New Orleans
and New
Memphis and
Maynard, Stith,
pany,
payment to
632
632
pany,
payment
to ---..--.........-----.---......----------payment of claim
deficiency apapclaim of, from deficiency
,, payment
Maynor,
administratrix of Pleasant,
Pleasant,
Jane M.,
M., administratrix
Maynor, Jane
propriations
for Post-Office
Post-Office Departpropriations for
567
payment
..............
payment to ................
ment
------------------258
258
ment prohibited
prohibited .....--.............
of Washington,
Washington,
Mayor of
Memphis
Railroad Company,
Vicksburg Railroad
Memphis and Vicksburg
Secretary
certain
of, conferred on Secretary
powers of,
certain powers
right
through cemetery
cemetery lands
near
lands near
of way
way through
right of
47
of Interior
Interior .........................
314
Vicksburg granted to .....---------....-..---.
314
Vicksburg
Meacham, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
Meacham,
Meachey,
Edward,
administrator,
administrator,
564
payment
564 Menchey, Edward,
...................
payment to ..........
579
payment
to
579
.-...----------------..-.........------.-to
payment
Gordon,
Gen. George Gordon,
Meade, Maj. Gen.
Indians,
164 Menominee Indians,
of....
in memory
bronze
memory of....
equestrian statue in
bronze equestrian
appropriations for
for last
etc., toto - 120
last installments, etc.,
appropriations
Meador,
G.,
Joseph CG.,
Meador, Joseph
499
.....
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of...---------.-------......
of _
for
payment to
616
to ..............................
payment
trust funds,
for interest
interest on
on non-paying
non-paying
Meals,
Al.,
trust
funds, for
Meals, Lewi
Lewis;M.,
stocks of
of ...........................
132,501
stocks
567
-payment to
-------------------....
to ....-------...
payment
Menominee! Wis.,
Wis.,
Menominee,
Meagher,
Peters, et al.,
al.,
Meagher, Peters,
7
2
appropriation
for improvem ent of harborat.183,4
harbor at 183,472
appropriationforimprovementof
payment
540
to ....................------------------------..........
payment to
Merchandise,
Merchandise,
Measle, Jacob,
Jacob,
Measle,
packages
weight and
and size
size of packets
packets and packages
weight
6632
payment
632
payment to .............-................
of,
exchanged through
through the mails with
with
of, exchanged
Army,
Department, Army,
Medical Department,
786
France
France --.....-........------------......----------......
appropriations for
for .....
_
_ _ _33,
349
33, 86,
86,349
....-................
appropriations
proclamation
of the
President discontinudiscontinuthe President
proclamation of
430
deficiencies in ......................
430
for deficiencies
ing discriminating
discriminating duties
duties on
on certain,
ing
Medical Experts,
Experts,
Medical
imported in
in Chinese
Chinese vessels.........
vessels
800
800
imported
report
of; on yellow
47
printed..._.
fever, to be printed.
yellow fever,
report of,
Merchants' National
National Bank
of Manchester,
H ,
Manchester,N. H.,
Bank of
Medical Museum,
Army,
Army,
Museum, ArmyMerchants'
Medical
name
of City
City National
Manchester,
Bank, Manchester,
National Bank,
appropriation
for .......
.33,
name of
113,349
. 33, 113,349
......-..
appropriation for
176
N. H., changed
changed to; proviso
for purchase
.. __113, 349
349
proviso .........
books for
for library of ....
purchase of books
for
Merchant
Vessels,
Vessels,
Merchant
Medical
Officers,
Medical Officers,
act
concerning, coming from foreign
foreign port
port
act concerning,
detail of, for
of consul
consul at
for service
service in office of
detail
where contagious
disease exists..---exists
55
ports
where contagious
contagious disease
exists.
5
where
contagious disease
5
disease exists.
ports where
certificates by,
of vesMerom,
Ind.,
Merom, Ind.,
by, of
of sanitary
sanitary history
history of
certificates
sels
5
bridge across
42
42
River; restrictions_
restrictions.
5
bridge
across Wabash River;
sels ...............................
Merrifield,
Army,
Merrifield, S.
S. B.,
B., deceased,
Medical Supplies, Army,
appropriation for
.
33,
payment to administrator
616
of..............
administrator of
33, 112,349
payment
appropriation
for .......-.............
for
deficiencies in.
430 Merrimac
430
Merrimac River,
River, Mass.,
in .......................
for deficiencies
Medicine
Navy,
appropriation
184,473
of........184,473
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
Medicine and
and Surgery,
Surgery, Navy,
Merryman, John,
John,
appropriation
-------33,86,335
33, 86,335 Merryman,
of .......
for department
department of
appropriation for
for salaries,
etc., in
in Bureau
Bureau of
of ...... 23,
23, 230,
406
importation
3
3
for
salaries, etc.,
230,406
importation of
of certain
certain cattle
cattle by
by ...........
Mediterranean
Mere,
MediterraneanSea,
Sea,
Mers, F.
F. D..
D..'
sailing directions
proviso _ ....
49
payment
to ..............................
619
sailing
directions for,
for, binding;
binding; proviso....
49
payment to
619
Medley, J.
J. E.,
Medley,
Messengers,
E.,
Messengers,
payment
to .----..........-................
647
appropriation for
difference of
of pay
pay to
to
payment to
647
appropriation
for difference
Medlin, Sophronia,
Sophronia,
Medlin,
Senate
434
Senate.............................
434
payment
to,
as
widow
of
Robert
567
for
23, 211, 386
payment to, as widow of Robert ..........
567
for salaries
salaries of
of ......................
23,211,386
Medsker,
0.
L.,
of
House --------........-..--......-----..-_
2, 23, 25, 214, 388
Medsker, 0. L.,
of House
2,23,25,214,388
payment
to ..............................
580
paymasters in Army
Army ......-----------------.............
.
payment to
580 I to paymasters
31
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ag
Metallic
Academy-Continued.
I Military
Military Academy—Continued.
Anmmunitiol,
Metallic Ammunition,
appropriation for
manufacture of
of ..-. 34,113,349
34
terms.
graduates
for manufacture
34, 113,349
graduates may retire from Army; terms..
34
appropriation
Metcalf,
William F.,
Military Cemeteries,
Military
Cemeteries,
'.,
Metcalf, [lilliam
payment to
of-33,
appropriation
562
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
_33, 267,445
267,445
... ...........
to ...........
payment
Metcalfe,
Henry,
Convicts,
Military
Military Convicts,
Metcalfe, Henry,
payment to
604
269,445
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of ...........
.269,
445
604
....---......-.
to .............payment
Military Department,
Metropolitan,
Military
Department,
Metropolitan,
269
name
Nuhpa changed
changed to...
to. _
41
of Dakota, appropriation
appropriation for buildings for
269
41
of propeller
propeller Nuhpa
name of
Metropolitan
C.,
construction of
of
of Texas, appropriation for construction
Police, D.
D. C.,
Metropolitan Police,
269
160,461
appropriation for
for ....-........
buildings for headquarters
of
headquarters of.......
buildings
160,461
-.
--.
appropriation
Military Depot,
for deficiencies
contingent expenses
Depot,
Military
expenses
for contingent
for
deficiencies for
--..
426
appropriation
Nebr ........
33
appropriation for, at Omaha, Nebr
426
...............
....
of .....
corrected ....
45
.......................
Mexican Coast,
Pacific Ocean,
corrected
Ocean,
Coast, Pacific
Mexican
Military
Engineering,
Engineering,
appropriation
for
preparing
and
publishing
Military
appropriation for preparing and publishing
of, at Miliappropriations
department of,
survey of
of -------------------.....
_
84
appropriations for department
survey
152,320
tary Academy
Academy ...................
Mexican
War,
Volunteers,
Mexican WVar, Volunteers,
Headquarters,
Military Headquarters,
430 Military
deficiency appropriation for pay of........
of
deficiency
act
relation to location
location of certain, react in relation
Meyer,
E.,
Meyer, E.,
35
pealed;
proviso ......
.
.............
587
pealed; proviso
refund
of taxes
to .....................
taxes to
refund of
Texas appropriation
construction of
of
appropriation for construction
Texas,
Meyers,
Henry,
Meyers, Henry,
269
buildings at ........................
buildings
payment to
to....--...----.............
633
payment
Military
Hospitals,
Military _Hospitals,
Miami
Indians,
Miami Indians,
appropriations for
35,
35,112,348
112, 348
...............
tbr
appropriations
for installments,
installments, etc.,
etc., to
to ..A21,
491
appropriations
121,491
appropriations for
Justice,
Military Justice,
Indiana, payment to ..................
433 MiWary
of Indiana,
appropriations for
for salaries,
Bureau
etc., in Bureau
salaries, etc.,
appropriations
census of,
Interior authorized
authorized to
Secretary Interior
of, Secretary
census
of ............................
23, 227, 402
23,227,402
of
take ...........................
433
take
Posts,
claims under
under treaty, when
when barred
barred..-------.
___ 433 Military Posts,
claimls
appropriation
for
construction
of,
on
Niopayments,
proviso ...........
433
appropriation for construction of, on
made; proviso
how made;
payments, how
33
brara
River ....................
33
brara River
agent
make payments,
payments, etc.;
to make
appointed to
agent appointed
114,269
269
at
near Musselshell
Musselshell River
114,
River........
at or
or near
proviso
434
.......
...............
proviso
at
for cornpietion
completion of buildSnelling, for
at Fort
Fort Snelling,
compensation
to............-----------..-434
compensation to
ings
269
....
ings. ................
appropriation
for -....................434
appropriation for
to be
be constructed
constructed for protection
protection of Rio
to
delegation
Washington City, approapproat Washington
of, at
delegation of,
Grande
......
- 73
frontier ..................
Grande frontier
.. 453
priation
expenses of
of.....
pay expenses
to pay
priation to
Military
Prison,
Military Prison,
Michael,
Ifichael, Adam,
appropriations
for, at
at Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,
appropriations for,
614
payment
to ...
...................
payment to
Kane
269,446
... 269,446
.............
Kani .......
Michael, .dan,
Adam, deceased,
deceased,
Michael,
Military Reservations,
Reservations,
621 Military
payment
to Caleb,
Caleb, administrator
administrator of........
of _ ___.
payment to
Fort
Ripley, Minn.,
lands of,
of, restored
the
to the
restored to
Minn., lands
Fort Ripley
Michigan,
Michligan,
public domain
69
69
....
--.. ...domain ..
public
15,98,207,360
post-routes
15,
98, 207, 360
established in .........
post-routes established
Fort
Ransom
and
Fort
Laramie,
right
of
Fort Ransom and Fort Laralnie, riglht of
Secretary of
to accept from
from
authorized toaccept
of War authorized
Secretary
way
granted
to
the
Wyoming
and
way granted to the Wyonlilg and
the State
the public works of the
of, the
State of,
the
Montana Pacific Rail
wa3 Colpany
Company
Pacific RailwaJ
Montana
Saint Mary's
Mary's Canal;
Canal; proviso
proviso........ 189
Saint
across
141
141
across
Michigan
.
First,
Caralry, First,
Michigan Caralry,
Fort Dalles,
Dalles, appropriation
toe appraisement
appropriation iorappraisemnt
Fort
of.............--appropriation
430
appropriation for expenses of
and
of _ .....
273
273
sale of
and sale
Michigan
Ind.,
City, led.,
Michigan City,
Palatka, Fla,
Fla., certain
certain lanld
land entries
entries in
in the,
the,
Palatka,
harbor
appi opriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
,appopriation
171
confirmed
-----........
confirmed ......---........ 182,471
.....
. -...
.. .
Fort
Fort Seward,
Seward, and
mid Fort
Fort
Abercrombie, Fort
Fort Abercrombie,
Mico^,
Micon,
J.
M.,
172
........
ansom, Dakota, aoliscd
MRicon, J.
Ransom,
172
....
aoiedished ..
Raso, Dakota, Mail
12
payment
612
estate of ...--.....-------to estate
payment to
land in; to be surveyed and
and opened
opened to
to
in, to be surveyed
landentry
Middaugh,
Asa F.,
E,
Middaugh,
179
...
f
sale .....a........
and
and sale
172
,
MiddleaOregons
172
------payment
to Coentry
618
---.----and sale..
entry
618
-------inpayment to...........................---rights
of actual
settlers on, preserved_ __
172
17-2
prerserved
on,
of actual settlers
rights
Middle
Indians,
Con~fdedrated Ldians,
Oregon,, Confederated
Middle Oregon,
Fort Harker, Bans., sale of; authorized
198
1
thorized
i Cal.,
saleCook,
appropriations
for subsistence,
subsistence, etc.,
etc., of....129,499
of __ _129, 499
i arker, Kans.,
Fort
appropriations for
Fort Reading,
and Fort
restored
restored
Cal.,
Colok,
Fort
and
Reading.
Fort
Middletown, Conn.,
32'
to
the
public
domain
325
Co.-----------M-iddleton,
32.
.- .
to the public domain
port of
of immediate
trans - immediate transprivilege of
entry, privilege
of entry,
port
Military Surrey,
por
tati on of
goods, to
to authorSurrey, for, of
author- 174 Military
dutiablegeods,
ot' dutiable
p)ortastion
appropriation
of
northern
and
northnorthern and northappropriation for,
tiableg- dpizedOrt........tiono.
ized
174
western
lakes
.268,
268, 445
............
lakes 445
western
W.
ized ...
Milam, Larinda,
2
west
of
Mfssissippi
River
.
268
...............
River
ssissippi
of
M
west
Lurnd619
.tim,,
619
payment
to..
Military Telegraphs,
payment to...........----.............
Military
Telegraphs,
51
Mileage,
Milcage
appropriation
extension
of51
.. .
a
for
ex tension of
2321085
appropriation for
of .......
for extenson
appropriation
appropriation
23, 210,
210, 385
385
Senators ........
for Senators
for, for
appropriation for,
for construction,
maintenance, and reinailtenance, and re
construction,
for pairs
2321
of
23,
212, 3387
Delegates --...
an Delegates
of Members
Members and
of267,445
267,
......
...
of
110,
,of
orders 31, 110
under orders
traveling under
officers traveling
Army officers
of Army
River,
346 Milk
Milk River,
346
appropriation for extension of military
51
..
. ..-to new
De post
post on
n to
for deficiencies
apprpri
-------... -- • 418
deficiencies in ...-..
for
telegraph
on51
e
M., todeeased,
es M.,
telegraPh
of jurors
in Colorado,
Colorado, rated
.....
_
290 Miller, Charles
rated.......--.---of
jurors in
deceased,
deceased,
AL,
Charlfes
Miller,
Milford
Conn..
Milford,I Cons..
Cawood,ad- 6 3 2
payment to Andrew
Andrew and J. C.
C. Cawood,
payment
632
-wood,
J. C.
appropriation for
improvement of
to
Andrew ofand
paymint
harbor
of harbor
for improvement
appropriation
ministrators
......
of
..................
___.
180
ministrators
180
Miller, 632
E., administrator
E. E.,
iller, E.
-it a ---------------------Miller,
administra tor of
of 1W
W. C.
C. Miller,
61
deceased,
.
Military Acadenmy,
Academy,
t
deceased,
617
...
appropriations for
for support
support of......
of .
151,318-321
318321
1561,
appropriations
payment to
allowances
to
Board
of
Visitors
of
.
_
_
153,
320
-intrat
ad
....--------to
payment
allowances to Board of Visitors of....-153,320 Miller, Erastus W., administrator,
5 59
559
for deficiencies
deficiencies in;
cadets at
at ____
52
Erasts
iller,
52
..-of cadets
pay of
in; pay
for
payment
to W., administratr,
......
------.......................
payment to
244
---etc., in.-----professors, etc.,
pay of professors,
in244
Miller, George W.,
580
pay of
band at
, George
at.....------ ----................ 419
of baud
pay
payment
to W.,
certain
professorships
in,
discontinued._
34
to----.....-----------------payment
34
certain professorships in, discontinued..-.
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Miller, Jacob,
Jacob,
579
payment to .---.............----....-..-.... . .
579
Miller, James,
James,
payment
payment to ..............................
562
562
Miller, James H.,
H.,
payment
payment to ..........
617
....................
617
Miller, James M.,
Miller,
M.,
payment
payment to ......................
........
580
Jason,
Miller, Jason,
payment to ..............................
624
A.,
Miller, John
John A.,
payment to ............................
565
565
Miller,
Miller, John W.,
payment to ..........-633
................ .
633
Miller, Joseph,
Joseph,
payment to ..............................
579
Miller, Mary,
Miller,
Mary,
payment
payment to --.......--------...........
579
579
Miller, Mary, administratrix
administratrixof Moses D.,
Miller,
payment to ..............................
payment
567
567
Miller,
Peter,
Miller, Peter,
payment to ..........................
payment
562
Miller, Peter,
administrator of
Rosanna,
Peter, administrator
of Rosanna,
payment to ....
payment
_
.....
....
......
.........................
624
624
_Rosanna,
Miller, Rosanna,
payment to administrator
administrator of..............
of
624
624
Miller,
Miller, Solomon,
payment to ..............
..... .........
567
Miller, Thomas
Miller,
Thomas W.,
W.,
payment to administrator
administrator of
of..............
624
Miller,
Miller, William A.,
A.,
payment to ................
...........
580
Miller, W.
Miller,
17. C., deceased,
deceased,
payment
payment to administratrix
administratrix of
of.............
617
617
Miller, William
Miller,
William D.,
refund of tax
refund
tax ............................
545
Miller, William
William Farmer,
administrator of
Farmer, administrator
of Thomas
Thomas
W.,
W., deceased,
deceased,
payment
payment to ..-....- .............--...--..
624
624
Millikan,
Millikan, Samuel,
Samuel, deceased,
deceased,
payment to Walter D. Sprott, administra...........................
tor of
645
645
Mills,
Mills, Bacons,
Baccus,
payment
......-....
....-------.
..
payment to
562
Mills,
Mills, Henry,
Henry,
pension to ..........----..----.. ....
642
Wis.,
Milwaukee, Wis.,
port of entry, privilege of immediate
immediate transportation of dutiable goods to, auportation
authorized . ........-------thorized
174
.......
174
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvemept of harbor
harbor
............---........... 183,472
at -....
.183,472
National Home for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers
Soldiers at, to
with cercerto be
be supplied
supplied with
tain public
public documents .............
322
322
Milwaukee Bay,
Bay,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of,
of, for
for purpurposes of harbor
harbor of refuge
473
refuge..........
473
Mineral Lands,
Mineral
claimant
claimant for patent for, non-resident,
uon-resident, may
may
application and affidavits
make application
by
affidavits by
..............
agent _
61
61
annual
annual work required
on claim
computed
required on
claim to,
to, computed
from January
1 ----...............
January 1
61
claims for, located since May
May 10, 1872, rerequired
work
quired
computed from JanuJanuary 1
1 ......--.........
61
.......--61
provisions of chapter 227, second session
session
laws, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth_ Congress,
Congress, not to
to
affect
238
affect
..-------------.......--- .
238
Mining
Claims,
Mining Claims,
Revised Statutes, section
section 2326, relating
relating to
to
slits
snits at law affecting, amended
amended.....
505
Ministers Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary (see
Ministers
Diplomatic Offi(see Diplomatic
Officers),
cer8),
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries of
of -------------133,339
.....--- ....
133,339

Page.
Page.
Ministers
Resident,
Ministers Resident,
appropriations
for salaries
salaries of
of ...-......
------------134,339
appropriations for
134,339
Minnesota,
Minnesota,
post-routes
established in
in ....
_.. 16,
22, 39, 98, 207, 361
post-routes established
16,22,39,98,207,361
appropriation for salaries in
in office
office of
of sursurappropriation
veyor-general of................23,233,410
of
_23,233, 410
veyor-general
for contingent
contingent expenses of
of .-............
450
for
450
pre-emptors in,
by grasshoppers,
grasshoppers,
pre-emptors
in, injured
injured by
time
of, extended
11
time of,
extended .................
11
reservation in,
in, rereFort Ripley
Ripley military
military reservation
stored to
public domain
domain ............
67
to public
67
Fort Ridgely military
military reservation
in, opened
opened
reservationin,
homestead and
and timber-culture
timber-culture enento homestead
try; proviso
proviso ..................
506
try;
...
506
Mississippi Rivers,
Rivers,
Minnesota and Mississippi
appropriation for
closing slough
appropriation
for closing
slough at
at confluconfluence of; proviso
proviso_..
188
.................
188
MiTiOr, Catherine
Catherine S.,
Minor,
S.,
payment
payment to ..............................
564
564

Minors,
in Naval
Naval service,
service, enlistment
of, penalty..
penalty ....
enlistment of,
33
Section 1418 Revised
Statutes relative
relative to,
to,
Revised Statutes
amended
amended
388
...........................
388
Minors
Minors and Dependent
Dependent Relations,
Relations,
appropriations
for pensions
pensions to
to ............
--------60,350
appropriations for
60,350
Minton,
Minton, Drury,
payment
payment to ..580
...............
..
.........
580
Mints,
Mints,
appropriations for salaries,
appropriations
salaries, etc.,
etc., in 23,
27, 223, 398
23,27,223,398
for
for deficiencies
deficiencies in ....-.
240,428
.........----, 2,
240,428
for
for library
library for Director of
27
of ...............
27
parting and
and refining
refining bullion
at............
398
bullion at
398
Miscellaneous,
Miscellaneous,
appropriations, for Senate
Senate _
__ -2,23,26,212,387
_2, 23, 26, 212, 387
appropriations,
.-...for deficiencies
deficiencies in .................
_65, 150
. .65,150
House ......................
for House
2,23,
214,389
for
deficiencies
in
2,
23,
214,
389
for deficiencies in .--..............-.
65
65
for Treasury
Treasury Department
Department ......
265, 440
......... ....23,
23,265,440
for deficiencies
deficiencies in
in ..........
----------241,242,
241,242, 416,428
416,428
for
for Interior
Interior Department
Department ...........
------------23,275,452
23,275,452
for deficiencies
deficiencies in
in.....................
248
248
for Post-Office
Post-Office Department
Department ............ 278,375
278,375
for
deficiencies in
for deficiencies
in ...................
423
423
for War
War Department
Department .---..--.........- .263,404
263,404
deficiencies in
in ...................
.
for deficiencies
245, 418
245,418
for Indian service
service ........
_131,
501
..........
131,501
for District Columbia
Columbia .................
162,465
162,465
deficiency in
for deficiency
in.........-------------.
426
426
Misdemeanor,
Misdemeanor,
use of
of official
official frank of
Office to
to avoid
avoid
of Census
Census Office
payment
payment of postage;
penalty for
75
postage; penalty
for....
75
violation
violation of act for preservation
preservation of
of Potomac
fisheries,
fisheries, a-...---a .
71
-------...-......
71
Mispillion
Mispillion Creek,
Creek, Del.,
Del.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
of ......
--------185,474
improvement of
185,474
Mississippi,
Mississippi,
post-routes established in
16, 22, 99, 208, 362
in.......16,22,99,208,362
Mississippi
Mississippi Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
Indians,
appropriation
appropriation for care and support
of
129,499
support of.....129,499
Mississippi River,
River,
Mississippi
appropriations for improvement
improvement of;
of; proproviso .-........
-.........188, 191, 474
188,191,474
for payments
payments to James B.
Rads for works
works
B. Eads
at South
South Pass of; proviso...........
proviso
4
4
harbor of, at Vicksburg,
harbor
Vicksburg, Miss...........
Miss
181
181
at Memphis, Tenn
Tenn_ ....................
182
182
Natehez and Vidalia ................
at Natchez
--------..190,
478
190478
removal of obstructions
obs'ructions from
187
from...........
187
removal of bar, at Dubuque,
removal
Dubuque Iowa
188
Iowa......
188
annual
annual expenses
expenses of gauging
gauging waters
waters of..
of.. 188,
188, 478
478
reservoirs
headwaters of, to be used
reservoirs at headwaters
used in
in
construction of dam at Lake Winniconstruction
bigoshish;
bigoshish; proviso
proviso ...-..-....
193,481
tem_193,
481
completion
for completion
ve y of
of reservoir
reservoir syssysof sur
survey
tem on headwaters
..
headwaters of the ....
......
197
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Mitchell,
MIssissippi
Rimer—Continued.
Mitchell, Keley,
Holley,
Missiesippi River-Continued.
565
appropriations
for
improvement
of:
payment
to
improvement
565
for
..........................
to
payment
appropriations
Logging Company
construct and opMitchell,
T. (Hildebrand
(Hildebrand and
and Mitchell),
Company to construct
Reese T.
Mitchell, Reese
Logging
......--- 576
.
payment to
erate sheer-booms
sheer-booms on, at Straight
Straight
to ... _.......----.
payment
erate
- 282 Mitchell,
Slough;
proviso -------..-....----_
Mitchell, William,
Slough; proviso
478
payment to ...........................
617
payment
at
and above
above Alexandria,
Alexandria, Mo ...........
at and
478 Mitchell,
Mitchell, Winney,
at
Cape Girardeau,
Girardeau, Mo .................
at Cape
633
633
payment to....
._
to ... ..........................
from Des
mi_
payment
Rapids to mouth of IlliMoines Rapids
Des Moines
from
478 Mixed
478
Mixed Shoshone
Indians,
Shoshone Indians,
nois River
River .......-......-..-.......
_
nois
499
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of ........
for support,
appropriation
between
mouths of Illinois and Ohio
between mouths
478
499
478 Mobile,
Ala.,
Mobile, Ala.,
Rivers
Rivers ..................----..---immediate
port
of entry, privilege
privilege of
480
480
.
port of
at
Andalusia, Ill
Ill
. ......
........----.......at Andalusia,
transportation of dutiable goods to,
478
transportation
removing
bar in,
opposite Dubuque,
Dubuque, Iowa 478
in, opposite
removing bar
174
..-......----.
authorized
478
authorized .----...
Iowa..
sand
in, opposite
opposite Gnttenberg,
Guttenberg, Iowa..
bar in,
sand bar
appropriation
improvement of harbor
harbor
for improvement
473
473
appropriation for
snags
other obstructions
obstructions from ....-.
and other
snags and
181,470
.. .....
................
at .....
......181,
470
.............
478
at
--at Hannibal,
Hannibal, Mo .................
at
for establishment
26•2
480
establishment of lights to guide into 262
. 480
for
....................at Louisiana,
. ..
Louisiana, Mo
at
provisions
470
provisions of act establishing public marine
at
Vicksburg ..--..----------------..
at Vicksburg
505
schools extended
extended to
of
505
port of......
to the port
478
478
schools
....
above Falls
Falls of
of Saint
Saint Anthony, Minn
Mimi ....
above
478
Indians,
478 Modoc
.Modoc Indians,
from Saint
Moines Rapids ._
Des Moines
to Des
Paul to
Saint Paul
from
Indian Territory
Territory appropriation for support
Indian
Upper, for
snag-boat and
construction of
and construction
for snag-boat
Upper,
129,499
and
..... ....... .....----..... 129,
499
of......-civilization of
478
and civilization
478
-------------steamer
.
steamer--...----Moffitt,
G. C.,
C.,
Moffitt, G.
Rock Island
Rapids, completion
completion of imIsland Rapids,
Rock
647
....------. ----payment
478
payment to .....-..-...-478
provement
of .......----. .------provement of
G. P.,
479
P.,
479 Moffitt,
Moffitt, G.
etc........
at, etc
examinations and surveys
surveys at,
examinations
payment to
----------- 648
..-------------to .
payment
South Pass
Pass of
the bridge
bridge over the, at Rock
of the
South
482
Moieties,
482 Moieties,
Island, act
amended
authorizing amended....
act authorizing
Island,
appropriation
for
compensation
in
of..265, 441
lieu of.-265,441
appropriation for compensation in lieu
survey of,
of, near
near Concordia
Concordia and at Cowpen
survey
Motel Indians,
54
Indians,
Molel
54
.---.------.---..
...---Bend
....
Bend
for........21,
appropriation for
for schools,
schools, etc.,
etc., for
...... _121, 491
appropriation
Commission,
Mississippi River
River Commission,
Mississippi
Moline Water
Water Power
Company,
Company,
Power
Moline
and
act
establishing;
members
officers;
dumembers
act establishing;
authority
Secretary of
of War to make lease
of Secretary
authority of
37
37
---.----..
.----ties; appropriation
appropriation .
ties;
51
-...
to, repealed
repealed --...---------to,
examinaappropriations
for
surveys
and
examinasurveys
for
appropriations
Commission,
Monetary Commission,
271 Monetary
271
expenses...--tions
the, salaries;
salaries; expenses
by the,
tions by
appointment
of; of
secretary; compensaof secretary;
appointment of;
447
447
---..........-----------for expenses
expenses of
for
tion; expenses;
to make
report
455
make report....
expenses; to
tion;
Missouri,
Missouri,
System,
Order Sy8telit,
Money Order
post-routes
22, 99, 205, 208,361
208, 361 Money
.16,22,99,205,
established.... .16,
post-routes establMhed....
appropriation
for salaries
salaries in
in office
office of superappropriation for
additional
to homestead
homestead settlers in
rights to
additional rights
23,235,411
intendent of
of .................23, 235, 411
intendent
46
46
limits of
grants in.............
in------------land grants
of land
limits
49
for
deficiencies in ..........--------------249
for deficiencies
loan
of tents
tents to
to governor
of, for tornado
governor of,
loan of
Money Orders,
Orders,
594
Money
594
sufferers
sufferers ..--------....----------..............
convention
with Canada
concerning exCanada concerning
convention with
Missouri Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Missouri
750
change of
of ..........--------------750
change
Sixand
pay
of bounties
bounties to
Fifteenth
the Fifteenth
to the
pay of
Monitors,
Monitors,
283
283
teenth,
authorized----......--------teenth, authorized
completion
board of
of inquiry
to report
report upon completion
inquiry to
board
Missouri Indians,
Indians,
Missouri
304
of double-turreted,
double-turreted, authorized......
authorized
304
of
appropriation
for
installments,
etc.,
to
..
_
.122,
492
122,
....
to
etc.,
appropriation for installments,
Monongahekt River, W. Va.,
Va., •
Monongahela
reserof
Kansas
and
Nebraska,
lands
of
sale
Kansas and Nebraska,
191,471
appropriation
of .....
471
....... ..191,
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation for
380
380
vation
authorized-------------of, authorized
vation of,
6
Monroe,
Crawford,
Monroe, Crawford,
Missouri
Missouri River,
-------- 562
..---.
payment
to .....
-- ---------payment to
473
188,
--.
appropriation
for
improvement
of
the...
A88,
the
of
improvement
appropriation for
Monroe, Mich.,
Mich.,
9--4--7--------at Lexington
192 Monroe,
Lexington ---.-- ---appropria
tion for
for improvement
improvement of
at
at. 183, 44111
harbor at.183,
of harbor
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.......
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.......to ......................
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to ..............
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.............-----.....--..-to .
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......................
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.
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John, and F.
Price,John,
Price, deceased,
of Alexander Price,
...........................
payment to ...
633
Price,
John W.,
Price, John
560
.. ......................
payment to
to .......
payment
Price, Levi,
Price,
refund
tax .....------------..------------- 649
of tax
refund of
Price, William C.,
C.,
Price,
......................
payment to .
.......
559
payment
Prince, Isham,
Isham,
Prince,
559
of....
payment
to James
administrator of....
James H., administrator
payment to
Printing, see Public
Printing,
Public Printing,
Printing,
Printing Bureau,
Bureau,
Printing
stock
portraits and
vignettes from
from engraved
engraved stock
and vignettes
portraits
of
Secretary of
of,
may be furnished by Secretary
of, may
.. ....................
Treasury
59
Treasury .....
23,219,394
appropriations
etc ,in ....
...23,
'219,394
salaries, etc.,
appropriations for salaries,
for expenses
expenses of .
.
261,438
........................-----for
....-------- 436
for
building for ....-....-------------for building
Printing
Printing Office,
teleappropriation
for rent
rent and repair
repair of teleappropriation for
phones
Capitol and
and the
connecting Capitol
phones connecting
Departments
268,270,444
with .......... 268,270,444
Departments withfor fire-proof
Government,
extension of Government,
fire-proof extension
for
etc
436
..
.............................. ...
etc
A.,
Prior,Roger
Prior,
Boger A.,
537
political
removed _............--.
disabilities removed
political disabilities
Prisoners,
Prisoners,
appropriation
43,454
support of ..............
appropriation for support
140, 345
countries..140,345
for bringing
bringing home
from foreign countries
homefromfoireign
for
347,454
111,
of
for subsistence
subsistence of
111,347,454
............
war, for
of war,
-....----deficiencies
for ......--------------423
deficiencies for.
Prison,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Fort Leavenworth,
Military, Fort
Prison, Military,
appropriation for
for support
support of .............269,446
appropriation
for rent
rent of,
of, abroad
abroad ..................... 140,345
for
Claims,
Private Claims,
Private
appropriation
alphabetical
preparing alphabetical
for preparing
appropriation for
456
.---.-----------.----list of
certain
of certain
list
Private
Lands,
Private Lands,
... _ 421
deficiency
appropriation for survey of ...
deficiency appropriation
Prize Money,
Money,
Prize
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, for coloredsolcolored soldeficiency
418
sailors ...............--.. --418
diers and sailors
Proceedings,
.Proceedings,
212,337
-23,
Senate .23,212,337
appropriation for
for reporting,
reporting, of Senate
appropriation
of
House .---------..-..-------23,214,389
23, 214,389
of House
Preston,
Frock, Preston,
Frock,
----- 619
payment to
to
.----------.-----....--payment
Proclamations,
Proclamations,
by the
President,convening
convening the Senate
SOO
Senate.... _ 800
the President,
by
prohibiting settlements
settlements in the Indian Terprohibiting
.--. 797,798
ritory
.-----------.-ritory
appointing
Thanksgiving day for 1879 -.... _ 798
798
appointing Thanksgiving
799
----- _. ----......
......--....................---for 1880
imdeclaring
tonnage and
discriminating tonnage
declaring discriminating
imported
port duties
on merchandise
merchandise imported
duties on
port
800
.....
in
Chinese
vessels
discontinued
800.
discontinued
in Chinese vessels
Proctor, Samuel J.,
J.,
Proctor,
645
.. --------..
to.--......--------. ...------.--naet
payment to.-..
645

X ™-- - _-----

875
875

PntPage.
Proctor, Sterling,
payment to
executor of ......................
565
payment
to executor
565
Professorships,
Professorships,
34
certain, at Military Acadamny.
changes
changes in certain,
Aeadamy .
34
Professors
Professors of Mathematics,
Mathematics,
conditions of appointment
appointment of,
of, in
Navy
317
in Navy....
317
Military Academy,
Academy, appropriation
appropriation for pay
Military
....... 151,318
......
...
of ....
Promotions,
Promotions,
in Engineer
Engineer Corps of Army
45
Army ...............
45
Proof-reading,
Proof-reading,
appropriation
for,
etc.,
State
Departfor
appropriation for, etc.,
ment
ment ..........................
23,216,391
Propst; Henry,
Propst,
payment to ...
...........
..............
581
Protection
Seamen,
ris1
Protection of
of American
American Seamen,
appropriation for.
140,345
140,
345
for ........................
appropriation
deficiencies
........
253
deficiencies in ..................
Front,
253
Prout, William
William T.,
T.,
payment
681
581
..-..
............
to .... ..............
payment to
Providence
B. I.,
River, Narragansett
NarragansettBay, R.
Providence River,
appropriation for improvement
of
473
.... 184, 473
improvement ofappropriation
Providence, R.
Providence,
1t. I.,
I.,
port
of
privilege
of
immediate
transimmediate
entry,
privilege
port of
portation of duitiable gouds
gonds to, ;1uauportation
174
.. ..........
thorized .. .......
174
......
Provincetown
Provincetown,'Mass.,
appropriation
improvement of harbor
harbor
appropriation for improvement
at
180, 469
.
..------------.-----...... 180,469
at--------N. J.,
J.,
Hook, .N.
Proving-ground, Sandy Hook,
Proving-grounn,
34
appropriations
34
-------------for ......................
appropriations for.
Provisionsand Clothing,
Provisions
Clothing, Navy,
appropriations for salaries,
salaries, etc., in
in Bureau
appropriations
of
23 230,406
.------23,230,406
--...-..--.-of-----------.. ......
432
deficiencies in ....................----..
for
for deficiencies
335
for department
of....
86,335
.................. 86,
for
department of
Pry, Samuel,
Samuel,
payment to
to .......
681
581
.....................
payment
Pryor,
Jonathan,
Pryor, Jonathan,
. ..-..-----------.--.----------payment to
617
.
......
to .
payment
Public Binding,
Public
455
appropriation
23,49,278,455
-23,49,278,
--........-for ...-.....-..
appropriation for
for
in ...
242,427
427
.... 242,
...... ....
.
deficiency in
for deficiency
Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
reappropriation
for
Capitol,
reextension,
Capitol,
appropriation for
272, 449
pairs,
preservation of . _ ........
....272,449
and preservation
pairs, and
Committee of ConLibrary, Joint Select
Select Cominittee
Library,
gress
examine and provide better
to examine
gress to
----................
ventilation of .
_..........
......
165
.---..
ventilation
--...... 268,444
......
268,444
Navy .............
State, War, and Navy...
..259,435,436,441
under
Treasury Department
Department .
259,435,436,441
under Treasury
-241,416,417
for
deficiencies for .--------...--- .241,416,417
for deficiencies
------..--- 265,441
fuel, etc. ........ ...............--for fuel,
265,441
........--for
furniture and repairs of
.265,441
for furniture
...-265, 441
for custodians,
custodians, etc.,
etc., of
of. ......
.- ......------.-_.........265,441
for
272, 449
under
.... 272,449
Department .-----------.............
Interior Department
under Interior
260, 436
for repairs
repairs and preservation
prese2vation of
of .---.-.. .260,436
for
.416,417
for
deficiencies in .
.416,417
..-----------....
for deficiencies
448
for site
site for,
tor, for
-.--. Pension Bureau ----------448
fir Pension
for
260,436
Treasury,
annual repairs, etc., of ...
for annual
Treasury, for
4:36
and preservation
Alaska,
for repairs
preservation of:--..
436
repairs and
Alaska, for
Grounds,
Public Buildings
Buildiung and Grounds,
Public
appropriations for
for ..----...........-------..--.-......
_ _ _229,404,444
229,404,444
appropriations
Public Documents,
Publio
Documeonts,
231,407
..........
appropriations
for
packing,
etc
.231,407
packing,
appropriations
certain, to
Homes for disfurnished to Homes
to be furnished
certain,
322
abled
volunteer soldiers
soldiers.-..--.--------322
abled volunteer
to
Public
furnished, on application, by Public
to be furnished,
adPrinter at
cost and
ce.n
.t. ..adand ten per cent.
at cost
Printer
306
-------.
..-----.... ---- ------.
ditional
Public Lands,
Public
from
appropriations for collecting
collecting revenues
revenues
appropriations
.
'273,450
273,450
--..
...-------sales of.-- ---------..
for
surveys
of
273,451
for surveys of--------------------- '273,451
254, 421, 428
for
deficiencies in ---------- 247,
247,254,421,428
for deficiencies
for
settlement of State claims for swamp
for settlement
lands
........
......
41
lands ........--..-----...................
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Public Lands-Continued.
Lands—C ontinned.
I Public
Public
Public Lands—Continued.
Lands-Continued.
per
to be sold at
at not less than $2.50
$2.50 per
in the
the military
military reservations
Aberin
reservations of
of Forts
Forts Aberacre .
. ....
326
326
.................
crombie
ward, and Ransom, in Daacre
crombie, SS ward,
proceeds of sale of lands invested
invested in
in bonds
bonds'
kota, subject
subject to entry and sale ....
172
proceedsofsaleoflands
of United
United States,
and to
to constitute
constitute a
rights
preserved_ _ _
172
of
States, and
a
right s of settlers preserved............
university fund ....................
326
in Fort Ripley military
military reservation,
reservation, subject
subject
19,48
homestead entry
relief of settlers on, injured by grasshoppers
grasshoppers 19,48
to pre-emption
pre-emption and homestead
it- Minnesota;
pre-emptors on,
$1.25 per
ir
Minnesota; time
time of pre-emptors
on, exexas minimum
minimum lands, at
at $1.25
per
tended
in ease
of grasshopper
11
ravages.
tended in
case of
grasshopper ravages.
acre ..........................
69
acre
in Dakota, additional
in
Missouri
and Arkansas,
additional
rights
additional land district estabin Missouri
to homesteaders
and
Arkansas,
i
nadditional
limits ofrights
land60
to homesteaders in limits of landlished at Grand Forks ............
grants, etc.......................
etc.
46
in Montana
Yellowstone,
46
Montana land district of the Yellowstone,
'established
_.
81 Public
...
established in ....
....
Public Lands Commission,
Commission,
81
settlement on,
on, on relinquishment
settlement
relinqnishment of
of claims
claims
appropriation for
for printing
printing for
for ............
300
300
appropriation
to pre-emption and homestead
homestead entries
entries
for deficiency
deficiency in .......................
427
being filed
tiled .
140
....
................
140
Public
Marine Schools,
Public Marine
allowed
settlers in certain contested
contcsted cases allowed
establishing, extended
to
provisions of act establishing,
extended to
1141
41
thirty days from notice
notice to enter
enter.....
ports ofports
of—
actual settlers' rights
back to
to
actual
rights to, related
related back
Baton Rouge, La ....................
505
505
date of settlements
141
settlements. -----------141
Charleston, S. C
Charleston,
C .....................
505
the northern land district
established
in
district established
Galveston,
505
Galveston, Tex
Tex ........................
505
Kansas .. ....... ...............
141
• ..... -- - 141
.......................
Mobile, Ala
505
claims of insane persons for title to, how
in Narragansett
Narragansett Bay, R. I
505
I ..............
perfected ........
166
perfected
......
....
1
06 New Orleans,
Orleans, La
La....------------....--505
patent
patent for, to
to be issued
issued to Baker
Baker County,
County,
Savannah,
Ga ------------.. -.. -..... ...
Savannah, Gai
505
Oregon, for block 14, in Baker
Oregon,
Baker
505
Wilmington, N. C.
C...................
505
City ...........................
169
City
169 Public
Public Moneys,
affidavit of settlers on, etc., how made ....
169
appropriation
expenses of transfer
transfer
1(i9
appropriation for expenses
Harker military
Fort Harker
military reservation,
reservation, Kansas,
Kansas,
of -....--..---...-- ..............-.... -23,
23, 223, 39offered lor
for sale
sale
to be appraised and
and offered
Public
Printer,
PublicPrinter,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
or' the Interior; proappropriation
office
198
appropriation for salaries, etc.,
etc., in office
viso .
198
..
.
.
....................
...........
.. ..--.. .23,215,
of ......
23, 215, 390
Reservation in Colorado, not allotted
allotted in
in
Ute Reservation
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of..-......... 215,390
severalty, to be
be disposed
disposed of as
as are
are
to
to furnish
furnish for sale copies of
of bills, reports,
reports,
other ...
203
....
.-..-- -----...
-.
203
etc.,
Congress at cost, with 10 per
etc., of Congress
per
proceeds of sale of,
proceeds
of, to be held in trust for
for
cent .............................
306
Ute
Indians
203
Ute Indians....-..........
.....
203
to send
send. Daily Congressional
Congressional Record to
to
State
in Kansas, titles to certain, selected
selbcted by State
American
American legations abroad .........
345
345
of Kansas, in lien of sections _16
16 and
and
to furnish certain public elf
curuents to
documents
to
36, confirmed
310
confirmed .........
.........
310
Homes for disabled volunteer
volunteer solfees,
commissions paid
paid
fees, purchase
purchase money,
money, and
and commissions
diers -..
--....----...--.........
323
on void entries on the, to
funded
to be rr funded
to print
print and
stereotype reports,
of
etc., of
reports, etc.,
and stereotype
to
to settlers
settlers
287
......
United States Commissioner
Commissioner of Fish
Nevada in lien
granted to Nevada
lieu of sections 16
16 and
and
and Fisheries
......
517
517
...-........
Fisheries ........
and
36; proviso ..................
288 2,88
Public
Public Printing
Printing and Binding,
Reservation, estabtitles to, in
in Hot
Hot Springs Reservation,
estabappropriations
for _
455
278, 279,
70,278,279,455
............ -- 70,
lished .......................
289
appropriations for
for deficiencies
427
deficiencies in ..................
.--114,
114,427
certificates issued
Commissioners of
Hot
certificates
issued by
by CommiEsioners
of Hot
of final reports of United States Centennial
Springs Reservation
received
Springs
Reservation may
may be received
Commission ......................
50
Commission
50
purchase money
money for,
in
in payment of
of purchase
for, in
of maps,
drawings, etc.,
etc ,of
Professor FonFonof Professor
maps, drawings,
of
certain cases
289
certain
eases ...
taine .----......
50
---......
..
....
50
Springs Reservation
Reservation designated
designated as
as
in Hot Springs
Public
Schools, D.
D. C.,
C.,
289
aa public reservation
Public Schools,
reservation...............
appropriation for
for ....................
..... ._ ........
159,
464
appropriation
159,464
grant of,
of, in Dakota for insane asylum
a.syluni and
for
.
.....
_
. 426
426
. ..
schools .. .
.
290
for .....................
for deficiences
deficiences for
290
for
purchase of
erection of
of buildfor purchase
of sites and erection
buildpayment of price for, to
entry and payment
to estop
estop
ings
for .........................
.
160,465
suit for trespass ..
237
. ........
160,465
ings for
237
Puckett,
A.,
Puckett, Lucien
Lucien A.,
bona fide settlers on,
on, protected
bonafide
protected from
from snit
suit for
for
payment
633
trespass
on ;proviso -----------238
trespasson;
633
....
..
to ..... .........................
payment to
238
Pueblo,
Pueblo, Colo.,
price of alternate
of, reduced
reduced to
alternate sections
sections of,
to
terms
terms of
of United
United States
States circuit
circuit and district
district
8E25
acre in
$1.25 per
per acre
in certain
certain cases,
cases, mineral
mineral
courts
76
lands excepted
excepted ...................
238
76
to be
be held
held at
at ................ ..
courts to
238
Puget's Sound,
Puget's
Sound,
Fort Crook military reservation,
Cal ,
reservation, Cal.,
appropriation
fog-signal
West Point
Point_ _ 263
opened to entry as ...
.325
opened
al at
at West
263
325
appropriation for
for fog-sign
Pulis,
Pulis, John
John ,L,
,.,
resei vation, Kans.,
Kans.,
Fort Dodge
Dodge military reseivatiou,
payment
619
opened up to actual settlers
settlers as --...
311
opened
619
311
payment to
to ............................
Pultneyville, N.
Pultneyville,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Fort Reading
Reading military re ervation, Cal.,
appropriation for
of harbor
restored to the
325
restored
.-----harbor
improvement of
......
for improvement
appropriation
325
at .......................
.
_181,
470
........
181,470
Fort Ridgely
Ridgely military reservation,
reservation, Minn
Minn.,,
Pumphrey,
PuLmphrey,
Milo,
opened to homestead settlement
opened
settlement and
and
payment
to
-----------------------624
timber-culture entry
506
timber-culture
entry as;
as; proviso
proviso _.
624
......
.................
506
payment to ...
Purcell, 0.
B.,
Purcell,
O. R.,
set apart in Territories of
Montana,
of Dakota, Moitana,
payment
payment
to
581
...........
...
...........
581
Arizona, Idaho, and Wyoming,
Wyoming, for
for
university purposes_
326
purposes
............
of' Indian
Supplies,
326 Purchase
P'urehaoseof
Indian Supplies,
to be withdrawn
withdrawn from sale and located
located
may be made in open
open market, when ...... 132,
132,502
502
under direction
direction of
Secretary Interior,
of Secretary
Pardon,
Jemima,
Purdu'ln, Jetimla,
approval...........
with President's
President's approval
326
326
payment to ...............
..............
621
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Purman, J. 1.,
J.,
Purman,
pension
pension to .........................
Purser, J.,
J.,
Purser,
payment
....................
to .......
payment to
deceased, ..
Pursley, James
James X,
M., sr.,
Sr., deceased,
Pursley,
payment
A., executor of .......
L. A.,
to R.
R. L.
payment to

Page.
Page
601
648

562

Q.

Quantrell,
Quantrell, Thomas C.,
payment
- 251
payment to .............................
Quapaw
Indians,
Quapaw Indians,
appropriation
for
education,
etc.,
of
124,494
appropriation for education, etc., of ....-124,494
Quarantine,
Quarantine,
temporary,
when
may
established
.....
47
be
established
temporary, when
disposal of commissionvessels or hulks at disposal
commission__ _
50
of..........--..................----ers of
violation of,
of; by vessels from ports where
violation
5
contagious disease exists ...........
5
National
Health to enforce State
of Health
Board of
National Board
5
...
and
when may
may make
make .._
5
municipal; when
and municipal;
stations, local,
proviso_266, 442
for; proviso.266,442
appropriation for;
local, appropriation
stations,
Quarteiman,
Jacob,
Quarterman,Jacob,
562
payment
.................
payment to ..--.........
Quartermaster-General, .
-Army,
Quartermaster-General,
appropriation for salaries, etc.,
etc., in office
office
appropriation
of
23, 227, 402
--------..------...-----.--- 23,227,402
of _
settlement
procedure for examination
examination and settlement
procedure
586
of
claims
under
act
of
July
4,
1864
586
July 4, 1864 ....
of claims under
Quartermaster's Department,
Army,
Department, Army,
Quartermaster's
112,
, 112, 347
appropriations
for ..............
32, 111,
32,
appropriations for
419,431
deficiencies
.
419,
431
in ......................
deficiencies in
Quarters, Army,
Army,
Quarters,
112,348
appropriation
33,112,348
for hire, etc., of ........ 33,
appropriation for
James C.,
Queen, James
payment to
633
to ..............................
payment
Quil-leh,-ute Indians,
Indians,
Quil-leh-ute
appropriations
etc., of ....... 129,500
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriations for
Qui-nai-elt Indians,
Indians,
Qui-nai-elt
appropriation
... 129,500
etc., of ...
subsistence, etc.,
for subsistence,
appropriation for
Quimby,
R.,
Qaimnby, John B.,
582
..
payment
..-------------...
to .....---.
payment to
Quincy,
Ill. ,
Quincy, Ill.,
port
of
entry,
privilege
of
immediate
transport of entry, privilege of immediate
portation of dutiable
dutiable goods to, auportation
thorized
174
thorized .............--------------Quincy
Ill.;
Quincy Bay, Ill.;
appropriation for
of
478
improvement of........
for improvement
appropriation
Railroad
Southeastern Railroad
Quincy,
Payson and Southeastern
Quincy, Payson
Company,
Company,
may construct
construct bridge across
across Wabash
Wabash River,
may
near
Moroni, Ind.;
Ind.; terms and condinear Merom,
tions
----------. 42
tions .....----------Quinine
Quinine,
48
irom customs
customs duty ...-------------. 48
free from
R
R. .
Bachael,
Raehael, Louis B.,
payment to
to ....-........ ..
564
.
..------.
payment
Racine,
Racine, Wis.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
harbor
harbor
appropriation for improvement
at .....--.--..-----..
472
183,472
------. .183,
at
Radcliff,
Mace, widow
widow of J. G., deceased,
deceased,
Radcliff, Mace,
payment to
to ..--.... ------------------- 621
payment
H.,
Ragsdale,
James H.,
Ragsdale, James
582
payment
-- ---to -..........--.-----payment to
Rahwuy River,
J.,
N. J.,
River, N.
Rahwauy
appropriation
_ ____ 184,473
184, 473
of ........
improvement of_
for improvement
appropriation for
Railroad
Accounts,
Railroad Accounts,
appropriation
office of
of
salaries, etc., in office
for salaries,
appropriation for
Auditor
of ....-.-...-------.'29,
233, 409
29,233,409
Auditor of
Railroad Bridges,
Railroad
across
Wabash River,
near Merom, Ind.,
Ind., reRiver, nearMerom,
across Wabash
42
strictions .--.....---- --------------strictions
Detroit
River, investigations
investigations as to practipraetiDetroit River,
51
cability of---..-....-------------.
of
cability
Lake
Wis
_......
.
168
....------Croix, Wis.--..-Saint Croix,
Lake Saint
Saint Mary's
Mary's River,
..
- 313
Ga ......-....----River, Ga
Saint
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Railroad
Railroad Companies,
Comlpanies,
when may
may send
send telegrams
telegrams for public, etc ..31
when
.
31
Superintendent Census
to render
render reports
reports to Superintendent
for fiscal year ending
ending nearest
nearest to June
June
75
1, 1880
1880...........................
etc.; penpostal railway
railway cars,
cars,etc.;
..
376
provide postal
to provide
alty
376
alty......
................................
Railroad
RailroadLands,
315
restored, right of
of settlers on, to purchase..
purchase..
restored,
Railroads,
Railroads,
Atchison, Topeka and Saute
F, may purSante F6,
Atchison,
chase certain
certain lands in Fort Dodge
Dodge
311
military reservation,
Kansas
.-----.
reservation,
of
right
granted
Memphis
and
Nicksburg,
granted
right
of
and
Nicksburg,
Memphis
way
lauds near
near
cemetery lauds
through cemetery
way through
314
Vicksburg, Miss
Miss ...................
..
Vicksburg,
Springfield
and New London, granted right
right
Springfield and
of way across Water
Water Shops
Shops Pond,
61
Mas
.............
.......
....
Mas
Western, of Minnesota,
right ofway through
Minnesota, rightofway
Western,
rereservation re'
Fort
Ripley military reservation
Fort Ripley
served
69
served ....- ...... ..... ..........
Wyoming, Montana,
granted
Montana, and Pacific, granted
Wyoming,
right of
through Fort Russell
of way through
right
and
reservamilitary reservaLaramie military
Fort Laramie
and Fort
141
tion
_..
141
--..------.................
..--....
tion
land grants,
payment to, for Army
Army transgrants, payment
land
348
portation
348
portation ..........................
.......
in....
appropriation
deficiencies in
.
419
appropriation for deficiencies
in
Arkansas, additional
additional rights
and Arkansas,
in Missouri
Missouri and
46
to
homesteaders in limits of.........
of....
46
to homesteaders
Railway
Railwray Mail Service,
Superintendent of;
allowed actual official
official
of, allowed
Superintendent
traveling
expenses
177, 178, 374
.......... 177,178,
traveling expenses
failure by
by railroad
railroad companies
companies to furnish
failure
cars
for;
penalty
_
375
178,375
......-- _178,
cars for; penalty ..--...-'249
appropriations for
deficiencies in .........
249
for deficiencies
appropriations
Railway
Transportation,
Railway Mail Transportation,
appropriation for
for .--------..........
----- 178,375
appropriation
Postal-Car Service,
Railway Postal-Car
appropriation
.
375
------- 178, 375
for .... _ .--------appropriation for
Railway Post-Office Clerks,
..... 178, 376
......
appropriation
376
for pay of
appropriation for
423.
for deficiencies
deficiencies in
.
423,
.........--.--.
in .....-for
F.,
Rainey, C. P.,
...-- ......--- ---.--------payment
55
payment to
Rainier,
Rainier, George,
payment to
582
.--.......-------------------payment
Isaac T.,
Ralston, Isaac
619
payment
619
payment to ......--...-------------Barney, J.
J. M.,
M.,
Ranmy,
622
.----.------payment
....
to
...----..--payment
Ramsey,
W,
Ramsey, G. W.,
648
payment
payment to .............----..-..----------Ramsey,
John L.,
Ramsey, John
582
payment to
...-- -.....----..--..-------payment
Ramsey,
John L.,
Isaac J. White,
of Isaac
executor of
L., executor
Ramsey, John
deceased,
deceased,
payment to
to ........
.--625
.......---------payment
Ramsey, John
L.,
John L.,
Ramsey,
634
----paym,nt
at to
to ..........- ... ..........
paym'
Ramsey,
Olive,
Mrs. Olive,
Ramsey, Mrs.
582
payment to
to ............------.--------payment
Ramsey, Samuel,
Ransey,
648
payment to
648
---.....--...to .--------payment
Ramsey, William, jr.,
jr.,
Ramsey,
634
- 634
.--------------payment to .......-.

payment
Rancocas River, N.
N. J.,
J.,
Rancocas
appropriation for
of....
........ _ 480
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation
Allen D.,
D.,
Randall, Allen
55<2
.----.
homestead
entry of land confirmed
confirmed -------552
homestead entry
T.,,
Randle, William T
Randle,
634
--.--------..-----payment
payment to ...-....
M.,
Randolph, William M.,
570
payment
to .......--------------- -----payment to
_Raney, Ira
Ira M.,
M.,
619
Raney,
619
-------------..---- payment
payment to .......--
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Rankin, Adam,
Adam, deceased,
deceased,
payment
to
Sophia
H.
Rankin,
as
guardian
payment to Sophia H. Rankin, as guardian
children of................
of
for minor children
582
Rankin,
Daniel H.,
Rankin, Daniel
H.,
634
payment to
payment
to .............................
634
Rankin, James,
James,
payment to ...................
568
payment
..
.........
568
Rankin, James
James A.,
A.,
payment to ............................
617
payment
617
Rannals,
John,
Bannals, John,
payment to
563
payment
.........................
..
563
Ransom,
Ransom, J.
J. R. T.,
payment to ...........................
634
payment
634
Rape,
Rape,
provision for extradition
extradition of persons charged
charged
provision
with the crime of, with the Netherlands ........
770
......--.......---..
770
Rappahannock
•
Rappahannock River,
River, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of_
_
_185, 475
of........185,475
Raritan
N. J.,
J.,
Raritan Bay, N.
appropriation
for
improvement
of
--------- 480
appropriation for improvement of .........
480
Raritan
River N.
N. J.,
J.,
Raritan River,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of_
___
_
_185,
469
appropriation
of....... 185,469
Reiner,
Basser, David,
David, deceased,
deceased,
payment to
administrator of..............
of
580
to administrator
580
Rates of Duties,
Duties,
appropriation
of Heyl's
Heyl's ......
56
appropriation for
for purchase
purchase of
56
Rating Stamps,
appropriation
appropriation for,
for, for postal
postal service
service..- 177,375
177, 375
Rations, Navy,
Navy,
Rations,
desiccated tomatoes authorized
lieu of
of
desiccated
authorized in
in lieu
desiccated
potatoes....-.........
desiccated potatoes
86
Ray, Malinda
Malinda J. (late Hunt),
Hunt),
payment to ...........................
582
582
Read,
Read, Dildeny,
Dildeny,
payment to
559
payment
to _ ..........................
559
Read,
Read, William
William B., executor
eecutor of
of John
John Walters,
Walters,
payment
to
618
payment to ............................
618
Reader,
Reader, William,
payment to ............................
payment
648
648
Reavis,
Elijah TV.,
Beavis, Elijah
W.,
payment to .........................
payment
582
582
Rebates,
Rebates,
to importers for
defifor excess
excess of
of deposits,
deposits, deficiency appropriation
proviso
_ 242
appropriation for;
for; proviso...
242
Rebecca
Rebecca D.,
D.,
schooner, changed
name of the schooner,
changed to William
William
H. Barnes.....................
Barnes
142
142
Rebel Archives,
appropriation for examining
examining records
appropriation
records of,
of,
captured property
23, 266,
402
captured
property ...........
23,
266,402
for examining
copying ............______..
examining and coPying
226
226
Reber, Rachel J.,
Reber,
J, widow
Effinger L.
twidow of Einger
L. Reber,
pension to self and minor children ........
546
pension
546
Receivers
Receivers of Public
Public Moneys,
Moneys,
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for settlement
settlement of
of
accounts
accounts of all, for expenses incurred
incurred
in timber depredations
_____
_ 246
246
depredations ............
for commissions and expenses of
_____ _273, 428
of........273,428
deficiency, for salaries
salaries and
commissions
deficiency,
and commissions
of ...... ..........
...........
. 248,421
248, 421
appointment of a, authorized
authorized for the
the YakiWashington TerriTerrima land district, Washington
tory ...
286
--..
.............-......
2..
286
authorized to be appointed
authorized
appointed for northern
Kansas ...........
_
141
land district of Kansas
141
authorized
authorized to be appointed
appointed for Grand Forks
land district, Dakota, to reside
reside at
at
Grand Forks ......................
60
60
authorized
appointed for
for Yellowstone
Yellowstone
authorized to be appointed
land district at Miles City, Mont .._
81
.... 81
appointment
appointment of, authorized for the
souththe southwestern land
land district
district of
of Kansas;
Kansas; powpowers, duties, penalties
penalties . ...............
508
508
appropriation
of
273,450
appropriation for salaries, etc.,
etc., of........273,450
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for salaries
salaries and
and
commissions
commissions of ....................
.
421
421
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&coinage,
Recoinage,
appropriation
23
appropriation for
for .......................
23
of Rebellion,
Records of
appropriation
for examining,
examining, etc
226, 26(;
266
appropriation for
etc...... 2'3,
23, '22,
preparing and
and publishing
publishing official
official ....
.....269,
445
for preparing
269, 4415
Recruiting, Army,
Army,
Recruiting,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of;
of ;limit
limit of.30,110,
of .30, 110, 346
appropriation for
34(;
90,338
for Maxine
Marine Corps ....................
.90,
338
430
for deficiencies
deficiencies in .......................
430
Rectifying
Rectifying Houses,
Houses,
alcoholic
vapor
vinegar
factories
near,
law
alcoholic vapor vinegar factories near, law
as to
to location
certain, modified...
modified
20
as
location of
of certain,
20
.Redd,
Charles A.,
Redd, Charles
A.,
payment to ............................
617
payment
617
Redemption
Redemption Agency,
Agency,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries of
of cmployes
(mploy6s in,
appropriation for
currency-23, 219, 394
for redeeming
redeeming national currency.23,
Redemption Fund,
issue of legal-tender
legal-tender reserve
reserve held as
as fracfractional currency
tional
currency ----..-----..-..---- 30
30
Redemption of United States Notes,
Notes,
appropriation
and mutilated
......
398
appropriation for,
for, worn
worn and
mutilated ....
398
Red
Lake,
Red Lake,
Chippewa
appropriation ffrr supChippewa Indians,
Indians, appropriation
port, etc.,
499
port,
etc., of
of .-----.--.-.. ......... .128,
1-28,499
Red
Red River, La.,
La.,
appropriation for
for removing
removing obstructions
obstructions
appropriation
from
from ...................
186, 476
.....-... .186,
476
for establishing
establishing lights at mouth
inouth of
of .......
253
253
Tenn.,
Red River, Tenn.,
appropriation for
improvement of,
of, from
from its
its
appropriation
for improvement
mouth to Port Royal
Royal __...........
_ .....
477
..
477
Red River,
River, Minn.
Minn.,'
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
479
improvement of_
of........._ 479
Red River of
Bed
of the
the North,
North, Dak.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.
....189,
479
appropriation for
of _
.......
189,479
Bedman,
Redman, Valentine, deceased,
deceased,
payment to Jane
payment
administratrix of
634
Jane, administratrix
of........
634
Redmond, Young
Young W.,
payment to .............................
633
633
Reds% William,
Redus,
William,
payment to,
652
to, in
in full
full ..............
.......
652
Reed, Catharine,
Catharine,
payment
634
payment to ..........................
634
executor,
Reed, James,
James, executor,
payment
582
payment to .-....--....
...........
582
N.,
Reed, John NA.,
payment to
548
to ............................
548
Reeve, James H.,
H.,
Reeve,
increase of
649
increase
of pension
pension ...................
649
Refining Bullion,
Bullion,
expenses of, to be
be paid
paid from
from charges
for
398
charges for...
398
Reform School, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
amended459
41, 156,
156, 459
appropriation for, amended...........41,
for deficiency
deficiency for
for......... .........
426
426
Board
Board of Commissioners
Commissioners of District of CoColumbia, to select
one of their number
lumbia,
select one
number
be trustee
of the
156
to be
trustee of
the ...............
156
trustees of, authorized
authorized to purchase
purchase real
trustees
real estate for
for use of.....................
of
156
tate
156
appropriation
to
appropriation for, one-half to be
be charged
charged to
of Columbia
Columbia ........
303
the District
District of
. 303
Refrigerating Ship,
Refrigerating
Ship,
appropriation for
appropriation
for construction,
of
1
construction, etc.,
etc., of....
1
Refunding Taxes,
in District of Columbia,
Columbia, on
on church
church propproperty
23
..............................
23
appropriation
illegally collected,
collected, deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for
428
for .........................
. 428
Refunding Duties,
Duties,
appropriation for
418
appropriation
for ......................
..
418
RefJud of Moneys,
Refund
erroneously covered
erroneously
covered into Treasury,
Treasury, appropriation
. 429
429
priation for
for ......................
to the States, expenses
expenses of
of volunteers,
volunteers, apappropriation for
the ..................
......
117
propriation
for the
117
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RentRent
of
Buildings-Continued.
of Buildings—Continued.
Institution,
Regents Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Regents
appropriations for, forfor —
of
appropriations
authorized
to contract
contract for bronze statue of
authorized to
of
money-order office,
office, etc., of Auditor of
154
money-order
Prof.
Joseph Henry
.
Henry--------.-------.
Prof. Joseph
375
Treasury;
375
Treasury; proviso _ ............--......
Register,
Biennial,
Register, Biennial,
National
46
Board of Health ............---..
National Board
407
appropriation
compiling thethe.
of compiling
expenses of
for expenses
appropriation for
228,404
Paymaster
.228,
404
.......----..........
General
Paymaster General
Register
Treasury,
the Treasury,
of the
Register of
pension
.... 60,350
60, 350
....----------- .- ...................----agents
pension agents
of. .23,219,394
appropriation for
for salaries
23, 219,394
salaries in office of
appropriation
Pension
Office .
68,231,407
...... .68,231,407
Pension Office...............
D. C.,
Register
of Wills, D.
Register of
....-.......... 178,235
Post-Office
178,235
Department
Post-Office Department
for
appropriation
for purchase
purchase of books for
appropriation for
162
preservation
meas.
preservation of standard weights and measoffice
162
of ............................
office of
65,441
.
..
UreS.
..
265,441
.............
..........
ures
Registered-Package
Envelopes,
Registered-PackageEnvelopes,
140, 345
prisons
345
convicts abroad ....._140,
American convicts
for American
prisons for
179,376
appropriation
service ....
179, 376
postal service
for postal
for, for
appropriation for,
338
Quartermaster's Department
Department ......
...........
Quartermaster's
Registers
of Land
Offices,
Land Offices,
Registers of
.228, 404
office of
Qnarternlaster General
General
'228,
404
of Quartermaster
office
at
reside at
Grand
Forks district,
to reside
Dakota, to
district, Dakota,
Grand Forks
...------.. 220, 395
under
Treasury Department
395
Department ._.
60
under Treasury
60
Grand
_.
.......------------------Forks
Grand Forks
Bentfro,
W,
James W.,
Rentfro, James
Yakima
land district,
Washington Terridistrict, Washington
Yakima land
34
---payment to
..............................
to ------------------------------634
payment
tory
tory .---.....-------- -------------- 283
Repairs
Fortifications,
of Fortifications,
Repairs of
Yellowstone land
at Miles
Miles City,
district, at
land district,
Yellowstone
109,468
appropriations for .............-...
.109,
468
appropriations
-Mont
.
81
Mont --------------------------.
Harbors,
Repairs of Harbors,
141 Repairs
northern land
district of Kansas
_
141
Kansas ..........
land district
northern
..
.180,468
appropriations
508
appropriations for ..............--......... 180,468
.........--..
southwestern
Kansas
508
district of Kansas
southwestern district
of Light-Houses,
Light-Houses,
Repairs of'
273,450
appropriations for
etc., of ...... 273,
450 Repairs
salaries, etc.,
for salaries,
appropriations
........appropriations
for
........
... 262, 439
---------appropriations for...--..........
deficiency
appropriations for
for salaries and
deficiency appropriations
of Ordnance,
Army,
Ordnance,Army,
Repairs of
commissions
421,428 Repairs
248,421,428
of ............------... .248,
commissions if
34,113,
appropriations
for .
_
....34,
113, 349
.....----............---.
appropriations for
allowed to,
in Kansas,
fees allowed
and fees
commissions and
Kansas, commissions
in
Buildings,
Public Buildings,
Repairs
Repairs of Public,
on
and diminished
diminished retrust and
Osage trust
on Osage
Treasury Departunder
of the Treasury
control of
the control
under the
144
144
...-----------------serve ........---------.
260, 436
ment, appropriation
436
appropriation for ............----- '260,
ment,
Registration,
Registration,
429
............ 416, 429
deficiency appropi
appro pi iation for ....
deficiency
44
44
of
subject to ......
not subject
craft not
what craft
vessels, what
of vessels,
Arsenals,
Smaller Arsenals,
of Smaller
Repairs of
502
02 Repairs
....
of
authorized ...........trade-marks, authorized
of trade-marks,
-- 267,443
appropriations for
...
443
for .....................
504
appropriations
504
foreign,
obtained ..-.........------------------........
foreign, how obtained
Coast Surrey,
Repairs
Vessels, Coast
of Vessels,
Repairs of
Regular
Regular Supplies,
264,440
appropriation
........................264, 440 ..
for
appropriation for
appropriation for,
for, for
for Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Deappropriation
Importers,
Repayment
Importers,
to
Repayment
32,111,347
partment
Army. ....----- .----..--..-.32, 111,347
of Army
partment of
appropriation for,
excess of
deposits .. 242, 418
418
of deposits..
for excess
appropriation for, for
Regulations
Army,
Regulations of Army,
Report
on
Food
Fishes,
lishes,
Food
on
Report
34
34
to be
be codified,
codified, etc ......--................----------------264,440
440
to
264,
appropriation
illustrations for .....
for illustrations
appropriation for
Reid,
Alexander,
Reid, Alexander,
Reporter
of
Court,
Sprenme Court,
of Supreme
Reporter
634
634
payment
to ...-............------.------------------23, 236, 412
payment to
appropriation
salary of ...--------......... 23,236,412
for salary
appropriation for
Horatio,
Reid,
administratrix of Horatio,
Ann, administratrix
Mary Ann,
Reid, Mary
Reporting
Debates,
Reporting Debates,
deceased,
deceased,
23,
212, 387
387
appropriation for,
of Senate ...------... .23,212,
for, of
647
appropriation
647
payment
................ ......... .....
23, 214, 389
to .-..................---------------......-------.....-payment to
-......---- ---------..--- 23,214,389
of House-House ..
of
Reid,
Oliver W.,
Reid, Oliver
Reporting Testimony,
5699 Reporting
....----..
payment
214, 389
payment to .......-----...........---------------...-appropriation for,
for House
House ..........
......
.. ...
.214,
389
for, for
appropriation
Reid, W.
W. A.
A.,'
Reports,
612
612
--..--..--444
payment to
444
to ..-.......---------------....
etc.
by
Attorney-General,
of
expenditures,
etc.
payment
expenditures,
by Attorney-General, of
Roily, James,
administrator,
James, administrator,
Reily,
by
Consular
Officers, on
condition
sanitary condition
on sanitary
Officers,
Consular
by
252
252
6
......-----.....--------------------payment to
to ..
of foreign
•
payment
foreign ports, etc .... ........-....
of
425
Reisinger, Adam,
Adam,
Reisinger,
by Mississippi
Commission, on plans
Mississippi River Commission,
by
425
38
payment
to ..--.....-------..-----...----------..--...
payment to
..--------- -................
for improvement
improvement .--- .
for
Relief
of American Seamen,
Protection,of
and Protection
Relief and
by National
National Board
of Health, of operations,
Board of
by
140,
345
345
140,
--............
77
appropriations
for---...------appropriations for
etc --------- ---- ---- ----- ---253,427
.................- 253,427
infor
deficiency in.
for deficiency
by
expenditures at
at
of State, of expenditures
Secretary of
by Secretary
Rempel, Ferdinand
FerdinandF.,
Rempel,
exhibition held at Sydney and MelMelexhibition
582
4
82
4
payment
....------------------------to _...
payment to
bourne ----------- -----------Rcmonetization
of
Silver,
by
certain
private
charitable
institutions,
charitable
Remonetization
private
certain
by
concerning
appropriation
negotiations concerning
in District
District of
of Columbia,
receipts
for negotiations
Columnbia, of receipts
appropriation for
in
.26,455
455
157
. ----.......
. . -.--............ 157
-.
. •
the
......--------...
and
expenditures .....
the ...
and expenditures
on
Reneau,
by
Joint
Select Committee
Committee of Congress on
Michael,
Reneau, Michael,
Select
Joint
by
633
633
payment
-• ---------------------------Additional
to _
Accommodations for Conpayment to
Additional Accommodations
16
Renner, Emanuel,
Emanuel,
gressional
165
Renner,
Library .. --..............-gressional Library
582
582
by
Secretary of
War, on
payment
on system of works to
payment to .-....--------..-------...--...--...-----of War,
by Secretary
prevent further
injury to the navigaRent
of Buildings,
Buildings,
Rent of
further injury
prevent
debris
appropriations for,
for, forfor—
ble
waters of
of California
California by debris
appropriations
ble waters
196
196
402
Adjutant-General's
Office,
Army
402
..---.--...-------.........---.............-----------...mines
Adjutant-General's Office, Army
from
404
of
Attorney-General's
._
••
404
Office ...-------------in
cases of examination
examination and survey of
in cases
Attorney-General's Office
231,407
197
Bureau of
Education --.......---...----------.........
.
.231.,
407
rivers,
how made .---..----.... 197
etc., how
of Education
lakes, etc.,
rivers, lakes,
Bureau
Census
...
by
Commissioner
of
Agriculture, of expend4..
-... 452
- ... ------ . ..
.-. ..
Census
of Agriculture,
Commissioner
by
264,44
Coast
and Geodetic
itures, etc
..... 293,
294
Survey .--..------..- 264,440
Geodetic Survey
293,2
Coast and
etc .---......--------.......--....-----itures,
296
40
227, 403
....227,
Commissary-General Army,
Army, office of ..._
on forestry
. '296
Commissary-General
Consular
Service
:345
.
3-------of Columbia,
.---------by
Distric t of
Consular Service
Commissioners of District
by Commissioners
Court
of Claims
.........
_
449
of expenditures, etc.,
etc., fillibg
filling up,
etc.,
44
.-. --.-----------....------....
Claims ._
up, etc.,
Court of
expenditures,
of
300
300
24
deficiency for
for
grounds
of Capitol
_ _
....-----.------ ..----------- 246
Capitol-........-----deficiency
south of
grounds south
Courts,
United States
43, 278, 454
by Commissioner of
Fish
and
Fisheries, on
States ------------....-- 43,278,45
on
Fisheries,
and
Fish
Courts, United
of
Commissioner
by
41i
236,
Department
236,413
the
exhibition of
of fisheries
and
..---------.---30
Justice
of Justice
fisheries and
Department of
Berlin exhibition
the Berlin
302
Executive
Departments, authorized;
authorized; profish
culture ----3----------......----.-....
Executive Departments,
fish culture
307
viso
228
for
1879, distribution
distribution ...................-------------------------- -307
1879,
for
28;231,.40i
;
.
.
.
.viso
Interior Department
28, 231, 407
Interior JLeparumeniuLu ................---.
--
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Reports-Continued.
Reports-Continued.
on sheep husbandry, printed,
distribution _ 303
303
printed, distribution.
by board of naval
naval officers,
of
officers, cost, etc., of
completing
certain monitors
monitors .......
_ ....
303
completing certain
303
by board of health
health of District of
of Columbia,
legalized..............
legalized
......... ..........
_ 304
304
appropriation for
for prepreof Court of Claims, appropriation
paring .....
23
................
23
of Commissioner of Education,
Education, printed, distribution .........................
309
309
Representatives,
Representatives,
allowances
in contested
279,457
allowancesin
contested elections
elections of
of..... 279,457
appropriation for payment to widows, etc.,
etc.,
of deceased
deceased .......................
_......
.. 280,456
280, 456
Rescuing Shipwrecked
Resouing
Shipwrecked Americans,
Americans,
appropriations
for
acknowledging
services
appropriations for acknowledging services
of masters,
masters, etc.,
foreign vesselsfor.
vessels for _140,
345
etc., of
of foreign
140,345
Reservations,
Reservations,
of Otoe and
and Missouria
Missouria Indians,
residue of
of
Indians, residue
to be sold ........................
380
380
Military, Fort Ripley, Minn.,
Military,
Minn., lands of,
of, restored to the public domain ......
_ ....
69
69
Fort Ransom
Ransom and Fort Laramie,
Laramie, right of
way granted
granted to
and Monway
t o the
the Wyoming
Wyoming and
MontanaPacifice
tana
Pacific Railroad
Company across.
141
Rilroad Company
across.
141
Fort Dalles, appropriation
appropriation for appraisement and sale of.-of ...... ...--......-...
_ _ _ _..
273
Palatka, Fla.,
Fla., certain
certain land entries
entries in
in the,
the,
confirmed..
confirmed
................- ._ ___.
. 171
171
Fort Abercrombie,
Abercrombie, Fort Seward, and Fort
Ransom, Dak.,
Dak., abolished .......... . 172
172
lands in, to be surveyed and
and opined
opened to
to
-entry
entry and sale .....................
.... _ __ ___ .....
172
172
right of actual r ettlers
ettlers on, preserved_
172
preserved.
172
Fort Harker, Kans., sale of,
authorized ..
198
of, authorized..
198
Fort Reading and
Fort
Crook,
Cal.,
reand Fort Crook, Cal., restored to the public domain
domain ........
198
198
Reservoirs,
Reservoirs,
upon headwaters
headwaters of Mississippi River, apappropriation for .....
193,481
............ 193,481
Restored Railroad
Restored
RailroadLands,
settlers on, to have right of
of purchase
purchase .._
....._ 315
315
Retained
Pay,
Retained Pay,
appropriation for, in
appropriation
31, 110,346
in Army ---.......
31,110,346
Retained
Percentages,
Retained Percentages,
appropriation for, of March
on contracts, appropriation
March 3,
1879,
1879, corrected
corrected ....................
300
300
payment to George W. Riggs, attorney for
for
272
W. R. Davis, of
of...................
272
Retired
Retired List,
appropriations
appropriations for pay of,
of, of Navy
Navy ........ 82,
82, 331
331
of Army ...............................
110,
3-i6
110, 3i6
ordnance sergeant,
Army, William Gaines, ordnance
sergeant,
placed
allowance. . 109
placed on, with pay and allowance_
Edward 0.
Edward
0. C. Ord, brigadier-general
brigadier-general and
and
brevetmajor-general,
brevet major-general, placed
major.
placed as
as majorgeneral on ...........
321
............
321
officers on the, may be detailed as profeesors
professors
to institutions
institutions of learning and
and receive
receive
pay--........
pay
113
.....................
113
Retired
Retired Judges,
Judges,
appropriations
salaries of
of ...... .23,235,
'23, 235, 412
412
appropriations for salaries
Revels, Ann,
.....
payment to
.....................
565
Cutter Service,
Revenue Cutter
appropriation for expenses
.
261, 438
expenses of ............
261,438
steamers of, Secretary
Secretary of Treasury to use, for
protection
protection of interests of government
government
in seal fisheries,
fisheries Alaska.
441
Alaska .............
441
Revenue Agents, see Internal
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
Revenue Marine
Marine Service,
appropriations for _ ..................
.261,
261, 438
for deficiencies
deficiencies in .............
429
.... . _255,
255,429
for support of indigent
indigent insane of, proviso
proviso .275,
.275, 452
452
steamers of
of the,
the, Secretary
use,
steamers
Secretary Treasury
Treasury to
to use,
for protection of interests of governgovernment in seal fisheries, Alaska ......
441
441

Revenue
Resenue Steamers,
Secretary may use, in
in protection
protection of
Secretary
of interests
interests
of
government in
Alasof government
in seal
seal fisheries,
fisheries, Alaska .
-...............
-.............

Page.

441
Beall, William
T.,
Revill,
William T.,
payment to ............................
..... ......
280
280
Revised Statutes,
Statutes,
section 553, District
Columbia, amended
321
section
District of
of Columbia,
amended._ 321
section 596, repealed
repealed in part .........
454
section
section 800, repealed in
43
in part
part ...........
43
section 801, repealed
repealed ..................
43
section
4:3
section 820, repealed
43
repealed.....................
43
section
section 821, repealed.....................
repealed
43
43
section 1624,
article 19,
3
section
3
1624, article
19, amended
amended .........
section 1149,
amended ...................
111
section
1149, amended
111
section 1336, amended
34
section
amended _
34
..................
section
.
.....
... section 1417,
1417, amended
amended .................
33
section
section 1418, amended
amended................. '3,
3, 338
33
section 1419, amended
3, 339
339
amended .................
3,
section 1420,
3,339
1420, amended
amended ...................
3,339
section 1486, amended
510
amended ..-....-..
510
.....
section 1852,
1852, amended
312
amended ..................
312
section
2238,
amended
311
section
amended ....................
311
amended .................
169
section 2262, amended
169
section
section 2297,
2297, amended
amended .................
511
511
section
section 2301,
'2301, amended
amended ..................
169
169
section 2324,
section
2324, amended
amended .................
61
61
.. .. .. .
. .. . .. . . .
section 2325,
section
.2325, amended
amended
61
61
,section 2326, amended
amended .................
__ 505
505
2475,provisions
sections 2474 and 2475,prov
i
slims of extended
to Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre Park, Colorado.....
Colorado .... . 264
2(;4
section 2517, amended
.
325
amended....................
3'25
section 2518, amended ......
.... .
325
................
325
section 2552, amended...................
amended
143
143
section 2553,
.... .. _..... ......
143
2553, amended
amended..................
143
section 2853, amended ...................
173
173
section 2855,
2855, amended .................
173
173
repealed.....
section 2990, repealed_
175
... .........
175
section 2991,
..... .....
.
.....
175
2991, repealed-.
repealed.....
.............
175
section 2992,
175
2993, repealed .................
175
2993, repealed.
section '2993,
.
175
repealed ....................
175
section 2994,
2994, repealed.
175
repealed.......... ..........
175
section 2995,
175
299.5, repealed
repealed.-............
175
section 2996, repealed
repealed. .........
175
........
175
section 2997,
2997, repealed ................
_
175
175
section 2981,
2981, amended ........--.........
175
175
section 3020, amended
67
amended....................
67
section 3244, subsection
subsection second
second limited
149
limited ....
149
sixth subdivision
subdivision amended
291
amended.. .........
291
section
3260, amended
section :3260,
amended -...............
145
145
145
section 3262, atuended.
amended....................
145
section 3285, nine145
ame- ded ...................
145
amended.-....
section 3287, amended
.
147
..........
147
amended....................
section 3293, amended.
145
145
section 3294, amended ....
...... ...... ....
140
.................
14ii
section 3310, amended
amended....
..-.. ____
...... .
.....
147
................
147
amended ....................
section 3314,
3314, amended.
148
148
section 3329, amended
•
148
amended ...................
148
section 3330,
3330, amended
148
amended..
............
148
section 3357, amended
amended ..................
167
167
section 3385, amended
amended ....
167
section
...--........167
section
section 3524,
3524, amended..................
amended
374
374
section
section 3828, public advertisements
advertisements in DisDistrict of Columbia
Columbia published
published in
in accord317
ance with .
..........
..........
317
section 4017, amended
177
amended ...................
177
section
section 4672,
4672, repealed
repealed in part .
26'2
.............
262
section 5133,
5133, provisions of,
to naof, extended to
national gold banks ..-............
66
66
section 5440,
5440, atnended
amended ....................
.
44
title 28, provisions of, extended
extended to
to Ute InIndians
dians in Colorado ................
204
204
4771, repealed
section 4771,
30
repealed(..................
30
section
section 4772, repealed.
repealed .................
30
30
section 4773, repealed
repealed ...................
30
30
section 4837, amended .................
..
322
322
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Page.
Pag.
Statutes—Continued.
Revised Statutes-Continued.
Riggs, Edward
F.,
Edward F.,
Riggs,
publication of supplement
supplement of the, to include
publication
payment
to ..4
25
paymentto
..-...--............---425
legislation
Forty-Sixth Congress,
legislation of Forty-Sixth
George W.
W.,
Riggs, George
authorized
308
authorized .......................
appropriation for
attorney for W. R. Davis, apprcpriation
for
publication of, sale of copies of, authorized.
authorized
308
publication
payment of retained per
tentages on
percentages
payment
publication of,
evidence of
primafacie evidence
of, to be prima
publication
contracts ........................
272
contracts
laws
contained; proviso ....
308 Riggs,
laws therein
therein contained;
Peter,
Riggs, Peter,
Revision
582
payment
Revision of Assessments,
payment to .............................
582
for special
special improvements
improvements in District of Cofor
Riggs, Watson,
lumbia;
drawbacks
36
payment to ..............................
lumbia; drawbacks ------..-----..
payment
648
Revolutionary
Riggs, William
Bennington,
Revolutionary Battle of Bennington,
William A.,
Riggs,
appropriation
monument
commemorapayment
to
monument
for
appropriation
payment to ..--.--....--....-.......-....
564
323 Right
tive
of.............................
tive of
Bight of Way,
.Reynolds,
Eli,
Reynolds, Eli,
granted to the Wyoming,
Wyoming, Montana,
Montana, and Pagranted
.
payment to ............................
617
payment
cific
Railroad Company across Forts
cific Railroad
Reynolds, Henry
Henry W.,
Russell
Russell and Laramie military reserpayment to ..............................
614
payment
141
vations ...........................
Reynolds, James
James M. C.,
Springfield
Railroad ComSpringfield and New London Railroad
563
payment
payment to ...............................
Shops
pany
granted,
across
Water
Shops
pany granted, across
Reynolds,
Jesse, deceased,
deceased,
Reynolds, Jesse,
Ponds,
Mass. .......................
61
Ponds, Mass
and Maria,
Maria, administrapayment to Mary and
reserved to Western Railroad
Railroad Company, of
reserved
621
trixes of -........-..................
Minnesota, in Fort Ripley
Ripley military
Reynolds,
Morris,
Reynolds, Morris,
69
resery
atiou ........................
_
.
..... ...
reservation
payment to ....... ......................
624
paymentto
Railroad ComComto Memphis and Vicksbnrg Railroad
Reynolds,
Robert F.,
Reynolds, RobertF.,
pany
United States cemetery
cemetery
pany through United
..--------..
payment
614
----.---....----.
payment to .
lands
Miss
314
lands near
near Vicksburg, Miss.........
Reynolds, William M.,
Island Rapid Transit Railroad
to Staten
Staten Island
582
payment
to _..............................
payment to
Company through
through United Stateslands
States lands
Rex, Martha,
Martha,
in Richmond
Richmond County, N. Y..........
Y
324
payment
to
624
.................
....-payment to ....-County, Miss., through
through United
United
to Warren County,
Rhea,
James,
States
cemetery lands near VicksRhea, James,
States cemetery
payment to
to.-........
---- - 633
.---..-..----burg, Miss.
Miss .......................
314
burg,
payment
Rhode
Island,
Port
Huron
City authorized
Rhode Island,
authorized to grant,
Huron
Port
368
in.................
post-routes
368
established in
Pine Grove Park, to Port
through Pine
post-routes established
Rice,
Elisha E.,
E.,
Huron and Northwestern
Northwestern Railway
Huron
Rice, Elisha
526
payment
to......----- -------.
Company
310
. ..---..--payment to
Company ..........................
Rice, Rufus E.,
if.,
Rigsbe,e,
Jr.,
Ruffin, Jr.,
Rigsbee, _Ruffin,
...........-----payment
to _.-...........
582
paymentto
634
---pay
ment to.............. ..-..........
paymentto
Rich, Joseph
Joseph B.,
Rigsby,
administrator,
F., administrator,
Benjamin .F.,
Rigsby, Benjamin
payment
to
....----.-------------------617617
payment to..
560
.....---.....
... ..... ....... ..
payment to
Richards,
Richards, William G.,
Riley, John
HI. W.,
John H.
621
payment
to....----...---------.----------.
638
payment to
.638
payment
payment to .....----.--.---------------Richardson, William A.,
A.,
Richardson,
Riley, Matthew 0.,
supplement
to
Revised
Statutes
and
indexes,
supplement to Revised Statutes and indexes,
552
homestead
__
confirmed..-----.
homestead entry of land confirmed....
to include
of Forty-Sixth Conlaws of
include laws
to
Riley,
Riley, Thomas,
gress,
prepared
by,
to
stereotyped
stereotyped
be
646
gress, prepared by, to
546
pension
.....-.................
pension increased .
308
and published
._
308
.......--.--...-published.....
and
Ringgold
Barracks, Tex.,
Ringgold Barracks,
appropriation
to
for
preparing
and
preparing
pay,
appropriation to
269
appropriation for
completing purchase
of..
purchase of
for completing
appropriation
editing supplement
supplement to Revised Statediting
Ringgold,
P.,
John P.,
Ringgold, John
442
utes
.
.....
442
...----------------utes ...........-51,424
payment
to ..---..--..---.------------.. 251,424
paymentto
Fannie,
Richer, Fannie,
Rio Grande
Frontier,
Grande Frontier,
645 Rio
645
.....---...----- -..........--.
payment
to_.
paymentto
military posts
constructed for the, for
to be constructed
posts to
military
Richmond, Va.,
protection
of ....---.......-......
.......
73
73
-----protection of
port
of entry,
entry, privilege
transimmediate transof immediate
privilege of
port of
Margaret,
Ripley, Margaret,
portation of dutiable
dutiable goods to, auportation
payment
S., administrator
568
administrator of ....
Elbert S.,
to Elbert
payment to
174 Ripley,
-----.------.
thorized
174
thorized ..... .----Sylvester B:,
E.,
Sylvester
Ripley,
143
143
.--- ....------boundary
defined_
.....
...boundary of, defined
568
payment
to .
568
.........---..---------------payment to
collector
surveyor to reside at; one surcollector and surveyor
Ripple,
Lewis,
Ripple, Lewis,
veyor at
deputy
at Bermuda
Bermuda Hundred; deputy
veyor
payment
to .--.-.----.--------- -------- 582
payment to
143 Risley,
collector at
Point
at West Point...-...----collector
H.,
JosephS.,
Risley, Joseph
Y.,
County, N. Y.,
Richmond
Richmond County,
646
payment
to646
................----.---.----.
payment to
right
of
way
granted
to
Staten
Rapid
Island
Staten
right of way granted to
Ritchey,
James H.,
Bitcheb, James
Transit
Company
through
United
617
United
through
Company
Transit
617
---- ---payment
•
payment to ....--...------ .---324
States lands
.
--------.
lands in ..-----.--States
Rittenhouse,
George, deceased,
- deceased,
Rittenhouse, George,
Harbor,
Richmond Harbor,
582
payment
to Eliza,
Eliza, administratix
administratix of........
of.
582
payment to
Kennebec
appropriation for imMe., appropriation
River, Me.,
Kennebec River,
C.,,
Rittenhouse, Jane
Jonathan C
executrix of Jonathan
S., executrix
Jane S.,
481 Rittenhouse,
.------.------------- 481
provement
provement of
624
payment to
_
-.
to ..-......--------.-.-------.-payment
Richmond Island
island Harbor,
Me.,
Harbor, Me.,
Richmond
Bell,
appropriation
improvement of
180,468 River Bell,
of .-.....
for improvement
appropriation for
237
37
tochanged to
Boardman changed.
L. Boardman
name of
steamer L.
of steamer
Richter,
John C. H.,
H.,
Richter, John
Riverdale,
5
payment
621 Riverdale,
.---------.-----.-----.---..
to _.
payment to
5
steamboat Alexis changed
changed to
t
o ..-..
name of steamboat
Ricks, Olivia,
Olivia,
Harbors,
Rivers and Harbors,
55
payment
to ...... .
...........
_--------.......
559
--.------.-payment to
appropriations for.
_ .......
__ .180,197,468
, 197,468
for .-------.----appropriations
Riddle, James,
James,
6624
for
improvements
of,
how expended,
expended, by
by
of, how
improvements
for
64
payment to ..... ------------ * *-----*--payment
contract or
or hired
hired labor
labor ........
193
. •.. -contract
Riddle,
S.,
Riddle, John S.,
582
may be
be used
purchase of
of sites;
193
193
proviso
sites; proviso
in purchase
used in
may
582
---.
payment
to
......
•
-..---..--..
............
payment to
xx1-56
xxi-56
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Harbors-Continued.
appropriation
fot Chippewa
Chippewa River,
River, Wis.,
Wis.,
appropriation for
23
how may
be used
used.....
23
...................
may be
how
for
Great
Kanawha
and
Kentucky
Rivers;
for Great Kanawha and Kentucky Rivers;
used; proviso
proviso
.-------- 8
8
how may be
be used;
Roads,
appropriation for,
for, from
from Fort
Kans.,
Fort gcott,
Scott, Kans.,
appropriation
267
267
to
cemetery ...............
to national
national cemetery
to complete,
complete ' from
from Vicksburg,
Mies., to
to
to
Vicksburg, Miss.,
269
national
269
national cemetery
cemetery ........-.........
Roark,
William, C.,
Roark, William
C.,
619
payment to ........-.....-.......
......
619
paymentto
Robbery,
Robbery,
provision
persons
the extradition
extradition of
of persons
provision for the
charged with
crime of, with
charged
with the crime
with the
771
771
Netherlands..............-........
Netherlands
Roberson, D.
Roberson,
D. H.
H. and
and J.
J. S.
S.,
payment to,
James F.
F..
568
payment
to, as
as administrators
administrators of
of James
568
Roberts, Andrew
Andrew J.,
J.,
Roberts,
payment
634
payment to ............................
634
Roberts,
Asa,
Roberts, Asa,
payment
to
payment to ...-.....------..---------...
563
,Tames, deceased,
Roberts, James,
deceased,
payment
to
Elias
Thrasher,
administrator
of.
644
payment to EliasThrasher, administrator of. 644
Roberts,
Roberts, John,
payment
559
payment to
to .
.............................
559
Roberts, John T.,
Roberts,
T.,
payment
634
payment to
to .-..... --....................
634
Roberts,
administrator of
of William
William, H.
H.
Roberts, John
John W.,
W., administrator
Myers, deceased,
deceased,
Myers,
payment to .............................
614
.
614
Roberts,
Roberts, Robert,
Robert,
payment to administrator
payment
619
administrator of..
of..............
619
P.,
Robertson, James
James P.,
payment
payment to ..........................
582
582
Robertson, John,
John,
payment
to .......-..
payment to
619
---...............
619
Robertson,
Robertson, Walter H.,
H.,
payment
to .-----..--.----.............payment to
280
H.,
Robinson, James H.,
widow
of
pension to Martha J.,
J., widow of...........
542
542
Robinson, John,
John, executor,
executor,
payment to ...............
582
.
. ............. 582
Robnett,
Robnett, Allen,
Allen,
paymertt to
to ...........................
paymeift
634
634
Robnett, Jeremiah
Jeremiah R.,
B.,
payment
payment to.
to .---......--...............-634
Roche,
Roehe, Eliza
Eliza L.,
L.,
payment
.
payment to .............................
621
Rockembaugh,
Rockenbaugh, John
John W., '
payment to
_
payment
to .......
....................
582
562
Rock
Island, Ill.,
Rock Island,
Ill.,
appropriation for
improvement of
for improvement
of harbor
harbor
appropriation
a
at ---..--... ---..
.--............ -192,471
192,471
Rock
Island Arsenal,
Rock Island
Arsenal,
appropriation for .......................
_267,
443
appropriation
67, 443
Rock Island
Island Bridge,
appropriation for
protection and
and expenses
appropriation
for protection
expenses
of;
proviso ..--of; proviso
............. .192,443
192,443
joint resolution authorizing
authorizing construction
construction of
of
482
the, amended
amended ......................
482
Rock
Rock Island Railroad
conRailroad Company
Company to contribute for
protection of
192
for protection
of ...........
192
Rock Island
Island Rapids,
Rapids, Mississippi
Mississippi River,
appropriation
improvement of
188,478
appropriation for
for improvement
of........188,478
Rockland
Me.,
Rockland Harbor,
Harbor,Me.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of.........
of
186
186
Rocky
Rocky Mountain
Mlountain Locusts,
Locusts,
relief of
settlers injured
by
48
of settlers
injured by.
............ 11,
11,48
deficiency appropriation
expenses of
of
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
commission on
commission
on ......---..-....--.
421
Rocky
Rocky River, Ohio,
Ohio,
repair of
pier in
* repair
of pier
in ..
......... ........
192
192
Bodes,
Bodes, Mrs. J.
J. E.,
E.,
payment
to
payment to ................
.............
582
Bodes,
T.,
Bodes, Levi
Levi T.,
payment
to
payment to ..............................
617
617
- ..
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Rogers,
David W.,
W.,-Rogers, David
payment to
634
634
to ...
..
......------.
payment
Rogers,
George M.,
M.,
Rogers, George
payment to
........-... . . 634
to -................
payment
Rogers, George T.,
payment to
252, 425
to
..............--..- . ... 252,425
payment
Boher, or Rohrer,
Roily,
Roher,
Rohrer, Rolly,
payment to
617
.......
617
..... ..
...............
payment
to ...
Roland, Moses,
Moses,
payment to
to ............................
582
582
payment
Boman Catholic
Bishlp of
of California,
California,
Roman
Catholic Bishop
sale of
authorized by..........
by
552
lands authorized
sale
of trust
trust lands
Ronald-son, Lydia
M.,
Lydia A.
A. M.,
Ronaldson,
payment to
to Emma
Emma J.
J. Yelser,
Yelser, administrator
administrator
payment
of
646
...
....
...
of... .............
Rood,
It.,
Rood, S.
S. R.,
payment
to ...........................
248
payment to
Rose,
Rose, A.
A. H.,
H.,
payment
to.............................
634
payment to
Bose,
Rose, Judy,
payment
to
563
563
--payment to .-..---.. ---------------..
Rosecrans,
Roseerans, Byron,
Byron,
honorable
of -.....--590
590
honorable discharge
discharge of
..........
Ross, Daniel
Ross,
Daniel M.,
payment
582
582
payment to ............................
G., deceased,
Ross, James G.,
deceased,
payment
widow of.............
of
582
payment to
to Rosilla, widow
Boun-saville,
Rounsarille, Gray,
Gray,
payment
to ..........................
563
payment to
563
Bout Agents,
Route
Agents,
appropriation
pay of,
postal servof, for postal
for pay
appropriation for
ice
178,376
ice -----.....---------..-----..........------........-- 178,376
deficiency for
..
423
for deficiency
for......................
423
Bowden,
B.,
Rowden, A.
A. B.,
payment to ............................
605
605
payment
Rowe, Daniel,
Daniel,
Rowe,
payment
to
.........
...................
618
payment to
administrator de bonis non
L., administrator
Rowland, C. B. L.,
Harrison, deceased,
deceased,
of William Harrison,
payment
...
619
619
payment to
to ---.--------.. .-- . -----...
Rowland,
W. J.,
J., deceased,
Rowland, W.
payment to Virginia
Virginia F.,
of.
634
administratrix of
F., administratrix
payment
Rowley; Harry,
Harry,
Rowley,
payment to
..... ........
614
.
614
payment
to .
.
....... .............
Ruby,
James N.,
Ruby, James
f.,
payment
to
588
payment to ...........................
Bucker,
Bucker, John W.,
payment to .............................
payment
633
Ruffin, 1'.
T. J.,
J., administrator,
administrator,
Ruffn,
payment to ............................
582
payment
582
Rule,
Frederick,
Rule, Frederick,
payment
634
payment to
to .........
............
634
Rules
Regulations,
and Regulations,
Rules and
prescribed
for leakage,
etc., on distilled
distilled
prescribed for
leakage, etc.,
withdrawn for
for export,
export, in
spirits withdrawn
in
transit
transit.-------------..-----....
- - 59
for
imported for
exhibition at
for articles
articles imported
for exhibition
at millmillers' international
international exhibition
exhibition .......
62
ers'
62
Runnions, Thomas S.,
S.,
Runnions,
payment to ...
565
payment
........................
565
Runyan,
Runyan, F.,
F., deceased,
payment
617
payment to
to ..........
........
..........
617
Bush
Iowa,
Rush Chute, Ioua,
appropriation
of harbor
harbor at
183
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
at.
183
Rush,
F. M.,
M.,
Rush, F.
payment to ......
.. .. . .
617
payment
.............................
617
Bushing,
Rushing, Joel,
Joel,
payment to ..........................
payment
634
634
John,
Russell, John,
payment to .............................
payment
633
Russell, Nancy, deceased,
payment to Martha
payment
Martha Barrett, administratrix
administratrix
of
561
of ..-----...............--......
561
Wiley,
Russell, Wiley,
payment to
.634
payment
to ................-..--........634
Russell, William,
William,
payment to
570
payment
to .—
....
.................. ..
570
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Rust,
E.,
James E.,
Rust, James
payment to ..............................
payment
trustee,
Rutherford, Mary B
E.,,trustee,
Rutherford,
payment
.....
to .
.........................
payment to
H.,
Rutherford,
IL,
Thomas
Rutherford,
payment
to
.............
payment to ............
P.,
Rutherford, Thomas P.,
Rutherford,
.............
payment
payment to .............
Rutledge,
David,
Rutledge, David,
payment
to .........................
payment to
Rutledge,
Mary,
lRtledge, Mary,
payment
..............................
payment to .
Rutledge, Matthew,
.............
payment
payment to ..--.......-----Rutledge, Simeon,
payment to
to ........................
payment
executor,
H.,,executor,
Rutledge, William H
payment to ...........................
payment
Rybolt, Charles
CharlesR.,
payment to Stephen
J., administrator
administrator of .
Stephen J.,
payment
Miles,
Ryan, Miles,
payment to
to ..............................
payment
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570
634
634
634

563
634
634
582
582

582
559
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-Continued.
Louis, Mo —Continued.
Saint Louis,.
appropriation
work on buildfor continuing work
appropriation for
ing for
for custom-house
custom-house and
ing
and post-office
post-omffce
at
..._.. 2.59,435
259,435
at ..........................
transportaport of, privilege
immediate transportaprivilege of immediate
tion
of
dutiable
goods
to,
authorized.
174
tion of dutiable goods to, authorized.
Blair Monument
Association of, donation of
Monument Association
Blair
cannon for
monument to General
for monument
cannon
74
Francis P.
.....
P. Blair ....................
Francis
transportation of mails from union depot to
transportation
bidder.
East
19t to lowest bidder.
170
East Saint Louis lt
Saint
Canal, Mich.,
.Mich.,
Falls Canal,
Mary's Falls
Saint Mary's
appropriation for
for ......------...........- 189,479
appropriation
Mary's River, Mich.,
Saint Mary's
appropriation for
of.
189,479
improvement of........189,479
for improvement
appropriation
Saint
Mary's River, Ga.,
Saint Mary's
Company,
Waycross and Florida Railway Company,
Waycross
313
authorized to
bridge across.
across.
construct bridge
to construct
authorized
Saint
Michael's
Chimes,
Chimes,
Saint Michael's
admission
free of duty of bell of .......... . 640
admission free
Saint
Nicholas,
Saint Nicholas,
name
of steamboat
changed
Minnie R. Child changed
steamboat Minnie
name of
108
to .................................
Saint Paul
Paul and
and Chicago
Line Railway
Short I.A.ne
Chicago Short
Saint
Company,
Company,
authorized
to construct bridge across Lake
authorized to
168
Saint
Croix, Wis
..-----............
Wis .....
Saint Croix,
Saint Paul,
Paul, Minn.,
Saint
port of
of entry,
privilege of immediate
immediate transentry, privilege
port
portation of dutiable
dutiable goods to, auportation
thorized
-----------. 174
thorized ...........--Salon,
Mass.,
Salem, Mass.,
port of
entry, privilege
privilege of immediate
immediate transof entry,
port
portation of dutiable
dutiable goods to, auportation
174
...
.....-........
thorized
......
thorized
Salem,
J.,
River, N. J.,
Salem River,
appropriation
improvement of........184,481
of
184,481
for improvement
appropriation for
Saline
Ark„
River, Ark,
Saline River,
o
appropriation for
improvement of
.191,477
of........191,477
f r improvement
appropriation
Salmo,
Salnmo,
Gordon
J.
name
pleasure-yacht W. J. Gordon
steam pleasure-yacht
of steam
name of
108
changed to
to .-......-............
108
---changed
Saltm,an,
James,
deceased,
Saltman, James, deceased,
payment to administrator
administrator of..............
of
585
payment
Saltsgaver, William,
Saltsgaver,
624
payment to ............--.-------------payment
Salts
of Quinine,
Quinine,
Salts of
free
from customs duty
48
duty...............-...
free from
Sammons,
Sammons, Grove,
payment
------ ---------- 559
to --........--payment to
Sampit River,
Harbor, S. C.,
Georgetown Harbor,
River, Georgetown
Sampit
263
appropriation
for
a
light
at the
the mouth
of..
mouth of..
appropriation for a light at
Samples,
B.,
Samples, W. B.,
566
payment
to administratrix
of
administratrix of..........--payment to
Sanabel
Island, Fla.,
Fla.,
Sanabel Island,
appropriation
for commencing
light-station
commencing light-station
appropriation for
437

S.
S.
Sabine Pass,
Pass, Tex.,
Sabine
appropriation
improvement of ...-... 187,477
appropriation for improvement
Sabine
Tex.,
Sabine River, Tex.,
appropriation
improvement of narrows
narrows
appropriation for improvement
of
.187,477
....----187,477
.---------of
Sacramento River, Cal.,
Sacramento
appropriation
improvement of
189,479
of........189,479
for improvement
appropriation for
Sac
Indians,
Sac Indians,
appropriations for
for annuity,
annuity, etc., to ..... 124,494
appropriations
Safes,
-... 265,441
for
buildings, appropriation
appropriation for _
public buildings,
for public
416
.
------------..
deficiency
deficiency in ..........
Saginaw
Saginaw River, Mich.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of........ 189,479
improvement of
appropriation
Sailing
Directions,
Sailing Directions,
bound;
third and
and fourth
volumes of, to be bound;
fourth volumes
third
49
proviso
proviso ...- . ..------------------Sailors,
Sailors,
-- --_ 281
totally disabled,
disabled, increase
increase of pension
pension to _
totally
appropriation for
prize
pay of bounty and prize
for pay
appropriation
---money
418
colored .........--...
to colored.
money to
Saint Ann's
Ann's Infant
Infant Asylum,
Asylum,
Saint
157,460
appropriation
for .-..........----- ------appropriation for
Falls, Minn.,
Saint Anthony's Falls,
appropriations
repairs, etc.,
etc., at
at ....... 189,479
for repairs,
appropriations for
Clair Flats
' Mich.,
Flats,
Saint Clair
478
appropriation
improvement of........189,
of
189,478
for improvement
appropriation for
Saint
Saint Croix River,
appropriation
improvement of
189,479
of ........ 189,479
for improvement
appropriation for
480
near
breakwater on the.
repairing breakwater
for repairing
Calais, for
near Calais,
Saint
Ark.,
River, Ark.,
FrancisRiver,
Saint Francis
190, 477
appropriation
of
.-.. 190,477
improvement of--for improvement
appropriation for
on ........
......
------------........--on
Md.,
Saint
Harbor, Md.
Creek Harbor,
Jerome's Creek
Saint Jerome's
San Antonio,
Tex.,
Antonio, Tex.,
San
482
....-of
appropriation
for
improvement
improvement
for
appropriation
.... 10,269
terms
of circuit
circuit court
court to be held at- .....
terms of
Ind.,
Indianapolis,Ind.,
Saint
John's Cathedral,
Cathedral, Indianapolis,
Saint John's
district and
circuit courts
western disfor western
courts for
and circuit
district
3
duties refunded
remitted ...--.------- 535
or remitted
refunded or
duties
trict
of
Texas,
when
held
at
_
_
_
.
326
trict of Texas, when held at --..---.....
Fla.,
Saint
John's River, Fla.,
Saint John's
appropriation for
for buildings
at military
demilitary deat
buildings
appropriation
appropriation for
for improvement
193,476
193,476
improvement of .-....
appropriation
partment
headquarters of
447
Texas -.....
of Texas
partment headquarters
Saint Jone's
Jone's River, Del.,
Saint
arsenal,
purchase
of lands
for enlarging
enlarging and
for
lands
of
purchase
arsenal,
appropriation for
for improvement
.....
482
314
of......----improvement of
314
appropriation
protection
.
authorized -------of, authorized
protection of,
Saint Joseph, Mich.,
Saint
Sanborn,
J. J.,
Sanborn,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
river
and
424
appropriation for improvement of river
payment
to .--.....---------------------payment to
harbor
at ...
471
..-------------------- 1183,471
harbor at
Sanders,
A.
M.,
5583
A.
M.,
Sanders,
Mo.,
Joseph, Mo.,
Saint Joseph,
payment
payment to ........-------------------..
transport
of
entry,
privilege
of
immediate
trans
immediate
privilege
port of entry,
Sanders,
H. C.,
C.,
Sanders, IL
583
portation
auto, angoods to,
dutiable goods
of Atiable
portation of
payment to .....-.-----..---.--.-------payment
thorized
174
thorized ...---.------.------------Sanders,
John,
5
John,
Sanders,
559
Saint Louis,
Mo.,
Louis, Mo.
Saint
----..--------.----payment to ...
payment
appropriation
salaries in office of assistfor salaries
appropriation for
San Diego,
Cal.,
Diego, Cal.,
ant United
United States
States treasurer
treasurer at
49,222,397
22,397 San
at -. 49,
transant
immediate transport of
privilege of immediate
entry, privilege
of entry,
port
for establishment
assay office
office at ..--322
of assay
portation
dutiable goods
establishment of
for
auto, augoods to,
of dutiable
portation of
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc. in
in assay
.---..---- 400
office --------174
assay office
thorized
174
for
thorized .....------ ---------..
192
a---....--...........
C :a
_
for ice
,
aU...--lee harbor
arl ul at
ior

- --'---

------

192
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Sand
Island, Lake
Superior,
Sand Island,
Lake Superior,
appropriation
on
263
263
light on....
for establishing
establishing light
appropriation for
Sandusky,
Sandusky, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
harbor
appropriation for improvement of harbor
at ............
at
................... 182,471
182,471
Sandusky
Sandusky River, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation for
improvement of.......187,478
of....
187, 478
appropriation
for improvement
Sandy Hook, N.
N. J.,
J.,
appropriations
for proving-ground
proving-ground at
34
34
at .....
appropriations for
extension
extension of wharf at .................
447
Point, Paget
Sandy or West
West Point,
Puget Sound,
Sound,
appropriation
for light-house
light-house and
appropriation for
and fog-signal
fog-signal
at.
437
at ...............................
437
San _Francisco,
Cal.,
San
Francisco,Cal.,
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, etc,
etc, in
mint
appropriation
in mint
at
23, 224, 399
at .--------..-------......---23,224,399
for deficiencies
deficiencies in ..
428
- ........-... ---.
428
in office of assistant United States
States treastreasurer
23, 222, 398
urer at .......
................ 23,222,398
completion of
building for appraisers'
for completion
of buildingfor
appraisers'
stores all
259
stores
at--.....----...----.
-........ 259
port
immediate transport of
of entry, privilege
privilege of
of immediate
transportation
portation of dutiable
dutiable goods at,
at, auauthorized ----....- ...............
174
thorized
174
Sanitary Regulations,
Sanitary
Regulations,
for vessels
vessels leaving
infected ports
for
leaving infected
ports for
for United
United
5
States ...... ............
..........
5
preventing introduction
or spread
of
for preventing
introduction or
spread of
contagious
diseases ................
6
contagious diseases
6
Sanitary
Sanitary Reports,
Reports,
consular officers;
of,
to be made
made by
by consular
officers; abstract
abstract of,
furnished to
certain officers
to certain
officers .....
........
66
Joaquin River,
River ' Cal.,
San Joaquin
appropriation for
lb rimprovement
improvement of_
_ ____.191, 479
appropriation
of........191,479
C.,
Santee River, S.
S. C.,
appropriation
of .....
481
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of.........
481
Indians,
Santee Sioux Indians,
appropriations
installments,
etc.,
appropriations for
for installments,
etc.,
to ----............---- --126, 127, 496, 497
126,127,496,497
appropriation
for, refunded
by proceeds
appropriation for,
refunded by
proceeds of
of
sheep and
and wool
wool .............
131
sale of
of sheep
131
Saratoga,
N.
Y.,
Battle
of,
Saratoga, N. Y., Battle of,
monument
authorized
monument authorized to
comto be
be erected
erected commemorative
the .......----......
memorative of the.
512
512
Sargent, Henry
W.,
Sargent,
Henry W.,
payment to
624
to ..............................
624
Sator,
Sator, William V.,
1
7.,
payment
to
583
payment to
........
................
583
Saugatuck, Mieh.,
Mich.,
Saugatuck,
appropriation for improvement of
appropriation
of harbor
harbor
at ........ .......... .............
.183,
471
183,471
Saunders,
Saunders, B.
E. E.,
E.,
payment to
payment
to -----...-....---..............
- 418
418
Saunders,
James C.,
Saunders, James
C.,
payment to ..............................
425
425
John S.,
Saunders, John
S.,
political disabilities removed
525
removed .............
525
Saunders,
Saunders, Peter,
Peter,
payment
583
payment to ..............................
583
Savannah,
Savannah, Ga.,
Ga.,
port of, provisions of act establishing public
marine schools
schools extended
to
505
extended to..........
505
appropriation for
for improvement
of harbor
appropriation
improvement of
harbor
at -----.-----.. --............
470
. .181,
181,470
civil eases
pending in
in United
States courts
cases pending
United States
courts
at, may
may be transferred,
transferred, by consent, to
to
Macon .............----63
..........
63
Savannah
Ga.,
Savannah River,
River, Ga.,
appropriation
improvement of 181,
181,193,470,480
appropri ation for improvement
193, 470, 480
for, above Augusta
476
Augusta .....................
476
for lighting, between mouth of, and city
of Savanah .......-.................
437
437
Sanely, Samuel,
Savely,
Samuel, deceased,
paymelnt to John G. Stuart, administrator
payment
administrator
of ..................
634
.............
634
Sawyer, J.
J. G.,
G.,
paymentt o ..............................
paymentto
......
634
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Sayer, ,James
James P.,
P.,
Sayer,
pension increased.........................
increased
543
pension
543
Scales,
Scales,
appropriation
for postal
.
178, 375
375
appropriation for,
for, for
postal service
service .....
178,
Scales,
Scales, A.
A. G.,
G.,
payment
to634
payment to
................- .............
634
&head,
Fanny,
Schaad, Fanny,
payment to
. .
560
payment
to .............-.............-..
560
Schaeffer,
Betsey, executrix
deceased,
Schaeffer, Betsey,
execustri of
of William,
William, deceased,
to ....-....................-..614
payment to
.
614
Schaeffer,
William, deceased,
deceased,
Schaeffer, William,
payment
to executrix
614
payment to
executrix of
of ................
614
Schellenger,
Schellenger, William,
William,
payment to
624
................
...........
..
624
Schimmler,
John, deceased,
deceased,
Schimmler, John,
payment to M.
administrator of........
of
634
M. A.,
A., administrator
634
Schleicher,
Gustave,
Schleicher, Gustave,
payment
of.....................
..
52
payment to
to widow
widow of
52
Schurz,
Carl,
Schurz, Carl,
payment to
420
payment
to --.............
..-.....-.....
420
Scholl,
Daniel,
Scholl, Daniel,
to administrator
of .-----..--..577
payment to
administrator of
577
&holier,
Schoyer, Samuel,
Samuel, C.,
C.,
pension increased
537
pension
increased ...---....---........--.
537
Schuylerville,
Y.,
Schuylerville, N.
KN.I.,
appropriation for
of monument
at,
appropriation
for erection
erection of
monument at,
commemorative of Battle of
commemorative
of SaraSaratoga
512
toga ..............................
512
Pa.
Schuylkill River, Pa.,
appropriation for improvement of
appropriation
184,473
of........184,473
Scientific Library,
Scientiflc
Library,
appropriation for, for Patent Office....25,
appropriation
Office ....25, 233,
409
233, 409
Scituate, Mass.,
Scituate,
Mass.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
harbor
appropriation
of harbor
at . ...............
190,480
.............. 190,480
Scott,
Scott, Alexander
Alexander F., deceased,
deceased,
payment
payment to administrator of-.............
of_ .
624
624
Scott,
A.,
Scott, Fanny
Fanny S.
S. and
and Mary
Miary A.,
payment to
..
647
payment
to ...........--------.......
647
Scott,
Howard,
Scott, Howard,
payment to ..............................
583
payment
583
Scott,
James,
Scott, James,
payment to .---...-..
568
payment
....----.......----568
E.,
Scott, Walter
Walter E.,
payment
to .............-.......-.......
582
payment to
582
Scribner, B.
Seribner,
B. P.,
F.,
payment to ...........-.............-.
417
417
Scribner, William
Scribner,
William H.,
H.,
pension to ................................
.
..... .......... .....
606
606
Scrimeger, Samuel D.,
D.,
payment to
to ..............................
.
617
payment
617
Scruggs, Theophilus,
Theophilus, deceased,
deceased,
payment to
of ..........
. 583
to Richard,
Richard, executor
executor of
583
Scuppernong
N. C.,
C.,
Scuppernong River,
Rivr, N.
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of........185,
of ...... 185, 475
475
appropriation
Scurlock,
Scurlock, Arnistead,
Armstead,
payment
payment to ....................
582
.......
582
Scurlock, George
W., deceased,
deceased,
George W.,
payment to Noble Calhoun, executor
646
executor of ....
646
Seaberry,
Raleigh,
Seaberry, Raleigh,
payment
payment to
to ..........
....................
565
Sea-Coast Fisheries,
Fisheries,
Sea-Coast
appropriation for
statistics of.
440
appropriation
for collecting
collecting statistics
of. 417,
417, 440
Seaford,
Seaford, Del.,
Del.,
port of entry,
entry, privilege
of immediate
privilege of
immediate transtransportation
ofdutiable
dutiable goods
to, authorportation of
goods to,
authorized-------ized _
174
.
..... ..
174
appointment of deputy
appointment
collector at, authordeputy collectorat,
authorized
ized .. ..
. ............ .........
....
62
Seal
Fisheries,
Seal Fisheries,
appropriation
appropriation for agents at ............
265,441
deficiency
in .
.265, 441
deficiency in
.......................
417
Seamen,
Seamen,
in foreign countries, appropriation
appropriation for
for shipshipping and discharge
.---- .
discharge of
of......
. ..... ..140,
140, 345
345
for relief and protection of American
American ....
140, 345
.... 140,345
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Bradford,
Sears, Bradford,
Sears,
payment
to
..
617
payment to .............................
Seaton
House,
Seaton House,
appropriation
for
rent of, for Pension Office
Office.
52
for rent
)apopropriation
A.,
Joseph A.,
3eawell, Joseph
558
political
disabilities removed
558.
removed ..............
political disabilities
Sebastian, Moses,
Moses,
Sebastian,
583
• payment
payment to
to .............................
Sebovaing, Mich.,
Sebewaing,
appropri
ation for improvement of harbor at.
192
appropriation
Postmaster-General,
Second Assistant
Assistant Postmaster-General,
Second
411
of..23,234,
appropriation
salaries in office of
..23, 234,
for salaries
appropriation for
Second Auditor,
Auditor,
Second
.. 23,218,393
appropriation
salaries in office of ..
23, 218,393
for salaries
appropriation for
68
additional
clerks authorized
authorized in office of ..
additional clerks
Second Comptroller,
Comptroller,
Second
.23, 217, 392
appropriation for
salaries in office of ..23,
for salaries
appropriation
Secretaries of Legation,
Legation,
Secretaries
134,
appropriations
134, 339
salaries of ........-..
for salaries
appropriations for
Secretaries;
Secretaries,
and heads
departments to make requisiof departments
heads of
and
tion
postage-stamps .. .
418
official postage-stamps
for official
tion for
Navy,
Admirals, Navy,
Secretaries
Secretaries to Admirals,
appropriation
for pay
of ........-..- •....83, 331
pay of
appropriation for
Secretary Creek, dl.,
Secretary
appropriation
Creek, Md.,
for
i
mprovement
of
191, 474
474
appropriation for improvement of........191,
Interior,
the Interior,
Secretary of the
Secretary
office
appropriation for salaries, etc., in office
appropriation
of
22,
28, 229, 406
2,28,229,
................--.
of
shall procure
suitable rooms for use oof Court
Court
procure suitable
shall
55
55
of
of Claims .........................
shall make
make deeds
lauds in
deeds for certain low lands
shall
47
47
C ..........----........--Washington,
Washington, D. C
purchase supplies from Indian
authorized
authorized to purchase
131
manual and
and training
training schools ..........
manual
authorized
purchase and distribute
distribute addiauthorized to purchase
tional
clothing to Indians, appropriational clothing
131
131
..------------tion
for ...........-tion for.
when, may
purchase supplies for Indians in
may purchase
when,
-............. 132
open market.......
market
open
may use surplus of Indian appropriation
appropriation for
for
may
132
132
subsistence,
when; proviso .......subsistence, when;
132
132
report
report to Congress .....................
directed to
to take
reasonable measures to pretakereasonable
directed
vent
entering State of
Indians from entering
vent Indians
133
133
Texas
Texas ....----- ----------------when,
to use
certain appropriations
appropriations at Inuse certain
when, to
dian agencies,
and to
to report to Conagencies, and
dian
133
133
.
gress -------------------------carrying
to make
make rules
and regulations
regulations for carrying
rules and
to
into effect
effect act for relief of settlers on
into
145
145
Kansas..
Osage trust,
trust, etc.,
etc., lands in Kansas...
Osage
to
feeble-minded children of the
transfer feeble-minded
to transfer
States from
Columbia Institution
Institution for
from Columbia
States
Deaf and
Dumb to institutions
institutions for
and Dumb
Deaf
275
275
------------...
education ......--...
............
•--•......
education
to
cou rt,
proceedings in supreme court,
institute proceedings
to institute
D.
C., for
for acquiring
acquiring title for lands for
D. C.,
279
use of
Government Printing
Printing Office..
Office. _ 279
of Government
use
to make
make requisition
Postmaster-General
on Postmaster-General
requisition on
to
for
postage-stamps fol
foi use
use of
of
official postage-stamps
for official
Interior
237, 413
Department ... ' ..--- 237,413
Interior Department
to appraise
offer for
publ.e lands
for sale publ-e
and offer
appraise and
to
at Fort
Fort Harker
Harker military
military reservation,
reservation,
at
----- 198
Kansas; proviso
proviso-----------Kansas;
to
clerks in
Pension
in Pension
additional clerks
employ additional
to employ
------------------Office ..--..
68
Office
to
subject to
entry, by
by actual
actual settlers, lands
to entry,
to subject
in
Ripley military
69
reservation- military reservation
Fort Ripley
in Fort
to deposit
in Treasury
Treasury United
United States sums
deposit in
to
h&c'
him as
trustee for Indian
Indian
as trustee
by him
helW by
ribes
......
70
---- --- ----------rinbes....----directed
certain pensions
pensions rerestore certain
to restore
directed to
duced
.
.....
.
170
---............
duced ...-.... ---select location
location for
penitentiary in Dafor penitentiary
t.V. select
kota,
to
be
built
under
of;
37
direction of;
kota, to be built under direction
proviso .--.....................-- 378
proviso
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Secretary
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of the Interior--Continued.
Secretary of
Missouria
and
survey
of
reservation
of
Otoe
Missouria
reservation
of
survey
tribes
of Indians
Nebraska and
and
Indians in Nebraska
tribes of
380
Kansas,
to be
made by ..............
be made
Kansas, to
land to
to be
be offered
offered for sale at Beatrice, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
land
380
by;
proviso .....................
by; proviso
price
per acre
acre ....-----.....--.........
_ 380
-----price per
proceeds
Treasury
proceeds to be deposited in Treasury
381
United
States .....................
United States
may secure
other reservation lands for locasecure other
may
381
tion of
.
•..
Missourias ........
and Missourias
Otoes and
of Otoes
tion
authorized to
dispose of
portion of Fort
of portion
to dispose
authorized
Kanin
reservation
Dodge
Dodge military reservation
311
311
sas
actual settlers
settlers ...............
to actual
sas to
to make
make a
census of Winnebago
Winnebago Indians in
a census
to
316
316
...........
Nebraska
and Wisconsin
Wisconsin .
Nebraska and
to pay
under
appropriations under
and appropriations
annuities and
pay annuities
to
316
316
treaties
treaties pro rata ..................
to withdraw
locate public
from sale and locate
withdraw from
to
,
lands
Montana, Arizona,
Dakota, Montana,
lands in Dakota,
Idaho,
Wyoming Territories
Territories for
and Wyoming
Idaho, and
.........326
university
university purposes ....
value
of lands
lands to be appraised by board of
value of
326
326
commissioners appointed
appointed by the ....
commissioners
to
contract for rent of building for
make contract
to make
Office.................... 407
Pension
Pension Office
Shawnee Into
securities of Shawnee
and securities
stocks and
sell stocks
to sell
dians to
to reimburse Daniel S. McDoudians
421
gal and
and Charles
Winder
Charles S. Winder..........
gal
under
direction of
President, authorized
authorized to
of President,
under direction
use any
surplus of appropriations
appropriations to
to
any surplus
use
supply subsistence
deficiency to Insubsistence deficiency
supply
502
.....-.
...
dian tribes ....-..
dian
appropriations for care and support
support of
appropriations
Huala,pai
Apache Indians
Indians of Arizona,
Hualapai Apache
direction
to
be expended
expended under
under the
the direction
to be
421
421
...........-.
of
the
of the...............
Secretary of the Navy,
Secretary
office
etc., in office
appropriation for
for salaries, eta.,
appropriation
of
23, 28, 229, 405
of -----------...----------- 23,28,229,405
comto place
place vessels or hulks at disposal of
of comto
50
missioners
of quarantine
quarantine.... ..-.....
missioners of
to make
make requisition
on Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
requisition on
to
for
postage-stamps for use of
official postage-stamps
for official
237,413
-- .237,
Navy
Department.
413
Navy Department.......-------..
to place
place vessels
vessels of
United States Fish Comof United
to
Demission
on
footing
with
Navy
mission on footing
151
151
partment,
p)artment, etc ....................
authorized
introduce cotton cordage into
to introduce
authorized to
the
States naval service; proUnited. States
the United
.
.
.
172
-- ••-viso . . . . ........
. -- ...
•
... ••.• 172
------

viso
to make
site for Naval Obof site
purchase of
make purchase
to
65
65
servatory at
at Washington
CitY ...Washington City
servatory
to use
contracts
balances on contracts
unexpended balances
use unexpended
to
271
271
not
executed
fully executed........---..--not fully
to
cause purchases
purchases of
of tobacco
tobacco for
to
for Navy to
to cause
be made
made in
in Washington,
Washington, D. C.; conbe
509
...............
ditions of
of purchase
purchase .
ditions
to
use ordnance,
ordnance, etc.,
etc., for
for ornamentation
ornamentation of
to use
pedestal
monument in honor of
of
to monument
pedestal to
312
Farragut................312
Admiral
Admiral Farragut
board
of
naval
surgeons,
etc
,
examine
to
etc.,
surgeons,
board of naval
applicants
professorships in mathapplicants for professorships
317
317
ematics
to be
convened by the....
the
be convened
ematics to
States,
Secretary of
of Senate,
Senate, United States,
Secretary
appropriation
for deficiencies
to persons emdeficienciesto
appropriationfor
251
ployed in
office of
of.................
in office
ployed
to
documents
to furnish
furnish certain
certain public
to
323
soldiers'
soldiers' homes ....--- -... ----.....
of State,
Secretary
Secretary
appropriations
of State ,for
for salary
salary of,
of, and
of assistand of
appropriatiois
ants, clerks, etc.,
office of
the. 23,
216,391
23,216,391
of the
in office
clerks, etc., in
ants,
to
the, to
to pay
pay expenses
expenses of internaenable the,
to enable
tional sanitary
...
415
............congress ..... •
sanitary congress
tional
on Postmaster-General
make requisition
to
to make
requisition on
Postmaster-General
for
postage-stamps for
Departof Departuse of
for use
for postage-stamps
ment_
413
237,413
--- _237,
--.............--of State
State ...ment of
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Treasury—Continued.
the Treasury-Continued.
Secretary
Secretary of State—Continued.
State-Continued.
Secretary
to
make rules,
etc., for admission,
admission, free
free of
of
rules, etc.
to make
to convene
convene the first
of the
the United
meeting of
first meeting
to
duty, of
of articles
contributed for
for relief
relief
duty,
articles contributed
States International
International Commission._
79
79
Commission .....
States
of
colored emigrants
66
emigrants ..........
of colored
deliver to proper persons certain
certain
may deliver
purchase site for
for post-office
Baltimore,
to purchase
post-office at Baltimore,
54
drafts
54
.------. --------------.
drafts-66
66
.......---.
...-....
Md .......
to
Melexpenditures at Sydney and Melto report
report expenditures
to make
make rules, etc.,
etc., for admission, duty
bourne exhibitions
49
49
bourne
exhibitions .................
imported for
for
free, of sheep and wool imported
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury,
Secretary
exhibition at
at International
Exhibiexhibition
International Exhibiappropriation for
salaries, etc.,
etc., in office
of
office of
for salaries,
appropriation
70
tion, Philadelphia,
- .
70
tion,
Philadelphia, 1880 ........
23,26,216,391
391
the ----.........-------------- 23,26,216,
authorized
authorized to use unexpended
unexpended balance
balance to
to
construct public building at Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh,
to construct
credit
L'Anse Vieux
Vieux de
de Sort
Sort bands
credit L'Anso
bands of
of
Pa
142
142
. ......................
Pa ....... ..
133
Chippewas
Lake Superior
Superior ........
--------133
Chippewas of Lake
to
construct public
public building at Montgomto construct
authorized
to
apply
money
in
the
authorized
to
apply
surplus
money
ery,
142
142
---.... ...
ery, Ala
Ala ...................
or
purchase
Treasury
Treasury
to
the
purchase
redempVa 65
Danville, Va_
65
to erect public building at Danville,
tion of United
United States
States bonds
bonds_ ........._ 457
457
tion
marine steamers
steamers for reto employ revenue marine
silver coin
coin free of charge,
to transport
transport silver
charge, aplief of officers
officers and crews of whaling
whaling
propriation
for; proviso
proviso
447
............
propriation for;
barques
Wallaston and Vigibarques Mount Wollaston
xamination of records
records of captured
captured
to make xamination
150
lant, appropriation
appropriation for --..------------ 150
to pay
judgments of Court
Claims
and abandoned
abandoned property for
for use and
and
of Claims
Court of
to
pay judgments
442
protection
government
protection of the government.......
District of Columbia; proagainst District
carry into effect
effect act making Chattanooga,
Chattanooga,
to carry
viso ......................-----.........
286
286
Tenn., a
of delivery
373
.... 373
Tenn.,
a port of
delivery ...at Charleston,
to construct public building at
Charleston,
373
to appoint
appoint aa surveyor
surveyor of customs for ....
373
W. Va .............--.-----..-----..--..
73
73
establish an assay
office at
to
purchase site and
construct public buildassay office
at Saint Louis,
to establish
and construct
to purchase
Mo
312
312
M
o ................................
ing at Paducah, Ky ----..-...-----------.
73
73
to
stock for United
United
to permit
permit owners to change name
name of vessels
vessels
prepare certificates
certificates of stock
to prepare
under rules and regulations
under
regulations to be preStates International
International Commisssion,
----.................
-377
80
scribed by the .....
377
scribed
etc ...----------------------------...
80
to purchase
purchase site
site for
for and
and erect public buildto extend public building at Cleveland,
Cleveland,
ing at Jackson, Miss.; proviso
proviso .------..379
379
Ohio ....
..............
ing
..---...-.
81
81
under
to change the name of the steamboat
to report
report to Congress amount paid under
steamboat Minnie R. Child to Saint Nicholas
108
"
Pay of two and threeye
threeye ars' volunvolunNicholas .
..-.- .
108
"Pay
to purchase
purchase site and construct marine
marine hosteers," and bounty to volunteers
volunteers and
teers,"
pital at Memphis,
Memphis, Tenn
Tenn ------------109
their
their widows
widows and legal heirs ........
._
. 419
419
------...
...
109
to exchange
to change
change name
name of
of yacht
yacht Stephen
Stephen D. Barnes
Barnes
to
exchange certain
certain registered
registered for
for coupon
coupon
bonds of the District of Columbia;
to
Vega
311
Columbia;
Vega
....--------..--....--.---.
-----..-----. 311
proviso
166
may appoint
appoint inspectors
inspectors of customs
customs at comproviso ---.. ................
....
166
may sell at not less than par
pensation
less than three dollars per
par bonds
bonds of the
the
pensation less
per
District of Columbia in redemption
redemption
429
day .............
...................
design for statue for
for George Washington
Washington to
to
of the funded indebtedness
indebtedness of
of the
the
District of Columbia;
Columbia; proviso
166
approval. ......
313
be submitted to, for approval
313
proviso ......
166
to adjust and compromise
compromise claim
claim of the
Secretary
of War,
Secretary of
the
United States in the devise of Joseph
appropriations for
for salaries,
office
salaries, etc., in office
Joseph
appropriations
171
23,27,226,402
L. Lewis ------------------------.. 171
of ..........
............
.... 23,27,226,402
to increase compensation
may release
release right of way, etc.,
at
compensation of
may
etc., on lands at
of night
night inspectinspect44
ors of customs.
customs .......--------------...... 173
Plattsburg, N. Y
Y ...................
44
173
to designate
designate common
common carriers
carriers and
out street on, etc ....---....-----45
may lay out
and routes
45
for, etc.,
immediate transportation
transportation
have Army Regulations,
codified,
etc., immediate
shall have
Regulations, etc, codified,
dutiable goods to ports of destina34
of dutiable
etc --..--...
....-----------------------............ 34
t'tion
ion ...........
....
173
shall prescribe
regulations for building
building
........... ...
173
prescribe regulations
to
records of
the
to appoint
appoint clerk
clerk to complete
complete records
42
of the
bridge across Wabash
Wabash River, Ind ....
.. .
42
Southern Claims
253
Southern
Claims Commission
convene board
to convene
board of Army engineers to conCommission ......
253
to make detailed report to Congress of
sider bridge or tunnel
tunnel of Detroit
of exexDetroit
penditures of
of contingent
contingent and
and miscelmiscelRiver for railroad
purposes
51
railroad purposes.-.....
51
laneous appropriations
appropriations .------------- 226
226
authority to lease
lease Moline
Moline water-power
water-power reto make statements of receipts and of expealed
51
pealed .. .........
........... .......
51
penditures of appropriations
appropriations under
R.
under R.
appropriation for contingent
contingent expenses of
appropriation
of
S.. 3
3687
---------------112
S
6 87
. . ...
. ..- -..- ..- -.-.-..- -...- - - - - - - - - --. 226
Army under orders of ------------..............
112
2 26
to
to make
make requisition
requisition on
on Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
to make
make requisition
Postmaster-General
requisition on Postmaster-General
for use
use of
of
for official
official postage-stamps
postage-stamps for
for official postage-stamps
of
postage-stamps for
for use of
Treasury Department
Department ..............
237,413
Treasury
237,413
War
..........------------.
War Department
Department -237,413
to
compromise, judgments
judgments in
to settle, by compromise,
in
to employ additional
additional clerks
clerks in offices
offices of
of
charges commission casescases_ .....
. 242
242
Adjutant-General and Surgeon-GenAdjutant-General
Surgeon-Gendeficiency
appropriation for preparing
deficiency appropriation
preparing
eral .............................-----------------------------68
68
statement of appropriations
appropriations and
and exapprove right of way granted
across Fort
Fort
to approve
granted across
penditures by
_.....
243
by the ..---...............
243
and Fort
Port Laramie
Laramie military
Russell and
to
erect light-house
light-house and
to erect
and fog-bell
fog-bell at
at WickWickreservation to Wyoming,
Wyoming, Montana
Montana
reservation
ford -Harbor, Narragansett
Narragansett Bay
199
Bay .....
199
and
Pacific Railroad
141
and Pacific
Railroad Company
Company ......
to appoint deputy
deputy collector
collector of customs
customs at
at
to draw
draw warrant
warrant on Treasury
for expenses
Treasury for
expenses
Seaford,
Seaford, Del .......................
62
62
of Portland
Portland and Louisville
Louisville Canal-..
Canal_ .. 141,
141,478
478
to prescribe
etc., for admission, duty
prescribe rules, etc.,
may assign any
any officer of Army
Army as
as professor
professor
free, of articles imported
for
exhibiimported for
a law at Military
Military Academy
---------153
cf
Academy ........
' 153
tion at Millers'
Millers' International
ExhibiInternational Exhibiin
to erect
erect monument
monument at Yorktown,
Yorktown, Va.,
Va., in
tion, Cincinnati, Ohio
62
..............
62
commemoration of surrender
commemoration
surrender of
of Earl
to appoint deputy collector
collector at Lake
Lake
Cornwallis to General
Cornwallis
General George Wash66
Charles, La ........................
66
ington
ington .............................
163
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PM°.
Secretary
Fairmount
to
condemned cannon to Fairmount
to transfer •condemned.
Association for bronze
bronze
Park Art Association
equestrian statue of late General
equestrian
George Gordon Meade
164
Meade..............
George
to
improve and repair Mullan wagon road
to improve
in Montana
166
Montana and Idaho ..............
in
to prescribe
prescribe terms
terms for use of bridge across
to
Lake
railway
Saint Croix, Wis., for railway
Lake Saint
169
companies .......................
.
companies
for
specifications
to
approve
plans
and
specifications
to approve plans
169
169
bridge ..--.
......................
bridge
to complete
complete survey of Gettysburg battleto
170
.................
field
field...... ..
appropriations
appropriations for rivers and harbors to be
180,468
expended under the ............
expended
for
examinations and surveys of depth of
for examinations
secured
channel
water and width of channel
by Jas.
Jas. B.
B. Eads,
Eads, at South Pass, Misby
sissippi
River
189,479
sissippi River--...-------------189,479
to
accept from State of Michigan
Michigan public
to accept
works
Falls; proSaint Mary's
of
works- -of
---- - - --- - -- - - - - 189
viss ......
..
viss
to
to make requisition on the Treasury for expenses of operating and keeping in
penses
repairs Saint
Saint Mary's
Mary's Canal.
Canal......... 190,478
repairs
to
appraise and
settle certain lands in Fort
and settle
to appraise
310
Gratiot
reservation ........
--------310
military reservation
Gratiot military
Oakland
appropriations
improvement of Oakland
for improvement
appropriations for
Harbor,
Cal., when certain
certain rights of
Harbor, Cal.,
United States
secured satisfacStates are secured
United
192
..-------------torily to
the -to the
torily
for
improvement of rivers and harbors
for improvement
may be
be used
used for
for purchase
purchase of sites by;
may
proviso
...------------------. 193,482
proviso
for
improvement of rivers and harbors,
for improvement
contract or hired
how expended,
expended, by contract
how
-----.--- 193,482
labor
... .
labor....
to
estimates of cost of
surveys and estimates
make surveys
to make
removal
daris of mines from navremoval of debris
196
........-igable waters,
waters, California
California -----------196
igable
to
determine cost of improvexamine and determine
to examine
ing channels
Humchannels inside the bar, Huming
boldt
Bay, Cal
.....
196
Cal....................-boldt Bay,
to
official notice
removal of sunken
of removal
notice of
give official
to give
vessels
from navigable
of
waters of
navigable waters
vessels from
197
United
States ----.-------------United States
to
se21 cargoes
cargoes and wrecked
wrecked vessels, proto sell
ceeds
to be
Treasury
deposited in Treasury
be deposited
ceeds to
197
United
States
United States-----------to
acquire sites
and erect
erect military
military posts for
sites and
to acquire
73
frontier....
protection of
Rio Grande
Grande frontier
of Rio
protection
to purchase
purchase additional
powder.deadditional land for powder
to
113
pot ...----..------------------------113
pot
to
establish military post at Mussellshell
Mussellshell
to establish
River, Mont.;
Mont.; proviso
114
proviso.--....--- .. -River,
to
sell Fort
Logan, Mont.,
public aucMont., at public
Fort Logan,
to sell
11414
............
tion;
proviso
114
to;proviso
proviso --------------tion;
to remove
remove obstructions
obstructions from harbor and
to
61
river, Delaware
Breakwater ------.
Delaware Breakwater
river,
to transfer
Ripley military reservation
reservation
Fort Ripley
transfer Fort
to
69
to
Department of
of the
the Interior-..
Interior...
the Department
to the
to
land to
enlarge and
protect
and protect
to enlarge
purchase land
to purchase
,United
United States
States arsenal
at San
San Antonio,
arsenal at
314
314
Tex ...... .---------------.--.-------....
-• • ••
-......
Tex
wagonlocation of
right of
of way
way for public wagonof right
location
United
road and
railroad through United
and railroad
road
States
cemetery lands near VicksStates cemetery
burg, Miss.,
to be
be approved
314
approved by ..- .
Miss., to
burg,
location,
etc., of
of right of way, by tunnel,
location, etc.,
to Staten
Island Rapid
Rapid Transit
Transit RailStaten Island
to
road Company
Company through
through United
United States
States
road
ap-lands Richmond
Richmond Co.,
Co., N.Y.,
N. Y., to be ap
lands,
34
---proved by
the
324
by the...---.---.---proved
to maintain
free navigation
navigation of
of Saint
Mary's 3 1
Saint Mary's
maintain free
to
313
River, Ga
. ...........
....-......----Ga
River,
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to report
report as to condition of fortifications,
fortifications,
and
what number,
if any,
any, can be disnumber, if
and what
..
----------pensed with --468
pensed
exchange, in his discretion, unserviceunserviceto exchange,
able
468
ammunition for new ..........
able ammunition
surveys and examinations
examinations of certain
certain rivers,
surveys
harbors, etc., to be made by, approfor .................. 193,197,482
priation for
to
a free bridge over the Potomac
construct a
to construct
River
near
Georgetown, D. C.; proRiver near Georgetown,
329
..........
visos ................
visos
Seddon,
E.,
Seddon, W. E.,
617
payment
payment to .............................
Seeds,
Seeds,
appropriation
distribution of; profor distribution
appropriation for
viso.
23,293,384,453
viso .......-..............
Seizure of Vessels
Vessels,
Statfor violation
revenue laws, Revised
Revised Statviolation of revenue
for
322
utes,
amended.
Title 34, in relation to, amended.
utes, Title
Belden,
William
Selden, William,
payment
to
heirs
of;
proviso
250
.............
payment to heirs of;
Sellers,
Levious,
Sellers, Levious,
..--.--. 624
....
payment
to
....--.......
payment
Sellers,
Samuel,
Sellers, Samuel,
.
payment to
568
to ..................-.......
payment
Seminole
Indians,
Seminole Indians,
,
124,494
appropriation for interest,
etc., to .......
494
124
interest, etc.,
appropriation
Sentines
Barbour,
4-, Barbour,
Semmes 4
payment
52
to .........................-payment to
Senate,
appropriations for pay, mileage,
mileage, and curappropriations
2,
rent
expenses of .--....--------.
rent expenses
23,26,65,210,211,306,385
23,26,65,210,211,306,385
for improvement
improvement and repair of heating
heating
for
apparatus of the ..---.--------279
apparatus
212,306, 386
for
_ ...... 212,306,386
expenses of .......
contingent expenses
for contingent
for
65
in ...---- .------ ---.
deficiencies in
for deficiencies
....
for
303
of three messengers to the ....
salary of
for salary
for
deficiency for
for officers
and
clerks, and
officers, clerks,
for deficiency
clerks
to committees
of....
.....
424
committees of.............
clerks to
595
for
folders in
folding-room of .-...----.
in folding-room
for folders
July,
employ& of,
of, to
to have
have pay for month of
employes
56
1879.
---..---------. -.--------1879
-53,
extra
pay
to
certain
55
53 ,55
extra pay to certain....-.---------may
paid for
for services
taking
before taking
services before
be paid
may be
22
..................------------oath
oath......
----- ....
........ ...-special session
session of
800
of the
special
Seneca
Indians,
Seneca Indians,
appropriation for
for annuity,
etc., to
.. _125,495
to........125,495
annuity, etc.,
appropriation
of New
New York,
York, for
annual interest
interest to ....- 125,495
for annual
of
Sergeant, William L.,
Sergeant,
24
payment
244
.....-----.---..--...-------to .
payment to
Servants'
Quarters,
Servants' Quarters,
31
allowance
for,
to
officers
of
prohibited.
Army
allowancefor, to officers of
Laws,
Session
Session Laws,
391
appropriation for
editing, etc...
...... 23,216,391
etc.........23,216,
for editing,
appropriation
Sessions Territorial
Legislatures,
TerritorialLegislatures,
Sessions,
312
------......
limited
to sixty
sixty days -...
.
312
limited to
Seth, Julia,
Julia, heir
heir of
of William
William Blunt, deceased,
deceased,
Seth,
payment to..
645... -...
---.. -. -----.
to....
payment
heirs of William
Seth, Sidney
M., Children
Children of heirs
Sidney M.,
Seth,
Blunt, deceased,
deceased,
Blunt,
payment
to . ------------------------- 645
payment to
Settle,
Allen D.,
D.,
Settle, Allen
payment
to
....
582
payment to --.-----. .---- -----------Settlers,
Settlers,
on public
public lands
lands allowed
30 days' notice to
allowed 30
on
make
entry in
certain contested cases 141 141
in certain
make entry
rights of,
of, to date back to time of
ofsettlement
settlement.141 141
rights
on lands
in Virginia
military land district
Virginia military
lands in
on
complete sur• - allowed
allowed three
three years to complete
.......----- 143
vey and
receive patent 143
and receive
vey
actual,
on Osage
Osage trust
and diminished
diminished retrust and
actual, on
14
.....
serve
in Kansas,
Kansas, relief of 143
lands in
serve lands
purchase money
money and
and commissions
commissions on
void
on void
purchase
287
....--..----.
entries
be repaid
repaid to287
to be
entries to
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bona
fide, on public
bonafide,
public lands, transfers
transfers of,
of, proproproviso ...................
238
tected; proviso
on
reservaon lands
lands at Fort
Fort Harker
Harker military
military reservatime to pay
pay as
Section to
to have
have such
such time
as Sec198
retary Interior
Interior may
may determine
determine ......
198
on Kansas Indian lands, relief of..........
of _
68
on
on lands
lands in Fort Ripley
Ripley military
military reservareservation,
69
tion, rights
rights of,
of, preserved
preserved ..........
69
on public lands, affidavit
pre-emption
affidavit of, in pre
emption
commuted homestead entries,
entries, how
how
_
made ___
.--....----.--...---------.-.
169
in Kansas and Nebraska, relief of
of certain
certain _
543
- 543
Palatka military reservation,
on Palatka
reservation, Fla.,
Fla., titles
of,
confirmed .......................
171
of, confirmed
171
rights
of, on
on lands
lands in
rights of,
in military
military reservations
reservations
of Forts Abercrombie, Seward,
Seward, and
and
Ransom, Dak.,
preserved ------------172
Ransom,
Dak., preserved
..........
172
railroad lands, right
right of, to puron restored railroad
chase ....--..----.----.--...---.--.
315
315
actual, portion
actual,
portion of
of Fort
Fort Dodge
Dodge military
military resreservation in Kansas opened
opened up
311
up to
to ....
311
on lauds
lands in
in Fort
Fort Ridgely and Fort Crook
Crook
military reservations, Cal.,
Cal., rights
rights of,
of,
recognized and confirmed...........
confirmed
325
325
Ridg:cly milibona fide, on lauds
lands of Fort Ridgely
milireservation, Minn.,
Minn.-, rights
of;
tary reservation,
rights of;
proviso -------proviso
-......-..---....... 506
homestead, allowed
allowed 12 months additional
additional
511
time for climatic reasons ......--..511
Severance,
Severance, Charles,
Charles,
payment
614
payment to ............................
614
Sevier,
Harwell,
Serier, James
James, executor of
of Samuel B. Harwell,
deceased,
deceased,
payment
-........
payment to ....
-..........
..
629
Sexsinith,
Sexsmith, Sally,
payment
to
Isaac
P.
Baldwin,
for
heirs
of
568
payment to Isaac P. Baldwin, for heirs of.
568
Shackleford,
Shackleford, William L.,
payment to
payment
to ....................
..........
569
Shaffer,
H.,
Shaffer, John H.,
payment
payment to ........................
568
568
Shaffer,
Shaffer, R.
R. W.,
payment to ...........................
634
payment
634
Society of,
Shakers, Union Society
of,
payment to trustees
trustees oa .-.--..--- -...----- 624
624
Shannon,
Shannon, Nathan,
Nathan,
payment to
...
565
payment
to .--........................
565
Shannon,
Shannon, Samuel D.,
D.,
payment to ............................
560
Sharp,
G.,
Sharp, A.
A. G.,
payment
payment to ... .....................
250
.
250
James,
Sharp, James,
payment to
569
to ..........................
569
Sharp, James,
Sharp,
James, 61%,
sr.,
payment to
to............................
..
635
635
Sharp, Rebecca, deceased,
deceased,
payment to
administrator of..............
of
..
614
to administrator
614
Sharp William,
William
Sharp,
disabilities, removed
political disabilities,
removed. ...... ........
556
Shaw, Abner T.,
payment
payment to ---.
. --.............-.....
634
Shaw, Mrs.
Mfrs. Sarah,
Sarah, of Lawrence,
Lawrence, Karts.,
Kans.,
payment to, from appropriations
appropriations for Chey. .......
enne Indians ..........
276
Shawnee Indians,
Indians,
appropriations
interest to_125,
to. 125,495
appropriations for annuity and interest
495
sale of stocks of,
of, to reimburse
reimburse Daniel
Daniel S.
S. McDongal
Dougal and Charles S. Wilder.......
Wilder
421
Sheboygan, Wis.,
Wis.,
appropriation
improvement of
at.183,
472
appropriation for
for improvement
of harbor
harborat
183,472
Sheep and
and Wool,
imported for exhibition
exhibition at international
international
show, 1880,
1880, admitted free of duty...
duty_
70
70
of,
Sheep and
and Wool, Productions
Productions of, Philadelphia
Philadelphia
International
InternationalExhibition
Exhibition of,
appropriation to complete tests and exappropriation
aminations
aminations of ----.................
384
384
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She,epeater
Indians,
Sheepeater Indians,
.129,499
appropriation
appropriation for support
support of.
of ............
129, 499
Sheep
Sheep Husbandry,
Husbandry,
report of
of Agricultural
Agricultural Department
Department on,
on, authorized to be printed, distribution
distribution of.
of.
302
thorized
303
payment to John
on
384
payment
John L.
L. Hayes
Hayes for
for report
report on...
384
Sheepshead Bay,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Sheepshead
Bay, N.
appropriation for
480
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of__
of- -.... 186,
186,480
Shelly, Charles
Shelly,
Charles _M.,
M.,
457
contested-election expenses
expenses of.............
of.. .....
contested-election
457
Shelton, C. E.,
E., executor,
executor,
568
payment to .-------..--...--..
payment
-..---...
568
Shelton, James R.,
R.,
payment to ...........................
payment
648
Shemelia,
Shemelia, Mary A.,
A., Mother of William H., deceased,
125
payment to ...................-..........
payment
125
Shenand,oah
Shenandoah_River,
iver, W. Va.,
appropriation
improvement of........192,471
of........192, 471
appropriation for improvement
R.,
Shepherd, James
James B.,
563
payment to ............................
payment
563
Sheppard, Frank,
Frank,
Sheppard,
payment to ...............
payment
.............
564
Sh,erley,
Sherley, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
payment to ................
payment
..............
559
Sherman,
Edward S.,
Sherman, Edward
S.,
payment to .....
payment
.........------------.
417
Sherman,
trustees of Union Society
Sherman, Ezra, et al., trustees
of Shakers,
Shakers,
payment to -payment
....-..-.
.....---...-..---624
Sherman,
Sherman, John
John L.,
payment
of ..............
payment to
to administrator
administrator of
568
She-rod, John
H.,
Sherrod,
John H.,
payment
of
payment to
to administrator
administrator of............
567
Patrick,
Sherry, Patrick,
payment
payment to .............................
568
Sherwood, Rebecca
Rebecca C
Sheriwood,
C.,,
payment to
___
....
.
to ........
................
....
.
568
Sherwood Point,
Point, Green
G-reen Bay, Wis.,
Wis.,
appropriation
for
fourth-order
light
on
437
appropriation for fourth-order light on ....
James, deceased,
Shields, James,
deceased,
pension
of .
pension to widow
widow of...........
....
.......
527
Shields, James M.,
M.,
payment to
.
payment
to ..........................
634
W., administrator,
administrator,
Shields, S. W.,
payment to
payment
to
..............................
.583
683
Shields, Thomas
Thomas J.,
payment to .............
payment
624
. ..............
Steamboat, and
Ship, Steamboat,
and Way
Way Letters,
appropriations
appropriations for
for ....................
179, 376
Shipping
abroad,
Shipping Seamen
Seamen abroad,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of ............
appropriation
140, 345
345
140,
Shipwreck,
appropriation
payment to masters and
and
appropriation for payment
crews of foreign
foreign vessels rescuing
rescuing
crews
American citizens
citizens from..........
from
American
140, 345
&ober,
Shober, Francis
Francisif.,
E.,
payment
to
.
.....
. 456
payment to ..............................
456
Shook, Andrew,
Andrew,
payment to
to ............................
624
Shoopman,
Shoopman, David,
David,
payment to ..............................
584
Shopshire,
Shopshire, Thomas,
Thomas,
payment to .........
................ .
583
Shores,
Shores, John,
John,
payment to ..........
...................
565
Shoshone Indians,
Shoshone
Indians,
Wyoming Territory, appropriation
appropriation for care
and
and support of _
.....................
67,500
Western, Northwestern,
Northweste'rn, and Goship
Goship bands,
appropriation for
for installments,
installments, etc.,
appropriation
etc.,
....
...
. ..........
to
126,496
.........
126, 496
in Idaho, appropriation
appropriation for settlement, etc.,
of
130, 499
499
of ...
...........................
130,
of Southeastern
Southeastern Oregon,
Oregon, approriation
for
appropriation for
settlement, etc ---------.---------30, 49!
491
................. 130,
appropriation
and support
support of.130,
of.130, 49!
499
appropriation for collection
collection and
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Sinking Fund,
Fund, D. C.-Continued.
C.—Continued.
requisitions for, to be drawn by
requisitions
by the TreasUnited States ..........
.162,466
162,466
urer of the United
Treasurer United States to purchase
purchase any
any
Treasurer
funded
indebtedness of the
the District
District
funded indebtedness
466
of Columbia
Columbia for ....................
Sioux Indians,
Indians,
appropriations for
installments, etc.,
etc., to..
to..._ 127,
for installments,
appropriations
496,497
for
of
different
tribes
126,496
..................
different
tribes
for, of
refund
of proceeds
proceeds of
appropriation for, of
refund to appropriation
131
sheep and wool..............
wool
sale of sheep
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for..............
for... ....•
431
431
deficiency
Secretary
Treasury to withhold
withhold payment
payment
Secretary of Treasury
to certain tribes of,
depredations
of, for depredations
422
.......-- ..............-.
committed
committed
Sioux
Indian Reservations,
Sioux Indian
pre-emptors on, injured
injured by grasshoppers,
grasshoppers,
pre-emptors
11
time
paymeneof, extended
extended ......
11
time for payumeutof,
Site
Public Buildings,
Site for Public
to
be
purchased
at
Baltimore,
Md
66
to be purchased at Baltimore, Md.........
73
Charleston, W.
W. Va ....................
73
Charleston,
109
Memphis,
Tenn., marine
hospital..-----.
.
109
marine hospital
Memphis, Tenn.,
142
Montgomery,
Ala ---------.----------.142
Montgomery, Ala.
- 73
...---Paducah, Ky ...----.----.---..73
Washington,
C ,Pension Bureau
Bureau --..
448
D. C.,
Washington, D.
65
Naval Observatory, to be selected
selected....
65
Sigur,
JosePh 0. Sigur,
Sigur,
of Joseph
Louise, tutrix of
Sigur, Louise,
Conmmittee of
Library
Congress, Joint Committee
Library of Congress,
payment to ......
564
. ...........----...-- . 564
payment
Congress to report
report on ..............
165
Congress
Silver,
Silver,
for military
military posts for pro!cction
protection of Rio
appropriation for
expenses of negotiation
negotiation
for expenses
appropriation
73
Grande frontier
frontier .....................
73
Grande
remonetizaconcerning international
international remonetizaconcerning
482
for
locks and dams;
dams; proviso
proviso ..............
482
for locks
26
. ...----.----..
tion
.
tion of ..-Sivas, Jeptha,
Jeptlia,
Sivcls,
Silver
Coin,
Silver Coin,
568
payment to ...
..............---.-...
payment
appropriation for;
free transportation
transportation of,
of, appropriation
for;
free
Six
Nations
of
New
York,
of
New
Six
Nations
proviso
.
44
447
---.........--.-------proviso
appropriation for
permanent annuity
annuity to'.
to:. 126,
L26,406
406
for permanent
appropriation
for
deficiency, to reimburse
reimburse Treasurer U. S. for
deficiency,
River, Wash. Ter.,
Skagit River,
239 Skagit
loss
of.-..............recoinage of.
on recoinage
loss on
190
of.........
appropriation for improvement
190
improvement of
appropriation
appropriation for recoinage
23
recoinage of .----.--.--.
appropriation
W.,
A. W.,
Skinner, A.
17 Skinner,
tender ..............
redemption of; legal tender
redemption
----.
payment to ...--.----..----....634
payment
monetary
commission relative
relative to common
common
nmonetary commission
S'Klallam
Indians,
S'Klallam Indians,
ratio
and
. 455
455
between gold and.............
ratio between
appropriation for
subsistence, etc.,
etc., for ...129,500
.129, 500
for subsistence,
appropriation
appointment
report
of, compensation
compensation for, report
appointment of,
Slade, Andrew
Jr.,
Andrew F.,
455 Slade,
011
on ...--.----------------------93
payment
to
593
----payment to ..... ........-..------.
deceased,
Simmons, Alexander, deceased,
Slater,
Bartine,
Slater, Bartine,
of..
payment to C.
634
.
administrator of...
payment to
569
Smith, administrator
C. S. Smith,
paymentto
to ......------------- --------payment
Simmons,
Josiah,
Simmons, Josiah,
Slaydon,
William,
Slaydon, William,
payment
565
565
634
.-----------..-------.------.
payment to ..-634
to
payment to
...----- ----- ----------payment
Simms,
Carroll,
Charles Carroll,
Simms, Charles
Sdenzans,
W. F.,
F.,
Slemons, If.
558
payment to
to ................-.....------280
political
disabilities removed
'280
removed ...---...-political disabilities
payment
Slinkhard, Nicey,
Simms, George W.,
Vicey,
Slinkhard,
634
payment to
569
payment
to .-----........-- ------.-- ---payment to .-.......-..-------.-------- 634
payment
Simonson,
Benjamin,
Rankin,
Simonson, Benjamin,
Sloan, R,ankin.,
560
payment
to ...---..------...-------------- ---payment
payment to
.......-------------------- 582
to
payment to
Small, E. T.,
Isaac,
Simpson, Isaac,
584
584
.......------------------payment to
payment
to .--- --------- ------------ * 563
payment
payment to
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lM.,
Henry M.,
Shrere,
payment
payment to legal representatives of ......
602
602
Shrewsbury
River, N.
N. J.,
J.,
Siretwsbury River,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.
184,470
of........184,470
appropriation
Shriver,
A. K.,
Shrivcr, A.
payment
to
583
payment
........................
...
583
Shultz,
J.,
Shultz, F. J.,
payment to
634
to ...........................
. 634
payment
Shuniard,
Oliver M.,
M.,
Shumard, Oliver
payment to .----.-- 583
..
583
.---..........---payment
Sherlock,
Mary Ann,
Shurlock, Mary
payment to Samuel
guardSamuel B. Hutchinson, guardpayment
ian
__•
611
. - 611
...---------------------ian of
Sides,
A., administrator,
administrator,
Andrew A.,
Sides, Andrew
...........................
payment to
. ..
559
payment
Signal
()Noe,
Signal Office,
appropriation for
23,227,402
for salaries
salaries in ...........23,227,402
appropriation
Chief of; to have rank and pay of brigadierbrigadierChief
general ...........................
267
Signal
Service,
Signal Service,
appropriation for
current expenses
expenses of.31,266,445
of_31,266,445
for current
appropriation
in-30, 110
enlistments in: number
number of enlisted men in_30,110
enlistments
addition
to
force
of,
authorized
......
267
...........
addition to force of, authorized
110, 346
appropriation
foipay
and
subsistence
of
_110,346
subsistence
and
appropriation for pay
additional copies
annual report
report of Chief
Chief
copies of annual
additional
of,
printed
304
of, authorized
authorized to be printed..........

Smalling, A.
A. G.,
Simpson, James E.,
F.,
Smalling,
Simpson,
634
payment
to --....----------------------582
634
payment
to .--..--------------------582
payment to
payment to
Smallnian, J.
J. M.,
M.,
Smallman,
Simpson,
James G.,
Simpson, James
648
648
payment
to .--....----_
----------.---tax
refunded to .......-----------------587
payment to
tax refunded
&need, Abner,
Simpson,
administrator,
Abner,
Smead,
Simpson, William G., administrator,
556
556
....
political
5-----------------------3
removed ......
payment
583
disabilities removed.
political disabilities
payment to
Smith, Abner,
A., deceased,
Sims, James A.,
deceased,
565
payment
payment to
executrix of
of ...---....----617
..----------.---.-----------565
617
payment to
to execntrix
payment
Smith,
Archibald G.,
Smith, Archibald
Sims,
deceased,
administratorof William, deceased,
John, administrator
Sims, John,
560
60
..--------- ----.---payment
to ........
payment to
583
583
payment to .............
......_ ......
------------------------...
payment
Cain,
Smith, Cain,
Jonathan,
Sims, Jonathan,
payment
to
.... ..-- --------.------. 569
------payment to
583
83
.----------------------payment to
payment
Smith., Canada,
Canada,
Smith,
Sims,
Ann (formerly Allen),
Polly Ann
Sims, Polly
payment
to ------------------------- 6614
payment to
583
583
..-----..---------------payment to
payment
Smith., Charles
Charles B.,
B.,
Smiili,
Sims,
E.,
Sims, William E.,
543
o.51
accounts
to be
settled for relief of
heirs....
of heirs....
be settled
accounts to
634
634 Smith,
....--.--..---------payment to
C. S.,
S., administrator
of Alexander
SimSimof
Alexander
administrator
C.
Smith,
Sinking
D. C.,
Fund, D.
Sinking Fund,
mons, deceased,
deceased,
mons,
appropriation for
salaries of
of clerks
in office
office
clerks in
for salaries
634
appropriation
payment
to ....
...
------.------..---------payment to
of
commissioner
_ _ ___158,461
158, 461
the ......-----of the._
of commissioner of
Smith, Dennis,
r
Dennis,
Smith.,
for,
and
interest
on
the
funded
debt
of
debt
finded
the
on
interest
563
for, and
payment
payment to ........----. --..----- ---- --466
162,
Dniatrint
th
the
District of Columbia.----..-....
Columbia
162,466
"'"
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PageSmithsonian Institution,
Institution,
Smithsonian
appropriation forpreservation
colbctions,
ctions,
ofcoll635
forpreservation of
appropriation
etc., of
of articles
articles presented
presented to
to United
United
etc.,
States at
Centennial Exhibition
States
at the Centennial
617
617
of
1876...
..
276,452
276,452
of 1876
.........................
for
continuing ethnological
ethnological researches
researches
for continuing
617
among North
American Indians
Indians .... 275,443
275,443
among
North American
for
of reports
reports and
and maps
maps to
to
for transportation
transportation of
650
650
269,447
foreign
269,447
countries -......-----...--foreign countries
for
payment to,
to, for
for freight
freight on
on observatory
observatory
for payment
617
617
publications .......................
84
publications
reappointments to
to fill
fill vabancies
board of
of
vacancies in
in board
reappointments
621
regents of................
of
299
........
299
regents
bronze statue
statue in
Joseph
in memory
memory of Prof.
Prof. Joseph
bronze
560
560
Henry, deceased,
erected in
in
Henry,
deceased, to be erected
de
administratorof Thomas,
Thomas, deSmith, George
George T.,
T., culministrator
grounds
of
154
154
grounds of.........................
ceased,
ceased,
deficiency
completing reredeficiency appropriatoin
appropriatoin for
for completing
617
617
payment
to .......
...................
payment to
port of
of Dr. Bessel's
Bessers Arctic
Arctic expedition
expedition
port
Smith,
H.,
Smith, Henry H.,
..................
for
for ........
..... .238
238
payment
to ____________
______ __ --...
_• 281
payment to
.----.----.------------..
Smoot,
John H.,
administrator,
Smoot, John
H., administrator,
Smith,
Smith, Hiram,
Hiram,
payment
to
.
583
payment to ............................
583
584
584
payment
payment to ................
.......
Smooth-bore Guns,
Guns,
Smooth-bore
Smith,
Smith, Jacob
Jacob J.,
J.,
appropriation
for conversion
conversion of...........
of
34
.34
appropriationfor
548
548
pension
pension to ..........................
Smuggling,
Smuggling,
Smith,
E., administrator
administrator of George,
George,
Smith, James
James E.,
masters
light-house vesselsto
masters of light-house
vesselsto have police
617
617
payment
. .
to ................-............
payment to
powers,
etc., in
cases of ...-.......
263
powers, etc.,
in cases
263
Smith,
John,
deceased,
deceased,
Smith, John,
Smyrna,
Smyrna,
617
617
payment
administrator of
of...........
payment to administrator
American cemetery
appropriation for
for
American
cemetery at, appropriation
Smith, John,
John, administrator
of John
John Williams,
administrator of
Williams,
Smith,
improvement
140
improvement of
of..................
140
deceased,
deceased,
Smyzer,
Philip, deceased,
deceased,
Smyzer, Philip,
payment
619
619
payment to
to .........................
payment
Mary A.,
widow of...........
of
583
payment to Mary
A., widow
583
John H.,
Smith, John
H., and
and Co.,
Snake
Indians,
Snake Indians,
tax
refunded to .......................
545
tax refunded
545
appropriations
.. 127, 497
497
etc., to —127,
appropriations for
for installments, etc.,
Smith, John
John M.,
M.,
Snavely,
Snavely, John H.,
H.,
payment
to
624
payment to ...........................
624
payment to
583
payment
to ....................
........ ..
583
Snead,
E. If.,
deceased,
Snead, E.
K., deceased,
E, and
Smith, John T.,
and Co.,
Co.,
credit upon
bond ......................
589
credit
upon bond
589
tax
refunded to ......................
545
tax refunded
545
Sneider, Anna,
Anna,
Smith, Joseph,
Joseph,
Smith,
payment
to ..........................
payment
payment to
to .
617
........................
617
payment to
634
634
Snell,
Snell, Louis,
Smith, Josiah,
Smith,
Josiah,
payment to
615
payment
to ..........
........-.......
615
payment
634
to......
................
634
payment to
•-•Snell, Thomas,
Thomas,
Snell,
Martin,
Smith, Martin,
release from
from judgment
judgment against
against ............
payment to
release
649
payment
to
.........................
619
619
Snelling,
Snelling, William,
Mary,
Smith, Mary,
payment
Dissey
administratrix
payment
to
payment
to
Dissey
Snelling,
administratrix
payment to --..
.....................
634 •
634of .--------.----------..-----..........------.....--.
565
Smith, Mary
E.,
Smith,
Mary E.,
P. Zimmerman,
payment
Henry, and
and I.
I. P.
payment to
to ....
......... ..
........
583 Snow, Henry,
payment
. .
535
Smith,
payment to .............................
535
Smith, Hoses,
Moses,
Snow, Levi,
Levi,
payment
payment to .............................
583 Snow,
payment
559
payment to ..............................
559
Josiah F.,
F., and
and John
John Mf. Gaines,
Smith 0.
O. B., and
and Josiah
Gaines,
Solar Eclipse,
Solar
Eclipse,
executors
executors of
of Otho J. Smith,
Smith,
observation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for
observation of,
of, deficiency
payment
payment to ...
.......................
621
621
expenses
420
expenses of
of ...................
....
420
Smith, Otho
B.,
Snith,
Otho B.,
Soldiers' Homes,
payment to
payment
to ............................
621 Soldiers'
certain
public documents
documents to
to be
be furnished
furnished
certain public
Smith, Otho
Otho J.,
J.,
Smith,
the National
National .......................
322
the
322
payment to
payment
to executors
executors of
of ................
621
621
George
B. McClellan
McClellan appointed
appointed to
to fill
fill
George B.
Smith, Perry
Perry P.,
P.,
vacancy as
447
vacancy
as manager
manager of
of .............
447
payment to ..............
payment
...........
583
583
Soldiers'
Home, Ill.,
Soldiers' Orphans'
Orphans'Home,
Smith, Philip
Philip (of South Carolina),
Carolina),
loan of tents to--...........
to
594
...............
594
payment to
payment
to .............................
565
565 Soldiers'
Soldiers' Reunion
Reunion,
Smith, Philip
Smith,
Philip (of
(of Ohio),
Ohio),
Milwaukee, Wis.,
Milwaukee,
Wis., loan
of flags,
etc., to
to....
__ _.
594
loan of
flags, etc.,
594
payment to ..........
......
......
583
Central
City, Nebr.,
Nebr., loan
loan of
artillery, etc.,
Central City,
of artillery,
etc.,
Smith,
Smith, Robert,
Robert,
to ................................
593
593
payment
payment to .
......................
583
Lincoln, Nebr.,
Lincoln,
Nebr., loan of
of artillery, tents, etc
etc.,,
Smith, Samuel,
..---......------.
to
655
655
payment
payment to .......................
565
565
Muscatine, Iowa,
loan of
of flags,
flags, tents,
tents, etc.,
etc ,
Muscatine,
Iowa, loan
Smith, Samuel,
Samuel,
Smith,
to
596
..
...---------------------.....
596
payment
payment to .....
.....................
618
618
Committee
Committee of the
loan of arms,
arms,
the Northwest,
Northwest, loan
Smith, Thomas, deceased,
deceased,
etc., to ..--.--..--...--.
........
etc.,
596
payment
to administrator
of ..............
payment to
administrator of
617
617
Northeast
Northeast Missouri,
loan of
of tents,
tents, etc.,
etc., to..
to
597
Missouri, loan
597
Smith
Smith,, TV.
T. H.,
H.,
Decatur,
Ill., loan
Decatur, Ill.,
loan of artillery,
artillery, etc.,
etc., to....
to
598
598
payment
to
payment to ............................
22
State of Maine,
Maine, loan
loan of artillery, tents,
etc ,
tents, etc.,
Smith, William
William M.,
M.,
to
to ......................
.........
655
655
payment to
payment
to .................
568
568
Wichita, Kans.,
Wichita
Kans., loan of tents and
and artillery.
artillery.
597
597
Smith, W. 0.,
0.,
Columbus, Ohio,
Ohio, loan
of artilartiland sailors, Columbus,
loan of
payment to ..............................
........................
648
648
lery
lery ......-.....................
595

Smith,
Edward J.,
J.,
Smith, Edward
..
.
payment to ............................
Smith, Enoch
Enoch A.,
John, deceased,
deceased,
of John,
A., administrator
administratorof
Smith,
payment to
to .-......
.............-------payment
Smith, Fleming,
Fleming,
Smith,
payment to
payment
to ..........................
Smith, George,
George,
Smith,
increase of pension
pension .......
...........
increase
Smith, George,
George, deceased,
Smith,
deceased,
payment to
to administrator
administrator of .............
payment
Smith, George
George F.,
Smith,
F.,
payment to
administrator of
of ..............
payment
to administrator
Smith, George
George B.,
B.,
payment
to
payment to ..........................
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Soldiers and Sailors,
Sailors,
Soldiers
totally disabled,
increase of pensions to
disabled, increase
to....
281
Monument
Association of Washington
Washington
Monument Association
County, Ohio, condemned
condemned cannon
donated to .........................
164
donated
Navy,
Solicitor end
Judge-Advocate-General, Navy,
and Judee-Advocate-General,
Solicitor
appointment of, authorized;
authorized; duties of _
..-.
164
appointment
appropriation for
salary of................
of
_
337
for salary
appropriation
Solicitor
Treasury,
Solicitor of
of the
the Treasury,
appropriation for
office
etc., in the office
salaries, etc.,
for salaries,
appropriation
.23,23,236,413
236,413
of the ----....................
to
Freedman's
management of Freedman's
to investigate management
Company
328
Trust Company.......Savings and Trust
Davis,
Somerville and Davis,
549
duties refunded
refunded ..........................
549
duties
South
Carolina,
South Carolina,
post-routes established
established in ..... 17,22,102,209,368
17,22,102,209,368
post-routes
Southern
Commission,
Claims Commission,
Southern Claims
transfer of appropriation
appropriation for, to contingent
contingent
transfer
29, 253
expenses of ....................
.29,253
expenses
clerk to, authorized;
authorized; appropriation
appropriation for pay
253
of
.....
of ....... .- . .....-..-..--29
manner of taking testimony before--......
before._ _ _
29
manner
Southern
Company,
Steamship Company,
Southern Steamship
payment of
of claim
of; from deficiency
deficiency approclaim of,
payment
priations
for Post-Office
Post-Office Department,
priations for
prohibited
258
prohibited ........................
Indians,
Southern
lite Indians,
Southern Ute
200
provisions for settlement
settlement of, in Colorado
provisions
agency for
located by commisbe located
to be
the, to
for the,
agency
sioners ...........................
203
sioners
South Farallon
Farallon Island,
Island, Cal.,
South
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for completion
completion of
deficiency
240
240
---......-..........
fog-signal at
fog-signal
South Haven, Mich.,
appropriation for
harbor
improvement of harbor
for improvement
appropriation
183,471
at
.
----- -- ----------. .183,471
at --------..
South Pass,
Pass, Mississippi
Mississippi River,
South
appropriation for examination
examination and survey
appropriation
189,479
..........- ..-....4,
of .....
4,189,479
.. .
Southport, Conn., Southport,
appropriation for
improvement of the
the harfor improvement
appropriation
180,469
bor
.-. ...... .180,469
at ----......--....
bor at
South
J.,
South River, N. J.,
appropriation for
improvement of........184,473
of
184,473
for improvement
appropriation
Spangler, George,
George,
Spangler,
622
payment
to
622
--------- ------payment to ----....--Archives,
Spanish Archives,
appropriation
copying, etc.,
etc.,
translating, copying,
for translating,
appropriation for
in office
office of
Surveyor-General of Cali.,f Surveyor-General
in
fornia ... --- _......
.:
234
..---.--.. ---.----fornia
Spanish
Claims Commission,
Commission,
Spanish Claims
a ppropriations for salaries
expenses of
of
and expenses
appropriations for salaries and
the
140,346
140,346
.--------------------.
the..--.-140
.-------Secretary
of.--..-....-Secretary to, pay of
140
contingent
expenses of
..------....------ of
contingent expenses
Sparkman Moses,
Sparkman,
payment
to ......648
-------- ---- ----payment to
Sparks,
administrator,
Sparks, M., administrator,
250
250
------payment to
..--------------.-payment
Sparr,
Sparr, Milton L.,
606
--pension
to --------------------------.
606
pensionto
Peter,
Spears, Peter,
Spears,
-- 635
payment
to ----..--.-......
.
.-------- -----payment to
Sped t,
Leivis,
t, Lewis,
Spech
621
621
payment
payment to ...--.------- ------.--------.
Special Agents,
Indian
Service, appropriation
appropriation for pay of 117,487
Indian Service,
Independent
appropriation for
for
Treasury, appropriation
Independent Treasury,
pay
of.
23, 223,398
pay of -.......------------- ----- 23,22:3,398
Special
of National
Banks,
National Banks,
Examinations of
Special Examinations
appropriation
for the
23, 219, 394
the ......---........23,219,394
appropriation for
Special
' axes,
Imnprovement 'taxes,
Special Improvement
in
District of Columbia, interest on arrearin District

rrr-ction
nf
ao
ages of;
ai,
v--f-rea
, correction

of excessive.---excessive

36
36
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Special Mail
Mail Service,
Service,
Special
appropriation for ....
................... 178,375
appropriation
extension
of,
without
11
advertising ........
of,
without advertising.
extension
Spencer, William,
584
payment to .............................
Spickler, Fray
Spickler,
Frisby T.,
621
payment to ..............................
621
Spielman, William
H.,
Spielman,
William ZH,
payment
621
payment to .............................
Spofford,
I.,
Ainstvorth R.,
Spofford, Ainsworth
appropriation to reimburse
reimburse ............... .
442
appropriation
Sponsseller, A. M.,
M.,
Sponsseller,
payment to
to ..-.....------.......
...
583
Spradlin,
J.,
Spradlin, H. J.,
payment
to
payment to ..............................
583
Springfield,
Mass.,
Springfield, Mass.,
armory, appropriation
appropriation for
for ................
armory,
443
arsenal, appropriation
appropriation for repairs and presarsenal,
ervation
etc., at
267
grounds, etc.,
at ........
ervation of grounds,
right
granted to Springfield
Springfield and
and
right of way granted
.ew London
Company
Railroad Company
London Railroad
across
61
Water Shops Pond..........
across Water
ew London Railroad
Springfield and A
Amy
Railroad Company,
Springfield
granted
right of way across Water Shops
granted right
61
...............
Pond ..............
administrator of Samuel MilliD., administrator
Walter D.,
Sprott, Walter
kan,
deceased,
kan, deceased,
645
.................
payment to ...........
645
payment
Spronse, James,
James,
Sprouse,
payment to .
583
.........
............-......
payment
Stafford, Jesse,
payment to .............................
635
payment
Harbor, Coin.,
Conn.,
Stamford Harbor,
appropriation for
establishment of lightfor establishment
appropriation
263
house on Forked Rock .............
for completion
completion of
436 .
436
of. ......................
for
Stammer,
Stammer, Anderson,
635
payment
to
......
_
_
_
_
payment to .------------.-----......-Stamped
Envelopes,
Stamped Envelopes,
78, 376
.......
appropriation for
manufacture of
.... 1178,376
for manufacture
appropriation
transfer
purchase •
of appropriation
appropriation for, for purchase
transfer of
249
of official envelopes, etc ............
------------249
Stamps,
Stamps,
appropriation for
the markingand
marking and rating
rating of
of
for the
appropriation
postal .............-----------------177,375
postal
for internal
....... .. 23, 220, 395
service ....
revenue service
for
internal revenue
Standard
Measures,
and Measures,
1Wvights and
Standard Weights
appropriation
for construction
veriiicaconstruction and verificaappropriation for
, 441
tion
of
tion of ......................-----. 265,441
Standish,
John
H.,
Standish, John H.,
payment
to
_ .
588
. ........
. _... ..............
payment to
Stannards Rock, Lake Superior,
Superior, Mich.,
Stannards
appropriation for
light-hou se on.263,436
on.263, 436
oflight-hlouse
erection of
fbr erection
applropriatioln
Stapp,
A. .1.,
deceased,
.1., deceased,
Stapp, A.
..
payment
administratrix ..
560
Catharine, as admiistratrix
payment to Catharine,
Starkey,
IL,
J.oseph J.,
Starkey, Joseph
624
payment to
to ....................-----.....
payment
Starr, David J.,
J.,
Starr,
624
payment
to
..----------...--...-payment to ....
Star Routes,
Roottes,
Star
appropriation
for
inland
transportation of
transportation
inland
appropriation for
mails
by .....------------..-....--.178,376
178,376
mails by
for deficiency
transportation of mails
mails
in transportation
deficiency in
for
by
71
.------ .---- - ...---by ..- .unexpended balances
balances of appropriation
appropriation for,
unexpended
249
made
available -.. --.------------_ _
249
made available
expediting service
service on,
on, prohibited
prohibited ....
72
........._
expediting
State
of South
South Carolina,
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examinations and,
of
removal of remains
remains of .......
removal
.......---- _
----....
534
certain
certain public improvements,
improvements, approSykes, Henry 0.,
Sykes,
priation for .............. _.193,
1-93, 197,482,
197, 482, 484
payment to .....................
.
.....
645
certain, of
lands in
in Virginia
Virginia military
certain,
of lands
military land
land
Sykes, James,
Sykes,
James, deceased,
legal and
and
district in Ohio declared
declared legal
payment
payment to W. II.
H. Hagen
Hagen and W. H. Sykes,
valid
..............................
143
v
administrators
administrators of ..................
635

INDEX.
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Symms,
Symmes, William,
William,
payment to
payment
to ...........................
J. Hale,
Sypher, J.
payment
payment to ...........................
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583
457

T.
T.
Tabeguach,e
Utah Indians,
Indians,
Tabequache Utah
appropriations for blacksmith
for
127,497
blacksmith for........127,
497
appropriations
Tabeguache
We Indians,
Indians,
Tabequache Ue
appropriation for
497
127,497
etc., to
to .... 127,
appropriation
for installment,
installment, etc.,
for deficiency
of
422
deficiency for support of.............
Tadlock,
Andrew N.,
N.,
Tadlock, Andrew
payment to .................................
635
payment
Talbert,
Talbert, Zadok,
payment
584
payment to ...............................
Talbott, George
George E., administrator
Talbott,
administratorof Samuel E
B.,,
deceased,
payment to ...............................
621
payment
Taliaferro, William B.,
Taliaferro,
political disabilities removed
removed .
..
542
.............
542
Tallahassee Mission School Building,
Building
Tallahassee
destroyed
by
fire,
appropriation
for
rebuilddestroyed
.
501
....--------......------...------..
ing Tallahatchee River, Miss.,
Tallahatchee
appropriation
186, 476
for improvement
improvement of ........ 186,476
appropriation for
administrator,
William F.,
F., administrator,
Talley, William
payment
568
payment to ...........................
Fla.,
Tampa Bay,
Bay, Fla.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
191,470
........
appropriation for improvement
port
immediate transprivilege of immediate
port of
of entry, privilege
portation
dutiable goods to, auof dutiable
portation of
thorized .........................
174
174
Tangier Light,
Light,
Tangier
appropriation
345
345
of.-----------for expenses
expenses of
appropriation for
Tangipahoa River,
liver, La.,
Tangipahoa
appropriation
for improvement
191, 476
of........191,476
improvement of
appropriation for
Tanner
Tanner and Asher,
tax
545
tax refunded to ..........................
Tanner,
L.,
Tanner, Z. L.,
permission
present
604
to accept
accept present.......
given, to
permission given,
Tonsil,
John T., and Mary Ann,
Ann, his wife,
Tansil, John
payment
to
.
584
payment to ---......--...................
Tarpley,
Edward, deceased,
Tarpley, Edward,
payment to
to J.
D. and
J. A. Tarpley, execuand J.
J. D.
payment
tors of
of ...............--........ ---584
tors
Tar
N. C.,
Tar River, N.
appropriation for
for improvement
185,475
185,475
of ......
improvement of
appropriation
Tate,
Francis,
Tate, Francis,
payment to
to .-.....--.......------------559
payment
and Able,
Tate, Gill and
.
587
------.
tax refunded
refunded to .-....--..........Tate, James
James W.,
payment to
559
59
----to .-..-..........-..........
payment
Tatmall, John
John B. F.,
Tatnall,
political
disabilities
removed
549
.............
political disabilities removed
Mass.,
Taunton River,
River, Mass.,
appropriation for
i
mprovement of
of.......... 190,
473
190,473
for improvement
appropriation
Abraham,
Taylor, Abraham,
payment
568
568
to ..---............-------------------payment to
Taylor, D.
surviving administrator
administrator of John
John
D. J.,
J., swrviving
Taylor,
1'.
deceased,
T. Noe, deceased,
633
633
payment to ..................-------------Taylor,
Frank
J.,
Frank
J.,
Taylor,
47
47
payment
payment to ---....---.--- ------------..
Taylor,
Jonathan,
Taylor, Jonathan,
584
584
payment to ............................
payment
Taylor, Nancy Jane,
Jane,
Taylor,
619
619
payment
payment to ...........................
Taylor,
Richard P.,
P.,
Taylor, Richard
606
pension to
..
. .
606
....................
to ..........
pension
Taylor,
Taylor, Robert B.,
584
84
--.-----payment to .---..........
Sophia Brooke,
Taylor, Sophia
pension
to,
as
widow
of
Major
Francis
TayTaypension to, as widow
545
.-..- -.-.....--.------------ 545
lor
.-... --------.
---
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Trogo.

deceased,
Taylor, Thomas,
Thomas, deceased,
Rebecca F.,
635
payment to
to Rebecca
F., executrix
executrix of
of ......
635
administrator of
Preston,
Taylor, William,
William, administrator
of Preston,
payment
payment to
. . ......
.--- ...........584
Taxes,
Taxes,
on
distilled spirits in case of
on distilled
of loss, leakage,
leakage,
etc.,
remitted in excess
excess of
of
etc., not
not to be
be remitted
insurance over market value ........
......
59
insurance
in
District of
of Columbia;
on arrearan- earin Dislrict
Columbia; interest
interest on
sold
ages of; redemption
redemption of
of property
property sold
for;
of sale
sale for
36
for; publication
publication of
for .....
.........
36
church property exempted
exempted from
23
from...........
23
sold for, to be revested in
trustees
of
23
in trustees of ....
23
paid on, to be refunded .................
'23
23
direct, commissioner
deficiency approcommissioner of, deficiency
compensation and expriation for compensation
pense
432
pense-;,;of;
of; proviso
proviso ..................
432
illegally collected, deficiency
deficiency appropriation for refund
refund of .................
. 428
Tax-Lien Certificates,
Certificates,
in District of Columbia, redemption
redemption of ..
36
.... . 36
Tax Sales,
in District of Columbia, redemption of property sold
at .....................
erty
sold at
36
La ,
Tchefuncte River,
River, La,
appropriation for
improvement of
481
for improvement
of.........
appropriation
Tchula Lake, Miss.,
Tehula
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of.........
481
Tea Culture,
Culture,
in United States, appropriation
appropriation for experimeats in
ments
in .......................... . .294,
383
294,383
Tedford,
H.,
Tedford, Joseph H.,
payment to .............................
635
payment
Telegrams,
Telegrams,
when may
may be
be sent by railway
railway companies
31
companies ..
Telegraph,
Telegraph,
to
connect Capitol with the departments,
to connect
appropriation
_ _ ......
268, 444
..._.268,444
for ..--------..appropriation for
appropriation for construe
construc-military, appropriation
lines, military,
... 267,445
267, 445
tion, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
repair of ....
Telegraph
Companies,
Telegraph Companies,
make report to Superintendent
Superintendent of Census
Census
to make
for fiscal year nearest to June 1,
1, 1880
75
Telegraphic Cable,
Cable
Telegraphic
.
60
I ...........
to be laid to Block Island, R. I
Telephone,
Telephone,
appropriation
for
rent
of,
for
the
governthe
governappropriation for rent of, for
279
...........
ment
..............
deficiency, in Government
Government Printing
for deficiency,
Office
'252
252
..........-Office.......----------..
Revised Statutes
Statutes 553, District of Columbia,
Revised
amended by adding the word......
word...
_ 321
amended
Temple, Franklin,
Franklin,
Temple,
payment
..... ........
...........
425
........-..........
payment to ......-...
Temple, Joseph,
Joseph,
Temple,
payment
584
payment to .....................- ......-.
Templeton, John
John H.,
H.,
Templeton,
credit in account
654
account...------.............--.....-Temporary
Clerks,
Temporary Clerks,
appropriation
Interior
appropriation for salaries of, in Interior
Department
23
2:
Department ................----Temporary
Contracts,
Mail Contracts,
Temporary Mail
when
may be
11
11
made.-.....................
be made
when may
Tener,
Tener, George C.,
payment to
to ......---------.........----624
624
payment
Tennessee,
Tennessee,
post-routes
established
in
18,
39,
103,
209,
369
post-routes established in.....18,39,103,209,369
United
States circuit
and district
courts esdistrict courts
circuit and
United States
175
tablished at Chattanooga
175
Chattanooga -----...--tablished
Grundy
transferred from
middle
from middle
County transferred
Grundy County
to eastern
eastern district
175
district ........ ---.---to
175
terms
hold at Chattanooga
Chattanooga --_ _ 175
terms of, to be held
eastern district
divided into northto be divided
of, to
district of,
eastern
ern
175
divisions..........
and southern
southern divisions
ern and
clerks
appoint deputies
deputies for
marshals to appoint
clerks and marshals
175
offices
Chattanooga..............at Chattanooga.
offices at
suits,
.
176
176
---triable ...............---.
suits, how triable
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Texas—Continued.
Texas-Continued.
Tennes8ee—Cou
tinned.
Tennessee--Continued.
to release
release to United
States right
right to
to lax
sit es
es
to
United States
crimes and offenses, where
cognizable
176
where cognizable.....
lax sit
occupied for
for mili
mili: ary
ary purposes
purposes for
for
jurors to
summoned.
occupied
to reside in
in divisioff
divisionf where
where summoned
protection of
of Rio
Rio Grande
Grande frontier...
frontier
73
protection
vice
176
for ser
service.....-......-..............
176
73
Indians
from entering
entering State
State of
of
133
removal of suits from State courts
Indians prohibited
prohibited from
courts regu133
judicial
districts in;
in; circuit;
circuit; jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
176
lated .......................-......
judicial districts
176
of
district
northern district;
district;
State
municipal authorities
of ChattaState of,
of, or municipal
district courts
authorities of
courts in
in northern
Chattaterms of circuit
circuit courts
courts ..............
nooga to provide
provide building
building free of ex10
United
district and
courts of
pense to
to the
the government
government for
for United
United States
States district
and circuit
circuit courts
of
the
western
district
of,
terms
of,
to
176
States courts .............--......
.
176
the western district of, terms of, to
port of delivery
established at
at Chattanooga
373
be held at
San Antonio,
Antonio, and
and
delivery established
Chattanooga
at Austin,
Austin, San
373
Tennessee
326
Brownsv
ille .......................
Tennessee River,
River, Tenn.,
Brownsville
Tenn.,
326
appropriation
improvement of._
_ _ _187, 477
purchase of land
arsenal
appropriation for
purchase
for improvement
of........187,477
land for
for improvement
improvement of
of arsenal
Tenses River,
314
at San Antonio
Tensas
River, La.,
La.,
Antonio -......------.---....
314
San
apappropriation for improvement
of
480
improvement of---...
--480
San Antonio,
Antonio, military
military department
department at,
at, appropriation for
completion of
of buildTenure of Office,
for completion
buildact
1878, not to affect,
of memmemact of June 19, 1878.
ings
for headquarters
headquarters of
447
affect, of
ings for
of............
447
bers of Territorial legislatures,
legislatures, etc__
35
bersof
etc...35 Thanksgiving,
Courts,
Terms of Courts,
proclamation of President
President of the
the United
proclamation
United
November term of district
in Connecticut, -November
States
November 27,
1879,
district
States appointing
appointing November
27, 1879,
changed ....................
41
court changed
as a
a day for
798
41
for-- ....................
798
Kentucky, of
45
in Kentucky,
of circuit
circuit and
and district
district courts
November 25,
1880 .....................
courts. _ 46
November
25, 1880
799
in Texas, of circuit courts for
northern disfornorthern
Thames River, Con-n.,
Conn.,
.
10
trict ...............................
appropriation for
of ......
473
10
appropriatin
for improvement
improvement of
..-... _184,
184,473
for western
western district_
326
district ..................326
Postmaster-General,
Third Assistant
Assistant Postmaster-General,
in Georgia,
Georgia, of circuit and district court for
appropriations for
for salaries
salaries in
in the
the office
office
appropriations
southern district.
63
district --....--.-----..--178,411
63
of --------------------------23,29,
.........................
23,29,178,411
in Ohio, of circuit and district
district court
court for
for
Secretary of
of State,
State,
Third Assistant
Assistant Secretary
southern district
district.-...................
64
appropriation for
salary of
of .....----.. .
26, 216, 391
appropriation
for salary
26,216,391
circuit and
and district
district courts
in Colorado, of circuit
courts
Third
Third Auditor,
for district of Colorado
Colorado -------. .
76
76
appropriation for
in office
23, 218, 393
appropriation
for salaries
salaries in
office of
of..23,218,393
in Tennessee, of circuit
circuit and district
district courts
courts
Thirty-Mile Point,
Point, N. Y.,
for eastern
175
eastern district -----.--.....----.
175
appropriation for
site of
of lightlightappropriation
for protecting_
protecting site
Territorial
Courts,
TerritorialCourts,
house at
at ---.....-..----..------....
263
in Utah,
Utah, deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for exThomas, Alexander W.,
W.,
penses of
of.- ...
423
penses
...................
423
payment
to
618
payment to .............................
618
TerritorialGovernments,
Territorial
Governments,
Thomas,
Thomas, Alfred,
Alfred,
appropriations
23, 27, 225, 400
appropriations for expenses
expenses of ... 23,27,225,400
to...............................
payment to
.
621
.....-..........-----......
for salaries, etc., of ...................
225,400 Thomas,
Thomas, Asa,
253
for deficiencies
deficiencies in ......................
253
payment
payment to ... ...-..................
....
584
Territories,
Territories,
Thomas, B. C.,
concerning legislative
act of June
June 19, 1878, concerning
payment to ..............................
payment
648
648
assemblies
assemblies in, not to affect
affect tenure
tenure of
of
Thomas,
Thomas, Cyrus,
Cyrus,
office, etc .........................
35
office,
35
credit
account of, authorized
authorized ....
credit to adjust account
246
legislative
legislative assembles of
of the, may
may make
make
Thomas, David,
David,
TIhomas,
provisions for care
persons concare of
of persons
conpayment
payment to
to --------..----..----..-......
559
victed
victed of crime, etc.;
etc. '
•proviso........
proviso .___
. 277
277 Thomas, Elizabeth D.,
D.,
vacancies in offices of justice
justice of
of peace
peace in
in
duplicate of lost check
check issued
duplicate
issued to ....-.....
540
the, how filled .............------.
74 Thomas, Henry,
sessions of legislative
legislative assemblies
assemblies of the,
the,
payment to ....---..-- ...-----payment
..-------624
limited to
to sixty
days ...............
312
limited
sixty days
312 Thomas,
Thomaas, Henry,
Wyoming,
certain
of Montana,
Montana, Idaho, and
and Wyoming, certain
payment
.
payment to ..............................
648
officers of,
of, to act
act as
as board
board of
of apportionapportiouIsaac,
Thomas, Isaac,
ment
154
ment .----........---.......---154
payment
to
payment to ..........
584
..................
584
legislatures of, determined
legislatures
cendetermined on basis of cenThomas, James
James,' deceased,
deceased,
sus of 1880
154
.-... .........--.....---payment
to
James,
jr.,
and
154
payment to James, jr., and Champ, execuTerry,
Terry, John
John B.,
B., deceased,
deceased,
tors of.............
of
...............
635
635
widow of. ....................
payment to widow
635 Thomas, John
John T.,
T.,
Testimony,
payment to ___
......
payment
................... .
565
.........
how taken in cases
cases pending before the
Clark,
Thomas, W. L.,
L., and L. L. Clark,
Southern Claims Commission
Commission .......
29
administrators
Clark, deceaseddeceased _ 627
administrators of William
William Clark,
Tests for Iron and
and Steel,
N.,
Thomas, William N.,
appropriations
269,349
appropriations for continuing the ....... 269,
349
payment to
payment
to .-.......-..-....-..........-563
Texas,
Thompson, Hiram,
Hiram,
establishment of post-routes
establishment
22, 40, 105, 205,
post-routes in
in _18,
18,22,40,105,205,
payment to
to .............................
...
618
618
208,369
Thompson Isaac,
Thompson,
Isaac,
northern judicial
judicial district of United States
payment to
payment
to .....-----------.......
...-.
584
court established in ................
198
198
Thompson, John
John C.,
prosecutions
prosecutions for crimes to be
in divisbe tried
tried in
divispayment to ..................-...........
payment
584
ion of the district
district where
where offenses
offenses are
are
Thompson, J.
J. C.,
committed
198
committed .........
.......
.
198
payment
to ........... ...................
payment to
248
prosecutions pending
pending not affected
by act_
198
prosecutions
affected by
act
198 Thompson, Joseph R.,
B,
appropriation for salaries
deficiency appropriation
salaries of UniUnipayment
payment to ............................
646
ted States attorney
attorney for northern
northern disThompson, Manuel,
trict
trict of
of --------------------......
250
payment to .........................
payment
• •
584
for United
United States marshal for
for northern
Thompson, Moses,
Moses,
Thompson,
district of .............
district
..... ......
250
250 i payment to
to .............................
584

INDEX.
Thompson,
R.,
Thompson, Moses C. R.,
payment
payment to
to .............................
Thompson
Thompson, Nancy
Naancy P.,
P., deceased,
deceased,
payment to administrator
administrator of ..............
Thompson,
Richard,
Thompson, Richard,
payment to .............................
-•
Thompson,
Thompson, Susan,
Susan,
payment
payment to ...... ......................
------ •- •
Thompson, Thomas C.,
Thomnpson,
C.,
payment
payment to
to---- .----..-------.------..
Thompson,
Thompson, T.
T. .D.,
D.,
payment
to
payment to ...
............
......... .
Thompson
William,
Thompson, William,
payment
to ..............................
payment to
Thompson,
Thompson, William
William H.,
H.,
credit
account
credit in
in account.........................

Page.
Page,
Page.
635

618
635
635
580
580
635
635

637

Thompson,
J.,. .administrator
Barbary
Thompson W. J.,
administrator of Barbary
Neilson, deceased,
deceased,
"Jeilson,
payment
633
...................
payment to .-.....
Thorn,
John,
Thorn, John,
name
of
steamer
J.
IL
Kelley
changed
to
.
to.
74
changed
name of steamer J. H.
Thornburg,
Thornbury, Solomon-,
Solomnon,
payment
614
payment to ..............................
Thornton,
Thornton, Taylor,
Taylor,
payment to ...........-..................
569
payment
Thrasher,
James Roberts,
Roberts,
Elias, administrator
administratorof James
Thrasher,Elias,
deceased,
deceased,
644
payment to ....-------------......................
payment
Thread
haven Creek,
Threadhaven
Creek, Md.,
Md.,
190,474
appropriation
474
........ 190,
appropriation for improvement of ----Three
Three Sixty-Five Bonds
Bonds of
of D. C.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for payment of indeficiency
322
on ........... ..... ................
terest on...
R. S.,
$.,
Thurston, R.
payment to
to ......................-.....
.
..
417
417
payment
Tice, Daniel
DanielL.,
..------.
payment to
584
to .....--.....--- ----payment
Tickfaw
La.,
Tickfau)w River,
Iiver, La.,
481
of.........
appropriation
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation for
Ticonderoga
Y.,
N. Y:,
TiconderogaRiver, N.
appropriation
for
improvement
of
......
470
appropriation for improvement of .........
Tidd, Elijah,
Elijah,
Tidd,
payment
to ...-........-.....----------584
payment to
Tillamook
Orey.,
Head, Oreg.,
Tillamook Head,
appropriation for light-house
light-house and fog sigappropriation
263,436
.........--------- t. '263,
nal at ......
.
436
...
Timbalier Light,
Light,
Timbalier
appropriation for
for payment
to keepers
keepers of...
of... 429
payment to
appropriation
Timlur Culture,
Culture,
Timber
relief of
of settlers
relating to, inunder acts relating
settlers under
relief
jured
grasshoppers .--...-------48
jured by grasshoppers
entry,
reserFort Ridgely military reserin Fort
lands in
entry, lands
506
vation
---. ----.-...-------vation open to .

Depredations,
Timber Depredations,
appropriation for
for prevention
450
450
of ...----..
prevention of
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
deficiency
agents
employed for
428
of.246,428
suppression of.246,
for suppression
agents employed
Tipler,
Tipler, Maletha J.,
payment
...
584
84
--------to .....---......-payment to
Tipton, Wiley J.,
J.,
payment
to
...
563
.........------------------.
payment to
Titles
Mlining Claims,
Titles to Mining
505
505
how
perfected, in certain suits for ........
how perfected,
Tobacco,
lTobaceo,
291
291
dealers
special tax for ............. leaf, special
dealers in leaf,
negotiations for
importation of,
of, by
by foreign
foreign
for importation
negotiations
countries authorized
to be
be opened
opened by
authorized to
countries
308
the President
United States .... 308
of the
the United
President of
the
prohibition
relanding exported,
exported, to deof relanding
probibition of
167
167
fraud the revenue laws ..........----168
168
.-----....-----penalty for--......for .... .
168
manufacturers of,
books..--..--..----. 168
of, to
to keep books
manufacturers
manufactories
consecumanufactories of, to be numbered consecu168
168
tively...
tively-.. . .--. ----------------167
167
provisions for
.-------.. .
for exportation
exportation of
provisions
509
regulations
purchase of,
509
for Navy
Navy .....
of, for
for purchase
regulations for
57
XXI
xx1-57
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897

Toledo,
Page.
Toledo, Ohio,
construction of a
construction
a public building at, auappropriation for;
thorized, appropriation
for; proviso ..................
282,436
so
............ 282,436
harbor
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of harbor
.182,
471
at .
.......................
.........
182,471
port
entry, privilege
port of
of entry,
privilege of
of immediate
immediate transtransportation
authorportation of
of dutiable
dutiable goods
goods to, authorized.................................
174
ized
Tollett, Rebecca,
payment
to ---------.
payment to
.......---............
561
Portland Canal,
Canal,
Tolls, Louisville
Louisville and
and Portland
abolition
of ............
141
abolition of
.................
141
Tombigbee River,
Tombigbee
River, Miss.,
Miss.,
appropriation
of....184,
476, 477
184,476,477
appropriation for improvement
improvement of....
Tomeny, J.
J. AI,
M.,
Tomeny,
payment to administrator
administrator of estate of .....
252
payment
Tone's
Bayou; La.
La.,,
Tone's Bayou,
appropriation
for closing
closing ................
.186,
476
186, 476
appropriation for
Tonkawa
Tonkawa Indians
Indians,'
appropriation
129,500
support of ............. 129,500
appropriation for support
Tooley, Arthur,
Arihubr,
payment to
617
to Arthur,
Arthur, administrator
administrator of
of...... 617
payment
Topeka,
Topeka, Kans.,
appropriation
appropriation for continuing work on public buildings at; proviso
...........259,
436
.. 259,436
proviso..........
Topographical
TopographicalSurveys,
of Mississippi
River, commission to direct,
Mississippi River,
•
powers,
37
37
duties, etc
etc .................
powers, duties,
Tornado Sufferers, Missouri,
Tornado
Missouri,
loan of tents to
to........
..... ..........., . 594
...........................
loan
Torpedo-boat Alarm,
Torpedo-boat
3,85
appropriation
etc
3,
85
propeller for, etc........
appropriation for propeller
Torpedo
Corps,
Torpedo Corps,
appropriation
expenses of.....85,
of..
85, 334
pay and
and expenses
appropriation for pay

Torpedoes,

Torpedoes
for
harbor
,
defenses, appropriations
profor; proappropriations for;
defenses,
for
harbor
viso .........................
...109,
110, 468
109,110,468
viso
Totuski
River,
Va.,
Totuski IRiver, Va.,
appropriation for
improvement of........191,475
of
191,475
for improvement
appropriation
Tourist,
Tourist,
sloop-yacht Mariah, of Rochesname of sloop-yacht
180
ter, N. Y., changed
changed to
. .......
180
..............
to .
ter,
Townley, Richmond,
Townley,
payment to administrator
administrator of ..............
..
559
payment
Town
Greek,
i. C.,
Creek, N.
bTown
of.........
appropriation for improvement
......
475
improvement of...
appropriation
Toy,
George,
Toy, George,
payment
to
429
.....--....
payment to .........
Tract-Books,
Tract-Books,
407
appropriation for
rebinding. ...... ,
for rebinding...............
appropriation
Trade-marks,
Tradetmarks,
502
registration
. ....-..
of, authorized.
authorized........
registration of;
application for,
503
made ...............
for, how made.
application
Commissioner of
of Patents
Patents to decide on
Commissioner
503
.. ---...-----claims to ......---.
503
issued......
certificates of registry
registry of,
of, how issued
certificates
what shall
in suits reevidence in
constitute evidence
shall constitute
what
garding
503
-- -garding --.
practice
United States courts of equity
of United
practice of
to
govern in
cases of dispute
dispute .......
503
in cases
to govern
former
and remedies
preserved .504
504
..
remedies preserved
rights and
former rights
......-...... ---....-foreign,
obtained
504
l
how obtained
foreign, how
agreement
between United
Braand BraStates and
United States
agreement between
zil
protection of..............--of..
659
659
for protection
zil for
Tradewater
River, Ky.,
Ky.,
Tradewater Rirer,
appropriation
for improvement
480
480
of........
improvement of...
appropriation for
Trail,
Charles B.,
E.,
Trail, Charlts
payment
to
584
584
payment to --.-----------------------Transient
Paupers, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Transient Paupers,
270,446
approrpiation
for
suport
of
.......
........
270,
446
----......-of
suport
for
approrpiation
Transportation,
Transportation,
appropriations
for Army
.. _ ...... 32,112,
348
32,112, 348
Army.......
for, for
appropriations for,
deficiencies in ..........--.
419. 431
---------- 419.431
deficiencies
30
of recruits....--------....-------------recruits
30
of
1 , 375
of
mails inland;
inland; proviso
proviso ..--.....------- 178,375
of mails
178,37
on star
star routes
376
routes..-------------------.-- 178,
on
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Transportation— -Continued.
-Continued.
Transportationdeficiencies hi
hi...........................
71,249
71,249
deficiencies
376
foreign; proviso
proviso ........................
foreign;
between East
Union depot,
Saint Louis
Louis and Union
East Saint
between
Saint Louis,
Mo
170,375
Louis, Mo................170,375
Saint
of
Indian supplies
.
130,
501
130,501
......-..
supplies...........
of Indian
deficiencies
in ..-.........--.............
431
deficiencies in
routes to
to sea-board,
sea-board, first
volume of report
report of
of
first volume
routes
committee on
on the,
the, to
printed_ -... . 455
to be
be printed.
committee
payment to
land-grant railroads
railroads
certain land-grant
payment
to certain
348
for
for...-...-.........------------------......----of
deficiency apapof Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, deficiency
of officers
officers of
propriation
245
245
for ......--.--.....--.
propriation for
of
certain internal
internal ports
of dutiable goods to certain
of destination
173
of
destination ......................
198
amended
.......................
amended ........
Trani,
Travsi, Franklin,
Franklin,
release
sureties of ....................
650
of sureties
release of
Trea,dhaven
Creek, Md.,
Md.,
Treadhaven Creek,
appropriation
474
190, 474
of _... __ 190,
improvement of_
for improvement
appropriation for
Treasurer
Treasurer United
United States,
States,
23, 218, 393
appropriation
salaries in office of .23,
appropriation for salaries
for checks, check books, certificates
certificates of
of
for
deposit
____.--..
__223,
398
223, 398
deposit for
for --............
for contingent
contingent expenses
for collection,
collection, safe
safe
for
expenses for
keeping
transfer of
of public monmonkeeping and transfer
eys.
223
223
eys....
........................
for
deficiency
to
reimburse,
for
loss
on
refor deficiency to reimburse, for loss on recoinage
at
San
Francisco
and
Philacoinage at San Francisco and Philadelphia
mints, etc
etc ................
_
239
239
delphia mints,
shall
redeem subsidiary coins
7
7
coins..............
shall redeem
Montana,
proceeds from lands
lands in Dakota, Montana,
Arizona,
sold
Arizona, Idaho, and
and Wyoming,
Wyoming, sold
for
for university
university purposes, to
to be
be invested
ed in United
United States
States bonds and deposited
326
posited with
with ........................
326
commissioner
commissioner Freedman's
Freedman's Savings
Savings and Trust
Company
place dividends
dividends
Company directed
directed to
to place
in
depository banks
banks
in United
United States depository
through
. -....
327
--... ---.
327
through..........
sinking-fund of
of
ex-officio commissioner
commissioner of sinking-fund
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, authorized
authorized
the
to redeem
outstanding certificates
certificates of
of
to
redeem outstanding
the late board of audit of District of
Columbia.....
.....
_
286
Columbia.. ...-..................
shall
on Treasury
for ininmake requisition
requisition on
Treasury for
shall make
terest
and sinking-fund
sinking-fund of
the DisDisterest and
of the
trict of Columbia.
162
Columbia ...........
......
to
purchase
any
funded
indebtedness
of
Disto purchase any funded indebtedness of District
of
Columbia
for
sinking-fund._
466
trict of Columbia for sinking-fund..
466
may, in
in Ids
sell bonds
bonds authorized
authorized
may,
his discretion,
discretion, sell
for payment
payment of
Court of
of
for
of judgments
judgments Court
Claims against
against the
District, use
use proproClaims
the District,
ceeds
of such
466
ceeds for
for payment
payment of
such judgments.
judgments.
466
requisitions
of
interest and
and sinking- fund of
requisitions for interest
District of
of Columbia
to be
drawn by
be drawn
by
District
Columbia to
the, onl
y .......---.....
466
the,
only
.
466
Treasury
Building,
Treasury Building,
appropriation
of, etc...260,
436
etc. . 260, 436
annual repairs
repairs of,
appropriation for
for annual
Treasury
Depcirtment,
Treasury Department,
appropriations
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
_.. 23,
216, 391
in...
23,216,391
etc., in.
appropriations for
contingent
expenses of
220, 395
395
contingent expenses
of---..-----....... 220,
deficiencies in
the ........ 239,255,415,428,429
239, 255, 415, 428, 429
deficiencies
in the
printing and binding
printing
binding for
for the
the-----.
.--..
278,455
deficiency in ...
242
deficiency
.......................
242
pay of
of speci
agents, etc
223,398
pay
speciaa: agents,
etc................223,398
engraving
261,438
engraving and
and printing
printing .................
261,438
public
.
260,
265, 435, 436
public buildings under the .
......
260,265,435,436
deficiency in
in .........................
241
deficiency
241
lithographing,
the
lithographing, mapping, etc., for
for the....
278,455
deficiency
71, 114
deficiency in
in ........... .........
71,114
revenue cutter service.--..
service
261, 438
revenue
-----. --.. -- 261,438
miscellaneous expenses
of ..............
265,
miscellaneous
expenses of
65, 440
440
purchase of books
books for
266,442
purchase
for library
library ............
266,442
official postage-stamps
for
.
237,
413
official
postage-stamps for..-.--........
237,413
ext ra pay
persons discharged
from
56
extra
pay to persons
discharged from......
56

Page
Page
Treaty
of Peace,
Treaty of
Peace,
and
of American
Independence,
American Independence,
and recognition
recognition of
celebration
of 100th
anniversary of..
of..
77
77
celebration of
100th anniversary
Y. C.,
Trent River, N.
appropriation
of ........ 185,475
185,475
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation for
Trim,
H., administratrix
administratrix of
of MatMatTrice, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, H.,
thew
A., deceased,
deceased,
thew A.,
561
payment to
to...-.......--...........----payment
Trim, Samuel D.,
Trice,
D.,
payment to
584
584
to.....-----. -----------------.
payment
Trice, W.
W. C.,
C.,
Trice,
payment
to .............................
635
payment to
Trinity
Tex.,
Trinity River, Tex.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of...
477
477
appropriation for improvement of......-..
Troops,
Troops,
not lo
be used
used to
the peace
peace at
55
at the
the polls.
55
to keep
keep the
not
to be
True, Wallis,
True,
payment
-.. 561
payment to ..--- .....--.....-----.--- .....
Trundle,
Daniel,
Trundle, Daniel,
payment
.............. 584
payment to
to..............
Tucker,
Tucker, Charles
Charles E.,
E.,
payment
to ............................
.
559
payment to
Tucson, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
for additional
to deposideposipay to
additional pay
appropriation for
tory
at
27
.......-----27
tory at..---....-.....
for
223,398
for salaries
salaries in office
office of depository
depository ...... 223,
398
administrator of Hugh
Tufts, A.
A. A.,
A., administrator
Hugh Lewis, dedeceased,
payment to
644
payment
to----.........-------..---..
644
Tuggle, Thomas
Thonas S.,
S.,
payment
payment to ...........-.................
563
563
Tulloch, John
M.,
Tulloch,
JohnM.,
payment to
568
payment
to ............................
568
Tully,
Tully, Richmond,
Richmond,
appointment
of, as
appointment of,
as first
first lieutenant
lieutenant United
United
States
Navy, authorized;
proviso...
510
States Navy,
authorized; proviso...
510
Turman,
William
Turman, William,
guardian, duplicate
check issued
to.
546
guardian,
duplicate of lost check
issued to.
546
Turner, Edward
Turner,
Edward C.,
C.,
payment
to
569
payment to ..............................
569
Tv,rner, E.
Marsh, administrator
Turner,
E. Marsh,
administratorof
of Eli
Eli Marsh,
Marsh,
payment to.
614
payment
to...........-...--.............
614
Turner, James,
Turner,
James, deceased,
payment to John
John D., administrator
614
payment
administrator of
of.....
614
Turner, William
Tw4ner,
William M.,
M.,
payment
to -646
payment to
......------,---..
------.
646
Twine,
Twine,
appropriation for, for
service .....177, 375
375
appropriation
for postal
postal service.....177,
Two Rivers,
Rivers, Wis.,
Wis.,
Two
appropriation for
for improvement
of harbor
harbor at.
at. 472
472
improvement of
appropriation
Tyler,
Gardner,
Tyler, Mrs.
Mrs. Julia
Julia Gardner,
Ex-President Tyler, increase
increase of
widow of Ex-President
pension
602
pension......................
....
602
Tyus,
M.,
Tyus, Ellen
Ellen AL,
payment
.
.
.
561
payment to
to................-...........
561
Tyus,
Tyus, James
James H.,
H.,
.
561
payment to.
to ........................
561
Tris,
A.,
Tyus, Martha
Martha A.,
...........
.
561
payment to ...............
.
561
Tyson,
Benjamin,
Tyson, Benjamin,
payment to ...........................
565
565
U.
U.
Din,tah
Indians,
Uintah Ute Indians,
appropriation for
support of
127,422
for support
of.............127,422
Umatilla
Umatilla Indians,
Indians,
appropriation
civilization,
appropriation for subsistence,
subsistence, civilization,
...... 129,500
129, 500
etc., of ..........................
Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre Ute Indians,
Indians,
provisions
provisions for removal and settlement of, on
on
lands
in Colorado
lands in
Colorado ..................
200
agency
located by
agency for, to
to be located
by Commissioner,
Commissioner,
etc .
203
.
.
............................. 203
for establishment
schools ...............
for
establishment of
of schools
203
Uncompahgre Park,
Uncompahgre
Park,
springs, etc.,
hot springs,
etc., in Colorado, to be dedicated
use ..................
204
cated to public
public use
204
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Uncompahgre
Park—Continued.
iUJcompahgre Park-Continued.
2474,2475,
provisions of sections 2474,
2475, R. S., made
applicable to .....................
204
applicable
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
Union
payment
.
payment to .......-...............-....
429
D. C.,'
Washington, D.
Union Railroad
Depot, Washington,
C.,•
Railroad Depot,
Union
Commissioners of District of Columbia authorized
recommend site for; proto recommend
thorized to
viso.
330
viso ....--------------------Union
Union Veteran
Veteran Corps
Corps,'
597
of
artillery
reunion at Wichita, Kans.,
Kans. loan
United States Attorneys,
United
deficiency
250,428
appropriation for ..............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
._ _177,
374
177,374
service -.in postal service
for fees in
appropriation for
payments to -----.-....---.....----.
278,
454
278,454
for payments
Bonds,
United
United States Bonds,
Secretary
Treasury to apply surplus
surplus
of Treasury
Secretary of
money in
purchase or
in Treasury to the purchase
money
redemption of; proviso .............
457
redemption
Commission,
Centennial Commission,
States Centennial
United States
binding of final reports
reports of,
of, on
printing and binding
International
International Exhibition and Celebra50
Iion of 1876 ........................
appropriation
stereotype
purchase of stereotype
appropriation for purchase
53
...........
etc
plates of final reports,
United
Judges,
Cirouit Judges,
United States
States Circuit
appropriation
of.-----------...
_236,
412
236,412
salaries of
for salaries
appropriation for
United
Commissioners,
United States Commissioners,
appropriation
fees of ........
...... . ........ 250, 454
appropriation for fees
United Staten
Courts,
States Courts,
United
appropriation
of_ _23,
236,412
-23,236,412
judges ofof judges
for salaries of
appropriation for
for expenses
of ..--................
43,
277, 454
43,277,454
expenses of
for
deficiency
in ......-.........-----.
.
249, 423, 429
249,423,429
deficiency in
appropriation for exin
deficiency appropriation
in Utah, deficiency
423
penses of
of..
--.....
........
..
penses
United States
Commission,
Entomological Commission,
States Entomological
United
appropriation
for
preparation
and
publishpnblishappropriation for preparation
383
. ... ...-......... .
report of .....
ing report
Commission,
United
States
Fish
Fish
States
Uited
264,440
appropriati
ons for
440
----------.264,
for .......-..appropriations
246
deficiency in, for expenses
of
expenses of............
deficiency
for supplying
supplying fish-hatching
fish-hatching steamer, etc.
etc.
151
for
vessels
of, to
footing with Uniplaced on footing
be placed
to be
vessels of,
ted States
States Coast
Survey, etc ........
151
Coast Survey,
ted
United States
Commission,
International Commission,
States International
United
77
incorporation
incorporation of the ... ... --------------.
to provide
provide for
for celebration
celebration of
of 100th anniverto
sary of the
American recognition
recognition of
the American
saryof
77
the treaty
treaty of
of peace
peace and
and independence.
independence.
the
to
be
composed
of
commissioners
the
to be composed of commissioners from the
States and
United
of the United
Territories of
and Territories
States
- 80
States ....
..-------.---------States
D. C.,
United States
Marshal, D.
States Marshal,
United
appropriation
fees of..
161,463
of .................
for fees
appropriation for
Marshals,
United
United States Marshals,
service. 177, 374
appropriation
of, in postal service.177,
for fees of,
appropriation for
.Notes,
States Notes,
United States
appropriation
distinctive paper
....
440
440
paper for ....
for distinctive
appropriation for
398
for redemption
redemption of
mutilated...--.
of worn and mutilated
for
Court,
United
States Supreme Court,
United States
appropriations
for salaries of Chief Justice
appropriations for
and
associate
justices of ....
...... 235,
412
235,412
...........
and associate justices
Universal
Postal Union,
Union,
Universal Postal
appropriations
for postal
cards authorized
authorized
postal cards
appropriations for
for mail
service under
under provisions
179
- 179
provisions of _
mail service
for
for expenses
expenses of
of bureau
bureau at
Berne, SwitzerSwitzerat Berne,
for
land .
179
..-----------------------land
etc..
for
repayment of post or mail matter, etc
__ 179
for repayment
Universities,
Universities,
326
for....
lands in
certain Territories
Territories granted for
in certain
lands
University of
Dame du Lac,
of Notre Dame
University
Saint
Joseph
Co.,
Ind.,
duties
refunded
555
Saint Joseph Co., Ind., duties refunded....
Upright, Elizabeth,
Upright,
82
pension
to .------.------.-------------pension to
Columbia River,
Upper Columbia
including
Snake itivor,
appropriation for
River, appropriation
including Snake
improvement of
•
189,479
.--.. 189,479
of -------------improvement
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Upper
Mississippi River,
Page.
Page.
River,
Upper Mississippi
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
.....
188, 478
of........188,478
appropriation for
for
operating, etc.,
etc., snag-boat
snag-boat on
188
on --------for operating,
Upper
Red River,
Upper Bed
appropriation
. 189
improvement of ........
appropriation for improvement
Hill Rivers,
Upper
Willamette and Yam Hill
Upper Willamette
appropriation for
of .
..... 189, 479
479
for improvement
improvement of........189,
appropriation
Upton .Joseph,
Upton,
610
admission of presents duty free............
free.
610
admission
Urbana Creek,
Creekl Va.,
Urbana
appropriation for
.185, 475
475
of........-185,
for improvement
improvement of
appropriation
Ursuline Lady Nuns,
Ursuline
of
New
Orleans,
and
Lady
Abbess
Commuof New Orleans, and Lady
nity of
of title to lands
lands confirmed
confirmed .....
591
Urton, William,
William,
payment to
584
to ............................
Utah,
Utah,
post-roads
106, 210, 370
in.............106,210,370
established in
post-roads established
appropriations for Territorial
in .....278,453
278, 453
Territorial courts in...
appropriations
250,423,429
deficiencies in .
....250,
423, 429
.....................
deficiencies
23,27,226,401
.... 23,
for expenses of government
government of ....
27, 226, 401
240
.......
deficiencies
deficiencies in ..................
of.23,234,410
salaries in office of surveyor-general
23, 234, 410
surveyor-general of.
salariesinoffice
for incidental expenses
expenses of Indian service
131,501
501
............................... .131,
in
Indians, Tabequache
Tabequache band, for pay of black127,497
.127,497
smith ............................
Ute Commission,
453
appropriation for expenses of the
the..........
appropriation
Ute Indians,
Indians,
Tabequache
appropriation
and other bands, appropriation
Tabequache and
127
for installment,
installment, etc., to .............
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
Uintah band of, deficiency
422
..
.........-.
for
.........
.
...
....
for .
in
lands set apart
government
apart by government
Colorado, lands
in Colorado,
for,
be surveyed
divided in sevsurveyed and divided
for, to
to be
eralty ....--......-.-.200
------.------ 200
eralty
may acquire
subject to alienation
not subject
acquire title not
may
201
...-..-- .
or tax ..................
appropriation for removal
removal of, and distribuappropriation
tion per capita,
capita, etc ................
201
tion
perpetual trust
trust funds
consideration of
funds to, in consideration
perpetual
201
cession
of
lands
to
United
States
States....
cession of lands
schools to
201
established for ..-..........
be established
to be
schools
perpetual
annuity, provisions
provisions for, reafperpetual annuity,
201
firmed --......----------------.---firmed
202
lands to,
to, may
located in severalty......
severalty
be located
may be
lauds
to receive
receive patents
patents for
located in severlands located
for lands
to
alty
.....---- -----.------- 204
alty .....
provisions
of title
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, exex28, Revised
title 28,
provisions of
tended to
. 204
...................---.
to ..
tended
in Colorado,
three-fourths of adult males
Colorado, three-fourths
in
required
to
ratify
agreement
sale
of
required to ratify agreement
of reservation
reservation ---..----...205
-..........
of
agreement
submitted by,
resersale of reserby, for sale
agreement submitted
vation accepted
199
conditions ....
accepted upon conditions
vation
Utica, N.
Y., Court-House
Post-Office,.
Office,
and PostCourt-House and
N. Y.,
Utica,
appropriation for
for completion
of, building
building
completion of,
appropriation
'259,
436
259,436
at ..--.---......--------...-----IT.
V.
Vaccination
Indians,
of Indians,
Vaccination of
appropriation
------ 116,501
for ......--- .....----appropriation for
Vance,
deceased,
David, deceased,
Vance, David,
624
payment
.
62A
of........
administrator of
P., administrator
T. P.,
to T.
payment to
Vanceboro,
Vanceboro, Me.,
Me.,
deputy
collector for
of Bandistrict of
customs district
for customs
deputy collector
gor
.
326
at ....-- ..............-reside at
to reside
gor to
Henry,
Vanderhoff, Henry,
Vanderhoff,
payment
584
----.-----.---to ....-..------.
payment to
Vanderventer,
and James
McDowell,
James F. McDowell,
Isaac, and
Vanderventer, Isaac,
claim
examine
of Interior to examine
Secretary of
of, Secretary
claim of,
434
and
.
........... ..------ ...------pay..--and pay
Vandivort, Martin,
Martin, deceased,
Vandivort,
82
payment to
to executor
........----- 582
of ..-...
executor of
payment
Van Eman,
Eman, Andrew,
Van
Andrew,
payment
to
624
payment to.-.------.---.-------------.."
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Van
Van Meter,
Meter, Anna
Anna and Rebecca,
Rebecca,
payment
to
614
payment to .--.....-....--..........--....
614
Van Wickle,
Wickle, Jacob
Jacob C.,
C.,
payment to
564
payment
to -..............
.........--------------564
Parnell,
Varnell, Josiah,
Josiah,
payment to.
payment
to .....-.. ..................
.
568
Vaughan, Grandison
Grandison F.,
Vaughan,
F.,
payment to -----.----. -----------.-----563
payment
563
Vaughn, Martha,
Martha,
payment to
584
payment
to .-.......-....
584
Peter B.,
Vaughn, Peter
B.,
payment to ........-.....---...---.. --635
payment
635
Vaughn, Thomas H.,
payment to
624
payment
to . .
..........-......--------624
Vaughn, Thomas H.,
H.,
pension to--to
547
...... ......
-....
........
547
Vault-Rooms,.
additional appropriation
appropriation for, for storage
storage of
of
bunion ....................
242
coin and bullion
242
Vaults,
Safes,
and
Locks,
Vaults, Safes, and Locks,
appropriation
public buildings _
__.265,441
appropriation for, for public
--265,441
for deficiency in -----.-----------..---..
416
Vega,
changed
name of yacht
yacht Stephen
Stephen D.
D. Barnes
Barnes changed
311
to ....--- .. --. -----. .... .- ....... 311
Ventilating Apparatu,s,
Ventilating
Apparatus,
deficiency
appropriation for, for public builddeficiency appropriation
buildings
416
ings
--................--..........
416
Verification
Verification of Returns,
Returns,
of national banks, how made ..............
352
352
Vermillion, Ohio,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
harbor
at
182,471
at--.........-............ ......... 182,471
Vermillion
Vermillion River, La.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of ........ 190,476
190,476
appropriation
administrator of
of William
William T.
T.
Vermillion, William,
William, administrator
Scott, deceased,
deceased,
payment
payment to
.........................---..624
624
Vera
soul,
Vermont,
post-routes established in
_19,371
.............
19,371
consent of Congress to agreement for boundboundary line between
between New York and --..
72
72
Vernon, Lucinda
Lueinda A.,
A.,
payment to ............................
561
561
Vernon, Samuel,
payment
payment to
561
..... ...
I.. ...........
561
Vessels,
act concerning merchant,
from forformerchant, coming from
eign ports
ports where
where contagious
contagious disease
disease
exists ...
.....................
.
55
when not subject to enrollment,
enrollment, etc.--...-etc
44
when
44
subject to
subject
to seizure
seizure and forfeiture
forfeiture for
for breach
breach
of revenue laws exempt from
from proprovisions of R. S., Title 34
34;;conditions
conditions
of exemption
exemption -----..-----........
322
322
American and foreign, subject
to harbor,
American
subject to
harbor,
pilot, and other charges,
charges, Secretary
Secretary
Treasury to examine
report to
examine and
and report
to
442
Congress -------------------------442
Secretary of Treasury
Secretary
Treasury authorized
grant
authorized to grant
permission
permission for change of names
names of..
of.. _ 377
377
Veteran
Veteran Union Association,
Association,
Leadville, Colo.,
Colo., donation
Leadville,
donation of land in Lake
County to,
328
to, for
for hospital
hospital purposes...
purposes... .
328
Vice-Consuls, see also Consular
VP_T-Consids,
Consular Officers,
Officers,
to certify sanitary
sanitary history of vessels from
from
exists;
port where
where contagious
contagious disease
disease exists;
5
fees .--.......... --.
.
.
5.
5
sanitary
6
sanitary reports by
by ----...........-........
6
regulations to be furnished to ..---........
regulations
6
6
appropriation for salaries of ...........appropriation
_ ...
135,340
135,
340
Vice- President,
President,
appropriation
appropriation for compensation
215,390
compensation of
of........215,390
Vi ksburg, Mixs.,
Viel,'sburgj,
appropriation for improvement
at.181,470
appropriation
improvement of harbor at.181,470
for road from
froth National
National Cemetery
Cemetery near,
to
near, to
city of ......-....-........------.
269,447
269. 447
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Vicksburgh,
Vickshurgh, Miss.—Continued.
Miss.-Continued.
and railroad
railroad
right of way for
for wagon-road
wagon-road and
through cemetery
lands
near, granted
314
through
cemeterylands
near,
granted.
314
Victoria,
Victoria,
appropriation
for expenses
of United
United States
appropriation for
expenses of
States
at
exposition in
in .......--...------..
49
at exposition
49
Vieux de gert
gert Band,
Chippewa
balance to
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, unexpended
unexpended balance
to
applied .
...... ._ 133
133
credit of, how to
to be
be applied.........
Vidalia, La.,
La.,
Vidalia,
protection of
54
protection
of harbor of ....................
54
Vidaurrie, Santiago,
Santiago,
Vidaurrie,
drafts of,
of, on Mexican minister may
may be de54
lived to proper person ...............
54
Vigilant, Whaling
Bark,
Vigilant,
Whaling Bark,
appropriation for
of officers
appropriation
for relief
relief of
officers and
and crew
crew
150
of ..................................
150
Vignettes,
Vignettes,
and portraits
portraits, in
in stock,
stock, furnished
furnished by
by SecreSecretary oiTreasury
59
of Treasury ....................
59
Villines,
Villines, William H.,
payment to
584
to ............
..--- ..-.....---584
Vinegar
Factories
Vinegar Factories,
location of
certain modified -...
20
law as to location
of certain,
20
Vincennes,
Vincennes, hid.,
Ind.,
sale
of
United
States
real
estate
in
and
near,
sale of United States realestate in and near,
authorized --........-.....-...
505
authorized
-.
505
title to
to certain
in, vested
of, for
title
certain land
land in,
vested in
in city
city of,
for
public park ----..........-..
505
.......
505
Violations
of Intercourse
Intercourse Acts,
Acts,
Violations of
appropriation
of detecting,
detecting,
appropriation for expenses of
277,453
etc ...............................
277,453
Violet,
If H.,
H.,
Violet, W.
614
payment to ..............................
614
Virginia,
Virginia,
post-routes established in
in ..... 19,40,106,210,370
jurisdiction over site for public
public building at
at
Danville,to
Daily ille, to be vested in
United States
inUnited
by
of •
by State
State of............
.........
at Danterms of
of district
district and
and circuit
circuit courts
courts at
Dan324
ville for western
western district
district of,
of, changed_
changed.
3?4
Virginia
Military Land
Virginia Military
Land District
Districtin
in Ohio,
in, confirmed
1A2
titles to certain
certain lands
lands in,
confirmed ......-.
12
act of February, 1871,
construed and
de1871, construed
and de142
fined ......-..- ....-...-..--..--..
142
certain surveys of, legalized
143
legalized ...-...-..--.
143
officers and soldiers of
of Continental
Continental Establishment, heirs of,
allowed three years
years
of, allowed
to perfect
perfect titles, etc
143
etc...-............
143
Virginia, Yorktown
Virginia,
Yorktown District,
District,
port of entry, limits
143
limits of,
of, defined
defined...........
143
Visitors, Board
Board of,
of,
Visitors,
appropriation
of, to
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of,
to Naval
Naval
Academy
.
88,337
Academy
....-........-........
88,
337
Military Academy..........
to Military
Academy ... •...... ._..... ..153,320
153,320
Volunteers,
Volunteers,
deficiency
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for
430
for ---.......-..
430
Volusia
Bar, Fla.,
Fla.,
Volusia Bar,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of ....... 192,476
Vowels,
Vowels, Richard
Richard P., deceased,
deceased,
payment to administrator
of
585
payment
administrator of--..--------..
585

W.
W.

Wabash
Wabash River,
River, Ind.,
bridge across, near Merom,
Merom, Ind.; restricrestrictions ....
42
..
.....-.........
....
42
appropriation
187,478
appropriation for improvement of....
of
187,418787
to falls of West Fork ..................
.. .......
.
.
... ..
187
Waccernaaw River, S. C.,
Waccentaw
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of....
__ ..191.475
of........191.475
Tex.,
Waco, Tex.,
terms of circuit court
court to be held at......
at
10
10
Waddington Harbor,
Harbor,
-. N. Y.,
Waddington
Y.,
appropriation
of........191,
470
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
...... _.191,470
Wadlcy, Samuel J.. deceased,
Wadley,
deceased,
payment to Edward
Edward Gannaway,
Gannaway, administra... ...................
tor of. -,_ . .....
...... .......
636
636
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Wages,
Wages,
appropriation
consular reports
appropriation for printing consular
etc
on rates
rates of, etc...
................
eight-hour
of, under eight-hour
payment for reduction
reduction of,
law
.. ...... ................

Jacob F.,
Wagner,
F.,
Wagner, Melissa, widow of Jacob
pension
.............
pension to
to ... ...............
Wagon Road,
right of way for, through United States
cemetery lands near
Vicksburg,Mi£38.,
near Vicksburg,Miss.,
cemetery
granted ...... ..
....
................
granted

Page.
Page.
26
26

430
537

314
314
Wagstaff, Ellen, nee Ussery,
payment to --------------..-.-----..--..
636
payment
Walipeton
Indians,
Walpelon Sioux Indians,
appropriation for installments
........127,
497
127,497
installments to ........
appropriation
Weide,
Robert,
Waide, Robert,
payment to
584
584
payment
to..............................
deceased,
Waldeck, Alexander S., deceased,
administrator of..............
of
618
payment to administrator
Elijah,
Walea, Elijah,
563
..-.................. .. ....
payment to . .
Walker, Albert G.,
payment to
614
to -..........................
payment
A.,
FrancisA.,
Walker, Francis
permission given,to
given,to accept
accept present........
present. .
..
604
permission
BI., deceased,
Walker, Henry R.,
584
payment
to
James
H.,
executor
of
......
payment to James H.,
James C.,
Walker, James
635
payment to ....-......................
MeWalker, James
James H., administrator
administrator of William McFerran,
Ferran,
. 635
payment to .........................-Jesse W.
administratrix of
of Jesse
Margaret, administratrix
Walker, Margaret,
Dobbs,
Dobbs, deceased,
628
payment to ............................. .
.
E.,
Walker, Mary E.,
Walker,
417
nnvment to--....
to
417
...................- ..
...
payment
Walker,
Thomas (Sevier County),
Walker, Thomas
568
payment to.
.. .
................
to .............
payment
William T.,
Walker, William
.
payment
to
618
payment to .....-.....---..---......
W.,
William W.,
Walker, William
payment to ......---.........-----.----614
payment
Indians,
Walla Indians,
Walla Walla
appropriations for
for subsistence,
.129, 500
etc., of. .129,
subsistence, etc.,
appropriations
Wallace, Evavder,
lrvander,
Wallace,
•
payment to
585
---..............---------..
payment
deceased,
.
Michael, deceased,
Wallace, Michael,
payment to
to Margaret,
Margaret, executrix
executrix of -----.. 585
payment
deceased,
Wailer, Pierce,
Pierce, deceased,
Waller,
....
payment to
R., administrator
administrator of ....
636
John R.,
to John
payment
Wel-pah-pee Tribe
Indians,
Tribe Snake Indians,
Wal-pah-pee
appropriation for
install nients to........127,497
to... .....127,497
for installmnents
appropriation
Jacob,
Walters,
Walters ; Jacob,
payment to ......-----------------.--569
payment
Walters,
Walters, John,
John,
618
............... executor of .
payment to executor
Thomas,
Walters, Thomas,
585
..- .
..---------..........
payment to ..F.,
Walton, Benjamin
Benjamin F.,
Walton,
618
payment to
..
618
..--- ..--- ..-------to ...
payment
George W.,
Walton, George
W.,
561
payment
....----.--------- -to --...payment to
Isaac L.,
L.,
Walton, Isaao
563
payment to
to Ann
Ann E.,
E., administratrix
.. _.
administratrix of ..-.
payment
War of 1812,
1812,
appropriation for pensions to survivors
survivors and
appropriation
.
widows
of...
60,350
------------ 60,350
widows of..........
War ''laims,
,'laims,
of,
to
deficiency
appropriation
for
payment
of,
to
deficiency appropriation
417
Pennsylvania ----------. ---Pennsylvania
417
' to Connecticut
.
-....--------Connecticut .........
Rebellion,
War of the Rebellion,
'appropriation for publishing
publishing official
official records
'appropriation
445
....--.---- ..---of .......-.......
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War Department,
Department,
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc., in .
23,27,226,40/
. 23,27,226,401
appropriation
for superintendents,
superintendents, etc.,
etc., of buildings
buildings
occupied
occupied by .....................
228, 404
for postage-stamps
on mailed matter adpostage-stampson
dressed to postal-ulnio
postal-nnion countries
404
countries.. 228, 404
dressed
for
.... 278,
455
for printing and binding for ......
...........
278, 455
268-270
for miscellaneous ................
_268-270
for deficencies
deficencies :--Contingent
:---Contingent expenses of
building occupied
244
building
occupied by
by.............. . 244
claims certified to be due the
the...... 256,257
71,114
lithographing,
lithographing, mapping, etc.,
etc., for..
for
71,
114
418
......
artificial limbs
418
linbs ............
418,430,431
under
under the
the. ...................
Ward, Anna E.,
payment to
280
payment
to ............................
Ward,
Ward, Eber,
Eber,
payment to
563
563
payment
to .............-..............
Ward, Henry
E.,
Henry E.,
Ward,
payment
to
648
........-------------....
payment to
Hiram,
Ward, Hiram,
.payment
payment to
561
to ............................
Ward,
J.,
John J.,
Ward, John
568
payment to ............................
Ward, Mary,
payment
635
payment to ............................
Philip,
Ward, Philip,
-----payment to ......-......-- .-..--585
Warden
of Jail, District
Columbia,
District of Columbia,
Warden of.Jail,
appropriation
fr
salary
of....
..
2:1,2:36,423
23,236,423
appropliation f ,r salary of..........
Warder, Henrietta
C. administratrix,
administratrix,
Ienrietta G. C.,
Warder,
569
payment
to
.--......
.--............to
payment
Ware,
F.,
John F.,
Ware, John
584
.
payment
..... .....
.......
payment to
Wareham
Harbor, Mass.,
Warehan Harbor,
480
appropriation for improvement
.....
improvement of ...
appropriation
Warehouse
Bon d8,
Warehouse Bonds,
prescribed by Revised
Revised Statues,
Status's, section 3293,
of
laylnllt of
to
conditioned for payment
to be conditioned
146
tax
on
spirits
within
146
hree: years
tax on spirits withinl tthree
Warehouse
Distillery,
Warehouse Distillery,
form of
in, prscribed
prescribed
146
deposited in,
for, deposited
ntry for,
of entry
form
Weiford,
Isaac, deceased,
Watfbrd, Isaac,
560
payment to administrator
administrator of ............
payment
Warne, Clinton,
Warnle,
624
payment to
to ........................---...
payment
J.,
Warne, John J.,
25
--.
payment
625
payment to ........---........------Warnock, Jonl,
John, deceased,
payment to
admlinistraAndrews, administraElira Andrews,
to Eliza
payment
561
trix of .
. ...
........ ..
Warrant Officers,
Officers,
Warranl
apprentices, to b
be prein naval service, apprentices,
3
ferred
.
3
----.for- . ........------ferred for
Warren Counly,
County, Miss.,
Miss.,
Warren
right of way
United St ates cemlway through lUnited
etery
near Vicksbnrg,
Vicksburg, Miss.,
lands near
etery lands
314
granted
to ..- ..--...--------granted to
Warren,
F., administrator,
administrator,
Elijah F.,
Warren, Elijah
585
--------.
payment to ........- ------payment
Warren,
Warren, Henry,
payment
550
Indians....
damages by Indians....
payment to, for damages
IIHeny,
Warren,
Warren, Henry,
635
635
--payment
payment to .-....-..---------Warren,
Hugh,
Warren, Hugh,
61
payment
to
561
---------------.----.---payment to
Warren,
J.,
Warren, John J.,
i
payment
to .........--------------- -619 619
payment to
Warren, Margaret,
Warren,
Margaret,
561
61
--...
payment
payment to --------.-------Warren,
Michael,
Warren, Michael,
561
payment
to -----------------.
.... ..
561
payment to
Warrenfeltz,
Ann, and
D Long,
administraLong, administraand D.
Warrenfeltz, Ann,
tors of
Warrenfeltz,
:olomon Warrenfeltz,
of bolonion,
tors
621
621
payment
payment to ....-------------.--- --TVarrenfeltz,
Solomon,
Warrenfeltz, Solomon,
621
payment
to administrators
621
administrators of ---.------payment to

'
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Page
PageWarrior
Ala.,
WarriorRiver, Ala.,
186,477
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.......
of.
.. 186,477
appropriation for

Washburn,
John,
Washburn
payment John,
to
644
644
...-.---payment to .............
Washburn,
D.,
Washburn, W. D.,
457
contested-election
.
of..........
expenses of
contested-election expenses
Washington,
C.,
Washington, D.
D. C.,
employes
of government
paid
be paid
government in, to be
employ6s of
522
for
March 4
4and
and May
May 30,
30, 1881
1881.....
for March
appropriation for
improvement of
harof harfor improvement
appropriation
bor and
channel at
at
181,470
181,470
.......-----..
bor
and channel
for
building..
331
Hall building..
the City
City Hall
for enlarging
enlarging the
for annual
260,436
building.. 260,436
Treasury building
repairs Treasury
annual repairs
for
for maintenance
naval hospital
hospital at..
at .. 86,
335
86,335
of naval
for
maintenance of
for fire-proof
fire-proof extension
Government.
extension of Government.
for
436
Printing Office
Office........--..-.-....
Printing
for building
building for Bureau
Bureau of Engraving
for
436
and
...-----.-----and Printing
Printing ..260
fencing, grading,
proviso.
paving; proviso_
and paving;
grading, and
fencing,
postmaster
$4,000
at, salary
salary limited to $4,000
postmaster at,
260
per
annum
per annum..........------------post-office
to lease
lease buildin, commission
commission to
post-office in,
ing
for; proviso----53
53
proviso......
........
ing for;
deeds
for low
low lands
lands in,
in, how
how made._
47
made.... _
deeds for
Washington
Aqueduct, D. C.,
Washington Aqueduct,
appropriation
for maintainauce
and repairs
repairs
maintainance and
appropriation for
of
.157,458
--....--..
157,458
..-------.-----.-----of
Washington
C,
Asylum, D.
D. C.,
Washington Asylum,
appropriation
156,458
for.--.....................156,458
appropriation for
deficiency in .--...........----..
426
-....
deficiency
buildings and grounds used as Navy and
buildings
Army magazines,
magazines, transferred
Comtransferred to ComArmy
missioners
of Distri
ct of
Columbia, for
270
270
for.
of Columbia,
District
missioners of
Washington and
and Georgetown
Railroad Company,
Georgetown Railroad
Washington
granted
privilege of
of purchasing
certain
purchasing certain
granted privilege
513
in District
District of Columbia ......
lands in
George,
Washington, George,
statue commemorative
commemorative of inauguration
inauguration of,
statue
President of the United States,
as first
first President
authorized ........................313
authorized
monument
birthplace of, appropriation for monument
birthplace
....
50
at ...-----......................
Washington,
George W.,
W.,'
Washington, George
584
payment
.............
to .....-.....payment to
L. Q.,
Q.,
Washington, L.
payment
to
456
...............
...
payment to ........Washington Monument,
Monument,
Washington
appropriation for
for .----...-54, 268, 444
444
..--..---- 54,268,
appropriation
Fund Bonds,
Washington School Fund
appropriation for payment
465
of ............
payment of
appropriation
Washington Territory,
Washington
Territory,
appropriations for
government
for expenses
expenses of government
appropriations
of
23,
27, 226, 401
of ----.-..---.......- ---.-23,27,226,401
deficiency
'240
deficiency in
in .
..........................
240
for
surveyor-general
in office of surveyor-general
for salaries in
23,234,410
of ..- ....
.............-.....--23,234,410
contingent
expenses in
274, 450
contingent expenses
in..............
-4,450
deficiency for furniture
deficiency
furniture in............
in
248
for incidental
of
Indian
service
incidental expenses
expenses of Indian service
in ............
131,501
.................
for subsistence and civilization
civilization of D'Wamish
Indians in
.129,
499
ish Indians
in .....................
129,499
Yakima land district, established ........
283
283
routes established in
.19,
107, 210, 371
371
post routes
in ........
19,107,210,
Waste Lands,
appropriation
for reclamation
384
384
of..........
reclamation of
appropriation for
Waste Paper,
Paper,
Postmaster-General
proPostmaster-General authorized
authorized to sell,
sell, proceeds paid into
Treasury ---....
--------412
ceeds
into the Treasury
412
Watchmen,
Watchmen,
pay
etc., rated .....
....................
pay of,
of, etc.,
........................
30
Wateree
Wateree River, S.
S. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
481
of........
481
appropriation
Water-main Taxes,
Water-main
in District of Columbia shall be uniform;
rate of interest
interest on
.
9
rate
on.................

Page
PAW
Water Service,
Service,
in
District
of
Columbia;
powers
and
duties
in District of Columbia; powers and duties
of Commissioners;
advances for
S
S
for ...
of
Commissioners; advances
Pond, Mass.,
Water Shops Pond,
right
of way
way across,
and
Springfield and
granted Springfield
across, granted
right of
New
Railroad Company
....
61
Company....
London Railroad
New London
Waters,
Waters, Hugh.,
Hugh,
payment to,
ofj ndgment against
CampB. CampJ. B.
against J.
to, ofjudgment
payment
bell
.
534
34
......................-bell
Waters, John
John F.,
F., administrator
Waters,
of Levi
Levi Waters,
administratorof
Waters,
payment
to
670
.....................------payment to.
Waters, Thomas,
636
payment
to .................-...payment to..
Watertown
Arsenal,
Watertown Arsenal,
appropriation for
testing iron
machine for testing
for machine
appropriation
at -----------..----.---..----.113,349
113,349
.
at
Watkins, Samuel
Samuel S.,
S.,
Watkins,
payment to
..
. ..... .....
568
to.............................
payment
Watkins, Thomas,
Thomas,
Watkins,
payment to
621
to ............................
payment
Watson, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, administratrix
Lewis, deadministratrixof Lewis,
Watson,
ceased,
p
ayment to............................
to ....
...... ........ .-......
618
payment
Watson, Ephraim,
Ephraim,
p
ayment to
to .................................................. ...
585
payment
Watson,
Watson, James,
James,
payment to
618
to ............................
payment
Watson,
Josiah,
Watson, Josiah,
payment
585
payment to ... ........................ ..
Watson, Lewis, deceased,
Watson,
618
payment to
..
618
of............
to adnainistratrix
administratrix of.
payment
Watson, Rufus
Rufus L.,
L.,
585
payment
payment to .........................
Priscilla,
Watson, Priscilla,
551
authorized
authorized to purchase certain lands.---William,
Watson, William,
585
payment
to
payment to.............................
Waukegan, Ill.,
appropriation for
for improvementof
improvement of harbor
harbor at.
471
471
appropriation
Wax,
Nicholas,
Wax, Nicholas,
refund of
of money illegally
the
exacted by the
illegally exacted.
refund
government ........----. ...
....... . 534
government
Waycross and
RFlorida
ailEast Florida Railand East
and Florida
Florida and
Waycross
road
road Company,
Company,
authorized to
bridge over
over Saint
to construct
construct bridge
authorized
Mary's River,
River Georgia
.
313
313
Georgia ..............
Mary's
WonIndian
Funds,
Wea Indian Trust Funds,
appropriation
interest on non-paying
non-paying
for interest
appropriation for
502
stocks of
of............-..........
Weaver,
Ephraim,
Weaver, Ephraim,
payment
to .---.....-------561
.----..----.
payment to
Weaver,
Weaver, Francis
Francis C.,
payment
625
..----------.---payment to ...--------..----administrator,
Weaver, John, administrator,
payment to
.
.
.
585
...........
payment
to ................
John W.,
W.,
Weaver, John
payment
to ..........................
624
payment to
Weaver, Samuel,
569
payment
administratrix of ............
payment to administratrix
Webb,
David,
Webb, David,
payment
to
636
636
payment to ..............................
Webb,
Webb, James W.,
payment to
568
568
payment
to ..............................
George A.,
A., 4Co.,
Webber, George
4- Co.,
585
payment to
585
payment
to ..............................
John,
Weber, John,
685
payment to .................................
55
S.,
Webster, Caroline
CarolineS.,
pension
527
pension to
to ----......-...----- ..........
527
Webster,
Isaac A.,
A., deceased,
deceased,
Webster, Isaac
executor of ..................
payment to executor
624
Webster,
Webster, Isaac
Isaac C.,
payment to ..............................
570
Webster,
Webster, Nancy,
Nancy,
.
568
payment to
to ...........................
568
Webster,
deceased,
Webster, Reuben, executor of
of Isaac
Isaac A..
A.. deceased,
... ...
624
payment to
to ...........................
624
I payment
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Erte Indiane,
Indians,
Weeminuche Ute
to...127,497
appropriations for installment, etc., to...127,
497
appropriations
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support of,
Colorado ...........................
422
422
Colorado
Welborn,
Welborn, Mary M.,
payment
...........................
payment to
....... .........
646
646
Welcker,
James M.,
deceased,
Weleker, James
M., deceased,
payment to
to heirs
heirs of
of ....................
636
payment
636
Wells, Fargo
Fargo 4-- Co.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
rent due...—.
247
deficiency
for rent
due .......
247
Wells, J. Madison,
Madison,
payment
to
645
payment to ..........................
645
J.,
Wells, R.
R. J.,
payment to
.
..........
635
payment
to ..............
.........
635
Weltz, Abraham,
Abraham, deceased,
Weitz,
deceased,
pension to
to Garlinda
Garlinda J.,
J., widow
of
586
586
pension
widow of............
R., deceased,
West, James
James R.,
deceased,
payment
Thomas H. Christmas,
Christmas, adminisadminispayment to Thomas
564
trator of ...........................
trator
Con.,
Meriden, Conn.,
West Meriden,
to
First National
National Bank
Bank of,
of, authorized
authorized to
change
373
373
name; proviso ...........
change its name;
Point, Va.,
West Point,
at....
deputy collector
collector of customs
customs to reside at
.._ . 143
deputy
Military Academy,
West Point
Point Military
appropriation for expenses
expenses of Board of Visitappropriation
ors to.
153,320
.............
ors
to ...........
West Virginia,
Virginia,
in............107,210,371
established in
post-routes established
.....
.... 107, 210, 371
at
jurisdiction over site for public building at
jurisdiction
Charleston, to be ceded to the United
United
Charleston,
States;
right of
of taxation
taxation to
to be reStates; right
leased .............-..............
.
.
73
Western
Judicial District
Virginia,
of Virginia,
Districtof
Western Judicial
time
circuit and district courts
holding circuit
time for
for holding
........
of the United States for the ....
....
324
Western
Judicial District
Louisiana,
Districtof Louisiana,
Western Judicial
507
establishment
....
authorized.............
establishment of, authorized.
Westmoreland, Wilbur,
561
-.
payment to.
to ----------------.... .... -payment
Gardner,
Wetherbee, Gardner,
payment to
..
........
60
to ..............................
payment
NarragansettBay,
Whale Rock, Narragansett
appropriation for
erection of light-house
light-house
for erection
appropriation
..............
on ......
and fog-bell on.
437
and
Whaley, Elizabeth,
deceased,
Joseph, deceased,
widow of Joseph,
Elizabeth, widow
Whaley,
............. 624
..........
payment to . ......
payment
deceased,
Joseph, deceased,
Whaley, Joseph,
payment to
of
624
to widow
widow of...................
payment
Jack,
Wharton, Jack,
429
payment to
to ..................---......---payment
-Wharton, R. C.,
'Wharton,
561
payment to
to ....................
.payment
Wheeler,
Edward B.,
B.,
Wheeler, Edward
payment
to
-----------------------------648
648
..... ..--------payment to ............
Wheeler, Joel,
Joel, deceased,
deceased,
Wheeler,
payment
R., administrator
of....
636
636
administrator of.........
to J.
J. R.,
payment to
Wheeler,
M.,
J. M.,
Wheeler, J.
payment
618
of..............
administrator of
to administrator
payment to
Wheeler,
Nathan.
Wheeler, Nathan,
payment
648
to ................................
payment to
Wheeler, R. D.,
payment
to .
585
658
...................--......-.
payment to
Whitaker,
John H.,
Whiaker, John
568
payment
668
payment to ..............................-White, Alexander,
................636
---payment
payment to ............
White,
Amanda,
White, Amanda,
payment
563
----------------to -------...
payment to
White, Anna,
administratrix of
Dickerson,
of Simeon
Simeon Dickerson,
Anna, administratrix
White,
deceased,
deceased,
payment
622
to ..........---------------------payment to
Benjamin W.,
White, Benjamin
payment
to ............
635
-.
.............
payment to
White, Isaac
Isaac J.,
J,
White,
payment to
to executor
of
625
executor of.................
payment
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L. B.,
White, L.
payment to ...........................
635
payment
635
White,
Stephen,
White, Stephen,
payment
administrator of
568
payment to administrator
of.............
568
White, William,
PWite,
William,
payment to Thomas C. Lind,
administrator
Lind, administrator
of.. .
636
of
............................
636
White, William H.,
568
payment to ...............................
568
deceased,
White, Zachary, deceased,
559
payment to administrator
administrator of
of.-----------.
559
White Earth
Earth Reservation,
Reservation,
appropriation for
for support
Indians on.
on..129,
499
129,499
of Indians
support of
appropriation
White River, Ark.,
Ark.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of....
187,
190,
477
appropriation for improvement of.... 187,190, 477
White River, Ind.,
Ind.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........187,478
of .... ....187, 478
appropriation for
White River,
River, Mich.,
Mich.,
138,471
.......
appropriation for
improvement of
of....
,...138,
471
for improvement
appropriation
UN Indians,
Indians, of Colorado,
Colorado,
White River Ule
provisions
agreement of,
resof agreement
of, for sale of resprovisions of
ervation, etc ......................
199
ervation,
certain annual payments
to be charged
charged with certain
payments
for twenty years
Asi voila D.
Meeker
D. Meeker
years to Arivolla
for
199
199
and others ........................
appropriation
settlement
and settlement
removal and
appropriation for removal
Uintah Reservation..
Reservation..
200
of, on
on lands
]ands of
of Uintah
Whitehead Newton,
Necwton, deceased,
deceased,
payment to
Lavinia, administratrix
administratrix of
of....
....
585
payment
to Lavinia,
Joseph B.,
Whitehurst,
Whitelturst, Joseph
565
565
payment to ...........................
Whitener,
hiltene, Pinckney,
585
payment to ..........................
..
payment
F.,
Whitfield, W. E,
636
636
payment to .............................
J,
Whitlock, Thomas J.,
payment to .............................
payment
•• .... . 619
Whitney,
Alfonzer,
Whitney, Alfonzer,
618
.
.......------------------. 618
payment to ---...---deceased,
Whittecur,
Nathaniel, deceased,
Whittecur, Nathaniel,
payment
to Simon
Simon Whittecur,
Whittecur, administraadministrapayment to
.
.....---------------.........
559
tor of
C. and E.
Whitworth, M. C.
E. D.,
payment
635
to ...........................
payment to
Wichita Indians,
Indians,
Wichita
appropriations for
for support,
support, etc.,
eta., of...
....129,
500
129,500
of.......
appropriations
128, 498
for, upon
reservations ...............
upon reservations
for,
deficiency,
for
422
deficiency, for.......................
Wickford Harbor,
NarragansettBay,
Harbor, Narragansett
Wickford
appropriation for
light-house and
fog-bell
and fog-bell
for light-house
appropriation
199
........-.
199
at ................
Wicomico River, Md.,
Wicomico
appropriation
River,
Md.,
for
i
mprovement
of
....
....185,
474
185,474
of
.......
appropriation for improvement
TVidner,
deceased,
William, deceased,
Widner, William,
payment to
K. Gibson,
Gibson, administraadministrato James
James K.
payment
636
-tor
tor of.
of ..---....--------------Widows,
Widows,
of
and consular
officers, approconsular officers,
diplomatic and
of diplomatic
345
priation
for allowances
to -----------345
allowances to..........
priation for
60,350
.............
pensions,
appropriation for .
60,
350
pensions, appropriation
Wiggins,
Sarah,
Wiggins, Sarah,
563
5
..-...........-----payment
payment to .. ........
Wight,
M.,
G. M.,
Wight, G.
424
424
..---......---payment
payment to ..-.........Wilcox,
J.,
Marion J.,
Wilcox, Marion
561
561
.........----------payment
to ........
payment to
Wilfong,
Michael,
Wilfong, Michael,
584
584
pay
ment to
to ----------------payment
Wilhoit,
John,
Wilhoit, John,
payment
to Sarah
Sarah E.,
635
635
of....
administratrix of....
E., administratrix
payment to
Wilkerson, Thomas,
568
568
payment to
to ...........................
payment
Wilkinson,
Wilkinson, Alonzo,
635
payment to
to .......
.......------....---..
payment
Wilkinson,
Wilkinson, I.,
I.,
567
political disabilities
567
removed ........---disabilities removed
political
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Willot's Point,
Willet's
Point, N.
NY Y.,
appropriations for
appropriations
for engineers'
engineers' department
department
.113,349
. .--.--.......----.............-------------113,349
at Willett, James
James if.,
Willeft,
H., administrator,
administrator,
585
payment to-to
.....---- --.------------ 585
payment
Willey, Louis,
Willy,
payment to
to ...----..---615
..--- .
..-.----.
615
paysment
tVillitite,
Wlillhit, William H.,
H.,
refund of
tax .
637
refund
of special tax....................
William, James
James H.,
H.,
payment
... • 619
619
to ...........................-.
payment to
Williams,
Williams, Isaac
Isaac K.
1. and
and James
James F.,
F.,
payment
618
...
................-...
payment to
to .:•
Williams,
Williams, John,
John,
payment
to
585
585
payment to .............................
Williams,
John, deceased,
deceased,
Williams, Johm,
payment to
administrator of
of ..-...........
619
619
to administrator
payment
Williams, Lewis,
Lewis deceased,
Williams,
deceased,
payment
administrator of.------------..
of
624
payment to administrator
Williams,
Williams, Melinda,
Malinda, administratrix
administratrix of Samuel
deceased,
Bond, deceased,
payment
646
............... ---646
payment to
to .-.
....
Williams,
deceased,
Williams, 0.
0. D., deceased,
payment to Sampson W. McClellan,
McClellan, administrator of.
646
of .........................
Williams, Beuben,
Reuben,
payment
584
........................
.
payment to ---------------------------584
Williams, Robert,
Williams,
Robert,
payment
Samuel M.,
M., administrator
payment to Samuel
administrator of.
of...
636
Williams,
Williams, Samuel,
Samuel,
payment
to -----.....--565
payment to
-...--.--........
565
Williams,
Williams, Samuel
Samuel M.,
payment
636
payment to ..............
......
........
636
Williams, Squire
Williams,
Squire B.,
payment to .............................
_
561
561
0
7,1/icons, Turner,
Turner,
V,lliams,
payment to
635
.---------.-------.....-----.
635
James M.,
M.,
Williamson, James
payment to .---.......-..--..-----585
payment
.....
585
Williamson, R. S.,
credit in accounts
accounts of..............-....--of.... —
._
_
.
243
W.,
Willis, William "T.,
payment to
568
payment
..-...
.....................
568
Wilmer, William R.,
credit in accounts of .....................
609
609
Wilmington,
Wilnington, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation
improvement of harbor
appropriation for improvement
harbor
at .---..---..----.---....-..
...... 189,472
189,472
port of entry, privilege
privilege of immediate
immediate transportation of dutiable goods to,
to, authorized ......-....174
..............
Wilmington, Del.,
Del.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
at .----.----..........- ..------... 181,480
181, 480
port of entry, privilege of
of immediate
immediate transtransportation of dutiable
dutiable goods
portation
goods to,
to, auauthorized ...............
174
.......... ..
174
Wilmington, Az.
N. C.,
port of entry, privilege
privilege of
immediate
transof immediate transportation of
of dutiable
dutiable goods
goods to,
to, auauthorized ........................
174
174
deficiency
deficiency appropriationto
appropriation to enable Secretary
Secretary
Treasury to perfect
perfect title
title to marine
marine
hospital at.
417
at.............
......
417provisions of act
authorizing pubport of, provisions
act authorizing
marine schools cdtended
extended to the...
the
508
lic marine
508
Wilson, ti.
A. Y.,
Y.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of
of harbor
harbor
at ...--------.........-.......... 191,470
Wilson, Andrew J.,
J.,
payment to ...- ...............
636
payment
..-......
636
Furgos,
Wilson, Furgos,
payment
563
payment to
to ............
.............
.
563
M., and
Elizabeth, wife
Wilson, James
anmes M.,
and Elizabeth,
wife of,
of,
payment to
618
payment
to ---........-----....-....---618
Wilson
Leah
filson, Leah,
payment to, as widow of Primus Wilson,
Wilson, sr.
sr.
563

Page.
Pago.
Wilson, Milley,
payment to
payment
to ..............................
644
Wilson, William
William J.,
J.,
permission
604
permission given, to
to accept present
present .......
604
Winder's
Building, District
Columbia,
Winder's Building,
Districtof Columbia,
appropriation
for fire-proof
fire-proof roof --..--....appropriation fur
260
Windier,
Windier, Henry,
Henry, .
.
.
..
636
payment to
to .............................
636
Wines,
Wines, George
George W.,
payment to ..-...........................
644
payment
644
Winfree and
and Allen,
tax refunded
refunded to ................545
.......
545
Winn, George,
George,
payment
payment to .....
625
........................
625
Indians,
Winnebago Indians,
appropiations
for interest,
interest, etc.,
to .....
_.. 128,
128, 498
498
appropiations for
etc., to
........
Nebraska and Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, census
census of,
of, authorized
....-...
...
315
ized ....----..----...
315
annuities and appropriations
appropriations found due,
annuities
due, disdisbursed pro rata to
316
.........
.
316
future distribution of annuities, etc.,
etc., to,
how made ..........................
316
316
Winnebegoshish
Chippewa Indians,
Winnebogoshish Lake C'hippeia
Indians,
appropriations
installments, etc.,
appropriations for
for installments,
etc., to
to._.118,
118, 488
488
for deficiency
deficiency ................
428
........
428
Winnipiseogee Lake, N.
V. H.,
H.,
appropriation
improvement of
..... _191, 472
appropriation for
for improvement
of........191,472
Winstead, W. W.,
W.,
Winstead,
payment to
635
...........................
635
Winston B.,
B.,
payment
payment to ............................
618
618
Winters,
Winters, Lewis,
Lewis,
250
payment to -.................-....--.....
250
R089,
Winters, Ross,
payment to ....................
585
.........
585
Wisconsin,
Wisconsin,
372
post-routes established
established in ---.---------. .108,
108,372
appropriation
for survey
survey of
certain towntownappropriation for
of certain
ships in Crawford
Crawford County
County .-.....--.
323
323
Wisconsin River,
River,
appropriation
improvement
of
-------189,
480
appropriation for
for improvement of ..... 189, 480
Wisconsin and Fox Rivers,
appropriation for
for damages
to certain
certain lands
lands
appropriation
damages to
caused by improvement
improvement of
248
of the
the ..........
248
J.,
•
Wiseman, Lucy J.,
payment to ..-...--.
.........---...-----.
647
Allen,
Witcher, Allen,
payment to .----..---...-...-----563
......
563
Withlacooche River, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation for
improvement of .....
appropriation
for improvement
......... 476
476
Witmer, Benjamin,
payment
payment to ....................
585
........
Wolfe, Eli,
Eli, deceased,
Wolfe,
deceased,
payment
H. R.,
executor
__
585
payment to John H.
R., executor....-.
585
Wolverton
Wolverton,' Silas,
Silas,
payment to ........................-.....
618
payment
618
Women's Christian
Christian Association
of
Association of
of District
District of
Columbia,
Columbia,
appropriation
.157,
appropriation for ....................-157, 460
460
Wood,
Elias,
Wood, Elias,
payment to ...............
559
............
559
A.,
Wood, Guilford
Guilford A.,
right of homestead
homestead pre-emption
pre-emption restored
to.
539
restored to.
539
administrator,
Wood, James M., administrator,
payment to .----.
585
.-.................585
Wood, John J.,
J.,
payment
payment to .............................
635
635
Wood, Miss Sarah
Sarah. Knox,
payment
payment to; proviso
proviso.......................
238
238
Woodbridge
N. J.,
Woodbridge Creek,
Creek, N.
J.,
appropriation
improvement of
of ........ 184,473
184,473
appropriation for
for improvement
James,
Woodrough, James,
payment to
635
to ---........-....--..--......
-635
Woods, Andrew, deceased,
deceased,
payment to estate of ......
-432
-............. 432
A.,
Woods, James
James A.,
administrator of .
payment to J.
J. C., administrator
.....
635
.......
635
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P
Woods, John
John M.,
M.,
Woods,
payment to
to ..........................
payment
568
Woods,
M., executor,
Woods, John
John M.,
payment to
payment
to............
.............
565
Woods,
E.,
Woods, Joseph
Joseph E.,
payment
to
payment to ........
......................
625
Woolever,
Woolever, William,
payment to ...........................
585
payment
Wools,
Wools,
appropriation
for testing
of, texile
texile strength,
strength,
testing of,
appropriation for
felting
capacity, etc.................
etc
384
felting capacity,
384
Word,
William,
Word, William,
payment
.--.
585
to .---- ----..-----.. --....
payment to
Europe,
Working
Classes in Europe
Working Classes
appropriation
printing consular
consular reports
for printing
appropriation for
on
on condition of ....................
26
Workman,
J.,
PleasantJ.,
Workman, Pleasant
636
payment
.............................
payment to ..........................
Works of Art,
26
appropriation
for purchase
capital
of, for
for capital..
purchase of,
appropriation for
Wort
ham, Edward
Edward D.,
D,,'
Wortham,
585
.......
payment
payment to .......................
Wortham,
Robert,
Wortham, Robert,
585
payment
to .--..........................
payment to
Worthington,
Thomas,
Worthington, Thomas,
settlement andpayment
and payment of
claim authorized
authorized
595
of claim
settlement
608
pension to -----------.-------. .-..-----.
Wrapping Paper,
Paper,
Wrapping
177,375
service......
appropriation for, for postal service..
....177,
375
appropriation
for
deficiency in
in...........
423
...........
for deficiency
Wrapping Twine,
appropriation for,
177,375
service......177,375
for, for postal service
appropriation
423
deficiency in
for
or deficiency
in. ........-..-...........
and Cargoes,
Wrecked Vessels and
Cargoes,
obstructing navigable
navigable waters of the United
United
obstructing
States,
removed .....-----.........
197
197
how removed
States, how
Wright, Crafts
Crafts J.,
J.,
... ...---. 605
increase of pension ..........increase
Wright, Ed. G.,
539
restored topre-emption restored
right
to
right of homestead pre-emption
Eli,
Wright, Eli,
penalty
violation of postal
penalty imposed on, for violation
423
....-- ........-----------laws
laws--Wright,
Elias,
Wright, Elias,
---.-------- 559
payment
to
payment to--..............--Wright,
Elizabeth H.,
H., administratrix,
administratrix,
Wright, Elizabeth
563
payment
to .... . ............ ---.. ----..payment to
Wright,
George E,
administrator of
of estate
estate of
of
T., administrator
Wright, George
John T.,
John
431
payment
........
to...........................
payment to
Wright,
Henry,
Wright, Henry,
585
payment
payment to .....-.................Wright,
Wright, Isaac B.,
635
payment
to .----...-----.. ------.------payment to
Wright,
James,
Wright, James,
624
payment
to .................--..........
payment to
Wright,
John F.,
Wright, John
F.,
payment
585
........ ...
......
to
payment to
Wright,
John H.,
Wright, John
85
...
payment
to
585
payment to ........................-Wright,
John S.,
Wright, John
payment
C., executrix
executrix of.......585
of
585
Martha C.,
to Martha
payment to
deceased,
Wright, Nelson, deceased,
payment
to administrator
of ............
660
560
administrator of
payment to
Wright, Winfield
Winfield S.,
Wright,
payment
widow of..--------------.---of
624
to widow
payment to
Joshua,
Wyatt, Joshua,
563
payment
to ................--......--------payment to
Indians,
Wyandotte Indians,
421
payment
of. ..........-....-----of claim of
payment of
Wynn,
Ephraim,,
Wynn, Ephraim,
payment
to ...
. . 570
.... ................payment to
Wynn,
administratrix of
of John,
deceased,
John,deceased,
Margaret,administratri.
Wynn, Margaret,
payment to
to ..........-644
--- . 644
.- ....-payment
Wyoming
Territory,
Wyoming Territory,
appropriation
government
of government
expenses of
for expenses
appropriation for
of
23, 27, 226, 401
23,27,226,401
------------........ ................--------------..
-of..---------

Pa
Page.
Territory-Continued.
Wyoming Territory—Continued.
for
salaries of
of office
office of
of surveor-eneral
for salaries
surveyor-general
of
..---- - 23,234,410
of ---------------------.........................
23, 234, 410
for contingent
expenses in
in ..............
450
contingent expenses
450
for incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of Indian
Indian service
in
in --------------------------------131,501
...
...
...............
131,501
for
reports of
for printing
printing and publishing
publishing reports
of susupreme
.
454
preme court
court of
of....................
454
for purchase
purchase of books
books for the territorial
territorial
library
of
library of....
..................
277
lands for university purposes
purposes granted
granted to
326
to ..
320
establishment of post-routes in
108
in............
108
deficiency appropriation for territorial government
.....
240
ernment of ....................
Montana
Pacific Railroad
Company,
Montana and Pacific
Railroad Company,
right of
way granted
through Forts
granted through
right
of way
Russell and Laramie
Laramie military
military reserRussell
vations .,.......................
.•
141
141
vations
reapportionment
of
members
of legislature
legislature
reapportionment of members of
of,
authorized
....
......
154
................
...
154
of, authorized
session of legislature
312
312
to 60 days.
days.
legislature of,
of, limited to
session
Wysong, Thomas
H,
Thomas H.,
Wysong,
payment
614
614
payment to
to ...........................

Y.
V.

Yacht, Nettie,
Nettie, of New York,
312
name of,
312
of, changed to Nokomis ............
name
Barnes,
Stephen D. Barnes,
Yacht, Stephen
311
name of, changed
changed to Vega ..............
name
Yadkin River
River, N. C.,
475
190,
of
........
improvement
appropriation
for
improvement
of........190,
475
appropriation
Yakama Indians,
Indians,
Yakarna
appropriation for
for subsistence
subsistence and civilizaappropriation
of....
.600, 129
tion of.......................500,
Yakima
Territory,
District, Washington Territory,
Land District,
Y4kina Land
established ............................
283
established
Yallabusha
River, Miss.,
Yallabusha River,
appropriation for
improvement of ........
..... . 481
for improvement
appropriation
Yanthill Iirer,
River, Oreg.,
Yamhill
189,481
appropriation for
.....189,
481
for improvement
improvement of ........
appropriation
Yampa
Grand River
Band of Indiana,
Indians,
River Band
Yampa Grand
appropriation
for
support
of....
422
of
..............
support
for
appropriation
Indians.
Yankton Sioux Indians,
appropriations for installments
to......... 127,497
127, 497 .
installments to
appropriations
re-appropriation for, of sales
sales of sheep and
re-appropriation
..........................
wool ..
131
Yaguina Bay, Oreg.,
Yaquina
481
of ........
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.
appropriation for
........-. 193
of
entries to
......-....-to. .
of entries
H.,
Yarbrough,
James H.,
Yarbrough, James
payment to,
of
to, as administrator de bonis non of
payment
Margaret, deceased, benefit of James
Margaret,
Binkley.
Cordelia Binkley.
646
Yarbrough and Cordelia
H. Yarbrough
Yarbrough,
Samuel,
Yarbrough, Samuel,
payment to
.
. 568
to ----.................----...
payment
Docks,
Yards and Docks,
appropriations for
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., in
in Naval
Naval
appropriations
23,229,405
.
23,
229, 405
Bureau of ......................
85,86,
for Department
Department of
85, 86, 334
of .................... ..
for
432
deficiencies
in
deficiencies in...----.......------------...--.
Yazoo
River, Miss.,
Yazoo River
appropriation for
186,476
of........ 186,476
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation
Peary,
P.,
Yeary, H.. P.,
....-- --.
payment
619
to ....................
payment to
Yeates Jesse
Jesse J.,
J.,
Yeates,
contested-election
expenses of
457
of ............
contested-election expenses
J.,
Yeiser, Emma J.,
administratrix of
A. M.
M. Ronaldson,
Ronaldson,
of Lydia
Lydia A.
administratrix
646
payment
to
payment to.............---..---...Yellow Fever,
Fever,
Yellow
appropriation
for
construction,
etc.,
of
reappropriation for construction, etc.,
frigerating
disinfecting vesfor disinfecting
ship for
frigerating ship
11
.......---sels,
etc., infected
infected with .sels, etc.,
act
prevent introduction
introduction into United
to prevent
act to
5
States
5
States----. ..--------.-------.---47
report of
47
medical experts on, to be printed.
of medical
report
.............
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Yellowstone Land
District, in
Yellowstone
Land District,
in Montana,
Montana,
created....................
created
81
............
81
Yellowstone
Yellowstone National
National Park,
Park,
appropriation
appropriation for
preservation and
improvefor preservation
and improveof.......................273,451
ment of
273,451
deficiency in .......................
for deficiency
421
421
Yellowstone
Yellowstone River,
and Dak.,
Dak. '
River, Mont. and
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
of........192, 479
improvement of........192,479
Yerkey,
Yerkey, Elias,
Elias,
payment to ..--.............-....---.....
614
614
Yett, John C.,
Yett,
C., deceased,
deceased,
payment to Nelson Fox, administrator
of
646
administrator of..
646
Yingling, Henry,
to...........................
payment to
621
621
Yocum, Seth
Yocum,
Seth H.,
H.,
payment to
payment
457
to------...-..--.......-...-..-.
457
Japan
Yokohama, Japan,
appropriation
flir maintenance
naval hoshosappropriation for
maintenance of
of naval
pital at -----------........
.
86,335
..------86,335
York River, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of._
appropriation
......191,
475
of .......
191,475
Yorktown, Va.,
Va.,
Yorktown,
appropriation for erection
erection of
appropriation
monumental
of aamonumental
column
at, in commemoration
commemoration of the
column at,
the
surrender of Earl Cornwallis........
Cornwallis. _
163
163
Joint
Joint Commission of Congress authorized
authorized to
to
arrange for celebrating
celebrating the
the CentenCentennial Anniversary of battle of
of YorkYorktown, October 19, 1881
1881...............
522
522
President authorized to extend
extend invitation
invitation
to government
government and
people of
France
and people
of France
and family of General Lafayette
Lafayette to
to
join the United States in
in celebrating
celebrating
Centennial
Anniversary of battle of
Centennial Anniversary
518
of.
518
port of entry, district
district of, defined
defined.........
143
143
0
0

Young, David,
Young,
David,
payment
to ..
payment to
.....--....----.---..--...-Young, Henry, administrator,
administrator,
payment
to ........................
payment to
Young, Hugh,
Hugh,
Young,
payment
payment to
to .........
..................
Young, John
D.,
Young,
John D.,
contested-election
contested-election expenses
expenses of...........
of.
Young, Matilda,
Young,
Matilda,
payment to ...........................
payment
...
Young,
S.,
Young, Samuel S.,
payment
payment to .............
........ ........ .................
Young, Stephen,
Young,
Stephen,
payment to .........
payment
.....---- .........
Young, Susan
J.,
Young,
Susan J.,
payment to ..............................
payment
Young
ChristianAssociation,
Young Men's Christian
Washington,
Association, Washington,
D.
C.,
D. C.,
may renew loan ..........
..........
provisions of act exempting
exempting buildings,
buildings, etc
etc.,,
of, from tax,
of,
tax, repealed
repealed ...........
••••
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••••

Z
Z..
Zeigler, Jacob,
Jacob,
Zeigler,
payment to .............................
..
Zimmerman,
deceased,
Zimmerman, George,
George, deceased,
payment to Samuel and Elias
Elias Zimmerman,
Zimmerman,
executors
of.
executors of.....------......
Zimmerman, M.
Zimmerman,
M. L.,
L.,
payment
payment to ............
..............
Zimmerman, J.
Henry P.
J. P., and
and Henry
P. Snow,
SmaO,
payment
to .
.......
p
......................
aYment

to

.......... woo,' 041,010 •••• 400.0 11410•0

585

585

585

565
565
457
457
648
648
618
585
614

33
467
467

646

69
62
11

